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PREFACE. 

Tre first pages of this “ Dictionary of Hymnology, Setting forth the Origin 
and History of Christian Hymns of all Ages and Nations, with special 
reference to those contained in the Hymn Books of English-speaking 
Countries,” were completed more than ten years ago. Since that time, 

there has been a constant and rapid production of official and quasi- 
oficial hymn books of great importance in all English-speaking countries. 
To meet this emergency, and to make this work both trustworthy and 
exhaustive, coustant revisions and additions were imperatively called for, 
which have considerably enlarged the work and delayed its publication. 

2. Hymnological works, both historical and critical, and in several lan- 
guages, have also been published during the same period. A careful study 
of these works—many of which are by distinguished scholars and experts 
in the various languages and departments— and a laborious and critical testing 
of their contents, have consumed a vast amount of time, with the result of 

great practical advantage to the Dictionary as a whole. 
3. The Appenpix (Parts I. and IT.) also became a necessity ; and. togetber 

with the “Cross Reference Index to First Lines” (pp. 1307-1504). the 
“Index of Authors. &c.” (pp. 1505-1521), and the “ Supplemental Index”’ 
to each (pp. 1598-1616), must be carefully consulted by the hymnological 
student. 

4. Where it could possibly be avoided, nothing has been taken at second- 
hand. Minnte technical accuracy has been aimed at, and, after great labour 

and inevitable delay, has, it is hoped, in most instances, been attained. 

The pur-uit of this aim has very frequently demanded, for the production of 
one page only, as much time and attention as is usually expended on 
one hundred pages of ordinary history or criticism. 

5. The MSS. used in this work number nearly ten thousand, and 

include (1) those in the great public libraries of Europe and America; 
(2) those in private hands; (3) those in the possession of the Assistant 
Editor; and (4) those of the Editor. 

6. The Books, Magazines, Newspapers, Broadsheets, &c., collated and 

examined, have been too numerous to count. ‘Ihe Editor’s collectiun of 

MSS., Books, Pamphlets, &c., will, on the publication of this work, become 
the property of the Church House, where they will be available for 
consultation. 

7. The total number of Christian hymns in the 200 or more languages 
and dialects in which they have been written or translated is not less than 
400,000. When classified into languages the greatest number are found to 
be in German, English, Latin, and Greek, in the order named. Other 
languages are also strongly represented, but fall far short of these in extent 
and importance. The leading articles on National and Denvminational 
hymnody given in this work furnish a clear outline of the rise and develop- 
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ment of this mass of hymn writing. Arranged chronologically they set 
forth the periods when hymn-writing began in various languages, aud the 
subjects which engaged the attention of the writers. It will be found that 
whilst the earliest hymus, as the Magnificat, the quotations in the Pastoral 

Epistles, &c., are in Greek, it required less than 170 years for the addition of 

Syriac to be made to the roll of languages. Latin followed in another 200 

years. In another 50 years, the first notes in Early English were heard. 
German was added in the 9th cent.; Italian in the 13th cent.; Bohemian 

in the 15th cent.,. «nd others later, until the roll numbers over 200 languages 

and dialects. Careful attention to the chrunology of the subject will also 
bring out the facts, that whilst Clement of Alexandria (p. 238) was singing 

in Greek, Bardesanes (p. 1109) was inspiring his followers in Syriac. Later 
ou we find that the finest of the early poets were writing contemporaneously 

—Greguory of Nazianzus (p. 468) and Synesius (p. 1108) in Greek; St. 
Ambrose (p. 56), Prudentius (p. 914), and St. Hilary (p. 522) in Latin; and 
Epbraem the Syrian (p. 1109) in Syriac. Still later, as the roll of languages 
is increased, the grouping of names, countries and languages within given 
periods, will yield rich materials for the use of the historian and the divine. 

8. In the following pages are ret forth the countries where, the periods 
when, the languages in which, and in many instances, the men by whom 
the doctrines and ritual teachings and practices of Christianity were first 
enshrined in song; and by whom and in what languages and countries the 
greatest developments have taken place. 

9. English readers especially will find that one of the leading features 
of this Dictionary is the effort made to bring this mass of historical, 
biographical, doctrinal, devotional, and ritual matter as fully as possible 
within the giasp of those who are acquainted with no other language but 
their own. Linuguistically the English language is the key-note of this 
work, and the hymns contained in the hymn-books of English-speaking 
countries, and now in Common Use, are its basis. 

10. Personal acknowledgment has been made with deep gratitude to more 

than one thousand correspondents for valuable assistance rendered by them 
in the production of this work. In addition to the Contributors whose 
signatures are appended to their respective articles, special reference has to 
be made to the assistance of Miss Stevenson in compiling the “ Indices 
of Authors, Translators, &c.”; to the invaluable services of Mr. W. T. 

Brooke, whose acquaintance with early English hymnody is unrivalled ; to 
Mason G. A. Crawrorp, the compiler of the elaborate and complete “ Indices 

of Cross Reference to First Lines, &c.,” whose aid in revision from the 

first, and whose technical acquaintance with and accuracy in correcting 
the Press have been of eminent value; and to the Rev. James Mearns, 
whose assistance has been so extensive, varied, and prolonged, as to earn 

the unsolicited and unexpected, but well deserved and cheerfully accorded 
position of Assistant Epitor of this work. 

JOHN JULIAN, 
WiINCOBANK VICARAGE, 

December, 1891. 
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V., Y. THE EDITOR, assisted by Various Contributors. 

LIST OF MANUSCRIPTS, 

The MSS. used in the preparation of this work include the following :— 

I. Latin MSS. 
L The Bodleian. Lat. 96. 1122, i. | 18192. 1082, ii. ) 2951. 886, I. 

ob Misc. 4. 1139, i, | 18301. 551, i. | 2961. 546, li. 
mole, » 216. xi. H. pt. ii. | 18302. 1215, ii. | 3072. x. H. pt. i. 

1285. 292,1.| ,, 240. xii. H. pt. fi. | 18304. 967, i. | 4664. 551, fi. 
im. = ies i. 269. xt H. pt. u. 18318. 586, ti 4951. 426, ii. 

. pti. | 4, 362. xiv. H. pt. fi.| 19768. 1042, 
1523. 651,i.| © 368. xv. H. pt. il. | 21170 xi H. pt. i. | _ ¥- Lansdowne. 
152. 551,i.] ,, 384. 652, fi. | 21927. os aint i. pkg xv. Po 

468. 1207, i. | 22604. x . pt. i. » i 

eee eee ad 
il. 292,1.| ” vag. xv. HL pt. fi. | 24680. 1213, 1. | 24: =: 99, if. 
_ ehdg xii. 1081, | 2 4 xiv. 51, iL. 

til, Bodley. ix. Liturg. Misc. 31014. 584, i, | 2 A+ ** 4, 1. 

KS 886, i+ | 7. 1043, 1. | 30058 1042, i 2 B. iv. 1042, fi. 

579 1041, li, | p04. 991, il. 30846. aa0 L 2B. + 1220, il. 

775. 1042, ii 163. 295, i. Bi 848. 576. iL 7A. vi. 1201, il. 

iv. Canonici. "| 202. 1092, i 30849. 730, i | 1 ix. eae 
| 251. » i. | s08so. 1206, fi. 9B a 

es 4 =] 3 ae - 297. — a 30851. 647, 1. 8 Cc. xili. 1042, il. 

te yg | 320. . 35. 120), ii. . 
w «640. xiii. H. y4. ti. 339. 986, i. 309 . It. Ca é. 

Lat. 112, 1325. H. pt. fi. 1208+ f | 31032. 967, iL. mbri 

» 273. xv. He pt. it. | 240 vr | 31385. xiv. H. pti | 4, corpus Christi College. 
Mise. 95. xili-xiv, H. pt. ii. a nig iil. Arundel. 146. 1209, { 

ee on ee le 1206, ii. | 60. 1122, fi. | 190. xi. H. pt. if 
. x. Lng 366. 272, il, | 155. 1220, i. | 371. xli. H. pt. fi. 
ie a eo ee 986, i. | 156. 1043, 1. | 390. xiii, H. pt. il. 

: 131 xiii. HL. pt. i. 372. 608, i. | 201. xill, H. pt. ff. | 391. 547, 1. 

* on ne eee ; 214. 1082, ii. | 473. 1042, ii. 
" » XY. He pti | x. Rawlinson. 340. 651. iL. ohn’ 

¥. Dighy. A. 420. xiii-xiv. H. pt. iH ss ali ‘ ae John's Saag _ 

2. xii H. pt. iL. 214. xv. . pt. il. * : + 10. , 

us. xiv. H. ae S ms bow il alee & — tty iil, University Library. 
3. xii. H. pf. il. C. 108 xv. H pt iL Cleopatra A. ii. . Gg. 1. 32. xv. H. pt. il. 

a6. st $33, ii. C510. meer oR xi. H. pt. i Gg. v. 35. xil, H. pt. iL 

ne xill, H. pt. il. | S53. H. pt. ii. C. vi LI. 4. 10, 1122, 4. & 1213, 1. 
. xiv, H. pt. ii. Cc. 553. xv. * pt. . ” . - No. iv 1l 5651 i 

166. -xili-xiv. H. pt, ti, | © 93%. xiii. H. pt. il, Py ee ix. H. _ 3 al. yi. 

aa ulius A. vi. » i : 

or Douce. Bataieoeca arene Nero A. iil, xi. H. pt. il. IV. Dublin. 
, ereford Missal 1042, i.) | ELi, oxi H. pt. if. | pring 2. 4, 2. 

722. loan’, | York Missal Mtl stance. GE ce 
-— 1122, i. IL. British Museum Vespasian “ Sa: — Pranciscan Convent. 1120. 

vil, Junius uscum. | it ’ “™ 
25. v9 4 i. Additional Vitellius E. xviii, 1220, if. V. Durham. 

in 1197, i, | 8902, 1186, i. | tv. Harley. A. iv. 19. 1219, it. 
oar. 1127, i, | 10546. 1220, ii, | 524. xv. H. pt. ff. | Bay. 32, 546, iL. 

- 1043, {, | 11414. 1213, 1. | 863. 1122, ii. 

+m. Sant, 12194. oes 1 | 2901, 7os,,| _ WL. Lambeth. 
Lat. 988, i. | 16905. 1042, fi. | 2928. 547, 1. | at. 1128, {. 
oe 988, 1. | 17280. xv. H. pt. ii. | 2942. 1049, 1. | 558. gl. 

fs The MSS. in the above list include only the Latin MSS. found in British 

braries, and cited at pp. 1-1306 of this Dictionary. Many other MSS. 
b 
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have been examined at the British Museum, the Bodleian, Cambridge, 

Durham, Lambeth, Lincoln, York, &c., which are not included in this list 

because they are mostly later than 1200, and did not give results of sufficient 
importance to be referred to in the notes on the individual hymns. The 
references to H. pt. ti, mean that the MSS. so marked are only mentioned 
in Pt. ii of the article Hymnarium, and in these cases the approximate dates 
of the MSS. are also given. In other cases the references in this work 
indicate the pages where concise descriptions of the various MSS. will be 
found. 

In regard to the Latin MSS. it must be noted that the earliest and best 
only are cited in the body of the Dictionary, so that if e.g. a hymn is found 
in a MS. of the 11th cent., later MSS., unless of special importance, are not 

mentioned. References to a large number of MSS. in Continental Libraries 
will also be found in the notes on the individual Latin hymns, and at p. 813. 
These MSS. are mostly in the Bibliotheque Nationale and the Arsenal at Paris, 
the Stiftsbibliothek at St. Gall, the Vatican Library at Rome, the Ambrosian 

at Milan, the Royal Libraries at Berlin and Munich, and the Libraries at 
Wolfenbiittel, Darmstadt, Einsiedeln, Ziirich, &c. Besides these, various 

MSS. found in other libraries are cited through the works of Daniel, Mone 
and Dreves. 

Il. English MSS. 

The English MSS. which have been largely used in this work, and 
especially by the Editor in the unsigned articles and those with his signa- 
ture appended thereto, include the following groups :— . 

1. C. MSS., BR. Campbell’s MSS. Property of Mrs. E. Campbell. 
2. D. MSS. PP. Doddridge’s MSS. Property of the Rooker family. 
3. E. MSS. The Editor's MSS. Property of the Church House. 
4. G. MSS. T. H. Gill’s MSS. Property of the Church House. 
5. H. MSS. W.J. Hall's MSS. Property of the Hall family. 
6. Hav. MSS. The Havergal MSS. Property of the Havergal family. 
7. Mid. MSS. A. Midlane’s MSS. Property of the Church House. 
8. M. MSS. J. Montgomery's MSS. Property of J. H. Brammall, Esq. 
9. R. MSS. T. Raffles's MSS. Property of the Raffles’s family. 

10. 8. MSS. D. Sedgwick’s MSS. Property of the Church House. 
11. Sc. MSS. Elizabeth Scott's MSS. Property of Yale University, U.S.A. 



ABBREVIATIONS. 

re 

Is this Dictionary nearly eight hundred ubbreviations have been used. Of theso a large 
proportion are self-evident, and others, being in common use, are not repeated here. In this 
Table, therefore, those ouly are given which are for tne most part peculiar to this work. 

In eeveral instances pages ure given instead of explanations. This las been done because 
the details given on the puges indicated are nut only too full for repetition, but are also of 
great value w the Reader. See also Supplemental List on p. xii. 

A. B.C. See p. 788, ii. D.C. District of Columbia. 
A. B. WH. See p. 788, ii. | D. MSS. Doddridge MSS. See pp.x. ; 305, ii. ; 
A. H. (Wetzel’s). See p. 1266, ii. 1560, i. 
A. M.E. See p. 788, ii. Dan. Thes. Hymn. See Daniel. 
A. P. M. See p. 738, ii. Daneel, See p. 275, i. & 744 
A.V. Authorized Version. Dreves. See p. xii. 3. 
A. & M. Ancient and Modern. Duffield. See p. 1626, i. 
Add, Additional. 
Aest. Aestiva. E. M88. Thi Editor’s MSS. See p. x. 
Alford. See p. 89, ii. E. U. Evangelical Union. 
Allg. Deutsche Biog, See p. xii. L. Ev. L. 8. See p. 687, ii. 
Aly. G. B. See pp. 198, i. ; 612, ii. Evang. Hyl. Evangelical Hymnal. 
Amer. Ger, American German. Evang. Mag. Evangelical Magazine. 
Anth, Graec, Carm. Christ. See p. 456, ii. Evang. U. Evangelical Union. 
Appz. Appendix. 
Aw. Augustine. F.C. Free Church. 
Aut, Autumnalis. F.C. 8. See p. 738, ii. 

Fabricius. See p. 586, ii. 
ine Fasc. Fasciculus. B.M. British Museum. " 

B.M.S. See p. 788, ii. Mooher. See p. 877, 1. 
B. MSS. Brooke MSS., p. 184, i. 

, teat -Buch. B.V.M. Blessed Virgin Mary. | @. B. Gesang-Buch 
Bap. H. Bk. Baptist Hymn Book. | ; 4 _ hina pn ea Lutheran. 

eee @. MSS. Gill MSS. See pp. x.; 491, 4 
Risley. Sane 08, i & | Goedeke’s Grundriss. See p. 1565, i 
Béxmler, See p. xii. 2 Gospel Mag. Gospel Magazine. 

rgd ana aera H. A. awi M. Hymns Ancient and Modern. 
. ’ H.E.C. Hymns of the Eastern Church, 

Breo, Breviary. EL t Sant 
Brit. Mag. British Magazine. rae p. 206, 2 

H, Bk, Hymn Book. : 
H. H. Bk, Home Hymn Book. 
H. MSS. Hall MSS. See pp. xe; 481, ii. 
H. Noted. Hymnal Noted. 
Hari. Harley. 
Harland. See p. 491, i. 
Hatfield. See p. 1526, i, ; 
Hav. MSS. Havergal MSS. See pp. x.; 496, 

ii, 498, i. 
Heb. Hebrew. 
Heerwagen. See p. xii. 4. 
Hoffmann. See p. 418, ii. 
Horae Ger. See p. 736, i. 
Hy. Angl. Hymnarium Anglicanum. 
Hy. Comp. Hymnal Companion, 
Hymn. Sarish. Hymnarium Sarisburiense. 

C. B. Chorale Book. 
C.M. 8. See p. 738, ii. 
C. MSS. Campbell MSS. See pp. x.; 202, & 
Pg 
Q. 

c 
H. Bk. See Mercer. 

C.Q. R. Church Quarterly Review. 
C. U. Common Use. 
Calg. Caligula. 
Cassander, See p. 655, i. 
Cathem. Hymn. See p. 914, ii. ("). 
Ch.§ Home, Church and Home. 
Ch, Hys, Church Hymns. 
Chope. See p, 223, ii. 
Clavd. Claudius. 
Clicktoraeus. See p. 648, ii. 
Coll. Collection. 
Cong. H. Bk. Congregational Hymn Book. K.S. M. See p. 738, ii, 

Jul. Julius. 
a 
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Xehrein. See p. 1048,-i. PP. Graec. Patrology: Series Graeca. 
Kennedy. See p. 688, i, PP. Lat. Patrology: Series Latina. 
Koch. See p. 630, ii. People’s H, People’s Hymnal. 
Konigsfeld. See p. 656, & Ps. § Hys. Psalms and Hymns. 
Xraus. See p. xii. 5. 

| R. C. Roman Catholic. 
L. M.S. See p. 738, ti. R. I. Rhode Island. 
L. 8. N. See p. 818, i R. T. 8. Religious Tract Society. 
Lat. Hys. Latin Hymns. Rk. V. Revised Version. 
Leyser. See p. 655, i, 7. _&. MSS. Rafiies MSS. See pp. x; 949, ii. 
Lib. of R. P. See p. 1004, i. | Raumbach., See p. 950, i. 
Luth. Ch. Bk. Lutheran Church Book, | Rawl. Rawlinson. 
Juth., Hyl. Lutheran Hymnal. Rippon, See p. 964, i. 
Lyra Sac. Amer. Lyra Sacra Americana. Rom, Brev. man Breviary. 
Lyra Brit. Lyra Britannica. p. 339, ii. 
Lyra Ger. Lyra Germanica. S.C. South Carolina. 

S.J. Society of Jesus. 
M. M. See p. 738, ii. |S. MSS. Sedgwick MSS. See pp. x.; 1086, ii. 
M. MSS. Montgomery MSS. See pp. z.; | S.of G. § G. See p. 340, ii. 39, 

768, ii. S. ». C.K. Society for Promoting Christian 
Madan, See p. 709, ii. Knowledge. 
May. Magazine. S. P. G. See p. 738, ii. 
Muss. Massachusetts. S. S. H. Bk. Sunday School Hymn Book. 
Med, Hys. Mediaeval Hymns. S. S. U. H. Bk. Sunday School Union Hymn 
Mercer. See p. 725, i. Book. 
Meth, Episco. Methodist Episcopal. Sarum Hyl. See p. 340, ii, 29. 
Meth. F. C. Methodist Free Church. Se. MSS. Scott (E.) MSS. See pp. x.; 1019, ii. 
Meth. H. Bk. Methodist Hymn Book. Sel. Selection ; Selected. 
Mid. MSS. Midlane MSS. See pp. x.; 783, ii, | Simrock. See p. 656, i. 5. 
Migne. See p. 656, i. 18, Skinner, See p. 1061, ii. 
Miller. See p. 735, ii | Snepp. See p. 840, ii. 39. 
Misc. Miscellaneous. | Songs of G.g¢ G. See p. 340, ii, 39. 
Mitre. Mitre H. Bk. See p, 461, ii Supp. Supplement. 
Mone. See p. 762, i. Suppl. Supplemental. 
Morel. See p. 656, ii, 
Mitzell, See pp. xii. 6; 418, iL T. § B. Tate and Brady. 

Thomasius. See p. xii. 7, 
N. D. Not dated. Thring. See p. 1173, i. 
N. E. New England. Toplad;. See p, 1182, ii. 
N. H. New Hampshire. Tr. Translation; Translated. 
N. P. No Publisher's Name. Trench. See pp. 655, ii. ; 1185, i. 
N.S. New Style of dating. Trs, Translations. 
N. T. New Testament. Trs. and Par, Translations and Paraphrases. 
N. V. New Version. 
N.Y. New York. | U. M. United Methodist. 
N. Cong. H. Bk. New Congregational Hymn- | U. P. United Presbyterian. 

book. U. S., U. S. A. United States of America. 
Nutter. See p. 1526, i. Une. L. S. See p. xii. 8. 

O. H. Bk. See p. 632, i Ver. Verna. 
O. O. H. Bk. See p. 1081, ii, Versuch. See p. 192, ii. 
O. S, Old Style of dating. Vesp. Vespasian. 
0. V. - Old Version. 

W. M.S. See p. 738, ii 
P. A. Pastoral Association. Wackernagel, See p. 1230, ii. 
P. Bk, Prayer Book. Wes. H. Bh, Wesleyan Hymn-book, 
Pa, Pennsylvania, Wetzel. See p. 1266, ii. 
Patrol. See p. 656, i 13, Whitefield. See p, 382, i. 
Phila, Phtiladelphia. Wrangham, See p. 1696, ii. 

FULLER TITLES OF CERTAIN WORKS REFERRED TO ABOVE. 

1, Allgemeine Deutsche Biographie (Leipzig, 1875, &c.) of the Munich Academy of Sciences. 
2. Das Katholische deutsche Kirchenlied in seinen Singweisen. By W. B&umker, vol. i., Freiburg in Baden, 

1856; Hi. 1883. 
3. Analecta Hymnica Medii Aevi. Edited by G. M. Dreves, S.J. 
4. Lilteraturgeschichte der evangelischen Airchenlieder. By F, F. T. Heerwagen, vol. 1, Schweinfurth, 

1792; fi. 1797. 
5. Geistliche Lieder im neunzchnten Jahrhundert. By Ott» Kraus. Gfitersloh, 1879. 
6. Geistliche Lieder der evangelischen Kirche aus dem sicbzehnten und der ersten Halfte des achtzehnten 

Jahrhunderts. By Dr. J. Miltzell. Brunswick, 1854. 
7. J. M. Thomasii S. R. £. Cardinalis Opera Omnia, vol. il., Rome, 1747, contains a Hymnarium, 
8. Cnverfdlechter Liedersegen, Berlin, 1851, Edited by G.iC. H, Stip, 



DICTIONARY OF HYMNOLOGY. 

A 

A. In Bristol Bapt. Coll. by Ash & Evans. 
Ist ed. 1769 ; ie. Joseph Addison. 

A. in Collyer’s Coll. 1812, this is the 
initial of Ann Gilbert, née Taylor. 

A.C.C. in the Hymnary. “A Chester | 
Canon ;” ie. Canon William Cooke. 

A. K. B. G. in the Divine Hymnal, 1860 ; 
ie. A. K. B. Granville, q. v. 

A. L. P. a nom de plume of Dr. Little- 
dale’s in the People’s H. ; 
Priest.” 

| 

| 
' 
] 

; 

ie. “A London | 

| 
A. L. W. in various Collections; ie. Anna | 

known as A Churchman’s Hymna, 1833. No. 2, 
in 3 st. of 61. In 1863 it was reprinted with- 
out alteration, in Kennedy, No. 1176. 

A charge to keep I have. C. Wesley. 
[Personal Responsibility.) Ist pub. in his 
Short Hymna on Select Passages of Holy Serip- 
ture, 1762, vol. i., No. 188, in 2 st. of 8 |. and 

on Levy. viii. 35. It was omitted from 
the 2nd ed. of the Short Hymna, &c., 1794, but 
included in the Wes. H. Bk. 1780, aud in the 
P. Works of J. § C. Wesley, 1868-72, vol. ix., 
pp. 60,61. Its use has been most extensive 

th in G. Brit. and America, and usually it 
is given in an unaltered form, as in the Wes. 
H. Bk. No. 318; and the Evang. Hymnal, 

| N. York, No. 320. The line, * From youth 
; : ; to hoary age,” in the Amer. Prot. Episcop. Hyl., 

A.M. G., ie. Anna Maria Glennie. [Smith, | No. 474, is from the Amer. P. Bk. Coll., 1826. 

L. Waring. 

née Glennie} in Thrupp's Ps. & Hys., 1853. 

A.R. Initials adopted by George Burder 
in the Gospel Magazine. 

A.R.C. in The Service of Praise, by J. 
H. Wilson ; i.e. Anne Ross Cousin, née Cundell. | 

| 

A. R. T. in the American German Re-| 
formed Hys. of the Church, 1869; i.e. the Rev. 
Alexander Ramsay Thompson, D.D. 

A. R. W. in the Amer. Bapt. Praise Book, | 
1871; Le. A. R. Wolfe. 

A. T., i.e. Adelaide Thrupp, in Thrupp’s 
Ps. & Hymna, 1853. 

A. T. R. in Ps. & Hymns, by the Rev. A. T. 
Russell, 1851, are the initials of the Editor. 

A—-y. in the Gospel Magazine, is the | 
nom de plume of Job Hupton. It stands for 
Ashby, the parish in which he lived. 

A beautiful land by faith I see. 
(Hearen.} Given Anon. in the Amer. Shining | 
Star, N. Y. 1862, No. 74 in 4 st. of 41. and | 
chorus, and entitled, “ The beautiful land.” | 
It is in extensive use in America, and is— 
found also'in a few English 8. 8. collections. 
In 8. Booth’s S. S. H. Bk., Brooklyn, U.S., 
1863, it is credited to “ J. Hall.” | 

A car of fire is on the air. W. W. 
Hull. (Death and Burial.) Contributed to 
bis Coll. of Hys. for Gen. Use, commonly | 

A children’s temple here we build. 
J. Montgomery. (The Erection of a Sunday 
School.} This hymn was written for the 
opening of the first Sunday School building 
in Wincobank, Sheffield. The ms.—which 
is in the Wincobank Hall Collection of 
mss.—is dated “December 18, 1840,” and 
signed “J. M."” The building was opened on 
the 13th of April, 1841, the hymn being 
printed on a fly-leaf for the occasion. In 
1853, Montgomery included it in his Original 
Hymns, No. 313, in 6 st. of 4 1. and entitled 
it “The erection of a Sunday School.” In 
the Meth. 8S. 8S. H. Bk. 1879, No. 512, st. iv. 
is omitted, and slight changes are also intro- 
duced, Orig. text in Orig. Hys., 1853, p. 333. 
The hymn by Mrs. Gilbert, nee Ann Taylor, 
“We thank the Lord of heaven and earth.” 
was also written for, and sung on, the same 
oceasion. This hymn has not come into ©. U, 

Aday, a day of glory. J. M. Neale. 
oe eemce A carol written expressly for 
i. Sedding’s Antient Christmas Carols, 1860. 

It is No. 6 of the “ Christmas Carole,” in 4 st. 
of 81. In 1867 it was reprinted in the People's 
H., No. 29. 

A debtor to mercy alone. A. M. Top- 
lady. [Assurance of Faith.) Contributed to 
the Gospel Magazine, May, 1771, in 3 st. of 
81., and included in Toplady’s Ps. & Hys, 
1776, No. 313, with the alteration, st. i, 1. 4, 
of “offering’’ to “offerings.” In 1860 the 
1771 text was included in oeren a reprint 



2 A FEW MORE YEARS 

of Toplady’s Hymna, &c., p.140. In the older 
collectious it was in most extensive use, 
both in the Ch. of England and with many of 
the Nonconformist bodies, but it is now very 
generally omitted from modern collections in 
G. Brit., although in America it still holds a 
prominent position, 

A few more years shall roll. H. Bonar. 
[O. and N. Year.) Written about the year 
1842, and first priuted on a fly-leaf for use by 
the members of his congregation on a New 
Year’s Day. In 1844 it was pub. in No. 2 
of his Songs for the Wilderness, again in the 
Ist series of Hys. of Faith and Hope, 1857, 
p. 101; and later eds. It is in 6st. of 81., 
8.M., and entitled, ‘*A Pilgrim’s Song.” Its 
use in all English-speaking countries, either 
in its full, or in an abbreviated form, is very 
extensive. In some cases its exquisite refrain, 
with its delicate changes :— 

“Then, O my Lord, prepare 
My soul for that great day; 

O wash me in Thy precious blood, 
And take my sins away,” 

is omitted, and it is thereby robbed of one of 
its most beautiful and striking features, 

A form of words though e’er so 
sound. J. Hart. [Kingdom of God in 
Power.) 1st pub. in his Hymns composed on 
Various Subjects, 1759, No, 90, in 8 st. of 41. 
and based on i. Cor. iv. 20. ‘ For the king- 
dom of God is not in word, but in power.” | 
In 1780, with slight alterations and the omis- 
sion of st. vi, and vii. and the transposition of | 
iv. and v. it was given in the Lady H. Coll. 
No. 95, and from thence has passed into a 
limited number of ultra-Calvinistic hymnals. 

A fountain of Life and of Grace. 
C. Wesley. (Living Water. 
Short Hymns, 1762, vol. ii., No. 866, in 2 st. of 
8 1,, and based on Rev. xxii. 17. In 1780 it 
was included in the Wes. H. Bk., No. 77, and 
has been repeated in later eds. P. Worke, 
1868-72, vol. xiii. p. 240. It has also 
into most of the collections of the Methodist 
bodiés, and is also found in other hymnals in 
G. Brit. and America, . 

A Friend there is; your voices join. 
J. Swain. (Jesus the Friend.) Appeared 
as one of two hymns in his Eyvperimental 
Essays on Divine Subjects, Lond. 1791, pp. 
85-87, with the note “The two following 
pieces were occasioned by the death of an 
only son.” The second piece is:—* When 
Jesus, both of God and Man.” 

passed into several collections, mainly those 
of the Baptists, but including also other Non- 
conforming bodies and a limited number in 
the Ch. of England. In America it is almost 
unknown, Orig. text, Lyra Brit., 1867, pp. 
537-8. 

A fulness resides in Jesus our Head. 
J, Fawcett [ Fulness of Christ), ist pub. in his 
Hymns adapted to the Circumstances of Pub. 
Worship and Priv, Devotion, 1782, No. 96, in 
5 st.of 81. This was reprinted in Rippon's 

Ist pub. in his | 

passed | 

In 1792 he | 
included the former in his Waleorth Hys., | 

- in 10 st. of 4 1, and from thenve it has 

A LITTLE LAMB 

Sel., 1787, No. 150, and from thence passed 
into various collections in G. Brit. and Ame- 
rica. Orig. text in Bap. Ps. & Hys., 1858-80. 

A glance from heaven, with sweet 
effect. J. Newton. [Lightning.] ‘lhis hymn, 
dealing with the moral and spiritual thoughts 
suggested by “ Lightning in the night,” up- 

_ peared in the Gospel Magazine, April, 1775, 
| in the Olney Hymns, 1779, Bk. ii., No. 84, in 
| 7 st. of 4.1, and later eds. It is No. 301 of 
Martineau’s Hys., &c., 1840-1851, and 429 in 
J. H. Thom's Hymns, 1858. 

A glory in the word we find. [Holy 
Scriptures.] A cento given in J. Campbell's 
Comprehensive H. Bk., Lond., 1837, No. 837, 
in 4 st. of 4.1, from whence it bas passed, 
unaltered, into a few American hymnals. <A 
part of this cento is from W. Hurn’s Coll, 
3rd ed., 1833, No. 435. It is not in C, U. in 
G. Brit. CW on ak 

_ Agood High Priest is come. J. Cennick. 
| (Priesthood of Christ.) 1st pub. in Pt. iii. of 
| his Sacred Hymns for the Use of Religious So- 
| eieties, Lon., 1744, No. exxi. in § st. of 6 1., 
pp. 196-198. In 1753 G. Whitefield included 
st. i. iv. v. vi. and ix. in his Coll of Hys., No. 
xliv., and it was retained in subsequent eds. 

| This arrangement, with slight alterations, wes 
repub. in Rippon’s Sel. 1787, No. 190, and 

| later eds., ied trom thence has passed into 
other collections in G. Brit. and America. In 

'some works it is still further abbreviated. 
Orig. text in Lyra Brit,, 1867, p. 134. 

A helm upon my brow I wear. &. J. 
Stone. [Christian Armour.) Contributed to 
his poems, The Knight of Intercession, &c., 1872, 
in + st. of 4 1., from whence it passed into P. J. 
Richardson's Lent Manual for Busy People, 
&e., 1884, p. 64. Also repeated in the author's 
Carmina crata, 1884, 

A little child the Saviourcame. W. 
| Robertson. [Holy Baptism.] Contributed to 
the Scot. Estab. Ch. Hymns for Pub. Worship, 
1861, and repub. in their Scottish Hymnal, 
1869, No. 181, in 5 st.of 41. Inthe American 
collections it has attained to a mure extensive 
use than in those in G. Brit., but in every 
case, as in Hatfield's Ch. H. Bk., 1872, the 
Hys. & Songs of Praise, 1874, the Pres. Hymnal, 
Phil., 1874, and others, it is attributed in error 
to the elder W. Robertson, who was associated 
with the Scottish Trs. and Par. of 1745. 

| A little flock! So calls Hethee. H. 
Bonar. [Church of pig) A poem, in 13 
| st. of 41. on the Church as * The Little Flock.” 
It appeared in the Ist series of his Hymns of 
Faith and Hope, 1857; and later eds. In 
Kennedy, 1863, No. 1404, it is re-arranged in 
three parts: (1) “Church of the everlasting 
God”; (2) “ A little flock ! So calls He thee”; 
(3) “ A little flock! "Tis well, *tis well.” In 
the American Manual of Praise, 1880, there 
is acento beginning with the Ist stanza, and 
in the College and other hymn-books a second. 
as “ Church of the Everliving God.” 

A little lamb went straying. dA. Mid- 
lane. (Children’s Hymn.) Written in Jan, 



A LITTLE SHIP 

1859, and first printed in the March No. of 
the Good News Magazine, 1860, 5 st. of 8 1. 
In 1864 it passed into the H. Bk. for Youth, 
No. 13, and meats ap into uther collections, 
but mainly those for children. 

A little ship was on the sea. Dorothy 
A. Thrupp. [Peace.] Contributed to Mrs. 
H. Mayo’s Sel. of Hymns, &c., 2nd ed., 1840, 
in 9 st. of 4 1., entitled “ The Little Ship 
on the Waves,” and sigued “pb. a. 7.” As a 
hymn for children it is most popular, and is 
found in numerous collections both in G. Brit. 
and America. 

A little while and every fear. fH. K. 
Greville. (Private Use.) 1st printed in The 
Amethyst, Edin. Oliphant, 1834, and again in 
The Church of Eng. H. Bk., &., 1838, No. 592, 
in 3 st. of 8 L, and entitled “ he Believer 
waiting for the Lord.” In 1863 it was in- 
cluded with alterations in Kennedy, No. 783; 
but its use is not extensive, outside the col- 
lections of the Plymouth Brethren. 

A little while—our Lord shall come. 
J. G. Deck. [Advent.| Appeared in the Ap- 
pendiz to Hys. for the Poor of the Flock, 1841, 
m 4 st.of 6 L, and later collections of the 
Plym. Brethren. It passed into Dr. Walker's 
Cheltenham Coll., 1855 ; Snepp’s Songs of G. 
& G., 1872, and others. Orig. text in Snepp, 
with st. i. 1. 4, * bath gone” for * has gone.” 

A look to Jesus saves the soul. 4A. 
Midlane, (Jesus only.) Written in March, 
1862, and Ist pub. in bis Gospel Echoes, 1865. 
No. 101, in 5 st. of 41. from whence it passe:l 
into Lord A. Cecil’s Canadian Hymn Book for 
Gospel Meetings, Ottawa, 1871, No, 17, Broom’s 
(rood News H. Bk., 1883, and others of a 
similar kind. ; 

A mighty mystery we set forth. G. 
Rowson. (Holy Baptism.) Written in 1857, 
and Ist pub. in the Bap 
No. 695, in 4 st. of 4.1. It is based on Rom. 
vi 3, “ Baptized into His death,” &c. Its use 
is limited. 

A mourning class, a vacant seat. 
(Death of a Scholar] Appeared anonymously 
in the Amer. Union Hymna, Phil. 8. 8. U., 
1835, No. 285,.in 5 st. of 4 1, and headed 
“Death of a Scholar.” It has been repeate:| 
in later editions of the Union Hys., and is in 
extensive use in America. In G. Brit. it has 
been adopted by a few S. S. hymn-books onlv. 
Orig. text, Meth. F. C. 8S. S. H. Bk., 1869, 
No. 358, with the for his in at. ii. 1. 2. 

(W. T. B.) 

A nation God delights to bless. C. 
Wesley. [National Peace.) The second of two 
hymns on Job xxxiv. 29, Ist pub. in his Short 
Hymns, &c., 1762, vol. i., No. 771, in 2 st. 
of 6 L, in 2nd ed., 1794, and in P. Works, 
1868-72, vol. ix. p. 268. It was included in 
the Wes. H. Bk., 1780, No. 454, and retained 
in new ed. 1875, No. 466. 

A Patre Unigenitus. Anon. [Epi- 
phany.} Daniel, in vol. i., 1841, and later ed. 

t. Ps. & Hys., 1858-80, | 

A PILGRIM THROUGH 8 

Nv. 210, gives only the first four lives of 
this hymn as belouging tu a hymn for the 
Feat of the Epiphany, of uncertain autl.or- 
ship, date between the 10th and 13th cen- 
turies. In the ancient mss. in the British 
Museum, however, this hymn is found in 
three of the llth cent. (Harl. 2961, f. 230; 
Jul. A. vi. f. 36b; Vesp. D. xii. f. 430). 
In the Latin Hye. of the Anglo-Saxon Church 
(Surtees Soviety), 1851, p. S35, it is n- 
printed in fuil from u Durham ms. of the 
llth cent. 

In 1853, Mone gave the full text in vol. i., 
No. 59, in 6 st. of 4 1, heading it, “In 
Epiphania ad nocturnum,” and added an 
extended note on the text, with references 
to a 15th cent. ms. at Stuttgart; and to Tho- 
masius, &. This text, with the notes and 
an addition or two including a reference to a 
ms. of the monastery of Rheinan, of the llth 
cent. was repeated by Daniel, vol. iv. (1855), 

. 151. It is also in the Hymn. Sarish. 
ond., 1851, p. 26, as a hymn at Lauds in 

the Epiphany, and through the octave; 
where are also given the variations of York 
(used at Matins during the same period) ; 
of Evesham; Worcester, &e. It is also in 
Wackernagel, i., No. 173; in Card. Newman's 
Hymni Eccl., 1838-65, and others. It may 
be noticed that the original is an acrostic 
from A to T inclusively. The Gloria, of 
course, does not follow this arrangement. 

[W. A. 8.) 

Translations in C. U.:— 

1, From God, to visit Earth forlorn. By J. D. 
Chambers in his Lauda Syon, Pt. 1, 1857, p. 109, 
in 6 at. of 4], This is given in an altered form 
as: “From God the Father comes to earth,” in 
the Appendix to the Hymnal N., No. 131. 

2. God's Sole-Begotten came. By R. F. Little- 
dale, made for, and Ist pub. in the Heople’s H., 
1867, No, 44, and signed “ A. L. P.” 

3. Sent down by God to this world’s frame. By 
J. M. Neale: probably originally made for the 
Hymnal N., 1852, as the first line in Latin 
appears in the original prospectus, Another 
Epiphany hymn was, however, given, and this 
tr. seems not to have been printed till the St. 
Margaret’s Hymnal, 1875, whence it passed 
through the Antiphoner and Grai/, 1880, into 
the Hymner, 1882, No. 20. [J. J] 

A pilgrim through this lonely world. 
Sir E. Denny. Shepp t Ist pub. in 
his Sel. of Hymna, &e., 1839, No, 11, in 8 st. 
of 41, and in bis Hymns and Poems, 1848. 
It was also repub. in various collections of the 
Plymouth Brethren—ineluding Hys. for the 
Poor of the Flock, 1841, and Ps, and Hys., 
Lond. Walther, 1842, Pt. ii, No. 42. It is 
adopted also by Dr. Walker, in his Cheltenham 
Coll., 1855; the Hy. Comp., No. 162, anil 
Snepp’s S. of G. & G., No, 220, and a few 
others amongst the Ch. of England bymnals. 
Its principal use. however, is in America, 
where it is found in numerous collections, 
mostly in an abbreviated form, and in many 
instances attributed in error to Dr. Bonar. 
Orig. text in Lyra Brit, 1867, p. 183. It is 
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4 A SINFUL MAN 

well adapted for Holy Week, and for special 
services dwelling on the Sacrifice of Clirist. 

Asinful man amI. H. Bonar. [Invi- 
tation.| With the title, “Come unto Me,’ 
this hymn appeared in his Hymns of Faith and 
Hope, 3rd Series, 1867, in 7 st. of 4 1., sm. 
In Kemble’s New Church H, Bk., 1873, it is 
given without alteration, but its use, boti in 
G. Brit. und America, is very limited. 

A solis ortus cardine. Ad usque. 
Coelius Sedulius. [Christmas.] This hymn, 
which opens with the same first stanza as the’ 
next annotated herein, with the exception of 
Et for * Ad” in line 2, may be distinguished 
therefrom by the second stanza, which reads :— 

* Beatus auctor saeculi 
Servile corpus induit, 
Ut carne carnem liberans 
Ne perderet quos condidit.” 

It is a poem, dating from the first half of the 
5th cent., in 23 st. of 4 1.. entitled Paean 
Alphabeticus de Christo (‘‘ A triumphal song 
concerning Christ, arranged according to the 
letters of the alphabet.”) The subject is a 
devout description of the Life of Christ in 
verse. The full text is found in an 8th cent. 
ms. in the British Museum (mss. Reg. 2 A. xx. 
tf. 50), and is also given in the numerous 
editions of Sedulius’s Works (that of Faustus 
Arevalus, Rome, 1794, especially); in the 
works of Thomasius from Vatican mss. of the 
8th and 9th cents. ; in Wackernagel, i., No. 48, 
and others. For ecclesiastical purposes it has 
been broken up into two hymns, the first 
known as A solis ortis cardine, and the 
second, Hostis Herodes impie, with the Rom. 
Brev. form of the same, Crudelis Herodes, 
Deum. Following the order of this arrange- 
ment, the details ure :-— 

i. A solis ortis cardine. The text of this 
portion of the poem comprises 28 lines of the 
original (stanzas a to g, inclusive), and may be 
found in Daniel, i. No. 119, the old text and 
revised Rom. Brev. version being given in 

rallel columns, followed by various read- 
ings, &c. It is given in the Rom. Brev., (text 
in Card. Newman's Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838) 
as the hymn at Lauds on Christmas Day; on 
the 30th of December, the only day in the 
Octave not occupied by a Festival; on the 
Octave itself; the Feast of the Circumcision ; 
and on the Vigil of the Epiphany. The 
doxologies in the Roman and Sarum Uses are 
no part of the original hymn. 

This hymn is met with in most old Breviaries. Also 
in two Mss. of the llth cent. in the British Museum 
(Hart. 2961, f. 226; and Jul. A. vi. f. 396), &. In the 
Latin Hys. of the Anglo-Saxon Church, 1951, p. 50, it 
is printed from a Durham ms. of the llth cent. In the 
Hiymn, Sarisb., Lond., 1851, pp. 15, 16, it is given for 
lauds on Christmas Day, with variations from the 
uses of York, St. Alban's, Evesham, Worcester, Anglo- 
Sazon mss. (Surtees Society, 1851), various Collec- 
tions, &c. York assigns it to Lauds and Vespers on 
Christmas Day, and Lauds on the Vigil of the 
Epiphany. So Worcester and Evesham, with an exten- 
sion to the Feast of the Purification. Its use is thus 
seen to have been very extensive in England. 
Daniel, iv. 144-5, gives further references of impor- 
tance. The hymn, with the strophe A in addition, is 

ven for Vespers on the Feast of the Annunciation, 
. 18 (see Coelestis ales nuntiat), in the Mozarabic 

Brev. (Migne’s Patrol., tom. 86, col. 1291). 
(W. A. 8] 

A SOLIS ORTUS 

Of this part of the poem (omitting the 
a orm) the following tra. have been 
made :— 

Translations in C, U,:— 
1, From the far-blazing gate of morn. By E. 

Caswall from the Rom. Brev., 1st pub: in his 
Lyra Catholica, 1849, in 8 st. of 4 1.,49-51, and 
again in his Hys. ¢ Poems, 1873, p. 27. This was 
given in the Hymnary, 1872, No. 126, as:— 
“From lands that see the sun arise,”’ the first 
line being borrowed from Dr. Neale’s L.m. ver- 
sion as under, 

2. From lands that see the sun arise, To earth's, 
&e. By J. M. Neale, from the old text, lst pub. 
in the /ymnal N., 1852, in 8 st. of 4 L, and 
again in later editions of the same, and in other 
hymnals. 

3. From where the sunshine hath its birth. By 
R. F. Littledale, made from the old text for, and 
Ist pub. in the People’s H., 1867, No. 26, in 8 st. 
of 4 1., and signed “ A. L, P.” 

4. From east to west, from shore to shore. By 
J. Ellerton. This is a cento of 5 st., four of 
which are from this hymn (st. i., ii., vi., vii.), 
and the last is original, written in 1870), and 
Ist pub. in Church Hys., 1871, No. 78. It is 
the most acceptable form of the hymn for con- 
gregational use. 

Translations not in C, U. :-— 

. From every part o'er which the sun. Primer, 1706. 

. From the faint dayspring’s, &c. Mant, 1837. 
From far sunrise at early morn. Copeland, 1948. 
From the first dayspring’s, &c. Blew, 1852. 
From climes which see, &c, Chambers, 1857. 

. Now from the rising of the sun. Wallace, 1874. 

. From where the rising sun, &c. F. Trappes, 1865. 

Other frs. of this hymn have been made 
into English through the German, thus noted 
by Mr. Mearns :— 

Christum wir sollen loben schon. A full and 
faithful tr. by Martin Luther, Ist pub. in Lyn 
Enchiridion, Erfurt, 1524, and thence in Wacker- 
nagel’s D. Kirchenlied, iii. p. 13, in 8 sts. of 4 1. 
Included in Schireks’s ed. of Luther's Geistliche 
Lieder, 1854, p. 7, and as No. 25 in the Une, 
L. &., 1851, 

Of this the trs. in C. U. are:—(1) Christ, 
whom the Virgin Mary bore, omitting sts. iii.—v. 
by C. Kiachen (J. Swertner?), as No. 42 in the 
Moravian H. Bk., 1789, and continued, altered, 
in later eds. Included as No. 83 in Pratt’s Coél., 
1829. (2) Now praise we Christ, the Holy One, 
from R. Massie’s Jf. Luther's Spirit. Songs, 1854, 
p. 9, as No. 30 in the Ohio Luth. Hyl. 1880. 

Other trs. are :— 
(1) “To Christ be now our homage paid,” as No. 154 

in pt. ili. of the Moravian H. Bk., 1748, No. 212 in pt. i., 
1754. i “Soon shall our voices praise,” by Miss Fry, 
1845. (3) “ Let now all honour due be done,” by Dr. 
J. Hunt, 1853, p. 34. (4) “There should to Christ be 
praises sung,” by Miss Manington, 1864, p. 23. (5) 
“Jesus we now must laud and sing,” by Dr. G. Mac- 
donald, in the Sunday Magazine, 1867, p. 151; and 
thence, altered, in his Zxotics, 1876, p. 42. [J. J.J 

ii. The second portion of this poem is the 
Epiphany hymn Hostis Herodes impie, found 
in many Breviaries, and consisting of lines 
29-36, 41-44, and 49-52, or in other words, 
the strophes commencing with h, 7, 1, n, s. 
The text is given in Daniel, i. No. 120, together 
with references to various Breviaries, &c. 
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In the Hymn. Sarisb., Lond., 1851, it is given as the 
Hymn at first and second vespers on the Feast of the 
Epiphany, and daily through the Octave at Matins and 
Vespers; with various readings from the uses of York 
(which assigns it to first and second vespers and Lauds on 
the Epiphany, and daily through the Octave), of Evesham 
and Worcester —— the Epiphany at Vespers), St. 
Alban’s (Vespers and Lauds), St. Andrew de Bromholm, 
Norfolk (Lauds). Daniel, iv. 148, 370, cites it as in a 
Rheinau ms. of the 9th cent., and a Bern ms. of the 
Sth cent. In the British Museum it is also found in a 
llth cent. ms, (Jul. A. vi. f. 36) and others; and in the 
Latin Hys. of the Anglo-Sazon Church, 1851, p. 51, it is 
printed from a Durham ms. of the llth cent. The 
strophe Katerra matrum (the troop of mothers) occurs 
in a ms. of the Harleian Library, of the 11th cent. 
(2961, f. 229b), as a hymn for the Holy Innocents. In 
the Mozarabic Rrev. Hostis Herodes impie is the Hymn 
at Lauds for the Epiphany, the strophes A, #, 1, n, q, 7, 
«, t, ve, z, y, 2 of the original being used, with doxology. 
Strophes k, m, 0, p, with two additional, and a doxology, 
are used in this rite on the Feast of the Holy Innocents 
at Lauds; or “In Allisione Infantium, sive Sanctorum 
Innocentium,” “ On the dashing to pieces of the Infants, 
or Holy Innocents.” (See Psalm cxxxvii., v. 9, a 
version; Ps. cxxxvi., v. 9, in the Latin; for the idea.) 
In Migne’s Patrol. the hymns will be found in col. 184, 
185, and 135, 136 of tom. 86 respectively. 

(Ww. A. S.J 
Translations in C. U. :— 
1. How vain was impious Herod’s dread. By 

A. T. Russell, in his Ps. and /Hys:, 1851, No. 71, 
and with alterations, into Kennedy, 1863, No, 226. 

2. Why, impious Herod, vainly fear. By J. M. 
Neale, in the Ist ed. of the Hymnal N., 1852, 
No. 17, from whence it passed into later editions 
of the same, the People’s H., 1867, the Hymner, 
1882, and others. In H. A. and M., 1861, it is 
given in an altered form, as :—‘* Why doth that 
impious Herod fear?” but in the enlarged and 
revised ed. 1875, the opening line is again altered 
to, “ Howe vain the cruel Hervd’s fear.” Another 
form is that of the Hymnary, 1872, where it 
reads :—* The star proclaims the King is here.’ 
It was thus altered by the Editors of that Col. 

Translations not in 0. U.:— 
1. Herod, grim foe, whence this dismay. Blew, 1852. 
2. Why, Herod, impious tyrant, fear. Chambers, 

1857 
3. Impious Herod, wherefore tremble. Macgil/, 1876. 

Various trs. of this have been made into 
German. The frs. from one of these are thus 
noted by Mr. Mearns :— 

Was farchtst du Feind Herodes sehr. A full 
and faithful tr. by Martin Luther, written Dec. 
12, 1541, and Ist pub. in Klug’s Geistliche Lieder, 
Wittenberg, 1544. Thence in Wackernagel, iii., 
p. 25, in 5 st. of 4.1. Included in Schircks’s ed. 
of Luther’s Geistliche Lieder, 1854, p. 18, and 
as No. 81 in the Unr. L. S., 1851. 

Of this the only tr. in C. U. is, “Why, 
Herod, unrelenting foe!” in ful] in R. Massie’s 
M. L's Spir. Songs, 1854, p. 13, and thence in 
Dr. Bacon, 1884, and, altered, as No, 53, in the 

Ohio Luth. Hymnal, 1880. 

Other trs. are :— 
(1) * What dost thou fear, oh, enemy?" by Miss de 

1845, p 23. (2) “Fiend Herod, why those frantic 
fears,” by J. Anderson, 1546, Rp: ll (ed. 1847, p. 36). 
(3) “Fiend Herod! why with fears art torn,” by Dr. J. 
Hunt, 1853, p. 38. SS “ Herod, why dreadest thou a 
foe,” by Dr. G. Macdonald in the Sunday M ine, 
1867, p. 331; and thence, altered, in bis ars hie 

iii. The Rom. Brev. form of Hoatis Herodes 
is Crudelis Herodes Deum. The alterations 
in the text are st. i., |. 1-2, and the doxology 
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the Ist & 2nd Vespers of the Feast of the 
Epiphany. The text is in Daniel, i. No. 120; 
Card. Newman’s Hymni Eecelesiad, 1838-65, 
and other collections. (W. A. 8 

Translations in C. U. :— 

1, Why, Herod, why the Godhead fear! By 
Bp. R. Mant, in his Ancient //ymns, 1837, p. 43; 
and in Chope’s Hymnal, 1864, and others as :— 
‘** In vain doth Herod rage and tear.” 

2, Why, ruthless king, this frantic fear! by 
W. J. Copeland, in his Hymns for the Weed, 
1848, p. 70. In 1868 it was given as, “ Why 
=a the wicked Herod fear?” in the Sarum /1., 
No. 66, 

8. O cruel Herod! why thus fear? by E. Cas- 
wall, Ist pub. in his Lyra Catholica, 1849, 
» 53, and his Hymns and Pocms, 1873, p. 30. 
his is the tr, in C, U. in Roman Catholic col- 

lections for Schools and Missions. 

4. Why, cruel Herod, why in fear! By J. A. 
; Johnston, in the English //., 1852, and later 
editions, This is based upon older érs, 

5. Why, cruel Herod, dost thou fear? By R. C. 
Singleton, made for and Ist pub. in his Anglican 
Hi. Bk., 1868, No. 58. In the 2nd ed., 1871, No, 
73, it was altered to, “Why should the cruel 
Herod fear?” 

6. Why doth that cruel Herod fear? This, 
which is No, 120 in the St. John’s Hymnal, 
Aberdeen, 1865 and 1870, 1s acento from Copeland 
(st. ti.) and Neale, with alterations in the text of 
each. 

Translations not in C. U. :— 
1. Why, Herod, dost thou fear in vain. Primer, 1706. 
2. Crnel Herod, wherefore fearest thou? Hope, 1844. 
3. Why, Herod, shakes thy soul with fears. F. 

igs ~ 1865. 
4. Why, cruel Herod, dost thou fear. J. Wallace, 

1874. J. J.) 

A solis ortis cardine Et usque terrae 
limitem. [Christmas.) This hymn, which 
is of very complex authorship, departs from 
the foregoing in the second stanza, which 
begins :— 

“Gaudete quicquid gentium, 
Judaea, Koma et Graecia,” &e. 

The opening lines of the hymn, I-4, we 
shall hardly be wrong in ascribing to Sedulius, 
The succeeding lines, 5-12, form the conclu- 
sion of the hymn for the Epiphany, “ Qui- 
eunque Christum quaeritis,’ by Prudentius 
(Cathem. Hymn. xii.). The lines 13-24, com- 
mencing with “ Fit porta Christi pervia,” are 
received by the Benedictine editors of St. 
Ambrose as a genuine work of that Father 
(No. 13 among his hymns) on the authority of 
a treatise ascribed to St. Ildeplhonsus, “* De 
perpetué Virginitate Beatae Mariae, et de 
ejus Parturitione ;” certainly old, and most 
probably the work of Paschasius Radbertus 
(died a.p. 851). See the Spicilegium of Da- 
cherius. The note in the Benedictine edition 
runs thus :— 

“ The knowledge of the twelfth hymn we owe to St. 
Iidephonsus, who more than once quotes the first 
strophe in his treatise De Parturitione et Purificatione 
R, Mariae Virginis, as having been written by St. 

only. In the Rom. Brev. it is appointed for | Ambrose, whence it has been transferred to the later 
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editions of the works of that boly Doctor. But the | countries, but is seldom found elsewhere. Few 
second and third strophes (i.e. verses 17-24) we have 
copied from the book of George Cassander, Ve s.ymnis 
Ecclesiasticis, where this hymn is given without the 
author’s name. And although there occasionally occurs 
in it a fault against the rules of prosody, yet we do not 
ou that account judge it unworthy of St. Ambrose, 
siuce errors of this kind occur in the bymns not doubted 
to be his, though not frequently.” 

We may mention, however, that this por- 
tion ascribed to St. Ambrose, mainly coincides 
with a hymn found in the works of St. Ra- 
banus Maurus. (See the edition of his 
writings by Geo. Colvenerius, Col. <Agrip. 
1627 ; or in Migne’s Patrol., tom. 112, the 6th 
vol. of the works of that writer; hymn No. 13, 
headed “In solemnitate Sanctae Mariae.’’) 
The authorship of the remaining lines is un- 
certain. Daniel, i. (No. 15), gives the text 
from the collection of Thomasius, remarking 
the partial coincidence with Sedulius; but 
in iv. pp. 58, &e., he decides that this hymn is 
made up from different compositions; giving 
as his opinion that the groundwork was a 

m in which the first letters of every four 
ines taken together make up the alphabet. 
The portion ascribed to St. Ambrose, “ Fit 
porta,” is found in an 11th cent. ms. in the 
British Museum (Harl. 2061, f. 2256). In the 
Latin Hys. of the Anglo-Saxon Church, 1851, 
p. 112, it is printed from a Durham as. of the 
1th cent. 

hymns are more dogmatic on the doctrine 
of the Trioity. The lines, “ The Friend of 
eartii-born man,” and “ For heavens superior 
praise,” are borrowed from Young's Night 
Thoughts. Night iv. ll. 603. 440. Orig. text 
as above, and P. Works of J. & C. Wesley, 
1868-1872, vol. vii. pp. 312-13. 

A time to watch, a time to pray. 
J. M. Neale. [Good Friday.} Appeared in his 
Hymne for Children, 1842, in 6 st. of 4 1, the 
last st. being Bp. Ken’s doxology. It is given 
in Mrs. Brock's Children’s H. Bk. with the omis- 
sion of the doxoleugy, and st. iii. 1. 1. “thes 
day,” for “to-day,” otherwise unaltered. 

A voice comes from Ramah. W. Knox. 
[Bereavement.]} Pub. in his Songs of Israel, 
1824, in 3 st. of 8 J. and again in his Poems, 
1447, pp. 117-8. It is based on Jer. xxxi. 
15, 16, and entitled “Rachel Weeping.” In 
Kennedy, 1863, Nv, 197, it is slightly altered. 

A voice upon the midnight air. 
{Passiontide.} Dr. Martineau informs us that 
this hymn was contributed to his Hys. for the 
Christian Church & Home, 1840. It is No. 218, 
in 6 at. of 4 1, and is given as “ Anonymous.”’ 

' It has sinee appeared in many Unitarian 
collections in G. Britain and America. 

As to the ritual use—it is the hymn at . 
Lauds on the Feast of the Annunciation in A widow poor, forlorn, oppressed. 
the Mozarahbic Brev. (Toledo, 1502, f. 861),, C. Wesley. (Prayer.] From the ms. of his 
while in Ximene’s ed., 1517,“ A solis ortscar- | Hymns on the Four Gospels, dated 1765, first 
dine ad usque” is said at Vespers to line 21, pub. inthe P. Works of J. and C. Wesley, 1868- 
when the Ambrosian strophes come in, witha 72, vol. xi. p. 255, and ugain, without altera- 
Doxology. ‘The Ambrosian portion, “ Fit | tion, in the Wes, H. Bk. 1875, No. 827. 
porta Christi pervia,” &c., is the hymn in the | 
Constanz Brev. (a. 1516) and :ome others. at 
Matins, on the Feast of the Annunciation of 
the B. V. M., and on the Festivals in her 
lwnour. It has been fr. aa “ From where the 
rising sun goes fort!” by W. J Copeland, in 
his Hymns for the Week, &., 1848. and again 
in Schatf’s Christ in Song, 1869. [W. A. 5.] 

A widowed mother lost her son. 
Dorothy A. Thrupp. [Compassion.] Contributed 
to the 2nd ed. of Mrs, H. Muyo’s Sel. of 
Hymne, &c., 1840, in 4 st. of 4 1., entitled 
“The Widow and her Son,” and signed 
“p.a.T” It is found in a few collections, 
ineluding the Ch. S. 8. H. Bk. 1879, No. 45. 

Abash’d be all the boast of Age. A sure and tried foundation stone. | “ : 
J. Montgomery. (Laying Foundation Stone.) | ‘a Bi nth PS serge Oe sagt _ 
Written Sept. 4, 1822, for the laying of the | I ee » PP- a 
Foundation Stone of St. Philip’s Church, 
Sheflicld, and printed for use at that cere- 
mony. [™ Mss.] It was given in Montgomery's 
Original Ilymns, 1853, No. 296, in 5 st. of 41, 
entitled “On Laying the Foundation Stone 
of a Place of Worship.” Its use has been 
very limited, mainly owing to the superior 
excellence of his hymn, “This stone to Thee 
in faith we lay,” whicl was written during 
the following mouth, avd was included in his 
Christian Psalmist, 1525, whilst this hymn was 
omitted from all his earlier works. 

A thousand oracles divine. C. Wesley. 
[Holy Trinity.] In his Hymns on the Trinity, 
1767, this hymn is given as No. xvii. in 

Trinity,” in 4 st. of 8 1, p. 100, It was repeated 
in the Wes. H. Bk. 1780, and later eds. with the 
simple alteration of “His hosts” to “the 
hosts ’ in st. i. 1.6. From that collection it 
has passed into all the principal hymnals of 
the Methodist bodies in most English--peaking 

Mat hymn of no special merit. 
the division of “ Hymns and Prayers to the | Silt tara te 

5 st. of 41. as the first of two hymns for the 
First Sunday after Epiphany. In its original 
furm it is not in common use, but st. ii.—v. 
as—* O Wisdom, whose unfading power’ —is 
given in Kennedy, 1863, No. 229 (with altera- 
tions), and the Meth. 8. 8. H. Bk. 1879, No. 77, 

| also slightly altered. 
Abba Father! we approach Thee. 

J. G. Derk. [Sons 2 God.) Ist pub. in 
the Appendiz to the Hymns for the Poor of 
the Flock, 1841, No. 27, in 4 st. of 8 1; ayain 
with the omission of st. iii. in P's. & Hys, Lond., 
Walther, 1812; Walker's Cheltenham Coll. 
1855; Suepp’s 8. of G. & G, 1872, No. 21, 
and other coilections. It is « plain evangelical 

In America it is 
found in the Bapt. Hy. & Tune Bk. Phil. 

| 1871, No. 792. 

Abba Father, while we sing. LE. Osler 
(Providence) written for and first pub. in 

all’s Mitre Hymn Book, 1836, No. 187, in 
3 st. of 6 1., and entitled “The Blessedness 
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of God's Children”; 
Church & King, June, 1837, where it is ap- 
pended to an article on the Tenth Sunday 
after Trinity. It is found in several hymnals, 
including P. Maurice's Choral Hy. Bk., 1861, 
No. 403, Kennedy, 1863, No. 1462, but usually 
with slight alterations. 

Abba, gentle Jesus prayed. J.S. B. 
Monsell. [To the Father.) Appeared in the 
2nd and enlarged ed. of his Hys. of Love & 
Praise, 1866, and thence, unaltered, into 
Suepp’s S. of G. & G., 1872. (W. T. B.] 

Abelard, Peter, b. at Pailais, in Brittany, 
1074. Designed for the military professiou, 
he followed those of philosophy and theo- 
logy. His life was one of strange chances and 
changes, brought about mainly throngh his 
love for Heloise, the niece of one Fulbert, a 
Canon of the Cathedral of Paris, and by his 
rationalistic views. Although a priest, he 
married Heloise privately. He was con- 
demned for heresy by the Council of Soissons, 
1121, and again by that of Sens, 1140; d. at 
St. Marcel, near Chalons-sur-Sadne, April 21, 
1142. For a long time, although his poetry 
had been referred to both by himself and by 
Heloise, little of any momeut was known 
exeept the Advent hymn, Mittit ad Virginem 
(q.v.). In 1838 Greith pub. in his Spicileginm 
Vaticanum, pp. 123-131, six poems which had 
been discovered in the Vatican. Later on, 
ninety-seven hymns were found in the Royal 
Library at Brussels, and pub. in the complete 
ed. of Abelard’s works, by Cousin, Petri Abx- 
lardi Opp., Paris, 1849. In that work is one 
of his best-known hymns, Tuba Domini, Paule, 
marima(q.¥.). Trenchin his Sac, Lat. Poetry, 
1864, gives his Ornarunt terram germina (one 
of a series of poems on the successive days’ 
work of the Creation), from Du Méril’s Poésies 
Popul. Lat. du Moyen Age, 1847, p. at 1] 

Abide in me, andIin you. Bp. E.H. 
Bickerateth. [Alide in Christ.) Written in 
1849, and first pub. in Water from the Well 
Spring, 1852. It wus subsequently repub. in 
his Ps. and Hys. 1858, No. 79, and again 
in The Two Brothers, 1871, p. 230. 

Abide with me, fast falls the even- 
tide. H. F. Lyte. (Evening.) The history 
of this hymn to the date of its first publi- 
eation, is given in the prefatory Memoir to his 
Remains by his daughter, Anna Maria 
Maxwell Hogg, Lond., Rivington, 1850, pp. ii., 
iii., as follows :— 

“The summer was passing away, and the month of 
September (that month in which he was once more to 
quit his native land) arrived, and each day seemed to 
have a special value as being one day nearer his depar- 
ture. His family were surprised and almost alarmed at 
his announcing his intention of a once more to 
his people. His weakness, and the possible danger 
attending the effort, were urged to prevent it, but in 
vain. ‘lt was better,’ as he used often playfully to say, 
when in comparative health, ‘to wear out than to rust 
out.’ He felt that he should be enabled to fulfil his 
wish, and feared not for the result. His expectation 
was well founded. He did preach, and amid the breath- 
less attention of his hearers gave them the sermon on 
the Holy Communion, which is inserted last in this 
volume [i.e. the Hemaina]. He afterwards assisted at 
the administration of the Holy Eucharist, and though 
necessarily much exhausted by the exertion.and excite- 

and again in Osler’s , 
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ment of this effort, yet his friends bad no reason to 
believe it had been hurtful to-him. In the evening of 
the same day he placed in the bands of a near and dear 
relative the little hymn, * Abide with me,’ with an air 
of his own composing, adapted to the words.” 

A note to the sermon referred to in this 
extract says, “ Preached at Lower Brixham, 
Sept. 4, 1847.” He died at Nice on the 20th 
of the November following [Lyte, H. F.] 

The text of this hymn, which is usually 
regarded as the original, is that contained in 
his Remains, pub. in 1850. There are, how- 
ever, several readings of the text. These 
readings ure given in :— 

1. A fac-simile of the original ms. in the autograph 
of the author, published by the Vicar of Lower Brix- 
ham, on behalf of the restoration of the church. 

2. A leaflet on which it was first printed at Berrybead 
in September, 1847. 

3. Hemains, &c., 1850. 
4. Miscellaneous Poems, 1868. 

The variations of text are :— 

st. 1.1.2. No.1. ‘The darkness thickens, Lord, &c. 
Nos. 2and3. he darkness deepens, Lord, &c. 

st. iv. 1. 4. No. 1. Come, Friend of sinners, and then 
' abide, &c. 

. 2. Come, Friend of sinners, and thus abide. 
No. 3. Come, Friend of Sinners, and thus ‘bide. 

st, vill. 1.1. No.1. Hold then thy cross, &c. 
No. 2. Hold then thy cross, &c. 
No. 3. Hold there thy cross, &c. 
No. 4. Hold Thou thy cross, &c. 

In addition to these the hymn has also 
been pub. by J. Wright and Co., Thomas 
Street, Bristol, 186%, with Lyte’s original 
music; and it has been translated into many 
languages, including Latin renderings in the 
Guardian (Nov. 1879 and Dec. 1881), Church 
Times, Memorials of T. G. Godfrey-Faussett 
(1878), Hymno. Christ. Latina (1871), &c. 

The important position wiliich this hymn 
has attained in mauy lunds and tongues will 
justify an extract from Mr. Ellerton’s note to 
the same in Church Hymns (folio ed. 1881). 
In that collection it is given with the “ Gene- 
ral Hymns.” Mr. Ellerton says :— 

“It is sometimes (nesrly always) classed among even- 
ing hymns, apparently on the ground of the first two 
lines, and their similarity in sound to two lines in 
Keble’s ‘Sun of my soul.” This is a curious instance 
of the misapprehension of the true meaning of a hymn 
by those among whom it is popular; fyr a very little 
consideration will suffice to shew that there is not 
throughout the hymn the slightest allusion to the close 
of the natural day: the words of St. Luke xxiv. 29 are 
obviously used in a sense wholly metaphorical. It is 
far better adapted to be sung at funerals, as it was 
beside the grave of Professor Maurice; but it is almost 
too intense and personal for ordinary congregational 
use.” 

The use of this hymn is very extensive in 
all English-speaking countries. It is found 
in almost every collection published in G. 
Brit. during the past thirty years. (J. J.) 

Above, below, where’er I gaze. 
[Creation.} Contributed to Christian Poetry, 
Edinb., 1827, in 5 st. of 61. entitled, “ Omni- 
presence of God,” and signed Iaxw8. Itsauthor- 
ship has not been determined. It came into 
C. U., in a few Unitarian collections ut an 
early date, and is ut present in use toa limited 
extent in G.. Brit. and America, e.g: Amer. 
Plymouth Coll., No. 85. aud Kennedy, No. 1275. 

(W. T. B.) 

Above the clear blue sky, In hea- 
ven’s, &e. J. Chandler. (Children’s Hymn.) 
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Under date of Putney, March 20, 1875, the 

author wrote, “ With the exception of ‘ Above 

the clear blue sky,’ I have composed no hymns 

since those published in 1837. which are trans- 

lations (Hy. of the Primitive Church]. I believe 
1841 may have been the date of the publication 

of my smaller book [Hys. of the Church, mostly | 

Primitive), but I have been an invalid for the 

last four years, away from my home, and have 

nothing to refer to here. ‘Above the clear 
blue sky’ appeared first in some Irish Collec- 

tion of hymns some years azo; but that is all 

1 can remember about it.” (8. Mss.) . 

The Irish Collection referred to is probably 
Hys. for Pub. Worship, Dub., 1856, in which 
it is found. It had appeared however in the 
author’s Hymns of the Church, mostly Primi- 

tive, in 1841, in4 st. of 41., No. 83, Its use is 

somewhat extensive. 

Abraham, when severely tried. C. 
Wesley. (Faith.] From Hymns and Sacred 
Poems, 1740, p. 12, and entitled “ The Life of 
Faith Exemplified,” being a paraphrase of 
Heb. xi. in 80 st. In 1780,7 st. were included 
in the Wes. H. Bk., No. 277, from whence it 
has passed into most of the collections of the 
Methodist bodies. Orig. text in P. Works of 
J. & C. Wesley, 1868-72, vol. i., p. 214. 

Absent from flesh, O blissful thought. 
I. Watts. [Death.] This hymn is part of a 
poem on * Death and Heaven,” in five Lyric 
Odes, of which it is No. 2 :—* The Departing 
Moment; or Absent from the Body,” and is iu 
4 st. of 41. These Odes appeared in Dr. Watts’s 
Reliquiae Juveniles, 1734. This ode is not in 
extensive use, although found in a few col- 
lections in G. Brit. and America. It is given, 
in a slightly altered form, in the New Cong., 
No. 723. The orig. text is nut found in modern 
collections, (W. T. B.) 

Abyssinian Hymnody. Till about the 
year 1864, when the Rev. J. M. Rodwell 
printed two articles in the Journal of Sacred 
Literature, nothing whatever was kuown in 
England of Abyssinian Hymnody, and it is 
only to these articles that reference can even 
now be made. 

The selections from the Degua, or Hymnal 
of Jared, an Abyssinian saint who is believed 
to have lived in the 5th cent., and is tradi- 
tionally said to have been caught up into 
heaven, (see Dillman’s Cat. mss. Aith. Brit. 
Muza., ». 32, n.), are of striking originality and 
are translated hy Mr. Rodwell into a kind of 
metrical prose. From them we give as @ spe- 
cimeu the “ Hymn of the Light,” 

Praise to the Saviour, the glory of the saints, 
The light which hath come into the world; 
His clothing was as light upon the mount, 
But He is the true light in Himself. 

He came from a world of light, 
And that light hath come to us; 
He will lead us back into that light 
From whence He descended in love and pity. 

He has come whom Mosrs announced— 
The Crown of martyrs, the Founder of the Church, 
The Light of light, who giveth light to the just. 

Oh send out Thy light and truth, 
That they may bring me to Thy holy hill; 
Send forth Thy band from on high to save. 
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God is a God who knoweth all things, 
Clad in righteousness, robed in light ; 
A light announced Him, shining in the heavens, 
And He is come, the Pilot of the souls of the just. 

The Church's Bridegroom is the light of the world. 
Let us therefore be clad in light, 
And put away the works of darkness, 
And walk as the children of the day. 

He reigns over the treasures of light, 
Who existed ere the worlds were made, 
He will manifest that light ; 
He will give comfort in our sorrows ; 
He will disperse the clouds and thick darkness, 
And lead us to our rest above. 
Halleluiah, O Thou firstborn of Zion! 

O Adonai, Thou art the bearer of glad tidings: 
Marvellous is the brightness of Thy beauty. 
Halleluiah. To Thee be glory. Amen. 

The ms. from which these hymns were 
translated is in the library of the B. & F. Bible 
Society, and is probably of the l4th century. 
Only two other copies appear to have found 
their way to Europe. From the invocation of 
saints, in the hymns for their festivals, one can 
hardly doubt that the hymns are of the 5th 
or 6th cent. In this they present an exceed- 
ingly strong family likeness to the hymns of 
St. Ephrem Syrus. 

The first published metrical translation was 
aversion of The Vigil of the Four Beasts, 
by Mr. W. C. Dix, and appeared in the Church- 
man's Shilling Magazine tor May, 1867. In 
October of the same year an article on “ Abys- 
sinian Hymns,” containing three metrical 
versions by Mr. Dix, was issued in the eam 
magazine. Another article headed Devotion 
of the Abyssinian Church appeared in the 
Monthly Packet for July, 1868, and two hymns 
were added. None of these are in C. U., but 
one is given in Jellicue's Songs of the Church, 
1867. The Song of the Saints, the only other 
version of an Abyssiuian hymn, originally 
published in Rey. L. C. Biggs’s Songs of Other 
Churches in the Monthly Packet for Nov. 1871, 
and reprinted in the Churchman’s Manual of 
Public and Private Devotion, 1882, completed 
tle use of the translations of Mr. Rodwell by 
English hymn-writers, except, that in the 
columns of the Church Times, an additional 
translation or two, by Mr. Dix, may be found. 
It is earnestly to be wished that attention may 
be seriously drawn to the hymns of the whole 
Easteru Church. The profound ignorance of 
our leading hymnological scholars on subjects 
of this class is lamentable. The field Dr. 
Neale worked so well has lain comparatively 
fallow since his early death. Tl.e position 
which some of his Hymns of the Eastern Church 
have taken in our hymnals excites the wish 
that Abyssinia and Ethiopia may render us 
some service. These unwrought fields, though 
not equal to the rich treasury of Greek and 
Latin hymnody, are still worthy of the atten- 
tion of English compilers. CW. T. B.j 

Accept, O Lord, Thy servant’s 
thanks. Bp. R. Mant, ‘(Holy Scripture.) 
This is one ot the Original Hymns added by 
Bp. Mant to his Ancient Hymna from the Ro- 
man Breviary, 1837-71, in 4 st. of 8 1. and 
entitled “Hymn of Thanksgiving for Holy 
Scripture.” Dr. Kennedy, in adopting it in 
his Hymno. Christ., 1863, No. 1195, has given 
the original text, with the change of st. iii. 
1. 7, from * And He, Who gave the word, may 
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He” to “And O, may He Who gave the 
Word.” The bymn ia a plain poetical reflex 
of the sixth Article, and of the Collect for the 
Second Sunday in Advent. This hymn is 
also sometimes found in American coilections, 
as the Pennsylvania Luth. Church Bk., 1868, 
and others. 

Accept our thanks, O Lord, we 
pray. W.C. Dix. [St. Bede.] Contributed 
to the People’s H. 1867, No, 252. 

Accepted, Perfect, and Complete. 
Frances R. Havergal. [Complete in psd 
Written at Hastings, Sept. 3, 1570, in 5 st. e 
3 1., and based upon the three passages of 
Holy Scripture: Eph. i. 6, “ Accepted in the 
beloved”; Col. i. 28, “Perfect in Christ 
Jesus”’; and Col. ii. 10, “Complete in Him.” 
It was first pub. as a leaflet by J. and R. 
Parlane, Paisley, 1871; then, with the tune 
“ Tryphena” (also by Miss Havergal), in 
Snepp’s S. of G. & G., 1872, mus. ed. 1875; 
again in her work Under the Surface, 1874; 
and her Life Mosaic, 1879. [* HAV. Mss.” 

Accepting, Lord, Thy gracious call. 
C.N. Hall. [ Following Jesus.) This hymn was 
printed in the author’s tract, Follow Jesus, 
and, again, from thence in his Hymns, composed 
at Bolton Abbey, and Other Rhymes, 1858, pp. 
45-47, in 11 st. of 4 1. In Major's Bk. of 
Praise and the Meth. 8. 8S. H. Bk. it is given 
in on abbreviated fourm. In the author's 
Ch. Ch. Hymnal, 1876, No. 257, it is included 
as “Lord! we obey Thy kind command,” in 
8 st. of 4]. various stanzas of the original being 
rewritten to attain this end. 

According to Thy gracious word. 
J. Montgomery. (Holy Communion.] No copy 
of this hymn 1s preserved in the * Montgumery 
mss.” Its first publication was in the author's 
Christian Psalmist, 1525, p. 405, in 6 st. of 41. 
with the motto“ This do m remembrance of 
Me.” From its first appearance it has been 
one of the most popular of hymns for “ Holy 
Communion,” and is found in most modern 
collections of a moderate type. Usually, how- 
ever, et. ii. 1. 2, which reads: “Thy testa- 
mental cup I take,” is altered to * The oe 
Thy precious Blood, I take,” as in Thring’s Coll., 
No. 524, or, “ P'U take.” as in tae Salisbury H. 
Bk., 1857, and Kennedy, 1863, No. 650. 
In 1853 it wae republished by Montgomery in 
his Original Hymns, No. 129. In common 
with Montgomery's hymns it has no doxology. 
That usually found with it, 

“ To Thee, U Jesus, Light of Light, 
All praise and glory be,"’ &c., 

is from the Salishury H. Bk., 1857. In Hedge 
& Huntington's Unitarian Hys. of the Church, 
Boston, U. 8. A., 1853, No. 388, “ Gethsemane, 
ean I forget?” is composed of st. iii., ii, iv., v. 
of this hymn. 

According to Thy mercy, Lord. 
[Supplication.| This cento appeared in 3 st. 
f 4 |. as No. 720 in the Moravian H. Bk., 1789, 

and was repeated in later eds. (1849, No. 723). 
In Mr. Eberle’s notes in the Moravian Mes- 
senger, March, 1870, it is marked as: i. 
Schneesing, fr. J. Swertner, ii. N. L. von Zin- 
zendorf, tr. F. W. Foster, ini. N. L. von Zinzen- el 
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dorf, tr. J. Swertner. St. i. seems to be from 
st. iii. of Schneesing’s hymn, * Allein zu dir, 
Herr Jesu Christ;’' while st. ii., iii, seem 
based on Zinzendorfs ** Ach mein verwundter 
Fiirste.” The cento is included as No. 182 
in Dr. Pugenstecher’s Coll., 1864. (J. M.) 

Ach Gott vom Himmel, sieh darein. 
Martin Luther (Ps. xii.], This free rendering 
of Ps. xii., ndapted to the times, which Bunsen 
(Versuch, 1833, p. 854) calls “a cry for help 
from the Church founded on the Word of God 
for protection against its contemners an: cor- 
rupters,” was probably written in 1523 and 
Ist pub. in the EHtlich cristlich lider, Witten- 
berg, 1524, in 6 st. of 71. The seventh st., a 
dox., was added in Eyn Enchiridion, Erfurt, 
1524, but has not been tr. into English. In- 
cluded in Wackernagel, iii. p. 6, in Schircks’s 
ed. of Luther s Geistliche Lieder, 1854, p. 76, 
and as No. 209 in the U'nv. L. 8S. 1851. It is 
a companion to Luther's “Nun freut euch 
lieben Christengmein,” and like it greatly 
furthered the cause of thé Reformation. 

Lauxmann, in Aocd, viii, 521-526, relates that 
Dr. Spriitze, or Sprengel, of Magdeburg Cathe- 
dral, had gone by request of the Romish autho- 
rities to preach at Brunswick three sermons 
which were to uproot the Lutheran heresies. On 
the 22nd Sun. after Trinity, 1527, he preached 
on the parable of the Unmerciful Servant (St. 
Matt. xviii. 23-35) and declared salvation by 
good works. At the end of his sermon, a citizen 
began to sing this hymn, and as the whole con- 
gregation joined in, the discomfited priest at 
once left the pulpit, and never again preached in 
Brunswick, Again, on the 2nd Sun, in Advent, 
1529, a preacher in St. Jacob's, Liibeck, exhorted 
to prayers for the dead, when two boys began 
this hymn, and the congregation following, 
sang the whole. Lauxzmann adds that st. iv. 
comforted P, J, Spener when he heard it sung 
on his entering the church at Frankfurt-am- 
Main, at a time when days looked dark for 
the Church of Christ; that, when summoned to 
Dresden to occupy the responsible post of Court 
preacher, he was cheered by being saluted with 
it in the first Saxon village he entered ; and that 
in Dresden it was often, at his request, sung by 
the scholars before his door. 

Translations in C. U. :— 

1, Oh Lord our God, from heaven look down, 
in Miss Fry's H. of the Reformation, 1845, p. 30. 
In 1860 her frs. of st. v. vi. rewritten to 5 st. 
c.M., beginning, “ Almighty God, Thy truth shall 
stand,” were included in J. Whittemore’s Supp. 
to all H. Bks., No. 44. 

2. O God! look down from heav'n, we pray, a 
free tr. condensing sts. ii,, iii., as ii., by W. M. 
Reynolds, in the Evangelical Review, Gettysburg, 
July 1849, and as No. 965 in the General Synod’s 
Luth. H. Bk., 1850. 

3. Ah God, look down from heaven and see, 
by R. Massie in his tr. of Luther’s Spuritual 
Songs, 1854, p. 32. In 1880 it was given in 
the Ohio Luth. Hymnal, 147, as :—* O God, look 
down from heaven and see.” 

4. Ah God, from heav’n look down, and see, 
omitting st. iii, by Miss Winkworth, as No. 101, 
in her C. B. for England, 1863. 
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Other trs. are :— 
(1) * Helpe new, O Lorde, and loke on us," by Ap. 

Coverdale, 1034 ( .emains, 1546, p. 567). (2) “ Saif us, 
gude Lerd, and saccour send,” in the Gude and Godly 
Kallates (et. 1565, folio 45, ed. 1868, p. 76). (3) “O 
Lord in Merey cast an Eye,” by J. C. Jacoli, 1722, 

. 93 (1732, p. 165). (4) “Look down, U Lord, trom 
yeaven bebold,” by Afiss Coz, 1841, p. 207, and thence 
in Dr. Bacon, 1884, p. 6. (5) “ Ab, God! from heaven 
high look down,” by J. anderson, 1846, p. 31 (1847, 

(6) “Ah! Lord, from heaven Thy people 
, , J. Hunt, 1853, p. 60. (7) “On us, 

© Lord, in mercy look,” by Dr. H. aAfills, 1856, p. 
119. (8) Ah! God in heaven, look down anew,” by 
Dr, G. Macdonald, in the Sunday Magazine, 1867, p. 
449; and in his #zotics, 1876, p. 62, as “* Ah God, from 
heaven look down and view.” (9) “OGod, from heaveu 
our troubles view,” by #. HW. Young, in the Family 
Treasury, 1877, p. 653. M.) 

Ach Gott, wie manches Herzeleid. 
Martin Moller? [Cross and Consolation.) First 
appeared in the 2nd ed., Gdrlitz, 1587, of 
Moller’s Meditationes Sanctorum Patrum, 
entitled “ A consoling prayer wherewith a 
troubled soul, amid all the crosses and tribu- 
lations of these laft troublous times, can 
sweetly comfort itself and longingly delight 
itself in the Sweet Name of Jesus Christ. 
From the ancient liymn ‘Jesu duleis memo- 
ria.’ It is a very fiee paraphrase of the 
Rhythm in 12 st.of 61. Lauxmann, in Koch, 
viil. 466-468, says at. i., iv., v., x. have been 
special favourites in Germany, and inclines to 
ascribe the liymn to Moller. Wackernagel, in 
giving the text in his D. Kirchenlied, v. p. 84, 
says that Moller, in his 1596 Manuale de Prae- 
paratione ad Mortem, gives it among those 
‘composed by other spiritual persons’ [ perhaps 
as being based on the gre ec that Conrad 
Hojer [or Cunrad Hoéier, Sub-prior at Méllen- 
beck, near Rinteln on the Weser) in his Die 
fiinff Heupt Stiicke Christlicher Lehre. Stadt- 
hagen, 1614, claims it as his own. He thus 
gives it under Hojer's name, but says that 
Hojer probably only altered it, and reduced it 
to mere regular form. Ineluded in many sub- 
requent hymn-books, and recently as No. 734 
in the Unv. L. S., 1851. 

Translations in C, U. :— 
1. Jesus, my all, my highest good, a very free 

tr. in 7 st. of 4 1. (based on the version in 
14 st. of 4 1. beginning with st. ix., “Jesu! 
du edler Briutgam werth,” included as No. 871 
in the Briider G. B. 1778;) as No. 454 in the 
Moravian H. Iik., 1789, aud continued, altered, 
in later eds, From this, 5 sts., based in order 
of sts. ix., ii, vii, iv., xii, of the original, 
were given as No. 718, in Bickersteth’s Christ. 
Psalmody, 1832, In C. Wilson’s Genl, Psalmody, 
1842, No, 893, the order of sts. is ix., ii., iv., ¥. 

2. O God, what manifold distress, a good tr. of 
st. i., ii., iv., xi., by A. Z. Russell, as No. 222, 
in his J’s. ¢ Aymns, 1851. Part ii. begins, * Jesu, 
my Lord and God, Thou art.” 

3. Ah God, my days are dark indeed, a very good 
tr., omitting st. iii., v., in the 2nd Ser. 1858, of 

Miss Winkworth’s Lyra Ger. p. 185, and repeated, 
as No. 136, in her C. B. for England, 1863. In 
the Ohio Luth. Hymnal, 1880, st. i., ii., iv., vii. 
ix., Xil., are given as No. 416. Her tr. of st. iv., 
Vi., Vii, ix.—xi., beginning, “ Jesus, my only God 
and Lord,” were included as No. 215, in the 
Meth. N. Con. H. Bk. 1863, and the same, omit- 
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ting st. vi., as No. 300 in Holy Song, 1869. Her 
trs. of st. vii., viii., xi., xii., slightly altered and 
beginning “ Jesu, my boast, my light, my joy,”” 
were given as No. 507, in Kennedy, 1863. 

Other trs. are :— 
(1) “O Lord! how many miseries,” by J. C. Jacobi, 

1720, p. 21 (1722, p. 76, 1732, p. 125). (2) “O God, 
how many an anxious bour,” as No. 235 in pt. i. of 
the Moravian H. Bk., 1754. 

In Bunsen’s Versuch, 1833, a greatly altered 
form of st. iii.-v., beginning, “ Mein Herzenstrost 
ist Jesus Christ,” was included as No. 465, with- 
out name of adapter. Of this form the trs. 
are :— 

1) “Christ to my beart true joy can give,” good 
and full, in Miss Cox's Sac, H. from the German, 1341, 
p. 185, Thence, unaltered, as No. 77 in Alford’s Ps. & 
Hys., 1844, and as No. 206 in Hook’s Ch. School H. Bk., 
1450. (2) Jesus! I place my trust in Thee" by Lady 
Eleanor Fortescue, 1843 (1847, p. 73). [J. M) 

Ach, Jesu, dein Sterben. Anon., xviii. 
cent. (Passion-tide.} Included as No. 281 
in the Vollkommenes Schlesisches Kirchen G. 
B., Breslau, 1727 (Preface, Oct. 1, 1703), anc 
repeated as No. 451 iv Burg’s Breslau G. B., 
174, in 3 st. of 4 L, entitled “Dying to 
Sin through the Death of Jesus,” and repeated 
as No. 83 in the Unv. L. S., 1851. The tr. 
“Ah Jesus, the merit,” by Miss Winkworth, 
appeared in the 2nd Ser., 1858, of her Lyra 
Ger. p. 32, and thence, as No. 50, in her 
C. B. for England, 1863.. (J. M.) 

Ach! lehre mich ein Kindlein sein. 
(Children.] Included as No. 41 in the Evan- 
gelisches Kinder G. B., Basel, 1867, in 7 st. of 
41, a8 by Emma Neustetel. The only ¢r. 
is, “O that I were a little child,” in full, in 
Mrs. Bevan'’s Songs of Praise, 1859, p. 145, and 
thence, as No. 44, in J. E. Clarke's Children’s 
H. H. Bk. ¢. 1860. [J. M.} 

Ach! treuer Gott, barmherzigs Herz. 
P. Gerhardt. (Cross and Consolation.| Founded 
on a prayer “for patience under yreat trial,” 
No. xxv. in Class iii. of J. Arndt’s Paradies- 
gartlein, 1612. Appeared in Criiger’s Praxis 
pietatis melica, Frankfurt, 1656, No. 381, in 
16 st. of 7 1., and included in many ogg age 
hymn-books, as recently in the Une. L. S., 
1851, No. 643; also in Wackernagel's ed. 
of bis Geistliche Lieder, No. 57 ; Bachmann's 
ed., No. 80. 

Translations in C, U.:— 
1, O God most true, most merciful !—A good fr. 

of st. i, iv., v., x.. by A. T. Russell, as No, 224, 
in his Ps. and Hys. 1851, and thence, altered and 
beginning. *O God of mercy full and free,” as 
No. 665, in Aennedy, 1865, 

2. O faithful God! O pitying heart, a good tr., 
omitting st. iii, ix., xi, xili, xv., in the 2nd 
Ser. 1858, of Miss Winkworth’s Lyra Ger. p. 182, 
and thence, in the Gilman-Schaff, Li. of RK. P. 
ed. 1885, p. 837. The ftrs. of st. x., xii., xiv., 
xvi., beginning, * O Thou, who diedst to give us 
life,” appear as No, 327, in Ch. Praise, 1883, 

8. Ah! faithful God, compassionate heart, by 
J. Kelly, 1867, p. 169. (J. M.] 

Ach, uns wird das Herz so leer. 
C. J. P. Spitta. (Longing for Heaven.) Ist 
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pub. in the First Series, 1833, of his Psalter 
und Harfe, p. 134, in 6 st. of 4 1, entitled 
* Homesickness.” Tr. as:— 

Ah! this heart 1s void and chill.—A good ¢r., 

omitting st. v., by Mrs. Findlater in the 2nd 
Ser. 1855, of the H. LZ. L. (ed. 1862, p. 110, | 

Included, slightly altered, and | 1884, p. 86). 
omitting st. ii., as No, 455, in the Pennsylvania 
Luth. Ch, Bk. 1868. In W. B. Bradbury’s Golden 
Shower, XN, Y. 1860 (ed. 1870, p. 158) the trs. of 
st. ii, vi. are rewritten, and a chorus added. 
St. i, ii, iv. of this form, with the chorus, were 
included as No. 1279, in Robinson's S. for the 
Sanctuary, 1865, and, as No, 1048, in the Bapt. | 
Praise Bk, 1871. 

Other trs. are :— 
(1) “Haungering, thirsting as we go,” by Miss Fry, 

1859, p. 17. (2) “* Ah! bow empty is the heart,” by &. 
Massie, 1860, p. 132. (J. M.) 

Acquaint thee, O mortal. W. Knoz. 
[Invitation.} The opening lines of this hymn 
are -— 

“ Acquaint thee, O mortal! 
Acquaint thee with God, 

And joy, like the sunshine, 
Shall beam on thy road, 

And peace, like the dew-drops, 
1 fall on thy head; 

And visions, like angels, 
Shall visit thy bed.” 

As a hymn on “ Heavenly Wisdom,” and 
based on Job xxii. 21, 27-28, it appeared in 
his.Harp of Zion, 1825, in 3 st. of 8 lL. It | 
was also repeated in his Poems, 1847, p. 162, 
where it is suid in a footnote to have been 
“written for Mr. Pettet.” The use of this 
bywn in G. Britain is very limited. In 
Kennedy, 1863, No. 1140, it is given as, “ Ac- 
quaint thee, my child, acquaint thee,” &c. In 
Awerica, asin Robinson's S. for the Sanctuary, 
1865, 2nd ed., 1872, No. 504, and others, it is: 
—Acqunint thyself quickly, O Sinner,” &c., 
and, in common with nearly every collection, 
the second stanza of the original is omitted. 
This stanza reads :— 

* Acquaint thee, O mortal! 
Acquaint thee with God, 

And the praver of thy spirit 
Shall reach His abode ; 

And the wish of thy bosom 
Shall rise not in vain ; 

And His favour shall nourish 
Thy beart like the rain.” 

This hymn is also sometimes in C. U. as :— 
“ Acquaint thee, O Spirit, acquaint thee with 
God,” as in Longfellow and Johnson’s Bk. of 
Hymna, Boston, 1846, and later eds. (J. J.) 

Ad celebres, Rex coelice, laudes 

cuncta. [St. Michael and AU Angels.) A | 
Notkerian Sequence for the Feast of St. 
Michael. Daniel, ii., p. 24, gives only the first 
five words, referring to mss. formerly belong- 

ing to the monastery of St. Emmeram at Ratis- | 
bon. These mss., which are now at Munich, 

belong to the 11th and 12th centuries. The 
tull text is in a 12th cent. ms. in the Briti-h 

Museum (Add. 11669, f 58); in Daniel, v. pp. 

43. 94, in Kehrein, p. 135, and in Mone, i. p. 

454. Also in the Missals of Sarum, York and 

Hereford as « seq. on that festival. In vol. ii. 
of the reprint of the York Missal, pub. by the 
Surtees Rociety, 3872, will be found, p: 316, the 
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| variations of a ms. of Proses and Sequences 
in the Bodleian Library, No. 775, written in 
| the reign of Ethelred, sometime between the 
years a.p. 994 and 1017. This last is the 
oldest form in which it is found. Mone, i., 
p. 455, gives the full text and a great variety 
of readings from Mss. at Munich and Stuttgart, 

of the 11th cent., &., together with short notes 
on portions of the text. Daniel, v. p. 93, re- 
peats Mone’s references; They are also repeated 
with additions in Kehrein, No. 168, 

CW. A. 8.] 

| 

Translations in C.U. :— 

1. To celebrate Thy praise, 0 King of heaven, 
| by C. B. Pearson, ia the Sarum Missal in English, 
| 1868, p. 118, After revision it was reprinted 
in his Sarum Sequences, 1871, p. 119, as “To 

| give Thee glory, Heavenly King.” 
2. To give Thee glory, Heavenly King.— No. 374, 

in the Hymnary, is a cento from Mr. Pearson’s 
| tr., with alterations made by the editors with 
_ the translator's permission. 

* 

Ad coenam Agni providi. [£aster.] 
This hymn is sometimes ascribed to Sf. Am- 

| brose, but is not inserted among his un- 
doubted compositions, by the Benedictine 
editors (see Migne’s Patrol., tom. 17; the 
fourth of the works of St. Ambrose). The 

| original text, with that revised for use in the 
Rom. Brev., “ Ad regias agui dapes,” is given 
in Daniel, i, No. 81; with various readings 

‘from the Collections of Cassander, and other 
authorities. It is headed * Hymnus Paschalis’’ 
(“A hymn for Easter-tide”). In Mone, 

it is Ne. 161 from mss, at Lichtenthal of the 
13th and 14th centuries, and from others ot 

| later date. He gives a long note embracing 
various readings, references, and criticism. 
| Much of this is repeated in Daniel, iv. 73, who 
also gives readiags from Rheinau mss. of the 
10thand 11th cent., and at iv. p. 353, readings 
from a ms. of the 9th cent., at Bern. It is 
also found in a 11th cent. ma. in the British 
Museum (Jul. A. vi., f. 48.), and is printed 

‘from a Durham ms. of the 11th cent., in the 
| Latin Hys. of the Anglo-Saxon Church, 1851, 
p. 82. In the Junius ms, of the 8th and 9th 
ceuts. it is No. xxi. The Sarum Brev, text is 

in the Hymn. Sariab., Lond., 1851, p. 99, and 
_ various readings are added from English 
_ Monastic Uses, including those of Worcester, 
| St. Albun's, Canterbury, &c., and in Biggs’s 
, Annotated ed. of H. A. & M., 1867.) 

| Concerning its use we would add that from Low 
Sunday (ist after Easter] till the Vigil of the Ascension 
it was the proper Vesper hymn in the Sarum and dork 

' uses, and also so found in other English breviaries, 

Saturdays excepted (when “Chorus novae Hierusalem ” 
was sung) whenever no feast of Apostle or patron Saint 
interrupted the ordinary course of the Easter season. 

There is no doxology, for according to Sarum and dork 
, the last 2 verses of “ Jesu Salvator Saeculi’ were di- 
| rected to be sung at the end of all hymns of that metre 
| [Saturdays excepted]. 

Passing from its history, text, and use, to 
the hymn itself, its design, and teaching are 

| well brought out by the following writers :— 
In a curious work which gives interpreta- 

tions of hymns. mystical and otherwire, en- 

titled “Expositio Himnorum cum notahili 
| 
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commento. Colimiae apud Henricum Quen- 
tell, 1492" (many other etitions in the 15th 
and early part of the 16th centuries; one 
without a date may be older than the above. 
See Daniel, i. p. xvi., and No. 81. The writer's 
name was Hilarius), we find concerning this 
composition : 

“The matter of this hymn is that the author calls us 
to the banquet of that Lamb Who taketh away the sins 
of the world; that is, to receive the Body and Blood of 
the Lord, of Whom it is written that he who receiveth 
the Body of Christ unworthily eateth and drinketh 
damnation to himself; but he who doth so worthily 
hath eternal life: but we are, placed ‘ad coenam Agni 
providi’ (at the banquet of the Lamb as those who ae 
prepared).” 

The allusion is to those who were solemnly 
baptized and clothed in white garments on 
Easter Eve, and admitted to Holy Communion 
on the following day. 

Dr. Neale works out this allusion to the 
newly baptized and their white garments in 
his Short Commentary on the Hymnal N., 
1853, part i., pp. 26-27, where he says :— 
“In order to understand this hyfnn, we must know 

for whom it was written. It was the custom of the 
early Church that Baptism should be solemnly adminis- 
tered to many catechumens, that is, persons who had 
been under instruction and preparation for it, on Easter 
Eve. This hymn then refers In the first place to them 
. «+ The Lamb's high banquet we await. These newly 
baptized persons were now for the first time about to 
receive the Holy Communion, and therefore truly 
waiting for that high ba . ‘in snow-white robes’ 
ea * Et stolis albis candidi’ of the original}, because, at 

ptism, a white garment was given to the persons 
baptized, with words like these: ‘Take this white 
vesture for a token of the innocence which, by God’s 
grace, in this holy Sacrament of Baptism, is given unto 
thee and for asign whereby thou art admonished, so long 
as thou livest, to give thyself to innocency of living, that 
after this transitory life thou mayest be partaker of life 
everlasting.’ ” 

The chrisom-robes were worn from Easter Eve 
till Low Sunday (all the week-days of the octave are 
marked in Albis in the Sacramentary of 8. ape 
for which the ancient name was * Dominica in albis 
depositis,, as in the Ambrosian Missal, or, geet 
‘Dominica in Albis,’ because on this day the newly 
baptized first appeared without the chrisoms, or white 
robes, which they had worn every day since their bap- 
tism on Easter Eve. [V.] 

Translations in C, U. :— 
1, At the Great Supper of the Lamb, From the 

Sarum Brev. by W. J. Blew. 1st printed on a 
Hy-sheet for use in his church, cir, 1850, and 
then pub. in his Hy. and Tune Bk., 1852, with 
music, in 4 st. of 4 1. This was repeated in 
Mr. Rice’s Sel., from that work, 1870, No. 52, 

2, The Lamb's high banquet stands displayed, 
[we await]. By J. M. Neale. The first reading 
“stands displayed” was given in the original 
prospectus of the Hymnal .V., Feb,, 1851, In the 
Ecclesiologist of April, 1851, the tr. reading 
“The Lamb’s high banquet we await,” ap- 
peared in full, and in 1852 it was repeated 
in the Hymnal N., No. 29, with st. i, 1. 2, 
“royal” for “ festal state:” and st. ii. 1. 3 
“tasting of" for “tasting there.” From the 
Hymnal N. it passed into the People’s H., 1867, 
No. 117, unaltered; with the omission of st. iii. 
into Skinner’s Daily Service H., 1864, No. 131, 
and again into other collections. 

3. The Lamb's high banquet called to share. 
This tr. is well known through H. A. and M. 
It is Dr. Neale’s tr. altered by the compilers. 

a 

nn 
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various hymnals of his numerous érs., Dr. Neale 
wrote in the Preface to his Med. Hys., 2nd ed., 
1862, p. vi., with a special reference to this tr. 
and the //. A. and M, alterations :— 

“In some instances I thankfully acknowledge them 
[the alterations] to be improvements; in some, I think 
that, hud the reproducers studied the Commentaries of 
Clichtoveus and .\ebrissensis, they would have left the 
original as it was. I will give an example or two: In 
the glorious Ad Chenam Agni providi, the last word of 
the first line is undoubtedly the nominat.ve case plural — 

‘The Lamb's high banquet we await,’ 

as it is in the Hymnal Noted. But in most reproduc- 
tions that line is altered, I sup from the editors 
either not seeing or not believing that the adjective 
applies to ourselves, not to the Lams. Again, in the 
same hymn, ‘Cruore ejus roseo,’ is translated by :— 

* And tasting of His roseate Blood.’ 

“The epithet is everywhere altered to crimson, be- 
cause the editors did not see its force. The would 
tell us that, though one drop of our Lord's Blood was 
sufficient to redeem the world, 

(‘Cujus una stilla salvum facere 
Totum mundum quit ab omni scelere, 

as S. Thomas says,) yet out of the greatness of His love 
to us He would shed all. As everyone knows, the last 
drainings of life-blood are not crimson, but are of a far 
paler hue: strictly speaking, roseate. Change the word, 
and you eliminate the whole idea,” 

In his Short Commentary on the Hymnal N., 
Dr, Neale gives the fact that Christ is the True 
Rose as a second reason for the word roseate. 

In the revised ed. of H. A. and M., 1875, this 
latter alteration is amended, and the line reads : 

“ And tasting of His precious blood ;" . 

a new departure, which, we doubt not, Dr. Neale 
would have been slow to accept. 

4. The Lamb’s high banquet called to share. 
No. 277 in the Hymnary is a cento, mainly from 
E, Caswall’s rendering of “Ad regias Agni 
dapes;”’ but there are a few lines from Dr. Neale 
as above in st. i., ii. and iv. 

5. The Supper of the Lamb to share. [By Mrs. 
Charles, from the old text in Daniel, i, 87, ap- 
peared in her Voice of Christian Life in Song, 
1858, p. 103, in 7 st. of 41. This was included in 
Mercer, Ox. ed., 1864, with the omission of st. ii., 
and the addition of a doxology, and in Schaff’s 
Christ in Song, 1870, p. 186, unaltered. 

Translations not in C, U, :— 
1. At supper of the Lamb prepared. Primer, 1604. 
2. At this High Feast the b hath made. Cham- 

bers, i. 189. 
3. The Paschal Feast, not yet with night. Aynaston. 

1862. (J 

This hymn has also been rendered into 
German, and again from the German into 
English thus :— 

EKommt, seid gefasst zum Lammesmahl, a tr. in 
8 sts. of 4 1., by Christian Knorr von Rosenroth, 
Ist pub. in his Neuer Helicon, Niirnberg, 1684, p. 
129, and included as No. 118 in Freylinghausen’s 
G. B., 1704. The only tr. is “Come now to the 
Lamb’s Feast,” as No. 190 in the Appendix of 
1743 to the Moravian H. Bk, 1742 (1754, pt. i., 
No. 226). (J. M.) 

Ad laudes Salvatoris. [Fest. Com. of 
| Bp. & Conf.) Textin Wackernagel, i. No. 255, 
from the Liibeck Missal, c. 1480, and others. 
Neale's Sequentiw ex Missalibus, p. 231, from 
the Missals of Utrecht, 1513, and Salzburg, 

Referring to the use made by the editors of | 1515, where it occurs asa Sev. for the Feast of 
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a Bishop & Confessor, as may be seen from 
various parsag:s in the hymu; though Neale 
styles it a Seq. for the Common of a Confessor 
not a Bishop. Daniel, v. p. 149, quotes the text 
from Neale. In Kehrein it is No. 465. 

(W. A. 8.] 
Translation in C. U.:— 

© ye who fear, yet fearing long, was made for 
and Ist pub. in the People’s H., 1867. No, 218 
as a hymn “Common for Priests.” It is by “S. 
M.” i.e. Sister Miriam. 

Ad perennis vitae fontem mens si- 
tivit arida. Card. Peter Damiani. [The 
Heavenly City.) 1. The earliest form of this 
great poem on the “Glory of Paradise,” is 
found in the Liber Meditationum, usually as- 
cribed to St. Augustine, and because of its 
resence therein, it is often given as his. 

e Benedictine editors of St. Augustine’s 
Works, however, included it under protest ; 
and Archbishop Trench disposes of these 
claims in the following emphatic manner:— 

“This m has been often attributed to Augustine, 
finding as it does in the AMeditationes, a 
cribedtohim. These Meditationes, however, are plainly 
a cento from Anselm, Gregory the Great, and many 
others besides A ine; from whom they are rightly 
adjudged awsy in the Benedictine ed. as indeed in 
earlier as well. The hymn is Damiani’s, and quite the 
noblest he bas left us." Sac. Lat. Poetry, 1349, p. 296, 
2nd ed. 1864, p. 135. 

2. Following the Benedictine editors, and 
anticipating Archbishop Trencl:, Cajetan in- 
cluded the poem in vol. iii. of his ed. of Da- 
miani’s Works, with the title “ Petri Damiani, 
Cardinalis Ostrensis, ex dictis beati Augustini, 
Hymnus de Gloria Paradisi.” (Petri amiani 

ars iii., 915-918, ed. Domini Constan- 
tini Cajetani.) [Rome, 1606-1615, vol. iv. in 

1640; Lyons, 1623; Paris, 1642 and 1643.) 

3. Daniel, 1841-1856, gives the full text in 
vol. i. pp. 114-117, as from certain editions 
of the works of St. Augustine; at Strasburg, 

1489: Venice, 1729; and adds that it is also 
found in Fabricius, Rambach, and others. 

Notes on the text are also added. He supplies 

corrections and additions in vol. ii. p. 382; 

iii. p. 281, and iv. pp. 203-4. 

4. It is also given, in every case with notes 
and various readings, in Du Meril, 1843, 
p.131. Mone, i. p. 422. Trench, 1849, p. 296. 
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&c.—No, 484, in the People’s H., is a cento ar- 
ranged by Dr. Littledale for that collection, 1867, 
from trs. by Wackerbarth, 1846; Neale, Joys 
and Glories of Paradise, 1865, with additions 
from his own translation in Lyra Mystica, 1865. 

3. For the Fount of life eternal, thirstily, &c.— 
By the Rev. J. Dayman, Ist pub. in the Sarum 
H., 1868, No. 520, in 13 st. of 6 1. 

Translations not in 0. U. :— 
1. My thirsty soul desires her drought. Anon. pub. 

in The Song of Mary the Mother of Christ, &c., 1601; 
reprinted in part by the Parker Soc, in Sel. BP. of the 
reign of Q. élizabeth; and in Dr. Bonar's New Jeru- 
salem, 1852, from a us. in the Brit. Mus, © 

2. My heart as hart for water thirsts. Sylvester, 1621. 
3. Unto the spring of purest life. In the Meditations, 

Soliloquia, and Manual of the Glorious Doctor, S. 
Augustin. Paris, 1630. 

4. For life eternal’s living spring. S. Augustin’s Con- 
fessions, 1679, given in some copies as translated by 
Abraham Woodhead, 

5. For lfe’s Eternal, &e. Wackerbarth, 1846. 
6. Yearningly my fond heart thirsteth, &c. ; J. Banks, 

in bis Nugae, 1854; and previously in the Churchman's 
Companion, 1849. 

7. For the Fount of living waters panting. Aynaston, 
1857. 

8. In the Fount of life, &c. Mrs. Charles, 1858. 
9. For the Fount of living waters. Aynaston, 1862. 

10. For the Fount of life eternal. Veale as above, 1865. 
11. For the Fount of life eternal. Littledale, 18665. 
12. For life's Eternal spring. Morgan, 1871. 
13. The mind athirst pants for the fount, &. B. Bos- 

well’s Ps. & Hys., 1838. {J. J.] 

Ad regias Agni dapes. The Roman 
Breviary version of the Ambrosian Ad coenam 
Agni providi, above. It is the hymn at Ves- 

rs, * Sabbato in Albis,” i.e. on Saturday in 
r-week, and afterwards on Sundays and 

week-days, when no Festival occurs and the 
Ferial Office is said, till the first Vespers of 
the Ascension. In addition to the ordinary 
editions of the Rom. Brev. the text is given in 
several modern Roman Catholic hymunals, 
Card. Newman's Hymni Eeel., 1838-65; 
Biggs’s Annotated ed. of H. A. & M., 1867; 
Daniel, i. No 81, &e. CW. A. 8.) 

Translations in C. U. :— 
1. In garments dight of virgin white. By W. 

J. Copeland. 1st pub. in his Hys. for the Week, 
1848, p. 81. In its original form it is not in 
C. U.; except in Hys. and Introit», 1852, No. 70, 
but as * Now at the Lamb's high royal feast,” it 

_ was given in Murray’s Hymnal, 1852, No. 57, and 

Migne's Patrol., tom. 145, col. 861-864, and | 
many others. One of the most interesting re- 
prints is Dr. Kynaston’s, The Glory of Para- 
dise. A Rhythmical Hymn, by Peter Damiani, 
ed. with translation. Lond., F. Fellowes, 

Ludgate Street, 1857. 

Translations in C. U. ;— 
1. On the fount of life eternal.—By E. Caswall, 

Ist pub. in his Masque of Mary, 1858, and again 

in his Hymns §& Poems, 1873, pp. 214-218, in 

20 st. of 61. From this two centos have been 
compiled (1) beginning with the opening st. in 

the Hymnary, No, 614, and consisting of st. i., 

iii., v., viii, ix., xv., xvii., xix., and xx., with 

slight alterations. (2) ‘Who can paint the 
lovely city,” in the R. C. Hys. for the Year, 

No. 51. This is composed of st. iii., v., Vi. Vii, 
and xix., also slightly altered. 

2. For the Fount of life eternal, Is my thirsting, 

| 
\ 
| 

i 

later collections. The opening line was borrowed 
from E, Caswall’s tr. as under. 

2. Now at the Lamb's high royal feast. By E. 
Caswall, in his Lyra Catholica, 1849, p. 94, and 
again in his Hys. and Poems, 1873, p. 53, in 7 st. 
of 41. This is the tr. usually found in Roman 
Catholic hymn-books. An altered form of this 
in 4st. is No. 52 in the Irvingite Hys. for the 

Use of the Churches, 1864, beginning “ Guests at 
the banquet of the Lamb.” 

3. At the Lamb's High Feast we sing. By R. 
Campbell, written in 1849 (c. Mss.], aud Ist 
printed in his collection commonly known as 
the St. Andrew's Hymnal, 1850, in 4 st. of 8 1. 

In the original mss. the first two lines are 
added as a refrain to each verse, but are omitted 

in the printed text. Cooke and Denton’s Hymnal 
was the first to bring it into prominent notice, 
although in an altered form which has been 
copied by many compilers. Its use exceeds that 
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of all other trs. of the “Ad Regias Agni” put 

together ; being found in a more or less correct 

form, in the most important collections of the 

Ch, of England. Many of the alterations in 

H. A. and M., Church Hys., Thring, and others 

date from Cooke and Denton’s Hymnal, 1853, the 

Salisbury H. Bk. 1857, and others. Another 

arrangement of Campbell's text is, “ To the 

Lamb’s High Feast we press,” given in Arch- 

deacon Pott’s Coll., 1861, No. 90. 

4. At the Lamb's right royal feast. By J. A. 
Johnston. Ist pub. in the 2nd ed. of his English 

Hymnal, 1856, No. 117, and repeated in the 3rd 

ed., 1861. It is an imitation, in the same metre, 

of R. Campbell's ¢r., and takes the place of John- 

ston’s tr. “Now at the banquet of the Lamb,” 

in L.M., which appeared in the Ist ed. of the 

English Hymnal, 1852, No. 110. 

5. The Banquet of the Lamb is laid. By R. C. 

Singleton, made for and first pub. in his Angli- 

can H, bk., 1868, No. 119. 

6. We keep the Festival. By A. R. Thompson, 

contributed to Schaff’s CArist in Song, 1869. 

7. Come, join the Kingly Banquet free. By F. 

Trappes, in his Liturgiorl Hys., n. d., (1865), in 

& st. of 4 1. In 1871 st. i-v. and viii. were 

given as ahymn in 3 st. of 8 1. in Hys. and Carols, 

Church Sisters’ Home, St. John’s Wood, 1871. 

Translations not in C. U. :— 

1. At the Lamb’s regal banquet where. Manual of 

Prayers and Litanies, 1686. 

2. From purple seas and land of toil. Primer, 1706. 

3. Now at the Lamb's imperial Feast. Sp. Mant, 

1837. 
4. Passed the Red and angry sta. Ap. Williams, 

1845. 
5. The Red Sea now is . Beste, 1849. 

6. In garments bright of saintly white. Rorison, 

1851. 
”. Come to the Lamb’s right royal feast. Wallace, 

1874. 
8. Sing, for the dark Red Sea is past. H. . Oxenham, 

1867. (J. J.J 

Ad templa nos rursus vocat. Charles 

Coffin. [Sunday Morning.] In his Hymni Sacri, 

8, ed. Paris, 1736, under the heading Die 

ominicé ad Laudes Matutinas. In the re- 

vised Paris Brev. of the Abp. Charles de Vin- 

timille, 1736, it is the hymn for Sunday at 

Lauda; asalso in the Lyons and other modern 

French Brevs. Text as above, and in Card. 

Newman’s Hymni Eccl. 1838, p. 2. [(W.A.8.] 

Translations in C. U. :— 

1. Morning lifts her dewy veil, by I. Williams, 

Ist pub. in the British Mag. 1834, vol. v. p. 28, 

in 9 st. of 4 1., and again in his Hymns tr. from 

the Paris Brev., 1839, p. 3, and later editions, 

The following :— 
2. Now morning lifts her dewy veil, is by J. 

Chandler, who, in his Preface to his Hymns of 

the Prin. Church, 1837, in which it appeared, 

thus alludes thereto :— 

“T have ventured to take the greatest part of the 2nd 
hymn from the translation in the ‘ British Magazine,’ 

which, notwithstanding the alterations I bave made in it, 
still shines forth as the work of an evidently superior 

band.” p. ix. 

This tr. has attained to a more extensive use 

than any other. It is given in Mercer, ed. 1864, 
No. 136, and Sarum, 1868, No. 293, in its full 

form. The most popular arrangement is that 

ADAM OF 8ST. VICTOR 

of Chope, 1864, No. 111, Thring’s Coil., 1882, 

No. 9, and others, with omission of st. vii., vili., 

and some alterations. 

3. Again the Sunday morn, by E. Caswall, ap- 

peared in his Lyra Catholica, 1849, p. 293, and 

again in his Hymns and Poems, 1873, p. 225. 

In its original form its use is very limited, but 

4. Again the holy morn, it is given in several 

collections, including the Hymnary, 1872, No.7, 

Hys. § Carols, n. d., No. 15, the Roman Catholic 

Hys. for the Year, n. d., No. 83, and many others. 

Another form based upon Caswall’s tr. is:— 

6. When first the world sprang forth, in Aen- 

nedy, 1863, No. 701. It is probably by the 

editor, and is not found elsewhere. 

6. Again the dawn gives meet. By 

Dr. Rorison, 1st pub. in his Hys. and Anthems, 

1851, p. 10, in 4 st. of 8 1. and 1 st. of 41. It 

is repeated in later editions. 

Translation not in C. U. :— 
Once more the beams of orient light. sear sta 1857. 

(J. J.) 
Adam descended from above. C. 

Wesley. (Lent.] 1st pub. in his Short Hymns, 
&e., 1762, vol. i., No. 1044, but omitted from 

the 2nd ed., 1794. It was included in the Wes. 

H. Bk., 1780, and is retained in the revised 

ed. of 1875, No. 129 (2. Works, 1868-72, vol. 

ix. p. 415). Another hymn by C. Wesley, 

beginning :—** Adam, descended from above, 
Thou only canst,” &c., was pub. from his sss. 

Hymns on the Four Gospels, in P. Works 

of J. and C. Wesley, 1868-72, vol. xi. p. 341, 
but it is not in common use. 

Adam, our father and our head. I. 
Watts, [The Fall.] Appeared in his Hore 

Lyricw, 1705, in 13 st. of 41., and entitled 

«Jesus the only Saviour.” Its use as a com- 

plete hymn is unknown. A cento therefrom 

of 5 st. was given in Rippon’s Bapt. Sel., 

1787, No. 48, composed of at. i Big 28g: Fes 

and vii. This has passed into common use 

to a very limited extent. 

Adam of St. Victor. Of the life of this, 

the most prominent and prolific of the Latin 

hymnists of tle Middle Ages, very little is 

known. It is even uncertain whether he was 

an Englishman or a Frenchman by birth. He 

is described by the writers nearest to his own 

epoch, as Brito, which may indicate a native 

of either Britain, or Brittany. All that is cer- 

tainly known concerning him is, that about a.D. 

1130, after having been educated at Paris, he 

became, as quite a young man, a monk in the 

Abbey of St. Victor, then in the suburbs, but 

afterwards through the growth of that city, 

included within the walls of Paris itself. In 
this abbey, which, especially at that period, 

was celebrated as a school of theology, he 

passed the whole of the rest of his life, and 

in it he died, somewhere between the years 

1172 and 1192 a.p. Possessed of * the pen 

of a ready writer,” he seems to have occupied 

his life in study and authorship. Numerous 

as are the hymns and sequences satisfactorily 

ave come down to us, there would seem to be 
‘wilds to have been written by him, which 

1 
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little doubt that many more may have perished 
altogether, or are extant without his name 
attaching to them; while he was vaigaacet | 
the author of several prose works as well. 
His Sequences remained in ms. in the care 
and custody of the monks of their author’s 
Abbey, until the dissolution of that religious 
foundation at the Revolution; but some 37 of | 
them, having found their way by degrees into 
more general circulation, were pub. by Clich- 
toveus, a Roman Cutlholic theologian of the 
first half of the 16th cent. in his Elucida- 
torium Ecclesiasticum, which passed through 
several editions from 1515 to 1556, at Paris, 
Basel and Geneva. Of the rest of the 106 
Hymns and Sequences that we possess of | 
Adam's, the largest part—some 47 remaining 
un published—were removed to the National 
Litrary in the Louvre at Paris, on the de- 
struction of the Abbey. There they were 
discovered by M. Léon Gautier, the editor | 
of the first complete edition of them, Paris, | 
1858. 

The subjects treated of in Adam’s Hymns , 
and Sequences may be divided thus :— | 

| 
Christmas, 7; Circumcision, 1; Easter, 6; Ascension, 1; | 

Pentecost, 5; Trinity, 2; the Dedication of a Church, 4; 
B.V.M., 17; Festivals of Saints, 53; The Invention 
of the Cross, 1; The Exaltation of the Cross, 1; On the 
Apostles, 3; Evangelists, 2; Transfiguration, 2. 

| 
} 

| 
' 

Although all Adam of St. Victor’s Sequences 
were evidently written for use in the services 
of his church, and were, doubtless, so used in 
his own Abbey, it is quite uncertain how many, | 
if any, of them were used generally in the 
Latin Church. 
To the lover of Latin hymns the works of 

this author should not be unknown, and pro- 
bably are not; but they ure far less generally 
known than the writings should be of one 
whom such an authority as Archbishop Trench 
describes as “the foremost amony the sacred 
Latin poets of the Middle Ages.” His prin- 
cipal merits may be described as comprisin 
terseness and felicity of expression ; deep an 
accurate knowledge of Scripture, especially 
its typology; smoothness of versification; 
richness of rhyme, accumulating gradually as 
he nears the conclusion of a Sequence ; and a 
spirit of devotion breathing throughoot his 
work, that assures the reader that his work is 
“a lubour of love.” An occasional excess of 
alliteration, which however at other times he 
uses with yreat effect, and a disposition to 
overmuch “ playing upou words,” amounting 
sometimes to “ punning,” together with a de- 
light in heaping up types one upon another, 
till, at times, be succeeds in obscuring his | 
meaning, are the chief defects to be set against | 
the many merits of his style. Amongst the | 
most beautiful of his productions may be men- | 
tioned, perhaps, his Jucundare plebs fidelis ; 
Verli vere substantivi; Potestate non natura; 
Stola reqni laureatus ; Heri mundus exultavit ; 
Laudes crucis attollamus (Neale considers this 
“ perhaps, his masterpiece”); Ave, Virgo sin- 
gularis ; Salve, Mater Salvatoris; Animemur 
ad : and Voz sonora nostri chori. 
Where almost all are beautiful, it is difficult, 
and almost invidious, to make a selection. 

Of his Hymns and Sequences the following - 

| tion, it has not been 
| utilise these very beautiful compositions in the services 
‘of the Anglican Church. The following, however, are 
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| editions, extracts, and translations have been 
published :— 

i. Original with Translations : 
(1) Guvres Poetiques d’Adam de S.-Victor. Par 

L. Gautier, Paris, 1868. It is in two vols. duodecimo, 
and contains, besides a memoir of Adam of St. Victor, and 
an exhaustive essay upon his writings, a 15th cent. fr. 
into French of some 46 of the seqs., and full notes upon 
the whole series of them. (2) The Liturgical Poetry of 

| Adam of St, Victor, from the text of Gautier, with trs. 
into English in the original metres, and short explana- 
tory notes by Digby 8. Wrangham, M.A., St. John's 
Coll., Oxford, Vicar of Darrington, Yorkshire, 3 vols. 
Lond., Kegan Paul, 1881. (3) in addition to these com- 
lete eds., numerous specimens from the originals are 
ound in Daniel, Mone, Kénigafeld, Trench, Loftie’s 
Latin Year, Dom. Gueranger'’s Annee Liturgique, dc. 

ii. Translations :— 
(1) As stated before, 46 of the Sequences are given by 

Gautier in a French ¢r. of the 15th cent. (2) In English 
we have trs. of the whole series by Digby 8. Wrangham 

. in his work as above; 11 by Dr. Neale in Med. Hymns: 
15, more freely, by D. T. Morgan in his ys. and other 
Poetry of the Latin Church ; and one or more by Mrs. 
Charles, Mrs. Chester, C, 8. Calverley, and the Reva. C, 
B. Pearson, E. A. Dayman, E. Caswall, KR. F. Littledale, 
and Dean Plumptre. Prose trs. are also given in the 
Rev. Dom Laurence Shepherd's tr. into English of Dom 
Gueranger’s works. 

iii. English Use :— 
From the general character of their metrical construc- 

ible to any great extent to 

from Adam of St. Victor, and are fully annotated in this 
work :—(1) in H. A. «é W., Nos, 64 and 434 (partly) ; (2) 
in the Hymnary, Nos. 270, 273, 324, 380, 382, 404, 419; 
(3) in the People's H., 215, 277, 304; and (4) in Nkinner's 
Daily Service H., 236. [D. Ss. W.) 

Adami, Johann Christian, b. Jan. 13. 
1662, at Luckau, Brandenburg, graduated 

| M.a., ut the University of Wittenberg, 1681, 
became diaconus, 1684, and pastor, 1691, at 
Luckau; from 1711 pastor primarius at Liibben, 
where he d. May 12, 1715. 

His 25 hymnsappeared in the Zvangelisches Zion, oder 
| vollstdindiges G. B., Leipzig and Lilbben, 1720, ed. by his 
son, for use in the Nicderlausitz (Bode, p. 33; Wetzel's 
A. H., vol. 1., pt. i, p. 44; Jicher’s Gelehrten Lexicon, 
1760, vol. i., col. 46). One has been ¢r., viz. :— 

Was klagst du mein Gemuthe. [(ross and Conso- 
lation.) Included as No. 1811 In the Berlin G. L. S., 
1832, and as No, 2396 in rage «de Ev. L. S., 1837 (1865, 
No. 2125). Dr. Jacobs, of Wernigerode, informs me 
that it appeared 1720 as above, p. 685, in 7 st. of & 1. 
Pa tr. ers 5 ; by Mise Bu 

7 soul, why this complaining,” iss Burling- 
ham, in the British Herald, 1866, p. 200, repeated as 
No. 337 in Reid’s Praise Bk., 1872. (J. M.] 

Adams, John, b. at Northampton, 1751; 
d. there, May 15, 1835. He was for several 
ears a member of the Baptist denomination, 
ut being expelled, on the ground of doctrine, 

from the chapel which he attended, he opened 
a place of worship on his own account and 
constituted himself the minister. On retiring 
from business in 1811, he removed to London, 
then to Olney, and finally returned to North- 
ampton. Several of his hymns were printed 
in the Gospel Magazine in 1776. Very few, 
however, have come into general use. 

Adams, John Greenleaf. Co-editor with 
Dr. E, H. Chapin of the Universalist Hymns 
for Christian Devotion, 1846 ; and, alone, of the 
Gospel Psralmist, 1861. He was b. in Ports- 
mouth, New Hampshire, 1810. The collec- 
tions named contain in each case 16 hymns 
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by him. They are not, Lowever, received 

outside his sect. The bestare:— . 
1. Heavenishere,itshymnsofgladness. [ Peace. } 

Contributed to the Hymns for Christian Devotion, 

1846, No. 419, in 4 st. of 41. 

2. God’s angels! not only on high do they sing. 

[Ministry of Angels.] No, 830 in his Gospel 

Psalmist, 1861, and No. 240 in Longfellow and 

Johnson's Hys. of the Spirit, Boston, 1864. 
[F. M. B.] 

Adams, John Quincy. b. at Brain- 

tree (afterwards called “ Quincey’ ), Mass., 

1767, was a sou of President Adams. After 

graduating at Harvard College he was, from 

1794 to 1801, minister to the Netherlands, 

to England, and to Prussia. In 1806 he was 

appointed Professor of Rhetoric in Harvard 

College; in 1809 minister to Russia; 1817 

Secretary of State; and, from 1824 to 1829, 

President of the United States. In 1831 he 

was elected a Member of the House of 

Representatives. Died suddenly, Feb. 21, 

1848. His high position and principle are 

well known, as also the incidents of his poli- 

tical life. He was a member of the Unitarian 

body. His Memoir, by the Hon. Josiah 
Quincy, was published soon after his death, 
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of Mr. Benjamin Flower, editor and proprietor 
of The Cambridge Intelligencer; and was 
married, in 1834, to William B. Adams, a civil 

engineer. In 1841 she pub. Vivia Perpetua, 
a dramatic poem dealing with the conflict of 
heathenism and Christianity, in which Vivia 
Perpetua suffered martyrdom; and in 1845, 
The Flock at the Fountain; a catechism and 
hymns for children. As a member of the 
congregation of the Rev. W. J. Fox, an Uni- 
tarian minister in London, she contributed 
13 hymus to the Hys. and Anthems, pub. by 
C. Fox, Lond., in 1841, for use in his chapel. 
Of these hymns the most widely known are— 
“ Nearer, my God, to Thee,” anu “ He sendeth 
sun, He sendeth shower.” The remaining 
eleven, most of which have come into common 

more especia!ly iu America, are :-— 
. Creator Spirit! Thou the first. Holy Spirit. 
Darkness shrouded Calvary. (Good riday. 

. Gently fali the dews of eve. Hvening. 
Go, and watch the Autumn leaves. Aufumn. 
O hallowed memories of the past. Memories. 
O human heart ! thou hast 4 song. Pratse. 

. O1 would sing a song of praise. Praise. 

. 0 Love! thou makest all things even. Love. 

. Part in Peace! is day before us? Close of Service. 
10. Sing to the Lord! for His mercies are sure. Praise. 
11. The mourners came at break of day. aster. 

Mrs. Adams also contributed to Novello’s 

§ 
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N. Y., 1848 (4th ed., 1854). He wrote, but | musical edition of Songs for the Months, n. d. 

never printed, an entire Version 0 the Psalms, | Nearly all of the above hymns are found in the 

seventeen of which, with five hymns, were | Unitarian collections of G. Brit. and America. 
inserted by his pastor, Dr. Lunt, in the Chris- | In Martineau’s Hymns of P. and P., 1873, No. 

and also his Poems of Religion and Society, | 

tian Psalmist, 1841. Of these the following | 
are still in use :— ' 

1. Sure to the mansions of the blest. [ Burial.) 
This is part of a piece of 20 stanzas, which ap- | 

peared in the Monthly Anthology and Boston 

Review, Jan., 1807. It is entitled “ Lines addressed 

to a mother on the death of two infants, 19th 

Sept. 1803, and 19th Decr., 1806.” 

2, Alas! how swift the moments fly. [ 7ime.] 

Sometimes given as “ How swift, alas, the mo- 

ments fly,” was written for the 200th anniver- 

sary of the First Congregational Church, 
Quincy, Sept. 29, 1839. 

3. Hark! ’tisthe holytemple bell. [Sunday.] Of 

these Nos. 2 and 3 are found m Lyra Sac. Amer. | 

and 2 in Putnam’s Singers and Songs of the | 

Liberal Faith, 1875. (F. M. B.) 

Adams, Nehemiah. b. at Salem, Mass., 

Feb. 19, 1806, and graduated at Harvard, 

1826, and Andover, 1829. He was Congrega- 

tional pastor at Cambridge, 1829-1834, and of 

Essex St. Church, Boston, 1834-1870. He d. 

1878. In 1854 he published South-side View 
of Slavery, and in 186¢ he edited Church 

Pastorals. His hymus are :— 

1. Come, take Hisoffersnow. [/nritation.] An 

adaptation from C. Wesley, given in his Church 

Pastorals, 1864, and repeated in the Hymns and 

S. of Praise, N. Y., 1874. 

2. Saints in glory, we together. [Praise.] This 

is also in Ch. Pastorals 1864, and the Hys. § S. of 

Praise, 1874, where it is said to be by “S. EF. 

Mahmied.” This name, which has led compilers 

astray for some time, is purely fictitious. 
(F. M. B.) 

Adams, Sarah, née Flower. b. at 

Harlow, Essex, Feb. 22nd, 1805; d. in London, 

Aug. 14, 1848, and was buried at Harlow, 

Aug. 21,1848. She was the younger daughter 

389, there is a rendering by her from Fénelon : 
| —“ Living or dying, Lord, I would be Thine.” 
It appeared in the Hys. and Anthems, 1841. 

Addiscott, Henry, b. at Devonport, 1806 ; 
educated for the Congregational Ministry ; 
ministered to charges at Torquay, 1837, 
Maidenhead, 1838-1843; and Taunton 1843- 
1860, and died suddenly in Liverpool, Oct. 2, 
1860. He published no volume of poems or 
hymns, and is known to hymnology through 

his“ And is there, Lord, a cross for me,” @ 
pleasing production on the words “Take up 
the cross and follow Me,” which he contributed 

to the New Cong., 1859, No. 650. 

Addison, Joseph. b. at Milston, near 

Amesbury, Wiltshire, May 1, 1672, was the 

son of the Rev. Lancelot Addison, sometime 

Dean of Lichfield, and author of Derotional 

Poems, &e., 1699. Addison was educated at 

the Charterhouse, and at Magdalen Coll., 

Oxford, graduating B.A. 1691 and aa. 1693. 

Although intended for the Church, he gave 

himself to the -tudy of law and politics, and 

soon attuined, through powerful influence, to 

some important posts. He was successively a 

Commissioner of Appeals, an Under Secretary 

of State, Secretary to the Lord Lieutenant of 

Ireland, and Chief Secretary for Ireland. He 

married, in 1716, the Dowager Countess of 

Warwick, and «. at Holland House, Kensing- 

ton, June 17,1719. Addison is most widely 

known through his contributions to The Spec- 

tator, The Tatler, The Guardian, and The 

Freeholder. To the first of these he contri- 

buted his hymns. His Cato,a tragedy, is well 

known and highly esteemed. 
Addison’s claims to the authorship of the 

hymns usually ascribed to him, or to certain 

of them, have been called in question on two 
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occasions. The first was the publication, by 
Captain Thompson, of certain of those hymns 
in bis ed. of the Works of Andrew Marvell, 
1776, as the undoubted compositions of Mar- 
vell ; and the second, a claim in the Atheneum, 
July 10th, 1880, on behalf of the Rev. Richard 
Richmond. Fully to elucidate tle subject it 
will be necessary, therefore, to give a chirono- 
logical history of the hymns us they appeared 
in the Spectator from time to time. 

i. The History of the Hymns in The Spectator. 
—This, as furnisiied in successive pumbers of 
the Spectator, is :— 

1. The first of these hymns appeared in the 
Spectator of Saturday, July 26, 1712, No. 441, 
in 4 st.of 61. The article in which it appeared 
was on Divine Providence, signed “C.” The 
hymn itself, “The Lord my pasture shall pre- 
pare,” was introduced with these words :— 

“David has very beautifully represented this steady 
reliance on God Almighty in his twenty-third Im, 
which is a kind of ral hymn, and filled with those 
allusions which are usual in that kind of writing As 
the poetry is very exquisite, | shall present my readers 
with the following translation of it.” (Orig. Broad- 
sheet, Brit. Mus.) 

2. The second hymn appeared in the Spectator 
on Saturday, Aug. 9, 1712, No, 453, in 13 st. of 
4+ 1, and forms the conclusion of an essay on 
“Gratitude.” It is also signed “C.,” and is thus 
introduced :— 

“IT have already obliged the public with some pieces 
of divine poetry which have fallen into my hands, and 
as they have met with the reception which they deserve, 
I shall, from time to time, communicate any work of 
the same nature which has not appeared in print, and 
may be acceptable to my readian. (Orig. Broadsheet, 
Brit. dus.) 7 

Then follows the hymn:—“ When all Thy 
mercies, O my God.” 

3. The number of the Spectator for Tuesday, 

‘ 

Aug. 19, 1712, No. 461, is composed of three 
parts. The first is an introductory paragraph 
by Addison, the second, an unsigned letter from 
Isaac Watts, together with a rendering by him 
of Ps, 114th ; and the third, a letter from Steele. 

‘It is with the first two we have to deal. The 
opening paragraph by Addison is ;— 

“For want of time to substitute something else in the 
Room of them, | am at present obliged to publish Com- 
pliments above my Desert in the following Letters. It 
is no small Satisfaction, to have given Occasion to inge- 
nious Men to employ their Thoughts upon sac 
Subjects from the Approbation of such Pieces of Poetry 
as they have seen in my Saturday's papers. I shall 
never publish Verse on that Day but what is written 
by the same Hand; yet shall I not accompany those 
Writings with Lulogiums, but leave them to speak for 
themselves." (Orig. Broadsheet, Brit. Mus.) 

In his letter Dr. Watts, after some compli- 
ments to “‘ Mr. Spectator,” says :— 

“Upon reading the hymns that you have published in 
some late papers, | had a mind to try yesterday whether 
I could write one. The 114th Psalm appears to me an 
admirable ode, and [ began to turn it into our lan- 
guage"... and more to the same effect, finishing with: 
“If the following essay be not too incorrigible, bestow 
upon it a few brightenings from your genius, that I 
may learn how to write better, or write no more.” 

The hymn which follows is—* When Israel, 
freed from Pharaoh's hand,” in 6 st. of 4 1. 
Although this rendering of Ps, 114 is unsigned 
in the Spectator, its authorship is determined 
by its republication in Dr. Watts’s Psalms of 
Darid, 1719. 
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4. According to the promise thus given the 
remaining hymns in the Spectator appeared 
in every case,on a Saturday. The first was:— 
“The spacious firmament on high,” which ap- 
peared on Saturday, Aug. 23rd, 1712, No. 465, 
that is, four days after the promise made in the 
note to Dr. Watts’s letter and hymn. It is in 
3 st. of 8 |. signed “C.,” and is introduced at the 
close of an essay on the proper means of strength- 
ening and confirming faith in the mind of man. 
The quotation, “The heavens declare the glory 
of God,” Ps. xix. 1, &c., is followed by these 
words :— 

“As such a bold and sublime manner of Thinking 
furnished out very noble Matter for an Ode, the Reader 
may see it wrought into the following one.” (Orig. 
Broadsheet, Brit. Mus.) 

5. The next hymn was given in the Spectator 
on Saturday, Sep. 20th, 1712, No. 489, in 10 st. 
of 4 |, and signed “0.” It begins :—“ How 
are Thy servants blest, O Lord,” and closes an 
essay on “Greatness ” as a source of pleasure to 
the imagination with special reference to the 
ocean, It is thus introduced :— 

“Great painters do not only give us Landskips of 
Gardens, Groves, and Meadows, but very often employ 
their Pencils upon Sea-Pieces. I could wish you would 
follow their example. If this small Sketch may de- 
serve a Place among your Works, | shall accompany it 
with a Divine Ode, made by a Gentleman upon the Con- 
clusion of his Travels.” (Orig. Broadshett, Brit. Mus.) 

The “ Travels” alluded to are evidently those 
of Addison on the Continent from 1699 to 1702. 
Referring to an incident in his return voyage, 
Lord Macaulay, in his essay on Addison in the 
Edinburgh Review of July, 1843, says :— 

“In December, 1700, he embarked at Marseilles. As 
he glided along the Ligurian coast, he was delighted by 
the sight of myrtles and vlive trees, which retained their 
verdure under the winter solstice. Soon, however, he 
secs dire of the sige storms of the Mediter- 
ranean. in of t ip gave up all for lost, 
and confessed “himeett toa capuchin who happened to 
be on board. The English heretic, in the meantime, for- 
tified himself against the terrors of death with devotions 
of a very different kind. How strong an impression 
this perilous voyage made on him, appears from the 
Ode, ‘ How are Thy servants blest, O Lord!’ which was 
long after published in the Spectator.” 

6. The last hymn of this series was :—“ When 
rising from the bed of death.” It appeared im 
the Spectator on Saturday, Oct. 18th, 1712, No. 
513, in 6 st. of 4 1. and signed “O.” It is 
appended to a letter purporting to have been 
written by an ‘excellent man in Holy Orders 
whom I have mentioned more than once as one 
of that society who assist me in my specula- 
tions.” The subject is “Sickness,” and the 
concluding words are :— 

“It is this Series of Thoughts that I have endeavoured 
to express in the following Hymn, which I have com- 
posed during this my Sickness.” 

7. The whole of these hymns, including that 
by Watts, have been in common use during 
most of the past, and during the whole of 
the present century ; and although lacking 
the popularity which they once possessed, they 
are still found in the front rank in all English- 
speaking countries. They have also been trans- 
lated into various languages, including, “The 
Lord my pasture,” &.; “ When all Thy mer- 
cies,” &c.; “The spacious firmament,” &c., into 
Latin in the Rev. R. Bingham’s Hymnologia 
Christiana Latina, 1871. 6 
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ii. Addison’s Claims.—T le claims of Addi- | with a New Life of the Author. 
son to the authorship of five of these six bymns 
(omitting that by Dr. Watts) are not of a 
character to be removed or explained away. 
1. First we find them included in essays which 
are acknowledged to be his and bear his recog- 
nised signatures *C.”" und “O.”"" 2. They are 
clearly by the same writer as the prose of the 
essays, and are the natural outcome and 
reproduction, in metre, of their turns of thought 
and modes of expression. 3. They are all 
Saturday hymns, and are declared by Addison 
himself to be in every case “by the same 
hand.” That the hand was the hand of 
Addison is evident from a curious side-light 
which is thrown upon the subject by com- 
paring the passage with which he introduced 
the hymn “ When all Thy mercies,” &c., on 
Saturday, Aug. 9, 1712, as given in the original 
Broadsheet of that day, and the same passaye 
as rewritten, and published in the first edition 
in book form of the Spectator, late in the same 
year. The first (although already quoted we 
give it again for readiness of comparison) is; 

“T have already obliged the public with some pieces 
of divine poetry which bave fallen into my hands, and 
as they have met with the reception which they de- 
serve, I shall, from time to time, communicate any work 
of the same nature which has not appeared in print, 
and may be acceptable to my readers.” (rig. Broad- 
sheet, Brit, Mus.) 

This passge reads thus in the first ed, of 
the Spectator, in book form, 1712 :— 

“I have already communicated to the public some 
pieces of Divine Poetry, and as they have met with a 
very favourable reception, I shall from time to time 
publish any work of the same nature which has not 
yet ap in priut, and may be acceptable to my 
readers.” (Spectator, ist ed. King’s Copy, Brit. Mus.) 

This last reading is repeated in all subse- 
ai editions of the Spectator, and was evi- 
ently rewritten to remove the somewhat 

unbecoming assertion that the hymns “ have 
net with the reception which they deserve ;"’ 
to harmonize it with the paragraphs concern- 
ing hymns in later numbers of the Spectator ; 
and to render it and them uniformly consistent 
with the received impression that he was the 
author of those pieces of “ Divine Poetry” 
which appeared in the Saturday numbers of | « 
the Spectator. 

4. Addison died in 1719. In 1721 Thomas 
Tickell, one of the contributors to the Speec- 
tator, and to whom Addison left his papers 
with directions concerning their use, published 
the same in 4 vols., as The Works of the Right 
Honourable Joseph Addison, Ergr., London, 
Printed for Jacob Tonson, at Shakespear's 
Head, over against Katharine Street in the 
Strand, m.pcc.xxr. In these vols, both the 
Essays and the Hymns are given. They are 
also repeated in Christian Poet. A Mis- 
cellany of Divine Poems all written by the late 
Mr. Secretary Addison, &c., London, Printed 
for E. Curll, in the Strand. M.pCcC.XX.VMI. 
The positive evidence for Addison is thus 
complete. 

iii. Andrew Marvell.—The first and only 
claim on behalf of Marvell was made by 
Captain Edward Thompson in The Works of 
Andrew Marvell, Esgr. Poetical, Controver- 
sial, and Political, containing many original 
Letters, Poems and Tracts never before printed, 
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By Cap. Ed- 
ward Thompson, in 3 vols. London, Printed for 
the Editor, by Henry Baldwin. a. pcc.xx. v1. 
In his Preface to this work Thompson suys :— 

“Since the death of Mr. Thomas Hollis I have been 
favoured by his successor with many anecdotes, manu- 
scripts, and scarce compositions of our author, such as 
1 was unable to procure anywhere else; and by. the 
attention and friendship of Mr. Thomas Raikes, I have 
been put in possession of a volume of Mr. Marvell's 
poenis, some written with his own hand, and the rest 
copied by bis orders; this valuable acquisitiun was 
mapy years in the care of Mr. Nettleton, which serves 
now (in his own words) to detect the theft and igno- 
rance of some writers.” 

Thompson then proceeds in the same Pre- 
face to give extracts from this ms. but without 
naming, in any instance, the handwriting iu 
which he found the quotations, thus leaving 
it an open question as to whether any given 
piece was in the handwriting of Marvell, or of 
some one else. The hymns in the Spectator 
which he claims for Marvell are :—* When 
Israel, freed from Pharaoh’s hand” (Dr. 
Watts); “ When all Thy mercies, O my God .” 
and “ The spacious firmament on high.” 

The first of these he vehemently and coarsely 
accuses Tickell of steuling from Marvell; the 
reason for attacking ‘Tickell, instead of Addi- 
son, arising probably out of the fact that 
Steele’s letter in the same number of the 
Spectator as the hymn, as noted above, is 
signed * TT." This ignorance on his tk of 
Steele’s signature, is equalled by his further 
ignorance of the fact that the piece in question 
was given by Dr. Watts as his own in his 
Psalms of David, in 1719, and had thus been 
before the public as Watts’s acknowledged 
work, fur some 57 years! 

The argument as against Addison for the 
two remaining hymns is summed up in the 
accusation of theft on Addison's part, and the 
statement :— 

“ How these came to Mr. Addison’s hands I cannot 
explain; but by his words (‘I have already communi- 
cated,’ &c., as above) they seem to be remitted by corre- 
spondents, and might perhaps come from the relations 
of Marvell.” 

To this we need only add that in no subse- 
uent collection of Marvell's Works are these 
aims made, or the pieces reprinted: and 

that the able and learned editor of The Com- 
plete Works in Verse and Prose of Andrew 
Marvell, M.P., the Rev A B. Grosart (Fuller 
Worthies Library), maintains in his * Memo- 
rial Introduction,” pp. lxii.-lxiv., that— 
“The claim put in by Captain Thompson for Marvell 

having written the well-known Songs of Zion, called 
Parapbrases, commencing, * The spacious firmament on 
bigh, and ‘When all T Fain O my God,’ and 
‘When Israel, freed from Pharaoh's hand,’ and also the 
celebrated ballad of * William and Margaret,’ cannot 
be sustained. As matter of fact it went by default at 
the time the claim was originally made, seeing that, 
challenged to produce the ms. book alleged to contain 

| these pieces, it never was produced, and seems to have 
| been destroyed. I have no idea that Captain Thompson 
| meant to impose; but from his own account it is clear 
| that while the ws, volume evidently contained many of 
| Marvell’s own for three of the greatest 
| (one being the Horatian Ode) we are indebted to it—it 

is clear that sa nent, and long subsequent, to Marvell, 
some other scribe had turned the vacant leaves into ao 
album or commonplace book.” 

The discussion of the claims on behalf of 
Marvell, which appeared in the Gentleman's 
| Magazine, 1776, hus not been overlooked. As, 
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however, the writers argued from insufficient 
data, it would have produced confusion to 
have noticed that discussion in detail. 

iv. Richard Richmond.—The latest claim to 
the authorship of the piece “When all Thy 
mercies, O my God,” has been made on behalf 
of one Richard Richmond, sumetime Rector of 
Walton-on-the-Ribble, Lancashire. This hymn 
is found in an undated letter in the ms. corre- 
spondence of John Ellis, one of Queen Anne’s 
Under Secretaries of State. The writer of the 
letter begs for preferment at the hands of Ellis, 
The hymn is thus referred to therein :— 

“ Appropriate this most excellent hymn, suitable, 
sir, to your excellent virtues, and hope it may prove a 
motive for your honour’s Christian benevolence to the 
author in adversity, to comfort the sorrows in life, shall 
be thankful to Heaven, and your worship’s must 
gracious hand.” (Atheneum, July 10, 1880.) 

In addition to the arguments already set 
forth on behalf of Addison, we have, in this 
undated extract of bad English, a clear proof 
that the writer could never have penned those 
lines which appeared in the Spectator of Satur- 
day, Aug. 9, 1712. The paragraph also, when 
rightly construed, shows that by the term 
author used therein, Richmond meant himself 
as the writer of the letter, and not as the 
author of the hymn. It is quite clear that he 
copied the hymn from the Spectator, and in- 
corporated it, with slight alterations, in his 
letter, to give grace to his ill-worded appeal for 
preferment at the hands of Ellis. 
From a literary, as distinct from a historical, 

at of view, there is abundant proof in the 
ys and the Hymns that they were, in 

each case, the prose and poetic expressions of 
the same hand. This has already been indi- 
cated in the titles we find given to the Essays. 
One example will show how conclusively this 
argument may be wrought out. It is from 
No. 453, on “ Gratitude ” :— 
“If gratitude is due from man to man, how much 

more from man to his Maker? The Supreme Being 
does not only confer upon us those bounties, which pro- 
ceed more immediately from His hand, but even those 
benefits which are conveyed tu us by others. Every 
blessing we enjoy, by what means so ever it may be 
derived upon us, is the gift of Him who is the great 
Author of good, and Father of mercies.” 

This thought is then illustrated by refer- 
ences to the examples set to Christian poets 
by Greek and Latin poets and Jewish writers, 
who all excel in their Odes of adoration and 
praise ; and the essay closes with :— 

“ When all Thy mercies, O my God, 
My rising soul surveys; 

Transported with the view, I'm lost 
In wonder, love, and praise.” 

In this the thought, style, and mode of ex- 
pression, so far as prose and verse can agree, 
are the same, both in the Essay and in the 
Hymn. This evidence is also strengthened 
when we find that the Hymns, wien compared 
with Addison’s Poems, are strongly marked 
by the same individuality, We may add that 
Addison’s signature varied in the Spectator, 
and embraced the letters “ C,” “L,” “1,” and 
“O”'; and that the original text of each hymn 
is given in all good editions of that work. 

(J. J.) 
Addison, Lancelot, p.p., father of the 

above, b. at Crosby Ravensworth, Westmore- 
land, 1632, and educated at Queen’s OColl., 
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Oxford. Until the Restoration he spent part 
of his time at Oxford and part in retirement. 
He then became chaplain to the garrison at 
Dunkirk ; and in 1663, to that at Tangier. 
In 1670 he was uppointed Chaplain in Ordi- 
nury to the King, shortly after, Rector of Mil- 
ston, Wilts, and Prebeudary in the Cathedral 
of Salisbury. Finally, in 1683, he was pre- 
ferred to the Deanery of Lichfield; d. 1703, 
In addition to some prose works, he published 
Devotional Poems, Festival and practical, on 
some of the chief Christian Festivals, Fasts, 
Graces, and Virtues, &c. Lond., Henry Bon- 
wick, 1699. [J. J.) 

Ades Pater supreme. Prudentius. 
[Evening.] Given in all editions of his works, 
including Aurelii Prudentii Clementis V. C., 
(spera Omnia, Vol. i. pp. 97-105, with notes 
(Lond., Valpy, 1824). It is No. vi. of the 
Cathemerinon, and extends to 152 lines. Of the 
complete hymn we have no (r. into English, 
but three centos therefrom have been tr. thus: 

1, Ades Pater supreme—Be present, Holy Father. 
By J. M. Neale, in the enlarged ed. of the 
Hymnal N., 1854, No, 10, being a rendering of II. 
1-12, 125-128, 141-152, and a doxology not in 
the original. This was repeated in the People's H1. 
1867, No. 436, and with alterations in the Hym- 
nary, 1872, No. 17. In this last, two sts. (v. 
vi.) were added from 1]. 129-132, and 137-140. 
This cento is usually given for Sunday evening 

2. Fluxit labor diei—The toil of day is over.— 
By J. A. Johnston, added to his English Hymnal, 
1861, No. 256. It is a free rendering based 
upon st. iii-vii. of Dr, Neale, as above. 

3. Cultor Dei memento—-Servant of God, remem- 
ber. Thix portion of the hymn, given in Daniel, 
i., No. 110; Card. Newman’s Hy. Eccl. 1838 and 
1865 ; Wackernagel and others, is composed of II, 
125-152, with the addition of a doxology. It was 
used in the Sarum Brev. “ At Compline on Pas- 
sion Sunday, and Daily up to Maundy Thursday.” 
Also in the Mozarabic Brev.; the Mozarabic 
Hymnarium ; and in an 11th cent. Ms. in the 
British Museum (Harl. 2961, f. 238). The tr. in 
C. U. is:— Servant of God! remember,” by W. 
J. Blew, First printed with music on a broad- 
sheet, and then in Zhe Ch. Hy. and Tune Bk., 
1852; 2nd ed. 1855. It is from the Sarum text, 
and in7 st. of 41. In 1870 it was included in 
Mr, Rice's Hymns, No. 105. 

Translations not in 0. U. :— 

1. Remember, thou who lov’st the Lord. Ay. Angl. 
1844, 

2. Christian, ever keep in mind. Copeland. 1848. 
3. Child of God! remember thou. Chambers. 1857. 
4. Come, Great Father, Mighty Lord,— Francis Turner 

(Bp. of Ely), in Dodd's Christian's Magazine, Ps eae 

(J. J.) 
Adeste, Coelitum chori. 

Tourneaux. [Easter.} In the revised Paris 
Breviary, 1736, this hymn was for the Ferial 
Office at Matins aay” included) in Euaster- 
tide, beginning on Low Sunday and continuing 
to the Feast of the Ascension, and is marked 
with the initials “N. T.” It is also used in 
like manner in the Lyons and other modern 
French Breviaries. The Paris Brev. text was 
reprinted in Card. Newman's J/ymni Eccle- 
siae, 1838 and 1865, and J. Chandler’s Hys. of 
the Prim. Church, 1837, No. 68. ae S.J 

Nicholas le 
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Translations in C. U. :— 
1, Angels, come on joyous pinion. [y I. Wil- 

liams, Ist pub. in his Mys. tr. from the Paris 
Brerv., 1839, p. 128, in 6 st. of 6 1. In 1851 it 
was given, somewhat altered, by Dr. Rorison in 
his Hys. and Anthems, No. 81. In the Anglican 
H. Bk., 2nd ed., 1871, No. 152, it is altered to 
* Come, once more with songs descending.” 

2, Heavenly choirs with anthems sweet. by R. 
Campbell, written in 1849 (c. mss.], and included 
in his collection commonly known as the St. 
Andre's Hymnal, 1850, in 6 st. of 4 I. It is 
the most popular of the renderings of the “Adeste, 
Coelitum.” In 1853 it was given, with altera- 
tions, and the omission of st. iii., in the Cooke 
and Denton Hymnal, No, 87. This was repeated 
by Kennedy, 1863, No. 697, with the addition 
of “ Alleluia,” as a refrain to each verse. In 
the Appendic to the Hymnal N., enlarged ed., 
1864, No. 38, st. iii. is restored; but the dox- 
ology is displaced in favour of a much weaker 
rendering. In Mr. Shipley’s Annus Sanctus, 
1884, the tr. is given from the Campbell Mss., 
and st. iii., vi., vii. are added by J. C. Earle. 

3. Angels to our Jubilee. By W.J. Blew. 1st 
printed on a broadsheet for use in his church 
{e. mss.}], and then in his Hy. and Tune Bk, 
1852, in 8 st. of 41. This was repeated in the 
People’s H., 1867, No. 119, and Rice’s Sel. from 
Blew, 1870, No. 50. 

4, Come, ye heavenly Choirs descending. By 
Bp. J. R. Woodford, contributed to his Hymns, 
&c., 1852, No. 48, and republished in the Parish 
H. Bk., 1863 and 1875; Chope’s Hymnal, 1864, 
No, 100, and other collections. It is in 6 st. of 
4 1., of which st, v. is from [. Williams as above. 

Translations not in 0, U. :— 
1. Come, thou blest angelic throng. Chandler, 1837. 
2. Descend from Heaven, ye Angel choirs. Chambers, 

1857. [J a -] 

Adeste fideles laeti triumphantes. 
Neolargpes As to the authorship and actual 

te of this hymn nothing positive is known. 
It has been ascribed to St. Bonaventura, but 
is found in no edition of his Works. Most 
probably it is a hymn of the 17th or 18th 
century, and of French or German authorship. 
The text appears in three forms. The first is 
in 8 st., the second, that in use in France, and 
the third the English use, both in Latiu and 
English. The full text from Thesaurus Ani- 
mae Christianae, Mechlin, N.D. (where it is 
given as a second sequence for Christmas and 
said to be “ Ex Graduali Cisterciensi”’) is :— 
1, Adeste, fideles, 4. Stella duce, Magi 

Laeti triumphantes ; Christum adorantes, 
Venite, venite in Bethle- | Aurum, thus, et myrrham, 

hem ; dant munera. 
Natum videte Jesu infanti 

Corda praebeamus : 
Venite adoremus Dominum. 

5. <Aeterni Parentis 
Splendorem Aeternum, 

Velatum sub carne vide- 
bimus, 

Deum infantem, 
Pannis involutum, 

Venite adoremus Dominum. 

Regem Angelorum ; 
Venite adoremus Dominum, | 

2. Deum de Deo; 
Lumen de Lumine, 

Gestant puellae viscera 
Deum Verum, 
Genitum non factum : 

Venite adoremus Dominum. 

3. En grege relicto, 
Humiles ad cunas, ° 6. Pro nobis egenum 

Vocati pastores appro- Et foeno cubantem 
perant. | Piis foveamus amplexibus ; 

Et nos ovanti Sic nos amantem 
Gradu festinemus, Quis non redameret ? 

Venite adoremus Dominum. Venite adoremus Dominum. 
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7. Cantet nunc hymnos, 4. Ergo Qui natus 
Chorus Angelorum : Die hodiernd, 

Cantet nunc aula celes- Jesu Tibi sit gloria: 
Patris Aeterni 
Verbum Caro 

In excelsis Deo! tum! 
Veniteadoremus Dominum. Veniteadoremus Dominum | 

In the English and French centos there are 
various readings; but we need only note three 
—st. v., |. 1, Patris for “ Parentis”; st. vii., 
1. 1, Jo for “ hymnos”; and rarely, ezultans, 
for “nunc hymnos”; st. viii., 1. 2, hodierno, 
for “ hodierni:” and of these the second is 
probably the original text. The English cento 
is composed of st. i., ii., vii. and viii, and 
the French, generally of st. i., iii., v., vi., and, 
very rarely, st. iv. also. Towards the close of 
the last century it was sung both in England 
and in France at Benediction during Christ- 
mastide. As early as 1797 the hymn was 
sung at the Chapel of the Portuguese Em- 
bassy, of which Vincent Novello was organist, 
and the tune (ascribed by Novello to John 
Reading, organist of Winchester Cathedral, 
1675-1681, and of the College to 1692) at once 
became popular. The use of the French 
cento may be gathered from the following 
rubric from the Nouveau Paroissien Nantaias, 
Nantes, 1837 :— 

Auz Feétes de Noél. 
( Response.) Venite adoremus, venite adoremus, venite 

adoremus Dominum. 
Les Chantres continuent: Adeste, fideles, etc.; et on 

répéte & chaque strophe: Venite, etc. . 

The hymn was so familiar that it is not 
printed in full. 
We find st. i., iii, v., and vi., in the Office 

de St. Omer, St. Omers, 1822, in the Paroissien 
Complet du Diocése d’Autun, Autun, 1837, 
in the Amiens Paroissien, 1844, in the Rouen 
Paroissien, Rouen, 1873, and in the Paroissien 
Romain, Paris, N.v., but ¢. 1868, st. i., iii, iv., 
y. and vi., which are also in av undated Tours 
Paroissien. In the Paroissien Complet, Paris, 
of which the “ Approbation” is dated July, 
28th, 1827, the hymn is given in both the 
English and French forms. At p. 583 it 
occurs as, “Hymne Qui se chante, dans 
plusieurs églises de Paris pendant le temps 
de la Nativité;” this is the English form, with 
various readings, consisting of st. i., ii., vii. 
viii.; then follows, “ Hymne pour le temps de 
Noél,” the ordinary French version st. i., iii., 
v.and vi., and both also occur in A Coll. of 
Ps., H., Anthems, &c., Washington, 1830. 

(W. T. B.] 

fac- 

Translations in C. U. :— 
1. Come, faithful all, rejoice and sing. Anon. in 

4 st. of 5 1. in Every Families Assistant at Com- 
pline, Benediction, ¥c., 1789. Somewhat altered 
it was republished in G. L. Haydock’s Coll. of 
Catholic Hys., 1823. In the Vespers: or, E'ven- 
ing Office of the Church, Dublin, 1808, it appeared 
as “ Ye faithful souls, rejoice and sing.” This 
is in use in a few Roman Catholic collections for 
Missions and Schools. In the Crown of Jesus 
H, Bh., it reads, “ Ye faithful, come, rejoice and 
sing.” 

2. Ye faithful, approach ye. By F. Oakeley. 
This is a tr. of the English form of the Latin 
text. It was written in 1841 for the use of the 
congregation of Margaret Street Chapel, London, 
of which he was then the Incumbent. It was 
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never published by the translator, but came into 
notice by being sung in his chapel. The original 
text was included in the People’s H., 1867, 
No. 24, the Wellington College H. Bk., 1863, &c., 
and has also been repeated in several Roman 
Catholic collections of recent date. 

3. O come all ye faithful, joyfully triumphant. 
This form of Canon Oakeley’s tr. is the most 
popular arrangement of the Adeste fideles we 

ss. It first appeared in Murray’s Hymnal, 
1852, and has passed from thence into a great 
number of collections both in G. Britain and 
other English-speaking countries, the second 
line sometimes reading “ Joyful and triumphant,” 
and again “ Rejoicing, triumphant.” The Parish 
H. Bk., 1863-75, adopts this latter reading, 

and in addition it includes other alterations of 
importance. 

4. Be present, ye faithful. In Chope’s Hymnal, 

1854, and later editions, is Canon Oakeley’s ¢r. 
re-written. 

5. Approach, all ye faithful. This tr, by “C.” 
in the Irvingite Hys. for the Use of the Churches, 

1864, dates from 1845. Another fr. beginning 
with the same first line, was included in the 

Cooke and Denton Hymnal, 1853. It can be 

distinguished easily from the Irvingite tr. by 

st. iv. This reads in Cooke and Denton, “ The 

Son Everlasting,” and imthe Irvingite collections, 

“To Thee, who on this joyous day,” &c. 

6. © come, all ye faithful, triumphantly sing. 
By E. Caswall, 1st pub. in his Lyra Catholica, 

1849, p. 250, and in his Hys. and Poems, 1873, 

p- 146. This fr. is in several collections, and 

sometimes slightly altered, as in the Neo Mitre, 
1874, and others. 

7. Come hither, ye faithful. This, as given in 

Schaff’s Carist in Song, 1870, p. 37 ; and the Prot. 

Episco. Hymnal, 1872, is E. Caswall’s tr. with 

alterations. 

8. 0 come, all ye faithful. By W. Mercer. 

This fr. can be distinguished from others begin- 

ning with the same first line by the st. iii., which 

reads, “ Raise, raise, choir o angels,” &c. It 

was written for and first appeared in his CA. 

Psalter and H. Bk, 1854. In popularity it 

ranks next to the tr. by Canon Oakeley, being 

found in many collections throughout English- 

speaking countries. 

9. Be present, ye faithful. By J. M. Neale. 

Pub. in the Hymnal N., enlarged ed., 1858. 

Although opening with the same line it is a 

different tr. from that in Chope’s Hymnal, noted 

above. The second stanza of Chope reads: ‘ Very 

God of Very God,” and this “God of God, eternal.” 

10. O come, all ye faithful. Two trs. by J. A. 

Johnston are given in his English Hymnal, the 

first (with st. ii., “He, God of God,” &c.) in 

1852, the second (st. ii., * Who God of God is”) 

in 2nd ed., 1856, and 3rd ed., 1861. 

11. Draw nigh, all ye faithful. This is Dr. 

Neale’s tr. re-written by J. Keble for the Salis- 

bury H. Bk., 1857, It was repeated in Kennedy, 

1863, and, with slight changes, in the Sarum //., 

1868. 

12. O come, all ye faithful. By J. Ellerton, 

written for, and first pub. in Church //ys., 1871. 

It may be known by st. iv., which opens with 
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“Thou, who didst deign to be born for us this 
morning.” 

13. Draw near, all ye faithful. By R. C, Single- 
ton, in the revised ed. of his Anglican H. Bk., 
1871. 

14, Assemble, ye faithful. By T. Darling, in 
his Hys. for the Ch. of Englund, 1861. 

15. O come, all ye faithful. This arrangement 

in the Westminster Abbey H. Bh., 1884, is ® 
cento compiled from the above trs. 

16. Hither, ye faithful, haste with songs of 
triumph. In the American Presb. Ps. & Hys. 
Philadelphia, 1843, No. 174. 

These trs. have as a rule much in common, 
The greatest variety is found in the rendering 
of the lines in st. ii., “Deum de Deo, Lumen de 

lumine.” These are :— 

God of God, light of light. Oakeley. 
Pas God of God, true Light of Light. Jrvingite 

True Son of the Father. #. Caswall. 
He God of God, Light of Light Eternal. J. A. 

Johnston. 

God of God eternal, Light from Light proceeding. J. 
M. Neale. 

True God of True God, True Light of True Light. 
Cooke & Denton. 
Very God of Very God, Light of Light Eternal. 
<* s Hymnal. 
Though true God of true God, Light of Light Eternal. 

W. Mercer. 
Who God of God is, Light of Light Eternal. J. A. 

Johnston, 
God-head of God-head, True Light of the True Light. 

Gainsburgh Coll, 
Godhead of Godhead, True light of True light. 

trons. 
God of God Almighty, Light of Light Eternal. 

Sarum Hymnal. 
He, God of God, and Light of Light begotten. J. 

Dr. 

Ellerton. 
True God of True God, Light of Light Eternal. 

Thring’s Coll. 
Though God of true God, Light of Light Eternal. 

Irish Church Hymnal. 
For He, God of God, He, Light of Light eternal. 4. C. 

Singleton, 1871. 

These renderings show clearly that the majority 

of the translators had the Nicene Creed and not 

the Adeste fideles in their minds as they wrote. 

This is also the case with those trs. which are 

not in C, U. 

Translations not in C, U. :— 

1. Draw near, ye faithful Christians. Evening Office 
of the Church, 1760. 

2. Ye faithful, come triumphant, come. Orthodor 

Churchman's Magazine and Review, Nov., 1805. 

3. Raise we our voices to the Lord of Glory. Ash- 
bourne Coll,, Uttoxeter, 1808. 

4. Believers assemble, come with songs to Bethiem. 

Dr. Sutton’s Ps, & Hys., Sheffield, 1816. 

5. Ye faithful, triumphant enter into Bethlehem. Ps 
& Hys. Burnley, 1520. 

6. Ocome, all ye faithful, joyful triumph raising. 

Basil Woodd. Ps. & Hys., 1821. 
7. With hearts truly grateful. Wash 

ington, 1830. 
«. O come, ye faithful, and your homage bring. J. 

Chandler, 1837. 
9. O come, all ye faithful, raise the hymn of R pei 

F. C. Husenbeth’s Missal for Use of the Laity (3rd ed.) 

1840. 
10. Ye faithful souls, approach and sing. J. Meade. 

Selwood Wreath, 1441. 

11. Approach, ye faithful, come with exultation. Jane 

E. Leeson. Christian Child's Bk,, 1848. 

12, Approach, ye faithful, and with glad accord. Jane 

E. Leeson. Christian Child's Bk., 1848. 

13. O hasten, ye faithful. J. R. Beste. Church Hys., 

1849. 

Ps. & Hys. 
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14, Ocome, all ye faithful. 
Anthems, 1851. 
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G, Rorison. Hys. & 

15. O come, all ye faithful. R. Campbell. St. 
Andrew's Hymnal, 1850. 

i6. Ye faithful, approach ye. W. J. Blew. Church 
H. & Tune Bk., 1852. 

17. O Christian people, come, I. Gregory Smith. H. 
Bk. for the Service of the Church, 1855. 

18. Exulting triumphant, come from every nation. 
Anon. Guernsey. Reprinted in Notes & Queries, 5th 
Ser. xi. p. 418, 

19. O hie, ye believers, raise the song of triumph. 
#, Tra 1865. 

20. Come, all ye faithful, joyfully. 
Thrupp’s Ps. & Hys., 1853. 

21. In triumph, joy, and holy fear. 
Sbipley’s Annus Sanctus, 1884. 

22. Come, O faithful, with sweet voice. C. Kent. 
Shipley’s Annus Sanctus, 1884, (J . J.) 

Adesto sancta Trinitas. [Holy Trinity.) 
The authorship of this short hymn on the 
Holy Trinity is unknown. Its earliest form 
is in a ms. of the 11th cent. in the British 
Museum (Vesp. D. xii. f. 115b) printed in the 
Latin Hys. of the Anglo-Saxon Church, 1851, 
p. 161. Amongst the English Breviaries it is in 
those of York, Hereford and St. Albans ; on the 
Continent, those of Mainz and Basel; and also 
in those of the Orders of the Carmelites, 
Dominicans, and Fratres Humiliati; but with 
varying texts. In Mone, i. p. 10, the text is 
given together with references to mss., and 
notes on the text; the oldest ms. dating from 
the l4th cent. He also gives two refrains 
which are sometimes associated with the hymn. 
Daniel, i. No. 304, gives only the first four lines 
with a reference to Cassander ; but in iv. p. 
234, he gives the full text as in Mone, together 
with Mone’s references. It is also in Neale’s 
Hymni Ecclesiae, 1851, p. 157; Hymn. Sariab. 
1851, p. 115; the Domin. H. Bk , &e. (W. A. 8.) 

Translations in C. U. :— 
1. Be present, Holy Trinity ; Like Splendour, &c. 

By J. M. Neale. Appeared in the Hymnal N. 
1852, No. 35, in 5 st. of 41., and again in later 
editions. In 1867 it was repeated, unaltered, in 
the People’s H., No. 161, and in the Hymnary, 
1872, No. 337. 

2. Be with us, Holy Trinity. By J.A. Johnston, 
Ist pub. in 2nd ed, of his English Hymnal, 1856, 
No. 148, in 5 st. of 5 1. In Kennedy, 1863, 
No, 1122, it is slightly altered, specially in the 
doxology. 

3. Be present, Holy Trinity; Co-equal light, &c. 
By J. D. Chambers, in his Lauda Syon, Pt. i., 
1857, p. 215, in 5 st. of 41. In the Salisbury 1, 
Bk, 1857, No. 123, and Sarum, 1868, No. 179, 
the tr. is an arrangement by J. Keble from Dr. 
Neale with lines 1, 2, of st. i. from this tr. by 
J. D, Chambers. 

4. O Holy Trinity! be present. By F. Pott, 
in his Hys. fitted to the Order of Com. Pr., 1861, 
No. 107, in 5 st. of 4 1., and in later editions. 

(a.2) 
Adored for ever be the Lord. [Ps. 

xxviii.) This cento in the Amer. Episcopal 
Hymnal, 1872, No. 421, is composed ; st. i., of 
4 lines, from Tate and Brady's version of 
Ps. 28, and st. ii.-iv. Anon. 

Adoro Te devote, latens Deitas. S7. 
Thomas of Aquino. [Holy Communion]. Of 
the acual date of the composition of this hymn 
we have no record. As in 1259 the author was 

Anon, in J. F. 

J. C. Earle. 

ADORO TE DEVOTE 

engaged in Puris in writing on the Eucharist, 
and in 1263, in drawing up the existing office 
for the festival of Corpus Christi, at the request 
of Pope Urban LV., and for which he wrote the 
well-known hymns, Pange lingua gloriosi Cor- 
poris mysterium ; Lauda Sion; Sacris solem- 
niis; and Verbum supernum (q. y.), we may 
fix the date, somewhat indefinitely, as c. 1260. 
Although never incorporated in the public ser- 
vices of the Church, it was added at an early 
date to various Missals for private devotion. 

In 1841 Daniel included it in vol. i. No. 242 
with «a short note. In 1853 he was followed 
by Mone, No. 209, with a slightly differing 
text, from a Reichenau ms, of the 13th or l4th 
cents., and extended notes, references, various 
readings and critical remarks; together with 
two refrains, one, which follows each stanza, 
(in Paar’s Nucl. Devot. p. 232, and in Hymnod. 
Sacra, p. 330):—Ave Jeau verum manhu, Christe 
Jesu adauge fidem omnium credentium: and the 
second (ms.at Koblenz of the 17th cent.):—Bone 
Jesu, pastur fidelium adauge fidem omnium in te 
sperantium. ‘These notes, &c., are repeated with 
additions, by Daniel, iv. p. 234. Dr. Neale’s 
note, Medieval Hymns, 1851 and 1867, &c., is :— 

“ The following hymn of 8S. Thomas Aquinas to the 
Holy Eucharist was never in public use in the Mediaval 
Church; but it bas been appended, as a private devo- 
tion, to most Missals. It is worthy of notice how the 
Angelic Doctor, as if afraid to employ any pomp of 
words on approaching so tremendous a Mystery, has 
used the very simplest expressions throughout.” 

In addition tothe foregoing, the text, slightly 
different from Daniel and Mone, specially in 
st. vi.,is given in Card. Newman's H. Eccl. 1838 
and 1865 (from u modern ed. of the Paris Brev. 
where it reads, “ Adoro te supplex, latens 
Deitas”), and in The Domin. H. Bk. Loud., 
1887. ‘This last is also different, not only from 
Daniel and Mone, but from Card. Newman also. 
It has Mone’s two refrains arranged as one in 
two lines. 

Translations in C, U. :— 
1, O Godhead hid, devoutly I adore Thee. By 

E. Caswall, Ist pub. in his Lyra Catholica, 1849, p. 
247. in 7 st., and with the refrain as in The Domin. 
H. Bk. This was repeated in his Hymns and 
Poems, 1873, p. 161, with alterations. The ¢r. 
of 1849 is somewhat extensively used in R. C. 
Hymnals, sometimes with the omission of the 
refrain. It is given so also in Canon Oakeley’s tr. 
of the Paradise of the Christian Soul. 

2. Humbly I adore Thee, hidden Deity. By J. 
M. Neale, Ist pub. in his Medieval Hymns, 1851 
and 1867, &c., in 7 st. of 41. This was included 
with slight alterations in the People’s H., 1867, 
No. 178. It is also found in some works of 
private devotion. 

3. Thee we adore, 0 hidden Saviour, Thee. By 
Bp. J. R. Woodford, written in 1850, and Ist pub. 
in his Hys. arranged for the Sundays, &c., of the 
Ch. of England, 1852, 2nd ed, 1855. Bp. Wood- 
ford adopted the reading as in Card. Newman's //. 
Ecel. (as above) with the omission of st. ii., iii., 
iv., thus reducing it to 4st. of 41. In his st. 
iii. the lines 3.4 are lines 3, 4 of Card, Newman’s 
st. iv. A striking feature in this rendering is 
the change of the line, Pie pellicune Jesu Do- 
mine to U fons puritatis, Jesu Domine, adopted 
from the Paris Brev. by Card. Newman and Bp. 
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Woodford. In Bp. Woodford’s rendering various 
changes have been made from time to time, two 
ef which are worthy of notice, the first of st. i., 
and the second of st, iv. The first st. originally 
read :-— ' 

(1) “ Thee we adore, O hidden Saviour, Thee, 
Who in Thy Supper with us deign’st to be; 
Both flesh and spirit in Thy presence fail, 
Yet here Thy presence we devoutly hail.” 

This we find altered in Hys. for Christian 
Seasons, Gainsburgh, 2nd ed., 1854. 

“ Thee we adore, O hidden Saviour, Thee, 
Who in Thy Sacrament dost deign to be 
Both flesh and spirit at Thy presence fail,” &c. 

This was repeated in H. A. § M., 1861 and 
1875; The Hymnary, 1872, and others. 

(2) Another reading of line 2 is:—“ Who in 
Thy Sacrament art pleased to be.” This was 
given in the Sarum, 1868, and repeated in the 
New Mitre, 1875. 

(3) A third reading is :— 
“ Thee we adore, 0 hidden Saviour! Thee, 
Who in Thy Feast with us vouchsaf'st to be, 
Both fiesh and spirit a¢ Thy Presence fail," &. 

This appeared in Chope’s Hymnal, 1857. 

(4) A fourth reading is :— 
“ Thee we adore, O unkeen Saviour! Thee, 
Who in Thy Feast with us vouchsaf'st to be, 
both flesh and spirit a¢ Thy Presence fail,” &c. 

This was given in Pott’s Hys. fitted to the 
Order of Com. Pr., 1861. 

(5) The fifth reading is :— 
“ Thee we adore, 0 unseen Saviour! Thee, 
Who in Thy Feast art pleased with us to be. 
Both flesh and spirit at Thy Presence fail,” &c. 

This appeared in the S.P.C.K. Ch. Hymns, 
1871; and again in Thring’s Coll., 1882, and 
has the sanction of the translator. 

(6) The sixth reading is in T. Darling’s Hys. 
for the Ch. of Eng., where |. 2 reads—“ Who in 
this mystery vouchsafest to be.” This is one of 
nine alterations by Mr. Darling. Mr. Darling’s 
text is the most inaccurate of any with which 
we are acquainted. 

The second change of importance is in st, iv., 
|. 3, which reads in the original—‘* To gaze on 
Thee unveiled, and see Thy face.” 

in the Gainsburgh Hys. for Christian Seasons, 
as above (2nd ed. 1854), this reads—‘“ To gaze 
on Thee, and see with unveiled face,” and was 
copied by H. A. § M., 1861-75, The Hymnary, 
1872, and others. Darling reads—‘“To gaze on 
Thee unveiled, and face to face. For aye behold 
Thy glory,” &c. Minor changes are also given 
by various editors. These are of little moment, 
and appeared without the translator's sanction. 
Bp. Woodford’s authorised text is in Sarum, 1868, 
No. 221. He has also sanctioned that adopted 
by Church Hys. and by Mr. Thring (E. Mss.). 

4. Prostrate I adore Thee, Deity unseen. In the 
App. to Hymnal N., No. 216, is based upon the 
trs. of Pusey, Casall, and Chambers, with re- 
frain. 

5. I adore Thee truly, hidden Deity, By W. J. 
Irons, in his Ps. & Hys. for the Church, 1875. 

Translations not in C, U. :— 
1. Prostrate I adore Thee. 

Cristian Soul, 1847. 
2. Devoutly 1 adore Thee, unseen Deity. J. D. Cham- 

bers, 1#57. 

Dr. Pusey. Par. of the | 
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3. Devoutly I adore Thee, God in figures veil'd. J. W. 
Hewett, 1859. 

4. U Dreadful unapproached Deity. Jraac Williams. 
H. Paris Brev., 1839, p. 171. From the altered text, 
Adoro te supplez, latens Deitas in the Paris Brev, 

5. I adore Thee devoutly, O Godhead concealed. John 
Wallace, |874, H. + the Church, pp. 239-40. 

6. Suppliant 1 adore Thee, latent Deity. 
1845. From the Paris Brev. 

7. I adore the truth concealed. 
Poems and Trs., 1875. 

W. Palmer. 

C. H, Hoole, in his 

(J. J.) 
Adsis superne Spiritus, Pater be- 

nigne pauperum. [Whitsuntide.}) An 
anonymous hymn in the Paris Breviary, 
1736, for Whitsuntide at Compline. It is 
yo in full in Card. Newmun’s Hymni 

lesiae, 1838 and 1865. 

Translations in C. U. :— 

1. Haste hither, Heavenly Spirit. By W. J. 
Blew, printed on a broadsheet for use in his 
church, cir. 1850, and again, in his Ch. H. & Tune 
Bk., 1852, in 5 st. of 4.1. In 1870 it was in- 
cluded in Mr. Rice’s selection from that work. 

2. O Holy Spirit, God most High. By Wm. 
Cooke, made for and Ist pub. in the Hymnary, 
1872, No. 327, in 5 st. of 41. 

Translations not in C. U. :— 

1. Hail, Father of the ogg I. Williams, 1839. 
2. Come, Thou heavenly Spirit pure. J. F. Thrupp, 

1853. 
3. Come, heavenly Spirit, come. Horatius Bonar, 

1861. 
4. Come, O Spirit, graciously. #. L. Blenkinsopp, 

1864. [J. J. 

Adsunt tenebrae primae. [Evening.) 
An anonymous hymu in Daniel, i. 194, in 5 
st. of 4 1. from the Mozarabic Brev. (Toledo, 
1502, f. 304), Thomasius, Rome, 1747, ii. p. 425, 
and Migne’s Patrologia, tom. 86, col. 928. 
“Ymni de prima vigilia”; also col. 965. See 
also Daniel, iv. 57, where may be found a severe 
criticism on one of the lines in the Mozarabic 
Brev., which may be the correct reading, not- 
withstanding. (W. A. 8.] 

Translation in C. U. :— 
1. The night is closing o'er us. By W. J. Blew, 

Ist printed on a fly-leaf for use in his own church, 
and then pub. in his Ch. H. § Tune Bh., 1852. 
Trin. to Adv., No. 41, in 5 st. of 4 1. In 1867 
it was transferred to the People’s H., and in 1872 
to the Hymnary, No. 622. 

Advance, advance, the day is come. 
G. Moultrie. (Processional.] Written to the 
tune Ein’ feste Burg, for the Wantage Sister- 
hood, and printed in the Church Times, June, 
1874, in 5 st. of 9 1, and signed “G. M. 
June 6, 1874." A good hymn, and worthy of 
being better known. (W. T. B.) 

Adversa mundi tolera. Thomas a 
Kempis. [Patience.| This hymn is in his 
Opera, Niienberg, 1494, f. 130b, in 29 lines 
arranged as 11, and entitled “Canticum de 
virtute patientiae.” The full text is in Wack- 
ernagel, i. No. 377, and, omitting 12 lines, in 
Daniel, ii. p. 379, where it is headed Carmen 
Thomae & Kempis de Patientia Christiana, 
Also in Bassler, No. 119, and Kénigsfeld, ii 
254. 
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Translations in C. U, :— 
1. For Christ's dear sake with courage bear. 

By E. Caswall, in his Masque of Mary, 1858, p. 
283, and again in his Hymns and Poems, 1873, 
in 5 st. of 4 1. with the heading “Hymn of 
Thomas a Kempis, on Christian Patience.” In 
recent editions of the Appendix to the Hymnal 
N. it is given unaltered as No. 305. It also 
appears as :— 

2. In Christ’s dear Name with courage bear, 
in the Roman Catholic Hys. for the Year, No. 69. 

Aemilie Juliane [Emilie]. 

Aeterna Christi munera, Et marty- 
rum victorias. Ambrosian. This hymn, 
originally written for ‘* Martyrs,” has been 
adapted for “ Apostles,” and (in another form) 
for “ Martyrs” in the Rom. Brev. Under 
these circumstances it will be necessary to 
notice the history and use of each. 

i. The original text. 
This hymn is received by the Benedictine 

editors of St. Ambrose as a genuine work of 
that Father, on the authority of the Ven. 
Bede; who, in his work, De arte metricd, 
speaks of it asa “hymn for blessed martyrs, 
composed with most beautiful grace,” “ pul- 
cherrimo est decore compositus hymnus beato- 
rum martyrum.” (See the Benedictine ed. of 
St. Ambrose, in Migne’s Patrol., tom. 16.) 
Mone, No. 733, in his note on the hymn, says, 
‘ Vezzosi remarks justly that the congregation 
of St. Maur [i.e. the Benedictine editors] as- 
cribed this hymn on an obscure reference of 
Bede to St. Ambrose, whose it is not, though 
it is yet most likely of the 5th century.” 

Amongst the earliest mss. in which it is 
found are two of the 11th cent. in the British 
Museum (Harl. 2961, f. 248; Jul. A. vi. 
f. 646), and another, perhaps of the 8th or 9th 
cent., formerly belonging to that eminent 
scholar in the Anglo-Saxon and cognate 
languages, Franciscus Junius. The latter 
was No. 110 among the mss. bequeathed to 
the Bodleian by Fr. Junius at his death in 
1677, but “ has been missing from the Library 
for more than 100 years.” [F. Madan, Sub- 
Librarian, Bodl. Lib. Aug. 21, 1884.] It was, 
however, printed from a copy by Fr. Junius 
by Jacob Grimm, at Gottingen, in 1830, as, 
Hymnorum veteris ecclesiae zzvi. Interpretatio 
Theotisca (Brit. Mus.}. 
The text is given by Daniel, i. pp. 26-28 ; additional 

notes, li. p. 381, iv. p. 87; Mone, No. 733; the ancient 
Breviaries of Havel ; of the Benedictines, of the 
Hermits of the Order of St. Augustin, of York, of Milan, 
the Mozarabic, &c.; Trench, 1849 to 1864; Lat. H. of 
Anglo-Saxon Ch., 14851, from a Durham ms, of the 11th 
cent. ; Simrock, 1568; Macgill, 1876 and 1879. In some 
of these there are slight variations in the text. 

It should be added that in some Monastic 
Breviaries this hymn has been adapted to Fes- 
tivals of Confessors and Virgins. [W. A. 8.] 

Translations in C. U. :— 
1. The eternal gifts of Christ the King, The 

Martyrs’ glorious deeds we sing. By J. M. Neale, 
pub. in the enlarged ed. of the Hymnal N., 1854, 
No 80, in 5 st. of 4 1, and from thence into one | 
or two collections, including the Hymner, 1882, | 
No. 94. It is from the York Brer., and consists 
of st. i., iii, iv., v. and viii. of the original. 
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2. The eternal gifts of Christ our King, The 
Martyrs’ victories let us sing. By J. D. Chambers, 
from the York Brev., 1st pub. in his Lauda Syora, 
Pt. ii., 1866, p. 15, in 5 st. of 41. In the 
People’s H., 1867, No. 211, it is given unaltered. 
In the Hymnary, 1872, No. 399, a mixed #r-- 
from Neale, Chambers, and others, is given, 
and is wrongly ascribed, in the Index, to the 
Hymnal N. 

Translations not in C. U. :-— 
1. The unfading crowns by Christ bestowed. Cope- 

land, 1848. 
2. The eternal gifts of Christ the King. Blew, 1852. 
3. Sing to the Lord with joy and praise. MacgilZ, 

1876 and 1879. 

ii. Form for Apostles. 
Aeterna Christi munera, Apostolo- 

rum gloriam. This form of the hymn is 
an adaptation for “ Apostles” as distinct 
from “ Martyrs.” It is in numerous Brevia- 
ries, including the Roman, York, Sarum aud 
others. The same text, however, is not 
strictly maintained. The lines of the original 
which are thus variously altered are 1-8 and 
21-28, followed by a doxology not in the 
original and varying in the respective 
Breviaries in which the hymn is given. 
The text from the Durham ms. of the 11th cent. 

is in The Lat. Hys. of the Anglo-Saron Ch. (Sur- 
tees Society), 1851; the Hom, Brev., Card. Newman's 
Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 to 1865; and the Sarum Hymnale. 
(See Usum Sarum, 1850.) Daniel gives the Hom. Breov. 
text together with the original i. pp. 27-28; Aone, 
No. 662, gives the text from mss. of the 12th cent., Kc., 
with extended notes, The hymn is also found in an 11th 
cent. ms. in the British Museum (Harl. 2961, f. 247). 

Translations.in C. U.;:— 

1. The Lord's eternal gifts. By E. Caswall. 
Ist pub. in his Lyra Catholica, 1849, p. 204, and 
in his Hys. § Poems, 1873, p. 108. This is in 
use in a few Rom. Catholic hymnals for schools 
and mission services, Altered to “The Eternal 
Spirit’s gifts,” it is also No, 296 in Chope’s 
Hymnal, 1864. 

2. Eternal gifts of Christ the King. By W. J. 
Blew, was printed on a broadsheet for use in his 
church, cir. 1850 [k. mss], and pub. in his CA. 
H. § Tune Bk. 1852. This is given in Rice’s 
Sel. 1870, from that work as, “ Th’ eternal gifts of 
Christ the King,” a borrowed line from Dr. Neale. 

3. The eternal gifts of Christ the King. By J. 
M. Neale. It appeared in the Hymnal N., 1852, 
No. 37, and later editions of the same work. 
Also unaltered (with the addition of Bp. Ken's 
dexology), in Skinner’s Daily Service H., 1864, and 
the Hymner, 1882, No. 86. In nearly every other 
case, however, where it has been adopted, various 
alterations have been introduced, as in Murray's 
Hymnal, 1852, the Salisbury H. Bk., 1857, H. A. & 
M., 1861-75 (repeated in Kennedy), the Hymnary, 
1872, where it reads, “Christ our King,” &c. 
In Church Hys., 1871, No. 193, st. i.-iii,, slightly 
altered (st. i., 1. 3, 4), are from the H. A. § Df, 
arrangement of Dr. Neale, and not from J, D. 
Chambers as stated by Mr. Ellerton in his note 
thereon (Ch. Hys. folio ed. Notes, 193). The 
remaining st. iv., v., are from a Ms. tr, by Mr. 
Ellerton. 

4. The Eternal Spirit's gifts, The gifts of Christ 
the King. By G. Phillimore, given in the Parish 

| H, Bk., 186% and 1875, and Sarum, 1868, 
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5. The eternal gifts of Christ the Lord. By 

R. F. Littledale, made for and 1st pub. in the 

People’s H., 1867, No. 197, and signed “ F.R.” 

Translations not in C. U. :— 
1. Lord, Who didst bless Thy chosen band. Mant, 

2431. 
2. The everlasting gifts of Christ. Hope, 1444. 
3. The treasures of the King’s abode. Campbell, 1850. 
4. The eternal gifts of Christ our King. Chambers, 

1866, r 2. 
: =~ ith fitting voice and joy proclaim. F. Trappes, 

6. 0 come with your canticles, come with your lays. 
J. Wallace, 1874. 

iii. Rom. Brev. form for Martyrs. 
Christo profusum sanguinem. This 

cento appeared in the Rom. Brev., 1632, for 
Festivals Common of Martyrs, and is thus 
composed: st. i., then new; st. ii-iv. from 
* Aeterna Christi,” lines 9-20, and st. v., lines 
29-32, with the single alteration of 1. 30 from 
“ Ut ipsorum consortio” to “Ut martyrum 
consortio.” In this form it is in all modern 
editions of the Rom. Brev. Text in Daniel, i. 
No. 26: Card. Newman’s Hymni Ecclesiae, 
1838 and 1865. 

Translations in C. U. :— 
1. Yq servants of a martyr'd God. By R. Camp- 

bell, written in 1849 [E. mss.}, and given in the 
St. Andrew's Hymnal, 1850, p. 97, in 4 st. of 41. 

2. Ye servants of a martyred Lord. No. 88 in 
Murray’s Hymnal, 1852, is a cento of which st. i., 
ii., iii. and v. are Campbell’s tr. as above, partly 
from Card. Newman’s tr. of “Invicte martyr,” 
iv., vi. and vii. are new, and original. 

3. Ye servants of our glorious King. No. 272 
in H. A. & M., 1861, and 444 in 1875, is also 

a cento, thus compiled: st.i., compilers of H. A. 
§ M.; ii., iii, 2. Campbell, as above; iv., Murray, 
as above; v., 2. Campbell; vi., another doxology 
for that in Murray. 

Translations not in C, U. :— 
1. Sing we the martyrs blest. Caswall, 1849. 
2. Let us sing how martyrs bled. J. Wallace. 1874. 

Aeterna coeli gloria. [Friday.] This 
os is sometimes ascribed to St. Ambrose. 
Not being quoted, however, by early writers, 
it has not been received as certainly genuine 
by the Benedictine editors (Migne’s Patrol. 
tom. xvii.). It dates from the 5th century, 
and if not by St. Ambrose, is purely Ambrosian. 
The text has often been reprinted, sometimes 
alone, and again with notes, references, and 
criticism. Of the latter the best are :— 

1. Daniel, 1841, i. No. 46, where we have the 
old text in 5 st. of 41., with the revised version 
from the Rom. Brev. in parallel columns and 
headed “*Hymnous ad Laudes” (“A hymn at 
Lauds”). It is the Hymn on Fridays in the 
Ferial Office at Lauds from the Octave of the 
Epiphany to the first Sunday im Lent, and from 
the Octave of Corpus Christi to Advent in the 
Roman and many other old Breviaries. Daniel 
gives the variations found in Clichtoveus, Bebelius, 
Fabricius, &c. 

2. Hymn. Sarisb., Lond., 1851, pp. 55, 56, for 
use at the periods mentioned above. In this 
work variations are given from the Use of York; 
from Monastic uses, as Evesham, Worcester, St. 
Alban’s, Cantertury, &e. 
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3. In Mone, 1853, i., it is from an 8th cent. ms. 
at Trier; and No. 159 is from a M8. of the 15th 
cent. at Stuttgart. He adds a long note on what 
he regarded as the acrostic character of the hymn. 

4. Daniel, ii. p. 381, has a further reference, 
and in iy. p. 40, cites a Rheinau Ms. of the 10th 
cent., and gives an extended note with special 
reference to Mone’s conclusions respecting the 
acrostic character of the hymn. aniel refuses 
to accept Mone’s conclusions. The arrangement, 
however, is certainly alphabetical, with the ex- 
ception that two lines begin with c, and one 
(the 9th) with o (ortus) instead of A (hortus). 
Daniel's text extends to s, and Mone’s to t. 

&. The old text is also found in two 11th cent, 
Mss. in the British Museum (Harl. 2961, f. 224; 
Jul. A. vi. f. 29); and in the Latin Hys. of the 
Anglo-Saxon Church, 1851, p. 27, it is printed 
from an 11th cent. Ms. at Durham, 

6. The text, old or revised, is also in Card. 
Newman’s Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 and 1865, and 
others, in addition to those works already noted. 
The variations in the text are very slight. 

(W. A. 8] 
Translations in C. U. :— 
1. Glory of the highest heaven. l[3y Card. New- 

man from the om. Brev., given in his Verses, 
1853, and again in his Verses on Various Occa- 
sions, 1868. It is No. 30 in the J/ymnary, 1872. 

2. Eternal glory of the heavens. By E. Caswall. 
From the Hom. Brev., lst pub. in his Lyra 
Dathotica, 1849, p. 31, and his Hymns and Poems, 
1873, p. 19. It is given in many of the Roman 
Catholic hymnals for use in schools and missions, 
including the Hys. for the Year, N.D. 

3. Eternal glory of the sky, Blest hope, &e. By 
J. M. Neale, from the old tert in the enlarged ed. 
of the Hymnal N., 1854, No, 25. It is given some- 
times altered, in Skinner's Daily Service H., 1864, 
No. 12; the Hymner, 1882, No. 40, and others. 

4. Eternal glory of the heaven. By J. D. Cham- 

bers, from the o/d tert, in his Lauda Syon, 1857, 
i. p. 29. From thence it has passed into the 
People’s H., 1867, No, 430. 

Translations not in C. U. :-—— 

1. O eternal praise of heaven. fp. Mant, 1837. 
2. Thou Glory of the eternal sky. Hymn. Ang. 1544. 
3. Eternal glory of the sky, Hope, &c. Hp. Williams, 

1845, 
4. Glory of the heavens supernal. Copeland, 1548. 
6. Christ, the glory of the sky. Campbell, [ re: 

Aeterna lux, Divinitas! [Holy Trinity.) 
An anonymous hymn for Trinity Sunday given 
in Daniel, 1843, ii. p. 369. It cannot be of an 

early date. Daniel does not indicate from 
whence he took his text. It is also in the 
Corolla Hymnorum, Cologne, 1806, p. 41, in 
9 st. of 4.1. CW. A. 8.) 

Translations in C. U. :— 
1, O Thou immortal Light divine, By E. Cas- 

wall, ist pub. in his Masque of Mary, &c., 1858, 
p. 277, and his Zymns and Poems, 1873, p. 129. 
This text, in an"abbreviated form, is given ina 
few Roman Catholic collections for Schools and 
Missions. It was also included, in an altered 

form, as, “O Light Eternal, God most High,” 
in the Hymnary, 1872, No. 338, 
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2. Eternal Light, Divinity. By R. F. Littledale, | Lauds, from the Octave of the Epiphany to 
made for, and Ist pub. in the People’s H., 1867, 

No. 163, and signed “ L.” (J. J.] 

Aeterne Rector siderum. Card. Bel- 
larmine. [Evening.] This hymn is iu the 
Roman Brev., 1632, as the Hymn at Lauds, on 
the Feast of the Holy Guardian Angels (Oct. 
2nd). It was inserted in the Breviary by Pope 
Paul V., who when still Cardinal Camillo 
Borghese, in a conversation with Leonardo 
Donato, the Venetian ambassador, remurked, 
that if ever he became Pope he would not 
amuse himself like Clement VIII. in disputin 
with the Republic of Venice, but would p 
at once to excommunication. Donato, on his 
side, remarked that if ever he became Doge he 
would not set much value on the excommuni- 
cation. One became Pope, the other Doge. 
The Doge cares the noted Fra Paolo Sarpi 
to write the history of the Council of Trent 
against the interests of the Papacy; the Pope 
opposed to him Cardinal Bellarmine. Possibly 
this respect for, and interest in the Cardinal 
may have led to the adoption of this hymn 
by the Pope. Text with note in Daniel, iv. p. 
306. [See Custedes hominum.}| [W. A. 58.] 

Translations in C. U. :— 
1, Almighty God, whose sceptre sways. By 

Bp. R. Mant, Ist pub. in his Ancient Hymns, §c., 
1837, p. 30, in 6 st. of 4. 1., and included in Dr, 
Oldknow's Hys. for the Ser. of the Ch., 1850. 

2. Ruler of the dread immense. By E. Caswall, 
in his Lyra Catholica, 1849, p. 175; and his 
Hys. and Poems, 1873, p. 95. This is given in 
the App. to Hymnal N., No. 183, for St. Michael 
and All Angels. 

Translation not in C. U. :— 

O’er the morning stars Who reignest. Copeland, 
1848, p. 131. , 

Aeterne rerum conditor. St. Ambrose. 
{Sunday Morning.] This hymn by St. Am- 
brose is received as genuine by the Benedic- 
tine editors. For this genuineness, the follow- 
ing evidence is complete :—- 

(1) St. Augustine, Hetract. Lib. I. C. 21, writes: “In 
this book I have spoken in a certain place of the Apostle 
Peter, that the Church is founded on him as on a rock, 
which doctrine is sung also by the mouth of multitudes 
in the verses of the most Blessed Ambrose, when speak- 
ing of the cock he says :— 

“Lo, e’en the very Church’s Rock 
Melts at the crowing of the cock.” 

(“ Hoc ipsa petra ecclesiae 
Canente, culpam diluit.’’) 

(2) The Venerable Bede, De arte metricd, followed by 
other writers, considers that the substance of this hymn 
is taken from the Heraemeron of St. Ambrose (written 
about the year 3s9), Lib. V.c. 24. Or, as Daniel says, 
the hymn may have been written first, and then ex- 
panded into the prose version. 

The use of this hymn has been most exten- 
sive. In the Mozarabic Brev. (1502, f. 2) it is 
the hymn at Matins ou the Ist 8. in Advent, 
and generally on Sundays in Advent, Lent, 
Palm Sunday, Whitsun Day, &c. ; in the Sarum, 
York, Evesham, Hereford, and St. Alban's, at 
Lauds on Sundays from the Octave of the Epi- | 
phany to Lent, and from the Ist Oct. to Advent; 
in the Worcester at Matins (so also some old 
Breviaries of the Benedictine Order ( Daniel, i. 
p. 15); and in the Roman, for Sundays at 

the Ist. S. in Lent, and from the S. neurest 
to the lst of Oct. to Advent. 

The text of this hymn is found in the Junius ms. 
of the 8th cent., No, xxv., and in two llth cent. mss. im 
the Hritish Museum (Harl. 2961, f. 218b; Jul. A, vi. 
f.19). Inthe Latin Hys. of the Anglo-Saxon Church, 
1851, it is printed from a Durham ms. of the 11th cent., 
and is given in the following works: S. Ambrosti Opp., 
Paris, 1836, p. 200; Daniel, i. 15, iv. 3; Trench, 1864, 
243; Card, Newman's t/. Eccl., 1838, &c. Daniel and 
Trench are specially rich in illustrative notes. The 
variations in the Hom. Brev. are also found in these 
works, (W. A. 8.] 

Translations in C. U. :— 
1, Maker of all, Eternal King. By W. J. Cope- 

land from the Rom, Brev., 1st pub. in his Hymns 
for the Week, &c., 1848, in 9 st. of 4 1. and from 
thence it passed into the People’s H., 1867, &c. 

2. Framer of the earth and sky. by Card. 
Newman. The earliest date to which we have 
traced this tr. is in R. Campbell’s St. Andrew's 
Hymnal, 1850. In 1853 it was repeated in 
Card. Newman’s Verses, and again in his Verses 
on Various Uccasions, 1868. In this latter work 
this ¢r., in common with others, is dated 1836- 
38. The text from Campbell is repeated with 
slight alterations in the J/ymnary, 1872. 

Translations not in C. U. :— 

. 0 God, Who by alternate sway. Primer, 1706. 

. Maker of all, enthroned above. Mant, 1837. 
Eternal Maker, at Whose will. J. Williams, 1844. 
Dread Ruler of the Universe. Hymn. Angl., 1844. 
Creator eternal of earth, &c. Bp. Williams, 1845. 
Dread Framer of the earth, kc. Caswall, 1849. 

. O Thon Everlasting Maker. J. Banks, 1854. 
. Eternal Founder of the Worlds. Chambers, 1857. 
. Eternal Maker of the World. Afrs. Charles, 1858. 

10. Maker of all, Eternal King. Hewett, 1859. 
11, Eternal God, Thy word, &c. Aynaston, 1862. 
12. Eternal God, Who built the sky. Macgill, 1876. 

Eternal God, the primal cause. Wallace, 1874. 
(J. J.J 

Aeterne Rex altissime, Redemptor. 
[Ascension.} The text of this hymn has been 
so altered at various times that the true origi- 
nal and the origin of its various forms are 
most difficult to determine. The researches 
of the best hymnologists, when summarized, 
give the following results: 

CRAMAR wm 

1. Daniel, vol. i. No. 162, gives the text in 
7 st. of 41, and a doxology, from a 13th cent. 
Ms, at Wurzburg ; interpolating therewith 6 st., 
which are only found in the Mozarabic Brev. 
He adds in parallel cols. the revised text of the 
Rom. Brev. 1632. 

2. The Rom. Brer. form has continued down 
to and is in use at the present time, as the hymn 
at Matins for the Ascension-day, and from thence 
daily till Whitsun Day, unless the Festival of an 
Apostle or Evangelist interrupts the usual order. 
It is composed of st. i., iii., vi., vii., x., xi.,xii. and 
xiii., of the old form, somewhat altered. This 
text is in all modern eds. of the Hom, Brev. and 
Card. Newman’s Hymni Lecl., 1838 and 1865, 

3. We have next the /ymn. Sarish., Lond., 
1851, pp. 101-2, where it is given as the Hymn 
at Vespers on the Vigil of the Ascension, and 
daily to Whitsuntide: also at Matins on the 
Feast of the Ascension itself. Variations are 
added from the York Brev., which assigns it to 
the first and second Vespers of the Aseension, 
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and throughout the Octave.—St. Alban’s, “ to 
the Ascension of the Lord at Vespers ;"— 
Worcester, “the Ascension of the Lord at 
Matins,” &c. Different readings are also given 
trom a Canterbury M8. of the Anglo-Saxon times. 

4. Mone, No. 171, gives st. i.-iv. of the old text 
from mss. of the 14th and 15th cent. at Karlsruhe. 
This form he holds is by St. Ambrose. In addi- 
tion he gives at No. 172, st. v.-vii. from Mss, 
of the 14th and 15th cent. at Karlsruhe, &c., 
and holds that they are not by St. Ambrose, and 
ret by a writer of the Sth cent. The Mozarabic 
Brer. sts. he considers to be the work of a Spanish 
imitator of Prudentius of the 5th cent. 

5. It isalso in the Mozarabic Brev. 1502, f. 135; 
in an 11th cent. ms. inthe British Museum (Jul. A. 
vi. f. 51); and in another of the same cent. 
(Vesp. D. xii. f. 755). In the Latin Hys. of the 
Anglo-Saxon Church, 1851, p. 90, it is printed 
trom a Durbam Ms, of the 11th cent. 

In 1855, Daniel, iv. pp. 79-83, gave an ex- 
tensive note on this hymu, dealing with its 
complex authorship, &c. He entered fully 
and with much feeling into the verbal and 
metrical questions which led him to op 
some of the opinions of Mone on the author- 
ship, &c., of the hymn. The note is too long 
for quotation, but may be consulted with ad- 
vantage. The hymn “Tu Christe nostrum 
udium” is a portion of this hymn. It 
ins with line sf (W. A. 8.) 

Translations in C. U. — 

1. Eternal King of heaven on high. By Bp. R. 
Mant, from the Hom. Brev., 1st pub. in his 
Ancient Hymns, 1837, p. 66, in 8 st. of 4 1. 
This is sometimes given in an abbreviated form, 
as in the Gainsburgh Coll, &c., 2nd ed. 1854. 

2. 0 Thou Eternal King most high. By E. Cas- 
wall, from the om. Brer., given in his Lyra 
Catholica, 1849, p. 101, and again in his Hymns 
§ Poems, 1875, p. 57, in 8 st. of 41, (see orig. 
tr.) In 1858, 6 st. were included in the Scot, 
Episc. Coll., No. 81, in Chope’s Hymnal, 1864, 
and others, and in full with alterations in the 
Hymnary, 1872. Another altered form is, “O 
Thou most high! Eternal King,” in the Irvingite 
Hys. for the use of the Churches, 1864. Some of 
these alterations are borrowed from Johnston's 
tr. of 1852. Caswall’s tr. is extensively used in 
Roman Catholic hymnals for Schools and Missions. 

3. King Eternal, power unbounded. By W. J. 
Copeland, from the Kom. Brev., in his Hymns 
for the Week, &e., 1848, in 8 st. of 4 1. This 
was included in Stretton’s Church Hys., 1850, 
unaltered. %Inan altered form, “ King Supreme ! 
of power unbounded,” it appeared in Rorison’s 
Hys. ¢ Anthems, 1851, and later editions. 

4. O King eternal, Lord most High. By J. A. 
Johnston, in his English Hymnal, 1852, No. 118. 
It is also in later editions. 

§. Eternal Monarch, King most High. by J. M. 
Neale, from the Sarwn Brer., pub. in the Hymnal 
¥. 1852, No. 31. It is included in the Hymner, 
1882, No. 67. After undergoing considerable 
alterations by the compilers of it A. § M., it 
came forth in the Ist ed. 1861, as “O Lord 
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most High, eternal King.” This is repeated in 
the revised edition, 1875, and other collections. 

6. Christ above all glory seated. bby Bp. J. Rt. 
Woodford, made for and Ist pub. in his /Tys. 
arranged for the Sundays, &c., 1852, in 6 st. @ 
41. (2nd ed. 1855.) In 1857 it was repeated 
in Chope’s Hymnal; in 1863 and 1875, in the 
Parish H. Bk., and also in S. P. C.K. Ps. § Hys. ; 
Sarum ; Ch. Hys.; Thring’s Coll. and others. It 
is somewhat indebted to Copeland's ¢tr., two or 
three lines being verbatim therefrom. It is the 
most popular of all the versions of this hymn. 

In Murray’s Hymnal, 1852, an attempt was 
made to represent all the 8 st. of the Rom. Brep, 
by compiling a cento thus: st. i., ii, iii, Bp. 
Woodford; st. iv., v., vi. Copeland, slightly 
altered: st. vii., viii., Bp. Woodtord; but it has 
gone almost, if not altogether, out of C. U, 

7. Most High and Everlasting King. By R. F. 
Littledale, from the Sarwn Brev., made for and 
first pub. in the People’s H., 1867, No. 140, and 
signed in the Index “ P. C. E.” 

8. © King eternal, King most high. By 5S. 
Eugene Tolet, from the Rom. Brev. in the 
Wellington Colleye H. Bk., 1860, and later eds. 

Trs. not in C. U. :— 
1. O Saviour Christ, O God most high. Primer, 1706. 
2. O King eternal, God most High. Blew, 1852. 
3. Eternal Monarch! LordSupreme. Chambers, 1857, 

. 192, 
4. Most high and everlasting Lord. F. rants o 

Aeterni Festi gaudia. Adam «/f St. 
Victor. (St. Augustine.) The earliest form of 
this sequence, which dates from the 12th cent. 
is in a Rheinau ms. of the 13th cent. cited by 
Morel, p. 203, where it reads Interni festi 
gaudia. This reading is followed by Daniel, 
ti. p. 250; Kehrein, No. 502; and others. 
L. Guutier, who printed from a 14th cent. ms. 
at Paris, gives the opening line as above— 
“ Aeterni festi gaudia,” the first word being 
the only change throughout the sequence. 
The full text, together with notes, is given 
in his Cuvres Poctiques d’Adam de St.- 
Victor, 1859, ii. pp. 156-160, and in D. 8. 
Wrangham’s reprint, The Liturgical Poetry of 
Adam of St. Victor, 1881, vol. ii. pp. 186-191. 
Dr. Neale says :-— 

“ Gautier reads Eterni, but I understand the poet to 
mean that the external celebration of the Festival is 
only the outspoken expression of the internal joy of the 
heart.” Med. Hys. 3rd ed. 1867, p. 133. 

Clichtoveus, 1517, remarks that the author . 
gives the 
“title of internal feast to that interior joy and 
exultation in the Lord of the pious soul which it per- 
ceives to exist within itself when pervaded by the divine 
sweetness ; and, feeling tranquillity and peace of con- 
science with God—separated and freed, too, from all the 
cares of the world—it gives itself up to God alone, and 
is continually intent op His praise and contemplation.” 

(W. A. 8.] 
The tra. of this sequence are, i. those which 

include the whole text, and ii. those in centos. 

i. The full text. “ Interni festi gaudia.” 

1, Our festal strains to-day reveal. By J. M. 
Neale, in his Med. Hys., 1862 and 1867, in 13st. 
of $1. Not in C. U. 
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2. Our tuneful strains let us upraise. By D. S. 
Wrangham, trom the text of Gautier, in his tr. 
of the Liturgical Poetry of Adam of St. Victor, 
1881, vol. ii. pp. 187-191. Not in C. U. 

ii. Centos. “Interni, &c. ;" and“ Harum 
laudum, &c.” 

1. Our festal strains to-day reveal. By J. M. 
Neale. This is a cento composed of st. i.—v., 
viii., ix. of the original. It was given in the 
enlarged ed. of the Hymnal N., 1854, &c. 

2. The praises that the Blessed know. This is 
a second cento by Dr. Neale. It appeared in the 
Hymnal N., with the foregoing, and is composed 
of st. x., xi., vii, vi. and xiii. in the order 
named; and begins with the Latin stanza 
“Harum lJaudum praeconia.” It is repeated with 
st. xii. for vi. in the People’s H., 1867, No. 277. 

3, Blessed souls in heaven rejoice. By Henrietta 
Mary Chester, written for the Hymnary, 1872, 
No, 380, and given therein under the signature 
of “H. M. C,.” This cento begins with “ Harum 
laudum,”’ &c,, and consists of st. x., xi., v., Vi.-xiii. 
in the order named, and a doxology. [J. J.] 

Aeterni Patris Unice. Anon. (St. 
Mary Magdalene.) This hymn has been 
ascri to St. Odo of Cluny; and is found 
in a ms. of the I1th cent. in the British 
Museum (Vesp. D. xii f. 153b) added to the 
“ Livuda Mater ecclesia” (q. v.). Both hymns 
are apparently in a later handwriting than 
the first part of the ms. Daniel, i. No. 348, 
reprinted the text of Card. Newman, changing 
the opening word from “ Eterne,” to Aeterni. 
Mone (iii. p. 424), reprinted the text of a ms. 
of the 14th cent. and added thereto numerous 
references to mss. and various readings ; and 
Daniel, iv. 244, the revised text of the Roman 
Brev. Summi parentis Unice. The text 
of the York Brev. is given in Card. New- 
man’s Hymni Eeclesiae, 1838, and the Rom. 
Brev. form in Biggs’s Annotated H. A. & M. 
with st. ii. 1, 2, “Reconditur aerario,” for 
“ Reconditur est aerario,” in error. The older 
text sometimes reads, “ Patris Aeterne Unice.” 

(W. A. 8.) 
Translations in C. U. :— 
Translations of both forms are in C. U, :— 

I. Original Text. “ Aeterni Patris Unice.” 
1. Son of the Eternal Sire on high. By J. D, 

Chambers. Ist pub. in his Lauda Syon, 1866, 
Pt. ii., p. 91. This was given in the Appendix 
to the Hymnal N., 1862, as: “Thou Only Son 
of God on high.” 

2. Bon of Eternal God most high. By R. F. Little- 
dale, written for the People’s H., 1867, and given 
therein as No, 265, under the initials “F. kh.” 

Translation not in C. U. :— 
Son of the Sire, the Eternal One. 

II. Rom. Brev. “Summi Parentis Unice.” 
1, Son of the Highest, deign to cast. By E. 

Caswall. Appeared in his Lyra Catholica, 1849, 
p. 164, and his /ymns and Poems, 1873, p. 89. 
In 1861 it was given with alterations in 1. A. 
and M., the same text being repeated in the 
revised ed., 1875. A less altered text is No. 75 
in the St. John’s Hymnal, Aberdeen, 1870. 

2, OJesu, 8on of God, look down. This fr. is 

Blew, 1652. 
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the above by E. Caswall, altered by the editors 
of the Hymnary, 1872, No. 576. [J. J.J 

Afflicted by a gracious God. C. 
Wesley. [Affliction.]} From his Short Hymns, 
vol. ii. 1762, p. 375, and again in the P. Works 
of J. & C. Wesley, 1868-72, vol. xiii. p. 158, 
and based un Heb. x. 11. It was included, 
with slight alterations, in the revised ed. of 
the Wes. H. Bk, 1875, No. 331, replac:uy 
“ Thou, Lord, hast blest my going out ’ (q. v.), 
which appeared in Hys. & Sac. Poems, 1740. 

Afflicted soul, to Jesus dear. J. 
Fawcett. [Support in Affliction.) First pub. 
in his Hymns ae to the circumstances of 
Pub. and Priv. Devotion, 1782, No. 13, in 
7 st. of 41. In its original form it is rarely 
found in common use. An altered and ab- 
breviated form, beginning “ Afflicted Saint, 
to Christ draw near,” was given by Rippon 
in his Bapt. Sel., 1787, in 6 st., and later eds. 
This was repeated by Cotterill in his Sel. 1810, 
No. 50, and again in the 8th ed. 1819, No. 165, 
in 5 st., representing st. i., iii., v., vi. and vii. 
of the originul. ‘his is the arrangement 
which has come into C. U. in G. Brit. and 
America, sometimes as “ Afflicted Saint, to 
God,’ &. Orig. text in Lyra Brit. 1867, p. 225. 

Afflictionisa stormy deep. Nathaniel 
Cotton. [Affliction.] Part of his rendering 
of Ps. xlii, which appeared as “With fierce 
desire the hunted hart,” in Dr. Dodd's Chris- 
tian’s Magazine, April, 1761, in 12 st. of 4 1., 
and signed “N.” It was republished in his 
(posthumous) Various Pieces in Verse and 
Prose, 1791. In 1812 Collyer divided it into 
two hymns, Nos. 59-60, in his Coll., the second 
beginning “ Affliction is a stormy deep,” in 5 
st. ‘lhese stanzas were transferred, with two 
slight ulterations, to Stowell’s Sel. 1831, and, 
sometimes with numerous alterations, to other 
hymuals, including Elliott’s Ps. & Hys. 
1835, und Bickersteth, Christ. Psalmo. 1833. 
Windle's text, in his Met. Psalter, Ps. 42, is 
from Stowell’s Sel. 1831. Its modern use is 
not so extensive in G. Brit. as in America. 

Again from calm and sweet repose. 
Charles Philpot. (Morning.] Pub. in Mary 
Anne Jevons’s Sacred Offering, 1835, p. 141, 
in 5 st. of 4 |. and entitled “ Morning Hymn.” 
It is found in several Americau hymunals, 
including Hatfield’s Ch. H. Bk. 1872, No. 15, 
but is unknown to the English collections. 
We have ms. date of 1822 for this hymn, but 
no direct evidence, (W. T. B.) 

Again our ears have heard the 
voice. J. Montgomery. [Close of Service.] 
This hymn of 2 st., for the close of Divine 
Service, was given in his Christian Psalmist, 
1825, No. 472, und again in his Original 
Hymns, 1853, No. 354. It was included in 
Bickersteth's Christ. Psalmo. 1833, but its use 
is very limited. 

Again our earthly cares we leave. 
(Divine Worship.) Appeared in Cotterill’s 
Sel. 1810, No. 98, in 4 st. of 41, and entitled, 
“For the blessing of God on Public Wor- 
ship.”” It is Baeed on J. Newton’s “O Lord, 
our languid souls inspire,” st. ii. being spe- 
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cially from Newton. The cento was most 
robably arranged and rewritten by Cotterill. 
ts use in G, Brit. is somewhat limited, but in 
America it is extensive, and is given in the 
collections of various denominations. 

Again the Church’s year hath run its 
round. Godfrey Thring. [Advent.) Written 
in 1865, and pub. in his Hymns Congrega- 
tional, and Others, 1*66, in 6 st. of 4.1 pp. 5 
& 6 as an “ Advent Hymn,” and again in his 
Hymns and Sacred Lyrics, 1874, pp. 26-7, and 
in various hymnals. Authorized text in 
Thring’s Coll. No. 102. It las been specially 
set to music by Henry Hugo Pierson, Hymn 
Tunes, 2nd Series, Simpkin & Marshal), 1872. 

Again the day returns of holy rest. 
W. Mason. [Sunday.] 1st pub. in the Protestant 
Magazine, May 1796, as one of two hymna, 
this being for use “ Before Morniny Service,” 
and the second: “Soon will [shall] the even- 
ing star with silent ray” for “ Before Evening 
Service.” The first hymn isin 5st. of + lL and 
the second in 4 st. of 41., both being in the same 
measure, and each having the same chorus. 
Shortly after 1801 they were inserted in the 
form of a leaflet in the Foundling Hospital 
Coll.. and subsequently included in the en- 
larged edition of the same, in 1809. In 1811 
both hymns were pub. in the author's Works, 
4 vols, with the note appended to the second 
bymn, 

“This and the foregoing hymn are adapted to an 
elegant movement of Pleyel, in his ra 23rd. They 
bave also been set to music by Dr. Burney and Mr. 
M. Cambridge.” 

Both hymns have come into modern use 
through J. Kempthorne’s Ps. & Hys. 1810, 
Cotterill’s Sel., 8th ed. 1819, and later collec- 
tions. The morning hymn is the more 
popular of the two, and is in somewhat 
extensive use, but often as, “ Again returns the 
day of holy rest”—as in Hall's Mitre, 1836, 
the Leeds H. Bk., 1853, the New Cong., and 
others. The American use of this hymn is 
very extensive. (W. T. B.] 

Again the Lord of life and light. 
Anna L. Barbauld, née Aikin. [ Easter.) Con- 
tributed to Dr. W. Enfield’s Hymna for Public 
Worship, &c., Warrington, 1772, No. LX., in 
ll st. of 4 1. and appointed “For Easter 
Sunday.”’ Inthe following year it was re-pub- 
lished in Mrs. Barbauld’s (then Miss Aikin) 
Poems, Lond., J. Jotinson, 1773, pp. 118-120, 
with alterations, and with the same title as in 
Dr. Enfield’s Hymns, &c. In his Coll. of 1812 
Dr. Collyer divided the hymn into two parts, 
Pt. i. being st. i—iv., and Pt. ii. st. v.-ix., and 
ti, st. x. being omitted. This second part, as 
hymn 688, opened with :—* Jesus, the Friend 
of human kind.” It has, however, fallen out 
of nee. Of the centos which have been com- 
piled from the original, there are in C. U :— 

1. In Mercer, 1st ed. 1854, st. i, ii, vi., viii, 
iii., iv., from Cotterill’s Sel., 8th ed. 1819; Mont- 
gomery’s CAristian Psalmist, and other collec- 
tions. 

2. In Hy. Comp. and others : st. i., ii., vi., iii., 
and iv., from Bickersteth’s Christ. Psalmo., 1833 ; 
Gurney’s Lutterworth Coll., 1838, and Maryle- 
bone Coll., 1851. 
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3. In. S.P.C.K. Ps. §& Hys., 1852 and 1869, 
the same as No. 2, with the addition of a dox- 
ology. 

4. In the Bapt. Ps. § Hys., 1858 and 1880, 
st. i-iv., Pt. i. from Dr. Collyer’s Coll. as 
above. 

5. In the Islington Ps. § Hys. 1830-62, 
Kennedy, 1863, as:—“ This day be grateful 
homage paid,” being st. iii., ii., iv., vi., viii., ix. 
The hymn in various forms is also in consider- 
able use in America, 

These facts will indicate the extent to 
which the original has been used, specially 
when it is remembered that these centos are 
repeated in many collections not indicated 
above. The full original text is given in 
Lyra Brit., 1867, pp. 35-36, and Ld. Selborne’s 
Bk. of Praise, 1862, pp. 61-62. The second 
cento has been rendered into Latin as :— 
Ecce! iterum Dominus vil# lucisque revelat, 
by the Rev. R. Bingham,,and included in his 
Hymn. Christ. Lat., 1871, pp. 85-87. [J. J.] 

Again the morn of gladness. J. Eller- 
ton. [Children’s Hymn of Praise.) Written 
at the request of the Vicar of ‘Teddington, 
as a processional for Sunday School children 
on their way to church, 1874, and first pub. 
in Children’s Hys., S.P.C.K., No. 16; and in 
J. Curwen’s New Child’s O. H. Bk., No. 6. 

Again we lift our voice. C. Wesley. 
(Burial.] Written on the death of one 
Samuel Hutchins, and included in Hymns 
and Sacred Poems, in 1749 (vol. ii.), “ Samuel 
Hutchins was a Cornish smith, one of the tirst 
race of Methodist preachers, who died at an 
early age. An account of his life, written by 
his father, was published by J. Wesley in 1746.” 
The bymn was embodied in the 1780 ed. of the 
Wes. H. Bk., No. 51, and from thence it has 
passed into other hymnals. Orig. text, P. 
Works of J. & C. Wesley, 1868-72, vol. v. p. 214. 

“Arye pol, Ad-yera hoppy. Synesius, Bp. 
of Ptolemats. Ode i. of the ten Odes which he 
composed at various periods of his life (375- 
430). The full Greek text is given in the 
Anth. Grac. Carm. Christ. 1871. No tr. is in 
C. U. Those which we have are :— 

1, Come, sweet harp, resounding. By J. Williams 
in his Thoughts in Past lears, 1838. 

2. Come, sweet-voiced lyre, to the soft Telan measure. 
By 4. Stevenson, in his Ten Hymns of Synesius, d&c., 
1865; and 

3. Wake, wake, I pray thee, shrill-toned lyre! By 
A. W. Chatfield, in his Songs and Hymns of the EB. Gr. 
Christian Poets, 1876. 

4. Partial tr. only, in H. S. Boyd's Select Poems of 
Synesius, &c., 1814. 

Of these trs. the only one from which a 
| cento could be taken for C. U. is that of 

J I. Williams. ee 
"Arye poe Wuya. Synesius, Bp. of Ptole- 

mais. This is Ode iii. of the ten Odes, of which 
the above is the first. It was written to his 
‘own beloved Libya,” during a time of peace, 
and on his return from the court of Arcadius. 
It is the longest of the Odes, and is impas- 
sioned and patriotic. The full Greek text is 
given in the Anth. Grac. Carm. Christ., 1871. 

The (¢rs. into English are:—(1) “ Lift up thyself, 
my soul,” by Mr. Chatfield, and pub. in his Songs and 
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Hymna, 1876, pp. 19-55, in 72 st. of 81. In explanation 
of the metre which he has adopted in the translation, 
Mr. Chatfield adds the following note :— 
“In the Greek, however short the metre and how- 

ever long the ode, there is no weariness from monotony, 

for the interchange of anapwst, dactyl, and spondee, in 

the lines of from only four to six syllables each, makes 

a constant and pleasing variety. But this being im- 

possible in an English translation, | have adopted the 

measure which Milton so beautifully employs in the 

Hymn of the Nativity. For the convenience of those 

who may wish to refer to the original, I mark the lines 
at the head of each stanza.” 

This tr. furnishes but few materials for the hymn- 
book compiler, but for the musician some exquisite 
sacred odes. (2) Another fr. is that of A. Stevenson :— 
“Come, my soul, to sacred songs.” This is unsuited 
to public worship. It af aay in his Ten Hymns of 
Synesius, &c., 1865. (3) There is also a partial tr. in 
H. 8. Boyd's Select Poetry of Synesius, my J } 

Age after age has called her blessed. 
Elizabeth Charles. (B. V. M.) Ast pub. as 
No. 1 of the ** Women of the Gospels,” in her 
Three Wakings, with Hya. and Songs, 1859. 
It is headed “ Mary tle Mother of Jesus,” 
and is based upon the words * All generations 
shall call thee blessed.” In ore Songs of 
G. & G., 1872, it is unaltered, - [W. T. B.) 

Ages, ages have departed. J. Mont- 
omery. [{Anti-Slavery.} Pub. in his Poet's 
ortfolio, &ec., 1835, in 4 st. of 6 1. as No. 3 of 

his “ Songs on the Abolition of Negro Slavery 
in the British Colonies, Aug. 1, 1834,” and 
entitled “ Slavery that was.” 

Agnes, fair martyr. Mary Dunlop 
Moultrie. (St. Agnes.) Written on her deathbed 
in 1866, and first pub. in the Church Timea, 
Jan. 20, 1866, and again in her brother's 
Hymns and Lyrica, 1867, entitled “ The 
Martyrdom of St. Agnes,” Jan. 21, and con- 
sisting of 18 st. (pp. 168-71). In 1867, 11 st. 
were given in the People’s H. as No. 235, for 
the Festival of “8. Agnes, V. M.,” Jan. 21, 
under the initials of “M. D. M.” These 
stanzas were partly rewritten, specially the 
first three, for the People’s H. 

Agnoscat omne saeculum. JV. For- 
tunatus. (Christmas.] This hymn in 8 st. 
dates from the latter part of the 6th cent. 
Although wanting in the Vatican mss., and 
some other mss. of Fortunatus’s works, it was 
given by Fabricius, in 1564, from a ms. of 
the Benedictine Monastery of Morbach, and 
has been repeated by Thomasius, and otliers, 
including various editions of the author's 
works (Migne’s Patrologia, tom. 88, col. 264). 
The full text is also in a ms. of the Ilth 
cent. in the British Museum (Harl. 2961, f. 
226b). It is found in very few breviaries. 
In those of Constanz and York, it is divided 
into four hymns of two stanzas each with 
the doxology, and appointed to be sung as 
follows :— 

Prime, “ Agnoscat omne saeculum.” 
Terce. “ Maria ventre concipit.” 
Sext. * Praesepe poni pertulit.” 
Nones. * Adam vetus quod polluit.” 

The authorities for text and various read- 
ings are Daniel, i. No. 138; iv. 176; and Hymn. 
Sarisb., 1851, pp. 13-14. The York Brev. 
text is also in Card. Newman’s Hymni Ecclesiae, 
1838 and 1865. 

AGNUS DEI 

Translations in C. U. :— 
Dr. Neale, following the York Brev. arrange- 

ment, gave, in the enlarged ed. of the Hymnal 
N., 1854, a tr. of each :— 

Prime. “ Let every age and nation own.” 
Terce. “ The Virgin hers hath conceived.” 
Sext, “He, by Whose hand the light was made.” 
None, “ Now the old Adam's sinful stain.” 

and the same translations were repeated in all 
subsequent editions of the //. NX. From these 
translations the editors of the J/ymnary, 1872, 
compiled No. 144, “Come, ye nations, thank- 
ful own,” the metre being changed from the 
L.M, of the H. N, to 7’s. 

Translations not in 0. U. :— 
1, Let all the world confess from heaven. (“ Agnoscat 

omne.") Blew, 1852. 
2. What the old Adam stained and soiled. 

vetus.”) Blew, 1852. 
3. Let thankful worlds confess from heaven. Cham- 

bers, i. 77, embracing the whole hymn. [J ar | 

Agnus Dei Quitollis peccata mundi. 
The use of this modified form of part of the 
Gloria in Excelsis (q. v.), founded on John, i. 29, 
seems to be referred to in the rubric for Easter 
Eve in the Sacramentary of St. Gelasius, ap. 
492. In the time of Pope Sergius I. [687- 
701) it was ordered by him to be sung at the 
Communion of priest and people [“ Statuit ut 
tempore confractionis Dominici Corporis Ay- 
nus Dei, &c.,a clero et populo decantaretur”’ J. 
Anastatius Bibliothecarius records this in 
Historia de Vitis Romanorum Pontificum. It 
is the opinion of Bona that Pope Sergius 
ordered it to be sung thrice; Le Brun, on the 
contrary, thinks it was only sung once. In the 
11th century the last clause of its third repeti- 
tion, “ miserere nobis,” began to appear as 
“dona nobis pacem,” and a little ioe in 
pent end the dead, the last clause, instead of 
“dona nobis pacem,” runs asa special prayer for 
the Socata: # dona eis i sem piter- 
nam.” This occurs alsoin the English Missal!s 
of Sarum, York and Hereford, and is the uni- 
versal custom of the Roman Church at the 
present day, which also repeats the words, “ Ecce 
Agnus Dei, ecce Qui tollis peccata mundi,” as 
the priest turns to deliver the sacramental 
wafer to the people. 

According to the Sarum Use the Agnus Dei 
was incorporated in the Litany, but only to be 
sung twice, and the third clause is placed 
first. This was followed in the English 
Litany of 1544 (as now in our own Litany), 
and in the First Prayer Book of Edward VI., 
1549, was repeated in the Communion Office 
with the following rubric :— 

“In the communion tune the clerks shall sing :— 
“*il, O Lamb of God that takest away the sins of the 

world, have mercy upon us, 
*O Lamb of God . . . grant us Thy peace.’"” 

This was omitted in 1552, and all subse- 
quent revisions, though Bp. Cosin suggested 
its restoration in 1662: but just as the Advro 
Te was used frequently as a private devotion, 
so this translation of the Agnus Dei has con- 
tinued in almost unbroken use in various 
Eucharistic manuals of English divines ; e.g. in 
Bp. Cosin’s Coll. of Private Devotions, 1627, and 
the revised ed., 1664; Dean Lancelot Addison, 
1699; Rev. Jas, King, 1726; and the very 
popular New Weeks’ Preparation, 1739. 

(* Adam 
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“Translations in C. U. :— 

© Lamb of God, that takest away, &c. 
Moultrie. 
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him, entertained him at his own table, took 
By G. | him with him to Leipzig for the disputation, 

This metrical arrangement of the | in 1519, with Dr. Eck, and in 1525 procured 
Agus Dei was first pub. in the Church Times, | for him the position of Rector of St. Andrew’s 
Jaly 23, 1864, and his Hymns and Lyrics, 1867, | School at Eisleben, and 
p- 118, in 3 st. of 5 1., and in 1872 was trans- | Nicholas’s Church there. 
ferred to the Hymnary, with slight alterations 
ym the last stanza, C¥.] 

The Agnus Dei has also come into English 
use through the German, in the following 
rmaanner :— 

(i.) O Lamm Gottes unschuldig. By Nicolaus De- 
cius, or Hovesch, first pub. in Low German in the 
(Feystlyke leder, Rostock, 1531, and in High 
German in V. Schumann’s G. B., Leipzig, 1539. 
Both forms are included in Wackernagel, iii. p. 
568, in 3 st. of 7 |., as in the case of the Latin, 
st. i. only being printed in full, Included in 
almost al] subsequent hymn-books as recently in 
the Unvr. L. S&S, 1851, No. 110. It has been 
ranch used in Germany at Holy Communion 
during the distribution of the elements; on 
tsood Friday, at the close of sermon; and on other 
eccasions. The trs, in C. U. are:— 

1. O Lamb of God most holy. By A. T. Russell 
as No. 26 in the Dalston German Hospital Coll., 
1848, im 2 st. of 7 1., repeated in his own /’s. 
and Hys., 1851, No. 156, in 3 st. In both cases 
the sts, are identival, save in |. 7. 

2. O Lamb of God, most stainless. By Miss 
Winkworth, as No. 46 in her C. B. for England, 
1863, in 3 st., identical, save in 1. 7. 

3. O Lamb of God, most Holy. Once for us sinners 
dying. By Miss Borthwick, in full from Avapp, 
contributed as No. 66 to Dr. Pagenstecher’s 
Coll., 1864, 

4. Lamb of God, without blemish! No. 75, in 
the Ohio Luth. Hymnal, 1880, in 3 st., identical, 
save |. 7. 

Other trs. are :— 
(1) “0 Lamb of God, our Saviour," by J. C. Jacobi, 

1722, p. 16 (1732, p. 31), and thence as No. 217 in pt. i. 
of the Moravian H. Bk., 1754. (2) “O Lamb of God 
uns, ” as part of the Litanies at Baptism, p. xxiv. 
of Moravian H, Rk., 1801, and continued as a hymn 
in later eds. (3) “O Lamb of God, Who, bleeding,” 
contributed by f. T. C. Porter to Schaff's Christ in 
Song, ed. 1879, p. 465. (4) **O Lamb of God, most holy, 
Upon the cross,” from the version in ad Fu. LS, 
1437, No. 539 (ed. 1865, No. 506), sts. i, Hil. being from 
the Dresden @. B., 1736 (Fischer, ii. 189), in the British 
Herald, Oct. 1866, p. 344, and repeated as No. 415 in 
Reid's Praise Bk., 1872. 

(ii.) Christe du Lamm Gottes. Inthe Reforma- 
tion period this tr. of the Agnus Dei, in 3 st. of 
3 1, was regarded as a prose antiphon rather to 
be included in the Liturgy than in the Hymn- 
book. Thus Erk, (Choral Buch, 1863, note to 
No. 38, p. 245,) quotes it as in Low German 
in the Brunswick KAirchenordnung, 1528, and in 
High German in that for Saxony, 1540. It is 
given as a hymn in the Unv. L. S., 1851, No. 88. 
The trs. in C. U. are, (1) “Lamb of God, our 
Saviour,” in full, by A. T. Russell as No. 20 in OO a 

reacher at St. 
e remained in 

Risleben till 1536, working hand in hand with 
| Luther ; but after bis removal to Wittenberg, 
in 1536, as one of the lecturers in the Uni- 
versity, he developed Antinomian views, 
and, In 1537, pub. a series of theses which 
Luther answered in six disputations, 1538-40. 
On his appointment as urt Preacher at 
Berlin, in 1540, le formally renounced these 
opinions, and professed adherence to Witten- 
berg orthodoxy. But after lis subsequent 
appointment as General Superintendent of tle 
Mark, he gradually not only souglit the esteem 
of the great, but, in order to gain the favour 
of the Emperor, joined with two representa- 
tives of the Romish Church in drawing up a 
Formula of Union (Tue Inrexnim) which was 
resented to the Imperial Diet, held at Augs- 
urg, and adopted by the Diet on Maz 

15, 1548. By this action he disgusted ths 
Lutherans and procured for himself only 
discredit. Hed. at Berlin, Sept. 22, 1566. He 
was one of the best preachers of his time, 
and compiled one of the earliest collections of 
German Proverbs, first pub. at Zwickau, 
1529 [the Brit. Mus. copy was printed at 
Hagenan, 1529] (Koch, i. 278-281. Alig. 
Deutsche Biog., i. 146-48). 
Four hymns by him appeared in the early 

Lutheran hymn-books, two of which were 
retained by Luther in Babst’s Gesangbuch, 
Leipzig, 1545. 

1. Ich ruf zu dir, Herr Jesu Christ. [ Supplica- 
tion.) Wackernagel, iii. pp. 54-55, gives two 
forms of this, in 5 st. of 9 feces. the first from 
Geistliche Lieder, Erfurt, 1531, the second from 
an undated broadsheet before 1530, entitled, ** A 
new hymn of supplication for Faith, Love, and 
Hope, and for a Holy Life; composed by John 
of Eisleben, preacher to John Duke of Saxony.” 
Fischer, i. 345, refers to the Niirnberg broad- 
sheet, c. 1526, quoted in Wackernagel’s Liblio- 
graphie, 1855, p. 89, and adds that in his 
opinion the disfavour into which Agricola fell 
after the outbreak of the Antinomian contro- 
versy caused the suppression of his name in the 
hymn-books. After appearing in Klug’s Geistliche 
Lieder, 1529, the hymn was included in almost 
all subsequent hymn-books, and so recently as 
No. 379 in the Unv. L. 8., 1851. 

It is sometimes erroneously ascribed to Paulus 
Speratus, an assumption originating with the 
Riga G. B. of 1664, It was a favourite hymn 
of Valerius Herberger, of P. J. Spener (who 
requested it to be sung at his deathbed), and of 
many others. 

Translations in C. U. :— 
1. Lord Jesu Christ, I cry to Thee. A good tr., 

the Dalston German Hospital Coll., 1848. (2) | omitting st. iv., by A. T. Russell, as No, 200 in 
“Lamb of God, O Jesus! Thou who,” &c.. in full, | his Ps. § Hs., 1851. 
as No. 68 in the Ohio Luth. Hymnal, 1880. 

(J. M.] 
2. Lord, hear the voice of my complaint. A ful) 

and very good tr. as No. 116 by Miss Wink- 
Agricola, Johannes (Sneider], b. April | worth in her C. B. for England, 1863. 

20, 1492, at Eisleben, where his father was a 
tailor. During his University course at 

| 
j 

Wittenberg, Luther took a great interest in | 

Other trs. are :— 
1) “Tcall on the, Lorde Jesu Christ,” by Ap. Cover- 

1539 (Remains, 1846, p. 560), repeated, slightly 
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altered, in the Gude and Godly Kallates (ed. 1567, folio 
34), ed. 1864, p. 57, (2) “Ll cry to Thee, my dearest 
Lord,” by J. C. Jacobi, 1722, p. 68; in his ed. 1732, 
p. 114, altered tw “To Thee, O Lord, I send my cries,”’ 
and thence as No. 310 in pt. i. of the Moravian H. Bk. 
1754; omitted in 1789 and 1801; in the Supplement of 
1808, st. i., iv. were included as No. 1082, and repeated 
in later eds. altered to “To Thee I send my fervent 
cries.” (3) “I cry to Thee, O Christ our Lord!" by 
N. L. Frothingham, 1870, p. 205. (J. M.] 

Ah, I shall soon be dying. J. Ryland. 
(Death anticipated.] Dr. Ryland’s son says 
that this hymn was written by his father 
while walking through the streets of London, 
and dates it 1800, (s. mss.). This date is an 
error, as the hymn appeared in the Evangelical 
Magazine, Oct. 1798, in 8 st. of 41, a8 “ Re- 
flections,” and with the note :— 
‘The following lines passed through the mind of a 

country minister as he was walking the streets of Lon- 
don, and considering how far several persons appeared 
now to be advanced in life whom he had known in their 
Kiger avery few years back, and bow many otbers of 
is acquaintance had been already removed.” 

The hymn was repeated in the — 
Register, 1800, p. 312, and in the 27th ed. of 
Rippon’s Sel., 1827-8, No. 550. pt. iii. From 
thence it has passed into collections both in G. 
Brit. and America. It is also included in 
Sedgwick's reprint of Dr. Ryland’s Hymns, 
1860. 

Ah, Jesus, let me hear Thy voice. 
A. Reed. [Desiring Christ.] Contributed to 
his Supplement to Dr. Watts, 1817, No. 108, 
and also included in his Hymn Book, 1842, 
No. 335 in 5 st. of 4 1. under the title, 
“Desiring Christ.” It was repub. in the 
Wycliffe Chapel Sup. 1872, No. 14. Its ure in 
G. Brit. is very limited, but in America it is 
regarded with great favour. In his Ch. H. Bk. 
Dr. Hatfield omits st. 4. Orig. text in Lyra 
Brit. p. 476, aud Schaff’s Christ in Song, 1869. 

Ah, Lord, with trembling I confess. 
C. Wesley. [Backsliding.) From his Short 
Hymns, &c., 1762, vol. ii., No. 30. It appeared 
in the Wes. H. Bk., 1780; and is retained in 
the new ed., 1875, No. 317. It has also passed 
into various collections in G. Brit. and Ame- 
rica, and is included in the I’. Works of J. & 
C. Wesley, 1868-72, vol. x. p. 165. 

Ah, lovely appearance of death. C. 
Wesley. [Burial.] 1st pub. in his Funeral 
Hymns (1st Ser.), 1746, No. v., and entitled 
“On the sight of a Corpse.’ The body is 
supposed to have been that of a young man 
who died at Cardiff, Aug. 1744; as, coacerning 
him, C. Wesley wrote in his Journal of that 
date, * The Spirit, at its departure, had left 
marks of its huppiness on the clay. No sight 
upon earth, in my eyes, is half so lovely.” In 
1780 it was included in the Wes. H. Bk., but 
omitted in the revised ed. of 1875. Orig. text, 
P. Works of J. & C. Wesley, 1868-72, vol. vi. 
p. 193. The text of this hymn was revised 
by the author about 1782, and reduced to 5 
st. Details of the ms. alterations are given 
in the P. Works, vol. vi. p. 212. Although 
omitted from the Wes. H. Bk., 1875, it is still 
retaine! in many collections in G. Brit. and 
America. 

Ah, mournful case, what can afford. 
Ralph Erskine. [Longing for Heaven.) Ist 
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pub. in his Gospel Sonnets (2nd ed., Edin., 
1726) as section 1. of pt. v., entitled * The de- 
verted Believer longing for perfect Freedom 
from Sin,” in 20 st. of 4 lines, St. xiv.-xx 
beginning—" O send me down a draught of 
love ’’—were included in the Sacred Songs of 
Scotland, 1860 (Edin., A. Elliott), p. 41, as 
No. 370 in Lord Selborne’s Bk. of Praise, and 
adopted, as No. 230, in the Scottish Pres. 
Hyml., 1876. (J. M.] 

Ah, my dear Lord, Whose changeless 
love. C. Wesley. (In Temptation.) 1st pub. 
in Hymns and Sacred Poems by J. & C. Wes- 
ley, 1739, in 14 st. of 41. In Aennedy, 1863, 
No. 1266, is composed of st. i., ii., iii., vii., x. and 
xii. In its original form it is unknown to 
modern hymnals, and the use of this cento is 
very limited. Stanzas xi.-xiv.—as “ Fondly 
my foolish heart essays ”"—were given in the 
Wes. H. Bk. 1780, a8 No, 282. The same 
stanzas are No. 291 of the revised ed. 1875. 
Orig. text, P. Works, 1868-72, vol. i. p. 131. 

Ah, my dear loving Lord. C. Wesley. 
fea shapere life within.) This poem, of 15 
ouble stanzas, in two parts, is the last of three 

entitled, “‘Ihe Backslider,” which appeured 
in Hys. and Sacred Poems, 1712. In 1780 the 
hymn “ My gracious, loving Lord,” was com- 
piled therefrom, and included with alterations, 
in the Wes. H. Pk. from whence it has passed 
into many collections of the Methodist bodies. 
Orig. text, P. Works, 1868-72, vol. ii. p. 114. 

Ah, what a wretch am I. C. Weasley. 
Seca meg B Ist pub. in Hymns and Sacred 
Poems, 1749, being No, 2 of “ Hymns for the 
Watch-night,” in 10 st. of 81. Of these, st. ix., 
x., beginning, “Thou seest my feebleness,” 
are found in some collections, including the 
Leeds H. Bh, 1853, Bapt. Ps. and Hys., 
1858, and others. The cento “Gracious Ke- 
deemer, shake,” in the Wes. H. Bk., 1780 and 
1875, and other collections, is also from this 
hymn. It begins with st. v. (Orig. text, P. 
Works, 1868-72, vol. v. p. 261). In tle Ame- 
rican Bk. of Hys., 1848, and the Hys. of the 
Spirit, 1864, it reads, “ Father, this slumber 
fakes 

Ah, when shall I awake. C Wesley. 
(Prayer.] From his Hymna on God's Kver- 
lasting Love, first pub. in 1741, in 11 st. of 8 L. 
(second series), Ne. vii. Of the original, 6 st. 
were includcd in the 1780 ed. of the Wes. H. 
Bk., No. 294. Orig. text, P. Works, 1868-72, 
vol. iii. p. 61. 

Ah, whither flee, or where abide. 
( Retirement.) Contributed by Miss Winkworth 
to Lyra Mystica, 1865, p. 263, in 7 st. of 8 1, 
as from the German. The original has not 
been traced. 

Ah, whither should I go. C. Wesley. 
Lent.) 1st pub. in his ymns on God’s Kver- 

ting Love, 1741, No. 14, in 16 st. of 81. In 
1780 st. i.-iv. were viven in the Wes. H. Bk. 
as one hymn, and st. xiv.—xvi., “ Losin Thy 
hand,” as a second, under the division “ For 
mourners convinced of Sin." Although the 
latter was cmitted from the revised ed., 1875, 
yet both hymns are found in a considerable 
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number of collections, both in G. Brit. and 
Awerica. Orig. text in P. Works, 1868-72, 
vol. iii. p. 89. 
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Aird, Marion Paul, b. at Glasgow, 1815, 
where she resided for :ome time, and then 
proceede! to Kilmarnock, where her Home of 

Ah, why am I left to complain. ¢ the Heart and other Poems Moral and Religious 
Wesley. (Lent.] From his Short Hymns, 1762; 
again 1794; and in P. Works, 1868-72, vol. x. 
p. 26. It was includ: din the Wes. H. Bk., new 
ed., 1875, No. 777. 

Ah, wretched souls who strive in 
vain. Anne Steele. [Lent.) A hymn on 
“ The Christian’s Noblest Resolution,” which 
appeared in her Poems on Subjects chiefly De- 
votional, 1760, vol. i. p. 161, in 5 at. of 41, 
from whence it passed into the Bapt. Coll. of 
Hys. of Ash and Evans, 1769, No. 286, and 
signed “T.”; into Rippon’s Bapt. Sel., 1787, 
No. 334, and others. It is also found in 
Sedgwick’s reprint of Miss Stvele’s Hymns, 
1863. 

Ah, wretched, vile, teful heart. 
Anne Steele. [Lent.] Under the title of “ The 
Inconstant Heurt,” this hymn was pub. in her 
Poems on Subjects chiefly Devotional, 1760, 
vol. i. p. 119, in 5 st. of 41.; again in the next 
ed., 1780: and again in Sedgwick’s reprint of 
her Hymns, 1863. Its use is unknown, or 
nearly so, in G. Brit., but in America it is 
given in several of the most important modern 
collections, including Hatfield's Ch. H. Bk., 
1872, No. 970, and others. 

Aiyirrouv gwotnp. (St. Mark.] Three 
homoia (hymns of the same structure) from 
the office for St. Mark (Ap. 25) in the Menaea. 
The only fr. is that by Dr. Littledale—* Mark, 
shining light of Egypt "—which was made for 
and first published in the hag H., 1867, 
No. 247, and signed “F. R.” The doxology 
is not in the original. 

Aikin, Anna L. [Barbauld, A. L.] 

i 5 M.A., uated Trin. 
Goll Conbesies B.A. edo mea 1864. In 
1860 he became curate of Alrewas, Stafford- 
shire; in 1864 Assistant Master of Sheffield 
Collegiate School, and in 1866 Reader at the 
Temple Church, London. Mr. Ainger’s Har- 
vest hymn “Another year is ended,” was 
written for the Harvest Festival at Alrewas, 
1362, in 5 st. of 81, Un appearing in Harland, 
ed. 1864, No. 216, two stanzas were reduced to 
one, thus forming a hymn of 4 st. Its use is 
not extensive. 

Ainsworth, Henry, was a leader of the 
Brownist party in England, and one of those 
nonconforming clergy who, in 1604, left this 
country for Amsterdam. He was a learned 
man and skilled in Hebrew. He became 
very poor in exile, living on the meanest 
fare, and acting as porter to a bookseller, 
He was of a warm temperament and apt to 
be quarrelsome ; d. 1622 or 1623, suddenly, 
which gave rise to a suspicion of unfair 
play on the part of the Jewish community. 
His translations from the Hebrew Psalms 
were printed at Amsterdam and entitled The 
Booke of Psalins : Englished both in Prose and 
Metre, 1612. It contained a preface and had 
musical notes. There is a copy in the Bodleian 
Library. (J. T. B.) 

were pub. 1846-1863, her Heurt Histories, 
Violets from Greenwood, &c., in prose and 
verse, 1853, and Sun and Shade, 1860. Miss 
Aird is included in J. G. Wilson's Poets and 
Poetry of Scotland, 1576, vol. ii. p. 389. Very 
few of her hymns are in C. U., amongst these 
is “* Had [ the wings of a dove, I would fly.” 

Akerman, ee! Evelina, née Met- 
ealf. An American Uniturian writer, dau. of 
Thomas Metcalf, b. at Wrentham, Mass., 
Feb. 21, 1816, m. to Charks Akerman, of 
Portsmouth, N.H, iesided at Pr. vidence, 
R.I., and d. there Feb. 21, 1874. Mrs, Akerman 
is known as a hymn writer through her :— 

Nothing but leaves, the Spirit grieves, which 
Was suggested by a sermon by M. D. Conway, 
and Ist pub. in the N. Y. Christian Observer, cir. 
1858. In the Scottish Family 7reasury, 1859, 
p- 136, it is given without name or signature, 
and wats thus introduced into G. Brit. In 
America it is chietly in use amongst the Baptists. 
Its popularity in Great Britain arose out of its 
incorporation by Mr. Sankey, in his Sac. S. ¢ 
Solos, No. 34, and his rendering of it in the 
evangelistic services of Mr. Moody. The air to 
which it is sung is by an American composer, 
S. J. Vail. 

Alanus de Insulis, or of Lille in Flan- 
ders, called also Alanus Anglicus, lived in the 
last half of the 12th and part of the 13th cent. 
There appears to be much doubt, which has 
resulted in much controversy, as to whether 
or not there were two individuals bearing the 
name of Alanus de Insulis, or whether Alanus 
the poet, known as “ Doctor Universalis,” was 
identical with Alanus the Bishop of Auxerre, 
the friend of St. Bernard. It is unnecessary to 
discuss the question here. There is no doubt 
that the poet is identical with the “Doctor 
Universalis.” The principal works of this 
author were :— 

1. Parables, a work described by Archbishop Trench 
in his Sac, Lat. Poetry, 3rd ed., 1874, as having been “in high favour before the revival of learning.” 

2. Anti-Claudianus, a moral poem of considerable 
length, divided into nine books, called “ Distinctiones.” 
It is upon this work that his fame chiefly rests. 

3. Liber de Planctu Naturae, written partly in verse, and partly in prose. 

Leyser (p. 1020) says of this author “ Inter 
aevi sui poctas facile fumiliam duxit;” Oudin 
(De Script. Eccles., ii. p. 1405) that the Anti- 
Claudianus is “ singulari festivitate, lepore, et 
elegantia conscriptum;” Rambach (Antho- 
logie, i, p. 329) speaks highly of his merits; 
while Archbishop Trench, though demurring 
somewhat to the full praises of the othe rs, 
allows that in such passages as the one com- 
mencing, “Est locus ex nostro secretus cli- 
mate” (which is the description of a natural 
paradise), “Ovidian both in their merits and 
defects, we must recognise the poet's hand,” 
Sac. Lat. Poetry, 1849 and 1874. 

Only one complete ed. of this poet’s works is known, 
viz., Alani Opera, ed. C. de Visch, Antwerp, 1654; but his Anti-Claudianus and Liber de Planctu Naturae are given at length in T. Wright's Anglo-Latin 
Satirical Poets, &c., of the 12th cent., Tar., 1872, 
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vol. ii. Extracts from his works are also form in the ' 
authors above referred to, and others. One of his | 

ms, “Omnis Mundi creatura,” has been (¢r. into 
nglish. It is given in Worsley’s Poems and Transla- 

tions, 1863, p. 199. Latin text in Trench and Kénigs- 
feld. (D. 8. W.] 

Alard, Wilhelm, s. of Frans Alard, who 
was confessor of the Reformed Faith during 
the persecutions of the Duke of Alva, was b. at 
Wilster, Nov. 22,1572. He was not only by 
birth a member of a noble Belgian family, but | 
of one distinguished for three or four genera- 
tions in classical and theological literature. 
Indeed, in 1721, a volume was published at 
Hamburg by one of the family entitled Decas 
Alardorum scriptis Clarorum. Wilhelm Alard, 
amongst other compositions, published three 
small volumes of Latin hymne :— 

1, Excubiarum Piarum Centuria, Lipsiae, 1623. 
2. Excubiarum Piarum Centuria Secunda, 1628. 
3. Excubiarum Piarum Centuria Tertia, 1630. 

These hymns were held in high esteem 
when they first appeared, the first volume 
passing through four editions during its 
author’s lifetime. They are now almost for- 
gotten. Archbishop Trench has given one 
short specimen from each of the first two | 
centuries in his Sac. Lat. Poetry, 1849 and | 
1874, from the first, a hymn “ Accessuri_ ad | 
sacram Communionem Oratio ad Jesum Ser- 
vatorem,” p. 246; and from the second, “ De 
angelo custode,” p. 240. The latter very 
graceful composition, commencing, “ Cum me 
tenent fallacia,” is also in Loftie’s Latin Year, 
and, tr. into English, in D. T, Morgan’s Hys., 
d&e., of the Lat. Church, 1880. 

The poet during his latter years was pastor 
and superintendent at Krempe, in Holstein, 
where a d, May 9, 1645. [D. 8. W.] 

Alas! and did my Saviour bleed. I. 
Watts. (Passiontide.] 1st pub. in the Ist 
ed. of his Hymns and Spiritual Songs, 1707, 
and again in the enlarged ed. of the same 
1709, Bk. ii., No. 9, in 6 st. of 4 1, and entitled 
“Godly sorrow arising from the Sufferiugs of 
Christ.” At a very early date it passed into 
common use outside of the religious body with 
which Watts wus associated. It is found in 
many modern collections in G. Brit., but its 
most extensive use is in America. Usually 
the second stanza, marked in the original to 
be left out in singing if desired, is omitted, 
both in the early aud modern collections. 

A slightly altered version of this hymn, 
with the omission of st. ii., was rendered into 
Latin by the Rev. R. Bingham, as “ Anne 
fuandess sanguinem,’’ was included in bis 
Hymnol. Christ. Lat., 1871, pp. 245-247. 

Alas! by nature how depraved. J. 
Newton. ([Lent.]  Appoared in the Olney 
Hymns, 1779, Bk. ii., No. 29, in 7 st. of 4 L, 
and based on the words, “ How shall I put 
thee among the children?” Jer. iii. 19. As 
given in Snepp’s 8. of G. & G., 1872, No. 450, 
aud elsewhere, it is composed of st. i.-iv. of the 
original, 

Alas! what hourly dangers rise. 
Anne Siecle. [Watchfulness.] 1st pub. in her 
Poems on Subjects chiefly Devotional, 1760, 
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“ Watchfulness and Prayer,” Matt. xxvi. 7 
It was also reprinted in subsequent eds. of 
the Poems, and in Sedgwick’s reprint of her 
Hymna, 1863. In Williams & Boden's Coll., 
1801, No. 362, it was abbreviated to 4 st., and 
this example has been mostly followed to the 
present day. Its use in G. Brit. is very 
limited ; but in America it is somewhat ex- 
tensive, and varies in length from 3 to 5 st., 

| the Sabb. H. Bk., 1858, No. 687, being an 
exception in favour of the complete text, with 
the single alteration of “my” to “ mine eyes ”’ 
in st. L 

Alber, Erasmus, son of Tileman Alber, 
afterwards pastor at Engelroth, was b. at 
Sprendlingen e. 1500. After studying at 
Wittenberg under Luther and Melanchthon, 
he became, in 1525, schoolmaster at St. Ursel, 
near Frankfurt-am-Main, and in 1527 at 
Heldenbergen, in Hesse Darmstadt. In 1528 
he was appointed by the Landgrave Philip 
of Hesse pastor at Sprendlingen and Gotzen- 
hain, where he devoted himself specially to 
the children of his charge. After 1] years’ 
service he was uppointed by the Elector 
Joachim of Brandenburg court preacher at 
Berlin, but proving too faithful for the court, 
was, in 1541, removed as chief pastor to Neu 
Brandenburz. In 1542 he became pastor at 
Stade, in Wetteravia, and while there received, 
in 1548, the degree of Doctor of Theology 
from the University of Wittenberg. He was 
then invited, m the beginning of 1545, by 
the Landgrave Philip IV. of Hanau Lichten- 
berg, to perfect the work of the Reformation 
in Babenlhausen, but no sooner had he fairly 
entered upon it then, in the end of October, 
he received his dismissal. After a short 
stay at Sprendlingen and at Wittenberg, 
he me preacher at Magdeburg, where he 
strongly denounced the Interim (see Agricola). 
On the capitulation of Magdeburg, in 1551, 
after a 14 months’ siege, he fled to Hamburg, 
and then went to Liibeck. Finally, in 1552, he 
was appointed by Duke Albrecht I. of Meck- 
lenburg, General Superintendent of Mecklen- 
burg, and preacher at St. Mary’s Church in 
Neu Brandenburg. In addition to losing all 
his own and his wife's property by confiscation 
and necessary expenditure, he was there un- 
able to obtain from the Town Council the 
payment of his stipend. On May 4, 1553, he 
applied for the payment of 60 florins to relieve 
his urgent necessities. The refusal broke his 
heart. He returned home to die, and fell 
asleep at 9 a.m. on May 5, 1553. 

One of the best writers for children in his day, and an 
ardent controversialist and martyr of freedom of speech, 
he has been by some ranked, as a hymn-writer, next to 
Luther, in the Reformation period. His hymns, 20 in all, 
were first collected by Dr. Stromberger, and pub. at 
Halle, 1857. Being mostly long, and ungainly in style, 
not many of them have kept a place in the hymn-books, 
though they have been Tastiy styled “ powerful and 
living witnesses of a steadfast faith and a manly trust 
in ‘s Word” (Koch, i. 301-306; Allg. Deutsche 
Biog. i. 219-20; Dr. Stromberger’s Preface ; Bode, pp, 
35-36—the last stating that his father was a school- 
master at Sprendlingen.) Two have been fr. into Eng- 
lish. One of these, beginning “ Christe, du bist der helle 
Tag,” is atr., and is noted under, “ Christe qui lux es 
et dies.” 

The only original hymn by Alber tr. into 
vol. i. pp. 79-80, in 6 st, of 4 1, and entitled | English is— 
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1. Nun freut euch Gottes Kinder all. [Ascen- 
stion.] Ist pub. on a broadsheet, N.P. N.D., 
c. 1549, and thence in Wackernagel, iii. p. 881, 
in 29st. of 4.1. Ina broadsheet at Nurnberg, 
¢. 1555, it is entitled, “Of the Fruits of the 
Ascension of our Lord Christ and of the Gifts of 
the Holy Spirit,” and begins—*“ Freut euch ihr 
Gottes Kinder all.” This form is included in 
Dr. Stromberger’s ed. of Alber’s Geistliche Lieder, 
1857, p. 5. In the hymn-books it is generally 
abridged, and so the Berlin G. Z. 8. ed. 1863, 
S39, gives 16 st. (i.—vi., ix.-xi., xiii., xviii., xxv.- 
xxix., of the first form). <A tr. :— 

O Children of your God rejoice, of st. i., ii., iv., 
xxvii.-xxix., by A. T, Russell, is given as No. 
122, in his Ps. & Hys. 1851. See also Diterich, 
J. 8. (Aus, Jesu Jiinger). (J. M.} 

Alberti, or Albert, Heinrich, s. of 
Johann Alberti, tax collector at Lobenstein, in 
Voigtland (Reuss). b. at Lobenstein, June 28, 
1604. After some time spent in the study of law 
at Leipzig, he went to Dresden und studied 
music under his uncle Heinrich Schiitz, the 
Court Capellmeister. He went to Kinigsberg 
in 1626, and was, in 1631, appointed organist 
of the Cathedral. In 1636 he was enroll d 
a member of the Poetical Union of Konigs- 
berg, along with Dach, Roberthin, and nine 
others. He d. at Kénigsberg, Oct. 6, 1651. 
His hymns, which exhibit lim as of a pious, 
loving, true, and artistic nature, appeared, 
with those of the other members of the Union, 
in his Arien etliche theils geistliche, theils welt- 
liche zur Andacht, guten Sitten, Keuscher Liebe 
und Ehrenlust dienende Lieder, pub. separately 
in 8 pte, 1638-1650, and in a collected form, 
Konigsberg, 1652, including in all, 118 secular, 
and 74 sacred pieces. Of the 78 sacred melo- 
dies which he composed and pub. in these 8 
pts., 7 came into German C. U. (Koch, iii. 191- 
197; Allg. Deutsche Biog., i. 210-212, the 
latter duting his death, 1655 or 1656). 

Two of his hymns have been fr. into Eng- 
lish, viz. :— 

i. Der rauhe Herbst kommt wieder. (Autumn. ] 
Ist pub. as above in pt. viii, 1650, No. 9, 
in 9 st. of 61, entitled “On the happy depar- 
ture, Sep. 2, 1648, of Anna Katherine, beloved 
little daughter of Herr Andreas Hdllander,” of 
Kneiphof. Included, as No. 731, in the Unv. L. 
S., 1851, omitting st. iii., viii., ix. 

The trs. are :— 
(1) “ The Antumn is returning,” by Miss Manington, 

1863, p. 175. (2) “Sad Autumn's moan returneth,"” in 
E. Massie's Sacred Odes, vol. ii. 1867, p. 1. 

ii. Gott des Himmela und der Erden. [ Morning. ] 
First pub. as above in pt. v. 1643, No. 4, in 7 st. 
of 6 |., included as No. 459 in the Unv. LZ. S., 
1851. 

Of this hymna Dr. Cosack, of Konigsberg (quoted 
in Avch, viii. 186), says :— 
“For two hundred years it is hardly aaeg 4 that a 

single day has greeted the earth that has not, here and 
there, in German lands, been met with Alberti’s hymn. 
Hardly another morning hymn can be compared with it, 
as far as popularity and intrinsic value are concerned, if 
simplicity and devotion, purity of doctrine and adapta- 
tion to all the circumstances of life are to decide.” 

Sts. ii., iil., v. have been special favourites in 
Germany, st. v. being adopted by children, bv 
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The fine melody (in the Irish Ch. Hymnal called 
“ Godesberg ”’) is also by Alberti. 

Translations in C. U. :— 
1. God, the Lord of what's created, in full in 

J. C. Jacobi’s Div. Hys. 1720, p. 35. In his 
2nd ed. 1732, p. 169, altered to—“ God, the Lord 
of the Creation”; and thence slightly altered 
as No, 478 in part i. of the Moravian H. Bk.. 
1754, with a dox. as in the Magdeburg G. B., 
1696. In 1789, No, 743, altered to—* God, 
omuipotent Creator”; with st. ii, iv., vii., 
omitted ; st. iii., vill. being also omitted in the 
1801 and later ed. In 1868, st. iii—v. were in- 
cluded as No. 511 in the Pennsylvania Luth. 
Ch. Bk., with st. ii., vi., vii. from A. T. Russell. 

2. God, Thou Lord of Earth and Heaven, in full, 
by H. J. Buckoll in his //. from the German, 1842, 
p. 22. His frs. of st. iv.-vi. beginning—“ Now the 
morn new light is pouring,” were included as 
No. 3 in the Rugby School H. Bk. 1850 (ed. 
1876, No. 4), and of st. v., vi., altered to 
“Jesus! Lord! our steps be guiding,” as No. 130 
in Dr. Pagenstecher's Coll., 1864. 

3. God, who heaven and earth upholdest. <A 
good tr, omitting st. iv. and based on Jacobi, by 
A. T. Russell, as No. 64 in the Dalston Hospital 
oll., 1848. In his own J's. g Hys., 1851, No, 3, 

the trs, of st. vi., vii. were omitted, and this was 
repeated as No. 218, in the New Zealand H,mnal, 
1872. The Pennsylvania Luth. CA. Bk. takes 
st. i. partly from Miss Winkworth, 

4. God who madest earth and heaven, Father, 
Son, and Holy Ghost. A good and full tr. by Miss 
Winkworth in her Lyra Ger., Ist ser., 1855, 
p. 213 (later ed., p. 215, slightly altered). In 
full in R. M. Taylor's Par. Ch, Hymi., 1872, 
No. 27. A cento from st. i., ll. 1-4; v., ll. 1-4; 
vi., Il. 1-45; with v., Il. 5,63 and vii., ll. 5, 6, 
was included as No, 23 in the Irish CA. //ymi. 
1873. In 1868, included in L. Rehfuess’s Church 
at Sea, p. 79, altered to—* Creator of earth and 
heaven.” In 1863 it was altered in metre and 
given as No. 160 in the C. B. for England. 
From this Porter’s Church Hyml., 1876, No. 54, 
omits st. iii. Also in the Ohio Lutheran Hymnal, 
1880, No, 293, 

5. God who madest earth and heaven. A good 
tr. omitting st. vii., and with st. i., Il. 1-4, from 
Miss Winkworth, contributed by R. Massie, as 
No. 501, to the 1857 ed. of Mercer's C. P. & 
H. Bk, (Ox, ed, 1864, No. 7, omitting st. v.). 

6. God of mercy and of might. A good tr. 
(omitting st. v., vi ,) by Dr. Kennedy, as No. 811, 
in his Hymnol. Christ., 1863, repeated in Dr. 
Thomas’s Aug. H, Bk, 1866, No. 510; and, omit- 
ting the fr, of st. vii., as No. 31, in Holy Sung, 
1869. (J. M.] 

Albertini, Johann Baptist, s. of Jakob 
Ulrich vy. Albertini, a native of the Grisons, 
Switzerland, wio had joiuved the Moravians, 
and settled among them at Neuwied, neur 
Coblenz, b. at Neuwied Feb. 17, 1769. After 
passing through the Moravian school at Niesky, 
and their Theological Seminary at Barby, in 
both of which he had Friedrich Schleier- 
macher as a fellow-student, he was, in 1788, 
appointed one of the masters in the Moravian 
school at Niesky, and in 1789 at Barby. In 
1796, he was appointed tutor at the Theologi- 

brides, by old and young, as a morning prayer. , cal Seminary ut Niesky, and ordained as 
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diaconus of the Moravian Church. Up to this 
time he had devoted himself chiefly to the 
study of the Oriental janguages, and of botany, 
but now his studies of Holy Scripture for his 
theological lectur sand for the pulpit, brought 
him to the feet of Christ, whose earnest und 
devoted disciple and witness he henceforth be- 
came. In 1804 he relinquished his tutorial work 
to devote himself entirely wo ministerial labour 
in Niesky, where he was, in 1810, or‘ained 
resbyter. In Feb. 1814 he went to Gunden- 
arg, near Bunzlau, Silesia, as head of the 

Girls’ Sc.ool, and preacher; »nd while on a 
visit to» Herrnhut, was, Aug. 24, 1814, consti- 
tuted a bishop of the Moravian Church. By 
the synod of 1818, he was appointed to Gnaden- 
frei, near Reichenbach, Silesia, and after three 
years of faithful and successful labour, was 
chosen one of the heads of the Moravian 
Chureh (one of the Unitéts-Aeltesten-Con- 
ferenz), his special department being the over- 
sight of their charitable and educational estab- 
lishments; and in 1824 President of the Con- 
ference. In love and meekness he ruled and 
visited the churches till, in Nov. 1831, an 
iliness seized him, which terminated fatally 
at Bertielsdorf, near Herrniiut, Dec. 6, 1831. 
(Koch, vii. 330-334; Allg. Deutsche Biog., i. 
216-217.) Distinguished as a preacher beyond 
the bounds of his church, he was, in the 
estimation of Koch, apart from Noralis, the 
most important hymu-writer of his time— 
spiritual, simple, and childlike. Yet it must 
be sail that is brother Moravian, C. B. Garve, 
and EF. M. Arndt, are more fully represented 
in hymnals since 1820. Albertini’s hymns 
appeared to the number of 400, (many, how- 
ever, being single verses,) in his Ge/stliche 
Lieder fiir Mitglieder und Freunde der Briider- 
gemeine, Bunzlau, 1821 (2nd ed. 1827). None 
of them have passed into English C. U., and 
the only three we have to note are :— 

i, Brenne hell, du Lampe meiner Seele. [Se- 
cond Advent.) On the Lamp of the Wise Virgin. 
Ist pub. 1821, as above, p. 139, in 3 st. of 81. 
The only tr. is, “ ra within me! brightly 
burn and glow,” by Miss Winkworth, 1869, p. 311. 

ii, Freund, komm in der Frihe. [ Morning. } 
Ist pub. 1821, as above, p. 273, in 5 st. of 101. 
Tr. as, ‘Come at the morning hour,” by Miss 
Borthwick in H. Z, L. 1862 (ed. 1862, p. 256; 
1884, p. 190). 

iii. Langst suchtest du, mein Geist! ein nahes 
Wesen. [Christmas.] 1st pub. 1821, as above, 
p. 9, in 5 st.of 6 Ll. Jr. as, “Long in the 
spirit world my soul had sought,” by Miss Wins- 
worth, 1855, p. 191 (later eds. p. 193), assigned 
to St. Thomas’s Day. (J. M. 

Alberus, Erasmus. [Alber.] 

Albinus, Johann Georg, eldest s, of 
Zacharias Albinus, pastor at Unter-Nessa, 
near Weissenfels, Saxony, 1621-1633, and at 
Stuhlburgwerben, 1633-1635, was b. at Unter- 
Nessa, March 6, 1624. After his father’s 
death, in 1635, he was, in 1638, adopted 
by his cousin, Lucas Pollio, diaconus at St. 
Nicholas’s Church in Leipzig. After his cou- 
sin’s death, in 1643, the Court preacher, Sebas- 
tian Mitternacht, of Naumburg, took an inte- 
rest in him, and he remained at Naumburg 
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till he entered the University of Leipzig, in 
1645. He studied for eight years at Leipzig, 
during which time he acted as house tutor to 
the Burgomaster, Dr. Friedrich Kiillwein, 
and was then, in 1653, appointed Rector of the 
Cathedral School at Naumburg. This post he 
resigned when, in 1657, le became pastor of 
St Othmar’s Church, in Naumburg. ‘I'here he 
proved himself a zealous pastor, seeking ever 
“the glory of God, the edification of the 
Church, and the everlasting salvation, well- 
being, and happiness of his bearers.” During 
his ministry he suffered greatly, not only from 
bodily infirmities, but from ecclesiastical en- 
uasheaebia and bickerings. The end came 
when, ou Rogation Sunday, May 25, 1679, he 
quietly fell asleep in Jesus, at 2.30 P.m. On 
his tombstone his eldest son placed the inscrip- 
tion, * Cum viveret, moriebatur, et nune cum 
mortuus vivit, quia sciebat, quod vita via sit 
mortis et mors vitae introitus.’’ During his 
student days he was known as a poet, became, 
in 1654, a member of the Fruitbearing Society, 
and was also u member of Philipp v. Zesen’s Pa- 
triotic Union. Asa poct he was, says Koch, 
“distinguished by ease of style, force of ex- 
pression, and liveliness of fancy, and his 
manner of thought was scriptural and per- 
vaded hy a deep religious spirit’ (Koch, iii. 
392-98 ; Ally. Deutsche Biog. i. 222-223). Of 
the many hymns he composed, and pub. in his 
various poetical works, only three have been 
tr. into English, viz. :— 

i, Alle Menschen mussen sterben. [For the 
Dying.) This hymn, which XocA, iii. 397, calls 
“his best known hymn, and a pearl in the Evan- 
gelical Treasury of Song,” was written for the 
funeral of Paul von Henssberg, a Leipzig mer- 
chant, and was thus sung, from broadsheets, 
June 1, 1652. It was given in Niedling’s Was- 
serquelle, Altenburg, 1663, and gradually came 
into universal use, passing through Freyling- 
hausen’s G. B., 1704, into most subsequent col- 
lections, as in the Unv. Z. &., 1851, No. 804, in 
8 st. of 81. It was a great favourite of P. J. 
Spener, who sang it regularly on Sunday after- 
noons; of J. F. Hochstetter, Prelate of Murr- 
hardt, and many others (Xoch, viii. 628-631). 

In the Blatter fiir Hymnologie, 1884, pp. 55-58, the 
text is quoted in full from the original broadsheet 
(Ducal Library, Gotha}, the title of which ends “ Mit 
seiner Poesie und Musick erweisen wollen Johannes 
Rosenmifiller.” Rosenmiller is not, however, known as 
a bymn-writer, and this statement is hardly sufficient to 
overthrow the traditional ascription to Albinus. 

The trs, in C. U. are :— 
1. Death o’er all his sway maintaineth. A good 

tr. of st. i., iii-v., by A. 7. Russell, as No. 260 
in his Ps. & Hys., 1851. Included, considerably 
altered and beginning, “ Death in all this world 
prevaileth,” as No, 745 in Aennedy, 1863. 

2. Hark! a voice saith, all are mortal. A good 
tr., omitting st. v., viii., as No. 196 by Miss Wink- 
worth in her C. B. for England, 1863, and with 
a tr, of st. v. added as No, 429 in the Ohio Luth. 
Hymnal, 1880. 

Other trs. are :— 
(1) “ All must die! there’s no redemption,” by Dr. 

#. Mills, 1856, p. 234, Ist pub. (reading “ no ton "’) 
in the Boang. Review, Gettysburg, Oct. 1851. (2) “ All 
that’s human still must perish,” by Dr. John Ker, in the 
U, P. Juv. Miss. Mag. July, 1859. (3) “’Tis God's 
decree that all shall die,” by Dr. G. Walker, 1860, p. 107. 
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ii. Straf mich nicht in deinem Zorn. ([/s. vi.] 
Of the origin of this hymn, J. C. Wetzel, i. 46, 
and ii. 404, relates what seems rather an apocry- 
phal story to this effect : — 

Jobann Rosenm Miller, while music director at Leipzig, 
had been guilty of improper practices with some of h 
scholars. He was thrown into prison, but having made 
his escape, went to Hamburg. nce he sent a petition 
for restoration to the Elector Johann Georg at Dresden, 
and to gee pool his petition enclosed this hymn, which 
Albinus written for him, along with the beautiful 
melody by himself (in the Irish Ch. Hyml., i876; called 
Nassau, in the Darmstadt G. B. 1698, p. 49). 

This, if correct, would date it about 1655, and 
Koch, iii, 398, says it was printed separately in 
that year. The earliest hyma-book in which it is 
found is Luppius’s Andéchtig Singender Christen 
Mund, Wesel., 1692, p. 20, It is a beautiful 
hymn of Penitence (by Miss Winkworth assigned 
to Ash-Wednesday). Included as No. 273 in 
Freylinghausen’s G. 2., 1704, and recently as 
No. 535 in the Berlin G. ZL. S., ed. 1863, in 7 st. 
of 81. The trs. in C. U. are :— 

1. O do not against me, Lord. A good fr. of st. 
i., iii, vi., vii., by A. T. Russell, as No, 79 in 
his Ps. § Hys., 1851. 

2. Not in anger, mighty God. A good fr. 
omitting st. ii., iv., as No. 41 in Miss Wink worth's 
C. B, for England, 1863, and thence as No. 20% 
in the Zemple H. Bk. 1867, as No. 323 in the 
Free Church H. Bk. 1882, and omitting the tr. of 
st. vi., as No. 78 in the Upp. & Sherb. School H. 
Bk. 1874. In America as No, 398 in the Evany. 
Hymnal, New York, 1880, in full. 

3. Not in anger, Lord, Thou wilt. A ?¢r. of st. 
i., iii., vi., vii., signed “ X. X.” as No. 59 in Dr. 
Pagenstecher’s Coll. 1864. 

4. Cast me not in wrath away. A fr. of st. 
i.-iii., vii., by E. Cronenwett, as No, 235 in the 
Obio Lutheran Hymnal, 1880. 

Other trs. are :— 
(1) “ Lord! withdraw the dreadful storm,” by J. C. 

Ji i, 1720, p. 41; 1722, rahe his second ed., 1732, 
p. 98, greatly altered, and nning, “O my God, avert 
the storm.” (2) “ Not in smite us, Lord,” by Miss 
finkworth, 1#55, p. 55. (3) “In Thine anger smite 

me not,” by V. 1. /rothingham, 1870, p. 159. 

iii. Welt, Ade! ich bin dein mide. [For the 
Dying.) 1st printed on a broadsheet for the 
funeral of Johanne Magdalene, daughter of the 
Archidiaconus Abraham Teller, of St. Nicholas’s 
Church, Leipzig, who died Feb. 27, 1649, and 
included in Albinus’s Geistlicher geharnischter 
Kriegesheld, Leipzig, 1675, Also given in the 
Bayreuth G. B. of 1660, p. 542, and recently as 
No, 842 in the Une. LZ. S. 1851, in 9 st. of 8 1. 
The tr. in C. U. is:— 

World, farewell! Of thee I'm tired. A full and 
good tr. in the 2nd Ser., 1858, of Miss Wink- 
worth’s Lyra Ger., p. 207. In her C. B. for 
England, 1863, No. 198, st. iii., iv., vi. were 
omitted. Her trs, of ll. 1-4, of st. viii., v., vi., 
iv. beginning. “‘ Time, thou speedest on but 
slowly,” were included as No. 1305 in Robinson’s 
rage a ed the Sancty., 1865, as No. 1392, in the 
H. & gs of Praise, New York, 1874, and Ch, 
Praise Bk., 1882, No. 652. Another tr. is:— 
“World, farewell, my soul is weary,” by Miss 
Dunn, 1857, p. 113. [J. M.] 
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Albrecht, s. of Casimir, Margrave of 
Brandenburg-Culmbach in Lower Franconia, 
b. at Ansbach, Mar. 28, 1522. After his 
father’s death he was well and piously edu- 
cated by his uncle and guardian, Georg of 
Brandenburg. Distinguished as a boy for 
daring, on attaining his majority he adopted 
the profession of arms, gaining for himself the 
title of the “German Alcibiades.” He ac- 
companied the Emperor Charles V. to his 
French war in 1544, and again, against the 
Schmalkald Evangelical Union, in 1546. But 
in 1552 he took his proper stand as an Evan- 
gelical prince against the Emperor, and set 
earnestly to werk to break down the Im- 
perial power. While ravaging Liineburg he 
was met in battle, July 9. 1553, at Sievers- 
hausen, by his old friend Moritz, Elector of 
Saxony, and in the blondy cunflict lis forces 
were shattered, aud Moritz mortally wounded. 
On Sept. 12 he was again defiated at Bruns- 
wick, and after being besieged at Sel, weiufurt, 
received his tinal overthrow ut Eulenberg, 
June 13, 1554, escaping to France with only 
sixteen followers. In his troubles he acknow- 
ledged the hand of God ou him, and repented 
of his former errors. By the intercession of 
his uncles he was permitted to appear at 
Regensburg to plead for the restoration of his 
lands. On his return he was seized with a 
fatal illness while visiting his brother-in-liw, 
the Margrave Charles II. of Baden, at Pforz- 
heim, und died there, repentunt and firm in 
the faith, Jan. 8, 1557 (Koch, i. 339-343: Allg. 
Deutsche Biog., i. 252-257, &e.). The only 
hymn asenbed to him is— 

Was mein Gott will, das g'scheh allzeit. [ 7irust 
in God.) Wackernayel, iii. p. 1070-71, gives 
two forms of this hymn, the first from Fiinff 
Schine Geistliche Lieder, Dresden, 1556, the 
second from a broadsheet at Niirnberg, ¢. 1554, 
Both contain 4 st. of 10 1, but as st. iv. in 
1556 is a doxology, the hymn may originally 
have had five st. or only three. Bode, pp. 
324-5, quotes a broadsheet, Niirnberg, N.p., 
probably earlier than the above, where it has 
only 3st. In the Copenhagen G, B., 1571, it 
is entitled, “Des alten Churfiirsten Markgratt 
Albrecht’s Lied,” which leads Wackernagel to re- 
mark, “ Who wrote it for him, or who could 
have dedicated it to him, there is no proof.” On 
the other hand, Hoch, i. 341-343, Laurmann in 
Koch, viii. 361-364, and Fischer, ii, 335-346, 
are inclined to ascribe it to him as author. Who- 
ever was the author, the hymn is a very good 
one, and has always been a favourite hymn of 
consolation in sorrow, and at the hour of death, 
among the pious in Germany. The second form, 
which is that tr. into English, is included, as No, 
641, in the Unv. L. S., 1851, 

The trs. are :— 

(1) “God is my comfort and my tow’r,” afr. of st. ii. 
“Gott ist mein Trost, mein Zuversicht,” as No. 329 in 

. i, of the Moravian H, Bk. 1754. (2) “ the will 
of God is always best,” by B. Latrobe, as No. 467 in 
the Moravian H. Bk. 1789, and repeated in later eds. 
(3) “Ged works His will, and best it is,” by Dr. @. 
Walker, | #60, p- 45. (4) “ Whate’er God will, let that 
be done,” by V. L. Frothingham, 1870, p. 14), included 
in the Schaff-Gilman Library of Rel, Poetry, ed. 1883, 
p. 523. (5) “What my God wills, be done alway,” in 
the Aamily Treasury, 1877, p. 111, without name of 
translator. 

‘ 
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Alderson, Eliza Sibbald, née Dykes, 

granddaughter of the Rev. Thomas Dykes, of 

Hull, and sister of the Rev. Dr. Dykes, b. in 

1818, and married, in 1850, to the Rev. W. a: 

Alderson, some time chaplain to the West 

Riding Ho. of Correction, Wakefield. Mrs. 

Alderson is the author of the following hymns, 

the first of which is likely to attain a com- 

manding position :-— 

1. And now, beloved Lord, Thy soul resigning. 

(Passiontide.} A hymn of more than usual merit, 

in 6 st. of 4 1., written in 1868 at the request 

of Dr. Dykes. In 1875, st. i, ii, v. and vi., 

were given in the revised ed. of H. A. gy M., No. 

121, with a special tune Commendatio by Dr. 

Dykes The full original text is restored in 

Thring’s Coll., 1882, No. 170. 

2. Lord of glory, Who hast bought us. ee 

giving.] Written in 1864, in 5 st. of 8 J., and 
pub, in the App. to H. A. g§ M., 1868, No. 372, 

and repeated in the revised ed. 1875, No. 367, 

Mrs. Alderson says, “It was the very strong 

feeling that a tithe of our income was a solemn 

debt to God and His poor, which inspired it.” 

Dr. Dykes’s tune “ Charitas” was composed for 

this hymn. 

Aldridge, William, b. at Warminster, 
Wilts, 1737, for some years a minister in Lady 
Huntingdon’s Connexion, and then of Jewry 
St. Chapel, London, d. Feb. 28th, 1797. A 

copy of his Hymns, 1776, is in the Cheshunt 
Coll. Library, and a second in the Brit. Mus. 
These Hymns reached the 5th ed. in 1789. 

Ales diei nuntius. A. C. Prudentius. 
(Tuesday Morning.) This hymn is No, ] in 
the Cathemerinon of Prudentius, and is in 

25 st. of 41. The cento in use is composed of 
st. i., ii, xxi. xxv. of the poem, and will be 
found in Daniel, i., No. 103; alditional notes, 

ii. p. 882; iv.p.39. In the Roman Brev. it is 
the hymn for Tuesday at Lauds. Also m 
the Hymn. Sarisb., Lond. 1851, pp. 47, 48; 
which contaius, besides the Sarum text, varia- 

tions from the York Use: aud among different 
readings from Monastic Uses, those of St. 
Alban's, Evesham, Worcester, St. Andrew de 

Bromholm (Norfolk). It is also in the Aber- 
deen Breviary and others. 

The text of this cento is also found in three 
mss. of the llth cent. in the British Museum 
(Harl. 2961, f. 222; Vesp. D. xii. f. 15b; 

Jul. A. vi. f. 25b); in the Latin Hys. of the 
Anglo-Saxon Church, 1851, p. 18, it is printed 
from a Durtam ms. of the I1th cent.; in 
Macgill’s Songs of the Christian Creed and 
Life, 1876 and 1879; and others. For the full 
text see Prudentii Opera, Deventer, oc. 1490, 
London, 1824; Waekernagel, i., No, 27, and 
Macgill, as above, Nos. 84-86. [W. A.8.] 

Translations in C. U.:— 
1. Hark! the bird of day sings clear. By W. J. 

Blew. Ist pub. on a broadsheet, with music, ec. 
1850, ani then in The Ch. Hy. § Tune Bh. 1852, 
in 4 st.of 61. It was repeated in Rice’s Hymns, 
1870, No. 107. This é. is from the Sarum Brev. 
text, 

2. The winged herald of the day. By J. M. 
Neale. Ist pub. in the enlarged ed. (1st ed. 1852) 
of the Hymnal N., 1854, No. 19, and continued 
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in later editions. This tr. also from the Serum 
text. 

3. Day's herald bird, with doscant clear. By 
J. D. Chambers, in his Lauda Syon, 1857, from 
the Surum text, in 5 st. of 41. In 1867 it was 
rewritten as, “The herald bird of day pro- 
claiuis,” in the People’s H., No. 424. 

4, The bird, the harbinger of light. A cento in 

the /ymnary, 1872, No. 23, It is compiled from 
all the above, together with Bp. Mant and Cas- 
wall, 

Translations not in ©. U. :— 
1. The bird, the harbinger of light. Mant, 1837. 
2. Now, while the herald bird of day. Caswall, 1849. 
3. The cock’s shrill horn proclaims the morn. Cope- 

land, 1848. 
4. The bird that hails the early morn. Macgill, 1876. 
5. The bird that heralds in the light. Aacgill, 1876. 

The first of those by Dr. Macgill is a full tr. of Pru- 
dentius’s text, and the second of the #rev. arrangement. 

Those by Bp. Mant and Caswall are ¢rs. from the 

Roman Brev. The whole hymn is also translated in 

J. Banks's Nugae, 1854, pp. 157-161, as “ The herald bird, 
the bird of morn.” 

6. The bird of day, messenger. In the 1545 Primer, 

and, as a reprint, in E. Burton's Three Primers of 

Henry VIIL., W434. (J. J 

Alexander, Cecil Frances, née Hum- 
phreys, second daughter of the late Major 
John Humphreys, Miltown House, co. Tyrone, 
Ireland, b. 1823, and m. in 1850 to the Rt. 
Rev. W. Alexander, p.p., Bishop of Derry 
und Raphoe. Mrs. Alexander's hymns and 
poems number nearly 400. They are mostly 
for children, and were published in her Verses 
for Holy Seasons, with Preface by Dr. Hook, 
1846; Poems on Subjects in the Old Testament, 
t. i. 1854, pt. ii. 1857; Narrative Hymns for 
illage Schools, 1853; Hymns for Little Chil- 

dren, 1848; Hymns Descriptive and Devotional, 
1858: The Legend of the Golden Prayers, 
1859 ; Moral Songs, N.p. ; The Lord of the Forest 
and his Vassals,an Allegory, &.; or contributed 
to the Lyra Anglicana, the 8.P.C.K. Ps. and 
Hymns, Hymns A. & M., and other collections. 
Some of the narrative hymns are rather heavy, 
and not a few of the descriptive are dull, but 
a large pumber remain which have won their 
way to the hearts of the young, and found a 
home there. Such hymns as “In Nazareth in 
olden time,” “All things bright and beuuti- 
ful,” “ Once in Royal David's city,” “ There is 
a green hill far away,” “ Jesus cails us o’er the 
tumult,” “The roseate hues of early dawn,” 
and others that might be named, are deservedly 
popular and are in most extensive use. Mrs. 
Alexander has also written hymns of a more 
elaborate character; but it is as a writer for 
children that she has excelled. (J. D.j 

Alexander, James Waddell, p.p., s. of 
Archibald Alexander, p.p., b. at Hopewell, 
Louisa, county of Virginix, 13 Mar., 1804, 
graduated at Princeton, 1820, and was suc- 
evssively Professor of Rhetoric at Princeton, 
1838; Pastor of Duane Street Presbyterian 
Chureh, New York, 1844; Professor of Church 

History, Princeton, 1849; and Pastor of 5th 
Avenue Presbyterian Chureh, New York, 
1851; d. at Sweetsprings, Virginia, July 31, 
1859. His works include Gift to the Afflicted, 
Thoughts on Family Worship, and others. His 
Letters were published by the Rev. Dr. Hall, 
in 2 vols., some time after his death, and his 
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translations were collected and published at ! 
New York in 186], under the title, The Break- 
ing Crucible and other Translations. Of these 
translations the following are in use :—*“ O 
Sacred Head, now wounded,” a tr. of “ Salve 
Caput,” through the German ; “ Near the cross 
was Mary weeping,” a tr, of ““Stabut Mater”; 
and “Jesus, how sweet Thy memory is,” a tr. 
of ‘Jesu dulcis memoria.” The annotations 
of these tre. ure given under their respective 
Latin first lines. (F. M. B.] 

Alexander, Joseph Addison, p.p., 
brother of Dr. J. W. Alexander, and a minister 
of the Presbyterian Church, b. in Philadelphia, 
April 24, 1809, graduated at Princeton, 1826, 
became Adjunct Professor of Latin, 1835, and 
Associate Professor of Biblical Literature, 
1838, d, at Princeton, Jan. 28, 1860. Dr. 
Alexander was a great Hebraist, and pub- 
lished Commentaries on Isaiah, the Psalms, 
&e. His poem, The Doomed Man, was writ- 
ten for, and first publisiied in, the Sunday 
School Journal, Piila., April 5, 1837. It has 

iking merit, but moves in one of those doc- 
trinal circles which hymns generally avoid. 
Parts of it are found as hymns in a few Cal- 
vinistic collections, as, “Tiere is a time, we 
know not when,” in the New York Ch. Praise 
Book, 1881, No. 288... This is sometimes given 
with the second stanza, “ There is a line, by 
us unseen,” as in Nason’s Colt., and Robin- 
son's Songs for the Sanctuary, 1865. Unknown 
to English collections. (F. M. B.] 

Alexander, Sir William, b. at Menstrie, 
the family estate, near Stirling, in 1580. In 
1614 he was knighted by James I, and in 
1633, created Earl of Stirling by Charles [., d. 
in London, Feb. 12, 1640, and was buried in 
the East Church, Stirling, April 12,1640. He 
had the principal share in that version of the 
Psalms which, published as the work of King 
James, was sought to be forced upon the 
Secttish Chureh, 1634-37 [Scottish Hymnody, 
sect. ii, 3]. Bishop Williams, of Lincoln, in 
his funeral sermon for King James, says thut 
James's “ worke was staied in the one and 
thirty Psalme.” A complete edition of Alex- 
ander’s works, other than the Psalms, was 
published in 3 vols., 1870-72, as The Poetical 
Works of Sir William Alexander, Earl of 
Stirling (Glasgow, M. Ogle & Co.). 

Thi« is the usual account. Dr, Charles Rogers, how- 
ever, In his Memorials of the Karls of Stirling and the 
Housre of Alexander (Edin., W. Paterson, 2 vols., 1877), 
conjecturally dates his birth 1567, says he was the only 
son of Alexander Alexander, describes hm as Knight 
in 1609, and says his licence was for 21 (not 31) ae 

(J. M.] 
Alexander, William, p.p., Bishop of 

Derry, son of the Rev. Robert Alexander, 
Preb. of Aghadowey, Ireland, b. in London- 
derry, April, 1824, and educated at Tunbridge 
School, and Exeter and Brasenose Colleges, 
Oxford. Entering holy orders, Bp. Alexander 
has held successively the Rectory of Camus- 
juxta-Morne, co. Tyrone, an the Deanery of | 
Emly, 1864, and since 1867 has held the 
united Bishoprics of Derry and Raphoe. Bp. 
Alexander’s sacred poetry is found in the 
Dublin University Mag., The Spectator, Good 
Words, Lyra Brit., and Lyra Anglicana, to- 
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gether with his Oxford prize poems, The 
Death of Jacob, wid The Waters of Babylon, 
and in his Specimens Poetical and Critical, 
privately printed, 1867. Little use, however, 
can be made of these compositions for hymno- 
lugieal purposes. 

Alexander, William Lindsay, p.p., 
LL.v., of Pinkieburn, Musselburgh, s. of Wil- 
lium Alexander, Exq., Leith, b. in the vicinity 
of Leith, August 24, 1808. After studying 
at the Universities of Edinburgh and St. An- 
drew’s, he became, in 1828, Classical Tutor 
in what is now The Lancashire College. 
After studying for some time at Halle, he, in 
1835, became minister of North College St. 
Congregational Church, Edinburgl:, removing 
with his congregation in 1861 to a newchureh 
in George IV. Bridge. called the Augustine 
Church, and retired from the pastoral charge 
of the same in 1877. He d. at Pinkieburn, 
Dec. 20, 1884. He was, from 1854 to 1881, 
Professor in the Scottish Congregational Hall. 
In 1846 he received the degree of p.p. from 
the University of St. Andrew’s, and in 1884 
that of Lup., from Edinburgh. He became a 
member of the O. T. Revision Company in 
1870. Ile wrote and edited many valuable 
theological works. His Sel. of Hys. known 
as the Augustine H. Bk.,in which his original 
hymns and translations appeared, was first 
pub, in 1849. [Scottish Hymnody, § mt 

(J. M.] 

Alford, Henry, p.v., son of the Rev. 
Henry Alford, Rector of Aston Sandford, b. 
at 25 Alfred Place, Bedford Row, London, 
Oct. 7, 1810, and educated at Trin. Coll., 
Cambridge, graduating in honours, in 1832, 
In 1833 he was ordained to the Curacy of 
Ampton. Subsequently he held the Vicarage 
of Wymeswold, 1835-1853; the Incumbency 
of Quebee Chapel, London, 1853-1857; and 
the Deanery of Canterbury, 1857 to his death, 
which took place at Canterbury, Jan. 12, 
1871. In addition he held several important 
appointments, including that of a Fellow of 

rinity, and the Hulseun Lectureship, 1841-2. 
His literary labours extended to every depart- 
ment of literature, but his noblest undertaking 
was his ed. of the Greek Testament, the result 
of 20 years’ labour. His hymnological and 
poetical works, given below, were numerous, 
and included the compiling of collections, 
tlie composition of originul hymns, and trans- 
lations from other languages. As a hymn- 
writer he added little to his literary reputation. 
The rhythm of his hymns is musical, but the 
poetry is neither striking, nor the thought 
origins l. /They are evangelical in their teach- 
ing, but somewhat cold and conventional. 
They vary greatly in merit, the most popular 

| being * Come, ye thankful people, come,” 
“In token that thou shalt not fear,” and 
* Forward be our watchword.” His collections, 

' the Psalms and Hymns of 1844, and the Year 
of Praise, 1867, have not acl.ieved a marked 

| suceess. His poetical and hymnological 
| works include— 
| (1) Hymns in the Christian Observer and the Chris- 
| tian Guardian, 1830. (2) Poems and Poetical Frag- 
ments (no name), Cambridge, J. J. Deighton, 1833, 
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(3) The School of the Heart, and other Poems, Cam-) Pub, from the Wesley ass, in the Library of 
bridge, Pitt I’ress, 1835. (4; Hymns for the Sundays | 
and Festivals throughout the Year, &c., Lond., Longman 
& Co., 1836. (5) Psalms and Hymns, adapted for the } 
Sundays and Holidays throughout the year, &c., Lond., , 
Rivington, 1844. (6) Poetical Works, 2 vols., Lond., 
Rivington, 1845. (7) Select Poetical Works, Lond., 
Rivington, 1851. (#) An American ed. of his Moems, 
Boston, Ticknor, Reed & Field, 1853. (9) Passing | 
away, and Life's Answer, poems in Macmillan’s Maga- 
zine, 1863. (10) Evening Hexameters, in Good Words, 
1864. (11) On Church Hymn Books, inthe Contemporary 
Review, 1866. (12) Year of Praise, Loud., A. Strahan, 
1867. (13) Poetical Works, 1868. (14) The Lord's | 
Prayer, 1869. (15) Prose Hymns, 1844. (16) Abbot of | 
Muchelnaye, 1841. (17) Hymns in British Magazine, , 
1832. (18) A tr, of Cantemus cuncti, q.v. [J. D.) 

Aliqua. The nom de plume of Mrs. Eliza 
O. Peirson, an American writer. | 

Aliquis. A volume of /Tys. for Villagers, 
was pub. in 1821, under this nom de plume. 

Alix. The nom de plume of J. H. Evans 
(q.v.) in the Family Visitor, 1827, &e. 

All around us, fair with flowers. 
(Life's Work.) Given us Anon. in Longfellow | 
and Johnson’s Bk. of Hymns. 1846, No. 306, 
and their Hymns of the Spirit, Boston, U.S.A., | 
1864, No. 576, in 5 st. of 4 1. 

All creation groans and travails. 
J. M. Neale. (Cattle Plague.) Written for 
the Fast Day for the Great Cattle Plagne, 
1866, and first published in the Guardian, | 
Shortly alterwards it was issued by Novello, | 
with suituble music. During the Jatter part | 
of the same year it was included in Neale’s 
original Sequences, Hys., &c., pub. under the | 
supervision of Dr. Littledule, Dr. Neale having | 
died a few months before. It is entitled “Cattle 
Plague Hymn,” and consists of 10 st. of 41, 
In 1872 it was reprinted in the Hymnary. | 

All from the sun’s uprise. G. Sandys. | 
[Ps.c.] This spirited and somewlat quaint 
rendering of Ps. c. appeared in his Paraphrase 
upon the Psalms of David, 1636, and 1640, | 
pp. 120-21; and again, as a part of his Para- 
phrase upon the Divine Poems, 1638 and 1640, 
in 3st.of 8 1. It was ulso repeated in a 
beautiful edition of the J’araphrase of the 
Psalmes, 1648 [Brit. Mus.], and again in an 
edition by the Rev. Richard Hooper. As | 
given in Martinean’s earlier Hymna, &c., 1840, | 
and in his later Hys. of Praise and Prayer, | 
1873, it is unaltered. 

All glorious God, what hymns of) 
praise. I. Doddridge. ([Praise.} In the | 
“p, mss.” this hymn is headed, “ Of being 
wrepared for the inheritance of the Saints in | 
fight. A song of praise for Col. i. 12,” and is 
dated “ Dec, 13, 1736," No. xxix. The same | 
text was given in J. Orton’s ed. of Doddridge’s 
(posthumous) Hymna, &c., 1755, No, 298, in 5 st. | 
of +1, and, with slight changes, in J. D. Hum- | 
phreys’s ed. of the same, 1839, No, 324. Al- | 
though a hymn of praise of more than usual 
merit in many ways, it is rarely given in the 
English collections, snd found in but a few of 
the American hymuiuls. 

i 

. 

All glory and praise to Jesus our | 

| in the Amer. Meth. 
| Beyond this it is but little known. 

ley. 

| considerable ; but outside of 
but little known. 

the Theological Institution, Richmond, in the 
P. Works of J. & C. Wesley, 1868-72, vol. xiii- 

ared 
o. 201. 

. 248, in 4 st. of 4 1. It pigeons a 
Epise. H. Bk., 1849, 

All glory to Godin the sky. C. Wes- 
[Christmas.] This is No. xviii. of his 

Hymns for the Nativity of our Lord, 1744, in 
5st.of 81. In 1780 it was given in full im 
the Wes. H. Bk., No. 211, and has Leen repeated 
in all later editions. (2. Works, 1868-72, vol. 

_| iv. p. 125.) Its use amongst tie Methodist 
bodies in all eget er | countries is 

ethodism it is 

All glory to our gracious Lord. C. 
Wesley. (Ps. exviii.) This paraphrase of 
Ps, cxviii. in 22 st. of 6 1. although pub. in 
the Psalms and Hymns of J. & C. Wesley, 
1743, did not appear, in any form, in the Wes. 
H. Bk. wntil ti.e revired ed. of 1875, when two 
centos were given as one hymn (No, 616), in 
two parts, the first b.ing st. 1, 3, 10, 11, 12 
and 15; and the second, “ Jesus is lifted up on 
high,” st. 17-22. Fall original text in the 
P. Works, 1868-72, vol. viii. pp. 204-208. 

All hail, dear Conqueror, all hail. 
F. W. Faber. (Easter) Appeared in his 
Jesus and Mary, or Catholic Hymns, &c., 1849, 
No, xii. in 10 st. of 41. and entitled “ Jesus 
Risen.” It was repeated in later editions of 
the same work, aad th his Hymns, 1862. It 
is usually given in modern colketions in 
an abbreviated and sometimes altered form. 
Amongst the hymnals in which it is thus found 
are the Appz. to Hymnal N., No. 155; Hys. 
and Carola (Ch. Sisters’ Home), No. 40; aud 
the Scottish Presb, Jbroz Hyml., No. 3; whilst 
the Holy Family Hys. retain the full text. 

All hail, Incarnate God. Elizabeth 
Scott. [Glory of Christ’s Kingdom.) Contri- 
buted, under the signature of “ S”, to Ash and 
Evans's Bupt. Coll. of Hys., ¥769, No. 358, in 
4st. of 6 1.,and headed * The increasing Glory 
and Perpetuity of the Messiah’s Kingdom.” 
In 1787, on its republication in ris Pa Bapt. 
Sel., No. 430, to the st. ii. which reads :— 

“To Thee the hoary head 
Its silver honors pays; 
To Thee the blooming youth 
Devotes his brightest days; 

And every age their tribute bring 
And bow to Thee, all-conquering King”— 

this note was added :— 
“ Composed on seeing an aged saint and a youth taken 

inte church communion together.” 

In modern collections it is almost entirely 
eontined to those of the Baptists and Congre- 
gationali-ts. It was introduced into the Aime- 
rican hymnals through Staughton’s ed. of 
Rippon, 1813. Orig. text in Bapt. Ps. and 
Hys., 1858, No, 192. [W. T. B.j 

All hail, mysterious King. P. Dod- 
dridge. (Christ the King.) This hymn on 
Rev. xxii. 16 is not in the «py. ass” It was 
Ist pub. (posthumously) in his Hymns, &c., 

Lord. C. Wesley. (Gift of the Holy Spirit.) | 1755, No. 359, in 4 st. of 41., and entitled 
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«Christ the Root and Offspring of David, and | i hac had Lerpr' chosen race, 
. * ” . 0 né@ Tall, 

the Morning Star.” It 1s also repeated in | He itm Whe save you on te artis 

later eds. of the same work, nnd in the cor- | ind crown Tins Lord of ail 
rected and enlarged ed, by J. D. Humphreys, | Hall Him, ye heire of Davis's line, 

1839. Its use in Great Britain is limited, | Whom David Lord did call; 

and confined almost exclusively t» the older The God incarnate, man Divine, 

collections; but in America it is given in And crown Him Lord of all. 

ee wis waneeel ontoe pa 
Go—spreao your trophies at His f 

All rr tae Conte of Ges e fics fe canal Him eed of all. i 
Wesley. 'y Communion, me of the Let every tribe and every . 
most pronounced and «etinite of C. Wesley's That bound creation's a 
Sacramental Hymns. It appewred in the Now shout in universal song, 
Hymns on the Lord's Supper by J. & C. Wesley, The crownéd Lord of all. 
1745, No. exxiv., in 4 st. of 61., and was re- In 1785 it was included by the author in his 
published in the P. Works of J. & C. Wealey, | Oceasional Verses, Moral and Sacred, p. 22, 
1868-72, vol. iii. pp. 308-9. Its use as a | and entitled, “ On tie Resurrection.” 
congregational hymn is of recent date. In Une of the earliest compilers to adapt the 
Pott’s Hys, fitted to the Order of Com. Pr. hymn was G. Burder, in the 2nd ed. of his 
186],and Thring’s Cull., 1882, st. ii. isomitted. | Coll., 1787, No. 190. It is headed “ The Coro- 
This is also done in the Hymnary, 1872; but | nation Hymn,” and consists of 4 stanzas, being 
in this last, verbal alterations ure introduced | st. i., vii., v., and viii. of the original, with the 
into the text of the hymn, and an additional | following alterations :— 
stanza, “* Accepted in His Holy Name,” hus | ge. 4.1. 4. «And crown.” 

been appended thereto. The most striking | ge. iii, 1.1. « ve souls redeem'd of Adam’s race, 
stanza in the original hymn is the third, in Ye ransum'd from.” 
which the daily celebration of the Holy Com- | &t. iv. * Let ev'ry tribe, and ev'ry tongue, 
munion isset torth :— Throughout this earthly ball, 

Unite in one harmor ‘ous song, 
“Yet may we celebrate below, And crown him Lord of all.” 

S Eaienk totes Th pecan Ingen It may be worth notice that this hymn is 
In this tremendous i oa immediately followed by another written in 

Present Thee bleeding on a tree, 
Our everlasting Sacrifice.” 

_ imitation of it, and headed “'The Prince of 
| Peace” (adapted to the same tune). The Ist 

As a congregational hymn it is unknown | stanza is :— 
outside the collections of the Cn. of Eugland. ** Let saints on earth their anthems raise, 

Zor estate tn hanes preclaimn kas pest 
All hail the glorious morn. John , : 4 _ 

Peacock. (Res. and As.of Christ.) 1st printed , Ere a ara a 
in his Songs of Praise composed from the Holy 
Seriptures, in Two Parts, Lond., Pasham, 1776. 

This hymn is in 4 stanzas, and is signed “ E.” 
(i.e. Jonathan Evans). In the same bin an- 

is in 6 st. of 81, is Ne. 87, and is headed, other and much altered form yappeared in 

deg acai te re pelt 205 of Christ.” Dr. Rippon’s Sel. of Hys., 1787, No. 177. As 
In 1806 it was included in Dobell s Coll. with this adaptation is the received t xtin G. Brit. 

. pier “¢ passed i and America, we give it (with the alterations 
Pincers ica thence Ay TB) and additions made by Dr. Rippon, in italics), 

y . , “| together with the curious titles which were 
All hail! the power of Jesus’ Name. | added to the stanzas :— 

E. Perronet. (On the Resurrection.} In the | The Spiritual Coronation, Cant. iii. 11. 
Nov. number of tle Gospel Magazine, 1779, | * kee 
the tune by Shrubsole, afterwards known as All-hail, the power of Jesus’ name ! 
“Miles Lane,” appeared with the following Let angels prostrate fall : 
words :-— Bring forth the royal diadem, 

“ All hail! the pow’r of Jesu’s Name ; A EE ER ee Se: 
Let angels prostrate fail ; 2. MARTYRS. 

Bring forth the Royal Diadem, (Crown Him, ye martyrs of our God, 
To crown bim Lord of all.” Bd from His rye call i 

. . tol the Stem of Jesse's rod, 
In the following April, 1780, the complete And crown Him Lord of all.) 
hymn, with the title, “On the Resurrection, 4 Convenes Sawa: 
the Lord is King,” was given in the same [Ye chosen seed of Israel's race, 
magazine, the additional verses being :— A remnant weak and small ; 

“Let bighborn seraphs tune the lyre, Hail Him, who saves you by His grace, 
‘And as they tune it, fall And crown Him Lord of all.) 

Before His face who tunes their choir, 4. BELIEVING GENTILES, 
And crown Him Lord of all. Ye 1 Gentile sinners, Re'er for, 

Crown morn e wormwood and the gall ; 
ee ee eile ti a acta -—. G read your trophies at Flis feet, 

Now hail the strength of Israel's might, And crown Him Lord of all. 
And crown Him Lord of all. 5. SINNERS OF EVERY AGE. 

Crown Him, ye martyrs of your God, (Babes, men, and sires, who know His love 
Who from is altar call; Who feel your sin and thrall, 

Extol the stem of Jesse's rod, Now joy with all the hosts above, 

And crown Him Lord of all. And crown Him Lord of ali.) 
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6. INNERS OF EVERY NATION, 
Let every kindred, every tribe, 
on mage phere ball, 

1 acann Him ‘Lord of all, 
7. OURSELVES. 

Oh that, with yonder sacred throng, 

Tiida Upcien Fins 
pad pr fou alte Lord of att.” 

By comparing this text with that of modern 
hymnals, it will be at once seen that this 

revised and rewritten form of the text is that 
upon which all modern forms of the hymn are 
based, and that the correct designation is “* E. 
Perronet, 1779-80 ; J. Rippon, 1787.” The first 
line has also been altered in seme collections 
to (1) “ All hail! the great JImmanuel’s naine ” 
(sometimes “ Emmanuel”). ‘This was given in 
Wilks’s edition of Whitefield’s Coll., 1798, and 
has been continued to modern hymnals. We 
have also: (2) “All hail! the great Re- 
deemer's name,” in a very limited number of 
hymn-books. J.J. 

A claim to the authorship of this hymn has 
been made for the Rev. John Duncan, LL.D., 
who became in 1800 minister of the Scots 
church, Peter Street, Golden Square, London. 
The sole foundation, however, for this claim 
is the erroneous ascription of the hymn to 
Duncan in J. Dobell’s Sel., 1806. As Dobell’s 
error took the form in later years of a per- 
sistent family tradition among Dr. Duncan's 
descendants, and as their claim on his behalf 
has received t attention, and is widely 
known, the following resumé of the facts is 
called for :— 
Edward Perronet, after the rupture with Lady Hun- 

tingdon, continued to preach to a small congregation of 
dissenters at Canterbury, where he d. in 1792. He 
wrote many small poetical pieces of which a few were 
printed, but always anonymously. In 1779, Shrubsole, 
who had been a chorister in Canterbury Cathedral, and 
was then about 20 years of age, wrote for Perronet’s 
hymn, then still in »s., the tune afterwards known as 
“Miles Lane.” ‘Tis tune, with the words of the first 
verse of the hymn annexed, was sent, doubtless by 
Shrubsole, to the Gospel Mag., where it was published 
in Nov. 1779. Enquiry would then be naturally made 
for the remainder of the hymn, which accordingly was 
given complete in the magazine in April following. In 
1785, Occasional Verses 1 Pare being a collection of 
Perronet’s miscellaneous pieces, edited by one of his 
friends. His name is, as usual, not given, but that the 
volume consists of his works is unquestionable. One 
of the pieces is addressed to the memory of his father, 
the .Rev. Vincent Perronet, and others, apparently, to 
various members of bis family who are indicated b 
their initials only. In the ** Address to the Reader” 
from “the Author,” Perronet himself says—* The fol- 
lowing miscellaneous productions were not originally 
in for public view, as they are but the unpre- 
meditated effusions of mere private amusement, and 
only occasionally shown by way of personal — to 
a handful of the friends of the Author; who having 
entrusted a copy of these, and many others, to a par- 
ticular acquaintance, has been at length pers to 
admit of their being made public.” 

Not only is the bymn * All hail the power” in Occa- 
sional Verses, but it is immediately followed by another 
hymn, commencing ‘Hail, holy, boly, holy Lord!” 
written in the same metre, in the same manner, and 
clearly by the same hand. It may be added that the 
copy of Occasional Verses in the library of the Brit, Mus. 
has two tracts bound up with it. One of these, Select 
Passages of the Old & New Testament versified, 1756, 
is known to be by Perronet, and the Brit. Mus, copy 
contains his name in autograph with many Ms. correc- 
tions of the text. The other tract, entitled A Small | 953. in 3 st. of 8. 1 

| 
Collection of Hymns, &c., Canterbury, 1762, may also _ 
be ascribed to him with certainty. Ten years previously 
he had published another tract with a somewhat similar 
title: —A Small Collection in Verse, Containing, &c., 
1772, 

ALL HAIL, TRIUMPHANT 

In 1787, Rippon published a recast of the hymn as 
above. 1801, Williams and Boden reprinted Kip- 

"s text (omitting one stanza), and gave the names of 
rronet, as author of the bymn, and of Shrubsole, as 

composer of the tune. 
Dr. Duncan settled in London about 1790, previous to 

which time be had preached in Hampshire and Dorset- 
shire, lastly in Wimborne, where be probably made the 
acquaintance of Dobell, who lived close by at Poole. 
When, many years afterwards, Dobell was compiling 
his Selection, Duncan appears to have been among those 
from whom he received advice or help, for Duncan's 
name is appended to one of the four ‘* Recommenda- 
tions” pretixed to the Isted. It is more than probable 
therefore that it was from Duncan that Dobell obtained 
a copy of “ All hail the power.” The form in which 
the hymn is given by Dobell is neither Perronet’s nor 
oi ogaks but a mixture of both, with two or tbree 
a t verbal alterations ; and if, as is highly probable, 
do 

if, as is possible, the arrangement sent to Dobell was 
really made by Duncan for the use of his own congrega- 
tion, the ascription of the hymn to the latter is readily 
accounted for. The error is repeated in the 3rd ed. of 
Dobeil’s Sel., London, §.v., showing either that Duncan 
omitted to notice it, or, as often happens, the correc- 
tion was not attended to. Dobell also ascribes to 
Duncan another bymn, “ Exalted high at God's right 
hand,” which is first found in Rowland Hill's Coll. of 
Ps. & Hys., 1783, and is always ascribed to him. 
Dobell’s error in both cases probably arose from the 
sane cause. 

The mixed version of the hymn as given by Dobell is 
in 9 stanzas as follows :—Heading, Coronation, Cant. tit. 
ll. St. i. as Rippon i.; st. il. as Perronet if.; st. ili. 
as Perronet iii.; st. iv. as Rippon il.; st. v. lL 1, as 
Rippon, 1.1; 1. 2.as Perronet, ¥. 1. 2, but changing of 
into from; ll. 3, 4.as Perronet; st. vi. as Perronet vi. ; 
st. vii. as Perronet vil. ; st. vill. as Rippon vi. ; st. ix. 
as Ri, vii. 

In Isaac Nicholson's (oll., 1807, the hymn ts given 
with Rippon’s text, omitting Rippon’s st. v., but the 
editor, copying Dobell, has ascri the authorship to 

ll obtained the hymn from Duncan, and still more, 

In 1808, when Thomas Young, Perronet's successor at 
Canterbury, compiled his Beauties of Dr. Watts, Ke., 
be used Dobell’s Sel., and, not knowing the author, re- 
— the ascription of ** Exalted high" to Duncan, 
ut correctly gives ‘* All bail" to Perronet, from whose 

tract of 1756, and his (ccasional Verses, he quotes some 
other pieces. Inthe 3rd el. of the Beauties of Dr. Watts, 
&c., 1817, and in the 4th ed., 1826, Young, while retain- 
ing the Perronet ascription to ‘* All bail,” &c., omitted 
that of Duncan to ** Exalted high,” &c., thereby implying 
that he had discovered his error with regard to Duncan. 

Shrubsole’s tune appears to have become popular, 
especially among the dissenters, soon after its publica- 
tion, and the name “ Miles Lane” was in all probalbi- 
lity given to it from its use by a congregation of Inde- 
pendents who met at a chapel in Miles Lane, London, 
till 1795, when they were succeeded by a body of Scotch 
Seceders. The name * Miles Lane" is — in Isaac 

[G. A. C.] 
The use of this hymn in various forms and 

many languages is very extensive. In the 
number of hymn-books in which it is found in 
one form or another, it ranks with the first ten 
in the English language. <A rendering in 
Latin, “Salve, nomen potestatis,” is given in 
Bingham’s Hymnol. Christ. Latin. 1871. 

[J. J.J 

All hail, Thou great Redeemer, hail. 
Joseph Irons. [Perseverance of the Saints.) 
Ist pub. in his Zion's Songs, &c., 3rd ed., 1825, 
No. 157, thence into Snepp's S. of G. & G., 
1872, No. 412, unaltered. 

All hail, Thou Resurrection. W. IH. 
Havergal. ([Kaster.) Written in 1867, and 
first pub. in Snepp’s 8. of G. & G., 1872, No. 

. It was also included in 
Life Echoes, 1883. (* Hav. Mss."’) 

All hail, triumphant Lord. [Ascen- 
sion.] Appeared in the Salisbury Bk., 

Smith's Collection of Psalm Tunes, 4th 
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4857, No. 100, in 3 st. of 6 1.; the New Cong., 
1859, Barry’s Ps. & Hys., 1868, the N. Zealand 
Hymnal, 1872, and others; but always without 

sic nature. It is evidently based upon C. Wes- 
ley’s hymn for the Ascension, “ God is gone up 
on high” (q.v.). Its authorship is unknown. 

All hail, victorious Lord. B. Wood. 
(Ps. cx.) This version of Ps. cx. in 4 et. of 6 
i. appeared in the author's Psalms of David 

and other Portions of the Sacred Scriptures, &c., 

undated, but pub. about 1810. This work 

was revised and republished as A New Metri- 

cal Version of the Psalms, &e., in 1821. ‘This 
raphrase, as found in the Islingtun Ps. & 

Hys., and the New Cong., 185%, is composed 

of st. i. and iii. of the original. The full text 

is not found in any moderu collection, and for 

collation must be consulted as above. 

All hail, ye blessed band. [Holy 

Baptism.) This cento appears in The Service 

of Song for Baptist Churches, Boston, U.S.A., 

1871, No. 815. Its construction is peculiar, 

as the following directions for its use at the 

public administration of Holy Baptism to 

adults will indicate :— 

* Stanzas 3 to 8 inclusive of this hymn are designed 

to be sung during the intervals of a baptism ; one verse 

as each candidate goes down into the water, or comes 

forth from it, according to choice, As it is generally 

found difficult for a congregation to sing unitedly and 

at the right time in the administration, it has been 

suggested that a choir sing these stanzas, the congrega- 

tion uniting in the first two and the last two, as indi- 

cated.” . 

To meet these requirements the cento has 

been thus composed :— 

St. i., ii, “ All bail, ye blessed band,” to be sung by 

the congregation, are from Mrs. Lydia Sigourney’s 

bymn, No. 515, in Winchell’s Additional Hymns, U.S.A., 

1532; st. iil, iv., “Saviour, Thy law we love,” to be 

sung by the choir, are also by Mrs. Sigourney, and from 

the same source as st. i.,ii. St. v., vi., “ Here we behold 

the grave,” to be sung by the choir, are by the Rev. 

C. H. Spurgeon, from Our Gon H. Bk., 1866, No. 934. 

St. vil., “Ob, what if we are Christ’s,” is by Sir H. W. 

Baker, from Murray’s Hymnal, 1852, and, in common 

with st. viii.,“* Ashamed who now can be’ (Anon.), has 

tobe sung by the choir. The concluding stanzas, ix., X., 

“Come, sinners, Wash away,” are Anon. They are to 

be sung by the congregation. Taken together, it is the 

most dramatic hymn for Divine worship with which we 

are acquainted. 

All hearts to Thee are open here. 

J. Montgomery. (Divine Worship.) Written 
for the special annual service of the Re! Hill 

Sunday School, Sheffield, held May 12, 1837, 

and printed on a fly-leaf for the occasion. 

[™. nse It was included in Montgomery’s 

Original Hymns, 1853, No. 116, in 6 ot. of 4 1. 
In J. H. Thom’s Hymns, 1858, st. v. is omitted. 

All heaven was hush’d, Our risen 

Lord. G. Kawson. [Ps. cz.] Contributed 
to the Leeds H. Bk. 1853. No. 149, in 8 st. of 
4 |., from thence it has passed into a few col- 
lections, but its use is not extensive. In the 

author’s Hymna, Verses, & Chants, 1876, pp. 
23-24, it is given with slight variations. This 
is the authorized text of the hymn. 

All is bright and gay around us. 

J. M. Neale. (SS. Philip & James.) This 
Saints’ day hymn is in the 3rd series of the 
author's Hymns for Children, 1846, No. xviii. 
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in 4 st. of 8 1.; and again, without alteration, 
in later eds. of the same. In the 8. P.C.K 
Ch. Hys., 1871, and some other collections, it 
is given as—* All is bright and cheerful round 
us”; but the alterations are very slight. 

All is o’er;—the pain, the sorrow. 
J. Moultrie. [Easter Eve.) The original, en- 
titled * Hymn for Easter Eve,” is dated “ April 
2nd, 1836.” It is in 20 st. of 6 1., and was 
pub. in his work, My Brother's Grave and 
other Poems, 1837 (3rd ed. 1852, p. 262). 
In the I's. & Hys. adapted to Pub. Worship, 
Rugby, 1839, commonly known as Buckoll’s 
Coll., a cento, composed of st. i., ii., iii, and 
Xx., unaltered, was given as No. 2. This was 
repeated in later editions of the same work, 
and has passed from thence into many colleec- 
tions, both in G. Brit. and in America. Inthe 
American hymnals it is usually altered, as in 
the Hymnal of the Prot. Episcop. Ch. 1872, No. 
92; Hys. & 8S. of Praise, 1874; Hys. of the 
Ch. 1869, and others. In the last-named 
collection it is attributed to “J. E. L.” (ie. 
Jane E. Leeson) in error. The closing lines 
of st. i. read in the original :— 

“Yet once more to seal His doom, 
Christ must sleep within the tomb.” 

These lines have been omitted from Thring’s 
Coll. 1882, No. 186, in favour of :— 

“Yet awhile, His own to save 
Christ must linger in the grave"— 

by the Rev. J. Ellerton. 

All knowing God! ’tis Thine to 
know. T. Scott. (Charitable Judgment.) 
This hymn is No. 115 in Enfield’s Warring- 
ton Sel., 1772, in 5 st. of 41, and is headed 
“Charitable Judgment.” It is found in a 
few modern collections, priucipally amongst 
the Unitarians, but usually as—* All seein 
God, ’tis Thine to know,”—and abbreviated, 
as in Martineau’s Hys., 1840, No. 496, and 
Courtauld’s Ps, Hys., and Anths., 1860, No. 
328. (W. T. B.) 

All mortal vanities be gone. I. Watts. 
[ Vision of the Lamb.) This is No. 25 of Bk. i. 
in his Hymns and Spiritual Songs, 1709, in 9 st. 
of 4 1., and based upon Rev. v. 6-0, “ A vision 
of the Lamb.” It is in use in G. Britain and 
America, although to a limited extent. 

All people that on earth do dwell. 
(Ps. ¢.] The memories which have gathered 
round this rendering of the 100th Psalm, 
together with the uncertainty of its authorship, 
require us to trace its history, to note its true 
text, and to determine, if possible, its author. 

I. Hisrory.—It appeared for the first time 
in the Psalter, pub. in London by John Daye, 
in 1560-1, and in the Anglo-Generan Psalter, 
printed at Geneva, in 1561. In the full 
English Psalter of 1562 it is not found, but in 
an Appendix to the edition of 1564 (Brit. 
Mus.) it is given, and again in the body of 
the work in 1565 (Brit. Mus.). It was also 
included in the Scottish Psalter of 1564. From 
1564 it reappeared in all editions of the 
English and Scottish Pealters, and is also 
found in must hymn-bhooks published during 
the past 150 years. 
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Il. Text.—The original text from the only 
copy of Daye’s Psalter, 1560-1, known, and in 
which it is printed in the old black-letter text 
of the period, is as follows :— 

“Psatme C. 

Al people yt on earth do dwel, 
sing to y® lord, with chereful voice 

Him serve wt fear, his praise forth tel, 
come ye before him and rejoyce. 

The Lord ye know is God in dede, 
. with out our aide, he did us make: 
We are his folck, he doth us fede, 
and for his Shepe, he doth us take, 

Ob enter then his gates with prayse 
approche with ioye, his courtes unto: 

Praise, laude, and blesse bis name alwayes, 
for it is semely 80 to doe. 

For why? the Lord our God is good, 
his mercy is for ever sure: 

His trueth at ali tymes tirmely stood 
and shal! from age to age indure.” 

(Orig. ed. 1560-1, London, J. Daye.) 

In what form this text reached Geneva, 
whether in Ms. or in a copy of Daye’s edition, 
cannot be determined. Within a few montlis, 
if not simultaneously, the same text, varyin 
only in the spelling of some words (the fole 
of Daye’s ed. being spelt folke, &c.), was given 
in the Anglo-Genevan ed. of 1561, and again 
in many later editions of the English J’salter. 
In the subsequent history of the text the 
following variations have crept in :— 

St. i, lL. 3, “Him serve with fear,” changed 
to “mirth.” This is found in the Scottish 
Pealter of 1650, and is tak-n from the c.m. 
version of Ps. c. given in the older English 
Psalters. 

St. i.,l.1, “The Lord ye know is,” change ! 
to * Know that the Lord is,” &c., is ulso in the 
Scottish Psalter of 1650, and is from the same 
c.M. version as in st. i. 

St. ii, L 3.‘ Foleck” changed to “flock.” 
This was possibly a printer’s error to begin 
with, caused by transposing the oand Ll. It is 
found as early as the Psalter printed by “ The 
Assignes of Richard Day, London, 1585,” and 
has continued in the text from that date tu 
Thring’s Coll., 1882, In that work Mr. 
Thring has reprinte! the full text of 1560-1, 
and added thereto a doxology by Dr. Neale, 
based on Brady and Tate. This doxology is 
also found in H, A. & M., and other collections. 

III. Aurnorsnip.—This is somewhat difti- 
cult to determine. The evidence is this:— 

1. Daye’s Psalter, 1560-1]. No signature. 
*2. Anglo-Genevan Psalter, 1561. “Tho. 

Ster.” 

*3. Britwell Psalter, 1561. ‘“* W. Ke.” 
*4. Scottish Psalter, 1564. “ W. Ke.” 
5. Daye’s Appendix, 1564. No signature. 
6. Daye’s Psalter, 1565. No signature. 
7. Daye’s Psalter, 1566. No signature. 
8. Crespin’s Psalter (Geneva), 1569, 

signature. 
{). Daye’s Psalter, 1579. No signature. 

10. Daye’s Psalter, 1587. “ J. H.” 
These are all the Psalters known which 

have any value in determining the question. 
This evidence is certainly in favour of W. 
Kethe, and this is the more conclusive when 
we remember that the Britwell Psalter, 
1561, and the Scottish I’salter of 1564, are 
reprints of the Anglo-Genevan Psalter, with 

No 
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such corrections in spelling as an English 
work printed on the Continent would call for, 
and constitute together (*) a distinct family 
from the Daye Psalters. The metre is iso in 
Kethe’s favour, and decisive aguinst both 
Sternhold and Hopkins. Its correct subscrip- 
tion is therefore “ W. Kethe, 1560-1.” 
The historical account of the Psalters here 

named is given in the English Psalters, the 
Scottish Hymnody, aud the Old Version, iii., 
v., in this work, 
Although the history of tunes forms no 

part of our work, a few facts concerning “ The 
Old Huudredth” may not be unacceptable. It 
first appeared in the enlarged edition of 
the French Genevan Psalter, published in 
1551, as the tune to Ps. cxxxiv. The first 
half of the tune is a musical phrase which is 
found in various combinatious both betore and 
after that time; but the latter part of the 
tune, and the form of the whole of it, is the 
work of Louis Bourgeois, who, and not 
Guillaume France, is now known to be the 
editor of this edition of the French Genevan 
Psalter. Kethe's version of Ps. c. was doubt- 
less written for this tune. [J. J.] 

All powerful, self-existent God. [God 
unchangeable.) Pub. anonymously in B. Wil- 
liams'’s Coll. of H. for I’'ub. Worship on the 
Genl. Principles of Natural and Revealed 
Religion, Salisb., 1778, No. 8, in 6 st. of 4 1. 
and headed “The Immortslity of God.” It 
is based on Ps, cii. v. 27. In 1781 it was also 
include | in his Bk. of Psalma, Salisb., p. 286, 
as version vi. of Ps. cii, After passing 
through several Unitarian Collections, it 
5 sangpe in Longfellow and Jolinson’s Amer. 
Hys. of the Spirit, 1864, No. 80, in 3 st., being 
st. i, ili., and vi. of the original in an altered 
form. Orig. text as above. (W. T. BJ 

All praise to Him who dwells in 
bliss. C. Wesley. [Evening] 1st pub. in 
J, Wesley's Coll. of Ps. & Hymns, 1741, as 
“An Evening Hymn,” in 5 st. of 41. In the 
Poetical Works of J. & C Wealey, 1868-72, 
vol. ii. p. 27, it is repeated without alteration. 
Although in somewhat extensive use both in 
Great Britain and America, it has never found 
a place in the Wes. H. Bk. In the Hymnary, 
1872, No. 75, a doxology has been added. 
Usually it is given in its original form. 

All praise to our redeeming Lord. 
C. Wesley. (Christian Fellowship.) No. xxxii. 
of his Hymns for those that seek and those that 
have Redemption in the Blood of Jesus Christ, 
1747, in 3 »t. of 8 1. and entitled, “ At Meet- 
ing of Friends.” It was not included in the 
Wes. H. Bk. until after the death of J. Wesley, 
and was added in one of the editions of that 
collection during its partial revision in 1800-1, 
It has become a favwurite hymn amongst the 
Methodist bodies in all English-speaking 
countries, but its use, otherwise than by the 
Methodists, is limited. Orig. text in P. Works, 
188-72, vol. iv. p. 252. 

All praise to the Lamb! Accepted I 
am. ©. Wesley. [Assurance.| Appeared in 
his Hymns and Sacred Poems, 1759, vol. i., 
No. 150, in 18 st. of 31 It is not in C. U. as 
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a whole; but st. i., iii, v., and vi., slightly 
altered, are sometimes found as in the Amer. 
H. Bk. of the Evang. Association. Cleveland, 
Ohio, 1882, No. 326. Orig. text in P. Worke, 
1868-72, vol. vy. p. 25. .The well-known pas- 
sage -— ; 

“ Not a cloud doth arise 
To darken the skies, 

Or hide for a moment my Lord from my eyes :" 

which reads in the original, “ Not a doubt,” &c., 
is st. v. of this hymn. 

All praise to Thee, who didst com- 
mand. Bp. R. Mant. (Common of Apostles.) 
An original bymn given in his Ancient Hymns, 
&e., 1837, No. 67, in 6 st. of 41. and entitled, 
“Hymn of Thanksgiving for an Apostolic 
Ministry.” In 1847 it was included in 
Fallow’s Sel. of Hys. for Pub. and Priv. Use, 
No. 50; in 1853 in the Cooke & Denton 
Hymnal, No. 168, for “St. Matthias’ Day ;” 
and in later collections. Orig. text. in Riving- 
ton’s ed. of the Ancient Hymns, 1871. 

All-seeing God, Thy love sustains. 
W. J. Irons. (Providence.} A_ metrical 
form of the Collect for the 8th Sun. after 
Trinity, “O God, whose never failing mercy 
ordereth all things, both in heaven and earth, 
&e.” given in his Ps. & Hys. for the Church, 
1873, No. 167, in 4 st. of 7 1. and headed 
“Perceiving God’s Providence.” In 1882, 
it was included in Thring’s Coll., No. 248, 
with “ beneath Thy sheltering bray ot for 
“beneath the cherub’s wings,” st. ii., 1. 6, but 
otherwise unaltered. 

All thanks be to God. C. Wesley. 
[Thankagiving.] One of the most celebrated 
open-air preaching places in Cornwall is the 
well-known Gwennap Pit, near Redruth. It 
is a circular hollow, covering an area of 
about 80 square yards, and sloping to a depth 
of some 50 feet. It has the appearance of 
a huge vered funnel, with rings of 
seats formed out of the ground, and reaching 
from the bottom upwards. It seems to have 
had its origin in the running together of a 
mining shaft. In this amphitheatre the 
Wesleys frequently preached during their 
tours in Cornwall. In his journal C. Wesley 
notes under the date of Sunday, Aug. 10, 
1746, that therein “ for nearly two hours nine 
or ten thousand, by computation, listened with 
all eagerness’ to him as he preached. The 
following day, being deeply impressed with 
the multitude, and the success of his work, he 
wrote the hymn: “ All thanks be to God,” 
&e. In the following year it was given as 
No. iii. of Hymns for those that Seek and those 
that Have Redonption, &c., 1747, in 8 st. of 
81, and entitled, “ Thanksgiving for the Suc- 
cess of the Gospel.” When included by J. 
Wesley in the Wea. H. Bk in 1780, st. iv. was 
omitted, and some alterations were also intro- 
duced into the text. That arrangement has 
been retained in later editions, and is repeated 
in other collections. Its use is somewhat ex- 
tensive both in G. Brit. and America. Orig. 
text in P. Works, 1868-72, vol. iv. p. 210. 

(J. J.) 
All thanks to the Lamb, Who gives us to meet. C. Wesley. (Christian Fellowship. 
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Ist pub. in his Hymns and Sacred Poems, 1749, 
vol. ii., No. 238, in 7 st. of 4.1.; from thence it 

into the Wes. H. Bk. in 1780, in full; 
ut in the revised ed., 1875, the last stanza is 

omitted. It is given inmost of the collections 
of the Methodist bodies, but is rarely tound 
in other hymn-books. Orig. text in P. Works, 

| 1868-72, vol. v. p. 468. 

All that I was, my sin, my guilt. 
H. Bonar. (Pardon through Grace.) 1st pub. 
in the Bible Hymn Book, of which Dr. Bonar 
was editor, 1845, No. 219, in 5 st. of 41. and 
based upon 1 Cor. xv. 10, “ By the grace of 
God I am what I am.” It was repeated in 
subsequent editions of the Bible H. Bk., and 
again in the authors Hymns of Faith and 
Hope, 1st series, 1856, and later editions, with 
the title “* Mine and Thine.” Its use, both in 
G. Brit. and America, is somewhat extensive, 
and usually tle text is unaltered, as in Steven- 
son's Hys. for Church and H., 1873. The line, 
at. 4, 1. 2, “Bade me in Christ believe,” in 
Bapt. Ps. & Hys., 1858 and 1880, and the N. 
Cong., 1859, is from the former collection. The 
dox. as in Kennedy, 1863, is not in the original. 

All that’s good, and great, and true. 
Godfrey Thring. (Praise and Thankegiving.} 
Written in 1863, and Ist pub. in his Hymns 

eygational and Others, 1866, No, 24, in 
7 st. of 4 1. and entitled “ Nature’s Harmony.” 
It was repeated in his Hymns and Lyrics, 
1874, pp. 108-9, and again in his Ch. of E. 
H. Bk, 1882, where it is given most appro- 
priately as a hymn for children. 

All the night and nothing taken. 
H. Alford. (Missions—S. S. Teachers.) Con- 
tributed to his Year of Praise, 1867, No. 167, 
in 3 st. of 6 1., and appointed for the 5th Sun. 
after tga: being on the Gospel of 
that day. It is repeated in Snepp’s 8. of G. 
& G., 1872, No. 771. 

All the night so dark and drear. J. 
E. Bode. [Missions.} From his Hymns from 
the Gospel of the Day, 1860, into the App. to 
the 8S. P. C. K. Ps. & Hya. 1869, No. 416. The 
~ rer Gospel is that for the 5th Sun. after 

rinity, St. Luke v. 1. 

All the sacrifice is ended. S. J. Stone. 
[Easter.] Written for his Lyra Fidelium (on 
the article of the Creed, “ He descended into 
Hell: The third day He rose again from the 
dead’), and Ist pub. therein, 1866, No. v., in 
6 st.of 61. It was repeated in A Supplemental 
Hymnal, Lond., Macintosh, 1873; in the 
author’s Ch. Service for Children, 1884; and in 
his Carmina Consecrata, 1884. 

All the world in sin was lying. S. 
Baring-Gould. (Redemption.] Printed in 
the Church Times, July 30th, 1864, and thence 
into the People’s H., 1867, No. 455, in 8 st. of 41. 

All things are possible to him. C. 
Wesley. [Concerning Holiness.) No. 10 of 
his “ Hymns for those that wait for full Re- 
demption,” which was given in the Hymns & 
Sacred Poems, 1749, vol. ii., in 8 st. of 6 L. 
(P. Works, 1868-72, vol. v. p. 300.) In the 
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Wes. H. Bk. of 1780, and later editions, and All we like wandering sheep have 

also in other collections in which it is found, | strayed. [Passiontide.} This Anon. hymn 
st. iii. and vi. are omitted, the statement in | has not been traced beyond the Rev. T. M. 

the former, Fallow’s Sel. of Hye. for Pub. and Priv. Use, 
“I without sin on earth ball live, Lond., Masters, 1847, No. 58, in 4 st. of 4 L., 

Even I, the chief of sinners I;"’ where it is appointed a Good halter - 
. 1852 it was repeated in the English Hy» nal, 

end in the latter, No. 103, with the addition of » doxol: gy; and 
Sih Scape. senr edie agin in this form, with the change of the line, * Yet 
That I, wise on the Lord he cast, still He uncomplaining stands,” to “ Yet un- 

I shall be like my sinless Lord : complaining still He stands” in Kennedy, 
Twas fix'd from all eternity : 1863, No. 600. (W. T. B.) 
All things are possible to me:” 

being evidently unacceptable both to J. Wes-| All wondering on the desert ground. 
ley, and those who have reprinted the hymn | J. £. Bode. [Feeding the Multitude.) One of 
from his collection. Its use as a congrega- | the most popular and successful of his Hymns 
tional hymn outside the Methodist bodies is | from the Gospel of the Day, 1860, in 5 st. of 
almost unknown. 4 1. the Gospel being om 25th eset after 

: ; Trinity, St. John vi. 5. It has passed into 
All things are ready, Come. A. Mid- ici collections at home and abroad, in- 

lane, (Invitation.}_ Written iu July, 1860, | eluding Alford’s Year of Praise, 1867, the 
and first pub. in The Ambassador's Hymn | Now Zealand Hymnal, 1872, and others. Oris. 
Book, 1861, No. 49, in 5 st. of 4 1. s.m., from | text in Lord Selborne’s Bk. of Praise, 1862, 
whence it has passed into numerous collec- 
tions both in G. Brit. and America. It ranks} All ye Gentiles, praise the Lord. J. 
with the most popular of the author’s produc- | Montgomery. [Ps. errii.] 1st pub. in his 
tions. Oriv. text, in Spurgeon’s O. O. H. Bk. | Songs of Zion, 1822, in 3 st. of 4 1., and aguin 
1866, No. 504. in his Original Hymns, 1853, p. 91, where it 

; , is entitled, “* Exhortation to Universal Praise 
All things are ready ! there’s a place and Thanksgiving.” It is sometimes given 

of rest. (Holy Communion. } This Eucharistic as:—* All ye nations, praise the Lord,” in 
hymn, which is suited more to private devotion | poth English and American hymuals. It was 
than public worship, we have failed to trace | introduced into congregational use at an 
to its orizinal source. It is known to us in | early date, and has attained to a fair position. 
three forms :— 

1, All things are ready! Jesus waits to give.| All ye that fear Him, praise the 

This is found in a collection of Hymns, pub. at Lord. (Ps. rzii.) This hymn, oe given in 
Chipping Norton, 1859, in 3 st. of 41. and said Spurgeon’s 0. O. H. Bk., 1866, No. 22, pt. iii., 

to be Anon, showing that it had been copied from | 8 & cento thus com posed -—St. i. from the 
aviansies seeks. O. V., 1562, by T. Sternhold ; st. ii, iii. from 

i the N. V., 1696, by Tate & Brady: st. iv., by 
2. All things are ready! there's « place of rest. | the editor, based on the 0. V. 

This text in 4 st. is the same as the first four st. 
in Thring’s Col/., No, 526, which were taken by All ye that [who} love the Lord, re- 
Mr. Thring from a collection now to him un-|joice, J. Watts. [Ps. exliz.] 1st pub. in 
known. It consists of the first form of the | his Psalms of David, &c., 1719, in 8 st. of 41, 
hymn as above, and another stanza which is | and entitled, “Praise God, all His saints; or, 
given as the first. The Saints judging the World.” To it he 

8. The cento in Thring. This is No. 2, with a | #Ppended a note in explanation of his render- 

fifth st. and a new line, st. iv., 1. 4, by Mr. Ph ag reat, Piro ogg high praises of 
Thring. in their mouth,” &e. 

“This Psalm seems to be written to encourage the 
All things bright and beautiful. | /ews in — nape tn erty the sr peg Mebaleneerah dl Ca- 
mr ; naan, who were divinely sentenced to Destruction: But 

Ceeil F. Alexander, hear Hum ohreys. piers the four last Verees of it have bees too enol ainead in 
our Maker.) A successful and popular hymn | jater Ages to promote Sedition and Disturbance in the 
for children, on the article of the Creed, | State; so that I chose to refer this Honour, that is here 
‘a we ” . given to all the Saints, to the day of Judgment, accord- 
Maker of Heaven and Earth,” which ap- ing to those Expressions in the New Testament, Mat. 
red in her Hymns for Little Children, 1848, xix. 28, Ye shall sit on twelve Thrones, judging the 

in 7 st. of 41. It is usually given in an | Tribes, &c.; i, Cor. vi. 3, We shall judge Angels; Rev. 
unaltered form, as in Thring’s Coll, 1882. ii, 27 and fii, 21, J will give him lower over the Nations, 

he shall rule them with a Rod of Tron,” &e. 

All things praise Thee, Lord most | Notwithstanding this defence, the unsuit- 
high. G.W. Conder. [Praise.] Pub. in 1874, | ability of these stanzas for congregational use 
in his Appendix to the Leeds H. Bk. of 1853, | ig emphasised by their omission in most collec- 
No. 6, in 6 st. of 6 1. It is given in many | tions in G. Britain and America. 
collections, its popularity arising to some 
extent from its remarkable word-painting. All ye that pass by. C. Wesley. [In- 
This is a distinguishing feature of the author's | vitation.) This “ Invitation to Sinners” ap- 
compositions both in shoe} and verse. The | peared in the Hymns and Sacred Poems, 1749, 
hymn is sometimes abbreviated by the omis- | vol. i., No. xlii., in 7 st. of 61. In 1760 it was 
sion of one or more stanzas. In Thring’s Coll., included, with the omission of st. iv., in M. 
1882, No. 249, st. iii. and iv. are thus omitted | Madan’s Ps, & Hys., No. xxi.; again in the 
with advantage. collections of De Courcy, R. Conyers, and 
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others in the Ch. of Engiand; Williams and 
Boden, and others amongst the Congregation- 
alists ; and in the collections of various deno- 
minations: but not until the publication of 
the Supp. to the Wes. H. Bk. iv 1830 wus it 
added to that work, and thereby officially 
recognised by the Wesleyan Conference. It is 
retained in the revised ed. of the Wes. H. Bk., 
1875, and is in extensive use in (i. Brit. and 
America, Orig. text in P. Works, 1868-72, 
vol. iv. p. 371. 
All ye who faithful servants are. 

Tate & Brady. [Holy Communion.) This is 
Hymn ii. of the three hymns for Holy Com- 
munion which were given in the Supp. to 
the N. V., 1699. It is based on Rev. xix., 
aud is in 4 st. of 41. It is found in a few 
modern hymnals only, including Kennedy, 
1863, No. 646, and the Sarum, 1868, No. 225, 
in both of which the chang«s in st. iv. of 1. 1, 
“bless’d” to “ blest,” and 1. 4, “Is call’d” to 
“ Ie made a welcome guest,” are given. The 
text is otherwise correct. 

All ye who seek a rest above. God- 
trey Thring. (Holy Communion.) Written in 
1863, and Ist pub. in his Hymns Congrega- 
tional and Others, 1866, pp. 72-3, in 5 st. of 6 
l. In 1874 it was republished in his Hymns 
and Lyrics, pp. 141-2; and again in his Coll., 
lst ed., 1880, but not in the 2nd ed., 1882. 

All yesterday is gone. [JInvitation.]} 
This hymn, in 3 st. of 41., is found in a few 
‘English collections early in the present cen- 
tury, including Pratt’s Coll., 1829, through 
which it probably passed into the Américan 
collections. Its use in G. Brit. is very limited. 
In America it is found in several hymnals. 
It is an earnest and simple invitation to accept 
of present offers of salvation. Its authorship 
is unknown. 

Alle Christen singen gerne. xviii. cent. 
vere ere Included as No. 953 in J, 

. Gottschaldt’s Universal G. B., Leipzig, 1737, 
in 1] st. of 121., and in the Unv. L. S., 1851, 
No. 294. Repeated altered (reading héren) as 
No. 514 in the Berlin G. B., 1829, in 4 st. of 
8. The only tr. is, “ All with Jesus are 
delighted,” by Dr. H. Mills, 1845 (ed. 1856, 
p. 114). [J. M.] 

Alleluia = Hallelujah. Hymns begin- 
ning with this word are arranged in this work 
according to the mode of spelling adopted by 
the authors avd translators. 

Alleluia (Greek, *AAAnAovua; Hebrew, 

avin. An ascription of praise derived 
from two Hebrew words meaning “ Praise 
Jah,” or * Praise the Lord.” It occurs fre- 
quently in the Book of Psalms, from Ps, civ. 
onwards, both in the text and as a heading 
(Vulgate) ; once in the Book of Tobit (xiii. 18), 
and four times in the Revelation (xix. 1, 3, 4, 6). 

It passed at an early date into frequent and 
general use among Christians. St. Jerome 
swaks of the Christian pee shouting 
it while at his work. (Ep. xviii. ad Marcel- 
lam} -Sidonius Apollinaris alludes to sailors 
wing it as the “ celeusma,” or exclamation of 
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enconragement while plying the oar. [Lib. ii. 
Ep.10.) Christian soldiers used it as a battle- 
ery, as when the Britons under the guidance 
of St. Germanus of Auxerre won the “ Alle- 
luia victory” over the Picts and Scots a.p. 429. 

Tradition says that when the early Chris- 
tians met on Easter morning, they saluted each 
other with the exclamation, “ Alleluia, the 
Lord is risen.” 
The word passed early into liturgical use, 

and (untranslated, like other Hebrew words, 
“ Amen,” ** Hésanna’’) assumed a fixed posi- 
tion in the services of the Church. Its uses 
are :— 

i. In the Eastern Church it is closely connected with 
the Great Entrance. It occurs once at the close of the 
Cherubic Hymn in the Greek Liturgies of St. James 
(Hammond, C. E., Lit. Eastern and Western, p. 32), 
and of St. Mark (Jbid. p. 178), and three times in the 
sume position in the Liturgy of Constantinople (Jbid. 
p. 101). It occurs frequently in the Greek Offices for 
the Dead (Guar, Eucholog. p. 526), and its use is not 
intermitted even in Lent (/bid. P. 205). In the Greek 
Menaea it occurs thrice at the end of the Hexapsalmus 
at the Orthron; thrice after the Gloria Patri concluding 
the three opening Psalms of the first, the third, and the 
sixth Hours. 

ii. Its liturgical use in the Western Church has been 
varied. 

1. In the Mozarabie liturgy its normal and invariable 
position was after the Gospel, at the commencement and 
conclusion of the “ Lauda,” its use being continued 
even in Masses for the Dead, and even on such ferial 
occasions as the first day of Lent. It also occurs nearly 
as invariably in the “ Sacrifictum,” or “ Uffertorium.” 
According to original usage the “ Alleluia” was retained 
in the Spanish Church all the year round, but its omis- 
sion in Lent was ordered by Can. xi. of the fourth 
Council of Toledo, and is witnessed to by Isidore of 
Seville (Ve Eccles. Offic. i. 13). Such omission only 
commences after the First Sunday in Lent, on which day 
additional “ Alleluias"” were inserted in the Introit. 

2. Gallican usage is unknown, but in this, as in other 
points, it was probably identical with the Spanish rite. 

3. In the African Church the use of “ Alleluia” was 
confined to Sundays and to Easter and Ascension-tide 
(isidorus de Eccles. Offic. i. mg 

4. Inthe Roman Liturgy it is used after the Gradual, 
before the Gospel. Originally its use was confined to 
Kaster Day (Sozomen, Hist. Heel, vii. 19), though some 

rsons have supposed Pascha in this passage to mean 
‘aster-tide. Afterwards it was used throughout the 

year except from Septuagesima Sunday to Holy Satur- 
day, and according to present rule it is also omitted on 
ferial masses in Advent, on the Feast of Holy Innocents 
if it falls on a week-day, and on all Vigils except those 
of Easter and Pentecost, in Masses for the Dead, and on 
Ember lays. 

5. Inthe Roman Freviary *“ Alleluia” is said after 
the opening “Gloria Patri” at all the Hours except 
from Septuagesima Sunday to Maundy-Thursday, when 
“Laus tibi, Domine, Rex aeternae gloriae” is substi- 
tuted for it, and during Easter-tide it is added to all 
“Antiphons,” of which at other seasons it would not 
form a part. itis also added during Kaster-tide to the 
verses following the Antiphons to the Psalms, and to 
the Responsory after Lections before its following 
verse ; and to the short Responsory after the chapter at 
Terce, Sext, and None, being said twice bere, and twice 
after the first verse instead of part of the Responsory, 
and once after the second verse. 

iii. Beyond this enumeration we need not 
go, as the labour involved in tracing out the 
use of * Alleluia” in the hundreds of local 
Breviaries which exist, would yield little re- 
turn in practical utility. Dr. Neale’s note 
on the use of Alleluia in his Mediaeval Hymns, 
1851 and 1867, under “ Alleluia dulce carmen,” 
is very beautiful, but too long for quotation. 

iv. We will close with a short list of Hymns, 
Sequences and Proses commenced with the 
word “ Alleluia,” or with the first two syllables 
of that word. 
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1, * Alle- cantabile sonet chorus cantorum et sub- 
jungat dulcibile -luya.” A Sequence for the Feast of 
St. Bartholomew in the Tropary of Ethelred (994-1017, 
Bodleian ms. 775), printed in Surtees Society, vol. 60, 
p. 286. It consists of 17 lines, all but 7 of which end 
with the letter a, and in 3 out of the 7 exceptions the 
last vowel isa. ‘The lines chiefly consist of 15 syllables, 
but are occasionally longer, varying from 18 to 23. 

2. “ Alle-coeleste necnon et perenne -luya.”” A Prose 
attached to the Paschal Sequence entitled ** Mater Se- 
quentiarum " (= Pangamus Creatoris, &c.), in the Tro- 
pary of Ethelred [Bodl. ms. 775, Surtees Soc. vol. 60, 
p. 291). It occurs in the Sarum, York, and Hereford 
Missals as the Sequence for the Feast of the Nativity of 
the B. V. M. on Sept. 8. It consists of 44 short lines, 
all of which, with 9 exceptions, end with the letter a, 
and in 8 out of the 9 exceptional lines the last vowel is 
a. After the first line, containing 13 syllables, the 
remaining lines vary between 4 and 9 syllables, 

3. Alleluia, Alleluia, Alleluia, O filli «¢t filiae, &c. 
(q. ¥.). 
" “ Alleluia Christo decantet omnis A Peat A 

Sequence for the festival of St. Erhardus (Jan. 8), a 
Bavarian Bishop of the sth century, printed from an 
undated Ratisbon Missal, by Dr. Neale (Sequentiae, 
1852, p. 91). It consists of 19 rugged lines, in length 
—e from 13 to 22 syllables, closing with 3 short 
lines of 9 syllables each. 

5. “ Alleluia, dulce carmen" (q. v.). 
6. “Alleluia nuncdecantet universalis ecclesia” (q.v.). 
7.“ Alleluia piis edite laudibus” (q. v.). 

Two instunces of striking merit of modern 
imitations of these ancient “ Alleluias” are 
found in 

8. “Alleluia, Alleluia, hearts to heaven and voices 
raise’ (q. v.). An Easter bymn by Dr. Christopher 
Wordsworth, Bishop of Lincoln. 

9. * Alleluia, sing to Jesus” (q. v.). An Eucharistic 
Hyman, by W. Chatterton Dix. [F. E, W.] 

Allelui(y)aticae Antiphonae. A name 
fur the Easter Antiphons with their added 
Alleluias. Sarum Breviary. Cambridge re- 
print. Fase. ii. 1882. Col. deecexevi. 

[F. E. W.) 

Alleluia, dulce carmen. [Week before 
Septuagesima.} The earliest form in which 
this hymn is found is in three mss. of the 
llth cent. in the British Museum (Harl. 2961, 
f. 235; Vesp. D. xii. f. 46b; Jul. A. vi. f. 42 b). 
From a Durham ms. of the 11th cent., it was 
pub. in the Latin Hys. of the Anglo-Saxon Ch. 
(Surtees Society), 1851, p.55. The text is in 
Daniel, i. No. 263, and with further readings 
in iv. p. 152; and in the Hymn. Sarisb. 1851, 
p. 59. In the latter readings are added from 
the Worcester Brev., &c. Also in Biggs’s Anno- 
tated H. A. & M., p. 82. (W. A. 8.] 

Translations in C, U. :— 
1, Alleluia! best and sweetest. Of the hymns 

of praise above. ly J. Chandler, Ist pub. in his 
Hys. of the Primitive Church, 1837, No. 59, in 
4 st. of 6 1, as the first of two renderings of the 
hymn. This ¢r. is found in a great uumber of 
collections with the first two lines complete, but 
usually with a few alterations in the rest of the 
hymo. Inthe S. P.C. K. Ps. §& Hys., No. 37, 
it reads * Alleluia! peace instilling,” and in the 
Bapt. /’s. & Hys., 1858, No. 633, “ Hallelujah! 
high and glorious.” 

2. Alleluia! song of sweetness, Voice of ever- 
lasting glee. By W. J. Blew, printed on a broad- 
sheet for use in his church, cir. 1850 [e. mss.}, 
and then included in his Ch. H. & Tune Bk., 1852, 
from whence it passed into Rice's Sel. from that 
work, 1870, No. 23. 

3. Alleluia! song of sweetness. Voice of joy, 
eternal lay. By J. M. Neale. It appeared in the 
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Ist ed. Med. Hys., 1851, p. 130, in 4 st. of 6 1., 
and was “corrected for the Hymnal N.” (Med. 
Hys, 2nd ed. p. 184), where it was given in its 
new form, in 1852, No, 46, and again in the 2nd 
ed. of the Med. Hys., 1863. This tr. equals in 
popularity that of Chandler, but it is more 
frequently and extensively altered. Without 
noticing minor instances, we find the following : 
“Alleluia, song of sweetness, Voice of joy that can- 
not die,” in H. A. § M., 1861 and 1875, and many 
others. “ Hallelujuh! song of gladness, Voice 
of joy that cannot die,” in Thring’s Coll., 1882, 
&c. Of these altered forms of Neale’s text, that 
of H. A. & M. is most frequently adopted. 

4, Alleluia! song of gladness, Utterance of 
perennial joy. By J. A. Johnston, given in his 
English Hymnal, 1852, No. 75, and in later 
editions. 

5. Alleluia! song of gladness, Voice of ever- 
lasting joy. This tr. appeared in Cooke and Den- 
ton’s Hymnal, 1853, No. 44. It is based upon 
Chandler; but it has so much in it that is new, 
that practically it is a fresh tr. In 1857, it 
was included in the Winchester Ch. H. B&., 
No, 247, and subsequently in Barry, Snepp’s 
Songs of G. § G.; Hy. Comp. ; the Stoke H. Bk., 
and others. It is also given, but somewhat 
altered, in the Parish H. Bk. ; the R. T.5S.’s. Hys., 
No. 337; and the New Cong., No. 714. In some 
of these it is ascribed to Dr. Neale in error. 

6. Alleluya! song of sweetness. By J. D. 
Chambers, in his Lauda Syon, 1857, i. p. 120, and 
from thence, in an altered form, into the Wel- 
lington College H. Bk., 1860, p. 55. 

7. Alleluia, sweetest anthem, Voice of joy that 
may not die. By J. Keble. This tr. is based 
upon Dr. Neale’s, and was contributed to the 
Salisbury H. Bk., 1857, No. 63, and repeated, 
with alterations, in the Sarum, 1868, It was 
also included in Keble’s Misc, Poems, 1869, p. 149. 

8. Alleluia! song of sweetness, No. 61 in 
Pott’s Hymns, &c., 1861, is the H. A. §& M. text, 
slightly altered; and No, 102, Ch. Hys., 1871, 
is st. i., ii. and iii., from Pott’s Hys. and st. iv. 
from Neale direct. 

9. Alleluia, song of sweetness, Strain of ever- 

living joy. By K.C. Singleton, made for, and Ist 
pub. in his Anglican H. Bk, 1868. It was re- 
written for the 2nd ed., 1871. 

The close resemblance of these trs. to each 
other has made the annotations a task of some 
difficulty. By far the greater number of com- 
pilers have worked with second-hand materials, 
and these, when re-arranged, have produced com- 

| plications in the text of the most embarrassing 
nature. Ch. Hys. No. 102, is an example. There 
we have Neale altered by the compilers of H. 
A. § M., altered again by the Rev. F. Pott in 
his Coll.; again this arrangement, shern of st. 
iv., by the editors of Ch, Hys. and the omission 
made good by adopting Neale’s original tr. of 
that stanza. The text of Z/ring and others is 
equally complicated. 

Translations not in 0. U. :— 
1. O, Glorious is the song. J. Chandler (2nd tr.), a: 

1837. 
~ Hallelujah! note of gladness. W. ZL. Alezander, 

1849. 

3. Alleluia, sweetest lay. A. Campbell, 1850. 
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4. Alleluia, song of sweetness. Bonar, 1856. 
S$. Alleluia, sweetest music. Mrs. Charles, 18538. 
G. Alleluia, music sweetest. Aynaston, 1862. 

{J. J.] 

Alleluia nunc decantet. be of 
Apostles.} According to Mone, No. 667, this 
hym: is found in a Reichenau ms. of the 14th | 
eent. among the Notkerian sequences, and 
marked as for SS. Philip & James. It is also 
in the Sarum, York aud Herafted Missals. Dr. 
Neale included it in his Seq. ex Miss., p. 214, 
as a “Seq. for the Com. of Apostles” ; Dania 
v. 335, repeats the text, readings, and refer- 
ences of Mone, whose title is ‘* De Apostolis” 
(tropurium). It is also in Kehrein, No. 374. 
The sequence is in 27 lines of varying length. 
Of these 26 lines end in the Ictter “a.” It 
will be noticed that in the hymn no reference 
is made to St. Paul; possibly, as suggested 
by Mone, because he was not an eye-witness 
of the life and sufferings of our Lord. 
tr. in C. U. is :-— 

Let the Church sing Alleluia. By 2. F. Little- 
dule. Made for and first pub. in the People’s H., 
1867, No. 198, and signed “ D. LZ.” 

Alleluia piis edite laudibus. This 
anonymous hymu, Mone, 1853, i. p. 87, assigns 
to the 5th cent., on the ground that it was in- 
cluded in the Mozarabie Brev., in which no 
hymns were admitted which are of later date 
than theSthcent., andthat the shortenedstrophe 
indicated that date. He gives the text from 
a Munich ms. of the 10th cent., and adds 
numerous readings and a few notes. Daniel, 
1855, vol. iv. pp. 63-65, repeats this text, with 
slight changes, together with Mone’s various 
readings with additions. 

It is the Hymn at Vespers in the Mozarabic 
Brer. (Toledo, 1502, f. 80) for the first Sun- 
duy in Lent, and the Saturday preceding. 
See Migne’s Patrol., tom. 86, col. 259, also 
col. 896; where it is described as the Hymn 
im the occasion of leaving t flesh-meat, 
* Ymnus in Carnes tollendas.”. The Hymn on 
Ash-Wednesday itself, however (Ferid quartd 
in Capite Jejungi: the head or beginning of 
the fast), is Benignitatis fons Deus, the same 
as at Lauds and Vespers on the three days’ 
fast which precedes the Feast of the Epiphany 
in that rite (excepting the Vespers of the 
third day, or Eve of the Epiphany), Putrol., 
col. 149. 

The text is also in the Hymn. Sarish., Lon., 
1851, pp. 60,61, where it is given as the hymn 
at Matins on Septuagesima Sunday and 
through the week, and as from a ms. (dato 
1004), formerly belonging to Worcester Cathe- 
dral; which ms. professes to contain Ambro- 
“ian Hymns for the different Hours, according 
to the Constitutions of our Father Benedict, 
and to have St. Oswald as its compiler. 

In the Hymn. Sarisb. various readings are 
also given from three old mss. of the 10th or 
{th centuries, which have interlinear Anglo- 
Saxon versions. The refrain of this hymn— 
“Alleluia perenne”—is an allusion to the 
fact that the Alleluias of heaven are con- 
tinuous, whilst those of earth are Lroken. 

In addition to the works noted above, the text is in 
Neale's Hymni Ecclesiae, 1851, p. 102; and the Latin 
Hymns of the Anglo-Sazon Church (Surtees Society), 
11, p.57, from an llth cent. ms. at Durbam. In the 

The - 
| Rev. R. Brown-Borthwick'’s Suppl. Hymn and 
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British Museum it is found in three mss. of the Lith 
cent. (Hari. 2961, f. 235 b; Vesp. D. xii. f. 475; Jul. A. vi. 
f. 43.) For the Ose of this and similar hymns, see 
Alleluia. W. A. 8.) 

Translations in C. U. :— 
1, Alleluias sound ye, In strains of holy laud. 

By J. D. Chambers, lst pub. in his Lauda Syon, 
1857, in 9 st. of 6 1., including the refrain. In 
LHS, st. 1, ii, iv., v., and viii. were included, 
with slight alterations, in Sarwn, as No. 185. 

2, Alleluia! now be sung. By J. Skinner, made 
for and Ist pub. in his Daily Service Hymnal, 
1864, No. 75,im two parts, part ii. being: “ Bright 
and lovely morning star.” This ¢r., although 
somewhat elaborated, is suited to congregational 
use, and is worthy of being better known. 

8. Sing Alleluia forth in duteous praise. By J. 
Elierton. Ist pub., with an explanatory and 
historical note, iu The Churchman’s Family Maga- 
zine, 1865. In 1868 it was embodied in the 

Tune Bk., and again, after revision by the trans- 
lator, in the App. to H. A. § M. the same year. 
It was révised a second time for Ch. Hys., 1871, 
and has also been printed elsewhere with the 
alteration of a word or two, but usually with 
the translator's consent. Orig. tr. as above; 
authorised tr. in Ch, Hys. Since its publication 
in H. A. §& M/’, 1868, it has been included in 
almost every hymnal of note in G. Britain, and 
most English-speaking countries. It is the most 
vigorous, musical, and popular rendering of the 
“ Alleluia piis edite” which we possess. 

Translation not in C, U, :— 
Alleluia! let the holy sounds of cheerful praises 

ting. Crippen's Anc. Hys., 1868, p. 25. d. 

Alleluia, sing to Jesus. W. C. Diz. 
(Holy Communion.] Written about the year 
1866, the author’s design being to assist in 
supplying a then acknowledged lack of Eu- 
cbaristic hymns in Chureh of England 
hymnals, It was Ist pub. in his Altar Songs, 
1867, No. vii., in 5 st. of 8 1. and appointed 
especially for Ascension-tide, with the title 
“ Redemption by the Precious Blood.” From 
Altar Songs it passed, unaltered, into the 
App. to H. A. & M., 1868, No. 350, and sub- 
sequently into numerous collections both in 
G. Brit. and America, sometimes ina slightly 
altered and abbreviated form. 

Alleluia! With a diadem of beauty. 
W. T. Brooke. (Saints’ Days.) This versiti- 
cation of Rev. J. M. Rodwell’s prose transla- 
tion of the Song of the Saints from the Abys- 
sinian hymnal of Jured was Ist pub, in the 
Monthly Packet, Nov. 1871, in a series of 
articles on the “Songs of Other Churches,” 
by the Rev. L. C. Biggs. In 1882 it was 
included in Mr. Brooke's Churchman’s Manual 
of Private and Family Devotion, and is in 8 
st. of 7 1. [W. T. B.] 

Allen, Elizabeth-Lee. (Smith, E. L.] 

Allen, Henry. [Alline, H.] 

Allen, James, b. at Gayle, Wensley- 
dale, Yorkshire, June 24, 1784, and educated 
with a view to taking Holy Orders, ae with 
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two clergymen at different times, and then for 
one year at St. John’s Cull, Cambridge. 
Leaving the University in 1752 he became a 
follower of Benjamin Ingham, the founder of 
the sect of the Inghamites, but subsequently 
joined himself to the Sandemanians [see 
Scottish Hymnody]; and finally built a chapel 
on his estate at Gayle, and ministered therein 
to the time of his death; d. 31st Oct., 1804, 
He pub. a small volume, Christian Songs, 
containing 17 hymns, and was the editor and 
a principal contributor to the Kendal Hymn 
Book, 1757, and Appendiz to the 2nd ed., 1761. 

Allen, Jonathan. Concerning this hymn- 
writer, to whom is credited the hymn, “ Sin- 
ners, will you scorn the message?” we can 
only say that this hymn appeared in Hye. 
adapted to Pub. Worship, collected from various 
Authors, Exeter, 8. Woolmer, 1801, edited 
by Richard Pearsell] Allen, Minister of Castle 
Street Meeting, Exeter; and that in D. 
Sedgwick’s marked copy of John Dobell’s 
New Selection, &c., 1806, it is attributed to 
Jonathan Allen. What authority Sedgwick 
had for this aseription we cannot determine. 
It is through him that it has gained currency. 
Allen's bymn, ‘Sinners, will you scorn, &c.,”’ 
is sometimes given with st. i. and ii. transposed, 
as “ Hear the heralds of the Gospel,” as in the 
Amer. Bap. Praise Bk., N. Y. 1871. 

CW. T. BJ 

Allen, Oswald, s. of John Allen, banker, 
of Kirkby Lonsdale, Westmoreland, and great- 
nephew of James Allen (q.v.); b. at Kirkby 
Lonsdale, 1816, and educated in that town. 
After residing for a time in Glasgow, he re- 
turned to Kirkby Lonsdale, and joined the 
staff of the local bank; d. October 2, 1878. 
In 1861 (Preface, Oct. 1861), he pub. Hymns 
of the Christian Life, Lond., Nisbet. It con- 
tains 148 hymns, a few of which are in C. U. 

Allen, William, p.p., b. at Pittsfield, 
Mass., 1784, graduated at Harvard, 1802. He 
became Pastor of Pittsfield, 1810 ; President of 
Dartmouth University, 1817, and of Bowdoin 
College, 1820-1839. He d. at Northampton, 
1868. He published the American Biographical 
and Historical Dictionary, 1809; Psalms and 
Hymns, 1835. The latter contains ver- 
sions of all the Psalms, and 200 original 
hymns. Some of the hymns, especially those 
about slavery, are curious. Five are found ir 
Campbell’s prehensive H. Bk., Lond., 1837 
His compositions have almost entirely 
out of use. (F. M. B.) 

Allendorf, Johann Ludwig Conrad, 
b. Feb. 9, 1693, at Josbach, near Marburg, 
Hesse, where his father was pastor. He 
entered the University of Giessen in 1711, but | 
in 1713 on to Halle to study under 
Francke, and then, in 1717, became tutor in 
the family of Count Henkel of Odersberg. 
In 1723 he became tutor to the family of 
Count Erdmann vy. Promnitz at Sorau, and in 
1724 was appointed Lutheran Court preacher 
at Cothen, when one of the Count’s daughters 
was married to the Prince of Anhalt-Céthen. 
After the death of his first wife the Prince 
married her younger sister, but the latter 
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dying in 1750, the need for a Lutheran Court 
preacher ceased, he being of the Reformed 
Confession. Allendorf was then summoned 
by Count Christian Ernst v. Stolberg to Wer- 
nigerode, where a sister of his former patron- 
esses was the wife of the Count’s eldest son. 
There he was assistant in two churches till 
1755, when he was appointed pastor of the 
Liebfrau Church, and a member of the Con- 
sistory. In 1760 he became pastor of St. Ulrich’s 
Church in Halle, and successfully laboured 
' there till, on June 3, 1773, “ As a Simeon of 
_ eighty years he received his peaceful summons 
home to rest in the arms of Jesus” (Koch, iv. 
441-4416; Allg. Deutsche Biog., i. 349, &c.}- 
His hymns, which are “hymns of love to 
Christ, the Lamb of God, and the Bridegroom 
of the believing soul,” appeared principally in 
the Einige gantz neue auserlesene Lieder, Halle, 
N. D. (c. 1733), and the Hinige gantz neue Lieder 
zum Lobe des Dreyeinigen Goltes und zur ge- 
wiinschten reichen Erbauung vieler Menschen. 
The latter, known as the Céthnische Lieder, 
contains hymne of the Pietistsof the younger 
Halle Scheol, such as Lehr, Allendorf, Wol- 
tersdorf, Kunth, &c.; and to its first ed., 1736, 
Allendorf contributed 45 hymns, while the 
4th ed., 1744, contains in its second pt. 46, and 

' the 5th ed., 1768, in its third pt. 41 additional 
hymus by him—in all 132. 

| Four of his hymns have been ¢r., viz. :— 

' 1, Das Briinnlein quillt, das Lebenswasser 
iesset. ['H. Communion.} Founded on Ps. Ixv. 
Ist pub. in 1733, p. 14, and included, in 1736, 
as above, in 9 st. of &1., as a “ Brunnenlied.” 
Repeated as No, 1570 in the Berlin G. Z. 8. 
ed. 1863. The only tr. in C. U. is:— 

The Fountain flows !—its waters—all are needing, 
omitting st. iv., vi., ix., by H. Mills in his Horae 
Germanicae, 1845 (ed. 1856, p. 43). The tr. of 

| st. 1.-iii., viil., altered to “ The Fountain flows! 
waters of life bestowing,” were included, as 
No. 819, in the Luth. General Synod’s Coll. 
1850. 

2. Die Seele ruht in Jesu Armen. [Eternal 
Life.] Founded on an anonymous hymn in 5 st. 
beginning, “Ich ruhe nun in Gottes Armen,” 
included as No. 655, in pt. ii., 1714, of Frey- 
linghausen’s G. #.; but not in the Hinhundert 
... Lieder, Dresden, 1694 [Leipzig Town Li- 

| brary}. According to Laurmann in Koch, viii. 
689, Allendorf’s hymn was first printed sepa- 
rately. In pt. ii. of the 4th ed., 1744, of the Céth- 

j mische Lieder, as above, p. 264, in 13 st. of 101. 
entitled, “ Of a soul blessed there with the bea- 
tific vision,” Rev. xxii. 4. Written in the spirit 
of Canticles, it is included in full in the Neue 
Sammlung, Wernigerode, 1752, No. 92, but is 
generally abridged, Knapp, in his Ev. L. S., 1850, 
No. 3059 (ed. 1865, No. 3123) altering it and 
omitting st. vi., ix., x. Lauxmann relates that 
Diaconus Schlipalius, of the Holy Cross Church 
in Dresden, told his wife on Jan. 1. 1764, while he 

| was yet in perfect health, that he would dieduring 
the year. He comforted her apprehensions with 
st. vi.-xi, of this hymn, which consoled himself 

| shortly before his death on April 6 of that year, 
| The only tr, in C. U. is:— 

| ‘Now rests her soul in Jesus’ arms. A good tr. 
of st. i., ii., viii, xii., xiii., in the Ist Ser., 1855, 
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of Miss Winkworth’s Lyra Ger., p. 250 (later 
eds. p. 252). Thence, omitting st. xii., as No. 362 _ 
im E.H. Bickersteth’s Ps. & Hys., 1858, Another | 
te. is,“In Jesus’ arms her soul doth rest,” by 
Mrs, Bevan, 1358, p. 42. 

' 

3. Jesus ist kommen, Grund ewiger Freude. | 
[Adveat.] First pub, in 1736 as above (ed. 1738, | 
p- 102), in 23 st. of 61, as a hymn of triumph | 
om the Coming of the Saviour to our world, | 
St. John iii, 31. In the Speier G. 2, 1859, | 
11 st. are selected, and in the Wiirttemberg 
@. B., 1842, 6 st. are given as No. 84. The 
only tr. is, “Jesus is come, O joy heaven- 
lighted,” by Miss Warner, in her H. of the 
Church Militant, 1858 (ed. 1861, p. 433), 

4 Unter Lilien jener Freuden. * [Zonging for | 
Hearen.| A beautiful hymn on the Joys of | 
Heaven, more suited for private than for Church 
use. It appeared as, “In den Auen jener Freu- 
den,” in the Sammlung Geist-. und _licblicher 
Lieder, Herrnhut, 1731, No. 1004, in 8 st. 
of 6). When repeated in 1733, p. 67, and 
in 1736, in the Céthnische Lieder, as above, 
Ps. Ixxxiv. 3, was given as a motto, and the first 
line as Unter Lilien. Included in this form as 
No. 721 in the Berlin G. Z. S. ed. 1863. Laux- 
mann, in Aoch, viii. 687-689, relates that it was 
repeated on her death-bed by the first wife of 
Jung-Stilling, and that it was a favourite hymn 
of Wilhelm Hofacker, a well-known Wiirttem- 
berg clergyman. The only tr. is, “Glorious 
are the fields of heaven,” by Mrs. Bevan, 1859, 
p- 131. [J. M.} 

Alles ist an Gottes Segen. Anon. 
xvii. cent. [Trust in God.] This hymn on 
Christian faith and patience ia mentioned by 
Koch, vy. 605, as anonymous and as dating c. 
1673. In the Niirnberg G. B, of 1676 it is 
No. 943 (ed. 1690, No, 949), in 6 st. of 61., 
marked “ Anonymus.” Included as No. 488 
in the Unv. L. S., 1851. 

Translation in C, U.:— 
All hang on our possessing. Good and 

full in the 2nd Series, 1858, of Miss Winkworth’s 
Ger., p. 189, and thence, as No. 130, in 

her C. B. for England, 1863, and in full in the 
Ohio Luth. Hymnal, 1880, No. 326. [J. M.] 

Alline, Henry [Allen], b. at Newport, 
R. L., June 14, 1748, was some time a minister 
at Falmouth, Nova Scotia, and d. at North 
Hill, N.8., Feb. 7, 1784. Alline, whose name is 
sometimes spelt Allen, is said to have founded 
a sect of “ Allenites,’ who maintained that 
Adam and Eve before the fall had no corporeal 
bodies, and denied the resurrection of the body. 
These peculiar views may have a place in his 
prose works, but they cannot be traced in his 
487 Hymns and Spiritual Songs, in five books, 
of which the 3rd ed., now rare, was pub. at 
Dover and Boston, U.8.A., 1797, and another 
at Stoningtonport, Conn., 1802. Of these 

ns 37 are found in Smith and Jones's 
ymns for the Use of Christians, 1805, and 

some in later books of that body. The best 
of these hymne, “ Amazing sight, the Saviour 
stands,” from the Ist ed. of Hymns and Spiri- 
tual Songs (1790?), is preserved in Hatfield’s 
Ch. H. Bk., 1872, No. 569, where it is given 
anonymously from Nettleton’s Village Hymne ; | 
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also in the Bapt. Praise Bk. and others. 
Alline’s hymns are unknown to the English 
collections. (F. M. B.) 

Allon, Henry, p.p. an Independent 
Minister, b. at Welton, near Hull, October 18, 
1818, and educated at Cheshunt Coll., Herts, 
In 1844 he became co-pastor with the Rev. 
T. Lewis of the Union Chapel, Islington, 
and succeeded to the sole pastorate o1 the 
death of Mr. Lewis in 1852. In 1865 Dr. 
Allon became co-editor with Dr. Reynolds 
of the British Quarterly Review, and in 1877 
the sole editor of that journal. His Memoir 
of the Rev. J. Sherman, pub, in 1863, and 
his Sermons on The Vision of God. 1876, 
are well known. As a composer of hymns 
he is represented by one hymn only, “ Low 

,in Thine made Se a good hymn for Pas- 
t tiontide, contributed to his Suppl. Hymns, 

1868, No. 24. His services to Hymnody, 
especially in the musical department, have 
been of value. In addition to acting as co- 
editor of the New Cong. H. Bk. 1859, he pub. 
Supplemental Hymns, 1868, enlarged ed. 1875; 
Children’s Worship, 1878; and The Congre- 
gational Psalmist Hymnal, 1886. His musical 
compilations are the Congregational Psalmist, 
London, 1858, in conjunction with Dr. Gaunt- 
lett, in which his Historical Preface and 
Biographical Notes display considerable re- 
search and accuracy (various eds, 1868, 1875, 
1883, raising the original 330 to 650 tunes): 
2nd sect. of the same, Chant Book. 1860; 3rd 
sect., Anthems for Congregational Use, 1872; 4th 
sect., Tunes a Children’s Worship, 1879. 
These musical works, together with his essay, 
“The Worship of the Church,” contributed 
to Dr. Reynolds's Ecclesia, 1870; and his 
most valuable lectures delivered in connection 
with the Y. M.C. A. in Exeter Hall ;— Church 
Song in ta Relation to Church Life, 1861-2; and 
Psalmody of the Reformation, 1863-4,—have 
done much towards raising the musical por- 
tion of Noneconformist worship to a higher 
and more cultured position. [J. J.) 

Allsop, Solomon 8., b. 1824; resided 
in Jamaica, where his father laboured as a 
missionary, from 1827 to 1830, when he re- 
turned to England. Joining the Nonecon- 
formist ministry he has been successively 
Pastor at Whittlesea, Longford, March, and 
Burton-on-Trent. In 1879 he was President 
of the Baptist Annual Association. When at 
Longford, 1864-68, Mr. Allsop wrote several 
hymns for the local Anniversary. Of these, 
“Our bymn of thanks we sing to-day" was 
included in Stevenson's Sch. Hymnal, 1880, 
No. 823, in 5 st. of 6 1. 

Alma Redemptoris Mater quae per- 
via coeli. [{B. V.M.] One of four Anti- 
phons to the B. V. M. used at the te:mina- 
tion of the Offices, the remaining three being 
the Ave Regina, the Regina coeli, and the 
Salve Regina. It is ascribed to Hermannus 
Contractus, who 4.1054. In Daniel, ii. p. 318, 
the text is given in full, together with a note 
setting forth its use, with readings from a 
Munich ms. probably of the 13th cent. It is 
also in a 14th cent. Sarum Breviary in tle 
British Museum (uss. Reg. 2 A., a . 235 b); 

2 
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in the Roman Breviary, Modena, 1480, f. 512; 
the York Breviary, 1493, (reprint, 1883, ii. 
494), &c. Concerning its use we may add 
from Daniel and other authorities :— 

That it is appointed to be said at the end of Compline 
from the Saturday before the first Sunday in Advent to 
the 2nd of February, inclusively, and that in the old 

Franciscan Breviary, dated 1497, it is to be sung till 
Quinquagesima Sunday. In the Breviaries of Home, 

Paris, Lyons, &c., it is to be said at the end of Compline 

from the Ist Vespers of the Ist Sunday in Advent to 

the Feast of the Purification, inclusively; also after 
Lauds during this time, if the choir where the office is 
recited be left; if Prime, or other Hours, shall be said 
immediately after Lauds, then this Antiphon should be 
used at the end, once for all, Should the Feast of the 

Purification be transferred, on account of some privi- 
leged day (as Septuagesima Sunday) falling on the same 

time, yet the Alma Kedemptoris Mater is not to be con- 
tinued beyond Feb. 2, according to decrees of the Roman 
Congregation of Rites, 1681, 1693, 1705. 

How well this Antiphon was known in Eng- 
land in the Middle Ages we may judge from 
the use which Chaucer made ot it in his 
Prioress's Tale, where the whole story is 
associated therewith. In the tale it is intro- 
duced in the following lines :— 

“ This litel childe his litel book lerning, 
As he sate in the schole at bis primere, 
He Alma magna, gel herde sing, 
As children lered his antiphonere : 
And as he dorst, he drow him nere and nere, 
And herkened ay the wordes and the note, 
Til he the firste vers coude al by rote.” 

The Poet then explains the way in which 
the child mastered the Antiphon, together 
with the music to which it was set; and 

describes his singing it in the public streets, 

his murder by the Jews for so doing, and the 
subsequent results. This Antiphon is distinct 

from the Sequence, “ Alma redemptoris Mater 

quam de coelis misit pater,” given in Daniel, 

vy. 113; Mone, ii. p. 200; Neale’s a ex Mis- 

salibus, p. 72, and others. The Sequence 

Mone quotes from a ms. of the 13th cent. Of 
this there is, so far as we are aware, no fr. into 

English. From the constant use of the Anti- 
phon, both in public and private, by all Roman 
Catholics, translations, either in prose or verse, 

are in nearly all their devotional manuals. It 
is only necessary to specify the following :— 

Translation in C. U. :— 
Mother of Ohrist, hear thou thy people’s cry. 

By E. Caswall, Ist pub. in his Lyra Catholica, 
1849, p. 38, and in his Hymns & Poems, 1873, 

» 22. Its use is confined to the Roman Catholic 
collections for schools and missions. 

Translations not in C. U. :— 
1. Kindly Mother of the Redeemer. 

Tracts for the Times, No. 75, 1536. 

2. Sweet Mother of our Saviour blest. J. Wallace, 

1874. V 

Almighty Author of my frame. 
Anne Steele. (Praise.) The first hymn of 

her Poems on Subjects chiefly Devotional, 1760, 
vol. i. pp. 1-2, in 5 st. of 4 1., and entitled 

“ Desiring to praise God.” It was repeated 
in the new ed. of the same, 1780, pp. 1-2, and 
again in Sedgwick’s reprint of her Hymns, 
&e., 1863. It came into C. U, through the 

Bristol Bapt. Coll. of Hys. of Ash and Evans, 
1769, No. 40. Its modern use, except in 
America, is very limited. 

Almighty Father, bless the word. 
(After Sermon.] This hymn appeared anony- 

Card. Newman, 
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mously in Dr. W. A. Mublenberz’s Church 
Poetry. Phila. 1823. It was repeated in the 
Amer. Prayer Book Coll., 1826, as No. 39, in 

2 st. It is found in several American col- 

lections, but is not in C. U. in Great Britain. 

f 
Almighty Father, God of grace. T. 

Cotterill. (For Pardon.) A metrical render- 
iny of the Confession from the B. of C. Prayer 
given in his Sel. 1810, and continued in later 
eds. The ascription here to Cotterill is based 
on the authority of two marked copits of the 
8th ed. of the Sel. 1819, in the Brooke and 
Julian Libraries. Orig. text in Snepp’s 8. of 
G. & G. 1872, No. 451. 

Almighty Father, gracious Lord. 
Anne Steele. (Providence and Grace.) “ Praise 
to God for the Blessings of Providence and 
Grace,” is the title of this hymn in 16 st. of 
4 1. in her Poems, &c., 1760, und 2nd edit. 
1780. A cento therefrom in Dr. Alexander’s 
Augustine H. Bk., 1849-65, is composed of at. 
i, li, Vii.-ix., xv., and xvi. It is also found 
in some American collections. Another ar- 
rangement of stanzas beginning with the first 

st. was included in Cotterill’s Sel., 1810. Of 
this, st. iii., ll. 5-8, is altered from Cowper. 

Almighty Father, heaven and earth. 
E. A. Dayman. [Offertory.) let pub. in the 
Sarum Hymnal, 1808, No. 292, and appointed 
as an “Offertory Hymn.” Together with 2 st. 
as a “General Heading,” and 2 st. as a 
“General Ending,” it embodies two parts of 
4 st. of 4 1., and a doxology. In the Hymnary, 
1872, No. 522, it PORTS 9 the form of a single 
hymn, embracing the “General Heading,” 
“Part i,” the lst st. of the “ General Ending,” 
and the dox., thus omitting one stanza of the 
latter, and the whole of pt. 2. Some slight 
alterations are also introduced therein. 

Almighty Father, let Thy love. E£. 
W. Eddis. Fang tse Written in 1863, 
and published in his Irvingite Hys. for the use 
of the Churches, in 1864, No. 114, and later 
editions. 

Almighty Father of mankind. UM. 
Bruce. [Providence.] We attribute this hymn 
to M. Bruce on grounds stated in his Memoir 
in this work. It was written probably about 
1764, and Ist pub. in J. Logan's Poems, 1781, 
No. 3, in 3 st. of 41. Its use is not extensive 
in G. Brit., but it is found in many of the 
American hymnals. Text from Logan in Dr. 
Grosart’s Works of Michael Bruce, 1865. 

Almighty Father! robed with light. 
E. T. Pilgrim. (Resignation.] From_ his 
Hymne written chiefly on the Divine Attributes 
of the Supreme Being, 2nd ed., 1831, p. 8. 

It is Hymn-iv. “On Resignation,” in 8 st. of 
41., and is based on the words, “ Thy Will 

be done.” It is in several collections. 

Almighty Father, Thou hast many 
a blessing. [Renunciation.] Auon., in Long- 

fellow and Johnson’s Amer. Book of Hys., 
1846, No. 217; and their Hymns of the Spirit, 
1864, No. 365, in 3 at. of 4 1. 
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Almighty God, be Thou our Guide. 
[Security in God.] Anou., in Holy Song Pid 
all Seasons, Lond., Bell & Daldy, 1869, No. 
356, in 5 st. of 4 1. 

Almighty God, Eternal Lord. (ayers 
a Sermon.] A cento mainly from hymns 
by C. Wesley as given in the Wes. H. Bk. 
1780. The Ist st. is from “ Come, O Thou all 
victorions Lord,” st. i., the 2nd, from “Thou 
Son of God, Whose flaming eyes,” st. v., the 
4th, from “ Father of all in whom alone;” 
and the 3rd and 5th, ibly by the compiler. 
As the cento has not been traced to an earlier 
date than Cotterill’s Sel., 1810, No. 90, it was 
probably compiled by Cotterill from the Wes. 
H. Bk. To modern collections in Great 
Britain it is almost entirely unknown, but its 
use in America is somewhat extensive. The 
concluding line, “ And faith be lost in sight,” 
anticipated Dr. Neale’s “ Till hope be lost in 
sight,” in H. A. & M., 1875, No. 226, st. iv., and 
other hymnals. The history of the hymns 
from which this cento is compiled may be 
found under their respective first lines. 

Almighty God, in humble prayer. 
J. Montgomery. [For Wisdom.) This hymn 
is in the ,“M. ss.,” but undated. It was 
ong in Montgomery’s Christian Psalmist, 1825, 
No. 498, in 6 st. of 41. andentitled “ Svlomon’s 
Prayer for Wisdom.” It is repeated, witlout 
alteration, in his Original Hymns, 1853, No. 70. 
In modern collections it is usually given in an 
abbreviated form, as in Windle’s Metrical 
Psalter & Hymnal, No. 11, Harland’s Ch. 

Paalter, No. 199, the Amer. Sabb. H. Bk., &e. 

God of love. C. Wealey. 
[Missions.] A cento composed 
1158, and 1159 of his Short Hymna, &c., 1762, 
vol. i p. 391. In this form it was given in the 

ves. H. Bk. 1780, and has been retained in 
all editions of that work. It has also 
into numerous collections, specially of the 
Methodist bodies, both in G. Brit. and 

America. Orig. text in P. Works, 1868-72, 

vol. ix. p. 469. 

Almighty God, the pure and just. 
BE. Osler. ({Lent.] 1st pub. in the Mitre 

H. Book, 1836. No. 1, in 4 st. of 4 1. and aguin 

with slight variations in the Author's Church 
and King, July 1837. In Kennedy, 1863, No. 

631, it is subject to further alterations which 

are repeated in detail from Cooke & Denton’s 
Hymnal, 1853, No. 69, but with the omission 
of their doxology. 

Almighty God, Thy Name I praise. 

Dorothy A. Thru (God the Father.) Con- 
tributed to her Hymns for the Young (1st ed. 

s.D. ¢. 1830, 4th ed. Lond. 1836), No. 63, in 
3 st. of 41. and entitled, “ Praise to God for | 

Mercies.” From thence it passed into Mrs. 

Herbert Mayo’s Sel. of Hys.& Poetry, &c., Lond, 
E. Suter (Ist ed. 1838, 4th ed. 1849), with the 

signature “D. a. T.” It is found in several 

collections for children, including the Ch. 8. 8. 

H. Bk., 1868, and others, (W. T. B.) 

Almighty God, Thy piercing eye. 

L Watts. (Omniscience.) 

of Nos. 1157, | 
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Divine Songs, 1715, in 6 st. of 41. and en- 
titled, “ The All-seeing God,” and again in 
all subsequent editions of the same work. 
It is given in various collections in Great 
Britain and America, priucipally in those for 
children, and sometimes in an abbreviated 
form. Orig. text in the Meth. 8. S. I. Bk., 
1879, No. 298. In one or two American col- 
lections it is attributed to Beddome in error. 

Almighty God, Thy sovereign 
power. J. Julian. [Almagiving.} Written 
for and Ist pub. in St. Mary’s Ch. 8. 8. H. 
Bk., Preston, Lancashire, 1874, in 5 st. of 41. 

Almighty God, Thy word is cast. 
J. Cawood. (After Sermon.] Written about 
1815, and Ist pub. in Cotterill’s Sel., 8th ed. 
1819, No. 268, in 5 st. of 4 1., and given for 
use “ After a Sermon” [s. mss.]. It was re- 
ee in Montgomery’s Christ. Psal., 1825, 

o. 252. From that date it grew in import- 
ance as a congregational hymn, until its use 
has become extenrive in all English-speaking 
countries, in some cases with the omission of 
one or more stanzas, and in others, with the 
addition of a doxology. Twotexts, purporting 
tu be the original, are extant. ‘The first is 
that of Cotterill as above, from which the 
hymn has been taken in a more or less correct 
form unti] 1862, when the second was given 
from the original ms. in Lord Selborne’s Bk. 
of Praise, 1862, p. 470, and Lyra Brit., 1867, 
P. 131. One of the best arrangements of tle 
1ymn is a slightly altered form of the latter 
in Thring’s Coll., 1882, No. 151. 

Almighty God, to-night. J. M. Neale. 
(Evening.] A child's hymn at “ Bedtime,” 
pub. in his Hymns for Children, 1842, in 5 st. 
of 4 1., and again in later editions. In use in 
American Songs of Christian Praise, 1880. 

, hty God, whose only Son. 
Sir H. W. Baker. [Missions.| Contributed 
to the App. to H. A. & M., 1868, No. 357, in 
7 st. of 4/., and repeated in the revised edi- 
tion of 1875, and other coliections, 

Almighty King, whose wondrous. 
hand. W. Cowper. [Grace and Providence.) 
No. 81, Bk. iii, of the Olney Hymna, 1779, 
in 5 st. of 4 1, and entitled “Grace and 
Providence.” It has not attained to the posi- 
tion of many of Cowper's hymns, and is found 
in a few collections only, iucluding Marti- 
neau’s Hymns, &c., 1840 and 1873. 

Almighty Lord and King. [God un- 
changeable.) An anonymous hymn in Dr. 
Alexander's Augustine H. Bk., 2nd ed. 1858. 

Almighty Maker, God! I. Watts. 
Praise.) 1st pub. in his Horae Lyricae, 1706, 

in 11 st. of 4 1., and entitled “ Sincere Praise ” 

In its complete form it is unknown to the col- 
lections, but centos differing in length and 
arrangement, but all opening with the first 
stanza, are found in numerous hymnals in 
G. Brit. and America. 

Almighty Maker, Lord of all. [Holi- 

ness.) This hymn is given in J. H. Thom’s 

Ist pub. in his| Unitarian Hys., Chants & Anthems, 1858, No. 
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433, as from “ Rees's Col,” i.e. Kippis’s Coll. of 
which Abraham Rees was one of the editors, 
1795: No. 206, where it is given as from 
“ Select Collection of 1756.” 

Almighty Ruler of the skies. [. 
Watts. [Ps. viii.) His L. mM. paraph. of v. 
1, 2, of Ps. viii, lst pub. in his Psalms of 
David, 1719, in 5 st. of + L, and entitled 
“Phe Hosanna of the Children; or, Infants 
praising God.” His explanation of the open- 
ing stanzas is given in a note thus:—** These | 

“ . | star so clear,” by Miss Manington, 1864, p. 13. two first verses are here paraphrased aud ex- 
lained by the history uf the Children crying 
osanna to Christ, Matt. xxi. 15, 16, where 

our Saviour cites and applies those words of 
the Psalmist.” 

Although not of the first importance, it 
might be utilized as a hymn for Palm Sunday. 
Its use is limited. The New Cong., copying 
from the Leeds H. Bk., 1853, omits st. iii. and v. 

Almum flamen, vita mundi. [Whit- 
suntide.| This hymn is of unknown origin 
and date. It is in the Corolla Hymnorum, 
Cologne, 1806, p. 40. Daniel, ii. p. 368, gives 
it in 7 st. of 9 1., without note or comment. 
It is not known to be in use in any liturgical 
work. (Ww. A. 8.) 

Translation in C, U. :— 
Lord of Eternal Sanctity, By E. Caswall, 1st 

pub. in his IJasque of Mary and other Poems, 
1858, in 7 st. of 10 1., and again in his Hymns 
and Poems, 1873, p. 131. In this form it is not in 
C. U., but a cento, beginning with st. ii., “ Come 
Thou, who dost the soul endue” (Veni, Spiritus 
Creator), was compiled for the Hymnary, 1872, 
No. 329, and received the sanction of Mr. Cas- 
wall, shortly before his death (&. Mss.). Another 
tr, not in C. U. is “Genial Spirit, earth's emo- 
tion,” by Dr. Kynaston in his Occasional Hymns, 
1862. ' 

Alone! to land alone upon that 
shore. F. W. Faber. (Death) Pub. in his 
Hymna, 1862, No. 148, in 10 st. of 61. From 
it two centos are in C. U., both beginning 
with the same first line as above, and altered 

’ throughout; the first being No. 6 in the Scot- 
tish Ibrox Hymnal, 1871, and the second, No. 
909, in the Bapt. Hymnal, 1879. 

Altenburg, Johann Michael, b. at 
Alach, near Erfurt, on Trinity Sunday, 1584. 
After completing his studies he was for some 
time teacher and precentor in Erfurt. In 
1608 he was appointed pastor of Ilversgehofen 
and Marbach near Erfurt; in 1611, of Troch- 
telborn ; and in 1621 of Gross-Sommern or Sém- 
merda near Erfurt. In the troublous war times 
he was forced, in 1631, to flee to Erfurt, and 
there, on the news of the victory of Leipzig, 
Sept. 17, 1631, he composed his best known 
hymn. He remained in Erfurt without a 
charge till, in 1637, he was appointed diaconus 
of the Augustine Church, and, in 1638, pastor 
of St. Andrew's Unurch. He d. at Erfurt 
February 12, 1640 (Koch, iii. 115-117 ; Allg. 
Deutsche Biog., i. p. 363, and x. p. 766—the 
latter saying he did not go to Erfurt till 
1687). He was a good musician, and seems 
to have been the composer of the melodies 

Blutige Siegs-Crone, Leipzig, 1623 [Town Library, Ham- 

ALTENBURG, J. M. 

rather than of the words of some of the 
hymns ascribed to him. Two of his hymns 
have been tr. into English, viz. :— 

1, Aus Jakob's Stamm ein Stern sehr klar. 
Christmas.) Included us No. 3 of his Christ- 

liche lichliche und andachtige newe Kirchen- und 
Hauss-Gesdnge, pt. i., Erfurt, 1620, in 3 st. of 
51. According to Wetzel’s A. H., vol.i., pt. v. p- 
+1, it was first pub. in J. Furster’s Hohen Festtags- 
Schreinlein, 1611. In the Unv. Z. 3., 1851, No. 
24. It has been tr. as “From Jacob’s root, a 

2. Verzage nicht du Hauflein klein. [Jn Trouble. } 
Concerning the authorship of this hymn there 
are three main theories—i. that it is by Gustavus 
Adolphus ; ii. that the ideas are his and the dic- 
tion that of his chaplain, Dr, Jacob Fabricius ; and 
iii, that it is by Altenburg, In tracing out the 
hymn we find that :— 
The oldest accessible form is in two pamphlets pub- 

lished shortly after the death of Gustavus Adolphus, 
viz., the Apicedion, Leipzig, x.p. but probably in the end 
of 1632(Royal Library, Berlin}: and Arnold Mengering's 

burg]. In the Apicedion the hymn is entitled, ** Kénig- 
licher Schwanengesang So ihre Majest. vor dem Liitzen- 
schen Treffen inniglichen zu Gott gesungen "; andin the 
Siegs-Crone, p. 73, ‘“*Der S. Kon. Mayt. zu Schweden 
Lied, welcbes Sie vor der Schlacht 
cases there are 3 sts. :— 

i. Verzage nicht, du Hiuffiein klein. 
il. ‘Troste dich dess, dass deine Sach. 

fii. So wahr Gott Gott ist, und sein Wort, 
The next form is that in J. Clauder's Psalmodiae 

Novae Pars Tertwa, Leipzig, 1626, No. 17, in 5 st. of ¢ 
lines, st. i.-fii. as above, and— 

iv. Ach Gott gieb in des deine Gnad 
v. Hilff dass wir auch nach deinem Wort. 

No author's name is given. In the Aayreuth G. B., 
166+, p. 266, st. iv., v., are marked as an addition by 
Dr. Samuel Zebner; and by J, C, Olearius in his 
Lieder-Schatz, 1705, p. 141, as written in 163% (1633 ?), 
when the Croats had partially burnt Schleusingen, 
where Zebner was then superintendent. 

The third form of importance is that given in 
Jeremias Weber’s Leipzig G. B., 1638, p. 651, where it is 
entitled “A soul-rejoicing bymn of Consolation upon 
the watchword--God with us—used by the Evangelical 
army in the battle of Leipzig, 7th Sept , 1631, composed 
by M. Johann Altenburg, pastor at Gross Simmern in 
Dtringen,” (i.e, Simmerda in Thuringia]. It isin 5 sts., 
of which sts. i.-iii. are the same as the 1633, and are 
marked as by Altenburg. 

gesungen.”” In both 

St. iv, v., beginning— 
iv, Drlimb sey getrost du kleines Heer 
v. Amen, das hilff Herr Jesu Christ, 

are marked as “ Additamentum Ignoti.” This is the 
form in C, U. 
1242. 

In favour of Altenburg there is the explicit declara- 
tion of the Leipzig G. B., 163%, followed by most 
subsequent writers, The idea that the hymn was by 

as in the Berlin G. L. S, ed. 1863, No. 

Gustavus Adolphus seems to have no other foundation 
than that in many of the old hymn-books it was called 
Gustavus Adolphus's Battle Hymn, The theory that the 
ideas were communicated by the King to his chaplain, 
Dr. Fabricius, after the battle of Leipzig, and b 

' Fabricius versified, is maintained by Mobhnike in h 
| Hymnologische Forschungen, 1832, pt. li. pp. 55-98, but 

rests on very slender evidence. In Noch, viii. 138-141, 
there is the following striking word-picture :— 

If, then, we must deny to the bynin Albert Knapp’s 
characterisation of it as “a little feather from the eagle 
wing of Gustavus Adolphus,” so much the more its 
original title as his “Swan Song” remains true. It 
was on the morning of the ,", Nov., 1632, that the 
Catholic army under Wallenstein and the Evangelical 
under Gustavus Adolphus stood over against each other 
at Liltzen ready to strike, As the morning dawned 

| Gustavus Adolphus summoned his Court preacher 
. Fabricius, and commanded him, as also the army chap- 
lains of all the other regiments, to bold a service of 
prayer, During this service the whole host sung the 
pious king's battle hymn— 

“ Verzage nicht, du Hauflein kiein.” 
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He himself was on his knees and prayed fervently. | 
Meantime a thick mist had descended, which hid the | 
fatal field so that nothing could be distinguished. When 
the bost had now been set in battle array he gave them 
as watchword for the fight the saying, “God with us,” | 
mounted his horse, drew bis sword, and rode along the | 
lines of the army to encourage the soldiers for the | 
battle. First, however, he commanded the tunes Ain | 
Jeste Burg and Es wollt uns Gott genddig sein to be 
played by the kettledrums and trumpets, and the 
soldiers joined as with one voice, The mist now began | 
to disappear, and the sun shone through. Then, after a | 
short prayer, he cried out: “ Now will we set to, please | 
trod,” and immediately after, very loud, “Jesu, Jesu, | 
Jesu, help me to-day to fight for the honour of Thy | 
Holy Name.” Then he attacked the enemy at full 
speed, detended only by a leathern gorget. © God is my 
harness,” he had said to the servant who wished to put 
on bis armour, The conflict was hot and bloody. 
About 11 o'clock in the forenoon the fatal bullet struck 
bim, and he sank, dying, from his horse, with the 
words, “My God, my God!" Till twilight came on 
the fight and was doubtful. But at length the 
Evangelical host obtained the victory, as it had pro- 
phetically sung at dawn.” 

This hymn has ever been a favourite in Ger- 
many, Was sung in the house of P. J. Spener 
every Sunday afternoon, and of Jate years has 
been greatly used at meetings of the Gustavus 
Adolphus Union—an association for the help of 
Protestant Churches in Roman Catholic coun- 
tries. In translatious it has passed into many 
English and American collections. 

Translations in C. U. :— 

1, Fear not, O little flock, the foe. A good fr. 
from the text of 1638, omitting st. iv., by Miss | 
Winkworth, in her Lyra Ger., 1855, p. 17. In- 
cluded,in England in Kennedy, 1863, Snepp’s S. of ' 
G. and G., 1871, Free Church H. Bk., 1882, and , 
others; and in America in the Sabbath H. Bh., 
1858, Pennsylvania Luth, Ch. Bh. 1868, Hys. | 
of the Church, 1869, Bapt. H. Bk., 1871, H. and | 
Songs of Praise, 1874, and many others. 

2. Be not dismay’d, thou little flock. A good tr. | 
of st. i.-iii, of the 1638 text in Mrs. Charles's V. 
of Christian Life in Song, 1858, p. 248. She tr. 
from the Swedish, which, in the Swenska Psalm- 
Boten, Carlstadt, N.D. (1866), is given a3 No, 378, 
“Forfaras ej, du lilla hop!” and marked Gus- 
taf II. Adolf. Her version is No. 204 in Wil- 
son's Service of Praise, 1865. 

5. Thou little flock, be not afraid. A tr, of st. | 
i-iii, from the 1638 text, by M. Loy, in the | 
Ohio Luth. Hymnal, 1880, No. 197. 

Other trs. are all from the text of 1638. 
(1,) “ Be not dishearten’d, little flock,” by Dr. H. Mills, 

1856, p. 121. (2.) “ Despond not, little band, although,” 
by Dr. G. Walker, 1860, p. 41. (3.) “Be not dismay'd, 
thou little flock, Nor,” by E. Massie, 1866, p. 143. (4. ) 
“O little flock, be not afraid,” in J. D. Burns’s Memoir 
and Kemains, 1469. p. 226. (J. M.} 

Altus Prosator, Vetustus. St. Columba. 
This very curious hymn was first made known 

modern scholars by the late Dr. J. H. Todd, 
in Fase. ii. p. 205 of the Liber Hymnorum 
tditel by him in 1869 for the Irish Archwo- | 
logical and Celtic Society, where it is given 
with a prose translation by the editor. A 
thymed version of this by Dr. W. MacIlwaine 
sziven in his Lyra Hibernica Sacra, Belfast, 
878, commencing, “The Father exalted, 

ancient of days, unbegotten,” and the Latin 
text is reprinted in the Appz. thereto. In 
182 the Marquess of Bute issued a prose 
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version, together with the original text and 
valuable notes thereon as The Altus of 8. 
Columba, edited with Prose Paraphrase and 
Notes by John, Marquess of Bute, Edinb., 
Blackwood, 1882, (W. T. B.] 

Alway in the Lord rejoice. J. 8S. B. 
Monsell. (Joy in the Lord.] Written in Italy 
aud Ist pub. in his Spiritual Songs, 1857 
and 1875, in 8 st. of 41. It is based on the 
Epistle for the 4th S. in Advent. It has not 
come into C, U. in G. Brit. In the Amer. 
College Hyl., N. Y., 1876, No. 314. st. i.-iv. 
and vii. are given with slight alteration. 

Am Grabe stehn wir stille. (C.J. P. 
Spitta. [Burial of the Dead.) 1st pub. in 
Series i. of his Psalter und arfe, Leipzig, 
1833, p. 140 (ed. 1838, p. 155), in 6 st. of 4 F 
entitled “At the Grave.” Taken by his 
colleague, Pastor Borchers, as the text of 
his oration at Spitta’s funeral, Sunday, Oct. 1, 
185 (Miinkel’s Spitta, 1861, pp. 283-284), 
Included as No. 2918 in Knapp's Ev. L. 8. 
ed. 1850 

Translation in C. U. :— 
The precious seed of weeping. An excellent (r., 

as No, 98, by Miss Winkworth in her C. B. for 
England, 1863, Thence, unaltered, as No. 236 in 
Allon’s Supp. Hymns, 1868, as No. 554 in the 
Pennsylvania Luth. CAé.Bh., 1868, and as No, 1010 

in the American Meth. Episco. Hymnal, 1878. 
Other trs, are :— 

(1.) “ Now weeping at the grave we stand,” by Miss 
wi th, 1858, p. 118. (2.) “Beside the dark grave 
standing,” by #. ‘aeons 1860, p. 138, (J. M.] 

Am I a soldier of the Cross? J. 
Watts. (Holy Fortitude.] Appended to his 
Sermons, pub. in 1721-24, in 3 vols., vol. iii., 
and intended to accompany a sermon on 1 Cor. 
xvi. 13. It is in 6 st. of 4 1., and entitled 
“ Holy Fortitude.” In Spurgeon’s O. 0. H. Bk., 
No. 671, st. v. and vi. are omitted, but the 
rest are unaltered. Orig full text in all 
editions of Watts’s Works. In the New Cong., 
No, 623, it is given in an abbreviated and 
slightly alte form as—“ Are we the 
soldiers of the Cross?” This is also found in 
Snepp’s Songs of G. & G., 1872, und other 
collections. It dates as early as the Leeds 

_H. Bk., 1853. The American use of this 
hymn is extensive. 

Am I poor, do men despise me? 
(Contentment.}] An anonymous hymn from 
the American 8. 8S. Union Collection, given in the Meth. F. C. 8. 8. H. Bk., No. 268. 
Amazing grace, how sweet the 

sound. J. Newton. [Grace.] No. 41, Bk. i. 
of the Olney Hymm, 1779, in 6 st. of 4 1., 
entitled “ Faith's Review «nd Expectation,” 
and based upon i. Chron. xviii. 16,17. In G. 
Brit. it is unknown to modern collections, but 
in America its use is extensive. It is far 
irom being a good example of Newton's work. 

Amazing love! transcendent grace. 
Joseph Irons. (Predestination.] 1st pub. 
in his Zion’s Songs, &c., 3rd ed. 1825, No. 146, 
and thence into Snepp's S. of G. & G., 1872, 
No. 678, unaltered. 
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Ambrosius (St. Ambrose), second son | friends and supporters was a severe blow to 
and third child of Ambrosiys, Prefect of the | Ambrose : two unquiet years passed,and then, 
Gauls, was b. at Lyons, Arles, or Treves— | worn with labours and anxieties, he himself 
probably the last—in 340 a.p. On the death rested from his labours on Easter Eve, 397. 
of his father in 353 his mother removed to | It was the 4th of April, and on that day the 
Rome with her three children. Ambrose went | great Bishop of Milan is remembered by the 
through the usual course of education, attain- Western Church, but Rome commemorates his 
ing considerable proficiency in Greek; and | consecration only, Dec. 7th. Great he was 
then entered the profession which his elder 
brother Satyrus had chosen, that of the law. 
In this he so distinguished himself that, after 
practising in the court of Probus, the Praeto- 
rian Prefect of Italy, he was, in 374, appointed 
Consular of Liguria and Aemilia. This office 
necessituted his residence in Milan. Not many 

| 
months after, Auxentius, bishop of Milan, who | 
had joined the Arian party, died; and much 
was felt to depend upon the person appointed 
as his suecessor. The church in whieh the 
election was held was so filled with excited 
people that the Consular found it necessary to | 
take steps for preserving the peace, and him- 
self exhorted them to peace and order: when 
a voice suddenly exclaimed, “ Ambrose is 
Bishop,” and the cry was taken up on all 
sides. He was compelled to accept the post, 
though still only a catechumen; was forthwith 
baptized, aud in a week more consecrated 
Bishop, Dec. 7, 374. The death of the Em- 
peror Valentinian L., in 375, brought him into 
collision with Justina, Valentinian’s second 
wife, an adherent of the Arian party : Ambrose 
was supported by Gratian, the elder son of 
Valentinian, and by Theodosius, whom Gratian 
in 379 associated with himself in the empire. 
Gratian was assassinated in 383 by a partisan 
of Maximus, and Ambrose was sent to treat 
with the usurper, a picce of diplomacy in 
which he was fuirly successful. He found 
himself, however, left to carry on the contest 
with the Arians and the Empress almost 
alone. He and the faithful gallantly defended 
the churches which the heretics attempted to 
seize. Justina was foiled: and the advance of 
Maximus on Milan led to her flight, and even- 
tually to her death in 388. It was in this 
year, or more probably the year before (387), 
that Ambrose received into the Church by 
baptism his t scholar Augustine, once a 
Manichaean heretic. Theodosius was now 
virtually head of the Roman empire, his col- 
league Valentinian II., Justina’s son, being a 
youth of only 17. In the early part of 390 
the news of a riot at Thessalonica, brought to 
him at Milan, caused him to give a hasty 
order for a general massacre at that city, and 
his command was but too faithfully obeyed. (mn 
his presenting himself a few days after at the 
door of the principal church in Milan, he was 
met by Ambrose, who refused him entrance 
till he should have done penance for his crime. 
It was not till Christmas, eight months after, 
that the Emperor declared his penitence, and 
was received into communion again by the 
Bishop. Valentinian was murdered by Arbo- 
gastes, a Frank general. in 892; and the mur- 
derer and his puppet emperor Eugenins were 
defeated by Theodosius in 394. But the 
fatigues of the campaign told on the Emperor, 
and he died the following year. Ambrose 
preached his funeral sermon, as he had done 
that of Valentinian. 

indeed, as a scholar, an organiser, a statesman - 
still greater as u theologian, the earnest and 
brilliant defender of the Catholic faith against 
the Arians of the West, just as Athanasius 
(whose pame, one cannot but remark, is the 
saine as his in meaning) was its champion 
against tiose of the East. We are now 
mainly concerned with him as musician and 
poet, “the father of Church song” as he is 
called by Grimm. He introduced from the 
East the practice of antiphonal chanting, and 
began the task, which St. Gregory completed, 
of systematizing the music of the Church. 
As a writer of sacred poetry he is remarkable 
for depth and severity. He does not warm 
with his subject, like Adam of St. Victor, or 
St. Bernard. “ We feel,” says Abp. Trench, 
“as though there were a certain coldness in 
his hymna, an aloofness of the author from his 
subject.” 
A large number of hymns has been attri- 

buted to his pen; Daniel gives no fewer than 
92 called Ambrosian. Of these the great 
majority (including one on himself) cannot 
possibly be his; there is more or less doubt 
about the rest. The authorities on the sub- 
ject are the Benedictine ed. of his works, the 
Pealterium, or Hymnary, of Cardinal Thoma- 
sius, and the Thesaurus Hymnologicus. of 
Daniel. The Benedictine editors give 12 
hymns as assignable to him, as follows :— 

. Aeterna Christi munera. 
. Aeterne rerum Conditor. 
Consors Paterni luminis. 

. Deus Creator omnium. 

. Fit porta Christi pervia. 
. Iluminans Altissimus. 
. Jam surgit hora tertia. 

s. O Lux Reata Trinitas. 
9. Orabo mente Dominum. 

10. Somno refectis artubus. 
11. Splendor Paternae gloriae. 
12. Veni Redemptor gentium. 

Histories of these hymns, together with 
details of tre. into English, are given in this 
work, and may be found under their respective 
first lines. The Bollandists and Daniel are 
inclined to attribute to St. Ambrose a hymn, 
Grates tihi Jesu novas, on the finding of the 
relics of SS. Gervasius and Protasius. These, 
we know, were discovered by him in 386, and 
it is by no means unlikely that the bishop 
should have commemorated in verse an event 
which he announces by letter to his sister 
Marcellina with so much satisfaction, not to 
say exultation. 

A beautiful tradition makes the Te Deum 
laudamus to have been composed under inspira- 

AjOceawe 

_ tion, and recited alternately, by SS. Ambrose 
and Augustine immediately after the baptism 
of the latter in 387. But the story rests upon 

/a passage which there is every reason to con- 

The loss of these two , 

sider spurious, in the Chronicon of Dacius. 
Bp. of Milan in 550. There is no hint of such 
an occurrence in the Confessions of St, Augus- 
tine, nor in Paulinus’s life of St. Ambrose, 
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AMEN TO ALL . 

rH in any authentic writing of St. Ambrose 
aye The hyuin is essentially a compilation, 

and there is much reason 
Merati, that it originated in the 5th cent. in 
- a of St. Honoratus " Romie 

; Amen to all that God hath said. 
D, esley. [Divine Holiness, and Human 
perenity.) Appeared in Hymns and Sacred 
pa 1742, in 36 st. of 4 1., in three parts, 

m7 entitled “Unto the Angel of the Church 
nile’ oe aiceana.” In 1780, J. Wesley com- 

e@ follow; Wea. H. Bk pai centos therefrom for the 

__, + Ged of unspottod purity. Composed of st. 
iy 1¥., V., Vi, Viil.-xi. of Part i. 

&. 0 let us our own works forsake. Composed 
of st. ili, Viii., ix, x. of Part ii. 

8. Saviour of all, to Thee we bow. Composed 
at st. ivi. of Part iii. 
h All these centos have passed into numerous 
tymuals in G. Brit. and America. Orig. text 
in P. Works, 1868-72, vol. ii. p. 358. 

American Hymnody. Psalmody rather 
than Hy mnoly was the usage of America prior 
to 1800. The famous Bay Psalm Book, or 
Net England Version of 1640, published 
at Cambridge, New England, by Stephen 
4¥, Was the first volume printed in these 

Colonies; and from its rarity the few ex- 
tant copies of the first edition are very highly 

| 
to believe, with | or other sources, were allowed. 

valued. Isaiah Thomas, the founder of the | 
American Antiquarian Society, supposed that 
“not less than seventy editions were printed 
10 Boston, London, and Edinburgh.” The 
revision of that version.by Thomas Prince in 
1757 met with less favour (and is scarcer) 

the original, which about that time 
began to be superseded by the Version of 
Tate & Brady. Of Tate & Brady's Version 
many tlitions, with Supplement of Hymna, 
mostly by Watts, were printed at Boston be- 
‘ween 1750 and 1800. Towards the end of 

century numerous editions of Watts’s 
Palms and Hymns appeared, chiefly in New 
England, and continued to appear after the 
publication of the amended versions of Watts’s 
Pralms, by Joc! Barlow, in 1785, and Timothy 
Dwight, in 1800. Hymn-compiling began 
after the Revolution, and its course can best 
be fullowed under the headings of the several 
religious bodies. 

l. Protestant Episcopal Church. — The 
Rpissopal Church issued, in 1789, the Ver- 
tion of Tate & Brady with twenty-seven 
lymna, to which thirty more were added in 
1408. These were superseded by an abridged 
venion of the Psalms, mostly fram Tate & 
Brady, in 1833, and a Collection of Hymns, 
bunbering 212, published previously in 1827. 
The latter, entitled H. of the Prot. Episc. Ch. 
id forth in General Convention in the years 
1789, 1808, and 1826, and commonly known 
u the Prayer-Book Collection, exvept for its 
originals, hardly deserved tue repute it long 
enjoyed. It continued to be used exclusively 
in the Sunday services for 35 years, and was 
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After 1851, in some dioceses Hymns Ancient 
and Modern, or one or two Selections trom it 

In 1866, 
sixty-six Additional Hymns were put forth; 
and in 1871 the preseut Hymnal. This, al- 
though a great advance upon the Prayer Bk. 
Collection of 1826, does not compare favour- 
ably with the leading Anglican books of 

y. It was slightly revised, and not 
materially improved, in 1874. The voluntary 
system of the English Church with regard 
to Hymnody has unfortunately not been 
permitted to her American daughter, who is 
in consequence far behind in hymnic know- 
ledge, activity, and tuste. Of private collec- 
tions which might be used at week-night 
services, &c., we moy mention Dr. C. W. 
Andrews’s Church Hymna, of 1844 and 1857, 
and Hymns for Church and Home, 1859-60. 
The latter did much in preparing the way 
fur the Hymnal of 1871-4. 

Il. Presbyterians.—This body, in common 
with the Congregationalists, for a long time 
used Watts chiefly. Their first official Psalms 
and Hymne appeared in 1828-29, and amended 
editiousof it in 1830-1834,and in 1843. The 
Church Psalmist of 1848, with the Supple- 
ment of 1847, was long the chief manual of 
the New School body. Among prominent 
extant collections, the Presbyterian Hymnal, 
of 1874, is to be distinguished from the 
inferior Hymnal of the Presbyterian Church 
of 1867. Of books not put forth by autho- 
rity, nor strictly denominational, and which 
have been used by Congregationalists and 
others as well as by Presbyterians, Leavitt's 
Christian Lyre of 1830-1 contained origi- 
nals, and is of historic importance. The 
same is true of Thomas Hastings’s Spiritual 
Songs, 1831, 2, 3, in which the hymns of the 
three leading American writers— Hastings, 
Ray Palmer, and 8. F. Smith—first ap- 
peared. Dr. C. 8. Robinson’s Songs for the 
Sanctuary, 1805, and his Spiritual Songs, 
1878, aim rather at popular usefulness than 
literary accuracy, and have won great suc- 
cess. On the other hand, The Sacrifice of 
Praise, 1869, was carefully edited with notes. 
The late Dr. E. F. Hatfield, one of the leading 
hymnological scholars of America, produced in 
The Church Hymn Book, 1872, a work exception- 
ally trustworthy for texts, dates, and ascriptions 
of authorship. No less vuluable in these re- 
spects is Hymns & Songs of Praise, published 
in 1874 by 5 os Hitchcock, Eddy, and Schaff; 
these three eminent compilers having ex- 
pended on it much care, skill, and taste. 
These two books, though not so widely circu- 
lated as some others, are essential to every 
hymnic library. 

III. Congregationalists.—The first Congre- 
gational compilation which shewed thought 
and research was the Hartford Selection 
of 1799—by Nathan Strong and others—a 
work of unusual merit for its day. It con- 
tuined many originals, as did also Nettle- 
ton's Village Hymns, 1824, which was long 
and widely used, and exerted au influence 
of considerable importance. Its Missionary 
Hymne, then a new feature, were numerous, 
and drawn largely from Hymna for the Monthly 

bound up with the Prayer Book till 1871. | Concert, Andover, 1823, an important but 
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almost unknown tract by L. Bacon (q. v.). 
Worcester’s Watts’s, and Select Hymns, 1823, 
long held a prominent place. So did Mason 
and Greene's Church Psalmody, 1831. Bacon's 
Supplement to Dwight, 1833, kept Dwight’s 
Waits in use till the Connecticut Congrega- 
tional Psalms and Hymns appeared in 1845. 
Abner Jones compiled Melodies of the Church 
in 1832, and his son Darius E, Jones, Temple 
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TIANS, made a large beginning in 1805 with 
the collection of Elias Smith and Abuer 
Jones. Of their later collections the most 
noteworthy is the Christian Hymn Book, Bos- 
ton, 1863. The other body of this name has 
its strength in the South and West. It has 

_used a book compiled by its founder, Alex- 

Melodies, in 1851, and Songs of the New Life, | 
at first a Pocket Hymn Book (a reprint of 1869. Mr. H. W. Beecher’s Plymouth Collec- 

tion, 1855, represented the original mind of | 
its editor, and has many points of interest. 
The Sabbath Hymn Book, 1858, prepared by 
Professors Park and Phelps of Andover, | 
though careless in authorship and texts, was | issued a Supplement to it in 1810. In 1836 an 

official book, excluding all others for Sunday 
hymnals to its date. Elias Nason's Congrega- | services, was issued, and another in 1849. 
tional Hymn Book, 1857, and sundry others of | These were displaced by the Methodist 
lesser note, appeared in Boston. ‘The year Hymnal, 1878. The Southern Methodist Epi- 
1880 marks the reaction from the excessive | scopal Hymns of 1847 took less liberties with 
bulk of 1200 to 1500 hymns to about 600 in | 
the Oberlin (Ohio) Manual of Praise, Mr. C, | Wesley’s great collection than its Northeru 

the most attractive and valuable of American 

H. Richards's Songs of Christian Praise, and 
Hall and Lasar’s Evangelical Hymnal. The 
last named shows a new departure no less in 
its large use of recent material and following 
of English models, than in the admirable 
carefulness of its editing, and in u biogra- 
phical index, covering thirty-three double 
columns, of authors, translators, and com- 
posers. The index is based upon that com- 

ander Campbell, and another published at 
Dayton, Ohio. 

V. Methodists, American Methodists used 

that by Spence which was attacked by J- 
Wesley), the 10th ed. of which appeared in 
1790, and the 27th in 1802. In 1802 it was 
revised by Coke and Asbury. The latter 

the texts, and adhered more closely to John 

successor. The Metuopist Protestant body 
has had three hymn-books, published ar Se 
tively in 1837, 1859, and 1871. The 
LEYAN Metuovists and the ArricaN Meruo- 

pDIsTs also use compilations of their own. 

| 
‘ } 

Many books, Methodist in character if not in 
name, and adapted to camp-meetings and the 
like, came out about the beginning of the cen- 
tury and later, containing effusions, not a few 

ge by Major Crawford and the Rey. J. A. | of which had certain rude and fervid elements 
berle for the Irish Ch. Hymnal, 1876, 
1V. Baptists.—The Baptists soon abandoned 

the exclusive use of Psalms, and com- 
meuced the compilation of independent 
collections of hymns. A Philadelphia Col- 
lection of theirs, published in 1790, cites one 
of Newport, Rhode Island, still earlier. Of 
Joshua Smith’s Divine Hymna, a ninth edition 
bears date 1799. In New York, too, John 
Stanford issued a collection of 200, chiefly 
from Rippon, in 1792, and gave authors’ names. 
The Boston Coliection, 1808, Parkinson's, 
1809-17, and Maclay’s, 1815, were of note, 
and Winchell’s Arrangement of Watts, with 
Su ment, 1817-32, had a great sale. The 
Psalmist by Baron Stow and 8. F, Smith, 

| 

published in 1843, was an exemplary work, | 
and met with general acceptance throughout 
the north, as did Manly’s Baptist Psalmody, 
1850, in the south. The Baptist Harp, 1849, 
and Devotional Hymnal of 1864, are of some 
impottance. A great many 32mos. and 48mos., 
of revivalistic character—the Virginia Selec- 
tion, Dover Selection, Mercer’s Chester, &e.— 
have been in use. Of more sober type is Lins- 
ley and Davis’s Select Hymns, 1836. The 
leading books to-day are the Baptist Hymn 
Book, Praise Book, and the Service of Song, 
all of 1871. In addition to purely Buptist rs 
lections, editions of the chief Congregational 
Collections for the use of Baptists have had 
an extensive sale. These include the Church 
Pealmody of Mason and Greene, the Plymouth 

| 

of poetic merit. Eminent among these was a 
Baltimore Collection of about 1800, several pieces 
from which are still in use. This type is now 
represented by the numerous Gospel Songs, 
&e., of America, and Sacred Songs and Solos 
(Sankey) in England, which are indeed 
spiritual songs, rather than hymns; having 
immense temporary popularity and influence, 
but are rather Jonah’s gourds than plants of 
permanent standing in the song-garden. The 
splendid provision, both in quantity and 
quality, made by Charles Wesley, seems, here 
as in England, to have deterred those who 
followed his views and methods from attempt- 
ing to produce serious hymns ufter his pattern 
in any considerable measure. 

VI. Universalists.—The Universalists have 
been very active, and their activity began 
very early. In 1792 they issued two vol- 
lections, that of Richards (q. v.) and Lane, 
in Boston, and one in Philadelphia. In 
1808 appeared 415 Hymns composed by 
different authors (Hosea Ballou, Abner Knee- 
land, and four others) at the request of the 
General Convention of Universalists, an infe- 
rior work, as works produce! under such cir- 
cumstances usually are. Among later books 

| are those of Ballou and Turner, 1821; S. and 
R. Streeter, 1829; Hosea Ballon, second collec- 

‘tion, 1837; Adams & Chapin’s Hymns for 

Collection of H. W. Beccher, and The Sabbath | 
Hymn Book of Park and Phelps. Collections 
by Free Witt Baptists appeared in 1832 and 
1858, and by THe OLp Scnoor, or PRoirive 
Baptists in 1836 and 1858, The older of the 
two Baptist sects calling themselves Curis- 

| 

Christian Devotion, 1846; J. G. Adams, 1861 ; 
and Prayers and Hymns, 1868. All these 
contain originals, 

VIL. Unitarians.—The Unitarians have 
been still more prolific in compiling, and in com- 
posing nearly as much so, but not in the same 
perfunctory way, and with far greater success. 
Possessing a large share of the best blood 
and brain in the most cultivated section of 
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America, they exhibit a long array of respect- | 
able hymnists whose effusions have often won 
the acceptance of other bodies, and must be 
largely represented in these pages. Special 
service has been done at home by Dr. A. P. 
Putnam, of Brooklyn, whose admirable Singers 
amd Songs of the Liberal Faith (1875), though 
a large volume, does not exhaust the subject, 
but is to be supplemented by another. Amongst 
their niost notable collections, usually from 
Bostou, are Belknap’s, 1795; Sewall’s (New 
York ), 1820; Greentcood's, 1830-35; that of the 
Cheshire Association (Connt.), 1844; Dr. J. F. 
Clarke's, 1844-55; Drs. Hedge & [untington’'s, 
1853 ; 8. Longtellow and 5. Johnson’s Book of 
Hymns, 1846-48, and Hymns of the Spirit, 
ls64; and the Unitarian Hymn Book, 1869. 
The last is the most widely used, but is by no 
means tlie one of most marked character, care- 
ful editing, or general literary merit. 

VII. Roman Catholic—The Roman Catho- 
lic Church in the United States has done 
nothing worthy of mention, unless the reprint, 
with additions, of E, Caswall’s Lyra Catholica 
of 1849 be regarded as a selection for con- 
gregational purposes, 

IX. Lutherans.—Such Lutherans as in the 
latter part of the 18th cent. used the English 
tongue were supplied by the pious efforts of 
Dr. Kunze, 1795, of Strebeck, 1797, and of 
Williston, 1806; and later. by the various 
collections of the Tennessee, Ohio, and 
General Synods; by those of the New York 
Ministerium 1814-34; and by the Minis- 
terium of Pennsylvania, 1865. The latter, 

pared with unusual care, was revised iu 
1863 as the Church Book of the General 
Council. 

X. Reformed Dutch—The Reformed Dutch, 
now the “Reformed” body, had their own 
version of the Psalms as carly as 1767, and 
issued successive collections of Psalms and 
Hymns, in 1789, 1814, 1831, and 1850. These 
were superseded and tly improved upon 
by their Hymns of the Church, 1869. 

XI. German Reformed.—This body, which 
in common with tie Reformed Dutch has of 
late dropped from its title all that indicated 
its distinctive origin, has produced or included 
one or two hymnists, but no collection of note. 

XII. The productions of several small deno- 
minations—Adventists, United Brethren, &.— 
ofler no special claim to notice beyond the fact 
that the collections of the Moravians are mainly 
based upon those of England, and that those 
of Monaondom might fill a chapter as literary 
curiosities, but cannot be considered here. 

XIII. Comparatively few American hymn- 
ists have collected their verses in book form. | 
Thus, in many cases, the only way, and that | 
an insecure one, of indicating the original text 
of any hymn is by referring to the place of 
first publication so far as knuwn. The num- 
ber of such authors of hymns, and it may be 
added of compilations, is fur greater than | 
would be supposed by those who have not | 
carefully studied the subject, and hitherto 
it has been inadequately treated. C. D. 
Cleveland’s Lyra Sacra Americana, 1868, by | 
no means covers the ground. This is the more | 
to be regretted, as that work has become the 
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text book for the higher American hymnody 
of the hymnal compilers of Great Britain. 
Mr. Rider's Lyra Americana is but a meagre 
and random selection. In tle present work it 
is designed tu mention, though with inevitable 
baldness and brevity, all writers and hymns 
that have made any extended and lasting 
mark, including some lyrics, out of a number 
unduly large, that unfortunately are anony- 
mous. The books chiefly, though by no 
means exclusively, taken as a basis for this 
survey, are the following; together with the 
total number of hymns in each, and the num- 
ber embraced in each total of hymns of a 
purely American origin, the percentage being 
about one in seven. 

| Ameri- 
- Hymnals. ome! can 

y ~ Hymna. 

Prayer Book Coll., 1826... . -} 212 21 
Episcopal Hymnal, 1871. .  . 520 40 
ethodist Episcopal H., 1849 . . 1148 50 

Methodist Hymnal, 1878 . «| 11l7 140 
Baptist Psalmist, i843. . . 1180 175 
Baptist Hymn Bk., 1871. ° «| 1000 162 
Baptist Praise Bk., 1871.  . 1311 290 
Baptist Service of Song, 1871 . 1129 | lwo 
Plymouth Cullection, 1555 «| 1374 | 256 
Sabbath Hymn Bk., 1858 . -| 1290 | 180 
Robinson’s 8. for Sanctuary, 1865 . | 1344 245 
Hatfield's Ch. Hymn Bk., 1872 - | 1464 160 
Hitchcock’s Collection, 1874 - | 1416 | 190 
Presbyterian Ilymnal, 1874 . 972 | 10s 
Keformed Hys. of the Ch., 1869. | 1007 | 46 
Oberlin Manual, 1880 —y ° a 595 110 
C. H. Richards’s Coll., 1880 660 140 
Evang. Hymnal, 1880. ° 613 28 

XIV. The English use of American hymns 
has been, until recent years, very limited, and 
mainly confined to the older collections of the 
English Nonconformists, and the Unitarian 
Hymnalz. In the two hundred and fifty hymns 
of the higher order of merit in American 
hymucdy, which are now in common use in 
Great Britain, are found choice selections trom 
all the leading denominations in the States, and 
ranging from the earliest productions of Presi- 
dent Davies to the latest of Dr. Ray Palmer 
and Bishop Coxe. The marked success which 
has attended the few translations from the 
Latin and German that have been embovied 
in English Hymnals attests their merit, and 
indicates a wealth of hymnic power in our 
midst which should be more fully developed 
and utilized. In Great Britain the noblest 
forms of American Hymnody are known to 
the few; whilst the Gospel Songs of our re- 
vivalistic schools are the mainstay of similar 
efforts in the mother country. Our review 
is materially increased by this extensive use 
of the more ephemeral form of our hymnody ; 
success compelling attention where literary 
merit has failed to do so. 

XV. The alphabetical arrangement required 
by a Dictionary precludes that grouping of 
the American work which would best set forth 
its nature and extent. In this Dictionary the 
hymns are annotated under their respective 
author’s names. ‘To assist, however, in wscer- 

| taining the full extent of American Hymnody, 
the subjoined synopsis, arranged in Denomi- 
national and Chronological order, has been 
compiled :— 
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Synopsis oF AMERICAN HymnNopy. 

1, Protestant Episcopal Church. 

Alexander Viets Griswold, » D. 
Francis Seott Key . 
John De Wolf 
Henry Ustic Onderdonk, dD. D. 
Sarah J. Hale F 

. 

Wm. Augustus Muhtenberg, D.D. 
James Wallis Eastburn 
George Washington Doane, D. Dp. 
William Crosweil, D.D. 
William R, Whittingham, DD. 
Roswell Park, D.1D. . ° 
Geut Burgess, D.D. . 
Charles W iliiam Everest, M. re 
Harriett E. B. Stowe. 
Christopher Christian Cox, M. D. 
John Williams, D.D. . 
Arthur Cleveland Coxe, D. D. 
Edward A. Washburn, D.D. 
Frederick D. saastiti tthe dD. - 
Eliza Scudder é 

2. Presbyterians, 

8. 

Samson Occom . * ° 
Samuel Davies. 
Thomas Hastings, Mus. “Doc. 
Josiah Hopkins, D.D. . 
Heury Mills, D.D. 
Nathan 8S. 8. Beman, D. D. 
David ner M.D. . 
Jane L. Gray 
James W. Alexander, D. Dd. 
Edwin F. Hatfield, D.D. 
Joseph A, Alexander, D.D. 
Alfred A. Woodhull, D.D. 
Deodatus Dutton, Jun. 
Thomas Mackellar ° 
George Duffield, Jun., D.D. 
Elizabeth Lee Smith . 
Elizabeth Prentiss 
Robert Morris, LL.D. . 
Philip Schaff, D.D. ‘ 
Anson D. F. Randolph . 
Aaron Robarts Wolfe. 
Charles 8. Robinson, D.D. 
Hervey Doddridge Ganse 
Catherine H. Johnson. 

Congregationalists. 

Mather Ryles, D.D. ° . 
Nathan Strong, D.D.  . é 
Timothy Deicke, D.D.. . 
Joel Barlow . . 
Phoebe Hinsdale Brown. 
Asahel Nettleton, D.D. 
William Allen, D.D. 
Charles Jenkins . 
Thomas H. Gallaudet, LL.D. 
Emma C. Williams =. 
Leonard Withington, D.D. 
Eleazar T. Fitch, D.D. . 
Augustus L. Hilihouse 
William Mitchell . . 
William B. Tappan. 
room G. Cc. a nerd . 

Abby a igi ‘ . 
Thomas C. Upham, D 
Jared B, Waterbury, D. D. 
William Cutter . Fs 
Leonard Bacon, D.D. . 
Nehemiah Adams. 
owe Barrell Cheever, D.D. 
Ray Palmer, D.D. ° . 
Daniel C. Colesworthy ° . 
Russell Sturgis Cook . .. 
Elias Nason . 7 . ‘ 
George N. Allen . ° . 
Samuel W olcott, dD. eae . . 

»-_ * @ © @ wwe “-* *_°* @ «© © © ee He — ee ee He He we | 

Mary Torre : ° 
James Henry Bancroft . . 
Leonard Swain, D.D. . ° 
Henry Martyn Dexter, D.D. . 
Jeremiah E. Rankin, DD. . 
Horatio R. Palmer, Mus, Doc. 

eee ee BR we ee 8 eb eee Be 

i] 

cir. 

1766-1843 
1779-1843 
1786-1862 
1789-1858 
1795-1879 
1796-1879 
1797-1819 
1799-1859 
1804-1851 
1805-1879 
1807-1869 
1809-1866 
1814-1877 
1812 
1816-1882 
1817 
1818 
1819-1881 
1819 
1821 

1723-1792 
1723-1761 
1784-1872 
1786-1862 
1786~-1 867 
1786-14871 
1793-1844 
1796-1871 
1804-1859 
1807-1883 
1809-1860 
1810-1836 

- 1810-1832 
18)2 
1816 
1817 
1818-1878 
1618 
1819 
1820 
1821 
1829 
1822 

1706-1788 
1748-1816 

1752-1817 
1755-1812 
1783-1861 
1783-1843 

1784-1868 

1786 

1787-1851 
1787-1870 
1789 
1791-1871 
1792-1859 
1793-1867 

1794-1849 

1796-1828 
1798 
1729-1872 

1799-1872 

1799-1876 
1801-1867 

1802-1881 

1806 
TROT 
1808 

1810 

1811-1864 
1811 
1812-1877 
1813-1886 

1815 

1815 

1817-1869 

1819-1844 

1821-1869 
1821 

1828 

1834 
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4, Baptists. 
Philip Bliss . . 

L. Smith , 
Thomas Baldwin, D.D. 
John Leland F 
Oliver Holden P 
Robert [. Daniel . 
Adoniram Judson, D.D. 
Lydia Sigourney . : 
Benjamin Cleveland . 
Joseph Belcher, D.D. . 
Nathaniel Colver, D.D. 
James Davis Knowles . 
Sarah B. Judson . - 

George Barton Hie, GD. nm Ide, i 
Samuel F. Smith, D.D. . 
Lydia Baxter . e 
Robert Turnbull, D.D. . 
ar 8S. Washburn 
Sewell S. Cutting, D. n* 
Sidney Dyer e 
Jacob R. Scott. 
Edmund Turney, D. ny : 
Sylvanus D. Phelps, D. D. 
James N. Winchell P 
Maria F. Anderson 
Basi! gh Jun., DD. 
William Donald ; 
Edwin T. Winkler, D.D. 
Robert Lowry, D.D. . 
Enoch W. Freeman 
Christopher R. Blackall, M. D. 
be H. Doane ‘ e e 
oseph Hen Oar a 
see en P. . . . 
Gurdon LP ry . ° ° 
H. Cc, Ayres . . . . 

Will. E. Witter . 7 e 
Mary Ann Baker. 
8, A. Collins, 

5, Methodists. 
Hannah Flagg Gould. 
George Perkins Morris . 
Thomas H, Stockton, D.D. 
Samuel Y. Harmer P 
William Hunter, D.D. . 
David Creamer. * 
Tbomas O. Summers, D.D. 
Elvina M. Hall. . 
Fanny J. Van Alstyne . 
Robert A. West . 

Harriett A. Phillips e re 
“ee * * © «© © © @& 

6, Universalists. 

James Freeman, D.D. . 
George Richards . ° 
Hosea Ballou - . - 
Abner Kneeland . < ‘ 
John Greenleaf Adame . . 
ag Hubbell Chapin, D.D.. 
J. H. Hanaford 

7. Unitarians. 
Jobn Quincey Adams 
James Flint, iy D. 
John Pie ‘ 
Andrews } roy D.D. 
Eliza Lee Follen 
Sarah White Livermore 
Samuel Gilman, D.D. 
Nathaniel L. Frothingham, D.D. 
Henry Ware, Jun., D.D. - 
Caroline Gilman . F ° 
William Cullen Bryant . ‘ 
William B O. Peabody, DD. r 
William H. Furness, D.D. 
Ralph Waldo Emerson . 
Thomas Gray, Jun., M.D. 
William P. unt, D.D. . 
Frederick H. Hedge. D.D. 
Henry W. Longfellow . 
Sarah E. Miles. 
Stephen G. Bulfinch, D. D, 
Oliver W. Hoimes, M.D. 
Edmund H. Sears, D.D.. 
Sarah M. Marchesa Ossoli 
Theodore Parker . 
Chandler Robbins, D. D. 
James F. Clarke, D.D. . 
Abiel Abbot Livermore 

OB. we —) 

. g- a. ee 

_* * #@e@ee 

1838-1876 
. 1852 
1753-1825 
1754-1841 
1765~1844 
1773-1840 
788-1850 
1791-1865 

. 1792- 
1794-1859 
1794-1870 
1798-1838 
1803-1845 
1803-1868 
1806-1872 
1808 
1809-1874 
18.9-1877 
1813 
1813-1882 
1814 

. 1815-1861 
1816-1872 
1816 

. lly 
1819 

. 1820 
1820 
1823 
1826 

. 1829 
1830 
1831 
1834 

. 1836 
1813-1883 
1849 
1854 

1789-1865 
1802-1864 
1808-1868 
1809 
1811-1877 
1812 
1812-1882 
1818 
1#23 

. 1849 
1808 

1759-1835 
. 1755-1816 
1771-1852 
1774-1844 
1810 
1814-1880 

1767-1848 
1779-1855 
1786-1866 
1786-1853 
1787-1860 
1789-1874 
1791-1858 
1783-1870 
1794-1843 
1794 
1794-1878 
1799-1847 
1802 
1803-1882 
1803-1849 
1805-1857 
1805 
1807-1883 
1807 
1809-1870 
1809 
1810-1876 
1810-1850 
1810-1860 
1816-1882 
1810 
1811 
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Robert Cassie Waterston . . 1812 
William H. Burleigh. . « 1812-1871 
Jones Very . ‘ . ° + 1813-1380 
Charles Timotby Brooks ° . 1813 
Lucy E. Akerman. ° . + 1816-1874 
Sarouel Longfellow ° ° + 1819 
James Russeil Lowell . e « 1819 
Samuel! Johnson . ° ° » 1822-1882 
Octavius B. Frothingham =. - 1822 
Edward Everett Hale. 1822 
Thomas W. Higginson . e - 1823 
William H. Hulbert. * « 1827 
William J. Loring. 
Joseph ’. Bartrum. 

8. Reformed Dutch. 

George W. Bethune,D.D.  . + 1805-1862 
Sarah E. York . . ° « 1819-1861 
Alexander R. Thompson, D.D. 1822 

9. German Reformed. 

Edwin H. Nevin, D.D. . e « sid 
Henry Harbaugh, D.D. . . 1817-1867 

10. Various. 

Heary Alline . . . - 1748-1784 
Samuel J. Smith . e e « 1771-1835 
Lucius M. Sargent « 1786-1867 
William Russell . . ° . 1798-187? 
John Gilburne Lyons, LL.D. c. 1800-18638 
Erastus C. Benedict, LL.D. . . 1800-1880 
Charles Dexter Cleveland, LL.D. . 1802-1869 
John Greenleaf Whittie . 1807 
Martha Cooke é * . 1807-1874 
William G. Clark ° P - 1810-1841 
Mary 8S. B. Shindler (Dana) . . 1810 
AliceCary .  .) . ee) (1820-1871 
Anna Warner c. 1822 
Phaebe C. . . ° « « 1824-1871 
Robinson Porter Dunn, D.D. . 1825-1867 
Lucy Larcom . . . 1826 
Grace Webster Hinsdale . 1832 
Emily Milier ee 1833 
Annie Hawks . . * . 1835 
Caroline W. Sewall (or Seward] —c. 1836 
Margaret Elizabeth Winslow - 1836 
Isaac Beverley Woodbury + 1819-1858 
Emma Campbell . . c. 1863 
Frances Mace 7 . ‘ - 1852 
Harriet McEwan Kimball . c. 1466 
Ellen E. Gates. 

To any one desirous of grasping the whole | 
subject of American Hymnody, the foregoing | 
synopsis will be of value. By reading the 
various articles in the chronolegical order 
as the rise and growth of the hymnological 
iterature of the various denominations may 
be determined, and the relative importance of 
each writer can be ascertained. 

XVI. In conclusion I would add that no- 
thing like an adequate survey of the field of 
American Hymnody has been attempted, 
within my knowledge, until now. I have 
aimed to mention every hymn of native origin 
which has come into at all extended use, and 
to give some account of the writer of cach. 
The material has been gathered from all 
quarters, and, of course, under difficulties. I 
cannot hope to have attained absolute accu- 
racy or completeness, though the effort in 
their direction has been strenuous. The limits 
assigned to the American portion of this Dic- 
tionary necessitated severe compression, and | 
gave room for little beyond the dryest facts, 
names, dates, titles, and first lines, But these | 
annotations when taken together can hardly 
have failed to notice any author or hymn 
whose merit has been generally or widely re- 
cognized ; and they will make it apparent 
that the subject is larger than would be sus- 
pected by those by w it has not been 
studied. . 

\ 
\ 
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Acknowl: dgments are due to Dr. Ray Palmer, 
Bishop Coxe, und several move of the authors 
here mentioned, and to the representatives of 
some nuw deceased; to Dr R. D. Hiteheock, 
President of the Union Theological Seminary, 
New York; to the late Dr. E. F Hatfield, 
of New York; to Mr. Hubert P. Moin, of the 
firm of Biglow and Main; to David Creamer, 
Esq., of Baltimore, the pioneer of hymnology 
in America; and to others, for help kindly 
given in the preparation of these Notes, and 
the Annotations on American hymns and 
hymn-writers throughout this Dictionary. 

(F. M. B.} 

Amidst the cheerful bloom of youth. 
{Youth for God.] An anonymous hymn in 
the American Presb. Ps. & Hys., 1843, and 
the American Presb. Ps. & Hys. for the Worship 

| of God, Richmond, 1867, in 5 st. of 4 1. 

Amidst the mighty, where is he. 
John Morison. (Cross and Consolation.) lat 
appeared as No. 29 in the Draft Scottish 
ranslations and Paraphrases, 1781, as a ver- 

sion of Lam. iii. 37-40, in 4 st. of 4 lines. The 
only variation in the public worship edition 
issued in that year by the Ch. of Scotland and 
still in use is from pine to clothes in st. ii., |. 2. 
In the markings by the eldest daughter of 
W. Cameron (q.v.) ascribed to Morison, From 
the 1781 it has passed into a few modern 
hymnals, and is included as No. 286 in Ken- 
nedy, 1863, slightly altered. (J. M.] 

Amidst Thy wrath, remember love. 
I. Watts. (Ps. xrzviii.) 1st pub. in his 
Psalms of David, 1719, in 10 st. of 4 1., with 
the title “ Guilt of Conscience and Relief; 
or Repentance and Prayer for Pardon and 
Health.” Various arrangements of stanzas 
are given in modern hymnals, no collection 
repeating it in its fullform. In America it is 
generally known as “ Amid Thy wrath,” &c. 

Amidst us our Beloved stands. C.. 
H. Spurgeon. (Holy Communion.) Written for 
and Ist pub. in his 0. O. H. Bk. 1866. It is 
in one or two American collections. 

Amilie Juliane. (Emilie Juliane.) 

Among the deepest shades of night. 
Ann Gilbert, née Taylor. [A Child’s Hymn.) 
Appeared in Hymns for Infant Minds, by J. 
and A. Taylor, 1810, in 5 st. of 4 1, and en- 
titled * Thou God seest me.” It is found in 
various collections for children. Orig. text 
in Stevenson's H. for Ch. and Home, with “ to 
hell” for “in hell,” st. iv., 1.1. It is some- 
times given as “ Amongst the deepest shades.” 

Amplest grace with TheelI find. A. 
M. Toplady. (Christmas.] 1st pub. in his 
Poems on Sacred Subjects, Dublin, 1759, 
p. 73-4, in 8 st. of 4 |., and headed “ On the 

Birth of Christ.” Although not in C. U. in 
G. Britain, it has passed into a few American 
collections, and usually in an abbreviated 
form. Orig. text in Sedgwick’s reprint of 
Toplady’s P. Works, Lond., 1860. 

(W. T. B.) 
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’Avactacews Nuépa. This is the first 

of eight Odes which form the great hymn 

commonly known as “ The Golden Canon, or 

The Queen of Canons,” of St. John of Damascus. 

The Odes alternate with those of St. Cosmas 

in the Greek Office for Easter Day in the 

Pentecostarion, and each is sung in order in 

the service as appointed therein. The date 

of its composition was probably the middle of 

the eighth century, St. John having died about 

A.D. 780. The design of the series of Odes 

which constitute the Canon is to set forth the 

fact of the Resurrection, its fulfilment of an- 

cient types and figures and prophecies, and 

the benefits which it has brought to mankind ; 

out of which arises the call for praise and 

thanksgiving. 
following manner :— 

Ode i. The fact of the Resurrection; a new Passover; 
therefure rejoice. ili, This is the New River from the 

Ituck:; and the New Light. iv. This is the Salvation 

seen by Habakkuk, the male that opens the womb, the 

yearling Lamb, the Antitype of the ark; therefore, re- 

re vy. He is Risen, bring praises, not ointments ; 

saste to meet the Bridegroom. vi. He bas broken from 

Hades, and with it has brought freedom to man. vii. He 

came from the flery furnace like the Holy Three, the 

Holy Women found Him, therefore keep the Festival. 

| 
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is risen! Christ is risen!’ At the same moment, the 

oppressive darkness was succeeded by a blaze of light 

frum thousands of tapers, which, communicating one 

from another, seemed to send streams of fire in all 

directions, rendering the minutest objects distinctly 

visible, and casting the most vivid glow on the expres- 

sive faces, full of exultation, of the rejoicing crowd, 

bands of music struck up their gayest strains; the roll 

of the drum through the town, and further on the peal- 

ing of the cannon announced far and near these ‘glad 

tidings of great joy’; while from bill and plain, from 

the seashore and the far olive grove, rocket afver rocket 

ascending to the clear sky, answered back with their 

mute eloquence, that Christ is risen indeed, and told of 

other tongues that were repeating those blessed words, and
 

other hearts that leapt for joy ; everywhere men clasped 

each otber’s hands, and congratulated ove another, and 

| embraced with countenances beaming with delight, as 

auc. 2 : : 

This is accomplished in the | priests were distinctly heard chanting forth a glorious 

though to each one separately some wonderful happiness 

had been proclaimed ;—and so in truth it was;—and all 

the while, rising above the mingling of many sounds, 

each one of which was a sound of gladness, the aged 

old hymn of victory in tones so loud and clear, that 

| they seemed to have regained their youth and strength 

to tell the world how ‘Christ is risen from the dead, 

having trampled death beneath His feet, and henceforth 

the entomb’d have everlasting life.’”’ 

Mr. Hatherley, in his annotated and musical 

edition of the Hys. of the Eastern Church, 1882, 

| has pointed out that this writer was wrong in 
1 

| 
viii, Yea, on this morn of praise, taste the vine’s new | 

fruit, and keep the Festival. ix. Arise, shine! praise 

Him, thou New Jerusalem, He is ours to the end; we 

therefore praise Thee, “O Christ, our Pascha.” 

Although a complete Greek Canon consists 
of nine Odes, only eight are given in this 
Canon for Easter, and in other Canons of the 

great Festivals. ~ a rigid rule the Odes 
must follow the order and keynote of nine 

Seripture Canticles, one, for example, being 

the Benedicite, and another Jonah’s prayer. 
No. ii. Canticle is of a severe and threatening 
character, and is therefore omitted from Fes- 

tival Canons. Hence the omission of an Ode 
based thereupon in this Canon for Easter; 
and why (as in the Canon for Christmas Day) 
Ode ii. is also missing. (See Greek Hymnody, 
§ xvi. 11, and Xpiords yervara: for the series 
of Canticles.) 

The complete Ofice, as sung in the Greek 
Chureh every Easter Day, was included by 
Dr. Littledale in his Offices from the Service 
Books of the Holy Eastern Church, 1863, 
pp. 86-97, together with a literal tr., pp. 209- 
224. The Canon is also found in the Abbé 
Migne’s Patrologia, tom. xciv. p. 839. Dr. 
Neale introduces his tr. in his Hys. of the 
Eastern Church with the quotation of a most 
striking and eloquent description of an Easter 
morning in Athens, when, with great rejoicing, 
this Canon is sung :— 

“As midnight approached, the Archbisbop, with his 
priests, accompanied by the King and Queen, left the 
church, and stationed themselves on the platform, which 
was raised considerably from the ground, so that they 
were distinctly seen by the people. Everyone now 
remained in breathless expectation, bolding thelr un- 

lighted tapers in readiness when the glad moment should 
arrive, while the priests still continued murmuring 
their melancholy chant in a low half-whisper. Suddenly 
a single report of a cannon armcacerh | that twelve 
o'clock hed struck, and that Easter day had begun; 
then the old Archbishop, elevating the cross, exclaimed 
in a loud exulting tone, ' Christos anesti, Christ is risen !' 
and instantly every single individual of all that host 
took up the cry, and the vast multitude broke through 
and dispelled for ever the intense and mournful silence 
which they bad maintained so long, with one spon- 
taneous shout of indescribable joy and triumph, ‘Christ 

| rise in early morning. 

regarding this Canon as the “glorious old 

hymn of victory.” The glorious old hymn in 

one stanza is : Xpiotds avéorn ¢k vexpow 

(Littledale, p. 87), which Dr. Littledale has 

rendered :— 
“ Christ has risen from the dead, 
Death by death down doth He tread, 

And on those witbin the tombs 
He bestoweth life.” (p. 210.) 

It is after this has been repeated several times, 

and certain ceremonies are performed, that the 

t Canon of St. John of Damascus is sung. 

The eight Odes of this Canon, the first of 

which has taken a permanent position in the 

hymnals of most English-speaking countries, 

are :— 

Ode i. ‘Avaordcews fucpa. ‘Tis the day of 

Resurrection. By J. M. Neale in Hys. of the E. 

Church, 1862, p, 42, in 3 st. of 8 1, (3rd_ ed. 

p. 38). It was first pub. as a hymn for congrega- 

tional use in the Parish Hymn Book, 1863, No. 52, 

beginning, “The Day of Resurrection.” From 

that date it grew in general esteem and has been 

extensively adopted, sometimes with the opening 

line as above, and again as by Dr. Neale. Orig. 

tr. in H. E. Church, p.42. Blank verse tr. in Dr. 

Littledale’s Offices, fc., p.211. The break in the 

refrain, st. iii., is copied from the original. 

Ode iii, Acdre wéua wiwuev. Come and let 

us drink of that New River. By J. M. Neale, 

from his Hys. of the E. Ch,, p. 44; ‘also blank 

verse tr, in Dr. Littledale’s Offices, ¢c., of the 

H. E. Ch., p. 212. 

Ode iv. "Eml ris elas uAakis. Stand on 

thy watch-tower, Habakkuk the Seer. By J. M. 

Neale, Hys. of the EB. Ch. p. 495 also blank 

verse tr. in Littledale’s Offiees, fc., p. 213. 

Ode v. "OpOplowuer dpOpov Aabéos. Let us 
By J. M. Neale, from J7ys. 

of the E. Ch., p. 46 ; also blank verse tr. in Little- 

dale’s Offices, p. 214. Of Dr. Neale’s tr., st- 

i.-iii. are given as No, 266 in Willing’s B&. of 

Common Praise, 1872. 

Ode vi. KarnaAées ey tois xatwrdrois. Into 

the dim earth's lowest parts descending. By J. 
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M. Neale, Hys. of the E. Ch., p. 47; also blank 
verse tr. in Littledale’s Ofices, ¢c., p. 215. 

Ode vii. ‘O waidas éx kauivov. Who from 
the fiery furnace saved the Three. By J. M. 
Neale, in Hys, of the E. C., p. 48; also in blank 
verse in Littledale’s Offices. gc., p. 217. 

Ode viii. Airy } xAnrh xal ayia nuépa. Thou 
hallowed chosen day! that first [morn of praise]. 
By J. M. Neale, in Hys. of the E. Ca., p. 50. 
In 1867 it was given in the People’s H., and, in 
1871, st. ii.-iv., beginning, “Come let us taste 
the wine’s new fruit,” as No. 28 in the Irvingite 
H. for the Use of the Churches. Dr. Littledale has 
also a tr. in blank verse in his Offices, ¥c., p. 218. 

Ode ix. dwri(ov, mwrilov, h véa ‘lepovtadhu. 
Thou new Jerusalem, arise and shine. [Dy J. M. 
Neale, in Hys. of the E. Ch., p. 52, and also in 
blank verse in Dr. Littledale’s Offices, fc., p. 219. 

We would add that Dr. Neale’s translations 
have not the exultant freedom of the original; 
and that greater use of this Canon can be made 
than has been done hitherto. Dr. Littledale’s 
fine blank verse translations might be turned 
into some of the more popular measures of 
modern hymnody with advantage and success. 
Mr. Chatterton Dix has supplied some good 
examples in Lyra Messianica, 1864. (See 4th 
ed. of Hys. of the E. Ch.. Lon., Hayes, 1882, 
for readings in former editions and literal trans- 
lations’of and music toeach Ode.) [J. J.] 

Anatolius, one of the Greek hymn-writers. 
No details are known of him. From the fact 
that he celebrates martyrs who died in the 6th 
and early part of the 7th cent., it is certain 
that he is not to be identified (as by Neale) 
with the patriarch who succeeded Flavian in 
#49, and afterwards procured the enactment 
of the famous canon of the Council of Chal- 
cedon, which raised Constantinople to the 
second place among the patriarchal sees (Dict. 
of Ch. Biog., i. p. 110). A letter is s1id to exist 
showmg that ia was a pupil of Theodore of 
the Studium (759-826). More than a hun- 
dred hymns, all of them short ones, are found 
in the Menxa and Octoechus. Sometimes they 
are called avaroAwa orixnpd. From this ac- 
count, derived from Anth.Graec. Curm. Christ., 

. xli., it will be seen that his poems cannot 
considered “the spring-promise " of the age 

of the Canons (Neate), A few of his hymns 
have been translated by Dr. Neale in his Hys. 
of the E. Ch.,and Dr. Littledale, in the Offices 
of the H. E. Ch.: see (oepas tpicvulas 
(* Fierce was the wild billow”) and Ti» 
jptpay Bed Buy (“ The day is past and over"). 

H. L. B.) 

Ancient of ages! humbly bent be- 
fore Thee. Sir J. Bowring. [ Missions. } 
A short hymn on behalf of missions, of more 
than usual merit. It appeared in his Hymna, 
1825, in 2 st. of 7 1. 
Unitarian Ps., Hys. and Anthems, Lond., 1860, 
it is given as No. 16. 

And am I born to die? 
(Death and Eternity.) 1st pub. in his Hymns 
jor Children, 1763, No. 59, in 6 st. of & L J. Wesley included it in the 1780 ed. of the Wes. H. Bk. and it is retained in the revised ed, of 

C. Weasley. 

AND ARE WE YET 63 

1875. From the Wes. H. Bk. it has passed 
into numerous hymnals both in G. Britain and 
America, and sometimes in an abbreviated 
form. Orig. text, P. Works, 1868-72, vol. vi. p. 426, 
And am I only born to die? [¢. 

Wesley. (Death and Eternity.) Tiis hymn, 
similar in character to the abuve, appeared in 
the same work—Hymns for Children, 1763, in 
6 st. of 61. In 1780 it was included in the 
Wes. H. Bk. and from thence it has sed 
intu all the collections of the Methodist bodies, 
and several others, in G. Britain and America. 
Stevenson gives some interesting details of 
circumstances attending the singing of this 
hymn, in his Meth. H. Bk. Notes, 1883, p. 54. 
Orig. text in P. Works of J. & C. Wesley, 
1868-72, vol. vi. p. 432. 

And are our joys so quickly fled? 
C. Wesley. (Christ walking on the sea.) Along 
hymn of 14 st. of 6 1., on Bt. Matt. xiv. 23-33. 
(Christ and Peter.) Ist pub. in Hymns and 
Sacred Poems, 1749, under the heading “ The 
Tempest.” In its full form it is unknown to 
the collections; but a cento, “ Oft when the 
waves of passion rise,”’ was given in the Leeds 
Hi. Bk., 1853, No. 291, and repeated in various 
hymnals, including Bapt. Ps. & Hys., 1858; 
Sir J. Mason’s Orphanage H. Bk., and others. 
It is composed of st. iv., v., vii. viii., xiv., 
slightly altered. Orig. text in P. Works, 
1868-72, vol. iv. p. 454. 

And are we now brought near to 
God. P. Doddridge. [Nearness to God.) In 
the “p. mss.” this hymn is undated, and the 
text differs from that pub. by J. Orton in Dod- 
dridge’s, Hymns, 1755, but whether the altera- 
tions were by Doddridge or Orton cannot be 
determined. ‘The hymn is in 5 st. of 4 1, and 
entitled, “‘ Nearness to God thro’ Christ.” In 
1839, it was republished by J. Doddridge 
Humphreys, in Scripture Hymns, by the Rev. 
Philip Doddridge, D.D., new and corrected ed. 
The fie in full is not in C. U.; but acento, 
composed of st. i., ii. of the 1755 text, and 
two additional stanzas, based upon Doddridge’s 
hymn, “ High let us swell our tuneful notes” 
(q. V.), is in somewhat extensive use in America. 
It appeared in the Amer. Prayer Bk. Coll., 
1826, No. 95, and from thence passed into later 
hymnals, including the Hymnal of the Prot. 
Episco. Church, 1871. 

And are we wretches yet alive? I. 
Watts. (Lent.] This somewhat uncommon 
and strongly worded hymn has passed out of 
use in G. Britain, but is still found in several 
modern American hymn-books of importance. 
It appeared in Watts’s Hys. and 8. Songs, 
1709, Bk. ii., No. 105, in 5 st. of 4 1.. and en- 

in Miss Courteal: | titled, * Repentance flowing from the patience 
of God.” 

And are we yet alive? C. Wesley. 
[Meeting of Friends.) From his Hymns and 
Sacred Poems, 1749, vol. ii. No. 236. in 4 st. 
of 8 1., and entitled,‘ At Meeting of Friends.” 
The 3rd st. is usually omitted, as in the 1780 
ed. of the Wes. H. Bk., and the revised «d., 
1875. It is commonly used as the opening 
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‘hymn of the Wesleyan Conference. In all | 
English-speaking countries it is a favour- | 

ite hymn with the Methodist bodies, and in 
America especially it is included in the collec- 
tions of various denominations. Orig. text, 
P. \vorks, 1868-72, vol. v. p 466. 

And art Thou, graciouc Master, 
gone? T. Kelly. (Reproach of the Cross.) 
Ist pub. in the 3rd ed. of his Hymns, éc., | 
1809, No. 124, in 5 st. of 61, a8 the first of a 
series of hymns on the “Reproach of the 
Cross.” : 
eds. of the same work. In 1812, Dr. Collyer 
gave it in his Se.; it was repeated by Mont- 
gomery in his Christ. Psalmist, 1825 ; and by 
Bickersteth in the Christ. Psalmody, 1833, thus 
coming into C. U. The hymn, “Shall I to 
gain the world’s applause,” is a cento there- 

It is also found in all subsequent | 

from, composed of Il. 1-4 of st. ii., iv. and iii., 
in the order named and slightly altered. This 
cento in L. M. appeared in Nettleton’s ( Amer.) 
Village ITymna, 1824, No. 411, and from thence 
has EE into a few American collections. 

And art thou with us, gracious 
Lord? P. Doddridge. (In trouble.) Not 
in the “p. mss.” and Ist pub. in J. Orton's | 
ed. of his Hymns, &c., 1755, No. 98, in 5 st. 
of 41., with the heading, “ ‘The timorous Saint 
+neouraged by the Assurance of the Divine 
Presence and Help. Is. xli. 10." The same 
text was repeated in J, D. Humphreys’s ed. of 
Doddridge’s Hymns, 1839. Its use is limited, 
and in Spurgeon’s 0. O. H. Bk., st. ii. is 
omitted. In a few collections, including Lant 
Carpenter's Unitarian H. Bk., Bristol, 1831, 
aud others, a cento is given as, “ Art thou 
still with us, gracious Lord?’ It is composed 
of st. i, ii., and iv., slightly altered. 

And can it be that I should gain. 
C. Wesley. (Thankagiving for Salvation.) 
Written at Little Britain, in May, 1748, toge- 
ther with the hymn, “ Where shall my won- 
dering soul begin?” on the occasion of the 
great spiritual change which C. Wesley at that 
time underwent. His diary of that date gives 
minute details of the mental and spiritual 
struggles through which he passed, evidences 
of which, and the ultimate triumph, are clearly 
traceable in both hymns. It was Ist pub. in 
J. Wesley's /’s, and Hymns, 1738, and again in 
Hymns and Sacred Poems, 1739, p. 117, in 6 st. 
of 61. When included in the Wes. H. Bk., 
1780, st. v. was omitted, the same arrangement 
being retained in the revised ed. 1875, No. 201. 
It has passed from that hymnal into nume- 
rous collections in G. Britain and most 
English-speaking countries. Stevenson's note 
on this hymn, ‘dealing with the spiritual bene- 
tits it has conferred on many, is full and in- 
teresting (Meth. H. Bk, Notes, p. 155). Orig. 
text in P Works, 1868-72, vol. i. p. 105. 

And can my heart aspire so high. 
Anne Steele. [Submission.] lst pub. in her 
Poema, &e., new ed., 1780, vol. iil. p. 132, in 
+ st. of 4 1., headed, “ Tilial Submission.” and 
based on Heb. xii. 7. It was included in 
Sedgwick’s reprint of her Hymna, 1863, p. 147. | 
Its use is mainly confined tou American collec- , 
tions of various denominations. 

AND IS IT TRUE 

And did the Holy andthe Just. Anne 
Steele. (Redemption.} A more than usually 
successful hymn by this writer. It appeared 
in her Poems, &c., 1760 and 1880, vol. i. p. 175, 
in 6 st. of 4 1., entitled, “ The wonders of Re- 
demption.” Itis based on 1 Pet. iii. 18. It was 
also included in Sedgwick’s reprint of her 
Hymns, 1863, p. 108. It was first brought 
into C. U. by Ash und Evans in their Bapt. 
Bristol Coll., 1769. Its use in G. Britain is 
limited, but in Awerica it is found in many 
cvllections. 

And dia the Son of God appear. 
J. Montgomery. (Christ our Pattern.) This 
hymn was written for J. H. Gurney'’s Coll. of 

ys., Lutterworth, 1838, No. 7. Respecting 
it Gurney says in the Preface, * One hymn, 
No. 7, in this collection, written upon a sub- 
ject suggested to him [Montgomery] by the 

itor, has never before been published.” 
This hymn. was repeated in the Mary-le-bone 
Ps. & Hys. 1851, and in Montgomery's 
Original Hys., 1853, No. 126, in 6 st. of 41. 
The title is “Christ Jesus our Pattern in 
doing and suffering.” 

And dost Thou fast, and may I feast? 
J. 8. B. Monsell. (Holy Communion—Lent.) 
Ist pub. in his Hymns of Love and Praise, 
1863, in 9 st. of 4.1. It is appointed ‘for the 
lst Sun. in Lent, and ba on the words, 
“ Can God furnish a table in the wilderness?” 
Ps. Ixxviii. 19. In Allon’s Supp. H., 1868 and 
1875, st. i.-iv. and vii. are given es No. 158. 

And have I, Christ, no love for Thee. 
S. Stennett. [Holy Anxiety.) Contributed to 
Rippon’s Bapt. Sel., 1787, No. 252, in 5 st. of 
41. It has passed into several hymn-books. 
It is also found in his Memoir ‘by W. Jones, 
1824. Orig. text, Spurgeon’s O. O. H. Bk., 
1866, No, 640. 

And have I measured half my days? 
C. Wesley. [Pleading for Pardon.| Appearod 
in Hymns & Sacred Poems, 1749, vol. i., in 
16 st. of 4 1, and again in the P. Works, 
1868-72, vol. iv. p. 322. In 1780, J. Wesley 
included st. x.-xiii. and xvi. in tho Wes. If. 
Bk, as:—* God is in this and every place.” 
The same is retained in all subsequent edi- 
tions of that work, and has passed into 
gencral use amongst the Methodist bodies, 
and also in a few American collections of 
other denominations. 

Andisit so? Alittle while. [Death 
and Eternity.) An anonymous hymn in the 
American Tract Soc. Sungs of Zion, 1864, the 
Presb. Ps. & Llys., Richmond, 1867, and others. 

And is it true,asIamtold? Amelia 
if. Hull. [(Child’s Hymn.) Contributed to 
Miss H. W. Soltau’s Pleasant Hymns for Boys 
and Girls, N.p., but pub. in 1862. It consists 
of 6 st. of 6 lL. [tis usually found in an abbre- 
viated form, and sometimes with alterations. 
The hymnals which number it amongst their 
contents include the Hy. Comp., No. 421; 
Snepp's Songs of G. & G., No. 923; Major's 
Bk. of Praise, &e. (W. T. B.] 



AND IS MY SOUL 

And is my soul with Jesus one? | 
Joseph Irons. (Union with Christ.) From his 
Zion's Songs, &¢., 3rd ed., 1825, No. 191, into | 
Snepp’s Songs of G. & G., 1872, unaltered | 
except in first line, which reads in the ori- | 
ginal, “ And is my soul and Jesus one ?” 

And is salvation brought so near? 
P. Doddridge. areata Not found in 
the “p. mss.” and Ist pub. by J. Orton in his | 
ed. of Doddridge’s Hymns, &c., 1755, No. 262, | 
in + st. of 4 1. on Rom. x. 6-10, and repeated | 
in J. D. Humphreys’s ed. of the same, 1839. 

And is the gospel peace and love ? 
Anne Steele. [Example of Christ.) 1st pub. | 
in her Poems on Subjects chiefly Devotional, | 
1760-80, vol. i. pp. 122-123: and repeated in | 
Sedgwick’s reprint of her Hymns, &c., 1863, | 
pp. 75-76. It is in 7 st. of 4 1., and entitled, | 
“The Example of Christ.” In 1787 it was | 
introduced into congregational use by Dr. | 
Rippon, in his Bapt. Sel. of Hys., No. 166. — 
This was followed bythe Bapt. New Sel., | 
1828, No. 121, and others to modern col- | 
lections. In Snepp’s Songs of G. & G., 1872, 
No. 555, st. i, ii, iii, and vi. are given un- 
altered. It is also in American use. 

And isthe time approaching? Jane 
Borthwick. [Anticipation of Heaven.] Ap- 
peared in her Thougheful Hours, 1859, in 8 st. 
of 4 L, and entitled “ Anticipations.” It is 
not in C. U. in G. Britain, but is found in | 
several American hymnals. 

And is there in God’s world so drear 
a place? John Keble. [Repentance.] Ist 
pub. in his Christian Year, 1827, in 14 st. of 
% 1. and appointed for the 2nd Sun. in Lent. 
The heading is :— 

“And when Esau heard the words of his father, he 
cried with a great and exceeding bitter cry, and said 
unto his father, Bless me, even me, O my father. 
Genesis xxvii. 34. (Compare Hebrews xii. 17. ‘He 
found no place of repentance, though he sought it care- | 
fully with tears.”)” 

The poem is based upon these quotations 
* and is accompanied by the following note :— 

“The author earnestly hopes, that nothing in these 
stanzas will be understood to express any opinion as to 
tbe general efficacy of what is called ‘a death-bed re- 
pentance.’ Such questions are best left in the merciful , 
obscurity with which Scripture has enveloped them. | 
Esau's probation, as far as his birthright was concerned, 
was quite over when he uttered the cry in the text. 
His despondency, therefore, is not parallel to anything 
oo this side of the grave.” j 

This poem as a whole isnot in C.U. A 
cento therefrom composed of st. i., iii.—viii., 
was given in the Gainsburgh Hys. for the 
Christian Seasons (\st ed., 1854), No. 116. 

And is there, Lord, a cross for me? 
H. Addiscott. een Ist pub. in The 
New Cong. H. Bk., 1859, No. 650, and entitled 
“Take up the Cross.” It is appropriated 
to the “ Trials of the Christian Life.” 

And is this life prolonged to me? 
I. -Watts. (Decision for Christ.) Appended 
to his Sermons, 1721-24, vol. iii, and later 
eds., vol. 11., No. 39, in 6 st. of 41. It is based 
on his Sermon 39 on 1 Cor. iii. 22, * Whether 
Lafe or Death,—All are yours,” to which he 

| Hymns and Sacred Poems, 1739. 

Swain’s Hymns. 
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gave the title, “The Right Improvement of 
Life.” The hymn is not in extensive use. 
It is sometimes abbreviated. The text in the 
New Cong. No. 488, is slightly altered. 

And let our bodies part. C. Wesley. 
[Parting.) From Hymns & Sacred Poema, 
1749, vol. ii., No. 233, of 10 st. in two parts. 
The first pare in 6 st., was included in the ' 
Wes. H. Bk., 1780, and is retained in the 
revised edition, 1875, No. 535. In some 
collections a shorter version compiled from 
this is given. Orig. text, P. Works, 1868-72, 
vol. v. p. 462. From this hymn, and anoti.er, 
acento has been formed, * O let our heart and 
mind,” thus, st. i.-iv., st. ii., iii. of the above, 
st. v., vi., from st. viii. and v. of “Saviour of 
sinful men” (q.v.) This is found in Bapt. Ps. 
& Hymns, 1858 and 1880. The original hymn 
is also found in a few American collections. 
A second cento from this hymn alone was 
given in Martineau’s Hymns, &c., 1840, and 
again in his Hys. of Praise & Prayer, 1873, 
No. 694. It begins, “ And what though now 
we part,” and is composed of st. i., 1. 1-4, iii. 
iv., 1. 4-8, and vi., 1. 1-4, a8 in the Wes. H. Bk. 
but somewhat altered. 

And let this' feeble body fail. 
C. Wesley. (Burial.]) From his Funeral 

| Hymns, 1759 (2nd Series), No. iii., in 9 st. of 8 1. 
In 1830, 7 sts. were included in the Supp. to 
the Wes. H. Bk. as hymn 734, and as hymn 
948 are retained in the revised ed., 1875. 

| Orig. text, P. Works, 1868-72, vol. vi. p. 218. 
In America it is used somewhat extensively, 
and by various denominations. 

And live I yet by power divine? 
C. Wesley. (Recovery from Sickness.) This 
hymn, in 17 st, on 2 Kings xx. 1-11, was 
written in 1738 by C. Wesley during his 

| residence at Oxford, and as a thanksgiving 
after a dangerous sickness. It was pub. in 

In 1780, the 
hymn “God of my life, what just return ” was 
compiled therefrom, and included in the Wes. 
H. Bk. as No, 149. [t is also found in many 
other collections, being held by the Methodist 
bodies in much esteem. Orig. text in P. Works, 
1868-72, vol. i. p. 74. 
And may I hope that when no more, 

Joseph Swain. [Trust in God.] Printed in 
his Walworth Hymns, 1792, in 10 st. of 4 1 
In its full form it is not in C. U., but selec- 
tions appear in Denham's Sa/nts’ Melody, 
1837, &e., and also in the Amer. Bapt, Praise 
Book. Orig. text in the 1869 reprint of 

(W. T. B.) 

And mustI be to judgment brought ? 
C. Wesley. [The Judgment.] 1st pub. in his 
Hijmns for Children, 1763, No. 33, in 8 st. of 
4+1., and headed * A thought on Judgment.” 
It is not in C. U. in G. Britain, but in 
America st. i.-v. are given in the Amer. Meth. 
Episcop. Coll., 1849; the H. Bk. of the Evan- 
gelical Association, Cleveland, Ohio, 1882, No. 
839, and others. Full text in P. Works, 
1868-72, vol. vi. p. 401. 

And must I part with all I have P 
B. Beddome. [Self Denial.] Given _ Rip- 
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pon’s Sel., 1787, No. 281. in 4 st. of 41. It is 
almust unknown to modern collections in G. 
Brit., but in America it is found in several 
hymnals, including the Bap. Hy. & Tune Bk., 
1871; Songs for the Sanctuary, 1865; the 

' Dutch Retormed Hys. for the Church, 1869; 
Hatfield’s Ch. H. Bk., 1872; and others. In 
all of these, the arrangement of the stanzas 
and the text varies, both from each other, and 
from the original. Orig. text in modern ed. 
of Rippon, and in R. Hall's ed. of Beddome’s 
Hymns, 1817, No. 225, in 4 st. of 4 1. 

And must this body die? J. Watts. 
See over Death.) 1st pub. in his | 

ymns, &c., 1707, in 6 st. of 41. and entitled 
“’Triumph over Death in hope of the Resurrec- | 
tion ” (Bk. ii., No. cx.). In an altered form it | 
was given by J. Wesley in his Ps. and | 
Hys. pub. at Charlestown, South Carolina, in 
1736-7. It was not included in the Wes. H. 
Bk. in 1780, but added in the Suppl. of 1830; 
Wesley’s text of 1736-7 being retained, with 
st. iii., 1. 1, “* And ever” for “ And often” (the 
original reading of Watts) being omitted. In 
the revised ed. of 1875, this has again been 
abridged by the omission of the last stanza. 
The text of the Wes. H. Bk. is thus by Watts 
and J. Wesley. In other collections it is | 
usually Watts unaltered, Its use in America 
is very extensive. 

And now another day is gone, I’ll | 
sing, &c. J. Watts. ([Evening.) “An 
Evening Song,” in 4 st. of 4 1, from his 
Divine Songs, &e., 1715, into a few modern | 
collections for children, including Major's Bk. | 
of Praise for Children, No. 288, und others. 

And now, ’mid myriad worlds en- 
throned. (Godfrey Thring. ([Saturday.]} 
Written in 1868, and Ist pub. in his Hymns & 
Sacred Lyrics, 1874, pp. 19-20, and subse- 
uently in various hymnals, Authorized text, 
hring’s Coll., 1882, No. 79. 

And now, my soul, another year. 
S. Browne. [New Year.) In his Hymns & 
Spiritual Songs, &c., 1720, Bk. i., pp. 44-5, in 
8 st. of 4 1., and entitled “ New Year's Day.” 
Its use is very limited in G. Britain, but some- 
what extensive in America. As given in 
modern bymn-books it is generally in an ab- 
breviated form, as in Major's Bk. of Praise, 
No. 293, Snepp’s Songs of G. & G., No. 915. 

And now the wants are told that 
brought. W. Bright. [Close of Service.) 
Written in 1865, and Ist pub. in his Hymna 
and other Poems, 1866, entitled “ Hymn for 
the cluse of a Service,” p. 36. In 1868 it 
was republished in the Appendix to H. A. & M., 
with the addition of « doxology. 

And will the Eternal King. Pp, 
Doddridge. (Personal Dedication.) Written 
according to the “p. mss.,”’ Jan. 3, 1736, and 
Ist pub. by J. Orton in his ed. of Doddridge’s 
Hymns, 1755, in 3 st. of 4 1, and again in J. 
D. Humphreys's ed. of the same, 1839. Found 

_in various collections. Orig. text in Bapt. Ps. | 
& Hys., 1858, No. 396. 

| Written for the aga 
m fi 

| Doddridge. 

AND WILL YE GO 

And will the great Eternal God? 
P. Doddridge. (Opening of a Place of Worship.) 

of a new place ot 
worship at Oakham. i the “Dp. Mss.” it is 
undated. In 1755 it was included by J. Orton 
in his ed. of Doddridge’s Hymns, &c., No. 49, 
in 6 st. of 4 1., and repeated in J. D. Hum- 
phreys’s ed. of the same, 1889. In 1826 it was 
embodied in an altered form in the Amer. 
Prayer Bk. Coll. as, “And wilt Thou, O 
Eternal God.” ‘This arrangement, in common 
with the original, is in extensive use ip 
America, A cento from the original is also 
given in the Wes. H. Bk., 1875, No. 994, as, 
“Great God, Thy watchful care we bless.” 
It is composed of st. iii, iv., and vi., slightly 
altered. 

And will the Judge descend? /’. 
(Judgment.) This hymn is not 

in the “pn. mss” and was Ist pub. by J. 
Orton in Doddridge’s Hymna, &c., 1755, No. 
189, in 7 st. of 4]. It is based upon St. Matt. 
xxv. 41, and headed “ Tie final Sentence, and 
Misery of the Wicked.” In its full form it is 
not usually given in the collectiuns. The 
most popular arrangement is st. i., iv., v., vi. 
This is found in various collections in 
G. Britain. Its greatest use is in America, 
where it rnks in popularity with the best of 
Doddridge’s hymns, 

And will the Lord thus condescend ? 
Anne Steele. (The Love of Christ.) let pab. 
in her Poema, 1760, vol. i. p. 67, in 6 st. of 4 1., 
based on Rev. iii. 20, and entitled “The 
Heavenly Guest.” In 1709 it was- included 
in the Bristol Bapt. Coll. of Ash and Evans, 
and came thus into C. U. It was also re- 
rated in a new ed. of the Poems, 1780, and 

in Sedgwick’s reprint of her Hymns, 1863, 
p. 42. At the present time its use is mainly 
confiued to America, 

And will the majesty of heaven? 
P. Doddridge. (Condescension.) This hymn 
on Ezek. xxxiv. 31, is in the “ p. mss.” but 
undated. It was pub. by J. Orton in his ed. 
of Doddridge’s Hymne, &c., 1755, No. 144, in 
5 st. of 4 1., with slight differences from the 
ms. and with the ms. title of “* God, the Shep- 
herd of Men,” expanded to “ God’s Condescen- 
sion in becoming the Shepherd of Men.” It 
was also republished in J. D. Humphreys’s 
ed. of Doddridge, 1839. 

And will ye go away? S_ Deacon 
(Falling away from Christ.) This is No, 273 
of his Barton Hymns, 1797, in 6 st. of 4 1. 
and is headed “ A Serious Question.” It was 
apres in the Ist ed. of those hymna, 1785. 
vut this we have not been able to ascertain. 
In 18/4 it was repeated, without alteration, in 
Johu Deacon’s New and Large Coll. of Ps. and 
Hys. No. 461. As known in a few modem 
eollections, spreially amonyst the Baptists, it 
is rewritten and enlarged to 9 st. This form 
was given to it in Rippon’s Sel., 27th ed., 
1827, No. 439, pt. ii, and retains only a few 
lines of 8. Deacon's text. Its signature is 
“ Anon., Rippon's Sel., 27th ed. 1827, based on 
S. Deacon, 1797,” 



AND WILT THOU 

And wilt Thou now forsake me, 
Lord? ([Confidence.] An anonymous hymn 
which cg seyrhee in vol. ii, (called Pts, iii. & iv.) 
of a Sel. by the Countess of Northesk, entitled 
The Sheltering Vine, 3rd thousand, 1853. A 
slightly different version is in the American 
Sabbath H. Bk:, N.Y., 1858, No. 761, and other 
American collections. 

And wilt Thou yet be found? ¢. 
Wesley. (Resignution.) 1st pub. in Hymns 
and Sacred Poems, 1740, in 2z bt. of 4 1., and 
entitled “ Resignation.” It was repeated in 
subsequent editions of the same, and in the 
P. Works, 1868-72, vol. i. p. 266. In its full 
form it is unknown to the collections, but a 

rtion therefrom, consisting of st. ix.-xx., and 
eiaine “When shall Thy love constrain,” 
was given in the Wes, H. Bk. 1780, No. 133, 
and continued in all later editions. It has also 
passed from thence into other collections, and 
specially in those in use umongst the Methodist 
bodies. Another cento, beginning with st. Xu 
“Ah! what avails my strife,” is also in limited 
use; whilst a third, “And can I yet delay,” 
opening with st. xv., is given in a large number 
of American hymnals. 

Anderson, John, s. of Andrew Ander- 
son, & miner, was b. near Yoker, Renfrew- 
shire, in 1804, and educated at the University 
of Glasgow, and at the Divinity Hall of the 
Associate Burghers, at Perth. “In 1827 he 
became the first minister of the Associate 
Burgher Church, at Helensburgh, Dumbar- 
tonshire. The congregation which he suc- 
ceeded in gathering together passed with him 
into the communion of the Established 
Church of Scotland in 1839. In 1843, both 
minister and people madea second change, in 
joining the Free Church movement of that 
year. d. at Helensburgh, Jan. 10, 1867. In 
the ecclesiastical controversies of his day he 
took a prominent part, specially in the Volun- 
tary controversy, the Free Church movement, 
and the Revival of 1858. His prose works 
were somewhat numerous, and included a 
Life of Christ, 1861. He also wrote some 
poetical pieces. and translations. He is known 
to hymnology as the first to publish a com- 
plete tr. of Luther's hymns as Hymns from 
the German of Dr. Martin Luther, 1846, In 
1867, a short memoir, by John Oatt, together 
with extracts fiom his prose and poetical 
writings, appeared at Glasgow (T. Murray & Son) as Notes of an Invalid. (J. J.) 
Anderson, John, b. in 1820 at Dum- barnie, Perthshire, of which parish his father, Dr. John Anderson, was some time minister, and educated at the University of St. Andrew's, In 1844 he was licensed as a Probationer in the Seotch Church, and subsequently was appomted to St. John’s parish, Dundee: the East Church, Perth, 1845 ; and Kinnoul, 1853. He has pub. The Pleasures of Home; The Le- gend of Glencoe ; and Bible Incidents and their Lessona, 1861. 

Anderson, Maria Frances, b, in Paris, rance, Jan. 30, 1819, and married to G. W. Anderson, Professor in the University of Lewis- > Pennsylvania. Two of her hymns are 

a 
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given in the Baptist Harp, 1849. Of these :— 
“Our country's voice is pleading,” hus come 
into C. U. [F. M. B.] 

Andrei, Johann Valentin, son of Jo- 
hannes Andrea, afterwards Prelate of Konigs- 
bronn, b. Aug. 17, 1586, at Herrenberg in 
Wiirttemberg. After completing his Univer- 
sity studies, and acting for some time as a 
travelling tutor, he was, in 1614, appointed 
diaconus at Vaihingen, in 1620 Decan at 
Calw, in 1639 Court-preacher at Stuttgart, in 
1650 Prelate of Bebenhausen, and in March, 
1654, Prelate of Adelberg with his residence 
in Stuttgart : d. at Stuttgart, June 27, 1654. 
Distinguished as a man of high and deep piety, 
as a church reformer, as a philanthropist, and 
as a theological writer, poetry was not one of 
the serions employments of his life, though he 
was admitted in 1646 a member of the Fruit- 
bearing Society (Koch, iii. 151-167: Allg. 
Dertsche Biog., i. 441-447). He wrote few 
hymns, and hardly any of these have kept a 
place in the German Hymn-Books, The only 
one translated into English is :— 

Edele Lieb, wo bist so gar bei uns verstecket. 
[Love forgotten.] First pub. in his Geistliche 
Kurtzweil, Strassburg, 1619, p. 133, in 10 st. of 
6 1.—a poem rather than a hymn. 7. as “ Gene- 
rous Love! why art thou hidden so on earth ?” 
by Miss Winkworth, 1869, p. 235. (J. M.) 

Andrew, 8t., of Jerusalem, Alp. of 
Crete (660-732). b. at Damascus: he em- 
brace: d the monastic life at Jerusalem, whence 
his name, as above. He was deputed by Theo- 
dore, Patriarch of Jerusalem, to attend the 6th 
General Council at Constantinople (680). He 
wus there ordained deacon,and became Warden 
of the Orphanage. “ During the reign ot 
Piilippus Kardesanes (711-714) he was raised 
by that usurper to the Archiepiscopate of Crete: 
and shortly afterwards was one of the Pseudo- 
Synod of Constantinople, held under that 

| Emperor's auspices in 712, which condemned 
the Sixth (Ecumenical Council and restored 
the Monothelite heresy. At a later period, 
however, he returned to the faith of the *hureh 
and refuted the error into which he had fallen.” 
(Neale). He died in the island of Hierissus, 
near Mitylene, about 732. Seventeen of his 
homilies are extant, the best, not unnaturally, 
being on Titus the bishop of Crete. He is 
the author of several Canons, Triodia, and 
Idiomela ; the most celebrated being 'The Great 
Canon. (Greek Hymnody, § xvii. 7.) Whether 
he was the earliest composer of Canons is 
doubtful, but no earlier ones than his are 
extant. Those ascribed to him are:—]. On 
the Conception of St. Anne; 2. On the Na- 
tivity of the Mother of God; 3. The Great 
Penitential Canon. 4. On the Raising of 
Lazarus. 5, 6, 7, 8 On the First Days of 
Holy Week. 9. On the 25th Feast-day be- 
tween Easter and Pentecost. Fuller biogrs - 
phical details in Dict. Christ. Biog., vol. i. pp. 
111-12. [H. L. B.} 

Andrews, Lancelot. [Usher, James. } 

"Avértns TPL MEpos. St. Joseph the 
| Hymnogrdpher. (Ascension.] This C»non for 

F 2 
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Asceusion Day is found in the Pentecostarton, 

and was written about the middle of the ninth 

century. It is commonly regarded as St. 

Joseph's greatest production, and places him 

high amongst the Greek sacred poets. Dr. 

Neale remarks that *'I'his ia the —_- 

glory of the poet Joseph; he has here wit 

a happy bolduess entered into the liate with 

St. John of Damascus, to whom, on this one 

vecasion, hy must be pronounced superior.” 

(A. of the B.C. Ist ed.,p. 141.) The finest 

points of this Canon, such »s the lower angels 

shouting to the higher as the Tord ascends 

(Ode iii,); the wonder at the Human Body 

of the Lor: (Ode iv.); and the rejoicing of 
angels and of nature, have their origin in the 

earher Canous; but their dramatic treatment 

by Joseph is of greater majesty. In com- 

mon with all the festival Conona it consiste 

of cight Odes only, [Greek Hymnody, § xvi. 10, 

and xviii. 3.] These Odes are as follows :— 

Ode i. "Avdaorns Tpituepos* 
“ After three days Thou didst rise.” 

Ode iii, "Ewdpare wiAas- 
“Exalt, exalt, the heavenly gates.” 

Ode iv. ‘Incois d (woddrns * 
* Jesus, Lord of Life Eternal.” 

Ode v, Nexpocas tay Gdearow * 
“ Now that death by death hath found.” 

Ode vi. “Pavdrwoay fuiy dvader- 
“ Rain down, ye hear’na, eternal bliss,” 

Ode vil, Sorewh oe, pws” . 
“ Wafting Him up on high.” 

Ode viii. Thy dy Buel vais oboiass: 
* Of twofold natures, Christ, the Giver.” 

Ode ix. "N raw Supedv. } 
“Holy gift, surpassing comprehension !” 

The only ¢r, of this Canon into English is 
the above by Dr, Neale, which appeared in 
his Hymne of the Eastern Church, 1862, The 
acrostical arrangement of the original, derived 
probably from the alphabetical Psulms, and | 
adopted to assist the memory, is reproduced by | J. Montgomery. 
the translator. Odes y.-ix. have not come 
into C. U. Of the rest, i. and iii. are given in | 
Lyra Messianioa, 1864; ili, in Sehaff's Christ | 
in Song, W870; i 
otber collections. In the Hymmary, Que iv. 
has an additional stanza by the Editors. 

vy. in the People’s, 1867; and | of 6 

ANGELS FROM THE 

the Hye. of the Spirit Boston, 1864, No. 418. 
Orig. text in P. Works, 1868-72, vol. i. p. 204- 

1 voices ever . KF. Pott. 
[Choir Festival.) Appea in his Hymne 

jilted lo the Order of Common Prayer, 20) ed., 

1866, in 5 st. of 7 1, and from thence has 

passed into Harland, Snepp, Thring, Church 
Hymns, and others. It is one of the author's 

most successful and popular efforts. Its origi- 
nal title is “ For the Dedication of an Orgun, 

or for a Meeting of Choirs.” Its use has 

extended to Ameriea, and other Englisti- 
speaking countries. 

Angel voices sweetly singing. WH. 
Bonar. eevee) lst pub, in the 2nd Series 
of his Hymns of F. and Hope, 1863, in 12 st. 
of 41, As given in Snepp's 8. of G. and G., 

1872, st. ii, atid vii. are omitted, Otherwise 

it is unaltered. 

Angelice Patrone, Beate Spiritus. 
[Guardian Angels.) This hymn, of unknown 
authorship and date, is in the Corolla 
Hymnorum, Cologne, 1806, p. 67, Daniel gives 
it without note or comment in ii.p, 376. It is 
also found in Simrock, p. 338 ; Bassler, No. 137, 

and others. (W. A. 5.) 

Translation in C. U. :— 
Sweet Angel of mercy, By E. Caswall, It 

vw in his Masque of Mary and Other 

cems, 1858, in 8 at. of 8 1, and in his #7. and 

Poems, 1873, p. 180. It is given in a few Rom. 

Catholic collections for Schools and Missions. 

Angels, assist to sing. [Ps. cxlniti.) 

This version of Ps. 148 appeared in the Chris- 
tian Guardian, 1808, with the signature 
* Theophilus.” From thence it camel tate a 
few collections, including the Leeds H. BR., 
1853, in + st.; Hattield’s Amer. Church H. Bk., 
1872, in 2 st. (i., ii.) and othera; but its use is 
limited. [W. T. BJ 

Angels from the realms of glory. 
(Christmas.] This hymo, 

which rauks as one of the most popular of the 
author's compositions, first appeared in his Iris 
ey ie ae [Sheffield], Dee. 24, 1816, in 5 st. 

., and entitled “ Nativity.” In the 8th 

ed. of Cotterill’s Sel, 1819, it was repeated 
without alteration, and again in the 9th ed., 

In Dr, Neale’s tr. the Theotokion (address | 1820. On its republication by Montgomery 

to the B. V. M.) is omitted. Mr. Hatherley, 
in the 4th ed. of the Hymns of the Eastern | title was, 

in his Christian Psalmist, 1825, No. 487, the 
“Good tidings of great joy to all 

Church, 1882, gives the various readings of | people,” and the following changes were 

the several editions of the work, together with 
music for each Ode. He also draws attention 
tu the fact that Ode viii. is not by 8t. Joseph, 
but by John the Monk (St. John of Damascus), 
whose Canon for the Ascension is also in the 

introduced :— 
at. fi. 1. 2, “lock to “flocks.” 
st. iv, 1 2, * Waiting " to * Watching.” 
at. ¥. 1. 3, “‘repeals” to “ revokes.” 

These changes (together with the new title) 
Office, and ia sung together with that of St. | were retained in his Original Hymns, 1853, 
Joseph. {J. J.) 

Angel of God, whate’er betide. C. 
Wealey. [Personal Consecration.) Pub, in 
Hymns and Sacred Poems, 1740, in 5 st. of 4 1., 
aud entitled “At setting out to preach the 
Gospel.” It is not given in the Wes. H. Bk., 
but st. i, iv., ii. in the order named are in C. U. 

No. 239; an! must be regurded as the autho- 
rised text. By many compilers the closing 
stanza :— 

* Sinners, with true repentance, 
Doomta for all bo cman pains,” &c. 

has heen, in some instances, omitted, and in 

others a doxology has been substituted. That 
in America to a very limited extent, including | given in A Hymn Book for the Services of the 
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Church, &., by the Rey. Isaac Gregory Smith, | rapem removete; maguam,” by the Rey. R. 
1835, reads :-— 

“ Lord of heaven, we adere Thee, 
God the Father, God the Son, 

God the Spirit, One in glory, 
On the same eternal throne. 

Hallelujah! 
Lord of beaven, Three in One.” 

Another found in the Sali if Book, 
1857, and others, including the 5. P. C. K. 
Church Hymna and Thring’s Coll., is :— 

“Saints and 
Thee ; the thor Spirh. Son? 

kvermore their voices raising 
To the eternal Three in One. 

Come ze, worship; 
Worship Chriet, the new-born King.” 

Of the first four stanzas a rendering into 
Latin :—* Angeli, sancta regione lucis,” by 
the Rev. R. Bingham, appeared in his Jymno. 
Christ. Lat., 1871, pp. 79-81. * 

The use of this 
English-speaking countries is extensive, ab- 
breviations being the rule, Amongst Ame- 
rican Hymnala, the Hymna of the Church, 
1869, and the Bapt. Praise Bk., 1871, give the 
full revieed and authorised text of 1425 and 
1853. (J. J.) 

from your blissful stations. 
W. H. Bathurst. The Second Advent.) 
Printed in 1849 in 
entitled * The Second Advent,” pp. 34-35. 
It is in 5 st. of 6 1, and was included un- 
altered in Snepp’s S. of G.& G., 1872, where 
it is dated 1831 in error. (Ww. T. BY 

Angels roll the rock away. T. Scott. 
[Resurrection and Ascension.) Contributed to 
Ash & Evans's Bristol Baptist Col., 1769, ws 
No. 106, where it is headed “ The Resurrec- 
tion and Ascension.” It is in 6 st. of 41, 
each st. being followed by “ Hallelujah,” and 
is signed “G.,” the signature of Thomas Gib- 
tons; in the 2nd ed. it was signed “U." ie. 
“unknown,” but in later editions, the Srd, 
1778, the signature was Dr. S., and the 5th 
1786, Dr. tt. In this form it 
through Rippon’s Bapt. Sel., 1787, into C. U. 
beth in G, Britain and America, and these sta., 
more or less altered, are still in extensive use. 
In 1773, T. Scott republished the hymn in 
his Lyric Poems, &c., a3 No. 14, with a new 
first verse, 

“ Trembling earth gave awful sign,” 

and the “ Hallelujah” following each line of 
the Ist at.,and with several alterations. Hat- 
Jield (Amer.) follows this 1778 text. 

In 1775, Thomas Gibbons sent an 
altered version of the hymn to the Gospel 
ay i where it in the Sept. number 
in . of 41. ia with further slterations 
was included in 1784 in his Hymns adapted 
to Divine Worship, aa No. 60, where he notes it 
as—* Altered and enlarged from an H. in 
Messrs. Ash & Evans's Col, p. 109." The 
confusion which has arisen respecting the 
authorship of this hymn is thus accounted 
a Its use in one or another of its various 
orms is very extensive, and ecially in 
America. An altered form of Praga ad ¥. 
bee been rendered into Latin —“ Angeli, 

is Metrical re ~ 

yun in various forms in 

Binghem, avd pub, in his Hymnol. Christ. 
Lat., 1871, p. 109, As Scott's original text 
is most difficult to acquire, we reprint it from 
the 1769 ed. of Ash & Evans :— 

“Iivms evi. Peculiar Measure.” 

“The Resurrection and Ascension.” 
“ Angels, roll the Rock away, 
Death, yield up thy nalghty Prey. 
See! the Tomb, 
Glowing with immortal Bloom, 

* Hallelajah. 
“"Tis the Saviour, Angels, raise 
Fame’s eternal Tramp of Praise ; 
Let the Earth's remmotest Bound 
Hear the Joy-inspiring Sound. 

~ Hallelujah. 

“ Now ye Saints, lift up your Eyes, 
Now to Glory see Him rise, 
In long Triamph up the Sky, 
Up te salting worlds on high. 

“ Hallelujah. 

“ Heaven displays ber Portals wide, 
Gtorlous Hero, throush them ride; 
King of Glory, mount Thy Throne, 
‘Thy great Father's and Thy Own, 

* Hthelujab. 

* Praise Him all ye heavenly Choirs, 
Praise, and sweep your golden Lyres; 
Shout, O Earth, in rapturcos Song, 
Lat the Strains be sweet and strong. 

“ Hallelujah, 
“Every Note with Wonder swell, 
Sin o'erthrown, and captiv'’d Hell; 
Where is Hell's once dreaded King? 
Where, 0 Death, thy mortal Sting ¢ 

* Hallelujah.” 

(W. T. BJ 

Angels round the throne are 
ing. Flizaheth Parson. [Praise.) A beauti- 
ful hymn of praise for children. It is No. 
xvii. of her Willing-Class Hymne, written in 
1840-44, ond afterwards juinted for private 
cireulation. 

Angels that high in glory dwell. 
I. Watts. [Against Swearing, &c.) 1st pub. 
in his Divine Songs for Children, 1715, in 6 st. 
of 4 1, and entitled “ Aguinst swearing and 
cursing, and tuking God's uame in vain.” Ite 
modern use ia limited, and in the Meth. F.C. 
S. 8. H. Bk., No, 228, it is slightly altered. 

rais- 

Angels where’er wo go attend. 
C. Wesley. [Ministry of Angels.) ‘Two centos 
beginning with this stanza are in C. U. as fol- 
lowa: (1) Mercer, Ox. ed. App, 1873, No. 532 
This is compiled from the hymn “ Which of 
the petty Kings ofearth,” by C. Wesley, which 
was included from hia mss. in Dr. Leifohild’s 

ig. Hymns, 1842, in 12 at. of 41, and again 
in the P. Works of J. & C. Wesley, 1868-72, 
vol. xiii, pp. 118-119, in 6 st. of 8 L. and 
based on Heb, i, 14. The arrangement in 
Mercer is—st. i. is Wesley iii., 1, 1-4; ii. is 
Wesley i., 1. 5-8; iii, and iv. are Wesley 
v.; and y, and vi. are Wesley vi. (2) The 
second cento is in the American Dutch Re- 
formed Hys. of the Church, N. Y. 1869, thus : 
st. i. and ii, as in Mercer, slightly altered : iii. 
is Wesley i., 1. 1-4; and iv. is lines 5-8 of et. vi. 
of Wesley’s hymn, “ Ye simple souls that 
stray.” (q. v.) 1747. 

Angelus Silesius. [Scheffler, Jobann.] 
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Anima Christi sanctifica me. [Holy 
Communion.) The author of this hymn ia 
noknown, and the earliest date to which it 
has been assigned is the lith cent. It is 
found in the very mre Heures a Lusage de 

Imprimé a Troyes chez Jean le Coq, 
without year or pagination. It is also in 
the Hortulus Animae, Lyons, 1516; and 
1519; Rambach, i. p. 360, and Daniel, i., No. 
£98. 

In the last it ia included among the hymns 
written by unknown authors, before the 16th 
cent., and not inserted by authority in the 
Officers of any Breviary or Missal. Daniel 
also gives an additional intercession from the 
Lengres Hours, which has been ascribed to 
Ignatius d+ Loyola. As he waa born in 1491, 
and did not enbanee a religious life until 1521, 
this ascription is certainly an error. 

Translations in C. U. :— 
1. Prose trs. of both forms as in Daniel are 

given in many Roman and Anglican books of 
devotion. Of the first form there is :—“ Soul of 
Christ, sanctify me,” in the Treasury of Devotion, 
1869, p. 6; and of the second, with the same 
first line, in Shipley’s Divine Liturgy, 4th ed., 
1876, p. 1. 
2. Boul of Jesus, make me holy. This is a 

metrical paraphrase and expansion of the origi- 
nal in 60 lines. It appeared anonymously in 
the Old Porch, April, 1855, and passed through 
the Lyra Kucharistica, 1863, p. 106, into a few 
Roman Catholic Collections for Schools and Mis- 
sions, but usually in an abbreviated form. Given 
in the Irvingite Hys. for the Use of the Churches, 
2nd ed., 1871, No. 301, as “ Heart of Jesus, make 
me holy,” and is there attributed to “J, W. 
Chadwick.” Chadwick's, however, is the shorter 
form noted below. Another arrangement of this 
tr. is, * Blood of Jesus; stream of life,” No. 85 
of Hys. for use at St. Ethelburga’s, Bishopsgate, 
London, 1875. 

3, Boul of Jesus, once for me. By M. Bridges. 
This is also a paraphrase of the original. It was 
pub. in his Hymns of the Heart, 1849, in 8 st. of 
61. [twas included in Shipley’s Divine Lituryy, 
1862; Lyra Eucharistica, 1863, p. 171; and, 
reduced to 4 st., in the People’s H., 1867, 

4. Soul of Jesus, make me pure, By J. W. 
Chadwick, pub. in the People's H., 1867, No. 554, 
in 2 st. of 6 1. 

5. Soul of Christ, my soul make pure. By EF, A. 
Dayman, made for and Ist pub. in the Hymnary, 
1872, No. 443, in 2st. of 81. [t is translated 
somewhat freely from the original. 

6. Soul of Christ, be my satisfaction. Anon. in 
Card. Newman's /Tys. for the Use of the Bir 
mingham Oratory, 1875. 

7. Soul of my Saviour, sanctify my breast, is in 
the St, George's H. Bk., for use in St, George's 
Roman Catholic Cathedral, Southwark, 1882, 
No. 33, ed, by the Rev. Joseph Reeks. 

8. Sanctify me wholly, Soul of Christ adored. 
By T. I. Ball. An imitation of the Latin, given 
in the 6th ed. of the Appendix to the Hymnal N., 
1877, No. 358, in 3 st. of 4 1. {¥.] 

This hymn has also been rendered into German, 
and thence again into English :— 

ANNUE CHRISTE 

Die Geele Christi heil'ge mich. A free tr., in 5 
st. of 4 1, by Johann Scheffler. No.53,in Bk. ii., 
1657, of his Heilige Seeleniust, p. 169 (Werke, 
1862, i. p. LOG). Included as No. 80 in Freyling- 
Aausen’s G. B., 1704, and recently as No. 222 
in the Berlin G. £, 8. ed. 1863, The only fr. 
in C, U.is, “Thy Soul, O Jesus! hallow me,” 
ood and fall, by M. Loy, as No, 231 in the Ohio 
uth, Hymnal, 1880, 

The other ¢rs, have much in common. (1) “* Thy 
Soul, my Jesu! hallow mine,” in the Supp. to German 

rom German Pealmody, el. 1765, p. 25, and Select H. 
Poalmody, Tranquebar, 1754, p, 34. (2) “ Jesu, Thy soul 
renew my own,” in the Wee Pe. and Hys., 1741 
P. W. 1-64-72, vol. i. p. 18). (3) “The Soul of 
hrist me sanctify,” as No. 136 in the Moravian H. Bk., 

1742. In 1749 altered to “Lord Jesu, sanctify Thou 
me,” and repeated thus in later eda. {J. M.j 

Anna Sophia, dau. of the Landgrave 
Georg IL of Hes-e-Darmstadt, was b. at 
Marburg, Dec. 17, 163%. Carefully educated, 
especially in Holy Scripture and the Cristian 
Fathers, she was in 1657 elected Probstin of 
the Lutheran Flirsten-'Téechter-Stift at Qued- 
linburg, where the became Abbess 1680, and 
died 13, 1688 (Koch, iii, 549-554; 
Stromberger’s preface, &e.). 

Her hymns, contemplations on the union of the 
soul with Christ, in the spirit of the Canticles, 
mostly appeared in her devotional work :— 

tellet, Jena, 1664. The only one fr. into und 
English is WoAl dem der Jesum ae : y Scripture), 
her best bymn, 1655, Appe. p, 28, be fra. are: (1) 
“How happy they, who know and love,” Dr. G, 
Walker, 1860, p. #2. (2) “What joy to love the 
Saviour,” in the Aritish Herald, Nov. 1866, p. 363, 
repeated as No. 433 in Reid's Praise Bk., wr - } 

Anni peractis ‘mensibus. [Whitsun- 
tide.) Inthe Latin Iya. of the Anglo-Saxon 
Ch, (Surtees Society), 1851, p. 95, it is quoted 
from the Durham ma of the llth cent. as a 
hymn for Pentecost, at Matins, in 5 at. of 41. 
It is also in an 11th cent. ma. in the Brit. Mua. 
(Vesp. D, xii. f. 81), Tr. by J. D. Chambers, 
in his Lauda Syon, 1857, im 5 st. of 4 1, as 
“A year’s swift months have passed away.” 
It was repeated in Skinner's Duily Service 
Hymnal, 1864, No, 144. 

Annue Christe saeculorum Domine. 
Senge of A 5 This hymn is of un- 
nown authorship. Its full form consists of 

four general stanzas, and nine stanzas proper 
of samts, 

Tt ts found in three sas. of the 11th gent. in the Aritish 
Maseum ( Harl. 2961, f. 245, 1; Jul. A. vi. 60, b, ff; Vesp. 
D. sil. 98, b>). In the Durham ss. of the Lith cent. 
(printed as Latin Hys. of the Anglo-Sazon Church, 1851, 

. 124), the four general stanzas are added to ** Jam 
pastor Petre’ (pt. of ** Aurea luce,” q.¥.). The 

full form is in Mone, No. 666, from a 15th cent. us. 
beginning «ith the stanza to St. Andrew, ** Andreas pie,” 
followed by & sts. proper of the festivals of 85. James ; 
James and John; flip; Bartholomew; Thomas; 
Matthew ; Simon aud us; and Matthias; and con 
cluding with 4 general stanzas. In the York Brev. the 
4 general stanzas (“ Annue Christe") are given as the 
hymn at Vespers at the Festival of an Apostle or 
Aposties, except in Eastertide, Also at Vespers and 
Matins occasionally, in the Sarum Arev. with the aame 
exception, Daniel, i,, No. 26, gives only four ines. 
The Strum rev, text is also in . Newman's Mywnt 
Beclesiae, 1533, [J. M.] 
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Translations in C. U. :— 
1. O Christ, Theu Lord of worlds, Thine ear. 

Br J, M. Neale. Pub, in the enlarged ed. of the | 
Hymnal N., 1854, No. 75, in 4 st. of 8 1, from | 
whence it has passed‘into a few collections. In | 
the Sz. "s Coll., 1860, special stanzas were | 
introdu after the Sarum manner (these 
added stanzas are all original) for SS. Andrew, | 
Thomas, John and James, Matthias, Peter, Bar- | 
tholomew, Matthew, ani Simon and Jude, and 
some of these were repeated in Skinner's Daily | 
service Hymnal, 1864, with additional verses for | 
St. Barnabus and for Ss. Philip and James, the | 
latter altered from Bp. Wordsworth's hymn on | 
that festival in his Holy Year, “ Blest be, O Lord, 
the grace of Love.” It is altered in the Hymnary, 
1872, to * O Christ, Thou Lord of all.” 

2. Ruler of the ages, Christ, we now implore 
Thee. By R. F. Littledale, made for and Ist pub. 
un the People's H., 1867, No. 196, in 4 st. of 41., 
and signed “ F. R.” 

3. Ruler of ages, Christ, vouchsafe to bow Thine 
ear, From tie Antiphoner and Grail, 1880, and 
repeated in the Hymmer, 1882. In the same 
books the varying verses of Sarwm use are also 
translated. 

Translations not in C. U. :— 
1. Vouchsafe, O Christ, High Lord, &c. Flew, 1852. 
2.0 Christ, Thoa Lord of worlds, A 

J.D, Chambers, 1857. {Vv.J 

“Avwbev, mapBévor, Bons eyepai- 
vexpos Fyyos. St. Methodius, This hymn 
is found in The the Ten Virgins, 
and is reprinted in the Anth. Gr. Car. Christ, 
1871. From the latter work it was trana- 

7) 

Se 

a ag 

lated by A. W. Chatfield, for his Songs and 
Hymns, ea pp. 141-153, pagel 
given as “The Virgins’ Song.” o 
of this fine vandotag has come into common 
use. A cento or two might be compiled tlere- 
from with ease. Its structure, character, &e., 
are fully described in Greek Hymnody, § x. 2, 
q.¥. The opening line ot Mr. Ciattield’s tr. is, 
“The Bridegroom cometh, overhead.” 

Another called, another brought, ée. 
Frances R. Havergal. [Praise.] “ Written 
at Leamington, June 30, 1872. This hymn 
literally expresses F. R. H.'s thrill of praise, 
when her own prayers and conversations re- 
sulted in her friend (A. B.) enrolling * on our 
Coptain’s side.’ ‘Another life to live for 
Tice, another witness won!’” (“ Hav. 433."’) 
It sas first printed in The Christian, July 11, 
1872, and then pub. in her Under the Surface, 
1874, and Life Monae, 1879, in 11 at. of 41. 

Another day begun! J. Ellerton. 
(Tuesday.] Written Feb. 13,1871. Appeared 
in the Parish Mugazine for May, 1871, as one 
of three “ Week Duy Hymns," in 5 st. of 4 L, 
and appointed for ie beg During the tame 
year it was included in Church Hymns, No. 56, 
with st. ti, L 3, “sinful soil” cian to 
“ guilty soil,” and st. y. altered from the ori- 
ginal, whicl: read :-— 

“ Another day of grace! 
ee, bring us on our way, 
Nosy a aman our ring Pace, 

Im 1882 the revised text was Tepeated in 

~ 
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) 'Thring’s Coll, with st. ii. 1. 3 re-written “ And 
let not sin our conscience soil,” by the editor. 
Authorised text in Church Hymns. 

Another day has past along. J. Ed- 
meston. [Sunday Evening.) In his Cottage. 
Minstrel, 1821,a hymn of 4 st. appeared with 
the above first line, as No. 2, und healed 
“ Lord, teach us to pray,” while, as No. 10, 
“The Coitager’s Re ns upon the Sabbath 
Evening,” another hymn of 5 at. “Sweet is 
the light of Sabbath eve,” was given. In 
Hatfield’s Amer. Church H. Bk., 1872, cento 
from these was given ag No, 48, consisting of 
st. i. of the first-named hymn, and st. i., ii., 
iil and v, of the lutier, with slight alterations. 

(W. T. BJ 

Another portion of the span. Char- 
lotte Elliott. [Saturday Eve.) From her 
Aymus for a Week, 1839, in 9 st. of 61, into 
Snepp’s Songs of G. and G.. 1872, No. 905. 

Another six days’ work is done. J. 
Stennett. (Sunday.] This poem “On the 
Sabbath” 5 as one of his “ Miscellany 
Poems,” in his Works, 1732. vol. iv. pp. 231- 
234, in 14 st. of 41. In its full form it is un- 
known to any liymnol: but centos therefrom 
ate in modern collections, nearly all begin- 
ning with the first stanza as ubove :— 

1. A cento in 6 st. in the Bristol Bapeist Coll. of Ash 
ami Evans, 1769, from whence it has passed through a 
series of Baptist Hymmals to the Bapt. Ps. and Hymns, 
1858, No, 619, and other modern collections, It is 

nd,“ Come, bleas the Lord, whose 
love assigns," &ec., the authorshi 
been traced. The cento, “Come, the Lord," &c., 
in Stowell's Sel., 1431-77, is compiled from the Hapt. 
Ps, & Hys. text. 

2, Anotber cente which was given in Williams 
and Boden's Coll., 1801, No, 451, and thence through 
various collections to the Leeds H. Ak., 1463, the New 
Comg., No, 753, and oshers. It is the above cento with 
the omission of the original st, xii,“ With joy,” &e. 

3. A third cento, in Bickersteth’s Christian Pralmody, 
1833, No, 240, in 4 st, being |, x., and xtil, of the origi- 
nal, and the added stanza, “Come, bless the Lord,” &c., 
asin No. t., ie sometiones ted in modern collections. 

4. A fourth is given in Harland's Ch. Pralter, No, 22, 
Windle’s Metrical Pralter, &c., No. 19, and others, It 
ts com of Slenmmett’s st. i, x., xi, and xiil, 

6. Last cento le re in the Islington Ps. and 
itys., nes, No. 367, with the omission of st. xi, of the 

6. A sixth cento, beginning, “Agin our weekly 
labours end,” and consisting of st, 1., x., x1, and xiii, of 
Stennett, re-written for Cotterill’s Sel., 1410, No. 97, is 
given in several collections, old and new. 

7. The seventh cento hoes, “Another week its 
course has run.” It isa ey altered form of Sten- 
nett's #t. 1, x, xb, and and is included in the 
Harrow School Coll. 

Most of these centos are in C. U. in America 
and other English-speaking countries. 

(J. J.) 
Another week begins. T. Kelly. [Sun- 

day.) lst pub. in his Hymns, 2nd ed., 180, 
ant again, 3rd ed., 1809. In 1812 it was 
transferred to his Hymns adapted for Social 
Worship. Subsequently, in common with the 
rest of the hymna therein, it was again 
embodied in the original work. It is in 8 st. 
of 41, and based upon Ps. exviii. 24. In tie 
American hymuals it is re-written, the change 
being from s.4. to om. It also varies con- 
sierably in the number of stanzas used from 
Zin the Church Praise ék., N. ¥., 1881, to 
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5 in Hatfield’s Ch. H. Bk,, 1872. In the latter 
form it begins, “And now another week 
begitis.” 

Another week for ever gone. [Sunday.) 
» An anonymous hymn in Rippon'’s Comprehen- 
sive Ps. and Hys., 1844, No. 345, pt. iv., in 
3 st. of 4 1. 

Another week has passed away. 
H. Bathurst. (Sunday. 
and Hymns, &c., 1831, No. 129, in 4 st. of 4 1, 
and entitled “ Saturday Evening.” It is aleo in 
Bickersteth's Christ. Psalmody, 1833 and 1841, 
and others. As given in Kennedy, 1863, No. 
865, slight alterations have been introduced, 
Orig. text as above. It has been rendered inte 
Latin as, Nobis nune iterum praterit hebdomas, 
by the Rev. R. Bingham, and included in his 
r Beaty Christ. Lat. 1871, 

Another year has now 
€. Wordsworth, Bp. af Lincoln. — Year.) 
ist pub. in his Holy Year, lat od., 1862, No. 
14, for “ New Year's Day,” and consists of 9 
st. of 4 1. Orig. text in later editions. The 
cento in Snepp’s Songs of G. & G, ia composed 
of st. i, tiL, v., vill, vil. and ix., and that in 
Barry's Ps, & Hys, 1867, of st. i-iii., v., viil., ix. 

Another year has passed away. 
[O. and N. Year.) An anonymous hymn in 
the Meth. 8. 8S. H. Bk., 1879, the Meth. Free 
Ch. 8. 8. H. Bk. and others. In some collee- 
tions it is attributed to “ Allen,” and in others 
it is suid to be “ American.” We have failed 
in wecuring authority for either statement. 

Another year hath fied, renew. 
A. T. Russell. [O. and N. Year.) Written 
Nov. 20, 1850 (3. ws3.), und Ist pub. in his 
Pealma and Hymna, &c., 1851, No. 63, in 3 st. 
of Sc In 1863 it was republished in 
Kennedy, No, 140, in a slightly altered form, 
but in Thring’s Coll, 1882, No, 130, the original 
text is restored with the exception of st. i, 
1. 1, has for hath, and the repetition of the last 
line of each stanza which was repeated in the 
original tu suit the tune to which the hymn 
waa written. With the first line as “ Another 
year has fled, renew,” itis also in use in 
Canada, and other English-speaking countries. 

Another year is dawning. Frances 
R. Havergal. (New Year.) Written in 1874 
for the ornamental leaflets and cards pub. by 
Caswell, 1875, It was subsequently ineluded 
in her work, Under the Surface, 1874, and Life 
Chords, 1880, It isin Gat. of 4 1. (Hav. atss.] 

Anstice, Joseph, m.a., s. of William 
Austice of Madeley, Shropshire, b. 1808, and 
educated at Enmore, near Bridgwater, West- 
minster, and Ch, Chureh, Oxford, where he 
— two English prizes and graduated as a 
ouble-firet, 

he became Professor of Classical Literature at 
King’s Coll,, London; d. at Torquay, Feb, 29, 
1856, aged 28. His works include Richard 
Coeur de Lion, a prize poem, 1828: The In- 
Auence of the Roman Conquest upon Literature 
and the Arts in Rome (Oxterd prize Essay) ; 
Selections from the Choice Poetry of the Greek 

WwW. 

Subsequently, at the age of 22, | 
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Dramatic Writers, translated into English 
Verse, 1832, &c. His hymns were printed a 
few mouths after his death, as :—Hymna by the 
late J Anstice, M.A., formerly Student of 
Christ Church, Ozford, and ray pacer of Clas- 
sical Literature, King's College, , Bridg- 
water, 1836, and thus introduced :— 
“As none of the following _— had the advantage 

of being corrected and prepared fur the press by their 
| lamented Author, bis family have not considered them- 

lst pub. in his Ps. | selves at liberty to bemg them belore the pablic; but, 
having reason to believe that a large circle of surviving 
friends will be gratified by possessing a memorial of 
the manner in which some of bis leisure hours were 
employed. and of the wets which chiefly ee 
his thoughts, during the few months of hie life 
they have consented to their being printed for private 
distribution.— Bridgwater, June, 1436." 

— work —— 52 hymns on various 
subjects, ther with a poem “To my Hymn 
Book.” The circumstances under which they 
were written are thus detailed by Mra. Anstice 
in a communication tu the Rev. Josiah Miller, 
author of Singers and Songs of the Church :— 
“The hymns were all dictated to his wife during tbe 

last few weeks of his life, and were composed just at 
the period of the day (the afternoon) when he felt the 
oe of bis Ulnes——all bis brighter morning hours 

ng given to papils up to the very day of his death.” 
—S. dS, p. 495. 

A few of the hymns are of a joyful 
character, but the circumstances under which 
they were written accuunt for the prevailing 
tone of sadness by which they are chiefly 
characterized. About one hulf of these 
hymns were included by Mra. Yonge in her 
Child's Christian Year, 1841. Being thus 
brought before the public, many soon came 
into C. U. Those in most extensive use are ; 
“Father, by Thy love and power;” “In all 
things like Thy brethren, Thou;" “Lore of 
the harvest, once again ;” and, “O Lord, how 
happy slould we be.” [J. J.) 

Anthologia Davidica, or a Metrical 
Translation of the whole Book of Psalma, &c., 
by Presbyter Cicestrensis [the Her. Men 
Latham), Lond., Rivington, 1846, This wor 
contains an excellent critical Preface, a long 
but imperfect list of Psalters and Partial 
Versions of the Psalms, and 159 extracts 
from 31 authors, The selection, although on 
the whole good, is weakened by numerous 
alterations, Some amends are made, however, 
by an appendix of original readings, A 
limited number of the older renderings of 
individual Psalms have passed into modern 
hymnals through this work. 

Antiphon (Gr. ‘Arrigwvor; Lat. Anti- 
fona.), i. This word now ordinarily denotes a 
short versicle said at the beginning and close 
of a Psalm or Psalms in the Breviary Offices, 
But it has also borne the following meanings, 
which are not yet entirely obsolete :— 

1, A Hymn or I'salm sung antiphonally—that is to 
say, alternately by two sides of a choir, instead of being 
recited by a single voice, or sung responsorially by the 
Priest ani choir or congregation, Ignatine, third Bishop 
of Antioch in Syria, is said to have first introduced this 

' mode of siiging into the Church's services, after a 
vision in which he heard and saw angels so praising the 
Blessed Trinity ( Amalarius, De Recles. Offic. iv. 7). The 
custom was transferred thence into Western Christendom 
by St. Ambrose, into his own diocese of Milan, whence it 
* into more general use (Habanus Maurus, De 
dnstit. Cleric. ti. 80), 
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2 A sentence of Holy Scripture, or an original ccm- 
. itself without reference to any Psalm, - 

beard a voice from heaven,’ &., in | 
rial Office, may be referred to af an - 

ix, and similar examples occur in the Am-— 
wtarabic Offices fur the Dead. (#reviar, . 
edit. p. 942.) 

portions of Psalms, or Sentences, general 
ays taken from Scripture, and introduced 

. The old name for the Introit was 
ad Introitum,” the last two words being 

tly understood and mot expressed, The * Offer- 
toriem ” and * Communio” were likewise regarded as 
Antipbens. So were the short sentences introduced | 
tefore the 1, as “ Gloria in excelsis Deo, et in terra 

. Alleluia, Alleluia” before the Gospel on Christmas | 
‘ay in the Milanese and some French Uses (Mart. Le 

. Rit. Lib, te. cap, xvi. 

f by 
- L 

Bu t z B 
i ! 
{pits ii 
ze i §rezii.. Various Com-— 
menion Sentences of Antiphons are provided in the 
Gdasian Sacramentary (Muratori, Lit, Kom. Vet. p. 
68+), Stowe Missal (Lat, & Ait.of Celtic Church, p. 242), 
and ancient Service Books. Martene speaks of an 
= ad Euecbaristiam,” commencing with the 
words “ Venite popull,” in the Lyons Missal (wt supra). 
In the Greek Liturgy of Constantinople the Introit con- | 
fisted of three separate paris, cach called an “ Anti- 

and consisting of variable, partly in- 
variable elewwents (//am Lit. B. & Wop. 92). An 
exact description of these Greek Antiphona will be 
fund in Dr, Neale’s Holy Mastern Church (Jatrod, i, 364). 

4. A Sentence extracted or adapted trom the I'salnas of 
from some other source, and prefixed to each Psalm or 

of Psalms, and repeated at the close, The rules 
Tegulating their use are oe and have varied 
at diferent times ond in rent countries. rules 
tegulatiog their present use in the Latin Church may be 
found at the commencement of the Homan Breviary. 
There existed formerly great diocesan variety of word- 
ing, as well as of usage, of which Amalarius makes 

int at the commencement of bis work, Jie Ordine 
Antiphonarii. 

* ii, In the 15th century we find the following 
varietics in the Antiplion to the Pealms at 
Terce, in the Little Office of the B. V. M.:— 

Maria rirgs sssumpta est ( Rome). 
Quands natns es (Sarum). 
Jrignare me laudare (Paris). 
Tota puichra (Sens), 
Kabum quem viderut Moyses (Limoges). 
In odorem torum (Orleans). 
Alma virgo Maria (Cambrat). 

The list might be extended, and similar lists 
drawn up to almost any number. = 
were also prefixed to the prayers or suffrages 
of special memoriae (Sarum Brer. Reprint, 
pp. vii.-xi.). 

iii, Among special Antiphons the following 
® separate ravntion :— 

1. The 4 Antiphons of the B. V. M. appended to the 
Roman Compline. For these see “ Alma Teeders bd 
“ Ave Regina”; Regina Coell ’; and ** Salve ad 

2. The 7 greater Antiphonsa, for use at Vespers in 
Advent, beginoing on Ike, 17, They are atl double— 
that is to say, sung entire both before and after the 
Magnificst. “Their use is indicated by the words “O 
Sapientia” placed against Dec, 16 in the Book of Common 
Prayer. Their opening words are these :— 

. O Saplentia, quar ex ore altiesimi. 
OA yy et dux domains Israel, 
© Radix Jesse qui sas tn signam. 
© Clave David et sceptram domus. 
© Oriens, splendor jucis aeternae, 
© Rex gentiom et desiderstun. 
0 Emanael, rex et legifer. 

To which Amatartus (L¢b. de (ord, Antiph, cap. 19) adds 
an &h, which is found in the Sarem and York and 
Hereford > —_ 

4. virginom fiet. 
Toe Sarom Breviary sleo sain bh Asapiee i— 

9. © Thoma Didyme, pet Christum quem. 
The sabetance of 5 of the above Antiphons is ex- 
Preseed in irregular order in the Hymn, translated and 
arranged ly Dr, Neale, “© come, 0 come, Emmanuel.” 

iv. The mystical meanings of Antiphons, 
and of their frequency, and of the pea of 
repeating thet. are explained by Hugo a 8. 

ae ee 

| Victor, 
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m Evelesiae, cap. 3. Originally 
they were always sung whole before and after 

ch Psalm, always having also certain ver- 
siclesattached tothem. Sometimes they were 
sung twice, and sometimes before each verse 
of « Psalm or Canticle. An instunce of a 
Magnificat with an Antiphon jutercalated be- 
tween all.the verses is printed by Martene (De 
Antiq. Eccles. Rit, Lib, iv. cap. iv.). Many 
minute points are discussed at length by the 
ritualists, e.g. why the,“ Alleluia” which 
closes the Antiphons to the Psalms in the 
third nocturn of Feasts of the Apostles is 
omitted on the Feast of St. John the Baptist, 
&e. (Amalarius, Lib.de Ordine Antiphon, c. 59). 

y. Books, Services, and Seasons were some- 
times named after the opening words of Anti- 
phons. The Gradual was once known as the 
* Ad te levavi,” from the first words of the Anti- 
phona, “ ad Introitum,” for the First Sunday in 
Advent (Leofric Missal, p. xxii.). Vespers 
for the Dead were called I’lacebo, from the 

Antiphon of the first Psalm: and Matins for 
the Dead were called Dirige, from the corre- 
sponding Antiphon in thet service. Sundays 
and other days were called after the opening 
words of their Introits, as the First Sunday in 
Lent Invocarit me; the Second Sunday in 
Lent Reminiscere, and so forth, (F, E,W.) 

The Antiphons which have been rendered 
into English for use in public worship are the 
above seven greater Antiphons for use at Ves- 

rs in Advent, These tr. are usually con- 
ved to the first seven, and are both in prose 

and metre. Taking the prove renderings first, 
we have the following :— 

i, Prose Translations. 

Of the Antiphons to the Magnificat in the 
Roman Breviary, prose versions into English 
exist in the Vesper Books and Primers of that 
communion ; an adaptation of these has been 
issued for the use of English Churchmen. 

Of the Surwn Antiphons, translations of those 
to the Benedictus, Magnificut, and Nunc Dimatts, 
will be found in the Antiphoner and ‘s rail, parts 1, 

and ii,, 1880, and with the addition of those to 

the Psalms in J, D. Chambers'’s Psalter ; or, 

Seven Hours of Prayer, 1849; his Order of 

Household Devotion, 1854; and also in the Day 
Hours of the Church of England, and other 
books issued for the use of sisterhoods and other 

communities. Much information on the whole 

subject may be found in Dr. Neale’s Essays on 

Liturgiology, 2nd edition, 1869, and in Neale 

and Littledale’s Commentary on the /salms, 
1860-74, 4 vols. 

Of the seven greater Antiphons, or the Os, 

the earliest tr. for Anglican use was made by 

Cardinal Newman for Tracts for the dimes, 

No. 75, in 1837, but this is not in C.U. An- 

other tr., given in the St. Saviour's (Leeds) 

Sacred Hymns and Anthems, 1846, met with 

| more favour, being repeated in K. Campbell's 

St, Andrew's Hymual, 1850; Murray's Hymnal, 

1852; in A. and /ntroits in the same year; and 

with the alteration of a word or two, and the 

addition of No, viii., in the enlarged ed. of the 

Hymnal Noted, 1854. The seven as in Murray are 
retained in the /ntroits prefixed to some editions 
of Hymns A. & M. 
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ii, Metrical Translations. 

1. An early metrical rendering of the se- 
parate Antiphons was made by Canon William 
Cooke, and appeared in the Cooke and Denton 
Hymnal of 1853, Canon Cooke's account of the 
same is: “Where it was possible, the translator 
and arranger (who was William Cooke), took 
the words of Mr, A. J. Beresford Hope's tr. of 
the hymn‘ Veni, Veni, Emmanuel,’in the Tymnal 
¥.; retaining the prayer of the Prose Anthem 
for the Advent of Christ.” The opening line of 
each Antiphon is: i. “O Wisdom, who o’er earth 
below; ” ii, “ Ruler and Lord, draw nigh, draw 
nigh;” iti, “O Rod of Jesse's stem, arise ;” iv, 
“ Key of the House of David, come;" v. “O 
Morning Star, arise ;" vi. *O Thou on Whom 
the Gentiles wait;” vii. “Draw nigh, draw 
nigh, Immanuel.” 

2. A second tr. by Earl Nelson appeared in 
the Surum Hymnal, 1868, as “The Advent An- 
thems.” The opening line of each is:—(1) *O 
Wisdom! spreading mightily ;” (2) “ Ruler of 
Israel. Lord of Might;" (3) *O Root of Jesse! 
Ensign Thou!” (4) * O Israel's sceptre! David's 
Key ;" (5) O Day Spring and Eternal Light; 
(6) “O King! Desire of Nations! come;” 
(7) “O Law-giver! Emmanuel! King!” These 
were directed to be sung separately, or as one 
hymna, as desired. 

5. These Antiphons were also fr, by W. J. 
Blew, and included in his Church H. & Tune 
Bk., 1852. 

4, Some time, Dr. Neale supposes about the 
12th century, an unknown author took fire of 
these Antiphons, and wove them into a hymna in 
the following order :—st. i. O Emmanuel; ii. O 
Radic Jesse; iii. O Oriens ; iv. O Clavis David; 
v. O Adonai, This hymn began with the line ;— 

“ Veni, veni, Emmanuel,” 

aod ery | to each verse the refrain, which is 
not found in the original prose :— 

“ Gaude, gaude, Emmanuel 
Nascetur pro te, Israel.” 

Daniel has given the full text in his Thes. Hymn. 
ii, $36 (1844). From Daniel's text Dr. Neale 
translated his :— 

5. Draw nigh, draw nigh, Emmanuel, and pub. 
it in the Ist ed. of his Mediaeval Hymns, 1851, p. 
119, in 5st. of 61. That tr. he altered for the Ist 
ed. of the Hymnal N., 1852, the same altered 
text being repeated in the enlarged ed, of 1854; 
and the 2nd and 3rd eds, of the Mediaeval 
Hymas, 1862 & 1863, The altered text is found in 
the People’s H., 1867, and also, with alterations 
by various hands, in the Hymnory, 1872, H. 
Comp., 1876, Thring’s Coll., 1882, and others. 
It is from the original tr, of 1851 that parts 
ii.-v. and vii. of No, 74 in Church Hys, are 
taken, parts i. and vi. being from Canon Cooke's 
tr. from the original prose (see above). In the 
trial copy of H. A. & M.in 1859, an altered version 
of Neale’s tr. was given beginning :— 

6. O come, 0 come, Emmanuel. This was in- 
cluded in the Ist ed. of 1861, and again in the 
new ed, 1875; and is repeated in Kennedy, 1863; 
Allon'’s Sup. 1868; Wes. W. Bk, 1875; aud 
others. Another tr. is:— 

7. O come, Emmanuel, O come! This is in the 
Anglicon H, Bk, and was made by the editor, 

: 
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the Rev. R. C. Singleton, in 1867, and included 
therein in 1868. Dr. Macgill's tr. :— 

8. 0 Come, Immanuel, bear our call, appeared in 
the Scottish Prest, Hymnal, 1876, No. 24, and was 
subsequently included in his Songs of the Chris- 
tian Creed and Life, 1876 and 1879. 

Translation not in 0. U.:— 
O come! come, Thou Emmanuel. Chambers, 1857. 

A a the German has been 
noted by Mr. Mearns aa followa :— 

Nun sende Herr, uns deinem Sohn, in the 
Trier G. B., 1846, p. 9,in 8st. of 4 In the 
harmonized ed. of 1847, it is said to be from the 
Munich @. B., 1586. Tr. as “ Send now Thy Son 
unto us, Lord,” by Miss Huppus, as No, 310, in 
E. Paxton Hood's Children’s Choir, 1870, 

{J. J.J 
Antiphonale =seq. 

Antiphonarium. A book containing the 
Antiphons, Invitatories, Hymns, Responds, 
Verses, and in later times the Little Chapters. 
—7 the Antiplious and Responds were 
contained in separate volumes known as the 
Antiphonarium and Responsoriale (Amalarius, 
Prot. ad Lib, de Ord. Antiphon. Edit. Hittorp, 
p. 224). The arrangement of the volume is 
attributed to Gregory [., and its revision to 
Adrian [. The early pect 7rjpeckerfa various 
countries and dioceses exhibit great variety of 
text and usage, [F. E. W.) 

Anton Ulrich of Brunswick, b. Oct. 4, 
— . Hitzacker, on the Elbe ve —_ 
urg, the portion as younger son o father, 

Duke August, whe the years afterwards 
succeeded to the Dukedom of Wolfenbiittel. 
He was the only child of the Duke's seoond 
marriage. In 1635 the Duke conracted a 
third marriage with Sophie Elisubethe of 
Mecklenburg. Father and stepmother alike 
were pious and fond of music and poetry, aud 
their children were trained with a simple 
home life, in Lutheran orthodoxy ; and, under 
J. G, Schottelins and Sigismund v. Birken, 
instructed im all the learning of the time. 
Under these influences, a ted yey 
residence at the University of Helmstadt, 1650, 
Anton Ulric: grew up a lover of his mother 
tongue and of poetry—his first literary efforts 
being a number of hymns which he presented 
in M8, to hia father asa New Year's zift, 1655. 
In 1659 he was admitted a member of the 
Frnitberring Society. At the death of his 
father in 1666 the family circle was broken up, 
and, released from the healthful, if somewhat 
narrow, influences of his trvining and previous 
surroundings, he turned from hymn-writing to 
the affairs of the world, Heneeforth the 
ruling passion, hitherto curbed, took the upper 
hand, und the desire for power and fame led 
him far astray. 

In 1667 his elder brother appoint d him 
Governor «at Wolfenbiitt-l, and in 1685 made 
him Cu-Regent of the Duchy of Brunswick. 
His desire for princely magnificence, fostered 
by a year’s residence in France, led him into 
laviah expenditure, such as an imitation of the 

| Palace of Versailles which he built at Satz- 
'dahlum, sear Wolfenbiittel, and in Wolfen- 
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battel an Academy (opened 1687) for the | 
elucation of young noblemen; a fine building 
fur the Libriry, and a new opera house, | 
Envious at the rapidly increasing power of | 
the Hannover-Celle branch of the. Wolfen- 
bittel line, he made alliance, in 1702, with 
France, against them, only to be deposed from 
the Co-Regency, althou 4 when his brother 
ibdieated im 1704 he obtained full sway in 
Brunswick. By his secession to the Roman 
Catholic Church in 1709-10 | one of the results 
arising from the marriage of his grand- 
daughter Elizabethe Christine to Charles of 
Spain, who was crowned Emperor in 1711), he 
lost the love of his subjects and the respect 
of his former princely friends, and attained 
oeither temporal advantage, nor spiritual 

When his fats) illness came on and 
he felt his end near, he eummoned an Evun- 
gelical clergyman to prepare him for death, 
then receivel the Sacrament according to the 
Roman rite, and after giving his surviving 
children his blessing, d, at Sulzdahlum, 
Mar. 27, 1714. His two sone succeeded each 
ether, but aa they died without mule issue, the. 
Dukedom to a son of hia younger 
brother by Duke August's third marriage. 

His hymos seem to have been mostly written 
before 1855, and were printed anonymously to 
the number of 44 as Hocherleuchtete Geistliche 
Lieder, Einer hohen Personen, ¥.P. 1605, and 
then enlarged to 60, and with melodies probably 
by his stepmother as :—Christ Fiirstliches Davids- 
Horpfen-Spiel zum Spiegel wnt Fiirtild Him- 
mi-flamnender Andacht, §c., Niirnberg, 1667, 
with a preface on prayer, ‘aheraat by J. G, 
Schottelius (reprinted with three hymns added, 
Wolfenbattel, 1670). Of these 34 are included | 
in the selections by H. Wendebourg from the 
Duke's Geistliche Lieder, pub. at Halle, 1858. 
Mostly composed before his 22nd year, many are 
in unusual metres and of the nature of experi- 
ments in verse, showing him as allied with the 
Peguitz Order, of which his former tutor and 
lifelong friend Sigismund v, Birken (q. v.) was 
thes President or Chief Shepherd. But al- 
though it may be said that the Duke's hymns 
are often too subjective and farfetched, and that 
his after life did not altogether fulfil the pro- 
mise of his youth; yet there cannot be denied 
to them the expression in beautiful form of a 
deep sense of sin, an ardent longing for grace, 
and a heartfelt lore to the Saviour. Their 
poetic worth, simplicity of diction, and practical 
Usefulness gained them admission to the Leipzig 
Vorrath, 1873, the Narnberg G. B., 1676, and 
other hymn-books of the period, and to Bunsen’s 
Versuch, 1833, and other recent collections 
(Kock, iii, 587-349; Wendebourg’s Preface ; 
~. Dentsche Biog., i. 487-491; Bode, 37-38). 
seen have been fr. into English. two Ist pub. 
= 5, and two Ist pub, 1867; the references 
th the original os. being kindly supplied from 
ne eopits in the Ducal Library at Wolfen- 
- by the Principal Librarian, Ur. O. v. 

} 

_» Laas dich Gutt. [Resignation.] This beau - 
bre byma on Consolation in Trial appeared in 

beer eats gems 198 identi, yl, 1, 6. of each st. bein entical. lecluded as No. ‘68 in pt. ii. L714, | 
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Freylinghausen s GC. 8., and as No. 787 in Bun- 
sen's Versuch, 1833 (Ally. G. B., 1846, No. 319). 
Tr. a8 ;— 

Leave all to God. A good tr. (omitting st, iv.) 
by Miss Winkworth in the 1st Series, 1855, of her 
Lyra Ger., p. 159 (ed, 1876, p. 161), and thence 
as No. 155 in Ps. & Hymns, Bedford, 1859, as 
No. 302 in the Free Church H. Bk, 1882, and in 
the Gilman-Schaff Lib. of Rel. Poetry, ed. 1884. 

ii, Mach dir, O Gott! verlanget mich, [ TAirstiny 
for God.) One of his best hymns. Appeared 
in 1665, p. 21, 1667, p. 28, as above (ed. Wen- 
debourg, 1856, p. 8), in 11 st, of 41. Included 
as No. 1129 in the Leipzig Vorrath, 1673, and 
as No. 1259 in Burg’s Breslau G@ B,, 1746. 

Tr, as:— 
0 God, I long Thy Light to see. A cood tr. by 

Miss Winkworth in the Ist Series, 1855, of her 
Lyra Ger., p. 145, omitting at. ii., iii, vi. In the 
second ed. p. 146, tr. of st. ii., iii, were added. 
Repeated thus as No. 118 in her C. B. for 
England, 1863. 

Other tre. are, all omitting st, fi,, ii., vi. (1)*0 Lord! 
I long Thy face to see,” by Miss Cox, 1441, p. 97 (1864, 
f. 115); (2) “My soul is thirsting, Lord, for Thee,” by 
edy Eleanor Fortescue, 143 (1847, p. 38); (3) “Call me, 
OGod; I come; for 1," by Dr. G. Walker, 1860, p. TT. 

iii, Nun tret ich wieder aus der Rub. [ Mornin. 
For the Sick.] Appeared in 1667, p, 2, as above 
(ed. Wendebourg, 1856, p. 1.), in 8 st. of 8 1. 

The trs. are, (1) “Ouce more from rest I rise 
again,” by Miss Winkworth, 1855, p, 220 (isis, 
p- 222). (2) “ From blest, unconscious sleep 1 
wake again,” by Miss Cox, 1864, p. 185. 

iv. Wer Geduld und Demuth liebet, 
and Humility.) Appeared in 1665, p. 92, und 
1667, p. 135, as above (ed. Wendebourg, 1856, 
p. 43), in 11 st. of 4. Tr, as Patience and Hu- 
mility, by Miss Winkworth, 1869, p. 225. 

(J. M.J 

Apelles von Liwenstern. [Léwenstern. | 

"A ov Gata, St. Cosmas. From 
the Office for Easter Eve in the Triedion, ic. 
the Lent volume which commences with the 
Sunday before Septuageaima, and goes down to 
Easter (see Greek Hymnody, xiv, 7). It is 
Ode 7 of the Oanon, and is on the 
Canticle, “ The of the Three Children.” 
Several Canons during Lent are com of 
three Odes only; henee the name of the Lent 
volume “ Triodion.” The tr. of thia Ode, 
“Christ, Who set free the Children tliree,” 
was mate by Dr. Littledale for and first pub. 
in the P ‘a H., 1867, No. 110, signed “ 1..." 
and appointed for Easter Eve. ‘The original 
dates from the early part of the eighth 
century, and is found in modern Greek Ser- 
vice Books. The hymn “The Sepulchre is 
holding" is a ér. by Dr. Littledale of Zhpepor 
cuvéxer tapos from the same (ice as the above. 

[Patience 

The author of the original, and the date 
are unknown, Dr. Littledale’s fr, waa male 
for andl first published in the People’s H., 
1867, No. LIL, signed * L..” and appointed, 
with the ab ve, for Easter Eve. [tis repeated 
in the Irvingite Hymns for the Use of the 
Churches, 2ud ed., 1871. 

Apostle of our own dear home. 

oe 

JE. Millard. (St. Auguatene.] Written for the 
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festival of St. Augustine, and Ist pub., with a 
second hymn for the festival of St. Mury Mag- 
dalene, in the Ecclesiastie, o, 1849, and again 
in Lyra Sanctorum, 1850, p. 92. From this 
later work it was transferred to the People’s 
H., 1867, and signed “ J. E. M.” 

Apostles of the risen Christ, 
forth. H. Bonar. [Missions.] Printed i 
the second series of bis Hymns of Faith & 
Hope, 1863, pp. 142-3, where it is headed 
“The Great Message.” and the motto is 
prefixed :— 

"Tevtat orbit anche enkors Det 
Portate verbum.” ld Hymn, 

It iain Sst.of 61. Its use is mainly con- 
fined to America. [W. T. B.] 

Apparebit repentina dies magne 
Domini. Anon, cir. 7 cent. [Advent.) The 
earliest reference which we have to this hymn 
is in Bede's De Metris (672-735). It is an 
acrostic, the first verse commencing with A, 
the third with B, the fifth with ©. &e. 
Dr. Neale spenks of it as a “rugged, but 
grand Judgment Hymn,” dates it “as early 
ag the 7th century,” and declares that “it 
manifestly contains the germ of the Dies Ire.” 
The text is given in Cassander’s Hymnai 
Eeelesiastici, Col. 1556; Thomasius, vol. ii. p. 
433; Rambach, Anthologie, i. p. 126; Daniel, 
1841, vol. i. No. 161; Du Meéfil, Poésies Popu- 
laires Latines, 1843, p. 135; Trench’s 8. Lat. 
Poetry, 1849 and 1873, and others. [W. A.8.] 

Translation in C. U.;— 
1, That great day of wrath and terror, By J. 

M. Neale, in his Med. Hymns, 1851, p. 9. From 
this tr. acento has been given im the Cumbrae 
Ji, Bh,, 1863, No. 235. Mrs. Charles has also 
rendered it as: “* Suddenly to all appearing the 
great day of God shall come,” in her Vowe of 
Christian Life in Song, 1858, p, 142, but it is 
not in C, U, 

Apparuit benignitas, [Christmas.] A 
beautiful poem on the Incarnation quoted hy 
Mone, No. 51, from a 15th cent. ws. at Karls- 
ruhe in 92 lines, There is no tr. of the whole 
poem, but a cento beginning with 1. 5, 0 amor 
quam exstatieus, was fr, by the Rev. J. M. Neale, 
for the Hymnal N., 1854, in 8 st. of 4 1., the 
doxology being an addition to the original text. 
This tr., considerably altered in some instances, 
has passed into the Sulisbury H. Bk, 1857; 
HH. A. & M., 1861; People’s H., 1867; the 
8. PC. K. Chureh Hys., 1871; the Hymnary, 
1872; Thring’s Coll, 1882, and others. tk 
begins in each hymnal :— O Love, how deep, 
how broad, how high!" The original lines fr. 
are given in L. O. Biggs’s Annotated Hf. A, & M., 
1867, p. 177. 

Appleton, Sarah [Miles}, 

gS etgiga my soul, the mercy seat. 
J, Newton, ([Lent.) 1st pub, in the Olney 
Hymas, 1779, bk, iii, No. 12, in 6 at. of 41, 
and again in all later editions of the same — 
work. It came into early use in the hymnals 
and has attained to a foremost position as one 
of the most popular of Newton's productions, 
In the Olney Hymns it is the second of two 
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| hymns headed, “The Effort." The first hymn 
by Newton on this same subject begins :— 

_“Cheer up, my soul, there is a mercy seat.” 
No. 11, in 6 st. of 41.a8 above. Its similarity 
to“ Approach, my soul,” has led some to sup- 
pose it to have been re-written by an unknown 
compiler. In the American College Hymnal, 
N.Y, 1876, st. ii, iii. and iv, are given as 
No. 280, * Lord, [ am come, Thy promise is 
my plea.” The use of this hymn in any form 
is very limited. 

Aquinas, St. Thomas, [Thomas of 
Aquino} 

Are there not in the labourer’s day P 
C. Wesley, (Duty.} Ist pub. in Hymns & 
Sacred Poems, 1749, vol. i, 124, in 5 st. of 6 L, 
and entitled, “The way of duty the way of 
safety.” In 1780 it was embodied in the Wes. 
H. Bk., and from thence has passed into most 
of the hymnals of the Methodist bodies in G. 
Britain and America, It was introduced into 
the collections of the Ch. of England by Top- 
jady, through his J’s. & Hys., 1776. Orig. 
text in P. Works, 1868-72, vol. v. p. 17. 

Are we do: as we should do? T. 
Kelly, { Missions.) Contributed to an ed. of 
his Hymna, &c., between 1838 and 1853, in 
4st. of 81. In the 1859 ed. (9th) it is given 

! as No. 585, and headed “ Questions for Con- 
science.” Its use is limited. 

Are we not sons and heirs of God ? 
I. Watts. (Gravity and Decency.) 1st pub. 
with his Sermons on Various Subjects, &c., 1721, 
and was composed on the subject of his sermon 
on Phil. iv. 8 It was also repeated in 6 st. 
of 41, in later eds. of the Sermons. In Rip- 
pon’s Sel, 1787, it was given, No, 229, as :— 
* Behold the sona, the heirs of God.” and as 
such is known to modern hymnals, 

Are your souls the Saviour seeking ? 
ree] This anonymous hymn was given 
y Mr. Denham Smith in his Times of Re- 

Jreshing, 1800, in 4 st. of 81. It has d 
into several collections, including Com. Praise, 
1880; Hys. for the Ch, Catholic, 1882, &e. ; 
but in all cases as “ Anon,” 

Arends, Wilhelm Erasmus, «. of E. F, 
Arnda, pastor at Langenstein, near Halber- 
stadt, was b. at Langenstein, Feb, 5, 1677. He 
became, in 1707, pastor at Crottorf, near Hal- 
berstadt, and in 1718, pastor of the church of 
St. Peter and St. Paul in Halberatadt He d. 
at the latter place, May 16, 1721 (Aoeh, iv. 
889; Allg, Deutache Biog., i. 516; ms. from 
Pastor Spierling, Halberstadt, and Pastor 
Schafft, Langenstein), He is said to have con- 
tributed three hymns to pt, ii., 1714, of Frey- 
linghausen’s G. BR. Of these Nos, 118, 303 
are ascribed to him at p. 3 of the Grisehow- 
Kirchner Nachricht, 1771, to Freylinghausen's 
G. B., while the other is left anonymous. It 

j is — 
Riistet euch ihr Christenleute. [Christian War- 

| fare.) First pub. as No, 360 in 1714 as above, 
in 4st.of 11], Dr. Jacobs of Wernigerode in- 
forms me that Count Christian Ernst of Werni- 
gerode (d. 1771), a well-known German hymno- 
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logist, ascribed it to Arends in a marked copy of 
the 1741 ed. of Freylinghausen’s G. B. Rock 
styles it “a call te arms for spiritual conflict and 
vietory.”” Included in many later hyma-books, 
and recently as No. 675 in the Berlin @, Z. &, 
ed. 1563. 

Translation in C. U.:— 

Christians, prayer may well employ you. A full | 
and good fr. contributed by J, M. Sloan as No, 289 
to Wilson's Service of Praise, 1865, (J. M.} 

Arglwydd arwain trwy’r anialwch. 
W. Williams. [Strength lo pass through the 
Wilderness.] This was pub, in the lst ed. of 
the author's Alleluia, Bristol, 1745, in 5 at. of 
61, as follows :-— , 

Nerth i fyned triey'r Anialweh, 

1 p= arwain trwy'r anlalwch 
bererin gwael ei wedd, 

Nad oes ynof nerth na byw. 
Fel yn edd yn y : 

Hollaltuog 
Ydyw'r un a'm cwyd {'r lan. 

2. Colofn din rbo’r nos i'm harwain, 
A tho'r — niwl y dydd; 

Dal 6 pan bwy'n teithio’r manau 
Geirwon yn fy ffordd y sydd: 

Rho tov! fanna, 
Fel na bwyf yn lwfrhau. 

y fynnonan melus 
yn tarda o'r Graig i macs; 

"Rhyd yr anial mawr canlyned 
Afon iachawdwriaeth gris: 

Rho imi hyny; 
Dim { mi ond dy fwynbau. 

4. Pan bwy’n myned trwy'r lorddopen— 
Angeu creulon yn el rym, 

Ti est trwyddi gynt dy bunan, 
P'am yr ofnaf bellach ddim ? 

Buddugoliaeth, 
Gwna imi waeddl yn y Lif! 

5. Ymddiriedaf yn dy allu, 
Mawr yw'r gwaith « — ertoed : 

angad, ti gest uffern, 
Satan dan dy droed : 

Pen Calfaria, 
Nac sed bwow byth o'm cof. 

The first tr. of a part of this hymn inte | 
English was by Peter Williams, in his Hymns | 
om Varions Subjects (wii.), Together with The | 
Novice Instructed: Being an abstract of a 
letter written toa Friend. By the Rev. P. 
Williams, Carmarthen, 1771, Printed for the 
author ; and was as follows :— 

“Hyuw V. 
Praying for Strength. 

“Guide me, © Thou great Jeborah, 
, a this barren land, 
am © t Thou art mi - 
Hold me with Thy baer op : 

read of heaven, 
Feed me ‘till | want no more. 

“Open Thea the pleasant fountai 
Where the tiv waters flow ‘ih 

Let the river of salvation 
ae desert thro’ : 

y presen 
Alweys ead od content me. 

“Lond, {trust Thy mighty power, 
Woudreus are Thy worth of old; 

‘Thove detiver'st Thine from thraldow, 
Whe for themselves bad sold: 

Than didst oni uer 

Ss, and Satan and the grave.” 

eae stanzas are a tr. : Williams himself of at. i, iii, ¥. 

St. iii, and iv. into 
and te; 

follows; aed 

3A 

w. 
ted the tr. of st. i, tr. 

ish, added a fourth 
m as a leaflet as 
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“A Favovarre Hrex, 
sung by 

Lady Huntingdon’s Young Collegians. 
Printed by the desire of many Christian Sriends. 

Lord, give it Thy Messing! 

ia 
“Guide me, 0 Thou great Jehovab, 

Pilgrim through this barren Land; 
lam weak, bat Thou art mighty, 

Hold me with Thy pow'rfu! hand: 
Bread of beaven, bread of heaven, 
Feed me till I want no more. 

Tn 
“Open now the chrystal fountain, 

Whence the bealdng stream doth flow; 
Let the fire and cloudy pillar 

Lead me all my journey thro’: 
Strong Deliv'rer, strong Deliv’rer, 
Be Thou still my strength and shield, 

ut, 
“ When I tread the verge of Jordan, 

Bid my anxious fears subside ; 
Death of deaths, and beil's destruction, 

Land me safe on Canaan's side: 
of praises, songs of praises, 

1 will ever give to Thee. 

tv, 

“ Musing on my habitation, 
Musing on my yey 2 bome, 

Fills my soal with boly longings: 
Come, my Jesus, quickly come : 

Vanity is all I see; 
Lord, | long to be with Thee '" 

This leaflet was undated, but was ¢. 1772. 
During the same or the following year, it was 
included in the Ledy H, Coll., 5th ed., Bath, 
W. Gye, No.4. Stanzas i,-iii. had previously 
appeared in The Coll. of Hys. sung in the 
Countess of Huntingdon's Chapels in Sussex. 
Edinburgh : Printed by A, Donaldson, for Wil- 
liam Balcombe, Angmoring, Sussex, No. 202. 
This is undated; but Mr. Brooke's copy con- 
tains the autograph, “ Elizabt. Featherstone- 
haugh, 1772," the writing and ink of which 
show it to be genuine. We cun safely date it 
1771. It was repeated in G. Whitetield’s P's. 
& Hye, W7S. in Conyers, 1774, and others, 
until it has become one of the most extensively 
used hymns in the English language. There 
are diversities of text in use the origin of 
which in every case it is difficult to determine, 
The most widely known are :— 

1. Where the 6th line in each stanza reads rempec- 
tively, * Bread of heaven,” “Strong deliverer,” and 
“Songs of praises," the arrangement is from the Lady H. 
ol, 1771. This form is given in nineteen out of every 
twenty bymnals which adopt the bymn, including 
HH. A. & M., Be. 

2. Where the Sth line read respectively, “Lord of 
Glory,” “Strong deliverer,” Lord and Saviour,” the 
text ia from Cotterill's Se/., 1810 to 1619, where it is 
changed to the plaral throughout. 

3. Where the Sth line rends respectively, “Of Thy 
” Strong Deliverer,” and “Grateful praises,” 

the changes were made in Hall's Mitre, bn 36. 
4. The original, with the omission of lines 5 and 6 in 

each stanza, thereby reducing it to # 7's, given in many 
American hymnals, appeared in the Prager Hk. Coll, 1826. 

In addition to these there are altered texts, a6 follows ; 
&. Guide wa, (¢ Thou great Redeemer, In Morrell & 

How, 1854; Scottish Apase, HW Hk, leSr, and others. 
6. Guide ust, Thow whose Name ix Suviowr, By J, 

Keble, re-written for the Salisbury HW. Bk, (857, and 
ted in the Peaple’s H., 1467, Sarum, 1468, the 

Hymnary, 1872, ke. E 
7. Guide us, Jesu, Holy Saviour. In the Parish H 

Bk, 1883-15. This is Keble’s alteration of Williams, 
again altered. . 

&. Guide us, O Thow Deliverer. in the Bnglish 
by.J. A. Johnston, 2nd ed., 1856, No. 167. 

9. O Thou Great Jehovah, lead us. This form of the 
text isin Kennedy, 1863, No 639. 

10. Guide us, 0 Saviour, In The Calcutta H. 
Bk,, 1862, No. 102, 



78 ARISE, AND FOLLOW ARISE, YOUR VOICES ALL 

This hymn in one form or another has been and Sacred Poems, 1739, in 15 wt. of 61. In 

rendered into many languages, but invariably | 1780, when included in the Wes. H. Bk., it 

from the Knglish. These frs. included the | was given as one hymn in two parts (No. 187), 

Rev. R. Bingham’s graye, | into Latin, but as early as 1809 the were numbered 

“Magne tn, Jehova,” of the 3 st. arrun as separate hymns, and they are given thus in 

ment, given with the English text, i is | the revised ed., 1875, Nos. 194, 195; and in 

Hymno. Christ. Lat., 1871. [J. J.) | mest collections of the Methodist bodies. Ihe 

second part or hymn is, “ High above every 

Arise, and follow me. H. Alford. [St.| Name.” In Kennedy, 1863, the second line of 

Matthew.) ‘This hymn is No, 261 of his Year | part 1, as above, begins, “ The Saviour’s sacri- 

of Praise, 1867. Tn his Poetical Works, 1868, | fice.” Outside of the Methodist collections 

308, it is dated 1844; but it is not in his | the use of both hymns is limited. (Orig. text, 

«. & Hys., 1844, nor in Kis School of the Heart, P, Works, 1868-72, vol. i. p. 146.) 

&ec., 1845. We have not traced it in a printed 

form beyond Johnston's English Hymnal, 1852, Arise, my soul, in songs to own. 

No. 205, where it is given with adoxology. | Joseph Irons. [Praise to God the Father.) 
From his Zion's Hymns, &., 3rd ed., 1825, 

Arise and hail the happy [sacred] No. 15, in 4 st. of 4 1, into Suepp's Songs uf 

day. [Christmas.] : Pub. anonymously in the G. & G., 1872, unaltered. 

Liverpool Liturgy, 1763, p. 155, in 5 at. of 6L 

in 1709 it was given in the Bristol Bapt. Colt. | , At#80 2 oe be oe ones. 
of Ash & Evans, No. 96, and subsequently in 7 ane and & maar el 1708 bk i Ne 

several of the older hymn-books, In modern | 491'f'6 ot. of 4 1, and entitled “Redemption 
collections it is sometimes found as, “ Arise pear Prot iden from 8 iritual Enemies ap Its 

and hail the sacred day,” as in Halland Lasar’s | SS" nerally in an abbreviated form, has beet 

Evangelical Hymnal, N. Y., 1880. ‘Che chorus, | od still is Kuited, in G, Britain, bat is some- 
“O then let heaven and earth rejoice,” is not | 4), hy stenaive tn aseeion . aii 

in the original, It appeared -in some collec- aaa : 

tions early in the present century. [See Scott, Arise, my soul, nor dream the hours. 

Elizabeth, | Ngee the Time.] Av anonymous hymn 
n Longfellow and Johnson's Amer. Hys. of 

Arise, in all Thy splendour, Lord. | the Spirit, 1864, No. 568. 

Sarah Slinn. (Missions.] In J. Dobell’s New 
Selection, &e., 1803, No. 432, pt. 2, in 6 st,| Arise, my tenderest thoughts, arise. 

of 41, 3 st. of which are from No. 47 of J.| P; Doddridge. (Surrow because of Sin-] 
Griffin's Sel. of Missionary & Devotional Hys., Written, June 10, 1739, on the text, Ps. 

Portsea, 1797. The hymn “Though now the exix. 158 [“p, mas") and lst pub. in J. 

nations sit beneath,” was re-written for Ameri- | Orton's ed. of Doddridge's Hymna, &c., 1755, 

can use, by L. Bacon (q. v.) froa: Dobell. unaltered, in 5 st. of 41. 4 headed, “ Be- 
holding Transgressors with Grief." Also re- 

Arise, my soul, arise, Shake off, &c. | peated in J. D. Humphreys’s od. of Doddridge, 

C. Wesley. (Christ the Mediator.) Ist pub. | 1839. It came into C. U. at an early date, 

in Hymns & Sacred Poems, 1742, p. 264, in both in the Ch. of England and amongst the 

5 at. of 6 1. and entitled “Behold the Man,” | Nonconformists, and is still retained in nume- 

(P. Works, 1868-72, vol. ii. p. 323.) In 1780 | rous collections in G. Britain and America. 

it was included in the Wes. H. Bk. as No. 194 | It is a powerful aud cpio worded hymn of 

in an unaltered form, and has been repeated | the older type, and is suited for use on behalf 

a all _ pom —s ee 1875, No, 202). | of missions. 
rom t es. H. Bk. it has passed into all A 

the collections of tie Methodist bodies in all | ,,A7486 Ve people, pg gy eae te 
English-speaking countries, and also into },, A "1820. i: in wre ate ne 

mae! ymnals outside of Methodism both in | 4,5 ‘ded t > oh ‘est ‘cal i _ 

G. Britain and America. It has also been | 8 A Dish Coll t oy i 

rendered into various languages. One in pred th men Et ere ee oe ee Mg 
eae the Rev. RK. Bingham :—* Surge, ere than in England. tes 

surge,Mens mea,” is givenin his Hymnol.Christ. sain arise. c 
Lat., 1871. Mr. Stevenson hae collected in ae. Leader] mt b. in the - ES 

his Meth. 7. Bk. Notes, 1883, numerous illus- Oo H of Sots { =e 
tontiona of the direct value which thi ymns on V. P. of Scripture, 1809, No. 77. 

rations of the direct value which this hymn | jn 7 st, of 4 1., and headed, * He teacheth my 
has been to many. hands to war,” Ps. xviii. 34. In 1812 it was 

A taken out of the above, and ineluded in 
Arise, my soul, arise, This earth y ait ; 

&eo. J. Gabb. [Ger al] ” Contribu + | Kelly's Hymns adapted for Social Worship, 

Gane. t No, 88, but subsequently it was restored to 

the English Sacred Songeter, 1873, together | the original work. Full text in Hymne, 
with his tune “ Heavenward,” No, 37, and re- | Mf. Mosea, Dublin, 1858, No. 253. es in 

published, unaltered, in his Welburn Appendix, | ©, U. both in G. Brit ica, it is i 
1875, No. #3, but set to another tune (Leyden) pe sibecricted pti they y pepe flae = 
also by Mr. Gabb. stanzas differs in various collections. 

Arise, my soul, arise, Thy [The] Sa- Arise, your voices all unite. Hp. R. 
viour’s sacrifice, &c. C. Wesley. (On| Mant. (Praise) An original composition 
the Titles of Christ.) Appeared in Hymns ) included in bis Ancient Hymns from the Rom. 



ARM OF THE LORD 

Bree., &e., 1837, No. 83, in 6 st. of 41. and 
uitited, “ Hymn commemorative of the Ob- 
ject of Christian Worship,” ed. 1871, No. 83. 

Arm of the Lord, awake, awake. 
The terrors, &c. C. Wealey. [Missions.) 

ia Means of F nd Thenkagioing fi the Hymne of Petition a a iving for 
the Promise of the Father, pub, by J. & C. 
Wesley in 1746. Stanza 1, from hymn 18, 
1; 2 from hymn 21, st. 2; 3 amt 4 from 
hymn 22, et. Land 4. It was embodied in the 
Supp. to the Wes. H. Bk. in 1830, No. 696. In 
the revised ed. of that Coll., 1875, No. 443, 
toe last stanza is omitted, Orig, text, P. Works, 
1868-72, vol. iv. p. 186, 

Arm of the Lord, awake, awake. 
Thine own, &c. CC. Wesley. [Missions.) 
This hymn was inclnded in the first three 
editions of H. & Sacred Poema, all of 
which were ub. in 1739 (p. 222), but omitted 
in the fourth and fifth editions. In 1749 it 
was included in another series of Hymns & 
Sacred Poems, as the second part of a para- 
phrase of the Sist of Isaiah in 10st.of 41. In 
1780, 6 st. were included in the Wes. H. Bk., 
No, 375, and are retained in the revised ed. of 
1875, No, 386. The same arrangement is also 
found in several collections in G. Brit. 
and America. Orig. text, P. Works, 1868-72, 
vol. iv, p. 302. Another hymn opening with 
the same first line, and of a similar character, 
was pub. in C. Wesley's Hymns written in the 
time of the Tuovults, June 1780, No. ix., Bristol, 
178. The Tumults referred to took place in 
London. It is not in C.U. Orig text, P. 
Works, 1868-72, vol. viii. p. 273. 

— Florence Catherine, 
danghter of William Armstrong, a.v.. of 
gg Co, Sligo, Ireland, b. March 18, 
i843. Her well-known hymn :— 

0 to be over yonder [ Longing for Heaven] was 
Written in 1862, and pub, without her onnt 
in the British Herald, Feb, 1865, p. 24, and 
dated “Juny., 1865." It soon attained an 
extended circulation, and was given in several 
collections. In 1875 Miss Armstrong acknow- 
‘edged the authorship in her work, The King 
is His Beauty and Poems. 

Arnds, W.E. (Arends, W. E.] 

Arndt, Ernst Moritz, son of Ludwi 
Kicolans Arndt, estate manager for Count 

in the island of Rigen, was b. at Sehoritz in Ragen, Dee. 26, 1769, After 
peer ng at the Universities of Greifawald 
a ena, where he completed his theological 

ree oder Paulus, he preac.el for two 
Fears a8 8 candidate, but in 1798 abandoned 
Routh After a pedestrian tour throu, 
son Germany, Hungary, Northern I 
1800. te and Helium, became, at Easter 
and tn lea atthe University of Greifawald, | 
1806, ned nepooe of uitery i — in| 

: er the tyranny o| ee, 
ie, NPAs his ety Geiat der Zeit tpt ii. 1809, 
petriog 1818) which awakened the 

his countrymen, but drew on 

y, 

posed of stanzas frum three of 
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him the hatred of Napoleon, so that be had to 
| flee to Sweden, and was not able to return to 
Greifewald till 1810. He again left Greifs- 
| wald in 1812, aud found a home with Baron 
| v. Stein at St, Petersburg. After various 
| wanderings, during which he wrote many 
pamphlets inciting his countrymen, as none 
else could, to deeds of valour, and composed 
his well-known songs (all of date 1813), 

“ Der Gott, der Eisen wachsen licss, 
O du Deutschiand, ich muss marschieren. 
Was blasen die Trompeten? 
Was ist des Deutschen Vaterland ?" 

which were said to have done more to inspire 
the troops than a victory won, he settled for 
sume time at Cologne as editor of a patriotic 
newspaper, In 1818 he was appointed 
— of history in the newly-founded 

niversity of Bonn, Being accused by the 
Conservative leaders then in power of teach- 
ing Republicanism, he was, in 1820, un- 
justly —— though his salary was con- 
tinued to him), and was not restored till the ac- 
cession of Friedrich Wilhelm IV, to the throne 
of Prussia in 1840. In token of respect he 
was elected Reetor of the University 1840-1841, 
and lectured us professor till 1854. He con- 
tinued his tranquil life at Bonn, varied by 
delusive hopes of better things from the 
Revolutionary periods of 1848 and 185%, till 
after having passed his ninety-first birthday 
(when he received some three hundred 
messages of congratulution which he person- 
ally answered) he departed to the Heavenly 
Fatherland, Jan. 29, 1860. 

A man of learning, @ trae patriot, a distinguished 
port, and a man greatly revered and beloved of the 
poopie, he was a worthy modern mtative of the 
“old Arndt,” author of the Trae Christianity; a man 
of deep religious feeling, and a true-hearted and earnest 
witness for the Evangelical Faith. By bis well-known 
Vou dem Wort und con dem Airchentiede, Bonn, Ui Ls, be 
was one of the prime movers in the reaction which has 
how rescued most of the German lands from the incalas 
of xviil. cent, Rationalistic hymn-books. ‘To this - 
pulet he annexed 33 bymne, his best known. Qf the 
remaining $0 ame 37 appeared in bis Geistliche Lieder, 
Berlin, 1455, and the rest in the Frankfurt, 1#1%, and 
later edithuns of his Gedichte—the so-called complete 
edition of which, pub. at Herlin 1860, contains 427 
secular and sacred pleces, ranging from 1787 to 159, 
with a preface dated in Christmas week 1869. (Mock, 
vii. 140-144; Allg. Deutsche Miog., 1. 40-548.) 

The following 14 hymus by him have been 
tr. into English :— 

i. Der heil’ge Christ ist kommen, [Christmas.} 
Ist pub. in 1818, vol. i. p. 319, and tr. as “The 
blessed Christ is coming,” by C. 7' Astley, 1860, 
p. 24, in 4 st. of BL. 

ii. Dich Geist der Wahrheit, Geist der Eraft. 
[{ Whitsuntide,] A Prayer to the Holy Spirit. 
Ist pub. 1819 (No, 32), as above, in 8 st. of 41. 
Tr. by J. Helly, 1885, p. 67, “O Spirit, Thou of 
love aud might.” 

iii. Die Welt thut ihre Augen ru. [ (Chili's 
Evening Hymn] 1st pub. 1818 (vol. i. p. 265), a6 
above, in 4 st. of BL 7h. by J. Kelly, 1885, 
p- 109, “The busy world its eyes doth close.” 

iv. Ea lebt ein Geist, durch welehen alles lebt. 
[The Spirit of God.) Ast pub. 1818 (vol. i. p. 
281) as above in S at. of 4 land tr. as:— 
“ There is a Spirit—universal Source,” by C. 7: 
Astley, 1860, p. 14. 
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v. Gegangen ist das Sonnenlicht. [{ Lvening.] 
Written in 1813, and Ist pub, 1818 (vol. ii, p. 
230) as above, in 5 st. of 8 L, entitled: “The 
traveller's evening hymn.” Zr, as (1) “ The sun- 
light has departed,” by Jr. Maguire, 1883, p. 49; 
(2) “The fields and woods all silence keep,” by 
J. Helly, 1835, p. 112, 

vi. Geht nun hin und grabt mein Grab. [Burial 
of the Dead] Written in 1818, and Ist pub. 
1819 (No. 19) as above in Oost. of 6 L, and 
included in Bunsen'’s Versuch, 1833, and since in 
many other collections, e.g. Une, L. 5,, 1851, No. 
815. It is the most popular of his hymns and 
was sung at his own funeral at Bonn, Feb. 1, 
1860 (Aoch, vii. 147). The tre. in C. U. are:— 

(1) Go and dig my grave to-day! A good and 
full tr. in the Ist Series, 1855, of Miss Wink- 
worth's Lyra Ger., p. 241 (ed. 1876, p. 245), 
and repeated as No. 188 in her C. 3B. for England, 
1863, In Schafls Christ in Song, ed. 1879, p. 536. 

(2) Weary now of wandering here, A fr. of 
st. i., iv., vir, ix., signed “F.C, C.," as No, 280, 
in Dr. Pagenstecher’s Coll, L864. 

Osber tra. are; (1) "Go! and let my grave be made,” 
hy Miss Cox, 1441, p. 83 (1861, p. 83); (2) “ Prepare 
me now my narrow bed,” Eleanor Fortescue, 

Bes ee Cycles et terete 
ge forth ‘and’ dig my grave,” by phys Jeathensn, in 
Golden Hours, UsT3, p. $2. 

vii. Gott, deine Kindlein treten. [Children] Ist 
pub, 1818 (vol. i, p, 275) as above, in 5 st. of 4 
1. It is tr, as “Oh, gracious God ! Thy children 
come before Thee,” by C. T, Astley, 1860, p. 38, 

vill. Ich weias, woran ich glaube. [Jie Rock of 
Saleation.] Written in 1818, and Ist pub. 1819 
(No. 28) as above in 6 st. of 8 L In Knapp's 
Ee. £, &, 1837, No. 1396 (ed. 1865, No. 1548), 
it begins “Ich weiss, an wen ich glaube.” The 
tvs, in C, U. are :— 

(1) I know in Whom I put my trust. A good fr. 
of st, i, iv.-vi. of Anapp’s text in the 2nd Series, 
1858, of Miss Winkworth’s Zyra Ger, p. 162. 
Inchuded as No, 1170 in Aennedy, 1863, and 
recently in Schaffs Christ in Song, ed. 1879, p. 
426, and Lib. of Rel. Poetry, ed. 1883, p. 670. 
(2) I know Whom I believe in, a fr. from 

Kaapp, omitting st. ii, iii, as No, 288 in the 
Ohio Luth, Hymnal, 1880, 

ix. Kann ich beten, Ist in Nothen. [The Power 
of Prayer.| Written in 1818, and Ist pub, 1819 
(No. 29) 28 above in & st. of 7 L, and fr. 
“When I can pray, Without delay,” by C. 7, 
Astley, 1860, p. 10. 

x. Und klingst du immer Liebe wieder. 
Love of Christ.) 1st pub, 1855, a8 above, p. 57, 
in & st.of 6 1, Jr, by J. Aedly, ISR5, p. 34, 
* And dost thou always love proclaim.” 

xi. Und willst du gar verzagen [ 7}ust in God.) 
Written in 1854, and Ist pub. as above, 1855, p. 
81, in 6 st, of 81, [tis tr, as “ And artthou nigh 
despairing,” in the Family Treasury, 1877, p. 110. 

xii, Was ist die Macht, was ist die Kraft. [ Holy 
Scripture.) Written in 1818, and Ist pub. 
1819 (No. 30) as above in 6 st. of 6 L., and in- 
cluded in Hofer’s Pilgerharfe, Basel, 1863, No, 31, 
Tr. (1) “What is the Christian's power and 
might?" hy R. Massie, in the Sritish Herald, 
April, 1865, p. 61. (2) “ What is the Christian 
soldier's might, What is," by R. Massie in the 
Day of Rest, 1878, vol. viii. p, 335, 

[ The 
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xiii. Wenn aus dem Dunkeln ich mich sehae. 
[Hope in God.] Written in 1818, and lst pab. 
1819 (No. 18) as above, in 7 st. of 6 1. Included, 
omitting st. ii., as No, 2401 in Knapp’s Le. L, &, 
1837 (ed. 1865, No. 2128). Yr. as “ When in 
the depths of night I’m sighing,” in the Britis\ 
Herald, Aug, 1866, p. 312, repeated’ as No, 410, 
in Reid’s Praise Ba., 1872. 

xiv. Wer hat den Sand gezihit, welcher im Wasser 
haust. [The Almighty God.) 1st pub, 1818 
(i. p. 207) and included in 1819 (No. 6) as 
above, in 4st. of 8 1. 77>. as * Who can on the 
seashore,” in Dr, Dulcken'’s Golden Harp, 1864, 
p. 32, There is also a free tr. in the Unitarian 
Hys. for Children, Glasgow, 1855, No. 28, be- 
ginning :—* Who has counted the leaves that 
fall?” (J. M.) 

Arnold, Gottfried, son of Gottfried 
Arnold, sixth master of the Town School of 
Annaberg in the Saxon Harz, b. at Anna- 
berg Sept. 5, 1666. His life was varied and 
eventful, and although much of it had little 
to do with hymuody from an English point 
of view, yet his position in German Hymno- 
logy is such as to necessitate an extended 
notice, which, through pressure of space, must 
-be (typographically) compressed, 

After pasting through the Town School and the 
Gymnasium at Gera, be matriculated in 1686 at the 
University of Wittenberg—where be found the strictest 
Latheran orthodoxy in doctrine combined with the 
loosest of living. Preserved by his enthusiasm for 
study from the vices of bis fellows, turning to 
contemplate the lives of the first Christians, he began 
those investigations in Church History on which bis 
fame principally rests, and thought of preparing himself 
to become a lecturer amd professor, the worldly spirit 
which pervaded the Church repelling bim from seeking 
to become one of her ministers, Accepting in 1689 ap 
appointment as family tutor at [) Dy became & 
disciple of Spener, then Court Preacher. Seeing and 
testing against the ill-living of those around bim, he 
lost bis appointment in 1693, but by Spener’s recom- 
moendation obtained a similar post at Quedlinburg, the 
centre of a recent religious Revival, one of the leaders 
in which was the Senior Court diaconus, J. H. Sproget. 
While at Quedlinburg he wrote and pub, his first work 
of importance ; The First Love, ic., a true Pietwre of the 
Firat Christians in their Licing Faita, and Holy Life, 
1694, a book glowing with faith and earnestness, whack 
gained a rapid cirealation (Sth ed. 1727) and was very 

eatly valued by P. J. Spener. Being thus brought 
to nothoe he was in 1097 aoe by the Lanidgrare 

Ernst Ludwig of Hesse-lurmetadt as Professor of 
iT y at Giessen. Accepting the post in a bopeful 
spirit, he did not find himself at hore tn his surround 
ings, and, unable to work as he wished, was constrained 
to resign in 1695. Returning to Quedlinbung he found 
leisure in the bowse of Lis friend Sprijgel to pursue 
the investigations for bis Cnparteiische Airchen- und 
Ketzer-Historie (Frankfurt-am-Main, 1699-1700) This 
¢poch-making work, the most important of all his 
ublications, a monument of gigantic industry and 

om the — sources, sought with impartiality 
to bring out clearty the moat inent and most beau 
tifal features of the Church life of bygone ages, while 
the more important works that preceded ft had heen 
largely partisan. It was dedicated to the King of 
Prussia, who, Jan., 1702, named him Historbographer; 
it guined for him the King’s belp, but by the favourable 
views taken of the heretics, and the unfavourable light 
in which the action of the Church towards them was 
often regarded, a storm of indignation was raised against 
him throughout the Church, About this time be joined the 
“New Angel Brotherhood " (5 Matt. xxii, 30), of the 
followers of the mystic Jakot) Béhme, wrote tn 1700 his 
Mystery of the Wisdom of God (see below), in which 
Heavenly Wisdom was represented as a pure Virgin, 
union with whom would preclude any earthly marriage, 
and ceased to partake of Holy Communion [n_ public. 
Thereupon the ecclesiastical authorities took action, and 
would have banished bim from Quedlinburg had not 
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the King of Prussia interfered and sent two commissions 
in 1700 nod 17or on Arnold's behalf. 

Now came the turning point in his life. A thief who 
hed woken into the house of the Sprigels was appre- 
bended at Allstedt, about 40 miles south, To bring the 
thief to justice, Spragel’s wife and her youngest dingh- 
ter, Anna Maris, went thither under Arnold's care. 
Preaching before the Widowed Duchess of Sachsen- 
Eisenach, Arnold was suinmoued by her to become 
Preacher at ber Court at Allstedt, and before entering 
on his ditics was, om Sept. 5, 1708, marrled fn Chureh at 
Quedlinburg to Anna Maria Spraégel—a union productive 
of the happiest resalts, and which in great measure 
card him of his Se tendencies, bat which 

| 

| (Stuttgart, 1845) and by AL CG. EB. Ehmann 

paratist 
brought the ridicule Of bis enemies upon him, and | 
Caused his expulsiom from the Angel Brotherhood, 
Entering apou bis duties at Allstedt in 1702, he encoun. 
tered much o fom, and thus, in 170d, gladly accepted 
from ihe King of Prussia an appontment as pastor and 
inspector of Werber tra the Alemark (near the junction 
of the Elbe and Havel), a5 Successor to his fathet-in-law, 
who had removed thence from Quediinburg, As his 
Persecutors gave bimm po rest, he accepted from the 
Dagistrates of Perleberg, a few miirs farther north, the 

there, to which the King addnd the mnapectotate 
of the district, beginning bis labours on the 22nd 

y after Trinity, 1767, by a sermon on St, Matt. 
X14. 45. Unwearied i 
by household visitation, and by the composition of 

tlonal mannals Cone of which, entitled Paradies. 
iustparten, 1709, reached a Tth ed. in 1746), he 

URL the goad of his Hock and won universal love and 
Prearapg His excessive devotion to study (publishing no 
hie S*works, some being folios, within 20 years) and 
Ou Wena habite, brought on a severe attack of scurvy, 

Hoss, a tecraitin, ® party butst into the church and 
nme’ sme of the young men who were in the act 

Teelving Holy Communion. This outrage was his 
Path blow. On the mext day, May 21, as ned, be ye bed a funeral sermon, but had to be su by 
Ge enable bin to finish it, like a faithful sol. 
be la coping his till bis last gasp." Three days 
In oat armchair, and was then removed to bed. 
of cei em exhortation to his friends to fall renunciation 
in pe atl of the world atid complete dedication to God, the bus Shmunion with Ged not unmingled with 
», Wet an early em, the days passed, till on May claimed rid he had rated himseli in bed and ex- fort,” Is ‘isch auf, frisch auf! Die Wagen ber und 
trod Pm i peacefully parsed away, his mortal 
Ried by . the grave on June l—accompa- inhabitants faut mutese ude comprising nearly all the 

im word and work, by preaching, | 

+ 1714, when barely recovered from hie 

| 

— “pet Arnold holds a hich place, | at on = few 

public wri 
of his hymna (mostly written 
are enurely fitted for ag hn 

Oe ‘ mann characterises his 
ip eo = of originality, as pervaded with a Ga aa Sanctification and the fear 
intensity of joe” h lowing devotion and 
some very Pte for Chr. All are tinged, 
ing larly @PIY> With. his mysticiem, deal- 
marriage 4th gran ge ic language with the 

insi Pr tee to God. They found 
parati e hymn-books of the 

them in mnet the Prictists, and many of 
Fr. L. 8. ‘mes areincluded in Knapp’s 
works: 

(1) Gattliew po 
‘ete etic Pee in ©” rieene™ Aus dem grossen Fewer 

ADK, 5 Sern enteprungen. 
- eet tining 145 pieces, including 
1zo)_ Theil der géttlichen Lietes- 

- 36 pleces. 
Sophia, der 

©0. The poetical 
ti, Portivche 

“¥ &Ppeared in the following | 

(3) Das Gee | 
Weisheit, beachrichen 
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by other authors, the task of discrimination is 
not easy, and thus if comes tw pass that in 
the collected editions by Albert Knapp 

(Stuttgait, 1856) a number of pieces are 
included which are not really by Arnold. 
Somewhat curivusly, Miss Winkworth, in her 
Christian Singers of Germany, 1869, has 
selected three pieces, and only three, ag 
favourable «specimens of Aruold, and as it 
happens, uot one is really by him. Knapp 
frequently abridges and alters, while Ehmoun 
gives u valuable introduction, the unaltered 
text of 189 hymns, and, as an appendix, a 
selection from the poems not in regular form 
(Koch, vi.1 138-159; Ehmaonn’s Introduction, 
Allg. Deutsche Biog., i. 587-588). The hymns 
here noted are arranged thas: I. Probably 
by Arnold; LL. Possibly by Arnold: ILL Not 
by Arnold, but not found earlier than in the 
works mentiou.ed above. Of these the follow- 
ing have been rendered into English ;— 

I. Hymne probably by Arnold, 1-9, 
1, Ew'ge Weisheit, Jesu Chris. [Lore fo Christ.) 

Founded on Canticles viii. 6, and Ist pub. 1700 a8 above, 
No. 64 (Hkmann's ed. 14St, p. 124), 1m Dh at. of 4b, 
and fneluded ax No, 604 in #reylinghausen's G, BR. 1704. 
Tr. as © Christ, thou'rt Wisdom anto me,” No. 64 in pt. 
L of the Moravian H. Bh. L154. 

2, Hobdseligs Gottes-Lamm. [Vi of Lowe) 1701 
p. 61, as above (Ahmann's ed. 486, p. 173), in 11 at, 
of 8 1, and thence as No, 484 in Freylinghaween's 
G. 8.1704, Tr, as “Thou, God's beloved Lamb,” as 
No. 629 in pt. 4. of the Moravian H. kk. 1754. In 1teo 
altered to * Thou, God's most holy Lamb,” and in 1491 
and later eds, to “ Jebovah! holy Lamb.” 

3. Ihr Siome-Téchter die thr nicht. girs to Christ.) 
Founded on Canticles iff. 11, and tet pub. 1700 as above, 
No, 41 (Zhmann’s ed. 1866, p. 107), in 13 st. of 4 1, 
Incl as No. 716 in the Herrmswt G. B.1735. Tr. 
as “ Daughters of Zion, who're no more,” No. 696 in pt. i. 
of the Moravian H. Bk. 1754. ° 

4. Komm beng’ dich tief,‘mein Herz und Sinr. 
(Thanksgiving fo Christ.) ist pub. 1702 as above, 
p. 549 (ZAmann's ed, 1956, p. 104) in 9 aet.of 61. In- 
cluded as No, 744 in Freylingkausen's @. BUTS. Tr. 
as “Ourselves, dear Lord, we now resign,” from at. vil. 
in, ne st. Hil., iv.of No, 695 inthe Moracian H. Bk, tant, 
(ed. 1849, No. 826). 

5. Mein » Schreib wir dein Gesetz. [Arotierty 
Love.) Fo on Ps, exxxtii. and James ff, 8 and 1st 
pub. 1695, No. 125, a9 above (AAmann’s ed. 1456, p. 61, 
Anapp, in45, p. 119) in td st.of 61, Eneluded asx No. 
B47 in Preylinghausen's G, #1704. Pr. as * Thy law, 
O Lord, be my delight,” as No, 451 in the Morarian 
A, Bk, 1799, and repeated in later eds. 

6. O Durchbrecher aller Bande (q.v.) 

7. O stilics Lamm, ich such dein sanftes Wesen. [fore 
to Christ.) A poem ist pub. 1694, No. 34, as above 
(Bkmonn's ed. 1856, p. 270) in 2t lines, entitled 
= They are virgins. These are they which follow the 
Lamb,” Rev. xiv. 4. In pt, ii, 1714, of Mreyling- 
hausen’s G. #., a recast beginning “O stilles Gottes. 
Lamm,” in 5 st. of 4 1, was incloded as No. 429. The 

| fra, are—from the second form; (1) “Meek, patient 
Lamb of God, to Thee,” by J. Wesley, in I's. & Hymna, 
1T4l (P. Works,-146=-72, vol. i. p. 14), repeated aa Nu, 
545 in pt. i. of the Moravian HW, Ak, 1754; (2) “Meek, 
patient Lam of God, impart,” as No, 434 in the Afora- 
vian A. Bk, 178%, and later eds. 

8, So fiihrst du doch recht eclig, Werr, dis Deinen. 
[Trust in God.) lst pul. I6ve, No. 13H, as above 
(Blusaan's od, 18546, ?: 69), in 13 *t. of 8 L, entitled 
“The best Guide.” Included as No. 210 in #reylin 
haween's G. B. 1704, and recently as No. 424 in t 
Une, L. S. 861. Dr, Schaff, in his Demteches G. #., 
1860, says of it: “It was the favuurite hymn of the 
philosop! eyes It Is, however, more sulted for 

vate use than for Public Worship.” It is a beautiful 
oo p, marked by profundity of thought and depth of 

The only fr, in C. U. is “ How 

G 
experience. 
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well, O Lard! art thon thy People leading,” in full as 
No, 6TL in pt. 1. of the Moravian H. Bk, 1754, and re- 

ted, abridged and altered to * Well art Thou leading, 
ulde supreme," fn 1826 (1849, No. 195), The trs. of 

st. i., iii, xi. from the 1826 were included in J. A. 
Latrobe's Collection, 1841, No, 329. Another tr. is 
“ How Mest to all Thy followers, Lord, the road,” by 
Miss Winkworth, 1495, p. 175 (ed. 1876, p. 177). 
. Wie chin ist ansers Konigs Braut. [/fearen.) 

Ist pub. 1694, No, 139, as above (Ahmann's ed. 1956, 
72, Awvapp, 1845, p. 217), in 14 st. of 6L Included as 

No, $44 in ge ausen's G. B04. The tre, are— 
beginning with st. x.:—* Wie freuet sich mein ganzer 
Sinn,” (1) “I'm glad, yea, sinner—likely bold,” as No. 
848 in pt. i. of the Moravian H. Rk. 1754. (2) “ How 
doth my needy soul rejoice,” as No, #82 in the Moravian 
A. Bk, 1789, In 1801 altered to “ How greatly doth 
my soul rejoice,” (1449, No. 1230). 

IL. Hymne possitly by Arnold, 10-11. 
10. Brechein, du Morgenstern. [Morning.) ist pub, 

1703, p.# (Bhmann’s ed. 14h6, p. 196), in 4 st. of #1, 
Included as No. 751 in Mreylinghawsen's @. #. 1708, and 
No, 628 in Poret's G. Bed, 1855, Fischer, 1, 174, thinks 
A."s authorship very doubtful. Tr. as“ Thou Morning- 
Star appear,” by Hf. J. Swekoll, 1842, p. 42. 

11. © der alles biitt' verloren. [The Heavenly Spirit.) 
This beautiful hymn on Self-Renunciation appeared in 
1704, p. 132 (ai. Fhmann, 1456, ag in s st. of 4 1, 
but both Aock, th. 159, and A¥acher, li. 138, regard A.’s 
authorship as very doubtful. Included as No. 719 fn 

ti usen’s G. B. 1705, and recently as No. 64 
in the Gne. L. S&S. 1851. In Anapp's ed. 1815, p. 4, 
beginning “O wer alles biltt’ verloren,” in T st. The 
only tr. in OC, U. is, “Well for him who all thin, 
losing,” a very good (7, omleting st. iii. by Miss Wink- 
worth, in the lat Series of her /wra Ger, 1865, p. 134 (ed, 
1476, p. 136), and re din her €. #. for and, 1463, 
No. 132, omitting the (r. of st. vi. Included as No, 451 
in the Pennsylvanian Luth, OA, #k, L868, and, with 
the omission of st. vi.-vli, in the Amer. Meth. Bpiscopal 
Hymnal, 1474. 

Otber tre. are: (1) O were all things perishable,” as 
No. 642 in pt. |. of the Moraeian H. Bk, 1754, (2) 
* Ab! the beart that bas forsaken,” by Mrs. Findiater, 
in the Family Treasety, 1859, pt. i. p. 208, and thenoe 
( ae the German as “Ach das Herz verlassend 
alles) in the 4th Series, 1462, of the H. L. L. (ed. 1862, 
p. 284, 1884, p. 209). (3) “O how blest who, all re- 
signing,” by fre. L. C. Smith, in the Sunday Magazine, 
1865, p. 896, 

ILL. Hymns wrongly attributed to Arnold, 
12-14. 
Seven hymns of this class have been tr, into English. 

Of these two are noted ander Lodenstein, one under 
Scheffler, and one under J. 1. Faber. The others are »— 

12. Es ay matcher Weg und Fabn. [Life's Vi J 
ist pub, in Der Weisheit Gurtengewiichs, 1703, edited by 
Arnold, Ekmann, 1456, p. 245, includes it in 7 st. of 4 
1, but says it Is certainly not by Arnold, Anapp, 1845, 
p. IT3, quotes it, beginning, “Gar mancher Weg, 
Manche Ban,” as from a Ms. dated 1734, and included 
it in his Av. L. 8. 1850, No. 1583 (ed, 1465, No. 1652). 
Tr. as“ Full many a way, full many a path,” by Afies 
Winkworth, 1s69, p. 296. 

13. 0 du sisse Lust. [Communtom with Christ.) 
Appeared in 1698, No. 140, as above; but distinctly 
marked as * by another.” In Anapp, 1845, p. Ts. In- 
cluded in 9 st. of 6 L., 08 No, 45%, in| Mreylinghawaen's 
G. B 1704, and as No, 398 in Porst's @, B., ed. 1865. 
The frs. are: (1) “Othou Pleasure Dest,” as No, 690 
in pt. |. of the Morarian H. Hk. 17545 (2) “ Bliss beyond 
compare,” founded on the 1754, a8 No, 283 in the Mora. 
vien 2. Bk. 1789, In full as No. és in the Bible WH, Bk. 
1845, and as No, 672 in Hekl’s Praise Mk. 1872. 

14. Salb’ uns mit deiner Lied, [The Aingdom of 
God,] ist pub, 1702, p, 526, but distinctly marked as" by 
awother.” In Anwapp, 1445, p. 19. Included as No, 146 
in Preylinghauren’s G. B. 1705, and recently, as No, 
194, in Knapp's 2. J. 8. 1850 (ed, 1865, So, 209). Tr. 
as“ Anolot us with Thy blessed love,” by Miss Wink- 
worth, (469, p. 293. 

Dr. Front Dibelius in bis elaborate blography (Gott- 
fried Arnold, Berlin, 187%) at pp. 180-183, 246-248, 
ustes four hymns not included by Ehmann, which he 

thinks may possibly be by Arnold. One of these is 
“Zom Leben Mbrt ein schmaler Weg" (q. v. 

(J. M.) 

AROUND THE THRONE 

Arnschwanger, Johann Christoph, 
son of Georg Arnschwanger, merchant in Nim- 
berg, was b. at Niirnberg Dec, 28, 1625. He 
entered the University of Altdorf in 1644, and 
that of Jena in 1647, where he graduated 
M.A. Aug. 9, 1647. After short periods of 
residence at Leipeig. Hamburg, and Helm- 
stiidt he returned to Niirnberg in 1650, There 
he was successively appointed Stadt-viear in 
1651, Diasonus of the St. Aegidien Church 
1652, Morning Preacher in St. Walpurga’s 1654, 
and Diaconus of the Church of St. Lorenz 
1659, where he became fenior 167, and 
Archidiaconus 1690, Hed. at Niirmberg, Dee. 
10, 1696, (Koch, iii. 517-520; Allg, Deuteche 
Biog., i. 59 ) 

A lover of music and y, he was the 
correspondent of Anton Ulrich (q. v.) and a 
member of the Fruitbearing Society (1675). 
He did not join the Nirnberg Peguitz Shep- 
herd Order, seeking in his poetical work sim- 
plicity and fitness for popular use rather than 
their somewhat affected “learnedness,”” The 
best of his hymns, some 400 in all, the most 
important being those pub. in 1659, appeared 
in his :— 

i, Newe geistliche Lieder, Ntirnberg, 1659, in two books, 
each containing 26 hymns, set to music by the bee 

r masters in Nilruberg. ists and 
i. Heilige Patmen und Christliche Psalmen, Norn- 

berg, 1640, with 150 hymns in three divisions, with 
melodies by the musicians of NOirnberg, 

Of these hymns the only one ér. into English 
si— 

Auf, ihr Christen, lasst uns singon, [Laster] 
1st pub, in 1659 as above, Bk. i., No. 15, in 12st, 
of 111, entitled * On the Victorious Kesurrec- 
tion of Jesus Christ from the dead, in which our 
future Resurrection is also set forth.” Included 
in the Nirnbery G. B., 1676, No, 227, as No. 98 
in pt. ii, 1714, of Freyfmyheusen’s G. B,, and 
recently (reduced to st.i., ix.) as No, 213 in the 
Berlin G, B,, 1829, The only tr. in C, U. is, “Up, 
ye Christians, join in singing,” from the Berlin 
G. B. in N. L. Frothingham's Metrical Jieces. 
Boston, U.S., 1870, p. 194, and thence altered 
and beginning, * Kise, ye Christians,” as No. 644 
in the Swedenborgian Coll., Lond., 1880. (J. M.j 

Around the throne of God, a band 
{in circling band}. J. M. Neale. [Children « 
Hymn.) This hymna ap in Dr. Neale’s 
Hymns for Children, lst Series, No. xxxi., 1842, 
in 9 st. of 4 1. (with Bp. Ken's doxology), for 
Michaelmas Day. Two forms have been the 
outgrowth, The first, beginning with the 
same first line, is found, somewhat altered, in 
Harland's Ch. Psalter, &c., No, 248; Thring’: 
Coll., 1882, in 4 st., with “ Thine” for “ Thy,” 
at. 3,11, H. A. & M., 1875, No. 335, and other 
hymuals, and the second, * Around the throve 
in circling band,” in the Sarum Hymnal, 1868, 
No, 312, and others. 

Around the throne of God in heaven 
Thousands of children. Anne 
(Children’s Hymn.) Pub. in her — 
adapted to the prehension of Young Minds, 
No. 29, in 6 st.of 51, The date of the lst 
ed. of this work is undetermined, Dr. Moffatt 
tr. this hymn into the Bechuana langwage 
for his Kuruman Coll, 1838, In 1853, 4 st 
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Were trnsferred to the Leeds H. Bk., No. 877, 
and from thence passed into later collections. 

ig. text in the Meth. 8. 8. H. Bk., 1879, 
No. 448, with the change in st. y., |. 3. “that 
Precious, purple flood” to “that purple, pre- 
“tous flood.” It is in very extensive use in 
America and other English-speaking coun- tries. Orig. text im Lyra Brit,, 1867, ». 495. 
Aroundthe throne of grace we meet. J. M. . (Devine Worship.) This hymn 

Seems from its clearucter and construction to 
have been written for one of the great Whit- 
suntide gatherings of S. School children in 
Sheffield, or for am occasion of a somewhat 
Similar kind. No record, however, is found 
amongst the “se. 3488.” and we trace its first publication to hiss Original Hymns, 1853, No. 
323, in 5 atof & 1., with the title,“ Unity in 
Faith, Hop,and Feeling.” Its use is limited, 
Around Thy grave, Lord Jesus. J. 

G-. Deck. (Holy Zaptiem) Ast pub. in Ps. & 
Hys., Lon, Wa ther, 1842, pt.i., No. 277, in # st. of 81, It is given in an unaltered form im Spurgeoa's O. QO. H. Bk., 1866, No. 921; and 
in Bap. Ps. & Hys., 1858, No. 699, with alterations made fer that collection by Mr. 
i Rawon. ‘The American collections, 

wever, umlly follow the original text. 
Around Thy table, Hol y Lord. Mary 

me ré, née Bowly. Holy Communion.] 1st 
oy 10 Pi and ya, Lon. Walther, 1842, 
fe win, No. 253, 7 st. of 4 1. In 1847, 
Pete jncluded, with alterations by Mra. 
yer in ber Hymne intended to help the Com. 
Wall No. 39. = The form in C. U., as in 

that of tan’ GaettereFeam Coll, and others, is N.Y 1a0 2 In the Amer. Bap. Praise Bk., 
Churches ph? 795, thre Sere. of Song for Bapt. 

Bos 1871, No. .and others, 
©s8ed of tle opening stanza 
Fr with st. v. and vi., from 

less’ with the pres-nee of 
altered. .T. BJ 

und Thy table Comseni, , Lord, we meet. 
with this fuji’; t The hymn beginning 
Sel. (1877) iy 2” TE the 15th ed. of Stowell’s 
of which iy an pe “«<3:to the greater portion 
of Mrs. Peter’, , tion and rearrangement . 2etera'y hymn as above. 

Arrayed in maj power, divine, What 
from his ne Trick.’ (Ps. civ.) A cento 
was pub. in hi P, © ef Ps.civ. The original 

in liek fms, Translated or Para- 
inning, “Awalee, © S78, 1765, in 140 lines 

praise,” and rpene?.227¥ soul, to hymns of 
additions by the Bee with alterations and 
ed. of Merrick, 1797” 
oe of Hye. be, 1795 

’ im one 

slightly posi) Sen town collections, ix 
© original. 

Arrayed in robes G. Moultrie. jMare wre) 
Church an whe . 

Hymns m Lyrics, sez ein err gerard 
- >in st. 6 > i t heading, “Hymn for Bestival of Seartyra,” 

Aro 

(Holy 

he cento, as in Kippis's 

of virgin white. 
lst pub. in the 

1O, 1865, us er the signa- 

- UL. Tattersall, in his — 

> tand later editions, as — 
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hae In 1867 it was included in the People’s 
«) No. 210, with the substitution of the 

refrain for the last three lines of the original 
concludiny stanza, thereby attaining uni- 
formity throughout. 

Art thou acquainted, O my soul? 
C. Elliott. (Despondency.} 1st printed in 
1834, in the Appendiz to the Invalid’s H. Bi. 
the entire Appendiz being from Mi-s Elliott's 
pen. Itis No. vi., is headed “ Under Depres- 
sion of Spirits,” and based on Job xxii. 21. It 
isin 8 st. of 4 1, and is retained in sn uent 
editions, (W. 'T. B.] 

Art thou, Lord, rebuking nations. 
W. H. Havergal. (In time of war.) Written 
in September 1831, and printed for the Ch. 
Miss. Soc. Anniversary in Astiey Church, 
sept, 25, 1831, the text on that day bei 
Amos viii. 11. It wasin Sst. of 61. Tnelude 
in Life Echoes, 1883. [wavy. mss.) 

Art thou, sinner, sig » weep 
A, Midlane. (Tnvitation.} aw iitien on De 
4, 1879, and Ist pub. in the Joyful Tidings H. 
Bk., 1880, No, 4, in 5 st. of 4 L'[e. stgs.}, is in 
the metre of “Art Thou weary, &c.,” and is 
frequently used in Mission services, 

As birds their infant brood protect. 
W. Cowper. (Divine Protection.) Appeared 
in the Olney Hymns, 1779, Bk. i. No. 72, 
Sst.of 41. It is based on Ezek. xlviii. 35. 
It is found in several of the older hymmals, in- 
eluding Cotterill’s, 1810 to 1819, Bickersteth's, 
1833, and others, but its modern use is con- 
fined mainly to America, 

As Christ our Saviour’s gone before. 
G. Thring. [Ascension] Written in 1863, 
and Ist pub. in his Hymne Congregational 
and Others, 1866, p, 42, and from ue has 
passed into the Uppingham School H. Bk., 
the Hy. Comp., Thriug's Coll, &e, Tt is bused 
upon the Collect for Ascension Day. 

As for Thy gifts we render praise. 
— Hymn.) Licensed to Christopher 

ker in 1578 and appended to the sutse- 
quent editions of the Accession Service in 
Q. Elizabeth's reign. It is headed “ Anthem 
or Prayer for the preservation of the Church, 
the Queen's Majesty & the Realm, to be sung 
after evening prayer at all times.” It has a 
chorus :— 

“Save, Lord, and bless with good increase 
Thy Churet, our Queen and Kealm, in peace.” 

After this chorua, which heads the Anthem, 
come 4 st. of 6 L. and the chorus added a» 
above, The hymn has been reprinted in full 
in the Parker Society's edition of Liturgies & 

Occasional Forma af Prayer in the reiqn of 
Queen Elizabeth, Cambridge, 1847, p. 560, but 
the original spelling is not retained. In 1863 
Dr. Kennedy gave in his Hymnol. Christ. 
No. 736, a slightly varying form in the 
original spelling, but whether the variations 
are by him, or are due to differences in the 
early copies is unknown. (W. T. Bj 

As helpless as the fa} child who 
clings. J.D. Burns. [Truat.) let ~ in his 

2 
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little book of prayers and hymna, The —— 
Hyman, 1856, No. 9, in 3 st. of 8 Land head 
“Childlike Trust.” It is given in the Ap- 
pendix to Dr. Walker's Cheltenham Coll., the 
new ed, of Stowell’s Coll, (lat ed., 1831), and 
others. It is a tender, childlike hymn, for 
private use, and is sometimes given asa hymn 
for children, 

As high as the heavens, and as vast. 
J. Conder, (Ps. zervi.] The earliest date 
to which we have traced this version of 
Pa. xxxvi. is Conder's Hymns of Praise, 
Prayer, &e., 1856, p. 13, in 5 st. of 41. In 
1859 it was republished in the New Cong., 
1859, No. 49, in an unaltered form. 

As many as in Adam die. ©. Wesley. 
Wiel Communion,]  Thia cento as in the 
Meth. Free Ch. H. Bh. No. 711, ia compiled 
from two of C, Wesley's Short Hymna, 1762, 
vol. ii, thus: st. i from No, 248, on Matt. 
xxvi. 28; st. ii. from No. 88, on Matt. vii. 11. 
Fall text in P. Works, 1868-72, vol. x. pp. 201 
and 400. 

As morn to night succeeds. W. (. Diz. 
lo through Suffering.) lst pub. in the 

cople’a H., 1807, No. 459, in 9 st. of 4 1. 

As much have 1 of worldly 
J. Conder, (Contentment.) Appeared in his 
Star in the East, and Other Poema, 1824, 
pp. 60-61, in 4 st. of 61. and entitled “The 

‘oor Man's Hymn, ‘Hath not God chosen the 
poor of this world, rich in faith, and heirs of 
the kingdom,’ James, ii. 5.” In 1856 it was 
repeated in his Hymns of Praise, Prayer, &e., 
p. 147, and headed with the text, “The 
disciple is not above his Master,” Luke vi. 
40. The congregational use of this hymn 
began with Bickersteth’s Christ. Pealmo., 1833, 
and Conder’s Cong. H, Bk., 1836, No. 433. It 
was repeated by the N. Cong 1859, No. 348, 
and Snepp's Songs of G. & (., 1872, No. 740. 

As nigh Babel’s streams we sate. 
(F. Wither. ae exxzxviit.]) <A rendering of 
Ps. exxxvii. in 6 st. of 6 L from his Version 
of the Psalms, 1632, into the Anthologia 

vidica, 1846, pp. 479-81. [English Psalters, 
§ 10.) 

As oft with worn and weary feet. 
J, Edmeston, [Sympathy of os This is 
No. iv, of his Fifty Original Hymne, 
Northampton, 1835, pp. 7-8. The hymn is 
founded on Heb. iv. 15, and is in 4 st. of 61. 
Orig. text, Lyra Brit., 1867. Ite use, which is 
somewhat extensive, is mainly confined to 
America. In the Amer. Bapt. Praise Bk, N. 
Y., 1871, No. 984, it is attributed to “ Wilber- 
force” in error. [W. T. B.] 

As panting, in the sultry beam. 
John Bowdler, [Ps. zlii] A metrical 
rendering of Ps, xlii. from his Select Pieces in 
Verse and Prose, 1814, p. 60, in 2 parta, each 
containing 4 st. of 6 1. The first part is found 
in some of the older collections, including 
Elliott 6 Ps. & Hys., 1835, and others, but has 
almost entirely fallen out of use in G. Brit, 

AS SHOWERS ON 

It is still found in a limited number of 
American hymnals, Orig. text, Lyra Brit, 
1867, p. 83. 

As pants the hart for cooling 
springs. J. Merrick. [Ps alii.) This 
metrical paraphrase of Ps. xlii. appeared 
in Merrick’s Psalms Tr, or Paraphrased in 
English Verse, 1765, in 16 et. of 41. Various 
compilations have been made therefrom, ws in 
Collyer’s Sel, of 1812, the Islington Coll. of 
1830, and others, 

As pants the hart for cooling 
streams. Tate and Brady. A alii.) 
Appeared in the New Version of Pealms, 
1696, in 6 double stanzas of 41, From it 
numerous compilations have been made 
extending from three stanzas to six, with 
T. & B.'s C. M. doxology sometimes added as 
in H, A. & M., but usually without alterations, 
save in some special instances to be noted. 
A copy of the Book of Common Prayer with 
the New Version appended thereto being 
within the reach of all, full details of those 
arrangements from the original are uncalled 
for (see Eng. Pealters, § 13). The principal 
texts which have been altered are :— 

1. That by the Ree. H. F. Lyte, which 
appeared in his Spirit of the Pealms, 1854, in 
4st. of 41, the third stanza being rewritten 
from T. & B, It is found in several co'lee- 
tions beth in G. Brit. and America, and may 
be reeognized by comparing any given text 
with the N. Cong., 57, or Snepp’s Songs of @. 
& G., 513. 

2. Another version is found in Hall's 
Mitre, 1836. From Hall's ms. Notes in hia 
private copy of the Mitre, we find the altera- 
tions were made by E. Osler, who assisted 
Hall in compiling that collection. This ar- 
rangement is limited in use. 

As pants the hart for water-brooks. 
[Ps, xlii.] This L. M. version of Ps. xlii., of 
more than usual merit, is given anonymously 
in the Presh, Hymnal, Philadelphia, 1874, 

As pants the wearied hart for cool- 
ing streams. (. (iregory. (Ps, ase! Lat 

| pub. in L787 in George Gregory's translatou 
of Bp. Lowth’s Praelectiones Sacrae, It is a tr. 

}of the Bishop's Latin Version of Ps, slii. It 
| was given in an altered form in Cotterill’s Sel.. 
1819, p. 25, in 9 st. of 4 L, and repeated in 

| Montgomery's Christian Pealmist, 1525, p. 58, 
with, in the latter ease, the signature in the 
Index—* Bp. Lowth.” It has come into C. U, 
in its altered form, both in G. Britain and 
America, but abbreviated. It is found in the 
Amer. Prot, Epis. P. Bk. Coll. as early as 
1826, (W. T. BJ 

As showers on meadows newly 
mown, 7. Gibbona, Pg ype Influence. | 
Printed in 1784 as No, 28 in Bk. i of his Hymns 
adapted to Divine Worship, in 6 st. of 4 1 
It is founded on Ps. Lxxii. 6, and headed “ The 
Divine Influences resembled to Rain.” In 
1787 Dr. Rippon included it in his Sel., 
No. 200. It was repeated in later editions, 
and from thence passed into many collections. 



AS SOME TALL ROCK 
Ess A meri ially it bas loug been in C.U. 
in Tari pa the most ‘. ular bein 
st. iv.. v., vi, as:—** As, in soft silence, v 
showers)" metimes altered to—“ As when in 
silence, yerna] showers.” (W. T. BJ 

A® some tall rock amidst the waves. 
J. Nevwcton. (St. Stephen.) On “The Death of 
Stephen,” jn 6 st. Of 41, and Ist pub. in the 
Oiney H 1779, Bk. i, No. 120, and re- 
Peated, without alteration, in later eds. It 
“8s in C.U. as early as Cotterill’s Sel, 1810. 
It is seldom found im modern collections, 

As thedew from heaven distilling. 
T. Kelly. [Déicéirne Worship] This hymn is 
Fiven in the collections in two ‘orms :—(1.) 

1€ Original, which was pub. by Kelly in the 
lat ed. of his Hymna, &e., 1804, p. 98, hy. xei., 
in 2 st.of §1, and upon Deut, xxxii. 2, 
or some nasoz, mot accounted for, Kelly 

omitted it from: al subsequent editions of his 
Hymns, & The original text, however, is 
retained inthe Bap. Ps. & Hys, 1858 and 1880, 
No. 812. InP. Mawuarice’s Choral H. Bk., 1861, it 
‘s attributedto ** Gweyther,” in error. (2.) The 
second formis that given to it by J. Bulmer, 
4 his Hy. Orig. and Select, 1835, Bk. iii, 
Rit 176. It is found in modern editions of 
ting *Sl,in Snepp's 8. of G. & G., and 
third inn can be detected ‘at once by the 
Fuld st. 2., reading “ Richly unto all 
fulfilline’= for the orige. “ And revives it, thus 
Kell 1% In this form the ascription is “ 7. 
etty, 1804, J. Bulmer, 1835." (W. T. BJ 

wS the hart, -with eager looks. J. 
: aZii.) Ist pub. in his 

eS: im 4 ast. of 6 1, and sub- 
ke, tes Various editions of his Poetical 

but is give, tty txa Vixnited use in G. Britain; 
ineludige 2 2 S@Veral American collections 
others, € Singe Sor thee San . 1865, and 
1873,“ in” ME ertineau's Colls., 1840 and 

As 
ton. the sun’s ©F2 li-vening eye. J. New- 
p- oof mine Bull, in bis life of Newton, 

ss of this tins fol lowing account of the 
“In November aI7e} 

Mr. * 
troughe unre Roe im lies thigh He was merctfull ly 

“Ou, Yeas very son able to resunie 
Vist hymn, Hie. i, this occasion he composed the 

As intims ae Otney Hymns.” 
Olney Hy Bee hymn appeared in the 
“Parting” “27 2™ 7 st. of 4 1, and headed 

imio use in the older 

The hymn, 
the Ni to ” which is given in | 
lection Om 1859, No. 6; & —— 848, and other col- 

vi. of this hyn, is composed of 

Strength shall be. 
iss cl. [Dail Strength.) Writ- 

yuna pub. in the Sunda 
y — tery cleo eect 

- V. G. Hw <Tgwl um sister (Miss 
lithographea in maior from that has been 
gals Memorials of ber. an Mie M. Haver- 
om the hymn is :— avergal’s note 

especially j 
st. iv., ¥., and yom 

| be, as a New Year's Motto. 

| pilers, and is given in Hf 

AS WITH GLADNESS 85 

“The New Year's Bells were ringing in St. Nicholas’ 
Church close to our Rectory (Worcester), 1 was sleep: 
ing with my sister Maria; she roused me to hear them, 
and quoted the text, * As thy days thy strength shall 

1 did not an«wer, bat 
presently returned it to ber in rhyme (the two first 
verses, | think). She was pleased, so I finished it the 
next day and gave it her. ¢ last verse, with a slight 
alteration, was placed by my cousins on Aunt Izard’s 
tomb, 186s, thus:— 

“ Now thy days on earth are . 
Christ uth calle. thes Sonn at fast.” [ata¥, sone.) 

This hymn is not in C. U. in G. Brit., bat 
it has been adopted by various American com- 

. and Songs of 
raise, N. Y., 1874, Songs of Christian Praise, 

N. Y., 1880, &c. 

As to His earthly parents’ home 
Hf, Alford. (Kpiphany.) Composed in 1865 
for and Ist pub, in his Year of Praise, 1867, 
No, 36, in 4 #t, of 4 1, and appointed for the 
“First Sunday after Epiphany.” In 1879 it 
was transferred trom thence to the Meth. 8. 
S&S. H. Bk., No. i44, in an unaltered form. It 
is also in other collections, including the Amer. 
Hya. for the Church, N. Y., 1869, No. 150, 

As various as the moon. T. Seutt. 
| (Changes in Life.) Contributed to Dr. Enfield’s 
Hymne for Public Worship, Warrington, 1772, 
No. 130, in 6 st. of 4 1, and headed “The 
changes of human life appointed by God.” 
In common with all tie hymna in that collec- 
tion it was unsigned, In 1795 it reippeared in 
the Unitarian hymn-book known us * Kippis's 
Coll. 1795," No, 379, with the signature 
“Scort.” From the foregoing collections it 
has passed into various bymnals in G. Brit. 
and America, sometimes slightly altered, os 
* As changing as the moon.” Orig. text as 
above. Itis somewhat curious that Scott did 
not include this hymn in his Lyric Poema and 
Hymns, 1773. [W. T. B.) 

As when the deluge waves were 
gone. Sir J. Howring. [Joy after Sorrme.) 
Ist pub. in the 3rd ed. of his Mating and Ves- 
pers, 1841, in 5 st. of 4 1., and entitled * Joy 
after Sorrow.” In 1860 it was included un- 
altered in Miss E, Courtwuld's Ps., Hye and 
Anthems, 1860, No. 870. 

As when the weary traveller gains. 
J. Newton. [Nearing Heaven.) Included in 
the Olney Hymns, 1779, Bk. iii., No. 58, in 
6 st. of 4 L. and entitled “Home in View,” 
and continued in later editions of the same. 
It was given at an early date ip the old 
collections, and is still in sumewhat exten- 
sive use both in G, Britain and America, 
specially in the latter, Ina great many cases 
the text ie altered and abbreviated. Tie Bapt. 
Ps. & Hys. 1858, No. 576, is an exveption 
in favour of the original. The Rev. R. Bing- 
ham has given a Latin rendering of the ori- 
ginal with the omission of at. ii, iu his Hymnol. 
Christ. Lat., 1871, p. 67 :—“ Ut quando fessus 
longa regione viator.” 

As with gladness men of old. W 
C. Diz, (Epiphany. “ Written about 1860 
during an illness” (e. 1gs.) and first printed 
in a small collection of hymna for private cireu- 
lation, entitled Hymns of Love and Joy, and 
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then in the trial 7 
was pub. in 5 st. of 6 1. 

ASCEND THY THRONE 

of H, A.d& M, Lu 1861 it 
almort :imultaneourly in 

the St. Raphael's Hymnal, Bristol, and in H. A, 

4M. From that date it hus been incorporated 

in nearly every new hymoal and in new edi- 

tions of the older collections in all English- 

speaking countrics. Very slight variations in 

the text are sometimes found, as in the revised 

ed.ot H. Av, M., 1875." Theauthor’ sauthorized 

text is in Ch. Hys., 1871, and Thring’s Coll, 

1882, This hymn was brought into great 

rominence by Sir Roundell Palmer (Lord 
Sel- 

Lorne) in his paper on English Church Hym- 

nody, at the Charch Congress at York in 

1865 ;— 

“OF writers still living (the names of many, and of 

some very eminent, will at once occur to my hearers), [ do 

not feel called upon to make myself, in this place, 

either the eritic or the eulogist. Bat I may be per- 

mitted 1 say, that the most favourable Lopes may be 

entertained of the future prospects of British Hymmnody, 

when arnong its most recent fruits is a work so admi- 

rable in every respect as the Epiphany Hymn of Mr. 

Chatterton Dix; than which there can he 10 more appro- 

_— conclusion to this lecture, * As with gladness men 

oid. 

An anonymous hymn—* Asin Eastern lands 

afar”—given in Holy Song for all Seasons, 

Lon., Bell and Deldy, 1869, in 4 at. of 8 1., is 

based upon, and is an imitation of “ As with 

gladness men of old." We have not met with 

it elsewhere. [J. 4.) 

Ascend Thy throne, Almighty King. 

B. Beddome. rec ges A short hymn in 

3 at. of 41. on behalf of Missions, which was 

given in Rippon’s Sel., 1787, No. 370, and 

iypeated unaltered in all subsequent editions 

of the same. It was also include! in RB. 

Hall's ed. of Beddome’s Hymns, 1817. The 

use of this hymn in G. Brit. almost ceased, 

but in America it is given in » great number 

of collections, and is most popular. 

Ascended Lord, accept our praise. 

Bp. W. W. How, ( Thursday.) Appeared in 
the Parish Magazine, as the first of three 

* Week-day Hymne,” March, 1871, in 5 st. of 
41. and appointed for Thursday, The same 

year it was included in Ch. Hys., No. 58, with 

one change only, st. iii, 1. 1, “And week” for 

“Yet, week,” &. This latter text, with the 

omission of st. ii, was ulso given in Thring’s 

Coll., 1882. ; 

Aschenfeldt, Christoph Carl Julius, 
b. March 5, 1792, wt Kiel. After studying 
at Géttingen he became, in 1819, pastor at 
Windbergen in Hol-tein, In 1824 he was 
appointed dixconus, and in 1820 chief pastor 
of St. Nicholas’a Church in Flensburg ; 13 also, 
in 1850, Prob-t of the district, of Flensburg, 
and in 1851 Superintendent of the German- 
speaking portion of the Duchy, when te re- 
signed the last of these offices in 1854, being | 
appointed oberconsistorialrath. He d. at | 
Flensburg, Sept. 1, 1856. THis 150 hymns, | 
elegant in form, but marked with some of the 
vighteenth century coldness, were contributed 
. various works and appeared in collected 
urns as — ' 

ay) Feierkliinge. Geistliche Lieder und Gebete auf dic 
Somun- und Festtage, LObeck, 1425, containing 203 pieces, 

| Annual for 1832 (Edin. W. 

ASLEEP IN JESUS 

of which 130 are by A. and the rest by bis brother-in- 

law, Heinrich Scliumidt, pa-tor in Kidelack, Holetetn. 

(2) Geiatliches Saitenspiel, Schleswig, 1442, focluding 

112 hymns, some of them altered versions of earlier 

pincers (Aock, Vil, 156-189; Allg, Dewtache Hiog., 1. 615). 

_ Of his hymns the only one fr, into English 

13 °s— 

Aus irdischem Getiimmel, [following preter! 

Founded on St. John xiv. 6, and contribute: 

to Wehner's Christosophisches G, B., Kiel, 181%, 

No. 40, in 3 sts. of 8 lines, entitled, * Jesus—the 

Way—the Truth—the Life,” and being marked 

A—dt, has been erroneously ascribed to b. M. 

Arnit. Included in the FeierAldnge, 1823, p. 269, 

and in various hymn-books, eg. the Berlin 

G. 1. &, ed. 1863, No. 623, The trs. of this in 

Cc. U, ares— . 

1, Amid life's wild commotion. A full and good 

tr., included as No. 226 in Bp. Ryle’s 1. for the 

Church on Earth, 1860,.as No. 313 in Ken- 

nedy, 1863, and also in Schafl’s Christ in Song, 

ed. 1869, p. 533, and Lib. of Rel. Poetry, ed. 

1833, p. 601. The translator is unknown. 

2. Amid this world’s commotion. A good and 

and full fr, by Mrs, Findlater in the 4th Series, 

1862, of the #. LZ. L, (ed. 1862, 298; 1884, 

p- 218). Unaltered as No. 132 in Peuicoe’s Coll. 

1867, and as No. 501 in Windle’s Coff. (J. M.] 

Ash, John, ut.p., b. at Stockland, Dor. 

setahire, cir, 1725, and studied for the Bap. 

Ministry under the Rev. Bernard Foskett, 

pastor of Broadmead, Bristol. He received a 

call from this congregation in 1748, removing 

to Pershore, on the death of Mr. Cooke. in 

Ltbicadh at sonra, oF 10, 1779. Se 

inc an Engli ictionary ; Di s 

Eumenes; and Grammatical Institutes. Io 

conjunction with Dr. 0. Evans, q. v., he edited 

the Bristol Bapt. Collection of Hiymns 
to Public Worship. Bristol, Pine, 1769, re- 
ferre: to in this Dictionary aa the Bristol Bapt, 

Coll. of Ash & Evans, Dr. Ash was not a 

writer of hymns. [Bapt. Hymnody.] 

Ask, and ye shall receive. J. Mont- 

gomery. ([Prayer.j] Written Sept. 16, 1832, 

und, according to notes by Montgomery outhe 
original ms., sent in ma. to several persona 

at different times (#. mss.). It was included 
by him in his Original Hymne, 1853, No. 67, 
in 5 st. of 41., and entitled, “ Asking, Seek 

ing, Finding.” It is based upon Matt. vii. 

7,8. Itisin C. U. both in G. Brit, and Ame- 

rica, but in each case to a limited extent. 

Ask, and ye surely shall receive. 

[Prayer.) A cento in the Hys. for the Chapel 
4 arrow School, 3rd ed. 1866, No. 243, in 

st. of 41. The st. iv. we have been unable 
tu trace, but st. vi. is from Montgomery's 
“ Prayer is the soul's sincere desire,” q. ¥- 

Asleep in Jesus! blessed sleep. 
Margaret Mackay. (Burial of the Dead.) 
Appeared first in The Amethyst ; or Christian's 

Oliphant), edited 

by R. Huie, mp, and R. Kk. Greville, LL.D. 

p. 258. in 6 st. of +1. Itis thus introduced -— 

“steeping in Jesus. By Mr. Mackay, of Hedgefield. 

| ‘This simple bat expressive sentence is insertbed un 4 
tombstone in a rural burying ground in Dev, nabire 
and gave rise to the following verses.” 



ASLEEP IN JESUS 
In inti it at 1 of her Thoughts 

Redeemed, ee Mrs. sdealcay says the bury- 
n= gronnd meant is that of Pennycross 
Chapel. She adds :— 

* Distant ouly « few miles from a bustling and 
CPO Wetec) seaport LOW Dy through a succession of 
tiewme lovely geen Lames for which Devonshire is so 
Tmarkable, the quiet aspect of Pennycross comes 
soothingly over the mind. ‘Sleeping in Jesus’ seems 
is keeping wih all around.” 
From tiw Amethyst it has passed into nu- 

merous hymnals im . Brit. and America, and 
Was recently inc] uded, in full, and unaltered, 
as No. 241 inthe Scottish Presb. Hymnal, 1876, 
and as No.3] in the Free Church H. Bk., 1882. 
In Thring’s Coll., 1882, No. 557, we have a 
cento com of the first stanza of Mrs. 
Mackay's hymn, mm st, ii-vi. from Thring’s 
= in Jesus, wondrous sleep,” ag noted 
below, bat scomew bimt altered. This cento is 
auknown beyond Lharing’s Coll. (J. MJ 
Asleep in Jesus, wondrous sleep. 

G. Thring. [Bueréad.] Written in 1871, and 
Ist pub. in Prelb. Hutton’s Lincoln Suppl, 
IST1L; sguis, with mousic, in Hymn Tuner, 
tnd series, by Hiemry Huyo Pierson, 1872: and in the athor’s FZymns and Sacred Lyrics, 
1874, in 6 sof 4 1. “In 1880 it was included in the Ist od. of “Phriny’s Coll., No, 235, but 
in the 2nded. it was superseded by’ the 
cento noted above. 

pn keoner Wavres aol. St. John of 
Sueweees. The Canon for St. Thomas's 

w Sunday), is based, in common 

‘“uticles of the Greele service, with the omis- oad Scond, ss iza the case of Christmas 
t Du or 2, and "Anni ee Greek Hymnody, § xvii, 

probably aber ine ectene It was written 
of the eighth cen- 

tury (St. Joha diced = bout 780): ond the Olen 
ve rion in the service 

the Anglican aon tcl y,commonly known in 
trenalations uf the Sistas ee Samay. The 

;/* : ia waa Pree wWets-res aol, Come, ye faith 

‘anti - Thi is based upon th ( “The & 3 
co Th. fag ge. aw Men ne xv. were "9 
“ Greek Hywnol and * peared in an article on 

+ April, aed”. im the Christian Remem- 
tre EB. Church, [xg ” .**24 again in his Hymns of 
was included, with tho 2 8t- of 81. In 1868 it 
for st. 4, inthe 4 the su bstitution of a doxology 

“2 to H. A.§ M., No. 291, 
Fr tnt — revised editae of ihte. The 
but that of Ck #, T=, is, however, unaltered, 
abbreviated. In Myr l both slightly altered and 
as an Easter Hymn ” S the translation is used 

1 the original there is a Tetrain to every Terse_ 

eee ts el ae eT a 
the Canticle, “The oe pam is based upon 
Tr. by J.M. °o annah,” 1 Sam. ii. 
tr. is ae AS Above. The tone of the 
as M the ©Friginal, Not in C. U. iv. Mea to MUO pew. Chile. we am 

“cl on the Canticle, “The 
war eyes te Tht,is base 
Song of Habakkuk. Hab. Satan Canticle, “The 

Sue fe Mae ae Sregationa FMT. by ie MU. 

istica, 1883, p. 4, “at is found in Lyra Eu- 
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Ode v. "Ex vuerds opipiCowres. Thee, 0 Christ, 
we, very early rising, is based on the Canticle, 
“The Seng of Isaiah,” Is. xxvi. 9-20. Tr, by 
J. M. Neale, ed. 1863, where the last two lines 

| searcely represent the original, Not in (. U, 
| This Ode did not appear in the Ist ed. of Lr. 
Nenle’s tr. In Mr. Hatherley’s annotated ed. the 
first line begins, “ Reconciliation’s plan devising.” 

| The hs have not been rendered 
into English. ig. Greek text, which dates 
from the middle of the 8th cent. is found in 
Modern Greek Service Books and the various 
readings of Dr. Neale’s fr. in Ist, 2ud, and dnd 
ed. in Mr. Hatherley’s annotated ed. of the same, 
1882. (J. J.) 

Aspice, infami Dens ipse ligno, 
ea Tu the A iz to the Roman 
Breviary, Bolu 1827, it is the Hymn at 
Matins for the Feast of the Passion of our Lord 
Jerus Christ, to be arved on the Tuesday 
after Sexagesima Sunday, It is now adepted 
for use in England on the Friday after Sexa- 
— Sunday; by the Benedictine Order on 
uesday. See Aspice ut Vertum Patris. 

A. 8. 
Translations in C. U. :— tw J 
1. See, where in shame the God of glory hangs. 

By E. Caswall, Ist pub. in his Lyra Catholica, 
1849, p. 65, in 5 st. of 4.1, and again in his 
Hymns § Poems, 1873, p. 56. This is given, 
with alterations in the Hymnary, 1872, No. 259, 
the Cathulic Hymnal, No. 38, ke, 

&. Lo! om the inglorious tree. By W. J. Blew. 
ist printed for use in his church, and then pub. 
in his Church Hy. & Tune Bh., 1852, Passiontide, 
No, 23, in 6 st. of 41, and from thence (much 
altered) into the New Cong., 1859, No. 376, and 
the Rev. Howard Rice's Sel. of 1870, No. 40. 

Aspice ut Verbum Patris a super- 
nis. Anon. ([Passiontide.] The only 
notice of this hymn in Daniel is in the 
Index at the end of vol. v., thus:—“ Ont. 
Domini in monte Oliveti, Fri” In the 
Appendix to the Roman Breviary containin 
the offices said in particular districts an 
places, not universally, it is the hymn at first 
and second Vespers, and at Matins, on the 
Feast of the Praye [= Lerd on Mount 
Olivet, Tuesday after Septuagesima Sunday. 
This office has of late years been adopted in 
Englsnd (as well by religious orders as by 
seculars), and is appointed to be said on the 
Friday after Septuagesima Sunda nt 
the Benedictine obgerve it on the 
Tuesday). It is the first of a series of Friday 
services, which extend to Friday in Passion 
week, as follows :— 

The Prayer in the Garden, The Commemoration of 
the Passion. ‘The Crown of Thorns. The 8 and 
Nails. The yf Winding Sheet. The Five Wounds, 
The Precious Blood, The Seven Dolours of the B, 
Virgin Mary. ; 

Asa general note on the hymns occurring 
in these offices we may remark that— 

The festivals themeelves were instituted at various 
times and in different localities ; thus, that of the an 4 
Winding Sheet was granted, for observance on the 4 

| of May, to the Kingdom of Sardinia, by Pope Julius II. 
in 1506, in honour of this relic (or part of 2 preserved 
at Turin; that of the Precious Blood to Mantua, be- 
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cause of a pertion in the Collegiate Church of St. 
Amirew in that city, that of the Crown of Thorns to 
Paris and other places in France, to be observed on | 
August the ith, the anniversary of the day on which 
the relic was brought to Sens by Gauthier, Archbishop 
of that city, after having been ned from the Vene- 
tians by the King St. Louis, afterwards deposited in the 
Sainte-Chapelle in Paris; that of the Five Wounds 
occurs in inedern Paris Breviary on the Friday after 
Ash-Wednesday. A relid of the Lance being preserved 
at Prague, Pope Innocent 1V. (124-1254) instituted the 
Office for observance in the German Empire, in the 
following terms: “Granted that the Lance and Naila, | 
and other instruments used in the Lonl’s Passion for 
aimee our salvation, are everywhere to be venerated — 
vy the faithful ip Christ; and year by year sulemn 

offices are celebrated in the church, and take place, 
having respect to the Passion itself; nevertheless we 
consider it worthy and fitting if a selemn and special 
Feast should be celebrated and take place with refer- 
ence to the special instraments of that Passion, and 
particularly in those regions in which the instrument« 
are preserved.” We see how the observance has ¢x- 
tended. (See Guyet, Meortelog,, Lib, il, &e,, Cavalieri, 
Comment, in Sacrae Kituum Congregationis Deereta, 
Lib, i, Cap, iv. Deeret, vii.). cw. A. 8.) 

Translations in C. U.:— 
1, Bee from on high, arrayed in truth and grace, 

by E. Caswall, first appeared in his Lyra Catho- 
fica, 1849, and again in his Hymas ¢ Poems, 
1873, p. 53, in 6 st, of 4 1,, and entitled, “ Prayer 
of Our Lord on Mount Olivet.” The hymn :— 

2, See from on high, the Source of saving Grace. 
in the Mymnary, 1872, No, 240, is an altered 
version of Caswall’s translation, 

Assembled at Thy great command. 
W. B. Collyer. ( Missions.) 1st pub. in his 
Hymns Partly Coll. and Partly Orig., 1812, 
No, 945, in 6 st. of 4 1, and entitled, “A 
Missionary Hymn for the Opening of the 
Service” It was repeated iu later editions of 
the same collection, and also was udopted by 
several of the older compilers. It is rarely 
found in modern hymnals in G. Britain, but 
its use in America is extensive. Usually it is 
abbreviated to four or less stanzas. 

Assembled in Thy house of 
J. Montgomery. [Divine Service, ‘ritten 
for the Sheffield 8. S. Union, Whiteuntide 
gathering, 1840, and first printed on a fly- 
sheet for use at that time. The same year it 
was sent to Dr, Leifehild, and in 1842 it 
ap as No, 31, in 6 st. of 4 1, in his col- 
lection of Original Hymna, and leaded, “ For 
a divine blessing on the ministry of the 
word.” (a4. maa.) In Montgomery’s Ort- 
ginal Hymns, 1858, it reappeared with the 
same title as No. 98. 

Astley, Charles Tamberlane, son of 
John William Astley, of Dukinfield, Cheshire, 
born at Cwmllecoediog, near Mallwyd, North 
Valea, 12 May, 1825, and educated at Jesus 

Coll., Oxford (of which he was a Scholar), 

rayer. 

graduating B.A. 1847, M.A. 1849. Taking 
Holy Orders in 1849, he was Evening 
Lecturer, Bideford, 1849, Incumbent of 
Holweli, Oxford, 1850-54, Vicar of Margate, 
18)4-1864, and Rector of Brasted, 1864-78, 
Mr. Astley is the unthor of Songr in the 
Night, L860. This work is composed partly 
of original hymns and partly of frs, from 
the German, The latter are noted in part 
under their first lines in German, Of the 
original hymns, “O Lord, 1 look to Thee,” a 

AT EVENING TIME 

| hymn for Private Use, in 10 st. of 4 1., is given 
in Stevenson's H. for the Ch. and Home, 1873, 
with the omission of st. viii, It was “ written 
at Pisa, during illness, about December, 1858." 

Astonished and distressed. 2B Bed- 
dome. (Lent.} Contributed to Ri 's Sel, 
1787, No. 40, in 4 at. of 4 1. and headed * The 
evil heart.” From Rippen it bas passed into 
several selections, and ia found in use at the 

present time both in G. Britain and America, 
sometimes in an altered forin. Orig. text ox 
above. <A revised version of the text wrs 
given in the posthumous ed. of Beddome's 
Hymna, edited by R Hall, 1817, No. 469. 
This is not in C. U. In some collections this 
hymn is attributed to Toplady. This error 
arose out of the fact that Walter Row in- 
cluded it in bis unsatisfactory ed. of Toplady's 

i 

Works, [W. T. B. 
At even ere the sun was set. H. 

Twells. (Evening.) Written for and Ist pub. 
in the Appendix to H. A. & M., 1868, in 7 st. of 
41. It was originally in 8 st. The omitted 
st., No, iv., which has since been reinstated 
in Church Hys., 1871, Thring’s Coll, 1882, 
and others, reads :— 

“And some are pressed with worldly care, 
And some are tried with sinful donbe; 

And some such grievous passions tear, 
That only Thou canst cast them out.” 

Since the first publication of the hymn in 
H. A. & M in 1868, it has been ineluded in 
almost ¢very collection published from that 
date both in G. Britain and America. It ranks 
with the most popular of evening hymne. 
The text which las the widest acceptance is 
thatof 7. A.& M. Three changes, however, in 
the opening line are found in the collections. 
(1) “At even, ere the sun did wt”; 
(2) “At even, when the sun was set”; and 
(3) “ At even, awhen the sun did set.” The 
last reading is adopted in Thring'’s Coll., and, 
together with the second, is bused upon the 
passage in St. Mark i. 32, “At even, when 
the sun did set, they brought unto Him all 
that were diseased,” &c., in preference to the 
reading in St. Luke iv. 40, “Now, (revised, 
*And") when the sun was setting.” This 
preference has the support of the majority of 
commentaturs both ancient and modern, the 

und taken being the acknowledged unlaw- 
ulness (with the Jews) of such « guthering of 
diseased persons until the sun had gone down, 
and the Sabbath was ended. The question 
was discussed by Mr. Twells and another in 
the Literary Churchman, June 9 and 23, 
1882. The weight of evidence given thervin 
was strongly in favour of the amended reading. 
Authorized text in Church Hymne. [J. J.) 

At evening time let there be light. 
J. Montgomery. (Evening) This hymn on 
Zech. xiv. 7, in % st. of 6 1. was written at 

| Conway, N. Wales, in Sept, 1828, and is re- 
ferred to by Hollaud in his Memoirs of Mout- 
pan, vol, iv. p. 275, It was pub. in his 
’oet’s Portfolio, 1835, pp. 181-2. and in his 

Poetical Works, 1841 and 1854, It is in exten- 
sive wsein America, In 1858, the hymn “ At 
evening time, when day is done, a 



AT EVERY MOTION 

in the Bap. P's. & Hy. No. 996, This is re- 

ted in later eds. of that collection, in the 

4 rs Hymnal, 187%), and other hymnals. It 
is is hymn rearranged by George Rawson, 
and its right ascription is, “J. Montgomery, 
1828, rewritten by G- Rawson, 1858.” 

At every motion of our breath. 

J. Montgomery. beg of cog Pab. in 

bis Christian Paatmis, 1825, No. 512, in 5 st. 
of 4 1 and headed, “The Value of » Moment.” 

In 1853 it was Tepeatd in his Original 

Hipmns, No. 224, but is not amongst the 
“Mo muss” It is ‘usually given in an abbre- 

Viated form, Im J. H. Thom's Hys., Chants, 
&c., 1858, it is im 3 «t., and in the Scottish 

Evang. Union 24 arranal, 1878, there are 4 sts, 

At Go’s wight hand in countless 
numbers. [.tzef¢cipation of Heaven.) This 
hymn, which is No. 1247 of the Morarian 
H. Bk. of 1849, and No. 403 of the Irish 
Church Hymnad, 1874, is thus composed ; st. 
i is a single verse written by Ignatius 
Miratqus as the opening of an * Ode” 
compiled for the funeral of the Rey, Christian 
Gottirie| Clemens, who died at Bristol 14th 
Aug. 1815; st. ir. is a tr. of Wenn schl gt die 
angenchme Steerzde ; and st. iil, a tr. of 
bid angenckne A reqgenblicke (1766). These tra. 
a by Bishop DMolther (cir. 1774), from the 
rerman of Christian Gregor, They apperred 

Single verses im the (Moravian) Brethren’s 
be Pras 189, and were subsequently, in tue 
Foster of 1826, united by its editor, Bishop 

hand” bthe abowe stanza,“ At God's right 
ease &, thas ceonstituting the complete 

© Of 3 st. me im the Irish Ch. Hymnal. For th z : . Crawioeds pnts we are indebted to Major 
gg. Freclez of that Hymnal. 

At 
Thou tagth Pees worst is o’er, and 

: J, Keble. (Easter Eve. 

rath gray his (Fe r-éatian Year, Wal es pe 
su oe Ewe, and continued in all 

ef81 Inth iti@res Of the same. It isin 8 st. 

No. 115, he Err Ow School Coll. (var. dates), 

x ee Erst stanza only is given. 
tl : this T. Davis, (Pypg Testless heart is still. 

Devotional Private Vise.) 1st pub, in his 

from thence if 2. “ra Month, 1855, and 
Hymna, 1k Noe nn meed into the Bapt. Pe. & 
it more fully foe OO: in 5 st. of 41. To adapt 
re-wrote it for i Public worship the author 

1364, a6 “Lora yp Peemns, Old & New, &e., 
Thine,” No.6" vould count cach moment 
Sanctus, 871, = _Was repeated in his Annus 
and entithd * yr alk is appointed for Nov. 16, 

as ie ing at Liberty.” 

Tinton te temas ee hie Hye nd ics, 1887, sinks ub. in his Hynes a 

+ Toveis tte? St. of 4 1, and entitled 
year it was om a than death.” In the same 
No. 12), In Iesy@ed in the People’s H., 
form a# “Near : 2t was given in a revised 
beeu,” in the dena yxinh where Christ hath 

‘i ry, No, 294. 

I. Wate (Hels 22, our dearest Lord. 
y miunion.) This is 

No. sins byt + Prepared for the Holy 
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Ordinance of the Tord’s Supper,” in his 
Hymna & 8. Songs, 1709, Bk. iii., in 4 st. of 4 1. 
It is headed “Glory in the Cross: or, Not 
ashamed of Christ crucified.” In G. Britain 
its use is not equal to that to which it has 
attained in America. " 

At Thy feet, O Christ, we lay. 
W. Bright. [Morning.] 1st appeared in the 
Monthly Packet tor October, 1867, and again 
in Canon Bright's Hymns and Poems, 2ud ed. 
1874, in 5 st.of 61, In the revised ed, of H. 
A. & M., 1875, it is given in foll as No. 6, with 
the alteration in st. iii. 1 2 of “on Thy grace” 
to *in Thy grace.” (W. T. BJ 

At Thy Feet, our God and Father. 
J.D. Burns. [New Year.) Printed in the Eng. 
Presb. Ps. & Hys,, 1867, No, 62, and in lis 
Remains by Dr. J. Hamilton, 1869, pp. 224-5, 
in 6 st. of 4), and headed “New Years 
Hymn,’ with the text, Ps. Ixv, 2, pretixed. 
It las attained to a fair position in the 
hymnals of G, Britain, Canada, and America. 
he opening line sometimes reads, At Thy 

feet, O God our Father,” 

At Thy transfiguration, Lord. C. 
Wordsworth, Bp. of Lincoln. ke Trans- 
ad Appeared in his Holy Year, &c., 
1862, No. 24, in 12 st. of 4 L, and again, with 
slight alterations, in later editions of the 
same, No. 26, but divided isto two parts. 

Atchinson, Jonathan Bush, b. at Wil- 
sou, New York, Feb. 17, 1840, and * licensed 
aga Methodist Preacher,” Sept. 6, 1874. OF 
his hymns the tollowing are the best known :— 

1. Behold the stone is relled away. [Auster.) 
This was Mr. Atchinson’s first hymn. It ap- 
peared in the S. School Times, Dec, 1874, It is 
not in use in Great Britain. 

2. Pully persuaded, Lord, I believe. [ Faith.] 
Written in 1874 or 1875, and Ist pub. in Gospel 
Hymns, No. 1. It is given in I. D. Sankey's 

Sac, 8. § Solos, No, 149, with music by W. P. 

Sherwin. 

3. I have read of a beautiful city. § [/euren. 
Written about the same time as the former, an 
pub. in Gospel Hymns. Itis given in ID. Sankey’s 
Sac, S. § Solos, No, 403, with music by O. F. 

Presbrey. 
4. 0 crown of rejoicing that’s waiting for me. 

(The Keward.] This hymn is also in LD. 
Sankey's Sac. 5. & Solos, No, 174, where it is set 

to music by I’. Bliss. (F. M. B.j 

Atkins, Lucy. [Wilsen, L.] 

Atkinson, John, p.v., b. at Deerfield, 
New Jersey, Sept. 6, 1835, and educated for 
the Ministry, which he now exercises in the 

American Methodist — 1 Church. His 

very popular hymn, “We shall meet beyond 

the river,” was written in Jan. 1867. It 

appeared in Bright Jewels (to music composed 
for it in Feb, 1867 by Hubert P. Main), in 

1869, No. 43, in 4 st. of 8 1 From thence 

both words avd music passed into I. LD. San- 

key’s Sac. 8. & Solos, No. 10%. 

Attend, and mark the solemn fast. 

John Logan and John Morison. (True Fast- 
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ing.) 1st appeared as No, 28 in the Draft 
Soin Ticaulelion and Paraphrasea, 1781, 
asa version of Isaah Iviii. 5-9, in 6 at, of 41. 
In the public worship ed. of that year issued 
by the Church of Scotlaud and still in use 
unaltered save at. vi. li. In the markings 
by the eldest daughter of W. Cameron (q. ¥.), 
given a3 the joint production of Logan and 
Morison. From the 1781 it has passed into a 
few modern hymnals, und is included as 
No. 65 in Rorison’s H. adapted to the Ch, 
Services, 1860. In the Amer, Sab. H, Bk, 
1858, st. ii.-vi., beginning, “ Do I delight in 
sorrow’s dress,” were included as No, 1148, 
while at. iii.-vi., beginning, * Let such as feel 
oppression’s load,” were included as No. 769 
in Campbell's Comp, H. Bk, 1837. (J. M.] 

Attend, my ear, my heart rejoice. 
P. Doddridge. (Reward of the Righteous} 
This hymn is notin the “pb. was.” It was 
pub. i Orton in Doddridge's ig &e., 
1755, No, 187, in 6 st. of 4 1, and headed, 
“The final Sentence, und Happiness of the 
Righteous.” Its use is limited. 

Attend, while God's exalted Son. 
I. Watts, Uap Creation.) lst pub. in his 
Hymns & 8. Songs, 1709, Bk. ii, No. 130, in 
6 at. of 4 1, and entitled, “The New Crea- 
tion.” It is iu limited use iu G. Britain aud 
America. The hymn, “ Mighty Redeemer, 
set me free,” found in a few collections in- 
cluding the New Cong., 1859, is composed of 
st. iv.-vi. of thia hymn. 

Attend, ye tribes that dwell remote. 
John Morison. [The Hope of the Just.) 1st 
appeared as Nu. 22 in the Draft Scottish 
ranslations and Paraphrases, 1781, a8 a 

version of Isaiah xxxiii. 18-18, in 5 st. of 4 1, 
In the public worship ed. of that year, issued 
by the Church of Scotland and still in use, 
it is No. 21, with st. ii., Il, 2-4, and iii. 11. 3-4, 
rewritten. In the markings by the eldest 
daughter of W. Cameron (q. v.) ascribed to 
Morison. I[neluded in « few modern hymnala 
_ recently in Flett’s Coll. Paisley, 1871, 
No. 296. pare a recast of this beginning, 
“Attend, ye people, far and near,” = Miss 
Leeson in her Par, & Hys. for Cong. Singing, 
1853, No. 47. (J. M) 

Attolle paullum lumina. [/assiontide. 
The text of this hymn is in Danie 
ii. p. 345; Simrock, . 110: the Corolla 
Hymnorum, Cologne, 1806, p. 17, and is of 
unknown authorship and date, Bduiunker, i. 
p. 495, cites itas in the Sirenes Symphoniacae, 
1678. Dr, Neale dates it, in common with 
« Exite, Sion filiae, Videte, &e.," as being :-— 

“ Clearly of the very latest date; certainly not earlier 
than the sixteenth, it may be the beginning of the 
seventeenth, century. Their intensely subjective cha- 
racter would be a sufficient proof of this: and their 
rhyme equally shows it. Femtnine double rhymes, in 
almost all mediaeval hymns, are reserved for trochaic 
measures ;—their use, as here, in lambbes, gives a certain 
impression of irreverence which it is hart to get over. 
Notwithstanding the wide difference between these and 
mediaeval hymns, they possess, [ think, considerable 
beauty, and will be more easily appreciated by 
modern pot ai ay Ays., ard ed, L887, pp. 214. : 

(W.A 

AUBER, HARRIET 

Translations in C. U, :— 
1, Raise, raise thine eye a little way. by J. M. 

Neale, appeared in the Ist ed, of his Med. Hys., 
1851, », 148, in 7 st. of 7 L, being the first 
translation of this hymn into English. It 
is somewhat altered in the Hymnary, 1872, 
No, 248. 

2. O Binner, lift the eye of faith, is the above 
translation, in an altered form, made by the Com- 
pilers of Hf. A. and Mf, and included in that 
collection in 1861. Concerning the alterations, 
Dr. Neale says in his 2nd ed. of the Med, I/ys., 
1863, that “the alteration of the two trochaic 
into iambic lines ” is “an improvement on the 
original metre.” Although thus commended 
by Dr, Neale, the use of this form is almost 
exclusively confined tu #7. A. and MM. 

8. O Sinners, lift your eyes and see. By F. 
Pott, in his Hymns, &c., L861, No. ey: sy" 

Atwood, Henry Adams n, 
wa, b. Jan. 18, 1800, educated at Queen's 
Coll., Oxford, graduating in 1822, He was 
successively Curate of Kenilworth, Ci.aplain 
to the Bishop of Lichfield, and Vicar, in 1839, 
of Ashleworth, Gloucestershire. In 1837 he 
— Hymne for Private or Congregational 
se, for every Sunday tn the year. He d.in 1877. 

Auber, Harriet, daughter of Mr. James 
Auber, b. in London, Oct. 4, 1773. Duriu 
the part of her quiet and seclud 
life she resided at Broxbourne and Hoddesdon, 
Herts, and died at the latter place on the 
et ye 1862. Miss aa wrote devo- 
tional and other poetry, but only a ion of 
the former was published in 7s Bybrit of the 
Pealms, in 1829. This collection is mainly 
her work, and from it some ueeful versions of 
the Psalms have been taken and included in 
modern hymu-books, about 20 appearing im 
Spurgeon's 0. O. H. Bk., 1866. Auber’s 
name is widely known, but it is principally 
through her exquisite lyric, “Our t 
Redeemer, ere He breathed,”> and the Epi- 
phany hymn, “Bright was the guiding star 
that led.” (For criticism of her work, seo 
English Pealters, §. 17.) 

In addition to these and other hymns by 
Miss Auber, which are annotated under their 
priv first lines, the following are also in 
C. U., but principally in America :— 

1. Arise, ye poople, and adore. aster. 
2. As Thy chosen people, Lord. Ps. laviii. 
3. Can guilty man indeed bellewe ? Ps, zete, 
4, Delightful is the task to sing. Ps. calvid. 
§. Father of Spirits, Natare’s God. Js. erat. 
6, Hall, gractous Source of ewery good. Fs, lev 
7. Hasten, Lord, the glorious time. /s. trzii. 
4. Jebowah reigns, earth, rejoice. Pe, rows. 
9. Join, all ye servants of the Lord. A. Scriptures, 

. Jesus, Lord, to Thee we sing. 2s, cx. 
O all ye lands, rejoice in God. Ps. levi. 
O Giod our Strength, to Thee the song, Ps Lexri. 

. 0 praise our great and gracious Lord. Pe. izzeiii. 
. On thy church, O power divine, Ps, levis, 
. Sweet isthe work, O Lord, Sunday. 
. That Thou, O Lani, art ewer nigh, Ps. lezv. 
. The Lond, Who hath redeemed our soula, Ps. zxzi. 
. When all bespeaks a Father's love, Ps, 24, 
. When dangers press and fears invite. Ps. lzii, 

i Who, 0 Lord, when life is o'er, Ps, ze, 
| 21. Whom have we Lord, in heaven, but Thee 
) Ps, bexitt, 
| 22. Wide, ye heavenly gates, unfold. Ascension. 



AUCTOR BEATE SAECULI 

Sar Trae eerte fe ie eanred cy. bonds " sact . L 

25. Vari yarough the qgbt the ranger. Ps. exevi, 
All these Im-versions and hymns are from 

her Spirit of the Palms. London, are , 
ad 

Auctor beate saeculi. [Love of Jesus. 
This hyun is of unknown authorship an 
date, [tis for the Feast of the Sacred Heart 
of Jesus: for which Feast in some‘eds. of the 
Ftom, Breer. later than 1735 there are two dis- 
tinct oftics with itferent hymns; the day of 
observance being that following the Octave 
of Corpus Christi (viz. Friday before the 3rd 
Sunday after VW lhiteunday). Awctor beate sae- 
culd ia the bynam «at second Vespers in the first 
office when the Feast is kept on its own day, 
and with the rawk ofa greater double; and at 
both when the Feast is transferred, 
or kept with thre rank of a double of the first 
oT second clase, the reason being that in the 
former case the: first Vespers are superseded by 
the second Veepen of the Octave of Corpus 
Christi. In Engrland the first office is appointed 
to be saidon the Sunday after the Octave of 
Corpus Christi, with the rank of a double of 
the secon class ; religious orders, as a rule, 
ypareing it on the Friday succeeding that 
pons, hes the hymn occurs at both V 
Ln additin to modem eds. of the Rom. Brev. 
e fall text is given in Daniel, iv. p. 311, but 

without nte or comusnent, .AS] 

Tramhtions im C, U.:— 
= yor Crestow @f the world. By E. Caswall, 
in be Betis Lyra Catholion, 1849, p. 116, and 
41 The and Poems, 1873, p. 66, in 6 st. of 
then slight po found in several collections, at 
by Caswall, ¥ altered, but generally as rendered 

in Kenney 1ePO™ Caswall's tr. It is No. 347 
Redeemer ¢f 863 5; rad, altered to “Thou blest 
In the lan 8, Ord,” No. 82 in Sarwn, 1868, 

Mtr it Es 2. y>prointed for “ Sexagesima.” 
Audi, 
Cre ER Conditor. St. Gregory 

—g agreed This given in’ h is 
tom. Lgl (see Migne'« Patologia, 
rig ws SFO.) Inthe Bree. 1632 
Vespers on the Sat altered, as the hymn at 
Lent, to 'Fday before the Ist Sun, in 
(the last a day before Passion Sunday . wmive-} f pi Spinetti ge ae 
on the ist Sun ra Yen as the hymn at Lauds 
Sun. : mt, and daily to the 3rd In ¥i 
for the mene S€_ Alban's, itis the byma 
following Sundays, oe in Lent and the 
(from ra At Canterbu 
cent. wid tatembeth, 0. 538, of the 15t 
observance of w these are the offices to the t hich bri 
Ch e monk of Christ urch, Canterbury | is hell bound"), it is on — Saturdays and & ; : 
At Evesham, ist and ay in Lent, at —— at W. 21d Sun. at Ve- 
(Norfolhy it te we SE, Andrewesde-Bromholm | 
. 

Own as ¥ pr hymn im Lent. In the Britiah alg is found 
236 b-V = 11th cent. (Harl, 2961, f. 
in = me XL., £. 51; Jul. A. vi. f. 45). 
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1851, p. 62, it ia from an 11th cent, ws. at Dur- 
ham. The text is also in Daniel, i, No. 149, 
and with additional notea at iv. p. 121; in 
Wackernagel, i., No. 100{ Card. Newman's 
Hymai Ecel., 1838 and 1865, and others. 

(W. A. 8. 
Translations in C. U.:— } 
1. Father of mercies, bear, Thy pardon, &. By 
G, W, Doane, lst pub. in his Songs by the 

‘ay, 1824, from whence it passed into Hall's 
Mitre, 1836; Cooke & Denton’s Hymnal, 1853; 
the Srrum, 1868; New Mitre, 1875; ANennedy, 
1863, No. 304, and others. (Orig. tr. in Songs 
by the Way, ed. 1875.) This tr. is sometimes 
attributed, a3 in Miller's Singers & Songs, p. 12, 
to Dr. Neale, in error. 

%. Thou loving Maker of mankind. By E. Cas- 
wall, from the Hom. Brev. text. Appeared in his 
Lyra Catholica, 1849, p. 70, in 5 at. of 4.1L, and 
again in his //ymns § Poems, 1873, p. 39. It is 
iven in several Roman Catholic and other col- 
ections, and altered as, “O loving Maker of 
mankind,” in the Hymnary, 1872, No. 211. 

3. Benign Creator, hear. By W. J. Blew, from 
the Paris Hrev., printed on broadsheet for use in 
bis church, circ. 1850, and pub. in his Church 
Hy. & Tune Bh, 1852, in 5 st, of 4 1. 

4. O Maker of the world, give ear. by J. M. 
Neale. Appeared in the Hymnal N., 1852, from 
whence it passed into Murray's Hymnal, 1852, 
and several later collections, 

5. Father of Mercies, hear, Before Thy throne, &c. 
By J. A. Johnston. Contributed to his English 
Byonal 1852 to 1861, in 5 st. of 41. 

6. O Merciful Oreator, hear, Regard our, &c. 
By J. D. Chambers, in his Lauda Syon, 1857, i. 
p- 129, in 5 st. of 41. This has been repeated 
in the ed. of 1866; in Dr. Irons’s Hymns, 1866 ; 
the People’s H., 1867, &e. 

7. O Merciful Creator, bear, To us in pity, &c. 
This rendering in H. A. § Af, 1861 and 1875, 
Pott’s Hymns, 1861, Ch. Hys., 1871, &e., is a 
cento from the trs. of Neale, Chambers, and 
others. It is said in the Index to H. A. & Mf. to be 
by the “Rev. J. M. Neale, D.v., and Compilers: 
from the Latin.” It seems from Mr. Eller- 
ton’s note in Ch, Hymns, that the Rev. F. Pott 
was one of those “Compilers,” and that to him 
this arrangement is mainly due. 

8. O gracious Father, bend Thine car, Two 
hymns, oe with this same stanza, are in 
C. U. (1) in the Parish H. Bk. 1863; and (2) in 
Chope’s Hymnal, 1864, The latter is the Parish 
H, Bk. text, with another st, (ii.). 

Translations not in OC, U.:— 
1, O Merciful Creator! bear our prayer. By Drum- 

mond, 1619, in Heber’s , 1827, 
2. Thou gracious Author of our days. J. Chandler, 

1837. 
3. Hear, our all-gracious Pather, hear. Mant, 1837. 
4. Merciful Maker, bear our call, Williams, 1439. 
6. Gracious Creator, bear. ——— Laas. 
6. Father of Mercies, pitying hear. erivon, 1851. 
7. O mercifal Creator, heed. Hewett, 1959. {J - JJ 

Audi nos, Rex Christe. Anon, [Pro- 

B 

|‘ cessional.) lst pub. from a ms, of tee Ith 
cent. at Clermont, by Du Meéril, in his Poesies 
P ires Latines du moyen dge, Paris, 1847, 
pp. 56-58, together wit an extensive note. 
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The text wus repeated by Daniel, iv. p. 171, 
with reference ts: Du Méril. It is» Pilgrim's 
song, andas such it might be used as a Pro- 
ceasional. Dr. Neale has printed Du Meéril’s text 
(withoat the various readings) in his Hymni 
Ecclesiae, 1851, p. 227; and Mr. Ellerton (with 
the readings) in his Notes on Church Hymns, 
1881, No. 440, where he falls into the error of 
iving the date of the first, 1843, instead of 
e second, 1847, volume of Du Meéril’s work. 

(W. A. 8.) 
Translations in C. U. :— 
1. © Christ, our King, give ear. Ky J. M. Neale, 

Ist pub. in his Wed. Hymns, 1851, in 8 st. of 31. 
including the chorus. The S, P.C. K. Ch. Hymns, 
1871, No, 440, omits the chorus and st. ii, 

2, O blessed Trinity, No. 29%, in the Hymnary, 
is Dr. Nenle’s rendering expanded into 7 st. of 
61. It was designed as a Processional for the 
Rogation Days. 

Audimur: almo Spiritus. C. Coffin. 
{ Whiteuntide.j] From his Hymni Sacri, Paris, 
1736, p. 57, as a Hymn for Whitsuntide. In 
the revised Paris Breviary, 1736, it is the 
Hymn for Lauds at Whitsuntide; as also in 
Lyons and other modern French Breviaries, 
Text in Card, Newman’s Hymni Ecclesiae, 
1838 and 1865, The tr. in C, U, is — 

Lo, the Father hears our prayer. By C. S. 
Calverley, made for and Ist pub. in the Hymnary, 
1872, No. 321. 

Translations not in 0. U. :— 
1. Our prayer is heard; the boly Dove. J. Chandler, 

1837, 
. Now our prayers are beard on high. J, Williams, 

1 
3. We are heard: the gentle Spirit. Blew, 1862. 
oe rane the Spirit blest. Chambers, 

167. 

Auf, auf, ihr Reichsgenossen. Johann 
Rist. [Advent.} Ist pub. in his Sabbatische 
Seelenlust, Liineburg, 1651, p. 4, in 12 st. of 
8 1. entitled, “Ou the Gospel of the First 
Sunday in Advent, which is written by the 
Holy Evangelist Matthew in his Gospel at the 
2ist Chapter.” Included as No. 16 in the 
Leipzig Vorrath, 1673, and recently as No. 1 
in the Une. L. 8, 1851. 

Translations in C, U. :— 
1. Arise, the Kingdom is at hand. A ¢r. of st. 

i-iii., ix., sti. by Miss Winkworth in the 2nd 
series, 1858, of her Lyra Ger., p, 4, and ted as 
No. 22 in her C. #. for England, 1863, Included 
in full as No. 438, in J. L. Porter's Coll., 1876. 
The trs. of Il. 1-4 of at. i,-iii., xii, were included 
as No. 66 in Boardman's Coll., Philadelphia, 
1861, and an adaptation in 7 st. of C. uM. as 
No. 115 in the Pennsylvanian Luth. Cai, Bk, 
1868, 

2. Arise, ye heirs of glory, A ér. of st. i, iii., 
sii., signed F.C. C.as No.7 in Dr. Pagenstecher’s 
Coll, 1864. 

3. Awake! sons of the Kingdom, the King. &c. 
A tr. of st. i-iii., ix.-xii, based on Miss Wink- 
worth’s é. of the same, as No. 16 in the Ohio 
Luth. /fymna/, 1880. (J. M.J 

Auf, auf, weil der Tag erschienen. 
J. A. Freylinghausen, [Advent.) lst pub. as 
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No. 1 in his Newes geistreiches G. B., 1714, in 
11 st. of 71, reprinted in Grote's ed. of his 
Geistliche Lieder, 1855, p, 1, and included as 
No, 129 in the Berlin @. L, S. ed, 1863. 

Translations in C. U :— 
1, Wake! the weloome day appeareth. A good 

tr., omitting st. vii., viii., by Miss Cox in her Sac. 

H. from the German, 1841, p.3,and repeated with 
st.ix, slightly altered in her H. from the German, 
1864, p. 25. Her trs, of st. i-iv., xi, were in- 
cluded as No. 17 in Rorison's Col/, 1851; of st. 
i., iii, vi, x., a8 No. 233, in Hedge and Hunting- 
ton’s Coll., 1853, and Robinson's Songs for the 
Sanctuary, 1865, No. 1176; and of st, i.-iv., xi, 
in J. L. Porter’s Coll., 1876, No. 404. 

2, Wake, oh wake, the day ariseth. A tr. of 
st. i, iv. xi, by 4. 7. Russell, as No, 31 in 
his Ps. & Hymns, 1851. [J. M.] 

Aufer immensam, Deus, aufer iram. 
{National Fast.) 1st pub. in Vermanung an 

ntze Deutsche Nation, Wittenberg, 1541, and 
included, altered, in Hymni aliquot sacri, ete., 
Collectore Georgio Thymo, 1552, where it is 
marked as “author uncertain.” Thence in 
Wackernagel, i, p. 271, in 8 st.of 41. It has 
been fr. into English through “Nimm von 
uns, Herr, du treuer Gott," a free tr., in 7 at. 
of 6 |., by Martin Moller in his Meditationes 
Sanctorum Patrum, Gérlitz, 1584, entitled “ A 
beautiful daily prayer in all time of need.” 
Thence in Wackernagel, v. p. 56,and as No, 579 
in the Une. L. S., 1851. 
The tra. are: (1) “ Remove from us, 0 faithful God,” 
J.C, Jacobi, 1722, p. 123 (ed. 1722, p. 188, altered). 

( , “ Think = #60 bitter death,” a tr, of et. vi, 
sat k an dein Sohn’s bittern Tod," as No. 398 in 
ik, 1746, of the Moravian H. Bk, (od. ath i, Ne. 

[J. M.j 218). 

Auferstehn, ja auferstehn wirst du. 
F. G. Klopstock. [Burial of the Dead.) This 
beautiful little poem, hardly to be called a 
hymna, on the Resurrection of the Body, was 
written after the death, on Nov. 28, 1758, of 
his first wife, Meta Moller, and lat pub, in his 
Geistliche Lieder, vol. i., Copenhagen, 1758, 
p. 80, in 5 st. of 5 1 It was sung by the 
assembled thousands when, on March 22, 1803, 
he was laid to rest at Meta’s side in the church- 
yard of Ottensen, near Altona. Commonly 
used also at Easter. Included as No, 1512 ip 
- Berlin G. ZL. 8. ed. 1863. The tr. in C. U. 

Thou my dust awaking from brief rest, by 
A, T. Russell, as No, 257 in his Ps. & Hymas, 
1851, in 5 st. Rather based on the German 
than an exact translation. Included, beginning 
“Thou wilt raise our bodies from brief rest,” as 
No. 744 in Kennedy, 186%. 

Translations not in O. U, :—- 
(1) Yes! soon away shall death's deep slumber roll,” 

by Sir J. Bowring in bis Hymns, 1825, No. 98, (2) Yes! 
thou pe gh wilt rise as Jesus rose,” in W, Nind's 
Odes Vlopetock, 1448, p. 308, (3) “ Arise, yer, yes, 
arise, O thou my dust,” ip by. A. Baskerville’s Poetry of 
Germany, 1854 (od. 1876, p. 25), and thence in the 
Gilman-Schafl Lib. of Rel, Poetry, ed. taeda, p. 774. 
4) “ Thou shalt rise! my dust thou shalt arise,” by Miss 

wick in H. L. 1, 1855 (1862, p, 165, 1884, p, 128 
and altered in Schaff's Christ in song, 160, P- ban . 
1879, Be), (5) * Rise thou shalt, yea, rise,” by J. 8. 
Stallybrass, in the Tonic Sol-fa Reporter, July, 1Ast. 
(6) Rise again! yes, thou shalt rise again, my dust,” 
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Mise Fry, 1859, p. 172. (7) * Arise again, arise again.” 
Wie Ha Garland of Songs, 1461 (later ecls. p. 29). 
4) *Rie again! yes, rise again wilt thou, * Miss 
Winkworth, 1<69, p. 333. (J. M-} 

Augusta, Johann, seems to have been 
torn ut Prag about the year 15.0. He was 
onsecrated Bishop of the Bohemian Brethren 
a 1592, became president of their “select 
council" in 1537, and d. at Jung-Bunzlan, 
tohemia, Jam. 13, 1572. Two of his hymna, 
written in Bohemian, have into Eng- 
lsh through the German as follows :— 

i, Aj jak jsou mili tvoji phibytkowé. = [The Chris 
fie Chere.) Founded on Ps. Ixxxiv. In the Bo- 
bealan Brethren's Jf, Bk., 1559, f. 166, in ls et, Tr, 
mo German by J. Geletaky in the Alrchengeseng, 
Prag, 1566, and thence in Wackernagel, iv. p. 155, be- 
fining “Owte sehr lieblich sind all dein 
1, om the German by J, Gambokt as No, 269 in pt. i 
ithe Moravian H. Hk, 1754 (1849, Nu. 163), beginning, 
“How amiable Thy habitations are,” 

ii Budit veleben Pan Bih nad pochvalen. ~The 
rican Church.) Founded on Ps, xivili. In the 
Boverrian ‘s HW. Bk, 1561. f. 168, in Ast, Tr. 
toto German by P. Herbert in the Kirchengeseng, 1566, 
amt thence in Wackernagel, iv. p. 420, ing. 
“Get well'n wit loben.”” The fra, from the 
ani)" Praine our God gracious,” by J. Gambold, as 
So. 4 in pt. i. of the Moravian H. BE, 1754. (2) 
“Praise God for ever,” as No, 491 in the Morerian 
@ Bk. 1149 (1849, No, 761). {J. M.) 

Aurea luce et decore roseo. ag Peter 
aad Paul], This hymn is probably of the 
&h cent. “It has generally been ascribed to 
Elpi, wife of the philosopher Boethius; but 

sonthe ground that it is not in classical 
urtre, thinks that this is improbable. Mone’s 
‘ext, Nu. 684, is from mss. of the Mthand 15th 
cent. Diniel, i,, No. 187, gives the text in 
Sst, slong with the Roman reviary version ; 
ith farther notes at iv. pp. 164, 371, includ- 
ng radings from a Mth cent. ms, at Bern. 
at the British Museum mas. it is found in 
ain 11th cent. (Vesp. D., xii. f. 85b.; 
. = Vi. f. 55). The text of an Ith cent. 
, “Durham is given in the Lat. Hys. of the 
— Ch., 1851, p. 105. 

yom is found in many Breviaries, ¢.g., the older 
rgd York, and the Darin, sasigned 0s the vigile 
fies. “Jam bone pastor Petre.” was used separately 
= ce = a go ‘Chair ont Bs. Peter's 
i. for St. Paul, beginning, “ euregic, 

aig ‘a Used separately for the festivals of his 

Ia the revissened Roman Breviary, 1632, i : o 3 2, it was 
puaiderably altered, st. i. beginning * Decora 
“eats g@uram;" st. iii. beginning 
<p Or Retre;" and at. iv. beginning 
Inert actor Pause” This form is also in 

‘No. 137, (J. MJ 
Translations c—_ 

ty hm lace ©t decore reseo. This has been 
Lies eye nmben in his Lauda Syou, pt. ii, 
in & fem s5 a gellen splendour bright.” This, 
Ir, eas oi ‘tered as almost to constitute a new 
wi ut? Im the Antiphoner & Grail, 1880, 
tolken whaler” 1882, No. 116: as “With 
‘ “ar, and with roseate loveliness.” 

eae toe acternitatis auream. Tr. b 
ani his — oy Cathelioe, 2548, 159, 

’ . 3, p. 87, as “ ed in 

Tarttys tleateoce beam :” and by F. W. 
Ms Jewus § Mary, &e., 1849, as “It 

“4 
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is no earthly summer's ray.” This latter tr. is 
adopted by some Roman Catholic hymua-books 
for Missions and Schools, and is also in the 
Marquess of Bute's ed. of the Rom, Brer., 1879. 

3. Beate pastor Petre clemens accipe, 7. by 
E. Caswall in his Lyra Cathofea, 1849, p, 128, 
and his Hymns, 1873, p, 70, This 1, is adopted 
by the Marquess of Bute, Rom, Brer., 1878, as 
* Peter, blest Shepherd, hearken to our cry.” 

4. doctor Paule mores instrue, Tr, by 
E. Caswall in his Lyra Catholica, 1849, p. 129, 
and Hymns, 1873, p. 71, as “Lead us, great 
teacher Paul, in wisdoin’s ways.” Also adopted 

by the Marquess of Bute. (J. J.J 

Aurora jam spargit polum. [Satur- 
day Morning.] This hyn is ascribed to St. 
Ambrose; but, not being quotel by early 
writers, it is not received as certainly genuine 
by the Benedictine editors; it may be his 
nevertheless, It is the Hymn at Lauds on 
Saturdays in the Homan Brev., 1632, when the 
Ferial Office is said, from the Sunday afler the 
Octave of the Epiphany to the first Sunday in 
Lent, and from the Octave of. Cornus Christi 
to Advent. For the text in the Hom. Brevw., 
placed in juxtaposition with the original ver- 
sion, see Daniel, No. 47. See also the editions 
of St. Ambrose (Migne’s Patrol., tom. 17, the 
fourth and last of the works of that Father). 
Also in Thomasius, ii. p. 413, Clichtoveus, 
and others. 

In the Mozarabie Breviary, ed. 1775, it is 
given among the hymns as “A bymn to be 
said on Saturdaysin Lent at Matins.” (Migne’s 
Patrol,, tom. 86, col. 897.) In the Hymnarium 
Sarishburiense, Lond., 1851, p. 58, it is given as 
the hymn tor Ferial Offices on Saturdays at 
Lauds from the Sunday after the Octave of 
the Epiphany to Lent. and from the Octave of 
Corpus Christi to Advent. York, Hereford, 
Evesham, &.. appear tou have had the same 
uae. (See p. 43, where the Sunday after the 
Ovtave of the Epiphany is called the Sunday 
Domine, ne in ird, from the beginning of the 
responsory after the first Lesson at Mating ; so 
the Sunday Deus omndum is naned from a« re- 
pened at Matins on the Sunday after the 
Octave of Corpus Christi.) The variations of 
York, Worcester, Eresham, &c., are also given in 
that work. It is also in three Mas. of the [1th 
cent, in the Britieh Museum (Harl, 2961, f 225 - 
Vesp, D. xii. f 25b; Jul, A. vi, f, 30), and 
in the Latin Hy». of the Anglo-Saxon Church, 
1851, from an Iith cent. ws. at Durham. 

Mone, i. p. 372. cites it as in a ms. in the 
Town Library at Trier, probably of the 8th een- 
tury; and Daniel, iv. p. 40, refers to a Kheinau 
ms of the lth cent, now at Ziirich, in whieh 
it ia also found, 
The text of this byron is also given in Card, 

Newman's Hymmi Ecclesiae, 1848 end L685; 
Maegill’s Songa of the Christian Creed and 
Life, Lond., 1876; Simrock, p. 8; and by 
others. CW. A. 8.J 

Translations in C. U. :— 

1. The morn has spread its crimson rays. By 
R. Campbell, from the Kom. Brer., made for aud 
Ist pub. in his St. Andrew's Hymnal, Edin., 1850, 

73, in 6 st. of 4 1, and given in later Scottish 
ipiscopal collections. 
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2. Dawn sprinkles all the East with light. 
Contributed to the Hymnal N., 1852, in 4 st. of 
41. It is also No. 13 of Skinner's Daily Service 
Hymnal ; and as “ Dawn purples all the east with 
light,” in the Afymnal of the American Protes- 
tant Episcopal Church, 1872. From the fact of 
its appearing in the Mymnal N. it has usually 
been attributed to Dr. Neale. On his own 
authority this is an error. (‘*8, M8s.") 

3. Now morn is o'er the zenith spread. By J. LD. 
Chambers, from hia Lauda Syon, 1857, p. 35, 
into the People's H., 1867, No. 432, in 4 st. of 
41 

not in C, U, :— 
1. With daven's faint streaks the beaven, &c. Mant, 

1837 
2. Forth from the glorious eye of morn, Hymn, 

. de. 
3. Morn lights pate heareg A Rp. Williams, 1845. 
4. The dawn is sprinkling in the east. , 1849, 
5. The dawn ts dappling o'er the sky, Copeland, 1848, 
6. Now morning sprinkles all the sky. ory ‘ 

Aurora lucis dum novae. N. Le Tour- 
weaur. [Easter] In the revised Paris Bre- 
viary, 176, this hymn is appointed as the 
hymn at Lauds on the Sunday aher Enster-day, 
and afterwards at Lauds in the Ferial Office 
from Easter to the Ascension. The text is 
given in Card. Newman's Hymnd Eeclesiae, 
1838 and 1865, It is fr. as :— 

1, Morn's roseate hues have decked the sky. 
By Wm. Cooke, written for the Hymnery, and 
included therein, 1872, No. 267. From the 
Hymnary it passed into Thring’s Coll, 1882, 
No, 200, The refrain is not in the original. 

2. 0 come, and with the early morn. By Bp. 
J. R. Woodford, in Mys. for the Christian Sea- 
sons, 2nd ed, 1855; the Parisi H. Bh. 1863, 
No, 55, &e. : 

Translations not in C. U. :— 
1, The new morn hath risen. J. Williams, 1839. 
2. The orient beams of Easter Morn. J. D. Chambers, 

1857. (J. J.J 

Aurora lucis rutilat. [Aaster.] This 
hymu is ascribed to St, Ambrose, but was not 
received among his undoubted works by the 
Benedictine editors. (Sco Migne'’s Patrol., 
rer 17; _ 4th 4 of — works of = 
Ambrose.) It may is; but is not special 
referred to as such by any early writer. J 

The text is in Daniel, 1., No, 79 (the revised 
Roman Breviary version being giver side by 
side with the original), who s#ys it may be 
found everywhere in old Breviaries, but for 
the mont part mutilated. It is No. 19 of 
the Junius ms. of the 8th cent. and Mone, 
No. 141, has it from a ms, of the Abbey of Rei- 
chenau of the beginning of the 9th cent., and 
from later mas. at Karlsruhe, &e. Amongst 
the British Musewm mas. it is in two of the 
llth cent. (Vesp. D. xii, f. 70; Jul. A. vi, 
f. 49); and in the Latin Hys. of the Anglo- 
Sazon Ch., 1851, p. 84, it is printed from an 
Lith cent, ms, at Durham. 

It will be found in the Hymn. Saris. Lond., 
1851, pp. 94, 95; headed “Ad Matutinas, 
Quotidie usquenad Ascen. Dom.,” “At Matins, 
daily, to the Ascension of the Lord” (i.e, 
commencing on Low Sunday, the Octave of 
Easter). is part ends at line 20. Then 
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follows, at Lauds, Sermone blando Angelus (to 
end). So the York use. At Canterbury, St. 
Alban's, St. Andrew de Bromholm (Norfolk). 
it would appear that Aurora lucis was said 
at Lands entire. Worcester says “ Sermone 
blando Angelue dicitar cum Aurora ;” the two 
hymns are said one with the other: one, it 
nay be, at Matina, the other at Lauds. 

In the Mozarabic Breviary (Toledo, 1502, 
f. 297) it is viven as the Hymn in the “* Unio 
Primi” in Easter-tide. 

The revised version of this hymn, made 
| for the Homan Breviary, 1632, begins Aurora 
coelum purpurat: and is therein divided as ful- 
lows: (1) Lines 1-16 of the orivinal be- 
came in a revised form the hymn for the 
Ferial Office at Lauds from Low Sunday to 
(exclusively) the Ascension; (2) Lines 17-32 
of the entire hymn, Tristes erant Apostoli 
(with doxology of eight lines) are assigned to 
the Common of Apostles and KB ‘ists in 
Easter-tide (Tempore Paschali) at lat and 2nd 
Vespers anid at Watins; (3) Lines 32 to end, 
Paschale mundo gaudium (in the original 
Claro Paschali gaudio), to Lauds of the same 
Common of Apostles and Krangelists, This 
division of the latter part. for the Common of 
Apostles and Evangelists, was made by Pope 
Pius V, (Gavanti, Thes. Sacrorum Rituum.) 

(W. A. 8. 

In annotating the translations of this hymn, 
for the sake of unity and clearness, two divi- 
sions are given: (i.) Ts, of the Original 
Text (sometimes with variations). and (ii.) those 
tre. which are from the Roman Breviary. 

I. The Original Text. 
In rendering the hymn into English some 

translators have given the text in fall, whilst 
others have taken a part only. Those in full, 
together with their use in modern hymnals, 
are: 

1.—i. Aurora lucis rutilat, “Light's glittering 
morn bedecks the sky,” 

ii. Sermone blando Angelus. “With gentle voice 
the angel gave.” 

This tr. by Dr. Neale, in two parts, was pub- 
lished in the Hymnal N., in 1852, and con- 
tinued in later editions, Ps. i, consists of lines 
1-20, and 4 lines, and a doxology not in the 
original, but in the Sarum Bree., pt. ii. of lines 
21-44, and the closing lines of pt. i, repeated. 

In 1861, the Compilers of 1. A, & MW. gave this 
rendering in that collection with rather exten- 
sive alterations, and rearranged in three parts, 
thus :-— 

i, Aurora lucis rutilat. 
morn bedecks the sky.” 

ii. Tristes orant Apoatoli. 
hearts were full of pain.” 

iii. Claro Paschali gaudic. 
with joy was bright.” 

To these were added a stanza, and doxology as 
in the Sarwm Brev., to be sung at the end of 
each part :— 

Quaesumus, Auctor omnium. 
with us abide.” 

Gloria Tibi Domine, 
risen Lord.” 

“ Light's glittering 

“The Apostles" 

“That Eastertide 

“O Lord of all, 

“All praise be Thine O 
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In the annotated edition of H. A. & M., Mr. 
Biggs bs given the Latin text from the Sarum 
Breviry, it is a reprint of the original with 
the addition of the last eight lines. 

This. A. & Af. text was included, with omis- 
sions sad further alterations, in Aeanedy, 1863, 
No. 691, in two parts :— 

i, Avra lucia, &e. “ Light's glittering dawn.” 
i. Claro Paschali gaudio. “That Eastertide 

with joy was bright.” 
In 1864 Mr, Skinner gave Dr, Neale's render- 

ing with omissions, but without alterations in 
the tert, in his Daily Service Hymnal. No, 127. 

i, Aura lucia, &e, “ Light's glittering morn 
iedecks the sky.” 

i, Claro Paschali gaudio. 
sad Paschal day.” 

Dr. Neale’s rendering is also included in the 
Hymnary, 1872, altered by the editors, and 
divided into three parts :— 
h _— lucis, “ The glittering morn bedecks 
the sy.” 
ii, Triste erant Apostoli. “Deep sorrow on 

the Apostles came,” 

a Easter-day.” 
2 Astcond tr, of the full text was published 

iy J.D. Chambers in his Zauda Syon, &e,, 1857, 
pp. 182-185, in two parts :-— 
i Aurore lucis, “ Light's very morn its beams 

displays." 
& Sermone blando, 

gel said,” 

‘This translation, as a whole, is not in congrega- 
ape _ but portions are given in centos yet 

& Semone blando. “ With gentle voice the An- 
tel gave, rendering of lines 21-44, and 

dee the Serwn #rev., was given in 
Salidury H. Bk, 1857, No. 103, It is mainly as alteration of Neale’s tr, and probably by J. biebhe, 

we lueis. “ Now dawning glows the day 
la 1888, = Professor F. J. A. Hort, was written 
i F And pub. in the Rev. J. Ellerton’s 
rye a Schools § Bible Classes, 1859, No, 34, 

“To this our bright 

“Joy dawned again 

“In accents soft the An- 

i 3 ay a “Now dawning glows the 

fn “Sad the eleven apostles 

Pheer Slight alterations, pt. i. was in- 
Ciured Fy, N ymns, No. 130, 

Phat mrad - “The dawn of light breaks 
of lines 1 '- An altered form of Dr. Neale’s tr. 

te — the 8 concluding lines from the 
‘¥ 88 included in Hymns fitted to the 

writ CP. by Rev, F. Pott, 1861, No, 89, 

. ~ “The reddy dawn is breaking.” 
This . “* With e b the Angel.” 
fa hie th By the Rev. W. J. Blew, and a 
os ™ and Tume Rook, 1852. 

bymn, and includes the # lines 
‘ev. 

™ The day-spring fair of light, ec,” 
orapricing Fiope in bis _ af the Ch. 1844, 
3) lines 129, nod the strum eng a above 

. Jee wine “ Heaven with roay morn, &c.," by Hymn of eer C America), appeared in his Ancient of Hhly Chearch. Hurtin {America}, 1948. it 
hes an that of Mr. Hope. 
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I. The Roman Breviary tezt. 
As the divisions of the text in the Homan 

Breviary have been strictly adhered to by trans- 
lators, it will simplify our work by annotating 
those translations in the same order. 

1. Aurora coclum purpurat. 
1, This hely morn, so fair and bright. By J. 

Chandler, appeared in his Hymns of toe Primitice 
Church, 1837, pp. 77-8, Latin text, pp. 197-8. 
In this form it is not incommon use ; but altered 
in his Hys, of the Church, 1841, No. 44, to 
“Bright sunbeams deck the joyful sky,” it 
was included in Dr. Hook's Church School H. Bh., 
1850, No. 84; the Leeds H. Bh, 1853, No, 310; 
and the Bapt. #s. ¢ Hys. 1858 and 1880, No. 171. 
In the Leeds H. B&, it is attributed te “ Rose” 
in error, 

2. Morning spreads her crimson rays, Hy Bp. 
Mant, in his Ancient Hymns, 1837, p. 55, and in 
the ed. 1871, p. 98% It was given as No, 43 in 
Stretton’s Church Hymns, 1850, 

3, The dawn is purpling o’er the sky. By W- 
J. Copeland, Ist pub. in his Hymns for the Weet, 
1848, p. 86, together with parts two and three. 

4, The dawn was purpling o'er the sky. By E. 
Caswall, lst pub, in his Lyra Catholica, 1849, 
pp. 98-9, and again in his Hymns ¢ Poems, 
1873, pp. 55-56. In 1860, it was included in 
the Wellington College H. Bk. ; in 1867, in the 
People’s Hymnal, and also in other collections. 

5. With rays morn decks the sky. Ly 
J. A. Johnston, in his English Hymnal, 1852, 1st 
ed., No, 107. It was replaced in the editions of 
1856 and 1861 by; “Morn’s glittering light 
bedecks the sky,” No, 116, also by Mr Johnston. 

6. The morning purples all the sky, ly A. K 
Thompson, of New York, contributed to Schaff’s 
Christ in Song, 1870, p. 193. This is a free 
rendering, with an original refrain of four lines 
to each stanza, : 

Translation not in C, U, :— 
Now morning purples all the skies, AMaegill, até. 

2. Tristes erant apostoli. 
1. Th’ Apostles wept with hearts forlorn. By 

W. J. Copeland, in his Afynums for the Week, &e., 
1848, pp. 89-90. This was given in Stretton's 
Church Hymns, 1850, No, 46; in Murray's Hymnal, 
1852, No, 59, and other collections, 

2, When Christ, by His own servants alain. By 
E. Caswall, Lyra Catholica, 1849, pp. 205-6, 
and Hymns § Poems, 1873, p. 109. 

3. In sorrow steep'd, with hearts forlorn. [iy J. 
A, Johnston, Ist pub. in his Anglish Hymnal, 
1852, No. 111., and again, rewritten, but with 
the same first line, in the 2nd ed., 1856, and 
the 3rd ed., 1861. 

4. As mourns a widowed bride. By Archbishop 
Benson, written for and first published in the 
Wellington College H. Bh., Zod ed., 1863, where 
it is appointed for St. Philip and St. James's Day 
evening. 

3. Paschale mundo gaudium. 
1. A fairer gun is risen om earth, Ly W. J, 

Copeland, in his Hymns for the Week, 1848, pp, 
91-92, It was included in Stretton’s Church 
Hymns, 1850, No. 50; in Murray's Hymnal, 1852, 
No. 58, and other collections. 
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2. Now daily shines the sun more fair. By E. 

Caswall, in his Lyra Catholica, 1849, pp. 207-8, 

and Hymns ¢ Poems, 1873, pp. 109-110. In 

1863 it was given with alterations in the Wel- 

lington College H. Bk. and appointed for St. 
Mark’s Day morning. 

3. Now shines the sun with ray, By 

J. A. Johnston, in his English Hymnal, 1852, 

No, 112. For the edition of 1856 it was re- 

written by the translator as, “ Bright rose the 

sun that Easter-day.” This latter rendering 
was repeated in the ed. of 1861, 

ITT. Centos, 
1, Hymns and Anthems, by G. Rorison, 1851. 

In this collection, No. 85, * The Apostles wept 
with hearts forlorn” is thus com : st. 

i.-iii., Copeland as above ( Tristes erant) altered ; 
st, iv.-vi. by Dr, Rorison, 

2. The People’s Hymnal, 1867. In this collection 
there are three centos from various translations: 
(1.) “In accents bland the Angel blest,” No, 115. 
It is thus composed; st. i., ii, iii, v., vi., Cham- 
bers's Lauda Syon, altered; st. iv, and viii, J. M. 
Neale, from Hymnal Noted; st. vii., Chope's 
Hymnal, 1857, No. 83; later editions, No. 211, 
altered. (2.) “The Apostles’ hearts with grief 
were filled.” St. i, editors; st. ii-v., Cham- 
bers, as above altered; st, vi, Chope’s Hymnal, 
as above, altered ; st. vii., J. M. Neale, as above. 
(3.) “In this our bright and Paschal day." St. 
ij. and v., J, M. Neale, Hf. Noted; st. ii., iii, 
Chambers altered ; st. iv., J. A. Johos.on, altered. 

(J. J.J 

Aurora vails her rosy face, Ralph 
Erskine. [The Joys of Heaven.) 1st pub. in 
his Gospel Sonnets (2nd ed., Edin., 1726), as 
section 6 of part v., entitled “The Song of 
Heaven desired by Saints on Earth,” in 20 st. 
of 41, Of this 11 st, beginning with st. ii., 
“Happy the company that’s gone,” were in- 
ant in the Sac. Sonys of Scotland, 1860, 
(Edin., A. Elliott, p. 42). Re-written 1785 by 
Jolin Berridge as No. 143 of bis Sion’s Songs, 
beginning “O happy saints, who dwell in 
light." (See Lord Selborne’s Bk. of Praise, 
No, oxiii. and note thereto.) [J. MJ 

Aus Lieb’ verwundter Jesu mein. 
xvi. cent. [Holy Communion.) This appears 
in the Christ, Cathol. G. B.. Nach der Pader- 
bornischen Edition, 1726, p. 26%, in 16 st. of 41; 
among the hymns for Corpna Christi, as “A 
Sigh of Love to Jesus.” In the Geistreiches 
G. B,, Berlenburg, 1720, No. 90, it has 9 st, 
In the Trier G. B. CR. C.), 1846, p. 120, it is 
in 6 st. It has been tr. as :— 

© Jesu, pierced for love of me. In full from 
the Trier G. B., signed “Sister M.,” in Lyra 
Euchoristica, 1863, p. 202 (ed. 1864, p. 298), and 
thence as No. 535 in the People’s H., 1867. 

(J. M.] 

Aus tiefer Noth schrei ich zu dir. 
Martin Luther. (Ps. cxzz.] This beautiful, 
though free, version of Ps. oxxx. was written 
in 1523, Pa, exxx. was a great favourite with 
Luther, one of those he called Pauline Psalms 
—the others being Ps. xxxii., li, and exliii. 
With its versitication he took special pains, 
and the final result ranks with the finest of 
German Psalm versions, It drst appeared 

ee ee 

—— 

AUS TIEFER NOTH 

in 4 st. of 7 lines in Etlich eristlich lider, 
Wittenberg, 1524, and in Eyn Enehiridion, 
Erfart, 1524. The form now in use con- 
siderably altered, and with st. ii. rewritten as 
ii, iii, ap in the Geystliche gesangl: 
B , Wittenberg, 1524, in 5 st., was in- 
cluded as No. 1 in Luther's Christliche Geseng 
sum Begrebnis, Wittenberg, 1542. »nd since in 
almost all German liymn-Looks, as recently in 
the Une. L. S., 1851, No. 362. Both forms 
are included in Wackernagel’s D. Kirchenlied, 
iii. pp. 7-8, and in Schircks's ed. of Luther's 
Geist. Lieder, 1854, pp. 66-63. 
The five melody (in the Irish Ch. Hymnal 

called De profundis; elsewhere, Luther's 
130th, &e., 1s possibly by Luther, and first 
ap , With the 5 st. form, in 1524. 

he hymn was s Muy 9, 1525, at the 
funeral of the Elector Friedrich the Wise in 
the Court church at Wittenberg; by the 
weeping multitude at Halle when, on Feb, 20, 
146, Luther's body was being taken to its 
last resting-place at Wittenberg; apd again 
as the last hymn in the Cathedral wt Stras- 
burg before the city was captured by the 
French in 1681. St. v. comforted the last 
hours of Christian, Elector of Saxony, 1591, 
of Johann Georg L., Elector of Saxony, 1656, 
and of King Friedrich L of Prussia, 1723 
(Koch, viii. 211-216), 

Translations in C. U. :— 
1, Out of the deep I ery to Thee, My. A free 

tr. of st. i.-iii., ¥., by B. Latrobe, as No, 231 in 
the Moravian H. Bk,, 1789 (1849, No. 287). In 
1848, it was given, slightly altered from the 
edition of 1826, and beginning “Out of the 
depths L ery to Thee, Lord, look,” as No. 4°in the 
Dalston Hospital 4. #4. The text of 1826, un- 
altered save st. ii, Il. 3-4, was included as 
No, 440 in the Irish CA. Hymnal, 1873. 

2. From deep distress to Thee I pray. In full 
by Dr. H. Mills in his Horae Germanicae, 1845 
(1856, p. 71). Thence as No. 70 in the Luth. 
Gen, Synod's Colf. 1850-52, and as No, 464 in 
Temple Melodies, N. Y., 1851, 

8. Out of the depths, O Lord. A paraphrase in 
12 st. of 6 lines by Miss Fry im her H, of the 
Reformation, (845, p. 141. The doxology is 
from the glorin to the version of Pa, i. by L. 
Oeler, 1525. This gloria is appended to Luther 
as No. 1558 in Burg’s Breslaw G, B.. 1746, Her 
st. vili., iii, ix., iv., v., in order beginning— 
“Lord, let Thy people be," were included 43 
No. 1, and st. vi, vii, beginning—“ Lord, 
Thou hast given Thy faithful word,” as No. 97 
in Whittemore’s Suppl, to All H, Bas., 1860. 

4. Out of the deep I ery to Thee, 0 Lord God, &o. 
A good and full ¢r, by A. 7. Russell as No. T4 
in his Ps. & Jiys., 1851. Included in full in Dr. 
Bacon's ed. of Luther's Hymns, 1884, p. 10, and, 
omitting st. iv., as No, 85 in the New 
Hymnal, 1872. 

5. From depths of woe I raise to Thee. (iad and 
full by R. Massie in his M. Luther's Spiritual 
Songs, 1854, p. 73. Thence unaltered as No. 64 
in the 1857 ed, of Mercer's C. P. g H. Bk. (Ox. 
ed., 1864, No, 150), and since in the Scotts 
Hymnal, 1870, the Seattish Presb. Hymnal, 1876 
( ee iv.), and the Canadian Presb, H. By 
1 
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6. Oxtafthe depths I ery to Thee, Lord God! oh 
bear ay payer. Im full by Miss Winkworth in 
ber Lyratier., 1855, p. 65, and thence unaltered 
as No, @6in the Wes. H, Bk, 1875. The lines 
led of sti, ii, ¥. form No. 548 in the Amer, 
Unitarian My. [& Zune] Bk, Boston, 1868, 

7. Out of the depths I cry to Thee, Lord God, 0 
bar oy wailing. A good but rather free tr., as 
Se 215 in the Vere Cong., 1859, and since as No, 
wl in the Meth, N. C,, 1863, as No. 42 in Dr. 
Thomas's Augustine Jf. Bh., 1866, and No, 119 
inthe Appendix of L874 to the Jveds H. Bh. 
of 1855. OF this tr. st. ii-v, are given in Dr. 
tule's English £0. J, 1879, No. 483, as “Thy 
wtereiga grace and boundless love.” 
4 Almighty God! I call te Thee. A good ¢r. 

omitting st. ii, included in the Amer, Episc. 
Uf fe Oh. & Home, 1860, No. 308, and repeated 
u: No, SIL im the Amer, Epise, Coll., 1871. 

_4, Out ef the depths I cry to Thee, Lord hear me, 
Fallanl good, as No, 40 by Miss Winkworth in 
ur B. for England, 1863, and repeated as No, 
a8 = the Lutheran General Council's Ch. Ba. 

10, In deep distress I cry to Thee, O Lord, my 
Ged. A tr, of st. i, ii, vs signed F.C, C., as 
So. 184 in Dr, Pagenstecher’s Coll., 1864. 
iL, Frow lowest depths I ery to Thee. Full and 

odin EB Massie’s Sacred Odes, vol. ii, 1867, 
f 134,and thence as No. 251 in J. L. Porter's 
Cdl, W876. 

12 Out ef the depths I ery to Thee, Lord, mark 
sy lmetation, in full, based upon R. Massie as 
tbove,s No. 233 inthe Ohio Luth. Hymnal, 1880, 

Tramilations not in .U. :— 
I) = Gut of the depe ery Lto the,” by Bp. Coverdale, 
ett IMS p. S77). (2) * Pra deip, O Lord, I call to 
oh tae tle and Godly Hallates (ed. 1564, folio 67; 
od te, GAD, Out of the deeps of long distress,” 
rn gMobi, 1722, p, Et (ed. 1732, p. 9, alt. and 
<telty eg ut, of the of dark distress). (4) 

rs y ant vile, LT call on Thee,” by J. Anderson, 1846, 
oh” be 54). (6) “From deep distress I ery to 

. Dr. J. Hunt, i453, p.16:. (6) “From 
Sry to Thee,” by Dr. G. Macdonald in the 

cere eziNe, 1467, p. 682, and repeated altered in 
7) * From low+st deeps Ic y, re ics, MAT, py lol, 

Pia A L Froth (8) “ From 
interne in the th. 

bey, am, 1870, p. 183. 
rh cry to T tae tate : 
} Magazine, |«t2, p. 183. (9) “In deep dis- 
Png ty Andaman Lora,” in'£. Walter's Bee 7 My” 

pats Ohn, bom at Walpole, Norfolk, 
io) et &t St. John's, Cambridge (er. 
Lincoln's f me a Roman Catholic, entered 
quently | In to study for the Bar: subse- 
imei heme a tutor, and finally devoted 
‘Ser Ee iktature. Died in London, 1669. 

. §. x.) His works 
Reflections "pow the Oaths Of Supremacy, anil :— 

Anticnt Wi Containit 
cdaay in the Wetk, “66s. this lak 

is aseociated with hymonody, 
, ind ed. 1684, and two 4th eds, 

consisting of a Harmony af the 
ateort Peablished, is of excessive rarity. 

*) weg Bet? Anthony & Wood, existed in 
3 hymns, 9 of SEER Catholic Manual, aid contained 

ws alvered aand adajied b 
Theo £2 Teta bers 0 the Church of England by 

again in 1687 by Lady 

AUTHOR OF FAITH, TO THEE 97 

| Susanna Hopton unier the editorshi 
afterwards a Nonjuring Bishop. 
of the last adaptation, 
Masters in 1856. 

of George Hickes, 
; the eats tt 

& reprint wos pu by 
cw. TB ] 

Austin, William. A lawyer of Lincoln's 
Ion in the time of Charles His widow, 
Ann Austin, pub, in 1035, his 

Bevotionis Aegettinianae Flamma, This contains 3 
carols for Chitsimas Day, 3 poems for Good Frivay, 1 for 
the Annunciation, ond a poein by himself in anticipation 
of bisown death. They are all of merit, and 4 may be 
found reprinted In Days & Seasons, 3nd ed., 1457, Lond., 
Mealey. In the Harb ian stas. talph Crane's A Handful 
of Celestiall » Lowers contains otber hymns, one of which, 
with Austin’s initials, has been printed by Farr in his 
Select Poetry of James I. It begins, ““ What a grocivus 
God have we." The popular cerol — 

“ All this oight bright Angels sing, 
Never was such carolling.” 

No. xli, in Beamtey and Stainer's Christmas Carols, 
New & Old, Ind Series, is his— 

* All this Night shrill Chauntecleere 
Daye's proclaiming Truss piter,”” 

the first of his “Carrols for Christmas-day.”* 

Austin d. Jan. 16, 1633, and lies in the 
nerth transept of St. Saviour's, Southwark, 
where there isa +tately monument representing 
him, his wife, ane all his children, in the 
quaint fashion of those times. [W. T. B.j 

Aityn 7 «Anti. CAvarrégews fpépa.] 

Author of all in earth and sky. A, W. 
Toplady. [veal lst appeared in his Poems 
on Sacred Subjects, 1759, in 22 st. of 41. and 
entitled “The Prayrr of King Manasses 
Paraphrased.” It was subsequently included 
in his Hymns, &., 1856, p. 83, and in 
Sedgwick’s reprint of the Hymns, 1860. The 
hyn, * Bowed with the sense of sin I faint,” is 
composed of st. xv.-xix.and xxi. of the original, 

Author of faith, Eternal Word. (. 
Wesley, (Faith.] This poem is a paraphrase 
of tb. xi, It appeared in 88 st. of 4). in 
Hamns & 8. Poems, 1740, with the title “ The 
Lite of Faith.’ In 1780 J. Wesley gave at. i.-vi. 
aa No. 92 in the Wes. H. Bk. (ed. 1875, No, 95). 
From the Wes. H. Bk. it lias pasted into most 
of the collections of the Methodist denomina- 
tions in G. Britain and America, and slo 
into other hymnals. Full orig. text in P. 
Works, 1868-72, vol. i. pp. 209-221. The 
poem as a whole, is criticised in the Wee, 
Magazine, 1839, p. 381. 

Author of faith, on me confer. ©. 
Wesley. (Faith. From his Hymns on the 
Four Gospels, as. dated 1765, and Ist pub. in 
the P. Works, 1868-72, vol, x. p. 310, and from 
thence waa traneferred to the revised ed. of 
the Wes. H. Bk. 1875, No. 805, the third stanza 
being omitted. It is based on St. Matt, xvii. 
20, “If ye have faith as a grain of mustard 
seed," &e. 

Author of faith, to Thee I ory. €. 
Wesley. Lent.) This hymn was first printed 
as the first of six hymns st the end of a tract 
entitled A short View of the Differences between 
the Moravian Brethren in kngland, and J. & 
C. Wesley, 1745, In 1749 it was reprinted in 
Hymns & S. Poems, vol. i. No. 10, in 5 st. 
of 6 lL. in the Wes. H. Bk. 1780, foe 114 
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(ed. 1875), and in the P. Works, 1868-72, vol. 
iv. p. 324. It has also ed from the Wea. 
H. Bk. into various collections both in G. 
Britain and America, sometimes reading 
“ Author of faith, to Thee we cry.” A cento 
from this hymn, beginning, “ Christ bids us 
knock and enter in,” is given in the American 
Church Pastorala, Boston, 1864. It is com- 
posed of st. iv. and ii. slightly altered. 

Author of faith, we seek Thy face. 
C. Wesley. a! The original 
hymn appeared in 9 st. of 4 1, aa No. 64, in 
vol. ii. of Hymns & 8. Poems, 1749, and is 
repeated in the P. Works, 1868-72, vol. v. 
p- 233. ‘The abbreviated form in (. U. was 
iucluded by J. Wesley in the Wes. H. Bk., 
1780, No. 446 (rev. ed, 458). It consists of 
at. L-v. and vii. It is found in varivus col- 
lections in G. Britain and America, 

Author of friendship’s sacred tie. 
C. Wesley. [Friendship] lst pub, in Hymne 
and Sacréd Poema, 1749, vol. ii, p. 195, in 6 at. 
of 12 Land again in the 2’. Works, 1868-72, 
vol. y. p. 408. In the Wes. If Bk. 1780, No. 
510, a cento from this hymn was given, begin- 
ning, “Our friendship sanctify and guide.” 
This has Leen repeated in various collections, 
and specially in those of the Methodist de- 
nominations both in G, Britain and abroad. 

Author of life divine. [Holy Com- 
munion.] ‘This hymn for the Holy Commu- 
nion is from J. & C. Wesley's Hymna on the 
Lord's Supper. 1st pub. in 1745, No, 40, in 
2st.of 61. In 1875 it was included without 
alteration in the revised edition of H. A, & M., 
and attributed to John Wesley, There is, 
however, no evidence that it was the com 
sition of John os distinct from Charles, 
Wesley. In the absence of positive evidence 
either way the probabilities are in favour of 
Charles, rather than his elder brother. It ia 
also in C. U.in America. Orig. text in JT*A. 
« M. and P. Works, 1868-72, vol. iii, p. 244. 

Author of life, with grateful heart. 
8. Pearce. [Morning.] Appeared at the end 
of his Memoirs, by Andrew Fuller, Ist ed., 
1800, pp. 286-7, and again in the 2nd ed., 
1801, in 5 st. of 41. and entitled “An Even- 
ing Song.” The hymn inning with this 
stanza in Major's Book of Praise, ia « cento 
from 8. Pearce, thus composed: st. i., the Ist 
st, as above; st. ii-v, are st. iii.-vi. from 
Pearce's Morning Hymn in the same Memoirs 
as above, thus making a morning hymn. The 
text in Major is altered from the originals, 

Author of our salvation, Thee. ¢ 
Wesley. [Holy Communion.] — Ist pub. in 
Hys. on the Lord's Supper, 1745, No. 28, in 4 at. 
of 41., and based on the words, “As it is a 
sign and a means of Grace,” being the first 
hymn on that division of the subject. It is 
not in use in G. Brit, In the Hymnal of the 
Meth. Episco. Ch. N. Y., 1878, No. 851, it ia 
given in an unaltered form. Also in the P. 
Works, 1868-72, vol. iii, p. 236. 

Author of peace unknown. C. Wesley. 
(Friendship.] Ist pub. in his Hymns and 
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Sacred Poems, 1749, vol. ii., No. 236, in 4 st. 
of 6 1, and again in the P. Works, 1868-72, 
vol. v. pp. 426-7. It is one of several hymns 
compoena ” C, Wesley at the time of his 
marriage. In its original form it is not found 
in common use. In 1780, however, J. Wesley 

ve at. ii, iii, and iv. in the Wee. H. Bk. No. 
98, as, “Centre of our hopes Thou art,” and 

from that collection it has into several 
hymnuls, specially those of the Methodist 
denomination. 

Ave Christi Co verum. Anon. 
[Holy Communion.) text of this hymn is 
given in Mone, No, 219, from a Reichenau me. 
of the 14th cent., with the title «In eleva- 
tione sauguinis Christi,” which shows it to be 
a devotion at the elevation of the Chalice in 
the Maga. 

There are at least four hymns whicl: com- 
mence with almost the same words, but must 
not be confounded. “Ave Christi 
rerum”; “ Ave verum Corpus natum™ ; * Ave 
Christi Corpus carum”; “ Ave verum Co’ 
Christi.” [W. A. 8) 
Translation in C, U.:— 
Hall, O Flesh of Christ Divine. By R. FP. 

Littledale, Ist pub. in the Altar Manual, 1863; 
the Lyra Ewcharistica the same year; and the 
People’s H., 1867, No. 176, 

Ave! Colenda Trinitas. [ Holy Trinity.) 
This hymn, of unknown authorship, is given 
in the Latin Hymne of the Anglo-Sazon Church, 
Lon., 1851, p. 146, from a Durham as. of the 
ith cent, It is also in a us. of the 11th cent. 
in the British Museum (Jul. A. vi. f. 71); and 
in Biggs's Annotated H. A. and M., No. 132. 
It is tr. as :— 

All hail, adored Trinity. By J. D. Chambers, 
in his Lauda Syon, pt. i., 1857, p. 218, in 4 st. 
of 4 1, and from thence into H. A, and M., 
1861; the Hymnary, 1872, Snepp’s S. of G. 
and G., 1872, and others, usually with slight 
alterations. 

Ave Jesu! Hre we part. C. H. Bate- 
man. [Children's Evening Hymn.] Appeored 
in the Bible Class Magazine, 1849, in 2 st. of 
11 lines. [n many collections, including Steven- 
son's Hys. for Ch. & Home, 1872, c. 13, a short 
hymn of 4 st. of 41. “ Blessed Jesus, ere we 
part,” has been compiled with alterations from 
this text. 

Ave Jesu, Qui mactaris. Anon. 
[Good Friday.] Text in the Paradisus animac 
Christianae of J. M. Horst., sect. vi. “ De vita et 
fan Domini,” end of chap. iv. (ed. Cologne, 
630, p. 418). It is a Hymn on the Seven 
Words uttered by Christ on the Cross. 

Translation in C. U. :-— 
Jesus, hail! Who, as Thou bleedest. By F. #: 

Pusey. Appeared in 1848 in vol, ii. of his tr. 
of the Paradise of the Christian Soul, and from 
thence it passed into the Appendic to the 
Hymnal N., Ind ed., 1864, No. 248. 

Ave Maria, blessed Maid. J. Keble. 
(B. ¥. MM.) From his Poem for “The Annun- 
ciation of the Blessed Virgin Mary," st. 7-10. 
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he original poem waa written on the death 
be his mother, June 1, 1823. This fact 
supplies the key to the line of thought in the 
opening stanza :— 

“Ob? Thou Who deign’st to sympathize 
With all our frail and fleshly ties, 

fi ine ae Saas thought, ive 

i tming Petal ater grief, L sought 
To gaze on Thee too near." 

The poem as originally writlen was too 
persooal for publication in the Christian Year, 
and, in 1826 (dated Mar. 9, 1826), the four 
onluding stanzas were omitted, and those | 
teginning in that work, “ Ave Maria, blessed 
Mail,” to the end, were substituted, and the 
jem in this its new form was first published 
terein in 1827, The original was included 
with a special note in his Mise. Poems, 1869, 
pp 8, and the cento, as a hymn, in the - 
Appendix to the Hymnal N., 2nd ed., 1864, 
the People’s H., 1867, No. 192, and others. 
Ave maris stella. Anon, [B. V. M.) 

This hywn, so well known as to its words, is 
ofureertuin authorship. It has been wrongly 
writed to St. Bernard, as it is found in a 
*t Gall 48, No. 95, of the 9th cent., and 
Veantiug Fortunatus (by M. A. Luchi, 
(70. bet on insutlicient authonty. ‘The 
kat is given in Daniel, i, No. 171, with | 
‘aed readings, (Other not s are viven in 
vol, iii, p. 286, and vol. iv. p. 136.) Mone 
one five paraphrases of this hymn, Nos. 496- 
na fork line of the original being followed 
7 versitied explanations and simplifications, 
pareeg testimony to the popularity of the 

tha been treated with ao much res pect us rae & have been altered in the Homan 
ay 1632, and was retained in the 

a Breviaries of French dioceses (Paris, 
on &), as one of the few exceptions of 
“Sins ROt supplanted. It is appointel for 
tlt the Little Office of the Blessed 
Hendy le Parcum beatae Mariae, Pavia, 
& Mans, &e.: some, a4 Paris, Le Mana, 7p tk Ht also in the Saturday (ffiee of 
, Virgin, Oficium beatae Mariae in 
e in Feasts which have no special | [rer tyne, 
lat alee Breviary it is the Hymn for 
Bleacd Viewin “ePert in the Feasts of the 
hy ye! Mary ; also in the Office of the 

der 8s ‘turdays, and in the Little 
firiwre porcum Beatae Marine 
Le Ist. Veapein, there beiug no 2nd 
‘ bese two latter cases. 

nant in ne i found in three mgs. of the 11th 
“I, British Museum (Harl. 2061, f. 
ad ate » Mii, £63; Jul. A. vi. f. 56); 

eee Hys. of the Anglo-Sazon 
CPt, ey mg 76, it is printed from an 11th 
Hitler Kis ee ham. It ia also given in 
No 85 and ‘ofeld, Simrock, Wackernagel, i. 
wileetiong, “ious modern Roman Catholic 
Translations eke (W. A. 8.] 

1 
Ww pub, ater ef Ocean. By BE. Caswall, 
where ig berm, “72 Catholica, 1849, p. 197, 
“pen, in an Sh “Gentle Star of Ocean ;” and 
Wp 10s \etead form, in his Hymns & Poems, 

*M@T st. of 41. It is given in a 
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large number of Roman Catholic collections in 
G. Britain and America, often in an altered form, 
and sometimes beginning, “ Hail, bright star of 
ocean.” 

2. Hail, Bea Star, we bless thee. This is by J. R. 
Beste in his Church Hys. (R. Cath.), 1849. Its 
use is not extensive, 

3. Hail, thou resplendent Star, In A Sel. of 
Catholic Hys., Glasgow, H. Margey, 1861, No. 41, 
the St. Jutrick'’s Catholic H. Bh. 1862, No. €0, 

and other collections this fr, is given without 
signature. It is based upon Caswall, 

Translations not in 0. U, :— 

1. Hall, Qoean Star, A Caawall, lata. 
2. The Star which o'er the sea, J. W. Hewett, 1469. 
3. Hail! Star of Ocean, Mary. ¢ Aambers, ti, 1866, 
4. Hail! Star of the sea, &c. (Prose). Mrs. Charles, 

1458, (J. J.) 
Ave, plena gratia, cujus. Anon, [The 

Purification.) In the revised Paris Mixeal 
of 1736, this hymn is given as the Sequence 
for the Feast of the Purification. The text 
is in Card. Newman's Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 
and 1865, 

Translations in C, U.:— 
1, Ave, Mary, full of grace. By W. J. Cope- 

land. 1st pub, in his Hymns for the Weeb, &e., 
1848, p. 111, in 10 st. of 3.1L, and repeated in 
Rorison'’s (Hymns aud Anthems, 1851, and later 
editions, in 5 st. of 6 1, 

2. Jesus, Son of Mary, hail, No. 73 in Murray's 
Hymnal, 1852, ant some later collections, | is 
Copeland's tr. slightly altered. 

3. In His Mother's pure embrace. No. $46 in 
the J/ymnary is the same fr. altered by the 
editors of that selection, 

4. Hail, thou Mother, full of grace, in the Altar 
Hymnal, 1884, is also Copeland's fr, altered by 

}c. RB 
Another tr. not in ©. U. is, Mary, bail to thee, we 

sing,” inthe Monthly Packet, Feb,, is6s, J. -j 

Ave regina coelorum. [B. ¥. M.] One 
of the four Antiphons to the B. V. ‘I (see 
“Alma Kedemptoris mater”), Among the 
mas, in the British Musewm it is found in the 
St. Alban's Book of the 12th cent. (ass. Reg. 
2 A. x. f. 62), and a Serum Breviary of the 
lith cent, (mse, Reg. 2 A. xiv. f. 2356). It ia 
also in the York Breviary, 1493 (1883 reprint, 
i. 493); in the Homan Breviary, Modena, 
1480, f. 512, &e. The text in Daniel, ii. $19, 
is from a Munich ms. probably of the 13th 
cent., and other sources, (J. M.} 

Translation in C. U. — 
Hail, O Queen of Heavenenthroned! Dy E. (ax- 

wall, in his Lyra Catholica, 1849, p. 39, in 8 lines; 
and again in his Hys, & Poems, 1873, p. 23. It 
is al a used in Roman Catholic collections for 
schools and missious. Another tr. is “ Hail, thou 
mighty Queen of heaven,” by J. R. Beste, in his 
Chures: Hymns, 1849, p. 66, It is not in C. UL 

Ave verum corpus natum. Anon. 
[Holy Communion.) The text will be founl 
in niel, ii, p. 327. Also as No. 213 in 
Mone’s Collection; with the heading, In ele- 
vatione Corporias Christi, and the statement 
that a Reichenau ms, of the l4th cent. says 
“Pope Innocent composed the following salu- 
tation" (“Salutautionem sequentem — 
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Innocentius Papa”), ond * this prayer has three | 
years of indulgences granted by Pope Leo” 

(“ haee oratio habet tres annos indulgentiarum 

adom. Papa Leone"), Levis, Anecdota sacra, 
Turin, 1789, p. 107, gives the text with the 
variation sto nobis praestantior wrlus in 
eramine, instead of Esto nobis praequstatum 
mortia in examine, [t is in J, M. Horst's 
Paradisus Animae (ed. Cologne, 1644, p. 321), | 
Sect. V., *De Sncram. Eucharistine,” as a 
private devotion at the elevation of the Host 
in the Masa (“sub elevatione '). It is also in 
Kehrein, No. 157, See Ave Christi Corpus 
rerum, for a cognate hymn at the elevation of 
the Chalice. (W. A. 8.] 

Translations in C.U, :— 
1. Hail to Thee! true Body sprung. Br E. (as- 

wall, Ist pub. in his Lyra Catholioa, 1848, p. 249, 
in 10 lines; and again, slightly altered, im his 
Hymns & Poems, 1873, p. 162. In the Roman 
Catholic hymuals the original fr. is generally 
used. In the /'eople’s H., 1867, No. L77, we 
have a cento from this tr. of Caswall, that by 
J, R, Beste, and others. 

2. Hail, true Body, born of Mary, No. 214 in 
the Appendix to Hymnal N., 1864, is by H.N. 
Oxenham, from his Sen/ence of Aoires and other 
Poems, 1854 and 1867, somewhat alfered. 

3. Hail, true Body Incarnated, by W. J. Irons, 
is No. 67 of his Ps. & Hys. for the Ch, 1873 and 
1883, This rendering ts specially adapted for 
Good Friday. Ist pub. in Dr. Lrons's Hymns, 
1866, No. 115. 

4. Hail, true Body! God of heaven. By J. R. 
Beste, pub, with the Latin text in his C#. ys. 
(Rom, Cath.) Lond, 1849. It may be added that 
inmost of the modern Roman Catholic collections 
the Latin text is also given, as in this case. 

Translation not in ©, U. :-—~ 

Hail, true Body, born of Mary. £. B, Pusey, 1848, 

(J. J.) 
Aveling, Thomas William Baxter, 

p.p., b. Castletown, Isle of Man, May 11, 1815, 
educated privately and at Highbury College 
for the Congregational Ministry, and ordained 
to the pastorate of Kingsland in 1838, d. at 
Reedham, July 3, 1884. In 1875 he reeeived 
the degree of p.p, from the Howard University, 
United States. His published works inelnde 
The Irish Scholar, a Narrative, 1841; Naa- 
man, or Lifes Shadows and Sunshine, 1858; 
Voices of Many Waters, &e., 1855; The Service 
of the Sanctuary, de, 1850, &e., inebuding con- 
tributions to periodicals, Dr. Aveling was 
sometime editor of The Jewish Herald. In 
iss4 be published a small volume of poems 
and hymns. Those of his hymns which have 
come into C, U, were mostly written from 
year to year to be sung when he preached his 
New Year's Sermon to the young. Some of 
them came to the public through the Maga- 
zines. We ure not aware that they have been 
eollected. The beat known are:—* On! to- 
wards Zion, on!” “Hail! Thou God of 
grace and glory,” and “ Lord of the lofty and 
the low.” (J. J.J 

Awake, again the Gospel trump is 
blown. J. Keble. [Advent.] Written on 
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Dec, 26, 1823, and first pub. in his Christian 
Year, 1827, in 13 st. of 61, for Advent Sun- 
day, with the text from the Epistle of that 
day, “ Now it is high time to awake out of 
sleep, for now ja our salvation nearer than 
whin we believed.” Its we as a hymn for 
public worship is very limited. In Aennedy, 
1563, No, 19, st. i., v., xii. and xiii., are given 
with the elange in st. v., 1. 1, of * E’en 30,” 
to * Behold the world.” 

Awake, and sing the song. W. Ham- 
mond, [Praiee.) This hymn appeared with 
the heading, “ Before Singing of Hymns, by 
Way of Introduction,” in his Psalms, Hymne. 
and Spiritual Songs, 1745 (Lond., W. Strahan), 
p. 84-86, in 14 st. of 4 1. In its complete 

form it is unknown to the hymnals. Centos 
therefrom are, however, in use in all English- 
speaking countries. The growth of these 
centos is somewhat complicated, and can be 
best set forth in detail thus :— 

1, The first use of the hymn in an abbreviated 
form was by G. Whitetield. In his Coll. of Hys. 
for Social Worship, 1753, he included as No. 47, 
st. i, ii, xiii, and xiv, with alterations which 
we give with the original readings in brackets: 

“ Pearsrmo Center, 
1, * Awake and sing the Song 

Of Moses and the Lamb; 
(Tune} Wake ev'ry heart and ev'ry tongue 

‘To praise the Savtour’s Name, 

2. “Sing of His dying love, 
Sing of His er 

Sing how He in| above 
For [all] those whose sins He bore, 

3. “Sing “till (you) we feel (your) ovr hearts 
Ascending with (your) eur tongues, 

Sing “till the love of sin dey is 
And grace inspires (your) owr Songs. 

4,“ cs | ‘dll fyou] we bear Christ aay, 
* Your sins are all forgiv'n"; 

[Go] Sing on Lesa. (all the way’) ev'ry day, 
And sing your souls to heav'n.) 
Ti we all meet in Aeav'n,” 

2. The second form given to this cento was by 
M. Madan in his Coll. of Ps. & Hys., &e., 1760, 
No. 35. In this we have st. i, and iii., as abore, 
in Whitefield, and st. iv. expanded into two 
stanzas thus :-— 

4. “Sing on your heav'nly way, 
Yo mneorm'd sinners, sing, 

Sing on, rejoicing, ev'ry day 
In Chrtet, th’ evernal King. 

Soon shall ye bear him say, 
* Ve blessed children, come "; 

Seon will He call ye bence away, 
And take His wand'rers home.” 

This cento was repeated by Dr. Conyers in his 
Coll. of I's. & Hys., 1774, by De Courey, in his 
Coll, 1775, and thence through numerous hym- 
nals into Mercer's and Thring's Colfs., Lord Sel- 
borne’s Fé. of Prvise, and others in the Ch, of 
England ; and through Lady Huntingdon’s Coll, 
1764, into a limited namber of Nonconformists’ 
hymn-books, In many of these reprints the ye 
of st. v., 13, is changed to yom. | Amongst 
modern American collections in which this cente 
is given in full are :—Dutch Ref. Hys. of the Ch. 
N. Y., 1869; Hap. Praise Bk, N, Y. & Chicago, 
1871; Hatfield's Ch. H. Bk, 1872, and the Ch. 
Praise Bk, 1882; and, with the omission of st. 
iii., in the Epise. Mys. for Ch. & Home, Phil., 
1860; Presb. ?s. & Hys. Richmond, 1867; Ch. 
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Pustorals, Boston, 1864; Presb. Hymnal, Phil., 
1874; anithe new Episc. Hymnal, 1871. The 
signatere te this cento is “ Wo Hammond, 1745; 
G. Wiiteiedd, 1753; and M, Madan, 1760.” 

3. The third cento appeared in Toplady's Ps. 
éHys, 1776, No. 118, in 6 st., the first five being 
Madea's text as above, with us for ye, in st. v. 
|. 3, and the addition of the following :— 

«There shall our raptur’d tongue 
His endiess praise proclaim ; 

Asd «ing, in sweetest notes, the song 
Of Moses and the Lamb.” 

This stanza is from Watts’s Jf. ¢ 5. Songs, 
1006, Bk. i, No. 49, st. vi. :— 

“Then will our love and joy be full, 
And feel a warmer flame ; 

dnd swerter voices tune the tong 
Of Moses and the Lamb.” 

This cento is the most widely adopted of any, 
ioth in G. Brit. and America, It is fownd in full 
om Soepp's S. of G. § G., the Meth. F. Ch, 8. 
H. Bk and others; and with the omission of 
#t. li, “Sing till we feel our hearts, &c.,"" in 
tre Hy, Gomp., the Bap. Hymnal, &c. The col- 
lections are far too many toename, and any book 
cat be tested by the text as above. The American 
noes hymn-books which adopt it in full in- 
dude Hys. § Songs of Praise, N. Y., 1874, and 
the Eeuny, Hymnal, 1880, in full, with a slight 
alteration in st. vi. ; Songs of Zion(A. RK. T. Soc.), 
It; Salbath H. Bk, N.Y. 1858; Bap. Ser. 
if Song, Boston, 1871, &c.; and with omission 
fst tit, in Bap. Hy. & Tune Bh, Phil., 1871; 
Moxual of Praise, Oberlin, O., 1880; Evang, Hya. 
Cleveland, O., 1882; and in Canada, the /’resb. 
— Toronto, 1880. Its ascription is * W. 
nent 1745 3 G. Whitenield, 1753 5 M. Madan, 

‘0; A.M. Toplady (with Watts}, 1776.” 
can fourth form appeared in Hall's Mitre 
it, 1836, No. 138, As a cento it has failed 
se ‘nee but one stanza, No. iv. of 
Lele 4, above rewritten, is retained in cento 5, 

« Itreads in Hall :— 
By 7 Monk the road 

On . Bing 5 
tn = en ene So 

£ ls the American New School Presb. Church 
it oe the arrangement of No. 3 above 
‘oletan th the omission of st. iii., and the 
“he ation of Hails *¥e pilgrims,” &e., with 
teased Te Lor “* Kejoicing,” for st. iv. This 
i pen omen popularity only to cento 3. It 
heeded emeene® in Sst. and again in 6, and is 
ag Bi ee other hymn-books, in the Bap. 
By for he Gees, 3, New Cong. 1859; Windle ; 
Rippaw’s det h. Curthelic, 1882; late editions of 
Mesica, in and others in G. Brit.: and in 
Sage for Fim Meth. Episc, H. Bk, 1849; 
wcripinn te eaMCty, N. ¥., 1865, &e. The 
6. i my is, “ W. Huemmond, 1745; 
Ting fa 1753 5 M, Madan, 1760; A. M. 
ci atts), 1776; Hall's Mitre, 1836." 

in the lon wah H. Bk., 1863-1875, No, 105, 
slightly 7 32., iv. ¥,, vi, from Toplady, 
ines et together with the addition of a 
Whiteseig, Vise, is “ W. Hammond, 1745; G, 
lady, feith wa: Af. Madan, 1760; A. M. Top- 

atte}, 1776; Parish H. Bk., 1863." 
1. The last a 

Tangement we have to notice is 

i TT 

—_— SSS 
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No. 335 of Church Hys., 1871. This is Toplady's 
text, st. i, ii., iv., ¥., vi, with alterations in the 

he song 

1 st.:— 

ng ¢ 

the Lamb," 
“ Awake and si 

Of glory tw 
which we meet for the first time, and st. y.:— 

“ And sweeter voices swell the song 
tif glory to the Lamb,” 

of which the first line is Wetts's (as above, No. 3} 
with swell for tune, and the second a fresh depar- 
ture. It may be noted that this return to Watts 
was made by Cotterill in his Se’, 1810. The sig- 
nature to this cento is: “ W. Jacmmond, 1745; 
G, Whitefield, 1753; M. Madan, 1760; A. M. 
Toplady (with Watts), 1776; Ch, Tymns, 1871." 

In Bingham’s Hymno. Christ, Lat., 1871, there 
is a reudering into Latin of cento 5 in 5st. slightly 
altered again, as:—“ Jam cantilenam gratu- 
lantes tollite.” 

Beyond what we have here set forth in 
somewhat wearisome detail, other minute 
changes are to be found in collections of less 
importance than those noticed. These ima 
be tested by the quotations given above, anc 
a reference to the original text in Lyra Brit. 
1867, pp. 268-5. J. IJ 

Awake, awake, my sluggish soul. 
0, Heginbothom, [Watchfulness,) lst pub, 
in his Hymns, &e., 1794, in 6 st. of 41, and 
based upon St. Luke xii. 38-39. In 1812 it 
was transferred to Collyer’s Coll, No. 653, 
unaltered, and thus came isto C. U. -In some 
American collections, st. v. and vi. are omitted. 
In America it is also given as “ Awake, awake, 
each drowsy soul,” as in the Bapt, Praise Bk., 
1871, No, 558. In the Bap, Ch. Praise Bk, 
N. Y., 1872, we have st. i, iii, and iv, and 
in a Pastorals, Boston, 1864, st. i, ilk, v. 
and vi. 

Awake, awake, O Zion. B. Gough. 
Second Advent.) Appeared in his Lyra Sab- 
tiea, &c,, 1865, p. 151, in 6 st. of 8 1, and 

entitled, “ The coming Millennium,” with the 
quotation of Isa. lii, 1. From that work it 
passed into the People’s H.,1867; Allon’s Suppl. 
Hymns, 1868, in 5 st., and in other collections 
beth in G. Britain and America. It is also 
included as the opening hymn of Gough's 
H. of Prayer and Praise, 1875, 

Awake, awake the sacred song. 
Anne Steele. [Christmas.] Ist pub. in her 
Poems on Subjects ne Devotional, &¢., 1760, 
vol, i. p. 85, in 6 st. of 4.1, and headed * The 
Tnearnute Saviour,” It was also included in 
the 1780 ed. of the Poems, and in D. Sedgwick’s 
reprint of her Hymns, 1859. {teame into C. U. 
by being adopted by Ash and Evans in their 
Bristol Coll., 1769, No. 88 from whence it 
passed into a few hymuals. It is still in use 
in America, and is given in Hattield’s Ch. H. 
Bk., 1872, the Bap. Praise Bk. 1871, und 
Songe for the Sanctuary, 1865, the first onit- 
ting st. vi. and the remaining two st. iv. 

Awake, glad soul, awake, awake. 
JS. B, Moneell, (Easter.) According to the 
Preface to his Spiritual Songs, this was one of 
his hymne “ written amid the orange and olive 
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es of Italy, during a winter spent (for the 
aie of health) upon the shores of the Medi- 
terranean Sea.” It was pub. in his Hymns of 
Love and Praise, 1863, p. 90, in 5 st., and 
in his Spiritual Songs, 1875, in 8 at. of 81., the 
new stanzas being i » iii and iv. Three centos 
therefrom are in ©. U. (1) in the Hy. Comp. 
No. 178, consisting of st. i, vi., vii. and vii. 
(2) in the Seottish Erang. U. Hymnal, No, 40, 
of st. i, v., vii. and viii, (8) in the Amer. 
College Hymnal, N. Y., 1876, No. 145, begin- 
ning, * The shade and gloom of life are fled.” 
This is composed of st. vi. and viii. unaltered. 
Full text in Schaff's Christ in Song, 1869-70. 

Awake, Jerusalem, awake. C. Wealey. 
[Exhortation.) A partphrase of Isaiah li, 
Which appeared in the Wesley Pealms and 
Hymns, 1741, iu 28 st. of 41. c. m,, divided 
into three parts. Two centos from thia are in 
C. U, in America. (1) The Amer. Meth. 
Epise. Coll., N. Y., 1849, com of st. i., iii. 
and iv. of Pt. i, and st. ii. of Pt. iii, (2) H. 
Bk, of the Evang. Assoc., Cleveland, O., 1882; 
the same stanzas with the addition of st. iv., 
Priii, The sero as given in the P. Works 
of J. and C. Wesley, 1868-72, vol. ii. pp. 168- 
173, has 4 st. in L. mM. added to Pt. ii, These 
stanzas were first published in the lst scries 
of Hymns on God's Everlasting Love, 1741. 
Being a part of the same chapter in Isaiah 
they were omitted from the reprint of the 
Hymne, &c., and incorporated with this poem, 
in the P. Works, vol. ii., 1869. 

Awake, my heart, arise my tongue. 
J, Watts, Up gm Clothing.] 1st pub, in his 
Hymns and S, Songs, 1707 (1-09, Bk. 1., No, 20 
in 6 st. of 4 1, and aguin in later editions. It 
is based on Is. Ixi. 10. It came into C. U, at 
an early date, and is still found in many col- 
lections in G. Brit. and America. 

_ _ Awake, my love, awake, my joy. 
J. Mason. (Morning.} Thisis a cento adapted 
from Mason's Songs of Praise for Morning and 
Evening, and consiata of at. i. from the Evening 
and ii.-iv. from the Morning Hymn. It was 
included in the Rev. T. Darling's Hymns for 
the Ch. of England, new ed., 1874, No, 198. 
The original text appeared in Mason's Songs 
of Praise, 1683, and in Sedgwick’s reprint, 
1859, pp. 16-18. 

Awake, my soul, awake, my tongue. 
Anne Steele, (I's. citi) This version of 
Ps. ciii. extends to 16 st, of 4), It apy ared 
in her Poema, &e., 1760, vol. ii. p. 206, and 
new ed, 1780, The cento given in Martineau's 
Hymne, &,, 1840 and 1873; the Amer. Bap. 
Service of Song, Boston, 1872, and others, is 
composed of st. i, ii, xi, and xvi. slightly 
altered. Orig. text in Sedgwick'’s reprint of 
Miss Steele's dymns, 1859, 

Awake, my soul, in [to] joyful lays. 
S. Medley. [Love of God] Appeared in 
J. H. Meyer's Coll. of Hymns for Lady Hunt- 
ingdon’s Chapel, Cumberland Street, Shore- 
ditch, 1782, und again in Medley's Hymns, 
Bristol and Bradford, 1785, in 8 st. of 4.1, In 
1787 it waa included, with the omission of 
one stanza in Rippon’s Bapt Sel., 1787, Nu. 13, 
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and again by the author in his Hymne, &., 
1800, with the addition of st. 4, and the trans- 
posing of at. v.and vi. The versions in common 
use are that of Rippon, 1787, in 7 st., and a 
selection therefrom, in 4 st. It is also in use 
in America, Orig. text in Lyra Brii., 1867. 

Awake, my soul, lift up thine eyes. 
Anna L. Barbauld. [Watchfulness.] Con- 
tributed to Dr. Enfield’s Hymna, &c., Warrinz- 
ton, 1772, No. 126, in 6 st. of 4 1., and headed 
“The Conflict.” In the following year it was 
repeated in her Poems, Lon., 1773, and again 
in her Works, &c., 1825, vol. i. p. 330. Its 
use has been and still is fairly extensive both 
in G. Brit, and America. Orig. text in Lyra 
Brit., 1867, p. 34, and Lord Selborne’s Bk. of 
Praise, 1862, p. 485. In the latter the date, 
1773, is given in error. 

Awake, my soul, stretch every 
nerve. P. Doddridge. [Confirmation,] This 
hymn is not given in the “p. was.’ It was lat 
pub. by J. Orton in his ed. of Doddridge’s 
Hymna, &e., 1755, No, 296, in 5 st. of 41, and 
entitled * Pressing om in tive Christian Race.” 
It wag repeat-d in all subsequent editions of the 
Hymns, and also in Doddridge’s Soripture 
Hymns, edited by J. Doddridge Humphreys, 
1839. One of the earliest collections in which 
it is found is Ash and Evans’s Bristol Coll, 
1769, No, 281, with the omission of st. iv. 
“That prize,” &c. From that date it came 
into general use, sometimes in 4 st., and again 
in 5st. until it became widely known in 
Great Brit. and America. In modern collec- 
tions it ia held in greater favour by those of 
the Ch. of England than those of Nonconform- 
ists. Full orig, text in the New Cong., No. 
617, and the 4 at. form unaltered, in Hy. 
Comp., No. ioe In the a ee the 
editor sugzeats thut in Confirmation it 
after the benedictory prayer, “ Defend, U 
Lord, this Thy servant,” &c. This 4 at. ar- 
rangement has been rendered into Latin :— 
“Sursum, meng mea! Strenué,” by the Rev. 
R. Bingham, and given in his Hymno. Christ. 
Lat., 1871, pp. 101-108. A slightly altered 
form of the hymn, as“ Awake, our , awake 
from sloth,” ia yiven in a few hymnala, includ- 
ing Walker » Cheltenham Coll., 1855 and 1881. 

(J. J. 
Awake, my soul, to grateful praise. 

Feat This hymn was given in J, H. 
Gurney's Lutterworth Coll, 1838, No. 15, in 
5 st.of 4 Las by “Gardiner.” It was re- 
— with the same ascription in the Mary- 
ebone Ps. & Hys,, 1851, and, without name or 
date, in Kennedy, 18638. 

Awake, my soul, to meet the day. 
P. Doddridge. (Morning.] This hymn is in 
the “p, mss.” but undated. In 1755, it was 
= by J. Orton in Doddridge’s Hymna, &c., 
No. 362, in 7 st. of 4 1. without alteration,,the 
title being, “A morning hymn, to be used at 
awaking and rising.” It was republished in 
J.D. Humphreys’s ed. of the na, 1839, 
No. 389. It is not in C. U. in G. Britain, In 
the American Hymnal of the Meth. Episco. Ch., 
1878, st. i., ii, vi, vii, are given, somewhat 
altered, as No, 96, 
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Awake, my zeal, awake, my love. 
J. Watt [Personal call to duty.) This may 
becalleda metrical paraphrase of his sermon 
on i, Cor. iii, 22, “* Whether Life or Death— 
Allar yours.” It was appended with other 
hymns, to his Sermons, 172144, in 6 st. of 8 1, 
anil is repeated in later editions, Its use is 
limited. In Hall's Mitre, 1836, it was given 
w* Awake our zeal, awake our love,” in 4 
« Thisalso bas almost passed out of use. 

Awake, our drowsy souls. Elizabeth 
Sot. arene Ist pub. in the Baptist 
Uslof Ash and Evana, Bristol, 1760, No. 307, 

i Sstof 6 L, and appointed as * A hymn for 
Lon!s Day Morning.” From that collection 
it passed into sev later bymnals, including 
Rippon, Dobell, and others; but it is almost 
eotirly wuknown to modern hvmn-books ex- 
cept in America“having been superseded by 
“Awake, ye saints, awake, And tail,” &e., a 
recast of the same in 4 st. (st. iii, being the 
original with “and” for “ wiile,” 1. 3) made 
by T. Cotterill, and given in the Ist ed. of 
his Selection, 1810. is form of the hymn 
is in somewhat extensive use both in Great 
Rritain and America, and is ustully ascribed 
curvetly to “ Elizabeth Seott and Thomas 
Cotterill.” In many of the modern American 
dyanals st. iv. is omitted; but the English 
rgd give the text from Cotterill as in 
Bapt. Pe. and Hys., 1858, in this ease the 
«nly alteration is «blest ” for * bless'd” in st. 
to *® Another furm of the hymn is:— 
Servants of God, awake,”’ It consists of 
thee of Cotterill’s recast, slightly altered, 

sppeared iu the Hurrow Sehout H, Bk., 
a, and from thence passed into Church 
Fan IS7l, No. 39. In the H. Bk. of the 
uy. dasor., Cleveland, Ohio, 1881, No. 604, 

“Lika given ag“ Children of God, awake”; 
wal in the Marlborough College Hya., 1869, 

‘Hl a8“ Come, sons of God, awake.” 
(W. T. BJ 

ahwats, Our souls, and bless His 
P ; [Christ the Door.] This hymn ig hot in the *». ss.," and was 

Is pub. by J. Orton in his ed. of Doddridge’ 
z if ges 

Hymns, &e., 1755, in 4 st. of 41. © St Joh It is based 
editions rs x. 9. It is repeated in later 

ede Ffymns, and in J. D. Hum- 
Sed of the same, 1839, In Kenned 

iss, Na. 201, it i = fier 
wl bless His bang aie Awake, my soul, 

Awake our - souls, away our fears. 
tat [The Christian Race.) Ist pub in 
hing eum SS. Songs, 1704, Bk. i. No. 48, 
Rae” 1 ¢ tee and headed “The Christian 
€ the H repeated in later editions 
tonwof Wav, Ed may be found in all edi- 

a's Works. Its use in the original, aul . 
: = iene, 15 8 follows :— 

an ety ial EAS tnceded in various bymn-books 
f » “md is pow in extensive use tu all 
2 Te CoM nitries, 

miginal—. Mitchie" gc ith the single change of “ Thy 
lint i-hint. WW hose matchless powers” in st. il 
wy 2, w, vse. Drom the fact that it was introduced 
SethCat, tis Ps. & Hys., pub. at Charlestown, 
Murty alt the wit 367, and fruca thence bas passed into 

" nin een bymn-books throughout the 
Wee atten cage ee we Many in the Co. of England. In 
Phd Hye Tp tt has been through M. Madan‘s 
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3. The readings ln Windle’s Met. Psalter, and one or 
twouthers which have copied from hitn, are partly (st. fl, 
IL. 3-4) from Kowland Hill's fs, db Ays,, Zod ed., 157, 
and partly (st. iil., iv.) by Mr. Windle. 

4. In Hall's Afitre, 1536, the bymn i¢ given as 
“Awake, my sowl, dismiss thy fears.” At one time 
this text was widely used, bat is now almost unknown. 

Other readings exist in minor collections, 
aud may be corrected by collating with the 
orig. text as above. 

Awake, sweet gratitude, and sing. 
A, M. Toplady. [Christ's Intercession.) In 
the Gospel Magazine, 1771, this hymn is given 
in 10 st.of 61. From the G, Magazine it passed 
at an early date into various collections, but 
in an abbreviated form. Thesv included Rip- 
pon’s Sel., 1787, to which ibly, more than 
to any other hymnal, modern collections are 
indebted for their text both in (3. Brit. and 
America. The full orig, text was ineluded in 
Sedgwick’s reprint of Toplady's Hymns, 1860, 
p- 150. It is curious to note that this hymn 
was omitted from ‘Toplady’s Ps. aud Hys., 
1776, aud from an ed. of his Hymna, pub. 
in 1856. * 

Awake, sweet harp of Judah, wake. 
H. K, White. (Heaven.] In Southey’s ed. of 
H. K. White’s Remains, 1807, this hymn is 
given in 7 of 41. with the title “In heaven 
we shall be puritied, 90 as tu be able to endure 
the splendours of tle Deity,” and accompanied 
with the following note :— 

‘The last stanza of this hymn was added extempora- 
neously by Henry one summer evening, when he was 
with afew friends on the Trent, and singing it as he 
was ueed to do on such occasions,” . 

In the few modern collections in which this 
hymy is found it is given in an abbreviated 
form. ‘The orig. text is in Lyra Brit., 1867, 
p. 628. (W. T. BJ 

Awake, ye saints, and raise [lift 
your eyes. P. Doddridge. {Exhortation. 
This hymn is not in the “p, 88,” and was 
Ist pub. by J. Orton in his ed. of Doddridge’s 
Hymne, &c., 1755, No, 264, in 4 st. of 4 1, and 
entitled “ The near Approach of Salvation, an 
Engugement to Diligence and Love. Ror. 
xiii, 11." It was also repeated in J. D. 
Humphreys’s ed. of the sarhe, 1839. It 
came into C. U. at an early date, and is still 
found in a few important collections in G. 
Brit. and America. In R, Conyers’s Ps, and 
Hys., 1774, it was alteral to “Awake, ye 
saints, and lift your eyes;” but this has 
died out of use, Orig. text in Lyra Brit., 
1867, p. 191, and Lord Selbornes Bk, of 
Praise, 1862, p. 296. 

Awake, ye saints, to praise your 
King. I. Watts. (Ps. errzv. His c. ™. 
version of Ps, oxxxv., in 8 st. of 41, Ist pub. 
in his J's, of David, &e., 1719. In a note 
thereto he says, “In the Sth stanza [ have 
borrowed a verse from Jer. xiv. 22,“ Are there 
any among the vanities of the Gentiles that can 
cause rain.’ This st. begina “ Whieh of the 
stocks and stones they trust.” As a whole 
the paraphrase ix not in generaluse. A cento 
beginning “Great is the Lord, and works 
unknown,” is given in N. Cong., No, 225. It 
is composed of st. ii-v. and wii. 
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Away, dark thoughts, awake, m 

joy. J. Mason. (Christmas.) Thiv is Mason's 
“Song of Praise for the Birth of Christ,” and 
appeared in his Songs hd Preise, 1683, in 4 st. 
of 8 1., and in later editions including Sedg- 

wick’s reprint, 1859. Its use as a congrega- 
tional hymn is limited. It is quaint, and on 
the whole unsuited to modern taste, 

Away from every mortal care. I. 
Watts. [Public Worship.) 1st pub. in his 
Hymns and 8. Songs, 1709, Bk. ii., No. 123, 
in 6 at. of 41, and entitled, * The benefit of 
Public Ordinances.” It has been republished 
in all later editions of the Hymne, &c., aud in 
Watts’s Works. G. Whitefield included st. i., 
ii, iii, and vi, in his Coll, 1753. This 
arrangement is often repeated in modern 
hymnals. In Hatfield’s Amer. Church H, Bk., 
1872, No. 122, the full text is given with 
brings, for * beara down,” in st. iii., 1. 3. 

Away, my needless fears. C. Wesley. 
[Submission.] In Hymne and Sacred Poems, 
1749, 55 hymns were given as * For Christian 
Friends,” of which this was No. 35, in 10 st. 
of 81. From this two centos have come into 
C. U. as follows :— 

1. In the Supp. tothe Wes, 1, Bk, 1830, st. i., vil, and 
ix. were given in 6 st, of 41. No. 615. This cento is 
also found in various collections of the Methodist 
penes, pat in the revised ed, of the Wes. #7. Bk. 1875. 
No. & 

2. In A. Mw y's Ps. & Myst. 1776, No, 75, and 
later editions, st. i.<v. and ix. were given with slight 
alterations, but this cento has almost entirely gone out 
of use. Orig. textin £, Works, 1868-72, vol. v. p. 448. 

Away, my unbelieving fear. C. Wes- 
ley. [Co .] Hab. iii., 17, 18, 19, is the 
subject of this hymn. It appeared in Hymns 
and Saered Poems, 1742, in 4 st. of 8 1, and 
again in the P. Works, 1868-72, vol. ii. p. 198. 
It did not form part of the Wea, H. Bk. until 
the revised ed, 1875, although, through having 
been given in M. Madan's I’s. & Hys., 1760, it 
had been in ©, U. in the Ch. of England and 
amongst Nonconformists for more than one 
hundred years. Its modern use is limited. 

Away, thou dying saint, away. 
T. Kelly. ([Dewth.] 1st pub. in the Srd ed. 
of his Hymns, 1809, No, 134, in 5 st. of 41., 
and repeated in all subsequent editions. It 
is based on Eccles. xii. 7, “And the Spirit 
shall return to God who gave it.” Orig. text 
in E. T. Prast’s Supp. H. Bk., 1869, No, 241. 

Away with death, away. UH. K. 
White, [Death.] This poem, entitled “ Atha- 
natos,” was given by Southey in his ed. 
of H. K, White's Remains, 1807, and repeated 
in later editions, #s also in the nomerous re- 
printsof H. K, White's Poems. It is unknown 
as a hymn, but 20 lines therefrom slightly 
altered and beginning, “Heil the heavenly 
scenes of peace,” are in Martineau’s Hymns, 
&c., 1840 and 1873. 

Away with our fears, Our troubles 

and tears. C. Wesley. [Whiteuntide.) This 
is No, 32 of his * Hymns for Whitsunday,’ 
which were pub. at Bristol in 1746 as Hymne 
of Petition and Thankegiving for the Promise 

AWHILE IN SPIRIT, LORD 

of the Father. Itia in 5 st. of 81. In 1776 
‘our stanza, somewhat altered, were given in 
A.M. Toplady’s Ps. & Hys., No. 236, and thus 
came into C, b It did not form a part of the 
Wes. H. Bk. until the revised ed. of 1875. 
Orig. text in P. Works, 1868-72, vol. iv. p. 203. 

Away with my [our] fears! The 
lad morning appears. C. Wesley. 
Thankegiving.| This hymn was written for 

use on the celebration of a Birthday, and in 
many respects it is eminently sui thereto. 
It was Ist pub. in Hymna and Sacred Poems, 
1749, vol. u., No. 190, in 14 st. of 6 L, and 
entitied “On his Birthday.’’ Under the date 
“June 17, 1788)" J. Wealey refers to this 
hymn in the following manner :— 

“J this day enter on my elghty-fifth year; and what 
cause have | to = God, as fur a thousand spiritual 
blessings, so for bodily blessings also! How littl have | 
suffered yet by the rush of numerous years! . . . Even 
now, though I find daily patn in my eye, or temple, or 
arm, yet it is never violent, and seldom lasts many 
minutes at a time. Whether or not this is sent to give 
me warning that | am shortly to quit this tabernacle, I 
do net know; but be it one way or the other, J bave 
only to aay :— 

*My remnant of days I xpend In His praise, 
Vho died the whole world to redeem : 

My days are His due, Be they many or few, 
And they all are devoted to Him."” 

When included in the Wes. Hi. Bk., 1780, 
No. 221, st. ii, and xi. were omitted. This 
form is repeated in the new ed., 1875, and aleo 
in numerous hymnula of the Methodist bodies 
at home and abroad, Orig. text in #. Worls, 
1868-72, vol. v. p. 400. (J. J. 

Away with our sorrow and fear. 
C. Wesley. [Burial.) No. viii. of his 
Funeral Hymns, 1746, in 5 st. of 8 1., and 
again in the Wes, H. Bk., 1780, No. 71, and 

. 1875, No. 73. It is found in the hymuals 
of the various branches of the Methodist body 
in most English-speaking countries, and some- 
times in other collections, In the Cooke & 
Denton Hymnal, 1853, No. 324, the first live 
reads, “Away with all sorrow and fear.” 
Orig. text in P. Works, 1868 -72, vol. vi. p. 197. 
The hymn, with the same first stanza, in A. M. Tep- 

lady’s Pe. & Ays., 1776, No, 6%, and later editions, 
together with others which have copied therefrom, 1 4 
cento, of which the let st. is st. 1. of this hymn; st, Hil 
from Wesley's “ Give Rlory to Jesur, our Head " (Hye 
é& S. Poems, 1749); and ii, iv., and ¥. from No. vil. of 
the above Puneral Hys, 1tis very little used, if at all, 
at the present time, 

Awhile in spirit, Lord, to Thee. 
J. F. Thrupp. (Lent.]) One of the best 
known and most popular of Mr. Thrupp's 
hymns. It was written for and Ist pub. in 
his Ps. & Hys. for Pub. Worship, 1898, No. 
64, in 4 st.of 4]. In 1861 the Rev, F. Pott 
included it in his Hys., &c., No, 72, with st 
iii, and iv. trans) , some minor alterations 
and a doxology from the Latin. This form 
was repeated in Ch. Hys., 1871, No. 103, 

Orig. text in Thring'’s Coll, 1882, No. 154, 

with et. i, 1. 2, “Into the desert would we 
flee,” fur “ Would we unto the desert flee,” an 
alteration from the Rev, F, Pott aa above. 

The text of Iys, & Songs of Praise: N. ¥. 
1874, is that of the Rev. F. Pott with a 

slight alteration, and the omission of the 

doxology. 



AYLWARD, JAMES AMBROSE 

James Ambrose, b. in 1815, 
at Leeds, and educated at Hinckley, the Domi- 

niean Priory of St. Peter, to which « secular 

college was attiched Particulars ss 
the stages of his monastic life may be foun 

inthe Qiluary Notices of the Friar-Preachers, 
or Dominicans, of the English Province from 
the year of our Lord 1650. He was ordained 
iy [896 sud assisted in the school, taking the 
higher classical studies, in 1842. He became 
head of the school, and continued so till it 
was discontinued in 1852. At Woodchester 
he wasmade successively Lector of oneey 
snd Theology and Prior. He died at Hinckley, 
wd was buried in the cloist-r-yard of Wood- 
cater. His sacred poems have become his 
nepal nonument, and of these he contri- 
Cate very many to the first three volumes of 
the Catholic Weekly Instructor, and other peri- 
odicals. His essay on the Mystical Element 
in Religion, and on Aactent and Modern Spirit- 
ion, was not-pub. till 1874. Referring to him, 
aul to his ms, ¢r. of Latin hymns, a lirge 
mumber of whieh are incorporated by Mr. 0. 
Stipley in Annus Sanctus, 1884, Mr. Ship- 
ley ays: The second collection of uss, came 
from the pen of the late Very Rev. Fatier 
Aylward, of the Order of Preachers, a cul- 
tired and talented priest of varied powers 
and gifts, whose memory is bell dear by 
all who knew and were influenced by him. 
He went to his reward in the year 1872, after | 
acarly forty years’ profession ns a Dominican, 
‘nl was buried in the picturesque clo stral- 
cemetery of WooJdebester, of which model and 
peaceful religous hous: be was the first Prior.” 

(J.C. E] 

Bay toy EH. C., b. about 1849, a member of 
Philadteee denomination, und a resident in 

Iphia, is the author of :— 
ac One there is who loves thee. (Love of Christ.] 
wee hymn and well known in G. Brit. 
an . dD, Sankey's Sacred 8. 4 Solos,enlarged 
foul Seto It was written during the Cen- 
lesion bon ibition in Philadelphia, the theme 
ther b Wh Suggested by the expression, “One 
Me WH © loves and waits to bless,” used by 
o bends Doane (q. ¥.) in prayer at a meeting 
mee sat which Mr, Ayres was present. The 
herman ented to Mr. Doane a day or two 
sod pub been Was set to music by Mr. Doane, 
Pa thwith. The orig. text and music 

t. Sankey's & Solos as above. Mr. 
. a . tle author of :— 
Ne eee Wam. [The Name of Jesus.) 
fans, = ~““@Eknown to the on oe 

B, ia Ash i i sind Evans's Bapt. Coll., Bristol, 
Mel, 170, ie. Simon one. 
Bin Xettiee =e - 

VA, Ls Mn Pha ear aaa 

Bina & 
, - & Sac. Songs, Manchester, Flet- 
“her & Tubbs, 1855, in. Rev. G. B. Bubier, 
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B., in Horder’s Congregational Hymns, 1884, 
i.e. the Rev. Stopfurd A, Brooke. 

B. B., Ash & Evans, 1769, ic. Benjamin 
Beddome. 

B--L, inthe same Coll., later editions, i.e. 
Anng L. Barbauld. 

B. 8., in the same Coll., 1769, i.e. Benjamin 
ward, 

B. T., in the People’s H., ic. a nom de 
sere of the Rev. R. F. Littledale, and the 

itials of a former address. 

Backward with humble shame we 
look. J. Watts. [The Fall and the Redemp- 
fion.] lat pub. in his Hymns and Spiritual 
Songs, 170%, bk. i., No. 57, in 8 st. of 4.1, and 
again in later eds. of the sare. Its use, and 
that in an abbreviated form, is very limited. 

Bacon, Francis, Lord Verulam, «8. of 
Sir Nicholas Bacon, b. in London, 1561, 4. 
1626. He was educated at Trinity College, 
Cambridge, and there showed at an early age 
those remarkuble powers which eventually 
gained him a world-wide and lasting renown. 
The story of his greatness and of his shame 
belongs more to the history of the nation than 
to hymuody, his contributions to the latter 
being confined to the metrical versions of 
seven (1, 12, 90, 104, 126, 137, 149) individual 
— which were pub. in his Certaine 
valmea, Lond. Hannah Barrett and R. 

Whittaker, 1625; and reprinted in Dr. 
Grosart’s Fuller Worthies Miscellanies, vol. 
i, 1870, and in various eds. of Bacon's col- 
lected H orks, 

Bacon, Leonard, p.p., was b. at Detroit 
where his father was a missionary to the 
ndians), Feb, 19, 1802, and educated at 
Yale College, and at Andover. In 1825 he 
was ordained Pastor of the Centre Church, 
New Haven, avd retained that charge till 
1866, when he was appointed Professor of 
Theology in Yale Divinity Seliool, This 
rofessorship le resigned in 1871; but till 
his death in 1881, he was Lecturer on Church 
Polity. He died Dec, 24,1881, Dr. Bacon 
rendered important services to hymnology both 
as writer and compiler. While a student at 
Andover, be edited an importantand now rare 
tract, evtitled Hymns and Sacred Songs for 
the Monthly Concert [ot Prayer fur Missions), 
Andover, Sept. 1823, This contained the 
three hymns following, which are his :— 

1. Weep not for the saint that ascends. Jieath 
of a Missionary. 

2. Land where the bones of our fathers are 
Missions. This was brought into 

notice in G. Britain through its insertion in the 
Evangelical Magazine, March, 1824, 

3. Wake the song of jubilee. 

Of these No. 1 is found in Lyra Src. Amer., 

. 6, and No. 3 was adopted, with alterations, by 

Pratt in his J’s. and Hys. (Lond, Seeley & Co., 

1829), from which it passed into Greene and 

Mason's Church Psalmody, 1841, and the Church 

Psalmist of the Evangelical Christians (N. ¥- 

Missions, 
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1845, 7th ed.) This altered text, with some 
further changes, was adopted by the author in 
his Appendix to 'T. Dwight’s revised ed. of 
Watta’s Psalms, 1835. This Appendix also con- 
tained three new hymns by him, viz. :— 

4. Though now the nations sit beneath. Mission, 
This is based on a hymn by Sarah Slinn, * 4rise 
in all Thy splendour, Lord” (q. v.), which Dr, 
Bacon had partly rewritten for his Andover 
Tract, above noted. In the Appendie to Dr¥yht 
he substituted new verses for what remained of 
her’s in the Tract, and then justly claimed the 
whole as his own, 

5. O Thou Who hast died to redeem us from hell. 
Holy Communion. 

6. God of our fathers, te Thy throne. 
giving. 

In 1845 Dr. Bacon was joint compiler with 
Dr, E. T. Fiteh, and several others, of Psalms ¢ 
Hymns for Christian Use and Worship, pub. “ by 
the General Association of Connecticut.” 

To this collection he contributed the 
hymns following :— 

7. Here, Lord of life and light, to Thee. Jnsti- 
tution of a Minister. This was written March 9, 
1425, for his installation as pastor of the First 
Church, New Haven, and first pub. as above, 
No. 559, in 4st. of 4 1., and headed * Ordination 
in an ancient New England Church.” 

8. O God, beneath Thy guiding hand. American 
Anniversary Hymn, This is a favourite Ameri- 
can Anniversary hymna, It is abbreviated and 
altered from his hymn, “The Sabbath morn is 
as bright and calm," which he wrote for the 
Bicentenary of New Haven, 1833. In this revised 
form it was tirst pub. as above, No, 616, in 

5 st. of 4 L, and appointed “For the twenty- 
second of December.” 

9. O God of Abraham, ever sure. Prayer on 
behalf of the Young. This was written as a sub- 
stitute for Mrs. Hyde's “Dear Saviour, if these 
lambs should stray,” the use of which was re- 
fused by the owners of the copyright of Nettle- 
tons Village Hymns (1824). In the J's. § Hys, 
1845, it ts No. 635, in 4 st. of 41., and headed 
“ Prayer for the children of the Church,” 

10, Hail, tranquil hour of closing day. Mvening. 
This popular hymn was written under the same 
circumstances as the preceding, and as a substi- 
tute for Mrs. Brown's Twilight hymna, “1 love 
to steal awhile away.” It is No, 706 of the 
Ps, & Hys,, 1845, in 5 st. of 41, and entitled 
“Evening Twilight.” 

11. How sweet, thro’ long remembered years. 
Keening. In the Church Praise Bh. N. Y., 1882, 
Nou. 15, is composed of st. iii.-v. of No. 10. 

(F. M. B] 
Bahnmaier, Jonathan Friedrich, «. 

of J. C, Bahnmaier, Town Preacher at Ober- 
stenfeld, near Bottwar, Wiirttemberg, was b. 
at Oberstenfeld, July 12, 1774. Atter com- 
pleting his studies ot Tiibingen, his first 
appointment was, in 1798, as wssistunt to his 
father. He became Disconus at Marbach on 
the Neckar in 1806, and at Ludwigsburg in 
1810, where he was for a time the head of a 
young ladies’ school, In 18)5 he was ap- 
pointed Profesor of Education and Homiletics 
at Tiibingen, but in the troublous times that 

Thanks- 
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followed had to resign his post. He received 
in 1819 the appointment of Decan and Town 
Preacher at Kirchheim-unter-Teck, where le 
continued as a faithful, unwearied, and suc- 
cessful worker for 2! years, He was distin- 
guished as a preacher, and greatly interested 
in the causes of education, of missions, and of 
ible societies. He was also one of the prin- 
cipal members of the committee which com- 
piled the Wurttemberg G. B. of 1842. He 
preached his last sermon at Kirehheim, on the 
10th Sunday afler Trivity, Aug. 15, 1841. 
Two days later he held a visitation at Owen. 
While inspecting the school at the adjacent 
village of Brucker, he was struck by para- 
lysis, and being conveved back to Owen, d. 
there, Aug. 18, 1841 (Koch, vii. 81-84; Allg. 
Deutsche Biog., i, 766-767). Of his hymus 
two have been fr. into English :— 

i. Jesu als du wiederkehrtest, [Schools.] 1st 
pub. in his Christliche Blatter aus Tii'nngen, 
pts. 9-12 for 1819, p. 85, in 2 st. of 8 1., entitled 
“Prayer after School;" as one of 7 metrical 
prayers forChildren, and for the School and House. 
Included as No, 2947 in Knapp’s Er. LZ. &, 1837 
(1865, No, 2614), and No, 513 in the Wurttem- 
berg G. B., 1842. The only tr. in C. U. is:— 

Jesu, when Thou once returnest. In full by Miss 
Winkworth in her C. B, for England, 1863, No. 
178. 

ii, Wate, firder, nab und fern. [Missions.] Ac- 
cording to Aor, vii. 84, Ist printed separately 
1827. Included as No. 97 in the Avrn des deutschen 
Liederschatzes, Niirnberg, 1828, and as No, 260, 
beginning, “ Walte, walte, nah und fern,” in 
Bunsen's Verswch., 1833, in 7 st. of 41., and since 
in the Wiirttemberg G. /., 1842, and other recent 
collections, Que of the best and most useful of 
hymns for Foreign Missions. The trs. in C. U. 
are :— 

1, Far and near, Almighty Word. A good and full 
tr. by Miss Cox in her Sacred H, from the German, 
1841, p. 203, repeated, slightly altered, in her 
H. from the German, 1864, p. 223, Included in 
J. L. Porter's Cofl., 1876, and the Bapt. Hymnal, 
1879. In Hedge and Huntington's Hys, Boston, 
U.S., 1853, and Dean Alford’s Year of Praise, 
1867, st. i. was omitted and the hymn thus began, 
“Word by God the Father sent.” 

2, Spread thy triumph far and nigh, by H. J. 
Buckoll. By omitting st. ii., iv. as No. 65 in the 
Rugby School H. Bk, 1850 (in the Rughy School 
H. Ba, 1870, No, 175, the tr, is complete). The 

trs. of st. lil, v.-vil. altered and beginning * Word 
otf Him whose sovereign will,” were included in 
the Marylebone Coll, 1851, and Burgess and 
Money's /’s, and Hys., 1857. The Wellington 
College H. Bh, 1863, begins with the tr. of st. v., 
“ Word of life, so pure and free.” 

3. Spread, ob spread, thou mighty Word. A full 
and very good tr. by Miss Winkworth in her Lyra 
Ger, Ind Series, 1858, p. 60, repeated ia her 
CB. for England, 1863, No. L7H. Since included 
in Nennedy, 1863, People’s H., 1867, Horder’s 
Cong, Fys., 1884, and others; and in America 
im the Pennsylvania utd, Ch. Ba, 1868, dys, 
and 8, of Praiss, N. Y., 1874, Brang. Hymnal, 
1880, and others. In Longfsilow and Johnson's 
Hys. of the Spirit, Boston, 1864, it begins with 
st. v., * Word of life, most pure, most strong.” 
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Other trs. are :— 
(1) “Goforth, thou mighty word of grace," by Lady 5. 

Fortewwe, 1443 (ed. 1M, p. 31). (2) “O Word of God, 
reign everywhere,” by Dr. G. Walker, 1860, p. 48. 
iy <Word of God! with glory crown'd.” nL. 
Rebfues’s CA. at Sea, 1865, p. 10d. {J. M. 

Bailey, Edward, «a Wesleyan local 
preaeber, and ® representative of a London 
inn firm, was b. at Brentford, Middlesex, 
Aug. It, 1846. At 12 years of age, through 
the death of his father, he was compelled to 
work for his own livelthood, and to support 
his widowed mother, who was paralysed. His 
ieavy labours were relieved by literary efforts, 
the first to appear in print being in 1869, Mr, 
Bailey is known chiefly as the author of 25 
tracts in prose and verse, which have been pub. 
ty the Wesleyan, the Tract, and other Societies, 
ad ofseveral ymns, Some of the latter were 
written for Anniversary Services at various 
Sanday Schools with whieh he was associated, 
and others in times of personal affliction, Of 
thew hymns the following are in the Meth. 
“8. H. Bk., 1879, and other collections :-— 

1. Grclous God! Almighty Father, Missions. 
2. Tried, trusted, crowned, /erseverance. 
& When our hearts are glad and light, For Guidance. 

Bailey, Philip James, b. at Notting- 
ham, April 22, 1816. His father, a man of 
great ability und local celebrity as a politician 
sy author, was for some time proprietor and 
editor of the Nottingham Mercury, a weekly 
oewaper, In his l6th year P. J. Builey 
veume a student at Glasgow University. 
He did not graduate, Lut atter a time weut 
 Leston tu study for the legal profession. 
n 1885 he was called tothe bar by the Societ 
of Lincoln's Inn. [n the yeurs that raster | 
whilst ostensibly engaged in legal matters, he 
a really absorbed in the study of literature 
wud philosophy, and in the conception and 
: “ration of the remarkable poem in con- 
Ture with which his name is chiefly known, 
: ro age in 1839, under the title of Festus, 
World | Y Philip James Bailey. The Angel- 

(1850); The Mystic and the Spiritual 
lad (1855); and The Universal Hymn 
bis chentY 1 be considered as episodes of 
editions § work, and are in fact in later 
Mr, Bail in substance incorporated with it. 
adie, is the author of two other works 
ada beer Clasi,—The Age, a Satire, 1858, 

tiownd Poli Politics treatise on the Interna- 
"ey Of the Great Porrere. 

ure 'S64 “to 1876 Mr. Bailey lived for 
ies ane in Jersey. Of late years he 
Dero, at a seaside village in North 

Pe 
tof ) git Pasaed through 10 editions in England, 
ths pret —= Ine eee Une of the Lyrics comprised in 
~iphears as Heaven a place where pearly streams” 
Bk. Pay f Hymn in Dr, RW. Dale's Anglish Hymn 
% Thee” ‘ed, T— "Call all who love Thee, Lord, 
‘Tira ty. poets 1v0)—has been expanded into 
‘ i. Rawnan (Bap, Hymnal, No, $88). Both 
that My. Wiley erninently beautiful,and make one wish 

*Y had given us more of the same kind. 
(W. B. 8.) 

Baker, P, A. [Jerasalem, my happy home.] 

aietets Siar Henry Williams, Bart., 
in Loe Adamiral Sir Henry Loraine Baker, 

don, May 27,1821, and educated at 

Sor those who work hard; a Daily 
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Trinity Coll., Cambridge, where he graduated, 
uA. 1844, ia, 1847. Taking Holy Orders 
in 1844, he became, in 1851, Vicar of Monk- 
land, Herefordshire. This benefice he held to 
his death, on Monday, Feb. 12, 1877. He 
succeeded to the Baronetcy in 1851. Sir 
Henry's name is intimately associated with 
hymnody. One of his earliest compositions 
was the very beautiful hymp, “Oh! what if 
we are Christ's,” whieh he contributed to 
Murray's Hymnal for the Use of the English 
Church, 1852. His hymna, ineluding metrical 
litanies and translations, number in the 
revised ed. of H. A. & M., 38 in all. Thea- 
were contributed at varivus times to Murray's 
Hymnal; H. A. & M., and the London Mission 
H. Bk., 1876-7. The last contains his three 
latest hymns. These are not included in H. 
A.& M. Of his hymns four only are in the 
highest strains of jubilation, anuther four are 
bright and cheerful, and the remainder are 
very tender, but exceedingly plaintive, some- 
times even to sudness, Even those which at 
first seem bright and cheerful have an under- 
toue of plaintivencea, und leave a dreaniy sad- 
ness upon the spirit of the singer.  Poetivul 
figures, far-fetched illustrations, and difficult 
compound words, he entirely eschewed, In his 
simplicity of language, snootliness of rhythiu, 
and carnestness of utterance, he reminds one 
furcibly of the saintly Lyte. In common with 
Lyte also, if a subject presented itself to his 
ps he with striking contrasts of lights and 
shadows, he almost invariably sought shelter 
in the sha lows. The last audible words which 
lingered on his dying lips were the third stanza 
of his exquisite rendering of the 23rd Psalm, 
“The King of Love, my Shepherd is" :— 

“Perverse and foolish, oft J strayed, 
But yet in love He sought me, 

And on His Shoulder gently laid, 
And home, rejoicing, brought me.” 

This tender sadness, brightened by a soft 
_ peace, was an epitome of bis poetical 
ife. 
Sir Henry's labours as the Editor of I. A. 

& M. were very arduous. The trial copy was 
distributed amongst a few friends in 1859; 
Ist ed. pub, 1861, and the Appendix, in 1868; 
the trial copy of the revise: od. was issued in 
1874, and publication followed in 1875, 
In addition he edited Hymns for the London 
Mission, 1874, and Hymns for Missioh Services, 
x.p., 0, 1876-7. He also pub. Daily Prayers 

ext Book, 
&e. In H. A. & M. there are also four tunes 
(38, 211, 254, 472) the melodies of which are by 
Sir Henry, and the harmonies by Dr. Monk, 
(See Church of England Hymnody. } (J. J.) 

Baker, Mary A. Miss Baker, who is « 
member of the Baptist denomination, and a 
resident in Chicago, Illinois, is an active 
worker in the temperance cause, and the 
author of various hymns and temperance 
songs. Her most pypular hymna :— 

1, Master, the tempest is raging, /’erce, was 
written in 1874 at the request of Dr. H. BR. Pal- 
mer, who desired of her several songs on the 
subjects of a series of Sunday Schoo! Lessons for 
that year. Its theme is “Christ stilling the 
tempest.” During the same year it was set to 
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music by Dr. Palmer, and pub. in his Songs of | upon deep religious feeling, in what he wrote, 
Love for the Bible School, 1874. It is found in 
other collections, including [. D, Sankey’s Sac. 8 
and Solos, Lond., 1881. Its home popularity 
was increased by its republication and frequent 
use during the illness of Pres. Garfield, It was 
sung at several of the funeral services held in 
his honour throughout the States. 
2, Why perish with cold and with hunger! 

Invitation. This is another of her hymns set 
to music by I. D, Sankey, and included in his 
Sucred &. and Solos, Lond., 1881. {J. J.J 

Bakewell, John, b. at Brailsford, Der- 
byshire, 1721. At about the age of eighteen 
his mind was turned towards religious truths by 
reading Boston's Fourfold State. From that 
date he becamean ardente vangelist. and in1744 
(the year of the first Methodist Conference) 
he began to preach. Removing to London 
some short time after, he became acquainted 
with the Wesleya, M. Madan, A. M. Toplay, 
J. Fletcher, aod other earnest evangelical 
men, After conducting for some years the 
Greenwich Royal Park Academy, he resigned 
in favour of his son-in-law, Dr. James Egan, 
and emploved mueli of his time in preaching 
at various places for the Wesleyans. He dat 
Lewisham, near Greenwich, March 18, 1819, 
aged 98, and was buried in the Wesleyan 
burying ground connected with the City Road 
Chapel, London. Mr, Bakewell was the 
author of a few hymns, the best known 
being, “ Hail Thou once despised Jeans,” the | 
abbreviations of the same, “ Paschal Lamb, 
by God appointed,” and “ Jesus, hail, en- 
throned in glory.” A short memoir of |.im was 
pub. by Mr. Stelfox, Belfast, 1864. (J. J.] 

Bald zieh ich mit dem Sterbekleid. 
Anon. [Kternal Life.) Included sa No, 3508 
in Knupp's Ev. L. &, 1887, in 2 st. of 41, 
with tie note “ Found in the hymn-book of 
my deceased wife.” The only tr. in C. U. is :— 
Boon in the grave my flesh shall rest. By Dr. 

H. Mills, in fall, with 2 original st. added in his 
Horae Ger., 1845 (1856, p. 250), and thence, as 
No, 983, in the Lutheran General Synod's 
Hymns, &e., 1852, 

Another fr. is, “Soon all my sorrows I shall lay,” by 
Dr. R. Menzies, in F. A. G. luck's Hours of Chris- 
tian Devotion, Edin,, 1870, p. 541. 

Balde, Jacob. He was b. at Ensisheim, 
in Alsace, in 1603, aud d; in 1668, at the age 
of 65. In the year 1624 he entered the order 
of the Jesuits, but it is rather 1.8 a patriot, 
deeply mourning over the miseries caused b 
the “Thirty Years’ War,” than a8 a prices 
that he comes before us in his works, His 
reputation amongst his compatriots as a writer 
of Latin poetry could hardly have been 
greater than it is, With an exaggeranon 
which, however pardonable, can scarcely be 
allowed to 
is extolled 
even moce markedly by A. W. con Schlegel. as 

which is too often sought in vain in the works 
of other writers of the same class. He trkes 
os rank, if not the first place, amongst 
such. 

He was a prolific writer, His (rles and Solatinm 
Podagricorum (the best known of his works) scarcely 
fall within the scope of a Dictionary of Hymnalogy ; 
but, expecially as it has been admitted by Arch Pp 
Trench into his Sacred Latin loetry, reference may 
be made here to his “Chorea Mortualis sive lessus de 
sortis et mortis in humanas res imperio,” a dirge upon 
the death of the Empress Leopoldina, wife of Ferdi- 
hand LIE, in ber first childbirth, in 1649, amd! chanted 
in her funeral procession, and commencing * Eheu, quid 
homines sumus?" (Trench, Sec Lat. /*, tnd ed, lséa, 
Pp. 270-274). Itisa noble poem, in which the author 

lows bimeelf, as he very rarely did, to forsake the 
classical metres in which he usually wrote. However 
difficult to translate, and Archbishop Trench says that 
it “ almnest defies translation,” there is one translation 
into English, in the original metre, in the Sowlhern 
Magazive, US. Jan. 1873; and D. T. Morgan bas 
another, but pot in the original metre, in his Hymns 
& other Poetry of the Latin Church, The original poem 
is given at length in Trench, as quoted from Nalde, 
Coloniae, 1660, vol. iv, p. 424. 

The merits of Balde’s productions consist 
rather in the grandeur and solemnity of his 
utterances and the boldness of his imagery 
than in the perfcetion of his classical style. 
Succees in the latter is hardly claimed for him 
by his most ardent admirers, = [D. 8. W.) 

Baldwin, Thomas, n.p,, b. at Bozrah, or 
Norwich, Connecticut, 1753, was representa- 
tive for some time of Lis native State in the 
Legislature. In 1783 Le was ordained to the 
Baptist ministry, and from 1790 till hisdeath, 
in 1825, he was Pastor of the Second Bap- 
tist Church, Boston, His best known hymns 
are — 

1, Almighty Saviour, here we stand. oly Bap- 
tism, This hymn “ For Immersion " was coutri- 
buted to a Coll. of Sacred and Ievotional Hymne, 
Boston, 1808, from whence it has passed into 
later Collections, including the Buptist Praise 
Bé., N. Y., 1871, and others, 

2. From whence does this union rise} Cunin.u- 
nion of Saints. First found in J. Asplund's New 
Coll, Baltimore, 1793, beginning, “O whence 
does this union rise.” Formerly very popular, 
and still in use as in the Baptist Hy. (and Tune} 
Book, Phila. 1871, No. 638, In the ChurcA 
Pastorals, Boston, 1864, No, 981, it is altered to 
“From whence doth this union arise.” 

3. Ye happy saints, the Lamb adore. 9 Huly 
Baptisn. For Immersion, first appeared in a 
Coll, of Sacred and Devotional Hymns, Boston, 
1808, from whence it passed in an altered form 
as :—" Come, happy souls, adore the Lamb,” into 
Winchell’s Supp. to Wutts, 1819. It is found in 
Spurgeon’s @. O. 1. Bk, 1866, and many modern 
American Baptist collections. [F. M. B.} 

Balfern, William Poole, b. in 18!8,:t 
Hammersmith; entered the Baptist Ministry in 
1848; and has laboured chiefly in tle suburbs 

88 altogether unchalleng:d, he | of London, and in Brigiton. Mr. Balfern is 
y such writers as Herder, and the author of Glimpses of Jesus and other 

rese works of similar character, has ben a 
though he were unapproached by any other frequent contributor to Reiigious Periodicals, 
modern Latin poet. There is, however, no 
doubt that his acquaintance and sympathy 
with the misfortunes of his country result in 
a realism, and at times an earnestness, founded | the Heart, 1876. (Same pubs.) (3) Hymns 

| 
and has pub. the fo.lowing vols. of poetry :— 

(1) The Beauty of the Greal King, and other Poems, 
187), Lond, Passmore and Alabaster. (2) Lyrica for 

the Pas- 
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tion, 1892, Lond., Nelson and Sons. (4) Pilgrim Chimes 
forthe Weeks of the Year, 1841, is a selection from Mr. 
Balfern's poems made and pub. by Rev. Chas, Bullock. 

Mr. Balfern’s hymns have appeared in the 
Bap, Hymnal; F's, & Hys. for the Young; the 
Mth. 8.8. H. Bk, ; Songs of Gladness (S. 8. 
Union); Bk. of se for 8. School, Lond., 
Weeks & Cu.; Treasury of Sacred Song, 
Kirkwall, W. Peace ; in a few collections 
of the Church of England, They include :— 

1. Come unto Me, the Saviuar speaks (sald). Jnvi~ 
tation. 
2 Hark, dear children, hear the angela. Sunday. 
3, Ogentle Teacher, ever near. [hirine Thacher. 
40 b of God, must lowly (holy), Holiness of 

Jenna. 
5. 0 morning star, whose distant my, Divine 

Gwidance, 
6. 0 Thou Whe art enthroned on high. Praise, 
; — of those sunlit mountains. The (Good 

AT chase b mn were contributed to the 5, 8, Union 
sy! of chadeaes, 1871, and from thence have passed 
inte ether collections. 

+. Say not, O wounded heart. Lowe af Jeeus, 
From his work, The Beauty of the Great King, 1271, 

toto the ap. Hymnal, 1479, 

Whilst these hymns do not take a high 
muk ag poctry, they are characterised 
simplicity of expression, and by devout and 
earnest, often tender, Christian feeling. 

cw. R. 8] 
Ball, Thomas Isaac, b. 16 August, 1838, 

On taking Holy Orders in 1865, he suc- 
cearively me Curate of St. Salvador'a, 
Tundet Mission; Incumbent of St. Mary's, 
The Cove, by Aberdeen; Domestic Chaplain 
to the Earlof Kinnoull; Curate of All Saints, 
Brougham Street, Edinburgh; Curate of Bt. 
Columim’s, Edinburgh ; Priest of St. Michael's 
Chapel, reer ol and Exumining Chaplain 
tothe Bishop of Argyll and the Isles. Mr. Ball 
is the author of The Orthodox Doctrine of the 
Church of England, 1877, and of numerous 
tracts; and the compiler of The English Ca- 
tholie's Vade-mecum, 1868. In 1863 he con- 
tributed various fre. from the Latin to the 
Appendiz to the H. Noted, for use in St. Al- 
tan's, Holborn, London, of whieh he was co- 
editor with the Rev. H. A. Walker. He was 
also the sole editor of the Supp. thereto, 1882. 
These tre. ate annotated under their reapec- 
tive original first lines. 

Ball, William, a member of the Society 
of Frienda, some time resident at Glen Roth- 
say, Rydal, Westinoreland, author of.(1) Nugae 
Sucrae,or Psalms. Hymna, and Spiritual Songs, 
Lond., 1825. (2) The Transcript and Other 
Poems ; (3) Hymns, or Lyrics, 184; (4) Verses 
composed since 1870, &e., 1875; and other 
works, From the above the following hymns 
have come into ©, U.:— 

\. Praise toJesus! Praise toGod. Praiw. This 
4 Given in the Hymnery, 14T1, as “ Praise to Jesus, 
ford aed Ged,” and in the American Mys. and Songs 
4 Praise, N. Y., 1874, a8:—" Hallelujah! Praise to 
jot.” “Orig. text in Lyra, Brit, i867, p. 645, 

2. There is a pure and tranquil wave. ffope, 
From Nugae Seerae, 1825, into Lord Selburne's Bk, 
Praise, (vit; the Lyra Brit. 1967, p, 646: and the 
Westminster Abbey H. Ble, 1443, kc. 

Ballou, Hosea, a celebrated leader of the 
sect of Univeraalists, was b. at Richmond, 
New Hampshire, Apa 30, 1771. He was 
entirely selfeduceted, and began to preach 
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when about 21. In 18/7 he settled at Porta- 
mouth, New Hampshire, passing to Salem, 
Mass., in 1815, and to Boston in 1817. Hed. in 
1852, To the Universal st Hymns composed 
by different Authors, pub. in 1808, he con- 
tributed 199 hymns. A few of these are still 
used by the Universalists, but one only, and 
that probably his best, has passed beyond 
their ranks, It is:— 

When God descends with men to dwell, The 
Second Advent. Ballou also edited with Turner 
asecond collection in 1821, and a third in his 
own name, 1837. [See American Hymnody, § VI.] 

(F. M. B.] 

Bampfield, George Frederick Lewis, 
™A., Was b. at St. John's Wood in 1827, and 
was a p &thumous child of Robert Westcote 
Bam) field, surgeon, in Covent Garden, London. 
In 1845 he entered Trinity Collegr, Oxford, 
whence he migrated to Lincoln College as a 
scholar, and graduated in Arts in 1849. After 
being curate successively of Shorebam, and of 
St. Thomas's, Oxford, he was received into the 
Roman Catholic Church by the Rev. F. W. 
Faber, went through a noviciate of 18 months 
at the Oratory, was ordained priest in 1857 by 
Cardinal Wiseman in his private chapel, after 
which he visited Rome, and, returning to 
England, officiated as priest at Stratford and 
Waltham Cross, and took part in various 
missions. In 1868 the chief work of his life 
began. This was the opening of schools for 
children of the middle clasees. He was 
assisted by priests and others who lived in 
community, under the title of “ Institute of St, 
Andrew.” Ten years later it waa confirmed 
7 authority. His hymn to “ The Five 

o unds" was contributed to Mr. Orby ie 
ley’s Annus Sanctus, 1884, It begins “ Ye 
priestly hands, which on the cruel cross,” 

(J.C. EJ 

Bancroft, Charitie Lees, née Smith, 
dr, of the Rev. Sidney Smith, v.p., Rector of 
Dramragh, County Tyrone, Ireland ; was b. at 
Bloow field, Merrion, in the county of Dublin, 
June 21, 1841; and married, in 1869, to Arthur 
E. Bancroft. Her hymns have appeared in 
periodicals, a Brit., Bishop Kyle's Spiritual 
Songs, and other collections, and also as leaf- 
lets. . The following have come into C, U.:— 

1. O for the [a] robes [robe] of whiteness, /fea- 
ven desired, This favourite children’s hymn was 
Ist pub. as a leaflet in 1860. In 1867 it was 
included in /iyra #rit., and thence has passed 
into several collections in G. Britain and America. 

2. The King of glory standeth. (Christ the Sa- 
viovr, Contributed in 7 st. of BL. to the Lyra 
Brit., 1867, and entitled “ Mighty to save.” In 
the Hys. & Songs of Praise, N. Y., 1874, No. 1196, 
it begins with st. 1ii., * He comes in bloodstained 
garments.” 

3. Before the throne of God above. Te Adno- 
cate. Dated 1863, and given in Spurgeon's 0. 0. 
H. Bk., 1866, Landes Domini, N. Y., 1884. 

In 1867 Mrs. Baneroft’s hymns were col- 
lected und pub. as Within the Veil, by C. DL. 8. 

Bancroft, James Henry, b. at Boston, 
1819, graduated at Amherst College, 1839, 
and Andover, 1842. Ill-health prevented his 
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ordination as a Congreg«tional minister. He 
d. in Boston, Aug, 25, 1844. His hymu— 

Brother, from yonder sky a 
was written in 1842, for the funeral of Dudley 
Leavitt, a classmate at Andover, who died there 
suddenly Jwn., 7, 1842. It was given in The 

Psalmist: a New Coll. of Hys. for the Use of 
Baptist Churches, Boston, 1843, No. 1098, and 
has won considerable acceptance in America, but 
is unknown in England. (PF. M. BJ 

Bannerman, David Douglas, ».a., 
eldest s. of the late Rey. Professor James 
Bannerman, b.v., of the New Colloge, Edin- 
burgh, was b. at Ormiston, Haddingtonshire, 
January 29, 1842. After studying at the 
University of Edinburgh, where he graduated 
™.A. in 1861, he became, in 186%, tollegiate 
minister of the Free Church, Dalkeith, and 
in 1879 minister of St, Leonard’s Free Church, 
Perth. He contributed to the Free Church 
H. Bk. of 1882 a tr. of Je te salue, mon certain 
Redempteur (q. v.). (J. M.) 

Baptized into the name. Thomas 
Davis. [Holy Baptism.) From his Hymna, 
Old and New, &e., 1864, No. 414, in 2 at. of 8 
lL. into the Church 8S. S. H. Bk., 1868, No. 
325, unaltered. It was originally written for 
Adult Baptism, but is also appropriate for 
Confirmation. It is given also in the Ameri- 
can Bapt. H. [& Tune] Bk., Phila,, 1871, No. 744. 

Baptist Hymnody, American. [Ame- 
rican Hymnody, § 1V.] 

Baptist Hymnody, English. In this 
article it is proposed to give a brief necount 
of the practices of the Baptists in England 
in reguril to mody during the last 250 
years, a list of their principal hymn-writers, 
and a notice of the hymn-books chiefly used 
amongst them at the present time. 

For the better understanding of some 
statements which will follow, it should be 
noted that, from the firet quarter of the 17th 
century up to the present, Baptista in this 
country have been divided into two main 
sections, ic. General and Particular Baptists, 
the former favouring the Arminian view of 
the Christian Atonement and human free- 
agency, or General Redem ; the latter 
inclining wore to the doctrines usually asso- 
ciated with the name of Calvin, or Particular 
Redemption. This distinction is now fast 
disappearing. Both sections are represented 
in “The Baptist Union,” and the names 
General and Particular are falling into disuse. 
Nevertheless, the historical traditions of the 
two are different, and their principal institu- 
tions and societies continue distinct, 

L. The Seventeenth Century. 
(1) Throughout the 17th century the 

General Baptists, with but few exceptions, 
disapproved of psalmody in an ordinary mixed 
congregation. This was owing partly to their 
wish to avoid anything which se: med toignore | 
the difference between the “Church” and 
the “World.” and partly to their dread of 
formalism. In the year 1678 the devout and 
learned ‘Thomas Grantham, a man of immense 
influence among the General Baptiets of that 
time, pub. his Christianiemus Primiticus, 
wherein, speaking of the duty of Thanks- 
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giving, he sets forth a number of reasons 
against “musical singing with a multitude of 
voices in rliyme and metre.” He urges that 
Psalms and Hymns are to be sung by snch 
only as God has fitted thereto by the help of 
His Spirit; that by congregational singing 
instruction is prevented, for “ when all speak, 
nene can hear’; that singing other men’s 
wonls “opens a gop for formsof prayer” ; that 
“once permit the singing by art pleasant 
tuncs, and you will bring musie and even 
instruments back in into public worship, 
and then, farewell to all solemnity.” Eleven 
years later, in the General Baptist Assembly of 
1689, the question of “ promiscuous singing” 
was considered, when the persons holding the 
affirmative were desired to show “ what 
Psalms they made use of for the matter, an! 
what rules they did settle upon for the 
manner.” Thereupon was produced, not the 
version of Sternhold and Hopkins, but “a 
book of metres composed by one Mr. Barton, 
and the rules for singing these Psalms eecun- 
dum artem, viz. as the musicians do sing 
according to their gamut, sol, fa, la, my. ray. 
&c.; all which appeared so strangely foreign 
to the evangelical worship that it was not 
conceived anywise safe for the churches to 
admit such carnal formalities.” And this 
opinion was endorsed with the general appro- 
bation of the Assembly. 

(2) In the Calvinistie, or Particular Bap- 
tist, section of the denomination, congrega- 
tional singing seems to have been regarded 
with more favour, In the records of the 
Broadmead Church, in Bristol, references to 
this part of worship are frequent. Thus, in 
the year 1671, it was « complaint made 
aguinst them by “old Mr. Wright that had 
been Sheriff,” that he could hear them siny 
Pralms from their meeting-place at his hous: 
in Hallier’s Lane. There was a second Bap- 
tist community in Bristol, known as “ Mr. 
Gifford’s people,” who, — willing to sing 
Psilms with others besides the church, 
scrupled to “sing in metre,” and pleaded for 
permission to keep their hate on during this 

of the serviee, or to “go forth.” Jobo 
unyan, who belonged to this section of the 

Baptists, vot only in his famous Allegory 
frequently represents his pilgrims as singing, 
but also in his Solomon's Temple Spiritualised 
(A.b. 1688) speaks of this part of worship as 
belonging by God's appointment to the 
Church of the new covenant. But it is men 
bers of the church only—* Sion’s sons "—thut 
arc to sing. He says:— 

“To sing to God is the highest worship we ar 
capable of performing in beaven; and it in much if 
sinners on earth, without grace, should be capable of 

it according to His institution acceptably. my | 
pray ¢ that it be done by all those that nowadare 

get inte churches with spirit and with understanding.’ 

Only a few months after Bunyan wrote 
these words a violent contmversy broke out 
among the Particular Baptiste of London 
concerning the lawfulness of congregational 
singing, In the year 1680 Herenles Collins, 
pastor of the Baptist Church in Wapping, 
in his Orthodo.c Catechiem, had heneaved the 
assertion that singing was a publie «duty. 
Benjamin Keach, pastor of Horeloy Down [see 
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Early English Hymemocy, § x11. 1], in his Tropes & | 
Figure: (1682) and his Tredtine on Baptism 
(1689), had followed in the same strain. But 
in 1690 one Isasac Marlow, an influential lay 
member of the chatrch in Mile End Green, in 
a Discourse corecerning Singing, entered the 
lists on the otlker side. Keach replied in his 
Breach Repaired. zand presently others joined 
in the fay. s — stated (1c), the General 
Assembly of 2’ 7 € Zcular Baptists intervened in 
the interesta Of yorence, and a truce followed; 
but the practic< of congregational singing 
more and more Pre vailed, 

These Baptists of the 17th century sang 
the Fualms ixa their ordinary worship. At 
length, however. the custom was introduced 
(by Keach, im 263753), in supposed imitation of 
the example of 7 Barist ant His Apostles, of 
singing a hymar. «at the close of the Lord's 
Supper. Next, bay enns were sung on Thanks- 
fving Days, at Baptisms, aud on other 
special occasion s- These appear to have been 
compored either by the minister himself or 
some gifted friexm<a. “Lhus,in conncetion with the 
controvny abow«: reamed, it is stated that on 
i Ocewion, at I¥Er. Keach’s place, when a 
-rother minister ~.-zas officiating, “a hymn was 
Stven uptohima we baich he and sang, and 
the people with Irizaa.” For use at these timea 
Ban mperoed both the earlier hymns of 
oe Je, ‘ tach, sewacd the Sacramental Hynes 
. te: b Stennett, the elder, Joseph Boyse, 
apne niet raainister in Dublin. whe 
A Tlo have: bkoeren 9 Baptist in principle, 
pp Cigheen Seee>s-eamental Hymns, to which 

on ee a hyreanon Baptism, and another 
1693), miuistey € Enublin, and again Lond., 

Por  tither 
: ah pee detesiles se Ivimey's History of the 

by 5S. Intem Gov ents 3 Aa in Baptist History, 
Quarterly teri nt PY = and an arvicle in the Aritiah 

moxiy,” reed. Txsi,on« Early Nonconformlst 
by J. Se mcer Curwen.} 

ing thre: tint half of the 18h ccn- 
(enercad Paptice for the most part 

PrSjudices against congrega- 
be 178, a cuse was 
“Northamptonshire to the 

leiniy ter ely of General Baptiats com- 
Bad “filkn ig, 7A churches in that district 
Pealms « Daviar” the way of singing the 
with tumble y,.,7_ CF Other men’s compesures, 
It is, lowvey tes, and a mixed multitude.” 
feeling, that hie Andication of a change of 
1689, whikt aciy), 29) p¢mmbly, unlike the one in 
tien, deviled ta tting the fact of the innova- 
question About oe the matter an open 

the middle of the century, 
Phaeaed the great Methodist move- 

Baptist spray, Congregations of General 
and the Wes: i ne in the midland counties 
all, liketheir Vg. {22 of Yorkshire, and these 
in Chritian Sco, hodist neighbuurs, believed 
New (nnerig,,  S-, In the yerr 1770, the | 
formes, and B00, of General Baptists was | 
Hymns ms pre tterwanis a Collection of 
Sumuel Dencon (ar ott for their use, In 1785 
Boss orth, in 11.5 2-¥-)» of Barton, near Market | 
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I fervour. They had fora time considerable 
local popularity and reached a secoml edition 
in 1797. In 1791 the General Baptist Aecocia- 
tion sanctioned the preparation of a new Col- 
lection of Hymna, the former being very im- 

rfect and nearly out of print. Accordingly 
in 1793 appeared @ Selection edited by Jobn 
Deacon, leicester, and another entitled 
Hymna and Spiritual Songs selected from va- 
rivus authors, the latter vol. being known by 
the nameofl Dan Taylor's Hymns. Nevertheless. 
in some of the older General Baptist churches 
the prejudice against congregational singing 
atill survived, aud, in 1785-7, a rather warn 
controversy Was waged between Gilbert Hoyee, 
a much-reapectod Lincoluslire minister, who 
in two pamphlets condemued the practice, anil 
Dan Taylor, then of London, who defended it 
A gentleman now living (1886) tella how ly 
has heard from bis mother of the songl ss wor- 
ship of the General Baptists, at Morcott, in 
Rutland, and of the gladness expressed wien 
one day, ihrough the influence of the younger 
ace of the congregation, the old custom was 
token through, and a hymn heartily sun 

By the close of the 18th century, however, 
singing, ws a part of public worship, had become 
universal among the General Baptiste. 

(2) Returning to the ‘articular Baptist sec- 
tion of the denomination, and going back to 
the beginning of the century, we recall the 
name of Joseph Stennett, the elder Hy 
may be regarded as the connecting link iu 
Baptist Hymwody between the 17th and [sth 
centuries. His Hymns for the Lord's Supper 
belong to the former period (1697), these on 
Believers’ Baptism to the latter (1712). Hy 
deservedly holds a frout place among Buptist 
hymn-writers, not only as being amony th: 
first in order of time, but also from the ster- 
ling quality of some of his compositions, Cn: 
of these, * Another six days’ work is douc,’ is 
a favourite Sunday-moruing hymn in poony 
Nonconformist congregutions to this lay 
After his death, in 1713, it was long before « 
worthy successor ap 1, Indeed, until 
nearly the middle of the century, the onl» 
Baptist hymn-writer of whom we know ony- 
thing is Anne Dutton (1734), wife of the 
Baptist minister at Great Gransden, Hun- 
tingdonshire, J. A. Jones, who, in ISIS, ry 
published her hymus, style ber “the justls 
celebrated.” Mrs. Dutton's oompoei tions 
however, are now (except by antiquarie- 
wholly forgotten. In 1747 appeared Lfiein 
Songa, Hymne, and other Poems, by Lianir 
Turner, mA. of Abingdon; and in 170) 
Evangelical Hymna and Songs, by Ber jai 

Wallin, pastor of Maze Pond, The hynus © 
neither of these writers posses’ any rei 
merit, though of the two those of Turner jay) 
the more melody and trie * poetic fire ‘1 
their names must be added that of Jol 
Needham, unthor of the well-known |): 
vest hymn, “To praise the ever-bountons 
Lord. His Hymna Devotional & Moral wor 
printed at Bristol in 1768, Here, toe, mins 

mentioned Edmund Jones, pastor at Exete 
who diet in 1765, at a comparatively carl) Cont i ‘ original bymyy ©rshire, pub. a volume of | age, the author of a hymn very popular fo 

Thevebytnare) “ROwn as Barton Hymne. many yeurs, “Come, humble sinner, in wliow 
mely instyle, but fullof gos- breast.” But by far the most giffed Buptio: 

L,0090 1 
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hymn-writer of this period was Anne Steele, 
the accomplished daughter of the Rey, Wm. 
Steele, Baptist minister, at Broughton, in 
Hampshire. Adopting the signature T.—in 
full Theodosia—she wrote a large number of 
hymns which were not ouly introduced into 
the Bristol hymn-book of Ash & Evans in 
1769, and Dr, Rippon’s Sel. in L787, but are 
in common use at the present time. We have 
indeed now entered upon the pulmy days of 
Baptist Hymnody, the thirty years or so 
which followed the first patblieetion of Miss 
Steele’s hymns. To this period belong Ben- 
jamin Beddome, a most prolific hytn-writer; 
Dr, Samuel Stennett (grandson of the 
Joseph Stennett already named), who contri- 
buted largely to Ri "a Sel.; Benjamin 
Francis, a native of Wales, but pastor for 
many years of a Baptist church in Glouces- 
tershire; Robert Robinson; and John Faw- 
cett, pp, who (in 1772) on deciding to re- 
main with his attached people at Wainagate 
in Yorkshire, wrote, “ Bleat be the tic that 
binds,” and in the course of the next few years 
composed several other hymus still in frequent 
use. Less known writers of this date are 
Ww. Tucker, of Chard, a Baptist layman, who 
in 1772 began to publish in the Gospel Maga- 
zine hymns strongly Calvinistic in sentiment; 
and James Newton, Classical Tutor to the 
Bristol Education Society, who about the sume 
time wrote a few useful hymns, especially one 
for baptismal occasions. A much greater 
name is that of Dr. John Ryland, of North- 
ampton, who at the age of 20, in 1773, wrote 
the first of a series of 100 hymns, most of 
which were composed to be sung in connexion 
with his sermons. John Adama, originally 

‘one of Ryland's members, wbout this time 
printed in the Gospel Maguzine a few hymns 
now almost forgotten. John Fellows, most of 
whose works date from Birmingham, pub, 
hymns in 1773 and 1776, the former collec- 
tion relating chiefly to ee of Baptism. 
Richard Burnham, minister of Grafton Street 
Chapel, Soho, put forth in 1783 New Hymne 
on divers subjects, & volume which passed 
through several editions. Samuel Medley, 
the popular and useful minister of Byrom 
Street, Liverpool, began m 1786 to print 
hymus on broadsides as they were composed, 
anil afterwards pub, them in two small 
volumes. In the following year (1787) Jolin 
Dracup, of Steep Lane, in Yorkshire, pub. 
his Hymne & Spiritual Songs, and, in 1789, 
Chorles Cole, of Whitchurch, put forth his 
Threefold Alphabet of New Hymns, In 792 
Joseph Swain, a young minister whose short 
and bright career wt Walworth clowd in 
four years afterwards, printed a collection 
of vriginal hymns, several of which have a 
place in the principal Baptist hymn-books 
of the present day; and Samuel Pearce, of 
Birmingham, whose ministerial course both 
in brevity and fair promise greatly resembled 
Swain’s, wrote a few hymns which were pub- 
lished with hia life by Andrew Fuller in 1800. 
These were introduced into the later editions 
of .Rippon’s Sel. The history of the century 
closes not untitly with the name of Job Hup- 
ton, minister at Claxton, in Norfolk, author of 
a fine hym: beginning “Come ye saints and 
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raise an anthem,” altered by Dr. J. Mason 
Neale into a form more fatniliar to modern 
ears, “Come ye faithful, rais the anthem.” 
In regard to the hymn-beoks used by the 
Particular Baptiste during the 18th century, 
they were undoubtedly at first smply collec- 
tions for ial occasions, such vs those of 
Boyse, Joseph Stennett, and Wallis, and were 
used as supplementary to the Palms in one 
or other of the metrical vendons. But in 
1769 a volume was brought out popularly 
known as the Bristol Hymn Book, compiled 
by the Rev. John Ash, t1.p, of Perst.ore, 
and the Rev. Caleb Evans, pp, of Bristol. 
This contained 412 hymns by various writers. 
An 8th ed. of this collection, valuable fur 
its preface and list of authors, was pub. 
by Iseac James, at Bristol, 1801; and a 10th 
ed. with a small supplement, Norwich, 1827. 

In 1787 Dr J, Rippon, of Carter Lane, and 
afterwards ot New Park Street, London, pub. a 
Selection of Hymns from the beat authors, in- 
tended to Le an Appendix to Dr, Watte’s Psalms 
& . It soon became the popular Baptist 
Hymn Book, was enlarge: fromtimetotime,wnd 

seel through more than 30 editions. It was 
intended, ag indicated in the title, to be sup- 
lementary to Dr. Watts’s Pealmeand Hymne 
herefore the only hymna contaived ‘in it 

from Watts are from his Lyrie Poems, Sermons 
and Miscellanies, All editions contain th 
names of most of the authors. Prominen 
among these are those of Steele, Beddome 
8. Stennett, Doddridge, Fawcett, Needhan 
and D. Turner, A few hymns are taken fro: 
J. Stennett, B. Froncis, J. Ryland, Gibbon 
and others, The 10th ed., 1800, and the 27¢ 
1827, were enlarged. No further chan; 
was made by Dr. Rippon, but on the expir 
tion of the copyright of the lat ed. in 184 
rival editions appeared with additions a 
alterations, 

ILL. The Nineteenth Century. 

But few hymn-writers of eminence he 
appeared among the Baptista of either sect 
during the — century; though there 
many who have written one or two hymn: 
merit. The first name that presents itsel) 
that of John Burton, of Nottingham und 1 
cester, who wrote chiefly for Sunday Sche 
Then comes the name of Mra. Alice Floy 
dew, a member of the old General Bay 
Church in Worship St., London, and au 
of a well-known hymn on the seasons, pul 
1811. John Mann, a bookseller, and mer 
of the G. B. Churel) in the Commercial H 
London, in 1828 published a volume of 7, 
and Poems. The Rev John Howard Hit 
Mat minister of great influence in 
day—composed a large pumber of hy 
on the subjects of his sermons, and in 
ublished a collection therefrom. The 
ohn Eustace Giles, formerly of Leeds, 

several missionary hymns, and in 1831 
of great excellence on the subject of Bay 
Mrs, Saffery, wife of a Baptist minist 
Salisbury, wrote many hymns for sj 
oceasions, and in 1834 published a we 
of Poems on Sacred Subjects. The 
John Harrington Evans, ¥.4.. of John & 
Chapel, Gray's Inn Lane, in 1518 pre 
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A 172 hymns for use in his | Hymnal, containing 343 hymns for the young, 
Sun abaset Srnighad p and introduced therein | repared for tes use x _— Schools 
a tew of his owm COT position, Rar promo Pee Bb repaid s . a » K. Stevenson, 

The uae ng Feov. Bapiist W. Neel, 2.4. “(2) We have seen that at the close of the 
ob agree ti © pub.aselection of hymua 18th century the hymn-books chiefly in use 
a poh ges ans severul editions. Of among the Particular Baptists were the Col- 
bcs afew were originals. About the year lections of Dr. Rippon and of Drs. Ash and 
1844 Dr Amos Stat ton, a distinguished Gene- —tyge In Pier) a book = prepared bed 
ral Baptist «i sesie>tazary, on the occasion ofa Mr. n hac oe ~ a geht as 

Sree wicetttacses” “Somary: popular at “ueewelt (raion te een toe cei aie ee ak Tn 2 “ _<e 
. 

Services” vieil. week dearest tie that he New Selection. This was revised and 
binds.” Miss Lees Lie, of Calcutta, the accom- enlarged in 1838 and azain in 1871 b the 
Plished daughter of senother Indian missionary, addition of a Supplement, called Praise 
1s the author of «2 WoOlume of poems and of the Waiteth, and in both forms it has had a con- 

utiful hymn, ** “I hey are gathering home- | siderable circulation. Originally prepared by 
Ward frm everyy Lan.” Edward Mote, a | Mr. John Haddon, jun., the collection entitled 

Ptist layman of the strongly Calvinistic | Pealms and Hymns, which lias been exten- school, published, ixa 1836,“ Hymns of Praise.” | sively used by important cliurelies for 26 years 
David am, xa 1837, published a Selee- | past, was first pub. in 1858. The principal 
tion, including mazaxay of his own compositions, | compilers were Dra, 8. G. Green aud N. Hay- 
Later hyan-write:rs include the Revs. Cor- | croft and the Reva W. F. Burchell and J. T. 
Relius Elven, © fazasLes Haddon Spurgeon, F. | Wigner. It contained, until 1880, just 1000 
W. Gondby, ™M.A., Thomas Goadby, Ba. | hymns; but in that year a Supplement was 
Edward Hall Jackson, Dawson Burns, v.p., added, under the editorship of the Rev. J. T. 
W.P. Palfern, "I". W incent Tymms, J.‘T. Wig- | Wigner, containing 271 additional hymns, 
ber, Walter J. Mat Bazams, Chirles Clark, J. M. chiefly modern. In 1882 a companion book 

yeuer, W. H. F’aar ker, B. Provis, and others. | was put forth under the same editorship, en- It remains to mae-za tion the principal hymn- titled Pealms and Hymns for the Young, in- books in ue in ES 2 ptist congregations from | tended chiefly for use in Sunday Schools, In 
ee 180) to the erent time. Many have | 1866, the Rev. C. H. Spurgeon published a 
Conny Phred for the service of particular | enllection of hymns prepared under his direction thas yeutoas. ‘These, as being of little more | and entitled Our Oron Hymn Book. It con- 

local and tenn POrwy interest, we pass over, tains 1129 psalms and hymns, and is used not tonne oursel wees to hymn-books which have only at the Metropolitan Tabernacle, but also 
a adopted by x Lav rge number of churches. | in many other congregations presided over by ats the = end of the last century | eaters who were once students under Mr. 

: Deacom b. a hymn-book for the urgeon. 
tered gomral Ba peta Churches, of which a Prhree other collections of hymne, used ex- inclodin “ith a Leargee Appendiz, the whole clusively by the more highly Calvinistic of 
that i, {6 by mans, was pub. in 1804. At the Purticular Baptist churches, are: (1) Mr. date it is ania fo have been “pretty | Wm. Gadsby’s Sel. of Hymne, pub. in 1814. A general ane .2 = General Baptist Connec- | new ed. with a Supplement appeared in 1838. 
py te mag thia k, having been revised | Successive alterations and additions have 
ciation © 8P Boi nted by the Annual Asso- heen made from time to time (moat of J. 
Baptist Wy forma t Ly adopted as the General | Hart's hymns having been incorporated), 

ee. In 1851, another book | until it now contains 1180 hymns. (2) The Book” Te en, <ntitled “The New Hymn | Selection, 1887. of David Denham, formerly of 
Revs. J. Pike. eae were two brothers, the | Unicorn Yard Chapel, Tooley Street, London, ad a J. Carey Pike. It, also, | containing nearly 1200 hymns, and said to be 
Mittee. In cor Option, was revised by acom- used by upwards of 100 churches in Great 
prepared contain: * Of time an A iz was Britain. (3) The Selection of John Stevens, 

u Cin 1877 it we "EE about 80 ern hymns. | formerly of Meard’s Court Chapel, London 
Association that "8 deemed expedient by the | Evlarged and rearranged by J. 8. Anderson, 
piled to include, "Mother book should be com- | of New Cross Road, S.E., it now contains 

“hymns of the P = anys number of — beet | 070 hymns. (W. RB. 8.) 
vub. in 1479, weer ’ is k was q sud ve ee tHe tile of the * Bapta atte Scottish. [Scot 

3 ° . KK. Stevenson, .a,, 7 
Daytet eae Was ©ditor, nine othe r Geneaal Baptist Hymnody, Welsh. [Welsh 
920 hymna T.,. ©0-operating. It contains | 2y™ee4y. § tv.) from the title, pag VOT General was omitted | Barbauld, Anna Laetitia, née Aikin, 
the commencennes sy from the fact stuted at daughter of the Rev, John Aikin, pp, a 
two sections of the ©f this article, that the dissenting minister, was b. at Kibworth-Har- 
almost ientiog, “© ination are now | court, Leicestershire, June 20, 1743. In 1753 
practice, amd Pacts Christian doctrine and | Dr. Aikin became classical tutor at a dissent- 
which basin fac By from the expectation, | ing academy at Warrington. During her 
number of congrac 22 Tealised, that a certain | residence there she contributed five hymns to 
known uthe p, SStions in what has been | Dr. W. Enfield’s Hymns for Public Worship, 
adopt the new Fy (Ctlar section would | &c., Warrington, 1772. In the following year 
of Geveral Boot. Tn 1880, by direction | these were included in her Poems, Lond. J. Plist Association, the School _ Johnson, 1773. In May, 1774, sar Aikin 
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was married to the Rev. Rochemont Barbauld, 
a descendant of a French Protestant family, 
aud a dissenting minister. For some years 
Mr. Barbauld conducted, in addition to his 

toral work, a boarding school at Palgrave, 
Suffolk. From this he retired in 1785. In 1786 
he undertook the charge of a amull congrega- 
tion at Hampstead, and from thence he passed 
to the dissenting chapel (formerly Dr. Price's) 
at Newington Green, in 1802. He d. Nov. 
11, 1808. Mra. Barbauld continued to reside 
in the neighbourhood until her death, March 
9, 1825. In the latter part of the same year 
her niece pub. The Works of Anna Laetitia 
Barbauld, with Memoir, by Lucy Aitkin, 2 
vols,, Lond., Longman, 1825 As a writer of 
hymns Mrs. Barbauld was eminently success- 
ful. Their use, however, with the exception 
of five contributed to Dr, W. Entield’s collec- 
tion, is almost exclusively confined to the 
Unitarian hymuals of Great Britain and 
America. Including these hymnals, the whole 
of her hymns are still in common use. ‘These 
hymos appeared thus ;— 

i. In Dr. W. Enfield’s Hymns, §c., 1772. 
1. Again the Lord of life and light. Saater. 
2. Awake, my soul, lift up thine eyes. Conslict, 

Pn — where breathing love divine, Christian 
rity. 

ry Jehovah reigns, let every nation hear, God's Do- 
minton, A part of this was given in Collyer’s Sel,, 
1412, No, 686, as;— 

&. This earthly globe, the creature of a day. 
6. Praise to God, Immortal praise. Harvest, 

ui. Poems, 1775 (Preface dated Dec. 1, 1772). 
The whole of the above, and also :— 
7. Ged of my life and author of my ig To God the 

Father. This is an “ Address to the Deity,” in #0 1. 
It is given in Martineau's Calls, 1440 and 1575. From 
Bs following centos were given In Collyer’s Sel., 

#. God, our kind Master, merciful as just, 
9. If friendless in the vale of tears I stray. 

hii, Poems revised 1792. 
10. Come, eaid (nays) Jesus’ sacred voloe. Jnvifation, 
il. Row Diest the sacred tle that binds, Christian 

ip. 
12. La where a crowd of pligrims toil, Pilgrimage 

of Life. From this is feted 
13. Our country is Immanuel’s ground (land). 

iv, Leisure Hour Improced ( [ronbridge), 1809. 
14. Sweet is the scene when virtue dies, Death, 

v, Supplement to the Unitarian Coll. of Kippis, 
Rees, and others, 1807. 

is. been as papmp ag pate Sunday, 
16. , sleep to , tormenting cares. Sunday. 
17. How may earth heaven coin. Worship 

vi, Works, with Memoir, 1825. 
In vol. i. most of the above are reprinted, and the 

following are added :~ 
14. Joy to the followers of the Lord. Joy. (c. 1830.) 
19. Pure spirit, O where art thou now, Aereavement. 

This ts 1#08, 
20. Salt of the earth, ye virtuous few. Salt of the 

wi Whee life as opening buds is sweet. Death. This 
is dated * November, 1614." 

The more important of these hymns are 
annotated in this Dictionary under their first 
lines. Mrs, Barbauld’s Hymns in Prose for 
Children, originally pub, in 1781, were long | 
— and have been translated into French, | 
talian, Spanish, and other languages. (J. J.) 

Barclay, John. [Scottish Hymnody, § vitt. 
16.) 
Baring-Gould, Sabine, m.a., eldest 

s of Mr. Edward Baring-fiould, of Lew 
Trenchard, Devon, b. at Exeter, Jan, 28, 
1824, and educated at Clare College, Cam- 
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bridge, na. 1854, w.a. 1856. Tak 
Orders in 1864, he held the curac: 
bury, near Wakefield, until 1867, 
was preferred to the incumbency o 
Yorks. In 1871 he became rector 
Mersea, Essex, and in 1881 recto 
Trenchard, Devon. His works are r 
the most important of which are, D7 
Saints, 15 vols., 1872-77; Curioes 
a Ages, 2 — ne qT 
a Development of Religious lie 
1869-1870; and th volumes of 
His hymns, original and translated, 
in the Church Times; H. A. & M_., 
1875; The People's Hymnal, 1867, « 
collections, the most popular bein 
Christian soldiers,” “ Daily, daily 
praises,” the tr, “Through the ni 
and sorrow,” and the exquisite Feast 
“On the Resurrection Morning.”  ¥ 
effort in hymunology is the publi 
original Church Songs, 1884, of w 
series hive been already issued. I) 
cristy for Nov, 1871, he also contrib: 
carols to an article on “ The Noels and 
French Flanders.” These have been 
transferred to Chope’s and Stanifort 
Books, and also to his Church Songs. 

Barlow, Joel, b. at Reading, ¢ 
cut, 1755, graduated at Yale 1778, ar 
Cracow, Poland, 1812. He was we!) 
as an author and politician during + 
the American Revolution, His pul 
include Hasty Pudding; Columbia, 
1785, at the request of the (Congre 
General Association of Connecticut, 
rected and enlarged Dr. Watts's Psa 
plying those omitted by Watts, and 
the whole to American thought and 
stances. This work, pub. in 17+ 
through various editions, and, altho 
cially superseded by Dwight in 180 
tinued toe be issued for many years a! 
title is somewhat curious as setting 
deai It reads :-—Psalms carefull, 
the Christian Worship in the Unit 
America, being Dr. Wattss Imitatic 
Palms of David, as angreeee by Mr. 
Of his renderings of the Psalms, t 
still in C. U,:— 

1, Awake, my soul, to sound His praise, 
This is No. 283 in Hatfield's Ch, H. £ 
and other collections, : 

2. Lord, Thou hast scourged our gu 
Ps. ix. Altered from Watts. Also in | 
CA, H, Bk, No. 1312. 

$3. Our land, O Lord, with songs o 
Ps. cxxi. In the Phila, Presd. Hymnal 

4, In Thee, great God, with songs 1 
Vational Hymn This is No. 3 in a 

different form. It is No. 962 in N. 
Church Pastorals, Boston, 1864. [F. | 

Barnaby, Sir Nathaniel, c.n., 
of Naval Construction in Her Majesty's 
b. at Chatham in 1829, has been fi 
years iuterested in Christian educat 
is Superintendent of the Bap. 8. 
at Lee, in Kent. He is the author of 
hymns composed for use in the schoo 
Of these, one beginning “To Je 
Captain, to Jesus, our King,” and 

“ 

1 
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“ The wldier keeps his wakeful Watch,” com- 
Peed © the Grermsn tane, “The Rhine- | 
Wateh,” are im W. KR. Stevenson’s’ School 

Hymnal, Lond., 1831. His hymns are spirited — 
and popular. [W. B.S] 

arard, E<ciward William, ».a., of 
Tana Collegre. Coaembridge, third s. of H. B, 
Barnani, of (leew e_ Castle, Yorkshire, was b. 
March 15, 17991 - : 
Yorksture, froma 12316 to his premature death 
1828 Hie perk. works are :— 

Ll) Trif_s, a Sewe ktartion of the chaster style of Me- 
leager, isin, (2) “To kee= #4” rotestant Beademan, Hivingions, 
INT2. (2) Finer a, ce seerries of short porma, origthal and 
Vanslated PrhvaceE ys pernted at Martin's, Lond, 18:7; 
\4) Fifty Slect s*a@ecrres of Mare-Antoenio Flaminio, 
imitated. Chester, Ete: techer, 1429, This posttiumous vol. 
“as pub by has (Ceatheer—in-law, Archdeacon Wrangbain 
This vol. aetaiges sesemae few of Mr. Barnard's lyrical 
teetry, Dot by far cheer Leargest part of these canpositions 
remain inus Diiesss CWE btford, in ber work, My Literary 
Life. 1550, 9waks of 2 t. Barnard as bring eminent 40 
““helarehip, and of tite ange hays “feat Kable. out only 
for Srace and beats. But for a vigour of whought. a 
Taltenn. atuly very tate ta-ual in recusional verses" His 
Protestast teademae re << ousists of a short account of each 
Of the Raingwhonm tire €>tuurch of England commenorites 
0 ber srrice dtrisegt tbe course af the eccirsiastical 
year, with origimal faxcweins for each Fratival. These 
Sy™n@ number 2v ies aa ll, are marked with much sweet 
ee and gouine de weotienal feeling, and are worthy of 
* me [D. 8. WJ 
ries i hae FoR n. [Scottish Hymnody, 

Barnes, Barn 22 by, fourth s. of Dr. Barnes, 
Bishop of Durlnzarza. b. about 1564, in York- | 

At the magre= of seventeen he entered | shire. 

Tasende Cull., sc fort, but never obtuimd bis degme Jy) 
& tilitary expe 

“OMDUrY be rermmarees<) until 194. He wrote 
A Divine Contes : “ Meultertes «2% Spiritual Sonnets, which 
shee ea 1505 “te was buried in the 

“St. & i Licheube lesa: Liary-le-Bow, Durham, in 

Hie was the authe« 
an The Deri, Carter f three plays, ope pub. In 1607, 

s voluzmc =p two in Ms. pot now to be 
& Parthewphe = «7F amatory poems, Parthenophil 

. 415973, which was privately reprinted 

ror Brylih! Gate ene Tt in also included ta Mr. Arber's 

service af all pooch? poor teat persons for the special 
Leen repriste veces & Policies, wer _ Bol 

Barrows. 4 
ut Mansfeld, Guitiah Porter, 47.p.,_ b. 
graduate at Yarn ecticut, Jun, 5, 1805, and 
he was Pstor . = 1826. Ordained in 1832, | 
Chareh, N. ¥, oe First Free Presbyterian 
Literatur in Weme2o-7: Professor of Sacred 
52; of Hebre 
‘Andover, i853 ¢ T-anguage and Literature at ' 
Ohio, 18k AG * = and of the same at Oberlin, 
of E. Jwton, 4 350, 2Dlications welude Memoir 
1869; Sorted Geae 2: G myainton to the Bible, 
&e. Hithymy Ey and Antiquities, 1872, | 

written ellison, are ie mine [Hace in Christ) was 
taken by 1. Trew teg + in isds ing st.of 61. ft wan 
Boant) tolatanting spe (& Missionary of the American 
languages. its Ble. and there (r. inte two or three 
‘Kerlin Maual og Publication in Engiish *as in the 
frm, #t- ll and jy) "S¥se, xH0, No. 270, In this 
alan writlen eve Pere emited. Mr. Barrows has : Tal. 
but these ire tur conmg jy tan and versions of Paalmn ; ‘in . 
B y. Al tec 

Barry, b Jan. 15 ee P.D., second «. of Sir C. 
Coll, Loud, and a 26, and educated at King’s 

Finity College, Cambridge, 

Sopy, in i875, together with all | 

His prose work, Fovre Hookes | 

Ee was Vicar of South Cave, | 

255? ET le is snid to have joined | 
*Aition to Normandy, in which | 

tern Reserve College, 1837- | 
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graduating in classical and mathematic! 
honours in 1844 and obtaining a Fellowship 
the same year. ‘Taking Holy Orders in 1850, 
he has held many important appointments, 
including the Sub-Wardenship of Trinity 
College, Gleualmond, and the Headmaster- 
ship of Leeds Gr Seh. In 18ti2 he passed 
from Leeds to Cheltenham as Principal ot 

| the College: thence in 1868 to King’s Col- 
lege, London, as Principal; and in Iss4 
to Austrilin as the Boshop of Sydney ani 
Metropolitan of Australia, In addition to these 

} appointments, Dr. Barry was Boyle Leeturer 
1875, Chaplain to the Bp. of Bath and Wells. 
and Chaplain in Ondinary to the Queen, His 
ses works include dnfroduction to the Old 
‘eatament; Notes on the Gospels; Notes on 

the Catechism: Life of Sir Co Barry; The 
Teacher's T’rayer Books and various volumes 
of Sermons. Also a contributor to Smith's 
Dict. of the Bible, His hymns are few. and 
include that for Sunday, * As Thou didst rest, 
O Father,” ziven in the Rugby School H. Bh , 
IS76; and Thring's Coll, 1882, ke. CI, J) 

Barth, Christian Gottlob, «, of UC. lr 
Barth, house pamter in Stuttgart, was b. at 
Stuttyart, July $1, 1799. He studied at Tiitbin- 
gen, Where Le Was the principal founder of thy 
Missionary Society, and was only restrams 
by his mother's entreaties from offering hin- 
self us a missionary. He became. in Iau! 
isetstant ut Neckarweihingen and Doruhan, 
and. in 1822, curate in charge of EM ingen and 
Sehonbrunn. near Nagold. In 1824 be wos 
appointed pastor of Mittlngen, near Calw, 
but resigned his charge in IN8S, and setth | 
in Calw, receiving in the same year the de- 
gree of bv. from the University of Greifswal: 
He dat Calw of apoplexy, Nov. 12. 1862. At 
Calw he devoted himself as oa weiter ai 
prencher to children, ws a preacher and write 
in the cause of missions to the heathen and 
to the Jews, and as the tounder and dircetur 
of the Tract Society of Calw. One of Jo- 
books, the Bible History, reached its 1u0) 
edition in 1872, and had then been translated 
into 24 European, 18 Asiatic, 7 African, and 3 
Soutli Sea languages. He frequently attend: 
the meetings of the Religious Tract Socie!s 
of Loudon, und was a member of the Evar- 
gelical Alliance (Kock, vii, 199-210; Aly 
Deutsche Biog., ii. 4-95), Of his hymns 
there have been fr, into English :— 

i}, Auf einem Berg cin Baiumlein stand. ~j/.), 
Seripture,) [neluded in hin Lieder und Gedichte | 
thristenkinder, Caiw, (842, p. 83, in 4 st. Previews |\ 
iu J. Raboer's CArist!, Harfenténe, Hamburg, x40, | 
tik. The tre. are-— 

(i) *Upem a hill there stands a tree," by fr 
Mills, 1545 (1856, p. 26). and thence tn I. Stow's tur 
Melonticz, Boston, (25. tsa9. (2) “A tree grows oF 
minuntain,” by Mrs. Beran, 1459, po 134, (4) A te 
sloxxt on a mountain,” tn Dr, H.W. Dutcken's Gefe 
Harp, ints, p. 2a. (4) °° On a DAN stands a beac! 
tree,” in W. A, Bradbury's Fresh Laurels, N.Y. i*' 
p. th, signed LW. (5) Le, on a mount at 
thot etaied,”” ev Mix. H. R, Spaeth, as No. ev in «| 
Pennsylvania Lutheran Little Children's RE, Ih 
telphia, Iss. 

ii. Erhebe dich, du Volk des Herrn. [uissic: 
Written fur the Basel Mission Festival, June 1a, a+ 
In bbs Chrfsthiche Gedickty, Stuttgart, 14:36, p. 4n, In > - 
Tr, as ~ Ye people uf the Lond, arse: by Dr, A. Mul! 
i866, p. 2072. 

tii, Huter, ist die Nacht versehwunden, Fyissions 
Written for the 20th anniversary, June 27, G25, of | 
Basel Missionary Suciety, and tet pub. in 2 Mist 

Digitized by 008 = 
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Magazine for that year. In his Christliche Gedichte, 
Stuttgart, 1436, p G4, in Ket. The fra, are s— 

(1) “To! watchman, is the tight away,” by Dr. @. 
Walker, 1460, p. 84. (2) “ Watchman! Ifath the night 
departed,” in L. Rebfuess's Church af Sea, ty 4 tot. 

Bartholomew, William, is fivourably 
known through the English libretti of Men- 

delssohi’a Elijah, Athalie, Antigone, Lauda 
Sion, &e.; and Costa's Eli, and Aaaman, &e, 
He was b. in London, Sept. 6,1795, Foraome 
years he was engaged in writing English 
words for foreign music. In 1841 he attracted 

the attention of Mendelssohn, and from that 
day to Mendelasohn’s desth, in 1847, he was 
associated with him, adapting for him the 
words of the above-named oratorios He sub- 
sequently assisted Sir M. Costa in like manner 
with Aliand Naaman. He d. Aug, 18, 1867. 
His hymus are generally taken from the above 
works, the finest and best known being “ Praise 
Jehovah, bow before Him ” (q.v.). 

Barton, Bernard, commonly known aa 
the “ Quaker Poet,” was b.in London Jan. 31, 
1784, and educated at a Quaker school at 
Ipswich. In 1798 he was apprenticed to 
Mr. 8. Jesup, a shopkeeper at Halstead, Essex, 
with whom he remained until 1806, when he 
removed to Woodbridge, Suffolk. and entered 
into business with his brother, as a coal aud 
corn merchant. On the death of his wife at the 
end of the first year of their married life, he 
proceeded to Liverpool, where he acted as a 
private tutor for a short time. He returned 
to Woodbridge in 1816, where he secured an 
engagement m the local bank of the Messra. 
Alexander. This appointment he held for 
40 years. He d.at Woodbridge, Feb, 19, 1849. 
During the same year his daughter pub. his 
Poems and Letters, with a Memoir. His 
poetical works were numerous, including :— 

(1) Metrical furions, 1812; (2) Poems by an 
Amateur, 1818, (3) Poems, 1820; (4) Napoleon, and 
other Poems, 1#22; (5) Poetic Vigils, 1824; (6) Devoe 
tional a oa Select Texts of Scripture, 
1826; 3 A Widow's Tule, 1527; (8) New Year's Eve, 
1829; (9) The Rel ry, 1836; (10) Household Verses, 
1445. A complete list of his works is given in Joseph 
Smith's Descriptive € of Prienae Books, Lond. 
J. Smith, 1#67, vol. 1. pp. 196-200, 

From these works about 20 pieces have 
come into C, U.as hymns, These are found 
principally in the Scottish Erangelical Union 
Hymual, on the oue hand, and various Amer- 
ican Unitarian collections on the other. The 
best known are, * Lamp of our feet, whereby | 
we trace,” and “Walk in the light, so sbalt 
thou know.” From his Tudueat Verses, &c., 
1826, the following have passed into the 
Seottish Keang. Union Hymnal, 1878 :— 

1. Fear not, Zion's sonsand daughters, Gracious 
Promisee This i part of a poem on Isaiah xiii. 1, 
« Fear not, Jacob, tribulated,”* 

2. Hath the invitation ended! Jnritation. 

3, See we not beyond the portal? Present vision 
Imperfect. This is part of the poem on 1 Gor. xiii. 1 
«Tim and dark our panini vision,” ie 

4. Those who live in love shall know. Peace, 
nee thou share this benediction! Poor in 
’ re. 

In addition, there are also in various col- 
lections :— 

6. Around Betheada’s healing wave. (insolation. 
This is on pp. 182-145, in his Napoleon, and other Poems, 
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mouth Coll., No, 746, as, “ ‘The waters of ethos’ 
».”* 

7. There is a life more dear. Spiritual /ife. From 
the Devotional Versez, 126, pp. 96, into Kennedy, 1665, 

No, 1177, with the ombssion of st. v. 

8. Say not the law divine. spiritual law. Ms 

from the evotional Verres, 1426, p. 34, bia vatteas 

American hymnals, generally Unitarian, nt the Hywa 

and Tune Ak., Boston, 1464, No, 342, &e., where, bow 

ever, it is rewritten from an irregular metre to ss. This 

had previously a) in Hedge and Huatingtun’s figs. 

Sor the Ch. af Christ, Boston, U.S. 1*33- 

Other hymns, given in great part in Ame- 

rican Unitarian collections, are aunotate! 

under their respective first lines. (J. 3] 

Barton Gray. [Sass, 6. H.] 
Barton, William, b. cir. 1603, and for 

some time Minister of St. Martin's, Leicester. 

d, May 14, 1678. He was the author of one 

of the earliest collections of hymns, a5 dis- 

tinct from Versions of the Psalms, in the 

English language. He was a friend of 

Richard Baxter, and it was at Baxter's re- 

quest that he made four metrical renderings 

of the Te Deum (q. v.). His Hymns and Ver- 

sions of the Psalms were numerous [sce 

Early English Hymaody, §§ V., Vi., atid Paalters, 

English, § x1.], and were pub. as follows :— 

av. The Book of Peatmas in Metre, 1644, Ind ed. 1045 

3rd ed, 1646, 4th ed. 1654, (2) Psalms dt Hymns com 

posed for the Public Thankagiving, Oct, 24, 1051. Thi 

consists of versions of Pa. 4%, 76, 46 and 125. A copy ( 

this is in the Bodleian. (3) A Century of Select Hyme 
! known as the Chagter Hymns, 1659, luv In all. (4) Pm 
Centuries of Select Hymns, an imperfect edition. pul 
lished, he said, against bis will. ft contains the 1 

Century, a new Century of Chapter Hymne, and t 
Centuries of Pealm Hymns, 1668. (5) A new andi 

_¥ised ed. of the Chapter na, 1670. (6) A new & 
revised ed. of the Pralm ma, 1672. (7) Lat rev 
ofthe Pealm Hymns, containing the Third Century, 16 
(8) The foregoing Cenfurics collected,a Third Century 
Chapter Hymns added thereto, 20 additional hymns, ! 
Catechism, Book of Canticles, the Catalogue of Virtn 
Women (all tn metre), were pub,, with an Introduct 

his son, Edward Barton, * Minister of Welfi 
in Northamptonshire,” in 1688. This is Barton's 
which is known as the Siz Centuries of Select Hy 
and Spiritual Songs, collected out of the Bible, 
Lond., 1688, Ofthese works Nos. 1, 2, and 4differ w) 
in text from cach other; and sogether with the teet 
again altered in the final revision published after 
death, 1682, and several times reprinted, The las 
was pob, by Rohert Robinson of Cambridge in | 
These versions deserve more attention from comy 
than they have hitherto received. It must be noted, 
ever, that the Hook of Pealma, and the Psalm Hy 
are distinct works. (9) Barton also printed a tc 
in 1655, aa, A tee of Many Arrors and some 
Absurdities in the Old Translation ef the I’sal 
Anglish Metre, at _alvo in some other Transl 
lately yublished. This work contaites specimetis: 
own translations and epigrams, and commendatory * 
by his friends. (J. 
Bartrum, Joseph P. Of this Ame 

author nothing certain is known, save th 
pub. The I’salms newly ry “wong fe 
Service of the Sanctuary, at ton. U 

| in 1833, and that he is supposed to have 
an Unitarian. From The I’salma, &c 
version of Ps, evi.:—*O from these vi 
dark and drear,” is given in several Uni 
collections in G. Britain and America 
version of Ps. lxxxvii,, “Amid the h 
of heavens,” is given in Holland’s J’a« 
of Britain, 1843, vol. ii. p. 389, togethe 
a critical note on his work. (Fk. M 

| Bateman, Christian Henry, «. « 
Bateman, was b. Aug. 9, 1813, at Wyk 
Halifax. Afterstudying inthe Moravian ¢ 

1822, in 10.8. of GL, A. cento therefrom in given ina | 80d exercising his ministry there for 
few American hymnals, including Mr, Beecher's Ply- he became, in 1843, minister of Ric 
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Place Conyresrestional Church, Eslinburgh. 
After 1816 he: Wars successively Congiegational 
minister at EXopton, in Yorkshire, and Read- 
i i kslire- On taking Holy Onilers ing, in Berks» = pen 
in the Church of E&ngland he became, 1869-71, 
curate of St. M-talce's, Jersey, and Chaplain 
‘o the Forces ; 2 871-75, Vicar of All Saints, 
Childshill, Midcd Leeex; 1877-84, curate of St. 
John’s, Peny na y sy Ad, Hawarden. His hywns 

sf aed maken > Sagernr Gall & tngll b- chy sacred Song in. Ga nalis, su 

cnciate pad. as Sezcred Meloties for Children; and a8 
D0 Sacred Melodies §or_ Sunday schools and Families, 
was ed. by himself, with the Rev. James Gall, and 
latterly ahh Mr. Robert Inglis, the publisher, Ist pal. 
143 ast; entargre<d by a second part, 1846, to 60; 
revised and enlarge<#, 2454, to 40; 1862, w 130; and 
IsT2, to tio; it remectae<f acireulation of a million anda 
balf before ise2, feouar millions before t4Tz, and above 
SX milikes before 226551. It was for many years the 
hymmn-beok for SatoRocat Ia School use in Soutlamd., (2) The 
Childress) Hymnad caret Christian dear (Lond, J. 
Hodges, 1472), ine Luacddress 1! original ig Say with others 
Troma many source a. HA is best known bymn is; “Come, 
children join to sizage ~* (€q,¥.). [J. ») 

Bateman, EXlemry, a popular writer of 
hymns for childl re wa, was descended from the 
De Voeux,a Hugeeae mot family, Bornon Marcel: 
5. 1802, in Burs tail Row, Finsbury, he was 
educated for «oxxarmercial pursuits, and fol- 
lowed thetmde < xa timber merchunt, He d. 
in 1872. Durimge the greater part of his life 
he was addicted t<» the writing of poetry, but 
hia hy were rxacostly written between 1856 
aud 1861 His pour bs. works are :— 
1) Beyium anc £ - nd the Thine, 1858; (2 
rs tenshime 2 ewes pone pone Poms ; or te 

iment 1S: (3) Mowree Musings: Metrical Lay Sermons. 
Preis (4) Heart MeLene® £23: Heing 165 New Hymns and 

“HRS(G) Aree Not and Other Poems, inchailng 
FMns vid music, . OD, 

& From his Suaerae® ex zy Sunshine (Lond., Nisbet 
ine Cee following hymns have come 

A blpand a Bee Py youth, Youthful Piety. 
t a oe river. ww hehe and deep. viding of Moses, 
er Gan Wieks ites plain brown cout. Procidence. 
A be is but a little thing, Little Things. 
A Mirra cos SPt and plrasant thought. Peace. 
Alvar by arco bed pascal Little Thinge, 

3 is = ml way night, tanniscience. 
E Atdaden Fm TERE gay ae Good Shepherd. 
Cree purpomen  y O@Ptizing taught MW Avteuntite, 

FORS Perak ee eee a wemutdo Charity, 
1b. Good ne Sea. the wide, deep seu, Providence. 
16 five Gen py ee Tighr, the day isdone, Bvening, 

presence. . © works is full of Thee. Omni 

an. 1 aley ¥ = FMongst the flowers, Cain & Abel, 
a. sie these friends the best. Jems the 

19, ayibin 
In tame oe TRS too hard todo. /ertererance. 

. Ln ar soft ecg os fair and bright soliness, 
In ted dome e 8 P quite alone. Omniscience. 

io It Shot liteae hues nd from —, Providence. 

25, Nowars j *s he Faith, 
ieee vent an ben keto Heaven. 

Kreen =r lead me not. The Lord's Prayer, 
Ove the fle lds Pro five thousand men. /rovidence- 
Somtimes | gp, 7) Dedgerows Duty. 

inne like to feel, Solitude. 

per. fog quite sure w make. ood 
31. Toa Memeg 
42 Tintgh aly geo™™™ pity me, Jesus the Guide. 
3S. TUrty weadernal peat ile May. Providence. 

6 » Wary . sure. ; 
Bt ee P Upon ‘their unknown way. The Ked 

3s. Tod 

ve. When tines ADrabam sacrifice, Hesignation, 
Christ. Ugtiter was co ill, Mymer of 

PORES 
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| 37, When morning, fresh and bright and new 
Morning. 

34. The good old book ! with bistories. Holy Scriptures 
39, Yeur alter year, with patient love. 4 Parent's 

lar, 

In addition to the foregoing the following 
from his Heart Melodies. &c. (Loni, Snow, 
1862), are also in C. U., and have attained to 
some popularity :— 

40, Gracious Saviour, gentle Shepherd [thus before 
Thre}, vening. 

41. Let us pray, the Lord is willing. Prayer 
42, Was tt for me, dear Lord. for ue? ood Friday 

As will be gathered from the above list of 
hymns in C. U., the Sunday Sunshine his 

| been the most successful of Mr. Baten.aus 
works, This success is due mainly to the {act 
that the hymns deal with subjects easily 
treated of in hymns for chiliiren, His hymns 
are bearty and natural in tone, Some of the 
best of those a9 in the Sunday Sunshine 
were given in the Book of I'ratse for Children, 
1875, edited by W, Garrett Horder, and from 
thence have passed into many collections for 
children. His best bymn os “Light of the 
world! Whose kind and gentle eure” (q, ¥ 

It is a prayer of more than usual merit for 
Divine guidance, [W.G. 

Bathurst, William Hiley, wa. « of 
the Rt. Hon. Charles Bragge (afterwards But h- 
urst) some time op, for Bristol, b. at Cleye- 
dale, near Bristol, Auy. 28, 1796, and edu- 
cated at Winchester, anil Christ Chureli. ()s- 
ford, grauating Ba. in 1818. From Is!) to 
1852 le held the Rectory of Barwick-in- 
Elmet, near Leeds. Resigning the Reetcry 
in the latter year, through his inability to re- 
coucile hia doctrinal views with the Book of 
Common Pmyer, he retired into private life, 
and d.at Lydney Park, Gloucestershire, Nov 
25.1877. His works include, The Georgics o/ 
Virgil: Translated by WH. B., US40: Metres 
cal Musings; or, Thoughts on Sacred Sulijrcts 
in Verse, 1840; and Mealms and Hymne fos 

Public and Private Use, 1831 C2mb cd. tsi 2) 
| This last contains 141 versions of Paalme. aul 
206 hymous. All the latter, aud many of Uy 
former are original. Of his hymns, those uo) 
most extensive use are. * Hark! the distant 
ixles proclaim,” “* Holy Spirit from ow high.” 
«Jesus, Thy Church with longing eyes,’ 
“Eternal Spirit, by whose power” "0 for « 
faith that will not shrink,” and “O Saviour, 
may we never rect.” In uddition to thee 
and a few others (all of which are annotated 
under their first lines), the following are i: 
C. U., but mainly in America ;— 

Before Thy cross, my dying Lora. fait. 
Before Thy mercy-seat, O Lont, Holy Serepture 
Hehold what unspeakable love. dfearen. 
Toes the Lond of Glory speak? If, seripfur, 
Ere the world with light invested, Af speri/ 

6, Except the Lord our labours bless. Pa cares) 
7, Full of weakness and of rin. The f'realey ~) 

desired. 
&, Glory tothe Almighty Father. Praise. 
%. Holy Lord, our hearts prepare. Prepara 

PSeerne 

Prayer. 
ta. Holy Spirit from on high, A, Spirtt's ui 

implored, 
11. How blest are they who feel the weight. 

ance, 
32. How strange that souls whom Jesus feeis 

flict. 
13. How sweet It ls in early youth. Yowthfnd 
14, How sweet the tour of closing day. fret) 
15. Tad by a Patber’s gentle batid. (umm 

| Marnfe, 

zed by Sets ‘ 
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16. Lord, a better heart bestow. Lent. 
17. Lord, bid the light arise, Tb the Holy Spirit. 
18, Lord, shed Thy glory as of old. Whitewntide. 
19 Lord, what blessed consolation. Safety of the 

Church, 
we mit. er le 

3. One Ay seep one light. Lent. rer 
22. O for that flame of living fre. #. Spirit. 
23, O give thanks unto the Lord. /s. cv, 
oa of Israel, from above. On behalf of 

iT . 

25. Vhis day the Lord hath called His own, Sunday, 
26. When the world ng Becnet is rending. Heaven. 
a7. Why search ye in the narrow tomb? Ascension. 
28, Ye servants of the living Giod. Praise, 

All these bymna were given in his Psalms 
& Hymns, &., 1831 (Preface dated November 
15th, 1830), and repeated, without alteration, 
in the 2nd ed., 1842. They are charucterized 
by simplicity of language, and directness of 
aim; but do not in any instance rise above 
the ordinary level of passable hymnwriting. 
In some American collections Bathurst's name 
is contracted to “ Bath,” and this is regarded 
either as a complete surname or as a Bath 
Coll, The contraction was given by Bicker- 
steth in his Christ. Pealmody, 1833, (J. J.J 

Batman, Stephen (sometimes given as 
Bateman), was b. at Braton, Somersetshire, 
and d. in 1581. Beyond the fact that he 
was a professor of divinity and the author 
of several works, nothing has been ascer- 
tained concerning him. E. Farr, in his Select 
Poetry, &e., of the reign of Q, Elizabeth, 1845, 
has given cight stanzas on “ Life” from his 
work, The trauayled Pylgrime, bringing newes 
from all partes of the worlde, such like scarce 
hearde of before, Lond. 1569. 

His works have often quaint tithes, They Include, in 
addition to the are) Hatman uppon Bartholome, 
hit Rooke, De Proprictatiius erum. Newly corrected, 
enlarged, and amended, Lond., East, fol., 1582 (a work 
of Shakesperian interest). (2) Christal Glasse of Chris- 
tian Neformation, Lond., 1569. (3) Golden Booke of 
the Leaden Goddes, (ond., 1577. (4) Doome warning 
all men to the Judgment, Lond,, 1541, &ce. 

Batty, Christopher, h. at Newby Cote, 
near Settle, Yorkshire, 1715, d. April 19, 
1797. He was a member of the * Inghamites,” 
a religious denomination located principally 
in the northern parta of the counties of Lan- 
eashire and Yorkshire. He assisted James 
Allen {q. v.) in the production of the Kendal 
Hymn t , '757, to which he contributed 
3l hymns, Very few of these are in C. U, at 
the present time. His “Captain of Thine 
enlisted hoat"’ (Missions), from the Kendal H. 
Bk., 1757, is found in Kemble’s Coll., 1853, 
No. 475, and in Spurgeon's O. 0. H. Bk., No. 
968. He completed his brother's poem, Mea- 
siah's Kingdom, which was printed in 1792, 
(Sec Inghamite Hymnody. } 

Batty, William, brother of the above, 
also an “ Inghamite,” and the contributor of 
15 hymns to the Kendal H. Bk. 1757. Of 
these, Content and glad I'll ever be" (Sal- 
vation by Grace) an “From Salem's gato 
advancing slow” (Passiontide), are in C. U. 
outside of the Inghamite Society, and are 
given in Snepp's Sonye of G. & G., 1872. W 
Katty died in 1788. [See Inghamite Hymnody.] 

Baxter, Lydia, an American Baptist, 
was b. at Pytersburg, N. York, Sep. 2, 1809, 
married to Mr. Baxter, and d. in N. ¥. June 
22, 1874. In addition to her Gems hy the 
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Wayside, 1855, Mrs. Baxter contributed many 
hymns to collections for Sunday Schools, and 
Evangelistic Services. Of these, the follow- 
ing are the best known :— 

1, Cast thy net again, my brother. /atient toil, 
Given in the Royal Diadem, N. Y., 1875. 

2. Go, work in my vineyard. Duty. Also 
given in the Royal Diadem, 1873, and Mr. San- 
key's &. & Solos, No, 4. 

3, I'm kneeling, Lord, at merey's gate. Lent. 
In Coronation Hymns, &c., N. Y., 1879. 

4. I'm weary, I'm fainting, my day's work is 
done, Longing for rest. Royal Diadem, 1873. 

5. In the fadeleas spring-time. Heavenly Re- 
union. In the Royal Diadem, 1873, 1. D. San- 
key's S. S&. & Solos, No. 256, and others. It was 
written for Mr. H. P. Main in 1872, 

6. One by one we cross the river, Death. In 
Songs of Salvation, N. Y., 1870, I. D. Sankey's 
S. 8. § Solos, No. 357, &c. It dates cir. 1866. 

7, Take the name of Jesus with you. Name of 
Jesus. Written late in 1870, or early in 1871, 
for W. H. Doane, and pub. in Pure Gold, 1871. 
It is No. 148 of L. D. Sankey's S. S. & Sotos. 

8. The Master is coming. Jnvitation. In Songs 
of Salvation, 1870, No. 38. 

9. There is a gate that stands ajar. Mercy. 
In New ffallowed Songs, and also the Songs 
of P. Bliss, 1874. It was written for 5. J, Vail 
about 1872, It has attained to some popularity. 
It is given in Mr, Sankey’s S, g Solos, No. 53 

(J. J. 
Baxter, Richard. Only s. of Richard 

Baxter, yeoman, Eaton Constantine, Shrop- 
shire, b. at Rowton, Shropshire, Noy. 12, 1615. 
He was edtcated at Wroxeter School, and for 
a time held the Mastership of the Dudley 
Grammar School. On taking Holy Orders, he 
became, in 1640,Curate of Kidderminster, Sub- 
sequently he was for some time —— to one 
of Cromwell's regiments. Through weakness 
he had to take an enforced rest, pk which 
he wrote his Saints' Everlasting Reat. On 
reguining his health he returned to Kidder- 
minster, where he remained until 1660, when 
he removed to London. At the Restoration 
he became chaplain to Charles IL, and was 
offered the bishopric of Hereford, which he 
refused. On the passing of the Act of Uni- 
formity, he retired from active duty as a 
Minister of the Church of England. In or 
about 1673 he took out a licence as a Non- 
conformist Minister and commenced lecturing 
in London, He d. Deo. 8, 1691. His prose 
works are very numerous. His poetical are :— 

(lt) Poetical Fragments: Heart im, with 
God and Itself; The Concordant Dison af preker- 
healed Heart, London, Printed by T. Snowden for &. 
Simmons, at the 3 Golden Cocks, &e., 1651 (2nd of. 
1689; 3rd ed. 1699). It consists of accounts of bis reli- 
ous experiences in verse, and is dated “ London, at the 

of Eternity; Rich. Baxter, Aug. 7, 1641." (2) 
Additions to the Poetical Fragments of Rich. Baxter, 
written for himself, and Communicated to such as are 
more for serious terse than emooth, London, Printed 
Sor B. Simmons at the Three Golden Cocks at the West- 
end of St. Pauls, 1693. (3) A Paraphrase on the 
Pralms, With other Hymns Left fitted for the Press, 
ub, the year following his death (1692) (Early 
nglixkh Hymnoody, § x., and English Pealsers, 

f, xu.) The Foetical Pragments were republished by 
ickering, Lond.. 1821. From this work bis well-known 

hymn, “ Now [Lord) it belongs net to my care,” is takets 
(see My whole, though broken, heart, 0 waa 
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Bay Psalter, "Khe. Printed by Stephen 
Daye, st Curmabridsce, in New England, in 
1610, but theres: iss mieither place nor printer's 
name onthe tithe: Of this excessively rare vol- 
ume, the first ~ot2blLished in North America. 
lt contains the FE? sealms only, but to the 2nd 
ed. pub. in 1627, are added a few spiritual 
songs. The Sred. revised and amended by 
President Dunster, had « large addition of 
Scriptnre songs seared] hymns, written by Mr. 
Lyon. The tramstations were chiefly by the 
Rev. Richard Mather, the Rev. Mr. Weld, and 
the Rey Johu E®& liot. Francis Quarles, how- 
ever, contribute«dA several psalms. Originally 
known as the ##%azg #'salm Book, it afterwards 
was called The ZN eee Enyland Version of the 
Palins. (See Cotton's List of Editions of 
the Bible& Parts tFaereof in English, p. 117.) | 
A copyisin the eian, and two others 
have recently beers acquired tor America, 
(See Eng. Psalter, § X1., and American Hymnody. 

(W. T. Bj 
Bayly, Charles. This writer is included 

¥ Dr. 0, Rogers in hia Lyra Britannica, 
1367: ba his Ja-yxons have not come into 
ese ue. Im 323-41 he edited The Seliwood 
PA erwin Lond. C F*reface dated * Frome, Sept. 
23 Ratig ) The cerontributors to this volume 
rep ude John Shep pari, Francis Skurray, and 
ae Joree. WE. Bayly’s Descriptive and 
pra Poems were = pub. in 1860. br. Rogers 
ahh Jesus, too “EK hhee I trembling fly.” and 

“sus Christ exat ka roned on high,” us speci- mens of hi 
wes bom Pee and states that he 
and Wasamember of the legal profession, 

ine Robert Hall, w.a.,4.0fthe R 
ria - bn w~ at Wellington, Somerset, 

Hall, Ota rack educated at St. Edmund 
1859. Ondai &racduating wa. 1856, and 4. 
the Cane ainedd Ree 1855, he held successively 

» Cure pe Fist Church, Blackfriars, the 
Holy Trte lea Paul's, Whitechapel; of 
Coventrr sf ~ ie, and of St. Michael's, 

M ae hae he was Bp. danigeate of 
be wa i Feésigned in 1871. In 1873 
Cathedni amt og Fon. Canon of Worcester 
Folkestone, Gia Vicar of Holy Trinity, 
knv = 

ful kchabe Rap iler of some most sucvess- 
hymn-writer alee Poetry than as an original 
of considenble a ©ugh some of his hymns are 
Of thes the bene a? aad are in extensive use. 

*Froxrrae-Selwood, Somersetshire, | 
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writer beyond the facts that he waa a minister 
of Laity Huntingdon’s Connection, and bal « 
chapel in Cumberland Street, Shoredite! 
For use primarily of that congregation hy 
pub, in 1768. A Select Coll. of Pealms and 

Hymns, Extracted from Several Authors, ond 
Published for the general use of the Church of 
Christ in her Militant State, containing 252 
hymns. ‘This was re-issued in L770, with o 
Supplement of 29 hymns; and a drd ed 
appeared in 1775, with an Appendix of 51 
hymos., This last was under the editorship 
of the Rev, Lawrence Coughlan, Two years 
later, on Coughlan’s leaving Shoreditch, an 
anonymous Collection appeared; and again, 
in 1782, under the pastorate of John Henry 
Meyer, a Selection containing 442 hymna 
As Bazlee's name is omitted from the edition 
aero by Coughlan, some little confusion 
aa atisen with regurd to their respective 

claims. [W. T. B.) 

Be joyful in God, all ye lands of the 
earth. J. Montgomery. [J’s. c.] Pub. in 
his Songs of Zion, 1822, in 4 st. of 4 1, and in 
his Poetical Works, 1828 and 1846; but omitted 
from his Original Hymna, 1853. [t is not in 
©. U. in G, Britain; but in America, from its 

| appearance in the Prayer Bk. Coll, 1826, to 
the present, it has been ineluded in numerous 
hymuals throughout the States. Orig. text 
in the American Baptist Praise Bk., N. Y.. 
1871, Nu. 255. 

Be known to us in breaking bread. 
| J. Montgomery. (Holy Communion.) let pul 
jin his Christian Psalmist, 1825, No. 528, in 
| 2 at. of 4]., and entitled * The Family Table.” 

ev. | It was subsequently republished in his (ri- 
ginal Hymna, 1853, No. 207, with the same 
title, ts use is limited in its original form, 
but us @ part of the cento “ Shepherd of souls, 
refresh and bleas” (q.v.), itis widely known iv 
America. 

Be love, delightful theme. B. Beri. 
dome. [Preeiousneas of Christ.) From his 
posthumous Hyinns, &e., 1817, No. 74, in 6 st 
of 4 L, into o limited number of hymuals 
In Maurice’s Choral H. Bk., 1861, it is attri- 

n Baynes is more wide ¥ | buted to J. Montgomery in error. 

Be merciful, O God, to me. €. Iir-- 
ley. [Psalm leit.) Appeared in Pe. & Iy« 
1743, in 9 stof 61 CP. Works, 1868-72. vo! 
viii, p. 127.) The hymn “ My heart is fixed, 

table led"'and +< gy StOwn are "Jesu, to Thy | © God, my heart,” in the Suppl. to the Wes 
= He was slitorog ly Spirit, Lord of glory.” 

Lyrics, 1&5; Th ¥Ta Anglicana, 1862; English 
and the Sspp, gy. Canterbury Hymnal, 1864 ; 
Houlston& Wey 2772 7eal, 1869 (all pub. Lond., 
Sacred Bem, yet) i The Illustrated Book of 
author of orig n yes -» Cassell & Co., and isthe 

Verses, Lood,, ps ~lutumn Memories and other 
hymns ware oiSton & Wright, 1869. His 
the Autwon Mey), 4m The Canterbury Hymnal, 
Shilling Magazin. (2 and inthe Churchman's 
editor. His gz,” Of which he was sometime 
were pubin linge Songs for Quiet Hours 
sion Dettices in 93° and Hymns for Home Mix- 
To his curharigig Church of ‘England, 1879. 
Time, srtties of Munual, At the Conmunion 
are adda yMans for Holy Communion 

Baalee, J P West | ohn. Little is known of this 

H. Bk. 1830, and the revised ed., 1875, is eonm- 
posed of at. vii., viii. ix. 

Be Thou, O God, by night, by day. 
| (Morning.} This anouymous bymn, which is 

iven in many American collections, has no! 
n traced beyond Cheever's American Cor 

monplace Book of Poetry, N.Y. 1831, It is) 
the Plymouth Coll. 1855; Longfellow and Jolin 
aon’s Hys. of the Spirit, 1864; and others, in 0 
at, of 4 L, but always as “ Anon,’ [W. TL 1 

Be Thou our(my) Guardian and our 
{my] Guide, J. Williams. (Divine Gus! 
ance sought,] Appeared in his Hymns ou le 
Catechiem, 1842, in 4 st. of 41 It is based 
on the petition in the Lord's Prager, “ Ani 
lead ug not into temptation.”  In- some enl- 
lections it is changed from the pluryl to tly 

7 

2d by Goose 
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singular throughout, as in H. A. & M., revised 
ed., 1875, No. 282, &e. It is given in several 
collections in G. Britain and America. 

Be thou ready, fellow-mortal. { Readi- 
nese for Hg! Appeared anonymously in 
the Unitarian Mys, for the Sanctuary, Boston, 
1849, No. 609. These Hys., &e., were edited 
by the Rev. ©. A. Bartol und othery, and are 
known as Burtol’a Coll, This hymn ae 
from that Coll, into the Supplement to Hedge 
& Huntingtow’s Hys. of the Charch of Christ, 
Boston, 1853, and again into other hymn-books. 

Beadon, Hyde Wyndham, ».a,, b. in 
1812, and educated at Etou and at St. John’s 
Coll, Cambridge, u.a., 1835, ™.a,, 1830. 
Taking Holy Orders in 1836, he became, in 
1837, Vicar of Haselbury, Plucknett, near 
Crewkerne, and, in 1838, Vicar of Latton, Wilts. 
He is also Hon. Canon of Bristol, ands Rural 
Dean, His hymns were pub, in The Parish 
Hymn Book, 1863 and 1875, of which he was 
co-editor with the Rev. G. Phillimore, and 
Bp. Woodford. To that collection, iu 1863, 
he contributed the fullowing hymns :— 

1. Flerce was the storm of wind. Apiphany. 
2, Glory to thee, O Land, Who by." &e. Spi . 
This is usually given as,“ All praise to Thee, O Lord, 

Who by," &e., is found in several bymnals, 
3, O God, Thy soldiers’ crown, A fr. of * Deus tu- 

orum militam " (q.v.). 
This is cometimes given as,“ O Cariet,” &e. 
4. The Son of Man shall come. Epiphany. 
The —, of these hytona is that they are all in 

su. Their use is somewhat limited, with the excep- 
tion of Nos, 1 and 2. {J. J.) 

Beale, Mary, née Craddock, dau. of 
Mr. Craddock, Minister of Walton-on-Thames, 
b. 1632, d. in Pall-Mall, 1697. She was di-tin- 
guished in painting, and her house was the 
resort of men of letters and eminence in 
various professions, Her versions of Ps. xiii., 
lii., Ixx., and exxx, were included in Samuel 
Woodford's Paraphrase in English Verse, 
m7 the Books of the Pealms, 1667. The 
Version of Ps. Ixx. is given in Holland's 
Pealmists of Britain, 1843, vol. ii. p. 76. 

Beata nobis gaudia Anni reduxit 
orbita. [Whiteuntide.) This hymn’ is 
sometimes ascribed to St. Hilary of Poitiers; 
but as in the case of others, upon insufficient 
evidence. (See Hilary.) 

The full text, in 6 st. of 41, is given in 
Daniel, i., No.7, together with the Roman Brev, 
version, andl a few references, and notes. 
Mone, No. 183, gives the text from atss. of 
the 13th and I4th centuries, supplies readings 
therefrom. and closes witha note. Daniel, iv. 
pp. 160-161, quotes Mone almost verbatim, and 

rea lings from a Rheinan ma. of the 11th 
cent. The text is also found in two mss. of 
the 11th cent. in the British Museum (Jul. A. 
vi, f. 58 b. Vesp. D. xii, f. 78): the Latin 
Hys. of the Anglo-Sazon Church, 1851, p. 93, 
where it is printed fiom an 11th cent. ms. at 
Durham; in the Hymn. Sar., Lond. 1851, pp. 
113, 114; in Card, Newman’s Hymni Ecclesiae, 
1838 and 1865; in Simrock, 1868; and other 
collections. 

Aa to the use of this hymn, we may remark that tn 
the Mozarabic Brev. it is the bymn at Lande on Whit- 
sunday, and datly to Trinity Sunday; in the Sarum 
for Second Vi on Whitew . ard daily at Vespers 
daring the week ; Fork adds Firet Vespers as well; Can- 
terbury directs ita use at Vespers; so aleo SY, Athans, 
but with the addition of two stanzas from the hymn at 
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| First Vespers on Whiteunday—-" Jam Christus atta” 
In the Kom, free, it is the bymn at Lauds un Whieee 

| day, and through the octave to Trinity Surdlay eile 
sively. -Other viaries of less importance tury 
in their use, 
| The Hom, Brev, text differs from the older frm oly 

in the two instances; et, 1, L, 4, Effubsit in disctpala” 
is changed to“ MMapsua est aporfolis,” atl tt. 1, | 4 

| “Sacro dierum namerg" to “Sacro derem circu” 
Daniel draws attention toa curhous question with tregart 
to the word, itus, or paracietus, la #. 1.1.40 
this bymn last eyllable bat one, the penultimate, 
should bave a long vowel. Here, however, it is shor, 
as in Prudentins, Cathem, V., v. 160. Ob this poet 
Daniel refers to Gavantus (Thee. 5. H. tom, 18, p. 29. 
and toa treatise by Jean Baptiste Thiers (iss6-1719 

Thia hymn must not be confounded with 
“Beata nobis gandia dant militum solemnia,” 
given in Mone, No, 736, of which there are 
| no fre. into English. "CW. ALB) 

Trans:ations in C. U.:— 
1, Again the circling seasons tell. By W. J. Cope 

land, appeared in his Hymns for the Weel, &e. 
1848, p. 102, in 7 st. of 41. In 1852 it wa 
reprinted in Stretton’s Church Hys., and, is 
re-written form, as “Again the circling yea 
brings round,” in the English Mymnal, 1952 an 
1861, being achange from CM. to LM. In th 
arrangement Caswall’s tr. of 1849 was also us 
somewhat freely. 

2. Hail the joyful day's return, By R. Cample! 
was written for his St. Andrew's Hymnal, « 
pub. therein in 1850, in 3 st. of 8 1, and fr 
thence passed into the Scottish Episcopal Co 
1858; and with the single change of the to ¢ 
st. i. 1. 1 in Shipley’s Annus Sanctus, 1484. 

3. Blest joys from mighty wondera 
J. M. Neale, appeared in the Ist ed. of Hymn 
N., 1852, No, 33, It has failed to win a posit 
in the more important collections, 

4. Round roll the weeks our hearts to greet. 
W. J. Blew, written cir. 1850, first printed « 
broadsheet, and then in his Aymn and 7 
Book, ist ed., 1852, Ind, 1855, in 4 st. of 
It was also included in the People’s H., 1867 

5. Joy! because the circling year. By J. Elle 
and F. J. A. Hort, made for and Ist pub. in CA 
Hys., 1871. In 1875 it was also include 
A. A. & M., No. 153, with the omission o| 
last four lines. Mr. Ellerton in his not 
this hymn (Ch. Hys., folio ed., p. xliv.) : 
butes st. ii, “Like to chlo tongu 
flame,” to Bp. Mant’s Ancient Hymns, 
in error, Mant has no tr. of the hymn. 
stanzu is from Campbell's tr, as above. 

Translations not in 0. U. :— 
1. The rolling year poreues its way. Prime 

(possibly by J. den}. This is given in O. St 
Annus Sanctus, 1634, p, 162. 

2. The rolling year bath now brought back. J 
Hope's Hymns, &., 1544. 

3. Blest is our joy! The time hath come onc 
Bp. J. Williams, Ancient Hymns, 1445. 

4. Again the erie | circling year. A, Caswal 
5. Bivet season! which with gladness fraught 

Chambers, 1457. 
again, &c, Wallace, 187 6. The circlin be 

7. Again amid the circling year, #. Trapypes 

Beaumont, Sir John, elder bro 
Francis Beaumont, the dramatic write 

1582, and educated at Oxford. In | 
was created a baronet by King Charl 
in 1628. His writings include, The © 
Thorns, a poem in 8 books (not now 

| to exist); Bosworth Field and other 
| 1629; and Poems on religious anc 
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ject. He is known to modern hymnals 
wrt h Fein two pieces only. His Povms 
have » reprintell by Dr. Grogart in his 
Fuller Worthées ZL. €brary. 

Beaumont, ~<J oseph, eldest s. of Sir John 
uxcuak was b. Maureh 3, 1615, educated at 
Westminster, @m«<l_ Peter House, Cambridge, 
and d, Sept. 3. LG>2. His Original Poems in, 
English and Zee fire were pub. posthumously 
in 1749. In tl»aes work there is a fine poem 
on**Home” Cp- 3)- This has been condensed 
into ahymn, best imning “As earth's pageant 
passes by.” C Comecration to God.) His 
Peyche (ist pub- 1 G17), together with selor- 
tions from iss Original Poems, &o., were 
reprinted in xr. <Gerosart’s Chertsey Worthies, 
1877-&, in 2 volumes. 

Beck, Thommaas. Concerning this writer 
and compiler we — have tuiled in guthering 
anythisg beyor<d the ivformation contained in 
the titlepages of kais works, and that he con- 
tributel to thae> (Gospel and Evangelical 
Magazivs under the signature of “'T. B." 
His works incluaade :— 
pel) Lume of thee FP eamb pleaded, 1791, od od; (2) 
H. Aittionary, <a #*evem, 1795; (3) The Mission, a 
orm, LIM; (4) £Pene- feet Amusements, 1409; (5) Alegy 

Feta Princess = © “Faewr-lotte, 1411; (6) Hymns calcu- 
Wore ie Purposes of Public, Suial, and Private 
‘ *hollectecd, carere goored, and arranged under their 
bet ced Neots by Teer” Heck, Minister of the Gospel at 
si oe . astoeh for the Author by T. Fisher, Roches 

From the last work the hymn, “Jesus, I 
Cwe | liftmy sf i . ak ay(our] Soul to Thee” (H. Baptism), 

en, It is ge iw en in the I. Comp. new ecd., 
1877, but previouass I ‘ared in Bickersteth’ 
Christ, Palmod oe Pes sat: we ri OT : 

Becker, Co merchant of =A elius, « of Adrian Becker, 

=4, 1561 After “str 
where h a r 

tchool til nae em tered 1584, he kept a private 
*P Poinment, in the beginning 

Tee Sch One OF the musters onthe St. 
1588, on ce #& post he vacated in Sept., 
In 1592ke been 2? Oi nted diaconus at Rochlitz, 
of the church og 22 Ciaconus, and in 1594, pastor 
sexquently Prof; ui t. Nicholas, Leipzig; and aub- 
sity, from vhich. »F Of Theology in the Univer- 
greofpn, Oy, Im 1509, he received the de- 
he was tprived . &Ccount of false accusations 
but was tindieg OF his charge on June 5, 1601, 
following. Ha a and restond on Nov. 29 
25, 164 (Koegy, “2, Suddenly at Leipzig, May 
Biog., li 2215,” M1. 219-228; ale. Deutsche 
is princpul w © wrote a few hymns, but 

Paalter, 1602, “23 was his version of _ 
only vesion ty» = ©e Psalters, German.) we 

Der In oo English is:— 

- 8. e2xig; : , ne Si.) A red in S. Calvb-fus’s 
and Ube it Bee. Keren, iy feetchaaticaram,. Leipzig, 1594, 

- v #ealter baw Cesangweis, 
ye os raise The Wackerna Lv. P 369, fn Sat. 

pes. iotiarlabiiet oC Foud § ee.” In Bunsen's 
Saviour dar," tal A 3. Ie tev. n° My Shepherd is the 

"48 Munn, is8t, p. 19. (J. M.j 

homas. [ota version, § ix. 9. 
Bediome . prolife bymngy  emamin, wa. This 

Arden, Warwickeite? Sas b. at Henley-in- 
Lis futher, 4 ¢ “re, Jan. 23. i717, where * ] oe 

Ler i > iz, was b. at Leipzig, Oct. | 
ising at the University, | 
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| that time Baptist Minister. He was ap- 
preutived toa surgeon in Bristol, but removing 
to London, he joined, in 1750, the Baptist 

| church in Prescott St, At the call of this 
‘ chureh he devoted himielf to the work of the 
Christian ministry, and in 1740 began 1 

/ preach at Bourton-on-the-Water, in Glow- 
ceateralire. Declining invitations to remoy: 
ty London or elsewhere, he continud past. r 
at Bourton until his death. on Sep. 4, ITUS, at 
the age of 78. Mr. Beddome was for mun) 

| years one of the most nmaspected Baptist 
| mivisters in the West of England. He was 
j man of some literary culture, In 1770 |) 
received the degree of M.A. from Providence: 
College, Rhode Island. He was the author of 
an Exposition of the Baptist Catechiam, 1752, 
in great repute at the time, and reprinted by 
Dr. C. Eynus in 1772, It was his pra tice to 
prevere a hymn every week to be sung ufter 
iis Sunday morning sermon. Though not 
originally intended for publication, he allow: « 
thirteen of these toappear in the Bristol Bapt 
Coll. of Ash & Evans (1769), and thirty-six 
in Dr. Rippon's Bapt Sel. (1787), whence o 
number of them found their way inty tlhe 
Geverl Bapt. H. Bk. of 1798 and other collec- 
tions. In 1817, posthumous collection of his 
hymns was pub., contoining 830 pieces, with 
an introdurtion by the Rev. Rebert Hall, anil 
entitled * Hymns adapted to Publie Worship ov 
Family Devotion, now first published from the 
Manuscripts of the late Ree. B, Beddome, ata” 

Pieface dated * Leicester, Nov. 10, ts17." Some of 
the early copies lear Ge same date on the ith pay 
Couples bearing bowh the 1417 and [H14 dates are in tue 
Hrit. Mus, ‘he date usually given is THis. Som 
byiuts are also appended to Lis Sermons, & ¥en Vole of 
which were pub, 1405-1819; and over twenty are given 
in the Aaptist Heguster of various dates. 

Beddume’s hymns were commended by Munt- 
gomeryas embedying one central idea, always 
impertant, often striking and sometimes inye- 
niously brought out.” Robert Hall's opinion is 
just, when in his “ Recommendatory Preface: 
to the Hymns, &e., he says, p. vil, 
“The man of taste will be gratified with the beanty 

and on turns of thought which many of them + 
hibit, while the experimental Christian will often fp. 
ceive the most secret movements of bin soul strikine is 
delineated, and sentiments pourtrayed which will t 
their echo in every heart." 

With the exception of a few composed {or 
Buptiems and other special occasions, thes 
present use in G, Britain is hmited, but in 
America somewhat extensive, One of ti. 
best is the Ordination Hymn, “ Father 0; 
Mervies, bow Thine ear.” Another favourit: 
is * My times of sorrow and of joy,"’ compos: (| 
by a singular coincidence, to be sung «|: 
Sunday, Jan. 14, 1778, the day on which b.- 
son died, moat unexpectedly, in Edinburv!, 
“Let party names no more.” is very populi: 
both in G. Brit. and America. * Faits, ‘tis \ 
precious gift,” “ Witness, ye men und ange! - 
now,” and the hymn for Hely Bape 
“ Buried beneath the yielding wave,’ wre ul> 
found in many collections. Beddiume's poy: 
larity is, however, now mainly in America, 

(W. R.s 

In addition to about 40 of Bedilom- 
hymns in C, U, which are annotated int) 
Dictionary under their respective first lines 

¥- John Beddome, was at | thers ure also the followmg GY, all of wh 

Digitized by Google 
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are in ©. U. either in G. Brit. or America, in 
the former to a limited extent, and in the 
latter somewhat extensively. 

1. All glory be to Him Who came. oly Hap- 
tism. From his posthumous Hymns, &e., 1817, 
No, 598, in 4 st. of 4 1, into late eds. of Rippon. 

2. God, we cry to Thee, Prayer for 
guidance, No, 336 of nis Hymns, &c., 1817, in 
4 st. of 4]. 

3. And shall I [we] sit alone! Hope reviving. 
No, 186 of his Hymns, &c., 1817, in 4 st. of 41, 
and No. 508 in the Amer. Ger. Reformed Hys. 
of the Church, N. Y., 1869. It is also in several 
other hymnals. 

4. Arise, Thou Bright and Star, Christ, 
the Morning Star. No. 106, in 3 st. of 41, in 
his Hymns, &c., 1817. 

5. Awake, awake, my heart and tongue. /’us- 
siontide, This is No, 271, in his Hymns, &c., 
1817, in 4st. of 31. Stanzas ii-iv, had, how- 
ever, previously appeared in the 10th ed. of 
by greta Sel., 1800, as No. 383, pt. ii., beginning, 
“To Him, Who on the fatal tree.” 

6, Awake, awake Thou arm, Missions. 
This was pub. in the 10th ed. of Rippon’s Sel., 
1800, No. 420. pt. iv. in 3 st. of 41, and again 
in Beddome’s Hymns, &c., 1817, No. 698. In 
Spurgeon’s O. O. H. Bk. it is No, 963. 

7. Behold the day is come. Judguent: Second 
Advent. Pub. in his Hymns, &c., 1817, No. 798, 
in 4st. of 41. In America it is given in the 
Baptist Praise Bk, N. Y., 1871; Songs for the 
Sanctuary, 1865, &e. Not in use in G. Britain. 

8. Behold the Eunuch, when baptized. oly 
Baptism. Pub. in the Ist ed. of Rippon's Sel., 
1787, No. 471, in 7 st. of 4 L, as vane holy 
Ewnuch, when baptized,” bat in Beddome's 
Hymns, &e., 1817, No. 625, it is given as “ Be- 
hold the Eunuch,” &. It is known, however, 
to the hymnals as in Rippon’s Sef, “The holy 
Eunuch, when baptized.” 

9. Burden’d with guilt and pale with fear. Lent, 
Pub. in the Bristol Coll. of Ash and Evans, 1769, 
No. 216, in 3 st. of 4 1, and again in Beddome’s 
Hymns, &c., 1817, No. 132. 

10. Can sinners hope for heaven? The Unbe- 
lievers. Pub. in his Ayoms, &c., 1817, No. 400, 
in 4st. of 41, with the heading, “ The Unrigh- 
teous excluded from heaven,” I[t is in several 
American collections, including Zaudes Domini, 
N. ¥., 1884, No. 558. 

11. Come, Holy Spirit, come; With energy, &c, 
Waitsuntide, Appeared in the 10th ed. of Rip- 
pon’s Sel., 1800, No. 211, pt. ii, in 4 st. of 41, 
Also in Beddome’s Hymns, &., 1817, No. 152. 

12. Come, Jesus, heavenly Teacher, come. Christ 
the Teacher, Given as No. 128 in his Hymns, 
&c., L817, in 3 st. of +1, and from thence into 
the Amer, Presb. Js. & Hys., Richmond, 1867. 

13. Come, Thou Eternal Spirit, come. Wiirsun- 
tide, No, 142 of his Hymns, &e., 1817, in 3 st. 
of 41, and the Amer. Hap. Praise Bh, N.Y. 
1871, No. 511. 

14. Come, ye humble, contrite souls, /foly Bap- 
tism. Adult Baptism is contemplated in this 
hymn, and * Candidates " are encouraged there- 
im to proceed to the Holy Rite. Pub. in his 
Aymas, &c., 1817, No. 615, in 4 st. of OL It 
is given in late editions of Rippon’s Sel. 

15. Death 'tis [is] an awful word. Jieath. On | and Goodness of (od. 
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| the “ Death of a Sinner,” in his Hyowms, ke. 

} 

1817, No. 780, in S st. of 41, and from theace 
into the 27th ed, of Rippon's Sel. 1827, No. 58), 

16, Did Christ o’er sinners weep! Before Ser- 
mon, Given in the Ist ed. of Rippon's Sa., 
1787, No, 367, in 3 st. of 4 1, and agaio in Bei- 
dome’s Hymns, &c., 1817, No, 587. it is in e1- 
tensive use in America. 

17. Dest Thou my profit seek! (hastisement. 
This short hyrn in 3 st. of 4 1, entitled, “ Sub- 
mission under Afliction.” was included in-ltip- 
pon's Sel, Ist ed., 1787, No. 540, and signed, 
*Beddome.” It is not found, however, in this 
form in Beddome’s J/fymns, &c., 1817, but No 
225, “ Does the Lord my profit seek,” in 2 x. 
of 8 L, is either the original of that in Rippon, 
or is based thereupon, 

18. Each other we have owned, Parting. ¥rom 
his Hymns, &c., 1817, No. 665, in 5 st. of 41, 

| into a few collections, 

19. Eternal Source of every good. (pening of « 
Place of Worship. Dr. Hattield, in his Amer. 
Church H. Bk., N.Y., 1872, dates this hymn 17%). 
This may possibly arise frora its appearance in | 
work with which we are unacquainted. It wa 
included in Beddome's Hymns, &o., 1817, No 
732, It isin «a few hymnals. 

20. Father of Mercies, bow Thine ear, Attentis 

to, &e. For Missions. Given in the Ist ed, « 
Rippon's Sel., 1787, No, 426, in 6 st. of 41. at 
again in Beddome’s Hymns, &c., 1817, No, 700 

21. Father of Mercies, God of Love, Send down, § 
Holy Spirit. |n his Hymns, &c., 1817, No. 14 
on the “In-dwelling of the Spirit,” in 4 st. 
41. It is found in a few Church of Eagle 
collections, 

22. Fountain of blessing, ever bleat. For J: 
Bread, 1st pub. in the Bristol Coll. of Ast 
Evans, 1769, No. 42, in 4st. of 4 1., and agair 
Beddome’s Hymns, &e., 1817, No. 341, ft 
whence it has passed into later collections. 
23. From Thy dear pierced side. Prrssioni 

Included in his Hymns, &c., 1817, No. 94 
3st. of 61, on the “ Fountain opened.” | 
found in several American collections, us 
Amer. Meth. Epise. Hymns, 1849, the Servic 
Song for Bap. Churches, Boston, 1871, &c. 

24. Go forth, ye saints, behold your King [I 
Missions or Second Advent. Appeared in 
10th ed. of Rippon’s Sef, 1800, No. 421, pi 
in 4st, of 4 1, and headed, “Saints longi 
see their King with His many crowns.” [1 
repeated in Beddome's Hymns, &c., 1817 
702. It is given in a limited number of ¢ 
tions; and in Spurgeon’s 0. 0. H. Bé. it is 
1818 in error. 

26. Great God, 'tis from Thy sovereign 
Grace. This hymn on | Cor. xv. 8, was 
in the 10th ed. of Rippon’s Sel., L800, in 4 
41.; andin Beddome’s Hymns, &c., 1417, > 

26, Great God, to Thee I'll make. = /Zope 
231, pt. ii, in the LOth ed. of Rippon’ 
1800; and in Beddome'’s Hymns, 1817, Ne 

27. Great God of Providence, Thy waya. 
dence, Included ia the Ist ed. of Rippo: 
1787, No. 36, in 4 st. of 41, It passe 
thence inte a few of the earlier collectic 
was repub, in Beddome's Hymns,&c., 1817, 

28, Great God. my Maker and my 
Also in the Xs 
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Rippon’s Sel., L737, No. 18, in 4 st, of 41. and 
i Hecpsheasa's FLYIN, &e., 1817, No, 11, 

29. How free and boundless is the grace, Free- 
ness of the Gosped. In Kippon's Sef, Ist ed., 
ITs], No 62, tm @ st. of 4.1, and again in 
ieddeme’s Hyreres, Sec, 1817, No, 373, with an 
alditional st. ** Comme, Without money, without 

prce.”” 
0. How great, how solemn is the work. Adult 

Baptism. Ist ima Hippon’s Sel, Ist ed., 1787, 
No. 453,in6 st. of -#1, and appointed for use 
on the “Mornings before Baptism; or, at the 
Waterside.” it was repeated in Beddome’s 
Hymna, ke, 1817, No. sly. 

31, How many dowbtes and fears prevail, Lent. 
Given inthe Bristeol Coll. of Ash & Evans, 1769, 

No. 219, in 3st. of @ |, and again in Beddome’s 
Hymns, be, 1817, No. 435. 

32. If sworet femur should dwell, Sincerity. 
No. 283, inthe Lat ed. of Rippon's Sel., 1787, in 
3st. offl,and New 232, in Beddome’s Hymns, 
&c., 1817, 
33. Inall my ~weeyn, 0 God. Family Altar, 
From his Hymas, &2c., 1817, No. 568, in 3 st. of 
41, intomderm eds. of Rippon's Sel, No. 514. 
Pie In duties muuch ixa sufferings too, Christ, the 

anpl, From his Hymns, &e., 1817, No, 92, 
7 3 st. of4 1, imte> the Amer. Unitarian Hy. (¢ 
une] Bt, Bostom, 1 S64, No, 409. 

Jian Jer, delight fal, charming Name. Name of 
he se An imitatioxa of Newton's “How sweet 
L. ‘ann vf Jesus sounils,” given inthe Hymns, 
in gS: Toe 1038, an 5st.of 41. Itis found 
Ea yes Americmmn collections, including the 
a rae Be, INT Y., 1871, No. 459, 

tae Gyr ny lowe. wy chief delight. Crist, 
of Hinpat rei “Lhhis is No. 171 in the Ist ed. 
96 in Bellon. 17 87, in 5st. of 41., and No. 
pa Home's F¥ eyarans, &c., 1817. 

week Gon SY Sbmwiowr, bind me fast. Union 
S57. ia ae orm his Hymns, &c., 1817, No. 

, of @ 1... into the Amer. Presb. Ps. 
¥ Hys., bichmo sry 
other Amrrican Soke Beoasipil Sone 

38. J 
to Christ Ale, Bm wicur, let me be, Conformity 
199. ind of qn 7 his Hymns, &c., 1817, No, 
Richmond, 1867 , i" es the same /s. ¢ Hys., 

39. Jor, é * 
tide. Apjared faith with fixed eyes. Passion- 
of Christou of * Coll. of Hys, for the Use 
in Rippor's So, ed Penominations, 1782; again 
of 4 1.3 ud ageis, ed. 1787, No. 477, in 5 st. 
sufferings,” in no as “A view of Christ's 
No.60. lis Seddome’s Hymns, &e., 1817, 
powers, [a Soup example of the author's 
it is dated IRL “ah gous O. . H. Bk., No. B19, 

$0, Lert inclix, or, 
he Lord, Frorgy a wandering heart. Frar of 
in Sst. dbl, ing © Hymns, &e., 1817, No. 187, 
Sel., So. 28, pe, ial Modern editions of Rippon's | 

41, Leni, 

This hyznis ig ie bitter is the cup. Patience. 
by Dr. Rippon in Si forms. The first was given 
of 41., 8° Dear Eo et, 1787, No, 264, in 3 st. 
and the #tond jg rd, though bitter is the cup;" 
as * Lori, though ©. 206 in Beddome's J/ymns, 
it is MLK, ang bitter,” we. In Rippon's Sel, 

42. Lert, with, ra the Hymns, &., in 7's. H 

the Pwhlem, Ginga and aching heart, Jent: | 
“IM the Lat od. of Rippon’s Sel, : 
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1787, No. 236, in 3 st, of 4.1,, and in the Hymms, 
&c., 1817, No. 477. It is in C, U. in America, 
as in Lhe Service of Song for Bapt. Churches, 
Boston, 1871. 

43. Love is the fountain whence. Jove tu (inl 
From his Hymns, &c., 1817, No. 192, in 4 st, of 
41, into the Amer. Bap, Praise Bk, N.Y., L471 

44. My few revolving years, New Year, brow 
his Hymns, &c., 1817, No. 711, in 3 st. of 41, 
into the American Sattath Jf. Ba. N. Y., 1858. 
No. 1160. It is also given as “ Gur few revoly- 
ing years,” in several American hytmnals, 

45. My rising soul with strong desires, (omi- 

manion with God. Ist pub, in the Bristol Col/ 
by Ash & Evunus, 1769, No, 205, in 3 st. of 4 | 
From thence it passed into Kippon’s Sel., 1787, 
No 97. It was also included in Beddome's 
Hymns, &c., 1817, No. 561. 

46. 0 blest society. Unity. From his Hymns, 
&c., 1817, No, 637, in 4 st. of 41., inte modern 
editions of Kippon’s Se/., No. 258, pt. iii. 

47. 0 Lord, Thou art my Lord. Joining C\e 
Church, This hymn, tor the une of a person 
about to be admitted into Church fellowship, 
from Beddome's Hymus, &e., 1817, No. 646, in 
5 st. of 41. It is found in a few collections 
both in G. Britain and America. 

48. O Lord, Thy perfect word. Hilt) Scripturvs. 

In his Caurch Hymn 8h., N. Y., 1872, Dr. Hat- 
field dates this hymn 1760, This date may 
possibly be from a magazine. We trace the 
hymn only to Beddome’s Hymns, &c., 1417, \ 
686, in 3 st. of 4 1. 

49. On Britain, long « favouredisle. Prayer (or 
National Peace. Ast pub. as No. 17 in the 
Supp. added to the 3rd ed, of the Bristol Coll, of 
Ash & Evans, 1778. It was repeated in Hip- 
pon's Sel, 1787, and other collections, aud in 
Beddome’s Hymns, &c., 1817, No. 747,in Sst. of 4! 

60, On wings of love the Christian flies. Hearen- 
ward. Appeared im the Ist ed. of the Hristo! 
Coll. of Ash & Evans, 1769, No. 282, in 4 st, of 
4 1, and repeated in Beddome’s Hymns, &., 
1817, No. 545, 

61, Shout, for the blessed Jesus reigns. \/::- 
sions. Ist pub, in the Ist ed. of the Brivts| 
Coll. of Ash & Evans, 1769, No. 375, in 6 at. of 
4 1, then in Rippon’s Sef, 1787, No, 429, 9nd 
others among the older collections, and thency 
to modern hymnals. It is No. 706 of Beddounie’ 
Hymns, &c., 1817. 

5%. Bo fair a face bedewed with tears. (° 
passion of Christ, This, at one time a favourst 
hymo, was given in Rippon's Sei, 1787, \ 
434, in 4 st. of 41, and in Beddome's Hynins. 
&c., 1817, No. 70, It is still in C. U. 

53. Sprinkled with reconciling blood, Acres 
God. No. 357, in 4 st. of 41, in Rippon’s » 
1787; and No, 403, in Beddome’s Hymns, & 
1817, 

54. Strait the gate, the way is narrow, / 
Strait Gate. From the Hymns, Ke, L817, 
448, in 4 st. of 6 1. into the 27th ed. of Rij) 
Sei., 1827, with the omission of st. iv. 

55. The mighty God will not despise. 7'A 
digal, 1st pub, in the Bristol Cull, of Ast x 
Evans, 1768, No, 226, in 4 st. of 44, then i 

Rippon's Sel., 1747, No. 273, and again im f 
dome's Hymns, &c., N17, No. b48. 

66. The wandering star, the fleeting wind. / 

1 by —— 
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consistency. This Ist appeared in Kippon's Sel., 
1787, No. 310, in 5 st. of 4 L, then in Bed- 
dome's Hymns, &., 1817, No. 515, and is now in 
c.U. In America it is given in the Unitarian 
Hy. & Tune Bh, Boston, 1868, No. 563. 

57. There is a world of perfect bliss. Heaven. 
From his Hynns, &c., 1817, No. 822, in 7 st. of 
41. into the Amer. Bap, Praise Bk, 1871, No. 
1072, with the omission of st. ii., iii, and vii. 

58. This world’s a dreary wilderness. Civrist, 
the Refuge. Included in his Hymns, &c., 1817, 
No, 100, in 5 st. of 41. In the Amer, Bap. Iy. 
(4 Tune} Be., Phila, 1871, No. 515. st. i, amd v., 
with tht addition of another stanza as No. ii, 
are given as * This world would be a wilderness.” 

59. Wait, O my seul, thy Maker's will. Wis- 
dom of God. Given in the Ist ed. of Rippon’s 
Sel., 1787, No. 11, in 4st. of 4.1, and in Bed- 
dome’s Hymns, &c., IS17, No. 18, and headed in 
each instance, “The Wisdom of God.” In the 
American collections it is usually abbreviated by 
the omission of st, iv., as in the Bop, Praise Bt., 
N. Y., 1871, No. 153, or st. iii, and iv., and 
slightly altered, as in Longfellow and Johnson's 
Hys. of the Spirvt, Boston, 1864, No. 454. 

60. When Adam sinned, through all his race. 
The Fall. From his Hymns, &e., 1817, No. 260, 
in 6 st. of 41, into the American Church Pas- 
torals, Boston, 1864, No, 750, with the omission 
of st. ii, and iv. 

61. When by the tempter’s wiles betrayed, The 
Fall, No, 122 in Rippon’s Sef, 1787, and No, 
261 in Beddome’s Hymns, &., 1817, in 5 st. of 41. 

62. When Israel through the desert passed. 
Light shining in darkness. Contributed ta the 
Bristol Coff. of Ash & Evans, 176%, No. 80, in 
6 st. of 4 1. and headed, “The Excellency of the 
Divine Word.” It was repeated in Rippon’s 
Sel., 1787, No. 44, and in Beddome's*/fymns, &c., 
1817, No. 679. 

63, When storms hang o'er the Christian's head. 
God ow Refuge, Also ia the Bristol Coll, 1769, 
No. 406, in 4 st. of 41, and in Beddome’s Hymns, 
1817, No, 323. This hymn is sometimes given 
as “ When storms hang o'er my head; und as 
“ When storms hang o'er the children's heads.” 

64, Where'er the blustering north-wind blows, 
Missions. Given in the 10th ed. of Rippon’s 
Sef., 1800, No. 420, pt. ii, in 3 st. of 41, and 
in Beddome’s Hymns, &., 1817, No. 701 In 
Rippon's Sel., st. iii, is altered from Beddome's ms. 

65. Why, 0 my soul, why weepest thou! Jie 
Spiritual Mourner, Contributed to the Bristol 
Coll. of Ash & Evans, 1769, No. 221, in 35 st. of 
4 1, and repeated in Rippon's Se, 1787, No. 274, 
and in Beddome’s Aymns, &e., 1817, No. 520, 

66. Witness, yo men and angels now, Joining 
the Church. From his Hymns, &e., 1817, No. 
47, in 4 st. of 4.1, into the Bap. Ps. & Aymns, 
1858, No, 710, unaltered. 

67. Ye trembling souls, dismiss your fears, 
Trust, Pab, in Rippon’s Sef, 1787, No. 288, in 
6 st. of 4 L, and in Beddome’s //ymns, &c., 1817, 
No. 549, with the omission of st. vi. The omission 
of that stanza would seem to indicate that it was 
added to the original hymn by Dr. Rippon, In 
Windle’s Coll, No. 443, Rippon’s text is repeated, 
with the omission of st. ii. 

68. Ye worlds of light that roll so near, Christ, | 
the Morning Star, Contributed to the Bristol | 

SO aa... 
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Coll. of Ash & Evans, 1769, No. 112, in Soto 44, 
and in Rippon’s cel., 1787, No. 16%, in each cue 
with st. iv. bracketed for omission. [In Bedlom's 
Hymns, &c , 1817, No, 107, this stanza, which is 
specially adapted to the Epiphans, is omitted. 

69, Your work, ye saints, is met comprised, Assit 
Holy Baptism, Krom his Hymns, &c, 811, 
No. 632, in 6 st. of 4 1. into the 27th et. of 
Rippon’s Sel, 1827, No. 470, pt. ii, and thence 
to later collections, 

Beddome is thus seen to be in C. U. to the 
extent of about 100 liymns, In this respect 
he exceeds every other Baptist hymn-wniter, 
Miss Steele ranking second, 
The authorities for Beddome’s hymns are: (1) 4 Onl 

of Hymus adapted to Public Worship, Bristol, W. lune. 
1769, the Coll.of Ash & Evans; (2) Dr. Rippon's Sl. Its", 
and later editions; (3) Sermons prinfed from the Max 
reriptaaf the late Hev, Benjamin Beddow, M.A, .. wh 
brief Memoir of the ‘Aether, Vhuretable & Lowd., 10- 
1s1¥, (4) Dr. Rippou’s Baptist Fegirter, 1795, ke.. (5) 
The Srdifome aan, in the Baptist College, Aristol ; (@)ané 
Hymne adapted to Public Worship, or tamily Devin 
now first published, from Manuscripts of the late bev. 8 
Bec ct, AM. With a Recommendatory Preface 
the Hev. R. Hall, A.M. Land, 1817, In his Prefece 
Mr. Hall gives this account of the Beddome we. - 
“The present Extitor was entrusted several years a 
with the see. both in prose and verse, with permis 
from the late Messrs. S. & DB. Beddome, sons of & 
Author, to publish such of them aa he mit’ 
deem prope. He is aleo indebted to a descendant 
the Rev. W. Christian, formerly ir of the Basi 
Church at Sheepshead, Le ire, for some of & 
Autbor’s valuable hymns, which had been careful 
preserved In the family. From both these source: 
well as others of less consequence, the present intere 
ing volume bas been derived.’ J) 

Bede, Beda, or Baeda, the Ven 
able. This eminent and early scholar, gro 
marian, philosopher, poet, biographer, Tis 
rian, and divine, was b, in 673, neur the pl 
where, shortly afterwards, Benedict Bis 
founded the sister monasteries of Wearmo 
and Jarrow, on an estate conferred upon 
by Eegfrith, or Ecgfrid, king of Northum! 
possibly, as the Rev. 8, Baring-Gould, I 
of the Saints (May), p, 399, suggests, “ in 
ae of Monkton, which appears to | 

en one of the earliest endowments of 
monustery.”” His education was carrie: « 
one or other of the monasteries under the 
of Benedict Biscop until his death, and 
of Ceolfrith, Benedict's successor, to such. 
that ut tle early age of nineteen |.6 was de 
worthy, for hia learning and piety’s sake, 
ordained deacon by St. John of Beverley 
was then bishop of Hexham, in 691 01 
From the same prelate he received p 
orders teu years aiterwards, in or abou 
The whole of lis after-tife he spent in 
dividing his time between the two monn: 
which were the only home he was e 
know, and in one of whieh (that of J 
he died on May 26th, 735, and wha 
remains reposed until the 11th centur 
they were removed to Durham,and re-i 
in the same coffin as those of St. Cr 
wi ere they were dikcovered in 1104. 

It is unnecessary here to cuter ut 
length into the detail of Bede's quict 
rious life,as the reader will find an ext 
account of them By Bishop Stubbs of ¢ 
in Smith and Wace's Diet. of Chriatia 
vol. i. pp. 300-304. It would be st 
out of place ina work of this kind t« 
his writings generally, He was a wed 
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almost every subject, and as an 
contri bution to English history 
of Jhiss Historia Ecclesiastica is 

ivvaluable. 23ut it ia with him as « hymnist 

that we have to do here, . 

lL. In the list ©f his works, which Bede 
vives atthe end Of his Keelesiastical History, 
he enumerates «a Z2¢2er Hymnorum, containing 
hymns in“sewersal sorts of metre or rhyme.” 
he extant editieoxas of this work are :— 

(1) Edited by Cine scavecder, and published at Cologne, 
1556; (2)in Wermacteor fs Poetac Lat, Min,, vol, ii, pp.239- 
ae, 

author upon 
historian his 
in the shape 

ll. Lele’s coratributions to the stores of 
hymnology were mot large, consisting prin- 
Cipallyofll or at most 12 hymns; his author- 
ship ofsme of tliese even is questioned by 
teany good amthorities, such as Koch, vol. i., 
I 79. DanieZ, Fae wever, in vol. i. pp. 201- 
203, claims tie following as having been 
Written by Bede, ora the authority of Cassander, 

inger, Thoma #xé ez, Rambach, and others. 
1.“ Hymeum carszaxxa was Gloriae” (Ascension), This 

the byum is fotare® axe the York Hymnal, and was 
Serefore in us ra Bat services of the Church. 2. LAdeste Christi wood bias " (Nativity of BV. a). 3. 
~ PP stobram lorime °" (88. Peter and Paul). 4. 

ite Chieti Spirit eas (Pentecort). 5. “ Hymnom 
page martyrtsgz "" € The Holy Innocents). 6. “ Il- 
cole alm merulis °* ¢ 2S. ey: 7. “Nunc Andreae tee (St. «ime erewaer) r almus gra. a al { iaitading Gf t~ Sohn haptist), 9, “ Praecursor 
Deuce .omes” CSC. .Feohn the Baptist). 10, “ Primo 
kveen ory flohama "" € ##ymn on the Creation), a long Gus of 116 lines. 21. “Salve, tropaeum gloriae” wel. i ndree's Address to hist Cross). To these dfone, 

thee ets Mids. = SB. “Ave ascer Christi sanguis” 
bat dinailony te of” 2Fee- Chalice), a8 claimed for Bede, 

the Cleaiuxa, and a very late date to 
pe od thee Now. 1 t<> “a0 phy —t.! ia im Dowel, f, 
German: ig No. 5 in Konigafeld, with tr. Into 
ton, in Prt No. 11, ~wwth wonis of marked commenda- 
Soe. 1.5.9, to ed. pre. Details of the trs. of 

na TS SEL en under their respective first 

li cok for the refined and Te 

the pared pon UtyY of later Latin hymnists in 
lived in the infra ty 22 Or like the Venerable Bede, 
and while we Ofamey of ecclesiastical poetry ; 
such poctry bares acknowledge the loss that 

vais by the absence of rhyme 
or the h ud sence in > * hymns, aud the pre- 

frigid cmecite ee - What Dr. Neale calls such 
= ™&S the lepsi 7 tmarians epanalepsis (as 

Stanza, pare Where the first line of each 
is repeat as}, *4411um canentes Martyrum,” 
which ve are < last; still the hymns with 

* « leal * peculiar a : ing are not without their 
ture, and Bede SEBS. They are full of Serip- 
the actul worg, ~", Very fond of introducing 
OWN CON: ti gE Scripture as part of his 

Neale nites t > *tud often with great effect. 
() I“ Hymy a Stances :— 

“Qui ne 2 Canentes Martyrum”— 
saimant in tacrymis, 

ar! (2)in“ Fay Metent in gaudio.” 

“Mirats 22MM canamus gloriae "— 
mari aule SQateatiom 

¥ 
Ker LBaait, eat Rex Gloriae? 

That Bede we, “2% laudabilis,” 
tion of lit time jt free frou the supersti- 
prose writings, bug certain, not ouly from his 
giac “Hymn on Vv from such poems as his ele- 
and hewtr of Q iF ginity,” written in praise 
King Fogirith, ~"€©m Etheldrida, the wife of 
tical History, {ye iserted in his Eeclesias- 

To Wey Cap. xx, (D. 8. W.] 
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| Beecher, Charles, «. of the well-known 
Dr. Lyman Beecher, whose autobiography he 
chiefly edited, and trother of Henry Ward 
Beecher,wasb.at Litelifield, Connecticut, 1815, 
Mr. Beechur was for some tine a Congrega- 
tional pastor at Georgetown Mass. He has 
pub. Review of Spiritual Manifestations, 1853 ; 
Pen Pictures of the Bible, 1855, &e. His 
) hymns were contributed to his brother's I’ly- 
mouth Collection, 1853, and include :— 

1, There's rest inthe grave. /fearen. 

2. We are on our journey home. //euren. 

The latter is in the more extensive use, but 
both are unknown to the English collections, 

(F. M. B.} 

Befiehl du deine Wege. /'. Gerhardt. 
{Trust in God.) This hymn, which Laux- 
mann in Koch, viii, 392, calls “The most com- 
fortiny of all the lhyrons that have resounded 
on Paulus Gerhardt’s golden lyre, sweeter to 
mavy souls than honey and the honey-comb,” 
_—— as No. $33 in the Frankfurt ed., 1656, 
of Criiger’s Praxis pietatis melica, Thence 
in Wackernagel’s ed. of his Geistliche Lieder, 
No. 66, and Bachmann's ed., No, 72, in 12 st. 
of 8 lines, and included as No. 620 in the 
Une LS. 1851, It is an aerostic on Luther's 
version of Ps. xxxvii. 5, * Befiehl dem Herren: 
deine Wege und hoffe auf ihn, er wirds wolil 
machen,” formed py Bae initial words of the 
stanzas, those in Wackernagel’s ed. being 
ey in blacker type. This acrostic form 
ias been preserved by Jacobi and Stullybrass. 

According to tradition it was* written in a Saxon 
village to console bis wife afier Ceag compet to leave 
Berlin. But, as already stated, the hymn was pub, in 
1656, and though Ger hed to leave his joe it 
1666, be did not leave Berlin til! bis ment to 
Lilbben in 1669, while bis wife died in Berlin in 166s. 

The hymn son spread over Germany, found ite way 
into all the hymn-books, and ranks as one of the finest 
hymns of its class, Lawemann relates that it was 
sung when the foundation stone of the first Lutheran 
church at Philadelphia was Laid, May 2, 1743, and again 
on Oct. 20, when the Father of the American Lutheran 
Church, Heinrich Melchior Mublenberg, held the opentag' 
service, He also relates that Queen Luise of Prus«ia, 
during the tine when Germany was downtrodden by 
Napeo! 1, came to Ortelsburg in East Prussia, and 
there, on Dec, 5, 1506, wrote in her diary the verses of 
Goethe (Wilhelm Meister, Bk. ii, Chap. xill,), thus 
rendered by Thomas Carlyle :— 

Who never ate hie bread in sorrow, 
Who never spent the darksome hours 

Weeping and watching for the morrow, 
He knows ye noi, ye gloomy Powers. 

‘To earth, this weary earth, ye bring us, 
To quilt ye bet us heedloss co, 

Then leave repentance flerce to wring us: 
A moment's guilt, an age of woe! 

But a ber tears she went to the harpsichord, and 
from 4 oethe turned to Gerbardt, amd played and sang 
this hymn. In bis note, extending from p. 392 to 
p. 405, Lawrmann gives many other instances of its 
consoling effects, and says of it, “Truly a hymn 
which, as Luther's ‘Ein fesie Burg,’ is surrounded by 
a cloud of witnesses,” 

Translations in C, U. :— 
Commit thew all thy grief. A noble but free 

tr, omitting st. v., ix.-xi, by J, Wesley in ff. 
and Sacred Poems, 1739 (P. Works, 1868-72, 
vol. i, p. 125), in 8 st, of 8 1. Though free, 
it has in far greater measure than any other 
caught the ring and spirit of Gerhardt, Included 
as No. 37 in the #. and Spir. Sonys, 1753, and as 
Nos. 103-104 in the Pocket H. Bk, 1785, but 
not included in the Wes. H. Bé., till as Nos, 673, 
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674 in the Supplement of 1830 (st. iii,, Hl. 4-8, 
being omitted), and thence as No, 831 in the ed. 
of 1875. This tr. has come into very extended 
use, but generally abridged; Mercer, in the 
1857 ed, of his C. P. and H. Bk. giving it in 
full, but abridging it to 8 st. in his Ox, ed., 184, 
Among recent collections it is found under its 
original first line in the Bapt. J's. and Hys,, 1858, 
Sarum H., 1868, Irish Ch. Hymnal, 1873, Scot- 
tish Presh, Hymnel, 1876, Horder's Cong, Hys., 
1884, and others; and in America in the Ply- 
mouth Coll, 1855, Sabheth HW. Bé., 1858, H. and 
Songs of Praise, N. Y., 1874, Evang. Hymnal, 
N. Y., 1880, and many others. In the United 
Presb. H. Bh, 1852, it began, “To God commit 
thy griefs,”” It is also found as follows :— 

1. * Thou on the Lord rely “(Wesley's iil,), in Knight's 
Coll., Dundee, 1471-74. 

2. “Thy everlasting truth” (Wesley's v.), in Adams's 
ch. Pastorals, Boston, U.S, 1864. 

3. “Give to the winds thy fears” (Wesley's i} in 
Kennedy, 1463, and many English and American Colls. 

4. “0 cast away thy fears” (Wesley's ix. altered), 
in United Presb, H, Bk, 462. 

5. “ Through waves and clouds and storms " (Wesley's 
x), in Davies and Baxter's Coll. 1835. 

6.“ Leave to His sovercign sway” (Wesley's xili.), 
in Adams's Ch. Pasforals, Boston, U.S, 1864. 

7. “ Thou seest our weakness, Lord” (Wesley's xv.), 
in Amer. Methodist Episcopal Hymns, 1449, 

*. “Put thou thy trast in God,” a greatly altered cento 
of which st, i is based om ti, IL 1-4; om h, 1. b+; 
ili, ow ai, UL, 1-45 and iv, on ¥., NH. G4; appeared as 
No. 77 inthe Mitre WH. Bk. 1836, and since in various 
bymonals, eg. S.PUC.K. Ps. and Hys,, 1853, Kennedy, 1863. 

2. Commit thy way, confiding. In full by Dr. 
H. Mills in the Feang. Neview, Gettysburg, July, 
1849, and his Horwe Ger., 1856, p. 172. His st. 
iy i, Vig xt. were included in the Lutheran 
General Synod’s Hymns, 1852, and i., ii, v., vi, 
xi, xii in the Ohio Luts. Hymnal, 1880. 

3. Thy way and all thy sorrows. In full by A. 
T. Russell as No, 233 in his /’s. and Hys., 1851, 
19 3 pts. Pt. ii, begins “In vain the powers of 
darkness" (st. v.}, and pt, iii, with “ Awhile His 
consolation” (st, ix.). 

4. Commit thy way to Ged. A good tr., omitting 
st. ix. x., xi, by Mrs. Charles in her Voice of 
Christian Life in Song, 1858, p. 239, Her trs, 
of st. i, iL., vi, vili., xi. form No, 138 in Jellicoe’s 
Coll, 1867, and i, vi.-viil, xi, No. 283 in Bp, 
Ryle’s Coll, 1860. 

5. Commit thy way, O weeper, A free 
phrase, in 6 st. of 4.1, by J. S. Stallybrass for 
the Tonic-Solfa Reporter, July, 1857, repeated in 
Curwen's Child's (jon H. BL 1862, and new 
Child's Own H. Bh, 1874. 

6, Commit thou every sorrow, And care. TZ’. of 
st. i.-iti., xii, by Miss Borthwick, as No. 240 in 
Dr. Pagenstecher’s Coll, 1864. 

Translations not in 0. U. :— 
(1) “Commit thy Ways and Goings,” by J. C. Jacodt, 

1720, p, 1h (IT22, p. 38, 1732, p, 6S). (2) “Commit 
thou thy each grievance,” No. 472, in pt. . of the 
Moravian H. Bk 1754 (1889, No. 191). (3) “Com- 
mit thy ways, thy sorrows,” Mrs. Stanley Carr 
in het tr. of Wi ahn's Gerhardt, 14S (ed. 
18546, 207). (4) “Commit thy secret grief,” by 
Mise Inean, 1°57, p. #8. (5) “Commend thy way, 0 
mortal,” in Madame de lantes’s /oets and Poetry of Ger- 
many, 185*, voli, p. 424. (6) “Commit thon all thy 
ways, and all," by Mrs, Henan, 1454, p. 124. (7) “ Com- 
mit thy way anto the Lord, thy heary,” by Dr, R. P. 
Dunnin Sacred Lyrics from the German, Phil. 1459, p, 46. 
(8) "Te God thy way commending,” by Miss Our, L264, 
p. 161, and the Gilman-Schaff, Lib, of Kel. Poetry, ed. 
1883, p. S10. (9) " Commit whatever grieves thee,” by 
J. Kelly, 1867, p. 225. 0) Commit thy way, O weep. 
ing.” by Dr. J. Guthrie tu his Sacred Lyrics, i469, p, 92, 
(11) Commit the way before thee,” by 4. L. Prothing- 

| 
| 

is 
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Aam, 1870, p. 164. (12) “Commit thy course and keep- 
ing,” by Dr. John Cairns, c, 1850, but Ist pub, Eitin. 
TSH, as ani eight-page tract. J, M.) 

Begin, my tongue [soul], some hea- 
venly theme. I. Watts. [Faithfulness of 
God,] Ist pub. in his Hye, and 8. Songs, 
1707 (2nd ed., 1709, Bk. ii, No. 169), in 9 st. 
of 4 1, and entitled “The faithfulness of 
God in His promises,” In 1776, Toplady in- 
cluded it, in an aitered and abbreviated form, 
in his Ps, and Hymns, No. 388, as “ Begin, 
my soul, some heavenly theme.” This form 
of the hymn has been repeated in many col- 
lections, sometimes verbatim from ‘Toplady, 
and oguin, with further alterations, as in the 
Wes. Bk., 1820, and revised ed., 1875. Its 
use in America, usually abbreviated, is much 
more extensive than in G. Britain. 

Behm, Martin, «. of Hans Behm [Béhme, 
Boehm, Behemb, Behem, Biheim, Bohemus or 
Bohemius), town-overseer of Lauban in Silesia, 
was b. at Lauban, Sept. 16, 1557. During » 
protracted famine, 1574, Dr. Paul Fabricius, 
royul physician at Vienna, a distant kinsman, 
took him to Vienna, where he acted as a private 
tutor for two years, and then went to Strass- 
burg, where, from Jvhann Sturm, Rector of the 
newly founded University, he reecived much 
kindness, Returning home at his mother's 
request after bis father’s death, May, 1580, he 
was, at Easter, 1581, appointed assistant in 
the Town Schvol, and on Sept. 20, ordained 
dliaconus of the Holy Trinity Church. After 
his senior had been promoted to Breslau the 
Town Council kept the post nominally vacant 
for two yeara, and then, in June, 1586, ap- 
pointed Behm chief pastor. For 36 years be 
eld thia post, renowned as a preacher, as a 

faithful pastor in times of trouble (famine 
1500, pestilence 1613, war 1619), and as a 
rolific author. After preaching on the tenth 
unday after Trinity, 1621, he was seized with 

illness, and after he had lain for twenty-four 
weeks on a sick bed, there was ministered to 
him, on Feb. 5, 1622, the abundant entrance 
of which he sings in his hymn, “ O Jesu Christ, 
meins Lebenslicht * (Koch, ii, 227-234; Allg. 
Deutsche Biog., ii, 282), 

He was one of the bewt hymn-writem of bis time, 
His hymns are true and _— in feeling, dwelling spe 
cially on the Passion of Our Lord. They speedily passed 
into the hymn-booka, and long hel! their place therein 
Of about 450 hymns which be composed, the most impor- 
tant appeared in his :— 

(1) Centuria ionum rhythmicarum, Witten- 

wth centers. seteman rhythm 2) Centw: 6 
Wittenberg, 1608 (2nd aa paseo 

(3) Centuria precationum rhythmicarum, Witten- 
berg, 16156 (complete ed. of the Three Centuries, 
Jena and Hreslan, 1654). A selection of 79 Hymns, 
ed., with an introduction, by W. Noldeke, appeared at 
Halle in 1457, 

Four of his hymns have been fr. into 
English, three being in English C. U.:— 

i, O Heilige Dreifaltigkeit, [Aforning.) Ist 
pub, in his Ariegesman, Leipzig, 1593, in 7 st. of 
unequal Jength, repeated in 1608, as above, in 
8st.of 41. Both forms are in Wackernagel, v. 
p. 197; and the second in Néldeke, 1857, p. 53; 
and, omitting st. vi.-viii., as No, 1126 in the 
Berlin G. L.S., ed. 1863. In 1593 it was en- 
titled “The ancient Sancta Trimitas et adoranda 
Unitas in German ;" but it is rather a versificn- 

tion of the Prayer for Wednesday evening in 
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© ft in. U., both of the second form, are ;— 

of -, Thea most Holy Trinity. A very good tr. 
Ps. *- 4 ili-v, by A. T. Russell, as No. 2 in his 
and And Hys,, 18.51, and thence in Kennedy, 1863, 

Ur. Thomas's Augustine H. Bk., 1866. 
<t_ = _9 holy, blessed Trinity, Divine. A good tr. of 

the Chi luk. Hymnal, 1830 
3. © hoiy, » holy Three; by H. J. Buckoll 1842, 9.0% holy, holy y J. Buckoll, 

Drik, © Jeu Christ, meins Lebens Licht. [For the 
ying.) His finest hymn», Ist pub. ina collection Zohen t CMristliche Grebet, 1610, and then in his en Sterigebet, appended to his Centuria se- cundda, 1611 (see above), in 14 st. of 4 L., entitled Prayer fort happy Journey home, founded upon 

the sufferings of Christ." Thence in Wacher- 
ee * P 235, Noideke, 1857, p. 79, and the 
ti L.S,1851, No, 835. The frs. in C. U, 

1. Lord Joram Christ, my Life, my Light. A very 
bd » OY s mkworth in her Lyra Ger., 
“nd Series, 1858, P- 2153, st. v., x. being omitted Ps SM. itcombined as one st. In her (\. 3, 
for, England, 1863, No. 190, she omitted her st. Me Bs te tited her st. iv, vis. as iv. This fr, 
s A 2% oe Sh less abridged in Wilson's 

‘ ahd *365, and in America in the 
te eaePhil., 1577 thee Ene ee ‘" re = Ohio Luti, Hymnal, 1880, &e. 

Cnr , 
my soul's desire, A good 

Me : * Dr. John Ker in the Jue. Miss, 
St. i. ij : 5 We ge Church, May, 1858, p. 25. 

Hymnal, © 4+ form No. 49 ‘in the Jbror 
Other th. are : 
1 - 

1 rs) Pp. rine fountain of my life.” by J. C. Jacobi, 
hymn - tooks corning pt >» and repeated in the Moravian 
~ Though I'm jes =e a fe 1526 with J. Cenniek's 
light and = ull of “ (2) “Jesu. m 
ra 1742, Ma) eetee,?* as No. ee tn we erases i. 
Miss Warner, jasg Jesu, life-light of my way,” by 

iti, O KBs Sl 1661, p. 176). 
on St. Matthew j5 [£piphany.) Founded 
in 6 st.of 8], Ty, 7? “Hd Ist pub. 1606 as above, 
Nildeke, 1857, ©"ce in Wackernagel, v. p. 210, 
No. 79. Thetrs. igs *. a bead Une. L. S., 1851, 

1. oOo fr > Saale —— 

c. Mm. icra puss an tenx, David's Bon, A double 
worth in be Zep 3°» ii. v., vi. by Miss Wink- 

—_— 

and thence in ©r., 2nd Series, 1858, p- 20, 
No. 33. He 2Qng Pagenstecher’s Coll, 1864, 

2. O Jean rhea 
England 86:3 .°£ Glory, No. 37 in her C. B. 

oP ies cer pai == © above version rewritten 
1880, No. Hywith ee In the Ohio Luth.. Hyl., 
5 ae — of st, iii, iv. added. 

| lst ter und Gott Sohn, [Morni 
PA A tess 1608 as above, in Sy mae 

bl. et, v. p. 215, in Naldeke, 
ee Pi igs As O Gol Almighty, Father, 
‘ mahi De oes 1842, p15. [SM | 
Bernsiedt, in «2. b. April 2 1605, at 
counts er to Dubtesia, became, 1690, Court 

erg, ud pe Heinrich Wonzel of Miin- 
wer t. In 1ene ator of Vielguth neur Bern- 
stad rete ey ‘me pastor of his native 
was. ® olthe CL the court of cla, and a 

fuithfal Consistory, There he remained 
we nad, Fe. 9 ree S=emplary pastor till his | 
deat, BO UGST CKork, iii. 56-57; Allg. | 

1-—*. by Dr. C. H. L. Schuette, as No. 295 in | M 
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| Deutsche Biog., ii. 284). Mizell, 1858, in- 
cludes six hymns under his name, Nog. S0()- 
305. One has been fr. into English. 

Herr nun lass in Friede. (For the Dying.) Founded 
on the Nunc Dimittis tst mppesred in the Sth od, Hres- 
lau, ¢, 1663, of the Vollstandige Kirchen wad Mous 
Music, p. 962, in lost, In Matzell, 1854, No 50) as 
a hymn on the Festival of the Purification of the Virgin 

ary. It is tr. as, * Lord, now let Thy servant,” by 
| Miss Winkworth, Ista, Pp. 216. ‘J M1 

Behold, a stranger at the door. J 
Grigg. (Expostulation,) This is one of Four 
Hymns on Divine Subjects, &.. 1765, in 11 st 
of 4 L, a second being the well-known “ Jesus, 
and can it ever be?” (q.¥.) It came inte 
congrezational use at an early date, but usally 
iv an abbreviated fourm. Both in G Britain 
and in America, various arrangementa of the 
text are given in collections in ©. U. The full 
original text was reprinted in D. Sedewick’a 
ed. of Grigg's Hymns, &c.. 1861. It is also 
found in Lord Selborne'’s Bk. of Praise, 1862. 
and in Lyra Brit., 1867, p. 254. 

Behold! how glorious is yon sky. 
[Eternal Life.] This hymn, in 2 st, is No. T4u 
iu the N. Cong., 1859, and No, 61] in Dr. Allon'a 
Cong. Psalmist Hyl., 1886. It has evidently 
been written for or ailapted to the fine 
German chorale, “Wie achién leuchtet der 
Morgenstern ” (see Micolal, P.). But not on 
single line can be said to be fr. either from 
the hywn of Nicolai, or from the Tecast of 
Nicolai's hymn made by J. A. Sehlege! (4, ¥.), 
and it must rank as an anonymous by lish 
hymn. 

Behold, how good a thing it is, And 
how, &c. [(P. czrriii] From the Seuttish 
Psalter, 1650, into Spurgeon’a 0. O. H, Bik. 
1866, No. 183, In the American Presi, yn. 
nal, Phila., 1874, No, 593, it ia altered ti 
“ Behold, how good and pleasant,” &e. In 
this form it is alo in other American ¢o.- 
lections. 

Behold my Servant! see Him rise. 
(Christ the Ambassador.) This Paraph rise, 
the author of which is unknown, first ap- 

red in the Draft Scottish Translations aici 
’araphrases, in 1745, as No. y., on Is. xii; 

1-13, in 13 st. of 41. The opening sta. are 
1, * Bebold my Servant! see him rise 

exalted in my Might: 
Him bave I chosen, and in bim 

I place supreme Delight," 
2. “In rich Effusion, on his Soul, 

My Spirit's Powérs shall flow: 
He'll to the Gentites, and the Inles, 
my Truths and Judgments show.’ 

The paraphrase extended in this strai « 
13 st., some of which are exceedingly 
but the whole is too extensive to quote. 

ii, In 1781 John Logan published a volun: 
of Poems, p. 108, No. 6, in whieh Were wevern! 
hymus and paraphrases, including ove bn 
upon the above, in 16 st.,and opening thu» 

“ Bebold |! the Ambassador divine, 
Descenting from above, 

To publish to mankind the law 
Of everlasting love! 

“On Him in rich effaston pour'd 
The heavenly dew dese etal 5 

And truth divine He shall reveal 
To earth's remotest ends.” 

We have given reasons elsewhere for }y::):1- 
ing that this rewritten version of the 174) 

wierd, 

itized by Google . 
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128 BEHOLD MY SERVANT 

paraplirase is the work of M. Bruce (q. v.). | 
The full text is in Dr. Grosurt’s Works of | 
Michael Bruce, 1865, pp. 140-144. 

iii. During the same year that Logan 
published his Poems, ie. 1781, the new and 
revised edition of the Scottish Translations 
and Paraphrases was also published. Of this 
edition J. Logan was one of the revising and | 
editing committee. In this work this hymn | 
is included in a third form, in which we have | 
15 st.of 41, Of these 60 lines, 22 full lines 
and 7, partly so, are from the 1745 Trans. & 
Par.; 16 full lines, and 5 partly so, from Brace 
of 1781, the rest being new. The hymn thus 
presents one of the most peculiar pieces of 
patchwork with which we are acquainted. As 
an illustration of the way in which a man can 
build up for himself a reputation out of the 
works of others. and live on that reputation, as 
J. Logan has done for nearly a century, we give 
this cento in full, printing the 1745 text in 
SMALL carTats; Bruce’s text of 1764, as 
printed in Logau’s Poems, in Italics; and the 
new matter in ordinary Homan type. 

*xxiti. Isalab xiii. 1-13, 
1. BDeworp wr Servant! sem Mio Rise 

EXALTED In MY MiGHT! 
Him wave I CHoeEN, AND IN HIM 

1 PLACE SUPREME DELIGHT, 
2, Om him, in rich fusion d, 

mY Seinit shall descend; 
My truths and judgments be shall show 

to earth's remotest end, 
3. Gentle and still stale me M18 VoIcR, 

No tHKEATS PROM HIM PROCEED, 

THE SMOKING FLAX HE SHALL SOT QUENCH, 
Nog BREAK TUE BEUISKD REKD, 

4. THE FEEBLE SPARK TO FLAMES HELL RAISE; 
THE WKAK will WOT DesrisE; 

JUDGMENT HE ANALL NRING PORTH TO TatTH, 
AND MAKE THE PALLEN Risk. 

6. The progre his real 
shalt — jb ne Lag rns 

TW foreign lands and distant isles 
receive the law divine. 

. He wo erected heav'n's bright arch 
and bade the planets roll, 
fend gytnse all the climes of earth, 

Jorm’d the human soul. 
7. Tus saith tee Lonp; Tart nave I rais’p, 

MY PROPHET THEE INSTALL; 
Ly wou I've rais’d THER, axb 1X STRENGTH 
Tt. seecoen wom T caus. 

8, I will establish with THe caxps 
a covenant in thee, 

To give the Gentile nations light, 
AND SET THE RIS SERS FRER: 

9. Asunder burst the gates of brass; 
the irom Setters fall ; 

And gladsome light and Uberty 
ate straight restor d to all, 

Lam tie Lon, aXv BY MY WaME 
OF Great Jenova KNOWN; 

No idol shall usurp my praise, * 
Nok MOUNT INTO MY THRONE, 

Lo! PORMEK SCENES, PARDICTED OncR, 
OUNSTIOLODS RIK TO VIRW; 

ASD FUTURE scenes, PREMETED NOW, 
SHALL BE ACOUMPLISH'D Too, 

Sixe To THe Lowp in joyful strains! 
LeT EARTH Mis PRAINK RESOUND, 

YE WHO UPON THE UCKAN DWELL, 
AND FILA, THE ISLES AROUND! 

. Ocityof the Lord! begin 
the wnivertal song ; 

And let the scarTEn'y villages 
tux cheerful noTRs raoLona. 

Let Kepat's wilderness afar 
sf up its lonely eoice 

And let the tenants of the rock 
with accents rude rejoice. 

Till ‘midst the streams of distant lands 
the islands sound his praise; 

And ALL ComBIx’b, WITH ONE ACCORD, 
JRHOVAN'S GlLoking Kaise |" 

i. 

12, 

a. 

15. 

BEHOLD THE GLORIES 

iv. William Cameron (q. v.), a member of 
the Committee with Logan, in his tist of 
authors and revisers of the [781 Translations 
and Paraphrases, a copy of which has been 
preserved, gives to Logun the credit of com- 
piling this cento, It has been in authorized 
use in the Church of Scotland for 100 years, 
but is rarely found elsewhere. It must be 

| designated, * Scottish Tr. & Par, 1745: M. 
Bruce, 1764, printed in J, Logan's Poems, 
1781: J. lax 17381.” 

vy. A ccento, partly from the Tr. & Par, text 
above of 1781, and partly from that of 1745, 
was given in Bickersteth’s Christian Psalmody 
in 1883, No. 238, and Miss Levsou's Par. and 
Hymns, 1853, No. 50, Pt. ii., begimuing, * Sing 
to the Lord, in joyful strains,” but has now 
gone almost altogether out of use. Another 
arrangement direct from te above 1781 text, 
at. xii.-xv., “Sing tothe Lord,” &c., was given 
in Kemble'’s J’salms & Iymns, 1853, and has 
been repeated iu several collections, 

vi. Another arrangement is: “* Behold my 
servant, saith the Lord.” It is composed of 
st. i.-iv, with alterations by Miss J. E. Lee- 
son, and was included iu her Par, and Hymne, 
1853, No, 50, Pt. i. Its use is limited. 

vii. In American hymnals, in addition toa 
reprint of must of the foregoing arrangements, 
we have, “ Thus siith the who built the 
heavens,” in Belknap’s Sacred Poetry ; or, Ps. 
& Hys., 1795, “O city of the Lord, begin.” 
in the Presb, Church Pealmist, &c.. N.Y. 
1847, and others. (J. J] 
Behold the amazing sight. P. Dod- 

dridge. (Passiontide.] In the p. mss. thi 
hymu is dated “May 8, 1737," aud headed 
“The soul attached to a Crucified Saviour, 
from John xii 32." In 1755, Job Orton in- 
cluded it in his ed. of Doddridge’s (post- 
humous) Hymns, &e., No, 233, in 6 st. of 61 
It is repeated in J.D. Humphreys's ed. of the 
same, 1839, It is in C, U. both im G. Brit. 
and America. 
Behold the flies. J. Bull. 

Missions.) This is given in P. Maurice's 
ral HH, Bk, 1861, as “J. B. C.—Cliist. 

Guard.” This we find, from a sms, mermo- 
randum by Dr. Maurice, to be the Bev. John 
Bull, Curate of Clipston. The lymus appeared 
in J. Bull's Devotional Hys., Lond., 1827, aud 
thence probably passed into the Christian 
Guardian. 
Behold the glories of the Lamb. 

I. Watts, [Praise] Ist pub. in his Hymne, 
&e., 1707 (2nd ed., 1709, Bk. i., No. 1), in 8 st 
of 4 L, and entitled, “A New Song to the 
Lamb that was slain.” It isa paraphrase of & 

of Rev. vy. Watta's biographers state that 
this was his first hymn, and was written in 1696 
in answer to a challenge that he could not 
rodace better hymns than those by W. 

rton (q. ¥.) which were sung in the Chapel 
in Southampton which he attended, and 
against which he had laid a complaint. In 
the Hymna, &c., st. iv, and v, are bracketed for 
omission if desired, and in the Bap. Ps. & 
Hys., 1858, and others, this is done. In 
Darling’s Hys., 1886, it is given as “ How 

the glory of the Lamb." The use of the 
symn is extensive, both in G. Britain and 
America, [Sco Early English Hymnody, § vi. 2.) 



BEHOLD THE LAMB BEHOLD, THE MASTER 12y 

A In the Draft Seottish Tranelationsa and Para- “ Behold the Lamb! One with the Ancient of all 

Zive,, 2! 1745, a somewhat peculiar cento is cg adh of ore One wut ‘te Paractete in 
this a 4s No ix. in 12 st.of 41. ft opens with Of God above! at 
iit, TStstanza, and is thus composi d ; st. i., ii., All light,—all love |" 
Sty \. curnsponding stanzas from this yf re | A-ccomparison of this text with that in any 
thig its: st. vi. new; st. vii, Watts. From | collection will show how far alterations may 
lee a cint st. viii. to xii. are Watts's “Come have been introduced. In addition to being 

%in our cheerful songs” (q. ¥.) slightly altered, it is usually abbreviated as well. in 
ati In the authorized issue of the Trans- some American collections, including Dr. 

othe, "4 Para phrases, in 1781, there is an- | Hatfield's Church H. Bk., 1872, No. 500, 0 
pe r Cento, opening again with the same hymn is given as—“ Archangels! fold your 
eee but differins from the Inst, It isthus wings,” snd attributed to “Sumucl Egertot 
whe oe: st, i., Hi., iii, iv. Watts, as above, | Brydges, 1820, a,” which is really a portion of 
i Fag alerations; st. v. Watts, Come let | this hymn rewritten, beginning with line 2 of 
vii Wait gah ca gp in ed st. “i. Watts; | st. iii, as above. } 
a “) 3S allere e ws iii. ¥ ve: et. Be trom Agee aes OE ak Yah tare | hold the Lamb of God, who bore 
us, &e.,” slightly altered. This complicated | thy burdens, &e. 7. Haweis. (Passion- 
arrangement was maade by W. Cameron (q. ¥.) | tide.) _ From his Carmina Christo, &c., 17v2. 
for the I78l issue of the The. 6. and hes No. 5 in 4 st. of 4.1, and bagel on John i. 29. 

€n in wein the (Church of Scotland for 100 | Lt is found in a few collections, aud is wortliy 
ears. [tis alae found in a few modern | %f More extended use. The text of H, Com). 
ymual. It was given in the Salisbury although claiming to be correct, is altered 

i. Bk., 1857, Now ATI. with slight alterations in st, i and tv. and is from Bickersteth's 
Full recast text in mudiein copies of the “Aristian Pealmody of 1833. 
the fash gong “ec. This, in common with Behold the lofty sky. I. Watts. [J's 
arrange bic Ma Use in America. From this ziz] Ist pub, in his Pralnia of David, &., 
given’ in Ste ise . he Trs.& I eee acento is | 1715, being o parephrase of the first part of 
873, No Sag = FI. for the Church and H., Ps. xix., and headed “The Book of Nature 

hosts.” Inthio at * Hark, how the adoring | and Scripture. For a Lord's-Day Morning.” 
In Mis J. E r. Bet ts and x. are omitted. | [t is in 8 st. of 4 1; and was given with the 

1853, this arms seeson’s Par. and Hymns, &., | omirsion of st. vi. in J. Wesley's Ps. & Hys., 
With extenine yet of the hymn is given | Charlestown, South Carolina, 1736-7, p. 58. 
No. 110 in 12 “Iterations and additions, a8 | The paraphrase, “ Belold the morning sun.” 
although st. ix St. Of 41. Its use is limited, | deals in 8 st. of 4 1, with another aspect of 

“~*%S2. are very tine, (J. J.J | the same Paulm, and is given next after the 

Bl te: ee j 

“4 

Beholdthe ; above iu the Psalms, &c., 1719. Both para- 
Passiontide,) TeemMblor ap ray Baa naire phrases, usually abbreviated, are in ©, U., 
feart, &e., Ist) Pub. in his Hymna of the | the latter » inlly in America, In Martineau’s 

“Ecce Agnus Spit, st of 71. and entitled | syne, 1840 and 1873, the hymn “ Behold 
moder colctiona ss ‘Heng, Lt '% fount. it many | the lofy sky,” No. 247, i a cento froin thexe 
America, but meyer ta 'w: Gall Gan pater two paraphrases, +t. i., ii, being from the 
form. Se. * -vi chithe they bo. twice tnste ean be found alle, first, and iii.-vi. from the second, 

=in wi or as—* Belo] With the orizinal first line,| Behold, the Master passeth by! [s?. 
A, & M, Tits the Lamb of God,” asin Hf. | Matthew's Day.) This is a cento by bp it 
is also difficult rsync others. The original | 4’, Hue, based upon Bp, Ken’s hymn for the 

- Datel te Lane >, P rocure. Wegive itin full. | same day, and first pub. in Church Hymue, 
Ob: Thou : bt sas, | “ Bebold the Lamb! 1871, No, 183, in G st. of 4 L, and Thring’s 
Let It eng ir Thers | Drop down, ye glorious | Coll., 1882, No. 510. It is thus composed ; 

That Tha Wait. bongpma St. L-iii, Origiual by Bp. How, hane He dies,—He dies, — He Sie ; f, 
Thee fer =F Saygc, tied : dies, — St. iv.-vi. By Bp. How from Bp. Ken, whose 
a ur let ___ For man once lost | original stauzas are :— 

Thee, rs slone my Yet Ip: He lives, — He Ken. st. xii. “ From worldly clogs, bless’d Matthew loose. 
ee hake re- lives,—He Lis es,— Devoted all to sacred uae, 

Thy pierona Bicke + And to His church Him- That, Follow Me, bis ear 

 Bebold the Lays, bs self He givex,— Seem'd every day to hear, 
oe ve eae Gbahisy 2 Pree ch gna His utmost veal he strove to bend, 

Hood Precious in tae A <A Towards Jesus’ likeness, to ascend, 

« &. Xx. “God sweetly calls os every day, 
Why sbould we then our bliss delay 

He calla to endless light, 
Why should we love the night? 

Should we one call but duly beed, 
lt would to Joys eternal lead. 

My rot case Thou Universal Lord,— 
Make Purge out our Jeaven ; 

are and Clear Te | Clothe us with godliness 

CADRE) gg: Life's | Feed ux with Thy celestial 
Till all be pane ee fixxd, 

re t ‘ st. xxiv. “ Praise, Lond, to Thee, for Matthew's call, 
Pest ice pe famp : r act a = — At wich he left bis wealthy all 

— 0 5 ba Lamb! Re 5 
botghar = si your amend in blissful syet soa werh dor 

Seraphs, — Waa _ ali Thou, Lord, even now art calling me, 
of aitinn : ate Sealey Sains 90. be Vl now leave all, and follow Thee,” 

The Vietim vege? : Ob! Lint,—how long! Bishop Ken's hymn appeared in bis Hynes 
ta We oD earth, Tooa Chur hun earth, o'er- for all the Festivals of the Year, 1721 (ten 

Vavet®:— ewthronty _ wheinrd with fears, | years after his death): and again in the sari 
wkd atawe, | ioe gp ecb vt woe | Work, repul, as Bishop Ken's Christian Year, Mi ee: nd * ; DEMAND adtninen: | Swell the full wong. | by Pickeriug, in 188, 

K 
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130 BEHOLD THE PATH 

Behold the — that babemosep mor- 
talstread. P. Doddridge. (Journey of Life.) 
In the p, mes, this hymn is No, 44, but is 
undated. It was pub. as No. 27 - J. Orton's 
ed. of Doddridge’s (posthumous) Hymna, &c., 
1755, and again in JD. Humplireys’s ed. of 
the same, 1839. It is in 7 st. of 4 1., and 
entitled ‘The Great Journey. Job xvi, 22.” 
Its use is chiefly confined to America, 

Behold the Prince of Peace. J. Need- 
ham, [Meekness and Tenderness of Jesus.) 1st 
pub. in his Hymns, &e., L768, No. 87, in 7 at. 
of 41. The form, however, in which the hymn 
beginning with this first line is known is a 
cento, thus composed ;—st. i-iii. as above; 
st. iv., v., “Jesus! Thou light of men,” &e.; 
from Needham's “ Long had the nations sat,” 
st. v., vic In this form it is found in Sir 
Josiah Mason's Orphanage H. Bk, Birming- 
ham, 1882, and others. 

Behold the Redeemer of man. [Pas- 
siontide.] This hymn, in 5 st. of 4 1, isin Kow- 
land I's Coll. of Hys, for Children, &v., 
Lond., 1808. It is not in the pater editiona 
of 1790 or 1794, und may possibly be by B. Hill. 
As, however, no authors’ names are given in the 
collection, and no further evidence is fortheom- 
ing, its authorship cannot be determined. It 
is found in several modern hymnals for Sunday 
Schoola, as in the Leeds S. S. H, Bk., 1832 to 
1878, No. 49, and others. (W. T. Bj 

Behold the Saviour of mankind. 
Samuel Weasley, sen. [Good Friday.| Written 
previous to the fire at his Rectory of Epworth, 
which was burnt down in 1709, At this tire 
John Wesley was saved from death by being 
rescued through the bed-room window by 
some of the parishioners. During the fire the 
ms. of this hymn was blown into the Rectory 
garden, where it was su ey found. It 
was Ist pub, in J. b hang Bo 's. d& Hys., Charles- 
town, South Carolina, 1736-7, p. 46; also in 
the Wesley Hymns and Sac, Poems, 1739, in 4 
st. of 41,; and again in the Wes. H. Bk, in 1780, 
revised ed., 1875, No. 22. From that collection 
it has passed into various hymnala both in G. 
Britain and America. The original contains 
6 st. of 4 1. St. ii. and v. are usually omitted, 

Behold the Saviour on the cross. 
Cento, 1781. | agree Ist appeared as 
No. 44 in the Draft Scottish Translations and 
Paraphrases, 1781, as a version of John xix. 
3O,in 6 st. of cm. It is thus made up: st. i. is 
altered from st. i, and iv., and st. ii. is exactly 
st. ¥. of Joseph Stennett’s “ Behold the Saviour 
of the world” in his H. on the Lord's Supper, 
1705 (ed. 1709, p.57). Another hymn in that 
collection (ed. 1709, p. 66), “ "Tis finished, the 
Redeemer cries,” furnishes, in its st. i, the 
ground of st. iii., in ita st. iii. of st. v., and in 
its st. v.of at. vi. The remaining st. (st. iv.) is 
a cento from Charles Wesley's “ "Tis finish'd, 
the Messias dies" (q.¥.). Thus though the 
hymn has generally been ascribed to * Blair” 
(see Blair, Hugh), as in the markings by the 
eldest daughter of W. Cameron (q. ¥.), he can- 
not be regarded as having done more than 
make the cento and rewrite the whole to c. a. 
In the public worship ed. of that year issued 
by the Church of Scotland and still in use, 
itis unaltered. From the 1781 it has passed 

| 
BEHOLD THE WRETCH 

into a few modern hymnals, as in England, in 
Morrell and How's Coll., 1854, and the Irvingite 
Coll, 1864; and in America in the Evang. 
Luth, H. Bk., 1834, Presbyterian Ps. and Hys., 
1843, and Adams and Chapin’s Coll., 1846, In 
Miss Leeson’s Paraphrases and Hymns for 
Cong, Singing, 1853, No. 74, omitting st. v., vi. 
In the English Presb, Ps. and Hys., 1867, No. 
484, and Church Praise, 1883, No. 80, st. iii- 
vi. beginning “ "Tis finished! was bis latest 
voice” were selected; and ‘the same altered 
and beginning “’Tis finished—the Messiah 
cried "in the Free Church H. Bk., 187 a 16. 

Behold the servant of the Lord. ¢. 
Wesley. Dagmar Ist pub, by J. Wesley 
in Pt. i. of his Further A | to Men of Rea- 
son and Religion, Dec. 1744, and subse- 
nently, by C. Wesley, in his Hymne and Sacred 
‘oems, 1749, where it is entitled * An Act of 

Devotion" (vol. i. p. 120). It was embodied 
in the Wes. H. Bk., 1780, No. 417, and thence 
has passed into various hymnals in G. Britain 
and America, Orig. text, P, Works, 1868- 
72, vol. v. p. 10, 

Behold the sun that seemed but now. 
G. Wither. (Afternoon.] lst printed in his 
Hallelujah, or Britain's Second Remem- 
brancer, Loud., 1641, where it is No. 14 of 
his first part “Hymns Occasional.” It is 
headed “ At Sunsetting,” and prefueed by the 
following note, * ‘The singing or meditating to 
such purposes as are intimated in this Hymn, 
when we see the sun declining may perhaps 
expel unprofitable musings, and arm against 
the terrors of approaching darkness.” 

It is in 3 st. of 81, and its use is by no 
means equal to ifs merits. It was included 
in Farr’s reprint of the Hallelujah, 1857; 
and thenee, passing through Lord Selborne's 
Book of Praise, 1862, was given in Thring’s 
Coll, No, 20, with two siight alterations, 
Thring reading st. i., 1. 4,“ The" for * This” ; 
and in st. ii, 1. 5, “our” for “those.” It is 
also in the Westminster Abbey HT. Bk., 1883. 
(Early English Hy., § virt.} (Ww. T. BJ 

Behold the throne of grace. JJ. New- 
ton. [The Throne of Grace.) Appeared io the 
Olney Hymns, 1779, Bk. i.. No. 83, in 8 at. of 
4 1, and hased on 1 Kings iii, 5. Although 
extensively used both in G. Britain and in 
America, it is generally in an abridged, and 
tometimes altered form. In 1781 J. Wesley 
published the last four stanzas of the original 
asa hymn in the Arminian Magazine, p. 285. 
beginning “Since ‘tis the Lord's com 1" 
but it failed to attract attention, and in that 
form ia unknown to moderna liymn-books. 

Behold the wretch whose lust and 
wine. J. Watts, [The Prodigal] Thi 
peraphrase of St. Luke xv. 13, &c., was Ist 
pub. in his Hymns, &c., 1709, Bk. i., No. 123, 
in 7 st. of 41. The peculiarity of its _— 
line has made against its adoption in its ort 
ginal form in modern hymnals, 

In the draft Scottish Translations and Para- 
phrases, 1745, it was given unaltered as No. 
XX¥., save st, vi., which was rewritten thus:— 

~ Bring forth the fairest Robe for him, 
the joyful Father said ; 

To him each Mark of Grace be shown, 
and every bonour paid.” 



BEHOLD WE COME 

Lo) Tize 4 the adoption of the liymn in the autho- 
1 oat ‘eueof the Zranslations and Paraphrases, 

1. No. x1, it waa given as“ The wretched 
Ol ee behold.” ‘This recast is composed as 

> OWS: st ji—v. recast from original b 
watts 4t. vi, new; at. vii. from 1743: st. viit 
be tte: st. ix. new. This recast, which may 
2 found ju full in modern editions of the 
Scottish Paime, &c., las been in common 
se in the Church of Scotland for 100 yeurs. 

Ignw Miss J. E. Leeson's Par. and Hymns, ke, 
B53, No, Ixx., two hymns on the a dod rt 

faze, St. Luke xv. 13-25. are given; the first, 
Nich Untodeath: with famine pined,” being 

i; Miss Leeson ; and the second, “The pro- 
“eal's retumingg steps.” This last is thus 
COM powed: st. i, ii. Miss Leeson, based ou the 
Seottish Par: iii, iv., S. Par. altered; y.. vi., 
Miss Leesoy, {J. J.) 

Beholdwe come dear (good good] Lord, 
to Thee. J. Austin. [Sunday.) ‘This is 
ra ge ei boegets 7 st. of 4 Lin his Devotions 

fhe Aulies “ay of Ufiices, 1608, and is ap- 
eee frSunday at Matin. After passing 
through th various reprints of that work, 
Prigt the revisered e-<ditions of Dorrington, and 
with ickes (ec Austin, J.), it was included, 

1 a, alterations, in the Salisbury 
Seal a go > Pott's Coll, 1861; the New 
famecens winenee S72, and others, It had, | 

. H -UsTyY appeared in J, Wesley's 
a? iy, Charlestown, South Carolina, 

196-7, No24, im G st. [W. T. B.] 
Behold w 

‘what Condescending love. J. 
Pencod. (Chrint bleasing Children.) 1st pub. | 
Scripty gr A f Fatse, compiled from the Hoty 
the Ase Mew RE: 50, in 5 st. of 41. In 
the Meh Bictt? E=pis. Hymns, 1849, No. 261; | 
Dr. Hatticlite eo} 47 ymnai, 1878, No. 828; and | 
(dated su; s/t ®*P Ch HH. Bk., 1872, No. 1142 
poset Soi is ©FFror), ia a cento thus com- 
iv,, Doddridge Hi-> iii., Peacock as above: st, 
Shepherd sang _>* * his “See Israel's gentle 
slig tly atte x . St. iii.; but in both cases 

that which wag The cento has its origin in 
Hys., 1776, No ven in Toplady's Pe. and 
alterations) ; Y, in 6 st. of which (with 

*—tV~ are taken. [W. T. BJ 
Pcie bho "t witnesses unseen. 

No. 32 inthe  “SBOZation.) lst oi peared iis 
and Paraphraseg <= waft Scottish Translations 
brews xii l-i1g 2 1745, as « version of He- 
is unknown, = ma 12 stof4l The author 
1751, a Dew ater; the revised ed, issued in 
slight sitemtion was walded aa iii, anid 
the Draft of lz 2 ee other sts. 7 
with art Alters, 2 1e OL was repeater 

alteraty tems, on No. 59; ond with 
a ee Of 16 lines, in the public hip e-. | 
aad ee. tae that year by the Church 

| 
} 

Scotland, a 
oe eldest re Still in use. Inthe markings 
the alterationg of tter of W. Cameron (q.¥.), 
and Cameron, 81 are ascribed to Legun 
in abridged forp, he text of 17H] has passed, 
ee Mianriees Cy? Eto a few modern hymnale, 
me iting . ig OT@l A. Bk, 1861, No. 209, | 
ie e601: wna Snd_ the Eng. Presb. Ps. & 
ae ie he church Praise, 1883, reduced 
w +8 Wo. WD American Prayer Bk. Coll, 

1828, ° m1 te + 1871, No. 18%), and others | 
wt Yee 10! what o cloud of witnesses ;” 
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While in Rorison’s H. adapted to the Church 
Services, 1860, itis,“ A witneas-host, by us un- 
seen.” In Anderson's Coll, Edinburgh, 1818, 
No. 359 begins with st. vi. altered to, “ Like 
Christ, have ye, to blow or death.” and Nv 

360, with st. x. A father's voice, with re- 
verencc, we.” It is included, considerably 
altered, as No. 85 in Miss Leeson's Paraphrases 
& Hymns, 1853. in three parts, pt. ii, begin- 
ning, * Lo! for the juy before Him set,” and 
t. Hii., “ Through all the hard experience 
ed.” (J. M.) 
Behold what wondrous grace. | 

Watts, (Adoption.) 1st pub. in his Hymns, 
&c., 1707 (2nd el. 1709, Bk. i., No, Ixiv.), in 
6 at, of + 1., and entitled * Adoption.” In J, 
Wesley's Ps. & Hys,, Charlestown, South Caro- 
linu, 1786-7, p. 19, it was given with altera- 
tious and che omission of at. ii, Ita modern use 
is limited in G. Britain, but extensive in 
America, 

In the Draft Scottish Translations anc 
Paraphrases, 1745, this text was given, ux 
No. xxx., in 5 st. in a recast form. As thie 
text, amt not that of Watts, has been fol- 
lowed in the authorized issue of the T'rans- 
lations, &e., of I781, und as the Transla- 
tions, &.. of 1745 are difficult to consult, we 
subjuin the original of Watts, and the text 
of 1745. 

Watts, Translations, ate., L146 

Belioht what wondrous | Bebold th’ amazing Height 
grace of Love 

The Father hath be} the Father hath bestow'd 
stow'd Om us, the sinful Sone of 

On sitters of a mortal race, Men, 
To call them Sons of} To call us Sous of Gon! 

(aod! Conceal'd a8 yet thir 
"Tis no surprising thing, Honour lyes, 

That we should be un by this durk World un- 
known known; 

The Jewish workt knew] So the World knew nut 
Tes their King, when be came, 

God's Everlasting Son. Gup's everlasting Son, 

Nor doth it yet appear High is this Uharacter we 
How great we must be bear; i 
made ; but bigher we shall rise 

But when we see our Sa-| Tho’ what we'll be in fu- 
viour here, ture worlds 

We shall be like our] Is hidfrom mortal Eyes. 
Head. 

But this we know, our 
A hope so much divine Souls shall then 
May trials well endure, their Geb and Sav tous 

May porge our suule from wees 
sense and sin Unveil'd behold him, and 

As Christ the Lord Is tragsform'd 
pure, utite Lin Likeness be, 

If in my Father's love A Hope so great, and so 
I share « filial part, dis ine, 

Send down Thy Spirit tike| may Trials well endure: 
a dove, Refine the Sou! from Sense 

To rest upon my beart, and Sin, 

We would no longer lle as Christ bimself is 
Like slaves beneath the pure, 
throne ; 

My faith shall Abba, Fa- 
ther, ery, 

And Thou the kindred 
own. 

A comparison of this text with that autho- 
rized in the Translations, &e,, of 1781, Ne, 
Ixiii., and whieh may be foun in any modern 
copy of the Scottish Palms, &e.. will shew ut 
once how much the latter is indebted to the 
former: and how far both differ from Watts. 
By whom the 1745 recast was made is not 
known, but that of 1781, which has been in 
use in the Ch, of Scotland for 100 years, ix 
claimed by W. Cameron (q_v.) as his. E10, 

“4 * 
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Behold where breathing love divine, | 
Anna L. Barhauld, née Aikin, Charity.) Con- | 
tributed to Dr. W. Enfleld's Hymne for Public 
Worship, &c., Warrington, 1772, No. 117, in 
8S st.of 41. In the following year it was re- 
published in Mrs. Barbaukl’s (then Miss 
Aikin) Poema, Lon., J. Johnson, 1773, pp 121- 
123. In this form itis not in extensive use, 
although included in Dr, Collyer’s Collection, 
1812, and repeated in Dr. Martineau'’s Hymns, 
1840 & 1873. <A cento from this hyun is 
given in the Church S, 8S. H. Bk., 1868, No. 
364, and other collections, beginning, “ Blest 
is the man whose softening heart.” It is 
composed of at. iii., iv., vii., viii, somewhat 
altered, and appeared in the 9th ed. of Cot- 
terill’s Sel., 1820, No. 123. From thence it 

d into various collections both in G. 
itain and America. In Kennedy, 1863, No. 

126, it begins, “ Blest isthe man whose tender 
heart.” The full original text is given in 
Lyra Brit,, 1867, pp. 32-83. 

Behold, where in a mortal form [the 
Priend of Man). W. Enfield. [Christ 
our Example.) Appeared in the 3rd ed. of 
his Hymns for l'ublic Worship, &., L797, in 8 
st.of 41. It frou thence into Bicker- 
steth’s Christian Psalmody, 1833, Reed's Hymn- 
Book, 1842, and othera. In tle Bapt. New 
Selection, 1828, No. 120, it was given aa, 
“ Behold, where in the Friend of Man,” with 
the omission of at. ii., and in this form it is 
found in the Bap. Ps. & Hymns, 1838. The 
hymn is also in OC. U. in America. The first 
form, abbreviated, is in Songs for the Sanctuary, 
N. Y., 1865, and the second is in Hys. & Songs 
of Praise, N. Y., 1874, aud others, 

Behold with pleasing extacy. — 
P. Doddridge. [Missions.| This hymn is No. 
48 in the p, wss,, and dated “ Oot. 30,1737,” It 
was pub. in Job Orton’s ed. of Doddridge’s 
(posthumous) Hymna, 1755, No. 121, in 7 at. 
of 4 L, in a slightly different form, and en- 
titled “ A Nation born in a day; or the rapid 
progress of the Gospel desired,” Is. Ixvi. 8, 
and again in J. D. Humphreys’s ed. of the same, 
1849. In its original form it has not come 
into common use; but st. iv. and v., — 
ning, “ Awake, all conquering arm, awake,” 
very slightly altered, were given in the 
American Bap. Psalmist, 1815, No. 857. Also 
in Spurgeon’s 0. O. H. Bk., 1866, No. 962. 

Behold yon new-born Infant grieved. 
J. Merrick, [Ignorance of Man.) 1st pub. 
in bis Poems ou Sacred Subjects, Oxford, 
Clarendon Press, 4to., Le 25-27, in 8 at. 
of 41. It was also included in full by Mont- 
gomery in his Christian Psalmist, 1825, No. 
333. Ip its full form it has not come into 
C. U.; but centos therefrom are given in 
numerous vollections both in G. Britain and 
America. These are :— 

1. “ Author of good, to thee I tura foome)."” This cento 
is composed of st. ¥.-vill,, somewhat altered In Bleker- 
ateth's Christ, Pealmady, 1833, No. 157, and from thence 
has passed into several movern collections. In Dr. Ken- 
nedy's ymao, Christ., 1863, No. 1410, these stanzas are 
repeated as “ Author of good, to Thee we turn,” and 
thereto 8 Ines have been added, probably by Dr. Ken- 

2. * Author of good, we reston Thee."” This isa slightly 
altered form of the former cento, which is found in 
teveral Atmericar ieee collections. 

s, ~ 
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3. “Eternal God, we look to Thee.” This is an altered 
form of st, v., vi., and viii, It was ineluded fn the 
Leeds H. Bk., 1953, No. 580, and is repeated in the 
Y. Comg., 1959, and other collections, 

Tuken in its various forms, very few of 
Merrick’s compositions have attained to an 
equal position in popular favour. —_[J. J.) 

Bei dir Jesu, will ich bleiben. 
C. J. Spitta. (Confirmation.} Founded on 
Ps. Ixxiii. 28, and Ist pub. in the 1st Series 
of his Psalter und Harfe, 1833, p. 58, in 6 st. 
of 8 1, entitled, “I remain continually with 
Thee.” In the Wurttemberg G. B,, 1842, 
No, 383, Knapp's He. L. &., 1837, No. 1709 
(1865, No. 890). The tra. in C. U. are:— 

1, In Thy service will Iever. A full and good 
tr. by R. Massie in his Lyra Dom. 1860, p. 59, 
and thence in Schaff’s Christ in Song, ed, 1879, 
» 452. Altered and transposed as Nos. 542, 545 

in Adams's American CA. Pastorals, 1864. No. 
543 begins with st. v., “Let Thy light on me be 
shining,” and incorporates, as st, ii., a cento from 
st. i., ii, of Massie’s tr, of Spitta’s “ Meine Stund 
ist noch nicht kommen" (q. ¥.). In Horder’s 
Cong. Hys., 1884, No. 267, st. iv., Il. 5-8, and v., 
ll, 5-8, are omitted. 

2. By Thee, Jesus, will I stay. A fr. of st. i, 
v.. vi. as No. 35 in are S. of G. and G@., 1876, 
marked as by “J. B. Walter, 1868.” 

Other trs, are :-— 
(1) “So will I abide for ever,” by J.D. Burns in bis 

Memoir & Remains, 1269, p. 236. (2) “ Jesus, with 
Thee I would abide,” by Du 1873, p. 43, 

(J. M. 
Beim friihen Morgenlicht. [Morning.] 

We bave found this hymn in two forms, each 
differing somewhat fiom the other, and both 
differing from the text Caswall seems to have 
used for his translation. The earlier is in 
the Katholisches G. B,, Wirzburg, 1828 [Uni- 
versity Library, Wiirzburg}, ed. by Canon 8. 
Portner, for use in the Diocese of Wiirzburg; 
where it occurs as No. 88, at p. 183, in 14 st. 
of 4 1, and double — entitled “The 
Christian Greeting.” No author's name is 
given, but it is probably of Franconian origin, 
and does not seem older than the present cen- 
tury. The second is in F. W. von Ditfurth’s 
Frankische Volkslieder, Leipzig, 1855, pt. i., 
p. 12, in 13 st. of 41. with double refrain, en- 
titled “Gelobt sey Jesus Christus.” Eight 
stanzas of the first form are in the Kath. Geeang- 
hiichlein, 7th ed., Aechaffenburg, 1860, and 
the second form is given in full in the Erang. 
Kinder G. B., Basel, 1867, No. 59. The last 
four stanzas of the Wirzburg @. B., 1828, are 
here quoted for comparison. 

xi, Die Finsterniss wird Licht, 
Wenn fromm die Zunge «pricht : 

Gelodt sey Jesus Christus | 
Die Macht der Holle flieht 
Vor diesem sllssen Lied: 

Gelobt sey Jesus Christus! 
Im Himmel selbst ersehallt, 
Mit hetligem Gewalt! Gelobt, &e. 
Des Vaters ewigem Wort, 
Ertonet ewig dort: Gelott, &c, 

. Tbr Mensehenkinder all" 
Singt Laut im Jubelschall: Gelobt, &c. 
Rings um den Exdenkreis, 
Ertone Gott cum Preis: Gelobt,, &e. 

. Singt Himmel, Erd* und Meer, 
Und aller Engel Heer: Gelobt, &c, 
Es schalle weit und breit, 
In Zeit und Ewigkelt; Gelobt, dc. 
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The oniy tr. in C. U. is— ham, 1872. In 1869 he was also appointed 
lee gilds tho skies, by E. Caswall, Hon. Canon of Carlisle Cathedral, Dr. Bill's 
x Pub, in H. Formby's Citholic Humans, Lond, | works include Night Scenes from the Bible, 
so Pg 1854 [approbation May 3, 1855), p. 44, | 1861; Hille that Ii Peace, 1872; The 
tm st. of 4 1, and double refrain. In Cas- | Saintly Calling, 1873; Voices from the Lahes, 
aa "3 Masyue of Mary, 1858, 4 st. were added, | 1877; Songs in the Twilight, 1881; Hymna for 
Fo oan in his /fymas § Poems, 1873, p. 155, | the Church and the Chamber, 1882; Songe in 
Pp, Sof 2 1. and refrain, entitied “The | Many Keys, 1884 ; and for the ay na Tract 
e ann of Jesus,”” the first line being given as | Society, Angelic Beings, and their Nature anc 
BPs ebt ser Jesus Christ,” which, as will be | Minésiry. He has also edited an Appendiz ty 
is n Above, is the original refrain. The full text | Dr, Walker's Cheltenbam Psalms and Hymne, 
. Even unaltered as No. 269 in the Appendiz | in 1873 (Sth ed. 1878). To this Appendiz 
o the 47 Noted, 39rd ed., 1867, were contributed :— 

i. os hymn has attaimed considerable popularity, and 1, Another Sabbath closes, Sutlay Keening, 
He Und in varyinge centos, as in H. A. & M,, 1464-75; 2. Be near us, Triune fied, we pray Matrimony, 

ee mary, Wi; ap. Hymnal, 119; Scottish Free | 3. Be with us, gracious Lord, wday. Con-ecration 
ri —_ A. Bk, isms Horder’s Coll, 1684; and In | of a Church. 
“Ye ca inthe Hage. #*radse Bk, 1871; Beang. Hymnal, 4. Christ ascends with songs exultart. Ascension, 
rall ve ASO: La Domini, 1*84, and othera. Gene. 6. Christ has risen! let the tidings. Luster. ~ 
Pp ¥ itappars under {ts original first line, but in the 6. Come, gracious Saviour, manifest Thy glory, dd- 
: 4H. GT, $& im Givided into two parts, No, 446 | rent. 
of —— “The nigght becomes as day,” which in rt. xi. 7. From the four winds, 0 living breath. Missions. 

1824, and st, XX. Of the text of LSI. [J. M.) 4. Se i valleys Lough and sing. cee 
9. Lord, at Thy mercy-seat we tow, Foundalion 

ge of Beings, God of Love. C | stone y thurch.” ze 
Wesley. (Beliewera one with Christ.) A| 0. Oil me with Thy Spirit, gracious Lont. Whit- 
Grace ser Meat,” given in Hys. & Sac. | tit oan i s ; jvation. Our P ks. General Poems, 1739, in 5 st. of 4). (P. Works, 1868- RORY Jesu, our salvation. Our Prophet, &, Genera 

#2. Fol. i. p. 34>. In the Drummond & Gre- 12, On the sad night He was betrayed, Passiontide 
ville Ch. of England H. Bk. 1838, No. 161, 13, * Redeem the time,” (ied only knows. 7¥me, 
Gar > v were Ri ven as, “ Eterusl Father, Pu Flay shadows lengthen, wight wily soon be here. 

American S52 his was repeated in the | 15, To God the Lord, I lift mine eyes. General. 
Tau meathe FL, Bk, 185%. a wes grateful heart und volde we ralse. Grace 

c : x 

ster, b. 2 Be Ph, D.D.. & Baptist Mini- | Phese hymns being of recent date are pot 
1794, took op bis meham, England, April 5, | found, save in one or two instances, in any 
and d. at Philacke Doyen in America, 1844 ; | other collection than Dr, Bell's Appendiz to Dr, 
pub. pearly 200 esl July 10, 1859. He | Walker's Pa & Hymna, and his Appendiz to 
Baptixa Pulpit, y sso. amongst them, The the Hy. Comp. noted below. With the exevption 
nominaion IRSm History uf Religious De- | of Nos. 14 and 16, the ubove were republished 
Hymne, their Ps ae and Historical Sketches of | in Dr. Bell's Hymne for Church and Chamlyr, 
1859, reprinted’ an ¢ pia and their Influence. | Youd. J, Nisbet & Co,, 1882, ‘This work also 
extremely crappy, bany, 1873. _ This last is | ootaing other hymns of merit, and should be 

Mateeciere re Bosslpy. anil by consulted in preparing uw Colleetion for eon. 
facts tool ex<-tj ¥. but it contains some gregutional or private use, In 1884, Dr. Bol! 
years the lares¢ gy tons of value, and was for | added an Appendix Selected for the Use wf 
on the subject iy Bel eel treatise | Cheltenham Churcher to the Hy. Comp., in 

Bell, Char ant, (F. M. B} which he embodied the hymns geven ip bis 
of a few liymnys ipa Christopher, the author | former Appendix, and aldedt therets the fol 
was b. at Hick}; ™. the Meth. S.S. H, Bk. 1879, | lowing hymns from his Hys, for the Churehi it 

Bell is aclemint. “E> Notts, Dec. 10, 1845. Mr. Chamber :— 
tue Church of Js, ¥. trade, and u member of | .'. (reat God, Thy peuple's dwelling-place. Te 

— : ; ew Fear. 

t. Eternal fithey sod and. His hymns ha 1s, He giveth His beloved sleep. Safety during Sleep 
2. In thantfar MOR i ge Sar, we pray. Avening. 19, O Lamb of God, Who died cur souls to win 
3. Jesus Who cad yereg OUT hearts we lift. Thankagiving. | Peace with God desired. 
4. O Thou, Wiig ni Vittle ones to Thee, Karly Piety. 20. O Saviour Christ, enthroned at God's right hand 
5, Praise he Logyg YS © throughout this slay. Seening. | Christ the Aninted One. 

Christ. » for still He reigneth. Praiseto | 21. Rest inthe Lord. Ob, words of love, Axehortativn 
Of these lym to trust in God 

* Unknown.” ests Nos, 4 and 5 are marked In addition to these there were alsu given -— 
Bell's OMpsitioc She Meth. SH. Bk. Mr. 22. For Erin plead we, God of love. Hymn for 
sive use than j MS are worthy of more exten- | Ireland. . ® now accorded to them. 23. Jesu, our bright & Morning Star, Be 

Bell, Charles ae 
Humphrey Be Dent, vwv.. « of Henry wrafel Iniaw %. at Warwick Loige, Magh-| Bell, Jane Cross. (Simpson, J. ¢.] 
and educated 4) ©n 10th February, 1818,| Beman, Nathan Sidney Smith, 1:1). 
bargb. 80d the, the Royal Acidemy, Edin- | was b. at Canaan, Columbia Co,, N.Y., Nov 
and Trinity Con Val Scheol, Dungannon, | 27, 1785; and graduated at Middleburg Col, 
1842, MA, las”? Dublin, graduating Ba. | lege, Vermont, 1807, He was a Congregational 

* iaken Holy Ora, ~ "nd pp. 1878 Having | Pastor at Portland, Maine, 1810-12; Minister 
of Hampton in pide he was successively Curate | in Georg.a, 1812-22; and Pastor of the Firet 
Reads and og Felen, and St. Mary's Ciapel, | Presbyterian Chures, Troy, N. ¥.. 1525 

: VEG - lh St. Mrary-in-the-Caatle, Has- | 63. He d. at Carbondale, Illinois, Auy *. 
UNE ‘ ine a bent of St. Johu'a Chapel, | 1871. He edited Sacred Lyrics, Troy, Iie. 
Yaw Ryda DA; Viear of Ambleside, 1861; and an enlurged collection under the =n. 
wah WIZ; and Rector of Chelten- title, 1841. The latter was adopted by the 

4 by Ge __ 
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New School Presbyterian General Assombly 
ae the Christian Pealmist, 1847. Dr, Beman 
is known in hymnody mainly through his 
three hymus whicli are in common use >— 

1. Jesus, we bow before Thy throne, Missions. 
This appeared in Dr. Hastings's Spiritual Songs, 
1831, No. 174, in 4 st. of 4 L. 

2. Jesus, I come te Thee. Suliuission to Christ. 
3. Hark, the judgment trampet sounding. ./tdy- 

ment, The last two were first pub, in his Sacred 
Lyrics, 1832, and all are given in Dr. Hatfield's 
Church H. Bk, 1872. Dr, Beman'’s hymns are 
unknown to English collections. [F. M. B.] 

Benedicite. This canticle is yiven in 
the Septuagint version of Holy Seriptures, 
and is. therein a part [verse 35 to middle of 
vy. 66] of the prayer of Azarias in the furnace, 
which occurs between vv. 23 and 24 of Dan. iii. 
It is not in the Hebrew version of the Holy 
Scriptures, and on this ground, amongst others, 
it is omitted from the Authorised Version. Its 
use in the Cuurch, as a Canticle, dates froin a 
very early period, It isin the Greek, Ambrosian, 
Mozarabir, Reman, Sarum, and other Office- 
books, usually at Lauds for Sundays and Festi- 
vals, but varying in form und length, foll 
detaile of which are given in Dr. Smith's 
Dict. of Christian Antiquities, Art. Benedicite. 
In addition to the renderings into Latin for 
the use of the Western Church, the following 
are versions in English, the first of which, 
after that in Latin as noted above, ia the 
version in the Bk. of Common Prayer :— 

1, O all ye works of the Lord. By whom this 
rendering from the Latin was made is not known. 

2. O all ye works of God the Lerd, Anon. in 
Playford’s musical ed. of the Old Version, 1677, 
and thence into the Sepp. to the New Version, 
ed. 1708. 

3. Ye works of God, on Him alone. By James 
Merrick, from his Hfys. g Poems on Sacred Sub- 
jects, 1763, 

4. Angels holy, high and lowly. Py J.S. Blackie. 
This rendering of the Jienedicite appeared in 
Dr. Bonar's Bible H. Bk, 1845, No. 90, in 12 st. 
of 6 L, and again in Dr. Blackie’s Lays and Le- 
gends of Ancient Greece, 1857, . 163, in 7 st. of 
41., and headed “ Benedicite.” Professor Blackie, 
in a note thereto, says :— 
“This hymn was composed by me for the very 

beautiful Hurschen melaly, Allee Schweige, the music 
and words of which will be found Im the collection of 
Burechen Melodies, published by me in Tait's ae 
tine for 1840, vol. vil. p. 259. Many of these melodins, 
though used on convivial occasions, have a solemnity 
about them, in virtue of which they are well fitted for 
the service of the Sanctuary" (p. 350). This rendering 
of the Benedicite t4 gaining in popular favour, aod ts 
found in several bynnals. 

5. O all ye works of God mosthigh. This para- 
phrase was given in various numbers of Zhe 
Suadiy at Home, in 1885, It is by the Rev, 
Richard Wilton, 

Strictly speaking, Nos. 2, 3, and 5 are notin 
C. U, In addition to the above renderings 
there are also :— 

(1) Song of the Three Children Paraphrased, &e. Ry 
Lady Chudleigk. 
her Poems, 1709, (2) Song of the Three 
Buglith Verse, Ry M. Le Pla. London. Printed by 
J. ew, [Cir 1720.] “This was edited by S. Wesley, 
Sun. (5) Divine Hymns, or a Marephrase wpom the Te 
fium & Benedicite. Cambridge, ‘I. Walker, 1691, 

(J. J.J 

Jamion, 170%. This is reprinted in 
chidven in | 

BENGEL, J. A. 

' Benedict, Erastus Cornelius, 11.0, 
boat Brantord, Connectiont, March 1%, 1800, 
and educated at Williams College, graduating 
in 1821, Tu 1824 he waa called to the Bar; 
anil from 1850-54 was President of the New 
York Board of Education. He was also 
Regent of New York University, and filled 
other important posts of honour. He d. in 
New York, Oct. 22, 1880. He published 
several works, including the Hymn of St. Hil- 
debert, N. Y., 1867. In 1870, he contri- 
buted “ Jesus, I love Thee evermore,” a tr, 
of “O Deus, sa omo Te” (q. ¥.), and * With 
terror thou dost strike me now,” a tr. of 
“Gravi me terrore pulsas” (q. ¥.), te Dr. 
Schaff’s Christ in Song. (F. M. B.) 

Benedicta sit beata Trinitas. [Holy 
Trinity.) An asuopymous sequence, the text 
of which is included in the Sarum, York, 
and Hereford Missals as the sequence for 'Tri- 
nity Sunday, In the reprint of the York 
Missal (Surtees Society, vol. 60) it is noted 
that it is No. 24, among the Proses and Se- 
quences from the Bodleian ms,, 775 (written 
in the reign of Ethelred, sometime between 
994-1017). In this os. it is headed “ In pre- 
tiosa solemnitate Pentecostes.” It is also in 
an lth cent. kif senegal of 
Sequences, now in Corpus Christi lege, 
Cambridge, No, 473. Py. as, “All blessing 
to the Blessed Three,” by C. 5. Calverley, 
made for and 1st pub. in the Hymnary, 1870- 
72, No. 336, in 9 st. of 41. [W. A. 8] 

Benedictus. Trinelations into English 
of this Song of Zacharias (St. Luke i., 68-79) 
are given in the various versions of the Holy 
Scripture, those known being the P. Bk. 
version in (he Morning Prayer, the A. V.1611, 
and the Revised V. of 1881, In addition there 
are metrical renderings in the form of hymns 
in the O. V. of Sternbold and Hopkins; the 
N, V.of Tate and Brady, and the following :-— 

() Drayton's Harmony of the Church, 1591; & G. 
Wither's ys. and rege og Church, 1633-31; (3) 0. 
Sundys's / araph, on Meals, 1696; (4) Simon Ford's 
Ps. of David, 1645; (5) Bp. Patrick's Ps. af David in 
Metre, tind ed., 1895, (W. T. B] 

1, Johann Albrecht, s. of Al- 
hrecht Bengel, diaconus at Winnenden, near 
Waiblingen, Wiirttemberg, was b. at Winnen- 
den, June 24, 1687, After the completion of 
jus theological studies at Tiibingen (ma. 1704, 
pp, L751), he became assistant at Metzin- 
gen, near Urach, in 1707, Repetent at Tiibin- 
gen in 1708, and assistant (general preacher) 
at Stuttgart in 1711. In 1713 he was ap- 
pointed Preceptor and preacher at the Clo‘s- 
ter School of Denkendorf, near Esslingen. 
lis pupils were mostly preparing for the 
Church, and during his tenure of office 
some 300 passed through his hands. In 1741 
he was appointed Prelate of Herbrechtingen ; 
and in 1749 Prelute of Alpirshach (the highest 
post in the Church of Wiirttemberg) and 
member of the Consistory. He d. at Stuttgart, 
Nov, 2, 1/52 (Koch, v. 89-99, Allg. Deutsche 
Biog., ii, ®31-333; Bode, 43-44). Aa a theo- 
logian and cevlesiastic Bengel exercieul 4 
greet and abiding influence in Wiirttemberg. 
As a hymn-writer he was not prolific, and few 
of his hymns are still in use. One has been 

| tr. into English, viz. :— 
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eee fdenk an deine Wunden, [Cross und Con- 
r Sheen} Ist pub. as acompanion to Meditation | 
PERE ips 8. Urbperger's Der Krancten Gesundeit 

493 er Sterhenden Leben, Stuttgart, 1723, p, | 
~~"> 48 st of 8 1., entitled “On believing aud 

Patient sufering.”” Included as No, 867 in the 
Pe *NNOver G6. B., 1740. Sometimes erroneously 
a Tibed to Urisperyer. The only tr. in C U. 
oh L°ll think upon the woes,” omitting st. il, 
ee ¥-») a8 No.579, am the American Bay), Psalmist, 

aah (J. MJ 
H Benign-Maria, daughter of Count 

eturich xxvu. of Reuss Bbersdorf, was b. 
ate enn Dec. 15, 1695. Under the 

ten of Ulrich Bugislaus y. Bouin, she 
attained a high cerlteure, and became conversant 
biomes Latin, Greek, and Hebrew. After the 
euth of her paremts she retired to a manor- 
Ouse, wear Pottigesa, in the district ot Loben- 
— and d.there July 31, 1751. 

wasdurieg a1 her life an invalid, but bore her 
eilictions *Hhea meek and quiet ouirit, and Was ever 
meer io heart, ferwert in prayer, and loving to all 
pag m™ She thought t<> bbe of the truth, rich and poor 

pacy Sbe regardeck Baez brother-in-law, Count N, L, 
bein FS amy gin as & sch ismatic, yet her hymns breathe 
M ssa rel hdl apm were mostly published in the 

bytuns thee tr. into Sicsaiiion aos Eee ee 

Sopp aus der Hob. [Hefore Work.) Ist 
Sabet yt S22 im the Summluny Geist- und lich 

of 8 Le eetP2isx und Gorlitz, 1725, in 4 st. 
S16, alternt 8 bY tér-étembery G. B., 1842, No. 

om, altered and oOmnitting st. ii, This is tr. as:— 
che Wane wee ™ay daily tail. A good tr. from 
ec Sacred i Pvt Centributed by Dr. K.P. Dunn 
1859 A sae Src the German, Philadelphia, 
ean ya hper thence, as No, 393, in Board- 
+ God's bles: ae Phia, 1861. Another fr. is :— 
Walker, 180, ay a3. ©@n high descend,” by Dr. G. 

ii. Das mi: 

st. The tra pista 1725, as above, No. 14,in 11 
No. 584, in the ag, <%) “This yields me joy,” 
No. 710). (2) «yp ean A. Bh, 1801 (1849, 
as st. ii, of No pine time will come,” of st. v. 
1801 (1849, No, 1238), in the sieiaees Me 

April 18, 1815 S222, b. at Lyme Regis, 
1868. His bymre G. at Islington, Nov. 12, 
were coll anen” Written at various dates, 

qh) Hymnt ty a7 Pub. as follows :— 

le7. This cttainerg”* Lend. ; Printed for the Author, 
late Henry Branete, @nae pieces. og ae by the 

E whh sidition ny ed, 1469. was pub, by 
finisbed). bytnns (32 tn all, and 6 un- 

eae: Mighty weeoms of his Hymns, “ Cling 
above,” aré in estan. and “I have a home 
are alaoin€.U .“™Sive use. The following 

—— 

1, Jesus, MY [the 
+ Lord Jetna, bide oy One. Jems for Men. 

tt, ¥ people. Jesus All in Ail. 
2 

“5 ena E.. née Dampier, dau. of 
: Awite Qt-A-» Vicar of Coggeshull, Pasess SL Peet the Rov. J. W. Bennett, | 
1s82 po “t's, South Hampstead, pub. in| 

eee eres fon eee Of the Snglish Church: being 
caristion Veer. Laon ayes an Holy Day in the 

Frew We work the following hyinns were | 
Pa w The Unteersel Hymn Book (1885) :— 
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1. As by the wondrous working of the blessed holt 
ye, Christmas, 

2. Christ is our Great High Priest. pisile th Sin 
tent, 

3, The infant Saviour, very soon, (ircwmecision. 

These hymng, in common with many others 
in Mrs. Bennett's work, were written in 1881. 

Bernstein, Christian Andreas, was b. 
at Domuity, wear Haile, where his father, 
Daniel Bernstein, was pastor, Afler coim- 
pileting his studics at Halle, he was appointed, 
m 1695, by A. H. Francke, a tutor in the 
Padagoginm there; was then ordained as 
assistant to lis tather (probal.ly at the end of 
1696); and d. at Domnitz, Oct, 18, 1699 (Kock, 
iv. 365, Allg. Deutsche Biog. ii, 484). 

From extracts from the Airchentech of Dummuitz. 
khudly sent by Pastor Tauer, it appears that Bernstein 
was baptized there, July 12, 1672, and thus was pro- 
bally b. July 9 He signed the book os assistant to 
his father on March 5, 1697. The funeral serio, 
Oct, 20, 1699, was preached at bis request by Francke, 
from Isaiah Ixi. The statement by bis father (who 
survived tll Feb. 47, 8712), that Christian d. at the 
age of 27 years, 3 months, and 2 days, and to the 
3rd month and 2nd day of bis age, 3rd year, 4th 
week of bis ministry, seems burdly recoocilable with 
the other facta, 

In Freylinghausen'sa G. B., 1704-5, aix of 
bis hytuns were ineluded, four of which have 
been fr. into English :-— 

1, Ihr Kinder des Héchsten! wie steht's um die 
Lieb, (Hretherly Lowe.) 1704, as above, No, 346, In 
Set. Previously in G, Arnold's (itiliche Sophia, Leip- 
rig, 1700, pt. LL p. S08, us No. i. of the “Some hitherto 
unknown bymens.” Tr as;—* We In one covenant 
are Jolwed,” of st. v. by J. Swertner, as No. Ssé in 
the Moranan IN. Bk., 1759. 

ii, Mein Vater! zeuge mich, dein Kind, nach 
deinem Bildo. [Names and Offiect af Christ.) 1704, 
as above, No. 63, in last, ‘The fre. are :— 
a) * | Father! form Thy Child according to Thine 

Image.” by J. C. Jacoti, 1722, P- 128 (173%, p, 12) 
(2) * Father, make me Thy child." No. $46 in pt. L of 
the Moracian J. Bk., 1764, 

iii, Behonster aller Gchénen. [Lowe to Christ.) 
ist pub. in the Geistreiches G, B. Halle, 1697, p, 246, Ln 
Sat. Tr. as:—" Falrest of all beauties.” No. 641 in 
pt. f. of the Moravian H. Bk., 1764. 

iw. Zuletzt gehta wohl dem der gereoht auf Erden. 
Cross & Consvlation.)  T704, as.above, No, 440, in 7 at 

trs, are:— 

(1) * At Last he's well, who thro’ the Blood of Jesus,” 
No. 693, in pt. L. of the Moravian H, BR, 1164, Altered 
1749, and changed in metre, 140], beginning “ At Lani 
he’s Vest” (2) “At lost all shall be well with those, 
His own,” by Mins Borthwick, in H. L, L,, 1X64 (1462, 
p 725; 1884, p 172). (4. M.) 

Benson, Edward White, p.p., Arch- 
bishop of Canterbury, s. of Enward White 
Benson, of York, was born at Biriningham, 
14th July, 1829, and educated at King Ed- 
ward's School in that town, and Trinity Coll., 
Cambridge. At Birmingham his coutempo- 
raries under the head mastership of Dr, Prine: 
Lee, subsequently first Bishop of Manchester, 
included Dr. Westeott, and Dr. Liglitfoot, 
Bishop of Durham. At Cambridge he took 
the high position of Sen. Opt. and Ist el. 
Classical Tripos, winning also the distinction 
of Senior Uhenoalior’s Classical Medallist 
He subsequently became a Fellow of his 
College. tn 1852 he passed from Cambridge 
to Rugby «8 assistant master; in 1859 fron 
Rugby to Wellington College, of which he was 
Head Master for fourteen years; in L872 from 
Wellington College to Lincoln, as Chancellor 
ef the Cathedral; in 1877 from Lincoln t 
Truro, asthe first Bishop of that Diorese: amt 

| 7 _ il 
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im 1883 from Truro to Canterivury, as the Pri- 
mate of All Englaod. In addition to these 
a he was can Fis sll 

n and in to the Queen. ing 
ralue of fog sawed work at Wellington Col- 
lege, at Lincoln, and at Truro, is strongly em- 
vhasised by his appointmeut to Canterbury. 
Hs literary labours jiave not been very exten- 
sive; but as a contributor to the Dictionary 
of Christian Biogra 

ork, Friendship, Worehip (University Ser- 
tmwons at Cambridre) 1871; Boy Life; Sun- 
days in Welli College. 1874, and Single- 
heart, 1877, he is —— retried known. 
His erry work embraces the co-editor. 
ship of the I edition of the 2 School 
Hymn-book ; the editorship of the Wellington 

Chapel Hymn Book, 1860, 1863, 1873, 
the trauelation of various Latin and Greek 
hymns, including Angulare Fundamentum; 
Tristes erant Apostoli; Dies Irae; O Luce 
Qui mortalibus; Te lucia ante terminum ; as 
lAapby ayids B6Ens (q. v.), and a limited 
number of original hymns. Of the latter the 
best is the Kogation Hymn, “O throned, O 
crowned with all renown” (q.¥.). [J. J.J 

Benson, Richard Meux, m.a., edu- 
cated at Christ Church, Oxford: na. in 
Lonoura, 1847, M.a., 1849. On taking Holy 
Orders, ibe became curate of St. Murk’s, Sur- 
biton, 1849; and Vicar of Cowley, Oxford, 
1850. He is also Student of Christ Church, 
Oxford. His works include The Wisdom of the 
Son of David ; Redemption, 1861; The Divine 
Rule of Prayer, and others. His hymns, * O 
Thou whove all redeeming might,” a tr. of 
“Jesu, Re wy oad omnium,” 4. v., and 
* Praise to God Who reigns above,” were con- 
tributed to H. A. & M., 1861. 

Bernard of Clairvaux, saint, abbot, 
and doctor, fills one of the most = 
— in the history of the middle ages 

is father, Teeclin, or Tesselin, a knight of 
great bravery, was the friend and vassal of the 
Duke of Burgundy. Bernard was born at his 
father’s castle on the eminence of Les Fon- 
taines, near Dijon, in Burgundy, in 1091. He 
was educated at Cuatillon, where he was distin- 
guished for his studious and meditative habits. 
The world, it would be thougit, would have 
had overpowering attractions for a youth who, 
like Bernard, had all the advantazes that 
high birth, = personal beauty, graceful 
manners, an irresistible influence could give, 
but, strengthened in the resolve by night 
visions of his mother (who bad died in 1105), 
hie chose a life of ssceticiem, aud became a 
monk. In company with an uncle and two of 
his brothers, who bad been won over by his 
entreaties, he entered the monastery of 
Citeanux, the firet Cistercian foundation, iu 1113. 
Two years later he waa sent forth, at the head 
of twelve monks, from the rapidly increasing 
and overcrowded abbey, to found a daughter 
institution, which in spite of difficulties und 
privations which would hive daunted less de- 
termined men, they succeeded in dong, in the 
henge of Wor.nwood, about four miles from 
the 
awarte from the same parent hive—on the Aube. 
On the death of Pope Honorius IL, in 1130, 
the Bucred Colloge was rent by factions, one 

y. and the author of | 

bbey of La Ferté—itself an earlier | 
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of which elected Gregory of 8t. Angelo, wie 
took the tithe of Innocent IL, while another 
elected Peter Leonis, under that of Anacletus 
IL Innocent fled to France, and the question 
as to whow the allegiance of the King, Louis 
VL, and the Freoch bishops was due was left 
by them for Bernard to decide. At a council 
held at Etampes, Bernard gave judgment in 

| favour of Innocent. Throwing himself into 
the question with all the ardour of « vehement 
= he won over both Henry L, the 

iglish king, and Lothnir, the German em- 
peror, to support the same ewuse, and then, in 
1133, accompanied Innocent LL, who was sup- 
ported by Lo.hair and his army, to Italy and 
to Rome. When Lothair withdrew, Innocent 
retired to Pisa, and Bernard for awhile to his 
abbey of Clairvaux. It was not until after 
the death of Anacletua, the ys in 
January, 1138, and the resignation of his s-~ 
cessor, the cardinal-priest Gregory. Victor IL, 
that Innocent IL., whe bed setarned to Meme 
with Bernard, was universally acknowledged 
Pope, a result to which 10 one had so greatly 
contributed as the Abbot of Clairvaux. The 
influence of the latter now became paramount 
in the Church, as was proved at the Lateran 
Council of 1139, the largest council ever col- 
lected together, where the decrees in every 
line displayed the work of his master-hand. 
After having devoted four years to the ser- 
vice of the Pope, Bernard, early in 1135, 
returned to Clairvanx, In 1137 he was again 
at Rome, impetuous and determined as ever, 
denouncing the election of a Cluniac instead 
of a Clairvaux monk to the see of Langres 
in France, and in high controversy in conse- 
uence with Peter, the gentle Abbot of 
lony, and the Archbishop of Lyons, The 
, ag was settled by the deposition by the 

ope of the Clunixe and the clevation of a 
Clairvaux monk (Godfrey, a kinsman of St. 
Bernant) into his place. In 1143, Bernard 
taised an almost similar question as to the 
election of St. William to the see of York, 
which was settled much after the same 
fashion, the deposition, after a time, if only 
for a time, of William, and the intrusion of 
another Clairvaux monk, Henry Murdac, or 
Murduch, into the archiepisoopal see. Mean- 
lime between these two dates—in 1140—the 
condemnation of Peter Abelard and his tenets, 
in which matter Bervard appeared person- 
#lly as prosecutor, took place at a council 
held at Sens. Abelard. condemned at Sens, 
uppealed to Rome, and, resting awhile on 
lus way thither, at Cluny, where Peter still 
_— as Abbot, died there in 1142, St. 

was next called upon to exercise his 
unrivalled powers of persuasion in a very 
different cause. Controversy over, he preached 
a crusade. The summer of 1146 was spent ly 
him in traversing France to rouse the people 
to engage in the secund crusade; the autumn 
with a like object in Germany. In both 
countries the effect of hia appearance and elo- 
— was marvellous, almost miraculous. 

e pepulution seemed to rise en and 
take up the cross. In 1147 the, expedition 
started, a vast horde, of which probably not a 

tenth ever reached Palestine. It proved a 
complete failure, and a miserable remnant 
| shared the flight of their leaders, the Em- 
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Sa on Conrad, and Louis, King of France, and 
bla) 2 home, defeated and disgraced. The 
n Th “as thrown upon Bernard, and his 
sy “SY for his part in the matter is extant. 
tgmip en ™, however, for long to bear up 
hin qoS! teprovch ; he died in the 63rd yeur of 
on ben in 1153, weary of the world and giad 

At rest, 
wan itt? the works of St. Bernard, the best ed. of which 
cone! by Wabidiore mt Puris in the early part of the 4th 
his ead Tia), Weare not Concerned here, except as regards 
Stores Tibutions, few and far b-wween as they are, to the 
doube a Latin hymmelogy. There has been so much 
Usually 6? Upon the authorship of the hymns which 
hi ic © ty kis pamme,— notably by his editor, Mabillon 
haw ;, that tis fm pocusible to claim any of them as Treat, trtainiy written by him; but Archbishop 
authori than whom we have no greater modern 
of the ty on such & proime, is xatisfied that the attribution 
St m all, except the “Cur mundus militat,” to 
Arehy § correct. “If be did not write,” the 
have ey, “it is mot easy to who could 
the ater them 5 ame inderd vey r profoundly 
hie tmp of his maimed, being only inferior in beauty to 

rite Dymm by which Se. Beran is best known asa 
of sacred poetry are: (1) Jese dulcismemora,” “Jutheecr ie the “= Name of Je-us"—known as the a . Rermard,” and among mediaval writers 

yr. At is, perhaps, the best specimen 
a cS as the“ ve loveliness " of 
OM Posi tions. (2.) “Salve mundi Salu- 

to each ‘ addressed 
Alleluia” ‘Thy echt bundus, exultet fdelis chorus: 
4) “Cam gt “AME MCE was in use all over Europe. 
jucundas orm 2EPIS home feenum.” (5.) wee 
known, is chimed pM" -A_poem of 64 lines, and well 
Su, an Pas for St. Bernard by Mommey in his 
A Trench Teewme, Paris, 1696, p. 165, but on what 
Poetry. p42) deca 2 Tuotes it at length, (Sie. Lat. 
(aj < Eku, eo ee “* grounds entirety insufficient.” 
meee via.” 4 pee vw or “Hea, Heu, mala 
claimed for &. ©f nearly 410 lines, is sometimes 
a hernared, but according to Trench, “on no 

C7.) “© miranda ¥anitas.” This 
ta yh ed. of Se. Bernard Works, 

Many other hy im Rambach, vol. i. p. 279. 
Bernard siya’ Prete onl are attributed to St, 
of any of moran te? ©f a“ general aseription to.him 
the atithorhipea 1: t Belonging to that period whereof 

@ St. pL’ tain.” Hymns, translated frum, 
every hymaalof thes “Tmard's, will b- found in almost 
man, tt fq, AY. details of which, together with 
the Blatin ¢5 Mon use, will be found under 

FSt lines. (D. 8. W.j 
Mforlaix, or of Cluny, 

known by both titles, 
by extraction, both his 

» howere, in ©s of this country. He was 
12th cent. at France very early in the 
nothing it nue «yt tix, Bretagne. | Little or 
that he epee th. ©f his life, beyond the fact 
at that tim Pig "© Abbey of Cluny, of which 
the post fum yy .,.,*!'e Venerable, who tilled 
There, 90 fr ag 22 to 1156, was the head. 
after-life, ad 4}, “Y © know, he spent his whole 
the exact ae o¢ it he probably died, though 
birth is % death, as well as of his 
pap that peer dea. The Abbey of Clon 

was an Esligi, 
ts being Nati, 

and fame. teed sat the zenith of its weal 
“(which Wa une! dings, especially its church 
the serview ther t ted by any in France); 
rdet of tii, p> Pemowned for the eluburate 
most numeTys Ate 3 and its community, the 

an tY, like institution, gave it 
monastty, per} © in flucnece, such as no other 
thing about i, 28+ ever reached. Every- 
Te was Orr) *3 Splendid, almost luxurious. 

CHOY Spent x Surroundings that Beroard 
aA won: his leisure hours ia com pos 
weg TOUS watire against the vices and forties ie wre, which his suppled-—and it 
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ia the only satire that ever did so—some of 
the most widely known and admired Lymns 
to the Church of to-day. His poem De Con- 
temptu Mundi remains as an imperishable 
monument of an author of whom we know 
little besides except his name, and that a 
name overshadowed in his own day and in ours 
by his more illustr.ous contemporary and 
namesake, the saintly Abbot of Clairvaux. 
The poem itself consists of about 3000 lines in » metre 

which is technically known as Leowint Cristati Trilices 
Dactyliei, or more fumiliarly—to use Dr. Neale s de 
scription in his Mediaeval Hymms, p. 69— it is adactylic 
hexameter, divided into three perts, between which a 
caesura ts inadmissible. The bexameter has a tailed 
thyme, and feminine leonine rhyme between the two 
first clauses, thus >— 

“Tune nova gloria, pectora subria, clarificabit; 
Solvit enlgmata, veraque sabbeta, continuabit, 
Patria luwinéa, inscia turbinds, inscia lit 
Cive repebitur, amplittcatitar Lsraelitie.” 

The difficulty of writing at all, much more of writinga 
m of such length ina metre of this description, will 
as apparent to all readers of it, as it was to the writer 

himself, who attributes his successful »ccomplishment 
of bis task entirely to the direct inepiration of she Spirit 
of God. “Non ego arroganter,” he says in bis preface, 
“sed omnino humiliter, et ob id audenter affirmaverim, 
quia nisi spiritas sapientiac et intellectus mibi affuisset 
et affluxisset, tam difficili metro tam longugi opus con- 
texere non sustinuissem,” 

As to the character of the metre, on the other hand, 
opinions have widely differed, for while Dr. Neale, in he 

jaeval Hymns, speaks of its “majestic sweetness,” 
and in his preface tothe Khythm of Bernard de Morlaiz 
on the Celestial Country, says that it seems to him “one 
of the loveliest of mediaeval measures ;" Archbisho; 
Trench in his Sac. Lat, Poetry, 1873. p. 311, says * it 
must b> confessed that’ these dactylic hexaneters 
“present as unattractive a garb for poctry to wear as 
can well be imagined ;" and, « few lines further on, notes 
“the awkwardness and repulsiveness of the metre.” 
The truth perhaps lies between these two very opposite 
criticisms. Without seeking to claim for the metre all 
that Dr. Neale is willing to attribute to it, it may be 
fairly said to be admirably adapted for the purpose tu 
which it bas been applied by Bernar.!, whose awe-stricken 
self-abusement a+ be contemplates in the spirit of the 
ublican,* Who would not so much as lift up his eyes unto 

Craven” the joys and the glory of the celestial country, 
or serrowfully reviews the vices of his age, or solemnly 
denounces God's judgments on the reprobate, it elo- 
quent *. Sw much is this the case, that the 
prevailing sentiment of the poem, that, viz. of an 
awful apprehension of the joys of heaven, the enormity 
of sin, and the terrors of hell, seems almost wholly just 
in such translatigns as thatof Lr, Neale. Beuutiful as 
they are as hymns, “Brief life is here our portion,” 
“Jerusalem the Golden,” and their companion extracts 
from this great work, are far too jubilant to give any 
idea of the prevailing tone of the original (See 
Hora Novissima.) 

In the origival poem of Bernard it should 
be noted that the same fault has been re- 
marked by Archbishop Trencl, Dean Stan- 
ley, and Dr. Neale, which may be given in the 
Archbishop's words as excusing at the same 
time both the want, which still exists, of a 
very close translation of any part, and of « 
complete and continuous rendering of the 
whole “The poet,” observes Arch- 
—T Trench, “instead of advancing. eddies 
round and round his object, recurring aguin 
and again to that whiei he seemed thoroughly 
to have discussed and dismissed.” Suc. Lai. 
Poetry, 1873. p. 311. On other grounds also, 
more especially the character of the vices 
which the author lashes, it is alike impossible 
to expect, and undesirable to obtain, a literal 
translation of the whole. We may well be 
content with what we already owe to it a» 
additions to our stores of ehurch-hymns, 

(Db. 8. W} 
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Berridge, John, b. at Kingston, Notts, 
March 1, 1716, and educated at Clare Hall, 
Cambridge. In 1749 he was ordained as 
curate to the parish of Stapleford, near Caum- 
bridge, and in 1755 he was ferred to the 
Vicarage of Everton, where he d., Jan, 22, 
1793. His epitaph, written by himself for his 
own tombstone (with date of death filled in), 
is an epitome of his life. It reads :— 

“ Here lies the remains of John Berridge, late Vicar of 
Everton, and an itinerate servant of Jesus Christ, who 
loved his Master and His work; and after running on 
His errands for many years, was caught up to walt on 
Him above. Reader! art then born again? (No salva- 
tion without a new birth.) | was born in sin, February, 
1716; remained ye eenpee of wed fallen state till 1720; 
lived proudly on faith and works for salvation till 1754; 
was admitted to Everton Vicarage, 1745; fled to Jesus 
for refuge, 1755 ; fell asleep in Jesus, January 22, 1793." 

The first collection of Berridge's hymns was 
pub, ax uf Collection of Divine Songs, 1760. 
his was subsequently suppreseed. In 1785 

his Sion’s Souge ; or, ns composed for the 
use of them that love and follow the Lord Jesus 
Christ in Sincerity were pub. The work 
contains 342 hymns, some of which had 
previously appeared in the Gospel Magazine 
(from 1775 to 1777, 20 in all), under the sig- 
nature of “Old Everton” and others were 
adapted from C. Wesley. ‘The most ular 
of these in modern collections are, “Jesus, 
cast u look on me;” “O happy saints who 
dwell in light ;” and “Since Jesus truly did 
ap "Concerning his hymns pub, in 
1785, he suys in his Preface :— 
“Twelve years ago these hymns were composed in a 

six months’ illness, and have since lakl neglected by 
me, often threatened with the fire, but have esca 
that martyrdom.” {J. J. 

Bertram, Robert Aitken, «. of Rev. 
J. M. Bertram, v.p., of St. Helena, b. at 
Hanley, 1836, and educate! at Owen's 
College, Manchester, and us a Congregational 
minister has laboured in St. Helens, Mun- 
chester, Barvataple, Nottingham and Llanelly. 
Mr Bertram is author of several works, in- 
eluding A Dictionary of Poetical Illustrat:ons, 
1877; A Homiletic E, ia of Illustra- 
tions in Theology and Morals, 1880; and was 
also onv of the editors of The Cavendish Hym- 
nal, prepared in 1864 for the use of the congre- 
gation of Rev. Joseph Parker, p.v., at that time 
iminiater of Cavendish Chapel, Manchester. 
To that collection he contributed, under the 
initials “R. A. B.,” the following hymna, 
several of which have passed into other 
hymn-hooke :— 
: 1. As kings and priests we hope to shine. Cross and 
Crown 

2. Bebold Thy servant, Lord. Induction of a 
Minister. 

3, Father of Jesus, Lord of Love. Love to God desired. 
4. Jesus, hail, Thou Lord of glory. Ascension, 
5. Look down, O Lord, in love on these. Neception 

into Church Membership. 
6. Lont of glory, throned on high. Children's Hymn 

Jor New Year. 
7, Met to remember Thee, © Lord. Holy Com- 

mu nto, 

&. O Christ, with all Thy members one. Oneness with 
Christ, 

9. Our hearts etill jor in Thee. Sunday. 
10. Saviour, still the same Thou art. Holy Baptism. 

pe Seeking, Lord, Thy word te heed, 8. 5. Teacher's 
‘yan. 
12. Sing lewd for joy, ye saints of God. Reception 

into Church Memberahip. 
13. Spirit of life, and power and light. Whitruntide. 
14. Swiftly fly, our changeful days. Sunday. 
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16, Ten thousand thousand are Thy hosta. Om- 
munition af Saints, - 

Opening 16, Thanks to Thy Name for every pile. 
of a Place of hark 
ae Thou Prince of Life, our praises bear, Pasrion- 

: ta, With vision purged by Thine own grace. Moaven, 

The hymn on “ Hope,” “ Bending before 
Thy throne on high,” in the Cavendish Hym- 
nal, 1864, was contributed thereto by Mr. 
Mary Ann Bertram, wife of our author, b. 
1841, and d, 1864, CW. R.B) 

Beset with snares on every hand. 
P. Doddridge. (Mary's choice.) This hymn 
is not in the D. Mss It was Ist pub, by J. 
Orton in the posthumous ed. of idge’s 
Hymns, 1755. No, 207, in 4 st. of 4 1, and 
headed “ Mary’s Choice of the Better Part,” 
aud again in J. D Humplireys’s ed. of the 
same, 1539. Although used but sparingly in 
the hymnals of G. Britain, in America it is 
found in many of the leading collections, and 
especially in those belonging to the Unita- 
rians, The ftr.—*In vitae dubio tramite 
transeo,” in Bingham's, Hymno. Christ. Let, 
1871, p. 109—is made from an altered text 
in Bickersteth’s Christian Psalmody, 1833. 

Besnault, Abbé, a Priest of St, Maurice, 
Sens, in 1726, and one of the contributors to 
the Cluniae Breviary, 1686, and the Paris 
Breviary, 1736. 
Bestow, dear Lord, upon our youth. 

W. Cowper. Pl the Young.) This hymn is 
the second of three “ Hymns before Annual 
Sermons to Young People, on New Year's 
Evenings” (the Ist and 3rd being by J. New- 
ton), which were pub. in the Olney Hymns, 
1779 Bk. ii No. 8, in 6 st. of 41. and signed 
“OC.” In Cotterill’s Sel, 1810, No. 93, it was 
iven a«— Bestow, 0 Lord, upon our youth.” 

Both this form and the origiual are in C. U. 
The crigiosl, with the omission of st. iv., is in 
the Meth. Pree Ch. S. 8. H. Bk., No. 155; in 
full, iu the Amer, Presb, Ps. & Hys. for the 
Worship of God, Richmond, 1867, and others. 
Cotterill’s text, with the omission of st. iv., is 
in Stowell's Sel., 1831 and 1877. 
Bethune, George Washington, v.p. A 

very eminent divine of the Retormed Dutch 
, born in New York, 1805, graduated at 

Dickinson Coll, Carlisle, Phile., 1822, and 
studied theology at Princeton. In 1827 he was 
appointed Pastor of the Retormed Dutch 
Church, Rinebeck, New York. In 1830 
to Utica, in 1834 to Philadelphia, and in 1850 
to the Brooklyn Heights, New York. In 
1861 he visiied Florence, Italy, for his health, 
and died in that city, almost suddenly after 
preaching, April 27, 1862, His Life and 
Letters were edited by A. R. Van Nest, 1867. 
He was offered the Chancellorship of New 
York University, aud the Provostehip of the 
University of Pennsylvania, both of which 
he declined. His works include The Fruits 
of the Spirit, 1839; Sermons, 1847; Lays of 
Lowe & Faith, 1847; The British Female 
Poets, 1848, and others. Of his hymns, 
some of which have attained to some repute, 
we have :-— 

1, Tossed upon Life's raging billow. Sailor's 
Hynn., Appeared in the Christian Lyre, 1830 ; 
in the Seamen's Derotional Assistant the same 
year, and in Dr, Bethune’s Lays, 1847, p. 163, 
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St. of 3], It ‘is said to have been the 
te  Stirst and favourite hymp, having been 

Indies 4 Wher he was on a voyage to the West 
Isvs for the benefit of his health, in the year 
He A £yra Sac, Amer. p. 297). Itisa™ Sailor's 
aon > as such it was given in Lyra Sue. 
isto ° 29d thence passed into The Hymnary, 
Pipe “nd other English collections, 

Pray O for the happy hour, Whitsuntide, “A 
Hyn er for the Spirit,’” contributed tothe Parish inte Phils, 1843, and republished in the 
founq for 1847, p. 158, in 6 st. of 41. It is 

ad in many mudern collections. 
Can, Tt is not death to die, A translation of 
iro ar Malan’s“ Non, ce n'est pas mourir,” (q.¥.) 
nn his Lay, 1847, p. 14t.in5st.of 4]. As 
Had above, Dr. Bethune died at Florence. 
sone src were taken to New York, and 
plan | in Greawood Cemetery. This hymn, in 
ray aera with a request made by him before 
nts death, was sang at his funeral. It is found 
w= several English hymnals, 

4. Light of the Xmmortal Father's \ Evening. At.of the Greek hymn $as tare (q-¥.). lt appeared in his Lays, &e., 1847, P 137, in2 sof 8 1., and isin C. U. 
5. Parewelltp thee brother, Parti “ seer te > . ng. “The brie) Hiionazy,°* pub. in his Lays, &., tm ae In SD st. of 41, and included in 
MT» LSE, and thence into English 

in ©. U. in America, 

Sas. ; *-» 1867. Included in Lyra 
fousd in mu her® at is stated to hare been 
from the Ly -BSESt the author's papers), and 

“ Nm Inte > r F 
ap Easter hyua of og pra) —— It is 

7. Come, 
Pab. in 7 vers’ "ime of Jesus, §. Schouls. 

: A found in Snejo', to Sunday schools, and is 
0 oe ~ OF G. $ G. and others. 

Adult Fape fq 93 
used by the Lptists ar tig voce’ — much 

80 sweet on earth. Name 
©. H. P. Main to be by Dr. 
en wrongly ascribed to 

Z b 
Bethune. thas M 
E. Roberts, ‘MUSi-ecian 

gape rege and death is near, 
* r = . fi nd . th 

April 27th, leat 2 was written on Saturday, 
Florence (Lift, &q_ the day before his death at 
the Lyra Sx, Ame” 409%), It was included in 
passed into me o- “"=» 1868, and from thence 

In his Jays two English hymnals. 
1847, Dr. Bethune in- 

e J * 

In the ame wo with loud acclaim, 
renderiugs of Payee there are also metrical 
and ae is t TAS ix. xix., xxiii, exxvi., 
14 pieces SY Dr, yy. : : . 
many of the abo thune are sire ie 

Betts, Henry John, 
was b. 1825, at Great 

Yarmouth, were his father was a Baptist 
wainister- “Vered the Baptist miniet 
yo V841,94 laboured eucovesively in London, 

© Lyra Sacra Americana, 
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| Edinburgh, Brudiord (Yorks), Manchester, 
Darlington, and Newenstle-upon-Tyne. Mr. 

| Betts has pub. a small volume of hymna anv 
| povtical translations, entitled Karly Blossoms, 
1842; two vola of sermons on Seripture La- 

| calities and their Associations,” 1853; Lectures 
| on Elijah, 1856; ond at differeut times single 
sermons and lectures. For sume years he 
was editor of the Primitive Church Magazine. 
His Children’s Hosannah appeared in 1864. 
From it the following hymns are in C. U. — 

1, Beautiiul Star, whose heavenly light. Christ the 

Senus desired. 

wr. 

2, Jesus, Thou art meek and mew. 
eaven. The Lord's 3. Our Father God, Who art in 

Prayer. 
4. There is a lamp whose steady light. Holy Scripture. 

These are found in Major's Bk. of Praise, 
and some other collections. CW. R. 8.) 

Bevan, Emma Frances, née Shuttle- 
worth, dau. of the Rev, Philip Nicholas Shut- 
tleworth, Warden of New Coll., Oxford, after- 
wards Bp. of Chichester, was b. at Oxford, 
Sept. 25, 1827, and was married to Mr. R. OC. 
L. Bevan, of the Lombuid Street banking 
firm, in 1858. 

Mrs. Bevan pub, in 1458 o series of tre. from the 
the German as of Bernal Life (Lond, Hamilton, 
Adams, & Co.). in a volume which, from its unusual 
site and co, tive costliness, has received loss atten- 
ton than tt e8, for the tra. ate decidedly above the 
average in merit. A number have come into U. U,, but 
almost always without her name, the best known being 
those mded under “OQ Gott, U Geist, O Licht des 
Leabens," and “Jedes Herz will etwas Hi ben. Most of 
these are annotated throughout this Dictionary under 
their authors’ names, or an frat lines. it at 
i 630, *O past are the lastdays—the Frast-day, the 
‘vast-day is come,” isa ér, through the German from the 
Helen = Baer af he Kumi ae — ine 

io pub, Songs Prawe for Christian Pilgrims 
(Load, Lmrrn yr may isée , the tra. in bar are 

annotated throw, is Dictlonary as far ve 
sible U. Mj 
Beyond, beyond the [that] boundless 

sea. J. Conder. [(/mnipresence of the H. 
Spirit.) Appeared in his Star in the East with 
Other Poems, 1824, pp. 74, 75, in 5 st. of 6 1., 
headed, “A Though ou the Sea Shore, 
‘Though He be not far from every one of us,’ 
Acts xvii. 277° and dated, “ Happisburgh, 
June, 1822." In 1856 it was repeated in his 
Hymns of Praise, Prayer, &e., E = 53, with 
slight changes in st. iv. and v. The conyre- 
gational use of this t'ymn began with Curtis's 
Union Coll, 1827, No, 21, and extended to 
Conder’s Cong. H. Bk., 1836; the Leeds H., 
Bk., 1853; the Bap. Pealme & Hymne, 1858 : 
the New Cong., 1859, and others. Its use is 
fairly extensive, both in G. Britain and in 
America. In Martineau’s Hymns, 1840, and 
Hys. of Praise and Prayer, 873, it :eads — 
“O God, beyond that boundless sea,” and st. 
iii. is also omitted. 

Beyond the glittering, starry globes. 
J. Fanch. (Ascension,| This hymn append 
in the Goxped — June, 1776. [t was 
signed “ F.,” ie. Fanch, and is as follows -— 

Christ sen of Angels: + Tim, iil, 16 
g. # Be yoru t e glitt'ring starry globes, 

Far as th’ eternal hills, 
There, in the boundless worlds of light, 

Vur great Kedeemer dwelia, 

2. © Legions of angels, stro 4 aid fair, 
Jn countless armys shine. 

At his right band, with colder burps 
To offer songs devin +. 
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3. “*Hall, Prince!" (they ery) * for ever bail! 
Whose ppc 9 love, 

Mov'd Thee to quit these glorious realass, 
And rtuyaltys above.” 

4. * Whilst He did cond: scend, on earth, 
To suffer rude disdain ; 

They tlhiew their honors at His fret, 
And waited in His train, 

5. “ Thro’ ail His travels here below 
They did His steps attend: 

Oft gaz; and wonder'a « here, ut last, 
is scene of love would end. 

6. * They saw His heart transfixed with wounds, 
His crimson sweat and = 

They saw Him break the of death, 
W hich none v'er broke before, 

7. * They brought His chariot from above 
To bear Him to His throne; 

Clapp'd their triumphant wings, and cry’d 
a giorious work is done !'” 

Of this text the following anangements 
have come into C, U.:— 

1. The original, slightly altered, in Toplady's Ps, 
Hys., 1776 \but omitted from the 2nd ed, Its); De 
Courey's Collection, 4th ed, 1793, No 254; Joseph 
Middleton's Hymns, 1793, No. 2775 and othe: , 
2° |, be the sterry skies,” in Kemp- 

thorne’s £s, & Hi No. #5; and later works, 
3, “ Beyond this glittering starry sky.” In Cotterill's 

Sei., 1410, No. 29, with omission of st. iil. and iv. and 
the addition of #¢. vi. In the eth ed, 1819, this was 
altered by the restoration of the original arran; nt 
of stanzas, st. fil, being also restored. It is found in later 

Llecthor: ol 8. 

4, “Beyond the glittering starry skies.” In Elliott's 
Ps, and iy. nase This ts the orig. text very slightly 
altered. It is repeated in the .¥ Cong., 1859, but attri- 
buted to Gregg in error. . 

The most popular forms of this hymn are 
centos from it in its enlarged form in 24 
stanzas. This expansion by the addition of 
21 stanzos was made by D. Turner (q. v.) 
and pub. in his Poems in 1794. Of these 
21 st, 19 are given in Lord Selbornes Bk. of 
Praise, 1862, together with the tirst four by 
Fanch slightly sltered. The centos from 
the Fanch-Turner text are most confusing. 
Opening with “ Beyond the glittering, starry 
skies,” we have these proups amongst others :— 

(1) Smith and Stow’s Hap. Pialmist, Boston, US., 
i843, and others, Spt Seroice of a Boston, 
U.S, m71, &c. (3) Spurgeon'’s 0, 0, H. Bk, 1566; 
Snepp’s & af @. and G., 1#72; HMys. & Somgs af Praise, 
N.Y., 1874, aud others, (4) Bap. Ps. and Mys., Laos. 
(5) Hap. Hymnal, 1479. These by no means exhaust 
the list; but they are saficient to show that no 
arrangement nor text, other than the original, can be 
depended upon where accu: is required, 

Another arrangement which is somewhat popular in 
America is the so. bytan,“* Heyond the sturry skies,” 
It is rewritten from the Fanch-Turner text, and amonget 
modern hymnals is found in the /ymeouth, 1455; Hye. 
for Ch. avd Home, Phila., 1460 ; Songs for the Sanctuary, 
N. ¥., 1865-72; Landes Domini, N. Y., 1#%4, and others, 

In the Amerikan Church Pastorals, Boston, 1*é4, No. 
168, ls acento from Turner's addition toe Fanch's bymn. 
It beyins, ** Blest angels who adoring wait,” 

In the Baptist Register of March, 1791, the 
following note concerning the Fanch-Turner 
text is given, It is addressed to Dr. Rippon 
by D. Tarner, and dated Feb. 22, 1791. 
“As to your enquiry concerning the bymn ‘Jesus 

seen of ae 7 hymn), it is true, as you were told 
by our brother Medley that one part of it was made 
by my dear friend the Rev, James Fanch, of Rumsey, 
and the other part by me.” (J. J.J 

_ Beyond the smiling and the weep- 
ing. HI. Bonar. (Heaven anticipated.) 
Pub. in his Hys. of Faith and Hope, lst series, 
1857, in 6 st. of 8 1, the last three lines being 
a refrain, 
two collections only, but in America its use 
is somewhat extensive, but usually with abbro- 

18) 

Io G. Britain it is found in one or 

BEZE, THEODORE DE 

viations und the change in the reirain of 
“Sweet hope!" to “Sweet home!" This 
last change has destroyed the loving tender- 
ness of the refrain, and could never have been 
made by a puct. The retain reads in the 
original ; 

* Love, rest, and home! 
Sweet bope! 
Lord, tarry pot, Lut come,” 

Beyond the wicked [holy] city walls. 
Cecil F. Alexander. [Good Friday.] 1st pub. 
in Ler Narratice Hymns for Village Schools, 
1859, No. 17, in 6 st. of 4 1. and headed, 
“ Where they crucified Him.” It is sometiniee 
given as, “ Beyond the holy city walls.” This 
alteration destroys all the point and meaning 
of the hymn. 

Béze, Théodore de, b. ut Vezelay. iv 
Burguudy, 1519; d. 1605. Beza’s futher 
was of noble birth, He occupied the post uf 
bailiff at Vezelay. Beza received « first-rate 
classical education under Melchior Wolmar. 
Before he was 20 he wrote some try in 
imitation of Catullus and Ovid, the licentious- 
nees of which he mourned and condemned in 
alter years. A brilliant prospect of Church 
emoluments turned his attention from the 
distasteful study of law. ‘The income of the 
Priory of Longjumeau meade him rich, und be 
became a promivent member of the titerary 
work! at Paris, But his entrance into 
Orders was barred by u secret marriage with 
Claudine Denese. Su uently, when the 
offer of the abbey of Froidmont by his nucle 
made it necessury for him to decide between 
avowing his marriage and renouncing the 
prospect, or repudiating his wife, he decided, 
under the solemn conversion produced by « 
dangerous illness, to abandon the Romay 
Church, and break with his whole past life 
He left for Geneva (1548), and there publicly 
married. His first schenw for a living was to 
join bis old comrade Jean Crespin, then at 
Geneva, in printing; bat his appointment to 
the Piofexorsiipof Grek at Lausunve (1549), 
left the printing office in the Lands of Crespin. 
Before his departure fiom Geneva he bad 
becn on intimate terms with Calvin; and the 
discovery of a metrical rendering of Ps. 16 
ou Beza's table ut Geneva led gas to 
suggest to iim the completion of Murot's 
Pealma, At Lausanne he became a friend of 
Viret. He stayed there ten years, daring 
which he wrote a tragi-comedy, and 40 of 
his metrical Psalms (36 pub. in 1551, 6 
more in 1554), He had whilst at Lausanne 4 
narrow escape from deuth by the plague. In 
1557 he went with Karel aud Buceus to ask 
for the intercession of the German Protestant 
Princes in behalf of the uted Hugue- 
nots, and had interviews with Melanchthon. 
Tn 1559 he was appointed pastor at Geneva, 
Assistant Professor of Theology to Calvin,and 
the first Rector of the newly founded College 
of Geneva, With Peter Martyr amd others 
he represented the Hugucnots in the con- 
ference with the Queen-Mother and Cardinal 
Lorraine, at Poissy (1561), and remained at 
Paris nearly two years afterwards. His 
French metrical Psalter, iu continuatios of 
Marot, was completed in 1562, Calvin 
death, 1564, left the foremost tiyure st 

| Geneva. In 1571, at the summons of the 
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again 15 raed wee urches = ggg are 
E ’2) at Nismes. is wife died in 
Rubi, 4¢ married again soon afterwarda, 

snd adr: life, as «theologian, a preacher, 
Le preac),,“trator, ceased about 159%, though 

hh, #s&#in for the last time in 1600. 
vears hep, 20ured till his death; ouly three 
visited J ne which the Landgrave of Hesse 
. orl: whem passing through Geneva. Tie works of 
B Sota BSezu are very numerous, Aga 
controversiulist, « commentator, an inveati- 
xator of the text of the New Testament, he 
occupied a high place in his time. Among 
his chief works are: Annotationes in N. 1 pi 
1556: Novum Leastecementum, 1543; Pealina, 
with paraphrase ¢re Matin, 1579; Life of Calvin, 
1563. See Fremch Eaalters for un acevunt of his 
continuation Of DBLarot’s Metrical Psalter. 

(H. L. BJ 
Bianco ja Siema, b. at Anciolina, in the 
Val @ Arno, date tam kenown. In 1367 he entered 
the Orler of Jesuan tes, consisting of unordained 
men who followed the rule of St. Augustine. 
This order was imetituted in that year by 
one John Obnubin wus of Siena, and suppressed 
by Pope Chmemt IX. in tees, Lit 

: eo beyond the fact that he is 
one a fate Livered im Venice for some years, 
ir ic —— * 24334. His hymns were pub. 
erick + than S51, and elited by T. Bini, 
Siena. This’ Ae apirituali del Bianco da 
these the [oll rire p COM tains 92 pieces. Of english. ad m= have been translated into 
7s ; sor have ©ome into C. U.:— 

sired. This 5 NT Ente, The Holy Spirit de- 
in Bat: OF thenes > 7m the above work and is 
People's H, 1867, "y5 ¥. Littledale gave 4 in the 
Love Divi.” 7 ~*?> 474, as, “Come down, O 

2. Gesd Christa 
No. 79 of theaboyo —22FOeo, Missions, This is 
into English b 5. ork: It has been rendered 
the Peoples i, 186 4Ctledale, and was pub, in 
Christ, the lving *» > No, 400, as, “O Jesu 

3. Vergite ante 
Vv. M. This is alge dell’ Agnello. St. Lucy, 

eee jg i 
te Peoples legs A. be tine pla 
and begin, *Q y “> No. 226, is in 7 st. of 41, 
Lamb. “Gin Spouse of Christ the 

4. Ams Jeu ¢) 

This is No.4 ip “Pose dilette. Love for Jesus, 
1866 Dr. litle tee “bove work, in S st. In 
09 pation Be fogs Mtributed a cento there- 

78 shes : —@ of the Mo:t Holy Nume. 
Mirnual of Prin Tred to Preise Chcekinaa’s 
begins, “lie Jeni. “*mily Devotion, 1882, It 

Although the oe > Who hath sought thee so.” 

further tha the g>° Nos. 1-3 have not gone any 
worthy of more ex 4. /Ple's H, Nos. 1 andl 2 are 

Bi fended tse. (J. J.J iarowsky 

nuel von, .¢’ tLheim Eduard Imma- 
member of the » ~ “et. F. von Biarowsky, a 
Munich Oct. 49) °F tan Government, was b, at 
and Erlangen, hens AX fter studying at Munich 
Tinister at Rolie, me, in 1840, German 
thereafter for ay, on the Lake of Geneva, and 
He became, in (oo time assistant in Munich, 
Lower Frineonie ts pastor at Waitzenbach, 
after ® Y@ eper, Dut resined in 1857, and | 

‘ln Munich, was appointed | 
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ron 8varre, he presided at the Synod of | first pastor of the Neustadt Erlanger, wand in 
1860 decan of Erlangen, Hed. at Erlungen, 
June 2, 1882 Koch, vii. 309-310; ws., &e, 
from his widow), 

He took an interest in the preparation of the Bavarian 
G. B., 854, aad strove for the retention of hymna in 
their original forms. Hs hymns (which are owatly 
translations from the Latin) appeared principally in bia 
Gedichte, Stuttgart, 1464, and bis Glockenklinge, Exlan: 
Bet, 1669. One has been tr, into English, vit 2— 

Mein Herr, vergiss mein nicht. [Supplicution.| 
Ist pub. in Knapp's (Arisfoterpe, 1844, p. t42, in 6 at. of 
81, repested in (454 as above. Incloded as No. 1654 jn 
Knapps &v, L. S., 1460 (1865, No. 1727), Tr. ax — 
“My God, forget me not," by Miss Jane Borthwick in 

He by Ley, 1862, (J. M.| 

Bickersteth, Edward, son of Henry 
Bickersteth, surgeon, of Kirkby-Lonedale, 
Westmoreland, and brother of Johu Bivker- 
steth, b. at Kirkby-Lon-dale, Mar. 19, 1786, 
In 1801, he received an appointment in the 
General Post Office, but relinquished it in 
1806 for the study of law. Subsequently, in 
1815, he took Holy Orders, and proceedei! to 
visit the stations of the Church Miss. Society 
in West Africa, On his return he became the 
resident Sceretary of the Socicty till }830, 
when he was preferred to the Rectory of 
Watton, Herts, where he d. Feb, 28, [#5v. 
His works, which are numerous, were pub., in 
16 vols., in 1853. His Christian Psalinody, 
pub. 1833, enlarged ed. 1841, bas bad a most 
poeettal and lasting influence upon the 
ymnody of the Church of England. Of the 

hymns contained therein a large proportiou 
are still in O. U., and in many instances in 
the form in which they were given in that 
cvllection in 1833 and 1841. His hymns, oon- 
tributed to the lat ed. of hig collection, are :— 

1. Light of the world, shine on our Souls, H, Scrip- 
tures. 

2. Lord of the harvest, bear us now, During minis- 
terial racancy. 

3, Lord, sbed Thy grace on every beart, - onal 
miecling- 

4. O for a single heart for God. Single heart derired 
5, O if we know the Joyful sound. Hook Societies 
6. Our Saviour Christ will quickly come. Advent 
7. The day of birth, my suu!, improve, /irthdey 
4, Walk with thy God—A sinner walk. Brock walker 

with God. (J. J.) 
Bickerateth, Edward Henry, pw, » 

of the above, b. at Islington, Jan. 1825, and 
educated at Trinity College, Cambridge (1.4 
with honours, 1847; .a., 1850), On taking 
Holy Orders in 1848, he beeame curate of 
Banningham, Norfolk. and then of Clirst 
Chureh, Tunbridge Wells. His prefertucnt 
to the Rectory of Hinton-Martell, in 1852, 
was followed by thut of the Vicurave of Chriat 
Church, Hampstead, 1855. In 1883 he berarn: 
Dean of Gloucester, and the same year Bisley 
of Exeter. Bishop Bickersteth’s works, ehiv (ly 
poetical, are ;— 

(Ct) Poems, 1849; (2) Water from the Well-spreny 
1852; (3) The Kock of Ages, 1654; (4) Commentary oo 
the New Testament, 1364; 15) Yesterday, To alay, and 
For Boer, 1461; (6) The Spirit of Life, lsb4, (7) 1A 
Two Krothers and other Poems, 1878; (8) The Mater 
Home Call, 1872, (9) The Shadowed Home and the Ligh: 
Beyoud, 1374, hag The Heef and other Parables, (993 
(11) Songs in the Howse of Pilgrimage, Xv. 5 (12) Prom 
Tear to Year, 1483, 

As an editor of hymnals, Bp, Bickersteth hus 
also been most successful. Hiseollectionsare 

(1) Psalms & Hymns, 1654, bosed on bia Lither's Chr 
tian Pralmody, which passed through several editions. 
(2) The Hymnal Companion, b=70; (3) The Hymnal Com - 

¥ \sOO 
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panion revised and enlarged, 1878, Nos, 2 and 3, which 
are two editions of the same collection, have attained to an 
extensive circulation. [b, of England Hymnody. } 

About 30 of Bp. Bickersteth’s lymns are 
in CG. U. Of these the best and most widely 
known are;—‘ Almighty Father, hear our 
ery"; “Come ye yourselves apart and rest 
awhile”; “Father of heaven above”; “My 
God, my Father, dost Thou call"; “O Jesu, | 
Saviour of the lost"; “ Peace, perfect peace"; 
«Rest in the Lord“; “Stand, Soldier of the 
Cross"; ** Thine, Thine, for ever"; and * Till | 
He come.” 

As a poet Bp. Bickersteth is well known, 
His reputation as a hymn-writer has also ex- 
tended far and wide. Joined with a strong 
xrasp of his subject, true poetic feeling, a pure 
rhythm, there is a srothing plvintiveness and 
individuality in his hymns which pire them a 
distinct character of their own. His thoughts 
are usually with the individual, and not with 
the mass: with the single soul and his God, 
and not witha vast multitude bowed in adora- 
tion before the Almighty. Hence, although 
many of his hymns are eminently suited to 
congregational purposes, and have attained to 
a wide popularity, yet his finest productions 
are those which are best suited for ia i 

JJ 

Bickersteth, John, ».a., 9. of Henry 
Bickersteth, surgeon, b. at Kirkby-Lonsdale, 
June, 19, 1781, und edncated at the Grammar 
School of that town, and Trinity College, Cam- 
bridge, where he graduated in honours. Taking 
Holy Orders, he became Vicar of Acton, Suffolk, 
and subsequently Rector of Sapcote, Leicester- 
shire. He d. Oct. 2, 1855. The Dean of 
Lichfield js his second, and the late Bp. of 
Ripon his fourth sou, In 1819 he pub, Psalme 
and Hymna, selected and revised for Public, 
Social, Family, or Secret Devotion, in which 
his hymns were included. A fourth ed., much 
enlarged, appeared in 1882. Of his hymns 
contributed to his Coll. in 1819, the following 
were transferred to his brother's Christian 
Pralmody, 1833 ;— 

1, Great God, let children to Thy throne. & Schools. 
2. Hast Thou, holy Lord, Redeemer. A. Communion. 
3. Israel's Shepherd, guide me, feed me, 4. Commu- 

nion. 

and were thus brought into wider notice than 
through his own work. No, 3 is sometimes 
given as“ Heavenly aig, guide us, feed 
us,” as in the Amer, Unitarian Hye. . 
Spirit, Boston, 1864. (J. 
Bienemann, Caspar, «. of Conrad 

Bienemann, a burgess of Nirnberg, waa b. at 
Nurnberg, Jan. 3,1540. After the completion 
of hia studies at Jena and Tiibingen, he waa 
sent by the Emperor Maximilian IL. with an 
embassy to Greece as interpreter. In Greece 
heassumed the name of Meliseander (a tr. into 
Greek of his German name), by which heis fre- 
quently known, After hia return he was ap- 
pointed Professor at Lauingen, Bavaria, and 
then Abtet Bahr (Lahr ?), and General Super- 
intendent of Pfalz Neuburg: but on the out- 

_ break of the Synergistic Controversy he had 
to resign his post. In 1571 he received from 
the University of Jena the degree of p.p., and 
in the same year was appointed, by Duke 
Jobann Wilhelm, of Sichsen Weimar, tutor to 
the Crown Prince Friedrich Wilhelm. But 
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when on the death of the Duke, in 1578, the 
Elector Auyust, of Saxony, assumed the Re- 
gency, the Calvinistic court I a4 gained the 
ascendancy, and asteceed:d in displacing 
Bienemann and other Lutheran pastors in the 
Duchy. Finally, in 1578, he was appointed 

stor and General Superintendent at Alten- 
urg, and d. there Sept. 12, 1591 (Koch, ii. 

248-252; Allg. Deutsche Biog., ii. 626). One 
of his hymna has passed ints English. 

Herr wie du willt, so sachicka mit mir. [Resiy- 
nation.) Written in 1574, while he was tutor 
to the children of Duke Johann Wilhelm of 
Sachsen Weimar, in expectation of a coming pes- 
tilence. He taught it as a prayer to his pupil 
the Princess Maria, then three years old, the 
initial letters of the three stanzas (H. Z. 5.) 
forming an acrostic on her title, Hertzogin rm 
Sachsen. The Princess afterwards ado’ as 
her motto the words “ Herr wie du willt,” and 
this motto forms the refrain of “ Jesus, Jesus, 
nichts als Jesus,” the best known hymn of the 
Countess Ludiimilia Elizabeth of Schwarzbure- 
Rudolstadt (q. ¥.), (see Koch, viii. 370-371). 
This hymn “ Herr wie ” was Ist pob. in B.'s Bet- 
hiicilem, Leipzig, 1582, in 3 st, of 7 1., marked as 
C. Meliss D. 1574, with the title, “ Motto and 
daily prayer of the illustrious and nokle Princess 
and Lady, Lady Maria, by birth, Duchess of 
Saxony, Landgravine of Thuringia and Margra- 
vine of Meissen.” Thence in Wac: yjel, iv. 
p. 714. Included in the Greifswald G, B. 1597, 
aud others, and in the Uno. £. &, 1851, No, 578. 
The trs. in C, U. are:— 

1, Lord, as Thou wilt, whilst Thou my heart. 
and full, by A. T. Russell, as No. 195 in 

his Ps. & Hys., 1851. 

2, Lord, as Thou wilt, deal Thou with me, in fu'l, 
by E. Cronenwett, as No. 409 in the Ohio Luts. 
Hymnal, 1880, Another fr. is :— 

* Lord, as Thou wilt, so do with me,” by Dr, @, Walker, 
1860, p. 53. (J. M.) 

Biggs, Louis Coutier, m.a., the well- 
known writer on Hymns A. & M. and kindred 
—— greduated at Oxford p.a. 1863. On 
taking Holy Orders he was successively 
Curate of Grendon, Northants; Asst. Master 
in Ipswich School; Rector of Parracombe, 
Devon; and of Chickerell, near Weymouth. 
and Chaplain at Malacca, Singapore, and 
other stations, including Penang in 1875, 
1877, and 1885. Mr. Biggs has pub. :— 

(1) Hymns Ancient and Modern with Annotations 
and Translations, 1867; (2) Supp. Hymne for ure with 
H, Ade M.; (3) Bnglish Hym (areprint of articles 
from the Monthly Packet), 1873, Songs Other 
Churches (pub. in the Monthly Packet, 1871-2); and one 
or two smaller hymnological works. A few of the ren- 
derings of English hymns into Latin given in bis 
Annotated H. A, & M. are by bim. 

Bilby, Thomas, s. of John Bilby, b. at 
Southampton, April 18, 1704. In 1809 he 
joined the army, remaining eight yeare. Sub- 
sequently he studied the Infant School Sys- 
tem under Buchanan, whose school at Brewer's 
Green, Westminster, is said to have been the 
first Infants’ School opened in England. In 
1825 he obtained the charge of a Training 
School at Chelsea, where some 500 teachers 
were instructed In his system. In 1882 he 
— to the Weat Indies, where be intro- 
uced his system of teaching. On returning 

to England, he became the parish clerk of 
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= Mary's, Islin. 

40d Colonia! Infant School movlaly Jointly 
Nith Mr R. 1s. Ridgway he published The 
1a *ty Book, The Infant Teacher's Assistant, 

“31-32: and the Book of Quadrupede, 1838. 
A 4s hymns appeared in Infant Teacher's 

the best known of which is, * Here 
We suffer grief and pain.” 
Binney, Thomas, p.p., b. at Neweastle- 

po Tyne, in 1798, and educated at Wymond- 
©“Y College, Hertfordshire. Entering the 
ministry, he was ett pgenegt he pastor of a con- 
Sregation at Bedford, an peudent Chapel 
ad ewport, Isle of Wright, und of the King’s 
Veigh Hose bapel, London, 1829. The 
University of A berdecn conferred upon him 
the pp, He a. Feb. 23, 1874. His 
works, excedinge 50 in number, include Life 
of the Re. St Morell, 1826; Money, 
1864; St. Paud, Meda Life and Ministry, &e. 
He wrteafew yams, including * Eternal 
Light! Eumal Wight.” and “Holy Fatuer, 

MM We praise.’ (Close af Service.) 

Bird, Frederic Mayer, b. at Philadel- 
pe, US.June 28, 1838, and ccokiated ‘“ 
‘seo ey of Pennsylvania, 1857. In 
NY. beame Iaatheran pastor at Rhinebeck, 
= ate 166 at Walatie, N. Y., where he re- 

rea until 186. In 1808 he joined the 
cua ree Protestant Episcopil Church (dea- 
Sisabe eel See 186), and became Rector at 
where to lis ew Jersey, 1870-74, and elee- 

- Pe nen he became Chaplain and 
anal heal ‘ ¥choloyy, Christian kvidences, 
Bethlehen Po, H2e Lehigh University, South 
Prof Pennsylvania. 

(1) Pennyind, 8282 piled with br. B. M. Schmucker, 
ram Church, 42x. Sor the wee of the Beang. Luthe- 

Sones sed (and now used) as the Lu- 
aoe Cil’s Church Rook, 1868; (2) and 

Songs of the Spirit, N. ¥., 1x71-2; 
Pins, Mn yh ealey seem in his Finer and less 
ment Of <= Ft 1846-7. He also hus conducted 
sitee 1880 ¥ mn Notes,” in the N. York In- 

works t the limene in ae mae of bymnological 

Betulius or Bir and von, s, of Daniel 
r, in Bom; > Pastor at Wildstein, neor 

1626. In lizg p,;,~¥25 b. at Wildstein, May 5, 
Evangelical r5 ts father, along with other 
Bohemia, and w was forced to flee from 
iug throughthe pot. Nurnberg. Alter 
ved isntnd 22S idien-Gymnasium at) iirn- 
in 1643, and therge Fed the University of Jena, 
logy, the litter ag “pudied both Law and Theo- 
Before conpletiy, 4s fathers aye zeae, 
turned to Nii this coune in ei 
his poston if FE in 1645, and on account of 
of the Pegnitz SY @S there admitted a member 
At the clos of ppeherd and oo Order. 
Wolfenbitte le was appointed tutor at 
Liineturg, bat ar tee Princes, of Brunswick- 
was as a “F a year (during which he 

After a tou, q Poe), he resigned this re 
by Philipp vy, 22S which he was admitted 
German Bxiet m as a member of the 

turned t Rtraee™ Patriotic Union), he re- 
: {ma priv e in 1648, and employed 

wen mea _ In 1654 he was 
Of his poetic gifts by the 

Eanperot Perdinane TIL. waradmitted in1638 metnber : as of the Fruithearing Society, 
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. He d. Sept. 24, 1872.) and on the death of Harsdérffer, in 1662, 
© was one of the founders of *The Home became Chief Shepherd of the Pegnitz Order, 

to which from that time he imparted a dis- 
tinetly religious cast. He d. at Niirnberg, 
June 12, 1681, (Koch, iii, 478-485; Allg. 
Deutsche Biog., ii. 660; Bode, pp. 44-46; the 
first dating his death, July, and the last 
dating his birth, April 25). In his 52 hymns 
he was not able to shake off the artificial 
influences of the time, and not many of them 
have retained a place in German ©. U, 
Three have been fr. into English :— 

i, Auf, auf, mein Herz und du mein ganzer Sinn, 
Wirf alles heut. [Sunday.] Ist pub. (not in 1661, 
but) in Saubert’s G. 8., Niirnberg, 1676, No. 
329, in 10 st. 7h. as:— 

(1) “ Arouse thee up! my Heart, my Thought, my 
Mind," by A. J, Bwekoll, 1842, p. 10. (2) * Awake! 
awake !-—to holy thought aspire,”” by Dr, H. Milla, Late. 

ii, Joau, deine Passion. [Passiontide.] His 
finest hymn, let pub. in Saubert’s G, 4, Nirn- 

1676, No, 83, in 6 st. of 8 1,, and included 
as No, 240 in the Berlin G. LZ. 8 ed., 1863. It 
did not appear in 1653, Tr, as :— 

Jesu! be Thy » love. A good tr. of 
st. i-iv., by A. T. Russell, as No, 87 in his Ps, 
and Hys., 1851. Another tr. is:— 

“ Jesus, on Thy dying love,” by W. Reid, in the British 
Herald, March, 1#65, p. 46, repeated in his Praise Bk., 
1872, No. 435. 

iii, Lasset uns mit Jesu siehon, [J’«ssiontide.) 
Ist pub. in J. M. Dilherr’s Heilige Korwochen, 
Niirnberg, 1655, p.412,in 4 st. of 8. Included 
as No. 250 in the Berlin G@ ZL. &, ed. 1863, 
The only tr, in C. U. is :— 
Let us benoe, on high ascending. Good and fu)!, 

by A. T. Russell, as No, 184 in his Ps. ¢ Hys., 
1851. His trs. of st. iii., iv., were adopted and 
altered to “Let us now with Christ be dying,” 
as No, 635 in Kennedy, 1863. (J. MJ 

Birks, Edward Bick MA & 
of Professor T. R. Birks, b. at Kelshall, 
Herts, in 1849, and educated at Cholmeley 
School, Highgate, and Trinity College, Cam- 
bridge (p.a. 1870, M.a, 1873, and also a Fellow- 
ship 1870). On ger | Holy Orders, he became, 
in 1878, Corate of St. Mary's, Nottingham, 
and, after six months at Greenwich, in 1880, 
Vicar of Trumpington in 1881, and Vicar of 
St. Michael's, Cambridge, in 1884. Mr. Birks 
is the author of the metrical Litany, * Light 
that from the dark abyss,” in the H. Comp., 
No. 549. It first appeared in Erening Hours 
in 1871 (having been composed in 1869 or 
1870). Others of his pieces are to be found 
in Leaves from the Christian Remembrancer. 

Birks, Thomas Rawson, m.a., b. Sept. 
1810, and educated at Trinity College, Cam- 
bridge (va. 1834, M.A. 1837), of which he 
subsequently became a Fellow. Having taken 
Holy Orders in 1837, he became Rector of 
Kelshall, Herts, 1844; Vicar of Holy Trinity, 
Cambridge, 1866; Hon. Canun of Ely Cathe- 
dral, 1871; aud Professor of Moral Philo- 
sophy, Cambridge, 1872. He d. at Cam- 
bridge, July 21, 1883, His works, to the 
number of 25, inclade Biblical, Astronomical, 
Scientific, Propletic, and other subjects. He 
also wrote the Memoirs of the Rev. BE. Bicker- 
ateth (his father-in-law), 2 vols. 1851. His 
hymns a in Bickersteth's Christian 
‘salmody, 1833; and, together with Versions 
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of the Psalms. in his Companion Psalter, 1874. 
They number upwards of 100. = Paal- 
ters, § xx.) Very few are in C. U. in G. Bri- 
tain, but in America their use is extending. 
They include :— 

1, Except the Lord do build the house. Ps. exrvii. 
4. O come, let us sing to the Lord. Ps, rer, 
— O King of Mercy, from Thy throne on bigh, Ps, 

7. 0 tante and see that He le guod. Pa. zzziv. 
5. Owben from all the ends of earth, #s, z¢e. 
6. The beavens declare Thy glory. Fs. riz. 
7. ‘The Lord Himself my Portion is. Ps. Lit. 
*. ‘The mighty God, the Lord hath spoken. #, 1. 
9. Thou art gone up on high, 0 &e Ps. zlvii. 
Jo, Whom have I [we) Lord in heaven, but Thee. 

P's, leetii. . 

Of these versions of the Psalms, all of which 
date fiom 1874, the most popular is No. 3, 
Mr. Birks’s compositions are worthy of greater 
atteution than they have hitherto need) 

Bis ternas horas explicans. [For the 
Sizth Hour.) This hymn ia in Daniel, i, 
No, 16, with a further note ativ.p. 13, Daniel, 
on the authority of Cassiodorus's commentary 
on Ps. exix. 164, gives it as by St. Ambrose. 
Daniel's text is in 32 lines, of which he says, 
l!. 23-28, beginning “ Orabo mente Domi- 
num,” are given by the Benedictiue editors 
as a complete hymn of St, Ambrose. He cites 
it a8 in the Hymnary of Thomasius, and as 
iu an 8th cent. #8. in the Vatican. T'r. as 
“Now twice three hours the sun hath told,” 
by W. J. Copeland, in his Hys. for the Week, 
&e., 1848, p. 148, (J. M.] 

Blackall, her Ruby, ».p., b. 
in New York State, 1830, and educated 
for the medical — For 15 years he 
followed his profession, including service in 
the army during the civil war. Subsequently 
he managed, for 14 years, a branch of the 
Baptist Publication ivty, taking at the 
same time great interest in 8. School work, 
He edited the Advanced Bible Lesson Quar- 
terly, for 3 years, and also Our Little Ones. 

1, The prize is set before us, Heaven anticipated. 
This is one of Dr. Blackall’s most popular hymns 
for children, It was written in 1874 for the 
Sunday School of 2nd Baptist Church, Chicago, 
lilinois, and set to music by H. RK. Palmer. It 
lat appeared in Palmer's Songs of Lore for the 
Bite School, 1874, from whence it has passed into 
numerous collections, including I. D. Sankey's 
8. 3. and Sulos, Lond., 1881. 

2. Follow the paths of Jesus. Fhilowing Jesus, 
This is included in the Bap, Hy. (¢ Tune] Bk, 
Phila., 1871, No, TOL. 

3. Do the right, never fear. Duty, In W. R. 
Stevenson's School Hyanal, Lond., 1880, No. 269. 

(J. J.J 

Blackie, John Stuart, tt..p., b. at Glas- 
gow, July, 1809, and educated at Marischal 
a Aberdeen, and at the University of 
Edinburgh. After a residence on the Con- 
tinent for educational purposes, he was called 
to the Bar in 1834. In 1841, he was appointed 
Professor of Latin in Marischal College, Aber- 
deen, and in 1850 Professor of Greek in the 
University of Edinburgh. On the death of 
Dr. Guthrie he was for some time the Editor of 
the Sunday Magazine. His published works 
include: — Metricul Translation of Bechylus, 
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1850; Pronunciation of Greek, 1852; Lyrical 
Poems, 1860; Homer and the Iliad, 4 vols. 
1869, &e. ; Lays and Legends of Ancient Greece, 
&c., 1857; and Songs of Religion and Life, 
1876. To the hymorlogical student he is 
known by his rendering of a portion of the 
Benedicite (q.¥.), “Angels, Loly, high and 
lowly,” which is found in eeveral hymnale. 

Blacklock, Thomas, p.p., b. at Anna», 
Durfricashire, Novensber 10,1721. He studied 
at the University of Edinburgh, and was, in 
1759, licensed to preach. In 1762 he was or- 
dained parish minister of Kirkeulbright, but, 
on account of his blindness, had to resign and 
retire on an annuity. He went to Edinburgh 
and there received as boarders University stu- 
dents and boys attendin: schol. In 1767 he 
received the degree of p.p. frem the Univer- 
sity of Aberdeen (Murischal College). He wes 
one of the earliest and must helpful literary 
friends of Robert Burns. Hed. at Edinburgh, 
July 7, 1791. His Poems were often printed 
—in 1756 at London, with a Memoir by the 
Rev. Jo Spence, Professor of Poetry at 
Oxford; in 1793, ut Edinburgh, with a Me- 
moir by Henry Mackenzie, &e. They include 
2 Psalm Versions, and 4 Hymns. “ Hail, 
source of pleasures ever new," is altered from 
the Hymn to Benev lence, and “ Father of all, 
omniscient mind,” ia from his version of Psalm 
139. No. 16 in the Trans. and Par. of 1781, 
“In lifes gay murn,” &c., is also ascribed to 
him. (J. M.} 

Blackmore, Sir was appointed 
a Physician in Ordinary to William of Orange 
in 1697, receiving knighthood at the same time 
in recognition of his services at the Revolu- 
tion. His works embraced theology, medicine, 
and poetry, and a Version of the Book of 
Pealme, (Eng. Paalters,§xvi.] Whilst Dryden 
and Pope sneered at his poetical works, ‘Addison 
—— 339), and Johnson (Lives 4 the 

‘oets) gave them a good word, and specially his 
poew on the Creation. He d. Oviober 9, 1729. 

His version of the Psalms was the last issued in 
England with royal ticense for use in Churches; bai pot- 
Withatailing this it never obtained any circulation, ami 
except as tu a few psaimes in Collyer’a Sel., 1812, and 
one or two others, and various Unita:ian collections tn 
the early of this century, it bas remained utterly 
neglected by editors of all ¢chouls of thought. 

Blair, Hugh, v.p., eldest s. of John 
Blair, merchant. Edinburgh, was b, at Edin- 

h, April 7, 1718. In 1730 he entered the 
University of Edinburgh, where he graduated 
wa. in 1739. In 1742 he was ordained parish 
minister of Collessie, in Fife, became, in 1743, 
second minister of the Canongate, ed 
in 1734 minister of Lady Yester’s, and in 1758 
joint minister of the High Church (now styled 
t. Gilea’s Cathedral). In 1762, while still re- 

taining his postoral charge, he was eppointed 
the firat Professur of Rhetoric in the Univer- 
sity of Ediuburgh—a chair founded for him. 
He received the degree of p.p. from the Uni- 
versity of St. Andrews, in 1757. He d. in Edin- 
burgh, Dee. 27, 1800. 

In 1744 De. Mair was — member of the Com- 
mittee of Assembly which compiled the Tye, and Pars. 
of 1745, and in 1773 of that which revised and enlarged 
them. To him are ascribed by the Rev. W. Themson 

pt Deke Gp im, 4, ie i. 4 ' be 

4 is ine ‘eondinod with the alterations made on Para- 
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i757. 432 1745-51, and on Paraphrase 20, in 
nod y, The qi 57,19 7 Macmeeken (Scottish Hym- 
& his APbengix) would ascribe these 4 Paraphrases 

Gre Md cousin, the fer. Kobert Blair, wuthor of | 
Edinbo = fe: * of the Rev, David Milair, b. in 

burg, lean amas ned Parish minister of Athelstane- 
oe © Lothian, in 1 72#1, appointed, in 1742,a member 
Ctanittoe which cupiled the 1746 collection, d- 

Z  8Otford, Feb. 4, tits). fr C. Rogers, in his 
Dr Trang (pp. ee &e 664, ed. 1607) holds that, though 

f A Biatr may have altered Parsphrases 44 and 
He, mor Eeeoteert Blair, wrote any original 

in t White the weigght of opinion and of probability 
9 faveuror ier. Hush Blair, po very detinite evidence 

is presented on either side, though the records of the 

Presbytery of Edin burgeh im 1748 show Dr. Hugh Blair as 
Selected to Tevise Nese. 2 (7 in 1781), 21 (46 in ETAL), and 
probably others [Scottish Paraphrases, W. Came- 
Ton, and nutes ore Qlae izacdlividual hymns). [J. Mj 

Blair, Robert. (Blair, Hugh.) 
William, p.p.. b. at Clunie, King- 

Me yag PEG @n. 33, 1830, and educated at 
Pathuhend “heel and St. Andrew's Univer- 
sity. where We greeclemated M.A. in 1850, pp, 1879. 
ln 1856 he was Ordained at Dunblane, as the 
United Presbyterizra Minister in that town. 
Dr. Blair has pub. several prose works, in- 
cluding Chronicles of Aberbrothoc, aud Selec- 
i Jrom Abp.  Zeetghton with Memoir and 
reeiaairt 1883. EXis = fhymn, *.ksu, Saviour, 
Shepherd bringimse ** “(The Good Shepherd), 
and its acommryirge tune,“ Leighton.” were 
coutributed & the Scottish Presb. Hymnal for 
the Young, 1882. ae several Now Yous Paced also the author of 

x ee Arm brose Nichols, 1. 
7 SS Atymouth, 2842. and educated for the 

Unitarian Ministry m€ Manchester New Col- 
logs. ionim. Ele ‘ales graduated at the 
London University au ma.” In 1366 he be- came junior colle : 
James, Minister et to the late Rev. William 

i Loewin's Mead Meevin 
eerie See Ahan cteath of Mr. James, i 
were written for ey. ™r. Blatenford’s hymns 
services atLewin"s ne Ss. School anniversary 

given below, and Mi ear Meeting, on the dates 
melodies. They wer Te adapted to existing 
and inelude:— = first printed as fly-leaves 

\. A glachom hy 

2. Awake to the ieee <> Praine we sing, Praise. 1476, 
shoo 1, without “Inn, > Prepare for the strife. Duty. 

oe sini acta ¥Y Constant blessing. Divine Help. 
Oy Ph aro 

Oe Laka bik, “20a as silently ore stealing. 
2 . To 

O’er the r 1 ‘ 7 ¥. Ques tate meet eee ae Latin 
he eee b. 24,5, - ing. 1876. 

R. Stevensn's Sepa S were Ist pub. in W. 
3. 7. and Sin the 72 47 ymnal, 1880, and Nos. 
S. 8. Association 7 **7*day School H. Bk. of the 

Biaurer, “91881, (J. J.] 
Blaurer, Onnei ee Osis, 8, of Augustine 
Constanz, April 4.14 ©f£ Copstanz, was b. at 
at Tabingen ang ene Tn 1513 he graduated 
pirsbach, it the pgy&@red the convent of Al- 
choeen Prior. ae Forest, where he was 
and the @titings of y tudying Holy Scripture 
fied with his poa; oo. ther, he became dissatis- 
1522, and went t,o Od left the convent in 
espousert the cay ons Ares In 1523 he openly 

pee ne  Masiaorh 1898. in 1 bee 
jwinich, Wt the aD encarranaat . agra! in 

Lorn rich, 
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1534, he received his belp and countenance 
till 1538, when the growing opposition of tlie 
Lutheran party led him to withdraw from 
Wiirttemberg. He returned to Constanz, wliere 
he remained till 1548, when by the operation 
of the Interim [Agricola} and the seizure of th: 
town by the Emperor, be was forced to flee to 
Griessenberg, in Thurgau, and in the end of 
1549, to Winterthur. He beeame pastor at 
Biel, in the Jura, 1551, but returned to Win- 

| terthur, 1559, and d. there, Dee,.6, 1564 (Koch, 
| ii, 62-76; Allg. Deutache Biog., ii. 691-69). 
| Koch characterises him as the most impor- 
tant of the hymn-writers of the Reformed 
Chureh at the time of the Reformation, Sime 
thirty in all of his hymns are preserved in oe. 
at Ziirich and Winterthur. The only one fr. 
into English is: — 

Wie's Gott gefallt, so gfilita mira auch. (Pryor 
in God.) Wackernagel, Ui, p, Se4, quotes tc in & et. of 
tv ok, from ao wx. of 1562 at ZOrich, * Ktlich gelstliche 
gang und lider vor Jahre) geschriben durch meleter 
Ambrosium Blaurern.” end thinks i' wes probably 
writter: abyut 1526. In his Miblingraphie, 1656, p. 220, 
he bw! cited a broadsheet, c 1545, where it appears os 
one of “Zwey sline Newe Lieder dena ( onsale n 
Johnsen Friderichen vou Sachsen, welche Er in. seiner 
Gefangknves gedichtet bat" [i.e 1647-02, after the 
battle of MObiberg, 1547); but this ascripuiun Wacker 
nagel thinks is as ittle justified by the peremality as 
by the cireumetarces of the Elector. Though the author- 
= the bymn be somewhat dowbeful, its value bv 
undeniable, and since its reception into the Hergkreyen, 
Noruberg, 1551, it bas appeared in most subsequen: 
collections, and [+ No. T26 In the Cne. LS, i86t. The 
tra. are :—{1) * God's will is mine: [ dare not stray,” by 
Dr. @. Walker, 10, p.91. (2) * What pleaseth (od, 
that pleaseth me,” by Miss Winkworth, 1869, p. 024 

(J. M.J 
Bleak winter is subdued at length. 

J, Newton, [Spring.] 1st pub. in the Olney 
Hymns, 1779, Bk. ti., No. 82, in 9 st. of 4 |. 
In its full form it ia not in C. U., but ap un- 
altered version of st. ii-v. and ix, is giver 
ag: “ Behold! lung-wished for pring is come,” 
in Rippon’s Sel., 1787, and later editions. 

Bleibt bei dem, der euretwillen. 
C. J. P. Spitta, [Following Christ.) Founded 
on 1 John, ii. 28, and Ist pub, in the lest 
Series, 1833, of hia Psalter und Harfe, p. 11:5, 
in 4 st.of 81, entitled “Abide in Jesus.” 
In the Wiirttemberg G, B, 1842, No. 382, and 
other collections. The trs. in C.U, are:— 

1. © abide, abidein Jesus, A full and good fr, \y) 
R. Massie in his Lyra Dom., 1860, p. LOS, ail 
thence in Bp. Ryle’s Coll, 1860; Adams's Amy. 
rican Ch. Pastorals, 1864, No. 891, and Sebutl’ 
Christ in. Song, od, 1879, p. 495. Omitting st 
ii. in the Meth. N. Con, H. Bt. 1363, and J. | 
Porter's Coll, 1876. St. it—iv., beginning, “ A! 
is dying! hearts are breaking,” are included 
Robinson's Songs for the Sunctuary, N. Y., bs 
H. and Songs of Praise, N, Y., 1874; Bap Pro 
Bk., 1871, and others. 

2, O abide in Him, Who fer us. A full fr. | 
J. D. Burns, in his Memoir and Remains, 15°.) 
p. 259; and repeated as No. 747 in Dole. 
Enjlis H. Bk, 1879, 

Other trs. are :— 
(1) “Stay by Une Who for your comfort,” by Mi 

Manington, 1463, p. 53. (2) “ Dwell in Christ, »!, 
once descended,” by J. Kelly, 1846, p 37. {J. MO 

Blenkinsopp, E. C. L. = [Leaton 
Blenkinsopp. | 

Bless God, my soul: aoe, Lord 

zed by Google 
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alone. N. Tate. [Ps. civ.] This version 
of Pe. civ. is found in Tate’s Miscellanea 
Sacra, 1696, and in the same year in the New 
Version. Ita appearance in former work 
determines its authorship as distinct from 
Brady. [See Eng. Pealters, § x1. 3.) From 
its ornate character some have concluded that 
most, if not all the renderings in the New Ver- 
sion which partake of that character, are by 
bim. This conclusion ie plausible and pos- 
sible, but by no means certain. It was intro- 
duced into use in America early in the present 
century, and is still given in a few collections. 

Bless, O my soul, the living God. I. 
Watts. [Ps. citi.) This is Pt. i. of his tm. 
version of Ps. ciii., lst pub. in his Psalms o 
David, &c., 1719, Pt. it. being, “The Lo 
how wondrous are His ways.” Both parts 
are in ©. U. both in G. Britain and America. 
Pt. i is in 8 at, and Pt. ii. in 9st. of 41. In 
addition there are abbreviations of Pt. i., and 
a cento from Pta, i. and ii.in C.U. The moat 

pular arrangement in modern American 
i mnals is that in Songs for the Sanctuary, 
N. ¥, 1 Lawdlea Domini, N. ¥., 1884, 
and many others, It is com of st. i, ii, 
iii., and viii., slightly altered, Other arrange- 
ments are also found both in G. Britain and 
America. <A cento from Pts. i. and ii. ap- 

in Bickersteth’s Christian Psalmody, 
1833, and is made up of Pt. i, st. i-iii., Pt. n. 
st, iv. and y., and an additional stanza from 
another source. 

Bless’d, Blessed, Blest. The arbitrary, 
and, in many instances, unreasonable, way in 
which editors of hymnals, both old and new, 
have changed about these words, without any 
regard to the form originally used by the 
author, has rendered it necessary to follow the 
author's reading in every instance. When, 
therefore, a hymn cannot be found in one 
form, it must be eought for in the other. 

Bless’d are the humble souls that 
see. I. Watts. [The Beatitudes.] This 
metrical paraphrase of the Beatitudes (St. 
Matt. v. 3-12) a) in the enlargeil ed. of 
his Hymns & 8. 1709, Bk. i., No. 102, 
in 8 st, of 41. It held a prominent position 
in the older collections, but of late it has 
fallen very much out of favour. As “ Bless'd 
are,” “ Blessed are,” or “ Blest are,” it ia still 
found in a few collections both in G. Bri- 
tain and America. 

Bless’d are the pure in heart. J. 
Keble. [Purification.] This poem, in 17 st. 
of 41., ia “Oct. 10, 1819." It was Ist pub, 
in his Christian Year, 1827. Asa whole it is 
not in C. U. The following centos, some of 
which are found in numerous collections, have 
been compiled therefrom :— 

1. In J. Bickersteth's Ps. & Hys., 1832, No, 449, we 
have st. §. and xvii, This was repeated in Elliott's Ps. 
& Hys., 1436, No. 254, as “ flest are the pure," &c, Al- 
though it bas fallen out of use in G. Britain, it is still 

ven in afew American collections, aa the Amer. Meth. 
pis. Hymns, 1449; The Avang. Hymnal, N. Y., 1880. 
2. In his Mitre HW. Bk., 18396, W..J. Hall pub, a cento, 

as No, 249. which was composed of two stanzas from thin 
porm, and two that were new, By whorn this cento was 
arranged, by Hall, or bis collaborator, K. Osler, is not 
known, as the m, wes, simply “Keble.” As this is 
the moet popul.r cento, and its whole contents are 
nevally attributed to Keble, we give the full text, with 
the alterations and additions in Mitre in ttalica »— 

BLESS'D MORNING 

“Blest are the pure in| Still to the lowly soul 
beart, He doth Himself impart, 

For they sball see their a 
: throne, 

The secret of the Lord is] Chooseth the pare in 
theirs ; a heart. 

Their sou! Christ's Lord, we Thy presence seck 
7 Ours nay this blessing 

The Lord, who left the aky, be! 
Our life peace to| O give the pure and lowly 

And dielf im lowliness with| A temple meet for Thee.” 
men, 

Their pattern, and their 
King; 

In Murray's Hymnal, 1852, No, 122, this cento was 
repeated with alight alterations, and the addition of a 
er: ‘This text, sometimes with, and again without 
a doxology, by most of the leading 
hymnals in G. Britain, a few in America, inclading 
H. A, & M.; the Hymnary; Church Hymns; the 4. 
Comp, ; raving i the fap. Hymnal; the American 
Sabbath A. KL, N. Y,, 1858, and others, In a note 
to this cento, No. 141, in the Ist ed. of HW. A. M., Mr. 
Biggs, in his Annotated H, A. & M., quotes these words 
from Keble: “Hymn No, 141 is egy Armee b not, 
however, without asking the writer's ve, Kev. J. 
Keble.” Whether this leave was given to Hall, in the 
first instance, in 1436,0r to Mr, Murray on adopting 
Hall's text in 1452, cannot now be determined. 

3. In several American collections, Hall's cente * 
repeated with the omission of st. li. These include 
Songs for the Sanctuary, N. Y¥., 1465. 

4. In the Hys. for Christian Seasons, Gains! 2od 
ed., 1854, the cento ix, st, L-iv. are Keble's st, 1, xti., 
xiv. and xvii. very much altered, and ¥. Hall, st. iv, 

5. In Alford’s Year of Praise, 1867, No. 251, the 
conto is Keble, #4. 1., iL, til, xv., and xvil, 

6. In Nicholson's Appendiz Hymnal, 1#66, #. iv., 
vili-x. are given as No. 19, beginning, “Give ear, ye 
kings, bow down.” 

In addition to these, other arran; nts are 
sometimes found, but are uot of sufficient 
importance to be enumerated. (J. JJ 

Bless’d be the everlasting God. I. 
Watts. oe Ist pub. in his Hymns, &c., 
1709, Bk. i, No. 26, in 5 st. of 4 1. and 
entitled “ Hope of Heaven by the Resurrection 
of Christ.” Its use sometimes us * Blessed,” 
and aguin as “ Blest,” &c., is not extensive. 
Orig. text in Spurgeon’s 0.0. H. Bk., No. $41. 

In the Draft Scottish Trans, & Paraphs., 
1745, it is given as No. xl. in an unaltered 
form. In the authorized issue of the Trans. 
&c., in 1781, No. Lxi. st. iii. was omitted, the 
third stanza in this arrangement being altered 
from the original, which reads in Watts :— 
“There's an inberitance | "Tis uncorrupted, umdefil'd, 

divine, And cannot fade away.” 
Reserv'd against that 

The recast text of 1781, which has been in 
use in the Church of Scotland for 100 years, 
is claimed by W. Cameron (q. v.), in his list 
of authors and revisers of that issue, as his 
own. Faull text in modern copies of the 
Scottish Psalms, &c. (J. J.J 

Bless’d morning! whose young, 
dawning rays. J. Watts. (Sunday— 
cag Appeared in his Hymns, &e., 1707 
(1709, Bk. i., No, 72), in 5 st. of 4 1, and 
entitled, “The Lord’s Day: or, The Resur- 
rection of Christ.” The arrangements of this 
hymn in ©, U. are:— 

1.) The original, Very limited. 
3 “Blessed morning,” &c., a in Dr. Hatfield's 

Amer. Church H. Bk., N. Y., 1872, with the change in 
st. i., L. 4, of “last abode,” to “dark abode.”* 

ing, sometimes 3.) “ Blest morning,” &c. This open 
followed by two or three slight alterations and the 
omission of st. v., is the most popular form of the text 
beth in G. Britain and America. 
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-VO, ** &c., in the Hymnary, 1872, 23. TRS Demo aicbly cher 
Was ad dition to these, in 1781, this hymn 
to the a @ with alterations, as “Hymn IV.,.” 
“ Blest Scottish Trans. & Paraphs. It opens 
The ™0rning: | WV bose first dawning rays.” 

“Uthor of this recast is unknown, 
Bi aoa a with the presence of their 

. 2. Cotteréia. [Holy Communion.) 1st 
pub. in the Ztoxeter Sel. 1805, No. 31, in 6 
st. of 41, and headed “For the Sacrament.” 
[t was repeated ixa Cotterill’s Sel. 1810, No. 
43, and continued in subsequent editions till 
the 9th, 1820, when it was omitted. St. iv., 
«The vile, the lost, He calls to them.” is 
st. ii of W- Clow per’s hymn: tee mite 
east of hesVemly wine,” from the (ney 
Tomae 1779 Bk. ii., No. 53, The use of 
thia hyme “@ _ UOt extensive, although found 
im a few WOKerz2 Collections. It is curious 
that Cottenll cives: it as “ Bleat with,” &e., in 
his index, but ** #?éfess’d witli,” &c., in the 
body of the bookx. A cento from this hymn 
beginning, “In xmemory of the Sayiour’s 
love,” ap im R. Woittinghain's Coll., 
Ist ed., Frtion, 235; from thence it passed 
into Lord Slborme’s Bk. of Pruise, 1862 
Stevenson's Hys. for Ch. & Home, 1873, and 
others. Itiscomposed of st. iii, v., and vi, of 
the above very slightly altered. es | 

© the sons of God J. 
Humphrey. (Chrimtian Privileges.) Thia in 
Pt. iL. of hin (Ytraras added by J. Cennick to 
Religious hee red Ff ymne for the Use of 
No. 72, p oS. a Bristol, FP: Farley, 1743, 
headed, “The Pri t is in 8 at. of 41, and is 
Concerning ronidicke Viledyes of God's Children.” 
“ These wen done ators hymus J. Cennick says, 
In Whitefeld’s >), 2*- Joseph Humphreys.” 
No. 14 in that po 2/4-= 1753, it was given as 
to ** Hymos for 5 Ta ©f the collection devoted 
in Christin-Pey] iety, and Persons meeting 
this date itfellowe 2p.” As shortly after 
and the tet is e2t 2! Use in its original form, 
give the sme in fal, bat difficult to find, we 
eee aon et 

Gan the Sons or, The are Lights apon the 

They are bo t 

ares with i of a hbeav'nly 
SMOMeEcs ¢ rth ; 

un from | Bom of tod, they hate all 
have. ¥ Shai) Bin God's “pure Seed remains 

within, 
n, 

Long bette the “They bave Fellowship 
begun ; Wor with God, 

ted Thro’ the Mediators 
receive of th is Blood ; 

When of Jesus One with God, with Jesus 
Delleve, they one, 

fe pis Glory is in them begun, 

Grace, . Rea by | ** Tho' they suffer much on 

All thelr Ses ut Peace ,| strangers quite to this | 
away, “Sha World’s Mirth, 

They ~ in G a Yet they have an inward 
great . <a = . 

They prave the Pleasure which can never 
of Grae, 3 Fruits coy, 

im the Wika of ** They alone are truly bi 
ecousness! Rigen | hie or God, jolae, Fares 

are ATM ten, with Christ; 
Baers Ss =, Meek, Wiahthem bumber’d may 

TUBE, Weg» 4 
Holy, Vea. Here and in Eternity *"* 
The ™. BR. Conyers pub. in his Coll. 
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tof Pe & Hys., lat ed, 1767, aa No, 84, 
e above hymn in a new form. Dealing with 

the hymn as an unbroken poem of 32 lines, 
‘he took the first 6 lines, added thereto the 
last lines of the hymn as altered by Whitefield 
(“ With them,” &e.) us a refrain, and con- 
stituted them as at. i.; the next 6 lines, wit! 
the aame refrain oa st. ii., and soon to the end, 
thus preduciog a bymn of 5 st. of 81 Top- 
lady, in bis I’s. & Hys., 1776, No. 116, adopted 
Conyers's idea of using the Inst two lines uf 
the hymn as u refrain, by adding them to 
Humphreys's st. i,-iv., vi, and v., in the order 
named, and thereby producing a hymn of 6 st. 
of 61. Itis to this arrangement of the text 
that most modern editors both in G. Britain 
and America are irdebted for their centos. 
Portions of the hymn in centos of varying 
lengths, are in extensive use, [J. J.) 

Blessed are they whose hearts are 
pure. H. Alford. (St. Bartholomew.| In 
Alford’s Poems, 1868, this hymn is duied 1844. 
It is not in his Ps. & Hymna of that year. It 
is found in T.M, Fallow’s Sel., 1847, In 1852 
it was repeated in The EKnglish Hynenal, iv 
1867 in Alford’s Year of I’raise, and again in 
other collections. In the Cooke and Denton 
Hymnal, 1853, it appears in the Index as 
“ Blessed,” &v.; but in the body of the book, 
No. 175, it begins, * How bless’d are they,” Ke. 
In some hymnals, both in G. Britain anid 
America, it is attributed to “J. Conder.” 

i [W. T. B.} 

Blessed be Thy Name. J. Montgomery 
[Journeying.) In the “os. mes,” this hymn 
is dated “January 13th, 1835,” and is there 
stated to have been sent in ms. to sever! 
perrons at different dates. In I853 it was 
grea in Montgomery's Original Hymas, 
Yo. 194, in 5 st. of G1, and headed, * Prayers 

on Pilgrimage.— Lord, help me.’ Matt. xv. 
25."" Adopted by several collections. 

Blessed night, when first that plain. 
H, Bonar. (Chrittmas.) Pub, in hia Hys. of 
Faith & Hope, 1st series, 1857, in 34 st. of 3 1., 
and headed, “ The Shepherds’ Plain.” In the 
Irish Church Hymnal, 1873, two centos are 
given trom this poem, (1) “ Blessed night, 
when first that plain,” and (2) * Mighty King 
of Righteousness"; and in Mrs. Brock's Chil 
dren's H. Bk., 1881, No. 72, a cento is given 
as“ Blessed night, when HBethlekem’s plain,’ 
with “ Alleluia” aga refrain. No, 73, in the 
same Coll.,and in the same metre, * Hark, what 
music fills the sky,” is attributed to Dr. Bonur 
in error. It forms a good companion hye 
to “ Blessed night, when first that plain.” 

Blessed Redeemer, how divine, / 
Watts. [Divine Equity.) A bymn on his 
sermon on St. Matt. vii, 12, It was pub. in 
an ed, after 1723, of his Sermons on Variow- 

| Subjects, &c,, 1721-3, in 6 st. of 4 1, and heads! 
|“ The Universal law of Equity.” In the old; 
| collections it is frequently found, especial! 
| the American, but in modern hymn-books 11 
is seldom given, aud then in an altered and 
abridged form. 

Blessed Saviour, who hast taught 
me. J, M. Neale. Mag: seascape Appeared 
in his Hymns for the Young, 1842 (new eu. 
1860), in 6 st. of 8 1. In this form it is 

L2 
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seldom if ever usel. An abbreviated and 
altere! text, us “Holy Father, Thou hast 
taught me,” is found in some collections for 

BLEST IS THE MAN 

and his Funeral Sermon. Failing direct evi- 
dence, the most that can be said is that internal 
evidence in the hymn iteelf lends coun tenanve 

children. It is compiled from st. i. iv., and | to the statement that it waa composed’ under 
vy. and vi. 

Blessing, honour, thanks, and 
praise. ©. Wesley. [Burial.] 1st pub. in 
Hymns and Sacred Poems, 1742, in 5 st. of 8 1, 
as one of a number of ** Funeral Hymns.” [no 
1780 it was embodied in the Wes. H. Bk., No. 
49, from whence it las passed into numerous 
collections in G, Britain and America, Orig. 
text in the Wes, H. Bk, 1875, No. 50, and in 
f, Works, 1868-72, vol. ii. p. 188. In the 
Hymnary, 1872, a cento, with the same first 
line,: was given as No. 508, in 4 st. and was 
repeated in the 8 P. C, K. Church Hymna, 
1871. It is thus composed : st. i., ii. from the 
above, slightly altered; st. iii, iv. from the 
hymn, “ Hark! a voice divides the sky,” which 
follows the above, in the Hi and Sacred 
Poems, 1742, the Wes. H. Bk., and in the P. 
Works, vol. it. p. 189. These stanzas are also 
altered from the original. 

Blest are the souls that [who] hear 
and know. J. Watts. [Ps. lerziz.) Pt. 
iii. of his c. m. rendering of Ps. 8¥, in 3 st. of 
41, which appeared in his Psalms of David, 
&e., 1719, with the heading “The Blessed 
Gospel.” Whitefield inclu it in his Coll, in 
1753, No. 72; and Toplady in bis Ps. & Hys., 
1776, No. 32. It thus came into general use, 
and is still found in numerous collections in 
G. Britain and America. 

Blest be the dear uniting love. C. 
Wesley. ([Parting.) Pub, in Hys, & Sac, 
Poema, 1742, p. 159, in 8 at. of 4 1., and again 
P. Works, 1868-72, vol. ii. p. 221. It was 
given in the Wes. H. Bk., 1780, No. 520, with 
alterations, and the omission of st. v. and vi. 
This form of the hymn ia in the revised ed., 
1875, No. 534, and in most collections of the 
Methodist body. From Whitetield’s Coll, 
1753, to the present it has also been in use 
amongst various denominations in one form 
or another, ranging from 5 stanzas in White- 
field to 3 stanzas as in several American col- 
lections. This hymn bas been ascribed to 
J. Oennick in error, 

Blest be the Lord, our and 
Shield. Anne Steele, [Pe. exlir.] Given 
in her Poems, &e., 1760, vol. ii. p. 240, in 
14 st. of 4 1. (2nd ed., 1780), und in D. Sedg- 
wick'’s ed. of her Hymns, 1859, p. 200. ie 
1836 a cento therefrom, on st i, x, 
xiii., and xiv. (very much altered), was in- 
cluded in Hall's Mitre H. Bk. he same 
cento is given in the Ili Pa. & Hys. 
with the omission of at. iii. as in the Mifre. 

Blest be [is) the tie that binds. J. Fuw- 
cett. [Brotherly Love.) Miller, in hia Singers 
and Songs of the Church, 1869, p. 278, says :— 

“ This favourite bymn is said to have been written in 
1772, to commemorate the determination of ite author 
to remain with his attached people at Wainsgate. Tue 
farewe]l sermon was ew were loaded, 
when love and tears alled, and Dr, Fawcett sacri- 
ficed the attractions of a London pulpit to the affection 
of his poor but devoted flock.” 

the circumstances given above. Its certain 
history begins with its publication in Faw- 
cett'’s Hymns, &c,, 1782, No. WH, where it is 
given in 6 st. of 41. From an early date it 
haa been in C. U., especially with the Non- 
conformists, and at the t time it is found 
in a greater number of collections in G. Bri- 
tain and America than almost any other hymn 
a Fawcett. It is usually given us “ Blest is 

e tie,” &c., and in an ubridged form. Orig. 
— in .* "8 As O. #H. = — 
02, and or Sanct' , N. Y., 1865, 

No. 847. “eh = {J. J.J 

Blest day of God, most calm, most 
bright. J. Mason. iam .) Ist pub. in 
his Songs of Praise, 1683, a8 the of two 
hymns entitled “A Song of Praise for the 
Lord's Day,” in 6 st. of 81. and 1 at. of 41 
Early in the present century centos from this 
“Song” of various a, rd 7 to be intro- 
duced into the hymn-books of the Church of 
England, and later, into Nonconformiats’ 
hymnals also; but in scarcely a single in- 
stance do we find the tame arrangement in 
any three collections. In modirn hymu-books 
both in G. Britain and America, the same 
diversity prevails, no editor having yet suc- 
ceeded in compiling a cento which others 
could approve and adopt. No collection can 
be trusted either for text or original sequence 
of lines. The full orig. text, however, is 
easily attainable in Sedgwick's reprint of the 
8. of Praise, 1859, The opening line :ome- 
times reads :—“ Bleat day of Goil, how calm, 
how bright,” as in Mre. Brock’s Children’s 
H. Bk., 1881, No. 40, but the use of this form 
of the text in limited. Taking the centos 
together, their use is extensive. CJ. J.) 

Blest hour when mortal man retires. 
T. Rafles. (Hour of Primted in pra the Amulet for 1829, pp. -5, in 6 st. of 41. 
One of the first to t it to congregrational 
use wasthe Rev. J. Bickersteth, whoi noluded 
4 stanzas in his Ps. and Hys., 1832, a8 “No. 242. 
Its modern use in any form in G. Britain 
is almost unknown, but in America i® is one 
of the most popular of Dr. Raffless hymns, 
and is given in many of the leading collec- 
tions. ‘The full text is No. 883 in r. Hat- 
fleld’s Church H. Bk., N. Y., 1872. (or, Hat- 
field dates the hymn 1828, probably because 
contributions to the Amulet of 1822 would 
be sent to the editor in 1828, 

Blest is the faith, divine and , 
F. W. Faber. (The Christian Life.) Ap- 
—-* his Oratory Hymns, 1854, im ¢ at. of 

1, and the chorus, *O Sion’s songs are aweet 
tosing.” In the 1855 ed. of the Cooke & Den- 
ton Hymnal, it was given with alterations to 
adapt it for uae in the Church of E d. 
In this form it is in a limited number of 
collections, the original being retained in the 
Roman Catholic hymnals. 

Blest is the man, for ever bless’d. I 
Three sources of information on the matter | Watts. (Ps. agra His t. m. rendering of 

is are, however, silent on the subject—his Life | Ps. xxxii., pub. in 
ritings, 1826; | 171%, in 4 at. of 41. Dr. Watte's note there- and Letters, 1818; his Mise. 

Pealms of David, &., 



BLEST IS THE MAN 
a n 
Peain, “Plaing the liberty taken with the 
“~ ‘0 — ane n llows 

A post;{*° first verses of this Psalm being cited by 
rs sd in the 4tb chapter of Romans, to shew the 

Our rdon and justification by grace without 
tha wersion of It, enlarged the sense, 

¢ ang )°! the Blood of Christ, and faith and Kepen- 
use the Psalmist adds 4 spirit in which 

is *cripeuray. have inserted that sincere obedience, which 

works, 3 
by menicn ve, 

tea MO Ou itle 

*Vidence of our faith and justification,” 

® Lymn in C. U. in G. Britain it has 
almost died out z but in America it stil) sur- vives in 4 fe 

Blest ig 
w collections, 

the Wes, H. 47%. as hymn 5tl in two 
Pt. ii, beint, “* Lou art my hiding place, In 
Thee” CP. Works, 1868-72, vol. viii. p. 65). 

Bilest is the rman who feels. W. H. 
Bathurst. (Ps. a2egn. Appeared in his Hs, 
aoe ret ao 1831, — = =e of 6 Land begine with 

. 4 FéTee 

effort was made to pay oars iP elena of the Palm, w sacl thereto the former part 

Ps#raph mee :—“ 0 Lord, with 
1875 Ne oe found in the Wee i Bh 

” and the 2, Bich st. i. is almost entirely 
ist & rOSt is from this hyun. 

move. [| me man whose bowels 
version of fx x1iee” .. C£* zlé.) This w. ». 
his Pealms of D ii. St. 1-3, which was pub, in 
appears in wines 21, &.. 1719, in 4 st. of 4 1, 
man whe mes 2 lections as “Blest ix the 
“« Blest is the rs move ;” and in otlens, 
the object beings 2 Whose heart doth move," 

Saxe Set rid of the, to some, 
These changes qt eSSion in the frst line. 

i “clopted both in G. Britain 

ts the followings Cannot say; but the result 

pandas. J. tg 272m whose heart ex- 
ist pub. in Rips2272*278. (For Sunday Schools.] 

ROR" ss Sel., 1787, No. 525, ia 
appears ili tensa. form in which it usually 
in his Sel,1819. N Was included by Cotterill 
ty be sun" At gq go> 248, where it ie appointed 
A centofom ¢y, 5 * ™On for Charity Schools.” 
youthful sing = hymn, “Blest work, the 
iv., iii, and yq_ Win,” is composed of at. v., 
found in this fay? ™*Siderably altered. It is 
of Pe ¢ Hy s3-3™ Baldwin's Preston Sel. 
requently ropes... Si, No. 21, and |.as been 
second cetta, be. in later collections. A 
st. iit, ag “Blane 2 tg with an alteration of 
ways.” ba ali, 28 the work in wisdom's 
varying forms ¢},.;S°me into use. In these 
abi latio, Pymn has attained to an 

P. Dodéridge ~* Wrce of grace divine. 
hymn is Xv, gg iL Tre Water of Life.) This 
dated. lI.Orggs the p. was, where it ix un- 
humous) lym), « S el. of Doddridge’s (post- 
in 4 st. of 44 wi “-, 1755, No. 221, it is given 
from the D. Wee th a text slightly differing 
phreys't ed. of t is also in J, D. Hum- 
popular form, is the Same, 1839. Its most 

j bat iven to it carly in the 
e piers Unitarian collec: 

An this fomiy (g in + Saurceof grace divine,” 
Dow T the Unitarian Jy. (and | 

T.\ Bk, ™, \8G8, and other rel hy | 

C the rman, supremely blest, 
C. Wesley, [ 2s. zrxit) st par in the 
Wesley Psalmae & Ffymns, 1743, as 0 version 
of Ps. xxxii- im 9 st. of 81, In 1875 it was 
rearranged eQ@Q imecluded in tlie revised ed. of 
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Blest Saviour, when the fearful 
storms. [Lent.) This appeared under the 
signature of “M. H. W.,” in Emma Porrs 
Thoughts of Peace, Lond., 183% in 3 st. of 
8 1. In 1863 it was included in Kennedy, 

as No. 427, in the slightly altered form of 
“ O Saviour, when the fearful storms,” 

Chapel, Lond,, 1813, in 5 st of 4.1, where it 
is appointed for Monday in Whitsun-we-k 

tion itis unsigned. In 1829 Josiah Pract in- 
cluded st. i, ii., and iv., with slight alterations, 
in his Ps. and Hys., No. 66. This was re- 

ted in some American collections, and is 
wo to modern hymnals as * Bleatduy when 

our ascended Lord,” as in the Songs fo- the 
Sanctuary, N. Y., 1865, No. 412. [W. TB) 

Blest truth, my soul and Christ are 
one. J. Irons, [Final Perseverance.) ist 
pub. in the 3rd ed. of his Zion's Hymns, 1825, 
p. 173, in 5 et. or 41. In the later editions of 
that work he alternd the opeving line jo:— 
“ Blest truth, the Church anit Christ are one." 

In this form, with slight alterations it is 
given in Snepp's 8, of G. & G, IST2. Ny 
419, and one or two collections besides 

Blest voice of love! O Word Divine. 
W. J. Irons. (Confirmation.] Written at 
Brompton on the vecasion of the confirmation 
of one of the writer's children, aud pub, iv 
Hymns for the Christian Seasons, Gainsbureti, 
let ed., 1854, No. I84, in 4 st. of G |. In 
1861 it was also siven in Dr. Irons’s App 
to the Brompton Metrical J’salter ; his Hymne, 
1866 ; and ina revised form im his Ps, & Hye 
1873. In Thring’» Coll, 1882, the revised 
text of 1873 ia adopted. 

Blew, William John, ».a., 8. of Willian 
Blew, b. April 13, 1808, und educated at 
Great Ealing School, and Wadlam Coll, 
Oxford, where he graduated ta. in [ss0, 
and .4., 1832, Ou taking Holy Orders, Mr 
Blew waa Curate of Nuthurat and Cocking, 
and St, Anne's, Westminster, and for a time 
Incumbent of &t, John’s next Gravesend 
Besides tra, from Homer (Iliad, Uks. i., ii,, 4c.) 
and Aschylus (Agumemnon the Kinw), and 
works on the Book of Common Prayer, in- 
cliding a paraphrase on a fr. of the sure in 
Latin, ne edited the Breriarinm Aberdem+ var, 
1834; and pub. a pamphi-t on Hymns and 
Hymn Books, 1858; and (witl; Dr. HJ. Gaune- 
lett) The Church Hymn and Tune Book, 852, 
2nd ed, 1855, The hymns in this last work 
are chiefly translations by Mr. Blew of |.ctin 
hymns. ley were written from 1845 to [S52 
and printed on fly-sueets for the use 6! |e 
conzregation, Many of thease tra, have cons 
into C. U. The following original hymus s.r 
also contributed by him to the same work — 

1. Christ in the Father's glory bright, ornes. 
2. trod’s ark is in the field. Avening. The «cond 

#tanva of this hymn is from Bp, Cosin's Mours, 1 
Coll, of Private Devotions, 1627 

3. Hark, through the dewy morning. Morning 
4. Lord of the golden day, Evening. 
6. O Lond, Thy wing outspread  WAdtaien tite 
& O Theu, Whe on Thy sainted quive.  Wihkatgu note 
7. Sleeper, awake, arise Apiphany. 
t. Sweet Babe, that wraps i twilight, Apiphons 

Blest season when our risen Lord. 
 fesnsrsrg~rh This hymn is No. 59 of J. H, 
tewurt's Sel. of Ps. & Hys. for the Use of Dercy 

In common with all the liyrans in the collee- 

d by Google ed by (st ogle 
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9. Ye crowned kings, approach ye. Apiphany. This 

is written to the tune, * Adoste fiteles, and might 

easily be mistaken as a free ¢r. of the “ Adeste.” 

Mr. Biew has also translated The Altar Service 

of the Church of England, in the year 1548, into 

nglish. His tre, are terse, vigorous, tousical, 

and of great merit. They have been strangely 

BLISS, PHILIP 

v. Stinshine, 1873. 

11. Down life's dark vale we wander. oath anti- 

cipated, 
12, More holiness give me. vr Holiness. 
18, Only an armour-bearer. Soldiers of the Cross. 
14. Standing by a purpose true. Firith fulness, 

15, This loving Saviour stands patiently. /nvi- 

overlooked by the compilers of recent hymn- | pa¢ion 

books. (J. J.) 
Blick aus diesem Erdenthale. Alhert 

Knapp. (Ascension.] Written 1851, and 

facteded in his Herbsthlitthen, Stuttgart, 1859, 

p. 152, in 8 st. of 8 L, repeated in ia Ev. L, 

S., 1865, No. 657. It has been fr. as :— 

from this wale of sadness. A good 

but free fr. by Miss Burlingham in the British 

Herald, Sept. 1865, p. 142, and repeated, as No. 

377, in Reid's Praise Bk, L872. Stanzas vii., 

viii,, beginning “ Prince of Peace! how rich our 

treasure!” also form No. 303 in the Eng, Presb. 

Ps. & Hys., 1867. Cd. MJ 

Bliss, Philip, b. at Clearfield County, 

Pennsylvania, July 9, 1838. In 1864 he went 

to Chicago in the employ of Dr. George F. 

Root, the musician, where he was engaged in 

conducting musical Institutes, and in compos- 

ing Sunday School melodics. Originally a 

Methodist, he became, about 1871, a choirman 

of the First Congregational Church, Chicago, 

and the Superintendent of its Sunday Schools. 

In 1874 he joined Major Bliss in evangelical 

work. To ong — Pr} gave Colthoase a 

r man) the royalty of his Songs, 

Phich was worth some thirty ceed iste 

His death was sudden. It occurred in the 

railway disaster at Ashtabula, Ohio, Dee, 30, 

1876. He bad escaped from the car, but loat 

his life in trying to save his wife, His 

hymns are numerous. Some of his verses have 

obtained wide popularity in most English- 

speaking countries. The tnore widely known, 

and specially those which are found in collec- 

tions in use in G. Britain, are in the follow- 

ing American works :— 
i. The Prize, 1870. 

1, Ishouldlike to die, eath anticipated, This is 

one of his earliest compositions, and is unworthy of the 

position it holds. 
2, Through the valley of the shadow I must go. 

Death anticipated, 

$, Whosoever heareth, shout, shout the sound. 

Jesus the Way. Written during the winter of 1869-70 

after bearing Mr. H. Moorhouse (from England) preach 

on St. Jobu ili, 16. 
ii. The Charm, 1871. 

4, Almost persuaded now to believe. Procrastina- 
tion, This was sugaested by the folloaing pasage in a 

sermot by the Rev. Me, Brundage, Bliss being present at 

its delivery :—" He who is almost persuaded fs alavust 
saved, but to be almost saved is to be entirely ost,” 

5, Ho! my comrades! see the signal. Pirith fulness. 

6. O! Jerusalem, the golden city, bright, &e, 

Heaven, 

7. On what Foundation do [did] you build? 
Christ the Foundation. 

in. The Song Tree, 1872. 
8. Light in the darkness, sailor, day 

Safety. This hymn, “The Life-Boat,” has attained to 
creat popularity, The incident upon which it t* based, 

that of the rescue of a ship's crew by a life-boat, is 

given to detail be Mr. Sankey in his Sacred Songs, &., 

No. 9p (large ed.). It is sometimes known by its re- 

frain, “ Pall for the shore,” &c. 

iv. The Joy, 1873. 
9. In me ye may have peace. Peace. 

10. To die is gain. frath anticipated. 

is at hand. 

stances :—"'A vast fortane was left io 
minister for one of bis poor Err corte Fearing that 

it might be squandered if su 
the wise minister sent bim a little 

vi. Gospel Songs, 1874, 

16. A long time I wandered. Peace and Joy. 

17. Brightly beams our Father's merey. AMercy. 

18, Come, brethren, as we march along. Praise, 

19. Free from the law, 0 happy condition. 

Redemption. 

20, Have you on the Lord believed! Fwiness a 

Grace. ‘Thishymn arose vut of the following citeum- 
the hands of « 

ly bestowed upon bim, 
at a time, with 

note sayt ‘This ie thine; wee it wisely; there t 

more to fi ” Hence also the refrain * More to fol- 
low,’ by which the hymn ts known.” 

21, How much owest thou? Ditine Claims. 

22, I know not the hour when my Lord will come. 

Ieath anticipated, Saggested by reading the book, 

& rd. 
24, Though the way be sometimes dreary. Divine 

Leading. 
25. Will you meet meatthe fountain! Fountain 

of Living Water. ‘The incident out of which this hymo 

arose in thus stated in Tae Chrtatian, No, 365, “ At the 

Industrial Exposition at Chicago it was an everyla 

a ntment to meet at the Central Fountain. Mr. P. P. 

i whose mind seemed always set on things above, 

caught up the words, and wrote this hymn, * Meet me at 

the Fountain.'” 

vii. Gospel Hymns, No. 1, 1875. 
26, One offer of salvation, The Name of Jerws. 
27. Wandoring afar from the dwellings of men. 

The Lepers, 

viii. The International Lessons Monthly, 1875. 

2% Weary gleaner, whence comest thou? Duty. 
29, The whole world was lost in the darkness of 

Bin. Light of the world. 
30, Man of sorrows! what a name. Aedemption. 

31. The Spirit, O sinner, in mercy doth move. 
Holy Spirit. 

ix. Gospel Hymns, Nu, 2, 1876. 
32. At the feet of Jesus. Tie good choice. 
33. Come, sing the Gospel's joyful sound. 

Salvation, 
34. Cut it down, cut it down. Justice and Mercy. 
35. Do you see the Hebrew captive? = /rayer. 
36. Hallelujah, He is risen. aster, Written in 

the spring of [876 and first sung by Bliss on Easter after- 

noon, 1476, in the Court House square, Augusta, Georgia, 

to 5900 people. 
37. In Zion's rock abiding. Sufety, 
38. Repeat the story o'er and o'er, (7race and 

Peaee. 

39. Tenderly the Shepherd. The ‘ond Shepherd. 

x. Gopel Hyams, No, 3, 1878. 

40. Hear ye the glad good news from heaven. 
Faith and Saleafion, 

41. I will sing of my Redeemer. Praize, 

xi. Gusped Hymns, No. 4, 1881. 

42. "Tis known on earth and heaven too. More 

about Jesus. 
xii, Vorious. 

43, Sing over again to me. Words Life. 

This appeared in a paper entitled Words of Life, 1874, 

The following are undated :— : 

44, March to the battle-field, Duty and Victory 

45. There is sin in the camp. Hinderances. 

46, ‘Tis the promise of God. Praise. 



BLOMF'IELD, ©. J. 
47. 

Firen, the silvery moon-beams fall. Acw | asin the Wes, H. Bk, and again in some other 

Two 4 tig always Deir me, (mnipresence, 
Bin? ~ ty “TI am so glad that our Father in heaven,” 
{omer fen t88 the meeal DY the daylight (dawn light) fair,’ 
lat **) 4 es ven as ** Sowilig our seed in the morning 

Songs, Oi, ually attributed ty Mr. Bliss, inhis Cospet 
Music » innati, is74, however, be lays claim to the 
Oakey. par.” sasaBcey altribuies this last tw" E. AY 
ate given in’ ith the fuer He, 0, these hymos 

- Sanke y's Sac Senge Solos, . 
ress heir ota larity is far beyond their literar: rucrite PPOF Y 
<% pend ts mainly due w the auaple trelodics to 

ich they are wedded.  Asawriter o hymus of this 
as is second ouly to Mr. Van Alstyne. 

Many anecdotes concerning hymns of this class are 
wiven in America rs i an Account of their 
workin England caret america, by the Rev. Bi seaeh veh ce . Blas J mt, 
Mauston, US, Lathrop & Co, 1? 

Mr. Bliss is usually knownas “P,P Bliss.” 
This is fourd_ Om the title-pages of his collec- 
tions. On bis Own authority, however, we 
ate enabled to say that his name orginally 
stood thus * ab eabae ae Bliss." Early in life he 
separated the fina from bis christian ame, 
soustituted ita capital P, and thus produced 
“ P. P. Bla” (For this article we ure tuainly 
indebted to Professor F. M. Bird, wud Mr. H. 
1 ft Main.) [J. J.J 

Blom field, Charl . es James, v.p., was 
b, ot Bary &. Eden unds, 1786, ail produated 
Hono Colle gre, Cambridge. ( taking 

F hhe held Positions of importance 
cote i trig the Rectory of St. 

Be 4st Ww Pesate, London ; the Bishopric 
1828, Hedin pot! the Bishopric ot London, 
trona. that i ASS7. At was under his pa- 
1s36cand tit et Pub. his Mitre H. Bk, tin 
school QuniTerear ies tT ibuted two hymns for 

1. In bymns of item. 

wei eetee Rome Tee le. 
leetions (ure "nknown to modern col- 

Blow ye the 
WwW, MeN 37 trumpet, blow. ¢ 
Lahey rR ii, “ yi teditee, or the New ror] 

. » —- is H N: pon Lewaty gE Gat af fw basal 
re i » 772, in i 7 , 

hi “Call. Tha BAe at. herseg ge git 
way to o%by 4 Da 2zement, liowever, gave 
in his Pat By, = Toplady which appeared 
is given avi gs” 2776, No. 818, where st. ii. 
sisnificart tlterag ; 4 ¥- as y., and a slight but 
Originally linus ee a 18 introduced in st, iii. 

a 
This was es I-A toning Lamb. 

1 oo 

The we, t-amb of Got, 
The heavi ton ri *78—atoning Lamb, 

and Toplady on th Tsy between the Wealeys of Arminisiqn 1 Catestions, vital to them, a Hye te tong BRT ase. peep + - aie 

were taken by othe et Arrangement of stanzas 
acquired wivergay = Compilers until the hymn 
tion. In 1g, it © putation as his COM Prowi- 
alterations in yy). SVs ineluded with three 
No. 645,04 the. Stepp. to the Wee. HL Bk, 
tified. Inthe , Vic Of authorship was rec- 
1S75, twodk wy wht ed of the Wes. H. Bk., 
Av. L. BS “blegge SO rations are repeater ; st. 

© Receioe vw? ¢,. Or ** bless”: and at. Ty 
ang rm.” Shall have it” ae. In 
yas “hetimies, as in Tuplady, then 

| Supp. to Dr. Watta's 

BODEN, JAMES 15] 

| Shape, this hymn ia in very extensive use in all 
English-speaking countries. Orig. text » 
2, Works, 1868-72, vol. vi. p. 12. (J. J.} 

Blunt, Abel Gerald Wilson, ».4., 
some time ‘Travelling Fellow of Cambridge 
University, was born in 1827, and grad uated 
at Pembroke College, Cumbridge, B.A., 183); 
MA. INGO. Taking Holy Orders in 185). 
be wus from 1856 to L860 Incumbent of Crew 
Groen, Cheshire, In 1860 he was preferred 

to the Roetory of St. Luke's, Chelsea. Mv. 
Blunt's hymns, written for festival ocensions 
at St, Luke's, are :— 

j 1, Evening comes, may we, 0 Lord, Evening 

3. From meadows bright with blossom. | é Joy 
Services, This ix dated June, taxz, 

3. Here, Lord, we offer Thee all that is fairest, 
Flower Services, Thin i the best known and most 
pepalar of Mr. Hlant’s hymns. From its compasit lor 
61°79, when it wus first sung at the Flower Sery ice ut 

St. Luke's, it bas attracted attention until it ix des med 
essential tu the completeness of most collections uf bn 
portance. 

4. Here, on this our festalday. st. Lule Write, 
in I-82 for St, Luke's, Chelsea, All these hymns are 
prinitet it a small Supplement in use at St, Luke's 

Boardman, Sarah B. [Judson, 8. B.) 
Bode, John Ernest, w.a.. 5. of Myr 

William Bode, late of the General Post Ofice-. 
b, 1816, and educated at Eton, the Churtec 
House, and at Christ Churely, Oxfoul, gradu. 
ating B.A. 1837, and wa. in due cours: 
Taking Holy Orders in 184], he became 
Rector of Westwell, Oxfordshire, 1847 = anu 
then of Castle Camps, Cambridgeshire, [sr 
He was also fora time Tutor of his College 
and Cliaasical Examiner. His Bampton Lee- 
tures were delivered in 1855. He dt, at Castle 
Camps, Oct, 6, I874. In addition to bis 
Bampton Lectures, and Ballads from Herudo- 
tus, he pub, Hymna from the Gospel of th: 
Day for each Sunday and Festivals of on: 
Lord, 1860; and Short Occasional Toes 

} Lond., Longmans, 1858. In addition to |)i« 
well-known hymn, * O Jesu, [have promis! 
{q-¥.), the following from his Hys. frow th. 
Gospel are also in C, U.:— 

1, God of heaven, enthroned in might. #4. Trinity 
2. Spirit of Truth, indwelling Light. Whatsune it: 

Boden, James, was b. April 13. 1757. i» 
the houseat Chester long occupied by Matt livw 
Heury, and educated for the Congregationa! 
Ministry at Homerton College, In 1784 hiv 
became the pastor of the Independent Chapel, 
Hanley ; and, in 1746, of the Queen's Stres| 
Chapel, Sheftteld. This last charge he bel! 
for uearly 43 years. He died at Chesterfield 
June 4, 1841. In 1801 he uasisted De 
Williams, of the Musborough Theologica! 
College, wear Sheffield, in compiling A Coll, o: 
hove Six Hundred Hymne designed asa N, 

ie if Hye, ite., Dine is 

ter, [SOL This collection is known u- 
Williams and Boden, and to it is traced tli) 
snonyinous modern version of © Jerusale i, 
my happy home” (q.v.). To this colle 
tion Boden contributed, under the siyrat iy: 
“ Boden,” the following hymns :— 

1, Bright source of everlasting Love Charity Serv 
2. Come, all ye saints of God. Pueeriontiade 
3. Comme death, released fom dtreaml, Lreath. 

4. Qor great High Priest we sing. (Rodel fhe JT. Fricet 
&. Shall win, that cruel fe? Lent 
6, Triumnplisnt sing ye favoured Crarsoms' Sy] asincs 

Jesus, all in all 

7 
zed by Google 
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7, We come, dear Jesus, to Thy throne. Prayer | 
Meeting. 
OF these hymns, No. ta in the Boa i 

Mag. Aug., 1798. Most of them are still in C. U., but 
chiefly in America, They are of no special merit. 

In the Gospel Mag., 1777, there are a few hymns 
under the signature “J 6 B—~n, Chester.” Of 
these, one only (9), * Ye dying sons of men” (/metta- 
tion), was given inthe Williams and Boden Coll., and 
then, not with the full signature of * Hoden," but as by 
“fi.” On this evidence mainly the hymn has been 
ascribed to James Boden, It appeared in the (og, 
Mag. twice in 1777, in Feb. and in Aug. It may be 
our author; but seeing that it alone of the eight hymns 
above noted is signed “ #—," and was given in the 
Gospel Mag. in i777, amd that the rest are signed 
” Boden,” and did not appear in the Gogpel Mag. in 
1777 or in any other year, we regard the evidence as 
somewhat inconclusive, Ithas been su that 
sibly the *J——s B—~n, Chester,” was lis father, The 
signatures appended to the hymns in the lst ed. of Wa- 
tiams & Boden, 1401, were omitted from the 2nd ed., 1403, 
and portions of the Preface were rewritten. {J. J.) 

Body, George, p.p., born in 1840, qnd 
educated at St. Jobn’s College, Cambridge, 
where he graduated p,a, 1862, .4, 1876. On 
taking Holy Orders he was sucesssively Curate 
of St. James's, Wednesbury, 1863-05; Sedg- 
ley, 1865-67; Curate in charge of Christ 
Cheek: Wolverlampton, 1867-70; Rector of 
Kirkby-Misperton, 1870-84; and Canon of 
Durham, and Missioner of the Diocese, 1883. 
He was also Proctor for the Archdeaconry 
of Cleveland, 1880-1885; and reecived an 
Hon. p.p. from Durham University in 1885, 
His publications inclade Life of Justification ; 
Life cf Temptation, &e. In 1874 he revised 
and added a Preface to the Rev. E. Husband's 
Mission Hymnal; and in 1885 he did the 
same for The Durham Mission H, Bk. In 
these Hymnals appeared his :— 

1. Father, Who dost Thy children feed. Holy Gom- 
munition. 

2. Jesus, speak to me in love. Prayer for Peace, 

BonOds cai cxeractis éyéverd wor 
eis cwrnpiay, St. Andrew of Crete. This 
is known in the Greek Church as the Kavay 
é wé-yas—the Great Canon of Mid-Lent week. 
It was written probably about the end of 
the cighth ceutury, Dr, Neale sums up ite 
peculiarities and excellences thus :— 

- “Itis a collection of Scriptural examples, turned to 
the purpose of penitential confession, It i« impossible 
to deny the beauty of many stanzas, and the ingenuity 
of some tropological applications. But the immense 
length of the Canon, for exceeds three bundred stanzas, 

its tautology, must render it weart- 
some, unless devotionally used under the peculiar cir- 
camstances for which it is appolnted."—Hymne of the 
E. Cy 1462, p. 24, 

The complete Canon is found in the Trio- 
dion of the Greek Church, and a selection is 
in the Anth. Graec. sg ag 199, and in 
Daniel, iii. pp. 52-4. Dr. Neale’s tr. in his 
Hys. of te Eastern Church, 1862, p. 24, 
begins with Daniel's second stanza, Md@ew 
Epfoums Opnveiv, which he renders, * Whence 
shall my tears begin?’ and consists of 10 
st. of G6 L It is taken from the earlier 
portion of the Canon. In 1871-2, at. i., ii, 
vii, viii., and x. appeared in an altered form 
in the Hymnary, No. 218; also, in 1871, et. i, 
iv., vii, vill, aud x. in Church Hymns, No, 
112, and other arrangements in later colleo- 
tions, sometines as, Whence shall our tears 
begin?” [See Greek Hymnody,., § xvi, 1,] 
The whole Canon is given in a prose tr. in 
The Orthodos Catholic Review, 1875, vol. iv. 
pp. 35-72. (J. Jj 

BOGATZKY, C. H. VON 

Bogatzky, Carl Heinrich vom. He 
was b, Sept. 7, 1690, on his father's etate of 
Jaukowe, near Militseb, in Silesia. His father, 
J. A. ¥. tzky, was descended from « 
noble Hungarian family, and enteritag the 
Austrian service attained the rank of Lien- 
tenant-Colonel. Mogatzky's early education 
was picked up at various places us fam ily ar- 
rungements permitted. He wus for some time 

atthe Ducal Courtot Weissenfels. From 
eissenfels his father removed him to B resiau, 

to prepare for entering the army, Du ring a 
long illness at Breslau he became con vinoed 
that God had other work for him todo. Re- 
ceiving an offer «of assistance from Count Hein- 
rich xxiv., of Reuss-Koswriz, towards the ex- 

uses of an University course, he entered the 
niversity of Jena in 1713; but reemoved 

at Easter, 1715, to the University of Halle, 
still aa a student of law. Before Christ mas he 
received notice that his mother had Gied in 
Silesia, and that he must returs. During the 
week that elapsed before setting out, while 
attending divine serviee, he received what 
he regarded as his first truc views of Justi- 
fication by Faith. Disowned by his father 
for objecting to enter the army, he returned 
from Silesia to Halle and enrolled himself, ut 
Easter, 1716, as a student of theology, At 
Halle he began for his own edification his best 
known work, The Golden Treasury, lat pub. at 
Breslau in 1718. During 1718 his health 
failed, and his voice became s0 seriously 
affected that he was unable to take any paro- 
chial charge. From thenceforth be devoted 
himself to religious authorship, and speaking 
in private yutherings. He left Silesia in 1740, 
aud fur five years resided at Saulfeld, where 
he wrote many works, including that ou True 
Conversion, 1741. In 1746 he removed to Haile, 
whee G, A. Froneke gave him a free room in 
the orphanage. The rest of his life was spent 
mainly in that town. ‘The most important of 
his publications at this time was his Medita- 
tions aad Prayers on the New Testament, 7 vuls., 
1755-61. ed. at Halle, June 15, 1774. 
(Koeh, iv. 468-478; Allg. Deutsche Biog., iii. 
37-39; A y tr. by Samuel Jackson, 

| Lond., 1856—the od dating Lis death, 
aa through a misprint, as at Glauche, 
near Halle, 1754). 

Hogataky seems to have begua hymn-writing about 
iTls, and in al! composed 411 hymns, some of which 
appeared in part, in hie devotional works, 3 in the Cuth- 
nische [éeder, 1733-36, 6 in the Werni, G. B., 1735, 
and in a collected form at Halle, 1750, as te © ebumg der 
Goltecligheit in allerley Geistlichen Liedern, with 262 
bymnes (2nd ed, Halle, .755, with 306; 3rd ed. 2771. with 
411, reprinted unaltered at Berlin, 1s44) With this the 
Dowager Queen of Denmark was so much pleased that, 
as the lst ed. was in very small type, she offered to con- 
tribute to an ed, in larger type, apd when that was iseved 
tn 1750 (with 376 hymns), bought 300 copies, all of which 
she dist: tbuted, 

His hymns have little poetic fire or glow of immagina- 
tion; but in bis better productions there is stimulating 
weal, warmth of religious feeling, and simplicity of 
religious faith, linking him rather with the earlier Halle 
School, than with the spiritual sensuousness of some of 
his fellow-contributors to the Cithnizeve Lieder. 

(1) The hymns by him in English C. U, are: 
i, Wach auf du Geist der ersten Zeugen. [ His- 

sions.) Ist pub, 1750, as above, No, 133, in 14 
st. of 6 1, entitled, “ For faithful labourers in 
the Harvest of the Lord, for the blessed spread 
of the Word to all the world.” Included in the 
Rerlin G. L. S., ed. 1863, No. 1383. Tr. as :— 
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Away toy Spirit, Whe of eld. A good tr. of 
git 5,-viii. by Miss Winkworth, in her 

“2 te; s ist series, 1855, p. 41, and thence, 
a IDeg oy ii, altered in metre, and beginning, 

90 ip Thou Spirit. Who didst fire,” as No, 
In A the Pennsylvania Luth, Ch. Bh, 1868. 
No. e>" Wintworth’s €. L. for England, 1963, 
Want KG altered in metre to * Wake, Spirit, 
ang th; imes now Olden," st, vii. being omitted, 

48 form is No. 190 in the Ohio Luth. 

st. 

> 1880, 
tn the, fig C> spirit of the early martyrs, wake,” 

ii. Piet nm Oct. 1965, p. 181 Not inc. U. 
[Page *™ bin eeitist uarch moines Mittler’s Blut. 
of 9) "ide. ITSO, #s above, No. 330, in 10 st. 
teat, 3? “titled, ** “Khe believer's consolation in 
AGusis., Saar on Wagmer in his Neues Hildbury- 
a Ereat)." GB, LROT (1408, No. 231), included 
es floss ¥ altered forse beginning, “ Ich bin erlést ! 
'N Kng, %* Mithes-728 ES1ut.” The text tr, is that 

Mae UL jo or” fhe original, ‘The only ér. 
-T am 

Mnapp, Pepe thee purchase of that blood, from 
18 8. 7 oe ADa41s in his Hurue Ger., 1845 

in Stpyp@pese Qed, omitting st. ii, as No, 
(2) Yn Sts Ch ¢ wet deen Chorals, 1845, 

ne oe BOS ot Fae Finglish C. U.:— No, 
Hy tin as - Morning.) 1750, as above, 
Pi Bukit" ro gape cs uknmn ef rael, Thou," by 

(rey, : = 
in ro at 4 King ee ons + wenn alles er 

ime 227? &8* = <= Learge type ed., 1750, No. 367, 
Deeling, by yi Be we~ § ge ree-th milli though all else ma 

tae sae Ps Us tnd) PLT? &= Bream, in the British Heral 
ve lang hd re eee a No 394, In Reid's 

i t int 

Thy a4! 750, ~ on t= “Sr cphanden. (Sunday Worn- 
vi, we, PO” BS OG, in 5 ot. Tr. an” This Is 

Water Mirt Und Kites at 2 ~ J. Buckoll, 1842, p. 
Sad ~ Greet ness, | Nie, an Memaiiencr Schaafe. (Spiritual 
O's ty one OF Bre RK ee, No. 379, In 16st. 
vii, Ps Bowntaky's _ Beep, No longer,” in S, Jack- 

‘ thoy ‘ab, bob, - R #56, Pp. 187. 

barge flighty dt) Ae SEE von Macht und Starke. 
tant sa 1720, hore ~ Be ee pibersdorf in the Riesenge- 
GORLy eee ikhae ge E™ ex esinence he vienedihe ee 

¥ im Y ting, ~ Pe by thought were clouds, aid Of Gad, be 
bouse (Life, tata pat Ba = Smesty, glory, and omnipo- 

Ba Sinn after returning to the Somanl tang Geistand | a ee 5 > 
“ t<—2, ~ @icluded, as No, §55, in the 

is, 1725, and = << Peer Lieder, Leiptig and Gur- liz “get: ae Jeburah, es at» as above, No. 26%, in 12 
Sight,” by Mise Winkuy orem, “<2! boundless strength and 

vii, O stilles L = 1569, pr. 274. 
Cross and Cunstion. y  ™ | wn hast fiir mich gelitten, 
bs as “O poet ae z Sa E50, as above, No. 305, in Tat. 

rs. Findlater, 8". 1. Baie Thou hast endured,” b 
es a» ne Cp. 64, Ies4, pp. Md . 

-M, hemist Bre, . 
io aan tlic. 2 en's Hymunody. In 

thine of ty At is proposed to give, 1 An ow ae. pro} gl 
- av. ltd , 1 Ra istory of the Brethren 
up to iad anl tro a as An account of their 
Bohem ahowlng th. Thymn-books ; and III. 
Tables rons at dey, + <—xXtent to which Ger- 
han hy Hikery of from the Bohemian. 

1. jarory of i Brethren to 1621, 
‘The P ago 1A Bohemian Brethren seems 

wt BFS Chemian Gy UL of place in an atticle 
Kerth no's Hymnology. The 

hympe wa of Whe Write eet her with the personal 
+ or The © of their hymns and the 
~~ aren. acd vy mn-books, are 80 inter- 
wove Ve {ote Sen nn history of the body, | 

| beg of him the episcopal consecration. Michael, has hrage tank only be made clear with 

gr P* 2. FZ. Sig 1837, No, 503, based on’ 
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the aid of the latter, Thus hag arisen the 
necessity for the resume which we now pre- 
sent. Eapecially at its commencement, thig 
history is enveloped in a certain cloudiness, 
which we, with the facts now at command, 
are unable to pierce. ‘lhe best results attain. 
able we now give, but more 49 & SUI Mary than 
in detuil. 

$4. Introduction.—1. Through the Compact [Holy 
Ompmenion in both kinds, and liberty of preaching} 

anted by the Council of Hasel, 1431, the Roman Cath 
hes hail attained their desired ends, for ope section of the 
Hussites, confiding in the Promises of the Church, had 
accepted that concession ; the other, better acquainted 
with the tactics of the holy Fathers, had rejected it, Thus 
the schism between the two parties was completed; and 
the Roman Catholics could complacently look on at the 
Mutual extermination of the Hussites, 

2, After the battle of Lipan, 1434, the Taborites had 
Ceased to exist as a political party; bat the nomerous 
and divergent religious doctrines, and tendencies com- 
prebended under the name of the Taborites, did nut 
cease, for numerous priests wandered through the land, 
andemployed themserlves in spreading strange doctrines, 
the result of which was that new sects sprang up on 
every band. The best elements of this religious muye- 
ment united themselves tnte «mall, free, congregations, 
the members of which remained within the pale of the 
Church, although having Wut little real contiection with 
i, and grouped themselves arvund some one toore con 
siderable man from their midst, and acknowledged bin 
as thetr leader. 

$ il. Past Period of the Cnity,—1. One of these con- 
Kregations, or brotherhoods, existed at Chelle, a village 
near Wodnan, learning and Potting in practice the the 
ries of a certain Peter, named Chelticky, after bis rest- 
dence. Without the advantages of « thevlogieal, or 
even classical training; having but an tieuffk lent 
knowledge of the Latin language; a simple layman, 
and, perhaps, small landowner: ** be Watched, with a 

eye, the events that were passing around bim ; 
Investigated, with an independent mind, apd a feasles 
critictsin, the great questions of bls age; acknowledged 
ho authority but the [ible ; and displayed an originality 
of thought, and power of diction, that made uim, in 
spite of the olbecureness of his Petition, a master aniong 
the learned, and a teacher atmutig the unlettered,” 

2. At the bead of another congregation at Prague, 
stood Gregory, who, in bis torn, was a follower of Rok. 
Yoana. Toe latter, however, being a Kelurmer only su 
Jar as Was conveniont for his own purposes, sent Gregory 
and his * liretiiren ” to Peter, wlien Urged by them to 
Re further. Attast, in order tu get rid ot them, Rukyeana, 
in 1457, Indined King Geurge to assign the domain of 
Senftenberg as a settlement to Gregory abd his friends, 
and these were most Likely joined by the Brethren trou 
Cheléie, age pony lying inthe noidst of lomely bills 
to the suuth of the Erlitz mountains, was but scantily 

pled, and still suffering from the devastations of the 
fussite war. Koriwald, a small village on this barony, 
was designated as the place for the settlement. [ny the 
following years they organised their CORIBBOILY, chose 
some fa as its leading representatives, drew lip cer- 
taln principles of doctrine and practice, apd chose as 
their name Pratres Legis Christi, The perser Uthotes 
tained against them b r King George (who feared a new 
Ofganization of the Taborites) caused the Brethren te 
wander through Bohemia, where they became acquainted 
with simflar small congregations, and increased in num- 
bers to such an extent that Uey resolved un an entire 
separation from the Utraquist Church. 

3. In the year 1467, the tdders convoked delegates of 
all congregations connested with them to a syneel bel 
at Lhotka, a hamlet, ur rather farm, near Reichonau. 
The assembled deputies, about 6u (hesiden sume ‘ier 
man Waldenses”), from nearly all parts of Fhelenia 
and Moravia, resolved first on their final separation fret 
the Church, They then chose, by lot, three trow their 
Oumber, as bishops; viz, Matthias, Thomas, ard Elian, 
who were then consecrated by Prayer and the layin on 
of hands, by a Waldensian and fy a Roman ¢ ath 
priest. But either at tho kate aynod, of at any tat 
within the year 1467, scruples seom te bave enter 
Ininds of some ot the Brethren as to whether such con 
secration Mould suffice. Tey therefore sent the Rotuan 
Catholic priest who had assisted jt the conserration 
(Michael Bradacius), with A CURD pera) Cvleme amie Is 
unknown), to the Walderstan bison Stefan (whee tev 
in Austria, and was later burned at Vienna’ in otder to 

tie 

Leen crmectated a bishop by Stefan, om dis return first 

5009 C Goog 
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ordained the three originally chosen (Matthias, Thomas, 
and Bites) to the priesthood, and then consecrated them as 
bishops. Shortly after, be laid down, net only his epi- 
scopate received ad Awe, bat also his Roman hood, 

was newly ordained to the priesthoexdt one of 
the three new Cchegs whom be himself bad consecrated. 
In this peculiar manner, so far as we can trace the history 
of the proceedings, the first consecration of bishops among 
the Brethren was effected, 

4. The first tendency of the Brethren was plainly 
antagutistic to the course of this world, Their refusal 
to take the oath, and to join the military service; their 
contempt of learning, their refusal to permit their mem- 
bers te buld any o in the State; and other uli- 
arities, they inherited trom Peter Cheléicky, who thought 
to renew the world and human sockety by a strict ob- 
servance of Christ's cfmmand to love one another, and 
maintained that all other commands and in the 
political and social life of men would cease spontane- 
ously if that one command were but followed by all. 

5, When, however, the members who ‘Seles the 
Unity without any acquaintance with Peter's first prin- 
ciples began rapidly to increase, when the Brethren 
perceived the need of learning to defend their convic- 
tions against their adversaries ; when it seemed desirable 
hot to refuse persons of high position who wished to join 
their oo ations; then the number of those —— 
them who rejected the old strict antagonism to the wor 
displayed by Veter, rapidly augmented, and at the end 
of about twenty years there was a meee ee who 
might have been named the ‘ Liberals” of the Unity, 
The principal leaders of this party were Lucas (named 
Pragensis) and Lawrence Krasenicky bis friend, two 
men as learned as plows. The old strict party resisted 
all the proposed changes, and for a time prevailed, but 
at the synod of L4i4 the liberal party obtained the victory ; 
and the “small party or Amogttes (after their leader 
Amos), not being disposed to submit, separated them- 
selves irom the Unity. Some efforts made to put an end 
to this schism failed, and the Amosites lingered on a4 a 
small sect for about fifty or sixty years. 

6. If the Amosites claimed to be the true Unity, they 
eee ee ee ee es ee eS Peter 
Chelticky. The new Brethren under Lucas, in the synod 
of 1495, resolwed that the writings of Cheltiky, G . 
and other founders of the Unity should be received only 
oo far ag they were found to agree with the Bible, thus 
warranting the possibility of progress in doctrine and 
practice. 

) Uk. Seeond Period of the Unity —t. The first perbod 
of the Beethren’s history ts clearly distinguished from 
the second period under Lucas, by opinions, doctrines, 
and even by terms and expressions, Lucas has every 
right to be named the ** second founder of the Unity. 
Through the more liberal principles of admission to the 
Unity ite numbers increased to such a degree that about 
the year 1500 it consisted of three to four hundred con- 

egations, and there was hardly a town of village in 
rue or Moravia where some of its members were 

thet te " 

2. Prom 1467 (§ tL 3) to 1500 there had been three 
bishops, and one of these, Matthias, bad held the moat 
commanding —* bat without responsibility. On 
the death of Matthias in 1500, the highest position was 
given to a Select Council, the members of which were 
chosen by the synod, for life; and the four new co 
ordinate bishops who superintended distinct dioceses, 
were made responsible to the Select Council. Then, for 
the first time, the doctrines of the Unity were worked out 
= eine in 64 works, in a learned and systematic form, 

* sources of bis theology, which on the whole re- 
mained the theology of the Unity as tong as it Lasted, 
were pot the writings of Peter Cheldicky, with whom he 
contended whenever occasion offered, but the writings of 
Hus and Wyelif, the latter especially with regard to 
the doctrine of the Lord's Supper. Lucas published 
the first bymn-book of the Brethren (11.1); a catechism 
or “interrogations for teaching the children; and a 
volume of awple instructions for the priests, He also 
reorganised the Church services, varying and enriching 
them. The Unity flourished under Lucas, and gained 
the summit of its independence, although, externally, 
the Brethren suffered, not only from the aggressions of 
Dominican preachers, but also from cruel and Doody 
persecutions, dating from the year 1508, when King 
 ladistav iswued a mandate strictly forbddding any Breth- 

ren’s services to be held tn Bobemla, 
1. Leas was already beginning to fear for the internal 

independence and continued existence of the ete 
when Lather rs th Germany. Luther soon 
tauned friends and followers amongst the members of the 
Unity, bot Lacat was net one of these. Micunderstand- 
ing Luther's doctrines of Free Grace and of Christian 
Liberty, lie reproached Luther with want of moral strict- 
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ness, and with accommodation to many Roman Catholic 
dogmas. In the year 1523 he pub! an answer te 
Luther's Vom Anbeten des rh mers des heilagen 
Leichnams Jeeu Christi, In this be gave Luther clearly 
to understand that be did pot wish for any nearer rela- 
tions with bim, on the ground that be hinaself beld the 
Brethren to be nearer the truth. Bat mnany of the 
Brethren, and those the best and most imapertant, dis- 
sented from the policy of Lucas; and these gained and 
exerted a great influence upon the whole U nity after his 
death, 

iv. Third Period of the Unity.—1. After the death 
of Lucas, in 1524, we see the beginning of a third perid 
in the Brethren’s history, in which the Unit-y, sometimes 
fiving itself up to strange influences, sometimes resiet- 
ng and refusing them, bost more and oxore of its in- 

lent doctrines and existence. Abowt the same 
time a beavy blow was struck at the extermial existence 
of the Unity. 

2. At first, until 1546, the new tendency” prevailed io 
J See say “pore yee Horn, and, more 

vs Agrusta, thost lnm portant mew 
members of the Select Council), atmed at giving pub- 
licity to the and at alliamice with tbe 
German Re . ‘The connection with Luther, which 
had been broken off by Lucas, was renew ed; and mew 
connections were formed with Calvin and thae Reformers 
of Strassburg. At the same time several Bohemian lords 
and noblemen (who until then had —— the Brethren 

iad be Unity) « lied a ad mage aye ining t Jnlt i a 
oor Ss Semel ieekes and Princes 
to take Luther's part. In short, the despise=d and pers 
cuted “sect of shoemakers and weavers “ was pow 
esteemed an interesting ancient Evangelical Church, amt 
a of suffictent political weight to ce»mmand the 
attention of its adversaries. 

3. All this was mainly due to John Auguesta, in whom 
a vevere and inflexible character was unttesd with far- 
reaching designs, and an insuperable lovee of power. 
But on the other hand the cotse,;vence @@ this emer- 

y of the Brethren frou their retired pond @ion was that 
became involved in the Bobemian insurrection of 

1647; or if that cannot be a at any 
rate their adversaries used this turn of afair~s in order to 
aim at the destruction of the Unity. The wefore, once 
more, as before in 1503, the Brethren were forbidden to 
couduct any divine service; and the Unitsy was com- 
manded to insolve iteelf. This time the edict was more 
strictly carried out than formerly, because thae estates oo 
which the Brethren bad their principal settlements 
(where they lived under the protection of lords whe 
were themselves members of the Unity) were= con 
tothe Crown, Augusta bimeelf, after hav ding been t- 
defatigable in Taging and consoling thee affrightet 
and persecuted Brethren, partly by letters aaad iy by 
nightly visite, while during the day he was ob! to 
conceal himself in the woods, was finally ca by 
treachery, and kept in close imprisonment Ean the castle 
of POrglits, a few miles west of Prague, for #i xteen years 
The Hrethren were thus compelled to emigrate from 
Robemia, in 1644. Intwo large companies, they wit 
their wives and children crossed the moun tains which 
bound Bohemia on the north, in order to seesk for some 
place where they might serve God as their fathers het 
done. From that time we may distinguish thar-ee branches 
of the Unity: the Aohemian, which, after the death of 
Ferdinand —— ans the a [see nner 
vian Hymnody), which hes since moe thee pe 
branch of the Guay and the Polish. Tye — 
whieh follow deal exclusively with the fle-st of thee 
three branches of the Unity. 

4. While Augusta was kept in his et imap erisonment. 
Jobn Biahoslay stout at the bead of the Unitye ; a master 
spirit, devel by a many-sided, polished, aand classical 
edecation. splendid large hytan-bowk peyblished by 
him, o7 at bis testigation (IL. 6), and bie theoretical wot 
on music, testify to his musical attainments. Througt 
lis Large collection of documents on the bistery of the 
ancient Brethren, amd by his own writings on that sub- 
ject, be became the founder of the Bretlreta’s history; 
and at the same time the classical example for Tohemian 
prose style, the theory of which he gave in hiss Bohemian 
Stammar. He proved himself also to have been an able 
diptomatist in bs negotiations with the Court of Vienna 
In their doctrine the Brethren, under Horn ane) Angus, 
toclined to Luther until about 1546; tumder Plabusla’. 
who himeelf was not an original theologian, they tried 
to return te Lucas, leat in fact they approached toCalvia 
In eeclestastical politics, also, Mahoslay had my object fn 
view different from that of Augusta. Hlaboslay, whe 
wistied to preserve the indepemdlence of the Unity, aimet 
at forming a confeteration of the Brethren with the 6 
called New Utraquists, ur Lutherans, in Rolemia; © 
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Femes nok the two Churches should retain ite own con- 
Nite * SSastitution, form of service, &e.; but should be 
ber imi}, niship and work in common, in a man- 

POP suy iar wy that realised in Poland by the Con- 
3 $e. Sehdomiriensis between the Brethren, the Re- 
cn the as iepnd the Lutherans. Augusta aimed at a union 

Terie “ ti Churches, with »& cominon confession, common 
Foe Om, &c. in shert, at a uniform Evangelical 
rom fm Natimal Church; and, after his liberation 
ee ment im 1564, be entered into negotia- 

“are; with the Lutberams for attaining this object. 
. eli £5 dng Btoy, { 

o “be . mre guaranteed more religious 
= Ist) t Preterag ong Béuat, alter the deathsof Blabuslav, 

ro Con, APY of Augriastas. i 1572, a common confession 
SO. as PO in 17S, WY the Lutherans and the breth- 

ten thus he basis of 2a Bohemian Evangelical Church; 
matic tha, sasta’s ederes 1ge.% Were attained. It ls charac- 
dies 2a the cogs Fees ior was not composed by clergy- 
wet at pho bue toy the states of the country ata 
ber 2p, ele The icdca of such @ union of Churches 

qiteere neatly takerzs f'r-<» e242 8 political agreement betwoen 
pee. ies. 
thin th Periemed 2K” the Unity.—1. With this year 

aistory: {8 teine ehne last period of the Brethiea's 
° at Soeee tiered of the Unity. the 
ace et ths Clement maxn<>reex the Hrethren still utely 

UO re UM mnedss <2 tLe Senior Kalef, in the trans- le 

OT lens ete tae € 74 ren Fession of 1575, and on other 
More” Chur, ‘gly eee Bocsrcdinated itself to the discipline 

on, .@R Je fee = adeafluence increased more and 
Bas al Zor sitions ge ouct of the munificence of the 
You e®. ts tad <2 thie learning of the Brethren's 

ES) with  kble <2 Kralits (1579-04), in 6 folio 
bie BEL ang On Exe 33 tary. The text of this (stlll 

a Luepectety) ctr La Cena d ay the British and Foreign 
a2 une fn Brecon f<al in the Bohemian language, 

Dot, he cIeeeere . 

becann® Coty, mate <*+£ © Fae influence of the nobility was 
OF the Bote ant ge, 2 FA Kerstin Seniors of importance, 
Miang pobility, : we 2 eee golicated in the political aims 
the mogs eligi ty l~amete= 2 iy the combat of the Bobe- 

ths SW ere members of the Unity, 
Solph py Pt of th. teen. WS enzel Hudovec de Budova. 

ee Witbs “4p eee against the Emperor Ka- 
ey Which RE mS wae eens in securing the charter 

OW an ieee <> Baers, the Bohemian Protes- 
TED ang the pues " E}P<> radent consistory in Prague. 

~—S © £2€= union between the Breth- 
thi ther yey Ee aude still closer, so that the 

- Ct n he Bae ey ee ccxeyted the com 
Mroggie. eit Ohrince, © Rae Evangelical Bobemlans, 
disastrouyy pe tt! eure The second part of the 
Now. s Teatmttle the KS & Ben of 1615, renulted in the 
an of a (wha the as Be Ree Mountain, near Prague, 
Shder the Wee! Cad ge  Erial troops under Maxtol. 
Count Palatine Aine. Se gt, tlefeated the Evangelicals 
mian Enlatine); tt the =<> Caivinistic Friedrich ¥. Evangelical t« Ty etical nobiti e mt_meiy execution of the Hohe- 
arom 21, 1621; ad ire on See <—linding Wenzel) at Prague, 

ven s Unity. Pm entire destruction of the 
_Sources of the Bret ay 2 
weanicAte der hike. Eee _ eR” es History : (1) A- Gindely, 
Wenka, Geschichh er ~ Sl ~t-, Prag, (857. (2) B. Crer- 

feld, 1469. (3) Ul, Gee ge FO aw _ "Kirche in Bihmen, Blele- 
Geschichte dev Khe. Lr y- enn ~~ == und Untersuchungen aur 
Holmen, History the pa = 2-, Prag, tsTs-42. (4) John 
Srethren, Loode, leas, | <> £< stant Church of the United 
The History of te urne~ 2, z-© =) Edmund de Schweinite, 
Hethiebern, Pa-'™S. weg ey te wr ae the Crilas Fratrum, 
of the bistory-] =& full account of the sources 

IL The Bohwan 
227, German Hymn-booke 

Phere, 5 “= € nity. 

‘ Hymn-books.—1, The x 
nt 1 a eee is that fe in 

e Ar 2 at Pmguc. The title- 
pases - ype Wha. f the calendar, the last 
leat Oe, are Mead yy Saal index and a leaf of 
the & ‘4 to baw. be Judging from the type 

i Sct printed at Prague, by 
On aca ~Mted « Bohemian Bible 

: st page is a colophon 
«pic! A ot Wenner” : “These hymus were 

fist cas ¥ ; tog, wd Or Ged me y Wwe hr be year oO One 
roost Tae RY NAred and One,” ice. Jam, 
13. > “Ook contains 89 hymns, of 

Fever, Blabeoslay's design was more adequate | 
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which 21 are by Konvaldsky, Tuborsky, and 
Lucas (IL. 8); of the rest, two (No. 32,45) are 
from the hymn-book of the Taborites. This 
first hymn-book, it may be noted, is never 
mentioned among the works of the Brethren 

2. Bp. Blahoslav, in his Mistery of the 
Brethren [m3, in the University Library of 
Prague, fol. 112), says, referring to the year 
1505, * The Brethreu for the first time had a 

jlarge sized Kancional of sacred hymns 
printed.” It seems to have contained some 

| 400 hymns, but no copy is now known to exist 
3. Blahoslay (1. c. fol, 119) says further, * Lo 

the year 1519 the Brethren published « book 
of sacred songs aud hymns for the use of thy 
pious and faithful people, and that in a 2nd 
ed.” This was printed by Paul Olivetalcy, at 
Leitomish|, but no copy seems to have survived 

4. In the preface to the hymn-book of 150) 
the Brothren’s Seniors explain that Lucas of 
Prague, who had edited the beok of L519 (1 
§ iii. 2) was commissioned to rearrange and 
correet it, But as he d. im 1528 they set then- 
selves to a comprehensive revision. On ace 
count of the length of time required they in 
the meantime published some new hymns, in 
1581, at Jung Bunzlau. If this remark dows 
not refer to the Gierman book of 1581 (or 
below), neither a copy nor other trace of thos 
edition is extant, 

5. In 1341 the hymn-book which had beon 
80 long in preparation was printed by Pau! 
Severin at Pmgue, and edited by Bp. Joho 
Horm. Nocopy is now known to exist, but 
ita title is preserved in a polemical treatise by 
the Jesuit, D. W. Sturm, in his Comparison of 
the Doctrine of the Brethren, pub. at Prague 
in 1584. The title begins ;— 

“Pisné chval bolakych. Visné duchorni evrange! 
teké," &c., or, in English, Hymns in praise of tix! 

| Evangelical i eae newly revised, corrected and 
| lected, and with many newly written on the prineipa 
doctrines of the Holy Seripture. In hopour am! | 
praise of the one, sole, and eternal God in the blessed 
Trinity. Also for the belp, ase, and comsulation 
those, who love the Bobemban nation and language #{t) 
true Christian devotion. Jobn Horn, with his fl 
labourers. i548. Prague.” The coloption on the last 
page minay be rendered thas :-—" In the year 14) afl: 
the birth of the Sen of God this Cancional was printe! 
aid finished om Saturday after St. Martin's Day [N 
12) in the Altstadt of F ue, by me, Paul Severs 
Kuttenberg, citheen of this tlustricus town.” 

According to Blahoslay [Grammatiha ¢eaie 
1571, new ed., Vienna, 1857, p- oi it wast 
printed at Leitomish] in 1541. Tucher [Sela 

i des evang. Kirchenpesangs, Leipzig. IS45. ) 
p- 321], who secme to have bat iu bis hauls 
acopy of this edition, siya it contarns i>4 
hymns. I could discover no copy either «! 
this edition, or that which the printer Vii 
Austsky, or Austin, of Jung Bungle 
authorised to print in 1547. 

6. In 1555 John Cerny, John Blahoalas, 
| Adam Sturm, were commissioned by thy =\) 
jof the Unity to publish a new hymnelon! 
| include the compositions of Jolin Aucus! 
a. S iv. 2), and othersof the younger Brochin 

| It was ready for the preas im Loud, ani 
printing was finished June 7, 1501. Ch te 

| fine folio, which contains 744 hymns (ine! ielin: 
60 from the hymn-book of 1501), a copy 
preserved in the Archives at Herrnjut. 1), 
title is almost identical with that of 104) 
The colophon may le thus fr. :— 

ed by Google 
p ©) 

—_—— 
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“ This Cancional was printed and finished by Alex- 
ander of Aujezd for of Pilsen), at Samter [Poland], at 
the castle of his Grace Lucas, Count of Gorka, Waywede 
of Lantic, Starost of Bus." 

Later editions, differing very little as to 
their contents, a» in folio at Eiben- 
schiitz, 1564, and Kralitz, 1576 and 1581; 
and in 4to, at Kralitz in 1583, 1594, 1598. 

7. Among the later hymn-books may be 
mentioned (1) a folio pub. at Kralic (Moravia) 
in 1615, which contains 644 hymns besides a 
metrical psalter, and was probably ed. by the 
four Seniors whoee crests are found on p. 529. 
Copies of this ed. and of the quarto reprint of 
1618 are to be found in the University Library, 
Prague. (2) A lzmo, pub, at Amsterdam in 
1659, and ed. by J. A. Comenius. ‘This eon- 
tains besides a metrical psalter, 480 hymns 
with an appendix of 25; and is to be found in 
the Archives at Herrnhut, 

8. The principal contributors to the hymn- 
books of 1501 and 1561 are the following :-— 

(1) Matthias Konvaldsky (bh, 1442 at Kunwald, near 
Lititz; Bp. of the Unity ; d. Jan. 23, 1500, at Letpnik), 
contributed 4 (Nos, 31, 33, 35, 48) to the #. Bk, of 1501, 
and 5 others to the ed. of 1561. 

(2) John Taborsky, or Jobn Vilimek [a Roman 
Catholic priest ; afterwards member of the Select Coun- 
cil; d. Apr. 28, 1495, at Leitormish!), contributed 6 (Nos. 
6, 7, 10, 25, 46, 61) to the A. Bk. of 1501, 

(3) Lucas Pragensis (q. v.) contributed 11 (Nos 1, 
12, 14, 2H(?), 42(?), 46, 47, 51, 82, 46, 92) tothe H. Hk. 
of 101; and 106 others to that of 1561. Included are 
11 tre, from the Latin, and 4 revisions of older Bohemian 
hyrons, 

(4) John Augusta (q. v,) contributed 141 to the #. 
Rk. of 1661, 

(5) John Blahoslav [b. Feb, 20, 1523, at Prerau, 
Moravia; Bp. 1657; Secretary of the Unity, 1564; d. 
Nov, 24, 1871, at Kroman, Moravia) bas 65 in the 1561 
#. Bk, 17 being revisions of older Bobemlan hymns. 

(6) Adam Sturm [from Moravia; ordained priest 
1555; d. Oct. 5, 1865) has 34 in the 4. #k. of 1661. 
(7) Martin Michalec [b. 1504 at Leitmeritz; Bp. 

1537; d. Jan. 24, 1647, at itz) bas 3) in the 1561 
A. Bk. 

(8) Gallus Dtevinek (u.a. of Prague, 1524; member 
of the Select Council, 1553; d, Nov. 22, 1563, at Pross- 
nitz) has 14 in the 1561 #4. Bk. 

(9) John Wolf (ord. priest 1529; member of Select 
Council ; d. Uct. 26, 1548, at Preran) bas 13 in she 1561 
H. Bk, 

(10) John Paustenik (ord. priest 1529; d. 1543, at 
Jung Banzlau) bas 10tn the 1661 A. Hk, 

11) George Styraa (of Wildenschwert; manager of 

os eae printing oc at Jung Bunzlan, 1520-31) 

has 9 in the 1561 #7. 5 ae oe 

Among the other authors w names appeal 

whi may be mentioned Wenzel Solin (5 hymns); 

Nicholas of Tarnau (4); Matthias Cervenka (q.¥.) (5); 

George Ciklowskey (3), John Jelecky (q.¥-) (3)5 John 

Hua (q. ¥.) (2); Rokyean (1); John thorn 4. ¥v.) (1); 

Urban (1). Of the 199 hymns whose authorship is un- 
known many appear in Utraquist hymn-books of 

1522, 1631, and 1559. 

§ ii. The Bohemian Brethren's German Hymn- 
books. These are the following :— 

1, Bin New Geseng buchlen upxxx1. &c. [Nilrnberg). 

At the end is, ** Printed at Jangen Buntzel, tn Bohemia, 

Ky George Wylmachwerer in year 1531. Finished 

on the 12th day of March.” The book isin stall quarto; 
ard the printer is George Styrsa of Wildenschwert (see 
No. 11 above), The preface, addressed to the German 
congregations at Landskron and Fulnek, in Bohemia, is 
signed “* Michael Weisse, Ewer Diener.” All the bymns 
(155 in number) according to the preface seem to have 
been composed of translated by M. Welsse himself, and 
this was evidently the opinion of the editors of the 1649 
(see below). Two are indeed in the Anabaptist duss- 
bund of 1883, ascribed to Anabaptist writers; but on 
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what grounds is not known, Of the 155 bymons, as it 
will be seen from the table given below, we have only 
been able to find 12 which are translated from the Hobe- 
mian or the Latin. Almost all came mute ot less inte 
use in the German Lutheran bymn-books of the century. 

In the same year, 1531, an edition of this nymn-book 
is said to bave appeared at Ulm, under the title of 
Piceartisches Gesang Buch \Picearte or Piceardites, fine 
an *brious name for the Brethren weed by their fore: 
then by their friends, but newer by themselves), Wack- 
ernagel, in his Miltiographie, 1455, Now, 329, 375, 376, 
377, 437, quotes reprints at Strassburg, 1534, and at Ulm 
im 1534, 1639, and 1541. 

2. Zin Gesangtnch der FBriider inn Rehemen und 
Merherrn, Die man auss hass und neyd, Pickharden, 
Waldenses, &c. nennet, ke. (Wernigerode). At the end is 
“Printed at Nrnberg by Johann Gfinther, 1644. This 
hymn-book is in &vo, and contains 1#1 bymns; 149 
being from the 1531 (6 being eliminated), and 32 being 
new. Many Pri (an appeared in Germany, e.g. by 
Jobann Berg Ulric Neuber, at NOrnberg, 1564, 1576, 
1545, 150. The preface, by Jot Horn, informs ut 
that the alterations were caused by the fact that some of 
the doctrines of the Brethren were not correctly repre- 
sented in the former book, especially as r the 
Lord's Supper. —— the jot since 1531 ( 9 haat. 
the Brethren, influenced by Lather, had somewhat 
their views, and Horn was himself a principal esen- 
tative of the leaning towards Lutheranism. Hf what 
Jirecek (Hymnologia Bohemica, p. 94) says be true, that 
the Ist ed. of this hymn-book appeared in 1535 (Weise 
d. 1534), the passages in the preface regarding Weisse 
are of course less repugnant. Wackermagel!, 1855, pp. 
579-580, reprints Horn's preface in full. 

3. Kirchengeseng darinnen die Heubtartichel des 
Christlichen glaubens kurt: gefasset und auageleget eind ; 
jizt vom newen durchsehen, gemehret, uid [her Bo. 
Kei, Matestat, in unterthenigsten demut zugeschrieben. 
Anno Domini 1566 fParitn), According to Blaheslat's 
account, this hymn-book was sent in ms, to the Emperor 
Maximilian, in 1564, and was first printed in 1566, at 
EibensebOtz, in Moravia, after the death of Ferdinand, 
his father. It in in 4to, and contains 343 hymns ; being 
the hymns of the edition of 1544, with the exception of 
15 which are omitted, and 177 which are new. Ap 
A tz ts added with 106 bymns by Lutheran authors. 

e preface (ackiressed to the “* Reformed Evangelical 
Christian Churches of the German nation "") is signed br 
Michael Tham, John Jelecky, and Peter Herbert. This 
book was reprinted, unaltered, at Ndrnberg, in 1580. 

4. Later editions of the Brethren’s German hymn-book 
sree in 1606 at Kralitz, in Moravia, edited by Martin 
Polykarp; in 1639 at Lissa in Poland, edited by Daniel 
Vetter; and in 1661 at Amsterdam, edited by J. A. 
Comenius. In the edition of 1639 (Berlin) the names of 
the authors are —_ in the index of first lines. There 
is also a biographical list (reprinted by Wackernagel, |. 
p: 726) “Of those persons who translated the Bobemian 

mons into German verse, and also this hymn- 
book.” All the hymns in the 1639, which are taken 
from the collections of Weisse and Horn, are said to be 
composed by these authors, 

5. The principal contributors to the editions of 1566 
16s0, are following :—~ 

(1) Peter Herbert (q. v.), 94 hymns. 

(2) John Jelecky (q. v.), 22 hymns. 

(3) Michael Tham (ordained priest, 1534 ; ministered 
at Fulnek and d. there Aug. 27,1571), 28 bymns. Three 
are tr. in the Moravian MH. Hk,, 1754, pt. 1, Nos. 275, 
252, 296. 

(4) John Girk or Jirek [). at Strehien in Silesia; 
ordained priest 1549; d. at Neidenburgin East Prussia, 
Mareh 1, 1562), 5 hymns. 

(5) George Vetter or Strey [}. 1536, at Zabteb in 
Moravia; ordained priest 1567; d. Jan. 25, 1599, at 
Selovitz In Bohemia), 6 hymns, one of which is tr. as 
No, 283 in pt. i, of the Morarian HM, Bk, 1754. 

(6) Martin Polycarp (liradecenus, i.e. of Kinig- 
atz in Bohemia; d. soon after 1606, at Trebitz in 

Horavia}, 9 hymna, 

(7) John Korytansky [minister at Landskron in 
Bohemia, and Posen in Poland; d. 1642), 2hymnea, one 
of which is fr. as No. 254 in pt. i, of the Moravian #. 
Bk., ti54, 

(8) Paulus Klantendorfer (q. v.), 1 hymn. 

(9) The other authors are, (1) Centurio Sirutschko 
(4 hymns); (2) Valentine Schulte (3); (3) Lucas Lite- 
nusof Liban (1); Martin Cornelius of Zittau (2), 
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ITI. A comparison of the German Hymn-books with the Bohemian. 
hay yt bymn-book of Weisse, 1531. To only 12 of the German hymns in this collection 
4153 I been able to find correaponding Bohemian hymns, which having been published before 
ol, er thay fave been the originals of Weisse’s hymns. But many of them are adapted from 

Ver in hymos Cusually in such cases being headed by the first lines of the Latin); so it 
direc ‘dificult, lmnost impossible, to decide whether Weisse translated from the Latin 
— “Yor througgh the Bohemian ; more especially as his trs. aro very free. 
Sg 

om German First Line. Bohemian First Line. Author, Source, &c. 
an rr a a 
Ch 2 Tistus der ame selig macht  .| Mandrost Boba otce prawda _—_.! See “ Patris Saplentia.”” 
a Tag ncag@wew de insted Ji tele vebedt cteened! . ‘| famine Bk, 1530. The 

3 “ache, fob. hb. bas 1 st. more than the 
a | Eteuen uns all tne Raduj vi Geo Frenen wh 1 in ef G. wir a men . . me s¢ vikdy . . “ Freven wir une all in ein.” 
- Geet *iGoct izx2 IbhGchsten Throu| Radujme se viickni nynle . +| This is noted under Weisse, M. 
6 bt sei Gott wow Evwigkeit .| Ktest’ané chvalme? Boha , -| Ist pub. inthe H. Bk. of 1501. “* Lauda 

Glag jon Salvatorem "* isthe tune, 
ung fer. «=e dein Herr Vérna dute, radostné mis , -| The German has 9st. The Bohemian 

: (from the Utraquist H, Bk, 1530) 
s | Kom has 8. 2 | Nan pDtiliger Gee ist. wabror Gott! O svaty ptijdit dute, napin andce | Noted under Weiser, if 

o Gout tines <fe=x2 Teib begraben| Roztehnejme? se stim télem .| Noted under Wrisse, MW. lo Withtwera «<#ich. 7 «| Té Boba chvalime, pdnem . -| From the * Te Deum laudamus.”” Bo- © Vets bemian, Ist in the ff. k. of 1501. hy Brun, & #3ar mberzigkeit,) Hospodine, etudnice dobroty .| Kyrie fons bonitatis.” From the 
iz © wie Latin byLucas. Boh. lst pub.intsei, Singen wala is® <fie Zeit . — .| Nastal jest nim viem as. —.| The Bob, 13 st., 1st pub. in 1501. 'Slhlf<Ba allesamt || Nut velikonotn{chvalu. . +} * Victimae paschali " from the 

Latin. Boh., Ist pub, in 1501. 

ii. The 

Brethren’, pie Irene Fax By John Horn, of 1544. To 7 of the hymns J. Horn added to the | Na-be>es> Be correspond the following Bohemian hymna. 
1 Der Kin 
2) tt Eke ere <“bristes | Jit pdn nad pany Kristus . “Com tes torinn Chrtetus.” The Bob. Geta : a 3st. more. Reorre Gen. .| Navatév nds, Dude svaty «| “ Veni sancte spiritus et emitte coell- 3 Nu tus," a pretty exact fr, Bob., tat loben vir here b. in 1501. 
4] Non ™EReceamt = || Svrchovaného krile pochvalmel.. “Sammi triumphum regis,” ¢r. from lage uns oy the Latin by Lucas, : ies, Frist .| Viickni vérné Kfest’ané “Gandacmns or men” The 

wh. ‘ ic rett 6 Oebater Herre Fen exact fr. m the German.” 7. enech thu hetae Ra <drist | Pane Jetiti Kristety’s =. .| The Bob. b. by J. Augusta. 
O freu dics 3, Srenidic Poslauchejte faloby nebeské The Be. ) the Ctr — fT. Bk., oc. otce 1522; in Lucas, 1519(?). = TE se deerko sionska By Mf. Michalec. The Bob. bas 3 st. 

tore than the German. 

1566. We find 97 hymna, which corres to Bohemian hymns in 
_ The same remarks, which we have respecting Weisse’s hymna 

The authors of the Bohemian 
Aymns, supereeretions 

a r nd notes. 

-| Pan Kristus, ayn boti vétng,! A. Sturm. © Jesu quadrage- 
I nariac,”” yi 

+| Zhlubokostisvé Gzkosti tebet'| J. Alahoslae. Pa. tuo. ** De 
vayvam me clamasi’ (par- 

tial fr.) 
.| 6 stvotiteli v’emohauel, lucas, ‘tr. from “Kyrie 

Boke Angeloram Domine.” 
+| Milosrdny otée, vkemohauci) Mf. Mickalec, *Concentu pa- 

tvorée ri.” 
-| Krista pdna na vstaupent * Festum nunc 

slavmet celebre magnaque gaudia.” 
Kecti Krista krale protpévujt) J. Augusta. ** Paallat ecclesia 
vesele ‘ mater illibata.”” 

.| Jetis Kristus jaa Bob pravy 

.| Bad’ chvdla Bohu otct t synu 

the! Svétio nejtajméj§f 2 stolice! 
vytlo 

“ Congaudent angelorum.”’ 
iucas, tr. from “Area vitga 
primae matris."” 



The German Aymns. 

Tas an Wort, der wahre 

Dus Le ian Christi unsers 

Das wabre Licht von Gottes 
Throa 

Der eingeborne Gottes Sohn . 

Der ewig gOtige Gott hat seine 
Goth 

Der Herr und Helland Jesus 
Christ 

Der Hernog unserer Seligkeit 
tet heat 

3 Ce hat in seinem 
t 

Dies ist der Tag den Gott der 
Herr selbst 

Ei insst uns jetzt allesamt . 

Ein frendenreicher Tag ist 
entetanden 

Ein neve Hahn wir alle ban . 

Ein wunderbar schon Licht 
scheinet 

Erbarm dich unser o Lieber 
Herre Gott 

Erbor uns heut o unser lleber 
Vater 

Frese und Wollust dieser 
It 

en beutchristglaubige 

Frohlockt und rilbmt mit 
Hers und Mund 

Gott der heilig Geist vom 
Himmel 

Gott der Vater sprach mu 
Christo 

Gottes Sohn vom bhochsten 
Thron 

Gott ist zwar giitig alle zeit . 

Lol 
Gott wolln wir loben, der mit 

edlen Gaben 
Hallelujah singt all mit groe- 

Halle singt all mit 

Hallelujah singt und sel froh 
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P. Herbert 

P. Herbert | 
Missin; 

P. Herbert 

M. Polykarp 

J. Jelecky 

+ 

in the 
H. Bk. of 1639 

J. Korytansky . 

Missin, 

M. Polykarp 

M, Polykarp 

M. Cornelius 

P. Herbert 

P. Herbert 

Heilig ond zart ist Christi) P. Herbert 
Menachhelt 

Heiliger Geist du bist ein 

Herr Christ des Lebens Quell 

Herr Gott schick uns zu dei- 
nen Geist 

Herr Gott, Schipfer heiliger 

Herr Gott send deinen Geist 
der eben 

Herr Gott Vater der du bist 
gitig 

Hoch gelobt seist du Jem 
Christ 

Hor Mensch ein traurig Ge- 
schicht 

Jauchzt eu Ebren Christo. 

Ich fahr auf, spricht Christus 
der Herr 

Tech werd erfreut tiberaus, 
wenn ich 

in the 
H. Bk. of 1639 

The Bohemian hymns. 

peor s Boti jediny, bez 

an ot Kristll zvelebujme, 
shivu jebo 

Svétlo zastkvélo se ptedivné 
nad nimi 

Véeny «yn jednororeny, Bhh 
pravy 

Buch dobry, do! své v aed bry, dobroty 

nynit’ Pan Bbb ptchdést 
Wake 
Aj pevorozeny ctf a slavan 
ondobeny 

Tajné rady uloten{ nevzalo 

Den ptitomny val vzicnosti 

Naroveni Piné ¥ tento tas 

xia ates den preutéieny . 

Cesta k nebl nova ivi od 
Boba 

Svétlo zastkvélose jest dnetni 
den 

kiosk mij nad nimi, nés 
1] 

Uslytit * n&s, Hospodine, 
nebot" 

Rozko4 i utétente tohoto svéta 

Veselit se srdce katdého vir- 
ného 

Radujme se v nakem srdci ¢ 

svému 
5 wysosti na tento svét otec . 

Pin Boh nAa, 
a ace dete bad 
go 
Budif veleben Pin Bab nda, 

hvdlen 
Hallelujah zplvejme 6 radost{) 4. 

Hallelujah Duchsvaty ptidel. 

ee sliva narozenému 

6 om slechtilé ptirovenf . 

Dufe avaty, jen? ‘s pan a Boh 
viemobauct 

OvKriste vekMleny, kril 
nad krali 

Bote né& myt’ prosime dej at’ 
pravé 

Bote vétny viemohauci otée 
avaty 

Sele HW Bvatého| 
duchs avé 

Bote otde jen2 's milostivy a 
dobrotivy 

Vitej, Jezukriste, « neboské 

a my poslauchati, 
tal 
i Bobu, vaddve) mu 

ie 3 vata di Pin, vnebe 
k otel 

Jét’ sem v tom rozveselen . 

———— 

wae deme 
is, superscriptions, 
ond other ‘ 

J. Blahoslar. “ Verbum 
caro factum est,” 

J. Augasta, * Adsunt fema 
lubilea.”” 

J. Blakoslac. 

Mf. Michalec. | 

Introttus. 

“ En trinitatis 
#pecalum. 

J. Téborsky (from the #7. Rk. 
of 1601), Tune: “ Area ° 

matris,”” 
J, delecky, “The seven le- 

ters from the Revelation of 
St. John, ii., iii.”* 

J. Blahoslav, “* Virt Galll- 
aa quid 
Lucas. 

suave.” 
be “ Verbarn bonum + 

** Haoc est dies 
quam fecit Dominus.” 

A, Sturm 

J. Augusta, Measure and 
tune of the German and the 
Bobemian are different. 

J. Blakoslav. ** Lux fulgebdit 
hodie,"” — at the 

Gallus is Deen. “+ Miserere 

“* Exaudi nos 

Ist pub. in the Utraquisty’ 
H. Bk, 1822. oie 

A. Sturm. “Exultet jam 
angelica,” 

M. Sonvaldsky. 

J. ** Spiritus Do- 
mint evit. - 

M. Mi . Pa, 110, 

Mitinsky (Utra- 

“agen. ; By pub. in the 
ists’ H. Bk, 1522. 

J. Auguste. 
A, Sturm. 

J. Augusta. 

Sturm, * Invitatorium.” 

J, Augusta, 

** Alleluia, dies 
sanctificatus illuxit.” 

J. Blahoslaw. The Bob. hb. 
has 1 st. more than the 
German. 

M. Michalec, 

* Vita Sanctorum, 
decus lorum.”* 

trem natum Paracletum. 

‘e Pa- 

J. Blahaslav. 

ad 

4 122. 
Laetatus sum in his," tane 
and measure of the Germ. 
and the Boh. hymns ar 
different. 



BOHEMIAN HYMNODY 

The authors of 
the Germ, hymna 
according to the 
A. Bk. of 1639. 

The Bohemian hymns. 

—— 

159 

—— of the Bohemian 
ymne, supericriplions, 

10 bist dew 
Jena Kt Leiden und Pein | P. Herbert 

“S0 (jottes [amnmolein, der] P. Herbert. © berfake botf, Jen? jel ob&-| A. Sturm. 
tow 

Umutenie natebo pana mi- 
lostného 

Kdy2 syn boti v nedéll vetal Jes Us mser Herr.) Mins in the 
S2/y sername MT BA. of 1639 on 
mai “E5 ward Daalcd mach seiner) P. Herbert Jets po avém pokttén{ 

aut puzen na 
thr Gottesbotexs rtibmt alle-| M in the, Vypravujtel, nebeatt, slavu 

de ze H. Bk. of 1639) slowe 

T™Ditiers hexat. mile Gemeinen| P. Herbert — .| Slavte? jméno Jebo (= Halle- 
ee = Halletujmin fren dich lujal prozpévuj) 
aa Komm scnjefer beet Leer Gelst P. Herbert. = dude svaty, a 

I ax vern 

Mey tt se Ea 2 «die Sterb-| P. Herbert Vizmet ptiklad «mrtedinosti, 
Sy Keit mrtveho 

Se ‘A Uns Car iesti Sieg und| P. Herbert | Z vitédstwi Jetite, pdna pte- 
La wfabet velmi «l. 

59 Ko, 2heaet Bee tbem ansern Missing in the} Nejvyssiho krile vSech, Boha, 
Lasse ig HT. Ble. of 1639 valme 

UM hrexe <ife 
BEd beniePa es 

Lier Ut bere 2 cher Be- 
Net 

Christe Pa Enbren 

Nene, wenss Ror Gist du 
Waly 

Nenant "ta -2<> Be @. ~welchs 

Lae "Wr det Were at 
» Last 0 | a Noe alee 

Leut Od the a Be 
69 oO du = st. 

= us 

Tieben 

und 

Me 
oO = *ranar ne 

deine Sind all 

jget voit 
oO e0 ONS 

e1 Pres on 
genes ele 

an sigs 
e2 

3 

i . she - qooo*et OT EQS eon 

TaoON\e+ Artie ee: 

ne oe 
oat > 

“* constans 

Stimm| P. Herbert 

Wom gan-| P. Herbert. 

‘REC tn der| Missi 
Ht. Bi. 

amd gut) P. Herbert + 

fu Christ) M. Tham . 

is not a translation of Bernard's Latin 
Mag. Jocobelius, “ Jesu tui 

confessio.” The 

Prorockyslyime Bidosti rock yely piny 

J.Girk . Fj nul chvilu vdénau vedd- 
vejmet 

P. Herbert ° a srdci nyni prosby 
me 

P. Herbert «| Chvdlu vaddvejte Pinu Bobu 
mecnémea 

M. Cornelius Prot se pne’, 6 Clovéte, k nebi 
hau 

P. Hertert a al Tretto svéta k osvécovini 

M. Polykarp Aj ay she od vychodu obéte- 
vali 

P. Herbert «| Progpévajmed viickni vesele 
. a slavoet 

J. Jelecky. Nedéste2 se véickni tobo 

P. Herbert +] © Ente © pine Bole Abra 

M. Polykarp . mane s viemohauci 

P. Herbert. —- nade mnau, Bote abled 

_—— in the} Hospodine odmitaé’ lid 
A, Bk, of 1639) = mnajiel igs 

P. Herbert  .) Duocha svatébo milost rad 

J. Selecky 6 oo 9 Isky . ; aelsky, a 
Boba Teeno = 

C. Sirutechko . ay lovék, Jebo 

4M. Tham . | Val nas, Pane, at’ po- 

Missing in the| O ptedi = neslychané ivne a na- 
Bhat 1639 Faivent 

J. delecky. —.| AJ jak Jsou mili tvoji ptibyt- 
kové 

P. Herbert +) Seki tvat’ pamitka 
sladti nad ani 
ae radestné nebeskému 

Slava na vysostech Bohu a na 
wemi 

in the 
of 1639 

AJ jak Jest to milé a ut&ené, 

-| Zirdv bod’ kréli nebesky 
zemsky 

. but of a communion-hymn by the 
memoria,” first pulflished by (ollinus (Prague, 1574) under 

lst pub. in the 
Utraquists’ H. Bk, 1522. 

Lucas. ** Mane prima sab- 

Lucas, 
™ 5 

Lucas, “ Coell enarrant glo- 
tiam Dei,” tr, from the 
Latin. 

M. Michalec. Easter Invi- 
tatory. 

“Ex more docti 

lacas, us te Do- 
mine Deus," tr. from the 
Latin. 

J, Blahoslar. 

“ Sammi 
archangele Michael,” 

J. Blahosiar,  “ Introitus, 
which the old Bohemians 
named ‘Rorate" and used 
to sing on Advent Sunday 
before morning service." 

¥. Turnovsky. “* Bja recola- 
mus laudibus pis.” 

Lucas, 

A. Sturm, corrected by Horn, 
“Laudem dicite Deo nos- 
tro."" 

J. Wolf. 

J, Blahoslav. 
revelationem. 

J. Augusta. ** Invitatorium.” 

JA Ecce aigeate may Setsate 
J. Rokyta. 

“Lumen ad 1m.” 

“Domine Rex, Deus Abra- 
ham.” 

¥. Augusta, * Ps. 51." 

J. Augusta, “Ps. 10." 

“Sancti Spiritus adsit nobis 
gratia,” from the Latin. 

J. Augusta, ** Ps. #0." 

J, Blahoslav, Ps.1. “* Bea- 
tus vir qui non abiit.” 

Lucas. 

J. Blahoslae, “0 admirabile 
commercium “ (ada 
from an old Bob, ca 

J. Augusta, “Ps, 44." The 
first time in the Utraguists’ 
H. Bk. of 1559 

Tune: “Jesu dulcis memo- 
ria” (B. de Clairvaux).* 

J. Blahoslae, “Ut queant 
laxis reaonare fibris.’ 

“Gloria in excelsis deo,” from 
the ecclesiastical Gradual, 
lst pub. inthe #7 #k., 1501. 

M. Cercenka. “Pa. 153." 

Lucas, “Salve rex coeli et 
terrae,” tr. from the Latin. 

5 Bobemian translation was firet printed in the Utraguists’ H. Bk. 
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The authors of The authors of the Bohemi 
he Germ, h Anas The German hymns. parteans ot the The Bohemian hymns. ayn, oupereariptions, 
H. Bk, of 1639. 

oa! 

#4 | Selig sind zu loben Gottes 
artyrer y' 

Singet mit Freuden lobet and 
prelet 

in 
Ht. Bk. ot 1639 

as | P. Herbert 

the| O pteblahoslavené blahosla-| Lucas. ‘0 beata beatoram 

«| Poktiknéme vaickni kchvile| af. Michalec, though some say 
that Br. A. Sturm composed 
it. (Blaboslav, De cantiv- 
nati). 

86 Singt all zu Ehren Ps .| Mt. Polykarp .| Dejmet chvalu Pinu a Bohu “ Festa 
| . vaemoh | omnis christianitas.” 

8? Singt froblich und seid M. Tham . «| Hod radostny pamatujme| M. Michalec. 
| ane syna bolibo 

48 Steh auf Herr Gott ostehe auf) af. Tham . ° price ae 6 povstan'’, Lucas 
| na 2 

39 «Uns ist heut alle ein seliga) P, Herbert +) Dité ptekrdané naro dilo s¢ J. Slahoslav. ** Puer natus 
Kind ’ nim est nobis,” be “adapted it 

} from an oid one and cast it 
into a new form.” 

90 | Wach auf Christenmensch) MW. Tham . +| Protud’ se jit, due vérnd, Lucas. 1st pub. in the Utra- 
| wind ptislat’ | quiste’ HW, Bk, 1630. 

9) | Wach auf Jerusalem sei froh| 4. Tham . “ —a se, 6 Jeruzaléme, J. Slahoslav. ** Introltas.” 
ne! 

#2 | Wacht frablich auf the Ge-] Missing in the} Pribudite se spravedlivi, J. Blahostae. 
rechten H. Bk, of 1639) — bydlitelé Siona 

93 | Weil dieser Tag vergangen ist ane Prici dennf vykonavée a k) J. Blahoslav. 
er noci se : 

94 | Well wir vom Herren man-| Missing in the! Aj vadk my dobré véci) Lucas. “Si bona suscepl- 
eberlel gute H. Bk. of 1639 mus,” fr. from the Latin. 

95 Wer in guter Hoffnung will) P. Herbert -| Kdot chee v dobré nadéji) Dondt (a member of « noble 
von binnen smorti své family, one of whom was 

chamberlain to the empe- 
ror Charles IV .). 

96 a lieben Kinder, die] J. Jelecky «| Ej nut my ditky, spolu kttem! George Ciklovaky. 
8 

87 Woblauf die ihr hungrig seid) #. Herbert 

The sources of the Bohemian Brethren’s hymnology (besides the original hymn-books) are 
Leipz., 1867-77; Tucher, Schatz des evang. Kirclien- 

hemian tymn-books, Jireéek, Hi buhemica, 
on the German hymn-books, Wacker! 
gesungs, Leipz., 1848; and on the 

-| Ej nuf latni oiznivi, sytosti] J. Augusta. 
boteké . 

déjiny cirkeeniho bdsnictvi éeského at do xuiii. stoleti, in the Abhandlungen der kénigl. 
béhmischen Gesellechaft der Wissenschaften vi. 9, Progue, 1878. 
Bohm, David (Behme). 

Béhm, Martin [Behm]. 

Béhmer, Just Henning, «. of Valentin 
Béhmer, advocate of Hannover, b. at Han- 
nover, Jan. 20, 1674. After studying Law at 
the Universities at Jena, Rinteln, und Halle, 
he graduated at Halle in 1698, and began to 
lecture in 1699. In 1701 he was appointed 
Professor extraordinary, in 1702 Doctor, and 
and in 1711 ordinary Professor of Law, at 
Halle. Hy subsequently received many 
honours, being parser in 1731 Director of 
tie University of Halle, in 1743 Chancellor 
of the Ducuy of Magdeburg, &., and was 
reckoned a very high authority especially in 
ecclesiastical law. While lecturing to his 
students, Aug, 8, 1749, he suddenly became 
ill, and after a struke of palsy, d. Aug. 23, 
1749. (Koch, iv. 373-375; Allg. Deutsche 
Biog., iii. 79-81, the latter dating his death 
ag 20.) Of his 21 hymns, 3 up 
in Freylinghausen's Geistreiches G. B, 1704-5, 
Two have been tr. into English, viz. :— 

i. Brich durch, mein angefochtnes Herz. [J’as- 
siontide.} 1st pub. 1704, as above, No. 646, in 
14 st. of 5 L, repeated as No, 218 in the Berlin 
GL. &, ed. 1863, Tr, as:— 

, my sorely tempted heart! A good tr. 
by Miss Winkworth of st. i,-iii,, vi., ix., xii.—xiv, 
in the 2nd Series of her Lyra Ger. 1854, p. 143, 
repeated as No, 126 in her C. #.,for England, 
1863. In Schaff’s Cérist in Song, ed. 1879, p. 356, 

ii. O guferstandner Siegesfurst. [ aster.) 1704, 

(J. T. MJ 
as above, No. 650, in 14 st. of 8 1, included as 
No, 314 in the Berlin G. Z. S, ed. 1863. Tr. 
an :— 

© risen Lord! 0 conquering King! A good fr. 
by Miss Winkworth of st. i, iv.-vi., xiii, 
xiv,, in the 2nd Series of her Lyra Ger., 1858, 
p. 41. In full in Schaff's Christ in Song, ed. 
1879, p. 208, and, with alterations and the 
omission of st. iv., in Allon’s Supp, Hys., No. 
325; N. Cong., No. 1041; and J. L. Porter's 
Coll., 1876, No, 757. In her C. B. for England, 
1863, No. 62, altered, with the trs. of st. iv., 
xiv. omitted. (J. M.] 

Bohmer, Maria Magdalena, sister of 
J. H. Bihmer (see above), was born at Han- 
nover, where she died, unmarried, in 1743 or 
1744 (Koch, iv. 373; Bode, p. 47), She con- 
tributed two hymns (Nos. 645, 660) to Frey- 
linghausen's G. B., 1704; while one (No. 430) 
in his Neues Geistreiches G. B.. 1714, and four 
(Nog. 188, 193, 194, 582) in the Newe Sammlung, 
Wernigerode, 1752, are also ascribed to her. 
The only hymn by ber ¢r, into English is— 

Eins Christen Herz, (Longing for Heaven.] 
1st pub. as No, 655 in Freylinghausen’s G. B., 
1704, in 6 st. of 6 1, repeated as No. 701 in the 
Berlin G. Z. &, ed. 1883, It is tr. as :— 

Regardless now of things below. A very free 
tr. by J. Wesley in H. & Sucred Poems, 1740 
(P. Works, 1868-72, vol. i. p. 222), in 4 st. 
Included, as No. 6, in the Wesley 7. §& Spiritual 

1753; in the . of 1830 to the Wes. 
H, Bh. ; andinthe Wes. H, Bk, 1875. (J. ML 



BOLE, NICOLAUS 

ie, Nicolaus. [Boye.} 

Semil iy ae Horatius, pv. 

cent; Of the Chu 
"cong ©8and more- His father, James Bonar, 
a Mma licitor of FExcise in Edinburgh, was 
and - 

P piety. 
al power, varied learning, 

fo 19¢},""tius Ropar was b. in Edinburgh, Dec, 

Pletin,” University of Edinburgh. After com- 
Tea, 

Jomee, and becsamne assistant to the Rev. 
© wa, "it, mimister of St. James's, Leitn. 

Ke °. xx2 imiister of the North Parish, 
the Estar, the $0t2a “November, 1837, but left 
in lished (tia urch at the “ Disruption,” 

+“ 1843, peoegeesed ring in Kelsons a minister 
a Churcin of Scotland. The Univer- 

of berdeexa <><ornferred on him the doc- 
"8Nslateg UVinit yy 22 _ 1853. In 1866 he was 
the Gran, © the 7 #xesImers Memorial Chureh, 

Moe Elim bea reh ; and in 1883 he was 
Frelttior ef the General Asembly of 

Chureka Of Scotlend. 
ret eet poem: were, he tells a. com- 

< of circumstances; In many 
have ad SCTE eeanll hae ctrcemetaness | the 

u 13 

Wow ge or tates or re=gralt bt ished “tn tie Bleotog — 
Hook, 1.4. Vilebess-rvaeces, 1441-4, (2) The Bible 

Secong 2) Hymns <3) i arewaves, Uriginal and Selected, 
the tien, in Fee L Ae ex raed Hope, First Series, 1457; 

New Creag, TiR3 Eek SSe-ries, 1467, (5) The Song 
> Ci fy =. <6) My Old Letters, a long 

mr, 

Dr. Bonar's 

Of intellect 

of t 

sit 
¥ 

torate” 

i the Nativity, 1879. (4) 
Ae ~*2z. En addition to numerous 
“<> eR ited The New Jerusalem; 

Te rea 
bons —ina<- 3 a 2, Ke. 

<> 2 e244 mg many beautiful 

gh and extensive; 
rr, = emace of style and wealth of 
Lie <>! ripe culture. Affected 

"ee y moods, still less by the 
. they reveal extreme 

= K power which the 
© Mes exercise; the phases of 

chiefly as conveying and 

Ry tye 
Ee ex Hine Hymns, and with 

Ree the Christian Fear. As 
= and from habitual contem- 

St as the er of this world’s 
ished 

~ which some might call 

Current 

¥iour; 
mee and universal in offer; 
Tece upon the privilege of 

; Communion 

r= 

5 et ing * Fiws) ‘8 Supper, 
ete © gre of cheriahiin the highest ent OE lowe = warrants ; oa finally, the and whit TG thes By his vigorous celebration 

1 the source and strength of Aare es : a Protected from the blight of anhealtbY ap: W. Bona : & 

nvctive Bay mune satisfy the fastidious 
se Partin ete; they mirror the life of 

wer WO Vy My, but with vivid 
5. Pe uy art {leit tone of tender 

a move Sait 8 Teaaie as a whale, on are not : 
*ythay, = we meet with ferble 
‘ Sowa -fectlve rhyme, mean 

rt Weroval Bolt = Duniber weet = 

— a 

lesa 
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In G. Britain and America nearly 100 of 
Dr. Bonar's hymns are in C. U. They are 
found in almost all modern hymnals from four 

had representatives among the | in H. A. & M. to more than twenty in the 
of Seotland during two | American Songs for the Sunctuary, N. Y., 

1865-72. The most widely known are, “A 
few more years shall roll;” “Come, Lord, 
and tarry not;” “Here. O my Lord, I see 
Thee face to face; “I heard the Voice of 
Jesua avy ;” “ Tbe Church has waited long ;” 
and “ Thy way, not mine, O Lord.” 

In addition to these and others which are 
is stadies, he was “licensed” to | annotated under their respective first lines, 

the following are also in C, U.:— 
i. From Songs for the Wilderness, No. 1, 1843. 
1, For Thee we long and pray. Sunday Morning. 
2. Holy Father, hear my cry. A Child’s Prayer. : 
3. I thought upon my sins and I was sed. Christ 

our Peace, 
4. Peace to the world, our Lord is come, A Millen- 

nial Song. 
5. Spirit ofewerlasting grace. The Vision af Dry Bones. 

ii. From Songs for the Wilderness, No. 2, 1844. 
6. Ho, ye thirsty, parched and falnting. Jnvitation. 
7. Otis not what we fancied it, The world renownced. 
8. Sing them, my children, sing them still. Children 

exhorted to Praise, 
9. Time's sun is fast setting. Advent. 
Pn , pilgrim, weep, yet ‘tis not for the sorrow, 

ith. 
it. Yes, for me, for me He careth. Christ the Elder 

Brother. 

iii, From The Bible Hymn Book, 1845, 
12. Jesus, my sorrow lies too deep. Jesus, the Great 

fe... ‘There ta a Morning Star, my soul. The Morning 
r. 

Fa. This is not my place of resting. Pressing towards 
ren. 

iv. From H: Original and Selected, 1846. 
15. Let there be light, Jehovah said. Creation. 

v. From Hymns of Faith and Hope, Ist - 
series, 1857. 

16. Be brave, my brother. ee ee 
17, Blessed be our God. Friday. 
14, Everlasting praises. Dozxology. 

Pah a up, go Up, my heart. Heavenly aspirations 

20. I close my bea . Bvening, Sometimes 
given as “ We cise om Late eyes,” 

21. I see the crowd in Pilate’s hall. Good Friday, 
Py Spans while this rongh desert soll. Strength by 

‘ay. 
23. Toone, Whom angel-hosts adore. The Word made 

Flesh, From “ The Son of God, in mighty love.” 
24. Make haste, O man, to live, 

25. No seas again shall sever. Heaven. 
of the Oppressed with noonday's scorching heat. Shadow 

Cross. 
27. Rest for the tolling band. Surial. From ‘Lie 

down, frail body, here." 
28, Shall this life of mine be wasted? Axhorfation 

to Duty. 
29. These are the crowns that we shall wear. Heaven. 
—— Thy works, not mine, © Christ (Lord). The Sin- 

31. Where the faded flower shall freshen. Heaven. 
#1. From Hymns of Faith and Hope. 2nd 

series, 1864. 
32. Be still, my soul, Jehovah loveth Thee. Rest in 

the Love of God. 
33, Christ = tong! the mighty work. Bord mg 
34. Come, pirit, penetrate. % 
35, Deep down eneath the unresting surge. #wrial 

at Sea. 
36. the foe, thou flock of God (thou little 

flock]. of the Church. 
aT. 
cm 

desired. 
39. He liveth long who liveth well. The True Life. 
40, Here shall death's triumph end: the rock-barred 

door, Kuster, From "The tomb is empty: wouldst 
thou have it full.” M 

to lay 

ear not 
Lae 
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41. Jesus, San amt Shield art Thou. Jesus the First 
and Last, 

42. Jesus, the Christ of God. Praise to Christ. 
43. Light of the world, for ever, ever shining. Christ 

the Light of the World. From “Why walk in dark- 
ness? Has the dear light vanished ?”" 

44. Make use of me, my God. Duty desired. 
46. Not what I am, O Lord, but what Thou art, 

The Lave yA God. 
46, O Light of Light, shine in. Cry of the Weary. 
47. O love of God, how strong and true. Love ef God. 
48. O love that caste out fear, Love af God, 
49. O strong to save and bless. Lent. 
60. O this soul, bow dark and blind. Lent. 
61. Safe across the waters, Thanksgiving at end of 

“22, Silent, like men in solemn haste, Pressing on- 

53. —_ lips of mine. Exrhortation to Praise, 
54 legroom comes. Advent. 

vii. From Hymns of Faith and Hope. 3rd 
series, 1867. 

55. Bear Thou my burden, Thou Who bar'st my sin, 
Lent or Passiontide. 

56. Done is the work that saves. aster. 
57. Father, our children keep. Prayer on behalf of 

Children. 
64, Fill Thou my life, O Lord my God, Life's Praise. 
69, Finish Thy work, the time is short, Harnest 

labour to the end. 
60. From the Cross the blood is filling. Good Friday, 
61, He called them, and they left. Obedience. 
62. Help me, my [0 Ged to speak. Truth derived, 
63. Holy Father, Mighty God. Holy Trinity. 
é4. How are my troubles multiplied. Ps. iii. 
65. How sweetly doth He show His face. Flower 

Service. 
66, Light hath arisen, we walk in its brightness. 

Sustaining power of Puith, 
67. Lo, God, our God has come, Chrisfmaz, 
68. Lord, give me light to do Thy work. Divine 

guidance desired, 
69. No, not despairingly. Lent. 
10. Not to ourselves again. Life in Christ, or, Living 

unto God, 
71. Now in parting, Father, biess us, Post Commu- 

"72. Sounds the trumpet from afar. Battle-Song of the 
“13. Thee tn the loving bloom of morn, God in alt, 
74. Lord. ie, To Jebovah, God of might 
76. To the name of God on high. . 
17. Upward, where the stars are burning. Heaven- 

ward Aspirations, 
Bs We take the peace which He hath won, The Gift 

” 79. When the weary, seeking rest. Intercession for 
all Conditions of Men. 

viii. From The Song of the New Creation,1874. 
80. ie vey _ - - wine. A. Communion. 
81. 80 . Lt i 
#2. Ye there is soon.” The Mints bright hail of 

song. Home Missions, 

ix. From Hymns of the Nativity, 1879. 
#3, Great Ruler of the land and sea, Sailors’ Liturgy. 

x. From Communion Hymne, 1881. 
84, Beloved, let us love, Brotherly Love. 

In several instances these hymns are given 
in an abbreviated form, and sometimes altera- 
tions are also introduced. In this latter 
respect however Dr. Bonar has suffered less 
than most modern hymn-writers, (J. B.] 

Bonar, Jane Catharine, née Lun- 
die, daughter of the Rev. Robert Lundie, 
some time minister of the parish of Kelso, 
b. at Kelso Manse, December, 1821, married, 
in 1843, to Dr. H. Bonar, and d. in Edinburgh, 
Dee. 3, 1884. Her hymns ap in Dr, 
Bonar’s Songs for the Wilderness, 1843-4, and 
his Bible i. i, 1845, Their use is v 
limited. Mrs, Bonar is chiefly known throug’ 
her hymn :— 
Pass away, earthly joy. Jesus, all in all, which 

appeared in the Songs for the Wilderness, tnd Series, 

‘Universi 

BONAVENTURA 

844, and again in the Mitle H. Bk. 1845, No. 108, in 
# 1, including the refrain, “ Jesus is mine!" 

The original text in given in Dr. Hatfield's Chwrch 
. Bk. 1873, No, 661, Sometimes this is altered to 

“Fade, fade, each earthly joy.” as in the American 
Songs for the Sanctuary, 1#65, No, 774, and others, 
The last stanza of this hymn Is also st. iv. of the cento, 
“ Now I have found a friend,” &c. (q. v.) 

Bonaventura, Saint and Cardinal, com- 
monly ealled “ Doctor Seraphicus,” was b. of 
ious and well-to-do parents at Bagner, 
Tuscany, 1221. His father’s name was 

John, of Fidenza, and he was baptized in hia 
fathers name of John. It is said that his 
mother, when her boy of four years old was 
“sick unto death,” made a vow that, if he re- 
covered, he should become a member of the 
Order of St. Francis, and that, his recovery 
taking place immediately thereupon, she ex- 
claimed, “O Bonaventura!” (“O what good 
luck’), the name adopted by the son when 
he entered the Francisean Order in 1242. 

He was sent by his Order as a student to the 
of Paris probably in or about a.p. 

1242, and became a Professor of Theology 
there in 1245, In 1256, at the age of thirty- 
five years, and thirteen years after his profes- 
sion as a monk, he was, in his absence, unani- 
mously elected General of his Order by 4 
Chapter held at Rome in the presence of the 
then Pope, AlexanderIV, His election proved 
a happy one for the Franciscans, whose Order 
was in a critical condition, threatened with a 
schism, and tainted with heresy. In 1267 he 
was offered the Archbishopric of York by Pope 
Clement IV., but declined it,on the ground that 
any further addition to the long list of Italian 
dignitaries, who were being forced upon the 
Church of rey at that time against its will, 
would cause fresh strife,and end in his expul- 
sion. Upon the death of Clement in the fol- 
lowing year, it is said (with what amount of 
truth authorities differ) that he declined the 
Papacy itself, though strongly urged to accept 
it, in order to put an end to the dissension 
between the French and Italian Cardinals, 
which kept the chair of St. Peter vacant for 
more than two years, When at last the Col- 
lege of Cardinals had delegated to six of their 
number the of filling up the vacaucy, 
and these delegates, possibly by Bonaventura’s 
advice, had elected Theobald, Archdeacon of 
Lidge, under the title of Gregory X., the new 
Pope very soon after his election made Bona- 
ventura a Cardinal, so sorely against the will 
of the latter, that he fled to Paris in order to 
escape from the fresh responsibilities that such 
& position involved, and was only induced to 
return for investiture by the positive orders of 
the Pope to that effect. When he reached 
Rome, having received his cardinal’s hat ou 
the way, he was (1273) consecrated Bishop 
of Alba, one of the six suffragans of Rome. 

He did not long enjoy his new honours, In 
1274 Gregory X. assembled a great Gicumeni- 
eal Council at Lyons, at which 500 bishops, 
70 abbots, and at least 1000 dignified clergy 
were present. The two leading churchmen 
of the age, Thomas Aquinas and ventura, 
were summoned to attend, the former to die on 
his road thither, the latter before ite proceedings 
closed, in which he had taken part. Bona- 
ventura waa taken ill on July 6th, and d. on 
July 14th, 1274. He was buried in the Con- 
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of tb °f the Minorites at Lyous in the presence 
Wy” Pope and all the Council. 

te w from the facts of Bonaventura’s life 
San *Cus ie bear ualitics and achievements, the 
be ¢ 8 Mark forces itwelt upon us, that has to be made 
RN ne? many of the Great mediacval writers, whose 

be POS tions consist both of prose and ry, viz, 
w very far outweigh the latter in quantity, 

b¥mne) in importance. His contributions to 
~ arefew and far beanies peat gona pioun’ 

such’ scarcely, with one exception, in the front ran’ 

tions. Of his style, as a hymon-writer, 

Re eg ee ee or . cin nw LN "(Sacred Lat. Poetry, p. 145): 
Milmars yo Laces bis * Hymn to the Cross” as 

or in macliody w the “Stabat Mater” of 

da Todi, x2<2 the “Dies Irae” of Thomas of 
“AQncta, — But, indeed, Bre yond the beautiful “ Recordare 

Crucis" j¢ ise more than doubtful what hymos 
Yes us Ta ainly attributed tw Bonaventura. Tench 

Sat tn en bie Sac. Zak. Poetry two others, very beaut: 
Sam r ai fferen styles, “Quam despectus, 
Praca dectun” = som heowuan cartinn Ubi Us,” sore 

SAvit,” habs cod” we latch he extracts from what is 
Peter. tion of oar wuthor's collected works, Bona- 
Meang corny? Leegeed ta rai, 1668, It is, however, by no 
ta us i! thet «2d eer was really his work, Daniel 
Vinly wre’ the ** Ee=<caordare Sanctae Crucis” a8 cer- 

Trin, tot yy ora ze we ntura, besides a hymn to the 
tin “7, om three “Te Deum,” tL 293, com- 
te ER alee fe Mitre Eee Laudamus.” Mone attributes 
inj ("Resim geeesesfoue Domini, qua datur satus 

tots end) geawees a “Planctus Bonaventurae 
of et bowey, mizage “© Crux, frutex salvificus,” 
ay Venta Sa Ses Fe mot included in the poems 
Ci 17a of q pASive=ee Hwa Bais collected works (1. 152); 
Virgo => an “ One b> Beira on the “Crown of Mary” 
zaay 0 (il. 139) ee orm jonis” on the Blessed 

» which, @ Be>wa ge == Paalter of the Virgin” (il, An ea; ls a irgin” ( 
centn en 4 Publited | Perec Fe doubts his having written, 
crac) Of 584 by em E> eominican editor in the 15th 
of it, w aNdentig cee ce “= = Oratio ad Christum in 
to fale ee cB Erne to Mone, attributes part 

Jems ex E> i<.” to Bonaventura and not 
Bonaventurne,” &c, 

oe 3 2 tar,” Mone adds, “is not to 

v= Tmo rite ny Fag, 
Bond, 4} i [D. 8. W.] 

C= ccussett, A) 

< <> » Gude), son of Arnold 
was b. at > va SE xakendruck near Osna- 

ed matriculated age phere ein Leger en 
T studyingusde ‘ten n 1523, 

he was i pa i. MW eat heran Melanchthon, 
111530 he wai sppe>g gy. © ar tsk Le = 
founded St, Mary's 
1531 Superiveedery q Barco, in Liibeck ; and in 

. t of the By, <>f Liibeck. In 1548 at 
pod ead thither, sayy . 2> Sases of Osnabriick he 

redlt og a in the course of that 
&ss work the principality 

iat the Reformation. He 
_ >, 3 518 (Koch, i, 428-436; 

yt mia Vt 133). 
Ase® tbe OM Lene y ork consisted mainly of revi- 

Ligey, mune, and trs. of some of 
Bis DS Oe German bymns into Low 

the Rgtred as Btlike schine Geistlike 
ty OM EME) yMeEeburg G. #., 1642-43. The 
armee 

oO wit, sr lin « CHan & Redemption}. First 
42 BR Se a and theres in Wacker: ». } - 7S. hk 

Magel, Weoaait: 4 rae ™s “Och wy armer stinders! 
uns oe 

them 
Germat- 

B.. ®p peared in High German in 
ann, * © ad hss. Based on the old Judas 

b D- ber some pare y, Samer Judas.” Tr. as “We 
SRDS ‘ga, iin LS)" egy BE the Gude and Galy #allates 

ye oP i ph BSS, pal. (2) * our 
Bey WHR the Christian iner, 

{J. M.J 
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Bornschiirer, Johannes, b. Nov. 5, 
1625, at Schmalkalden. After studying at the 
Universities of Marburg, Jena, Erfurt, and 
Strassburg he became, in 1650, pastor at Brot- 
terode in Hesse Cassel, 1657 at Steinbach- 
Hallenberg, 1661 diaconus at Schmalkalden, 
and in 1670 decan in the town of Tann, 
where he d. Deo. 5, 1677 (Koch, iii. 480 ; Allg. 
Deutsche Biog., iii. 176). To the hymn-book 
which he edited for use in Tann, pub. as 
Geistliche Lieder zu Ubung christlicher Gott- 
secligkeit, at Meiningen, 1676, he contributed 
five nymns, one uf which is :— 

Gott Vater, hire unser Bitt (Holy Raptiem), This 
prayer to the Holy Trinity for a ing on the child, 
appeared as No. 6 of the Hys. in 1676, as 
above, p. 435,in 4 st.of 61. In the Une. L. 8, 1551, 
No. 260, The only fr. in CU. is “O God the Father! 
hear our prayer,” a 4 and full tr. A, T. Russell, 
Nos. 154, 156, in bis Ps. & Hys., 1851, No. 155 beginning 
“O Thou must Holy Trinity,” being a tr. of st. iv, 

(J. MJ 
Borthwick, Jane, daughter of Jumes 

Borthwick, manager of the North Uritish 
Insurance Office, Edinburgh, was b. April 9, 
1818, at Edinburgh, where slie still resides. 
Along with her sister Sarah (b. Nov. 26, 1823; 
wife of the Rev. Eric John Findlater, of Loch- 
earnhead, Perthshire, who d, May 2, 1886) she 
translated from the German Hymna from the 
Land of Luther, lat Series, 1854 ; 2ud, 1855; 
8rd, 1858; 4th, 1862. A complete ed, wus 
pub. in 1862, by W. P. Kennedy, Edinburgh, 
of which a reprint was issued by Nelson & 
Sons, 1884. 

These translations, which represent relatively a Larger 
proportion of bymmne for the Christian Life, and a smaller 
for the Christian Year than one finds in Miss Winkworth, 
have attained a success as translations, and an acceptance 
in hymnals only second to Miss Winkworth's. Since 
Kennedy's Hymno. Christ., 1863, in England, and the 
Andover Sabbath H. Ak. 1458,in America, made several 
selections therefrom, bardly a bymnal in England or 
America bas appeared without containing some of these 
translations. ise Borthwick has kindly enabled us 
throughout this Di to distinguish between the 
61 translations by herself and the 53 by hersister. Ainong 
the most lar of Miss Rorthwick’s may be named 
“ Jesus stilt lead on,” and “ How blessed from the bonds 
of sin; ' and of Mra. Findlater’s “God calling yet!" and 
“ Rejoice, all ye believers,” 

Under the signature of H. L, L. Miss 
Borthwick has also written various prose 
works, and has contributed many translations 
and original poems to the Family Treasury, 
a number of which were collected und pub, in 
1857, as ae Thoughtful Hours (3rd 
ed., enlarged, 1867 She also contributed 
several tra, to Dr. Pagenstecher’s Coll., 1864, 
five of which are included in the new ed. of 
the H. L. L., 1884, pp. 256-264. Of her origi- 
nal hymns the best known are “ Cume, labour 
on,” and “Rest, weary soul.” In 1875 she 
ub. a selection of poems translated from Meta 
eusser-Schweizer, under the title of Alpine 
= iy which were incorporated in the 1884 
ed. of the H. L. L. {J. M.) 

Borthwick, Robert Brown. [Brown- 
Borthwick, B.) 
Borthwick, Sarah. ([Borthwick, J.) 

Béschenstein, Johann, s. of Heinrich 
Bischenatein, a native of Stein on the Rhine, 
was b. at Esslingen, Wiirttemberg, in 1472. 
After taking Holy Orders us a priest he be- 
came, in 1505, tutor of Hebrew at Ingolstadt. 
Leaving this in 1514 he went to aes 
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where, in the same year, he pub, a Hebrew 
Grammar, and in 1518, by the recommenda- 
tion of Reuchlin, was invited as tutor of Greek 
and Hebrew to Wittenberg, where be had 
Melanchthon asa pupil. In 1519 he went to 
Niirnberg; 1521 to Heidelberg; and in 1522 
to Antwerp. After a short stay in Ziirich, 
where he taught Hebrew to Zwingli, he 
settled, in 1523, at Augsburg, where he me 
by royal license teacher of Hebrew, and where 
he d. 1539. (Koch, i, 219-221, ii. 469-471; 
Alig. Deutsche Biog., iii, 184-186, the latter 
stating that he resided at Niirn| in 1525, 
aud then went to Nérdlingen, and d. there in 

eat poverty 1540.) Koch quotes 4 of his 
ymne, the best being :— 
Da Jesus an dem Kreuze stund. (Passriontide.) 

Wackernagel, ii. p. 161, gives two forma, the first in 
Rhone an dem cre(tze stt@und "), from 

anu 4 
1637. It has been, but Wackerna: 7 
called a tr. from the Latin of Peter Bolandus (“Stabat 
ad lignum crucis”). Kebrein, in hia Airchen- und 
religiose Lieder, Paderbora, 1853, p. 193, quotes it from 
a paper ws., which be dates xvth cent. + firet form 
ia No. 73 in Porst’s G. &., ed. 1955. The later version 
of the Seven Words on the Cross, “Da Jesus an des 
Kreuzes Stamm (q. v.), bas Tong it in most 
modern bymn-books. Tr. as “When Jesus on the 
Cross was found,” No. 385 in pt. ii. of the Moravian 
H. Bk., 1746. In 1789 it was rewritten as, “ When 
Jesus hung upon the Cross,” (J. M.) 

Boswell, Robert, b. 1746, in Ayrshire. 
He received a classical education, and was an 
excellent Hebrew scholar. For some time he 
was a writer to the Signet in Edinburgh. He 
joined the followers of John Glas, a dissenting 
minister from the Church of Scotland, and was 
chosen to be leading elder of the Glassite 
congregation at Edinburgh. Whilst highly 
appreciating the Scottish Version of the Psalms, 
he thought it to be susceptible of improvement, 
and pub. a revised version in 1784 as The 
Pealms in Metre from the Original. In 1786 
a 2nd ed. appeared with the new title The 
British Pealter, (See Scottish Hymnody, § vir1. 8.] 
He d. suddenly whilst preaching in on, 
Sunday, April Ist, 1804. 
Boswell, Robert Bruce, was grandson 

of the Robert Boswell above named. He was 
a clergyman of the Church of England, and 
was for some years Incumbent of St. James’s 
Church, Calcutta. He was compiler and 
editor of a book of Psalms & Hymns, pub. 
anonymously, in 1838, and printed at the 
Church Mission Press, Calcutta. In this work 
were about 50 Psalm Versions of his own 
composition. These have fallen out of use. 
Botham, Mary. (Howitt, M.] 
Bottome, F., s.7.p., was b. in Derbyshire, 

England, May 26, 1823. [In 1850, having re- 
moved to America, he entered the miniatry of 
the Methodist Episcopalian Church; and in 
1872 he received the degree of a.t.p. from 
Dickinson's College, Carlisle, Penn. In addi- 
tion to assisting in the compilation of R. P. 
Smith's Gospel Hymns, London, 1872: Cen- 
tenary Singer, 1869; Round Lake, 1872, he 
has written ;— 

4. Come, Holy Ghost, all saered fire. fnvocation 
of the Holy Spirit. A in R. P. Smith's Gospel 
Hymns, 1872. It ts in areal collections, including the 
Ohio H. Bk. of the Boang. Association, 1881, No. 364, 

2. Full salvation, full salvation. Joy of full Sal- 
vation. Written tn is7!, and pub. in « collection hy 
Dr. Cullis of Boswn, 1873. Also in the Ohio H. Bk., 
1861, No, 334. 

- | & Hys., 1835. From that 
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3. Lowe of Jesus, all divine, Love of ~~ 
Written in 1872, and pub. in bis Round Lake, 1875_“* 
is in several collections. : 

4. 0 bliss of the , bliss of che 
Sanctification, ritten in 1469, and pub. 
pee rorya bg ne fem mee ta incl ying 
the Ohio #. Bk. as alwve, 1481, No. 477, dc. 

His hymns, “Sweet rest in Jesus"; and 
“ Oneness in Jesus,” are also found in 8¢ yer! 
collections fur evangelistic services. [J. JJ 

Bound upon the accursed tree. H. 
H. Milman. (Good Friday.) This — 
hymn appeared in Bp. Heber’s posthramous 
Hymne, &., 1827, ae as the first of three 
hymus for Good Friday, in 4 st. of 10 M., but 
omitted, curiously enough, from Dr. Mil~man’s 
‘own Ps. & Hys., 18387. One of the first, if not 
the first, to bring it into regular congrega- 
tional use was Elitott, who _ itin lis Pe. 

te it gradually 
w in popular favour until its use has 
me extensive, both in G, Britain and in 

America. Inthe Meth. 8. 8. H. Bk., 1879, it is 
in 8 at. of 81. This was a special revision for 
that collection. Orig. text in Lyra Brit., 1867, 
p. 404 ; and Schaft’s Christ in Song, 1870, p. 163. 

Bourdillon, Mary, née Co 
daughter of the Rev. Joseph Cotterill, some 
time Rector of Blakeney. Norfolk, b. at Am 
ton, Suffolk, Aug. 30, 1819, married to E. D. 
Bourdillon, and d, at Dresden, Feb. 19, 1870. 
Her principal poetical work was A Mother's 
i for her Children, 1849, 2nd ed. 1852, 
containing 21 pieces. Of these the following 
are in C. U.:— 

1. Above the clear blue sky, Beyond, &c. 2 raise. 
2. Blessed Jesus, wilt Thou hear us? Child's Prayer. 
2. Gracious Saviour, from on bigh. Holy Asvaptizm. 
4 Jonas, we thank Thee for Thy day. Suraday. 
5. Lamb of God, who came from heaven. Christ the 

ae te 6. re was a lovely Garden once. Hiden. 

These hymns are characterized by great 
simplicity and directness of aim, and are most 
suitable for children. 

n, Antoinette, was b. at Lisle 
in 1616. From a very carly period she was 
under the influence of religion, which took, in 
course of time, a mystical turn. Undertaki 
the work of a religious reformer, she visi 
France, Holland, England, and Scotland ; and 
ublished several works dealing with The 
eatimony of Truth; The Renovation of the 

Gospel Spirit, &c. Her enthusiasm, peculiarity 
of views, and disregard of all sects raised on 
the one hand zealous persecutors, and on the 
other warm adherents. At her death at 
Franeker, in Friesland, Oct. 30, 1680, she left 
a large number of followers, especially in 
Scotland and France. Her works were pub. 
in 19 vols. at Amsterdam, 1686. She ia known 
to hymnology through her hymn, “ Venez 
Jésus, mon salutaire” (q.¥.). 
Bourne, George Hugh, D.c.u., son of 

Rey. R. B. Bourne, born at St. Paul's Cray, 
Kent, 8th Nov. 1840, and educated at Eton, 
and ©. ©. C., Oxford, graduating B.a., 1863; 
B.C.L., 1866; and p.c.t. 1871. Taking Hol 
Orders in 1863, he became Curate of Sandford- 
on-Thames, 1863. He was afterwards Head 
Master of Chardstock Coll., and is now (1886) 
Warden of the same school, which hag been 
transferred to St. Edmund's, Salisbury. Dr, 
Bourne has written the following hymns :— 
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Beare, 

a ‘ten in Switzerland in 1861, and pub. in Lyra 

Sa eePica, 1864, p. 17, in 10 st. of 41., and 
in the App- to the S. P. C.K. Ps. § 
9, in an abbreviated form. 

the king of human life. H, Matri- 
A hymn on Holy Matrimony, written in 

Sem e marriage of Dr. A. B. Webb, Bp. of 
App. fxtein, and included in the S. P. C. K, 

“tO the Ps. §& /7y%, 1868, and thence into 

Or Vvmus, 187 1- 
ran.) “2¢ wondrous Boiy, 0 my tongue be telling. 

-¥, Slation of *« Pangeli gloriosi corporis,” 

1864 “Ntributed to Lyra Eucharistica, 2nd ed., 

~,,, Pr. Bourse Jhas also written seven Post- 
Rion hynams for use in the Chapel of St. aw 

ben” Colleges, Salisbury. These hyeee leet 
Publish cd 

t : the BoERe, Huei, 
cin itive Mert s<ocBist Society, ani the editor 

Stulkee—o, first hymna ra— books, was b. at Fordhays, 
"-Trent, Av goril 3, 1772. His father, 

Une 2 j—?erson in humble circum- 
Wo eland Was) gxyxecxmber of the Church of 

Csleyas, eit Exaes _xnothet belonged to the 
cUMetay — ¥ e — rad = his cir- 

ica, z2iriy : a ‘y earnest 
= ofa! tud w~ Be acquired faa know- 
Mo of g , ". Greek, anid Latin. His mind 
atgthodigg WIY <B<>wotional cast, and the 
thtctions for exe & <Ff those days had such 
reside in 1799 that he joined himself 

the principal founder of 

im 
The f>1lowin 

lliery, near Burs- 
ment. 

spirit, 

fess Bai —n, 

IN ay 31st, 1807. Other 
> but were condemned 

2=e=nce later in the same 

I~: =—_ <eting held at 

© the Wesleyan authori- 
iz aed successin his evan- 

= Sxradually to ize 
cisive break ourae.—. y= *_ Connexion. The de- 
date to his dath, oll 

ve hinse, ¢ t< 

and building thes 

" vihcorae < > 

kelistic work, led be 

t he work of extending 1, Children's voices strive not vainly, 
practically the foun, ae tiety of which he was | School Anniversary. Written In 1#64, 
editor of its ‘He was the first > 

pile a Sport ge) 
=. 

eeeeny aml Gener ces © in are was the pub. 

eritwad “ate ley ee eetings, cea de. on 
jo Poe gy BF Owed in 1519, 1420, 1821, 1622, 

ns. in eign oe ty =e editions be contributed 10 
nike 

is as 
and 

the Hye re on tributed anotber 20 hymns. 
This is te, Fm ae Ree. For the Use of the Primitive 
Method A ,sort — -t—_ 2 ©GHleciion one hymn only is 
etils owes Z _— aA mp-meetings with success 
are wns Tewrit Camp-meetings God has 
rich wi TY preg. tem by J. Flesber as, “ This 

ot MEGMNEX AS, ‘ace crown,” in the authorised 
5 De ns . me from the second collec- 

hal t— 

tion tH we “ther, Loni of all. 
1- er 

CHALLE ¢ WHE BEM Nig, wwe Priest. H. P. of Christ. 

Fs of Prayer Meetings | are not worthy o 
== == great Camp Meeting, | accorded to them for so many years. Their sim- 

upon the Mow Cop | plicity is their redeeming feature. 

<> Llection was added by him to | a7 ¢, 
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To the Large Hymn Book 146 hymns were also con- 
tributed which bore the signatures sometimes of “ H. I. 
& W.S8." and again “ W. 5. & H. B." In a note we are 
informed that the hymns with these ascriptions were 
by “Hugh Bourne and Wm. Sanders, Jointly.” Of these 
the following are at present in the authorized Primitive 
Methodist Hymn Book, (#53, and, in common with most 
of the bymnes in that book, are greatly mutilated, and 
attributed mow to Wm, Sanders and again to H, Bourne, 
without any apparent reason :— 

1. A Pharisee unwisely stood. Lent. 
2. Almighty God, of love divine. Praise, 
3. Assist us, 0 Almighty Lord. Afissions. 
4. Come, let us Lif our beart and voice, Cliristmas. 
6. Cote, with your sore diseases. /neitution. 
6, Encouraged by Thy gracious word. Prayer. 
7. Great Jehovah, Sovereign Lord. Prayer. 
8. Hark, the Gospel news Is sounding. Jneitation. 
9. Jesus, my Lord, was crucified. Possiontide. 

10. Jesus, Who spilt His precious blood, The Advocate, 
11. Led by the God of truth and grace, Seeking Heaven, 
12. Light of the Gentile race. Missions. 
13, My brethren in the Lord. Alfered to— 

Ye foll'wers of the Lord = #uithfulness. 
14. My soul is now united, &c. Altered to— 

By faith lam united. (nion with Christ, 
15. Now, Lord, 1 on Thy truth depend, Altered to— 

© Lord, Lon Thy truth depend. Dirine Aid. 
16. Now, Lord, Thy blessing we implore. 2. Blessing. 
17. O, heavenly Zion, rive and shine. Altered to— 

, O Zion, rise, ke. Missions, 
18, See, in the moantain of the Lord. Afissions, 
19. Tho’ in a world of sickness. Altered fo— 

While in this world of sickness. Confidence. 
20. To Thee, ureat Source of light, Confidence. 
21, To Thee, 0 Ged of power divine. Goodness of God. 
22. We now are journeying [going) to the place, 

Heavenward 
23. We read in Thy most holy word. H. Haptism, 
24. Ye sleeping souls, arise. Aixhortation, 

In addition to these, all of which are civen in the 
year he went to official Collection of the Primitive Methodist Soclety, 

there is also 
25. Welcome, 0 Saviour, to my heart. Prayer— 

which is well known tothe American hymnals. 

From a cig point of view these hymns 
the position which has been 

(J. J.) 
Bourne, William 8t. Hill, b. in 1846, 

and educated at Merchant Taylors’ School, 

<wever, continued his | and the London College of Divinity. Taking 
seated Fhe with the | Holy Orders in 1869 he became successively 

June 27, 1808, when | Curate of Holy ‘Trinity, Derby; Harrow-on- 
See <<), without notice or the Hill; St. Paul's, St. Leonards-on-Sea ; 
> Buralem | Ashford, Kent; in 1875, Vicar of Pinner, 

> + acts of coolness and | Middlesex; and in 1880, Vicar of All Saints, 
Haggerstone, Author of Poems in various 
periodicals; Church Work and the Working 
Classes, _ in Church Bells, 875, &e. In 
1879 he ame editor of The Mission Field, 

Zn 1810. From that | for the & P. G. As a hymn-writer he is 
the llth Oct., 1852, | known through the following hymns :— 

Sunday 

2. Christ, Who once us. = =The (ol 
and the first to com- | Aerd. Written In 1868, and Ist pub, in the revised 

HA & M, 1876. 

3. Enter with thank Processional for 
Dedication Service. Written in 1ss0 for the reopening 
of the Parish Church of Pinner, and pub., with music, 
by Skefflngton & Son. 

4. For the freshness of the morning. Praise for 
ings, Written in 1868, first printed on a broad- 

sheet, and then included in The Universal H. Bk, 1595. 

6. In the Name of God the Father, In Whose 
Image we are made. Purity. Written in 1885 dor 
the Church Purity Society, printed in The Vanguard, 
Dec. 1455, and in the White Cross Hywnal, 14#6. 

The evening shadowy dimness Brite. 
Written in 1864, printed on a broad-sheet, and again 

Prayer for | The Universal H. Bk., 1846. 
| % The Sewer went forth sowing. Harrvst or 
| Burial, Written in 1st4 for Harvest Festival at Christ 
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Chureb, South Ashford, Kent; 

the same year, and included in HH, A. & Af, 1875. It ia 

sometimes used as a Funeral hymn. 

8. Through the feeble twilight. Auster hymn for 

Church Workers. Written in 184 for the Addithonal 

Curates Society's Home Mission Field, and printed | 

therein, April l#s4. 

Mr, Rourne lias also printed several hymns 

on fiy-sheets for special occasions. Some of 

these are worthy of the attention of hymnal 

compilers. (J. J.) 

Bowdler, John, b. in London, Feb. 4, 

1783, and educated at the Sevenoaks Grammar 

School, and Winchester. In 1807 he was 

called to the Bar, but ill-health necessitated 

his residence abroad for asbort time. On his 

return he resumed the duties of his profession. 

His weakness, however, increased, and gradu- 

ally sinking, he d. Feb. 1, 1815. He was a 

person of more than ustial parts, and gained 

the friendship of Macaulay, Wilberforce, and 

other men of eminence. In 1816 his Select 

Pieces in Verse and Prose, were pub, by his 

father with a brief Memoir, Lond., G. David- 

son. ‘The two vols. contain essays, reviews, 

tical pieces, versions of 4 Psalms, and 6 

ymus. Of his hymns and Psalm versions 

nearly all are in C.U. The best of these are, 

“ As panting in the sultry beam ;” “ Children 

of God, who pacing slow ;” and “ Lord, before 

Thy throne we bend.” The rest include : — 

1, Beyond the dark and stormy bound. Heaven. 

This is o of his hymn on the Sabbath. ‘The ori- 

L begins “When God from dust created man,” ts 
b 10 st, of 61, and dated IH12. 

2. Children of God, who pacing [faint and) slow. 
Bneouragement, 

3. Lord, before Thy throne we bend. Ps. cxz. 3. 

4, O God, my heart within me faints. § /s. zlii. 

5, Sing to the Lord with cheerful voice. Praise. 

Entitled “ Thankfulness,” and dated “Jan, 1814.” 

6. To heaven I lift mine eyes. /'s. cxzi. 
{J. J.J 

Bowed with the guilt of sin, O God. 

H. Alford. [Lent.] Contributed to his Year 

of Praise, 1867, in 5 st. of 4 1., and appointed 

or the 7th Sun. after Trinity. It is more 

suitable to Lent. In the Musical ed. of the 
Year of Praise it is dated 1866, 

Bowles, Caroline Ann. ([Southey, 0. A.) 

Bowly, Mary. ([Peters, M.] 

Bowring, Sir John, 11.p., a distin- 

guished man of letters, was b, at Exeter, Oct. 

17, 1792. His studies extended to hilology, 

poetry, politics, and other branches of learning, 

whilst as editor of the Westminster Review 

for some years (he reccived the appointment 
in 1825) he did considerable work as a reviewer. 

He held several official appointments under 
the Government as Commissioner to France 

on commercial tmetters (1834-5); 
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rinted in Church Beils 

British | 

Consul at Hong-Kong (1840); and Governor 

of Hong-Kong (1854). He was twice Member 

of Parliament, and was knighted in 1S54. 

He d. Nov. 28rd, 1872, His published works are 

very uumerous, und display an ustonishing 
acquaintance with various Linguages. Those 
specially bearing on poetry include :— 
el) Russian Anthology, with Riographical and Criti- 

notices of the Poets af Kussia, 1821; (2) Specimens 
% the Russian Morts, 1823; (3) Ancient Poetry and | 

mance of Spiten, bn24; (+) Butavian Anthology, or 
Specimens of Dutch Poets, 1924; (5) Servian Popular 
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Poetry, 1827; (6) Specimens of Polish forts, 18275 (7) 
Poetry af the eers, 1430; (4) Ihstory of the Poeti- 

cal Literature of Bohemia, 1832, Ke. 

In addition to these works, which are mainly 

translations, Sir John Bowring wrote original 

verse. ‘Ibis was pub. interspersed with a few 

translations, as follows :— 
(1) Mating and Vespers with Hymns and Gccosional 

Devotional Pieces, Lond., 1823; 2nd ed., en ists, 

ord ed., n enlarged, 14415 and the 4th, still farther 

enlarged, in 1851. (2) Hymns; as a Sequel tothe Matins, 

1825. In addition he contributed to a few Unitarian 

hymnals, Ily that of the Rev. J. R. Beard of Man- 

chester, 1837. In that Coll, many of the hynans added tu 

the 3rd ed. of Mating, &c., 1541, were first pub. A selec- 

tion from these, together with « biographical sketch, was 

pub. by Lady Bowring in 1#73, as M luemorial Volume 

of Sacred Poetry. is work contains hymns from the 

Mating and Vespers, togetber with others from Periodi- 

cals, and from his sss. 

Of his hymns a very large percentage have 

come into c U. A tow have been ado 

by almost all denominations, as, “God is love, 

is mercy brightens”; “ How sweetly flowd 

the gospel sound”; “In the Cross of Christ 

I glory” ; “ Watchman, tell us of the night”; 

and others, but the greater portion are con- 

fined to the Unitarian collections of G. Brit. 

and America, of which denomination he was 

amember, Inaddition tothe more important, 

which sre annotated under their first lines, 

there are also the following in C. U. :— 

1, Clay to clay, and dust to dust. Burial. From 

his ynms, 1825, into the A. g Tune Bk., Boston, 

ULS., 1868, &e. 

2. Come the rich, and come the poor. Divine 

Worship. Contributed to Beard’s Coll., 1837, 

No. 290, and repeated in Bowring’s Matins, ke, 

Srd ed. 1841. It is ina few American collections. 

3. Drop the limpid waters now. Holy Baptism. 

From Matins and Vespers, 3rd ed., 1841, inte 
Kennedy, 1863, 

4. Earth's transitory things decay, The Memory 

of the Just. From his Hymns, 1825, into Beard, 

1837; the American Plymouth Coll, 1855 ; and 

the Sunys for the Sanctuary, N.Y., 1865, &e. 

5. Father, glorify Thy name. The Father glori- 

fied. Also from Hymns, 1825, into Beard, 1837; 

the Hys. of the Spirit, Boston, U.S., 1864, &e. 

6. Father and Friend, Thy light, Thy love. (mi- 

nipresence. From Matins and Vespers, 2nd ed, 

1824, into several collections, and sometimes in 

an abbreviated form. 

7. Father of Spirits, humbly bent before Thee. 
Also in Hymns, 1825, and Dr. Martineau’s 

of P.§ Prayer, 1873. In Longfellow and 

Johnson's J/ys. of the Spirit, Boston, U.LS., 1864, 

it is given as, “Father of Spirits, gathered now 

before Thee.” 

8. From all evil, all . Preservation 

impiored. Contributed to Beard’s Coll., 1837. 

9. From the receases of a lowly spirit. /rayer 
of trust. From Mating and Vespers, Ist ed., 1821, 

into several American collections, 

10. Gather up, O earth, thy dead. Pub. in his 

Matins g Vespers, Srd ed., 1841, in 3 st. of 81; 

and repeated, slightly altered, in Kennedy, 1863, 

No, 755. 
11. Gently the shades of night descend. Eren- 

ing. A cento from his poem on “ Sunday 
Evening,” in the Matins, &c., lst ed., 1825, 

p. 6. It is given in the Boston Hys. of te 

Spirit, 1864; the Poston H. ¢ Tune Br. 186% 
and other collections. 
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in ~ How dark, how desolate. Hope. 1st pub. 
= is . ape ‘ ti , Matins, &c., 1823, p. 246, In Dr. Mar- Nean*, Hf, of P. §& Prayer, 1873, it is No. 515. 

ye shall we praise Thee, Lord of Light? 
Man, abo, “7 Acento from the same poem as No.7 

Ang ve. It isgiven im the Hys. of the Spirit, 1864, 
“ther american Collections. 

us with Thy gentle sway. Divine 
Ss a #fymns, 1825, into Hys. of 

ls o7tr at, 1364, and others. 

Contpj Ror in heawexs, Thy dwelling-place. Praise. 
Peateg ‘Rted to Beezard’s Coll., 1837, No. 70, re- 
p. 235 'N the auntheor’s Matins, &e., Srd ed. 1841, 

2 the’ ped givera ixa_@ few American collections. 
“ Lora Ty, Of ther = -<Spétrit, 1864, it is altered to 

2 Crery terzact <ared place.” 

let my [eta] trembling soul be still. Re- 
From tive lasted. of the Matins, &., 

3 the J in 3 sett. Of 6 1, into Beard’s Coll, 
sumer i® ef LAe Spirit, 1864, and others. 
© “mes piwerxn as, “O let thy,” &e. 

- it iw to feel and know, Monday 
A perma #4 16 st. of 41. given in his 

z>- 60. In 1837 st. L-ili. 
“ss Coll. as No, 448, and en- 

iar fee seaorrow.” In the Srd ed. 
2 S341, this cento was re- 
the same title, notwith- 

poerz2 was in the same book. 

Dm Boome to sleep. § Resurrec- 
his ##atins, ke., |st ed., 1823, 
s FL In the 2nd ed, 1824, 

te “Jn the dust,” &c, 
2 5-421. In some hymnals 

tion, the dug 

P. 259°" PPeared in 

‘to Thee, 0 God. Pren- 
Fre Deity ” appeared in 

rae, k&c., 1824, pp. 235-6, 
i. os, It is also in the 3rd 

tian and fers. of the Spirit, 1864 
_—< tions. 

From his eg ene we kneel. Divine 
: » No. 93: te 22 21s, 1825, into Beard’s 

36 i Pa 5, No. 21, astothesg-a_ = wston H. § Tune Bk, 
41. Where is tty stimnge 

from the tasked tf <> A 

tions as No. 20 above. 

It will be noted t¥y 
frequently namel Mt Sbemthaca 
that hymnal is— 

4 Collection of timns _ 5 

ab Caan TRE, ET rut en te 
. Joo Re 
Pa tara in ane Beard was an Unita- 
is dedicated “To thre, “S ter, and the collection 

Ministers.” Komte irs : 
original hy we 

<> sideath? Death. Also 
> ER nto the same collec- 

BSeard's Coll., 1837, is 
<=. The full title of 

zanchester Meeting of 
~ — a cord rary} ! 

: fab, Tag contributed 82, o 

which $3 Te o hiss ee Bcd “therein for the first 
time. se of a ¥2aras are of great merit, 
and moe ss ani lee y, Thraracterised by great 
earnestOe”  oIwentg Aevotion. (J. J.J 
Boy oO , agiture.” =~ Ue hymns appeared 

pndet tie ne Six We ‘Williams and Boden’s 
Cul. of 4 \ The we racdred Hymna, &e., 1801. <Bede® SSamme, ye tter is sometimes de- 
ie seth OF ty se Boa 

nite 18 Fie (sllowinge 
ys ‘ass Eng re in ©. U.:— 

1. > 

yee"; but nothing defi- 
Sonecerninghim. Of these 
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2. Grace, how melodious is the sound. Pulness of 
Grace. 

3. Great Sovereign Lord, what human eye. Harvest.» 
4. a the transcendent lowe. Christ the Sinner's 

Priend, 
5. Ye trembling captives, hear. The Gospel Trumpet, 

Boyd, Robert, m.4. [Bodius, Rubertus), 
eldest a of James Boyd, of Trochrig, Ayrshire, 
and Archbishop of Glasgow, was b. at Glasgow 
in 1578. He studied ut the University of 
Edinburgh, mag wa. in 1595. In i507 
he went to France, and lived principally at 
Tours till 1599, when he became Professor of 
een at Montauban. In 1604 he became 
Pastor at Verteuil. In 1606 he went to Saumur 
as pastor, and in 1608, became Professor of 
Theology there. Leaving Saumur in 1614, in 
1615 he became Principal and Professor of 
Theology in the University of Glasgow, but 
resigned his appointments in 1621, and retired 
to his estate at Trochrig. In 1622 he was 
elected Lie ps of the University of Edin- 
burgh, but to resign at once by the King’s 
command. In 1626 he was for a few weeks 
minister of Paisley, but had again to resign. 
He d. at Edinburgh Jan. 5, 1627. He was 
more celebrated as a theologian than as a 
poet. His principal P wares is in Latin, and 
entitled Hecatombe Christiana. [See Christe 
sanctorum. | (J. M.J 

Boyd, Zachary, ™.a., was b. near Kilmar- 
nock in 1585. He entered the University of 
Glasgow in 1601, and two years later weut to 
St. Andrews, where he graduated m.a. in 
1607. He then went to Saumur in France, 
where he became Second Regent in 1611. 
Returning to Scotland in 1621, ie became in 
1623 minister of the Barony Parish, Glas- 
gow. He was thrice elected Dean of Faculty, 
twice Vice Chancellor, and thrice Rector, of 
the University of Glasgow. In that Univer- 
sity he took great interest, and to it he 
bequeathed, by his will, in 1652, almost all 
his pro rty, including a Jarge mass of poeti- 
cal and other manuscripts. He d. at Glas- 
gow in March or April, 1653. 

The 3rd edition of bis version of The Psalmes of David 
in Meeter (which according to bis preface to the 164% ed. 
was W to him by the General Assembly, in 1644) 
was pub, at G w, in 1646, and was, with that of 1645, 
largely used by the Committee who compiled the Scottish 
Psalter of 1650, Ln 1644 be pub, atG w, The Gardenof 
Zion, in 2 vols. ; vol. i. containing metrical histories of the 
most important godly and wicked Scripture characters ; 
and vol. ti. metrical versions of the Hooks of Job, Pro- 
verbs, Ecclesiastes, and the Song of Songs. ‘To these were 
added (with a ne; te titlepage, dated 1645, but d 
consecutively) Holy Songs of the Old and New Testa- 
ment, 5 of which had been embodied in the text of the 
ist volume, © He revised these Songs; added thereto 
“David's Lament over Saul and Jonathan,” printed 
them at the end of the 3rd editton of his Peralmes, in 
1646. As there given they include a new version of the 
Song of Songs, 12 Old Testament and 3 New ‘Testament 
Songs. [ny 1647 he was requested by the General Assembi 
to prepare versions of the Scriptural Songs, and in accord 
ance with that request he again anh) £0 versions, atu 
reprinted them, with the addition of aversion of the La- 
mentations, George Buchanan's Latin morning bymn, 

and an original morning hymn to Christ (the fine-t 
verses he ever wrote) at the end of the 1644 edition of 
his fsalmes. 

His other principal poetical works are Zion's 
Flowers(4 poems from which were pub. in 1855, 
by Gabriel Neil) and The English Acadentie, 
still in a3, in the Glasgow University Library. 

' Boyd's versions are generally distinguished 
‘rather by faithfulness than elegance. His 

Leora. Christ the Day-Spring. | version of Job seems to have snggested Nos, 24 
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(No. 6 in 1781) and 39 (No. 4 in 1781) in the 
Trans. and Paraphrases, 1745. (See Scottish 
Trans. and Paraphrases, und the note on ‘* How 
still and peaceful is the grave.”) (J. M.] 

Boyden, Henry, 8.., is the author of 
Songs for the Household, Sacred and Secular 
(Birmingham, E. Child, 1866), and mauy ex- 
cellent hymns, printed on fly-sheets, for the 
use of his congregation on anniversary occa- 
sions at St. David's, Birmingham, some of 
which have been set to music by Dr, Belcher, 
Lond., Novello & Co. Mr. Boyden was b. at 
Birmingham in 1832, and is a uate of 
Trinity Coll., Dublin, na. 1867. Taking Holy 
Orders in 1856, he has been successively Curate 
of St. Mary’s, Honley; St. Mary's. St. George's, 
and St. Luke's, Birmingham ; and since 1866 
Vicar of St. David's, Birmingham. 

Boye, Nicolaus, was b. at Wesslensbiirn, 
or Weslingburen, in Holstein, where he became 
an Evangelical Preacher, and where he d. 1542, 
(Koch, i. 418; ii, 478; Allg. Deutsche Biog., 
iii. 85.) The only hymn known as his is:— 

© Gott, wir danken deiner Gilt. [Grace after 
Meat.) ist pub, in Low German in the Geystlibe leder 
uh / Magdeburg, 1641, and in High German in 
the Bonn @. #.,1664, Both forms are in Wackernaged, iii. 
p. 902, in 3st. of 71. It was translated as“ We thank 
the God, of th dnes,” in the Gude and (odly Hallates 
(ed, 1567-68, folio 11), ed. 1868, p. 18. I. M.) 

Boyse, Joseph, was b. at Leeds in 1610, 
received a good education, aud in 1683 be- 
came a Presbyterian minister iu Dublin, a 

ition he maintained with honour and use- 
ulness until his death in 1728. His prose 
works, chiefly sermons and controversial 
treatises, were collected and published by him- 
self in two large folios, London, 1728. He 
was the author of two collections of hymna. 
The first, printed in Dublin, in 1693 (small 
8vo) with another title-page (London, 1693, 
Thomas Parkhurst, Cheapside), is entitled as 
follows :— 
“Sacramental Hymne collected chiefly out of such 

passages of the New Testament as contain the most ewit- 
able matter of Divine Praises in the ion of the 
Lord's Supper. To which is added one hymn relating 
to Baptism and another to the Ministry. By J. Boyse, 
swith some by other hands.” 

Those by “other hands" are 3 in number, 
viz. one by G. Herbert, and two by Patrick. 
Of the remaining 21 by Boyse himself, 18 are 
for use at the Lord's Supper. From the 
fact that in the hymn on Baptism immersion 
is the only mode recognized, it ia pretty certain 
that the author was Baptist in sentiment, 
though Presbyterian in ecclesiastical position, 
The other collection by Boyse was printed 
at Dublin in 1691. It contains 76 hymna, in 
three parts, wit! music, anil is entitled :— 

Family Hymns for Morning and Brening Worship, 
with wend aye Loree aeye, .. All peta fe of the 
Palms of David. A copy is in the Antrim Presbytery 
brary at Queen's College, Belfast. 

Boyse’s hymns are interesting from their 
early date, but have no merit as poetry. The 
hymn * Come pay the worship God requires ” 
(Divine Worship), in Martineau's Hymne, 1840, 
No, 42, is by this author, (W. R. 8.) 

Brackenbury, Robert Carr, of an old 
Lincolnshire family, was b. at Panton House, 
iu that county, in 1752. He entered into re- 
sidence at St. Catherine’s Hall, Cambridge, 
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the Wesleys, he left without 
jroo a degree, and became a minister of 
the Methodist denomination. In that capa- 
city he visited Guernsey, Jersey and Holland. 
He retired from active work in 1789, and d.at 
his residence, Ruithby Hall, near Spilsby, 
Aug. 11, 1818. 

His works inclade:—(1) Sacred Poems, in 3 parts, 

(3) Sdered Fostry; or Hymna on the Principal Historia ior on ri 
the Old and New Testaments and on all the Parables, 
nd., 1800, and some prose publications. He also edited 

and altered William Craden's Divine Hymns, x.p. The 
bymn, “Come, children, ‘tis Jesus’ ” was 
given in J. Henson's Hys, for Children, 1806, 1t does 
not appear in any of Brackenbury’s works. Mrs. Smith, 
daugiter of Dr. Adam Clarke, has included several in- 
cidents in his life in ber Kaithby Hall. 

Bradberry, David, a Congregational 
minister, b. at Reeth Richmond, Yorkshire, 
Nov. 12, 1735. At 23 he entered the Mile 
End Academy as a student for the Congrega- 
tional Ministry, and subsequently became 
pastor of a congregation at Alnwick (1762); 
Wellingborough (1764); Ramsgate (1767); 
Manchester (1787); and Kennington, London 
(1797). Hed, Jan, 13, 1803. 

In 1794 he pub. Tetelestai; the Pinal Close, a poem on 
the Judgment; and also contributed to A . to the 
Version of the Psalms and Hymns of Dr, Watts, partly 
collected, altered, or transformed, in proper, porate 

metres, Manchester, C. Wheeler, 1787 (Preface 
dated, Feb. 27,1787.) Of the 42 bymns in this ve 
1) are by Bradberry. He is best known by his byron for 
children, “ Now let each heart [our hearts) conspire to 
raise" (Sunday Schools) in the Wes, Heform H. Ak, 
No. 787, and others. Jt ts the third of four hymne for 
ebildren at the end of the Supp. 1767. Ln its altered 
form of * Now let our Aearts couspire to raise,” it was 
given in Rippon's Sel. 1787, No, 522. 

Bradford, John, n.s., b. 1750, and edu- 
cated at Wadham College, Oxford. He was 
for some time “ Minister of the Gospel in Bir- 
a He remove: to Grub Street Cha- 
pel, London, in 1797, where he continued to 
preach till his death on July 16, 1805, 

In 1792 he pub. 4 Collection of Hymna, Lond., Mathews, 
and others. It contained 240 hymna, some of which 
were his own. This collection was avowedly Antino- 
mian. Very few of these hymns are in C. U. 

Brady, Nicholas. ([Psalters, English, 
§ x1. 4.] ‘ 

Brainard, John Gardiner Calkins, 
b. at New London, Connecticut, 1798, and d. 
at Hartford, in 1828. He was educated at 
Yale College, and for some time practised law 
at Middleton, Connecticut. He also edited a 
aper at Hartford. His Poems appeared in 

1825, 1832, and 1842. Tie hymn by which heis 
best known :—“ To Thee, O God, the Shepherd 
Kings,” was pub. in the Congregational Ps. 
and Hys. for Christian use and Worship, pre- 
pared, &e., by the General Association o bon. 
necticut, 1845, No. 645, in 6 st. of 4 1, and 
headed “ An agricultural hymn.” [F. M. B.] 

Brammall, John Holland, nephew of 
John Holland, the biographer of Montgomery 
and author of the British Pealmists, was b. at 
Sheffield, Dec, 21, 1831, and educated at the 
Collegiate School of that town. Although 
engaged in banking, he has found time for 
hoth hymu-writing and music. Most of his 
liymns and some of his tunes were written for 
the Sheffield Wesleyan Sunday School Union. 
Of the former, “Onward, children, onward, 

bat joinin 
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lea Wwrjp,” the paths of sin,” is best known. It was 

in, ] EN for the Wes. 8.8. Union of Shefeld 
Aly. + and Ist printed on their Whitsuntide 
Usep eet of that year. It has been frequently 
187g , 2 similar gatherings of children, In 
S  1t was given anonymously in the Meth, 

* 42. Bi.,"No. 283. 
or denburg-Culmbach, Margrave 

Renn e?denbure. Electress of. (Luise 
J 

Bra. 
Sam Wh, Mary Ann, dau. of the Rev. 
Bape! Brwn, for 51 years pastor of the 
th M. Cha Kvoughton, Essex, was b. at e 
Was g ez Eaton, Aug. 15, 1828. She 
Marty, om the nothers side from the the Sta, Homes Ei awkes, who was burned at 

«a | 1 in 325555, at Coggeshall, Essex. 
in edn 8 toLS7 <> INliss Brawn was engaged 
few in tion work. Her } ongratgy ieces are 
fobiccts “thar, 2a] chiefly on devotional 
— ne y we-re first printed on fly-sheets hey inclu” fat beer’s chapel and elsewhere. 

—! 1 Wr, Goa : Sa i ig Ghry met Thy feet. children’s Prayer. ‘ong, 1% tag 1867. saree Pub. in Congreve’s Gems of 
F | 

Bix n®o the ner. we ares - weak. (Kildren's Prayer. re S pttowns <*© Miss Brown's hymns Itis in n. “AST, amxadd several other collections for 

O'er ner 2m every place. Lent. 
SROUas sen. Divine Guidance, Oh 4 the Rey 25 ating SFE —geiven in The Domestic Wor- v. Samy) ered SE e rayers and bytmns edited by 

Breag 
J, J.J ak t feed. J. Coyje®* exe, on Thee I [we] Widow takes nank C77. ay yerseingesenie | This 

®1Y used of a = ~~ & he mos popular und 
in hj S* £2 thor's productions. It ND We fllow- ire gu Z2h the East, ke, 1824, 

bath eternal life S<.. hese Bs, and drinketh my bi SIM, xv. 1, x “See the true vinn"—-Yobn of 
as Bread of Heav's! on rw 

F is tele ver my Ps Mibve true wd QR With th a iwia, 

by day +i trey, oe 

ey SSPE wo edie 
“who died. ‘=n 

=* Vine of Heav'n ! thy blood 
lies ® 

‘This leat cup of sacrifice. 
“Tis thy wounds my healing 

fre H 

‘To thy Cross I look, and 
ve, 

ae oy life! ob, let me 

Rooted, grafted, built on 
Thee.” 

This texte Pee y 1 &Y ted in Conder's Cong. 
H. Bk. -86. x Riis Hymns of Praise, 

iene is in several Noncon- 
sometimes, as in the Bap. Pe “This {2 S5g No. 795 with “The 

, Bloc cup.” in st. ii, L 2. In Prey ito sy FZ eve._ 1899, No. 69. it was proke™ "i Mave, =t- of 41, and given as « Bre as TRAE” -Onm Thee we feed”; and 
‘\e: %™ some later collections. The mt i toned widely used form of the ny o ity a ae which waa given in 

6, See 
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“ Bread of heaven, on Thee |“ Vine of heaven! Thy 
we feed, Bloud supplies 

For Thy Flesh is meat in- | This blest cup of Sacrifice ; 
deed ; lord, Thy Wounds our Ever _— our souls be fed healing give; 

With this true and living | To Thy Cross we look and 
Bread ; live: 

Day by day with strength | Jeeu! may we ever be 
eu Grafted, rooted, built 

Threug the life of Him Thee. yr si 
Who died, 

Great larit 
its adoption by H. A. and M. in 1861, and 
subsequently by other important Church of 
England collections. In Thring’s Coll., 1882, 
there is a slight return to the original, It 
will be noted that in the revised text there 
is no change of doctrine involved. Both in 
it, and in the original, the same truth is set 
forth; but the revised text is the more con- 
gregational and musical of the two. The 
American hymnals, in common with those of 
G. Britain, have adopted both texts, the re- 
vise! being mainly found in the Protestant 
Epi-copal collections. A Latin rendering of 
the H. A. and M. text by the Rev. C. B. 
Pearson as: “ Pasce nos, Divine Panis,” was 
given in Biggs's Annotated H. A. and M., 
1867. (J. J.] 
Bread of the world in mercy broken. 

Bp. R. Heber. (Holy Communion.) 1st pub. 
in his posthumous Pueins, &e., 1827, p. 143, in 
2 st. of 41, and headed “ Before the Sacra- 
ment.” Its use has become most extensive in 
all English-speaking countries. Orig. text in 
Thring’s Coll., No. 529. In the Mitre I/. Bk., 
1836, the opening line was altered to “ Bread 
of our life in wercy broken,” but this reading 
has fallen out of use. 

Breay, John George, b. in 176, and 
d. Dec, 5, 1889. Ordained Deacon in 1819 and 
Priest in 1820, he became Vicar of Hadden- 
ham, 1827, and of Christ Church, Birming- 
ham, 1832. He was also Prebendary of Lieh- 
field. His Sel. of F's, & Hymns was pub, at 
Birmingh.m, 1836. To it he contributed the 
following hymns:— 

3. yer and —the gp eae Holy Baptism. 
2. ty God, 2 tion. 
3, Almighty devious oe Totke one "Charity Schools, 
4, Come, gracious Saviour, from above. Holy Baptiem. 
5. O God, a our early praise, After Sermon. 
6. O God, the feeble sinner's friend. “Confirmation, 
7. Saviour, bless Thy word to all, After Sermon, 
8. There is beyond this world of night. Charity 

Schools, 
The best known of these is No. 4. His 

Memoir was pub. in 1841. (W. T. B.) 
Breithaupt, Joachim Justus, ». of 

Christian Breithaupt, Superintendent of the 
district of Hohenstadt or Honstedt, Hannover, 
was b, at Nordheim, in Hannover, Feb., 1658. 
After a theological course at Helmstidt he 
became, in 1680, Conrector of the Gymnasium 
at Wolfenbiittel, but left in 1681, and, after 
being Professor of Homiletics in Kiel, was ap- 
pointed, in 1685, Court preacher and member of 
the Consistory at Meiningen. In 1687 he 
became Pastor and Professor of Theology at 
Erfurt, receiving in the same year the degree of 
p.D. from the University of Kiel, Driven from 
Kiel by the Pietistic Controversy, he was a 
pointed in 1691 pastor of tlie Cathedral Church, 
and dean of the Theological Farulty, at Halle ; 
and in 1705, in addition, General Buperinten- 
dent of the Duchy of Magdeburg. In 1709 

was given to this text by 
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he became Abt of legge gp and In- 

apector of the Saalkreis, He d. at Kloster- 

rgen, March 16, 1732 (Koch, iv, 334-342; 

Allg. Deuteche Biog., iii. 291-292 ; Bode, p. 49). 

Of his 4 (5?) hymns one has passed into 

English :— 
Jesus Christus, Gottes Lamm.  [Passiontide.} 

Founded on Romans viii. 8-11. 1st in the Geistreiches 

G. B., Halle, 1697, p. $49, in Sst. The frs. are—(1) 

“otrist, th’ sternal Lamb of God,” by J.C. Jacobl, 1735, 
p. 13 (1732, p. $8), repeated as No. 637 in pt. i. of the 

‘Moravian H. Bk., 1154. (2) “Jesus Christ, the Lamb 

of God,” In G. Moultrie's H. and Lyrics, ai fp M) 

Brennende Lieb du siisse Flamm. 
[Thankegiving.) Included in Wackernagel, iv. 

. 1072, in 5 at. of 8 1., from a xvi. cent. ms, at 

Munich, in which it eee “ Briinninde lieb, 
du siteaser Flam.” In Unv. L. 8., 1851, it 

is No. 554, It ia tr. as “Thou burning Love, 

thou holy Flame,” by Miss Winkworth, 1869, 
p. 157. (J. M.J 
Brethren, let us join to bless. J. Cen- 

nick. [Praise.] This is one of this writer's 
most popular oe Lt appeared in his Sacred 
Hys. for the Children of God, &¢., 1742, in 
5 st. of 41. One of the first to use it as a 
congregational hymn was G. Whitefield. He 
included it in his Coll., 1753, but with altera- 
tions. It was repeated by M. Madan, in his 
Ps. and Hys., 1760, No. 109, and others. Gra- 
dually its use extended until it became known 
in all English-apeaking countries ; sometimes 
as in Whitefield, and again in its original form. 
Whitefield’s text can be distinguished by st. ii, 
which opens :—* Master, see to Thee we bow,” 
whilst the original reada, “ Son of God, to Thee 
we bow.” Orig. text in H. Comp., No. 512. 
Breton, Nicholas, second s. of William 

Breton, of Red Cross Street, Cripplegate, Lon- 
don, probably b. about 1542-3. His father’s 
will, proved in 1559, shows that at his death, 
his eldest son was still a boy, and that in the 
eveut of his death, Nicholas was not to inherit 
unti) he was 24. It appears that he resided 
for some time at Oriel College, Oxford. From 
1577 to 1626 he issued pamphlet after pam- 
phlet in prose and verse. In 1876 these were 
collected as far as possible by the Rev, A. B. 
Groawrt, and printed in two ¥ols. in his Chert- 
sey Worthies’ Library. He d. probably in 
1626, being then about 83 years of age. As 
a sacred poet he is distinguished by melody 
and , and it has been only the want of a 
cheap edition of his works that hus prevented 
his taking higher rank in public esteem. [See 
Early Eng. Hymnody, § vu) 

Brettell, Jacob, s, of au Unitarian Minia- 

ter, b. at Gainsborough, April 16, 1793. In 
1814 he entered upon the pastorate of an Uni- 
tarian congregation at Cockey Moor (now 

Ainsworth), Bolton, Lancashire; and in 1816 

upon that of Rotherham, Yorkshire. The 
latter charge he held until 1859, when he re- 
tired from active work. He d. at Rotherbam, 

Jan. 12, 1862. In addition to minor pieces 
contributed to various newspapers, &e., he 

ub, :— 
at The Country Minister; A Poem in four Cantos, 

with other Poems, Lond,, 1#2t; (2) Sketches in Verse 

om the Historical Books af the Old Testament, Lond., 

In 1837 Mr. Brettell contributed 16 hymns 
to Beard’s Coll. With one or two exceptions, 
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these have fallen out of use. The best known, 
but by no means the best hymn, is“ The Last 
full wain is on the road,” Harvest, given in 
Dr. Martineau’s Hys., 1873. Another is, “* He 
lived, as none but He has lived” (Life of Jesus). 
In compiling a volume of poems these 
hymns, from their poetic character, might be 
consulted with advantage. [J. J.J 

Breviaries. 1. The name Breviary is that 
by which the Office Book which contains the 
services of the Canonical Hours is known in 
the Western Church, A large number of such 
books have been in use from time to time, 
each differing from the other in various P ai 
ticulars, but all known by the same name, is 
Office Book is probably called a Breviarium, 
either from being a compendium of separate 
volumes which in early days contai its 
various parts, or from the services in their 
present shape and length having been some- 
what abbreviated from their form in primitive 
times. 

2. Prior to the compilation of Breviaries, 
various books were in use in the daily offices, 
and from these the Roman and other Bre- 
viaries have been compiled, They are (1) 
the Psalter; (2) the Scriptures; (3) the 

and the Homiliary, used respec- 
tively at the second and third nocturns on 
Sundays and certain other days; (4) the Pas- 
sionary or Passional ; (5) the Antiphonary ; 
(6) the Hymnal ; (7) the Collectaneum, or Ora- 
tionale ; and (8) the Martyrology. 

3. From these materials an enormous variety 
of Breviaries has been built up; some of them 
generically different from the Homan, such as 
the Horologium or Breviary of the Eastern 
Church ; the Ambrosian Breviary of the Church 
of Milan; and the Mozarabie Brevia of the 
Church of Spain; others being merely varia- 
tions or offshoots of the Roman Breviary. The 
a aig orders had their separate Usea, fol- 
lowing the Benedictine or Monastic arran 
ment of the Pealms, as distinct from the 
Gregorian or secular arrangement. Separate 
Provinces, and aj Dioceses, had their own 
Uses ; so that the Mediaeval Breviaries of Eng- 
land, France, Germany, and other countries 
may be counted up by hundreds. 

4. As this work is hymnological, and not 
liturgical, and as the liturgical contents of 
various Breviaries, especially that of Rome, 
have been treated fully in another place [see 
Dict. of Chrirtian Antiquities, arts. Dctas ; 
Divine Office; Psalmody, &c.), it will only 
be necessary to name a few leading Brevia- 
ries, especially thove which have had the 
greatest influence on the hymnody of modern 
times. There are :— 

(1) The Mozarabic Breviary. This Breviary is 
known in four forms, (1) in Ms. ; (2) as arranged and 
printed by Cardinal Ximenes; (3) Archbishop Loren- 
gana’s revised edition of No, 2; and (4) Migne’s Patrot. 
Lat, tom, Ixxxvi. Each of these has a special hymno 
logical interest, and, combined, they shed great light 
upon the question as to what hymns are and what are 
not truly rabiec. 

(1) Of the ancient MS. Areviary there are copies in 
the British Museum the press marks of which are ** Add. 
mss. 20847-9,"" 

(2) Cardinal Ximenes’ edition of this Breviary ts 
known to us through an edition published at Toledo, 
1502, that is, fifteen years before the Cardinal's death. 
It is entitled, Breniarium secundum reguiam beati 
Aysidori. Impressum in regali ciutitate Toleti wort. 

| lm this edition there are about 214 bymns. Of these 116 
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were from the Mozarabic MSS, as noted below, and the ; 
rest were taken by Ximenes from the Ambrosian, the 

old Roman, and other sources. | 

(2) The copy of Archbishop Lorenzana’s revised edi- | 

tionof the Breviary, which we have been able to consult, © 

is: Rreviarium Gothicum’ secundum regulam bealis~ | 

imi Jeidori Archiepi i Hispalenstis Juss Cardinals — 

Prencises Ximenit de Cisneros prius edilum; nunc | 

opera czow D, Prancisel Antonii Lorensana Sanctae Ke- 
claiae Toletanae Hispaniarum Primatis Archiepiscopt 
reognitum ad usum sacelli Mozarabum. AMatrifi anno 

woceLexy, Apud Joachimum Ibarra S.C. BR. Mo de | 

iignit, Archiep. Typed Regio jaew. In this edition — 

of the Breviary folios 1-450, which constitute the Hre- 
nary proper, are a reprint of Cardinal imenes’ edition 
of 1502, The Aurora bymns, and those for the Feasts 
davonghent the yeor, nt Sick and Dead, are also the 
same in both, In this 1775 edition of the Breviary there 
is added what is known asthe Mozarabic Hymnarium, 
This is a body of Motarablc hymns compiled from an- 
dent Moaraiie MSS., and printed with the readings and 

lings of the xe. This was compiled after the pub- 
jon of the Toledo edition, 1502, but if added to the 

Breviary before this edition of 1775 we cannot determine, 
This so-called Hymnarium (the collected hymns are 
headed Jucipiunt ymni de toto circulo anni) contains 95 
hymns printed in full, and #4 first lines of others which 
are given in full to their poeee places in the Offices. 
These 119 hymns are the O jozarabic hymns, and of 
there 110 were in the Ximenes ed,, 1502. 

(4) In Migne’s Patrologia, tom. 86, Lorenzana’s ed. 
is — in full. 

e may add that the Mozarabiec Breviary (the ancient 
Use of the Spanish Church) which, apart from legendary 
accomnts of an A lic origin, may be referred to | 
St. Isidore, Arch of Sevil (fess) and his brother 
Leander, a8 its compilers, was in favour of the 
Soman Breviary, Gregory VIL. (1073-86), but in 
éeference to national feel its continued use 
was glowed in seven churches of Toledo. 

(2) The Ambrosian. ‘The original construction of this 
Berviary is attributed to St. Ambrose, Bishop of Milan 

(1397) 
The oldest copy of this Areviary which we have been 

able to consult is: Aresiarium tuzta inatitutionem Seti 

dmbrosij Archiepiscopt inclyte ciwifatis Mediolani ac- 

pen. tr cantigatun: ac quamplurimis additioni- 

bas ordine now ac facili perfectissime resarcifum, 
Fenetiis. Hicronymum Scotum, 1539. The hymns 
which are found in this edition are given in the follow- 

This Areciary was largely revised ty 
St Charles Borromeo (41584). The copy of this wh 

we have collated is; Breviariom Ambrosianem Onrolé 
Prazedis Archiepiscopi iussu 

recog . 2... Mediviani, Apud Pon- 
ties. ¢ Baerutiog fratres, M.o.Lxxxt1, The bymns added 
w this edition are marked in the following table as 

. In later editions several bymns have been again % 
shied, bat as these hymns are in po sense dmbroman, 

they do not as such in the table. This #reviary 
is in use in diocese of Milan at the present time. 

We may add that in the following table the bymns com- 

men to both these editions of the Ambroman Breviary 
are marked a. 

(3) The Roman. This Breviary was the growth of 
centuries, Si. Jerome (ob. 420), Cassian (ob, 423), Leo I. 
(Pope 440-61), and ov bers, have heen as its com- 

paersand comperers. It wasa work, how vr, of gra sual 

format wa, cannot be assigned to any single person. 

The complex work now known as the Homan Breviary 
asumed its present shape, roughly speaking, umder 

Gregoey VIL. (1073-1086). It has undergone four prin- 
cipal revisions. In so saying we exclude the reforming 
Breviary ‘of Cardinal Quignon, the use of which was 
permitted for over bgt Fey in the sixteenth cen . 

from the pontiticate of Paul LI. to that of Pius V., 
16, The frst of these four revisions took place 
about 1525, being mainly conducted by Zacharias Fer- 

rerius, onder Clement VIL. ; the second was tesned under 

Fine V. in 15645 the third under Clement VIEL. in toa; 

the fourth tn 1632, under Urban VIII. Since then fresh 

ofes, with new hymns, have from time to time been 
added to the Breviary by decrees of the Congregation of 
Rites, and the incorporation in this way of new hymns 
inte the Breviary is a which will continue to go 
oO. At present there are about 154 hymns inthe Homan 
Breviary, of which about sixty have been added stnce 
the days of Urban VIL. The large majority are taken 
from anctent sources, and very many of them have been 
translated into English, and are in common use outside | 
the Church of Rome 

Turee Homer Sreviarics of the sixteenth, seventeenth 
ttyl nineveenth centuries have been selected for use in | 
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drawing up the following list of first lines of hymna, 
marked r!, r?, 73, respectively. The first of them is 
anterior to any of the above-mentioned reforms ; the 
last includes all the moet recent additions to the Breviary. 
The 1516 edition is a I2mo totum, rubricated, with 

many woodcuts, and —s colophon on the last 
e, printed, ** Venetiis. Jacobum tium de 
acho.” Then follows an Appendiz from which four 

of the hymns marked (r!) are taken ; viz., three for the 
Visitation of the B. V, M., one for St. Joseph. Besides 
these two offices, the A, diz contains further offices, 
without special hymns for the Conception of the B, V. 
M.; Paul the first Hermit; the Holy Trinity, The 
opening rubric of the Appendix runs thus, * Incipit 
officium imaculate conceptionis virginis marie editum 

| per reuerendum patrem dominum leonardum e theologie rothonetarium apestolicam tertium ac sacre theologie 
sctorem famosissimmum.” 

(4) The Sarum. This Breviary was in general use in 
England before the Reformation. It was not, like the York 
and Hereford Hreviaries, confined to the Diocese from 
which it took its name, but it won tts way into so nearly 
general acceptance, that it _ be asa national 
rather than a diocesan Use. It was not only 
with the above-named and a few local exce 7 
throughout England and Wales, but its use seems to 
have prevailed, probably with modifications, throughout 
Ireland, from the twelfth century onwards. In the same 
century it was introduced into Scotland, the Dtocese of 
Glasgow receiving it c. 1164, and other Dioceses following 
suit in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. The Aber- 
deen Breviary (4. ¥.) represents an attempt made just 
before the Reformation to supersede the Sarum Mre- 
viary; and Walter Chepman, the owner of the first 
printing press in Scotland, complained to the Privy 
Council that his craft was injured by the continued im- 
aoa of Sarum Office Books, and obtained an order 

the Privy Council forbidding their introduction 
into Scotlam! for the future, 1509-10, 

The Sarum Breviary does not belong to a distinct 
family of OMice Hooks from the Noman, but must be 
classified as an offshoot of the Homan stock. There are 
a large number of textual and verbal variations. The 
particular Astipbons, Benedictions, Lections, Respon- 
sories, Hymas, Chapters, Preces, Versicles, differ to a 
great extent especially at certain particular seasons. No 
two pages of the Roman and Sarnm Hreviaries are pro- 
bably in these respects exactly alike, But over and 
jr de these variations, there bs a lesser but still a con- 
siderable number of structural and therefore more im- 

ctant differences. We subjoin a few specimens, The 
Absolutions which are prefixed to the Lessons in the 
different Nocturna in the Roman, are absent from the 
Sarum Areviary. The Roman Breviary provides one 
invariable form of Compline, while there are no fewer than 
twenty-two varieties of Cumpline in the Sartem Books 
for the different seasons of the ecclesiastical year. The 
Sarum rule was to say the Athanasian Creed daily at 
Prime, the Roman rule is to say it at Prime on Sundays 
only. By the Sarum rule the fifty-first Psalm was used 
at all the Hours on weekdays not in Eastertide, and 
excepting Nocturns. By the Reman rule it ts said only 
at Lauds and Vespers in Lent and Advent, and on a few 
fasting days. In this cave, as in some other instances, 
the Sarum rubrics, which bave remained untevised since 
the sixteenth century, represent the older and unre- 
formed oman arrangement. In the same way some 
thirty of the bymns which in the following list are 
marked as ¢ rl, are to be accounted for, were 
recast, partly rewritten, in 1629, under Urban VITE,, and 
such an entry as, “* Ad agni da; es," 77, represents 
the revised first line of a hymn which previously com- 
menced with these words, ‘Ad coenam Agni providi" 
(rt. sg.) The Paris ed. 1531 has been reprinted by the 
Cambridge University Press, Pt. 1, June 1, i878; Mt. Li. 
Iss3; Pe. iil. in the press. 

(5) The York. This is another pre-Reformation vari- 
ation of the Roman Hreviary, the use of which was con- 

fined chiefly, if not entirely, to the diocese of York. It 
contains many hymns in common with the Sarum Nre- 
viary, but yields a Mmited number vot to be found in 

any of the previously named books. A Venice ed. of 
this Arev., dated 1493, has been reprinted by the Surtees 
Society, wol, 1. 1880; vol. li, 1883. 

(6) The Aberdeen, This Breviary fs one of the very 
few surviving Service Hooks of the pre-Reformation 

period of the Church in Scotland, It is substantially a 
Sarum Breviary, with certain necessary change of 

wording, with a considerable ammount of Indepemlent 
variation of text, and with the addition of a lange num- 
ber of commemorations of local «sints. The Lections, 
Hymns, &c., for these series form a mest important com- 
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tribution to the ancient pains 
was compiled and edited 
Hishop ; a mol Nana pent hag 
Palin a rs ‘is, 
1609 tthe Paes raeatén te leit. It is thos the second 
cacliest — book in Seetland, The co’ 
at the end implies that it was Bishop Etphinstone’s 
that this Breviary would become the Use of 
(whole of the) Scottish Church, but there is no evidence 
of its having and used outaide the Iimits 
of the Diocese of Abe! - The offices of the Compas- 
sion of the B, V. M., and of the Crown of Jesus, are 
only found in the Appendiz to the Glammes of this 
Breviary. They are printed at the close of D), Laing’s 
Preface to the whole Breviary, which was published in 
facsimile in London in 1854. 

(7) The Paris. Revised by Abp, Charles de Vinti- 
mille in 1736, The hymns in this Breviary are mainly 
by the following writers :—Charles Coffin (1674-1748); 
Charles Guiet (cir, 1684); Guillaume du Plessis de Geste, 
bp. of Saintes (—1702); Abbé Besnault (fl. 1726); 
Claude de Santetiil (1625-1684); Jean- de 
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hy of S-otland. It 
‘illiam Elphinstone, 

at 

San- 
tefl] (1630-1697); Isaac Habert, Bp. of Val (—1668); 
Denys Petau (1543-1652); Nicolas le Tourneaux 
(1640-1686); Jean Commire (1625-1702); St. Ambrose 
(cir. 340-397); Gurd. Viet; Bernard of Clairvaux (1091- 
1183); M. Ant. Muret (1526-1585); Thomas of Aquino 
(1227-1274); Prodentius (348-cir. 413) ; Fortunatus (cir. 
530-cir, 609). These have been made known to 
English ers through the fra. of Isaac Williams, John 
Chandler, and others. The hymns added to this Breviary 
since 1736 are not noted in the following table. 

(8) The Hereford. See § 12 of this article. 
(9) Monastic Breviaries. See } 12 of this article. 
5. It will be observed that we have selected 

for use the most importunt Breviaries of the 
Church. As the yust number of Breviar.es 
which exist, especially on the Continent of 
Surope, rendered a collation of cach a task 
beyond the limits of this work, the most impur- 
tant for hymnological purposes only are taken. 

6. As all Breviaries have the arrangement 
of their parts much in common, a description 
of the Roman Breviary will serve, except for 
technical purposes, as an illustration of all, 

It is sometimes printed as a single volume, sometimes 
in two, more frequently in four parts, Jor the Winter, 
Spring, Summer, and Autumn quarters. Each part con- 
tains (1) Toe Kalendar with Rubrics, and the Absolu- 
tions and Benedictions for use befure the Lections, (2) 
‘The Psalter or Psalms a for use on each day of 
the week. (3) The r of the Season, contalving 
the Chapters Lessons, ns, Versicles, Responses, 
Antipbona, Collects, for the Sundays and movable Fusts 
end Festivals of the Church's year. fe Proper of 
Saints, containing the above ., for the im- 
movable Feasts. (5) Tbe Common of Saints, contain- 
ing Psalms with Antipbons, Lections, &ec., for feasts of 
particular classes, Apostles, Martyrs, Evangelists, &c. 
(6) Offices for the Iedication of a Church; for Fe«ti- 
vals of the Hlessed Virgin, with the Little Office for 
the same ; the Office of the Dead; the Gradual and Peni- 
tential Psalms, with Litantes and various Collects, Bene- 
dictions, and other devotions. (7) A collection of » 
Offices which are not binding on the «hole Church, but 
are only used in certain countries, &c., to which a special 
supplement is added of Offices belonging exclusively to 
certain dioceses or religious orders, 

7. Thearrangement of the Psalms, although 
interesting in itself, does not fall within the 
scope of this work. It has been fully treated in 
the Dict. of Christian Antiquities, art. Peal- 
mody (q. ¥-). 

&. The Canticles in use in the Homan 
Breviary (aud this is illustrative of their use 
in some other Breviaries) are as follows :— 
The Song of the Three Children. Ab. from Dan, iit. 

Sh-#8 (Sept. version), with two verses added, Sunday at 
Lauds 
The Song of Isaiah. J#. 2ii, 1-6. Monday at Lauds. 
— Song of Herekiah. Js, zzzviti, 10-20. Tuesday 

at Lands, 
The Song of Hannah. 1 Sam. #i. 1-10. Wednesday | 

at Lands, 
The Song of Moses, Fzed. zv, 1-19. Thu. at Lauds. 
The Song of Habakkuk. J/ab. ii, 1-20, Fri. at Lauds, | 
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Song of Moses. Deut, errif. 1-43. Sat. at Lands. 

y Song of St. Mary. St. Luke, i. 46-55. Daily 
eapers. 
The Song of Zacharias. St, Luke, i. 68-79. Daily Lauds. 

Song of Symeon. St. Luke, ii. 29-32. Daily 
Compline 

The Song of SS. Ambrose and Augustine, (Te Dewm.] 
At the em! of Mating on certain Sundays and Feasts, 
To the above List is generally added: 
The Cre.d of St. Athanasius. Sunday at Prime (r.); 

Dally (9. 3.) 
Other Canticles are occasionally used in the French 

Breviaries. The Mozarabic Breviary ts the most varied 
in ite use of Canticles, containing no less than seventy - 
seven. (Migne, Patrol. Lat., tom. Lxxxvi. pp. 846-446.) 

9. The Hymns in all the Breviaries are 
found in the various services. In some cases 
they are derived from a common source, in 
others they are associated with one Breviary 
only, this being specially so in the case of the 
ancient Ambrosian and Mozarabie Breviaries, 
and of the /'aris Breviary of 1736. The fol- 
lowing list of hymus from the most prominent 
Breviaries does not include Proses and Se- 
quences, The history of many of the hymns 
named, together with such tra. as have been 
made into English, will be found in this work 
under their original first lines, 

10. List or Hymns. This list has been 
compiled from the Ambrosian, Mozarabic, 
Roman, Sarum, York, Aberdeen, and Paris 
Breviaries, The editions used are :— 

a), Gd Ambrosian Breviary, Venice, 1539, but not 
in the revised edition. 

a1, Revised Ambrosian Breviary, Milan, 1582, bat 
not in the 1599 edith. 

a. Hymns common to both. 
m*. Old Morarabic Hymns (eee § 4 0) of this article] 

given inthe Hymnariem printed with Lorenrana’s od 
1775 of the Mozarabic Frev., but not found elsewhere 
iu the #reviery. 

m!, Gd Mozarabic Hymns given in the Hymnarium, 
. of the Mazarabic Brev., and also found in Ximenes' 

1502, 
m?. Hymna introdaced Into the Mozarabic Arev., 1502, 

from Ambrosian, (ld Roman, and other sources. 
[With few exceptions these hymns are in Migne’s 

Patrol., Paris, 1*62, tom. Ixxxvi). 
r'. Roman Breviary, before the first great revision of 

1525, Edition, Venice, 1615, 
v?. Roman Breviary, after the 4th revision, 16372. 

Edition, Venice, 1635. 
13, Roman Hreeiary. Modern. Edition, Tournay, 1879. 
r. All the hymns which are found in all the above 

editions of the Noman Hrev. are marked r. 
4. Serum Breviary. Reprint. Cambridge, 1879-96. 
y. York Breviary. Surtees Soc., lurham, 1880-83, 
z. Aberdeen Breviary. London, 1854. 
p. Paris Breeiary, Wevised Maris, 1736, 

First line of Hyman | Breviary. | Use. 

A Deo missus Gabriel. z. |Annun, BV. M. 
A Patre unigenite . . mi. 2nd Mon, in Adv. 
A Patre unigenitus. «| # y. 2, ‘ep bany. 
A solis ortus cardine m®.r,4.y. 2./C) mas, 

Ad B.V.M a ue . Ve M. (im). 
A otis 6 ortiis cardine Et, 

usque (st. ii, Beatus) | mi. 
A solis ortus cardine Et, 
usque (st. li, Gaudete) ml. 

Ad brevem se mortis =. m*, ‘Sat. in Easter Wk. 
Ad coetiam Agni providi rl. s, y. 2. [Low Sunday. 
Ad nuptias Agni Pater . Pp. C. of Holy Women. 
Ad prima verba virgin Visit. of BV. M. 
‘Ad regias Agni dapes 
Ad sacrum cujus. . , z. C. of Matrons. 
Ad sanctos cineres, . Pp. St. Dionysius. 
Ad templa nos rursus . p- Sunday. Lauda, 
Adam vetus quod... y. Christmas. 
Adest diei Christe . . m*. Consec. of Bp, 
Adest dies laetitiaeg .. z. St. Ninian. 
Adest dice sanctiesina . mi. St. Nicholas, 
Adest miranda passio . mi. Se. Vincent, 
Adeste coelitum chert . p. Eastertide, 
Adeste sanctae conjuges p- C. of Holy Women, 
Adeste sanctl plurimo . Pp Oct. of All Saints, 
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First line of Hymna. | Breviary. Use. 

Adesto nestris precibus .| = m.2 Wed, after Oct. Ep. 
ist Sun, in Lent. 

Adesto plebs filissima . m2 St, Agatha, 
Adesto sancta Trinitas .| 4. y.#. [Trinity Sunday. 
Adwent, O pwpuli, festa . mt, St. Hippelytus. 
Adsunt panicea floacula mi, SS. Justa & Kufina 
Adsunt tenebrae primae mal, First Watch. 
Aestimavit Hortalanum Re . Mary Magi. 
Acterna Christi munerai.) a), r, ’. of an Apostle, 

awh, a y.{C. of Martyrs. 
Aeurna coeli gloria. .] r. a z. |Friday. Lauds. 
Aeterne lucis conditor . . * after lst S. 

Arterne rector sideram . rs, Guardian Angels. 
Aceerne rerum conditor, ja. m'.r.a,2.|Matins (a), ist S. 

in Adv, (m 
8, Lauds (r.s.2 

Acterne rex altissime .im!.r. 4. y. 2.) Ascension 
Aevernd Patris ordine os —— — of 

Acterni Patris unice. y- St. Mary Magd. 
Acterni profes Patris m? - Bartholomew. 
Asterno regi gloriae . 2 own of Jesus. 
Agatha sactae virginis a, . Agatha. 

e sepukchrum m!, St. Agnes. 
Agnes beatae a, 5 Agees. 
a> genitor mi, Sun. before Epiph. 

(Unigenite, 1502). 
Agnoxat omne secula y E 
Ales diei guntius, | rey ee . 4 
Alleluia pile edite ml. ist 5. in Lent. 
Alws mater|a?. 72, y.#. p. — Com- 

Almi prophetae proge-] a.m%. /D all. of St. Jobo 

Altiseini verbam mi, let S. after Oct, of 
Epipb. & Sat.Lent. 

Alto ex vertice r, tion of aCh. 
Amore nobilis a. St. John Evang. 
Andrea ple sanctorum .] 4. y. 2. . Andrew. 

fundamentum [r!. . y. p. #.|Dedication of a Ch. 
Anni cireulo. m®*. Birthday of a King 
Annue Ciriste sy. 2. . of Apostles, 

Antradeserti teneria = .| r. #. y. s. (St. John Kapt. 
Apollinaris martyris a. st. Apollinaris. 
Apostolorum pasato . a.m!, 8S. Peter & Paul. 
Apestoloram au; a. St. Lawrence. 
Ardet Deo quae Pp. C. of Holy Women. 
Asplce infami Deus . ra. h < 
Aspice at verbum Pai ri, he Lord's Prayer. 

lela Christi nobilis ri, Venantius. 
Acctor beate asecull . ri. he Sacred Heart, 

dear perenais giciae’| ‘ws. feevenih Hour. ctor m*. Seven jour. 
Avdi benigne conditor .ja?.r.s.y.p.a./Lent. 
Avdimar almo Spiritas Pp. hiteunday. 
Avdit t anxius . rt, Holy Innocents. 
Ares buce et decore. «| rl, sy. 2. a ee see 

Paul. 
Acresad postvas. . ri, Sundays. Lent. 
Atrora coelum purpurat rt, Sunda. after Easter 
Acrora Jam spargit po-jm*.r.z.y.2.jSaturday. Lauds 

(do, in Lent, m). 
Awors lucis dum novae. ey itertide. 
Aworta lecis rutilat . -y.#. #.|Eastertide. 
Avrora rutilat lucis . z St. Col 
Ave maris stella. . 
Avemater Anns. . . 
Ave regina coeloram =. 

i . Columba. 
r. 4. y. p. |Feasts of B. V. M. 

s 5 
Lah ol, + = ode 8.4. p.y./Antiphon r 

a Compline. pli 
Barchinon laeto Cucufs mil, St, Cucafatas 
Bartholomace coeli 4. y. 2. . Bartholomew. 
Beata nobis mir. aye. reemscast. 
Beste martyr, prosperal a. m2. s. |St. Vincent. 
Beate rf Petre SS. Peter & Paul. 
Beate et Thadaee a2. SS. Simon & Jude 
Bellator armis incl a. St. a 
algnhatt fons mi, lat [ on Fast. 

cotlestis a1 t.y.2. (St. John ‘ 
Bis nove noster popul me, iS = 

Cacteri nunquam nisi, . Visit. of B. V. M 
Carnie sptans mundician| és. Se. Ji b. 
Castae parentis viscera | 4. ¢ of B. V. M. 
Catetva, matram tml. Innocents. 
Catharina mirabilis mt. St. ne. 
Cervam mi. |Terce, 
Cuoras dei fidellam: al, St. Martyr, 

novae sy. 8. |Low Sunday. 
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First line of Hyman. | Breviary. Une, 

Christe coclestis medi h. after Oct. Ep. 
cina Patris Ist 5S. In Lent. 

For the sick. 
Christe cunctorum do-| a.m*. [Ded. of Ecclesia 

minator alme major, 3rd Sus. 
in Vet, (a,) 

Christe cunctorum prae- * - Blaan, 
sulum 

Christe decreto Patris . Pp. m. of Bishops. 
Christe, immense. . mi, Srd S. in Lent. 
Christe, lumen = per m. u. after Oct. Ep. 
petudin ee 

t. 
Christe, lux Ivcis vera . mi. . Dorothea, 
Christe, lux mundi sal mi, = Sun. after Oct, 

p. 
Christe, pastorum capa 5 ‘om. of Bishops. 
Christe, precamur an- &. Friday after Ist 

nue Sun. In Lent. 
Christe, prolapsi repa p. Nat. St. John 

r Baptist. 
Christe, qui lux es et mls. y.2./Lent Compline. 
Christe, qui regis omnla m?, gare ist Sun. 

nt. 
Christe quirexes . a . Ninian. 
Christe qui sedes Olym: p. St. Michael. 
Christe redemptor tt) «[rt. ma. as. y. [All Saints. 
Christe redemptor (il) .] rt. a. y. 2. [Coristmas. 
Christe, rex mundi. . m?. Of the Dead. 
Christe salvator omnium| m?, [Mon, after Oct.Ep. 
Christe sanctorum decus| r.¢. y. 2, |SS, Michael (r. a. 

Gabriel (r. a), 
jael (r). 

Christe, tu rerum . . m*. St. Clement. 
Christe, verug rex. . mi, St. Servandua, &e. 
Christi caterva clamitet m!, Ist S. in Adv, 
— cruentae splen P- own of Thorns. 

Christi martyribus del : . of Martyrs. 
Christi ane derionan e 4 St. Vines. 
Christi miles pretiosus . y. St. Vincent. 
Christ! perennes nuntal . p. . of Evangelista. 
Christo profusum san- rt. 2. of yrs. 
guinem 

Christus est virtus Patris mt, St. Jerome. 
Christus est vila veniens m', St. Stephen. 
Christus tenebris obsitam| Pp. Epiphany. 
Cibis resumptis congrnis mm * — A se 

t. 
Clamantisecce vox . . Pp. Epiphany. 
Clange lyram Zacharias , m. “Pange ln- 

guam Zacharie.”’) 

Cisse paschall gaunio rig’ faa. ro re o] race. t 
Clarum decus jejunii. .] sy. 2. [ord Sun'in Lent, 
Clausus aurium meatus. m*. h. in Easter Wk. 
Clementls festum . . mi. ist. Clement. 
Cletipatremet . . . z. St. Nicholas, 
Coelestis agni nuptias . ri. St. Juliana Fal- 

conleri. 
Coelestis ales nuntiat . Pp Annunciation. 
Coelestis aula panditur . Pp. . of Virgins. 
Corlestis aulae principes Pp. . of Aposties. 
Coelestis formam glortae #. 2. | Transfiguration. 
Coolestis arba Jerusalem) rr. dication of Ch. 
Coeli cives applaudite . al, Angenian, Ep. & 

nf, 
Coeli Deus sanctisaime .im*.r.s.y.2.[W. Vespers, 
Coelltum consors. . p. . St. Genovefa, 
Coelitum Joseph decus . 3, (Se. Joseph. 
Coelo datur quiescere . Pp. St. Barnabas, 

Coelo quos eadem gloria. Pp. All Saints, 
Coelo m plaudite P St. Genovefa. 
Coelo redemptor praetulit rs. sternity B.V.M. 
Coelorum regt Ute . a. St. aR! Mag. 
Collaudemas len ae St. M. Mage. 

- before Adv.(a) 
Conernta parili Justam . mi, St. Justa, 
Conctnat nostra coacio . z. St. Columba, 
Conditor alme siderum .'at.rt.s. y.z.j1st S. in Adv, 
Congaudentes cum “ae m?. ‘St. Catharine. 

ge 
Consors paterni luminis,'m*. rl.s,y.2,/Tuesday. Mat!ins, 
Convexa solis orbita. . mi. None In Lent. 
Corarcalegem . . . rt. cred Heart. 
Corde natus ex parentis . ¥. Vigtt of Christmas 
Corpus domas Jejaniie , rs. S. John Cantius. 
Creator alme « x r. Advent. 
Crudelis Herodes Deum . r. Epiphany. 
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First ne of Hymn. 
— 

Crux alma moth a r Felices nemorum 7 Te, of Abbots, &e. 
Crux sola rena mus 
Crux fidelis .. Felix Anna prae . 
Cultor Dei memento . Felix dies mortalibus o 

Felix dies, quam 
Cunctarum rerum omni. . dv. Felix felici praesule. . 

Felix morte tuaqui. . 
Felix per omnes festam! fe 

Cunctus mundus patule . Felix terra quae fruc- Fractuosus. 
— hominum psal- 

mus 

Tavidis soboles, 

Decora lux aeternitatis i 
Decus sacratinominis . 
Dei canamus gloriam ae. 
Deus aeterni luminis 
Deus creator omnium, 

ue 
Deus creator omnium, &ec., i+ 

Deus, ignee fons an B.V.M 
rum 

Deus, immensa Trinitas F ‘ 
Deus, immensa Trinitas ; 5 A iC. of non-Virgins, 
Deus, Pater bs as 
Deus, qui cert! Forti tegente brachio . : 
Deus, sacrati che a Frenentur ergo corpo-/ =m? Tuesday in Lent. 
Teas, sanctorum pealli- rum 
mus Bulgentis auctor Monday after Oct, 

Deus, tuorum militum . 1C. of a Just man(m) Epiph. 
oo Martyrs Puget he hover sep . 

. ar. 8. y. 8. ic honor sepal- a. 
Dicamus laudes Domino : Lent. ) - 
He dierum principe . Purif. of B. V. M 
Dignas quis O ay tibl. Ninth Hour. 
Divine crescebas puer . P- . 
Doctor egregie Paule.  . ae Se. St. Genovefa. 
Domare cordis impetus , nr 

e. 
SS. Philip & James be 
St - Vensmtine. Gaude Mater Ecclesia St. Barbara. 

Dam Christe confixus 
Dum morte victor obru 
Dum nocte pulsa. . 
Dum spargit aram =, 

Gaudeat cuncta pia . . 
Kece jam noctla .. Gaudet caterva nobilis St. Faustus, &e. 
Eoce parentes virginis . Sts.-days in Adv 
Hece quem vates vetuatis| St. Acisclus 
Roce, saltantis pretium . St. John Cantius 

St. Eulalia. 
Ecce salvator omaium 5 
Ecce sedes bic tonantis . 
Eece te, Christe, tbl. Winding 

Shert. 
Ecce tempus idopeum , mpline. Feb, 2 
Eoquis ardentes — to Ash W. 
Egregic Pa Grates tibi Jesu novas . SS. Protasics & 

Gervasius. 
Emergit undis et Deo 
En castitatis lilium , Hac nocte bora presctus, At cock-crow, 
En, claravox. . . Part of “ Noctis tem- 
En Evangelistac adest pus 
En festum 1 a Haec dies sacrae fidel . Hieronymus. 
En futura Annae, . Haec est dies qua. , . Theresa. 
En martyris Laurentil Haec illa pd dies i Annunciation. 
En, utsuperba . , Haec rite mundi. . . . of a Matron 
Enixa est puerpera , Haec vera Christi fama . of Martyrs. 
Eterne, he. See Acterne. Herasme presul nobilis . St. Erasmus. 
Ex moredoctih , ,. . Hic duorum chara frat- SS. Emeterius and 

rum Celidonins 
Hic est dies verus Del . Eastertide. 

$x qne ah ealus a mea Hic Joannes mire natus. Decoll. of 5S. Joho 
Exi i ptist. 
Exite fllee spy e @ e Hinc functionis dies. . - Of the Dead, 
Exite Sion filise , . . Hoc Jussa quondam . le ration 
Extimum vestis sacratac is Homints superne condl- espers 
Exulta nimium turba tor 
Exultemus concrepantes 5 Honorem (Honore) sanc- . Eugenia. 
Exultet aula coelica, . mz, tae Eugeniae 
Exultet coelum laudibus] rt, ¢, y. 2 Horis pan undecim . Eleventh Hour. 
Exultet cor tie. ras rbos nee : Wed. V 
Exultet ibus sacrata Hortator { le primus, . : _ in Lent, 
Exultet orbis gaudiis Hostis Herodes Impie . of Ep. (2.9.2). 

Cr ml), 
x: = - ° a 

nday. uc Vor, ™ . . ° 

Hujus obtentu Deus; ° ga 

Fac Christe, nostri grat 
Pando quis audivit Ta 
Favens redemtis yota 
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First line of Hymn. 

Hujusorate Deus . . 
Hujus eupplicium pest 

Hymnis dum resonat . 
Hymais predulcibus. 
a canamus glo 

Hymnum dicamus 
mine 
poem Mariae Virgi 

ol 

Tisdem creati fiuctibas 
Ilaesa te puerpera . 

Iominana, Altisai- 
muale) 

Imago lacis 

Breviary, 

r?, 
m*, 

3. of non-Virgins. 
None, in time of 
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First line of Hymn. | Breviary. Une. 

Jesu, decus angelicum ta Holy Name. 
esu defensor omnium Midn t. 

Jesu duleedo cordium Trane 
Jesu, dulcis amor meus The Winding-sheet 
Jesu, dulcis memoria Holy Name 
Jesu, nostra redemptio . Ascension, Com- 

pline(s.2), Lauds 
(yp Vapre. 

Jesu, quadragenariae =.) os. y. 2. . 
Jesu, “helene om-| r. A} z, }C. of Confeasors. 
nium corona 

Jesu, por om Easter Week 
nium qui morte Terce, 

esu, emptor om ristmas 

Jesu, Hedemptor om-| “ p hristmas. 
nium, Summ paren 

Jesu, Redemptor P 
Jesu, rex admirabilis rs, Holy Name 
Jesu rex salvater =. 2 11,000 Virgins. 
Jesu, sacerdotum decus. Pp. of Bishops. 
Jesu, Salvator seculi (1) y. &. f ‘i ; Jesu, Salvator seculi ((1>) rl, maa, |All Saints 
Jesu solamen miseris  . s. Image of our Lord, 
Joannes hujus artis , m?, in Lent, 
Jonam prophetam mitis mi, Tuesday in Lent. 
Jordanis oras praevia P- . 
Joseph stirpis Davidicae ri ih. 
Jubes, et in praecepa =. 
Jucundum nobis hunc , 
Juliani vita martyris . 
Jussu tyranni pro fide . PRAY: 

¥ & 2 5 

Katharinae collandemus St. Katharine. 

Labente Jam solis rota . 
Laetare coelutm plausi! . 
Laetis terra sonet plaus & Concept. 
bus v.M. 

Lauda fidelis concio . Crown of Jesus, 
Lauda mater ecclesia =. St. Mary Magd 

beatae Eulaline| St. Rulalia 
Laudes sanctorum mar-| of Martyrs. 
tyrum 

Legis figuris pingitur Srown of Thorns, 
Lignum crucis mirabile. Exalt. of Cross. 
Linquunt tecta < i oy: 
Lucise festum ce . Laeia. 

pancla 

Leste Crestor options” entey Vere, c optime y 
paved bujus festa colat . = 
ugete pacisangeli . . A ra, 

Lustra (is) sex qui Jam . Passion fundey. 
Lux alma Jesu. 
Lux de luce Deus fons - 
Lux ecce surgit . . Thursday, Lauds, 
Lux Deus Christe pietas 
Lux vera lucis claritas . 

Macrentes oculi spargite . of Passion, 
Magna res nobis . ° wncept. B. VM. 

Deus potentiae . Thurs. Vespers 
M palmam certami Perpetua, 

Magnum salutis gaudium Distribution of 
ms. 

Mane an, 2nd Wedn. in Adv 
Maria castis oc ‘ St. Mary Magd 
Maria ventre concepit ristmas, 
Maria sacro sancia Mary Magd 
Martinae celebri plaudite| Martina. 
Martine confessor Dei Martin. 
Martyr Deiegregie . . ls Sebastian 
Martyr Dei qui unicum.|m*.r!. s.y.2.)C. of Martyrs. 
Martyr Dei Venantius . ri, St. Venantius. 
Martyris festam rutilat . » Marcellus. 
Martyris gesta[na}) Zoy- St. Zoylus 

lique [ Zolli) 
Mathia juste duodeno St. Matthias 

jatris intactae ven: Jose 
dae ux 

Matthaee sancte bino St, Matthew 
Memento de Deo Deus . Little Office, of 

Memento rerum Condi 
Memento salutis auctor, of B. VM 

—= 
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First line of Hymn. | Breviary. 

Miracula primeva ym 
norum 

Miraculum landabile . 

Miramur, O Dews, tuae 
Miratur hostis posse , 
Miris modis repente . 
Miris probat sese moxlis 
Missum Redemptorem 
Molles in agnos cen Lup’ 
Montes, superbum ve 

cem 
Mortale, coelo tolle . . 

Mundi salus sffutura . 
Mundi salus qui 

Mysterium ecclestae . 

— 

© luce quae tudlates, . 
© luce qui mortalibus . 
O lux beata Trinitas (i), 

day in Lent. 
. Peter's Chains, | O lux beata Trinitas (ii) 

‘ O magne rerum Christe . 
h 5 O Maria noli flere. . 

Holy Innocents. Onataluxde, . ... 
Visit. of B. Vo M. [| O Nazarene, lux. 

Ontmisfelix. . . . 
O Pater sancte mitie =. , PESPARY pe 
O Petre, petra ecclesiae 
0 pulchras actes 
O quam glorifiea. . 

= bd 

p> 

tet 

0 sacerdotum inclita. 
O salutaris fulgena 

Nardi Maria pistici . is Osatorreram . 

. 

= Ld] 
Nardus Columbae floru! le umba, Oolsalutis . r. 
Nativitatem * 6 r?, 
ane nice ty ?; 
Necnon et ipso proteg' St. Agnes, ri, 
Nil laudibus nostris ki : i o of #78 
Nobis Olympo redditus , Pp . Otriplex honor... mi. 
Nocte surgentes vigi p © Virgo pectuscul . . Pp. 
mus Overumemgimen . . m*, 

Noctis tempus jam pr: U vos aethere! plaudite . P. 
terit O vos cum citharis . . Pp 

Noctis tetrae primordia . O vos unanimes Christia- Pp. 
Non abluunt lymphae . dum cbhort 
Non illam crucians . . Obduxere polam nubile, m*. 
Non parta solo sanguine Obsidiones obvias . . m!, 
Non unitatis ortus hic. Octavus horae cirenlus . 
Non vana dilectum. , Omues fideles plaudite . 
Nos imago Trinitatis . Omnibus manat cruor 
Novum sidusemicalt . ecce venis 

Omni at! Domino =. 
ay nett orl . 

Opprobrits Jesu satur . 
Optatus votis omnium . 

Novum sydus exoritur 
Nox atra rerum . . 
Nox et tenebrae . . 

. — Christus simul 
2 tegenitor. . 
Nullis bibendi nemo 
Nunc aurora, novae . 

Orbis exultans celebret . 

Panditur saxo tumulus . 

Pange, Mngua, gloriogi|m!.ri.s.y,2.Good Friday (m), 
onto’ Inv. of Crosa ja ). 

Poss, & Palm 
O Christe qui noster . . Vb F Sunday (rt.s.y.2) 
© Christ! martyret .. . . : Pange, lingua, glortosi ; Image of Our Sa- 
() coeli sydus lucide , F praclium certaminis viour 
0 coelorum alme prin Pange, i glor' St. Nicholas. 

cepa 
Ocruxavespes. . St. Jobn Baptist. 
0 decus sacram virginun 

O Dei perenne verbum . 
Oli sapientia . . . 

© Dei Verbum Patris . 
© fons amoris Spiritus . 
© fortis O clemens Deus 
O gloricsa domina , , 

rian” in 1775.) 
Pango sanctae Catharine’ 

gloriossa 
Parata cum te poscerent 
Paschale mundo gandium 
Pastore percusso minas , 
Pater superni luminis . 
Patris arterni soboles =. 
Perfecto trino numero. 
Perfusa non sicamne = . 
Perfasus ora lachrymis . 
Petrum tyranne, quid. 
Petrus beatus catenary 

tr 22 ar ae 
2 
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First line of Hymn. | Breviary. | 

Placaze, Cariste, —_ rt. 

44 frementem pub m2. 

Plagis magistri sancia ., 
Pasemator hominis Deus tsk eg. s. 
Plsndat turba ddelium .| &. 
Plawle coelestle curla . rt. 

mi, 

Post Petrum primum a. 
{ 

Post ut occasum resolvit m*, 
Praeclarum Christi mili- mz. 
tem 1 

Preeclara custos = vir- ri. 
a 

Preedicta Christi mors p. 
Praesepe pon pertulit 
Primo die quo Trinitas . rt. 
Pome dierom omnium . 

Pree commissas tii 
Promise mundo gandia . 
Promiva, tellus, concipe. 
Promittis et servas datam 
Prompts cuncta Catho- 

ra iin ms Pill 
Palliat altitude oon 
Poet hic sonat lobannrs., | 
Puet sanctus veneratur , 
Palau: superpis sedibus 

Qua lapen tacito stella 
Quast corlo Bova nunc 

Zeer ps 8) 

23< 

(eae torts voptialitus . 
Quernam lingua tibi, . 
Qualls potestas, Petre 
Quam (briste signaeti 
Quetn bos potenter allicis| 
Quar o die jam foeridus . 
Quem mish interras =. 
~~ Dox, quem tene-~ 

FEF LE PEPTETE Ber 

Yel Coristiano ghoriantu 
Yul nates es de virgine . 
Qui tos creas solus .  . 

Qui nube rupta, te. 
Qul saris hudle 2... 

Qui re, Deus, eub intimo 
Sink wre ae 
hot joyren 
cumqus Corfetonn . 

. 

Siirers 2 
“i sacram, virgo . 
i to relietis urbibus 
ot! tempus adest 
 ille, sylvie 

Zevsey vary 

chorus vatutn . 
lex adumbravit 

ayer 
4 - 

Quos Porupa sarcali ques! 

2 

e | . 

. es pe 
», $4 tregic uno cantina.) p 

FY . 2 
ae 

<= ie 

Use. 

All Saints. Ss. 
Gabriel. 

Friday in Lent. 

aw Mary Magd. 
riduy Vespers. 

Se, Slaten 
‘St, Joseph, . 
SS. Cosmas ond 
| Damian, 
St. Andrew Ap. 

| Ascension. 
St. Matthew, 

‘Immac, Concep, & 
| Purity of BVM. 
‘SS. Philip & Jas. 
Christmas. 
Sun‘ay. Mating. 

. Sunday. Matins. 
St. Mary Magd. 
St, Mary Magd. 
Five Wounds of 

Christ, 
St. Peter’s Chair. 
SS.Joachim& Anne 
Ascension, 
‘Wed. Lauda, 
SS. Michael and 

Gabriel. 
St. Philip. 
Low Sunday. 
Sc. Jobn Baptist. 
St. Maurice. 

| Annunciation. 

|Epipbany. 
Assump.ofB.V.M, 
Conv, of St. Paul, 

| Assamp.ofB.V.M. 
Epiphany. 
Lent. Five Wounds 

of Christ. 
st. Ursula. 
'Lance and Nails, 
‘St. Peter's Chair. 
. of Martyrs. 
| Transfiguration. 
Std Sun. In Lent. 
IC. of Apostles. 
St, John Evang. 

Feast of B. V. M. 
Fourth Hour. 
St. Peter in Prison. 
Doxology. 
Sundays Sept, to 

Lent, 
x i 

Purif. o 
C. of Just men. 
Dox A 
lFitth ‘oe. 
Transfiguration. 
Nat. St. John Bap. 

‘Lent. Matina. 
St. Peter's Chair. 
\St. Peter's Chair, 
Twelfth Hour, 

Annun. BVM. 

BREVIARIES 

' 

First line of Hymn. | Breviary. | 

Rebus creatis nil egens . 

Rector 8 VeTax best ei 
Redditum luci, Dom 

vocand 
Referre prisct sternma 
Regale Davidis genus 
Regali solio fort . 
Regi polorum debitas 
Kegina coeli, laetare. 

Regis superni nuntia 
Regnis paternis debitus, 
Regnator orbis summus, 

um progentes, [saci 
um decus 

Rerum Creator omninm. 

e+e 2 & 

' TPT2 aeari P 
Rerum Creator optime 2) 
Rerum Deus fous . 
Rerum Deus tenax . . 

Resonat ecclesia laudum 
Rex aeterne Deus fons , m* 
Rex aeterne Domine. . ri, 
Rex confessorum inclite. F 
Rex glorfose Martyram .jm!. r. s.y.z 
Rex ghoriose Praesulam ri, 
Rex sempiterne coelitum ri, 
Rex summe regum , P. 
Romane Christi fortis. mi, 

Sacer octavarum dies. m!, 
Sacer puritatum dies =. m?, 
Sacrae parentes Virginis 4 

Sacrar triampbhum mar- mi, 
tyris 

Sacrata Christi tempora, mi, 
Sacrate vend Spiritus =. mz, 
Sacratum Christi anti- ™. 

etitem (1) 
Sacratum Christl anti- mi, 

stitem (2) 
Sacri senatua, Petre. . 5 
Sacri triumphales tat a. 

Sacris solernii« juncta . 
Sacrum tempus in caleulo 

Saepe dum Christh . . 

Servo dolorum turbine . 
Salutis acternae dator 
Salutis humana sator (1) 
Salutis humanae sator (2) 

Salvator mundi Domine. 

Salve, regina, mater. . 

Salvete Christi valnera . 
Salvete clavi et lancea . 
Salvete flores martyrum 
Sancta mater istad . 

Sanecte Dei pretiowe . . 
Sanctissimaec Leocadiat 
Sanctorum meritis ineli 
Sat Paule sat terris , 
Scripa ennt coelo duo- 

rum 
Seripta sunt In coelo plo- 

Sed cur vetustag. . . 
Sed mox in auras, . 
Sensus quishorror . . 

Sermone blando angelus. 
Si quid virginitas . 
Signum nevicrux . 
8 nae sub alte vertice 
Si qui rite canst. . 
Sol angelorom — 
Svlerone festum ples 
Selemne nos jejunli . 
solemme rusilatac . 

+ + + © oe os 

Pp 

mal ye. 
. 
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St, Hermenegtid. 
St. Dionysius, 
\Ant. Lauds and 

Compline. 
St. Teresa. 
SS. Philip & James. 
Guardian angels, 
St. Joseph. 

Saturday, Laude, 
Wed. atin, 
Holy Redeemer. 
Satur. Ves 

. None. (aora.y.2). 
Vee (m), 

11,000 Virgins, 
‘In War, 
Raster-tide. 
Se, Kentigern. 

. Co of Martyrs. 
C. of all . 
Sunday. Matina, 
St. Louis, 
St. Romanus, 

‘Cireumetsion. 
Purif. B. V. M. 
Presentation of B. 

| VM 
St. Martiana, 

\S. after Ascension 
| Pentecost, 
‘St, Augustine, 

St. Gerontius. 

Ise. Peter's Chair 
ISS. Nazarias and 

Celsua, 
2.r.s.y.p.c. Corpus Christi. 

a ta iss." ——— and 
Paula. 

1B. V.M. Help of 
| Uhrtstians. 
IC. of Passion, 
All Sainte. 

| Trin. cy). 
Ant, 
Compline, 

\Precious Mood, 
Lance and Nails. 
Holy Innocents. 
Seven Dolours of 
BV. M. 

St. Step! phen. 
st. Leocadia, 

_C. of Martyrs, 
Cony, of St. Paul. 
SS. Emeterius and 
| Oelidonius, 

[® Sebastian, 

\Monday in Lent. 
Wedn. in Lent. 
\Fitth day of Oct. 

Asornsion. 
Low Sunday. 
St. Ursula 
|Invention of Cross 
\C, of Evangelists, 
St. John Evang, 
Compline, 
Sa. Sebastian, 
Lent. Laude. 
St. Matthew 

N 
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First line ot Rymn. 

Seulve vooem mens sotura 

Somno refecti<artubus .m*, r,s,y,z. 
Spernti sancel martyris .| 
Splendor p.t ruae glotiae a.mtray.z. 

| 
Squalent arvasoli .. 

bat mater doluraa . 

Statuta decreto Dei . | 
Stephani primi martyris— 
Stupete gentes; fit Deus, 
Sublime Numen ter. 
Sudore sat tuy thies . 
Suetus antro bustuali<« . 

Summae Deus clermr ntiae’ 

Breviary. | Une. 

m*. Friday in Easter 
Work. 

Monday. Matins. 
ma}, St. Speratus. 

\Mont. Lau ls (a. 
| r.a.y.2) Epipt. 

m*. For rain, 
r’, Seven Dolours of 

BV. M. 
| a Suephen 

a. St. Ste! \. 
p |Parif, of B, V. M. 
Pp. Holy Trinity. 
Pp. Conv, of St. Paul. 
m*, Wel in Easter 

Week. 
rs, Seven Dolours of 

B. Vv. M. 
Summaec Deus clementiae merlin, #. Saturday. Matins. 
Sammar Parens clemen-| . 

tiae (1.) ' 
Summ larens clemen- nr. 

tine (2) 
Summe Confessor ‘acer ml, 
Somme largitor (y=seq.), 
Somontt largiter praemii = #. y. &. 
Sommi P renti unice . re, 
Summ! pusillus grex Pp. 
Summ vatis preconium a, 

Supreme motor cond um) Pp. 
Supreme quales, Ariiser) P. 
Supreme Rector coelituin Pp. 
Surgentes ai te Domine, m*. 

Tandem Laborum,g!oriosi p. 
Tandem peractis O Deus Pp. 
Te centies mille... ml, 
Te decet bymousin. . m*. 
Te deprecante corporum ra, 
Te Joseph celebrent,  . rs, 
Te Lea, mundi ©. nditor p. 

Te lucisonte. . . . dm*. reyes, 
Te lucisauctor 2... m*, 

Te mojestatis Domine . mi, 
Temmeralma . . . r, 

Te principem summo . Pp. 
Te Uedemptoris . . ihe 

Te Sancte ruraus  .. Pp. 
Te<plendoret 2 4. 3, 
Telluris alme \ nditer . | r, 
Telliuris ingens Conditor m* rt. s.y.z. 
Tellus tot annos quid.) Pp. 
Templa pune fament ria 
Templi secratus pande . pe 
Tempus suport congraum m*. 
Ter sancte, ter potens , p. 
Thure fumantes quis bic p. 
Vibi Christe, splendor .| rl. ya, 
Tinctam ergo Chrristh . rw, 
Tranemiseus raptim prae- a, 

dicans,  f Transmissa 
raptim praeda, 1775), 

Trinttati altiesime matri ai, 
Ubristi 

Tristes crant Apostoli .) or. #2. 
Tu Christe nostruam. . a. 3. 
Tu natale solum. . .| 
‘Tu quem prae reliquis . 
Tu rex tplor . 
Tu Trinitatis unitas (1) 
To Trinitatie unitas (2) 
Tuba clarifice plibs, .) 
Tane coelum horruit et | 
Tune ithe lodas carnifex. 

Part of * Hostis He-) 

Turba refulsit coelica | 
Ultricihus nos undique , 
Ultrix ipsa suoe saevit 
Uneta crux Dei cruore . 

Ti sit et trino Deo . | 
Unus bonorum fons. . 

P. 
Pp. 
Pp 

Pp. 

P- 

Saturday. Matins. 

fea Sunday. 

C, of Confessors, 

ist Sun. in Lent. 
\St. Mary Magid. 
'C. of just men. 
St. xapdus and 

St. Simplicianus 
‘Saturday, Vespers 
.C, of Apostles, 
|Whitsun Eve. 
Midnight. 

SS. Peter & Pant. 
Saturday. Matins 
Sat. after Easter, 
St. Dorothea, 
)St. Jobn Cuntius, 
St. Josep 
Sat. befor . 

agesim... 
Compliwe. 
Sun, Matins 
| Lent. 
| Teree. 
‘Mate'nity of B. 
i VM 
Tuesday, Lauds. 
BV. M, Help of 
| Christians, 
St, Louis, 
St, Michael. 
Tuesday. Vespers. 
Tuer. Vespers. 
Invention of Cross 
St. Louis. 

Purif, of B. V. M. 
Sunday night. 
og. rinity. 
St. Martin. 
St. Michael, 
Lance and Nails, 
Wed. in Lent. 

Septu- 

in 

All Saints. 

C. of Apostles, 
Ascension, 

St, Martina. 
St, John Evang. 
Satu . Matins. 

.| Fri. Matins( r.s.y2) 
‘Trinity Sunday. 
Of Marriage. 
\Image of our Lord 
Maundy Thurs. 

St. Blaan, 

Friday, Lauds, 
St. Mary of Egypt 
Exalt. and Suscep- 

| ton of Cross. 
see 
\Nativity & Conept. 

of BV. M, 

First line of Hymn. | Ureviary. Use. 

Urbem Romuleam qui: Pp- St. John at Lat. 
ir Gate. 

Urbis magister Tasciac. mi. t. Cyprian. 
Urbis Romuleac jam toga mi St. Torquat us. 
Urbs beata Hierusalem .| r!. ¢. y. z, | Dedication of a Ch. 
Urbs Jerusalem beata . ° 
Ut queant laxis. 2. 

Veni Creator Spiritus roa. y. ICL) Pentecost (rt. 
p.s. a.y.p.z), (2) At 

vesting for Mass 
(8). 

Veni Redem: tium| m!, s, y, 2. |Christmas Day. 
Veni cea ap een . Pp. Whitsunday, 
Venitecelo, 2... ri. Bm in the Gar- 

n. 
Verbum Pa'ris quod m!. 4th Sun. in Lent 
Verbum quod ante . Pp. —— 

mln, sy. 2.) let -in Adv, Verbum supernum 
diens A Patre, 

Verbum supernum pro-\@, m2, r, s,\Corpus Christi 
diens nec Patris. y.p.s 

Vere gratia plennes.  . a. Office of B. V. M. 
Verus Redemptor Christe! m* Cons. of a Bp. 

at.r.s.y-p.t. Passion Sunday’. Vexilla regis prodeunt . 
Palm Sunday (a). 
Exalt. and Inven- 

tlon of Croms(a.z) 
Victis sibi cognomina =. Pp Circumcision, 
Victor, Nabor, Felix, pill a. St. Victor 
Virginis proles, opifex-|ml.r.s.y.2.jC. of Vignes. 

que 
Virginis sacrac trium. ml. . Christina. 

phum (1 
Virginis sacrae trium- mi, St. Justa, 
phom (2) 

Virginum robur, Deus . Pp C. of Virgins. 
Virgo [el genetrix .. Pp. — of BV. 

Virgo parens vixit . . 2. or BV. M. 
Virgo singularis .-. . 5, Ate. Sometien B. 

Vi virginum prae- nr, Seven Dolours of 
clara . BY. M. 

Vocaris ad vitam, sacrum mt. Palm Sunday. 
Voels auditae novitas ml. St. Saturninus. 
Vos ante Christi tem Pp Sundays. Septa. 

to Lent. 
Vos O virgineicum. . Pp C, of Virgins. 
Vos sancti proceres vos. Pp All Saints. 
Vos succensa Deo . , P. of Doctors, 
Vox claraecee . Urla.y.z jist Sun. in Adv. 

rll acy. 2). 
Weekdays in Adv. 

(wa). 
Vox ecoe vatum vivida. me, S. Justus and 

Abundus. 

11 In addition to the Breviaries named 
above, two incomplete copies of the Hereford 
Breviery are nvailable for collation Among 
the Hereford hymns are the following, ali of 
which are additional to those contained in the 
above table, and so far as we can trace, peculiar 
to this Breviary :— 

Une. 

+/St. Raphael. 
.|Holy Name. 

First line of Hymn. 

Acternam celi gratiam. . 
Alma chorus Domini : . lo 
Christ! mater celioola . .  ./Visit. of B. V. M. 
Corde natus . .. Ipse Jussit. . Christmas, Prime, 
Cor formam caduci . . Christmas, Terce. 
De sactotabernaculo .  . . Visit. of B. V. M. 
Ecce quem vates .. ,) . Christmas. Sext. 
Excelsorum civium {nclita . St. Raphael. 
Exultet coelum gaudiis . St. Raphael. 
Gaude materceclesia  . . St Thomas of Hereford. 
Gaudet chorus fidelium . St. Anne. 

Visit. of B. V.M. 
bristmas. None, 

St, Ethelbert, 
St. Anmw. 
SS. Phil. & Jas. (Si post 

Ascensionem. ) 
. St. Ethelbert. 
. Matias of B. V. M. 

In Mariam vitae viam . 
Juste Judex mortuorum 
Od lawdibus . . 
Pretiosa splendet Anna 
(pice alloquentes . 

Sanctorum meriti« Jungat . 
Veni Creator... Memento 
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12. Monastic Breviaries, —We append a 
further list of first lincs of hymns drawn 
fram Monastic Breviaries, We have omitted 
the first lines of all hymns common to both 
the s-culur and monastic Service Books, ex- 
cept in the case of a few rare hymns the 
wider use of which it seemed important to 
recon, It will be observed thet the following 
lymns are drawn almost exclusively from the 
Proprium Sanctorum. Benedictine, Cistercian, 
Dominican, Franciscan, and Augustinian 
Breviaries have been collated, The following 
éditions have been made use of :— 

(@) Breviarium Monasticum secamdum ritum Mo- 
uschorum Ordinis S. Hemedicti de observantia Congre- 
gitionis Casinensis, alias S. lustinae de Padua. Vene- 
‘tis wer, ‘ 

(+) Breviarium sacri Ordinis Clsterciensis, Parisiis 
MDCEVEL. 

(¢) Breviarium secundum ordinem 8. Dominici. Nu- 
rembergar MmecccLx xxv. 
(@) Offcia Propris sanctorum Ordinis Minorum. 

Amtverplae Mpcexxit. 
y; viartum Cartusiani Ordinis. Lagduni spcxim. 

) Breviarium Augustinianom, ad ueum fratram et 
monialion Ordinis Eremitarum Sancti Augustini. Ve- 
vets MOO LXX XIX, 

In four specified cases the hymns ere drawn 
from a ws. source in the Britis Museum. 

First line of Hymn. ‘Breviary. Use. 

Ad glorias ed laureas I. St. Thomas Vil- 
lanov. 

Ad panem medicum cur- J. Benediction of 
rite bread, 

Ad preces nostras, dei- a. Sunday in Lent. 
tatis | Vespers. 

Adest triamphus nobilis c. St. Peter Martyr. 
Adewe sancti coelites =. BA Relics of All Salute 
Adsuat festa jubilea o. Visit. BL V. M. 
Acer Patris unice. . C. & St. Mary Magd. 
Arterno regi gloriae. | c. Invent. of Cross, 
Aguthae secrac virginis . b, ‘St. Agatha. 
— heatee virginis . b. St. Agnes, 

prophetse proge- 6 ‘St. John Rapt. 
| 

Amer Jesu dukissime . t. Name of Jesus. 
Amore Christi nobilis b. St. John Evang. 
: | Hoth Feasts, 
[Atal recurse tempore) . b. Pt, of “ Jesa coro- 

ba celsjor” 
Apestolornm pacsio . ., 5, SS. Peter & Paul. 
Apestoloram supparem . b. St. Laurence, 
[Aras nefaedi numints) b. Prof “* Agnes bea- 

[Ascendant nestrae pro- b. Pt. of * Mysterio- 
_ tines) | | rum signifer,”’ 
(Assertor sequinon] =. db. ree Almi pro- 

| j tae 
Fellater armis inclytus .| b. |St. Martin, 
Bernardus doctor inelytns b. St. Bernard, 
Kernardas inelytis ortus | b. iz Bernard. 

Ststemes Domino gran- f, Add. MS., St. Monica. 
Jo0lé ! 

—— eenctoratm domi- b. Dedic. of a Church 
| 

Chrietum regemas et. b. Ail tr, cette | Games C faodia. . b. Si. Anne. 
Chm clarenset}) | bd. Part of “ Mala- 

; : } chiae solempia."’ 
Coclestis regni nuptias . t. St. oe (Fal- 

| con 
Coeli cives applandite |  ¢ ff, St. Augustine, 
Onell fidus amabile . | :§ err of St. 

ugustine, Coeloram Domino dam . fl St. Philip Neri. Concinas plebs fideliam , A . “ = Creator alme siderum  , f. Holiest Redeemer. Crocis arma falgentia | 4, [Sei of St. 
} | Francia, Crocis Christl mons. | d (Stigmata of Se. 

necks Decus morum, dux mi- y Fraved | d. Fraveis. 

BREVIARIES 

First line of Hymn. | Breviary. 

179 

Tel fidequa . . . . a, 
[Denaricrum numero) . b. 

Dens mapens primor- a, 
dium 

Discede corpus inclytum pA 

Diva mortalis generis J. 5 ; Laurence Jus- 

Dive coelestis patriae Sf John a S. Fas 
cundo, 

Dum Christiano purpu: J, lst Trans. of St. 
a. 

Dum pracdo Hesperian . I. and Trans. of St. 
Augustine. 

Ecclesiae flos germinans Sf. ommem. of St, 
Nicholas (Tol. ). 

En gratulemur hodie d. St. Anthony, 

= meus medium . - P= St. a 
xcelse princeps om-|f. Add. St. Mon! 
nium " 30014 

Exuitet claro sidere. c, St. Peter Martyr. 
Exultet coelum gaudiis , I. Conv, of St. Paul, 

Fallacies undas saccuti | d, St. Didacus. 
(Fallax ad patibulam) «. Sn Pt. of * Post Pet- 

rum. 
Flores, o popali, famdite d. t. Hippolytus 

Gaude felix Ungaria. . e Elizabeth of 
iungary. 

Gaude mater ecclesiam c, . Dominic, 
lactam 

Generat virgo filias . . Clara. 

Haec tuse virgo monn- G +. Katharine 
menta 

Hic est dies verus * bee. tertide, 
(Hic locus nempe} . . " of Christe 
BR sca ft elgg 

ibe re} nee A ‘ommem. of St, 
aed Thomas ( Vill.). 

Hymnum dicamus Do- b. Holy Cross, Crown 
tmluo Thorns, Pas- 

shontide. 
Hymnun: feativae gloriae e. Visit. of VSM. 
Hymnum novae laetitiae ¢. St. Dominic. 

Iluminans altissime , b. Epiph. V 
ar! ini 

In coelesti collegio . . d. St. Francia. 
In divinis operibus . . tps Christi 
(In principioerat) . . 

Ip profunda noctie . . 
iti patres Deminae-| 

que 
Intende ~ regin Israel . 
(Intrat Cisterclum cum) 

Invictus hero numinis . 
Ite matris osea nostrae . 

Ite macrores animi . . 

Jam dies longo revoluta 
Jam fasces lictor ferat . 
Jam ferox miles tibi. . 
Jam nitmis terris facinus 

Jam Regina diseubuit . 
Jam surgithora., . . 
Jam toto subitus vesper 

Jam lox vera mevtium . 

Katherinae collaudermus 

Laeta stupet Thuringia . 

Lauda fidelis concio - 
Lauda mater ecclesia 
Laudibus cives resonent 

of “ Amore 
Christi.” 

*. John Nepormuc 
eo = Founders 

Ond. Serv. 
St. William (Feb. 

10). 
Didacus. 
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Landibus summus cele- 
bremus 

Landibus virgo uimis =. 
Laue regi plenagaudio . 
Lingua pangatet . . 
Lucis hujus festa . . 
Luwen interris . . . 

Magister orbis maxime . 

witan ars ea agnae dies lactitiae ( 
Magne r Augustine 
Mague Vincenti nova . 
Magni parentis plaudite 

bar Sy, salutis gau- 
dium (t) 

Magnum salutis 
dium (2) 

Malachiae solemnia votis 
Martine par Apostolia . 
Martyris Christi colitmus 
Mente jocanda jubilent . 
Mentibus lactis jubilemus 
Mundi creator maxime . 

Mundi redemptor optime 
Mysterium ecclesiae . 
(Mysterium mirablle) . 

Mysteriorum signifer . 

Noctu dum Nerius . 
{Nou illam crucians). 

Novum sidus iu sapernis 
Novus athleta ‘ 

© Clara luce clarior . 
Odecus coeli simul . 

Ofemtnaram gloria. . 
(O grande cunctis]) . 

0 mater augustissima . 

(O praeferenda gloria) . 

Osole, Jesu, clarior .  . 
© Triuitas laudabilis = .//, 

O vita, Jesu, cordium =, 
Ovesunsnimse . . 
Optatus votisomnium . 
Orbis exultans celebret 
Originale crimen pecans 

Pangamus Nerlo debita . 
Pange lingua gloriosae 1) 
Pange lingua gloriosac (2) 
Paschali jubilo soment 
Pastorem canimus; grex 
Pauperum patri super . 
Pia mater et humilis. . 

Plaude festive pla. . 

Plaude lingus gloriosum. 

Plaunde turba paupercula 
(Poenas cucurrit fortiter) 

Post Petrom primom 
Poet triduum jussus.  , 

Pracclara septem lumina 

Praesens dies expendatur 
Praceulis diguos meritis. 

Praesulum fidus = ruti- 
lansque 

(Procedit e thalame)] =. 

Procul phalanges hosticae) 

(Profana dum accende- 
ret) | 

Proles de cuelo prodiit 

St. Anthony. 
Visit. of BL V. M. 
St, Aune, 
St. Vincent, 

St, Augustine. 
St. Peter Martyr. 

c St. Vincent, 

. of “Hic est 
dies” 

Se. Michael. 

St. Philip Neri. 
Pt. of  Martinae 

, celebri.”” 

ee SS oP 

St. Monica, 
Pt, of “ Optatus 

votis.” 
Trans. of St. Mo- 

nica. 
Pt. of “Stephani 

primi.” 
Name of Jesus, 

-y/Holy Trinity. 

f Fn Se 

= 
uM 3 

Name of Jesus. 
Relics of All Saints 
Ascension-tide. Hg 

‘ 

ots eeFsnSiS © Ss 

aS 

St. Thomas ( Vill.) 
St. Thomas (Vill. } 
Com. of non-Vir- 

ichias. 
Appar. of Im 

of BV. M. ie 
Commen, of St. 

Augustine, 
St. Francis. 
Ft. of “Deus tuo. 

Tuto militum,” 
St, Andrew 
Pt. of  Apostolo- 
rum supparem,” 

Seven wunders 

> 

> Fer Sk SS 

Pt. of “Intende 
qui" 

st. William (Feb. 
10) 

Pu of ** Bellator 
armis.” 

St. Francis. & * S & S So 

First line of Hymn. 

Christus hora... 
uld antiqui . | 

icum@ue certum quae-) 
ritie } 

Quoecunque pergis vitgi- b, Pt. of “Jesu corona 
nes } virginum.” 

(Ramos virentes sumpse- b (Pt. of “Magnum 
ys | | ealutis."’ 

Rex Christe Martini. .| a, St. Martin. 
Rex sempiterne Domine. ae | T. 
Rusticum solv Benedicte a, Benedict. 

(Sacri junguntar uteri) . b. Pt. of ,* Adeunt 

Salve crux sancta . C2 Invent. of Cross. 
(Sisti Jubet martyrem) . b Pt. of * Agathae 

sacrac,” 
Solemnitas fid-llum . . ¢. St. Anne. 
Spes orbits, o fidissima . S (Commem. of St 

Nicholas (Tol. ). 
Stephani primi Martyris b Ise, Stephen. Both 

sls. 
(Sterili ventre prius).| b Pt. of “* Orbis ex- 

ultans."” 
Summi parentis filio, + PA Sacred Heart. 

Te canunt omnes Nicolae! I. (1) Canonization of 
= ieee lal 

oe 

2) Feast of ditto. 
3) Henediction of 
Bread. 

Pt. of * Jesu co 
rona celsior.” 

jst. Monica. 

(Te Christe rex piissime)} b. 

Te ferant linguae cele- S. 
brentque 

Ternis ter boris . | a, Lent. None, 
Tot lacrymarutm filius . I. St. Monica, 
(Traduutur ignt mar! Pt. of * Acterns 

tyres! | Christi munera.” 

Urbs almasummo . . f. Canonization of St. 
} Nicholas (To- 

| lemt,). 
Venit redetnptor gentinm ¢, Christmas, 
Verbum supernum pro-| St. Lance and Nails. 

diens salvare, | 
[Vere gratia plena]) © «| be. | Plot“ Mysterium 

| Eocteniae.” 
(Verso crucis vestigin} ./ b. Pt, of + Apostolo- 

| rum passio.”” 
Virginem divas rapuit , a St. Justina. 
Virgins sacri redeunt a. St. Justina. 
Virtutis heros maxime . ff. St. John a 8. Fa- 

| cundo. 
Vixinsepulchrocomditur,  f. St. John Nepomue. 

| 

13. In the above list several hymns already 
given in the former list are repeated, as in- 
dicated above ; and Proses and Sequences are 
omitted, together with many hymns peculiar 
to local Breviaries or found in works of an- 
other kind, and those specially associated with 
the sneient Hymnearies, and with Missals. 
For these lists see Hymnarium, Missals, and 
Sequences, and the Cross-Reference Index, We 
may note that some of the hymns in the Mos- 
arabie Breviary are of great length, That 
for St. Eulalia’s Day (Dec. 10) consists of forty- 
five stanzas of five lines, aud that for St. Vin- 
ecut's Day (Jan. 22) of seventy-three stanzas 
of four lines each, 

14, The great bulk of the above Hymns are 
unknown in English dress, or in the vernacular 
of the various countries where they are now oF 
have been once in use, But in recent years 
English readers have become acquainted with 
many translations from the Mozarabie, Ambro- 
sian, aud York Breviaries, by various hands; 
the Roman by Bp. Mant, W. J. Copeland, and 
E. Caswall ; ‘the Sarum by J. M. Neale and 
J.D. Chambers; and the Paris by L, Willams, 



BREWER, JEHOIADA 

J. Chandler, and J. D. Chambers. These 
tmnalators, however, have not in every in- 
atance restricted themselves to Breviaries — 
In common with W. J. Blew, R. Campbell, 
k. F. Littledale, J. Ellerton, J. W. Hewett, 
A.M. Morgan, H. M. Maegill, and others, the 
bave gathered their treasures from various an 
widely scattered sources, (F. E W.] 

Brewer, Jehoiada, the “Sylvestria” of 
the Gospel Magazine, 1776, &c., waa b. at New- 
port, Monmouthshire, in 1752, He was edu- 
cated for commercial pursuits, but subsequentl 
became a Congregutional Minister, and as auc 
was at borough, Gloucestershire ; at 
She to which he went in 1783; at Carr's 
Lane Chapel, Birmingham (1798); and at 
the Livery Street Chapel, in the same town, 
Hed. Aug. 24, 1817, A Memoir of him ap- 
peared in the Evangelical Register, 1835, p. 
39. His best-known hymn is—“ Huil, Sove- 
reign Love, that first began” (q. v.). 

Bride of the Lamb, awake, awake. 
Sir E. Denny. [Advent.] Ist appeared in Hy, 
for the Poor of the Flock, cir. 1837-8, No. 128, 
in 7 et. of 41.; again in his Sel. of Hys , 1839, 
No. 382; and again in his Hys. and Poems, 
1848, p. 36. In the last work it is entitled, 
*The Church cheered with the hope of her 
Lord's return.” In 1855 it was include in 
Dr Walker's Cheltenham Coll., No. 389, and 
in 1872 in Snepp’s S. of G. and G, In Ken- 
nedy, 1863, it is given inSat.of 81. It is also 
found ina few American collections, 

Bride of the Lamb, rejoice, rejoice. 
Sir E Denny. [Advent.) This companion 
bymn to the foregoing, “ Bride of the Lamb, 
awake, awake,” was given in his Hys. and 
Poems, 1848, p. 38-9, in 6 st. of 41. From 
thence it passed into Dr, Walker's Cheltenham 
Coll, 1855, and into Snepp's S. of G. and G., 
1872, 

Bridgman, Isaac. In the year 1823, at 
which time he was Curate of Trinity Church, 
Forest of Dean. a — controversy arose 
aa to his dismissal from the curacy. Subse- 
quently he joined the Con tionalists, and 
became the Minister of St. John's Chapel, 
Walworth. For that congregation he pub, :— 
Siz Hundred Hymne; Sacred Canticles, selected and 

composed by Isaac Bridgman, Lond., 1326. 

This collection contains 600 hymns. His 
“dying experience” was pub. in 1847, and a 
volume of Miscellanies in 1848. He was b, 
1790, and d. July 5, 1846. In Snepp’s 8. of 
G. and G., hia hymn, * Behold the Saints of 
God,” is dated 1830. It is No. 44 in the Coll. 
of 1836. (W. T. B.J 

Bridges, Matthew, youngest s. of John 
Bridges, Wallington House, Surrey,and brother 
of the Rey. Charles Bridges, author of An Ex- 
_— —_ exiz. I’salm, b. at Tie Friars, 

aldon, x, July 14, 1800, and educated in 
the Church of England. but subsequently con- 
formed to the Church of Rome. His works in- 
elnde, Babbicombe, or Visions of Memory, with 
other Poems, 1842; Hymns of the Heart, 1848 
(enlarged in 1852); and The Passion of Jesus, 
1852, besides some prose productions, From 
the last two works his hymns found in com- 
Ton use are taken, the greater number being 
from Hymnsof the Heart. Besides the hymns 
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in use in G. Britain, as, “ Behold the Lamb;” 
“My God, accept my heart this day,” and 
others, the following, all of which were pub. 
in 1848, are found in several American collec- 
tions, to which they were introduced mainly 
through the Rey. H. W. Beecher’s Plymouth 
Coll., 1855: 

1. ht were the mornings first impearl’d. At the 
grave of Lazarus, 

2. Head of the hosts in glory. 
is derived “ Armies of God! In 
in some American collections. 

3. Lo, He comes with clouds descending (q- ¥.). 
4. Rise, glorious Conqueror, rise. Ascension, 
5. Soil not thy plamage, gentle dove. Morning. 

Of late yeara Mr. Bridges has resided in the 
Province of Quebec, Canada. [J. J.J 

Brigg, Julius, b. at Leeds, 1840, is the 
youngest son of John Newsom Brigg, woollen 
merchant, of that town, and an earnest worker 
in Sunday Schools, in councetion with which 
he-wrote numerous bymus and poems. Mr. 
Julius Brigg entered the Wesleyan Ministry 
in 1864, since which time he has iene engage! 
in full circuit work. His contributions to 
hymnody include the following hymns :— 

1. Father, from Thy throne in glory. sunday & 
Teachers, Written in October, 1461, to be sung at the 
Annual Meeting of the Wes. 8. S, Teachers of Leeds. It 
was pub.in the Meth. S. 8. H. Bk. 1879, The Golden 
Harp 8.8. H,. Bk., and others. 

2, Lord of angels, and + Divine Worship. 
A bymn for children written in March, 1871, atid iu. 
cluded in the Meth. 8. S. H. Bk, 1879. 

3. Friends of truth and liberty. Temperance. 
Dated Sept., 1872, and given in the Wesleyan Temper- 
ance H. and Songs, 1#77. 

4. The many are not always right. For Hands of 
Hope. Written in June, 1+76, and included in various 
Temperance hymnals, and in Stevenson's Sch. fly. Ds. 

5. If every little sunbeam, Temperance. Dated 
Oct., 1877, and pub. in the Wesleyan Temperance H. 
and Songs the same year. 

6. Again we meetin . S&S. Anniversary. 
Written in ‘1880, and ist pub. in Stevenson's Sch of 
#fymnal, the same year. 

Outside of hymnody Mr. Brigg has written 
somewhat extensively for the Wesleyan Magu- 
zines. {J. Ih 

Bright and joyful is the morn. J. 
Montgomery. (Christmas.) This popular hymu 
was contributed to the Sth ed. of Cotteriil's 
Sel., 1819, No. 213, in 4st. of 41., and repeated 
in Montgomery's Christian Psalmist, 1825, No. 
489, and his Orig. Hymna, 1853, No, 17. Its 
use is somewhat extensive, both in G. Britain 
and America. The original text is usually 
given; but sometimes st. ili., 1. 2, reads, “ Chriet, 
th’ Incarnate Deity,” for “'The Incarnate 
Deity.” It is sometimes dated 1525, in error. 

Bright as the sun’s meridian blaze. 
W. Shrubsole, jun. [Missions.) Written for the 
first meeting of the London Missionary So- 
ciety, and dated Aug. 10, 1795 (Fathers and 
Founders of the L. M. Soe, 1844). It subse- 
quently appeared in the Evangelical Magazine, 
Sept., 1795, in 6 st. of 41, entirled, *On the 
intended Mission,” “ O send-out Thy light and 

AU Saints. From this 
union,” which is given 

| Thy truth,” Ps. xliii. 3, and signed “ Junior.” 
Although thus printed anonymuusly, it * was 

| duly acknowledged by Mr. Shrubsole in his 
lifetime, and the original ma., with numerous 
corrections, ia in the ~ssion of his family, 
in his own autograph.” (Singers and Rech a 
p- 326.) It was included in sume of the older 
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i is astillin C. U. 3. Brit. | for a Week ; (4) Notes on the Canons of the First Pour coilvctions, and is still in C. U. in G. Brit. and | nee Se ee ee 

America, Orig. text in Lyra Brit, 1867, p. 504. 

Bright Queen of heaven. H. Vaughan. 
(B. V. Mary.) A poem in 4 st. of 41,, entitled 
“The Knot,” which appeared in Pt. ii. of his 
Siler Scintillans,or Sacred Poems. &c., 2ud ed., 
1655, nd again in the Rey. H. F. Lyte’sreprint 
of the same, Lond., Pickering 1847 and 1883. 
In its original form it is not in common use; 
but us “ Bright Queen of saints” it ia found in 
the J'eople’s H., 1867, No. 103. Orig. text in 
the Aldine ed. of Vaughan, 1883. 

History, A812; (10) St. Athanasius’s Vrations against the 
Arians, &e., TONSs (10) Meevater Keclesiastical Hist; (12) 
with the Rev. I’ 4. Medd, Latin Version of the Prayer 
Hook, 1465-69. His poetical works are, (13) Athanasius 
and other Poems, by a Fellow of at ic, 1858 5 and (14) 
Hymns & Other Poems, 1466; revised and enlarged, Is74. 

The last two works contain origival hymna 
and translations. To the hymn-bouvks be is 
known through his original compositions, seven 
of which are given in the revised ed. of H. A. 
and M.,and :ome are found elsewhere. In 
addition to “And now the wants are told,” 

Bright shadows of true rest. UH. 'and “At Thy fect, O Christ, we lay ’ (q.v.), 

Vaughan. [Sundays.) From the lat of 
his Silex Scintillans, 1650, where it is headed 
*Sou-Days.” It is in 3st. of 81, and has been 
repiinte! in the modern editious of Vaughau's 
work, as ulso in various selections of sacred 

try. In Dr. Martineau's Hys. of P. and 
raise, 1873, it is No. 785. Orig. text, Aldine 

ed. of Faughan, London, 1883, p. 07. 
Bright the vision that delighted. 

Bp, R. Mant. (Holy Trinity.] ‘This original 
hymn, oue of several, was given in his Ancient 

ymna, &e., 1837, No. 100, in 4 st. of 8 |, and 
headed “ Hymn commemorative of the ‘ Thrice 
Holy ’" (ed. 1871, p. 216), [tis rarely given in 
its full form, st. iii. being usually omitted, ua in 
the H. Comp., No, 34. The most striking 
arransementof the hymn isthat beginning with 
the second half of the first stanza, “ Round the 
Lori in glory seated,” with the first half of the 
second stanza as a refrain. This is given in 
Thring 8 Coll., No. 413, und is a most beautiful 
cento. Another form, beginoing with the same 
line, is in the Irish Church Hymnal, No. 224. 
It is composed of st. i, 1. 5-8, ii, iii. 1 5-8, and 
iv. T. Darling, in his Hymna for the Ch. of 
England, 1874, No. 110, hus a cento in 4 st. of 
41.45“ Near the Lord in glory seated.” In 
the ed. 188, No. 160, another ceuto is substi- 
tuted, beginning with st. i. (J. J.J 
Bright was the guiding star that led. 

Harriet Auber. (Epiphany.] 1st pub. in her 
Spirit of the Pealma, 1829, p. 142, in 4 st. of 
41. In America it has attained to a much 

fer popularity than in G. Britain, bein 
found in muny collections, sometimes attribu 
to the Rev, H. F. Lyte, and again to Miss 
C. Eliott. Orig. text in Lord Selborne’s Bk, 
of T’raise, 1862-7, p. 46, and Dr. Hatfield's 

urch H, Bk., 1872, No, 363. 
Bright, William, p.p., b. at Doncaster, 

Dec. 14, 1824, and educated at University 
College, ‘*xford, where he graduated p.a. (first 
elass in Lit. Hem.) in 1846, w.a. in 1849. In 
1847 he was Johnson's Theoloyvical Scholar: 
and in 1848 he also obtained the Ellerton 
Theological E-say prize. He was clected 
Fellow in 1847, and subsequently became 
Tutor of his College. Taking Holy Orders 
in 1848, he wns for some time Tutor at Trinity 
ColLege, Glenalmond ; but in 1859 he returned 
to Oxiord, and in 186% beeame Regius Pro- 
fessor of Ecclesiastical History and Canon of 
Christ Church, His publications ineludy:— 

(1) Ancient Collects, selected from various Hituals, 
1857, tnd ed., 1862; (2) Mistory of the Church from the 
Bilic: cf Milan to the Council of Chalcedon, 1860; (3) 
Sermuna uf St. Leo the Great on the Incarnation, trans- 
lated, with notes, 1862; (4) Faith and Life, 1864-66; 
® Chapters af Early English Church History, \=77; 
6) Private Prayers for a Week; (7) Family Prayers 

there are :— 
1, And now, O Father, mindful of the love. Moly 

Communion. Pub. in H. A. & M, 1875. Part of a 
corapesition in om aor &c. 

2. Behold us, . before Thee met. Confirmation. 
Printed in the Mfonthly Packet, Nov. 1467, and, in a re- 
vised form, in the Appendiz to MH. A. M., Lobe. 

3. How oft, 0 Lord, Thy face hath shone. <T. 
Thomas. Pub. in A. A, & Mf, isis, 

4. Once, only once, and once for all. Holy Commu- 
nion, Written in 1865, and pub. in bis Hymns, &c., 
1466, In6st.of 4 1 It was given in the Appendiz wo 
H, A, & M, i868; the new ed., 1875, and several otber 
collections. 

5. We know Who Thou art. Prayer after 
Pardon, Written in 1565, and pub. in bis Hymna, &e., 
isdé, in Sst.of 41. It was included in the Appendiz 
to HW. A. dt M., 1868, &e. 

Canon Bright's hymns merit greater atten- 
tion than they have received at the bands of 
compilers. {J.J 

Bright with all His crowns of glory. 
Sir E. Denny, Bart, (Christ in Glory.) Pub. in 
the Hys. for the Toor of the Flock, 1838, 
No. 143, aud his Sel. of Hys., 1830, No. 333, 
and again in his Hys. and Poema, 1848, p. 53, 
in 4 st. of 6 1., and entitled “ The King on His 
throne.” It is « spirited hymn and worthy of 
more extended use than is accorded to it. In 
1867 it was re-written in 3st. for the People's H. 

Brightest and best of the sons of the 
morning. Bp. R. Heber. (Epiphany.) lst 
pub, in the Christian Observer, Nov. 1811, 
p. 697, in 5 st. of 4.1. (the lust being the first 
repeated); and again in hia postlumous 
Hymna, &e., 1827, p. 25. Few hynns of merit 
have troubled compilers more thau this. Some 
have held that its use involved the worshipping 
of a star, whilst others have been offended with 
its metre us being too suggestive of a solemn 
dance, Cotterill guve it in the 8th ed., 1819, 
of lis Sel., and omitted it from the 9th, 1820; 
and Elliott, following the example in detail. 
had it in his Ist ed. Ps. and Hys., 1835, 
and dropped it from the 2ud, whilst others 
have done much the same. It has, however, 
survived these changes, and has become one of 
the most widely used of the Bishop's hymns. 
In the American Presbyterian Ps. & Hys. for 
the Worship of Ged, Richmond, 1867, No. 69, 
it is viven in an altered form as “ Hail the 
blest morn! see the Great Mediator,” and 
attributed in the Index tv Tate and Brady. 
The Rev. R. Binglom has given a Latin ren- 
dering in his Hymno. Christ. Lat, 1871: 
“Stella, micans coelo nitido magis omnibus 
una.” (J. J 
Brightly did the light divine. J. 

Alford. [St, Barnabas.] In Dean Alford’s 
Poetical Works, 1868, this hymn is dated 1844, 
although it is not found in his Ps. and Hys, of 
that year In the musical ed. of his Year of 
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Prai, it is siveu as 1845; but in the ed. of | 
words ouly it is undated, In the revised ed. 
of H. A. & M., 1875, it is in an unaltered fourm, 

Brightly gleams our banner. T. J. 
Potter, [Processional.] ‘This hymu, which has 
attained to great popularity, is found in various 
forms, the most widely used of which are :— 

1, The original, which « with music, in The 

way, 
#4 will be gathered from st, iil, and v., which — 

{iii.) + Mother, Ave! /(¥.) Jesus! Mary! Joseph! 
Israel's a hail! Sweet and holy Three | 

Comfort of thy children | List the praise we pay you | 
i we sinful vale. May our bended knee, 
“Mid life’s surging ocean, we sing your glo | 
Whither shall we flee, In glid realms fas f 

Save, O stainless Virgin, Bound for ever to you, 
Mother, unto thee ? By the bonds of love.” 

This text is — in numerous Roman Catholle 
bymeals'for schools and missious, aud may be consulted 
without any difficulty. 

2. The wext as in the People’s H., 1867, No. 1, was 
given in Walker's App. to the Hymnal V., 1863. This 
is thy nearest ap to the original, but is not in ex- 
tensive use. 

3. The third and most popular text is that which ap- 
peared in the 1467 App. to Morrell and How, and was 
repeated in the App. to HW. A. and M., 1H68. In this the 
pwd paabel original which are retained are et. i, 

iL (with considerable alterations) and the chorus, 
which is simply the opening lines repeated. 

4. In the App. to the S. PC. K. Ps. and Hys., 1860, 
No. 421, this text is distinguished by the third stanza, 
“Pattern of our childhood,” &c. It was re in 
Church Hys., 1871, Mrs. Brock's Children's H. Bk, isst, 
Thring's Cxf!.,1842, and many others. It has less of the 

nal than any other a ment of the hymn, and 
next in eatensiveneus of use to that In H. A, and 

4 Mr. Ellerton’s note to this hymn in the folio ed. of 
os Hys is in error by transposing the stanzas which 

quotes, 
5. The American use of this hymn in any form is very 

limited. In Richards’s Songsof Christian Praise, N.Y., 
lest, No. 464, we have st. i, il. amd iv, and in Stryker 
and Main's Church Praise Bk, N.Y, 1542, No. 660, st. 
1, til, and v. from No. 4 o8 above, 

Although in some hymnals slight clanges of 
these varying texts muy be found, yet they are 
the generally accepted forms of the hymn. 
Taken together its use is very extensive; the 
revised versions, however, far outnumbering 
the original in use. (J. J.) 
B the glossy branch, unfading. 

Tr, Dot. [Christmas.} Pub. in his Devo- 
tional Verse for a Month, 1855, in 5 st. of 8 1, 
and entitled “Christmas Day.” In 1877 it 
was republished in his Annus Sanctus, but 
omitted from his Hys. Old and New, 1864. It 
has been set to music by W. H. Havergal. In 
1870 Snepp gave, in his Songs of G. and G., 
No. 198, at. iL, iii, and v. slightly altered, as:— 
“Jesus, from the skies descending,” 

Bronté, Anne, sister of Charlotte, and 
daughter of the Rev. Patrick Briuté, B.a., 
Views of Haworth, Yorkshire, b. at Thornton, 
bear Bradford, 1819; «l. May 28,1849. Anne 

inté was joint author with her sisters of a | 
small volume of Poems, 1846, and gaye A 
of Agnes Grey, 1847; and The Tenant of Wild- 
fel Hall, 1847, her nom de plume being Acton 

- In 1851 a new edition of Wuthering 
Heights, by Ellis (Emily) Bell; and Agnes 
Grey, by Acton [Anne] Bell, was edited, with 
biographical notes, and -elections from their 
Papers by their sister, Charlotte Bronteé. 

ewe selections consisted of poems ani hymns 
by the two sisters, From those of Anne the . 
following have come into C. U!:— i 
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1, I hoped that with the brave and strong. Zine 
of Sorrow, A hymn of much plaintive beauty, 
wrung from the writer by disappointment and 
atHiction. It is in several collections, as Horder's 
Cong. Hys., 1884, &e. 
2. My God, O let me call Thee mine, Lent. 

Also very plaintive, but not so extensively in use, 
It is No. 291 in the Bap. Hymnal, 1879. 

3. Oppressed with sin and woe. Conjidence. 
The most popular, although not the best of her 
hymns. It is in many collections, both in G, 
Britain and America. 

4. Spirit of truth, be Thou my Guide. Spirit of 
Truth, In a few hymnals, including Dr. Mar- 
tineau's Hys. of P.§ Prayer, W873. (J. 3} 

Brooke, Stopford Augustus, .a., was 
b. at Letterkenny, Donegal, Nov. 14, 1832, and 
educated at Trinity College, Dublin, gradua- 
ting B.A. 1856; m.a. 1858. He carried off the 
Dowics prize aud the Vice-Chancellor’s prize 
for English verse. On taking Holy Orders he 
was successively Curate of St. Matthew's, 
Murylebone, 1857-59; of Kensington, 1860- 
63; Chaplain to the British Embassy at Berlin, 
1863-65; Minister of St. James's Chapel, 
York Street, London, 1866-75; and of Bed- 
ford Cuapel, 1876. He was also appointed 
Cheplain in Ordinary to the Quecn, in 1872, 
In 1865 he published the Life and Letters of 
the late F. W. Robertson ; in 1874, Theology in 
the Euglish Poets; in 1876, Primer of English 
Literature, &e, On seceding from the Church 
of England in 1881, le pub. for the use of bis 
congregation, Christian Hymue,a collection of 
269 pieces. Of these he is the author of :— 

1, Immortal Love, within Whose righteous will. 
Resignation and Prayer for Guidance, No. 143, in 4 
st. of 61, [t has a strong likeness to Card Newman's 
“Lead, kindly light,” is in the sate metre, and wight 
be called a companion hymn thereto, It was repeated 
in Horder’s Cong. Hys., lss4. 

2, It fell upon a summer day, Christ blessing 
little children. No. 250, in 10 st. of 41, 
3. It is finished, all the pain. (Good Friday. 

No, #0, in 6 st. of 41. 
4. Let the whole creation cry.  fnvitation to 

Praise God, An imitation of Ps. 148, 
10 st. of 41, and isof special merit. 
are from another source. 

$. Mysterious Spirit, unto Whom. first and Joy 
in God, Based on atr, by J. G. Whittler from Lamar- 
tine, It is No. 159, in 3st. of 61. It was repeated in 
Horder’s (omg, Hya., 184. 

6. Now that day its wings has furled, Evening. 
No, 3, in 6 st, of 41. 

7. 0 God, Whose love is near. firine protection 
desired, No, 103, in 7 st. of 61. This ts Toplady’s 
* Your harps, ye trembling Saints” re-written, only st. 
i, and tv, being absolutely by Mr. Biowke, 

8. O that Thou would’st the heavens rend And 
comfort, &o. Peace derired. No. 149, in 4. st. of 41 
The first line is from C. Wesley; also st. ii, L 4, but the 
rest of the hymn is original, 

9. O Who is this that on a tree, 
No. 79, in & st. of 41. 

10. Of as werun the weary way. Heaven! 
Witnesses of the struggles of Men. No. 158, in 6 st. of 61, 

11. Still the night, holy the night. Christmas 
Carel. No, $5, in 3st.of 41, Itisa tr. from the tier- 
tan, and is noticed under Mohr, Joseph. 

12. Through the starry midnight dim. hriet- 
mts. No, 53, in 6 st. of 31, and the refrain * Halle- 
Iujah.” 

13. When the Lord of Love was here. Life of 
thrist, No, 66,in6st.of 41. It has passed Into The 
Norwoo! Hymnal, and with the omission of st. vi. 
and the transposition of st, iv. and ¥. into Horder’s 
Cong. Hys., ised. This is bis finest hymn. 

It te No. 47, io 
In st. iv., 3,4 

Good Friday, 
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In addition, Mr. Brooke has made extensive | 
alterations in the text of the hymns which he 
has adopted from otler writers, and bas also 
inserted in many instances additional stunzas | 
into well-known lyrics, and thereby brouyht 
them, to sowe extent, into harmony with his _ 
theological \iews. His own compositions are 
marked by great freshness of thought aud | 
tenderness of expression. (W. G. H.] 

Brooke, William Thomas, b. Jan. 9, 
1848, and educated at the City of London 
School, After entering commercial life he felt 
a warm interest in lymnology, and from his 
intimate acquaintance with Daniel Sedgwick 
he gradually learnt all that Sedgwick had to 
teach. His hymns and translations were con- 
tributed to religious newspapers and periodi- 
cals. Many are still unpublished, but hymns 
of his will be found in the Monthly Packet, 
1872; the Methodist 8. 8. Hymnal, 1880; the | 
Methodist Hymna for Missions, 1882- his own — 
Churchman's Manual of Priv. and Fam, Dero- 
tion, 1882; and in the Altar Hymnal, 1884, 
Following in Sedgwick's steps, he has authen- 
ticated the texts and authorship for several 
compilations (e.g.) Methodist 8 8. H. Bk , 1880; 
the Cong. Bk. of Praise for Children, 1881, and 
others, Originally a Baptist, he became in 
1867 a member of the Church of England. 

Brooks, Charles Timothy. Av Ame- 
rican Unitarian Minister, b, at Salem, Maas., 
June 20, 1813, and graduated at Harvard, 
1882, and the Divinity School, Cambridge, 
U.S., 1835. In that year he began his ministry 
at Nahant, subsequently Eee at Bangor 
and Augusta (Maine), Windsor (Vermont). 
In 1837 he became pastor of Newport, Rhode 
Islend, and retained the same charge until 
1871. when he resigned through ill-health 
For details concerning his hymn, “ God bless 
our native land,” see God save the King. 

[F. M. B.) 
Brother, now thy toils are o’er. G. 

Moultrie, [Burial.] Written during the sing- | 
ing of a requiem in the Church of St. Nicholas, 
Boulogne, in the summer of 1863, and first pub, 
in the Church Times, Sept. Srd, 1864, and in | 
his ed. of the Primer, 1864. In 1867 it was | 
embodied in the author's Hymns and Lyrice, | 
pp. 413-15, in 11 st. of 41, with the refrain; 
and, in an abridged form, in the People's I. 
1867, No. 380, Upon this last the Rev. John 
Ellerton'’s hymn, * Now the labourer’s task is 
over” (q.¥.), 8 based, and st. iit, vi, and vii, | 
are specially represented therein as st. iii, v., 
and vi. Mr. Moultrie’s hymn was originally 
intended “To be sung as the body leaves the 
eburch ;" and isa free paraphrase of detached 
portions of the Roman Office for the Dead. 
Orig. textas above. Authorized arrangement 
in leople’s H. 

Brother, thou art gone before us. 
H. H. Milman. [Burial.) This hymn is in- 
troduced by Dean Milman in his Martyr of 
Antioch, a Dramatic I'oem, 1822, pp, 83-5, as 
being sung at The Place of Burial of the 
Christians.” At the close of a funeral at 
night, Mahine, Bishop of Antioch, is repre- 
sented as saying :— 

“So, by the side of martyr'd Babylas, 
Brother, thou slumberest; silent as yon stars, 
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And silent as the falling dews around thee, 
We leave thy verdant grave. But ob! shall we, 
When we put off the load of mortal life, 

like thee as in a deeper sleep, 
With the sweet smile of life on the closed lips, 
Or in ap agony of mortal pain, 
By the pitch’d stake, ur den of raging lions?" 

One of the first to extract it from the dra- 
matic poem, and constitute it as a hymu ‘for 
C. U. was Elliott, who included it in bis Is. 
and Hys., 1885. It soon became popular, and 
is = in a great number of hymnals in 4. 
Britain and America. Orig. text in H. Comp., 
with “ fear” changed to “ fears” inst. ii, |. 5. 

Brought to the Font with holy care. 
E. Osler, [froly — —General.} Lat pub 
in Hall's Mitre H, Bk., 1836, No. 222, in 4 et 
of 4.1, and entitled “For a Blessing on our 
Christian Privileges ;” and again, with alter- 
ations, in the July number of the authw's 
Church and King, for 1837, No, 238 in Ken- 
nedy, 1863, is the original Mitre text.  Al- 
though not strictly speaking a hymn for Holy 
Baptism, yet it is suitable to be sung duriag 
a cervice when that Sacrament has bees ad- 
ministered. 

Brown, Abner William, m.a., b. at 
Mount Tirot, Jamaica, Sept. 40, 1800, but was 
remove from Jamaica to Scotland in 1802. 
His varly education was at the Edinbursh 
High Setiool, and University, from whence he 

ssed to Lincoln's Inn to read for the Bar. 
Il-health caused bim to suspend all studies 

for some time. Ultimately he entered the 
University of Cambridge. and took his degree 
in 1830. Ordained in 1831 to the enracy of 
Pytchley, Northamptonshire, in 1832 he be- 
came the Viear of the same parish, from whence 
he removed to Gretton, in the same county, in 
1851, He d. there Sept. 15,1872, He was an 
Hon, Canon of Peterborough Cathedral from 
about 1851. Canon Brown's lhymnological pro- 
ductions are :— 

1) dntroits and Owl . 1RAS 
scion Hymn- Book, ok iy inne Lyris. o veett 
Printed, and containing bymns by a deceased daughter}, 

| 1659; (4) A Seleetion of Pealme and Hymns for Public 
Worship, Lowd., Hamilton, Adams, and Co,, 1465, 
To each of these works Canon Brown con- 

tributed original hymns. Beyond his own Sel., 
very few of these hymns are in C,U, The 
most popular is “O God for ever near,” [J. J. 

Brown, James Baldwin, t.a., s. of Dr. 
J. B. Brown, b, at the Inner Temple, Aug. 19, 
1820, He received his education at University 
College, London, graduating B.a. in 1839. 
For a short time he studied for the Bar, but 
soot pass d from the Inner Temple to High- 
bury College to prepsre for the Congregational 
Ministry. In 1843 he became pastor of the 
London Road Congregational Chapel, Derby ; 
and in 1846 of the Claylands Independent 
Chapel, Clapham Road, London. In 1870 his 

congregation removed to their new chapel at 
Brixton. In 1878 he was Chairman of the 
Congregational Union. Hed. at Brixton, 1884, 
His prose writings were numerous, He is 
known to hymnology chiefly through his popu- 
lar hymn, “ For increase of Faith "—* Thou 
Who our faithless hearts canst read,’ ” 

Brown, James Baldwin, ut.p , barris- 
ter, of the Inner Temple, and father uo ‘he 
above J B, Brown. In 1813 he joined Dr. 
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Raffles and J. H. Wiffen (the translator of 
Tasso) in publishing, anonymously, Poems by 
Three Friends, In the new ed, 1815, the 
authors’ names were given. He also contri- 
bated a few 3 we to Dr. Raffles’s Liverpool 
Coll, 1853. They have however died out of 
ose, A specimen, * The manna to the fainting 
Jews” (Christ the Bread of Life), ia given in 
Lyra Brit., 1867, p. 90. 

Brown, John Newton, v.v., was b. at 
New London, Connecticut, June 29, L803, 
sod graduated at Madison University, 1823. 
From 1888 to 1845 he was Professor of ‘Theo- 
logy at New Hampton, New Hampshire, «nd 
from 1845-1849 pastor at Lexington, Virginia. 
He d. in 1868. Dr. Brown was some time 
editorof the Baptist Publication Society, the 
Christian Chronicle,and the National Baptist. 
His works include Encyclopaedia of Religious 
Kuowledge, 1831; Memorials of Baptist Mar- 
tyre, 1834; Poems, 1840. His hymn :— 
Go, spirit of the sainted dead, appeared in The 

Primist (Revs, B, Stow and S. F, Smith), 1845, 
No, 1100,and thence has passed into other Baptist 
collections. (FP. M. B,J 

Brown, Phoebe, née Hinsdale. A mem- 
ber of the Congregational body, b. at Canaan, 
Columbia County, New York, May 1, 1783, she 
was left an orphan when two years old. At 
nine she fell into the hands of a relative who 
kept acounty gaul. These, says her son, “ were 
years of intense and cruel suffering. ‘he tale 
of ber early life which she hus left her chil- 
dren is a narrative of such deprivations, cruel 
tratment, and toil, as it breaks my heart to 
rewd.’ Escaping from this bondage at 18, she 
was sought by kind people, and sent for three 
months toa common sohoul at Claverack, N.Y., 
where she learned to write,and made profession 
of faith in Christ. In 1805 she was married to 
Timothy H. Brown,a painter,and subsequently 
lived at East Windsor and Ellington, Connee- 
tieut, Monison, Mass., and at Marshall, Henry 
County, Illinois. She d. at the last-named 
place; Oct 10, 1861. Most of ber hymns were 
eritten at Monison, Mass. Through a life of 
poverty and trial she was “a most devoted 
mother, wife, and Christian.” Her son, the 
Rev. S. R. Brown, p.p., became the first Ame- 
rican Missionary 10 Japan, and two of her 

nichikiren are now in the same mission. 
4 addition to her hymns, two or mere volumes 

of prose by her have been published. Her 
Autobiography and Poems were being prepured 
for publication, when the editor died, and they 
are yet to appear. Despite all her disadvan- 
tages, Mrs. Brown's talents and work wre 
superior to those of any other early female 
hymnist of America. It is hoped that her 
Mss. may some day be competently examined, 
avd selected portions from them be published. 
Four of her hymns appeared in Nettleton’s 
Fillage Hys., 1824, with the signature “ B.” 

1, As once the Saviour took His seat, /’enitence, 

2, Go, messenger of love, and bear. .Wissions, 

3. T love to steal awhile away. Retiresnent. 

4. Welcome, ye hopeful heirs of heaven, oun 
Converts. 

_ OF these No.2 is a Missionary hymn, written 
im 1817, but first pub. inthe Village Hys., 1824; 
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No. 3 was written in 1818, and few hymns have 
a more pathetic history. It is this :— 

Mrs. Brown was living at Ellington with “ four little 
children, in a small unfinished bouse,a« sick sister in the 
only finished room, and not a above or below where 
I could retire for devotion.” Not far off stood the finest 
house in the neighbourhood, with a large . To 
wards this the poor woman used to bend steps at 
dusk, loving, as she writes, “to smell the fragrance of 
fruits and rs, though [I could not see them,” and 
commune with Nature and God. This she did, never 
dreaming that she was intruding, her habits watched, or 
ber motives misconstrued, till one day the lady of the 
mansion turned rudely upon ber with “ Mra. Brown, why 
do come Up at evening 90 near our house, and then 
° k without comingin? If you want anything, why 

n't you come in and ask for it?" Mrs. B. adds,“ There 
wan epee her manner more than her words, that 

me, I went home, and that evening was left 
alone. After my children were all in bed, except my 
baby, | sat down In the kitchen with my child in my 
arms, when the griefof my beart burst forth tn a flood of 
tears, | took pen and paper, and gave vent to my 

ressed heart.” 
be Poem then written is healed “An Apology fur 

Apher Rambles, addressed to a Lady, Aug. Deis." 
original has nine stanzas, the second beginning, «I 

love to steal awhile away.” Years after, when Nettleton 
was secking original matter for bis Village Hymns (1*24), 
this plece was abridged and altered into the present 
5 rd form, oer by zi ss herself, her pastor 
(Mr. le), or Nettleton. Its larity was at from 
the first. [nn 1853 tt was included in the Leeds. Hk, 
and thus became known to English collections. It is 
found in Lyra Sac, Amer,, p. 29. 

In 1819 Mrs, Brown wrote two hymns which 
were strangely overlooked by Nettleton, and did 
not appear till 1831 in Hastings’s Spiritual Songs. 
These are :-— 

5, How sweet the melting lay. Morning. 
6. © Lord, Thy work revive. For a Revival. 

Both are found in Lyra Sac, Aimer., pp. 28-30. 
No. 6 was altered by the author for Nason's 
Cony. H, Bk. 857. This, according to Nason, 
is her authorized text. It is widely used in Ame- 
rica, and is alse found ina few English collections, 
including Reed’s W. B&. and the NV. Cong., and 
sometimes is attributed in error to Hastings, 
Her later hymns are :— 

7. Groat God, we would to Thee make known. 
This appeared in the Mother's H, Bk, 1834, 

8. We come, O Lord, before Thy throne, 
Sailors, 

9, Grant the abundance of thesea. for Siilors, 

Two hymns for sailors, which appeared in 
Linsley and Davis's Select Hymns, 1836, 

10. Assembled at [round] Thine altar, Lord. Holy 
Communion, This also appeared in the select 
Hymus, 1836, and was altered for Nason's Cony. 
H. Bk. 1857. It isa good hymn, and deserves 
wider adoption, 

11, Jesus, this mid-day hour. Yoon. * Written 
by special request for the Fulton Street [Noon] 
Prayer Meeting,” about 1857. 

In addition to the foregoing there are four 
hymns by her in Parish Hymns (Phila.), 1845, 
to which they were contributed ; and there may 
be many others in various collections which are 
uncredited, [F. M. B.] 

Brown, William, author of the hymna 
“Welcome, sacred day of rest” (Sunday), 
which appeared in A Collection of Hymus, 
designed as an Appendix to Dr, Watts's Ps. 
andl Hys., by T. Kussell, m.a., 17th ed., 1859, 
No, 560, in 2 at, of 8 L, is known only as the 
writer of this hymn, and of a poetical work, 
pub, in 1822, The hymn is in somewhat 

Fur 
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extensive use in G. Brit.und America. Orig. | 
text in the 8. P. C. K. Ps. and Hys. No. 195; | 
and Dr. Hatfield's (Amer.) Church H. Bk., 1872, 
No. 39; in each case with the orig, line, st.i., 
1, 2, changed from “Time of leaving worldly 
care,” to“ Sweet repose from worldly care.” 

Brown-Borthwick, Robert, b. at Aber- 
deen, May 18, 1840, und educated at St. Mary 
Hall, Oxford. Taking Holy Orders in 1865, he 
has been Curate of Sudeley (and Chaplain of 
ihe Wineheombe Union), Gloucestershire, 
ist5-6, and Evesham, 1866-8; Assistant 
Minister of Quebec Chapel, London, 1868-9 ; 
and Incumbent of Holy Trinity, Grange, near 
Keswick, 1869. He is now (1886) Vicar of All 
Saints, Scarborough. His publications, in ad- 
dition to his prose works, are :—Supplemental 
Hynan and Tune Book, 1867 (4th ed., 1871); 
Szteen Hymns for Church and Home, 1870; 
Select Hamas for Church and Home, 1871; and 
various Kyries, Hymn Tunes, Chants, &e, In 
widition he bas rendered good service as one 
of tue four Editors of the 8. P. C. K. Church 
Hymas. In this last work three of his best 
hymns are found: “Come, O Jesu, to Thy 
Table”; “O Holy Jesu, Prince of Peace”; 
“Let us raise our grateful voievs.” Canon 
Westeott in his Paragraph Pealter acknow- 
ledges Mr. Brown-Borthwick’s assistance in 
preparing that work for the press as of great 
value thereto. 

Of Mr. Brown-Borthwick’s hymne the fol- 
lowing appeared in his Sixteen Hymna, &c., 
1870 :— 

1, Come, O Jesus, to Thy Table, fly Communion. 
2. Lord, in the watches of the night. Midnight. 
3.0 Jesu, Prince of Peace. Holy Communion. 

The authors note to this hymn is, “This is not a con- 
gregational hymn, but a meditation, to be read while 
nou-communicants are retiring, or to be sung by the 
ebvir alone, anthem-wise, Kneeling.” 

These hymns were repeated in his Select 
Hymus, &c., 1871-85. The following is also 
in that collection :— 

4. Let us raise our ful (gladsome] voices. 
Flower Services, or Thanksgimng, * Written in Bor- 
rowdale, on a summer morning in 1870," and pub. iu the 
5S. P.o. R. Church Hys., 1871, &e. . 

ale Felicia Dorothea, [Hemans, 
F. D. 

Te Charlotte Elizabeth. [Tonna, 
0, E. 

Browne, Jane Euphemia. [Saxby, J. E.] 

Browne, Mary Ann. (Gray, M. A.) 

Browne, Moses, was b. in humble cir- 
cumstances in 1703, and was distinguished as 
a poet and miscellaneous writer, He was 
Vicar of Olney, Bucks, and for some time 
Chaplain of Morden College, Blackheath, | 
Keut, where hed, Sept, 15, 1787. His poetical 
works were :— 

(1) Poems, 1739; (3) The Works, and Kest of the | 
Creation, in two parts, Pt. i. An Aysay on the Universe; | 
Pt. ii, Sunday Thoughts, &c., 1742 (6th ed., 1505). His 
hymns are contained in Pt. iv. of the Sunday Thoughts, — 
together with versions of Ps. 130 and iu9. He is 
known chiefly through bis hymn “When with a mind 
devoutly pressed" (Meniltence), which is “ Night Swng, 
No. vili.," in 5 st. of 4 1, of the Sunday Thoughts, having 
originally appeared in his Poems, 1739, p, 457, He com- 
lainsina mote of editors of hymn-books printing this 
ymo “from an imperfect copy.” It has hs ascribext 

from time to time to Various authors, (3) He also pub. 
in 1772, a tr, of J. L, Zimmermans Excellency of the 
Knowledge of Jesus Christ, 1732, trom whieh the hymn, 

' with great fulness of detail. 

BROWNE, THOMAS B. 

"Tia not tw bard, too high an aim,” is taken. 
anntated under ** Es ist nicht schwert.” 

Browne, Simon. A contemporary of Dr. 
Watts, b. at Shepton Mallet, Somersetshire, 
cir. 1680, and «l, in 1782) Atter studying for 
the Independent Ministry under the Rev. John 
Moore, of Bridgewater, he became pastor of an 
Independent charge in Portemouth, and then, 
in 1/16, of the Independent Chapel in Old 
Jewry, London. His later years were clouded 
by a peculiar malady, under the influence of 
which * he imagined that God had in a gradual 
manner anvihilated in him the thinking sub- 
stance, and utterly divested him of conscious- 
ness.” It is supposed that the death of a 
highwayman at his hands during a violent 
struggle, followed by that of his wife and son 
a short time after, had ‘nuch to do in producing 
this sid result. Whilst thus contending that 
he had no power to think, he produced a work 
in defence of Christianity, another in defence 
of the Trinity, a third as an Exposition of the 
Ist Ep. to the Corinthians, and a fourth ir the 
form of a Dictionary. His publications number 
over 20. Of these works, he is known to 
hymnvlogy through his :— 
Hymns and Spiritual Songa, in Three Books, designed 

asa Supplement fo Yr, Watts, &c., 172, Ind ed, 174), 
Srd ed. 1769. It contains 166 hymns, 7 doxulogies, and 
4 Preface of some historical interest. 

In the old collections Simon Browne's hymns 
(all of which are from the above collection) 
held a prominent position, but in modern 
hymnuls they are fast puasing out of use. ‘I'he 
best known aud most widely used are “ Come, 
Holy [gracious] Spirit, Heavenly Dove,” * O 
God, on Thee we all depend,” and “ Lord, at 
Thy feet we sinners lic.” In addition the 
following are also in C. U. :— 

1. Eternal God, Almighty Cause. Unity af God. 
2. Eternal God, of beings First. God ail an all. 
3. Frequent the day of God returns. Stenday. 
4. Great First of beings, Mighty Lord. Creation, 
6. Great God, my joyful thanks te Thee, Taanke- 

aay 
5 reat God, Thy peerless excellence. /mitation of 

ee 

It bs 

7. Great Lord of earth and seas andl skies. Providence, 
4. Great Ruler of the earth and sky. Prowiderlee. — 
9. _ Holy Spirit, bright, immortal, Dove. Whit- 

suemtecde, 
10. Hall, happy day, the [thon] day of holy rest. 

Sunda 
11. f cannot shun the stroke of death. Leath. 
12. Lord, Thou art good; all nature shows. 

Goodness. 
13, Lord, what a feeble frame is ours. Frailty of 

Life. 
a O God, on Thee we all depend. ony in 

God. J. J.J 

Browne, Sir Thomas, b. in St. Michuel’s, 
Cheapside, London, Oct. 19,1605, and educated 
at Winclester, and at the Hall now known as 
Pembroke College, Oxford, graduating 4.4. in 
1626. He 2 gene asa physician in Oxford- 
shire, Shipden Hall, near Halifax, Yorkshire, 
and at Norwich. In 1671 he was knighted by 
Churles IL. at Norwich, and died there, Oct. 10, 
1682. He wrote numerous scientific, anti- 
narian, and other works, including Religio 

Medici, 1642, and others, republished in Bohn's 
Library. The Religio Medici has been edited 
in the Golden Treasury series, Macmillan, 1382, 

He is known 
principally to hymnology through his fine 
hymn, * The night is come; like to the day.” 

Browne, Thomas Briarly, of Welling- 

trivine 
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ton, was the author of The Ozford Divines | Paraphrases of the Church of Scotland was 
nit Members of the Church of England, 1839; 
Thrights of the Times, 1838; ond the National 
Jhmkruptey and other Poems, Lond., Picker- 
ing, 1844. From this last work a version of 
tle 148th Ps. has come into somewhat exten- 
svete in English-speaking countries, It is 
tie well-known “ Praise the Lord of heaven, 

} 
repared. In 1782 le wes compelled to resign 
is charge at Leith in order to prevent depo- 

sition, «ud finally, having passed on to London, 
| he supported bitaself partly by his pen, and 
died there, Dec. 28, 1788. 

The names of Bruce aud Logun are brought 
together beeause of the paintul controversy 

praive Him in the height.” Orig. text in Lord | which has long prevailed concerning the au- 
Scllorne's Bk. of Praise, 1862, p. 25. re certain Hi ms and I ‘araphrases of 

Holy Scripture which are in extensive use in 
Browning, Elizabeth, née Barrett, | the Christian Church both at home and abroad. 

dauzhter of Mr. Barrett, an English country | During the latter years of Bruce's short life he 
gentleman, and wife of Robert Browning, the 

4, wes b. in London 1809, aud d. at Florence 
wrote yarious Poems, and also Hymne for a 
singing class at Kinnesswood, which were well 

Wi iX6l. As a poetess she stands ut the head | known to his family and neighbours, aud were 
of English fermale writers, and her secular eventually — out by 

worhsare well known. Sacred pieces from her 
works are in C. U. in America. ‘They include ; 

t. Ged, named Love, whose fuant Thou ait. Love. 
2 How sigh Thou ait! 

Perfection. 
3. Of all the thoughts of God, that are. Death, 

ruce himself in a 
quarto ms. book, with the hope that sume day 
he might see them in print. Immediately 

) upon his death, in 1767, Logan called upon his 
Our songs can own, Divine | futher and requested the loan of this bovk that 

he might publish the contents for the benefit 
4, What would we give touurbeluved? Pt. ii.of No.3.) of the family. This was granted, Not till 
5. When Jesus’ friend had ceased to be. 

Ravel on the deuth of Lazarus. 

These hymns are in Beecher's Pl th Coll. 
1855: Hedge and Huntington's Hys. for the 
Ch. of Christ, Bostou, U.S., 1853, &e, 

Bruce, Charles, b. Oct. 25, 1837, at 
Braintree, Essex. Mr. Bruce has been en- 
gaged iu literary work, and chiefly as an 
amanurnsis, He has written about 25 books, 
to-tly fur the young, and also contributed to 
various magazines. Of the few hymns which 
he bos compo-ed the following are in C. U.:— 

1. Father, Obear me. Prayer. 
2. When little hearts believe and love. Trust. 
Heeb are in the Bk, of Praise for Children, 1s75. 

(W. G. H.] 

Bruce, Michael, son of a Scottish weaver, 
was born at Rinnesswood, Portmoak, Kinross- 
shirr, Scotland, March 27, 1746, and educated 
at the village school, Edinburgh University 
(where he firat beeume acquainted with John 
Logun , and the Theological Hall of the Asso- 
ciate Synod, held at Kinross, under the Rev. 
Jehu Swanston, intending ultimately to enter 
the ministry,a Lope which was frustrated by hia 
tutinely death. To assist in uring Univer- 
sty fees and maintenance for some time 
coudocted a school, during the recess, at Gair- | 
tey Bdge, and subsequently at Forrest Mill, 
bear Tillicoultry. Whilst yet a student he 
died at Kinnesswood, July Sth, 1767. 

Logan, John, son of a farmer, born at 
Pals, Midlothian, 1748, and educated at Edin- 
borgh University, in due course entering the 
ministry of the Church of Scotland and be- 
ening the minister of South Leith in 1770. 
Diwing the tine he held this charge he deli- 
vered a course of lectures on plilusophy and 
history with much success. While he was 
thus e: gaged, the chair of Universal History 
in ile University became vacant; but as a 
cumlidate he was unsuccessful. A tragedy, 
entitled Runnamede, followed. He offered it 
to the manager of Covent Garden Theatre, 
but it was interdicted by the Lord Chamber- 
lain “ upon suspicion of having a seditivus 
tendency.” It was sv uently acted in 
Edinburgh. In 1775 he formed one of the 
Committee by whom the Translations and 

MiP. | three years atterwards did a certain work, con- 
taining seventeen poems, and entitled J'oems 
on Several Occasions, by Michael Bruce, 1770, 
appear, with a Preface in which it was stated 

at sowe of the Poems were by others than 
Bruce. Bruce's father immediately pointed 
out the absence from the volume of certain 
hymns which he called his son's “Gospel 
Sonnets,” and members of the singing class at 
Kintiesswood also noted the absence of hy ams 
with which they were familiar. Letters of 
remoustrance and demands for the return of the 
quarto ms. book of Bruce by the father re- 
maining unanswered, led |:imeventually to see 
Logan in person, No book was forthcoming, 
a few seraps of Ms. only were returned, and 
Logan accounted for the absence of the book 
by saying he feared “that the servants bad 
p Mas | fowls with it.” Fora time the matter 
rested here, only to be revived with renewed 
interest by the publication, in 1781 (14 years 
after the death of Bruce, and 11 after the 
Poems, &e,, were issued), of Poems, By the Rev. 
Mr. Logan, One of the Ministers of Leith. In 
this volume, an * Ode to the Cuckoo,” a poem 
of exquisite beauty, and other poetical piecis 
whic appeared in the Poems on Several Oeca- 
sions, by Michael Bruce, were repeated, and 
claimed as his own by Logan. In addition, cer- 
tain Hymne and Paraphrases were included, 
most of which were of sterling merit, aud poeti- 
cal excellence. It has been shown, we think, 
most conclusively by Dr. Mackelvie in his 
Life ot Brace prefixed tu the Poems, 1837, 
and by Dr. Grosart in his Works of M. Bruce, 
1865, that the “Ode to the Cuckoo,” “ Loch- 
leven,” and other poctical pieces were taken 
from the ms. book of M. Bruce. The Hymns 
and Paraphrases, most of which were included 
in the Translations and Paraphrases during 
the same year, were also claimed for Bruce. 
With ti.ese we have to deal, and as the ques- 
tion has been of more than usual interest we 
give the respective claims made on behalf 
of Bruce and Logan in purallel columns as 
follows :-— 

M. Breer, J, Locax. 
1. Bruce known to have 1, Logan then 16 years 

written hymns for a sing- of age, and not known to 
ing class in Kinnesswoud bave written anything tw 
as early as 1764. that date. 
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2. Brace died 1767, and 
his 4 — his mss. 
to an, at Logan's re- 
quest, for publication. 

3. Bruce's father on re- 
celvir, the volume, 
not finding the “G i 
Sonnets,” as he called 
son's hymns, wrote to 
Logan for an explanation. 

4. The father visited 
an and demanded bis 

son's Ma. back 

5. Immediately on th 
ablication of ‘8 
None the three hymns 
following were identified 

educate rsonal 
friends of Bruce as bis, such 
identification being by ac- 
tual quotations of stantas: 
1. * Few are thy days and 

full of woe,” 
2. “0 happy is the man 

who hears.” 
3. * Bebold the mountain of 

the Lord.” 
6. In addition, these 

claims were corroborated 
by the members of the 
singing class at Kinness- 
wood, his family, and bis 
neighbours, to whom they 
were familiar, before secn 
in print. 
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2. Logan acknowledged 
this by publishing, in 1770, 
Poems on Several Occa- 
sions, by M. Bruce, cone 
taining 17 s. Some 
Of these (hot, distinetly 
marked as such) he sald 
were by others. 

3. Logan did not reply. 

4, Logan replied, first 
that be could not find it, 
and then that he feared 
“that the servants had 
singed fowls with it.” 

5. About 1] years after, 
Le, in 1781, tam be 
lished his Poems, in which 
were given eleven hymns as 
his own. 

6. Logan knew his an- 
thorship was thus disputed, 
but took no pains to vindi- 
cate his honesty. 

These three hymns we therefore assign without 
reservation to M, Brace. 

il. A second series of hymns which are claimed, on 
the one hand for M. Bruce and on the other for J. Logan, 
have caused, from the somewhat indefinite character of 
the evidence brought forwarton both sides, some angry 
comments on the part of editors and controverstallsts, 
The eum of the argament is this:— 

1. Bruce is known to 
have written bytans, other 
than the three given above, 
for the singing class at 
Kinnesewood, - 

2. These, in common 
with all his Poetical Pieces, 
were written In the same 
us, volume a4 the three 
above, and with them were 
handed to J. Logan for 
— by Bruce's 

er. 
3, In common with the 

three hymns they were 
emitted from the volume 
of Bruce's Poetical Works, 
but included with them by 
Logan in bis Poems, 1741, 
as own, 

4. These on their publi- 
cation were claimed by 
Bruce's brother James as 
hymns known to him for 
years a4 the lost hymns 
of bis brother Michael, and 
this was supperted by the 
common consent of the 
members of the Kinness- 
wood singing class, and 
many other intimate friends 
of M. Bruce. 

5. Notwithstanding this 
indefiniteness, there is no 
poritive evidence on the 

1. This ts not denied by 
Logan or bis friends. 

2. This also is not denied. 

3. Admitted by Logan's 
friends, "7 

4, “Admitted ; but for 
Logan it must be pointed 
wut that from the — 
of the controversy none o 
these witnesses are brought 
forward as giving one single 
line of any one of those 
hymns (as was done with 
the three before noted) as 
evidence that they had 
known the hymns before 
they were in print. The 
statements are thos gene- 
ral, and not particular, and 
consist more of personal 
impressions than of definite 
and positive statements of 
facta, 
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other side save —_ oe 
hymns were printed in a 
volume of poetry which 
Logan claimed as his own, 

6. Failing to find any 
evidence other than this on 
behalf of Logan, we must 
give the following hymns 
to M. Bruce, although bis 
claima lack the clear and 
definite character of the 
three given before :— 

4. “When Jesus by the Virgin brought. 
Known as—“ Just and decont ofd Simeon lied,” 

5. “ Almighty Father of Mankind.” 
6. “ Behold th’ Ambassador divine.” 

Known as—“ Hehold my Servant, see Him rise.” 
7. “Messiah! at Thy glad approach.” 
&, “ Where high the heavenly temple stands.” 

fll, A third series of hymns, the Bruce or Logan 
authorship of which has been a matter of much dispote, 
appeared for the first time in the Translations and 
Paraphrases of 1781, and are not found in Logan's 
Poems of the same year. These, in common with the 
other Tre. and Pars., were given anonymously, Those 
which had previously appeared in Logan's /orms, and, 
in some cases, in another and better form, were at once 

ised as the hymnsof the singing class at Kinness 
wood; but those which, in addition, are given i Ww. 
Cameron's list to Logan were not so claimed at the time 
by friend or enemy. The claim upon these hymns as 
the work of Bruce was only made when it was found 
that Logan bad given them to the Committee of the 
1781 Translations and Paraphrases, and this appa 
rently on the ground that a man who had confessediy 
stolenso much must necessarily have stolen all, This 
we cannot allow, On the evidence, therefore, that 5o 
claim was made by Bruce's family and friends to the 
Bruce authorship of anything outside of Logan's Poems; 
that the following were first published tu the Tra ¢ 
Paraphs, of 1781; that at first their authorship was 
unknown to the general public and unclaimed by any- 
one; and thatit was only when Logan's claims w 
authorship was made known that the counter-claim fer 
Bruce was set up: we hold that, until clearer evidence 
is brought forward on behalf of Bruce, the hymns, of 
paraphrases, following must be ascribed to J. Logan s— 

9. “ Who can resist th’ Almighty arm.” 
10, “In streets and op'nings of the gates.” 
11. * Thus speaks the heathen: How shall man.” 
12. “ Take comfort, Christians, when your friends.” 
13. * The bour of my departure’s come.” 

We feel some reluctance in giving the last of these 
hymns to Logan, but with the evidence before us we 
cannot do otherwise. Internal evidence is in favour of 
Bruce, and the sentiments are natural to one whe knew 
he was about todie, Beyond this, for Brace, there is no 
evidence; and to Logan, a8 the defendant, we must give 
the benefit of the doubt. 

tv. The following, which are found only in the 
Translations and Paraphrases of 1741, are claimed by 
W. Cameron for Logan, and have never been seriously 
disputed by the friends of Bruce, the second being 
original, the first a revise from the Tra. &@ Paraphs, of 
Ld and the third a revise of Doddridge and Dr, Hugh 

air s— 
14.“ Let Christian faith and hope dispel.” 
16, " Thus «peaks the high und logy One.” 
16. “ What though no flowers the flg-tree clothe.” 

In addition, we see no cause to deny to Logan the few 
changes, and new stanza, which are found in Doddridge’s— 

17. * 0 God of Bethel, by Whose band,” 
v. Of the above hymns 5 are recasts of hymns in the 

Scottish Tras, and Paraphs. of 1745. Those are: “Be- 
hold the mountain of the Lord” (see “In Latter days the 
mount of God"); When Jesus by the Virgin brought “ 
(see * Now let Thy servant dic in peace"); ** Bebold the 
Am)aseador divine” (see * Behold my Servant, see Him 
rise"); * Let Christian faith and hupe dispel" (<ce * Now 
let our souls ascend above”); and “What though pe 
flowers the fig-tree clothe” (see “So firm the saints’ 
foundation stands "'), 

The whole of these Bruce-Logan hymns and 
recasts are annotated in full under their respe~ 
tive first lines (q.v.) in the body of this work, 
Asone outcomeof these annotations itiseurious 
to note that every hymn which we have ascribed 
to M. Bruce has come into more or less exten- 
sive use outside of the Translations and I'ara- 
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Phrases, and that not one which we have as- 
cribed to Logan. except “ Let Christian faith 
and hope dispel,” and “Take comfort, Chris- 
tians,” &e., is found beyond that work, un- 
less we give to Logan the plaintive “The 
hour of my departure’s come” (which Dr. 
Grosart claims for Bruce), and the recast 
“O God of Bethel, by Whose hand,” whose 
Success is due to Doddridge. This is the ver- 
dict of 100 years’ use of those hymns, and shows 
Couclusively the tic strength of Brace and 
the weakness of ran. 

Authorities: Scottish Translations and Para- 
paraces of VMS, LTBI, LTSL; Poems, &c., by M. Bruce, 
pls Poems, by J. Logan, 1781; Dr. Anderson's British 
p Revit, Chambers’s /rict, of Eminent Scotsmen; The 

ttc Wreath, 1836; Dr. Muckelvie’s Life of Bruce, 
Prefixed to nchleren, &c., 1837; Dr. Grosart’s Works of 
Truce, 1865; Ene. Arét., 9h ed., 1981-6; numerous 

Magazine articles and private Mas; Macmeeken'’s His- 
TY Of the Scottish Metrical Psalms, &c..1872. J. J.) 

Bruce, William, p.p., eldest s. of the Rev. 
William Brace, United Secession minister at 
South Shields (who after 1818, conducted the 
Antoch Academy, Cardross, Dumbartonshire), 
hoa b. at South Shields, April 7, 1812. He 
in Tad Mt the University of Glasgow, which, 
mal on conferred on him the degree of v.v., 
Stree pews, im 1838, minister of Infirmary 
He we U.P. Church, Edinburgh (then Cowgate). 
be yw. * Moderator of Synod in 1869, In 1870 
Conn, Pointed a member of the Hymnal 
2 hy pttee of the U. P. Church,and contributed 
en po their Pr ian Hymnal, 1876. 

Otter qh Ncluded, with 9 uthers, in his Hebrew 

eh 
Allan, x other Poems. He d. at Bridge of 

Pe 15, 1882. The two hymns contri- 
My Holy be ved i Hymnal are :— : 

. Ts uh " Scripture. ewrt weary tn the sth, Aerrcton 5 
Bruny (J. M. 

B. Torin OS FXeils, dich ehren wir. 
the blessing of Trinity Sunday.) Based on 
Ist pub, j Srael, Numb. vi. 24-27, and 
Geistliches Bre 4th ed., 1745, of Tersteegen’s 

rtlein (Hk. iii., No. 75), in 
haha rayer of faith at 

at table after sermon, 
m the Unv. L. 8., 1851, it 
C. U. are:— 

© Spring! to Thee. Full and 
in his H. from the German, 
Fish Church Hymnal, 1869, 
of the Rughy School H. Bh, 

> the rest is slightly altered, 
urd, our Maker! ever near.” 

"5 made by Buckoll as joint 
1 med School H. Bk. : 

vin , we adore! In full by 

Mie etki cei her Lyra Ger, 2nd Series 
ee for Emlange s2ted, slightly altered, in her 
she > 1863) No. 16 Other _ in + ae 

Ps . Walker, 1960, p. gbealth and all our weal,” by 

morning, 
4nd at all times_*> 
No. 24 Tre. in 

1. Salvation’ s 
gout by H.J- Backoly 
las, p.52 In the 7 
following **18m ple 
1850, st} Mittecg 
and jt besit: ** © 

This rrmgment 

(2) * Fountain of “a) 7 

Lady Durand, ery, = Loe vathe, we or PE.” 

Prtentiey Bier Giiter. J. Franck 
G B.. Werlin, as tab, in the Criiger-Runge 

cotitied,” A thyme, ow O-_158, in 8 at. of 8 1. 
Ghost” of to God the Holy 

Ned in. Sriiger’s Prazis pietatis 
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melica, 1656, No, 199, and most subsequent 
hymnals as the Unc. L. 8., 1851, No. 163, In 
rauck’s Geistliches Sion, 1674, p. 26 (ed. 

1846, p. 27). The tr. in C. U. is:— 
Source of good, whose power controls. A full and 

very good tr, by R. Massie in M. Luthe:’s Spir. 
Songs, 1854, p. 89, repeated unaltered save iii, 
1. 7, and iv. LS as No. 14% in the ed. of 1857, 
of Mercer's C. P. and H. Bk., in two parts, the 
second beginning with st. v. “As the hart with 
longing lovks” (Ox, ed., 1864, No, 20, retains 
only st. i, ii, vii, viii). In full but slightly 
altered as No. 1052 in Aennedy, 1863, while st. i., 
ii, vy. are given in Alford’s Fear of Praise, 1867, 
and st. i,, v., vi. in Martineau's /fys., 1873. In 
the Meth, N. Connexion Hys., 1863, No. 311, be- 
ginning “ Mighty Spirit ! by Whose aid,” is made 
up of st. vi. LL 1-4, ii. 11, 5-8, andiv. (J. M.) 

Bryant, William Cullen. First in 
order of time of the great American poets, 
Bryant was b, at Cummington, Mass., Noy. 3, 
1794, and was edacated at Williams College. 
Tn 1815 he was called tothe Bar, and practised 
fora time at Great Barrington. In 1825 he 
retired from the Bar, settled at New York, 
and devoted himself to literary pursuits found- 
ing the New York Review, and editing fora 
short time the New York Evening Post, He d. 
June 12, 1878, His poetical and other works 
are well known. His hymns were written at 
intervals during his long life. They were 
collected and privately priuted iv 1869, and 
number over 20. Those in CG, U. are :— 

1, Almighty, listen while we raise. Praise. 
This is given as “ Almighty Acar us,” &c., in the 
Unitarian Hf. and Tune Jth,, Boston, 1868. It 
was introduced into G, Britain through Beard's 
Coll, 1857. 

2, Deem not that they are blest alone, Mourn- 
ing. In this form it is in Beard’s Cull, 1837. 
It is best known as “ O deem not they are,” &c., 
and in this form it is No. 964 in Songs for the 
Sanctuary, N. Y., 1865-72, No. 452, in Dr. Mar- 
tineau's Hys. of P. and Praise, Lond., 1873, &e. 

3. Father, to Thy kind love we owe. ‘cdl’s 
Loving-kindness. This is given in several modern 
collections, including the Unitarian H.and Tune 
Bk., Boston, 1868, Martineau, 1873, &c. 

4. 0 God, whose dread and dazzling brow. Cuni- 
passion desired. Is No. 57 in the Boston H. and 
Tune Bk., 1868, as above. 

5. When he who from the scourge of wrong. //ope 
of the Resurrection. This is seldom found in 
modern hymnals, Text in Lyra Suc. Amer., 1868. 

The above hymns (1-5) appeared in Dr. H. 
D. Sewall’s (Unitarian) Ps. & Hys, for Social 
and Private Worship, 1820, and were written 
at the instance of a Miss Sedgwick. Following 
as near as possible the chronological order of 
the hymns we have next :— 

6, 0 Thou Whose own vast temple stands. (pien- 
ing of a Place of Worship, Written in 1835 for 
the Dedication of a Chapel in Prince Street, N. Y. 
This is the most widely known of this author's 
hymas, It was introduced into G, Britain as 
early as 1857, when it was included in Beard’s 
Coll., No. 405. It isin 4st. of 41. Orig, text 
in Songs for the Sunctuary, N. Y., 1865, No, 
1017, and Martineau, 1873, No. 727. Another 
form of the hymn is “ Thou, Whose unmeasured 
temple stands.” This is No, 569 in the Amer, 
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Presb. Ps. and Hys.,. Richmond, 1867, Horder’s 
Long. Hys., Lond. 1884, No, 747, and others. 

7. All that in this wide world we see. (mnipre- 
sence. This is dated 1836, In his Coll. in 1837, 
No, 17, Beard gives it as an original contributed 
thereto, thus fixing its first publication. 

8. Thou unrelenting past. Zhe Past. Dates 
from 1836. Also in Martineaw, 1873, Ne. 508, 

9, Not in the solitude. (fod in the City. Dates 
from 1836, and is No, 26 in Martineau, 1875, 

10. Whither, midst falling dew. Divine Guid- 
ance. This, in common with Nos. 8 and 9, is more 
apoem than hymn, It is addressed “To a Water- 
fowl,” and dates from 1836. In Martineau, 1873. 

11, Dear ties of mutual succour bind. Charity 
Sermons, No. 905 in the Amer. Methodist Episco- 
pal Hymnal, 1878, It dates from about 1836. 

12. O Thou whose love can ne'er forget. (ridi- 
nation. Given (but not as an original contri- 
buted thereto) in Beard's Coll, (Eng.), 1837. 

13, Mighty One, before Whose face. (/rifi wition. 
This is dated 1840 (but is probably earlier), and 
is given in several collections, including Mr. 
Beecher'’s Plymouth Coll., 1855, and others. 

14, Look from Thy sphere of endless day. //ome 
Missions. This hymn has also attained to con- 
siderable use both in G. Britain and America. It 
dates from 1840, Itis in the S. for the Sanctuary, 
N.Y., 1865, Horder’s Cony, Hys., 1884, &c. 

18. Lord, who ordainest for mankind. /hants 

for a Mother's love. Written at Dr. Osgood's 
suggestion, and printed in his Christian Worship, 
182. It is repeated in Martineau, 1873, 

16. All praise to Him of Nazareth. //oly Com- 
munion. Dr. Hatfield in his Church H. Bé., 
1872, No. 736, gives this in 3 st. of 4.1. In the 
Songs for the Sanctuary it is in its full form of 
Sst. It dates from 1864. 

17, As shadows cast by cloudandaun. Epiphany. 
In the Methodist Episcopal Hymnal, N. Y., 1878. 
It was contributed to that Hymnal, 1877, but was 
composed for the Semi-Centennial Celebration of 
pe Church of the Messiah, Boston, March 19, 
1875. 

18. When doomed to death the Apostle lay. On 
behalf of Drunkerids. Also in the Methodist 
Episcopal Hymna/, 1878. 

In addition to the above the following 
hymns by Bryant are in limited use:— 

19. All things that are on earth, Loveaf God. In 
Beard’s (oll., 1537. 

2u. Close softly, fondly, while ye weep. Death. In 
Mr. Beecher's Plymouth Coll, 1855. 

21. How shall [ know thee in the sphere which keeps ? 
The Future Life. In the Suppl. to the Roeton Ays. for 
the Church af Cavin, 1853, 

22. Standing in life's rongh way. On tehalf 
Children. In Dr. Allon's Children's. Worship, ae, 
Horder’s Cong. Hys., 1844, and others. 

23. When this song of praise shall cease, Death 
anticipated. In bis Hymns, 1869, and W, R. Steven- 
son's School Hymnal, 1480, No. 343. 
< bt far a = Perl the way. Maat 9 

eyer 4 . Int leshodist Episcopal 2; . 
1878, N. ¥., No. 20t. It dates from ine zs 

25. Wild was the day, the wintry sea, The Pilgrim 
Fathers. In Hys. of the Spirit, by Longfellow and 
Joboson. Boston, 1664, 

In 1869, Hymns by W. C. Bryant, 12mo, 
were privately prin In this work the texts 
of many of the older hytons are altered. The 
dates of his hymns are diffienlt to det: rmine, 
and many of those given above are approxi- 
mate only, Bryant's genius was cool, medi- 
tative, and not distinguished by lyric fire. 
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His hymns are correct and solid, but none 
reach the highest rank. {F. M. B.j 

Bubier, George Burden, «. of the Rev. 
William Bubier, b. at Reading, Fob. 2, 1823 
After serving for some time in a bank at Han- 
bury, he prepared for the Con tional 
Ministry, at Homerton College. e Was BuC- 
ceasively or of or, at Orsett, 
Essex, 1844; Union Chapel, Brixton; Cam- 
bridge; and Hope Chapel, Salford, 1854. In 
1864 he was appointed Professor of Theology 
aud Philosophy at Spring Hill Congregational 
Colleve, Birmingham. He d. at Acock’s Green, 
near Birmingham, March 19, 1869. In 1855 
he was joint editor with Dr. George Macdonald, 
and the brother of the latter, of 
Hymns and Sacred Semgs for Sunday Schools and Social 

Worship, in tieo parts, &c., Manchester, Fletcher and 
Tubbs, 1455. A great many of the 314 hymns in 
this collection have been repeated in later hymnals. 

To that work he contributed 11 hymns under 
the signature “B.” These, increased from 
other sources to 21, together with 6 Psdm 
Versions, were given with dates and in some 
instances with notes also, in his Hymna and De- 
votional Verses, Birmingham, 1867, Anongst 
those of his hymns in C, U. are :— 

1, A fitly spoken word. Aind W% Dated 
“ January, 1855,” and pub. in the Hymns, ke., 
as above, No. 285, in 6 st. of 41. Also in Jf. and 
D, Verses, 1867, p. 14, Given in Horder’s Cony. 
Hy3., 1884, 

2, Blest be the God of love.  Snndry Eveniny. 
Written in “ June, 1855,” and pub, in Hyun, 
&e., in 6 st. of 4 Las above; A, and Lt, Verses, 
1867, Horder, 1884, and others, 

3. Great is Thy mercy, Lord. Chosen fy Christ. 
Dated “January, 1854," and pub. in the two 

| workss above, in 5 st. of 4.1. In Horder, 1844. 

4. I would commune with Thee, my God. Lov- 
ing for God. This is the most popular of this 
author's hymns, and is given in several collec- 
tions. It was written “* February 2nd, 1954," ia 
4st.of 41. It is in both the Hymns, &e., 1855, 
and the H. and D, Verses, 1867, Orig. text in 
Bap. Hymnal, 1879, No, 376, 

5. My God, Llove Thee for Thyself. Love fo (od. 
This is not in the Hymns, &., 1855, It is dated 
“ June 13th, 1857" in his H. and J), Verses, 1867, 
p. 22. It is given in the Bap, Hymnal, 1879, 
Horder, 1884, and others, .F.] 

Buchanan, George, b. at Killearn, Stir 
linushire, 1506. He was an eminent writer, 
and for some time was tutor to the Eari of 
Moray, the natural son of James V. - Having 
embraced the doctrines of the Reformation be 
attacked the Franciscans in a satirical poem 
written by the commard of James V. His 
| life being in danger he fled to England, thea to 
| France and Portugal. In Portugal he was 
confined in a monastery on account of his free 
expression of opinions, During that confine- 

‘ment he rendered the Book of Psalms into 
Latin Verse, and subsequently pub. it in Paris, 
1564. In 1551 he obtained his liberty, and 
some time after returned to Scotland and he- 

‘came tutor to James VI. He d.at Edinburgh 
in 1582. His version of the Psalms was ren- 
dered into English in 1754 by the Rev. T. 

' Cradock. A few years later James Fanch 
 pecrigts several individunl Psalms, Jawes 
' Merrick also adapted the 122nd. 

#, 
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Buchfelder, Ernst Wilhelm, b, June 5, | most of which are from the 3rd ed. 1814, the 
1645, at Bentheim, East Friesland, Hannover. 
At first he studied law, but was so much 
impressed by a sermon he heard at Cassel, in 
1672, from Theodor Under-Eyck, that he forth- 
with began the study of theology ut the 
University of Utrecht, and at the close of his | 
studies, attended for two years on the ministry | 
of Under-Evyek, then pastor of St. Martin's 
Chureh, Bremen. Tn 1678 he became pastor 
at Gli-kstadt in Holstein; 1679, rector of the 
classica) school at Emden, in East Friexland ; 
in 1684 preacher and inspector at Biidingen, 
in Wetteraria: in 1687 preacher at Muhl- 

- heim on the Ruhr; and finally preacher at 
Emden, where he d. March 8, i711 (Koch, vi. 
14-16; Ally. Dentache Biog., iii. 478, the l..tter 
oe hed. May 8). Koch adds :— 

“Only one bymn b him has appeared in print, but 
pi of uch aaaghaen that <a be ated a 

of the Reformed hymnody, It beara the true 
oe of hts inner life and was probably written in 

Fear, 1672, so memorable in his history.” It is:— 

,Rrleueht mich Herr, mein Licht. [True aud! False 
Halle tJ Included in the Geistveiches G. B., 
oe 1697, p. 53, and repeated in Freyling- 
susen's G. B., 1704, No. 245, in 16 st. of 7 1. 

“so nthe Une. £..S.1851,No.503. It is tras :— 

aeorm! afford a sinner light. A recast of the 
Th ae tr. (see below) in & st. of Cc. Ma 

g by T. Bird, 1826—as No, 290 in the 
i H. Bk., 1826, repeated, abridge’, in 
trobe’s Coll., 1852, No 316. 

mo me, my Light,” § ¢ Suppl. 
r- VMlmody, ed, 1 a 7 wet ine 

q salmody, 1754, p.63, (2) “O Lard! afford 
fegrton 641 in pt. i. of the Moravian H. 

vi. Beginning «Toe avenge of trae Ot retained. (3)" Tmpart, O Lard, Thy Light,” 
TS45 (ed, 1456, p. 39). {J XY 

Buckonl, Ex Rev. James Buen? James, M.A., 5. of the 
lear (; coll, Rector of Siddington, 
on, Sept. 9 1803 loucester; b. at Sidding- 

lueen’s Coy Ele was educated at Rugby 
a *Tlesre, Oxford, graduating B.A. 

became Assistant Master at 
in 1827, and dave py Pgs Holy Orders 
wes 1 ‘ ugby June 6, 1871. e 
the Resty foe €ditor oF the first edition of 
edited a Collecg AL Collection. In 1889 he 
Parish Church 'Orm of Hymna for the Rugb 
Dy Geslbon, = *mcl in 1850 compiled, wit 
De Hott Sch a2 ed. of the Collection for 

~ oat hi Ol Chapel. That enllection 
pag ti, hymns, a few of which were 
treenalated fom. py, @Md German. His Hymns 
7 eontuinel 67 the German were pub. 1842. 
¥ reach, 182, 1 translations from Bunsen’s 
pal metres, and t ofr which are in the origi- 

under their first rr annotated in this work 
hymns awl tre, a, ines in German. Buckoll’s 
pooks of the Pablo tneostly found in the hymn- 

Buckw Ne Schools (J. J.) 
‘ato aS Tohn, b. at Colsterworth, 
1835. OD taki: 2G, 1779, wnd d. April 2, 
Curate of Dewsbe Hfoly Orders he became 
of the tome pers >” and subsequently Vicar 
day Sco ra” He pub. Hymne for Sun- 

] ed. 1Sl4, 10th ed. 1830). 
This boca ag Sf 200 hymns contained a few BY 

Buckworth. Of those hymns, 

or. ard 

following are still in C. U.:— 

1, Assembled in our school to-day, pening af a 
S. School, This hymn has long been Tegarded, both in 
G, Britain and America, as anonymones, 

2. Children of God, O blessed name. tiloption. 
In several collections, including the Leeds 8. SH. Bk, 
1433 to 1565; Common Praise, 1879, and others, 

3. Children, think on [of] Jesus’ love. The lore of 
Jesus. In Common Praise, 1579, &e, 

4. Christ is (was) merciful and mild. For /nfants. 
In W, KR, Stevenson’s School Hymnal, 1880, No. 9. 

5. Holy children, read and pray, For fnfants, In 
W. P, Stevenson's Mys. for Ch. & Home, 1472, No. 52, ke. 

6. Jesue little children blesees. Lore of Jesus. In 
+ igeny collections, including Mujor’s Bk. of Praise, 
No, 48. 

7. Lord, look upon a Little child. Seeking Jesus. 
This is the most popular and widely used of Huck- 
worth’s hymns. It {s worthy of greater attention than 
it bas hitherto r c ived. 

Nos. 6 and 7 were added to Pt, tl. of the Mys. for 8. 8, 
between 1827 and Isto. As however this ed, of the 
Hymns, &e., was tot pub. by Buckworth, there Is some 
uncertainty as to the authorship of these a J } 

Budden, William, contributed a few 
hymna to the Evangelical Magazine in 1795, 
&e., under the siznature of “W. B.’ Some 
of thesy hymns were reprinted by Join Dobell, 
in his New Selection, 1806. One of these is 
still in C. U,:— 

Come, let our voices join. Sunday School Anniver- 
sary. ist printed in the Evangelical Mag., Dec,, 1795, 
in 6 st. of 61, signed © W, BL,” and headed, “A Hymn 
com for the use of the Congregation and Sunday 
School Children belonging to the Kev, Mr. Asbbarner's 
Meeting, Poole, Dorset.” In 1806 St was inchoded in 
Dobell's New Sel,, in t#0%, in Bt, Hill's Coll, ef Mys, for 
S&. Sthools, and others, Lt is generally known to modern 
hymn-books as, “Come, let our ice ascend.” This 
tered form was given by T. Cotterill in the Appendiz 

to the 6th ed. of his St, 1815. cw. 1. BY 
Bulfinch, Stephen Greenleaf, v.». 

This Unitorian minister was b. at Boston, 
June 18, 1809, and removed to Washington in 
1818, his father being the architect of tie 
Cupitol. He graduated at Columbian College 
and the Cambridge Theological School. In 
1831 he was ordained at Chorlvaton, &.C., an 
assistant to Dr. Gilman. Subsequently he 
was pastor at Pittsburg, Pennsylvania; 
erp om 1838; Nashna, New Hampshire, 
1845; Dorchester, Mase. 1852; and Kast 
Cambridge, Mass,, 1865, He d. at the last 
pluce Oct. 12, 1870. His works include ;— 

(1) Contemplations of the Saviour; A Series of Hz- 
tracts from the Gospel History, with Kejlections and 
friginal and Selected Hymna. Boston, Carter arm 
Hendee, i802. This has been reprinted in England 
(2) Poems, Charleston, S.C, 1434. (3) Lays af the 
us , 1445, dn addition to these works, which con- 
tain his original hymns, be also pub. (4) The Harp 
and Cross, & selection of hymns, in 1857. 

Those of lis hymns which have attained to 
the greatest popularity are :— 

1, Hail to the Sabbath day, Stunday. In 
the Contemplations, &c., p. 45. It is appended 
to Sect. xii. on the “ Walk through tne corn- 
fields,” and is in 5 st. of 4). It is in extensive 
use both ia G. Britain and America, and is the 
best known of this author's hytons, In many 
collections it begins with st, ii, “ Lord, in Thy 
[this] sacred hour.” 

2. Hath not thy heart within thee burnea? /'re- 
sence of Christ. In the Contemplations, &e., p. 
148, ay the accompanying hymn to the Reflections 
on Jesus appearing to His disciples on their way 
to Emmaus, it is in 5 st. of 4 1, and is given in 
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the Collections of Beard, Martineau, and others 
‘in G, Britain. 

3. O suffering friend of humankind. Passiontide, 
The hymn in 4 st. of 4 1. appended to Sect. xxxv. 
on “ Peter's confession of Christ,” in the Contem- 
plations, &c., p. 109, It ranks next in popularity 
to “ Hail te the Sabbath day.” 

In addition to these hymns which hest re- 
present Dr. Bulfinch's power? asa sacred poet, 
the following are also in limited use :— 

4. Burden of shame and woe. Crucifizion, 
. Holy Son of God most high. Miracles b Christ, 

6, How glorious ts the hour. The Vew Life. 
7. It is finished! Glorious word, Good Friday. 
s. ‘There is a strife we all must wage. Life's Duty. 
These are from his Poems, 1434. The next— 
9. What power unseen by mortal eye. Cure of 

Nubleman's Son, From the Contemplations, &c., p. 56, 
10. In the Saviour's hour of death. Good Friday. 

Also from the Contemplations, p. 142: 

Dr. Bulfinch's hymna were made known to 
Engiish readers through Beard's Coll, 1837, 
in which 19 were given, His hymus through- 
out ure noted for solid and tranquil piety, and 
deserve a wider circulation thau has been ac- 
corded to them. They embrace some good 
hymns on the miracles of Christ. [F. M. B.] 

Bullock, William. ».p., a Missionary of 
the 8S. P. G. for 32 years, and sometime Dean 
of Halifax, Nova Scotia, and d. March 16, 
1874. He is known to hymnudy principally 
through his popular hymn (in its revised form 
by Sir H. W. Baker), “ We love the place, O 
God” (q.¥.). This appeared with other 
hymns of merit in his:— 

Songs ef the Church, Halifax, printed for the Author, 
1#54. Other hymns from the same work are in C. U, 
All his hymns were “ written amid-t the various scenes 
of missionary tfe, and are intended for the private and 
domestic tse of Christluns in new countries deprived of 
all public worship,” and are worthy of renewed attention, 
[ean Bullock also pub. Practical Lectures upon the 
History of Joseph and his Brethren, 1426. 

Bulmer, Agnes, née Collinson, third 
daughter of Edward Collinson, b. in Lombard 
Street, London, Aug. 31, 1775, and married 
in 1793 to Mr. Joaeph Bulmer. Her husband's 
death took place in 1828, and hers on the 30th 
Aug., 1837, She pub. in 1836, Memoira of 
Mrs. Mortimer ; in 1833, Measiah’s Kingdom, 
a poem in 12 bovks; in addition to articles 
prancing the Youth's pr peters. &e. Her 
Scripture Histories appeares thumously in 
pp a and her Select tes ee non in 
1842, with an introduction and notes, by the 
Rev. W. M. Bunting ; and her Memoir in 1837 
by her sister. Mrs. Bulmer was a member of 
the Wesleyan Society. Her best known hymn, 
*“ Thou who hast in Yion laid,” was written for 
the laying of the foundation stone of the 
Oxford Road Wesleyan Chapel, Manchester, 
July 11, 1825, aud included in the Supp. to 
the Wes. H. Bk., 1830, No. 737. 

Bulmer, John, b, in Yorkshire in 1784, 
educated for the Congregational ar eo at 
the Rotherham (Masborough) Independent 
College, and successively pastor at Haverford- 
weat, Rugeley, Bristol, Newbury, and Lan- 
grove, near Rosas, He d.in 1857. He com- 
posed a few hymns, and compiled :— 

(1) Hymns, Original and Select, 1834; (2) Hymns 
and Evangelical Songs for the use of Sunday Schools; 
(+) Griginal Hymns intended to be rung at the Public 
Meetings and other Services of Temperance Societies, 
imté 5 and (4) Beauties of the Viear of $ 
Ligit from Welshman's Candle; being ¢rs. from 
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the Welsh of Poems by Rees Prichard (died 1644) 
(2nd ed., 1830). See Welsh Hymnody. 

From his Coll. of 1834 the following are 
still in C. U.:— 

1. Lord of the vast creation. Lent, 
2. To Thee in ages past. Public Worship. 
These hymns are In the .V. Cong. H. Bk. and others, 

Bunsen, Christian Carl Josias, 
Baron, Prussian Minister at Rome, 1823- 
1888; at Berne, 1839-1841; Ambassador to 
England, 1841-1854; was b. «at Corbach in 
Waldeck, 25th August, 1791; d. at Bonn, 
November 28th, 1860. Having gained high 
honours in the Universities of Marburg and 
Gottingen, he began life as an sasistant 
master in the Gymnasium of Gottingen, but 
soon quitted that post to prosecute the en- 
quiries which he felt to be the true aim of his 
life, and for which he had already, at the age 
of 24, conceived the idea of a comprehensive 
plan of philological and historical research, 
culminating in a synthesis of philology, bis- 
tory and philosophy, with the application of 
that synthesis to religious and civil legislation. 
‘To the accomplishment of this youthful scheme 
it may truly be said that his whole life was 
dedicated ; for though employed in the diplo- 
matic service of his country for 37 years, he 
unremittingly carried on his labours as a 
scholar, oa always regarded public questions 
under the aspect of their bearing on the moral 
and religious welfare of man, goverving his 
ublications by his convictions on these points. 
the pursuit of the aims thus indicated, he 

studied successively the languages and anti- 
quities of the Germanic, Indo-Persic, Semitic, 
and Egyptian peoples, the fruit of his investi- 
gations being enbodied in his :— 

(1) “Deseription of Home,” 1819; (2) wala 
Place in the World's History,” 1848; (3) “ Hippolytua 
and his Age,” 1962; (4) “ Outlines of a Philosophy 
of Universal History,” 1*64; (5) * Signs of the Times,’ 
1855; (6) * God in History,” 1457-64 ; and lastly bis (*) 
“ Hibel- Werk,” or Crit Text of the Bible, with com- 
mentaries, which he did not live to complete. 

The titles of these writings will indicate 
the fact that the studies and employments 
which ever came nearest to his heart lay in the 
direction of theology, believing as he did that 
the revivification o ical Ghristianity was 
the “essential condition of universal well- 
being "—of “the salvation of Church and 
State.” 

“It is my conviction,” he says (1821, mt. 29), “ that 
all communion essentially consists in a common belief 
in the facts of the of the human race 
through Christ; but when . . . a congregation is to be 
thereby formed, three points must be considered: first, 

ahora Reppert Mages em agg 
Meindly, a common form of aa, —e 

It was for the third of these that Bunsen 
felt himself especially called to labour; 
writing in 1821 ;— 
“When I thought maree in my late illness on the 

brink of eternity . . . L enquired what Se apace 
my calling if God should og my life... and 

rested as the quarter in — my theological labours 
which my calling was to be sought. My thoughts 

eal enquiries.” were bent principally on my lit 

In 1822 he composed the Liturgy still in 
use at the German Chapel on the Capitol, 
followed in 1833 by his Versuch eines allge- 
meinen evangelischen Gesang- und Gebethuchs, 
containing 934 Hymns and 350 prayers. In 
Germany the tendency of the centuries that 
had elapsed since the great age of bymn- 
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writers had been to adapt their language 
and modify their thoughts in accordance with 
modern taste till, »s Bunsen says, “Almost 
everywhere do we the admirable ancient 
hymns driven out of use by modern onea 
which are feeble and spiritless.” Luther's 

ities of diction and metre had to be 
softened down, in order to fit them to be 
sung in an age rejecting nearly all buf iambic 
or trochaic verses, and moreover each govern- 
ment, sect,or school of opinion, thought them- 
selves justified in elling the older Na- 
uonal Hymnody according to their own ideas, 
ull at length little remained of their pristine 
rugged glory, they were defaced pust recogni- 
tion. 

Bunsen’s object in his Versuch was to provide 
materials for a national hymn-book for the 
whole of Protestant Germany, irrespective of 
territorial, ecclesiastical or sectarian divisions. 
To this end he sought out the finest German 
hymna, and his selection includes a large pro- 
portion of the best hymns in the language with 
no limitations of party. The success of Bun- 
sen’s work in Germany at large was attested 
by the rapid sale of an enormous edition, but 
when a reprint was called for he orn 
instead a smuller ed. of 440 hymns. The motive 
was his patriotic ambition to produce a handy 
volume like the English Book of Common 
Prayer, and he fondly ho that when the 
tolume was printed at the e Hausa in 1846, 
it would mat Gog grog the locally intro- 
duced Gesangbii the 18th and 19th cen- 
turies. This hymu-book bas in fact been 
adopted for public worship by some individual 
congregations in paren f and by many scat- 
tered throughout Australia, New Zealand, &c., 
but it never became a National Hymn-book. 
Bunsen was among the first to zo back to the 
authors and their original texts, and the abridg- 
ments and alterations he made were done wit 
tact and circumspection. Perhaps nothing, 
however, can better prove the high estimation 
in which Bunsen’'s first “ epoch-making” work 
is held than the fact that his work of 1833 
has been republished as :— 

A Evangelisches Gesang-und-Gebet-buck 
com py gee see in gy bd Bear- 
Seitung von Albert . Gotha, PF. A. Perthes, 1541, 

and that this republication, or rather recast, 
¥as conducted by the first German liymnolo- 
sist living. A parallel case of inability to 
command universal acceptance for public use 
on the one hand, and of renovating influence 
oa national hymnody on the other, is that of 
Lord Selborne’s Book of Praise. Before the 
date of its publication in 1862, little or no 
tegard was paid to original texts, Since then, 
however, few collections have been published 
in Gt. Britain and America in which the prin- 
ciple laid down by bim has not been followed 
with more or less fidelity, 

But it is not Germany alone, or even 
} most widely, that has = by 

unsen's zeal for o_o y. Through the 
tedium of translations such aa tise of Miss 
Catherine Winkworth, Mr, Massie, Miss Cox, 
reeks many German hymns are as fami- 

to English and American readers as to 
Germans, The Lyra Germanica (of which 
Bore than 30,000 copies have been sold in 
Yugland aud probably aa many more in Ame- 
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rica) isa household book wherever English is 
spoken, and few, if any, collections of hymns 

at have ap in England or America 
since its publication have been compiled with- 
out some hymns taken from the Lyra. 

But no aketch of Bunsen would be ecb lete 
without mentioning that he himself had no 
mean talent as a writer of sacred j 
Some of these pieces are given in his Bio- 
graphy, and one is noted under “* U lux beata 
Trinitas.” Perhaps the whole scope of Bun- 
sen's life-work can scarcely be summed u 
better than in his own words written in 18] 
[aet. 26), 

“ To study and then to set forth the consclousness of 
God in the mind of man, and that which, in and through 
that consciousness, he has accomplished, especially in 
language and religion.” (s. WwW.) 

Bunting, William Maclardie, s. of 
Dr. Jabez Bunting,'a well-known Wesleyan 
minister, was b, at Manchester, Nov, 23, 1805, 
and educated at the Wesleyan Schvola at 
Woodhouse Grove, and Kingswood, and at St, 
Saviour’s Grammar School, Southwark, In 
1824 he entered the Wesleyan Ministry, and 
continued in active circuit work for twenty- 
five years. Failing health then compelled 
him to retire upon the Supernumerary list, 
when he took up his residence in London, 
and d. there on Nov. 13, 1866. In addition - 
to editing the Select Letters of A Bulmer, 
&e., 1842, and engaging in other literary 
labours, he contributed hymns to the Methodist 
Magazine (under the nom de plume of Alec) 
from time to time, and specially 43 to Dr. 
Leifchild’s Original Hymns, 1842. Of these 
Dr. Leifchild rejected 8, and abbreviated 2. 
In 1842 these 10 hymns were pub. as An In- 
strument of Ten Strings, strung in aid of the 
Wesleyan Missions, By Alec. Other hymns by 
him were included in his Memorials, &c,, pub. 
by the Rev. G. 8S. Rowe in 1870. Although 
a few of these hymns have come into C. U., 
they have failed asa whole to command public 
attention. Those in C. U. are :— 

1. Blessed are the pure in beart, They have, &c. 
Purity. 

2. Blest Spirit! from the Eternal Sire. Holy Spirit. 
3. Dear is the which God hath made. Sunday. 

we place. Holy Baptism, 

After Sermon, 
Baptism. 

ice, 

. 

best known of his 
hymus. 

%. Thou doest all things well. God all in alt, 

Most of these hymns are in the revised Wea. 
A. Bk., 1875; Nos. 1-4 and 6 were in Dr. 
Leifchild’s Original Hymns, 1842, and all are 
in the Memorials, 1870. (J. J.) 

unyan, John. This great allegorist 
cannot be included amongst hymn writers, 
except on the ground that the piece, “ He that 
is down needs fear no fall,” from pt. ii. of his 
Pilgrim's Progress, 1684, is given in a limited 
nuwberof hymnals. The son of a mechanic, he 
was b, at Elatow, 1628; wasa Baptist minister 
at Bedford; and d. in London, Aug. 1688, 

Biirde, Samuel Gottlieb, was b. Dec.7, 
1753, at Breslau, where his father was keeper 
of St. Barbara’s Church. After waiving law 
at the University of Halle, he was (1776-78) 
tutor and superintendent of a charity school 
; 0 
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at Breslau. 
to the Cabinet minister von I 
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He then became | pacers secretary | and some time editor of the Evangelion! Maga- 
augwitz, was for | rine. Hed. May 29,1832. His works include 

two years employed in the department of | Berra Sermons, 174; Sea Sermons, 1821; 
Forestry, and after being for some time secre- 
tary to the department of Finance at Breslaa, 
was appointed member of the Aulic Council 
and Director of Chan at Berlin, where he 
d. April 28, 1831 (Koch, vi. 319-522; Allg. 
Deuteche Biog., iii. 581-82. Fischer, ti. 432, 
says he died at Breslin). 

As a bymn-writer he was by some of bis contempo- 
aries reckoned nearly equal to Gellert, by others as 
superior, Of the some 100 hymns which he composed, 
the best a) red in his Getetliche Poesteen, Bresiau, 
1787, and Ele « Geistliche Gedichte, Bresiau, 1317. Five 
have been ¢r. into English. Those in C. U. are:— 

i, Stell und dornicht ist der Pfad. [Christian 

Warfare.] 1st pub. 1787 as above, p. 24, in 
5 st. of 6 1, entitled “The Lord’s Warrior.” 
Included, as No. 1908, in Knapp’s £v. LZ. &., ed. 
1865. Tr. as :— 

1, Steep and thorny is the way To our home. A 
good and full ¢r. by Miss Cox in her Secred H. from 
the German, 1841, p. 109, St. i.-iv., altered and 
adapted to St. Simon and St. Jude are No, 146 in 
Rorison’s Coll, 1851. Revised for Lyra Eucha- 
ristica, 1965, p. 207, and her Hf. from the German, 
1864, p. 175. 

2. Steep and thorny is the way Leading on. Good 
and full tr. contributed by Edward Jackson as 
No. 189 to Dr. Hook's Church School H. B&., 1850, 
and repeated as No. 319 in Mercer’s C. P.and H. 
Bh., 1855 (Ox. ed., No, 200), and in Robinson’s 
Parochial Psulter, 1860 and 1869. 

Other trs. are :-— 
(i) “Lot steep and thorny is the road,” by Lady B. 

Fortescue, 1843 (1847, p. 45). (2) “Steep and thorny 
is Nie On to life,” by Dr. H, Mills, 1846 (1556, 
p. 167). 

ii, Wenn der Herr einst die Gefangnen. [Conso- 
lation.) Founded on Ps. exxvi, 1787 as above, 
p. 61, entitled “ Longing after the Liberty of 
the Children of God,” in 3st. of 81. In Knapp’s 
Ev, L. &, 1837, No. 2402 (1865, No. 2103). It 
is tr. as:— 

When the Lord recalls the banish'd, A good and 
fall tr. by Miss Winkworth in her Lyra Ger, 
2nd Series, 1858, p, 227, repeated in her C. 2. 
for England, 1863, No. 199. Included in Ken- 
nedy, 1863, Flett’s Coll., Paisley, 1871, the Ohio 
Luth. Hymnal, 1880, and others, 

His hymns not in English C. U. are:— 
iii, Der Fruhling ist erschienen. [Spring.) 1st 

ub, 1817 as above, p. 118, a No, 6 of the “ Edifying 
ymns for comes People,” in 5 st, Tr, as “'Tis 

Spring, the time of singing,” by Miss Burlingham, in 
the Aritish Herald, May, 1806, p. 204, repeated as No. 
405 in Reid's Praise Bk., 1872. 

iv. Nicht mehr als meine EKriifte tragen. fm 
Sickness.) 1787 as above, p. 71, in Sst. Tr. as ‘Not 
more than I bave strength to bear,” by Misa Warner, 
LeS8 (1H61, p. 47%). 

v. Wir wallen allzumal, [Pilgri 
Life.) 1787 as above, p. 13, in 12 st. f as awe ee 
but pilgrims bere below,” by Dr. i, Mills, 1845 (1856, 
p. 162). {J. M.) 

Burder, George, b. in London, June 5, 
1752, and trainedasanengraver. At thenage 
of 24 he commenced preaching with the Cal- 
vinist Methodists, but subsequently joined the 
‘on, tionalists,and was pastorsucceasively 

at Lancaster, Coventry, and Fetter Lane, 
London. He was one of the active founders 
of the Religious Tract, the London Mig.ionary, 
and the British and Foreign Bible Societies, 

Sermons, 1826, and others, He is 
known to hyamology by his Collection of 
Hymna from various Authors, intended as a 
Supp. to Dr. Watts, &e., 1784. (Preface dated 
Nov. 20, 1784.) It had attained to the 25th rd, 
in 1827. To this collection he contributed 
4 hymns, the best known being, “Sweet the 
time, exceeding sweet” (q.v.), sometines 
altered to “Great the joy when Ohristians 
meet.” The remaining three, all from the lst 
ed, 1784, are :— 

1. Come, dear Desire of nations, come. Misrions. 
2. Come ye that know and fear the Lord. Love of 

God. In Dr. Hatfield's Church H. Bk, N.¥., 1872, 
5 at. out of 9 are given as No. 236. 

3. Lord, solemnize our trifling minds. Before Sermon. 
Altered to “ Great God, impress our trifling minds,” io 
the .¥, Cong,, No, 746, &e. 

Burder’s Coll. is of importance in the history 
of Congregational hymnody. ‘The Ist ed, 
1784, contained 187 hymna; 2nd ed., 1784, 
211; 9th ed., 1803, 257 hymns; 18th ed., 1820, 
277; and the last, the 25th ed., 1827, 2. 
His son, Henry Foster Burder, pub. a Coll. of 
Ps. & Hys., 1826; and another son, the Rev. 
John Burder, also compiled a Coll. pub. with- 
out date, To the 18th ed., 1820, of G. Bar- 
der’s Coll. the wife of his son H. F. Barder 
contributed “ And will the God Who reigns on 
cs " (Sunday Schools), under the signature 
“S. M. Burder” [Sophia Maria}. = [J. J.) 

Burgess, Daniel, s. of a clergyman, b 
at Collingbourne-Ducis, Wiltshire, 1645 (some 
accounts say 1647), was educated at Oxfonl, 
where he became a Fellow. Eventually he 
married, and losing his Fellowship, wws in- 
troduced to the Earl of Cork, who appointed 
him his chaplain and gave him an inoum- 
bency in Ireland. Owing to his undoubted 
talent and ble manner he appears to 
have met with much success, until, through 
arn | some new and strangely wild 
notions, he lost both the favour of the Earl of 
Cork and the living. He returned to London, 
and being well received by certain Dissenting 
ministers, joined their communion, and made 
known his secession from the Church. How- 
ever, the cliange in his conduct was more 
marked than ever, and ultimately he ceased to 
be a credit to himself or his profess'on; 4. 
1713. In the year following appeared hia 

Psalms and Hymns and Spiritual Songs, the late 
Rev, Mr, Daniel Bu 3 Minister the hd . This 
work was edited by Jobn Billingsley, and a time 
attracted some attention. (J. T. B.] 

B » DD. Bishop Burgess Uurgess, 
was b. at Providence, Rhode Island, Oct. 31, 
1809, and graduated at Brown University, 
1826, where he was for some time a tutor. 
After erage for two years in Germany, he 
took Holy Orders, and in 1834 became Rector 
of Christ Church, Hartford, In 1847 he was 
consecrated Bishop of Maine,and also entere! 
upon the Rectory of Christ Church, Gardiner. 

e d. in Haiti, Apr) 3, 1866. His Life was 
ub, by his brother in 1869, His works include 
he Book of Psalms translated into English 

Verse, 1839; The American Metrical Pealter, 
N. Y., 1864; and Poems, Hartford, 1868. His 
Psalms and Hymna in use are :— 
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1, Lord, in Thy Name wo spread the sail. Srilor’s 
Hymn, This hymn is included in his Poems, 1868, 
p. 268, but is of unknown date and origin. The 
hymn, “While o'er the deep Thy servants sail,” 
is an altered form of this hymn to be sung on 
behalf of sailors, It was apparently rewritten 
for the Connecticut /’salms and Hymns, 1845, 

2. The harvest dawn is near. /’s. crrvi. From 
his version of Ps. exxvi., Book of Psalms, &e., 
1439, beginning with st. v, Also his Amer, Met. 
Poulter, p. 250, It is widely used. 

3. The foods, 0 Lord, lift up their voice. From 
Ps, zeiti, in his Book of Psalms, 1839, st. iii., 
found in his Amer. Met. Psalter, p. 179. 

4 When forth from Egypt's trembling strand. 
Ps, exit. From his Book of Psalms, 1839, and 
Psaiter, 1864. It has been included in Spurgeon’s 
0. 0. H, Bk, 1866. 
Of these hymns Nos. 1 and 2 are found in 

almost — recent American collection but 
that of the Protestant Episcopal Church. 

(F. M.B.J 

Burgess, Henry, it.p., was b. Jan. 30, 
1808, and educated at a Dissenting College 
st Stepney. After labouring as a Noncon- 
formist Minister for several years, he was 
ordained, in 1850, by the Bp. of Manchester, 
ond officiated for some time in that diocese. 
In 1861 he was preferre:l to Whittlesey Vicar- 
age, Cambridgeshire, where he d, Feb. 10, 
1 He was Luv. of the University of 
Glasgow, ent pu.p. of the University of Gét- 
tingen, Of lis numerous works that which 
is associate! with hymnology is :-— 
Sect Metrical Hymus and Homilies of Zphracm 

Serut, Translated from the original Syriac, with an 
fatroduetion, and Historical and Philological Notes, 
London : B. B. Blackadkler, 1853. 

These fra, although unsuited for congrega- 
tional use, because of the rugged blank verse 
form given them by Dr. Burgess, may yet be 
adapted, and with success, for C. U. 

Buried beneath the yielding wave. 
B. Beddome. (Holy Baptism.) Pub. from 
Beddome'’s mas. in his posthumous Hymne, 
&e., 1817, No. 603, in 5 st. of 4 1, from whence 
it has into numerous collections in G. 
Britain and America. ig. text in Spur- 
geon’s 0.0.H. Bk., No. 925, In some American 
collections it is dated 1787 in error. 

Buried in baptism with our Lord. 
(Holy oy seg wo centos beginning with 
this firet line ure in C. U. They are :— 
1. N wl rata aes Leer es 

Hymns, &e., 1762, No. 76, st. 1.3 amd st. fi. is from w 
a. ae Bk., 1749, No. 544. - 

American Service Song for Baptis 
Cherches, Boston, 1871, No. 831 is thus Fallen — 
1, from Hart's hymn as above: st. fli.,the second 
ana of the Moravian cento, slightly altered. 

Buried in shadows of the ht. 1 
Watts. (Christ our Wisdom.) lat pub, in his 
Hymns ¢ 8, Songe, 1709, Bk. i., No. 97, in 5 
st of 41, and headed, “Christ our Wisdom, 
Righteousness,” &e., 1 Cor. i. 30. In J. Wes. 
ah & Hys,, Charlestown, South Carolina, 
Vi36-7, No. 36, it was given with the omission 
red iit, —— was 

iw Toplady s Ps. & .» L776, No, 306 wd others. It is found in aa modern cilections buh in G. Britain and America. 

ted with ultern- 
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Burleigh, William Henry, an active 
reformer and member of the Unitarien body, 
was b, at Woodstock, Connecticut, Feb. 12, 
1812, and brought up on a farm at Staintield 
in the sume state. In 1837 he went to Pitts- 
burg, Pennsylvania, where, having been pre- 
viously apprenticed to the printing trade, he 
pub. the Christian Witness and Temperance 
Banner. Tu 1843 he undertook the duties of 
editor of the Christian Freeman, at Hartford. 
From 1849 to 1855 he was agent of the New 
York State Tempernee Society; and from 
1855 to 1870 Harbour Master at New York. 
Died at Brooklyn, March 18, 1871. His pocti- 
eal pieces ant hymns were contributed to 
various periodicals and journals. Many of 
these were collected and published as Poema, 
Phila. in 1841. This volume was enlarged by 
additional pieces, and republished by his 
widow, in 1871. ‘The dates of these hymns 
and poems are most difficult to determine, 
Where possible they are given in detail. It is 
somewhat curious that Burleigh’s hymns are 
generally more extensively used in England 
than at home. ‘lhe introduction of some of 
his best compositions into the English collec- 
tions is due tothe Lyra Sac. Amer., whence 
they were mostly taken by the compilers. 
Those in use in G. Britain and America are :— 

1. Fades from the west the farewell light. NijAt. 
This poem, entitled “A Psalm of Night,” is given 
in his Poems, N. Y., 1871, pp 275-6. Although 
not in the Ist ed. of his Poems, 1841, it was in 
C, U. as early as 1844, It isin Sst. of 81. From 
it the following centos have come into C. U.:— 

(1) * Day unto day uttereth speech.” This is composed 
of st. til-v., and was given in the Christian Hys, of the 
Cheshire Pastoral Association (Amer, Unitarian), 1644, 
os an“ Evening Hymn.” 

(2) “OWloly Father, mid the calm.” This cento in 
Longfellow and Jotmson’s Bk. of Mys, 1846, and their 
Hys. of the Spirit, let4, &e., ta composed of st. iv.-¥. 
(3) * Not only doth the voiceful day,” No. 324 in Long: 

fellow and Johnson's Hye. uf the Sprit, 1464, it com- 
posed of st. i-th. Anotherarrangement beginning with 
the same stanza i4 in the Lyra Sac, Amer., p. 41. 

(4) “ The brightening dawn and voicefal day." In the 
Agmnary (Lond.), 1872, is, altered from the Lyra Sac. 
Amer. a8 above, with the addition of a doxology. 

In and through these various forms, the ase of this 
hymn is very extensive. 

@. Father, beneath Thy sheltering wing. Trust 
and Peace. Appeared in Longfellow and John- 
son's Hys, of the Spirit, 1864, No, 471, in 4 st. of 
41. It is given in many American collections, 
and in the Bap. Hyl., 1879, Horder’s Cong. Hys., 
1884, and others in G. Britain. Orig, text in 
Lyra Sac, Amer., p. 19, with * that” for “which” 
in st. ii, 1. 4 

3. For the dear love that kept us through the 
night. Morning, From Poems, 1871, into Hor- 
der’s Cong. Hymns, 1884. 

4. From profoundest depths of tribulation, /ent. 
This appeared in the Supp. to Hedge and 
Huntington's Hymns, &e. (Unitarian), 185°), 
No 843, 

5, Lead us, O Father, in the paths of peace. Dir inc 
Guidance. No. 32 of the Lyra Sac, Amer., in 4st. 
of + 1, being “A Prayer for Guidance.” With 
English compilers this hymn ranks amongst Bur- 
leigh’s productions next in popularity to No. 8, 
and is found in most of the collections there 
named, 

6. Not in vain I poured my sw tion. Lent. 
This is a continuation of the same thought as 
No. 4 preceding, and follows it in the a Supp, 
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7. O deom not that earth's crowning bliss. 
Mourning. This passed from the Lyra Sacra 
Amer., 1868, into the Eng. Bap, Hymnal, 1879 ; 
Horder’s Cony. Hys., 1884, and others. It is in 
his Poems, 1871, p. 258, The hymn, “ From 
lips divine, like healing balm,” in the Metho- 
dist Episcopal Hymnal, N. Y., 1878, is a cento 
trom this hymn. 

8. Still will we trust though earth seems dark 
and dreary. Faith. Appeared in the Lyra Sac. 
Amer., 1868, pp. 43-44, in 5 st. of 4.1. This is 
the most widely adopted of this author's hymns 
by the English compilers. It is given in some of 
the best collections, as the N, Cong., Thring, 
Horder, the Bap. Hymnal, Allon, &c. 

9. There is a beautiful land by the spoiler untrod. 
Heaven. Dr. Cleveland (Lyra Sac. Amer., 1868, 
p. 298) says, * This piece was first published in 
the /ndependent, Jan. 18, 1866." 

10. They who have kept their spirit’s virgin white- 
ness. Purity. In Lyra Sac. Amer., 1868, p. 46. 

11, Thou Who look'st with pitying eye. Lent. 
In Lyra Sac. Amer., 1868, p. 47. 

12. Through the changes of the day. FErening. 
From his Poems, 1841, It is given in the Lyra 
Sac, Amer,, p. 50, the S.P.C.K. Ps, and Hys., 
1852, Thring’s Coll, and others. 

13, We ask not that our path be always bright. 
Trust in God, From the Lyra Sac, Amer., 1868, 
into Horder’s Cong, Hys., 1884. 

14. When gladness gilds cur prosperous day. 
Also from Lyra Sac. Amer. into 

Horder's Cong. Hys., 1884. 

It has been already noted that Burleigh’s 
hymns have a more extended use in G. Brit. 
than in his owncountry. The foregoing noted 
will also show that his productions are more 
widely known and 1 outside of his own 
denomination than by his own people. Con- 
cerning the hymns included in the Sac. 
Amer., Dr. land, the editor, says, “ Most 
of these beautiful hymns of Mr. Burleigh’s 
were given to me in ms. by the author,” but 
he does not indicate what was new and what 
was old. J, 

Burmeister, Franz Joachim, was a 
native of Liineburg. He was ordained at 
Celle, May 4, 1670, and instituted as diaconus 
of St. Michael’s Church, Liineburg, July 10, 
1670. This poat he held till his death at 
Liineburg, April 21, 1672. He was a friend 
of Rist, who crowned him as a poet in 1659, 
and in 1660 received him into his order of 
Elbe Swans. (Koch, iii, 448-450: Allg. Deut- 
sche Biog., iii, 628; Ms, from Seminarlehrer 
Bode, Liineburg.) His hymns were mostly 
contributed to the musical works of J. R. Able 
of Miihthausen, 14 being set to music and 
pub. by Ahle in 1662, at Mihlbausen, as Neue 
qeistliche auff die hohen Festtage durcha gantze 
Jahr gerichtete Awlachten. Those tr. into 
English are :— 

i. Du keusche Seele du. [Visitation to Elisa- 
beth.) Ist pub, 1662 as above, No. 13 in 6 st. of 
6 1., entitled on the “ Festival of Mary's Visita- 
tion. On her visitation journey.” As the hymao 
is very rare, the first and last sts. are here quoted 
from a copy kindly sent from Miihlhausen ;— 

i. 
Du keusche Seele du, 
Der Weiber Licht und Sonne, 
Und deines Joseph's Wonne 

et nach m Zu, 
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Deinen Glauben dort zu starken 
An des Allerblchsten Werken. 

vi. 
Die Welt ist soleh ein Ort, 
Darin wir Gastfrist pflegen ; 
Bald muss mein Leib sich legen, 
Dann gebt der Geist von hinnen fort, 
Jesus woll’ im Tod’ und Leben 
Mir sich zum Gefahrten geben. 

The only ¢r. in C. U. is :— 
Thou soul! O thou. By Miss Wink- 

worth in her C. B. for England, 1863, No, 82. 
ii, Was soll ich, liebstes Kind.  [ /piphany.] 

Ist pub., 1662, as above, No. 4, in 4 st. of 41, 
entitled “On the Festival of the Holy Three 
Kings.” In the Berlin G. L. S., ed. 1863, No, 212. 
Tr, a8 :— 

© Blessed Babe divine, A good and full fr. by 
Dr. Kennedy as No. 194, in his Hymno, Christ., 
1863, {J. M.] 

Burnham, Richard, b. 1749, d 1810, 
was for many years pastor of a Baptist Chureh 
in London, first in Little Chapel Street, and 
afterwards in Grafton Street, Soho. is 
said to have been an excellent preacher. His 
hymns, 452 in all, were pub. aa follows :— 

ivere . Gilbert and mete fier da; Lenk, Ot 
with 74 additional = amar as New Hymns on Varions 
Subjects (same publishers), 1785. To this was added 
New Hymns on Divine Love, chiefly designed for Low 
Feasts or Christian Socveties (25 hymns and 2 poetical 
pieces), Lond., W. Smith, bat no (cir. 1787). The 
3rd ed, of the Hymns, &c., is dated 1794, the 4th 1796, and 
the Sth 1603, is last contains 452 hymns. In addi- 
thon 3 hymns were printed at the end of a Sermon oo 
Reliever's Haptism, 1805, and many others on leaflet« 
which bave not been reprinted. 

Burnham's hymns rank with the moat in- 
tensely Calvinistic in the English language. 
aud have been much used by congregations of 
Calvivistic sentiments. In the last edition of 
Gadaby's Sel. there are 20; in Denham’s Sel. 
82; and in Snepp’s Songs of G. & G.10. His 
best known hymns are, “ Jesus! Thou art the 
sinner’s Friend,” and “O glorious God of 
ag i The following, from the editions of 
is H , &e., indicated in brackets, are still 

in C. U te 
1, Free grace, melodious sound (1794). Grace. 
a. Gad bn Fives sppemeall phorives 1308), A. Trinity. 
3. Great Jehovah's love endureth (1794), God wn- 

Ot ioe wale lorious is the love gomge > Love of God. 
io 6 ‘eS of G. a C., 1872, this is tered by Miss 

vergal. 
6. Jesus draws the chosen race [1794]. Election. 
6. Love will Lever sing [1796]. Love — 
1. Rew? know the great Redeemer [1794]. The Ad- 

vocate. 
BB Ade goxiness of our glorious God (1794). Divine 

CSS, 

9. he people of the Lord were chosen, &c, (1796). 

10. Who can e’er fathom God's rich love {1803}. Love 
of God, Cw. R. 8.) 

Burns, Dawson, D.p., b. in 1828, in South- 
wark, London, is the second s. of Dr. Jabez 
Burns. He entered the miniatry among the 
General Baptists in 1851, and for a number of 
years was his father's colleague at Church 
treet Chapel, Edgware Road. He is now 
without pastoral charge, aml devotes himself 
chiefly to literary and public work in connec- 
tion with the Temperance Reformation. He 
is the author of several important works on 
the Temperance question, and of numerou: 
contributions to periodicals and public con- 
gresses. In 1884 he published Rays of Sacrec 
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for the Church and Home. Song fe Besides 
Scripture Studies and other poems, it contains | Trust in 
39 hymns for Public Worship. One of these, 
“ Gladsome we hail this day's return” (Re- 

and very frequently on anni- 
versary Others are of sufficient 
merit to ensure their adoption as they become 
kpown. In 1882 Dr. Burns received the hono- | alarmin, of 

; Maine, ous disorder wbich still degree of p.p. from Bates Coll 
ts (WR. 8] 
Burns, James Drummond, ».a., was 

b. at Edinburgh, February 18, 1823. He 
studied and 
of Edinburgh. In 1845 he became 
Chureh minister of 

Free 

of the Presbyterian Church at Funchal, Ma- 
deira, In 1855 he became minister of Hamp- 

stead Presbyterian Chureh, London. Died at | fast ie tne vent 
ov. 27, 1864, and was buried in | writ. Mentone, 

Highgate Cemetery, London. His hymns 
appeared in :— 

i best of our modern 
Symns for beauty, — of and of 
reli . (2) Boening Hymn (Lond., T. 
cae baw 1856. = —_ - — 

an every evening in the mon 
31 in all. fvmes and Prayers alike are characterised 
by reverence, beauty, simplicity, and . Some of 
the b; in this volume are now well known, ¢.«. 
~ Still with Thee, O my God,” “ Hushed was the evening 
hymn,” * As belpless as a child who clings.” (3) Memoir 
and Remains of the late Ree, James LD. Burns, M.4., of 
Hampstead. the late Rev. James Hamilton, DD. 
(Lond., J. Nisbet & Co.), 1869, Besides 13 Sermons and 
the Memoir, this work includes 40 “* Hymns and Miscel- 
lapeous A number of these had appeared in 

though nat ual 
jones 

translations are 
man oe ate Aymn 

Burns, Robert. This poet’s life had 
little in common with hymnology, although 
some of his pi in common with a few 
of Byron's, have come into use in G. Britain 
and America. His life, from his birth in the 
parish of Alloway, near Ayr, Jan, 25, 1759, to 
uis death, at Dumfries, Ju Beni 1796, was one 
of varying lights and shadows, and has been 
told elsewhere, frequently and eloquently. It 
remains for us only to name his sacred pieces, 
their origin, and their use, Those in C. U. 
are :— 

1. 0 Thou great Being! What Thoa art. Lent. 
saccunt of this plece as entered in bis Common 

lonses and disasters, which 

in his Life and orksaf says in ea o 
ed., 1856), vol. L., p. ST, thet took 

eon ——o _ in ey a the port 
same wrote, * ™ 

Frm the latter the hymn :— I aa 

union), appeared in 1879 in the Bap. Hymnal, | under the pressure of violent anguish.” 
has unknown, 

Dunblane, but resigned reel 
through failing health, in 1848, and took charge | yoj_ |. 
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&. Thou Power Supreme, Whose mighty scheme, 
God, is taken, The second plece was pub. in 

Kil 1786, und Poems, first In Poems, 
Edinburgh, 1787. Orig. text in Chambers’s Life, vol. L. 
pp. 67-63. The title of the first is “A Prayer, written 

3, O Thou Cause, Death anti- 
— This was written at the age of 26, during an 
illness in the summer of 1784. In bis Commonplace 
Book he calls ft, “ A Prayer when fainting fits and other 

eurisy, or some other danger- 
i still threatens me, first put nature on 

the alarm.” Under the title “ A Prayer in the prospect 
of death,” it was included in his Poems, Kilmarnock, 1746. 

4. The (that) man in life wherever placed. °s. i. 
6, O Thou, the first, the Friend, /s, ziz. 

uated w.a. at the University Chambers (Life, vol. 1. pp. 86-87) has given these two 
m ve 8 to the same date as No, 3, and attributes 
to the same cause. They were pub. in the Edin- 
ed. of his Poems, 1787. Orig. text in Life, &e., 
pp. 36-87, 

These hymns were all included in Dr. 
&c., 1840, und are also 

in other and later collections both in G. 
and America. (J. J} 

Burton, John, b. 1773, in Nottingham, 
where he resided until 1813, when he removed 
to Leicester, at which town he died in 1822. 

' He was a Baptist, a very earnest S. School 
_ teacher, and one of the compilers of the Not- 
_tingham 8. S. 0. H. Bk., 1812. This book 
reached the 20th ed. in 1861. The Ist ed. 
contains 43 hymns which have his signature, 
He is known almost exclusively by one hymn, 
“Holy Bible, book divine” (q.v.). He was 
also author of The Youth's Monitor in Verse, 
a series of Little Tales, Emblems, Poems and 
Songs (1803); of the Young Plantation, in 
verse; The Sh , and other similar pro- 
ductions for the young. Robert Hall wrote a 
recommendatory preface to one cf his works, 

(W. R. 8.) 
urton, John, jun., a popular hymn- 

writer for children, was b. July 23, 1803, at 
| Stratford in Essex, in which place he carried 
on business as a cooper for ubout 50 years. 
He d. in 1877. Mr. Burton was a member of 
the Congregational body, and a Deacon of the 
Chapel where he attended. His contributions 
to hymnody began in 1822, when he sent 
his first production to the Evangelical Maga- 
zine, He continued to coutribute to that and 
other periodicals for many years, his signa- 
ture in the former being “ Kesex, J. B.,” and in 
the Child's Companion “J.B, Essex.” Mis pub- 
lications ore — we 

EP re gh ne hg ed 
Unild-Ltvea? Dawid ; (4) The Book of Pealms in English 
Verse, 1871; (6) Scripture Characters in Verse, &e. 

His Hymna for Little Children. containing 54 
foe has been republished in Philadelphia, 
8A. as My Own Hymn Book. He also 

contributed to the Union H. Bk. for Scholars, 
1840. Some of his hymns lave attained a 
measure of popularity, including “O Thou 
that hearest prayer, “Come, let us sing 
our Maker’s praise,” and — others. In 
addition, the following are also in OC. U.:-— 

1, Children who are gone to glory. Suints’ days. 
2. you have gone astray. /mvifation. 

Pub. in the Child's Com, 7 April, 1434, and his one 
Hundred Hymns, 1850, 

3. Come, let us sing our Maker's praise. fur 
——. In his One Hundred Hys., 1850, No, 46, in 6 
st. of 41, 

4, Father of mercies, hear; On us, &o. Jirine 

Young, 
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influence implored. In bis Gne Hundred Hys., 1850, 
No. 97, in 6 st, of 41,: and partly re-written in 2 st. of 

#1, in Arnnedy, 1463, No. 1209, beginning: ** Father 

of mercies, bear The song Thy children raise, 
6. God is lowe, delightful truth. Love of God. 

Pub, in the Child's Companion, Aug,, 1535, and again 

in bis One Hundred Mys., 1650, No. 20, in 5 st. of 41. 

It is given in the Silver St. 8. 8. H. Bk. 14690. 

6. Happy would it be for me. arly /iely. 

7. Hark! a still small voice is heard. (‘hrist's 

love for Children, This appeared in the Child's Com- 

panion, July, 1436, and the revised ed. of the Union 

7. Bk, for Scholars, (+40; and again in bis (me Hun- 

dred Ifgs,, &e., Usbu, No. 14, in 4 st, of 6 1 Tt ts in 

various collections, including the Meth. 8, S. H. Bk., 1879, 

and others. 

8. Heavenly Father, we draw near Thee. Sunday 

Schools. Pub, in his Gwe Hundred Hys., 1450, &c. 

9. often say my prayers. /*rayer. Also from the 

Union H. #k,, 1840; into Major's Bk. of Praise, &e. 

10. None is like God, who reigns above. (mnipre- 

sence. Dated 1849, and given in his (ne Hundred Hys., 

No. 4,in Sst,of 4 Litas reprinted im several school 

collections, as Stevenson's Schoot Hymnal, ise, No, 139. 

11. Pilgrims we are and strangers. Life a Mit- 

grimage. From the Evangelical Mag., 1829, 6 *t. of 

BL, commencing “Now let our praise be given,” and 

beaded “ The Pilgrim's > "into the Bap. Pa. & Hys,, 

1858, No, 653, in 4st.of 4 L, st. i, being om 

12, Remember thy Creator now. arly Piety. 

From the Child’s Companion, Sept. 1833, into his Gne 

Hundred Hys,, 1350, aud tse Meth, S. 3. H. Bk, No. 243, 

18. Saviour, while my heart is tender. Aarly Miety. 

Also from the One Hundred Hye, It is in the Hap. 

Hymnal, 179; Horder’s Cong. Hys., 1884; and others, 

14. That kind eye which cannot sleep. (mni- 

science. But litte known. 

15. The Lord attends when children pray. /rayer. 

lst printed in the Child's Cranpanion, July, 1535, and 

ain in Dec. 1837, and in the revised et, of the (nion 

Bk, 1440; and his One Hundred Mya. 1850, No, Sl, 

in 5 st. of 4 |, It is in several collections, including 

Dr. Allon’s Children # Worship, 1874, ke. 

16, Though we are young our sins are great. 

Lent, In the revised ed. of the Onion H. Bk,, 15405 and bis 

Gne Hendred Hys., 1950 (in the latter as * Though [ 

am,” &c,), No. 9,in 6 at. of 41 It is included in M 's 

Rk. of Prave, &e. 
17. We do not love Thee as we ought, Lent. In 

the afeth, SS. H. Bk, Us79, No. 256. 

18, Why did Jesus come from heaven! /assion- 

tide, From his One Handred Hyt, 1950. No 61, In 

4st, of 61, into | ajor's Bk, of Praise. 

19. Why should we spend our days? 

Youthful Piety, Printed inthe Chili's ¢ ian pardon May, 

1835, iu his Gne Hundred Hye, 1569, aod as No. 252 in 

the Meth. 8. S. H, Bk, 1879. [J. J.J 

Butcher, Edmund, b. at Colchester, 

Essex, in 1757, and brought up as a linen- 

draper. After undergoing @ preliminary 

training for the Unitarian Ministry, he was 

appointed to the charge of Leather Lane 

Chapel, Holborn, in 1759. From thence he 

removed to Sidbury Vale, Sidmouth, in 1798. 

Died April 14, 1822. Memoir iu the Cleristian 

Moderator, 1827. His works include Picture 

of Sidmouth; Tour through various parts of 

England ; Sermons, to which ave added suitable 

Hymns, 178+ and the Substance of the lioly 

Scriptures Methodized, 1801. His hymns were 

iven in the two latter works, in the Protestant 

Viseenters’ Magazine (of which he was 50 He 

time editor); in Kippis's Collection, 1795; the 

Christian Guardian, 1802-1808; Aspland’s 

Sel, 1810; and from his mss. in Howse 3 Selec 

tion of Hymna and Psalms, 1837. They num- 

ber 116 in all; but few, however, have attained 

to any position in modern hymnals. Tuese 
include the following: 

1. Blest is the man that Ngee fears the Lord, 
Ps. czii. Pub. in the Exeter Unitarian Coll, 1412, in 
Set.of 41. Itisin C. U. in G. Britain and America. 

BY CHRIST REDEEMED 

2. Father of all, where shall we find! 
ship. In Dr. Martineau's Hys., lsat, Xe. 

3. Great God, as seasons disappear. 
This i- the most popular of his hymns. 
under its first line. 

4. Hosanna! let us join to sing.  Aeswrrection. 
Contributed to Aspland’s Sef, 1410, No. 290; and re- 
peated in Dr. Martincau’s Hys., 1440, ke. 

5. With deepest reverence at Thy throne. (jis 
Uneearchableness, This is in American C. U. aa in 
Laudes Domini, 1484, No, 248, It was contributed to 
Aspland’s Sef., 1410, No. 146. {J. J.J 

D, Wor- 

Harve. 
It is annotated 

Buds dpaprnudtev. St. Joseph of the 
Studium. This isa portion from the Triodion 
of the Cunon at Lauds for the Sunday of the 
Prodigal Son, answering to Septuagesima of 
the Anglican Church, and now in use in the 
Greck Coureh. The Canon was written about 
the middle of the ninth century. Dr. Neale’s 
tr. of Odes vii. and viii, Trop. 2, 3, in bis 
Hymne of the E. C., is thus introduced :— 

“ The Sunday before Se e i 
itself, are, respectively, cai ep mere Reg ey ae 

fia Feetcont one ec 
day, and serving for the keynote to the Offices.” 

Dr. Neale’s translation, “The abysa of 
many a former sin,” is in 5 st.of 61. The 
foregoing note shows the appropriateness of 
the Odes to the service, specially Dr. Neale’s 
st. iv. (H. EB. C., 1802, p. 128), In 1872 this 
tr, was given in the Remar, No, 217, as, 
«The deep of many a former sin.” (J. J.J 

Butterworth, Joseph Henry, »™.a., of 
Exeter College, Oxford, graduated ma. in 
1836. Ou teking Holy Orders he was succes- 
sively Curate and Vicar of Stapleton, near 
Bristol, 1846-69, and Incumbent of St. Paul's, 
Cannes, 1870. Mr, Butterworth’s hymns 
were contributed to the Ist ed. of Chope's 
Hymnal, 1857. They include a» few tra. and 
the following original hymns :— 
< 1, Spirit of Wiedum! guide Thine own, Confirma- 
bore. 

2. Thou, Lord, Who know'st the hearts of men. St. 
Thomas. {J. J.J 

By Christ redeemed, in Christ re- 
stored. G. Hewson. [Holy Communion.) 
Written in 1857 for, and Ist pub, in, the Bap. 
J's. and Hyn., 1858, No. 741, in 6 st. of 4 1, and 
appointed for “The Lord's Supper.” It isa 
hymn of more than usual excellence, and las 
attained to a greater position in modern hym- 
nale than any other of the authors numerous 
compositions. The text was revised by the 
author for his Hymns, 1876, No, xxxv. Orig. 
text, Bap. J's. and Hys., 1858, In Thring’s 
Coll, 1882, st. iv., 1. 3, is changed from «By 
one bleatenain of loving rite,” to “The shame! 
the glory! hy this Rite” ‘The greatest altera- 
tions, however, are found in the S, P. C.K. 
Church Hymns, 1871, No. 205, where in addi- 
tion to miuor alterations, including the open- 
ing line te:—* By Christ redeemed, to God 

restored,” we have the following Ines:— 
“ His body broken in our etead, 

Is bere, in this memorial bread ; 
And so our feeble lowe is fed, 

Uniil He come ! 
“ His fearful drops of agony, 

His life-bloct shed for ns we aoe: 
The wine shall tell the mystery, 

Until He come!” 

| transmuted into the weak otumza: 



BY COOL SILOAM’S SHADY 

His 7 Avew hp orp eapintge e see; 
Thus faith sh ll read the mystery, 

Until He come.” 

It is but just to add, however, that “ They 
were com into one verse with consider- 
able reluctance by the editors, with Mr. 
Kawson's kind permission, in deference to the 
judgment of others.” (Notes on Church Hymne, 
folio ed., p. xlix.) The American use of this 
hymn in ita original, or a slightly altered 
form, is very extensive. (J. J. 

By cool Siloam’s shady fountain 
(rill) Bp. R. Heber. [Epiphany.] In its 
original form as “By cool Siloam’s shady 
fountain,” this hymn was given in the April 
No. of the Christian Observer, 1812. It was 
subsequently rewritten in c. M. us “ By cool 
Siloam’s shady rill,” and pub. in his posthu- 
mous Hymns, &c., 1827, in 6 st. of 4 1, 
for the Ist Sunday after the Epiphany. From 
the Hymas, it lias passed into a great number 
of hymnals both in G. Brituin and America, 
sometimes in full,and again with the omission 
of one or more stunzas, and is most popular as 
a children’s hywn. Authorized text in Ste- 
veuson s Hys. for Ch. & Home, 1873. (J. J.) 

By faith in Christ I walk with God. 
J. Newton. (Faith.) A scoud hymn on 
“Walking with ” Gen, v. 24 (the firat 
po Nay “O for Pt — valk a 

given in the mns, 1779, 
No, 4, in 7 et. of 61 It is found in a few 
collections both in G, Britain and America, 
including the Westminster Abbey H. Bk., 1883 ; 
the Amer. Bap, Service of Song, 1871, &c. 

By faith the upper choir we meet. 
C. Wesley. [Praise to Christ.) This hymn is 
No, 191 in the Church Pastorals, Boston, 
U.8. A. 1864, and is composed of st. iii, iv. 
of “ A thousand oracles divine” (q.v.). 

By the picture of Thy passion. (Pas- 
siontide.) C. Wesley. Ist pub. in the 
Wealey Hymns on the Lord's Supper, 1745, 
No, 87, in 8 st. of B 1. In 1887 it 
included in the P. s H., No. 471, w 
the alteration in st. iii. 1. 3 of “Thy blood’s 
appealing,” to“ Thy Blood appealing.” In 
the Hymnary, 1872, it begins with at. ii., 
“Jesu, let Thy sufferings ease me,’ and is ap- 
pointed for Fridays throusbout the year. Orig. 
text, P. Works, 1868-72, vol. iii. p. 277. 

By Thy victorious hand struck 
down. S. Browne. (Lent.) This cento, as 
given in Spurgeon’s O. U. H. Bk., 1866, 
No. 570, i8 comprsed of stanzas frum various 
hymns in 8. Browne’s Hymns and Spiritual 
Songs, 1720, as follows :—=st. i. from No. 10; ii. 
frou No. 9; iii, from No. 18; iv. from No. 
lL; v. and vi. from No. 16. It is a most suc- 
cessful arran t of the stanzas selected, 
and well adapted to its purpose. 

‘les, Mather, p.p., b. 1706, educated 
a rd, 1725, d. 1788. He was an 
eaitent Congregational Minister of Boston, 
wd, for his time and place, an elegunt 
scholar. He corresponded with, and was well 
thonght of by the English wits and literati, 
His ‘Teryism brought him into trouble at the 

‘tion, causing him, in his own words, to 
be “ guarded, reguarded, und disregarded.” 
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His Sermons wore pub. at various dates from 
1729 to 1771, and his Poems in 1727, 1736, and 
1744. Of the Appendix to Tate and Brady, 
= by 8. Kneeland in 1760, he edited 
nymns 77 to 100 inclusive, of which hymns 
78, 79, and 80 seem to be his own. Part of 
No. 78, beginning with st. vil, “ When wild 
confusion wrecks the air,” is a Judgment 
hymn, and has been included in Belknap’s 
Selection, 1795, and later in the Plymouth 
Coll., 1855, No. 1111, the Bap. Praise Book, 
1571, and others. His hymns are unknown 
to English collections. (F. M. B.j 

Byrom, John, m.a., F.n.s, b. at Manches- 
ter, Feb. 29,169}, baptized the same day, and 
educated at Merchant Taylors’ School, and 
Trinity College, Cambridge, wiere he gra- 
duated pa. 1711; m.a. 1715. He was elected 
a Fellow of his College in 1714. After study- 
ing medicine for a time at Montpellier, le 
returned to London, and earned his livelihood 
by teaching shorthand. Elected ¥.as. in 
1724, and succeeded to the fawily estates 
about the same time. He dl. Sept. 28, 1763. 
His Poems were first pub. in 1773, iu two vols. 
In 1814 @ more complete edition was issued 
by Nichols, of Leeds. From these Poems less 
than half a dozen hymns have come into com- 
mon use. One of these, however, has a repu- 
tation which las extended to all lish- 
speaking countries. We refer to his * Chris- 
tiaus, awake!” (q.v.). His hymn, “ My spirit 
longeth for Thee,” is also worthy of oy. 

[J. J. 

Byron, George Gordon Noel, Lord, 
b. in London, Jan. 22, 1788, d.at Missolonghi, 
April 19, 1824. Lord Byron's name is asso- 
ciated with hymnody through a few pieces 
from his Hebrew Melodies, 1815, being in use 
in a limited number of hymnala, and these 
mainly in America, These include :— 

1. The Assyrian came down like the wolf on the fold. 
2. The king was on his throne. 
3. The gazelle o'er Judab's bills, 

Lord Byron's Works with Life and Letters, 
by T. Moore, in 17 vols., was pub. by J. Mur- 
ray, London, 1832. (J. J.) 

C 
C. in the Bristol Bap. Coil. of Ash & Evans, 

1769, ie. R. Cruttenden, 

C. in Collyer’s Hymns, &., 1812, i.e. J, 
Conder. 

C. in New Golden Shower, N. Y., 1870, i.e. 
Frances J. Van Alstyne, née Crosby. 

C.C. Y. in the Leeds Hymn Book, 1853, 
and others, i.e. Child's Christian Year, 

C. E. in Elliott's Ps. & Hys., 1835, Le. 
Charlotte Elliott. 

C.F. Hys. by C. F. Birmingham, 1861, i.e. 
Christina Forsyth. 

C. BP. H. Verses for Holy Seasons, 1846, i.e. 
Cecil F. Alexander, née Humphreys, 

C. F. EL, author of The Child's Book of 
Praise, Lond., 1873, i Claudia Frances 
Hernaman, née Thotson. 
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Cc.H.I & in Sorrow and Songs in 
Joy, Edinburgh, Taylor, 1864, i.e. C. H. Inglis. 

C. H. L. 8, in the Evang. Lutheran Hym- 
nal, Columbus, Ohio, 1880, ie. O, H. L. 
Schnette. 

C. L. 8. Within the Veil, Le. Charitie L. 
Bancroft, née Smith. 

C. & J. W. in various old bymn-books, i.e. 
C, & J. Wesley. 

C. W. in same, i.e, C. Wealey. 
Cabot, Eliza Lee. [Follen, E. L.} 
Caddell, Cecilia Mary. This writer 

has published :— 
1 Ewe rt ond Frutt Ay oy Ure fay 1866; 

Lael Was6; (3) The Martyr Maidens, a Tale in 
Historical Tales & Legends, 1858; (4) Nellie Netterville, 
1867; (5) Summer Tulks about Lourdes, 1874. 

Her hymns include :-— 
1 the lilies of the field, Providence. In 

The Dominican H, Bk., 1481, and others. 
2. Itis finished! He hath seen (wept). Good Pri- 

day. In the People’s H., 1867, and others. From L 
Afeasianica, 2nd ed., 1865. {J. i 

Call all who love Thee, Lord, to 
Thee. [The Second Advent.] This cento is 
com| thus:—the first four lines and the 
last line of the hymn are from P. J, Bailey's 

, Festus, 1839, and the rest are by G. 
weon, It was Ist pub. in the Leeds H. 

pr rg = o in — of 81, — ts +4 
pea n Mr. waon’s Hymna, &c., 1 
p- 120. It is in several modern collections, 
including the Baptist Hyl., 1879; Horder's 
Cong. Hymna, 1884, and others. (J. J.J 

Call Jehovah salvation. J. Mont- 
ose. (Ps. xei.] ms. of this version of 

's. xci. ig not preserved with the m. was. The 
paraphrase Ist appeared in Montgomery's 
Songs of Zion, 1822 in 5 st. of 8 1, and again 

is Original Hymns, 1858, No. 145. Asa 
hymn for Gp ie use it is generally 
given in an abbreviated form, both in the older 
and in modern collections, as in Kennedy, 1863; 
the Wes. H. Bk., 1875; and others, Orig. text 
as above. [See Psalters, § xvii.) In 
America it has attained to a good position, and 
is eometimes found as, *‘ Call the Lord, thy 
sure rrr Breer hg hymn re the 
hymn, “ shall charge His angel legions,” 
is taken. It is composed of st. iv. and v., and 
was given in the American Prayer Bk. Coll, 
1826, and later hymn-books. (J. J.J 
Callaway, William Fleetwood. A 

successful writer of hymns for children, and a 
Congregational Minister at Hirmi , Was 
the s. of the Rev. Jonn Callaway, for some 

yan Missionary in 
Callaway was b. at Stafford, March 
On the death of his father in 1841, he was re- 
moved into Cornwall. From thence he passed, 
in 1853, to York, where, influenced by th 
preaching of the Rev. James Parsons, he took 
a decided religious course, and joined the Con- 
gregationalists. Following up his commercial 
pursuits he went from York to Wem, Shrop- 
shire; and from thence to Birmingham, 
Having been engaged for some time as a lay 
preacher, when the pastorate of the Highgate 
a, Birmingham, fell vacant in 1861, he 
received an invitation to preach. This led to 
his settlement as the pastor of that congrega- 

CAMERON, WILLIAM. 

hymn-writing began with com 
Sunday School Anniversaries, He proceeded 
to compose words for German tunes for men's 
voices only, and ultimately assisted the late J. 
Curwen, with hymns and sungs, in his Tonic- 
sol-fa movement. Of his hymus the following 
have come into C, U. :— 

1. Afar, while Jesus passeth by. Healing the . 
S. s0ees watched the children playing. Cfarist the 

3. To Jacob's well the woman went. Water of Life. 

New Child's Gan H. Bk, during 1873-4, and were Lst 
pub. therein in 1874. In addition there are -— 

5, God loves little children. S. 8. ne onal o' @ 2 
6. O Saviour, most gracious and loving. &. 5S. Anni- 

"These wore written for his own S. School, and Let pub. 
in Curwen’s New Child's 0. H. Bk. in 1874, 

7. How oft, O Lord, young English hearts. Child's 
Mission 4 Written for an Anniversary of the Lon- 
don Miss. held in Birmingham in 1874. (J. J.) 

Calm me, my God, and keep me 
calm. H. Bonar. eg ‘Appearead in his 
Hymns of Faith and Hope, 1st series, 1.856, in 
8 st. of 4 1, and entitled, “The Inner Calm.” 
Its use in G. Brit. is fair, but in America 
it ranks in popularity with the finest of Dr. 
Bonar's hymns. Inone ortwo hymoals thheopen- 
ing line is altered to ‘Culm me, bles Spirit, 
keep me calm,” as in Nicholson's A iz 
Hymnal, 1866, but this is not popular. (J. J.) 

Calverley, Charles Stewart, » ~a., « of 
the Rev. Henry ge bem some time Wicar of 
South Stoke, near Bath (who took thae name 
of Calverley in 1852), was b. at Martle y, Wor- 
cestershire, Dec. 22,1831. He entered Rae 
in 1846, from whence he passed to Oxford, 
but coming under the censure of thes autho- 
rities, he migrated to —— im 1852, 
where, after gaining some of the best <lassical 
prizea of that University, he graduated fint 
class in Classical honours. In due ceourse he 
was called to the Bar and followed the Northern 
circuit. He died at Folkestone, Feb, B7, 1384. 
He is known to hymnody through several rs. 
from the Latin, which he made for the H: 
nary in 1871, and were pub, therein ina 

Calvinistic Methodist Hymnnody. 
[Welsh Hymnody, § ii.] 

Cambridge, Ada. (Cross, Ada.] 
Camerarius, Joachim. [Eber, FP, iv.] 

Cameron, William, m.a., seems to have 
been b. in 1751, at or near Pananich, a hamlet 
near Ballater, Aberdeenshire, his father, a son 
of Cameron of Glen Nevis, being apparently 
then a farmer in the parish of Glenmuick. 
He studied at the University of Aberdeen 
(Marischal College), where he gradusted .a. 
in 1770, was ordained parish minister of Kirk- 
newton, Midlothian, in 1786, and d. at Kirk- 
newton, Nov, 17,1811. Though not a member 
of the Committee appointed by the General 
Assembly of 1775, to revise the Trane- 
lations and Paraphrases of 1745-51, yet the 
burden of revision seems to have fallen u 
him ( ly through the influence of Dr. 
Hugh Biair), as to him are ascribed the chan 
made in 1775-1781 in no leas than 34 of that 
collection, which in the 1781 are num 
thus :—Nos. 1, 3, 4. 6, 7, 22, 24, 26, 32, 34, 36, 
89-43, 45-47, 49-52. 54-57, 59-61, 63, 65-07, 

tion, He d. May 22, 1886, Mr. Callaway's ' He is also said to be the author of Nos. 14and 
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17, in the 1781 collection, and to have altered 
Nos. 5, 12 of those first included there. His 
published works are :— - 

(1) Poems on Various Subjects (Edin., Gordon & Mur- 
3 fables, and 20 lyric 

2) Poems on 
Co,}, 1813; 

fables (from 1740), and 

) 
ray), 1780, containing & 
odes, two of which are called hymns. 
Several Occasions (Edin., A. Constable 
with 2 poems (1 from 1780), 2 

odes. Of the lyric 2 . odes 6 are So-called hymns 

@ 1780), and & are Psalm versions. Of the re- 

maining twelve, 7 are from his 1780 volume, and 5— 

including a continuation of Dr. Beattie's Minstrel, in 

two booke— neither nted for the first time. But 
volume 
& said to have contributed to 
Paraphrases of 1781. 

Paraphrases kindly lent by her son, 

a Ms, volume of 

contains none of the Para, 
No, 12 of the 1781, and 

the Scottish contributions :-—to 
53, 58, and _ 
altered, and No. 69, in which he probably had no share: 
to Lagan and Morison, No. 28; to Morison, Nos, 19, 21, 

29, 3, 35, besides No. 34, which more 
form in 1741 to Bruce or Logan: to 
M4, 4 (a cento}: to Hobertson, Nos. 25, 26, 42, 43; to 

Blacklock, No. 16: to Randall, No. 49: and to ilvie, 

No, 62. They also give Logan as alterer of Nos. 2, 

Is 23, 25, from the 1745-51; and of No. 30 of those 

added in 1781. Bruce's name is never mentioned, Nos. 

6, 12, 18, 23, 52, are ascribed to Watts—so far as we can 

see without shadow of proof—while the recast from 

Watts, No, $0 in 1781, is ascribed to Handall. 
list by the late Principal Lee of Edinburgh (now, 

as revised by the late Dr. David Laing, in the possession 
of Mr. William Bonar, Kensington, London), professedly 
based on a list in the possession of Cameron, differs in 

ascribing No. 12 of the 1781 to Cameron, and the altera- 

ions on Nos. 13,15; while not ascribing to him the 

alterations on Nos. 5, 32,56. It marks as anonymous 
from the 1746, Nos. 23, 26, 30 (!), 52,59, The recast 

from the 1745, No. 38, it ascribes to Jagan, and the recast 

No. 50, from Watts, is given as anonymous from the 1745. 

(See Scottish Trans. and Paraphrases.) (J. Mj 

Campanus, Johann, was b. on June 24, 
ec. 1565, at Wodnian in Bohemia, At the Uni- 
versity of Prag (Prague), he — BA. 
1592, wa. 1506. master 
at Iglau, thereafter at big and then 
professor at Konigingratz. He was in 1596 
appointed Rector of the St. Heinrich school, 
in the Neustadt, Prag, and in 1600 Rector at 
Kuttenberg. Ultimately he became Professor 
of Greek und Latin and of Bohemian History 
in the University of Prag, where he was some 
time Dean of the Philosophical Faculty, and 
in 1612 Rector of the University. He died 
at Prag, Dec. 13, 1622. 

Brought up at Wodnian as a Hussite, he became 4 
Lutheran; then a Calvinist ; was in 1619 assessor of the 
Utraquist Consistory of the Teynkirche in the Altstadt, 
pe Loa Nov. 16, 1622, formally became a Roman 

His Latin Version of the Psalms, pub. at 
Prag, 1611, and bis Latin Odes, 1612, were intro- 
vaced for the senior scholars to sing in church and 
sebool. A complete ed. of his sacred poems appeared as 
Sacrarum Odarum Libri Duo. Quorum Prior Pealmos 
Davidicot, Posterior hymnos Dominicales et feriales 
comtinet. Acceasere Cantica Canticorum in Odaria 
Wi. nee mom Melodiae pro omnibus Pealmis, Odis, & 
Conticorum (dariis, jusdem Authoris, Frankfurt-am- 
Main, ters. [Wern! .]_ A fall list of his works ts 
given in his Biogra: ie, by G. J. Diabea, Prag, 1819. 

Two of his poems have passed into English : 
_ & Rorando coeli defluant. Advent, Ist pub. 
in his Odarwn Sacrarem, Liber Posterior, Prag, 
1612 [Strahow, Prag.], p.1, “Ode 1, De Adventu 
Domini,” in 5 st. of 41, with the heading :-— 

na any of the original hymns or recasts be 
the Translations and 

The ascriptions above are taken from the markings by 
Cameron's eldest et in a copy of the Pealms and 

Mr, R. G. Sillar, of 
— Kent. Another son, Mr. W. C, Sillar, of — 

grandfather, © ich, however, like the printed volumes, 
vases of 1781. To Cameron, 
changes made, in 1741, on 

Nos, 13,15, and Hymn iv. have been sometimes ascribed, 

bot they are not assigned to bim in his daughter's mark- 

ings. These markings thus pe the remainder of 
. Nos, #11, 27, 31, 

n v., besides No. 48, which he merely 

Blair Nos. 43h 
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“Sol Christus est, ros Christus est, hic quem rigat 
Fovetque, frigus pellit, sestum mitigat.” 

It appears in a full and good German tr. in 
Johann Franck's Geistliches Sion, 1674, No. 2, 
(ed. 1846, p. 2), beginning :-— 

“hr Himmel trépfelt Thau in Eil.” 
Franck’s version was included in the 1688 (No. 
817) and later eds. of Criiger’s Praxis pictatis 
melica ; in Bunsen’s Versuch, 1833, No. 85, and 
his Alig, G. B., 1846, No. 29. Bunsen, 1833, p. 
878, calls it “One of the most profound hymns 
of that believing yearning, which recognises in 
the Incarnation of Christ the pledge of the 
union of God with the soul.” The only tr, in 
C. U. from Franck is :— 

Ye heavens, ch haste your dews to shed, in full 

in the 2nd Series, 1858, of Miss Winkworth’s 

Lyra Ger., p. 3. Thence as No. 20 in her C. 8. 
for England, 1863, and as No. 15 in Bosworth’s 

Coll., 1865. St. ii-v. beginning, “O living 
Sun, with joy break forth,” are included as No. 
121 in Dr. Thomas's Augustine H. Bh, 1866. 

Another tr. is “* ye heavens, in gentle 
dews,” by Dr. G. Wulker, 1560, p, 28, 

ii, Veni Redemptor gentium. Advent. Ode ii. 

of his Liber Posterior ed., 1612, p. 2 (1618, p. 

270), in 7 st. of 4 L, headed “Ex hyrmno Am- 

rosii, 
* Alvus tumescit virginis 
Quantum potest vis Numinis.” 

Two stanzas may be compared with the 
Ambrosian, viz. :— 

i. 
“Vent Redemptor gentium, 
Pulchram renide lilium 
ee fulgens flammeo ; 

ic partus est digous Deo! 
vii. 

“ Praesepe iam tuum micat, 
Lumenque noctis emicat, 

1 nulla lux interpolet 
Ut luceat plas quam solet.” 

A full and good German fr, by Johann Franck, 

beginning “ Lees, Heiden-Heiland, Lésegeld,” 
appears in C. Peter's Geistliche Arien, Guben, 
1667, No. 1, repeated in his own Geistliches Sion, 

1674, p. 1 (ed. 1846, p. 1); andsincluded in 

many subsequent collections as the Berlin G. L.S., 

ed. 1803, No. 1596. The form tr. into English 

is that in Bunsen’s Versuch, 1833, No. 78 

(1881, No. 11). Bunsen, doubtless not knowing 

that it was a direct fr. from Campanus, calls it 

at p. 878 “the ouly successful version from the 

Ambrosian hymn [Veni Redemptor] more pro- 

found and delightful than the Latin.” Bunsen 

omits st. ii., iti, and alters i.,iv. The trs. in 

Cc. U, are:— 
1. Redeemer of the nations, come. By Miss 

Winkworth in full from Bunsen in the lst 

series of her Lyra Ger., 1855, p. 186, repeated 

in her C. B. for England, 1863, No. 23, and in 

Dr. Thomas's Augustine H. Bk, 1866. 

2. Come, Ransom of our captive race. From 

Bunsen, omitting his st. iii., as No. 3 in Dr, i'a- 

genstecher’s Coll., 1864, signed * F. C, Co * 

3. © Glory of Thy chosen race. In full from 

Bunsen by Dr. F. J. A. Hort tor Church Hymns, 

1871, No, 70, with an added doxology. (7. MJ 

Campbell, Etta, sometime a teacher in 

Morristown, New Jersey, is the author of :— 

1. Come, ye children, sweetly . deaus the Chil- 

dren's Friend, Appeared in E. pitcanend’s Praises 

of Jesus, 1864; his New Praises of Jesus, 1869; and iv 

other collections, incinding several in G. Britain. 

2, What means this eager, anxious throng. Jesus 

pase by. Written during s religious revival in Newark, 
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U.LS., 1863, and pub. in Song Viefortes. It is found in Campbell, Thomas, the Poet, has little 
several collections, and was rendered exceedingly vepuc | te common with k mnody. A fe of bis 

j 
in G Bri by Mr. | ; ry : . 

ey with Mr. Moody, fea __ Oo. pieces, including,“ When Jordan hushed ita 
Campbell, Jane Montgomery, daugh- waters still,” are found in a limited number 

ins oF tha ae, A. Meaney Cae att, of hymnals. His poetical works, The Plea- 
in London, 1817, d. at Bovey Tracey, Nov. 15, a of Ho, pater d W yes 4 = 
1878. Mics Campbell contributed’ in 1861, | her, have Gren MPFinned sever owlogne, 
— - Daaster Gant aus Resta 1844, and was buried in Westminster Abbey. 
Liederkranz, 1862; aud also to his Children’s Camphuysen, Dirk’ Rafelszoon, s. of 
Choral Book, 1869. The beat known and most | Rafael eeceeren, surgeon at ae 

widely used of these fre. is a portion of “lm | or Gorkum, Holland, was b. at Gorkum, 
Anfang wars auf Erden,” as the harvest | 1586. Up to his eighteenth year he was 
hymn, “ We plough the fields and seatter" |} pupil of the painter Diderik Govertze. 
see Claudius}. Miss Campbell also pub. A| At the University of Leyden he studied 
Handbook for Singers, Lond., 8. P. C. K. x.b. | theology, and embraced the opinions of 
This small work contains the musical exercises | Armiuius. After acting for some time as a 
which she taught in her father’s parish school. | private tutor, he was app inted master of the 

(J. J.J rth form in the Latiy School at Utrecht, 
Campbell, Margaret, Lady Cock- | and occusionally preached in the Cathedral 

burn, née Malcolm, eldest daughter of Sir | Church. In 1615 be was uppoiuted preacher 
John Malcolm, G.c.s., married, June 20, 1827, | at Vieuten, but after two years was accused of 
to Sir Alexander Thomas Cockburn-Campbell, | being a Remonstrant, and forbidden to preach. 
Bart. (one of the founlers of the Plymouth | Thereafter he led a somewhat troubled life, 
Brethrep in England), aud d. at Alphington, | principally asa bookseller, residing at Amster- 
near Exeter, Feb. 6, 1841. Her hymus were dam, then at Norden, in East Friesland, and 
printed in lithograph from her ms. for private | at Harlingen. After a nine months’ stay on 
circulation, In the Plymouth Brethren Ps. & | the i of Ameland, he obtained leave to 
Hys., Lond., Walther, 1842, some of these | settle at Dokkum, in Friesland, where he 
hymns were given, and thus came into C. U. | became a flax merchunt, solacing bimself in 
he best known is, “ Praise ye Jehovah, | the intervals of business with the composi- 

praise the Lord most holy.” J.J. tion of poetry. He d. at Dokkum, July 9, 
Campbell, Robert. Advocate, of Sher- | 1627 (Allg. Deutsche Biog., iii. 739-740 ; Kobus 

rington, Scotland, was b. at ‘I'rochraig, Ayr- | 80d Rivecourt's Biog. andwoordenbock, Zut- 
shire, Dee, 19, 1814. When quite Py he | Phen, 1854; A. J. van der Aa’s Biog. Woor- 
attended the University of Glasgow. Though | 4enboek, Haarlem, 1855, iii. pp. 84-88. The 
showing from his earhest years @ strong pre- notices of the 1624 and 1628 eds. of the 

dilection for Theological stadies, eventuality he | Rymen have been kindly supplied by Dr. H. C. 
fixed upon the Scottish law »s a profession, | Rogge, Amsterdam). — 
To this end he entered the Law Classes of the |“ His religious poetry,” rays Sir John “is 
University of Edinburgh, and in due course superior to any which preceded lt [in Holland). ere 

entered upon the duties of an advocate, Ori- (eared iranian a eee ae eae con: 
ginally a Presbyterian, at an carly age he joined | are contained in bis Stichtelyke Rymen, 1st pub. in two 
the Episcopal Church of Scotland He became rem L Soorn, 1624 (Vatventiy I ir Amutesiom) 
a zealous aud devoted Churchman, directing | * part being Se ee ners ; : * do. h the 12th ed., 4 
his special attention to the education of the | 2il'ci"Amsteniam, 16:0). Oneoftive best-known tee 
children of the poor. Hisclaasical attaiuments | Wat is de Meester wijsen goedt. May-Song. Ist 
were good, and his general reading extensive. | pob. in pt. iil, ed. 1623, p. 621, In 16 st. of 41. In the 
In 1848 he began a series of translations of | ji Amsterdam, i6et. gee Ngee Whe Meee 
Latin hymns, These he submitted to Dr. | Hymn of Contemp tation oe eee otuctione ott this as “one of the most popular productions of the 
Neale, Dr. Milla of Ely, and other competent | Dutch poets; its harmonious versification and its simpli- 
jadgea In 1850, a selection therefrom, to- | city have made it the common source of consulation in 

‘ther with a few of his original hymns, and a | {tess It ne ee ae ea a the 
ited number from other writers, was pub. yh han 5 owrlnnts Bubaet ¥ agit imited 1 , pub. 03 | in Sir John Bowring's #atavian Anthology, Lond,, 1824, 

Hymns and Anthems for Use in the Holy Services of | p. 119%, It has also been rendered into English through 
the Church - sotehin the United Dieceee of St. dntvews, gr age tr. errs Saeed A 
sunkeld, a unblane, nburgh, odrum . Meister a benswerth, somewhat 

This collection, known as the St. Andrews | free version, in 17 st, in H. Albert's ings ive, 
Hymnal, received the special sunction of Bp. | Ritlgsberg, 164). No. 12, with tne es 
Torry, and was used throughout the Diocese | ixs1. The only ¢r. is, * Worthy of praise, the 
fur some years, Two years after its publica- | Master-hand,” by Afiss Winkworth, 1968, p. 187. 
tion’ he joined the Roman Catholic Church. Camphuysen also wrote a version of the 

During the vext sixteen years he devoted | Psslter in the metres of Marot and Beza, Lt 
much time to the young and poor. Ted. at | jub. at Amsterdam, 1600 (Royal Library, The 
Edinburgh, Dee. 29, 1868. Hague}, entitled Uythreyding over de Psalmen 
— _ Loc hs oe, tau oe were it in | dea Propheten Davide. His Ps. 139 :— 

LAL -» t#61,* At the Lamb's east we sing," | 
“Come, pure hearts, in sweetest seeasuren i" Ye Choirs | Heeft yemand lust zijn cogen te vermeyden, in 10 
of New Jerusalem," * Ye sersants of a martyr’d God" | St. of 6 1. (ed. 1630, p. 64, pot 201), is tr, by Sir 

(altered). Attention was thereby directed to his érs, | Jotn Bowring, 1s24, p. 122, as “If there be one whose 
They are smooth, musical, and weil sustained. A large | thoughts delight tw wander, (J. M.J 
number, not included in his 1560 collection, were left by | 
hig in xs, From these Mr, O.Shipley las printed several Can creatures to perfection find ? 
in bis Annus Samctus, 1654. (Cc. Mas.) (J. J.) . J. Watts. (God unsearchable.] Pub. in his 
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Hymns, &c,, 2nd ed., 1709, Bk. ii., No. 170, in 
8 st.of 4 L, and entitled, * God Incomprehen- 
sible and Sovereign.” It is found in a few 
modern collections, as Spurgeon's O. O. H. Bk., 
but usually in an abbreviated form. In the 
Church Pastorals, Boston, U. 8. A., 1864, st. 
iv., ¥., VIL, viii, are given as, “ God iaa King, 
ef power unknown,” and in the American 
Hys. for the Ch. of Christ by Hedge & Hunt- 
ington, 1853, No. 123, st. v., vi, viii. begin, 
“ Gud wounds the heart, and He er: ah 

Canitz, Friedrich Rudolph Ludwig, 
Freiherr von, s. of Ludwig v. Canitz, privy 
and legal counsellor at Berlin ; was b, at Berlin, 
Nov. 27, 1654, a few months after his futher’s 
death. After studying at the Universities of 
Leyden and Leipzig, he made in 1675-77 a 
tour in Italy, France, England, and Holland, 
In 1677 he was chosen gentleman of the bed- 
chamber by the Elector Fricdrich Wilhelm, 
and accompanied him in his campaigns in 
Pomerania, &c. Hewas then, in 1680, appointed 
chief magistrate of the district of Zossen and 
Trebbin, in the Mittelmark, and in 1681 coun- 
sellor of the Court and Legation. After a suc- 
cessful embassy to Fran 1682, he was 
appointed in 1683 chief magistrate of Mihlen- 
hoff aud Miblenbeck. He executed many im- 

ortant missions under Frie.trich Wilhelm anid 
is successor Friedrich I[I., was a privy coun- 

sellor, und received in 1698 the dignity of 
Baron from the Emperor Leopold I. He d. 
at Berlin, Aug. 11, 1699 (Koch, iv. 238-248; 
Allg. Dentsche Biog., iii. 756, the latter dating 
his death Aug. 1). His hymns were Ist pub, 
posthumously, and without his name. ey 
were edited by Dr. Joachim Lange, Kector of 
the Berlin Gymnasium, as Nebenstunden 
unterschiedener Ged chte, Berlin, 1700, Of the 
24 religious peems, only 2 have continued in 
German C. U., viz.:— 

i, Gott, du lissest mich erreichen, Erening, 
1700, as above, p. G6, in Ost. Tr. as: “ Father! 
hear me humbly praying” (beginning with st. 
ii. “Neige dich zu meinen Bitten), by A. J. 
Buckoll, 1842, p. 99. 

ii, Seele du musst munter werden. Morning, 
This beautiful hymn, the mirror of his life, was 
Ist pub. 1700 as above, p. 3, in 14 st. of 6 1. 
Included as No. 795 in Freylinghausen's Neues 
geistreiches G. B., 1714, and as No. 471 in the 
Une, £. 8, 1851. The étrs. in C. U. are: — 

1. Coma, my soul, thou must be waking. A very 
good tr. by H. J. Buckoll, omitting st. ii, iv., 
vil., given in a note at p. 456 of Dr. Arnold's 
Christian Life: its Cause, its Hindrances, and its 
Helps. London, 1841, The note is to a passage 
in Sermon vi., on Col. iii, 3, dated March, 1840, 
to which Dr. Arnold says :— 

_ "Some nay know the story of that German nobleman 
\*. Canitz) whose life had been distinguished alike by 
Senies abel worldly distinctions, and by Christian loli- 
bess, and who, in the last morning of his life, when the dawn broke into his sick chamber, prayed that he tight 
be — to the window, and might look ottee again “pon the rising sun, After looking steadily at it for “abe time, be cried out, “Oh! if the appearance of this earthly and created thing is so beautiful and ulckening, how mach more shall 1 be eoraptured at the sight of ihe unspeakable glory of the Creator Himself.” That Was the feeling of a man whose sense of earthly beauty bad all the keenness of a | seek ebthusiasm, bat who, withal, bad tn his greatest health and vigour preserved 
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the consciousness that his Life was hid with Christ in 
God; that the things seen, how beautiful soever, were as 
nothing to the things which are not seen (p. 61). 

Of the fr, Dr. Arnold says, “ For the greatest 
part | am indebted to the kindness of a friend,” 
which means that portions (viz. st. i., ll, 1-3, 
and one or two expressions) are taken from the 
anonymous version of 1858 (see below). In 1842 
Buckoll included it in his H. frou the German, 

. 36, altering st. iii. 1. 3, xii, WU. 1-3, and xiii. 
t is the text in Dr. Arnold's sermons which has 

passed into C, U. in the following forms, the re- 
ferences being to the tr, of the German stanzas, 

(1) St. iL, v.-vil., ix.-xi., American Epis, H. for Oh. 
and Home, 1560, alte ord. 

(2) St. i. wi, vii., ix.-xii., in the Salisbury H. Bk, 
1857, and Aewnedy, 146%, The Anglican H. #k., 1871, 
and the Keang, Hywnal, N. Y., 1480, omit at. xii, 

(3) St. i, vi. vil. ix., xi, xi, considerably altered ard 
with an added doxo in Sarum, 1865. This text in 
full, or abrid is found in Church Hys., 1871; Hym- 
nary, 1872; Stevenson's H. for Ch, and Home, 1473; ° 
Bap. Hymnat, 1879, and others: and in America in the 
Epis. mal, 1871; Lawdes Domini, 1584, 

(4) St. i., vi., vii, ix—xil., xiv., in Harrow School H. 
Bk., 1855, 1666; Marlborough College, 1669, &ec. 

(5) St. L, vil, ix. xb, with an added st. in Ak, of 
Common Praise, 1463; and in G.S. Fellicoe’s Coll, 1467, 

2, Oome, my soul, awake, 'tis morning. A youl 
tr., omitting st. ii., iv., viii, by Miss Winkworth 
in her Lyra Ger,, 1855, Ist series, p. 216, and 
thence, retaining only the ¢rs, of st. i, vi., vil, 
xi.-xiii., in her C. B. fur England, 1863, 

Another tr. is :— 
“Come, my soul! thou must be bakers in the Aritich 
——— July, 1838, p. 21. From this, st. 1, I. 1-3, 
and one of twoexpressions were adopted by Buckoll (sce 
above). {J. Mt.) 

Canon. 
11.) 

Cantemus cuncti melodum nunc, 
Alleluia. Me ny.) This Sequence is 

iven by Father Joachim Brander (a monk of 
the Abbey of St. Gull), in his ms. collection 
of Hymns, Sequences, &c., 1507. Brander gives 
the following description, * Alia de Epipbania 
Christi uentia jocunda b. Notkeri, titulis 
Puella turbata. Canitur praeeipue in Oc- 
tavi Epiphaniae,” (“ Another joyful Sequence 
of Blessed Notker's (died 912) for the Epi- 
phany of Christ, with the title: The troubled 
Virgin. It is sung esp. cially in the octave of 
the Epiphauy.”) The tithe Puella turbata, 
“The troubled (or disturbed) Virgin,” has 
caused some difficulty as to what may be its 
meaning; but for its use we may refer to 
St. Matthew ii. 3, Jerusalem being termed the 
Firgin daughter of Sion; the troulding there 
mentioned cecurring at the season of the 
a ef The words of the hymn are 
midelled on those of the 148th Psalin. 

The text is given in Mone, No. 67: Daniel, 
ii. p.52; and Kehrein, No. 44, in each case with 
notes, und extensive readings from ancient 
mss., the oldest being of the 11th cent,, and 
referred to by Daniel. The most curious differ- 
ence is in the conclusion. Mone rends 
“Lans Trinitati aeternae, All, All, ALL, 
AIL, AL, All.;? whilst Daniel and Kehreiy 
have “Laus Trinitati aeternae in baptisnin 
domini quac cluriticatur: Hine canamus : 
Alleluia,” In addition the text is also in an 
11th cent. ts. in the Brit, Mus. (Hurl. 2961, 
f. 2345), aud in three Ith cout. mss, at St. 
Gall, Nos, 376, 380, 381,” 

(Kavey.] [Greek Hymnody, § xvi. 
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In his Med. Hys., 1863, p. 84, Dr. Neale 
says, “ Next to 8t. Notker If, the most 
famous writer of the Proses named from him 
was Godescalcus,” and at p. 42 of this Se- 
quence, “ We shall have another occasion to 
speak of the * tion of Alleluia’ at 
Septuagesima, for yg — this famous Sequence 
was written eacalcus.” Brander, 
Daniel, and Kekvin ol all declare that the Se- 
quence is by St. Notker. For Dr. Neale's 
ascription to Godvscalcus we find no evidence, 
and must thus assign the Sequence St. 
Notker [see Alleluia]. [W. A. §.] 

Translations in C. U. :— 
1, The strain upraise of joy and praise, Alleluia. 

By J. M, Neale, appeared in the Hymnal N., en- 
targed edition, 1854, and in his Medieval Hymns, 
2nd ed., 1863; it has passed into almost every 
hymna) published since that date. In the 2nd 
ed. of his Medieval Hymns, 1863, Dr. Neale 
gives the history of its somewhat peculiar con- 
struction, and complains most bitterly of its 
being sung to Troyte’s chant. He says :— 

“ There is onl thing with respect to the use of any of my hymns that has hae reved mer the the rejection of 
tbe noble elo of Nlody of the a eluiatic , and that 
for a rate ch hat would Fe vaid of of chanting 
the Ihea trac? ‘And yet ‘i really believe it would suffer 
jess than the Cantemus cuncti by such a substitution. 
® urther be it noticed, every sentence, I almost said 

word, of the version wast carefully fitted to the 
poh! the length of the lines a to the length 
of each troparion in the 
stretched on the Procrustean 

and these are now 

heard ft thoroughly well sung, and most ly en- 
joyed, by a school choir, varying in ages from fourteen 
to five, is it not unworthy of the great meetings, 
as at By. , Salisbury, Sherborne, and elsewhere, including 
=— words in their programmes, so utterly to 1 (bem 
in their performance ? Let it be remembered that I have 
sore little right to speak on the ouiect, having been 
the firet to Introduce the nee * lish readers, 
and there being, even now, no other translation but my 
own.” (Preface, p. ix.) 

Notwithstanding this earnest t of the 
translator, the original melody is —" 
unknown. It is included in the Hymnal 
with the et Harmonies, The aingeas 
tion from Dr. Neale’s tr. in the Hymnary, 1472, 
No. 189: “In sweet consent let all the anthem 
sing, Alleluia,” cannot be called a new rendering 
of the Sequence. 

2. Let us all in concert sing. By H. Alford, 
Ist pub. in a festival service book, and then in- 
eluded in J, Barnby’s Original Hy s. to Popular 
Tunes, Ist series, -j aol It is also reas in seve- 
ral American collections. 

3. Let us all in chorus sing 
ton, written in 1870, and pub. in’ the 2nd ed. of 
his Anglican JT. Bk., ‘1871. (J. J.) 

Per roa Herr Gott, Vater mein. 
Kfar Faith and Life.) 1st pub. in the 
hac tate pg of on and ae i 

iii. p. 116, 9 5 1 
Generally entitled “The Margrave Casimir’s 
Hymn,” the beginnings of the stanzas form- 
ing the words “ Casimir Marggraf zu Bran- 
denburg.” The hymn may have been written 
for him by the author of the similar hymn 
(q- ¥.). “* Genad mir, Herr. ewiger Gott.” Tr. 
as:—“ Divine Protector, Lord, and ag by ig 
Dr, G. Walker, 1860, p. 43. (J. M.) 

Capito, Wolfgang, s. of Hans Kipfel 
or Kopphel, farrier and counsellor at Hagenau, 

By R. C. Single-” 

CAPTAIN OF OUR SALVATION 

in Alsace; was b. at Hagenau in 1478. At 
Freiburg, ‘in Breisgau, he studied medicine 
se -D, in 1498); then law, and, after his father’s 
eath, theology. In 1512 he was appointed 

preacher at the Benedictine Collegiate Church 
of Bruchsal. He subsequently held important 
appointments at Basel, Mainz, and Strassburg. 
At Strassburg, under the influence of Zell and 
Bucer, he openly declared for the Reforma- 
tion, became a freeman of Strassburg, July, 
1523, and on Aug. 1, 1524, married the daughter 
of a Strassburg burgess. Working hand in 
hand with Bucer, he acted as mediator between 
the = glians and the Lutherans, and after 
Zwingle’s death he drew up for the Swiss 
churches a form of church government and 
worship. He d. at Strassburg during the 
tilence in the beginning of Nov. 1541 (Ki 
94-101; Allg. Deuteche Biog., iii. 772-775, the 
latter dating his birth 1472. 

He wasa good musician and a loverof poetry. Three 
hymns are known as by bim, two of which are based on 
the Latin. The only one fr. into English is noted under 
“Da pacem “ (q-v.). (J. M.] 

Captain of Israel’s host and Guide. 
C. Wesley. (The Divine Guide.) let pub. in his 
Short Hymna, &c., 1762, vol. i., No. 133, in 2 st. 
of 61, and based on Ex. xiii. "Ol, “ The Lord 
went before them by day in a Pillar of a Cloud, 
&e.” In 1780 it was included, with alterations, 
in the Wes. H. Bk., No. 317. It is found in a 
large number of hymnals, but in every case 
with alterations of st. ii., ll. 3-4. The original 
st. reads :— oi _ 

ne une! rit | ee Lear a ing Sp ed, 

ae light te ao "8 japectinn 
AY miss our providential wa 

8 far from danger as from ra 
While Love, Almighty Love, is near. 

The alterations which have been made in 
lines 3-4 are many. The most important are :— 

1. By J. Wesley, in the Wes, H. Bk., 1780-1875 -— 
“ We shall not full direction pee 

Nor miss our providential w. 
Tr, Osborn observes (PF. Works, vol. ix. Pp 43): “In 
1740, Wesley altered the line so as to e: assured 

to assert an independence 
not full direction need.’ ” 

generally followed by the Methodist 
collect! 
.. In Bickersteth's Christian Pralmody, 1833, these 
lines read »— 

By Thee with —— manna fed, 
We shall not lack in all our way. 

3. In the Mitre Hymnbook, 1836, the 8.P.C.K, Ps. and 
Hys., 1852, and later mini this was changed to — 

B y paternal bounty fed 
Tye mall uct eck tee our way. 

This has been repeated in a few collections, as ip 
Thring’s, 1482, No, 266. Mr. Thring has also added a 

2 ie Gonder’s Cong. H. Bk., 1836, and several later 
aymnate, it is again altered :—~ 

* Our tatle by Thy bounty spread, 
ee wane supplied rom day to day.” 

5. We must be content with another change :— 
« Nor light of man's direction need, 

While we pursue our heavenward way.” 

ng orig. text in P. Works, 1868-72, ve ix. 
p.4 J 
Captain of our Salvation, take. C. 

Wesley. [Holy Baptism.) Ist pub. in his 
Hymna for Children, 1763. No, xli.. in 4 st, of 

. (P. Works, 1868-72, vol. vi. p. 408). In 
1760 it was given in the Wes. H. ‘Bie, No. 462. 
It is also found in the collections of other 
bruuches of Method'sm. In 1852, when given 

of human help, ‘We 
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in the S.P.C.K. Ps. & Hys. for ‘* Baptism,” 
st. iii. was omitted. This form has been re- 

ted in other hymnals. In 1871 it was 
included in the 8.P.C.K. Church Hymns, for 
“ Theological Colleges,” a few judicious and 
appropriate alterations having been made 
adapt it to that purpose. (J. J.J 

Captain of Thine enlisted host. 
Batty. [Missions.} 7 in the Kendal 
Hi. Bh. 1757, in 8 st. of 4. 1., and from thence 

ssed into one of the early editions of Lady 
untingdon’s Coll, From that Coll. at. i.-iii. 

were taken by Williams and Boden, 1801. This 
form of the hymn has descended to several 
modern collections, including the N. Cong., 
1859, No. 921, where, however, it is attributed 
to C. Wesley in error, Snepps’s text, in his 
8. of G. & G., 1872, is st. i, iii, and ae aye 

C. 

Carlton, Mrs. Leah, a nom de plume of 
Mrs, Van Alstyne, q.v. 

Carlyle, Joseph Dacre, 8.D., some time 
Professor of Arabic in the University of Cam- 
bridge. and afterwards Vicar of Newcastle-on- 
Tyne, was b. at Carlisle, June 4, 1758. In 
1799 he accompanied the Earl of Elgin to 
Constantinople with the object of exploring 
the literary treasures of the public Library of 
that city. He extended his journey into Asia 
Minor, and the islands and shores of the Archi- 
pelago. He d. at Newcastle, April 12, 1804. 
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“After mete, as rygt was, the menstrales geode 
aboute, And knytes and sweynes in carole gret route.” 

Chaucer, in the 14th cent. In his “ Knight's 
| Tale,” 1. 2205, we read :— 

* What ladies fayrest ben, or best dancing, 
Or which of "bem can carole best or sing, 

Of all this now I make no mention.” 
In many instances also he uses it in connection 
with dancing as, for instance, in “ The Ro- 
maunt of the Rose” :— 

“ These folke of which I tell you so 
Upon a karole wentirn tho, 
A ladie karoled "hem, that hight 
Giladnesse the blissful and the light. 
Well could she sing and lustily, 
None half so well and semely— 
And couthe enough for soche doing 
As longith unto karolling 
There mightest thou karollis sene 
And folke daunce and merry ben 
Ne code I never ea cca) -d 
Whiles that I saw ‘hem ing 80.” 

Gower, about the same date, wrote :— 
* Ang If so befalle amonge 

That she carolle upon a songe, 
When L it here, | am so fedde, 
That I am fro myself so ledde 
As though I were in Paradise.” 

In the 16th cent. Spenser writes in the 
* Epithalamion, ' 1. 183 :— 

“ But most of all, the damzels doe delight, 
When they their tymbrels smyte, 
And thereupon do daunce and carrol sweet, 
That all the sences they do ravish quite.” 

Amongst his mss. were Poems, suggested chiefly In the same poem he also writes :— 
by Scenes in Asia Minor, Syria, &c. These | 
were pub. under that title, in 1805, by Susanna 
Maria Carlyle. His hymns, which appeared 
in J. Faweett’s Ps. & Hys., Carlisle, 1802, in- 
clude, “Lord, when we bend before Thy 
throne "—hia moat ar production ; a para- 
hrase of the Lord’s Prayer, “ Father of heaven, 

Whee gracious hand”; and “ Lord, when we 
creation scan.” His works include Spin 
of Arabian Poetry, 1796. s (J. J.J 

Carlyle, Thomas, the Essayist and His- 
torian, is known to hymnody solely — 
his fr. of Luther’s “ Ein feste Burg,” g.v. He 
was b. near Ecclefechan, Dumfriesshire, Dec, 
4, 1795, and d. at Chelsea, Feb. 5, 1881. 

Carols. A carol is a song of joy origi- 
nally accompanying a dance. Its origin and 
history, together with such collateral infor- 
mation as will permit, may be beat 
arranged w the following heads: i. Deri- 
vation ; li. Historical Use of the Term; iii. 
The Carol and the Dance; iv. Sacred and 
Seeular Carole; v. The Sacred Carol ; vi. The 
Myderies and Miracle Plays; vii. The Refor- 
mation Period; viii. Carol Literature; ix. 
Conclusion. 
fra rttation—'Ehe word Carol is derived 

é Italian Carola, a ring-dance, from 

earolare, to sing. The Italian is said to 

mous with ballata; which the Crurea dic- 
Tenary, defines “canzone, che si canta ha- 
ando,” i.e. a song which is sung and danced 

same time. at the 

ii. Historical use of the Term.—The word 
cme ee nee Raglish for at least 
Robert of Gi Lagoa ae 13th cent. 

“ Hark! bow the cheerful birds do chant their lays, 
And carol of love's praise.” 

Sha re uses the word in his Midsummer 
Night's m, act ii. sc. 2,1. 43; in bis As 
You Like It, act v. 8c. 3. Milton, in the 17th 
cent. has it in Paradise Lost, bk. xii. 1. 367: 
and in Comua, 1. 849; Dryden, too, in the 
latter part of the same century, not to mention 
innumerable authors of more recent date. 
Under the term Carol, we may thus include 
a large class of popular the first of 
which were characterised by dance-measures, 
both of time and action, 

iii. The Carol and the Dance.—Both song 
and dance were employed in the earliest » 
of in some acts of Divine worship, 
whether of the true God or of heathen 
deities. Man’s offerings were plainly to be 
of the very best, the most excellent in kine, 

such as afforded the greatest test of sel!- 
abnegation and surrender on the part of the 

ipper. ga pte gree e heathen, 
by perversion of revealed truth, human sacri- 
fices. With better reason was it judged 
fitting that the Divine worship should be cele- 
brated with the highest results of mental and 
artistic culture. Grace and aesthetic beauty 
of every sort in architecture, in roel in 
sculpture, and in poetry were esteemed (as 
they ought to be) amongst the best of those 
gifts which, coming from God, ought to be 
dedicated to God. And, in its way, not 
music alone, but dancing, or “ the poetry of 
motion” also was put on an equality with 
those other fine arts. 

Ancient dancing was gymnastic, or mimetic ; 
either for exercise of the body, or to express 
the feelings of the mind. Homer, Aristotle, 
Herodotus, Pindar, Athenwus, and others of a 
more recent date, have abundant allusions to 
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dances. The song and the dance were, how- 
ever, gradually debased in the superstitious, - 
and too often licentious, ceremonial of idola- 
trous worship. At no _ peep — 
the very first, can we regard them as havin 
been Saitaarel sacred. The dance ber on 
apart from its religious use in heathen temples, 
has come to be generally revarded, in this | 
country at least, as wholly secular, and unfit 
for employment in the ordinary solemunities of 
Christian pag g 7 

Instances of dancing as a part of Divine 
worship abound in the Old Testament. The 
149th Ps, contains a direct 8 peer “Let the 
children of Sion be joyful in their King. 
Let them praise His name in the dance ;" and 
in the 150th Ps, * Praise Him in the cymbals 
and dances.” We also read, “There is a time 
to weep, and a time to laugh, a time to mourn, 
and a time to dance” (cel. iii, 4). These 

/ precepts ate rege | illustrated in the 
Listery of the Jews. The sublime Song of 
Moses had its ae antiphon when 
“Miriam the prophetess, the sister of Aaron, 
took a timbrel m her hand; and all the 
women went out after her with timbrels and 
with dances,” and answered back the chorus 
of the men, “ Sing ye to the Lord, for He bath 
triumphed gloriously ; the horse and his rider 
hath He thrown into the sea” (Ex. xv. 20). 
The dances of the daughters of Shiloh are 
recorded as of ordinary occurrence in the 
Book of Judges (ch. xxi. 21); and Jephthah’s 
daughter, ignorant of his rash vow, came out 
to meet him on his return from his victory 
over the Ammonites“ with timbrels and with 
dances” (Judges xi. 34). Other instances 
might be named ; but perhaps the most strik- 
ing, and certainly the most erally well 
known, instance of jubilant religious dancing 
recorded in holy Scripture is that of King 
David, on the occasion of his bringing up the 
sacred Ark of God from the house of Obed 
Edom into the city of David, when, laying 
aside his royal robes, he took part in the 
ritual of the sanctuary, and, vested simply in 
the humble linen ephod (or surplice) of minis- 
terial service, he danced before the Lord. It 
has moreover been well suggested that Hebrew 
poetry actually owed its origin and special 
characteristics to the choral dance ; in fact 
it began in carolling. It is evident that the 
sacred hymns were sung by opposite choirs; 
one usually performed the hymn itself, the 
other a particular distich. movements 
of the dance suggested the parallelisms of the 
verse. In the New Testament social festi- 
vities with dances are alluded to with not a 
breath of disfavour by Our Lord Jesus Christ 
Himself, in the parable of the Prodigal Son, 
and in the simile of the children playing in 
the et-place, 
The following extract from Philo the Jew, 

describing the meetings of the Therapeute, 
will show how in the early part of the first 
cent. something very like carolling in its 
strictest sense was practised by that ascetic 
branch of the sect of the Easenes, in their 
nocturnal religious worship. 

“And after supper they celebrate their sacred vigil. 
And the vigil is conducted on this wise. They all stand 
up ina crowd, and In the midst of the symposium first 
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women, and for cach, one most honoured and skilled In 
song is chosen asa leader and director. Then they sing 
hymns composed to the praise of God, in many metres, 
and to various melodies, in one singing together tn uni- 
son, and in another with anti harmonies, re | 
their hands in time and dancing [¢ropyodmeroc); an 
being with divine enthusiasm, they perform 
one while lyric measures, and at another tragic plain- 
song, stro and antistrophes, as need requires. Then 
when q the men ly, and the women 
separately, has ken of food by tteelf, as in the feasts 
of Bacchus, and quaffed the pure God-loving wine, they 
tmingl« together and become one choir cut of two —the 
tuimetic representation of that of yore standing on 
the shore of the Red Sea on account of the miracles 
wrought there. . . To this (the singing of the Song 
of Moses) the chorus of the male and female Therapen ter 

a most resemblance with ite variant and 
concordant melodies; and the sharp searching tone of 
the women together with the baritone sound of the men 
effected a harmony beth symphonious and altogether 
musical. Verfectly beautiful are their motiona, perfectly 

ree; grave and solemn are these 

chotr—from yopds, a band of singers and dancers: a 
ring~dance); and the final aim of their motions, their 
discourse, and thelr choral dancers [yopevrsw) is plety.” 
Translated from Dr. Mangey’s ed. of Philo’s Works, 

the original Greek, compared with the Exitor’s 
Latin translation, 1742, vol. il. pp. 484-5, Gm the Con- 
templative Life.) 

With regard to the subsequent practice of 
dancing with singing in Christian Churches, it 
is surely not altogether unreasonable to cun- 
jecture (in the absence of historical proof) 
that the traditional account of such carolling 
as that of these Therapeuta,if not of a simi- 
lar choralism among their Christian fellow- 
countrymen, may possibly have had some in- 
fluence on the minds of tie rulers of the 
Church, leading them not sternly and abso- 
lutely to deprive their heathen converts of the 
customary dances of their former religious 
ceremonies. It must, however, be admitted 
that there is no record of the use of the sacred 

in the Primitive Church, unless, indee, 
these Therapeut# were Christians, au opinion 
which is not geuerally received, 

(Dr. Burney, in his History of M 
—— with the Christians; pro! 

us. Inthe Collier's Dictionary they are 
also called Christians, See Riddle's Christian Antiqui- 
ties, p. 181, note: Eusebius's Hist, Bocles. |. il, c. tT: 
Burton's Lectures on the First Three Centuries, x. ; and 
Mosheim, bk. 1., pt. L, cb. iL § x.) 

Later on, in some places, dances under dor 
restraint were tolerated, The third Council 
of Toledo, 589, however, forbade dances in 
churches, through the 8 of saints’ days. 
That of Auxerre, 590, secular dances 
in churches. In 858, Gautier, Bp. of Orleans, 
condemned the rustic songs women dan- 
cers in the Presbytery on festival days. In 
1219 the Council of Avignon prohibited thea- 
trical dances and secular songs in church. In 
1212 processions danced round the churches 
of Paris,and women danced in the cemeteries. 
We are informed by Jaques de Henricourt (a 
writer of the 14th cent.) that, as a condition 
of the remission, by the Bp. of Liége in the 
13th cent., of a tax previously paid by the 
merchants of Verviers, a deputation of certain 
magistrates and clergy of Verviers. headed by 
a cross, danced under the corona in the nave 
of the Cathedral of St. Lambert, at Li¢ge, ot 
Tuesday in Whitsuntide. This was continued 
until the Cathedral was burnt down by the 

revolutionary soldiers, in 1794. In 
the 17th cent. the apprentices and servants ot 

confounds these 

of all two choirs are formed, one of men, aud one of York were accustomed to dance in the pave 
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of the Minster on Shrove Tuesday; and in 
Wiltshire the inhabitants of Wishford and 
Batford, by a curious tenure, went up in a 
dance annually to Salisbury Cathedral. To 
this day, a dancing ssion, chanting a 
curious carol to the tune of ‘“ Adam hatte 
sieben Sohne,” takes place at Echternach in 
Luxemburg on Whitsun Tuesday. Also in 
the Cathedral at Seville, ever sinee the 12th 
on. on Shrove ‘Tuesday, and on the feasts 
C us Christi, and of the Immaculate 
‘Onception, twelve young choristers, dressed 

jabeee in antique Spanish costume, sing a 
J ae carol at the lectern in the choir before 
pon h altar, accompanied by an orchestra, 
Sakae iM @ ringing pneume [a succession of 
b Sung on one vowel]. is is followed 
ed eaance round the lectern, and concluded 
ee et the: ranging themselves in line 

tenia 8 “angular an! most harmonious 
might On castanets.” A few more instances 
literal be given of carolling in its strictly 
the ergy in the Christian Church. Thus 
never anne though generally discontinued, has 
of the wely died out, and the musical phase 

iv. oc 1r! remains as vigorous as ever. 
term and Seeular Carols.—Under the 
popu we may include a large class of 
terised — '%, the first of which were charac- 
actio: ance measures, both of time and 

nm. 1t has come eventually to be used to 
not out @ kind of lyrical poem, usually, but 
to be lusively, on sacred subjects, intended 
ment, bee With or without musical accompani- 
the ; Ut it sometimes departs widely from 
compre Aut subjects of its original use, be- 
ite eco more of the nature of the hymn, as 
Vike wl®t counterpart, the ballad, also, in 
en eet rises im some instanevs into the 
aemettal and romantic poem. The melo- 

* both of the carol and of the ballad are 
=e completed in the first stanza or verse, 

’ for each of the others. 
» the Sacred oth ig ge difference 

may 2 hymns, strictly ed, and carols, 
¥ Perhaps be most accurately marked by 

geting sa utnitten of the former given by 

Drage” know what a hymn is? It is singing with 

Se YR e 
ta pt no hymn. If you praise anything which does 
Peatee® tain to the praise of in a Fa 
Song, ew byme” (See Primer of Plain 

ia is doubtless a wide border-land on 
"tely rea 4 religious song may not inaccu- 
and of classed under the head both of hymn 
lYrigg cio The most ancient Latin sacred 
of & sometimes entirely direct addresses 

God, i.e. hymns. But 
as do the eee are 
resses to into his- 

yoy anaes to His miraculous works and 
a = es sitions in behalf of His 
einen he eres contemplative ad- 
“ser ation Divine dealiogs with His 
Pe servants as individuals, thereby in- 
irectly pote 88 His glory, but not directly 

sections Od ‘o Him, and thus “ praising 
ae Bt Aur 2 do not come strictly 

withio be euatine’s definition; and it may 
therefore be suggested that they more or lest of the nature of religious carols. And 

a = 
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this applies equally to many modern compo- 
sition felted Epon. It seems, then, nut too 
much to assert that from the very beginning 
the Christian Church has been using sacred 
1 a. berg Bangg we ran a — 
the head of Psalms, Hymne, Spiritu ngs, 
Odes, Canticles, or simply Songs, had among 
them some at least, if not many, having the 
special characteristics of the carol. The first 
of these is undoubtedly the Gloria in Excelsis, 
which Bp. Jeremy Taylor calls a carol in his 
Life of Christ, To many of the Sequences 
(q. ¥.) of a later age the same designation 
might justly be applied. With the gradual 
disuse of the ancient languages and the birth 
of modern European tongues, and also coeval 
with the secular songs of the minstrels, trou- 
badours, and minnesingers, religious songs— 
carols in fact—came to be composed in the 
languages then best understood by the com- 
mon people. Of these, though many have 
perished in many cases through wanton de- 
struction in the 16th and 17th centuries, yet 
a sufficient number remain to mark the cha- 
racter of the later mediaeval carols, and thus 
to link the past with the present. 

vi, Mysteries and Miracle Plays.—The con- 
tinuous chain of the history of carolling gains 
many a link from the records of the Mysterics 

Miracle Plays. These plays extend from 
thé 4th cent., when Gregory Nazianzen, Arch- 
bishop and Poet,and a Father of the Chureh, 
banished pagan plays from the stage at Con- 
stantinople, and introduced select stories from 
the Old and New Testament, to the celebrated 
Ober-Ammergau Passion Play of to-day. 
The songs introduced into religious 
plays were essentially carole, and in no coun- 
try were they popular earlier than in England, 
A M apiece of French origin, current in the 
14th and 15th cents., shows that the singin 
of ballads and carola was then very gene 
in Britain, It reads, 

“Galli cantant, Angi Jubilant, Hispant plangunt, 
Germani alulant, Itali caprizant.” 

The translation at the same period was, 
“ French si » the a o> rol, the 
Pi, wail, the Rack dry the time Be 

The last allusion is rather to their unsteady 
holding of notes than to their facility in florid 
singing. (Popular Music of the Olden Time, 
by W ag! i. intro. ix.) 

i. The Reformation Period. —This was a 
period of darkness and despair to the carol 
writers and the carol and ballad singers. “ The 
reign of Queen Elizabeth gave the death-blow 
to the long sinking race of English minstrels" 
(Dr. Rimbault's Little Book of Songs and Bal- 
lads), by the edict which pronounced them all 
“rogues, vagabonds, and sturdy rs” 
(Dict. of Music, &., by Sir G. Grove). Musi- 
cians held ballads in contempt, and great 
poets rarely wrote in ballad metre. Notwith- 
standing the advance made in music of the 
highest artistic kind, both abroad and at home, 
in the 16th and 17th cent. ballads, carols, und 
other ditties gradually shared the obloquy of 
the minstrels. These were all but lost and 
forgotten by the close of the 17th cent., the 
teaching of music was discouraged, and even 
in Shakespeare's day he makes the clown in 
the “ Winter's Tale” boast of the exceptional 
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east of his chorus at his father’s sheep-shear- 
ing feasts :— 

* What will this sister of mine do with rice? But 
my father bath made her mistress of the feast, and she 
lays it on. She bath made me Leng tae nose- 
gays for the shearers: three-man song-men all [i.e 
singers of three-part songs], and very good snes; but 
they are most of them means (tenors) and bases; bat 

one Puritan amongst them, and he sings to horn- 
pipes” (i.e. dance tunes). Act, iv. sc. tL 

In the literature of the 16th cent. we have 
instances of the hold which even the ferm 
“Carol” had upon the national mind. In 

1 re oahay Lorde of London (3p. Grindal); t bym 0 on [Bp, Grindal); 

in 1564 we re Carols exhorting men to 
their trust in Christ alone ; and in 1579, Carols 
or godly 3 for Christmas, Later on we 
have a few | of this class in the works of 
R. Southwell, G. Wither, W. Austin, Ben 
Jonson, R. Herrick, Jeremy Taylor, N. Tate, 
andothers. In the 18th cent. alsoa carol ma: 
be found here and there, such as C. Wesley's 

“ Hark, how all the welkin ringer,” but the true 
revival of carols and carolling is found in the 
collection and publication of carols in the 
early, and the writing of original carols in the 
latter part of the present century, aided pro- 
bably not a little by the Christmas Carol 
broadsheets and chap-books which were some- 
what extensively sold from 1800 to 1830, and 
leas extensively somewhat later. 

viii, Carol Literature.—The carol literature 
at the command of the hymnologist and lite- 
rary student may be thus c ; (1) asss. 
(2) Printed He Old and New ; (3) Lullaby 
Carols ; and (4) Secular Carola. 

(1) ats. Carols.—The great ms. store-house 
is the library of the British Museum. Its 
tre:sures have been examined by many stu- 
denta, and some of the results have been pub- 
lished by T. Wright, .a., and others. One of 
the earliest pub. by Mr. Wright is from a Ms. 
of the 10th cent. It records, in Latin, the 
con¥eraion of England by the mission of St. 
Augustine in the 6th cent, from St. Gregory 
the Great, in which the softening influence of 
Christianity on the harshness of the ancient 
language is recorded. 
* Ecce lingua Britanniae | Jam Alleluia personat 

Frendens olim barbarie | Proventu Evangelicae 
In Trinitate unica Exbilarata vinese,” 

(* Lo! the British tongue, eerwhile harshly grating 
barbarously, now, in praise of the Trinal Unity, sounds 
forth Alleluia, joyously inspired by the arrival of the 
glad Evangelic vine." 

The Liber Eliensis | phage the well-known 
first stanza of a carol by Canute, of the 11th 
cent. :— 

” Merry sang the monks of Ely, 
As Kenute the king rowed thereby, 
Row, knights, now near the land, 
And hear we these monks sing.” 

Du Meril gives from the Brit. Mus. ms., 
1139, in his Poésies Populaires Latines Du 
Moyen Age, 1847, p 43, a“ Chant sur Nativité 
du Christ,” the first of which reada:— 
* Nune clericorum concio ham summi Patris fillo 

devote sit cum gaudio ; datur excelebratio ; 
in tanto natalitto Gaudeat homo!“ 

There is a singularly interesting ms. in the 
Brit. Mus. (Sloane, 2593) generally nacribed to 
the reign of Henry VI. (1422 to 1461), and 
very difficult to decipher, Fortunately there 
is a modern printed copy in Songs and Carols, 
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edited by T. Wright, w.a. From its historical 
references, the date of one at least of these 
songs is fixed between 1362 and 1369. It may 
be inferred that the songs in this ms, belong 
to a numerous class of popular literature, that 
they were handed orally from generation to 
generation by those who sung them, and that 
a few of them only were copied down by acci- 
dent as in this and similar ms. collections. 
The 4 ge song alluded to is No. lii., p. 73, 
in Mr. Wright's Songs & Carols, 1847. It is 
in 8 st., and begins :— 

“ Thynk man qwerof thou art wrout, 
Powre and naked thou were heder browt, 
Thynk how Cryst thi sowle hath bowt 
And fond to servyn hym to pay.” 

The remaining verses tell of famine, pesti- 
lence, death, storm, lightuing, thunder, the 
burning of the tolbooth at Lynne; and exhorts 
men to take tu heart these warnings of Divine 
* merveylis ” — 

* Lok man, how thou ledyst thi lyf 
And bow thou spendyst thi wyttes v 
Go to cherch, and do the schryf, 
And bryng thi sowle in redy way.” 

The following Christmas Carol, in which 
we have a curious blending of Latin end 
English, is from the same ms, It is No, vi. in 
Mr. Wright's work :-— 

“ Eya, Thesu hodte 
Natus est de virgine. 

* Blyssed be that mayde Mary, 
Lorn he was of here ° 
Goddis sone that sytht on by, 

Non ex virtli semine. 
“In a manjour of an as 

Thesu lay and lulled was 
Harde peynis for to 

Pro peccante bo! ls 
“ Kynges comyer fro d. londe 
With te ‘4 in Lore honde, 
In lem the chikde they fonde, 

Stellae ducti lumine, 
“ Man and chylde bothe old and ying 
Now in his blysful comyng, 
To that — mon we syng 

Gloria tibi Domine. 
“ erg ang this — 

merye ay you a 
Onto the c +i ee we calle 

Ullo sine crimine.” 

Another carol in this ms. is as follows:— 

“ Alleluiah, Al, Al. Al, Al. Alleluia 
deo patri sit gloria. 

“ Salvator round! domine, 
Fader of hevene blessed thou be 
Thou gretest a mayden with an ave. 

Quae vocatur Maria, 
“ Adesto nunc propitius 
Thou sendyst thy son swete Jesus 
Man to become for love of us 

deo patri sit gloria.” 

There are about 76 songs in this ws.,a large 
roportion of them being carols, which, trans 
ated into modern English, with good tunes 
from equally old sources, might be utilised 
with advantage by competent editors for pre- 
sent use, There are unfortunately no musical 
notes in this rare and interesting ms. 

Another 15th cent. ms. supplied materials 
for and Carols now first printed froma 
MS. of the XVth cent., edited by mas 
Wright, Eaq., .a., F.8.., &c. Printed for the 
Percy Soc., 1847. From this ms. we quote 
the following carol as being of more than 
usual interest :— 
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© This endris nyght 
saw a syght 
A stare ag brygbt as day, 

And ever among 
A “ug 

tullay. by by, Inllay. 
“* This lovely lady aat and song, and to hyr chyld aayd, 
Ww ¥ sot, tay beoder, my fader der, why lyest thou thus 
[Winter] My swete byrd fhayd. 

(last) 

Thus it ys bet 
[true) Thee’ chen +e veray ; 

But nevertheless 
I wyl not ses 

7 © ayng, by by, lullay. 
ihe inte than spax in ys talking and to his moder 

(am renow ned a9). Te a be layd. (saya. 

I. we Sangeils bryghe 
be to me ipght 

{not to be denied) Ths Loess it ya no may; 
Canick And of that syght 

1 Thou mayst be tyghe 
** Now ewer To Syng, by by, lullay, Cin stall 

w Son syn thou art k art thou la 
by he thow orende thi AA Sey a gret k as 

Th sbyakyth it in Chall? 
flie} tat kyog or knyght 

Shuld ly in rood aray ; 
id than among 

Tt wer no wrong 
“ Mary To ayng, by by, lullay. 
Lordes ser Tam thi chyld, thow I be layd in stall, 

Y dukes shail wosshyp me, and so shall 
© shall well see (kyngs all. 
at kynges thre 

Shall come the XU day, 
OF this behest 

Geve me thi brest, 
* Xow ton an syng, by by, lullay. (and dere, 

st Awet son, £ the pray, thou art my leve 
(satisfaceie’ Ikepeto thy pay, and make the glad of 

chere ? 
For all thi wy lt 

Tkn wold 
owest) [taleh) wetyste full well in fay, 

And for all thy 
I wet the kys, 

“y And syng, by by, lallay. 
pth pel Moder, nben 1 o it be, thou take — loft, 

“et me upon thi kne, and handy!i me soft. | 
Astin thi arme 
Thon Ayl me warne 
And kepe me nyght and day ; 

If L wee 
And may not 

“Now Thou syng, by by, lullay. 
T np het son, ayn it is so that all chyng ts at thi wyll 
Pray the graunte 

[eover} 

me « bone (boon) yf it be both 
That chyld or man treet and skyll. 
That wyl or kan 

To biyes that bopeee®” 
And [ shal « yng 

Lullay, by by, Iullay.’* 
What 4s sermon on the mystery of mysteries,— ant manifest in the Meat cota more 

Mont wally set forth its paradox, than this Peeonf oetical relic of the 15th century? No Toelog,, 288! is forthcoming of its original En gic, It is however set (in modernised 
full ‘sh) to an old English sir, and beauti- mal harmonised by Dr. § ll, in Christ- 
Bramley ley Rev. Henry Ramsden 
Mus. D..No. a. John Stainer, Eeq., M.A., 

Another unique manuseri : torical interest (Brit, Maw yi hg! EE his 
; 5665), Tare before, or certainly very varly in, th eign of Hen. VITL, must not , = without 

Tmention here, Tt contains :-— 

A Collection of Chureh 
a Saioern Une of feateaas aay Sum, ond Corel. 
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VIII. In another place there ix a receipt for £26, an! 
— to Langetre Church, 2nd y, of the same reign 
t seems to have belonged to some choir, and contains 

(besides these miscellaneous insertions) much well tran- 
scribed vocal music in three parts—plaln-song and very 
o deseant, not scored in a modern way—most 
dificult of inte jon even by experienced musical 
antiquarians. ‘There are seme fifteen pieces, headed ** Jr 
die Nativitatis” , various Misereres, Ayries, Hymna for 
Saints’ Days, Te lreums and other Cunticles, Masses, 
a great number of sacred and some secular songs, 

The whole of this book is in a measure a 
reflection of the unsettled state of Chureh 
servieva, and the upheaving of the cld order 
of things at the dawn of the Reformation. It 
does not appeuwr that any interpreter has as 
yet published an intelligible version of the 
entire Ms., or of any of the most interesting 
parts of it. Both Sandys, No. VIL, and the 
Editor of Christmas with the Poets, p. 6, have 
indeed quoted, from folio 5 b, one carol, the 
former printing the old English, the latter 
modernising it. The following is a literal 
version of this carol from the ws. itself :— 

in die Nativitatia (with musteal notation). [Solo.] 
Tenor. Nowell! Nowell! Nowell! Nowell! 

“ Who ys there thats th so Nowell Nowell.” 
“Tam on Syre crists Masse . 

Plain-song) ** Welleome my lord Syr Christs Masse” 
Chorus; * Wellcome to all both more and less.” 

Com ner Nowell 
Dieus wous garde by St 
A mayde hath Norn c chetde tall fe 
The weche causeth yew for to syng. 

Criste is now born of a pure mayde 
In an ox stall he ts laid 
Wherefore sing we all atte abrayde,*” Nowell, 

Beouvex bien par tutta la company 
Make gecte chere and be rygtit eae | 
And synge with us now joyfully. Nowell. 

With similar mixture of verse and chorus, 
in harmony of the most “ operose ” kind, we 
tind on fol. 8 b the following, alao headed, 

In die Nativitatis. 
+ c ca F CD E F. 

Joseph wonder how this may be 
wex wheoy and abe 

ever have levyd in chastite, 
Uff ahe be w' chylde, 

hit ys not by me. 
moervel not joseph. 
The holy gost wt mercifull distence 
In here [= her} hathe entryd w*owte offence 
God and man conceyved by bis presence 
In virgyne pure wtowte violence. 
What the angel of god to me dothe say 
conreh — tot ay) Te on - 
A rev vily} y (1) wo! Ve stole away 
But now set fre her it that y say 

Mervel not Joseph. 

The following is from the same source 
(8. 5665, fol. 406) :— 

Jhesu fili virginia 
miserere nobis. 

Angelis ther were mylde of mode 
to that swete fode, 

With jove and bilsse. 
miserere nobis. 

{erib or cradle) In a cracke was that chylde layde, 
Both oxe and aase with hym playde, 
With joye and bliss. 

miserere nobis, 

Then for us ho shadde his blode, 
And also ho dyedde pro vobis, 
And for us I wise, 

miserere nobis. 

Nowell, 

(who) 

awaken (also neuter), to rouse oneself prefised made °A to 

ry 6b, at eu ws. tteelf ; it includes 104 items. On (Meres's Giosary Hence the line may mean Sing we ? y lea ‘ 
on Ube Sat leaf, a power pe pr Tiage —— and 
dared Pyworthy receive rents, 

ae : April 30, Ta the ad y.of 

loudly, “* lust : 
are the notes of the plain-song in letters. t+ These 

See the Primer of Plain-Song, p. 26, lst note. 
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And then to helle he toke the way, 
To ransom them that there lay 
With joy and bitase, 

iniserere nobis, 

Another, for Epiphany, begins thus :-— 
There were three Persons, ami one Lord. 
The Sombaptized with ove accurd, 
The Father said the blessed word, 

Hic est fillus meus. 

[The spelling here is modernised.) 

In addition to the ss. from which we have 
quoted, there are others which have been con- 
sulted, in which many carols may be found 
and illustrated, e.g. :— 

Brit. Mus. Harieian Coll, 541, fol. 44. Do, 2252, 
fol. 153-400. Do, 6396, fol. 4 ro. Arundel MS., 243, 
14, ¥, and the Harleian MS., 682, Nares’s Glossary of 
old peti Pas consulted for the interpretation of 
1éth and 17th cent. words, ae 

(2) Printed Carols.—Printed Carols, whether 
in collections or scattered in various other 
works, and, as it were, buried under a mass of 
nay pital aa Seo, rer claim coy 
nAmes’s Typographi utiquities, we learn 

that Wynkyn de Warde printed in 1521 a set 
of Christmas carols, and that “these were 
festival chansons for enlivening the Christmas 
celebrity.” (See also Warton's . Poetry, 
iii, sec. 26.) The following list, though by 
no means complete, will indicate the nature 
and character of some of the rarer and less 
known works in which carols may be found, 
Including books and broadshvets, we have the 
following :— 

1. Paradise of Dainty Devises, Francis Ken- 
nelmereh. 

2. Pealms, Sonnets and Songs of Sadness and Piety, 

1676. 

157. Willian Byrd (7). 
3. St. Peter's Complaint, 1693, Robert Southwell. 
4. Hymns and Songs of the Church. 1623. And 

Hallelajgah,. George Wither, 1641, 
5. Devotions, 1635. William Austin, 
6. Underwoods, 1040. Ben Jonson. 
+. Noble Numbers, 1641. Robert Herrick. 
&, The Golden Grove, 1655. Jerem, —. 
9, Paraphrase upon the Cunticles. 5. Woodford. 

10, Supp. to Tateand Brady. 1700. N. Tate. 
ll. Poems Amorous, Moral and Iivine. 1718. Anon. 
12. Hymns on the Nativity. 1746. And Hymns for 

Children. 1763, By C. Wesley. 
13, Complete Psalmodizt. 1750. John Arnold, ‘ 
14. The Christmas Box; or New Year's Gift. R.T.8. 

¢, 1826-30, containing all the carols which the Society 
had previously issued as separate tracts. 
15. Christmas Carols, [Uriginal.) 1837. Lond., 4to. 
16. A Good Christmas containing a choice collec- 

tion of Christmas Carols. ley. 1847. 
11. New Carol-book for Christmas, Tilston. c. 1830. 
18, Christmas Hyane and Sacred Pieces. Bermond- 

ey. oc. 1818. 
19, Christmas Carols ; three series with music, by 

Lr, Gaunthett. 
20. Christmas and Christmas Carols, c. 1845-60, J, 

F. R., with a valuable preface. 
21. Livers Carols for Xmas and Sundry Tides of Holy 

Church. 1864. A. H, Brown. This has an interest- 
ing Introduction on the whole subject 
42. The Sacristy. 1871. No, 4 specially for the Rev. 

S. Baring-Gouki's tr. of Noels and Carols of French 
Flanders. 

i882. J, H. Hopkins, 23. Carols, Hymns, and Songs. 
New York. 
a4. The American Works of Bp. Coxe, Dr. Croswell, 

and others, 
25. A Garland of Christmas Carols, Ancient & Modern, 
ly Joshua Sylvester. Lond., 1461. 
26. Curcls and Poems from the 15th cent. to the 

Present Time, Edited by A. H. Bullen, 1885, 

We have by no weans exhausted the list; 
but these works, and those now to be more 
fully described, will be sufficient to indicate 
the wealth of carol literature which we 
possess. In addition there are ;— 
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(a) Songs and Carols odited by Thomas 
Wright, m.a., 1847, already referred to aa 
printed from the Sloane ms, 2593. 

(b) Christmas Tide, its History, Festivities 
and Carols, by W. Sandys, 1852. He gives an 
excellent historical account of the Christmas 
Festival in its sacred and secular celebration ; 
42 Ancient Carols; a Mock Curistmmas Play ; 
and 12 other Carols, with their melodies in 
short score. 

(c) Christmas with the Posts, Bell & Daldy. 
This is a magnificent volume, embellished 
with 35 illustrations by Birket Foster. It 
contains poems avd Christmas carols from tlhe 
Anglo-Norman period to the present time. 
It is divided into sive sections. An outline of 
these will give a bird’s-eye view of their 
contents. 

(1) The Anglo-Norman Period to the Reformation. 
One extract from this will give a idea of the rest. 
It is the translation of an Anglo-Norman Carol of the 
itth cent., beginning (in Sandys's CAristmas Tide) 
* Selgnors, ore ctoraae, Hi A nus": * Lordlings, listen to 
our lay.” The opening stanza is :-— 

“ Lordlings, listen to our lay, 
We have come from far away 
To seek Christmas ; 

In this mansion we are told 
He His yearly feast doth bold : 
. Tis to-day! 
May joy come from God above 
To all those who Christmas love.” 

_ chorus is the most decidedly pious part of this 
carol = 

“ Den doint a tus feels fole d'amurs 
Qui a danz not] ferunt honors!" i.e. 

* May joy come from (od above, 
To all those who Christmas love.” 

(2) The Blizabethan Era (1554-1603). This period 
furnished the following amongst others :— 

1. “ Was not Christ our Saviour 
Sent unto us from God above?” 

Thomas Tusser. 

2, * Bebold, a silly (simple) tender Babe 
In freezing winter night.” 

‘ Kobert Southwell, d. 159%. 
3. “ L sing the birth was born to-night, 

The Author both of life and light.” 
Ben Jonson, 1600. 

4. “ Immortal Babe, who this dear day 
Didst change Thine heav‘n for our clay.” 

Bp. Hall, cir. 1595. 

6. “Run, Shepherds, run where Bethlehem blest 
appears, 

We bring the best of news, be not dismayed.” 
W. Drummond. 

6. * O than the fairest day, thrice fairer night, 
Night to best days in which a sun doth shine.” 

W. Drummond. 

“ All after pleasures aa I rid one day, 
My borse and J, both tired, bodke and minde.” 

G. Here rt, 

7 

8. “ Sweet music, sweeter far 
‘Than any song is sweet." Edmund Bolton. 

8. “ The wrathfal winter proaching on apace 
With blushing blast, and all yebared the treen.” 

Thomas Sackville. 

10, * Some say that ever ‘guinst that season comes, 
Wherein our Saviour’s birth is celebrated.” 

W. Shakespeare. 

3) Poems by Herrick (1591-1674), Of these the 
following may be mentioned as truly religious sod 
pectical carol 

1. “ In numbers, and but these few, 
1 sing thy birth, O Jesu.” 

2. “ What sweeter music can we being 
Than carol for to sing?” 

3. * Tell us thou clear and heavenly tongue, 
Where is the Babe but lately 
Lies He the lily-Lanks among ¢” 
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4, “Tewn with the rosemary and the bays, 
Town with the mistletoe ; 

Instead of ey bogs upraise 
The greener box, for show." 

Of these No. 3 ix the « 
tus Eve. 

Star Song,” and 4 {a for Candle- 

(4) The Cicit Wars, the Commonwealth, and the 
the feorge Wither ix the leading singer of 

earlier part of this period, His carols include :— 
} ® As on the n bt before this happy morn.” 1623, 
en with what seal did Thy martyr.” 1623, 
‘a qed Us by bis example, Lord.” 1623. 
5... LbAt rage whereof the Paalm doth say." 1623. 

’“ That so thy blessed birth, O Christ.” 1623. 

Passing to others we have: — 
$C Ke was the winter wild.” J. Milton, 

’ We shepherds, whose blest sight.” 
ia RK, Crasthaw, 

* “ The blessed Virgin travailed without pain.” 
9. « Bp. Jeremy Taylor. 

~ “All you that in this house be bere.” 
* Now th New Carols, 

“Now that the time is come wherein 
Our Saviour Christ was born,” 

F Poor Robin's Almanack, 1700. 

(3) The Bight with eenth Century. Theeditor of Christmas 
dealing) Ports (the collection with which we are now 
Christmas bats, fe Poems bearing reference to the 
that era of tstival appear to have been produced during 
acq rAd revival of Epglish literature which bus 
John Gre: epithet of Augustan.” He quotes from 
their vere John Bampfylde, and R. J, n; but 
and are have not the true ring of carol minstrelsy, 
larly ene Ut likely to have been used assuch. Singu- 
Christe: be omits all reference to J. Byrom’s 
Wesley: aS, awake, salute the bappy morn,” and C, 

(6) te Hark, bow all the welkin rings.” 
extracts [MA Century. In this division we have 
Wondswo 29 pote, ineluding Sir Walter Beott, W- 
wall, J Hae Sout ihe Goolwyn Barmby, Barry Corn- 

** Keble, Shetley, 8. T. Coleridge, and Tennyson. 

a Tn 1822 some Ancient Christmas Carols 
i tdited by Davis Gilbert, P85, P.A.5., 
re With the tunes to which he had been 
+ camel to hear them sung when he was 
ry lik, in chureles and in private houses 
En, ristmas Eve, throughout the West of 
conga, up to the latter end of the 18th 
ween, They used to be practised several 
Chr deforeband ; and on the night of 
Nati’ Eve, and on the Festival of the 
fervont itself, they were sung with great 
the «1 a home, after the 8 p.m. drawing of 
drayttes hot from the oven, and the festive 
ingteetts of ale or cyder, and at Church, 
the .,, © the metrical Psalms, specially at 
* noncternoon service; and, he informs us, 
Practices the sports or gambols, so frequently 
themes} on subsequent days, ever mixed 
c Yes with the religious observances of 
Popul Eve.” The characteristic of thes 
Moat carols is that they consist for the 
ture Patt of simple narratives of Holy Scri 
ing With a grateful admonition to po Riss 
Set to 1 duty and gratitude. They are 
Spri hay mon of a solemn tonality and a 
very air cone derived apparently from 
Ancient Chur hey and mostly in the 
eight carols, the first “id “s There are only 
aad ae which are :— 
.” a did Adam jd vith rt. 7 st. of 6 1, quan cabal at toe ines, s ian Dorian mode, and q time. 2. Bab Sod ye created man.” The Fall, the Annunciation and the Nativity are dealt with ‘The melody 4 the Eollan mode, and in g time. 3.“ AVITEin most pure as the do tell.” This 

* 
veo in W. 3 wt dea nee Christmas Tide, No. 23, 

of the melody. Frosm these 

10. 1661, 

| 

— 
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two sources It was rearranged in 1860, by the late E. Sed- 
ding, in bis Int Setof Ancient Christwas Carols, arranged 
for four voices. The melody isin the Tth or Mixu- 
Lydian mode, 

4. “ When righteous Joseph wedded was.” 
5. “Hark! hark! what news the Angels bring!” 

This is in S «tof 4.1 tow. and has no chorus. 

6, * While Shepherds watched their flocks by night.” 
These well-known words, by N. Tate, are set to an 
ancient meloly, reminding one of the tane of the Latin 
bymn, “© filil et filiae ” (Hymnal ¥., 51). 

7. “God's dear Son without beginning.” This carol 
in 9 st. of & Ll. is sweetly pious in sentiment, and some- 
what above the ordinary level of poetic feeling. 

8, * Let all that are to mirth inclined.” This ia in 
16 st. of 41,, with a chorus of 21, :— 

“ For to redeem our souls from thrall, 
Chriat is the Saviour of us all,” 

In this carol the whole story of Christmas and Epiphany 
Tide is told in plain and terse rhymes, well calculated to 
catch the ear and touch the hearts of simple and unse- 
phisticated carollers. The tune is bold and effective, in 
the Dorian mode on A, and in ¢ time, 

(e) Some years ago an extremely rare book 
was brought from Stockholm, and placed in 
the hands of the Editers of the Hymnal 
Noted; and the Carole for Christmas-Tide, 
and Easter-Tide, subsequently published in 
1858 and 1854, were the fruits of the Rev. 
J. M. Neale’s study of the verse, and the 
Rev. T. Helmore’s interpretation aud harmo- 
nisation of the musical notation it contained. 
This small duodecimo volume is the :— 

Piae Cantiones Eoclesiasticar et Scholasticar, veterwm 
Epitcoporum, in Inclyto HKegno Sueciae passim wsur- 
patac, (Printed at Greifswald.) 

These “pious songs of ancient bishops, 
every where in vogue in Sweden,” were revised 
and edited in the year 1582 by the Most Rev. 
Theodore Peter Rhuta, of Nyland; they are 
stated, in the titlepage, to be most highly 
esteemed by the Church of God, and the 
School at Abo, in Finland. The Dedication 
to his Patron the Illustriousand Noble Lord 
Christian Horn, Free Baron of Aminna,” en- 
forees the Apostolic teaching as to the use of 
Psalms, Hymns and Spiritual Songs, by the 
ractice of the “Old Fathers," who always 
joined music with the Word of God, as also 
y that of the wise governors and pious 

Bishops of the Christian Church. This dedi- 
cation is dated from Rostock, May 28, 1582. 

Every canticle of the 75 contained in the 200 pages of 
this little book has the notes of a melody to which all 
the verses are to be sung, some being also furnished with 
aseooml part, others with three or four parts. A few 
are noted throughout, after the manner of sequences, 
with recarring strains, but not in exact regular verses, 
asin the usual tanes of carols and hymns. ‘The first 
part of the little book (tu p. 70) contains Cantiones de 
Nativitate, then follow others, de Passione, and de 
Kesarrectione ; at pages 104, 106, 106amd 107 there are the 
Descantus, Altus, Tenor and Bastus, of a setting of the 
Hymn “Jesu dulcis memoriac,” in the Dorian mode on 
G. Next a Phrygian melody to a carol, Jn Feeto Pen. 
tecostes,” at p. 100. Songs, De Trinitate; p. 115, De 
Eucharistia; at p. 112, Cantiones precum, some of them 
Hymns in the strictest sense. Some songs follow, la- 
menting, and inveighing against crimes, wickedness, and 
general corru of mannem, At p, 154, to 176, are 
sory De vita Scholastica; and the collection closes 
with ‘a couple of songs under each of the following 
headings, be Concordia ; Historicae Cantiones, and Le 
Tempore Vernali. 

“The Piae Cantiones were published for 
the use of the Lutheran communion in 
Sweden. Neither words nor music, however, 
were changed from earlier sources ; and they 
occur in the Libraries of Germany, England 
and France, with no other _— than 

2 
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traditional ition and popular variations | 
would Setarally introduce? (See the Pre- 
faces in the folio ed. of Helmore and Neale’s 
Carols for Christmas- and Easter-Tide for 
further information.) 

(f) Soon after the foo nipeoe igs of the 12 
Carols for Christmas-Tide, and of the 12 for 
Easter-Tide before mentioned, Mr. Edmund 
Sedding, in- 1860, published a set of nine 
Antient Christmas Carols, corres nding with 
the 18mo ed. he’ a pat 
in size, type, our- voca ment 
in compressed score, Lay a samavate toed of 
words ; a ¥th ed. appeared in 1863; and that 
same year a second set of seven more carols 
by the same energetic “ Cantor of 8. Raphael, 
Bristol,” was published, and to the prefaces 
of each set the reader is referred for further 
information. 

(g) Three original carols of the late Dr, 
Neale may also git be noticed :-— 

Sede te mel {the Ish cobt.—> Now bring ee me Py oe ee cent.—"* Vow eS st 
ra ohne Morning; music - the Rev. 
Helmore. (3) Lines written expressly to a Danish 
by E. Herneman, given by Dr. Neale in us. to wn 
Lambert, who also received a pianoforte copy of ‘ee 
music from Mrs. Neale. Mr, Lambert errengea it for 4 
— to which Mr. Manns added wind instrument ac- 

As a grand march also, it has been 
both at the Crystal Palace elsewhere. 

e words are, it is believed, now for the first time pub- 
lshed, through Mr. Lambert's courtesy to the writer :— 

A Soldier's Carol, by Rev. John Mason Neale, moa. 
x aH by rik to the air * Der Tapfer Landsol- 

lerneman). : 

all Fe jz 
75 He 4 ets 

8 a 

ye? 
qf 

EE 

hurrah! hurrah! 

So—close, and firm, and near! 
So—close, and 

And then — this life may et boys, 
The other cannot end. 
And preety (tod for us, 
And we will be for Him. 

Hurrah’ hurrah! burrah! 

* The famous word passed a! the Lin hen the 
British suldiers led themselves at ontenoy, 1745. 

eale's Carole | 
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(h) Dr. a Little Book of Christ- 
mas Carols, and Mr, Husk’s excellent Collec- 
tion of Songs of the Nativity, must not be 
omitted from the liat of books included in the 
various and abundant sourees of supply of 
original prec — ible to “ readers,” and 
to singers, of this popular Christian minstrel 

(i) ge rach bey —— owt Christ. 
mus a Chope, 
1875. The t book ‘ben in all 112 carols. These 
include many old traditional ones, and many 
pS new, which (a reviewer in the Literary 

urchman states) “are quite worthy, as a 
tule, of iby gia with their time-honoured 
com There is also a learned and most 
interesting Introduction, by the Rev.8. Baring- 
— aes 7 = be aie ae whic 
appeared also in the fourt = the Sacristy. 

(j) Christmas Carols, and Old, the 
words edited by erg Rev, Henry 
Bramley, M.a., with ilimetuatlens by the 
Brothers Dalziel, and music edited by Dr. 
Stainer, ¥.p., is a handsome addition to carol 
literature of the present times; excellent 
in the poetry, — in the illustrations, 
correct an in the musie and its 
arrangements. — is an excellent = 
face in a smaller ed, of this book, a 
index giving the source of the music ond 
of the words of each carol. (Novello & 
Co.) Of the 70 examples in this work 
there are some 29 from traditional sources, 
19 of which are to be found in other collec- 
tions; thus 11 of them are in Sandys, 3 in 
Gilbert, 3 in Christmas with the Poets, 2 in 
Helmore and Neale, and 12 in Chope, From 
this collection we select the following carols 
as being excellent for their suund doctrine, 
religious unction, and poetic fervour. But 
where almost all are, in their several kinds, 
very good, thia notice of a few must not be 
taken as any disparagement of the rest. 

oc: “Come, ye lofty; come, ye lowly.” Rev, Archer 

2. "Come, vane your heart.” Tr. by Frances E. Cox 
from the German, 

3. “Jesu, hail!” Tr. by the Rev. H. R. Bramley 
from “ Ave Jesu Deus.” 

4. “* Good Christian men, rejoice," Dr, Neal 
5. * On the birth<day of the Lord.” Tr. “ey Dr. 

Littledale from the Latin. 
Ny 4 elaeneeamiaeniaand 

7. “ God's — Son without beginning,” already 

8. “The Babe in Bethlebem’s manger Laid.” This 
is traditional from Chappell’s Coll. 

9. “The Virgin stills 

tive = cast perhaps 
= by Dr. Stal It ts me Oh 

iy In t ri t, the elaboration of a most 
is very beautiful, and closes 

pa a iced lense 

“ Know sicak: deacons , in these Christmas hours, 
Sorrow, like es ty melt if He but smile; 
And if He clothe a with flowers, 
Annidst thy mirth think on thorns awhile. 

13. “A Babe is born, all of a Maid.” This is & 
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Good specimen of the 16th cent. of a mixture of the ver- nacular with well-known lines of the Old Office hymns, * boted before. The first stanza reads :— “A Habe is born, all of a Maid 

To bring salvation with us; No more are we to sing afraid, Vent, Creator Spiritus.” wall, j, amoral Rabe, who tis dear day,” by Bp. oe already noted above. It was written for 

Concerning No. 6 above, “The great God,” pet Dr. Stainer has supplied the following 

es AyS be has every reason to heltews that the malady 

Words for jt. to the ca ee C8 8 variation In the soeioay he se eee ativity, “The grest God of heaven is come “potted ") te tke fqual to the former (“A Virgin un- and far « clearness and interest of its narrative, of diction ing it in depth of thought, and elegance 

(k) An ®Xcellent collection of Carols, Hymns : Sor Christmastyde was published by lyrics, ft*niforth, in 1883. It contains 20 opted he editor has caught the spirit and P @ true style of church harmony, rally - the arrangements of the tunes gene- The’ nd in the six he has composed himself, a Mn deerves wide circulation, and « of the fing eaPhy than the engraved pages 

(t) Church 3 bi i rch Songa by the Rev. 8. Baring- Salts With music edited by the Reve I 
Ppard, 1984-86, 

as? Carols and Poeme Srom the 15th cent. to io} veeemt Time, by A. H. Bullen, 1885, is Neh in Words, 

nit) In Exelsis Gloria: Carols for Christ- ace 1885, This is set to music by A. 
and contains both ancient and con not found in other modern ‘Ctions. 

{°) Carols for Easter and other Tides. B the Rey, R -Lbope 1887, j ing’),lallaby Carols.” One of the most strik- 0 A these we have already given, p. 209. the 70 4 few specimens must suffice. From the fetin we have “ Sleep, my Babe! O sleep, Mat, then” & tr. of “Dormi, Fili! dormi, . SLs = Moultrie, in the Rev. fr e's ns and ea, 1867 ; rate German of J. (, tue, Bletp well, Prgig tt *eep safe and tree,” in Jacobi's tian aia Germanica, 1722; from Old Eng- thon ¥ sweet little Babie, what meanest Mont °,.cTY:” in Burd ‘as above, and bat; sgomery’s ‘hristian Poet, 1897 - « Sweet . pore wh t ails my dear?” G, Wither, and ve; and “ Hush, my dear, lie stil] « umber,” by T. Watts, ) pyar a - Amongst the leas Pree the ~ ¥ eeular carols may be men- seep a smeus Queen's Colle Boar's mas tanquet ely ushering in the Christ. tables cf t only there, but at all | ken of bo Monarchy and uobles; songs | vig ly and ivy ; Wassailing songs, | Sand the Waits, all 80 well deseribed bby Sauls. It ig i obi! secctent Le allowable to add a at leust one specimen of a | 
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class, by no means uncommon in earlier days, 
egmednty in their origin, and sometimes 
childish in their character. 

At Coventry, tn 1482, Richard III.. witnessed the “ Ludus ts Christi”; and so also did Henry VIL. in 1485. This play opens at the sending forth of the decree of Augustus, and the consequent journey of & Joseph and the B. V. Mary to Bethlehem. Ont way she sees a tree, and asks what it is. 8, J replies, yeaa cute Mary it is cleped a cherry tree tyme of year, ye might feed you thereon your fill.” They con- verse on the tree, he desiring to hasten on; she to have sore of the fruit. He deems it impossible to get at it, but implies that He by whom she is with child could grant her wish. She raz Got that, if it be His will, she may have some of the chetries. "The tree imtnedi- ately bows down to her. Joseph fears be has offended the Blessed Trinity, and humbles bitoself. Hence the subject of the carol still sung, with various readings, in many parts of England, * fag = po - old — Sandys, at p. 241; Chope, No. 26; atnwe 
Stainer, No. 24; give each sdifieeent version, In Chi the legend is eliminated, doubtless that the rest of t song Inay not be excluded from use in Chureb. Mr. ing-Gould consiters this story “is the lingering of a very carious mysterious tradition, common to the whole race of man, that the eating of the fruit in Eden was the cause of the descendant of Eve becoming the Mother of Him who'was to wipe away that old transgression,'* and he refers to Finnish epic poetry, the taythology of the Mexicans, a romance that las lately appeared from the catacombs of KE; and other rare sources of infor- 
mation in support of this view. 

ix. Conelusion.—The revival of carol sing- ing already alluded to las stimulated both poets and composers to add fresh stores to 
that abundance already transmitted to our age from earlier and more thoroughly believing 
times, The translations from the Latin writers 
in the Ages of Faith, when happily turned 
into true English idiom, and versification (as 
50 many are, specially those of the late la- mented Dr. John Mason Neale), are not only 
most worthy of use, but are the Lest patterns 
(and pain pare | the most imitated) for the hymn and carol writers of the present day, 
Time, the certain arbiter of true excellence, 
has tried the old as it will eventually the new. 
“It is impossible at one stretch to produce a 
quantity of new carols, of which words and 
music shall alike be original, They must be 
the gradual accumulation of centuries: the offerings of different epocha, of different coun- tries, of different minds, to the same treasury 
of the Church. None but an empiric would 
venture to make a set toorder.” (Neale, Pre- face to Carols for Christmas- Tide.) {T. H.j 
Carpenter, Joseph Edwardes, ru.p., 

journalist, compiler of popular songs and bal- 
Juds, dramatic writer and autior of songs and hymns, was b. in London, Noy, 2, 1815. and d. in London, May 6, 1885. For a short time 
he was on the staff of some local journals in Leamington. His works, orig:nal and com- piled, number nearly 20. Tucse include his Songs: Sacred and Devotional, 1866, aud from 
this volume his hymnsare taken. Dean Alford included his * Lord and Father of creation” (Holy Matrimony) in The Year of Praise, 1867 

Carr, ‘Thomas William, m.a.. «. of Thomas William Carr, n.A., Incumbent of Southborough, b. June 15, 1830, and educated at Wadham College, Oxford, where he gradu- ated (in honours), 1853, On taking Holy 
Orlers in 1856, he became Curate of St. Peter's 

* “Inthe Curel, and the Mystery Play, this tradition is strangely altered, but its presence cannot fail to be detected.” Intraduction to Chopr's Carols, p. xxl 
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with Holy Cross, Canterbury. Li 1857 he was 

preferred to the Rectory of Beaulesert, and in 

the aame year to the Rectory of Loddington, | 

North Hants, He entered upon the Rectory | 

of Barming, newr Maidstone, in 1865. His | 

hymn on “ The Seven Words from the Cross,” 

beginning “ Draw near, thou lowly Christian,” 

was written at Loddington in Holy Weck, 

1865, and pub. b Dalton ; revised in 1885, and | 

nb. by Wells uer, Darton & Co, ‘The 

People 2 H., 1867, has the original text. [J.J.) | 

Cary, Alice, the elder of two gifted sisters, | 

waa b. near Cincinnati, Ohio, 1820, removed to | 

New York in 1852, and d. there Feb. 12, 1871. 

The story of the two sisters—of their coura- 
3 move from a rural, western home, their 

ife in the metropolis, their mutual affection, 

and inability to live apart —has attracted much 

admiring and sympathetic interest. As poets 

they were of nearly equal merit. Besides 

some prose works, Alice pub. a vol. of Poems 

in 1850. Her hymns are :— 

1, Earth with its dark and dreadful ills. Death 

anticipated, This fine lyric is given in Hye, and 

Songs of Praise, N. Y., 1874, and dated 1870, 

2. Along the mountain track of life. Lent, The 

perernin f of this hymn, although sometimes 
attributed to Alice Cary, is uncertain, It ap- 

peared anonymously in H. W. Beecher’s Plymouth 

Coll., 1855, No 438, It would seem from its 

tone and the refrain, “ Nearer to Thee,” to have 

been suggested by Mrs. Adams's “ Nearer, my 
God, to Thee,” which appeared in 1841. 

In addition to these there are the following 
hymns by her in the Lyra Sac. Amer., 1868 — 

3. Bow, angels, from glorious state, Peace desired. your 
4. Tcannot plainly sce the way. Providence. 
5. Leave me, dear ones, to my slumber, Death anti- 

cipated, 
6. Light waits for us in beaven. Heaven, 
7. Acrown of glory bright. The Fadeless Crown. In 

the Meth, 8. 8. H. Bk. (Lond.), 1879. (F, M. BJ 

Cary, Phoebe, sister of the above, b. near 
Cincinnati, Ohio, Sept. 4, 1824, and d. within 
six months of the death of the same sister at 
Newport, July 31, 1871. Her works include 
Poems and Parodies, 1854; and Poema of 
Faith, Hope and Love, 1868. With Dr. Charles 
F. Deems she compiled Hymns for all Chris- 
tians, 1869. Her hymns are :— 

1. One sweetly solemn thought. Anticipation of 

Heaven, This piece was not intended for public 
use, nor is it a suitable metre for musical treat- 

ment, yet it has won universal acceptance and 
popularity. In some instances this has been at- 
tained by change of metre as in the Suppl. to 

the Bapt. Ps. § Hys. 1880, No, 1185, Johnson's | 

Encyclopredia is in error in saying it was “written 

at the ageof 17." The Conqregational Quarterly | 

for Ovt,, 1874, says, “it was written, she tells | 

us, in the little back third story bedroom, one 

Sabbath morning in 1852, on her retarn from 

church.” This statement shows that it was com- 
when she was 28, and not 17. The popu- 

larity of the hymn in G. Britain arose mainly 

through its use in the Evangelistic services of 

Messrs. Moody and Sankey. In the Protestant 
Epise, Hys. for Ch, and Home, Phila., 1860, No, 

383, it is given as “* A sweetly solemn thought.” 

The following additional pieces by this 
author are in the Lyra Sac. Amer., 1368:— | 
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2. Go and sow beside all waters. Seed Siwing. 
3. Great waves of plenty rolling up. Gratitude, 
4. I had drunk, with lips unsated. eM By 

B) 
Cisar, Heinrich, was b. at Greussen in 

Thuringia, c. 1597, and became diaconus at 
Labiau, Fast Prussia, in 1624. He was insti- 
tuted Feb. 25, 1627, as pastor at Loewenhagen, 
near as (Liéwenhagen or Leuenha- 
en), and d, there, in his 72nd year, Aug. 1, 
669 (us. from Pastor Winkler of Loewenha- 

gen). The bymn: 

In dieser Abendstunde, erheb ich [Bvening], ap- 
peared with his name in the New Prenssvsches tollstan- 
diges G. B., Kongsberg, 1650, p. 650, fn 16 st., and J. 
crlige' Prazis, 1648, No. 22. Sometimes erroneously 

bed to Conrad Huober, of Strassbarg. It is ¢r. 
as, “In this the evening hour,” by H. J. Buckoll, 
1842, p. 79. {J . M,) 

Cast thy burden on the Lord. 
(Strength in God.) This hymn ap 
anonymously (in common with all the hymns 
therein) in Rowland Hill's Ps. and Hymns, &c., 
Ist ed., 1783, No. 64, in 5 et. of 4.1., and en- 
titled, “ Encouragement for the Weak.” In 
this form it into several collections to 
1853, when it appeared in the Leeds H. Bk., 
No. 571, rewritten by G. Rawson. As the 
hymn in both forms is in C. U., and the latter 
somewhat extensively, we append the two. 

R. Hill's text, 1783. G, Rawson's text, 1463, 

Cast thy burden on the| Cast thy burden on the 
Lord, Lord, 

Only lean upon His word ; 
Thow shalt soon find cause 

to bless 
His eternal faithfulness. 

Wouldst thou know thyself 
achild? 

Is thy heart recon- 
ciled 

Is it humbled to the dust, 
Full of awe and full of 

trust ? 

Only lean upon His word ; 
Thow wilt Pa Aave cause 

to Diese 
His eternal faithfulneas. 

He sustains thee by His 
hand ; 

He enables thee to stand ; 
Those whom Jesus once 

hath lov'd, 
From His grace are never 

mov'd. 

Human counsels come to 
nought ; 

That shall stand which God 
hath wrought; 

His com, love and - 
power 

Are the tame for evermore. 

Heaven and carth may pass 
away, 

God's free grace shall not 
deca; vi 

He bath promised to fulfil 
All the pleasure of His will. 

Dost thou not rejoice with 
fear? 

Never be high-minded here; 
t the tempter Heed not w 

tues Christ lowly to in 
faith. 

Fear not, then, in every 
storm 

There shall come the Mas- 
ter's form ; 
— voice and present 

a — 

“It is I, be not afraid.” 

Jesus, Guardian of Thy He will hold thee with Hit 
flock, | hand, 

sg, had our constant — enable thee to stand i 
* 4 passion, 

Make us by Thy powerful — —— 
hand Are the same for evermore. 

Strong as Sion’s mountain 
stand. 

By comparing the portions in italics in each 
of the above it will be seen, st. i. and v. of the 
1853 text are from Rowland Hill, 1783; and 
st. ii, iii, and iv. are by G. Rawson. In some 
hymnals, specially in America, alterations ore 
introduced into the 185% text, as for inatance 
in the Hys, and Songs of Praise, N. Y., 1874, 
and others. The extent of thee ~- ati ime 
alterations may be gathered 1 
given text with those above: a 

Caswall, Edward, ».; 2 ¥!th flo 
thorns awhile.”* R. C. Caswall, sometime \ - . swall, sometime - tee 
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Hampshire, b, at Yately, July 15, 1814, and 
educated at Brasenose College, Oxford. gradu- 
“ting in honours in 1836. Taking Holy Orders 
Strobe became in 1840 bent of 
‘tratford-sub-Castle, near Salisbury, and re- 
ae the same in 1847. In 1850 (Mra. Cas- 
in having died in 1849) he was received into 
Dr foman Catholie communion, and joined 
life ¢ ewinan at the Oratory, Edgbaston. His 
der thenceforth, although void of stirring inci- 
ca 98 marked by earnest devotion to his 
pen duties and a loving'interest in the poor, 

sick, and in little children. His original 
5 Sere Std hymna were mostly written at the 
wae td; Hed. at Edgbaston, Jan. 2, 1878, and 

on Jan. 7 at Redwall, near Broms- 

rally anations of Latin byw . 8 a tin hymns 
come the oman Breviary and other po ino 

Wider circulation in modern hymnals 
alone e mond be any other translator, Dr. Neale 
fait ss peg Mila is ip Died ee 

i originals, and the purity o 
rea ihe, the latter feature specially pit 
p Yt™ns to music, and for lip oe 
feed, od b His original compositions, although 
hot ex Y considerable poetical ability, are 
teaching batty in thelr men their oe 
outa; agal bir genera tion 

tide the Roman comananion. His hymns 

= 

in:— 
() Lyra Catheticg. 

» Which contained 197 ¢ lations 
iors Roman renter Missal, and wher avarees. 
New Yor,” Janes Burns, 1449. This was reprinted in 
Pures se, (2 1451, with several bymns from other 
indices aed thereto. ‘This editton is quoted in the 
a in Beechers American bymn-books as Lyra Cath., 

(2) Plymouth ~ 1855, and others. 
wien teene of Mary, and Other Poems, having in 

Pd ng poem and a few miscellaneous 
urns and ous, and 51 hymns. Ist ed. Lon., 

(3) 4 May Pageant and Other Poems, incloding 10 
orginal bymoe. Yon., Burs and Lambert, 1468. 

and Poems, precedii sree one ene oi, os rane te Let 
Lon., Burns, . 1873. Of bie original 

tn the Roman Catholic 
Bk., &.p.; there are also several in 
Year, ¥.D., and other Roman Catholic 

{J. J.J 
John, ».4..b. at Matlock, Derby- 
18,1775. His parents being in 

t , {{iteumstances, he received in childhood 
limited education, and at 18 was en- 

Utton the service of the Rey, Mr, Cursham, 
howey -in-Ashfield, Notts, Three years’ study 
hi €r, under careful direction, enabled 
17 enter St. Edmond Hal), Oxford, in 

his degree in 1801, he took 
Denne ry Curate 

Wiles, and Incumbent of St. 
Seep! of Ease, Bewdley, Worcester- 

Were tt Nov. 7, 1852. His hymns, 17 in 
D Were indherch dlished by himself. Of these 
1819." included in Cotterill’s Sel, 8th ed. > Nos. 268-276. Most of these have 
Passed into other collections, These are :— 

1.  Almlebty God, Thy word ts 

~— i what mean those holy ha feng wits 
we Veo, -9, 

tables era C1819.) Christmas, 
raise of ho) "tat. (1819,) Apiphany. 

those of th, 
ye. Tt (¥ silent night, 

a brief account 

31n 

the Saviour shone. 

v 
Festalarms, (1816.) Finding | 

(1816.) Samuel. | 
(1s19.) | 
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the glorious hope ye know. (1819.) 
4 
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®. Christiana, 
Plea for Missions, 

9. Hark! what mean those lamentations, 
Missions. 

In addition, Dr. Rogers pub. in his Lyra 
Brit., 1867, from the author's mss. :— 

10. A child of sin and wrath I’m born. (1820.) Jn- 
fant's Prayer. 
munitity Son of God, in worlds on high, (1#22.) Chrizt’s 

12. Blessed Father, Great Creator, (1837.) Holy 
Trinity. 

These details are from the s. mss., amongst 
which there are 5 hymns yet i aero 

[J. J. 

(1319.) 

Cecil, Richard, w.a., b. in London, Nov. 
8, 1748, and educated at Queen’s Coll., Ox- 
ford. Ordained deacon in 1776, and priest in 
1777. He became the Vicur of two churches 
near Lewes shortly after; chaplain of St. 
John’s Chapel, ford Row, London, 1780; 
and Vicar of Chobham and Bisley, 1800. He 
died in 1810. His poem:— 
Cease here longer to detain me. Desiring Heaven. In 

9 at. of 41, is su to be addressed pe bee in- 
fant to his mother. It waa written for bis wife on the 
death of a child “only one month old, being removed at 
daybreak, whose countenance at the time of departure 
was most heavenly.” It was let pub. in Mrs. Cecil's 
Memoir of him, prefixed to bis Hemains, l#ll, and is 
headed “Let me go, for the day breaketh.” In the 
American b books it is usually abbreviated, as tn 
the Plymouth Coll, 1855, and others. =[W. T. B.} 

Cedant justi a luctus. [Easter.) 
The date and authorship of this Sequence are 
unknown. Dr. Neale (Med. Hys,, Ist ed., 
1851) regarded it of French origin, and ver- 
tainly not earlier than the 13th cent., as evi- 
denced by its subjective character, and the 
occurrence of one or two terms which were 
seareely known to mediaeval writers. Daniel 
gives it in vol. ii. pp. 362-3, and Dr. Neale 
in Hymni Ecelesiae, 1851, p. 148. It is also 
in the Tochter Sion, Cologne, i 251. 

([W. A. 8.J 

Translation in C. U. :-— 
Far be sorrow, tears and sighing, by J. M. 

Neale, pub. in the Ist ed. of his Med, Hymns, 
1851, in 6 st. of 7 1. with the “Alleluia,” but 
omitted from later editions. In 1872 it was 
= with alterations, and in 4 st. in the 

‘'ymnary, No. 275, This arrangement had pre- 
viously appeared in Kennedy, 1863, No, 69x. 
Dr. Neale’s opening line is, “ Hence with sorrow 
and with sighing.” It is also tr. as, “ Joy, O joy, 
ye broken hearted,” by Aynaston, 1862. (J. J.) 

Cennick, John, a prolific and successful 
hymn-writer, was descended from a family of 
Quakers, but brought up in the Church of 
England. He assisted J. Wesley and then G. 
Wlautefield in their labours for a time, and 
then over to, and died as a minister of, 
the Moravian Church. Born at Reading, Dec. 
12, 1718, he was for some time a land surveyor 
nt Reading, but becoming acquainted with the 
Wesleys in 1739, he was appointed by J. 
Wesley as a teacher of « school for colliers’ 
children at Kingswood in the following year. 
This was followed by his becoming a lay 
reacher, but in 1740 he parted from the Wes- 
eys on doctrinal grounds. He assisted White- 
field until 1745, when he joined the Mora- 
vians, and was ordained deacon, in London, in 

' 1749. His duties led him twice to Germany 
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and also to the North of Ireland. He d. in 
London, July 4, 1755. In addition to a few 
prose works, and some sermons, he published ;— 

(1) Sacred Hymns, for the Children of God in the 
Jatya of their Pilgrimage, Lond., J. Lewis, ¥.0. (20d 
ed, Lond. B, Milles, 1741), Pts, #1. ii, 1742; (2) Sacred 
‘Hymns for the Use of Keligious Societies, &c., Bristol, 
F. Farley, 1743; (3) A Collection of Sacred Hymne, 
ke., Dublin, 8. Powell, 3rd ed,, 17495 (4) Hymns to 
the honour of Jesus Christ, composed for suc Little 
Children as desire to be saved. Dublin, S. lowell, 
1751. Additional bymos from bis ss. were pub. by 
his son-in-law, the Kev. J, Swertner,in the Moracian H, 
#Bk,, 1788, of which he was the editor. ‘There are also 16 
oftishymnas in his Sermons, 2 vols., 1753-4, some being 
old hymns rewritten, and others new, 

Many of Cennick’s hymns are widely known, 
as, “Lo, He cometh, ‘countless trumpets;”"' 
“ Brethren, let us join to bless;" “ Jesus, my 
all, to heaven is gone;" “Children of the 
heavenly King;” “Ere I sleep, for every 
fayour;” “We sing to Thee, Thou Son of 
God;" and the Gmces: “ Be te t at our 
table, Lord ;” and “We thank Thee, Lord ;" 
&e. Sone of the stanz.s of his hymns are very 
tine, but the hymns taken as a whole are most 
unequal. Some execllent centos mi ht be 
compiled from his various works, His re igious 
experiences were given asa preface to his 
Sacred Hymna, Vi41, In addition to the 
hymus named, and others annotated under 
their first lines, the following are in C, U. — 

1. Be with me (us) Lond, where’er I (we] go. Divine 
Protection, [U741.] 

2. Cast thy burden on the Lond. Submission, (1743.] 
3, Not unto us, but Thee alone. Praise to Jesus, 

[ites 
4. Thou dear Redeemer, dying Lamb. Priesthood of 

Christ, [tT43.)° 
8. We sing to Thes, Thuu Son of God. Praise to 

Jesus. (1743-) 
_ 6. When, O dear Jesus, when shall1? Sunday Even- 

ing, [{LT43.] (J. J.) 

Cerne lapsum servulum. J. W. Peter- 
sen. [Dent.] Ist pub. in the Geistreiches 
G. B., Halle, 1697, p. 33, in 12 st., entitled, 
“Hymnus animi luctantis ct vineentis,” and 
thence as No, 263 in Freylinghausen’s G, Z., 
1704. It isa dialogue between the Soul (i-vi, 
xi. xii.) and Jesus (vii—x.), in 12 st. of 81. 
Freylinghausen also included as No. 271 a 
full tr, contributed by L. A. Gotter, beginning 
“Siehe! ich gefalluer Knecht." This is No. 
273 in Porst's G. B., ed. 1855. The (rs, are :— 

1) “Look on me Thy servant fall'n,” as No. Lin 
pt. i, of the Moravian H. Bk.,1754, (2) “ Jesus cometh 
to fulfil,” a fr. of st, vil., as st. I of No. 762, in the 
Moravian A, Bk., 1801 (1838, No. 094). (3)“ Lamb of 
God, all praise to Thee.” A tr. of st. xil,, as et. ill. of 
No, 362, in the Moravian H, Pk., 1801 Cee 

Ceryeaks. Matthias (Erythraeus), was 
b. at Celakowitz, Bohemia, Feb, 21, 1521. 
He was consecrated bishop of the Bohemian 
Brethren in 1553, and was also sccretary of 
the Unity. He d. at Prerau, Moravia, Dee. 
12, 1569. One of his 
mian, has passed into English as follows :— 

ak jest to milé a utésbnd, [The Christian Church, 
ras Ps, cxxxttl. f ) 
H. Bk., 1561, folio 170 b., lu 24 et. Tr. duto German by 
P, Herbert in the Kirchengeseng, Prag, 1506, and thence 
in Wackernagel, iv. p. 428, beginning, ** Schau, wie 
lietilich und gut ist's allen Brikdern.” Tr. from the 
German as No. 355 in the Aforacian H, HE., 1749 (1a, 
No. 465), beginniug, * How good amd pleasant is it to 
behold.” [J. M.] 

Chadwick, John White, was b. at 
Marblehead, Mass, U.S, Oct, 19, 1840; 

ap written in Bohe- | 

In the Botemian Brethren’s | 

CHAMBERS, JOHN D. 

uated at the Cambridge Divinity School, 
uly 19, 1864, and ordained minister of the 

Seeond Unitarian Church, Brooklyn, N.Y., 
Dec. 21, 1864. A frequent contributor to the 
Christian Examiner; The Radical; Old and 
New; Harper's Magazine ; and has published 
many poems in American periodicals, His 
hymn on Unity, “ Eternal Roler of the cense- 
less round,” was written for the graduating 
class of the Divinity School, Cambridge, June 
19, 1864. It is in Horder’s Congregational 
Hymns, 1834. It is @ hymn of superior 
merit. cw. G. Ht] 

Chamberlain, Thomas, m.a., was b. 
in 1810, and cdueated at Westminster, and 
Christ Church, Oxford (#.4. in honours, 1831). 
From 1837 to 1842 he was Vicar of Cowley, 
Oxford, and in 1842 he became Vicar of St. 
Thomas the Martyr, Oxford. He is Student of 
Christ Church, aud Hon. Canon (1862). He 
was also from 1844 to 1850 Ruml Dean of 
Oxford. His pub. works inelude Theory of 
Christian Worship, 2nd ed. 1855; The Seven 
Ages of the Church, 1858; and a Commentary 
on the Epistle to the Romans, 1870. He also 
edited -— 

(1) Hymns Cet in the Church of St. 
Martyr, Oxford. Oxford, W. RB. Bowden, 186), This 
collection bas been enlarged from time to time, (2) 
Hymns chiefly for the Minor Festivals, Edited by the 
Rev, T. Chamberlain, M.A., Student of Christ Church, 
and Vicar of St. Thomas the Martyr, Gxford- Lond., 
J. Masters, 1863. This contains 23 hymns. 

To these collections Mr. Chamberlain con- 
tributed the following hymns :— 

b. Among the salute of God, Royal Saints. 
* 1 2 aaa year is well nigh gone, 5S. mert before 

3. Apostle and Evangelist. St. Matthew, * To be 
ee before the Doxelogy of any common wetre 
m0, 

3 Before the throne of God, wher Txrys. 
6. Hark! what mean those gladsome ¥ 

mas. Adapted from other hymns. 
6. O Guardian of the Church divine. Ordination. 

Adapted from other bymns. 
7. Of all the twelve Thou callest, St. John the Rean- 

St. Mark, 
geliat. 

Mark goes forth to Afric’s strand. &, Sabot 
8. Sweet it is to blend jn union, St, Adward the 

King; and St, Dunstan. 
10. ‘The Church is one throughout the globe. Unity 

of the Church. 
11. The ten commandments once for all, Fr afon- 

astic Saints, 
12. The thongbts that filled the mind of Luke. St. 

Luke, 
13, "Twas Thou, O Lord, Who gav'st the word. 5% 

Augustine uf Canterbury. 
14. When once the Lard from Egypt. St. Edward 

the King; and St. damnstan- 

In addition to these hymns, No. 135, * And 
now the siint by whose dread pains,” consists 
of stanzas adapted to SS, Andrew, Thomas, 
Matthias, Barnabas, Peter, James, Bar- 
tholomew, Simon and Jude, and designed to 
be introduced in the hymn “ The eterna 
of Christ the King.” {J- 

Chambers, Jobn David, ™.A.. F-8.4« * 
of Captain Chambers of the R, N., was b, in 
London in 1805, and educated at Oriel Col- 
llege, Oxford, graduating with honours, it 
| 1827 (t.a. 1831). He was called to the Bar 
by the Inner Temple in 1831, In 1842 he pub. 
ai elaborate treatise on the Juriadiction of the 
Court of Chancery over the persons and pr- 
perty of Infants, aud was appointed Recorder 
of New Sarum the same year, At Salisbury 

Thomas the 

Christ. 
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his attention was specially attracted to the 
Liturgical and other esiastical lore ap- 
pertaining to the Cathedral, and to St. Os- 
mund, its Bishop, 1078. St. Osmund compiled 
from different sources a series of Divine 
his di and — — evlebration within 

ecese. eae es were in two parta, 
the Ordinale, aud the Consuetudinary. 
ahhone yt these Rules became very extensive ; and 
Benge naarle parts the Uses of Fork, Hereford, 
Cassone Lincoln varied, yet Jobn B the 
yeare afer a of Jervaulx, writing within « hundred 
pe . Oumund’s death, says that these Rules 
and Pics had been adopted throughout England, Wales, 

A bout 1230 (alter the opening of the New 
leeted ral at Salisbury) these Rules were col- 
Pte and rewritten in a complete volume, 
(ore Hd Tractatus de Officiis Ecelesiastious 
™S. in the Cathedral Library). In the mean 
"tne the Ordinale had become partly welded 
into this Consnetudinary, and partl , , y _(especi- 
a, that portion ‘ieevaias cuatsaed from Maunily 

rsday to Easter Eve) incorporated in the 
scanty Mise, and Processional, which had 
teri definite shapes. From thes: ma- 
nd her with the aid of several mss, 
b Y printed Breviaries, Mr. Chambers 

pub. a tr. of — 

The Pralter, or Seven Orili Sa ith 
the Hymns for the Peay, gat the Vertaatane @f the York 

Breviaries, Lond. eared — 
Music frome ae Bates, and | r togge! 

folio Anti, ary or Areviary 
Libs SA7ly part of the Lith cent. (io the Catt. 
both, of ate with a similar x8. folio (Lansdowne, 463), 
and the Cann, o%, The bynme with thelr melodies, 

were also collated with a ms. M4th cent. (Hari, 2951). 

‘ane Chambers’ subsequent publications in- 

®nd ear] 

(1) The Encheirictiom ; or, Book of Daily Devotion o 
ed tient English Church ing wo Sarum ed 

po 0 this s nomber of the 
Nects were added. (2) A Companion for 

Hy Communion for Clergy or Laity ; with a Pref 
da for (umfession, from the Ancient English Offices 
With Uw, ard ed. 1855, This was accompanied 
Latig tt authorities, (3) Lauda Syon, Ancient 
Transco ef the English and (ther Churches, 
1 inte corre. ing Metres, Pt. t. 18575 Pt. ti. 
with (4) An Order of Household Herotion for a Week, 

Variations for the Seasons anc Festicals, from 
Ancient ith of Sarum Use, Lond, 1854. 

mea, plete & Particular, yet concise account of the 
Y conducting Divine Worship in Bngland in the 

dar 14th centuries, contenstel: with and adapted 
in ute at the Present Time. Lond. 1877. (6) 

- from the original Greek of the genuine works of 
Trismegistus, the Christian Neoplatonist (4.p. 

With notes and quotations from the Fathers. 

hawt Chambers’s publications and tra. have 
Chan n? Small part in stimulating the great 
wage which has taken 
of PUP in the Church o 

Latin hymns are close, 
have much 

: rhythm is 

*é (5) 

if, 
lace in the mode of 
England. Hibs tre, 
clear and poctical ; 

strength and earnestness, anil 
oe salen = gpg Sys in 

: rom 
ireaiat uses however, might be made of ite Tanslations By has n done. Their hienaiticnnn it , 
of many eallectione ia coe ty. ‘hh 

7 pAnone of the earliest 
f 0 Latin hymns. 6 of the Rey. John F. Chandler, 

was 06, and? Godalming, Surrey, June 
Oxford, when vt at Corpus Chri-ti Col- 

ere he graduated in 1827. He 
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took Holy Orders in 1831, and became Vicar 
of Witley in 1837. He d. at Putney. July 1, 
1876. ides numerous Sermons and Tracts, 
his prose works include Life of William of 
Wykeham, 1842; and Horae Sacrae; Prayers 
and Meditations from the writings of the Divines 
of the A n Church, with an Introduction, 
1844. is translations, he says, arose out of 
his desire to see the ancient prayers of the 
Anglican Liturgy accompanied by hymns of 
a corresponding date of composition, and his 
inability to find these hymns until he says, 

“My attention was a short time ago directed to 
some translations [by Isaac Williams) which appeared 
from time to time in the Aritish Magazine, very beauti- 
fully executed, of some hymns extracted from the Pari- 
sian Breviary, with originals annexed. Some, inderd, 
of the Sapphic and Alcaic and other Horatian metres, 
seem to be of littie value; but the rest, of the peculiar 
hymn-metre, Dimeter fambsica, aj r ancient, simple, 
striking, and devotional—in a in every way likely 
to answer our purpose. So I got a copy of the Parinan 
Breviary (1736), and one or two other old books of Latin 
Hymns, especially one compiled by G us Cassander, 
printed at Cologne, in the year 1556, regularly ap- 
lied myself to the work of selection and translation. 
e result isthe collection L now 7 the public.” 

Preface, H. of the Prim. Ch., vill, ix. 

This collection is :— 
aa The Hymns of the Primitive Church, now first 

ected, Translated, and Arranged, by the Ker. J. 
Chandler. Landon, John W. Parker, 1437, These tre. ro 

were accompanied by the Latin texts. The tra. re- 
arranged, with additional frs., original bymns by Chandler 
and a few taken from other sources, were republished 
as (2) The Hymns of the Church, mostly Primitive, Col- 
lected, Translated, and Arranged for Public Uve, hy the 
Kev. J. Chandler, M.A, London, Join W, Parker, 1541. 

From these worka from 30 to 40 tra. have 
come gradually into C, U., some of which hold 
a foremost place in modern hymnals, “Alleluia, 
best and sweetest ;" “Christ is our Corner 
Stone;" “On Jordan's bank the Baptist's 
ery; “ Jesus, our Hope, our hearts’ Desire ; 
“ Now, my soul, thy voice upraising ;” “ Once 
more the solemn season calls ;” and, “O Jesu, 
Lord of heavenly grace ;” being those which 
are most widely used. Although Chandler's 
tre. are somewhat free, and, in a few instances, 
doctrinal difficulties are cither evaded or 
softened down, yet their popularity is un- 
questiouably greater than the frs, of several 
others whose renderings are more massive in 
style and more literal in execution. [J. J.) 

Chapin, Edwin Hubbell, p.p., was the 
most distinguished man of the Universalists 
in later years. In his early days he was 
eminent as a lecturer; and asa preacher until 
his death. He was b. in Union village, Wash- 
ington, N. Y., Dec, 29, 1814, and educated at 
Bennington, Vermont. He was successively 
pastor at Richmond, Virginia, 1837; Charles- 
ton, Mass.; Boston, 1846; and from 1848, of 
the Church of the Divine Paternity, New York 
city. Hed. Dee, 26, 1580. He pub. several 
works, and edited, with J. G. Adams, ITymus 
for Christian Devotion, Boston, 1846. This is 
pang the most prominent Universalist Col- 
ection in the States. To it Dr. Chapin con- 
tributed the following hymns :— 

1. Amid surrounding gloom and waste, uring a 
Storm. 

2. Father, at this altar bending. Jnstallation of a 
Pastor. 

3. Father, lo, we consecrate. Opening of a Place of 
Worship. 

4. Hark! bark! with harps of gold. Christmas. 
5. U Thou who didst ordain the word. Ordination, 
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6. Our Father, God! not face to face. Openingefa) Dr. Nenle's tr. is of a portion only of the 
Place of Worship. , Canon, including Ode i. Tropar. i. 2 ; 1ii. 6; iv. 
rir When long the soul bas slept in chains, Charitable 1, 2, 3: v. 1,8, 4, 5; viel; ix. 2,3,4,5. Itis 

“ ; of gladness!" H the 

Of these No. 6 is the most widely used. In Eastern Church, 1862, in 11 st. of 81 tn 
addition Dr. Chapin is the author of :— | 1866, st. vi.-viii, x., xi, were included as, 

«. Now host with host assembling. Temperance. | The Lord, the Lord hath triumphed,” in 

This wan piven, Longfellow and Johnson's Bok of | H. J. Palmer's, Supplemental Hywnal ; and 
. 1444, nee . : : : ‘ ’ 

intn other ailections. ft’ is entitled Triumph of Tem- ere slight alterations, in a. Ks ‘ 

ee eee einen Charles, D jun. [Welsh Hymnody sii 2.) ” »pu.e 

Chapman, Robert Cleaver, was b. Charles, Elizabeth, née Rundle, i 
6, isthe 

Jan. 4, 1803, and has been for more than fifty | author of numerous pie ¢ very popular works 
years a “ Minister of the Gespel” at Barn- | jitended to popularize the hi of early 

—— a a a aac apace, | chvstian life in Great Britain: of Luther 
nz for the Use a heuer . & ia ti ‘ 7 i . 

cayman’ mater of th Cone borane. 3, | Straggle of Erglish civil ware; end. kindred 
jean aa? "apse plc | Reng Gata Family. te Diary of ity r a : . o) 

Several of these hymns were repeated in | Trevelyan, &e., was b. at Tavistock, Devon: 
the Plymouth Brethren Hymna for the Poor shire, Her father was John Rundle, m.p., and 

of the Flock, 1698; Fev Hymns and Some | era. Charon hs made some valua- 
irilua , selecte or : A * 

sehegagplie in other collections, These in- | ble contributions to hymuology, including 

clude :— original hymns and translations from the 

1. Go bebold (and search the tom of Soran. aster. —_ and German. These were given in 

. God's f mercies ow . reaver. Conm- _— 

posed of st. xxi. of * The Lamb of God exalted reigns.” BP ad Voice of Christian Life in Song; or, Hymns 
neoorilers a. King of glory set on high. Ascension, . a of Many Lands and Ages, 1855; 

4. My soul, amid this stormy world. Longing for | (2) The Tkree Wakings, and other Poems, 1859; and (3) 

heacen, The Chronicles of the Schénberg- Cotta Family; 63 

5. So condemnation—O my soul. Peace in Believing. | Poems, N. York, .#67. This has some additional pieces. 

2 ee wondrous Name is Love. Kesig-) Hor hymn on the Annunciation, “ Age after 

7. The Prince of Life, once slain for us, Advent. age shall call thee [her] blessed,” appeared in 
Ss her Three Wakings, &e., 1859. {J. J.) 

Mr. Chapman's hymns and poems number oS 

162, and a mainly ie use with the Plymouth | Charles, Thomas. [Welsh Hymnody, § ii. 2.) 
Breti.ren, with whom he is a Minister. They Charlesworth, Vernon J., waa b. at 

are given in his Hymns and Meditations, | Barking, Essex, on April 28, 1839, and edu- 

Barnstaple, 1871. (J. J.] | cated at Homerton _ lege. ia 1864 he be- 
e@ com: 1 came co-pastor wit vy. Newman Hall at 

omen! —Bihgeee 3 PTT oe the old Surrey Chapel, and in 1869 the Head 

fn A.M. Toplady’s Ps.and Hye., 1776, No. 323, | Master of Mr. Spurgeon's Stockwell Orphan 
tex | aud (ate feabatly Tepledy's, ‘while age. a gy oe —- The Life of 
st. iii, is from C. Wesley's “ Of my transgres- th Mi J m pend mf ¥io - ep of aoe 
sions numberless,” from his Short Hymna, 1762, with Mr. J. Manton Smith, £ lowers - 

ae Sh a ee oat 4 +? | af Sacred Song and Evangelistic Hymns. To 

—% 7 i Terlady's Cater tie this work he contributed :— 

cento is altered, Wesley’s remains unchange:l |," chan ee come Tea aay Boas Plea for 

as in Toplady , and another stanza is added +. Blessed Jesus, Lord and Master. Conferences. 

The original cento was omitted from the 2nd + Come, aie Be a —_ _ 
iti . Come to Jes e invites you. Jnvitation, 

and later editions of Toplady. [W.T. B.J i Here to beat by love untied. | Holy 4 Matrimony. 

Xapior, tov @dry. St. Theodore of the . Our lamps are gone out, and the daylight ts past. 

Studium. This Canon for Papers A Sun- | ™ Jeectest  felhvesht »we know, Walking in the 
day ” or “ the First Sunday in Lent is kept in | jigne. ; ; , . 
memory, primarily, of the tinal triumph of the |, ‘The day of the Lord is at hand. Advent. 

Church over the Iconoclasts in 842, and inci- | 19. There is a Land as yet unknown. Heaven, 

y an oi . 7 ee 11. "Tis a blessed thing while we live to sing. raise. 

dentally, of her victory over all other heresies ” 12. When far from Thee, and heirs of woe. Grace. 

(Neale). [tis given in Daniel, iii. pp. 101-109, | 13. Ye servants of Jesus, go forth,  Afissions. 
in 56 stanzas, together with a note thereon. In addition to these hymns, Mr. Charles- 

Dr. Neale in his prefatory Note to the Canon | worth contributed— 

sny6 -— 14. I've nothing to bring Thee, Jesns. Tent, 

ae Canon ts — to St. Theodore ¢ to Fullerton & Smith's Evangelical Eehoes. 
the Studium, though Baronius (Haromié Annal. Kecfes.ad | )ee4 and has printed a considerable number 
ann, #42, Tom, Ix. p. 1053, 21, p. 1059, sey.) has thought | $ P ‘ . 
that it cannot be iis, because 4 implies " at penne aa | ns leaflets. Two of the most recent, * Aw the 
restored to the Chureh, whereas that hymnnographer died | eastern hills are glowing’’ (Morning), ane 
while the persecution still continued. Very possibly, | “ Longth’ning shadows darkly falling’ (Boven- 
however, it was writien on the temporary victory of the | . $ aia mimo! 
Chorch, which did occur In the tite of St. Theodore ; and ing), should nd their way into oo 2 ue 
then, in 442, may have been lengthened and awtapted to | Mr, Charlesworth’s hymus are very spirited 

the then state of things, perhaps by Naucratina, the | and of ter. J.J. 
favourite disciple of St “iseodure.”"—Hymns of the B. rb and of a popular character [ 

(2nd ed. 1463, p, 113.) | Charlotte Elizabeth. [Tonna, C. E.] 

sawenn 
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Chatfield, Allen William, 51.4., b. at 
Chatteris, Oct. 2ud, 1808, and educated at 

thowe School and Trinity College, 
Cambridge, where he was Bell's Union Scholar 
aud Members’ Prizeman, 
1831, oh a first class in classical honours, 
Taking Holy Orders in 1832, he was from 1833 
to 1847 Vicar of Stotfold, Bedfordshire; and 
since 1847 Vicar of Much-Marcle, Hereford- 
shire. Mr. Chatfield has published various 
omens from time to time. His Litany, &c. 

Frayer Book] in Greek verse is admirable, and 
he N commended by many eminent 

C, lars. His Songs and Hymns of Earliest 
neck Christian Poets, Bishops, and others, 
ree ited into English Verse, 1876, has not 
whi ny the attention of hymnal compilers 
Seon! it merits, One hymn therefrom," Lord rans meter opp erit, which mi opted wil 
oe peer rare 
i Sever, George Barrell, v.v., eminent 
Haler™ Philanthropy, and literature, b. at 
dunted Ls, Maine, April 17, 1807, and gra- 
Was a Cr powdoin College, 1825. Dr. Cheever 
1833: Stegational Pastor at Salem, Mass., 
the Pye” York, 1839; and the Church of 
lished ns, N. Y., 1846-67. He has P ve 
D, atillery te works, and one, Deacon Giles’ 

ment, in] 
pores him a month’s imprison- 

rican . In 1831 he edited the Ame- 
185] Gommon Place Book S Mereld and in 
VW hey attan Melodees, The latter contains 
kind, tus by him. One of these, “ ant ring 
adopted, Loni, 1 sing.” is still in C. U. It is 

in an abbreviated form of 4 st. by Dr. 
Hitcheoek i 2 , 

ek, in Hye. & Soi Praise, N. Y., 
W874, where i idated! 1845.7 (F. M. B. 

Cherubic Hymn, The. [Greek Hym- 
ty, § x9) C 

. Harriet Mary, née Goff. 
a Mary Chester is the eldest daughter of 

- George Goff, who d.in 1880, at Lausanne, 
he had Jong resided, Mr. Goff’s an- 

Well, Settled in Ireland in the time of Crom- 
been j2t the main branch of the family has 
Gog 28 established in Hampshire. Miss 
Who Was married, in 1856, to Harry Chester, 
tary “as well known as an Aasistant Secre- 
ticn “f the Committee of Council of Educa- 
~— as one of the foremost of the pro- 

iD con of the extension of popular education, 
London tion with the Nationel Society, the 
tion, Diocesan Board, and other institu- 
186g —— Chester, who wus left « widow in 

Nes, called Meg’s Pri i to ° & Primroses and of A His- 
by giussia, both written for and published 
Ger SP-C.K. Her translations of 
Minny ed Hymns made for The Hymnar, (and 
Qcc-urate HM. €.") are distinguished by the 

reproduction of the original in lan- 
Bunge of simple poetic beaut : 
Remuine ring ofan English Hye tw Ch 

Children of the heavenly Kin - g. J. 
Censicl | [Encouragement to Praise.) This 
ia the an rae of this author’s hymns, 
and, if 1 abbreviated form, it is found in a 
preg hee of the hymnals published in 
the 4 in guage for more than 100 years. 
It sppeares in his Sacred Hymne for the Chil- 

He graduated in | 

is the author of a small volume of | 

tin and | 
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‘dren of God, &c., 1742, Pt. iii., in 12 st. of 41. 
| In 1753, G. Whitefield gave 6 st. in his Coll. 
| as No. 88 0f Pt. Ti. M. Madan repeated this 
| in 1760, and thus the abbreviated form came 
into use. Departures from Whitefield’s ar- 

| rangement are found in several instances, but 
/as the full text bas been included by Dr. 
Rogers in Lyra Brit., 1867, p. 666, and can 
be easily consulted, they are not tabulate. 

| Whitelield’s text consisted of st. i, ii, iv., v., 
vii, and viii. In Bingham'’s Hymno. Chriet. 

| Latina, 1871, p. 123, there is a Latin render- 
ing of the text as given in Bickersteth’s Chris- 
tian Psalmody, 1833, “ Filii Regis superni, 
cantatis.” J.J. 

Children of the pious dead. [All 
Saints.) An anonymous hymn in 4 st. of 8 I. 
ge in Spenser Murch’s Sabbath Scholars’ 

. Bk., 1849. In the A 8.8. H. Bk. 
6th ed., 1853, there is a different text, where 
in the last stanza the “sires”—those who 
through faith did mighty work: Heb. xi—are 
they who approve the “fight of faith " below, 
whilat in Murch's book the Almighty is repre- 
sented as watching the conflict. The unity of 
thought in the ital Ts book seems to point 
it out as the original. This text is repeated in 
the Meth. 8. 8. H. Bk., 1879. The 
bly first appeared in a magazine. 

Children of Zion, know your xing. 
J. Montgomery. [Appeal to the Jews.) In 
the Bap. Ps. & Hys., 1858-80, No, 764, this 
hymn is dated 1822. It is in the . mas., but 
without date, and the earliest appearance it 
made in any of Montgomery's works, so far 
as we can trace, is his Original Hymna, 1853, 
where it is given as in the ms. in 6 st. of 41. 
It is entitled, * Invitation to the Jews to ac- 
knowledge Christ.” (J. J.J 

Children’s Hymns. In Firing a brief 
sketch of this subject we find ourselves at 
every step face to face with the difficulty of 
luck of materials, from the deatruction, by the 
busy little fingers of earlier generations, of 
the hymn-books we would so gladly treasure. 
It was long before it dawned on the Church 
that ial hymns for children were needed— 
bedeed, te only ancient hymn for children, 
that of Clemens Alexandrinus (see Greek Hym- 
nody, § iii.), is more fitted for a youth of 
fifteen than for the period of childhood. Never- 
theless, plenty of proof exists of the share the 
children had in the worship of the Church, e... 
the st. of Prudentius: 
Te senes, et Te Juventus, 

hymn proba- 
CW. T. BJ 

Stmplices pucilulac, 
Voor con Parvuloram Te cobors, es prunticis 

Turba matrum, virginum- Perstrepant concentilus 
que, Saeculvrum suecitlis! 

or the story of the seven boys singing the 
“Gloria, laus, et honor,” betre the Emperor 
Louis, and s0 obtaining St. Theodulph’s libe- 
ration, will at once show that though no special 
provision for children’s hymns was made, yet 
the young were by no means negheted. Pro- 
bably, in a less enlightened period, the men- 
tal capacity of the less educated common people 
was about that of their children, and so the 
lack of special provision was not felt. The 
| early vernacular caiols and hymns do not ap- 
| pear to have been composed for children, though 
_ the children then, as now, sang them, and the 
, history of juvenile Lymnody commences with 
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the Reformation so far as England is con- | 
It easily divides itself into four pe- | cerned. 

riodg, each with its own special characteristic. 
(i) 1562-1715. The period from Sternhold to 
the issue of Watts’s Divine and Moral Songs. 
(ii.) 1715-1780, The interval from Watts till 
the establishment of Sunday Schools. a 
1780-1810. The history of the Evangelica 
Sunday School movement. (iv.) 1840-1884. 
The recognition by all parties and denomina- 
tions of the importince of early religious train- 
ing. We have but limited space to devote to 
each of these, and, — pointing out the 
leading characteristies of each period and 
author, for fuller information we shall leave 
the student to consult the biographical notices 
of the writers in other parts of this Dictionary. 

i, 1562-1715. Whether the J’rimers of 
Henry VIL, Edward VI.,and Elizabeth were 
specially intended for youth, we can hardly 
say; at any rate, the hymns therein contained 
were merely translations of the old Latin 
hymns, but the Precationes Piae of 1568, with 
its Latin —_ of Ellinger, Flaminius, Bu- 
chanan and others, was evidently prepared 
for school use, and ancient hymns long lingered 
at the schools of Harrow, Eton, St. Paul's, 
and a few colleges; norare they quite extinct 
at the t time. 

OF vernacular hymns, the 1560 edition of 
Sternhold and Hopkins mentions on the title 
that the version is :— 

“ Very oe he eden ghd 2 eg lye . 
for their Godly solace and comfort: lafying aparte all 
ungedly songes and ballades, which tend only tu the 
norishing of vice and corrupting af youth.” 

This was retained in the complete edition of 
1562, and on must subsequent titlepages. The 
long struggle that anal between Puritanism 
and Anglicanism, culminating in the Com- 
monwealth and the Restorution, left little 
time for the cultivation of sacred poetry, and 
uone for poetry for children. A hymn or two 
in Wither'’s Hallelujah, 1641, a childs grace 
by Herrick, 1647, seem all worth naming till 
1655, when Jeremy Taylor appended his * Fes- 
tival Hymns” to the Golden Grove. These, 
he remarks, are “ fitted to the faney and devo- 
tion of the younger and pious persons Apt for 
memoryand to be erry totheirother prayers.” 
The idea was stil 
vublie worship ; and when about 1674 Bishop 
ke issued his “Three hymns” for the boys 
of Winchester College it is still the same, A 
worthy Baptist, Abraham Cheere, had in 1672 
issued a volume which contains many short 
hymus and acrostics for children whom he had 
known, and whose names are given. A little 
luter, Benjamin Keach (q.v.) priuted his :— 

War with the Devil; or, the Young Man's Conflict 
with the Powers of dearkness, in a Irialogue Discovering 
the Corruption and lanity of Youth, the horrible Nature 
of Sin and deplorable Condition of fallen Man.” 

This became very popular as a chapbook, and 
with ite quaint woodcuts and strong Calvinism — 
suited the f peter taste. It contains a few 
hymns, and was often given as a present, the 
copies yet remaining sometimes containing 
the autographs of donor and recipient ex- | 
pressed in the kindly quaint Nonconformist 
phraseology of the time. The examples of 
Ken and Taylor, of Keach and Cheere, were 
now followed by others, and two little penny 

that of private use, not of | 
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looks by Bunyan and Mason for childish use 
were issued, but no copies are known to exist 
at the present time. Matthew Henry, in bis 
Family Hymns, 1695 (enlarged in 1702), and 
the compiler of A Col. of Ps. H. and Spiritual 
Songe, Fitted for Morning and Evening Wor- 
ship in a Private Family, 1701, intended their 

8 for the use of children and otuers, and 
one edition of Dorrington’s reform of Austin’s 
Devotions annexes tunes for the hymns. The 
nonjuring Bishop, George Hickes, in his trans- 
lation of Fénelon's Instructions for the Educa- 
tion of a Daughter, 2nd ed., 1708, gives in the 
“ Little Office for Two or more Young Ladies 
under the same Governess; to be used at any 
time,” an earlier translation of “Jesu, dulcis 
memoria,” revised by himself, and two poems 
at the close, one of exquisite freshness and 
beauty. It is in 9 st. of 61, We have but 
space to quote st. 1, 2, 5, 8 and 9. 

“To Tagovona, 

Woullst be happy? little; His sweet ripening work 
child, hath dune, 

He thou innocent and mild, Think, how harsh thy na- 
Like the patient lamb and tare 
dove, Till Heaven ripen thee for 
— of sweetness, full of | bliss, 

ore, 

Modestiy thy looks com- 
puee, 

Sweet and blushing like the 
rose, 

Or lest thou shouldst drop 
away, 

Like the leaf that fell to- 
day; 

Still be ready to depart, 
When in gardens thou dost Love thy God with all thy 

play, heart: 
In the pleasant fowry May, | Then thou wilt ascend on 
And art driven by sudden) high 
_ Showers : | From Time to Eternity. 
Fram the Beh and fragrant | p, radise is sweeter there 

Think, how short that plea- Gt canon flowers and roses 
sure is res 

Which the world esteem. | Here's glimpse, and thea 
a * 

eth blisa. There twill be for ever day, 
When the fruita are sour) Where thon ever in Hea- 

and green, ven's spring 
Come not near them, be not | Shalt i saints and angels 
seen sing." 

Touching, tasting, till the 
Sun 

Tue other stanzas are of equal merit, and the 
whole is worthy of Breton or Wither at their 
best. It is so Elizabethan in tone and colour 
that it excites suspicion whether Hickes bad 
not met with it in ms., and was the publisher 
only, not the author. The other poem is not 
so good, though it contains a pleasing “Hymn.” 
But a greater is at the door; these carly at- 
tempts are but the first-fruits ; for Isaac Watts, 
whose Psalms and Hymns revolutionized Non- 
conformist hymnody, is also justiy entitled to 
be called the first writer of children’s hymns. 

ii. 1715-1780. The immediate cause of the 
publication in August,1715,of Watts’s Divine 
and Moral for Children scems, from the 
quaint dedication, 

“To 
Mrs. Sarah, 
Mm. Mary,.and i Abney. 
Mrs. Elizabeth 

Daughters of Sir Thomas Abney, Knt,,and Alderman of 
Lomo m," ° 

to have been the writer's gratitude for the kind- 
ne-s and attention shown him by the children’s 

rents in the two preceding years during his 
ar illness and convalescence; but from the 
reface, “To all that are concerned in the 

| Education of Child:en,” we learu ;-— 
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“ The greatest part of this little book was composed 
several years ago, at the request of a friend, who has 
been long engaged in the work of catechising a very 
reat number of children of all kinds, and with aban- 
dant skill and success, So that you will bere find nothing 
that savours of a party, The children of high and low 
Tee. of the Church of England or Dissenters, baptized 
® infancy or not, may all join together in these songs.” 

Foal hg ope _ bia Bese pbs Watts’s 
& Chure So clergyman, 

_ dedication and dee nee omitted from 
all but very early editions, and will well repa 
are he bigh note of pogo struc 

S Las, we are happy to say, recog- 
agri by most compilers since, and ieee ts 
bern sof party spirit and sectarianism in the 
cone books for the use of children than in 
ered for those “of a larger growth.’ 

wns Pssceyee-ny of the Divine and Moral So 
tion w, late and lasting ; edition after edi- 

iti 86 issued, and for more than a century 
‘ine i printed in country towns as well as in 
And sano! Population testified to the need felt 
made pou ‘ike att seamen pone been 

; 1 the theo ese hymns, espe- en dl With reference to future punishment, 
is mil i certain extent, with justice, but Watts 
theologian whered with some contemporary 
he Po ar in description and assertion, and 

: ntly photographed the phase of reli- 
waa not then existing. Since this flaw 
work of vered for a century, when the 
nigh rig Divine and Moral Songs was well 
and €, the objection seems uncalled for, 
cal —. an all recognise the sterling practi- 

alue oh gl ceayeon Songs :—*“ I i 
a e grace; “ Almighty 

eye;” nailer day is 
“Lond is ia the day when Christ arose ;" 

» how — tis to see;" — of 
Songs (enlarged in a later edition) 

Rees” of the sluggard,” ayd “ The 
«re, ae still remembered. The exquisite 

‘Tudle Hymn,” after the fine praise of F. T. 
plerare, imself a writer of children's hymns 
ne merit, needs no commendation from us, 

tome Popularity of Watts prevented, to 
dir..." similar attempts in the same 
of etn. A broadside, however, of the reign 
thas L, is in existence which shows 
chilg hymns were occasionally sung by the 
Partioe® ut the charily sormena on f of 
Morgy schools, in Poems, Amorous, 
ation mt Divine, 1718, we find “ The Incar- 
Chunt 4 ane Bras by srane obikdren in 

ender beginnings and rare 
faces? tions are these that, except these two 

esolizmoe cide i pub to n in public use 
of og tureh of England, till the third period 
EA {ttious book by John Vowler, issued at Xeter in } 
but it Sa [onda & prefuee by Doddridge, 

be called a hymun-book. 
tuetre sigs, bowever, in 1744, an ines into 
oe © Principles of the Christian Re- 
viion, Cprecd in plain and easy verse,” and 
this is par done. It is in 24 portions, 

r table hymns might be extracted 

fol 

Use. The xviiith rtion, “ 

Nature and Design of tbe Lord's '8 mere” 
ard Testing glimpse of juvenile Nou- 

orshipand illustrates Doddridge's 

gh as a whole it is unsuited | 
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well-known “My God, and is Thy table 
apread ? ' (q. v.). 

The metnory of Christ's death is sweet, 
When saints around the tate meet; 
And break the bread, and pour the wine, 
Obedient to His word divine, 
While they the bread and wine receive, 
If on r Saviour they believe,) 

ey feast, as on His flesh and blood, 
Cordial divine, and heavenly food! 
Their covenant thus with God renew, 
And love to every Christian shew, 
Well may their souls rejoice and thrive ; 
Ob! may the blessed hour arrive 
When, ripe in knowledge and in grace, 
1 at that ont shall find a place! 
And now what there His people do, 
I would at bumble distance view ; 
Would look to Christ with grateful heart, 
And in their —- take my part; 
Resolved while such a sight | see, 
To live to Him who died for me. 

From this, the non-communicating attendance 
of children wos evidently approved by the 
writer, and the chastened devotion of the lines 
is eminently calculated for the purpose in- 
tended. Stormier times in the religious world 
were at hand. and the calm of Watts and Dod- 
dridge would not satisfy ©. Wesley or J. Cen- 
nick, and to each of these we must give some 
attention. Cennick having joined the Mora- 
vians, issued at Dublin, in 1754, his Hymns 
for Children, in 2 vols. The work is of exces- 
sive rarity, the copy in the Fulneck Library 
being bly unique. It has never been pro- 

rly examined by hymnologists, but later 
Moravian collections, notably that of 1789, 
take many hymns from this source. The 
specimens we have seen are tender, simple, 
and very mystical, but with little I 
beauty, full'of Moravian tenets and ea, 
but, as Pope + of Beaumont, “a man who 
has the art —- wisely" would find 
Cennick suggestive and worthy of attention. 
The best in the Moravian H, Bk., 1789, are :— 
No. 622, * O Thou before whose Father's 
face,” a prayer for the og Oy Angels, 
and two funeral hymns, Nos. and 624, 
“Happy the children who are e,” and 
“How sweet the child rests.” The 
No. 623, was long popular, but hus been mur- 
dered by alteration, as in Dr. Allon’s Chil- 
dren's Worship, No. 453. When, in 1763, C. 
Wesley published his Hymns for Children, he 
had slready written many for the young which 
were scattered through other works. A second 
ed. of those hymns a in 1767 with the 
words And Others of Riper Years added to the 
title. The work was never very popular, and 
with the exception of “Gentle Jesus, meek 
and mild,” has hardly a hymn in it known to 
modern collections outside the Wesleyan body. 
John Wesley, in a Preface dated March 27th, 
1790, gives the clue to this, and as his words 
well illustrate our subject, we quote them :— 

“ There are two ways of writing or speaking to chil- 
dren: the one is, to let ourselves down to them; the 
other, to lift them up to us. Dr, Watts has wrote in 
the former way, has succeeded admirably well, 
cpealting 0 aietee as children, and leaving them as he 

und them, The following hymns are written on the 
contain strong and manly sense, yet 
plain and eas , as even chil- 

dren may understand. But ro Dosey mage understand 
them, they will be children ne longer, only in years and 
stature.” 

When these words were written the day had 
already dawned when collections, not separate 
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books by one author, should contain hymns | 
on both plans, und be issued with richer pro- 
vision for the needa and wants of the rising 
generations. 

iii, 1780-1840, The establishment of Sun- 
day Schools in different parts of the country 
immediately resulted in poople a Watts 
hardly sufficient, and consequently collections 
were made and fresh hymns written. It being 
impossible to enumerate the whole of these 
collections and hymns, we must restrict our- 
selves tothe more important, Robert Hawker 
the Commentator’s Psalms and Hymne Sung 
by the Children of the Sunday School, in the 
Parish Church of Charles, Plymouth, at the 
Sabbath Evening Lecture, passed through 13 
editions at least, and was pent after 
1787, when the Charles Sunday School was 
established, as it borrows from Kippon, whose 
earliest date is 1787. Of the 104 hymns it 
contains, 44 are from Watts, and 35 from the 
Olney Hymns, 2 (one a revision from Hart) 
are apparently Dr. Hawker’s, the rest b 
various authors. In 17%) Rowland Hill issu 
his Divine Hymns attempted in easy language 
for Children, which contained 44 hymns. 
This was revised by Cowper before publica- 
tion, and was intended for the * Southwark 
Sunday School Society.” In 1808, a collection 
by Rowland Hill of 298 hymns was issued, 
and enlarged in 1819. ‘The preface says that 
the Southwark Sunday School Society, like the 
parent Society, adopted 

aremanenaen 7 ao poral me pty pew oat 
worship, always where Evangelical truths are preached, 
but passing an equal portion of their Sabbath day's 
attendance in such congregations, whether Church or 
ee use or omit the liturgy of the Established 
C f 

He did not, however, reprint all the hymns 
of his own book of 1790, omitting, inter alia, 
“a hymn fora child that has un papi 
which might have caused scandal, Nor should 
we omit to mention the great philanthropist 
Jonas Hanway's book. his sumptuous 
folio, Proposale for Establishing County Naval 
Free Schools, 1783, are em 18 hymns 
and 21 psalms. In 1793 the Moravians issued 
asmall collection chiefly from their 1789 book. 
In 1800 appeared H. for the Use of the Sunday 
Schools in Manchester. This is decidedly 
superior in fitness and taste to anything 
previous to that date. In the same year a 
staall collection was issued at Chatham, To 
the Nottingham Collection, a few years later, 
John Burton, sen., contributed his hymns; 
and the Bristol book of 1812 was one of the 
earliest to give the names of the authors, 
oo e — orpe pe nm idle, 

ey recognized the nee new bymna, 
and Robert Carr Brackenbury and Benjamin 
Rhodes wrote some pleasing hymns for youn 
Wesleyans, Joseph son, the biographer 
John Fletcher, issued, in 1806, a collection from 
these sources and others, and this became, 
until 1825, the standard Wesleyan book. 
The publication in 1810 of Ann and Jane 

Taylor’s classic Hymns for Infant Minds 
rendered previous collections incomplete, and 
the Original H, for Sunday Schools, and 
other books Mra. Gilbert (Ann Taylor) 
also tended in the same direction. 
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Two new factors in our history now ap- 
pear; the issue of magazines for chillren 
(The Youth's Magazine commenced in 1805) 
and the formation of the Sunday School 
Union, The one brought many fresh hymns 
as contributions to its pages; the other pro- 
vided an authorised hymu-book for Sunday 
Schools, and so checked the supply. In gene- 
ral collections, too, the entry in the list of 
subjects “ For the Young” now begins to ap- 
pear; but from that day to this in all collee- 
tions the proportion allotted to children is 
most inadequate. The 2nd ed. of the Sunday 
Sci.ool Union Hymn Book for Scholars is dated 
1816, the 3rd of that for Teachers 1821. These 
continued in use till 1840, when they were 
enlarged. Many hymns were issued for an- 
niversary services ou fly-sheets, notably those 
of erage f for the Sheffield Whitauntide 
gathering, and some of Montgomery's highest 
successes have been won in this field, 

To the Child's Companion, established in 
1824, John Burton, jun., sent his hymns; to the 
Children’s Friend, Dorothy Ann Thrupp, under 
the signature of Jota, and H. F. Lyte, con- 
tributed; while in the Protestant Dissenter's 
Juvenile Magazine, 1833, &., appeared T. R. 
Taylor's too few und gem-like lyrica, J. 
Cawood wrote some for his own parish, speci- 
mens of which are in the _ Britannica, 
1868, and in Dr, Rogers’s Child's Hymnal, y.0., 
but some of the most beantiful of his produc- 
tions, now before us in ms. remain unedited. 
The issue, in 1833, of John Peel Clapham’s 
Leeds 8, 8. U. Bk. is noteworthy. It has been 
repeatedly revised, and contains good work. 

iv. 1841-1884. More need now began tobe 
felt among Churchmen and Nonconformists of 
something different from the narrow Cal- 
vinism of earlier days, and as the Tractarian 
movemeat gained ground, if Tractarian clil- 
dren were to sing hymne at all, new ones bad 
to be written; for, to express the formulas of 
the new school, there were no English hymns 
tobe had. The first noteworthy attempt was 
Mrs, F. M. Yonge's Child's Christian Year, 
1841, Keble wrote the preface and contributed 
two new hymns, but the bulk of the book is 
from J. Anstico, Isaac Williams's Paris Breviary 
Hymna, and J. H. Newman from the Lyra 
Apostolica. It was several times reprinted, 
but is more fitted for the children of the edu- 
cated classes than for the poor. I, Williams 
himself issued in 1842 his Ancient Hymns for 
Children, a selection from his book of 1839, 
slightly altered ; and his Hymne on the Cate- 
chiem, a valuable little work, must also be men- 
tioned. But in the same year, and with more 
success, Dr. Neale pub, the Ist series of his 
Hymns for. Children, a 2nd following in 1544, 
and a third in 1846. These became really popu- 
lar, and some may be found in C. U., alike in 
England and America, at the present time. 
Still a need was felt for something more simple, 
and in 1848 Mrs. Cecil Frances Alexander 
ub, her Hymns for Little Children. Charm- 
ngly simple and tender, clear in dogma, aud 

of poetical beauty, combining the plainness of 
Watts with the feeling for and with childhood 
of the Taylor sisters, and uniting with be 
the liturgical associations of the English 
Prayer Book, they remain unequalled and un- 
approachable. “Every morning the red sun, 
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“Once in royal David's city,” “There is a | C0 a 
green hill far away,” will at once occur as 
instances in point. They have reached nearly 
& hundred editions. Subsequent efforts by 

Sse Semane pein, meat Miape Pomme at Grrative Hymne, Mora , Poems on 
the Old Testament (2 series), containing nothing 
Worthy of note; but her “ We are but little 
culldres weak,” contributed to Dr. Hook's 
Aurch School Hymn Book, 1850, strikes a 

higher key, and in the 8.P.C.K. Ps & 
aon 1852, “The roseate hues of early 

wo; “Jesus calls us, o'er the tumult,” 
ha FYery good, though not specially adapted 
ior the youog. Miss Wiglesworth’s attemts 
Heae® fame field are noticeable, and in 
oo pee Taylor's Sabbath Bells, x.v., and Mis- 
ne ymns, 1846, will be found 
tho Proving that not in one school of 

Ought merely was the gift of combined sim- 
es om | aud beauty to be found. ‘fo this same 
and Mong Miss Leeson, Mrs, Herbert Mayo, 
Hum, wD: A. Thrapp. ‘To Mrs. Mayo’s 
Po taper a Gems, 1849, Miss Thrupp contributed 
the pou, ber best hymns. The enthusiasm of 

od Tonic Sol-fa System in many Nonecon- 
Child's ons led to the — of his 

» ymin very dese: y¥ popu- = Originally iseuel iw 1840, 03 -Socred 
ape eother selection as Hymns and Chaunts 

ed in 1844; two years later they were 
The Child's Own Hymn Book. It 

uently enlarged, and in 1865 con- 
63 hymns ; but in 1874 the entire hook 

Own under the title of The New Child's 
he Hymn Book. Biographical notes on this 
1850 mnt pb. by the editor's son. From 
as on a —- — —— 

Passed through the press, of which we can 
Notice but the most important. ‘The Church 

d Sanday School Institute revised 
ier book in 1868 wu 

Senge Wortegton, bok he took wes . Varin, ut was 
in 1879 nip more modern in 

ittle book of Children's Hi and 
was issued by the 8, P. C. K, 

Church Hymns, and in 1881 Mrs. 
issued The Children's H 

peers 

‘. © 
Fagg 

B aE 2 5 f g f z 

under the revision of Bishops 
nden and the Rey. John Eller- 

taken the leading place 
Oks, and contains not only 

hitherto published, but new 
some of which are of equal valuc. 

llections we may name 

FE 
=f 9 1 

z ¢ 

ie = 

4 “Er ile 

] e 

. The Wesleyans in 
ing book of 1826-35, 

, but a new revision was 
, the result was the Malet Soy hat Lipman, cnal Brot io Merit of in our judgment, ranks 

and is phen collection for children yet 

tt te ow: Gs 8. Ha . G. 8, tt. Among 
the Congregationalists several books of ime 

Rev. John Curwen, and the introduction | School 

ymnbook, | Biographical Notes already alluded 
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ppeared from time totime. Bubier's 
. & Sacred Songs, 1855; Major's Book of 

Praise for Home & School, 1869 ; Allon's Chil- 
dren's Worship, 1878; and the t autho- 
rised selection, the Rev. G. 8. Barrett's Book 
of Praise for Children, 1881, an enlargement 
of the Rev. W, G. Horder's book under the 
same title, issued in 1875, Less has been done 
ewmong the Baptists, the only book of high 
merit being the Rev. W. R. Stevenson's School 
Hymnal, 1880. The English Presbyterians 
have Psalms & Hymns for Children's Worship, 
in addition to 61 hymns for the young in their 
Church Praise, 1882, In Scotland, which has 
done little in the way of original compositions 
in this line, we may name Rev. James Bonar's 
School tec 3 1878, and the United Presby- 

pho 1883, Among the 
“Friends” the School & Mission Hymn Book, 
1873, is well edited. ‘The Roman Church has 
only one book worth naming in this connec- 
tion, the Rev. Henry Formby's Catholic Songs. 
This, issued partially about 1853, has been 
revised, and is now issued in two ‘parts as tlie 
Junior School Song Book and the Senior 

Book. It is of higher calibre 
than we generally find in hymnals of the 
Roman Catholic communion, 

It only remaing to notice the miscellaneous 
books not yet mentioned. The Sunday School 
Union issued their Songs of Gladnese in 1871, 
containing originals by Miss Doudney, W. P. 
Balfern, and others, and this has been subse- 
quently enlar, Their latest publivation 
is The Voice of Praise, 1886, It contains 600 - 
hymns, and is a meritorious work, The issue 
in America of hymns of a revival type has been 
followed by the reprint,on this side the Atlantic, 
of many of this school, but they can scarcely 
win a lasting popularity, and be rather to 
American hymnody,. Dr. Rogers issued his 
pictorial Child's Hymnal, x. »., which contains 
some hymns not elsewhere accessible. In 
closing this survey we specially name Dr. W. 
Fleming Stevenson’s H. for Ch. & Home, 1873, 
containing 100 hymns for children. The bio- 

ical index and the notes to the hymns 
are the best attempt hitherto made to collect 
facts as to children’s hymns, Mr. Curwen's 

to being 
its only rival, (W. T. B.j 

Chope, Richard Robert, m.a., b. Sept. 
21, 1830, educated at Exeter College, Oxford, 
n.A., 1855, and took Holy Orders as Curate 
of Stapleton, 1856. During his residence at 
Stapleton the necessities of the Choir led him 
to plan his tional Hymn and Tune 
Book, pub. in 1857, In 1858 he took the 
Curacy of Sherborne, Dorset; in the follow- 

ear that of Upton Scudamore, where 
bar undertook the training of the Chorus of 

| the Warminster district for the first Choral 
Featival in Salisb ae — rt 
that of Brompton. © enlarged of The 

Sonat 2 Hymn Book was pub. 1862, 
and Canticles, Psalter, &e., of the Prayer 
Book, Noted and Pointed, during the same 
year, In 1865 he was preferred to the paris) 
of St. Augustine’s, Queen's Gate. South Ken- 
sington, and subsequently pub, Carols for Use 
in Church during Christmas and 7 ae 
1875; Carols for and Other Tides, 1887; 
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and other works. Mr, Chope has been one 
of the leaders in the revival and reform of 
Church Music as adapted to the Public Ser- 
vices. He was one of the originators of The 
Choir and Musical Record, and was for some 
time the proprietor and assistant — of the 
Literary Churchman. J.J.) 

Xopds "Iopayr. St. Commas. (Trans- 
figuration.) This Canon of the Ascension is | 
found in the Greek Service Book Office for 
that Festival, Aug. 6, and in Anth. Graeca, 
p. 176. It dates from the early part of the 
Sth cent., and in common with all festival 
Canons it consists of 8 odes, the 2nd ode 
being omitted (see Greek Hymnody, § xvi. 10). 
The only tr. into English is a cento princi- 
pally from the first four odea, ng as 
above and rendered “ The choirs of ransomed 
Israel” by Dr. Neale in his Hys. of the 
Eastern Church, 1862, p. 84. It is thus de- 
ee hy at. i. from ode i; at. ii, iii, from 
ode iii; st. iv. from ode iv.; st. v. from ode 
vy. St vi. is Dr. Neale’s own, is a refer- 
ence to the heavenly glory, and quite in the 
modern manner. It is introduced asa climax, 
but is not in original, as that does not 
feel this need. From th this tr. the following 
centos have ‘e3 taken : People's H., at. i., ii., 
vi.; 3. P. C. loli Hy = at. i, iv.-vi.; 
Pelimer® = ymnal, 1866, at. i., iii, oe 
vi, and oye mt old on Sinai,” 5s 
iv.-vi. in HA. M., 1868 and 1875. [J 

' Chorus novae Hierusalem. S. Fulbert 
* of Chartres, (Easter.]) As St. Fulbert d. cir. 

1024, this hymn dates from about the begin- 
ning of the IIthcent. It is found in an 11th 
cont. ms. in the Brit. Mus.(Veap. D. xii. f.72 b), 
and from this is printed in the Latin Hys. 
of the Anglo-Sazon Church, 1851, p. 159. ‘It 
is also in an 11th cent. ms. at St. Gall (No, 
387). Its English use was extensive. It is 
jie in the Sarum Brev. as the hymn at first 

rs of the Octave of Easter, and so for 
undays to test, Feast of sof the ae 

Sarisb., P di in Yori 
ape with the be ea aitlon, “When the 
Sunday Office is said "; in St. Alban's thro . 
Easter week at Terce. It is also in 
Aberdeen Brev. 

The text is also in the following works: yy i. 
No. 191, iv. p. 190, with various man thee as 

and joes. 162; Card, ewman's Aymant 
Biggs’s An Annotated H, A, & M., 1867, p. 129, and others. 

The second stanza, “ Quo Christua invictus 
Leo” (in H. A. & M., “ For Judah's Lion 
bursts His chuina”), is based upon a ineval 
belief, thus preserved in the words of Hugh 
of St. Victor, * Quum leaena parit, suos catulos 
mortuos parit, et ita custodit tribus diebus, 
donec veniens pater eorum exhulet ut vivifi- 
centur, Sic Omnipotens Pater Filium suum 
tertid die suscitavit a mortuis.” [W. A. 8] 

Translations in C. U.:— 
1. Yo chairs of New Jorusalem, Your sweetest 

notes employ. Ly R, Campbell, from the Sarum 
Brev., written for and Ist pub. in his Hys. and 
Anthems, &e. (St. Andrew's), 1850, pp. 75-6, in 
6 st. of 41. In 1858 it was incl ed, with a 
slight alteration in st. ii., 1. pha and the omission 
of st. vi. in the Episce. Coll, No, 77. 
This was partly rewritten, and a doxology was 

all” 

CHRIST IS THE 

added thereto by the compilers of H. A. § M., 
and given in their “trial copy,” 1859, No, 78, 
and then in their Isted. 1861. This is the form 
of the hymn which is in most extensive use. In 
Mr. Shipley’s Annus Sanctus, Campbell's text is 
given from his ms. 

2. Thou New Jerusalem on high. By J. M. 
Neale, from the Sarum Brev., given in bis Medi- 

| aeval Hys., 1851. In revisin tt for the Hymns! 
N., 1854, Dr. Neale rend it, “ Ye choirs of 
New Jerusalem, To sweet new strains,” &c. This 
was repeated in his Mediaeval Hys., 2nd ed. 1863, 
with st. ii, rewritten, and is the form of the 
hymn in C. U, 

3. Wake, choir of our Jerusalem. By J. A. John- 
ston, in the English Hymnal, 2nd ed. 1856, and 
repeated in the 3rd ed., 1861. 

4. 0 choir of New Jerusalem. By R. F. Little- 
dale, from the Sarum Brev., written for and Lst 
pub, in the People's H., 1867, and signed “ D. L.” 

5. Ye choirs of New Jerusalem, Your sweetest 
praises bring. By R. C. Singleton, written in 
1867, and pub. in his Anglican H, Bk,, 1868. 

not in 0, U. :— 
1. Ye ae gr = New Jerusalem, Begin, &c. J.D. 

cones f 
mire of ine Nake Jerusalem. WJ. Blew, 1862-55, 
e cholr of New Jerusalem. J. Keble, 1857-66. 

. Sing, New Jerusalem. J. W. Hewett, 1859. 
&. J . thy song be new, Lord Braye, In Mr. 

Shipley's Annus Sanctus, 1884. (J. J.J 

Christ from the dead is raised. Tate 
and Brady. (Easter 4 A rhymed version of 
1 Cor. xv, oh the 3rd anthem appointed for 
Easter Day in the Book of Common Prayer. 
It ia found in the Supp. to the New Version, 
for details of which see Eng. Pealters, $ xii, xiii, 
and Mew Version. 

Christ is risen! Christ is risen! He 
hath burst, &c. A. 7. Gurney. (Eaater.] 
lst pub. in his collection A Book of Praise, 
&c., 1862, No. 119, in 3 at. of 12 1. ie is ~ 
C. U. in three forms :— 
enh emlatael, which te seldom found outside the 

‘3 Coll 

2, The text as in Church Hymns, 1871, No, 132. In the 
= Times of Feb, 19, 1876, the author denounces 

arrangement, whilst in the folio ed. of Church 
iymnt 1381, Mr. Ellerton (one of the editors) allows 
hat “The variations in this ane awount te an almost 
pant asting of it. The fine Lang: ote Ad of ~ 
hymn we 6 y marred by fant iM 
paca neta are due to she eee St 4 permg bi original t manipulated ” 

text hen been ee intrauediao 0 Ameri cas den aaa ie 
Church Pro ise Ble. N. ¥., 
3. The tex’ ee Aah. 1875, No. 138. 

this also the autho thi 

Tt was given in Laudes Domini, N.Y, 1884. 
(J. J.) 

Christ is risen, the Lord is come. 
A. H. Milman [Easter.) This — 
was given in the author's Sel. of Ps. and Hys., 
&c., 1837, No. 2, for Easter, in 3 st. of 8 1, in 
his Poems. 1839, vol. ii, hog a 
in the Uth ed. of Heber's 

hymnals it is found in Kennedy, 
with slight alterations, and 
the refrain “ Alleluia!” Itis also in the Coll. 
for Harrow School Chapel, and others. [J. J.J 

Christ is the Foundation of the 
house we raise. J. S. B. Monsell. [Founda- 
tion Stone of a Church.] Written for the 
laying of the Foundation Stone of St, Mary 
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Magdalene, Paddington, in 1865, and pub, 
withan account of the ceremony in the Church 
Times. In 1866 it was included in Dr, Mon- 
sell's Hys. of Love and Praise, 2nd ed., pe. 
13940, in 12 st. of 8 L, and repeated in 
Litany Hymns, 1870, and his Parish Hymnal, 
1873, No. 200. In Chureh Hymns, No. 307, it 
isabbreviated from the original. Authorised 
text, Parish H. (J. J.J 
Christ ist erstanden, Von der Marter 

alle. [Easter.] One of the earliest of Ger- 
man hymns, this is found in various forms as 
early g? bg = ee —# four —_ are 
given by ernagel, ii. pp. 43-44. It was 
ametines used alone, solthnas as part of 
the liturgical services at Easter, as at the 
lighting of the lamps, and sometimes woven 
into the early Passion plays oe its use 
by Goethe in Faust, pt. i). Wi agel, ii. 
Pe 726-732, gives also seventeen versions 
rom the 15th cent. The versions vary in 
length from 5 1. to 11 st. of 41. (Cf. Hoff- 
mann von Fallersleben’s Geschichte des Deut- 
shen Kirchenliedes, Hannover, 1861, pp. 63, 
178, 181, 187, 202, &.) Two have been ¢r. 

English. into 

1, Wackernagel, ii., No, 935, in 3 st., from the 
Geutlicke Lieder, Erfurt, 1531 (previvusly in 
Rlug’s GB, Wittenberg, 1529), and thence in 
V. Babst’s G. B., 1545, and most succeeding 
hyme-books, and recently as No. 126 in the 
Une. L. &, 1851, This form Luther held in 
such esteem that of it he said, “ After a time one 
tires of singing all other hymns, but the ¢ Christ 
ist erstanden " one can always sing again,” The 
onlr tr, in C. U. is :— 
Now is Christ risen, by A. T. Russell, in his 

Ps. § Hys., 1851, Appendix, No. 2. 

n) <Carte is cow by Bp. Coverdale, (1) “C how rysen agayne,” by 133 1 563). (2) “The Lord is in poe bebe,” by Mie Pry, Bas, pete met 
ii, Wackernagel, ii., No. 39, from. a Munich 

miofthe Lith cent. InQl. Tr, as:— 
“Christ the Lord is risen, Out of,” by sfiss Winkworth, 1969, p. 37. 7 (J. Mj 
Christ lag in Todesbanden. M. Luther. 

Easter.) 1st pub, in Eyn Enchiridion, Er- 
urt, 1524, entitled “The hymn, ‘ Christ ist 
erstanden,’ improved.” Thence in Wack 
iii. p. 12, in 7 st. of 7 L, and the same in 
Schireks's ed. of Luther's Geistl. Lieder, 1854, 
p. 20, and in the Unv. L. S., 1851, No. 127, 
Only slight traces of the “Christ ist erstan- 
den” (q.¥.) are retained in Luther's hymn. 
Sts iv. v., are based on the sequence “ Vic- 
tmae paschali laudes ” (q. v.), and one or two 
expressions may have been suggested by the 
“Surrexit Christus hodie” (q. v.). These Ger- 
tan and Latin hymns, with Scriptural hotices of the Passover Lamb, furnished Luther With the materials uf this beautiful poem, but 

working out is entirely original, and the result a hymn second only to bis unequalled “Ein’ feste Burg” (q. v.) 
Translations in C.U. :— 
1, Christ in the bands of death was laid, a good tr., omitting st. vii, by A. T. Russell, as No, 104 in his Ps. Hys., 1851, 
% Christ lay awhile in Death's strong band, a full and good tr, by R. Massie in his Mf, Luther's 
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Spir, Songs, 1854, p.16. In full and unaltered as 
No. 104 in the ed., 1857, of Mercer's C, P, g 
H.-Bk, (Ox, ed., 1864, No. 197). St. i., vi., vii, 
unaltered, with st. iv. Il, 1-4, and iii. II. 5-7, 
united as st. ij., were included, as No, 129, in 
Church Hys., 1871. St. i., iv., vi, vii., altered and 
beginning “Christ Jesus lay in Death's strong 
bands,” appear as No. 192 in Thring’s Coll., 1892. 

3. In the bonds of death He lay, Who, a full 
and good tr, but not in the original metre, by 
Miss Winkworth in her Lyra Ger, 1st Series, 
1855, p. 87. Slightly altered, and omitting st. 
ii, as No. 714 in the Wes, H. Bh, 1875, In 
full, but altered, iu Schafl"s Christ in Song, 1869, 
p. 261. The version beginning “In death's 
strong bands Christ Jesus lay,” No. 749 in J. L. 
Porter's Coll, 1876, is st. i., iv., vi., vii, main 
from the Lyra Ger., but partly from the C. B, 
for England, with two lines from Mr. Massie. 

4. Three days in Death's strong grasp He lay, a 
good tr, of st. i, iv.-vi., based on Mr, Massie, 
as No. 87 in Pott's Coll., 1861. 

5. In Death's strong grasp the Saviour lay, For 
our, a good fr., omitting st.v., vi, by Miss Wink- 
worth in her C. B, for England, 1863. 

6. Jesus in bonds of Death had lain, a tr. of st. 
i., iv., vi, by Miss Borthwick, contributed as No, 
79 to Dr. Pagenstecher’s Coll., 1864, and in- 
cluded in her #7. L. L., ed. 1884, p. 259. 

7. In Death's strong grasp the Saviour lay, For 
our offences. Of No. 84 in the Ohio Luth. Hymnal, 
1880, st. i, ii., iii, I]. 1-4 are from Miss Wink- 
worth’s tr, and the rest are mainly from Mr. 
Massie. 

Trs. not in C, U. :— 
(1) “Christ dyed and suffred t e,"* . 

Crnxtaie, 1539 (Aemains, 1546, eh = a 
was to Death abased,” by J.C. Jacobi, 1722, p. 21 (1732, 
P. 3%, altered), repeated us No. 226, in pt. iof the Mo- 
ravian H, Bk., 1754, and continued in later eda., altered, 
1768, to * Christ Jesus was to death abas'd.” (3) * Once 
in the bands of death the Saviour lay,” by Afiss Mry, 
1845, p. 65. (4) * The ransom of our souls to pay,” by 
J. Anderson, 1446, p. 14 (1847, p. 39). (5) “Jesus was 
for sinners slain,” by Dr. J. Hunt, 1853, p. 44. (6) “In 
Death's dark Jesus ley,” by Dr, H. Mfitls, 1456, 
211. (7) “Christ, the Lord, in death-bonds lay," by Wiss 
arner, 1554 (1961, p. 492). (3) * Death held our Lord in prison,” by Dr. G. Macdonald in the Sunday Maga- 

tine, L467, p. 331, and altered in bis #zotics, 1476, p. 52. 
°) “In the bands of Death Christ lay, Prisoner,” &c., in 

. Garratt’s Hys, and Tre., 1867, p. 24. (10) “In the 
bands of Death He lay, Christ,” &c., in the Ch. Eng. 
Magazine, dead 183. (11) “Christ was laid in Death's 
at bands,”” in Jr. lss4, p, 22, based on Mr. 

tJ. M.] 
Cc my hidden life, appear. C. 

Wesley. (Christ the Prophet.) Ist pub, in 
Hys, and 8. Pi » 1742, p. 206, in 6 at. of 
8 L,as the second hymn on “Waiting for 
Christ the Prophet" (PF. Works, 1868-72, vol. ii. 
p. 262). In 1780 J. Wesley compiled a cento 
therefrom, consisting of st. iL-vi., and included 
it in the Wes. H. Bk., No, 348, as :— Open, 
Lord, my inward ear.’ In Kennedy, 1863, 
No. 1196, is the same cento, slightly altered, 
asi—“ Open, Lord, mine inward car.” (J. J.J 

Christ, of all my hopes the ground. 
R. Wardlaw. (Christ All, and in all.) This 
hymn 7S apes in the Supp. which he appended 
to the Sth ed. of bis Sel. of Hymna, &e, (Ist «d., 
1803), in 1817, No. 458, in two parts, the 2nd 
part beginning,“ When with wasting sickness 
worn.” Pt. i. is in 6 st., and Pt. ii, in 7 at. of 
£1. Both parts have been adopted in ( 
Britain and America. In the latter, however, 

Q 
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the most popular form of the hymn is a cento 
compused of at. i., vi., x.-xiii., as in Dr. Hat- 
field’s Church H. Bk., N.Y., 1872, No, 896 ; or 
the same cento reduced to 4 st. of 4 1., as in 
several collections. (J. J.J 

Christ our Passover for us. C. oo. 
[Holy Communion.) Pub. in Hymna on t 

s Supper, 1745, No. 84, in 4 st. of 8 1; 
and again in P. Works, 1868 - 72, vol. iii. 
p. 275. Inthe Wes. H. Bk. of 1875, No. 905 :— 
“ Jesus, Master of the Feast,” is composed of 
at.iii., iv. of thishymn. It is curious to note 
that these same stanzas were introduced into 
the hymnals of the Church of England by To 
lady through his Ps. and Hys. in 1776. (J. J.) 

Christ (our] the Lord, is risen to- 
day, Sons of men, &c. C. Weasley. 
{ Easter.) This is one of the most popular and 
widely used of C. Wesley's hymns. It ap- 
peared in the Hys. and 8. Poems, 1739, in 
11 at. of 41, with the heading “Hymn for 
Easter.” \ In his P's, and Hys., 1760, No, 32, 
M. Madan introduced some alterations, and 
omitted st. vii.-ix., thereby forming a hymn of 
8st. It is from this form of the hymn that 
a!] subsequent arrangements of the text have 
been made. It is curious that although it 
was in several collections of the Church of 
England in 1780, yet J. Wesley omitted it 
from the Wes. H. Bk., which he compiled and 
published during tuat year, and it was not 
until the issue of the Supp. to that collection 
in 1830, that it appeared Ravcia in uny form, 
and then the alteration of st. iv,, 1. 3, “ Dying 
once, He all doth save,” to * Once He died our 
souls to save,” was adopted from Madan. Ita 
use is extensive in all English-+peaking coun- 
tries. The reading, “ Christ, our Lord,” &e., 
dates from Cotterill’s Sel., 1810 (P. Works, 
1868-72. vol. i. p. 185). (J. J. 

Christ the true anointed Seer. C. 
Wesley. (Christ the Prophet.) From his Scrip- 
ture Hymns, which were left in ms. at his 
death. In the Arminian Magazine for May, 
1789, J. Wesley announced his intention of 
ublishing these hymns. That publication, 
owever, Was restricted to a few which were 
iven in the maguzine from time to time. 
he Ms, was embodied in the P, Works of J. 

and C. Wesley, 1808-72, vol. x., “ Hymns on 
the Four Gospels,” &, This hymn was given 
in the Supp. of the Wes, H. Bk., 1830, and is 
retained in revised ed. of 1875. (J. J.J 

as Whose glory fills the skies, 
Christ the true, ke. C. Wesley. [Morn- 
ing} Ist pub. in J. and C. Wesley's Hys, and 
8S. Poems, 1740, p, 61, in 3 st. of 6 1, and en- 
titled *A Morning Hymn" (P. Works, 1868-72, 
vol. i. p. 224). In 1776, A. M. Toplady in- 
cluded it, unaltered, in his P's. and Hys., No. 
296. and for many years it was quoted as his 
preduction. Montgomery, however, corrected 
the error in his Christian Psalmist in 1825. 
Its extensive use in the Church of England, 
and by No»conformists, is due mainly to Tup- 
lady and Moutgomery. The latter held it in 

esteem, and regarded it as “ove of 0. 
ealey’s loveliest progeny.” In its complete 

form it was not included in the Wes. H. Bk. 
until 1875. Its use is very extensive. The 
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as found in the People’s H., 1867, No. 570, is 
the same hymn with slight alterations. In 
the 8. P. C. K. Church Hymne, the doxo! 
is from the Cooke and Denton Hymnal, 1853; 
st. ii. and iii, have also been seed ta the cento 
“O disclose Thy lovely face,” g.v. It has 
been rendered into Latin by the Rev. R. 
Bingham, in his Hymno, Christ. Lat., 1871, as 
“Christe, cujus gloriae.”” The American use 
of the original is extensive. {J. J.J 

Christ unser Herr zum Jordan kam. 
M. Luther. (Holy Baptism.] Probably 
written 1541, and pub. as a broadsheet in 
age agg Ma paangteaad Bibliographie, 1855, 

. 172). In Low German it appeared in the 
agdeburg G, B., 1542, and in High German 

in the Geistliche Lieder, Wittenberg, 1543. In 
Wackernagel, iii. p- 25, in 7 st. of 9 1, and 
the same in Schircks’s ed. of Luther's Geist. 
Lieder, 1854, p. 59, and as No, 258 in the 
Une. L. 8, 1851. The original title is “A 
hymn on our Holy Baptism, wherein is briefly 
embraced What itis? Who instituted it? What 
is its use?” It is a Catechetical hymn settin 
forth the Lutheran doctrine of Baptism, ae | 
is based on St. Matt. iii. 13-17, and St. Mark 
xvi. The only tr. in C. U, is -— 

To Jordan came our Lord the Christ To do, Jr. 
in fullin R. Massie’s MW. Luther's Spiritual Songs, 
1854, p. 69; repeated with st. vii. altered, as No. 
210 in the Ohio Lut, Hymnal, 1880, Also in 
Dr, Bacon, 1884, p, 68. : 

Trs. not in 0, U. :— 
(1) “Christ baptist was be Johne in Jordan flude,” in 

the Gude and Godly Ballates (ed. 1568, folfo 8), ed. 1868, 
(2) * The eye sees water, nothing more,” a tr. 
» by J, Gambold, as No. 231 In the Appendiz 

of 1743 to the Moravian JJ, Bk,, 1742, and re 1754— 
. (3) * To Jordan came our Lord the Christ, His,” 

&e., by J. Anderson, 1846, p. 66 (1847, p. fi). (4) 
“Where Jordan's stream was rolling on,” by Pr. J. 
Hunt, 1853, p. 06. (5) “ Jesus, our Lord, to Jordan 
came,” by Dr. H. Mills, 1856, fi 210. (6) ** To Jordan 
when our Lord had gone,” by Dr. G. Macdonald, in the 
Sunday Magazine, 1467, p. 682, altered, in his Arotics, 
1876, p. 98. [J. M.) 

Xpioré dvak, cé mpwtov. Gregory of 
Nazianzus. [Kaster.) This hymn to Christ 
on Easter Day dates from the 4th cent., and 
is found in various editions of St. Gregory's 
Works, in Daniel, iii. 6, and in the Anth, 
Graee. Car, Christ., 1871. A translation, “O 
Christ the King! since breath pent up,” &c., 
hy A. W, Chatfield, appeared in his Songs and 
ymna, &c., 1876. (See Greek aaa: 3 § , 

Christe, coelestis medicina Patris. 
In time of Pestilence.) This hymn is in the 
orarabic Breviary, Tolelo, 1502, f. 311, as 

the hymn at Vespers in the Ortice for one or 
more sick persons, and again (f. 60) on the 
Thursday after the Octave of the Epiphany, 
called the “ Vespers of the Sick.” Daniel, i., 
No. 163, gives the text, with a note, and 
classes it with hymns written not earlier than 
the 6th, nor later than the 9th cent. Tr. as:— 

Christ from the Father sent to bring us healing. 
Written by R. F. Littledale for the Priest's 
Prayer Book, enlarged ed. 1866, and from thence 
transferred to the People’s H., 1867, [W. A. 8] 

dominator alme. Christe cunctorum 
(Consecration of a Church.) This bymn of 

hymn :—“ Thou, Whose glory fills the skies." | unknown date and authorship, is found in 
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three uss. of the 11th cent. in the Brit. Mus. 
(Jul. A. vi. f. 68 b; Vesp. D. xii f. 112 b; 
Harl. 2961, f. 250), in the Latin Hys. of 
the Anglo-Sazon Ch., 1851, p. 141, and in an 
llth cent. Mozarabic Brev. in the Brit. Mus, | cent. mss, at W 
The oldest us. in which it is now found is one 
of the 9th cent. in the Li at Bern. 
Daniel, i., No. 96, and iv. pp. 110 and 864, has 
the full text with various readings from the 
Bern Ms., and other sources. T'r. as :-— 

© Christ, Thou Ruler of the Universe, by J. D. 
Chambers, in his Lauda Syon, Pt. i., 1857, p. 237. 
Two centos from this vigorous tr, have been 
adopted, the first beginning with st. i., in Thring’s 
Coll, 1882, and the second with st. ii. :—“* Beho id, 
0 God, how thankful in Thy praise,” in T. Dar- 
ling’s Hymns, 1885. Also tr. as, “ Only begotten 
Word of God eternal.” Printed for the use of 
St. Barnabas, Pimlico, 1884. St. viii, and ix, are 
original 

It has also been rendered into English through 
the German us follows :— 
Dea, dem der Himmel und die Erd’ sich beuget, by 

A.J. Rambach, in his Anthologie, i. p. 176, in 
Sst. Thence altered and beginning “O Herr, 
wor dem sich Erd’ und Himmel benget,” in 
Knapp's Ev, L. S., 1837, No, 1129 (1885, No. 
1286). The only tr. in C. U. iss— 
Eternal Son of God, O Thou, a tr. in L. M, of 

st. Livy vi, ix. as No, 151 in the Ohio Luth, 
Hymnal, 1880, (J. M.J 
Christe, fili Jesu summi. [Si. Rene- 

diet.) The oldest known text of this hymn is 
found in a Ms. of the 11th cent., at Stuttgart. 
It is also in a 13th cent. m3. in the Brit, Mus. 
(Add. 18801, f. 118). Mone gives it as No, 
888, and thinks it is of the 6th cent.; and 
Daniel, iv. p. 184, gives the text without note 
oTcomment. Tr, as :—~ 

Jesus Christ, with God the Father Consubstantial, 
Only Bon, by G, Moultrie, Ist pub. in the Church 
Times, July 9, 1864; again in his Hys. & Lyrics, 
1867; and in the People’s #7, 1867, No, 242, 

: (J. J.J 
Christe hac hora tertia. [For the Third 

Hour.) This hymn is found in an Anglo-Saron 
Hymnary of the 11th cent. in the British 
Museum (Vesp, D. xii. f. 39). In the s. it is 
given for the Nativity, at Terce; the hymn for 
Sext being “Sexta setate virgine”’ (tf. 39 b); 
and that for None being “ Hora nona quae 
caniuus (f. 9b). The three parts are printed 
frum this 48. in the Lat. Hye. of the Anglo- 
Sazon Ch. 1851, pp. 151-152. Tr. as “O 
Christ, our Lord, in this third hour,” by J. 
D. Chambers, in iis Lauda Syon, i, 1857, and 
repeated in Skinner's Daily Service H ., 1864. (J. MA 

Christe, qui lux es et dies. [Lent.] 
An Ambrosian hymn, quoted by icone 
Abp. of Rheims, in lis treatise, Contra Go- 
cy wo aaa ie non Trind Deitate, 

; thus fixing its at an ear) riod. Although the Benedictine editors eee as- 
figned come hymns to St, Ambrose on the Strength of their being quoted in the same work, yet they lave rejected this as the work of that Father, (Migne, tom, 16-17.) The text and uses of this hymn are :— 

(1) In the Mosarabic Brev., Toledo, 1802, f. 304, b., it w ren as a hymn for compline ou i — Sundays, with an 
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“ Tetre noctis insidian 
Hujus timoris libers ; 
Tue lucis magnalia 
Totum chorum inlumina. 

(2) Daniel, i, No. 23, gives the text from two 13th 
Grzburg, 4c, He also gives an additional 

verse which reads ;— 
“ Ad te clamamus domine, 
Noli new derelinquere, 
Festina, ue tardaveris, 
Succurre nobis miseris.” 

(3) Mone, No. 70, gives the text from a ms. of the 
&th cent., preserved at Darmstadt, with readings of later 
Mss. and printed Breviaries, and an extended note, 

(4) Daniel follows in 1555 (iv. pp, 64-5), with refer- 
ences to his former note, and to Mone, and further readings 
from mas. and printed Breviaries. 

(5) Jt is found in a us. c. 490, in the Bodleian (Junius, 
2 127b); in three was. of the Lith cent. in the British Mus, (Jul. A. vi. f. 22b; Vesp. D. xif. £11; Hari. 2961, f. 220); and in the Latin Hys. of the Anglo- 
Sazon Church is printed from an ilth cent. xa, at Dur- 
ham (Surtees Soc., 141, p. 12). 

(6) It ts also found in Hymn, Serish. (Lond. 1851), the 
Sarum and York Breviaries ; Card, Newman's Aymni 
Keclesiae, 1838 and 1465; We 1841, No, 21; 
Bassler ; Simrock ; Biggn’s annotated H. &. A. M., and 
others, In the various Breviaries jts use differed, but it 
was mainly confined to Lent. (W. A. 8.) 

Translations in C. U.— 
1. O Christ, That art the Light and Day, by W. 

J. Copeland, Ist pub. in his Hys. for the Week, 
1848, p. 156. This is repeated, without altera- 
tion, inthe Appendic tothe Hymnal N., No. 116. 
There are also altered versions of the same fr., 
as “O Christ, Wie art the Light and Day,” in 
H. A. §& M,, 1875, and the Irish Church H., 1873; 
and as “OChrist, Zhou art the Light aud Day,” 
in the Hymnary, 1872, 

2. Christ, Who art both our Light and Day, by 
Mrs. Charles, in her Voice of Christian Life in 
Song, 1858, p. 92. This is fund in Newman 
Hall's Coll., 1876, and one or two others. 

3. 0 Christ, Who art both Light and Day, by W. 
Mercer, included in the Oxford ed. of his Church 
Psalter, &c., 1864, No, 6, 

4. Christ, Thou Who art the Light and Day, by 
R. F. Littledale, made for and ist pub. in the 
People's H., 1867, No. 445, 

Translations not in 0. U. :-— 
1. Thou, Christ, art our Light. Afymn, 
2. O Christ, Who art our Life and Day. 

1852-55. 
3. Ray of the Eternal Sire Divine. W. J. Blew, 

1852-65. 
4. O Christ, Thou art our Light, our Day. J. D. 

Chambers, 1857. 
5. O Christ, Thy Light brings endless day. AL Mf. Macgill, 1875. (i. J.J 
This hymn has also been rendered into 

English, through the German, as follows :-— 
i. Christe, der du bist Tag und Licht, Ist pub, in 

the Erfurt Enchiridion,1526, fol.26. In J. Zwick's 
G. B., 1540, and others, it is ascribed to Wolfgang 
Meusel, or Meusslin, and so by AocA, ii, p. 92, who 
says it was written while M. was still a monk in 
the cloister at Lixheim, Wackernagel, iii. 
121, gives it as anonymous, and as errensously 
ascribed to M., in 7 st. of 41. In the Berlin 
@ L. &., ed. 1863, No, 1150, 
The ier css . . 
1) “O Christ, that art the it and daye,’ 

ondaae 1639 (hemeine, eee. 44) (2) An 
thow art the licht, bot and the day,” in the Gude ana Godly Ballates™ (ed, 1867-8, folio 73), +d. 1s64, p. 126, 
(3) “Christ, everlasting source of light,” by J. Joa 
1725, p, 60 (ed. 1732, p. 179}, and thence, as No. 243, in PM. 5, of the Moravian H. Bk. 1764. (4) “O Jesus, Thou 
our brighter day,” by H. J. Huckoll, 1842, p. 63. 

fy Erasmus ii, Christe, du bist der helle Tag, 
Wackernayel, iii, p. 884, quotes this from 
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1556, where it is in 7 st. of 4.1. Included in 
the Hi Enchiridion, 1558, and recently as 
No. 507 in the Une. L. S, 1851. In Nildeke's 
Alber, 1857, p. 43. St. vi., vii, says Lauxmann, 
have formed a very favourite evening prayer for 
families in Wiirttemberg from olden times till 
now. ‘The only tr. is:-— 

“ We are Thy herltage indeed,” of st. v., vii,, as No. 
244, in pt. i. of the Aforavian H. Bk., 1154. tJ. M.j 

Christe, qui sedes Olympo. Jean 
Baptiste de Santeiiil. (St. Michael and All 
Angels.) Given in the Cluniae Brev., 1686, 
p. 1086, and in his Hymni Sacri et Novi, 
1689, p. 40; and in the ed. of 1698, p. 182, 
as “* Giiriste, summi Rex Olympi,” and in 
7 st. of 61. In the revised Paris Breviary, 
1736, st. ii, was omitted, and various altern- 
tions were introduced. Other French Uses 
Mee both from Paris Brer. and the original, 
“ Christe, qui sedes Olympo,” is the Paris text 
from which all the érs, iuto English liave been 
made, It is given in Chandler's Hys. of the P. 
Church, 1837, p- 224: and in Card. Newman's 
Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 and 1865. The stanza 
omitted from the Paris Brev, is:— 

rome et er 
i tot ardent imperantis 

Ferre jusaa tes: 
Ire terris, et redire, 
Sacra per commercia."—Ed. 1698, p. 182. 

(W. A. S.J 
Translation in C. U. :— 
Christ in Heaven enthroned, by W. 

Palmer, in his Short Poems and Hys., 1845, in 6 
st.of G6 1. From thence it passed, unaltered, 
into the St. Saviour’s (Leeds) Sacred Hymns 
§ Anthems, 1846, and with slight alterations 
anda doxology into Hys ¢ Introits, 1852. It is 
also given in Murray's Hymnal, 1852, as, “ Christ, 
to Whom, enthroned in Heaven"; in H. A, d AL, 
1861, and the Hymnary, 1872, as “Christ, in 
highest heaven enthroned ;" and (st. iv.-vi., from 
Murray's Hymnal), as “ Blest are they o'er all 
creation,” in Aennedy, 1863, 

Translations not in 0. U. :— 
1, 1) Christ, Who in heaven. J. Chandler. 1837. 
2. O Christ, Who sitt’st with God on high. J, Wiliams. 

1839, fw. T. B.} 

Christe Redemptor omnium Con- 
serva tuos famulos. [All Saints.) The 
oldest form of this hymn is in three mss. of 
the llth cent. in the Brit. Mus. (Jul, A. vi. 
f. 60; Vesp. D. xii. f. 94 b; Harl 2961, f 
244), and is printed from an I1th cent. ms, at 
Durham, in the Latin Hys, of the Anglo-Saxon 
Church, 1851, p. 119. Daniel also refers (iv. 

. 143) to a Rheinan us. of the 11th cent. 
ne, No, 635, gives the text of a 12th cent. 

ms, belonging to the Benedictine Abbey of St. 
Peter, at Salzburg, and Daniel,i., No. 243, has 
it from later authorities. Card. Newman's 
text in his Hymni Keclesine, 1838 and 1865, 
is from the Sarum Brev. The Roman Brev, 
hymn, Piacare, Christe, servulis, is rk 
a revised form. ‘ 

Both the original and the Hom, Brev. texts 
have been rendered into English as follows :— 

i, Original Text. 
Translations in C. U.:— 
1, 0 Christ! the world's Redeemer dear, by J. 

D. Chambers, Ist pub, in Pt, ii., 1866, of his 
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Lauda Syon, p. 105, in 7 st. of 4 1. and repeated 
in the Appendix to the Hymnal N. 

2. O Christ, Redeemer of mankind, by R. PF, 
Littledale, written for and Ist pub. in the 
People’s H., 1867, No. 293, in 7 st. of 41. and 
signed “F, R,” 

ii. Roman Breviary Text. 
Placare, Christe, servulis, This text 

is found in all editions of the Rom. Brer. siuce 
1632, and in Daniel, i., No. 243. It is tr. aa:— 

O Obrist, Thy guilty people spare, by E. Caswall. 
ist pub. in his Lyra Catholica, 1849, pp. 191-2, 
and again in his Hymns, &c., 1873, p. 103, This 
is the tr, commonly used in Roman Catholic col- 
lections for missions and schools. Another tr, is: 
*Q be not angry, Lord, with those,” by Wallace, 

LJ. J.J 1874, 

Christe Redemptor omnium gen- 
tium] Ex Pel Patre. (Christmas. is 
Ambrosian hymn is sometimes ascribed to St. 
Ambrose, but is rejected as such by the Bene- 
dictine editors of his works. (Paris Ek 
1686-90, tom. iii; Migne, tom. 17.) It ia 
known in three forms. These are, i. The 
Original; ii. The Homan Breviary text; iii. 
and the Paris Breviary text. 

i. Original Text. 

Christe Redemptor omnium Ex 
Patre Patris unice. This is found in 
three mss. of the 11th cent. in the Brit. Mus. 
(Jul. A. vi. f. 32 b; Vesp. D. xii. f. 31; Hark 
2961, f. 227b), and in the Latin Hys. of the 
Anglo-Sazon Church, 1851, 119, printed 
from an llth cent, a. at tham. The 
text in Daniel, i.. No. 75, “ Christe Redemptor 

tium, De Patre,” is from later authorities. 
n his vol. iv. p. 145, Daniel gives the earlier 

renderings from a Rheinau ms, of the Lith 
cent, The Hymn. Sarisb, 1851, p. 12, gives 
the text, with readings from various he Chg 
Uses. (W. A. 8.) 

Translations in C. U. :— : 

1, Jesu, the Father's Only Son, by J. M. Neale, 
given in the Hymnal N., Ist ed., 1852, No, 13, 
and continued in later editions. In 1884 it was 
transferred to the Hymner. 

2. O Christ, Redeemor of our race, by Sir H. W. 
Baker, appeared in the trial copy of the H. A. ¢ 
M., 1859; Ist ed., 1861, and the revised ed., 1875. 
3. O Christ, Redeemer of mankind, by R. F. 

Littledale, made for and 1st appeared in the 
People's H., 1867, and signed “ F, he” 

Translations not in 0, U. :— 
1, O Christ, Redeemer of us all, Primer, 10604. 

ce Christ, whose redemption all doth free. Primer. 

3. Redeemer of the race of man, W. J. Blew. 1852. 
4. O Christ, Redeemer of the world. J. D. Chambers. 

1857. (J. J.) 
ii. Roman Breviary Text. 

Jesu Redemptor omnium, Quem 
lucis ante originem. This form of the 
hymn was given in the revised Roman Breviary, 
1632, for Vespers and Matins on Christmas 
Day. The text is in Daniel, i., No. 75; and in 
Card. Newman's Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 and 
1865. CW. A. 8.) 

Translations in C. U. :— 
1, Jesu, Redeemer of the world, by E. Caswall, 

Ist pub. in his Lyra Catholica, 1849, p, 48, and 
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again in his Hymns, &c., 1873, p. 26. From 
this text, with alterations, No. 21 in Chope’s 
Hymnal, 1864; and No. 127 inthe Hymnary, are 
taken, It is also the tr. used in several Roman 
Catholic H. Bks. for schools and missions 
4, Jesus, Redeemer, from on high, by W. J. 

Copeland, in his Hys. for the Week, 1848, p. 58, 
and as “Jesu, whom vations all adore,” in Rori- 

* wn's Hys. @ Anthems, 1851. 
3. Lamb, Whose Blood for all men streamed, 

by R. Campbell, in his Hys. § Anthems, 1850; 
and in Annus Sanctus, 1884, 

1 2 - 1686, 
2. O Christ, the world’s redemption. Primer, 1706, 
2% Ransomer of man. Eeeni Be gyre 1710, 

Acente from Nos. 1 and 3, but partly origi |. reprinted 
in Q, “s Annus Sanctus, 1884. 
a , Jesus, Life of man. > Mant. 1837. 
§. Jesus, Redeemer ere the light. Husenbdeth. 1840. 
= Jesu, Redeemer of us all. J. AR. Beste, 1849. 
1. Jesu, ovr souls’ redeeming Lord. 1, J. Potter, in 

the Guthobie Pealmist, 1459; and Annus Sanctus, 1584, 
& Jen, Redeemer of the earth. Bp. Williams. 1645. 
*. O Jesu, ere all known. F. Trappes. 1665. 

10, Jesus, Saviour of mankind. J. Wi . 1874. 

From this text is also taken the hymn in 
the “ Little Office of the Bleased V. Mary,” in 
the Rom. Brev., Memento rerum Conditor. This 
bas been fr. by E. Caswall, in his Lyra 
Catholica, 1849, and Hymns, &c., 1873, as 
“Remember, O Creator, Lord.” 

iii, Paris Breviary Tezt. 
Jesu, Redemptor omnium, Summi 

Parentis unice. This recast is by C. 
Coffin. It was given in his Hymni Sacri, Paris, 
1736, and again in the same year in the revised 
Paris Bree. The text is in Chandler's Hys. 

the P. Church, 1837, No. 43, and in Card, 
ewman's Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 and 1865. 

Translations in C. U.:— 
1, Redeemer of our race, by W. Mercer, 

in his Church Psalter, &c., 1864. 
4, O Jesus, Life of ruined man, by R. C. Single- 

ten, Written in 1867, and pub. in his Anglican 
4, Bk, 1868. In the 2nd ed., 1871, it was re- 
vised as, “O Jesu, Saviour of us all,” 

Trazslations not in C. U. :— 
1. Jesus, Thon holy Son of God. J. Chandler. 1837. 
2. Jesu, born the world to free. J. a cai 

Christe Rex, mundi Creator. [Bu- 
ral.) This hymn is in an 11th cent. Moz- 
arabic Hymnaritm in the Brit. Mus. (Add. 
30851, f. 160; and also in the Mozarabiec Brer., 
Toledo 1502, f. 816; and Migne, tom. 86. col. 
923. The text is repeated in Daniel, iv. : 
117, aad Neale's Hymni Ecclesiae, 1851, p. 219. 

r. a i— 

Obrist the King, the world’s Creator, by R. F. 
Littledale, made for and 1st pub. in the People’s 
H.,1887, thence into the Altar Hymnal, 1884. 

Christe! Sanctorum caput atque 
Custos, Robert Boyd. [Praise to Christ.) 
Written at Trochrig in 1625, in 100 st. of 5 
lines, Ist pub. as Hecatombe Christiana I 
Hymns, txatovatpégos ad Christum Ser- 
tatorem (Edin. Thomas Finlason, 1627), in- 
cluded in the Delitiae Poetarum Scotorum 
hujus aevi Iustrium (vol, i. p. 298, Am- 

ST), reprinted he Poetarum 
ueae Sacrae (vol. " in. 

1739), and elsewhere, ¢ ner 
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“Nuncius pracpes mihi labra sumo,” was fr. by Dr, 
A “O let some swift-winged angel,” 

ted to the 1474 Draft Hymnal of the 
United Presh, Church, When included as No. 95 in the 
Presb. Hymnal, 1476, it . * Lard! let Thy Spirit 
holy,” but when Dr. Macgill reprinted it together with 
the Latin in his Songs of the Christian € and Life, 
1876, No. 42, it began, “Lord! let Thy swift-winged 
angel.” This was again altered in the 1479 ed. to, “ Lord, 
let some swift-winged angel.” It is one of the best 
of his translations. Another fr. is, “Christ, of Thy 
saints the Head, the King,” in 50 st, of 4 lines, by Sir 
William Mure, pub, as A spirituall Hymne af the 

ice of a sinner to be offred upon the altar of a 
ham heart to Christ our Hedeemer, &c. Edinburgh, 
Joho Wreittoun, 1628. J. M) 

Christe, sanctorum decus angelo- 
rum. St. Rabanws Maurus. [St. Michael.) 
This hymn is in four forms, not counting 
slight variations of text, as follows:— 

i, Original Tezt. 
Christe sanctorum ange- 

lorum, Auctor humani generisque 
rector. It is in three mss. of the 11th cent. 
in the Brit. Mus, (Vesp. D. xii. f. 92; Jul. A. 
vi, f. 58; Harl, 2961, f. 243), and is also printed 
from an 11th cent. ms. belonging to the Dean 
and Chapter of Durham in the Latin Hye. 
of the Anglo-Saxon Church, 1851, p. 116, Of 
this text there is no translation. 

ii. Textus Receptua. 
Christe sanctorum decus angelo- 

rum, Rector humani generis et auctor. 
This is given by Daniel, i., No. 188, with vari- 
ous readings, and by Mone, No. $11, also with 
notes. To these are added in Daniel, iv. p. 165, 
readings from a ms. of the 11th cent., belong- 
ing to the Abbey of Rheinau ; and at p, 371 he 
says, that the hymn is also found in a ms, of 
the 9th cent. in the Town Library of Bern. 
Translations of this text are :— 

1. O Christ, the Glory of the holyangels, WJ. Blew, 
1452, 

2. Christ, the boly angels’ Grace. J. W. Hewett, 
859 
3. ‘Christ, who of holy angels, Honoar art. J. 1 

Chambers, li, 1466. 

iii. Roman Breviary Tezt, 
Christe sanctorum decus lorum, 

Gentis humanae Sator et ptor, 
iven in the Rom. Brev., 1682, for the Feast of 
t. Michael, at Lauds. The text is also in 

Daniel, i., No. 188; Card, Newman's Hymni 
Ecclesiae, 1838 and 1865; Kinigefeld, ii, 134; 
Bassler, No. 71, &c. In this arrangement, 
st. ve — 

“ Hine Lei nostri genitrix Maria 
Totus et nobis chorus angelorum 
Semper assistant, simul et beata 

. Concio tota 

is changed to— 
“Virgo dux pacts genetrixque lucis 

Et sacer nobis chorus angelorum 
Semper assistat, simul et micantis 

Regia coell.” 

In the translations the full force of this 
change has been evaded by all with the excep- 
tion of Caswall. 

Translations in C, U.:— 
1, Christ of Thy angel host the Grace, by Bp. 

Mant, in his Ancient Hymns, 1837, p. 68 (1871, 
p- 119). Bp. Mant surmounts the difficulty of 
st. v. by omitting it altogether. In the Appenaix 
to Hymnal N., No. 184, st, ii, of Bp. Mant’s ér, 
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is omitted, and a modified rendering of st. v. is 
added thereto. 

2. Christ of the holy angels Light and Gladness, 
by W. J. Copeland, in his Hymns for the Week, 
1848, p. 128, This is repeated in the People’s 
H., 1887, and others. 

Translations not in 0, U. :— 
Fh rg ty Beauty of the angel worlds. 2. Cns- 

. 1849. 
2. Of boly angela, Christ, Thou art the Glory. F. @. 

Lee, Ind ed. 1869. 
3. O Christ, the angels’ Joy and Crown. J. Wallace. 

1874. 
iv. Boman Breviary Appendiz. 

This is given for the Feast of St. Raphael, 
Oct. 24. It iscom of st. i., iii.-v. of the 
Textus us, with a very slight variation 
in st. i. e hymn might be adapted to 
St. Gabriel with equal facility. It is tr. by 
Casall, 1849, as, “O Christ, the glory of the 
angel choirs,” and by J. Wallace, 1874,a3 “*O 
Christ, the angels’ Joy an! Crown.” 

(W. A. S.J. J] 

Christi Blut und Gerechtigkeit. N. 
L. von Zinzendorf. Som watcna This fine 
hymn was written in 1739, during his return 
journey from St. Thomas's in the West Indies, 
and Ist pub. 1739, in Appendiz viii. to the 
Herrnhut G. B., 1735, as No. 1258, in 33 st. 
of 41. In Knapps ed. of Z's Geistliche 
Lieder, 1845, p. 135, it is marked as * On St. 
Eustachius,” which has been in to 
mean that it was written on the island of St. 
Eustutius, in the Dutch West Indies, but 
quite as probably means that it was written 
on St. Eustachius’s day, viz. on March 29, 
1739. In the Briider G. B., 1778, No. 399, re- 
duced to 20 st., and thus as No. 1261 in the 
Berlin G. L. 8., ed. 1863. St. i is taken from 
the hymn, “In Christi Wunden sehlaf ich ein,” 
ascribed to Paul Eber (q. v.). 

Translations in C. U. :— 
i. Jesu, Thy blood and righteousness, a spirited 

but rather free tr., omitting st. 6, 11, 13, 22, 
23, 25-28, by J. Wesley, in JZ. and Sacred Poems, 
1740 (P. Works, 1868-72, vol. i. p. 346). OF 
these 24 st. 16 were adopted in the H. and 
Spiritual Songs, 1753, No. 68, and 11 (1, 2, 6-8, 
12, 13, 21-24) inthe Wes. H. Bk., 1780, No. 183 
(ed. 1875, No. 190). In most collections it is still 
further abridged. The most usual cento is that 
given by M. Madan, in the 2nd ed., 1763, of his 

's, and ys, No, 175, which is of Wesley's st. 1, 
12, 2, 15, 15, 24. Thisis found in Bickersteth's 
Christian Psal., 1833, and has been recently 
given, omitting st. xiii., in Snepp’s S, of G. and 
G,, 1876; Irish Ch, Hymnal, 1873; Spurgeon’s 
O. O. H. Bk. 1866; Pennsylvania Luth, Ch. 
Bk, 1868, and other collections, Among the 
various British and American hymnals which 
begin with Wesley's first le, the other sts. 
used for making centos are taken from the Wes, 
H. Bh, 1780 (6-8, 21-23). 

The hymn is also found uuder these first lines: 

1, Jesus, Thy robe of righteousness (st. i.), in the 
Cong. H. Bk, 1536; Leeds H, Bk, 1863; N. Cong., 18595 
Hapt. Ps, & Hys., 1454, &e, 

2. Jesus! Thy perfect righteousness (st. {.), in 
Cotterill’s Sel, 1410-19, 

5. Jesus, Thy grace and righteousness (st. {.), in 
Meth. N. Comnezion, 1447, 

4. Lord. Thy imputed righteousness (ct. {.), iu 
American Dutch Reformed Moll, 1847. 

es 
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5. The holy, meek, unspotted Lamb (st, vi.), in 
merican Sabbath H. Bk., 155%. 
6. Lord, I believe Thy 

Pennsylvania Luth. H. Bk., 1865. 
7. Lord, I believe were sinners more (st. viit.), in 

Beang. Union Hymnal, 1478. 
8. Jesus, be endless praise to Thee (st. xxi.), in 

H. L. Hastings’s Hymnal, 1440. 
9. Jesus, the Lord, my righteousness (st. i.), in The 

H. Bk, 1879. 

ii. Christ's crimson blood and righteousness, « tr, 
of st. i., xiv., xv., xxx., by E, Cronenwett, as No. 
260 in the Ohio Luth, Hymnal, 1880, 

Another tr. is :— 
“The Saviour’s Blood and Righteousness,” by C. Kin- 

chen as No, 131 in the Moravian H. Bk., 1742, and re- 
peated, abridged, in later eds, (1986, No. 318). (J. M.) 

Christi caterva clamitet. [Advent.] 
A bymn of unknown authorship, in the Moz- 
arabic Brev., Toledo, 1502, f. 1. Mone, No. 31, 
gives the text from a ms. of the 8th or 9th 
cent, belonging to the Town Library of Trier. 
It ia also in an 11th cent. Mozarabie H 
norium in the Brit. Mus. (Add. 30851,f.111b. 
Mone’s notes and readings are extensive. He 
considers it to be of the Sth cent. Daniel iv. 
120, quotes Mone's text, references, and part of 
his notes. It is tr. 1s— 
Hark! a glad exulting throng, by P. Onslow, in 

the Lyra Mfessianica, 1864, p. 6, in 8 st. of 4 1., 
and from thence into Alford’s Year of Praise, 
1867, No. 2. (J. M.] 

Christi corpus ave. [I/«ly Communion. 
Levis, in his Anecdota Sacra, 1790, pp. 32, 33, 
ives this as “A salutation to the Lord 

Seems Christ, by St. Anselm of Canterbury.” 
On this authority it is sometimes ascribed to St. 
Anwim; but from the fact that the hymn is 
not in his works, and that Daniel, ii. p. 328, 
and Mone, No. 214, give the text, and are 
doubtful of his authorship, this assumption 
is uncertain. Mone quotes it from » Reichenau 
ms. of the 14t's cent. It is fr. ax:— 

Hail, Body born of Mary, by R. F. Littledale, 
Ist pub. in the Altar Manual, 1863; again in 
Lyra Eucharistica, 1863, and in the People’s H., 
1867, {J. J.J 
Christi hodierna celebremus nata- 

litia. [Christmas.] A sequence in the Mass 
of the sixth day after Christ. as Day, whether 
it be a Sunday or not, in the Sarum Miasal, 
and for the third Mass of Christmas Day, in 
the Hereford and York Miseals, In the Here- 
Jord M. the first line reads, “ Christi hodierna 
pangimini omnes una.” With the exception 
of the second verse, the intercisions and end- 
ings of the verses are in the letter a The 
Sarum text is given in the Burntisland ed., 
1867, col. 74; the York. in the Surtees Soc. 
reprint, vol. 59, p. 19; and the Hereford, in the 
reprint, 1874, p. 16. In the St. Gall »s., No, 
614 (of the 10th cent.) it begins as in the 
Hereford M. In the eian Ms., No. 775, 
f. 136 (written o. 1000), and in an 11th cent. 
Winclester us. now in Corpus Christi Col- 
lege, Cambridge (a8. 473), it begins with st. ii. 
*Coelica resonent.” Tr. as:— 

© come, loud anthems let us sing, by E. H. 
Plumptre, written for and Ist pub. in the Hym- 

A 
blood (st. vii.), in 

nary, 1872,No.135. Also given in Dean Plump- 
tre’s Things New and Old, 1884. Also tr. as — 

Let us celebrate this day, Christ the Lord's nativity. 
C.R, Pearson, 1863. {J. J.J 
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Christi miles gloriosus. [St. Vincent.) 
A hymna for the Festival of St. Vincent at 

is found in a 12th cent. ms. in the 
Bodleian (Laud. Lutin, #5 f. 144 b) and ina 
lith vent, Sarum Brer. in the Brit. Mus. 
(mas, ~* A. xiv., f. 183 b). It is reprinted 
in Card. Newman’s Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 and 
Is65. Tr. as :— 
1, Glorious was the Christian warrior, by J. D. 

Chambers, in pt. ii. p. 58, of his Lauda Syon, 
1866, from whence it passed unaltered into the 
People's H., 1867. 

4. For his Lord, a soldier glorious. An anony- 
tous fr. in the Antiphoner and Grail, 1880, and 
agais in the Hymner, 1882. The doxology (st. 
iil) is from Chambers. (J. 33 

Christi perennes nuntii. Jean Ba 
tite de Santediil, (SS. Mark and Luke.) Pu 
in the Cluniae Brev., 1686, p. vili., and in his 
Hymni Sacri et Novi, 1689, 197; and in 
the ed. 1698, p. 240, as a hymn for the 
E lists, in 6 st. of 41 In 1736 it was 
inel with alterations, in the revised Paris 
Bree. wa the hymn for lst and 2nd Veapers 
oa the Feasts of SS. Mark and Luke. It is 
also appointed for the same Feasts in other 

Breviarivs. The Paris Brev. text is 
given in Card. Newman’s Hymni Feclesiae, 
1838 and 1865. (W. A. 8.) 

Translations in C. U.:— 
1. Heralds of Obrist, to every age, by J. Chandler, 

from the Paris Brev., in his Hymns of the Prim. 
Church, 1837, No. 92 (with the Latin text), in 
Sst.of4l. This was repeated in the Cooke and 
Denton Hymnal, 1853; Dr. Oldknow's Ays. for 
the Services of the Ch., 1854, &c. In the Eng- 
lish Hyl, 2nd ed,, 1856 (3rd, 1861), it is given 
as: “Eternal gifts of Christ our King”; and in 
the Hys, for Christian Seasons. insburgh, 
Ist ed, 1854, as “ Heralds of Christ, through 
whom go forth.” 

4. Christ's everlasting messengers, by I. Wil- 
hams, is the most widely used of the ¢rs. of this 
hymo, It appeared in the Feb. number of the 

ritisk Magazine, 1837, and again in the trans- 
lator’s Hys. tr. from the Paris Brev., 1839, p, 277, 
in Sst.of 41. . It is found in several collections, 
including the People’s H., 1867; Alford'’s Year 
of Praise, 1867, &e. 
4. Heralds of Jesus through all time, by E. Cas- 

wall, Ist pub. in his Masque of Mary, &c., 1858, 
and again in his Mymas, &c., 1873, ie the Hym- 
mary, 1872, it is given with alterations by the 
compilers as “ Behold Christ's heralds through 
all time.” * 

4. Behold the messengers of Christ, by the com- 
pilers of H. A. & M., is based upon I. Williams, 
asabove. It was given in the Ist ed., 1861, and 
again in the revised ed., 1875. 

Translation not in C, U, :— 
Praise for Thy saints to Thee, O Lord. Sp. Ment. 

isnt, if J.) 

Ch ¢ hear me, J. M. 

Sequences, Hymns and other Ecclesiastical 
Verves, 1866. pp. 30-33. It is a “ Children’s 
Sequence,” in 9 st.of 6 1, for All Saints Day, 

Ais accompanied with the note :— * This is 
Written to the very lovely melody of Laus 
devoté mente, in the Suram Gradual.” In 
1957 it was included in the People’s 7. 

ristian children, 
Neale. [All Saints.) Is found in his Original | 
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Christian chilcren must be holy. C. 
F. Alexander. (Circumeision.] Appeared in 
her Narratice Hymns for Village Schools, 1859, 
No. ii. on “The Circumeision,” in 5 st. of 
41. Given without alteration in Mrs. Brock's 
Children’s H. Bk., 1881. 

Christian, seek not yet repose. Char- 
lotte Elliott. [Watch and rig Appeared 
in her Morning and Evening Hymns for a 
Week, 1839, appointed for Wednesday Morn- 
ing, and entitled “ Watch and Pray that ye 
enter not into temptition.” It is in 6 st. of 
3 1. with the refrain “Watch and Pray.” 
Although unrecognized for some time by 
hymnal compilers, in the later collections, 
beginning about 1860, it holds a very promi- 
nent ition, and its use in all English- 
speaking countries has become very on 

Christians awake, salute the happy 
morn. J. Byrom. [Christmas.) Thishymn 
is compiled from a poem of 48 lines, in two 
parts of 32 and 16 lines respectively, which 
waa pub. in hia posthumous Poems, &c., 1773, 
p. 58; and again in hie Works, 1814, vol. ii. 
ag It is one of two poems for Christmas 

¥. 
a 

The popular form in which it now 
reas in H. A. & M. was given to it in 

terill’s Sel., 1819, No, 212. This was re- 
— by Montgomery, in his Christian 
salmist, 1825. From these two works it has 
sied into most collections now in use in 
nglish-speaking countries, There are also 
ee centos fa va U ml altered — , 

inning :—“ With songs of praise salute,” 
&e., is heed in T. Darling's Hymna, &c. 
Orig. text, with which all centos should be 
compared, in Lyra Brit., 1867, p. 116. (4. J.J 

Christians! brethren! ere we part. 
H. K. White. [Dismission.] Appeared in Dr. 
Collyer's Coll., 1812, No. 868, in 3 st. of 41., and 
entitled, “ Dismission; or, A Parting Hymu.” 
It was somewhat extensively used for some 
fifty years or more, but of late it has rapidly 
declined in popularity. It is usually given as, 
* Christian brethren! ere we part.” With 
this beginning it isin use in four forms, as in 
(1) Harland’s Ch. Psalter ; (2) Windle, Barry, 
&e.; (3) Snepp ; (4) Islington Ps, & Hys.; and 
as (5) “Come, Christian brethren, ere we 
agg in Spurgeon’s 0. O. H. Bk., 1806. It 

also in use, but to a limited extent, in 
America. (J. J.J 

Xpiocrds yevvarar’ Sofdcate. St. 
Cosmas. This is the first of cigit Odes or 
Hymns, which form St. Cosmas’s Canon for 
Christmas Day. The Grevk Uffice for Christ- 
mas Day is of great length and interspersed 
with hymns by St. Germanus of Constanti- 
nople, Bt Anatolius, Jolin the Monk, St. Ro- 
manns the Melodist. and Casia, in addition 
to the Canon of St. Cosmas. The latter was 
written early in the Sth century, St. Cosmas 
dying ubout 760, and has been reprinted in 
Greek in Migne's Patrologiae, tom, Ixxxix., in 
Anth. Graeca Christ. p. 165, in Daniel, iii, 
pp. 55-60, and in Dr, Littledale’s Offices, de., 
of the Holy Eastern Church, 1863, pp. 55-85, 

he translations into English are these in 
rhymed measure by Dr. Neale, in his Hys. of 
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the Eastern Church, 1862, 69-83, and the 
blank verse versions by Dr, Littledale in the 
second part of his , &e., 1863, pp. 173- 
208. Dr. Neale regarded the Canon as “ per- 
haps the finest, on the whole, of the Canons 
of Cosmas,and may fairly be preferred to the 
rival composition of St. John Damascene,”’ 
H. E. Ch., p. 69. Little use, however, has 
been made of it by the editors of English 
—— and books of Sacred Poetry, Dr. 

eale’s translation of the first Ode being the 
only one in Common Use. Dr. Littledale’s 
note on this Canon explains the absence of 
Ode ii. from this and other Festival Canons :— 

* It will be observed that the second ode does not a 
pear in its place, but that the third follows immediately 
after the first. The reason is as follows. The nine Odes 
are theologically based on the nine Canticles of Lauds. 
i. The of Moses, Exodus xv. it. Tae Song of Moses, 
Deut. xxxti, tit, The Song of Hannah, 1 Sam. il. iv. The 
Song of Habakkuk, Hab, iii. v, The Song of Isaiah, 
Ie xxv. 19-20, vi. The Song of Jonah, Jo. ii, vil. The 
Song of the Three Children, Pt. i, 3-34. viii, The Song 
of the Three Children, Pt. iL, Benedictte. ix. ificat 
and Benedictus said ther. The second song of Moses, 

festern Church at the Saturday which is said by the 
in Lent by the Eastern, and conse- Lauds, is used onl 

quently a Canon for a festival season has no second 
atall. It is easy to trace the idea of each canticle ran- 
nin boar ite ode, — in 1, 6, 
and'7."— cea, aft, ow the Holy E. Church, 1863, pp. 
281-2. 

The eight Odes which are thus based on 
their corresponding Cauticles are :— 

Ode. i. Xpiords yervarar’ Botdcare. 
Christ is born! Tell forth His fame! By J. Mf. 

Neale, from his Hys. of the BE. Church, 1862, in 
4st. of 6), In 1868 it appeared as “ Christ is 
born! exalt His name!" in the Sarum Hymnal, 
No. 45, and from thence has passed inthe same 
form into other collections, The original text 
was restored in the Aymnary in 1872, No. 142. 
In Dr. Littledale’s Uffices, &c., it is tr. as“ Christ 
is born, Him glorify.” 

The remaining Odes are not in C. U. :-— 

Ode ii, Te wpd Trav aldver. 
“Him, of the Father’s very Essence.” J. If. 

Neale. 
“The Son, before the worlds.” 2. F. Little- 

dale, 
Ode. iv, ‘PdBdos ex rhs picns. 
** Rod of the Root of Jesse.” J. M. Neale, 
“ Rod of the Root of Jesse.” A. F. Littledale. 
Ode v. eds dv elphrns. 
“Father of Peace, and God of Consolation.” 

J, M. Neale, 
“God of Peace, Father of Compassion,” 

F. Littledale. 
Ode wi. ExAdyxvwr *lwviv. 
“As Jonah, issuing from his three days’ 

tomb.” J. M. Neale. 
“ As the sea-monster vomited.” 

dale. 

Ode vii. Oj wraibes eboeBela. 
“The Holy Children boldly stand.” J. M. 

Neate. 
“The Children reared in piety.” 

Littledale, 

Ode viii, Oatuaros drepuois 4 SporoBdaros. 
“The dewy freshness that the furnace flings.” 

J. M. Neale. 
“The furnace, shedding dew, portrayed.” 

R. FP. Littledale. 

R, 

R. F. Little- 

R. F. 

CHRISTUS DER IST 

oo ix, Mvoripuv tévov. 
“O wondrous mystery, full of i ad 
jim ee 

“A mystery strange and wondrous.” &. F. 
Littledsle. 

The hymn Méya nal wapd5otoy Gatua (q. ¥.) 
(“A great and mighty wonder”) is from the 
same Office for Christmas Day, [See Greek 
Hymnody, § xvii. 3.] (J. J.) 

Christ’s own valiant cohort. 
J. M. Neale. [All oe Appeared first in 
the Church Times, Oct. 29, 1864, signed J. M. 
N., and after revision, in his Hymns chéefly 
Mediaeval, on the Joys and Glories of l’ara- 
dise, 1865, and is described by the author us 
“an attempt of my own; intended as a pro- 
cessional Hymn for All Saints.” It is in 10 
st. of 6 L, aud entitled “ Christ's own Mar- 
tyrs,” pp. 81-84. In 1866 it was republished 
in Neale’s Original Sequences, Hymna, &c., pp. 
57-60, with the following note on st. i. L. 2 :— 

White-robed and palmiferous throng. 

“This word [palmiferows} has been objected to as not. 
English. It occurs, however, in Cudworth, from whom, 
as an English writer, there is (I take it) no appeal. It 
has been characterised by Arch Trench, whoquotes 
from Cudworth, as * beautiful,’ " 

The text of 1865, with the change of st. vii. 
1. 6, “stained ” for “veined” was included in 
the People’s H., 1867, No, 291, {J. J.J 

Christum ducem, Qui per crucem. 
St. Bonaventura. (Lent,] This is ascribed to 
St. Bonaventura, as a hymn for a Little € 
of the Passion, at Lauds, and as such it is 
iven in the various editions of his Works. 
lone, No. 85, Psa the text from mss. of the 

14th cent. at Strassburg and Karlsruhe, and 
an extended note. Daniel, iv. p. 219, r te 
the text, but not the notes in full. It is 
alas given in various mediaeval books of 
devotion as the Cursus Collecti and the Hor- 
tulus animae. [W. A. 8.) 

Translafions in C. U. :— 
1, To Christ, whose Cross. By F. Oakeley in his 

Devotions commemorative of the Most Adorable 
Passion of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Crist, 
1842, in Sst. of 61, In 1864 this was included, 
unaltered, in Skinner's Daily Service Hymnal. 

2. To Christ, whose Cross repaired our loss, This 
hymn, which is No. 258 in the Hymnary, is a 
cento; st. i, ii, being i. and ji, from the above; 
st. iii, from Oakeley’s tr. of “ Qui pressura,” and 
st. iv. and v. from his tr. of “ Qui jacuisti ” in 
the same work. The last two hymns named are 
distinct from the “ Christum ducem,” and are 
printed in Afone and Laniel, immediately after it. 

Translations not in ©, U. :— 

- Christ, our Leader and Redeemer, J. D. Chambers, 

2. To Him who death endured hath. Dr. Edersheim, 
in bis Jubslee Rhythm of St. Bernard, 1867, cw. T. B.j 

Christus der ist mein Leben. [For 
the Dying.) The oldest accessible form of this 
hymn is in M. Vulpius's Bin schin geistlich Ge- 
sangluch, Jena, 1609, No, 148, in 7 st. of 4 1, 
Wackernagel, v. p. 435, gives this and also 
a second form from a Christliches G. biich- 
lein, Hamburg, 1612, in 8 st. In the One. 
L. &., 1851, No, 808, st. i.-vii. are as 1609, and 
ct, vili. as 1612, According to a tradition, 
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y baseleas, it was written by Anna, 
wife of t Heinrich of Stolberg, abuut 1600. 
Some would ascribe it to Simon Graf, who was 
only Gin 1603. It has been a favourite hymn 
in Year of death, and was thus sung by his 
wife and children to Heinrich Miwes, just 
before his death, Oct. 14, 1834, and repeated 
to Queen Elizabeth of Prussia on the third 
day of Advent, 1873 (Koeh, viii. 614). Tr. as:— 

1, My life is hid in Jesus, a good fr. of st. 
i-vii., by Miss Winkworth, in her C. B. for 
England, 1863, No. 186. 

2, To me to live is Jesus, a fr, of st. i-iv., vii, 
signed “F, C, C.," as No, 289 in Dr. Pagen- 
stecher’s Coll. 1864, 

3. For me to live is Jesus, in full, by E. Cronen- 
wett, as No. 433 in the Ohio Luth. Hymnal, 1880. 

1) Oona i and J.C. Jacobi, 1) ” by J.C. 
me p. 55 (ed. as ite . in Christ my life is 
bidden,” by .V. L, Frothing 1870, p. 149. 

hymn, * In Christ my life abideth,” in 5 st.,con- 
ted by A. T. Russell, in the Dalston Hospital 2. 

Bk, 1848, No. 106, and repeated in his own Ps, & Hys., 
1651, No. 252, while not a tr, is based on the German 

(J. M.) 
Christus, Lux indeficiens. (Holy 

Communion.) This = bg is given in Mone, 
No, 204, in 10 at. +L, from two l4th 

cent, mss, at Karlsruhe, one of which belon 
to the Abbey of Reichenau. Mone 
readings and notes. Tr. as:— 

1, Christ, Light unfailing, with Thy Flesh, by J. 
D, Chambers, Ist in his Companion to the Holy 

ion, 1855, and his Lauda Syon, 1857, in 
10 st. of 4 Ll. In the St. John’s (Aberdeen) 
Hymnal, 1870, No, 235, st. 3-4, 7-9 are omitted, 

2. Christ the Light that knows no waning, by R. 
¥. Littledale, in the Altar Manual, 1863; Lyra 
Eucharistica, 1863, and the People’s MeN 

ds 

acta tenant amin pe nteti y. 3 
his Hymni. Sacri et Bry p. 15 (ed. 
1698, p.72), in 4 st. of 4 1. In the revised 
Paris Brev., 1736, st. i.-iii, were given, with 
the addition of three stanzas from another 
source, The hymn is also found in other 
French Breve. The Paris Brev. text is given 
in Card. Newman’s Hymni 1838 and 
1865, and is that adopted by the translators. 

(W. A. 8.) 
Translation in C. U.:— 

Judah's land the Saviour walks, from 
the Paris Brev., by J. Chandler, in his Hys. of 
the Primitive Church, 1837, in 6 st. of 4.1. This 
is given in an abbreviated form in Kennedy, 1863, 
No. 273, and altered to “ Through Jewry's dark- 
ness Jesus walks,” in the Hymnary, 1872, No. 176, 

Translations not in 0. U. :— 
1, And now heav'’n's growing light is manifest. J. 

His . &. . Peal sccneg cat 
_ MSS., in Mr. Shipley's Annus 

3. O'er dark Judea's gloomy shores, J. D, Chambers. 
a ie (J. J.J 

urch of England Hymnody. 
(England Hymnody, Church of.) 

Churches of Christ, by God’s ht 
hand, J. Conder, [Colonial Miwtone} 
peared in his Cong. H. Bk., 1836, No. 500, in 
$ et. of 6 1, and based upon the words,“ Make 
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straight in the desert a highway for our God.” 
It waa — in The Choir and The Oratory, 
1837, p. 261, and entitled, “ The Claims of our 
Colonies!” Aboin his Hys.of Praise, Prayer, 
&c., 1856, p. 120. In the New Cong., No. 905, 
it is given without alteration. It is one of 
the very few hymns which recognizes the 
claims of our colonies upon the prayers and 
assistance, in matters itual, of the mother 
country, and us such, although not a hymn of 
any great merit, it is yet deserving of more 

nded use. J.J.) 

Churchyard, Thomas. ([0ld Version, 
§ ix, 12.) 

Churton, Edward, p.p, s. of the Ven. 
Ralph Churton, sometime Archdeacon of St. 
David's and Kector of Middleton Cheney, 
Northampton, was b, in 1800, and educate: 
at the U house and Christ Chureh, Ox- 
ford, where he graduated in honours, in 1821. 
He was for some time one of the Masters at 
Charterhouse. He took Holy Orders in 1826 ; 
was the first Head Master of the Hackney 
Church of England School, 1830; Rector of 
ope 1835; Prebendary in York Cathedral, 
1841; and Archdeacon of Cleveland, 1846. He 
d. July 4, 1874. 

fh rson, 
ty, 1k45. (4 

. He also edited aad 
works, including Lays of Faith and Loyalty, 1445, 

He is known to bymnology through bis work, 
Book of Psalms in /naglish Verse, i854. This is 

commonly known as the Cleveland Pealter, The Pre- 
face is of more than usual interest and value, Of his 
renderings of the Psalms, some of which are of great 

excellence [see Psalters, English, ¢ ix.), a few have 
come into C.U., the best known bel “God of grace, 
O let Thy light.” The ~~. ly in Kennedy, 
1863, are from the Cleveland Psalter >— 

. Come, srise and let us go. Ps. exert, 

. Earth with all thy thousand volce«. es. Levi. 
For ever, Lord, Thy faithful word. Ps. eriz. 

. God of truth, all faithful Lord. Ps. cxlit. 
h ot h, King. Ps. erly, 

rates tp tanks of sh. Ps. zeit. 
shall | render to my God, Ps, 

Thee. zrv. 

earth is iff 
. Pe. cxvre, 

ice of my complaint. /s, v, 
called on Thee; for Thou, #s. zvid. 

is with the lowly. Ps, cxrzi. 
. Ps. rrvili. 
ing. Ps. let. 

i a ue Hi! i 
22. 
23. To Thee oe er, deeds, #8, re, 
24. Whene'er to Thee | make my prayer. 8. Iei. 

Archdeacon Churton's tra. from the Latin, 
8 , and Anglo-Saxon, were included in 
his Poetical Remains, Lond., 1876. (J. J.) 
Cives celestis patriae. Bp. Marbodus. 

[the heavenly Jerusalem.) This lymn is given 
n Mone, No. 637, from a ms. at Admont dated 
1098, in 16 st. of 6 1. It deala with the 
mystical meaning of the precious stones in the 
foundation of the heavenly Jerusalem, Dr, 
Neale, by whom the ér. in C. U. was made, 
and pub, in his Med. Hys., 1851, p. 38, intro- 
duces it with the following preface :— 
“The ra ness of the translation ls merely a copy 

of that of the original in the following poem of Marbo 
dus, successively Archdeacon of Angers and Bishup of 
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Reunes, who died 1125. Its title, a Prose, clearly proves | took a warm interest in their religious and 
it to have been intended, if not used, as a Sequence in 
the Mass of some high festival, probably a dedication, 
The mystical explanation of precious stones is the sub- 

of the good ‘8 de Gemmis, which seems 
nm its time to have obtained a high reputation. The 
Prose, which I here give, is certainly not without its 
beauty; and is a key to mediaeval allusions of a 
similar kind.” 

Dr. Neale appends to his fr. an extensive 
note on the mystical meaning of the precious 
stones, in which he quotes largely from a 
commentary on the prose by Marbodus. The 
tr. is :— 

Ye of the heavenly country, sing. It is in 16 
st. of 6 1, A cento, composed of st. i, xv¥., xvi. 
was given in the Irvingite Hys. for the Use of 
the Churches, new ed. 1870, Beyond this the tr. 
is not in C. U, (J. J.J 

Clamantis ecce vox sonans. Nicholas 
le Tourneauz. [Epiphany.] This is a hymn 
at tirst Vespers, during the Octave of the 
Epiphany, and the Baptism of our Lord, in 
the revised Paris Brev. of 1736. It previously 
appeared in the Cluniac Breviary, 1686, p. 230. 

e text is in Card. Newmans Hymni Eec- 
elesiae, 1838 and 1865. [W. A.8.] 

Translations in C, U.:— 
1, The voice of one that ories aloud. This fr., 

based on J. Chandler's, was given in J. A. John- 
ston’s English Hymnal, 1852, No. 63, In the 
1856 and 1861 editions it was altered to “A 
voice of one that loudly cries.” 

2. The Herald's cry with thrilling sounds, by J. 
D. Chambers, in his Lauda Syon, 1857, p. 114. 
On p. 115 of the same work is a tr. of the Noc- 
turn hymn, “Non abluunt lymphae Deum.” 
From these two trs. the hymn, No. 175, in the 
Hymnary, 1872, “The Baptist’s cry with thril- 
ling sounds,” is composed, st. i., ii, being from 
the first, and st. iii.—vi. from the second. 

Translations not in 0. U. :— 
B The voice of him who cries aloud. J. Chandler. 

wa Fidei hada kasi Wissel. I. Williams, in 
Brit, Mag., 1835, and Hys. from Par. Brev., 1539. 

3. Hark, in the wilderness, A. Camptell, from the 
Camphell MSS, in Me. Shipley's Annus Sanctus, 1454, 

4. Lo the voice of dhe that erteth, W.J, Blew, 1452, 
(J. J.J 

Clapham, Emma, second daughter of 
John Peele Clapham, was b in Hanover 
a Leeds, Oct, 18,1830, Miss Clapham, 
who has given much time and attention to 
Sunday Schools and philanthropic work, con- 
tributed under the initials of “ KE. C.” the fol- 
lowing hymns to the Leeds Sunday Schvol 
Hi. Bk., ed. 1858, edited by her tather :— 

1, Genes of my steps along life's way. Jesus the 
Guide, 

. to and . Meet een oe om me ney Vv Tr, W we £ ie a ou _ Meeting of 

Miss Clapham has also contributed several 
pieces to newspapers and the periodical press. 

(J. J.) 

Clapham, John Peele, was b. at Leeds, 
July 7th, 1801, and educated privately, and | 
at the Fulneck Moravian School, and the | 
Protestant Free Church Grammar School, | 
Manchester. He was a magistrate for the | 
West Riding of Yorkshire, and Treasurer of | 
tne County Courts in Yorkshire, He wae | 
« wember of the Congregational body, and— 

hilanthropie work. Burley, Harrowgate and 
kley were specially benefited by his zeal and 

munificence. His interest in Sunday Schools 
commenced at an early age, and cont.uued to 
his death, on Nov. 19, 1875. In 1833 he 
edited the Leeds Sunday School Hymn Book, 
and also the revised edition, 1862. Tu this 
work he contributed the following hymns 
under the signature of “J, P. C."":— 

i. To Hymns Sel. and Original, 1833. 
Phare of union, God of love. 3. S. Teachers’ 

2. Let us unite to bless the Lord. Sunday. 
3, Our Father, and our heavenly King. The Lord's 

Prayer. 
4. Shall we grieve the Holy Spirit? The work of the 

irit Holy Spirit. 
5. Strengthen Thy stakes, extend Thy cords, Foun- 

dation-stone of a School. 
6. Sweet is the work, O Lord, to raise. New Year. 
7. Thou gracious Father of the joor. The True 

Riches, 
8. We dare not God's own holy day. Sunday. 
9. When Jesus at a woudrous fast, Feeding the 

Five Thousand. 

iL. To the same Collection, ed. 1858. 
10, A little pilgrim on Life's way, Looking unto Jesus. 

* The little im was no fiction, but a bonnie, loving, 
and lovable of nearly ten old, our youngest 
son. He died at school, after a week's illness, and the 
refrain of his father’s lines—* Jesus, my Saviour,’ were 
ol a fag Pi could catch befure he finished bis 

mage.” Curwen's Biog., Notes, p. 7. 
1t. Accept our glad thankagiving, Dit. Prais. 
12, Come — the train, Sunday, 

pa Far too men are crying. The Gifts of the 
'y Spirit. 

14. Father in heaven, for Jesus’ sake. Grace before 

15. Heavenly Teacher, Lightdivine. Imitating Christ. 
16. How good and how pleasant. Praise to God the 

17, Now in Christian love and anion. Grace before 

18. O make us truly wise. arly Piety desired. 
19. Pure religion, Christian love. Praise to God the 

20. Tempt us not, ye sonsof pleasure. Sunday. 
31. We own Thy care, we love Thy word. Praise. 

fa 
Clapp, Eliza Thayer, a resident at 

Dorchester, Massachusetts, U.S., and author 
of Words in the Sunday School ; and Studies 
in Reliyion, 1845, contributed ut the uest 
of Ralph W. Emerson three hymns and two 
—_ to The Dial, 1841. From one of the 
ymna, in 9 st. of 41., pub. in The Dial, July, 

1841, and entitled * The future is better than 
the past,” the hymn “ All before us lies the 
way” (Onward with Confidence) is taken. It 
was given in Hedge & Huntington’s Unitarian 
Hys. for the Church of Christ, 1853, and has 
been repeated in several collections, It is 
usually attributed to Emerson, but in error. 
(George Cooke, in Journal of Sp-culative 

hilosophy, 1885.) (V. D. DJ 

Clara diei — [St. Anne.) The 
dates given to this hymrf are uncertain, and 
range from the 9th to the 13th cent. Mone, 
No, 791, gives the text from mss. at Freiburg, 
and in the Library of the Lyceum at Constanz, 
of the 15th cent. He adds a few readings to 
the text. Daniel, i. 289, iv. 175, refers to 
several Breviaries of the 16th cent., but none 
earlier than 1500, and tow ms. of the 1Ith or 
12th cent. belonging to the town Library of 
Hamburg, (W. A. 8.) 
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Translation in C. U.:— 
Spotless Anna! Juda’s glory, by E. Caswall, 

in his Lyra Catholica, 1849, p. 263, in 6 st. of 
4|. On republishing it in his Hymns, &c., 1875, 
y. 188, he added an origioal refrain, This refrain 
ts aspecial invocation of St. Anne. In the 2nd 
ed. of the Appendix to Hymnal N., 182, it was 
altered as, “ Holy Anna, Juda’s glory,” and from 
thence it passed into the People’s H., 1867. In 
the Roman Catholic Hys. for the Fear, N.D., it is 
given as “Blessed Anna, Juda’s glory.” In T, 
Chamberlain's Hys, used at the Church of St. 
Thomas the Martyr, Oxford, 1861, No. 149, st. 
i-iii. are by Caswall, and st. iv., v. by T. Cham- 
berlain. (J. J.J 

Clark, Alexander, p.p., b. March 10, 
1835, d. July 6, 1879, Dr. Clark was for 
many years a Minister of the American 
Methodist Episcopal Church, and the editor of 
the Methodist Recorder, pub, at Pittsburgh. 
Two of his hymns :— 

1. Heavenly Father, bless me now, Lent. 
2. Make room for Jesus, Lent, 

are given in I. D. Sankey’s Sac. 8. & Solos. 

Clark, Charles, b. in London, April 19, 
1838, was educated for the ministry at the 
Baptist College, Nottingham, and in 1862 
became minister at North Parade Chapel, 
Halifax. He was subsequently minister at 
Mazepond, London; Broadmead, Bristol ; 
Albert a) 6 — yrs i = = 
how (1 pastor of t ist Church, 
Haven Green, Ealing. His hymn for children, 
* Jeaus, holy Saviour, Shepherd of the sheep,” 
was contributed to tne School Hymnal (Lond., 
880), (W. RB. 8) 

Clark, John Haldenby, ma, b. at 
Chesterfield, Derbyshire, Jan. 28, 1839, and 
éducated at the Grammar School there, and 
at St. John’s Coll., Cambridge, where he 
graduated in 1861. On taking Holy Orders, 
he became Curate of Barmby Moor and 
Pangfoss, After labouring in various parishes 
he beeame, in 1870, Vicar of West Dereham, 
Norfolk. Mr. Clark is known through his 
translation, ‘Soldiers, who are Christ’s below.” 
In 1880 be pub. The Marriage of Cana, and 
Other Versea: Lynn. It contains a few tra. 
from the Latin, in addition to original v 

(J. J.J 

Clark, Willis Gaylord, b. at Otisco, 
Onondaga County, New York, 1810, d. June 
12, 1841. He was sometime editor of the 
Philadelphia Gazette, and contributed to the 
Rni Magazine. His poetical writings 
Were published in 1846. His hymn :— 

We have met in peace together, was written 
for the 8th Anniversary of the American Sunday 
School Union, 1832, It is unknown to the 
English collections, [F. M. B.) 

Clarke, James Freeman, p.p., is a 
Erandem of James Freeman (q. v.), from 
Whom he was named. He was b, at Hanover, 
New Hampshire, April 4, 1810, and graduated 
at Harvard College, in Arts, in 1820, and 
in Divinity, 1833. Receiving ordination as a 
Unitarian Minister, he was Pastor at Louis | 
ville, Kentucky, from 1833 to 1840; of the 
Civareh of the Disciples, Boston, from 1841 | 
w 1850; and also from 1853, Dr. Freeman 
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for some time edited, whilst at Louisville, The 
Western M. , and is the author of 
Orthodoxy, its Truths and Errors, 1866; The 
Christian Doctrine of Forgiveness, 1852; The 
Christian Doctrine of Prayer, 1854, and other 
works. In 1844 he published the Hymn Book 
for the Church of the Disciples. Thia he 
enlaryved in 1852. To each edition he contri- 
buted five hymns. Of these ten hymns five 
4 found in the Jara Sac. Amer. The best 
known of Dr. Clarke's hymns are :— 

1. Father, tous Thy children, humbly kneeling. 
[Holy thoughts desired.) Dr. Clarke says this 
was manufactured from :-— 

9. Infinite Spirit, who art round us ever [ //oly 
thoughts desired}, which “ was written in Ken- 
pee about 1833, and printed in the Dial soon 
after.” 

3. Brother, hast thou wandered far! The [The , 
Prodigal Son.] This appeared in his Disciples’ 
H. Bk., 1844, and is somewhat extensively used. 
It appeared in an abbreviated form as, “ Hast 
thou wasted all the powers?" beginning with 
st. ii., in AHys. for the Church of Christ, Bos- 
ton, 1855; Beecher’s Plymouth Coll, 1855, and 
subsequently in others in G. Britain and 
America. The next three are also in one or two 
English collections, 
aoe ee (Holy Baptism.) 

5. To Him who children [Holy Bap- 
tism.] 1844. ‘ 

6, Dear Friend, whose presence in the house. 
(Christ's presence desired.) 1855. The beauty 
and value of this last hymn have been partly, 
and deserve to be more fully, recognized. It is 
found in Lyra Sac, Amer., which also has the 
following on “ The Protestant Reformation ":— 

7. For all Thy gifts we praise Thee, Lord. This 
hymn was sung at the collation given by the 
Unitarians of New York and Brooklyn to the 
Members of the Convention assembled in the 
former city, Oct, 22, 1845. As originally written 
it contained ® st.; the last two are omitted from 
both Lyra Sac, Amer, and Putnam's Singers and 
Songs of the Liberal Faith. [F. M. B.) 

Clarke, Samuel Childs, m.a., b. Jan. 6, 
1821, and educated at Queen's College and 
St. Mary Hall, Oxford, graduating p.a., 1844, 
and m.aA. 1846, On taking Holy Orders hy 
became successively Curate of Thorverton, 
and of Dawlish, Devon ; Vicar of St, Thomas 
by-Launceston, and Head Master of the Laun- 
eeston Grammar School, and Vicar of Thor- 
verton, 1875; and Hon See. of the Exeter 
Board of Education. Mr. Clarke has pub. 
some educational works: Thoughts in Verse 
from a Village Churchman's Note Buok, 1848, 
and Services x Song for Christmas, Passiontide, 
Ascension, Harvest (8. P. C. K. catalogue), 
Advent, Eastertide, Missionary, Flower, and 
Children’s Servievs. These Services of Song 
have been sanctioned for use in churches by 
the Bishops of Exeter and Salisbury. Mr, 

| Clarke's hymns include ;— 
1. All hail, all hail to the natal day. (Aristmas. 

Contributed to the Parish Church Hymnal. 
2. Framer of the light. Morning. In the Parish Ch, 

Ayl., and Mrs. Brook's Children's H. Bk., 1451. 
3. Great Giver of all , to Thee again. Harvest, 

This ls the best Known of our author's hymns, It was 
first printed in the Mesical Times, 1563, with music by 
Baruby. In 1464 it was included in the Appendiz to 

“— 
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the 8. P.C. K. /’s. and Hys., in 1872 in the Hymnary, 
jections and Tr in many other coll . 

4. In all Thou didst while here onearth, S!. Thomas. 
In Mra. Brock's Children's H. Bk., 1881. 

5. adoration. Laying of the Foundation- 
stone of a Church, In Harland’s Suppl. to Ch. Pealter 
and Hymnal, 1876. 

6, Jesus, on this blessed morn. Christmas. In the 
Parish Ch. Hyl, 

7. Lord, most holy, God most . For travellers 
and absent ones. In the Home H. Bk., 1885, by H. P. 
Hawkins. 

of the new creation, «Sunday Morning. Jn 8. 
the Parish Ch, Hyl. 

9. Now a new year The New Year, In Mrs, 
Brock’s Children's H. Bk, 1881, and one or two Ameri- 
can collections, 

10. O dark and day, (ood Friday. In Suppl, 
to Harland's Ch, Hyl.; Mra. Brock’s Children’s H. Bk. 

thing. Avening, In the 11. 0 Lord, it ia a joyful 
Parish Ch. Hyl., &c. 

who dwellest in eternity, Festival. In 12. 0 Thou 
. to Harland's Ch. Hyl., 1876. Su 

. more the ves are Harvest, In 
_ Suppt. to Harland’s Ch. Hyl., the author's Harvest-tide 
Service of &e,, 18 76, 

le who through shades night. ing. 
lathe Param Ch, Hyl., &e. * a 

In addition to these hymns, most of those 
Th in Mr. Clarke's Services of Song are 
is composition, ns are also the 19 in his 

Services for Children. Lond., Pitman, n.p. 
Some of these are initialled “8. C.C.” Taken 
as a whole these hymns area good addition to 
the common store for Special Occasions, and 
should be consulted by hymn-book ak ie 

Clarum decus jejunii. St. the 
Great. (Lent.] The oldest form of this h 
isin two mss. of the 11th cent. in the Brit. 
Mus. (Vesp. D. xii, £52; Harl, 2961 f. 238 b), 
and from a ms. of the 11th cent. at Durham 
in the Latin Hys. of the Anglo-Saxon Church, 
1851, p. 65, It is also given in various edi- 
tions of St. Gregory's Works; in Migne, tom. 
178, col. 849; Daniel, i, No. 148; Mone, No. 
71; Hymn, Sarisb., 1851; Card. Newman's 
Hymni Ecclesiae, 1888 and 1865, and others. 
The: use of the “hs in England was exten- 
sive. It is found in the Sarum, York, Can- 
terbury, Worcester, and other English Brevs. 

Translations in C. U.:— 
1. The shining glory of the fast, by R. F. 

Littledale, made for and 1st pub. in the People's 
H., 1867, with the signature “ P. C. E.” 

2. Good it is to keep the fast, by Sir H. W. 
Baker, written for Hf. A. § M., 1875, 

8. From heaven, in glorious beauty shown. In 
the Antiphoner and Grail, 1880, and from thence 
into the Hymner, 1882, No, 49. 

Translations not in 0, U. :-— 
1, Fast’s honour bright from Heaven come down. 

wd. and, 1844, 
2. High token of the fast of Lent. W. J. Blew. 

1852-55 
3. What honour hath the fast of Lent. 

Chambers. 1857, 
‘ . Toe fasting serves a holy end, J. W. Hewett, 
859, 
5. Depths of love with power divine, aeryes a 

Claudius, Matthias, «. of Matthias 
Claudius, Lutheran or at Reinfeld in 
Holstein (near Libeck), was b. at Reinfeld, 
Aug. 15, 1740. An ancestor, who died as a 
Lutheran pastor in 1586, had Latinized his 
name, Claus Paulsen, to Claudius Pauli, and 
his descendants had adopted Claudius as their 
surname, Claudius entered the University 
of Jena, in 1759, as a student of theology, but 

v7. D, 
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being troubled with an affection of the chest, 
and finding little attraction in the Rationalism 
of Jena, he turned his attention to law and 
languages. After a short visit to Copenhagen, 
as private secretary to a Danish count, he 
joined =iTe *“ Stel of oe News 
Agency (Adrese-Comptoirnachrichten). Ove 
ing to Wandsbeck, neur Hamburg, he under- 
took in 1771 the editing of the literary portion 
of the Wandsbecker and contributed a 
number of his poems to the Géttingen Musen- 
Almanach, In 1776 he was appointed one of 
the Commissioners of Agriculture and Manu- 
factures of Hexse-Darmstadt, and in 1777 
editor of the official Hease-Darmstadt news- 
paper, which he conducted in the same 
spirit as his Wandsheck Bote. At Darmstudt 
he became acquainted with Goethe (then 
living near by at Frankfort), and with a circle 
of freethinking So During 8 severe 
illness in 1777, he realised, however, the spiri- 
tual emptiness of the life at D. t; the 
buried seeds sown in his youth sprang up; 
and he once more became in faith as a litle 
child. Renouncing position and income, he 
returned to Wan k to re-edit the Bote, 
which he conducted in a distinctively Chris- 
tian spirit. In 1788 be was appointed by the 
Crown Prince of Denmark auditor of the 
Schleswig-Holstein Bauk at Altona, but con- 
tinued to reside at Wandsbeck till 1813, when 
he was forced by the war to flee, and was 
unable to return till May, 1814. The next 
year he removed to the house of his eldest 
daughter in Hamburg, and d. there Jan. 21, 
1815 (Koch, vi. 417-429; Allg. Deutsche Biog., 
iv. 279-281). His fugitive pieces appeared 
in two parts as Asmus omnia sua secum portans ; 
oder sdmmtliche Werke des Wandabecker 
Bothen, Wandsbeck and Hamburg, 1774 (pt. 
iii, 1777, iv. 1782, v. 1789, vi. 1797, vii. 1802, 
viii, 1812). While much of his poetry was 
distinctively Christian in its spirit, and many 
of his pieces might rank as popular sacred 
songs, yet he wrote no hymna designed for 
use in Church. Three pieces have, however, 
passed into the German hymn-books, all of 
which have been tr. info English, viz. :— 

i. Das Grab ist leer, das Grab ist leer. [Euster.} 
Ist pub, in pt. viii, 1812, as above, p. 121, in 
10st. Tr, as ‘The grave is empty now, its 
prey,” by Dr, #1. Mills, 1859, printed in Schaff’s 
Christ in Song, 1870. 

ii, Der Mond ist aufgegangen. Frama His 
finest hymn, conceived in a child-like, popular 
spirit—a companion to the more famous hymn, 
“Nun ruhen alle Walder" (q. v.). According to 
tradition it was composed during his residence 
at Darmstadt, 1769, while walking on the so- 
called Schnempelweg, a foot-path leading by 
the river-side up to the Odenwald. Ist pub, in 
J, H. Voss’s Musen-Almanach, Hamburg, 1779, 
p. 184, and then in pt. iv., 1782, as above, p. 
57, in 7 st.of 61. Included as No. 452 in the 
Oldenburg G. B., 1791, as No. 570 in the 
Wiirttemberg G. B., 1842, and No, 509 in the 
Une. L. 8, 1851, The only tr. in C, U. is :— 

The silent moon is risen, good and full, as No. 
$22, in the Ohio Luth, Hymnal, 1880. 

(1) “The fair moon nath ascended,” in the Arérish 
Magazine, Nov. 1637, p. 518. (2) * The moon on high 
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is ” by H. J. Buckoll, 1442, p. 106. (3) “The 
moon hath rise on high,” by Miss Winkworth, 1455, p. 
oe . 231), (4) * The moon up heaven is going. 
ty J. D. Burns, in Family Treasury, 1960, p. 92, re- 
peated in his Memoir, 1469, p. 269. 
epwards climbing,” by Afiss Maninglon, 1863. p. 124. 
(6) “The moon is up in splendour,” by E. Massie, 1566, 

. 1S. (7) “The moon hath risen ciear,” in Alice 
ueas's Tra. from German Poets, 1376, a (s)* The 

moon is up and beaming,” in Mrs. A. W. Johns's (ri- 
gieal Poems and Trs., 1452, p. 61, 

iii, Im Anfang war's auf Erden. [/farcest.] 
Ist pub, in pt. iv., 1782, as above, p. 42, in 17 st. 
of 4 L,and chorus (see also G. W. Fink's Musita- 
lischer Hausschatz der Deutschen, Altona, 1860, 
No. 77). It occurs in a sketch entitled, Paul 
frdmann’s Fest, The neighbours are represented 
as coming to Paul's house and there singing this 
so-called “ Peasants’ Song,” the last four sts. of 
which specially relate to the occasion; the 
stanzas being sung asa solo, and all joining in 
the chorus. It can hardly be called a hymn, 
thongh it has passed into a few German hymnals 
rincipally for use in school. Beginning, “ Auf! 
Lestat uns loben,” 10 sts. were included as No, 
482 in the Oldenburg G. B., 1791, In T. Flied- 
ner's Liederbuch, Kaiserswerth, 1842, No. 95 
begins with st. vii, “Was nah ist und was 
ferne.” The form most popular is that begin- 
ping with st. iii., “ Wir pfliigen und wir streuen,” 
as in Dr, Wichern’s Unsere Lieder, Hamburg, 
1844, No. 55, and other collections, The sts. 
of the original which most nearly answer to 
the English versions are :— 

itt. Der Strobhalm 
Wir pfiigen und wir)“ Goene, und de 

streuen 
Tes Samen auf das Land ; Der Sperling und das Meer. 
Tech Wachsthum und Ge- 
deyen 

Sxebt nicht in unsrer Hand. | Er stellt des Mondes Lauf, 
Alle gute Gabe Er liisst die Winde- wehen, 
Kimmt oven ber, von | Er thut den Himmel auf, 

Gott, 
Vom schinen biauen 
Himmel! berab. 

(5) “The moon ts 

ix. 
Er, Er macht Son: 

x. 
Er schenkt uns Vieh und 

Frende. 
Er macht uns frisch und 

Er giebt den Kflhen Weide, 
Und unsern Kindern Brodt. 

¥. 

Der sendetThan undR " 
Und Sonn- und M D 
schein ; 

Der wickelt Gottes § xtil. 

“ar wrt und kOnstlich in. | narum, so woll’n wir loben, 
vil. Und loben immer dar 

Was nah ist und was ferne, | Den grossen Geber oben. 
Von Gott kKGmast alles ber! | Er ists! und er ists gar! 

The popular if somewhat boisterous tune usually set 
to this hymn (asin A. A. d& M.) is by J. A. P. Schulz, 
Tee melody given in 1782 is said there to be Italian, and 
& not sulted to the chorus popular in England. 

Translations in C, U. :— 
1. We the felds and scatter, by Miss J, 

M. Campbell, contributed to the Rev. C. S. Bere’s 
Garland of Songs, Lond., 1861, p. 61 (later eds. 
p. 27). A free rendering in 3 st, of 8 1., with 
chorus, entitled, Thanksgiving for the Har- 
vest.” Since its reception into the Appendix to 
H. A. & M., 1868 (No, 360, ed, 1875, No, 343), 
it has passed into numerous hymnals in G, Brit. 
and America, in Thring’s Coll., 1882, No. 609, 
st. iv. “Our souls, Blest Saviour, gather,” is an 
original st. by Rev. H. Downton, added to supply 
sme distinctiy Christian expressions to the hymn, 
and Ist pub. in the Record newspaper in 1875. 

2. We plough the fortile meadows. Cf this tr. 
there are two forms greatly differing, both 
ascribed to Dr, S. F, Smith, but whether either 
form is teally by him we have failed to ascertain. 
What seems to be the original form, in 6 st. of 
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41, and chorus, is found in the Meth, Free Ch. 
S. 8S. Hys.; Curwen's New Child's Own H, Bk, 
&c. The other form, in 3 st. of 8 1. and chorus, 
is in Allon’s Supp. Hys.; N. Cong., &e. 

3, We plough the ground, we sow the seed, in 
4st. of 8 1. with chorus, without name of ¢r., is 
No. 215 in G. S. Jellicoe’s Coll., 1867. (J, M.] 

Clausnitzer, Tobias, b. at Thum, near 
Annaberg, in Saxony, probably on Feb. 5, 1619. 
After studyirig at various Universities, and 
finnlly at Leipzig (where he graduated m.a. 
in 1643), he was appointed, in 1614. chaplain 
to a Swedish regiment. In that capacity he 
sina the thanksgiving sermon in &t. 
homas's Church, Leipzig, on “ Reminiscere" 

Sunday, 1645 (ii. Sunday in Lent) on the aec- 
cession of Christina as Queen of Sweden: as 
also the thanksgiving sermon at the field ser- 
vice held by command of General Wrangel, at 
Weiden, in the Upper Palatine, on January 1, 
1649, after the conclusion of the Peace of West! 
phalia. In 1649 he was appointed first pastor 
at Weiden, and remained there (being also 
appointed later a member of the Consistory, 
and inspector of the district,) till his death, 
pains fi 7, 1684 (Koch, ili, 854, 355; Allg. 
De am iv. 297; Bode, p. 53; ms. from 
Pastor Klinkhardt, Thum). ‘Three hymns 
by him are known as follows :— 

i, Jesu dein betrubtes Leiden.  [ Pussiontide.] 
Ist pub. in his Passions- Blume, Niirnberg, 1662, 
a volume containing 12 sermons on the Passion 
of our Lord. The hymn appears at p. 17, in 
7 st. of 6 1. entitled, “ Clausnicer’s Passion-Hymn 
which may be sung with each Meditation.” 
This form is No, 496 in Burg’s G. B., Breslau, 
1746. This hymn has passed into English 
through a recast, probably by Gensch von Brei- 
tenau, beginning, “Herr Jesu, deine Angst und 
Pein,” in 6 st. of 71, 1st pub. in the Vollstéin- 
diges G. B., Ploen, 1675, No. 41, repeated as 
No. 101 in the Une. Z. &, 1851. The only 
tr, in C, U. is :— 
Lord Jesu! may Thy grief and pain, a good fr. 

of st. i., iii., vi, by A. T. Russell, as No. 84 in his 
Ps. and Hys., 1851. 

ii, Liebster Jesu wir sind hier, Dich und Dein 
Wort anzuhoren. [Pulvic Worship.) Ist pub. in 
the Altdorgfisches Gesang-BacMlein, 1663, No. 20, 
in 3 st. of 6 1, as a Sunday Hymn for use before 
Sermon. It appeared with Clausnitzer's name 
in the Niirnberg G@. B., 1676, No. 891, and has 
since come into universal use. In the Berlin G. 
ZL. &., ed. 186.1, No. 1062, Tr. as:— 

1. Gracious Jesu! in Thy name, a good and 
full tr. by A. T. Russell, as No. 82 in the Dalston 
Hospital 1, Bé., 1848. Included as No. 454 in 
the ed., 1857, of Mercer's C. P. §& H. Bk. 
(Ox. ed. 1864, No. 56, considerably altered with 
at. i. 1 4, iii, 1. l-4, from Miss Winkworth, 
and a doxology added). 

2. Gracious Jesu! we are here, a recast of his 
1848 fr., nade by A. T. Russell for his Ps. 
Hys., 1851, No. 19. 

$. Saviour, in Thy house of prayer, a good and 
full tr. as No. 13 in J. F. Thrupp’s Ps. ¢ Hys., 
1853, repeated in Maurice's Coll., 1861, No. 634, 
In Kennedy, 1863, No. 1251, altered and begin- 
ning, “Saviour, to Thy house of prayer.” 

4. Blessed Jesus, at Thy word, a full and good 
tr, by Miss Winkworth in her Lyra Ger., 2nd 
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Series, 1858, p. 68, repeated inher C. B. for 
land, 1863, No. 12. Included in the Eng, Presb, 
Ps. & Hys., 1867, and others; and in America in 
the Pennsylvania Luth. Ch. Bk., 1868; Evang. 
Hymnal, N. Y., 1880, and others. 

5. Dear Lord, to hear Thee and Thy word, a 
good tr. by Mrs. L. C. Smith; included as No. 
50 in Dr. Stevenson's H. for Ch. ¢ Home, 1873. 

Tre. not in C. U. :— 
“(1) “Dearest Jesa! we are here, Thee to hear,” bs A 

c. Jacobi (1720, p. 32; 1722, p. 43; 1732, p. 72, alt.). 
In the Moravian H. Bk, 1789, No, 12 (1849, No, 3), 
recast by ©. J. Latrobe, (2) ‘Dearest Jesu, we are 
here, for to bear,” as No, 432 in pt. i, of the Moravian 
A, Bk, 1754. (3) “Here in Thy presence we appear,” 
4 J, Swertner, as No. 10 in the Moravian H. Bk., 
17#9 «(1886, No. 9). (4) “Blessed Jegus, we are 
here,” Mise Manington, 1863, p, 145. (5) ** Prectous 
Jesus! here are we,” in the British Herald, Nov. 1466, 
Pp. 360, repeated in Reid's Praise Bk, 1872, No. 419, 
6) * Dear Redeemer, we are bere,” by .V, L. Prothing- 
m, LETO, p. 204. 
iii, Wir glauben all an einen Gott, Vater, Sohn 

und heilgen Geist. [Zrinity Sunday.) 1st ap- 
peared in the Culmbach-Bayreuth G. 2., 1668, 
p. 132, with the initialk “C. A.D.’ With 
Clausnitzer’s name it was included as No. 572 
in the Nirnberg G. B., 1676, in 3 st. of 6 1 
In the Bavarian G. #,, 1854, Tr. as 

1, We all beliewe in One true God, Father, Son 
and Holy Ghost, in full by Miss Winkworth in 
her C. #. for England, 1865, No. 75, and thence 
as No. 118 in the American Meth. Epis, Hymnal, 
1878, and the Avang,. Assoc, //, Bh, 1882, No. 64. 

2. One true God we all apeng f E. Cronen- 
wett, as No. 209 in the Ohio Luth. Hymnal, 1880. 

(J. M.) 
Cleft are the rocks, the earth doth 

quake. [Good Friday.) This hymn is some- 
times attributed to Bp. Heber, but in error. 
It appeared in his posthumous Hymns, &c., 
1827, pp. 64-3, in 7 st. of 5 L, and as “Anon,” 
Two centos therefrom have come into C. U. :— 

1, Cleft are the rocks,” &c., in Alford’s 2s. and ye 
1844, and bis Year of Praise, 1867. This is com 
of st. 1,, fi., iv., vil, 

2. “Despised is the Man of grief,” in Dr. Martineau’s 
Atymns, &., 1840; and his Hys. of P. and Prayer, 1873, 
being st. til, v., and vi. considerably altered. 

These centos are usually ascribed to “C. 
Dawson,” but upon what authority we cannot 
determine. {J. J.J 

Clemens, Titus Flavius (Clemens 
Alexandrinus), St. Clement of Alex- 
andria, was b. possibly at Athens (although 
on this point there is no certain iuformation) 
about a.p.170. His full name, Titus Flavius 
Clemens, is given by Eusebius (#7. £., vi. 13) 
and Photius (Cod, 111), but of his parentage 
there is no record. Studious, and anxious to 
satisfy his mind on the highest subjects, he is 
said to have been a Stoic and Eclectic, and a 
secker ufter truth amongst Greek, Assyrian, 
Egyptian, and Jewish teachers, He himself 
enumerates six teachers of eminence under 
whom he studied the “true tradition of the 
blessed doctrine of the holy apostles.’ At 
Alexandria he came under the teaching of 
Pantewnus, and embraced Christianity, Pan- 
tenus being at the time the master of the 
Cutechetical School in that city. On the 
retirement of Pantwnus from the school for 
missionary work, Clement became its head, 
cir, 190, and retained the position to 203. 
His pupils were numerous, and some of them 
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of note, including nts, cag and Alexander, after- 
wands Bp. of Jerusalem. Driven from Alex- 
andria by the ution under Severus 
(202-203), he wandered forth, it is not known 
whither. The last notice we have of him in 
history is in a letter of congratulation by his 
old pupil, Alexander, then Bp. of Ca in, 
to the Church of Antioch, on the appoint- 
ment of Asclepiaies to the bishopric of that 
city. This letter, dated 211, seems to 
have been conveyed to Antioch by Clement. 
Beyond this nothing is known, either concern- 
ing his subsequent life or death, although the 
latter is sometimes dated a.p, 220, 
The works of Clement are ten in all. Of these, the 

only work with which we have to do is The Tutor, 
én ix, in three books. The first book describes 
the Tutor, who is the Word Himself, the children whom 
He trains (Christian men and women), and his method 
of instruction. The second book contains general in- 
structions as to daily life in eating, drinking, furniture, 
sleep, &c.; and the third, after an inquiry into the nature 
of (roe beauty, eves on to condemn extravagance in dress, 
&c., both in men and women. A to this work, 
in the printed editions, are two poems; the first, “A 
Hymn of the Saviour" ("Ypvor rod Lergpos Xpuerov), 
i the sscond, = peg = — ” (Bis Fad 
abayeryo le rst, ning, 

diawy, is attributed to Clement in aa ies. tn which it 
is found; but it is supposed by some to be of an earlier 
date: the second is generally regarded as by a later band 

(see Greek Hymnody, § iii, For list of “ss. in which 
“The Tutor” is given, and for fuller details of Clement 
see Dict. of Christian Biog., pp. 589-647). 

The “ Hymn of the Saviour,” the earliest 
known Christian hymn, has been tr. into 
English as follows :— 

Zrouioy wwAwy a8awv. The earliest tr. is 
“Shepherd of tender youth.” This is by Dr. 
H. M. Dexter (q. v.). It was written in 1546, 
first pub. in Lhe Congreqationalist [of which 
vexter was editor}, Dec. 21, 1849, and is in 
extensive use in the United States. In Gt. 
Britain it is also given in several collections, in- 
cluding the N. Cong., 1859; Bap. Ps. & Hys. 
1858; the K. T. Society's Coll., &e. 
There are also trs, not in C. U., viz.: (1) “* Bridle of 

colts untamed," by Dr. W. L, Alexander, in the Ante- 
Nicene Christ. Lib., vol. iv. p-, 3435 see also p. 345. 
(2) * Bridle of colts untanght,” by Dr. H. Bonar, in The 
Sunday at Home, 1878, p. i1. (3) Another tr. is by 
the Rev. A. W. Chatfield, in his Songs and 3. of the 
Harliest Greek Christian Poets, 1876. Mr. id, 
following the Anth, Graeca Car, Christ., 1871, p. 37, 
begins with the eleventh line: BaciAer aywe, Acyt 
rardaudarayp. “O Thou, the King of Saints, all-conquer- 
ing Word.” His tr. extends to 40 lines. [J. J.] 

Clephane, Elizabeth Cecilia, third 
daughter of Andrew Clepbane, Sheriff of 
Fife, was b, at Edinburgh, June 18, 1*30, 
and d. at Bridgend House, near Melrose, Feb. 
19, 1869. Her hymns appeared, almost all for 
the first time, in the Family Treasury, under 
the general title of Breathings on the Border. 
In publishing the first of these in the Trea- 
sury, the late Rev. W. Arnot, of Edinburgh, 
then editor, thus introduced them :— 

“ These li the th and the longings of o young Curation lately released’ Wit- 
ten on the very edge of this life, with the better land 
fully in the view of faith, they seem to us footsteps 
printed on the sands of Time, where these sands touch 
the ocean of Exernity. These footprints of one whom 
the Good Shepherd led through the wikierness into rest, 
may, with (God's blessing, contribute to comfort and 
direct succeeding pilgrims,” 

The hymns, together with their dates,are :— 
1, Beneath the cross of Jesus. #. Tres., 1472, p. 398 
2. Dim eyes for ever closed, F. Tres., 1872, p. 396. 
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3, Who climbeth up too high. . Tres., 1472, p. 552. 
4. Into His summer garden. F. Tree., 1873, p. 245. 
5. From my dwelling midst the dead. #. Tres., 1873, 

. 365. 
ar The day ts drawing nearly done. F, Tres., 1873, 
co} « 

eS Life-lght waneth toanend. F. Trez,, 1474, p. 595, 
8, There were ninety and nine that safely lay. F.Tres., 

1874, p. £95, 
Of these Noe. 1 and 6 are in C. U. (J. Mj) 

Cleveland, Benjamin. Probably a Bap- 
tist, but known only by his Hymns on Different 

iritual Subjects, in Two Parts, whereof the 
4th ed. appeared in Norwich, Connecticut, 
1792. He is the author of :— 
O could I find from day today. [Longiny for 

Christ.] This was preserved from oblivion by 
the Hartford Sel., 1799, and is now in general 
use as altered and abridged to 4 st. by Nettleton, 
in his Village Hymns, 1824, No. 145. What is 
supposed to be the original text of the first four 
stanzas is found in Dr. Hatfield's Church H. BA., 
1472, No. 876. [F. M. BJ 

Cleveland, Charles Dexter, LL.p., b. at 
Salem, Mass, Dec. 3, 1802, and graduated at 
Dartmouth, 1827. Professor of Latin and 
Grek in Dickinson Coll, Pennsylvania, 1830, 
andof Latin in the University of New York, 
18:2. In 1834 he opened a seminary for 
young ladies in Philadelphia. Hed, Aug. 18, 
1869, 
In 1850 he published A Compendium of English Lite- 

rotere; in [s54, another of Amrrican Literature; and 
to Isdl,a third of Classical Literature, in addition to 
ether works, His Lyra Sacra Americana, 1564, widely 
known in England, and from which many — have 
teen introdmed into the English hymnals, is inadequate 
and whelly uncritical, but it is better than Rider's Lyra 
Americana, 1465 (which was reprinted in substance by 
the R. T. 8., Lon., 1865), and the Biographical sketches 
appended to it bave sume value. . M. BJ 

Clifford, C. L., a nom de plume of Mrs, 
Fan Aletyne (q. v.). 

Cling to the Crucified. HH. Ponar. 
Abiding in Christ.) Contributed to his Bible 

. Bk, 1845, No. 268, in 2 st. of 12 1, and 
based apon i. John ii. 28," Abide in Him.” 
Tt was repented in his Hys. of Faith & Hope, 
1857, and in several hynin-books, meludin 
the H. Comp., &e. In the N. Cong. aod 
Allon's Suppl. Hyg. it is altered to “ Abide in 
Him, abide. 

Cling to the Mighty One. H. Bennett. 
[Trust in Jesus.) This liymn is usually dated 
1864, Itwas given as No, 3 in his Hymne, by 
H. B.. 1867, in 3 st. of 8 L. It is found in 
several collections in G. Britain and America, 
as in Snepp’s S. of G. & G., 1872; Hys. & 
S. of Praise, N. Y. 1874, and others. 

Clothed in majesty sublime. Joanna 
Baillie, (Ps. zeiii.) This appeared in her 

itive Verses, 1840, in 5 st. of 4 1 as 
“Thoughts taken from the 93rd Psalm.” In 
this form it is not in ©. U., but as “ Arrayed 
in Majesty divine,” it is sometimes fuund. 

From the preface to her ive Ver: 
whe contributed to i pesndle shape bay n 
Ts, and Parapha. three a which she has beaded, 
“For the § Kirk.” revision never took place. 
= _ a wigey A @ Scotch min mer i 

. at Ham 51. 
pottical pleces, including Plays, pee ell kaneis 

[W. T. Bj 
_ Clyne, Norval, w.a., 8, of the late Ca 

tain John Clyne, of the Royal Scots Reghaees, 
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was b, at Ballycastle, Lreland, Feb. 21, 1817, 
studied and graduated M.A, at the University 
of Aberdeen (Marischial College), and in 1846 
became a member of the Society of Advocates 
in Aberdeen. He is the author of Ballads from 
Scottish History, 1863,&c. He wus appointed 
one of the Aberdecn members of the Com- 
mittee which compiled the Draft Hymnal for 
the Scottish Church, 1857, and contributed to 
it two hymns, viz., “Chief Shepherd of the 
chosen fold,” and “Jesu! Heaven's eternal 
King,” which he afterwards included in the 
Aberdeen Hymnal, of which he was the com- 
piler (see Scottish Hymnody, vi. 7). Thence 
they have passed into various collections. A 
Christmas carol by him, “ The blasts of chill 
December sound,” originally pub. in The 
Scottish Witness, has been included, as No. 

| 64, in the Rev, R. R. Chope’s Carols for use 
(J. M.] in Church, 1875. 

Cobbe, Frances Power, daughter of 
Charles Cobbe, p.t., of Newbridge House, Co. 
Dublin, was b. Dee. 4, 1822. She has written 
extensively on various subjects, The most 
important of her publications are :— 

(qt) — br rrggenn a ‘ (2) — rae 
m Le » leeds ® F} 

1 Dy She ans eiued the Works of Theodore Parker: 
in 12 vols, 

Miss Cobbe has written only a few ma. 
Two of these were included in her Italics; 
Brief Notes on Politics, People, and Places ta 
Ttaly in 1864 (1864), and a third in a Birth- 
day Address to Lord ar raecepens Her 
hymn, “Gol draws a cloud over each gleam- 
ing morn ” (Rest in the Lord), was written in 
1859, in reply to some verses by au acquaint- 
ance, which were of a sad and despairing 
magne ra has passed into reveral oe 
tions, incluling Horder’s Congregational Hys., 
1884, and others. (W. G. H.) 

Cobbin, Ingram, ».a., b. Dec., 1777, and 
educated for the Congregational Ministry at 
Hoxton Coll, Entering tie ministry in 1802, 
he was successively paster of congregations at 
Banbury, at Holloway, at Putney, and at 
Crediton. He was also for some time Secretary 
of the Home Miss, Society. Hed. at Camber- 
well, March 10, 1851. His publications were 
numerous, including Seripture Parables in 
Verse, 1818; The Village Hymn Book, 1820; 
and a tr. of Cesar Malan’s Hymns [see French 
Hymnody}, 1825. He ulso eoutributed the ful- 
lowing hymns to the Bap. New Sel., 1828 :— 

1, As bLows the wind, and in its flight. Kegeneration. 
2, Before the Almighty pene began. Shvereign (race. 
3, If ‘tis sweet to mingle where. Prayer Meeting. 
4. Lord! there is a throne of grace, Prayer, 
5. Lord! to Thy bounteous care we owe, Harvest. 

Of these bymns, Nos, 3 and 4 are in the 
most extensive use, and are given in several 
modern collections, specially amungst the 
Baptists. (J. J.J 

Coeleste organum hodie sonuit in 
terra. [Christmas] This Sequence is ot 
unknown authorship and date. Mone, No. #88, 
quotes this hymn from a 12th cent. ms at Graz, 
and holds that itisby a French writer, Morei 
uotes it from the ms. collection of Brander, 
507 (St. Gall stss., No. 546), where it is called 

@ sequence, “ patris alicujus S. Galli conven- 
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tus.” It is found in two 14th cent. mss, in the 
Brit. Mus. (Lanadown, 432, f. 12b; Caligula 
A. xiv. f. 44b), &e. Every line of the Se- 
quenee ends in a. In the English Uses a 
curious but not uncommon diversity prevails. 
These may be gathered from their reprint, 
the Sarum Miseal., Burntisland, 1861; the York 
Missal, Surtees Soc., 1872; and the Hereford 
Missal, 1874. Tr. as :-— 

Hark, the heavens’ sweet melody, by E.H. Plump- 
tre, written for and Ist pub. in the Hymaary, 
1872, No. 134, [t was republished in the trans- 
lator’s Things New § Old, 1884. Another fr. is, 
“This day celestial melody,” by pe) 

Coelestis ales nuntiat. Jean Baptiste 
de Santeiil. [Annunciation.] 1st pub. in his 
Hymni Sacri et Nori, 1689, p. 2, and again 
in the same, 1698, p. 87, in 5 st.of 41. In 
1736 it was included in the revised Paris 
Brev. Also reprinted in Card. Newman’s 
Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 and 1865, Tr. as :— 

1, The angel spake [spoke] the word, by E. Cas- 
wall—his quoted opening line being, “ Supernus 
ales nuntiat,”—in his Lyra Catholica, 1849, p. 
267; and again in his Hymns, &c., 1873, p. 170. 
This is given in the Appendiz to the H. Noted, 
and in the St. Jovin's Hymnal (Aberdeen), &c. 

2. Hail blessed morn, when forth from heaven, by 
W. Cooke, made for the Hymnary, 1872, and 
given with the signature “ A.C. C.” 

Translations not in C, U. :— 
1, The herald ight from Heav’n on golden wing, J. 

sy ee eT high. J.D. Cha 2. The swift-w on . FD, im 
bers, tl. 1866. (J. FJ 

Coelestis aula panditur. Jean Baptiste 
de Santeiil, (Virgins.) Given in the Cluniac 
Brev., 1686, p. xv., and in his Hymni Sacri 
et Novi, 1689, p. 217, and 1698, p. 254, for 
“Sanctis Virginibus.”” In the revised Paris 
Firev., 1736, it was wppointed for Virgins, not 
being Martyrs. The text is also given in 
Card. Newman's Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 and 
1865. Tr. as :— 

is the starry hall, by |. Williams, Ist in 
the British Magazine, 1835, vol, viii., p. 518, and 
again in his Hys. from the Paris Brev., 1839, p. 
321, It has passed into Mys. & Jntroits, 1852; 
Kennedy, 1863 ; the Hymnary, 1872; the Altar 
Ifymnal, 1884, &e. 

Translation not in 0, U. :— 
The palace gates of Heaven expand, J. D. Cham- 

ders, li. 1866, (J. J.J 
Coelestis aulae principes. Jean Bap- 

tiste de Santeitil, (Apostles.] In the Cluniac 
Brev., 1686, p. iL, ard in bis Hymni Sacri et 
Novi, 1689, p. 189, and ed. 1698, p. 235, in 6 
st. of 41. In 1736 it was given in the revised 
Paris Brev., a8 the hymn for the “Common 
of Apostles at Lauds.” It is also in the 
Lyons and other French Breviaries. Text in 
Card. Newman's Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 and 
1865, and Chandler's Hys. of the Prim. Church, 
1837, No. 87. (W. A. 8. 
Translations in C. U. :— 
1, Ye captains of a heavenly host, by I. Wil- 

liams, in his Hys. tr. from the Paris Brev., 1839, 
p- 274, and thence into the App. to the H. Noted. 

2, Captains of the saintly band, hy Sir H. W. | 
Baker, in HA. g M., 1861; and in Acnnedy, 1863. 
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3. The leaders of the Church of Christ, by G. 
Phillimore, in the Parish H. B4., 1863, in 5 double 
stanzas of 4 |., the last two being original. This 
was repeated in the 2nd ed., 1874, and in the 
S.P. C.K. Church Hys., 1871. 

4. Ye princes of the courts om high, by J.D 
Chambers, in pt. ii, p. 4, of his Lauda 
1866. The hymn, “ Princes of the court on 
high,” was adapted from this tr. by the Editors 
of the Hymnary, 1872, No, 388. 

Translation not in C. U, :— 
Hail, princes of the host of heaven. J. mers 5 

Coelestis formam on (Trane- 
figuration.] This hymn, of unknown author- 
ship, is in the Sarum Brev. (Venice, 1495, 
Estiva, pt. ii. f. 174), for the Transfiguration. 
Mone, No. 65, givea it from a ms, of the 15th 
cent., together with a few notes. Dandéel, iv. 
P. 279, repeats this text without the uotes, 
t is also in Card. Newman’s Hymni Ecclesiae, 
1838 and 1865, and Biggs’s Annotated H. A. 
é& M., 1867, p. 245. Tr. as :— 

1. A type of those bright rays on high, by J. 
M. Neale, in the enlarged ed. of the //. Noted, 
1854, In 1861 this is altered to “ O wondrous 
type, O vision fair,” by the compilers of Hf, A. 
¥ Jf, No, 202. This was repeated in full in 
Kennedy, 1863: and, abbreviated, in the Ir 
vingite Hys. for the Churches, 1864, but omitted 
from the H. A. § Mf, 1875, The original tr. 
was repeated in the Mymner, 1882, 

2. The shadow of the glory which one day. By 
C.S. Calverley, written for and Ist pub. in the 
Hymnary, 1872, No. 367. 

Translations not in 0, U.:— 
ao shape for Whose bright vision. W. J. Blas. 

2. O glorious scene, and passingfair. J. D. Chambers. 
1857, [J. J.J 

Coelestis O Jerusalem. [All Saints.) 
This hymn is usually given as from the re- 
vised Paris Brev., 1736. It is not in that edi- 
tion, but was added, for the Vigil of All 
Saints Day at Lauda (together with “* Pugnate, 
Christi milites,” the hymn at Matins for the 
same festival), in later editions, It is also 
found in the Meauz Brev., 1834, and is giveu 
in 6 at. of 4 1. in Card. Newman's Hymni 
Ecclesiae, 1838 and 1865, and in Biggs’s 
Annotated H, A, & M., 1867, p. 212. Its 
author is unknown. (w. A. 8] 

Translations in C, U, :— 
1. O heavenly Jerusalem, by I], Williams, pub. ia 

his Hys. tr. from the Paris Brev., 1839, p. 258. 
This tr., with slight alterations, was given in 
Mozley's Hymnal, 1852; H. A. & M., 1861-75; 
the People’s H., 1867 ; Spurgeon's 0. 0. A. HE; 
and (in two forms, each opening with the above 
first line) in the Roman Catholic Hys. for the 
Year, x.p., No. 50. In addition to these it is 
iven in an altered form as, “O heavenly QueeD, 
igh Salem,” in Blew'’s Ch. I. ¢ Tune Boot, 

1852; as, “O heavenly Jerusalem, city,” &+ 
in the Salisbury H. Bk. 1857; and as, “ Jertisa- 
lem the heavenly,” in the Hymnary, 1872. 

2. Jerusalem the holy, by W. E. Green. Writtea 
for and pub. in A Book of Church Hys., Lond. 
1864, No. 246. 
E eermaig in not in O. U, :— 

m, the city, Anon, in the Shill air | rine, 1867. 
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Coeli Deus sanctissime. [ Wednesday.) 
This hymu is sometimes ascribed to St. Am- 
brese, but un insufficient authority. It is 
found in two forma, the first what is usually 
received a8 the original, and the second the 
revised text in the Roman peers, 1632. 
Both texts ure given in Daniel, i, No, 52; 
and the first in Mone, No. 277, who notes the 
ollvst form of the hymn from a ms. of the 
Sth cent. in the Town Library at Trier, The 
fint form ia in the Mozaralte, York, Sarum, 
and many other Breviaries, both Euglish and 
continental, but the Roman form is only in 
that Brev. It is found in three mss. of the 
iti cent. in the Brit. Mus. (Veap. D. xii. f. 
19; Jul. A. vi. £ 27; Harl. 2961, f. 223); in 
aus. of the 9th cent. at St. Gall, No, 20; and 
also printed from an 11th cent. 18. at Durham 
in the Latin Hys.of the Anglo-Sazon Church, 
1851, See also Migne, tom. xvii. ; and Wacker- 
nagel, i., No, 93. (W.A.8] 

In annotating the érs. it will be necessary 
to take the two forms of the hymn :— 

i. The Textus Receptus, 
Translation in C. U. :— 
0 Ged, Whose hand doth spread the sky, by J. M. 

Neale, in the enlarged ed. of the Hymnal N., 
18M, in 5 st. of 41., and the Hymner, 1882. 

Translations not in C. U. :— 
1. O Thou most Holy God of heaven. Hope. 1844. 
2. Mos Holy God, the Lord of heaven. J. D. 

Chambers, 1857. 

ii. The Roman Breviary Text. 
Translations in C. U.:— 
1. All Holy God on high, by W. J. Copeland, in 

his Hys. for the Week, &c., 1848, p. 33, in 5 st. 
of 41. This text is repeated in St. John's //yim- 
sal (Aberdeen), 1870, No. 99. 
2. Lord of eternal purity, by E. Caswall, in his 

Lyra Catholican, 1849, p. 24, and again in his 
yng, &e,, 1873, p. 15, in 5 st. of 41, This tr, 

isin several hymnals, including the People’s, Mar- 
tinean, and others. In the Hymnary, 1872, it is 
altered to, “Most Holy God, enthroned on high,” 
and in the Roman Catholic Hys. for the Year, to 
“O Lord of perfect purity.” 

be vale of Mant, 1837 . of the sky. 5 . . 
‘an Hollest Gel, whe relgeek on mek oon. Anglica. 

f 

2. 

44. 
3. All Holy Sovereign of the sky. R. Cam, . 1860. 
( OGed, Who thron'd in the holy belght. ‘oad. Kew: 

lis Verses, &c., 1453-68, This is altered in 
. Biew's Church H. & Tune Book, 1852-55, to 

most holy, and most high.” 
Ged of beaven, most holy Thou. J. 154 

Coelitum Joseph decus. (St. Joseph.) 
This hymn for the Feast of St. Joseph, the 
husband of the B. V. M., which has been 
tdied to the Roman Breviary since 1632, is 
of unknown authorsiip. In addition to being 
in that Office, Daniel has reprinted it, iv. 
p 296. Tr. as;— 

_ Taseph, our certain hepe below, by E. Caswall, 
in his Masque of Mary, 1858, in 5 st. of 4 1, and 
Yoence into his Hymns, éc., 1873, p. 74. This 
fr. is in use in Roman Catholic hymnals for 
Schools and Missions, 

Translation not in ©, U, :— 

ele Bory of the beavenly choir. ni hi 

14. 

i 
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Coelo datur quiescere. Jean Baptiste 
de Santeiil. (St. Barnabas.) Given in the 
Cluniae Brev,, 1686, p. 970; and in his Hymni 
Sacri et Novi, 1689, p. 58, and again in 1698, 
p. 103, in 6 st. of 4 1. In 1736 it was in- 
cluded in the revised Paris Brev., and ap- 
pointed as the liymn at Matins for the Feast 
of St. Barnabas. It is also in the LZ 
and other French Breviaries. The text from 
the Paris Brev. as given in Card. Newman's 
Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 and 1865, hus st. vii. 
and viii. from another source. Tr, as ;— 

1, Crowned with immortal jubilee, by I. Williams, 
from the uris Brev, text, lst pub. in the British 
Magazine, June, 1836 (vol. ix. p. 627, with the 
Latin), and again in his //ys. tr. from the Paris 
Brev., 1839, p. 205, In 1841 it was included in 
the Child's Christian Year. 

%. Thou, Barnabas, hast won repose, by R. F, 
Littledale, from the Paris Jirev., written for and - 
pub. in the People’s H., 1867. 

3. To Barnabas, Thy servant blest, by Harriet 
M. Chester, from the Paris Brev., contributed to 
the Hymnary, 1872, and signed “ H. M. C.” 

Tranalation not in 0, U. :— 
To Thee, O Barnabas, is given. J. D. aa? P 1466, 

J] 
Coelo quos eadem gloria consecrat. 

Jean Baptiste de Santeiiil. [All Saints.) Given 
in the Cluniac Brev,, 1686, p. 1097, and in 
his Hymni Sacri et Novi, 1689, P. 161, and 
again, 1698, p. 212, in 7 st. of 4.1. In 1736 
it was given, unaltered, in the revised Paris 
Brev.as the hywn for the Ist and 2nd Vespers 
of the Feast of all Saints It is also in other 
French Breviaries, and in Curd. Newman's 
Hyani Ecclesiae, 1838 and 1865. Tr. as — 

Saints whom in heaven one glory doth await, by 
F. Pott, and pub. in his //ymas, &c., 1861, and 
in the Hymnary, 15872. 

Translation not in C, U, :— 
Ye that are now in heavenly glory one. /. Williams. 

1834-9. (J. J.) 
Coelos ascendit hodie. [Ascension.} 

This hymn, of unknown date and authorship, 
is given by Dr. Neale (Med. Hymns. 1851-67), 
as “apparently of the twelfth century.” The 
text is in Daniel, i., No, 492, in 12 lines with 
“Alleluia” as a refrain te each, It lias 
been fr. by Dr. Neale, in Mediaeval Hys., 
1851-63, us “To-day, above the sky He 
suared,” and this is repeated in Dr, Schaff's 
Christ in Song, 1870, J. W. Hewett has also 
rendered it into English as “The King of 
glory, Christ most High,” in his Verses by a 
Country Curate, 1859, and the Lyra Messianica, 
1864. These tre. are not in C.U. It has 
al-o been rendered int» English through the 
Germun, “Gen Himmel.” 
Gen Himmel aufgefahren ist. A tr. in 6 st. of 

21, with Alleluia, appeared in B. Gesius’s Geistliche 
Deuteche Lieder, Frankfurt a. Oder, 1601, folio 45, with 
the Latin, Tr. as * The King of glory, Christ the Lord,” 
by E. Massie, 1467, p. 219.° . (J. M.) 

Coffin, Charles, b. at Buzancy (Ar- 
dennes) in 1676, d. 1749, was principal of the 
college at Beauvais, 1712 (succecding the 
historian Rollin), and rector of the University 
of Paris, 1718. He pub. in 1727 et lus 
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Latin poems, for which he was already noted, 
and in 1736 the bulk of bis hymns appeared 
in the Paris Breviary of that year. In the 
same year he P scm them as Hymni 
Saeri Auctore Carolo Coffin, and in 1755 a 
complete ed. of his Works was issued in 2 
vols, To his Hymn? Sacri is pretixed an 
interesting preface. The whole plan of his 
hymns, end of the Paris Breviary which he 
80 largely influenced, comes out in his words. 

“In bts porro scribendis Hymnis non tam poetico in- 
dulgendam spiritual, quam nitore et pletate consulendum 
esse existimavi. MPleraque igitur, argumentis convenien- 
tin e purissimis Scripturae Sacrae fontibus deprompel 
quae tdoneis Ecclesiae cantul numeris alligarem.” 

His hymus are described by u French critic 
as having less brilliancy than those of San- 
teiiil (q.v.), but more simplicity aud unction, 
They number 100 in the edition of 1736. 
Translations into English by J. Chandler, 
I, Williams and others, are noted under their 
respective Latin first lines. (W. T.B 

Robert Aston, pp, b. at 
Brighton in 1819, and educated at Harrow, 
and at Christ Chureh, Oxford. In 1843 he 
became Vicar of St. Mary Magdalene’s 
Oxford; but in 1845 le resigned and joinec 
the Church of Rome. In 1855 he became 
Rector of the R. C. Church of St. Maury’s, 
Clapham ; and in 1882 the R. C. Bishop of 
Southwark. He d. at Teigumouth, April 6, 
1885, In 1863 he pub. :— 
Hymns and Vertes on Spiritual Subjects ; being The 

Sacred Poetry of St. Alphonso Maria Liguort 
Translated from the Italian, and edited by Robert A. 
Coffin, Priest of the Congregation of the Most Holy 
Redeemer. Lond., Burns & Lambert, One or two of 
these trs. previously appeared in a #mall collection 
which he edited: Hymns for the Confraternity of the 
Holy Family, Jesus, Mary, and Joseph. » Impri- 
matur, Dec. 21, 1856. 

Some of these tra. are in C. U. in Roman 
Catholic hymn-books for schools and oy 

(J.J. 
Cole, Charles, b. May 20, 1733, at 

Wellow, in Somersetshire, d. 1813, In early 
life was a clothweaver; joined the Baptist 
eburch at Bradford, Wilts, and in 1758 began 
to presch at Whitchureb, Hants. In the 
year following he became peed the Baptist 
church there, a position he maintained with 
honour and usefulness for fifty years. He d. 
Dec. 3, 1813. 

He pub. “A Three-fold Alphabet of New Hymns, I, On 
the Public Ministry of the Word, IL. Om Baptism. 11. 
On the Lord's Sapper, To which ts added a Supplicatory 
Supplement, Lon,, 1792." The tithe, “* Three-fold Alpba- 
bet,” was given from the fact that the hymns in each of 
the first three sections are arran alphabetically, every 
letter being represented with the exception of X. The 
tota) number of hyrans, including the Si ent, is 
104, These hymns are sober and scriptural in sentiment, 
but prosaic in style, Several are found in the older col- 
lections as Denkam, Gadsby, and others Ww hs have 
almost died out of use, 

Coleridge, Hartley, eldest s. of 8. T. 
Coleridge, b. 1796, d. 1849, is known to 
hymnody through some pieces Myra in 
his (posthumous) Poems by Hartley Coleridge, 
with Memoir by his Brother, Lond., 1851, m- 
cluding “ Be not afraid to pruy: to pray is 
right” (Prayer); and “ In holy books we read 
how God hath spoken” (Voice of God in 
Nature). 

COLLAUDEMUS MAGDALENAE 

Coleridge, Samuel Taylor, was b. at 
St. Mary Ottery, Devonshire, 1772, educated 
at Christ's Hospital, London, and Jesus Col- 
lege, Cambridge, and d. in 1834. His Child's 
Prayer at Evening, “ Ere on my bed my limbe 
I pra in Martinewu’s Hymns, 1840 and 1873, 
is dated 1808. 

Coles, Vincent Stuckey Stratton, « 
of Rev. James Stratton Coles, b, at Shepton 
Beauchamp, March 27, 1845, and educated 
at Balliol College, Oxford, graduating B.a. 
1868, and w.a. 1872. On taking Holy Orders 
in 1869, he became Curate of Wantage. In 
1872 he was preferred as Rector of Shepton- 
Beauchamp, erset, and in 1884 Libra- 
rian of the Pusey Library, Oxford. Mr. Coles 
has contributed the following hymns to H. 
A. & M, and the 8. P. C. K. Church Hys. 

1, Lord, in whose eternal counsels, For guidance 
and growth in holiness, It was Ist printed as a leaflet, 
written for E. C. U, Festival, c. 1x70; and then included, 
after revision, in S. P. C. K. Church Hys., Us71. + 

, 2, Moat Father, low. Lent. No. 4% 
in the Buckaristic Hymnal, L877. 

3. O Lamb of God, whose love divine. Martyrs ( Vir- 
gins). Given in the Appendiz to H. A. d& M., 1568. 
4.0 the sheep. Martyrs (Bishop). Also 

given in the dppendiz tu 7, A. & Mf, 1868, 
5. We ather, Preparation y 

Jor Holy Communion. Originally written for a Com- 
municants’ class, it was inelnded in 8. P. C. K. Church 
Hys., 1871, and in the revised HM. A. & M., 1875. 

. cannot seck Thee. Spiritual Communion. 
Contributed to Lyra Aucharistica, 1863, and repeated in 
the Churchman’s Altar Manual, 1852. (J. J.J 

Colesworthy, Daniel C., a printer, 
editor, »nd bookseller, was b. at Portland, 
Maine, in 1810, and is now (1885) resident in 
Boston. He has pub. several volumes of 
verse, including Sabbath School Hymna, 1833 ; 
Opening Buds, 1838; The Year, 1873; and 
School is Out, 1876, Of his hymns the follow- 
ing are the best known :— 

1. A little word in kindness spoken. A indness, 
This appeared in his paper, Tie Portland Tri- 
bune, Sept. 25, 1841, 

2, While we lowly bow before Thee. Close of 
Service. Included in E. Nason’s Cong. H. Bk, 
1857, and thence has passed into several collec- 
tions of later date, including Songs for the 
Sanctuary, N. Y., 1865-72; Landes Domini, 
N. Y., 1884, and others, 

Mr. Colesworthy is a member of the Con- 
gregational body. [F. M. B.j 

Collaudemus Magdalenae, [St. Mary 
Magdalene.) This is a hymn of unknown 
authorship, and probably of English origin, 
15 st. and a doxolozy. It is given in oa 
14th cent, Sarum Brev, in the British Mus. 
(uss, Reg. 2, A. xiv., f. 214 ff.) for the 
Feast of St. Mary ©, in three 
parts: viz.:—1. “Collaudemus Magdalenae,” 
i-v. ant dox,: Vespers, 2. “ Aestimavit 
ortolanum,” vi-x. and dex.: Nocturns. 3. *O 
Maria uoli flere.” xii.-xv. and dox.: Lauds, 
In Daniel, i., No, 439, it is given in full as 
one hymn from the Sarum Brev. (See also Card. 
Newmau's Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 and 1865), 
the text is repeated from the Sarum Bree. 
The first part of the hymn (i.-iv. and dox.) 
is found as “ Pange Jin, Magdalenae,” in 
the Works of St. Bernardine of Siena (d. 144, 
canonized 1450), Sermon 46. Mone, Noa. 1055, 
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M4, 58, 59, gives the “ Pange lingua” text, 
together with readings from mss, of the 14th 
and 15th centuries. Daniel, iv. p. 245, com- 
pared Mone’s text with his own, and adds 
readings from the Aberdeen Brer. [W. A. 8.] 

In tracing out the fre. of this hymn we 
follow the Breviary divisions, viz. :— 

i, Ad Vesperas. 

Collaudemus Magdalenae. A fr. of this part 
altered from a tr. by G. Moultrie from his Es- 
poxsals of S. Dorothea, 1870, p. 78, was given in 
the Antiphoner § Grail, 1880; and again in the 
Hymner, 1882, No. 119, as “Sing we now the 
raise of Mary.” Another tr, beginning, “ Holy 
gdalene praising,” by J. D. Chambers, is in 

his Lewda Syon, pt. ii. 1866, p. 88, bat this is 
not in C. U, 

ii. Ad Nocturnum. 
Aestimavit ortclanum. Dr. Neale’s tr. of this 

part of the hymn, on its appearance in the 2nd 
ed. of his Mediaeval Hys., 1863, was prefaced 
with these words :—~ 
“The very elegant hymn, Pange lingua Maq- 

dilewe, of English origin, is in the Sarum 
Breviary, divided into three, for Vespers, 
Matins, and Lauds. I translated it for the 
fiymaal Noted, but it was thought too complex 
for popular use. The Lauds hymn was acci- 
dentally kept, the other translations lost. It is 
im the Clewer edition of The Day Hours,” 

Dr. Neale’a fr. is,“ As the gardener, Him 
addressing,” and is given in the Hymner, 
1882, No. 120, and others. 

iii. Ad Laudes, 
O Maria noli flere. This is given in the 

Antiphoner and Grail, 1880, and the Hymner, 
1892, No. 121, as“ Weep not, Mary, weep no 
longer.” It is altered from a tr. by G. Moultrie. 
In these two works a tr, of the complete hymn 
may thus be found, {J. 3} 

Translations not in ©, U. :— 

1. Sing we now of ‘s trial, Joy and sorrow let us 
tell. o Moultrie, inne pont A of St. Dorothea, 
into, 

2. Sing we now with praiseful voices. D. 7. Morgan. 
1871 =s3, 

Collects in Verse. [Prayer, Book of Com- 
wen] 

Collett, William Lloyd, ™.4., waa b. 
at Little Ilford, Essex, and uated at 
Queen's College, Oxford, in 1842. On taking 
Holy Orders he held several appointments 
until 1855, when he was preferred to the 
Viearaze of St. Stephen's, Hammersmith. 
Mr, Collett compiled the Appendix added to 
the Cooke and Denton Hymnal, for use in 
St. Stephen’s Church, 1855, and contributed 
to that Hymnal in 1855 his Ascensiontide 
yun, * Hail, triumphant King of Glory,” 
No. 153. in 2 ut. of 8 1. {J. 33 

Collins, Henry, .a., educated at Oxtord, 
where he graduated about 1854. He was 
ordained to the Ministry of the Church of 
England, but in Nov., 1857, he entered the 
Roman communion, beoming a member of 
the Cistercian Order in 1860. Author of Life 
9 the Ree. Father Gentili, &e., 1861; The Lowen Mission of the Cistercian Order, 1866, | 
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&c. His hymns, were pub. by him before 
leaving the Church of England, in his 
Hymne for Missions, 1854, first pub. at Leeds, 
and then by Sbrimpton of Oxford, and Masters 
of London. It contains 87 hymns, of which 
two only were by him:—*Jesu, meek and 
lowly ” (Passiontide), and “ Jesu, my Lord, 
=y God, my all.” (Love of Jesus desired.) 

ese hymns are in extensive use. (J. J.) 

Collins, 8. A., the wife of an American 
Baptist Minister, is the author of several 
hymns and temperance songs, including 
“Jesus, gracious One, calleth now to thee’ 
Invitation), in I. D. Sankey’s Sac, 8, & Solos, 
o, 2, 1881. 

Collyer, William Bengo, p.p., b. at 
Blackheath, April 14, 1782, educated at 
Homerton College, where, when 16 years old, 
he was enrolled as a student for the ministry. 
At 22 he began his ministry at Peckham; on 
Dec. 17, 1801, ordained pastor of a small 
chureh consisting of ten communicants. From 
1814 to 1826 he was also pastor of a Church 
meeting in Salters’ Hall. On June 17, 1817, 
a new chapel was opened for him at Peckham. 
There, from the time of his settlementin 1801, 
he labwmred with great success and honour 
until Dee, 11, 1853, on which day be preached 
for the Jast time, Hed. Jan, 8, 1854. 

Dr. Collyer was eminent in his day as ac eloquent 
Evangelical preacher, when formalism in worship, and 
Arianism fn doctrine, prevailed. He was a man of 
amiable disposition, polished manners, and Christian 
courtesy; popular with rick and poor alike. He was 
the author of a series of lectures on Divine Revelation, 
in seven volumes; Scripture Facts, Prophecies, Mira- 
cles, Parables, Doctrines, Duties, Comparisons. Dr, 
Collyer compiled a bymn-book with the tith, Hymne 
partly collected and partly original, designed as a 
supplement to Dr. Watts's Pealme and Hymns, 1412. 
It was intended at first for the use of his own cougre- 
nage only, and was to include many hymns composed 
ry bimself, to be sung after sermons which he had 
preached to them, but he was led to alterthe plan. It 
comprises 979 hymns, 6 choruses, and 4 doxologies, 
arranged in groups according to their authors, and not 
subjects, Of this number 57 were written by Dr. Collyer, 
and are for the most part short descriptive or didactic 
poems, religious or moral essays in verse, and not bymns 
addressed to the Creator and Kedeemer. Some of them 
are devoid of Christian truth, and are poems of nature or 
ofsentiment, Some of them were written during the bard 
and sorrowful times of the wars of Bonaparte, and relate 
to famine and national calamity. Several were prepared 
for the public — of amg ay | and benevolent 
societies, which bad their origin in his time. He also 
pub. Services suited fo the Solemnization of Matrimony, 
faption, &c., 1437, which contained #9 of bis hymns, 
&c.; Hymns for Israel, a Tribute of Love for God's 
Ancient People, 1846 (41 hymns). In Dr. Leifebild'’s 
Original Hymns, 1443, there are also 89 of his composi- 
tlons, Many of his pieces appeared in the Brangelical 

ine, and were also appended to bis numerous 
oblished Sermons. A few of his hymne are still in C. 
+» including. ** Another fleeting day is "; Ase 

sembled at thy great command”, “*O Jesu, in this 
solemn beur"; “O Thou, the belpless orphans 
hope"; “Return, O wanderer, return,” and the fine 
cento, * Great God, what do | see and hear.” 

[F. J. F.] 
Colver; Nathaniel, p.p.. an eminent 

preacher and abolitionist. b. at (rwell, Ver- 
mont, 1794, and entered the Baptist Ministry 
in 1836, becoming anccessively Pastor at Bos- 
ton, Detroit, Cincinnati, and Chicago. After 
the war, in 1865, he funded the Colver In- 
stitute at Richmond, Virginia. He d, Sept. 25, 
1870. In 1848 he contributed 17 hymns to 
Banvard’s Christian Melodist, Boston, U.S. 
Of these the best known are: —* — Lord, 

2 
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in merey come again,” Lent; and “ Weep for 
the lost! thy Saviour wept ” (Sympathy), as in 
the Bap. Praise Bk., N.Y., 1871, &e. (F. M. B.] 

Come, all ye chosen saints of God. 
J. Hart. (Passion Week.) The following 
account of the origin of this hymn is given 
in the wuthor’s “ Experience,” which accom- 
panics his Hymns :— 

« The week before Easter, 1757, I had such an amazing 
view of the agony of Christ in the garden, a3 I know not 
well how to cribe, I was lost in wonder and adora- 
thon, and the impression it made was too deep, I believe, 
ever to be obliterated. I shall say no more of this, but 
only remark that notwithstanding all that is talked about 
the sufferings of Jesus, none can know — of them 
but by the Holy Ghost; and, [ beliewe, be that knows 
most knows bat very little, It was upon this I made the 
first part of hymn 1, ‘On the Passion,’ which, however, 
1 afterwards mutilated and altered.” 

The hymn was pub. in his Hys. com 
on Varivus Subjects, 1759, iu 2 parts of 24 st. 
in all. As given in modern collections, as in 
Spurgeon’s O O. H. Bk., it is a cento from 
the original with variations in the text. [J.J.] 

Come, and hear the grand old story. 
H. Bonar. Fru of Christ.) This is the first 
of 9 lines which introduce a hymn of 17 st. 
of 4.1L. beginning, “ Christ the Father, Son 
Eternal,” Ist pub. in his os of Faith and 
Hope, 2nd -eries, 1864. The hymn, in an 
abbreviated form, is given in N. Hall's Christ 
Church Hyl., 1876, and others. (J. J.J 

Come, and let us sweetly join. C. 
Wesley. (Church Gatherings.) This poem of 
22 double stauzas, divided into five parts, 
wes given in Pt. ii, of J. & C. irae he a, 
S. Poems. 1740, and headed “The lon 
.Feast." The five parts were subsequently 
used as separate hymns, as follows :— 

1, Come, and let us join. This was 
ahdg in the Wee. H. Bh, 1780, No. 505, and has 

en repeated in most collections of the Metao- 
dist body. 

2. Come, Thou High and Lofty One, This was 
included in Toplady's Ps. and Hys,, 1776, and in 
the Wes. H. Jk., 1780, No. S06 (ed. 1875, No. 
520), and has passed into various collections. 
From it the centos (1) “ Jesu, we the promise 
claim”; sometimes, “Jesus, we Thy promise 
claim,” was given in Bickersteth’s Christ. Psalmo., 
1833; and is found in modern hymnals, inclading 
Snepp’s 5. of G. & @., 1872; and (2) “In the 
midst do Thou appear,” as in Dr, Martineau’s 
Hymns, &c., 1840, and his Hys. of P. § P., 1873. 

3. Let us join, 'tis God commands. This is No, 
507 in the Wes. H. Bk., 1780, and No. 521 in the 
revised ed., 1875, It has also passed into other 
collections, as the Bap. Hymnal, 1879, &c, 

4. Partners of a glorious hope, No. 508 in the 
Wes. 7. Bk., 1780, and 522 in the revised ed, 
1875, and other collections. 

&. Father, hail, by all adored. No. 509 in the 
Wes. Hf. Bk., 1780, and 523, 1875, 

In addition to the above there are three 
centos in C. U. all beginning, “Come, and let 
us sweetly join,’ and each being distinet in 
itself. ‘hese are (1) Leeds H. Bk. 1858, 
No. 738; (2) N. . Suppl, 1869: and 
(3) Kennedy, 1863. ‘The original texts of all 
these parts and centos are in the Wes. H. Bk. 
as above, and the P. Works, 1868-72, vol. i. p. 
350. (J. J.J 

COME, DESIRE OF NATIONS 

Come away to the skies. (. Wealey. 
( Birthday.) ritten on the anniv of 
the birth of bis wife, Oct. 12, 1755, and Ist 
pub. in his Hys. for Families, L767, No. 165, 
in 8 st. of ot P. Works, 1868-72, vol. vii. 

198. In 1780 it was included in the Wes, 
. Bk. us No. 478, and has been retained in 

all su uent editions of that collection. It 
is also given in other collections of the 
Methodist body, and in a few American 
Hymnals. (J. J.) 

Come, blessed Spirit, Source of 
light. B. Beddome.- (Holy Spirit.) This 
hymn is given in his Sermons, 1816, vol. iv., 
and in his (posthumous) Hymne, 1817, No. 136, 
in 4 st. of 4 1., and in each instance it is un- 
dated. It is found in extensive use in Ame- 
rican hymu-books in two forms; Ist the on- 
ginal, as in Dr. Hatfield's Church H. Bk., 1872 
(where it is dated ite and 2ud changed 
from L.M. toam. in the Meth. Epieco. Hymns, 
1849, “ Come, Spirit, source of light.” 

(Ww. T. BJ 

Come, children, hail the Prince of 
Peace. Spree to Christ.) An anonymous 
hymn in 5 st. of 41. not traced beyond the 
8. 8. H. Bk., Phila., 1820, i., No. 162, and the 
Silver St. 8. Scholar’s Companion (7th ed.), 
1821. From the time of its insertion. in 
1843, in Bateman’s Sacred Melodies for Chil- 
dren, it has been growing in favour both in 
England and America. In the latter it is 
sometimes found, as in the Baltimore &. 8. 
H. Bk:., 1843, as “Come, let us praise the Prince 
of Peace,” the order of the sts. being changed 
and the hymn altered, It is an imitation of 
“ All hail the power of Jesus’ Name.” (J. J.] 

Come, children, join the angelic 
avenly) throng. [Praise to oad An 

imitation by an unknown writer of * All hail 
the power of Jesua’ name,” given in the 
Leeds 3. S. H. Bi... 1862, and in the Leeds 
8.8. U. H. Bk. 1864: and also as “Come, 
children, join the heavenly throng,” in the 
Silver Street S. 8. Companion, 1880, in 4 ot. 
of 41. {J. J.) 

Come, children, join to sing. C. H. 
Bateman. [Praise to Christ.) 1st pub. in his 
Sacred Melodies for Children, 1843, No. 4, in 
5 st. of 5 1. and the refrain ; in in later 
editions, and in his Children's lymnal, 1872. 
It is given in several collections in G, Britain 
and Canada, and is one of the most popular of 
the author's hymna. ‘ 

Come, dearest Lord, descend and 
dwell. J. Watts. [Whitsuntide.) Given in 
the enlarged ed. of his Hys. and 8. So 
1709, Bk. i., No. 135, in 3 at. of 41 In 
1753 G. Whiteficld included it in his Coll. 
This was followed by R. Conyers in his Coll., 
1774, and others, until its use lias become ex- 
tensive both in G, Britain and America. In 
many cases, especially in America, the term 
“dearest,” 80 objectionable to many, is 
changed to, “ Come, gracious Lord,” &e. Od] 

Come, desire of nations, come; Has- 
ten, Lord, &e. (. Wesley. [Second Advent.] 
Written as one of the Hymns ioned by the 
Earthquake, March 8, 1750, and Ist pub. ina 
tract bearing that title during the same yes". 
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The unusual visitation of the earthquake 
created @ t sensation in London and the 
neighbourhood, and the excitement of the 
people did much to set forth the calm faith, 

to bring out the sterling worth of the 
Wesleys. The feelings of both were embodied 
in the hymns which C, Wesley wrote on the 
cceasion. This particular bymn was included 
in J. Wealey’s Select Hymns with Tunes annezt, 
1761, and other works, and in the Wee. H. Bk. 
as oneof the “ Additional Hymns,” circ. 1800. 
It is retained in the new ed., 1875, and is 
found in several collections in G, Britain and 
America. Orig. text in P. Works, 1868-72, 
vol. vi. p. 48. J.J.) 

Come, Divine Immanuel, come. C. 
Wesley. (Missions.) “ Written at the Land's 
End,” and pub, in Hys. and S. Poems, 1749, 
tol. ii, No. 208, in 6 st, of 4 1 (P. Works, 
1868-72, vol. v. p. 183). In 1743, G. White- 
field included it in hia Coll, No. 37, but it 
failed to gain popularity and is seldom found 
in modern collections. In the Amer. Hys. and 
Songs of Praise, N. Y., 1874, it ia given in an 
altered form. (J. J.J 

Come, every pious heart. S. Stennett. 
[Praise to Christ.) A in A Collection 
of Hys. for the Use of Christians of all Deno- 
minations, Lond, 1782,and again in Rippon’s 
Selection, 1787, No. 489, in 6 st. of 6 1, and 
entitled, “A Song of Praise to Christ.” As 
given in modern collections it is usually com- 
posed of st. i., iii-v., as in the Bap. P's, and 

269, where, however, it is 
. Its use in America is 

very extensive, In the Church S. 8. H. Bk., 
1879, it is given as, “Come, every youthful 
heart,” and in a few collections as “ Come, 
ye who love the Lord, And feel His,” &c., 
meluding Dr. Walker's Cheltenham 
Hys., 1855, and others. [J 
Come, Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, 

Honour the means, &c. rd Wesley. 
sone Baptiom.] let pub, in Hye. & 8. 
vems. 1749, vol. ii, No. 181, in 6 st. of 41. 

(P. Works, 1868-72, vol. v. p. 388). In 
1780 it was given in the Wes. H. Bk,, No. 
464, and the revised ed., 1875, No. 476. It ia 
in several collections in G. Britain and 
Aneton, as the Sarum, 1868; the Amer. 

eth. Episco. Hymual, 1878, &e. In some 
Preise, Ae aes as Hys. & Sunge of 

: 1874, st. iii, vi., are given 
slightly altered gs “Father, in these reveal 
Thy Son.” (J. J. 

Gar me, Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, 
P &c. C. Wesley. (For Spiritual 
el Ist pub, in his wt Hymne, &e., 
the Wi — form in whieh it was given in 

tinued if lat Bk. in 1780, No. 243, and con- 

201 sont gt ter editions, it embodied Nos. 200, 
02 of the Short Hymns, these beng 

on Numb. vi, 24-25 (P. Works, 1803— | 
i peel, Ix. p. 65). From this cento, No. 661, 
of Bicktooas at G. & G.. 1872, “ Eterwal Sun | 
of st. iid—vie sligualy bron It is composed 

union. 3 happy children, come and 
Proteny”" hy A. Thrupp. [lhid's, Song 

Ppeared in h-r Hymns for the 
(ith ed. 1836), in 6 sti of 41 

Pe. & 
J.J 
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In 1848 it appeared again in Dr. Miller's Ps. 
& Hys., 1848, and others, as, “ Come, Chris- 
tian children, come and raise.” This text, 
with slight alterations, the omission of st. vi., 
and the passing on of st. ii. (rewritten) to 
the end as st. v. was repeated in Church 
ofl , 1871, No. 567. In the Meth. Free 
Church S. 8, H. Bk., 1868, Miss Thrupp’s text 
is aguin altered as “Come, let the young 
unite and raise.” The original lymn is some- 
times said to have appeared in Mrs, H. Mayo's 
Sel. of Hys., &c., 1838, but this is an error. 

c(W. T. B 

Come, heavenly love, inspire my 
song. Anne Steele, [Redeeming Love.) This 
pom of 39 at. of 4 1. appeared in her Hys. ov 
subjects chiefly Devotional, 1760, vol. i. p. 7 

(2nd ed., 1780, vol. i. p. 7), and in Sedgwick's 
reprint of her Hymma, 1863, p. 4. From the 
poem the following centoa are in C. U.:— 

1. Come, heavenly love, inspire my song. This 
was given in the Bristol Coll. of Ash and Evans, 
1769, No, 129; repeated by K. Conyers, in his 
Coll., 1772, and again by others to modern hym- 
nals, It is composed of st. 1,2, 3,7,4, 37 and 39, 

2. Come, Holy Ghost, inspire our songs. ‘This 
was given in the Uttoxeter Se/., 1805; and re- 
peated in Cotterill’s Sef, 1810-19, and from 
thence has passed into a few collections in G. 
Britain aud America. It is composed of st. 1. 
2, 3, 7, 8, slightly altered from the original, and 
an added stanza probably by Cotteyill. 

3. Come, heavenly Dove, inspire my song. This 
is in the Amer. Avangelical Hyl., by Hall and 
Lasar, N. Y., 1880, st. 1, 2, 4, 4, 32, 33, 37, and 
39 being included therein. 

4. Come, Holy Spirit, guide my This 
is com of at. i, iL, vii. and xxxvii. slightly 
altered. It is No. 63 in Windle’s Codi. 

6. The Saviour, O what endless charms. This 
cento in Snepp's &. of (. & (., 1872, No. 174, 
is composed of st. 2,3, 8,37, and 39. [J. J.) 

Come, Holy Ghost, all quickening 
fire; Come, and my hallowed, &c. 
C. Wesley. (Whitsuntide.) A “Hymn to 
God the Sanctifier,” Ist pub. in Hy«. & S. 
Poems, 1740, p. 45, in 8 st, of 61, and again 
in the Wes. th Bk., 1780, No. 341 (2. Works, 
1868-72, vol. i. p. 240). In the American 
Meth. Episco. Hymna, 1849, at. iv., v., vii., viii. 
are giveu as “Humble and teachable, and 
mild.” (J. J.J 

Come, Holy Ghost, descend from 
high. [Jloly Baptism.) This cento, in 2 st. 
of + 1, appeared in A. M. Toplady’s Ps. & 
Hye, 1776, No. 99. It is compored of st. i. 
of C. Wesley's * Come Father, Son, and Holy 
Ghost, Honour the means,” &c., as above, but 
slightly altered; and st. ii, probably by ‘Top- 
lady. This was repeated in T. Beck's (q. v.) 
Hymns, &e., 1782. In Biekersteth'’s Christian 
Pealmody, 1833, it is given in error as of 
Eieck’s composing, and this error is repeated 
in later collections. [J. Jo, 

Come, Holy Ghost, my soul inspire; 
| Spirit of, &e. R Mant. [Whiteuntide.) 
| Appeared in his Hol ys of the Church, &e., 
vol. i., 1828, Py 817-318, in 6 st. of 4 1. at 
the close of a Meditation and Collect, which 
follows an account of the life and work of St. 
Barnubas. Iu 1837 it was transferred to his 
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Ancient Hys. from the Rom. Brev., &c., a8 one 

of his “Original Hymns,” No. 105, without 

alteration, and entitled, “ Hymn to the Com- 

forter for Faith, Hope, and Charity.” It is 

also included in Bp. Mant’s Ancient Hymne, 

&e., 1871. In Kennedy, 1863, No. 1180, the 

hyum, “Holy Ghost, my soul inspire,” is 

this hymn in a slightly altered form. Another 

arrun t is:—"Holy Spirit, in my [our] 
breast,” which was given in the enla ed. 

of Morrell & How's Ps. & Hymna, 1864, No. 

11%, {J. J. 

Come, Holy Spirit, come, Let Thy 

bright beams, &c. J. Hart. [Whiteun- 

tide.) Contributed to his Hys. composed on 

Various Subjects, 1759, No. 4, in 9 st. of 41, 

and headed, “To the Holy Ghost.” One of 

the earliest to adopt it was Toplady, in his 

Ps. & Hys., 1776, No. 237, with alterations 

which have come down to modern collections. 

This text is that usually ado in Ch, of 

England hymnals. It is easily recognized 
by st. i, IL 8,4, which read :— 

“ the sorrow from our minds, 
darkness Jrom our eyes,” 

instead of— _ 
« Dispel the darkness from our minds, 

And open all our eyes,” 

as in the original. Most of the American 

collections follow Toplady’s text with slight 

variutiona, and abbreviations as in the Bap. 
Praise Bk., N. Y¥., 1871; « for the Sanc- 

tuary, N. Y., 1865-72, &e, The abbreviated 

texts in the Trish Church Hi 1878; Dr. 

Hatfiell’s Church H. Bk., 1872; Stowell’s 

Ds, & Hys., 1831 and 1877, and others, are from 

the original, No. 151, in the Mitre, 1836, is a 

cento, st. i., ii, being from this hymn, and 

ii, iv. from C. Wesley's “ Spirit of faith, come 

down.” in each ease with alteration. Full 

orig. text in Lyra Brit. 1867, p. 273. (J.J.) 

Come, Holy Spirit, Heavenly Dove, 

My sinful maladiesremove. 8. Browne. 
Whitsuntide.] Few hymns in the English 

anyuage liave been subjected to so many 
ulterations and changes as this, which ac- 
cording to the author's title, concerns “ The 
Soul ering at up to the Conduct and In- 
fluence of the Holy Spirit... An enumeration 
of all these changes would tend to increase 
rather than to lessen the complications which 
surround the various texts in modern bymnals. 
The most that can be done will be to give the 

original text, and then to indicate the sources 
of the important changes in C. U. 

1, The 2 ig appeared iu 8, Browne's Hys. 
& Spiritual Songs, 1720, Bk. i, No. 131, 
pp. 173, 174, in 7 st. of 4 1, as follows:— 

“Come, Holy Spirit, heav'nly Dove, 
My sinful maladies remove ; 
Be (hou my light, be Thou my guide, 
O'er every thought and step preside. 

“ The light of truth to me display, 
That I may know and chuse my way; 
Plant holy fear within mine beart, 
‘That [ from God may ne'er depart. 

“ Conduct me safe, conduct me far 
From every sin and hurtful snare, 
Lead me to God, my final rest, 
In His enjoyment to be blest. 

* Lead me to Christ, the living way, 
Nor let me from his ures stray , 
Lead me to heav'n, the seat of bilss. 
Where pleasure in perfection ts, 

gracious 
at. {1., 1. 3, Lead to Thy word; for that must give. 
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“ Lead me to holiness, the road 
That I must take to dwell with God; 
lead w hd word, that rules must give, 

And sure directions how te live. 

* Lead me to means of grace, where I 

May own my wants, and seek supply 
Lead to Thyself, the from whence 

To feteh all quick'ning inflaence. 

© Thus I, conducted still by Thee, 
Of God a child beloved i be; 
Here to His family pertain, 
Hereafter with Him ever reign.” 

9. In 1769 Ash and Evans pub. in their 

Bristol Coll., a8 No. 161, the following version : 

“Come, Holy Spirit, heavenly Dove, 

With light and comfort j rom above ; 
Be Thou our Guardian, Thou our Guide, 

O'er every Thought and Step preside. 

* Conduct us safe, conduct us far 

From every Sin and hurtful Snare; 

Lead to Thy Word that Rules must give, 

And teach us Lessons how to live. 

© The Light of Truth to us display, 
And make us know and choose Thy Way; 

Plant holy Fear in every Heart, 

‘That we God may ne'er depart. 

Lead es to Holiness, the Road, 
That we must take to dwell with God; 

Lead us to Christ, the living Way, 

Nor let us from His pastures stray. 

* Lead us to God, our final Rest, 
In His bg Some to be bless’d ; 

Lead us to Heaven, the Seat of Bliss, 

Where Pleasure in Perfection is. B." 

8, This version was included in Toplady’s 

Ps, & Hys., 2nd ed., edited by Walter Row, 

1787, No. 395, with the following alterations: 

St. i, 1. 1, * Come i Spirit, heaven! Dore,” 

‘This version was again repeated with minor 

changes, including “ s’ for “ pastures,” 

in Cotterill’s Sel., 1819, and others. 

4. The next change of importance. came 

with Hall’s Mitre, 1836, No. 79, in which the 

last stanza reads :— 

* Lead us to God, our only rest, 
To be with Him for ever blest ; 
Lead ws to heaven that we may share, 

Fulness of joy for ever there. 

5. In Mercer, 1864, this verse is transposed 

as s— 
* Lead us to heaven, that we may share 

Fulness of joy for ever there, 
Lead us to God, our final rest, 
To be with Hin for ever blest.” 

6. On comparing the texts of modern col- 

lections with these details we find that (1) 

the original is ——* in Lord Selborne’s 

Bk. of Praise Hymnal, 1867; and Dr, Hat- 

field’s Church H. Bk., N. Y., 1872; (2) the 

Ash & Evans text as in the Bap. Ps. & Hys.. 

1858-80, with “gracious” for “holy”; (3) 

the interwoven text of Browne, Ash & Evans, 

Toplady, and Hall, as in the II, Comp., with 

“ final rest” for “only rest; " (4) the Jrotene, 

Ash & Evans, Toplady, Cotterill, and Mercer 

text, Oxford ed. of Mercer, No. 228; and, 

through the same source, the Hymnary, 1872, 

and H. A. & M., 1875, &. The American 

collections follow in the same tracks, and are 

generally reproductions of the English text. 

Two centos remain to be noticed, that in‘ 

Thring’s Coll., 1882, where st. vi. of the 

original is rewritten by the editor, and the 

arrangement, “Come gracious Spirit, gift of 

love.” which is found in the 5. 5. Union A. 

Bk, aud other collections for children. [J. J.) 
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Come, Holy Spirit, Heavenly Dove, 
With all Thy, &c. I. Watts. [ Whitsun- 
tide.) Ist cage in his Hys. & 8. Songs, 1707, 
(ed. 1709, Bk. ii., No. 34, in 5 st. of 41.), and 
entitled, “ Breathing after the a: or, 
Fervency of Devotion desired.” changes 
which have been made in this hymn are very 
numerous. About twenty texts are now in 
0. U., each differing from the other in some 
detail, and all joining in rejecting certain ex- 
preasions in the original. The original reads: 

“Come, Holy Spirit, Heav’nly Dove, 
With all Thy B pwede pow'rs, 

ea flame of secred love 
In these cold bearts of ours. 

* Look how we grovel here below, 
Fond of these trifling toys: 

Onur souls can neither fly nor go 
To reach eternal joys. 

“ In vain we tune our formal songs, 
In vain we strive to rise, 

Hosannas ish on our tongwes, 
And our devotion dies. 

“ Dear Lord! and shall we ever live 
At this poor d. rate, 

Our love so faint, so cold to Thee, 
And Thine to us so great? 

“Come, Hol Heav'nly Dove, 
With ail fant ae tn ded 

Come, shed abroad a Saviour’s love, 
And that shall kindle ours.” 

The changes which have been made in this 
text have been mainly directed against st. ii. 
and iv. J. Wesley met the difficulty in his 
Coll. of Ps. and Hys., 1743, by omitting st. ii. 
and making st. iv., 1.1, to read, *‘ And shall 
we then for ever live.” This text was given in 
the Supp. to the Wes. H. Bk., 1830; the re- 
vised ed., 1875, and others. The reading of 
st. ii, ll. 3,4, which has been received with 
the greatest favour is :— 

“Our souls, how heavil 
Te each sternal pid ai 

This was given in G. Whitefield’s Coll., 17 
No, 99, a ted by M. Madan, 1760; 
Toplady, 1776; Bickersteth, 1833, aud thus to 
modern collections, The most acceptable 
reading of st. iv., 1. 1, 2, 

“ Dear Lord! and shall we ever be 
Jn this poor dying state,” 

br ‘2 in Bickersteth’s Christ. Psalmody, 
. @ numerous minor changes in the 

text of this hymn we cannot sole The re- 
Sage forms of the text, one by Cotterill, in 
Oe i? 1819, and the second by Hall or 
2 t.in the Mitre, 1836, are both failures. 
tle American collections vary in their read- 
Ph in common with those of G. Britain. In 
dl gga forms the use of this hymn is ex- 

ive. J.J 

Come, Immortal King ; / of Glory. T. 
agri [Advent—Judgment.] One a of 
hese Hen bee halacd ete 1, ores ap the 
Wr e prin riffith 

right, at Leeds, but undated. 1 second 
form in 36 st. with 
ences, Was printed parallel Scripture refer- 
The iw at Bristol, and dated 1763. 
in his epee wate reprinted by D. Sedgwick 

f Olivers a Hymns, 1808. Two “a : form of the bene pay aa the second 

1. Come. 
36 in Suey eee seen, © come quickly. This is No, 
of st. 9, 20, 2, ld G., 1872, and is composed 

centos have 

Mm 
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2. Lo! He comes with clouds descending! Hark! the 
trump, &c, This was given in Lord Selborne’s Bk. of 
Praise, 1862, and is composed of st, 4, 5, 7, 9, 20, 21, 
23, 24, 21, 29, 32, 36, 

These centos are usually dated 1757. This 
date is uncertain with regard to the first form 
of the hymn, and certainly wrong as applied 
to the second form, from which they are taken. 
(See Lo He comes, &c.] (WwW, T. Bj 
Come in, thou blessed of the Lord ; 

Enter in Jesus, &c. 1; Kelly. [Reorption 
of a Member.) Appesred in Kellys 4% of 
original hymns, added to d Coll. of I's, & 
Hys., Dublin, 1802, No. 268, in 5 st. of 4 1., as 
“© on, thou blessed,” &e. In his ys. 
&e., 1804, and later eds. it is changed to 
“Come in,” &. Of the 5 stanzas, 4 were 
repeated by Montgomery in his Christ. 
Psalmist, 1825, a8 an anonymous hymn, It 
has failed to attain a position in (G. Britain, 
but in America it is given in several hymnals, 
including Songs for the Sanctuary, 1865-72, 
ond others, It is sometimes given as, * Come 
in, thou blessed of the Lord, 0 a 

(J. J. 
Come in, thou blessed of the Lord; 

Stranger nor foe, &e. J. Montgomery. 
ae rae of a Member.) In the m. mas, this 
ymn is dated “July 1, 1834." It wax pub. 

in Conder’s Cong. H. Bk,, 1886, No. 471, in 
6 st. of 4.1, and again in Montgomery s Ori- 
ginal Hi , 1853, No. 150. Its popularity is 
greater fn America than in G. Britain. (J. J.) 

Come, kingdom of our God. J. Johns. 
[Prayer for the increase of Spiritual Life. 
Contributed to Beard’s Manchester Unitarian 
Coll., 1837, No. 203, in 5 st. of 41, and 
headed, “ Prayer for the kingdom of God.” 
In 1840 it was rep ated in Dr. Martineau's 
Hymna, &v., und subsequently in numerous 
Unitarian aud other collections in G. Britain 
and America. It is sometimes used on behalf 
of Missions. The fifth stanza, which is the 
finest in the hymn, is u-ually omitted in the 
American collections. Orig. text in Dr. Mar- 
tineau’s Hymne, &c., 1873, and the American 
Hys. and Songs of Praise, N. Y., 1874, with, in 
the latter, st. v., 1.2,“ raise the,” for “ raise 
Thy glorious throne.” J.J. 
Come, labour on! Who dares, &c. 

Jane Borthwick. (Labour for Christ} This 
hymn was given in Miss Borthwick’s Thoughts 
or Thoughtful Hours, (859, in 7 st. of 6 L, 
ut in the new ed, of 1863, p. 48, it was re- 

arranged as 7 st. of 5 L, and in this form it 
has come into ©. U. in many hymnals, in- 
cluding Thring, the H. Comp., Snepps Ben 

J.) and a few American collections. 

Come, let our voices join to raise. 
I. Watts. [Ps.xer.) His i. M. version of the 
95th Ps., given in his Ps, of David, &., 1719, 
in 7 st. of 4 L, and headed, * Canaan Jost 
thro’ Unbelief; or, a Warning to delaying Sin- 
ners.” Its use in G. Britain is limited, In 
America it is found in a large number of hym- 
nals. Sometimes, os in the Church Pastorals, 
Boston, 1864, it begins with st. ii., “ Come, let 
our souls address tue Lord.” {J. J.) 

Come, let us adore the Lord’s gra- 
cious hand. J. Cennick. [ Morning.) Ap- 

ared in his Sucred Hymna, &e., 1745, Tt. ii, 
o OO, in 4 st. of 8 L In 1733 it was 
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given as No. 13, in G. Whitefield’s Coll., but 
in this form it is almost unknown to modern 
hymnals, In some American hymn-bouks, as 
Worcestes’s Ps. and Hys., 1834, and ys. and 
Songs of Praise, N. Y., 1874, st. ii-iv. are 
given as “Our Saviour ulone, the Lord let 
us bless.” {J. J. 

Come, let us anew, Our journey 
ursue,. Roll round, &c. C. Wealey. 
New Year.) This popular hymn is much 
used by the Methodists at their Watchnight 
and Covenant Services, and is widely known 
in all English-speaking countries. It wus Ist 
pub, as No, 5of 7 hymns in a penny tract, en- 
titled Hys. for New Years Day, wpcct.. and 
is in 3 +t. of 8 1. (P. Works, 1868-72, vol. vi. 
p. 14). In 1760 it was adopted by M. Madan, 
in 1776, by Toplody, and later on by others in 
the Church of England; by J. aloe: in the 
Wes. H. Bk., 1780, No, 45, and by Noncon- 
formists generully. {J.J 

ascend, My companion 
and friend, C. Wesley. [Christian Fellow- 
ship.] This is No. 231, in vol. ii. of the 
ys. & 8. Poems, 1749, in 8 st. of 6 1. (P. 
Works, 1868-72, vol. v. p. 457). M. Madan 
ee 6 stanzas in his Coll., 1760; Top- 

y repeated the same in his Ps. & Hys, 
1776, aud thus the hymn came into use in the 
Church of England. With the change in 
st. iv. 1. 3, of “In the city” to “In the 
palace,” it was included in full in the Wee. 
4. Bk., 1780, No, 486, and is retained in the 
revised ed., 1875, No. 499. Both this text, 
and that of Madan, are in C. U. Interesting 
notes on the spiritual benefits conferred on 
persons by this hymn, are wiven in Steven- 
son's Meth. H. Bk. Notes, 1883, {J. J.) 

Come, let us join our cheerful songs. 
I. Watts. Etguane pi This is one of the most 
widely known and highly esteemed of Watts's 
compositions. It has no special history beyond 
the fact that it appeared in his Hys. & 8S. 

a, 1707, and the enlarged ed. 1709, Bk. 
i, No. 62, in 5 at. of 4 1, and was headed 
“ Christ Jesus the Lamb of God, worshipped 
by all the Creation, Rev, v. 11-13." The 
most popular form of the hymn is in 4 st., 
the st. “ Let all that dwell above the sky (iv.) 
being omitted. This text was adopted by 
Whitefield, 1753: Madan, 1760; De Courey, 
1775 ; Toplady, 1776, ani many others amongst 
the older compilers, and is retnined by far the 

ter number of modern editors, both in G. 
ritain and America. The hymn, in whole, or 

in part, has been rendered into many 
8, including one in Latin, “ Venite, 

neti, nostra Jaeta carmina,” in Bingham’s 
Hymno, Christ, Lat. 1871. ( 

Come, let us join our friends above. 
C. Wesley. [Communion of Saints.) lat pub. 
in his Funeral Hymna, 2nd Series, 1759, No. 1, 
in 5 st. of 8 1. and entitled, “A Funeral 
Hymn.” Althoughit was not included in the 
Wes. H. Bk. until the addition of the Supp. in 
1830, it had been in C. U. outside of Metho- 
dism for many years before, and was well 
known, especially throngh st. ii: 

* One family we dwell in Him, 
(me church above, beneath, 

Though now divided by the stream, 
The narrow stream of death: 
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One army of the living God, 
To His command we bow : 

Part of His host have crossed the flood, 
And part are crossing now.” 

The use of the hymn, either in full or in an 
abbreviated form, has extended to all English- 
8 ing countries, Orig. text in P. Works 
1868-72, vol. vi. p. 215; and notes of some 
interest concerning spiritual benefits derived 
by many from the hymn, in Stevenson's Meth. 
H. Bi. Notea, 1883, p. 561. 

In addition to the use of the original text 
in ita full, or in an abridged form, there are 
also the following bymwns which are derived 
therefrom :-— 

1, “ The saints on earth and those above.” This ap- 
in the Appendix to the 6th ed. of Cotterill's Set. 

1815, So. 227; in Montgomery's Christian Psalmist, 
1825; and in several modern bymn-books. It is com- 
posed as follows:—St. i. From |, Watts'’s Hy, & 3S. 
Songs, 1709, Bk. il., No. 152, st. v., which reads ;— 

* The saints on earth and all the dead 
But one vommunion make ; 

All Join in Christ, their tivtog head, 
And of His grace partake. 

This is altered to:— 
“” The saints on earth and those above 

But one communion make : ‘ 
Joined to their Lard in bones of love, 

All of His grace partake.” 
St. fiw. are st. iL, Ui, IL 1-4, and v., 1 4-8, of ** Come, 
let us join,” &c., slightly altered. In the S.P.C.K. 
Church Hys, the last line of the cento is altered, and in 
Thring's Coll, 142, the last three lines are by Prebeo- 
dary Thring. 

2. “Let saints below join saints above." This sp- 
ared in Murray's Hymnal, 1852, No, 127, and is C, 
Vesley’s text partly rewritten, and reduced to 6 st. of 
i. 
3. “Let saints on earth in concert sing.” This, as 

given in H. A. & M. in 186) and 1875, fe Murray's 
arrangement of Wesley's text as above with the omis- 
sion of st. 1. This is altered in the Harrow School 
Hymns, 1457, to “Let all below in concert sing.” 

4. “Come, let us join our friends above, whose 
is " This, in the Marlborough College Hys., 
1869, No. 104, is C. Wesley's text somewhat altered, 
and with many of the lines transposed. 

The combined use of the original and these 
altered forms of the text is very extensive in 
all English-speaking countries. [J. J.J 

Come, let us lift our joyful eyes. 
I. Watts. (Christ the Mediator.) This is No. 
108, Bk, ii., of his Hys. and 8S. Songs, 1709, in 
6 st. of 4 1, and is entitled, “Access to a 
throne of grace by a Mediator.” In the older 
collections, as G. Whitefield’s, 1753, and others, 
it was given in full, but in modern hymuals 
st. ii. and iii. are usually omitted, most editors 
both in G. Britain and America declining to 
maintain concerning the Throne of God :— 

* Once ‘twas a seat of dreadful wrath, 
And shot devouring flame ; 

Our God appeared consuming fire, 
And Veng’ance was His name. 

“ Rich were the drops of Jesus’ blood, 
That calm'd His frowning face, 

That sprinkled o'er the burning Throne, 
And turned the wrath to grace.” 

This hymn is sometimes misdated 1719, the 
date of Watts's J’salms. J.J. 

Come, let us search our [hearts)} 
waysand try. I. Watts. [Truthfulness.} 
Ist pub. in his Sermons, 1721-24, vol. ii. in 6 
st. of 41. In this form it is seldom found in 
any hymn-book, either old or new. It was re- 
written as “ Come, let us search our hearts and 
try” (i.-iii, Watts; iv. original), by E. Osler 

| for Hall's Mitre H, Bk., 1836, No, 171, Osler 
| made further alterations in the text for his 

| 
4 
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Church and King, June, 1837, p, 138, where 
it is appended to an essay on the Church 
Service fur the 4th 8, after Trinity. The 
Church and King text is usually followed. 
It is in Windle's Coll., No. 67 (st. iii, L 1, 
speak for talk), the Harrow Schpol Hymne, 
1855-57. {J. J.) 

Come, let us sing the song of songs. 
J. Me . [Praise] According to the 
uw. Met. this hymn was written in 1841, It 
was pob. in his Original Hi 1853, No. 
8, in 7 st.of41. Although but little known 
in G. Britain, it is somewhat extensively used 
in America. As altered in the People’s H., 
1867, it has passed into the Churchman's 
Altar Manual, 1882, and others. {J. J.J 

Come, let us to the Lord our God. 
J. Morison. (Lent.J] 1st appeared as No. 30 in 
the Draft Scottish Trans. and Paraphrases, 
1781, a8 a version of Hosea, vi. 1-4, in 6 st. 
of4l. Here are the following variations from 
the public worship ed. issued in that year by 
the Church of Scotland, and still in use :— 

St. ii, f. tel : 
&. iv., 1. : Tee wit. 5 iis grace and love, 
&. tv., 1. 2, If him we make our choice. 

In the markings by the eldest daughter of 
W. Cameron (q. v.), it is given as “ Morison 
altered by Logan.” It is one of the finest of 
the Paraphrases, and hos recently come into 
extensive use, as in — in the Hy. Comp., 
1871-1877; the Bap. Hymnal, 1879, &c.; and 
in America in the Andover Sabbath H. Bk., 
1858, and others. Included in full, and un- 
altered, in Thring’s Coll., 1882, No. 274, and 
the Free Church H. Bk., 1882, No. 48. In the 
Irvingite Hymne for the use of the Churches, 
184, st. iii-vi, beginning, “Long hath the 
night of sorrow reizned,” are included as No. 
13 (ed. 1871, No. 48), and appointed for Ad- 
vent; and the same as No, 494 in the American 
Dutch Reformed H. Bk., 1869. Included in 
two parts, pt. ii, beginning, * Our hearts, if 
God _ whe know,” as No. 62in ren 
sons Paraphrasesand Hye. visas i 

853, wai (J. M.j Singing, 1 
Come, let us use the grace divine. 

C. Wesley. (Conjirmation.] Ist pub, in his 
Short Hymna, &., 1762, vol. ii., No. 1242, in 
3 st. of 8 L, and based upon Jer. 1. 

was included in the Wes. H. Bk., No. 518, 
from whence it has into other col- 
Kellen of the Methodist bodtien It was also 
Pgh Montgomery in bis Christian Pealm- 
aa and is found in some Nonconformist 

ections, form in which it is usually 
given in the Church of England hymnals 
ested in Bickersteth’s Chriat. Psalmody, 
ae in ne, cone: let us week the grace of God,” 

in Snepp’s 8. of G. and G., 1872. (J. J.) 
Ppa let us who in Christ believe. 
. aiee rist. ared in 
rea on God's Everlasting Es Bud Series, 
Wee. H. Bi Nef i 14 st. of 41. Iv the 
given as Nz 480, at. i, xii. xifi.. xiv. were 

na ©. 200. This cento has been re- 
America, ne collections in G. Britain and 

. Bee We the received form of the 
the Amer Man’ H. Bk. mh 208, and 

7 : - Epiaco. nal, 1878, No, 28 
(P Works, 1868-7 vol. iit p68). [J.J] 
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Come, little children, learn to praise. 

[Praise to God.) ne gah ip R. Hill’s Coll. 
hee ool S. Schools, 1808, in 6 at. of 4 1, 
n this form it is unknown to the modern 

hymuals, but as “ Come, children, learn your 
God to praise,” it is given in several, includ- 
ing the 8S. 8. U. Coll. and others, Possibly 
the hymn is by R. Hill, but we have no 
evidence to that effect. (W. T. B.] 

Come, Lord, and tarry not. J. Bonar. 
(Second Advent desired.) Printed in May, 1846, 
at the end of one of the Kelso Tracts, and again 
in his Hys. of Faith and Hope, 1857. It is in 
14 st. of 4 1., with the heading “ Come, Lord,” 
and the motto from St. Augustine, “ Sennit 
mundos.” Centos, varying in length and 
construction, but all beginning with st. i., are 
in extensive use in America. In G. Britain 
it is less popular. A cento, beginning with 
st. ii, “Come, Lord; Thy saints for Thee," is 
also given in Kennedy, 1868, No. 22. (J. J.J 
Come, Lord, and warm each languid 

heart. Anne Steele. [Joys uf Heaven.) 1st 
mer in her Poems, chiefly Devotional, &c., 
760, vol. i. p. 34 (2nd ed., 1780, vol. i. p. 84); 

and in Sedgwick's i, ae of her Hymna, 1863, 
R 21. In the Ash & Evans Bristol Coll., 1769, 

sts, were given as No. 402, and were thus 
introduced into the Nonconformist hymnals. 
R. Convers (Ps. & Hys., 2nd ed., 1774, No. 360) 
and W. Row, through Toplady'’s Ps. & Hys., 
2nd ed., 1787, No. 411, gave other ventos to the 
Church of England, Centos, all beginning 
with st. i., and usually compiled from one of 
those collections, are found in a great number 
of hymnals both in G. Britain and ae he 

Come, magnify the Saviour’s love. 
E. Osler, (Passiontide.) 1st pub. in Hall's 
Mitre, 1836, No. 95, and again in the author's 
Church and King, March, 1837 (p. $4), where 
itis given after a poe meditation on“ Christ 
exalted through humiliation and suffering,” 
being the theme for the Sunday next before 
Easter. From the Mitre it has pnssed into 
several collections. The Mitre text, which 
differs somewhat from Church and King. is 
generally adopted. (J. J. 

Come, mild and holy Dove. J. Austin. 
Whitsuntide.] 1st pub. in 10 st. of 4 L. in his 
evotions in the Ancient Way of Offices, 1608 

(for Lauda for the Holy Ghost) and in the 
adaptations of the same by Dorrington and 
Hickes. No. 140 in the Anglican H Bk., 1868, 
is a cento from this hymn m 4st, [W.T.B.} 
Come, my soul, thy suit prepare. J. 

Newton. (Prayer.) Appeared in the Oley 
Hymna, 177), Book i., No. 31, in 7 st. of 4 1, 
and in later editions of the same. It was iu- 
cluded in some of the older collections, and 
is still in extensive use in G. Britain and 
America, sometimes in full, and again in an 
abbreviated form, Orig. text as above, and 
in Lyra Brit., 1867. (J. J.J 
Come, O Thou all victorious Lord. 

C. Wesley. [Lent.] Written during a visit to 
Portland, June, 1746 (see the author's Journal 
and Meth. Mag., May, 1869), where the oceu- 
pation of the quarrymen suggested the line of 
thought and the appeal :— 

“ Strike with the hammer of Thy word, 
And break these bearts of stone." 
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Tt was ist pub. in Hys. & S. Poems, 1749, in 
7 st. of 4 1, and headed, “ Written before 
preaching at Portland.” In 1780 it was in- 
eluded, with two minor alterations, in the 
Wes. H. Bk., No. 82, and has been retained ir 

all subsequent editions. From that collection 
it has passed into many others, in G. Britain 
and America, Orig text, P. Works, 1868-72, 

vol. v. p. 124, In Kennedy, 1868, No. 354, it 
appears in a slightly altered form os, “ All 

jous, all victorious Lord,” but its use as 
thus altered is not extensive. A cento com- 
posed of st, iii., v. and iv. slightly altered was 
also given in the American Unitarian Mys. 
for the Ch. of Christ, Boston, 1853, as, “* Give 
us ourselves and Thee to know.” — (J. J] 

Come, O Thou Traveller unknown. 
C. Wesley. ae This poem was 1st pub. 
in Hyx. & 8. Poems, 1742, in 14 at. of 6 1., and 
entitied * Wrestling Jacob.” It is based on 
the incident in Jacob's life as recorded in 
Gen, xxxii. 24-32. Although a poem of great 
sere and finish, it is unsuited to Public 

orship. It received the most unqualified 
= from I. Watts, who, J. Wesley said, 
id not seruple to say, “that single poem, 

Wrestling Jacob, was worth all the verses he 
himself had written” (Minutes of Conference, 
1788); and J. Montgomery wrote of it as:— 

“Among C, Wesley's highest achievements may be 
recorded, ** Come, O Thou veller unknown,” &c., p. 
43, in which, with consurmmate art, he has carried on t 
action of*a lyrical drama; every turn inthe conflict with 
the mysterious Being against whous he wrestles all night, 
being marked with precision by the varying of 
the speaker, accompanied by intense, increasing Lnterest, 
till the rapturous moment of discovery, when be pre- 
vails, and exclaims, ‘1 know Thee, Saviour, Who ny 
art.'" (Christ. /ealmist, 1825. xxili.-iv.) 

Notwithstanding this high commendation, 
and of it as a poem it is every way worthy, its 
unsuitability for congregational purposes is 
strikingly seen in the fact that it is seldom 
found in any hymnal, either old or new, 
except those of the Methodist denominations, 

In 1780 it was given, with the omission of 
at. vy. and vii. in the Wes. H. Bk., No. 136, in 
two parts. Pt. ii, being, * Yield to me now, for 
Tam weak.” These parts were subsequently 
(ed, 1797) vumbered as separate hymns, and 
as such are Nos, 140 and 141 in the revi 
ed., 1875, In the Hys. for the use of the Meth. 
Episco. Ch., N. Y. 1849, it is broken up into 
four parts, cach being numbered as a separate 
hymn, us:—* Come, O Thou Traveller un- 

“ Yield to me now, for I am weak”; and * The 
Sun of Righteousness on me.” In their new 
Hymnal, 1878, which has taken the place of the 
1849 book, the division, * Wilt Thou,” &c., is 
included in the first, “Come, Thou, &c.” 
‘There is also a cento from this poem in the 
N. Cong., No. 1063, beginning, *O Lord, my 
God, to me reveal.” Orig. text in 2. Works, 
1868-72, vol. ii. p. 173. (J. J.J 

Come on, companions of our way. 
J. Mont . (Life a Pilgrimage.) Written 
for the Sheftield Red Hill 8. 8. Anniversary 
and printed on a broadsheet, March, 1829 
(w.mss] in 4 st. of 61. In 1853 it was in- 
eluded in his Original Hymna, No. 153. It is 
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Come on, my in distress. 
C. Weasley. (Heaven anticipated.) This hymn 
has interwoven itself into the personal spiri- 
tual history of Methodists rang & more 
completely than any other hymn by C. Wesley. 
The instances given in Stevenson's Methodist 
H. Book Notes, 1883, p. 235, and the Index, 
although numerous and interesting, but very 
inadequately represent the hold it has upon 
the Methodist mind and feeling. Its literary 
merits also place it high amongst the author's 
productions. Its history is simple. It ap- 
— iu the Hys. and S. Poems, 1749, in 

st. of 6 1.; in M. Madan’s Coll., 1760, in 
5 st.; andagain in the Wes, H. Bk., 1780, with 
the omission of st. fii, as No. 324. The last 
form of the text has passed into numerous 
hymnals in all English-speaking countries. 
Two centos from the hymn are also in C, U., 
both commencing with st. ii. :—* Beyond the 
bounds of time and space.” The first is in 
the Leeds H. Bk., 1853, No. 638, and others, 
and the second in Mercer, Oxfor! ed. 1864-72, 
No. 404. Orig. text, P. Works, 1868-72, vol. v. 
p- 168. (J. J.J 

Come, our indulgent Saviour, come. 
P. Doddri Easter.) Ist pub. in J. 
Orton’s ed. of Doddridge’s Hymns, &c., 1755, 
No, 245, in 5 st. of 4 1. and entitled “ The 
Disciples’ Joy at Christ’s appearance to them 
after the Resurrection.” It was also given in 
J. D. Humphreys’s ed. of the same, 1839. 
The form in which, it is usually known 
ia, “Come, condeacending Saviour, come.” 
This was given in the Bristol Coll. of Ash 
& Evans, 1769, No. 211. It was repeated in 
Bickersteth’s Christian Psalmody, 1833, and 
otier collections, and was thus handed down 
to the modern hymnals. In Dr. Alexander's 
Augustine H. Bk., 1849-65, st. i, ii, and iv. 
are given us, “ Come, t aud gracious 
Saviour. come”; and in the Bapt. Hiyenel, 
1879, at. iv and v. as, “Enter our herrts, 
Redeemer blest.” . JJ 

Come, pure in sweetest hi 
measures, R. Campbell. [Feasts of Evaw 

ists.) This is a tr.of a Latin cento. Camp- 
‘ll's original s, is headed “ Psallat chorus 

corde mundo.” Paraphrase upon three stanzas 
of Adam of St. Victor's two hymns, * Ve SS. 
Evangelistis.” The cento is thus composed :— 

St. i. Psallat chorus corde mundo, “(ome, = 
hearts, in sweetest measures.” This was taken 

kuown” ; “ Wilt Thou not yet to me reveal”: | the text of Clicktoveua, as in Trench’s Sac, Lat. Poetry, 

1849, and not from the original, which reads, * Plagsu 

chorus laetabundo,”” 

St. ii. Paradisus hia rigatur. “See the rivers four 

that gladden,” is st. 5 of “Jucundare plebs fidelis,” as in 

Daniel, ti. p. #4. 
St. iii, Horum rivo debriatis, © Here our hearts 

inebriated,” is st. 9 of “Jucundare,” &c,, as above. 

This paraphrase was pub, in his St. Av- 
drews HHys. & Anthems, 1850, p. 96. It was 
repeated with slight alterations in Rorison4 

Hys. & Anthems, 1851, and one or two others, 

but its use was limited until 1861, when the 
compilers of Hys. A, & M. adopted at. 1, 1 
from Campbell, and replaced st. iii. with one 
of their own. In the Hymnary, at, i.-iti. are 
from Campbell, slightly Areal and st. iv, 13 

new. The text of Laudes Domini, N. Y., 1884. 
the Scottish Evang. Union Hyl., 1878, (J. J.) | is from Hys. A.d& M. Full Latin texts st 
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in Gautier, ii. 1859; Wrangham, iii., 
{with tr.); Daniel, ii. 84-88. (J. 

Come, see the Bye where Jesus 
lay, For he hath left, &c. J. Montgomery. 
{Easter.) Written for “The Seventh An- 
niversary of the Sheffield and Attercliffe 
Missionary Union in aid of the London Mis- 
sionary Society,” and first sung in public in 
Howurd Street [udependent Chapel, Sheffield, 
ou Easter Sunday, April 2nd, 1820. It was 
printed on a flyleaf for use at these services, 
and signed “J. M.” In 1825 it wasineluded, 
after careful revision, by Montgomery in his 
Christ, Pealmist, No. 407, in 6 st. of 41, and 
entitled, “The power of Christ's Resurrec- 
tion.” No. 495, and avain in Original Hys., 
1853, No. 127. Its use is extensive, the 
revised text of 1825-53 being that which is 
usually followed. {J. J. 

Come, sinners, to the gospel feast, 
Let every soul, &c. C. Wesley. [Invita- 
tion.] Ist pub. in his Hys, for those who seek 
and those who have Redemption, &c., 1747, in 
24 st. of 41, and entitled “The Great Sup- 
per” (P. Works, 1868-72, vol. iv. p. 274). Two 
centns, both beginning with st, i, are in 
C. U.:-(1) that which was included in 
M. Madan’a Coll., 1760, No. 22, in 8 st., and 
is the source of the text as given in the 
Church of England hymuals; and (2) the 
Wea. H, Bk. cento given in that Sel., 1780, 
and repeated in various Nonconformiat collec- 
tions. Acento for Holy Communion is also 
in the earliest eds. of the Lady Huntingdon 
Coll., beginning :— 

* Come, sinners, to the pare! feast, 
Jesus invites yuu for guest,” 

Tn late eds. of the same Coll. it begins * Come, 
sinuer,” &c, It is compiled from st. i, xii, 
XXL, xxiii, A hymu beginning :— 

“ Come, sinners, to the gospel feast ; 
O come without delay,” 

is included in many American collections, aa 
Dr. Hatfield's Church H. Bk., 1872; the Bap. 
Praise Bk. 187t, &a. It has been traced to 
the Bap. Pealmist of Stow & Smith, 1843, 
‘No. 418, In some of those collections it is 
taken for grunted that it is the sume cento as 
that in the Lady Hunting-lon Coll. It has, 
however, nothing in common with tuat cento, 
bor with Wesley's original, except the first 
| In st. i, 1 3 reads, “ For there is room 
in Jesus breast,” and through the remaining 
four stanzas the changes are rung on the 
expression, “ There's room,” a atyle of compo- 
sition Sltogether foreign to C. Wesley's usual 
method. It ix Anon., Taa3, ty. J.J 
Come then, my God, the promise snc Cc. W . (Prayer.] This is the 

whe fa two hymns on St. Mark, xi. 24, 
: Sever ye desire when ve pray,” 

laa appeared ‘in his Short HHys., &., 
in vo . ii. No, $14, in 3 st. of 8 L, and 

Te 1780 it ne: Works, 1868-72, vol. xi. p. 45. 
405, as J* Was given in the Wes. H. Bk., No. 
aud in oom © my God, the promise seal,” 
pa hires form it has passed into various 
Co ons In G. Britain and America. [J. J.] 

m™m vome, Thou Almighty King. (Hol » e | y 

renity-) faite earliest form in which this 
Ound is in 5 st.of 7 L, with the 

a 

| 
| 

a 

i 
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— title, “An Hymn to the Trinity,” on u tract 
of four pages, together with st. 1, 2, 6, 10, 
11, and 12, of C. Wesley's hymn on “The 
Backslider," beginning “Jesus, let Thy 
pitying eye,” &c., thus making up a tract of 
two hymus. The date of this tract is un- 
known. It is bound up with the British 
Moseum copy of the 6th ed. of G, Whitefield's 
Coll., 1757, and again with the copies in the 
saine library of the 8th ed., 1759, and the 9th, 
1760. In subsequent editions beginning with 
the 10th, 1761, both hymns were incorporated 
in the body of the - M. Madan included 
it in the Appendix to his Coll. in 1763, No. 
excy., aud through this channel, together with 
the Whitefield Coll, it has descended to 
modern hymnals. The loss of the titlepage 
(if any) of the above tract renders the question 
of its authorship one of some doubt. The first 
hymo in the tract is compiled, as indicated, 
from C, Wesley’s hymn, “Jesus, let Thy 
pitying eye,” which appeared in his Hys. & 
8. . 1749, some eight yeurs before the 
abridged form was given in G. Whitetield’s 
Coll, The hymn, “Come, Thou Almighty 
King,” however, cannot be found in any known 
publication of C. Wesley, and the assigning 
of the authorship to him is pure conjecture. 
Seeing that it is given, together with another 
hymn, at the jos 4 of some copies of the sth, 
8th and 9th ed. of Whitefield’s Coll. (1757, 
1759 ant 1760), and was subsequently eim- 
bedied in that Coll., the most probable con- 
clusion is that bowh Lymus were printed by 
Whitefield as additions to those editions of his 
evllection, and that, as in the oue case, the 
hymn is compiled from one by C. W , 30 
in this we have probably the reprint of the 
production of an author to us as yet unknown. 
Much stress has been laid on the fact that 

the late D, Sedgwick ulways maintained the 
authorship of C. Wesley, and that from his 
decision there was nv appeal, The “8, ass.” 
show clearly that (1) Sedywick’s correspond- 
ence respecting this hymn was very extensive ; 
(2) that he knew nothing of the British Mus. 
copies noted above; (3) that he had no 
peared his statement but bis own private 
opinion based on what he regarded as internal 
evidence alone; (4) und that all the Wesleyan 
authorities with whom he corresponded, both 
in G, Britain and America, were against him. 
His authority is, therefore, of no value. The 
evidence to the present time will admit of uo 
individual signature. It is * Anon.” 

The use of this hymn, both in G. Britain, 
the Colovies, and America, is very extensive. 
It has also been rendered into various lan- 
guages. Orig. text, Lyra Brit., 1867, OF 656; 
uepp's Songs of G. & G., 1872. (J. J 

Come, Thou Celestial Spirit, come. 
P. Doddridge. | Whiteuntide.) This hymn 
is undated in the D. mss., where it begins, 
“Oh come, celestial Spirit, come.” It was 
— in the altered form by J. Orton, in Dod- 
dridge’s (posthumous) Hymns, &e., 1755, No. 
235, in d st. of 4 L. and again in J. D. 
Humphreys’s ed. of the same, 1839. In the 
Bap. Praise Bk., N. ¥., 1871, st. iv. is omitted. 

Come, Thou Conqueror of the na- 
tions. C. Wesley. [Whitsuntide.) From his 
Hye. on the Expected Incasion, 1759, when 
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it was feared that an attack on England 

would be made by the Frencl. The tract 

was pub. in 1759, this hymu being No. 8, in 

8 st. of 6 1. In 1830 it was included, with 

the omiasion of st. v., in the Supp. to the Wes. 

H. Bk., aud ia retained in the ed. of 1875. It 

is ulso found in other collections, including 

Kennedy, 1863, No. 1077, where it is given 

as “Come, great Conqueror of the nations,” 

in 5 st. the abbreviation being made by the 

omission of st. iii, aud iv. Orig. text, P. 

‘orks 1868-72, vol. vi. p. 160. (J. J.J 

Come, Thou desire of all Thy saints. 
Anne Steele. [Public ——) This hymn 

appeared with the heading, “ Intreating the 

Presence of Christ in His Churches,” in the 

author's Poems on Subjects chiefly Doctrinal, 

1760, vol. i. p. 76 (2nd ed., 1780, vol. i. p. 76). 

In 1769 it was reprinted in the Bristol Coll. 

of Ash & Evans, and was thus brought into 

C. U. Its American use is much — than 

that in G. Britain. It is usually abbreviated, 

and ia sometimes given, as in the Church Pas- 

torale, Boston, U. S., 1864, as “ Come, O Thou 

King of all Thy saints.” This cento is made 
of st. i, vi., vii. Orig. text in Sedgwick's re- 

print of Miss Steele's Hymns, 1863. (J. J.] 

Come, Thou Fount of every blessing. 
[Whitewntide.} As various and conflicting 
statements concerning this hymn abound, it 
will be necessary to trace, Ist its History, so 

far as known; and 2nd, to discuss the ques- 
tion of its Authorship. — re 

i. Its History. This in detail is:— 
1. Ina Church Book, kept by Robert Robinson 9.9.) 

of Cambridge, and in the possession of the Rev. William 

Robinson, of Cambridge, his biographer, there is an 
eutry in Robert Rubinson’s handwriting which reads :— 
Mr. bsnengy' Mad Norwich publis a bymn begin- 
ning “Come, Thou Fount of every blessing” (1755). 
‘This entry forms part of a Ms. list of the works which 
Kt. Robinsem had written and published. This gives us 
a definite date, 175s. 

2. Nothing has yet been found which can be identified 
as being issued by “Mr. Wheatley of Norwich” in 
which this hymn can be found. 

3. The earliest known text to print is in A Collection 
p Boe used by the Church of Christ in Angel-Alley, 

i te, 1759, now in the library of the Drew 
Theological Colleye, Madison, New Jersey, U.S.A. It 
is No, j., and in 4 «t., beginning respectively >— 

St. i, “Come, Thou Fount of every blessing.” 
St. ii, “Here 1 raise my Eben-ezer,” 
St. fii, O, to grace how great a debtor,” 
Se. tw. “O, that day when free from sinning.” 
4. This text was repeated ip the Mearcrs of the 

Apostles Collection of Hymns, Nottingham, 1777; and 
in a Jrublin Collection, 1745, Shortly atterwards, bow- 
ever, it seems to have fallen out of ase. 

5. The second and well-known form of the hymn in 
the firet three stanzas as given above f* found tn 
M. Madan's Pr. & Hys., 1760; G, Whitefield’s Ps, & 
Hymna, With od., 1767; the Countess of Hunt on’ 
(ull,, 1764; and most of the hymn-books pub. during 
the latter part of the last century. The text, as in 
Madan's f’. & AHys., 1760, which is the 1759 text with 
the omission of st. iv., is that usually adopted by 
modern compilers, and is given in Lyra Brit., 1667, 
p. 479. 

ii. Authorship. 
This Las been claimed for Robert Robinson, 

on the one part, and for the Countess of Hun- 
tingdon on the other. The evidence in each 
enge is :— 

(1) For Rohert Robinson. 
1, The entry in bis «wn bandwriting fn the Cambridge 

Chureb Book, in which he enumerates it with his vari- 
our prodactions as noted above, 

2. His name is added to it in the 3rd ed, of A Collee- 
tion of Hymne adapted to Public Worship, 1175; and 
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has since been repeated in almost every collection in 

which authors’ names are given from that date to the 

r,in his Memoirs of the Life & Writings 
of R. nso, 1796, states that amongst Robinson's 
papers there was a letter from Dr. Ri the com- 
piler of the well-known Hapt. Sel. of Hymns, 1787, in 
which he acknowledges that one or two hymns in that 
Sel, were Robinson, and names “Come, Thou Fount 

of every “as one. Dr. Rippm gives it as 
No, 509, and for the “New Year,” It is In 3 st., and 
signed Kobingon, 
4 It is included fo Benjamin Flower’s ed. of Robin- 

son's Miscellancous Works, Harrow, 1407, vol. iv. p- 
a6. 

6. The Rev. W. Robinson, in Select Works of the Ree. 
Robert Robinson, 1861, claims it for him. 

li, For the Countess of Huntingdon. 
1, Bound up with a copy of J. & C. Wesley's Hymns 

@ Sacred Poems, Dublin, 1747, are 2! leaves of writi 
paper, Op the first leaf is written a list of seve 
of the poetical publications of the Wesleys. Follow- 
ing it are hymns copled from Cennick, Watts, &c. ; 
one “Mra, D. B.," and this hymn, These fill 10 
leaves of thy 21, and the rest are blank. On the 
title-page of this book is written in the same hand~- 
writing “Diana Bindon, 1759. On the inside of the 
cover of the book is pasted a Wesleyan Methodist 
quarterly ticket containing a small engraving of Christ 
washing on: of the disciples’ fect. On this is written, 
“ Nov, 6, Diana Vandeleur,” but the ris not given. 
The Wesley publications named on fret leaf reach 
down to 1756. 
2. the wa, hymns is “Come, Thou Fount of 

every bl gc." It is headed, “ Hymn by the Countess 
of Huntingden.” It is in 6 et., i.-iv. being the same, 
with slight differences in the text, as that noted above as 
being in the Coll. of Hys. used by the Church of Christ 
in Ange! Alley, ¢, 1759; and et. v. begin- 
ning, * If Thou ever discover,” from C. Wesley's 
hymn * Jesu, belp Thy fallen creatures,” from bis ys. 
& Sac. Poems, 1749, vol. tl, No. 51. 

3, Upon this evidence alone) we write with the Diang 
Bindon MS, and D, Sedgwick’s Ms. correspondence 
before us) Sedgwick carried on a long controversy in the 
Notes and Queries, and other periodicals, in 1858-9, con- 
tending thro that * Diana Bindon " was a personal 
friend of I Huntingdon’s, and that she had made 
her ws. copy direct from another ws. by the Countess, 
Ard this be did not a Bay ase the worthless evidence 
bere given, but aleo whi rr privately, direct 
testimony to the coutrary, together with a positive denial 
made to him by Lady Huntingdon’s biegrapher, His 
Mas, show that baving commitied himself, be held it to 
be beneath bim, and to Lis reputation, to ac- 
knowledge his error. 

From the foregoing account very much that 
appeared in the correspondence and is found 
in the #. mss., is omitted, and the bare facts 
alone are given. ‘These facts conclusively 
show that the author was Robert Robinson, 
and not Selina, Countess of Huntingdon. 

The original text is probably that given in 
the Angel Alley Coll. (see above, i. 3), 1759, 
in 4 st., but the accepted text, and that which 
is in very extensive use in all English-speaking 
countries, is that given in 3 st. of 81. in Ma- 
dan’s Ps. & Hys., 1/60 (see above, i.5). C1. J.J 

Come, Thou long expected Jesus. C. 
Wesley. (Christmas.) Appeared in Hys. for 
the area de 4 Our Lord, 1744, No. x., in 2 
st. of 8 J], e tract in which it appeared 
formed the first of those called the “ F e-tival 
Hymns,” which were subsequently pub. by 
lampe in 1746. It was not included in the 
Wes. HW. Bie. until the revised cdition of 1875, 
No. 688, although it was given by Whitetield 
in his Coll., 1753, and later editions; by 
Madan, in his Ps, & Hymns, 1760; by Top- 
lady, in his Ps. & Hymns, 1776; and by 
others. It is fount in a greet number of 
hymnals in G, Britain and America, specially 
those of the Church of England, and usnall 
without alteration, as in 7 . Comp., No. 96. 
A marked departure from this rale is, “Come, 

a. Mr. 
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© Saviour, long expected,” which a 
in Hall's Mitre, 1836, in 4 st. of 4 1, and 
again in the New Mitre, 1875, in 6 st. the 
last two stanzas being Edward Osler’s doxo- 
logy, “ Worship, honour, glory, blessing,” from 
the older Mitre, 1836, No. 282. Other altered 
forms are, “Come, Thou Saviour, long ex- 

ted,” in Kennedy, 1863, No. 89, “ Hail, 
Mion long expected Jesus,’ in the American 
Prot, Episco. Hymnal, 1871, Orig. text, P. 
Works, 1868-72 vol. iv. p. 116. {J. J.) 

Come, Thou soul - transforming 
Spirit. J. Evans. [Before Sermon.) This 
hymn was contributed to G. Burder’s Coll. of 

ys. from Various Authors, 1734, No. 13, in 
2st. of 6 1, and entitled, **Imploring the 
aid of the Spirit.’ In modern Truunie it 
is found in three forms as folluws :— 

1. The inal. This was reprinted from Burder, by 
W. Jay, of b, in bis Sel., 1797, No, 220, but without 

. From Jay it passed other bh: with 

original * 5 text is also in 

~—r 3. af G.& G., 1872. 

illiams and Boden Coll. 1801, the bymn 
Was given in an altered form, and with the addition of 
the stanza, * Then, whene’er the om cong gree from 

ng.” Kemble's 
New Church H. Bk, 1473, this ts 
alterations, and the omission of the added 

3. ln Bickersteth's Crist, , 1833, No. 342, 

Although these three forms of the hymn 
exist, most modern editors are falling back 
upon the original, especially in America, 
Where its popularity is greater thun in G. 
Britain. (J. J.) 
Come to a desert place apart. J. 

Anstice. [Church Guilds.” let printed in his 
Hymns, 1836, No. 89,in 5 at. of 4 L, and based 
on St. Mark, vi. 31-46. In 1841 it was in- 
cluded unaltered in the Child's Christian 
Year, and appointed for the 25th Sun. after 
Trinity. It is sometimes altered, as in the 
8 P. C.K. Church Hys., 1871. [J. J.J 
Come to our [dark] poor nature’s 
ight.) G, Rawson. hitsuntide.] Con- 

tributed to the Leeds H. Bk., 1853, No. 397, 
in 9 et. of 4.1, and from thence it has passed 
into numerous collections, In 1876 the 
author included a revised text, in 8 st., in hia 
sams, &o., ae ie, overer, : not - 

eral use. Orig. text, N. Cong, No. 4 
They ray ge se = dark nate’ 

| new of H. a 
lightly altered version of the orig. text with 
= omission of st. vii, In the American 

yw. & Songs of Praise, N. Y., 1874, it is 
even as “ Holy Ghost, the Infinite.” (J. J.j 
Come to the morning prayer. J. 

brass aged 5 (Daily Prayer.) This invita- 
Ena to da My worehip was printed in the 
in iagrical Mayazine for Dec. 1842, where it 
wan ates ‘ hen a in 4 st. of ‘ I. ot 

ontgomery in his Ori- 
nat Hys.. 1853, No. 79, und entitled * Daily 

yer.” It is given in Hy. Comp., No. 10, 
. It is aleo found in a 

" col _ The most popular 
morning rita in America is * Come at the 

w= ®& the Songs for the Su . 1865 ; 
the Bap. Praise Boe eT, J} 
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Come to Thy temple, Lord. JH. Al- 
ford, [Advent.] Ist pub. in his Ps. & Hys., 
1844, No. 2, in 4 st. of 4 L, again in his 
Poetical Works, 1865, and his Year of Praise, 
1867. It has passed into several collections. 
In T. Darling's Hymne, &e., 1885, it ee 
“Thy temple visit, Lord.” (J. J.J 

Come unto Me, ye weary. [W. ¢. 
Diz. (Invitation.] This hymn, whieu ranks 
as one of the best of Mr. Dix’s efforts, was 
pub. in 1867 in the Pi 8 H.; in 1869, in 
the A to the 8. P. C.K. Ps, & Hya.; in 
1871, in Church Hys.; in 1875, in H. A. & 
M., und in other collections. It has ale been 
reprinted in Laudes Domini, N. Y., ie } 

Come, we [ye] that [who] love the 
Lord. I. Watts. (Joy and Praise.) 1st 
ey in hia Hys. & 8S. Songs, 1707, and again, 
od ed., 1709, Bk. ii, No. 30, in 10 st. of 41, 

and entitled “Heavenly Joy on Earth.” In 
its original and full form it is rarely found in 
modern collections, the N. Cong., 1859, No. 
698, and the Bap. Ps. & Hys., 1858-80, being 
exceptions with the alteration of st. iii., 1. 8, 
of “fay'rites” to “children.” It has under- 
gone many alterations and revisions, Of these 
the principal are :— 

1. “Come ye that love the Lord.” This was given by 
JW in his Ps, & Hye, pub. at Charlestown, U.S, 
1736-7, during his stay in Georgia, In this form sts. il. 

ix. are omitted, and the rest are considerably altered. 
revision this text was repeated by Wesley 

tu the Wes. H. &k., 1750, and is in the revised ed. 1675, 
and in moat collections of the Methodist communion. 

2. “Come ye who love the Lord." This reading of the 
first line was given by Cotterill in the sth ed. of his Sel,, 
1419, and is followed in H. Comp. and others, 

The different arrangement of stanzas, and 
the variations in the text which have been 

by the numerous editors who have 
used it in one form or another may be 
counted by the hundred, ‘The cantaple set 
by W in 1736, was followed by White- 
field, 1753; Madan, 1760; Conyers, 1772; 
Toplady, 1776, and onwards to the latest 
modern collection, No text can, asa rule, be 
relied upon, The original is easy to obtain 
in modern editions of Watts. The hymn, as 
a whole, is regarded as a good specimen of 
Watts'’s poweis. [See English Hymnody, Early, 
§ xu.) (J. J.J 

Come, weary souls, with sin dis- 
tressed. Anne Steele. ([Invitation.] lst 
pub. in her Poems on Sulyects chiefly Devo- 
tional, 1769, vol. i. p. 27, in 5 st. of 4 1, and 
entitled, “ Weary souls invited to rest" (2nd 
ed., vol. i. p. 27); and in Sedgwick's reprint 
of her H, 1863. It is in extensive use 
beth in G. Britain and America, and some- 
times with “sins" for “sin” in the opening 
line. It was introduced into the Noncon- 
forroist hymnals through the Bristol (Coll. 
1769, of Ash & Evans, and into those of the 
Church of England by, Conyers, 1772. end 
Toplady, 1776. (J. J.J 

Come, ye followers of the Lord. C 
vale. (Frayer) One of six hymns which 
were Ist pub. in 1745, at the end of a Tract 
entitled, A Short View uf the Difference be- 
tween the Moravian Brethren lately in Eng- 
land, and the Rev. Mr. John & Charles Wealey. 
It was also given in Hys, & 8. Poems, 17419, 
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vol. ii., No. 28, in 6 st. of 8 1. When in- 
cluded in the Wes. H. Bk., 1780, No 286, the 
last stanza was omitted. In this form it is 
found in several collections. Orig. text in 
P. Works, 1868-72, vol. v. p.177. (J. J.) 

Come, ye lofty, come ye lowly. A. 
T. Gurney. [Christmas] 1st printed as a 
“ Ohristmas Hymn” in 1852 in the Penny 
Post, vol. ii. p. 321, in 5 st. of 81. In 1856 
it was included in the author’s Songs of Early 
Summer, p. 178, and in 1862 in his work, A 
Book of Praise. It bas also been given in 
the Lyra Messianica, 1864, in the carol col- 
lections of Chope, Stainer & Bramley, and 
others, and in several American hymu-books, 
including Dr. Hatfield’s Church H, Bk., 1872, 
and others. [W. T. B.j 

Come, ye saints, and raise an an- 
them. Job Hupton. [Praise to Christ.) 
This hymn was Ist pub. in the Gospel Maga- 
zine, Sept. 1805, in 18 st. of 61, entitled, 
“ An Hymn of Praise to the Redeemer.” It 
is signed “Ebenezer,” and dated “ A-y, 
June 1, 1805." A reprint was pub. by D. 
Sedgwick in his ed. of Hupton’s Hys. & 
Spiritual Poems, &c., 1861. 

In the Christian Remembrancer, July 1863 
(vol, xlvi. pp. 117-18), Dr. Neale gave, in 
au article on “Hymns and Hymnals,” a re- 
vised version of st. 1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10. and 
12, as an illustration of the possibility of pro- 
ducing a hymn of merit out of somewhat 
crude materials. The first stanza by Hupton, 
and by Neale, will illustrate the way in which 
the latter suggested this might be accom- 
plished. 

1. Stanza i., by Job Hupton :— 
“Come, ye saints, and raise an anthem, 

Cleave the skies with shouts of praise, 
to Him who found a ransom, 
* Anctent of et days.— 
In your nature, 

Born to #uffer in your place.” 
2. Stanza i., by Dr. Neale -— 

“Come, ye faithful, raise the anthem, 
Cleave the sky with shouts of praise ; 

Sing to Him who found a ransom, 
Ancient of eternal days 

God Eternal, Word Incarnate, 
Whom the Heaven of heaven obeys.” 

Job Hupton’s text is unknown to the 
bymnals, but Dr. Neale's has come into 
somewhat extensive use, The text of the 
latter is in the People’s H., 1867, No. 476, 
with the reading of st. iii. Il, 3-4 as :— 

“ With the ceaseless allelulas 
Vhich they raise, the sons of light,’ 

and not as in the People’s H. The liberties 
taken ty Dr. Neale with Hupton’s text have 
been followed by others in dealing with his, 
Church Hys. be ng specially prominent in 
this respect. In fact no text can be relied 
upon until verified by a reference to the 

ristian Remembrancer, or the P "s H, 
with the corrections noted above. J. IJ 

Come, ye saints, look here and won- 
der. 7. Kelly. (£aster.] 1st pub. in 3rd 
ed. of his Hymns, &c., 1809, No, xvii., in 3 
st. of 6 1, and based upon Mark xvi. 6, Be- 

hold the place where they laid Him.” It 
was repeated in his Hys. adapted for Social 
Worship, Dublin, 1812, No. xxvii. For 
the 1812 work the text was slightly altered 
in each stanza, and these alterations, with 

COME, YE WEARY 

one exception, noted below, were subsequently 
—— as the authorized text. It is given 
in Snepp’s Songs of G. & G., No. 256, with 
“blessed regions ” for happy regions, in st. iii., 
18; Rergrercian. paar is the original reading, 
and was restored to the text by the author. ft 
is in somewhat extensive use. In Boardman’s 
Sel. of Hys., Philadelphia, 1860, it is given as 
“ -_ » ye —— pep hy olny wonder ;" 
and in the H. Bk. of t . Association, 
Cleveland, Obio, om, as “Come, yo sainds, 

{J. J.J behold and wonder.” 

e sinners poor and wretched. 
J. Hart. (Invitation.] lat pub. in his Hye. 
Com on Various Subjects, 1759, No. 118, 
in 7 et. of 6 L, and beaded “ Come, and wel- 
come, to Jesus Christ.” One of the first to 
adopt it waa R. Conyers in bis Coll, 1774, 
with various alterations, and the omission of 
st. iv. Toplady, followed in 1776 with further 
alterations. th versions were repeated in 
sume hymnals, and again altered in others, 
until the altered forms of the hymn number 
over twenty. Conyers and Toplady are an- 
swerable for most of the popular changes in 
the text. The alterations are too mauy to 
enumerate. Orig. text in Lyra Brit., 1867, 
p. 275. In addition to changes iu lines of 
the other than the first, that line has been 
altered to (1) “Come, ye sinners hea 
laden,” in the Bap. Praise Bk. N. Y., 1871; 
(2) * Come, ve sinners sad and weary,” in the 
Canterbury Hymnal, 1863; (3) “Come to 
Jesus, O my brothers,’ in Longfellow and 
Johnson's Bk. of Hymna, 1846 ; and (4) “ Come 
ye weary, heavy laden,” in Hattield's Church 
H. Bk., 1872, and others. {J. J.) 

Come, ye thankful people, come. 4. 
Alford. [ gme Ist pub, in his Ps. and 

‘ymns, 1844, No. 116, and subsequently, after 
revieion, in his Poetical Works, 1865, aud his 
Year of Praise, 1867, in 7 st. of 81, In 1861 
the compilers of H. A. & M- included an 
altered version in that Collection. This was 
repudiated by the author, but still retained 
by the compilers of H. d. & M, with an 
explanatory note in the Preface in some of 
the subsequent editions, The revised text in 
Alford’s P. Works, 1865, is the authorize! 
text, and that roan Baer in modern hym- 
nals. This hymn attained a greater 

ularity aud more extensive use, both in 
reat Britain and America, than avy other of 

the author’s hymns. (J. J.J 

Wesley  Fuvitat Ist aay oa . (Invitation) Ist pub. in his 
mete ool thane ations a 
tion, &e., 1747, in 4 st. of 81, (P. Wor. 
1868-72, vol. iv. p. 220). With slight altera- 
tions, and the omission of st. iL, it was 
included in the Wes. H. Bk. 1780, No, 28, 
and has been retained in all later editions. 
This is also the text usually given in other 
collections, both in G. Britain and America, 
In the Meth. Episeo. Hymna, 1849, and the 
New Aymnal of the same body, 1878, the 
hymn “ Come, w sinners, come,” is a cento 
from this hymn. It was made by the Com- 
mittee of the 1849 book. The original 8 of 
7 is turned into 5. M. (J. J.J 
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Come ye yourselves apart and rest 
awhile, Weary, I know it, &c. Ip. 
E. H. Bickersteth, (Ordination.) 1st printed 
ina small collection of the author's ori 
Uli tmane, so. (1872) Se wae 

ilgrimage, ¥.b. [1872]; and also inecluc 
unaltered, in the Ard H. Comp., 1876. 

Co: Thy blessing from above 
J. Mi ry. (Dicine Worship.) Written . Montgome 
for the Sheffield Sunday 8. Union, Whitsun- 
tide gathering, June 3, 1816, and printed for 
that occasion, and in the Evang, 
1816, p. 372. In 1819 it was included in 

#@ Sel., No. 13, in 5 st. of 4 1, and 
there entitled “ For God’s blessing on His 
assembled people.” In 1825 it was repub- 
lished, with alterations, by Montgomery, in 
his Christ. Psalmist, No. 470, and again with 
the same text in his Original Hymne, 1853, 
No. 99. The arrangement, however, in C. U. 
are various, some following Cotterill’s text, as 
in Hy. Comp, from Bickersteth's Christ. 
Pralmody, 1 others the revised text of 
1825 ro 1853, and others, as in N. Cong., a 
wixture of the two, The American use ulso 
varies iu like manner. (J. J. 

Communio, a liturgical term for the 
antiphon which was originally sung during 
the communion of the people in the Roman 
Rite, but which now the priest says after the 
ablutions at the Epistle side of the altar. It 
usually consisted of a verse of Holy Scripture, 
but the following instances of metrical Com- 
munions in the shape of short hymns are 
found in the Sarum Missal. No. 3 occurs 
also in the York and Hereford, and No. + in 
the York Missal. ‘ 

1, De vis lo Cr 
Moesta mater lacrymas 

Atque vultu triet 
Dixit; O duictssime 

CREE 
Ex mortem subiisti ? 

Compassion of B, ¥. M. 
2. O Gabriel, refove flebiles, 
— ss conforta open 

Es in fide fortes et stables. 
3. Per lignam servi facti sumus 

Et per sanctam crucem liberat! sumus 
Fructus arboris seduxit nos 
Filius Dei redemit nos, Holy Cros, 

4. Vera Sides Geniti purgavit crimina mundi, 
: Et tbi virginitas inviolata manet. 

Nativity of B.V.M., and of B. V.M. in Baster Tide. 
[F. E. W.) 

Communion of my Saviour’s blood. 
J Boaigomery (Holy Communion.) Ap- 
7 in his Christian Psalmist, 1835, No. 

, 4+ 1, and entitled, “The pacing Ph st. of 

“res Sapper,” and again, without altera- 
te a his Original Hymns, 1853, No. 130. 

of 10 extensive use in its original form, 
and beginning with st. ii.,as, “To but al id feed on Christ, the living bread,” it ia given in 2st. of 81, the dox- 

in Kennedy, 1863, 
ology which the riginal. =m the fod ot, not being tn 
Sanmel Com John, second « of the Rev. 

panies, fan ee b. at Smallbridye, 
6 Sea 828. He became minis- 

Ptist Church, Inskip, near Pres- 

St. Gabriel, 

ag., Sept. | 
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ton, in 1852, was subsequently or of 
churches at Bramley, near Leeds; Barnsley; 
and York Road, Leeds. In 1878 he removed 
into Somersetshire, to become pastor of the 
united Baptist churches of Fivehead and Isle 
Abbots, near Taunton. In 1880 he organized 
and became Secretary to the Taunton District 
Psalmody Union. 

Mr. Compaton pub. (1) Lancashire 8, School Songa, 
1853 (14th thousamd, t#47), afterwards Incorporated tn 

| the school hymn-book, entitled (2) Sacred Songs 
nd School, 1464, of which Rev. J. Lees was 

co-editor; (3) Popular Sacred Harmonies, i863. Mr. 
| Compston, however, is best known in connection with 
Temperance bymnedy. In 187¢ he edited (4) The 
National Temperance Harmonist, and in 18s! the (5) 
National nee Hymnal, a new and greatly im- 
proved ed. of the former work. Jt contains nearly 500 
temperance hymns and songy set to appropriate music, 
Twenty of these hymns are by Mr. Compston. 

Mr. Compston is also the author of several 
pamphlets written in connection with the 
temperance und other philanthropic move- 
ments. CW. R. 8.) 

Concinat orbis cunctus, Alleluya. 
| (Easter.] This Sequence of unknown author- 
ship is in the Bodleian ms. 775, f. 185, b. 
(written between 994 and 1017) and is given 
in the Hereford Missal for ‘Tuesday, and in 
the York and Sarum Missal tur Wednesday, 
in Easter weck, and may be found in the 
reprints of those works. 7'r, as :— 

1. Let the whole world chant and sing, by E. 
H. Plumptre, written for and Ist pub, in the 
Hymnary, 1872. It was reprinted in Dean 
Plumptre’s Things New and Old, 1884. 

2. Alleluia, let the nations, by U. 5S. Calverley, 
written for and 1st pub, in the Hymnary, 1872. 

Translation not in 0. U.:— 

Let all the world with prayer and praise. 
son in Sarum Sequences, 1871. 

Concionator. 
signatures in the 

Conder, Eustace Rogers, M.a., D.D., a. 
of Josiah Conder, b. April 5, 1820, near St. 
Albans. He studied at Spring Hill College, 
Birmingham; took his m.a, degree, with gold 
medal, in Philosophy, in the University of 
London, in 1844, and settled at Poole, Dorset, 
as Pastor of the Congregational Church there. 
In 181 he removed to Leeds, as Minister of 
East Parade ag Tn 1882 he received 
the degree of p.v. from Edinburgh University, 
The following hymns by Dr. Conder are in 
the Leeds 8, 8, H. Bk., 1862-1878 :— 

1. Oh, bright are the mansions, The Home of the 
Children of God. 

2. Where ts the Land of cloudless day? Jems the 
Way to Heaven. 

Dr. Conder's Heart Chords were 
for private circulation in 1874, 

C. B, Pear- 
(J. J.J 

One of A. M. Toplady’s 
Gospel Magazine, 

rinted 

(J. J.} 
Conder, George William, only «. of 

George Conder, was b, at Hitchin, Herts, 
Nov. 30, 1821. After studying at Highbury 
College, London, be became, in 1845, co- 

tor, with Mr. Judson, of High Wycombe 
Cingregational Church. In 1849 he sue- 
eveded the late Dr. Winter Hamilton as 
minister of Belgrave ieee, Leeds, passing 
thence to Cheethem Hill, Manchester, in 
18t4; and Queen's Road, Forest Hill, Lon- 
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don, 1870, He d. at Forest Hill, Nov. 8, 1874. 
Whilst at Leeds he assisted in compiling the 
Leeds H. Bk., 1853. He also pub. in 1874 an 
A ix to that selection to which he con- 
tributed “ All things praise Thee, Lord most 
high,” and “ Lord Jesus, Shepherd of man- 
kind.” (J 
Conder, Joan Elizabeth, née Thomas, 

the wife of Josiah Conder, was the daughter 
of Roger Thomas, and granddaughter of the 
sculptor, L. PF. Roubiliac, b. April 6, 1785, d. 
Jan. 22, 1877, Mrs. Conder contributed 
poems to The Associate Minstrels, 1810, under 
the signature “ E.”; to her husband's work, 
The Star in the East, 1824, anonymously; to 
the Cong. H. Bk., 1836, in her own name; 
und to The Choir and Oratory, 1837, with an 
asterisk. Of these. seven were given in Con- 
ders Hys. of Praise, Prayer and Devout 
Meditation, 1856, Of these the following ap- 
peared in tHe Cong. H. Bk., 1886, and through 
that work have come into C. U.:— 

1. The hours of close. Saturday agagr 2 
2. When Mary to Heavenly Guest. ry 

anointing the feet of Jesus. 
3. What bilssful harmonies above. The heavenly 

choir, 
4. Not Thy garment’s bem alone. Desiring Pardon. 

This last is the most popular of her hymns, The tune 
St, Faith's was com for it by Mr. Beale, and pub. in 
The Psalmist, 1942. [F. J. F. 

Conder, Josiah, fourth s. of Thomas 
Conder, engraver and bookseller, and grand- 
son of the Rev. John Conder, p.v., first Theo- 
logical Tutor of Homerton College, was b. in 
Falcon Street | City) London, Sept. 17, 1789, 
and d. Dee. 27, 1 As author, editor and 
publisher he was widely known. For some 
years he was the proprietor and editor of the 
Eclectic Review, and also editor of the Patriot 
newspaper. His prose works were numerous, 
and include :— 

The Modern Traveller, 1430; Italy, 1431; Dictionary 
of Ancient and Modern Geography, 1434; Life of Bun- 
yan, 1835; Protestant Nonconformity, Lals-ld; The 
Law of the Sabbath, 1=30; Epistle to the Helrrews (a 
translation ', N45; Literary History of the New Testa- 
ment, 1845, Harmony of History with Prophecy, 1449, 
and others, 

His poetical works are :— 
(1) The eee meorad tant ant die oe in the Athe- 

awrum, (2) The Neverie, il. (3) Star in the East, 
Ist4, (4) Sacred Poems, lomeatic Moems, and Miscel- 
laneous Poema, lst4. (5) The Choir and the Oratory; 
or, Praise and Prayer, 1837. Preface dated Nov. 4, 
1456, (6) Hymns of Praise, Prayer, and Devout 
Meditation, Last, his last work was in the _— 
at the time of bis death, and was revised and published 
by bis son, the Rev. E, R. Conder, ia. He also 
contributed many pleces to the magazines and to the 
associated Minstre/s, 1410, under the signature of “C." 
In 1838, selections from The Choir and Uratery were 
published with music by Edgar Sanderson, as Harmonia 
Sacra. A second volume was added in 1839. To Dr. 
Collyer's (q.v.) Mymns, &e., be contributed 3 pieces 
wi, . Leifehild’s Original Hymna, 
1843, 4 hymna. 

ed O.; and to Dr 

As a hymn-book editor he was also well 
known. In 1836 he edited The € ga- 
tional Hymn Book >a Supplement to Dr, Watts s 
Psalms and Hymns (2nd ed, 1844). To this 
collection he contributed fifty-six of his own 
hymns, some of which had previously ap- 
peared in The Star in the East, &. He also 

iblished in 1851 a revised edition of Dr, 
utts’s Pealme and Hymna, and in the same 

year a special paper on Dr. Watts as The 
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| Poet of the Sanctuary, which was read before 
| the Congregations! ‘Galen at Southampton. 
The value of his work as Editor of the Con- 
gregational Hymn Book is seen in the fact that 
eight out of every ten of the hymns in that 
collection are still in use either in G. Britain 
or America, 
Asa hymn writer Conder ranks with some 

of the best of the first half of the poamot 
century. His finest hymns are marked by 
much elevation of thought expressed in 
| language combining both force and beauty. 
They generally excel in unity, and in some 
the gradual unfolding of the leading idea is 
masterly. The outeyme of a deeply spiritual 

| mind, they deal chiefly with the enduring 
elements of religion. Their variety in metre, 
in style, and in treatment saves them from 
the monotonous mannerism which mars 
the work of many hymn writers, Their 
theology, though decidedly E i is 
yet of a broad and liberal kind. btless 
Conder’s intercourse with many phases of 
theological thought as Editor of the Kelectie 
Review did much to produce this catholicity, 
which was strikingly shewn by his embody- 
ing many of the collects of the Book of Com- 
mon Prayer, rendered into verse, in his Choir 
and Oratory, Of his versions of the Psalms 
the most popular are * How honoured, how 
dear” (64th), and “O be joyful in the Lord” 
(100th). ia hymns in most extensive use 
are, * Bread of heaven, on Thee I feed ;" “ Be- 
ond, beyond that boundless sea;” “The 

Lord is grt up thy voice” (this last is 
one of his yi Pe by day the manna 
tell;"” “How shall I follow him I serve;” 
“Heavenly Father, to whose eye” (all good 
specimens of his subdued and pathetic style); 
and “O shew me not my Saviour dying.” This 
last is full of lyric feeling, and expresses the 
tov often forgotten fact that the Church has 
a living though once crucified Lord. 
ped 5 ange of Conder’s hymns may be 

gathe from the fact that at the t 
time more of them are in C, U. in G. Britain 
and America than those of an 
the Congregational body, Watts and Dod- 
dridge alone excepted. (W. G. H.) 

Iu addition to the hymns named above and 
others which are annotated under their re- 
spective first lines, the following, including 
two already named (4, 16), are also in C. U.:— 

i. From Dr. Collyer's Hymne, &e., 1812, 
1. When in the bours of lonely woe. Lent. 

ii, From The Star in the East, &c., 1824. 
2. Be merciful, O God of grace, . terit. 
3, For ever will I bless the Lord. ” Pe. rexiv. 
4, Tlow bunoured, how dear. 
5, Now with angels round the throne, 

Ps. leeziv. 

6. O Thou God, Who hearest prayer. Lent. atest 
Sept, 1820, Usually abbreviated. 

iii. From The Congregational Hymn Book, 
1836. 
Pa | Blessed be God, He is not strict. Longsuffering of 
Ged, 

8. Followers of Christ of every name. Comm wrion 
of Saints, 

$ Grane me, heavenly Lord, to feel. Zeal in Missiont 
eh) " 

10. Grant, O Saviour, to our prayers. Collect 6th S. 
after Trinity. 

11. Head of the Church, our risen Lord. Church 
Meetings, 

other writer of 
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12. Holy, holy, boly Lord, in the highest heaven, &c. 
Praise to the Father. 

13. Jehovah's praise sublime. Praise, 
14, Leave us not comfortless. H, Communton. 
1. Lord, for Thy Name's sake! such the plea. Jn 

National Danger, 

i. Stacie ~ ey iene ee Ba; of 12. a t 5 im 
Hely Spirit desi: i 

is. Ogive thanks to Him Who male. Thankegiving 
for 4 a 

19. O God, Protector of the a New Year. 
2). O God, to whom the happy dead. Surial. 
u,0 God, Who didst an equal mate. Holy 

Matrimony, 
22. OGod, Who didst Thy will unfold, Holy Serip- 

wres, 

= O God, Who dost Thy sovereign might. Prayer 
ti 

through Christ, 
3. O how should those be clean who bear. Purity 

devired for God's Ministers. 
%. O say not, thiok not in thy heart. Pressing 

Thou divine High Priest. Holy Communion, 
Who givest all their Harvest. 
Whose covenant is sure. Holy Baptism. 

on Thee, in Zion-gates. Sunday. 
the God of all creation. genes i 

the ransomed millions stand. Praise to Christ. 
beavens declare His Gory; Ps. viz. 
art the Everlasting Word, Praise to Christ. 

bands have made and fashioned me. Thanks 
Mercies. 

all Thy faithful je, Lord. For Pardon. 
His own world He came. Ascension. 
our Ged loud Lampe. pw Ps. cerevi. 

pon a world of guilt night. Purification of 

Welcome, welcome, sinner, hear. Invitation to 

41. Wheresoever two or three. Continued Presence 
of Christ desired. 

iv. From The Choir and the Oratory, 1837. 
42. Bapeised into Saviour's death. Holy Aaptiom. 
43. Inthe day of my thy) distress. Ps. an: ll 
44. 0) comfort to the - Christ the Comforter. 

V. From Leifchild’s Original Hymns, 1843. 
#5. Lam Thy workmansh . God the Maker ond Overdue” ee 
46, O Lord, hadst Thou been bere! But when, The 

Rewurrection of Lazarus 
47. Tis not that | did choose Thee. Chosen of God, 
Tr aera a the Char a Bk. N.Y. Aas 

Lord, “tis not choose "thereby chang- 
ing the metre from 1.6 to 4.5. = 

vi. From Hymns of Praise, Prayer, &e., 1856, 
48. Comrades of the beavenly calling. Tee Christian 

rece, 

When to these 48 hymns those annotated 
under their respective first lines are added, 

's hymus in C. U. number about 60 in 
(J. J.) 

f 

Hl 2 
eco 
| z 

guys He Be ? i 
Rs 2 

z é 
a 

Shins 
tea 

4 

: 

I : but on insufficient evidence, 
cdinat Telected as such by the Benedictine 

itors; and with this the best authorities 
agree. It is known in various forms, the more 
important being the following :— 

45 In Daniel, 1, No, 72, in 6 st. of 41, 
° when corrected by read- 

. fv. p. 11a, and 368, from a ws. of 
§ another of the 10th cent. at 

Of the 10th and Lith cent. respec- 
fouged to the Abbey of Rheinau, is the 

Soc., IMSL, p. 

eae nave Jule ay MMe: (Veap. D. xit. ; Hari. 2961, 
3. The tne wt. {, aN 

from wy, xt in m, Sarisb., 1351, 
aed ote tt York, Cankeroury, 3. Albans, 

J 
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4. The revised form of the hyron in the Mera, Bren” 
1632, in Daniel, 1., No. 72; Wackernagel, 1541, p. 604° 
Card. Newman's Hymni Seclesiae, 1434 apd 1465, and 
other collections. 

5. Mone's text, No. 34, is from the Cistercian Rrevi- 
aries, specially a Ma.of the 14th cent., formerly belonging 
to the Cistercian Nunnery of Lichtenthal, This text 
Mone considers as the original. Daniel, in iv. pp. 115 
and 369, gives a summary of the evidence respecting 
this question of original text, and shows, that no x, 
earlier than the foundation of the Cistercian Order 
a to contain this text ; whereas the ordinary version 
is found In a Ms, at Bern of the 9th cent, 

In the Sarum Free, it is appointed as the Vesper 
— on the Saturday before the Ist Sun. in Advent, and 
t ghout Advent on Sundays and week-days when no 
festival occurs. In the Kom, Brev. it is the Vesper 
hymn in Advent on Sundays, and whenever the Fertal 
Office ta sald ; ys mer tag with the Saturday preceding the 
ist Sunday in Advent. 
6. A cento composed partly from the Rom. Bree. 

version of this bymu is given for first and second Vespers 
on the feast of the Most Holy Redeemer (3rd Sun. in 
July) in the tppendiz to the Kom. Arev. It consists of 
lines 14, O16; then a spectal stanza of 4 1. followed 
by lines 17-20 and a doxology. The Office in which 
t cento is found was first authorized for use in 
the Venetian territories, The origin of the Festival 
for which it was compiled is as follows :—The people 
of the city of Venice, when suffering from the effects 
of a plague which swept off a great number of the 
inhabitants and caused t terror, made a vow that 
if God would grant relief a church should be built 
hy public subscription, dedicated to the Most Holy he- 

, and a yearly visit paid to it in state by the 
magistracy of the city, In 1576 the plague ceased, and 
the church of /? Santissimo Redemptore was built; the 
annual act of homage being fixed for the third Sunday 
in July, The Government of the Venetian Republic 
obtained ission (when the devotion bad greatly 
extended itself after many years a ee) on 
the 25th of April, 1722, from the Sacred Co: tion of 
Rites, at Rome, that the Office of the Most Holy Re- 
deemer should be said by all the clergy of the city of 
Venice with the rank of a Lesser Double ; in 1724 this 
licence was extended to the whole Venetian territory ; 
in 1729 the Feast was made a Greater Double; in 1731 4 

the Second Class; finally, in 1737, an Octave 
was added. W. A. 8.) 

Of the various forms of this hymn the trans- 
lators have usually conflued themselves either 
to the Sarum or the Rom. Brev. ‘The resulta 
are as follows: — 

Translations in C. U.:— 
i, The Sarum Brev. Text : Conditor alme siderum. 

1, Oreator of the stars of night, by J. M. Neale, 
in the Ist ed. of the Hymnal N., 1852, No. 10, 
in 6 st. of 4.1. This is repeated without alter- 
ation in later editions of the Hymnal N.; in 
Skinner's Daily Hymnal, 1864; in the Hymner, 
1882, and others. It is alsv given as “ Creator 
of the starry height, Thy people's,” &c., in H. 
A. & M., 1861 (the alterations being by the com- 
pilers, who had printed another arrangement of 
the text in their trial copy of 1859), and Allon's 
Supplemental Hys., 1868, &e. In Mercer, Oxford 
ed., 1864, it is rewritten by Mercer, Another 
rendering, slightly altered, from the ro gree N. 
is, “Creator of the starry height, Of faithful 
hearts,” &c., in the Hymnary, 1872. 

2. Creator of the starry height, by F. Pott, in 
his Hymns, &c., 1861. This is based upon Dr. 
Neale, and the H, A. ¢ M., revised text as above. 
It is repeated in Church Hys., 1871. 

3. Creator of the height, The faithful, &., 
by R. F. Littledale, in the People's H., 1867, and 
signed “ F.” 

4. In addition to the foregoing, other arrange- 
ments are given in Chope, Thring, and others. 
That in Thring is the most complicated of all. 
In it Dr. Neale, H. A. § M., the Rev. F. Pott, 
the Hymnary, we Mr, Thring, and others, 
are represented, e result is good, 
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Translations not in 0. U. :— 
1. Thou, who didst plant in time gone by. Hymna- 

rium Anglicanum, 1644. 
2, Kind Framer of the firmament, WJ. Blew. 1851. 
3. Thou Framer of the starry beaven (with the stanza 

bracketed by Daniel as bly en interpolation into 
the hymn). J. 2. Chambers, 1857. 

4 who the stars of night. J. W. Hewett, 1859. 
5. Fair Framer of the stars sv bright. Tr. Edersheim’s 

Jubilee Rhythm, &e. 1867. 
6. Thou, who didst build the etarry sky. HH. MM. 

. 1876, ° 
7. Thou Builder of the starry skies, J. A. Aylicard. 
4. O Thou the Maker of cach star. Lord Braye. 
Nos. 7 and 4 are in Mr, Shipley's Annus Sanctus, 1884. 

ii, Roman Brev. Text : Creator alme siderum, 

1. Creator of the starry height, Of hearts be- 
Heving, &c., by W. J. Copeland, in his ymns for 
the Week, &c., 1848, p. 53, in 6 st. of 41. This 
was given, in an altered form, as “ Creator of the 
starry poles,” inthe English Hymnal, 1852, again 
altered, but nearer to the original tr. in Murray’s 
Hymnal, 1852; and in later eds. of the English 
A, Jt is also given, without alteration but 
with the omission of the doxology, in Lyra 
Messianica, 1864, 

2. Creator of the starry frame, by EF. Cusswall, 
in his Lyra Catholica, 1849, p. 43. This is the 
tr in C. U. in Roman Catholic collections for 
schools and missions. It is also given in the St. 
John's Hymnal (Aberdeen), 1870. In his Hymns 
and Poems, 1873, Caswall altered the first stanza 
to “ Dear Maker of the starry skies,” and thereby 
seriously weakened the hymn. 

3. Maker of the starry sphere, by R, Campbell, 
in his Hys. and Anthems, 1850, p. 42. This was 
repeated in the Covke & Denton Hymnal, 1853; 
the Salishury H. Bk. 1857; Kennedy, 1863; 
Sarum, 1868, and other collections. 

4. © blest Creator of the atars, by E. W. Eddis, 
in his Irvingite Hys. for the use of Churches, 1864. 

6, Blest Framer of the starry height, by R. C. 
Singleton, in his Anglican H. Bk., 1868. 

Translations not in C. U. :-— 
1, Creator of the starry frame. . Doane, 
2. Creator of yon circles bright. . Mant, 
3. O bright Creator of the skies. J. R. Beate. 
4. O God, Who mad’st those orbe of light. 

Trappes. 1565. 
5. O great Creator of the sky. J. Wallace. 1874. 
6, Great Maker of the glittering stars, 7. J. Porter. 
7. Creator of the stars above, #, (, Husenbeth. 
&. Creator of the starry pole, Card, Newman, 
9. The Primers of 1604, 1619, 1645, and 1706. 
Nos. 6, 7, and 4 are in Mr. Shipley’s Annus Sanctus, 

1884, (J. J.) 

Congregational Hymnody, Ameri- 
can, [American Hymnody, § 111.) 

Congregational Hymnody, English. 
1. Notwithstanding the controversy which 
— in the 17th cent, in the Baptist and 
ndependent denominations as to the lawful- 

ness or otherwise of singing in Divine Worshi 
the Independents, taken as a whole, were in 
favour of the practice. The distinction, how- 
ever, which they, possibly unconsciously, drew 
between prayer and praise when set forth in 
prose, or in verse, was clearly marked. A set 
form in prose, either of prayer, as in the 
prayers and collects of the Book of Common 
Prayer; or of praise, as in the Gloria in 
Exceleis and other hymns in the same service 
hook was regarded as an abomination; but 
petitions, supplications, praises, and thanks- 
giving of precisely the same character when 
given in verse were received with pleasure, 
and used in both public and private worship 

1A24, 
1837, 

1649. 
PP 
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by all but the most rigid and austere. The 
rejection of the one set form, that of prose, 
was complete and final; the growth of the 
other, that of verse, was gradual and en- 
caring. 

2. The earlier stages of this growth are 
given in detail, from the J’salms and Hymns 
of W. Barton, 1644, to those of I. Watts, 
1705-1723, in the article on Early English 
Ey , $vi-ximt, By W. Barton, through 
his Book of Psalmes in Metre, 1644, hia Psalms 
and Hymne, 1651, and his various Centuries 
of Hymna, culminating in Siz Centuries of 

Hymna, &c., 1688 [see Barton, W.); by 
T. Shepherd, by his Penttential Cries, 1691; 
by Matthew Henry, by his Family Hymns, 
1695; by A Collection of Divine Hymns, 1694, 
thered from six different authors, including 

. Baxter and J. Mason; and by minor 
efiorts on the part of others, the way was pre- 
pared for the advent and work of Isaac Watts. 

3. The value and importance of the hymno- 
logical contributions of Isaac Watts to the 
Christian Church, from the dawn of the 18th 
century to the present time, cannot be esti- 
mated. No collection of hymns in the Eng- 
lish language, compiled for general congre- 
gational use, save some two or three of an 
exceptional type, has been published since 
1720, without extracts from one or more of 
his works being embodied therein. In uni- 
versality of use, Watts is only equalled by 
C. Wesley. This great result has been at- 
tained by a combination of excellences in 
which poetic power, catholicity of spirit, and 
simplicity in embodying the vital truths of 
Christianity in song have stood pre-eminent. 
His strength—and it was great—and his weak- 
nesses—and they were not few—are set forth 
in the articles on the English Pasalters, § Xv.; 
and on Early English Hymnody, § x10. 

4. For some years after the publication of 
his Psalms of David in 1719, Watts's Psalme 
and Hymna (the latter being his Hymns and 
Spiritual Songs, 1707-1709) constituted the 
hymn-book of the Conaregecne body, The 
great wave of religious thought and feeling 
which swept over the nation as the result of 
the work of Whitefield and the Wesleys, to- 

ther with the poetical contributions of the 
tter, created on the one hand a desire for 

ter varicty in the songs of the Christian 
ife, and on the other partially supplied that 
want, It was found that Watts, in commou 

with all men, had not the power to produce « 

complete work ; a work which should be of 
high and uniform excellence, and should 

g in full the varied and shifting scenes 
of life. There were depths of passion, de- 
spair, and woe which he had not fathomed ; 
there were heights of ecstatic joy which he ha! 

not reached. The broad tield of Christian 
Song he had made his own. To others wos 

left the cultivation of smaller spaces whens 

the concentrated efforts of gifted men woul 
yield rich results. . 

5. The conviction that Watts could not sig 

for all men, and had not sung for all time, 

was pot long in dawning upon the members 
of his own community. The form whieh 
this conviction received practical axpren 
was first given in Supplements to Watts, malt a| 
by individual Ministers of the Covgregatio™ 
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body, followed A Collections compiled, some 
by individual tors, and others by Com- 
mittees sometimes acting on their own respon- 
sibility, and at other times under the auspices 
of the Con ional Union, 

6. One of the first to compile a Supplement 
to Watts was Dr. Thomas Gibbons. His work 
was published in 1769, and followed by a 
second collection in 1784. The let ed. of Ruw- 
land Hill's Coll. of Psalms and Hymns 1s dated 
1783. It was designed as a complete hymn- 
look, and was the first in the Co tional 
body to break away from the Psalms Hymne 
of Watts. It ran into many editions, bat 
those of a later date are the first edition re- 
arranged with additions, All the hymns are 

without any indication of authorship. 
ence has arisen the difficulty of verge in 

the editor’s contributions, Rowland Hill's 
Coll. was superseded at Surrey Chapel, by 
Janes Sherman’s Coll. in 1844; and Sher- 
man’s Coll. hf C. Newman Hall's Christ 
Church Hymnal, 1876. George Burder’s Coll. 
of Hymns, 1784, was a return to the Sup- 

¢ series. His range was limited, and 
included, as he puts it, “ the respectable names 
of Doddridge, Newton, Hart, Wesley, Cowper, 
Toplady, and Cennick.”. W. Jay of Bath 
could not break away from Watts, and so in 
1797 be published for his own congregation A 
Selectionof Hymns of Peculiar Metre. Another 
Su t followed in 1801. It was edited 
by Dr. E. Williams and the Rey. James Boden, 
and published at Doncaster. The authors’ 
hames were given in the first edition, but 
omitted from the second, and subsequently 
restored, It had a very limited circulation, 
and is known chiefly through Boden’s con- 
tributions, and the anonymous “Jerusalem, 
my happy home.” Two years after Williams 
and Boden, Dr. Wardlaw followed the exam- 
ple set by Rowland Hill, and published his 
Selection of Pealme and Hymns at Glasgow, 
1803, John Dobell's New Selection of more 
than Seren Hundred Evangelical Hymns dates 
from 1806. It was also a Supplement to 
Watts, Ita chief value is in its record of 
authors, In thia respect, although very faulty, 
it was the most complete up to that time. 
Dr. Collyer’s Hymns partly Collected and 
partly Original, 1812, was peculiar and valu- 
uble. Its peculiarity lay in the grouping of 
all the hymns of a given author under his 
name, beginning with Dryden and ending 
with himself; and its value in the number 
of original hymns contributed by Conder, 
Mon crys Aun and Jane Taylor, Raffles, 
McAll, and others; and from the mss. of H. 
Kirke White. This Supplement was followed 
in 1813 by another Collection of Hymns, 
designed us an Appendiz to Dr. Watts, &e., 
= Thomas Cloutt, afterwards known as 
homas Russell, It ran into more than 

twenty editions, but added little or nothing to 
the treasury of sacred song. Dr, Raffles's Uol- 
lection of 1816, and Dr. A. Reed's, of 1817, con- 
tained original hymns by their respective 
editors, A new depurture took place in 1822 
by the publication of A Selection of Hymns for 

he Use of the Protestant Dissenting Co - 
tions of the Independent Order in Leeda, and 
edited by a committee consisting of the Revs, 
E Parsons, R. Winter Hanilton, and T, 
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Scales. As a Su ent to Watts it was an 
improvement on former works, Efforts by 
others were made, but were too unimportant 
to be enumerated. The last Supplement to 
Watts of any importance was, curiously 
enough, the first official hymn-book of the 
Congregutionalista. 

7. In accordance with a resolution passe 
by the Congregational Union in 1833, J. 
Conder compiled a collection in conjunction 
with a Committee appointed for the anicarph 
and in 1836 this collection was published as 
The gational Hymn Book. This collec- 
tion of = = was — cA —_ 
original hymns ontgomery, and although 
the editor suffered severely from the common 
weakness of all hymn-writing editors in over- 
estimating the value of his own productions, 
yet the sterling worth of the book is realized 
in the fact that eight out of every ten 
of the hymns therein are still in use in G. 
Britain or America. In fairness to Conder 
it must be added that all his hymna were 
submitted to the Committee, and some as 
anonymous, and received their approval 
before inco! tion in the book. Dr. J, 
Campbell's Comprehensive Hymn Book, 1841, 
was M. Wilks’s 1798 edition of Whitefield’s 
Pe. & Hys. —- to 1000 hymns, It was 
a very heavy book, and failed to secure gene- 
ral adoption. Dr, A. Reed's third effort re- 
sulted in The Hymn Book, 1842, a weak pro- 
duction on the old lines, Dr. Leifehild’s 
Vriginal Hymne, 1843, contained 370 hymna, 
for the most part published for the first time. 
The Reva. W. M. Bunting, Dr. Collyer, Dr. R. 
W. Hamilton, Dr. Raffies, J, Montgomery, 
Mrs. Gilbert, and others, well known to 
hymnody, failed to impart to the collection 
either life or popularity. It was a disastrous 
failure. Ten years afterwards a second Com- 
mittee at Leeds, consisting of the Kevs. H.R. 
Reynolds, T. Hudswell, G. W. Conder, W, 
Guest, and W. Morgan, published the well- 
known Leeds Hymna Book, 1853, as Palme, 
Hymns, and Passages of Scripture for Christian 
Worship. It followed the conventional lines 
of most Nonconformist collections, The edu- 
cated taste displayed in the text, the extension 
of the areaof selection to the hymnulogical trea- 
sures of the Church of England, the Churches 
in Germany, and the Church of Rome; and 
the tone of confidence and strength which per- 
vaded the whole book gave to it a literary 
churacter before unknown to Congregations! 
hymuody. Its influence was soon felt through- 
out the whole denomination. Although a 
private enterprise, it gradually assumed a more 
than private character, until, in 1859, The 
New Congregational Hymn Book—after gather- 
ing from it ite choicest treasures, aud adding 
thereto much that was new and valuable— 
was published with the official imprimatur 
of the Congregational Union. From that date 
the older collection rose in historical import- 
ance, as it declined in general use. The New 

ional Hymn Book is, from the stand- 
point of the denomination, a i and sound 
collection, It haa more of Watts than any 
other modern work; but this element, natural 
to the denomination, is balanced by a good 
selection from all ages aud nations. “Its Sup- 
plement, published in 1874, is very inferior. 

S 2 
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The mutilations in the texts, made without 
any reason on poetical, theological, or eccle- 
siastical grounds, are very numerous, and are 
distinguished by extreme poetical weakness and 
by luck of sympathy with the authora. Taken 
as a whole, the weakness of the collection isin 
itssize. It ia too large to be uniformly excel- 
lent. Dr. Parker's Cavendish Hymnal, 1864, 
was a heavy agra on eae and 
a failure. Dr. Allons Su ymus 
for Public Worship, 1864-75, is designed 
to be used with any Congregational hymn- 
book which may be lacking in hymns by 
modern writers, and in translations from 
Greek, Latin, and German. Ag it presup- 
_ the use at the same time of another 

k, in which all the well-known hymns of 
the older writers are found, it claims to be 
supplemental only to those books. As such 
it is good, well arranged, and carefully edited. 
Another work of this kind is the Appendiz to 
the Leeds Hymn Book of 1853, by G. W. 
Conder, published in 1874. It contains 205 
hymns as against 341 in Dr. Allon’s collec- 
tion. Through’ its selection of Psalms and 
portions of Holy Scripture, pointed for chant- 
ing, its S Advent Antiphons, and 
Metrical Litanies, it comes nearer to the 
modern collections of the Church of England 
than any other Hymnal or Appendix amongst 
the Nonconforinists. 

8. The latest additions to Congregational 
hymn-Bovoks are The English Hymna Book, 
1874, by R. W. Dale, p.n. ; the Congregational 
Hymns, 1884, by W. G. Horder; Con 
gational Psalmist Hymnal, 1886, by H. Allon, 
p.p.; and the mea, ay tae Church Hymnal, 
1887, edited 7 Rev. G. 8. Barrett, Ba. 
and published by the Congregational Union. 

9. Dr. Dale's work, he tells us in his Pre- 
face,“ is called The English Hymn Book be- 
cause I have endeavoured, as far as possible, 
to insert only those hymns which seem to me 
to be in harmony with the characteristic type 
of English piety. The religious life of this 
country, in its healthiest forms, ia distinguished 
by a certain manly simplicity very alien from 
the sensuous sentimentalism which has been 
encouraged by some recent hymn-writers; 
even the pathetic hymns of the Middle Ages, 
and the noble songs of German Protestantism, 
do not express very naturally the religious 
thoug)it and emotion of ordinary Englishmen.” 
A work compiled upon these lines naturally 
falls back upon the older writers for much of 
its material, and knows nothing of some of 
the most popular of modern compositions. Of 
ita 1260 hymns 58 begin with A., and of these 
there are 26 hymns which are neither in 
Horder, Allon, nor the Congregational Church 
Hymnal. These are mainly from Watts, Wes- 
ley, Anne Steele, Beddome, Bruce, A 
Elizabeth Scott, and others amongst the older, 
aud Bonar and Bishop Wordsworth amongst 
modern writers. The names of these authors 
of the hymns peculiar to Dr. Dale's book in- 
dicate with tolerable clearness what he me ins 
by “the characteristic type of English piety”; 
and “the religious thought emotion of 
ordinary Englishmen.” The hymns which 
come under other letters of the alphabet, and 
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Church Hymnal, are mostly by the same 
writers or others of the same type (‘T. H. Gill, 
who is largely represented, being somewhat 
exceptional), and impart to the collection 
clearness like that of crystal, and an uni- 
formity and rigidness almost as cold. 

10. Mr. Horder’s Congregational Hymne, A 
Hymnal for the Pree Churches, has, in addition 
to 841 metrical hymns, in which about 350 
authors and translators are represented, in most 
cases in an unaltered form, many of the Psalms. 
together with P es of Holy Scripture and 
Ancient Hymns in a prose, pointed for 
chanting. Its range is beyond anything before 
attempted by Con tionalists, ita contents 
having been from all ages and 
nations that could furnish a Christian hymn 
of « moderate type, and in an English dress. 
The classification is that usually adopted in 
a hymn-books, but in greater 
detail, includes hymns for children, and a 
special section entitled “The Home Sane- 
tuary,” for private use. Taking, as in the 
case of Dr. Dale, the hymns in A as re- 

tative of the whole, there are 41 
mus, of which 7 are peculiar to the book. 

hese are by Bubier, McDonald, Emerson, 
Whittier, Newton, and one each from the 
Latin and Greek writers. These names show 
that, whilst the solid groundwork of a 
nized ——— hymnody is the streng 
aud stay of the book (as seen in the 34 hymns 
under A which are common to Dale and 
others), poetic warmth and cultured expres- 
sion have been sought after and attained. 
The tone of the book is bright and Ly 
and its literary standard is exceptionally high. 

11. Dr? Allon’s Congregational Psalmist 
Hymnal contains 921 hymns arranged in the 
manner common with Nonconformist collec- 
tions, and derived principally from the New 

Hymn Book, 1859; its Su 
1869; and his own Supplemen 

ymns, 1868, Of the 49 hymns under A,7 
are peculiar to it as distinct from Dale, Horder, 
and the Congregational Church Hymnal. These 
tbc A Watts, Deck, Chandler, Hammond, 
El th Scott, and two from the German, 
It maintains more distinctly than any other 
collection the historical traditions of Congre- 
gutional hymnody, and is, from the historical 
standpoint, the represontative book of that 
body, The music by which it is accompanied 
is excellent. - 

12. The latest collection ia that issued in 
1887 by the tional Union as the Con- 

tional Church Hymnal. Tecoritains nearly 
—_ arranged in the usual manner, 

edited with great care. Under A there aré 
41 hymns, of which 14 are liar to itself. 
These are by Robertson, Lynch, Ingelow, 
Gill, Archdeacon Pott, Canon Bright, Dean 
Alford, Prebendary Thring, aud others, aud 
two are from the Greek. Whilst retaining all 
the great hymns which gave character and 
distinction to the Leeds Book of 1853, and the 
New Cong ional n Book of 1859, it 
has thus added thereto valuable contributions, 
and especially from the hymnody of theCh 

England. Through this somewhat extea- 
sive admixture of Anglican Hymnody it stands 

which id gy —whgphee pes epercmiandion aay out in marked contrast to Dale, with its 
from He , Allon, and the Congregational | theological coldness ; to Horder, with its poeti 
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warmth and large importation of refined 
American hymns; and to Allon, with its 
old-fashi Congregationalism, broadened 
oat into wider sympathies, and rendered ad- 
ditionally attractive by its admirable musical 
setting. In hymnological accuracy it is equal 
to either of these collections; its earnest 
spirituality is very marked ; and its musical 
setting is excellent, 

13. The high position which the hymnody 
of the Congregationalists has taken is due to 
many causes, ‘The test names are Watts, 
Doddridge, and Conder. A few in the second 
mok have produced lyrics of great beauty. 
The third class is very , their productions 
are numerous, and their merits uniformly 
weak. The freedom which enables any one 
to publish a collection of hymna, and any 
cu tion to adopt it or not, has had much 
to do in producing this result. For all who 
could write there were abundant opportunities 
for publication, and for the pastor who ven- 
tured to compile a collection, there was tie 
pps except in instances the most sare, 
of its adoption by his own congregation, and 
tbe encouraging possibility that it might be 
acceptable unto others. Such elements of 
success, stimulating authors and compilers. 
from W. Barton, in 1644, to the Congregational 
Church Hymnal, in 1887, could not fail to 
produce much that is of permanent interest 
and value. (J. J.J 
Congregational Hymnody, Welsh. 

(Welsh Hymnody, § 111.) 
Congreve, George Thomas, b, at Isling- 

ton, 1821, and educated for the medical pro- 
fession, has practised in London for many 
years. Aga of the Baptist Chureh, 
Bye Lane, Peckham, ond Superintendent of 
its Sunday School, he has done much to ad- 
vanee the interests of that body, and to popu- 
larise Sunday School work. the interest 
of Sanday Schools he published, in 1869 :— 
Gems of Song for the Sunday School. A Hymn-book 

elapted for General Ure in Schools and Families, 
Lond., Elliott Stock. To this was added Gems of Song 
Maric, 1871. 
Of this collection about one million copies 
— been sold. Mr. Congreve contributed 

ereto ;—~ 
1. Beyond the dark river a land I behold. #feaven. 
2 For over beautiful abide. Heaven. 
3. Hark! what voice the silence breaks. IJnvifation. 
4. How sweet (holy) is the Bible, how pure is the 

light. Holy Scriptures. 
= Look back! ‘tis time I marked the road. New 
tar. 

6. Look to Jesus! Looking to Jesus. I may. 
1. Mark the lilies, frail and fair, 
*. O Saviour, dear Saviour, remember me now, Lent. 
9. She and fair, 5 to the ons ne ‘en tT, and boly. Prayer 

Ps Sweet Star of the morning. Christ the Morning 

M. There is a throne of matchless grace. The Thrond 
of Grace 

Most of these hymns have been repeated in 
«her collections for children, They are ele- 
vated in tone and simple and direct in expres- 
sion; and are specially useful for children's 
services. (J. J.J 

Conrad of Queinfurt was pricst at 
Steinkiich on the Queiss, near Luuban, 
Silesia, and d. 1382 at Liwenberg, Silesia. 
D. G. Corner (see below says that his tomb- 
tone in the St. Francis Chapel of the Cloister 
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at Léwenberg, bore the epitaph composed by 
himself :— 

“ Christe, tuum mitoum salvum facias et opimum, 
Conditit bic odas has voce ly-aque melodas.”” 

After the building bad been in use for some 
time as a wilitary arsenal an exumination in 
this century fuiled to find any traces of this 
monument. (See Hoffmann von Fallereleben’s 
Geschichte des deutschen Kirchenliedes, Han- 
nover, 1861, p. 78%.) He is the author of a 
hymn or sacred poem, long popularin Silesia:— 

Du lentze gut, des jares tiurste quarte. [Muster] 
In 5 st. of 17 1. In Wachernaye’, ii, p. S88; 
Hoffmann v. Fallersteben, p. 78; Kehrein'’s Autwo- 
lische Kirchenlieder, i, 1859, p. 5215 from uss. 
of the 15th cent., at Breslau. and Leipzig, and 
from Corner’s Gross Cutolisch (. B., Niirnberg, 
1631. It is tr. as “Fair Spring, thou dearest 
season of the year,” by Jfiss Winkwort!, 1869, 
p. 88. (J. M.j 

Consors Paterni luminis. St. Ambrose. 
ae Morning.) This is one of the twelve 
ymns Which the Benedictine editors regarded 

as undoubtedly the work of St. Ambrose ; and 
it is cited as by St. Ambrose by Hinemar in 
his treatise, De und et non trind Deitate, 857. 

It ts found in the Homan, Sartm, lork, Aberdeen, 
Paris (1643), and other Breviaries. In the Saran use 
it was the hymn on Tuesday at Matins from the Sunday 
after the Octave of the Epiphany up to the first Sunday 
in Lent. Mone, Lp. 372, cites ft us an eth cent. Ms. at 
Trier, where it is assigned to Tuesday Nocturna, and this 
is the use of the Homan ogee la The text, in 34". and 
adoxology, ts given by Jniel, 1, No. 18 (at bv. p. 37 
be cites it as in a loth cent. Mbeinaa ms.); Thowmagtirs, il. 
p, 407; Newman's Ay. Xecl., lst4 and 1865, &c. It is 
also found in three Mss. of the 11th cent. in the British 
Museums (Veep. D, xii. = 85; Jul. A. vi. f. 255 Hart 
2061, f. 222); in two mas. of the I1th cent. at St. Gall, 
Nos, 413, 414; in an Lith cent. ws, in Corpus Chrieti 
College, Cambridge, No. 391, p. 293; and in the Lat. 
Hys. of the Anglo-Sazon Ch,, Surtees Soc,, 1851, p. 1s, is 
printed from an tith cent, a at Durham. [J, M.) 

Translations in CU. :— 
1, Consort of paternal light. Ly Bp. Mant, in 

his Ancient J/,mns, 1837, p. & (ed. 1871, p. 16). 
This was repeated in Aennedy, 1863, No. 1447. 

2. Thou Consort of Thy Father's throne. biy 
J.D. Chambers, in his Lauda Syon, 1857, p. 15. 
This is given in the Hiymner, [882, with altera- 
tions, as“ O Light of Light, O Dayspring bright.” 

Translations not in C. U. :— 
1, Brightness of the Fatier's glory. Bp. Doane, 1424, 
2, 0 God from Ged, O Light trom Light. Card. 

Newman, 1465, 
3. Som from the Father's brightness bright. ym- 

narium Anglicanum, 1544. 
4. Co-equal in Thy Father's Light. W. J. Copeland, 

1844, 
5. Pore Light of Light, eternal day. &. Caswall, 1349. 
6. One with the Eternal Light. A. Campbell, 1450. 
7. O Partner of the Father's Light. A. Thorsuton, in 

his St. Ambrose: His Life, &c., 1679. {J. J.J 

Constantius, the nom de plume of J. 
Cottle (q.v.). 

Cook, Russell b. at New 
Marlborough, Mass. March 6, 1811, was edu- 
cated for the Congregational Ministry, and 
merricd a daughter of Dr. Cesar Malan, of 
Geneva. From 1839 to 1856 he was one of 
the Scereteries of the American Tract Society. 
He was the originator of its system of col- 
portage. Subsequently he became Secretary 
of the New York Sabbath Committee. He 
also edited the American Messenger. Hed. at 
Pleasant Valley, New York, Sept. 4, sed. 
His hymn :— 
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Just as thou art, without oue trace. Jnvitation, 
Was pub. in the American Messenger, March, 
1850, in 6 st. of 4), It was written as a com- 
pasion hymn to Miss Elliott’s “Just as I am, 
without one plea,” and was sent by the author 
to her. It was soon adopted by editors of Ame- 
rican hymn-books, sometimes in an abbreviated 
form, beginning with st. iii, as, “ Burdened with 
uilt, wouldst thou be blest ?” as in the Sabsath | 
1. Bk. 1858. It became known in G. Britain 
through Lord Selborne’s BA. of Praise, 1862. In 
that collection it was reprinted from an anony- 
mous tract, in which st. ii. and vi. are omitted. 
This form of the hymn is usually given in the 
English collections. Full orig. text in Schaff’s 
Christ in Song, 1869-70. [F. M. BJ 
Cooke, William, m.a., was b. at Pendle- 

bury, near Manchester, in 1821, and was edu- 
cated in private schools. In 1839 he went up to 
Trinity Hall, Cambridge, and took his B.a. 
degree in 1843, and his w.a. in 1847. Or- 
dained Deavon in 1844, and Priest in 1845, by 
the Bishop  pecerenarye of London, and having 
served the Assistant Curacies of Hillingdon, 
near Uxbridge, and of Myholt and Brantham 
in Suffolk, he was presented, in 1848, to the 
Incumbency of St. John's, Charlotte Street, 
London; in 1850, to the Vicarage of Bt. 
Stephen s, Shepherd’s Bush; and in 1856, to 
the Vicarage of Gapley, Suffolk. In 1850, 
he was a Select Preacher to the University of 
Cambridge; and from 1849 to 1857, Examin- 
ing Chaplain to the Bishop [Graham] of 
Chester, r; whom he was Honorary 
Canon of Chester in 1854, In 1868 he was 
elected a Fellow of the Society of Anti- 
uaries of London. He is the author of 

Power of the Priesthood in Absolution, 
in 1863; Of Ceremonies, Lights and Custom 
{a Letter to the Rev. T. W. Perry), and vari- 
ous Sermons. In 1849, he issued a Book of 
Hymns for the use of the Congregation wor- 
shipping at St. Johu's, Charlotte Street, Lon- 
don; in 1853 was joint editor with the Rev. 
William Denton of The Church Hymnal ; and 
in 1872 was associated with the Rev. Benja- 
min Webb, Prebendary of St. Paul's, in the 
editorship of The Hymnary. For that collvc- 
tion he translated and composed several 
hymns, his signature in some cases being 
“A.C. 0." Le. “A Canon of Chester.” (J. J.J 

Cooper, Edward. [Staffordshire Hymn- 
books. j 

Copeland, William John, n.p., b. at 
Chigwell, Sept. 1, 1804, and educated at St. 
Paul's School, and Trinity College, Oxford, 
. B.A. 1829, M.a. 1831, and B.p. 1840. 

e was a Scholar of his College, and after- 
wards Fellowand Dean. ‘Taking Holy Orders, 
he became Curate of Hackney, and of Little- 
more, and in 1849 Rector of Farnham, Essex, 
and Rural Dean of Newport. He was also | 
Chaplain to the Bishop of St, Albans, Died 
at Farnliam, Aug. 25, 1885. Mr. Copeland 
has published :— 
Hymns for the Week, and Hymns for the Seasons. 

Tranclated from the Latin, Lond, W. J. Cleaver, 
134s. He was also the Editor of Card, Newman's Sermons, 

Thee frs, are mostly from the Roman Bre- 
viary, and preceded those by E, Caswall, pub, 
im 1849, Although they are not extensively 
used iu their original form, yet they had 
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marked effect on the text of some later trans- 
lators, and have contributed much towards 
the compiling of centos as found in modern 
hymu-books, Each ¢r, is annotated in this 
Dictionary under its first Latin line. In 188 
Mr. Copeland printed translations of Bp. 
Ken's Morning, Evening, and Midnight 
ra hy the first lines of cach, reading, (1) 
“Surge anima solis acmula” ; (2) “ Jam nocte 
laudo Te Deus”; (3) “Somno Deus nunc 
excitum.” (J. J.J 

Cor area legem continens. [Lore of 
Jesus.) In the Supplement to Pars Aestiva in 
the Roman Breviary, Bologna, 1827, this hymn 
(in 6 st. of 4 1.) is found at p, 221 and is 
assigned to Lauds on the festival of the 
Sacred Heart (see “Auctor beate saeculi™); 
the hymn for Vespers being, “ En ut superba 
criminum,.”” Both hymns are also in Daniel, 
ii, p. 360. Tr. by E. Caswall in his Lyra 
Catholica, 1849, p. 119, and his Hys. & Poema, 
1873, as, “ Ark of the Covenant! not that.” 
In 1853, at. i, iii., v. were given in Hys. for 
the Ch. of Christ, Boston, No. 378, Other érs. 
are :— 

1. Jesus, behind Thy Temple's Veil. Anon. in the 
Marquess of Bute's Kom. #ree, in English, 1879, vol. ti. 
p. 593. 

2. O tender Heart, strong ark which doth enshrine. 
Rosa Mulbolland, in Mr. Shipley’s Annus i aie 

Cor meum Tibi dedo, Jesu dulcis- 
sime. [Gift of the heart to Jesus.) The 
authorship and date of this hymn are un- 
known. ‘The text, under the heading “ Ad 
Jesum,” and in 4 st. of 6 L, ia in Daniel, vol. 
ii. p. 370; the Hymnodia Sacra, Miinster, 1753, 
p. 152, and the Psalteriolum cantionum Catholi- 
carum, Cologne, 1722, p. 50. Tr. as— 

1. My heart to Thee I give for aye, by R. F. 
Littledale, contributed to the Priest's Prayer 
Book, 1864, and the People’s H., 1867. 

2. I give my heart to Thee, by Kay Palmer. 
Concerning this tr, Dr, Schaif says in his Carist 
in Song, 1869-70, that the Latin text was “ freely 
and happily reproduced by the Rev, Dr. Ray 
Palmer, for this collection, Aug. 20, 1868, I 
know of no other English version.” Dr Little 
dale’s tr., however, was pub. some four years 
before. Dr. Palmer's fr. was repeated, with 
alterations, in the 1869 Supp. to the New Cong. 

$. All my heart to Thee I give, by J. Ellerton. 
Written June 3, 1874, set to music by Dr, John 
Naylor, and pub, by him as a sacred song. Lond, 
Novello, 1874. Jd 

Corpus ave clarum Domini. - 
Communion.) ‘This hymn is — by Mone, 
No. 221, from a ms. at Mainz of the [5th cent. 
It is in 18 lines, and headed “ Onatio metrice 

| composita in elevatione corporis Christi.” It 
' ts tr. a8:— 
| Hail, glorious Body of the Lord, by R. P. Little- 
dale. It was Ist pub, in the Lyra Eucharsstics, 

| 1863; then inthe Altar Manual,1853; and finally, 

| with alterations by Dr, Littledale, in the People’s 
| H., 1867. (J. J.) 

Cosin, John, p.»., s. of Giles Cosiu, of 
Norwich, b. at Norwich Nov. 80, 1564; edu- 

cated at the Free School of that city aod 
Caius College, Cambridge. Taking Holy 
Orders he became (besides holding minor 

appointments) Prebendary of Durham 
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dral; Rector of Brancepeth, 1626; Master of | and Mrs. Cotterill’s name was appended thereto 
Peterhouse, Cambridge, 1634, and Viece-Chan- 
cellor of the University and Dean of Peter- 

for the first time. Their use is not extensive. 
The firat, “ O! from the world's,” &c., is found 

borough, 1640. He suffered much at the | in Kennedy, 1863, No. 521, as, “From this 
hands of the Puritans; but after the Restora- 
tion in 1660, he became Dean and then Bish 
of Durham. Diedat Westminster, Jan. 15,1672. 
His tr. of the Veni Creator Spiritus (q. v.), 
“Come, Holy Ghost, our souls inspire,” was 
included in his Coll. of Private Devotions, 
1627. (J. J.J 

Cosmas, St., The Melodist. (Died 
circ, A.D. 760.) The second among the Greek 
ecclesiastical fp He was adopted by the 
father of St. John of Damascus, and educated 
with him by a Sicilian monk alo named 
Cosmas, who had been redeemed from slavery 
by his adopted father, The two foster-brothers 
retired together to St. Sabas, and there sti- 
m assisted and vied with one another 
in the composition of yh It is not cer- 
tain whether some of the Canons, Triodia, 
and Idiomela under the name of Cosmas may 
not be the work of the elder Cosmas. (For 
details of works and criticism see Greek Hym- 
vedy, § xvii. 4.) He was elected Bishop of 
Maiuma in a.p. 743, and is commemorated in 
the Greek Calendar on Oct. 14. The story 
of Cosmas the elder is beautifully told in 
Milman’s Lat. Christ., vol. ii. 364. Daniel, 
vol. iii., gives 12 pi by him, and Dr. Neale 
bas tr. in his Hys. of the Eustern Church, 
1862, the Canon for Christmas Day, and a 
eento from that for the Transfiguration. To 
English readers he is known through the 
ir, of this cento, “The choirs of ransom'd 
Israel,” aud its abbreviated form, “ In _ of 
old on Sinai,” (H. L. B,J 

Coster, George Thomas, was b. in 1835 
at Chatham, Kent; studied for the Con 
gational Ministry at New College, London; 
otdained in 1859 at Newport, Essex, and has 
since held pastorates at Barnstaple, Hull, 
South Norwood, and Whitby. He has pub. 
(besides many sermous and tracts) Pastors 
and People, 1869; Allegories, 1878; Lorrin and 
other Poems, 1859; The of St. Peter's 
Fail, 1871, and Poems and Hymns, 1882. He 
has also contributed reveral poems on Serip- 
ture characters (a line in which he excels) 
to The Poet's Bible, and edited, in 1869, 
Temperance Melodies and Religious Hymne. 
Of his hymns the following are in C. U.:— 

1. Dost thou bow beneath the burthen. Fellowshi, 
with Ged. This is an imitation of Dr, Neale’s AR 

* Jt is No. 1112 In the 1446 Supp. to the 
ep. Ps. and Hye. 

1, From north and south and east and west. Missions, 
- Lend of the sea! oer from land. — ~ Sea, 
Sos, Zand dare in Horder’s Congregational Hymns, 

es, (W. G. HJ 
Cotterill, Jane, née Boak, daughter of | 

Rev. Join Boak, and mother of the Kiglt Rev. 
Henry Cotterill, Bp. of Edinburgh ; b. in 
17%), married 1811 to the Rev. Joseph Cotte- 
Till; died 1825, Mrs, Cotterill contributed 
to the Appendiz to the 6th ed. of Cofterrll’s 
Sel, 1813, the following hymns :—1. “O! 

the world’s vile slavery,” (For Huliness). % "0 Thou! Who hast at Thy command,” (For Resignation). These hymns were rn peated ia Montgomery's Christian Pealinist, 1825, 

enslaving world’s control,” the alterations 
being by Dr. Kennedy. J.J. 

Cotterill, Thomas, .a., was the son of 
a woolstapler at Cannock, Staffordshire, where 
he was b, Dec. 4, 1779. After attending the 
local boarding-school of the Rev. J. Lomax, 
he proceeded to the Free School, Birmingham. 
He graduated at St. John's College, Cam- 
bridge (.a. 1801, M.A, 1805), of which he 
became a Fellow. Taking Holy Orders, he 
became Curate of Tntbury in June, 1803 (not 
1806, as stated by Miller in S. & Songs of the - 
Church). His subsequent charges were the 
Incumbency of Laue End, Staffordshire, 
1808-17, and the Perpetual Curacy of St. 
Paul's Sheffield, 1817-23. He d. at Sheffleld 
_ 29, bE (not Jan. 5, ot ee 7 the 

leman's Magazine), aged 44. His volume 
of Family Prayers attained to the sixth edi- 
tion in 1824, As a hymn-writer, Cotterill is 
less known than as the compiler of a Selec- 
tion of Psalma and Hymne whieh has had a 
most marked effect on modern hymnals, The 
Ist ed. of that Selection was pub. in 1810, and 
the 9th in 1820, All subsequent issues were 
reprints of the last. The most important 
ed. is the 8th, 1819. Its value and influence 
are noted elsewhere (see England Hymnody, 
Church of). To that Selection Cotterill con- 
tributed at various dates 25 original hymns 
and versions of individual psalms. These, in 
common with all the hymus in the Selection, 
are given without author’s name. Through 
the aid, however, of marked copies [in the 
collections of Brooke and Julian] and of 
members of Cotterill's rr i we are enabled 
to identify most, if not all, of his original 
productions, In addition to those which are 
annotated under their first lines, we have— 

i. In his Sel. of Ps. & Hys. for Public and 
Private Use, adapted to the Festivals of the 
Church of England, &e., Ist ed., 1810 — 

1, Awake, 0 sword. the Father cried. Atonement. 
2. Before Thy throne of grace, Lord. Lent. 

nt From Sinai's mount, in might array’d, The Lav 
the 

4. From Thine all-seeing Spirit, Lord, /’s. 139. 
5, In all the ways and works of God. #8. 145. 
6, Out of the deeps, O Lord, we call. Ps. 130, 
1. The Lard, who once on Calvary. The Intercessor, 

This is hased'on “ Where high the heavenly temple 
stands,” q. ¥. 

ji. In the Appendiz to the 6th ed. of the 
same Selection, Staffordshire, 1815 :— 

Lent, 
9, Father of mercies, let our songs [way, ways), 

Thanksgiving. 
10. L wasalive without the law. Lent. 
11. Lord of the Subbath, ‘tis Thy day. Sunday. 

iii. In the 8th ed. of the same, 1819 -—— 
12. Help us, O Lord, Thy yoke to wear. Charity Ser- 

mons, ‘This ix sometimes given as * Lond, let us learn 
Thy yoke to wear,” as in Acnwedy, Its, kc. 
13. Llove the Lond, for He hath beard, #8. 116, 
14, Lo in the East a star appears, Apiphony. Thia 

to an altered form begins in Arnmedy, Dx6a, No. is#, with 
st. fi., “ The ancient sages from afar,” 
15. Lord, cause Thy face on us to shine. For Cnity. 
16, When ¢ brist, victortons from the grave. Auster. 
The Sth ed, of the Selection, «tu, waa practically a 

new work. Tt was compiled by Cotterill, but revised by 
Dr. Harcourt, the Arclibishop of York, ard was dedi- 
cated to him, [t was the outowme of the compromise in 

&. Blessed are they who mourn for sin. 
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the legal proceedings over the @th ed., 1619. The #th 
ed. contained 367 hymns in addition to 124 versions of the 
Pealms and 6 Doxologies, the 9th only 152, Its full title 
was A Selectionaf Ps. and Hys, for Putdic Worship, 
Lond., T. Cadell, 1420, It may be noted that copies of 
the *th ed., 1419, are found with two distinct tithe 
paces. One of these, accompanied with the . WAS 
for the general public, the second, without the preface, 
r the ase of the congregations of St. James's and 

St. Paul's, Sheffield. 

Of Cotterill’s hymns the most popular are, 
“O'er the realms of pagan darkness,” “ Let 
songs of praises fill the sky,” and “ Jesus 
exalted far on high,” but these are not dis- 
tinguished by any striking features of ex- 
cellence. He was more happy in some of his 
alterations of older hymns, and in the com- 
piling of centos. Many of the readings intro- 
Sacel into the great hymns of the Church 
first appeared in his Selection. The most 
notable amongst these are, “ Rock of Ages” 
in 3 st., as in H. A. & M., 1861, the Wea. 
H. Bk., and other collections; “Lo! He 
comes with clouds descending ;" and “ Great 
God, what do I see and hear.” Cotterill’s 
connection with the Uttoxeter Ps. & Hys., 
1805, is given in detail in the article on 
Staffordshire Hymn-books, and his lawsuit over 
the 8th ed. of his Sel., 1819, in the article 
on England Hymnody, Church of. (J. J.J 

Cottle, Joseph, b. 1770, d. 1853. A 
native of Bristol, and from 1791 to 1798 a 
bookseller and publisher. He is best known 
as the friend of Coleridge and Southey, of 
whom, in 1837, he pub. lections, and in 
1847 Reminiscences. He was the author of 
numerous works in prose and verse. In 1801 
he pub, a New Version of the Pealms of David, 
of which a 2nd edition (privately printed), 
appeared in 1805. In 1828 he pub. Hymns and 
Sacred Lyrica, In Three Parts, by Constantius. 
Only a few copies were printed with this title, 
the ter part of the issue reading “ 
Joseph Cottle,” instead of “by Constantius.” 
“These Hymns, Psalms and Bacred Lyrics,” 
Cottle says, “ are all originals, written _ progres- 
sively through a period of 20 years.” Some 
of them found their way into a few collec- 
tions, but have little poetic merit, and are now 
disused. CW. R. 8. 

Cotton, George Edward Lynch, p.p., 
b. at Chester, Oct. 29, 1813, was the s. of 
Captain Thomas Cotton, who was killed in 
action on Nov. 13 in the same year. He was 
educated at Westminster, and Trinity Col- 
ledge, Cambridge, graduating p.4.in 1836, His 
first a was as an assistant master 
at Rugby. From Rugby he passed to Mar!- 
borough as Head Muster in 1852. In 1858 
he was consecrated Bishop of Calcutta. as 
successor to Dr. Daniel Wilson. He was 
drowned, on disembarking from a steamer at 
Koshtea, Oct. 6, 1866. His bymn, “We 
thank Thee, Lord, for this fair earth " (q.v.) is 
deservedly popular. (W. T, BL) 

Cotton, Nathaniel, u.p., born in 1707, 
and educated for the medical profession at 
Leyden, Giving his attention more especially 
to brain diseases, he first assisted a physician, 
who devoted his attention to the insane, at 
Dunstable ; and they erected a large Asylum 
at St. Albans. In 1763 the poet Cowper he- 
came one of his paticuts, and, on his recovery, 
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conceived a warm attachment for his medical 
friend. Dr. Cotton d. at St Albans, Aug. 2, 
1788. Several of his hymns appeared from 
1760 onwards in Dr. Dodd's Christian's Maqa- 
zine, some signed “Dr, Cotton, St. Albans,” 
some “ N.,” and some without signature. His 

tical works were pab. posthumously ;— 
‘carious Pieces in Verse and Prose, 2 vols., 

Lond., Dodsley, 1791 ; and Visions in Verse, 
&e., with Memoir, 1808. His hymns came into 
use through Collyer's Coll., 1812. They are :— 

1, Amid the various scenes of Hl, Affliction Sanc- 
tified, From Various Pieces, &c., 1791, 

From Various Pieces, &e,, 1791. 
3. This is the day the Lord of Life. 

Various Pieces, &c., 1791. 
4. While sorrow wrings my bleeding heart. Suffering. 

From his version of Ps. xiii., “ Offended ‘y, bow 
long?" in the CAristian's Magazine, Feb, 1761. 

5. With flerce desire the hunted hart, /s, 42, 

Dr. Cotton's most widely known hymn ia, 
* Affliction is a stormy deep," q.v. It is a 
part of No. 5. J. 
Countess of Huntingdon Connexion. 

[Huntingdon Hymnody, Countess of. ] 

Cousin, Anne Ross, née Cundell, is 
the only daughter of David Ross Cundell, 
u.p., Leith, and is the widow of the Rev. 
William Cousin, late Minister of the Free 
Church of Melrose. She has contributed 
many poems to various periodicals ; 7 hymns 
to Service of Praise, 1865, edited by the 
Rey. J. H. Wilson, of Edinburgh; and 1 to 
the Pa, and Hys. for Divine Worship, 1866, 
the Hymnal of the English Presbyterion 
Chureh. 4 of her hymns are included in the 
Scottish Presb. Hymnal, 1876. Her most 

ular hymn, “ Tue sunds of time are sink- 
ng,” was first pub. in The Christian Trea- 
sury for 1857, and gives its title to the col- 
lected edition of her poems published in 1876, 
as Immanuel's Land and other Pieces by A. 
R.C. This is a collection of 107 hymns and 
poems, many of which are —— beautiful. In 

neral they are, however, rather meditations 
an hymns suited for public worship. Of 

these the following, in addition to those an- 
notated under their first lines, are in C. U. :— 

1. King Eternal, King Immortal. Christmas. 
2. O Christ, what burdens bowed Thy head. Goad 

- Yr ida . 

3. To Thee, and to Christ, O God. Praise. 
4. To thy father and thy mother, /ilial very. 

Coverdale, Miles, pp, a oleate 
English Divine and Reformer, b. in Yorkshire, 
1487, and educated at Cambridge. He was 
for some time a Canon of the Order of St. 
Augustine. On embracing the reformed faith, 
he went abroad, 1528, and associated with 
Tyndale and various continental Keformers. 
His translation of the Bible was published in 
1535, and the second version of the New 
Testament, 1538. Returning to England, in 
1551 he was promoted to the see of Exeter. 
On the accession of Mary he went to Den- 
mark, and then to Geneva. At the latter 
lace he assisted his fellow refugees in 
ueing the celebrated Geneva Bible. “In 1560. 

on the acceasion of Elizabeth, he returned to 
England, but instead of resuming his see, he 
accepted the Rectory of St. Magnus, London 
Bridge. He d. in Feb, 1569, and wes buried 
in St. Bartholomew's chureh, by the Exchange. 

fear. 
Sunday. From 
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Feb. 19, 1569. For his Goostly Psalmes, one 
of the earliest metrical efforts in the English 
language, but mainly from the German, sxe 
—s v., aml Goostly Psalmes. [J.J.] 
Cowper, William, the poet. The lead- 

ing events in the life of Cowper are: b. in 
bis father’s rectory, Berkhampstead, Nov. 
26, 1731; educated at Westminster; called to 
the Bar, 1754; madness, 1763; residence at 
Hantingdon, 1765 ; removal to Olney, 1768 ; to 
Weston, 1786 ; to East Dereham, 1795; death 
there, April 25, 1800. 
The simple life of Cowper, marked chiefl 

pag innocent recreations and tender friend- 
ips, was in reality a tragedy. His mother, 

whom he commemorated in the exquisite 
“Lines on her picture,” a vivid delineation 
of his childhood, written in his 60th year, died 
when he was six years old. At his first 
school he was profonndly wretched, but happier 
at Westminster; excelling at cricket and foot- 
tall, and numbering Warren Hastings, Col- 
man, and the future model of his veraifica- 
tion, Charchill, among his contemporaries or 
friends. Destined for the Bur, he was articled 
to a solicitur, along with Thurlow. During 
this period he fell in love with his cousin, 
Theodora Cowper, sister to Lady Hesketh, 
and wrote love egy to her. The marriage 
was furbidden by her futher, but she never 
forgot him, and in after years secretly aided 
his necessities, Fits of melancholy, from 
which he had suffered in school days, be- 
gan to increase, as he entered on life, much 
#treitened in means after his father's death. 
But on the whole, it is the playful, humorous 
sie of him thet is most prominent in the nine 
years after his call to the Bar; spent in the 
re | of Colman, Bonnell Thornton, and 
Lloyd, and in writing satires for The Connoia- 
wr and St, James's Chronicle and hulfpenn 
ballads. Then came the awful calamity,whic 
destroyed all hopes of distinction, and made 
him a sedentary invalid, dependent on his 
frends. He had been nominated to the Clerk- 
thip of the Journals of the House of Lords, but 
the dread of appearing bef-re them tu show 
his fitness for the appointment overthrew his 
reason. He attempted his life with “ lauda- 
cum, knife and cord,”"—in the third attempt 
nearly succeeding. The dark delusion of his 
life now first showed itself—a belief in his 
reprobation by God. But for the present, 
under the wise and Christian treatment of 
Dr. Cotton (q. v.) at St. Albans, it peased 
away; and the eight years that followed, of 
which the two first were spent ut Huntingdon 
(where he formed his lifelong friendship with 
Mrs. Unwin), and the remainder at Olney in 
active piety among the , and enthusiastic 
devotions under the guidance of John Newton 
(q. ¥.), were fall cf the realisation of God's 
favour, and the happiest, most lucid period of 
his life. But the tension of lung religious 
exerciser, the nervous excitement of leading 
at prayer ncetings, and the extreme despond- 
ence (far more than the Calvinism) of Newton, 
could scarcely have heen a healthy atmos- 
phere for a shy, sensitive spirit, that needed 
tort of all the joyous vunlightof Christianity. 
A year after his brother's death, madness re- 
turned. Under the cimviction that it was the 
coutnamd of God, be attempted suicide; and 
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he then settled down into a belief ip stark 
contradiction to his Calvinistic creed, “that 
the Lord, after having renewed him in holiness, 
had doomed him to everlasting perdition” 
(Southey). In its darkest form his affliction 
lasted sixteen months, during which he chiefly 
resided in J. Newton's hovae, patiently tended 
by him and by his devoted nurse, Mrs. Un- 
win. Gradually he became interested in car- 
pentering, ganicaing, glazing, and the teni- 
ance of some tame hares and other playmates. 
At the close of 1780, Mrs. Unwin suggested to 
him some serious poetical work ; son the oceu- 
pation proved so congenial, that his first volume 
was pub. in 1782. To a gay episode in 1783 
(his tascination by the wit of Lady Austen) his 
greatest The Task, and also John Gilpin 
were owing. His other principal work was 
his Homer, pub. in 1791. The dark cloud 
had greatly lifted from his life when Lady 
Hesketh’s care accomplished his removal to 
Weston (1786): but the loss of his dear 
friend William Unwin lowered it again for 
some months. The five years’ illmeas of 
Mrs. Unwin, during which his nurse of old 
became his tenderly-watched patient, deepened 
the darkness more and more. And her death 
(1796) brought “ fixed despair,’ of which hia 
last poem, The Castaway, is the terrible memo- 
rial. Perhaps no more beautiful sentence has 
been written of him, than the testimony of 
one, who saw him after death, that with the 
“composure and calmness” of the face there 
“mingled, as it were, a holy surprise.” Cow- 
a poetry marks the dawn of the return 

the conventionality of Pope to natural 
expression, and the study of quiet nature. 
His ambition was higher than this, to be the 
Bard of Christianity (Benham, p. xlvi.). His 

at poems show no trace of his monomania, 
and are full of healthy piety. His fame asa 
poet is less than as a letter-writer; the charm 
of his letters is unsurpassed. Though the 
most considerable t, who has written 
hymns, he has contributed little to the deve- 
lopment of their structure, adopting the tra- 
ditional modes of his tims and Newton's 
severe canons. The spiritual ideas of the 
hymns are identical with Newton's: their 
highest note is peace and thankful contem- 
plation, rather than joy: more than half of 
them are full of trustful or re-assuring faith : 
ten of them are either submissive (44), self 
reprouchful (17, 42, 43), full of sad yearning 
(1, 34), questioning (9), or dark spiritua 
conflict (38-40), The specialty of Cowper's 
handling isa greater pluintivences, tenderness, 
and refinement. A study of these hymns as 
they stood originally under the classified heads 
of the Olney Hymna, 1779, which in some 
cases probubly indicate the aim of Cowper as 
well as the ultimate arrangement of the 
book by Newton, shows that one or two hymns 
were more the history of lia conversion, than 
transcripts of present feelings; and the study 
of Newton's hymns in the sare volume, full of 
heavy indictment against the sins of his own 
regenerate life, brings out the peculiar dan- 
ger of his friendship to tle t: it tends 
also to modify considerably the conclusions 
of Southey as to the signs of incipient mad- 
ness in Cowper's saddest hymns. Cowper's 
best hymns are given in The Bovk of Praise 
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by Lord Selborne. Two may be selected from 
them; the exquisitely tender “Hark! my 
soul, it is the Lord ” (4: v.), and “Oh! fora 
closer walk with God" (q. v.). Anyone who 
knows Mrs. Browning's noble lines on Cow- 
per’s grave will flud even a deeper beauty in 
the latter, which is a purely English hymn 
of perfect structure and streamlike cadence, 
by connecting its sadness and its aspiration 
not only with the “ discord on the muste ” and 
the “darkness on the glory,” but the rapture 
of his heavenly waking beneath the ** pathetic 
eyes ” of Christ. 

Authorities, Lines, by Hayley ; Grimshaw ; Southey; 
Professor Goldwin Smith; Mr. Benham (attached ‘to 
Globe Edition); Life of Newton, es Goi ‘otiah Ball; 
and the Olney Hymns, The num of the b 
quoted refer to the Olney Hymns. (H. L. B] 

Cox, Christopher Christian, m.v., was 
a Maryland physician, and long prominent in 
the public service. Born at Baltimore, Aug. 
28, 1816, and graduated at Yale College, 
1835. He practised medicine in Baltimore, 
1838, and in Talbot County, Maryland, 1843, 
In 1861 he became Brigade Surgeon U.S. A., 
and resided in Washington. He d. Nov, 25, 
1882. He wus a member of the Protestant 
Episcopal Church. His hymns in C. U. are:— 

1. Silently the shades of evening. Evening. 
Written in 1849 or 1846, and pub. in Wood- 
worth's Cabinet, 1847, with music. It is much 
used in American hymn-books. 

2. The burden of my sins, O Lord. Lent, Ap- 
peared in the Cuntate Domino, Boston, 1859, 
together with two additional originals and two 
trauslations, These hymns are unknown to 
English collections. (F. M. B.) 

Cox, D. [or R.] Old Version, § ix. 8. 
Cox, Frances Elizabeth, hter of 

Mr. George V. Cox, b. at Oxford, is well known 
as a successful translator of hymns from 
the German. Her trs. were pub. as 
Hymns from the German, Lond,, Pickering. 
The Ist beg ape 1841, contained 49 ¢ra. 
rinted with the original text, together with 
iographical notes on the German authors. 

In the 2nd ed., 1864, Hymns from the German, 
Lond., Rivingtons, the érs. were increased to 
56, those of 1841 being revised, and with 
additional notes. The 50 trs. were com 
of 27 from the lst ed. (22 being omitted) and 
29 which were new. The best known of her 
irs, are “ Jesus lives! no longer [thy terrors) 
now”; and “ Whoare these like stars a 
ing?" A few other (rs. and original hymns 
have been contributed by Miss Cox to the 
mugazines; but they have not been gathered 
together into a volume. [J. J.J 

Coxe, Arthur Cleveland, p.p, LL.p. 
One of the most distinguished of American 
prelates, and son of an eminent Presbyterian 
winister, the Rev. Samuel H. Cox, p.v., was 
b. at Mendham, New Jersey, May 10, 1818. 
Graduating at the University of New York in 
1838, and taking Holy Orders in 1841, he | 
became Rector of St. John’s, Hartford, Con- 
necticut, in the following year. 
visited England, and on his return was elected 
Reetor of Grace Church, Baltimore, 1854, and 
Calvary, New York. 1863. His consecration 

In 1851 he | 
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York took place in 1865. His residence is at 
Buffalo. Bishop Coxe is the author of nu- 
merous works, His poetical works were 
mostly written in early life, and include Ad- 
vent, 1887; Athanasion, &c., 1842; Christian 
Ballads, 1840 (Preface to the English edition, 
April, 1848); Hallowe'en and Other Poems, 
1844; Saul, a Mystery, 1845, &c. Some of 
Bishop Coxe’s hymns are found in the collec- 
tions of every religous body in America, 
except the cial collections of his own. 
This is accounted for by his too scrupulous 
modesty, Asa member of the Hymnal Com- 
mittee, in 1869-71, he refused to permit the 
insertion of his own lyrics. As he has not 
preserved memoranda, and has no precise 
recollection of dates, several dates here given 
are somewhat uncertain. 

1, Behold an Israslite indeed. St, Bartholomew. 
First appeared in “ Poems,” published with his 
Christian Ballads, 1840, and found in an altered 
form in the People's H, and the /7ymnary. 

2. Body of Jesus, O sweet Food. oly Corn- 
munion. Written at St. James’s College, Mary- 
land (since broken up by the Civil War), As- 
cension Day, 1858. It was first printed for 
rivate use, and then ge in the Cantate 

ino, Boston, 1859, No. 53, and again in 
other American collections. It is also in Schaff’s 
Christ in , 1869, and in The Churchman’s 
Altar Manual, 2nd ed., 1883, 

8. Breath of the Lord, 0 Spirit blest. Waitstn- 
tide. Bishop Coxe considers this more worthy 
of being called a hymn than anything else from 
his pen. It was written long Lefore it appeared 
in the NewYork /ndependent, Whitsuntide, 1878. 
It is in the Schaff-Gilman Library of Religious 
Poetry, 1881, aud Brooke's Churchman's Manual 
of Private and Family Devotion, 1883. 

4. Christ is arisen. Fuster, Thisis suggested 
by, and partly fr. from, the famous Easter Chorus 
in Goethe's Faust, “ Christ ist erstanden” (see 
Goethe), and appeared in Hallowe'en, 1844, 

5. He who for Christ hath left behind. St. 
Matthew. From his Christian Ballads, &c., 1840, 

6. In the silent midnight watches. Christ 
knocking, From his Athanasion, &., 1842; an 
impressive moral poem rather than a hymn on 
Christ knocking at the door, extensively used in 
America, and sometimes in England. Orig. 
text, Schafl’s Christ in Song, 1869. 

7. Lord, when Thou didst come from heaven. A 
hymna for Epiphany, on behalf of Western Mis- 
sions, Appeared among the “ Lays” appended to 
Hatlowe’en, 1844, and again in later editions of 
the Christian Ballads. It is sometimes abbre- 
viated, as in Lyra Suc. Amer., “ Westward, 
Lord, the world alluring.” 

8. Now pray we for our country, National 
Hymn. A stanza from Chronicles, or medita- 
tions on events in the history of England, called 
up by visiting her abbeys and cathedrals, and 
appeared in Caristian Ballads, 1840. Originally 
it began, “ Now pray we for our mother,” and, 
with the succeeding stanza, was a call upon 
Americans to pray for their mother country. It 
is adopted by Dr. Martineau in his J/ys., 1873. 

9. O walk with God, and thou shalt find. /foli- 
ness. Appeared in his Hallowe'en, &., 1844, 

as Bishop of the Western Diocese of New | and is found in Lyra Suc, Amer, 
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10. © where are kings and empires now! Church 
of God. The 6th st. of his ballad “Chelsea,” 
which appeared in the Churciman, 1839, and 
again in his Caristian Ballads, 1840. 

11, Saviour, sprinkle many nations, Afissions, 
“Begun on Good Friday, 1850, and completed 
1851, in the grounds of Magdalen College, Ox- 
ford.” Ist pub, in Verses for 1851, in Com- 
memoration of the third Jubilee of the Society for 
tie Propagation of the Gospel, edited by the Rev. 
Ernest Hawkins, 1851, It was subsequently ap- 
pended to the English ed. of his CAristian Bul- 
inds, It is regarded as Biship Voxe’s best piece, 
and to many minds it is the loveliest of mis- 
sionary hymns. Its use in England is very 
extensive. It is not found im the American 
Episcopal hymnal for the reason given above. 

12. Still as our day our shall be. 
Temptation. Appeared in his Hallowe'en, &c., 
1844, and Lyra Sac. Amer. 

13. Soldier, to the contest pressing, Christian 
Conflict. From his Hallowe'en, &e., 1844, and 
Lyra Sac, Amer. It was written in 1834. 

14. There is a land like Eden fair. 
Hallowe'en, &c., into a few collections. 

15. We are living, we are dwelling, Christian 
Sidiers. An impressive moral poem rather than 
‘hymn, but extensively used. It appeared in 
his Athanasion, &c., 1840, and Lyra Sac. Aner. 

16, Who is this, with garments gory, Pas- 
siontide, From his “ Lays” appended to Hal- 
lore'en, 1844, and again in his istian Ballads, 
It is found in the Child's Christian Year, 4th ed, 
wD, the People’s Hy., and other collections. It 
in 4 st.of 81. The last stanza 1s sometimes 
given as a separate hymno:—“ Hail, all hail, 
Thou Lord of Glory.” 

17. When o'er Judea's vales and hills. Written 
cir. 1840, and pub. in his Hallowe'en, &c., 1844, 
and again, with the author's final corrections, 
made in 1869, in Schafl’s Christ in Song (1870 
ed. p, 112), Also in the English edition of his 
Christian Ballads. From this “Hymn to the 
Redeemer,” two shorter hymns have been com- 
piled:—(1) “ How beauteous were the marks 
divine.” is is in almost universal American 
and cecasional English use. (2) “O who like 
Thee, so calm, so bright,” in the Hymnary, 1872. 

Bishop Coxe has also translated the Pange 
ing eet ioei corporis (q. v.), aud is the 

wuthur of the beautiful Christmas Carol, 
“Carol, carol, Christians,” given in his Chris- 
tian Ballads, &e. (F. M. B.] 

Crabbe, George, L1.n., b. at Aldborough, 
Suffolk, Dec. 24, 1754, and educuted fur the 
medical profession, but after practising for a 
short time, he turned his attention to titera- 
ture, and subsequently took Holy Orders. He 
was successively Curate of Aldborough and 
of Stathern, and Incumbent of Evershot, 
Mirston and Trowbridge. Died at Trowbridge, 
Feb. 3, 1832. He received his degree from 
the Archbishop of Canterbury. Although 
Well known as 4 poet, his hymns are very 
few, and but little known, His works in- 
clude The Village ; The Parish ister, L807 ; 
and others. From The Parish ‘eqister, his | 
byron,“ Pilgrim, burdened with thy sin” (q.¥.) 
is taken. Jrubbe's collected Works were pub., 
with a Memoir, by his son, in 1834. {J. J.) 

From 
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Craig, John, was b. in 1512, educated at 
the University of St. Andrews, and became 
a Dominican monk. eg | suspected of 
heresy, he went, in 15387, to England, then to 
France, and finally settled among the Do- 
minicans in Bologna, There, on reading 
Calvin's Institutes, he embraced and taught 
his views. Being accused of heresy, he wax 
sent to Rome and imprisoned. He waa sen- 
tenced to be burnt, August 19, 1559, but 
eseaped at the death of Paul IV., on Aug, 18, 
From Rome he went by Bologna and Milan 
to Vienna, where he preached before the Em- 
peror Maximilian IT., who gave him letters of 
safe conduct to England. Having returned to 
Scotland, he became minister of the Canon- 
gate (then Holyrood House), Edinburgh, in 
1561, and in 1563 joint minister with John 
Knox of St. Giles’s, In 1571 he became 
minister of Montrose, in 1573 Superintendent 
of Mar and Buchan, and in 1579 minister of 
Holyrood and domestic chaplain to James VI. 
He d. 12th December, 1600. 

In the Scottish Pralter of 1564-65, there are 15 Psalm 
versions hy him, viz.: Px. 24, 66, 76, 102, 106, 108, 110, 
117, 104, 192, 136, 140, 141, 145, 145; see the first lines 
under Scottish ly, Gli, 2. The are mostly in 
re. and thus only three were repeated in the Sootfish 
Pealter, of 1650, considerably altered, as the second ver- 
sions of Ps. 136, 143, and 145. Craig's best known work 
is A shorte summe af the whole Catechisme, em 
1581, reprinted at Edin b in 1883, with a careful b 
graphical introduction by T.G. Law. (J. Mo 

Cramer, Johann b. Jan. 27, 
1723, at Johstadt or Johann-Georgen-Stadt, 
in the Saxon Harz, where his father was 

tor, After studying at the University of 
Latpeig: where he uated M.A. in 1745, he 
was in 1748 appointed preacher at Crellwitz, 
near Liitzen, and in 1750 Court Preacher and 
member of the Consistory at Quedlinburg. 
Four years later he beeame German Court 
Preacher to King Frederick V. of Denmark, 
at Copenhagen. There he obtained great 
fame as a preacher and teacher; and was 
appointeil in 1765 Professor of Theology in 
the University. But after the accession of 
Charles VIL, in 1766, the free-thinking party 
in the State gradually gained the ascendancy, 
and procurcil his removal ; whereupon he was 
= ae in 1771, Superintendent in Liibeck, 

en the orthodox y reguined power in 
1774, he was recalled to Denmark, as Vice- 
Chancellor, and First Professor of Theology 
in the University of Kiel, and in 1784 Chan- 
cellor, He d. at Kiel on the night of June 
11-12, 1788 (Koch, vi. 334-344; Ally. Deutsche 
Biog., iv. 550-551; Bode, pp, 54-55—the lust 
dating his birth, Jan. 29), 
Cramer was rather a writer of religious lyrics than of 

hymns, though at least so of his compositions passat 
inte the hymn-books of bis times, His Psalm versions 
are noted under » German, § vi. Those that 
have been tr, iuto English are all included either in the 
Allgemeines G. B., Altona, 1780, which he edited for use 
in Schleswig-Holstein, or in his Sammtliche Gedichte, 
Leipzig, 1752-3, They are:— 

i. Die ihr des Lebens edle Zeit. The duty of the 
Scholar. 1730, as above, No. 520, in 12 st., repeated 
1782, vol. th p. 318. Tr. as, “O ye, who from your 
earliest youth,” by Mize Winkworth, 1569, p. 321, 

ii. Erheb, erheb, O meine Seele. 
Poetiscke Ueberactrun, 
a iii, p. 65, im 16 st. fn 
be form fr. is that in the Wirffemtera G. B., 1791, 

No, 36 (1542, No. 59), beginning with st. ii, “ Herr, dir 

Ms. civ. In hits 
der Isalmen, Leipzig. 1763, 
cluded, 17+, as above, No. 124. 
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ist niemand ru vergicichen.” 
Thee may be com * by Miss Burlingham, in the 
Kritish Herald, Jan, 1866, p. 200, repeated in Reid's 
Praise Bk., 1872, No, 373. 

iii, Erwachet, Harf' und Psalter, Morning. 
py on ag blac - ‘pub. in rater HAE GR, 

ipaig, 1766, No. Tl, in 6 st. Repea' 1780, as 

above, No. 2, and as No. 41 of the hymns 4) to 
his Hvangelische Nachahmungen der Psalmen Lartls, 
Kopenhagen, 1769, p. 272. Tr. by H. J. Auckoll, 1842, 
p 59, as:—"* Wake, harp and paaltery sounding.” 

iv. Schuf mich Gott fir Augenblicke. Immorta- 
lity of the Soul. 1780, a8 above, No. 136, in 12 #t., re- 

peated, 1782, vol.i.p. 181, Tr. ¢ ning with st. vi., 

Geist! das ist mein hoher Name”), by Dr. H. Mills, 
1845, as :-—** Man were better nam'd a spirit.” 

y. Sterbend fiir das Heil der Siinder, Ascension. 
In the Hayrenth G. B,, 1779, No. 173, in 4 st. In- 

cluded, 17#6, as above, No, 319, and 1782, vol. fi, p. 33. 

Tr. by Dr, H, Milla, 1845, as:—** Dying a guilty work! 
to save.” . 

vi. Unerforschlich sei mir immer. (God's Wisdom. 
lst pub. in bis Andachten in Hetrachtungen, Gebeten 

und Liedern, &e., vol. il, pt. ii., Schleswig and Leipzig, 

1768, and thence in Aambach, v. 54. Included in 1769 

(see No, ys p- 250, and 1780 as above, No. 78, Tr. (1) 

in Suered s ar R, Maxwell, 1857, p. 126, a8:— 

* Though inscrutable may ever"; (2) by Lr. @, Walker, 

1860, p. 94, as :—"* Inscrutable to me although. M] 

Crashaw, Richard, s. of the Rev. Wil- 
liam Crashaw, was educated at the Charter 
House and Pembroke Hall, and Peterhouse, 

Cambridge. Of the latter college he became 
a Fellow, and distinguished himself both in 
Latin and English poetry, In common with 
many others he was ejected from his Fellow- 
ship for refusing the Covenant. Entering the 
Roman Communion he went to Paris, cecking 
preferment. Failing for a time, he was as- 
sisted by Cowley, the poet, in 1646, and by 
him recommended to Queen Henrictta Maria, 
who was then residing in Paris, Under her 
patronage he travelled in Italy, and subse- 
uently became a Canon in the Church of 

Lorete. Died in 1650. Prior to his leaving 
England he wrote his Stepa to the Temple, 
1640, in which are given versions of two 
Psalms; and subsequently The a ts of the 
Muses. Carmen Deo Nostro was pub. posthu- 
mously in 1652. It contained hymns both 
originul and translated. His Poems were 

edited by Turnbull, 1856; and by Dr. Grosurt 
in 1809, [English Pealters, § x.; English Hymnody, 
Early, § 1x.] (J. J.J 

Tr. as, ** Lord, none to 

Crasselius, Bartholomiius, son of 
Johannes Crasselt, sheepmaster at Wernsdorf 
near Glauchau, Saxony; was b, at Wernsdorf, 
‘eb, 21,1667, After studying at Halle, ander 
A.H. Francke, he became, in 1701, pastor at 
Nidda, in Wetteravia, Hesse. In 1708 he 
was appointed Lutheran pastor at Diisseldorf, 
where he d. Nov. 10, 1724, after a somewhat 
troubled pastorate, during which he felt called 
upon to testify strongly and somewhat bitterly 
aguinst the shortcomings of the pag avd of 
the times (Koch, iv, 418-421; Allg. Deutsche 
Biog, iv. 566-67; Bode, p. 55; ms. from 
Pastor Baltzer, Wernsdorf; the second dating 
his call to Diisseldorf 1706). Of the 9 hymns 
by him which Freylinghausen included in his 
Geistreiches G. B., 1704, two have been tr, :-— 

i. Dir, dir, Jehovah, will ich singen. Prayer. 

Ahymn of supplication for the spirit of grace 

rightly to praise and worship Ged, founded on 

St. Joho, xvi, 23-28, the Gospel for Rogation 
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Sunday. Ist pub. in the Gvistreiches G. B, 
Halle, 1697, p. 587, in 8 st. of 6 1. Repented 
as No, 291 in Freylinghausen’s @. B., 1704, and 
since in almost all collections, as in the Berlin 
G. L. &, ed. 1863, No, 936, 
The well-known tune (known In England as Win- 

chester New ws reduced to L. mM. in MH. A. & M., No. 50) 
which appesred with this hymn in sreylinghausen, 
1704, is altered from a melody to “ Wer nur den lieben 
Gott lasst walten,” in the Musicalisch Handbuch der 
Geistlichen Melodien, Hambuig, 1690. See L. Erk’s 
Choralbuch, 1863, No. 63, and p. 247; also No. 261. 
The common, but erroneous ascription of this tune to 
Crasselius arose from confusion between the authorship 
of the tune and the words. There is no evidence that 
Crasselius wrote any tunes. 

Translations in C. U.:— 
1. Jehovah, let me now adore Thee, a good and 

full tr, by Miss Winkworth, as No. 117, in her 
C. B. for England, 1863, set to the 1704 melody. 

2. To Thee, O Lord, will I sing praises, in fuil, 
by Dr. M. Loy, in the Evangelical Review, 
Gettysburg, July 1861, and as No. 216 in the 
Ohio Luth. Hymnal, 1880. 

Other trs. are :— 
(1) “To Thee, Jehovah, I'll be singing,” in the Supp. 

to Ger, Pralmedy, ed. 1765, p. 41, in Select H. from 
Ger, Peal., Tranquebar, 1754, p. 72. (2) “Draw me, 
O Father, to the Son,” a fr. of #t iL, by P. H. Molther, 
as No, 146 in the Moravian H. Bk, 1789, In the 
ed, of 1856 it is enlarged to 3 st. by the addition of the 
tr, of st. i, and viil., and in this form it begins :—" To 
Thee, Jehovah, will I sa (3) “To Thee, O Loni, I 
come with singing,” by Mixs a. in the Britusé 
Herald, April, 1666, p 244, repeated as No. 402 in Reid's 
Praise BK, 1872. 

ii. Erwach, O Mensch, erwache. ent. Ap- 
peared in Freylinghausen’s G. B., 1704, No. 266, 
in 4 st,of 9 1, Included in Bunsen's Versw, 
1833, No. 298, and Aly. G. B., 1846, No, 15. 
Tr. as “ Awake, O man, and from thee shake,” 
by JTiss Winkirorth, 1855, p, 61. 

The hymn, ‘* Heiligster Jesu, Heiligungsquelle,” as- 
cribed to Craseclins, is noted under J. ©. netein, See 
also * Hallelujah ! Lob, Prets und Ebr.” {J. M.) 

Creamer, David, b. at Baltimore, Nov. 
20, 1812. He was in business till 1858, and 
from 1862 to 1879 in Government employment. 
He was the eurliest American student of hym- 
nology, and collector of hymns, Before 1560 
he had gathered a hymnological library of 800 
vols, many of them very rare, It now be- 
—— to ar Drew Seminary, Madison, New 
Jersey. In 1848 he pub. Methodist Hymnology, 
New Jersey, 12mo, pp. 470, a book then 
without precedent, except Burgess's smaller 
vol. pub, in London. He was one of the 
compilers of Hymns for the Methodist Episco- 
pal Church, 1849, [F. M. B.] 

Creutgberg, Amadeus. ([Sinold, P. B.] 

Creutziger, Elisabethe. [Crociger.] 

Crewdson, Jane, née Fox, daughter 
of George Fox, of Perraw, Cornwall, waa b. 
at Perraw, October, 1809; married to Thomas 
Crewdson,of Manchester, 1836; and d.at Sum- 
merlands, near Manchester, Sept. 14, 1863. 
During « long illness Mrs, Crewdson com- 
posed her works published as :— 

1) Lays af the Reformation, 1460, (2) A Litile 
While, and Other Poems (posthumous), 1864. (3) The 
Singer of Eieenack, ¥.».; and (4) Aurt Jane's Verses 
for Children, 1851, 2nd ed, 1858, 3nd 1871, 

From these works nearly a dozen of her 
hymns havecome into ©. U, The best known 
are, “O for the peace which floweth aa a 
river,” and “There is no sorrow, Lord, too 
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light.” In addition to these and others which 
are annotated under their respective first linea, 
there are the following in various collections: 

1, Give to the Lord thy heart. 1864. Offertory. 
2 How tenderly Thy hand is laid. 1964. Resigna- 

tion, 
: Looking unto Jesus. 1864. Jesus All in All, 

Loni, we know that art mear us. 1664. 
axisution 

5. OSertour, I have naught to plead. 1864. During 
Sickness, These vie intive tines were written a short 

before her deat! time 
CO Thou whose boun ty fills my cup. 1860, Peace, 
+. The followers of the Son of God. 1864. The Daily 

Crest. 
#. Though gloom may veil our troubled skies. 1564, 

Rerignation, (J. J.J 

Croly, Geo LL.p., b. in Dublin, Aug. 
17, 1780, and educated at the Dublin Uni- 
versity (ta. 1804, Lup. 1831). After tak- 
ing Holy Orders, he laboured in Ireland till 
about 1810, when he took up his residence 
in London, ‘and devoted himself to literature. 
In 1835 he succeeded to the united benefices 
of St. Stephen's, Walbrook, and St. Benet 
Sherehog, retaining the same till his death, 
whieh occurred suddenly in the public atreet, 
Holborn, Nov. 24, 1860. His prose publica- 
tions, in addition to contributions to Black- 
wood's Magazine, were numerous, and dealt 
with biographical, historical, and scriptural 
subjecta. His hymns were given in his— 
Poles and Hymns for Public Worshi, Written 
ata gy by the ie George Croly, LED. Lond. 

This collection ag re ba —_ 50 
hymns, and 6 ms, 12 
hymns, and 6 Tf be a r. Croly’s 
initial. The follo have come into C. 
wainly through Windle’s Coll. :— 

1. Be still, nee a — 
2. Peieid we, Low and Lent. 
2. Lift up heads, aie Lapt a~ light. Ascension. 
4. Lord, wi aia ee Public 

All these ie from 1854, with the exeep: 
‘o. 6, which ap in his Scenes 

p Beret and other Poems, 1851. (J. J.] 

Cronenwett, E., a Lutheran Pastor at 
a Peowyivani, U. U.8.A., contributed to 
the Evangelical Lutheran Hymnal, Published 
pea Par of the Be. Lutheran Joint Synod 

other States, 1880, in addition to 2 
tre. from the German, the followin original | 
hymns, some of which rank with the best in 
the collection :— 

2. Faith is is wisdom from on bigh. Fiith, 
3. Heavenly Father, Jesus taught us. Prayer. 

Lord, Thine ommiscience I adore. Omniscicnee, 
© Triune God, Thy blessing great. Domestic 

» OT omniscient grace I sing. Ommniscience. 
Of Zion's bonour angela Ordination, 

sucht ThE Precepta of the word are pure. Holy Strip- 

eT See’ tate are peace and love. Pruits of 

tn Sores cay ot Foundation Stone 

SR hen eit Sehew’ Gel, we bow. Domestic 

“ nto Cesar let us render, National Thankes- 
giving. 

13. We bave a sure, prophetic word, He Soper 

Crosby, Fanny, iia 9 

we 

aneise 
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Cross, Ada, née Cambridge, au “ed 
of Henry "Cambridge, b. at St. Germaine, 
folk, Nov. 21, 1844, and married, in 1869, ys 
George Frederick Cross, who, in 1870, took 
Holy Orders as a curate in Eng., and subae- 
pret after holding various curacies in 

ustralia, became, in 1877, Incumbent of 
Coleraine, in the diocese of Ballarat. Her 
works include Hymns on the Holy Communion, 
1866; Hymns on the Litany, 1865, &e.; and 

has contributed to Lays of the Pious 
Minstrels, 1862; English tome &e.; and 
ronan a prose story, “ The Two Surplices,” 

and tales in various magazines, Her 
bymns have attained to some popularity, and 
are characterized by great sweetness and 
purity of rhythm, combined with naturalness 
and simplicity. The best known are :— 

1. Humbt iy Beer with deep contrition. 1465, Lent, 
2. Jonus, lireat Redeemer. 1466. Holy Communion. 
oon eo world, O shine on us. 1865. Domes- 

: Sev zs, t to} Thy sweet Lent. ras ed Thy ro crepe 16, Sey 

Giseaaiai Samuel, up. From A. 
Wood's Athenae Oxoniensis (1720, vol. ii. 
730) we gather all that is known of this 
hymn-writer. Wood says concerning him :— 
“Samuel Crossman, Bachelor of Divinity of Cam-~- 

bridge, and Prebendary of Bristol, son of Samuel Croas- 
man, of Bradfield Monachorum, in Suffolk. He hath 

mu of 
asermon preached April, i008, in the Cathedral 

Church of Bristol, 1 before the Gentlemen of the Artillery 
Company newly raised in that ony, 3 agai at ns 
5 serdar and, An Humble ig ot ‘o the 
God's Ark, preached before Sir J anh Fh th 
of London, at St. Milared's Church, ‘- ‘a Poultrey, 5th 
February, 1681, London, 1642, 4to, &c. He died ith 
February, 1643, 48 years, and was buried in the 
South Aisle of the Cathedral Church in Bristol” eS 
which he bad been appointed Dean a few weeks before 

Crossman’s contributions to hymnody mn 
given in a smal! pampliet entitled :— 

The Young Man's Meditation, or some few Sacred 
Poems upon gh and Printed fy 0.8 By Samuel 
Crossman, B.D. v. H., &t., 1664, 

This hlet, a ahi was reprinted by D. 
Sedgwick, Teed, 1863, pots 9 sacred 
peta Of CP wR the following are in O. U.:— 

my days, Hesurrection. This 
Togeier with a chorus to each stanza 

es given as “ Life is a shade, my 
Pig morn 1863. 

ection 
i. is not so extensively used. From the two 

the cento “ Earth's but a sorr. t,” in the Dutch 
Reformed 4. of the Church, N. Y. 1469, is also 
taken. See Hymnody, es $x. 

ed. Pais. is vopr 3. 
ticipat he prehensive 
= 1844, and ina eX of the older Ameria byae- 

4 My song is love unknown. In BY 
H. Bk., 1464, 

Crosswell, William, p.p., was b. at 
Hadson, N.Y., Nov. 7, 1804; graduated at 
Yale College, 1822; entered for a time upon 
law studies, but eventually he entered Hart- 
ford College as a Theological Student, aud 
then took Holy Orders in the Protestant 
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Epi 1 Church in 1829. In 1829 he be- 
came tor of Christ Church, Boston; in 
1840, of St. Peter's, Auburn, New York; and 
in 1844, of the Church of the Advent, Boston. 
Died a at Boston, Nov. 9, 1851. 
Whilst at Hartford he assisted, during 1827-28, 
in editing The Watchman, and contributed to 
it many of his poetical pieces. His Memoir 
was written by his father, the Rev. Dr. Cross- 
well, of New Haven; and his Poems, col- 
lected by his father, were edited, with a short 
Memoir, by Dr. (now Bishop) Coxe, and pub. 
at Boston in 1860. Of his hymns the fol- 
lowing are in C. U.:— 

1. Lord, go with us, and we go. Jowrneying. 
This in Hymns for the Church and Home, 1860, 
No, 212, isa portion of his “Traveller's Hymna,” 
Ist pub. in 1435. Concerning it Dr. Coxe says, 
“ When on a journey with him, | reminded him 
of his *Traveller’s Hymn,’ which I had seen but 
could uot remember; and he told me, if I recol- 
leet aright, that it was a sort of /mpromptu, 
which bubbled up when he was going with Dr, 
Wainwright from Boston to New York to attend 
the General Convention ” (Memorr, p. xlii.); and 
in his notes, p. 282, he indirectly fixes the date 
of composition as 1832, Orig. text in 2 st. of 
SL, in Poems, p. 255. 

2. Lord, lead the way the Saviour went. Fo 
Sisters of Mercy. Written in 1831 for the 
Howard Benevolent Suciety of Boston, Dr. 
Coxe has entitled it “Hymn for Sisters of 
Mercy,” and says he “ ventured to give it a 
name suited to the present state of the Church, 
in which Deaconesses and Sisters of Mercy are 
among other realizations of the poet's ardent 
hopes. Perhaps we owe them to his faithful 
prayers.” (Notes to the Poems, p. 283.) It is 
generally accepted as the best American hymn for 
benevolent occasions. Orig. text, Poems, p. 256, 

3. Now gird your patient loins again. Ad/rent. 
This hymn for Adyent is in3 st.of 41. Poems, 
p- 209; Hys. for Ch. and Home, No, 55, 

4. 0 Saviour, leave us not alone. Lent. This 
is from his hymn for Lent beginning, “Thou 
who, for forty days and nights,” in 4 st. of 
4 double lines. In its abbreviated form it is 
found in ys. for Ch. and Home, No. 85. Orig. 
in Poems, p. 219, in 4 st, of 4 double lines. 

5. We come not with a costly store. Epiphany. 
For the Epiphany, from his Mvems, p. 215, and 
based upon the Gospel of the day, in 2 st. of 81. 

6, And now tho solemn rite is past. (Ordination. 
This is composed of st. vii., viii. of his poem, 
“The Ordinal,” in Poems, pp. 69-71, slightly 
altered. “The Ordinal” was written in 1828, 
and describes minutely his own ordination at 
his father’s church, at New Haven, and the feel- 
ings inspired, by the solemnity. It was printed 
in The Watchman, 1828, (Poems, Pretace, p. 
xxvii.) The portion given as “And now the 
solemn rite is past" was included in Hall's 
Hitre, 1836. 

Dr. Crosswell also tr. the “ Veni, Creator 
Spiritus ’ (q. v.), as “ Come, Spirit, come and 
oless us.” His hymns are mostly unknown 
to the English collections, (F. M. B.] 

Crowley, Robert. The date of this 
writer’s birth is unknown. He was educated 
at Magdalen College, Oxford, where he was 
elected to a Fellowship in 1542. Heacted as 
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a printer under Edward VI. On the acces- 
sion of Mary, he became one of the Frankfurt 
exiles. When Elizabeth ascended the throne, 
he returned, and was successively Vicar of the 
yg po of St. Giles, coreg. 1556, and 

t. Lawrence Jewry, 1576. e also became 
a Prebendary of St. Paul's in 1563. He d. 
June 18, 1588, and was buried in St. Giles’s 
Church, Cripplegate. 

Crowley is known to students of early English as the 
first editor of Piers Plowman's Visions, of which he 
rinted two editions in 1550, He rendered into verse the 

ter and Litany, and several hymna, 1549, 
and also pab., in 155, his & of Virtue and of Good 
Nature, which was composed of tra, of Latin hymns. 
He is generally regarded as the first person who rendered 
the entire ter into English verse. Specimens of his 
version are given in Holland's Pralmists of Britain, and 
in Cotton, He was also the author of the Voice of the 
Last Trumpet, 1550, given in Corser’s Collectanea Anglo 
Poetica, Pt. iv., and of a very rare poem, 

“ Pleasure and Payne, Heaven and Hell, 
Remember these fuure and al shall be well.” 

(J. T. B.] 

Crown Him with many crowns. 
(Christ the King.) Four h are found in 
common use, each of which opens with this 
stanza, They are:— 

1. By Matthew Bridges, which appeared in 
his Hymna of the Heart, 2nd ed., 1851, p. 58, 
in 6 st. of 8 1, and headed, “In capite 
ejus diademata multa. Apve. xix, 12.” This 
was repeated in his Passion of Jesus, 1852, 
Ri 62, where the title runs, “ Third Sorrowful 

ystery, Song of the Seraphs, Apoc. xix. 12.” 
In treatment and expression it has a more 
than slight resemblance to Kelly's *“ Look, 
ye saints, the sight is glorious” (q. v.). 
With alterations, and sometimes abbrevia- 
tions, it ap for congregational use in the 
People’s H., 1867; H, A. & M., 1868 and 
1875; Sarum, 1868; Hymnary, 1872; Hy. 
Comp., and others. 

2. In the Appendiz to the 8. P. C. K. Ps. 
and Hys., 1868, there are 10 st, of 4 L, of 
which 8 st. are from M. Bridges, and 2, i«. 
st. vii, and viii, “Crown Him the Lord of 
Might,” &c., are by another hand. 

3. In 8. P. C. K. Church Hymna, 1871, we 
— cento — —— Bridges's —— 
thus composed, i. Bridges; ii.-iii. Bri 
altd.; iv. Rev. G. Thring; v. Bridges ltd: 
vi. from 8. P. C, K. as above; vii. ll 1-4, 
Rev. G. Thring ; ll. 5-8, Bridges. 

4. The hymn opening with the same stanza 
in Thring’s Coll., 1882, is practically new, the 
lst st. and 1. 1 of the Sth being all that have 
been adopted from M. Bridges. Its original 
form in which it first appeared was, “ Crown 
Him with crowns of yold.” (In the American 
College Hymnal, N.Y., 1876.) This was in 
Mr, Thring’s Hys. and Sacred Lyrics, 1874, 
p. 75, that portion of it contained in the 
Church Hys., a8 noted above, having previously 
appeared in that collection. In 1880, on being 
transferred to Mr. Thring’s Coll., M. Bridges’s 
opening stanza was substituted for the original 
in order to retain those fine linea :— 

“Hark! bow the heavenly anthem drowns 
All music but its own.” 

A portion of the original hymn is sometimes 
given in American bymnals as, “ Awake, wy 
soul, and sing.” It begins with line 5 of st.i., 
and is No. 272 in the Bap, H. and Tune Bk., 
Philadelphia, 1871. (J. J.J | 
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Crowns of glory ever bright. T. 
Kelly, (Jesus ong lst pub, in the 2nd 
ed. of his Hymns on Various Passages, &c., 
1806, in 5 st. of 4 L, but in all subsequent 
editions, after 1806, with alterations and an 
additional stanza. In modern h ls it is 
= in Kennedy, 1863, No. 705, and in 
nepp's 8. of G. & G., 1872, in the authorized 

form; but in the People’s H., 1867, No. 479, 
it is abbreviated altered. It is also in 
ase in America. {J. J.J 

Cruciger, Elisabethe, née von Mese- 
rits, was the hter of a family belonging 
to the Polish nobility. Her nts, ot 
from the persecutions of these times, h 
been to seek refuge at Wittenber, 
There, in May or June, 1524, she was marri 
to Caspar iger, son of a Leipzig b 
who had enrolled himself as a student at Wit- 
tenberg in 1522. Cruciger, who was treated 
by Luther as his own son and accounted his 
most hopeful pupil, became in 1525 Rector of 
St. John’s School and preacher in St. Stephen's 
Church, Magdeburg ; and in 1528 was called 
to rofessor in the philosophical 
faculty at Witten , but, by Luther's wish, 
was inted one of the professors of Theo- 
logy. Of his wife, who d. at Wittenberg, May, 
1535, litle is known save that she was a 
friend of Luther’s wife, a lover of music, and 
an affectionate wife and mother ( Koeh, i. 281- 
285; Caspar Cruciger, by Dr. Pressel, Elber- 
feld, 1862, p. 76; <ilig. Deutsche Biog. xviii. 148, 
&e.). The only hymn known as by her is :— 

Herr Christ, der einig Gotts Sohn. Christmas, 
Ist pab. in Eyn Enchiridion, Erfurt, 1524. In 
the Geistliche Lieder, Wittenberg, 1531, it ls 
given as “ Ein zeistlich liedt von Christo, Elisabet 
Creutzigerin,” and from the Rostock G. B., 1531, 
it seems clear that in Klng’s G. B., Wittenberg, 
1529, it bore the same title. Wackernayel, iii. 
Hy 45-47, gives four forms, all in 5 st. of 71. 
athe Une. LZ. &, 1851, No. 37. 
Koch, j., 282, calls it “a sublime hymn fully embrac- 

ing in itself the true power of ag my ae It has been 
aerited to Andreas Knépken, but 
evidence is entirely wanting, and in the Higa Airchen- 
oninang, 1637, in which his hymns 
Ws aeecheed to’ . Craciger. That as a theologian 
mighs fitly bave written a hymn such as this, displaying 

vwer of theological expression (cf. st. v.) and know- 
fade of Latin (cf st. 1, with Pradentias's “Corde natus 
ex tis”) may be granted, but ladies learned in 

in and theology were not unknown in those days, 

Translations in C. U.:— 

1. The only Son from heaven. A good fr.of st. 
iii, by A. T. Russell, as No, 41 in his Ps. & 
Hys., 1851, repeated, with alterations, as No. 119 
in Kennedy, 1863. 

2. 0 Thou, of God the Father, A tr. of st. i, 
iii., iv., by Miss Winkworth, as No. 155 in her 
C. B. for England, 1863, and thence as No, 277 
in the Ohio Luth. Hymnal, 1880, 

Tre. not in 0. U. :— 

(1) “Christ is the only Sonne of God,” by Bp. Cover- 
dale, 1539, (Remains, 1446, p. 663). Almost identical 
with (2) * st be the onlie of God,” in the Gude 
and Godly Ballates (ed. 15674, follo 4), ed. 1868, p. 127. 
(3) * Lord Christ th’ eternal Father's,” in the Suppl. to 
German Pralmody, ed. 1765, p. 3. (4) ** Christ, that 
ouly begotten," as No. 395 in pt. bof the Moravian H. 
Bk, Vitt, (5) “Thou Maker of each creature,” No. 
Ve in the iam H. Bk., 1189, ts st. til, iv. of the 
WA, rewritten by PH. Molther. In later eds. a fr. of 
&. vi, of “Herr Jesu, Gnadensonne” (see L. A. Grotter, 
So. 1.) was added, (J. M.J 
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Crucis Christi mons Alvernae. [St. 
Francis of Assisi.) This hymn is given in a 
Franciscan Breviary, printed at Venice in 
1495, as the hymn at first Vespers on the Feast 
of the Stigmata of St, Francis, Sept, 17th 
(Paris, 1597, p. 43). It is given, but im- 
perfectly, in Daniel, i., No. 452. 

The traditional account of the conferring of the Stig- 
mata, or Marks of the Passion, or St. Francia, on Mount 
Alverna, is given in bis 1Aife. gba Bonaventura, chapter 
xill. (see hie Works). arks of the Passion are 
said to have been imprinted by a Seraph, and on the 
occasion of one of the bag visite by St. Francis 
to Mount Alverna, which he was wont to make at the 
beginning of Lent in honour of St. Michael. St, Bona- 
ventura’s acouunt is given in the Nem. Bree., where it 
furnishes the lessons for the second Nocturn at Matins 
on the Festival of Se. Francis. [W. A. 8.) 

Translation in C. U.:— 
Let Alverna's holy mountain, by FE. Caswall, in 

his Masque of Mary, 1858, and again in his Hys. 
and Poems, 1873, p, 196, in 7 st. of 6 1. It is 
iven in several Koman Catholic hymn-books for 
hools and Missions, including the Crown of 

Jesus ; the Hymns for the lear, and others. 

oe: Johann, was b. April 9, 1598, at 
Gross-Breese, near Guben, Brandenburg. 
After passing through the schools at Guben, 
Sorau and Breslau, the Jesuit College at 
Olmutz, and the Poets’ school at Regensburg, 
he made a tour in Austria, and, in 1615, 
settled at Berlin. There, save for a short 
residence at the University of Wittenberg, 
in 1620, he employed himself asa private tutor 
till 1622. In 1622 he was —— Cantor 
of St. Nicholas’s Church at Berlin, and also 
one of the masters of the Greyfriars Gymna- 
sium. Hed. at Berlin Feb, 23, 1662. Criger 
wrote no hymns, although in some American 
hymnals he appears as “Johann Kriiger, 
1640," as the author of the supposed original 
of C. Wesley's “ Hearts of stone relent, re- 
lent" @.v.)- He was one of the most dis- 
tingui musicians of his time. Of hia 
hymn tunes, which are generally noble and 
simple in atyle, some 20 are still in use, the 
best known probably being that to “ Nun 
danket alle Gott" (q.¥.), which is set to No, 
379 in H. A. & M., ed. 1875. His claim to 
notice in this work is as editor and contributor 
to several of the most important German 
bymnological works of the 16th cent., and 
these are most conveniently treated of under 
his name. (The principal authorities on his 
works are Dr. J. F. Bachmann's Zur Geschichte 
der Berliner Geeangbiicher, 1857 ; his Vortrag 
on P. Gerhardt, 1863; and his edition of 
Gerhardt’s Geistliche Lieder, 1866. Besides 
these there are the notices in Bode, and in R. 
Eitner’s Monatshefte fir Mustk-Geschichte, 
1873 and 1880). These works are :-— 

1. Newes collkimmliches Gesangbuch, Augspur- 
ischer Confession, &o, Berlin, 1640 (Library of st, 

Gichotas's Church, Berlin), with 244 hymns, very few 
being published for the first time. 

2. Prazis pietatis metica, Das ist: UCbung der 
Gottecligkert in Christlichen und trostreichen Gesu ngen. 
The history of this, the moet important work of the 
century, is stillobscure, The lsted, has been varivusly 
dated 1640 and 1644, while Crilger, in the preface to 
No. 3, says that the 3rd ed, appeared in 1645. A con. 
siderable correspomlence with German collectors and 
librarians has failed to bring te light any of the editions 
which Aoch, iv. 102, 103, quotes as 1644, 1647, L649, 165u 
1651, 1652, 1653. The imperfect ed. noted below as 

bably that of 1644 is the earliest Berlin edition we 
ve been able tu find. The imperfect ed., probably ix. 
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of 1659, arueey in the bands of Dr, Schneider of 

Schleswig [see Mitzell, 1468, No. 264) was inaccessible. 

The earliest perfect Berlin ed, we have found is 1661. 

The ed. printed at Frankfurt in 1656 by Caspar 

Rételn was = rint of a Berlin ed. c. 1653. 

The eds. printed at Frankfurt-am-Main by B.C. Wust 
(of which the 1666 is in the preface described as the 3rd) 
are in considerable measure independent works, 

In the forty-five Berlin and over a doren Frankfurt 

editions of this work many of the hymns of P. Gerhardt, 

J. Franek, P, J. Spener, and others, appear for the 

first time, and therein also appear many of the best 

meluties of the period. As these Berlin and Frankfurt 

editiona are constantly referred to throughout this work, 

in the notes on German bymns, we subjoin a list of all 

the editions we have found (not noting duplicates), at 
present (1857) existing, a4 fullows :— 

i. Berlin Editions, 

Edition. | Date. Iiymns. Eaton Date. Hymns. 

iil. | 1648 gat | xxvill.) 1698 | 1163 
x. 166l 650 | xxix. 1702 786 

xi, | 1064 617 || xxx. 1703 14 
xii. 1666 64l || xxxil. 1709 1202 

xiii, | 1667 710 | xxxiv.| 1711 1202 
aY. 167! 7T6L || XXX. 1713 1202 

xvi. | 1672 761 xxxvi. | 1714 1222 
xvii. | 1674 764 | xxxvil | 1716 1222 
xviii, | 1675 803 xxxvili., 1718 1300 
nix. 1678 721 1300 
xX. 1679 ws 1316 

xxii, 1684 ‘Vi29 1316 
xxiii. 1688 1732 1316 
xxiv 1690 1733 1316 
xx. 1690 1736 1316 

axvil 1693 1736?) 1316 
| 

li. Frankfurt Editions, 

; i 
Date. Hymns Date. {Hymne 

1 1656 503 1676 1100 
2 1662 606 1674 1169 
3 1666 731 1630 157 
4 1668 868 16383 254 
& 1674 TST 1693 16 
6 1M6 

Of the above the Royal Library, Berlin, possesses exis. 
xii, xvi, xix. xxiv. xxv., xxvii, xxix., xxxvi., 

xi, xiii, xlv., and Now. 3, 4, 7, 9, 11, while the 

Hamburg Town Library has eds. xi., xviil., xx., xxtli., 
and Nos, 1, 5, 8, 10. In addition there are in public 
libraries in Germany the following, viz., eds, xili,, xvii. 

and Nos, 2, 6, in the Ducal Library, Wolfenbittel; xv. 
in Ducal Library, Gotha; iii, xxxv., xxxvii, in Ducal 
Library, Wesnaprrede ed. xliv. in the ae Library, 
Munich ; and No. 12 in the Leipzig Town . EA. 
xxx. is in the Library of the Consistory, Berlin, and 
xxxiv. in fon of the Church at Bo @ near 
Nauen. ‘he British Museum has eds. xxlli., xxv., 
and Nos. 1, 2. 

In private hands [ find tn addition that eds. x., xxviil., 
xxxix., xl, xlii., are with Professor J. Bachmann, D.D., 
of Rostock ; xxii,, xxaviil, Dr. Zahn of Altdorf; xxaii. 
in my own peneeninn. 

4. Geiatliche Kirchen-Melodien, kc., Leiprig, 1649 
 neapet d of St. Katherine's Church, Brandenburg). 

is contains the first stanzas only of 161 hymns, wi 
music in four vocal and two instrumental parts. It is 
the earliest source of the first stanzas of various hymns 
by Gerhardt, Franck, &c. 

. M. Luther's und anderer vornehmen le 
reichen und rten Manner (Geistliche Lieder und 
Pralmen, &e., Berlin, 1653 (Hamburg Town Library), 
with 376 hymns. This was ed, by C. Runge, the pub- 
lisber, and to it CrOger contributed some 37 melodies. 
Ik was — at the request of Luise Henriette (q.¥.), 
as a book the joint use of the Lutherans and the Re- 
formed, _ > bry earliest source of es hymns ascribed 
to ber, and of the complete versions of many hymns 
Gerhardt and Franck. dusarmiacd 

6. Pealmodia Sucra, &c., Berlin, 1658 (Royal wed 
The first section of this work is in an ed. of A, 

Lobwasser's German Pralter ; the second, with os 
similar title to No. 4, and the date 1657, ts practically « 
recast of No. 4, 146 of those in 1653 being omitted, and 
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the rest of the 319 hymns principally taken from the 
Prazia of 1656 and the hymun-books of the Bohemian 
Brethren, New eds. appeared in 1676, L700, 1704, 1711, 
and 1736. (J. M.] 

Cruttenden, Robert, b. cir. 1691, d. cir, 
1764. He was educated for the ministry 
among the Dissenters, and when a young man 
frequently preached for his uncle, the Rev. 
Mr. . But finding that he did not 
really believe in the Evangelical doctrines, he 
gave up the ministry, and betook himself to 
trmde, in which for a number of years he was 
successful. In his 52nd year, having retired 
from business, he was living near to White- 
field’s ‘'abernacle, when, his attention being 
excited by what he heard concerning the 
preaching there, a strong impulse seized him 
to go and hear for himself. ‘The result was 
his conversion through the ministry of Johu 
Cennick. Twelve months later he joined o 
Con tional Clurch, of which he continued 
a member until lis death, about 20 years 
subsequently. The narrative of his Experience, 

to this Church on his application for 
membership, was pub. iu 1744, with a preface 
by Whitefield, and republished in 1790, with 
the addition of « letter from Mr. Cruttenden 
to Mr. Cennick. To this narrative his Peale 
& Hymns, 17 in all, were appended. The full 
title of the Experience is too quaint to be 
omitted. It is:— 

“ Sovereign Efficactous Grace displayed in the awaken- 
ing and converting a Rational, Learned, a 

seemed & he Tecra “y., a8 de > 
Charehe then : in Lime Street, near Leadenhall 
Market, 1743, in order to be admitted into their society. 
Published, prefaced and recommended by the late Nev. 

Whitefield, 1744, as an extraordl: effect of the 
Divine Spirit. To which is prefixed a Let Str. 
Crut te Mr. — _ Eo emer 
Hymns, &¢,, composed . Now particular 
dressed to all rathonal tians for their I. - 
don, printed and sold by T. Wilkins, Jidermanbury, 
mpocxe.” 

From his Pealme & Hymns in the Experience 
the following are still in C. U.:— 

1. And is it yet, dear Lord, a doubt? Desiring fo 
love God 
52: Did Jesus die, but not for me? Pardon through 
jesus. 
3. Lown my gullt, my sing confess, Lent. 
4. Let others tthetr ancient line. Adoption. 
ga Sau of glory, shine reveal'd, Happiness de- 

sired. 
6. "Tis false, thou vile accuser, go. Divine Mercy. 

7. What adverse powers we feel within. Sin und 
Holiness. 

ng natures dwell within, Sin and 4. What 
Holiness. This is part of No. 7. 

Cruttenden’s hymns are full of Christian 
experience: some, as “ Let others boast their 

ancient line,” have a good deal of spirit, and 
the versification is usually smooth and flow- 
ing. [w. R. 8.) 

Crux benedicta nitet, Dominus qus 
carne pependit. Venantius Fortunatus. 

fore Cross.) This hymn, dating from the 
tter half of the 6th cent,, is found in an 

11th cent, as. in the Bodleian (Liturg. Mis. 
866, f. 21), and is given in its full form im 

Fortunatus's Opera Poetica, ed, F. Leo, 

(Berlin, 1881) a St. Petersburg ms of 
the 8th cent. and others, The abbreviated 
form of the hymn in 18 1, is that which is 

erally known. It is given in Daniel, 1, 
o. 141, with notes and various i 
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Neale’s Hymni Ecclesiae, 1851; Trenel’s | Bank of Australin. He d. at Wildecroft, 
Sac. Lat, Poetry, 1349 and 1864; and other ) Buckland, Surrey, Nov. 23, 1867. He de- 
collections. Duuiel gives in vol. iv, p. 152, | voted much time to the study of Hebrew and 
additional readings from a Rheinau ms. of the | Theology. He prepared for the use of bis 
11th cent, and an udditional strophe (the 10th | children in their preparation for Confirmation, 
in the Ms.) which is not found, so far as is | Seals of the Covenant Opened in the Sacraments. 
known, in any us. of Fortunatus, It reads :— | This work, including several hymns and poems, 

“Otam magna Deo ia tanta parasti was pub. in 1839, The hymns and other 
Quanta mira facit ¢ magna Deo.” ii poetical | oo were also pub. in 1839 as 

On the closing lines of this hymn :— Poetical Meditations and Hymne by the Author 
“ — est vitis inter tua brachia, de qué of The Seals of the Covenant Opened. In 1849 

{a sanguineo ving rubore fluunt,” this work was republished with additions as 
rendered by Dr Neale as:— Hynina, Meditations, and other Poems. The title 
“ Twining about thine arms is the Vine, from whom in | On, the cover of thia work is Lyra Evangelica, 

its fulness . and by this title it is usually known, The 
—— oe blood-red juice, Wine that gives life to hymna, “Jesus, Lord of life and glor :”” 1839, 

; (A Litany); * Shall hymns of grateful love,” 
1839, ( New Song), and others are from 
this work. UW. 3] 

Cundell, Anne Ross, [Cousin, A. B.] 

Cunningham, John William, w.a., 
was b. in London, Jan, 3, 1780. and educated 
at St. John’s College, Cambridge, wheie he 
graduated in honours, and subsequently be- 
came u Fellow of his College. In 1802 he 
was ordained to the Curary of Ripley, in 
Surrey. The following year he removed to 
Ockham, and later to Clapham, where he was 
curate to the Rev. John Venn, who was the 
original of Berkeley in The Velret Cushion. In 
1811 he was presented by his family to the 
Vicarage of Harrow, which ie held ‘for ee 
— He d. Sept. 30, 186]. He published, 
n addition to pamphlets on various subjects :— 

(1) World without Souls, Woh; (2) The Vetvet 
Cushion, 4th ed. 1914, (3) De Raner, a Poem, 14155 (4) 
Morning hts on the Gospel of St, Matthew, 1524, 
(5) Morning ts on the Gospel af St. Mark, 1827, 
The two series of Morning contained hymns 
which were given without an: nature, As there is 
an acknowledgment that with the verse, in the first case 
he was assisted by “a friend,” and in the second “ by 
friends,” it is impossible to distinguish his work from 

a 

Archbishop Trench has the following beauti- 
fal note (ed. 1864, p. 131) :— 

“ The cross as the tree to which the vine is clinging, 
and from which its tendrils and fruit depend, is a beau- 
Uful weaving in of the image of the true Vine with the 
fact of the Crucifixion. The blending of one image and 
another comes, perhaps, yet wore beautifully out, 
though not without a certain incoherence in the images, 
tn that which sometimes appears in ancient works of 
Christian art—namely, Christ set forth as the Lamb, 
Tound which the branches of a loaded vine are cluster: 
and clinging.” [W. A. 8) 

Translations in C. U.:— 
1. That blest Cross is displayed where the Lord 

in the flesh was suspended, by J. M. Neale, in his 
essay on the “ Ecclesiastical Latin Poetry of the 
Middle Ages,” in the Eneyel ia Metropoli- 
tane, 1852; and again in his Commentary on the 

ms, 1860, in 9 st. of 21. In 1875 1t was 
given in the St. Morgaret’s Hymnal ; in 1880, in 
the Antiphoner and Grail, and as “ Lo, the blest 
Cross is displayed,” &c., in the Aymner, 1882. 

< ‘The blessed Cross shines now to us where once 
Th Saviour bled, by Mrs. Charles, in her work 
+ 9 ce of Christian Life in Song, 1858, p. 130, 

St. of 21. This was repeated in the Lyra 
the #7, oa, 1864,and the People’s H, 1867. In 
: , 1872, itisindst.of 81. This text it altered ne ae ek ae : that of bis “friends.” 

ast four lines are original, ‘ ; icati a 80d Were ided by the compilers. (W.'T. B.] ee ioe -_ _ _ a the follow 

pcx, mundi benedictio. St. Peter 
day, ait fiery Cross.) This hymn, which 

fiten Mm the first half of the 11th cent., is 
or, id Warious editions of the author's 
4 e.g. t at Paris, Ww : fe that at Paris, 1642, vol. vp. 6 
, jilso im Thomasius, 1747: and Migne, 

dit 45, col. 930. Duniel, i., No. 197, only 
h. 4 lines from the former. Respecting 

“57min, Dr. Neale remarks :— 
x Meer Danaiani, in almost all bis compositions, 
ta had his eye on some earlier h : in the 

1. As the aweet flower that scents the morn. Lath 
an Infant. This poem appeared in The Velvet 

“ushion _ ed. Isl4, p. 157), inéstof4l In 1826 
it was given in o revised form a8 a hymn in 3 at. of 
41. in the American Epise. Pa. & Hys., No. 12t. In 
the Unitarian dys. for the Ch. of Christ (Hedge & 
Huntington), 1853, No. 762, it is increased to4 st. It 
has been attributed to Allan Cunningtiam, but in errvr 

2. Dear is the hallowed morn to me. Sunday Morn- 
ing. This was given in ae rr a & Sons” Sacred 
Poetry, 4th ed., 1 in 8 st. of 41., and signed *Cun- 
ingham.” In 1533 kersieth gave st. i-ili., vi, as 
No. 639 in his Christ. Pralmody, beginning, “ Dear is 
to me the Sabbath morn.” This bas been repeated in 

lish and American collections, 
. From Calvary a cry was heard. Goot Friday. 

Pub. in bis Morning Thoughts on St. Matthew, inza, 
p. 103, in Set.of dl. It is tn somewhat extensive use 
ty America, and sometimes in 4 stanzas as in Dr 
Hatfleld's (Church H. Nk., Int2, No. 400. 
4. How cheering the thought that the spirits in bliss. 

Ministering Angels. Pub. in bis Morning Thoughts on 
St. Matthew, 1824, p.15,in 2 st.of 4 i. Ln Bateman's 
Sacred Melodies, the Scottish Preah. Hymnal for the 
Young, 1882, &c., and several American collections, it is 
given as “ How (dear is] delightful the thought that the 
angels in blias.”* 

. The God of Israel never sleeps. Watchfulness. 
Pub. in his Morning Thoughts on St. Mark, 1927, p. 
103, in 3st. of 61. As No. 545 in Kennedy it is in ag 
altered form. YT. B. 

Curtis, John, b. 1784, d. 1857, was a 
native of Bristol, in which city, engaged in 

Er 

ee 

“axe be clearly follows the Vexilla . The 
does not seem to have been publicly used by 

I ** Med. FTys., 1851, p. 36. 

Vin ty, AA :— 
Q 

Neqy Os by whom the earth is blest, by J. M. 
tng ® Pub. an his) Mediaeval Hymns, 1851, p. 36, 
Vag.” of 41. It was revised for the 2nd ed., 
Ay ay O Cross, whereby the earth is blest.” 
Hate U. it is known in its earlier form as in 
ee to the A/ymnal N., 1863, and Skin- 

* Duly Serwice #ymunal, 1864. (J. J.J 

Cymmins, John James, « of a mer- 
Chant is Cork, Ireland, was b. in Cork, Ma 
3,179. In 1834 he removed to London, wn 
was (ot Wany years 6 Director of the Union 

——————— 

i 
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business pursuits, he spent his life. He was 
connected for many years with the choir at 
Broadmead Baptist Chapel.. His hymn-book, 

The Union Collection of Hymns & Sacred Odes, ad- 
ditional to the Pealms and Hymns Dr, Watts, 
adapted to the use of the Church and the Social Cirele, 
the Family and the Clotet. London, B. J. Holds- 
worth, 1827," y 

was for some time in use at Broadmead, It 
was designed for Independents and Baptists, 
all hymns on Holy Baptism being omitted: 
but it failed in securing the goodwill of 
either. (W. RB. 8.] 

Curwen, John, s. of the Rev. S. Curwen, 
of an old Cumberland family, b. at Heekmond- 
wike, Yorkshire, Nov, 14, 1817, and educated 
at Coward College, and University College, 
London, In 1838 he became assistant mi- 
nister in the Independent Church, Basing- 
stoke ; co-pastor at Stowmarket in 1441, and 
pastor at Plaistow, Essex, in 1844, There he 
developed and promoted the Tonic Sol-fa 
method of teaching tosing, using it in his own 
schools and church, and lecturing upon it in 
various parts of the country. Resigning his 
ministry through ill health, in 1867, he esta- 
blished a printmg and publishing business in 
order the better to create a Tonic Sol-fa lite- 
rature. In 1853 he assisted in founding the 
Tonie Sol-fa Association, for the promotion of 
that method of singing, and in 1862 the Tonic 
Sol-fa College. He d. May 25, 1880. Be- 
sides a number of works explanatory of 
the Tonie Sol-fa system, Mr. Curwen was 
the compiler of Sacred Songs, 1840, and Hys. 
& Chants, 1844, In 184ti these were combined 
as The Childs Own Hymn Rook, This was 
enlarged in 1865, and recastas The New Child’s 
Own Hymn Book in 1874, Asa Sunday-school 
hymn-book this collection has ben exceed- 
ingly and deservedly popular. For it Mr, 
Curwen composed two hymns :— 

1, I'm a little Pressing Heavenwards, 
This was written in p of anotuer with the same 
first line, whose author had refused permission for its 
use In Mr, Carwen’s book. The tune and chorus usually 
sung with it are American. 

2.0 what has Jesus done for me! Passiontide, 
This wae also written tn place of another having the 
same line, 

These are the only hymns known to be his. 
The Sabbath Hymn Book, Lond, 1859, was 
also edited by Mr, Curwen. [W. RB. 8.) 

Cushing, William Orcutt, b. at Hing- 
ham, Massachusetts, Dec. 31, 1823, is the 
author of the following hymns which appear 
in I. D. Sankey's Sacred Songs and Solos :— 

1. Beautiful valley of Eden. Heacen, 
2. Down in the valley with my Saviour I would go. 

Trusting to Jesus, 
3. Fair is the morning land. Heaven. 
4, Lam resting so sweetly in Jesus now, Rest and 

Peace in Jesus, 
5. I have heard of a land far away. Hearen, 
6. O safe to the Rock that is higher than I. The Rock 
Ages. 
1 Ring the bells of hraven, there is Joy to-day. 

Heavenly Joy over repenting Sinners, 
#. Weare watching, we are waiting, Second Advent 

anticipated, 

Mr. Cushing has «lso several additional 
hymns in some American Sunday School 
collections, and collections of Sacred Songs. 

[J. J.) 

CUTTING, SEWELL 8. 

Custodes hominum psallimus An- 
gelos. [Guardian Angels.] This h is 
ascribed to Card, Bellarmine. A ing to 
Garantus it was added to the Roman Brev. in 
1608, by command of Paul V. It was not 
formally incorporated in the Bre. until after 
1682, and, in common with “ Aeterne Rector 
siderum ” (q.v.), is in the Venice ed., 1635, in 
an Appendiz with independent ination 
and a separate title-page. It is for Vespers in 
the Office for “the Holy Guardian Auyels. 
Double of the secoud class,” Oct. 2. It is also 
oue of the few hymns from the Rom. Bree. 
a in modern French Breviaries. In the 
atter, however, it has « different doxology, 
and the text varies. The Rom. Brev. text is in 
Daniel, ii. p. 875; and the Paria Bree. in Card. 
oiervade Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 and 1865. 

YT. as i— 
And are there then celestial habitants! by I. 

Williams, in his /os. tr. from the Paris Bree. 
1839, p. 254. This was repeated in the Child's 
Christian Year, 1841, and later editions, where 
it is appointed for “ St. Michael and All Angels.” 
It is also fr, as:—“ Praise we those ministers 
celestial.” 2. Caswall. 1849, (J. M.] 

Cutter, William, b. at North Yarmouth, 
Maine, May 15, 1801, and was removed in 
childhood to Portland, and educated at 
Bowdoin College, graduating in 1821. He was 
subsequently engaged fur some time in busi- 
ness in Portland, and again in Brooklyn, New 
York, Died Feb, 8, 1867, Mr. Cutter, who 
was a member of the Congregational body, 
was a deserving writer, who has hitherto 
missed his due mee of acknowledgment. To 
his friend Mr. Colesworthy we are indebted 
for the details of his life and hymnological 
work. His hymns include :—- 

1. Thy neighbour! it ishe whom thou. Christion 
Brotierhood, This appeared in the Christian 
Mirror for May 30, 1828 (Mr. Colesworthy 
thinks that he set the types for it), and again in 
Cheever's American Poetry, 1831, An altered 
form of the hymn, “ Who is thy neighbour? he 
whom thou,” soon came into use, and was often 
egy before it was included anonymously in 
. B. O. Peabody's Unitarian Sprin field Coll, 

1835, From being found in that collection it 
has been attributed to Peabody in error. 

2. Hide not thy talent in the earth, Duty. 
Appeared in the Christian Mirror, Oct. 10, 1#28. 
In some collections it begins with st. ii., “ What 
if the little rain should say.” 

3. She loved her Saviour, and to Him. Thand- 
fulness und Duty, Was 1st pub, in the Christian 
Mirror, bat the date is uncertain, It was re- 
printed by Cheever in his American Poetry, 
1831. In addition to the above, Cutter wrote 
several hymns which appeared in the Mirror, 
and in the Sunday School Instructor, of which 
he and Mr. Colesworthy were joint editors. 
His hymns are unknown to the English collec 
tions. (F.M. BJ 

Cutting, Sewell Sylvester, p.p, 
Baptist Minister, was b. at Windsor, Ver- 
mont, Jan. 19, 1813, graduated at the Uni- 
versity of Vermont, 1835, and was ordained at 
Boylston, Massachusetts, 1836, He was pastor 
at Southbridge, Mass., from 1887 to 1845. 
Editor of the New York Recorder, 1845-50, 
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and 1853-55; and of the Christian Review, 
1850-53, and 1855-68. In 1868 he was ap- 
pointed Professor of Rhetoric and History at 
the University, Rochester, N. York, and 
Secretary of the American Baptist Edu- 
cational Commiasion. He d. at Brooklyn, 
Feb. 7, 1882. His Historical Vindication of 
the Baptists waa pub. in 1858. His hymns in 
C. U. include :— 

1, Father, we bless the gentle care. The love 
of God. Appeared in Hys. for the Vestry and 
Fireside, Boston, 1841. 

2. Gracious Saviour, we adore Thee. 1. 
Baptism, Appeared in Winchell’s Additional 
Hys., 1832, No. 509 (the author being then but 
19); again in the Psalmist, 1843, and others, 

3. Great God, Thy glories blaze. Praise to 
God the Father. Appeared in Linsley and 
Davis's Select Hys., 1836-41, No. 514. In the 
Psalmist, 1843, it was altered to “God of the 
world, Thy glories shine.” This is repeated in 
several collections, including the Bap. Praise 
Bk, 1871, in 4 st. of 4). In the Bap. Service 
of Song, 1871, it is given as “ God of the world, 
near and afar,” is expanded into 5 st., and is 
dated 1835, 
4. O Saviour, I am blind, Lead Thou my way. 

The True Guide. This hymn, in 1. D. Sankey’s 
Sacred &, and Solos, is also by Dr. Cutting. 

(F. M. B,J 
Czerwenka, M. ([Cervenka, M.) 

D., in Bristol Bap. Coll., by Ash & Evans. 
Ist ed., 1769, i.e. P. dridge. 

D. A. T., ie. Dorothy A. Thrupp. 

D. EL. W., ic. Mrs. Van Alstyne. 

D. L., in the People’s H., ic. Dr. Littledale. 
D. P., ie. Desiderius Pastor, a nom de 

of the Rev. Gerard Moultrie, in’ the 
eople's H. 

Dr B., in Ash & Eva +» 1769, ie. 
Dr. John Byrom, — ss 

Dr. Se*tt, in ie. Th by Tall & Evans, Ist ed., 1769, 

D. T., i Daniel 3 in _ «& Evans, Ist ed., 1769, ie. 

ae in Sepp. to Ash & Evans, 1800, &c., 

Da Jesus, an des Kreuzes Stamm. 
= Seven Words.) 1st appeared in the 

repented (on oie No. 45, in 10 st. of 51, 
1696, ana” Ctiger’s Prazis pietatis melica, 
pret lean many later collections. It was 

= bis to supersede the older hymn 
Nansen ja hi n. Frequently, as by 
Berlia an Versuch, 1883, No. 168, and the 
ascribed go D2, + 1863, No, 220, it is 

to J. air. But the version of the 
ps on Cross given Wacker- 

1545 iL p. 612, as b Zwick. Ist pub. 
Wort, den hoes Ls inning, “Im Ersten 
differen hoptgrund stat,” and is entirely 

i t. Tr, .) 

* Beven times vur blessed Saviour spoke. A good 
aud full tr, by Misa Cox in her Srered B.jrm 
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the German, 1841, p. 31 CH. from the Ger., 1864, 
p- 57, slightly altered), In 1848, st. i.-viii. were 
included, unaltered, as No. 135 in the Dalston 
Hospital H. Bk. 1n full, but slightly altered, as 
No. 401 in the 1857 ed. of Mercer’s C. /'. and H. 
Bk, Omitting st. ix., it was included in Rorison’s 
Hf, and Anthems, 1851, No. 70; and again in 
Darling's H. for the Ch. of England, 1874, altered 
as, “Seven words our blest Redeemer spoke.” 

2. When on the cross the Saviour hung. A full 
and good tr, by Miss Winkworth in her C. 4, 
for England, 1863, No. 53, vepeated as No. 74 
in the Ohio Luts. Hymnal, 1880. 

3. My soul, thy great Redeemer see. A tr. of 
st. i., ix., x, by Miss Borthwick, as No. 70 in 
Dr. Pagenstecher’s Coll, 1864. 

Other tre. are :— 
(1) “ When Christ hung on the cursed tree," by J.C. 

Jacobi, 1722, p. 17 (1732, p. 32), repeated, altered, as No. 
162 in pt. 1, of the nH. Bk., 1754. 
words from Jesus’ lips did fall,” in Dr. 
Sacred Lyrics, 1569, p. 75. (J. M.) 

Da pacem, Domine. [For peace.] An 
antiphon of the 6th or 7th cent., founded on 
ii. Kings sx. 19; ii. Chron. xx. 12,15; and 
Ps. exxii. 6. By a Bull of Pope Nicholas ILL, 
1279, it was ordered to be sung at every 
muss before the Agnus Dei. In the Parts 
Breviary of 1643 it is given along with a 
Collect for Peace, which occurs in the Saecra- 
mentary of Gelasius, A.p. 44, as a Commemo- 
ratio Pace per Annum. Ad Laudes et 
Vesperas, thus :— 
“Da pacer, Domine, in diebus nostris, quia nom est 

allus qui pugnet pro nobis, nisi tu Deus noster. -. 
Flat pax in virtute tua. A. Et abundantia in turribus 
tuis. Oratio. Deus, a quo sancta desideria, recta con- 
silia, et justa sunt opera: da servis tois iam, quam 
tundus dare non pace: ut et corda nostra 
mandatis tuis dedita, et hostium sublata formidine, tem- 
ag sint tua protectione tranquilla. Per Dominum,” 

. (Pars Hiemalis, 165%, p. 169.) 
The same text is given in the Sarum Brev. 

(Cambridge Press Reprint, 1882, of the Paris 
ed., 1531, col. 11), and in the York Breve. of 
1493 (Surtees Society's Reprint, 1880, i. col. 
942). A tr. in full is given in the Evening 
Service of the Church of England. In The 
at in English, reprinted from a Ms. vir, 
1410, in Maskell’s Monumenta Ritualia Ke- 
clesiae Anglicanae, 1846, ii. p. 35, they read :— 

“ Ant, Da . Lord § t 
ther is ‘noon ethir that shal fy }ta for hy Pip er 
oure god. Vers. Lord, pees be mand in thi vertu. 
Hep. And plenteousnesse in thi toures. Prei we, For 
the pees. a quo: God, of whom ben hooll desiris, 
rift councels and just werkis: jyue to thi seruauntis 
pees that the world may not jeune, that in oure hertis 

2) “Seven 
. Gutbrie's 

ra 

youun to thi commaundementis, and the drede of 
enemyes putt awel, our tymes be ble thurs thi 
defendyng ; Bi our lord tesu crist, thi » that with 

lyueth and regneth in the unite o! 
Ride ee 

The other trs, are from two German ver- 
sions, the earlier being:— 

1, Verleih una Frieden gnidiglioh, given to it 
by Martin Luther, first in prose in 1527 (Auch, 
viii. 159), and then in metrical form in Klug's 
G. B., 1529. Wackernagel, iii, p. 21, quotes it 
from the Geistliche Liede, Wittenberg, 1531; 
and also gives a form in 4 st. of SL, pub. at 
Augsburg in 1532, st. ji-iv. being founded on 
the prose collect. In many districts of Ger. 
many, Luther's stanza was sung immediately 
afler sermon, either separately or with the 

hymo, “Erbalt uns Herr bei deinem Wor 
T2 
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(q.v.). In Schircks’s ed. of Luther's Geistliche 
Lieder, 1854, p. 43, a second st. in 5 1, founded 
on 1 Tim, ii. 1, 2, and on the latter part of the 
prose collect, beginning, “ Gieb unserm Fiirsten 
und aller Obrigkeit,” is added ; Ist pub, in Das 
Christlich Kinderlied Dr Martini Lutheri Erhalt 
uns Herr, &c., Wittenberg, 1566, ed. by Johann 
Walther, and thence in Miitzell, No. 556, and 
added to Luther's stanza, as No. 981, in the Berlin 
G. L, &, ed. 1863. ' 
The trs, frou Luther are: (1) “* Lord, in Thy mercy 

ami Thy grace,” by Miss Fry, 1543, p. 137; (2) Lord! 
iu mercy grant us peace,” by J. Anderson, 1446, p. 65 
(1847, p. 79) (3) “ We Thee beseech, with one ac- 
cord,” by Dr. J. Mant, 1453, p. 93; (4) “In these our 
days so perilous,” by A. Massie, 1854, p. 64, included 
in Dr. Bacon, 1884, p. 54; (5) “Jehovah, grant us 
peace through all," by Dr, G. Walker, 1860, p. 395 (6) 
“Peace in our time, Lord God, bestow." by Dr. G. 
Macdonald in the Sunday Magazine, 1867, p. 642, and 
thence in his Avofica, 1576, p. 97, altered to * Peace to 
us in Thy merey grant.” 

2. Gieb Fried zu unser Zeit, O Herr. A very 
free version in 3 st. of 10 |., by Wolfgang Capito. 
Wackernayel, iii. p. 731, quotes it from the Form 
und Ordaung Gaystlicher Gesang und Psalmen, 
Augsburg, 1533 (where the order of stanzas is 
ii, i, iii), and the Strassburg G. B., 1533, 
Miitzell, No. 153, quotes the text from the Gros 
Kirchen G. B., Strassburg, 1560, where it is 
entitled “ A hymn of supplication for peace and 
whole-hearted returning to God, with confession 
that we have justly merited our unrest by our 
sin and declension from God.” It appeared in 
many of the German hymn-books up to the 
middle of the 18th cent., but since then has 
fallen out of use. The only tr. in C. U. is:— 

Geue peace in these our 0 Lord. A full 
and close tr. in the 1560-61 Psalmes of Dawid. In 
Daye’s Psulter, 1565, and many later eds. of the 
Old Version, it is signed E.@. These initials 
almost certainly denote Edmund Grindal, after- 
wards Abp. of Canterbury (1575-1583), who 
lived at Strassburg during the Marian Exile, and 
is known to have acquired a sufficient knowledge 
of German to have enabled him to take office in 
the German Church. It is included in a few 
hymnals of this cent., eg. in J. Bickersteth's 
Ps. and Hys., ed. 1832, No. 504, rewritten to 
+ st. of Lu., and repeated in this form in E. 
Bickersteth’s Ciristian Psalmody, 1833, Snepp's 
Sngs of G. and G., 1872, &e. (J. M.] 

Da puer plectrum, choreis ut canam 
fidelibus. A. C. Prudentiue. [Miracles of 
Christ.) This poem, written at the beginning 
of the 5th cent,, is given in all editions of 
Prudentius’s Works (Cathemerinon, No, 9), 
including that ie in Rome, 1789, London, 
Valpy, 1824, vol. i. p. 123. It is also in a ws, 
of tue Sth cent. in the Bibliothtque Na- 
tionale, Paris (8084 f. 29b.). From this poem 
the hymn, Corde natus ex Parentis, ante mundi 
exordium (the fre. of which are annotated 
below), is taken. It usually consists of lines 
10-12, 19-27, and 109-111, with slight altera- 
tions. In the York Brev. it is given at Com- 
pline for the Vigil of Christmas, and from 
thence to the Octave of the Epiphany. In 
the Hereford Brev, it is given for Prime, 
Daniel, i., No. 106, gives the text, together 
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the 11th cent, at St. Gall. (No. 418); Simrock, 
p. 38; Bdasler, No. 43; Kdnigefeld, i. p. 40 
(with German (r.); Card. Newman's ioe 
Ecclesiae, 1838 and 1865; and othera. The 
hymn in the Mozarabie Brev. “ Paallat altitude 
coeli” (Toledo, 1502 f. 131) ia also from this 
poem. In the Hereford Brev. there are als 
three other centos from this poem, viz.: (1) 
“Corporis formam” for Terce: (2) “ Ecce 
uem vatea " for Sext ; and (3) “ Juste Judex” 
or None. {W. A. 8.) 

Translations in C. U. of Corde natua:— 
1, Of the Father sole bogotten. iy J. M. Neale, 

in the enlarged ed, of the Hymnal N., 185, 
(ist ed. 1852), in 6 st. of 6 1. with the refrain, 
“Evermore, and evermore.” This refrain and 
the doxology are not in the original, This ¢r. 
is repeated in later eds. of the Hymnal N., the 
People’s H., 1867, the Hymnury, 1872, &. It 
is to be noted that some of the lines in this t. 
are from Beresford Hope’s ¢r. of the same text 
in bis Hys. of the Church, 1844. In the Parish 
Hi. Bk. it is given as “Of the Father's self be- 
gotten.” In Laudes Domini, N.Y., 1884, begins 
with st. ii., “ He is here, whom Seers in old time.” 
2, Born of God the Father's bosom. This fr. 

appeared in the Salisbury H. Bk., 1857, and 
again in J, Keble’s Miscellaneous Poems, 1869. 
It is an alteration of Dr. Neale’s tr. made by 
Keble for the Salisbury H. Bk. 

3. Of the Father's love begotten. This tr. was 
given in the trial ed. of A. A. § M., 1859, a 
“Of the Father’s will begotten,” but in the Ist 
ed. of 1861 it was given in its well-known form 
in 9 st. of 6 1. with the refrain, the additional 
stanzas being supplied Ag Hereford Brev, text. 
The H. A. § M. tr. by Dr. Neale and Sir H. W. 
Baker is thus composed.:—i. Neale altered; 
ii., iii, Baker ; iv.-vi., Neale altered ; vii., Baker; 
viii., Neale altered ; ix., Baker. This arrange- 
ment was repeated in the revised H. A. ¢ Hf, 
1875, and is the most popular tr. of the hyma 
in C. U. Usually, however, compilers introduce 
changes and abbreviations cn their own account, 
and oot always to the advan of the hymn. 
These changes are easily found by collating any 
given text with 1 A. ¢ M. 

Translations not in 0, U. :— 

1. Son Eternal of the Father, _ Is44. 
2. Yea! from the Almighty mind He sprang. (dere 

Jord Brev. text.) Hymn. Anglicanum, Lié4. 
3. Offspring of The Father. J. D. Chambert. 

1887. 
4. Of the Father's heart begotten, WJ. Blew. 

1852-65. (J. J.J 

Dach, Simon, «. of Simon Dach, inter- 
reter to the Court of Justice at Memel, 

Prussia, was h. at Memel, July 29, 1605. He 
attended the Cathedral school at Kinigaberg, 
the Town school at Wittenberg, and the Gym- 
nasium at, Maxieburg. In 1626 he returned 
to Kénigsberg, where, after studying aay 
sophy and theology at the University, he for 
some time acted as a private tutor. In 1633he 
was appointed assistant in the Cathedrl 
school, and in 1686 Conrector. He then, in 
1639, became Professor of shar! in the 
University, was five times Dean of the Phil 

with an extended nute relating to various! sophical Faculty, and in 1656-57 Rector of 
readings, &. The “Corde natus” text is 
al-o in a Ms. of the I1th cent. in the British 
Museum (Hari. 2961 f. 228); and in a ms, of 

the University. He d.at Kénigsberg, April 
15, 1659 (Koch, iii. 182-191; Allg. Deuteche 
Biog., iv. 685-688, &c.). 
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Dach was touch of an invalid, and nearly broke down 
under the hard labour and poor pay of bis early tutorial 
work at Kini » but found a true friend and gene- 
rous patron in R. rthin (q.¥.). In his later years 
the effects of the Thirty Years’ War made themselves 
visible in Konigsberg by depression of trade, famine, 
&e. In 1648 be lust Roberthin by death, and in 1649 
many of his fellow professers fell victims to the t- 
lence, while during the last year of his life he suffered 
from a lingering consu’ m. These facts explain 
the sombreness of much of bis verse. In 1636 he joined 
in forming the Poetical Union of Kinigesberg [eee 
Alberti}, and was its poctic soul. He was the most 
a oo oe poe agp , and one of the 
first ports « 8 time py in expression, pure 
in wa and true hearted. ut of the mass of his 
poems (some 1360 in all, many of which were *ooca- 
sional” pieces for the Electoral House of Brandenburg, 
and for private friends) very few retain popularity ; the 
best known being hie Acunchen von Tharaw, 

Dach's bymns, some 165 in all, appeared in broad- 
sheet form, = H. Alberti's Arien, aff oe = in the 
Kénigsberg Hymn-books, 1639-1690. y deserved! 
place bim amongst the best = eciearey Matias 
and win him the distinction of being one of the most 
lovable, most — and most elegant of the more 
cwatemplative hymn writers. Their personal and sub- 
jective character, and the fact that so are hymns 
of preparation for death, have prevented bat a few 
from finding a place in modern hymnals. 

Five of Dach’s hymns have into 
English, all of which are included in the com- 
plete edition of his Werke by Hermann Oes- 
terley, pub. at Tiibingen, 1876. They are :-— 

i. Ich steh in Angst und Pein. [Second Ad- 
tent.] The Kénigsberg University Library pos- 
sesses a broadsheet, printed at Elbing, 1642, as a 
Christliches Trauer-Lied to Christoph Behm, on 
the death, on Nov, 22, 1633, of his son Christoph, 
4 student of theology. It was included in pt. iv., 
Kinigsberg, 1641, of H. Alberti’s Arien, No. 3, 
in 10 st. of 6 L, entitled “Supremi Judicis 
ornam non metuit fisus sanguine, Christe, tuo.” 
Repeated in (esterley, p. 91, as No. 1421 in the 
Leipzig Vorrath, 1673, and, omitting st. vili., in 
the Wittenberg G. B., 1742-1866, No, 893. The 
culy tr. in C. U. is — 
A dread hath come on me, a good ér., omitting 

st. vuL, a8 No, 28 in Miss Winkworth’s C. B. 
for England, 1863. 

ii, Kein Christ soll ihm die Rechnung machen. 
Cross and Consolation.) Ast pub. in pt. ii., 
hinigsberg, 1640, of H. Alberti’s Arien, No. I, 
aiieer of 6 I, oe “Non caret advyersis, 

us esse velit.” Included in Oesteriey, p. 108, 
pam as No. 631 in the Une. L. S., fri th The 
orm tr. into English is of st. is., iii, vii, be- | 

Which is No, 812 in Bunsen’s Versuch, 1833. 
only tr, in. U, is: — : : 
ouldat 

ginning, “ Wer dort mit Christo hoift zu erben,” | 

ra ng Pe: - from Bunsen, by Miss Winkworth, | 
thenee it Gers Ist Ser., 1855, p. 129, and | 
Hyl, top ntted a8 No. 170 in the New Zealand | 
Philadelyij In Sacred J yrics from the German, 
thou ibe p. 61, it begins “Couldst | 

ti. O wis 
[Eternal went seid ihr doch, ihr Frommen. 
a Dan a } The original broadsheet, printed 

the ‘i $55, with music by J. Stobdus, as 
lepeer, Be laches Evrengedichtniss of Hivb 
whe Yee of the Kénigsberg Altstadt, 
versity Lites’ 1635, is in the Kénigsberg Uni- 
> - Incladed in B, Derschau’s G. rohan & 1639, p. 73, in 6 st. of 4 1, les xe : » p- 955 the Leipzig Vorrath, 1748, Pad 460, in Burg’s G. B., Breslau, 

: 086; and ; i fine hy 5; and many others, It is a 
© Hymn, founded on Kev. aiv, 13-14. Lauxe 
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mann, in och, viii. 673, relates that J. A. 
Hochstetter, Prelate of Bebenhausen, near Tii- 
bingen (d. 1720), in July, 1719, summoned his 
honsehold to accompany him in visiting the 
family burial-place in the Church, and there 
pointed out his resting-place, spoke to them of 
eternal life, and ended by requesting them to 
sing this hymn, and also “ Christus der ist mein 
Leben” (q.v.). The only ¢r. in C. U. is:— 

© how blest are ye beyond our telling. a good and 
full tr., as No. 197 in Miss Winkworth's C. B. 
Jor England, 1863, 

Other tre. are, (1) “0, how blest are ye whose totls 
are ended,” by H. W. Longfellow (1846 or eartler). 
P. Works, Routledge, 1478, p. 648. (2) “Ob! bow 
blessed are ye, saints forgiven,” by Miss Horihwick in 
H. L, L., 1664, p, 32 (ised, p. 35). This is from the 
double form in the rlin @. #., 711, Ne. 654, 
which has six stanzas to be sung alternately with 
Dach's stanzas by the choir as the answer of the 
Blessed Ones; with two concluding st. to be sung by 
choir and con; tion together, These wight adkdi- 
tional st. are acob Baumgarten (b. tide, d. 1722), 
and begin: “Ja, hichst selig sind wir, liebom Erdder , 
1} “OQ how blessed, faith ul souls are ye," by Afiss 

niworth, 1855, p. 252; (4) * How bless d the saints; 
who, dying here,” Dr. G. Walker, 1860, p. M4. It 
may be noted that the hymn beginning, **O how blest 
the throng who now adoring,” by A. T. Aussrll, in 4 st. 
as No. 266 in his Ps. & Hys., 1651, while not a fr., is 
yet based on this hymn by Dach. 

In addition the following hymns by Dach 
have been fr. into Engtish :— 

iv, Nimm dich, o meine Seel’ in Acht [Treasures 
in Heaven.) Ist pub. as No, & in pt. vil, Koniguberg, 
1648, of H. Alberti's Arien, in lo st. of 41, entitled, 
“As the noble Rottger von Tieffenbrock, a native of 
Livonia, departed this world at Konlysberg in Prussia 
the 3lst May, 1648," with the motro— 

** Das ewige Gut 
Macht rechten Muth.” 

Included by Gesterley, p. 204, and as No. 1762 in Knapp's 
Bo. L. S8., 1837 (1965 No, 1668), The tre. are, (1) “My 
soul, let this your thoughts employ,” by Miss Coz, 141, 
Pp. 133; (2) “ Think, O my soul, that whilst thou art,” 
iy Lady B. Fortescue, 1843 (1547, p. 62); (3) “* Beware, 

O man, lest endless life,” by Dr. H. Milla, 1s45. 

v. Bchiner Himmelssaal. (Jicaren.) A beautiful 
bymn of homesickness for the heavenly country. 
Oesterley, p. 222, gives it as On the death of Ursula 
Vogt, wife of Pastor Jacob Bollius, Oct. 30, 1655. Les 
composition was requested on June 3, 1649." The 

broadsheet, with music by H. Alberti, as her 
Christliches Sterbelied, ts tn the Konigsberg University 
Library. It did not appear in the honigsberg @. #., 
1687, but in the ed. of 1675 (Berlin) it is Nu. 496 (ed. 
1690, No, 600), in Ost.of OL In the Une. L. 8, lati, 
No, 637, It is fr. as *O ye Halls of Heaven,” by Miss 
Winkworth, 1469, p. 185. (J. MJ 

Dachstein, Wolfgang, was, prior to the 
Reformation, a monk at Strassburg, and 

thou inherit life with Christ on high? | organist ot the Cathedral, In 1524 he espousd 
the eause of the Reformation, uud in 1525 
was appointed organist and assistant preacher 
at St. Thomas’s Church, which offices he held 
till at least 1530 (Koch, ii, 108-104). 

Along with bis friend M. Greitter (q.v.) he edited the 
first Strassburg Hymmn-book, the Airchen ampt, pub. 
in 1525. Twoof his Psalm versions have been fr, into 
English, but be ts best known as author of the melody 
which is set tu the first of thease. 

i, An Wasserflussen Babylon. (Pr. crrzrii.) ist 
pub, 1625, pt. iii, as above, and thence in Weckernagel, 
ili, p. 94, in 6 et. of 101, The fr., almost ientical, 
are: (1) “At the ryvers of Babilon,” by Bp. Covertale, 
1539 (| Memaing, 1646, p. S71). (2) At the Rivers of 
Babylon,” in the Guae and Godly Ballates (ed. loda, 
folio O4, ed, 1H6s, pp. 99). 

ii. O Herr, wer wirt sein Wohnung han. ()>, 
zv.) Ist pub. 1625 as above, and thence in Warker- 

Hoilkop. 98, in BS stoof 71. Tr. as O Lond, guia 
sali in bevin dwell with the,” in the Gude and Gury 
Ballates (ed. 156s, foliv 46, ed. bees, p. Th). OJ. M 7} 
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Daily, daily sing the praises. S. 
Baring-Gould. [Processional.] This popular 
processional was written in 1865, and printed 
on a card for St. John’s Mission, Horbury 
Bridge, Yorkshire. It was again printed in 
the Church Times, 1865, and subsequently in- 
cluded in the People’s H., 1867, and other 
collections. Its use has also extended to some 
of the American hymn-books. In connection 
with the Uganda mission a short time before 
the murder of Bishop Hannington, the fullow- 
ing touching circumstance is recorded in the 
Roek, Sept, 18, 1885, as having taken place in 
January, 1885. Two native lads who had 
been kidnapped, but subsequently released, 
reported— 

“ That they had been taken with Kakumba and Ashe's 
boy, as also Serwanga, a tall, fine fellow, a baptised Lad 
whom Majasi [the leader of the hostile party) had 
caught, and Duta’s wife Sarah and her child, to a place 
outside the capital. That Serwanga, Kakumba, and 
Ashe's boy bad been torrured by baving their arms cut 
off, and were then bound alive to a scaffolding, under 
which a fire was made, and they were slowly burnt to 
denth. Majasi and bis men mocked them, and bade 
them pray now if Isa Masiya {Jesus Christ] would 
rescue them fromm bis hands. The dear lads clung te 
their faith, and tn the fire they sang, Killa siku tunsifu 
(the hymn, * Daily, daily sing the praises.’)." 34 

Dale, Ella, Mrs. Van Alstyne, q. v. 

Dale, Thomas, ».a, s. of Thomas Dale, 
a bookseller in London, b. at Pentonville, 
Aug. 22, 1797, and educated at Christ's 
Hospital, and Corpus Christi College, Cam- 
bridge, graduating B.A. 1822, w.a. 1825. On 
taking Holy Orders, he became, after hold- 
ing several curacies, Vicar of St. Bride's, 
Fleet Street, London; Canon of St. Paul's, 
1843; Vicar of St. Pancras, 1816; and Rector 
of Therfield, Herts, 1860. In 1870 he was 
nominated to the De of Rochester, but 
died before induction, May 14, 1870. His 
poetical works are :— 

(1) The Widow of Nain, 1819; (2 
Tauris, 1820; (3) frad and Adah, a tale of the Flood; 
and Specimens of a New Translation the Psalms, 
1422, These Poems were co and pub. in one vol. 
in 1436; 2nd ed, 1842, 

From these works the following hymns 
have been taken :— 

1, Dear as thou wert (wast), and justly dear (1419), 
Rurial, In the Leeds H. Bk, 1463, and several Ameé- 
rican collections. It is from the Widow of Nain, and 
is given as a dirge sung at the funeral by the Village 
Minstrel, 

never can we know (1822). Good Pri- 2. O never, 
3 = = Pst pe DRSH—HO. 

— 7 earth (1822). Ps, Iviii. 
In the Mitre ake 436, &c. ‘ > ; 

» The Lord Whose Name is love (1836), Children's 

5. When the oy sk of eis is’ vanhag (1819 . en the spar! 519). A Dyi 
request. This Is No, vill. of Poems, Ped a" The 
Wolo af Nain, 1819, p. 69. In Stevenson's Hys. for 
oh. & Home, 1973, 

Other hymns of a similar character might 
be taken from these works with advantage. 

r (W. T. B) 
Damascene, St. John. [John of Damas- 

cus] 
Damiani, or Damian, Peter, Saint, 

Cardinal, Bishop, and Doctor of the Church, 
whom Dom Gueranger calls “The austere | 
reformer of the 11th century,” was b. at 
Ravenna, about 988. He was the youngest 
of many children. His mother abandoned 
him as a babe, and his life was only saved by , 

The Outlaw 

DAMIANI, PETER 

his being discovered by a faithful female ser- 
vant, who took care of him until such time as 
his mother relented and received him back 
again, Both his parents dying while he wus 
very young, he fell into the hands of a married 
brother, who, treating him with great harsh- 
ness and ing him rather as a slave than 
a near relation, sent him,“ when he was grown 
up, into the fields to feed swine.” In spite of 
this treatment, he early developed a virtuous 
and pious disposition, and another brother, 
Damian (after wliom he is said to have been 
named), who was arch-priest of Ravenna, took 
pity on him, and him educate’, The 
progress he made in learning was the udmira- 
tion of hia teachers, and led big ape tu his 
being employed as a teacher. He was very 
strict, even as a youth, as regards hia mode of 
life, babituating himself to frequent watchin 
fasting, self-mortification and prayer. Struc 
with the self-denial uf two Benedictine nionks, 
who happened to call where he was living, 
he embraced their profession, and became a 
“religious” (in the monastery of Avellino, 
in the diocese of Gubbio) of the order of the 
monks of the Holy Cross of Fontavellana. 
Of that community he, in a.p. 104), became 
the Superior, and so extended its usefulness 
that he was looked upon as the second founder, 
the first having been Ludolphus, a disciple of 
St. Romuald. He founded no less than five 
monasteries under the same rule, the Priors of 
which remained under his jurisdiction. After 
twelve years of eminent service to the Chureb, 
he was induced by Pope Stephen IX. to ac- 
cept, in 1057, very much net his own 
wish, the position of Cardinal-Bishop of Ostia. 
This, after much difficulty, he was allowed 
to resign cf Alexander II,, in 10€2, 
but coupled with the reserve of a power 
toemploy him in important Church matters, as 
he might at any time find needful, With his 
bishopric he also resigned his post as Superior 
of his old monastery, where he once more took 
up hisabode. During his retirement (a retire- 
ment constantly broken in upon by calls from 
the Pontiff to proceed in a legatine capacity to 
settle various questions of importance to the 
Church in different parts of Europe), he lived 
a life of extraordinary asceticism and self- 
mortification. It was on his return journey 
from Ravenna, whither he had been sent as 
legate to inquire into the enormities charged 
against Henry, Archbishop of Ravenna, ond 
otherwise adjust the affairs of the Church 
there, that lie was called to his rest in his 
eighty-fourth year. He died of fever, at 
Faenza, in the monastery of Our Lady, on the 
22nd or 23rd of March, 1072. 

TDamient endeavoured by his literary labours to ed- 
vance the cause of order and morality, and to add his 
quota, by bo means an insignificant one, in worth ot 
amount, to the church's store of Latin hymns. “ He 
hos left,” as Archbishop Trench remarks, ** a consider- 
able body of Latin verse,” but ft is only with bis 
hymne that we are concerned In these pages. 

It is not cel pee to find these hymna, the work 
of such a devoted servant of the Church of Rome, deeply 
tinged with the superstitions of that Church, and thereby 
to Protestant minds disfigured ; but, not withstanding 
this drawback, there are very few amongst the composi- 
tions of Latin bymn-writers to compare with some of 
our author's in vivid word-painting and richness of de- 
scription. Such compositions as “ Ad perenni« vitee 
fontem," and" Gravi me terrore pulsas, vitae dies ultima,” 
have very few equals in merit in the school of peetry to 
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which they belong, while the difference between them 
in thought and treatment is most marked, and exhibits 
to gteat advantage the versatility of their composer. 
in addition to the two hymns named (see “ Ad 
nis,” oor its disputed authorship), Daniel gives 
in vol. i, the texts of four hymns in full, and the first 
stanzas of ten others. The best known in addition to 
the two named are, “Crux, mundi benedictio;" and 
* Panle doctor egregie " (q.¥.). (D. 8. W.j 

Dana, Mary 8. B. (Shindler, M. 8. B.] 

Daniel, Hermann Adalbert, was b. at 
Kéthen, Nov. 18, 1812. He studied at the 
University of Halle, graduating Ph.D. in 
1835, In 1834 he was inted ove of the 
masters in the Pacdagogium ut Halle, in 
1847 assistant inspector, and in 18354 a 
fessor there, He resigned his offices in 1870, 
and retired to Dresden. On his return from 
a visit t» Westphalia he d. at Leipzig. Sept. 
13, 1871 (Alig. Deutsche Biog., iv. 731-734). 

Daniel was the author of various fregrephical, ~cho- 
lastic and liturgical works. In the department of Ger- 
tan Hymnology he is known as the compiler of a very 
indifferent hymn-book, the a Kirchenge- 
sangbuch, Halle, 1842 (the only fairly good portion of 
the work being the index of authors compiled by Dia- 
conus Dryander, «f Halle); and as the author of the 
arvcle in Rech and Gruber’s ey am ern 
Leipaig, 1650. In the nt of Latin Hymnology 
be did good service by bis Thesaurus Hymnolagicus, 
sive Aymnorum, canticorum, sequentiarum, circa 
annum Mi), usilatarum, collectio amplissima; vol. i, 
consisting of Latin hymns, Halle, 1841; vol. fi. with 

tre Patera onl gras tremens Eras or " 

isié; vols, iv,, ¥. as a su iement to vale. Ping) in 
1855. It may be char. as the work of a man 
whe greatly loved ——s but plea ponder rep = 

his first volume he worked with a very im rfect criti. 
cal apparatus, but In bis last two volumes (10 which in 
many cases he transferred the texts and notes of #. J. 
Mone almost verbatim) he did tnuch to improve his work. 
Yet even with the belp of the index in vol. v., the work 
is tet unsatisfactory. The index is bad, the arrange- 
ment of the work is confusing, and the references, which 
are Very numerous and fully contracted, have nu 
table of abbreviations. Sul, with all ite defects it is an 
‘valuable work. it contains the texts of many bymus 
hot otherwise easily accessible, and information of much 
a ay a. It is a =i, or Indices, 

departmen| uperseded. 
In this Mctionary ik ts quoted as Daniel. . 

Daniel, Robert T., was b. June 10, 1773, 
in Middlesex Co,, Virginia, and removed in 
boyhood to Orange Co., North Carolina. He 
Was engaged for some time as a blacksmith 
and cubinet-maker. In 18U3 he was ordained 
to the Bapties Ministry, and acted as a mis- 
ond 18 North and South Carolina, Virginia, 
enty an| Miwissippi. Besides bein 

Ty leent for various Baptist Missionary and 
. — Societies, he was an eminent revi- 
His by He d. at Paris, Tennessee, 1840. 

y~n for Immersion, “ Lord, in humble, 
submission, ’ appeared in Broadilus's 

* Sel, 1828-3), in 6 at. of 4 1.; Win- 
ns Additional Hymns, 1832; and is given 

PUrgeon’s O. O. HT. Bi, 1866, (F. M. By 

one. John Jeremiah, b. at Bath, hE 319. In 1848 he was ordained by 
Chas P of Manchester, His subsequent nies included the curacies of Gerrans, 
the a Kington-Langley, and others, and 
borne ane of Langley-Fitzurse, Winter- 
ina Stoke, and Berwick St. James, Wilts, 
to th ey-Burrell, having been preferred 

© last in 1879. Mr. pas = the | 
. etal prose works, aa: Life of | Mrs. Gololphin ; The Geography of Cor neal, 
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&e.; and of a poetical work, Lays of the 
English Cavaliers. His hymns in C. U. are :-— 

1, Alleluia, thanks and glory. (hildren praising 
—_ Contributed to the 8S. P.C. K, Children's Hys., 

0. 69. 
2. Come, with Praise of Christ. cones Sameer te vices 

since adopted by several collections in G. Britain and 
America. 

Mr. Daniell has also written several hymns 
for loval use: but ihese have not se tam in 
the larger and more widely used collections. 

(J. J.J 
Danish Hymnody. [Scandinavian Hym- 

Dank, Dank, sey dir fiir dein Er- 
barmen. [Holy Communion.] Appeared as 
No. 158 in tie Hamburg G. B., 1787, in 5 st. 
of 61. Repeated as No. 457 in the Berlin G. 
B., 1529, and as No. 298 in the Ham 
G. B., 1842. In Dr. A. J. Rambach's Nach- 
richt to the latter it is given as probably by 
C. C. Sturm, and as firat pub. in the 17: 
G. B. It was probably suggested by the hymn 
“Nun habe Dank fiir deine Liebe,” in 9 st. of 
6 1., which is included as a Post-Communion 
hymn in J. G. Zollikofer’s G.' B., Leipzig, 
1766, and is ascribed to Z. himself. Tr. as :— 
Thanks, thanks be to Thee for Thy pity. A full 

and good tr, in Miss Warner's Wayfaring Hymns, 
1869 (ed, 1877, p. 49), and thence, omitting st. 
ii., as No, 442 in Stevenson's H. for Ch. and Home, 
1873. {J. M.J 

Darby, John Nelson, m.a., youngest 4. 
of John Darby of Leap, King’s Co., Treland, 
was b. at Westminster, Nov. 18, 1800; edu- 
cated at Trinity College, Dublin, where he 
graduated in 1819; and in due course was 
called to the Bar. He subsequently took 
Holy Orders; but in a short time allied bim- 
self with the Plymouth Brethren. In the 
exercise of his ministry amongst them he 
Visited most parts of the world, and translated 
the Bible into English, French, and German. 
His f ec sey works, including a & is of 
the Looks of the Bible; Notes on ions, 
&c., are numerous. He d. at Bournemouth, 
April 29, 1882. His hymns in C. U. are :— 

1. Hark, ten thousand voices crying. Thr Second 
Advent anticipated, Praise, A in Hys. for the 
Poor af the Flock, 1837, and repeatei in Ps. and Hys. 
and 8. Songs, Lomwl., Walther, 1542, and A sew Hys., 
&e., 1856, It is also given in a few collections other than 
those for use amongst the “ Brethren.” 

2. O Lord, thy love's unbounded, So sweet, do. (/orl's 
unchanging Love, Given in A Few Hys., &e., 1866, No. 
#2, insst.of4l. Another hymn in the same collection, 
No. 85, begins with the same first line: *O Lord, Thy 
love's unbounded | So full, so wast, so free!” This is in 
2 st. of & L, and ts attributed in the “#. was." two J. 
N. Darby, in common with the first. 

3. Rest of the saints above.  ffraren. 
Hiys., &c., 1456, No. 79, in 14 st, of 4b 

4, Rise, my soul, thy God directs thee. /ivine Guid. 
ance, Ist pub. in Hys, for the Poor af the Mock, 1837 ; 
amd again in /'s, and Hys,, 1h42 (a8 above); and A Pew 
Ays., &c., 156, in 10 tof 41. [tis abe in Dr, Walker's 
Chettenhatn Ps. and Hys,, 1455-1581. 

5. This world is a wilderness wide, Following Christ 
bik Thewah thine st.of4..,in A Few Mys., &e., 1458. 

. t, . We gO ON olr way, 
Divine Strength aod gh meg "his cates wan given 
anonymously inthe Bap, /'s. and Hys. bs5%, No, 552, 
inSst.of #1. In the 1471 ed. of the <ime collection, 
it appeared as by “John N, Darky (?) 1961." Here we 
have a doubt and an error, The doubt ts with Tespect 
to the authorship ; and the error isin the dste. A hymn 
pub. in Ids cantiot be accurately dated 1861," The 
evidence for the J. N, Darby authorship is most unsatis- 
factory, We can simply name it “* anon,” 
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All these ge were published anony- | 
mously ; and the ascriptions of authorship of 
1-5 are given from the “s. sa.” The same 
mas. say that he edited the work above re- 
ferred to: A Few Hymns and some Spiritual 
Songs, Selected, 1856, for the Little Flock, 
Lond. Groombridge & Sons. (J. J.J 

Dark was my soul, and dead in sin. 
J. Fawcett. (Life a Journey.) 1st pub. in 
his Hymns, &c., 1782. No. 3, in 12 st.of 41, 
and jieaded * Ti.on shalt remember all the 
way,’ &c, Deut. viii. 2, From it a cento 
has come into C. U. as in Snepp’s Songs of 
G. & G., 1872, beginning, “ Thus far my Go 
hath led me on.” It is composed of st. vi— 
viii., xi., xii. [J. J.J 

Darkly rose the guilty morning. 
J. Anstice. (Good Friday.) Appeared in 
Hymns by J. Anstice., M.A., 1836, p. 24, in + 
st. of 6 1 In 1841 it was included in The 
Child's Christian Year, and repeated in the 
Leeds H, Bk., 1853, the 1874 Suppl. to the N. 
Cong., and others, with et. i. 1. 6, “thorn- 
plaited,” for “ thorn-platted ” ; and st. ii., 1. 6, 
“ead Gethsembne" for “ Gethsemane.” 
In 1858 it was rewritten by the Rev. J. Eller- 
ton, for a class of Sunday schoo) children, and 
iven in his Hye. for 8. Schools & Bible Classes, 
righton, 1858, as, * Now returns the awful 

moruiug.” This was again rewritten for 
Church Hye, 1871. Of this arrangement st. 
ii, and iv, are by Mr. Anstice, and i, ii., v. are 
by Mr. Ellerton. (J. J.J 

Darling, Thomas, m.a., 8. of George 
Darling, u.p., b. in London, 1816, educated at 
the Charterhouse, and St. John’s College, 
Cambridge, graduating B.s, 1838, and m.a, 
1841. In 1859 he took Holy Orders, and sub- 
sequently became Incumbent of Thanington, 
near Canterbury, and in 1848 Rector of St. 
Michael Royal with St. Martin-Vintry, City 
of London. Mr. Darling published in 1855 
Hymns for the Church of England (Lond. 
Longmans, arranged according to the Order 
of the Book of Common Prayer. Tue last 
edition (1887) contains 336 lymna, of which 
about 20 are by the editor. These hymna, 
which appeared from time to time in the 
various editions of his collection, arc :— 

1. All saints of the Lord. (1*55.) Faster. Inthe 
sest ed. of the Hymns, this reads, Ye saints of the 

2. ‘As chief among ten thousand see. (1858.) Easter. 
3. At early dawn the mountain bound, (1557), For 

Private use. 
4, Behold, come; and with me bring. (1960,) Sun- 

day next before Advent, 
5. Hebold, the vineyard of the Lord. The 

Church of Christ, 
6, Fatber of heaven, all nature upholding, (1858.) 

Trinity. 
7. From cleft in Pyrenean rock. (1858.) Healing 

Water, For Private use. 
+. Lift bigh a festal canticle. (1857.) Christmas, 
9. Most gracious Lard, in all distress, (1855.) Com- 

mon Trowtle, 
10. The everlasting bills declare. (1859,) Ascension, 

Written at Ragneres de Luchon in the Pyrenees, 1558. 
11. There are who mount with eagle wings. (1458.) 

Nt. John the Bvangelist, 
12. There is a stream whose waters flow, (1854.) 

‘iving Water. 
13. To God the glory, while we tell, (1860.) St, | 

Michac and All Angels. 
4. We now with one accord. (1456.) Praise. In | 

the 1487 ed. of the Hymns, &c., this is given as, * Let 
all men praise the Lord.” 

(1487.) 
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15. What light is this whose silvery gleam. (1855.) 
n 

i wee when beneath afffiction’s rod. (1855.) Re 
signation. 

In addition to these Mr. Darling has must 
successfully adapted hymns from other writers. 
These include, “ Lord Jesus, taken from Thy 
servants’ sight”; “Shepherd of the ransomed 
fluck'"";“ The winds of God have a 
their note” (all of which see}; and “By 
faith, from day to day,” and ** Where dwells 
the glorious King?” from“ The God of Abra- 
ham praise” (q.v.). Mr, Darling’s original 
compositions ar aptations are more richly 
peng than is usual with modern hymns, 
hey are ut the same time very devotional 

and of practical value. (J. J.) 
Darracott, Risdon, pupil of Dr. Dod- 

oe ond some time Presbyterian minister at 
Wellington, Somerset. Born 1717, d. Mar. 14, 
1759. See *O God of Bethel,” &e. 
Das ist meine Freude hier. [Joy in 

God.) No. 519 in Freylinghaugen’s Neues 
Geistreiches G. B.,1714,in 9 st. of 71. Tr. ass— 

Now I find a joy. a tr. of st. i, vi, 
vii., by Miss Borthwick, as No. 156, in Dr. Pagen- 
stecher’s Coll., 1864, J. MJ 

Daughter of Zion, from the dust. J. 
og porate” {Por the Jetes.} arn in 
the Sel. of Hymns, 1822, No. 254, in 
5 st. of 41,, and on Is. lii. 1. In 1825 
it was included by Montgomery in his Christian 
Psalmist, No, 555, and again in hia Original 

ns, 1853, No. 241, In Common F’raiae, 
1879, it is given as “ Arise, O Zion! from the 
dust.” Its American use in its original form 
is extensive. (J. J.J 

Daughters of Sion, come, behold. J. 
Watts. (Coronation of Christ] Appeared in 
his Hys. and 8. Songs, 1709, in 6 st. of 4 L, and 
entitled *The Coronation of Christ, and Es- 
— of the Church” (Bk. 1, No. 72). In 
ts full form ita use is limited, A popular 
arrangement, beginning with st. ii, “Jesus, 
Thou everlasting King,” is found in numerous 
collections, asin the Wes. 7. Bk., 1830, [J. J.) 

Davies, Samuel, »1.4., b. near Summit 
Ridge, Newcastle, Delaware, America, Nov. 3, 
1723, aud educated under the Rev. Samuel 
Blair, of Chester County, Pennsylvania, 
through the pecuniary assistance of the Rev. 
William Robinson, a Presbyterian Minister of 
New Brunswick. In 1745 he was licensed by 
the Presbytery of Newcastle as a probationer 
for the Ministry, and undertook duty in 
Virginia, in 1747, After visiting England in 
1753, on behalf of the New Jersey np 
and having received the de of m.a., he 
was appointed President of New Jersey Pres 
byterian College, Princeton, in sucecssion to 
Jonathan Edwards, He d, Feb. 4, 1761, at 
the early age of 87. His mas, were entrusted 
to Dr. T. Gibbons, who pub. therefrom 5 vols. 
of Sermons. In 1851 the Sermons were re- 
published in 8 vols., including a Memoir b 
the Rev. A. Barnes, His hymns, 16 in al 
were given by Dr. Gibbons in his Hymas 
adapted to Divine Worship, 1769. As a 
hymn-writer he followed the lines laid down 
by Watts, and his verses are solid, but some- 
what dry and heavy. Those of his hymns 
which are still retained in C. U, ares— 
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1, Eternal Spirit, Source of Light. Jnjluences 
of the H. Spirit implored. From Dr, Gibbons's 
Hymas, &c., 1769, Bk, ii., No, 29, this passed 
into several of the older collections. In later 
works it is more frequently found in the Ame- 
rican hymnals than those of G. Britain, It is 
in 4 st. of 6 L, as in Dr. Hatfield’s Chucch H. Bi, 
N. Y., 1872, and the Leeds H. Bk., 1853. 

2. Great God of wonders, all Thy ways. The 
Pardoning God. This is one of the most, if not 
the most, popular of the author’s hymns both in 
G. Britain and America, It has appeared in more 
than one hundred hymn-books in England alone, 
sometimes in full (5 st. of 6 1.), and at other 
times abbreviated, as in Spurgeon’s 0. O. H. Bk., 
1866; the Bap. Hymnal, 1879, &e. Its Ist 
pablication was in Dr, Gibbons’s Hymns, &c., 
1769, Bk, i., No. 59. 

3. How great, how terrible that God. The ./udy- 
ment. In Gibbons, No. 37 of Bk. i., in 7 st.of 41 

4. Jesus, how precious is Thy name. Jesus the 
Prophet, Priest, and King. Is No. 41 of Bk. ii. 
in Gibtons, in 6 st. of 61. It was very popular 
with the older compilers, as Ash and Evans, 
Rippon, Bickersteth, and others in G. Britain, 
and also in America; but in modern collections 
it is rarely found. It is worthy of notice. 

6. Lord, I am Thine, Thine. Loly Com- 
musion. In Gibbons this is No, 28 of Bk. ii, in 
7st.of 41, It is very popular in America, but 
snknown to most English hymnals, In all edi- 
tions of Rippon’s ~ed., 1787-1844, it is given in 
2st. as * Lord, am | Thine, entirely Thine?” The 
hymn, “ While to Thy table I repair,” in the 
Andover Sabbath H. Bk., 1858, is compiled from 
this hymn. 

6. What strange perplexities arise. Sel/-E.rami- 
nation, This hymn is equal to No. 5 in American 
sori and exceeds it in G, Britain. In Dr. 

tfield’s Church Hf. Bh. N. Y., 1872. it is 
abbreviated and slightly altered. Full text in 
6 st. of 41, is in Spurgeon’s 0. O. H, B., 1866, 
It was Ist pub. in Gibbons’s Hymus, &c., 1769. 

7, While o'er our guilty land, O Lord. Fast Day. 
This hymn, besides appearing in its original form 
‘n some collections, and with abbreviations in 
others, is also the source of “ On Thee, our Guar- 
dian God, we call,” st. iv. of the original given 
io a few American collections; and of the same 
arrangement of stanzas, ‘On Thee we call, O 

» our God,” in the Andover Subbuth H. Lk., 
1608, and others. The original in Gibbons is 
ke. : No. 56, in 8 st. of 4 1. 

© remaining hymns by Davies have failed 
. en “ position in the hymn-books either 

- Bri (F. M. B.} {ain or America, 

mp evis, Richard, b. 1658, d. 1714, was a 
ed © of Cantigaushire, received a liberal 
whee ) aud in early manhood was for some 
In oer of & grammar school in London, 

he received an invitation to the 
— from the Independent Church at 
ad ay (or Rowell), in Northamptonshire, 
tye. this church he spent the remaining 
Fears of his life. He was a remarkable 

labo 2th in connection with his Evangelistic 
Weal Ta in the region round about, anticipated 
@ volun on of lay hers. He pub. 
ed. ie nt 168 by : e date of the Ist -stnknown, ‘The title of the 2nd ed. is :— 

A Com Several Subj 
Creations; in ear Par. with a ahanomel 
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Table. Ry R, Davis, minister of the » The second 
edition, Some of the Hymns com other hanes, 
London: Printed for W. Marshall, at the Bible, in 
Newgate Street; and H. Barnard, at the Bilde in the 

try, 1694." A 7th ed. was published in lt44, with 
a recommendatory preface by Dr. John Gill, who in his 
— had received much spiritual stimulus and cuidance 
rom Mr. Davis., The sth ed. by J. A. Jones, of Mitebell 

Street Chapel, London, appeared in 1433, 

However acceptable these hymns may have 
been to the villagers of the midland counties 
of England 190 years ago, they are too defee- 
tive in metre, and altogether too uncouth in 
style for use now, and are of interest only to 
the student of early English hymnody, 

W. RSJ 

Davis, Thomas, w.a., s. of Dr. R. F. 
Davis, Rector of All Suints, Worcester, and of 
Pendock, Worcestershire, was b. Feb. 15, 
1804. He was educated for the law. and 
practised as a solicitor for two years. He then 
entered Queen's Coll., Oxford, and graduated 
B.A. in 1833, and M.a. in 1837, On taking 
Holy Orders he became Curate of All Saints, 
Worcester. In 1839 he wis preferred as 
Tocumbent of Roundhay, Leeds. Mr. Davis's 
works, in which his hymns appeured, are -— 

(1) Devotional Verse for a Month, 1855; (2) Songs for 
the Suffering, 1459; (3) Yke samily Hymnal, 1460; 
(4) Hymns, Old and New, for Church and Home, and 
Sor travel by Land or Sea; consisting of 293 selected, 
and 260 Griginal Hymns, Lond., Longmans, 1564; and 
(5) Annus Sanctus; or, Aids to Holiness in Verse for 
every day in the Year, (#77, (6) Help Homewards in 
Verse for Day im the Year, 1463. The bymnes 
ig the earlier of these works are generally repeated 

the later. 

Of Mr. Davis's hymns the best known are 
“O Paradise Eternal”; ~Holiest, holiest, 
hearken in love”; “Tis sweet on earth to 
wake at morn"; “Let every voice for praise 
awake"; and “Baptized into the Name.” 
Many of Mr. Davis's hymns are of consider- 
able merit, and his works should be con- 
permite | all hymn-book compilers. The 
“selected " hymns in his Hys. Old & New 
are marked thus ¢, the rest are original, 
From his various works the following hymns 
are in C. U. outside of his Hymns Old and 
Netw in addition to these named and others, 
which are annotated under their respective 
first lines :— 

i. From Devotional Verse for a Month, 1855. 
1. Come, Holy Spirit, come, Mercies revealing. WAit- 

suntide. 
2. Dear is the eye of earthly love. The Loneliness of 

Jerus 
3. Heavy and dark the cloudso'erhung, Good Priday, 
4. I will not mourn my weakness, Lord. Affliction, 

ii. From the Family Hymnal, 1860. 
6. Shall I fear, O earth, thy bosom? Harter. 
6. Sing, ye serapha, in the sky. Universal Praise. 

fii, From Hymns Old and New, 1864. 
7. Day by day and year by year, Od and New Year. 
8, Does one small voite within the soul? Conscience. 

Pe dee alone breathes calm devotion, The Culm of 
‘aith, 
10, Father, voucheafe us grace divine. Morning. 
11. Great Father of our race. (God the Father. 
12, How kind our Father's voice, Mvrning. 
13, I thank Thee, Lord, for every night. Morning. 
14. In holy contemplation, Give me, ke. After a 

Bad Harvest. 
15, Let every voice for praise awake. God ix Lore, 
16. Lord, send Thy Spirit from above. For an Jn. 

crease af Charity. 
17. My Father kept me through the night. Morning. 
18, Our Ged is love, O sweetly sing, God is Lone. 

Phin The floods lift up their waves, O God. For use at 
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20. The Lord our God is King. God the =— Eternal. 
Holy Commu- 21. To all Thy servants who this day. 

nion, 
22. To Thine own ‘ul skies. Ascension. 
23, What ids of earth have yielded. After 

a Bad Harvest. 

iv. From Annus Sanctus, 1877. 
Pig Christian, be thou content. Quinguagesima Sun- 

og i life, lo’ Light, Life and 26. t, ‘ we, Light, Life a ore light, more morelove, Ligh ¢ 
Lave 

27. Unworthy though I be, Divine Guidance desired. 
28. Why comes this fragrance on the summer breeze? 

trod ts Love. {J. J.] 

Day after day I sought the Lord. 
J.C. Hare. (Ps. rl.J, This version of Ps, xl. 
in two parts; pt. ii. beginning, “Show forth 
Thy mercy, gracious Lord,” appeared in bis 
Portions of the I’salms in English Verse, Se- 
lected for Public Worship (Lond. J. W. re 
183U, pp. 56-7, each in 5 st. of 41. In 1875 
both parts were included in an unaltered form 
in the Wes, H. Bk., 566. {J. J.} 

Day by day the manna fell. J. Con- 
der, (The Lord's Prayer.) Appeared in his 
Cong. H. Bk, 1836, No. 516, in 6 st. of 41., 
and upon the text, “Give us day by day 
our daily bread.” In the following year it 
was given as the fourth of six hymns on “The 
Lord’s Prayer” in Conder’s work The Choir 
ani the Oratory, 1837, p. 33, and repeated in 
his Hys. of Praise, I’rayer, &c., 1856, p. 137. 
It is given in a great many hymnals in G. 
Britain and America. In some American 
collections it begins with st. iii, * Lord, my 
{our] times are in Thy hand.” [J. J.} 

Day by day we magnify Thee. J. 
Ellerton, [Praia Chtldvents Hyon) Written 
to be sung daily at the opening of a National 
School in Brighton, and pub., in 1858, in the 
author's Hys, for Schools and Bille Classes, 
from whence it passed into Church Hys., 1871, 
Thring's Coll. (slightly altered), the Metho- 
dist 8. 8. H. Bk., aud other hymuals, In the 
Church Praise Bk. N.Y., 1882, st. iv.-viii, 
are given re ee No. 98, Orig. text 

(J. J.J 

eters my heart that it may ne‘er. Slow to 

in Church. Hys., No. 

Day of Judgment, day of wonders. 
J. Newton. [Advent.] Written in 1774, and 
Ist pub. in the Olney Hymna, 1779, Bk. ii., 
No. 77, in 7 st. of 3 L, and headed “ The 
Day of Judgment.” In the Rev. J. Bull's 
work on Newton, this hymn is referred to 
under the date of 1775 as follows :— i 

“* Sunday, 26th, spoke in the even! 
on the day. of = ” This hymn, Seas pert= 
ously, took him the most of two days to finish,” 

The quotation “ Sunday, 2sth,” &c. [June 
26th, 1775] is from Newton's Diary. Few of 
our author's hymns have attained to greater 
popularity than this hoth in G. Britain and 
America, It has been translated into several 
languages, including Latin (st. i-iii, vi.): 
“Dies mirandorum! dies,” in Bingham’'s 
Hymano, Christ, Latina., 1871. Orig. text in 
Lyra Brit., Use7, p. 440. (J. J.J 

Day of loss and day ofgain. J. S. B. 
Monsell. (Good Friday.) Pub. in his Spiritual 
Songs, 1857 (People’s ed., 1875, p. 64), in 20 | 
at. of 3 -L, and headed “The Dark Day.” In 
the Rey, F. Pott's Hymns, &c., 1861, No. 80, 

DAYS AND MOMENTS 

there is a cento from this hymn, st. 1, 10, 12, 
13, 17-20 being employed. In his Hys. of 
Love & Praise, 1863, p. 82, Dr. Monsell gave 
at. 13-20, beginning. * Jesus! Gentle Sufferer! 
say.” This,.with the addition of a doxology. 
was repeated in his Parish Hymnal, 1875. 

Dayman, Edward Arthur, s.p., 3rd 
s. of John Dayman, of Mambury, N. Devon, 
b. at Padstow in Cornwall, 11th July, 1807, 
and educated at Blundell s School, Tiverton, 
Devon, and Exeter Coll. Oxon, Ist Class in 
Lit. Hum. 1829, p.a, 1830, ma, 1831, B.D. 
1841. He was for some time Fellow and 
Tutor of his College, and Pro-Proctor, 1835. 
Taking Holy Orders in 1835, he became suc- 
cessively examiner for Univ. Scholarship for 
Latin, 1838; in Lit. Hum., 1838-9, and 1841-2, 
Sen. Proctor of the University 1840, Rector 
of Shilling-Okeford or Shillingstone, Vorset, 
1842; Rural Dean, 1849; Proctor in Conyo- 
cation, 1852; and Hon, Canon of Bitton in 
Sarum Cuthedral, 1862. His works include 
Modern Infidelity, 1861, and Essay on Inspi- 
ration, 1864. He was joint editor with Lord 
Nelson and Canon (afterwards Ever) Wood- 
ford of the Sarum Hymnal, 1868 ; which con- 
tains fre. from the Latin, and original hymns 
by him ; and with Canon Rich-Jones, of Statuta 
et Consuetudines Ecclesiae Cathedralis Saris- 
buriensis, 1883. He also contributed several 
tra. from the Latin to The Hymnary, 1872. 
He has been for many years engaged in com- 
viling an English Dictionary of Medineval 

tin founded on Du Cange. The original 
hymus contributed by him to the Sarum Hyl., 
1 are, with the dates of their composition, 
as follows :— 

1. Almighty Father, heaven and earth, q.v. (1867.) 
ay : 

2. oO lant, be with us when we sail, (1865.) For 
at Sea, 

3, O Man of Sorrows, Th hetic eye. (1665.) 
Tuesday before Easter, Siti al 

4, Sleep thy last sleep, (1864.) Burial, 
5. Upon the solitary mountain's height. (1466.) 
——— 

6. When the messengers ofwrath. (1867.) During 

Pe CTRL mma ge? (008), sede Ww this with garments (1866,) 
lefore Easter. (J. J.J 

Days and moments quickly flying. 
E. Caswall. ee and New Year.) This 
hymn appeared in 4 st. of 41. with the title, 
“Swiftness of Time,” in his Maeque of Mary 
and other Poema, 1858. Withit was also given, 
under the tite of “ A Warning,” one stanza, 
beginning “ As the tree falls, So must it lie,” 
&e. From these, together with abbreviations, 
additions, or ulterations the following centos 
have heen made :— 

1. In Chope’s Hymnal, 1964, the two with alterations. 
2. In 4. A. & M., 1968, the same without alterations. 
3. In the Appendiz to the S. P.C, K. Ps. anc Hys., 

1865, the at tm, 4st, with two additional stanzas. 
4. In Hymrary, 1870-2. The first hymn of 4 st. 

with alterations, and a fifth st. by the editors. 
5. In Church Hys., 1sTl, anew cento of which st, i, 

i, Hi. are from the first hymn, much varied; v., vi. 
from 5. P. C. K. Ps. and ffys., altered; and iv., vii,, viii, 
by the compilers. 

6. In #. A. & M., 875, the first bymn of 4 st. slightly 
altered, and a new stanra. 

7. In Thring's Coll, 1982, the same first hymna with 
alterations by the editor. 

Other centos found in a few additional col- 
lections are in American use, Orig. texts in 
Caswall’s Hie, & Poems, 1873, p. 250. (J. J.) 
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De Courcy, Richard, ».a., b. in Ireland 
in 1743, and educated at Trinity College, 
Dublin. Having received Deacon's Orders, 
he became, in 1767, Curate to the Rev. Walter 
Shirley: but his theological views being ob- 
noxious to Dr. Smythe, the Archbishop of 
Dublin, he was refused Priest's Orders and 
inhibited from preaching. These circum- 
stances led to his being invited by Lady 
Huntingdon to England, and his joining her 
bund of preachers. After some time, through 
Lady Huntingdon’s intluence, he obtained 
Priest’s Orders from the Bishop of Lichfield. 
In 1770 he became Curate of Shawbury, 
Salop, and in 1774 Vicar of St. Alkmond’s, 
Sbrewabury, The latter he retained to his 
death in 1803. His theological views, work, 
aud other matters concerning him, are dwelt 
upon with some detail iu the Life and Times 
¢ the Countess of Huntingdon, 1839. His 
published works include Some Elegiac Lines 
on the Death of the Rev. G. Whitefield, 1771; 
Christ Crucified, a reply to Dr. Priestley, in 
2 vols, 1791: and varjous Sermons, &e. Lu 
1775 ie ulso published :— 

A Collection of Pealms and Hymns Extracted from 
different Authors, with a Preface by Mr. De Courcy, 

rewebury, 1775. (Preface “Shrewsbury, De- 
cember 6, 1775."") 

To the 2nd ed. of this Coll., pub. in 1782, 
several hymns were added, amongst which 
the following are by common consent attri- 
buted to De Courcy :— 

1, Angels who the throne surround. Prat of Caries. 
2. Hark! from beaven a voice I bear, Burial. 
4, Jesus the Saint's perpetual theme. Christ, the 

of Sharon. 
4 I thank Thee fur Thy grace. Thanksgiving 

Jor Salvation. : 
ape my soul, to things above. Looking Heaven- 

ward, 

These hymns are attributed to De Courcy 
on the ground that they cannot be found in 
a collection or work published before his 

L, and thut they have never been claimed 
by or on behalf ‘of any other hymn-writer. 
All the hymns in his Coll. were pub. anony- 
mously, Other hymus, sometimes attributed 
to him, have been traced to earlier bymn- 

ks, and are consequently omitted oom the 
fore going list, J. 
De profundis exclamantes. [All 

Sule) This anonymous Sequence from the 
tssal of Liége, of 1502, is given in Neale's 

Sequentiae, 1852; Daniel, v., p. 320; and 
rein, No. 880. Tr. as :— 

Christ, enthroned in heaven. By R. F. 
Littledale, written for and ist pub. ra the 

fome's H., 1867, No, 300, and signed “ A. L. P.” 
Lin’, Wolf, John. Born at Bristol, Rhode 
sity Na and educated at Brown Univer- 
a “ubsequently he was Profi ssor of Che- 
an in that University, from 1817 to abont 
an ca also lectured in medical schools 
wae b and in Vermont. His later life 
1869 ma at Bristol, R. 1, where he d. in 
apd is version of Ps, 148, “ Angel bands 

‘dun wns Sweet sounding,” appeared in a Pro- 
Ha ein about 1815, and again in 

owrnal of that city in an obituary notice 
ter. Tt was bat locally known till 

' the Protestunt Epise. Hymual, 
'Y the author's relative, Bisho: Tews, tral Pennsylvania, (F. St. By 

included 
1871, } 
of Ce 
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Deacon, John, b. 1757, d. 1821, half 
brother to Samuel Deacon (q.v.), joined in 
early life the G. Baptist Church at Barton 
Fabis. At the expiration of lis apprentice-. 
ship he studied for the ministry under the 
Rev. Dan Taylor, and in 1782 became pastor 
of the G. pt. Church, in Friar Lane, 
Leicester. In 1791 the G. Baptists of the new 
connection, desiring a new Hymn-book, re- 
uested J. Deacon to prepare a Selection for 
eir use. This was pub. in 1800. But the 

book was not adopted by all the churches, 
chiefly in consequence of alterations in some 
of Dr. Watta's hymna, disapproved of on doctri- 
nal grounds. With most, however, it found 
favour, and a 2nd and ed. was pub. 
in 1804, containing 746 liymna. In the Ap- 

iz to this vol. are [1 hymns by John 
, all prepared for use at 8S. School 

anniversaries. In 1829, Deacon’s collection 
was revised by a committee appointed by the 
G. Bapt. Association, and, the expressions 
objected to being amended, it was formally 
adopted as the hymu-book of the G. B. Con- 
nection. ‘This position it held until 1851 [see 
Bapt. Hymnody, 117. 1). Besides the 11 hymns 
mentioned above, Deacon composed 33 
others, which were sung by his congregation 
on special occasions, and still exist in ss. 

(W. R. 8. 

Deacon, Samuel, b. 1746, at Ratby, in 
Leicestershire, d. 1816 at Barton, near Market 
Bosworth, in the same county. He was s. of 
Samuel Deacon, sen., one of the first hers 
of the Leicestershire General Baptists; and 
half brother to Jolin Deacun (q.v.) of Leicester. 
In 1771, 5. Deacon settled at Barton, a small 
agricultural village, where, however, he 
presently established a considerable business 
as clock and watchmaker, aud berame well 
known for hia mechanical skill. In 1779 he 
was invited to assist his father in ministering 
to the cluster of village congregations of 
General Baptista, of which Barton was the 
centre. He was popular and useful as a 
preacher, and continued minister of this 
churel: 37 years, receiving no pecuniary re- 
muneration, but himself contributing liberally 
to various oe enterprises. In 1785 he 
published a vol. entitled, A New Composition 
of Hymne & Poema chiefly on Divine Subjects ; 
designed for the Amusement and Edification of 
Christians of all Denominations, more particu- 
larly them of the Baptist pereuasion, Leicester : 
printed for the author by George Ireland.” It 
contained 63 hymiis, and 20 meditations. Sub- 
sequent editions were considerably enlarged, 
and the collection became known as the Bar- 
ton Hymns. 8. Deacon's style is very homely, 
and of his numerous hymns, “*O who ean 
comprehend the rest? (Heaven), and “ Ye 
leavy-laden souls” (Jnvitation), represent 
most, if not all, nowin C. U. 8. Deacon was 
also the author of several religious books, some 
very popular in their day, and most of them 
in metre, but they do not contain any of his 
hymns. [See Baptist Hymnody, 11. 1.] cw, R. 8) 

Dear Angel! ever at my side. # WW, 
Faber. (The Guardian Angel.) Appeared in 
his Jesus and Mary, &e., 1849, and bis Hymns, 
18e2, in 13 st. of 4 1 It is in use in an 
abbreviated fourm in varioua Roman Catholic 
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hymnals for Schools and Missions, In some 
collections >t. i.-vi., somewhat altered, and 
with the addition of a doxology, ure given 
as: “Dear Jesus, ever at Thy side.” It 
is in the Plymouth Coll, 1855, and other 
American hymu-books, in addition to the 
New .. 1859, and other English hymnals. 
In the Methodist S. Scholars’ H. Bk., 1870, 
the opening line is * 'd Jesus, ever at my 
side; whilst in one or two collections it is 
again changed to “ Dear Saviour, ever at my 
side” This last is almost contined to 
America. The object of these changes is 
to udapt a Roman Catholic hymn for Protes- 
tant use by substituting our Blessed Lord for 
“the Guardian Angel,” {J. J.J 

A ed meg? ? accept a “er ong 
. Cowper. [Se —— 1st. pub. in 

J. Newton's oe iz Lettera on Religious 
Subjects, &e., by Omicron, 1774, in 6 st. of 4 
L, and again in R. Conyers’s Coll. of the same 
year. In 1779 it was also included in the 
Olney Hymns, Bk. iii, No. 26. It is found in 
a few modern collections, including Dr. Dale's 
English H. Bk., 1879. (J. J.J 

Dear Lord, on this Thy servant’s 
day. Cecil F, Alezander, (St. Matthew.) 
lst appeared in H, A, & M., revised ed. 1875. 

Dear Lord, Thy condescending love. 
J. Fellows. a Ba, -) ee in 
his Hys. on Believers’ Baptiem, 1773, in 7 st. 
of 4 1. In this, its original form, it is un- 
known to modern hymnala. Abbreviated and 
altered, it was given as, * Dear Lord, and will 
rhe pardoning love,’ in 4 st. in Rippon’s 
Sel,, 1787, No. 446, and from thence has 
passed into various collections in G, Britain 
and America. It is composed of st. i., iv., v., 
vi.,as (with further slight alterations) in Spur- 
geon's O. O. H, Bk., 1866, No, 927. (J. 33 

Dear Refuge of my [the] weary soul. 
Anne Steele. [God the As wn} Ist pub, in 
her Poems on Subjects chiefly Devotional, 1760, 
vol. i, a 144, in 8 st. of 4 1, and healed, 
“God the only Refuge of the troubled mind” 
(2nd ed. 1780), and in D. Sedgwick’s repriut 
of ber Hymns, 1863, pp. 89. It was given also 
in tne Bristol Bapt, Coll, of Ash & Evans, 
1769, and in Bickersteth's Christ, Psalmody, 
1833, and was thus brougiit into conyrega- 
tional use. It is included in numerous hym- 
pala, both in G. Britain and America. In 
some collections, as the 8. P. C.K. Ps. & Hye, 
1853-68, it is given us,“ Thou Refuge of my 
weary soul;” andl again, us in Kennedy, 1803, 
“ Thou Refuge of the weary soul." (J, J.) 

Dear Saviour, tell us where. B. Bed- 
dome. [H. Baptism. Adult.) Pub. in Robert 
Hull's (posthumous) ed. of Beddome’s Hymns, 
&e., 1817, No. 607, in 5 st. of 4 1, and headed 
“ Following the Flock.” In « few collections, 
including the American Bapt. Praise Bk., 
1871, st. iv., v., slightly altered, are given as: 
“Here, Saviour, we do come.” (J. J.) 

Dear Saviour, when my thoughts 
recall. Anne Steele, [Lent.] lst pub. in 
Miscellaneous Pieoes, which were added as 
vol. iti. te her Poems on Subjects chiefly 
Devotional, in 1780, pp. 79-80, and not in 
the Jams iu 1760, us stated in Spurgeon’s 

DEATH STEALS UPON US 

0. O. H. Bk., No. 616, where it is given in 
an unaltered form, It was reprinted in 
D. Sedgwick's reprint of Miss Steele's Hi 
1863, p. 137, the original title reading “ Peni- 
tence and Hope.” Its use in America is ex- 
tensive. {J. J.J 

Dearest of all the names above. [. 
Watts. {Reconciliation through Christ.) 1st 
pub. in the 2nd el. of his Hymns and 8S. Songs. 
1709, Bk. ii, No. 148, in 5 st. of 4 1.. and en- 
titled, “God réconciled in Christ.” It was 
included in many of the older collections such 
as those of Whitefield and Toplady, aud has 
continued to hold prominent position in the 
hymn-bouks to the present. Its use, in Ame- 
rica especially, is very extensive. “ (J. J.) 

Death cannot make our souls afraid. 
I, Watts. (Death of Moses.) Appeared in 
the Ist ed. of his Hymns and S. Songs, 1707, 
in 4 st. of 41. Although included in the 
older collections of Tuplady aud others, it 
has almost died out of use in G. Britain. In 
America it is found in a few modern hymnala, 
and sometimes as “ Death cannot make my 
soul afraid,” a reading which appeared in 
Toplady, 1776, No. 82. (J. J.J 

Death has been here, and borne 
away. Jane Taylor. [Death.] In the 4th 
ed. of Original Hys. for Sunday Schools, 1816, 
No. 16, in 7 st. of 4 L, this hymn takes the 
place of one on the same subject and in a 
similar strain, which appeared in the 2nd ed. 
of 1813, as ** Now one of our number is dead.” 
* Death has been here,” &c., has been in C.U. 
for many years, and is found in several modern 
collections for children, but usually in an ab- 
breviated form. (J. J.J 

Death is sin’s tremendous wages. 
T. Kelly. or of Sin.) Ist pub. in the 
3rd ed. of Hymns, &c., 1809, No. 300, in 
5st. of 6 1., and based on Rom. vi. 25. In 
some collections, st. iii.-v. are given as ‘* Come, 
behold a great expedient,” as in the Scottish 
Evang. Union Hymnal, 1878, and the La 
Domini, New York, 1884. {J. J.J 

Death may dissolve my body now. 
I. Watts. [Assurance of Heaven.) 1st pub. 
in his Hymne and 8. Songs, &, 1709, Bk. i., 
No. 27, in 6 st. of 4 }., and entitled. “ Assu- 
rance of Heaven; or, A Saint prepared to die.” 
Its use in its full form, except in America, is 
limited. In Spurgeon's 0. O. H, Bk., No. 857, 
“With heavenly weapons I have fought,” is 
com of st. ii-iv., slightly altered. The 
original hymn, with slight alterations in st. v. 
only, was included inthe draft of the Scottiah 
Translations and Para; 1745, as No. 
xxxili. In the authorized issue of the Trans. 
and Pare, 1781, recast of the original was 
given as No, ly., “ My race ia run, my warfare’s 
oer.” The alterations were numerous (the 
first line dating from the Draft of 1751); and 
in the markings by the eldest daughter of W. 
Cameron (q.v.) are ascribed to him. It must 
be designated, Watts, 1709, S. Tr. and Pars. 
1781, W. Cameron. (J. J.J 

Death steals upon us unawares. T. 
Shepherd. [Death.| In Penitential Cries, 
Bequn by the Author of the Songs of Praise 
{(Jobu Mason). And carried on by another 
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Hand, Licensed and entered Sept. 12, 1693, 
this hymn ap as the second of two on 
the “Dea: h of Saints.” It is in 4 et. of 8 L, 
and 1 st. of 4. L, No. xxxvi. In Dr. Kennedy's 
Hymno. Christ., 1863, No. 1478, the first half 
of st. iii. is omitted, and the rest of the hymn 
is somewhat extensively altered, and brought 
more in harmony with modern forms and m 
of expression, The J’enitential Ories, together 
with J. Mason's Songs of Praise, were ae 
by D. Sedgwick in 1859. {J. J.J 

Death! ’tis a melancholy day. [. 
Watts. [Death of the Wicked.) Appeared 
in the Ist ed. of his Hymns and 8. Songs, 1707 
2nd ed. 1709, Bk. ii. No. 52), in 6 at. of 41. 
t is usually abbreviated as in Dr. Hatfield's 

Church H. Bk., N.¥., 1872. In the Presb. Ps. 
€ Hye. for the Worship of God, Richmond, 
U.S.A., 1867, No. 631: “He is a God 
sovereign love,” is from this hymn. [J. J.J 

Deathless principle, arise. A.M. Top- 
lady. (Death Anticipated.) This hymn first 
appeared in 
ti ne pe oo a Cireumatances in the 

te Views of Beyond Hemnbert, Devon. orn ts 
himself, the Dying Believer's Address 

to bis soul, and his own last Will and Testament. Lon- 
don, Pr. for J. Matthews, 1778, pr. 6d.” 

On p. 24 of this Memoir we read: 
“ The foll Hi » wri a Tap apn tbe eno los habs oe 

i 80 apposil mself tn LY 
that it is pre. rthe hee 

After a sentence referring to the Emperor 
Hadrian, and his “ Animula, vagula, 
blandula,” &c. poh pase embodying Pope's 
translation of Hadrian's “ Animula,” &c,, and 
of *Musculus’ Versus,” the poem, “ Deathless 
abe ag arise” follows, in st. of irregular 

igth. It waa subsequently shaped into 6 st. 
of 81, and in this form is given in D. Sedg- 
wick’s reprint of Toplady’s Hymns and Sacred 
Poems, 1860, p. 165. In its full form it is found 
in many collections, both old and new. but 
usually for private use, In some American col- 

us acento is given beginning: “ Death- 
leas epirit, now arise,” as in Dr. Hatfield's 
Church H. Bk. N. ¥., 1872, whilst in others, 
a» Lonzfellow & Johnson’s Unitarian Hys. of 
the Spirit, Boston, 1864, there is a second 
cento, “ Burst thy shackles! drop my 533 ™ 

Debilis cessent elementa legis, Abb< 
Beenavit [The Circumcision.) In the revised 
fe Breviary, 1736, it is the hynin for first 
is ae on the Feast of the Circumeision. It 
tard stele onal and other mye French 

: ‘ard. ¥ i 
Sige, 1838 and 1865, » Safar eure’ 

_). The ancient law departs, By the compilers 
ln * ¥ M., 1st appeared in the trial ao of 
1981 oti, 1859, and again in the Ist ed., 
Fetal thas passed into a few hymuals in G. 
rage aud America, and is sometimes altered, 

of in Law's weak elements, By the Editors 
Praia ytmary, 1872. It is an arrangement of 

of 1. Williams, 1839, and A. A. ge If. 
lone not in O. U. :— 

1. Ve 
2. "El tlements. {. Williams, 1839 

chan agp attitg law's weak factions cease. J. D. 
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3. Now ancient shadows flee. A. Campbell, in 
Shipley's Annus Sanctus, 1884, from the Ca , ae 

Decius, Nicolaus (Nicolaus a Curia or 
von Hofe, otherwise Hovesch), seems to have 
been a native of Hof, in Upper Franconia, 
Bavaria, and to have been originally called 
Tech. He became a mouk, and was in 1519 
Probst of the cloister at Steterburg, near 
Wolfenbiittel. Becoming favourable to the 

inions of Luther, he left Steterburg in July, 
1572, and went to Brunswick, where he was 
appointed a master in the St. Katherine and 
Egidien School. In 1523 he was invited by 
the burgesses of Stettiu to labour there as an 
Evangelical wr along with Paulus von 
Rhode. He e preacher at the Church 
of St. Nicholas; was probably ae 
the Town Council in 1526, when von Rb 
was instituted to St. Jacob's; and at the 
visitation in 1535 was recognised as pastor of 
St. Nicholas’s. He d. suddenly at Stettin, 
March 21, 1541, with some suspicion of being 

visoned by his enemiesof the Roman Catholic 
ion (Koch, i 419-421, 471, 472; ii, 483; 

Allg. Deutsche Biog., iit. 791-793). 
He seems to have been a pareie poche: ond 9 ped 

rousician. Three hymns are ascribed to him. 
are versions of the “Sanctus,” the “ Gloria in excelsia,” 
and the “* Agnus Dei,” The second and third are noted 
uniler these first lines. He ts also said to have 
composed or adapted the melulies set to them, (J. M.] 

James George, eldest s. of John 
Deck, ot Bury St. Edmunds, was b. in 1802 
and educated for the army, «nd became an 
officer in the Indian serviee. Retiring from 
the army, and having joined the Plymouth 
Brethren, le undertook, in 1843, the charge 
of a congregation of that body, at Welling- 
ton, Somerset. In 1852 be went abroad and 
settled in New Zealand. His hymus were 
published in — for the Poor of the 
Flock, 1837-8 ; Psalms and Hymns, &c., Lond., 
Walther (containing those in the former 
collection), 1842; the Wellington Hymn Book, 
1857; Hymns and Spiritual Songs, i866. Of 
his hymns now iu use outside his own denomi- 
nation, the greater part ap din the 1837-8 
book, and are found in his brother-in-law's 
. Walker's) Cheltenham Ps. & Hy», 1855. 

is compositions are marked by directness of 
aim, ao a of language, and great curnest- 
ness. The rhythm is good, and an expressive 
tenderness pervades many of then. Although 
dealing mainly with the “Second Advent,” 
there are several on other subjects which are 
o: more than a merit. In a collected 
form they were published in his Hymns and 
Sacred Poems, Ibourse, LH, Seelenmeyer, 
1876. The mere important of his hymns are 
annotated under their respective first lines, 
Of the rest we have ;— 

phe Hymns for the Poor of the Flock, 

1. Behold yon bright and countlessthrong, All Sainte, 
Repost in Maurice's Choral H. #k., 161. 

. How long, O Lord our Savieur, second Advent 
desired, Inthe Parish H. Bk., 1363 and 1475, this is 
altered to ** How Fong, O Loni, Moloved."* 

3. Jesus, spotless Lamb of God, Good Priday. 
+. Loni Jesus, are we [we are) one with Thee? one 

with Christ. In Walker's é's. and Hys., 1455-40, and 
several American by “books, 

5. Lord, we are Thine, our Got Thon att, One with 
Christ. Originally in 4st. of + 1,, it appeared, in a ree 
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written form in 3 st. in Walker's Ps. and Hy2,, 1855, 
as “ Lord, we are Thine, in Thee we live.” 

6. O happy day when first wefelt. rhe fayof Peace. 
7. © Jesus Christ, the Saviour, Jetus AU in AU, In 

Walker's Ps. and Hys. it begins: * O Jesus Christ, our 
Saviour.” 

8. O Jesus, gracious Saviour.” The Advocate. 
9. O Lord, when we the path retrace, Christ our 

Ezample. 
10. 5 Lord, who now art seated. Christ gr mod 
1}, Saviour, baste ; our souls are waiting. Ad- 

vent desired. Thisis given in Walker's P's. and + in 
a rewritten form as “* Saviour, hasten Thine a ing.” 

12, Soon shallour Mastercome. Waiting for Christ. 
13, There is a place of epost Heaven. 
14. We're not of the world that thaway. Christ's 

Sheep. 
1S When along life's thorny road. Passiontide. 

ii. From A iz to the 1841 ed. of 
Hymne for the Poor of the Flock. 

16. Lamb of God, our souls adore Thee. Pratse to 
Christ, Sometimes it begins with st. il., “Lamb of God, 
Thy Father's bosom." 

17, Lamb of God, Thou now art seated. 2nd Pt. of 
No, 16, 

iii. From Psalms and Hymna, in Two Parts, 
Lond., D. Walther, 1842. 

18. Again we meet in Jesus’ name, Divine Worship. 
19, Great Captain of Salvation, Aurial, In the 

Irish Church nal, and other collections, 
20. Jesus, name indeed is sweet. Hope of the 

Resurrection. 
21, © blessed Jesus, Lamb of God. Praise to Jeans. 
22. O Lamb of God, still keep me [us). Christ's Pre- 

sence desired, This hymn is some popular in 
America, 
23. O Lord, in nothing would I boast, Christ AU in 

All 
24. Oft we, alas! forget the love. Holy Communion. 
25. The vell is rent! lo, Jesus stands (our souls draw 

near). The Intercessor, 
26. We bless our Saviour’s name. Thanksgiving for 

Forgiveness. 

iv, From Psalms and x Soar ‘or Public 
and Social Worship (Dr. Walker's Coll,), 1855, 

27. Father, to seek Thy face. Public Worship, 
28. Jesus, (1) we rest in [on] Thee, Joy in Forgive- 

mess. 
29. O Lord, ‘ths joy to look above. Joy in the service 

of Christ. 
30. Thon hast stood here, Lord Jesus, Burtal. 
31, ‘Twas Thy love, O God, that knew us. /’ratse to 

. When first o'erwhelmed with sin and shame. 
Peace with God. 

All these hymns, except No. 1, are given in 
Dr. Walker's Coll., 1855-80, and most of them 
are also found iv other collections, (J. J.J 
Deck, Mary Jane. [Walker, M. J.] 
Deicanamusgloriam. C. Coffin. [Mon- 

day.) In the revised Paris Brev., 1736, and 
in the same year in his Hymni Sacri, 

aris, 1736, p. ll. It is for Mondays at 
Matins, It is also in the Lyons and 
modern French Brevs, The text is in 
Chandler, 1837, p. 145; Card. Newman's 
Hymuni Ecclesiae, 1838-65 ; and Biggs's Anno- 
tated H, A, & M, 1867. Tra. in C. U, :— 

1. Come, let us praise the Name of God, Who 
spread the lofty skies. By J. Chandler in his 
Hys. of the Primitive Ch., 1837. 1t was included 
in Dr. Oldknow's Hymns, &c., 1850, and others. 
In H. A. & M., 1861, this was altered to “Come, 
let us praise the Name of God, Who on the 
second day,” &c,, and in this form was repeated 
in other collections. In the revised ed. of #7, A. 
§ M., 1875, it was again altered to “Sing we the 
glory of our God,” 

2, Glory to God, Who when with light. By J. D. 
Chambers in Pt. 1 of his Lauda Syon, 1857, p. 
12. This was repeated, with alterations, in 
Kennedy, 1863, 

DEINER KINDER 

Translation not in C. U.:— f 
G to God » U &e. f. Will ‘ 

British Mag., yely, 1K, tod pd Paris 4 

Dei fide qua vivimus. [Ient}) 4% 
the 11th cent. Durham ms., printed in Zac 
Hys. of the Anglo-Saron Ch., 1851, p. 59, 
this is given as a Daily Hymn for Sext in 
Lent, in 4 st. of 4.1. It is in a s., 0, 8%, 
in the Bodleian (Junius, 25 f. 126 b). In the 
British Museum it is found in three aes of 
the llth cent. (Harl. 2961 f. 236; Jul. A. 
vi. f. 44; he D. xii. f. 48 b). The text is 
also in Daniel, i., No. 65, and in bis vol. iv. 
p. 353, readings are added from a 9th cent. 
ms. at Bern. It is tr. by J. D. Chambers 
in his Lauda Syon, 1857, as “The faith of 
God which we receive.” (J. M.) 

this union toapprove. W. B. 
Collyer, [Holy Matrimony.) Appeared in 
his Services suited to the emnisation 
Matrimony, &c., 1837, No. 8, in 2 st. of 6 1. 
It is given, unaltered, in the Bapt. Hymnal, 
1879. It is also found in a few American 
hymn-books, including the Prot. Episco, Ch. 
Hymnal, 1871, 

Deiner Kinder Sammelplats. N. L. 
von Zinzendorf. ae of the Dead.) 1st 
appeared as No. 242 in the “ Zweyter Anhang 
his 1754," to the Kleine Briider G B., Lon- 
don, 1754, thus: — 

Deiner Kinder Sammelplatz, 
Allgnugsamer lieber Schatz! 
Der hat, wie man hat vernumm'n, 
Wieder eines mehr bekomm'n. 
Eine Seele, die so da 
Zu den Fossen Josuah 
Weint’ und bate um remiss 
Der victssitudinis ; 

Die ist anf Vocation 
Aurgeraucht aus ihrem Thon, 
yon dem Seltenwundenblitz 

Eingeschmetet in ihren Rite. 
Herze ! weisst du, was ich mach, 
Was ich denke eu der Sach ? 
Hatte mich mein Herr ; 
Hitt tch vielleicht nein gesagt. 
Aber da da nun schon bist, 
Wo dein rechtes Plitegen ist, 
Ja da bab ich nichts 2u thun, 
Als su echweigen und zu rohn, 

Lammlein, dieses Mitglied da 
Geht uns freiljch sehre nah: 
Aber bist du ons nicht mehr, 
Als das cigne Leben wir? 

This form is quite unsuited for public use. 
though Knapp, in his 1845 ed. of Zinzendorf's 
Geistliche Lieder, p. 174, lias tried to recast it 
—without much success. It was probably 
written between 1749 and 1755. Lauxmann, 
in Koch, viii., 651, however says that it was 
written 1746, on the death and funeral of an 
only brother. In the Briider G. B, of 1778 it 
was included as No, 1720, with st. ii., iii. 
omitted, and otherwise greatly altered and 
much improved by Christian Gregor. This 
text, which begins, “Aller Gliubgen Sam- 
melplatz,” is No. 1565 in the Berlin G. L. S. 
ed, 1863, It is the usual funeral hymn 
the German ng Moravians, and throug 
the Wiirttemberg G. B. of 1842 (No. 630) has 
become a great favourite in South a ae 
Thus Koch, vii, 207, relates of Dr. C. G. 
Barth of Calw :— 
“On the 15th of November [1862], according to bis own 

desire be was buried in the grave of Machtolf (bis pre- 
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decessor) at Mottlingen, where also his mother, who had 

Sts pat ett Mal, "alr Bohan 
Sammmelplats” pp 
An additional verse, translated by Miss 

Winkworth as st, iii., is founded on Zinzen- 
dorf’s st. iv., and is thus given in Knapp’s 
Ec. L §., ed. 1850, No. 2895 :-— 

“ Hat’ Er uns darob t 
Ach, was batten wir ? 
Heiss mit Thranen baten wir: 
* Lass die theure Seele hier !°" 

It has been tr. as :— 
Christ will gather in His own, a fine tr. from 

the 1778 text and the st. above, by Miss Wink- 
worth, in her Lyra Ger., 2ud Series, 1858, p. 120, 
and in her C. B. for England, 1863, No, 199. It 
was adopted unaltered as No, 191 in H. A. g At, 
1861, and has since been included in Kennedy, 
1863; Church Hys., 1871; Bapt. Hyl., 1879, and 
others; and in America in the College Hyl., 
1876; Bapt, Service of Song, 1871; Evany. Hyl., 
1880, and others. It is given, in a slightly 
altered form, in Putnam's Sinjers and Songs of 
the Literal Faith, Boston, U. S., 1875, and 
marked as an original hymn by W. C. H. Dall. 
Another fr., from the text of 1778, is “ All the saints 

will meet on high,” in J. D. Burns’s Memoir and Ke- 
mains, 1e69, p. 228, J.M.J 

Denham, David, b. 1791, waa the s, of 
Thes. Denham, a Baptist minister in the East 
of Londun, He began to preach when very 

. young, and in 1810 became pastor of the 
Baptist Church at Horsell Common. In 1816 
removed to Plymouth, in 1826 to Margate, 
and in 1834 to the Baptist Church in Unicorn 
Yard, Tooley Strect, Southwark. Ill-health 
compelled him to resign his charge in London, 
and he sojourned for a time at Cheltenham 
and Oxford. He d. in 1848 at Yeovil, in 
Somerset, and was buried in Bunhill Fields 
Burial Ground, London. In 1837 he pub. a 
collection of hymns, as:— | 

The Saints’ Melody. A New Selection of u 
Gre Thousand Hoek, Founded a Dootne 7A 
Distinguishing Grace, and to every part of the 
Christian's experience and devotion in the (ordinances 
v Cartes, be 1637. This edition contained 1026 
1ias byrne nutter was subsequently increased to 

This Selection is still in C. U. in more than 
one hundred congregations in G. Britain and 
the Colonics, _o s hymns, all of which 
: . Denham,” are numerous, 
There is also one, = 
Biletion’ A. Denham.” Outside of his own 
“ery me hymns are rarely found. The 
pis wo is “Mid scenes of confusion 

creature complaints.” (W. R. 8} 
Denham, Sir John, only s. of Sir John 

; Denham, Chief Baron of the "Exchequer, and 
Tauers Chief Justice of the King's Bench, 
at Triat b. in Dublin, 1615, and educated 
nati ¥ College, Oxford, In 1641 he was 

£0vernor of ¥archam Custle for Charles 
hisexite wequently attended Charles IT. in 
gr Atthe Restoration he was rewarded 
ne “levotion to the Crown, and created a 
night of the Bath. Died in London, 1668. 

and was if - 

ae Cooper's Hill, is well known. The 
Y energy and nervous force of his verse 

— ata popular with Pope and Juhn- 

apparently by his wife, | 

in Westminster Abbey. His | 

© 18th century school, than it is at | 1831. 
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the present time. His Version of the Psalms 
was written about 1668, but not pub. until 
1714. [Psalters, English, § 12.) J. J.J 

Denicke, David, s. of B. D. Denicke, 
Town Judge of Zittau, Saxony, was b, at 
Zittau, meer 31, 1603. After studying 
hilosophy and law at the Universities of 
ittenberg and Jena, he was for a time tutor 

of law at Konigsberg, and, 1624-28, travelled 
in Holland, England and France. In 1629 he 
became tutor to the sons of Duke Georg of 
Brunswick-Liineburg, and under father and 
gons held various important offices, such as, 
1689, the direction of the foundation of Burs- 
feld, and in 1642 a member of the Consistory 
at Haunover. He d. at Hannover, April 1, 
1680 | Koch, iii, 287; Bode, p. 58). His 
hymns, which for that time were in good 
taste, and are simple, useful, warm, and flow- 
ing, sa ie in the various Hannoverian 
hymn-buoks, 1646-1659, which he edited along 
with J. Gesenius (q.v.). All appeared there 
without his name. Those tr. are :— 

i. Wenn ich die heilgen zehn Gebot. Ten Com- 
mandments, Contributed to the Hannover G, B., 
1652, No, 69, as a hymn on the Ten Command- 
ments, in 22 st. of 4 1., st. 1—x. being a confes- 
sion of sins against them, and st. xi.-xxii. a medi- 
tation and prayer for God's merey. Included in 
Criiger’s Praxis pietatis melica, 1661, in Freyling- 
hausen’s G. #., 1714, and recently in a few colls., 
as Sarnighausen’s G. J, 1855, No. 164, and the 
Ohio G, B., 1805, No. 182. It is tr. as Almighty 
Lord of earth and heaven, By C.H. L. Schnette, 
as No. 206 in the Ohio Luth. Hyl., 1880. St. 
i-iv. are literal; st. ¥.-vii. seem based on v., 
vii, XVi., xvii. 

Hymns not in English C. U. :— 

ii. Ach treuer Gott! ich ruf gu dir. (Christian 
Life.) 1st pub. in the Hannerer @. #., 1652, No. 135, in 
17 st, This is fr. aso—{1) “ My God! Leall upon Thy 
name,” by Miss Cox, 1841, p. 177. (2) ** Most holy God ' 
to thee lery,” by Lady &. Fortescue, 1843 (1547, p. 69), 

iii, Kommt, lasst euch den Herren lehren. 
The Beatitudes.) ist pub. in the Hannover @. #., 1644, 
nm bist. No. 133. It may have been suggested by J. 
Heermann's“ Kommet thr Christen, kommt und biret 
9 st. in bis Sonfags- und Feat-Hoangelia, Leipaig, 1634 ; 
Utzell, i4S6, No. 04), but bas only 3 lines in common 

with it, In the Nirnberg G. B., 1676, No. 062, amd 
many later hymn-books, it beging “kommt und Lasst 
uns Jesum lehren.” Ut is tr. as “Come amt hear our 
blessed Saviour,” by J. C. Jacen, 1722, p. 46, In bis tod 
ed., 1732, p. 75, altered and beginning ** Come, and hear 
the sacred story,” and thence in the Morarian H. Rk., 
1754, pt. 1., No, 4695 st. x., xi. beginning, “Jesus, grant 
me to inherit,” being repeated in later eds. and as 

| No. 428 in J, A, Latrobe's Coll,, 1841, 
iv, Was kann ich doch fir Dank. [Praise amd 

Thanksgiving.) lst pab. in the Hannover (7. #., 1645, 
in #et,, No. 154, St. vil. is altered from “* Herr Jeeu, 

| fOhre mich.” by J, Heermann (dievoti Musica Cordis; 
| Breslau, 1680; M@tzell, 1454, No. 57. Tr. as * What 
j thanks can I repay?” by J. C. Jacobi, 1:25, p. 46 
(1732, p. 147). 

vy. Wir Menschen sein ru dem, O Gott. (Holy 
Scripture.) ist pub, in the Hannover G. B., 1659, No, 
140, in tO st, Founded on the Gospel for Sexagesima 
Sunday—St. Luke vill. 4, &c. Tr. as:—(1), “Give us 
Thy Spirit, Lord, that we,” a fr. of st. iil. by J. Swertner, 
as No. +. in the Moravian H. Bk. 1749 (1488, No, 9). 
iy “ Let the splendoar of Thy word,” a tr. of st. ix. by 

. Swertner, as No. 15, in the Moravian H. Ak, 178%, 
(18s6, No. 17). 

Denny, Sir Edward, Bart. Sir Edward 
| Denny, 5. of Sir E. Denny, 4th baronet, of 
Tralee Castle, County of Kerry, was b. 2 Oct., 
1796, aud succceded his father in August, 

He is a member of the Plymouth 
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Brethren, and bas contributed largely to their | the author: “ These lines are supposed to be the utter- 

hymnody. His first pyblication, in which pangs Aprende very Ay rong an oe 

many of hie bymus appeared, was A Selec- | described in 1 Cor. xv. 61-67; and 1 Thess. iy. 16-15. 
tion of Hymns, Lond. Central Tract Depot, | It ts given in several collections.” 

1839, This was followed by Hymns & Poems, | 2. Isles of the deep, rejoice, rejoice. Missions. 

Lond., 1848 (third ed., 1870). He has also 21, Where, in this waste unlovely (and desert) world! 

published several prose works. Many of his Rest for the Weary. Its usets limited. = (J. J.) 

hymns are popular, and are in extensive use ; ; 8 Dent, Caroline, great-granddanghter of 

as:—“A pilgrim through this lonely world"; | John Collet Ryland, and grand-niece of Jolin 
« Bride of the Lamb, rejoice, rejoice”; * Bright ! . Ryland (q.v.), was b, Aug. lith, 1815, at 

with all His crowns of glory”; Light of the | Milton, near Northampton, where she still 

lonely pilgrims heart” ; “Sweet feast of love | resides [1887]. In 1854 Miss Dent pub. 

divine,” and several others. In additwu to | Thoughts & Sketches in Verse. Most of these 

these, which are separately annotated, and ; pieces were of her own compesition; and the 

those which are con! in their use to the | rest were contributed by her sister, Mrs. Tres- 

congregations of the “Brethren,” there are | trail [Trestrail), The hymn Jesus, Saviour! 

also nearly 20 in limited use in G. Britain and | Thou dost know (The Sympathy of Jesus is 

America, Of these the emg | ap d,| part of a picce of 13 st. by Miss Dent in this 

first in his Selection of Hymns, 1839; then, in volume. It is in the Bap. Ps. & Hys., 1858, 
the Appendiz to Hymns for the Poor of the | and the Baptist Hymnal, 1879, &e. 
Flock, 1841; and then in bis Hymns & Poems, | In 1861 the sisters were Joint authors of a small 

1848-70 :— 
= of consolatory verses, entitled Gur Darling, printed 

1. Break forth, 0 earth, in praises. Praise for Re- private circulation; and in 1567 Miss Dent edited 

——. This is given several collections in 

G. Bri 
2 

The Letters of Miss Frances Hoalleston. 

tain and America. 

She bas 
written Sunshine in the Valley, a Religious Tale (155%). 

| Children of God, in all your need, The Great High (W. R. 8.) 
Priest. In limited use. 

3. Children of light, arise and shine. Looking unto 

Jesus. In numerous hymnals in U. Britain and America, 

4. Children of light, awake, awake. Advent. This 
hymn is an application of the Parable of the Ten Vir- 

na to the Second Coming of Christ. 

6. Dear Lord, amid the throng that pressed. The 
Hoiy Women af the Cross. Tbe use of this hymn in 
America is somewhat extensive, 

Deny Thee! what, deny the way? 
—— of Christ] This poem appeared in 

these parts i.-iti, are combined and altered in 
Kennedy, 1863, No. 1353, making a hymn of 
5 st. of 81. and 1 st. of 51. Other arran 
ments are given in the American Sabb. 17. 
1858 (4 st. of 4 1.); the Bapt. Praise Bk., 
N. Y., 1871 (2 st. of 4 1.). (W. T. BJ 

Wesepe [De voed Pode) Tesley. esiring Mercy ‘a J) lst 
pub. in lw. & Sac. Poems, 1740, and headed 
“ After a Relapse into Sin,” in 13 st of 41, 
P. Works, 1868-72, vol. i P 271. When in- 
cluded in the Wes. H. Bk., 1780, No. 162, 
st. iii, was omitted, and st. viii. was included 
in st. ii, the result being 6 st. of 81. This 
arrangement was continued in later editions, 
and hag passed into other collections, both i 
G. Britain and Amernca. In Stevenson's 
Meth. H. Bk., and its Associations, 1870-83, is 
an interesting aud pathetic account of an 
actress and her change of life through the 
instrumentality of this hymn. The account 
bas been repeated m many books and in 
various forms. It is of American origin, and 

first appeared, as far as can be traced, in 
Belchers Historical Notes on Hymna and 
Authors. Although possibly true, it lacks 
authentication. Noone has yet ventured to sa 

Given in Snepp, and one of two others. ramp en eget oe ts it =m be . t 
: : : tain or ica, or whet! was in the Jas 

irkcumitel thes tacame Oeae Br of ne | century or in this. Failing these details, we 

hearts, beloved of Thee," in Dr. Hathelli’s Church 4. | are not surprised that the names of the town 

Bk, N, Y¥., 1872. and of the actress are both wanting. [J. J.) 

ts, Te Calvary. Lord, in Spirit now. Guat Friday | | Der Glaube bricht durch Stahl und 
s is give v r "s . : 

Sake ee stein. N. La vom Zinsendorf., (Following 
The next is in the Selecti rist.) According to fachricht to the 

lea Poems, 1948-70 aang a Briider G. B., 17s, this was written after the 
; lessed : ict an. 1, 1727, by which Zinzen was 

ee eat enone. ee Suet The Good | Forbidden to hold religious meetinys in Dree 
The three with which we close are from | den. In his Deutsche Gedichte. 1735, p. 124, 

J.G. Deck’s Ps. & Hys., 1842, Pt. ii, and the | It 45, however, dated 1726. it appeared as 

Hymns & Poeme, 1848-70 :— a ry the* — Sapo g ? Se Lag 

19. Hark to the trump! behold it breaks, _ | 1725-8 Samm iat- und Lieblic: 

re om The design of this Sane ten dnote by (Srd cd, 1731, No. 1059,, in 8 st, of 8 L 

6. Hope of our hearts, 0 Lord, appear. The Second 
Advent desired. In the Hys. for the Poor of the Flock, 
1537; amd the author's Hys. & Poems, 1545-70, and 
various collections in Great Britain and America. 

7. Joy to the ransomed earth. Jesus the King. Ite 
use ts Litnited, 

8. Lo ‘tis the heavenly army. J'he Second Advent, 
‘The original of this bymn is in 4 st. of 10 |., and as such 
it ts usually given: but in the People’s H., 1867, it is 
arranged in 4st, of 4 1., and is also slightly altered. 

9. O grace divine! the Saviour shed, Good Friday. 
In limited use. 
10. O what a bright and blessed world. The New 

Sarth. This hymn is based apon Gen, v, 20, as inter- 
preted from a Millennial point of view, Christ is 
regarded as the Kest ( Vook-fiest) of His people, and the 
remover of the curse from the earth. 

1l, Sweet was the hour, O Lord, to Thee. Christ 
at the Well of Sychar. Limited in use. 

12. Thou vain deceitful world, farewell, Fursaking 
the World for Christ. In several collections, 

13. Through Israel's landthe Lordofall. Mission to 
the Jews. In adktition to its use in its full form, it is 
also ce as: “O Zion, when thy Saviour came,” as in 
Dr. Walker's Ps. ¢ Hys., 1855-71; Snepp’s Songs of 
G, &# @., and others. is opens with st. hf 

14. ‘Tis finish’d all—our soule to win. Jesus the 
Guide and Friend, In several collections. 

15, "Tis He, the Mighty Saviour comes, Afissions. 



DER TAG IST HIN 

In the Britder G. B., 1778, st. 1, 5,7, 8, altered, 
appear as No. 920, and thence as No, 55] in 
the Berlin G. L. S., ed. 1863. In Knapp’s 
ed. of his Geistliche Lieder, 1845, p. 78, omit- 
ting st. 2-4. Tr. as :— 
Glery to God, Whose witness train. This ap- 

peared asa hymn in 6 st. based on the 1778 as 
No, 1062, in the Supplement of 1809 to the 
Moravian H. B4., 1801 ; st, 5 being from “ Sollt 

gleich bisweilen scheinen” (q.v.), and was 
continued in later eds, In somewhat varying 
forms it appears in J. A. Latrobe’s Coll., 1852, 
Ne. 135; and in America in the Book of Hys., 
Boston, 1848; Hedge & Huntington's Coll., 
1853; Dutch Reformed, 1869; Songs for the 
ometuary, N. Y., 1865; and Laudes Domini, 
1584, - (J. MJ 

Der Tag ist hin, Mein Geist und 
Sinn, J. A. Freylinghausen. (Evening) A 
ping of longing for the Everlasting Light 

that better country where there is no 
night Ist pub. as No. 615 in his Geistreiches 
C B. 1704, in 14 st. of 51. and thence in 
ms ed, 1855, of his Geistliche Lieder, p. 
b thas passed into many German hymn- 
wks, anil is included as No. 1547 in the 

Berlin 6. LS, ed. 1863. 

Translations in C. U,:— 
—_ try expires ; My soul desires, omitting 
be rn "5 Vik-IX., xXi., by Miss Winkworth, in 
rie pe Ger, 1st Series, 1855, p. 228. Her 
hice Hot tai: ii are included in the St. 
art Aberdeen, 1870, No. 200, She 
fn ied tes tis 168 for her C. - for 

hy » where ji ins, “ i de, And, lef Pare it begins, “The day is 

cit 7 ® Gone, And left alone, a good tr., 
h ee Wy W., vii-ix., xi., contributed by 
¥ bearay s No. 504, to the 1857 ed. of 

tts CP. FX. Bh. (Ox. ed., No. 22), and 
=a inulior’s Lyra Domestica, 1864, p. 
Bat ltlodel im RR. Minton Taylor’s Parish 
Pag 1872, and im ATennedy, 1863. In Dr. J. 
he Ot Glasgow, 1867, No. 391 begins 
& mae x-, ** When shall the day.” 

“ by Moe eParte. My soul and heart, a good 
wi is Borthwick, omitting st. ii, iv., v4 
; ia” in the FizyraiZy Treasury, 1861, pt. il. 
rh pn tence im the 4th Ser., 1862, of the 
185, th P22. Im Wilson's Service of Praise, 
all” rotted st. wiii. and x., and in Jellicoe’s 
a Thing those of wi., viii, were omitted, 
sl g's Cull, 1882, her tr. of st. vi., viii, x. 

caittel, and the rest slightly altered. 
Smttetisin J. B. Whiting’s Col/., 1882. 

Prsslations net im ©. WF. :— 
Ths Ort. all oanit wt. iv., v., vil, ix, xi, and are: 
2) “The aa, is sped! ** bey 27. J. Buckoll, 1442, p. 4. 

Pn cae as Se 
“wp tore," by Mist Cows, 1864, p. 1d “. M) 

sian ag, Vergoht, die miide Sonne 
Kap 7 L ng.) Ineluded as No, 2764 in 

Ps Ee. L. 8.1837, im 6 st.of 41. Tr. as:— 
lie at age the weary sun declining, in full 
29), repeated Horae Ger., 1845 (ed. 1856, p. 
Amer, Lath, Goo Bk St-_¥-> as No, 948 in the 

Muth. Gen. Synod's Cof/., 1850. J. M.) 
Des Y atorgens wenn ich friih aufsteh. 

po sci v4 vening,) Wackernigel, ¥. p. 42, Wo forms, the one from the Geistliche 
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Lieder und Pealmen, Leipzig, 1582, the other 
from the Dreaden G. B., 1593. The latter, in 
6 st. of 4 1, is included as No. 448 in the 
Unv. L. 8., 1851. 

In the Moravian H, Ak, 1t#9, there are three hymns 
which all seem to be intended as fre. of st. 1. 
are: (1) “* Lord Jesus Christ, my life and light," No. 748, 
(2) “Lord Jesus, may | constantly,” No. 755. (3) 
* Lord, in the morning when we rise,” No. 763. In the 
current ed, 1886, No, 1173 is Nos, 763 and 744; while 
No. 1174 t» No. 763, with two original st, added, of 
which li, waa No. 747 in 1789, Lil, was st. ii. of 
No. #46 in 1801. (J. M.J 

Descend from heaven, immortal 
Dove. [. Watts. [Christ in Glory.) lat 
pub. in his Hymna & S. Songs, 1707 (2nd ed., 
1709, Book ii., No. 23),in 6 st.of 41. Inthe 
older collections two arrangements are found, 
the first dating from Whitetield’s Coll, 1753, 
No. 79, and the second from Toplady's Ps. & 
Hys., 1776, No, 387 (later cds. No. 367), the 
last stanza of the latter being altered from 
Watts, Bk. ii, No, 47, by Toplady. In 
modern hymnals these centos have given 
place to others, The full and original text 
is rarely found in tho hymn-books, (J. J.] 

Descend, immortal Dove. P, Dod- 
dridge. (Whitsuntide.] This hymn is No. 
xivii. in the “ p. ass.,” in 4 st. of 4 L; is dated 
“Sept. 11, 1737," an] headed, * Thé love of 
God shed abroad in tho heart by the Spirit. 
Rom. v. 5." It was included in J. Orton's 

thumous ed, of Doddridye’s IZymns, &c., 
755, No, 259, and aguin in J. D. Humphreys's 

ed. of the same, 1830, Nu. 284. J. J.J 

Desere jam, anima, lectulum soporis. 
St. Anselm of Lucca. (ioe to Christ.) This 
ia a long poem found in la Bigne’s Bibl. 
Patrum, Lyons, 1677, vol. xxvit. p. 444, 
under the title of “The Meditations of St. 
Anselm on the works of our Lord Jesus 
Christ.” This title is said to be taken from 
a Ms. at Mantua, and the poem is said to have 
been first edited by Lucus Wadding. A frag- 
ment, in 28 1, is in Trench’s Sacred Lutin 
Poetry, ed. 1864, p. 134. This is ér. in Mrs. 
Charles’s Voice of Christian Life in Seong, 
1858, p. 175, as “ Rise, my soul, from slumber, 
jeave the bed of death.” Another ér., begin- 
ning with st. iii. in Trench, Jesu mi dulcis- 
aime, Domine coelorum, by Dr. H. Kynaston, 
was given in his Occasional Verses, 1862, 
No, 41, in 5 at. of 8 L, and repeated in the 
People’s IL, 1867, and the Hymnary, 1872. 
It begins, * Jesu, solace of the soul.” (J. M.] 

Dessler, \/ol Christoph, s. of 
Nicolaus Dessler, jeweller, at Niirnberg, was 
b. at Nirnberg, Fob. 11, 1660. His father 
wished him to become a goldsmith, but, as 
he was not physically suited for this, he 
was permitted to begin the study of theology 
at the University of Altdorf. His poverty 
and bodily weakness forced him to leave 
before completing his course, and, return- 
ing to Nirnberg, he supported himself there 
as a proof reader. eecoming acquainted 
with Erasmus Finx or Francisci, then resid- 
ing in Niirnberg, he was employed by Finx as 
his amanuensis, and at his request translated 
many foreign religious works into German. 
In 1705 le was appointed Conrector of thu 
School of the Holy Ghost at Nurnberg, where 
he laboured with zeal and —— till 

“ 
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1720, when, by a struke of paralysis, he was 
forced to resign. Finally, after an illness 
which lasted about 35 weeks, he d. at Niirn- 
berg, March 11,1722. Of bis hymna, in all 
over 100, the best 6 ag many with melo- 
poor himself, in his volume of meditations 
entitled :-— 

Gotigeheiligter Christen niltzlich ergetzende Seelen- 
Tust unter den Blumen gittlichkes Worts, oder andach- 
tige Betracktungen und Gedanken tiber wnterschied- 

Ndrnberg, 1692 Niche erlauterte Schriflepriche, ec, 
(Berlin) (och, tlt. pote and iv, 566-667). 

From this work (the references to which 
have been kindly supplied by Dr. Zahn of 
Altdorf, from his copy), five hymns have been 
tr. into English, viz. :— 

Hymns in English C. U.:— 
i. Ich lass dich nicht, du musst mein Jesus 

bleiben, [Constancy to Christ.) Founded on 
Ist pub, 1692, as above, p. 

553, along with Meditation xviii, which is en- 
Wetzel (A. HL, vol. 

i, pt. iv., p. 20) says it was sung, at her re- 
quest, Sept. 5, 1726, at the deathbed of er 

a 
the Berlin G. Z. S., ed. 1863, No. 728, in 9 st. 

Genesis xxxii, 36. 

titled “ The striving love.” 

tiana Eberhardina, a pious Queen of Poland. 

of 10), Translated as :-— 

I will not let Thee go, Thou Help in time of 
need ! a fine fr., beginning with st. iv. (“ Ich lass 
dich nicht, du Hiilf in allen Néthen”), and 
adding trs. of st. v., ix., by Miss Winkworth, in 
the Ist ser., 1855, of her Lyra Ger. p. 59. 
Thence as No, 851 in the Wes. HW. Bh, 1875; 
No. 205 in the Scottish Presb. Hymnal, 1876 ; 
No. 139 in the Canadian Presb. H. Bk., 1880. 

Another tr, is, “{ leave Thee not, Thou art my 
Jesus ever,” by Dr. J, W. Alexander, ist pub, in 
Dr, Schaf!s Airchenfreund, 1851, p. 140 ( uted in 
the Christian Treasury, Edin. 1651, p. 374), and in- 
cluded in his The freaking Crucible, &., N. Y., 1961, 
p. 19. In Schaff's Christ tn Song, 1869, p, 655, 

ii, Mein Jesu dem die Seraphinen. [ Ascension.} 
Founded on Jeremiah x, 7. Ist pub. 1692, as 
above, p. 348, along with Meditation xii., which 
is entitled “Christ's kingly and unapproachable 
glory.” Thence as No, 278 in Freylinghausen's 
G. B., 1704, and recently as No, 422 in the Une, 
i. 8, 1851, in 8 st. of 81. Translated as :— 

1, Jesu, Whose glory’s streaming rays, a spirited 
tr., omitting st. vii., vili., by J. Wesley, in Ays, 
&§ Sac. Poems, 1739 (/. Works, 1868-72, vol. i. 
p. 89). In the Wes. AH. Bk. 1780, st. i.-tii. 
were included as No. 129 (ed. 1875, No. 133), 
and st. iv-vi., beginning “Into Thy gracious 
hands I fall,” as No, 188 (ed, 1875, No, 196). 
Recently the first part has been given in America 
as No. 64 in H. L. Hastings’s Hymna/, 1880, and 
the second as No, 496 in the Meth. Epis. 17. Bk, 
1849, and as No. 464 in the Pennsylvania Luth. 
Ch. Bk, 1868. 

2, © Jesu, Lord, enthroned in glory, a good fr, 
of st. i, ii., v., by A. T. Russell, as No, 199 in 
his Ps. & Hys., 1851. 

3. My Jesus, Whom the seraph host, a good 
and full te by R. Massie, for the 1857 ed. of 
Mercer's C. P. & H. Bk, No. 135 (omitted in 
Ox. ed), reprinted in the translator's Lyra 
omestica, 1864, p. 129. 

4. My Jesus, if the seraphim, a good and full 
tr. by Miss Winkworth in the 2nd series of her 
Lyra Ger,, 1858, p. 50; and thence, unaltered, 
in Schaff’s Christ in Song, 1869, p. 342. In her 
(. B. for England, 1863, No. 67, st. iv., vii, 
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were omitted, and the rest altered in metre; and 
thence as No. 141 in J. L. Porter's Coll, 1876. 

Other trs. are : (1) “0 Jesu! “fore whose radiation,” 
7 J. Gambold, as No, 624 a i. of the Moravian 

. Bk., 1754 (1486, No, 312), (2) “ My Saviour, whom 
in heavenly places," in J. Sheppard's Poreign Sacred 
Lyre, 1857, p. 78. 

ii, Wie wohl ist mir, 0 Freund der Seelen. [ The 
Love of Christ.) Founded on Canticles viii. 5. 
Ist pub. 1692, ax above, p 154, slong with 
Meditation vi., which is entitled “The penitential 
forsaking and embracing.” Included as No. 451 
in Freylinghausen’s (, B., 1704, and recently as 
No, 438 in the Unc. 1, &, 1851, in 6 st, of 
101, Lauxmann, in och, viii., 243, says of it :— 

“This hymn dates from the period when Dessler ass 
a was residing in bis native town of Nilrnberg in 
Il health. He had given up the cecupation of gold- 
smith and set bimeelf to study at Altdorf, but 4 
of money and of health compelled him w abandon 
this also, He then maintained himself as a proof teader 
in his native town, became the spiritual son and scholar 
to of Erasmus Francisci, in whose powerful 
fi he found nourishment in his sorrows, Through 
his istic attainments, as well as through his hymns, 
he furthered the edification of the Christian popalace ; 
and what he bere sung may have afforded stimulus to 
himeelf in the still greater troubles which be afterwants 
had w mere pgad conrectorship, and finally in bis 
last thirty-five weeks illness.” 

Fischer (ii. 391) calle it— 
“One of the finest hymns of Pietism, that has pro- 

duced many blessed effects, and has been the model and 
incitement to many hymns of like character.” 

It is tr. aas— 
1, How well am I, Thou my soul's lover, in full 

as No, 62Lin pt. i, ofthe Moravian H. Bk., 1754. 
Greatly altered, and omitting st. ii., v., as No. 
295 in the Moravian Jf. Bh., 1789, beginning, 
“How blest am I, most gracious Saviour,” and 
continued thus in later eds. In 1840 Dr. Mar- 
tineau included a hymn in 4 st. of 41, begin- 
ning, “ What comforts, Lord, to thoee are given,” 
as No, 294 in his Hymns, &c. (ed. 1873, No 38+). 
Of this st. i, ii, are bused on st. i., st, iii, on 
st. ii, and st. iv. on st. iii, of the 1789. 

2. O Lord, how happy is the time, a somewhat 
free tr, of st. i-v., with st. i, slightly varied, re- 
peated aa st. vi., by Greville Matheson. Con- 
tributed to the J/. y Sacred Sows, Manchester, 
1855 (ed. 1856, No, 226), repeated in the Sunday 
Magazine, 1872, p. 741, and in Dr. G. Mac- 
donald's Threefold Cord, 1883, p. 38. In the i. 
for the Sick Room, N. Y,, 1859 poesia 70), and 
Hf, of the Ages, 3rd Series, Boston, U.S., 1864, 
p. 233, it is considerably altered. This text is 
given in Schafl’s Christ in Song, 1869, p. 491, 
further altered, and beginning “O Friend of 
souls! how blest the time"; Miss Winkworth's 
tr. of st. v., altered, being substituted for Mr. 
Matheson’s. In the Meth. Epis. Hymnal, 1878, 
No, 613, is st. i, it, v. of Schafi’s text. 

8. O Friend of Souls, how well is me, a good /r. 
omitting st. iii. by Miss Winkworth in her Zyre 
Ger., Ist Series, 1855, p. 147 From this |. 1-4 
of st. i, iii, v., altered, were taken as Nb. 513 
in Hf. of the Spirit, Boston, U.S., 1864. 

Another is : **'Tis well with me, O Friend unfalling,” 
by Miss Burlingham in the fritisk Herald, Dec. 146, 
p. 185, repeated as No, 395 in Reid's Praise Ak, 1872. 

Hymns not in English 0. U. :-— 
iv, Frisch, frisch hinnach, mein Geist und Hert. 

[Cross and Consolation.) Founded on Heb. x., 36, lst 
pub. 1692 as above, p. 423, in 7 st. It is tr. as * Courage, 
ns press cheerly on,” by Miss Winkworth, 1969, 
p- . 
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v. Oeffine mir die Perlenpforten. [. ing for | 
Hetven.) Founded on Rev. xxii. 14. 1st pub, 1692 as 
shove, p. S84, in dost. It is tr. as “Now the pearly 
gates unfold, * by Miss Winkworth, 1858, p. 176. 

(iM) | 
Deus Creator omnium Polique | 

rector. St. Ambrose. [Saturday Evening.) 
St. Augustine in his Confessions, Bk. ix., 
refers thus to this hymn :— 
“And behold, the corpse [of his mother) was carried 

to tbe burial; we went and returned without tears... 
it seemed also good to me to go and bathe, having heard 
‘has the bath had its name (halnevm) from the Greek 
HeAsreiov, for that it drives sadness from the mind. 
Aud this also | confess unto Thy merey, Father of the 
fatherless, that I and was the same as before | 
bathed. For the bitterness of sorrow could nut exude 
ele 4 heart. Then I slept, and woke up again, and 
hart id hot a little softened; and as I =e 

Aubree. For Thou art the is . 
“ Maker of all, the Lord 
whet Reler = the height, 

robin i Soft lumbers o'er the night. 
to our lint 

— mhay = aan ore 
rain" ‘And ee  seeyetorle a7 aacleatated 

[IM Onfations of St. Augustine. Oxford : J. Parker. New ed. 1871, p. 195.) 
hg Angustine also speaks in his De Musird, 

Creator is hh of singing the verse “Deus 
‘3H.991) of tlvis } The authorship and date { 7 : 
‘ave never been isputed thus authenticated, 

Toe pipalatity Of this bh 
create 

is foumdin all the - tan Is seen in the fact that it 
’ rs viaries, the Koman 1632 and 

otal! ‘ &XCepted, its English use being spectally 
Htecedi Fo tarha use is on Saturdays from that 
ta the fk sSun. after the Octave of the Epiphany, 
Clestre: pry det acing uadragesima Sunday, both in- 
in August to the Saturday preceding the Ist Sun. 
Othe Sane Advent. Variations from this are found 

©. 1, inthe Britdone ae bie, ive &e. eur in A. _ 
Thvenaal “seum . ALT, f. 152 
die ae W419, get wrens Teadings fren two Veins MBE. 
coh Ih the yet, i aleo in three Mss. of the Lith 
ik DA ech “ttn tne stn: yf Whe gle : n in s. An 
nro 452. dss printed from an 11th aon ee. 

™ Mune, No. 241, Daniel, 1. 

W. A.B. 
Tomlin in GC. u.:- oA * 
Male of all » God most high. By J. D. ms things, 
— Itpab. im his Urder for Household 
ks % land again in his Lawda Syon, 
imi 8 st. Of 41. In 1862 it was 
Xe, timc the Appendix to the H. Noted, 
pone ” WT in the People’s H.; in Dr. Mar- 
Wi3-, foe 4 of Pratse § Prayer (abbreviated), 
very, ee tee ky ann-books. In the Hym- 
et Hier | Mtered to “Oblest Creator, God 

igh, 

‘oie matin C. U, s— 
fynarivm dag one _Whose all-eeeing Might. 
Wo. Ogelaey * MAEEY pole, God of all worlds, &e. AG pra tce 
1952-55, the farencircling globe, W. J. Blew. 
‘MM trent gg © Lord and God wost High. J. W. 
aye 

ie ice ited, Creator wise, Dr, H. Kynas- 

Mapa i Thou God of love. Dr. HM. 

Abortion of this inning wi bce bet oe with st. v., 
n fr, by | ser. of her Zyra Ger, 1855, p. 249, 
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Dr. Kynaston in his Occasional Hye., 1862, 
No. 81, a8 u separate hymn, beginning “ With 
darkest clouds while daylight’s dearth.” (J. J.) 

Deus ignee fons animarum. dA. ( 
Prudentins. (Burial of the Dead.) This 
beautiful poem, in 44 st. of 41, is No. x. in 
his Cathemerinon, and may be found in all 
editions of his works, «g. Deventer, 14990, 
Lond,, 1824, &e. It is mo in a ms. of the 
Sth cent. in the Bibl, Nat. Paris (8084, f. 32h), 
and ina Mozarabie Office Book of 11th cent. 
in the British Museum (Add. 30851, f. 160). 
Its liturgien!] use has been limited, but in the 
Mozaralic Breviary (Toledo, 1502, f. 313) it 
is given in the Office for the Dead. The 
full text is in Wackernagel, i, No. 40, and 
a in Daniel, i., No, 115, pt. ii. 

he form which has been most used is a 
cento beginuing: Jam moesta quiesce querela, 
and consisting of st. 31, 15, 10-12, 32-36. 
This is found in Babst's G. B. Leipzig, 
1545, and many Inter collections, eg. Dr. 
Zahn’s Psalter und Harfe, Giitersloh, 1888, 
No. 480, and in Daniel, i., No. 115, pt. i. It 
was for generations a favourite funeral hymn 
among tie Lutherans, and was sung in Latin 
in some parts of Germany till very recent 
times. Abp. Trench, in giving st. 31-44 in 
his Sac, Lat. Poetry, speaks of them as the 
“crowning glory of the poetry of Prudentius.” 
It has been fr. into English direct from the 
Latin, and also through the German as fol- 
lows :-— 

i. From the Latin :-— 
1, Why weep ye, living brotherhood. [by W. J, 

Blew, in The Church Hy. & Tune Bk, 1852- 
55, in 5 st. of G1, and again in H. Rice's 
Hymns, &e,, 1870, 

2. Cease, ye tearful mourners. By E. Caswall, 
in his Masywe of Mary, &e., 1858, in 13 st. of 
41, and again in his //ys, & Poems, 1875. It 
was repeated in an abridged form in the 1862 
Appx. to the H, Noted; and in the Hymnary, 
1872. 

3. Be silent, O sad lamentation. By KR. F. 
Littledale in the People’s /., 1867, under the 
signature of “ A. L. P.” 

Other trs. are :— 
1, Ah! hush now your mournful complainings. 

Mrs, Charles, 1868. 
2. Now your sorrowful plaints should be bush'd. 

J. W. Hewett, 1859. 
3. Hush, Mother, too loud isthy weeping. 7, Xynas- 

ton. 1862. 
4. No ab, no more ead complaining, FE. A. more, 

Washburn, N. York, 1665, revised for Chafl's Christ in 
Sung, Oct., 1868, and pub. therein, 1569. 

&. Each sorrowful mourner be silent. J. M. Neale, 
in the St. Margaret's Hymnal, 1875, 

ii. From the German :— 
Of the “Jam moesta quiesce querela ” 

many frs. have been made inte German. 
Two of these have passed into English :— 

i, Hurt auf mit Trauern und Elagen. <A free 
tr. in 10 st. of 41, Ist pub. in J. Eichorn’s 
Geistliche Lieder, Frankfurt a. Oder, 1561, and 
thence in Wackernagel, iv. p. 191. Repeated in 
many later collections, often erroneously ascribed 
to Nicolaus Hermann as in Bunsen’s Versues, 
1833, No. 632, 7. as:— 

0 weep not, mourn not o'er this bier. A good 
and full version by Miss Winkworth in the Ist 

Peg Quid 
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ed., 1856, p. 251, it is altered, and begins: “Now 
hush your cries, and shed no tear,” and repeated 
thus in her C. B. for land, 1863, No, 97. 
Also in Ps. & Hys., Bedford, 1859, No. 269, 
and the Rugby School H. B., 1866, No. 208. 

ii, Mun lasst uns den Leib begraben. This ver- 
sion has so little from the Latin that it is noted 
under its own first line (q. v.). - (J. M.) 

Deus Pater piissime. [Saturday Even- 
tng.) This = beg occurs a8 a veaper hymna 
for the Saturday before the 3rd Sunday in 
Lent to Passion Sunday, in a ms. Breviary, 
written about the 14th century, formerly 
belonging to the Monastery of Evesham 
(MS. Barlow, No. 41, in the Bodleian Li- 
brary at Oxford). It is also in a 12th cent, 
ms. in the British Museum (Harl. 2928, f. 
115 b.), and in a Bodleian wa. of the 13th 
cent. (Ashmole 1285, f. 38). In 1851 it was 

; hig in the Hymnarium Sarisburiense, p. 73, 
r. a8 i— 
O God, O Father kind and best. Hy J. D. 

Chambers, in his Companion to the Holy Com- 
munion, 1855, and his Lauda Syon, 1857, p. 139, 
in 6st. of 41. It is repeated in the Appendix 
to the Hymnal N., 1863, and in Skinner's Daily 
Service Hymnal, 1864. (W. A. 5.j 

Déus tuorum militum. [Feasts of 
nara idee This anonymous Ambrosian hymn 
is in two forms, one in 32 lines and the second 
in 16 lines. It dates probably from the 6th 
cent. The question as to what was the 
original form of the hymn has not been 
determined. Daniel's (i., No. 97) heading of 
the texts (both forms) ia “De Communi 
unius Martyria," and he remarks that the 
— for the Common of Saints are nearly 
always of greater length in old and un- 
altered Breviaries than in those which are 
of more recent date, or which have been 
revised. The older hymns having reference 
to some particular saint, certain stanzas 
are afterwards cut out to make the hymn 
suitable fur general use, If this view be 
taken of the present hymn, then the longer 
form is the original, and the shorter form 
given in the Breviaries is an abbreviation 
therefrom. i this conclusion there 
are two facta, the first that the lines in the 
fuller form, which are not given in the 
Breviaries, do not apply to any special 
martyr, and second, that the oldest form in 
which we now have the Se ia (omitting the 
doxology) in 16 lines, This form, with slight 
variations in the text, is in the Mozarahic 
Brev. (Toledo, 1502, 317 b); in a 10th cent. 
ms, at Munich, where it is adapted for the 
Nativity of St. Laurence, quoted by Mone, 
No. 740; and in the Latin Hys. of the Anglo- 
Saron Church, Surtees Soc., 1851, from an 
lith cent. us. at Durham. This would sug- 
fest that the shorter form of the hymn is 
the older of the two. As the translations 
into English are generally from the Hom. 
Brev. it may be noted that this is the 
shorter form, with slight variations in lines 6, 
7 and 11, This hymn is also found in four 
mas. of the 11th cent. in the British Museum 
Jul. A. vi. f. 66; Veep. D. xii, f 107; Harl. 
2061, f. 248b; Add. 30851, f. 143 b.). For 
texts, readings, references, &c., see Migne, | 

SETTE TEAETTAION 

Daniel, Mone; Cardinal Newman's Hymai 
Ecclesiae, 1838 and 1865; Wackernagel, and 
the various Breviaries. CW. A.8) 

Translations in C, U.: 
1, O Thou of all Thy warriors, Lord, By £. 

Caswall, in his Lyra Catholica, 1849, in 5 st, 
of 41, and his Hymns, &c,, 1873, p. 110. This 
was given with alterations in Murray's Hymnal, 
1852, and later collections, and wltkeat altera- 
tions in several Roman Catholic hymn-books. 

2, O God, the Christian soldiers’ Might. Br It. 
Campbell. Ist pub. in his St, Andrews Hymnel, 
1850, p. 97. A part of this is also embodied in 
No. 397 of the Hymnary, 1872. 

3. O God, Thy soldiers’ crown and Guard. By 
J. M. Neale, in the Hymnal N., 1852-54, and 
later editions. In A. A. § M., 1861-75, it is 
altered to “O God, Thy soldiers’ great Re- 
ward.” This is repeated in other collections. 

4, Of all Thy warrior Saints, O Lord. [by J. D. 
Chambers, given in his Lauda Syon, Pt. ii., 1866, 
p. 12, and repeated in the People’s H., 1887. 

5. O God, Thy soldiers’ Crown. By H. W. 
Beadon, Ist pub. in the Parish H. Bk., 1843, 
No. 193, in the same collection, 1875, and in 
the Hymnary, 1872, where it reads, “O Christ, 
Thy soldiers’ Crown.” 

6. O God, the Christian soldiers’ This, 
as given in the /fymnary, 1872, No. 397, isa 
cento from Campbell, Neale, and Chambers, with 
alterations by the editors. 
7. © God, of all Thy Saintly host. By W. J. 

Irons, in his Ps. § Hys. for the Church, 1875. 
8. In addition to the above, Nos, 17 and 93 

in the Hymner, 1882, are centos from Chambers 
¥ Neale, and the first two lines of No. 27 in 
Chope’s Hymnal are the opening lines of Neale’s 
tr, the rest being from another source. 

Translations not in C, U. :— 
1, Of Thy true soldiers, mighty Lord. W, J. Onpe- 

land, 1844, 
2. OGod of Thy soldiers, Card, Newman. 1864. 
3. O. God, Thy soldiers’ crown, W. J. Blew, 1462-55. 
4. God of Thy soldiers. J. W. Hewett. I) 

Acdre Grravtes murtoi. St. Theo 
nes. From the Triodion—“Idiomela on 

riday of Tyrophagus, that is, of Quinqua- 
gesiroa,”” 

* At this period of the year the weeks are named, not 
ee ae oe SS eee 

because up se tanto ‘but not beyond, cheese ts 
allowed. Saturday previous is appropriated to the 
Commemoration of All Holy Ascetes; in order, aa the 
Synaxarion says, that, by the remembrance of their 
conflict, we may be invigorated for the race that is set 
before us." dys. of Hastern Ch., lst ed., 1862, p. 95. 

To the above explanation Dr. Neale adds 
the tr. “ Hither, and with one accord." In 
this tr. the length of strophe, the variation of 
refrain, and the alert cheering call are as in 
the original, but it lacks the nervous style 
and ornate diction of St. Theophanes. [J. J.) 

Acire ropa trimpev. [CAvarrdeews 
tata.) 

Acire teXevtaioy domacpov b6- 
pev. (Burial.] Dr. Neale prefaces his trans- 
lation of “The Stichera of the Last Kiss,” 
with the followiug note :— 

* The following Stichera, which are generally, (though 
without any great cause,) attributed to St, Jk + Dama- 
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DEXTER, HENRY M. 

, one of the most striking portions 
Zastern Church. They are sung 

towards the comac I yasion of the Funeral Office, whilst the 

iT 

on the : the com of the workl, and 
Pal hy Ary ee ete Hye. of the B. C., let ed., 

ee ee i poend bs. hi bo Oe rigisa eal =is found in the Bu 
Pre ae <thurch, in the ion, in 

13 st. Of tkrese Dr. Neale has omitted st. 
v. (whichis wery similar to vii.), ix., x., and 

the Theotokiosa acidress to the B. V.M. The 
last stanza 3s ee to be spoken by the 
dead, is Of Gowble length, as in Neale, and 
is sung ton AifFerent tone. Dr. Neale’s tr. is, 
“Take the last Ieiss,—the last for ever!” and 
was pub., With the introductory note, in The 
Ecclesiastic avecd heologian, Aug., 1853 (vol. 
xy. p. 346), ancl agzain in his Hys.of the E.C., 
1865. Itis mot its common use. (Sce Greek 
Hymnody, §xvii- 2, and Daniel, iii. p. 125.) 
The orignal is given in Basler, No. 18, 
together with se #7-. into German; and in the 
4th ed. of Dr. IWemle’s Hys. of the E. C., 1882, 
Mr. Hatherly thas ven a prose fr. of the 
stanzas omitted’ by Lr. Neale. (J. J.J 

Dexter, EX Martyn, p.p, b. at 
Plympton, Mass... -Aug. 13, 1821, and edu- 
cated at Yale Ccsl Lege, and Andover. In 1844 
he was onkine<cd E> aastor of a Congregational 
Church at Manchester, New Haven. In 1849 
he removelto thre ESerkeley Street Congregu- 
tional Church, Easton, where be remained 
until his sppoiratexaerat as Editor of the Con- 
gregationals, im 412867. Dr. Dexter is the 
translator of Er Szeeoe wehduv (" She of 
tender youth”) ——- Clemens, Titus], in C. U. 
in G. Britan ancl A emerica. {k. M. B.j 
Dich, Jesu, Loben wir. J. Scheffler. 

(The Praises of Jesus. 

in Bk. iiiof his UA, i 
1657, p. 376 (18% Ge see : 

my of GL entiled, sere 1862, i. p. 196), in 13 
po pele tages “* she [thesoul] sings Him 

Frevii praises. Emeluded us No. 6387 in} 
Freylinghstwen’ss GF. 2F., 1705, and as No. 249 
in Knapp Bo. Zo, 1850. ‘Tr. aa :— 
Thou, Jem, art oxuse ing. A fine and fall 
ae : Westley, in Ps. § Hys.,1738, and 
ag Te tes EF 39 (P. Works, 1868-72, 

Mo se. Imcluded as No, 142 in the 
eet car 1742 € 18846, No. 651), omitting 

ST dedi} A Tot the] 1826 text being in- 
cluded in J. A. Latrote’s Coll, 1841, No. 42. 
Ik re ig infull ass NWro. 45 in the Wesley #. 4 
mR a rie 753, but was not included in 
the Wes MH. Bk. till the mew ed., 1875, No. 737, 

Appeared as No. 118 
Reenlust, Breslau, 

omitting *t.1, Six se. i R ah st. ppeared in M. Madan’s 
page Agen myen im the Wesley Assaiation 

a So Stree im Mi murice’s Choral H. Bh, 
1861; and fee in the Afeth. N. Connexion I. Bk., 1865. ae 

Dicim™s grates tibi, summe rerum 
Philipp Melevehthon. [Om the Angela) Int 
«et bi lof De Angelis Duo Hymani, 

itter ter In 10 st. of 41, and there 
dated hy = zi, USA. ‘ Blatter fiir Hymnologie, 
1886, p. 27); 888in in the Pealteriun Davidis, 
Wittenbere. 1518; the Corpus Reformatorum, 
VOL. Kus col. SA Halle, 1842. and Wackernagel, 
i p. 268, ON Thin passed into English 

priest casts first eartir 

tiie words ‘The earth is the Lord’ Frankfurt a. 
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through Herr Gott, dich loben alle wir, a free 
tr. by P, Eber, first printed separately at 
Niimberg, c. 1554, as Hin echdn New Ceist- 
lich Lobgesang, then in J. Eichorn's G. B., 

er, 1561; in Wackernagel, iv. 
G 8, in 13 st. In the Une. L. 8. 1851, 
No, 204, the text of 1561 is given, omitting 
the doxology. The only tr, in C. U. is:— 

Lerd God, we all give praise to Thee, iv full, by 
E. Cronenwett, as No. 122 in the Odio Luth, 
Hyl., 1880. 

are: (1) “To God let all the 
human race,” by J, €, Jacobi, 1722, p. 28, repeated in 
the Moravian HA. &k,, 1754, and continued, altered, in 
later eds. (2) “ O Lord our God! to Thee we raise, One 
universal," Miss Pry, 1845, p. 131. {J. M.) 

Dickinson, William, Fees in 1846;— 
for Passion Weel: and the Forty Days, 

Ada, for Churches or for Private Wour- 
ship, Lond, J. Nisbet & Co., 1846. These 
hymns deal with such events in the oper: of 
Our Lord, as “The Alabaster Box”; “The 
Barren Fig Tree”; “The Cleansing of the 
Temple”; “The washing of the Disciples’ 
feet,” &c.; and with the Parables of “The 
Wedding garment”; “The Talents,” &c., 
which are not commonly versified, und are 
worthy of attention, The following have 
come into C, U, :— 

1, Calm’'d each soul, and clos'd each door. Auster- 
day at Bven, This isin the Kugby School H. BR., 1576; 
and as “Calm they sit with closed door,” In Aennedy, 
1+63 ; and Holy Song, 1869. 

2. Ere that solemn hour of doom. The Ten Virgina— 
Advent. in Kennedy, 1963; and the Nugby Schow 
ar Bk., 1876. 

Halleluj reererance the 
Sainte. In poe salad Rate By a en 
O. O. H. Bk,, 1866, &e. Kaa 

Dickson, David, the reputed author of 
* Jerusalem, my happy home,” in the form of 
“O mother dear, Jerusalem,” was a Scottish 
Presbyterian Minister born at Glasgow in 
1583, and for some time Professor of Divinity 
at Glasgow (1640), and then (1650) in the 
University of Edinburgh. He was deprived of 
his office at the Restoration for refusing the 
Oath of Supremacy, and d, in 1663. His Life 
was pub, by Robert Wodrow in 1726. His 
connection with the Jerusalem hymn is given 
under Jerusalem, my happy home, q.v. 

Dickson, William, eldest surviving son 
of the late James Dickson, Edinburgi, was 
b. at Edinburgh, July 24, 1817. Alter be- 
ing educated at the High School and Uni- 
versity of Edinburgh, he enters d his tather's 
business, which he still (1887) carries on, 
He is a prominent elder in the Free Cliureh, 
lias for many years tuken a groat interest in 
Sabbath School work, and has for more than 
80 yeurs edited The Free Church Children's 
Record, He has annually written a New 
Year's hiymn since 1842. “ Childhood's years 
are passing o'er us,” his hest known hymn, 
originally printed in 1841, as a leaflet for 
class use, was, in 1846, included in the 2nd 
part of the Sacred Song Book (see Bateman), 
and has since been included in muny hymnals. 

Die dierum principe. €. Cojfin. 
Sunday Morning.) Included in the revised 
aris Breviary, 1736, 08 the hymn for Sunday 

ut Matins, aad republished in the same year 
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in the author's Hymni Sacri, p. 7, in 6 st. ot | Suppl. Hys., No. 218; N. Conq., No, 1193; J. 

41. Itisalsoin the oa and several moderu | L. Porter's Coll, No, 100; Martineau’s Coll, 

French Breviaries, The orig. text is given | No, 425; Horder’s Cong. Hyl., No. 556, &e, Be- 

in Chandler's Hys. of the Prim. Ch., 1837, No. | ginning with the ¢r, of st. ix. (“Gott, meine 

1; Card. Newman's Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838-65, | Krone") as “ Father, O hear me,” it is included 

No. 1; and Macgill’s Songs of the Christian | as No. 636 in Kennedy, 1863, and the same Sa a 
Tt =X , a 

Oreed and Life, 1876-7, No. 12, [W. A. 8.) 

Translations in C. U.:— 
1. Morn of morn, and day of days. By I. Wil- 

liams. 1st pub, in the British Mag., April, 

1837, and again in his //ys. tr. from the Parisian 

Breviary, 1839, p. 1, in 28 1, In 1861 the com- 

pilers of H. A. § M., rearranged it into 7 st. of 

41, introducing also many alterations, This 

arrangement has passed into various collections, 

with at times’the omission of st. iv. It is the 

most widely used ér, of this hymn. 
2. This is the day the light was made. By A 

Chandler. Ist pub. in his Aymas of the Church 

mostly primitive, 1841, as a distinct tr. from 

“The first of days the light beheld,” which was 

given in his Hymns of the Prim. Ch. 1837. In 

1850 it was included in Dr. Hook's Church 8. S. 

H. Bk, No, 19. Later hymnals, quoting from 

Dr. Hook's Coll, have in some instances attri- 

buted the ¢r, to him. It is found in Kennedy, 

The Hymnary, Mrs. Brock’s Children’s H. Bh., 

and others. 
$. Morn of morns, the best and fret. By J. 

Ellerton, based partly on 1. Williams, as above, 

written in 1870, and pub, in Ch. Hymns, 1871, 

No. 36. Its use is limited. 
4, O Day of joy, when first the light. By W. 

Cooke, made for and Ist pub, in the Hymaary, 

1871-2, No. 5. 
Translations not in ©. U.:— 
1. The first of days the light bebeld. J. Chandler, 

837, 
2. Day of days the prince, on thee, Ww. J. Blew, 

1852-55, 
3. Oday of earthly days the chief. J, D. Chambers. 

857. 
4. This day—the king of days, heaven-born. i. 

Macgill. 1976-7. (J. J.J 

Die Sonne. P. Gerhardt. 
{ Morning.) Lauxmann, in Koch, viii. 185, calls 

this “A splendid hymn of our poet, golden as 
the sun going forth in his beauty, full of force 
and of blessed peace in ‘the Lord, full of 

sparkling thoughts of God.” It first appeared 
as No, 25 in the Dritte Dutzet, "Berlin, 

1666, of Ebeling’s el. of his Geistliche An- 
dachten, in 12 st. of 10 L, entitled “ Morning 
Blessing.” In the eds. of his Geistliche 

Lieder, by Wackernagel, No. 98, and 
Bachmann, No, 101. Inclu led in J. Criiger’s 

Praxis pietatia melica, 1672, and later eda., 

and recently as No. 449 in the Une. L. &., 

1851. The beautiful melody (in the Irish Ch. 

Hyl., called “ Franconia ") is by Ebeling, and 

appeared with the hymn 1666, as above. 

Translations in C. U.:— 
1. The golden sunbeams with their joyous 

Mercer's Ox. ed., 1864, No. 384. Mr. Mass 

included it, prefixin trs. of st. i-iii., whic7, 

begin, “Golden and glorious,” in his Lyra L 

mesticn, 1864, p. 106, and this full form is 

peated as No, 379 in Reid's Praise Bh., 1872. 

Translations not in 0, U. :— / 
(1) ** The sun's golden beams,” by Miss Dunn, isa 

p. 2. 3 “Sunbeames all spisea,” by Miss Coz, 164, 
p. 13. (3) What is our mortal race * ( inning with 

at. vil.), by B. Massie, 1866, p. 87, (4) “See the sun's 

glorious t,” by BE. Massie, 1867, p. 8. (5) “The 

golden morning,” by J. Kelly, 1867, p. 270. {J i M.) 

Die parente temporum. [Sunday Mors- 

ing.) his hymn is given iu the Breviary of 

the Diocese of Le Mans, 1748, Pars Hiemalis, 

a asthe hymn on Sunday at Nocturns from 

hitsuntide to Advent. Text in Dr, Neale’s 

Hymni Ecclesiae, 1851, p. 20.  [W. A. 8] 

Translations in C. U.:— 
1, On this day, the first of days. 5 or yi 

Baker, Zr. for and Ist pub. in H. A. g ¥, 

1861, in 7 st. of 41. It was, so far asis known, 

the first tr. into English of this hyma. It is 
given in several hymn-books, In the Hys. and 

Songs of Praise, N. Y., 1874, st. v.-vii, are given 

as: “Father, Who didst fashion me.” 
2. To-day when time began its course. By R. F. 

Littledale, was given in the People's H.., for 

which it was made, in 1867, No, 421, with the 

signature “ D. L.” 
3. This primal day, the Spring of Time. By 

R.C. Singleton. Tr. for the Anglican H. Bk., 

1867, and pub. therein 1868, No. 22. 

4. This day the Father, Source of all. By W. 

Cooke. Jr, for the Hymnary, in which it Ist 

appeared in 1872, No. 9. {J. J.J 

Dies absoluti praetereunt. [Septuc- 
gesima.} This hymn is found in two mise. of 

the llth cent. (Nos. 313, 314) at St. Gall: 

and is quoted in full in Mone, No. 68, and in 

Daniel, iv. p. 179, both with notes aud refer- 

ences. Mone is inclined to believe it to be 

the work of a French poet. It is specially 

rich in allusions te Holy Scripture. Tr. as :— 

The bygone days in Time's dark ocean asleep. 

By E. A. Dayman, written for and Ist pub. in 

the Hymnary, 1872, No. 200. cw. A. 8.) 

Dies est lactitiae, In ortu regali. 

Christmas] This Christmas hyn or carol, 

which Luter spoke of as a work of the Holy 

Spirit, seems to be of German origin, and is 

probably not curlier than the 14th cent. 

G. Goere, of Jena, in 1703, started the theory that this 

hymn was written by Benno, created Cardinal in less 

by the Anti-Pope Clement HL Other German writers 

of the 18th em ee this cane = 

gleams. A fr. of st. i.-iv., vill, ix., xii,, by Miss | Wit) pronauy it the work of Senno, 
, Pi : sen, who d. 1107. See Wetzel, i. 104, and a wonderful 

Winkworth in her Lyra Ger., Ist Series, 1855, combination of the two theorkes in 0, F. Horner's Nack- 

p. 214, repeated, omitting the ¢trs. of st. ii. vili., | richten von Liederdichtern des dngepuapioien Gesany- 

ix., as No. 814, in Kennedy, 1863. — oe | athe pe e sether onppet 
tion ts re the aligh oie moe, it ex 

; 2. Evening ond Marsing: A very good fr. be- in various forms, and as will be seen below, the eerly 

ginning with st. iv, (“Abend und Morgen”), and | German versions give no help in determining what 

being st. iv., viii—xii., contributed by R, Massie, | number of sts. it originally ; Mone, No. at, 

as No. 500, to the 1857 ed. of Mercer's (. P. | quotes Ws frown a Ms. = 15th — now at Trier, ant 

. eos : ot 5 es artou : 

§ H. Bk. This form is included, in whole oF | The etanzas of the Prier a orer-8 ‘a Meter hase 08 

part, in the Jrish Ch. Hyl., 1873, No, 8; Allon’s | filia.” 3. *Orto det filio.” 4. * Angelus pastoribus” 

I 

DBS IB. 

> we hand.” 
1 ee berets 
pimem” § “Cheats ¢ 
ea reg es Se 
fo st Sa 

3 ae Penn, S| 
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yon lseditur.” 6, “In obscuro nasci- 

Oe ee <duaexa describitur.” 8. “Christum na- 
? 

“Orbis 

we BEES: ott maberg, 1563; oie | - sa, . » oo 
Lucas Lossius “= Pind go lhe quotes the text of Mone with 

«-« Ut -«tel conspiciunt,” added for 

phan». w hich he takes from J. Spangenberg’s 

Epi ne eeceastiiche Lieder, Erfurt, 1544. HKam- 
ns , base st. 1, 3, 5, 4 with a note on the 

bach, |. PP eed, i. p. 330, quotes the text of Kam-— 
sotborshiP-_ Dene vel. Dood at fv. pp. 454-257 gives the 
toch an acke gwd additional st. from Mone; with 

le also found, gene- 
TTC En Simrock, Konigsfeld, Bassler 

and other collections. Hoff- 

ee orees or 
famines noe io ol ann wah ve 73. 5, 2, 6, 4; 

of 1422 mow at Munich with st. 1, 3, 2,4, 

6,5 (both of these with German frs,); and as in another 

sth cent. M8.at DE eamaich with st. 1, 2, 6,4, 4. 

Translatiom im C. U.:— 
Royal day that chasest gloom. By J. M. 

Neale, pub. im hiss Afediaeval Hys., 1851, in 3 st. 

eof 101. This = m paraphrase rather than a 
literal renkrings of the shorter form of the 
hrmn. In IBS it was rewritten by Dr. Neale 
for his Chritemaae Carols, and in this form it 
passed into the 27eagole’s H., 1867, No. 34. 

This bmn also esed into English 
through th German i 
Der Tag der ist mo freudenreich, Wachernayel, 

ii., p. 520, gives this as a 15th cent. éfr., und re- 
prints 11 (really 22> wersions, varying from 1to | 
13 st. form <f£7-. into English is that in 
Klug’s G. 8, 1529, im 4 st., repeated as No. 20 
in the Une. lL. S, LSGL. The tr. in C.U. is: — 

A wondres chil@, the Virgin-born, by A. T. 
Russell as No.49 im his Ps. § Hys., 1851. It 
begins with st. ii, (“+ Elim Kindelein so Wbelich”), 
and is of st. ii, i. 

1 Other tre. are ; 
in joy,” by Miss Fo-z, 
the promise! child 
Dr. H. Hills, 1856, 

quotes from othex &<> 
rally in st-lL,2, SS 

th 
are pe Fallerxle ben 

ish cent 
sin a MS. 

> ** Hail to the day! so rich 
> 12845, p. 13. (2) “To us 
a= born,” a tr. of st. ii. by 

PP. 274. (J. M.) 

Dies dies lla. (Burial, Advent.) 
In dealing With thris reat Sequence of the 
Western Church wee ssJazall note in detail, i. The 

Uee; and iv. Its Gaserat Pinging 
the use of the general 

reade host accersesi ble work on this sub- ject is Danil.ii. pp. 1O3_106. 
1 —— forrm known to the present 

time ead peaimed in a ma. in the Bod- 
leian, Oxtorl (Liteergy. Af gac. 163/.179b). This 
= Lrrspertin eeepc written ‘at the end of 
“This text is a8 fol lo eer for use at Pisa. 

“SWCENTE A EEO DKFUNCTIA. 
= Des irae, dirs ila, peek 

— 

** Liber scriptus proferetur, 
Solvetsseclumin favilla : oo = 

z sae nto Sibi Lan. Unde mundus judicetur, 

i “st fu- | ++ Fodex ergo cum sedebit, 
Quando aid latet rebit, 

varus pee ah ae il teultuas vomcastia. 

Cuncta strite discuss, | “* Quid ome miser tune | 
rus. dicturus? 

~ Tube mirom tpargit a. —— petrooum rogue 

num, a : 

Per cayelates ‘Sonam, Cunn vix justus sit secu | 

Comet ree tes mm 
aum. pal as nex tremendae majesta- 

- apetat et * 

— Teourart oun — en salvas gra- 

Jud . ™~ Salwa we fons pletatis. 
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| “ Recordare Jesu pie |“ Preces meae non sunt 
| Quod sum causatuse vine, dignae, 

Ne me perdas illa die. Sed tu bonus fac benigne, 
* Quaerens me sedisti las- Ne perenni cremer igne. 

sua, * Inter oves locum praeeta 
Redemisti crucem pas- | Et ab hoedis me seques- 

sus, 
Tantus labor non sit cas- 

tra, 
Statuens in parte dextra 

sus. “ Confutatis maledictis 
Juste judex ultionis, Flammis acribus addictis, 
Donurm fac remissionis, Voca me cum benedictis. 
Ante diem rationis. “ Oro supplex et acclinis, 

 Ingemiscotanquam reus, | Corcontritum quasicinis, 
Culpa rubet vultus meus, | Gere curam mei finis. 
Supplicanti parce Deus. 

“ Qui Mariam abeolvisti 
latronem exaudisti, udicandus home rews, 

Mibi = spem de-  Huic ergo parce Deus. sti 

* Pi¢ Jesu Domine : 
Dona ets requiem.” 

This text is the same ag that in the modern 
Roman Missal, with the exception of the two 
words given in itulics ;—st. iii. 1. 1. spargit 
instead of spargens; and at. iv. 1. 2, Dum in- 
stead of Cum. These are probably errora on 
the part of the scribe, and cannot be accepted 
as true readings. 

2. Another form of the text is in a ms. 
found amongst mss. of Felix Haemmerlein, 
a prieat of Zirich who d. vir. 1457. This ms. 
is now ut Ziirich. The text, in 22 st. of 3 1., is 
given in Daniel, ii. p. 103. 

3. The third text known has an approxi- 
mate date only, that of the Varivrum in 
Europa Itinerum Deliciae of Nathaniel Uhy- 
tracus, lst ed. 1594 (Brit. Mus.). It is also in 
Mohnike’s Kirchen- und litterarhistorische Stu- 
dien, vol. i. pt. iL, Stralsund, 1824. Chytraeus 
ives it simply as one of the inscriptions he 
nd in Mantua, and as in the Church of St. 

Francis. In the KUnigeherg G. B., 1650, 
. B05, it is said to lave been “found on a 

“ Lecrymosa dies ila 
resurget ex favilla 

| 

rucifix (bey einem Crucifiz), at Mantua, in the 
Church of St. Francis.” By later writers it is 
said to have been ved on the marble 
base of a Crucifix in tehureh. Concern- 
ing this church and marble slab, a writer in 
the Dublin Review, vol. ix, 1883, p. 375, 
SAYS : 

“Father Narcisso Bonazzi, Maestro di Capella to the 
Rishop of Mantua, has upon application most obt 4 
written to this effect: Prag Chureh and Conroe ck 
St. Francis were su; in 1797 (the of the 
French occupation antua); that in 1811 the church 
was and the convent was turned into a mili- 
tary arsenal; and that no trace of the slab can now be 
found, neither in the churches to which the monuments 
of St. Francis were removed, nor in the royal or civic 
museums of the town.” 

The text according to Chytracus, p. 186, 
has the following stanzas, which are given 
before the opening stauza of the older form of 
the hymn :— 
“ Quaeso anima fidelis, Dies illa, dies trae 
“ Se respondere ve Quem conemur Praeve- 

hire, 
Christo venturo de coelis, | Obviamque Deo ire 

“Cum a te poscet ratio- | ** Seria contritione 
nem, Gratiae apprehensione 

Ob bon! omissionem, Vitae emendatione.” 
Et mali commissionem ? 

Following these there are 16 st. correspond- 
ing to i-xvi. of the oldest known form given 
above ; and then. instead of st. xvii.-xix., the 
concluding st. :-- 

“ Ut consors beatitatia, 
Vivam cum justificati«, 
Ip aevurn aeternitatis.” 
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Daniel gives in vol. ii. pp. 103-105 what 
he understood to be the Mantua text. This 
differs from Chytraeus’s text in these particu- 
lars :— 

Chytracus Daniel. 

1. anima .. = rn. marl me ia 
i te poscet . . . Cum deposcet . . 

7 Et mall Ob mali . . 
5. Teste Petro cum .. 

10. Nil incultam . . 
tl. Quurm nec Justus. . 

5. Teste David cum 

10, Nil inultum .. 
11. Cum nec justus . . 
13. Quod sum causa. . 13. sim causa. . 

G3, “Ne me per- (These lines re- 
“Ls versed, 2 es 

sum causa. Re") and 

MM. rens me sedisti.. | 14. rens me venistl.. 
‘antus labor non. . 

16, Ingemlsco tanquam 
‘antus labor ne sit .. 

16. Ingemisco vere reus . . 
reas. 

19. Statuens me parte . . 19, Statuens in parte . - 
21. Ut consors, . 21. Consors ut.. 

5. In the French Missals, of. that of Paris, 
1738; and that of Metz, 1778, the opening 
lines read :— 

* Dies trae, dies illa, 
Crucis expandens vexilla, 
Solvet seclutm tn favilld. 

Concerning the variations in the text in 
the opening lines of this Sequence, (6) “ Teste 
David, cum Sybilla,” (2) Teste Petro cum 
Sybilla,” and (3) “ Crucis expaudens vexilla,” 
Archbishop ‘Trench writes :— 
“An unwillingness to allow a Sibyl to as 

bearing witness to Christian truth, has ca’ that we 
sometimes find this third line y Teste David cum 
Sibylli') omitted, and tn tte ‘Crucis expandens 
vexilla,” as the second of this triplet. It rests on 
Matt. xxiv. 30, and on the expectation that the appari- 
tion of a cross in the sky would be this “sign of 
the Son of man in heaven.” It i, however, a late 
siteration of the text; and the line as above [* Teste 
Tiavid '} is quite in the spirit of the carte and medieval 
theology. In those uncritical ages the Sibylline verses 
were pot seen to be that transparent forgery which 
indeed they are; but were continually appealed to as 
only second to the sacred Scriptures in prophetic autho- 
rity; thus on this very matter of the destruction of the 
world, by Lactantius, /nst, Div, vil. 16-24; cf. Piper, 
Method, d, Chriatl. Kunst, p. 472-607 ; these, » ith other 
heathen testinvonies of the same kind, being not so much 
subordinated to more legitimate prophecy, as co-ordi- 
nated with it, the two being regarded as Hel lines 
of prophecy, the Church's and the world’s, and con- 
senting witness to the same truths. Thus is it ina 
curious medieval mystery on the Nativity, published in 
the Journal des Saeans, 1846, p. 88, It is of simplest 
construction. One after another patriarchs and prophets 
and kings of the Old Covenant advance and repeat their 
most remarkable word about Him that should come : 
but side by side with them a series of heathen witnesses, 
Virgil, on the ground of his fourth Echogue, Vebwchad- 
nezzar (Dan. ill. 25), and the Sibyl; and that it was 
the writer's intention to parallelise the two series, and 
to show that Christ had the testimony of both is plain 
from some opening lines of the prologue :— 

*O Judael, Verbum Dei Et vos, gentes, non cre- 
Qut negatis, bominem dentes 
Vestrae lgis, testem Regis | Peperisae virginem, 
Audite per urdinem. Vestrae gentis documentts 

Pellite caliginem,’ 
“And such is the meaning bere—* That such a day 

shall be has the witness of inspiration, of David,—and 
of mere natural religion, of the Sibyl—Jew and Gentile 
alike lear testin ony to the truths which we Christians 
believe.” All this makes it certain that we onght to 
read Tiste bavid, and not, Teste Petro. Tt is true that 
2 Pet. iil. 7-11 is a more obvious prophecy of the de- 
struction of the world by fire than any in the Psalms; 
but there are enough in these (as Ps. xevi. 
13; xevil, 3; xt. 6), to which the poet may allude; 
and the very obviousness of that in St. Peter, makes 
the reading, which introduces Lis name, suspiclous."— 
Sac. Lat. Poetry, 1874. 

to the ii. The Authorship, With re 
authorship it seems certainly to ave been of | 
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Italian origin, the Missals of other nations 
having ted it at later dates. The author 
was probably Thomas of Celano, a Franciscan 
Friar of the 13th cent. This is the opinion 
of Daniel, Mohnike, Rambach, Fink, Liseo, 
Trench, and others who have written x ae 
on the subject. The reasons for ascribing its 
origin to the Franciscan Order, and to Thomas 
of Celano, are :— 

Mead earliest known mention of this hymn is made 
ber Bartolomao i Albizai, or Bartholomexus 

us, of the Order of St. Francis, who died sbout 
A.D, 1380, in his Liber Conformitatum, a treatise setting 
forth the potnts in which St, Francia so to imitate 
his Divine Master. It was printed at Milan in 1510, 
again tn 1513, also in later years. 

(2) Sixtus Senensis, a very learned Dominican bat 
= n duty bound) very zealous for his order, in bis 
ar — ae 1566, —— ft an “uncouth 

poem " (inconditus mans). is points to a Fran- 
ciscan in; the old riv, S ecems tee Franciscans 
and icans, a6 is well known, waa very great. 
Hence this writer's bustility furnishes a substantial 

nt. 
3) A resolution was ado; be the Dominicen Order 

at Salamanca in 1576, to the effect that this Sequence 
should not be used in Masses for the Dead; as being 
contrary to the Rubrics. (See Amnotat, in wb. 
Ordinis Pradicatorum, Venet. 1582, 

(4) The learned and painstaking Waddingus 
Ordinis Minorem, _— Wadding) in his Seri; 

, 1650, ascribes it tu of Celano; men- 
tioning that others assign the authorship to St. Bona 
ventura, or to Matthwus Aquaspartanus (d'Acqua- 
ay 

On the other hand, the learned Benedict XIV. in 
his work Le Sacrificio Misse, Sectio Prima, § cxvili,, 
ascribes it (but only as a matter of opinion) to Cantinal 
Latinus Ursinus, or Frangipent, of the Dominkan 
Order. This was probably Napoléon Frangipani, by 
some writers called Orsini, of the Dominican Order, 
created Cardinal of the title of St. Adrian by Pope 
Nicholas [V.; he died at in 12%. Further, 
Antonius Possevinus, a learned Jesuit, in his Appere- 
tua Sacer, Venet. 1608, 1006, &e., tays that some secribe 
it to Augustinus Bugellensia Pedemontanus, of the 
Order of St. A tine; akling that bis own opinion 
fs that it was work of Humbert, the fifth General 
of the Dominican Order, who was born near Valence, 
died at Lyons in 1276, and was buried in the Dominican 
Church of that city. There is, however, little autho- 
tity for these opinions, unless the fact that the oldest 
known text is found in a Dominican Missal of the 
latter part of the ith cent, as noted above, lends 
weight to these statements, Still less fa there weight 
in opinions of Arnoldus Wein, a ine Monk, 
and a great, if somewhat eccentric writer (b, 1644). 
In his Lignum Vitae, Ornamentum et Decus Keclesioe, 
Venet. 1595, lib. v. cap, 70,a work which contains an 
account of lustrious men of his Order, he that 
some have ascribed the ** Dies Irae to Se. 
the Great, and some to St. Bernard. 

Taking all the arguments and ascertained 
facts into account, we may conclude that the 
“Dies irae" was written by Thomas of 
Celano, a Franciscan Friar of the 13th cent, 
and the friend and biographer of St. Francis 
of Assisi, 

jit, Litw Use. This Sequence is re 
rded as — been original y an Advent 

xymn, Its ritual use, however, is as the Se- 
uence in the Mass for the Dead. It is first 
vund in Italian Missals,; and especially in 
those of the Franciscan er. Among the 
oldest Missals in which it is known to occur 
are those of Liibeck, c. 1480; Schleswig, 1436 ; 
Arras, 1491: the Dominican Processional, 
Venice, 1404; the Dominican Missal, Venice, 
1496; Tournay, 1498, &c. It is not given, 
however, in many Missals‘of the 15th and 
léth centuries, nor in the collections of 
Clichtoreus, 1516; of Adelphus, 1519 and of 
Torrentinus, 1513, although these all contain 
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m most frequently in use in 

the Sequence, Tuy, Xe. It is in the Brunder 
collection Of 7. We may note also the 

following de> tant ls :— 
Rorean Missal it is the Sequence on All 

1. In the 
| 

Souls’ . ie | Mi aesses celebrated on the occasion of a 

death ee = exit also on the third, seventh, or 

irtietha fter Burial ; and, optionally, in dally or 

parr loci for the Dead. 

3. In the Prevrecc#® Afissals, as quoted above, it appeared 

inthe Arras, E-S@R 5 and the Tournay, 149. 

4. Ite Angli€ave tase was limited. It is given in some 

editions of ther ex 2-14 prt Missal as a Prosa pro defunctis 
al voluerit,” ire tise een os “a me ~ 

t 1 ressed curt od reprint « je 

pon ore Secunda, 1867, col. 883*-845*,) 

iv. GenereaZ —feceptance. The hold which this 
Sequence has Taeecl upon the minds of men of 
various natioms amd creeds has been very great. 
Goethe uses it, ms is well known, in his Faust 
with great effect. It also furnishes a grand 
climax to Curate wi. in Sir Walter Scott's Lay 
of the Lat Mventrel. It hws been translated 
into many lar grumges, in some of which the 
renderings ares) Wery numerous, those in Ger- 
man numberizage about ninety, and those in 
English thout Ome hundred and sixty. In 
G. Brituin arackh “America no hymn-book of 
any note bas =PEeer during the past bun- 
dred years Without the “Dies Ime” being 
— or iraclirectly represented therein. 
Daniel, Witirage from a German standpoint, 
says i— 

“Even thee to wreis<omm the hymns of the Latin Church 
are almost entirely warak riown, certainly know this one: 
and if anyone Car te found so alien from buman nature thatihey Baawe me appreciation of sacred poetry, 

minds to Uis hy mmars ‘cot wich every word is weighty, yea, even a thunde re Le y>. acca ae e 

From anotl 
Trench says — = 
wane ithar® te account 

standpoint, Archbishop 

for its larity. The 
cher example, dewit<ed, of whice' 1 peppensier no 
og & tte<® theough it has bere shown itself 
Latin aging Ol Bowe of the noblest powers of the 
whith ten on the solemn effect of the triple rhyme, 
> fag at likemed to blow following blow of 
i ie po nln ara wil—the confidence of the poet 
wash bes 4 interest of his theme, a confidence 

mlehima eset erat his matter with so majeatle 
‘Pplatmmess« as at once to be intelligible 
berite. wath xnany more, have given the 

the masterpieces of 
~ s*eetry, lets, p. 302. 

ae Mme of this Sequence is taken 
Daniel Ly LE Phe. i. 15 (Vulgate version). 

p. 103— 333 1, has extensive notes on 
— ghee re bag =& general dissertation on 
110-117 te 2S Be supplements in v. p. 
prt ei bas also Seen treated of by 

tn bie Ki aoe “mack specially by Mobnike 
oe = 182 ae 2d eeerarkictcrische Studium, 

a pas Stral ona his Hymaologische For- 

Dies Irae, Hymnue oy. 1440. ref cas Weltgericht, Berlin, 

— Authorities ‘ 
above, Treach’s Satoh ma tke, Lisco, ami Daniel, as 
in Hours at Home. 5 ty Poetry, 149-74; Dr. Schaff 
Komigafeld, 147. 

v. Translations in ¢. y.:— 

> bit wrath, thet dreadful day. As the 
_ th alite erapence are in many instances so 
— some vag EIB Line, it will be neces- | 
sary 0 CMR Ly Zive the opening stanza in 

1832; anil Lisco in hia | 

Ls6> 5 Inblin Neview, 1485; | 

| 
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a complete form. This, the oldest é¢r, in C. U. 
reads :— 

The day of wrath, that dreadful day 
Shall the whole world in ashes lay, 
As David and the Siby! say.” 

This rendering is from the Roman Missal, and 
its first publication, so far as yet traced, was in 
N. Tate's Miscellanea Sacra, 1696, where it is 
given as “ By the E. of Roscommon.” It is also 
in the posthamous Poema of Wentworth Dillon, 
Earl of Roscommon, 1721 (Preface dated 1717). 
It subsequently appeared in a Divine Office for 
the Laity, 1763. Mr, Orby Shipley, in the 
Dublin Review, January, 1885, ee the pos- 
sibility of the ¢r. being by J. Dryden rather 
than by Lord Roscommon, on the ground of 
its appearance in the Primer, 1706, to which 
Dryden is believed to have largely contributed, 
It never appeared, however, in any edition of 
Dryden's works, and is not characterized by 
any of the peculiarities which distinguish Dry- 
den's style. In 1812, Dr. Collyer gave in his 
Coll. 14 st. in two parts, pt. i. beginning, * The 
Jast loud trumpet’s wondrous sound;” and pt, 
ii, “Thou Who for me didst feel such pain.” 
In 1819, a cento composed of st. i, iii, vi, 
x., xv, and xvii, considerably altered, was 
gen in Cotterill’s Sel, No. 2OL. This was 
vllowed by another cento broken into two 
parts, which appeared in Bickersteth’s Christian 
Psalmody, 183.4, beginning, pt. i., * The last loud 
trumpet’s wondrous sound"; pt. ii, “ Forget 
not what my ransom cost.” The same arrange- 
| ment was repeated in the earlier editions of 
| Mercer, and other collections, The cento in 
Hall's Mitre, 1836, and the New Afitre Hul., 
1874, beginning, “* The last loud trumpet’s,” &e., 
is another arrangement of stanzas, 

2. That day of wrath, that dreadful day. By 
Sir Walter Scott. This is a condensed rendering 
of the Dies rae, introduced by Scott at the close 
of The Lay of the Last Minstrel, 1805, in 3 st. 
of 41., as having been sung in Melrose Abbey, 
“noble Angus" having decided 

“ That he a pilgrimage would take 
To Melrose Abbey, for the sake 
Of Michael's restless sprite.” 

The details of the pilgrimage are wrought out 
with grand effect, and conclude with this “ hyma 
of intercession.” 

“ That day of wrath, that dreadful day 
When heaven and earth shall pass away 
bowl sett shall be the sinner's stay ? 
How i he meet that dreadful day ?" 

Soon after the publication of the Lay, &c., in 
1805, this tr. was given as a hymn for public 
worship in various collections, Dr. Collyer in- 
cluded it in his Sef, 1812; Cotterill followed in 
1819, as “The day,” &., and others later on, 
until its use hasextended to all English-speaking 
countries, Various attempts have been made to 
“improve” these noble lines; st. iii, l. 3 being 

_ specially selected with this result :— 
“Re Thou, O Christ, the sinner's stay,” in Elliott's 

Ps. & Hys., 1935. 
“Thou art, O Christ, Thy people's stay," in Draum- 

mond & Greville'’s Church af Rngland H, Bk, leis, 
v hong ~ = = inner's stay,” im the Scottist 
ei es, HH, + ind. 

“Re Thou, O Christ, our steadfast stay,” in Bresy's 
Birmingham Sel., 155. 

The first of these changes is still in extensive 
use, but another change in the opening line, 
“On that dread day, that wrathful day,” given 
in Cotterill’s Sef, 1810, is pow*unknown, 
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This condensed rendering of the Dies Jrae has 
not only taken a strong hold i the general 
public, but it has also elicited the admiration of 
those who through their education and wide 
reading are best qualified to judge. One such 
has said :— 

“T know nothing more sublime tu the writings of Sir 
Walter Scott—certainly I know nothing so sublime in 
any portion of the sacred poetry of modern times, I 
mean of the adage century—as the *H for the 
Dread,” extending only to twelve lines, which he em- 
bodied in The y of the Last Minstrel, (Right Hon. 
W. E. Gladstone. Speech at Hawarden, Feb. 3, 1266.) 

Sir Walter Scott’s admiration of the —— 
is well known. His biographer, J. G. Lockhart, 
says concerning his last illness :— 

“ Bat commonly whatever we coukd follow bim in was 
a Ce Sete (eenecealty ‘eT hecles of 

and the Book of Job) or some petition in the 

Soutrt2gh Versien)--rof ene of Ube Sagatticost hyseas met 
of the Romish ritual, in which he always delighted, b bat 
which probably bung on his memory now in connection 
with the ch services he had attended while in a fl 
We very often beard distinctly the cadence of the 
frac; and | think the very last stanza that we could 
make out was the first of a still greater favourite, 
*Stabat Mater dolorusa,’" Ac. (Memoirs, 1634, vol. 
vil. p. 391.) 

%. Om that great, that awful day. By Lord 
Macaulay, a condensed rendering, contributed to 
the Christian Observer, Jan. 1826 (vol. 26), and 
embodied in the early editions of the Rughy 
Sohoul Chapel H. Bk, and a few collections, It 
has almost altogether passed out of common use. 

4. Day of wrath, thou day of thunder. By H. J. 
Buckoll, from the Roman Missal, 1st pub. in the 
Rugby School Chapel H, Bk., and continued in 
later editions. 

5. Day of wrath, that awful day. By J. Wil- 
liams. The first st. of this rendering from the 
Paris Missal is :— 

“ Day of wrath !—that awful day 
Shall the banner’d Cross display, 
Earth in ashes melt away!’ 

This rendering appeared first inthe British Mag, 
for Jan. 1834, and was repented in the translator's 
Thoughts in Past Years, 1838, and his fHys. tr. 
from the Parisian Brev., 1839. In full, or in 
part, this é. has been included in the Leeds H. 
Bk. 1853; The Parish H. Bk, 1863-75; Ma- 
ther’s Hys. for the Ch. of God, 1864; Mercer 
(based on 7. Woliams), Oxford ed., 1864, and 
several others. The rendering in R, Campbell's 
St. Andrew's Hys. and Anthems is also this by 
i, Williams, with alterations by Campbell. 

6. Day of anger, that dread day. [iy H. Alford, 
from the Paris Missal. The opening st. of this 
tr. isi 

“ Day of anger, tha da 
Shall the tage in care diapley, 
And the earth in ashes lay.” 

It appeared in his /’s, § /Tys., 1844, in two parts, 
the second beginning, “ Thou didst toil my soul 
to gain” ; and was repeated in his Yeur of Praise, 
18t7. In Windle’s Hymnal, No. 83, there is 
given a cento from this fr. into which many 
alterations are introduced, and a refrain is added 
to each stanza which is altogether new to the 
hymn. The cento in the Murlhorough School 
Coll., 1869, No. 49, beginning with the first line 
from 1. Williams, is from this ér. but greatly 
altered. Dean Alford’s tr. is also given in a few 
American hymn-books, 

7. Day of wrath, 0 day of mourning, By W. J. 
Irons, from the /’aris Missal. It is well known 
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that the Revolution in Paris in 1848 led to many 
scenes of terror and shame. Foremost was the 
death of Monseigneur D. 4, Affre, the Archbishop 
of Paris, who was shot on June 25 on the 
barricades on the Place de la Bastille whilst 
endeavouring to persuade the insurgents to cease 
firing, and was buried on July 7. As soon as it 
was safe todoso his funeral sermon was preached 
in Notre Dame, accompanied by a religious service 
of the most solemn and impressive kind, Through- 
out the service the Archbishop's heart wase 
in a glass case in the Choir, and at the appointed 
lace the Dies Jrae was sung by an immense 
y of priests. The terror of the times, the 

painful sense of bereavement which rested upon 
the minds of the people through the death of 
their Archbishop, the exposed heart in the Choir, 
the imposing ritual of the service, and the grand 
rendering of the Dies Jrae by the priests, gave 
to the occasion an unusual degree of impressive 
ness. Dr. Irons was present, and deeply moved 
rd what he saw and heard. On retiring from 
the Church he wrote out this fr, of the Dies Irae. 
The surrounding circumstances no doubt contri- 
buted greatly to produce this, which is one of 
the finest of modern renderings of the grandest 
of mediaeval hymns. It was first issued in the 
privately printed Jntroits and Hymns for Ad- 
vent, issued, without date, for the use of Margaret 
Street Chapel, London, where it bears the initials 
“WJ.” It was also published in 1849 (Lond. 
Masters), with historical nutes by Dr. Irons, and 
with the music to which it was sung in Notre 
Dame, harmonized by Charles Child Spencer. Dr. 
Trons also included it in his Appx. to the Bromp- 
ton Met. Psalter, in his Hymns, &c., Brompton, 
1866, No. 82, and in the new and enlarged ed. 
of his Ps, § Hys., 1873-1883, No. 60. In popu- 
larity and extensiveness of use this fr, of the 
Dies Trae is surpassed only by Sir Walter Scott's. 
A few important -— ve come into use 
which must be noted. The opening stanza is:— 

“ Day of wrath, O day of mourning, 
See once more the Cross returning— 
Heav'n and earth in ashes burning!” 

This is given in J, A. Johnston's English Hyl, 
1852, as “ Day of wrath, O day dismaying,” &e.; 
in Thrapp’s /’s. ¢ Hys., 1853, as “ Day of Judy- 
ment, day of mourning "; and in Kennedy, 1863, 
as “Day of anger, day of mourning.” The 
second fine of st. i. has also undergone these 
changes:—in the Salisimry H. Ba, 1857, the 
Sarum, 1868, and others, to “See!t the Son's 
dread sign returniog.” In this there is a change 
in the wording of the line only, and not a change 
ef thought. The thought, however, is chan 
in the Hf, Comp. and Snepp, where we read, “ 
the Crucified returning.” In A. A. § MM. the 
reading of the Roman J/issal is ado in spirit 
although not in word, “See fulfilled the pro- 
phet'’s warning,” and this has been repeated in 
several hymn-books, The concluding lives which 
read :— 

“ Lord, who didat our souls redeem, 
Grant a blessed Requiem |“ 

were changed in the Hymns and Introits, 1852. 
and the Cooke and Denton /{ymnal, 1853, to the 
tr, by L Williams :— 

* Lord all-pitying, Jeau blest ' 
Grant them Thine eternal rest.” 

This, with “ Grant us,” for “Grant them,” bas 
been repeated, sometimes with and sometimes 
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7 e, in most hymn-books which 16. Day of wrath! the heart dismaying. by 

wuneut wy se Irons’s tr. Thring’s Coll, is | “F. J.P.” from the Paris Missal ; in Dr. Rawes's 
have adop gum favour of:— Hys. for the Year, x.p, (1860); the Catholic 
an excopesens Fenu, Saviour ever Best, Hymaal, ¥.v,, and other Roman Catholic collec- 

Yzrant us then eternal rest.” ok tions for Missions and oe hs fr, has 
tat stilt, and still more nigh. y E. | often been attributed to F, W. Faber, but in 

Cc vs from: the oman Missal, in his Lyra error. (Dublin Review, 1883, vol. ix. p- 390.) 

Catholica isa, p- 241; and his Mys. § Poems,’ 17. Day of wrath! That day of woe, From — 
1873, p. 126- his is repeated in the Irvingite | the Roman Missal, in Tie Crown of Jesus H. 
Hi «for the C7se of the Churches, 1864-71. Bk, N.v, [e, 1862}. ; 

. Day of weomgeance, day of sorrow. By W. J. 18. Day of wrath, that day dismaying. This 

Blew fromthe #¢orman Missal, given in his Church | cento in the Hymnary is thus composed; st. i.- 
Hy 5 Tune Z#A-, 1852. Io Mr. Rice's Sel. from | viii. are st. i.—viii. of No. 16 above, by “F. J. P.” 
he work, No. 7 begins with st. 9 of this tr, | re-written by Canon William Cooke. Canon 
“Day of dread, im wrath awaking.” This fr., | Cooke changed the present tense of this fr. back 
which ranks weith, if it does not surpass, Dr.| to the future of the original, and thus made the 
lrons’s noted zalbowe, has been strangely over-| whole hymn refer not to an actual realization, 
joked by hyexaxa-book compilers. A writer in| but a dread anticipation of the Judgment. He 
the Dublin Fewer says of it, “for re, ag has also rendered the opening stanza according 
force of expression, dignity, and rhythm [it]) tothe Roman Missgl. These changes, and other 
is unsur’ + tt least by any other Protestant | alterations render these stanzas almost a new 
version.” (F722 Wersions of Dies Irae, 1883, | translation. The remainder of the hymn (st. 
vol. ix. p. 390.) ix.-xx.) is from Dr. Irons, No. 7, as above. 

10. Day of weoresmth and tribulation. A cento in 19. In that dim and awful day. By “£0.” 
Rorison’s Colé., 2 851, based on I. Williams and | in Dale’s English H. Bk, 1875, No. 836, 
Dr. lrons. In the 2nd and later editions it reads, 

“Day of wmth £ © day of mourning.” 1. Dear, dear soul, awake, awake. Joshua Sylvester. 
11. Day of wrermth ! that day dismaying. By | Divine Weekes of Lu Rartas, 1621. 

J. A. Johnston, geiwen in the 2nd ed.of his English 2. Hearest thou, my soul, what serious things. 

lig; 185i OE the nteral version of De | MS PR ry 
frous,asinthe Asst ed, 1852. This new render-| pial Poems and Triotets (Sir W. Scott's ed. 1820), 

a Sig or a ee Mt Ah, silty soul, whet wi thou willl amger, all arresting By W. B. - Ab, silly what w say. aun 

Robertson, froma the oman Missal, lst pub. in eg Posthumous Poems, 1656, and Bp. Sage's 

Hosannah; or, Cheants and Hywns for Children| %. That day of wrath, that dreadful day. A. Crow- 
and Teachers, Glaas gre sw (Preface cro 1854). It | ther and T. V Bedler. "The Nosariat's Daily Brercise. 

wav rupreaied fa 2 S68, in a programme of music a ie phase that dreadful day. James Dymock’s 
sung by achofr mt the meeting of the United | phe sacrifice of the New Law, 1657. Also in an Office 
Presbyterian Sy mock of that year. In the Draft the BV, M.of the same year, and altered, in es 
of the Presb, fTyé., 1874, it was reprinted for urchman's Manual of Priv. and Family Deootion, 

approval, aid fra 2 57 appeared in that collection | "7°", aay of wrath, that dreadful day. Anon. The 
in 1876, with st. d2¢_ xviii. considerably altered. | Following of Christ, 1694. 

13. Day ef doormen. the last, the greatest. By | | # The day of wrath, that doom-leciding day. Anon, 

Aromat? Penwora.. Written at Rugby, and Ist | “9, The tay of wrath, that dreadful day. Anon. 
pub. in the Wedéiva zton Coll. H. Bk., 1860, and | phe Ofice for the Dead, x.v. cir. 1740. 
repeated insubseq went editions. It is appointed 10. day of wrath, that great and awful day, 
to be sung before the Litany on the Sundays in “T. T.S.," in Christian Observer, May, 1819, 
Advent, dis froma the Roman Missal 11. The dreadful day, the day of ire. F.C. Husen- 

14. Day of " beth. Cutholic Miscellany, 1523, and Missal for the 
terror, day of doom. By A. P. | Laity, 1831. 

Stanley, from the #2. -yzacrre Missal, appeared in G. | ,.12- Oday of anger, awful day, “0,” in the Chris- 
Redmond Fortal’s = #£eys for Use of the Parish | “a Mememb Fousment ‘day of ire, Willlam H . ber le ’ . ay. of Alu y I854, ira Ost.’ of 6 |. In 1868 it was deneel, Wal. J 
given Aucmillara™s _Afeajazine, and in 1869 in| _ 14. Oday of wrath, that dreadful day. R. Parkinson, 
the Appendir to ifys. for Use in the Chapel of Saturday Magazine, Sept. 22, 1432, and reprinted in his 

Marltorowh Colt. acs, << “Dray of wrath, O dreadful | "pay ar 
day,” with an additio 15. Day of Judgment, day of wrath, Anon. Spirituat 

ated inthe We. faa] stanza. The same was | Repository, 1433. 
st 7 16. 0 day of wrath dismaying. J. Chandler 

In the Hymnary, 1a7a. Fee roland ae Hys. of the Primitive Church, ist : 
tion of 3 stanzag by ‘th can “ Noughe of 17. Wrath and righteous retribution. “C.F. RB. of 
Thee my prayers «- e Editors (“ Nought of | Futneck."” Christian Observer, Jan, 1937, 

Cam claim”; “ Make me with is. Day of anger, day of mourning, J. R. D. Beste 
, Thy sheep to stand *> $ and “Full of tears and | Catholic Hours, 139. 

foil of dred”), ang ivided into th : 19. The day of wrath, that last dread day. Anon. 
t. ti, being,“ Whe into three parts, | cutholic Magazine, 1839. 
F ii." 3 B, im that tremendous day, ao. O day of wrath, and dread surprise. Daniel 
and pt. 4°O just: Sradge, to whom belongs.” | French. Set. of Catholic Hys., 1509. 
The ten-stanta form jg repeated ine tee ‘Aineriq 21. The day of wrath, that dreadful day, William 
can hymn-books, includ 

Tranalations not in 0. U. :— 

ni Young. Catholic Choraliat, 1442. 
ing Zaudes Domini, 1884, 22.0 that day, that day ofire, RC. Trench. T. V. 

na others. . ¥ a <a e Fosbery's Mya. for the Sick and Seffering, 1444, 

. © Dey of wrath : that ' 23. Day of wrath, that awful day. E. B, Pusey in 
ingleton, f awful day! By Be | ne parative of the Christian Syul, 1847. 

ie ak yh te ne Homan Missal, written in | "4. ‘That day of wrath, that deeadfal day, W. R, 
im the S Arglican H. Bh. 1868, | Wingfield. Prayers for the Dead, 1645. 

No. 6. 171 ed. it reads: “Day of | .. 25. Aday of wrath, a dreadful day. “E.8.," in Dr. 
wrath! that awful day, Earth in ashes,” “&e. Hook's Holy Thoughts and Prayera. Preface to 3rd ed., 
and ynarkel as tr. in 1870 ’ + | laven, 

26, Tat dread day of wrath and shame. James D. 
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Aylward. 1st printed In the Dublin Review, April, 
1883, but written in 1446. 

27, That day of wrath and grief and shame, James 
D, Aylward. Also printed in the Dublin Review, 
April, 1#83, but written in 1546. 

2s, Day of wrath and doom of fire. Lord Lindsay. 
History of Christian Art, 1847. 
29. Day of wrath, that dreadful day. Howel W. 

Lloyd. Paradise of the Christian Soul, 1877. 
20. Duy of doom, that day of ire. W, J. Copeland. 

Printed in Dublin Review, 1583, but written in 1847. 
31. Awful doomsday, day of anger. Anon, Spiritual 

Repository, L447. 
42. Woe is the day of tre. Richard D, Williams 

(Shamrock of the * Nation"). Manual of Sisters of 
Mercy, 1#48. 

33. Day of the Lord’s‘avenging ire. Dean Disney. 
irish Eeclesiastical Journal, May, 1849. 

34. Day of wrath, beneath w thunder. Arch- 
deacon an, frisk Ecclesiastical Journal, June, 
1#49, but written before. 2 

36. Day of wrath, that dreadful day. F. G. Lee. 
Poems, 1850, 
36, La, that day of wrath awaketh. A. T. Russell. 

Ps, & Hymns, 1951, 
37, Most surely at the — time (through the 

German). A. T. Russell, Ps, & Hymns, 1361. 
38, Day of vengeance, day of burning. R. G. Lo- 

raine, ish words to Mozart's Kequiem Mass, 1454. 
39, Lo the day of wrath, the day. Mrs. BE. Charles, 

The Voice of Christian Life in Song, 1864. 
40. Ab that day of wrath and woe, William Bright. 

Athanasius and Other Poems, 1854. 
41. Day of anger, that great day, J, W. Hewett. 

Verses by a Country Curate, 1459. 
42. Tray of anger, day of wonder. Philip S. Worsley. 

Rlackieood's Mag., 160, and his Poems and Transla- 
tions, L¥B3. 

43. There comes a day, a dreatfal day. Dr. G. 
Walker's Hye. from the German, 1860, 

44. Day of Judgment, day appalling. H. Kynaston. 
cecasional Verses, 1862. . 

45. The day comes of indignation. Charles B. Cayley. 
Church Times, 1864. 

46. Lo theday, theday ofdooming. Francis Trappes. 
JAturgical Hymns, 8.0. cir, 165. 

47. Great day of wrath, of days the day. J. H. 
ag, The Reantiful Latin Hymn, 1966. 

48. y of wrath opon whose dawning. J. H. 
Slweet}. The Heautiful Hymn, 1866. 

49. Day of awful wrath, great day, when. J. H. 
gitay' The Reautiful Hymn, 1866. 

1. Day of wrath, O day of days. W. H. Robinson. 
South London Chronicle, May 26, 1606. 

St. Day of anger, dreadful day. J. W. Thomas. 
Poems on Sacred... Subjects, 167. 

62. Day of wrath and tribulation. Jobin Henry Hoe- 
kyns-Abrahall. (Aristian Nemembrancer, Jan., 164. 

53. The day of wrath, that haunting day. R, C, 
Hutton. Spectator, March 7, 1864, 

54. The day of wrath, that awful day. Anon. 
Friend's Magazine, 

56, Othe day, that day of anguish, John Wallace. 
Hymne of the Church, 1874. 

ié. Day of fury when earth dying. Charles Kent. 
Tie Month, Nov,, 1474, 

St. Pay of wrath, that day whose knelling. Mr. 
Justice John O'Hagan. frish Monthly, March, 1874. 

Ss. Dawns the day, the day of dread. Anon. Aes 
senger of the Sacred Heart, Nov., 1815. 

69. Day of anger, sinners dooming. H. Macgill. 
Songs te Christian Creed aud Life, 1876. 

60, ¥ of ire, woe worth that day. William Macll- 
waine. Lyra Hibernica Stora, Lats. 

61. Lo the day of wrath, that day. Osmond Seager. 
Crremus, 1878. 

#2. A day of wrath that day shall glow, €, Warren, 
ITs. 

63. That day a day of wrath shall glow. 
Warren, Is7s. 
ag ommeth that day, that day of ire. Orlando Dob- 

fi, 1874, i 
65, The day of wrath, that dreadful day. 2D. T. | 

Morgan. Hymns of the Latin Church, lsxu. Printed 
for private circulation, 1471, 

6, Day of anger, that dread day, When the earth, | 
W, Cowan. Poems, 1479, 

67. O day of wrath, the Inst great dreadful day. 
Anon. “F. G. M." in the Messenger of the Sacred 
oy iste, 

tis, that day, the day of vengeance. 
Hawes, Fly ghet, 1s84, od nee 

69. Day of wrath on which earth's framing. 
Hilton, Messenger of the Sacred Heart, 1es4, 

Henry A, 

W. 
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70. That day of wrath, that dreadful day, An exten- 
— of Str W. Scott's tr. by Father Police. Parochial 

1881. 
Tl. O day of wrath, of days the day. J. H. Sweet. 

The Day of Judgment, 1873. 
72. Day of wrath upon whose dawning. J. H. Sweet. 

The Day af Judgment, 1873. 

In midition to the above, the following are 
by American Translators :— 
ht O that day, that day of ire, Mrs, M. J. Preston, 

2, Day of wrath, portentous morning. Charles Y. 
Krauth. Winchester Kepublican, 1451. 

4, pay ot wrath, that day dismaying. Dr, Willian 
Rt. Williams. AMiscellanies, 1851. 

4. Day of wrath the sinner dooming. Dr, Henry 
Mills, Horae Germanicac, 1456. 

5. The Sibyl's leaf, the Pealmist's lay...  Somonia- 
tor.” Poems, 1859. 

6. Day of ire, that day impending, Epes Sargent. 
The Press, 1859. 

7. Day of wrath, that day of hasting. Robert David- 
son. Poems, 1560. 

8. Day of wrath, that day of barning. Abraham 
Coles. Dies Irae in 13 original versions, 1660. 

%. Day sha'l dawn that has no morrow. A. Coles, 
1860, 

10, Pay of vengeance, and of wages. A Coles, Ld. 
11. Day of prophecy, it flashes. A. Coles, 146u, 
12, Day of vengeance, end of seorning. A. Coles, 

1sto, 
13, Day of wrath and consternation. A. Coles, 1460. 
14, Day of wrath, that day of days. A. Coles, 160. 
16, O that dreadful day, my soul. A. Coles, 1460. 
16, Day foretold, that day of ire. A. Colea, 1564, 
17. Lo it comes with ste:lthy feet. A. Coles, 1560. 
18, Day of wrath, that day of dole. A. Coles, 1460. 
19, Oday of wrath, O day of fate, A Coles, 1460 

That day, that awful day the last. A. Coles, 
1860, 

21. Day of wrath, that day of wonder. George A. 
Crovke. piece Recorder, 1863. 

22. O that day of wrath and woe. A, H. Roger, 
The Lutheran, 1664. 

24. That day of wrath, that day of doom. James 
Ross. The New York Observer, lets. 

24. Day of threatened wrath from heaven, Erastus 
C. Benedict. Christian Intelligencer, cir, 1564. 

25. Day of wrath, that final day. E. C, Benedict, 
1464. 

26. Day of wrath with vengeance glowing. E. C. 
Benedict, 1864. 

day of burning. M. H. 
46h 

27. Day of wrath, that 
Bright, The Hound Table, 1465, 

2s. Day of vengeance, lo that morning. General J. 
A. Dix, “Secen Great Hymna of the Church, 1565, 

29, Day of wrath, dread day of wailing. Anon. 
Round Table, Feb, 23, 1867, 

30, A day of wrath and woe, that day. 
hound Table, 1567. 

31, O day of wrath in that dreadday, Anon. The 
Living Age, Jan. 26, 1567. : 

32. Day of wrath, day long expected, Roger 5 
Tracy. Avening Post, Jan., 1568. 

a3. Day of wrath, that day foretold, Dr, Philip 
Sehaff, Hours at Home, May, leds; and christ is 
Song, 1869-70. 

34. Day of anger, day of sighing. Hurace Castle, 
The { niversity, April, +69. 

35. The day of anger, ah that day. Henry J. Mac- 
donald, 156%. 

36. The day of wrath, ah me, the day, Rotert 
McCorkle. Svening Post, 1589. 

37. Day of wrath, of days thatday. Edward Slomon. 
Seven Great Hymns of the Church, 1865. 

34. Day of wrath, that day appalling. 
Phelps. Poems, 1569, 

Anos. 

Sylvanus 
| Phel : 

Cc. F.S. 39. Day of wrath, that day of mourning. A, ©. 
Kemtrick. Gur Foetical Proourites, 1469. 

40. Lo the day, that day of ire, Oliver Taylor, 
1569 

41. Day of wrath, that day appalling. Anon. Howrt 
at Home, July, 109. 

42. That day of wrath, upon that day, WG. Diz. 
Houre at Home, 1869. 

43, Day of wrath, O direfal day, Charles Rockwell. 
Hours at Home, 1469. 

44. That day of wrath, that direful day, Anoo. 
Catholic Manual, #70. ; 

45, Day of doom, 0 day of terror, Anon, Cuthelic 
World, May, 1573. 

46, Day ‘of wrath whose vengeful Gre. Charles H. 
A. Esling. Qutholic Hecord, 1874. 
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“Day of F aaciggment, day of “urning,” 
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Cc. L. tand in the Psalteriolum Cantionum Catholi- 

rer eview 

. 318. It is tr. as— 
ine. John Anketel, | Cavum, Cologue, 1722, p. 31 

45. Day oF wrath. that an
y undying 

thine awful morning. Samuel 
$0. Day of wrath. 

1, Jesu, grant me this, I pray. By Sir H. W. 
. John Anketell. | Baker, written for and Ist pub. in H. A. g M., 

1861, and continued in 1875, Also in other 

“ nd Woof, 1470. collections. 
big er rm oy o day at binning. Samuel J. | 2 Jesu, grant me of ps ag By R. F. 

. . ne, a A * le H J . , 7 : 

Ween. oer acest the world uleaing. William W. owas re in the People's H., 1867, and 

. > ress . 18, 1878. aS - 
Nevin. Lager “gent Sts aan day. Joel Swartz. 3, Jesu, Lord, to me impart. By R. (. Single- 

I Son Obsercer, Aug, 72, 1874. ton, written in 1867, and included, in 1868, in 

‘a. Oday OF cimye of anger. Anon. R.W.L. Te | his Anglican H. Bh. (J. J.J 
ch = hmar, Apri 3, 15880. th 

"pay. tae aeeful day affrighting, Matthias Shee- | Dilherr, Johann Michael, was b. at 
leigh, a a of wrath, that certain day. Thomas Themar in Meiningen, Oct. 14, 1604, and 

MacKellar Fe 

Carma g> E> il."’ 
5: Meany of woemeb, that day of burning. 

ov ., Lasd4. 
<f wrath, of God's dread ire. John 

Mason Brown. ceztholic World, Nov., 1444. 
eo. The Jadgaemmemt day, that day of dread. Joseph 

J. Marrin. Cathhofée World, April, 462. - 
61. Day of wrath, Oh of burning. H. L. Has- 

tings, in his Songra Qf” Ftlgrimage, 1856, 

This extenssiwe List of 133 translations of 
the Dies Irae, mot in C.U. (73 English and | tp mower ee online 
60 Americats) Iazes been compiled pally - 
the Rev. C. E*. SS. Warren, and Mr. W. 

ce, day of fire, George Davie. | April 8, 1669. 

wrens and a Few Metrical Psalms, 1883, | educnted at the Universities of Leipzig, Alt- 
auraci ** based on a literal rendering by | dorf and Jena. In 1646 he became first 

Franklin | Pastor of St, Sebald’s Church, and Antistes 
of the Nirnberg clergy, and d. at Niirnberg, 

e was reckoned one of the 
most learned men and the greatest her 
of his time. He wrote some 60 hymns, which 
niger in various devotional works, and in 
his Bey 1000 Alte und Neue Geistliche Psalmen, 
Lieder und Gebete, Niirnberg, 1654, &c, Only 
one has been tr. :— 

God's Care.) A 
‘eq zu der Seligkeit, Niruberg, 1646, p. 491, in 

16 st. entitled “Hymn of God's ness and against 
fretting Cares.” tr. ts from the form in the 

Brooke. To tlhis: list a few more tre, will Brider G. A, 1778, No. 267, in 8 st., beginning, * Laset 

blybe adele = The total number of trs. 
uns mit stieen Weisen.” It is tr. as“ The prayers 

f the needy,” No. H11t in the Suppl. of 1 the 
into English Of tlais magnificent Sequence is Moravian 1 'Bk., ya ppl a 

thus over 150, garack of these 19 renderings are 
in C.U.in G.  EBritain and America. The 
nearest tpprometa to this is the Adeate fideles 
with 16 tn. im €o. U., and 22 not in C. U,, or 
38 inalljand Fevz feate Burg, with 18 in C. U. 
and 45 ptin C. «> ora total of 63. (J. J.) 

Dies sind Gie 
M. Luther. (Tera <ommandments.] After the 
13th cent the eae Commandments began to 
be used in Germany at the confessional, and 
for the intruactiora “of children, and in later 
times 00 pilgrimmengres and as an introduction 
to the ty durin Passiontide. Luther's 

c mertr setting lst — 
in a Exchiridéic re, Erfurt, 1324, and hence 
in Wackernagel, G4. yp. 15, in 12 at. of 41, 
each st. enling With. ** AKyriolys.” 1 

zehn Gebot. | walten.” 

Bk., 1801 (1449, No. Tue). (J. M.} 

Dir, Herr, dir will ich mich ergeben. 
[For the Dying.) This stanza has not been 
traced further than the German word book of 
Mendelssohn's oratorio of St. Paul (1836), 
where it is set to Neumark’s well-known 
chorale, “ Wer nur den lieben Gott lasst 

It reads ;— 
“ Dir, Herr, dir will ich mich ergeben, 
Dir dessen Eigenthum ich bin, 
Dau, nur allein do, bist mein Leben, 
Und Sterben wird mir dann Gewtan, 
Ich lebe dir, ich sterbe dir, 
Sey du nur mein so gnigt es mir.” 

It is tr. as :— 
To Thee, 0 Lord, I yield my spirit, Who. By W. 

Ball,as part of his tr. of the word book of St. 
Paul, 1836, Included ia the Leeds H. Bk.,1853 ; 

< i 59: : Schircks'sod. of K ses thuee yori, ae iad. N. Cong., 1859; Kennedy, 1863; Horder’s Cony. 
F siunde No. 364 in the Uno. L. &., 1851. 

Hyl., 1884, and others. It is sometimes er- 
he oulytr.in Go” Uy. roneously ascribed to Neumark. [G. A. C.) 

That mts godly Lite right live, in R. Massic’s| Disown’d of Heaven, by man op- 
M. Luthe’s Spiriteece? Songs, 1854, p.35, and | prest. J. Joyce. (On behalf of the Jews. 
thence, as No. 20-4 , > aim the (hio Luth. 
and in Dr. Bacon, 1884, p. 28. 

Other tr. are ; a> tT . 
- ¢ “* These are the holy com- maundemests ten,” }> 

1e46, p. 54). (2) «* Toy ESp>. Coverdale, 1639 (Remains, 
the ens 

6. (3)"These ar 
No Rosen d  At th 

~ "These are c a 
Laa6, p. 53 (1887, ee ey b 

Se eta iCeerne 1a ps 
are t y Som im, > os . 83. 

the Sunday Magazin, ae . O. Macdonatd tn | 
* 

his Bzotics, 16, p, a4. (J. M) | 
Dignare me, O Jesu, rogo Te. [S- 

curity _ Jesus.}- ‘This hymn is sheen 
by Danie 2. 371, but without any indien- | 
tion of surce of the text. It is found 
in the Hywnolia Sacra, Mi iinster, 1753, p. 153, 

vil., 1880, 

868, 
: 

© Moravian H. Bk, 1754. 

) “* Moy ses upon the Mont Sinay,”in | altered versions Godlie Badles te#s Cedi » folio 5), ed. 1 the boly ten Commands, re once blest.” 
J. Anderson, | bis Ps. & 7 
Himself from | second in Bickersteth’s Christian Psolmody, 
(6) “ These | 1833, No. 408. 

Ist appeared in the Christian Observer for 
Nov. 1509, in 5 st, of 6 1., entitled, “ Hymn 
applicable to the Present Condition of the 
Jews,” and signed “J. J.” In 1833-5 two 

aa almost together, 
why should Israel's sons, 

ne was included by Elliott in 
na, 1835, No. 137, and the 

both beginning, “ 

In later hymnals Bickersteth's 
| text las bern almost exclusively alopted, as 
found in Windle’s Coll. No. 805. Hall's 
alterations in the Mitre, 1886, No. 106, have 

out of use, in common with those of 
Iliott and others. [J. J.J 

Diterich, Johann Samuel, eldest sin 
of A. M. Diterich, pastor of St. Mary’s Church, 
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Berlin, was b. at Berlin, Dec. 15,1721. After 
studying at the Universities of Frankfurt a. 
Oder, and Halle, he was for some time a private 
tutor in Berlin. He was, in 1748, uppointed 
diaconus of St. Mary's Church in Berlin, und 
regimental chaplain, becoming, in 1751, archi- 
diaconus, and, in 1754, tor of St. Mary's. 
In 1763 he was appointed private Chaplain to 
the Queen, and in 1770 a member of the 
Supreme Consistury. He d, at Berlin, Jan. 
14, 1797 (Koch, vi. 228-231; Allg. Deutsche 
Biog., v. alt His hymus appeured in 
the following works ;— 

(1) Lieder far den dffentlichen Gottesdienst, Berlin, 
1765, with 236 hymna, edited by himself and bis col- 
leagues in St. Mary's Church. Designed as a supple- 
ment to Porst’s G. 8. of 1718, (2) Conan zum 
pottesdienatlichen Gebrauch in den Kdniglich-Preus- 
sirchen Landen, Perlin, 1740, with 447 hymns princi- 

Hy edited oy himself, (3) Gesa he fir die hdius- 
iche Andacht, Berlin, 1757, with 421 hymns, princi- 

pally of recent date, 
None of these books give names of authors. Diterich 

seems to have contributed about 100 hynons either original 
or a recast, besides rewriting portions of many 
—— e aye oper Maar assed as x Premed - the 
on process of “ modern "and “ improving " 
the o : German hymns, by which the aoe 
to Léth cent. “ correctness,” and had all the life polished 
out of them. His 1765 collection formed the model 
of many wretched hymn-books, and bis Influence is 
even seen in such recent collections as the Hamburg 
G, B., 1842, the Nassau @. #., L444, and the G. #, far 
die evang, Landeskirche im Grossherzogtum Sachsen, 
Weimar, 1883. 

A number of the recasts from the older 
hymns which — under Diterich’s name 
are noted in this Dictio’ under the names 
of their oe pee authors. The following may 
be regarded as practically original :— 

i, Schon ist der Tag von Gott bestimmt. [Second 
Advent.) 1765, as above, No. 129, in 8 st. of 
71. Ineluded as No, 390 in the Nassau G. B., 
1844. The only tr. in C. U. is s— 

The trumpet sounds! the day is come! A full 
aml good tr. in Dr. H. Mills’s Horae Ger, 1845 
(ed, 1856, p. 332). Dr, Hatfield included st. i., 
iv. vi, vii, altered, in his CA, H. Bh, 1872. 

The following, although not in English 
C. U., are available for hymnological pur- 
poses :— 

ii, Auf Erden Wahrheit ausrubreiten. Christ's 
Ministry. 1787, as above, No. 79 In 10 st, Tr. by 
irr, H, Mills, 1845 (ed, 1856, p- 283), as ** That men to 
truth might not be strangers.” 

iii, Auf! Jesu ! euch! 
1766, as above, No. 79, in 12 st., and fs - 
Albers hymn “Nun freut euch Gottes Kinder all" 
(4. ¥.). Two forms have been tr. (1) * Auf, Christen, 
auf und eer oo pend bate 6. B, 1780, No. 
114; tr. as joe, ta, your fears be gone,” 
Dr. H. Mills, 1848 (ed. 1856.’ 394) ¢ and (2) ke 
Jtinger Jesu, freuet euch,” in the Trier G, B. (CR. C.), 
1846, p. M4. Tr. as * Rejoice, ye aalnta, in glad accord,” 
by Dr. KR. F. Littledale, in Lyra Messianica, 1864, p. 371. 

iv. Herr, meiner Beele grossen Werth. (reatness of 
the Soul, 1765, a8 above, No. 195, in 9 st, 

Ascension, 
based on E. 

Tr. hy Dr. 
H. Milla, 1845 (od. 1856, p. 30), as * Lerd, on the soul's 
emluring worth.” 

¥. Heiland lebt. Er hat die Macht. Resurrec- 
tion of the Dead, 1765, as above, No. 123, in # st. Tr. 
by Mess Manington, 1463, p. 75, '* My Saviour tives, and 
He the might.” 

vi. O Jesu, wahrer ‘eit. Jesus our Krample. 
Seems to have been sugmested J.J. Rambach's “ Du 
wesentliches Ebenbild " in his Haus @. #., 1735, No. #4, 
Ist pub. 17), as above, No. 60,in ket. Tr. by Dr. HW. 
Milla, 1845 (ed, 1566, p. 285), as “Jesus, of what we 
should approve.” (J. M. 

Diu rose ist diu schoenste under alle 
bliiete, (The Beauty of the World.) Wacker- 
nagel, ii. p. 147, quotes’this 12th cent. hymn in 
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18 1, from a Jena ms., through F. H. von der 
Hagen’s ed. of the Minnesinger (pts. i—iv., 
Leipzig, 1838, pt. v., Berlin, 1856). Tr, as “O 
Rose! of the flowers, I ween, thou art fairest,” 
by Miss Winkworth, 1869, p.41. (J. M.] 
Divine crescebas Puer. Jean Baptiste 

de Santeiiil. [Epiphany.] 1st pub. in hia 
Hymni Saeri et Novi, Lux, p. 14, and 1698, p. 
Tl, in 4 st.of 4 L In the revised Puris 
Breviary of 1736 it was appointed as the 
hymn for the Sundays at Lauds, from the 
east of the Cireumcision to the Presentation 

of the Lord, unless Sept ima Sunday 
should occur before the latter. It is also in 
the and other modern French Bre- 
vinries. Text also in Chandler's Hys. of the 
P, Church, 1837, No. 51; Card. Newman's 
Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838-65, and Biggs's H, A. & 
we with Annotations, 1867, No. 62. There is 
no doxology in the original. [W. A. 8] 

Translations in C. U.:— 
1, In atature the heavenly child. Br J. 

Chandler, in his ys. of the Prim. Church, 1837, 
p. 57, with doxology from the Paris Breviary, 
and in the 1841 ed., No. 32. This ¢r. is in 
numerous hymn-books, and sometimes with 
slight alterations, as in Thring’s Coll. and others. 

&. The heavenly Child in stature grows. This 
tr. was given in //, A. & M1, in 1861, and is con- 
tinued in the revised ed, 1875. It is J. Chand- 
ler’s fr, as above, with alterations by J. Keble. 
Outside of I. A. § AM. its use is limited. 

Translations not in 0. U, :— 
1. And Thou art growing up, O Child divine! Z 

Williams. 1439, 
2. Thou didst grow, © Babe divine. W. J. Blew. 

1852-55. 
3. In wisdom, stature, Heavenly grace. J. J), Cham- 

bers. 1857. (J. J.) 

Dix, William Chatterton, a. of Jolin 
Dix, surgeon, of Bristol, author of the Lise of 
Chatterton ; Local , &e., b. at Bristol, 
June 14, 1837, and educated at the Grammar 
School of that city. Mr. Chatterton Dix’s 
contributions to modern hymnody are nu- 
merous and of value. His fine E iphany 
hymn, “As with gladness men of old,” and 
his plaintive “Come unto Me, ye weary,” are 
examples of his compositions, many of which 
rank high amongst modern hymns, In his 
Hymns of Love and Joy, 1861, Altar Songs, 
Verses on the Holy Eucharist, 1867; Vision 
of All Saints, &., 1871; and Seekers of a 

ity, 1878, some of his compositions were 
first published, The greater part, how- 
ever, were contributed to H. A. & M.; St. 
Raphael's H. Bk., 1861; Lyra Eucharistica, 
1863; Lyra Messfanica, 184; Lyra Mystica, 
1865; The People’s H., 1867 ; Hymnary, 
1872; Church Hymna, 1871, and others. 
Many of his contributions are renderings 
in metrical form of Dr. Littledale’s fr. from 
the Greek in his Offices... of the * 
Eastern Church, 1863; and of the Rev. J. M. 
Rodwell's tr. of hymns of the Abyssinian 
Church, These renderings of the “ songa of 
other Churches” have not received the atten- 
tion they deserve, aud the sources from whence 
they come are practically unknown to most 
hymnal compilers. Mr. Dix has also written 

‘many Christmas and Easter carols, the most 
| widely known of which is “The Manger 
Throne.” In addition to detached pieces im 
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various m nes, he has | cerity of Love to Him.” It is based on St. prose anc oe Seven wor Light; and | Petes answer to Christ, “Lord, Thou nage dé fe, 1883; anda book of instruc- | knowest all things, Thou knowest that I love Ee aaah acens aniiled Phr Patra Life, | Thee.” In 1839 it was repeated in J. D. —— ee last-named contains original | Humphreys’s ed. of Doddridge’s Hymns, &c. 1008. by IMEr- WDix not given elsewhere In | Its use in America is extensive [see Eng- tate me the more important of Mr. Dix’s | lish Hymnody, Early, § xtv.]. (J. J.1 ae whicls are annotated under their re- 

nave fiesst limes, the following are also in 
.U 

Doane, Geo: Washington, o.p. 
Bishop Doane wea he at Trenton, N. Jersey, 
May 27, 1799, and graduated at Union College, . God cometh, let the heart prepare. Advent. Inbis | Schenectady, New Yo: 

Vision ae Cag ap <7 1a7l. ‘ a rk. Ordained Aa 
he was Assistant Minister at Trinity Church, 

meoty vows . Hol Communion. b. in his Alvar *, ier ins at. of 
¢l,and beaded ** Eouc Processional 

New York, till 1824. = ego “Eo a hartstic for Dedication | Professor at Trinity Co ege, ‘ord, Conn.; Feast.” In the S. Fig, Ks Church Hys., 1971, and | in yg9g Rector of. Trinity Church; Boston ; 6 a ee and, x see, Bish. : New Jersey. | He sven pesrea in the 4 to the 8. PC. K. | foun t. Mary’s Ha urlington, A Pak pay ct the ppenie collections, y gto In ow worke arzd in our : and Burlin College, Burlington, 1846. » Child Hymn. | 21 : i ? a in bis nye and Card: lor Catldven, 198. ond ts Died April 27, 1859. Bich Doane’s excep- large! fim children’s bymn-books, as Mrs, talents, learning, and force of character, Brock's Childrere” a 22. Fk, 1881, and others. Also in made him one of the great prelates of his » e . ioe oe Te at: For Fair Weather, | time. His warmth of heart secured devoted A in the: ‘F-cople’s H., 1867, and repeated in seve- friends, who still cherish his memory with ral cabers. 
revering affection. He through man 8. Joy tls owx inmost heart “n (Artstmas. | and severe troubles, which left their mar f the . | Upon his later verse. He was no mean poet, * Cerca 1465. It is in the 8. P. C.K. | und a few of his lyrics are among our best. a Lay i. —— other & p10 + ty et dod His — in 4 vols., with ayaa by his son, es — pt a we, | Were published in 1860, He issued in 1824 Continent eee Pogits se 7 sone Songs by the Way, @ small volume of great §& Now in nuxzmbers softly flowing. St. Cevilia. | merit and interest. This edition is now rare. Comeatlto =e reople’s H., 1467. ise to the | &, Second edition, much enlarged, a peared Father. ippearecd Ein the) pee rete: Praia to the | oer Nis death in 1859, and a third, in small Ps, & Hyp, in69. _ "| Sto, in 1875. These include much matter of print 0 Thou Son of » St. Cri in. Firat i i 

nted in the 27ys : ; hil 2 Phos, . L midges Leggs cage as he would not himself Mis ee acy ¢ ; to the — and by = means which . Gloryi ual to his graver and more careful lyrics, on Trusting is the Crosa. wat ny oy a toe which alone his poetic fame must ni pi - o . i the "ternal a ee Set. Sotber'c ane The Paneaes of er! avira ~— im- ct pe dd S Messi . } . . . rtant hymns, some of whie ve often cir- x ten fe CNEL Bren, 19685 the & P.C.K. Church culated ee his name. tal are ark and drear. For we at Sa. | universally known as his, having 1 adopted tol)y Inet i's, gee ee Soe CAE ips: tapiael'ss Bris: | by the American Prayer Book Coll, 1826 :— Aty fog yer » Ash-Wednesday. Con-| 4, Softly now the light of day. reniny. This, 5. Sitting at recveed. we ng ne. St, Matthew, Ap- | in addition to its use in American hymnals, is peared in the Progole-* op 7, 1867. j also found in English Collections, including 
The Cress “is <oaa ~ brow, Confirmation. In | Snepp's Songs of G. § G. 17. The gare t> the FX Fe 2 me. ae &. Thou art the way, to Thee alone, Christ In the 1689 erred a ae to chews CK Ps Een. | this day, This, in the judgment of many, is the — oe LF night are falling. Heening | first of American hymns, and one of the most a City, ke. (ie y pe eMterd. In the author's Seekers admirable and useful in the English language. i- 

In the United States its use is most extensive, Most of Mr. Igy best-known hymns, and | and since its introduction into the English Col- also some of theses mMamed above, are in ©. U. | lections by Bickersteth in 1833, Hall in his 
in Ameria and other English-speaking coun- | Mitre, in 1836, and others, it has grown in tries. In G. Britain and America from 30 to | favour until it ranks with the most popular 40 are in. U, (J. J.) | of the great English hymns, 

Near in merit to the fo Ey ay ns orig mction. C. F. Alerander, companion piece in the same work, which Apparel ie hea: SZesZaren to he agp neel deserves to be better known :-— 1848, No.8, on ee oyogs 7% Jor Bestar ge ho 3. Lord, should we leave Thy hallowed feet. nounce the dewia md all his works,” in 7 st. The next three have been overlooked at of 41. lis rs. Brock’s Children’s H. | home, but have obtained considerable eireu- Bk., No. 32, Commeos Praise, anil others, lation in English Collections. 
Do not I } 4. Pather of mercies hear, Thy pardon we im- viige love ‘Thee, O my Lord? P.| plore. 41 Wednesday or Lent. A translation Doddridge. (St. Peter's love of Christ.| This of “ Audi, benigne Conditor” (q.¥.), pub, in his _ © BD. Mss. It was Ist pub. in Songs by the Way, 1824, together with several J. oot ke thUmons ed, of Doddridge’s | other translations, thus anticipating by twelve Hymns, &., a >> No. 246 in 7 at. of 4 |. | years the great English movement in that diree- Appeal to Christ for the sin. | dion. ‘Osi §- tr. in his Songs by the Way, 1375. 
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Miller (& ¢ &, p. 12) attributes this ¢r. to Dr. 
Neale in error. 

5, Return and come to God. Jnvitation. In 
his Songs, &c,, 1824, It is found in Hall's 
Mitre, 1836 ; the Bap. Hymnal, 1879, and several 
others. 

6. To thee, O Lord, with dawning light. Jforn- 
ing. This hymn is attributed to Heber by 
Miller & § &., p- 381) in error, It is included 
in the 8. P. C. hk (ar 1852; in Windle and 
others. It is from the Sungs, &c., 1824. 

His later hymns, the dates of which are 
generally preserved in the last ed. of his 
Songs by the Way, include the following, 
which are more or less in use:— =~ 

7. Beloved, it is well, Ali well in Christ. This 
is entitled “To my wife’; is dated Mar. 12, 
1833, and was written in a copy of Dr. Bedell’s 
“It is well.” It is given in Aennedy, 1863. 

8. Broken-hearted, weep no more. rpocsheracks 
Peace. The date of this hymn is not preserved. 
It is found as early as 1829, when it appeared in 
the 2nd ed. of Cleland's (Baptist) Hymns. 

9. Fling out the banner, let it float. Missions, 
Home §& Foreign. This hymn, sometimes dated 
1824 in error, was written at Riverside, 2nd 
Sun. in Advent, 1848, and is one of the author's 
latest effusions, It is in extensive use both 
in G. Britain and America. 

10. He came not with His heavenly crown. Tie 
two Advents. In his Songs by the Way, ed. 1875, 
this poem is dated Dec. 1827. In Dale’s Eng- 
list H. Bk, 1879, it is given with the omission 
of st. iii, and in the American Protestant Epi- 
scopal Hymnal, 1871, it begins with st. iv., 
“Once more, O Lord, Thy sign shall be.” Full 
text in Lyra Sac, Amer., p, 92. 

11. Lift not thou the wailing voice, Burial. A 
funeral hymn, adopted by the Anglican Hy, Bk., 
but dated 1826 in error, for 1830. 

12, What is that, mother? The lark, my child, 
This is not a hymn, but a familiar and long 
popular song. 

13, When darkness erst [once] at God's command. 
Jsrael in Egypt. In Kennedy, 1863, No. 722. 

14. Young and happy while thou art. J) outh 
for Christ. A favourite piece in many juvenile 
collections. It is dated Sept., 1827, and is given 
in Songs by the Way, 1875. 

The Lyra Sac. Amer. also contains the 
following :— 

15. Brightness of the Father's glory. Aforning. 
A tr. of “ Consors Paterni luminis” (q.v.). It is 
from the Songs, &e., 1824. 

16, Child that kneelest meekly there. Child at 
Prayer, Suggested by a cast from a piece of 
sculpture by Greenough representing a child at 
prayer. 

17, Grant me, Lord, Thy graces three. Fuith, 
Hope, and Charity desired. ; 

18. Perfect through suffering may it be. Uses 
of suffering. Dated in Songs by the Way, “ The 
Breakers, June 1, 1853.” 

19. Yes, itis a faithful saying. Redemption. 
In his Songs, &e., 1824, (F. M. B.] 

Doane, W. H., b. in Preston, Connecticut, 
1851, and educated for the musical profession 
by eminent American and German masters. 
He has had for years the superintendence of 
a large Baptist Sunday School in Cincinnati, 
Ohio, where he resides. Although not a liymn- 
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writer, the wonderful success which has at- 
tended his musical setting of numerous 
American hymns, and the number of his 
musical editions of hymn-books for Sunday 
Schools and Evangelistic purposes, bring him 
within the sphere of hymuological literature. 
Amongst his collections we have :— 

; , 1868; (2) Pure Gold, 18tT; (2 
et spade 13; (a) Weloome ‘Ridings, 1977; (3) 

Brightest and Beat, 1873; (6) Fountain of Song; 
(7) Songs of Levotion, 1810, (*) Temple Anthems, Sc. 

His most popular melodies include * Near 
the Cross,” “Safe in the Arms of Jesus,” 
“ Pass me not,” “ More Love to Thee,” “ Res- 
cue the perishing,’* Tell me the old, oid 
Story,” &c. {J. J.J 

Dobell, John, b. 1757, d. May, 1840, was 
& port-gauger under the Board of Excise, at 
Poole, Dorset, and a person of some local 
note. In 1806 he published :— 

New Selecti Seven Hundred Ei ical j= 
i Private, yd and "Public pe sety (dfany 
Original) from more than two hundred the best 
Authors = — —— ane — 

n probe der ; Intended Suppl 
ade god fatts’s Psalms and Hymns. By Join 
Dobell, Lond., Williams and Smith, 1406, 

Subsequently this Sel. was increased to 
“ More than Right Hundred” hymna, and the 
wonling of the title-page was changed in 
several instances, Dobvll’s account of this 
work is :— 
“The hymns here presented to the public I have 

collected from more than two hundred authors; many of 
them are taken from Manuscripts which | deemed too 
valuable to be auffered to remain in obscurity, and some 
have been go by friends. As this work has been 
the labour of years, and the cholce of many thousand 
ogee, it will, I trust, pe satisfaction to the Church 
of God.” Preface, p. iil. 

In addition to a work on Baptiem 1807, and 
another on Humanity, 1812, Dobell also 
published ;— 
The Christian's Golden Treasure ; or, Gospel Comfort 

for Doudting Minds, 1998, This peat ht in two rols., 
the first of which contained 124 hymna, several of which 
were by Dobell. 

Of this writer's hymns very few are found 
in modern hymn-books. We have from the 
1816 book :—(1) “ Come, dearest Lord, and 
bless this day " (Sunday Morning): (2) “Great 
Ruler of the earth and skies” (Jn time of 
War); (8) “Now is the accepted time,” 
(Invitation) —in C. U. in G. Britain and 
America, out of twenty or more. It is not 
as a hymn-writer, but as a diligent and 
successful hymnologist, that J. Dobell is best 
known. [J. J.J 

Dober, Anna, néo Schindler, was b. 
April 9, 1713, at Kunewald, near Fulnek, 
Moravia. She went to Herrnhut in 1725, 
and in 1730 joined her friend and towns- 
woman, Anna Nitschmann (q.v.\, in forming 
the “Jungfrauenbund” (i. Cor, vii, 32-34, 
Rev. xiv. 4) of the unmarried sisters at Herm: 
hut, On July 13, 1787, she became the wife 
of L. J. Dober (consecrated Bishop, 1742, d. 
at Herrnhut, 1766), then General Elder of the 
Moravian Chureb. After assisting him in his 
labours for the conversion of the Jews at 
Amsterdam, she d. at Marienborn, near Bi- 
dingen, Hessc-Darmstadt, Dec. 12,1739 (Koch, 

| vi, 324). A faithful and gifted servant of 
| Christ, she was the author of numerous hymns, 
full of personal devotion te her Lord, and of 
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deep trust in Him; which passed into the 
Moravian collections, that of 1778 containing 
18 by her. ; 
Of ene writen May 26, 1735, beginning “* Sisser 

Helland deiner Gnade” (No. 1023 in —— ii, to 
the Herrnhut G. B., 1735, in 13 #t. of 41., and tr. as 
“Far greater than one thought or could suppose,” as 
No. 64 in pt. li. of the Moravian H. Bk, 17645 st. iv. 

already a9 No. 25 in 1742), Koch says st. iv,, v. 
beam almost a Confession of Faith among the 

The only one of her hymns which has 
ssed into use ontside the Moravian hymn- 

isi— 
Du heiliges Kind, [The Lamb of God.) Ist 

pab. in Appendix jij, to the Herrnhut G, B., 
1735, No. 1046, in 10 st. of 5.1. In the Briider 
G, B., Vi78, No, 368, st. viii. was omitted, The 
oly tr. in C. U, is :— 
Hely Lamb, who Thee receive, a free fr. in 8 st. 

of 41, by J. Wesley, in A. and Sac, Poems, 1740 
(P. Works, 1868-72, vol. i. p. 280). Thence in 
full as No, 39 in the Moravian A. Bk., 1742, but 
abridged and altered in later eds. In 1801, No. 
w74, is st. i.-iv. from the 1789, which begins, 
“Lamb of God, who Thee receive,” and st. vi.-vil. 
tewritten from Wesley's st. v.-viii. (1886, No. 
308). St. i.-iv. of this 1801 arrangement are in 
Montgomery's Christian Psalmist, 1825, and El- 
liott’s Ps. Hys., 1835, The original form was 
gives in fall as No, 28 in H. and Spiritual Songs, 
1753, and repeated as No, 340 inthe Wes. H. Ba, 
1780 (ed, 1875, No. 350). St. i, iii-w., viii, 
slightly altered, were adopted as No, 78 in 
Mercer's C. P. and H, Bk., 1855 (Ox. ed., 1864, 
No. 373). Other centos are found in the N. 
Cong., 1859; Psalmist, 1878, and in America in 
the Meth. Epis. Hymna, 1849 ; the Baptist Service 

Somj, 1871; Hatfield's Ch. H. Bh., 1872, &e. 
her forms in C, U. are:— 
1, Blessed Lord, who Thee reeeive, st. 1, 3, 4, 8, 

altered asin the Rugby School H, Bk., 1850-1876 ; 
Kennedy, 1863, and others. 
_ &. Father, they who Thee receive, st. 1, 3, 4, 8, 
in Hedge and Huntington's Coll., Boston, U. S., 
1853; and the Plymouth Coll., 1855. 
_ 4 Holy Lord, who Thee receive, st. 1, 3, 4, 8, 
inthe Irish Ch. Hyl., 1869-73. 

4. Lamb of God, who Thee receive, st. 1,3, 4, of 
Wesley altered, and two st. based on Wesley's 
5, 8, in Bickersteth’s Chr. Psalmody, 1833. 

x Another tr. is, Child born without sin,” in full, as 
*o. 149 in the Appendiz, of 1143, to the Moravian 
H. Bk, 1142. [J. M.] 

Doddridge, Philip, p.p., was b. in Lon- 
don, June 26, 1702. His grandfather was one 
of thy ministers under the Commonwealth, 
who were ejected in 1662. His father was 
te oilman. He was offered by the 
oe of Bedford an University training 
Me irtination in the Ch. of England, but 

lined it. He entered Mr. Jennings's Non- 
conformist seminary at Kibworth instead; 

hed his first sermon (wtat 20) at Hinck- 
, to which Mr. Jennings bad removed 

xili. 
have 
Mora 

bis academy. In 1793 he was chosen v. m pastor 
at Kitrworth In 1725 he changed his resi- 
dence to Mark 3 st Harborough, still minister- 
lie at Kibworth, The sertiod work of his 
ve a8 4 preceptor and divine began in 1729, 
= his appointment to the Castle Hill Meet- 
Lg at Northampton, and continued till in the 
: stage of cousumption he sailed to Lisbon, 
M151, where he died October 26, the same 
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year. Two hundred pupils in all, gathered 
from Enyland, Scotland and Holland, were 
prepared in his seminary, chiefly for the dis- 
senting ministry, but partly for professions. 
The wide maee of subjects, including daily 
readings in Hebrew and Greek, Algebra, 
Trigonometry, Watts’s ic, outline of Philo- 
sophy, and copious Divinity, is itself a proof 
of Doddridge’s learning. He was presented 
with his p.p. degree by the University of 
Aberdeen. His fame as a divine, combined 
with his wide sympathies and gentle, unaf- 
fected goodness, wou for him the friendship of 
Watts, Col. Gardiner and Hervey, and the 
estuem of Secker and Warburton. He wel- 
comed the work of Wesley and Whitefield, 
and entertained the latter on his visit to 
Northampton. His Rise and P of Re- 
ligion in the Soul and The Family Expositor 
both did good work in their day. For 
criticism of his hymna see English Hymnody, 
Barly, § xIv. (H. L. B.) 

After Dr. Doddridge’s death his hymns were 
pub, by his friend Job Orton, in 1755, ag -— 

“ Hymns founded on Various Texts in the Holy 
tures, By the late Neverend Philip Doddridge, DD. 
Published from the Author's Manuacri, 
- + Salop. Printed by J, Eddowes 
MBCELY, 

Concernin 
says in his Preface :— 

“ There ma be some im et to 
my not stom J to read the pty ree in 
particular places, and being obliged, without a poetical 
genius, to supply those deficlences, whereby the beauty 
of the stanza may be greatly defaced, though the sense 
is preserved.” 

The Ist ed. contained 370 hymns; the 2nd, 
1759, 374; and the Srd, 1766, and later eds. 
375. In 1839 Doddridge’s great-grandson re- 
edited the hy:mns from the original us., and 
pub. the same as :— 

Scriptural i le i ridge, D.D. 
New pa phe er umn wameleg eee} Bence 

Sr at, een enan Sat mre 
Buaphreye, Esq. Load. Darton & Clark, 1539. 

This work contains 22 additional hymns, 
The text differa in many instances from Or- 
ton’s, but these changes have not come into 
©. U. In addition to the ms. used by Orton 
and J. D. mart i another containing 100 
hymns (five of which are not in any ed. of the 

ymns), all in the author's handwriting, and 
most of them dated, is referred to in this 
Dictionary as the “ p. as."' Itis the property 
of Mr, W. 8. Rooker and family. <A ms., not 
in gear hr handwriting, of 77 “ Hymus 
by P. Doddridge, Mar. 16, 177%.” ia in the 
possession of Mr. W. T. Brooke. existence 
of these mss. is accounted for from the suet 
that Doddridge’s hymns were freely circulated 
in ms. during his lifetime. It is from his 
correspondence with R. Blair (q.v.) that the 
few compositions traceable to him in the 
Scottish aad & Paraphrases were derived. 

The hymns by Doddridge which have 
attained to the greatest popularity are :— 
“Awake, my soul, stretch every nerve”: 
* Do not L love Thee, O my Lord?” “ Grace 
‘tis a charming sound”; “Hark, the glad 
sound, the Saviour comes’; * My God, and ig 
Thy table spread?” “O happy day, that 
fixed my chuice”; “ O God of Jacob . thel), 
by Whore hand”; “See Lsrael’s gentle Shep- 

x 

by Job Orton 
J. Cotton, &c. 

the text of the hymns, Orton 
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herd stand”; “Ye servants of the Lord.” 

These hymns, with many besides, are anno- 

tated under their respective first lines. Of | pet 

the rest, taken from the a &c., 1755, 

the following are also in C. U.:— 

1. Behold the gloomy vale. Death anticipated. 

9. Behold the Great Physician stands. Christ the 

Physician, 
3, Captives of Israel, hear. Spiritual Deliverance. 

4. Eternal God, our wondering souls, Anoch's Piety 

and Translation. 

5, Eternal Source of life and thought. Swbjection to 

the Futher. 
6. Exalted Prince of Life, we own. Christ the Prince 

and Saviour. 
7. Father Divine, the Saviour cried. Christ's Sub- 

mission to the Father. 
8. Father Divine, Thy plercing eye. Seeref Prayer. 

9. Father of mercies, send Thy grace. Sympathy. 

The Good Samaritan. 
10. Go, saith the Lord, proclaim my grace. Forgive- 

ness. 
lt. Gudof Eternity,from Thee. Nedeeming the Time, 

12. God of my life, through all its (my] days. Prais- 

ing God continually. 
13. God of salvation, we adore, Praise to God for 

Redemption. 
14, Great Father of mankind, Gentiles brought into 

the Church. 
ne Great God, we sing that mighty hand, The New 

‘ear. 
16. Great Leader of Thine Ieracl’s host. During 

Pereccution. 
17. Great Lord of angels, we adore, Ordination. 

18, ireat Spirit of immortal love, Purity ef Meart 

desired. 
19. Ureat Teacher of Thy Church, we own. The 

Divine Precepts. 
20. Hail, everlasting Prince of Peace. Sympathy. 

21. Hail to the moe of life and peace. Praise to 

Christ. . 

22. Hear, — {Saviour) Sovereign, from Thy 

throne. The Blessings of the H. Spirit desired. 

23, How gentle God's commands. God's Care of His 

Chon, 
24. How rich Thy favours, God of grace. God and 

His Living Temple. 
95. How swift the torrent flows [rolls]. Our Puthers, 

where are they? 
26, Jesus the Lord, our souls adore. Christ the 

Forerunner 
27. Jesus, we own Thy Sovercign hamt. Christ to be 

fully known hereafter, 
e.” Loud let the tuneful trumpet sound. Gospel 

‘ubilee, 
29. My gracious Lord, I own Thy right. Life tn 

30. My [Dear] Saviour, I am (we are] Thine. Joined 
to Christ through the Spirit. 

31, My soul, with all thy waking powers, The Choice 

af Moses. 
ry Now ict our voices Joln. Singing in the ways of 

33. O injured Majesty of heaven. Lent. 
Pa tog Zim, tune thy voice, Glory of the Church of 

35. Peace,'tis the Lord Jehovah's hand, Herignation. 

26. Praise the Lord of boundless might. The Father 

of Lights. 
37. Praise to Thy Name, Eternal God. Grmeth in 

Grace desired. 
on Rem irk, my soul, the narrow bounds, The New 
car, 

39. Repent, the Voice celestial cries. Lent. 

40, Return, my roving heart, return. Heart com- 

areigt = 
41. Salvation, O melodious sound. God our Salvation, 

42. Saviour of men, and Lord of love, Afinistry and 

Death of Christ. 
43. Searcher of hearts, before Thy face. eter to 

Simon ee. Magus, 
44. Shepherd of Israel, Thou dost keep, Induction 

of rare PUK csernal Be of li nowledge 45, Shine forh, eterna: mares it. 

of God desired. * 
46, Shine on our souls, eternal God. Sunday. 

47. Sing, ye redeemed of the Lord. Joy on the Home- 

ward Way. 
48, Sovereign of life, before Thine eye. Life and Death 

in God's hands. 
49. The darkened sky, bow thick it lours, Sorrow 

followed by Joy. 

Dunstan’s in the West. Died 1631, 
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60, The day approacheth, O my soul. Judgment 

eae King of heaven His table spreads, The Gos- 

— promises I sing. The unchanging promises 

63. The oni deuiaing Ov. Walk in the Light. 

54. These mortal Joys, soon they fade. Treasures, 

Perishable and Eternal, 
65. Thy judgments cry aloud. Retributice Provi- 

86. Thy presence, Everlasting God, Ommnipresence 
the Futher, 
57. “Tis mine, the covenant of His grace. Death 

5H. To Thee, my God; my days are known. Life 

uneler the eye of God. 
69. To-morrow, Lord, is Thine. Uncertainty of 

t. 
a Triumphant Lord, Thy goodness reigns. The 

Divine Goodness. 
61. Triumphant Zion, lift thy bead. The Church 

Purified and Gua . 
. Peace. 

63. What mysteries, Lord, in Thee combine. Christ, 

the Pirstand Last. 
64. While on the verge of life [ stand. Death anti- 

cipated with Joy. 
65. With extacy of Joy. Christ the Living Stone. 

66. Ye golden lamps of heaven, farewell. Heaven 

ing. 
vot. "Ge hearts with youthful vigour warm. The Young 

encouraged. 
6%, Ye humble souls, that seek the Lord. Buster, 

69. Ye sons of men, with joy record. Pratse of the 

Works of God. 
70. Yes, the Redeemer rose, Easter. 

In Dr. Hatfiekl's Church H. Bk., N. Te 

1872, Nos. 9, 12, 14, 15, 21, 23, 24, 20, 30, 32, 

S4, 35, 39, 40, 44, 47, 51, G1, 64, 65, 67, 69, 

_ 70, as above, are dated 1740. What authority 

there may be for this date we cannot say, 

these hymns not being in any “Dp. uss.” with 

which we are acquainte!, and no dates are 

given in the Hymna, &, 1755. Some later 

‘American editors have copied this date from 

Dr. Hatfield. 
Doddridge’s hymns are largely used by 

Unitarians both in G. Britain and America. 

As might be expected, the Con tionalists 

also draw freely from his stores. The Baptists 

come next. In the hymnals of the Church of 

England the choicest only are in use. Taken 

together, over one-third of his hymns are iu 

C. U. at the present time. (J. JJ 

Donne, John, v.p., b. in London, 1573, 
and educated as a Roman Catholic, but at the 

age of nineteen he embraced Anglicanism. 

He acted for some time as Secretary to Lord 

Chancellor Ellesmere. At the desire of King 

James he took Holy Orders, and rising to 

ery fame as a preacher, had the offer of 
urteen livings during the first year of his 

ministry. He was chosen, in 1617, preacher 

at Lincoln's Inn. In 1621 he became Dean of 

St. Paul's, and soon afterwards Vicar of St 
and was 

buried in St. Paul's. His work as a Poet and 
Divine is set forth by I. Walton in his Lives. 

He was the author of the plaintive hymn, 

“ Wilt Thou forgive,” &. (q.¥.). [See “ 

Hymnody, Early, § vil.). Donne's Poems (1635) 
have been recently edited in an admirable 
manner by the Rev. Dr. Grosart in his Fuller 
Worthies Library, where for the first time * 

— a full aud complete edition of the 

loems. 
(J. J.) 

Diring, Carl August, . of B. L. Daring, 

chief-forester at Mark Alvensleben, Deer 

Magdeburg, was b. at Mark-Al 
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Jan. 29, 1788, After completing his studies 
at the University of Halle, he was for some 
time private tator at Waldenburg, in Silesia. 
In 1808 he was appointed a master in the 
school at Kloster-Bergen, near Magdeburg; 
und after its dissolution by _—— in 1810, 
acted for some time a8 a private tutor at Helms- 
dorf, near Eisleben, He was, in 1814, ap- 
pointed afternoon preacher at St. Peter's 
Chureh, Magdeburg; im 1815 Archidiaconus 
of St. Andrew's Church at Eisleben: and in 
1816 Pastor of the Lutheran Church at Elber- 
feld. Hed. at Elberfeld, Jan 17, 1844 (Koeh, 
vii. 159-168; Ally. Deutsche Biog., ¥. 348-349). 

Use of the most prolific of German hymn-writers, 
be produced some 1200 hymns, not a few of which have 
pasced into use in Germany through the Berlin @. B., 
148, the Nassau G. B., 1544, and other collections, 
fo mostly in his Christliches Hansgesang- 

. this pt. i. was pub, at Elberfeld, 1821, with 
515 bymns by himself, and 169 by others; the 2nd 
td, Blkerfeld, 125, omitting those by other authors, 
and increasing bis own to 630. Part ii, was pub. at 
Elberfeld, 1530, with 551 hymns. Three have been ¢r.:— 

i. Ich weiss, dass mein Erloser lebt, Er ward ja 
schon mein Leben! [Haster.) 1421, as above, No. 100, 
in 6 st. fr. as * IE know that my Redeemer lives ; He is 
my life already,” by ¥. 1. Prothingham, LH70, pp. LST. 

ii, Vater, Sohn und heil’ger Geist. C¢nnfrmation.] 
ed}, as shove (No. 546), a8 a hymn for Confirmath 
itis in 15 st. of various motres, st. i.-ii1. being marked 
t to he sang by the congregation on behalf of the 
children ; st. vil-xili, as a bymn of supplication by the 
children ; st. iv.-vii, by the parents and teachers; and 
*. xiv.-xv, by the congregation as a general suppli- 
rath, Two parte are in German C, U., vie. st. 1-Hhb. 
a¢ in Bunsen's Verruch, 14%, No, 614, beginning, 
“Segne, Vater, Sohn und Geist,” as in Docing’s ed. 1525, 
No, 502; and st. vilLexiii., beginning, * Wir flehn um 
eine Gnade,” in Bunsen, No, 615, the Hamburg G. #., 
162, No. 276, and many recent collections. only 
tv. ia O. U. is— 

Father, Son and Holy Ghost, Bless the Young. 
A good fr. ofst. itil. by J. 5, Stallybrass, in the Tonic 
Sol-fa Heporter, January, 1859, and thence, as No, 329, 
inthe Scottish Presb. Hyl., 1#76. 

ii, Taufe mich mit deiner Taufe. [Whitrwntice.} 
121, as abowe, No. 135, in 4st. It is tr, as * With 
other baptivm, Lord, baptise,” by Dr. G. Walker, 1+60, 
P & (J. M.J 

Doudney, Sarah, dayghter of Mr. George 
E. Doudney, of Cosham, ts, was b. near 
Portsmouth, but removed intw a remote village 
in Hampshire at an early age. Her first efforts 
in literature were made when she was quite 
an her poem, “The Lessons of the Water- 

ill," s popular song, especially in America, 
having been written when she was only fifteen. 
er ag Ang the reading # seme through 

ries, Ormen's Glory, Stepping Stones, 
and others, and through ri senittbatians to 
the Suuduy Magazine, Goat Words, and other 
verials, her works, including fiction, and 
swered and secular poems, have been widely 
eg and appreciated, Her sucred poems ure 
the least numerous of her writings. Some of 
these, as,“ The Master hath come, and He 
real us to follow,” and “Saviour, now the 

y ts ending,” for nse at the close of Evening 
cerviee, and of more than usual merit, create 
he desire for more of a like kind, Greater 
use, however, vey be made of what she las 
rates then has heendone. By being buried 
aa yar literature, her hymns are some- 

ficult to trice, Her Paalms of Life 
was pub. by Houlston in 1871, In the Sunday 

1 Union of Gladness, 1871, the 
flowing were given :— 
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an He hath gone into His garden, The Vineyard of 
Lard, 

2. In Thy boly garden ground. The Vineyard of the 
Lard. 

3. Land of peace, and love, and brightness, Heaven. 
4. Saviour, now the day is po Sunday Kvening. 
5. The Master hath come, and He calls us to follow. 

Jesus and Mary of Bethany. 
6. We praise our Lord to-day, Sunday, 
1. We sing a loving Jesus. Praise of Jesus, 

Of these, Nos. 1, 2, 3, are in her Psalms of 
Life, 1871, and all have passed from the Songs 
of Gladness into other collections, Her :— 
4, Room for the wanderer, room. CAriet's Invitation. 

is in W. R. Stevenson's School aaa” ‘in 

Douglas, Ellen, ie. Mra. Van Alatyne, 
q- ¥- 
Down from the mountain Jesus 
ae “et er, Bp. of oa 

iphany.| Appeared in his Holy Year, 
oan st. of 4 ]., tor the Srd Sun. after the 
Epiphany, concerning “ The Manifestation of 
the Godhead in Christ, as the Physician of 
Boy and Soul: as seen in the Gospel of the 
Week.” As a complete bymn it is not in 
common use, but st. iii-vi, as: “O God, 
made manifest in flesh,” is given in the Supp. 
to the N. Cong., 1864, No, 1083, [J. Ent 
Downton, Henry, ».a., s. of Mr. Jolin 

Downton, Sub-Librarian of Trinity College, 
Cambridge, was b. at Pulverbateh, Shropshire, 
Feb. 12, 1818, and educated at Trinity Col- 
lege, Cambridge, where he graduated B.a. 
1840, and w.A. 1843. ‘Taking Holy Orders in 
1843, he became Curate of Bembridge, Isle of 
Wight, 1843, and of Holy Trinity, Cambridge, 
1847. In 1849 he was preferred to the 4 
cumbency of St, John's, Chatham. He went 
to Geneva as English Chapluin in 1857; and 
was appointed Rector of Hopton in 1873, He 
was also for some time Domestic og “a to 
the lute Lonl Monsun. He d. ut Hopton, 
June 8, 1885. Mr. Downton pub. a tr. of 
Professor Ernest Naville’s Lectures on Modern 
Atheism, 1865; and Holy Scripture and the 
Temperance Question, 1878. His hymns were 
chietly contributed to the Ch. of England 
Magazine; A. T. Russell's Ps. & Hymns, 
1851; Barrys Ps, & Hymns, 1862; and the 
Sunday Magazine, In 1873 he collected tie se 
and pub. them as Hymna and Verses, His 
tre. from the French of Alexundre Vint are 
also in the volume, [See French Hymnody, 
§ viii.) Hia best known hymns are “ Another 
year, another year” (given anonymously in 
the Harrow School Hymns, 1855); “ For ‘Tiiy 
mercy, and Thy grace”; and “Harp awake, 
tell out the story.” These have attained to 
great populurity, and are in extensive use, 

(J. J.J 

Aoka év invicta Ged, ev Bnd- 
Aeéw. By John the Monk, generally held 
to he the same as St. John of Damascus (q.¥.) 
This is found in the Office of the Greek Chureh 
for Christmas Day, where it is sung at the 
service * At the first hour of the Night,” when 
“Collected again in the Church, we begin 
Compline according 10 custom, and after the 
Glory be to God on high, we yo out into the 
Narthex making the Procession, and chanting 
there Idiomelie stichera to the first tone ” 
(Littledale’s Offices, &c., p. 178), of which the 

X 2 
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Adta ev ivioros Geg is a portion. The onl 
raat into English is Dr. Littledale’s 
blank verse version in his Offices, dc., of the 
Holy Eastern Church, 1863, p. 180, and the 
same rendered into 8-75 measure by W. 
Chatterton Diz, for the a Measianioa, 1864, 
p- 111, in which it first a The 
original Greek text, which dates from about 
the middle of the eighth century, is given in 
Dr. Littledale’s O &e., 1863, p. 63, The 
tr. is, “ To-day in Bethlehem I hear” ( Little- 
dale), “ To~day in Bethlehem hear wo 

| Adka ev inpiotois Ged, Kai emi ris 
eipyvn. Thisis the Greek form of the Gloria 
in excelsis Deo, and is an expansion of the 
Angels’ Hymn in St. Luke, ii, 14. Itis given 
in Daniel, ii. pp. 268-69, in two forma, and 
accompanied by very extensive notes, The 
first form is from the Apostolic Constitutions, 
and the second is found at the end of the 
Psalms and Canticles contained in the Codex 
Alexandrinus. This latter is also given in 
full in Greek Hymnody, § x. 4, and in Anth. 
Graee., pp. 38-39. Of the Codex Alex. text 
Mr, Chatfield has given a literal ér. in his 
Ripe and Hymns, &c., 1876, p. 161, v. 
“Glory to in the highest,” &, The tr 
in the Communion Office of the Book of 
Common Prayer, “ Glory be to God on high,” 
is from the Latiu version of the hymn. [J. J.] 

Doxologies. The term Doxology may be 
a to the Tersanctus, Alleluia, or any form 
of ascription of pruise to the Blessed Trinity ; 
but it is pecially confined to the Gloria in 
excelsis, technically known as the Greater 
Dozulogy [seu Greek Hymnody, § x. 4], and to 

Looe Domb. Under 04 meoml iodng , . Under the general headin 
of Dezologies, we might include the variehs 
forms of aseriptions of praise with which most 
of the collects and prayers are concluded in 
both Eastern and Western Office Books. It 
must suffice tu give as samples the last words 
of the '1)“Great Intercession,” and of the 
(2)“ Prayer of Humble Access" in the Clemen- 
tine Liturgy: 

(1) “because to Thee belong all glory, worship, and 
than ving, honour and adoration, to Father, Son, and 
Holy Ghost, now and always and for unceasing and 
unending ages. Amen.” (Hammond, Liturgies B&W’. 

. 19. 
. (3) = through Thy Christ, with Whom to Thee be 

» honour, praise, laud, thanksgiving, and to the 
oly Ghost forever. Amen.” (Jhid., p. 20.) 

It has also been the custom from earliest 
times to conclude sermons or addresses in 
— worship with varying forms of 
oxvlogy. The form regularly used by St. 

Chrysostom was this :— 
“through Jesus Christ our Lord, with Whom, to the 

Father, together with the Holy Ghost, be glory, might, 
and honour, now, and always, and for ever. Amen.” 

The Gloria Patri ; or, Lesser Doxology, is of 
xteat, possibly but not demonstrably, Apostolic 
apes PD Its Trinitarian language is de- 
rived from our Lord’s commission to baptize 
in Mat. xxviil. 19. St. Basil the Great, or 
whoever was the autlor of the letter “De 
Spiritu Sancto ad Amphilochium,” asserts that 
the first part in its present form was in use 
in both Kast and West as early as the time of 
St. Clement of Rome, No doubt the second 
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half is later than the first half, and was added 
afterwards, but at a date which it is impossible 
to fix exactly. It must have been before ao. 
529, in which year the second Council of 
Vaison (can. 6) enjoins the use of the second 
half in France, as bein already in general use 
throughout the whole East, Africa, and Italy, 
and as directed against heretics who denied 
the eternity of the Son of God. Various forms 
of the Gloria Putri have been and are in use, 
viz. :— 

1. Early varieties of the Greek form were nom (i) 
Adga Tarps dv Vig, xai da UMrevparos ayww era, 
(2) Adga Marpi dea Vig cai dia dydov Mvevmates era, 
but beth were discarded in favour of the following : (3) 
S6fa Marpi, eat Vig, mai ayig [veimars, mai ver, «ai dei, 
aai Cis TOUS aiwvas Twr alwrwr, “Agone : which is still in 
current use in the Eastern Church, use the former 
were employed by Arius and his followers to 

Persons of the Holy Trinity {Biagham, Anti. of Chri. reons of t 0! nit , Antig, of Christ, 
Ch, Bk. xiv. cap. »». Asaeer anclent tout bang obsolete 
form of words was, (4) Adga Marpi, cai Yig, ovr ayie 
Lvevuars. 

2. The ordinary Latin form ts, “ Gloria Patri et Fille 
et Spiritui Sancto: Sicat erat in principlo, et mune, et 
semper, et in saccula saeculorum. Amen.” 

3. The ordinary Anglican form, which is not a literal 
translation of the Latin text, is: “G be to the 
Father, and to the Son, and to the Holy . Asis 
was in the beginning, is now, and ever shall be, worl! 
without end, Amen.” 

4. The Mozarabic form, a8 ordered by the 12th ani 
14th canons of the ivth Council of Toledo, a.p, 633, and 
as found in the Introit appotnted in the Mozarabic 
Missal for Christmas Day, is: ‘*Ghoria et honor Patri, et 
Filio, et Spiritui Sancto In saecula saeculorum. Amen.” 

Concerning the use of the Doxology we 
may note that in the Eastern Offices it is used 
after each “ Stasis,” or subdivision consisting 
of two or more Psalms. By the Western Rule 
of St. Benedict (cap, 18) it was directed to be 
used after each Psalm, and it is still so used 
in the Roman Breviary, except in the case of 
Psalms 62, 148, 149. It is ulso used at the 
close of the third, sixth, and eighth or ninth 
Reaponsories, with repetition of part of the 
apr ng in lieu of its second half; and 
after the four opening versicles at Matins, a 
— retained in the English Book of 

on Prayer. The vuriations common to 
the Greek and Latin Service books, by which 
sometimes the first clause of the doxology is 
used without the second, may perhaps retain 
some witness to the separate history of the 
clauses. 

Metrical Dorologies are naturally the out- 
come of the practice of concluding the Psalms 
with the Gloria Patri, being transferred to 
Hymns, and arranged according to their vary- 
ing metres. In some instances the wording 
of the Gloria Patri was aa strictly adhered to 
as the structure of the verse would admit, but 
in others the only resemblance is the expres- 
sion of equal praise to the Three Persons in 
the Bleased Trinity. The following is 4 
specimen in Sapphics taken from the Mor 
arabic Breviary :— 

“ Gloriam Patri celebrant honore, 
Gloriam Nato recinent perenni, 
Cum quibus Sanctus sociatus extat 

Spiritus unus. Amen.” 
(For Feast of St. Cucufatus, Migne, p. 1171.) 

Sometimes a reference to the event which 
is commemorated on any particular festival is 
introduced into the doxology, as in the con- 
cluding verse of the acrostic Epiphany hyma, 
“A Patre unigenitus” (q-v.). 
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“Gloria ht, Domine, 
qui rae hodie, 
Cum Patre et Sancto tu 
in sempiterna saecula.” 

(Mone, 1p. 19. See also an Easter doxology, Ibid. p. 
1%.) 

It is to the metrical Latin doxologies that 
we owe the various English forms which we 

pot necessarily the actual metres, but 
certainly the principles upon which they are 
twsed. Itis thence that the early metrical 
dosology of the 1535 Primer comes :— 

“Glory be to The Trinitie, 
The Father, Son, and 

Which are One God and 
To Whom be praise without ending,” 

This is atiached to the translation of Latin 
hymns. The forms in the later Primers are 
more r, and also both tra. of the“ Veni 
Creator,” in the Ordinal. The various metrical 
renderings of the Psalma, as the Old Version, 
the New Version, and others, supply one for 
rach metre. Theolder hymu-writers in many 
instances pare — attention to the point. 

osed his 

rit living : 

1, Watts ¢ Hys. and Spiritual Songs, 
1707-9, with twenty ee cee introduced 
them by saying :— 
“1 cannot full period 

these Divine ns till Thave addressed a special peed 
af Glory to Ged the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit, 

the Latin name of it, Gloria Patri, be retained 
in our nation from the Roman Church ; and 
there toay be some excess of superstitious honour pa 
tothe words of it, which may fove wrought some un- 

rejoices in weaker Christlans, yet I believe it 
to be one of the parts of Christian worship.” 

Later writers followed these examples 
until almost every conceivable form of metri- 
cal doxology is provided for in the lhymnody 
of the Chureh, (F. #. Ww.) 

1. The numerous Metrical Doxologies which 
are found in Latin and English especially are 

ked by a distinction mg some lanenease 
As intimated above, the Latin doxology is 80 
worded as to emphasise the day or season for 
‘hich it is appointed in addition to offering 

to the Three Persons f the Holy 
ninity, whilst the English doxology ie con- 
erned with the latter only, The result isa 

richness in the Latin which is uoattainable 
tlseewhere. If space admitted, a complete set 
of Doxologies from the ancient Hymnaries 
and Breviaries could have been given, but we 
must confine ourselves to some of the more 
uaportant. The following are from the Paris 
Breviary, 1736 :— 

li, tibi hen 

in semper wa 
ti. in ae: cep Virginn 

En Pure ces Spi, 
In sempiterva secala. 

fii. Jn Epiphania buming, 
“Goi te revelas Gentibus, 

“Sit laus Patri; Isus Fillo, 
= noe, tramphata nece, 
d astra secum dux voeat: 

Compar tit laus, Spiritus,” 
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v. In Astcensione Domini. 
“de, Christe, nos tecum mori: 
Tecum simul da surgere: 
Terrena da contemnere ; 
Amare da coelestia.” 

sad victor ad coelum redis, 
es, Ubi sit gloria 

Cam Patre, cumque Spirit, 
In sempiterna secula. 

vi. In Die Pentecostes. 
“ Sit laus Patri; laus Fillo: 

Par sit tibi laus, Spiritus, 
Afflante quo mentes sacris 
Lucent et ardent ignibus.” 

vit, In py erage — 
“ Mundo 1 Vv 

Fili, tibi San manos ite 
Cum Patre; nec tid minor 
Laus, utriusque Spiritus.” 

“ Sit lans Patri, laus Fillo; 
Par sit tibi laus, Spiritus, 
Divina cujus unctio 
Nos templa Christo consecrat.” 

2. The Roman Breviary Metrical Doxolo- 
gies follow this same rule, differing only in 
the wording of the same, As an instance, 
the following may be compared with No. ¥. 
above :— 

In Ascensione Domini. 
“ Jesu, tibl sit gloria, 

victor In coelum redis, 
Patre et almo Spiritu, 

In sempiterna asecula.” 

8. Other Breviaries, both ancient and 
modern, follow the same rule and extend it 
also to all Festivals and Special Offices. A 
collection of 29 Doxologies from the Paris 
Breviary, 1736, including those for several 
minor Festivals, is given in Card. Newman's 
Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 and 1865, und tra. of 
the more important from various Breviaries 
and ancient hymns are found in the works 
of J. Chandler, W. J. Copeland. E. Caswall, 
J.D. Chambers, W. J. Blew, Bp. Mant, J. 
M. Neale, L. Williams, and other translators 
of Latin hymns, 

4. Original English Metrical Doxologics 
are very numerous, and are found in the early 
versions of the Psalms and in the most 
wodern hymn-books. The more lengthy of 
these which are in C. U. have been dealt with 
as separate hymns, and ure given in tlhe 
general “Index of Subjects and Seasons.” 
Those which «re composed of one, or at most 
two stanzas, are too numerous, and too much 
alike, to be given in detail. We can only 
append a list of the most exhaustive collec- 
tions which are available to the reader, These 
are :— 

1, Olt Versions of the Psalms. 
2. The (Ad and New Versions. 
3. L. Watts’s Hymns, 1709, and Pealms, 1719, 
4. Wesley's Gloria Patri, 1746, in the Wesley P. 

Works, 1468-72, vol. iil, 
5. J. Newton in the Olney Hymns, 1779, 
6. The older collections of Whitefield, Madan, Top 

lady, Conyers, Lady Huntingdon, Rippon, the later 
Baptist Selections, 1824 & 1636, the Congregational Col- 
lections and others tu 1860, 

7. Large selections are given in Aennedy, 1#63; the 
Hy. Comp. 1876; Snepp's songs of G. & G., 1472; and 
W. Stone's Supplemental Hymnal, 1473, This last is 
the largest collection of doxologies extant, The metres 
are very varied, and the doxologives nuater 120. In 
the saleity of motern hymn-books of the Church of 
England the duxologies are given with the hymns, and 
are not a as a separate section of each bouk, 

viii, 

&. Modern Nonconformist collecthuns prerreny adopt 
the practice of giving the doxologies with the hymns. 

i ‘s 0. ©. H. Bk., 1=66, is an exception, the 
doxo! « being given as a separate section between the 
Psalms and the hymn, 
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9. In modern American collections doxologies are 

usually appendid at the end of the book and represent 

all the metres contained thervin, a¥ in the Protestant 

iscopal Hymnal, 1471; the Methudist Episcopal 
mal, 1X78; Hatfheld’s Church Mymn-Book, Laity 

the Baptist Service of Song, 1872, and others. 

5. ‘The provision which has thus been made, 
not only for the holy Seasous of the Church, 
but also for ral purposes, and for the 

t variety of metre found in modern hymn- 
Ce is very abundant. Where sameness 

and painful reiteration are unavoidable, it is 

useless to expect uniform excellence throagh- 
out. When, however, the wearisome common- 

lace is broken hy Bp. Ken's * Pra'se God, 
rom Whom all blessings flow”; Watts's 

“ Give to the Father praise"; Osler’s “ Wor- 

ship, honour, glory, blessing"; or by one of 

the finer translations from the Latin, we 
realize tliat a noble hymn need not be weak- 

eued by an ignoble doxology. (J. J.J 

Dracup, John, was b. in 1723, but the 

place of birth and circumstances of early life 
not known. In 1755 he became pastor of the 
Independent Church at Steep Lane, Sowerby, 
near Halifax; but in 1772, having apparently 
changed his views on Baptism, left Steep 
Lane, and became a minister among the 
Baptists, first at Rodhill-end, near Todmor- 
den, and then at Rochdale. In 1784, the 
members of the Independent Church at Steep 
Lane, having in the interval followed his 
example and become Baptists, invited him to 
re-settle among them. This he did, and con- 
tinued their pastor until his death, May 28, 
1795. 

In 1787, Mr. Dracup pub. a small volume of 63 
hymns with the title, Hymnus and Spiritual Songs, by 
John Dracup, Minister of the Gospel at Sowerby. 
Bolton, printed by R. Jackson, Two of theac, begin- 
ning “Free Grace to every heaven-born soul,” and 
had ks to Thy name, 0 Lord, that we," had pre- 
viously appeat in Lady Huntingdon’s (oflection, 
undated ed, cir, 1772, and again in the revised ed. of 
1740. Both are in Denham’'s Sel. (1837); the former is 
in Gadsby (1853) and in Stevens's Sel. disst), and the 
latter in Reed's 4, Bk, 1442, &c. A third hymn of 
Dracup's, very touching beth in sentiment and language, 
fs found in a small Ba Seupplomentary At. It begins, 
Coe L could say, * My God ie mine.’ other bymns 
have seldom had more than a local use. [W. RS.) 

Draw near, ye weary, bowed and 
broken-hearted, [Jesus weeping at the 
grave of a yechog A This hymo was given in 
Christian Lyrics, R. T.5., N.p., in 4 st. of 6L 
In 1853, 3 st. were included in the Leeds JI. 
Bk., No. 206, as from the Christian Lyre. 
Whether this is a mistake for the K. T. 5, 
Christian Lyrica we cannot say, but the hymn 
is net in the Christian Lyre of 1830-1, Dr. 
Dale gives the same stanzas in his English 
H. Bk., 1874, but appends no signature. 

(W. T. BJ 
Drayton, Michael, b. 1563, d, 1681, was 

very popular in his days, and his name is still 
regarded with respect. He was the authorof 
the Poly-olbion and many other works. His 
hymns were pub, as:— 

“The Harmonie af the Church, containing, * The 
spiritual songes and holy hymes af godly men, pa- 
triarkea, a ts, all sweetly rounding tw the 
praise and glory of the Highest, 1591.'" 

Of this but a single copy is known. 
was reprinted the Percy Society, and again 
in the Rev. Richard Hooper's edition of Poly- 
olbion, in Smith's Library of Old Authors. 

(J.T. BJ 

it | 

DREAD JEHOVAH! GOD 

Dread Jehovah! God of nations. [Jn 
Time of Trouble—National.) This hymn ap- 
peared in the Christian Observer, in April, 
1804, in 4 st.of 81 At that time Bonaparte 
was First Consul, and meditating au immediate 
invasion of England. A day of humiliation 
and prayer was =f asa In anticipation 
of this day the following editorial note, to- 
gether with the hymn as given below, ap- 
peared in the Christian Observer :— 

“ His Majesty has been graciously pleased to appoint 
Friday, tie 26th of Mag next, to be observed throngh- 
out Englund and Ireland as a day of public humiliation 
and fasting. We earnestly hope it may be observed in 

roper manner, We su 4 bymn for the occasion, 
which has just reached us in time to obtain a place in 
a 

this number. 
Hymn for the Fast Day. 

May 25, 1804. 
“ Dread Jebovah ! God of Nations, 

From thy Temple in the Sktes, 
Hear thy People's Supplications, 

And for their Deliv'rance rise. 
Lo! with deep Contrition turnipg, 
In thy Holy Place we bend ; 

Fasting, praying, weeping, mourning, 
Hear us, spare us, and defend. 

+ Foes, who've ravag’d peaceful Regions, 
Now for us the Yoke prepare ; 

And if thou forsake our Legions, 
We, like them, the Yoke must wear. 

Shall Religion’s Foes enslave us? 
Shall their Heathen Tongues exclaim, 

*Where's your God?" 0 rise to save ts, 
And assert Thy glorious Name. 

“ Thongh our Sins, each Heart confounding, 
and loud for vengeance call ; 

Thou hast Mercy as abounding, 
Thou hast Blood can cleanse them all. 

Let that Mercy veil jon, 
Let that Bivod our Guilt effface 5 

Save thy People from Oppression, 
Save from Spoil thy Holy Place. 

« Hear, O God! the Vows we tender ; 
With our Hosts to battle go; 

Shield the Head of each Defender, 
And confound the impious Foe, 

So when ceas'd the Battle's raging 
Thine shall be the Victor's : 

And in thy boly Bonds engaging. 
We will eorve thee all our es 

To 1805, in John Gresham's Select Portions 
of Pealms and Hymna, 3rd ed., it is given as 
ymn xiv., and a note states it to have been 

“ Written by a Clengyman,” and to have been 
separately published with music by Haydn. In 
1819, Cotterill, having slightly altered the text, 
and omitted st. ii. inel the hymn in bis 
Sel. in 3 st., No. 337. Bickersteth went further 
in reducing it to the first and third stanzas, 
with alterations, in his Christian Psalmody, 
1833, Hell adopted the same stanzas in his 
Mitre H. Bk., 1836, but introduced many alter- 
ations therein. These alterations are repeated 
in the New Mitre Hymnal, 1874, together with 
a doxol in 2 st. of 4 1 Nearly all the 
modern collections, including the 8. P. C. K. 
Ps. & Hymns, 1852-69 ; Burry, 1862-67; H. 
Comp. 1872; Snepp, 1872; Harland ; Steven- 
son's Hys. for Ch. & Home; and many others, 
have the altered text as given in Bickersteth’s 
Christian Psalmod y, 1833, und not the original. 
In Church Hys., 1871, No. 260, the hymn, 
“Lord Almighty, God of nations,” is also 
Bickerateth’a text with the alteratiun of the first 
and last lines of the liymua vnly. The hymn is 
in one form or another in somewhat extensive 
use in G, Britain and America. {J. J] 
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Dread orone wre let my — 
song. J. Watts. vening. ppear 
in the 2nd ed. of his H. & a 1709, 
Bk. ii., No. 7, in 6 st, n° 1, and headed, 
“An Evening Song.” e Opening stunza, 
when compared with J. Mason's “Song of 
Prise for the pis a (Songs of Praise, 

y 1688, No. xi.), is evidently suggested by Ma- 
wu'ast. i. The two are :— 

Mason, 16a. | Watts, 1709, 
“Now from the alter of |“ Dread Sovereign, let my 

wy benet i evening song 
Let incense flames arise ; | Like boly incense rise : 

Asie me, Lord, to offer up Assist the offerings of my 
Mine evening sacrifice. | tongue 

To reach the lofty sktes." 

The hymn in its original form is in C. U. 
both in G. Britain and America. There are 
also altered texts in C. U., as (1) * Blest 
Saviour, let our evening song”; this is in 
Common Praise, 1879; and (2) *O Holy 
Father, let my song,” in Bupt. Ps, & Hys., 
1858-80, &e. J. x4 
Drei Kinig fiihrt die giéttlich Hand. 

(piphany Appeared in the Alte Cutholische 
Geidliche Kirchengesting, Cologne, 1621, in 9 
st of 61, and thence, omitting st. ii. in F. 
Hommel’s Geistliche Volkalieder, 1871, No. 51; 
and in full, but altered, in the Trier G. B. 
(R. C.), 1846, p. 34. Nearly the same text, 
but beginning, “Es fihrt drei Kiniy Gottes 
Hani,” from the Catholische Kirchen Geeiing, 
Cologne, 1625, is included, omitting st. fi, ix. 
in Wackernagel, v. p. 1251, und in H. Bone’s 
Cantate, 1848 (ed. 1879, No. 82). Tr. as:— 
Three kings were led by God's own hand,a good 

tr. from the Trier text, omitting st. ii, iv., vii., 
i= R. F. Littledale, as No. 54 in the People’s 

, 1967, signed “A. L. P.” (J. M.J 
t, der Gottheit wahrer 

Spiegel. J. Franek. ag Sunday 
Evening.) Ist pub. in C. Peter's Andachte- 

" Freiberg, 1655, p. 276, in the section 
entitled, “On the Holy Trinity,” in 8 st. of 41. 
In Franck’s Geistliches Sion, 1674, p. 31 (ed. 
1846, p, 55). St. 1, 2 are based on “O Lux 
beata Trinitas,” and st. 3-7, on Romans xi. 

» St. 8 (“Dein Num ist gross”) is 
taken from his Vaterunserharpfe, Frankturt- 
wm-Main, 1652. It passed into J. Criger's 

ia pielatis melica, 1661; Freylinghausen’s 
G. B. 1704, and other collections, and is 
No. Hin the Berlin @. L. $.,ed.1863. Tr as:— 

True mirror of the Godhead! Perfect Light. A 
good tr. of st. 1-3, 7, 8, by Miss Winkworth in 
her Lyra Ger,, 2nd Series, 1858, p. 64. Her tr. 
of st, 2,7, 8, altered and beginning, “ We praise 
Thee, Lond, with earliest morning ray,” appear 
a “A Morning Psalm of Praise” in the /. of 
the Spirit, Boston, U.S., 1864, No. 103. [J. M.] 
Drennan, William, ».p., b. at Belfast, 

iy 23, 1754, aud educated ut Glasgow, where 
¢ graduated a4, in 1771, and m.p, 1778, 
r subsequently practised at Belfast. He 
Feb. 5, 1820, In 1815 he pub, Fugitive 
rg in Prose and Verse, Belfast, 1815; and 
= Poems were collected and pub, with a 
pera drwy a 1859. Of his — 

“ped under the heading of “ Religious 
Poeus.” Seren hymns, rere fend five of these 
Religious Poems,” were contributed te As 
at's Unitarian Sel, 1810; but in the 1859 
crusand Memoir most uf them are ina longer 
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form. As most of these are still in C, U. 
amongst the Uniterians in G. Britain and 
America, we subjuin the list of first lines :— 

1. All nature feels attractive power. Law of Love. 
2. Biess'’d who with generous pity glows, Charity. 
3. Humanity! thou sent of . Faith, Hope, 

Charity. 
a In this fair globe, with ocean bound. Lore af 

5. O sweeter than the fragrant flower. Doing Good. 
6. The heaven of heavens cannot contain. Dirine 

Worahi; 
1. The husbandman goes forth afleld. Fruits of 

Benevolence, (CW. T. BJ 

Drese, Adam, was b. in Dec. 1620, in 
Thuringia, probably at Weimar. He was at 
first musician at the court of Duke Wilhelm, 
of Sachse-Weimar; and after being sent by 
the Duke for further training under Marco 
Sacchi at Warsaw, was appointed lia Kapell- 
meister in 1655. On the Duke's death in 
1662, his son, Duke Bertuhard, took Drese 
with him to Jena, 4 Pegg him his secretary, 
and, in 1672, Town Mayor. After Duke Bern- 
hard’s death, in 1678, Drese remained in Jena 
till 1683, when he was appointed Kupell- 
meister at Arnstadt to Prince Anton Giinther, 
of Schwarzburg-Sondershausen. He dat 
Arnstadt, Feb. 15, 1701 (Koeh, iv. 270-974; 
Allg. Deutsche Biog., ¥. 347; Wetzel, i. 198-4, 

A. H., vol. i, pt. iv., pp. 28-80), 
In 1680, the reading of es writin 

Lather on the Mascon, By antl, in hie BB = 
views, and benceforth under good and evil report he 
held prayer meetings in his Louse, which became a 
meeting-place for the Pletista of the district, ‘ His 
hymns,” says Wetzel, * of which he himeelf 
hot only the melodies, but also, as 1 have certain in- 
formation, the text also, were sung at the meetings of 
phous persons in his bouse, befure they came into print.” 

One has been tr. into English, viz. :— 
Seclenbriutigam, Jesus, Gottes Lamm, appeared 

in the Geistrewcies G. B., Halle, 1697, p. 147, in 
15 st. of 6 1, repeated (with the well-kaown 
melody by himself added, which in the Jrish 
Ch. Hyl. is called “ Thuringia”), in the Darmstadt 
G. B., 1698, p. 134, as No, 197 in Freylinghau- 
sen’s G, #., 1704, and recently as No. 119 in the 
Berlin G. £. &, ed. 1863. n Wagner's G. B., 
Leipzig, 1697, vol. iii. p. 420, it begins, “Jesu, 
Gottes Lamm,”" The ¢r. in C. U. is:— ‘ 

Bridegroom, Thou art mine, a fr. of st. 1, 2, 4, 
8, 13-15, by Dr. M, Loy, as No, 283 in the Ohio 
Luth, Hyl., 18980. 
Another tr. is, “ God and man indeed,” of st. [li as at. 

i. of No, 463 in the Moravian H, #k., 1759 (1446, No. 
244). (J. M.] 

Dreves, Johann Friedrich Ludwig, 
s. of F. ©, Dreves, burgomaster of Horn, in 
the Principality of Lippe-Detmold, was b. at 
Horn, Noy, 17, 1762. After the completion 
of his studi+s at the University of Marburg 
he was fir sume time conrector of the school 
at Detmold. In 1790 he became third pastor 
of the Reformed Church at Detmold,and ufter 
being pastor at Hillentrup from June 28 to 
Oct. 25, 1795, returned to Detmold as second 
pastor, He remained in Detmolt till 1820, 
when he again became pastor st Hillentrup, 
and d, there Nov, 30, 1834, (MS from Pastor 
A, Koppen, Detmold.) His hymn >— 

Hier lieg ich, Herr! im Staube. Just in (ou, 
Was written at Detmold after the death, on Noy, 
14. and before the burinl, Nov, 17, 1798, of his 
first wife Lischen (Elizabeth) nee Ewald. It was 
lst pub, as No. 91 of the hymms for the sick 
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and sorrowing appended to his Easter Sermon 
pub. at Lemgo, 1813, entitled Wiedersehen. It 
is in 12 st. of 8 1., and when included as No. 601 
in the Berlin G. B., 1829, st. v.—vii., ix., xii, 
were omitted, and the rest altered. This form 
was repeated in Bunsen’s Versuch, 1833, No, 914. 
Tr, a8 :— 

1, My God, lo, here before Thy face, a D. C. M. 
version from Bunsen, by Miss Winkworth io her 
Lyra Ger., lst Series, 1855, p. 38. Her st. 
iii., ¥., are altered in later eds. In full in the 
Schaff-Gilman Lib, of Rel, Poetry, ed, 1883, p. 
821. In the American hymn-books it appears in 
the following forms from the 1855 text :— 

q1) “My Father, God, before Thy face," No. 226, in 
Roardman’s Sel,, Philadelphia, 1461, is from her st. 1, 
iL 1-4; dv., 11. 1-4, and vi, 

(2) “0 Father, compass me about,” No, 362, in the 
Hof the Spirit, Boston, 1464, ts ber st. iv., Il. 1-45 ¥., 
1, ty wi, Uh 1-45 vil, I, 44, 

(3) “1 know Th. hts are peace towards me,” 
No, eee —e de Frees 1858, is apnctie = - 

4) “ Father, are r e, (4) “* Fa Uh ag pg 
No, 906, in Songs for Sanctuary, 1465, 
is her st. v., 1. 1-4, and vi. 

2. My God, behold me lying. A tr. of Bun- 
sen's st. i, UL, iv., v., vil, by Miss Winkworth in ber 
C. B. for Bugland, 1463, No, 104, {J. M.) 

Drop, drop, slow tears. Phineas 
Fletcher. [Penitence.]) Appeared in his 
Poetical Misellantes Neage recently repub- 
lished by Dr. Grosart in 4 vols., 1869, in his 
Fuller Worthies Library. This tender poem 
is given in Thring’s Coll,, 1882, and in others. 
(See English Hymnody, Early, § vit.) [J. J.] 

Droop soul, shake off thy fears. 
C. Wesley. (Lent. Resignation.) 1st pub. in 
Hys. & Sac, Poems, 1742, in 6 st, of 8 1 
(e Works, 1868-72, vol. ii. p. 293). In 1780, 
J. Wesley included st. i-iv. in the Wes. H. 
Bk., No, 137. This arrangement has been re- 
peated in later editions, and in other collec- 
tions, ‘The expression in st. ii,, 1, 2— 

Fainting soul, be bold, be strong ; 
Wait the leisure of thy Lord. 

is from Coverdale’s prose version of Ps. xxvii. 
16, in the Bk. of Common Prayer. (J. J.) 

Drummond, David Thomas Kerr, 
B.A., youngest s. of James Rutherford Dram- 
rad of Stragreath, Perthshire. was b. at 
Edinbargh, Aug. 25,1805. After studying at 
the University of Edinburgh, he went to 
Oxford, where he gradua BA. He was 
ordained Priest in 1831, awl, after serving 
various cures, became, in 1838, joint minister 
of Trinity Episcopal Church, Dean Bridge, 
Edinburgh. He resigued his charge and 
severed his counection with the Scottish Epi- 
scopal Church in 1843, when he became 
the minister of a church built for him (St. 
Thomas's English Episeopal Church, Edin- 
burgh), where he continued to minister toa 
large and influential conzregation wntil his 
death. He d. at Pitlochry, Perthshire, June 
9, 1877, His hymns appeared to the number 
of 10 in the Church of England Hymnbook, 
1838, of which he was joint editor with Dr. 
Greville, a member of his own congregation. 
[Scottish Hymnody, § VII.) (J. M.J 

Drummond, William, ».a., eldest s. of 
Sir John Drummond, Kt., of Hawthornden, 
near Edinburgh, was b. at Hawthornden, Dee. 
13, 1585. He studied at the University of 
Edinburgh, and graduated ma. in 1605. 

Ip 
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ceeding, by the death of his father, in 1610, 
to the eatate of Hawthornden, he reside! there 
till his death, on Dec. 4, 1649. He was one of 
the most eminent literary Scotsmen of his 
time, and a friend of Sir William Alexander 
and Ben Jonson. His Flowers of Zion were pub. 
in 1623, and his Works were collected and pub. 
in two vola. at Loudon, 1655-56, and again 
at Edinburgh, in one vol.,in 1711. His Poews 
were issued by the Maitland Club, in 18s2, 
with additions from the Hawthornden mas, 
originally pub. by Dr. David Luiug in the 
Transactions of the Society of Antiquarics of 
Seotland. They have since been edited by 
Peter Cunningham in 1833, and, in 1856, by 
W. B.D. ‘Turnbull (Lond., J. R. Smith). 
Among the Posthumous Poems, lst pub, in 1656, 
isatr. of the Dies Irae, and among those added 
in 1711 are tre, of 20 of the Roman Breviary 
hymns. These, which are interesting as being 
among the earliest uttempts of tho kind, are 
included in the edition of 1856, Professor 
Mason has recently issued an interesting 
work on him as Drummond of Hawthornden: 
the Story of his Life and Writings (Lond., 
Macmilian & Co., 1879). (J. M.] 

In an article in the Dublin Review, 1883, 
and again in the preface to his Annus Sanctus, 
1884, Mr. Orby Shipley has questioned Dram- 
mond’s right to the fre. from the Roman 
Breviary which were given in his posthumous 
Works, 1711. The history of these transla- 
tions, so far as we can gather, is this, In 
1619 The Primer; or, Office of the Blessed 
Virgin Mary, was issued, with a revised 
trvnslation "Tees Primera}, and all the hymns 
therein but one were new. These were re- 
peated in a reprint in 1632. This reprint 
conteins an address to the reader, in which 
vecurs the following passage :— 
“The Hymnes most of which are used by the holy 

Chorch in her publick (Office; are a new translation 
done by one most skilfull in Anglith poctric, wherein 
the literall sense is preserued with the true straine of 
the verse.”” 

In 1711 a complete edition of Drummond's 
Works, under the editurship of Bishop Sage 
and Thomas Ruddiman, appeared, and in it 
18 hymns, identical with those in the 1615 
Primer, were given as from the mss, in the 
Edinburgh University Library. These ms., 
however, are not now to be found, and Mr. 
Shipley’s contention is that Drummond merely 
transcribed these translations, and that his 
1711 editors, finding them in his autograph, 
concluded they were hia. He shocagly Gece 
(see his preface to Annus Sanctus, pp. 12-14) 
on tie improbability of a Catholic publisher 
applying to a Scotch Protestant for transla- 
tions, and really this is his main argument. 
Against this we must set the following 
eosiderations. (1) Drummond undoubtedly 
translated the Dies Irae — by Phillips, in 
1656. His attention had therefore been drawn 
to Latin hymnody, (2) Theexpress words of 
the address to the reader in the 1615 edition, 
“one most skilful in English poetry,” certain! 
suit Drummond. (3, The fact that Sage 
Ruddiman, with Drummond's as. before them, 
had no doubt on the matter. (4) The books 
resented by him to the Edinburgh University 

show him to lave had a taste for Roman and 
uc- | ascetic theology. (5) The similarity in style 
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to his Flowers of Zion of 1623. Mr. Shipley's 
theory therefore seems to reat on no solid basi 
Hisevidence is purely internal and problema- 
tical. It is quite possible that in his foreign 
tours, for some time at least, Drummond was 
a concealed Roman Catholic, But this is as 
purely conjectural as Mr. Shipley’s theory. The 
matter rests solely on the authority of Drum- 
mond's editors, Sage and Ruddiman, and the 
express assertion in the address of 1615 (noted 
above), thet the translations were “done by 
one most skilfull in English povtrie.”” Ac- 
cording to Mr. Shipley’s theory this writer, 
who was “ most skilfull in — poetrie,” 
must have been a Roman Catholic ; and failing 
to fiud one such poet amougst the Roman 
Catholics of that day to whom he can give a 
habitation or a name, he further adds that he 
is“unknown.” Until it can be shown that at 
that date, 1615 (the Ist ed. of the Primer), there 
was a known Roman Catholic writer “ most 
skilfull in English poetrie,” we must abide 
by Drowmond. [W. T. B.) 

Drummond, William Hamilton, 
bp, & of an Irish physician, was b, at 
nr tage Antrim, Ireland, 1772, and d. at 
Dublin, Oct, 16, 1865. Educated for the 
ministry at the University of Glasgow, he be- 
came, in 1793, the pastor of the Second Pres- 
byterian Chureh, Belfast, and in 1816, of the 
Strand Street Chapel, Dublin. His poetical 
works include ;— 
(1) Juvenile Poems, 1797; (2 r, 1808; (3 

The Gient's Causeway, ais ates A in A 2 
| BeAr Happy? a Poem on _ Christian 

fitudes, with other Poems on Sacred Subjects, 1818, 

In 1818 A Selection of Ps. & a the 
Us of the Presbytery of Antrim, and the Con- 
Aen of Strand Street, Dublin, was pub. 
at Belfast. This Sel. was probubly edited by 
Tr. Drammond. It contained several of his 
hymns. Five of these (Nos. 84, 190, 201, 
236, 264) were contributed to that edition. 
From Who are the Happy? the following 

hymns have come into C. al 

is 
Dike Belfast Pr. & Hys., 1818, 
The original texts of these hymns are in 

Lyra Brit., 1867, from whence also most of the 
phical facts have been taken. A few 

d’s hymns, in addition to those 
named, aré found in some American Uni- 
‘arian collections, (J. J.) 
Dryden, John, The name of this great 

English poet has recently assume | a new im- 
meer to the stedente of hymns, from a 
ide made on his behalf in regard to a con- 
Sierable body of translations from the Latin 
published after his death (1701), in a Primer 

1106. The discussion of this point will 
Prelude us from giving more than an outline 
fe life, 

|. Biography.—John Dryden was the s. of 
Enews, the tind of Sir Erasmus Dryden, 
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and was b. at Aldwinkle, All Saints Northants, 
Aug. 9, 1631, He was educated under Dr. 
B at Westminster, and entered Trin. Coll., 
Cambridge, in 1650. He took his b,4. in 1654, 
and resided nearly 7 yeurs, though without a 
fellowship. He was of Puritan blood on both 
his father sand mother’s side, and his training 
found expression in his first great poem, Heroic 
Stanzas on the death of Oliver Cromicell, 1658. 
In 1660, however, he turned, like the bulk of 
—— Royalist, and in his Astraea Redux, 
and in A Panegyric on the Coronation (1661), 
celebrated the Restoration. In 1063 he married 
Lady Elizabeth Howard, The marriage was 
apparently not a happy one; «nd there seems 
to be plain proof ot Dryden's unfaithfulness. 
In 1670 he was made Povt Laureate and His- 
toriographer Royal, and he retained these 

its until the accession of William (1688), 
@ had joined tie Roman Chureh in 1685, 

and remained steadfast to it at the fall of 
James II. This change is of special signi- 
ficance, as will appear below, in regard to 
his translations from the Latin. It tly 
straitened his means, and compelled him to 
great literary exertion in his closing years, 
He d. a 18, 1701, and was buried in West- 
minster Abbey. 
The poems of Dryden show high Ih in flelds 

wilely different sagan el ee am as Ge 
leader of the English stage, as a writer of tragedy, 
comedy, and . The « lities of his pla: 
were a large substitution of the berole couplet oe 
blank verse, In imitation of Corneille, plots full of 
exaggerated passion, intrigue, and rant, and a catch- 
word dialogue. These features were carleatured by 
Buckingham and others in the Nehearsal (acted 1671). 
The gross immorality of his dramas has long made them 
unreadable; but his influence on poetry has been en- 
during. No metre so long dominated style as his 
heroic couplet, which, though Inferior to Pope's in 
polish and precision, excels it in resonance, freedom and 
audacity, “The long resounding march and energy 
divine.” He was the first to make poetry a lucid vehicle 
for political and religions discussion, in the Neligio 
Taict (1682), and The Hind and Panther (1687). The 
fine-t satires tn English are Absalom and Achitophel 
(Part 1, 1681; Part ii, 1662, to which he contributed 
only « portion, the rest being by Nahum Tate}, The 
Medal, and Nae Flecknoe (1483. He gave a new 
energy and fulness of meaniug to the work of transla- 
tion ‘through his classical reproductions, of which bis 
Virgil is the finest specimen (pub.in 1697). Alerander’s 
Feast remains one of the most beilliant English odes. 
His prefaces and dedications had a large tofluence on 
our prose style, and are the first material eflorts in the 

vince of poetical criticism. The salient poltits of 
fis genius are a transcendent literary foree continually 
exerting itself in fresh forme; and that narrowlnw of 
the work of poetry to matters of political, social, 
human interes!, which ruled supreme in Pope and his 
followers, (See Dryden: by Mr. G. Saintsbury, dfen of 
Letters Series.) 

ii, Hymn Tranalations, — Until recently, 
Dryden's known contributions to hymnody 
consisted of only three pieces. The best 
known of these is the tr. of * Veni Creator.” 
ub. in vol. fii, of his Miecellanies, in 1693. 
ir Walter Scott, in his Life of Dryden, 1808, 

pub. a tr. of the “Te Deum” (“Thee Sover- 
eign God our grateful accents praise"), and a 
fr. of “Ut queant laxis,” the hymn at Even- 
song for St. John the Baptists Day (Scott 
calls it “St. John’s Eve”) (*O sylvan Pro- 
phet "). 

Mr. W. T. Brooke has pointed out one or two facts 
that slightly shake :Scott's attribution of these two 

es to T . He has discovered the tr. of the 
“Te Deum” itn Dodd's Christian's Maguzine, 1T6u, 
contributed by J. Duncombe, and alfributed fo Pope. 
And Scott's account of the two pieces is confused, “He 
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received them from a Mrs. Jackson, who told bim that 
they were mentioned in Butler's * Tour through Italy,” 

that after Butler's death they passed into the hands 
of the celebrated Dr. Alban, and so came to bers, They 
are not however mentioned In the published edition of 
Butler's Tour; and “Butler” and “Dr. Alban" are 
the same pereson—Dr. Alban Butler, author of The 
Lives of the Saints. Alban Butler's Tour was edited 
and published by Charles Butler, hia nephew, who also 
wrote a Life of Alban Butler, The confusion cannot 
now be unravelled: bat is not enough to discredit 
Scott's decision, which have rested on the jiand- 
writing. The tr. of the * Te Deum™ ts not lke 
and has a Drydenesque Alexandrine in it, and r 
marks of den’s manner. One great Roman Catholic 
poet was perhaps confused with the other, 

These three pieces, however, with slight 
variation of text, have been discovered inle- 
pendently by Mr, Orby Shipley and Mr, W, 
I. Brooke, in The Primer, or Office of the B. 
V. Mary, in English, 1706: and the discovery 
has led them to a strong conviction that the 
bulk of the 120 érs. of Latin hymns in this 
book are also Dryden's. It is shown under 
Primers, that there are remarkable evidences 
of unity of hand in these trs. Is this hand 
Dryden's? The ease for Dryden is a construe- 
tive one, and may be thus summarised ;— 

The fr. in Seott, “O sylvan Prophet,” is in a metre 
— to previvus editions <i loan and fare 
are altogether 11 ¢rs., generally representing tin 
Sapphics, in the book in this metre. Five of these 
tre, bave a further internal link in having the same 
gloria; three in having another common gloria. The 
presumption is trresistible that they are all by the 
wuthor of “O sylvan Prophet.” Again, the tr. of the 
“Te Deum” (also in Scott) is one of 8 ydeces in Dry- 
den's great metre, which is also new to the /rimers’ 
heroic couplets. Though not Inked by common glorias, 
the tone of all these is Drydenesque, especially the tr. 
of “Sacria Solemniis," which bas these characteristic 
lines, “ They eat the Lamb with legal rites and gave 
Their mnothersynagogue a decent grave,” and closes with 
an Alexandrine. The fr, “Creator Spirit, by Whose 
aid" ts followed by two others in the same metre, 
which bave a variation (in a single word) of its gloria, 
The three known hymns of Dryden are thus beads of 
ee lg aay ively of the sume parentage. Proceeding 

rther in the book, the large group of 8-syllable hymns 
exhibits 35, which are curiousiy marked as by a single 
hand through their glorias (see Primers). y have 
several Drydenesque phrases (e.g. “noon of night.’ 
“* gleamy white,” a nical use of “ytelding,” ** liquid,” 
“equal "), turns of expression and cadences, and a signi- 
ficant link with the tr, of the * Te Deum" in the term 
“vocal blood" (ef, * vocal tears” in 2 other ¢rs.) found 
in the tr. of “Deus tuorum militam.” This technical 
method of inquiry when applied still further to other 
groups linked by a single gloria certainly points in the 
same direction; Drydenisms, links with groups already 
named, an occasional appearance of laywan of 
expression, and in one cuse (* Audit tyrannus” fr.), an 
echo of the berole plays, emerge. least charac- 
teristic group is that containing fre. of “Ave maris 
stella” and “Jesu dulcis memoria,” in c. mM. ; and the 
latter tr, (* Jesu, the only thought of Thee”), beautiful 
us it is, is in the main Lae the tr. from the Primer of 
1645 recastinec, w, But the adoption of c. ¥.—a« new 
myrtre in these Primers—would be natural in one pre- 
viously long familiar with the metrical Psalms; the tr. of 
“Ave maris stella” has the recurrent use of * equal,” 
which is a mannecrism of Dryden: and the word “ way” 
in the tr. of “Jesu dulcis memoria” is used similarly 
in that of “ Immense cocli conditor.” 

The result of a minute investigation, pur- 
ly conducted on somewhat mechanical 

ines, is a presumption almost amountiny to 
proof, that the bulk of these 120 frs. are not 
only by the same hand, but by the hand of 
Dryden. A measure of doubt must however 
attach to the least characteristic pieces, from 
the following considerations :— 

(1) The tre. of “Siabat Mater” and “ Dies Irae” 
ore reprinted from the Primer of dst. This fact is of 
course not decisive aguinst their parentage by Dry- 
den, as it may be argued, that the Primer of 16*7 
alsy contains Dryden translations, But (2) the fr, of 
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the “Dies Irae’ seems to be, notwithstanding some 
Drydenesque phrases, by Lord Roscommon, It ia found 
in a text derably varied from that of 1706 in Tate's 

lanea Sacra (1696 and 1698); and ts there attri- 
buted to Lord Roscommon, It appears also, but in a 
text identical with that of i706. te Tonson’s Poems by 
The Kart of Roscommon, 1717, which frases to give 
only the * truly genuine” ms of Earl. If this 
tr. is not Dryden's, others may not be his, And (3) 
o Primer ‘ }« M. in — these a 

hot appear ve years a! Dryden's 5 and 
may have been edited by some one else. Mr. W. T. 
Rirooke hasdrawn attention to variations in the text of 
Scott from that of the Primer ; which may be accounted 
for by editorial revision ; and the editor may have had 
blanks to fll in which Dryden had left. 

It would be most natural to that the Primer 
would be edited by a priest; but fact that it is diff 
cult to say whether the text in Seoft or in the Primer 
is the more characteristic of Dryden either potnts to the 
py ong of two authentic Mig of the or a revi. 

some one thoroughly intimate with Drydeo’s 
manner, Os. (este. Brooke acutely conjectures), Charles 
ro, ee may have taken bis father’s wes. with bim 

The argument in favour of Dryden is presented with 
great force and skill by Mr. Orby Shipley in the Dublia 
eens CE 1484, andin the preface to his Annus 

In corroboration of the evidence given 
above, Mr. Shipley has collected some Roman 
Catholic traditions, which ascribe to Dryden 
“ aconsiderable number” of Latin tre, “Jesu 
dulcis memoria ” und “ Dies Lrae” are said to 
have been translated as penances. Tuese 
traditions are however very indefinite; in 
some cases they do not date earlier than the 
present century; and in some (see Preface to 
Aimus Sanctus) they are mistaken, He seeks 
a further corroboration of the theory from the 
an of several of these tra. in editions 
of The Manual of Prayers, 1750, and The 
Garden of the Soul, 1737. But it is shown 
under Primers that these books afford no real 
evidence on this subject. + (H. L. BJ 

Du ewiger Abgrund der seligen 
Liebe, N. L. von Zinzendorf. [The Love of 
God.] Written for the birthday, Sept. 21, 
1726, of his friend Count Henkel of Oderberg. 
Appeared as No, 7 in the “ Andere Zugabe,” 
¢. 1730, to his 1725-8 Sammlung geist- und 
lieblicher Lieder (3rd ed. 1731, No. 1), in 8 at. 
of 10 L, entitled “ Ein Erweckunys Lied an 
Fest-Tagen,” and repeated in the Herrnhut 
G. B., 1735, No, 11; in the Briider G. B., 
1778, No. 36, in 3 st.; also in Knapp's ed. of 
Zinzendorf s Geistliche Lieder, 1845, p.72; and 
in his own Ev. L.S., 1850, No, 1136. Tr. as :— 

1. Eternal depth of Love Divine, a free tr. of st. 
1,2, 4, 7, by J. Wesley in Af. and S. Poems, 1739 
(P. Works, 1868-72, vol, i, p. 173). It was not 
included in the Wes, ZZ. Bk. till in the Suppl. of 
1830, No. 586, omitting Wesley's st. iii. ll, 5-8, 
and iv. ll. 1-4. This form is in the new ed. 
1875, No. 655, and in the Wesley Association and 
New Connexion Collections. With the omission 
of the last 8 lines it is No, 94 in the Amer. 
Meth. Epis. Hymns, 1849. These omitted lines 
are given as No. 730: “0 King of Glory, Thy 
rich grace,” in the same collection. 

2. Thou deep abyss of blessed Love, a free ir. of 
st. 1,4, 8, by Mrs. Charles in her Voice of Chris- 
tian Life in Song, 1858, p. 243, and thence in 
Holy Song, 1869, No. 298. 

Another tr. is :— 
“Ye bottomless de of God's infinite love,” by J. 

Gambold. The tr. of st. 1 appears as No. 294 in the 
Appendix of 1743 to the Moravian H. Bk. 1742, and the 
full form as Nu, 392 in pt. ii,, [746 Cisse, No. 24). Of 
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3st. “ O bottomless depths” a 
Saud Glieen Lae of Kel. Fomry. 1483, 

Du himilisco trohtin. [Supplication.] 
Wackernagel, ii. p. 24, quotes this L2th cent. 
hymn in 2 ot. of 4 L, entitled “ The Prayer of 
Sigibard.” Sigihurd was the writer of the 
Freising us.of Otfrid’s works (now at Munich), 
uulin a note at the end of this »s. says, * Ego 
rigihurdus indignus presbyter ecripsi. Unaldo 
episcupus istud evangelium fieri jussit.” Tr. 
as “Thou Heavenly Lord of Light," by Miss 
Winkworth, 1869, p. 29. (J. M.) 

Du schinstes Gotteskind. . Ter- 
steegen, [Christmas.] lst pub. in the 2nd 
ed, 1785, of his Geistliches Blume nm, &s 
No, 46 in Bk. iii, in 11 at. of 8 1, entitled 
“The grest Christmas gift.” Included, omit- 
ting st. 4,5, LO, 11, as No, 704 in Bunsen's 
Versuch, 1833 Allg. G. B., 1846, No, 48). 
The only tr. in'C. U. is. s— 
Thou fairest Child Divine, a good tr. from Bun- 

sea, by Miss Winkworth in her Lyra Ger., 2od 
Ser., 1858, p. 16. Included, omitting the tr. of 
st. 8, a5 No, 359 in Ps. and //ys., Bedford, 1864, 
Two centos are found in American hymnals :— 
(1) “I was a foe to God,” beginn with st. 2, as 

No. 373 in toe Epise H. for Ch. ry Peas isu. 
(2) “Once blind with sin and self,” beginning with 

st. dip the Dutch Heformed H. Bk,, 1869, the Bapt, 
Praise Bk, i871, H. & Songs of Praise, N. Y., 1874, 
te. (J. M. 
Du unvergleichlich’s Gut. J. Schef- 

fer. [Love to God.) Appeared as No. 195 in 
Bk. v. of his Heilige Seelenluat, Breslau, 1668, 
p 855 (Werke, 1862, i. P 323), in 8 at. of 6 1, 
entitled “ She [The Soul] contrasts the Majesty 
of Get with her Nothingness.” Included ag 
No. 726 in Freylinghausen’s G. B., 1705, and 
recently, as Nu, 15, in Kuapp's Ev. L. 8. 1850 
(1865, No. 15). The only fr. in C. U. is:— 
0 Ged, of good the unfathom'd sea, a vigorous 

and full rendering by J. Wesley in Hf. and Suc. 
Poems, 1739 (P. Works, 1868-72, vol. i. p. 141), 
and thence in fall, as No, 36, in the H. & Spiritual 
Songs, 1754, and as No. 5 in the Pocket H. Bh., 
1785, It did not appear in the Wes. H. Bk., 
1780, but was added in an ed. between 1797 and 
10, = is is in the revised ed. 1875, 
anous forms beginning with st. i. a r in the 

leeds H, Bk., 1853; the Meth, 1M Comnesrion, 
1864; the Jriss Ch. Hyl., 1869-73; Baptist 
Hyl, 1879; Westminster Abbey H. Bk., 1883, &c. : 
and in America in the Meth. Epis, Coll, 1849 ; 

tang. Hyl., N. ¥., 1880; Canadian Presb. H. Bk, 
(880, &e, In the Meth. Epis. South H. Bk. 
1847, No. 24, begins with st. 5, “ Fountain of 
good! all blessing flows.” 
Another tr. is :—""0) beyond Nad 

Winkworth, 1469, p. we gis > a 

Duffield, George, jun., p.p., « of the 
er. Dr. Duffel, Presbyterian Minister, was 

at Carlisle, Pennsylvania, Supt. 12, 1818, 
graduated at Yale College, and at the 

ee Theological Seminary, New York, 
ae 1540 to 187 he was a Presbyterian 
rong at Brooklyn ; 1847 to 1852, at Bloom- 
Lie uty: 1852 to 1861, at Phila- 
See 1861 to 1865, at Adrian, Michigan; 

SO ts 1860, at Galesburg, Illinois ; 1869, at 
pray Pog Piekigan and chris 1869 = ba : Bie 
Mime el 

tin the 
M.) . 
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1, Blessed Saviour, Thee I love. Jesus only. 
One of four hymns contributed by him to Darius 
E. Jones’s Tempie Melodies, 1851. It is in 6 st. of 
61. Iu Dr, Hattield’s Caurch H, Ba. it is given 
in 3 st. The remaining three hymns of the 
same date are:— 

2, Parted for some anxious days, Flumily Hymn. 
3. Praise to our heavenly Father, God. = Family 

Onion. 
4, Blowly in sadness and in tears. Burial. 
5. Stand up, stand up for Jesus. Soldiers of 

the Cross. The origin of this hymn is given in 
Lyra Sac. Americana, 1868, p. 298, as follows :-— 

“ Lcanght its inspiration from the dying words of that 
noble young c an, Rev. a Atkins Tyng, 
rector of the E y Church, Philadelphia, who died 
about 1654. last words were, * Tell them to stand 
up for Jesus: now let us sing a hymn.” As be had 
been much persecuted in those pro- nt ths for hia 

it course in pleading the cause of the oppressed, 
it was thought that these words had a peculiar signiti- 
cance in his mind; as if he had said, * Stand for 
—o downtrodden slave.” (Luke 
¥. 14. 

Dr. Duffield gave it, in 1858, in ms. to his 
Sunday School Superintendent, who pub. it on 
a small handbill for the children. In 1858 it 
was included in The Psalmist, in 6 st. of 8 1. 
It was repeated in several collections and in 
Lyra Sac. Amer., 1868, from whence it passed, 
sometimes in an abbreviated form, into many 
English collections. (F. M. B.} 

Duffield, Samuel Augustus Wil- 
i fy «. of G. Doffield, jan., was b. at 
Brooklyn, Sept. 24, 1843, and graduated at 
Yale Coll 1863. In 18tt he was licensed, 
aud in 1 ordained as a Presbyterian 
Minister, and is now [1886] Pastor of Weat- 
minster Church, Bloomtield, New Jersey. He 
pub. in 1867 a tr.of Bernard's Hora novissima 
(q.v.): Warp and Woof; a Book of Verse, 1868 
(copyright, 1870); and The Burial of the Dead 
(in conjunction with his father), 1882. In 
the Laudes Domini, N.Y., 1884, the following 
trs. and an origival hymn are by bim ;— 

1. Holy Spirit, come and shine, A tr. of * Veni 
Sancte Spiritus.” 1s83, 

2. O Christ, the Eternal Light. A fr. of * Christe lu- 
men yore 1843, 

a. © land, relieved from sorrow. On Heaven, written 
in La75. 

4. O what shall be, O when shall be. A tr. of “O 
quanta qualia.” 1883. 

5. To Thee, O Christ, we ever pray A tr. of ** Christe 
precamur annue.” 1353. {J. J.J 

Dum, Christe, confixus cruci. C€. 
Coffin. [Passiontide.) A ‘din the Paris 
Brev., 1736, and again iu his Hymni Saecri of 
the same year, It is the Ferial hymn at 
Lauds in Passion week, and till undy 
Thursday. It is also in the Lyons Brev. and 
others. The text is given in J. Chandler's 
Hys. of the Prim. Church, 1837, No. 65, and 
in Card. Newman's Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 
and 1865, Tr. as :— 

O Thou, Who in the pains of death. By W. 
Cooke, written in 1872 for the Hymnary, No. 238, 

Translations not in C. U. :— 
1, O Thou, that naild upon the bleeding tree, T. 

Williams, Mritizh Mag., April, 1824,and Trs_from Parig 
Brev., LAs. 

2. Whilst in the agonies of death. J, Chandler, 
D437, 

3. While on the Cross, O Christ! in death, vo op. * 
Chambers, 1457. cw. A, 8.] 

Dum morte victor obruta C. Coffin. 
(SS. Philip and James.) This hymn is in 
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the Paris Brev., 1736, where it is given as the 
hymn for the first Vespers of 8S. Philip and 
James. So also in the Lyons and modern 
French Breviaries. It was included in the 
author's Hymni Sacri, 1736, and is also in J. 
Chandler's Hys. of the Prim, Church, 1837, No. 
94, and in Card, Newman's Hymni Ecclesiae, 
1838 and 1865, Tr. as:— 
The Lord hath burst the bonds of death. By J. 

Chandler, in his //ys. of the Prim. Church, 1837, 
p. 105,in 6 st. of 41. The hymn No, 35¢ in the 
Hfymnary, 1872, although beginning with the 
same first line, and assigned to Chandler in the 
Index, is so altered as to be almost beyond recog- 
nition, The most that can be said of it is that 
it is based on Chandler's tr, Another tr. is:— 
When from Death's chambers Christ triumphant rose. 

J, Williama, 1839. [W. A. 8.J 

Duncan, Mary, née Lundie, daughter 
of the Rev. Robert Lundie, Parish Minister 
of Kelso, was b, at Kelso, April 26,1814, On 
July 11, 1836, she was married to the Rev. 
William Wallace Duncan, Parish Minister of 
Cleish, Kinross-shire. In the end of December, 
1889, she took a chill, which resulted in a 
fever, terminating fatally on Jan, 5, 1840, 
Her gifts and graces were early consecrated 
to her Muster'’s service. She was a devoted 
wife and mother, and a true helpmeet to her 
husband in his parochial work, Her hymns, 
ac lg on for her children between July 
and December, 1839, appeared, in 1841, in her 
Memoir, by her mother, and were issued sepa- 
rately, in 1842, as Rhymes for ry! Children, 
to the number of 23. The best known are, 
“ Jesus, tender Shepherd, hear me,” and “ My 
Saviour, be Thou near me.” (J. M.J 

Dunlop, Thomas, seventh son of Mr. 
James Dunlop, of Kilmarnock, was born at 
Kilmarnock, May 10, 1839. After studying 
at the Universitics of Glasgow and Edinburgh, 
he became, in 1867, minister of the U. P. 
Church, Balfron, Stirlingshire, and in 1871 
joint minister of Bristo U, P. Church, Edin- 
urgh, This charge he resigned in 1875, 

and in the same year became minister of 
Emmanuel Congregational Church, Bootle, 
In 1874 he was appointed a member of the 
Psalmody Committee of the U.P. Church, and 
contributed the hymn, * 1 cannot, no, 1 will 
not let Thee go,” to their Preslyterian Hymnal, 
1876. In the Draft Hymnal, 1874, it began, 
* Jesus, 1 cannot, will not let Tiee go,’ and 
contained 8 st, This form is included in the 
Evang. Union Hymnal, 1878, No. 152. He 
las recently been a frequent contributor to 
the Poets’ Corner of the Christian Leader, « 
religious paper, pub. in Glasgow. [d. M.) 

Dunn, Catherine Hannah, dau. of a 
Nottingham bookseller and printer, was b. at 
Nottingham, Nov. 7, 1815, and d. May 18, 
1863. In 1857 she pub. a little volume of 
36 Hymns from the German. Of these 
the best known are noted under “ Hilf, Herr 
Jesu, lass gelingen” and “ Nun sich der Tag 
geendet hat.” They deserve more notice than 
they have as yct received. That at p. 37 is 
from “ Liebster Jesu in den Tagen” [Frey- 
linghausen’s G. B., 1714, No. 249), that at 
p: 8 from “ Bete nur! bete nur,” by J. G. 

. Kohler (Rnapp’s Ee. L, 8., 1850, Nu. 1623), 
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and that at p. 119 from “ Esist vollbracht! 
Gottlob es ist vollbracht.”| [For this last see 
Gryphius, A.] (J. J.) 

Dunn, Robinson Porter, v.v., an 
American Baptist, b. in 1825; was for some 
time Professor in Brown's University, Provi- 
dence, Rhode Island; and d. Aug. 28, 1867. 
Hia hymns, mainly translated frou the Latia 
and other sourcea, include, ““ No, no, it is not 
dying"; “Jesus, Jesus, visit me”; “Jesus, 
our fainting spirits ery”; * We sinners, Lord, 
with carnest heart” (part of “ Jesus, our 
fainting spirits ery,” q.v.\. These frs, ap- 
peared in some of the American hymn-books, 
and are in C. U. {J. J.J 

Dutton, Anne, b. cir. 1698, d. 1765, was 
a native of Northampton, and at the age of 22 
became wife of Benj. Dutton, Baptist minister 
of Great Gransden, Hunts. In 1745 her 
husband, on returning from a visit to America, 
was wrecked and lost near to the English 
coast. From that time to her death she de- 
yoted her time and much of her income to the 
service of religion. 13 vols. of her letters 
were published, come being translated into 
the Dutch language. She was the author of 
several theological treatises, and in 1734 pub- 
lished a poem entitled, A narrative of the 
wonders of Grace, in siz parts, to which was 
added A Poem on the special work of the Spirit 
in the hearts o the Elect, also Sixty-one 
hymna on several Subjects. These poems and 
— were reprinted in 1833, with a Memoir 
of the author, by John Andrews Jones. 

The bi in style, and be desert bed 
Ga chasse saapears of Untviaieis sonebion cot bo soos 
and metre. They have almost entirely passed ont of 
use. One beginning “ Faith ts a ous grace,” Det 
improbably su Heddome's well-known hymp 
with the same first line. And another on * The Soul's 
joy in God as its Portion "#0 much resembles, both in 
thought and ex jon, Ryland's fine hymn, * 0 Lard, 
1 would delight in Thee,” that ft seems almost certain 
that, when writing it, be had in bis mind, perhaps an- 
consclously, memories of Mrs, Dutton's cacnecten 

Dutton, Deodatus, jun., b. cir. 1810, was 
a native of Monson, Massachusetts, US. He 
was a Licentiate of the third Presbytery, 
New York, but died before ordination, about 
1882, His hymns in C. U. are ;— 

1, On Thibet's snow-capt mountain. Missions. 
This appeared in pt. ii. of the Christian Lyrics, 
1831, in Sst.of 81. Itis an imitation of Bp. 
Heber's “ From Greenland’s icy mountains.” 

2. O where can the soul find relief from its foes! 
Heaven. The date and first pub. of this hymn 
is uncertain, It is given, together with the 
above, in the Plymouth Coll. 1855, [F. M. B.] 

Dust and ashes, sin and guilt. J. 
Montgomery. (Image of Christ desired.) In the 
mM. Mss, this hymn is duted ** Jan, 23, 1833." 
It was pub. in Montgomery's Original Hymns, 
1853, p. 168, in 3 st. of 6 1., and treaded “ Re- 
newal in the Image of Christ.” Its use is 
mainly confined to America, 

Dwight, Timothy, p.p. This is the 
most important name in early Amniericab 
hymnology, as it is also one of the most il- 
lustrious in American literature and educa- 
tion. He was b, at Northampton, Massa- 
chusetta, May 14, 1752, and graduated at 
Yale College, 1769; was a tutor there from 
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1771 to 1777. He then became for a short 
time a chaplain in the United States Army, 
but passed on in 1783 to Fairtield, Connecticut, 
where he held a pastorate, and taught in an 
Academy, till his enna. in 1745, as 
President of Yale College. His works are 
well known, and need no enumeration. He 
aut New Haven, Jan. 11, 1817. In 1797 
the General Association of Connecticut, being 
dissatiefied with Joel Barlow's 1785 revision 
of Watts, requested Dwight to do the work de 
wow. This he did liberally, furnishing in 
some instances several paraphrases of tle same 
palm, and adding a selection of Hymns, 
mainly from Watts. The book ap as— 

“ The Pralms of David, dc.... By 1. Watts, 1.0. A 
New Bilition in which the Psalms omitted by Dr. Watts 
are vervifed, local passages are altered, and a number 
of Prales are versified anew in proper metres. By 
Timothy Dwight, D.D., bc... Te the Praline ts added 
a Selvetion of Hymns,” L400, 

Dwight's lyrics are all professedly psalms, 
but they are by no means literal versions. 
Hisoriginal compositions number 33. Of these 
many are still in common use, the most 
important being :— 

1, Blest be the Lord, Who heard my prayer. J's. 
zreili, This is the second part of Ps. xxviii, 1m 
Sstef4l. [tis in the English V. Cong., 1859. 

2. I lowe Thy Lord. Ps. crxrvii, This 
is version three of Ps, 137, in 8 st. of 4 1,, and 
is in extensive use at the present time throughout 
the States. It is also included in many English, 
Irish, and Scottish collections, sometimes in the 
original form, as in Alford’s Year of Praise, 1867 ; 
again as, “I love Thy Charch, O God,” which 
pens with the second stanza, as in the Scottish 
Evangelical Union Hymnal, 1878, in 3 st., and 
“We love Thy kingdom, Lord,” in the Jrish 
Church Hi , 1873, In Cleveland's Lyra Sac, 
Amer. 6 st. only are given from the original. 
_ Nest to this in popularity are his 2ad and 
rd renderings of Ps. Trereiil io 

3. Shall man, 0 God of life and light. (3rd st.) 
4. While life prolongs its precious light, (2nd 

st.) Both of which are in extensive use. From 
his 4th version of the same Ps. (88), the following 
hymns have been compiled, each opening with 
the stanza indicated :— 

5, Just o'er the grave Ihung. Stanza ii. 
§, Leaw beyond the tomb. Stanza iv, 
7. Ye sinners, fear the Lord. Stanza xii, This 

last is found im Spurgeon'’s 0. O. H. Bk, The 
original version consists of 13 stanzas. 

5. 0 Thou Whose sceptre earth and seas obey. J's. 
(rz, This is his second version of this Psalm, 
and was given in the Comprehensive Rippon, 1844, 
_ The following, most of which are of a more 
Jabilant character, are well kaown :— 

9. How pleasing is Thy woice. P's, liv. 
cea sacred gates, Js. ol. 

2 of all worlds, incline Thy gracious 
(housteous) ear. Ps, fii, 
12, Now to Thy sacred house. Ps. cliii., st. 3. 
18, Bing to the Lord most high. /’s. c. 
<i In barren wilds shall living waters spring. 

je FANE, 

1. Lord, in these dark and dismal days, Ps. 
«frre, 

No. 9 is found in Lyra Sac. Amer., pp. 101-2, 
the seven stanzas of the original being abbre- 
Viated to five, 
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lished three poems, The Conquest of Canaan 
1785; Greenfield Hill, 1794; Triumph of In- 
Jidelity, 1788. [F. M. B,J 

Dyer, Sidney, who served in the U.S. 
Army from 1831 to c. 1840, is a native of White 
Creek, Washington County, New York, where 
he was b, in 1814, On leaving the army he was 
ordained a ist Minister in 1842, and acted 
first us a Missionary to the Choctaw, then as 
Pastor in Indianapolis, Indiana / 1852), and 
as Scere’ to the Baptist Publication 
Society, Phila. (1859). He has pub. sundry 
works, and in the Southwestern Psalmist, 1851 
16 of his hymns are found. The following 
are later and undated :— 

1. Go, preach the blest salvation. Jissions. In 
the Bapt, Praise Book, 1871, and The Bapt. 
Hy. § Tune Book, 1871. 

2, Great Framer [Maker] of unnumbered worlds. 
National Hwniliatwm, \n the Boston Unitarian. 
Hymn (and Tune) Bh, 1868, and others. 
3, When faint and weary toiling. Work whilst 

it is day. In the Bapt, Praise Book, 1871. 
4. Work, for the night is coming. Duty. This 

hymn is in wider use than the foregoing, but 
though often ascribed to Dyer, is really by Miss 
Anna L, Watker, of Canada, who pub. a volume 
of Poems, 1868. S, Dyer, in 1854, wrote a hymn 
on the same subject for a Sunday-school in In- 
dianapolis. and hence the confusion between the 
two, In 1882 a cente beginning with the same 
stanza was given in Whiting’s (English) //ys. for 
the Church Catholic, No. 366. Of this cento, 
st. i, ii. are by Miss Walker; and st. jii., iv. by 
Miss Whiting, daughter of the editor of that 
collection, (FP. M. Bj 

E., a signature in The Associuted Min- 
strela, 1810, i.e. Mrs. Joan E. Conder, 

E. F. H., in Freedom's Lyre, N. Y., 1840, 
ie. E. F. Hatfield. 

E. G., in Old Version. See 0. ¥., § rx. 6. 
E. L. B., in the People’s H., 1867, ie. E. 

C. Leaton-Blenkinsopp. 
E. O. D., in Mra, ©. Brock’s Children's 

Hymn Book, 1881, i.e. Henrietta O. Dobrée, 
E.—Y. D. R., in the Christian Observer, 

i.e, Sir Robert Grant. 

Each coming night, O Lord, we see. 
J. D. Burne. (Evening.) 1st pub. in his 
Evening Hymn (« small volume of hymns and 
prayers), 1856, No. 16, on “ Daily Mercivs," 
and iu 7 st.of 41, In 1858 it was given in 
6 st. in the Bap. Ps. & IHys,, No, 914, and has 
been vated elsewhere. It is not in the 
author's Poems, 1805. 

Early English Hymnody [English 
Hymnody, Early). 

Earth below is teeming, heaven is 
bright above. J. 5. B. Monsell. [Harrest.] 
In his Hys. of Love and Praise, &e., 1803, 
this hymn is given in 4 st. of 8 L andachorus. 
It is based upon the words, * They joy before 
Thee, according to the joy in harvest.” For 
his Parish Hymnal, 1873, No, 197, st. iii. and 
iv. were partly rewritten, and materially im- 
roved In Snepp's Sonq« of @. & G.. 1872, 

In addition to the Psalms, Dr. Dwight pub- | No. 351, the Meth, 8. 5. H. Bk., 1879, the 
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American Laudes Domini, 1884, the 1863 text 
is followed, Monsell's later text being ap- 
parently unknown to the compilers, [J. J.) 
Earth hath detain’d me prisoner 

long. J. Watts. [ Praise.) This “Song of 
the Angels above” appeared in his Hore 
Lyricx, 1706, in 22 st. of 41. In Toplady’s 
Ps, & Hys., 1776, 12 st. were viven as No. 175, 

inning with st. ii. in an altered form as 
Ms h has engross’d my love too long.” The 
centos in modern hymnals, as Spurgeun’s 
O. O. H. Bk., 1866; Hatfield’s Church H. 
Bk, N. Y., 1872, and others are taken from 
this arrangement. (J. J.J 

passed away and gone, dH. 
Alford. [Advent.] Contributed to his Ps. & 
Hye., 1844, No. 4, in 4 st. of 4 1., and repeated 
unaltered in his Year of Praise, 1867, but a 
pointed for the 6th Sun. after Epiphany. It 
is found in several collections in G. Britain 
and America, including the Harrow School H. 
Bk, and Songs for the Sanctuary, N. Y..1865, 

Earth, rejoice, the Lord is King. C. 
Wesley. [Confidence in God.] Appeared in 
Hy & 8. Poems, 1740, p. 115, in 14 st.of 41, 
and headed! “To be sung ina Tumalt.” (P. 
Works, 1868-72, vol. i. p. 296.) In the Supp. 
to the Wea. I. Bk., 1830, 6 st. were given as 
“ Earth, rejoice; our Lord is King,” and this 
arrangement is repeated in the revised ed. of 
1875. In some of the American hymn-books 
the original reading is retained, (J. J.J 

Earth to earth, and dust to dust. 
Lord, we own, &c. J. H. Gurney. [The 
Resurrection.) Contributed to his Coll. of 
Hys. (Lutterworth Coll.), 1888, No, 42, in 4 st. 
of 6 L, and repeated in his Ps. & ys. ‘Maryle- 
bone Coll.), 1851, No. 36. It is given, and 
generally unaltered, in several of the best col- 
lections in G. Britain and America. It is a 
distinct hymn in | way from Dr. G, 
Croly’s “ Barth to earth, and dust to dust! 
Here the evil and the just” (Lyra Brit., 1867, 
p. 170), and is very suitable for funcrals. (J, J.) 

East, John, sometime Curate of St. 
Michael’s, Bath, and Rector of Croscombe, 
Somerset, pub, :-— 

(1) Psalmody for the Churchea: A Collection 
Pralmsand Hymns arranged for Public Worship in 
the Churches and Chapels throughout the Kectory of 
Bath, &e., &e,, 1838, (2) The Sabbath Harp, acollection 
of Sacred Poetry, x.p,; and (3) My Saviour; or, Dero 
tional Meditations in Proveand Verre, 3rd ed., 1896. 

The following hymns by this author have 
come into C. U.: 

1, Come unto Me, i come. Jnvrifation and 
be th rp, ¥.D., in 4st. of 41, Rte se. In his 

The Light of 
and signed ** J. E.” 

2. Lord of the Soul and its = Ag 
into a few American hymnals. 

3. There is a fold none can 
From the Sabbath Ha 

Siotkn Weak 
In My Soviowr, &c., 3rd ed.; 1836, Medita No. 44, 
in 6 «t. of 41. 

4. Where is my faith if I 1 Increase of Paith, 
derired. Sometimes ascribed to J. bat not traced 
to his works. .T. BJ 
Eastburn, James Wallis, « of a New 

York bookseller and brother of Dr. Eastburn, 
Bp. of Massachusetts, was b. in London, 
England, Sept. 26, 1797. The family re- 
meved to New York in 1803, and he was 
educate! at Colambia College, New York, 
where he graduated in 1816, Taking Holy 
Orders in 1818, he subsequently became a 
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Rector at Accomac, V where his 
“abundant and successful labours” were cut 
short by an early death. He d. at Santa Croz, 
Dec. 2, 1819, With Robert C. Sands, an 
intimate friend, he wrote a poem on the 
history of an Indian Chief, which was pub. 
as Yamoyden, in 1220. His hymus include :— 

1. O holy, holy, holy Lord, Bright in Thy deeds, 
&c. (Holy Trinity.) This hymn is said by Dr. 
Hatfield to have been written in 1815. It was 
included in the Prayer-Book Coll., 1826, and 

ain in other collections, It isa “Ter Sanctus” 
merit, and is widely used, 
2. Mountains of Israel. This is found in some 

old collections, and in Griswold’s Sacred Poets, 
1848, p. 482. 

3 

a 

0 

5 no more we rove. The 
Spiritual Temple, This is given in Lyra Sac. 
yl lia een OF MB] 
Ebenezer, a nom de plume of Job Hupton 

in the Gospel Magazine. 

Eber, Paul, s. of Johannes Eber, master 
tailor at Kitzingen, Bavaria, was b. at Kitz- 
ingen, Nuv. 8. 1511. He was sent in 15238 to 
the Gymnasium at Ansbach, but being foreed 
by illness to return home, was ou his way 
thrown from horseback aud dragged more than 
a mile, remaining as a consequence deformed 
ever after. In 1525 le entered the St 
Lorentz school at Niirnberg, under Joachim 
Camerarius, and in 1532 went to the Uni- 
versity of Wittenberg, where he graduated 
1536, and thereafter became tutor in the 
Philosophical Faculty. He was appoi 
Professor of Latin in 1544, then in 1557 Pro- 
fessor «f Hebrew and Castle preacher, and in 
1558 Town preacher and General Superin- 
tendent of the Electorate, receiving in 1559 
the p.p, from the University. He d.at 
Wittenberg, Dec. 10, 1569 (Koch, i. 271-278; 
Allg, Deutsche Biog., v. 529). 

At Wittenberg he was a close friend of Melanchtboo, 
was privy to all his and conducted the greater 

rtof his correspondence, After Melanchthon's death 
n 1560, he became leader of his party. and had to en- 

© in various controversies with the C vinists, 
. 3 the seeds of bis fatal illness being sown on his re 

turn Journey from the fruitless conference beld at Alten- 
burg with the theologians of Jena, which lasted from 
Oct. 20, 1568, to March 9, 1569, 

Eber was, next to Luther, the best poet of 
the Wittenberg school. His hymna, some of 
them written for his own children to sing to 
Luther's melodies, are distinguished for their 
child-like spirit and beautiful simplicity. 
17 hymns have been attributed to him, 4 of 
which are certainly his, and probably 2 
others, Of these 6, 5have been fr. into Eng- 
lish, one of which is noted under “ Dicimus 
grates,” and the others are:— 

i. Herr Jesu Christ, wahr Mensch und Gott. 
For the Dying. The first hymn-book in which 
this simple and beautiful hymn has been found 
is the Low German Enchindion, pub. at Ham- 
burg, 1565, where it is in 8 st, of 6 1. entitled 
“A prayer to Christ for a happy departure from 
this troublous life,’ and marked as * D. Paulus 
Eberns Filiolis suis faciebat mptvir.” Wacker- 
nayel, iv. p. 4, gives this and a second form in 
High German from the Psalmen, Geystliche Lieder 
und (fesiinge, Strassburg, 1569, In his Biblio 
graphie, 1855, p. 253, Wackernagel describes an 
undated broadsheet, which he would date 1550, 
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and at p, 279 says it forms the Ist of Neun 
Shdne Geistiche Lieder, Nitrnberg N.D., c. 1556. 
G. During, in his Choralkunde, Danzig, 1865, 
p. 434, says it appeared as “ Panie Jezu ty’s 
celowiek i Bog” in the Polish Cantional, ed. by 
Pastor Seklucyan, and pub, at Kénigsberg, 1559. 
Leurmann, in Koch, vii. 591-594, adds that it 
comforted Eber himself while he lay a-dying, 
Dee. 10, 1569; was repeated by Hugo Grotins a 
few minutes before his death, Aug. 28, 1645; 
and was a favourite hymn of Prince Wolfgang 
ef Anhalt (d. 1566), Christian I., Elector of 
Saxony (d. 1591), of the Margrave Georg 
Friedrich of Brandenburg-Kulmbach (d. 1603), 
&e. Included as No. 820 in the Une. L. &, 
185t. The frs. in C. U. are :— 

1. Lord Jesus Christ, true Man and God, Who 
derest, Good and full, by Miss Winkworth in 
the Ist Ser. of her Lyra Ger., 1855, p. 239. 
Of this st. i.-iv. appear in the Ps. & Hys., Bed- 
ford, 1859; i, it, vill in the Harrow School H. 
Bik, 1866; and i-iii, v., viii, in the Pennsyl- 
vasia Lutheran CAurch Ba, 1868. A cento from 
stii,, IL 3-6, iii, 1. 1-4, vii. 1. 3-6, beginning, 
“When from my sight all fades away,” is No. 
ISL ia the American Suthath H. Bh, 1858, 
2, Lord Jesus Christ, true Man and God, ThouWho. 

Ate. by 2. Cronenwett, in 9 st. of Lm., based 
on st. b, ii, tv.-vili,, as No, 434, in the Ohio 
Juth, Hyl., 1880. 
Other trs. n“o death ja near,” 

ly br. &. Wate, tose; hag t a rey “Lard Jesus 
aed 9 Man and God, who bast,” by #. Massie, 

ii Wena wir in héchsten Woethen sein. Jn 
Trouble. Founted on a hymn by Joachim 
Uemerarius, his former master at Niirnberg [b, at 
Bamberg, April 12, 1500, d. as Professor of 
(reek and Latin at Leipzig, April 17, 1574], 
which in Wackernagel, i. p. $24, runs thus :— 

“ In tenebris nostrae et densa caligine mentis, 
Com nihil est toto + conailil, 

i erigimus, Dens, ad Te lumina cordis 
Nostra, tuamque fides solius erat opem, 

Tu rege conailiis actus, Pater optime, nostroa, 
Nostrum opus ut laudi serviat ome Tune.” 

These lines comforted Melanchthon in 1546; 
and Lauxmann, in Noch, viii. 161-165, thinks 
jtobably Eber also, He relates that on Ascen- 
non Day, 1547, after the battle of Mahlberg, 
the Wittenbergers having received a message 
from the captive Elector to deliver their city to 
the Emperor Charles V, assembled for prayer in 
church; and quotes a portion of the prayer 
ty Bugenhagen which greatly resembles Eber's 
hymn, But that the hymn was written then 
ha have no proof, and the earliest source quoted 
¥ Wacternagel, iv. p. 6, is the Naw BethilcAiein, 

Dresden 1566, in 7 st. of 4 1., though in his 
Bidiographic, 1855, p. 312, he describes a broad- 
mig Printed at Nirnberg, x.p., c. 1560, In 
Gi, Moller's Me itationes sanctorum Patrum, 
brag 1584, it is entitled “ A beautiful prayer 

the venerable Dr. Paul Eber, which he com- 
peved on the beautiful words of King Jehosha- 
phat, 2 Chron. xx.12” Included as No, 583 
in the Une. L. 8, 1851, 
A" Cry from the depths,” though not in bat 

tag atal cenbidence ta Ged, ies Soe of the, Soest and 
lantmenn’; used hymns of the Reformation porid. 
the prayers Se how the singing of this hymn and 
Eubnbarg near artin Rinkart (q.v.), Arcs. f 

the Swed le tee Liew 
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memoration of a similar deliverance from the Swedish 
pies ibe 1642 the hymn was long sung at the end of the 
Sunday afternoon service at Pegau, near Lefpaig, and 
adds other incidents regarding its use. 

The only tr. in C. U, is: — 
When in the hour of utmost need. A full and 

very good tr, by Miss Winkworth in the 2nd 
Ser. of her Lyra Ger., 1858, p. 180, and thence 
as No. 141 in her C. &. for England, 1863. In- 
cluded in full in the Amer. Presb. Hyi., 1874, 
and the Ohiv Luth, Hyl., 1880, In full, though 
slightly altered, as No. 233, in HW. A. y ML, 
1861, but omitted in the revised ed., 1875. In 
the Jymnary, 1871, Psalmist, 1878, J. L. 
Porter’s Coll., 1871), Thring's Coll., 1882, and the 
Evang. Hyl., N. Y¥., 1880, st. v. is omitted. 
Other tra. are, (1) ** When we are under great distress,” 
J. C. Jacobi, 1720, p. 19 (1722, Pp. 1195 1792, p, 14, 

altered, and thence as No. 140 in pt.1. of the Moravian 
Ht. Bk., 1764), (2) “ When neither help nor counsel's 
nigh,” by Dr, @. Walker, 1600, p. #9. (3) When all 
our way ts hedged aroand,” by V. L. Prothingham, 1570. 

His hymns not in English C. U. are:— 
iii. Helf{ mir Gottes Gute preisen. [New Year, 

Written onthe name Helena, borne both by his wife 
his daughter, the initial letters of each st. composing it, 
Wackernagei, iv. p. 6, quotes ft from Bichorn’s Gerést- 
liche Lieder, Frankfurt a. Oder, c. I5su, in 6 st. of 
& 1, entitled, “ A Thanksgiving and Prayer for the New 
Year, in remembrance of God's goodness, for the Chil- 
dren,” Older but less correct formes are noted by Mifzell, 
Pp. 466, ag in the Copenhagen @. 8, 1571, and the Stettin, 
1576. Inctoded as No. 6s in the (me. L. 8, 1851, It is 
tr. as, “ Ye Christians fm this nation,” by J. ©. Jacobi, 
1722, p. 12 (17:32, p. 10, altered and beginning, “Come, 
let us all, with Fervour,’’) 

iv. In Christi Wunden echlaf ich ein, [Por the 
Dying.) Appears in Jeremias Weber's @, B., Leipzig, 
1638, p. 797, marked a3 ** Another” (the hymn imme- 
diately image 4 is ascribed to Kher), in 3 st. of 41, 
In the lin G. L. 8., ed. 1863, No. 1464, the text is 
slightly varied, and arranged in 2 st. of 61, It was 
first ascribed to Eber in the Nitrnberg G, #., 1676. 
Lauxmann, in Xoch, vill. 695-601, says of it, * That 
the hymn is much older than the date of its appearance 
(Le. than 1635) seems obviows; that it breathes the 
childlike spirit of Eber is certain. More than this we 
cannot say.” St. i, 1. 3-6, Ja Christi Blut und Ge- 
rechtigkeit,” has been adopted by many pious Germans, 
young and old, a4 a prayer tn life and death, and Laux- 
mann relates many — incidents nas its 
use by A. G. Spangenberg, by Wilbelm Hey, and others 
These four lines were adopted by N. L. von Zingenderf, 
asthe first st. of his well-known hytn, “Christi Hat 
und Gerechtigkeit ” po ag It is tr. as, 1 fall 
iu Jesus’ arms," by Miss Winkworth, 1569, Py a 

_M.) 
Bbert, Jacob, was b. Jun. on Tees, at 

Sprottau, iu Silesia. In the University of 
Frankfurt a. Oder he was successively Pro- 
fessor of Hebrew, of Ethics, and of Theolozy, 
and d. there Feb. 5, 1614 (Koch, ii. 270-271; 
Bode, p. 62). One hymu by him has been 
tf. — 

Du Friedefurst, Herr Jesu Christ. [For Pence.) 
Ist pub. in B. Gesius’s Geistliche Deutsche Lied, 
Frankfurt a, Oder, 1601, folie 197, in 7 st. of 71, 
entitled “In Time of War, a prayer for pence, 
D, Jacobus Ebertus,” the D denoting that he was 
also Doctor of Theology. Thence in Wacker- 
nagel, v. p. 413, and in the Une. ZL. &, 1851, 
No. 585, Sometimes erroneously ascribed to L, 
Helmbold, The only tr, in C. U, is:— 

Lord Jeau Christ, the Prince of Peace. A good 
tr., omitting st, ili, as No, 182, by Miss Wink- 
worthin her C. B. for England, 1863. Her ¢rs, 
of st. i. ii, iv. form No, 153 in the Ohio Luts, 
Hyl., 1880, 

Another tr. is: ** Lord Jesu, blessed Prince of Peace,”* 
by J. C. Jacobi, 1722, ay (1752, p. 186), and thence 
as No, 311 iu pt. §. of the Moravian H. Bk., 1754. 

(J. M.J 
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Ebrard, Johann Heinrich August, 
pv, was b, Jan. 18, 1818, at Erlangen, 
Bavaria, aud is now [1885] ——7 
and pastor of the French Reformed Church 
there. 

While chief pastor at Speyer he was principal com- 
iler of the cacetient hymn-bock for Rhenish Bavaria 

(Rbein-Pfalz), pub. at Speyer, 1459, which, like others 
of his yolks there, was thrown aside to please the 
Radicals. He is the author of various theological works, 
poems, kc. His partial version of the Psalms is noted 
under German. Two have been tr. * Du selbst, 
o Herr, bist Ja mein Hirt und Hater,” Ps. xxili., and 
“Wie schon und Heblich istes anzuseben," Pa. cxxxiil., 
in bis Ausgewihlte Psalmen Davids, Erlangen, 1952, pp. 
Bland 48, Pa. xxiii. is tr, by C, T. Astley, 1860, p. 8; 
ami Ps, exxxiit. by J. Kelly, 1485, p. 91. {J .M J 

Ecce jam noctis tenuatur umbra. 
St. Gr the Great. (Karly Morning.) The 
oldest known form of this hymn is in three 
mss. of the 11th cent. in the British Museum 
(Jul. A. vi. f. 21: Vesp. D. xii. f. 7; Harl. 
201, f. 2196), and in the Latin Hys. of the 
Anglo-Saxon Church, published in 1851, from a 
ms. of the 11th cent. at Durham (Surtees Soc., 
1851). It is also given, in common with other 
hymns a St. Gregory, in the various editions 

his Works, in Migne, and in Daniel, i., 
No. 147, and others. The text was revised 
for the Roman Brer., 1632 (Sunday at 
Lauds), and it is from this revised text, as 
in Daniel, i., No. 147, that most tra. lave 
been made, Tr. as :— 

1, Paler have grown the shades of night. By 
Card, Newman, This appeared in Zracts for the 
Times, 1836, No.75 in the Homan Breviary, p. 
52, in 3 st. of 4 L, and is repeated in Lord Bute’s 
English ed. of the Breviary, In 1850 R, Cam 
bell altered it to Behold the shade of night 
departs,” and included it in his Hys. and 
Anthems, p. 2. From that collection it passed 
into the Scottish Episc. Coll., 1858, &c. 

2. Lo, now the melting shades of night are 
By W. J. Copeland, from the Roman 

Brev., in his Hys. for the Week, 1848, p. 10, in 
3st. of 41. This tr. is notin C, U., but it seems 
to have suggested the cento, “ Now when the 
dusky shades of night retreating ” (q.¥.). 

3, Lo, the dim shadows of the night are waning. 
An anonymous tr. in the Antiphoner ¢ Grail, 
1880, p. 66, and the //ymner, 1882, No. 84. 
Other trs. are :— 
rr Bebold ! night's shadows fade, Hymn. Anglicanum, 

1444. 
2. Lo, fainter now lie spread the shades of night. 

Caswall, 1549, 
3. Now thinly falls the shade of night. By W. J. 

Blew, 1852-65, 
4. See! vanished are the paling shades of night. J. 

DD. Chambers, 1467. _ is 
5. Pale grow the shadows night hath spread around 

us. J, W. Hewett. 1859. 
6. Lo, now the shadowy clouds of night are flying. 

T. G. Crippen. 1868. (J. 3) 

Ecce pulchra canorum resonet voce 
Alleluia, This Sequence is found in a 
Bodleian ms. [775, f. 163], written in the reign 
of Ethelred, sometime between the years 
A.p. 94-1017, It oeours in the Common 
of many martyrs in the Sarum Missal, and 
inthe Common both of one and of many 
martyrs in the Hereford and the York Missals, 
The text is given in the reprints of these 
Miseals. It is also in an 11th cent. Winchester 

ECCE TEMPUS IDONEUM 

book now in the Library of Corpus Christi 
College, Cambridge, No. 473. Tr. as:— 

Heaven with alleluias ringing. By Mrs. Chester, 
contributed to the Hymnary, 1872, No, 401, and 
signed “ H. M,C.” 

Translations not in C. U. :— 
1. Lo sweetly sounds the deep-toned Alleluia. C. B. 

Pearson. Sarum Missal in English, 1468, 
2. Allelutas soft) . Pearson. Sequence: 

JSrom the Sarum , 1871. (J. J.) 

Ecce sedes hic Tonantis. <Al¢ Bes 
nault, (Dedication of a Church] In the r- 
vised Paris Brev., 1736, this ia the hymn at 
second Vespers on the Feast of the Dedication 
ofa Church. So in the Lyons and other modern 
French Breviaries. The text is given in 
Card. Newman's Hymni Eoclesiae, 1838 and 
1865. (W. A.8) 
Translations in C. U.:— 
This is the abode where God doth dwell. Br |. 

Williams. Ist pub. in the British Magazine, 
July, 1837, and again in his Hys. 7+. from the 
Parisian Brev., 1839, p. 338, in 5 st. of G1. It 
was repeated in the Child's Christian Year, L841, 
and other collections. 

This is the house where God doth dwell. This 
is a slightly altered form of the above fr. by L 
Williams. It appeared in the Hymnary in 1872, 
No. 429. {J. J.) 

Ecce sollemni hac die canamus festa. 
Csomaper of B. V. M.) The earliest known 
orm of this sequence is given in a ms. of the 
10th cent. at St. Gall, No, 340. It is also in 
five St. Gall mass, of the 11th cent. (Noa. 343, 
376, 378, 380, 381), beginning : “ Ecce solemnia 
diei,” and in an 11th cent. ms. in the British 
Museum (Add. 19768, f.59b). Mone (No. 341) 
aud others regard it as a Notkerian Sequence. 
The text is also in Kehrein, No. 191, Daniel, ii. 
p. 54, &e. Tr. aa — 
We keep the feast in gladness, By R. F. Little 

dale, made for and Ist pub. in the People’s H, 
1867, No. 279, under the signature of “ D, L.” 

(J. MJ 
Eece tempus idoneum. [Lent.} This 

hymn is sometimes ascribed to St. 
the Great, but upon insufficient authority. It 
is found in a Bodleian ma. of the 12th cent. 
(Laud. Lat. 95, f. 1406), and in the British 
Museum as. Vesp. D. xii. f, 1226, in a hand of 
late 12th cent. It is also in the Sarum Bret. 
(in 4 18th cent, copy in the Bodleian, Ravelin- 
son C., 73, f. 63) as the hymn at Vespers from 
the Saturday before the third Sunday in Lent, 
daily in the Ferial Office to Passion Sunday. 
(Hyman. Sarisb., Lon., 1851, p. 72.) It is also 
in the Aberdeen Brev., 1509. Daniel gives the 
text, vol. i., No. 152, in 5 st. of 41. The text 
is also in Oard. Newman's Hymni Ecclesiae, 
1838 and 1865, (J. M.j 
Translations in C, U, :— 
1. Lo, now is our accepted day. By J, M. Neale, 

in the Ist ed, of the Hymnal N., 1852, and later 
editions. It is given with another doxology in 
the Hymner, 1882, No. 47. Two altered forms 
are also in C. U., one in H, AL § M., 1861-75, 
arranged by the Compilers; and the second ia 
the Hymnary, 1872, by the Editors. 

2. Behold now is th’ accepted time, Br J. A. 
Johnston, in the 2nd ed, of his English Hymnal, 
1856, and later editions. It is an altered form 
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of Dr. Neale’s tr. as above. In Kennedy, 1863, 
No 401, further alterations are introdneed. 

4, Behold! the accepted time appear. By J, D. 
Chambers, in his Lauda Syon, 1857, p. 135, It 
wa repeated in the People’s H,, 1867, No. 63. 
Translations not in C. U. :— 
1, Behold the appointed time to win. R. Campbell. 

tt, 
tla ye, the fitting time is this. WJ. Blew. 1952-55. 
ilo, new is come the fit, accepted time. J. W. 

Heett, 1959. (J. J.J 
Ecking, Samuel, a Baptist, b. at Sirews- wy, Dee 5. 1757, d. Jan. 16, 1785, cow 

tibsted hymns to the Gospel Magazine, in 
Wiiand 1779, under the leurs of *S. 

—g." Of these the hymn, “ Peace, peace, 
mysou!," is i ©. UW. This hymn is also found 
inhis Eaays On Grace, Faith, and ience. 

CW. 'T. B.] 
Eidis, Edward William, a member o 

the Catholic A stolic Church, poenntel kownasthe “* Irvingites,” compiled for the 
we of their Congregations, and pub. in 1864, 
Hys. for the Use Of the Churches (Lond., Bos- 
vorthé& Harrison). It contained 205 hymns, of which 19 Were his original compositions, 
iod2tanlations. The Ynd ed, in a revised 

spr —_ 44 doxologies, bon ! I ad, . Strangewuys), To 
= he contributed 40 new nee ps 1 trans- 
ton, thus ae, 62 hymns. All these are o— E. - Eddis.”* Very few are found 

. a mye (ollection. The exceptions in- —_ nig tneas of the Immortal Father's te coe the Greek); “In us the hope 9 7 oo pnd Second Advent desired); and sie) Th tat the altar” (H. Commu- 
tion oi OE ener hymns in this collee- 
pal ay oa Mf C. E.,” and “E. E.,” which 
shout which we pBicgprics bers of his family, but 
tio. The last, = aim no definite informa- 

E.,” i 
83 her name wag « Elles 8 " hably oye 

Eddy, Zach -D., b. at Stockbridge, Verma > 

Conbehaa Bet ISIS. and ordaind to the 
b teri Par After setin yp ferian $ Ministry, in 1835. 

Vork and Wisconsin Teo ery in Western New 

Northant vauw, N- 9 1850-85 and rs 2 -? . 

Duteh penton ot Beep pe 7; then Reformed 
Congregati TOOK I ym, 1867; and again a 
VTL, and onal Minister "nt Chelsea, Mass 
Edy waa the froma 1873 to 18st. Dr 
Duteb a BP al «-litor of the Reformed 
Drs, Hitcher k and 247rech, 1869; and with 
Songs of Praise, 1874 <thiatt, of Hymne and 

L. Break forth, 7 2s hymns include :-— 
the Holy Trinty, Thee fun song. Praise to 
in The ss is No. 45, in 3 st.of 71, The Manwai 3 

5 2 — Si > Oberlin, Ohio, 1880, 

ra Afticton, 5 tape ple xXRe, angry, appalling, 
1 oh 1869, im 4 st. of ae an the Mys. of the 

*¥ on 8 throne = = Ghiry No. 2na ; jet i + No.2 in . Ch Bia tay eer or the Church, 1860, 
toes, tathroned 

iaSer for the ph orp EE Ae. Whitsuntide. 
‘be Hi tae EToly Spirit, No. 229, 

2 S69) in 4 st. of 61. 
(F. M. B.) 

EDMESTON, JAMES 821 

Edeling, Christian Ludwig, s. of Lud- 
wig Edeling, Superintendent at Lobejiin, near 
Halle, on the Saale, was b, at Lébejiin, July 
81, 1679. After the completion of his theo- 
logical studies undir Spener und Francke, he 
became, in 17(H, tutor to Nicolaus Ludwig von 
Zinzendorf, and in 1706 Rector of the school at 
Groningen, near Halberstadt. In 1710 he was 
appointed assistant preacher at Schwanebeck, 
near Halberstadt, where he became chief 
reacher in 1723, and Superintendent in 
739, and d. there Sept. 18, 1742 (Koch, v. 

219-220; Bode, pp -63; ms. from Ober- 
pfarrer Graue, Lobejiin). 

His Poetischer Vorrath, now extant at Wernigerode, 
in ws, contains 27 hymns. Of these he contributed 
10 to Freylinghausens Newes geistreiches G, #., 1714, 
viz., Nos, 64, 71, 227, 373, 622, 672, 594, 651, 695, 710. 
Two of these have been tr. 

i. Christen erwarten in allerlel Fallen. rust in 
God. 1714, No. 622, in 9 st. Tr. by ¥. L. Frothing- 
ham, 1470, p, 236, as Christians may find in each scene 
of commotion.” 

ii. Der Tag bricht an, die Nacht ist hin. Morning. 
17l4, No, 695, in 12 st. The (re. are from Bansen's 
Versuch, 1433, No, 677, beginning with st. viil., “* Ver- 
binde mich, mein Heil, mit dir.” (It is based on 
“Der Tag bricht an und zeiget sich,” in David von 
Schweinitz’s Penta-Lecas Fidium Cordialium, 
1640; reprinted in MWfzell, 1458, No. 183, in Qt st. of 
61, and the Herlin @, L, S., ed. 1463, No. 1090.) The 
trs. are, (1) " My Saviour, make me cleave to Thee,” by 
Miss Cox, 1441, p. 53. (2) Lift up my soul to Thee, 
O Lord,” by 'y B. Fortescue, 1843 (1547, fy 3) 

nm, James, b. Sept. 10,1791. His 
maternal dfather was the Rev. Samuel 
Brewer, who for 50 years was the pastor of an 

ent congregation at Stepney. Edu- 
cated as an architect and surveyor, in 1816 he 
entered upon his profession on his own ac- 
count, and continued to practise it until his 
death on Jan. 7, 1867 e late Sir G. Gil- 
bert Scott was his pupil. Although an Inde- 
aa by descent be joined the Established 
burch at a comparatively early age, and sub- 

sequently held various offices, including that of 
churehwarden, in the Church of St. Barnabas, 
Homerton. His hymus number nearly 2000. 
The best known are “Lead us, Heavenly 
Father, lead us,” and “Saviour, breathe an 
evening blessing.” Many of his hymns were 
written for children, and from their simplicity 
are admirably adapted to the purpose. For 
many years he contributed hymns of various 
degrees of merit to the Evangelical Magazine. 
His published works are :— 

(1) The Search, and other Poems, 1417. (2) Sacred 
Lyrics, 1920, a volume of 31 hymns and 1 poem, This 
was followed by a 2nd Series, 1#21, with 35; and « 3rd 
Series, lxt2, with 27 pleces respectively. (3) The Cot- 
tage Minatrel; or, Hymne for the Assistance of Cotta. 
gere in their Domestic Worship, 1821. This was pub, 
at the suggestion of a menber of the Home Missionary 
Society, and contains $0 hymns, (4) One Hundred 
Hymns for Sunday Schools, and for Particular Ocva- 
sions, 1621, (5) Missionary Hymns, 1522. (6) Patmos, 
a ent, and Other Poems, 1824. (7) The Woman 
of Shunam, and Other Porms, 420. (#) Fifty Original 
Hymna, 1833, (9) Hymns for the Chamber of Sickness. 
In44, (10) Closet Hymns and Poems, i644. (11) Ine 
fant Breathings, being Hymns for the Young, 1446, 
(42) Sacred Poetry, 1447, 

In addition to those of his hymns which 
have attained to an extensive cireulation, as 
those named above, and are annotated in this 
work under their respective first lines, there 
are also the following in C. U. in G. Britain 
and America :— y 
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1, Along m enetily wag. Anxiety. In his Sacred 
Lyrics, 3rd , 1822, In & st. of aL It is given in 
several collections, but weually in an abbreviated form, 
and ‘ally somewhat altered. 
2. ‘Dark slver of death that is (art) Death 

Anticipated. Given in his Strered Lyrica, 3rd set, 1822, 
p. 38, in 9et.of 41. It is asually given in an abbre- 
viated form, and sometimes as, * Dark river of death 

go ae ot delightful guest. Peace, A > r , Ap. 
peared ta his Cael Hymns &e,, 1844, in 4 st. of 41. 

4. Eternal God, thy throne, Three nations. 
National Fust, 

&. For Thee we and wait. Second Adrent. 
6. God intrusts Parable of the Talents, This 

te No. 13 of his Infant Breathings, 1846, in 5 st. of 41. 
It is a simple application of the parable to the life of a 
child, It is widely used. 

7. God is here; sweetthe sound. (/mnipresence. 
Given as No. 9 in his Sacred Lyrics, let set, 1820, in 
6st.of 41. Inthe Bapt. Ayl., 1879, No. 45. Se. itt. 
are from this text, and iv. and v. are from another 
source. 

8. How sweet the light of Sabbath eve, Swnday 
— No, 10 in The Coftage Minstrel, 1421, slightly 

lered, 
9. In there a time when moments flow. Sunday 

regi ; No. 6 of his Sacred Lyrics, Ist set, 1420, in 
st. of 41, 
10. Little travellers Zionward. Burial af Children, 

No. 25 of his Infant Breathings, &e., 1846, in 3 st. of 
el. In the Leeds (7, #k., 1653, it begins with st. IL, 
“ Who are they whose little feet?" 

11, May we, Lord, rejoicing say. National Thanks- 
giving. ted 1#49 by the author in Spurgeon’s 6. 0. 
H. Bk. No. 1008, 

12. Music, bring oa treasures. Jfoly Tri- 
nity. Dated 1837 by the author in Spurgeon’s 0. 0, H. 
Bk., No, 167, It is in his Sacred Poetry, 1847. 

13. Roll on, thou mighty ocean. /'rpartwre of Mis- 
i ies, In bis Missionary Mys,, 1822, in 4 st, of 41, 

It is in C. U, in America, 
14, Sweet is the light of Sabbatheve. Sunday Reen- 

ing. In & st. of 41, from the Coftage Minstrel, 1621, 
where it is — as No. 10, and entitled ** The Cotta- 
ger’s Reflections upon the Sabbath Evening.” 

15, The light of Sabbath eve. Sunday Evening. In 
Sst. of 41, a8 No. 11 im the Cottage Minstrel, 1821, 
i i ag beaded, “Solemn Questions for the Sabbath 
vening.” 
16. "Wisden: Wei of an; wake . Missions tothe 

Jews. Dated 1446 by the author in Spurgeon’s 0. 0. 
H. Rk. It is in bis Sacred Poetry, 1447. 

17. When shall voice of si 1 In his Mis- 
ve Hymne, 1822, It is in a few American collec- 
ons. 
18, When the worn spirit wants . Sunday, 

No, 18, of his Sacred Lyrics, 1st set, 1820, in 4 et. of 41. 
It is somewhat popular, and is given in several collec- 
tions in G, Britain and America, as the Bapt, Ps, & Hys., 
1468-80; the Church Praise Bk, N. Y., 1881, &. 

19. Why should I, in vain ! 
No, 14 in the Ist set of his Lyrics, 1820, in 4 st. 
of 41. (J. J. 

Ei nai év rabw xarirOes abdvare. 
St. John of Damascus. [Easter.) This is a 
Contakion (xovrdeov), or short hymn, dating 
from about the middle of the eighth century, 
found in the Pentecostarion, in the Office for 
Easter Day. The original is given in Dr, 
Littledale’s Offices, &c., of the Holy Eastern 
Church, 1863, p. 91, and a tr. in blank verse, 
“If into the tomb || Thou didst descend, Im- 
mortal One,” p, 216. This latter has been 
rendered into 7s measure by W. Chatterton 
Diz, as, “If the dark and awful tomb,” and as 
such is found in Schatf's Christ in ats 1869, 
p. 241. [J. J.J 

Ei xai ta trapovra. St. Methodius IT. 
[Looking unto Jesus.] From the Paracletice, 
the Sunday of the Fourth Tone. Dr. Neale’s 
ir, “Are thy toils and woes increasing?” 
was pub. in hia Hymns of the E. C., 1862, in 
5 st.of 51 In 1871-2 it was given with 
alterations in the Hymnary, having previously 
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appeared in Palmer's Sup, nary Hymeal, 
1866. It is also found in other collections, 
and sometimes as,“ Are our toils and woes 
increasing.” (J. 5] 

Hi wie so selig schliifest du. (Burial) 
Included nas No. 179 in the Anm Blumen- 
krantz, 1712, in 7 st, of 41, It is, sometimes 
erroneously ascribed to N. L. von Zinzendorf. 

In the Herrnhut G. B., 1735, No. 635, it is altered, and 
st. tii.-v, omitted, while in the #ritder G. #., 1Tt8, No. 
937, is st, i., il, vil. of the 1712, considerably altered. 
The altered st. ii., “‘Sein Leiden hat dich fret m 
is in the Wirttemberg G. #., 1842, No. 619, inserted as 
st. fi, of the hymn, “Ei, wie so sanft verschlifest do 
(see Neumann, G.). The hymn was sung, probably in 
the form of 1735, at Zinzendorfs fun and also at 
that of his second wife, Anna Nitschmann, be baving 4. 
on the 9th, and she on the 2ist May, 1760 (see Aock, 
¥. 337, 271, 312). The tra, are, (1) * How sweet the 
dream of her that cape. as No, 47 in the Moravian H. 
Bk., 1742 (1764, pt. ii, No, 119), Adopted as No, 10b in 
the Bitte H. Aix, 1845, (2) “ How sweetly this our 
brother «] "by J. WF, » a8 No. 345 In the 
Moravian H, Bk., 1789 (1846, No. 1256}. (J, M.] 

Eia recolamus laudibus piis digna. 
St. Notker. (Christmas; or, Cireumeision.] 
The earliest form of the text known is ina 
10th cent. ma. at St. Gall (No. 340). It is 
also in three St. Gall mas. of the 11th cent. 
(Nos, 345, 380, 381), in the last two being in- 
cluded amongst the Notkerian uences, 
and in an Ilth cent. ws. in the Bodleian 
(Douce, 222 f. 90). In several Missals it is 
assigned to the second Mass on Christmas 
Day ; and again in others to the first, or to 
the octave, of the same festival, In the Sarum 
and Hereford Missals it is the Sequence for 
the Feast of the Circumcision. In addition 
to Daniel, ii. p. 3, and the reprints of the 
Sarum and Hereford Missals, the text is also 
given in Waekernagel, i, No. 143; Kehrein, No. 
10; Béssler, No. 74; and Kinigafeld, i. 94. 

W. A. 8.) 
Translation in C, U. :-— 

© come and let us tell with praise. By E. H- 
Plumptre, written for and Ist pub. in the Hym- 
nary, 1872, No, 160, 

Translations not in 0, U. :— 
1, Sing we the Joyful day. C. B. Pearson. The Sa- 

rum Missal in English. 1968. 
2. Let us devoutly pay. C. B. Sequences 

(J. J.J Trom Sarum Missal. 1871. 

Eight days amid this world of woe. 
J, Anatice. shape sacra From his Hymns, 
&e., printed for private circulation by his 
widow, in 1836, Nu. 10, in 5 st. of 5 L. into the 
Child's Ciristian Year, 1841, and numerous 
collections in G. Britain and America, (J. J.) 

Eighteen centuries hawe fled. J. 
Conder. [Holy Communion] Appeared in 
the Congregational H. Bk. 1836., No. 442, ir 
4 #t. of 6 1., und based upon 1 Cor. xi, 24, &e. 
“Ye do shew the Lord's death till He come.’ 
It was repeated in the Leeds H. Bk, 1859 
and other collections, and in Conder’s Ays o 
Praise, Prayer and Devout Meditation, 1856 
In the New York Church Pratse Biz., 1882, j 
is given as “ Many centuries have fied.’ 

feste B i ge Hin’ feste Burg ist unser Gott 
tin Luther. (Pe. rg The common oo 
of the origin of this, the most famous hymn 
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Lather, is thus forcibly expressed by Heinrich 
ine :— 

« A battle hymn was this defiant » with which he 
wal bis com entered Worms [April 16,1521}. The 
wl cathedral trembled at these new notes, and the ravens 
wre startled in their hidden nests in the towers. This 
tan, the Marseillaise Hymn of the Reformation, has 
jreerved its potent spell even to our days, and we may 
yisoon use again in similar conflicts the old matléd 
vis.” (Werke, edd. 1876, v. Ail. p. 36.) 

lt is, however, in the last degree unlikel 
iat if the byman had been com in 1521, 
itslould not lave been pub. in 1524, along 
with Luther’s earlier hymns. A secoud theory 
umved by Dr. K. FLT. Schneider in 1856, 
that it was Written Nov. 1, 1527, and partly 

Kaser(burmt at the stake, Aug. 16, 1527, at 
theintigation of the Bishop of Tim}, rests on 
hypotheses C00 Claborate to be examined here, 
tat is not Sustained by any foundation of 
fet (we Blatter fiir Hoenvogie, 1883, pp. 
13-79; 108-105, &e.). A third theory is that 
it ws compose.l at the time of the Diet of 
Augsburg iu 1530. "Thus D'Aubigné says :— 
“Luther, full of faith, 

fens, by composing: and pn che ‘ih hie aa 
tht beactiful by oon, since become so famous, Kin’ Sfeste 
en Stunter Gott, Never did soul that knew its own 
he . looking to God, despised every 

tinge Deets mot omy ce Agree Ea ea 
‘land foostrieey” and its energetic rtrains often Te- 

§ Rformatiort, ed. isaz. P. — ee 
The hymns however, belongs to the previous 
alge) A and was _ probably writes for the 
1599, the Gon, (Spires), when on April 20, 
Prote ‘rman F*rinees made their formal 
lyr nypertesy Fe vocation of their liberties 
T ae name of Protestants. 
: Lethe se Mtuxman m, in Kooh, vill. 190, 

all the Aan daymn entered a protest 
" TInan i a 

lint pub. Kpestruct tlle < Seopa Tt boat 
entitled “Tee RSs G_ #., Wittenberg, 1529, 
refant ’ XXW2. Psalm. Deus noster 

Ugium et virtus,?” Th . a8 a motto, the i Khe Psalm is used only 
h % the image hroughout bei entirely original. yy @ery throug ing 

: e oan however, compare 
°o 

sume 

roel the phrases his prose version, 
” Eine 

sabes" (1). 4 Darugza 2 Nithen, die uns troffen 
“Gott it bel thr darinneays 2S eeten wir uns nicht” (lt.). 
Gott hil mir (154s 4 er. <leariams wird sie woll bleiben; 
batt tot malt une, der Cone fr ihe * (y,). “Der Herr Ze 

ff Jacob ist unser Schutz (vil). 
iy 

fortas, No, e's i. PP. 19-21, gives four 
Gaytlicher Gravee, e2e Form und Ordaung 
S29; No. 38, f, "9 reef Pealmen. Augsburg, 
tenberg, 1831; Note, Hedatliche Lieder, Wit- 
the Riga Kired 32. =a double form from 
tock GB. 1581: Nowe ‘> 1530, and the Kos 
in Low 7 New « and 34 (both) being 

‘Nt earliest Hig ~ in High German. 
tbl, that of 13° t of 153], is _5 follows :— 

ig ; 
Ein 
che A. webs g- Unser Gott, 

Erbiift unm fi Saze<d waffen. 
die uns — mas aller not rd React betroff 

ot. Wesract - 
macht ct ret 
fava 2 Viel lit’ 

wal end ist = fistun 
= dras glechen 

Ger FEAtam text now acces- | peared in print before 1529, 
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. li. 
Mit unser macht ist nichts gethan, 

wir sind gar bald verloren : 
Es streit fur uns der rechte 
den Gott hat selbs erkoren. 

Fragetu, wer der tat? 
er heist Jhesu Christ, 
der Herr Zebaoth, 
und ist kein ander Gott, 

das felt tus er behalten, 
ili. 

Und wenn die welt vol Teuffell webr 
unnd wolt uns gar vorschiiugen, 

So firchten wir unns nicht 2u sehr, 
es sol uns doch gelingen. 

Der Ftiret dieser welt, 
wie sawr er sich stellt, 
thut er unna doch nicht, 
das macht, er ist gericht, 

ein wortlin kan yhn fellen. 

ty. 
Das wort sie sollen lassen stabn 

und kein danck dazu haben, 
Er ist bey unos wol auff dem plan 

mit seinem geist ond gaben. 
Nemen sie den beib, 

it, eber, kindt unnd weib 
faren dahin, 

sie habens kein gewin, 
das reich mus uns doch bleiben, 

The same text, modernised in orthography, 
is given in Schircks's ed, of Luther's Geistliche 
Lieder, 1854, p. 35, and as No, 218 in the 
Une. L. &., 1851. In st. i. we see our on 
hold and its besiegers; in st. ii. our wea 
ness, our Suviour’s power and might; in st. iii. 
the vanity of the Prince of this World; in st, 
iv. whatever earthly goods we lose we have 
our true treasure in heaven. 
The hymn speedily spread over all Germany, and 

Lauxmann,in Aoch, viii, 123-131, relates many incidents 
regarding hymn and chorale—the true National Hymn of 
Germany, Luther, in 1530, sang it daily at Cobarg, 
Melanchthon, Jonas, and Cruciger, in their banishment 
from Wittenberg in 1547, were greatly comforted by 
bearing it sung by a littl maiden on their entrance into 
Weimar, Gustavus Adolphus caused it to be sung by 
his whole army before the battle «1 Lelpwig, Sept. 17, 
1631, and it was om Sept. 15, bee, sung * as by one 
man" by the assembied t! on the field of Liltaen, 
at the service beld in commemoration of the Jubilee 
of the Gustavus Adolphus Soctety, which aecks to aid 
Protestant Churches in Roman Catholic countries. It 
was mic the Salzburg Emigrants of 1732, as 
their travelling hymn. Sang at Hermannsburg at the 
farewell service when Ludwig Harms was sending 
forth his first band of missionaries. During the Luther 
Celebrations, Sept. 12-14, and Nov. 10-12, 1#83, it was 
sung in the Castle Church at Wittenberg, Sept. 12; at 
Eisleben at the unveiling of the Lather memorial in 
the Market Place, Nov. 10; andat countless celebrations 
in Germany, G. Britain, and Amprrica, in the original, 
or in various English versions, 

Since the above remarks were put in type an elaborate 
monograph dg J. Linke, of Altenburg, bas appeared 
under the tithe Wann wurde das Lutherlied Rin’ feate 
Aurg ist unser Gott cerfasst? Leipaig, 1846. Dr. Linke 
discusses with abundant research and polemic the various 
theories already nuted, and the more recent combinations 
am hypotheses. His opinion te that the hymn was 
written on or about Oct. 31, 1525; and he quotes many 
iuteresting parallels from Luther's contemporaneous 
writings, and especially from his lectures on Zechariah, 
written about the end of October, 1525. Bat that such 
a bymn could remain in ws. from that date till the pub- 
lication of Klug’s @. #. in 1529, seems very aa 
and no trustworthy evidence is forthcoming that it ap- 

In Klug’s G. B., 1529, likewise appeared 
the magniticent chorale by Luther, evidently 
the product of the same mind and of the same 
inspirat.on. It has been strikingly, if some- 
what inappropriately, used by Meyerbeer in 
The Huguenots ; more recently by Mendelssohn 
in the fifth movement of his Reformation 
Sym y. 1830; and by Wagner as a motive 
in his Katsersmarech, written to a 

Ss 
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the return of the Emperor William in 1871, 
after the Franco-German wur. It has now 

become well-known in England, and in its 
per form is included in the C. B. for 

ngland, 1863 (see below). 
An attempt has recently been made to show that this 

is a patchwork of snatches from various portions of the 
Roman Gradual, which Luther, while a monk, must 
often have sung, But even if this were clearly shown, 

to Luther would still be due the honour of —— 

scattered fragments and producing from them a glorious 

melody, naw all of one piece. (See the Blatter far 
Hymnologie, 1434, pp. 82, LOL, Re.) 

Translations in C. U. :— 
1. God is our Refuge in Distress, Our strong 

Defence. A full but free version in J.C, Jacobi’s 

Psal, Ger, 1722, p. 83 (1732, p. 138 altered), 

and repeated, greatly altered (by F, Okeley ?), as 
No. 319 in pt, i. of the Moravian H. Bk, 1754. 

St. i.-iii., greatly altered, from the 1754, were 

included as No, 595 in the Moravian H. Br., 
1884; and much the same text in J. A. Latrobe's 
Coll., 1852, No. 256, with Carlyle’s trs. of st. i. 

I. 5-8, ii. IL 5-8, substituted. 

2. A safe stronghold our God is still. By T. 
Carlyle, in a characteristic essay on * Luther’s 

Psalm,” in Fraser’s Magazine for 1831, reprinted 

in his Miscellancous Essays (ed. 1872, vol. iii. 

p- 61). This is the most faithful (st. iv. ex- 

cepted) and forcible of all the English versions. 
Included in full and unaltered in the Wes. 7. 

Bk, 1875; the Scottish Presb, Hol., 1876; 

Church Praise, 1883, &e. In some collections, 

as the H. & Songs of Praise, N. Y., 1874, it is 
slightly altered. A form greatly altered by 

W. M. Reynolds appeured as No. 964 in the Ame- 
rican Luth, General Syuod’s Coll., 1850. The 

version in the Canadian Presb, H. Bk, 1880, No. 

227, is altered mainly from Gaskell, Massie, and 

Heilge (see below). 
3. God is the city of our strength, in Miss Fry’s 

H. of the Reformation, 1845, p. 61, in full, with 

the doxology tr. by Mr. Thring, 1882 (see below). 
’ Her ¢rs. of st. i-iv., rewritten to 5 st. of 6 1, 
were included as No. 51 in J. Whittemore’s Suppl. 
to All H. Bks., 1860, and repeated as No, 498 in 
Maurice's Choral H. Bk, 1861. 

4. A tower of strength is our God's namej omit- 
ting st. iv., by A. 'T. Russell, as No, 98 in the 
Dalston Hospital H. Bk,, 1848, Thence, altered, 
as No. 136 in his own Ps, & Hys., 1851, begin- 

ning, “A strong tower is our God's great name,” 
and further altered as No, 501 in Maurice's 
Choral H. Bk. 1861, beginning, “A tower of 
strength is God's great name.” 

6. A tower of strength our God doth stand, in 
full, by H, J. Buckoll, as No. 45 in the Rugby 
School HT, Bk. 1850 (ed. 1876, No. 285). Re- 
peated, more or less altered and abridged, in the 
Rughy Church H. Bk, 1863; Kennedy, 1863, 
No. 25 (altered mainly from Carlyle); Wellington 
College H. Bk, 1864, and Marlborough College 
H. Bk, 1869. 

6. A strong tower is the Lord our God, To 
shelter. In full, as No. 334, in W, Hunter's Select 

Melodies, 1852, marked as by W. M. Bunting. 
Repeated in Cantate Domino, Boston, U.5., 1859, 

No. 307. 
7. A mighty fortress is our God, A bulwark. A 

full and good fr, by Dr. F. H. Hedge, contributed 
to Dr. W. H. Furness’s Gems of German Verse, 
1852, and then as No. 852 to his own el 
the Church of Christ, Boston, U.S., 1853. 
printed in full and unaltered in Putnam's Singers 
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and Songs of the Liberul Faith, Boston, US, 
1875, p. 214, with the note that “Jt has been 
sung on many occasions, as at the recent laying 
of the commemoration stone of Memorial Hall, 
at Cambridge [U.S.]"" Incladed in full. in the 
Schatf-Gilman Lib. of Rel. Poetry, ed. 1883, p 
384, and as No, 1345 in the ed. 1872 of Rob- 
inson’s Songs for the Sanctuary. In full or 
abridged it — in many American hymnals, 
as Hys, of the Spirit, 1864, Unitarian H. Bi., 
1869, Dutch Reformed Hys. of the Church, 1869, 
and others; and in England in Ur. Martineau’s 
Coll, 1873. 

8. A sure stronghold our God is He, Full and 
good, by W. Gaskell, coutributed in 1855 to the 
2nd ed. of the Ist Ser. of Miss Winkworth’s 
Lyra Ger., p. 175, her tr. in the 1st ed. (see be- 
low) not being considered satisfactory. Slightly 
altered in metre as No. 124 in the €. b for 
England, 1863, but restored as in the Lyra Ger. 
in the Christian Singers of Germany, 1869, p. 110. 
In full as No. 213 in Dr. Pagenstecher’s Coll. 
1864, and as No. 284 in the Suppl. of 1884 to 
the Scottish Hyl. St. i, ii, were included, 
slightly altered, as No. 161 in the Zrish Ch. Hyl., 
1869 (ed, 1873, No. 441). 

9. A fortress firm is God our Lord. In full, by 
Dr. W. L, Alexander, in the Scottish Cong, Maga- 
zine, Jan. 1859. Repeated, reduced to 5 st. of 
41,, in W. Elliott's Evangelical Hys., Plymouth, 
1864. 

10. A mountain fastness is our God. In full, by 
Bp. W. R. Whittingham, as No, 248 in the Amer. 
Episco. Hys. for Ch, ¢ Home, 1860; and thence, 
with an added doxology not from the German, 
as No. 397 in the Amer. Episco. Hyl., 1871. 

11, A tower of strength is God our Lord. A tr. 
of st. i, ii, by Dean Alford, as No, 228 in his 
Year of Praise, 1867, and thence in Flett’s Coll., 
Paisley, 1871, and Dr, Dale's Eng. H. Bk,, 1879. 

12. ‘Our God stands firm, a rock and tow’r. by 
R. C, Singleton, a tr. of st. i., ii, with an ori- 
ginal st. as iii., as No. 267 in his Anglican H. Bk., 
1868 (ed. 1871, No. 310). Repeated in the Aym- 
nary, 1871, and J. L. Porter’s Coll., 1876; and 
in America in the Presb. Hyl., 1874; Eom. 
Hyl., N. ¥., 1880; and Ch. Praise Bk., 1882. 

13. A mighty fortress is our God, A trusty. A 
full and good ¢r,., as No. 274 in the Pennsylvania 
Luth. CA. BA, 1868; compiled by the committee 
of publication principally from the Carlyle, 1831, 
and Reynolds (1863 see below) texts. 

14, A fortress strong is God our God. A good 
and full t. by E. Thring, as No. 253, in the 
Uppingham and Sherborne School H. Bk., 1874. 

15, A tower of strength our God is still, A 
mighty, &c. In full,as No. 144,in the Ohio Luth. 
Hyl., 1880, and marked as a compilation. 

16. A Fortress sure is God our King. By Godfrey 
| Thring, as No, 245 in his Ch. of England H. Bt., 
1882, repeated in Horder’s Cong. Jyi., 1884, and 

Allon’s bP. Hyl., 1886. This is decidedly the 
best version for popular use, as Carlyle's is the 
most faithful and forcible, Mr. Thring omits +t. 
iii, and gives a doxology added about 1546 in 
Etliche Lieder, Niivaberg, as altered in the ap- 
pendix to Lobwasser’s Psalmen des Adniglichen 
Propheten Davids, 1574. The text used by Mr. 
Thring reads thus :— 

Lob, Ehr und Preis dem bochaten Gott 
Dem Vater aller Gnaden, 
Der uns aus Lieb geschenket ha! 
Sein Solin (Ur unsern Schaden ; 
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Sammt dem heilgen Geist, 
Vou Sinden er reiast 
Zum Reiche uns heisst 
len Weg zum Leben weist, 
Der belf uns fréhlich! Amen, 

fom an ed. of Lobwasser pub. at St. Gall in 1761. 
lt. A stronghold sure our God remains. In full, 

ty lr, J. Troutbeck, as No. 49 in the Westmin- 
ier Abbey H. Fk, 1883. 
li, A Tower of safety is our God. A goodly, &c. 

4 in fall be M. W. Stryker in his HM. ¢ 
Vers, 1883, p. 72; repeated in his Christian 
Curls, 1885, No. 45. 
Traslations mot in C. U, :— 
(i) *Oure Goxt is a defence and towre," by Bp, Cover- 

dak, go (Hewecives, 1546, p. 569), I 1-4 bei 
neal from a, and ste rest a version of Ps, xlvi. 
3) “6 “ge and strong fence,” in Lyra 
Maridieg, 1708 PP. TG. 3) ** By our own 
ttere's nothing dome,"" afr! of si, ii., as No. 14 in the 

Mh () «A tow'r of galery te our God, His awed 5 j y¥ is our : 
ty Or, H. Mills, 2845 C1856, p. 169). (5) God to use 
were will be,” by J. Amderson, 1846, p. 37 (1847, p. 55). 
(“Our God's & mighty Penoply,” in C. T. Brooks's 
Shiller's Homage + Ag id ar Boston, U.S., 1847, 

castle our God,” Dr. J. 
Hunt, i, p. 65. 8) ** Our God's a tower and abel” 
4 tod version b: '. nt, p. 66. “ 
Ged, a lowes," by : Massie” jess, Ay A on a No. 
185 is Reid's se Bike, 1872. (10) “Ged is our seeghold, firm and sure,’ by Miss Winkworth, 1855 
p. 113, (11) ** Our God, a Ain of strength de A fied defence, im De. H.W. Dulcken’s Hook of German 
anit, eh = C12) ** God is our Rock and Tower 

7G ‘82 Durr, 1557, p. 69. (13) "A sure = our God fs still,” based on Carlyle, by J. 8. . om in the Toric Solfa feporter, July, 1967. 
(ua) beng 3 our God iss tower,” by W. 
-t + he Meth. Magazine, 145%, p. 79. (15) 

“rongheld fitm, a trusty shield When raging,” by 
Sacred” Lyrics from the German, 

- 127. C16) A sure defence, a fort, 
: eller r, 1860, 40. (17) “Ged, 
ook tower,” in the frifiah Mes 

is atill, A sure deter: (25 “* A safe stronghold our God 

38 

rarird . #& double version in slightly 
itysbure, July ps, tte MOIS, in the Koang. Keview, 

nesdinet ce “a £19) “A Fortress firm and 
God He ina castle eee Cx, 1864, p. 227. (20) “Our 
the Sunday strong. ** by Dr. G. M 1d, in 
#zotics, 1876, 1867, pp. 450, and altered in his 
tower,” C21) ** Our God, He is a fortress 

- 66, 
— ~f t Frthing bax, in the Atonthly Religious 

in bis vol. of 1870, ps. seo 37, 1867, repeated altered 
Rock,"* W Dr. a 22) “God —e 

3 f 
& i ? 2 : 8 reed Magazine, 1472, p. 182, 

ress firm and sure,” ax No. 657 

SS SEG Nick on . it ng 

= Ss A. & Songs, 1982, p. 182, 
MW. Stryker, “GPl2F | Refuge—city strong,” a 

a J his #, & Verses, 14=3, p. 

a <a roe is our God, ght 

ea . G3, based on (“e wrder No. xiii), (30) Our 
l “_ trusty,” by R, McLin- 

— = Sh4. (31) “So strong 

ew W alier ‘in his Martin 
xe also noted that the 

Stacy . 2X istress, Our Shield,” 
"We Sd “God ts our refuge 

1 keep. ~ 2 4 in J. Whittemore’s 
Luttae.- EE versions of Ps. xlvi., 

following 1j 7 ‘ranalations hae list o@* =2<BAitional American 
Facil y furnished by the 
-2>.2 Pottstown, Penu- 

J =e > 3 

Bere | F : —_ i 535 <3 = 
T 3 « 4 

Wh 

Fy # Z z 
Hy FE 
Hs i n§ FESa 

2a <—ear God," b y Dr. J. A. 
= BSeO- (55) +A mighty 
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Fortress is our God, A shield,” by Dr. J, A. Seles in bis 
Keclesia Lutherana, 1560, tj 87. (4)“A Tower and 
Stronghald is our God,” by W. H, Walter in bis Chorals 
and ns, 162, Pp 12. (35) “God is our tower of 
ee byDr. H. Harbaugh in the Guardian 
American formed), May, 1-63, f 138. (36) “A 

-aet Bulwark is our God,” by Dr, C. P. Krauth in bis 
Jubilee Service, 1867, p22. (37)"A mighty strong. 
hold Is our God," by Dr. J. Schwartz, 1879, in a printed 
——— for Union of Lutheran Synods. Revised in 

n Book ef Worship, 1-80, and in Augsburg ie, 
1485, No. 203. (38) “Our God isa nid, indeed,” 
by Dr S. in the (German HKeformed) Mes- 

r, 15, 1880, (39) “ A mighty fortress is oor 
G To shelter,” by J. H. Kurzenknabe in Peerless 
Praix, Hymns and Music for the Sunday School, 
1482, p. G8. (40) “ A moveless Fastness is our God,” by 
Dr. M. Sheeleigh in his Luther. A Song Tribute, 1883, 

. 102. (41) “A firm defence our God ts still,” by Dr. 
W., Duffleld in bis Baglish Hymns and their Authors, 

New York, 1486, p. 2, marked as fr. in 1873, 
Dr. B. Peck gives to his Dr. Martin Luther's Bin’ 

Seste Burg ist unser Gott, in 21 % 
1883, 28 lish versions in full. Of these 11 are among 
those noted in C. U., viz, Nos. | and 2 Sa cg and 1850), 
4 (1851), 510, 13. OF those not in ©, U. he has Nos. 4, 
9, 10, 11, 15, 18, 19, 21, 24, 36-08. Benldes these, he 
gives -—(42) “A fast, firm fortress is our Gud,” marked 
as Anon,, 1867. (43) “Our God's a fortress all secure, 
marked as Anon, 1879, (44) * Tower of defence is our 
God," marked as by J. W. Bright. (45) “ A mighty 
bulwark is our God,” no marking. {J. M.] 

Ein Kindelein so lébelich. {Christ- 
mas.) This is acento which appeared in the 
Zwickau Enchiridion, 1528, and is there en- 
titled “ Ein Gesang von der Gepurt Christ, 
den man auff Weinachten singet, gebessert.’ 
— in Wackernagel, iii, p. 520, in 4 st. of 
101. 

St. 1. is found as st. if. of the hymn “ Der Tag der ist 
so freudenreich,” but was probably originally a single 
at., afterwards inte inte that hymn; and it bears 
a slight resemblance to st. ili. of * est lsetitiae, 
In ortu tegall” (9.x). St. Hi. is st. i, of ** Der Tag der 
iat so freudenreich,” entirely rewritten, St. tit., iv. are 
new, The only tr. ia, “To us is borne a barne of blis,” 
in the Gude and Godly Ballates (ed. 1568, fol, ae ed. 

(J. MJ 1864, p. 45, 

Bin Limmiein geht und die 
Schuld. P. Gerhardt. [Passiontide.) Ap- 
— in the 8rd ed., 1648, of J, Criiger’s 
razia pietatis melica, No, 118, in 10 st, of 10 

L, included in Wackernagelsa ed, of hia 
Geistliche Lieder, No. 13, and Bachmann's ed., 
No. 7. Founded on St. John i. 29, and Is, 
liii. 4-7, it is styled by Lauxmann, in Koch, 
viii. 40, “the masterpiece of all Passion 
hymns.” It hus kept its place in Germany 
(Une. L. 8&., 1851, No. 95), but from ita cum- 
rag and variety of figures has not come 

to extended English use :— 
Translations in C, U, :— 
1. A Lamb goes forth: the sins He bears. A fr. 

of st. i, ii, by A. T. Russell, as No. 93 in his 
Ps. & Hys., 1851, 

2, A Lamb goes uncom forth. A good 
tr., condensing st. ii., iii, as ii.,in Mrs. Charles's 
Vice of Christian Life in Song, 1858, p, 2592. 
The second pt. of this tr. beginning, “ Gate of 
my heart, fly open wide” (st. vii), is in Bp, 
Ryle’s Cull, 1860; Reid’s Praise Bk, 1872; 
aud the CAristian Hys., Adelaide, 1872. 

3. A Lamb bears all its guilt away. In full in 
J, Kelly's 2. Gerhardt’s Spir, Songs, 1857, p. 49. 
Reduced to 4 st. in the Ohio Luts, Hyl, 1880, 

Translations not in 0. U, :— 
(1) * A Latab goes forth and bears the Guilt, of all the 

World together,” by J, Gambold, as No. 241 in pt. til, 
1746, of the Moracian H. Hk. (1486, No. 100), altered in 
lel to“ A Lamb went forth’; sts. v., ix. x., of this ver~ 
ston, beginning, “Jesus, | never can forget,” are included 
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in E. P. Hood's Our H. B., 1864. (2) “A Lamb goes 
forth, and bears the Guilt of Adam's Generations,” in 
the Suppl. to Ger. Pral., ed, 1765, p. 15, and Select 
Hys, from Ger. Pral., Tranquebar, 1754, p. 24. (3) 
“Bee, bowed benesth a fearful weight,” by Miss Dunn, 
1857, p. 32. (4)“A Holy, Pure and Spotless Lamb,” 
by Miss Cox in Lyra Messianica, 1564, p. 230, and her 
H, from the German, 1864, p. 107. (5) “* Forth goes 
dear devoted Lamb,” in Dr. J. Gut * Sacred Lyrics, 
1869, p. 82. (6) “ Behold a Lamb! so tired and faint,” 
by Mrs. E, J. Carr, in Songs of the Inner Life, 1871, and 
repeated ax No, 906 in Heid's Praise Bk., 18T2 (1872 
has tre, of 1, iv., from 1871, and other frs, of if., fil., 
+.) (7) “A Lamb forth—for all the dues,” by 
Catherine Macres, as No. 990 in Reid's er Si 

Ein neues Lied wir heben an. WM. 
Luther. (Martyrs.) This was Luther's first 
hyuwn, if hymn it can be called, and was 
written in 1523, On June 30, 1525, two 
young Augustinian monks, Heinrich Voes and 
Johann Esch, from Antwerp, had been, after 
examination by the Co Inquisitor, Jacob 
yon Hog:traten, and at the instigation of the 
Louvain professors, condemned to death and 
burnt at the stake in Brussele, On receipt 
of the news of this first martyrdom for the 
Evangelical cause Luther’s spirit was fired, 
and he wrote this spirited narrative, ending 
with the prophetic words :— 

Samer ts even at our door, 
The winter now hath vanished, 
‘The tender flowerets spring once more, 
And He, Who winter tention, 
Will send a happy Summer. 

(Tr. by R. Massie, 1954, p. 44.) 
It was the springtide, not only of the Evan- 

gelical Church, but of that wonderful growth 
of German religious ey which yet lives 
and flourishes. The hymn first appeared in 

sdiod ta tn Sopstiche gorengh Deshloges ed in iche gesang leyn, 
Wittenberg, 1524. Thence in Wackernagel, 
iii, p. 3, in 12 st. of 9 1., and in Schircks's ed. 
of Luther's Geistl. , 1854, p. 83. The 
original title of the hymn was, “A new song 
of the two Martyrs for Christ, burnt at Brus- 
sels by the Sophistsof Louvain.” It produced 
au deep impression at the Reformation times 
and appeared in many of the early Lutheran 
hymn-books, but being rather a historical 
ballad than a hymn, has not appeared in recent 
collections, The only ér. in C, U. is :— 
Flung to the heedless winds. A paraphrase in 

2 st. of 8 1. of st. ix. :— 
Die Asche will nicht lassen ab, 
Sie staubt in allen Landen ; 
Hier bilft kein Bach, Loch, Grub noch Grab; 
Sie macht den Feind 2a schanden, 
Die er im Leben dureh den Mord 

Za schweigen hat gedrungen, 
Die muss er todt an allem Ort 
Mit aller Stimm und Zungen 
Gar lassen singen., 

This appeared in a tr, of D’Aubigné’s Hist. of 
the Reformation, pub, at Philadelphia, 1845, and 
is there said to have been tr. for that work by 
Join Alexander Messenger, Included in the 
American Bapt. Psalmist, 1845, and since in many 
American hymnals, as the Cheshire Association, 
1844; Bh. of Hys., 1846-48 ; Meth. Epis., 1849, 
&e. 

Other trs. are :— 
(1) * A new song I design to sing,” by J. Anderson, 

1446, p. 39 (1847, p. ST), (2) A new song to the Lord 
we'll raise,” by Dr, J, Hunt, 1863, p. 68. (3) “ By help 
of God I fain would tell," by A, Masrie, 1854, p. 40, and 
in Dr. Bacon, 1884, 2 . 12, (4) A new song now we 
taise and sing,” by W. M. Reynolds, in the Hrang, Re- 
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view, Gettysburg, Oct. 1855. (6) A brave new sag 
aloud we sing,” in the CAristian Examiner, Boston, US. 
Sept. cag 243, (6) A new song bere shall be be- 
gun,” by Dr. G. Macdonald, in the Sunday Magazine, 
1867, a 256, and, altered, in his Bzotics, 1816, p. 71. 
T) “O come, a new song let us raise,” in the family 

ry, Lon, 1878, p. 692. (J. M.J 

Hinen Kaufmann sieht man ohne 
Gleichen. [The Parable of the Pearl of 
eg risa neluded in J, Kébner’s Christ- 
iche Harfentine, Hamburg, 1840, p. 221, in 
13 st. of 4 1, marked as * From the Kirchen- 
freund,’ and entitled, “The Pearl of the 
Kingdom of Heaven.” T¥. as, “ Once a mer- 
chant travelled far and wide,” by Miss Borth- 
wick, in H. DL, L., 1855, p. 34; ar a 

Einst fahren wir vom Vaterlande. 
. (Missions.) 1st pub. in his Chri- A. Kna 

liche Gedichte, Basel, 1829, vol. ii. p. 97, in 6 
st. of 8 L, entitled “ Voyagre with Jesus.” In- 
cluded in his Ev. L. S., 1837, No. 16) 
(1865, No. 1134). Originally written for the 
departure of missionaries, it is also appropri- 
my Lh emigrants generally. The only tr. in 

. U. is:— 
Now we must leave our Fatherland. A good and 

fall tr. by Miss Winkworth in the 2nd Ser., 1858, 
of her Lyra Ger., p. 113. From this st. i., ii, 
I. 5-8, iv, Hl. 1-4, v. I. 1-4, vi. LL 1-4, were 
included, slightly altered, in Church Hymns, 
1871, and repeated, omitting st. v., ll. 1-4, io 
the Appendix of 1884 to the Scottish Hyl. 

Another tr. is :— 
“Our leave of country now is taken,” by Dr. 4. 

Mills, 1856, p, 206. (J. M] 

Eippyos. [Greck Hymnody, § xvi. 10.) 
Bja carissimi. (St. Andrew.) This 

anonymous hymn is found in a ms. of the 12th 
cent., belonging to the Abbey of St, Peter at 
Salzburg. Mone, No. 691, gives it in full in 
36 lines, and says that the verse form is of the 
6th or 7th cent. Tr. as :— ‘ 

O hasten, beloved, your praises to aing. By BR. F. 
Littledale, appeared first in the Church Times, 
Nov. 26, 1864, and again in the People’s H., 1857, 
No, 224, for the Feast of St. Andrew, and signed 
“D, L.” [J. 3} 
"Ex vuxros Epyov, ("Eowoe Aady.] 

*E ds 6pOpi: . 
siiieaa' het) aeetorres 

El. Nathan, a nom de pl a 
Whittle. ene 

["Acouer 

Eliakim, a nom de 
in the Gospel Magazine. 

Elijah’s example declares. J. Newton. 
(Providence.] This ede on Elijah being 
fed by ravens appeared in R, Conyers's Coll, 

ed., 1774, No, 267: in the author's 
—— Letters, &e., by Omicron, 1774: the 
Gospel Magazine, April, 1774; and in the 
Olney Hymns, 1779, Bk. i., No. 35, in 5 st. of 
81. Inthe Meth. Free Ch. 8. S. H. Bk.. 1869 
st.i., ii, and v. are given as No, 244. (J. J) 
Ellerton, John, m... 8. of G 

ton, was b. in London, Dee. ia eco 
educated at Trinity eee © i 
1849; wa. 1854). Taking iy Oni 
sucecasively Curate of Eastbourne, Sussex 

plume of Job Hupton, 
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1850; Brighton, and Lecturer of St. Peter's, 
Brighton, 1852; Viear of Crewe Green, and 
Chis eT to Lord Crewe, 1860; Rector of Hin- 
stock, 1872; of Barnes, 1876; and of White 
Koding, 1886. Mr. Elierton’s prose writings 
include The Holiest Manhood, 1882; Our In- 
Jirmities, 1883, &c. It is, however, as a hym- 
nolysist, editor, hymn-writer, and translator, 
that he is most widely known, As editor he 
published : FTymns for Schoole and Bible 
Clases, Brighton, 1859.° He was also oo- 
elie with Bishop How and others of the 
8 PLC. K. Church Hfymna, 1871. His Notes 
and Tllustratéoms of Church H their 
authors and translators, were published in the 
folio edition Of 1881. The notes on the 
hymns which are sp. cial to the collection, and 
manyof which were contributed thereto, are 
fall, accurate, und of special value. Those on 
the cider h¥™Mus are too general for avcurucy. 
They are WFrittem in a popular form, which 
necessarily precludes extended research, ful- 
tesjand exactness of detail. The result is 
sccepable to the gencral public, but disa 
inting to the hymnological expert. Mr. 
llerton's OTigimal hymns number about 50, 

and his tre. from the Latin 10,or more. Nearly 
every one pein these are in C. U. and include :— 

1, Before — draws ending. ere 
pay ac ag ow ng 2251880, for yy em of Choirs 

0, In 188s $f Sauni ee on wader 

ua: Tord, = little General for Week- 
b. in on for a mid-iay service ina City 
lection. werch ys. in 1871, It has passed 

‘Choral . Christian brothers. 
Brie held at Chentew, ritten for a Festival of Parochial 
the Service-book Of tives JY Ss 1879, and Ist printed in 
Church Hys. Same. In 1871 it passed into 

Witten monet fo Bh love out Sees. ro gre ng 
Engl: , Tmation in orth of —, and pub, im Chrerch Hys., 1371, and other col- 

server. In Time of Scarcity. 
ea a im The Hymnary, 1870; and 

;> 2872, and other hymn-books. 
wy be comes, Presentation of 

wa Written Oct. 6, 1840, for Mra. 
which ” acl pub. therein, 1881. 
Write “earth and heaven, Founda- 

tem for and ist pub. in Church 
— several collections. The 

anuary 25, fawn rage of the Nave of Chester 
: - Waa 

i [ g 5 H 43 i E F 

ESPIFT uF? pHa Felis Haast 
ox Circumcision, 

Ist pub. in CAurch Aye, 
to King of ther col f 

» Written — Whom the sumber. St. ar- 
Ist pub. in Church Hys., 

and tes been repeated tn 

Feet. Cutechizing, Written 
“rege B a7l. . 

Matrimony. Written 
t! SKE] Rt of the Duke of West 

as Ff his r to the Mar- 
Pub. in ‘s Coll, lsso 

. ef life and , LHe, 
it Written for 2 SROEn. we come. In Time of 
1.0 ae: *EERcd Est pub. in Church Mya. 

matter. ist pod, = SxaEe God. Concerning the 
Cur RIMM With Tare on gt CTX RB. Brown-Borthwick's 
0 bes of Ge, SS  fe., Into; and again tn 

our Persctat. Written’ Aig g “SSEEtmin of Salvation. st. 
1871, and ist pub. in | 
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Church Hyz., 1871; and again in H. A, & Af, 1875, 
Thring’s Coll,, 1482, and others. 

16. 0 Thou in Whom sainta repose, (wnsecra- 
tion of a Burial Ground, Written for the © nsecration 
of an addition to the Parish Churchyard :f Tarporley, 
Cheshire, 1570, and pub. in Church Hys., 1871. 

17. O Thou Whose fills earth. Flower 
Services. Written for a Flower Service at St. Luke's 
Chureb, Chelsea, June 6, 1580, and pub. in Mrs, Brock's 
Children's H. Bk., 1881. 

18. Praise to our God, Whose bountecus hand. 
National Thankegiving. Written In 1470 for Church 
Hys., but Iet pub. in the Rev. R. Brown-Horthwick's 
Select Hymna, &c., 1871, and then in Church Hys. later 

same year. 
19, The Thou gavest, Lord, is ended. The dark- 

ness, &o. ing. Written In 1870 for A Litergy 
Jor Missionary Meetings (Frome, Hodges), and revised 
for Church Hys., 1471, ‘The revised furm bas pasid 
into other collections, 
20. The Lord be with us when we bend, Close of 

Service. Written [in 1570] at the request of 
4 friend for use at the close of Service on Sanday after- 
noons when (as in summer) strictly Evening bymns 
would be unsuitable, It was pub, in Church Hyz., 1471, 
Thring’s Coll,, 1892, and others, 

21, This day the Lord's disciples met. Wahitswntide. 
“ Originally written in 1455 for a class of children, as a 
hymn of & verses of 5 lines each, beginning. ‘The 
iftieth day was come at last.” It was . Te 

vised, and compressed into c.m. for Mrs. Brock's (hil- 
dren's H, Bk, 1680," and pub, therein, 1441. 

22. Thou in Whose Name the two or three. Wed- 
nesday. Appeared in the /’arish Nagazine, May, 1471, 
as « hymn for Wednesday. After revision ft was in- 
cluded in Church Hys., 1571, and repeated in other col- 
lections, 
23. Thou Who sentest Thine A SS. Simon 

and Jude. Written in June, 1814, for the revised edition 
of A. A. & ML, and pub. in the same tn 1875. 

a4. We the uest. Conversion of 
St. Paul, Written Feb. 2s, 1871, for and pub. later the 
same qeet in Church Hys. It was repeated in H. A. & 

5 M., 1875, 
25. When the day of toil is done. © Sterna! Hest. 

Written in Jan. 1470, and Ist pub. in the Rev. R. 
Brown-Borthwick's Sixteen Mya. with Tunes, &e., 1870, 
Church Hys,, 1871, and subsequently in several Scottish 
hy . The tune * Preston,” In Church Hys., 
was written for this byw, 

To these hymna must be added those which 
are annotated undler their respective first lines, 
and the translations from the Latin. The 
grandest of his original compositions is, 
“ Throned upon the awful tree,” and the most 
beautiful and tender, “ Saviour, again to Thy 
dear Name we raise” ; and of his tra, “Sing 
Alleluia forth in duteous prise,” and “ Wel- 
come, happy morning, age to age shall a 
are the most successful and popular. o 
subjects of Mr. Eilerton’s hyins, and the cir- 
cumstances under which they were written, 
had much to do with the concentration of 
thought and terseness of expression by which 
they are characterized. The words which he 
uses are usually short and simple; the thought 
is clear and well stated; the rhythm is good 
and stately. Ordinary facts in sacred histury 
and in daily life ure lifted above the eommon- 
place rhymes with which they are usually asso- 
eluted, thereby rn ndering the hymns bearable 
to the cultured, and instructive to the devout. 
His antitheses are frequent and terse, almost 
too much so for devotional verse. and are in 
danger of interrupting the tranquil flow of de- 
votion. His sympathy with nature, especially 
in her sadder moods, is great; he loves the 
fading light and the peace of eve, and lingers 
in the shadows. Unlike many writers who set 
fortis: their illustrations in detail, and then tie 
to them the moral which they are to teach, 
he weaves his moral into his metaphor, and 
pleasrs the imagination and refreshes the 
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apirit together. Now and again he falls into 
the weakness of ringing changes on words; 
but taken as a whole his verse is elevated in 
tone, devotional in spirit, and elegant in dic- 
tion. J. J.J 

Elliott, Charlotte, daughter of Charles 
Elliott, of Clapham and Brighton, and - 
daughter of the Rev. H. Venn, of Hudders- 
field, was b. March 18, 1789. The first 32 
ears of her life were spent mostly at Clap- 
ais, In 1823 she removed to Brighton, and 
died there Sept. 22, 1871. To her acquaint- 
ance with Dr. C. Malan, of Geneva, is at- 
tributed much of the deep spiritual-minded- 
ness which is so prominent in her liymns, 
T h weak and feeble in body, she pos- 

a strong imagination, and a well- 
cultured and intellectual — Her = of 
poetry and music was great, and is reflected 
in her verse. Her hymns number about 150, 
a large percentage of which are in C. U. The 
finest and most widely known of these are, 
“Just as I am,” and * My God, my Father, 
while I stray.” Her verse is characterized by 
tenderness of feeling, plaintive simplicity, 
deep devotion, and perfect rhythm. For those 
in sickness and sorrow she has sung as few | 
others have done. Her hymna appeared in 
her brother’s Ps. & Hys. and elsewhere as 
follows :-— 

(1) Psalma and Hymns for Public, Private, and 
Social Worship; selected by the Ree, H, V. Biliott, &e., 

is Sel. ber signature is "C.K." (2) The 
Remembrancer Pocket Book, This was ori- 

ginally edited by Miss Kiernan, of Dublin, Miss Elliott 
undertook the editorship in 1434, (3) The /nralid's 
Hymn Hook, This was originally compiled by Miss 
Kiernan, tut before publication was re-arranged by Miss 
Eltiott, who alse 23 hymns in the let ed., 134. 
These were increased in the jollowing edition to the 6th 
iy 1854, when her contributions amounted to 112. From 
that date no change was made in the work. (4) Hours 
of Sorrow Cheerec and Comforted; or, Thoughts in 
Verse, 1836, (5) Morning and Ecening Hymne for a 
Week, printed Peed in 1839 for sale for a benevolent — 
institution in Brighton, and pub. in 1s42. (6) Thoughts 
tn Veree on Sacred Sulgects, 1869. 

Miss Elliott's Poems were pub., with a 
Memoir by her sister, Mrs. Babington, in 
1873, and an additional volume of Leaves from 
her unpublished J and Poems, also 
appeared in 1870, 
To addition to her more important hymns, 

which are annotated under their respective | 
first lines, there are in C. U, :— | 

i. From The Invalid’s Hymn-book, 1884- 
1: 

1. Clouds and darkness round about thee, 1841.) 

2. Not willingly dost Thou afflict [reject]. (1841.) 
Divine Chastivement. 

3. O God, may | look up to Thee, (1841.) Teach us 
to Pray. 

4. This is enough ; although 'twere sweet. (1834.) 
Om being debarred from Divine Worship. 

5. With tearful eyes L look around, (1841.) The 
Invitation “ Coe Cato Me.” 

ii, From H. Y. Elliott's Pealms & IHymne, 
1835-1839 :-— 

6. Glorions was that primal light, CArtetmas. 
7. Hail, holy day, most blest, most dear, aster, 
8. My only Saviour, when I feel, Jesus His people's 

Rest, 
9, Now let our heavenly plants and flowers. Monday 

Morning. 
10. The Sabbath-day has reached its cloee. Sumday 

Evening. 

iii. From Miss Elliott's Hours of Sorrow, 
1836 :— 

| Brighton, author of the Horae Apocal 
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11. Father, when Thy child is dying. Prayer fora 
Departing Spirit. 

12. Leaning on Thee, my Guide, my Friend, Jeath 
Anticipated. 

13. {ty God, is any hour 60 sweet? The Hour of 
yer, 

14. O faint and teeble-bearted. ———_ enforced. 
15. There is a boly sacrifice. The trite Heart. 

iv. From her Hymne for a Week, 1839 :— 
16. Guard well thy lips; none, none can know, 

Thureday Morning. 
17. There is a spot of consecrated ground. Pt. i. 

* 18, This is the mount where Christ's disciples see, Pt, 
Afonday Evening. 

19. This is the oe to tune with care. Saturday 
Morning. 

v. From Thoughts in Verse on Sacred Sub- 
jects, 1869, 

20. As the new moons of old were given. On a 
Birthday. 

21. L need no other plea. Pt. i. 
Pha need no prayers to saints, Pt. ti, Christ, all 

23, Jesus, my Saviour, lookon me, Christ, All in All. 
Several of the earlier of these hymns were 

repeated in the later works, and are thus 
sometimes attributed to the wrong work. 

(J. DJ 

Elliott, Ebenezer, commonly known as 
the“ Corn Law Rhymer,” was b. near Rother- 
ham, Yorkshire, 1781, and d. at Barnsley, in 
the same county, in 1849. The greater part 
of his life was spent in Sheftield, where he 
ada ap id the iron trade, and it was ina 
Sheffield newspaper that many of his pvcticul 
pieces first appeared. He pub, :— 

(1) Might, a Descriptive Poem, 1818, (2) The Village 
Patriarch, 1529. (5) Corn Law Rhymes, 1#31, (45 
Poems, 1534; and (5) More Prose and Verse, 145u, 

A piece or two from these works have been 
adapted as hymns in some Unitarian Co)lec- 
tions. They include “ Another year is swal- 
lowed by the sea,” for the old and new year. 

(J. J.J 

Elliott, Elizabeth Steele, third 
daughter of the late Rev. E. B. Elliott, of 

icae, 
was b, at Brighton, and now [1887] lives in 
London. She bas contributed Lynims, some of 
which have obtained wide acceptance, to the 
choir manuals, aud Additional Hi , 1866 
(Nos. 8, 34) for use in St. Mark's Church, 
Brighton ; to the Church Missionary Juvenile 
Instructor, which she edited for six years. 
Her Chimes of tion, a volume of 70 
hymns and poems, was pub, in 1878, and her 
Chimes for Daily Service in 1880. The latter 
| coutains 71 hymns in two parts. The second 
part of 48 hymns is also pub. separately as 
‘nder the Pillow, for use c= a cheap large 

type hymn-book (with corresponding tune- 
book) for hospitals and infirmaries and the 
sick generally. Her hymn, “ Let us keep the 
feast” (H, Communion), was 1st pub. in The 
Feast of Sacrifice and The Feast of Remem- 
brance, 1865, in 5 at. of 51. (J. MJ 

Elliott, Henry Venn, s1.4., s. . 
Elliott, and brother of Charlotte ieee 
Jan, 17, 1792, and educa at Hammer- 
amith by the Rev. H. Jowett, und at Trinity 
College, Cambridge. He uated in 1810, 
and was ee a Fellow of Trinity. 
Taking Holy in 1823, he becume, 
in 1826, Minister of St. Mary’ 
ond renmined there to his death pg gyn 
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1865. His Life, by Josinh Bateman, was pub, 
in 1868. He pub. in 1835, Psalms and Hymns 
or Public, Private and Social Worship, 1835. 
o this collection his wife and sister con- 

tributed many hymns, and to the (2nd or 3rd 
ed.), c. 1889 edition, he added the following :— 

1. For faith, Thy gift, O Lord. Faith desired. 
1. In thesweet time of carly morn. Prayeron behalf 

f Children. 
1, Lovest thou mot ? alas! in thee. Love desired. 
4, Saviour, Ll see Thy mansions fair. Faith. 

Mr. Elliott’s hymns have not come into 
atuusive use, but his collection, often re- 

inted, had « marked influence upon latter 
ymu-books. [England Hymnody, ar ir 

Eliott, Julia Anne, née Marshall, 
daughter of Mr. John Marshall, of Hallsteads, 
Ulewater, Was married to the Rev. H. V. 
Elliott (@¥->» im 1883, and d. Nov, 3, 1841. 
He hymns Were contributed to her husband's 
Ph.¢ Hymns, 1835, Anonymously, but in the 
Inex to the ‘3rd thousand,” 1839, her 
alin wero added. These hymns are eleven 
ballad Concerning th iller has juatl 
_ (S& ae P. 482), ‘bay emis 
“thow a mast TeHned poetical fa special facut eo cr pe a vn Sa = be at arose and that might 

Of thee hymns the best known are, “Hail, thou bright and Sacred morn,” “On the dew 
breath of oven, and “ We love Thee, Lord, yet notalome ” (q.w.>. The rest are:— 

Father, if that gracious name. Intercession. 
Creator, who this day. i wouki believe; Dart my weak heart. Lent. 
an o'er the eee tomate yg or ™ q 6 
bo didst this rite oak HH. Communion, ig HE ef i i i ation, 

J.J.) 
wife of the celebrated philo- 

the daughter of Fretus, 
> rad sister of the mother 

iin 8 disciple of St. Benedict. 
ymn “Auren lace et roseo” 

ae but somewhat uncertainly, 
(se Index), Sho Others also bear her name | She d. at an early age, at Padua. 

s, —_ r for md Lar 
: “at Bury St. Edmun 

hymn, * With broke; 2 72, @nd d. in 1873. His 
bend im heart and contrite sigh” 

S@Vveral collections in G, 
© was written in Jan., 

ig #, p. 449), for use “ ; ni ; 
Was included ir, the Bapt Psd liye 1858" 

undi ss eat . 
Epi Deo. Nicholas Le 

Cluviae Bree, Ibe e272 8-) Contributed to the 
P. reviete, peas. and signed “N. T, 

Sexi Paris Brew. 1736, it 
= Second Vespers at 

wat EPiphany. In the Lyons 
© as for Second Vespers 
=~ At is signed “ N.T.” 
— Hymn 
and J. Chandler's 

LPs earch, 1837, No. 55. 

Special services by 

1 Bow 3 
Cy Chataier, ig his Hys. co go on high. By J. Prayer 

fee Primitive Church, 
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1837, p. 61, in 6 st. of 41. It was repeated in 
Oldknow's Hymns, &c., 1850; Murray’s Hymnal, 
&e., 1852; the Meople’s H., 1867, and several later 
collections; and also altered as, “And now 
emerging from the stream,” in the English Hyl., 
1852, No, 64, Another arrangement, adapted 
successfully for Holy Baptism as “ When Jesus 
raised His prayer on high,” was given in the 
Scottish Episco. Coll, 1858, No. 105. 
2. From the stream , lo, This was 

given in the English Hyl., 2nd ed., 1856; and 
the 3rd ed., 1861, as “From the stream emerging 
now.” It is J. Chandler's tr. much altered. 

3. The Lord comes forth from Jordan's stream. 
This is No. 167 in the Hymnary, 1872, and 
although set forth in the Index as by J. Chandler, 
it is really a cento from Chandler, the English 
Hyl. (version of 1852), and others, the form 
giveu to it, and many of the lines being from the 
English Hymnal, 

Translations not in C, U. :— 
1, He rises from the wave, and now. I. Williama, 

British Mag., 1435; and Trs. from Paris Brev., 1439, 
a the wave behold Him rise. By W. J. Blew, 

3. Emerging, lo! from Jordan's flood, J, D. Cham- 
bera, UST, 1. 115. 

The hymn Castis ft, expers sordibus, which is 
tr. by W. J. Blew in his Church Hy. & Tune 

. 1852-55, as “ Dove of purity unstained,” 
and repeated in Rice's Sel., 1870, is from this 
hymn and begins with st. v. (J. J.J 

Emerson, Ralph Waldo, s. of an Uni- 
tarian Minister, was b. at Boston, U.8., May 
25, 1803. He was educated for the Unitarian 
Ministry, and acted, 1829-32, as one of their 
ministers, Ultimately he left the ministry, 
and devoted himself to lecturing and litera- 
ture. Asa peas sad essayist, and poet he 
rose to a distinguished position. He d. at 
Concord, Massachusetts, April 27, 1882. His 
published works include Poems, 1846; Ora- 
tions, Lectures, and Addresses, 1844; Repre- 
sentative Men, 1850; English Traits, 1856, &c. 
His hymns are not numerous, They include ;— 

1, Out from the heart of nature rolled. The 
Everlasting Word. This is part of his poem The 
Problem, pub. in the Dial, July, 1840; and then 
in the Ist ed. of bis Poems, 1846. It was in- 
eluded in the Hys. of the Spirit, 1864, No, 636 ; 
and Martineau’s Hymns, &c., 1873, No. 112, 

2. We love the venerable house. The Hi nse of 
God, Written in 1835, for the Ordination of the 
Rev, Chandler Robbins, who succeeded Emerson 
as Minister of the Second (Unitarian) Church, 
Boston, It is in the Hys. of Me Spirit, 1864, No, 
224; and Martineau’s /fys, of Praise and Prayer, 
1873. (J. J.) 
Emilie Juliane was dau. of Count Albert 

Friedrich of Barby and Mihlingen (on the 
Elbe. near its junction with the Swale), Dur- 
ing the Thirty Years’ war her futher and family 
had to seek refuge in the ee the 
eastle of hia uncle, Count Ludwig Giinther of 
Scliwarzburg Rudolstadt, and Emilie was b. 
at the Heidecksburg, Aug. 16, 1637, After 
the death of her father (1641) and mother 
(1642), she was adopted by her mother's 
siater (who was her god-mother, and had 
become the wife of Count Ludwig Giinther), 
and was educated at Rudolstadt with her 
cousins, under the care of Dr. Alasuerns 
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Fritsch, and other tutors. She became the 
wife of her cousin, Albert Anton, J uly 7, 
1665, and d. at Rudolstadt, Dec. 3, 1706 Koch, 
iv. 56-68 ; Allg. Deutsche Biog., i. 127; Pasig's 
Introduction ; Bode, pp. 63-64, &c.). 

She was the most productive of German female hymn- 
writers, some 600 being attributed to her, Her early 
education in music awd in poetry, and the influence of 
the kindred sptrits of her cousin Ludarilia Elizabeth 
and of Dr. rus Fritsch, no doubt fostered and 
developed ber gifts. Her hymns, which are full of deep 
and child-like love to the Lamb of God, the Bridegroom 
of the Soul, partake too largely of the character of 
revelations of ber inner life, and of reflections in verse, 
“improving” the events of ber daily life, to be suited 
for Church use. A considerable number did, however, 

inte the hymn-books, and the first here noted isa 
ean of the first rank. Of those pub, in her lifetime 

the most appeared {mn her devotional works, (1) (etst- 
liche Lieder und Gebete tor und nach Erlan git, 
Bhesegens, Rudolstadt, 1683. (2) AdAlwasser in groster 
Hitze des Creutzes, Rudolstadt, 1685. (3) Nigliches 

n- Mittags. und Abend-Upifer, Rudolstadt, 1655 
(2nd ed., enlarged, 1699). Others appeared in the edi- 
tlons of the Kudoletadt @. #. 1682-1704, After ber 
death they appeared, collected, under the title of Der 
Freundin des Lammes Geistlicher Brautechmuck, pt. 
i, 1714, and enlarged 1742; pt. il. 1742; pt. HL. 1770; a 
number of hymns by other authors, wi the editurs 
had found transcribed in the Countess’s handwriting, 
being included by mistake. A selection of 108 of her 
Geistliche Lieder, ed, with an Introduction, blographical 
and critical, by Dr. Pasig, appeared at Halle, 1555. 

Three have passed into English, viz. :— 
i, Wer weiss wie nahe mir mein Ende. For the 

Dying. This beautiful hymn was in last century 
the subject of an unpleasant controversy. It Ist 
appeared in the Appendix of 1688 to the Rudol- 
stadt , B., 1682; and, like all the other hymns 
in that collection, it was given without an 
author’s name, It at once passed into other 
collections, generally as anonymous, but some- 
times under the name of the Countess, In 
the Schwartzryische Denkmahl einer Christ- 
Gréflichen Lammes-Freundin, 1707, she was 
expressly named as author, On this G. M. 
Pfetferkorn (q.v.) claimed it as his own. The 
resulting controversy is given in detail in Wetzel, 
i, 4-26, ii, 294-307; iii, 156-191, and his A. 
#7, i. 9-10, ii. 115-117 ; in Fischer, ii. 365-369 ; 
in Pasig’'s /ntroduct on, xxiii-xxxi.; and in 
Koch, viii, 637-639, 

No evidence whatever save his bare word has been 
adduced for Pfefferkorn. On the other erage <A 
the hymn in the handwriting of the Countess dated 
Ne 17 Sept., 1646 (two days before the sudden 
death of Duke Johann Georg of Sachse-Elsenach, which 
Pfefferkorn said suggested to him the composition of it) 
is still ed in the Church Library at Gera, to 
which it was presented in 1707 by Anna Dorvthea 
Countess of Schwarzbarg-Rudolstadt. Ina copy of the 
Rudolstadt @, B., 1704, in which Emilie marked 
ber own hymns, this hymn ts initialed like the rest, 
“ #.J.," and in a letter she wrote to the Countess Mag- 
dalena Sophia of Schonbarg-Hartenstein, she expressly 
affirmed authorship. In 1714 the editors of her 
Brautechmuck claimed for it on these grounds—1. That 
she declared she was the author. 2. That her husband 
affirmed the same. 3. That the whole Court knew of it. 
4. That she had herself contributed It to the Audolrtadt 
GC. #., 1688. On internal too, Ita resemblance 
to other hymns of the Countess bespeaks her authorship. 

It is one of the finest German hymns in preparation 
for death ; amt Lauxmann, in Aock, vill. 640-646, relates 
many lustances regarding ite use, especially in presen- 
timent of death. ‘Thus ‘be. J. U. Frommann, diaconus 
at Thbingen, caused it often to be sung in chureh before 
his sudden death in November, 1715, during evening 
service; and J, A. Bengel (q.v.), when receiving Holy 
Communion for the last time with his wife and children, 
caused st, x., xi, to be sung at the cloee of the service. 
The bymn is in Dr, Pasig's et, of her Geistliche Lieder, 
1456, p, 164, in 12 st, of 4 1., and the refrain, 

“ Mein Gott, ich biet’ durch Christt Blut, 
Machs nur mit meinem Ende gut!” 

It is No. 600 in the Owe. L. &., 1461, 

EN DIES EST DOMINICA 

The ¢rs. in C. U. are :— : 
1, Who knows how near my life's expendei, ' 

omitting st. ix., x., in Dr. H, Mill's Horue Ger, 
1845 (1856, p. 245). His ¢trs. of st. i, vi-vili, 
are included as No, 982 in the American Luth. 
Gen. Synod’s HW, Bk, 1850-52, and as No, 430 
in the Chio Luth. Hyl., 1880, 

2, Who knows how near my end may be! Time " 
speeds away, a good and full tr. by Miss Wink- 
worth, in the 2nd Ser. of her Lyra Ger,, 1854, 
p. 204, and then as No, 187 in her C. 2B. for 
England, 1863, In the Pennsylvania Lutheran 
Ch. Bh., 1868, st. i, vi, xi, xii., were included 
as No, 546. 

SP) wae te Be, 
ania aa hee ae end may be? Fine Do ty 
Massie, 1867, p. 155. 

In addition the following have been ¢r., but 
are uot in English C, U.:— ° 

ii, “Herr! mein Gott! lehre mich!" Eeening, in 
No, tii., 1685, g. ~ ffl. “Jesu GOte hat kein Ende.” 

vO, - Aforning, in 1685, p. 228. Both tre, are by #. 
J, Buckoll, 1442, p. 104. UM 

Empty’d of earth I fain would be. 
A. M. Toplady. (Holiness desired.) 1st pub. 
in his Poems on d Subjects, 1759, as No. 
25 of the * Petiti Hymns,” and headed, 
“The Believer’s Wish.” In April, 1771, he 
included it in a reviawd form, in 10 st. of 4L, 
in the Magazine. This revised text is 
repeated in Sedgwick s reprint of Toplady’s 
Hymna, 1860, p. 30, and is that in use in G, 
Britain and America, The ecnto from this 
hymn, * 4 = laid oe —— home” 
(st. ix. nud viii’, apprared in Ri a's Sel., 
1787, and is still in t U. cw T. B] 

En dies est Dominica. (Sunday Morn- 
tng.) ‘This long hymn of 116 lines is given by 
Mone, No. 247, from a ms, of the 15th cent. at 
Karlaruhe. He heads it * Dominicis diebus, 
hymnus.” The same Ms, contains the ancient 
melody. The lines 8, 4:— 

“ Ob octavam dominicae, 
Resurrectionis sacrac ;° 

rendered in the Hymnal N. :-— 
“ For on this day the eighth and first, 
Our rising Lord death's fetters burat ; * 

receive illustration from a quotation from St. 
Augustine (354-450, and noted by Mone :— 

« The souls truly of all the saints are indeed at rest 
before the resurrection of the boar s but they have not _ 
that power of action with which they flourish when the 
body Is received again, which action the eighth day sic- 
nifies,” St. Augustine, Kpist, Class ii, Apist. $5, c. 13-23. 
From this hymn the following centos are 

taken :—“ En dies est Dominica” ; “ Christi 
nam resurrectio”"; and “Hac die surgens 
dominus.” CW. A. 8.) 

The translations of the centos from this 
hymn are :— 

i, En dies est Dominica. 
are three arrangements :— 

1, The Sunday morn againis here. <A fr. of Il. 
1-4, 13-28, 113-116, by J, M. Neale, in the 
Hywnal N., 1854, in 6 st. of 4 1., and again in 
later editions. 

2, Again the Lord's own day is here, This 
altered form of Neale’s tr. with the omission of 
st. v. is by the Compilers of AZ. AL g§ A. It 
was include! in the Ist ed., L861, and continued 
in the revised ed., 1875, 

Of this cento there 
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3. Thisday which Jesus calls His own. By H. | son of his late colleague at the Warrington day 
Trend, isa tr. of ll. 1-4, 9-28, 113-116, from 
the Lyra Mystica, 1865, into the People’s H., 
1867, No. 419. 

ii. Christi nam resurrectio, This cento is com- 
posed of Il 13-16, 33-36, 49-52, 101-112. 
tr. asim 

O’er death triumphant Christ arose. In the 
People’s Hy 1867, No. 418, is by H. Trend, from 
the Lyra Mystica, 1865. 

ij, Hac die surgens Dominus. This conto em- 
braces 1], 28—36, 61-68, 96-108, 113-116. 7r. as: 

Christ being: raised from death of yore. By J. M. 
Nale, appeared in the Hymnal N., 1854, and 
was continued in later editions. (J. J.J 
En tempus acceptabile. [Lent.] The 

we of this hymn, probably of the 18th cent., 
varies according: to the Breviary in which 
itisfound. Im the Coutances Brev. it is st Lauds from the 8rd Sunday in Lent to 
Pasion Sunday Cthe latter exclusively); and 
inthe Amiens rev. at Matins on Sundays and 
week-days, when the Feria] Office is said, from 
Ash Wednesday to Passion Sunday. The text 
isgiven in Dr. Neale’s Hymni Ecclesiae, 1851, P-%,from the Cahors Brey. of 1746. Tr. as: 
Ls! steal® apace the welcome tide. By R.C. 

Singleton, Written in 1867, and included in his Anjlicon 7. BA. 18368, (W. A. 8.) 
Encompass’d with clouds of dis- tress, A. M. Topilady. [The a eg No. 18 of Proplads's series 0 ld 

Magazine, Feb., 1772, in 4 st. of 
B, . Although not ineiuded in his Pac Hyon 
berks, = ‘Sve ixa several modern hymn- 
Pn eaay aio tae O. O. H. Bk., 1866, and 
Topledy’s Hymne, 1s60. 8 Wl By 
Enfield, William 

» Lup. b. at Sudbury, 
Suffolk, March 20. 1741, of poor patentee Through the assist local Diasenti Stamee of Mr. Hextall, the the Daventry ree Minister, at 17 he entered 

demy under Dr. Ashworth. ie fret “iy Wis of the gation at 
Garden, iver pool, to which he minis- pred from 17 mon ie tei J. Detail on 477. In conjunction with 

ton Key St. chapel, he edited 
ims Sor Christian 

Prales of Praise to ax 4. Poakaeef bavié, tn. il. 
Li : FL7,, Peale on carious Sub- 

a © year 1764. Known as 
In this ° ; 

last, 60 more hy n— Bo - the rd part. 

En field was at Warring- 
= Old Presbyterian con- 
siggy of Belles-lettres and 

‘ santing Academy 
Speaker ; 1783, Khe efi H1e pub. in 1774, The 
‘phy, and other one fetes of Natural Philo- 

Nt for Put ries. ime luding:— 
Astlors, dnd intended veo? SI" Eze = selected from Various 
st | Warrington 25%  Seepplement io Dr. Watts’s On 2%. Lindon, Tr ettted for the Editor, 1773. ee and W. et fous. Jehasen, St. Paul's 

tore - zarrington. + 160 
weal, lectin. — emit be ing the same roy the 

Poe Wratten tface ow eee a - . 
yer of the One 71> EP rocesled to Nerwich 
of Tah. In oe ; = <liapel, and 2 there 

: 4 History, a pub.an abridgment 
Nine el bis death wor! J” 27h. *Tosophy, and at the 

0 £58 25-1 with Dr. J. Aikin, 

Academy, in bringing out a General Bio- 
graphical Dictionary, vol. i. 1796. He also pub. 

A Selection of Hymns for Social Worship, Norwich. 
Printed by 3 March oS . Jotneson, Se. Paul's Chureh- 
yard, London, 1795. nd ed., 1797; 3rd ed., 1802. Lon- 
don, J, Johnson. Printed by W. Eyres, Horse Market, 
Warrington. Contains 232 hymns, more than half by 
Vine, Sadl  eae sek Be were retained from the War- 

i Coll. 

In this Coll. Enfield’s own hymns first ap- 
peared, “ Behold where in a mortal form" 
(Example of Christ); * Wherefore should man, 
frail child of clay" (Humility); and “O ‘Thou, 
through all thy works adored ” (God the Ruler 
of Nature). ey are characteristic of the 
“moral preacher” und the Unitarian, and in 
taste are unexceptionable. Dr. Enfield re- 
ceived his degree from Edinburgh University. 
On his death Johnson brought out 3 vols. of 
his Sermons “on Practical Subjects,” with a 
Memoir by Dr. Aikin. (V. D. D. 
English Hymnody. This subject, em- 
a as it does all bymns associated with 
the Church of Enylanit and Noneonformist 
bodies in England, from the beginning of 
English hymn-writing to the present, is too 
vast and complicated for one article. Wor the 
sake of accuracy, charness, and simplicity, it 
has been divided into parts which have taken 
the form of separate articles, each article 
being complete in itself. The leading articles, 
and those from which the rest diverge, are 
English Hymnody, Early, and Psalters, English ; 
and a thorough grasp of any subdivision can 
only be attained by acquaintance with these 
articles. The subdivisions inclade :— 
1. Baptist. 16. Invalids. 
2. Carols. 16. Lady Huntingdon's 
£ icats Bymes. Colls. 
Lf en erse, 23. Liteales, Motzieal 

¢. Desslogiee |. Missions. 
7. Church of. New Version, 
+ Hymnody, | 21. Se Yorien. 

9. Epistles, Hymns cn #3. Primers : 
10. Graces, Matrical. 25. Public Schools. 
ut, Seas, Hymns on | 26, gece: 

a om pe 27. Sailors and Soldiers. 

14. Irvingites. 29. Unitarians. 

Any additional articles which may be given 
will be found either under their proper title or 
through the Cross Reference Index. [J. J.J 

England Hymnody, Church of. In 
the article on Karly English Hymnody, and in 
that on English Pralters, the contributions 
made by the Church of England to English 
Hymnody to 1700, and, in the case of Psalters, 
to the nt time, are fully set forth. To 
this article is left the task of carrying on the 

i to the latest hymn-books which have 
issued from the press. 

The origin and development of hymn-book 
making in the Church of England lave their 
well defined periods, each is the outcome of 
renewed activity and spiritual life, and all 
bear witness to robust health and vigour. 

i. Firat Period. 1700-1800. 
For the first thirty years and more of the 

eighteenth century nothing was done in the 
form of hymn-book compiling in the Church 
of England. A movement, however, in the 
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right direction had taken place by the estab- 
lishment of the Society for Promoting Christian 
Knowledge in 1698; and the Society for the 

‘ Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parta, 
in 1701, The outlook waa considerably en- 
larged by the establishment of these sties, 
and, especially through the latter, interest was, 
to some extent, awakened in “ Foreign Parts”; 
but mainly those which were British posses- 
sions. One of the first to catch the spirit of 
the new movement was John Wesley, who gave 
himeelf to mission work in Georgian; and the 
outcome of that mission was the tiret hymn-book 
compiled for use in the Church of England. 
Wesley went to Georgia in 1735, and returned 
to England in 1737. His visit to the Moravian 
settloment at Hermbut, and his first fleld 
sermon on the 2nd of April, 1738, followed, 
and then came the actual foundation of Me- 
thodism, officially dated as 1739. Three years 
before thia, and whilst in Georgia, he published, 

Collection of Pralms and Hymns. Charles-town. 
Printed by Lewis Timothy, 1737. 

One copy only of this collection is known to 
exist: but a facsimile reprint, with a preface 
by Dr. Osborne, ub. by T, Woolmer, 
Castle Street, City . London, in 1882. In 
a letter quoted in Bliss’s edition of Wood's 
Athenae Oxonienses, Wesley himself states that 
he published a Collection of Pealms & Hymns 
in 1736. This collection is the Charles-town 
book, which thus dates 1786-7. This collee- 
tion is divided into three sections or parts, 
The first contains 40 “ Psalms and Hymns for 
Sundays” ; the second, 20 “ Psalms and Hymns 
for Wednesdays or Fridays”; and the third, 
10 “ Pealins and Hymns for Saturday,” or 70 
hymns in all. Those for Sunday are mostly 
hymns of praise; those for Wednesday or 
Friday, humiliation, repentance and prayer; 
and those for Saturday adoration of God as 
the Creator of the Universe. There is no pro- 
vision for Holy Baptism or Holy Communion, 
Of the 70 hymns more than one-third are by 
I. Watts, the rest being by various members of 
the Wesley family, including five trs, by J. 
Wesley from the German, and adaptations 
from J. Austin, G. Herbert, J. Addison, and 
others. John Wesley's expansion of this book, 
together with his various tieal collections 
and the publications of his brother Charles, 
were distinctly outside of the Church of Eng- 
land. [Methodist Hymnody, § i.] 

Beyond this little work, narrow in design 
and limited in circulation, nothing was done 
until the great wave of religious awakening 
had reached the hearts of several of the clergy, 
and a few began todo within the Church what 
J. Wesley and others were doing in the fields 
without, The line of theological thought taken 
was, however, in most cases more in accordance 
with the Calvinism of G, Whitefield than the 
Arminianism of J. Wesley, When, therefore, 
M. Madan published in 1760 the second im- 
portant hymn-book for use in the Church of 
England, he went to the collection published 
by G. Whitefield in 1753 for many of his 
hymns. These hymna were in most cases by 
Watts and Wesley, and altered by Whitefiel 
The alterations made in Whitefield’s book 
suited Madan better than the originals (altera- 
tions so bitterly resented by Wesley in the 
preface to his hymu-book of 1780), and he 
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took them without hesitation and without 
leave. ‘The title of this book is :— 

A Collection a » racted 
Various yond Sek pabbied te) nr 

n...Jondon, Printed by Henry Cock; and 
Sold at the Lock Hospital, near Hyde Park, 1760. 

It contained 170 hymns. An Appendiz of 
24 hymns was added in 1763. The arran, 
ment of the collection is very crude. No order 
of subjects or seasons is observed, except that 
27 “Sacramental Hymns” are grouped to- 
gether at the end, and an alphabetical arrange- 
ment is ignored. Notwithstanding this, the 
selection, although from a limited number of 
writers only, is excellent. The literary stan- 
dard is high, and the tone throughout is ex- 
ceedingly bright and joyous, More than two- 
thirds of these hymns are still in use in the 
Church of England. 

In 1767 the Rev. R. Conyers, Vicar of Hems- 
ley, Yorkshire, and friend of W. Cowper the 
poet, pub. his hymn-book under the title of :— 
A Collection of Pralms and Hymns from Variour 

Authors: Fur the use of Serious and Devout Christians 
of every Denomination, London; Printed by T. and 
J. Patham in Black Friars, 1767. 

This work seems to have had a good ciren- 
lation, as it reached to a fourth edition in 1780, 
but whether its use extended, as its compiler 
designed, to any of the nonconforming bodies 
is not known. Conyers followed very much 
in the same path as Madan. In addition to 
embodying two-thirds of Madan’s book in his 
own, he gathered the rest principally from the 
fame common stores. He included a few ori- 
ginals from Newton and Cowper, but so far as 
is known he added nothing thereto of his own. 
Tt was an advance u Madan’s book in 
arrangement, was supplied with an index of 
subjects, and gave greater inence to the 
Christian seasons; but its influence on later 
collections was not of a special character. 

The compilation of Hichard De Courey, 
published as ;— - 

A Collection of Psalms and Hymns Extracted from 
Different Authors, With a Preface ty the Reverend 
Mr, De Courey ... Shrewsbury. Printed and sold by 

22.1715. (2nd ed. 1782.) 

introduced, especially in the 2nd and later 
editions, a number of hymns from Doddridge, 
Anne Steele, Mrs. Barbauld, and other Noncon- 
formists, into C. U. in the Church of England. 
To the 2nd ed. he added a few hymns of his 
own, 

The widening of the area of selections by 
De Courcy was anticipated to a great extent, 
so far as his 2nd and later editions were con- 
cerned, by A. M. Toplady, who pub. in 1776 

is -— 
Psalms and Hymns for Pullicand Private Worship, 

fe. London, 1776. 

ar. 

The let ed., in common with the 2nd and 
others, was without orderor«yetem. Although 
the greater part of the book wascompiled from 
John and Charles Wesley and Isaac Watts, 
yetmany names new to the Church of England 
were represented. Most of these were Non- 
conformists, as J, Allen, J. Cennick, J. Hart, 
W. Hammond, B. Wallin, and others. The 
number of his own hymns were few when com- 
pared with the number which he wrote: but 
the alterations and additions which he made 
in those by other hands were pumerous. The 

| 2nd ed. of the collection was edited by the 
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Rev. Walter Row in 1787. Some h were 
omitted and others added, the total being 412. 
In later editions the number was further in- 
creased. In 1814 they numbered 455, and 6 
doxologies. 
From 1776-87, at which dates Toplady’s 

two editions were pub., to 1800, various collec- 
tins were compiled, amongst which the mure 
important were :— 

1. A Choice Coll. of Spiritual and Divine Hymna, 
faten from vartiows Authors, c. By C. Hfull). Bristol, 

re Collection ef Ps. & Hys. on Various Subjects for 
ic and Fricate Worship, ac. By W. Taylor and 

faves. London, L777. - d ” 
1 select Ps. & Ffys. Macclesfield (2nd ed. 1740; new 

ed.1195). Edited D. Simpson. . 
Ps. & Hus, Collected by W. BR. Cadegan, London, im. Qnd, 1747; 3rd, 1793", 4th, 1303. 
&. Palms & ms. By John Venn. London, 1785. 
6. The #3. OF wit and other Portions of the Sacred 

Sripteres, &C. CBasil Ww. -) London, 1794. 
1 Ps, HYy8- & Amthems sung in the Chapel of the 

and Edweation of Ex- 
vial Cutt} as a Children. (Finendli _— 
sly, ra er t aaen - usic, 1774, 1797, lav, 

Althongh this list shows that there was in- 
craed activity im the Church, and a fresher life, yet the hymmn-books named above brought 
little of value to the common store of hymnody, 
aniadded not a single name of im » to 
the list of Church of England hymn-writers. 
This period closes with a limited number of hymn-books for Church use, and these were 
Calvinistic In doctrine, were built up upon the lines of the Noncomformists’ collections, and were indebted for their contents to Dissenters 
ani the Weeleya, to the extent of some seven- eighths of the Whole. Basil Woodd's Coll, 1794, 
= ihe anonymous reviser of the Foundling 
Fa !., 1797, indicated, however, a ten- 'Y¥ towards q change for the better which soon took place, 

W. Conny (ymne Cq-v.), by J. Newton and 
ri in 1779 ne were pub, during this 

Moke a tz79. | Although outside of the hymn- 
influevee Per, that work exercised a powerful 
periods ; sala’ collections of the next two 
the roll of h —S of the greatest names to 
hymnody of alt time and enriched the 

i, Peréoa. 

Hupital for the Maintenance 
Baie Deserted Young 

. 1801-1820. 
'mterest in the singing of 
the psalm-versions of Tate 
this period, ia seen in the 
KES Which were published 

yenra which it embraces, 
they were issued. The 

th “ not complete, will 
rowth and expansion 
Ima the order of divine 

; ao oe England. 
rerpocag ” P= the Congregation of All 

L. = SF af Feobert Banister. me 

<BPAE Fp inate Devotion. Shet- 
Pak 

fis. rom Various Authors, 
SFership, Carlisle, B. Scott, 

Cura tte pe Boy the Rev. J. Fawcett. 

The inereased 
bytuns rather than 
and Brady durin 

ba y-mns were contributed. - Aenom Ma text te ee #. weed. Together with a Sel. 
get By Thomas 7p, LZR aSter-wice of the Church of 6 “ee ta. : eed pr. and ed., 

wf oy 

ee. ian + By. —>2- Fuh. and Private Te, 
: B> SF. studde, T. Cotterill; 
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6. Versions and Imitations af the Ps. af David Sel. 
Srom Various Authors, and adapted to the public wor- 
ship of the Church of England. By John Davies. 
London, 1805, 

7, Ps, of David, de, (ist. ed, 1785.) New edition, 
with = A = emai 3 ws 

5. Hys. for ince, Festi the Church © 
ad. By R. Emil, 1806, v of 

9. Sel. Portions of Ps. extracted from various Versions 
and adapted to Pub, Worship, With an Appendiz con- 
tainieg Hys. for the principal Festivals of the Church 
of England. By Jom Venn. London, 1406. New ed., 
1824; 4th ed. revised, [431. 

10. A Sel, of Ps, & Hys. suited to Pub., Social, & 
. By the Rev, Henry Gauntlett. Wel- 

LL. A Sel, of Pa. & Hy... . St. Mary's Chapel, Bir- 
mingham, and St. James’ Chapel, asht Birmingham, 
1807, 

12. Select portions of Ps. from the New Version, Hy. 
and Anthems, Sung at the Pariah Church in Shiphed. 

Edited by Dr. T. Sutton, Vicar of Shef- Sheffield, 1807. 
field. tnd ed., 1816. 
* 13. Portions of Paalms..,. With Occasional Hys. 
Uttoxeter, sos. Included for use in Ashbourne Church. 

14. A Sel. of Ps. & Hys, By T.S., Rector of Sandford, 
Bucks, Buckingham, 140%, Edited by the Rev. T. . 
Scott. 

15. A Sel, from the New Version of Ps., Ind ed., to 
whick are added in the A, Pe 6 ae 
various cecasions not contained in the former edition, 
By R. Omerod. London, 1s09. 

16. Ps. & Hys. for Use of Bly Chapel. By J, Willcox. 
1808. 

17. Select Portions of Psalms and Hys, from Various 
Authors, &e. By J, Kempthorne. Las 1610. 

18. A Sel. of Ps, & Hys. for Public and Private Use. 
By T. Cotterill, Newcastle, fire, 1410-1415. 

19. A Sel. of Ps. & Hys., oc. By W. Whitelock, 

- Coll. of F & Hys., chiefly designed for the 20. A Coll, of Ps, s., chiefly ‘or the wae 
of Public Worship. (John Scott?) “Hull, ard ed., 
Tall. 

21. A Colt. Ps, & Hys. from Various Authors, 
chiehy desi for the Use of Public Worship. [C. 
Simeon ?] Cambridge, 7th ed., 1811. 

22. A Coll. of Hys, for Wrenbury Church, Cheshire. 
Chester, 1411. By G. Vaudrey. 

23, Ps, & Hys, for the Pariah Church of Greenwich. 
By J. L. + ge -). London, 181. 

24. A Sel. of Ps. & Hys. adapted to the Services of the 
Church, de. By J. H. Stewart, Lond, 1813. (Perey 
Chapel Coll.) Very popular. 

25. A Sel. of Ps. & Hye. from the New Version of the 
Church of gland and Others, &ce. By the Hon. 
Gerard T. Noel. London, 2nd ed., 1815; ed., 1420. 

26. Ps. d& Hye, By W. Harn. Ipswich, 1813, dnd 

27, Select Ps, & Hi sif~ Use of the Churches in 
Dudley, &ce. By “L. B.” Dudley. 3rd ed. with Sup- 
plement, 1813, 

28. A Sel. of Ps. @ Anthems. By W. Morgan. Brad- 
ford, 1815. 2nd ed., 1822. 

29. #6. & Hye. New Brentford, 1415. 
30. Portions of Ps., together with Hys., &c. By H. 

W. Wilkinson. Sudbury, 1416, 
a Ps. of David, as sung in Penrith Church. Pen- 

rith, 1516. 
32, Hys, & Anthems for the use of Ramagate Chapet. 

Ramagate, 1417. 
43, 2s, & Hys. for Pub, Worship, Wellington. 2nd 

ed,, 1817. 

34. Ps. & Hye, Sung in St. John the Baptist Chapel. 
Dock. Plymouth Deck, Grd ed., 1818, - “3 

35. Select Ps. & Hys. for the Use of the Parish Church 
af St. Botolph, Without Aldersgate, London. London, 
leis. 

36. A Sel. of Ps, & Hys. used in the Parish Church 
of RBarton-wnder-Necdwood, dc. Burton-upon-Trent, 
1s1s, 

37. A Sel. 4 Psd nr Jor Pub, & Private Use, de. 
By T. Cottertil. Sheffleld. sthed. ie19. This is the en- 
larged and suppressed edition. 

34. A Coll. of Hys. adapted to the Fasts & Pestivals 
of the Church of England. By E. N, Goymer. Ipawich, 
isd. 

39. Ps. & Hys. Selected & Revised for Public, Social, 
Family or Secret berotion, By J, Bickersteth, London, 
1819. Ind ed., 18245 Ath ed., 1932, 

40. A Sel. of Pa. & Hye, for Use in St. Alban's Abbey, 
St. Alban’s, 1420, 

41. A On, of Ps, & Hys, for Use in Burnley Church. 
Burnley, Lancashire, 1<20. 
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42. Sel. of Ps. & Hys. for Public Worship. Lond., 
T. Cadell, 1820, This is’ T. Cotterill’s oth ed., and is 
dedicated to the Archbishop of 

The places where these collections were pub. 
are instructive, as showing that the movement 
was — every part of the country. 
Whilst Basil Woodd and others issued their 
compilations in London, Charles Simeon pub- 
lished his at Cambridge. Thomas Cotterill 
began in Staffordshire and finished in Sheffield. 
Birmingham, Bradford, Burnley, Cambridge, 
Carlisle, Dudley, Greenwich, Hull, Ipswich, 
Kendal, New Brentford, Penrith, Plymouth, 
Ramagate, Sudbury, Wrenbury, and other 
towns had their representative books, cach dis- 
tinct in ite way, and all testifying to the in- 
creased interest taken in the use of hymna, 
Outside of London, Yorkshire and Stafford- 
shire were the greatest contributors, 

The books of this period are marked by 
features unknown to the older collections. In 
the infancy of the movement such congrega- 
tions as saw to use the collection of 
Madan, or Toplady, or De Courcy, or any 
other, did so without any question as to the 
legality of the use of hymns in the services of 
the Church. With the growth of the move- 
ment came also opposition thereto on this point, 
thereby causing many compilers to vindicate 
their position and proceedings by elaborate 
prefaces; or to stamp their work with quasi 
authority by a quotation from Queen Eliza- 
beth’s Injunctions to the Clergy, 1559, or by a 
formal dedication to the bishop of the diocese 
in which the book was published. This op 
sition reached its climax in 1819. In that 
year the 8th ed. of Cotterill’s Selection, a large 

k issued at a high price, called forth a 
storm of opposition on the part of his congre- 
gation at St. Paul's, Sheffield, upon whom he 
tried to foree the book. This opposition was 
strengthened by outside feeling, until nothing 
was left but an appeal to the Diocesan Court 
at York for a legal decision. Before the trial 
came on, Archbishop Harcourt sug a 
compromise to the effect that the Selection 
should be withdrawn, that another should be 
compiled, each hymn in which should be sub- 
mitted for his approval, aud that the work 
should be dedicated to him. This was done, 
and the result was A Selection of Psalms and 
Hymns for Public Worship. London. Printed 
for T, Cadell, in the Strand, 1820. For forty 
years this Sel. continued in use in numerous 
churches in the North of England.~ Cotterill’s 
fame, however, as a compiler is associated with 
the suppressed book of 1819. It did more than 
any other collection in the Church of England 
to mould the hymn-books of the next period ; 
and nearly nine-tenths of the hymns therein, 
and enct” & in the altered form given them by 
Cotterill, or James Montgomery who assisted 
him, are still in C. U. in G. Britain and 
America. A comparison of this edition with the 
seven editions which preceded it suggests that 
this honour is largely due to the sasistance | 
rendered by Montgomery. 

Another feature which was new to the hymn- 
books, waa the recognition of the fact that the 
Church of England used a Book of Common — 
Prayer, and that the hymn-book in use in the 
same Church should be a companion thereto, 
The three books which hold a prominent posi- | 

York. 
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tion in this respect are those by Basil Woodd, 
J. H. Stewart, and J. Kempthorne. Holy 
Baptism, Confirmation, the Saints’ Days, &c, 
are all provided for, and the hymns are eye 
tematically arranged under these reapective 
headings, But by far the —. portion of 
the collections were on the old lines witha 
little more system in their arrangement. The 
best of these was Cotterill’s suppreseed edition 
of 1819. Basil Woodd's book was the Hymnal 
Companion of its day. 

In the selection of Psalms during — 
the renderings of J. Merrick and I. Watts 
were very much favoured, those by Tate and 
Brady, possibly because they were bound up 
with the Book of Common Prayer, being spe- 
cially ignored. Contemporary writers of psalm 
versions shared the same fate, and no new names 
were added to the list of those whose produc- 
tions were embodied in the preceding period, 
except those of Basil Woodd in his own collec- 
tions. ‘I’. Cotterill, J. Cawood, J, D. Carlyle, Sir 
R. Grant, R. Heber, and W. Hurn, were the most 
notable of the hymn-writers of this period. 
With the exception of Grant and Heber these 
writers do not take high rank, 

iti. Third Period. 1821-1850. 
This period wae one of the most prolific in 

hymn-book compiling of any in the history of 
the Church of England. During the twenty 
years an average of over two distinct collec- 
tions came out every year. The highest num- 
ber was reached in 1833, when about ten 
collections were published within the twelve 
months, As most of the hymn-books published 
during this period are referred to in the anno- 
tations of hymns throughout this Dictionary, 
we subjoin a list, which, although not complete, 
ia yet sufficiently so for all practical purposes. 
From 1820-1830, we have :— 

1, A New Metrical Version of the Ps. of David with 
an Appendix o, & iTys, By Basil Woodd. 
Lond., 1821. Dedicated to the Lord Bishop of Durkam 

2. A Church of =p Pralm- Book, or Portions of 
the Paalter adapted by Selections from the N. and 0. 
Versions to the Service of the Extablished Church, dc. 
By the Rev. Rane Kennedy, a... Minister of St. 
Paul's Chapel, Birmingham. London, 1421. 12th od, 
1848. This book has running comments on various ex- 
pressions which occur in the psalms and hymns. 

3. wot Ra iTye. P Hg A 1823. This — 
many ymnes. Sets 3 were subsequently 
added, 4th ed., 1462, By E.G. Marsh. meen 

4. Psalms extracted, de... . Hya. for the principal 
Festivals, &c. (ist ed., 1806.) ie ed. Fiopham, 
1s24. (J. Venn. 

5. Psalms inal & Selected for Pub, Worship. 
George Mutter, 125. ey 1841. 

6. A Churchman’s Hymn &c. Derby, Mozley. 
Sth ed., 1826. 

7. Hymns, de. Bp. Heber, 1827; 4th ed., 1828; Lith 
ed., 1442; and later in England and India. 

&. Selection of Ps. & Hys., de. W. Nunn. Manches- 
ter, 1827, 3rd —— 

9. Ps, & Hye. Sel, arranged for Pub, Worthip. 
Charles Bradley. London, Is2s, Sf ? 
10. A Sel, of Ps, & Hys. for the Use of a Country Com- 

gregation, &c.: Clergyman. Basingstoke, 1524. 
. Pealmody. Compiled by a Clergyman's 

Family. London, 1829. This was of a distinctly 
lit tyre. 

12. A Sel. of nig a mM. Jor St. Mary's, Bryanston 
ware. » 1429, 

13. A Manual of Parochial Psalmody, T, Hartwell 

Archbishop of Canterbury.” Tt ban a long wet mths rbury.” It a and i 
ing Preface, and most elaborate ** Arrangements” of 
pealms and hymns, 

14, Three hundred and fifty portions of 
with a Coll, of Siz Hundred Hymns, dc. 
(Josiah Pratt's Coll.) 

Psalm... 
Lond., 1829. 
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The Pralmist. Henry and John Gwyther, Bir- 
mingham, 1s30. This contains many original hymns, 
also others new to the collections, It was not reprinted, 
but had some influence on later works, 
16. #8. 4 Hys. intended az a Su 

Version.  Isli . 1830. En in 1841. By the 
Rev. Daniel W m. It was for many years the favourite 
Erangelial hymn-book in North tooton and district. 
Much of this ay ee arose from the 1#41 ed. borrow- 

to the New 

ing extensive rom Lyte. 
i. 4 Church Hf. Bk, Being a Collection of Ps. & 

, 1825. [By the Rev. Philip Gell.) 
~~ A . of Fs. 
Wrhtp. Belper, 1825. 

The most important of theese was Pratt's 
Coll, 1829, mot for its own intrinsic merits, 
ver for apy marked influence which it had 
apn later Compilations in G. Britain: but 
because of the great number of hymns which 
itwupplied to American hymn-books published 
during the MEXt twenty years. In these books 
marly all the hymns are of the old-fashioned 
typ, and are arranged in the order of ay oar 
with little OF MO provision for the minor festi- 
vale of the Church, Bp, Heber’s Hymna, 
1827, were @12 psec, not only in the value 
of the hymns supplied and their arrangement, 
but also in adding the name of H. H. Milman 
to the roll of hhymn-writera, and increasing 
oe "aot tc uae @ sacred poet. 4 os by Ge Mlowhne 52 O the list is augmented 

L Paid Wy*. for - 
Bethe. Th sigan 
MT 

«> Hye. ‘ the Rev. John Wakesei. By the 

Private (we. 1831. W. 
©s€ are all original. The Indz ed. sa print, 

2 Church Qnd Flome Psalmody, &e. T. J. Judkin. Lond. 183. ALL origrirsad compositions b y Judkin. En- el of. isa? Dedicated tw * Thomas, Lord Bishop 

xin Ave. Efugh Stowell. Manchester, 1331 
eae ay pas Sclitecd by his sons A Se. of Hy, Be. 
eer face ms Sor Festivals, te. Thomas Mor- 
hymns for pad pdt This contains some original 

Et ran through several editions. 
a fh nen, £8. Sor Pub. Worship. Preston, 
Leyland, Preston 2STi. By Mr. Baldwin, Vicar of 

6. 4 Companion to 
the Book. London collect rayer , » 1892. 

5 wih @ fives 4 Byytans for each Sunday (On the 
Epistle; and on the © OM the same for Evening; on the 
ftom Bp. Mant's ra Fos pre]. Hymns for Saints’ Days 
&e., ‘and from J. Kebb 424 teal Notices of the Apostles, 
into congregational tend S © Rristian Year, were brought 
from this took waa pose tarough this book. A Selection 

. _ b. the same year. 
1833. Complled by ¢ bees re som Hys., &e. Greenwich, 

Rott. Rev. John Shepherd, Minister 
aa pel of Ease w Lewisham, It 

B.A Sel. of Ps. & Ze <<liter 
Witterforce. Lan vs 

By the Rev. 

of tye eR of Lincoln.” 
, > ME tw Ose, de. Lire 

: ° 2 Re and or 
: + ©comprising the Rook of Ps. 

ld, 1 Soe-_ - ranks, Vicar of Hadders- 

ter of Richmond (Yorks.). 
rose rapsaterac pe tao eac 
mons founded chiefly on 

anda Gospels for each Sunday in 
bf 
¥#~ £2 Be tesed in Belgrave Chapel, 

a 
Church of Baot | aye. e<2ez pte ‘ 

iv ided ce 1 send. “ Leede’ 1853. Ths ts 
siditiceal by m= 4 or en=e Psalter. a byimas 

y= Spec Fraonth. re are a 
8 A Oall, of Py pee Oecasions and Frivate Use. 

_-~_« Lfor) High Wycnnte, 
Ww iiss, High Wycombe. 
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17. Ps, Hys. & Spiritual 4, &e., by Rev. E. D, 
Jackson, author of “ The Crucifixion,” and other Poems, 
Manchester, 1833. 
an The Spirit of the Pealms, H. F. Lyte. Lend, 

19. The Weston Hymn Book, Lond., 1834. This was 
compiled by the Misses Harrison, of Weston, Sheffield, 
Weston House is now the Public Museum of Sheffield. 
J. Montgomery assisted in compiling, contributed to, 
and revised the proofs of this collecthon. 

20. Ps. it Hys. for Pub., Private & Social Worship, 
H. V. Elliott. Lond., 1835. Dedicated to the * Lord 
Bishop of Chichester.” 
co Hys, for Sundays & Festivals. H. Alford. Lond., 

22, A Sel. of Ps, & ys. 'y adapted for Pub. 
Worship according to the Se of the daurch ay 
England, Edward Davies and John A Baxter. Lend., 
3rd ed., 1835. Dedicated to “Henry, Lord Bishop of 
Lichfield and Coventry,” and very extensively used, 

23, Ps. & Hys. Adapted to the Services the Church 
of England. London, 1836. W. J. and known 
asthe “ Mitre H. Bk.” to “Charles James, 
Lord Mabop of London.” 

24. A Sel, of Pe. & Hymns extracted from Various 
Authors, dc. ney hew and stereot: edition, 1843, 

25. Christian Pealmody. Liverpool, is37, Compiled 
b A nig Clergymen of Liverpool, and reached to 13 

tions. 
26. Ps. & Hymne for Divine Service, dc. By the 

Rev. Roger Carus Wilson, Vicar of Preston, cian, 
1837. Dedicated to “* Joba Bird, Lord Bishop of Chester.”” 
2. A Sel. of Ps. & Hys., adapted chiefly to Pub. 

Worrhip... . the Church of England, Jotn ieorge 
intster of Christ Ciurch, Birmingham, ty BAL, 

| and Prebendary of Lichfield. Birmingham, 1537. 
a. Ps. & Myt. Original and Selected, J. Holt 

Sim 1437. From the ©. and N. V., together with 
trs. by Bp. Mant, J. Chandler, and 1. Williams, Hymns 
from the British Magazine first came inte U, U. througia 
this collection, 

29. A Sl, of Ps, & Hys. adapted to the Ure of the 
Church of St, Margaret, Westminster, By, H. H. Mil- 
man. Laond., 1637. 

30, Psalmody for the Church; A Coll, of Pa. & Hys. 
arra for Public Worship in the Churches and 
Cha throughout the Reetory of Bath, &., 1808. This 
was edited b rae ye a rue 
3h. A Coll. of Hys. for Pub, Worship. J. urs 

ney, Lutterworth, 1638. 
32, A Sel af Ps. & Hys. for Pub. Worship, Kirkby 

Lonsdale. [Carus Wilson family.) Dedicated to “ John 
Bird, Lord Bishop of Chester,” by “the Editors.” The 
12th ed. is dated Isis. 

33. A Book af General Psalmody. William Carus 
Wilson. Kirkby Lomadale, txa4, 2nd ed., 1442. This 
beok contains much new tatter taken in many instances 
from current nes, 

34, A Sel of Ps, & Hys, Norwich, 1434, This was 
for some time the authorized book of the Diocesr, 

35, The Church ef Bagland Hymn Hook, DT, K. 
Drummond, and K. Greville. Edinburgh, 1538, 
Dedicated To the Archbishops and Bishops of the 
Established Church of England and Ireland.” 

36, Ps. & Hos. for Rugby Parish Church, 
1839. Edited by the Rev, H. J. Buckoll. 

37. Ps. & Hys. W. Vernon Harcourt. 
Dedicated to bis father the Archbishop. 

38. 2s, & Hys, for the Ise of the Church at Accring- 
ton. By Rev. J. Hopwood, Incumbent. Accring- 
ton, Ls40. 

39. Pe. & Hys, Selected and adapted to the purposes 
of Pub. Worship. By Rev, E. Scobell, Incumbent of St. 
Peter's, Vere Street; and Evening Lecturer of the 
Parochial Church, St. Mary-le-Bone. 4th ed., 1840, 

40. Ps, db Hys. adapted lo the Services of the Church 
according to the ute af the United Church of England 
& Ireland; and also to Private Reading. Derigned to 
incorporate thase Metrical Versions of Pealme, and those 
Hymns (above 400) which have received Royal, Archies 

¥ , and Episcopal Sunction, Hy the Rev, Jere+ 
miah Smith, M4. Vicar af Long Ruckby, Northampton- 
shire, and Prebendary of Lichfield. London, c, 1440, 
6th ed., i8Gt, The mode adopted in the compiling of 
this book antici to some extent that which guided 
Bishop Bickersteth in editing the Hymnal Companion, 
1470, The first sought out “Royal, Archlepiscopal, 
awl E " sanction; the second, the use made of 
bymos by former editors. 

Of these collections the most noticeable were 
Stowell’s, 1831; Bathurst's book, 1831; Bick- 
ersteth's, 1833; Lyte's, 184; Elliott's, 1835; 

Rugby, 

York, 1840. 
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and the Mitre, 1836. Stowell’s book follows 
the order of Common Prayer in its broader 
features, bet did not provide for the minor 
festivals. With additions by his son it is still 
in use. Bathurst's book was entirely bis own 
composition, as was also the Spirit of the 
Psalma, by Lyte; and both were important, 
not as hymn-books, but as fresh stores of ori- 
ginal compositions. Bickersteth’s collection 
was a great success, It was very much an 
imitation of Cotterill’s suppressed edition of 
1819; but upon broader lines, and a some- 
what different arrangement. His texts show, 
when altered from the vel a that he was 
lurgely indebted to Cotterill, Toplady, and the 
Wes. H. Bk. His researches in hymnody 
were beyond anything before attempted in a 
collection for congregational use in the Church 
of England, and, especially in the enlarged 
edition of 1841, partook in this respect largely 
of the character of the heat modern hymn-books. 
His ascriptions of authorship given in the in- 
dex are eres | correct with regard to the 
leading writers; but with the more obscure he 
is often in the wrong. Notwithstanding that 
it lacked the rich productions of later writers, 
it was the best Evangelical hymn-book of the 
Chureh until “compiled anew,” as Psalms and 
Hymns based on Christian Psalmody, in 
1858; and then entirely superseded by the 
Hymnal Companion of 1870-76, both works 
being by his son, Dr. Bickersteth, Bishop of 
Exeter. Elliott's collection, 1835, was another 
Evangelical book of some importance. Its 
chief historical interest lies in the fact that it 
was mainly the channel through which Mar- 
tin Madan's altered text of Watts, Wesley, 
and others, came into modern hymnals; and 
that in it some of his sister Charlotte's finest 

luctions were given to the Church. Hall's 
itre was a book of another kind, and con- 

tained a greater proportion of original hymns 
than any collection then in use, fifty being 
by E. Osler alone. It was the outcome of 
suggestions and complaints against existing 
collections made to him as Editor of the Chris- 
tian Remembrancer. The Psalms were grouped 
together as in the older books; and the hymns 
were arranged in the order of the Book of 
Common Prayer, with the omission of all the 
Saints’ Days, and Morning and Evening hymna. 
It bad the repute of being “High Ciureh”; 
a most unaccountable reputation in tle face of 
these omissions. Its psalme and hymns, ex- 
cept in one or two instances, never exceeded 
four stanzas, and the trxts, except in the new 

mns, were the most mutilated in existence. 
ith all these drawbacks it attained to a cir- 

culation of four million copies. Possibly its 
i rita by anil dedication to Dr. Blomfield, 

ishop of London, had much to do with this 
success, 

The number of hymn-books put forth during 
this period, together with the increase of writers 
and new compositions, testities most emphati- 
eally and eloquently of the growth of religious 
life throughout the Chureh. Services were 
becoming brighter and more animated and 
cheerful, and a stronger and healthier life was 
manifesting itselt on every hand. The law- 
anit instituted ayainst Cotterill in 1819, and 
the suppression of his book, Lad also pointed 
out a danger on the one hand to which com- 
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pilers had to give heed, whilst the dedication 
of his revised book of 1820, “To the Most 
Reverend Edward Lord Archbishop of York,” 
indicated the remedy om the other. Omitting 
the Welsh dioceses, these dedications included 
the two Archbishops and most of the Bis 
of the Provinces of Canterbury and York. 
The remedy was found in these episcopal im- 
primaturs. bea ail these circumstances LAs 
not surprising to the use of hymns spread- 
ing rapidly throughout the Church; but it is 
curious to read in the preface of the Bungay 
Ps, & Hys., 1836, 'The position of sitting, too 
common in our gations, admits of no de- 
fence,” and to find the statement fullowed by 
an argument in defence of standing during the 
singing of the hymns. This protest waa re- 
peated in various collections of this period, but 
1s not found later on. 

From 1840 to 1850 the hymn-books pub- 
lished included ;— 

1. Sel, Hys, including Ve Peal de., wide eaten 7 Pa 
2. Mys, Sel. for the Use of the Weaver Churches. 

Sandbach, 1541. 2nd ed., 1845. Dedicated w * Jobn 
Bird, Lord Bishop of ” 

3. Hys. Sel. for the Parish af Sandbach, By the Rev, 
J. La . bach, 1841. Contains several of J, 
Chandler's tra. from the Latin, and also originals by the 
editor. This fs the same book as the preceding, adapted 
by the Editor for use in bis own pert. 

wc ed a eat at 
vals, dc. By the Rev, 8, Rowe, w.a., Vicar of Crediton, 
ety . ee i s 

throughout the Year, 1. Lo “i 

1844. Many inal bytans . 
7. Introits — Collect Hys. A. Brown. Lond.,, 1845. 
8. Original Ps. & Hys. Jor the Cue of Churches. By 

Nathaniel Meeres. 1846. 
9. Hys. for the Pasts & Festivals, ferwed for the Use 
Sa Stephen's, Camden Town. Camden Town, 1946. 
its beck: repvneueed sume of the Saints’ Days bymns 

from G. Wither's Hys, & Songs of the Church, 1623. 
10. A Set. of Hye, for Pub, and Private Use, de. T. 

M. Fallow. London, 1447. 
ll. Ps. & Hyt, Original & Selected, de. Richard 

Or As ay, wt Spl ©. 8 12, A Set, s, Sy . y 
Hird, Gainsborough, 1448, The 16 hymns in the Sap- 
plement are by the Editor. 

13, Ps. & Hys. Sel. and revived for Pub. Worrki 
with several Originals, By the Rev. James Kelly, M.A. 
Minister of St. Peter's —_—— Chapel, Queen's Square, 
St. r Park. r 2s a 

14. Introits & . for Use Margaret St. Chapel, 
wp. (1849). This developed into ys. & Introtts. 1552. 

15. Ps. & Hys. for the Sanct , Pumily Altar, and 
Closet. By the Rev. John C. Miller, w.a., Rector of 
St. Martin's, Birmingham. Lond., 1848. 

16, Church Hymns, or Hys. for the Sundays, Festivals 
and other Seasons of the Ecclesiastical Year as 
in the Church of England. Compiled with an Introduc- 
tion by Henry Stretton, M.a., Oxon., Per Curate 
of Hixon, Diocese of Lichfield, Lond., 1850. This 
collection has a long and good Introduction, and draws 
gp from J. Chandler's and [. Williams's tre. from 
the tn. 

17. Hys. for the Services of the Church, arranged 
according to the Seasons and —- of the Christvan 
Year, London, 1850. This collection consists alunost 
entirely of frs. from the Latin by J. Chandler, Bp. 
Mant, and I, Williams, It was compiled by the Rev. 
com Oldknow, of Holy Trinity, Bordesley, Birming- 

ma 
18. A Hymn Book for the use of Churches & Chapels. 

London, 1350, Contains Introtts and tra, from the Latin, 
especially those by E. Caswall, 

19. The Hook of Common Praise. London, 1850. 
20. A Sel. af Ps. &@ Hys. By the Rev. H, K. Cornish, 

Vicar of Bakewell, Derbyshire. London, 1450. 

The only book in this group which had any 
influence of im ce upon later collections 
waa that by Alford, 1844, and this arose prin- 
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cipally through his original compositions in- 
cluded therein. 

These twenty years were not only fruitful 
in writers and hymin-books; but during 
the later half of this period a new departure 
in ypriape! took place which has revolution- 
iad the whole system of hymn-writing and 
hymn~-book pigs ahivs Christian = 
ve grilually raising the poetical stan , 
ad awakening rewewed rf te in the Book 
Common Prayer, and the Fasts and Festi- 
vals of the Cliurch, when that interest was 
intusified by the Tracts for the Times, the 
controversies which arose therefrom, and, from 
atymnelogical point of view, by the transla- 
timsof Latem lh ynans from the Roman Breviary 
by Dr. (pow Cardinal) Newman, Bp. Mant, 
W.J. Copeland, FE. Caswall, and others; and 
from the Parts Ireviary, by L Williams and 
JChundler, These ations were a new 
rveltion to the Church, which dazzled some 
aud grieved Others. pon the hymn-books of 
this period they came too late to have more 
thinamodified effect, in the next they moulded 
— influenced all, 

w lading Church writers and translatora 
of this period were :_ 
H. Alf W .H, Bathurst, J. Chandler, 
1 ort, J. Amstioe, 

WJ, Copeland, Mise Cox, J. Edmeston, ©, Elliott and 
family, W. H. Hav eter members of her er Bis 

F. Lyte, Bp. Mant, H. fim Saitmase Heber, J. Keble, Hi. 
Ir. Newman (before he sec }, E. Osler, H. Stowell, 
1 Williams, J- HL. Gurney, and others. 

w. Fourth Period. 1851-1860. 

rare see Roe Published during these ten 
i BY respects widely different 
plarpe vig toany that preceded them, or that 
in iteelf, ve Althougch each book was distinet 
parative yet they may be grouped with com- 
the Lati pan he ‘work of transkting from 
Sistead an Yed in the former period by Bp, 

y Vigour ame uccess, especia| W. J. _ M. Neale, 7 D. Chambers and 

} 2OnM8 from German 
pet nite and EX. J. Buckoll, 1342, wore 
Misa lett by A. T. Ruseell, R. Massie, 

and Miss Winke 22, 2 eF sister, Mrs. Findlater, 
English sources, orth. En addition to purely 
accumulating « pvaltin Ble material was thus fast 

5; material which on the one hand 
#@Fcient use, and on the 

im use in the Church 
iter, and in all hone o>, im some cases alto- 

Lati a ve t extent, 
of a higher et Cormmmanz, and to new hymns 

and ores de rs 
finite Church tone, 

wrially by the Chute 2Ction was aided ma- 
2) Periodical gree < 

Portant being the 
chronslogicalle Pee rish Church Choir. 

Y Chae books issued during 

> “22 @Pe ig. Sel, for sme of 
J. HG ~_ 25352" C. Baring, T.G Urey, own - 5 ng, T. Gar- 
ection, Ry known as the Mary- 

OF St. Sohn the Ba, 
cf ed., 1462. of 
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3, The Hymnal Noted, 1852 and 1854, 
4. 2, & Hys, for the use of Rugby Parish Church, 

1431, (J, Moultrie.) Contains several srtnes: It 
was based upon the collection made by H. J, Buekoll 
for the same Church in 1839. 

5. Ps. & Hys., partly Original, Partly Selected for 
the Use of the Churchof England. By A, T. Russell, 
&ec,, 1461, This colhectton is eepecially noticeable for ita 

“ ane for U he Bnglish ‘sh 6. A for Use in the English Church, 1852, 
(F. H. Murray.) This is sometimes known as Mozley’s 
Hymnal, from the Publisher, and again as Murray's 
Hymnal from the Editor, It was withdrawn in 0461 in 
favour of H. A. & M. 

7. The Church Hymn & Tune Book, By W. J. Blew, 
1852. Principally fre, from the Latin. 

#. The ish Hymnal,or a Hy. Bk, for the Ure of 
the Church af England, d&e. Lond, Parker, 1852. 
Snd ed., 1456; 3rd, 1461. This is James A. Jobnston’s 
iymnet. Most of the tra. from the Latin are by the 

or. Those in the latter editions differ materially 

a py ndays & Hol of the Ch 9. Hys. for Su ive & wv Days of ti “rch 
England. By J. R. Woodford (q. v.j, 1852. and 

1» 1586. 
10. Hys, & Introits, By W. U. Richards, 1852, 1453, 

1861. 
ti. Aya. S&S. P. C.K. 1352, enlarged as Pe. & Ays., 

1855; Ist Appendiz, 1663; 2nd, 1869. Superseded by 
Church Hymna, (71. 

12. The Church Hymnal. Lond., J, Whitaker, 1452. 
It was “issued in the first instance in fascicull, and 
used in the Charebes of the Editors,” the Rev. William 
Cooke, and the Rev, William Denton, "that the prin. 
mt on which it was based, and the hymns it contained, 
m 

of 
ed 

ht be tested by experience,” It was pub. in 2453, 
ed. 1455, and had a large cirenlation. 5; Supple. 

ments were added, in some instances by others, for local 
use, The altered texts, and they are not few, are mainly 
by Canon Cooke, 

13, A Sel. of Ps. & Hys., — Jor the Public 
Services of the Church of Bagland. By the Rev, C. 
Kemble, Lond., 1-53. This collection was used exten- 
sively for many years. In 1873 it was superseded by 
The New Church H. Bk. by the same Editor. 

14 Ps, & Hys. for Public Worship. By the Rev. J. 
F. Thrupp, bridge, 1853: 2nd ed, undated and a 

t only, This work contains a great number of 
by the Editor, 

15. Hys. of the Catholic Church. Stratford-on-Avon, 
1853, 

16. Hys. for the (se of St. John the Baptist, Oxford, 
1854. "Kid consti was issued as The Terace a oe 
in 1866, and as The Parockial H, Bk., 1866. 

It. The Church Psalter & H. Bk, dee. Bb 
W. Mercer. Lond., 1454, 1460; rearranged 
1664. 

18. Prd . for the Use of the Church of England 
at Home and in the Colonies. Rev. JW. . 1aS4. 

19, Pa. & Hys., compiled by the Rev. T. B. Morrell 
and the Rev. W. W. How. 1854; enlarged ed., 1364; 
Supplement, 1867. 

20, Symmetrical Pralmody ; or, Portions the Pe. 
and other Scriptures, translated into Met Stansas 
with corre ing accents in corresponding Verses for 
Musical Use, By the Rev. W. V. Harcourt. Lond, 
1855. One of the most curious and eccentric books 
known to — 

21. A Church iter & Hymnal, &e. By the Rev. 
E. Harland, 1455: Supplement, 1863; followed by an 

edition, undated, and a second Supplement io 
1876. 

22. A Hymn Book for the Services of the Church and 
Jor Private Reading. Oxford & Lond., 1455; 2nd ed, 
1857; 4th, enlarged, 1867. This is the Rev. [ease 
Ga Smith's collection, and to it be contributed 
several originals. 

23. Hys. for Use in Church. By the Rev. H, W. 
Burrows, 1555, Late Fellow of St. Jobn's, Oxford, 

the Rev. 
xford ed., 

24, Ps. & Hys. for Pub. & Social Worship. By the 
Rev. E. Walker, Vicar of Cheltenbam, 1455. To this Dr. 
Walker added an Appendix; and the Rev. C. D, Bell 
a second Appendiz, in lst. This is known as the 
Cheltenham (Coll, It contains a great number of 
~ by by Plymouth Brethren writers, including those 
of Dr. Walker's brother-in-law, J. G. Deck. 

25. Ps. Hys, for the Sanctuary, Family-Altar, and 
Closet, Sel. by the Rev, John C. Miller, p.n., Rector 
of St. Martin's, Rirmingbam, 1556. (Later ed. of No, 15 
on p. 336, il.) 

26. A fommon Prafter, 1456, Compiled by the Rev, 
Wiliam Harrison, s.a., Oxford, 1292. Sometime Rector 
of Birch, Colchester, and Hon, Canon of Rochester, 

Z 
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21. The Winchester Church H. Bk. Winchester and 
London, 1457. 

2a. The Salisbury H. Bk, Edited by Earl Nelson, 
1867. 

29, Hys, for the Church of land, Lond., 1857. 
This is the Rev. T. Darling’s collection, It was en- 
jarged and altered several times. The latest ed. is 1887. 

30. Words of the Congregational Hymn & Tune Book, 
1x57. This was subsequently revised and iseued as 
The Hymnal. By the Keo. KR. R. ¢ 1462. 

a1. Ps. & Hys, based on the Christian Psalmody, &c. 
1x54, This is the Rev. E. H. Bickersteth'’s revision of 
his father’s collection of 1833. 

32, Hys. for the Use of a Parish Church. Honiton, 
1859. By Rev. J. F. Mackarness, Rector of Honiton, 
1855-1869; Bp. of Oxford, Isto. 

33. Hys. for the Christian Seasons. —_ 
1ab4. tet by the Rev. R. T. Lowe, Lea, Lin- 
colnshire, 

34. Ps, & Hys. Sel. for Pub, Worship in the Church 
of England, Bedford, 1859. 

35. The Shilling H. Bk, 1859. By the Rev. W. 
Stone, Vicar of St. Paul's, Haggerston, 

36, Ps. & Hye, for Pub. oiging « one Rev. Ht. H. 
Wyatt, sometime Incumbent of Holy Trinity Chapel, 
Brighton, and in 1446 Rector of Conington, Peterborough. 

37, A Church Hymnal for Parochial Use, 1859. 
34, The Divine Hymnal. .t Coll. of Hys, of Direct 

Homage for the Use of the Church. By A. K. B. G[ran- 
ile), 1880. 

. ro Hys, and Anthems for the Services of the Church. 
1860, 

40. Hys. for Pub. Worship, By the Rev. A. Wolfe. 
1860. y Margaret Preacher at Cambridge in that 
year, and in 1857 Rector of Fornham All-Saints, Bury 
St. Edmunds, “ = ae 

41. go Pub. — and Private Devotion (in 
use at 8. I's Church, Bristol), a A. H.W. 
(Arthur Hawkins Ward, of Pembroke College, Cam- 
bridge, B.A., 1455.) Bristol, 160. 

42, Hys. for Pub, Worship, &c. Cie. 1866, Rev, W. 
Knight. Sometime Secretary of the Church Miss. Soc., 
and in 1887 Rector of Pitt Portion, Tiverton. 

43. Parochial Pealter and H, Hook. By J. Robinson, 
1s60. 

This list shows that one or two editora, as 
Kemble, repeated the old order of things, whilst 
others, aa in the case of Dr. Oldknow and the 
Hymnal Noted, went to the other extreme, the 
first in almost, and the second in entirely 
hgnosing English bymos. The middle course 
adopted by the majority were of two types, 
the one where English and tra. from the 
Latin, with here and there a tr. from the 
German, were the rule, as in Murray's Hym- 
nal, 1852, and the Cooke and Denton Church 
Hymnal, 1853; and the second, where the 
proportions of Latin and German were re- 
versal, as in A, T. Russell's Pe, & Hye., 
1851, and Mercer's Ch. Psalter and H. Bk., 
1854. Of all these collections issued durin 
this period, at its close, in popularity an 
extensiveness of use Mercer's took the lead, 
This period was also marked by a some- 
what strict adherence in the arrangement of 
the hymns to the order of the Book of Com- 
mon Prayer; by the introduction of the printing 
of the words and the music together; and by 
the almost entire discontinuance of dedications 
to the Bishops. ‘The translators and original 
writers of this period include : 

J. M. Neale, W. J, Mew, J. A Jolnston, J. R. Wood- 
ford, W. Cooke, J. F. Thrapyp, W. Mercer, W. W. How, 
bE. Harland, 1. G. Smith, T. Darling. E. H. Bickersteth, 
A. K. 1. Granville, Earl Nelson, J. Keble, and others, 

vy. Fifth Period. Hymne Ancient and Modern, 
LS6L. 

The state of matters hymnological at the 
close of the last period was somewhat chaotic, 
Blew’s admirable collection was a dead letter. 
The Hymnal Noted lad an exceedingly limited 
circulation, Collections of the type of Mur- 
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ray’s Hymnal, and the Cooke & Denton seleo- 
tion were too much alike to ensure success to 
either. Mercer's held on ita way triumphantly: 
whilst Kemble with others of the same school, 
as Cotterill, Bickersteth, Carus Wilson, the 
Pe. & Hys. of E, H. Bickersteth, Stowell, the 
8. PLC. K. Ps. & Hys., and a host of others 
(enumerated above) were in use in more than 
two-thirds of the chapels and churches of the 
Church of England. Outside of the hymn- 
books much hymnological work had aleo been 
done, notably by Dr. Neale, with the Latin; 
A. T. Russell, Miss Cox, R. Massie, Miss Borth- 
wick, Miss Winkworth, and others with the 
German; and Alford, Keble, Churton, Mr. 
Alexander, Mrs. Toke and others, too numerous 
to name, in original compositions, At the open- 
ing of this period those who favoured the Hya- 
nal Noted fine of hymnody were content to let 
their work alone. The other extreme, having 
the command of nearly three quarters of the 
parishes in the land, were also satistied with 
what they had done. It was with the inter- 
mediate party of the Murray, Hymns and 
Introits, and Cooke and Denton school that 
the greatest difficulty was found. The ditfi- 
culty, however, was the mother of a magniti- 
cent success, The leaders in this movement 
saw that a large mags of Churchmen were 
prepared, through the hymnological work of 
the former period, for something hymnological 
of a moderate, definite, and popular character, 
and on the new lines which cireumstances had 
been shaping for some five and twenty years 
On the understanding that several books then 
in uae were to be withdrawn in favour of a new 
work, a syndicate of the holders of the copy- 
rights of those hymn-books, and others in- 
terested in hymnology, was formed, and in 
1859 the trial copy,of the new adventure was 
distributed amongst its su ers. It bore 
the simple title Hymns. It consisted of 150 
compositions, 121 of which were old and in 
other collections. Of the remaining 9, 5 were 
translations by the Compilers and 4 were new 
original hymns. The note which accompanied 
these Hymne indicated the object of the collec- 
tion and its use, and explains the absence of all 
sacramental and most festival hymns :— 

“ These hymns are printed for temporary use, and 6 
aspecimen, still open to revision, of the Hyman Book 
now in course of preparation by a committee of Clergy- 
men, the publication of which bas been postponed te Ad- 
vent, L46u. Some of these hymns, such as Bishop Kens 
thorning and evening bymns, will ultimately be given 
more fully; and of some only the first Lines are new 
inserted for want of apace. The book will probably 
contain about 360 hymns; ample provision being made 
for Raptism, Confirmation, Holy Communion, Saint 
Days, Harvest Festivals, School Feasts, Funerals, Fast 
and Thanksgiving Days, Missions, Ac... . Any suger 
tions will be gladly received LA the Secretary of tle 
Committee, the Kev. Sir Henry Williams Baker, Bart 

When the book was published in 1861 © 
Hymns Ancient and Modern, 18 of the li 
hymns in this trial copy were omitted, and 
others were more or less altered. ‘The worh 
(uot counting parts) contained 273 hymns 
these 132 were from the Latin, 10 from th 
German, 119 were English, and already in use 
and 12 were new original hymns, Of th 
142 from the Latin, 116 were altered, 33 beins 
from Neale, 29 from Chandler, 17 from Cae 
wall, 11 from I. Williams, and the rest fron 
about a dozen translators. Sir H, W. Bake 
contributed 6 new translations, the Compilers 5 
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1. Works on Hymnody.—The contributions 
from the German were by Miss | of Dr. Neale, Mra. Charles, and others to hym- 

‘okworth, Miss Cox, and Sir H. W, Baker, 9 nological history during the former period, and 
Paste aod lnew (by Sir Henry). Of the | the spirit of ieauity created by the publica- 

hymna, 92 were old hymns altered, 26 | tion of H. A. & 
ld hymns pot altered, 

tomy me ence The ne ’ also new, b 

therefor, cn ut in the 

1 from the 

© alterations of the : hb es - translations were main! 
Roane Compilers; but those of the English 
former Prd inherited for the most part from 

10 new hymns by Sir 

new, and the doctrinal stand- 
was below several of the h ymn-books | 1 

were followed by numerous 
ine articles, pamphleta, and worke of 

Mr. Whiting (much al- | various designa and degrees of excellence both 
Mr. Chatterton Dix. | within the Church and amongst Nonconfor- 
k was represented, | mists, as Mr. Biggs’s Annotated H. A. & M., 

11 translations from the Latin, | 1867; his Anglish Hymnody, 
German, and 12 original hymns, | other Churches; Dr. Littledale’s and’ Dr. 

and his Senge of 

Neale’s trs. from the Greek with accompany- 
ing notes; the Lyrus of Mr. Orby Shipley; 
translations from the German by Miss Wink- 

Nothing in the arrangement | worth, Mise Borthwick and others; original 
compositions by various persons; the hymno- 

cal researches of D. Sedgwick, Josiah 
otk: ing had Bone aa about which little or | Miller (Singers and Songs of the Church), and 

much lauded, ix nstituted, should have been so 
48 astoundi that it should 

paralion eres ch abused. fis succes esa 
@ Wee history of hymnology, 
arose 

was published jo, ™2y 

and it 

we pledged thereto. 
adopted fora book of the most happ 

: m . 
things old iy P&#Sing over the Church, and} 2 C 

eee PTimitive were esteemed of | The 

Old way of thinking, 
collection ld flavour. To get, there- 

: , Of “Hymns Ancient and 
thecrance Pod to gratir. y 
that was old }, 1¢ fact that everything therein 
houses years nd been at the threshold of their 
in the ‘title fore. ‘The one word Ancient 

i al ® meagician’s wand, The 
SO am clement of success of no 

res The title of the book was 
Tactive: anj  "eBters, but the music was 

Chure), of ky 2 <i dition toa vast sale in the 
4 large numb tPa. it soon fo 
Where asa tent CHa poeta in Enyland and else- 
collections, 7° f= solely for use with other 
tion not twey,* ozexa years from its publica- 

thous, hyrzarass is given therein were 
where at the sunt ef ehurches and chapels, 
vee ee sUng ||” tixaes xact twenty tunes therein 

ot, tlre exsaxme places of public 
Men, °F, sezaeZ that not the least, im- 

Of Etes  seexccess was the abuse 
hymno] Party 
th Reg) 
which, Astount! 
tention Mey j ting 
have me? a waited 

of peophetitey S whe 

2y_corn it. A altogether 
‘Pirit «>f those attacks, the 

oes <of” the critica was some- 
Ftrxt #t helped the cause 

te> 3 Fa inaer, and drew at- 
Cian Evert for them, would 

the hyn, 4 Pape Publ; Bola 2 62-1897. 
in of r Weer Fas which followed 

—_—F_ < - Bl. were, omitting 

, . Ww Fa eta Fe were numerous: “lection 2a Ning Make = 
be a TS wre SB. Lew 3 eclitions of 

‘> oe ewan -£th, Independent 

2 Were beginning to long for | which 

== 221, Collections not | son. 

That a collection of | Major Crawford in England, and Dr. Hatfield, 
Professor Bird, and others in America: the 
later works on Latin hymns of Daniel, Mone, 
Wackernagel, &., in Germany; and the re- 

Wotts | printe of the Miseals of Sarum, York, St. 
- 4k. alone excepted. This | Andrews and Hereford, &e., and the Latin 

A causes, The book | Hymns of the Anglo-Sazon Church ; these pub- 
wal of others wp et tancously with the with- | lications and many besides in Great Britain, 

i hich had been its forerunners, Germany, and America, produced a wealth of 
ately adopted by many of | material and an accuracy of text which were 

Its | unknown to the Compilers of H. A. & M. in 
éver | 1861, and became available to them and othera 

A great wave of religious | in after years, 
lections net for Congregational use.— 

leading works of this kind, and those 
bad the greatest influence upon the 

and | books published after H. A. d& M. were :— 

1. Lyra Bacharistion: Hyt, & Verses on the Holy 
Communion Ancient & Modern, with other Poems. \ 864. 

this longing, in utter | By the Rev. Orby Shipley, enlarged 1s64. 
2. Lyra Messianica: Hys, & Verses om the Life af 

Christ, Ancient and Modern, With other Poems, 1864, 
‘The same Editor, 

3, Lyra Mystica, 
4. The Hook of Praise, from the beat English Hymn 

Writers, Nel, and Arranged by Koundell Palmer, 1962, 
3rd ed, enlarged, 1567. 

5. Lyra Kritannica, A Collection of British Hymns 
inted from the Genuine Texts, With Biographical 

sketches af the Hymnowwriters, By the Rev. Charles 

1965, The same Editor. 

ite way into | Bogers.tt.p., 1867. This was not a Church of England 
work ; but it assisted materially in restoring the original 
texts of Church of England bymns. 

These works contribute much in many ways 
in furthering the interest of English Hymnody, 
the Book of Praise, expecially, in drawing 
attention to the incomplete texts of most 
hymn-books, and supplying the original read- 
ings, and the Jyras in furnishing truslations 
from various sources, 

3. Supplements, New Editions of Old Rooke, 
&c. These supplements and reprints included 
the following :— 

1, An Appendix to the Hymnal Notel. By TY. J. 
Rall. Ist ed., 1562, 213 bymne and 2 litanles; tnd et, 
1863, 343 bymne; rd ed, 1467, 357 hymns; Oth et, 
Is?T, 371 hymns. The later editions are entitle! The 

wre te alarge multitude | Hymnal Noted, With Appendiz revised and greatly 
enla . Mr. Ball iseued an adktithonal Supplenrst 
at Edinburgh fn ie82, which imereased the total te S<s 
bymns. It bas also Introits, Graduals, Tracts, and 
Sequences “ according to the Roman Use.” 

2. Appendiz to the 8 POC. K, Ps. & Hys. 1863, 

3. Th Supplemental H. Book, By the Rev. R. H. 
Raynes. 1866. 

4. The Appendiz Hymnal, By the Rev. H. L. Nichul~ 
146. 

5, The Supplementary Hymnal, By the Rev, H. J. 
Palmer, #66. 

6, Hyt, for the Special Seroices and Festivals fin 
Chester Cathedral.) Two Parts. 167. Z * 

2 
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7. Sa tal Hymn & Tune Book, 1467. 
Rev. 0. Brown-Borthwick. 

8, Appendiz to H, A. & M, 1464. By the Compilers. 
9. A Supplemental H. Bk, [to the 5, PC. K. i's, & 

Hys.j). By Richard Harvey, 1463. 
10. Appendiz to H. A, & ML. for St. Philip's, Clerken- 

well. ists, ‘This collection contains several original 
hymns by Mr, Whiting. i 

1. Appendiz to the 5S. PLC. K. Ps, & Hys. 1569. 
12. Appendiz to The Hymnal for West Hackney. 

1369. This contains the Rev. T. Higgo’s original aymnes, 
13. Appendiz to the Hymnal Companion for the Use of 

Christ Church, Bverton. By W.H. M. Aitken. L572. 
14, A Supplemental Hymnal. tsa. By the Rev. 

W. Stone. {[t contains many of the Rev. 5. J. Stone's 
best hymns. 

15. Appendiz to H. A. & M. For the Uee of St, Mi- 
chacl’s, Folkestone, 1473. By the Rev, KE, Hushand, 
It contains several original hymns by the Rev. (. Moul- 
trie, the Editor and others. 

16. Hys. for Use in the Church of St. Bthelburga, 
Bishopegate, 1873. This is a special Appendiz to the 

c's Hymnal. 
17. Litany Appendiz, By the Rev, T. B. Pollock. 

1873 
18. The Adaitional H. Bk, 1875, By the Rev. J. C. 

Ryle. This contains 200 hymns for Pub, Worship, 
ost of these are new to the collections. 
19. Supplement to Harland’s Church Psalter and 

Hymnal (1655). By Lady Victoria Wellesley, 1476, 
20. Supplemental Hymns & Tunes. 1592. By the 

Rev. E. Husband, Contains originals by the Editor, 
21. Appendiz to the Hymnal Companion, lat4, For 

use in the Cheltenham Parish Church by Canon Bell, with 
originals by the Editor. 

72. The Hymnal. 1662. By the Rev. R. R. Chope, 
- — ed. of his Words of the Cong. Hy. & Tune 
Bk, 1867. 

23. Hys, Sel. from the Church Hy. & Tune Bk, (J. 
W. Biew's, 1552.) By the Rev, Howard Rice, Vicar of 
Sutton Courtney, Berks. 1470. 

By the Rev. W. 4. Church Psalter & H. Bk. 

25. Ps. & Hys, for Pub, Worship. Sel. for the Use 

By the 

Mercer. Oxford ed., 1464, 

of the Parish Churches of Islington, Enlarged ed., 
1862. 

26. Songs of the Church, A Su ntal nal. 
1867. By the Rev. G. 5. Jellicoe, Vicar of St. rs, 
Chorley, hire. 

21. A Sel. af Hys. suited to the Services of the Church 
England. By the (late) Rev. Hugh Stowell, M-4., de. 

lanchester, L477. is the 15th ed. of Stowell's Sei., 
and was edited by bis son, the Rev. T. A. Stowell. 

23. Savoy Hymnary. Chapel Royal, Savoy, ¥.p. Ap- 
pendix to The Hymnary. 

29 3 oy Hy. & Tune Bk, 1874. By the 
Rev. A. E. Evans. 

ww. Su nal to H. A. & M., 1875. Lin- pplemental Hym 
coln. By the Rev. A. W. Hutton. 

These numerous Appendices and Su 
mental Hymn-booke not only pointed ome te 
weaknesses of the collections which, when 
published, were supposed to have been com- 
plete, but also brought to the front hymn- 
writers of great promise and sterling merit 
whose services have been utilized to the full 
in the latest hymnals, not only of the Church 
of England, but of Nonconformists also, 

4. Independent Collections. — These again 
are numerous :— 

1. Hys, Pitted to the Order af Common Prayer and 
= the Sacraments, @c. 1861. By the 

v. F. ft. 
2. Hys. Used at the Church of St. Thomas the meer 

v. T, Ozford, 1861, Enlarged ed., 1470. By the 
Chamberlain. 

3, The Choral H. Bk., Pe, & Hys. for Pub. and Pri- 
vate Use, de. leit. By the Rev, P. Maurice. 

4. Words of Hys. in the Appendiz of the Brompton 
Metrical Psalter, 1861, By the Rev. W. J. Irons. 

5. The Church & Home Metrical Pealter & Hymnal, 
By the Rev, Willlam Windle, m.a., Rector of St. Ste- 
phen's, Walbrook, and St. Benet’s. London, 1462. 

6. A Hymnal for Uee in The Services of the Church, 
By the Rev, J, B. Trend, a.a,, Fellow of St, Augustine's 
College, Canterbury. 1°62. This contains several tra, 
from the Latin by Dr, Trend, the Father of the Editor, 

1. Hymna for the Church Services, Lincoln, 1462, 
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Supplements, 1867 and 1471. Edited by Prebenary H 
W. Hutton of Lincoln. 

&. 26. & Hys, for the Church, School, and Home. By 
the Rev. D, T. Barry, BA., Incumbent of St. Ann's, 
Birkenhead, 1462; Hector of Fishley, Norfolk, tsse. 
This collection attained to extensive use. It was ieued 
with a different arran mt in L#67, and an Appendis 
was added in 171, the latest edition the title is 
changed to The Parish Hymn Book, the tithe of the ooliec- 
tion pub, by the Rev. H. W. Beadon and others in 165 

2 A Praise; or, Hye, for Divine Worship in 
the United Church of England & Ireland, de. 1-62 
By the Rev. A. Gurney. 

10. The Daily Service Hymnal, 1963. By the Rev 
James Skinner. The revised «mall type ed. of 1864 oon- 
tained an article explanatory of Commemoration Days, 
and [ntroits and An . 

ll. The Parish HW. Bk, 1463, By the Revs. H.W. 
Beadon, (Greville Phillimore, and J. BR. Woodford, a! 
of whom contributed original hymns. In #75 it was 
enlarged from 197 to 274 hymna. 

12, Hymnologia Christiana: or, Pa. & Hye, selected 
¢ arranged in the order of the Christian Seasons, By 
B. H. Kennedy, 1463. 

1s. The Cunterbary Hymnal. By the Rev. RB. H. 
Raynes. 1563. 

14. A Book of Common Praise, 1463, 
15. Hys. Uld and New. 14964. By the Rev. T. 

Davis. 
16, Hys. for the Use of the Parish Church af Albury. 

By the Rev. G. R. Portal, m.a., Rector of Albury. 1464. 
17. Hys. New and Old, 1864. By Lord Rollo. 
18. Hye. of the Church God. By tie Rev. FY. 

Mather, Perpetual Curate of St. Paul's Church, Clifton; 
Chaplain to the Bp. of Gloucester & Bristol, 2nd ed, 
1864 

19. A Book of Church Hys, 1865, Compiled for the 
Use of St, Saviour's, Clapham, It was adopted ty 
several churches in the neighbourhood, It is foun! 
with achange of title as Hys, for St, Saviour’s, C1 m 
Holy Trinity, Clapham ; St, Michael's, Mitcham, ke. 

20. A Sel. of Ps. & Hys. for Pub, Worship. 1465. 
By the Rev. Abner W. Brown. 

21. Hys. of Prayer and Praise for the Services of the 
Church and for Private Devotion. 1465, 

22. Hys. for use in Church. By the Rev, W. J. 
Irons. 1466. An enlargement of his 4 iz, 1861 

23, Church Song. A ¢ ilation Ps, & Hys. for 
Anglican Use, 1866. By Rev, W. J. Beaumont, 

rough. 
24. The People’s Hymnal. 1867. the Rev. R. F. 

Littledale. : ey 
Book of Praise Hymnal, 1867. By Lord 25, The 

Selborne. 
26. Hys. of Prayer and Praise. 1867. By the Rev. 
= cage ro ie as for the Special Services in West- 

nater ¥. 
27. The Year of Praise. By the Rev. i. 

24, The Temple Church Hymn Book. Lond., 1467. 
29. Sarum Hymnal. 1868. By Earl Nelsoa, 

and the Revs. J, R. Woodford and KE, A. Dayman. 
The St. Michacl's Hymnal. Teignmouth, 1864. 

Bonchurch H. Bk. a use in Pub. Worshy 
Meetings, and . By the Rev. J. 

Gregory, w.4., Rector, 1468. This bas been superseded 
by A Sel. of Hys. for use in Emmanuel Church, Hoot, 
Brighton, 1369, by the same 

1467. 

32. The Anglican H. Bk. 1868, By the Rev. BR. ¢, 
Singleton. and 1871. 

33. Hymnal for the Church and Home. the Rev, By 
a Marshall, #.4., Incumbent of St. Cuthbert's, Car 

. 2868. 
MM. Holy Song for All Seasons. 1869. A Selectiot 

of 631 hymns. Contains mach not found in othe 
collections, 

35. Selections from a Hymnal suited for the \ 
af the Church, with some Introits and Antiphons, 
an A iz. Privately yg leaf Knott, Grev 
St., St., Holborn, E.C., 1869. This bas thre 
a ices, 

36. The Hymnal Companion, 1970. By the Ret 
E. H. Bickersteth, 

37, The Hymnary. 1470. By the Revs. W. Cook 
and ghey ty ee a 

38, Select Hys. for &: . IBTL, Appenddila 
1885. By the Rev. R. Brown-Borthwick, 

29. Sunge of Grace & Glory for Private, Family,é 
Pub. Worship. Treasures of the Church @ 
Christ from the 6th to the 19th Century. sg ae 
B. Snepp, uL.w., Vicar of Perry Barr, 1872. oat 
lection is strongly Calvinistic in doctrine. It is ver 
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i h in by, Tn of merit, and not usually met with 
io Modern brunet Mise EF. RR. Havergal wrote for 
a Ad waited in is compilation. It has a separate 
Tis, Which beings the Number of hymns to 1004, 

Indices are very full, aod the ascriptions of Authors 

“C.K. 1871, 
the University of Oxford 

Td, LAT. 
1874. 

Prayer, 1873. By the Rev. J.S Monsel #4. . . ¥ V¥. J. 5. B. . 
the Rew. fis ure. 1873, 1875, 1884. By 
ones” x. Margarets Hymnal. 1875. This collec- ticeab, & co aia iy et 7 De, 
Neale Not ls other ne pone me aad bre. by De. a 

Fmn-| 3. ™ Improved Hymnal. 815. By Joshua W,. 
_ e. 
Smith. 

7. Book 
T. W. Fowie ¥ Prayer & Praise, 1875, By the Rev, 

: agg tor of Islip, Oxford, The New Mit) 
Ma A mall rift: 1875, By the Rev, W. J. Hall, EB. Gough book of 203 hymns, some is 
the Mitre fle Rev. 8. Baring-Goukd, and many Aes 

50. The Churcher @ Modern, Revised edition, 1875. 
ms Hymnal. A Bk. of Hys. fitted 
Teaching of the Bk. of Common 

Se. Joka Ladys Beaainghee: . nal ~“obn's, , Birm! 6 
* 52. c Bucharcse cn on Revisel edition, ister 
me of the highest Anes Ble Contains original 

me tm the Church er 2 #8., ay. @ Spiritual Songs for 
5! Book s #ngiand, 1233. The Church of 

1880, heowngla 
“ze col ion. 

ad H, Bk. By the Rev. 

fe. 
ed., 1452, 
‘or Pub, Worship. Edited 

©well for the Parish Church of 
CA. ©rel originals by the Editor. 

z J.B. Whitir rch (utholic. 1482. Edited by 
 T¥8. from 2. Vicar of St. Luke's, Rameyate. 

© Anmeient English Service fuoks, 
Ree ces cron ear ae cat Re- 

vr & Grail. vately printed, 
any ne” be tn ‘Be cover of this small is The 
other pdification wiper direct from the Latin without 

features of Yer, the Invocation of Saints and 
Phone kind being retained, The Anti- 

eter in two in 1480, 
ans J Troutbeck Abbey ymn Book. Fallted by 

Oxford, Vicar ont Livma rial. ‘181. By the Rev. A. W. 
0. The altar jp, 7 Ke, Berwick 8t., London. 

vim A Bk, of Song for use at the 
Fucharist. lent. Edited by 

It contains much orlginal 
from the Latin by Dr. Little- 

Gl. The Cny mae Nid sy ee lang "2 4fy trem Bok, &. By the Rev. A. 
. n Rev. AG, it. tor fhe Church of England. By the 

(“Feras-che of England. By T. Dar- 

t, 63, Mimns t ¥ 

18 the Lesast. version of his Hymna, kc., 

>. ar Hymns for the Black 
hid 8 Fee Porre gel ish and Scottish Calendars. 
Bai, 8 4 Las ans for Speci i 

fend Bey the Rev. (i. Moultrie, 

hn atdedescd to the roll of Church 
pe 2 we-ari ters and translators 

mae FT wacde :— 
. &. Baring-Gould, 

<<. Bell, E. W. Benson, 
» TT. Chamberlain, 

8. 8, Coles, T. Davis, 
Downton, co rue, 

- & » Miss Haver- 
Pe pt . = y BH "Kennel , by 4 

Tin, 7 - n artin, J. 8. y 
Totti, Re, ana zr. Bea tgrave, G. Pnillimore, 
T; ie > ha 18 Bere Bx. *. Pott, T. E. Powell, 

20, ‘eh Tag atl wie > RA Crane, G. Thring, 
Whole hey ing se Brae eae.. ebb, W. hiting, c. 

Pub) “ele es< SS ee bove number over 
ty Bees £2 two-thirds of the 
ce -_F_ Wesley printed his 

“2 

| 

| ~~ 
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little book at Charles-Town in 1786 If small 
local publications amounting to little more 
than phlets, and collections for the public 
schools, special institutions, soldiers and 
sailors, and for little children, are added, the 
total will be about 500. The authors and 
translators number 250 at the most. To 
these must be added the Foreign Mission 
work of the Church which has been productive 
of hymn-writing and translating in man 
languages, most stations being —— wit 
hymn-books in the vernacular, and suited to 
the people's needs. 

An accurate classification of theae books, 
many of which are still in use, is a matter of 
some difficulty. Of the oldest type of bymn- 
book, that of Madan and Toplady, there are 
three at the most, and of these the best in 
every way is Snepp’s Songs of Grace and 
Glory, 1872. It is a large book, and from 
its standpoint, of exceptional merit, Of the 
more moderate Evangelical collections which 
inherit the traditions of Cotterill, Elliott, 
Bickersteth, Stowell, Miller, and others, there 
are about twenty. The books, which can be 
scarcely distinguished from Hymns A, & M., 
except in their arrangements of hymns, the 
substitution of one translation for another, and 
the preene of a few original compositions, 
number about fifteen. Church Hymns and com- 
manion works are six at the most. Of the 
cople's Hymnal type there are leas than that; 

and the Altar Hymnal is almost alone. Although 
all the booke published during this period are 
not included in the foregoing list, yet that list, 
and this somewhat rough outline of its dis- 
tinctive features present a fair summary of the 
latest results of the hymnody of the Church 
of England. 

Some of the books in this list are small in 
size, limited in design, and weak in execution. 
In others, although the size is enlarged, and 
the design is widened, the exeeution is still 
defective. Books of the highest merit are few. 
Taken as a whole the latest collections differ 
widely from the books of the former period. 
That distinct partiality for Latin hymnody 
on the one hand, and for German on the other, 
which was so marked in the last period, has 
given place to a broader basia of selection, 
which finds treasures in each, and valuable 
assistance from both. New translations and 
original hymns have also accumulated, tie 
latter especially, and are of distinguished merit 
asa whole, Sermons in verse are passing out 
of the collections, Subjective hymusare much 
leas popular than heretofore, The tone of 
those of praise and prayer is Wrighter, and 
more hopeful. The range of subjects and 
services has broadened out until few remain 
unrepresented in the best collections A 

wfeet book there is not, and cannot be, 
To attain the perfection of Holy Scriptures, 
Divine Inspiration is needed. To present a 
hook to the Church whieh shall be The Book 
of Common Praise, in the same sense and with 
the same aceeptableness as the Prayer Book 
in, as The Book of Common Prayer, requires a 
combination of circumstances and of men 
which does not exist. The rode beginning 
mate by Join Wesley in 1736 has developed 
in one hundred and fifty years inte lyon. 
books of great merit and practical usefuln ae. 
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The best of these we have enumerated, and, 
coucerning them aaa whole, we have set down 
their distinctive features, and their suitability 
to the needs of the Church at the reapective 
periods of their production. The needs of the 
Church of to-day differ widely from her needs 
one hundred and fifty years ago, and those 
needs are emphasized by the number of 
hymnals which are in common use. An united 
effort to blend the excellences of theae works 
in one Common Book of Praise is much to be 
desired. The task would be a great one, pro- 
bably too great to be a¢complished with suc- 
cess, When the known difficultics are taken in 
hand, and the unknown are developed. Mean- 
while the great schools of thought and work 
have their manuals of praise, and these are, 
as a whole, as distinct and definite in their 
utterances as they are hallowed in their devo- 
tion. Of these we can only name a few of 
the highest rank. 

The most complete work for Daily Prayers, 
frequent Celebrations, and Occasional Ser- 
vices, With a careful provision for the time of 
the day and the season of the year, together 
with a high tone of Eucharistic teaching and 
devotion, is The Hymnary of 1872. It has 
more translutions from the Latin,and — 
from the old Anglican Use of Sarum, than any 
other collection. ‘To those who hold that 
authors should speak in their own tongue, the 
extensive alterations in the texts of English 
hymus is & grievous error. The translations, 
and especially those from the Use of Sarum, 
are very massive, almost too massive, for 
ordinary congregutional use. They lack the 
eadenve and ring which hold the multitude, 
and the fire which stimulates and heightens 
the devotion of the ordinary worshipper. The 
book is a great work, the greatest on the lines 
in the high Anglican school of thought, but it 
is very cold, and almost passionlees, 
Midway between the first edition of The 

Hymnary in 1870, and the complete edition, in 
1879, another book of great importance was 
published, Coming forth under the auspices, 
and with the imprimatur, of the Society for 
Promoting Christian Knowledge, and with 
the avowed object of meeting the common 
needs of the Church, and not the aspirations 
of « party, Church Hymns presents what is 
commonly known as the old-fashioned, non- 
Calvinistic doctrine of the old English divines, 
side by side with provision for the immense 
developments of modern Church work. Of 
the 114 hymns trauslated from other languages, 
69 are from the Latin, 30 from the German, 
and 12 from the Greek; and of the Latin 
nearly one half date from tie 17th and the 
18th centuries. The known writers and trans- 
lators number about 122, and the unknown 
possibly 25 more, The provision fur extra 
Oceasional Services is very full and well 
arranged. ‘The literary standard is high, and 
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cate at all times or in all places the truest 
doctrine, or the noblest work; but it does at 
all times and in all places mark that which is 
acceptable to the greatest number; an/l this it 
has doue for Hymns Ancient and Modern. 
From a hymnological and historical point of 
view its first edition was a somewhat feeble 
work, Its text was the most mutilated in the 
Church; its literary standard was not the 
highest possible ; and its range of subjects was 
very limited. The Appendiz of 1868 was ap 
advance in each direction; whilst the revised 
edition of 1875 corrects many, but not all. of 
its serious shortcomings and faults. Its sale, 
including the editions of 1861, 1868, and 1875, 
of over twenty-five million copies shows its 
use to be far beyond that of any hymn-book 
in the English lan 1, Whether old or new; 
its success has created a host of imitators; its 
firm and courageous Church arrangement and 
tone have mised the whole character and com- 
plexion of English hymnody ; and the stimulus 
which it has given to hymnological study has 
produced a rich harvest to all parties and many 
creeds. If the dates of the original Hebrew of 
the Psalms, paraplirases of which are found 
therein, wre allowed, then the contents will 
date from about 1500 B.c. to 1875 a.p., or 
a period of 3375 years. In this respect, 
however, it is not unique, as all the best 
modern hymn-bowks begin with the same 
date. Its contents are gathered from must 
branches of the Church of Christ, both old 
and new, the oldest portion being, however, 
not so prominent as is usually supposed. 
This is specially the case with the Latin 
hymns, about one-half of which are not as old 
as the Psalm Versions of Sternhold and Hop- 
kins, and vot much older than the hymns of 
John Mason and Isaac Watts. The original 
writers and translators who are known number 
about 195, and another 20, which are anony- 
mous, will represent the total with which it 
may be credited. The additions thereto which 
are being compiled and arranged as an Ap- 
pendiz, supplying as they do a fuller and more 
accurate provision for Duily Services, several 
Special Festivals and Occasional Services, and 
for the Home Mission movement, will give it 
the completeness which it now lacks, aud ep- 
sure for it renewed popularity. 

Bishop Bickersteth's Hymnal Companion, 
the first edition of which was published in 
1870, and the revised edition in 1876, was 
compiled upon a plan adopted onee before in 
—_ but not in detuil (see § iii, 40), and 
is resulted in a great sucecss. Taking twenty- 

five hymn-books, dating from 1836 to 1870, 
and embracing the high Anglican Hymnary 
on the one hand, and the Uitra-Calvinistic 
Songs of Grace and Glory on the other, he 
constituted them his * friends in council,” and 
with their wid he laid the foundations and 
built up much of the body of his book. Two 

the book as a whole is richer in poetic, as dis- | attempts lave been made to a-certain what 
tinct from devotional, verse, than The Hym- 
vary, the Hymnal Companion, or Hys, A. and 
M. Its great drawback ig its mutilated texts. 
Some of these were inherited, but others, and 
they are many, were the gratuitous and, in 
most instances, the uncalled for offerings of 
the Editors, 

The popular voice does by no means indi- 

hymns may be regarded ag standarn! hymns in 
the Church of England. The first was pub- 
lished in The Churchman's Shilling Magazine, 
in 1874, when 28 Anglican hymn-books were 
used. This resulted in 216 hymns standing 
the test, and were regarded ag being in the 
first rauk, (5 in the second, and 31 in the 
third. Of these the whole of the first rank, 
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. i Of the second, and 10 of the third, were in 
ey, St edition of the Hymnal Companion, 
Patt ¥ete retained in the revised edition of 
a6: snd several others were added from the 
ww ft tuk. ‘The second attempt to ascertain 
sseut Were held in the Chureh of Englund as 

Hymna, was published by the Rev. 
King, in his Anglican Hymnology, in 
This work isan expansion of the first 

the mpt, by using 52 works instead of 28, but 
Be rah any ‘sare rendered untrustworthy through 
aud i . 52 bouks being Dissenting collections, 
105 hyp lume of Essays. Mr. King gives 
farnd Lio. if the firstrank, 110 in the second, 
7s, tively thira, Pt these 103, 96, and 
Xf Mr. k; » are in al Companion, 

- King’s Dissentin callections an the 
in he unwisely used, 

eq uaily Savonmbie” books, the result will 
«© to the Hymnal 

* the first. y sentati In Anglican repre- 
wenes®, 88 thus Monwbeas peo Bis Bickersteth’s 

hymnals j work ig ut the head of al 
raaaph he Chureh of England ; and in 

tex UDique position, it has also 
ees as Peg cite in this respect aluoet 

Notwithstandi — Selborne’s ov Praise. 
full provision m this excellence, and the very 

dose undo from nearly 200 authors 
the Occasional Cpr (ee OMinary Services and 

James 

L535. 

tiveness, togeth Ces, its prevailing subjec- 
ness of the Ca With its non-representative- 
anglican Church of = — from the 

ous dra e- past fifty years, are 
hymns from seacK® to Hailed the Ge from the G many -a-dozen 

reek, less than a dozen from 
ti ; &o Roe ething like fifteen - 
rom those tHake an im t 
dou ¥ ont , Stores. The Pook “is un- 
it is seriously >” © first in the Church, but S€TIO 
The Chunk Narrowed by this exclusiveness. th ely aided ta ante Y 2 out 

Tai Ay on te Poe B ary Thring, is built u 
it, is desi limes of Church Hymns, uo 

and degree, oe for services of every kind 
that of the ts) Eucharistic standpoint is 
CFiginal write, edition of Hy. A.& M. Its 
ptr mvs counting treavelators St 

cir hymns @z20OMymous wu an 
rane | O08 more 2: mt eiz oe eet 

" J 178m . A, or Chu 
inv the Gp. YSural  gaxned well-known hymns 
roan ft ae are re-preated; and there are 
Company® tex, taxa, send 39 from the Ger- 
the hymnic” in ye, Pe A BE xiext to the Hymnal 

n fy. 2a zecd the arrangement of 
A fQ2erxct avid clear. Hymns 
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int which it holds, it will be 
difficult to find its equal, and impussible to 
name ite superior. 

In addition to these five books there are 
others of much merit in the foregoing list, 
especially ‘T’. Darling's Hymns for the Church 
of England; The People's Hymnal; the Uni- 
versal Hymn Book, and te special tribute to 
Dean Stanley’s memory, The Westminster Abbey 
Hymn Book, But when we are required by 
the general public of all denominations aud 
pa to set before them the hymnody of the 
Church of England in its hizhest forma, and 
in its fullest development for practical Church 

, we are compelled to affirm that The 
plea of 1872; Church Hymne of 1871; 
Hys. A. & M. of 1875; The Hymnal Com- 
panion of 1876, and The Church of England 
Hymn-book of 1882, each great in itself, do 
embody, when combined, the highest and 
richest results of a century and a half of hym- 
nological labour and research in the Church 
of England. J.J. 

English Hymnody, Early.—L. Intro- 
duction— Lord Selborne has called Dr, Watta 
the father of English Hymnody : and, as having 
lifted English hymns out of obscurity into 
fame, the title isa just one. It will be seen 
huwever, that there are facts in the history of 
the metrical Psalters and obscure hymna, 
which conditioned and moulded the work of 
Watts; that several of our choicest hymns in 
present use are found in books of the 16th and 
17th century; that there are signs that hymns 
might Save bacneisa tania partof church 
worship, but for the Puritan reaction; and that 
hymns, a distinct from paraphrises of Serip- 
ture, had become an acknowledged le of 
public worship among the Baptists and Inde- 
pendents at the close of the 17th century, 
— — of a long delay in their ac- 
nowledgment will a n succeeding 

sections. Hatred of ita Pigaer may have 
helped to discredit the Latin hymns among 
the Reformers. The marvellous power of 
the English Bible excluded almost every 
thing but actual Scripture from the service of 

ise duri the growing ascendancy of 
Poritaniam, fter the Restoration, all singing 
among the Nonconformiste became dangerous 
under the Conyenticle Act. Under the more 
merciful laws of William III, Nonconformist 

trinal stand 

hymns to appear freely, aud in the 
hands of Watts and his followers became a 
power, But this very fact for a long period 
discredited them within the Church, which 
adhered rigidly to the Old and New Versions 
of the Psalms. The object of this article, 
which closes with Watts and Doddridge, is to 
trace this history; indicating at the same 
time the position of vernacular hymns and 
paraphrases previous to the Reformation, the 
gradual decay of the influence of Latin hymns, 
and the transient reflection in England of the 
hymusa of Germany. 

LI. Hymn-singing before the Reformation, 

There is every reason to believe that sacred 
songs would form part of the repertory of the 

One of the plang of 
222 ust be conceded | Bishop Aldhelm for the evangelisation of his 

countrymen was to stand on the bridgeags am 
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gleeman, and mix sacred and secular so 
together. The account of Cwdmon, the old 
English Milton, who embraced the monastic 

- abit for the express object of devoting him- 
self to religious poetry(see Bede, B. 4, 0c, 24) 
points in the aame direction. Scarcely any- 
thing however remains to us, The iest 
piece of Anglo-Saxon poetry is the h 
which Ceadmon com in his sleep while 
watching in the stable at night, which 
led him to make poetry his vocation. It is 
iven in Sharon Turner's Hist. of the A 

(Bk. 12, cap.1). In Cuthbert’s letter, 
recounting the death of Bede, there is a short 
nga sung by him in hislastillness (Tre. in 
Sharon Turner, ibid., Bk. 12. cap. 4, and Bede's 
pose Hist., Ba aglo Sason Ok a4 the Latin 

ymns 0 A Sazon Church (Surtees 
acedety) there are interlinear zlosses of the 
Latin Hymns. Bp. Aldhelm’s Paglter is men- 
tioned elsewhere. English, § 111.) 
In Grein's Bibl der A chen 
Poesie, there are paraphrasea of the Lord's 
Prayer and Gloria Patri, which are translated 
in Professor Rawson Lumby's Be Domes 
(Early Eng. Text Society). These, however, 
are not hymna, but itations on the sepa- 
rate clauses for purposes of instruction, It 
would extend the scope of this article too 
widely in this and succeeding hs to 
attempt to indicate hymn material in religious 
and devotional poetry (e.g. Caedmon's 

rase). 
No collection of medimval English hymns 

lias yet been published: but the number of 
ancient Carols, and Hymns to the B, V. Mary, 
indicates a practice,which must have been more 
widely exemplified. (See Preface to Chope's 
Carols ; and for hymus to B. V. M., Our Lady's 
Dowry, by Rev. T. E. Bridgett; a hymn to 
her in Chaucer; and an alliterative hymn in 
Warton’s History of English Poetry.) Mr. 
Furnivall, in Hymne to the Virgin and Christ 
(cirea 1430), has published some Poems of 
Christ of great sweetness, especially a 
« Prayer to Jesus” and “ The Love of Jesus,” 
from which centos might be made. In this 
volume are also metrical renderings of the 
Creed and Ten Commandments. In Myre’s 
Instructions for Parish Priests, and in Canon 
Simmons's Lay-Folks Mase Book, are similar 
renderings of Pater Noster and Creed, In the 
latter is also a metrical version of Gloria in 
Excelsia; and there are metrical devotions 
that under other circumstances might well be 
used a8 hymns. The object of them as they 
stand is, however, silent devotion during the 
celebration of Mass. If the medisval litera- 
ture could be explored, and any considerable 
number of vernacular hymns brought together, 
they would throw additional light on the 
devotions of the laity of England in those 
days, to that revealed in these volumes, 

IIL. The Influence of the Latin Hymne. 

It is not easy to account for the entire 
omission by our Reformers of those Latin 
Hymns, which formed an integral part of the 
Offices which they reproduced in the Book of 
Common Prayer. They were freely used by 
Luther, to whom they were endeared in the 
monastery ; and Coverdale, following his pre- 
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Creator,” and another on 
lux,” in his Goostly Psalme 
Songs (15397). There is als 
letter of Cranmer to Henry VI 
Works, p. 412, Parker Societ 

a translation of ** Salve fe 
he has made in the same met 
so that the Latin tune may be 
gesting that the king should ci 
to undertake the of transl, 
pleasant English” than his 
some reason nothing was done 
rendering of “ Veni Creator” ¢. 
L.m. rendering by Cosin (see | 
are the only traces of the Latin 
successive editions of the Bool 
Pryer. The omission is the n 
because they were admitted in 
private devotion, as ap fron 
of the Primers. The Primers s 
the Reformation contain rude tr 
the Latin hymns: so also do the 
of the Gospellers and those of 
But in 1553, just at Edward V 
pew Primer was issued, based on 
Common Prayer. Both this be 
immediate predecessors must h 
through Cranmer’s hands; but he 
to see the change of policy reg 
Latin hymna, perhaps the result o 
ence of Calvin. This Primer has 
They reappear, however, in Elizabet 
(1559), which is a revision of Her 

8, the original Latin being fou 
Horarium (1560); some of the h 
the addition of “ Cliiste, qui lux,’ 
in her Preces Privatae (1564). 
the permission to use a “hymn or 
song " in the Injunctions (1559) cont 
the introduction of naturalised Lati 
among other things. But the fa 

-singing was mastering the peo 
n the Liturgical Forms put forth fiv 
occasions as the reign went on Sternh 
Hopkins is almost an authorized pes! 
Except in a few isolated instances am 
high church party, and in the Roma: 
of devotion, the Latin hymns eutirel 
to affect the history for the whale pe 
this article. A notable book in the « 
of England of this sort is A Colles 
Private Devotions, called The How 
Prayer, &c., by Bp. Cosin (1627), foun: 
the Horarium of Queen Elizabeti. 
hymns are new. Some are original: 
are fresh translations from the Latin, ine! 
at time of Holy Communion part of “! 
Sion.” It is in this book that the 
“Veni Creator,” afterwards (1602) ins 
in the Ordinal, fimt appears. The ¢ 
lation of “ Jam luecis" (“Now that the 
star doth arise”) was afterwards repo 
in Playford’s musical edition of Stern 
and Hopkins. There is sumething of 
feeling of Ken's great hymna in some of 
phrases of the translations from the Ma 
and Vesper hymn In Crashews /* 
(cirea 1646-52) will be found transla 
of hymns in the Office for the Holy Ure 
and of “ Vexilla Regis,” * Lauds Sinn," *D 
Irae," and others. Whether these pieces ** 
composed before or after his entrance int t 

cedent, has three pieces formed on “Veni | Roman communion seeme uncertain, Tre 
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ir Berks 3 adopted by Ohio in io rere! 

a a, Antient Offices. Austin (§ x. 
=. * ie the ome book a tr. of “ Veni Sancte 
a ~ n ° ._ == : rina Mr. W. T. Brooke has also pointed 

C Wo tre by Austin from “Summe Pater, 
~_ ee "in Horst's Paradise, 2nd ed., 1698. 
—_ Hism Drummond's Works (Lib. af Old 
= hors, by W. B. Turnbull) there are twenty 
— ““6letions of Latin hymns (among others 
= St Creator,” ‘* Urbs beatu,” “ Christe Re- 
a ey Ptr,” and “ Stabat Mater”). These tre. 
a le peered in The F’réimer or Office of B. V. 
*moag* They were only published as Drum- 
Rada," 1711 by Bishop Sage and Thomas 
the Qse7,0; 4 doubt jhas been mised about 
Was, |! to Drummond. (See Drummond, 
of a =] This Primer of B. Y. M. is one 
By. 1 interestings series of Offices for 
1706) |, "English (1615, 1619, 1684, 1685, 
Latin Sp antinies ex successive new tre. of the 
Dryde, i In that for 1706 is found 
Cc tae ell-demo wm fr. of the “ Veni Creator" 
other pi Spirit, by Whose aid"), and two 

Pe of his. CDryeden,J.) [The entire 
Refp,, ers those of Sarum, those of 

the Mition, of Mary, of Elizabeth, and 
trenteg man Primers <a the 17th century, are 

The > German Injluence at Reformation. 

MAtion English hymn-—singing at the Refor- 
the ent. the ech of that which roused 

© m o_o ef Germany under Luther. 
Coverdale Proof of ‘this is found in 
Songs. weve d 4? ecrI mes and Spiritual 
iPS Luthery Pulteors, 2=xgrlish, § v.) Follow- 
Mal from mee beer ted adoption of mate- 

x <Fsions, a LY SOC recess, it contains Psalm 
; TIr.>, and qm ses <—f Latin hymns (see 

Pointed out notka<er kh ymns. . Mearns 
ave ny at <—raly two of these filteen 

end One 8 Yo beeen found in German 
h Creaio, 4 8S Ss ted evidently by the 
po rae of the’, te @tka<r ie a controversial 
is a — . oe C<* Evet go the whore of 
Ge re or leas Y eB the reat of the book 
Luther ,* and soni ee wendering from the 

Bons. cilils 2f thre finest bymns are 
ection, Fain, Same> te man influence - 
OR Hop y the tina) Eee = tion in Calvin's di- 
Cc PRendin The? ~~ <> E <>3 >menta of Sternhold 
Alvin's Ot tothe p>, eee E fxs iesion of hymns as 

rel, precedents. ORL fe is 4 departure from 
Th Bee hymn, “Preserve Wide, | ear YA Sart Orige eae <ord,” which Warton 

the peeing Siially [pee <>f “Turk and Pope,” ; t2>--, A 

Mather. Ty Neng TES” =F_& the translation : Nie Gera” _=>.. “he translation of 

Prati ore ig aha until its revival 

V. z 

tar lier ae he a ie re 

Tt os =. <=> of the 17th cen- 

“ox is also from 
= _P Stew: <nee unfortunately 

a SF canons of Calvin 
the }, “CO g 

ext cengt Stes 

The , .* Li 
ri yi 
Sin Wace i 

opp. Thette nt Of oem lies in the Para- 

: “raping ther <— ve 3 iio hymne are 

Mtiveca Be eT Fieve pa ty mm Liturgical 

a 
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sources, but mainly from Holy Scripture. Ip 
Coverdale’s Goostly Psalmes and Spiritual 
Songs (1539) there are metrical renderings 
of the Crede (2), the Pater Noster (2), the 

1 Nunc Dimittis, and Misereatur ; 
and expansions of Medd cild and Gloria 
in Excelsis. These are evidently the sug- 

of the Latin Offices. In Crowley's 
‘alter (1549) there are metrical Canticles. 

The English editions of Sternhold and 
Hopkins in Elizabeth's reign (1560-2) show 
an increasing effort to make the book a 
Companion to the Book of Common Prayer 
by means of rases of Canticles, Creeds, 
the Decalogue, &c. [See Sternbeld and Hopkins, 
§v.) Paraphmees a oe rae — = 
Quicunque appear in Parker's Pealter, av 
are common in the long series of metrical 
Pealters, They appear in Wither’s Hymns and 
Songs of the Church. Tate and Brady versified 
the Canticles, Creed, Ten Commandments, 
Lord's Prayer, and the Easter Anthem and 
Gloria in elvis, The Puritan Barton made 
four different versions of the Te Deum at the 
suggestion of Baxter, (Barton, W.) 

hese metrical Canticles however led to 
grave abuse. In Puritan churches they were 
substituted for those in the Prayer Book 
(Heylin). Whittingham had introduced the 
practice at Durham (Warton). Cosin’s stand 
against this may have been the foundation of 
the charge made against him in the Long Par- 
liament (a charge which he denied), * of for- 
bidding the singing of the I’salms in metre.” 
(May, Hist. of Long Parliament.) Wren had 

hibited the substitution of them in the 
jocese of Norwich. The Lords’ Committee 

(1641) recommended the legalization of the 
practice, and it lingered after the Restora- 
tion. Wheatley deprecated it in the 18th 
cont. (see his Ilustration of the Book of Com- 
mon Prayer, cap. 3, sect. 13). 

VI. Scripture Paraphrases. 

The real cradle of English hymns is the 
English Bible; and its power on the mind 
of England is forcibly exhibited by their his- 
tory. The new-found Bible seemed to the 
Reformers the divinely-given well-spring of 
praise: large portions of it were actual songs, 
or rapturous utterances of the suinte; and in 
the Bible words alone they deemed themselves 
secure from human error. The great illustration 
of this belief is found in the long series of me- 
trical Psalters, which formed the staple of 
ublic praise for Churchman and Noneon- 
‘ormist till the close of the 17th century, [Psal- 

ters, English.) To these were generally attached 
in England renderings of the Canticles [§ ‘I 
(The Te Deum ia of course not considered 
here.) Somewhat less frequently, the Songs 
of Moses, of Deborah, of Hannah and Hu- 
bakkuk (ch. iii.) were versitied. Relections 
from Isaiah, the Lamentations of Jeremiah, 
the Book of Ecclesiastes and Book of Wisdom, 
certain chapters of the Proverbs (e.g. by John 
Hall, often wrongly attributed to Sternhold) 
were ovceasionally rendered. The book of the 
O. T. which was most frequently reproduced 
was the Song of Solomon (inter alios by 
Spenser, Dod, Wither, Sandys, John Mason 
and Watts). The most incongruous experi- 
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ments, showing the belief in the universal 
capability of Scripture for musical eer 
at the outect of the Reformation, are a Metrical 
Version of the ies, twelve chapters of 
the Acte of the Apostles, rendered by Chris- 
topher Tye and sung in Edward VL.’s chapel, 

unnis's Hyve full of Hunnye, onary | the 
Firste Boke of Mows (14 chaps.) (1 78); 
and John Merbecke’s History of King David in 
the Books of Samucl, Paraphrases of N. T., 
especially of y ‘a of St. Paul's Epp. re- 
ceived a great developmeht in Barton's 
ter Hymns (1659-88 ) . WwW.) Th 
are a part of certan volumes which he calls 
Centuries, published at iutervala in his life- 
time, and the last after his death, contain- 
ing paraphrases of Scripture and render- 
ings of Psalms not admitted into his 
Psalters. The strictness of paraphrase was 
then “© relax, aud in hia later 
editions (e.g. Siz Centuries, 1688) he allows 
himself to combine and omit chapters and 
verses in the same book of Scripture, A 
number of N. T. paraphrases, treated with 
increasing — ha pcsnarge rare and —_ 
sivn, ap in the next thirty years, 
peel ag Watte’s Ist book of Hymns, con- 
sisting entirely of paraphrases, has several; 
ao have Doddridge and many others. 

The Influence of the Paraphrasea has been 
great, ith the exception of some by Watts, 
especially those preserved in The Scottish 
Paraphrases, the long series has indeed 
little direct interest now: but indirectly, as 
determining the character of the English hymn 
that sp out of them, their interest is 
considerable. That grand note of our greatest 
hymns, impreg mn with Scripture, is in 
great measure the heritage of the paraphrases, 
The limitation to Seripture had held its 
ground so long from dread of error. Hence 
ifa hymn, not verbally derived from Scripture, 
was to be accepted, it had to tg plain evi- 
dence of ita ground in Holy Writ. there ia 
#& characteristic passage in the preface to 
Liarton’s Four Centuries (1668), in which he 
says that the absence of the check of Holy 
Seripture had led to “horrid blasphemy 
in the Papist hymns. He calls also * The 
Complaint of a Sinner” (0. V.) “nonsen- 
sical,” and stigimatizes the expression “Thy 
et, wounds are yet to see,” in “The 
Humble Sute,” as erroncous, drawing as 
his inference, the danger of deserting the 
text of Scripture. Watts, in the Preface to 
his hymos, is careful to say that he © might 
have brought some Text... . and applied it 
tu the margin of every verse.” 

In the second place, in the paraphrases we 
find the origin of the great divisions of our 
hymus, objective and subjective. The free 
and joyous praise of Watts and Masen, and 
the simpler, less introspective expressions of 
sorrow and penitence are a heritege from the 
Psalms, The delineation of the subtler 
emotions, motives, and moods of Christian 
experience, as well as of the appropriation of 
gospel truths, though flowing partly from the 
ruoning stream of religious poetry, is even 
more the reflection of the N. 'T. paraplirases. 

Aud thirdly, in the free grouping of N. T. 
texts, which characterized the later para- 
phrasea, we see how unconsciously the type of 
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hymn, which we shall find below in 
emerged. The habit of Sermon anc 
mentary made it an almost irre 
impulse to interweave the familiar | 
passages, to make one a the 
expansion by others, toomit and comb 
the sake unity; all the while, a 
believed. keeping within the lett 
Scripture. Then came the license o: 
connecting verse, as a piece of mac! 
And only one step more converte 

Chap-| Scriptural Paraphrase into the Ser. 
Hymn. In a volume of Famdély £71 
Matthew ary A er ec —— a 
mons is put ag aD A) or his pi 
of combining texts of Satetusa. The 
interpretation which Watts gave to the 
paraphrase comes out clearly in his firs: 
of hymns, His first hymn, which he i: 
to have a in his 2lst year, a 
father’s ¢ lenge, as something better 
the hymns of the Southampton chapel, 

phrase of part of Rev. y. in the sty 
, “Behold the glories of the Lat 

but others are far more free, Very few pi 
bly would now cunsider “ My God, how en 
is Thy.love” (Bk. i, 81), or “ Come, h 
join our cheerful sungs” (Bk. i. 63), or “ 
all the glorious names” (Bk. i. 150), 
other noted hymns, as paraphrases, if W 
had not so claseed them. 

VIL. Original Hymue of the Elizabethan c 

ace —— of ee Vga Bh, 
permission to use any “hymn or suc 

song to the praise of Almighty God,” at 
beginning and end of morning and even 
prayer, [Psalters, English, § vit.) But, fi 
the causes we have indicated, hymns, 
auch, were proscribed in public worship ur 
the close of the 17th century; and the fn 7] 
that precede that period are found only 
books of religious poetry, or private devotii 
Until the publication of Wither’s Hymns (16: 
such hymns are few, and chiefly the utteran 
of — and unlettered piety, The spe 
mens here designated sre of course net | 
exhaustive list of the pieces that lie buried 
the dead volumes of devotional verse. Tho 
fur the Elizabethan will be found chiet 
in Select Poetry — devotional, of t 
reign of Queen Elizateth, edited by E. Far 
Parker Society, 1845. The earliest are | 
William Hunnis, a gentleman of the Chap: 
Royal un-ler Kiwant VL. and Master of tl 
Children under Elizabeth. There are seven¢ 
his hyrons in the Select Poetry, all of a simple 
fervent tone. Next in order are the six origina 
hymna, which enjoyed the excepti honou 
of being sung publicly, through their attach- 
ment to Sternhold and Hopkins’s Psalter 
(L402), These are “The L smentation of 
Sinner,” by Marckant; “Che Lamentation,” 
anonymous; “The Humble Sute of a Sin 
ner"; ©The Complaint of a Sinner"; “A 
Pmyer unto the Holy Ghost,” to be sang 
before the sermon and “ A Thankagiving after 
the receiving of the Lord’s Supper.” Of « 
similar character to those of Hunnis ar 
two by Nicolas Breton (Se!, Poetry, Pe 
180-1), whose works have been reprinted by 
Grosart; two, by Francis Kinwelmersh (S4. 
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—— % pp. 291-2), one (ibid., p. 316), by Walter 
in > ay vereun. Karl of Essex, published in The 
yn ae ite of Dainty Devises (1576-80); one by 

—_ th ¥ Kendal (1576. Sel. Poetry, p. 384); 
= = it John Norden’s Progresse of Pietie 
= Sy) Pub. by the Parker pry and one by 
Se tan Fleming (1602. Sel. Poetry, p. 546). 
se BE orks of William Loe, pastor of the Eng- 

<—_— Chureh at Hamburg (pub, by Grosart), 
ome, <1 Month's Minde—Nine Musings on 

= rv é Dumps on the Seauen Words 
SS nC). "There are also metaplinses 
“S'raye Sms, Song of Songs, and Puull’s 
“ritte:, 1 the volume. All the pieces are 
sa Sing, pUpsely in monoeyllables; and it is 

th, (etimony to the power of our short 
Con po) tat the strength po simplicity of the 
nished is enhanced rather than dimi- 
a Fars the restriction. In Dr. Donne's 
in hig < Sarre one or two hymna,com 
forgive ‘the tes. One of these, “Wilt Thou 
“eNnce gy pin? ’* was often sung in his pre- 
rouchin Evensong im St. Paul's. They are 
have stg Pisces. George Herbert is known to 
Walton, he, me of tis hymns to his viol. 
Tf on the 2 beautiful story of his calling for 
“The s, Suday before hie died, and singing, 
ant to andayy OF rmzaxn”ss Life,” ko. The music 
‘“feath. was Appmremtiy known after his 
freer ry, Some of therm xright be a 1 to our 

Msical ret timers One, “ Let all the world 
b [ar rs il Biees been treated success- 

and ar Bee Sir Cs eorgre Elvey (Ch. Hy. 411) 
ao apt, “Plhrew away po! rod” is 

con ion TO ee Borupt and irregular for SE Ularigg the <& 1 attempt was made to Much, Used pein CC. me ina book which was frm ne Stler ite pen Eo kik i y ation in 1697—sSelect communi Mr. Hawtneen ‘s aes In the 
Fe. din th. *! Littles <Sidding, hymns were 
are TOCA.  <meomnposd by Nicholas bd er ?, 
z. Poe ae fiera<’ sard exceutor; but they 

L Major, 7 =a ~ <> 2 few specimens in 
” fo}; Christe @reres «>€ Ferrer. The Syna- Which ?#low;, Phea ELarvie (1640), is an ng Reaey 2 Pa< Temple of Herbert Pleton 4tionn) &  Erext oven leas capable 

t hymn, G m<Ren gE etaation. In Phineas Pe” ig oe One of aee™ 2 Ess adition), there are The Fang! CXvaa, w Ba g<-th, « Drop, drop, slow 
ter, hep. ‘uty for private tse. leven cs rea ; nothing fresher, of the” bom, 2 by Ee = =— Ms. hymn of 26 af : <3, 3. Hierusalem, my 1 “ry Nth <> <*F # critical discussion mar's an aa the article in this 

; a =a happy heme; Dr. 
" te PF e7enne,; and letters in 

> KE uly 20 and Aug. 3, 
= The — 

ipey are obvious, but 
the yp es the conreption of 

r ~F <> ruasalem, which is 
ve —_ = =e hymn. There is 

cor Prey) e™> ae the ms. volume at 
ion, gy, ee EB ECH contuine the 

Rng ; th =. >ast authentic text 
tin Verena Ps I ones > lhiome” (undated 

~~ =" 2nd plan, though , a 

| 

| 
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VUL The firat Hywn Book, George Wither, 

A great interest attaches to Hymne and 
of the Church (1623), by George 

Wither. It is the earliest uttempt at an 
English hymun-book, and we might almost 
think that, but for the Puritan reaction that 
set in immediately afterwards, the develo 
ment of original hymns might have — ti 
the time of the Stuarts, within the church, 
instead of being delayed a century, to origi- 
nate among the Nonconformists, Wither 
obtained a patent from the King, that his 
book should be bound up with every copy 
of tie Metrical Psalms, and he evidentl 
hoped that it would be used concurrently wit 
them after morning and evening prayer, though 
“not as part of the Church's Liturgy.” But 
the history of the book proved just the same as 
that of his subeequent version of the Psalms 
(1682). [Psalters, English.) Instead of fame 
and profit, it bronght him persecution and 
loas, notwithstanding the approbation of 
the book by many members of Convocation. 
The tiret part of this book consists of the 
usval paraphrases of Scripture. including 
the Song of Solomon; the second is a series 
of hymns for all the Festivals, Holy Days 
(St. George's Day among them), Public Deli- 
verances, Holy Communion, Ember Weeks, 
Seasonable Weather, Plenty, Peace, Victory, 
Deliverance from Public Sickness, and the 
King. Some of the ms in it were set to 
music by Orlando Gib In 1641, many of 
these hymns were republished, with a few 
alterations, in the Hallelujah, Britain's Second 

. which was dedicated to the 
Long Parliament. No music is attached, but 
tunes are indicated at the head of the pieces, 
where they diverge from the usual metres of 
the Old Version. It is a book of Hymns for all 
sorte of times, states, aud seasons, embracing a 
great circle of incidents, some of a minute 
character (e.g, When washing; On a boat; 
Sheep-shearing ; House-warming; For lovers, 
Tailors, Jailer, Prisoner, Member of Parliu- 
ment). Sigus of the time, when the balance 
of power between King and Parliament hung 
so even and the great struggle was opening, 
will be easily seeu in many hints and al- 
lusions. It is the werk of a waverer on the 
border of the two campa. The geueral tone 
of it is one of simple practical piety, the 
language is of studied simplicity, and often 
of melodious grace; but much of it is not 
above the deggrel level of the ee 
especially in the hymna peculiar to the Halle- 
lujah itself, "A list of Withers best pieces 
| Hymne ; Encyel. Britan. th ed.)and some choice 
specimens (Hook of Praise) are given by Lord 
Selborne. ‘Tiere is too great a preponderauce 
of meditation and recitative for general use. 
The very tender and sweet * Rocking Hymn” is 
only alullaby, The Sunset yma is found in 
Thring’s Coll. (Hy. 21), * Belwld the aun that 
seetuel but now.” Far tLe finest—a noble 
lyrie—is “Come, oh come, with pious lays’ 
(fallel., Bk. 1, Hy. 1). Wither suffered as a 
poet, first from his political misfortunes, and 
afterwards from his rustic simplicity. His 

This hymn ia) place in povtry is lke that of Cowper, ua 
reaction trom a fentaatic and artiticial style to 
that of natural expression, singing of the wood- 
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land, the country and the home, As such, 
it earned the contempt of Pope (‘ wretched 
Withers") and Swift (Wither and den are 
“Bavius and Mevius") and the ot of 

. Southey and others, The first to do him ~~ 
tice was Percy, (See Percy's Reliques, “ 
I, wasting in despair?") [Wither George.) 

IX. Hymne of Herrick, Henry Vaughan, 
Jeremy Taylor, &e. 

The attention of the Puritans was en- 
groseed in the Metrical Psalms. The so- 
called Hymos of Milton do not come under 
the definition of this work. The few hymns 
that were composed are consequently for the 
most part from royalist pens. Crashaw's 
belong more to the hymns of Latin origin, 
and are useless in their present shape. 
Herrick’s Noble Numbera (pub. 1647, see 
Grosart’s edition of Robert Herrick) contain 
hymns or hymn iaterial. The carole for 
Christmas, The New Year, and the Cireum- 
cision, and a Star Song—all sung before 
Charlea at Whiteball—are examples, His 
“Litanie to the Holy Ghoat "—* In the hour 
of my distress,” several verses of which are 
found in some hymn books (e.g. Ch. H, 300)— 
is full of tenderness ; but the jocund humour 
of the man oddly intrudes on even his 
gravest thoughts in some of the stanzas (e.g. 
“When the artless doctor sees, No one hope 
but of his fees,” &e..... “When bis potion 
and his pill ....meet for nothing but to 
kill,” &c.). In Henry Vaughan’s Silex 
Scintillana (1650-55. See Grosart’s edition) 
there are many stangas which might be ad- 
mitted among hymns for private use, and ex- 
pressed by freer and higher music. Two are 
admitted by Mr. Thring in his Coll. : “ Beyond 
the veil” is of ethereal beauty, Jeremy 
Taylor's Festival and Penitential Hymna, 
1654-5 (see Grosart’s edition), are praised by 
Heber, and are characteristic of his genius; 
but it can scarcely be -aid that the poetic 
form adds anything to their eloquence, and 
they are odes rather than hymns, probably not 
intended for music. The Advent Hymn, 
“Lori, come away, Why dost Thou stuy? * 
and that on Charity, * Full of merey, full of 
love,” are however admitted in Heber's Hymna, 
1827. ‘The Hymn on The Purification is one 
of the most regular and the best, and might 
perhaps be remodelled without losing its 
crystal lustre. 

[Persons in search of the grotesque may be amused by 
two or three hymns composed by Jotn Goodwin, 
William #arten, and others. Barton paraphrased 
Deborah's Song a8 a Thanksgiving fer the battl of 
Worcester, and gives the congregution the alternative of 
singing Fairfax or Cromwell instead of Karak, “gun. 
ners” instead of * archers,” &c.) 

X. Hymne of Crossman, Austin, Ken, de. 

The Restoration was not favourable to the 
production of Nonconformist hymns, The 
Quaker and the Baptist held even paalm- 
singing ® carnal ordinance; the raising of a 
tune wmong other congregations proscribed 
by the Conventicle Act was a signal to the 
constables, In 1664 was published a series of 
nine poems by Samuel Crossman. I’rebendary 
and afterwards Dean of Bristol, entitled 
“The Young Man's Meditation ' (reprinted 
ty D. Sedgwick), which is worth attention. 
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The Sth poem is , the 7th, on 
Resurrection, “My life's a shade” (See 
of Praise, cliii.), is equally so. The 
beautiful is the 8th, in two parts, ca 
“Heaven,” from which two well-known hyr 
“ Sweet place, sweet place alone,” and “ Ji 
salem on high” (see Ch. Hy. 3, F 
A. Bk. 942), have been taken. The vir 
of the Heavenly City and the delight 
sadness which it inspires are pourtrayed w 
equal delicacy; and the crisp rhythm, 
longing refrain, and a trace of Puritan fee! 
= to its oe In ecg | apes Dis 

ialogues (1667) are seven ymns 
a ae of the Great Festivals, 
written on the same plan,—a narrative port 
succeeded by a practical application. Wer 
made su uent use of them; though not 
void of devotion, they arerather coldly didac 
In 1668 a The Devotions in the Ants 
Way of , by that saintly son of 
Romun Church, John Austin, which w 
afterwards edited for Anglican use by Hicl 
Dorrington, and others, Besidea one or | 
adaptations of Latin Hymns from Crash: 
they contain original hymns appended to 
offices ; and few compositions leave such an 
kya of simple love to the Saviour.and ew 
ird-like praise. The 6th Hymn, “Hark, 

soul, how everything” (2h. of Praise, 26), 2 
the 32nd, “ Lord, now the time returns "(5 » 
in Bk. of Praise, 189), are perhaps the choice 
But the rest in the Book of Praise are in | 
same gentle strain, and the selection could 
enlarged, At Jeast as early as 1674 were co 
posed Bp, Ken's three unique hymna, wh 
so perfectly represent hiy saintly personali 
The pieced verses of our hymn-books ¢ 
little conception of the originals. In | 
pane’ of form, the ——— strengtl 

T stanzas scarce’ pares us for ¢ 
abruptness and even Y aeaknens of thy 
omitted. As js substance, “ The M 
night Hymn,” with its Light of God illum 
ing the darkness (cento in Thring’s Coll. ¢ 
lms scarcely a place in our Books ; t 
extracts from‘ The Morning Hymn" mait 
exhibit the manly piety, the inviolate ec 
seience and energy of duty, which Geor 
Eliot accentuates in Adam Bede; and tlic 
from “The Evening Hymn” the spirit 
serene humility and trust: but in Ken : 
this is but the lever side of a realization, 
which his praise is mingling with the hea 
anthems of heaven, and life is only | 
because overstreamed by the presence of Gr 
It is the intensity of this spiritual imaginati 
—and not the thonglits, which are found 
many similar hymna, es the natural suge 
tion of the time, and even less the Jlanguas 
which is bare of imagery, and only ¢ 
tinguished by the restraint of rhyme fre 
direct massive prose—that lifts these hym 
to an angel level reached by no oth 
Enylish hymns. The four volumes of Ket 
Porctical Works have many ages fall 
pathos, and breathe his habitual spirit of hij 
devotion, The Anodynes and Preparatio 
for Death are very touching, read with 
context of the sufferings they solaced : and ¥ 
turn eagerly in search of ore to The Hyw 
for the Festivals. But they are the poems 
|old age; the natural force ia abating; a 
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—ked diction more i ; and — ——ag conspicuous; and the 
—, . i lar for use. (Ken, Thomas.) In 

= Poetical Fragments of Richard Baxter 
Te = turee or four — ot a ee 

mea, tT Ver: similar to the style of the 
Se, = *Wical eal: and dance of his 
~~ 4 piety. “The most pathetic is “The 

> “Rick at and gs OEY Be Faith,” from 
=_ 4 he ia “ Now it obgs not to m 
are seen 3 : 

At XI. Mason's Songs of Praise. 
nog Sttion has been drawn of late, partly 

to 1p. their republication by Mr. Sedgwick, 
They Songs of Prades by John Mason (1683). 
day,,,,™" through many editions in their 
whe 474 influenced Watts and the Wesleys, 
Stanza, some of the terse lines into their 
Of the eath the crudity and sameness 
Sreat ,,""% there is a robust thought and 
Bain g 2% of praise. There is an ancient 

€t hig ; *sbout bis ** homespun" phrasesand 
iVinity wiliarity with the Platonic school of 
net ta) aud one or two classical quotations, 

be, Sholarly training. They can sel- 
as they stand, not only from their 

ment Want of writy, but from their un- 
= ‘rit. But the pungency of single verses 
or lection and comnbination; more how- 
pms or imte collections of religions 
Shan hymmals. His lines in the 1th 

ont Man's life"ss © book of history, ‘The 
; hereof are da ** areaninstance. His 

ir "th uppliess thre base of the 117th 
Probably po arene Z£zzmanal (1857), adapted 

“i y Keble, “+ A living stream as 
Keb. ,& Fe vision of the 16th Song 

Lymnal, 186, eo forrnd in the Salisbury 
ming.” P, ‘How B><=nutifal the feet that 

Bett Coxcen ert See Z Cries by Thomas Shep- 
thls, by bing the first six and the 86th 
ediei2"9" of ie@mcd Te eason) were attached to 
Mao?s. hreiee ienr 1 and subsequent 
OF the OE the fete eZ RLEN lower merit than 

a: Withd = despon 
a “terizn, rang oe “Zool: eee ahah 
ec © Olney He Pasess cf remarkable affinity 

i yaeree > «eni there seem to be 
net Love 2g em 3a =, on « Lamenting the 

nh, *« ¥ es“ ' fora 
ms, Ab eh oe Fn of those by 

™ Ea ! Lord, what have I 
See Mason, John.) 

fais tan tie auti m - 

phon OTR admitted into Non. 
Regh tint Com 42 first to adopt it 
Atay” is > = <=Lation of Benjamin 

ent. ~~ ®e2an of considerable 

> 2 = =< ife, 

Rf 

=> Rad leda hunted 
<>Vve of singing: his 

pain: “other tt aurmeoe abe himself =o 
Youre! (legit of p< ame S s0ree, hyn bo b> aay a | From his little SP aye aes > oh nh 

tw ‘s = = = “Gingpuntion hol oveg © 
“ab, = EE Ee|r. The object of 

Exe pretice of sing- 
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ing as part of the service on every Lord’s Day 
in hia congregation at Horsley Down, South- 
wark. It was a contribution to a controversy, 
which for a time split the Baptist body into 
singing and non-singing con, tious, A 
General Agsembly in 1692 rebuked the bitter- 
ness of the discussion, and tried tu mediate. 
In hia own gation Keach gained his 
point, and his Spiritual Melody (1691) and 
Spiritual Songs (1696) came into use in his 
own and other places of worship. The volumes 
are of considerable bulk; Spiritual Melody 
contains 300 hymns, Spiritual Songs are com- 
posed of 100 eer and paraphrases, (See 
History of the agri by Crosby, his son-in- 
law, and the R. T. 8. Life of Watts by E. 
Paxton Hood.) 

_ Hymns must have been introduced into the 
worship of the Independents about 1690. A 
Collection of Divine Hymne (1694) is a cot 
ilation from six different authors, including 
xter and Mason. Another (1707) by 

Samuel — is gathered from Crashaw, Her- 
bert (turned into c..) Daniel Burgess, Fox- 
ton, Shepherd, Vincent, Clarke's Annotations, 
and the parapbrases of Boyee and Woodford. 
This is probably by no means a complete list 
of the hymn-writera of that time. The hymns 
themselves are of no value; but they present 
three points of interest. These “ fat and 
doll” pieces, as Enoch Watts justly styled 
them, fought and won the battle as to the 
legitimacy of hymns, which made his brother 
Isaac's success possible. In the second place, 
as we review the field of their subjecta— 
Keach dealing with the Person of God, the 
Work of Christ, the Holy Spirit, the Bible, 
the Church and Grace ; singing of 
Penitence ; Mason, of Praise; others, of Cliris- 
tian experience—the wide which Watts 
occupied seems leas wonderful and less iso- 
lated from the past. And thirdly, it is curious 
to remark that while at present hymns at 
Holy Communion are ar, used and are 
held in suspicion by many within the English 

has been always Church, the Lord’s = 
the grand, at one time the sole, occasion for 
hymns among Nonconformists. Thus“ When 
I survey the wondrous cross,” is one ofa whole 
book of sacramentel hymns by Watts. The 
4th book of Richard Davis's Hymna consista 
of 20 sacramental hymns. It may be that 
hymns were more used at Holy Commanion 
within the Church than we imagine. Mr. W. 
T. Brooke has pojnted out a curious note pre- 
fixed to a long sacramental hymn in Wither’s 
Hymna and Songs of the Church, in which he 
—_ of a custom of singing a hymn during 

e administration: and a remark in Knter 
into Thy Closet (2nd ed. 1668, pp. 401-2) to the 
effect that the metrical psalms were generally 
sung during the communion of the people. 
There is also among the hymns appended to 
the Old Version, the Thanksgiving after 
receiving the Lord's core. Is it possible 
that the introduction of hymns in the Com- 
munion Service was not illegal under the 
Injunctions of Elizabeth, as being “ after Morn- 
ing Prayer"? 

XIU. Isaac Watts. 

Notwithstanding the contempt with which 
his name is often mentioned, and the faint 
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raise of his hymns by Dr, Johnson, few have 
eft such a solid contribution to our beat hymns 
as Ieaac Watta (see Book of Praise, and Lord 
Selborne’s article in the Britan., 9th 
el. : Hymns),and noone has so deeply impressed 
himeelf on their structure. Approaching him 
from the past, his advance Keach, 
Barton, and Mason is immense, Inheriting 
from the tradition of the metrical Psalms a 
healthy strength of thought and a habit of 
broad and jutilant 4 agony impressed through 
the paraphrases with the necessity of a rich 
Scripture groundwork, and supplied with a 
wide range of subjects by his immediate pre- 
deceasors, he is in his best pieces gifted with 
a soft richness of diction, and a free, vigorous 
thythm (especially in his L..); the distine- 
tive characteristic of his unaffected piety-—a 
very remarkable one in such u suffering life—~ 
being a pervading joyousness and buoyant 
faith, lighting up even his saddest hymns. 
His faults are boinbast and doggrel. reid 
epithets and tawdry ornaments were the 
fashion of the time ; and they probably adver- 
tised his hymns in literary circles, as did, 
ina parallel case, The New Version, No one 
that las studied the hymns that preceded 
him, will wonder that Watts was indifferent 
about d 1. The Metrical Versions of the 
Psalms, from Sternhold to Tate and Brady, 
were full of it: 80 were Mason, Keach, and the 
reat: and the ignorance of the people, the decay 
of music, the slow singing, the habit of giving out 
the verses line by line, were almost insuperable 
obstacles to continuous grace of expression. 
It is due to Watta to point out how frequently 
in his prefaces he speaks of the * fetter” of 
“the old narrow metres,” the necessity of 
giving each line by itself a complete sense, 
and of “ sinking it to the level of a whole con- 

tion” as the accepted restraints under 
which he wrote: nor, though he strove to 
catch the ear of the world of letters, did he 
ever sacrifice to this object the edification of 
the people, to whom he ministered. It will 
be found that just in those pieces, where he 
is conscious of a refined audience on the one 
side and the unlettered congregation on the 
other, Watts’s best work appears. With one or 
two exceptions (e.g. “ He dies, the Friend of 
Sinners dies," Hor, Lyr.), neither the Horx 
Lyricx (1705), addressed to the literary world 
alone, nor, on the other hand, the sermonlike 
hymns attached to his London Sermons (1721- 
24), which are tamed down to the congregn- 
tional level, and least of all the Dirine and 
Moral Songs for Children (1715), contain his 
finest pieces; but hie Hymns (1707-9) and 
Psalms (1719. Soe Psalter, English, § xv.), 
both of which were composed for the primary 
use of the people, yet with some hope that 
they might allure a finer taste, 

But Watts’s place in this history is to be 
estimated not only by the av bs has left 
us, but by his enduring influence on the etrue- 
ture of ourhymos. This influence is exhibited 
not in his use of the old metres, which are a 
leritage of the metrical Psaltera, but in that 
compact and balanced form—what Mont- 
gowery calla “having a beginning, middle, 
and end"—which characterizes a see- 
tion. of our hymns, and which, though an 
English specialty not greatly regarded in the 

ENNODIUS, MAGNUS F, 

hymns of antiquity, Montgomery lays down 
as essential, There is very little of this sense 
of proportion of parta and central unity in 
the hymns that eee Watts; but it is very 
aeage ae in him: and the demand for it 

steadily gained in strength since. It is 
curious to note that it originated probably not 
so much from artistic requirements as from the 
slow ing, which limited the number of 
verses, the clerk's practice of skipping aud 
combining verses in the metrical Palms, ant 
the preacher's habit of condensing into « 
hymn, given out at the close, the eubstance or 
application of his sermon. (See also Watts, 
Isaac.) 

The fullest tation of Watts is natu- 
tully found in The New ional Hymn 
Book. But that in The of Praise is also 

We can only note * Come we thut love 
the Lord" (Hymna, Bk. 2, 30), “ Why should 
the children of a King" (dbid., Bk. 1, 144), as 
examples of simplicity; the well-known “Come 
let us join our cheerful sougs” (ibid., Bk. 1, 
62), and the fine hymn of evangelical praise, 
“Join all the glorious Names” (ibid. Bk. 1, 
150), as specimens of Scriptural richness; 
several hymns on Death, the finest, spite 
of its ruggedness, being, * Do flesh and nature 
dread to die” (Sermons, 48): “My God, 
how endless is Thy love!" (Hymns, Bk. |, 
81), a8 a specimen of warmth and softness; 
and the masterpiece of impassioned contempla- 
tion, “ When [ survey wondrous cross” 
(Hymns, Bk. 8,7). [For Psalms see Paalters, 
English, § xv.] 

XIV. P. Doddridge. 
The hymns of Philip Doddrid 

plainly the immediate progeny of Watts, that 
a short notice of them may given as the 
close of this article. His hymns were sung 
as the enforcement of his sermons, given out 
probably from the eur line by line. They 
were first published (1755), after his death, by 
his pupil, Job Orton. They have not the 
power or the richness of Watts, and a deti- 
ciency of ear gives them thinness of tone. 
But they excel Watts in simplicity, serenity, 
and tenderness; there is a sweetness in bis 
em, which Watts rarely equals, while his 
Lm, ia often cold and artificial. His 43nd, 
however, “ Eternal Source of every joy,” aod 
310th, “ Lord of the Sabbath,” have much of 
the melody of Watts : nor has Watts any hymn 
80 perfect in the combined qualities of feeling, 
structure, melody, and diction as Doddridge s 
I7lat, “My God, and is Thy table s . 
The 368rd, “ Interval of grateful shade,” has 
a lustrous delicacy, but is a lyric rather than 
ahymn, His210th,“ Hark! the glad sound,” 
which is in every hymn-book, is one of the 

examples of his style. The exqui- 
sitely tender 246th, * Do now I love Thee, oli! 
my ,” is too spiritual for common use. A 
full selection of dridge’s hymns wil! be 
found in the New Cong. H. Bi, and in the 
Book of Praise, [See also Doddridge, Philip.) 

(H. L. BJ 
Ennodius, Magnus Felix, was b. at 

Arles, cirea 473, and was connected with 
several Romans of distinction. Losing his 

ry ag | at an early age through the invasion 
of the Visigoths, he went to Milan, where he 

were #0 
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I tec-ived and educated by an aunt. In 
tee through the death of his aunt, he waa 
eee “Wloved pdnced to cag ngeale bat _ ye 

——— is fortunes by marrying a lady o San we fh A recovery from © denrenoas sick- 
——— 7 lel him to reflect on his somewhat dis- 
= jt? chancter, and to change his whole life. 
= wie Wile retired into a convent, and he was 
OF nt Deacon by the Bishop of Pavia, 

hm pee Hermisdas he was advanced to 
“See (Co! Pavia about 514, and was employed 
—_~ Masta, important missions to the Emperor 
Me F:Mis in order to oppose the spread of 
he wy, vehian heresy ; but in both instances 
barieg Musuccessful. "He d. in 521, and was 
July 17" the Chureh of 8t. Michael, Pavia, 
ub. « °521, His works, eleven in all, were 

| eee er the Auctores Ortholoxographici, 
Tourna;! 1; again, by Andrew Schott, 

D of ils and in Migne, tom. lxiii. Six- 
few lin, hymns, some consisting only of a 
CXxxyj "re included in Daniel, i, oxxi.- 
bY the Rew these the following have been fr. wnt: Che" AL W Dutield 
Catal Jumena Trust in Christ. Tr. 1e83. COTM, teocernal Tester in Lone ee NT 

i bee, oO Cine, Prema va ann « Evening. Tr. as “T: ses’ we ever pray.'in m4 "N.Y. Lawdes Domini, N. Y., 
F 

his wor plier detaxils <<Om ceming Ennodius and 
Ennoain. se Diets. ef Christ. Biogn art 

En, ; F. uire, ye ile~xrinme, for the way. Has Learidge (Lreereteetion.) This is No. 137 nous £4 sprre ras, X¢., 1755, in 6 at. of 
F- 2 Homphreys's ed. of 

It is : on Jer. 1.5. To Ye YreReeeales it is given as“ In- tomate, “45,Pilgtins,* eens gt ie elven ae Pas- 
aA SG4, st. iv, ni, v., vi. 

ne ta pa ah care ~ 
= <2<1,” and appointed for °0 of Clhaizzes Ba xnembern (J. J] 

S72 Sse _ to pleasure prone. befenitentiq( Mt] “E- Baie tyme al in Oe MeatnMRote a, wwe ene 
<2veel Sac. Poems, 1739, 

— o 1868-72, vol. i. p. 
-> 80, it was given as Was cl og Of sec ee ‘“ rety fin <~rm. ii.“ For mourners Slee ney ed nin C 2O4), and as such it 

a = ed. of 1875. It is Grace. tion, ra i<> x= tial hymn in several 
. AE ritain and America. 

— 32— Our heavenly Adam, 
<*- 1 O09, is st. 9 this 

dd h 
iter e ee m=. Almighty Lord. 

=z z=.) ist pub. in his 
= => (2nd ed., 1802). 

.<_. entitled, 

mr our 
adn ian; 

Fie ex 
he CP, 

= sgh ttre or 
= fezeir, but its modern 

Ha’ Shee ana nie where a 
’ hr 2 lane - ~ =f collections. In 
Gorde . = ea So. in rdman’s Presb, 

is attributed to 
iss as early as J, 

2 se«57 + if not earlier. 
> p. 286. [J. J.) 

“ Day of | of 

BO A. 2 Serys rpehuepos.)| 
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"EréBn cs Newv. St. John of Damas- 
cus. (St. Paul.| This is the ivth Ode in the 
Canon of St. Paul in the Office of 88, Peter 
and Paul, June 30, in the Menaea. It is 
given in Pitra'’s Hym. Gree. p.76. Dr. Little- 
dale’s tr., “ Against the Charch of Jesus,” is 
good, and close to the original with the omis- 
sion of the Theotokion (address to the B.V, M.). 
The tr. was Ist pub. in the People’s H., 1867, 
No, 237, and signed *F." It is appointed 
for the “Conversion of St. Paul.” EPs) 

"Edéornev 7 typépa. (Thy iudpar riv 
ppixrhy.) 

Ephrem, the Syrian. [Syriac Hymnody.] 

Emi ris Oelas pudaxijs. ['Avacrd- 
cews Hudpa.] 

Epiphaniam Domino canamus glo- 
riosam. [(£piphuny.] This Sequence occurs 
in a ms. of Sequences (circa 1000) in the Bod- 
leian Library, Oxford, No. 775, f. 140. It is 
also in a Winchester ms. of the 11th cent. 
now at Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, 
and an 11th cent. ws. in the British Museom 
(Harl. 2961, £251 6). In the Sarum Missal 
it is the Sequence for the Feast of the Epi- 
phany only, In the Hereford Missal it is ap- 
pointed for the Epiphany itself, its Octave, 
and the Sunday in the Octave. In the York 
Missal it is divided into three parts: (1) 
“Epipbaniam Domini,” (2) “ Balaam de quo 
vaticinans,” und (3) * Magi sibi stella.” The 
first is to be awid on the Feast of the Epi- 
pay, the second on the first day after; the 
hird on the second day after, and so on, to 
the Octave, when the entire Sequence has to 
be sung. If however the 2nd or 3rd part 
should fall upon a ag 5 then it gave place 
to the proper Sequence for the “ Translation 
of St. William the Archbishop,” the Festival 
of that day. Text in reprints of the Serum, 
Hereford, and York Missals, and Kehrein, 
No. 27. [W. A. 8.] 

Translations in C. U. :— 
1. Bing we in triumphal gladness. [By RK, F. 

Littledale, written for and Ist pub. in the 
People's H., 1867, No. 45, and signed “ A. L. P.” 
It is in 7 st. of 61, 

%. O come and praise with chant and song. By 
E. H. Plumptre, contributed to the Hymaary, 
1872, in 6 st. of BL, and appointed for use at 
the Holy Communion during the Epiphany. 

Translations not in 0. U. :— 
1, All glory to the Lort’s Epiphany. C. B. Pearson. 

The Sarum Missal in ish, 1468. 
2. Let os duly magnify. C. B, Pearson. 

Jrom the Sarum Missal, 1871, 

Epistles, Hymns on the. (Prayer, Book 
Common. } 

Sequences 

"Eyrevcapny ce thy ddyPeav, Kore. 
St. (Fregory of Nazianzws, “A hymn at night, 
after fuilure to keep vow,” found in various 
editions of his Worke, and in the Anth. Griaec- 
Car. Christ., p. 28, 1871. From this latier work 
Mr. Chattield made his tr, “O Thou, the 
Word of truth divine,” and pub. the serie im 
his Songs and Hys., &., 1876, p. 121, in UB se. 
of 41. The original dates 324-B8y, [Greek 
Hymnody, § iv.] {J. J.) 
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Ere another Sabbath’s close. (Sun- 
day.) We have traced this popular hymn to 
the Missionary Minstrel, a little 48mo coll. 
edited by “O. P.” and pub. by Nisbet, Lon., 
May, 1826, a much Ph set edition being 
issued a few years later. It reads :— 

i. Ese — —— close, 

Lord, our cong seven to Thee, 
At Thy feet we bow the knee. 

. For the mercies of the day, 
For this rest upon our way, 
Thanks to Thee alone be given, 
Lord of earth and King of heaven. 

. Cold our services have been, 
Mingled every prayer with ain; 
But Thou canst and wilt forgive, 
By Thy grace alone we tive. 
One there is at Thy right hand, 
Angels bow at His command; 
Yet He suffered in our stead, 
And His wounds oar parton plead. 

y. By the merits of Thy Son, 
By the victory He won, 
Pardoning and peace bestow, 
Whilst we journey bere below. 

. Whilst this thorny path we tread, 
May Thy love our footsteps lead ; 
When our journey here is 
May we rest with Thee at 

. Let these earthly Sabbaths prove 
Sweet foretastes of juys above; 
While their steps Thy pilgrims bend 
To that rest which knows no end. 

It has the initials appended, * O. P..” in 
common with about half of the hymus in the 
volume. One of the firat, if not the first, to 
adopt it for congregational use was Baptiat W. 
Noel, who included it with the omission of st. 
iv. and y. in his Selection, in 1832 (sometimes 
dated 1833 in pre’ From this fact arose 
the mistake of attributing it, at one time, to 
Baptist W. Noel, and at another, to his 
brother, Gerard T. Noel. In 1833 the same 
stanzas were repeated in Bickersteth'’s Chris- 
tian Psalmody, and agg in other 
collections. Ita use in all English-speaking 
countries is most extensive. From this hymn 
a cento beginning with st. ii, “ For the mer- 
cies of the day,” has come into extensive use 
in America, and is sometimes ascribed to * J. 
Mon ery, 1853,” asin Dr. Hattield's Church 
A. Bk. N. ¥., 1872. [ts correct designation 
is * O. P., Missionary Minstrel, 1826.” 

(W. T. BJ 

Ere Christ ascended to His throne. 
B. Beddome. [Adult Raptiem.) Pub. in his 

thumous Hymns, &c., 1817-18, No, 596, in 
st. of 41, and headed “The Commission.” 

In addition to its limited use in its full form, 
it is also abbreviated in some American collec- 
tions. In the Psalmist, 1843, Bapt. Praise 
Bk,, N. Y., 1871, at. ifi-v. are given as, “ Blest 
Saviour, we Thy will "ag, and in the Sab- 
bath H. [& Tune] Bk. N. Y., 1858 ( Bapt. 
edition), the same stanzas as “ Dear Saviour, 
we Thy will obey.” These arrangements are 
not in use in G, Britain. {J. J.J 

Ere God had built the mountains. 
Wie [Divine Wisdom.) Pub. in the 
Olney Hymns, L779, Bk. i., No. 52, in 4 at. of 
8 1. and based on Prov. viii. 22-31. It is 
found in several collections, both old and new, 
in G. Britain, and is also in we in America. 
A rendering into Latin, “ Priuesquam Deus 
altos montes,” by R. Bingham, was given in 
his Hymno. Christ. Lat., 1871, p. 251. (J. J.J 

iv. 

ERHALT UNs, HERR 

Ere I [we] sleep, for every favour 
J. Cennick, [Evening.] Pub. in hia Sarred 
Hys. for the Children of God, &c., 1741, 
No. 14, in 7 st, of 4 L, as the second of two 
hymns for evening. It was repeated in Ister 

itions of the same work, in Whitefield’s Coll, 
1754; in M. Madan’s I's. & Hys., 1760; the 
early editions of Lady Huntingdon’s Coll., and 
others of the old collections, and is also well 
known to modern hymnals, but usually in an 
abbreviated form, and sometimes as “ Ere we 
asleep,” &e. Orig. text in Stevenson's Hys, for 
the Ch. & Home, 1873, with the enalaslan of 
at. vil., which reads :— 

* So whene'er in death I slumber, 
Let me rise || With the wise, 

Counted in their number.” {J oF ) 

Ere mountains reared their forms 
sublime. Harriet Auher, [God eternal— 
Man passing away.) Appeared in ber Spirit 
of the Psalms, 1829, in 4 st. of 41 In the 
merican hymn-books it is given in its 

original t.. #. form, as in Hedve and Hunting- 
ton’s Hys. for the Ch. of Chriet, 1853, and 
several later Hymnals; and in a peculiar form 
to suit the music adopted in Church Pastorals, 
Boston, 1864. From Miss Auber and H. F. 
Lyte having both pub. works with the title 
he Spirit of the Psalms, this hymn has some- 

times attributed to Lyte in error. (J. J.) 

Ere the blue heavens were stretch’d 
abroad. J. Watts. [Divinityand Humanity 
of Christ.) 1st pub. in his H. & S. Songe, 
1709, Bk, i. No. 2, in 6 st.of 41. In addition 
to its somewhat extensive use in its original 
form in G, Britain and America, it ia also givea 
in an altered form as, “ Before the heavens 
‘were spread abroad,” in Songs for the Sane- 
tuary, N. Y., 1865-72, and others. (J, J.) 

Bp. E. I. Bicheructh. Holy. Matrimony . BE. H. Bickerateth, 'y Matrimony. 
ritten in 1869, and pub. in his H. Com- 

panion, 1870. It is alao in his The Two 
Brothers, and Other Poeme, 1871, and appointed 
to be sung after the blessing, “ Almighty God, 
who at the beginning,” &. From Bp. Bicker- 
steth’s Notes to the H. Comp. we gather that 
it was written for that collection. [J. J.) 

Erhalt uns, Herr, bei deinem Wort. 
M. Luther. [Peace and ST High This 
hymn was probably written 1541. In that 

a service of prayer against the Turks was 
eld at Wittenberg, for which Luther pre 
pared a special office, in which most of the 
music was arranged for the boys of the choir. 
It was printed in broadsheet form at Witten- 
berg, 1542; appeared in Low German, in the 
Magdeburg G. B., 1542; and then in High 
German in Klug’s Geistliche Lieder, Witten- 
berg, 148-4. Klug it was entjtled “A 
hymn for the children to sing — the 
two arch-enemies of Christ, and His Holy 
Church, the Pope and the Turks.” Thence 
in We iii. p. 26, in 3 at. of 41, and 
Schircks’s ed. of Luther's Geist. Lieder, 1854, 
.44. Additional stanzas from rarious sources 
ave often been appended to this hymn, the 

most popular being thos by Justus Jonas, 
pootubly written in 1545, aguinst the Council 
of Trent. These are:—iv, “Ihr Anachiig, 
Herr, zu nichte mach"; v.“So werden wir 
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erkennep doch,” and appear, added to Luther's’ 
three, at the end of the Radtachlag des aller 

igen Vaters Babsts Pauli des Dritten, mit 
dem Collegio Cardinalium gehalten, wie das 
@ngesatte Concilium tm Trient firzunehmen 

"Anno ee be igratirngehe Biblio- 
uphie, 1855, p- 204. 118 text, in 5 st, 6 

©. 723 in Burg’s Breslau G. B., 1746. 
The hymn soon came into universal use, at morning 

And evening devotions, before sermon, &c. Lauxmann, 
im Koch, vili, 133-194, gives vartous {nstances of the 
po mentment of the Rormaniste, ally against st, i, 
te, Umi steur des Papa und TOrken Mord,” which 
de ;meny recent hymn appears as * Und steure 
21 .Dtt Feinde Mord.”? It came into use tn England 
4 eh Wisdoune's version (see beluw), of which Warton 
lenge? Hist. of ng. Poetry, sect. xiv. (evidently not 
= iris that Wisdome was merely the translator) thus 
el '~He is chiefly memorable for his metrical 

Br: Ta: Witended to be sung in the church, against the 
the teen th Turk, of whom he seems to have conceived 
he St slarming apprehensions. It ts probable that 
®erou, et yand Mahometanism were equally dan- 
Mole one? Christianity, at least the most powerful and 
Dit hop Mes of our religion... Happily we have 
Tark L, ‘Urvived these two formidable evils!” The 

anes  Wever, had come nearer to Wittenberg than to 
River (1, %*ving under the rule of Suletman the Law- 

ev, 20-1566) conquered the greater part of Hungary, 
Engiang) besieged Vienna. Moreover we find that in 
au Kody 1566 form of prayer we — . excite 

herise; People to ra. “s08Tr t very these 
Passage th thut are slow’ invatel by the Turk.” One 

4s sents Luther's Table Tulk wilt sufficiently show 
together Vents: “ Antichrist is the Pope and the Turk 
the spiri¢ * beast full of life must have a body and soul ; 

¥ the 7 Ul of Antichrist is the Pope, bis Sesh or 
Bee Sylark. The latter wastes and assails and per- 
and t's Church corporally; the former spiritually 
&e Bu ly wo, with banging, burning, murdering, 

tas nthe aposties” time, the Church had the 
the fiela ye the Jews and Romans, so now will she keep 
©f the Poon 4nlsolid against the ly risy and idolatry 
Turk ana te ot the tyranny and devastation of the 

Tr. enemies." Bohn's ed., p, 193. 
2. patios in C. U.:— 

R. wi cu Lorde by ‘Thy deare Worde. By 
Sdomein Daye’s Psalter, 1560-1. St. ix iis 

2 UL frre, and iv. an added doxology. It 
ia 1562, 1565, and many of the 

2 and Hopkins, and is found 
this century, eg. st. i-iii., 

t Word,** were included as No. J 
pickerstet hs Ps. § Hys., 1832. Pen. 

Rey T*Phrase of st. i, 
i4 4) 8 1” 845, p. 7B, and thence, reduced to » bevinuin g, 

as No. 205, in J, Whittemore’s 
' Bks., ISO. 

= by Thy Word, And break. iii, 
Americnm Luth. Gen. Synod’s 

in the 

850-59 

Fe peated as No. 129 in 
Wy, iss... 

P a, @eliveranc work. A tr. 
To. oF * P. 37, nt BS RE ss A, Luther's Spir, 

Ay, i a def = ted. za ltered, and with 

a7 a F<. 148 in the Ohio 

Sem Why word. A fr. 
> ww hich appeared in 

= INT iss Winkworth’s 
27 Fre ated as No. 316 

FP 4,, 1868, 

Be re word,” 04 No. 318 
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uphold us by Thy Word, And scatter,” by Mise Fry, 
1545, p. 145. (3) “Great God! preserve as by Thy 
Word,” by J. Anderson, 1846, p. 36 (1847, p. St). (4) 
* Preserve us, Lord, and grant that we,” by Jr. J. Hunt, 
1453, p. 63. (5) * Thou Father-Jod, our souls sustain,” 
by Dr, H, Mills, 1456, p, 145. (6) “God, hold aus ap 
by Thy strong word,” KE. Miasie, 1467, E 204, (7) 
— by Thy word in hope,” by Dr. G. Mac- 

donald, in the Senday Mi ing, 1867, p.450; repeated, 
altered, in his Axotics, 1876, p. 69. (#) “Lord keep ts 
in Thy word and work, Kestrain,” based on Afiss Wink- 
worth, in Dr. Bacon, L544, p. 67. (J. MJ 

' Erskine, Ralph, was s. of Henry Erskine, 
who was Rector of Cornhill, Northumberland, 
before the Actof Uniformity in 1662, and after 
the Revolution of 1688 was Parish minister of 
Chirnside, Berwickshire. He was b, at Money- 
laws, Northumberland, March 15, 1685, his 
father being then in exile from Seotland for 
tuking part in conventicles. He entered the 
University of Edinburgh in 1499, was licensed 
to preach in 1709, in 1711 ordained second 
minister of the Abbey Church, Dunfermline, 
and became first minister in 1716. Joining in 
1737 with the “ Four Brethren,” who, protest- 
ing ugainst the action of the General As- 
sembly on Patronage, had been loosed from 
their charges by the Commission in 1738 and 
had formed themselves into a Presbytery at 
Gairney Bridge, near Kinross, Dec. 5, 1733, 
thus founding the Associate Church, he was 
with them and three others cited to, and de- 
_ by, the General Assembly of 1740. 
n 1740 the majority of his congregation 

seceded with him and built him a church 
in Queen Anne Street, Dunfermline, in which 
he continued to minister till his death. He did 
not, however, ceage to preach in his turn in 
the Abbey Church till after May, 1742. He d. 
at Dunfermline, Nov..6, 1752. His published 
works are included in hia 

Sermons and other Practical Works (Glas, 1164- 
1308), the complete folio ed. in 2. vols. ed by John 
New (bis son-in-law), contalus a short memoir, 
14] sermons, and (1 Smnets: or, Spiritual 
Songs. These Gospel Sonnets, of which the 2nd and 
complete ed. in Edinburgh, 1726, and the Sth 
finally revi in London, 1741, though ly, en 
joyed great popalarity, and did much good In Scotland 
in the Inet century, (2) A Paraphrase upon the Song 

us by Thy word, And let. | of Solomon. In this, fret pub. in Edinburgh, 17:96, the 
(3) Scripture = : , * Song ” is spiritualized at great length. 

Vz» im Miss Fry's H. of the | Gao" Titec are in 2 Books, The Oli Testement 
Songs are (1.) 14 Songs from Genesis to Job; (if) Job's 

<« Lord, send forth Thy | Hymns, 100; (iif_) The Song of Solomon, complete ; (iv,) 
21 Songs from Ecclesiastes, Isaiah, and Jeremiah ; (¥.) 
Lamentations, complete , (vi.) 6 Songs from the Minor 
Prophets. The New Testament Songs are (1.) 17 Son 
from the Gospels; (iL) 24 Songs from the Epistles 5 (il) 

by W.M, Reynolds, as | 16 Songs frou the Revelation. Of these parts the 2nd 
(Gillas., (75a), the ard (Glas., 1762), and the Sth (Glas, 
1760), the Old Testament, were the first pub, separately. 
The remainder, pub. at Glasgow, in 1764 as scripture 

Church, 0 Lord. A | Songs, in 3 Books, were undertaken by request of the 
TK’. Roussell,as No. 135 | Associate Synod, in 174s, but not being ab, before Era- 

kine’s death never came into Church use. fny are altered 
from Watts, and some from the Trane. and Jaraph. of 
1745, (4) Mizcetlancous Poems, These include 3 English 
and 2 Latin Elegies, a poem on the Civil Magistrate and 
Religion, and 7 Epitaphs. Smoking Spiritualived is 

ven at the end of the Gospel Avunets [see i 
VL) A bumber of pleces by Erskine were 

included, more or lest altered, in the Moravian lymn- 
books, The only one found ip a modern hymnal which 
fs well known is annotated under, “ Ab! mournful case, 
what can afford,” and another not now in CU. under: 
“Aurora veils ber rosy face.” ts M.) 

Es giengen trew frewlach also fri. 
( Easter.) A 13th cent. Easter carol on the visit 
of the Holy Women to the Sepulchre on 

Easter morning. It is given by Warkernaget, 
——= B@ FS4. (2) Oh God! | ii, p 360, in 10 st. of 4 1. with “ Alleluia’ 

é 
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from a paper Ms. of 1516 now at Heidelberg. 

Hoffmann von Fallersleben, 1861, p. 84, has 

a text reading “Es giengen dri fréulin,” and 

in 18st, The only tr. is * There went three 

damsela ere break of day,” by Miss Wink: 

1869, p. 85. (J. M.] 

Es ist ein Ros (Reis) entsprungen. 

(Christmas.] Wacke 1, ii, p. 925, gives 

two forms, the first in 2% st, of 7 1. from the 

ier G. B. (R.C.), 1600 (Baiimker, i. p. 156, 

cites it as in the ed. of 1599), the second in 6 

st. from the Andernach G, B. (R. C.), 1608. In 

his Kleines G. B., 1860, No. 8, he gives st. L-v., 

xxiii, from the Speier, with the fine melody 

found there. He thinks it was originnlly a 

15th or 16th cent. Christmas or Twelfth Night 

Carol in the diocese of Trier. 

It is founded on St. Luke t,, ti,, and on Isaiah xi. 1, 

2. It interprets Isaiah's “Shoot out of the stock of 

Jesse” not as our Lord Jesus Cartas, but as the n 

Mary, The only tr. is “A jens ts blowing,” a 

tr, of st. 1, i. of the Speier, by Miss Winkworth, 1469, 

(J. M.] p. 8. 

Es ist nicht schwer ein Christ zu 

sein. C. F. Richter, [True Christianity.) 

Ist appeared as No, 228 in Freylinghausen’s 

Neues geistreiches G. B., 1714, in 8 st. of 41. 

It is a companion to his earlier hymn, “ Es 

kostet viel cin Christ zu sein" (1st pub, as No. 

659 in Fayiingumees's G. B., 1704; but not 

tr. into English), and with it was republished 

in his Erbauliche Betrachtungen vom Ureprung 

und Adel der Seelen, Halle, 1718, where the 

earlier is entitled “On the seriousness ant 

difficulty of Trae Christiavity,” and the later 

“on the Easiness and Lovableness of True 

Christianity.” They are given as companion 

hymns in the Une, L. 8, 1851, Nos. 305, 306, 

both in Sst. The only ér, in C. U. of “ Es 

ist nicht schwer,” is:— 

‘Tis not a [too] hard, too high an aim. By 

Moses Browne. Included in The Excellency of the 

Knowledge of Jesus Christ, &ec., Lond., 1772. This 
work isa tr. of a treatise by J. L. Zimmermann 

(Die iiberschwengliche Erkenntniss Jesu Christi), 

pub, at Halle in 1732, in which the hymn is in- 

troduced with a Latin version by Zimmermann, 

Browne's fr. of this hymna is very free, and is i 

8 st.; st. i, vi, vii. being of 12, liv. of &, and 

viii. of 4.1. It had previously been contributed | and 

to the Christian's Mugazine, April, 1762, p. 182, 

where it is given as “ Luther's Hymn, in eight 
practical rules,” and begins “ ‘Tis not too arduous 

an essay.” The text of 1762 was repeated, with 

variations, as No. 369, in A Coll. of Ps. § Hys., 

York, R. Spence, 1780, and in the 6th ed., 1806, of 

Moses Browne’s Sunday Thoughts. The text of 

1772, however, is that which has come down, 

mainly in centos, to modern hymnals. It is 

iven in ful] in Miss Warner’s H. for the Ch. 

ilitant, N. Y., 1858 (ed. 186 

Collyer’s Coll., 1812, _~ 8 

appearing under its original first line, 

found = iillows — 

. The vd Obrist st. 1. a Ferenc i a 
Bickersteth’s Christ, Peal., 1833, and E. H. Bicker- 

steth’s Pe. and Hys., 1854. 
2. Be strong, my heart! be high thy aim (st-!. alt.) in 

Mosley's CA. H, Hk., 1826, No. 314. 
8. ature will raise up all her strife (1... 6,), in N 

Seah ee 
Bible H. Bk., 1846, No. - ag » 

n | Lond., 1627, p. 57. (2 

1, p. 568), and in| wohl. M. . 
53-855. Besides | No. 6 in the Etlich cristlich 

et- | R. Massie’s Mf. Luther's Spar. 

ES SPRICHT DER UNWEISEN 

5 The coversiqn Father, and kind (lil,) in Coll- 
Coll., 1812, No. #54. = ” fa 

w 5 The the best of frienda (vi., |. 5), in 
Collyer's Coll,, 1412, No. 855. 

7 God, . Teeponene dest of friends (et. vi, L 5 

alt.), in Moaley’s Ch. H. Bk., 1826, No, am, 

Other are, (1) " To be a Christian is not hard.” 
. Det. (2) “Give me, my child, the 

Fatber saith, thy heart.” This begins with st. til, a le 
No. 351, in the Moravian H. Bk., 1886. {J. M) 

Es kennt der Herr die Seinen. C. 
J.P. Spitta. [The Lord's own.) In the 2nd 

Series, 1843, of his Psalter und Harfe, p. 75, in 

6 st. of 8 1, founded on ii, Tim. ii, 19, and 

entitled, “The Lord Knoweth His Own.” 
Included as No. 1496 in Knupp's £v. L. 8, 

1850 (1865, No. 1561). The ér. in O, U. is:— 

He knoweth all His people. A good and fall 

tr, by Mrs. Findlater, in the 4th Series, 1862, 

of the H. L, L., p. 25 (1884, p. 196), entitled, 

“The Little Flock.” It was given in full as 

No, 439, in the New App. 186%, to the 5. PLC. 

K. Ps. & Hys. Included in Jellicoe’s Coll., 

1867, omitting st, v., and in the Uppingham 
and Sherborne School H. Bh, 1874, omitting 

st. ii, iti, In Stevenson's 1. for Ch. and Home, 

1873, st. i, iv., ¥. form No. 75, slightly altered 

and beginning, “God knoweth all His people.” 

Another tr. “The Lord His le all,” by RB. 
Masvie, 1864, a . — (J. M) 

Es reden und triiumen die Menschen 
viel. [Hope } By Johann Christoph Friedrich 
von Schiller, b. Nov. 10, 1759, at Marbach, 
Wiirttemberg, d. May 9, 1805, at Weimar. 
This little poem, ly to be called a hymn, 
is one of his “Gedichte der dritten Periole,” 
is entitled Hoffnung and is included in his 

| Werke, Cotta, 1874, vol. i., p. 22,in 3 st. of 6 L 
| The only ér. in ©. U. is:— 

The world may change from old to new, a free 

tr. in 3 st. of 8 L, included as No, 127 in 

W. J. Fox's //ys. § Anthems, 1841, marked as 

by “Sarah F, Adams,” but in later eds. as para- 

rased from Schiller. This is repeated in 
Courtauld’s Cull., 1860, G. Gilfillan’s Selection, 

1875, and in America, in the Book of Hye, 

1846-48, Hedge & Huntington's Coll., 1853, &. 
Among the frs, not in C. U. we note (1) + We chil- 

| dren of men, we speak and dream,” in Stray Leaves, 
“We speak with the lips and 

we dream in the soul,” tn Lord Lytton’s Poems & 
Ballads of Schiller, 1844, vol. Lp. 14. (3) * Of better 
Ae wf to come,” in _- a 
Schiller, 1851, p. 232. (4) “Men speak m 
= of a better time,” in wv. Nind's German Lynst, 

1886, p. 32. (5) “ All men to speak and to dream are 

"in Dr. H.W. Dulcken's af German Simgt, 
1856, p. 27s. (6) Man talks and dreams that Time 
will unroll,” in Specimens of Schiller's Minor Poem, 
Land., 1867. (7) * Men talk with their lips and dream 
— their Ay ee . =. G., Macdonald's 1876, 
12a. (8) ter and pier days to come,” 

J. D. Morell, in Bngtish ‘ache of oyman song, 
1877, p, 116. {J. M.) 

Es richt der Unweisen Mund 

it is also | 1524, in 6 st. of 7 L, entitled “ The Thirteen’ 

Pealm.” Wack iii. 6, quotes it 
from Eyn Enchiridion, Erfurt, 1324. In 
Schircks's ed. of Luther’s Geistl. Lieder, 1854, 
ey and in the Une. L. &., 1851, No. 221. 

only tr. in C. U, is:— 
The mouth of fools doth God confess. In full in 

‘ Songs, 1854, p. 2% 
repeated as No, 146 in the Ohio Luth. Hyl., 1880, 
and adopted by Dr. Bacon, 1884, p. 8. 
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Other are :-— 
“ a lish wicked men can " by Bp. Cover- 

sinh? ia fematig oat fet) ln fin ” ao i, 1725, 
ly ted as ©. Liz, in pt. of the on 

mmeuth, 7 (Sader acueee 1848, Se Ag ale 
altered to Tus with thelr month the foolish ‘say > 
4) © Though fools in words may boldly say,” by W. M. 

Mavecsn in 7 se Evang. Heview, Gettysburg, Oct. 1449, 
CS) “ Thos w their lips the fi say,” by Dr. J. 
Bone 2883, oh 6) ** Although the mouth say of 
the unwise,” se Dr. G. Macdonald, in the Sanday Mage- 
ene, lust, p. 150, altered in his Arotics, 1576, p. 64, to 
“* Alunough the fools say wie etree a 

ae wollt? ums Gott gen sein. 
“a 7 Ether. Ps. Levit.) First printed at the 
crohnpet Luther’s Ein _weise christlich Mess 
Begité, Wittenberg, 1524, and then in Eyn 

*ridion, Erfurt, 1524. Thence in Wacker- 
or % 4, iii p.8, in 3 st. of 9 1.,in Schircks’s ed, 
ame {Uther's Geistliche Lieder, 1854, p. 45, 

88 No, 222 in the Une. L. 8. 1851. 
be ancient Paalen rewritten as a New Testament 

It was thus ae used at 
y C, F. Schwartz, July 

he Mission Church at Trichinopoli in 
tia (Aged, will, 114) It was sung by 

tm Adolphus and bis fanae foes before the battie 
" (see Altenburg, No. ii.). 

Tansilations in C.U.:— 
4ling to us be merciful, a free tr. in 6 st. of 

- Anderson's AZ. from German of Dr. M.L., 
slight: 45 (1847, p. 64). St. i-iv. were taken 
°F the altered, and a st. v. added, by G. Rawson 

je fl. Bhk., 1853, No 82. 
God unto us us be, a good and full 

_ A- T. Russell as No. 147 in his Ps. ¢ Hys., 
7 Fepeated in Lr, acon, 1884, p. 35, 

2? ** God be morcyfull unto us, 
an? Coverdale, 1539 (Hemaing, 1646, 

tical with (2) “0 God, be mercyfull 
ved Clondl y Pallates (ed. 1564, folio 
(3) ** God be mercyfull unto us, 

)Wisdome ( protably based on Cover- 
Pray times wid, but not tn 

by Dr 1 1662, or the Scottish Pralier, 1564. 
Mvinggstome af p. 26 of his Diserta- Scottiay - . Bracious in ng fel rece F? salter, 164. ® May 

th 

i 
if 

m fr. of st. 1 as No. 206 in 

** May God His grace w 
No. 1138 in te Be . of F 

if 4 
y 

te wes dispense” (1886, No, 
a ee Ged His mercy,” by Mise 

2 ** Father, let us Thy mercy see,” 
. a ve 

> BP. 45, repeated as No, 
.” by tap. he _ <@) “To us, O God, 

y "ai STeciows Exe, nee ed Maactonade 
Alterey 1,0, TBAT. E- STo. In bia Exotics, 

~ fil 3s Raiaige eae ete he = reveal to us His 
AecErre. 1679, p. 215. (12) 

Sr ace,” in the Monthly 
(J. M.) 

Fn gel. 
entity, Mele werecd 

how =m Bierace,’ 
"Dea ras 

a 
mde 

~—— 

Cc. J.P. 
In the Ist 

arfe (p. 116), 
* This beau- 

homes. By 
3 Mr. Whittier 
32 1845 and Ist 

27-55... 1549, p. 262. 
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In his Poetical Works, Lond., Macmillan & Co., 
1874, p. 121, it is correctly described as “A 
Free Paraphrase from the German.” It has 
been included in full in The South Place Coll. 
1873, Dr. Martineau’s H, of Praise and Prayer, 
1873, and Horder’s Cong. Hyl., 1884; and in 
America, omitting st. ii., in Hedge & Hunting- 
ton’s Coll, 1853, Plymouth Coll, 1855, and 
Bapt. Praise Bk., 1871. 

Other tra. are—(1) “A gentle angel walketh,” by 
Mise Borthwick in HW. L. L., > 19 (1684, p. BA); 

ted in the Schaff-Gilman . Of Kel. Poetry, 
, uses, F 836. (2) “ Le, passed th bh Heaven's 

"in Sacred Poems by the Hon. 8. EK. Maxwell, 
1857, RE; 133. (3) * There goes a noiseless angel,” by 
Miss Fry, 1859, p. 159. 4) “A gentle angel wendeth,” 
by #. Mazsie, 1860, p. 20. (5) A stilly angel wanders,” 
ly Mise sientagten, 1863, p. 47, (6) “On silent wings 
an angel,” in Dr. H. W. Duicken’s Golden Harp, L864, 
Ki 64. iy eg Throughout this earth in stillness,” by 

iss May in Christian Lyrics, Norwich and London, 
1860, p. 123. (8) ** A silent angel wanders,” by 4 4, 
Storrs, 1457, p. 63. {J. M.) 

“Eowce Xadv, Gavparouvpyav Aeo- 
moTns. John the Monk, commonly regarded 
as the same as St. John of Damaseus (q.¥.) Re- 
garding it as a Canon by St. John it would 
date from about the middle of the 8th cent. 
It is a Canon for Christmas Day, and the 
Odes are sung in service alternatively with 
those of St. as's Xporrds yervara 
deare (* Christ is born, Tell f His fame,” 
.v). In common with all festival Canons, 

die ii. is omitted. [See Greek Hymnody, xvi. 
11.) The remaining eight are :— 

Ode i. “Eowoe Ady, Oavparovpyay Acowdrns. 
“The Wonder-working Master saved His race.” 
This is a rendering in blank verse by J’r. Little. 
dale, and was published in his Offices of the H. 
é. Courch, 1863, pp. 188-9. W, Chatterton 
Dix’s version in the Lyra Messianwa, 1864, pp. 
57-8, is Dr. Littledale’s blank verse turned into 
7-6 measure. 

Ode ili. Netoor wpds Fuvous, oxeTar ebepyéra. 
“Bend to our hymns, Redeemer of Thine own,” 
Blank verse tr. Littledale’s Offices, p. 190, W, 
Chatterton Dix, the same tr. in 7-6 measure, 
Lyra Messianica, pp. 74-5. 

Ode iv. Pévous Bporelor thy dvdwAaciv wdAas. 
“The Prophet Habakkuk in ancient song.” Blank 
verse tr. Littledale’s (fices, &c., p. 193. “Ha- 
bakkuk in ancient song,” the same fr. in 6 of 7 
measure by W. Chatterton Dix, Lyra Messianioa, 
pp. 93-4. 

Ode v. "Ex vunras Epywr donorveudyns wAdyns. 
“From the night toils of darkeyed wandering.” 
Littledale’s Offices, &e., pp. 194-5, 

Ode vi. Nalwy "loras év muxots @adtarriois. 
“ Jonah, abiding in the ocean depths.”  Little- 
dale's Offices, &c., p. 196, 
Ode vii. Te warrdvaxros dfepavAuay wdly. 

|“ The Children, fascinated with the love.” Little- 
| dale's Ophces, &c., pp. 198-200, 
| Ode viii. Matpay yf gb elxovi{oves Képns. 
“The youths with fire circled, unconsumed.” 

| Littledale’s Offices, &e., pp, 201-2, 
Ode ix. Erépyew wiv Tuas os dxlyduvor PdBws, 

|“ Easy it is for us, as free from risk” Little. 
dale's Offices, &c., pp, 204-5, 

The original Greek text is given in Anth, 
Gree. Car. Christ, p. 205, in Danie, ac- 
companied with a short note; and in Little- 
dale’s Offices, &c., pp. 53-85. Sarg Canon, 

A2 
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with two others by the same author, are in 

Iambics. [See Greek Hymnody, § xvii. 2.) (J. J.J 

Essex, J. B. [Burton, John.) 

Esther, J. P. [Unitarian Hymnody. ] 

Bta, in E. P. Hammond's Praises of Jeaua, 

1864, i.e. Etta Campbell. 

and immortal King. P. Dod- 

dridge. [Faith.) Ist in his posthumous 

Hymna, &e., 17 No, 321, in 5 st. of 41, and 

agnin in J.D, Humphreys's ed, of the same, 

183:, No. $47. It is based on Heb. xi. 17. In 

several American collections it is altered to: 

“ Almighty and immortal King,” and reduced 

to 8 at. 
(J. Jj 

Eternal Beam of Light Divine. C. 

Wesley. [In Affliction.) Appeared in Hys. & 

Sac. Poems, 1734, p. 144, 10 6 st. of 41. 

(P. Works, 1868-72, vol. i, p. 128; and again 

in the Wes. H. Bk., 1780, No, 328. It has 

pass-d into several collections in G. Britain, 

‘America, and other English-speaking co
untries. 

Jn the Boston (U.8.) Unitarian Hy. & Tune 

Bk. for the Ch. & Home, 1868, it is altered to 

“ Eternal God, Thou Light Divine”: aud in 

Songs of Christian Praise, N.Y., 1880, and 

others, aa :—"* Eternal Source of Light D
ivine.” 

It is a soothing and inspiriting hymn, aud well 

adapted for use in affliction. [J. J.J 

Eternal Father, to save. W. 

Whiting. (For those at Sea. Of this hymo 

the following texts are known :— 

1. The original ms,, 1960, @ re of which is pre- 

served in Wigzs's Anwotafed H. A. M., 1867, pp-270-271. 

2. The revised text by the Compilers of Hymns A. « 

M., 1861, No. 222, This fe,most widely used of any. 

3. A revision by the author made for the App, to the 

$. PC. K., Pa and Hymns, 1469, aud repeated in 

Church Hys., 1871, No, 321. 

4. A Latin version also by Whitt in Biggs’s Anno- 

tated H. A. & M., 1867, pp. 270-71. This version ts of 

the HW. A. & M, rev text of 1861, and pot of the 

original Ms, 

The luck of hymns for those at sea, together 

with its merits as a hymn, rendered it exceed- 

ingly popular from its first publication, and 

its use has become most extensive in English- 

speaking countries, Hodges, of Frome, bas 

published a short tale founded thereupon, and 

entitled “ Hymn 222.” Orig. text a8 above, 

authorized text, Church Hymns, No. 321, 
(J. J.J 

Eternal God, Almighty Cause. & 

Browne. (Unity of God.) Given in his ITys. 

and Spiritual Songs, &c., 1720 (3rd ed. 1760 

Bk. i, No. 176, in 8 st. of 4 1, and entitled, 

“One God.” In its original form it is not in 

C.U,, and the centos from it differ in almost 

every hymn-book. Usnully st. i, ii, iv. viii, 

are given, as in Dr. Hatfle|d’s Church H. Bk, 

1872, The stanza which is given in some 

‘American Unitarian collectivns, “ Worship to 

Thee alone belongs,” is not in the original, 

but is ba-ed on st. vi. {J. J.J 

Eternal Light, eternal Light. fT: 

Biwney. [Sunday.) Mr. Binney’s account of 

this hymn, supplied in 1866 to Miller's Singers 

and Songs, &e., p. 457, is, “It was written 

about 40 years ago, and was set to music and 

published by Power, of the Strand, on behalf 

of some charitable object 

went, It was some little time since set to 

music also by Mr. Burnett, of Highgate. 

} 

to which the profits | 

It, 

ETERNAL SOURCE OF EVERY 

has appeared, I believe, in one or two looks of 

para poetry, and in a mutilated state in a 

hymn-book in America.” It was given in the 

Bapt. Ps. & Hys., 1858, No. 108, and again in 

several others, in 5 st, of 5.1. The hymn— 

“0 Thou Who art enrob'd in Light,” in the 

Oberlin, U.S., Manual of Praése, 1880, No. Ti, 

ia an altered form of this hymn, with the 

omission of st..ii, Orig. text in Lyra Brit, 

1867, p. 63, {J. J.] 

Eternal Lord, from land to land 

[Missions.} Appeared in The Missionary 

Minstrel, London, Nisbet, 1826, edited by 

“0, P”” It is No, 78 in $ st. of 41. and & 

signed by the Editor. It came early into 

congregational use, and is still found in several 

collections, especially in America, the text 

varying from 4 stanzas iu some hymnals to 

6 stanzas in others. (J. 3) 

Eternal Lord of earth and skies (sky) 

C. Wesley. (Missions) This cento was given 

in the Supp. to the Wes, H. Bk., 1830, No.6, 

in 4 st. of 6 1, and repeated in the revised 

1875. It is composed of parts of Nos. 1059, 

1060, 1043, reapectively of his Short Hymns, 

&e., 1762, vol. fi, These hymns are given in 

full in P. Works, 1868-72, vol. ix. and are 

based on Isaiah xiii. 4; xlv. 21, &. (J. J.) 

Eternal Power, Whose high abode. 

I. Watts. (Praise to Got This hywn sup- 

pligs what the author ca ed “The Conelu- 

sion,” to bis Hore Lyrice, 1705. Lt is in 6 

st. of 4 L, and is entitled “God exalted above 

all Praise.” In 1743, J. Wesley included it, 

with the omission of st. ii, and the alteration 

of st. i, 1. 3, of “length” to lengtha, and of 

st. iii, |. 1, from “ Thy dazzling beauties whilst 

he sings,” 10 “ Thee, while the first archang? 

sings” (a change necessitated by the omisston) 

in Ps. & Hymns, 1743, p. 66. In 1780 this ver- 

sion of the text was given in the Wes, H. Bk. 

No. 307, and from the Wes. H. Bk. bas passed 

into numerous collections in all English- 

speaking countries. According to Methodist 

usage Dr. J. Beaumont read the lines, 

« Thee, while the first archangel sings, 

He hides his face behind his wings,” 

to the congregation in Waltham Street Chapel, 

Hall, on Sunday, Jan. 28, 1855; and during 

the singing of the second line he fell dead in 

the pulpit. The incident is given in 

in Stevenson's Meth. H. Bk. and its Associa- 

tions, 1883, p. 225. {J. J.J 

Eternal Source of every joy. P. Dvd- 

dridge. [New Year.) Dated in the p. ss 

| Jon. 1, 1796, and oy act by Job Orton in his 

posthumous ed. of ridge’s H, &e., 

1755, No. 43, in 7 st.of 4 1.,and in J.D Hum- 

- phreys's ed. of the same, 1839, No, 55. In the 

bp. mas. the title is, “God crowning the Year 

| with His goodness"; and in the Hymna, “The 

Year crowned with the divine goodness” lt 

is usually given in an abbreviated form, the 

number of stanzas varying in the variou 

hymn-books. Its use in G. Britain is mel 

less extensive than in America. The tex 

usually adopted is from the 1755 book, as i 

ra Brit. 1867, p. 193; that, however, in th 

Methodist 8. 8. H. Bk. is from the Brooke ™ 

of re 75 tid Hymns. (See English Hymnod) 

Early, § IX. {5. 3.) 
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Eternal Spirit, by Whose power. | Hys., 1851, No. 259, in 5 st. of 71. In the 
W. H. Bathurst. (Whiteuntide.) Appeared | index it is marked as original, but it is in the 
ip his Pa & Hys. for Public & Private Use, | metre and set to the melody of * O Ewigkeit” 
1831 (2nd ed., 1542), Hy. 57, in 5 st. of 41, | (q.v.). It is suggested by the German but 
and entitled, “ Offices of the Spirit.’ Since | cannot be called a tr. of it. It is included 
its introduction into the Bapt. Ps. & Hye. | (generally from the altered text in Kennedy, 
1858-80, it has attained toa good position in | 1863, No. 163)in the Ibrox Hyl., 1871, 8nepp's 
modern hymn-books im G. Britain, It is also | Songs of G. & G., 1872, No. 1021 (where the 
in use iy America. Dr. Hatfield i gehoe in his | aseription te “ Daniel Wiilffer, 1660, (fr.) F. E. 
Church H. Bk., 1372. the original text, with | Cox, 1841," is an error), J. L. Porter's Coll., 
the date of the Preface [Nov. 15], 1880, aud | 1876, &e.; and in America in the Sabbath H. 
5 the date of the publication of “ ce & | Bk., 1858, College Hyl., 1876, &e. (J. M.] 

dads Eternity, Eternity, That boundless, 
Eterna) Spirit, come. C. Wesley. | &c. J. Montgomery. [Rat .) In the 

c FF hiteuntide.) Appeared in Hys. of Petition | ™.™88. this hymn is duted, “The Mount. 
Fat Thankagicing for the Promise of the | December 20, 1836” (the “Mount” was his 

her, as ‘co. 3 of the“H for | Sheffield residence), but it did not appear in 
W hits - yan Fy 186355" in 4 st. of 6 1 (P. Works,| print, sv far as has been traced, until his 

form, | Vl iv. p. 167). It is in C. U. intwo nal Hymns, 1853, where it is given us 
s mh =e aS ae 1, PA recs =o a line 

from first form is in S st., the additional st. being | Of one most popu mus, “ For ever 
ah arene, of the ** Hys. for Whiveunds ¥ Mah above with the Lord.” ° (J. J.) 
2 No. Neo was given in Toplady's Ps. ys, Etherid Elizabett A n. [@oa- 

Teco 1875, Na tea. Te wae itsciwics te ihe upp tothe | ee) 
are we fai 1830, in 3st. The stanzas omit fy » ia ate The. [Greck Hymnody, § 

*o SV, J, xiv. 

w ternal spirit, gone upon high. C. Ev¢paweécOweay of ovpavoi. John 
Figen’ (Holy Communion.) Appeared in | the Monk. (Annunciation.) From the Greek 
1745 eae s Supper, by J. & U. Wesley, | Office of the Annunciation of B, V, M., in the 
1868. 2". exil, in 3 st. of 8 1. (P. Works,| Menea, It datea from the middle of the 

u vol. iii, p. 298). In this form it is| eighth century. The only ¢r. into English is 
“Oo bys omy use. cento therefrom i— | Dr. Littledale'’s :-—* Let heaven rejoice and 
in the zi, m, gone up on high,” was ziven | earth be glad,” which was Ist pub, in the 
Which ¢fuMty. 1870-72, No. 438, in 5 st, in| Church Times, July 2, 1864, as a“ Hymn for 

Ti, was both altered and trans-| Lady-Day,” and again in the People’s H., 
Weis limited. J.J.) | 1867, No. 244, signed “ L,” and appointed for Bterng) 8p: iA 

Cotter iri Source of tru - | the Annunciation of B. V.M. This is one of 
iu. [Prensa 2 Prather aaived 3 Dr. Littledale’s best tre. from the Greek. and 

- 

No. 66. ta 5 tit Sel. of Pa. & Hye, &c., 1810, | i# very close to the original. (J. J.) 
well at. -» nd entitled, “Fora! Evans, Albert Eubule, p.a., was edu- Srounded jy, #1 a os PT tone 
based on J. FUP? of Salvation,” st. ii, being | cated at St. Mary Hall, Oxford (na. 180), 
inn rnal God "11'72 HBleas’d Spirit of truth, | and took Holy Orders in 1864. He held 

all sy ( 32); st. ii. It was repeated | snecessively the Curucies of Slough, New 
merge hymnnet ditions of his Sel. In| Windsor, and Walmer; was an Organising 

Spirit) Go, ake it usually reads, “ Eter-| Secretary of the S. P. G., Secretary to the 
it wr A. ay“ Cth,” as in Dr. Hatfield's | South American Missionary Socicty, and 
i m extensive ¥., 1872.” In this form! Assistant Examiner to the Civil Service Com- 
hyzm Fitain is jin s; ira America. Its use| missioners; and became Rector of Kirk- 
hy att St. iv. of petted. Stanza iv. of this! Hallam, Ikston, in 1875. Mr. Evans pub. 

Brace impart,” © cento * Spirit of Truth, | Pictas Puerilis, 1865; The Fourfold Meseage 
Z Eterna) Ww. q-v- (J. J.J | of Advent, 1870; and some tales” Hix hywites 
a FF ertts, isdom , "‘K"hee we praise. appeared in the Rev. R. Brown-Borthwick's 

the o* tor.) lst pub Sicteen Hys., &e., 1870; his Select Hys. for 
ting Win tones 2705, a Booey, | Church & Home, 1871: Dr. Martinean's Hynins, 

of thee Parts in 2S mee soe ey | ke, 1873: and the 8. P. C.K. Church Hymns, and - of 4 L, divided 2 —— . , 
re fered ir ater editions | 15"!- These collections include the following : 

Stan, Ce ae complete Works. 1, Lo! the voice of Jesus. Voice of Jesus, 
American® are pete eal? 2>e@ grinning with the ot Jock op look up, thy soul, still higher, Upwards 

Xam pie P Sag CPOUrss., specially in the; 3 Lard, to ‘Thee alone we tarn. Lent. 
- — . maioms, Ow t a e 

lintieg 7,17 4x, Thtstare ees = esley ect the) & (reader thanks unto the Lond. Prrennee 
wa his Pe. d& Hye.)  ¢. There isa rood that all may tread, Christian Life 

EF "PP ent was repub- | a Pilgrimage. 
: Fe-— 1780, No, 217| 7. Trust im Ged and Got alone, Trust. (J, J.) 

“Azan by neh ‘susad a sand in several) Evans, James Harrington, w.a.. «. of 
Beery th pirtear tka pin = ic thes | the Rev, Dr. Evans, priest-vivar of Salisbury 

rar tery, Step oa ie, ar tg Cathedral, wus b. April 15, 1785, and « ducated 
fe POhLer, ity ty # == Uy. J.) at Wadham College, Oxford, where he 

Plaka 4. 7 a <—'w vast, yet graduated in 1803, and became a Fellow in 
; Ipp—e— wr neat [Eternal | 1805, Taking Holy Orders in 1808 Le re- 

<=<1 in his /’s, & | wained in the Church of kngland until 1815, 
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when he seceded, and became a Baptist 

EVERETT, JAMES 

Ever round Thy glorious throne. 
Minister. He was the Minister of John Street | J.S. B. Monaell. (St. Michael and All Angels.) 

1857 Baptist Chapel, Gray's Inn Road, London, for 
He d, at Stonehaven, Scotland, many years. 
His Memoir and Remaina were Dec. 1, 1849. 

works, on Im, 

ro fac in his Spiritual 
(People’s ed,, 1875, p. 189), in 83 8t. of 41, and 
base godess words “Are they not all 

pub. by his eon in 1852. In addition to various rmcapar ioe, sent forth to minister for 
portant Subjects, them who | be heirs of salvation,” Heb... 

W819; Checks to Infidelity, 1840; and others, | 14. In 1961, the Rev. F. Pott inciuded 14 
he also pub, :-— stanzasin his Hymne, &c., No. 221, and divided 
Hymns, Selected Chiefly for Public Worship, London, | them into three parts :—i. as above ; ii,“ From 
finted by E. Justins, 1414, 
sano several of which he wrote. This Se. was en- 

larged from time to time; the 3rd ed., 1422, contained 
211 bymns; and the last, 1843, 451 of 

tian, though the road,” are the best known, Mr. 
Evans contriboted to Caras Wilson's i 

his | tive cento of 6 stanzas 
hymns, “ Change is our portion bere,” and ‘Faint not, | from this poem. 

This ed. contained 178 | the world’s remotest prime” ; and iii. “ Angels 
marked with wouderi er .* 

yaaee might be crap 

Charles William, m.a., b. at Sri ment Everest, 
1827, &c., under the signature of * Alix.” (W, R.8.) | East Windsor, Connecticut, May 27, 1514, 

Evan. (Glangeirionyda.] Born grad Evans, 
at Trefriw in Caern is con- 
sidered the chief Welsh Hymn-writer of this 
century, as Williams was of the last century. 
He published two books of hymns and tunes 
between 1829 and 1841. He was Vicar of 
Rhyl, and d. in 1850, Although his hymn- 
books and tunes are not in use now, 7 
of his bymns are found in every collection in 
Wales. (W. G 

Jonathan, b. at Coven Evans, 
1748 or 1749. He was the son of a working 

uated at ‘Trinity College, Hartford, 1838, 
Orders in 1842. He was rector 

Hamden, Connecticut, from 1842 to 1873, 
and alsoagent for the Society for the Increase 
of the Ministry. He d.. at Waterbury, Cov- 
necticut, Jan. 11, 1877 (See Poets of Connec- 
ticut, 1843). In 1833 he pub. Visions of Death, 
and Other Poems ; from this work bis popular 
hymn is taken :— 

Take up thy cross, the Saviour said, Following 
The original text of this hymn ditiers . 

touk Holy 

in | very materially from that-which is usually found 
in the hymn-books. The most widely known 

man, aud asa youth was ——. in a ribbon | form of the text is that in H. A. & M., where it 
manufactory. About 1778 
gen at Coventry, over which the Rev. G. 

e joined the con- | appeared in 1861, It was copied by the Com- 
pilers from another collection, but by whom the 

urder was pastor. He began preaching at | alterations were made is unknown. The nearest 
Foleshill, near Coventry, in 1782, and in 1795 | approach to the original is in Horder's Cong. Hys, 
he began his stated ministry there, retaining 
the same to his death on Aug. 31, 1809. Two | 1873, p. 24. 
biographical notices of him a i in the 
Evangelical Magazine (Oct. 1809 and March 
1847), and also several of his hymns. Twoof 
his hymns ap’ in Burder's Coll., 1784, 
and another in the 2nd ed. the same year. | 64Ve little 

ou | Which he eu His best known hymns are, “Come, 
soul-transformin 
voice of love 
no poetical work or collection of hymns. (J. J.J 

Ever fain: with desire. C, Wesley. 
(Holiness desired.) Appeared in H 
Sac Poems, 1742, p. 219, in 10 at. of 

irit,” and “ Hark rhe un aaaetar. ‘Ee iblished Thich Jed kin to become a member of the 

1884. Orig. text in Biggs’s English 
te ot B). 

Everett, James, b. at Alnwick, North- 
umberland, May 16, 1784. His early educa- 
tion was of a very clemen character, and 

ise of the literary position 
uently attained. In his 19h 

derwent a great spiritual chan, 

Wesleyan Society, and subsequently a local 
reacher and minister of that connection. 
is work in the ministry, hia controversy with 

. and | the Wesleyan Conference, bis expulsion from 
1, and | their Society in 1849, and his part in founding 

headed, “A Prayer for Holiness” (P. Works, | the Wesleyan Reform Connection, which, by 
1868-72, vol. > 
cluded in the 

274). In 1780 it was in- | amalgumation with the Wesleyan Methodist 
H. Bk., No. 344, with the | Association in 1857, constitute the United 

omission of st. iii.-vi., and in this form it has | Methodist Free Churches, were matters of 
been repeated in several hymn-books. The | Methodist hi . Although deeply involved 
omitted stanzas contain expressions concern- | in Methodist polity and work, he found time 
ing entire holiness, which gave rise to much | to publish some forty works, chiefly biogra- 
controversy, and caused J. Wesley to mark | phical, but including some which were poetical 
them for omission in later editions of the H.& | and hynmological. d. at Sunderland, May 
Sac. Poems (Works, vol. x. p. 897; and P. | 10, 1872, His poetical works include :— 
Worka, vol. ii. p. 274). (J. J.J (1) Bdwin, 1831; g) The of Terror & other 

Forms, 1832; (3) a Collectlon of Hymns for Sunday 
Ever patient, gentle [loving], meek. | schools, &c., 1831. Mr. Everett also edited the Wesleyan 

Charlotte Elliott, Reainatlea: Contributed | ¥<form H: S&., 1853 (See Methodiat + § 
to The Invalid's H. Bk., 1834, No. 97, in 4 at, | SOd with the Rev. M. Baxter. Hymne Bk. af the a : A : 4 f Hymnoiy, 
of 6 1, and headed, “ Let this mind be in you | $v.j. His Life by Richard Chew was pub, in L#7 
which was also in Christ Jesus,’’ Phil. ii, 5, | a8 James Bverett; A Biography, 
It was repeated in subsequent editions of the His hymns, which are republished in the 
same. In Longfellow and Johnson's Book of | H. Bk. of the United Methodist Free Churches, 
Hys., Boston, U, 8., 1846, it was given with | 1860, are :— 
the omission of st. ii., anonymously,and with | 1, Beneath the altar of the Lord. pitine Worsip 
the opening line as “Ever patient, loving, | and he altar. 
meck.” The original text was restored in 8. Ta, Govation 2 The Thorn awl its historical and spiritual associa: the Andover Sabbath H. Bk., 1858. (J. J.) | oy Terror, ke. 1232, Alone. Pub. in bis Regs 



EVERLASTING! CHANGING NEVER 

than Persian &S& Anni- 
worn a i a Magazine, May 19, 1823, 

During Mr. Everett's residence in Sheffield 
in 1829-21, he wrote several hymns for the 
Sheffield 8S. Schools, which are preserved in 
fly-sheet form but not incorporated in any 
collection. (J. J.] 

Everlasting ! att never. — 
Gill. [Holiness desired. fritten in 1 

" mad Let pab. in G. Dawson's Ps. & Hys, 1846, 
No. 117, in 8 at. of 6 1, In 1853 it was trans- 
tetred to Hedge and Huntington’s American 
4248. jor the Ch. of Christ, No. 837. In later 
“A merican collections as the Hys. of the Spirit, 
Seston, 1864, No. 431, and others. St. il. iii, 
thi, given with slight alterations from 
ne, txt, as * We the weak ones, we the sin- 
7805, 8 the author's Golden Chain, ke., 
ki * FP. 81, the hymn ia given in a revised 

rt. Concerning this revision the suthor 

popular of my early hymna, and 
J expressed that spirit of so 

scenes Sat with ardent —— the fifth decade of the 
Chaz roduced in the Golden 

Chr ed and as 
me the bymn. 

Baraly reuigipess and charm 
Every morning the red sun. Cecil 

JE gtlezander. (HTeaven.] This hymn, in 5ot. 
-> it based on the article of the Apostles 

“d, “And the life everlasting.” It ep- 
idee.” Mrs. Alexander's Hys. for Litt 

5 te ren, 1848, No. 20, and is repeated in 
edition, It is found in several collec- 

: Cuurch Praise Bk, N. Y., 1882, it is z . N.Y. 
eltered to, « Every morn the glowing sun”; t 

able. a Sdvantage of the change is quenticn” 

Phitlimore, 

7. in the 
Mornimgs they are new. G. 
(Mornérdg. ritten for and lst 

Forieh #4. FF Fe., 1863, in 4 st. of 6b 
erred to the Hymmary, 1872, 

ies now ultered to “Every moming 
in Thy; This «altered text was re- 

Tg pe el eng a Ng terry > an merican Erang. 5 “ttributed to Eudes Domini, 184 by is 
+ ££. kazar in error. {J. J. Ex more (J. J.) 

yma is foung nce my stico. [Lent] This 
© Britis yt VO 258. of the 11th cent. 
2961, £997 eeeerre ¢ p. D. xii. f. 54; 
glo. ; @zacd ama the Latin Hys.o 

FE imnted from an 11 
iij. 82, f. 18 b), 
S51, Mone's (No. 

Bes. is slightly dif- 
fallen that in Daniel, 
PL ep ran, Sarish. 1851. 
Sea sct of the Roman 
E21, hie gives read- 
fBxe| lWthcent. Mone 

By St. Gregory the 
awed ee wngy note :— 
Lert linet ot g it ts the hymn at 

of 

O86: gn) ae Ee 
paniet bri ‘n thea 
in e., 1632, Also the 

holds gta Rhea j 
Gree hat the Tay 

| 1880. 
| it begins with st. iv.,“In prayer together let 
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The hymn Quod lex adumbravit vetus, in the 
revised Paris Brev., 1736, given as the = 
on Sundays and Ferial days at Matins 
Ash Wednesday to Passion Sunday (as also 
in the Lyons and other modern French 
Breviaries) is a recast of this hymn made by 
Charles Coffin for the Paris Brev., and also 
pub, in his Hymni Saeri, 1736, p. 102. Thia 
text is in Card. Newman's Hymni Ecclesiae, 
1838-65 ; and J. Chandler's Hye. of the Prim. 
Church, 18387, No. 60. The old text is in the 
works noted above: Wackernagel; and (Ro- 
man) Card. Newman, 1838-65; and Biggs's 
Annotated H. A. & M., 1867. (W. A. 5.] 

Translations in C. U, :— 
i, Ex more docti mystico. Of this there are 

the following ¢trs. in C. U.:— 
1, Now with the slow-revolving year. By E. 

Caswall from the Rom. Brev. text, in his Lyra 
Catholica, 1849, p. 72, and his Hymns, &., 1873, 
p- 40. In 1850 it was included in Dr. Oldknow's 
Coll, No, 70,and later in The Crown of Jesus 
H, Bk., and other Roman Catholic hymn-books 
for Schools and Missions. Inthe Hymnary, 1872, 
No, 212, this fr. is also given as, “ By precepts 
taught in ages past, Again the fast,” &e. 

2. In course, as holy lore. By J. D, 
Chambers (Sarum text), pub, in his Order of 
Household fon, 1854, and his Lauda Syon, 
1857, p. 126. In the People's If, 1867, No. 61, 
st. iv. is omitted. 

3. The fast as taught by holy lore. By J. M. 
Neale, from the Sarwn text. Appeared in the 
Hymnal N., 1854; and repeated in the Hymner, 

In Skinner's Daily Servive Hymnal, 1864, 

us fall.” This form is also in some American 
collections, 

4. By precepts taught in ages past, Now let us, 
_| &e. This is Dr, Neale’s tr, rewritten by the 

Compilers of H. A. Gg M., and given in their 
trial copy, 1859, and the Ist and later editions, 
1861-75. It retains the greater portion of Dr. 
Neale’s rendering, but is cast in a more popular 
form. 

Translations not in 0. U. :-— 
1. From beaven"s own school's mysterious ways. 

Primer, 1706, 
. Of sacred old, Ap. Mant, 1837, 

3. By rite religious bound. WJ. md. 1448, 
4. Let ua, the scholars of Christ's school. W. J. Blew, 

181, 
6. By mystic lessons wisely taught. J. W. Hewett, 

- Come, let us keep this solemn feast. J. Wallace. 
874, 

ii, Qued lex adumbravit vetus. Of this text 
from the Paris Breviary, 1736, the following 
trs, are in C. U.3-— 

1, The solemn fast the Fathers saw. By J. 
Chandler, in his Hys, of the Primitive Church, 
1837, p. 67, in 6 st.of 41. In Kennedy, 1863, 

| it was given with the omission of st, ii, as 
“ With fast and prayer for sinful man.” 

2. It is the holy fast. By I. Williams, in his 
Hys. tr. from the Parisian Brev., 1839, p, 108. 
It was repeated, with the omission of st. iii, and 
viii, in The Child's Christian Year, 1841, and 
later editions, &e. 

3. Good it is to keep the fast. By Sir H. W. 
Baker, written for and Ist pub, in H. A. & M., 
revised ed., 1875, No. 89. (J. J.J 

Ex quo, salus mortalium. [Jean 
: | Baptiste de Santetil. (Martyrs.) Pub. in the 
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Cluniac Breviary, 1686, and in his Hymni 
Sacri et Novi, 1689, p. 199 (ed. 1648, p. 242), 

in 6 st. of 4.1. In 1736 it was included 
in the revised ed. of the Paris Brev., and 
appointed as the hymn at Ist and 2nd 
Vespers of the Common of One Martyr; and 
again in the Lyons, and other modern French 
Breviaries, Paris Brev. text in Card. New- 
man’s Hymni Keelesiae, 1888-05. [W.A.8.) 

Translation in C. U. :— 

Our Lord the path of suffering tred. by I. 

Williams, In his Hys. tr. from the Parisian 

Brev., 1839, p. 281, in 7 st. of 41. In 1861, it was 

recast by the Compilers of H. A, § Af, and 

given in that collection as, “For man the 

Saviour shed.” This is repeated in the revised 
ed., 1875. 

Translation not in 0, U. :-— 
Since Christ His precious Iife-blood gave. J, D. Cham- 

bers, 1864, ti. p. #. 

Exalted high at God’s right hand. 
[Sainta in Glory.] In A Coll. of Ps. and Hys. 
chiefly intended for Public Worship, pub. by 
Rowland Hill, in 1783, No. exciii., this hymn 
appeared in 9 st. of 4 1, in the form of a 
dialogue, the opening stanzas being :— 

“@. Exalted high at God's right band, 
Nearer the throne than cherubs stand, 
With glory crown'd in white array. 
My wondering soul says, Who are they ? 

«A. These ate the saints belov'd of God, 
Wash'd are their robes in Jesus’ blood ; 
More — than the white, 
They shine in ancreated light.” 

The hi thus proceeds, following the 
order of teongfit in Rev, vii. 12-17 to the end. 
No name is given by which its authorship 
may be identified, It is usually attributed to 
Rowla:.d Hill on the ground that it appeared 
firat in his Coll, and no one has been known 
to dispute his claims. Orig. text in Lyra 
Brit., p.309. The popular form of this hymn 
is that given to it by Cotterill in his Selection, 
1810, No, 122, which reads:—“ Lo! rownd 
the throne at God's right hund,” &e., as iu 
Mercer's Ch. Psalter & H. Bk., Ox. ed., No. 
429, with st. 4, 1. 4, thus, “ And thus the loud 
hosanna raise.” It is sometimes included in 
hymnals with the first line, “Lo, near the 
throne at God's right hand,” “Lo! round the 
throne a glorious band,” and one or two minor 
alterations. The authorship of the Rowland 
Hill form of the text has attributed to 
John Duncan, on the authority of John 
Dobell; but we regard this as an error [see 
p. 42). It ia rightly described in ‘Thring’s 
Coll., 1880, a8 “ From Cotterill’s Sel, 1810, 
based on Rowland Hill, 1783,’ (J. J.) 

*EkatrocretAdovov. [Greek Hymnody, § 
xvi. 7.) 

Excelsorum civium inclita gaudia. 
[St. Michael and All Angels.) This anony- 
mous hymn is given in the Hereford Breviary 
of 1505 for “St. Raphael.” In Dr. Neale's 
Hymui Ecclesiae, 1851, p. 212, it is given as 
Celsorum civium inclita gaudia. aud the sume is 
repeated in Daniel, iv. p. 287, Tr. as:— 

The mighty host on high. [fy J. M. Neale, in 
the H. Noted, 1854, in 5 st. of 7 |, and repeated 
in the Hymnary, 1872. This is from the text 
in bis Jf, Eeelesiae, 1851, 

EXULTET COELUM LAUDIBUS 

Another tr. is :— 
The exalted beavenly choir, J, 0. Chambers. 1446. 

(J. J.) 

Exite flliae Sion, a pudicae vir- 
Tsaae Habert. (The Crown of Jesus} 

tributed to the Paris Brev., 1643, Aeat. 
I 604, for use at Vespers on the festival of 
he Crown of Thorns, Aug. 11, together with 

a second part for use at Lauds, beginning 
Logis figuris pingitur, at p. 610, Both parts 
were given in the Paris Brev., 1713, and also 
in some of the recent editions of the Homan 
Brev., as in the Tournay ed,, 1879, where tre 
first part begins Exite Sion fliae (see Daniel, ii, 
p. 360). In the Paris Brev., 1736, Pt. i. as 
above only is given. The tre, are from the 
Roman Brev. -— 

i, Exite Bion filiae. 
Daughters of Sion! Royal Maids. By E, Cas- 

wall, in his Lyra Catholwa, 1849, p. 68; and his 
Hys. & Poems, 1873, p, 38. It is repeated im 
the 1862 Appendix to the H. Noted, No, 242, 
and Shipley's Annus Sanctus, 1884, p. 65. 

ii. Legis figuris pingitar. 
Christ's crown is in, By EB 

Caswall, as above (1849), p. 69; 1872, p. 39) 
into the 1862 Appendix to the JI. Noted, No. 
243, and Shipley’s Annus Sanctus, 1884, p- ‘i 

(J. M. 

Exultet coelum laudibus. [Festical of 
Apostles.} The oldest known form of this 
hymn is im four mss. of the 11th cent. in the 

British Museum (Jul. A. vi. f. 63; Vesp. D. 

xii. f, 966; Harl. 2961, f, 2466; Add. 30851, £ 
153), and inthe Latin Mya. of the Anglo-Sazow 
Ch., printed from an 11th cent. Ms. at Durlam 
(B, iii. 32 f. 864). It ix also in one or two of 
the older Frencli Breviaries. In the Roman 
Brev., 1632, it begins Exultet orbis gaudiis. 
Daniel, i., No, 232, gives both texta, together 
with notes and readings. Mene, No. 668, 

refers to five mss. dating from the 12th to the 
15th cent,, and his text differs slightly from 
that of Daniel, In the Parisian Bree , 1736, 
it was altered by C. Coffin to Laetare coelum 
plausibus. The trs, which we huve are from :— 

i, Exultet coclum laudibus. This is ér. as:— 
1. Let heaven resound with praises. By W. J. 

Blew, in The Church My. and Tune Bk, 1852- 
55; and again in Rice's Hymns, &e., selected 
from the same, 1870. 

2. Yo heavens, exult with joyful praise, By J. D. 
Chambers, in his Law/a Syun, 1857, p. 92, in 6 
st. of 4 |.,and is repeated in the 4 ix to the 
Hymnal N., No. 188; and in the Hymner, 1882. 

fi, Exultet orbis gaudiis. This is the text of 
the Roman Srev., 1632, and is tr. as >— 

1, Let the round world with songs rejoice, By 
Bp. KR. Mant, in his Anc.ent Hymns, &c., 1837, 
p. 72. (New ed., 1871, p. 127.) This is given 
without alteration in the /’eople's H., 1867, bat 
usually it is altered, as in the following 
instances — 

1 all + Al 

at iat ereny ee fm cas yop Ag 
in the New Mitre (with slight alterations), 1476; and 
with an additional stanaa (+t. lL.) and alterations in the 

| Aymnary, year te aon 
qa)“ * This 

in the Bnglish Gi. 14 1. = ell 
(3) © Let all on earth their voices raise.” In this 

arrangement in Church Hys,, 1871, the older form of 
the text, earth re-echoing the praise of heaven, instead 

| of beaven repeating.the songs of earth, as in the Roman 
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EXULTET COR PRECORDIIS 

Ftrev,, hag been adopted. (Otherwise the text is from 
Bp. Mant, but somewhat altered. : 

2. Now let the earth with joy resound. By ©. 
Caswal), in his Lyra Catholica, 1849, p. 202, and 
his Fis, § Poems, 1873, p. 107. It is included 
in the Roman Catholic /lys. for the Year. 

Translations not in ©. U.:— 
. 1. Exult, thou world, exult with praise. J. R. Beste. 
849. 

= 2. Now let the world with joy abound. J. Wallace. 
Bt4. 

Sy with & lamations ting. J. D. Cham- 

bere [J.J] 
np Ezultet cor precordiis. [/Moet Holy 
ame of Jesus.) An anonymous hymn given 

mi Jst Vespers on the “Feast of the Most 
2 Name of Jesus,” Aug. 7, in the Sarum 
as.” Venice, 1495, Estiv. pt. ii. f. 178. Tr. 

#2, Frut all hearts, right . By W. J. 
55." 0 The Church Hy. and Tune Bk, 1852- 

? and again in Rice’s Hymns, &c,, selected 
he same, 1870. 

= heart exulting beat. By J.D. Cham- 
1 his Syon, 1857, p. 243, in 8 st. of 
Afis is re ted im an abbreviated, and 

tae times altered. ferns in EA. 6 Mk, i0l: 
1 Rea ny™mary, 1872; Allon’s Suppl. Hys., 

3. and others. 
rend all hearts, with gladness. This 

ering, which is given in the Roman Catholic 
> for the Fear (x. D.), and in Spurgeon's 

ef J” #1. Bh, 1866, is an arrangement of a part 
with D. Chambers’s tr., very much altered, and 

4 aa 1M. changed to 7-6. 
Littleda] t heart exulting beat. By KR. F. 
#1 867" “ritten for amd Ist pub. in the People’s 

* >No 272, amd signed “F. R.” 
w ntin COC. UW. :— 

1659.2 Joyous trains, by ev'ry tongue. J. 

#1. 

W. Hewett. 

(J.J) 

F in 
Fanch.” “© Goapez Magaz tne, 1776; ie. James 

¥., in By 
lat ed., 1769 °¢! Bap. Col7?. of Ash & Evans, 
F le Btatrnan —~s, in ; 

the saree 3 ¥-@-. John Fellows. F.s 
M -c, in Bri re. Fy Van Abtpee ae, N.Y., 1869; Le. 

ve ini . 

Richant, ‘the Peel Dr. EX. F. Littlodale, re- 
Pah. " rreread ; ic.“ Frederick 

the peer, 

Vicarage, &. & WW iliiam, v.v., 5. of 
‘iucated 'y Vorkgnt PO 2 > wees b. at Calverley 

in. jl iol Gott ae 28, 1814, and 
Cie £5 €=, Oxford, gmduat- 

< WS" 2me3 for some time a 
Fi — a in _ the same 

yy, Plteme Fare riders in 1837, he 

Xa tingdonshire, in 

= S<ome time at St. 
Sw ent to London in 

=: Lin 

possess, 
re Bed to the Church of | which is against 

don * Orato- | includ 
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gation of 

FABER, FREDERICK W. 

rians,” or, “ Priests of the Con 
St. eee Neri,” in King William Street, 
Strand. In 1854 the — was remover 
to Brompton. Dr. Faber d. Sept. 26, 1863. 
Before his secession he published several prose 
works, some of which were in defence of the 
Church of England; and afterwards several 
followed as Spiritual Conferences, All for 
Jeaus, &e. Although be published hia Cher- 
well Waterlily and Other Poems, 1840; The 
Styrian Lake, and Other Poems, 1842; Sir 
Lancelot, 1844; and The Rosary and Other 
Poems, 1845; and his Lives of the Saints, in 
verse, before he joined the Church of Rome, 
all his hymns were published after he ee 
that communion. They were included in his:— 

1) A small book of clewen Mymns, 1849, for the 
School at St. Wilfrid's, Staffordshire, (2) Jesus ancl 
Mary: or, Catholic Hymns for Singing and Heading, 
Lond. 1449. In 1852 the Qnd ed. was pub. with an 
addition of 20 new hymns. (3) Cratory Hymma, 1554, 
and (4) Hymne, 1462, being a» collected ed. of what be 
had written and published from time to tine, 

Dr. Faber's ncconnt of the origin of his 
a fe is given in his Preface to Jeeus & 

‘ary. After dwelling on the influence, reapec- 
tive om of St. Theresa, of St. Ignatius, and of 
St. Philip Neri, on Catholicism; and of the 
last that “sanctity in the world, perfection at 
home, high attainments in common earthly 
callings... was the principal end of his 
apostolate,” he says :— 
It was natural then that an English son of St. Philip 

should feel the want of a collection of English Catholic 
bymns fitted for singing. The few in the Garden of the 
Soul were all that were at band, and of course they 
were not numerous enough to furnish the requisite 
variety. As to translations they do not express Saxon 
thought and feelings, and consequently the poor do nat 
eeem to take to them. The domestic wants of the 
Oratory, too, keep alive the feeling that something of 
the sort was needed: though at the same time the 
Author's § ance of music a in some measure 
to disqualify bim for the work of supplying the de'ect. 
Eleven, however, of the hymns were written, mest of 
them, for particular tunes and on particular occasions, 
and became very popeier with a country congregation. 
They were afterw: printed for the Schools at St. Wil- 
frid’s, and the very numerous applications to the printer 
for them seemed to show that, in spite of very glaring 
literary defects, such as careless grammar and slipshod 
metre, people were anxious to have Catholic hymns of 
any sort. The xs. of the present volume was sub- 
mitted to a musical friend, who replied that certain 
verses of all or nearly all of the hymns would do for 
pan yd and this encouragement has Jed to the publi- 

on of the volume.” 

In the same Preface he clearly points to the 
Olney Hymns and these of the Wesleys as 
being the models which for simplicity and in- 
tense fervour he would endeavour to emulate. 
From the small book of twelve hymns printed 
for the schools at St. Wilfrid's, his hymn- 
writing resulted in a total of 150 pieces, all of 

‘which are in bis Hymns, 1862, and many of 
| them in various Roman Catholic collections 
for missions and schools, Few hytitsare more 

lar than his“ My God, how wonderfut 
hou art,” “QO come and mourn with me 

awhile,” and “Sweet Saviour, bless us ere we 
gu.” They excel in directness, simplicity, 
and pathos. “Hark, hark, my soul, angele 
songs are swelling,” and “U Paradise, O 
Paradise,” are also widely kuown. These 

however, an element of unreality 
their permanent popularity. 

Many of Faber’s hymns are annotated under 
their respective first lines; the rest in C. U, 
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i. From his Jesus and Mary, 1849 and 1852. 
a of love, Thyself true God. The Holy 

it. 
2. How shalt thou bear the Cross, that now The 

Sternal Years. 
Pm tase to Thee, once more, O God. Returning to 

4, Joy, joy, the Mother comes. The Purification. 
6. My soul, what hast thou done for God? Self-Be- 

a a a Holiness 

7. Osoul of Jesus, sick to death, Pnasiontide, Some- 
thines this is divided into two parts, Pt. ff. beginning, 
“ My God, my God, and can it be.” 

ii. From his Oratory Hymns, 1854. 
4. Christians, to the war! Gather from afar. The 

Christian Warfare. 
9. O come to the merciful Saviour that calls you. 

Divine Invitation. In many collections. 
10. O God, Thy power is wonderful. Power and Eter- 

nity af God, 
11. © ft ie sweet to think, Of those that are departed. 

Memory of the Dead, 
12. © what are the wages of sin? The Wages of Sin. 
13, O what is this splendour that beams on me now? 

Heaven. 
aw. of the Sacred Heart. St, John the Bran- 

tat. 

iii. From his Hymna, 1862. 
Pa Father, the sweetest, dearest Name, The Bternal 

r. 

i6. Fall of glory, full of wonders, Majesty Divine. 
Holy Trinity. y 

17, _ t the sound ty the fight. P Tae agg oe 8 
18. How pleasant are thy paths, . Death Con- 

templated. 
‘ ig. OGeh Whose thoughts are brightest light, Think. 

no Keil, 
. O why art thou sorrowful, servant of God? Trust 

in God. 
2t. Souls of men, why will ye scatter? The Divine 

call. 
22. The land beyond the sea. Heaven Contemplated, 
ee thought of God, the thought of thee. 7) 
God. 

“S$ We come to Thee, sweet Saviour, Jesus, owr Rest. 

In addition to these there are also several 
hymns in C. U. in Roman Catholic hymn- 
books which are confined to those collections. 
In the Hys. fer the Year, by Dr. Rawes, Nos. 
77, 110, 112. 117, 120, 121, 122, 125, 127, 28, 
151, 140, 152, 154, 169, 170, 174, 179, 180, 192, 
= 226, > ail. a ae doer ic snags and 
relate principally to the virgin Mary. 
Beveral of these are repeated in other Roman 
Catholic collections. {J. J. 

Faber, Johann Ludwig, was b. at 
Niirmberg, 1635. He studied at the Univer- 
sities of Altdorf, Tibingen and Heidelberg, be- 
came in 1657 conrector, and in 1664 rector of 
the achool at Oettingen, in 1666 rector of the 
achool at Hersbruck, and in 1670 became fifth 
master in the a ae Gymnasium at Niirn- 
berg. He d. at Nirnberg, Nov. 28, 1678. 

He was crowned as 8 poet by Sigismund vou Birken 
in 1669. In 1664 be was admitted « member of the 
Pegnits Shepherd and Flower Order, and his bymns 
were to the Poetische Andachtsklang, Ntra- 
berg, 1673,—a collection of verses by various mem- 
bers of the Order founded on the meditations in Dr. Hein- 
tich MOller's Geistliche Kr quicketunden, Rostock, 1664- 
1666. One of these has passed into English, viz. :— 

Ich lass thn nicht. der sich gelassen [Jove to 
Christ), 1673, aa abowe, No So, in * et., founded on No. Seo 
of Miller's meditations. Sometimes erroneously ascribed 
to Gottfried Arnold. Tr.as “ Lleave Him not, Who came 
to aave,” by Miss Winkworth, 1469, p. 296. {J. M.) 

Fading, still fading, the last beam is 
shining. [(Kvening.] This anonymous hymn 
appea in Hye. for Vestry and Fireside, 
Boston, U.S., 1841, where it is ascribed to the 
Sucred Minstrel, a book of tunes, dated 1830. ls, 

FAITH, HOPE, AND CHARITY 

Tt has attained to great popularity in America, 
and is given in a great number of modern 
hymn-books, although unknown to those in 
G. Britain. It is in a peculiar metre and of 
exceptional merit. Orig. text in or the 
Sanctuary, N. Y., 1865 and 1872. (J. J.) 

Fain would my thoughts fly up to 
Thee. J. Austin. [Ho From his De- 
votions in the Antient of Ofices, L668, 
into Lord Selborne’s Hk, of jae, 1862-1867, 
and T. Darling’s Hymma, &c., 1855 and 1887. 

Faint not, Christian, though the 
road. J. H. Evans. [T’atient urance. 
Appeared in the 4th of his Hys. Select. 
peat uf ad Pea Worship, 1833, in 7 at. of 41, 
and in the Rey. Carus Wilson's Friendly Visitor, 
Aug., 1835, with the signature * Alix.” It is 
based on Heb. xii. 3. The hymn, “ Fear not, 
children, t the road,” in the Meth. Free 
Ch. 8.8. H. Bik:., 1860, No, 311, is composed of 
st, i.-iil, and vi. of this hymn, slightly altered, 
together with a chorus from anuther source. 
It ie popular in America, [J. J.J 

Fair are the feet which bring the 
news. J. Mason. [Missions] lst pub. in 
his Spiritual Songs ; or, Songs of Praise, 1683, 

as “A Sony of Praise for a Gospel 
Ministry.” in 5 at. of 8 1. (Sedgwick’s reprint, 
1859, p. 26). In its full form it is onknown to 
modern hymn-books. The following centos 
therefrom are in C. U.:— 

. the news. In ba od cee intct et wine Soong. tore 
1864, No, 343 is compiled from st. 1, ill. and iv., conai-~ 
derably altered. 

2. oat on ie Be ee oe Be ee znis 
was ven u ® é . Pratmody, 

No. &. and is altered from st, 1., ilt.-v, et 

3. How blest the fect which bring the news. 
Hall's Mitre, 1436, No. 117 is st. 1, ¥. altered. 

4. How beautiful the that bring. This altered 
form of st. {.-til., ¥. is the Rev. J. Keble. It was 

ven in the Salishuery H. #k., 1867, NO. 188, the Savsens 
., 1864, Kennedy, 1963, and others. (J. J.) 

Fair shines the morning star. JJ. 
Mon ry: — of Jubilee.) Appeared in 
his Christian Pealmist, 1825, No, 556, in 5 st. 
of 6 1,, and in his Original Hymns, 1853, No. 
263, the title in each ense being “The Year of 
Jubilee.” In 1836 J, Conder adopted it for 
the Cong. H. Bk., and others have followed, 
both in G, Britain and America: but its use ig 
not so extensive as many of Mon ery’s 
hymns. Inthe N, Y, Church Praise Bk., 1882, 
No. 227, is a cento beginning with at. i.of this 
hymn, and st. ii—iv. from C. Wesley's * Blow 
ye the trumpet, blow” (q.¥.). (J. J.) 

Fair waved the golden corn. J. FY. 
Gurney. [Dedication of First Fruits.) This 
application of the “ First Fruits” as a hymn 
of prayer and praise for Children appeared in 
the author's Marylebone P's. & Hys., 1851, No. 
38, in 6 at. of tt. and not in his Lutterworth 
Coll. of Hys.. 1838, as sometimes stated. It 
has attained to great popularity, and is found, 
qaneeky unaltered, in most of the leadin 
modern hymn-books. Bingham, in his Iymne. 
Christ. Lat., 1871, has rendered it into Lutin 
as “Pulehrius in Judae campis erepitante 
susurro,” ne | 

In 

Faith, hope,and charity,these three. 
Montgomery. (Faith, Hope, and Charites,} 
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I _ mss. this hymn is dated “Jan. 27, | Church of that time too for him to undertake. 

134 Te was printed in his Original Hymns, | ato with lee Got Date, sha tery 
1853, No. 164, in 4 st. of 4 1, and entitled | at Rotterdam, April 23, 1700, a power of attorney for 

“The Christian Graces.” It ia given in a few | the nale of Penn's lands in Pennsylvania. In 1701 ten 

hymn-books in G. Britain and America: ag | thousand acres of Penn's lands were sold to Provost 

Dir. Martineau’s Hys. of Praise and Prayer, 
Andreas Rudman and other Swedes residing on the 

“ i Manatawny, By intercourse with Rudman or otherwise 

1878; the New York Hys. & Songs of Praise, 

1874, and others. (J. J.J 
Justus was led to reconsider his views on the ministry, 

Se ane. hia Ree Chare! _E. 

Faith of our fathers! living still. | Bjork, and Anders Sandel, Til Swedish Pastore. His 

BTW rater. [A Pledge of Pits} | Rca omy a aa 
‘This hymn appeared as the first of two hymns, | shortly afterwards he was sent by Rudman to take his 
one“ Faith of our Fathers,” for England ; and gece ‘48 pastor of the Lutheran Congregations at New 

the second the same for Ireland, in his Jesus | York and Albany, There he proved himself an earnest, 
and Ma : or, Catholic Hye. for Singing and faithful and nt worker, ministering also as occa- 

R ing, 1849 oo cael wae sion permitted, unti) their organization conan 

in hi Oratory Hymna, and several 
Catholic colleetions for missions and schools. 
{ts use illustrates most forcibly how in hym- 
rn as in other things, “extremes meet.” 

Hdated, to three congregations tn New Jersey (on the 
Hackensack, in Bergen Co and on the Raritan) 

2 the original st. iii. IL 1, 2, read :— 
“Faith of our Fathers! Mary's prayers 

i) + 
and two in the State of New York Loonenburg and Neu- 

Shall win our country back to thee.” 

burg). In 1723 the pastorate at > York 
cnet ener the death or asta pA iarng Michael 
Knoll, who became 

in 1853 Dra. Hedge & Huntiugton altered 
hese lines to : — 

at New York im 1752, states 

“Faith of our Fathers! Good men's prayers 

that Falckner d. in 1723. The entries tn Church regis- 

Shall wim our country all to thee, 

ters which have been held to prove that when be felt the 

= their Unitarian Hys. for the Church of | To his Catechism, the first known publica- 
tion by a Lutheran minister in America (writ- 
ten in Dutch and pub. at New York, 1708, as 
Grondlycke Ouderricht, &e.), three hymns are 
appended which seem to be tre, from the Ger- 
man. The only hymn by Falckner fr. into 
English is :— 

Auf! ihr Christen, Christi Glieder, [Christian 

weight of years be retired to New Jersey as a smaller 
and easier theld of labour, seem to be signed by a Daniel 

Ttat, No. 455. With this alteration it has 
into several Nonconformist collections 

Falkner — whether brother, nephew or son does not 
appear (mex., &e., from Pastor Kohler, tnedorf ; 
from Dr. B. M. Schmucker, Pottstown, 

th G. Britain and America. With the altera- 
ucf these few words the hymn is regularly 
Ea by Unitarians on the one hand, and by 

&ec. Details from these sources are civ qoove tain Oe 
the Alitter fir Hymnologic, 1845, pp. 3-6). 

an Catholics on the other, as a metrical 
©mbodiment of their history and aspirations. 

(J. J.) Warfare.] It seems to have been written while 
Cc Fa nith, *tis a precious gift. B. Beddome. | he was MY caoee at Halle, and appears in the 
Van! described. Of this lar hymn | Gei-treiches G, B., Halle, 1697, p. 450, in 11 st. 
ana forms are in C: U. both in G. Britain | of 6 1, entitled “Encouragement to conflict in 

- America as follows :— 
The Coli. iginal, which was given in the Bristol Bap. 

This wi dah & Evans, 1169, No. 232, in 4 st, of 41 
tions ang eReatecs ima Elippon's Sel., 1747, and later edl- 

4 “7 several rmaoctern hymn-books, 
domes 7 °** as im EY. Hall's posthumous ed. of Bed- 
ions areinen as IHL, No. 165, where after ot. il, altera- 

ae roducec, mmc another stanza (iv.) is added. 
3. “Fah Le em ima the Rap. Pz. & iys., 1853, 

the hymn in pe Precious gift.” Thisis an altered form of 
tea De a= "6 oe H. Bk, 149- 

3 and 9, and ly from the 1817 
Fom the ity, Board American Aap, Praise Bk, 1471, 

Lape t® is the sift of ” "a Songs 
ti = alteration Seer ** 

~ extensively a forms this os 

cay oda ‘tthfulness.) In several 
With ¢ hy mrm-Bboo nl el are given 

the spiritual warfare.” It is a vigorous and 
stirring hymn, and after its reception into Frey- 
linghausen’s G. £., 1704, came into extended 
use, and is still found in many collections as in 
the Une. £. S&. 1851, The only tr. in C. U. is :— 

Rise, ye children of salvation, omitting st. 4 in 
Mrs, Bevan's Songs of Eternal Life, 1858, p. 10. 
Three centos hare come into use—the frs. of st. 
1,3, 9 in Dr, Pagenstecher’s Coll, 1864; of st. 
1,5, 9, 11 in the Eng. Presb, Ps. § Hys., 1867, 
and the Temple H. Bh, 1867; and of st, 1, 5, 
11 in Landes Domini, N. Y., 1884. 

Another tr. ia: “If our all on Him we venture,” 
a tr. of st. iil. as st. ft, of No, 1064 In the ent 
of 1465 to the Moravian H. &., 1801 (1884, ra x: 

Falk, Johannes Daniel, was b. Oct. 28, 
1768, at Danzig, where his father was a wig- 
maker. Witha stipend from the Town Council 
of Danzig, he entered the University of Halle 

0 laa aes heen. oleae eae eek eae Ga = _ Thisis No, 171 in 1791, where he studied the classics and the- 
ANd ig in ee AES =~ 62, vol. L, on Ex. xxxiv. 6. anatiat ; 
Sore ia & ors SPee= $F a2 got, Praise Bk., 1571, No. 216, ology, remaining as. private tutor for some time PORE ELLs of Nos. 169, 170, 171 of the | after completing his course. In 1798 he mar- 

~ Berks, 1565-12, vol. in. e 86). | ried and settled a a man of letters at Weimar. 
[J. J] where he was welcomed by Herder, Goethe 

and Wieland, and where he gained some repu- 
tation as a writer of satirical works, During 

> JF east . he. — 3418, from his interest as 
Won), tnd raza <-I ery man ordained in Ame- a seer, r 
a He a ther wie be <2 What fuller notice than | the Napoleonic wars, after the battle of Jena, 
PP ‘tthe. oe 3 tv en. 1806, Falk found his true vocation as a philan- 

< eee F< 2 Falckner, Lutheran pastor | thropist, first in the field hospitals and then in 

He, Sans 38 ra toch, Zwickau, Saxony, | the care of destitute children. With the court 

inate” gee edt Mamas the | preacher Horn he founded the “Society of 
Fare onow ing bis course hk | riends in Need,” and shortly thereafter began 
MOS Era Ssterial office in the German | his Refuge for poor children; receiving them 
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without restrictions as to age, birth, country | 

or creed, and after giving them a godly indus- 

trial training sought to tind the girls places as 

domestic servants and to apprentice the boys 

to trade. He lived to see the Refuge in per- 

manent buildings (which in 1829 were made 

into a public training school for neglected 

children, under the name of Falk's Institute 

and saw some 800 of his scholars fairly sta’ | 

in life. He d. at Weimar, Dec, L4. 1826 
(Krana, pp. 120-125; Allg. Deutsche Biog., vi. 

549-551). His hymne are few in number, but 

one has attained considerable popularity :— 

0 du frdhliche. For the Great Féstivals.) 

Written in 1816, and included iu his Auserlesene 

Werke, Leipzig, 1819, vol. i. p. 357, in 3 st. of 

6 1. entitled “ Hymn for al! the Three Festivals.” 
St. i. is for Christmas, li. for Easter, ini, for 

Whitsuntide. This form is No. 667 in the Cav. 

L. &, 1851, but being easy of expansion we find 

in the Speier G. B., 1859, No. 247, two other 

stanzas for each season added—in all 9 st. 
The only tr. in C, U, is :— 

Hail, thou glorious, thou victorious, A free 

version by Dr. Kennedy of Falk's three sts., 

with original st. for Sunday and for the Second 

Advent, in his Hymno. Christ., 1863. (J. M.) 

Fanch, James, known as the joint author 

with Daniel Turner of the hymn “ Be 

the a oe skies " AS ea was b. in 
1704, and d. Dec, 12, 1767, He was for many 

years a Baptist Minister at Romsey, and 

Lockerly, Hants. In addition to Sermons, &e., 

he pub, a 
Paraphrase on a Select Number of the Psalms of 

David, done from the Latin of Buchanan, to which are 

added some Occazional Pieces, 1764. (J. J.J 

Fannie. A nom de plume of Mrs. Van 
Alstyne (q.v.) in Bright Jewels, N. ¥., 1869, 
Royal Diadem, N. Y., 1873, &e. 

Far down the now. H. Bonar. 
The Church Militant.) Pub, in his Hye. of 
with and Hope, lst Series, 1857, in 14 st. of 

41. The centos in C. U. all begin with st. i, 

but differ in the choice of stanzas, and range 
from five in the 8.P. C.K. Church Hys., 1871, 

to eight in the New York Hys. and Songs of 

Praise, 1874. Although in extensive use in 

various firms, it is seldom that any two col- 
lections have the same arrangement. [J..J.] 

Far from my (our) heavenly home. 
H. F. Lyte. (Ps. crexcii.) This 8. ™. version 
of Ps. 187 is the most complete example of 
the author's method in paraphrasing the 

Psalms that we have: and furnisbes us with 

a beautiful Hlustration of his temlerneas and 

melody. It appeared in his Spirit of the 
Poalms, 1834, in 5 ot. of 41, Its use exceeds 
that of eny other of his Psalm versions, and 
is extensive both in G. Britain and America, 

Sometimes it is changed to “Far from our 

heavenly home; and in other cases, as in 
H. A. & M., st. ii, which reads :— 
#U eR has silent 
Hoe Deby yyy tod xy ee TH Thon : ire 
my tongue?” 

is omitted. Full orig. text in H. Comp. 
No. 135, [Pealters, English, § xvi1.j [J. If 

Far from my thoughts, vain world, 
begone. J. Watts. [Holy Communion.) 
This hymn was iven in his . & Sa. Songs, 

sured that whereseever he might cast my 
all consolation would still be with me, 
all. He did for me more than either I bad asked or 
thought." 

FAR FROM THE WORLD 

1707: and again in 1709 (Bk. ii., Nos. 15, 16), 
in two parts, each part consisting of 6 st. of 
41, and the second beginning, “ Lord, what 
a heav'n of saving ag Pt. i. was given 
with alterations and the omission of st. iit., iv. 
in G. Whitetield’s Coll., 1758, No. 2, thereby 
rendering it @ most suitable hymn for the 
opening of Divine Service. This use of the 
hymn is still followed, especially in America, 
as in Dr. Hatfield's Church H. Bk., 1872, &. 
In the American Church Pastorale, Boston, 
1864, No. 710, st. v., vi. are given as “ Blest 
Jesus! what delicious fare!” Pt. ii. is abo 
somewhat extensively used in G. Britain and 
America. (J. J.J 

Far from my thoughts, vain world, 
depart. J. Conder. (Holy Communion.) 
Appeared in his Cong. H. Bk , 1836, No. 148, 
in 6 st. of 41, on the words, “ He was known 
of them in breaking of bread.” In this same 
form it was repeated in his work The Choir 
and the Oratory, 1837, p. 190; and again in 
his Hys, of Praise, Prayer, &e., 1856, p. 85. 
A rearrangement of this hymn, given in the 
Leede H. Bk., 1853, No, 727, is more popular 
than the original. It ins with st. ijii., 
“ Lord, in this blest and hallowed hour,” and 
is composed of st. iii, ii, and iv. Another 
arrangement js st. iii, ii, iv-vi. This is in 
the Bap. Ps. § Hys., 1858. (J. JJ 

Far from the world, O Lord, I flee. 
W. Cowper. (Retirement.] In 1765, when the 
poet had recovered his balance of mind and 

to leave the charge of Dr, Cotton at St. 
Albans, under whose care be had been pluced 
by his family, his friends 

“ Subsertbed amongst themeclres an annual allowance, 
such as made his own diminished means just sufficient 
to matntain him reepectably, but , in retirement, 
and left him to follow his own course. His resolution to 
withdraw from the basiness of the world, and frou ite 
society, occasioned those poema which, because of the 
circumstances that gave rise to them, belong properly 
to the personal history of an author, 

* Far from the world, O Lord, I dee, 
From strife and tomult far, 

From scenes where Satan wages still 
His most successful war,’ " 

Southey, from whose Life and Works of 
William Cowper, ed. 1853, vol. i, pp. 105-6, 
the above is taken, quotes the complete hymn, 
und then goes on to say :— 

* After many unsuccessful atten 
ings nearer Cambridge, John Cow 
had found some at Huntingdon, 
suit him.” 

On Saturday, June 22, 1765, Cowper was 
taken to Huntingdon by his brother, aud theie 
left alone. 
“No sooner,” says Cowper, “had be left me, than 

finding myself surrounded by strangers, and in a strange 
Mace, my spirits began to sink, I felt (such was the 
packsliding state of heart) like a traveller in the 
midst of an inhospitable desert, without friend to corm- 
fort, or a guide to direct him. I walked forth, towards 
the close of the day, and in this melancholy frame of 
mind, and baving wandered about a mile from the town, 
I found my heart, at length so powerfully drawn towards 
the Lord, that having 4 retired and secret nook in the 
corner of a field, | kneeled down under a bank ard 
poured forth my complaints before ttm. It pleased ma 
Saviour to bear me, so that this oppression was taken off, 
and [ was enabled to trust in him that careth for the 
stranger, to roll my burden open him, and te rest as 

lot, the Gad of 
ut this was mot 

pts to procure lodg- 
per wrote to say be 

which he believed might 
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The following day, Sunday, June 23, 1765, 
ices perverted vy | church for the first time after 
hixsrecovery. He was specially impressed by 
the devotion of one of the worshippers, anil 
With the reading of the Gospel of the day (Ist 
S. after Trinity), which contained the parable 
of the Prodigal Son. He says;— 

“! went immediately after church to the place where 
I had prayed the day before, and found the relief I bad 
there received was but the carnest of a richer bleasing, 
How shall I exprese what the Lord did for me, except 
by saying, that be made all his goodness to pass before 
Me, | wemed to speak to him face to face, as a man 
Sonversing with bis friend, that my speech was 
uly in tears of joy, and ¢ ngs which cannot be 
Utterai, 7 could say indeed wie, Jacob, net *how 
Feadful' but bow pte A ee Place! This is none 

thet than the house of .' "—Southey, i. pp. 108-9, 

Although Southey does not say that this 
Lywn was written on this y snare vecasion, and 
bewtineh be quotes the hymn three pages 

fore he gives these details, yet, when we 
in st. ti., 
“The calm retreat, the silent shade, 

With prayer and praise agree ; 
And seem, by Thy sweet bounty, made 

For those whotollow Thee,” 

Dorn feel that these must have been the cireum- 
Ir Rees and this the birth-place of the hymn. 

Oo. its dute will be June 24, 1765, 
} i he mblication oe this hymn we have not 

—, “ble to trace beyond the Olney Hymns, 
2779, Bk. iii., No. 45, in 6 st. of 4 1. and 
th ed“ Retirement.” We have seen it stated 
Pepe appeared in the Gospel Magazine prior 

© this, but this is an error. Its use is exten- 
oe forshyman of so personal a character, It 

hd natifeal, a.nd its associations with _ 
|. Persona isto ve it @ position o! 

'storical importance.” é od. J.) 
night froma these narrow scenes of 
rank, | dnne Steele. [Heaven] This hymn 
Stee MPUlarity as one of the first of Miss 
on S,)ymns. t was first pub. in her Poems 
157, rtrd a ae Herotional, 1760, vol. i. p. 
mi lst.o 1., and entitled “The Pro- 
et Land. ore was zepeated in her Poems, “. 1 

Fyn, ts and in TD. gwick’s ed. of her 
itis foun, ae Pp. 96. In modern hymn-books 
te thea 

Zi ‘uae 
form jn aah t imat© use in an abbreviated 

2 Variows forms, ranging from 4 st. 8 ot. ingen? F#eap. Hy. (& Tune) Bk. 1871, © Weatrrainester Abbey H. Bk. 1883. 

Aurel of England through R. Vers’ 
Ps. & i, we, 1767, and A. M. Toplady’s bY the Bre a 76: #2221 eamongst Nonconformists bole natt Amerqo? >. <"2?4. of Aah & Evans, 1769. n Dnritarian collections a Mj of 
Ser ** given, Stan aere es rearranged from cm. to * me £% aoe u 
in 5 He FRE in 7 st, 08 in Dabney's 
© Hog, tin ie a Fa<Tover, 1821; and again, 

mw- [et Tune) Bh. for the Ch. 2S63. (J. J.) 

H ar "ee 
St. of ‘ie * Fere- om <enticipated.) This is 

St, j 

“21 to the World,” in © tem 3 is - 
ean Naor J. <> 7¢7aq Man's Meditation, or “Pe se) Pp. Sorres. Ke, 1664 | Selgwick's 

t is he form in which it a *< _— 

4 is 4 ihe, pees L “Melodies,” appended 
Sure eed of Rippone 8 i: ppon's Sel. = eT chorus, OF these, 

‘Opten<® “eh zanonymous, In 1855 
© Bris form of the hymn 

| oo’ 

FATHER, AGAIN IN JESUS * $65 

for his Plymouth Coll., No 1220. In this the 
first four lines are from Crossman and Rippon, 
but altered to “ Farewell, dear friends, I wust 
be gone!" The second four lines and the 
chorus are from Rippon; and st. iii., iv. are 
anonymous. {J. J.J 

Farewell, thou once a sinner. C. 
Wealey, [Death] A red in his 
Sacred Poems, 1749. vo! ae No. 56, in 

ya, & 
7 at. of 

8 L, and headed “ On the Death of a Friend ” 
— Works, 1868-1872, vol. v. p. 216). In 

. Martineau's Iymus, &e., 1840, No. 402, 
beginning “ Farewell, thou once a mortal,” is 
acento from this hymn. It was repeated in 
his Hys. of Praise and Prayer, 1873. (J. J.) 

Farningham, Marianne. [Heara, M.] 

Farrar, Frederic William, p.p., s. of 
the Rev. Charles Penhorn Farrar, sometime a 
missionary in India, and late Rector of Sideup, 
Kent. He was b. at Bombay, Aug. 7th, 1831: 
and educated at King William's College, Lsle of 
Man, and at King’s College, London. In 1850 
he obtained a classical exhibition, and in 1852 
a scholarship at the University of London, 
whence, after taking the degree of na. he 

to Trinity College, Cambridge. There, 
in 1852, he took (with other prizes) the Chan- 
cellor's Prize in English verse, and graduated 
in first-class classieal honours in 1854. In 
the same year he entered Holy Orders, and 
was subsequently for some time an assistant 
master at Harrow School. In 1871 
appointed to the head mastership of 
borough College, which he held unti 

he was 
Marl- 

| 1876, 
when he was nominated a Canon of Westmin- 
ster Abbey and Rector of St. Margaret's, 
Westminster. He had previously been chosen 
Select Preacher before the University of Cam- 
bridge in 1868, and again in 1874, 1875, and 
Holsean Lecturer in 1870. He was also ap- 
pointed in 1869 a Chaplain to the Queen, and 
in 1888, Archdeacon of Westminster, Arch- 
deacon Farrar haa achieved a high reputation, 
both as a writer aud @ preacher. 
author of some volumes of fiction 

eis the 
for the 

young which soon attained great popularity, as 
well as of several important works in the de- 

ritments of philology and theology. Of the 
tter, his Life of Christ and Life and Work 

of St. Paul are the best known, Asa preacher, 
rehdeacon Farrar stands in the first rank as 

& master of graceful eloquence. His coutrilbu- 
tions to hymnody include, “ Father, before 
Thy throne of light.” “God and Father, great 
and holy,” and a beautiful earol, “In the tields 
with their flocks abiding.” (G. A. C.J 

Father, abide with us! the storm- 
clouds gather, [The Divine Presence de- 
sired.) Given anonymously as No. 60 in the 
Rev. E. Clay's Appendiz, issued in Fel 1, 1869, 
to his Ps. & Hys,, adapted for the Services of 
the Ch. of England viet ek 1858). . ih 
Snepp's ay. ot G, & G., 1872, No. 7 
repeated without alteration. [ 

meet. Lady Lury E.G, Whitmore. 

OS, it is 
JI) 

Father, again in Jesus’ Name we 
[Lent 

Evening.) lst pub, in her Family Prayers, &e., 1824, in 4 st. of 4 1, as No. 8 of the 14 hymns appended thereto. It is based op 
| St. Luke xv. 20, In 1833 Bickersteth gave 
(it, with slight alteration, in his Christ. 
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Psalmody, No. 584. This was repeated by 
several editors as the eriginal text. In the 
Rev. F. Pott's Hymne, &c., 1861; the 8. P.C.K. 
Church Hys., 1871, and others, at, ii. is omitted. 
It is a hymn of more than usual merit, and ie 
in extensive use in G, Britain. In America 
it is also found in a few collections, including 
Laudes Domini, 1884, In Windle it is attri- 
buted in error to “White.” Orig. text in 
H. Comp. No. 14. {J. J.) 

Father, and can it be? C. Wesley. 
[Lent.] Appeared in his Hys. & Sac. Poems, 
1749, vol. 1, No, 92, in 7 st. of 8.1. It is 
No, 5 of 7 hymne written “ After a Recovery” 
(RP, Works, 1868-1872, vol. iv. p. 447). e 
hymn, “O unexhausted Grace,” which is 
given in most of the Methodist hymn-booke, 
18 com: of st. iv.-viii., and was included 
in the Wea, H. Bk., 1780, as No. 165. (J. J.J 

Father and Lord of our whole life. 
J. Keble. (Easter Eve.) Written at Llan- 
dudno, Aug. 14, 1856, and first pub. in the 
Sali . Bk, 1857, and — in the 
Sarum 1868, No. 185. he original 
contains 9 st, of 41, and is found in Keble’s 
Miscellaneous Poems, 1869, pp. 116-118. Tn 
the Hymnary, No. 260, beginning “Jesu, 
the Author of our Life,” is a slightly altered 
form of this hymn. ty. JJ 

Walen (For Unity’) Teh maka ; or Unity. is ns 
Poema, 1749, vol, ihe is No. 3 af 55 hymns 
“For Christian Friends,” in 6 st. of 4 Le. 
Works, 1868-1872, vol. v. p. 408). When 
given in the Wes. H. Bk., 1780, No. 500, st. 
v., VL were omitted. This is repeated in the 
revised ed., 1875, and several collections in 
G. Britain and America, The hymn in Dr. 
Martineau's Hymue of 1840, and of 1873, 
beginning with the same first line, is a cento, 
a few lines of which are from this hymn, but 
the rest we have been unable to trace. (J. J.J 

Pather, before Thy throne of light. 
F. W. Farrar. [St. Michael and All Angels.) 
Written for the Anniversary of the Dedication 
of Marlborough College Chapel, 1855, the 
author being at that time Assistant Master 
of the College under Dr. Cotton. In 1856 it 
was included in the Ma College H. 
Book; and again in the revised edition of the 
— wand. in i, No. 106. From the 
atter it into the Savoy Chapel Appen- 
diz to the Hymnary (Chapel Royal), thea P. 
C.K. Church Hymns, 1871. No. 184, the H. 
rege 1876, and many other collections. It 
is admirably suited for daily use in public 
schools, {J. J.J 

Father, behold with gracious eyes. 
C. Wesley. (Public Worship.) In the Hye. 
for those that Seek and those that Have Redemp- 
tion, &e., 1747 (P. Works, 1868-1872, vol, iv, 
P. 270), this hymn, in 6 st. of 41, is set forth 
‘or use “ At the Hour of Ketirement.”. A. M, 
i ng ,on ineluding it in hie Pe. & Hys., 
1776, No. 60, omitted st, iii, added st. vi., vii, 
from Wesley's “ Father of Jesus Christ, m 
Lord” (in the same Hymna, &c., 1747), si 
appointed the same for “ Publie Worship.” 
rom this text, and not the original, No. 780 _ 

in the New Cong., 1859-1874, is taken; Top- 

FATHER, GOD, WHO SEEST 

lady's st. iv., v. being omitted, and the rest 
somewhat altered. (J. J.) 

Father, by love and power. J. 
Anstice. [Evening.) Printed by his widow 
for private epentetion in Hf the late _— by 
Joseph Anstice, M.A. &e., 1836, No. 3, in 
4 st.of 101. In 1841 it was given in The 
Child's Christian Year, with one change only, 
that of st. i, 1. 8, “Lull Thy children to 
re ” to “Lull Thy creatures to repose,” 
which in the H. Comp. is aguin changed to 
“ Grant Eg d children mecet repose,” and ac- 
companied by a note (Notes, 31) which shows 
that sn Bickersteth used The Child's Chris- 
tian Year text as the original, in error, In 
the numerous Sweeties in which this 
beautiful hymn is found, not this line, but 
at. iv., l. i.-iv., have been the source of diffi- 
culty, They read in the original :— 

“ Blessed Trinity ! be near 
Through the hours of darkness drear ; 
When the belp of man is far, 
Ye more clearly present are.”” 

The attempts which have been made to over- 
come the weakness of these lines have been 
many. The most important of these are — 

" “Through the Weare of dati drea ry 

eee 
8. P.C.K. appendiz to Pa'é Hys., 1860, their Church 

Hymns, 1871, and many others. 
2. “ Bbessed Trinity, be near 

Through the hours of darkness drear ; 
Ok, enfold us in Thine arm, 
Screen from danger, save from harm.” 

Hymnary, 1872. 
3. “ Blessed Trinity, be near 

Thrangh the hour of darkness drear ; 
Then when shrinks the lonely heart, 

mal cont th sng Tetone, Thrtag's Coll, 1882; 
Landes Domine, N.Y, 1004, apd others. ad 

Other arrangements of these lines are also 
given in some of the collections, but these are 
the most important. In addition there is 
also a re-arrangement of the text in the Cooke 
& Denton Church Hyl., enlai ed., 1855, 
No, 388, in 4 st. of 8 1; and in the Rev. F. 
Pott’s Hymns, &c., 1861, No. 23, in 4 st. of 6 1. 
In ite various forms the use of this hymn is 
extensive, (J. J.) 

Father, ere we hence depart. J. 
Hart. (Dismission.] 1st pub. in his Su 
ment to his Hymns on Various 
jects, 1762, No. 82, in 2 st. of 4.1. In 1767 it 
was given in R, Conyers’s Coll, as “ Father, 
before we hence depart.” This was repeated 
in Toplady’s Pe. & Hys., 1776, No, 159, and 
is the received text of modern hymn-booke in 
G. Britain and America, (J. J.J 

Father, God, Who seest in me. C. 
Wesley. [Pleading the Atonement.) Four 
hymns vy aa with the same stanza are 
known to hymnody as follows :— 

1. The inal in C. Wi ‘s Hymns om the Lord's 
Supper, iva8t No. 119, in ma > ay P. Works, 1868— 
1#72, vol. Lil. p. 304); HK. Conyers’s + 1767, &e. 

2. The same with the omission of st, iv. in Ays. for 
the Chapel of Harrow School, 1855-1866. 

3, “ Rather, Lord, Who seest in me,” in a few of the 
older collections, and in Windle. 

4. “ Gractous God, Thow serst me,” in the Meth. New 
Connexion J. &k., 1847, No. 462, and later editions, 

5. A curious centa, associated with this hymn, 
and beginning with st. L. is in Ri ‘s Bapt. Sel,, 1787, 
and later editions. This remarkatie patchwork is mace 
up from C. Wesley's four bymns :(1)** Father, God, Who 
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weeet ” ** Father, see the victim slain ;" fii, from Shert Hymns, &c., 1762, vol. il., No. 1lte, areet fn nf inescy can there be ;" (4) “Rise, te Jer. iv. 14. ~ With ardour rise,” a8 follows :— In this form it was given in the Wes. H. Bk., 1780, Sti, I. 1-4, from No.1; st. i, ll. 5-6, from No, 2. No. 306, and has been retained in subsequent editions from No, 4; at. ii. II. from No. 3. | of the same, and bas also passed into other net is from No, 45 n tv I 1-4 from Ho. i. Orig. text, P. Works, 168-72, vole. ix. x, [J JJ 
Be. Re Oe om We. a Ga bee Father, I know that all my life. St. vil, li, 3-6, from No. 1. (J. J.] | Anna L. Waring. [Renignation.] Ist Re 

o. 1, in her Hi and Meditations, 1850, 
in 8 st. of 6 L, and headed, “ My times are in 
Thy hand.” (Enlarged ed. 1863-1871 ) One 
of the first, if not the first, hymn-book to bring 
it into C, U., was the Leeds H, Bh., 1858, No. 
892. Since then it has passed into numerous 
collections in G. Britain and America. Al- 
though faulty, and awkward in rhythm, it has 
attained to a considerable circulation, its deep 
devotional spirit and intense personalit being 
very attractive to many. Although best 
adapted for private seating it is suitable, 
under special circumstances, for congregational 
use, Inthe American Unitarian Hy. (& Tune} 
Bk. for the Church and the Home, Boston, 1864, 
No, 224, st. v., vii., viii, are given in an altered 
form as :—“ Task Thee for the daily strength :” 
at. i-iv. being given as No. 223. [J. J.J 
Father, I stretch my hands to Thee, 

C. Wesley. (Faith desired.) From Psalms 
& Hymns, 1741, in 6 st. of 4 1, and entitled 
“A Prayer for Faith” (P. Works, 1868-72, 
vol. ii, p. 13). In 1760 M, Madan included 
8 st. in his Coll, and thus introduced it into 
the Church of England. The altered text in 
the Wee. H. Bk. was given in the Supp. of 
that hymnal in 1830, Our authority for as- 
eribing this hymn to C, Wesley with an expres- 
sion of doubt is the following note by Dr, 
Osborn in the P. Works, 1868-72, vol. ii, p. 8. 

“ The reader will observe that of the 160 hymns con- Seton cates een ee ae ta d - 
pe phy — me Eeanete) to . — puldioaions 

& *. and aoere or ow altered ty Wentene ao ee, 
those which bave been so treated have been reprinted 
here; viz. * Resignation,’ ‘Submission,’ and first 
“HH to Christ.” The second with that title, to- 
qutler with ‘A Thought in Affiction,’ +A Prayer for the Light of Life,” "A Prayer of Faith’ [the above 
Ayman), and ‘God's Love and er,’ are also reprinted, because they have not been identified in other collec 
tions, and may possibly be Wesley's.” 

The hymn is in several modern collections 
both in G. Britain and America. (J. J.J 
Father, I want a thankful heart. 

C. Wesley. (Desiring to know God] This 
cento in the Scottish Eeang. Union Hymnal, 
1878 No. 212, in 2 st. of 61. (where it is 
ascribed to A. M. Toplady in error), is com- 
pee of st. vi. of C. Wesley's “Father of 

ighta, from Whom proceeds”: and at, ¥, of 
his “Jesu! my Great High Priest above.’ 
These two hymns appeared in the Wesley 
Hya & Sac, Poems, 1739. (P. Works, 1868_ 
1872, vol. i. pp. 77, 88.) J. J.J 

hear our humble claim. ¢. 
Wane Unity.) In Longfellow & 
Johnson's Hymne of the Spirit, Boston, U.S8., 
1864, No, 227, and in the Songs ‘or the Sane- 
tuary, 1865-1872, No. 823. This cento is 

€n from two hymns by C, Wesley: (1) 
Come, and let us sweetly join”; and (2) 
* Father, Son and Spirit, hear,” both of which 

*PPeared in Hymne & Sac. Poems, 1740, and 
each of which has furnished several centos to 
we hymn-books. This cento is st. i. from 
Tae tid st. ii.—v. from No.2. (See P. Worka, 
868-1872, vol. i. pp. 351, 856, 357.) {J. J.) 

rather, hear the blood of Jesus. ¢. 
Pe eV. (Holy Communion.) In Toplady’s 
leaps? tye, 1776, and others of the older col- 
pc tions, this hymn is composed of two hymns 
Y C. Wesley, “Ist pub, in his Hymne on the 

of J * Su yper, 1745S; ** Father, hear the blood 
of §;, "in 2 st. of 8 1, and“ Dring Friend Tsenwuers, hear us,” in 3 st. of 8 (P. Works, 
h 1872, vol. iii. pp. 225-226). In modern 
a rmn-books the first of these hymus is given 
Re, asin the Laudea Domini, N. ‘y “ 

pr’ather, hear the prayer we offer. 2 Preyer) Given anonymously in J.S. Adams's in Lome? Lifes 1857, No. 28 , in 5 st. of 41; on — ‘low and Job neon’s Unitarian Hymns et. pPirit, Boston, U.S., 1864, No. 558, in 
N. ¥ fil: in the Ss for the Sanctuary, 
ang ™ 1865; Laudes Domini, 1884, and others ; Hordern! 82 additional stanza, in W. G. 
Fa; * Cong. Ferme, Lond., 1884. (J. J.) 

ath But pear Thy children’s praises. in the pw. - fon) Appeared Chapel, Ky & Hys. for the Use of Rugby School 
inted rt Oo. G4, in 5 st. of 4 |. and ap- Soto! 20h. ‘a alg Cemmanemniion, Passeg : "th. rom the it 

Public — that of Fic Paneed is A to of the WW and a few general collections. 
rz Pathe, h - [J. JJ 

fen atts. ‘apy, Vice Thy glory shines, 
Jet bub, ¥ @2F Goa Salvation of 

F 4). and 3 28 Flore Lyrice, 1705, in 
SF Raver 2ereeded God glorious and Y ineliidce i —— <sarly as 1/38-174) J, 

€ 2 paiethe 3 mbbeerinted form te 
It was su uen' 500, ize the We. H. Bk. A 

ly, ‘ banal ©f England was 

sbirerngitien” par, Pe County, A. M Top. Te. 5 Ameri, tm, i Pan “=, mae. but usually in an edit; ive in G. Britai Worp® of , Fale cee FO "| _ Father, if Thou my Father art. C. boise be Fosse raal text TD Watt | Wesley. [Prayer for the Witness of the Spirit.) (Aegether. = J 5 *| Pub. in Hys. and’ Sacred Poems, 1740, p. 131, he fol I dares» (J. J.) in 6 st. of 6 L.,and headed, “ Groaning for the 1 glow indy ae Ba F2H Lieve. C. Wesley. | Spirit of Adoption” (P. Works 1868-72, vol. i. SEE 9. None =* = Baymn is composed | p. 307), In the Wes. H. Bk., 1780, No. 3865, Jere ge, Ge » st. ii.-vi, were given as “I want the Spirit of “a ‘nee “FSA, vol. 1, No, 861, Pe. | power within.” This form of the hymn has - ee. > 72, vol. i, No. 1174, repeated in several collections in G. Brit. ‘and America. (J. 3.) 
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Father, in high heaven ‘dwelling. 
@. Raison. (Evening.] lat pub. in the 
Leeds H. Bk., 1853, No, 762, in 4 st. of 6 1, 
and based on a portion of Our Lord’s Prayer 
(St. Luke xi. 3, 4). It was repeated in the 
pon sce & Hys., 1858-80, and several other 
col usin Great Britain and America, Mr. 
Rawaon revised the text for his — 1876. 
In Kennedy, 1863, it is given as, * Father, eho 
éa heaven art dwetling.” {J. J.J 

Father, in Whom we live. C. Wesley. 
(Holy Trinity.) lst pub. in his Hymne for 
those that Seek, and those that Have Redemp- 
tion, &e,, 1747, No. 34, in 4 st, of 8 L, end 
entitled “ To the Trinity.” In 1776 Toplady 
included it in his Ps. & Hys., No. 349, and 
thus brought it into use in the Church of 
England. It was included unaltered in the 
Wes. H. Bk. in 1797, and retained in the 
revised ed. of 1875, No. 253. It is also in 
several American hymn-books. A ion of 
the cento “ Father of all, to Thee; Let end- 
less,” &c. (q.¥.) is taken from this ag } 

(J. J. 

Father, let me dedicate, L. Twttictt. 
{New Year.) A New Year's Hymn in 4 st. 
of 8 L., which appeared in his Germa of Thought 
on the Sunday jal Services, 1864, It 
ag into the 8.P.C. K. Ps. & Hys., 1869, 

Anglican H, Bk. 1868, and other collec- 
tions. It is one of the best known of the 
author's compositions, Orig. text in H. A. & 
M., 1875, No. 74. An abbreviated form of 
this hymn, paring, with st. i, 1. 2, altered 
“This new year to Thee,” ia found in some 
collections. In a few American hymn-books 
it begins, “Father, here we dedicate.” This 
is also in some English collections, as W. G. 
Horder’s Cong. Hymna, 1884, &e. {J. J.J 

Father, Lord of earth and heaven, 
Spare or take, &e. C. Wesley. [Resigna- 
tion.) Written at Bristol during the illness 
of one of his children, and lst pub. in his 
Funeral Hymns, 2nd Series, 1759, in 10 st. of 
4 1, and entitled “A Prayer for a dying 
Child.” It was not given in the Wes, H. Bk, 
until the revised ed., 1875 (P. Works, 1 
72, vol. vi. p. 251) {J. J.J 

Father of all, from land and sea. C. 
Wordsworth, Bp. of Lincoln, [For Unity.) 
Written by request after the Nottingham 
Church Con 1871, and set to musie by 
H. J. Gauntlett, Mus.D. It was added to 
the Holy Year, 6th ed., 1872, and to H. A, & M., 
1875. It is also in a few American books, 
Father of all, in Whom we live. ¢. 

Wordsworth, Bp. of Lincoln, (Confirmation.} 
This hymn in three parts appeared in his 
Holy Year, 1862, pp. 207-210, with directions 
for their use as follows :— 

i. Father of all, in Whom. * Referring to the whole 
Congregation,” in 3 st. of s 1. 

ii. O God, in whose all-sea: eye. “Referring to 
those who come te be confirmed: to be used before the 
laying on of hands,” fn 4 #t, of 8 1, 

ili, Our hearts and voices let us raise. “ After the 
Laying on of the hands of the Bishop: to be sang spectally 
by those who have been confirmed.” 

From pt. ii. the following hymns have been 
taken, and are in C, U.:— 

1, Arm these Thy soldiers, mighty Lord, 
2. Come, ever blessed Spirit, come, In Skinuer’s Daily 

FATHER OF EARTH AND SKY 

Service Hymnal, 1464; the A ry, 1872, and others 
and also several American collections. 

%. O Christ, Who didst at Pentecost. In the People's 
H., 1887. (J. Jj 

Father of all, my soul defend J. 
Merrick, (Ps. 2vi.) Ist pub. in his Psalme 
Tr. and Paraphrased in — Verse, 1765, 
p. 27, and again in W. D. Tattersall’s re- 
re edition of the sme, 1797. In the 
Sth ed. of his Sel., 1819, No. 16, Cotterill gave 
acento from this version (at. i, viil.-xi.) be- 
inning, “God of our life, our souls defend.” 
his was repeated in later collections, In The 

Calcutta H. Bk., 1862, No, 16, this cento is 
repeated with the omission of st. ii., and the 
alteration of the opening line to “God of my 
life, my soul defend.” Another cento is given 
in Ps. & Hys. Selected for Public Worship, &., 
Bedford, 1859-64. Itis composed of Cotterill’s 
first stanza as above, and three stanzas from 
I. Watts's version of Ps, xvii.,in his Pealms of 
David, &c., 1719, “Lord, I am Thine; but 
Thou wilt prove.” (J. J.J 

Father of all, to Thee; With loving 
hearts we pray. J. Julian, [Lent.) Writ- 
ten in 1874, and pub, in Thring’s -» 1882, 
and again in others, 

Father of all! we bow to These. 
Hugh Blair? ee Lord's Prayer.) First ap- 

rod as No. 10 in the Draft Seottish Trans- 
sitions and Para 1745, a8 a version of 

Matthew vi, 9-14, in 7 st. of 41. In the Draft 
of 1781 it is No, 33 slightly altered, and in 
the public worship ed. issued in that year b 
the Church of Scotland, and still in use, st. i 
and st. vi. 1. 1, were rewritten, In the mark- 
ings by the eldest daughter of W. Cameron 
(q.v.) ascribed to Blair. The revised text of 
1781 has been included in the Eng. Presb. 
Ps, & Hys., 1867, No. 138; in Worcester’s 
Select Hys., Boston, U.8., 1885, No. 133; the 
American Presb. Ps. & Hys., 1843, No. 307, 
and a few other modern hymnals. A con- 
siderably altered form, reduced to 6 st., and 
ha aay “ Father of all! to Thee we bow,” 
is No, 21 in Cotterill’s Sel. 1819. (J. M.] 

oWelae of ae bg se ae wine 
. Wealey. ‘he Lord's Prayer.) let pu 

in Hymne alee Poema, 1742) p. 275, in 9 at. 
of 8 1, as a Paraphrase of the Lord's Prayer 
(P. Worka, 1868-1872, vol. ii. p. 335). Inthe 
Wea. H. Bk. 1780, it was given in three 
parta :—Pt. i. * Father of all, Whose powerful 
voice”; Pt. ii. “Son of Thy Sire’s Eternal 
love”; Pt. iii, “ Bternal, spotless Lamb of 
God," and numbered respectively 225, 226, 
227. In this form it has been repeated in 
later editions of the Wes. H. Bk., and has 
passed inte other collections, In addition the 
nymn, * Father, ‘tis Thine each day to yield,” 
in Hall's Mitre, 1836, No. 214, and E. Osler's 
Church & King, June, 1837, is composed of 
Wesley's at. vi. altered, and a new stanza by 
Oxler, The popular doxology * Blessing and 
honour, praise and love,” much used in Ame- 
rica, ia the closing stanza of Wesley's para- 
phrase, This hymn is sometimes ascribed 
to John Wesley, but upon what authority 
we have been unable to ascertain. [J.J] 

Father of earth and sky. C. Wealry. 
[The Lord's Prayer. In his Short Hymwu. 
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&e., wol. ii, seven short hymns were 
aA nang the seven clauses of the Lord's 
yeras im St. Matthew vi. 9-13, and num- 

bered 60-66. In the P, Works, 1868-1872, 
vol. x. p, 178, these short hymns are 
together as one hymn of 7st. This arrange- 
mnt was made for the Su t to the 
Wee H. 23%e., 1830, and is repeated in the 
revised ed., 1875, No. 653. The version of the 
Lord's Prayer as in St. Luke xi. 24, begi 
“Fatherof me and all mankind,”q.v. (J. J.) 

Father of eternal grace flove}. J. 
Mo 3 The Image of God desired.) 
Written im 1807, at the uest of Mr, Gar- 
diner, of Leicester, and pub. by him in his 
Sucred Melodies, 13808, in 4 st. of 41. In 1812 
twas included in Dr. Collyer’s Coll., No. 919; 
in 1825 in Montgomery's Christian Psalmist, 
No. 464; and in 1853 in his Original Hymna, 
No, is86. It is in C.U. both in @. Britain and 
America. The hymn, “Father of eternal 
lore,” in Dr. Martineau's Hymna, &c, 1840 and 1873, ie the ame with slight alterations and the omission of st. ii. (J. J.J 
Father of eternal grace! Thou hast es ec. J. Cowler. (Missions) Ap- yr = his Cong. H. Bk., 1836, No. 241, in bleed 1, and aguin as the last three stanzas 

© Ayman, “ Thou from Whom all being peas, which was given as the third of six 
u pet Prayer,” in 8 st. of 4 

> Choir and the Oratory, 
In keg sy Hi of three 
repeated in the Leeds H. Bk., 7 the Bapt. Ps. & Hys., 1858 and 1880 ; aot rn 5 ag ond _ and other col- 

fonder’s . Prai: Prayer, &e., 1856, p. 48. - ra 
Father of heaven above. Bp. FE. H Bickersteth. (Hot Trinity.) Written in 1870, - Ist pub, im his H. in 1870, the 
clit being added in the Annotated 

“This bi b bmn ata f° 08% oercac rat 
° emule. It ts in the e fea Tih that wthor“s Kind permaleelon, lacludes (wo of 

It was dlso siven in his work, The Two Firothers, 7% Auasleans “th ae P. 232, and has ar 

Phas wage ge) heaven, whose love pro- 
vee thee vr. [Holy Trinity.) hie 
thee . © withorship of which was or a long 
of hi neertain, is now known = the authority 
ee — the Rev. Henry Gisborne Cooper) 
Coc Teeoduction of the Rev. Edward 
Oper. was contributed by him to the Uttoxeter Sclection, 1805 (see Staffordshire Hymn- 
Poti No i hence it passed into the Ash- 
Selection. 13 nee Cs No. ii.); Cooper's own 

Selection, 1810—Lesy Lett (It iv.) 3 Cotterill’ mest, byeinade Ftd and subsequently into 
countries. It in Me uebout English-speaking 
siste of 4 st of 4 based on the Litany are 
“M., bei me Xology as in H. A.& 

"s addition, Tu st. 4.1. | 
a. gray ys “ by | 

confining the ‘lows the Litany in 
offers it, The! aoe the suppliant who | 
altered as follows - —~a 2 1 

Father of all, whose 
ine has also been | 
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love from heaven,” in the Rev. L. Grerory 
Smith's H Book, &e., 1855; (2) Father 
of all, Whose wondrous grace,” in the Re - 
F. H. Murray's Hymnal, 1852; (3) " Father 
of all, Whose wondrous love,” in the Cooke 
and Denton Church Hyinnal, 1853. It heme 
also been adapted as a hymn of praise by Miss 
Harriett Auber, in her Spirit of the Psalrrvast> 
1829. This is accomplished by rewritim == 
ll. 3, 4 of each stanza. The first stan z= 
reads >— 

“ Father of beaven! Whose love profound 
A ransom for our souls hath found, 
To Thee, great God! the song we raise ; 
Thee for Thy pardoning love we praise.” 

This form of the hymn is No, 74 in Dr. Dales? es 
English H. Bk, 1874, Original text in Wzy- 
Comp., No. 254. (G. A. C.J 

Father of Jesus Christ my Lord, EX 
humbly seek Thy face. C. Wesley. [Be- 
Sore Private Prayer.) This hymn is No.2 of 
six hymns given at the end of a tract entitlec’d , 
A Short View of the Differences between t#ae 
Moravian Brethren in England and J. and €>~ 
Wesley, 1745, in 7 st. of 4 It was also iza— 
eluded in the Hymna for those who Seek, arack 
those who Have ptioi, &e,, 1747, No. BD 
(P. Works, 1868-1872, vol. iv. p. 259), Some— 
time after J. Wesley's death in 1791, brat 
before 1809, it was given, unaltered, in thre 
Wee. H. Bk. It has pd into several col— 
lections, and is in C. U. in G, Britain azach 
America. J 

Father of Jesus Christ my Lorca’, 
Saviour, &c. ©. Wesley. (Faith toe 

the Promises and Power of God.) Frome a 
hymna of 10 st. in 4 L. on Rom, iv, 16,&c., im 
ymne & Sac, Poems, 1742, p. 248, 1 st. were 
iven in the Wes. H. Bk., 1780, as No. BSO. 
he same @ ment is in the revised «e-<%_. 

1875, and other collections (P. Works, 1868—7 2, 
vol. ii. p. 309). A cento from the origimaa dL 
beginning (st. ix.), “In hope against si, 
human hope,” was given in the Americas, 
Meth. Episco. Hymns, 1849. (J. Jj 

Father of light, and life, and lox e_ 
J. Mont ery. [Public Worship.) Writteszy 
on Nov. 24, 1842, for the Molyneux Hospitsay | 

Dublin (o. was.), but omitted from its Coll. og 
hymns, 1854. In 1853 it was included jy) 
ontgomery’s Original Hymns, No. 287, ira & 

at, of + L,and in 1873 in Dr. Martincarg> 

Hys. of Praise & Prayer, No. 757. (J. J.7 

Father of lights, from Whom pro _ 
ceeds. (€. Wesley. Ist pub. in Hy. & Sea 
Poems, 1739, in 8 st. of 61, and entitled «+ Uy 

Prayer under Convictions.” The first fi y¢. 

stanzas were given in the Wea. H. Bk. ITSO 
as No. $6, ant repeated in later editions, aayeq 

in other collections. Another arranzemnes yy ¢ 

appeared in Toplady's I's. & Hys, 1776, ro, 
984, and subsequent editions, It is in & ge 

Tre first six are from the original as abow¢. 

and the remaining two are the first and last 

stanzas of Ps. exxxix. in the Weeley Hye. ¢¢ 

Sac. Poema, 1739. This cento is sometimny - 

found in Charch of England hymnals. Oyj = 
texts, P. Works, 1868-72, vol. i. 76,87. OF. oy : > 

Father of lights, we sing Thy Nan, ° 
P. Doddridge, (Ps. lerxie] This hymay in 
No. xlvii. in the p. M88. in 6 st. : " and 
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entitled “ Providential Bounties Surveyed and 
Improved, St. Matt. v. 45." A slightly dif- 
ferent text was given by Job Orton in his 
Saget ap ed. of Doddridge’s H 1755, 
o, 176, and the text in J.D. Hum ve's 

ed. of the Hymns, &e., 1889, No. 197, differs 
in a few w from both, The 17565 text is 
that in C. U. sometimes in an altered form. 
The hymn is given in most of the American 
Unitarian collections, (J. J.J 

Father of love and power. (. Rawson. 
[Erening.] Ist pub. in the Leeds H. Bk., 
185%, No. 761, in 3 st. of 71, again in the 
Bapt. Ps. and Hys., 1858-1880, No. 917, and 
others; and in his Hymne, &c., 1876, No. 51. 
In «a m8. note to this hymn (in the editor's 
copy) in the last named work, the author, find- 
ing that he had unconsciously given three 
lines from Marriott’s * Thou Whose Almighty 
Word,” in st. iii,, has substituted the following 
stanza :— 

“ Spirit of holiness, 
Gentle transforming Grace, 

Indwelling Light ; 
Soothe ‘Thou each weary breast, 
Now let Thy peace possessed, 
Calm us to perfect rest. — 

Bless us to-night.” 

This, together with stanzas i. and ii. in his 
if &e., constitute the author's revised 
text. In Skinner's Daily Service Hyl., 1864, 
No. 28 the text is considerably altered, a 
doxology is added, and the whole is attributed 
to“C.L.,” Le. Christian Lyrics, 1860. [J. J.J 

Father of Love, our Guide and 
Friend. W.J Irons. [Confirmation.] Writ- 
ten for a confirmation, held at Brompton in 
1844, in 3 st. of 81 One of the earliest col- 
lections in which it is found is The Hys. for 
the Christian Seasons, by the Rev. R. T. 
Lowe, Gainsburgh, 1854, No, 185. In 1861 
the author included it in his Words of the 
Hys. in the App. of the Brompton Metrical 
Pealter, No.7; in 1866 in his Hys. for use in 
Church, No. 20; in 1873 in his Hye, for the 
Church ; and in 1875 in his Ps. and Hoa. for 
the Church. In the lust two it is divided into 
6 st. of 4 1. a8 in the Gainsburgh book of 1854. 
Outside of Dr. Trons's collections it has at- 
tained to a somewhut extensive use in G. 
Britain and America, and is found in many of 
the best selections, Originally written for 
Confirmation, it is also adapted for “ The 
New Year,” or,in* Time of Trial.” Original 
text in Thring’s Coll., 1882, No. 284, (J. J.) 

Father of me and all mankind. C. 
Wesley. [The Lord's Prayer.) This para- 
phrase of The Lord's Prayer us in St Luke 
xi. 2-4, was given in his Short Hymne, &c., 
1762, vol. ii, in 8 separate hymns numbered 
342-349; but in the P. Works, 1868-72, vol. 
xi. p. 200, these hymns are massed as one, 
No. 1366, in 10 st. of 81. The cento in C. U. | 
appears in the Wes H. Bl, 1780, No. 242, 
in 5st of 4 1, and is compiled from the 
original hymns, No. $42 and 348. It is found 
in several collections in G. Britain and 
America, und sometimes au “ Father and God 
of all mankind,” as in Longfellow and John- 
son's Bk, of Hymns, Boston, 1846-8, &c. 
Wesley's version of the Lord's Prayer aa in St. 
Matthew vi. 9-13. begins, “ Father of earth 
and sky,” q-v. (J. JJ 
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Father of [man)} men, aay care we 
bless. P. Doddridge. [Fanv Vee} 
Appeared in J. Orton's posthumous ed. 
Doldridge’s Hymns, &e., 1755, No, 2, in 4 st. 
of 4 1., and headed, “ Go's gracious ap 
tion of a religious care of our families.” In 
J.D. Humphreys’s ed. of the Hymns, printed 
from the original ws, in 1839, a considerable 
difference ie found in the hymns, showing that 
Orton took more than usual liberties with 
Doddridge’s text. The first st. reads :— 

“ Father of men, Ey howe we trace, 
That crowns with owr infant race ; 
From Thee tl ng, and by Thy power 
Are still sustain'd through every hour.” 

The text followed by the compilers of hymp- 
books from Ash & Evans in their Bristol 
Coll,, 1769, to the New Cong., 1859-69, was 
that of Orton, 1755: often altered as in Ash & 
Evans's Coll. to * Father of all, Thy care we 
bless.” ‘This latter is the more popular read- 
ing of the two. The Meth. New Connexion 
Hymna, &c., 1835-110, has it as “ Father of 
man, Thy care we bless.” (J. J.) 

Father of mercies, God of love; My 
Our) Father and my four) God. 0, 
eginlothom., [Praise te and Adoration of 

the Father.) Pub.in his (posthumous) Hye. by 
the late Rev, Ottiwell Heginhothom, o, ‘Sudbury, 
Suffolk, 1794; and in J. M. Ray's Coll. of 
Hys., &e., 1799. It is in C. U. in G. Britain - 
and America, and is sometimes attributed to 
T. Raffles in error. It is also in limited use 
as, “Father of mercies, God of love, Our 
Father, and our God.” (J. J.) 

hosr a suppliant's ery. T. Hafler {The a supp t’sery. T. on, 
Penitent’s ia) Published in Dr. Colt yer's 
Hymna, &e., 1812, No. 909, in 6 st. of 6 1, 
and headed “The Penitent’s Prayer.” It 
was repeated in several of the older collce- 
tions, and at the present time it is in some- 
what extensive use. In America it is often 
ascribed to O, Heginbothom in error. (J. J.) 

Father of mercies, God of peace. 
(Horvest.] Appeared anonymously in the re- 
vised ed. of Longfellow and Johnson's Unita- 
rian Book of Hymma, 1848 (lat ed. 1846), in 
4 st. of 6 1, and entitled “ Thanksgiving 
Hymn.” It is in their Hye. of the Spirit, 
Boston, 1864, and in other American Unitarian 
hymn-books. (J. J.) 

Father of mercies, in Thine house. 
P. Doddridge. (Ordinatim.] lat pub. in J. 
Orton's posthumous ed, of Doddridge'’s Hymna, 
&e., 1755, in 7 st, of 4 1, and headed, + The 
Institution of a Gospel Ministry from Christ, 
Eph. iv. 11,12. For an Ordination.” In 1839, 
it was pub, from the bb dae us. by J.D. 
Homp!:reys in his ed. of the Hymne, &c., No. 
315, as “ Father of mercies, in Thy house,” 
and with several additional differences. It is 
curious that Orton retained the original first 
line in the index of the Ist ed. of the 
&c., but altered it in the body of the ae 
Orton's text is followed by all compilers, In 
the Supp. tothe Wea. H. Bk., st. ii, iii, v.-vii., 
were given #8 “The Saviour, when to heaven 
He rose." This cento is retained in the re- 
vise | ed., 1875. (J. J.) 
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Father of mercies, in Thy 
Anne Steele. (Holy Scripture.) 1st pub. in 
her Poema ove Suhjecta chiefly Devoti 1760, 
wl i p 58, in 12 at. of 4 1, repeated in the 

ed., 1780, and in Sedgwick's reprint 
her Hymns, 1863, p. 36, In 1769, Ash & 
Evans gave @ #¢lection of 6 stanzas in their 
Bristol Bapt. Cull, No, 79, and from this ar- 
mugement moiniy the well-known bh 
taken. It is 1m extensive use in G. Britain 
sod America, and is one of the most popular pn cer 
of Miss Steele’s hymna. (J. J.J 

Pather of Feace and God of Love. 
P. Doddridge. (Holiness desired] This 
hymn, from its historical connection with the 
Scottish J rezaslations and Paraphrases of 1745 
aod 1781, lias more than usual interest. ts 
history in detail is this :— 

i In Doddri-ige’s us, in the “Rooker mss.” 
No. ili. (see Doddridge), the text in his own 
aealting ia as follows :— 

= C+ * Perfected Grace 
Christ ; from tenga 20, 21, eden —_- 

Peace, and God of Love, - Father of 
We own thy pow'r to save; 

' +, b . n] 

Victorious v'er the Gane te om 
“We triumph in that "s mame, 
Whe bessechful for our good 5 
An coal'a ie eternal cov'nant down 

‘And mousy art el my sol, 
may stray, 

“Still may we gain superior strength 
Tit Fall propre gee Shor om act And fix us near thy throne.” 

MS. Of Doddridge’s Hymns is in i ee of the writer, dete Mar. 16, a . nid bymon is No, 2, and reals, st, i. 

thy ; and st,iv, J, 7. pal fy racing pes 
ives of ie the kind offices of Robert Blair 

And. hymn fell into the hands of the 
Trauulttes appointed to compile the Scottish 
asin ue WaPhe., and by them was included 
‘Beading: Oe 34, in 1745, with st. ii, L 1, 
and ot. iii. “ome for « # name,” 
to” far * it tg. note” for “my soul,” * them “my fond heart. >» “md “our weak hearts” for 

i. In the TeVised 1751, it ed. of the same work, in eae “@ altered thus: st. i. as above ; 
“ Him from tise Dead brought again Whe, by Tats noses tae 
OO ced seal" for evermore 

3. + O may thy ihe aces s 
and muubed te thy. wane 

iv. Yn 17 epproach tng 
in the « Rooker ee included the text as 
the ot aie same text ig a teded - pub. by J. 1p ine n 

v. In 1781 the Phreys in 1839, 
Co; : the form of the texe how oe 

the T 
ed a Perephe., No. EX ie is thus com 1 — Pha., 

St. 1. Original as in her ate. 

word. | 
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St. 2 and 3, correspondi sed 

ed. of Tre, and Pare) 1761, 00 above, =——er 
St. 4, a mew at, by 1 Cameron, than>— 

* That to ‘a sacred belght 
we nearer still may rise, 

And all we think, aud ail we do, 
be pleasing in thine eyes,” 

This arrangement and lest stanza are ae 
signed to Cameron on the anthority of his 

n is | daughter (see Cameron, W.) This form of thre 
hymn is in somewhat extensive use in aI 

ing countries It should bes 
pa “P. Doddridge, Scottish Tr. «€- 

Par., 1751, and W. Cameron.” (J. J.) 

Father of the human race. W. F#- 
Collyer. (Holy Matrimony.) lst pub. in his 
Services Suited to the Solemnization of Matré—- 
mony, &c., 1837, No. 10, in 3 st. of 41,anel 
thence unaltered into Spurgeon's O. 0. H. Bk... 
1866, No, 1046, and others in G. Britain an«d 
America. (J. JJ 

Father, our hearts we lift. C. Wesler- 
array Ist pub. in his Hymne for the 
‘ativity of our Lord, 1745, No, 9, in 5 st. of 

81. CP. Works, 1868-72, vol. iv, p. 114). Ie 
its full form it is not in C. U., but a cento be— 
ginning with the first four lines, and completec2 
with odd lines from the rest of the hymn, iss 
in C. U. im America, See Dr. Hattlelal’ ss 
Church H. Bk., 1872, No. 408, J Jj 

Father, see this li clod. C. Wea- 
(Holiness desired.) is hymn is coma — 

posed us follows ;— 
i. hr Short Hymns, &e., 1762, vol. 1, No. 

Oe rom Short Hymns, &e., 1762, vol. i, No. 197 - 
Lev. xxvi. 18. 

ij. From Short Hymns, &e., 1762, vol. 1, No. S_ 
Gen. xvii. 1. 

iv. From Short Hymns, &c., 1762, vol. 1, No. S&~ 
Gen. i, 26. 

In this form it was given in the Wes. H. Fe. , 
1780, No 357, and has been repeated in late-r 
editions and has passed into other collections ss _ 
(P. Works, 1868-72, vol. ix.) (J. J} 

Father, Son, and Holy Ghost. Ix 
solemn power, &c. C€. Wesley. (Adueze 

Holy Baptiem.] Written for the baptism of 24 
female adult, and pub. in H and Sar. 

Poems, 1749, vol. ii., No. 183,in 2 stoof & Y_ 

(CP. Worka, 1868-72, vol. y. p. 889), In ls68 ie 

was included in the Sarum Hymmal, No. 2333 

the 8. P. C. K. Church Hymms, 1871, and ome. 

or two Amerivan vollections, By the chan pre. 

of “her” to “ hia,” as circumstances require. 
it can be used for both sexes, This ek is 

adopted in some hymn-books, (J. J.J 

Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, One 
in Three, &c. C. Wesley. (Personal dec? s— 
cation to God.] 1st pub. in the Hymns on thee 
Lord's Supper, 1745, No. 155, in 6 st, of G 1_, 
and included in the Wes, H. Bk., 1780, No. 418. 

It lias been repeated in subsequent editions 
and is also found in other hymn-books in CG _ 
Britain and America (P. Worke, 1868-72, voy, 
iii. p. 383), sometimes beginning with st. w_, 
“Now, O God, Thine own I am.” The 
stanza \iv.) 

“ 1 and body's : 
Tetahe my memory, ming, and will, 
All and all hours, 
Ald know, and all I feel, 

All T think, or speak, or do, 
Take my beart —but make it oy B r 
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has been a favourite quotation in geome religions 
bodies for more than a hun years. Ita 

spirit of self-surrender, and its deep fervour 

have auited both the strongly enthusiastic and 

the truly devout, Other parts of the hymna 

have also awakened more than usual interest. 
(See G. J. Stevenson's Meth. H. Bk. Notes, 

1883, p. 290.) In the Ohio Eran. Lutheran 

Hyl., 1880, this hymn is ascribed to I. Watts 

in error. (J. J.) 

Father, Son, and Spirit, hear. C. 

Wesley. [Communion of Saints.) Thix poem 

on * The Communion of Saints,” in 39 st. 

(in six parts), was pub. in the Hys, and 8. 

Poems, 1740, p. 188 (P. Works, 1868-72, i. 

p. 336). From it the following centos have 
come into C, U.:— 

1, Father, Son, and Spirit, hear. 
2. Other ground ean no man lay. 
3. Christ our head, gone up on high. 
4. Christ from whom all blessings fow. 

These were given in the Wes. H. Bk., 1780, 

as one Ly in four parts and numbered 501- 
504. ey ure repeated in the same form in 
later editions, and also in other collections. 

5, Father, Son, and Spirit, hear. A _cento in * st. 
of 41. from the original poem, given in Toplady’s Ps. & 

Hys,, 1776, No. 240. 
6. Christ from whom all flow. St. t., th. 

and v,, of Pt. iv, of the original In W. F. Stevenson's 
ys. for Ch. & Home, 1873. 

7. from whom all flow. St. f., lif. and 

iv., from Pt. iv, of the in the Bapt. Ps. & 
Hys., #58, and others. 

whore course ia run. From Pt. vi. 
mal, 1844, No. 106, 

From Pt. v. 

. souls, 
of the original in the Altar 

9, Jesus whe between. 
of the original st. iv., ¥. in the American Meth, Eplsco. 
Hymna, 1449. 

10. Join us, in one spirit, jon. St. ii, ti, bx, and x. 
from Pt. iv. of the original In the American Unitarian 
ys. for the Ch, of Christ, 1853, {J J. 

Father, Thy paternal care. Sir J. 
Bowring. Ae Divine Father, the Giver of all 

Gijts,) This cento is taken from his poem 
for the third Tuesday evening in Autumn, in 
his Matins and Vespers, 1823, p. 120, It is in 
3 st. of 8 |, and is admirably suited for Flower 
Services. Its use amongst the American Uni- 
tariuns is extensive. (J. J.J 

Father, Thy Son hath died. H. Bonar. 
(Jesus, the Name of Names.) This hymn on 
the life, death, resurrection, ascension, and 
glory of Jesus, with the simple but beautiful 
petition at the close of each stanza, 

Put honour on that Name of narnes, 
hy bi nie,” 

appeared in the lst series of his Hys, of Faith 
ant Hope, 1857, in 7 st. of 9 1, the refrain 
being changed, as “blessing,” to “ pardoning,” 
&c., throughout, Although in C. U. in a few 
collections, its use is not equal to its merits, 
Possibly its peculiar metre may account for 
this negleot, [F. 3.) 

Father, Thy will, not mine, be done. 
J. Montgomery. (Resiqnation.] This hymn 
is said in the “ot, a8.” to have been written 
at Ockbrook, Derbyshire (a Moravian settle- 
ment), in 1841. It was given in Montgomery's 
Original Hywne, 1853, in 2 st.of 6.1L, and én- 
titled “In Affliction.” It ia in several collee- 
tions both in G. Britain and America, (J. J.) 

Father. to Thee my soul I lift. ¢ 

FATHER, WHO ON HIGH 

This is the first of three hymns on Phil. ii. 13. 

“It is God which worketh in you both to will 

and to do,” first pub. in his Hymne and Sac, 

Poems, 1749, vol. ii, in Sat. of 8 lL. (CP. Works, 

1868-72, vol. vy. p. 374) Tt was given in the 

Wes. H. Bk., 1780, No. 428, and later editious, 

but divided into 6 st. of #1, In addition to 

this text, which isin C. U, in G. Britain and 

America, another was included in Toplady's 

Pa. & Hys., 1776, No, 21, in 7 st. of 4L, of 

which st. i.-v, are from this hymn, and st. vi. 

vii. are from the last of the three hymns 

named above. The use of this text is limited, 

No. 210 in the 8. PLC, K. Ps, & Hys. is from 

the former somewhat altered. (J. Jj 

tony to Thy sinful ng ee 
nt] Appeared in his . H. Bk., 1836, 

No. 517, in 7 Lad el upon the 

words “Forgive us our debts, as we forgive 

our debtors.” In the following year it was 

republished in his work The Choir and The 

Oratory, 1887, p. 35, as Pt. v, of * The Lord's 

Prayer in Six Parts,” and again in his 

Hymna = Praise, Prayer, &0., 1856, p. 138. 

In the New Cong., 1859, No. 535, st, vi. is 

omitted, and slight changes are also intro- 
duced. In Martineau's Hymns, &c., 1840 and 
1873, a part of this hymn is given aa, “* 
forgive me day by day” (st. iii) = (J. J] 

Father, we humbly pray. Bp. C. 

Wordsworth. (Rogation Tide.) 1st pub. in 

hia Holy Year, Ist ed. 1862, p. 96, in 20 at. of 

41, In the latest editions of the Holy Year 

the 20 st. are divided into four parts, as (1) 

“Father, we humbly pray"; (2) “ With 

genial rains and dews” ; @ “ Bless, Lord, 
Thy holy Church”; (4) “'The widow deso- 
late.” In the 8. P.O. K. Church Hys., 187], 
No. 140, and Dr. Dale’s English H, Bk., 1874, 
No, 1232, the full text is given with the omis- 

sion of st. xii, Minor alterations are also 

introduced, {J. J.) 

Father, Who art in heaven. C. We- 
ley. (The Lord's Prayer.) This version of the 

Lord’s Prayer was printed from the “ — 
mas.” of Richmond College, Surrey, in P. 

Works of J. & C. Wesley, 1868-72, vol. & 

p. 179, in 20 st. of 8 L, and as one of his 

“Hymns on the Four Gospels.” Tn 1875, « 

cento beginning, “ From trials unexampled,” 
was given in the Wes. H. Bk., No. 818. It ia 

composed of st. xiii., xiv., xvi, xvii. [J- Jj 

Father, Who on high. [Holy Trinity.) 

This cento has a somewhat curious and com- 

plicated history, the details of which are:— 

It appeared in J. A, Latrobe's Ps. & Hyty isl, 

No. 3, in 4 st. of 6 Hines. It ts based on an tage 
bymn by L. T. Nyberg beginning, * Holy Trinity, 

No, 452, in pt. I. of the Moravian H. Bk, 1754, in? 

st., for the second of which one beginning, “Hed *e 

angels’ tongues,” was substitated In the ed. of 1765— 

this 4t. th. in 1769 being Mr, Latrobe's st. iv. In the 

Supplement of 1-08 a hymn was included as No. 1003, 

beginning, * O eternal Word,” in 2 st., of which st. |. bs 

in the Moravian Messenger, Sepa. 1464, ascribed to C. 
Gregor, apd dated 1791; and is st. 1. I 3-6, and ti. Ib 

2, of Mr. Latrote, The remaining lines and st, fL— 
which seems based on st. iv, of © Allein Gott in der 

Thin’ sei Eur” (q. v.—are added to make the byte 
suitable for Trinity Sunday, and as such it wae incloded 

by Mercer as No. 164 in bis CP. 4 H. Rk., 1857 (0% 
ed. 1864, No, 240}, beginning, Father, throned ee 
high,” and this was repeated, further altered, im Allon’s 
Suppl. Hys.; as No. 1007 tn the NV. -; and No tf 

in the Meth. SS. H. Bk, 1983. In the Eng, Presb. Ps 
Weeley. [God the Giver of ecery good Gift.) | & Myr, 1867, No, 37 bs Mr, Latrobe's text gnaltere! 
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nming “O eternal Word," No, 215 in 
ie Papeos r’s Coll., 1364, is st. £,’ tv. from 
Lurobe's version, St. fi, li, being taken from the 
Moravian versions of “ Seelenbrautigam,” by A. Drese 
(+t. tH), tring, “God and man indeed," and of st. v. 
ol, A. PrevlHinghausen's “Wer ist wobl wie du," 
teginning, «* FLigghest King and Priest.” (J. M.J 

Father, “Whose everlasting love. 
Thy only Son, &. C. Wesley. [Praise | 
for Redemption.} Appeured in his tract 

ne orn God's Everlasting Love, 1741, in 
17 st. of 4 2., INo is It was afterwards re- 

utedin the A rminian Magazine, 1778, p. 430. 
time after J. Wesley's death, but before 

1809, st. i.—iii., viii, xii., and xvii., were given 
inthe Wes. £7. Bk.,in a slightly altered form. 
Thecento is also found in other collections. 
Orig. text in 2. Works, vol. iii. p.3. [J.J J 

Father, Whose path is in the Sea. 
J. Julian. (Evening at Sea.) Written in 
i874, and Ist pub. in the Ch man's Shilling 
Magazine, Oct. 1874, in 4 st. of 41, and again 
ina few hymuals, 
Faussett, A lessie, née Bond, daughter of the Rev. William Bond, ‘aes ie tidad serie ane peor an ’ to the Rev. Hen 
en of Edenderry, county of Tyrone, = grit Poetical works are (1) Thoughts on 
re on 1867, printed for private circula- fo Beige Tréumph of Faith, 1870; (8) 
Her hymns in cu" nto sues, Ite: 

that tak’st away, Lent. Written 

Th bn wer far Che 
Hymnal, 1873. ee ee 
Faweett, John, pp, was b. J : ie . Jan. 

fe Fidget Green, near Bradford, Yorke 
of G Whitehene “¢e of 16 under the ministry 
diets, but 8 “ld, he at first joined the Metho- 
Church at Jeans na tat waited = the Baptist 

t Bradford. ving begun to preach 
he was, ordained Tap. minister at 

In 
Dee Londo: 

. “ Dr, J. Gi Carte me joe inv itation hed loos fain my P Ne farewell sermon at Wainsgate had prod for and the w ® loaded with of tie attach moval, when the love and tears 
Sayre mE People prevailed and he de- 

built for hi m. In 1777 « new cha at or i at Hebden Bridge, about Hall, hia orang Opened a school at Brearley 
sn eiel ts of residence. In 1793 he bmg become President of the Ba 
i811 regen | at Bristol, but declined. hi pes at Mpa from America the degree oe and died jy 1817, at the age of 738, 

© author of a number of 
which attained leree on Religion, several nf cal publications are S° circulation. His posti- 

ins, ead fist pad, 

eu 7a Priestley against the 

Fine. 1777 
waggested by the decease of a ljte. i760; and (6) Hymne + (5) Another friend 

adapted to a 

vist, 1772, (3) Three 
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Public Worship and Private Deeotion, Leeds, G. WrigsP © 
& Son. 1782. y are 1édin number, and were mowt ly 
composed to be sung after Sermons by the author. 

Whilst not attaining a high degree of excee 1 — 
lence as poetry, they are “ eminently spiritezse 2 
and practical,” and a number of them 2 
found in all the Baptist and Congregatioras® 4 
hymn-books that have appeared during tka <> 
last 100 years. ‘The best tnewn of these are 
“Infinite excellence is Thine"; “How pre=— 
cious is the Book divine”; “Thus far m2 7 
God hath led me on"; “ Religion is the chies & 
concern "; “ Blest be the tie that binds"; «* E 
my Ebenezer raise; and “Prise to Thee, 
Thou great Creator.” These hymns, togethe= 
with others by Faweett, are annotated under 
their respective first lines. (W. R. 8.) 
In tion the following hymna, also by» 

Fawcett, but of less importance, are in C. U. = 
1. Behold the sin-atoning Lamb. Pussiontide, Na. 

90 06 bin Sint; $208, SS 3 ot. of 6 2. lu seversal 
bymanals in G, Britain and America. 

2. I my Ebenezer raise. #irthday. No. 102 of hiss 
as to 10 #t. of 41. Usually given in an abbreviate <a 
form. 
3. Infinite excellence is Thine. Jesus the Desire 

Nations. No. 42 of his Aymns,in 12 st.of 41, Tua 
several — in G, Britain and America In aa 
abridged 

4, Jesus, the heavenly Lover, gave. Aedemption f7e 
Christ. No. 10 of his Hymns, &c., 172, in Tm. of @ 1. 
and headed, “The marriage between Christ and tlie 
Soul.” In Snepp's Songs of G. & G., 1872, it romcle, 
* Jesus, the heavenly #ridegroom, gave,” and st. v. ise 
omitted. ‘ 

6, Lord, hast Thou made me know Thy 1 Per- 
nee. No. L223 of bis Hymns, &c., 1762, in # st. of 
In the Baptist Hyl., 1879, No. 451, st. v.-vil, are 
ted, 

6. O God, Helper, ever near. ew Year, No. 
los of his Rn Ay &e., 17#2, in 6st.of 41. The New 
Cong., 1859-69 omits at. vi. 

7. 0, my soul, what means this sadness! Sore eer 
turned to Joy. No. 111 of bis Hymns, &o., L762, im S&S 

st.of 61, and based nm the words,“ Why art Thacsaz 

cast down, O my soul?" &c. Itisin C. U.in America, 

and usually with the omission of st. ii. asin Dr. Hae ~ 

fleki’s CAwrch H. Bk, 1872. 
Sinners, the veice of God invitation Le» 

= ance. No. 63 of bis Hymns, &c., lied, in 7 st. or 
4 fon Is. lv. 7," Let the wicked forsake his way,” Src 
It js in C. U. in America, but usually in an abbrevinten<g 

form. 

41. 
omit 

presence, gracious God, afford. He fore Series re | 
nia ms, &e., in 4 at. of 41, and a chire ace bis A 
of two limes. ta Dr. Hatfield's Church H. Bk, Leva, 

No. 126, the chorus is omitted, Fawcett has anotha es. :- 

hymn on the same subject (No. 71) and begingirage | 

“ Thy blessing, gracious God, afford,” but this is mot ayy 

c. U. 
way, O God, isin the sea. imperfect Kriceve>— 

ted Sea: No. 66 in his Jymns, kes 182, in? me 
of 41. on 1 Cor. a. 2, 2 woe Se ke. ft ing 

in several American collections, wav y abbreviate <a | 

and sometimes as, ** Th way, O Lord, is in the ses, _ ** 

In this form it is in The th H. Bk, = 

. ble heart and tongue. yer fe. 

PR Poocg Fy ._ No. #6 in his ayans, &e., 2 isa 
in 7 at. of 41. on Ps, cxix. 9, * Wherewith shall gy 

wong tnan cleanse his way.” It is No. 954 in thye. 

Bape. Pe. ck Hys., 1858-80. 

About 20 of Fawcett’s hymna are thus stily 

in C. U. Two hymns which have been ag— 

cribed to him from time to time, but concern iz 

which there are some doubts, are fally anno 

| tated under their respective first lines” These 
are, “ Humble souls that seek salvation,” tr <q 

| * Lord, dismiss us with Thy blessing.” [J. J J 

calm, and strong in lowe, Fearless, 
(4) The Death of | T Davis. Ordination.) Lord Selborne sayy 

c& The Keagn of Death, : 
¢ circumslances of | Praise, 

in his notes to the enlarged ed. of his Boofe 
1866, concerning this hymn, “I sayy, 
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indebted for this to the author,” and in the 
body of his book he dates it 1862, It is re- 

ted in W. R. Stevenson's School Hymnal, 
880, but not in the author's Anaus Sunctus, 

1877. It is suitable for meetings of lay readers 
and Sunday-school teachers. (J. J.J 
Feeble in body and in mind. C. 

Wealey. (In Perplexity.] Mr. Stevenson, in 
his Methodist H. Bk. Notes, 1883, has dated 
this hymn 1749, but jas omitted all authority 
for the statement. was pub. in Dr. Leit- 
child’s Original Hynes, 1843, No. 212, in 5 at. 
of 41. In the Wesley P. Works, 1868-1872, 
vol. xiii, p. 256, it was given in 6 st. This is 
repeated in the Wes. H. Bk., 1875, ina slightly 
altered form, (J. J.J 

Felices nemorum pi us incolas. 
Jean Baptiste de Sa . [Abbots and 
Monka.) ny og in the Cluniac Breviary, 
1686, p. .; hia Hymni Sacri et Novi, 168), 
aud again in 169%, p. 250, in 7 st.of 41. In 
the revised Peris Breviary, 1736, it was ap- 
pointed for * Abbutum, Monachorum, et Aua- 
choretarum,” at ae (see also Card, 
Newman's Hymni , 1888 and 1865). 
The only ¢. in C. U. is:— 
Sing we those who dwell concealed, By T. I. 

Ball, made for and first pub. in the Appendix 
to the Hymnal N., 1862, No, 363, in 4 st, of 7 1, 

i oy ee hom God — love. 1. Ha are w ‘8 » Ff, 
Williaa British’ Mag., 1435, and Hys. tr. from the 
Parisian Rrev., 1539. 

2. Sing we of those, whom tn the forest wild. 5. Cas- 
wall, 1449. 

3. We sing the blest and pure. J. 1), Chambers, 1866, 
p- 31. {J -a. J.) 

Felix dies mortalibus, Jean Baptiste 
de Santeiil, [ Ascension.] In the Cluniac 
Brev., 1686, p. 497, and his Hymni Sacri et 
Novi, 1689, p. 21, and ed. 1 p. 104, in 
7 at.of 41. In 1726 it was given in the re- 
vised Paris Brev. as the hymn for the first 
and second vespers on the octave of the As- 
cension. It is also nted for the same 
season in the Lyons other modern French 
Breviaries. The text is in Card. Newman's 
Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 and 1865 ; and J. Chand- 
ler’s Hys. of the l’rim. Church, 1837. Tr. as: 

1, O happy day for mortals. Ly W. J. Blew, 
first printed on fyleaf 1850-1851, and then in- 
cluded in his Ch, Hy. & Tune BA., 1852, in 5 at. 
of 61, In 1870 it was given in Rice's Sel. from 
that work, No. 63, 

%. For aye shall mortals bless the day. By C, 
5. Calverley, made for and first pub. in the 
Hymnary, 1872, No, 317, 

Trs. not in 0.0. :— 
1. O ‘twas a day, both bright and good. J. Chandler, 

1837, 
2. Blest when doom'd to die no more. I, Wil- 

liam, British Mag. 1834; aod his Hys. tr. from the 
Paritrian Bree. 1439, 

3. O day with holy gladness franght. J. D, Cham- 

pee yo) te to Is der. FR. F, Littledate 4 . to mort: . RF. . 
in Lyra lent, 1864, ¥ . 

5. Oday so dear to man once lost. RA. Campbell, from 
his uss. in Shipley's Annus Sanctus, 1884, [J J.] 

Felix dies quam proprio. Ablw Bes | 
nault, (Circumetsion.] Ap ad in the re- | 
vised Faris Bren, 1736, as the hymn for the 
Feast of the Cireumecision at tins. As 
such it id also repeated in the L and other | 

French Breviaries. Text in Cank | 
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Newman's Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838-65; J. 
Chandler's Hys, of the Prim. Church, 1837, and 
Biggs’s Annotated H. A. & M., 1867. Tr. a8:-— 

1, O happy day, when first was poured. [iy J. 
Chandler, in his Hys. of the Primitive Church, 
1837, No. 48, in 6 st. of 4 1. In 1452 five 
stanzas were given in the English Hymnal, No. 
54; and subsequently in other collections, in- 
cluding the Salisbury, 1857; the People’s H., 
1867, and others. The text in the Hymnary, 
1872, although beginning with the same first 
line, differs materially in many parts. In Ken- 
nedy, 1863, it begins, *O sacred day when first 
was poured”; and in Snepp’s Sunge of G. § G., 
1872, as, “ O Messed day, wnen first was poured.” 
This last arrangement was given in Murray's 
Hymnal, 1852, and H. A. & M., 1861; but in 
each case with slight differences in the text. It 
is also found in the Appendix to the H. Noted. 

2. Blest day when from the Saviour flowed. By 
R. Campbell, lst pe. in his Hys. ¢ Anthems, &., 
1850, in 4 st.of 41, This is repeated in the Hymaal 
for St. John’s, Aberdeen, 1870, and others. 

8. Blest day on which the Saviour shed. By 
R. C. Singleton, written in 1867, and 1st pub. in 
his Anglican H. Bk., 1868. 

Tra. not in 0. U. :— 
i ee day, when this our state, J. Williams, 

2, O happy day of all the year, W. J, Blew, 1852. 
3. O happy day, with Joy arrayed. J.D, Chambers, 

857, 1. 101, (J. J.J 

Felix morte tua, qui cruciatibus. 

1 

Jean Baptiste de Santeilil. [One Martyr.) 
Ap in the Cluniac Breviary, 1686, 
p. xiii, and in his Hymni Sacri et Novi, 168} 
(ed. 1698, p. 243). It was included in the 
Paris Brev., 1786, and is also in Card. New- 
man's Hymni Ecclesiae, 183% and 1865. Tr. 
as i— 

How happy the mortal. By [. Williams, in his 
Hys. Tr. from the Parisian Breviary, 1839, p. 
283, in 9 st. of 4 1. This is repeated with the 
omission of st. ii, in the H. BA. for the Use of 
Wellingtun College, 1863. 
Another tr. is :— 
O bappy ts thy death. athens 

Fellows, John. Date of b. unknown; 
d. 1785. He was the author of the following :— 

(1) Grace Triumphant, a Sacred Poem in nine 
books, 1770; (2) Elegy, in blank verte, o8 
the Drath of Ye. 0. wa ‘Tin; (3) An Elegy on 

Dr. Gu, 1771, (4) Hymns on Believers 
tom, Birmi 1wTs; ) Apostle Powl's 

ia, in verse, 1775; (6) nina’ 
great variety of Metres, on the Perfection of the Word 

Jesus Christ, 1776, (1) The 
istory of the Holy Bible, attempted in easy vers, 4 

vols,, 1777; (8) Siz Imstructive Views of ievers” 
Baptiom, a tract pub. both se ly and a# an Intro- 
Septiee 1117 edition of ae, ayane we Dawret 

tise" 1977; (9) A Pair and Impartial Bequiry 
info the Rise, d&e., Rp the Church of Rome, 1779, amt 
ales (10) “A Protestant Catechiem.” 

Considering how numerous were the writings 
of J. Fellows, it is remarkable how little is 
‘known of him. It is stated by Dr. Joseph 
Belcher, in Historical Sketches of Hymne 
(Philadelphia, 1859), that he was a poor 

| shoemaker, a member of the Baptist denomi- 
nation, and that he lived in Birmingham. The 
evidence for this is tolerably clear. 

That Feliows was a Baptist and not a Methodist, a» 
Watt & Alitbene «ay, is clear from his baptismal hymns 
That be lived in or near Birmingham bs likely from the 
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most of bis books date from Birmingbam, and 

prope oe printed for the author, though sold by G. 

Keith, Gracectsurcd Street, London. Also, to the 2nd 

he: personal: ralnted 
ae 2 “oi toe aree three oan wel ~— of 

te Baptist moimisters at Bi ham, Coventry and 
pore. oe the ereeete, the ~~ peer] 

eee ee eee joined it early in ies, and continued a 
member till bis death on July 30,1746. Bat one of J. 
Fellows's earlier pieces ls entitled « Rromagrove Elegy. 

So a a 
jaoed the churcls in Cannon Street, 

His hymns on Baptism are 55 in number. 
Sarein Rippom'’s Sel., 1787. Some of his hymns 
are in all ptist hymn-books, from Rippon 
t modern collections. These include the dis- 
pated * Flumble aouls who seek salvation”; 
the hymn om behalf of children, “ Great God, 
now rp nae pce and others, all of which 
areannotea: under their respective first lines. 
Inaddition the following are in limited use :— 

1. Dear Lord, and will pardoning love Em- brass, de. Adult De ae at eke ten 
Adtevers’ Baptism, 1773, in 7 st. of 4 1, and beaded eo peliever constrained by the love of Christ to fol- ole in His Ordinance.” "In Rippon's S/., 1747, it — ced to 4 stanzas; and in the . Hymnal, TM, to &, st. vi. being omitted. It is also sometimes sivenas *O Lord, and will Thy pardoning love, &c.” 
Pye, » Gelestial Dove. fneocation of the 
1. Spirit at Holy Haptism. No. 64 of bis Hys, on Re- 
— Baptism, 1773, in 6 st.of 81. In Rippon's Sel,, 
iat, these were re-arranged in 4 stanzas, again in 
ray ican Hapt. ey. 4 Tune Bk,, 1871, to 3 stanzas, 

ie oe eee nations and baptize. Holy Baptism. 
given in'a few Abner Sel, 1787, In Set, of 21 It is 

Great God. rican collections. 

panthers, Fohann Michael, was b. ae enins 1, at Obvrdorf, Allgiu, Bavaria. 
bakel “Tome time tutor in St. Paul’s Col- 
Pete eas burg, and in 1785 was appointed 
1793 he the Gyrnnasium at Dillingen. In 

. he became ee ae priest of Seeg, in All- 
Schmid, he had as assistants Christoph 
bet is Martin Boos and Johannes Gossner ; ‘adn, we ©n account of his Evangelical 
wean e y removed to Vihringen, near Ulm, 

by him tr. intr EinneTial ee The only hymn 

the experience of they yirritten at Seg in 1794, as he, in 
of 

the 
It Pulpit asa wooden- man.” " 
rt a oo chrtathaemltang erbaulicher Lieder sum 

ea Soe thor ard 
1982, p38; 14, p. aga Mise Borthwick is, te 
Ferguson, 

the Rev. F ereus, D.p,, second 8, of 
Glasgow, and after... of Bellshill, near 
at Glasvow, Se “rwards of Aberdeen, was b, 
at the Univ Member 6, 1824, and educated ht: emity of Glasgow where he gra- 
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duated B.A. 1845 and ma. 1858. In 18455 Be 
became mnister of Blackfriars Strect EC. . 
Church, Glasgow (now Montrose St). He 
received the degree of p.p, in 1876, from Cazeaa — 
berland University, US. His two hyreax2= 
appeared in The Daystar, the magazine of tia <& 
Evangelical Union, and were contributed t<_ 

E. U. Hymn-book of 1856, and the A. &7= 
Hymnal of 1878, he having been a member @t 
both committees of compilation. They ure :——— 

1. He loved me, and gave Himself for me. The co eoe 7 
of Jesus, A in The Daystar, 1960, and repeater=2 
in the £. 0. H. Hk, 1856, and the &. C. Hymnal, 1s 7 - 

| 2, How sweet to the believer's soul. Private Praye 7” - 
Given in the Daystar, 1546, and again in the &, 0, 22 - 
Bk, 1358, and the BU. Hymnal, ists. J. MJ 

Ferrar, Nicholas, «. of Nicholas Ferrear-. 
a merchant in London, was b. in the parish o 
St. Mary Stayn ng, Mark Lane, London, Fe ks — 
23, 1592, and educated at Clare Hall, Cama— 
bridge, wating Ba. 1610, and wa. LGR Q_ 
From 1612 to 1618 he travelled on the conta— 
nent, and visited some of the chief cities of 
Italy, Germany, and Spain. On his returza, 
he became an ™.P. in 1624. The same year Tre> 
retired from public life and purchased thae= 
lordship of Little Gidding, Hunt.ngdonshire:- 
After putting the mansion in repair, and res— 
storing the church, he took up his abode the ze» 
with his relatives to the number of 40 persoxaes_ 
He was ordained Deacon, but would not pro— 
ceed further. The mansion at Gidding wae 
distributed into apartments, oratories, ata<cd 
school rooms, and a round of devotion woes 
maintained both day and night. Hed, Dees. 
1, 1637. His devotional pieces were writte=aa 
for the use of the Gidding community, azaci 
specimens have appeared in the Rev. J. E. ES. 

yor’s ed. of the Lives of Ferrar. He alee 
translated Divine Considerations of those thivagyes 
most profitable in our Chri-tian profess¥eza, 
from the Spanish of Juan Valdes. Eiia 
Memoirs, by Dr. P. Peckari of Cambrica = 
were pub, in 1700. This is the Miolnesteey 
Ferrar introduced by Mr. Shorthouse im Irig 
romance of John Inglesant (ch. iv}. Elis 
description of the testant Nunnery sate 
Little Gidding is one of the most exquisite. 
chapters in that work. Ferrar was the fries ra cg 
and executor of the saintly George Herbsesy-¢ 
[English Hymaody, Early, § vit.J (J. J.3 

‘estiva saeclis colitur, (All Seinee 
This hymn is found in the three follow ira ge 
forms :— ‘ 

{. Festiva saeolis colitur, This form in 7 s¢_ 
of 41. is contained in three mas. of the 1 a gp, 
cent. in the British Museum (Vesp. DL x¢ jj _ 

f. 936.; Julius A. vi. £ 58b.; Hurl 2965 5 ¢ 
243 b.); and in tue Lat, Hys. of the Ama2e,_ 

Sazon Ch. (Surtees Society), 1851, p, 1a. is 
printed from an Ilth cent. ws. at Durh gay, 
(B. iii. #2, £. 345), a8 0 hymn at Vespersonm ly yy 
Saints’ Day, This form of the text has mene 
been translated. 

ii. Jesu, Salvator saeculi Redemptis ope ttbvern,; 

This form in 5 st. (viz. omittmy st. i. ii, Qe 
the first form, is found in two ates. of the 1g th 
cent. in the Brit. Mus, (1) a Mozarabie Brey, 
(Add. 30,848, f, 207), and (2) a Mozarer2, 5, 
Hymnarium (Avid. 30,851, f, 1645), and iia 
11th cent. ws. in the Bodleian (Liturg, Mig. 

320, £. 62). It is also in the Mozarahic(Volesey.,” 
1502,; Roman (Venice, 1475); Sarum, and 
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varions German Breviaries; and is also given 
by Thomasiua, ii. p. 397; Daniel, i, No, 396; 
Washernagel i.,No, 181, Tr. as :— 

1. © Jesu, Saviour of the earth. By KR. F. 
Littledale. Pub. in the People’s H., 1867, and 
signed “A, L. P.” 

2. Jesu, Who cam'st the world to save. Ap- 
peared in the Antiphoner ¢ Grail, 1880, and the 
Hyrner, 1882. 

iil, Galutis aeternae dator, ‘This is a recast of 
No. ii., which was made for and “d in 
the revised Roman Breviary, 1632, and repeated 
in later editions. It is ulso in Daniel, i, No. 
396. Tir. aes— 

1, O Jesus, Source of sanctity, By Bp, R. 
Mant, in bis Ancient Hys., &c., 1837, p. 78, in 
7 st. of 4 1, (ed. 1871, p. 137). This is in 
several collections, including the Cooke and 
Denton Hymnal, 1853, No, 164, where it begins, 
“O Jesu, our redeeming Lord,” and is appointed 
for St, Andrew's Day, This recast, to adapt it for 
St. Andrew's Day, was made by Canon W. Cooke. 

2. Giver of life, eternal Lord. By E. Caswall. 
Appeared in his Lyra Catholica, 1849, p. 193, in 
6 st. of 4 1.5 and again in his /ys, § Poems, 
1873, p. 104. {J. MJ 
Festum matris gloriosae. [Visitation 

of the B. V. M.) This hymn for the Feast of 
e Visitation Lb. V. M, ia _— for that Fes- 

tival in the Sarum Brev., Venice, 1495, Estiva 
pt. ii., fol. 130, and dates probably from the 
15th cent. The full text is given in Daniel, i. 
436, and a few readings are added in iv. 
p. 276 from the Aberdeen Brev. The text 
is also in Card. Newman's Hymui Ecclesiae, 
1838 and 1865. (W. A. 8.) 
Translations in C, U, :— 
1, Saints, the glorious Mother greeting. By J, 

D. Chambers, in his Lauda Syon, Pt, ii,, 1864, 
p. 83, in 6 st.of 61 In 1867 it was repeated 
in the People’s I, No. 261. 

2. Now the glorious Mother's feast-day. Given 
in the Antiphoner & (frail, 1880, and repeated in 
the Hymner, 1882. bs: J.J 
gt ge - re and ger dyret F. 
& r, [Deapondency. in the 1852 

ed. of his Jesus cod My &e., No. 63, in 
13 st. of 41, and headed “* Low Spirits.” It 
was repeated in his Hymns, 1862. In Mar- 
tineau’s Hymna, &e., ists, at. iv., vi, viii, xi, 
and vii, are given as “ Voices are round me; 
smiles are near.” This arrangement forms a 
beautiful hymn for private use, (J. J.J 

Few are thy days and full of woe. 
M, Bruce. (The Resurrection.) From evidence 
éleewhere produced [see Bruce, M.] we believe 
the original of this hymn to have been written 
by M. Bruce about 1764; that the same was 
handed by Bruce’s father to John Logan a 
short time after Bruce’s death (in 1767), and | 
that it was published by J, Logan in his 
Poems, 1781, p. 95, No. 2, as his own. The 
nearest approach to the original text now 
attainable is given in Dr. Mackelvie’s ed. of 
Bruce's Works with Life, 1837, pp. 254-57; and 
Dr. Grosart’s Works of M. Bruce, 1865, pp. 127- 
130. In the same year that Logan’s Poems were 
ublished, the now and revised edition of the 

ttish Translations and Paraphrases was 
isaned, and therein, as No, viii., was given a 
paraphrase of Job xiv. 1-15, in which six of 
the fourteen stanzas are almost entirely from 
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this hymn, and the remaining eight are but 
the amplification of the thoughts which are 
found in ths remaining stanzas of the original. 
This version, which has been in use in the 
Church of Scotland for more than 100 years, 
should therefore be designated “ Michael Bruce 
altered by John Logan.” 

In addition to abbreviatione of the text 
which — with st. i., the following ceutos 
are in C. U.:— 

1, All nature dies and lives again. This conto in 
rs Pa, & Hyt., 1821, and later editions and other 
collections, is composed of et. vi.-vill., xil-xiv, 

. The flood that rolls. Compose! of st. 
x.~i¥. altered to 6.. in the American Prayer Book Pr 
& Hys., le, and later editions, and others, 

3. The winter past, as flowers. Compord 
of et. vill, ix. altered, with three additional stanzas 
from another source, This is No. 306 in the American 
German Reformed Ps. & Hys., 1934, and later editions. 

J. 
Fierce passions discompose e 

mind. J. Newton. [Contentment.) Pub. in 
o. 131, in the Olney Hymna, 1779, Book i, 

8 et. of 4 1, and based upon Philippians iv. 11. 
It is given in a limited number of collections, 
including Lord Selborne’s Book of Praise, 
1862-7, where it is attributed to * W. Cowper” 
in error. It does not bear Cowper's signature, 
*C." in the Olney Hymns. J.J.) 

Fierce raged the tempest o’er the 
deep. (. Thring. (Stilling the ony Writ- 
ten in 1861, and let pub. in Chope’s Lymnal, 
1862, No, 187, in 4 st. of 41. It was repeated 
in the author's Hya. tional and 
others, 1866, No. 6; in his Hys. & Lyrics, 
1874, p. 94, and in his Coll, 1882. It has 
passed into numerous collections in G. Britain 
and America, and ranks as one of the most 
pede of Prebendary Thring’s hymn It 
nas been specially set to music by Dr. Dykes, 
in Chope's Hymnal, and by others. (J. J.J 

Fierce [raged] was the storm of 
wind. H. W. Beadon. [stilling the Sea.) 
Coutributed to the Parish H. Bk., in 1863, 
No. 24, and continued in the enlarged ed., 
1875, No. 24, in 7 st. of 4 1. When included 
in the Sarwm Hymnal, 1868, No, 74, it was 
attributed to the late W. Beadon Heathcote 
in error. This was corrected in the Hywnary, 
1870-2 (where the hymn is given with slight 
alterations as, “ Fierce ed the storm of 
wind”), and in the Notes to Church Hymue, fol. 
ed., 1881. In the latter the original text is 
iven, with the exception of the censieay. 
he hymn is based on the Gospel for the 

Sunday after the Epiphany. (J. J.J 
Fight the good fight; lay hold. J. 

Montgomery, [The Fight of Faith.) Written 
Feb, 14, 1334 (w. mss), and given in Fer- 
guaon’s Sel. of Hys. for British Seamen, 1838; 
and in the same year, with alterations, in 
Joshua Fawcett’s Temple Offerings, It was 
also included in Montgomery's Original Hys., 
1853, No. 158, in 5 et. of 6 L, and headed, 
“Valiant for the Truth.” It is in several 
collections in G. Britain and America, but 
usually in an abbreviated form. (J. J.) 

Finita jam sunt praelia: ([Laster.} 
This hymn is of unknown date and author- 
ship. Daniel, ii. p, 363, gives it witt,out note 
or reference of any kind, and the source from 
whence he obtained the text is unknown. 
Tt bas not been traced earlier than the Hymno- 
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. Minster, 1753, p. 99. Dr. Neale 

oes Ffymn. Sacra oot in his Hymni 
Eeolesiae, 1851, p. 147; and in his Mediaeval 
i 1851, p. 116, he fim pe it with 6 
Pr ein as being “apparently of the twelfth 
century.’” The first stanza is :— 

«* Alleluia! Alleluia! 
Finite jam sunt praetia; 
Est jam victoria ; 
Ga eset canamusa: Alleluia!” 

It extends to 5st., each of which begins and ends with ** Alleluia.” The text is also in 
Bigge’s Annotated H. A. & M1867. Tr. as: 

1. Finished is tho battle now, [y J. M. Neale, 
in his Medéacrad Hymns, 1851, Inthe Hymnary, 
1872, No. 1&2, the opening lines are transposed, 
and several alterations are made in the text, It 
begins, ** The crown is on the victor’s brow.” 
In the Peo, s H,, 1867, and a few others, the text is unaltered. This was the first rendering ef the hymn into English, 

2. The strife is o'er, the battle done. By F. Pott. Made about 1859, and lst pub. in his Hys. fitted to the Order of Com. Prayer, 1861, No. 91. In the same year it was given with extensive altera- tions in Hf. A. §& M.,No. 114, This altered text has failed to Commend itself to Inter compilers beth in G, Britain and America, and the original fr. is given in most of the numerous hymnals which have adopted the hymn, in both countries, 

He claims notice here ax author of the Arc #eoF? Neder-Lexicon, pab. at Gotha, in 2 vols,, 1874-1 = 7.9 Arranged somewhat on the pian of the present 72" ftonary of Hymmology, it contains notes on sume enum German hymns (together with notes on a few Greek = ™* Latin hymns, which are the originals of some of ©F2© German texts); the plan of selection being to ann t«= © hymns found in the best bymn-books that lave bee«xa_ 2 use in the Prussian province of Saxony from the Et<- formation to the present time. It is the fmt workc &™ German that has attempted, on any large scale, to s28- © critical detailed notes on individual | hymns, and may Be pounced indispensable to the student of Germ. 27? iymnobogy. Wherever the data given in this £2€<7— feonary may be found to differ it is as the result of Lat< = vest. ong. 
Dr. Fischer was also the founder (1883), and i< <m& present joint-editor of the Bldtter far nolegie (aor appearing monthly at Al and frequently c<— ferred to in these pages), the first German magaxd 52 <= 

entirely to Hymnology, 

In recognition of his services to Hynndleg 27 
the degree of p.p, was conferred on him by t ba <> 
University of Jena in 1884, (J. M.J 

Fischer, Christoph. [Vischer, 0.] 

Fitch, Eleagar Thompson, vp», Borre 
at New Haven, Jun. 1, 1791, and graduated sat: 
Yale College, 1810. In 1817 he was appoin tex 
Professor of Divinity in Yale, and retairne-<¥. 
the Professorahip to 1863, Died Jan. 31,1877 2% — 
His published works include Sermons, &c_ 
With Dr. Bacon and others he ey gm the 
Connecticut Congregational Pealms Hy ves, 
1845, and contributed to it 3 lm Vers iors 
and 3 hymns. Of these the following are im 
use: (1) “ Lord, at this closing hour.” (€’Zeome= 
of Divine Service.) ‘Chis is extensively tasemal 
in America, and is also found in the Engr lissh 
Presb. Ps. & Hys., 1867. (2) “The Goat of 
Peace, Who from the dead.” (Close of Dée~é zee 
Service.) (3) “By vows of love togethacr 
bound.” (Holy Matrimony.) [F. M. 33.9 

Fixed firmly His (God's) founcit «- 
tions keep. #. Mant, Bp. (Ps. lerxe~ee. 
appease in his Book of Psalms in an ney 2 ee 

rical Version, &., 1824, pp. 296-295. i) 
7 st. of 41, a8 a Lot. paraphrase of = B= 
Ixxxvii. In 1863, st. i. ii, v. and vii, slicghatl y 
altered as; “Fixed firmly God's foundatiory } 
keep,” were given in Kennedy, No. 904. (J. oy, } 

Flagrans amore, perditos. [Laz 2-228, 
Mary and Martha visited by Christ] "Ityig 
hymn is appointed for use at lst Vesperss 5, 
the Feast of St. Lazarus, &e., in the rewi meg] 
Paris Brev., 1736; and also in the Lyons and 
other modern French Breve. It previwaay 
appeared in the Cluniac Brev., 1686, p. 1 OGS. 

3. No more of strife, no more of pain. Anony- mous in the Parish 4. Bk., 1863, No. 56, ar again in the Sartery Hymnal, 1868. 
mot in 0. U. :— oe Alleluia, for the Lattle now is o'er. J, w. 

2. The battle now fim done, Hf. Bonar, 1651. (J. J.J Pindlater, Sarah. (See Borthwick, Jane.) 
oa Erasmus, was b. at Liibeck, Nov, wieliiad aad —- otniving law at various uni- 

© press, remaining emp a (Oct. 7) 20, 1694. Under the pee MNCisei (from his father’s Christian of kintente Cis) he published a large number ‘Hand re igious works, Of his some 

hin Aristian Warfare] In 
&. Tr, a8, “Ley - ti. p. 1007, Letpaig, ieee, in 12 

BS retin Fim F < 
; > r, y , - J e: 

ull text in Card. Newman's Hymni Eveleug fae 
Wey ‘wae der Weg so schmal, (The Yarrow | 1838-1865. It has been tr, aa:— » 
Wen bt 1. on Aammer, pt. tl, p. 303, NOmnberg, As Jesus sought His wandering sheep, Ii, 7 Miss Warner, tana (ea fee's narrow ts the ee *Y | Williams. Ist pub, in the British Maya» Sete s » P. 448), {J. J : ’ : i e. 

Firm was m h May, 1836 (vol. ix, p. 504); and again in hiz 
bright. £ Wate, ealth, my day was Hys. tr. from the Parisian Beev., 1839, p24y rs 

i  , (Pe zzz.” Appeared in enna y David, 1719, in“6 at. of 4 1., ne 
In the Abr ican a tion of the 30th Psalm, "My health tome ¢ 2% 1868, it is altered to 
Its use in vither far50 7, BY day was bright.” F form is not exiensive. (J. 5J 
nova apa sat Friedrich Wilhelm, 

ied 

Sst.of 41. In 1841 it was given in the CA ¢7 -. 
Christian Year, and later in a few collection ~ in 
G. Britain and America. (J. J 7 

Flatman, Thomas, poet and miniaty, 
painter, was b, in London, cir. 1633, ary a 
cir, 1688. He was a barrister of the Izy ne, 
Temple, but gave most re his _ pt POe ty, 

at Ziesar, Branden- d painting. He was the author Be 
aon ar he Bag the University of Halle. Pindarie Odes — athe of Prince Ru Pere 

intendent Nn chie 1 of Charles II.; and of a prose satire. 
Maglel urg. . Growe-Qucrlibes oar Richard Cromwell. His Poems & Songs Ween 

| pub. in 1674 (3rd ed. 1682), and from this 
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volume the following hymns have been trans- 

ferred to Dr. Martineau’s Hymns, 1840, and 

his Hi of Praise and Prayer, 1873:— 

« Awake, my soul, awake, mine eyes” (Morn- 
ing); “Sweet slumbers, come and chase 

away” (Evening). The similarity of these 

hymns to the orn and — — 

Bp. Ken suggests the poswibility that th 

may 4 oes pi the latter. Flatman’s 

“Thoughts on Death ” also coutains the i 

of Pope's “ Vital Spark,” &e.,q.¥.  [J. J 

Fleet, John George, was b. in London 

on the 8th of July, 1818. At 15 years of age 

he was removed from school to his father’s 

counting-house, and at 17 he had to under- 

take, through his father’s death, the sole con- 

trol of the business, and from that time he 

followed commercial pursuits. -At an early 

age he joined as teacher in a small Sunday 

School which his sister had begun in Lime 

Street, London. His interest in Sunday 

Schools which waa thus awakened led him, 
with some y fellow-teachera, to found 

the Church Sunday School Institute in 1848. 

Of that Institute he was honorary Secretary 

for 20 years; and for 15 years he was Editor 

of the Church Sunday School Quarterly. To 
the hymu-book pub. Me the Institute, The 

Church Sunday Vhoot yma Book, 1848, he 

contributed the following hymns by which he 
is known to hymnology :— 

1. How faint and feeble ts the praise. Angele’ Wor- 
ship. 

2. Let chitdren to their God draw near, Children's 

Worship, 
3. O Lord, our God, Thy wondrous might. Collect 

Tth 8. after Primity. 
4. Suurce of life, and light, and love. A Teacher's 

Prayer. 
6. What mercies, Lord, Thou hast in store, Collect 

Sor tth & after Trinity. 
6. Words are things of little cost. Sins af the Tongue. 

In addition to these hymns, Mr, Fleet con- 
tributed several to The Church 8, 8. Quart 
in 1852-8-8, and 1861, and has pub. a s 
vol, of poems and hymns entitled Laz in Tene- 
bris, 1873. (J. J.) 
Fleming, Abraham, was a classical 

scholar, translator, and miscellaneous writer 
of the 16th cent. the dates of whose birth 
and death are unknown. He was for some 
time Rector of St. Pancras. He edited many 
of the classics with notes, and published also 
some original works. Amongst the latter 
there are :— 

A Memorial of the Charitable Almes Deedesof William 
Lambe, gentleman the Chapel Royal under Henry 

feline I mr 
lige of bis which appeared in The Diamant of Devo- 
tiom, 1696, was ished by E. Farr, in Select Poet 
chiefly Levotional, of the Reign Queen ‘Blisabeth, 
1441, p. $45 (Parker Society). lish E iy. 
Early, § v1.) (J. J. 

Flemming, Paul, «. of Abraham Flem- 
ming or Fleming, then schoolmaster at Har- 
tenstein, near Zwickau, Saxony (afterwards 

astor of Wechselburg, near Mittweida), was 
», at Hartenstein, Oct. 4, 1609, He entered 
the St. Thomas School, Leipzig, in 1623, and 
matriculated at the University of Leipzig at 
Michnelmas, 1626, At the University he de- 
voted himself to the study of medicine and of 
poetry, being laureated a a poet in 1631, and 
xruduating M.A. in 1632. In order to find re- 
fuse from the troubles of the Thirty Years’ War 

FLEMMING, PAUL 

he went to Holstein in 1633. In the smo 
year he joined an embaasy which Duke Fried- 

Tich of Schleewig-Holstein was about to send 
to his brother-in-law, the Russian Czar, 4s 
gentleman in waiting and “taster.” In this 
expedition he was engaged from Oct. 22, 1635. 
to April 6, 1635. He thea took in the 
em sent by the Duke to the Shah of Persia, 
with the object of opening up the way for trade 
and Christianity into Central Asiu, They set 
sail from ‘Travemiindy, near Liibeck, Oct, 27, 
1635, and returned to Gottorf, Aug. 1, 1639. 
The expedition proved fruitless, and the many 
dangers and t hardships encountered broke 
Flemming’s th. To qualify himeelf for 
medical practice in Hamburg he went to the 
hag) Aes Leyden, where he graduated 
u.p.in 1640; but shortly after his return to 
Hamburg he d. there, March 25 (April 2), 1640 
(Koch, 73-82; Allg, Deutsche Biog., vii. 
115-117). 

Flemming waa of an ene jc temperament, with an 
ardent pat Soterday = ag for the Evangelical 
Cause, -He was a gifted poet, of true and deep feeli 

Riieslan echool of Martin Opitz ; and it bs by bia hymna, 
fly ape: 4 bis classical ** In allen meinen Thaten,” 
that name lives. 

His were first collected by the father 
of his betrothed as D, P. Fleming's Teuteche 
Poemata, and appeared in 1642 in two editions 
nearly alike, one at Naumburg and Jena, the 
other at Liibeck. The most complete ed. is 
that by J. M. Lappenberg, 2 vola, Stuttgart, 
1865-08. Of his 4i religious poems (12 hymns, 
0 odes, 20 sonnets) three have into 
English. 

ji. In allen meinen Thaten. TZrust in (fod. 
This beautiful hymn was written in Nov., 1633, 
just before he started with the embassy to 
Moscow (see above); and may often have cheered 
his own sinking spirit then and in the more 
trying adventures of the second embassy. It Ist 
appeared in his Teutsche Poemata, 1642 (Liibeck 
ed. p. 287; Lappenberg’s ed., i. p. 236), as 
No. 4 in Book i. of the Odes, in 15 st. of 61. 
lt was included in the Stralsund G. /i., 1665, 
Freylinghausen’s G. B., 1704, and almost all 
recent collections, Sometimes, as in the Cnr. 
I. &., 1851, No. 646, it is given in full, but more 
frequently the special stanzas appropriate for 
travellers (vi.-ix., xiii, xiv.) are omitted. It is 
characterised in Ach, viii. 379, as a “ pilgrim 
song suited for the Christian journey which we 
must all in faith make through joy and sorrow 
to our Eternal Home.” Laurmann adds that it 
has often been used appropriately at weddings, 
was the favourite hymn of Friedrich Wilbelm 
IIL. of Prussia, and was sung at the service in the 
Cuthedral of Berlin, July 19, 1870, on the epen- 
ing of the North German Diet immediately 
betore the Franco-Prussian War. 7’. as >— 

I leave to His good pleasure, a fr. of st. i., ib, 
iv. by A. T, Russell, as No. 232 in his Ps. $ 
Hys., 1851, 
Other tra. are: (1) “Inall my plans, Thou Highest,” 

by Dr. H. Mills, 1956, y 167. (2) “ Where’er 1 go, 
whate'er my task,” by Afies Winkworth, 1454, p. 10, 
repeated in L. Rebfoess's Ch at Sea, 186%, p. 9. (3) “Io 
every deed and word,” in Madame de Pontes's Pools # 
Poetry of Germany, 1958, vol, i. p, 416. 

His hymns not in English C, U. are:— 
ii, It’s moglich, dass der Hass auch kann geliebet 
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sein, Tae Lore of Ged. In the Libeck edition, 1642, 
por berg's ed, |. p. 450), as No. 16 in Bk. t, 

Fr Mss (£oeRets. Tr. as, “Can it then be that hate 
should «er be loved,” by Miss Winkworth, 1469, p. 176, 

iii. Iemmew ich our Nichts nicht tauren. Cross 
and Cmsotation. Probably written in Persia during the 
second emnbasty. In the Lilbeck edition, 1642, p. 243 
(LappenbBerg’# et. i p. 244), as No.1 in Bk. 1. of the 

tra, are: (1) “ Only let nothing 
grieve thee,” Dy Madame de Pontes, 1464, ¥. 1. p. 415. 
(2) “Let nmeotbing make thee sad or fretful," sO 
Winkworth, 1563, p, 175. (J. M.} 

Fletcher, Phineas,-s of Ur. Giles 
Fletcher and cousin of John Fletcher, the 
dramatic poet, b. 1582, and educated at Eton 
and King’s College, Cambridge. In 1621 he 
took Holy Orders, and having obtained the 
living of Helguy, Norfolk, he retained the 
sme nearly 29 years. Hed. at Helgay, 1650. 
His best known poem is, The Purple Istand, 
1633, an allegorical description of man, in the 
style of Spenser. This was reprinted in 1783. 
His Locuates or . & satire against 
the Jesuits, 5 to Milton some ideas 
for his Parad tse . His 6 pealma, Ist pub, 
in his Purple Island, 1683, were reprinted by 
Dr. Grosart in hia reprint of Fletcher's Poetical 
Works, Hymaody, Early, § vit.) (J. J.J 
Fletcher, Samuel, b. at Compton, near Yolverham ton, in 1785, and pr cor at e Wolverhampton Grammar School. In 1805 he went to Manchester, and entering 

Tose to a position 
¢ d. at Manchester, 

ugh engaged in extensive 
mere took an active interest in literature, and was one of the chief pro- — of Owens College, Manchester. is 
ig appeared in a small collection which prepared during an illness, for use in hig 
own family, amet subsequently pub. as Famdl 
hate wou. From this collection the fol- 

. hana have come into C. U.:— 
4 of light andlife, fumily Worship, Morne. 2 Lord, 6 family ween Family Week 

1938, DS Were given in the New 
7 ©r’s note on Mr. Fletcher (Singers <. wee &c.), and an article in Good Worda, Hor page are well written and full et tafor. 

J.) Flint, James, i D.D., b. at Reading, Mase. 17%, And graduated ut Harvard, 1802, In pry er ame Pastor of a Unitarian Church 
rie de water, Mass, from which he tis. ' East Church, Salem, 1821. Died in > 11820 he contributed one hymn to ane York Coll, and in 1843 he also ares oo of Hymns, to which he con- 

known hyve Pol == originals. His best 

: © the High and Holy One. This h “On leaving an Ancient Church,” nels dyrnd the i pe caer ieee appeared in 

z have fallen the lines. fe. 
our Fathers, Written for the bi- centenary o 

pab. in bis Con incy, Moss, May 25, 1840, and 
3. Happy 

Sewell’s , ag aera poor, Appearel in 
hymns are unten, Collection, 1820. Dr, Flint’s 

own to the English Collections, 
CF. M. BJ 

Buhl, Saxony, e822» was b, Nov. 1, 1618, at 
ere his father was an iron- 
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master. After studying theology at Wittezs DeTs. 
Jena, Leipzig,and Rostock, he became im 2 O44 
precentor, and in 1646 diaconus at Grima 222©%, 
near Greifswald, On the outbreak of the 
Prusso-Swodish war he was forced to flere? to 
Stralsund, but returned to Grimmen in I¥% =*y, 
1660, At the death of his senior in 166-4 

ht, according to custom, to have beexa = 2®P- 
pointed town her, but was ove 
not only then but also in 1673 and 1676, w EBa<n 
the again became vaeant. The outl+ 
of the second Prusso-Swedish war, imoua<><di- 
ately after this third disappointment, foor«<><od 
him again to flee to Stralsund, where lee a. 
Jan. 7, 1678 (Koch, ii. 442-445: Mohnile«<='s 
Hymnol, Fursohungen, pt. ii, 1832, pp. 3—2><2 ). 
His hymns seem to have been written duri zag 
hia enforced leisure at Stralsund. They «= ™>- 
me with melodies, entitled Suscitabeed ee 7n 

usicum, as pt v. of his Hinilixches Lust-G é@ #~d- 
fein, Greifewald, 1661 (Hamiurg Libra rz 5. 
The only one fr, into English is :— 
Ach was soll ich Binder machen. [Lent.] “I~ xe 

most popular of his hymns, Appeared 1665 L zas 
above, p. 462, in 7 st. of 6 1, each st. encla mag 
“Meinen Jesum lass ich nicht” (see note on 
Aeymaun) and with the motto “Omnia 81 poe a- 
dam, Jesum servare studebo!” Included im the 
Leipzig Vorrath, 1673, No. 1089, and recemtly 
in the Une. L. 8, 1651, No. 357. The only fr. 
in C, U. in:— 

anali ITasinner dot A good tr.,omitting 
at. vi., as No. 110 in Miss Winkworth’s C. 27. for 
Enijland, 18634, 
Another tr. is: that dr the A spe in 

to German 'y, ed. »P- é 
en J. Na} 
Floods of waters high in air. T. 

Whytehead. [Monday] Appeared ima hhis 
Poema, 1842, No. xxv., in 5 st.of 51, amc en- 
titled “ The Firmament.” Although not gea-wen 
in the Poems as a tr. of Immense coeli <tor 
q. ¥.), it is evidently based upon that arae>ient 
aes, In its original form it is not im <om- 
mon use. The altered version, “Lot the 
firmament doth Lage Bcd ig im the 
Hymnary, 1872, a8 the hymn lor “Moracda 
Evening” Its use is limited. J. wy 
Flowerdew, Alice, was b. in 1759, and 

married to Mr. Daniel Flowerdew, who for a 
few years held a Government appointmezat jn 

Jamaica, and d. in 1801. After his demomse 
Mrs. Flowerdew kept a Ladies’ Boared in g- 
school at Islington. During her revidemees. gt 
Islin, she was a member of the Gemeyal 
Ba congregation, in Worship Street. C mow 
at Spethnal Green Road). Subsequently pie 
removed to Bury St. Edmunds, and #me Yen ry 
later to Ipswich, where sled. Sept. 23, 2 suo. 
In 1808 abe pub. a small volume of Poegze rth 

Moral and Religious Subjects. This work 
reached a 3rd ed. in 1811, and in that ea. 
appeared her well-known harvest hy man 
* Fountain of mercy, God of love,” q.v. M a: 
Flowerdew's maiden name has not been ASCEy 
tained. [W. Rossy 

Foleshill, a nom ing eer of Jonat 
Evans, in The Christian Magazine, 170—) 

Folget mir, ruft uns das Leber _ 

han 
793. 

Rist. [Following Christ.) Ist pub. as Noy, = 

in the “ Viertes Zehen” of his Hiral feche 

| Lieder, Laneburg, 1642, in 16 st. of 8 4.) fake 
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titled, “ A devout hymn to God goth the follow- 
ing of Christ in true liness and all good 
works.” Included in Freylinghausen’s G. B., 
1704, No. 393, omitting st. x., xi, and this 
form’ was repeated in most su —_ oes 
and is No. 307 in the Une. L. 8, The 
only tr. in C. U. is — 

Follow me, in me ye live. A good tr, of st. 
i-iii., vi., vib, ix., xv., xvi, by Miss Winkworth 
in the Ist Series of Lyra Ger., 1855, p. 188, 
entitled “St. Andrew's Day.” Her st. i., v., vi. 
are included in Aennedy, 1863; and her st. Vii, 
viii, with @ st. from her ii., iv, vy. beginning, 
*Saviour, meet it is indeed,” in the Penns £ 
vania Luth. H, Bk, 1865, J. M. 

Follen, Eliza Lee, née Cabot, a well- 
known Unitarian writer, daughter of Samuel 
Cabot, b. at Boston, August 15, 1787, and 
married, in 1828, to Professor Charles Follen, 
who perished on board the “ Lexington,” 
which was burnt on Long Island Sound, Jan. 
13, 1840. Mrs. Follen d. at Brookline, Mass., 
1860. She was a voluminous writer. Her 
Poena were first pub. at Boston (Crosby & Co. ob, 
1839, and whilst she was in England she 
issued another volume for children’s nse, 
entitled The Lark and the Linnet, in 1854. 
Both volumes also contain some translations 
from the German, and versions of a few 
Psalms. Her best known hymus are -— 

1, How sweet te be allowed to pray. Hesigna- 
tion. Appeared in the Christian Disciple, Sept., 
1814, and in her Poems, 1839, p, 116, in 4 st. of 
41., and entitled, “ Thy will be done.” 

2, How sweet upon this sacred day, Sunday. 
In her Poems, 1839, pp. 115-114, in 6 st. of 4 1, 
and entitled “Sabbath Day.” It previously ap- 
peared in Sabbath Recreations, 1829. 

3. Lord, deliver, Thou canst save. Prayer for 
the Slave. Found in Songs of the Free, 1836; 
bat is not given in her Poems, 1839. In Adams 
and Chapin’s Hys. for Christian Devotion, Boston, 
U,S,, 1846, it is No. 802, in 5 st. of 4.1, In 
common with No. 2 it has found acceptance out- 
side Unitarian Collections. 

4. Ged, Thou art good, each perfumed flower, 
This is the original of J. H, Gurney’s hymn, “ Yes, 
God is good,” &c.(q.v.) There is some obscurity 
about the text. It is found in her Hymns for 
Children, Boston, 1825, beginning, “Grad is good, 
each perfumed How er,” and this obvious mis- 
print (which destroys the metre) was usually 
copied in later books. It is also given with the 
same first line as an original piece, never before 
ublished, and signed “ E, LC.” (initials of Mrs. 

Follen's maiden name), in Emily Taylor’s Sub- 
bath Recreations, Wellington, Salop, 1426, p. 203. 
This suggests that it was printed in the American 
book after the ms. was posted to England. Mra. 
Follen may have written at first “ Yes, God is 
good,” but this cannot now be determined. It 
begins, “ God, Thou art good,” &c., in her Poems, 
1839, p. 119, and in her verses, The Lark and 
the Linnet, &e., 1854, and in each case is in 6 st. 
of 41, with the title, “ God is Good.” 

5. Will God, Who made the earth and sea. A 
Child's Prayer. Given in her Poems, 1839, p. 
164, in 7 st. of 41. In Dr. Allon’s Chi/dren’s 
Worship, 1878, No. 212, it is abbreviated to 4 st. 
(i.-iv.), and attributed to “HL Bateman” in 
error. [F. M. B.] 

FOR EVER WE WOULD 

bonntiful d free. Seri an an 8 This hj 
is based upon one Sent bien a 
Jane Douglas, née How, in 1848, and pub. 
in her April Verses, The original was re- 
written by Mrs. Douglas's brother, Bp. W. W. 
How, for the 8. P, C. K. Church Hys., 1871. 
Ite use has extended to several hymn-booke 
notwithstanding its awkward metre and faulty 
rhythm. (J. Jj 

For all Thy ss a noble throng. 
Cecil F. Alexander. [St. James.] Contributed 
to H, A. & M., revised eL, 1875, and repeated 
in Mrs. Brock’s Children's H. Bk., 1881. 

For all Thy saints, O Lord 
Bp. R. Mant. (All Saints.) An original hymn 
given with his fre. in his Ancient Hymna, &., 
1837, p. 80 (ed. 1871, p. 189), in 6 st. of 41, and 
entitled, “Hymn on All Saints” The form 
in which it usually appears, in 4 st., was 
given in the 8. P.C. K. Hymne, &., 1852. In 
— the following arrangements are aleo 
nC. U.:— 
1. For Thy dear saint, O Lord, This was given in 

Hi. A. & M., 1861, No, 273. It is composed of st. i.-itl., 
v., of Bp. Mant's hymn, but considerably altered, and 
the substitution of another doxology. 

2, For Thy true servants, Lord. This text in the 
Toronto Church H, Bk,, 1662, is the H. A. & MM. text 
slightly altered, 

taint, O Lord. Another altered 

God). 

3. For this, Thy 
text in Skinner's Daily Service Hyl., 1864, 

Of these arrangements, the 8. P, C. K. is 
most popular, both in G. Britain and America. 
It sometimes reada, “ For all Thy saints, O 
God.” (J. J. 

For all Thy [the) saints who — 
their labours rest. Sp. W. W. 
Saints’ Da lst ~ : ‘or garets 
ore a le Be ny ppoet (Earl 
N rou 1884, in 1 etal, ice the refrain 
“ Alleluia.” It was republished in Lyra 
Britannica, 1867 ; in the Sarum Hi 1868 ; 
in the 1869 Appendiz to the 8. P.'C. K. 
Ps. & Hys., und subsequently in nearly every 
hymnal of importance published in G. Britain. 
It is also found in roy best collections of all 
English-speaking countries, and, with hymnal 
compilers, it is one of the most popular of the 
author's to It is sometimes is 
in American Is (as itisin the 8, P.C 
Church Hye.) es as “For all the saints,” os 
this being Bishop How’s revised reading. In 
the Protestant Episcopal Hymnal, 1872, st 
iii.-¥. are given as a separate hymn (No. 186), 
beginnin . * For the Apostles’ glorious com- 
pany: ig.text as above. Authorized text 

. PLC. K. Church Hymns. (J. J) 

For ever blessed be the Lord. I. 
Watts, (Ps. cxlic.) In his Psalms of David, 
1719, this version in 3 st. of 4 L. forms the 
firat of three c.w. hymne on Ps. exliv., and is 
accompanied with the following note :— 

“The sense of a great part of this Psalm is found 
often repeated in the Book of Pealma., [ have therefore 
only taken three «mall ts of it, and form'd three dis- 
tinct hymns on very different subjects,” 

Although frequently found m fhe older 
collections its modern use islimited. (J. J.) 

For ever we would gaze on Thee. 
A. W. Chatfield. (Tranagiguration.) Written 
in March, 1874, “whilst journeying to, and 
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ttending at the Assize Court at Shrewsbury.” 
ery Sub. in the revised ed. of H. A. & M., 
1875, No. 461. 

For ever will I bless the Lord. J. 
Conder, (E's. zrziv.] 1st pub. in his Star in 
the East wcith Uther Poems, 1824, pp. 34-37, in 
8st.of G6 1. In 1836 it was repeated in his 
Cong, H. Bk., No. 402, with the change of 
Bt. iii. 1, 5, ** Oh,” to “ Then try,” &e., and st. 
Vi..13, of ** The wicked sin,” to “ The wicked 
sink.” and in 1856 this corrected form was 
given in his Fiys.of Praise, Prayer, &e., p. 11, 
as the nuthorised text. In modern hymnals 
two centos are given from thishymn: (I) That 
in the Nero Cong., 1859, No. 402, composed 
of st. i., ii., iii., vi. and vii,; and (2) “ For ever 
I will bless the Lord,” in Kennedy, 1863, No, 1348, st. i., dii., iv. and vii (J. J.) 
For ever withthe Lord. J. Mont minery. {Heaven anticipated.) 1st pub. in The Ame- 

> 4 annual, in 1835, and again in the author's Poet’a Portfolio, in the sume ear, P. 232, in 22 st. of 41, unequally divided into at : =e rae “ At Home in Heaven, hi tv. 17." It was repeated in hia Poetical Worka, 1841, p. 267; ned his Ori- ginal Hymne, 1853, p. 231. In this last the secund stanza of pt. ii. ia omitted. Numerous og from this hymn are in C. U., all except ir peginning with st. i, but varying in cm and arrangement. In America espe- 
basi y these centog have attained great popu- : a tn The — P —, 2 star-lit 

. ers Plymouth Coll, 1855, is — of st. vii, xii., xiii.and xxi. slightly altered. . In Martineau's Hymns, &., 1840 = 1873, there are also two centos from this — a) In darkness as in light"; and (2) Prete ather’s house on high,” and in the 
trian Pe, & Hys. for the Worship of 

US.A.." 1867, a third, (3) 
faints.” (J. J.J 

For mercies countless as the 
Newton. (Praix) A in the Ol Hywns: 1179, Bike. Now 0, in 5 tof 41 rs A ape BPon Ps, cxvi. 12,13. Its use both in G Briar “nd in modern collections both ‘ext ia in and imericn, is extensive, Orig. 

J iP.» No. S01, 
ar eitthorstas of this bymn is sometimes attributed 

+ the poet, bat in error, It is wou gen Se ee bboy at in any edition Witte which we we acquainted, and con Newton on the of 1779, We attribute it to y, 
Olney are chiged be nist sled "O. 31" 

3 ion’s sake I will not cease, a. {Missions} A poem on Ps, Ixii., i phd Pet which appeared in Hymne and J Wesloyede” 1740, vol. i. Sometime after 
: ¢ about 1800, a cento 

eath, probabl 
therefrom wruss Siven in A Wer. H. Bk., No. 

Thus saith the Lord, "tis 
149, beginning, “« 

oo and.” It is composed of at. xxi., 
P. Works, Taam new hat altered, Orig, text, 
the revised ed. poss VOL iv. p. 312-316, In 
in favour of <2 wo?” this cento was omitted 

Rot now, my God, my 
For Thy mer. ty No- 41d. (J. J.) 

Downton. ¥ and Th ace, fH. renton. [Old and New fae Ovatten - 

FORGIVE, 0 LoRD, ouR —- 3 #1 
1841, and Ist pub. in the Church of Engle ved 
Magazine, in 1843, p. 15, in 7st.of 41, ancl © 2 
titled, * A Hymn for the commencement of t Bae Year.” In 1851 it was republished with: ore 
alteration, and the omission of st, ii. and 22%. 
in A. Tozer Russell's Ps. & Hye. This we eas 
reproduced, with further alterations, ir A 
A. & M., 1861. Numerous versions exist 22 
modern hymnals, Hussell’s abridged text. ==4 
in the Surum Hymnal, being most in fawoux®. 
In 1873 the author included it in its origri z= zal 
form, with two unimportant alterations, im Ba %s 
Hymne and Verses, &e., pp. 7,8. Orig. text <= 
above, authorised text in Thring’s Coll, 1S ===, 
and the Westminster Abley H. Bk. 1888, “ICBae 
doxology sometimes added thereto as in 
Church Hymns, 1871, is not in the original «a2 <1 
is seldom adopted. The hymn, in ite variowas 
forms and readings, is the most popular, a 22<d 
most widely used of Mr, Downton’s prod we<= - 
tions. A .J-j 

Ford, Charles Laurence, ns. « <>f 
Mr. W. Ford, artist, of Bath, was b. at Bea toh 
in 1830. Mr. Ford isa graduate of the Lon <«<o3) 
University, and is engaged in scholastic worlc. 
In 1862 he contributed several poetical pieces: to 
Canon oer Lyra Anglicana, in 18365 to 
his English Lyrics, and also to the [Mustree ted 
Book of Sacred Poetry, x.p. Mr. Ford's hy maxes 
and poems were collected and pub. as Juayr-a 
Christi, 1874. From these works the follow- 
ing have come into C. U.:— 

1. Father, for Thy kindest word. (1865.) Streragyt fe in 
Weakness. 

2. Lord, from this time we cry to Thee. Chréae the 
Guide af Youth. 

3. O Thou, by Whom the balm is borne. Jim 4 gpPic- 
tion. 

4. This is my Body which is given for you. 2%. e*eom- 
munion. (J. J.y 

Forgive, blest shade, the tributexry 
tear. Anne Steele. (Death and Burial. In 
1760 Miss Steele pub. in her Poems on S ects 
Chiefly Devotional, &e., vol. ii. P. 71, am” ede 
“ On the death of Mr. Hervey,” in 9 st. of @ 1, 
and beginning, “O Hervey, honoured wasaryye, 
forgive the tear.” From this ode et. i., ig, eure 
taken, altered to “ Forgive, blest shades, ¢he 
tributary tear,” and used as a hymmin a gow 
collections, including Ellen Courtauld’ s Fs, 
Hys., &e., 1853, and the American Cheerch 
Pastorals, Boston, 1864. (J. a. 

Forgive, O Lord, our frailties iw an- 
derings) past. [Before Holy Commeg, fon.) 
This hymn Ist appeared as a leaflet, ameq was 
then included in the Foundling Coll, yg 796 
(but without music), in the following forgy, : 

“ Beroke THE Sacnament. Dr. Coole. 
Solo, 

“ ye, O Lon, our frailties o 
: Fe catath we will cher he call; 
Our sims far from us let us cast, 
And turn to thee, devoutly all. 

ith —— liall wij “ rith are’ , we shall sing, 
Prates to beav'n'e eternal King, ~ 

Duet. 
* Hear us, O Lord, in mercy bear, 

Our guilt with sorrow we deplore ; 
Pity our anguish, calm our fear, 

And give us grace to sin ne more, 

Chorus 
Then with archangels we shall sing, 

Praises to heav'n's eternal King. 

-_— 
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Solo. 
“ While at Fae altar’s foot we kneel, 

Ard of the holy rite ake, 
Our pardon, Lord, vou to seal, 

For Jesus, our Redeemer's sake, 
Chorus. 

“ Then with arc we shall sing, bangels 
Praises to beav'n's eternal King.” 

In the following year, 1797, it wae retained 
in the Foundling Coll. in the same form. The 
last stanza, however, was omitted in the ed. of 
1801, but restored aguin in 1809, In 1810 it 
was given in the Rev. J. Kempthorne’s Psalm 
and Hymns, as, “ Forgive, O our wander- 
ings ” No. elxviil., and the alteration of 
st. ii. 1.2, to “ With sorrow we our Bs? de- 
plore.” From Kempthorne’s Ps, & Hye. it has 

into a few collections, but usually in 
an altered form as in the Irish Church Hyin- 
nal, 1873, and others. The scarcity of the 
Foundling Coll, musical eds. of 1796 and 1809, 
and of the book of words only, eds. of 1797 
and 1801, led most writers into the error of 
concluding thet it was first A eg in 1809, 
and that, having been included in J. Kemp- 
thorne’s Ps. & Hye, 1810, and thence passed 
into other collections, it was an original hymn 
by Kempthorne. All the evidence which we 
possess is against Kempthorne’s claims, and 
we must designate it as “Anon. Foundling 
Coll., 1796." (W. T. B} 

Forgive them, O my Father. (Cecil F. 
Alexander. [Good Friday.) Contributed to 
the revised ed. of H. A. & M., 1875, in 6 st. 
of 41, and based on the words “* Father, for- 
ive them, for they know not what they do.” 
n 1881 it was repeated in Mrs. Brock’s Chil- 

dren's H. Bk., and is also found in one or two 
American collections. [J. J.J 

Forsaken once, and thrice denied. 
Cecil F. Alexander. [St. Peter] Contributed 
to the revised ed. of H. A. & M., 1875, No. 416, 
i — in Mrs. Brock’s Children’s H. 

.» 1881. 

Forsyth, Christina, daughter of Thomas 
Forsyth, and sister of W. Forsyth, 9.c., some- 
time member for Cambridge, was b, in Liver- 
pool in 1825, and d. at Hastings, March 16, 
1859. During a long and painfal illness she 
composed several hymns and poems which 
were issued as leaflets. These were collected 
after her death, and pub. in 1861, as Hymus 
by C.F. (Lyra Brit., 1867, p. 238). From 
this volume the following have passed into a 
few collections :-— 

1. Himself hath done it all. © bow those words. 

= Jehovah Elohim! Creator great, Names of Jeho- 

3. 0 Holy 8 descend on me. Presence 
as gin mirtt dertrek” = v 

4. O what a happy lot is mine. ee a 

Fortem virili pectore. Card. Silvio 
Antoniano, [Holy Women.) Included by 
Pope Clement VIIT. in the Roman Breviary, 
Venice, 1603, f. 374., in the Common, as the 
hymn for lst and 2nd Vespers, and at Lauds 
in the Office for the Common of Holy Women. 
It is also in other Breviaries; Daniel, iv. 
y 311, and Card. Newman's Hymni Ecclesiae, 
848-65, The author, Cardinal Silvio An- 

toniano, wae b. at Rome in 1540, Through 

FORTH IN THY NAME 

the influence and patronage of Pupe Pius TV. 
he became Professor of the Belles Lettres in 
the Collegio Romano, and subsequently rose 
to be the head of the college, and a cardinal, 
He d. in 1603. (Ww. A. 8.) 

Translations in C. U. :— 
1, High let us all our voices raise. By E. 

Caswall, ist pub. in his Lyra CatAolica, 1849, 
p- 223, in Sst, of 41. It has been included in 
the Hys, for the Year, and other Roman Catholic 
collections for Missions and Schools; and in the 
People’s H,, 1867, and other Anglican hymn- 
books. In Caswall’s Hys. & Poems, 1873, p. 118, 
another tr. in 5.M. is substituted for this, It 
begins, “ Laud we the saints most sweet.” 

2. This woman more than woman strong. By 
J. R. Beste, in his Church Hymns, 1849, p. 59. 

3. O'er all the Church thy be told. By 
R. Campbell, in his ys. ¢ Anthems, 1850, io 
5st. of 41. In connection with this ¢r, there 
are two centos which must be noted. The first 
is No. 87 in the Hymnal for the use of St. John 
the Evangelist, &c., Aberdeen, 1870, This is 
composed of st. i. this ér., st. ii-iv. from the 
People’s H. as above. The second is No. 417, in 
the Hymnary, 1872, beginning, ‘To share the 
Lamb's high marriage rites.” The first stanza 
of this cento is J, D, Chambers’s tr. of “ Ad 
nuptias Agni Pater" (Lauda Syon, pt. ii., 1866, 
p. 47), Bes gre remaining stanzas are this tr. by 
R. Campbell, slightly altered. 

4. How blest the matron, who, endued. By the 
Compilers of H. A, & M., 1861. (J. J. 

Fortes cadendo Martyres. Jean Bap- 
tiste de Santeiiil. [Many Martyrs.] Appeared 
in the Cluniac Breviary, 1686, p. xxvii., and 
in his Hymni Sacri et Novi, 1689 (ed. 1698, 
P. 245). It was given in the Paris Breviary, 
736, and is also in Card. Newman's Hymni 

Ecclesiae, 1838 and 1865, Tr. as :— 
Of the martyrs we sing. Ly I. Williams in 

his Hys. tr. feom the Parisian Breviary, 1839, p. 
287, in 8st. of 41. This, abbreviated to 6 st, 
and altered, is No, 201 in Skinner's Daily Service 
Hymnal, 1864 
Another tr. is :— 
The valiant martyr-host to praise. J, D, Cha 

1866, p. 16. wd. 
Forth from the dark and stormy sky. 
a R. Heber. (Lent.]) Appeared in his 
‘yma, &e., 1827, in 2 st. of 6 Ly and appointed 

for the 2nd Sun. after Trinity. It was also 
included in the 1842 ed. of same. The 
use of this hymn has been very varied. In 
the New Mitre, and Thring’s » it is ap- 
pointed for “Holy Communion” (its claim 
thereto being evidently the second line of st. i., 
“Lord, to Thine altar'’s shade we flee,” and 
the concluding line of each stanza, “Turn 
not, O Lord, Thy guests away"): whilat in 
Kennedy it ia given for “ Passion Week,” and 
in other collections for different seasons, In 
most cases the text is unaltered, as in Thring’s 
Coll, 1882, No. 532. Its American use is ex- 
tensive. [J. J.J 

Porth in Thy Name, O Lord, I 
C. Wesley. (Morning.] Ist pub. in a 
and Sac. Porma, 1749, vol. i, p. 246, “ For 
Believers Before Work,” No. 144, in 6 st. of 
41. It was included in the Wes. H. Bk., in 
1780, with the omission of st. iii, It hae 
come into most extensive use both in G. Britain 
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America. In common with many of the 
rH hymns it has undergone alterations at 
Yarious hands. The line which bas given the 

trouble to the compilers is,“And prove 
y acceptable will.” jis has undergone 

many changes, bot that given in the Leeds 
H. Bk. im 1853, “And prove Thy good and 
perfect will,”” has been received by common 
consent as the best and most musical reading. 
Orig. text, 2’. Works, 1868-72, vol. v, p. 0. 
The doxology in H. A. & M. and some other 
collections is not in the original. In 1787, 
R. Conyers gave it in hie Coll. as “ Forth 
in Thy strength, O Lord, we gu,” but this 
alteration has pessed out of use. (J. J.J 

Forth to the land of promise bound. 
H. Alford. [Lifea a .) Written at 
Apton in December, 1828 (Life, 1872, p. 39), 
and was given in his Ps. Hymns, 1844, 
No, 68, in 4 st. of 41, and again in his Year 
® Fates, 1867, No. . 7 is also in several 

can collections. Ita subject isthe j um of the Children of Israel vwirfeonliont J. hd 
Forti tegente brachic. C. n, 

[Easter] Included in the revised Paris Bre- ay 1 in 8 st. of 41,08 the Ves hymn = . ¢ Sunday and Ferial Offices, Secteciag bot w Sunday and extending to the Feast ae © Ascension. It was also given in the 
ors Hymni Sacri, 1736, p. W4, and is re- 

ee ee the Paris Brev. in Card. New- 
ee tyrant Ecclesiae, 1838-65. (W.A. 8.) Translations in C, U.:— 
. ‘ by the Almighty hand. By J, erga his Afys, of the Primitice Church, &e., a. Pp SO, in 6 st.of4], It is given ina few :~ ay including the 1862 Appendix to the 

&. Boul by a holy charm. By I. Williams in together nh Menpes ine, April, 1837 (vol. xi. p. 387, Benin a ith the Latin text); and again in his 
raya bree the Parison Breviary, 1849, p. 132, 
1841-71, 1. Im the Child's Christian Year, sealee waa eSins with st. ii, “Let us His 
279, it is a} 3_ and in the Hymnary, 1872, No, 
wet sitered to“ Beneath » mighty arm.,’* 

by | atrong right arm. By W. J, 
‘adie Printed on fiyleaf for the use of his his Ch wi eation, 1849-51, and then pub. in 

and Tune Hk. 1852, in 2 st. of 
lo 1, In this form it was re- ‘ ae Sel. from gs ary he 

mnighty arm. . A, Johnston, - a of his English Hyl., 1852, this tr, changed won? but in the 2nd ed., 1856, it was 
ia later Clitions.” 4 stof6l. This is continued 

Tra. notin ©, W. ta 

Blew. Ist 

1, Heli 
Ohamterts f pes A malahty’s arm at last. J. p, 

Lititedale te EATOME arm stretched forth to save, R. P. From Messianicn, 164. 
as 8 sey ant hymn, st. iv.~viii, have been taken 
nestrum Clone ‘eon nan i—"* Jam Pascha 
not in use as 9 =: 0 its Latin form it is 
tre are in ©, Uy, .2"™te hymn. The following 

1. Now Chrigt 

Blew, io his Chuoch Fassover 
and again in Rice's Hy». 
_ 2. Obrist is se 
in Chope’s Hymnal, 1N6o 

is alain. By W. J, 
and Tune Bh., 1852-55, 
ns from the same, 1870, 

Paschal Lamb. This tr, 
7 and the Parish H. Bk., 

FORTUNATUS, VENANTIUS 1.C. 383 
1863~75, is from I. Williams, as above, rew a t © €2 from 6's to C.m. (J. F-J 
Fortunatus, Venantius Honoxrit*® 

Clementianus, was b. at Ceneda, near “IO 
viso, about 530. At an early age he was <o2#2- 
verted to Christianity at Aquileia. Whilst @ 
student at Ravenna he e almost blizz <4, 
and recovered his sight, ashe believed mirea< *2- 

y, by anointing his eyes with some <2»i1 
taken from a lamp that burned before the al t=? 
of St. Martin of Tours, in a church in that to wr 22 - 
His recovery induced him to make a pilgrix 2 - 
age to the shrine of St. Martin, at Tours, 2 2a 
565, and that pilgrimage resulted in 22a 
— rest of his life in Gaul, “& t 

oitiers he formed a romantic, though pur-es lw 
platonic, uttachment for Queen Rhadeguiacd ee 
the daughter of Bertharius, king of the T Tawa — 
ringians, and the wife, though separated frome 
him, of Lothair [., or Clotaire, king of Ne@aa— 
stria =The reader is referred for further poeaae— 
ticulars of this part of the life of Fortunat.«ca ss 
to Smith and Wuce’s Viet. of Christian I éeo— 

phy, Vol. ii, p. 552. It is sufficient to ssa 
for that under the influence of Rhadegurm«lea_ 
who at that time lived at Poitiers, where ba 
had founded the convent of St, Croix, Fort ea — 
natus was ordained, and ultimately, after t kae> 
death of Rhadegunda in 597, beeamé bishiaoy> 
of Poitiers shortly before his own deathin 00¢9_ 

The writings, chiefly poetical, of Fortunatus, wo baie te 
are still extant, are very mumercis and varivas in kKiwvel 5 
including the liveliest Vers de Societe and the graxacdeent 
hymns; while moch that be is known to have Writtern, 
incloding a volume of Hymns for all the Festivals of 
the Christian Year, is lot, Of what remains oiay be 
mentioned, The Life of St. Martinef Towers, bie Patron 
Saint, in four books, containing 2245 hexameter Ligaes, 
A complete lim of his works will be found inthe art te-le 
mentioned above, 

His contributions to eT must have beera wery 
considerable, as the name of his lost volume tum go) des, 
but what remains to us of that character, as betre <er- 
tainly his work, does not comprise at most more t Pager, 9 
ot 10 compositions, and of some of these even his a at Ba «or. 
ship is more than doabtfal. His best known by weawe i 
the famous “ Vextlla Regis prodeuht,” so familiar tes ye 
in our Church Hymnals in some English form or <t bier, 
especially, perhaps, in Dr, Neale's translation, *+ “ype 
Royal Beossre Sorward "The next most in at 
cotmpesition claimed him is * Pange. linggtuum., ge gy. 

riot praelium certaminis,” bat there would Mens te, be 
little doult acourding to Sirmond (Votisad Kpiet. seeteyy, 
Apollin, Lib. iil.. p. 4), that it was more Pres tose By] 
written by Claudianus Mamertus. Hesides these, whieh 
are on the I'assion, there are four hymus by Fortusmat pe 

for Christmas, one of which is given by /kanief, se iy = 

noscat omne sseculum,” one for Lent, andone for E> ¥ 
Of * Lustre sex qui jam peregit,” of which an imag tation 

in English by Bp. Mant, **See the destined day arise. ++ ie 

well-known, the authorship is by some attributecy to 

of 

Fortunatus, and by some to St. Ambrose. 

The general character of the poetry 

Venantius Fortunatus is by no means 3) i g-y, 
being distinguished neither for its clases 9. al, 
nor, with ba rare exceptions, fur it® racers] 
correctness. He represents the “last eX Pirin g 
effort of the Latin muse in Gaul,” to retain 
something of the “old classical culture mid 

the advancing tide of barbarism.” Whetier 
we look at his style, or even his grommay and 
quantities, we find but too much that is © pen 
to criticism, whilst he often offends ngeyyj Aaaeglr 

— taste in the sentiments he eDUNG ia teng 

Jecasionally, as we see in the * Vexilla Repi, a4 
he rises to a rugged grandeur in which ° 
few rivals, and some of his poems 
means devoid of simplicity and pathos. 
these are the exceptions and not the riaq.. jy, 
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his writings, and we know not how far he may 
have owed even these to the womanly instincts 
aud gentler, purer influence of Rhadegunda. 
Thierry, in his Recits des Temps Mérovingiens, 
Récit 5™, gives a lively aketch of Fortunatus, 
as in Archbishop Trench’s words (Sac. Lat. 
Poetry, 1874, p. 152), “A clever, frivolous, self- 
indalgent and vain character,” an exaggerated 
character, probably, because one can hardly 
identify the author of * Vexilla Regis,” in 
such # mere man of the world, or look at the 
writer of * Crux benedicta nitet, Dominus qua 
carne pependit” q.¥., a8 being wholly devoid 
of the highest aspirations after things divine. 
A quarto edition of his Works was pub. in 
Rome in 1786. (p. 8. W.] 
Forty days and forty nights. G. H. 

Smyttan. (Lent.] lst pub, in the Penny 
Post, Murch, .1856 (vol, vi. p. 60), in 9 st, of 
41, headed “ Poetry for Lent: As sorrowful, 
et always rejoicing,” and signed “G, H. 8.” 
fe 1861, ti st. were given with alterations in 
the Rev, F. Pott's &e., and repeated 
in H. A, & M., 1861-75; Mra Brock’s Chil- 
dren's H. Bk, 1881, and others. Other slightly 
altered texts are given in the Sarum Hyl., 
1868; the 8. P. C.K. Church Hymna, 1871, 
and others. This hymn has extended to a 
few American collect (J. J.J 
Forward! be our watchword. UH. 

Alford. (Processional.) Was written for and 
first sung in public at the tenth Festival of 
Parochial Choirs of the Canterbury Diocesan 
Union, on the 6th June, 1871, and pub. with 
music, also by the Dean, in the Festival Book 
of that year. Both words and music were 
subsequently included in the author's Life by 
his widow, in 1872 (Appendix B), in 8 st of 
121. It bas since appeared in many hymnals 
both in G. Britain and America, including 
The Hymnary, 1872; H. A. & M., 1875, Thring’s 
Coll, 1882, &c. In the American Laudes 
Domini, N. Y., 1884, it is divided into two 

ts, the ~econd beginning, “Far o’er yon 
rizon.” (J. x) 
Forward go in glad accord. JL, Tut- 

tiett. [Choral Festivals.) Written for the 
Coventry Choral Festival, 1867, and subse- 
quently used on similar occasions at J’eter- 
borough, and elsewhere. Its first publication 
as distinct from printing in the foregoing fes: 
tival bouks, was in Biden's Processional Teas 
with Tunes, 8.0. (Northampton) Authorized 
text in Church Hymns, 1871, No. 318. (J. J.] 
Porward let the people go. T° Kelly. 
“eigen A vd im his Tf; rs 
Not before Published, 1815, No. 70, in 5 st. of 
6 1. It was subs quently included in the 
various editions of his Hymns on Various Pas- 

of H. Scripture, & The hymn, No. 
1166, in the 1869 Supp. 
» Onward let My children go,” is compos. d of 
st. i, iii, ii, and iv., in the order named but 
somewhat altered. Both the original, and the 
altered form of the hymn are in other collce- 
tions. (J. J 
Fountain, John, was b. in 1767. He 

was a member of the Baptist Church in Eagle 
Street, London, and in Jan., 1796, was re- | 
commended to the Baptist Missionary Society | 

to the New Cong., | 

FOUNTAIN OF MERCY, GOD 

suitable to such an undertaking.” He set sail 
for India in April of the sme year. He soon 
became sutticiently master of the Bengali lau- 
guage to preach to the people, and gave pro- 
mise of great usefulness; but after a brief 
— course, died at Dinagepore, Aug. 20th, 

Mr. Fountain had musical gifts, and, as appears from 
Rippon’s Baptist ister for 1794, was protably the 
first who wrote out a joo tune in musical notes, In 
the same number of the Aegister is a bymn entitied 
The Penitent's Prayer & Resolee, composed in Bengali 
by Dr. W. Carey, and translated into English by J. 
ountain. A Mr. Fountain is in the Evan- 

gelical Magazine for 179%, Another, beginning * Sin- 
ners, you are now addressed,” appeared in Rippon's Se. 
(1400), and in in Spargeon’s 0. U. H. Bk, 1866, 

CW. R. 8) 
Fountain of comfort and of love. 

P. Doddri (Prayer on behalf of Ministers.) 
1st pub. in J, Orton’s posthumous ed. of Dod- 

idge’s Hymns, &e., 1755, No. 271, in 6 st. 
of 4 1, and again in J. D, Humphreys’s ed. 
of the same, 1839, No, 296. In both cases 
the heading is the same, “ Ministers comforted 
that they may comfort others”; but in the 
latter the ater line reada, * Fountain of 
comfort, source of love,” this being the only 
difference in the text. (See English Hymnody, 
Early, § x1v.) (J. J.J 
Fountain of grace, rich, full, and 

free. J. Edmeston. [All-suffieiency of Christ.) 
Pub. in his Hys. for the Chamber of Sickness, 
w.b, [1844], p. 19, in 4 st. of 41. 
was given anon y in H, W, Beecher’s 
Plymonth Coll., No. 581. From that date it 
gradually grew in favour until it has taken its 
luce in most of the leading American h - 

locks, (J. J. 
Fountain of merey, God of love. 

Alice Flowerdew. [Harvest.] 1st pub. in her 
Poems on Moral and Reli, jects, Srd 
ed., 1811, in 6 st. of 4 L, and entitled, “ Har- 
vest Hymn.” It has been contended by some 
that it is taken from John Needham’s h 
No. lvi., in his Hymns Devotional oad Moral 
&c., 1763, which opens :— 

“To the « 

He calls, and at His volce come forth 
The smiling harvest hours.” 

Needham’s hymn, however, is very inferior 
in design and composition, and has nothing in 
common with this, by Mra. Flowerdew, save 
the subject of Harvest. Mrs, Flowerdew's 
hymn was brought into tional use by 
Cotterill in his Sel., 1819, where it was given 
in 5 st., the last being by himself or Mont- 
gomery. The latter repeated it in his Chris- 
tian J’salmist, 1825. In the Anglican H. Bk., 
1868, it is given as “O Fount of mercy, God 
of love.” Its use in its original and other 
forms is extensive in most English-speaking 
countries, Orig, text in Hy. Comp., No. 50. 

Aun altered version of this hymn is very 
popular. It was given in Murray's Hymnal, 
1852, as:— 

“ Father of mercies, Gicd of Jove, 
Whose gifts all creatures share ;" 

and later in numerous collections in G. Britain 
and America, including H. A. & M., 1861 
(where a doxology is substituted for the last 
st.), and others. Another form of this hymn 

as “a person whose heart was engaged in the | was given anonymously in Longfellow and 
work of missions and whose character was | Johnson's American Unitarian Book of Hymna, 
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146: their Zi ys. of the Spirit, 186+; and in 

IHG; eis uartauld'’a Po, Hys. & Anthems, 
Lond, 1860. Lt begins, “ Fountain of 7 and 

Goel oflove.”" 
[ . J.J 

Fougué, Friedrich Heinrich Carl 
de le rotte, was b. Feb. 12, 1777, at Bran- 
denburg on the Havel, where his father, of an 
ancient and noble Huguenot family, was a re- 
tind officer of Gragoons. Educated under the 
truining of the French Reformed Church, it 
was intended that he should enter the Univer- 
aty of Halle s+ a student of law. By his 

own preferemece however he entered the army, 
and in 1794 was appointed cornet in the Duke 
ot Weimar’s iment of cuirassiera, In 180% 
he married and retired to Nennhausen near 
Kathenow, Brandenburg. When, in March, 
1813, the King: of Prussia invited his le to 
ar) against ce, Fouque offe himself 
“a volunteer and served as a lieutenant of 
cavalry till lhe wae disabled at the battle of 
Litzen, May 2, 1813, and with the rank of 
mayir reti once more to Nepnhausen. After 
thedeath of his wife, in 1831, he resided for 
i Cane, be Poccngy —— he gave lecturea in 

y on the history of poetry; and 
grad peasant in Berlin, where, phage ei after 
wie. 2 Of 8 lexy, he d. Jan. 21, 1845 (Koch, 
6-20; Allg. Deutache Biog., vii. 198-201, &e.). 
[iwiwe Ie best known as one of the leaders of the 

iaininthe pages of tis fotmances a8 af ¢xat: and 
oe to bis own times. a Gan con oes on bis perma, buton bis roxnances, that of Undine (is oA Darin, 1831, 27th ed isto—trequently tr. into ayers a. by Tres, w hile affording a true and thought 

is religious feelings, cannot be said to 
depth of C mre 

Of his hee, @re suitable for church use. 
— ymns thowe tr, into English are :— 

Light, "Naka Jahren. (Christ ote 
claded 1846 om St. Mark x. 46-52, and in- 
Paithfoloees es in 6 st. of 8 L, entitled, “The 
Bunsen’s Vi of the Saviour.” Previously in 
i emch, 1833, No. 761. Tr. as:— 

tr, by Mie Geet? have Sosted, 1 and fall 

TA, pe 1g: pine Dee Sacred Hys, from the Ger., 
No. sep te Rates’ anand omitting st. ii-iv., as 
iy . an unti * ¥ 

Pf tacos Ut” te 
"by Lode me t) “Th by Landy a Portesces, 103" Lard, f silt the 

+ “* My Saviow Fae Sm Of cfd," by aly Eevtor, 

Sil ap hot in English ©, U. are :— 
P. by tn at. ttithed = und linde. 

aboat to set out on their 
tre, are: {1} "ft © St, entitled “At the Sea.” 

rollest to 
12 cer Pp 1t2, (2) “ Dark, 

tn HL. bes 188%, D. ag. pet eet. hs, ain patel, 

Seen ake (J. MJ 
flow'd. JM. Meets Ugh happy Eden | open at. 

(Se. Mark's Day.) let | House at Horsley, Gloucestershire, (his oS" soak 
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pub. in the 3rd Series of his Hymne for Chet l- 
dren, 1846, p. 21, in 7 st. of 4 L, the last bei ze 
Bp. Ken's doxology. It is given in a few col - 
lectionsonly. ‘The idea upon which the hy == =* 
is based is ‘that the four rivers of Eden weet 
typical of the four Evangelists, and of thes 
St. Mark was one. (J. J.J 

Fox, Jane. [Grewdsor Jane.] 

Fox, William Johnson, the son of ©® 
small farmer in Suffolk, was b. in 1786, = 
a boy he worked as a weaver, but subsequent 1 
spent six years in a bank. He was educate< 
for the ministry under Dr, Pye Smith, «© 
Homerton. His first settlement was with eam 
Orthodox Independent congregation ; but Ine 
very soon became a Unitarian, In 1817 Ihe 
settled in London as minister of the Parlisa— 
ment Cuut peg oa In 1824 he removed to 

a new chapel at South Place, Finsbury, where 
he remained until 1852, He wes a prominers & 
member of the Anti Corn-law League; joine «& 
in founding the Weetminster Heriew, and frore 
1831 to 1836 was owner of the Monthly Re— 
pository. From 1847 to 1863 he sat in Parlica—- 
ment «« member for Oldham. He d. in 1864. 
In 1841 he pub. Hy« and Anthema, Londors, 
Charles Fox. This collection contained 150 
selections from various authors, includ ira gz 
Mra. Sarah Adama, who was a member of Inis 

congregation, He included 13 of his ow72 
hymna. A newand enlarged ed. of his Hyweras 
&c., was pub. in 1873. A memorial edition of 

his Works was pub. in 12 vols. in 1865, His 

hymne which lave come into C. U. onttide Of 
hia collection include ;— 

1. A Uttle child in bulrush ark. Moses, 
2 Call them from the dead. The Spirits of the Pase - 
3. oaares Power, the world pervading, Pet-dac 

Worship. 
3 ti i 

4. ioe pn Ore, ee ood ae 
day. 8. V. M. at the Cross. 

6. The sage bis cup of hemlock quaffed. Resignat terre . 
(¥.D. DZ 

Prances, Grace J., a nom de plume of 

Mrs. F. C. Van Alstyne. 

Franch, James. [Psalters, English.) 

Francis, Benjamin, ».4., was b. iz 

Wales in 1734. He was baptized at the age. 

of 15, and began to preach at 19. He studie< 

at the Bristol Baptist College, and commence-cq 

his ministry at Sodbury. In 1757 he remowescd 

to Horsley (afterwards called Shortwood)>, izy 

Gloucestershire, There he remained, throu ge}, 

a happy and very successful ministry of 4 

rs, until his death in 1799. He was thea 

author of many poetical pp gga — 

Conflagration, @ Poem in Fin ear x 

(agtis on the Deaths of the Reve. George Woe en. 

eran ry yi ee Poetenn3 Association, & $ 

hates to the Stockbridge indians ; (8) two ttiricas 
on the fan array wl wate = —- Zea. 

- 'e, the former through ser 

po lew being reprinted in America. ral 

Francis was the author of 5 bh in Rip. 

pons Sel., 1787, all of which are still in ©, U_ :— 

Before throne, eternal .  Meeti: 

sitsstere® Pos, Bore eum 
“72 of 

y God. Longe rsp tag mire Ol. Ie Snepp's 
sweet (loud) exalted strains. Opening efa Fz. 

of wereka . Tots rbos given in Rippon, No. 538, in @ ee 

of 6 L. with the note >-—"* Sang on ing the Meee 

ic) 
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tember 14, 1774; and alec at the opening of the New 
Meeting House, at Downend, near Bristol, October 4, 
1786." This hymn is abbreviated in the Bapt, Hymnal, 
L®T9, to 4 st., and begins with st. iii. which ts altered to 
“Come, King of glory, come." No, 1020 in Spa ‘* 
0, 0, H. Bk. is the same ——s of stanzas aitered 
by Mr. Spurgeon to “Great King of Zion, now." In 
several American bymnals it reads: “Great King of 
glory, come.” 
4. Redeemer, I love. The love of Christ 

to pd toon collections. 

5. Praise the Saviour, all ye nations. O/fertory. In 
Snepp's one of G.& G., 1872, No. 739,“ With my 
substance I will honour,” is a centofrom this hymn, 

6. Ye ts of sense and enj of time, 
Death, A long hymn of 16 st. of 41. given In the new 
and improved ed, of Aippon, 1837, No. 563, Pt. tt. with 
the pontine. * The dying Christian bidding adieu to the 
world.” This hymn had previously appeared in the 
Haptist Register, 1796. 

It was as a writer of Welsh hymns, how- 
ever, that Francis excelled, In 1774 he pub. 
hia Alleluia, neu Hymnau perthynol i A 
fad Cyhoeddue A wep pertaining to Public 
jatnons To this he contributed 103 hymns. 
A volume appeared in 1786, to which 
he contributed 91 hymns, being « total of 194 
in all [s, ass.) Of these many are still inG. U. 
in Wales, the most popular being :-— 

1. Clod i'r bendigedig Oen—a oddefodd. 
2. Deffro 'nghalon, deffro ‘ngban—i ddyrehafu. 
3, Owyn fyd y dyn pred ya Now. 

: bri—a" fanan. 5. Wee tadara ayliven Sion. (WR. B.) 
Francisci, Erasmus. [Finx.) 
Franck, Johann, « of Johann Franck, 

advocate and councillor at Guben, Branden- 
burg, was b. at Giuben, June 1, 1618. After 
his father’s death, in 1620, his uncle by mar- 
riage, the Town Judge, Adam Tielckau, adopted 
him and sent him for his education to the 
schools at Guben, Cottbus, Stettin and Thorn. 
On June 28, 1638, he matriculated as a student 
of law at the University of Konigaberg, the 
only German university left undisturbed by 
the Thirty Years’ War. Here his religious 
spirit, his love of nature, and his friendahi 
with such men as Simon Dach and Heinrich 
Held, preserved him from sharing in the ex- 
cesses of his fellow-studentsa. He returned to 
Guben at Enster, 1640, at the urgent request 
of his mother, who wished to have him near 
her in those times of war during which Guben 
frequently suffered from the presence of beth 
Swedieh and Saxon After his return 
from Prag, May, 1645, he commenced tice 
as a lawyer, In 1648 he became a 
and councillor, in 1661 burgomaster, pen in 
1671 was appointed the deputy from Guben to 
the Landtag (Diet) of Lower Lusatia. He d. at 
Guben, June 18, 1677; and on the bicen 
of bis death, June 18, 1877, a monumental 
tablet to his memory was affixed to the outer 
wall of the Stadtkirche at Guben (Koch, iii. 
378-385; Allg. Denterhe Biog., vii. 211-212; 
the two works by Dr. Hugo Jentach of Guben, 
Johann Franck, 1877, and Die Abfaseungezeit 
der geiatlichen Lieder Johann Francks, 876). 

Of Franck’s secular poems those before 1649 are 
much the beet; his later productions becoming more 
and moore affected and artificial, long-winded full of 
classical allneions, and mach inferior to those of Dach 
or Opitz, Asahymn-weiter be bobds « big rank and is 
‘listinguished for unfeigned and firm falth, deep carnest- 
wess, finished form, and noble, pithy, simplicity of 
expression. In his hymns we miss the objectis ity and 
‘Ongregational character of the older German hymna, 
and notice & more personal, individual tone ; wate 
the longing for the inward and mystical union Christ 
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with the soul as in his “Jeans, meine Freude." Me 
stands in close relationship with Gerhardt, sometimes 
more searing and cccasionally more profound, bat 
nelther on the whole so natural nor eo sulted for popular 
comprebension or Church use. 

His hymna appeared mostly in the works of 
his friends Weichmann, Crier and Peter, 
They were collected in his (eistliches Sivn, 
Guben, 1674, to the number of 110; and of 
these the 57 hymns (the other 53 being pealm 
versions of no great merit) were reprinted with 
a biographical preface by Dr. J. L. Pasig as 
Johann Franck’s Geistliche Lieder, Grimma, 
1846, Two of those tr. into English are from 
the Latin of J, Campanus (q. ¥.). Four other 
hymna are annotated under their own first 
lines :—*“ Brunquell aller Giiter”; “ Drvici- 
nigkeit der Gottheit wahrer Spiegel” ; “ Jesu, 
meine Freunde”; “Schmiicke dich, o liebe 
Beele.” The rest are; — 

i. Hymns in English C, U. 
i. Erweitert eure Pforten, [Adeent.) Founded 

on Ps, xxiv. 7-10. 1st pub. in C. Peter's An- 
dachts-Zymbetn, Freiberg, 1655, p. 25, in 7 st, of 
8 1.; repeated 1674, p. 3, and 1846, p. 3, as 
above. Included in the 1688 and later eds, of 
Criiger’s Praxis pietatis, in Bollhagen’s G. 4, 
1736, &. The only tr, in C. U. is:— 

Unfold your gates and open, a fr. of st. 1, 3, 6, 
by A. T. Russell, us No. 30 in his Ps, & Hys, 
1851 ; repeated altered as No 30 in Aennedy, 
1863, and thus as No. 102 in Holy Song, 1869. 

ii, Horr Gott dich loben wir, Regier. Thants- 
giving for Peace, Evidently written as a thanks- 
giving for the conclusion of the Thirty Years’ 
War, by the Peace of Westphalia, Oct. 24, 148. 
Ist pub. in the Criiger-Ruage G. &., Berlia, 
1653, No, 306, in 9 st. of 8 |., as the first of the 
“Hymns of Thanksgiving for Peace attained"; 
and repeated 1674, p, 182, and 1846, p. 77, as 
above. Included in Criiger’s Praxis, 1656, and 
many later collections, and, as No. 591, in the 
Une. L. 8, 1851, The only tr. in C. U. is :— 

Lord God, we worship Thee, a very good version 
of st. 2, 3, 6, 8, by Miss Winkworth in her C. B. 
for England, 1863, No, 183, Repeated in full 
inthe S P. C.K. CA, Hys,, 1871; the Hysnnary, 
1872; the J’sa/mist, 1878; and in America in 
the Pennsyivania Lath. (A. Bk, 1868. In the 
American Prot, Epis. Coll, 1871; the Hys. ¢ 
Songs of Praise, N.Y. 1874; and the Ohio Luth. 
Hyl., 1880, the tr. of st. 8 is omitted, 

iii, Herr ich habe missgehandelt, Lent, Of 
this fine hymn of penitence st, i, appeared as 
No. 19 in Criiger’s Geistliche Kirchenmelodien, 
Leipzig, 1649. The full form in 8 st, of 6 1, is 
No. 41 in the Criiger-Hunge G. B., Berlin, 1653, 
entitled “ For the forgiveness of sins,” repeated 
1674, p. 39, and 1846, p, 57, as above. Included 
in Criger’s Praxis, 1656, and others, and in 
the Unr, J. 8, 1851, The only fr. in C, U. is: — 

Lord, to Thee I make confession, a very good tr., 
omitting st. 4, 5, 6, by Miss Winkworth in her 
C. B. for England, 1863, No, 44, repeated in the 
Appendic to the Hy!, for St. JoAn's, Aberdeen, 
1865-1870; and in the Pennsylvania Luth. Ch. 
Bk. 1868; Erang. Hyl., No Y., 1880; Ohio 
Luth, Hyf., 1880. Another tr. is: “ Lord, how 
oft I have otfended,” by N. Z, Frothingham, 
1870, p. 177. 

iv. Herr Jeau, Licht der Heiden. Presentation 
in the Temple. Founded on the account in St. 
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Luke ji, aud probably the finest hymn on the 
*Ubject, Dr. I, 1876, p. 9, thinks it was 

Dee. 8, 1669, as C. Peter, who d. 
We have not found ate fall text earlier than 1674, as above, p. 10, in 

of 8 1, entitled “On the Festival of the 
Cation of Mary” (1846, p. 10). Included 

7€ 1688 and later eds. of Criiger's Praxis, and :: the Une. L. 8, 1851, No. 197. The tra 

thritten before 
eD, left » melody for it, 

st. 
Puri, 
in th 

in C. U. are :— 
2. Light 

Yra Ger, 1855, 
thence H, Bh, as No. 

1e5. This version is in .M. Double. #. Light of the Gentile Nations, a omitting st. by 

Jor England, 18623, No. 80. Re 
in the Penns Ivamia Luth. CA. Ohio Luth, ‘y¢., 1 S80. 

ii, Hymns not fre English C. U0. v. Du “Wrltgediude. earthly things, Se. £8. in 1649, No. 16. “Ktne full text schones) in No, 239 iy the Criiger- enige (2 
4 <onging after Eeernal Li peated, 1674p 194, mrad rere § P. 68, as above. The tra, 

f 2576, p. 12). (2) “O beautiful : Thou. 0 3 ane eee (eel. a a @) * u, Sir (reation- i . roth ingham, 1370, RP. 22 we vi. Unsre miicdee sy Augenlieder,  Frening. bably written while= ge student at Kotigeberg, ist pub, in J. Weictmanr’ss “Seo rgen-Ligerin, hiblguberg Pt. L., Nodin 7 ag . 164M, aon © = repeated 1674, p. 413, ancl 1846, p. 91, as . Dtee Guly tr. is by Huekoll, 1542, p. 79, beginting weGep, a vi, * Ever, Lord, on Thee relyingt.” (J. MJ 

university “lucaticszs. Michael was accordingly tom beaker, and in 1628 became @ T at Schleusingen, Reduced to poverty by the ea fferings of war, he fled in 1640 to Coburg, was ther: kindly received by one of the master ora, and in 1644, some. what unexpectedly, was appointed master of the lower clagnes jy, the town school. He d. at Coburg Sept. 24, 1667 (Koch ii, 493 441; AN: Dentiche Biog., vi. 255-200) ° Wasa <a ofr Daci . be order of Hive an,@ Poet, and apemart.; was tn, 1650 
Tn is tinnen of varie alee 
Th, of hil a] of EXPremion, come are yet popular in 

“toh wie nichtig. [For the 
AS the thir of three hymus 

ae usic in four parts at 
it Die Eitetheit, Falschheit 

In his Cetstlicheng Welt [Wernigerode], in 
+ 

1657 [Gotha], No, 2. it ff orpifen- Spiel, Coburg, “Der Mensch w the motto 
Wer Gott Say AU Sein, Thun must mit der Zeit 6 s *ttesfurcn, recht Mebt, wird ewig Yepeated in Criige rts 

many subseyrens col] ene, 1661, No, eg 
ons, as in the Une. 

ee 

of the Gentile world, a ¢r,, omitting “t. 6, by Miss Winkworth in the Ist ser. of her 7 Pp. 193 (ed. 1876, p, 195), and 
147 in the Pennsylvania Luth, 

tr, 
Miss Winkworth in her C. # 

peated in Lr, Thomas's Auyestévece H1, Bk., 1866, and in America 
Hk., 1868, and the 

he will in the tejolee,” by Mies Wink. 
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Z, S. 1851, No. 803. It is a powerful picture of the vanity and hothinguess of this world smd all its treasures, The only tr. in C. U, ig s-— 

O how cheating, © how In, ke. In fell by Sir J. Bowring in his Hymns, 1825,No. 35. The tra. of st. i. iii., iv., siti, were incladecd 2m Curtis's Union Coll., 1527, and of st. i-iv., a2. in the Plymouth Coll., 1855, 
Another tr. ist «© Ab how ff . Ww cheatimer.”* by ¥, 4. Prothingham, 1#7@, oe enlae J. 

Salomo, «. of Jakob Franck, financial secretary at Weimar, waa b, at W ei- mar, March 6, 1659, Little is known of kais ¥. He probably studied at Joma, and seems thereafter to have held some: xa y>- pointment at Zwickau. In 1689 he becw moe secretary of the Schwarzburg ducal adna izais- tration at Arnstadt; and in 1697 of the Sascon administration and of the consistory at .F eran. He was then, in 1702, appointed secretary of the consi > librarian, and curator of ~ the ducal collection of coins and medals at Weimer. He. d. at Weimar July 11, 1725 (Koeh, vy. 120-426; Allg. Deuteche Biog., vii. 213-214: Schauer’s introduction, &e.) 
He was a member of the Fruitbearing Society, amc the author of a considerable number of seonlar poems, wr ta ich are almost all “occasional pieces and now forget ter, A diligent worker and 4 man of true piety, be= Deed severe family afflictions to bear, and an undercurre@at <f meditation on death is present in iwany of his hyrarass 

to congregational ining ; fur lis love of adding ret rend ras to his hymns; and for bi« happiness in Word-patratizeg and in setting forth contrasts, 
Of his hymns (about 330 in all) which still continue in use in Germany, the most. ina Por. tant appeared in his (1) Geéstliche Poeritie, Weimar, 1685, and in his (2) Geist- und Wreede. liche Poesien, vol. i., Jena, 1711; vol. ii., Jentina, 1716. A selection of 46 of his Getat@l sfo-dee Lied+r with « biographical and critical im tre- duction by Dr. hk - Schauer appeared at Halle, 1855, Eight of his hymns have paeseed into English, as follows :— 
i, Hymns in English C. U, 
i, Ach Gott verlass mich nicht. Supplication. A beautiful hymn of supplication for God's help founded on Ps, xxxvili, 22. It is No, 1 in the Appemtic to the Anderer Theil des Nanerabs ray. fschen Gesang Buchs, Naumburg, 1714, P. 106, in 5 st. of 8 1, marked “ Salomon Francke ** 

1717, p. 487, marked “Gottgelassen 
lassen, Salomon F rancke.”) The editor of 
collection, J. M, Schamelius, who was one of the best hymnologists of the time, evidently thus believed that it was by Franck, but it has yop yet been found in any work pub, by France, himself Each st. begins and ends with <« Ach Gott verlass mich nicht.” It is inclucde<y in Schauer's introduction, and in many recent hymnals, as in the Berlin G. B., 1829, the Wiirttemberg G. B,, 1842, Hannover (i. BY Bas 
&e. The rs. in C. U. are:— ’ 1, Forsake me not, my God. A full arg but rather free tr, in the Family Treaster sy Chea; burgh; Nelson), 1859, pt. ii, p. 168, and ¢ Tiers an- in man’s Selection, Phil, US. 18e5 ee. in the Pennsylvania Luth. CA, Bh, 1868, ? 

2. O God, forsake me not! Thine hang M. W. Stryker, in his Hys. and Verses, y* p. 52, and repeated in his Christian Chorad » 
ii. Ich weiss es wird mein Ende = : 

Loot 

f®nmd 

by 
8as, 

18 RS. 
For 
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the Dying. AT11,08 above, r. D1, in 7 st. of 6 1. 
entitled “The author's daily dying thoughts.’ 
Included by Schauer, 1855, p. 79: in Burg’s 
G. f., Breslau, 1746, &e. The trs. in C. U. are:— 

1. I know my end must surely come. A fr. of 
st. i., vil, in 2 st, of 6-4’s, by Miss Winkworth, in 
the 2nd series of her Lyra Ger., 1858, p. 203. 
Thence in the P's. & Hys., Bedford, 1859, and in 
America in the Pennsylvania Luth. Ch, i4., 1868. 

2. I know the doom that must befall me. This 
is the above fr., rewritten by Miss Winkworth to 
the original metre, and given in her C, J, for 
England, 1863, No. 185. To this tr. of st. iii, 
iv., vi., were added, and the others altered and 
beginning, “1 know full well death must befall 
me,” ineluded in the Ohio Luth. Ayl., 188v. 

iii, Bo rubest du, o meine Rub. Easter Eve, 
1685, as above, p. 29, in 7 st. of 4 1, entitled 
“On the burial of Jesus.” It isa beautiful hyma 
on the entombment of Christ, founded on Rist’s 
“O Traurigkeit " (q. v.). Included in Schauer, 
1855, p, 44, and in many German collections, as 
the Une. L. &, 1851, No, 118, 
Frequently it appears in altered forms. Thus J. A. 

Schlegel, 1768, p. #6, altered it to "So schlummerst da 
io stiller Rub,” and the Aerlin @. J, 1780, No. 10a, 
further alters it to “ Zur Uirabesruh entschiicfest du.” 

The ¢rs. in C. U., all from the original, are :>— 
1. Thou who hast blest my soul with rest, a good 

tr., omitting st. ii, v., by A. T. Kussell, as No, 
103 in his Ps. & Hys., 851. 

2, Thou restest in the tomb beneath, a good fr., 
omitting st. ii, v., as No. 83 in J, F. Thrupp's 
Ps. & Hys., 1853. 

3. Rest of the weary! Thou, 1 somewhat ex- 
panded version, omitting st. iii, by Miss Wink- 
worth in her Lyra Ger., lst series, 1855, p. 85, 
repeated in the Pennsylvania Luth. CA, Uk, 1868, 

4. Bo rest, my Rest! a very good ¢r., omitting 
st. iii, by R. Massie, as No, 93 in the ed, 
1857, of Morcer’s C. P. & H. Bh. (Ox, od., 1864, 
No. 184), This has been included in Chope’s 
Hyl., 1862; Kennedy, 1863; the Hymnary, 
1872; Thring’s Coll, 1880-82, &c.; and in 
America in the Evang. Hyl., N. Y., 1880, and 
Laudes Domini, 1884. The form in Allon’s 

. Hys., No 324, is a recast partly taken 
from Miss Winkworth’s tr. of “ Nun gingst auch 
du” (see Strauss, V. F.), 

wha 39 oe & yet, col . . i 14 l> 

316). (2) “So dost Thou rest,” in the British eral, 
Dec., 1466, p. 376, repeated as No. 421 in Reid's Praise 
Bk., 1872. (3) “So thon art resting, O my Rest," in 
the British April, 1469, p. 62. 

ii. Hymns not in English C. U. 
iv. Ach was ist doch unare Zeit. or the Dying. 

1685, a8 abowe, p. 64, in 6 st., and Schawer, p. 31, each 
mt, ending + M hedenke doch, das Ende.” Tr. as 
“Oh! t is buman life below,” by Miss Cox in Lyra 
Messianica, 1464, p. 47, repeated in ber H. from the 
German, 1864, p. 135, in the metre, 
“ What is human life below.” Also fr. by Miss Dunn, 
1857, p. 525 and by #, AMfasrie, 1467, p. 3. 

v. Gott, du Licht, das ewig bleibet. Morning. 
1716, as above, p. 160, in 5 at., entitled “* Morning Devo- 
tion,” and in ~p.4. Tr. by #7. 
p. 12; and by Miss Maningfon, 1363, p. 120, 

vi. Heil’ger Tisch! Den Jesus decket. ffoly 
Communion, 1711, as above, p. 69, in 6 st., entitled 
“ Another Communion Medi "In Schauer, p. 67. 
Tr. as, ** This holy feast, by Jesus spread,” by Miss Cox, 
in Lyra Bucharistioa, 1963, p. 173, 

wil, Ich weiss, es kann mir nichts 
God's Guidance. 1711, a8 above, p. 221, in 4 st. (IL 5, 
6 of each #¢, being a cefrain), entitled “On the words 
of Ps, ixxill, 23, 34." In Tr. by Miss 
Manington, 1563, p. 22. 

» 1842, 

+ p. 21. 
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viii. Mein Gott, wie bist da so Prom 
vidence. 1711, as above, p. 76, in 6 st. (1. 5, 6 of each 
st, being a refrain), entitled “ The wonderfully blessed 

4 Of tod.” In Schamer, p. 16. Tr, i 
Manington, 163, p. T. (J. M.} 

Francke, August Hermann, «. of 
Johann Francke, « lawyer in Litbeck, was b. 
at Liibeck, March 22, 1663. He studied at 
the Universities of Erfurt, Kiel, and Leipzig, 
graduated a4. at Leipzig, 1685, and there- 
after lectured on Biblical subjects at Leipzig 
for some time, About Michaelmas, 1687, he 
went to Liineburg to work under the pious 
superintendent C. H. Sandhagen; and there 
while Composing his first sermon (on St. Joho 
xx. 31) he underwent that change which made 
him call Lineburg his spiritual ee 
After spending the greater part of 1688 at ° 
burg, he stayed two months with P. J, Spener,at 
Dresden, and then returned about Lent, 1689, 
to Leipzig, where he resumed hia Biblical lee- 
tures until the old orthodox party procured an 
edict forbidding them in the beginning of 1690. 
On March 10, 1690, he received a call to be- 
come diaconus of the Augustine Church at 
Erfurt, and there, by his stirring exhortations to 
renewal of heart, living faith and holy life, he 
drew many, even Roman Catholics, around 
him, but by a combination of the old orthodox 
Lutherans with the Romanists he was expelled 
from Erfurt, Sept, 27, 1691. Afteralengt 
Yisit to P. J. Spener, then Probst of St Nicho- 
las's Chureh, Berlin, he was appointed by the 
Elector of Brandenburg, Dec. 22, 1691, as pro- 
feseor of Greek and Oriental languages, 
and in 1698 ordinary ‘essor of Theology in 
the University of Halle; being also appointed 
in 1691 preacher at St. George's Church in 
Glaucha (suburb of Halle), a post which he 
exchanged in 1715 for the te of St. 
Ulrich’s, Halle. After his left side was para- 
lysed in Nov. 1726, he patiently endured much 
suffering till his death on June 8, 1727, at 
Halle (Koch, iv. 305-822 ; Ally. Deutsche Biog., 
vii. 219-231). 

Franck be wal . J, Spener, and 
becemae pad hes ee in the Pentseic “ movement 
which so powerfully influenced Germany, 1680-1750, 
raised the tone of the community after the depression of 
the Thirty Years’ War, revived the educational aywtem, 
began qystematic provision fer the pooe, cad refined es 
purified domestic life. Francke was the mal leader 
anid teacher, and under him and the of professors 
that gathered to Halle, Halle became the beadquarters 
of Pietism. During bis ttme Halle sent out some 6000 
graduates in theology, men imbued with his spirit, — 
exegetes, and devoted pastors, who thelr doc- 
trines all over Germany, and in the early decades of the 
1th cent. occupied a majority of the A 
The extensive at w now bear 

the title of the “ Francke Instituthons,” are a monu- 
ment of bis simple faith and philanthropic real. He 
began at Easter, 1696, by ing © room in bis bouse 
for instracting the poor of G with 4 

Stile bee Aiea, rae 
Weni of twe Latin Schott 1996 of the Sonnets and 
apothecary businesses, 170 of the mission to the East 
Indies, 1710 of the Bille Society, On ey formerly 
occupied by beer and dancing gardens, the foundation 
stone of the great ¢ age was laid Joly 13, 1698, in 
a spirit of humble faith in (rod and fervent prayer. 
trusting to Him for the means t pay for the work a 
it progressed; and week by week as they were needed 
the supplies came in from far and near, Tn this work, 
as in regard to bis sermons and lectures, Francke 
aad great opposition to meet, but the Commission of 
Enquiry which bis enemies procured resulted in 
cabinet order of 1702, which is the Charter of bbs Insti- 
tutions. In 1727 there were 1:4 orphans in the orpban- 
age; and besides these 2207 scholars in the various 



FRANCKE, AUGUST H. FRENCH HYMNODY 389 frainj . 0 28), as well as 225 Poet seuseana, eoceed daihy teasie otic tne 3509,,,°f the buthtings was about £45,000., and nearly 
Scholars received (natruction, 

. Distinguished as ® professor, as a philanthro- 
i 48 a pastor, and as'a preacher of gospel sim- Picity and soul-stirring earncetness, Francke re “8 Dot prolitic as a hymn-writer. Only three ¥™ne are known by him, two of which are -— 

lect’ Cettios eim Sebritt sur Ewigkeit. New Your, St pub. in his Schrifftméssige Anceisung recht nnd Gott wolgefétlli:s 2 beten, Halle, 1695, p. 534, 
f 7 

ly at the time w neoded I help ~ i onerer to his beavers — the ‘baikding s snd con- ducting of the great Phanage at Halie. p Of this hymn (which should be read with the history of his great work at Halle) the 
only tr. in C. U. ig — 

What within me and without, a good and full tr. by Miss Winkworth in the Ist ed. of her Lyra Ger., 1855, p. 126 (st. iii, being adde«d in the 2nd ed., 1856), and thence as No lb in her C. B. for 1863. With the altered 
; 

4 first line, “ Lord, Thou art my Rock of strenge t Ia, *” 
He 12 st. « IL, asa Morning and Evening” | three centos are in American C, U,:— 
¥™OR, entitled «* The Voice of the Bride (*When |). ge 1, lv, vil, ix. in Beardman’s S?,, Phil, 1&62- 
eg Tome and appear before God ?"), which 2. St. li, vil., ix, in the Pennsylvania Lath, (fe. 24. 

TAises 4s Often as she completes a step of her 1868, Dutch Reformed Meth life; ame rmay be used t an upright and e Richands's (oll, 1441. 
3, St. ii, iv. txoin Robinson's Songs for the Sunctecen ry, 1865, and the Hys, & Songs of Praise, N, ‘id Na 3 

Franklin, Jonathan (b. 1760, d. 18233), was originally minister of a Baptist chureth at Croydon, but in 1808 removed to Rede rons Street Chapel, London, where he remsaimed until death. His Hys. & Spiritual Sorge were pub. in 1801, and repr.nted in ISLO anid 1812. As a hymn-writer he ix knowm three hymns only, of very moderate quality, which appear as the closing hymns of Pt. a. of later editions of W. Gadsby’s Sel, let eel, Ist4, (Ww. R. S89 
Free, yet in chains, the mountaims stand. J. Montgomery, [Christian Ue tor.) Written for the Sheffield Sunday School U' mion, Whitsuntide gathering, 1837, and printed on a fivlenf for that Occasion, [4. mgs] It was included in his Original Hymne, 1853, No. 154, in 6 st. of 41, and headed, “ Christian Union symbolized by Natural Objects.” In the ttish Eeang. Union Myl., 1878, it be grins, “ Free, though in chaing, the mountains Stamd.” This reading is fonnd in some copies Of thie Original Hymna, but is not the original tex t. 

(J. Fj Freeman, Enoch W., was for some tirme Baptist Minister at Lowell, Maine, Us. He edited a Sel. of Hymns, 1829-31, to whieh he contributed 7 of his own. Of thesv, “5 fither Wwe come, our dearest Lord,” ix «till in Cc. u. 
Freeman, James, p.v. Born at Charles- town, Mass, April 22, 1759, and snduated at Harvard, 1777. He was “the firmt avowed reacher of Unitarianixm in the United States,” 

te 1782 he was “ Reader” in King's Chapel, 
and assisted or guided that historic “rishi, in its change from Episcopacy to the they, Rew Ways in teaching and discipline.» In TST he 
was “ordained,” and retained the PES oO rsty of the King’s Chapel till 1826. He Rlte ged its Liturgy, and prepared for its w 

toa” ” * (ye es the King’s Chapel Coll. of Ps, & Hye. 1799, Died 

dys, of the Church, 1X60, sand 
Ving soul imestead of the usual moruing and evening hyena, as also at ot er times.” Reprintei im thie Geistreiches G. B., Halle, 1697, BP. 204, Frey Unghausen's G. &., 1704, &e., and is No, §23 in the Une. L. &, 1851. Tee AG nal —— > vii. sei, =~ written im- 

” 
& 1691, while un bis way te bis tnotber’s an ot beta’ and ‘tin the ex 

tor 
Fierace of the overtlow! consolat! of the Holy Splrie. se Ib the spirit of S. favourite Motto, Qoecu racy tae Bit ante acternitatem uno stamus and re 22 Cor. v. 6 and Kev. xxii. 17-20, it modelled on @ hy ex ra by JY. Andrea, 1636, “Gottloks eén Schritt zur Ewigkedt Pan ce Ist abeer mals vorbej."* at adds that fra da das Lifetime Francke found cases where this nhat bee ay Dieseed, that two days before his cautd threes By 

, sald, “ y Bante Jesxas, ‘i have given myself t Thee, soul tried lees, Satie ce eye wh * . was one of t ny at the chotr meetiqege mat Herrahat. = The trs.in C. or_ amare :— 
1. Thank God, taut towards eternity, a full and good tr. by Mise WVinkworth, in her Lyru Ger, 2nd series, i858, BP. % In 1860, 1h 1-4 of st. i, ive, FL, vii, & reatly altered, and beginning, i ar og that towards eternity,” were in. elu Ma NO. “@-* in the Amer. Epis, Hys, ‘or Ch. and Hone, , me 2%. Ob wouldat “Ehon in Thy glory come, a tr. of st. iv., Vil-si., fox nied by Miss Winkworth on her 1858 version, ani given as No. 174 in her C. B. for Englarac7, 1863, 

trs, ” God." tn the sen C1) “Another sep is made with Ppl. €O Ger. Pralmody, od, 1765, p60, Previously in Seleee FT. from Ger. Paal , Tranquebar, 5 ae kK’ Ged! towarte Eternity,” 
lise (1886, No. he in pt. 4 of the Moravian i. Pid 
of time,” by br, Fy” oe 3) “Thank God! ancthe,: stage 

4, IRS, p. 227, ii. Was ron : 
founded co Ps. lxij 5-8 Wri ; Sleonore = 1° ao, nitten in memor 
peer ein at fe Ph Ubite, wife of J. H. Michaelis, 
cues preches® “nd appended to the funeral 
St. George's Chur b P Francke on Ps. Ixii. 2, in cluded as Xo. 509” Gl4ucha, Nov. 1, 1711. ‘In. rei 7 in Freyli * S, Nov, 14, 1855. His hymn, “ Lond oF x ait gd me 4H. y 714, rid og ry ot per workls below,” is based on Thomson's ++ oon 1837 (1865, No. 12250 in Kaapp's Ee. £8. | om the Seamnae” Tt pared in the yi (1865,No. 1 997). lia ei "| Hys., 1799, and is found in various College, Lausmann, in Koch, Orig. text in Putnam's Singers and Sor, without vr fran cnt, Severe. cance Teak of tide ty | on Liberal Faith 1878. (FM. iy Could at tat pate, hajressed on ber aul she bore in | ye op Hymnody. The great «+4, Lamm TOll yy say t baler hl "at een ment of French hymna, alike in the 1 or heart any f, Franc. ,Uhis hymn is also a beau- | Church and the Reformed Church of Paco, . ite te rer. * Own —_ ae wae. begun with the present ig nee ae At y AR seb 

instances {11 whjop) pres apes.” In bite Sege birty | been practicable to obtuin detai Infor, 2 
the tore reer] a emcee about the Koman Catholic hynms : NPs 
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details that are given are duc to the kindness 
of Rey. Louis Mijola, Priest of the Church of 
Notre Dame des Vietoires, London. The hia- 
tory of the hymns of the Reformed Church has 
been investigated by M. Atger in Histoire et 
Réle des Cantignes dane les églises réforinées. 
The hymns of the 18th and earlier centuries 
have been treated in a serics of articles in the 
Semeur, May-August, 1887, kindly presented 
by the author, M. Henri Lutteroth, editor of 
the Chants Chrétiens. Much has been derived 
from these sources in the following pages. 

i. Latin Hymna. 
Translations of the Latin hymns have been 

less general in France than in England. The 
vernacular editions of The Hours of the 
Virgin Mary often have only prose renderings. 
So also have the modern “ paroissiens,” and 
the splendid L'Année Liturgique by Dom 
Guérmnger. A tr, of Hymaes Commune de 
T' Année, by Nicolas Mauroy, appeared in 1527, 
Guy le Fevre de la Boderie pub. among other 
pieces designed to supplant Marot’s 
several fre, (/ynines cogtaee py o 1578, 
2od ed. 1582), by the command of Henry UL, 
Lemaistre de Saci pub. Hymnes de légliee 
pour toute année at the end of hia Heures 
de Port-royal (1600). Kival translations were 
mule by the Jesuits in consequence of the 
auceess of this book (30 ods.) Ravine tr. 
hymns from the Breviary, which were pub. in 
an edition of The Breriary by Nicolaa Le 
Tourneux, afterwards conlemned by the Arch- 
bishop of Paria (1688). Corneille also ¢r. all 
the Breviary tymns in L’Ogice de la Sainte 
Vierse (1670), and Louis Chassain in his Les 
Hymnes et lea Prirce de C Office Divin, Lyons, 
1695. Recently a numberof the Latin hymns 
huve been tr. in Rerneil de Poésies Lyriques, 
1804, by M. J. M. Hainglaise. 

ii. Homan Catholic Hymna. 
1. Several of the carols still in use are said 

to be of great antiquity, and these are pro- 
bably only survivals of wore general vernacular 
hymns. ‘They are found in several patois, as 
well as in the general language. The earliest 
hymns that we are able to specify in this 
sketch are the Cantijues Spirituels, by Guy 
le Fevre de la Boderie (1578), consisting of tre. 
from Prudentius, Vidas and Petrarch. and 
some paraphrases of a songs, along 
with the Latin tre. (§ 1). La Philoméle 
Séraphique, by a Capuchin, Jean l'Evangeliste 
(1632), dedicated to Louise de Lorraine, niece 
of Henry ITL"s queen, aud set to secular tunes, 
is a Jansenist book, with a mystic tone. 

2. The great poct Jean Racine has left four 
very free poraphrases of Holy Scripture, two 
of which, “Doué du langage dea anges" (1 
Cor, xiii), and “Mon Dieu, quelle guerre 
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j vérité" (Lib. 1, ¢. 23), and “Source de tous 
les biens ” (Lib. 4, c. 16), are im most cullee- 
tions. Three or fourothers are widely known. 
The third of these has been tr. by Miss Anna 
Warner in Hys. of the Church Militant, New 
York, 1858, “ Source of all good to which I 

4. Fenelon com some hymns in the 
hope of replacing the licentious ballads of the 
Court. One on the Passion is commended by 
M. Lutteroth, editor of the Chants Chrétiens. 
Fenelon repeated one of his own hytans on his 
deathbed. They are the hymns of sober 
Quictism. 

5. In connection with Fenelon stand the 
Cantiques Spirituels of Mme, Guyon, pub. in 
her Poésies (1648-1717); which have a special 
interest tirough Cowper's tra. They are of 
considerable bulk, and comprise nearly 900 
— written for the most part to popular 

Ilwd tunes. A large portion of them were 
composed during her imprisonment in the 
Chiteau of Vincennes, often under cireum- 
stances of extreme suffering and privation. 
That a spirit of real, though highly strained, 
devotion sanimates them will be universally 
allowed; but the limited range of spiritual 
emotions which they repeat has so little in 
common with the active side of univers 
Christian life (being in some measure even 
peculiar to herself among the Quietist writers), 
and the literary expression is so poor, that 
they have gained no entrance into the circle of 
aceepted French hymns. 

6. The AbLé Pellegrin pub, several volumes 
under the tithes of Cantiques Spirituels ; Noéis; 
Cantiques (1706-15), under the patronage of 
Maw. de Maintenon. They consist of carols, 
Scripture narratives and hymns, on the Myste- 
ries of the Faith and religious and moral 
subjects, and are set to tunes of operas and 
vaudevilles. Some are still in use. 

7. In modern times the use of hymas in the 
Roman Church has greatly increased, They 
are used at missions, pilgrimages, and in the 
churches, A collection was compiled as early 
as 1765 for the Seminary of St, Sulpice by 
Pere de la Tour. A piece of Voltaire, “ En- 
tendons-nous toujours vanter,” still remained 
in the ed. of 1833. Among the most esteemed 
hymus and recueils of the present day are the 
roductions of Ven. Grignon de Montfort, 
. P. Hermann, and Marie Eustelle; and the 

hymnals of St. Sulpice, R. P. Garin, R. P. 
Lambilotte, and R. P. Hermann. (See also 
Dictionnaire de Noéls et de Cantiques, Paris, 
1867, p. 740.) 

iii. Huguenot Hymna, 

1. In the Ist vol. of Lea Marguerites de la 
Marguerite dea Prinecases, by Marguerite de 

eruelle” (Rom, vii. 18 sequ.), are still in use, Valois, afterwards Queen uf Navarre (pub. 
They were composed for the ladies of St. Cyr 
(168), and were favourites with Louis XIV, 
and Mme. de Maintenon. 

“. The poet Pierre Corneille versified the 

1547), there is a collection of six Cantigques 
Spirituels, full of real and tender devotiou—« 
strange contrast to the licentiousness of her 
He;-tameron, Appended to her Miroir dune 

Imitation of Christ, by Thomas & Kempis |; dme pécheresse (1533) there is L’Juatruction 
(1656). Wherever the thought takes the form | et foy Tung Chrestien by Clément Marot, 
of av address to God, the matter, frequently containing the Pater Noster, Ave Maria, 
expanded by Corneille, has been often used as Credo, Benediction devant Mengier, (traces 
hymn material, from ite devotional purity and — pour ung enfant, and Déizain d'ung Chreatien 
aimple gmee, “ Parle, parle, Seigneur; ton malade a@ son amy. Beza, at the request of 
serviteur Ccoute” (Li, 3.c. 2). O Dien de | the National Synod of Montauban, fr. the 
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Say : i of O. T. and j add to it hymns, reproducing the words f 
N. TT’ persue i ee a ial for | the Gospel, after the precedent of the Luthe-rt*™ 

Private use Ly the Synod of Montpellier. Chureh. He was commissioned to make the 
.*. M. Henri Bordier has pub. (Le Chanson- | attempt, and, ‘in 1705, pub. anonymous 1» 

Mer Huguenot, Paris, 1871, 4 books. Religious | Cinquante Quatre Cantiques Saerez r fees 
Chansons, Political Chansons, War Chansons, | Prineipales Solemniter (title-page of 1708 e@«2-)- 
Chansons’ of Martyrdom) a selection from 9 | Of these, 12, which are either paraphmsess = ©F 
“all books of cluansons, ranging from 1532 to | close deductions from Holy Scripture, were 

°97, with a valuable preface. Like kindred | antborized for public worship; aud these, OF 
Pieces in Eogland and Germany, they natur- | a slightly increased nuwber, became 248? 
“lly mingic satire and polemical invective | appendix to the Psalter throughout the 
With their religrious elewents. Reformed Church, 
ame Of the religcious pieces are paraphrases of Holy | The bymns of Pictet are of three classes; Scripture 
“ipture, others carols, others hymns, founded on narratives, Scripture paraphrases,andrealbymos. “I he 
ees of Holy Scripture. Sometimes they transform | narratives, on the Nativity, Passion, Resurrection, 2x2 

sacred ue existi ular ballads. The most | Day of Pentecost, written at great length, but bresbe <2 
eminent writs are A rathoine Saunier, a friend of Farel; | into pauses for singing, have never had great cireulaat «> 22. 
Matthieu Malingre, axad Eustorg de Beauliea, friends of | But among the paraphrases, *Béni soit & jamaies le 

- In one of ttre prefaces there is the strongest | grand Dien d'Israel” (#enedictus), “Mon cour rex yeli 
to be fom dealing with that desire which | des biens que Dieu m'envoye* ( ifcat), ** Soin 

Stemhold, C'owerdsle, and Fenelon express to | attentif peuple fdéle * ( Heatitwdes), “A celui qui xac>tas 
supplant the low teallats (“pleines d’ordure et d'im- | @ sauvez ” (Her, |. 6, iv. 11), and “Grand Dieu, nows te 
picté yy vligiots  secongs. ough of small literary | louons (Te Dewm), are still current. And several of 
merit, M. Atger francs called out several verses and entire | the hymns are classic pieces. “ Faisons éclater tact re 
pieces, of de ferwour apd freshness, The whole | joye,”’ the Christmas hymn; “ Faisons retentir dams ce 
collection is of great Sriterest. Jour,”" and “ Entonnons dans oe an Cantique m<rta- 

3. Nicolas Derraissot, who collected a volume | {“Yramatic byt for the. Ascensinn, and «Cele teens 
of poems in horaeoxar of Marguerite de Valois, | tous par nos louanges,” for Pentecost, are the fiwaesst 

in England De re ate ky mOUr | Besos wet Creates which bes reemblanicew es in England, pub. ntiques et Noéle and Can- “¥ “o ureateur, = <a 
iques du jremmées-  avenement de Jésua-Christ bar for repent ree ingigely aytciny Sag my are 
cb), ——A Pa considerable freshness and | p re et fecunae, jt Pentenost : Be ie Chréthers Lon 

uty, Under tae: gan Conte (i Aleinoia. uveur * “Tes a SerR ra. 
6a —_ == Notre’ tr. the Scripture oe aration. Lord's Supper, are widely used for tleeir 

; : . quarter of the 18th cezmt. 
ee pape de a 4 54 was any further nddition of hymns authorized. 

gored a a <r », posthumou eo » | Jean Dumas pub. at Leipzig (1774) a collec- 
Talal Contdore = led te Falacy ume tion of 307 hymns, which M. Bovet mcd 
i cuales meg Pw - Phe a aa et | M. Atger commend to the attention of coma- 
besides the pi Fain Fleur. Ut containg, | vijers. ‘The Refurmed Church at Frankfurt, ides locas y these two authors which (1 its emancipation from conformity to the 
are full of alusicows to the Huguenot sufferings | 7 utheran ritual, pub. in 1787 Nouveau Recece él cv slagres speaks izes of the glorification of _ de Psaumes et Cantiques, which was revisex2 
rac | nin ae ee) ee by | 30 years afterwards by the Pators Jean 
Ives | "ee 1 rig k preheat eae oie Renaud and Manuel, and only in 1849 pauwe 
rs ‘of the peers Che: or Paris” | Place to the good collection (289 pieces), ° 
under Sa ten cs hg ake ‘ tle drawn from modern sources, iow in use, = A 
(Atger). ER Corder to secure cireu! collection was authorized at Berlin (1793), mama 
among the Catine Lica, they are by | replaced by a new one in 1829. The Wall ine Wactiewss fom of the day in | Teplaced by a new one in ; alloon 
ina Ramen Oncaea eee beau. | Cellection” (pub. 508) contains 133 hyians 
rer De ee een ae oe Ran, | (20 of Pictet, » few of Térond, 40 of Frenk fire, 
ward's eulogy Of Cah ee Portes: an ache | 1787, others from St. Gall, 1771, Berlin, Se.) 
he i aries IX.(") Sor appended to its complete Psalter. (These sz pieces, More meditative devotions than details are due to M et’s kindness.) 
hymns, written im prison by Odet de la None, . : 
were pub., po thumouly, by his friend le v. The Réreil. 
Sieur de la Violette (1504), “Among several 1. The greatest name in the history of 
other names in MM. Lutterth’s account of the | French hymns is that of Céar Malan (q.w.) 17r gear goo of Francois Térond, who pub. | of Geneva. The general store of hymns has 
— ) with some Psalm versions 8 hymns, | grown up almost entirely from a number of 
h ram (Ut tial notice. Of these a morning | small contributions; Malan alone emulates 
yr aie tac dans mon cour #éveille”), | the wealth of production exhibited by Wrog tt _ an evening hymn (* Seigneur, sous ta rare | or Wesley. Like Watts, he gave the first ; 

conduite.”), and on ’ . 3 ‘ 1 reoogniti Sreat 
(* Jésus, par © on the Resurrection | impulse towards the general reengniticnyy (+ 

un supréme effort”), ate in | hymns in public worship ; like Charles Wea) ,. 

Boge he was the pret and interpreter of a Freat re 
iv. Reformesdt Church Hymnody. ligious movement craving devotional ey Pres. 

1. Until the sion. The first idea of composing hymns oe. 

Marot and Beza's E Years of the 18th cent. | to have been suggested to him ty a friem 
the public Worship of niet alone was used in | jg0). in 
After the conclusie the Reformed Church. | yy get volume, intended only for family tse : 
Pealter [ "2 Of his revision of the | tigues Chretiens pour les dewtions Womettiques Can 
his colleugues Calande’ iii. 3), Pietet, with ning 35 hymns, was pub. in Ree “ then —— 

; taining Leo be a 
ees Ven Prin and Turretini, sug | Am eT tse bymos arranged by Wat ge m.y- 

- oO 

<< Company at Geneva | jech, a music master of Geneva (the melodies bey ttau- 
"™ppy innovation” 1 | Malan himself), the original title ts altered to or, w re 4 ic 
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Malan had given originally to a version of 50 
(1e24), Chants de Xion: and this title became the 

rmanent ome in the subsequent editions (1628, 200 
yinns ; 1852, 234 hymns; 1416, 300 hymns). In 1437 

he published a volume of hymns art religious pieces 
for children, MSvizante Chante ef (hamsone prcnses, 
35 being hymns and 25 amt stories of retigious 
tendency. Tho 4th ed. of t (1859), entitled Pree 
miers Chants, is to the number of 126, of 
which 59 are * Hymnes ct Cantiques,” 37 ‘Chansons 

"and 30“ Récits plenx.” The melodies in all 
ibese books are Malan's. Several other hymns of bis 
exist in was. His bhographer estimates total of 
compositions at a thi . The hymns of Malan are 
ne the power that they were In the of the 
Réveil. But a large number of them are still in use, 
and the entire hymnody of the Reformed Church has 
been coboared by the Réveil and its interpreter. Malan’s 
hymns have been fr. into English, firet, Hymns by the 
Ker. Cosar Malan . . . Translated into ith Verse, 
1#25, by Ingram Cobhdn; and the.second, Lyra Boan- 
gelica, by Mine Arnold, 1466. 

2. Next to Malan ax J be mentioned the 
lesser poete of the religious movement at 
Geneva at that time. Among the members 
of the Bible Class of Robert Haldane, which 
was the cradle of the movement in 1817, Ami 
Bost, H. Empaytaz, Guers, Galland, and 
Merle d’Aubigné have contributed to the 
treasury of hymus. Henri Empaytaz com- 
oes a hymn-book for the Church of Bourg de 
word es Tt was revised in 1836 by Guers, 

Rochat Olivier for the use of the Eglise 
Evangedlique of Geneva, and is still in use in 
the Eglises Evangéliques of Geneva and 
Lyons. A rendering of the Te Deum by 
Kmpaytaz, “Grand Diea nous te bénissons.” 
is very widely used. The work of Bost was 
more that of a musician than a writer of 
hymns. His complete works were only pub. 
in 1866, under the tithe of Charurs et Cantiques 
Chretiens, M. ao says that his hymns 
bear the mark of the Keveil that gave them 
birth. The plaintive tones of that time are 
equally discernible in the hymns of Galland 
in Chants Chrétiens (Nos. St, 72, 83). Two 
hymns by Merle d'Aubigne, the great his- 
“torian, are in the Chants Chretiens (U5, 115). 
The first of them, * L’Eternel est ma part,” 
is in many collections. To this period also 
belong the hymns of the devoted pastor in 
the High Alps, who died young, Felix Neff 
(1798-1829), Among them, * C'est Golgotha, 
c'est le Calvaire,” and “ Ne te désole point, 
Sion,” are in common use. 

3. The next marked epoch after the work 
of Malan at Geneva was the publication at | 
Paris of the Chants Chretiens by M. Henri | 
Lutteroth in 1834. 
pieces of the past (Racine, Coraville, Pictet, 
Trerond, &e.); it added a number of hymns, 
which have since passed into wide circulation ; 
and the music to which the hymns were set 
was greatly admired. The book has under- 
one modifications in its many editions; but | 

in its definitive shape, attained in 1855, it 
contains 200 pieces, among which are hymus 
by Clottu, Chavannes, Vinet, Adolphe Monod, 
Scherer, &e. Forty-four are by M, Lutteroth 
himself, of which 
Gloire et louwnges;" 20th, “Cleat moi, c'est 
moi, qui vous console,” Mth, © C'est un rem- 
part que notre Dieu;” and 23rd, “ 1) viens, il 
vient, cest notre Redemption,” are very 
widely used. The didactic character of others 
has probably rendered them less popular, 
though full of real piety. One of the 3 hymus 

the 165th, “ Alleluia! | 

It culled out the choice | 
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by Mme. Lutteroth, 23rd, “Je veux taimer 
toi, mon Dieu,” is of great sweetness, and 
found in most hymoula, The Chants Chré- 
tiens is till the most popular hymn-book of 
the Reformed Church, and subsequent books 
have added comparatively little to its selection. 

4. The most striking pieces in the Chants 
Chrétiena are those of —— | 

t Swiss theologian. Tuey had appeare 
kamen part in the Semeur (to which he 
— pyr ape hd gees edited by 
M. Lutteroth. Ags re and sensitive ex- 
pressions of devotional feeling, Vinet’s hymus 
are of a very high order. But the fine tench, 
the personal, retlective mood, and the delicate 
poetical images, adapt them more to private 
than public use. Mr. Henry Downton has 
tr. 7 of Vinet's pieces among his gracefal 
renderings of French hymns in Hymns and 
Verses, 1873. 
Several of Vinet's — are in every collection. 

“Sous ton volle dignominie,” “O Seigneur, 0 Sasveur,” 
“Tot qui dans la nuit de la vie,’ 
Vamiti¢ gémtrait,” “ Poarquol re © Pére tendre” 
written after bis daughter's th), * Dans labime 

interes,” and ** oi des anges, nos louanges,” are 
well-known examples, 

5. Among the large grow 
writers, only a few names can be mentioned :— 
Guillaume Olottu, of Neuchitel (2400-30) has left 

few bymns, of which * Oul, pour son peaple Jésus pric.” 
ts well known, Frédéric Chavannps, a disciple and 
friend of Vinet, pub, his Poesies Chreticnnes ef Cam- 
tiques, in 1636, A full selection of his pieces is found 
in the Herueil des fylises Nationales de Vaud, New- 
chitel et Geneve, and also im that of the Zgtise Libre de 
Vaud. Th: most popular are: *Selgnenr, mon Dies, 
mon Ame angoissée,” “* Eneoore cette journée, J'élérerad 
la voix,” * Tans le désert, of Je poursuts ma route.” 
The hymns of Chavannes are highly esteemed for fervour 
and unaffected simplicity, Juatlerat, a pastor at Maris, 
pub, bis Decust la Croce, tn 1859, a volume of hymns 
amd sacted poetry. His evening hymn, * A la fin de 
cette “isto ral use, “ Lovons-nons, fréres 
is shy praised by M. Chatelanat and wi. Sige. Pre- 
fessor i Roehrich jas contributed sew bymns of 
atender, meditative and prayerful cast to the Strasburg 
Coll. (187s), * O cleux, unissez-vons anx transports de 
la terre” has been adopted by M. Bersier and the Metho- 
dist Collection, (thers are vend such as “Je veux 

“Oh! pourquoi 

of remaining 

te suivee ici-bas;" “Grand Dieu, mon & eur, Tet 
Pére;" amt “ Eternel, tendre Pére.” Momed 
(1512-56) has left a beautiful hymn, * Que ne 0 
mon Dieu, Diew de ma délivrance?" A et by 
M. Ed, Schérer, editor of Le Temps, ** Je suis a Tol, 
ts one of the best French hymns, They are both tr. in 
Mr. Henry Ikventon'’s Mywne and Verses, 1473. 

vi. Lutheran Church, 
1. The line taken by the Lutheran French 

Church in regard to the translation and treat- 
ment of the Psalter and the use of hymns bas 
been from the tirst distinet from that of the 
Reformed Church; the Pealter has been used 
partially, and treated in its typical and Evan- 
gelical relation, and frs. of the great German 
hymns have been used conjointly with it. 
Pseaumes, Hymnes et Cantiques. .. miaenrime - 
frangais selon la rime ct melodies allemandes, 
Franefort, 1612, contains 63 hymns or pari- 
phrases, Tt appears from the preface that this 
is the Sri edition. M. Douen mentions also 
Les Peeaumes de Dauid. Atee les haymnes de 
DM. Luther et autres docteurs de U halise mis 
en vere francais selon la rime et composition 
allemande, Monthéliard, 1618. The aptein 
of the Swedish Legation at Paris, Balthazar 
Ritter, pub. at Frankfurt, his native town to 
which he owed his education for the ministry, 
in 1673, a book, generally known as Heurea 
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Chretiennes (20 od., Les tions saintes 
dex ames fidelles (Lambeth Lib.}, 1 
bs 4 the editions were inted at Hamburg 

book Clee is Lee Canitiques et les Pecaumes de U Egli 
6d., 93 pieces; 2nd ed. 139 pieces). 

& 

man hymns, pub, by Jean Daniel Clwudi | compiled by the 
(1739), ‘entitl 
fions saintes (Brit. Mus.), has 381 pieces | rep 
They are to be - considered, not #0 much com- | des liner 
Pilations 
developments 

at Ca rele o 
from the rete, 
ceattnetl 
ie ing Of “lhe original being given at the 

top of the piece. The Clase 
of Strasburg feorzn another series. 
EditiondaCan —— Spiritnels accommodé aux 
airs et meld Fes ches ariginauz allemands et de 
Peeaumes de Pea eid, Strassourg, 1747 (Brit. 
Mus.). Evident not the lst ed. Other edi- 
tions, 1758-1 T6999. 

2. Oberlin’s FE ¢gmn-look, There is a very 
interesting volusrea«: at the British Museum, 

of toe hymn-book, which 

1612, A few pieces ure tra. 
brut for the larger quantity are 

which was gives to Francis Cunningham in | 1556). 
1820 by Oberlixa Tra immuelf, 5 parts, viz +-— 
Part i. is Cantéqeeese  Spiritnels tradait la rt de 

Vallemand a le sergpe Sat Byline protestomtes ds con- 
fasion & Avghourg . AT ouvelle Blition revwe ef corrige 
@ Strasbourg, X. 22. © Pes 3 pieces, 42.06 them Paalms), 
i. is @ Collection of B* rae vers. Pt. til. is Camtiques choisis 
pour Uererciede jeveewue-ser, Cinquitme Biition, Stras- 
bourg, 1804 (2% pieceses, <-hiefly Psalms). Pr. tv. bs Canti- 
ques ae wre 2 e4tloval ct particulier, ranges par 

aiphalttique. <5 s-asbourg, li. Part ¥, consists of 
mousie for the ecen2 fi rage parts. (f the three parts, Pt. i. 
is evidently aed. <e  f Bie (antiques Spirituels of Stras- 

. Toe pan com tiie hook i a natural developinent 
of the 1747 edition = am fourth of the pleces are the same, 
This may Perhaps Ese the hymn-book which Stéber, 
Obertin'’s prviccess<ow, fs known to lave Inmoduced at 
w ~ te <widently « children's hymn-book 
which bad posed tty reouagrh five editions, A book of the 
same kind, vith a tithe somewhat varied, ix attrituied | Liuytheran, so the Fren 
to Stier — x2 eaariier elition of Uhis), Part iv. 
may be Appenm<«dése to Stiber's by book, whieh 
Oberlin te said to Thawe introduced at Waldbach. The 
203 of the Cuaen se deques Spiritusis ore even 
oe feces (r4. fromm thee «Ferman, and 40 French (it 
nae.) ATR fos. are quite independent of the 
Frankfurt {rt The F*salin« baa in a cases from 
Marot me “of the French pieces is Que 
chantes-0U4, )etite Olseaqx ?' by Abbé Pellegrin, The 

2 pieces of Pt. ii. mre chiefly Paalms. Some are marked 
ae tre. their German baadines - : "Mt 

Hy cs; some (e.g. on 

on Garin) here PONTE T TO A tes pled,” aften quoted as 
ey ve tunes from the Moravian Isami, and may possibly tbe derived from it, pieces of Ptoiv. +" Dye Quoi t' , 

alarmes-ta, mow coeur ?" 
which 0 often ascribed to Oberlin, has the German ie © Was Cher. s 

ustte Hike we German hiya teviog tts ints) Hi 
tera = Why ait chest: Downton in Hymns and Verses, 7 Y Ott thon Cast down, Ob, my soul *) 

Pe “onl Thole this k pointe to the conelu- 
sollootae Dian ag wae sions @ translator and 

3. At Paris, the Foner of French hymns 

originally used ip tae kfort hymn-books were 
Embassy, The 2 chapel of the Swedish 
Lutheran Chure} ret Jiyinn-book for the 
the Frankfurt ang C28 ‘saa compiled from 

and fro y A 
at Strasb ut ™ Swiag books (printed 

GQ 1750) by Charles Buaer. 

ie ss, chaplain to the 

Among the 22 

: be 
Chrétien Chay: 
Swedish Emi, a 
a Pusag: de iy oy weed 2 

683). Some | from the collections of Dumas, Henry, 

‘ive | Basel and St. Gall, S 
editions were pub, in Ritter’s lifetime. His | Hamburg, and the Walloon collections, w= 

Gueis pub. the 6th (1722). The 7th, | pub., entitled, Reeweil de Ca 
containing 200 fresh tre. from the recent Ger- | des Chretiens évangél 

Eva 7 

of the several pastors, as successive | pieces) The meliie or 

Stated = to be fre. from the German, | of the hymns of Ritter. The bymns ha 

ee 
Nouvelle | Moravian and the Swiss sources, +5 

Fereueil de Cantiquet | jrom «Keinen hat Gott verlassen,” 

Finytle de la léyation | 
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de Suéde. Paris, 1800. It was drawn 

and St. Gall (Vouen) 
. 1686) and Berlin. The first partof this | of the first consistorial church, a new collec- 

tion, drawn from Gamba, Engel, Dumas, Hem ry 
burg, Frankf ea rt. 

salesage 
iques.. Paris, 1819, It was 

Boiseard and Goe«e>po}? 
Heures Chrétiennes ou oceupa- | (250 pieces). This collection has been finzal ly 

vd by the Recueil de Cuntiques a 'eence ge 
de France, 1851 (363 
this ed. to its pre<de— 

cessors has been thus characterized for tlhais 
gradually from the Pseaumes, Hymnes | article by M. Chr. Pfender, a Lutheran pastor, 

who has made these hymns his study ;— 
“It would be difficult to find in it — traces 

ee ed with 
the theology. The ed. of Gambs has somewhat of a 
rationalistec complesion. The ej. of INSt isarcactior: in 
the evangelical direction. drawing cargely froma the 

ly the (Aece vats 
de Sion, with a slight admixture of these a the Olbe rlin 
books.” ‘The music = iaeely German, The Stti ed. 
(1876) has a few mod tons of slight importance . 

4. Besides the Paris hymn-book, collect icma 
have been pub. at Montbeliard, Strasbourge sumd 
Nancy. 
That of Monthéliard, Noweraur (hoiz de Peauamcs et 

de Cuntiques, has passed tirough two editions ¢ l= 47, 
t contains 292 pleces, of which a few are 

viously unpublished bymnes of the country of Ml orat- 
éliard, the rest being from the Paris Lutheran tock «, 

and the oenal Reformed hymn-books and the Paalter, 
The Nancy Collection, Mymnes of (untiques a 1° ee ©cegpe 
des Kglises et des familles Chretionnet, 1814, comtaizas 
wi pieces, The pecullar to it are seweral of 
a simple plaintive faith by E. M. The Strasteourg 
Collection, Hecweil de Contiques, 181, contaims 214 
pieces, drawn from the Monthéliard Collectio, the 
Cuntiques Spirituels of Strasbourg, 1754, and the E* aris 
Lutheran hymn-book. Its ities are LT hy mms of 
a tender meditative character, addressed directly to 
God, one unfobsing the feelings of the heart, by #0. 42. 
Roch rich. 

vii, Moravian Hymne. 

As the French Lutheran hymns of the 18th 
cent. were for the noost Lag tre of the German 

ch Moravian are fre. of 
the German Moravian. The Ist ed., ReeewerdZ 
de Cantiques, traduite de Callemand, L743, 

of | was the work of Philip Henri Molther and 
Jeremie Rissler, natives of Aleace, 

This book contains 14 plecer, A second part rated 
the tutal to 16@ pieces; a third (Hecued! de (Unt eey cee, 
Haske, 1757), to 220 ploces, with some metrical itary fen, 
The cd, of 1785, Pralmedie de U Kylie des FPrérea. ou 
recueil de Cauntiques Spiriteels, la plupart tracked im ete 
Vallemand, Basis, contains $76 pieces, lostemet of 
toe alpleabetieal array ent of the early editiome, ie ja 
Classitied on the model of the standard German Mora. ian 
hytmin-book (1775), About 370 pieces are profemsecg yy 
tre. from the German; about 200 are sald @,, be 
originally French. The 9th ed, (1480) contmimes 4), 
pieces, of which only about 160 are retained froma >. 
(69 of these being French originals). About 540 Piece 

are trs. from the German Moravian editions of 1776S 
1406 ( Supplement }—hymins by the Zinzendorts, Chirise im 
Gregor, Ke, Of the rest, a few are fre. from 4 08" 
Moravian German hymus, a few are well-known yg 08" ™- 

<< oe 

itiy 
sp 

re neh 
= dia! 

Ebr,” q.¥.); “Chef, couvert de blessures,” 1757 an 

St. Bernard's "Salve caput ¢cruentatum, thrower, et 
German of Pant Gerhardt, “O Haapt voll Biyyy 
Wunden,” re-written by Count Zinzendort) s ** Dog. 

dans ta gr&ce “ (fr. from J. Stegmann's “ Ach ty, 
deiner Goade,” q.v.); “Jamais Pen ne delim. 

of Pictet, Malan, Vinet, &c., the rest are appar,, 
rench hymns peculiar to the Hrotherhed. Abou. 

of the distinctive pleces have passed inte general ; 
bytin-beoks.  Asmong Che ment popular are" ALL. 

lonange & IMen * (tr. fron“ Hallelujah! Lob, Pare j 
” 

i 

ys at he (tr. 
brilante uted 

toile 

- probably wrongly to A. Kessler); 
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du matin,” 1757 (apparently tr. from “ Brich an do 

achines Morgenticht "); and * Qu'ils sont beaux sur les 

montagues’ (apparently Freneh). The general charac- 

ter of this book is well given in the tieneva, Neuchaétel 

and Vaud Sepplement. “The distinctive traits of these 

hymns are simple expressions of love for the Savbour, 

and contemplations of His Death, Ofen tucorrect in 

form... there are no French hytuns, which so nearly 

approach the Paalms in originality of inspiration, power 

oF faith, and richness of experience.” Their general 

mood, it may be added, is aueeaty subjective and 

meditative; often marked by a ch ldilke simplicity 

(* naireté presyue enfantine. Beraier.). 

viii. Methodist Collections. 

1. The earliest French hymn-book in con- 
nection with Methodism deserves loving re- 

membrauce by both France and England. It 

was drawn up under the auspices of the 

Wesleyan Missionary Socicty for the use of the 

thousands of French prisoners in the Medway, 

at Plymouth, and Portsmouth. The carliest 
mention of the book is found July 10th, 1813, 
(See Methodist Magazine of that year, In- 
terveting details of the mission are given in 

the vols, for 1811.) It may have been com- 
piled by Rev, W. Toase, who was in eli of 
the mission The 1815 edition, Choiz de - 
tiques & Uusage des Prisonniers Frangais, con- 
tains 123 pieces: some of them by Pictet ; some 

of them tre. from Watts, Cowper, and other 

English pieces; some from the metrical Psalm 

Versions ; some from the Moravian, aud others 
from sources not identified. ‘The tra. are not 
of much value : and searcely any of the pieces 

are found in subsequent Methodist collections. 
2. The next series of books are those of 

John de Queteville (commenced — at 

Guernsey, 1786, died 1843). Rev. M. Gal- 
lienne, a Methodist minister in Alderney, says 
that Queteville’s earliest collections were from 
the Port-Royal hymns, from Pictet, Marot 

and Beza. Afterwards be translated several 

of Wesley's hymns. The date of his eurliest 
edition was about 1791-1792. The book 

reached ite definite sha (app) in 1818, The 

ed. of 1828, entitled il de Cantiques a 
Tusage de la Société a ‘ce Méthodisté, is ar- 
ranged on the plan of Wes. H, Bk. It was 
pub, at the request of the Conference, and 
contains no leas than 762 hymns. It was fre- 
vently reprinted for use in the Channel 

nds, but the poorness of the verse led even- 
tually to the compilation of a new collection. 

3. The new ed., Reeweil de Cantiques @ 

U'usage des Eglises Methodistes des Ilex de la 
Manche, was pub.in 1868, It was the work of 
a Commission appointed by the Channel Is- 
Jands District under the presidency of the Rev. 
M. Gallienne, It contuins 454 pieces. The 
arrangement of De Queteville’s book is ex- 
changed for one more independent of the Eng- 
lish Wes. H. Bk. About 115 of De Quete- 
ville’s pieces are retained. The new pieces 
are drawn from the sources of which all the 
Protestant hymnals avail themselves. The 
hymna that are ial to the book are a few 
by Revs. M. and J, W. Delievre and W. J. 
Handcock (the Seeretary of the Commission). 
The book was munctioned by the Conference, 

ix. French Methodist Hymn Book. 
The collection of De Queteville was too 

poor in a literary point of view to be really 
satisfactory in France, In 1831, if not earlier, 
appeared Cantiques Chretiens a@ Uuaage des 

rg. 
_ Conference of Pastors at Paris, 1857. 
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Assemblées a ages Risler, Paris. It waa 

compiled by M, Cook, then a minister at 

Congenics in the Department of Gard. The 
last ed. (14th) was pub. in 1881, 
The ed. of 1833 contains 226 pleces. They are drawn 

from Pictet, Térond, and other sources of the Lath cen- 
tury, from the Moravian, and Malan, and other early 

of thiscentury. The 14th ed, Cantiques Chreticns, 
Paris, 1441, edited by an eminent French Methodist 
pastor, M. J, P. Cook, son of the original editor (to whom 

this article is much indebted), contains 134 pieces from 

the ins3 edition, It has all her 461 pieces, the new 

pleces being drawn from the Chants Chretiens, the Mura- 

vian, the K. C, Collection of St. Sul and the Paalter of 

the Reformed Churches, and from the various authors 
anong Methodists and Protestants already mentioned, 

This ed. is one of the best, us it is one of the 
most recent, collections; and furnished with 

careful indices of the subjects and texts, the 
names of authors and composers, 

x. Translations from the English. 
The carliest frs. from the English are those 

in the French Prisoners Book and Methodist 

Collection of De Queteville (§ viii.). In recent 

years a considerable number of our English 
revival hymns have been tr. into Freuch for 

the use of similar movements in France and 

a They will be readily recognised 

qt) a da Reveil, (2) Canti imités de 

VAnglais, (3) Hymmes et Cantiques a des Re- 
wnions res, and its Supplement, s da 
Croyant, and (5) Cantiques Ny ey te with tts Sw 
ment. In this last book will be found upwards of 60 
tra. chiefly by MM. Saillens and R. MeAll (who have 
indicated the for this article) of 
in Sankey's Songs € Solos and older books. 

xi. Children’s Hymns. 
Among the numerous selections, Mona. H. 

Roehrich of Vandeuvres signalises for this 
article. 

(1) Kecweil de petits Cantiques et chants d'école ave 
un choiz de psaumes et cantiquea, pub. par les soing 
du Consistoire del’ Eglive Nationale de Geneve, 6we aui- 
tion, Geneve, 1871, (2) Hosanna. Canta: pour cones da 

i ae Se) . par les svins de 
v Geneve, 1883. (3) Cantiques 
Tecate du Dimanche, Fy ists, 

(4) Cantiques pour les enfants du catechisme et des 
écolea du Dimanche, pub. par le de U' Eglise ale ee ee ee eens ioe 

ta Mission infericure protestante & Nima, 

U Kylise 
or 

xii. Collections of Hymna. 
French hymnals are very numerous, Besides 

those already mentioned, the principal are as 
follows :-— 

1. The Reformed Church. (1) Psaumes et Cantiquet 
pour le culte de UEglise Reformee, published by the 
Cons : of Lyons, Ist ed. 1847; last Mee diplises 
Recwet Prowmes et Cant @ usage des Splice 
Reformees, Paria and pres ba Drawn up by 4 

ist ed. 1459. It 
is ome of the leading hymmals. (3) Hecwetl de Crn- 
tiques Chretiens pour Uusage de culle public et parti- 

ier, Prankfort, 1549, 249 derived from 15 
preceding collections. (4) Reeweil dee Bylises Natiomales 
de Vaud, Neuchatel et Geneve, 1866, 63 Ps,, 87 bymne. 
Drawn up by a committee of the National Church tn 
the 3 cantons, A Supplement was pub. in 1870 by 
several of the members of the Committee, A chotce 
selection from French, Moravian, and other German 
sources. (6) Nowrean Livre de Cantiques. 
1879, 217 pleces. A pew compilation from the com- 
mon sources of bymns, with not more than 20 oew 
pieces, The editor is M. Bersier, who has contributed 
a valuable preface (9 xili.). The text of the hymns bas 
been revised in the interests of theological exactness. 
This system of revision of the text, and the difference 
in the musle to which the hymns are set (a polat of 
pe importance than in England—every hyma-book 
aving tte music as an integral part of it), often consti- 
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Bute ¢ Bie pee galy very salient distinction between mets of 

all of them being variations 
2. ny general 

te. ree Churches. (1) Praumes et Cantique Prey Teggm lees dle cualte et pour edification privce. 
se gE - 

an 

Stree, 
whe 
«7 

3 

Vand.” (2) Heeweil de Cnt 

tom 

Eglises Evangeliques de Geneve et de Lyon.” 
*has, wuieks de quelques antiques sacres. , hres, ime” Protestante Episcopale Krancai 

estante 

iii. Conclusion. 
The Froch 

* On regrette_** 

Nouveau Lirre 
“qu'il ne sit precee 
Rede pow clazarater |e 

emption, less 

se preteraiont exe chant dew assemblées chre- tiennes." In esc }>resing sentiment, emotion, childlike rpose igy Jesus, they have a delicacy which we cammeot reproduce. On the other 
more solid portions of our English hywns ti 22<4 no echo in Freneh. 

taken scarcely with an exception fom eae hymns of subjective senti- ment. iss <consequently little scope for the introduction ef French tre, among us; the store of our #uk> je=<c-tive hymna being already more than ufieieszat. The strictures of the Nouveau Livre ege- Cantiques are not untrue of England, thouage bs far truer of France. * plus grawle puortie: des cantiques publiés notre epoyile ©X yor wapent surtout les experiences du chreties, et wnettent trop l'homme en fuce de lui-méme, wa lieu de Je porter avant tout & contempler lem ee lestas realités qui seules soutiensentlAme et |y fortifient.” ci. L. Bj 
French Psalters, [Pealters, French. ] 

u 
(Easter.| Hoffmenn von Fulleraloben, ed. 1861, 

s h 3 st.of 7 L. from a Breslau 
“ackernagel.ii. pp. 738-741, 

The only tr. is: ** Rejos . tendom, to-lay,”* 2, wack eworth, Isao, Dg ae L-iil. are my Of the Bolten fant, 963), a vernon written Ina fee a dene . Te Brethren's @. #., 1566: and at, 
from: Hin ede Kleinat ther caernagels Xo. ie Fre (J. M.) 
the Dyin se sehr, o meine Seele. {For mantio's ThrenclUded ag No 113 in CoDe 
of 8 L, entitled « 7+ Freiberg, 1620, in 10 st. i P!Fitual joy after the Eter- 

: “Can in many later hymn- 
Erroneous! Aserj - J. 8, 1851, No. st4. wo Simon Grete bed to Cuspar von Warnberg, 
others. The only 2, ¥ alerins Herberger, and 

Conse, my ot © U. is:— version of st. 1, 6,7, tbulciee, asomewhat free No, 15 in the US tom an Q, by T. E. Brown, as 
* feye H. Bay Lis. 

ee... 

pour 
in 

Revised ed. 1*64. The Collection used in the 
Libre de 2 ques thes fiars Evangeliques Belyes, 1966. (4) <ul de (untig ues pour les assemblees de culte cf pour fiom prinwe, 146, The Collection published by 

ma. (1) Aefraits des Peaulmes 

Ems 

C4) Lt Livre du eo The tiques eee the cry) at Canterbury has a fow can- 

hay wns are intense! y subjective, 
seacye the able preface to the 
«Le Cantiques, Paris, 1879, 

trouvé parmi nous plus de 
ee a de - 

“ ' azrands faits de l'Evangile célebres dans lees festes do V'Eglise, et qui, bien plus que les @x pre riences de lime individuelle, 
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Other tre. are: (1) © Ronee thyself, my Soul, «11—- deavour,” in Lyra Davidiea, 1704, Pp. 69, ©) * Jesus at iny dissolution,” a fr. of at. vil. as st. vil. of No. 32 in the Moraeian H. Rk, 1401 (1886, No. 1238). > oO my soul be glad and cheerfil," = tr. of st, i, fa Miss Winkworth’s (. #. for #ngland, 1864, A diz, IN. iti, (4) “Joy, my ‘soul! ob, Joy attend thee," by ov. L. Frothingham, 1=70, p. 147! (J. ME. J 
Freudentheil, Wilhelm Niclawus, was b, June 5, 1771, at Stade, in Hannower. and studied at the University of Gottin gre 22. from whieh, in 1841, he received the degree of DD. He became, in 1816, diaconus of &$t. Nicholas's Church, Hamburg, and subsequent 2 archi us. He d. at Hamburg, March * 1853, One of his hymns has been tr. -— 
Der Vater kennt dich, kenn auch ihn, [soct*s Omniscience.) Appeared in Severin Vater's Jahr-treach Sir héusliche Andacht, Halle, 1429, p. 56, in G& me. Tr. as, “The Father knows thee! Learn of Him,** by Mra. Findlater, in HW. L, L., 1462, p. 62 (144, p. 226. 

Freuen wir uns all in ein, (Prayer for Unity.) This, tive first hymn of the Bohe- mian Brethren, was composed in 1457 at Lhotka, in celebration of the foundatiors of the Unity. Bp. Blahoslay (De Cantior ali, 1561) names as author Matthios Konvaldaky, and adds; “licet hane cantilenam multi tri- buunt alii cnidam bono viro, qui yvocabatur Gabriel Komarovsky." Originally writtem in Bohemian, it began, « Rudujme se vady = leene,” and was first pub. in the Bohemian Breti-ren's H. Bk. UW, in 1B at. The tr. into German ( Freuen weir, ke.is by M. Weiase, is a free version of 12 st,, first » Prared im thie New Geseng buchlen, 1531, and is reprinted’ in Wackernagel, iii,, No. 857. An English tr. froma Weisse (“With unity of heart and voice *") appears in Benkam’s Notex on the Origém ana tecopate of the Bohemian Brethren, ondon, 1467, p- 51 ‘see also Bohemian Brethren, 11., i. 3 
(J.T. My 

viii. 1). 

Freut euch ihr Christen. (Artes ree. This appears in the Geistliche ieder tan Pealmen, Magdeburg, 1540; and thence Wackernagel, iii, p, S41, in’ 4 st. of 8 1. the Leipzig G. B.. 1582, altered to Preut euch ihr lieben Christen,” and this text ts mostly followed in later collections. Included as No. 394 in Knapp's Er. L. S., 1850 C1865, No. 402). The only fr, in C. U. is :— 
Rejoice, rejoice, ye Christians, A good and full tr. as No, 52 in Miss Winkworth's (. FF. Fup England, 1863, thence into the Pennsy ly ‘ "ATia Luth, Ch. Bk, 1868, and the Ohio Luth, F721, 

1880, J. May 
Freylinghausen, Johann Anast.. 

sius, & of Dietrich Freylinghausen, nere} a 
and burgomaster at Gandersheim, Brunsw ick 
was b. at Gandersheim, Dee, 2, 1670. He Pad 
tered the University of Jena at Easter, 1689 _ Pe 
tracted by the preaching of A. H. F ranch nd 
J.J. Breithaupt, he removed to Erfurt im y 69! 
and at Easter, 1692, followed them to Bay le. About the end of 1693 he returned to Ciay. e 

im 
In 

sheim,and employed himself as a private, tuner 
In 1695 he went to Glaucha as ase ae or. 
Francke ; and when Francke became rte to 
St. Ulrich’s, in Halle, 1715, Freyling- lms r of 
became his colleague, and in the stmne, Amen 
martin) hisonly daughter. In 1723 Iie t Year 
also sub-director of the Pacdagoviuny Ang Be 

ac 
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Orphanage ; and after Francke’s death in 1727, 
eneceeded him as pastor of 8t. Ulrich’s and 
director of the Francke Institutions. Under his 
fostering care these Institutions attained their 
highest development. From a etroke of para- 
lysis in 1728, and a second in 1730, he recovered 
in great measure, but a third in 1737 crippled 
his right side, while the last, in Nov., 1738, 
left him almoet helpless He d. on Feb, 12, 
1739, and wae buried beside Francke (Koch, 
vi. 322-334; Allg. Deutsche Biog., vii. 370-71; 
Rode, pp. 69-70 ; Grote’s Introduction, &c.) 
Almost all Freylingbausen’s hymn apy in his 

own bymn-book, which was the collection of 
the Halle school, uniting the best production: of Pietism 
with a good representation of the obder * classical” 
hymns. This work, which greatly influenced later col- 
jections, and was the svurce from which many editors 
drew not only the hymns of Pietism, but also the current 
forme of the Sartor hyesns (as well as the new * Halle" 
mviedion, 6 neene fof kpey, are rng to Freyling- 
hausen bimself) appeared in two parts, viz, — 

LF Geistareicher Geeang-Huch, den Kern aller und 
ane leg in sich ~ Sygtane on ane urd 
verlegt im Waysen-Hause, 1 mmburg), with Gas 

bys a 15 melds, To the sot i (fn tock Univer: an wan w ys, 
6s4-758, and rit melodies. Editions 3-18 are practically 
the same eo far as the hymns are concerned, save that 
in ed. 11, 1710 [Aertin), aod later issues, four hymns, 
written by J. J, Rambach at Freylinghausen's request, 
replaced four of those in eds, 1-10. 

ll. Mewes (feist-reiches Gesang-Huch, dc., Halle. . , 
1714( Berlin), with 615 byrne and 154 mebxiies. In the 
2nd ed., 1718 (Rostock University), Hys. 416-418, with 
one melody, were added. 

In 1741 these two parts were combined by G. A, 
Francke, seven bymns being added, all but one taken 
from the tet eh, 1718, of the so-called Aussug, which 

for ope y mainiy from the 
original two parts: an Teached a second, and last, 
ed. in 1771, So far as the melodies are concerned, the 
ed. of ITT la the most complete, containing some 600 
to 1582 hymns. (Further details of these editions tn 
the Alditter fir Hymnologie, L843, pp. 44-46, 106-109; 
is#S, pp. 1-14.) A little volume of notes on the hymna 
and hymn-writers of the 1771 editlon, compiled by 
J. 1H. (irischow and completed by J. G. Kirchner, and 
excasionally referred to in these pages, appeared as 
Kuregefasete Nachricht wom dltern und newern Lieder- 
wrfassern at Halle, 1771, 

As a hymn-writer Freylinghausen ranks not 
only as the best of the Pictistie school, but as 
the first among his contemporaries. His fincet 
productions are distinguished pd & sound and 
robust picty, warmth of feeling, depth of Chris- 
tian experience, scripturalneas, clearness and 
variety of style, which gained for them wide 
acceptance, and have kept them still in popular 
usc. A complete ed. of his 44 hymns, with a 
biographical introduction by Ludwig Grote, 
appeared as his Geistliche Lieder, at Halle, 
1855. A number of them, including No. v., 
are said to have been written during severe 
attacks of toothache. Two (* Auf, auf, weil 
der Tag erschienen” ; * Der Tag iat hin") are 
noted under their own first linea, 

i. Hymne in Englieh C. U. 
i, Monarche aller Ding. (fod's Majesty. 1714, 

as above, No. 159, in 11 st. of 61, repeated in 
Grote, 1855, p. 88, and as No, 38 in the Berlin 
GL, S, ed. 1863, A fine hymn of Praise, on 
the majesty and love of God. Tr, as :— 

Monarch of all, with lowly fear, by J. Wesley, 
in Hys, & Sac, Poems, 1739 (2. Works, 1868- 
1872, vol. i. p, 104), in 8 st. of 4 1, from st. i, 
ii, Veevil, ixexi, Repeated in full in the 
Aforavian H, Bh. 1754, pt. i, No. 456 (1856, 

No. 176); and in J. A. Latrobe's Coli, 1841. 
The following forms of this tr. are also in C. U_: 

(1) To Taser, O Lord, with humble fear, being 
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Wesley's st. |, iti.-v., vil, vill. altered as No. 156 in 
Dr. Martinean's . for Christian Ch. & Home, ve, 
and in Miss Courtauld’s /’s,, Hye, & Anthems, 
1860, and tn America in the Cheshire 
tarlan Coll,, 144. 

the parent (2) Thou. Lord, of all art, Wesley's, 
et. itl.—v., vii. altered in the College Hy! N. Y., 1476. 

3) Thou, art Light; Thy native ray, We- 
wer iv., hoa in Hys, of the Apirit, e868 

ii, O reines Wesen, lautre Quelle,  Prnitence, 
Founded on Ps. li, 12, 1714, as above, No, 321, 
in 7 st. of 8 L, repeated in Grote, 1855, p. 41, 
and in Bunsen’s Versuch, 1833, No. 777 (ed. 
1881, No. 435). The only fr. in C. U, is :— 

Pure Essence ! Spotless Fount of Light. A good 
and full tr. by Miss Winkworth in the Ist series 
of her Lyra Ger., 1855, p. 43, and in her C. 8. 
for England, 1863, No, 113. 

iii, Wer ist wohl wie du. Names and offices of 
Christ. One of his noblest and most beautiful 
hymos, a mirror of his inner life, and one of the 
finest of the German “Jesus Hymns.” 1704, as 
abore, No, 66, in 14 st. of 6 1., repeated in Grote, 
1855, p. 33, and is No. 96 in the Berlin G.L. 8, 
ed, 1863. The trs. in C. U. are :— 

1, © Jesu, source of calm repose, by J. Wesley, 
being a free tr. of st. i., iii.—v., viii, xiii. Let 
pub, in his /’s, & Jfys., Charlestown, 1737 (P. 
Works, 1868-1872, vol. i. p. 161). Repeated in 
full as No. 462 in pt. i. of the Morearian H. Bt, 
1754, In the 1826 and later eds. (1896, No, 
233) it begins, “Jesus, Thou source.” The 
original form was included as No, 49 in the 
Wesley Hys. §& Spir, Songs, 1753, and, as No 
343, in the Wes, H. BE, 1780 (1875, No, $53). 
Varying centos under the original first line are 
found in Mercer’s C. P. § H. Bh, 1855-1864- 
Kennedy, 1863; /rish Ch. Hyl., 1869-1873; J. 
L. Porter's Coll., 1876, &e. It has also furnished 
the following centos :— 

1) Messiah! Lord! rejoicing being Wesley's 
oa! len altered in Dr. Sivtrecsa'e cnt sone. — 

(2) Lord over all, sent to fulfil, Wesley's st. Iv., lil, 
v., Vi in the Amer, Meth. Epis. H. Bk, 1849. 

2. Who is like Thee, Whol a fr. of st. j., ii., v., 
vii., X.. xiii, as No. 687, in pt, i. of the Moracian 
Ht. Rk, 1754, Trs. of st. xi, xiv. were added 
in 1789, aud the first line altered in 1501 (1886, 
No, 234), to “ Jesus, who with Thee.” ‘The ¢rs. 
of st. i, ii. x. xrv., from the 1801, altered and 
begianing, “Jesus, who can be,” are included 
in America in the Dutch Ref. Hus. of the Church, 
1839; H. & Songs of Praise, N. Y., 1874; and 
Richards’s Coll, N. Y., 1881. 

8, Who is there like Thee, 2 good tr. of st. i, 
ii., viii, xiv., by J. S, Stallybross, as No, 234 in 
Curwen's Siitath HH. Bk, 1859, repeated in the 
trish Ch. Hyl., 1875, and in W, F. Stevenson's 
H. for Ch. § Home, 1873, 

4. Who is, Jesus blest, a fr. of st. i, Hi, Va The 
xii, xiv., by M. Loy, in the Ohio Luth, /y/., 1880. 

5. Who, as Thou, makes blest, a good fr., omit- 
ting st. vii, ix., x. contributed by Dr. F. W 
Gotch to the Haptist Magazine, 1857, Repeated 
in the [880 Suppl. to the Bapt. Ps. § Hys., 1853. 

The tra. not in 0, U. are :— 
(1) * Whither shall we flee,” 

Uai- 

Miss Dunn, 185%, 
p. $6. (2) * Who bas worth like Thine,” in tbe U. P. 
Jurenile Miss, Mag,, W857, p. 217. (3) “Thow art First 
and Best,” by Miss Winkworth, 1469, p, 267. 

ii, Hymne tr. into English, but not in C. U. 
iv. Herr und Gott der Tag und Nachte. Avening. 

1705, as above, No. 755, in fi at., Grote, p. 105. Tr. oF 
H. J, Ruckoll, 1642, p. svt, beginning with st, Hi. 
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and in his Poetical Worke, 1828 and 1841, but 
was not given in the first copies of | Hats 
Original Hymne, 1853, In later copies of thre 
game year it replaced a cancelled bye” 

¥. Mein Herz, gied dich sufrieden. Cross and 

imation, Lat ln the Halle Stadt G. B-, 171}. No. 503, 
Ty) st. ; repeated i714, No. 450, and in Grote, p. TL. 
7 Dr. G. Walker, 1860, p. 96 

das 
© ae 

Prarig ©, Lamm: tas Keine Sands je Metre. | (* This shall be the children’s ery”), baat” Wwe 
offer? “Lamb, for Thy boundless love [ praises | omitted fromthe Index. [tis in ©. U. 02 Gc. 

Britain and America, Orig. text in Dr. Hates t- 

fleld’s Church H. Bk., N. ¥., 1872. (J. J-J 

Friend of sinners, Lord of gloxy- 
C.N. Hall. (Jesus, the Friend.) “Composed 
for the author's father, the writer of the woe 11- 
known -tract The Sinner’s Friend,” Boltom 
Abbey, Sept, 1857, in 5 st. of 8 1, ancl Ist 
ub, in his Hymns composed al Bolton Ab@><%/, 
858. It is usually given in an abbrevin ted 

form, as in the er Christ Ch. Hyl.. L876, 
or that in Spurgeon’s 0. O. H. Bh., 1866. It 
is also in C, U. in America. (J. FJ 

Friends of the poor, the yo + the 
weak. J. Montgomery. (Poor Childlrev2’s 
Plea.) This hymn is intended to be sunge by 
children in Orphan Homes and Institutioms of 
a like kind, at their yearly and other gather- 
ings. It isa plea for sympathy and material 
help. Itappeared in Montgomery's Chrésetfan 
Psalmist, 1 No. 424, and in his Orégr@z2al 
Hye., 1853, No, 312, in 6 st.of 41. (J. F-9 

Fritsch Ahasuerus, ([Liebster Ixm- 
manuel. } 

Frohlich soll mein Herze springeen. 
P. Gerhardt, (Christmas.] Included ae No. 
104 in the Frankfurt ed. 1656, of Crigrer’s 
Prazia pietatis melica in 15 at. of 8 1, re- 

inted in Wacke' I's ed. of his Geistl?che 
jeder, No. 5, and Bachmann's ed. No. 44 ; 

and included as No. 35 in the Une. LL. S., 
1851. Lauxmann, in Koch, vill, 26, tlre 
analyses it: 

First a trumpet blast: Christ is born, Ged’s Chana pion 
has appeared as o Bridegroom from his chamber, Ci... if. >. 

. orth the 
rs value of the Locarnation: 

of at. xii. as at, 1. of No, 1023 in the Suppl. of 
1505 to the Moracian H, Bk. 1801 (1848, No, 121). 
€2) “O Lamb, whom never spot of sin defiled,” in the 

British Magazine, Sune, 1434, p. 625. 
— O Ilamm, das meine Si getragen. 
p= oC s 2726, Me 9, fe Betas Cris, oe 

by F. Ww. Veneaun ‘Sa’ Mo’ Th In the Morasian H. St, 
*S9 (1586, No, 922 )- 

r Vili. Ze dir, EXerr Jesu, komme ich. = Penitence. 
footed on Se, Date. xi. 2-30, 1714, as above, No. 

» ind st; Grote, p39. Tr. by Dr. H, Mills, 1446 
C1856, p, 69), (J. M.] 
Freysteim, <Johann Burchard, «. of 

- S. Frysteim, vice-chancellor of Duke 
August of on y and inspector of the Gym- 
Dasium at Weissernfels, was b, at Weiseentela, 
April 18,1671. Ait the University of Leipaig 
he studied law, xeaathematics, philosophy an 
architecture, Eide resided for some time at 
Berlin and Halle and then went to Dresden as 
assistant tom Jee weer. After graduating 1... 
at Jena in L695, he began an independent 
legal practice mt E>readen. In 170% he became 
Rath at Gotha, Bent returned to Dresden in 
1709 as Hof- axed Justizrath, and was also, in 
1713, a tecl x member of the Board of 
Works. leeb Le-<d by his professional Jaboura, 
he d. par A at Dresden, April 1, 1718 
( Bode, p. 70; Feet ter fiir Hymnologie, 1884, 
pp. 22-24; KoeJa, iv, 222). Of the six hymns 
of this pious lex we ayer and disciple of 5 . 
five seem tohawes #irst appeared in the firens 
iurg G. B. 171. The other (which has been 
fr. into English > is: :— 

Mache dith, mexixa Geist, dereit. [ Watchfulness. | 
This fine hymn, m= stirring call to fight against 
the World, the E Lesh, and the Devil, founded on 
St. Matt. svi. 22 5 first appeared in the Geist- 
reiches GB. Walle, 1697, p, $93, in 10 st. of 
8 L., entitled, “Orn the words Watch and Pray.” 
It was repeated isa Wagner's G. B., Leipzig, 
1697, vol. iv. p. 1280; in Freylinghausen’s 
G. B.,\74, and many later collections, and in 
the Une. L.8, 1851. “The trs. in C. 0, are:— 

1. Rise, my soul, to watch and pray, omitti 
= = betel 4 _— Winkworth in her C. B. 
oo >» No. 12 in J. Ro- 
binson’s Coll, 1869, No. 10. rr. 

2. Up, my soul, wird thee with power, omittin 
st. iv.-vi., by EC s cuth. Fel, 1s80. ronenwett, as 306 in the Ohio 

Other trs. are 7 (1) “6 san 

evul Bn Davidica, Ire pee. Ca) ” Wake, wy 

Tonic Sol-fa Reportey  GeP>” by J. 8. Stallybrass in the 
armour on, my soul aay, iaso, (3) “ Have thy 

gg ae is Feb, ises.y, = Burlingham in the 

by rv T. Buell. my spirit, wake, prepare,” 
Hospital H. By” FS, No. 104 in the Dalaton 
196 in Dr. Pagesyat *3+ and repeated as No. 
not A. try is eettecher'y Coll, 1864, while 
German. On st. iii, viii. ix. of the 

Friend after (J. M.} 

: is it not 
the Son of His Love (iil.), the Kinggdiowra 

Joy ve po His Vellowsulp (s) ¥ = 
the Lamb of God who bears sin of 
Now he places himself as herald _ eradle of the 
Divine Chiki(vii,). He bids, as in xi. 24, all meen 
ae all the labour (ix.), all the heavy Lacten 
x.), aml all the poor (xi.), to draw near. Then im con- 
fusion in ew as the she erds 

and the Wise Men (xii.-xv.), He adores the C an 

bis source of life (xt), his Lamb of God xii. his 

Glory (xiv.), and promises to be ever true to Him (sew .), 

It ts a glorious series of Christmas thoughts, Latch” mm 9 
gariarm! on the manger at Bethlehem. 

He adds that at the second day of the 

Christmas celebration, 1715, at Glaucha, wear 

Halle, C. H. v, Bogatzky (q.¥.), by the siggy R- 

ing of st. xiii., xiv., was first clearly led te wy. 

derstand justification by faith in Jesus Cth yi gt 

© gave an original melody in 1656 Tas 

in L. Erk’s Choralbuch, 1863, No. 86), but ¢},.. 
melody generally used hy Church PM 8 
called Bonn) is that by J. G. Ebeling ing the 
Geiatliche Andachten, 1666, to “ Weruny Bolt 

ich mich denn grimen.” The hymn is « wane 

beautiful one, but somewhat long, and thin 

generally abridged. us 
Translations in C, erry om 
1, Let the voice of thanksgiving. A 

tr. of st. i-iii, vi-ix., by A. T. Russell, a ng 

dag i# Doom, 15 in the Palston Hospital Rs \s4aa, aad 

his 2'elican I ub. in | repeated, omitting the trs. of st. vi-viii, 

Manet ee | 5¢ in his own Peg Hys., 1891. “8 No. 
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2, All my heart this night rejoices, A beautiful The hymn-book here referred to is :— 

but rather free ér., omitting st. hi--v., Aili, | A Pocket Hymn-book designed as a constant! (ompa- 

xiv. by Miss Winkworth in the 2nd series of | Mion for the pious, collected from Various Authors, 

her Lyra Ger, 1858, p. 13, repeated in full in | "rks %- Spence (c. 1740), Sth eid., 1786. 

Browa-Borthwick’s Suppl. Hy. § Tune Bk., 1867, | From this hymu-book J. Wesley reprinted 

and omitting the ér, of st. vi. in J. L. Porter's Coll, | 0 his Pocket Hymn-book, 1786, W atts’s “ From 

1876. In ‘Miss Winkworth’s C. B. for England, | #ll that dwell below the skies, with these 
1863, No 31, the tras. of st. ji, vi, xi are addi ‘onal lines in one stanza :— 

omitted, The more important centos are the trs, * Your lofty themes, ye mortals, bring, 

of st. i, ii, vii, vil. in Ch. Hys., 1871, Allon’s Ten toes Le oe 

Suppl. Hys., &c.; und the trs, of i., vii.-ix., xii., ‘And shout for joy the Saviour's name; 

xv. in the Suppl. of 1880 to the Bapt. Ps. ¥ In ev'ry land begin the song ; 

Hys., 1858; and in America in the Dutch Re- Lc ev'ry _ ear ge goarlsteyee be 

formed Hys. of the Church, 1869, the Hys. and a cheerful sounds all voices raise, 

Songs of Praise, N. Y., 1874, &c. Other centos 
‘And fill the world with loudest praise.” 

are in the New Zealand Hyl., 1872, the Evang. The original, together with these lines from 

Hyl., N. ¥., 1880, the Methodist S. 8. H. Bk, 
the — bouk, passed into several collections 

ar aga hymn in 4 ot. of 41 The cento in this 

= pe a aged = ih bernie good | frm is in CU. in G. Britain and America, 
al ee ie br mr int A Bp ng rg 100 i his 3. A third form of the text is also in C. U. 

Hymno. Christ., 1863, omitting st. iii.-v., ix., 
It appeared in the 18350 ig pee to the 

xiii, xiv. His tre. of st. i, ii, vi, vil. were re- 
Wes. H. Bk, No. 699. It composed of 

peated in the Anglican Hf. Bk, 1871. 
Watts's orizinal, four lines from the York 

r+ and ie | In fall, Pocket Book text, and Bp. Ken's doxology, 

by Dr. M. Loy, in the Ohio Luth, Hyi., 1880, 
+ Prise God from whom all blessings flow,” &. 

nee ~~ was omitted in the 1875 revised ed. of 

Gp onesie ta So nb tenmatity toon," 0 tr. of the Wes. H. Bk., in favour of Watts's original 

st. ¥. a8 No. 435 in pt. bof the Moravian H. Bk., 1754. ) text. (J.9.) 

i A le agg a sa twl- | From all Thy saints in warfare, for 

Sq all sadness,” by P. H. Molther, ax No. 38 tn the | @ll Thy saints at rest. Karl Nelwn. 

Hrean i omit Rr) 40) tent | [Sein Doge, Spenal end, Generel), The 
joy my : » ise, pe. | hymn waa sugges to the author 

8) mente, — a (ay Jopful "be. ang opt hymn, “ Ye salata! in blest pomcert ef by 

singing,” by, B: Frothingham, 1570, p, 260. 0) Dr. Moneell, in his Hye. of Love and Praise, 

“Joyful shall my beart, upspringing.” a4 M. W. | 1863, the design being the same, which is to 
(J. M.} furnish a general beginning and ending suit- Stryker, 1883, p. 30. 

From all that dwell below the skies. | able fora hymn for any special Saint's Day, 
and to supply intermediate stanzas suitable 1. Watts. [Psalm exvii.) This hrase 

vid, 171 for the persons specially to be commemorted. appeared in his Psalms of Da 19, as 

follows :— It was Ist pub. in a small volume entitled, 
“ Psatwecxvit. Long Metre. Hymn jor Saints’ Days, and other Hymns, by 

+ From all that dwell below the Skies u Layman, 1864. “Some verses were coutri- 

Let the Creator's Praise arise: buted by friends of the author; and the 

Let the Redeemer’s Name be wane whole was revised by himself for the Sarum 
Thro’ every rn ongue. Hymnal, 1868” (Church Hys. folio ed, Note 

«« Exernal are thy M Lord; .xliv.). Usually this text is repeated in t 

Eternal hema Word; a The 8. P. C. K. Church Hye. 
is an exception in favour of a few minor altera- 1 ager sound from Shore to Shore 

Till suns shall rise and set no more. tions, and the addition of a new stanza (xviiL) 
for * All Saints.” [J. J.) In this its en hymn is in 

extensive use in nglish-apeaking coun- Bp di t ors [pl ) of our 

land. W. L. Aleranier. Titten in 1847 for tries. It has alao been fr. into several lan- 
guages, including Latin, by Bingham, in his the Annual Meeting of the Congregsti 

Union of Scotland, and is usually printed oa Hymno. Christ. Latina, 1871 :—“ Magna Crea- 
toria cunctis altum aethera subter.” : 

2. A second form of the hymn appeared Se naar poe hag og age foe fre 
; ied . n j 

about 1780, under the following circomstances. “Augustine H. Bk, 1849, in 7 st. of 4 1 al 

from thence has passed into various hymuals, John Wesley, in the Preface to his Pocket 
Hymn-book for the Use of Christians of All perce rending “F distant placee 

of our land.” {J.4j Denominations, dated Nov. 15, 1786, says :-— 

oe at tn 
i 

beng wo le eat in pal se in our Societies. This T Prom Egypt lately come. 7. Kelly. 

vomiaed to do, as soo a# I bad finished some other | (Seeking a Better Country.) Ist pub, in his 

ness, which was then on my hands, But before I) (oll. of Ps. & Hys. extracted from Various 

could de thie, 6 Resneee ees eats ieaetek Authors, with an Appendiz, 1802, No. 20, 

: Tat.of 61. It was repeated in the numerous 
editions of his Hys. on Various Passages of 
Seripture, &e., from the first, 1804, to the 

latest, 1858, It is rarely given in its ongin® 

chiefly from our works, and spread several editions of it 

throughout the kingdom, Two years ago I pabiished a 

u 

and full form. The version, “ From Exypt’s 
e come,” ap in Cotterill’s del. 

Focket Hymn-book according to my promise, Fut most 

Sth ed, ISI, and was repeated in Mont- 

of our people were « fed already with the other 

eye And these are hn ano wo still, To cut 

of # 

gomery’s Christian Psalmist, 1825. It came 

li pretence from the diets for baying them, 

our Brethren in the late Conference at DPristod advised 

me to print the same Hytmmn-book which bad been 
printed at York. This Ihave done in the present volume; 
only with this difference," &ec, 
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£ general use, and is a popular form of the Mn. Other altered texts are in Bicker- Steth, Christian Psalmody, 18383 : Hall's Mitre, 

he ithe 4 eee C. K. M. urch Hes, 1eit, ne ‘hese win with the same | ine as vp p Cotterill, but differ somewhat in the body of the text.” The same differences are repeated ‘0 the American collections, but most these + it error as to date. Ina few hymn-books nacre? ma opens with st. ii, dh raga 
nd,’” as in the Mary e Ps, 4fys., 195). a [J. J.J 

orem every, stormy wind that blows. tl Fee mercy-seat.] Appeared in Taler"s reath, a Collection of original Ontributions ¢7a Prove and Verse (Lond. and Liverpool), 18253 (Preface dated 1827), p. 239, St. of 41. — “K*his collection was an illus- trated spnual, Ese-grun in 1828 and continued to 1832 inclusive. In 1831 this hymn was re- wri and izxe-Tuded in the Ist ed. of the author's Pe. te FF 'y No, 216. This revised text is tht whic has been adopted by all editors of noderzm collections, It is given in full in the TE Vise-<4 od. of the same Sel. of Hys., 1877, p. 168, with a return to the original Stall,” instead of “afi 
Sige and 

if and still,” in st. wi, sag in the revised text of 1831. The hymn, oftesz, 4 e in 5 st., is in Very extensive use in all EngVishh ~speaking countries, [J. J.J 
From fishex-*, net, from fig-tree’s shade, JS.  2F. Monell. (St. atthew.} Appeared in hiss “Spiritual 1857, in 12 st. of 4 1, on St, WE. thew, the postle, and en- i “The tazaxa of Business” It is some- times given in gag abridged form, beginning with st. iii, “* {Daze of the busiest haunts «+ life,” a8 int Portes Churchman's Hymnal, 1876. (J. J.) 
From fes t3rat would the land de- vour. ried [National Hymn. 

Posthumous Hi na, &e,, 18 for the 23rl Suagal st ftor Trinity, in 2 st. of 8 1. 
as ry it is well 

hymn. . Kenned rl INK, Christ, 1863, No. 738, in an unaltered form, ax one of a group of pationes | Ree ender “Easter.” Although n wed in G pa Paar : several Americay, hyn 7 aS 

re OS inte elses, Breese: 2 Foor P walt ereonal Comarratinens Ee 
lore first ntten at Winterdyne, Dec. 24, Jan. let rs ted aa a New Years leaflet, Under the Ba and then pub. in her work 41 Concern, 2°e? March, 1874, in 20 st. of that it was the~ “248 hymn the author siya electric light, wpe ©ction of “that flash of bleasedn Sat when I first saw clearly the I could not hayes 2 CONsccrtion Dec 2 18s i erful © ord e2 the hymn before. It 

rom + unto Ad up in more elain aad realioo al hymn is, “ Fa it.” “The sequel to this \S76, Ist printed j¢,°XC@eding,” weitten April, then pubs in Uneter r Own Fireside; and (#49. 3158,), 4liz Shadow, Nov. 1879 Ponies [J. J.J 
cdlg icy mountains. 

we more 
that is folded 

Pe 
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Bp. R. Heber. Mrs, Heber's account of the thn of this hymn for Missions is that, “In the course of this year (1819) a royal letter was ted authorizing el 

of England in furtherance of the Easte 
Mr Reginald 4 iene wanes — of 8, Asaph [his father-in-law) preach on the cay mincing “From Grecian’ cy wousatng Piensa . 5 ret ih in that beautiful Choreh (Homers, wal. 5. p. Sis, 

The original ws. was 6u uently seca red from the printer's file by Dr. ex, of Liwer- pol, and been reproduced in facsimile by ughes of Wrexham. On a flyleaf of the simile is an interesting account of _ ite origin, by the late Thomas Edgworth, solicitor, Yrexham. Mr, Edgworth's account with that given by Mrs. Heber in the Memodére, but is more circumstantial:— 
“On Whitsunday, 1=19, the late Dr, Shipley, I>ean of St. Asaph, and Vicar or Wrexham, in Wrexham Church tn aid 

them to sing in the morm triage ;* 
w bere 

(© &@ Bisteant part of the room, eng tired, "What my? tage | written?’ the: posed the three first Verses, 
there, that will do ver well’ 
the sense is not com: te,” re 
he acided the fourth verse, 
to his repeated request of « 

lied Heber. Accorcli rage ly the Dean being inex ore byle Let me ad! another, © let me add another,’ thas com the hymn of which the annexed is a fac-simile, and which has since become s celebrated. It was sung the next worming in WW rex. ham Church, the first time. Eb. ** The text of the facsimile shows that Ex «ber originally wrote st. ii, 1, 7,“ The savage izy his blindness,” but altered it in the Mg. to << The heathen in his blindness.” In the s., s¢_ ii., 1. 2, reada, “ Blow soft o'er Ceylon’s isle."* “gy, is is altered in the Hymns, 1827, to “ Blow soft o'er Jara’s isle,” but for what reason ig xa1- wn. 
During the latter part of 1822 Heber was an Bishopric of erat Early in the following year a corres bt, sign imeclf “J.” forwarded the yan totlan editc. of the Christian Observer, with a note in Which, after referring w Heber’s recent appointmaent to the Bishopric, and to the uly Of his muse, he adds, “ the hymn having 8PPpen red some time since in print with the hame of Reginald Heber annexed, Lean feel no Be ' in annexing the name to it on the PrEseent occasion.” This note, followed by the }y ¥man, was published in that magazine in Februnyzy 1823, and Heber was consecrated inthe Jy Une following, In 1897 it was PA et are by , widow in Hymne written an adapted ¢5 the Weekly Church Service, p. 139, entitled, Be fo # Collection made for © — = the aed ngution of the Gospel,” and signed + a Hi  aysenate with the rest of Heber's hv az., Tt was subsequently reprinted in Hey, ne. Works, in 1842. Its ‘use " siy. 4 all English-speaking countries: and res. been rendered into various languages, in 

ing Latin, in Arundines Came, p. . German by Dr. C. G. Barth, in h 

has 
“lad- 

ei? oon 
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liche Gedichte, Stuttwzart, 1836, p. 65, and re- 
peated in Biggs's Annotated H. A. & M., 1867. 

(J. J.J 
From hidden source arising. R. F. 

Littledale. (Common of Evangeliata.| Writ- 
ten for and Ist pub, in the People’s H., 1867, 
No, 204, in 8 st. of + L, and signed “L." In 
1869, st. i-v. were given in the Appendiz to 
the 8. P. C.K. Pa. & 
stanza (“For this T i 
was added thereto. In this form it passed into 
the & P. C. K. Church Hymns, 1871, The 
idea of the hymn is both old and beautiful, 
that of comparing the four Evangelista to the 
four great rivers which issued from Eden. 

Hys., No. 313, and « new 

It 
is worked out in another form in seulpture and 

fourfold Gospel”) 

painting, where the rivers give place to the 
“four living creatures" of Rev. iv, 7, Mrs. 
Alexander has also utilized Ez, i. 10, in her 
hymn, * From out the cloud of amber i 
in the same direction. (J. J.) 
From highest heaven the Eternal 

Son. Sir H. W. Baker. Ee ‘or Redemp- 
tion.) Ist pub. in H. A. & M., 1861, and re- 

ted, with the alteration in st. ii, 1 1, of 
* Sing out,” to “ Rejotee,” in the ed. of 1875. 

From Jesus’ eyes, beside the grave, 
Bp. C. Wordsworth, of Lincoln. [Consecration 
of Burial Ground.) lat pub. in his Holy Year, 
1862, p. 228, in 13 st. of 41. In the latest 
editions of the Holy Year it ia divided into 
two Pt. ii. beginning, “I heard a voice 
from heaven, The dead,” &, A portion of this 
hymn, beginning with st. iii —* Faith, looking 
on this hallow'd ground,” is No. 28! in Skin- 
ner's Daily Service Hymnal, 1864. (J. J.J 

From out the cloud of amber light. 
Cecil F. Alezander. [St. Mark.) Contributed 
to the revised ed. of H. A, & M., 1875. 

From pole to pole let others roam. 
J. Newton. [Seeurity in Christ.) Pub. in the 
Olney Hymns, 1779, Bk. i., No. 69, in 6 st. of 
41, and headed, “The Lord is my Portion.” 
It is found in a few collections in G. Britain 
and America, In the American Songs for the 
Sanet . N. Y., 1865, at. ii-v. are given as, 
* Jesua, Who on His glorious throne.’ [J. J.) 

From the courier [gui ] star that 
led. Bp. FE. H. Bickersteth. [ .) Writ- 
ten in 1875, and Ist printed in a small volume 
for private circulation, Songs in the House of 
~ (1875], in 5 at. of 101, and based 
on St. John xxi. 15-17, “Lovest thou Me?” 
&c. In 1876 it was given in the H. Com 
No, 298, as “ From the guiding star,” &c., 
being the only change fa the text. 

From the Cross uplifted high. T-. 
Haweis, [Passiontide.] let pub. in his Car- 
mina Christo, &e., 1792, in 4 st. of 6 1, and 
based on St. John vii, 37. Ita use in G. 
Britain is very limited, but in America it is 
given in many collections. In the Dutch Re- 
formed Hys of the Church, N. Y., 1869, it is 
attributed to * Harvey,” in error, and the text 
is slightly altered. Orig. text in Hys. and 
Songs of Praise, N. Y¥., 1874. 3] 

From the depths to O Lord. 
W. Bartholomew. [Lent.) Contributed from 
his x88. by his widow to Hall and Lasar’s | 
Evangelical Hynmal, N. Y¥., 1880, No. 292, in 
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B8et.of 51. The tune Nineveh, which accom- 
panies it, is by Mrs. Bartholomew. 

From the heaven of heavens de- 
scending. Jp. E. H. Bickerateth. [8. 8. 
Teachers.) “A Centenary Hymn for Teach- 
ers,” written for the Centenary of Sunday 
Schools, 1880, and published in the Church 
Sunday School Institute Magazine, June, 1880, 
in 6 at. of 41, 

From whence these dire portents 
around S. Weasley, jun. [Good Friday.) 
lat pub, in his Poems on Several Occasions, 
1736, p. 136, in 7 at. of 4 L, and headed, “On 
the Passion of Our Saviour.” In 1737, 6 #t. 
were given in J. Wesley's Charles-Town 
(America) Coll. ¢ Pe. & Hys., as No. 6 of the 
“Ps. & Hys. for Wednesdays and Fridays,” It 
was repeated in the Wesley Ms. & Hys., I741, 
and in the 1830 Supp. to the Wes. /I. Bk. 
but omitted from the revised ed. of 1875. It 
is found in several modern collections in G. 
Britain and America, In one or two of the 
latter it reads,“ From whence these direful 
omens round ¥” (J. J.J 

From year to year in love we meet. 
J. Mont: . [S. S. Anniversary.) This 
hymn was evidently written for one of the 

t gatherings of Sunday School children at 
titauntide, at Sheffield. It is No. 545 in 

his Christian Psalmist, 1825, in 6 et. of 41. 
It did not appear in the first copies of the Lat 
ed, of his Original Hymns, 1853, but tuok the 
place of « cancelled hymn (“Our hearts are 
glad to hear,” No. 338) in later copies of the 
same issue, but was omitted from the Index. 
It is popular with modern compilers. [J. J.) 

ham, Nathaniel Langdon, 
D.D., b. at Boston July 23rd, 1793, and gra- 
dusted at Harvard 1811, where he was also 
sometine Tutor, From 1815 to 1850 he was 
Pastor of the First Church (Unitarian), Bos- 
ton, and subsequently attended as « worshipper 
the church where he had been 35 years minister 
till his sight uml strength failed him. He d. 
April 4th, 1870. His Metrical Pieces, in 2 
vols., were pub. in 1855 and 1870. 

1. 0 God, Whose glows in all. = (rdi- 
nation. This was written in 1828 for the ordi- 
nation of W. B. Lunt, New York. 

2. We meditate the day. /nstallation. Written 
in 1835 for Mr. Lunt’s installation at Quincy, 
Mass., as Co-pastor with Peter Whitney. 

3. 0 Lord of life and truth and grace, Ordi- 
nation, Also aspecial hymn. It was 
for the ordination of H. W. Bellowes, New 
York, 1839. It is found in common with Nos. | 
and 2 in Frothingham's Metrical Pieces, 1355. 
These Metrical Pieces are unknown to the English 
Collections. (F. M. B.J 

ee Octavius Brooks, 
ua. son of Dr. N. L. Frothingham, was b. 
at Boston, Nov. 26, 1822, and educated at 
Harvard, graduating in Arts, 1843, and in 
Theology, 1846. In 1847 he became Pastor at 
Salem, from whence hw passed to J City, 
1855; and again to the 3rd Unitarian Society, 
New York, 1800. His works are numerous 
and well known. Mr. Frethingham i« known 

' as a leader of the Free Religious movement. 
His hymn, “'Thou Lord of Hosts, Whesse guid- 
ing hand” (Soldiers of the Cross), was writte 
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for the Graduating Exercise of the class of 
1846 (sep aleo “God of the earnest heart”), 
Jolt. in the same year in Longfellow and 

80n's Book of H No. 425. It hus 
been adopted by te, Heotiwan in hie Hye of 

ratse & Prayer, 1873. [F. M. B.) 

luft, um blaue Berge 
Ascens SPicelend. =f ion.) On types of the 

A ion, saggested by St. John xiv. 19. 
7 dpr cared in Knapp's Christolerpe, 1836, p. 
om Set. of 4 1, entitled, “To my sister.” 

7. 48 “Breezes of Spring, all earth to life 
Teoking,” by Mins Borthwick in the Family 

wasury, 1862, yt. i. p. 289, and in H. L. L., 
1862, p.°u5 C1884, p. 254). (J. M.J 
Frithmorgems da die Sonn aufgeht. 

J. Heermann. ( Easter.) Ist pub. in his {pevets Mutece cordis, Breslau, 1630, p. 66, in 
a St of 4 1., with alleluias, and entitled, 

r Hy rrr. How that Christ has arisen, 
and what we there derive for instruction and Sr lation."” — Kxxcluded in Mitzell, 1858, No. Ne in Wackerrsa gel’s ed. of his Geiatl. Lieder, 
0-19; and ima the Une. L. 8. 1851, No, 136, 
eg train GC. EF. are:— 

+ Lo! with tReis morning's dawning ray. A 
good trof st. 4.) viii., ix., xv. by A. T. Russell, as No. ll4in his ps, § Hys., 1851. 

2. Ere yet dawn hath fill'd the skies. <A 
good fr. of st. ZG, aeii, xv, xvi., XViii., xix. by Miss 
Winkworth im t by @ 2nd Series of her Lyra Ger., 
1858, p. 58 Fee> poeeated as No. 57 in her C. B. for 
England, 863, xx xead as No. 82 in the Vhio Luth, 
Hyl., 188. Ima the Ibrox Hyl, 1871, the trs. of 
st. XVIL, UX. Zee omitted, 

Other trt.are = a»y" ve? w! hd 
of st. av. No. $32 eet atie Merotlen' 3 
1T54. (2) "In ttaes grey of the morning when shades pass away, bY Ag eae Dunn, 1857, p. 44. (J. Mj 

Fry, Car@Lime. [wilsos, 0.) 
Fuger, Cevespar. Two Lutheran clergy- 

men of this mearxae, apparently father and son, 
seem to haves Liwed in Dreaden in the 16th 
cent. The elele-r seems to have been for some 
time at Tor ‘a. and then court preacher at 
Dresden to © Heinrich and his widow, and to have dat Dresden, 1592. Various works ‘punt Ynder his name between 1564 and 
1 The younger wns ai 
Dreslen, where he became hand master and 

diaconus, and d. at 
Dreslen, July 24, 1617 (Koch, ii. 215-216; Wetzl.i 303. Woe ia bales 
PP- 459, 513, 569). The ymn : 

By ® haben jeteund Freud [Christ 
Dat nthe te by Wi , iv. p. 10, from 
from the Pree’ Geistliche Gesenge, 1592, and 
Ww i. G, B., 1593, in 5 st. of 6 1, 
Bode, p47 oi nks it was written about-1552. 
kurtse Congz..°* it as in Georg Pondo’s Eine 
Christi extint i. ron der Geburt des Herren 
Royal Library at). ™S. copy, dated 1589, in the 
elder Fuger, tha, e?tlin. It is probably by the 
t to the youn "8b Wetzel and others ascribe 
hymn-books, end’. * Included in many later 
4. S. 1M51. py PCently as No. 57 in the Une 
ea” siieg tr. in C. U. is s— 

i Be Mi > oice to-day, a good and 
fn sland, i863, No Vin keorth iu Ce é BR. for 

- Sa. iJ. v4 

— — 
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Fulbert of Chartres, Saint and Bishop 
(St. Fulbertus Carnotensis), flourished in the 
llth century, having been consecrated Bishop 
of Chartres (probably) in 1007, and dyingr O@ 
April 10th, 1028 His collected works were 
pub. at Paris in 1608, but with the exce tion 
of one hymn, “Chorus novae Hierusalexe 
(q.¥.), are very little known. Thathymn ixa ite 
original Latin form was included in the Saz-ee778 
Breviary, and, in one English form or anotlwer, 
finda « place in most of our English Hymaszale 
as“ Ye choirs of New Jerusalem.” [D.8. W".J 
Fulgens praeclara rutilat. [Hustes-. 

This is given in the Sarum, Hereford, e222 
York Missals as the sequence for Easter Day 
It was also of common use in France. Mosel, 
1868, No. 68, gives it in part from a ith ceat. 
ms. at Lucerne, and this is repeated in AeJar-een, 
1873, No. 95. Daniel, ii, 175, and v. 61, refers 
to it, but dues not give the text. The oldest 
form known is in the Bodleian ms. 775, co 1OOO 
(£. 142); in an 11th cent. Winchester boolkk row 
in Corpus Christi College, Cambridge © INo. 
473); and in an lith cent. ms. in the British 
Museum (Hari. 2961, f. 253). It was tr. as— 

Bright glows the morn this Easter-day. By 
Dean Plumptre for the Hymnary; and pub. 
therein, 1872. It is appointed to be stamage at 
Holy Communion on Easter-day. Anothex #7-. is, 
“This day the dawn glows bright abowe the 
sun,” by C. B. Pearson, and given in his Se. 
quesces from the Sarum Missal, 1870, (J. WE. 

Fuller- Maitland, Frances Sawa. 
(Maitland. } 

Fuller, Margaret. [Ossoli, mM. F. GC. ss.) 
Fumant Sabaeis templa vaporibus. 

Jean Baptiste de Santeiil. (Purificatéon.]} 
Appeared in the Cluniac Breviary, 168¢5, 
ogo. and in his Hymni Sacri et Nort, 1689 Cell, 
1698, p. 66). It was given in the Paréa Fre. 
viary, 1736, and is also in Card. Newman's 
Hymani Ecclesiae, 1838 and 1865. Tr. as :— 

Sweet incense breathes around. Inthe 4*2-efuce 
(q. ¥.) to his Hys, tr. from the Parisian Breviary, 
1839, 1. Williams says that this fr. was su 
plied to that work “by a friend.” Itis giwen at 
p- 185, in-6 st. of 6 1. It appears in Skinner's 
Daily Service Hymnal, 1864, and others al tered, 
and abbreviated to 4 st. 

T seid balghts. J. B. Chambon ‘o the temple's heights. J. D. mbers, 1366. yy a3. 

Ce.” Fy 
Funcke, Friedrich, was b. at Nosseen j 

the Harz, where he was baptised Marc}, 27, 
1642. After receiving a ) sen and wa sical 
education at Freiberg and resden, he . 
cantor at Perleberg, and then, in 1664 | Stadt 
Cantor at Liineburg. He waa, in 1694 ap- 
pointed pastor at Romstedt, a few mile... south 
of Liinebur , and d. there Oct. 20, 16994 He 
revised the Litnebura G, B., 1686, ameq > tri- 
buted to it 43 melodies and 7 hymns ¢ 727 rh 
fiir Hymnologie, 1884. pp. 115, 135, Lag DUS 
p. 121), One has passed into English, | wi atte 
Zeuch uns nach dir, so kommen wir. ies AS: © 2 

tide. Ist pub. im the Litnerury Steg, C™sior 
1686, No, 593, in 5 st. of 4 L. signe «. G3 
and founded on Canticles i. 4. e&pe F, F., 

Freylinghausen’s G, 2B. 1705, No, es° “iy 
Berlin G. 1. Sz ed. 1963, No. 341, gL 8®, ae 

: s. Otten wron ma other collection ety 2 yribed to 
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Ludimilia Elizabeth (q.¥,), or to Friedrich Fa- 
bricius (b. April 20, 1642, at Stettin, and d. there 
Nov. 11,1703, as Pastor of St. Nicholas’s Church). 
The only ér. in C. U, is :— 

Draw us to Thee, Lord Jesus, A somewhat 
free tr. omitting st. ii. by Miss Winkworth in 
her C. B. for England, 1863, No, 68, ted 
in Dr. Thomas's Augustine H. Bh, 1866, Marl- 
borough College H. Bk., 1869, and in America in 
the Pennsylvania Luth, Ch. Bk, 1868, 

Other trs. are : (1) Draw uf, Saviour, then will we,” 
by Miss Dunn, 1457, p. 102. (2) “Draw us to Thee, 
ag we flee,” by 2 A Prothingham, 1470, p. 276. 

i by pear “Draw us to Thee, in 
alae heart,” by A. T, Russell, in 4 at., as 
No, 269 in his Ps, d Hys., 1851, while not a tr. 
of, is based on this German hymn. Repeated 
in Dr. Pagenstecher’s Coll,,-1864, and in J. L. 
Porter's Coll., 1876. (J. M.] 

Funeri ne date —. (Burial. 
A Sequence at a Child’s Funeral, in Gradue 
de Paris, 1754, and the Paris Missal, 1764. 
Ite authorship is unknown. Tr. as :-— 

1, Let no tears to-day be shed. A terse and pa- 
thetic tr. by RK. F. Littledale. This appeared 
first in the Church Times, Nov. 10, 1865, again | 
in W. C. Dix’s Hymns & Carols, 1869, and in the 
8. P. C. K. Church Hymns, 1871. “For the 
Burial of a Child.” In the Preface to the latter 
collection it is attributed to W. C, Dix in error. 
This is corrected in the Notes of the folio edition. 

2. Weep not at our pomp funereal, By T. I. 
Ball, in the 1877 ed. of the 1862 Appendix to 
the Hymnal N., No. 364. 

3. Wail ye not, but requiems sing. By Jane EF. 
Leeson, in an dlys. and Scenes of Childhood, 
1842, pt. 205, and the 3. Margaret's 
nae (East Grinstead], 1875, (J. J.J 

Punk, Gottfried Benedict, was b. Nov. 
29, 1734, at Hartenstein, Saxony, and educated 
at the — of Freiberg and the Uni- 
versity of Leipzig. In 1756 he became tutor 
in the family of J. A. Cramer, then court 
preacher at Copenhagen. He returned to Ger- 
many in 1769 as subrector of the Cathedral 
School at M. burg, becoming rector in 1772; 
and being also appointed a member of the 
a 1785 and Doctor of Theology in 
1804. He d. at Magdeburg, June 18, 1814. 
One of the best teachers of his time, he waa also 

one of its mest wens bymo-writers. His bymns, 
Sauer - are (1) in the @. #. fiir 8. Petri, 

ltée. = =(2)  Zollikofer's — G. B. 
Lelpaigy 6 1766, th a , Sa Dee apa & 5 a 

Four of his hymns have passed into Eng- 
lish, viz. -— 

i. Der unsre Menschheit an sich nahm. Second 
Advent, 1760, No. 973, in 7 st. 1820, ¥. 1p. 60. Tr. 
_ Der. es Mills, 1845 (1856, p. 37), 

sey Gott, der den Fru schafft. 
Spring ee No. 704, in 9 st. 1820, v. Lop. 34 
( it aey). Tr, by Miss Pry, 1859, p. 109, 

iii. Lob sey Gott, der den Morgen. prope. 
1766, No, re mT et. 1820, v.41, p. 26. Tr. by #7, 
Auckoll, 1842, p. 58; and by V. L. Frothingham, ir. 

iv. Wie ist mein Herz so fern von dir, Peni- 
tence. 1805, No, 266, in Sst, 1820, ¥. 1. p.9 Tr. by 
Dr, H. Milla, 1445 (1886, p. 123). {J. M.) 

Fiir allen Freuden auf Erden. WM. 
Luther. [Praise of Music.) Ist pub. in Lob 
und preis der lablichen Kunst Musica, Witten- 
berg, 1538; and then in the Geistliche Lieder, 

FURNESS, WILLIAM H. 

pbee rreen a entitle] “Preface to ull 
good hymn-books.” Wackernagel, iii. p. 
29, in 40 lines. 
The trs. are: (1) **Search ye the world—search all 
around, by Pr. J, Hunt, 1853p rh «3) pet the 

Dr. G. Macdonald, in joys earth the an 
day tee, LAB, to bis " Brotics, 1876. per 
al) the that rh ee at Miss riers Mt) 
p- 1, repeated in Dr. Bacon, 1884. 

Furness, William Henry, p.p., ap in 
Boston, 1802, and graduated at Hurvard in 
Arts and Theology, 1820. From 1825 he has 
been mn Uniterian Pastor in Philadelphia. 
He is an accomplished scholar, and las 
an active worker in reforms of various kinds. 
His publications are numerous and include a 
Manual of Domestic Worship, 1840, and a tr 
of Schiller’s Song of the Tell His hymns are 
somewhat nomerous, and several of them 
have great merit. The best and most widely 
used are :— 

1. Father in heaven, to Thee my heart. Fesig- 
nation. Appeared in The Christian Disciple, 
1822, It was repeated in this form in some of 

| the older collections, and a few modern hymnala, 
including the Boston Unitarian Hy. [§ Tune] M4., 
1458. In 1846 it was given in Longfellow and 
Johnson's BR. of Hys. as “Father in heaven, to 
Whom our Aearts ;” agnin in their ys. of the 
Spirit, 1864, and in Dr, Martineau’s //ys. of 
Praise & Prayer, 1873, This hymn is sometimes 
ascribed to “ H, Ware,” but in error, 

2, Feeble, helpless, how shall I} Jesus our 
Leader, Ast pub. in the Cheshire Unitarian 
Christian Hys., 1844, No, 272, in 5 st. of 4 1. 
It is in several modern collections, including 
Lyra Sac, Americanms, 1868: Thring’s Coll., 1882, 

3. Have merey, O Father. Divine direction de- 
sired. Contributed to Dr. Martineau’s Hys. of 
Praise and Prayer, 1875, in 2 st. of 6 1, 
4. Here in a world of doubt. Ps, xlii, Con- 

tributed to the N. Y. Lutheran Coll., 1834, and 
repeated in his Manual of Domestic Worship, 
1840, Martineau’s Hymns, ‘&c., 1873, 

5, Here in the breken bread. Holy Communion. 
Appeared in the Appentizxtothe Philadelphia Uni- 
tarian Coll., 1828, It is ina few modern collec- 
tions, including the Boston Unitarian /Tymn [and 
Tune) Bk., 1868. 

6, Holy Father, Gracious art Thou. Purity ¢ 
Peace. Contributed to Dr, Martineau’s Hymns, 
&e,, 1873, in 1 st, of 12 1. 

7. I feel within a want. Likeness to Christ 
desired. Appeared in the Cheshire (U. 3.) Uni- 
tarian Christian Hys., 1844, No. 687, in 4 st. of 
41, It is in a few collections both old and new. 

8. In the morning I will raise (pray). Morning. 
Appeared in his Manual of Domestic Worship, 
1840, in 6 st. of 41, and repeated in Dr. Mar- 
tineau's Hymns, &c., 1873. In Longfellow and 
Johnson's Fook of Hymns, 1846, and the Bostoa 
Unitarian Hymn [h Tune) Zh. it begins with st. 
ii., * In the morning I will pray.” 

9. O for a prophet’s fire, //oly Cormmunion. 
Pub. in the Appendix to the Philadelphia Uni- 
tarian Coll, 1828, and repeated in the Cheshire 
(U. 8.) Unitarian Christian Hymns, 1844, and 
later hymn-books, 

10. Richly, O richly have I been, The Pradigal 
Son. In his Manual of Devotion, 1840. In 
Longfellow and Johnson's Book of Hys., 1845, 
and their Mys. of the Spirit, 1864, it is griven as 
“O richly, Father, have 1 been"; w io 
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Hed, tington's Hys. for the Ch. of Christ, | The music of The Welburn Appendia: Ws 
1855 te ying hr Hy. Can Tune} | edited by Dr. 8. 8. Wesley, he contributing ttk.. 196 i ith st. ii., “Un- | thereto 22 tunes, 10 of which were froma Ihnis 8,and others, it opens with st. ii, b 10 of whic & Worth : " Bi Psalmist. Mr. Gabb also comtri- 
21. lease = The [ests] hand unfurled, Eter- buted 44 tunes. This ieooaalie although Th nigat. Given in his Manual of Domestic | limited in use, is worthy of attention, with ¥e- 

1 orship, 1840, and repeated in a few hymnals, | gard _both to hymns and tunes, by hymnal 
2 Drs. Hedge & Huntington's Hys. for the Ch. | compilers and their musical editors.” Many 

&Y_ Christ, 1853, the tirst line was changed to | Mr. Gabb's hymns have been rewritterr by 
Slowly by God's hand unfurled.” This is the | him from time to time. The Welburn apes gs = Bang. ofthe Boston Unitarian ogre (+ saad contains the authorised text. - J.) “so 8. Dr. Martineau retains the origina Gada’ Willia: was b. in 17723 at 

ae Et ble Ziymens be 1078 | actor, ee et, 77s 
In ae Sl aio gary it | he joined the Baptist church at Cover try, is diated tent A Bic, 18S, were Bd es 1788 to prach. In 1800 “a 

13. To sr High and Holy One. Consecration | Capel was built for him at Desford, in Leices- 
of Church, Ip Lyra Sac. Amer., 1868. From this | ire, and two years later another im the 
is taken “To the truth that makes us free” a ae el In 1805 he ready i va 
i yin the Boston Hys of the Wie, 100% | Ta Boakdal Wiad, Sieeehe caationed “tee el 
Invocation Hg “<j — Pelle aay Hare his death, in January, 1844, Gadsby weass for 
Disciple, 1222 p= a -byg ten tend Hymns, &c,, | Many years exceedingly popular as a preacher 
1873. Itbegimss with st. ii. of his aa “Here | of the High Calvinist faith, = v — tn 
in Thy t how." ;, | that capacity most parts of Englamad. 6 
Amerbauit, me ioe ze bew fn Lye oe. pub, Ths Bomvents tsa being a composé teon to share” eas, “Oh, is there aught on earth of Original Hymns, Manchester, 1814 3 end 

15. What is t2ades that stirs within? The Soul yrnes on the Death of the Princess Chartotte, 
Appeared in hi Manual of Domestic Worship, | Manchester, 1817. In 1814 he also pow. A 
1840, | see & 2 saaad of Assent Badin 9, Selection of Hymna for Public Worshe ap- 
Unitari ; tamee sate She Cenbies (UE) | ding sage number of a ty own 
i rgprions CA sftcen Hymns, No. 318, and Inter pees - Paren (Baptist Hymnedy m., 2 The ‘0 = tions. ' . 
oe noth uF MB) edition of 1882 pub, by his son 5 Gadsby con- 

: ; tuins 1138 hymns, of which 157 are by William 
a aud form Pt, ii, of the Sel. From 
his nt of view they are sound in doctrine, 
but have little poetic fervour, and the rl yme 
is faulty ina large number of instances. our 

G 
@. in Riatol _ Coll., by Fra a rg 

let ed. 169, sawed Ri ‘8 » 1787; Le, 
Thomas Gibbor «_ fe 
G.LW.,im Wer Leifchild’s inal Hymne, 

1842; Le Mre. <Q_ L Whiting. shes me 
G. 5.8 "tre initials of George John Ste- 

venson, ppencdes<d toa short biographical sketch 
of Bishop Keva, which accompanied D. Sedg- 
wicks reprint of Ken's Hymns. 

G. Min th ; Le. the . Realtsin, Church Times; i.e. Rev 

, G.RB.,in the Leeds 8. School H. Bk., edi- tions 1838 and 1878: i¢. George Rawson. 
Gabb, James, 1.4, was b.at Ebley, Gl . 7 ; vy, Glou- 
ae Feb. 3, 1830, and educated at Gon- 
ville and Caius College, Cambridge, graduating 
he honours in 1 ~ On taking Holy Orders 
Smestic ret®, Of Barton-le-Street, 1854-64; 
oe eeSPlain ‘to the Earls of Carlisle ai 
1864-7: tt pins, 1855-75; curate of Bulmer, 
1864 he pub, °*F Of Bulmer from 1867. In 

: oD Steps to the 7%, : 
tn Verse (Lond, Niahee*: or Meditations and Prayers 

of Praline a 2 ee aie signal 

te the Throne. Lond f Pilgrim Life; or Stepa 
S The } Nisbet & Co: It contained 103 

ange Ae Unions "lish pine Songater (London, 

of these hymns are in Detham’s Sel. ancl one 
in the Sel. of J. Stevens. (W. R. S.J 

Gall, James, one of the Sup-rinten<denta 
of the Carrubber's Close Mission, Edin teu rh, 
was b. in 1808, and has been associates? = weith 
that mission since its commencement im 25x. 
Before that he had tuken great interest in 
Sunday Schools and Church Music. A bout 
1836, he invented a system of printings susie 
without small musical type,a mode of print- 
ing which hus been greatly improved by ot hers. 
He pub. Anthems and Sacred Songs ba 1843, 
including two of his hymns ;— 

1. O come, let us sing to the Godof Salvation. £>7acs¢ 
Sor Salvation. 

2. Who hath believed? Who bath believed 7 eyo iee 
to Jesus, 

He was also associated with The Seqered 
Song Book, 1843, which afterwards Was ae med 
Sacred Melodies for Children, and im 4g72 
200 Sacred Melodies for —— Shoole and 
Families (see Bateman, 0.) In thiss eq). 
tion appeared :-— 

3. Go sound the trump on India’s Shore. ME 8 sions. 

Another popular hymn is :— 
4. Of sing the Song of boundless love. Prave, for 

es + An for the Scholars of the > 
Non Mission Habbath School, in May, 1877, "Se New 

Mr. Gall has pnb, several rg Works, in- 
ihe” bet, 1873. included 14 hymns by | cluding Instant Salvation ; ‘oy 
ak ate the Foreane new, end 11 tunes. In ars Christ's Interpreting Concordance of ¢ than Pe a : 7 . a8 (9 Dy wor were ‘ + Fe i ors. > OS 
Co kee, nat 7 mew Ae Xvelburn Appendiz of Ori. | Testament ; and others Cs. J.) and + Saints exalecey “* ~ It comprises 116 hymns, the Gallaudet, Thomas Hopking 

Fey child,” , 7k b. “Shiite in Philadelphia, Dec. 10, 1787, and up. be 
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at Yale, 1805; wasatutorthere from 1808-1810, These hymns. are unknown to the English 
and proceeded to > in 1811, uuaiaing collections. [F. M. B.] 
asa student till 1814. Having established an 
Institute for deaf mutes at Hartford, he visited Faris Carl Bernhard, was b. Jan. 24, 
Europe in its interest in 1814-15. From 1817 patho gagy aetna Span m lire pet es 
to 1880 he was the superintendent of that in- | @ther was farmer, He was educated at the 

— Moravian schools in Zeist, and Neuwied, at stitution, and from 1838 to 1851 chaplain of Jeg : > : 7 
: Hartford their Pidagogium at Niesky, and their Semi- 

the Insane Asylum, » Be a 1861, nary at Barby. In 1784 he was appointed one 
leah a Aly caredliniens Caregen! of the tutors at Niesky, and in L789 at Barby; 
T's. & Hye. No. 409. “Jesus, in sickness and | PUt 88 his philosophical lectures: were thought 

: oR ek ee rather unsettling in their tendency, he was in pain” (Looking to Jesus in time of trial). sent, in 1797, to arran, S Per vea . ge the documents of the 
It is in 5 at. of 41. CY. Mt. mJ archive at Zeist. After his oidination as dia- 
Gambold, John, .a., was b. April 10, | conus of the Moravian church, he was a 

1711, at Puncheston, Pembrokeshire, where his pointed, in (799, preacher at Amsterdam; in 
father was vicar, Educated at Christ Church, | 1801 at Ebersdorf (where he was also inspector 
Osford, where he graduated n.a. in 1730, M.A. | of the training school); in 1809 at Berlin; and 
in 1734. Taking Holy Orders, he became, | in 1816 at Neusalza onthe Oder. Feeling the 
about 1739, Vicar of Stanton Harcourt, Ox- | burden of years and infirmities he resi the 
fordshire, but resigned his living in Oct. 1742, | active duties of the ministry in 1836, and re- 
and joine| the United Brethren (Moravians}, | tired to Herrnhut, where he d. June 21, 1841. 
by whom he was chosen one of their bishops | (och, vii. 384-342 ; Allg. Deutsche Biog., viii. 
in 1754. He d. at Li perry 4-2 13, | $92-94, &e.) 
1771. He pub. an ed, of the Greek Testa- | Garve ranks as the most important of recent Mora 
ment; Mioies and Theological Ideas ; Sermona, | bymn-writers, Alb-rtini being perhaps tis superior in 
and a dramatic poem called Ignatiue. About [sae ag ay tere hot in ——— to 
26 translations and 18 original liymne in the winge ahg ‘typically eae ee - 7 gee m4 
Moravian Hymna Books sre assigned to him. | Holy Scripture ts used ina sound and healthful spirit. 
One or two of his hymna, which were pub. by They are distinguished by furee and at the same the 

the Wesleys, have been claimed for them, but | {ies of syle ie are ta a hace peat decotion 
Leer ttt pe pp gr Laninagd = sakes Bath be German Evangelical hymu-booke, no less than 36 being 

1789, and afterwards reprinted. [G. A. C.] 
included in the Berlin @. #., 1829; and of those noted 
below No. 1, is to be found in almost all recent German 

G. Hervey Doddridge, was b. Feb, | sliectiwn, both of which are to be Sound to the Toet anse y was b. Fe ‘ nie, ’ a to} a town 

27, 1822, ‘wear Fishkill, New York, and re- ian ilar aes etek ee ee . — 
moved to New York city in 1825. Graduated 
at Columbia College, 1839, studied Theology 
at New Brunswick, New Jersey, and was or- 
dained in 1843. From 1843 to 1856 he wae a 

authors. (2) Arddergesdinge, Gnadau, 1427, with 65 
hymns intended principslly for use in the Moravian 
Communion, 

Reformed Duteh Pastor, at Freehold, New 
Jersey, and from 1856 to 1876, of the North- 

Garve’s hymns in English C. U. are :— 

west Reformed Duteh Church, New York. 

i, Dein Wort, O Herr, ist milder Thau. Holy 

Since January 1, 1876, he has been the —— 
uk, 

Scripture. Perhaps his finest hymn. 1825, as 
above, p. 51, in 7 st. of B81, Included, as No. 

of the First Presbyterian Church, St. 
His chief hymns are :— 

410, in the Berlin G, Z. &, ed, 1863, and in 

1. Lord, I know Thy grace is nigh me. Fuith, 

the German hymn-books for Hannover, 1883, 
for the kingdom of Saxony, 1883, for the pro- 

Was composed on a winter's night in his bed- 
room, in a farmhouse near Freehold, New 

vince of Saxony, 1882, &c. Tr. as :— 
1, Thy Word, O Lerd, like gentle dews, A good 

tr. of st. i-iii., by Miss Winkworth, in the Ist 
Jersey, while on a visit of consolation to former | Ser, 1855, of her Lyra Ger. p. 36, In the 
parishioners. The first couplet came into his | Pennsylvania Luth. CA, Be, 1868, it is No. 314 
mind without forethought, and he adds, “I com- | in full, but rewritten to Dc. M. In 1864 it 
posed on my pillow in the darkness; completi 
the verses with no little feeling, before I slept. 
This hymn appeared in the Reformed Dutch 

was included, altered, and with Il. 5-8 of each 
st. omitted, as No, 681 in Hys. of the Spirit, 

ITymns of the Church, New York, 1869, and is 
somewhat widely used. 

Boston, U. 5., and this has been repeated in 
Dr. Martineau’s Hys. of Praise & Prayer, 1873, 

2, Eternal Father, when to Thee. Holy Trinity, 
Dated 1872, and included in Hys. § Songs of 

and Dr, Allon's Children’s Worship, 1878, 
2. Thy Word, 0 Lord, is gentle dew. A good tr. 

Praise, N. ¥., 1874, No. 7. 

3. From the vast and veiled throng. Adoration 

of st. i.-ili,, based on the Lyra Ger., hy Miss 
Winkworth, as No. 102 in her C. A. for England, 

of the Heavenly Hosts. Dated 1872, and pub. in 
the flys, § S. of Praise, N.Y. 1874, No. 13. 

1863, and thence, in the Ohio Luth. Hyl., 1889. 
ii, Hallelujah, Christus lebt. Easter, 1825, 

as above, p. 105, in 8st. of 6 1. Included in 
7 Knapp’s £v. L. &, 1850, No. 565. Tr, as :— 

€. Is thls the Ben of Gel? Surrender fo Ged.) Baltdatah! Jeaus lives! A good tr, (omitting Dated 1872, also pub. in the Hys. § & of Praise, | x iy. yi.) by Miss Borthwick, in the 4th Ser 
1874, No. 541. a 

5. Jesus, one word from Thee. Confidence and 
Security in Christ. Dated 1872, and givyn-in 
the Hys. & S. of Praise, 1874, No, 697, 

1862, of the H. L. L., p, 30 (1884, p, 201). In 
Lyra Messianica, 1864, p. 295, and in G. 5S. 
Jellicoe’s Coll., 1867, No, 103, it begins, “ Alle- 

6. Thou Who like the wind dost come. Prayer fii, © Vater der Gemeine, Trinity Sunday. 
four the Holy Spirit. No, 378 in the Hys. § | 1825, as above, p. 18, in 3st. of 7 1. Included 
Sunjs of Praise, 1874, and dated 1873. | as No, 107 in Knapp's Be. LZ. 3, 1837. Jr. as :— 

sc these 

luia ! Jesus lives." 

- 2k ee 
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RGE 

GASCOIGNE: GEO as No, 159, in between 1558 and 1568 Gascoigme xxaarried 

In full, ped “F.C. C.” Elizabeth Breton, mother, by her first hus- 

Fathe of ot p's Colley 1864, is wre Thee,” in the bund, of the poet Nicholas Bretom, areca’ by her 

Dr. PagesstecBe™ * vather, we aceated “S'No. 416 | had a son. lis widow survived taxa tik 1585, 

Another tr. P24. 1 Hib, P- 326, ** Gascome is noticeable as beings rae of the 

srstish, sera ide Bk. 81h earliest English dramatists, the first English 

. ca English 0-0. A ewig treu- Lge 44 satirist, and the first English criti ¥ y 

Herr a very , . |) In 1869 his poems were collected saxacd eclited 

y by Ww. co.) Hazlitt, st-« ren.” 

PE oa 1625, P o. bt v S, _" for the Roxburghe
 Librar 

Berliu G Bas Bingham 1870, Pr — “geht, Trust in and in 1868 his Notes of Instructiore €a2 Fenglish 

ar. Oe 1 ob's stems yr the nerlin GB. | Verse; The Steele Glas; and The €Cexrreplaynt 

God. 14%, p. 159; fu 3 sty Teg wie on See | of Pitm
ene wore included in| E@ta» geLach re- 

1428, No, $94, beware prothing hors 
‘seripture. rints edited by Edward Arber, tops her with 

auch well, - OY oe eite W fcan the world Whetstone’s metrical lite of Garceoiszene. To 

sent in & ot. TY. “Tell TS * “ys66, p. 38, | modern hymmody he is known by ** WV'e that 

aispiay,” tn eres eke» 1872 —\ have passed in slumber secet,"” sama altered 

Fepnted w Mo. 420 in Be $ cht yen version of his morning hymn, * Yee that have 

ms ant: ee aes a Tr. vy - "o | spent the silent night;” and other religious 

hom, 1876, p- ‘sh. 
ale mein Berl

. aoe poems. 
(<+ oe is a] 

viii. Zar Arbeit wr wt. |" Gaskell, William, ¥A. s- | of Mr 
b. at Kusmte<-Baford (a 

: _— ‘e. 
Work. 14%, p. 233. Ind & Tr. bY Garre is 

-cmpetimes sscribed 2? wilham Gaskell, was 

Fg aro os eD aeies 
Friede? ee 

suburb of Warrington, on the Chess baire 
side of 

"Of Bir | the Mersey), 34 July, 1805. He waass educated 

Geors® * a Pp 
Manchester New Colles? — at the Uni- 

J 
uu 

: Gil w, where he adlwuatod A. 

ebhn Gascoigne. The date ble that he versity of ABE pias oe Ce anmstor a. 

birth 
itis pre 

: 

are unknown, but paths = statement i 
at Cross £3 trect Uni- 

was b. about 1525, aod 
. G. = 

be izabethh PF ‘ y 1, M nelester, & posi tAcore he held 

Eli wrian Chapel, Mane cnn was « rather’ 

the Address to Queet 
ene of his cue he # ems to wmve ag until his death. : 

Part of his early life in WeatrmorelsDe - cultivated mind ant considermt» Be» literary 

ability. js publications includ «> Lectures on 

: 1853, a s2xaeell volume 
was educated at ‘Crivity Oller. Carr tie 

Fen ated ae eel tee ule Temple 

as a studentof Law before 188; but Hee X- 

ing his studies Ine led 4 life of recklew ¢ 

travagane and  <iissipation, O ae. 
which he was disimberited 

by his father. +0 

1555 he migrate-<A 
to Gmy's inn, but seems *

 

have left it also- In 1557-58 he represent
s 

Bedfordin Parlizsarme. In 1565 he retort 

pnp 4s Inn, eomacd there, jn the eli The | 

d “4 - wy = pay talianof A r
iosto, 

Dp Su tre 
ae nes lca tesed from 

SP Joma meken reed (c Gassigus i, 
. ’ 

Patt three oxten~ ae 1572
 he ine ee es UB apo § priv. Worship, W887. (G#. -4, C 

mrliament as mmember for we ous : say hymns by Gaske-1I il i 

Midh . parr’ de to his The following hym™ - , ; still in 

etcnarecseec ig d
e pore being ye taken his | C, U. are — eS os Eas rh 

seat, 
ant to the 

including = ; vis, &¢., 

Christe ean oe mfereens per Ww iam 
oO 1840, and Hys. of Praise ont ha ibe 

er, 1873; 

Orange, from wr Enath we received u c
aptain 4 Hedges le Hunting y's. 7 als . ¥ sale —- 

commission. 
+ 

1 ihe fie eo hrest, Boston, Padhey ES ? > wxtellow 

headed the grtis gallat cond in son's Book of Liye. Boston, LEAS, and 

but after sme pclae wae waked prisoner their Hys. © vi, pa peeuiinc
ta ae 

back to England. the American &n 1" ‘yen 

by the Spani y. © Spatiareies amd sent his first ook. | C& Tune) Bk., &e» Boston, 

indeed the grave would be. = Seer th and 

perance Rhymes, 1839, and wv raaicus theo- 

ca = 1a 1882 he wmarrie<2 = Elizabeth 

yhorn Stevenson, who afterwared ss 
attained 

celebrity @& the authores= of Margy 2#arton,
 ond 

“ff other popular tales; Hed. Jurrac> 11, 1884, 

and is buried at Knutsford. To tha«> und ed., 

1856, of the lat Series of Lyre GHermanica 

Mr. Gaskell contributed “A sures £3 tronghold 

our God is He,” a tr. of Luther's ** Ein’ feste 

Bu ” (q-¥-)) replac a VOr-lesde by Miss 

Wink worth in the Ist ed. He alse «ceo tributed 

Head's Unit. Coll. ax Flys. fr 

During Gusec-e> “ 
. . . 

A Hundredth wre wa tends “Fiouet bou
nd ep ge i. Dates dark f 

eft 1 \ Buri arkness o'er the world was brooding: . The Day- 

errecell FPocsie, thie mt ich he 

Se erste et nae er keel, van pune ere | eecin 
withont his persx.‘esion, and altet his return | 25!" flack were the pathe our Master trod. .Styaepathy 

from Holland, he poxabliaied in 1575 corrected | yoith Ch ag 2 

and enlarged aii tic of his Poesie*: ‘Yhence- | 4: Father, nt tbe 

forward he werms to h by led a Viterary Vite. | Pda 
ave Te eee pow long, 0 Lord, bis brother's blood? J time of 

"QO hush, great God, the sounds of 

to Thee, Dorelogy. 

heralis of the cross. = #*020er of 

anad is said to} 
1. 

5 ‘ = 

te the court «¢ pong Ha soar in 
sotne we, qgaveth’s | War, From this “ 

celebrated visit tes Ae Occasion © yet of | war," 18 taken. ae 

ES en il worth in the au jeestet 1 at | free, I am free, I have enaway. The 

irth. 
mee fn mind, H, Commererntore. 1575, Gaseni che wer 2228 <ocvrnrmissione! by for %. In vain we thus recall to 

rmed Mighty Goud, the first, the last. Infinifle Anetoledge. 

js thanctcl ag aa <_ tase, & rfo ber 
; 5 ©. a : 

Lincolnshire on Be EEa<
mt. Ff Ped. at Stamey \ 10, No more, om earth no wore. Death and Heaven. 

buried by hi, fri tt. TF. 1577. and * the | it Not in this simple rite alone, A. Camm nion, 

family vault of et: ee ihetst 08 Tack, | 1s. O Ga this da O Ga ag Mirae 

wt this is nit cert iJ PY hetswnee at pie time | 14. © God, tu Thee our bearts would pay Old Tear. 

eel” known. At 
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15. O God, who knowest bow frail we are. Seeking ; melioa, No. 412, in 15 st. of 6 1. 
Strength 

16. 0 not to crush with abject fear, Christ's Work. 
17. Our Fates. oe ethane Bhags ny year. A orie 

- al ° coming 

eS oon press on, ye sons of light. Continuance 

" ag heey soldier of the cross, Puithfulmess 
$e. Thanks, thanks unto God! Who in ‘merey hath 

spoken. Gratitude for the Gospel. ; 
Se all this life’s eventful rosd. Walking 

with Ls 
22. To Thee, the Lord A ty. Doxology. 

. . Ged of Love. Dirine Worship. 
Fri Wo yee wo taere) pray with wishes | kind, #. 

Matrimony. 
25. We would leave, 0 God, to Thee. Original: “ We 

woul! cast, O God, on Thee.” Rest in God. 
26. When arise the thoughts of sin. Looking to Jesus. 

These hymns all appeared in Beard'a Coll. 
1837. In addition there are :— 

27. Calmly, calmly lay him down. 
2% O Father, (gladly) humbly we > 
29. O hush, great Ged, the sounds of war. Pur Peace. 

The dates of these hymns we have not been 
able to determine. No, 27 ia in cay Hys., 
for Pub. Worehi, aaah and ne and oa 
are in Hedge untington’s Hys. for t 
Church of Christ, 1853. cf JJ 

Gaude, Mater Ecclesia. (St. Edward 
the Confessor.) This hymn was reprinted in 
Dr. Neale'’s Hymni Ecclesiae, 1851, p. 283, in 
6 st. of 4 1, from the Senlis Brev. (Breviarium 
——- 1521), where it was given, “In 

eeto S. Ludoviei Regia” In 1867 a tr. by 
Dr. RK. F. Littledale was included in the 
People's H., No. 237, beginning, “O Mother 
Church, to-day thy voice,” and signed “ A. L. 
P.” It was appointed for the Festival of St. 
Edward the Confessor, Oct. 13. (J. J.J 

Gedicke, Lampertus, s. of Christian 
Gedicke, superintendent of Gardelegen in the 
Altmark, was b. at Gardele Jan, 6, 1683. 
After the completion of his theological studies 
at Halle under Francke, he waa for sume time 
tutor in the orphanage at Halle, and then in» 
family at Berlin, Becoming au army chaplain 
he was successively appointed chaplain to the 
Guards (1709), aocomenayteg them on several 
expeditions; chaplain to the Wartensleben 
regiment and garrison preacher at Berlin 
(1713); and Probst and — of all the 

ison and regimental chaplains (1717). 
ed. at Berlin, Feb, 21, 1735 (Koch, iv, 414, 

415; Bode, p. 72, &e.), He contributed two 
hymns to the Neu-vermehrtes geistreiches G. B., 
Berlin, 1711. One of these fs :— 

Wie Gott mich fihrt, eo will ich gehn. { Trust én 
God.] 1711, as above, No. 798, in 6 st. of 7 Le 
repeated in Freylinghausen, 1714, and as No. 
915 in the Berlin G. L, 3, ed. 1863. Often 
used at weddings, The only ¢r, in C. U. is:— 

Just as God leads me I would go, a good tr., 
omitting st. ii., as No, 258, in H. L. Hastings’s 
Hy. W880, 

Other tra. are: (1) As God shall bead I'll take my 
way,” by Dr, H. Mills, 1445 (14546, p. 176), (2) “* Aw 
God leads me, will I go,” by Mise Warner, 1455 (1961, 

- 494). (3) * Aa God doth lead me will Igo," by Miss 
utlingham in the British Herald, June, 1466, p, 274, 

repeated as No, 407 in Retd's Praise Bk, 1872. {J. M.J 

Geh aus, mein Herz, und suche 
Freud. I. Gerhardt. [Summer.] This beau- 
tiful poctn of thanksgiving for God's goodness 
in the delights of summer, and of anticipa- 
tion of the une of Paradise, appeared in the 
Frankfurt ed., 

hich one desires in 

begi 

heart, 

Paul 

the bil 

Gellert, 

Saxo 

GELLERT, CHRISTIAN F. 

Reprinted in 
Wackernagel’s ed. of his Geistliche Lieder, 
No. 103, and Bachmann's ed., No. 85; and 
included, as No. 782, in the Unr. L. 8, 1851. 
It may be com with the hymn, “ Der 
triibe Winter ist vorbei,” by Friedrich von 
Spee (q. v.). Lauxmann, in Koch, viii. 141, 
precrig @ tune (called Lucerne in the Irish 

hurch Hymnal) as:— 
A Swiss melody which has naturalised itself in Wért- 
aS the hymn “Geh aus, metn Herz,” and 
which ae Lies at TObingen) assures us 
the children's are twice as as offen a 
are allowed to ft. Although e 'y original 
a (by J. Schmidlin, 1770), yet its ring gives 

* one an outdoor hymn, 

The fra. of this hymn in C. U. are :— 
1. Go forth, my heart, and seck 

gig Es 

a gool 
tr., omitting st. xiv., by Miss Winkworth, in the 
Ist series of her Lyra Ger, 1855, p. 136. Her 
érs. of st, vili.-xi., beginning “Thy mighty work- 
ing, mighty God,” were included in the Ame 
rican Sabbath H. Bk, 1858, and repeated in 
Boardman's Coll., Philadelphia, 1861, 

2. The golden corn now waxes , & very 
good tr. beginning with st. vii., Der Waizen 
wiichset mit Gewalt,” contributed by R. Massie 
to the 1857 ed. of Mercer’s C. P. and H, Bk, 
No. 463 (Ox. ed., 1864, No. 500, om itting the 
tr. of st. x,). In the A iz tothe 2nd series 
of Lyra Domestica, 1864, Mr. Massie reprinted 
his tr, at p. 102, and prefixed a verssion of st. 
i-vi., beginning “ Go forth, my heart, nor linger 
here.” In this form it was included in full in 
Reid's Praise Bk, 1872. 

Other tre. are: (3) “Come forth, 
seek 
(2) “Go forth, my : 
“And oft I think, if e’en earth's sin: ground,” 4 
tr. oft. L, ix., by Mrs, Stanley Carr in her ¢r _ of Wikien- 
habn’s Gerhardt, 1445 (ee 1856, p. 235). {) 
“Go forth, my heart, and seek for praise,” bey Dr. J. W. 
Alexander, in Scheffe 1 Ki nd, 1849, pp. Oe ae 

. (4) “Go out, my beart, ead leasuree seek,” by 
é . 164. g “Go forth, my 

ime," by &. 184, p. 38, 
(6) “Go forth, my heart, and seek delight, Ion this eam- 

259, roe = forth, my 
. Fo len, in ber 

(J. MJ 

Geletaky, Johannes. [Jelecky-, J.) 

Christian Fiirchteg-ott, s. of 
Christian Gellert, pastor at Hainich en in the 

1 Harz, near Freiberg, was b. cat Haini- 
chen, July 4, 1715. In 1734 he enttered the 
University of Leipzig as a student of theo- 
logy, and after completing his coumse acted 
for some time as assistant to his father. But 
then, as now, sermons preached from manu- 
script were not tolerated in the Mutheran 
Church, and as his memory was tremchiwrous, 
he found himself compelled to try some other 
profeesion, In 1739 he became domestic 
tutor to the sons of Herr von Littichau, near 
Dresden, and in 1741 returned to Lecipzag to 
superintend the studies of a nephew at the 
University, He also resumed his owr studies. 
He graduated .a. 1744; became in 1745 
rivate tutor or lecturer in the phi ical 
aculty; and was in 1751 appointed extra- 
ordinary professor of philosophy, lect-uring on 
an and rhetoric, and then on tmeral phi- 
osophy. An ordinary professorship ceffered to 
him in 1761 he refused, as he did not feel 

bt," by Mise Com, 1641, iso (leaaa. a. 
and revel” in ~ Sow,” ani 

1656, of Criiger's Prozis pietatie strong enough to fulfil ite duties, having been 
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delicate from a child, and after 1752 suffering . ig: —" For all Thy wrnedmess land { Thee, 
very greatly from hypochuudria. He d. at 
Leipzig, Dee. 13, 1769 (Koch, vi. 263-277; 
Allg, Deutache Biog., viii. 544-49, &e.). 
AS & professor, Gellert was most popular, number! 

Goethe and Leasing among bis pupil and won trons 
‘his students extraordinary reverence and affection, due 
Partly to the warm interest be took in their personal 
conduct and welfare. In bis early life he was one of 
the contributors to the Bremer Bea ; and was one of 
the leaders in the revolt agninst the ination of Gott- 

and the writers of the French school. His Fables 
(ist Ser. 1746; 2nd 1744), by their charm of style, spirit, 
Sumour and point, may justly be characte: a8 epoch- 
Making, won for bim universal esteem and influence 
among. his contemporaries of all classes, and still rank 

Be er; wr aha ton a 2 coe * & bymn-writer 
em the revival of churehly fecling the oo Heng of the 
 Segceengen period of 1900 to L#20 have been ered 

many recent compilers, yet the ad of 
the old standard hymns bare Seon ‘kde to ceretch chats 
rea of selection from Lather to Gellert. He prey 
himself by prayer for their composition, and selected 
the moments when his mental horizon was most un- 
clonded. He was ished by deep and sincere 
La ‘¥, Dlameleas life, es oye In attendance on 
. services of the Church. His hymns are the utter- 
—— = a dncere Mergent morality, not —_ 

genuine expresso 
feelings and experiences; and what in rv he preached 

also put in practice in his daily life. Many are tow 
Titectte es in tone, reading like versifications of portions 
= is berymed on morals, ant are only suited for private i it in regard to his best. b it may safely be 
with om, their rational piety good taste, com 
: hae certain earnestness and pathos, entitle them to 
= Pr peg the classics of German hymnody. They 
+ ere -é bagless requirements of ad iy universal adm + and speedily passed ymn-books in Luthera,, ! Germany, Roman Catholic as well as 

Two of Gellert’ thale oes rly hymns are noted under 
a mech iene tae viz., “Jesus lebt, mit 

miichtgen brn aud “ Wie gross ist des All- 
yah iite.” The following have also 

frees bi English, almost all being taken 
tion of see iche und Lieder, a collec- 
and 7) py aims Ist pub. at Leipzig, 1757, ic which has éditions -— Passed through very numerous 

bi Pe in English C.U. 
1757, p. 102, w2rMB dichab ich gosindigt. Lent. 
Penitence.” i & st. of 4 L., entitled “Hymn of 
Berlin @. 1, 42 Zolikofer's G. B., 1766, and the 

Agai Thee’ €d. 1363, No. 499. Tr. as:— 
good and ful] Only have I sina’d, Town it. A 
No. 42 in her Yersion, by Miss Winkworth, as 

— 43. for England, 1863. 
my ¢ iy—** Against T! Lord, 1 

fapeereslon,"* By “ONL, Proikingham, vet, p. 24 
suns: One of I ‘Tag, den Gott gemacht. Christ- 
1757, p. 72, in : best and most popalar hymns. 

iv, Gott ist mein Lied, Pr-atse. On God's 
Might and Providence. 1757, P-, 7%: in 15 st. of 
51. In the Berlin GL. S., @cd- 1863, No. 24. 
Tr. as:— 
God is my song, His praises X* 22 ~Fepeat. A free 

tr. of st. i.-v. a8 No. 94 in Six John Bowring’s 
Hymns, 1825. Repeated, omit t img st. i, as No. 

114 in Dale's Eng. H. Bh, 187 =~ 
Other tre. are :—-(1) “OfGod I sixzes.”” by Dr. Ht, Mills, 

1856, B 11. (2) “Ged is my sorage. With sovereign, 
by ¥. L. Frothingham, 1570, p. 243- . 

v. Wenn ich, o Schipfer, doime B&acht. /’raise. 

This fine hymn of Praise for (ox eation and Pro- 
vidence was Ist pub. 1757, p- G2, in 6 st. of 71. 

In the Berlin G. B., 1765, No. 25, and Berlin 

G. L. &, ed, 1863, No, 72, Z¥r- asi— 

Thou Great First Cause! whexa of Thy skill. Io 

full in Dr. H. Mills's Horae er-., 1845 (1856, 

p. 5). St. ii, Hi, v., vi, altered and beginning, 

“The earth, where’er | turm xx2ime eye,” are in 
the American Luth. Gen. Symoci"’s Coll, 1852. 
Other tre. are:—{1) “When, O mmy dearest Lord, I 
¢,” by Mise Dunn, 1857, p. 80. C22) “Creator! when 

ery atgtant go ean west . -¥. i. Pe . ial 
Fey Al Thy might,” by ‘utes Afanington, 1663, 

vi. Wer Gottes Wort nicht tntilt, und spricht. 

Faith in Works. This didactic hymn on Faith 
proved by Works, was first pub. 1757, p. 49, in 
Sst. of 61 In Zollikofer's G. Z%., 1766, and the 
Berlin G. ZL. S&., ed. 18638, No. T2. Tr, as:— 
Who keepeth not God's Word, yet maith, A good 

and full tr. by Miss Winkworth, in her Lyra 
Ger, 2nd Ser., 1858, p. 161. A greatly altered 
version of st. ii-v., beginning, ** True faith in 
holy lite will shine,” was included as No, 418 in 
Aenaedy, 1863, and repeated im the /bror Hyl., 
1871, J. L. Porter's Coll. L876, ad others, 

IL. Hymns not in English C. U7. 
vii. Auf Gott, und nicht auf meimem Rath, Trust in 

God's Providence. 1757, p. 134, im 6 et. Tr. as: (1 
*Rale Thou my portion, Lord, mm skill,” by Dr. 4 
Mil s, VH4S (1806, p. Id). (2) ** Om God and on no 
earthly trust,” by J.D. Burns, in hiss temaing, 1469. 

vill, Auf, schicke dich. Christmas. 1757, p. 109, in T 
st. Tras, "Come, tune your heart,’* by sfias Coz, 1341, 
p. 17 (1864, p, 39), 

ix. Dein Heil, o Ohriet! nich verscherzen. 
Prayer, 1757, p. 6, in t4 st. of & . ee. A. Seblegel's 
Geistl, Geadnge, 3rd Set, 1772, . 1938, recast as Za 
deinem Gotte beten,” In 5 st. Of 12 1. ; and this in the 
Kaiserwerth Lieder-Buch fiir Kletreded nderschulen, 1442, 
Ho. Oe, ay ee Zu bre tm Himarnel beten”’ in 8 st. 

R was fr. as, ** > how 

pray,” by Mrs. Bevan, 1459, p. las. pee 5 

x. Der Tag ist wieder hin, wel diesen Theil 
Lebens. Krening. ae Lg 13, im 10 st, as Bs. Ep wad 

ide.” i Berlin G. B. irq 1st. of 4 1, repeated in the Settee Warner, 1960 (1071, Pp. o5r Mother day is ended. 
ed. 1863, No. 1 S, No. 55, andthe Berlin G. £.S.,| “xi, Da und fuhlest Gig 

This is the Prsecige Tr. as:— tentment. 1387, p. 21. 10 8 as. eae enn 
earth. A trof cg > Lord hath made, O’er all the —. tte 7 Tea Maguire, 1383, p. 163- 
as No. 22 in Dy t. i.-iii,, x., by Miss Borthwick, 
included in #7 7 2 Renstecher’s Coll, 1864, and 

tre. ang 7 f=-9 1884, p. 256. 
Sritins.” by de "ZS 4D * This is the day which God 
y shall yet by Gog. '* alker, 1460, p. rf (2) “ This 

"ry, 801, p. tay, OE" Command,” in the Family Trea- 

1757, p. 27, in 13st. Tr. as, se 4° erfreut. aster. 
day,” in Dr. J. D. Larges Y ake, my soul, and 

tal ube ag p. 43, "ss aurora Australis, 

Year, 1757, p. 154, in 6 st, in mere den Mond. New 
No, 233, aa “Gott rutt." Tr. am, a5 Peay G. B., e706. 
wast and ap eg sash - Jaz; rte — aoe 

1757, p. 1, io 4 st, founded on rScweit Supplication. 
tre, are: (1) “O God, Thy boodra eB iil, 5-14. er 
as," by Dr. J.D. Lang, 1826, DP. ley doth extend. oy 

goodness, oe God, i. Miss ry le bey ! 
xv. Gott mein 7 > Bess, . 

p. 10, in # at. Tr. an “I true 4 Scripture, 17ST: 
word,” by Dr, H. — (koe = lord, Upon 

xvi. Herr, der du mir das Lez, gg s35%- 

® 85, in 4 ep alg etpreist. Evening, 1757, 
9. 8, 1768, No. zag t+» included in Zollikofer’s 
—_ le 1160, - 2 “nd the Berlin G. L, S., ed. 

Son. ° @ 3 
fol tr. by 4 pr S64 Spirit praise. A good and ora, T. bi Ed at 

My, 1851, Fussell. as No.7 in his Ps. ¢ 
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fi 121, in 5 #t, Tr, as, “By Thee, Thou Lord of 
feaven,” by H. J. Buckoll, 1842, p. #7. 
xvid. 4 mich, dein Leiden su bedenken. 

Passiontije. 1757, p. 123, in 22 st. 
mé, ob Lord, with strength! that I may dwell," by Aiss 
Pry, 1859, p. 163. 

xviii. Ich hab in guten Stunden, Fur the Sick. 1757, 
p. 224, in 6st, [See the Story ef a Hymn, in the Sun 
day at Home for Sept, 1965.) Tr, as: (1) “I have bad 
my days of blessing,” ty Mra. Pindlater, in MW. L. L., 
1sS5, p. 60. (2) “Once, happy coure with blessings 
crowned,” by A. # H., in the om of Rest, 1877, p. 405. 

xix. Ich komme. Herr, suche dich. Holy 
Communion, 1767, p. 89, in S st. The fre. are: (1) 
“Leome, O Lord, and seek for Thee.” by Miss Maning- 
tom, 1663, p. 14. (2) * Weary and laden with my hoad, 
I come,” by Dr. &. Maguire, 1872, p. 178, 

xx. Ich komme vor dein . Supplication. 
1757, p. M40. in 13 at. ‘Phe tre, ares (1) Great God, 1 
bow before Thy face,” by fir, J. D, Lang, 1926, p. 24. 
(2) “ Now in Thy presence 1 appear,” by Dr. H, Mills, 
1845 (1856, p. t37). 

xxi. Mein erst Gefiihl sei Preis und Dank. Morning. 
lS 55, tn 126t. Tr. as, *T bleas Thee, Lord, Thou 
God of might,” beginning with st. vi., by Hf. J. Buckoll, 
1842, p. 56, 

Eternal xxii, Nach einer Priifung kurzer bir, a 
Life. 1757, p. 158, im 12 st., as “The Consolation of 
Eternal Life." Though hardly a hymn for congrega- 
tional use and too Individua'leed, it has been a very 

favourite in Germany. In the Berlin @, #., 1765, 
No. 192, and the Berlin @. L. &, ed. 1863, Ne, 1483, 
The tra, are: (1) “A few short days of trial past,” in 
Mies Knight's Prayers & Hys. from the German, 1412 
(1532, p. 107), (2) “A few short hours of tramsient 
<i by Dri J. Do Lang re 153, (3) When these 

f tal-days are past,” by J. SI rd, 14ST, p. 9H. 
(4) “ A few short days of trial here,” by Miss Burling- 
ham in the Mritish Herald, Jaiy 1965, p. 98. (5) “> ur 
few short years of trial o'er,” by Or, J. Guthrie, 169, 
4.124. (6) ~ When these brief trial-days are spent,” by 
Mise Windeworth, 1469, p. JES, (7) " A few more days, 
a few more years,” by Lr. R. Maguire, i883, p. 165, 

xxiii, O Herr, mein Gott! durch den ich bin und lebe- 
Resignation to the will of God. 1767, p. 102, in T st. 
Tr. as, * In Thee, my God, I live and move,” by fr, RB. 
Maguire, L803, p. 113. 

xxiv. So hoff’ ich denn mit festem Muth. 
ance of the Grace af God, 1757, p. 115, in 4 st. 
trs, are: (1) * Firm is my of furare goed’ * 
Dr. H. Mills, 1845 (i806, p. t88). (2) *In Thee, 
Lord, my hope hath stood,” by Jr. R. Maguire, isT2, 

xxv. Was iste dass ich mich . Patience. 1757, 
p-lt,in 7st, The tra. are: (1) “0 foolish heart, be 
still,” by Miss Warner, 1ho8 (1661, p. 452), repeated in 
Bp. Ryle’s Coll, 1864, No. 161 (2) " What billows 
these that o'er thee roll,” by Dr, K. Maguire, 1672. 

xvi, Wie sicher lebt der Mensch, der Staub, For the 
Dying. 1757, p. 149, in 14 at. Tr as, @ How beedicn, 
how secure is man!" by Dr, H. Milla, 1845 (1856, 
Pp. 234), 

One or two recasts from Gellert’s Lehrge- 
dichte und Erzihlungen, Leipzig, 1754, came 
into German C, U,, and one has passed into 
English, viz. :— 

xxvii, Mensch, der du Christus schmihst, was ist in 
ihrer Lehre, Love to Mankind. 1754, pp. 27-56, being 
a poem entitled “The Christian.” A recast from _ 
tions of this made by J. S. Diterich, beginning “Gieb 
mir, O Gott, ein Herz,” in % st,, appears as No, 219 in 
the Berlin @. B., 1765; and has i tr. as “ Grant 
me, © God! a tender beart,” by Afies Anight, 1812 (1532, 
p. 97). (J. Mj) 

Gelobet seist du Jesu Christ. [Christ- 
mas.) This hymn jas been called a tr. of the 
following Latin sequence :— 

1. “Grates nunc omnes reidamus Domino Deo, qui 
ena nativitate nos Liberavit de diabolica potestate. 

2. “Haic et ut canamus cum angelis semper: 
Gloria in excelsis.” 

The text of this sequence is in Daniel, ii. 
p. 5, apparently from a Munich ms, of the 
llth cent,, and ts also found in a 12th cent, ms. 
in the Britieh Museum (Add, 11,669, f.49). It 
has been ascribed to St. Gregory the Great, 
and to Notker Balbulus; but is probably 
by neither, The earliest form in which the 

Aasur- 
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b 

Tr. a8, “Clothe | 
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German hymn has been found is in a ua. ¢ 
1370, protubly written in the district of Celle, 
and now in the Royal library at Copenhagen. 
In the Blather fiir Hymnologie, 1883, p. 47, it 
is quoted us occurring thus :— 

“ Hine oportet ut canamus cum angelis septem gloria 
fn excelsis :— 

Lauet sista tho crist, 
dat du hute ghebaren bist 
Van - t war. 

Des vrow ad cits Leerslonie ——— Kyr.” 

The introductory words, it will be noted, 
are a corrupted form of pt. ii. of the sequence ; 
the four lines following can hardly be said to 
lave any connection with the sequence. This 
German stanza came into extensive ae; 
and is almost the only instance of popular 
vernacular song used iu the Church services 
before the Reformation. ‘Ihus in the Ordina- 
rium inclitae ecclesiae Swerinensia, Rostock, 
1519, there isa rubric in the service for Clirist- 
mas, “ Populus vero Canticum vulgare: Ge- 
lavet uw Jean Christ, tribus vicibus sub- 
junget ” ee mann ton Fallersleben, ej. 1861, 
p. 194). To this single pre- Reformation stanza 
Martin Luther added six original sts. (which 
contain slight reminiscences of Fortunstus’s 
* Quem terra, pontus, aethera"), asad published 
the 7 st. (each stanza ending with Kyricleis) 
ona broadsheet at Wit ,and then in Byn 
Enchiridion, Erfurt, 1524. Thonee in Wacker- 
nagel, iii. p. 9, in Schircks's ed. of Luther's 
Geistl. Lieder, 1854. p.9; in the Uav. Ls. 
1851, No. 36; and in almost all G@rman hyinn- 
books from the Reformation to the present 
time. Schamelius described itus “The bleaa- 
ings of the birth of Christ celebreated in para- 
doxes.” Lt is tr. as :— 

1, Jesus! all praise is due to Thee. A good fr. 
by C. Kinchen, omitting st. vi, as No. 52, in 
the Moriian H. Bk, 1742. When repeated in 
the ed. 1754, pt. i, No. 213, Kinchen’s ¢r, of 
st. i, ii, iii, vii. were retained, and st, iv.-vi. 
were given in a cento partly from Jacobi (see 
below), The 1754 text was repeated, with 
alterations, in subsequent eds. of the Moravian 
H. Bk, (A486, No. 34), and is found, as No. 209, 
in Lady Hantingdon’s Sef, 1780, Two centos 
may also be noted ;— 

(1) “He, who the earth’s foundations laid” (st. i), 
Cottertll’s Sel, 1519, No, 216. (2) +The Son of God, 
who fram'd the skies" (st. fl. 1. 3), in the Bible H. Bk., 
1845, No, 221. 

2. O Jesu Christ! all to Thee. By A. T. 
Rassell, in his 2s. & Hys., L851, No. 42, omitting 
st. iii, vi. Slightly altered, in Avennedy, 1863. 

8. All praise to Thee, eternal Lord. A (ree tr. 

in 5 st. of 4 1. as No. 263 jin the American 
Sabbath H. Bk, 1858, and re ted unaltered 
in Schaff's Carist in Song, 1869, p. 53 (1879, 
p. #2) It is included in full and generally un- 
altered in various American collections, as the 
Rap. H. Bk, 1871, Presb, JTyl,, 1874, Landes 
Domini, 1884, &e.; aud in England in Soden's 
Universal H. Rk,, 1885. 

Translations not in 0. U. :— 
(1) “Now blessed be Thou, Christ Jesn,” by Rp. 

Coverdale, 1639 (Remains, 1446, pp, 662), (2) “Tue 
praises to th’ incarnate Love,” by J. c. Jacobi, 1722, p. & 
(1732, p. 6). (2) * Ob, let Thy Redeemer, 1” 
by Mise Pry, 145, p. 16. (4) "Glory to Christ, the 
rgin-born,” by J. Anderson, 1446, p, 9 (1847, p. 32). 

(5) “Glory and praise to Jesus’ name, by Dr. J, Hunt, 
1453, p. a6, (6) ** All prai-e to Jesus’ hallowed name,” 

! by A. Maseie, 1854, p. 11, repeated in Dr. Bacon, 1864, 
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20. (1) Praised be Thou, O Jesus Christ," by Dr. 5 Macdonald in the Sunday ne, L867, p. 151, altered im his Aeotics, 1816, p, 43, (4) “AIL glory, Jesus Christ, to Thee,” tn the ¢ - of England ine, 1872, p. 45, (9) 
Genad mir, Herr, ewiger Gott. [Du- fies of a aN. Ist in Klug’s a B., Wittenbery, 1529! ‘ackernagel, iii, p. 117, Ghotes it from the Geistliche Lieder, urt, 1531, in 9st., entitled “The Margrave George's mn.” The beginnings of the st. form the Raine Georg Marggraf zu Brandenburg. It is a companion bymn to the “Capitan Herr Gott” (q.¥,.): ‘and biy by the sume uthor. Casimir was b. Sept. 27,1481, and d. pt. 21, 1527: while Georg wes b, March 4, 41484, anil d, Dee. 17, 1543. The tre. are: — 

distress," by Dr. @, + Jet no A (2) “Grant me, Eternal Ged, 
1869, p. 128. [ J, M.) 

Lovely Lamb. (. Wes- ley. (Jems All in AL) Pub. in Hys. end enon oeme, 1749, in 7 at. of 41. (P. Works, 868-72, vol. y. p. 21). The folluwing ar- BE gooey of the text have come into C.U.: 
a Suacom, i, od oteee ate Vabdeatacad - Jesus, all. Lamb. In the Wee, #7. se ph RE] I. 1875, No. 434.5 0. J. fieesuae tes aa of this bymn in his Meth, #7. ak, extensive ie” 291. This of the bymn is in 

let eeus, ™e cleave to Thee. # Fiys., Richmond, U.S.A. 1867, No. 

Gentle Jesus 
. Y 

eed BY 

Tn the Presb. Pe. 
357, in 2 st. (at. di, 

(J. J.} 

Fellow wig ig ttaren, 1763, in 7 st. of 4 1. and beginning “Le, hymn, marked pt, ii., TI ” F, 

ior the ale in 7 st. of 41, thus accounting 
original is in 1 rm Sometimes made that the 

iB DE Lish-spew kei - aly “op tar wi ths countries, and are exeeed- 
coac : 

b. 441, tt inn ge 
cthindint “8 S zy Lamb of God,” &e., in the Vt. ii, whilst «G2 43k, 1879, in entirely from 8 compiled fron, Deen Jesus, meck and mild,” 

mo) “ioe : Men ts are:— 
th, : entice Lamb,” tn Ssvlour mild,” ayer, Lats sod 2 = Holy deus Gently, Fornchu + Hie 1868. FJ, J] 

down. % As Wenther) Saviour, let me the Life of the F. C Death aniicé ed.) In 
the Key "Edwin 2: jPowland Hill, at. by 

deseri},: ~*« ney, 1834, Mr. Sidne “Sometimes he binge the death of Mr. Hill. wu beautify) hype OS ted the first verse of his 
* Gently, my Saviour, let 
does not indicate where 
found, nor the date of 

Flasfield in his American 
hat Ga No. 1357, in 5 at. of 41, ee he year before Mr. Hill's 

wert, 82 No. B55 22 Church Praise Bk., 
Tr 48 dated 1796, This is 

rn, he hymn is caeentially "ih this git Dr. Hatfcld’s date 
fact, ‘The hymn was 

ee 
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; F ican Uni- given in 3 st. of 4 Lin the 1merican 

versalists’ Hys. for Christiare 27€ pines! 1846, No. 536, as“ Gently, my Fathea-» let roe 
(See Various.) (J. J.) 

Gerhardt, Paulus, s, of _bristian Ger- 
hardt, burgomaster of Grifem Baery nichen, near 
Wittenberg, was b. at Grifen hay + Mur. 12, 1607, On Junnary 2, 1628, he matricu- lated at the University of Wittenberg. In 
the registers of St. Mary's @Beurch, Witten- 
berg, his nume appears as a geod father, on July 
13, 1641, described still as ** 2st taciosus,” an: 
he seems to have rewained im WWittenberg till 
at least the end of April, 1G-£52. He appears 
to have yone to Berlin in 16-42 or 1643, and 
was there for some time (cortairaly after 1618) 
& tutur in the house of the a Iweoonte Andreas 
Barthold, whose daughter (A wana Maria, b. 
May 19, 1622, d, Mareh 5, 16653) became bis 
wife in 1655. During this period he seema to 
have frequently hed in SSerlin. He was 
appointed in 1651, at the recoxramendation of 
the Berlin clergy, Lutheran Probst (chief 
pastor) at Mittenwalde, near T-e-rlin, and or- 
dained to this post Nov. 18, EG@Sk. In July, 
1657, he returued to Berlin as third diaconis 
of 8t. Nicholus'schureh; but bec« »mainginvolved 
in the contest between the Elector Friedrich 
Wilhelm (who was of the Reformed Chureh) 
and the Lutheran clergy ut” BBerlin, he was 
deposed from his office in February, 1666, 
though he still remained in Berlin. In Nov., 
1668, he accepted the post of marchidiacnnus 
at Liibbrn, on the Spree, was installed in 
June, 1669, and remained there till his death 
on June 7, 1676 (Koch, iii. 297—826; Allg. Deutsche Biog., viii, 774-782, &e.). 

The outward circumstances of Gerbarat’s life were for the most part gloomy. His carl fer goon were spent amid the horrors of the Thirty Years’ War, He did net obtain a settled position in lite tlh he was age. He was unatie to marry tll four yearn 
his wife, after a loog ines, died 
bn — —— = ttn H abe 
ren 

. - hood. The sunniest period his lite bsp ing pa early years of his Berlin minktry Cle. 7 657-1663), whem he enjoyed universal love and esteen, 3 while bis latter IMbben asa widower with one Surviving child The wets on Na re Pay apse him * Theulogus in cribro Satanae vermat eet) tele 
Gerhardt mnks, next to Luther, as the most gifted and popular hymn-writer of the La- theran Church. Gervinus Cea. 1842, pt. iii. . $66), the well-known listorian of German iterature, thus churacterises: >, imi :— 
“He went back to Luther's rea, —s 

hymn in such — THO OTLe 9s 
#0 far mexlified as the reqairen,e 
manded. In Luther's time the be dtc gg oe ne time de~- 
the work of the Atonement, i, Keren =e a ae 
bursting of the gates of Heil Was thie. Pane . ~ rd 
ful confidence with Gerhards, it ‘i. re pal ce 
weof God. With Lather the og wan, the ellef in th 

Rotanists assumed the heaven] Pathful God of = 
mercy; with Gerhardt the mereifia yy Fest of grace anc 
one loving Man. Like the olq Poe: figghteous One is as 
* Sincerely and unconstrained y- of the people me 
hearty; the blixsfulness of his fait pare naive, ame 
am! ambable; in his way of writg tee rakes Bim benigrs 
simple, and pleasing as in his way or = is as aterm tive. 

ith a firm grasp of the objeceg aan sinking. a 
Christian Faith and a loyal adhe rer, Tealities of th 
standpoint of the Latheren Chure | ages B the doctrinal 
Bebuinely human ; be takes a free), | tre. terbardt in ye 
of nature and of mankind. In byt By lthtal view both 

perme Rardin ‘on bynene ee —_ Rose YY Teigious: . & 3 ~ Gerhardt it i# wot #0 much the inetiy renee" 1" et _ 
sou t 

+4 years of 
later: and 

cles tage the time that 
while of the tie chil- 

Kenuine type of 
Lse had done, only 
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sometimes morbid moods, as it is the representa- 
tive member of the Church # — = 
and feelings he shares with bis fellow members: while 
in style Gerbardt is ximple and ful, with « consi- 
derable variety of verse at bis command, and often 
of bell-like purity in tone. 

From the first publication of Gerharit’s 
hymns they at once came into favour among 
ail ranks and creels; and @ lar ion 
are amovg the hymns most cherished and most 
widely used by German-speaking Christians 
at the present day. They appeared princi- 
pally in the various eds. of Criiger's Praxis, 
and the Criiger-Runge G. B., 1 (seo Criiger, 
J.). The first collected ed. was prepared b; 
J. G, Ebeling, and pub, in separate “ Dozens, 
1-4 in 1666, 5-10 in 1667, ie. 120 in all. In 
the ed. of J. H, Feustking, Zerbet, 1707, a 
fow st. were in (from mss. in the 
possession of Gerhardt’s surviving son), but 
no new hymus were 

A molern eds, of Gerbardt's hymns (mostly fol- 
lowing the text of Ebeling) may be mentioned thone by 
Langbecker, 1842; Schultz, 1842; Wackernagel, 1843; 
Becker, 1861; Goedeke, 18T7, and Gerok, 187K, The 
Historico-Critical ed. of Dr. J, F. Bachmann, 1966, is 
the most com (with 11 additional pieces hardly 
Church hymns), and reverts to the pre-Ebeling text. 

The length of many of Gerhardt’s hymns 
(* Ein Lammiein * is 10 st. of 101 ; “ Froh- 
lich soll,” 15 st. of 8 1, &e.), and the some- 
what intricate metres of others, lave caused 
his hymns to be less used in English than 
otherwise might have been the case; but a 
considerable proportion have come in some 
form or other into English lymn-books, A 
large selection, translated with scrapulous 
faithfulness but not retaining much of the 
lyric grace of the originals, was - by the 
Rev. John Kelly, in 1867, as Paul Gerhardt’s 
Spiritual Songs; while many individual hymns 
have been ér. by John Wesley, Miss Wink- 
worth, Miss Cox, Miss Borthwick, and many 
others, His tre, from St. Bernard are noted 
under “O Haupt voll og There are 
separate notes on 19 of his greater hymna. 
(See Index.) Besides these the following 
have passed into English :— 

I. Hymna in English C. U. 
i, Auf den Nebel folgt die Sonn. Thanksgiving 

after great sorrow and aftiction. In Cruger’s 
Praxis, 1656, No. 249, in 15 st. of 7 1.; thence 
in Wackernagel’s ed. of his Geistliche Lieder, 
No. 87, and Bachmann's ed., No. 64. In the 
Uae. L, &, 1851, No, 402, Tr, as:— 

Cometh sunshine after rain. A good fr., omitting 
st. iv.-vii., x, xi, by Miss Winkworth, io her 
Lyra Ger., Ist Ser,, 1855, p, 100 (trs, of x,, xi, 
added to 2nded., 1856). Repeated, omitting the 
trs, of st. i, xxii, as No.4 in her C, B, for 
England, 1863, In the CAristiun H, Bk, Cine 
¢innati, 1865, No. 799, begins with st. xiii, 
“ Now as long as here | roam.” 
Another tr. is:—“After clouds we see the sun,” by 

J. Kelly, 1867, p. 261. 

ii, Die Zeit ist nummehr nah. Day of Judy- 
ment—Second Advent. Founded on Acts jij. 20, 
In the Crifjer-Kunge G. B., 1653, No, 367, in 
18 st. of 6 1, amd thence in Wackernagel's ed. of 
his Geistliche Lieder, 1843, No. 119 (1874, No. 
124), and Bachmann's ed., No. 40. In the Berlin 
GL, &, ed, 1863, No, 117. Tr. as:— 

© Christ! how good and fair. Ieing a tr. of 
at. tik, Iv., Vi, Vii, x-<xiii,, xvii, by Mrs. Charles, 
aa her Voice of Christian Life in Sung, 1858, 
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p. 242. Her ¢rs, of at. iii, x., xii, are No. 150 
in G. S. Jellicoe’s Coll., 1867. 
Other trs. are: A) Mart wine ne et, ee 

vii. vill. as part of No, #31 in the Moratian Hf, Bk., 
1789; in the 1401 and later eds. (1546, No, 1229), begin- 
ning, “1 shall, when time is o'er.” (2) “ Tbe tine ts 
very near,” by J, Aeliy, 1867, p. S41. 

iii, Gottlob, nun ist erachollen, Peace. Thanks- 
iving for the Proclamation of the Peace of 
estphalia, in 1648, after the Thirty Years’ 

War. In Criiger’s J’raris, 1656, No. 404, in 
6 st, of 12 L, and thence in Wackernagel’s ed. 
of his Geistliche Lieder, No. 64, and Bachmann's 
ed, No. 84; and in the Une. ZL. S., 1851, No. 
589. Tr, as:— 
Thank God it hath resounded. A full and good 

tr. by Miss Winkworth, in her Lyra Ger., 2nd 
Ser., 1858, p. 156, repeated, omitting st. ii, in 
her C. B. for England, 1863, St. i., v., vi., form 
No. 49 in M. W. Stryker's Christian Chorals, 1885. 

Another tr. is :—* Praise God ! for forth hath sounded,” 
by J, Kelly, 1867, p. 251. 

iv, Ich, der ich oft im tiefea Leid. Ps. crie. 
Ist pub. in J, G. Ebeling's ed. of his Geistiote 
Andackten Dritte Dutzet, 1666, No. 27, in 18st. 
of 7 1, Thence in Wackernagel’s ed., No, 95, 
and Bachmann's ed., No. 103; also in the Berlin 
G. L, &, ed, 1863, No. 1004. Tr, as:— 

I who so oft in deep distress. A good ¢r., omit- 
ting st, ii.-iv,, by Miss Winkworth, in her Lyra 
Ger, Ind Ser., 1858, p. 149. Her frs. of st. i, 
xiii.-xvi,, xviii, were included as No, 224, aad 
of st vi., viii, ix., xi. altered, and ne ing, 
“0 God! how many thankful songs,” as No. 168, 
in Holy Song, 1869. 
Another tr. is:—* Who is so full of tenderness,” of 

at. vill, as st. tv. of No. 1075 in the Suppl. of 1908 to 
the Moravian H. Bk., 1801 (1886, No. 537). 

v. Ich steh an deiner Krippen hier. Christmas. 
Included in Criiger’s Praxis, 1656, No. 105, ia 
15 st. of 7 1. Thence in Wackernagel’s ed., 
No. 9, and Bachmann's ed., No. 45; and in the 
Berlin GL. S., ed. 1863, No. 167. A beautiful 
hymn, in which the poet puts himself in the 

e of the shepherds and the wise men visiting 
thlehem ; and in praise and adoration tenders 

his devotion, his love and his all, to the Infant 
Saviour in the manger. Zr, as:— 

My faith Thy lowly bed beholds. A fr. of st. i., 
iv., Vii, xv., by A. T, Russell, as No. 57 in his 
Ps. & Hys., 1851. 

Other trs, are:—(1) “ I stand beside Thy manger-bed,” 
by Afiss Manington, 1864, R a8, (2) “Now at the 
manger bere I stand,” by J. Kelly, 1967, p. 32. 

vi. Ich weiss dass mein Erliser lebt, Easter 
Founded on Job xix, 25-27, 1st pub, in J. G- 
Ebeling’s ed. of his Geistliche Andachten Zehende 
Dutzet, 1667, No, 119, in @ st. of 7 1; repeated 
in Wackernagel’s ed., 1843, No. 118 (1874, No. 
123); in Bachmann’s ed, No, 119; and in the 
Berlin G. Z. 5, ed, 1863, No. 301. Tr, as-— 

I know that my Redcemer lives, In this my faith 
is fast. A full and spirited tr, by J. Oxenford, 
in Lays of the Sanctuary, 1859, p. 122." His 
trs, of st. i, iit, vii-ix., were included, altered, 
as No, 779 in Aennedy, 1863. 

Another tr. is:—"I know that my Redeemer lives 
This bope,” &c., by Mise Manington, 1463, p, 4 

vii. Ich weiss, mein Gott, dass all mein Than. 
Supplication. A prayer for success in all Chris 
tian works and purpose; founded on Jeremiah 
x. 23, and Acts ¥. 38, 39. Included in Criger’s 

Pracis, 1658, No. 832, in 18 st. of 51 la 
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"s ed. of his Wackernagel's ed., No. 40; Bachmann’s ed., No. | Christmas. Ist pub. in J. G. ere 1667, No. 71, and the Berlin G. ZL. S, ed. 1863, Tr. a8:— | Geistliche Andachten Finite ima Waskernagel’s I koow, my Ged, and I rejoice. A good tr. of | 55, in 18 st. of 4 |. Thence 8 £06: Th we St. i.-iii, viii, xi, ix by Miss Winkworth, as | od., No, 4; Bachmann's ed., No- In full, by No. 121 im her C. B. for England, 1863. Bobold ! beheld ! Stet veneer 38 ck, wear a: Another tr. is :—" My God! my works and all Ido,” | J. Kelly, 1867, p. 14. From this, 1890, as Nos DY J. Kelly, 1867, p. 102. claded in the Ohio Luth, Afay2-» 18 ar ae viti, Kemmt, und lasst uns Christum ehren, | 25, 26: No. 26 beginning with | the ¢r, : Christmas. Founded on St. Luke ii, 15. Ist xiti., “It isa time of joy te-day- pub. in J. G. Ebeling’s ed. of his Geistliohe An. xiii, Warum willt du drausmera mtehen. Advent. dachten Fiinfite Dutzet, 1667, No. 5H, in 8 st. of Suggested by Gen. xxiv. $1. A ppeared in the 41. Thence in Wackernagel’s ed., No.6; Bach- Criger-Runge G. B., 1653, Wo. 73, in 9 st. of mann’s ed., No, 110; and the Uno. Z. &, 1851, 8 1; viz, st. i.-vii, xi, xi., OF the full form ; No. 43. Tr. as :— st. vili.-x. being added in EXtoerling's Geistliche 1. Come, unite in praise and singing, Omitting | dndachten Fin te Dutzet, LEGT, No. 50. | The st. vi., vii, contributed by A. T. Russell to | full text, in 12 st., is also in WW" seckernagel's ed., Maurice's Choral H. Bk, 1861, No. 707. No. 2; Bachmann’s ed., No. 233, and the Unr. F pine to Ohrist your best oblation. A full | 7 S., 1851, No. 20. Tr. as = and good tr, by R. Massie in his Lyra Domestica, | “weeretore dost Thou longer terry. A good tr., 7 S54, p. 965 repeated in Suepp's Smigs of G.g G., omitting st. viii, x, by Miss W ixakworth, in her and Reid's /raise Bh, 187% Lyra Ger, 2ud Ser., 1858, p. G. In ——s Other trs, are :—(1 “Come, and let us Christ revere |; 3, No. 153, thre trs. o iii., now," by Miss Mantngton 1864, p. 45. (2) “ Come, aha gape et : 

and Christ the Lord be praising, J, Kelly, 1867, p24. | Yes Xhy —~ Soot Thon, blest of Ax, habet den Herron, alle die the flirchten. God," by Ti. Masala tn Lyra Doweseatcen, 1064, p. 9. Sforning. Included in the Crii r-Runge G. B., | (a) sw y, without, then, art Theo staying,” ty J. 
1653, No, 7, in 10 st. of 5 1. L Wackernagel’s Acily, 1867, p. 5. 

7 ed., No. 100, and Bachmann's ed., No. 21, and in| xiv. Was alle Weishelt in dex ‘Welt. Trinity the Berlin G. Z. S., ed. 1863, No, 1063, Tr. as :— Sunday. In Criiger’s Praxis, 1656, No. 212, in Praise Ged! revere Him! all ye men that fear | 8 st. of 91. Thence in Wackernagel’s ed., No. 1, * This is from the version in Bunsen’s | and Bachmann's ed,, No. 59, aracd the Berlin G Alig. G. By 1846, No, 167, st. i. being from | Z. S, ed, 1883, No. 50, Ty. as :— Gerhanit, and st, ii, iil., from “Lobet den erren, Scarce tongue can speak, ne’ex human ken, In eared in the ht freundlich (q.v.); and ap. full, by J. Kelly, 1867, p. 1, repeated as No. 111 Ro. 55, sigtte Dalston Hospital i. Bh, 194s, | fll, by J. Kelly, Hyl., 1880. her taf at “4. G." Another tr. is:—“The mystery Iaidden from the glory rais by “Our Lord be praising. All His | eyes,” by R. Massie, in Lyra tica, 1564, p. a7. 7 raise ye Jthovan, ail ye tocn ‘whe fe! Hee» © xv. Was Gott gefillt, mein frommes Kind. Re- % Kelty, 1041, p, 375, signation. This beautiful hymam, on resignation x. Nicht sg, nicht so sehr, Christin | tO “What pleases God,” first «appeared in the Contentment. In the ard ed., 1648, of Criiger’s | Criiger-Runge @. 8., 1653, No. 290, in 20 st. of Prazis, No, 251 H 7 sts. roel] HOR Thence in Wackernagel’s ed., No, 60; 
> in 15 st. of 6 1, re ted in Wackernagel, 7 se h ‘a ed., No, 37, andthe Unw, 2. 8. 1851 

16, and he nt No. 53; Bachmann's ed., No. eg 7233." T. siricbehd : , Tre? founded on poy” Sy od. 1863, No. ast. | No 729. 7 decrees, child of Eis love. A good Tim. vi, 6. tr. Pa. exvi. 75 Ps. alii, 6-12; 1 tr. of st. i., ii, v., vi, vili., xii., xv,, =v ae, 
4b! pase by Mrs. Findlater, in the 3rd Ser., 1458, of the A. L. L., p. 49 (1884, p 170), Included, in full, in Bp, Ryle’s Coll. 1860, No. 171; and abridged in Christian Hys., Adelaide, -1872, and beginning, “ What God decrees, take patiently,” in Aennedy, 1863, No. 1344, 

Other tre. are:—(1) “What lease receive,” by Atise Dum, 1857, p. Sa C2) "What posses God, O plous soul,” by Miss trkeweorth, 18bs, p. 193, aT aa God, my faith faa chiid” by J. Kelly, 
xvi. Wie schiin ists doch, Er, 

” 

: Bot 90, nor so lament, A free tr. by — oe of st. i., ii, vil.-z., xiii, x¥., in P. 50). Re} “he od the Hf. £, a p. 48 (1884, 
. 4 a i ses Baten Bere 2 Sg, 

Sulse,” by Mist pang 2) “Why this aad and mournful oA so deep renee, 1 ssi, 8. {2} “oe wo darkly = ‘arner, is 1, p. 54), ye tegen dost ttou grieve,” by J, Keity? weet? 
Ineluded ; + @eha und treten. New Year. 106, ety tape Gr diger-Runge G. B., 1653, No. 1 

ere Jesu Christ. For 
4 No, Jos - Thence in Wackernagel’s Married Persons. Founded oy, Ee . 

Bertin G. 7° Bach rnenin’s el, No. 24, and the | pub. in Ebeling’s ed. of his Gate Resa Written during the ~, 2 383, No. 200. Evidently Vierte Dutzet, 1666, No. 38) Thirt Years’ War. Tr. as :— 
. Pray'r your pes y a . : Kelly, 195 ices rai ye. In full, by J. Ard Ss FF 2"OtmM this, 8 st. are incloded 

, in t. of 12 1. Thence in Wackernagel’s cm ie No. 168 
(1874, No, 109); Bac mann’s ed. Mm ia ce 
the Une. L. &., 1851, No. 680. Fy. pce . 

Ob, Jesus Christ! how bright @2nd fair, In full, 

ur owe 2 ePen ted, altered, and omitting st. liv, i © One ; 
1880, No. 339, Rio Luth. Hyl., 

IL Hymne not in English on 
xvii. Also hat Gott die Welt avnn 

On St, Jobn tii, 16. In Critger’s Pree ct: Good zriday- 
fo list. Tr. as, * Be of geod cheer is, <, tes, a. ar3s 
by PH. Molther, of st, 16, a8 No. y 2 ; your want: es 
Hf, Bk, 1790 (1686, No. 217), n the Moravia’ 

2D Luth, Hyl., 1880 £9, are: eth, Hy ; 
‘he Supple te Get? — Now let each humble Creature,” frm Ger. Foal, yn, 47 eeRZ. eat 1765, p. 4,and Select H. Seed tie. Ving, SEE UO Bar ins, p.7- In the Mora- 
Ke ‘> comme 5 ae Suz (ikea, No. 1106), greaaly 

ant ker Maher stone cit ete accom, + by” 2865, pos.” (3) “Christians aaitt ttes of foy ans - Mabsic 1867, p. 168. (4) PIPE, 198 og aa Boney of praise,’ by Dr. R. 
th Schaar ‘hase + ae ict fir Wander dar! 

ae 
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xviii, Ant, wal, ae Hors = Teenton. —— extensively cultivated = since b = evan- 

In Crfiger’s Praxis, 104%, No. 141, in 9 st. ‘The tre. | gelieal church in Germany. Latin 
ase: (3) © Up | OP! my oon um tay beat ok oe: aes pro ppl of Hilary, Ambeoss, 

ore Receive,” by x be Pothinghas, IsTO, pe 224. Fortunatus, Gregory the Great, Notker, St, 

xix. Du bist zwar mein und bleibest mein, Fur the | Bernard, Thomas of Aquino, Adam of St. Vie- 

Bereaved. beontifel Aman of reene of Coastae: tor, Thomas of Celano, and others, were in- 
nek a8 Of veneer son of Johannes Berkov, oanar or | deed used in public a before, ran 

St, Mary's Church, Berlin, and first pronted as one of only by the priests and choristers, not by the 

the “ Dubia — ong 8 ile _ | heehee people, who — Bag —— a 

ral sermon by Georg Ls “pally ee se | more than the n psalms e Latin 
Jing's ed. of G-thardt's Geistliche Andachten Sechste 
9 ‘in “ar. No in, mize. The ort. care; | nls. The Reformed (as the non-Lutheran 

(1) “Thon'rt mine, yes, still thou art mine own,” by Protestant churches are called on the Con- 

Wiese Wenkworth, i=54, p. 123, (2) *Yes, thou art | tinent) were long satisfied with metrical 

mine, still mine, my son,” by J.D. Burns, in the Fumily | toy tations of the Psalter, and did not feel 
Treasury, 1461, p. % and his Aemains, 1969, p. 249. 2 . did 

(3) “Mine art'thoa still, and mine shalt be," by J- the necessity of original hymns, and some di 

Katty, 1067, p. 333. (4) Thow art mine own,art sill | not approve of the use of them in public 
mine own” by Dr. J. Guthrie, 1469, p. 100. : en worship. 

‘ eine Soele, singe. Ps. cxivi. the Crtl- 
“ae mtine Beste, eines, fro. 1s3. to 10 ot. ¥¥. The number of German hymns cannot fall 

ee. come, my soul, with singing.” by Miss Burling short of one hundred thousand. Dean Georg 

lam, in the Mritich Herald, January, 1x60, p. 207, and | Ludwig von Hardenberg of Halberstadt, in 

= para Praise — ate the yore 7a peace a hymnological cata- 

» Gi rufrieden, stille. Cross logue of the first lines of 72,733 hymns (in 
Consclation—fs, xrzcii, 7. In Bheling Erstes Dutze ‘ Conslation— Fe mawetl to EE ee enaen, | a TOs preserved in the library of Halber- 

be still before,” by Miss Winkworth, 1453, p. 166, and stadt), This number was not complete at 

be Bp Ryle's rs ” ve. _ f- 7 Rilo —_ -) that time, and has considerably increased 
nud! ave relying, . f Pe . i 

Palys me | Se pt pn, le 
hymn-books. — gives a selection of 
about 5000 of the best, many of which were 
overlooked by Von Hardenberg. We may 
safely say that nearly one thousand of these 
hymns are classical and immortal. This isa 

xxii, Hir an! mein Herz, die sieben Wort. Pusrion- 
tide. On the Seven Words from the Cross, Founded 

larger number than can be found in any other 
language. 

on the hymn noted under Béschenstein, J. (q.¥.). Io 

To this treasury of German song several 

Crfiger’s Praziz, 1656, No, 137, in 15 st. Jy. as: (i 

= Come now, my soul, thy thoughts engage,” by Dr. H, 

Mills, 1545 (1456, p. 309), (2) “Seven times the 

Saviour sprke—my by R. Massie, in the British 

Herald, sept., 1965, p. 133. (3) “ My heart! the seven 

words hear now,” by J. Nelly, be67, p. 63, 

xxiii, Ich bab in Gottes Herz und Sinn. Resignation, 

In Criiger’s. Praxis, 1644, No, 20% in 12 st. fr. as; | Hundred men and women of all ranks anil 

(1) “Linte God’s own heart and mid” by a om, conditions—theologians and pastors, princes 

1887, p. 21%. (2) “To Go's all-gractous and |} and princesses, generals and statesmen, phy- 

NT ee neo end ister a3, repeated 10 | Siciangs and jurists, merchants and travellers, 

wxiv, © Jesu Obrist! dein Kripplein ist. Christmas, | !abourers and private persons—have made 

At the Manger of Bethlehem. 1n Critger’s Praxis. 1656, contributions, laying them on the common 

No. 101, ia 15 i ee ae ony altar of devotion. Many of these hymns, and 

oo a OT , Bie line, | just those dof the test vi 
No. 236. (2) 0 blessed Jesus! Thi Mise | Just thoee possesse grea ’ 
Winkworth rasa, . 18. (3) "0 Jecue Cheha! Thy and unction, full of the most exulting faith 

cradle is,” by Miss Maningtom, 1664, p. 41. (4) “Thy and the richest comfirt, had their origin 

— my ae by J. aoe yo pan! amid the conflicts and storms of the Reforma- 
=x. oller ‘under, voller ‘unat. y Me mony. ; £ 

In Fheling Vierte Duteet, 1666, No. 40, in 17 +t. Oftea ton, is the gage raring me and aero 
need in Germany at martingrs on the way to church, | Miser es of the Thirty ‘Years War; others 

Tr at: (1) " Full of wonder, full of skill,” by Dr. #, | belong to the revival period of the Spenerian 

Mills, 1845 (1856, p. 215). 2) * Full of wonder, full of | Pietism and the Moravian Brotherhood, awl 

reflect its earnest struggle after holiness, the 

fire of the first love and the sweet enjoyment 
of the soul’s intercourse with her Heavenly 
Bridegroom ; nut a few of them sprang Up 

in 4 #1. Bunsen, in his Versuch, 1833, No. 120, gives st, baby in the [ng hy age of “* famine 
ii., tv. altered to “ Freat euch, Sfinder, allerwegen.” and rationalism, like flowers from dry groan’, 

Tr. a: (1) © Mortals, who have God offended,” hy ‘vas |or Alpine roses on fields of snow; others 
Cox, 1841, p. 21, from Bunsen, (2) " hy ould they | again proclaim, in fresh and joyous toes, 

Nee ee ee ee ie ee Cadanten. Lent, | a? See reviving, faith in tite Tand where 
On &. lakenv, In Crilger's Prasis, 1600, No. au, in | the Reformation had ite birth. Thus these 
last, Freas (l) "Let not such a thougiit e’or pain | hymns constitute @ most graphic book of con- 

thee,” by J. Kelly, ts6t, p. 43. (2) Hence, my heart | fession for German evangelical Christianity,» 

with such a thonght,” by Miss Winteworth, 1969, p. 210, ; “nr i . 

Besides the above, a considerable pumber of other sacred band which enriches its various perieds 

hymns by Gerbacat have been fr. by Mr. Kelly, and & an abiding memorial of its victories, its sor 
few by (ir, Mills, Mics Manington, and ochers. The | rows and its joys,a clear mirror showing its 
limits of our apace forbid detailed notes on these ver- | deepest experiences, and an eloquent witness 

sions. (J. M.] | for the all-conquering and invineible life 
German Hymnody. German —— power of the evangelical Cliristian faith. 

surpasses all others in wealth, The chureh | The treasures of German hymnody bave 
hymn in the striet sense of the term, as a | enriched churches of other tongues and 
popular religions lyrie in praise of Gor to be | into Swedish, Norwegian, Danish, and modern 
sung by the congregation ix public worship, was | English and American hymn-books. John 
hora with the German Reformation, and most | Wesley was one of the first English diviues 

skill,” in Mra. Stanley Carr's tr. of Wildenkahn's Pawt 

Gerhardt, ed. 1856, p62. (3) “Full of wonder, full of 

art,” by J. Nelly, in6t, p. 302, (4) “ Fall of wonder, 
full of art,” by Miss Winkworth, 1969, p. 215. 

xxvi, Warum machet solcheSchmerzen. Yew Year. 
On St. Luke ii, at, In Criger’s Prarts, 1648, No. 97, 
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tury, and is Who appreciated its value; ond while his from the end of the ninth ce™ 

brother Charles produced an immense number | called the Leich com heil. Petrus- It has three 
of original | nr Jolin freely reproduced | stanzas, of which the first reads >—— syrnns, Jol 

several ioune of Paul Gerhardt, Tersteegen, | + tsar trobtin bat farsalt | zeluaer aise tian. : = Zinzendorf. ‘The English oe aenete Petre Tan | Kyrie we ae Christe : 
Ytin-book consists mostly of translations | er mag ginerjan 

from the German. In more recent times, One of the best of these FC Erleiven, but of 
several accomplished writers, male and female, much later date, is the Easter Jayyrmmu:— 
have vied with euch other in translations und | + Christ ist erstanden, des wal ~ 7 Level poke ge transfusions of German hymus. Among the | vou der marter all, | sire on 1eyee. + whief English translators are Frances Bliza- ands * the “Te 
Seth : Catherine Winkworth; H. L. L., Some of the best Latin bh 175, “A “P i~¢. Mrs, Findlater and her sister, Miss Jane | Deum,” the “ Gloria in excelsis, th i veel rthwick; Richard Massie; Arthur Tozer | owen gloriosi ag prague aay [ ae — 
ussell; James W. Alexander: H, Mills; Creator Spiritus," the “Lauda Ato” Jobn Kelly; not to mention many others who | rem,” St. Bernard’s “ Jesu dulcis memoria, 

have furmished admirable translations of one | and ro Salve 0 ary Fraga ho ane Bir nidint or more hymns for church hymn-books, or | peate y translated. Not un fires quent!) rivate brenolagieal collections (as e.g. for | of the original were mixed weith the verna- 
= ron Christ in Song, N. York and London, | cular, as in the Christmas lyy mara :— 
S70. “ i jubile leyt ive prresepio The history of German hymnody may be oa eee ured ext fro! Und lectahee in greméo, divided into ‘six periods :—i, The Medizeval Unares Hersena onne Alpha e@# et 0. 
eriod, from the 8th to the 16th century ; A Benedictine mouk, John of Salzburg, pre- 

ante Tne mostly on the basis of Latin | pared a number of translations £1 roms the r= Peace of Westphalia SB0-1Al i, The Com | Tadh rake oe ate ahe ep. Pilg, ° . On, e Lon- a was rewa' 7 4 le Sf “heey , rs io = frre —_ haan = ny di. ~ ate Soda pal . of pr lererarian Period, ae Pcl "a Gdn h ‘cua rom M88. in the nm p> brary 
la. V. The Rationalistic Period, from 3. The “ Minnesiinger” of the thirternth E. lert to Armit, 1757-1817. vi. The Modern century—among whom Gottfried of Strassburg vangelical Period, trom 1817 to present date. | and Walther von os sel rete a" the — 

i. Fi eriod eminent — glorified earthly an veavenly, 
The Christi : Fire Period. | sexual and spiritual love, after the model of western in 4 eo = the peg tw in | Solomon's Song, ~ day VEE — eee 

i tern Kumpe by Bonifacius, | type of pure womanhood, ‘Che mnystic schoo om pe acer Lange yr ae of Tauler, in the gape mpeg a para 
language j ©, introduction of the Latin] few hymns full of glowin ove to This was an (aeelogy and in public worship. | ‘Tauler is the author of the Christmas 

unity of the sneient means for preserving the | “Uns kommt ein Schiff geladen,” and the 
intercourse church and facilitating literary hymn of love to God :— 
a long time os scholars, but prevented for t “ Ich muss die Creaturen fliehen & ve = ree and full development of Und suchen Herzens Lomigekeit, German lore for? MUedy. Nevertheless the "Aud an celine See atetien, 

or . 
er mn Retmi it,” 

large number gpP OCH and song produced a =m devotion, anf sacred lyrics for private 4. The German hymnody of the Middle Pealter and Latin or Sified translations of the | Ages, like the Latin, overflows with hagiolatr: in the secong 12 PYmns, Wackernagel gives, | and Mariolutry. is even clothed wi 
mo lees th volume of his great collection, | divine attributes, and virtually put in the sequences, f 1448 German hymns ai place of Christ as the fountain of all grace. elusive) OF fron Otfrid to Hans Sachs (in- | “ Through all the centuries from Ottrid to L. The olf” A=2>. 868 to a.p, 1518. Luther" (says Wackernagel, ii. 5. 13), “we meet 
ietine mowk = €rman poet is the Bene- | with the idolatrous veneration of the Virgin 
Rekanes tfric, of Weissenburg (a pupil | Mary. There are hymns Which teach ‘tet W the middle ors at Fulda), He prepared, | she xisted with God at the creation, that Gospel histor the ninth century, a versified | all ings are created in hey and for her, and divided into ‘4 Bega the Alemannian dialect, | that pope ay we - ne 9M the seventh day.” 

font ty): + each stanza containing | One of the favourite , h “ Lid lines TyerPes, the whole consisting of | Frau vom Himmel, ruf iely = ti woo” Deck a. 7. for the laity, ¢ S Was the first German Bible | afterwards changed it int, =. Barong WA, aud ningte Lis Krist, edited by Graff, | Himmel ruf ich an,” iL 3-21.) Se specimens in Wackernagel, This anes is characte yj Stic of the effect 
2 The K; fe » which the Reformation ex @rted cea tae 

Which passed a @Zetson and Christe elefaon, | po 
Latin, 08 4 respect, t44¢ Greek church into the | ~s Le. “Our Lord delivered peg 

ted over and ‘Newi the people, to be re- | he may preserve the man who pe, F to St. Peter that 
j fyraj peci merc: us! Christ, hy, “Pes tn him. Lord, sad Hes Was Pop che ially on bes Bi, * peewee ter] i, {300 BV SREY upon wey Kirles poetnss wer op enlarged, | were afterwards much enlarged. TY Ota! forms. nA eran or Leiseoze © called from the refrain the 14th cent, a Latin verse is Ups ™ « Munich ma. t 

‘pecine ry also Leichen. They were | ,, Christos surrexit eq “el with the German + were sung by the °f German liymns which mala nostra texit how ered hie ilexit é 
Ple. The oidest dates Kew sien nv 

ee 
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worship of Mary. It substituted for it the 
worship of Christ as the only Mediator and 
Saviour th bh Whom men attain unto 
eternal life. The medineval hymnody cele- 
brates Mary as the “ Ewig-Weibliche,” which 
draws men irresistibly heavenward. It re- 
sembles the Sistine Madonna of Raphael, 
who painted Christ as a child, even in heaven, 
on the arms of the Queen of Heaven. 

ii, Second Period, 

The Reformation of the sixteenth century 
taught or revived the primitive idea of the 
general priesthood of believers, and introduced 
the language of the people into public wor- 
ship. It substituted a vernacular sermon for 
the Latin Mass, and congregational singing 
for the chanting of priests aud choirs. The 
results were great and far-reaching, and of 
the utmost benefit to the Church of Christ. 

1. The Lutheran Hymnody till about 1570. 
—The leader of the Reformation was also 
the first evangelical hymnist. To Luther 
belongs the extraordinary merit of having 
given to the German people in their own 
tongue the Bible, the Catechism, and the 
hymn-book, so that God might speak directly 
to them in His word, and that they might 
directly anawer Him in their songs, He was 
also a musician and composed tunes to bis 
best hymns, Some of them are immortal, 
most of all that triumphant war-ery of the 
Reformation which has so often been repro- 
duced in other languages (the best English 
translation is Carlyle’s), and which resounds 
with mighty effects on t occasions: * Ein’ 
feste Burg ist unser Gott.” Luther was a 
pot lover of poetry and song, and availed 
imself of all existing helps for the benefit 

of public worship and private devotion, He 
began to write hymus in 1523, soon after he 
had completed his translation of the New 
Testament, and wrote his last two in 1545, 
three years before his death. He is the 
author of thirty-seven hymus; most of them 
(21) date from the year 1524, 

He drew inspiration from the 46th Psalm for his 
** Ein’ feste Burg,” composed in the year 1529 ; from the 
120th Vealm for his * Aus thefer Noth schret ich 2a dir” 
1523); from the 12th Psalm for bis “Ach Gott rom 
immel sich darein” (1623), He reproduced some of 

the best Latin bymna in new or improved translations, 
as ** Hert Gott, dich loben wit” (Te Mewm laudamus) ; 
“Komm, Gott Schipfer, heiliger Geist (Vent Creator 
Spiritus); “Nun komm der Heiden Helland” ( vent 
Redem: At arenes “Mitten wir tm Leben sind” 
( Medi. in morte sumus). He produced also 
strictly original hymna, as “Nun freut euch, leben 
Christen g’'mein " (1523); “ Erhale uns Herr bet deinem 
Wort” (against the Pope and the Turk, 1541); “Vom 
Himmel bech da komm ich ber” ad Christmas, 1535), 
and th an abridged form: * Vom mel kam der Ene 
x (for acre gen. 1543), and the airing 
a e two evange martyrs at Brussels in 1523, 
“ Ein neues Lied wir heben an.” 

Luther isthe Ambrose of German hymnody. 
His hymns are characterised by simplicity and 
strength, and a popular churchily tone, They 
breathe the bold, confident, joyful spirit of 
justifying faith which was the beating heart 
of his theology and piety. He had an extra- 
ordinary 
thought in the clearest language. In this 
gift he is not surpassed by any uninspired 

faculty of cxpreming profound | 

writer; and herein lies the secret of his power, | 
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He never leaves the reader in doubt of his 
meaning. He brings the truth home to the 
heart of the common pees, and always hits 
the nail on the head. His style is racy, forcible, 
and thoroughly idiomatic, He is the father 
of the snodore High German lan and 
literature, His translation of the Bible may 
be tly improved, but will never lose its 
hold upon the German-speaking people. 
Luthers hymns at once into 
use, and ied the Reformation in its 
triamphant march through German lands, 
Next to the German Bible they proved to be 
the most effective missionaries of evangelical 
doctrines and piety. How highly his con- 
temporarics thought of them may be inferred 
from Spangenberg, likewise a hymnist, who 
said, in his preface to the Cithara Lutheri 
(1545) -— 

The rhymes are easy and good, the words choice and 
prone. the meaning clear and intelligible, the melodies 

ly and hearty, and, in swmmd, all is so rare aud 
majestic, so full of pith and power, so cheering and com- 
forting that you 1 not find bes equal, much less bis 
master.” 

The first German evangelical hymn-book, 
the so-called Achtliederbuch, pevenred in the 
year 1524 and contained eight hymns, four of 
them by Luther, three by Speratus, one bt hae 
unknown author, The Erfurt Enchiridion, 
of the same year, numbered twenty-five 
hymhs, of which eighteen were from Luther. 
he hymn-book of Walther, also of 1524, con- 

tained thirty-two; Klug’s Gesangbuch, edited 
We Luther, Wittenberg, 1529, had fifty-four; 

let's of 1545, eighty-nine; and the fifth 
edition of 1553, one hundred and thirty-one 
hymns. (See Koch, i. 250 =i.) This rapid 
increase of hymna and hymn-books continued 
after Luther's death. 
We can only mention the names of the 

principal hymnists who were inspired by his 
example, 
Justus Jonas, Luther's friend and colleague (1493-1655) 

wrote, * Wotitt der Herr nicht bel unshale (Ps, 124). 
Paul Eber, the faithful assistant of M and 
Professor of Hebrew in Wittenberg (1511-1560), ts the 
author of ** Wenn wir in bochsten Noithen sein,” and 
“Herr Jesu Christ, wahr’r Mensch und Gott." furk- 
hard Waldis, of Heme (1485-1557), versified the Pral- 
ter, rasmus Alber (4. in Mecklentuurg, 1553), wrote 
twenty hymns which Herder and Gervinus thought 
almost equal to Luther's. His Christe, du bist der belle 
Tag,” ts a tr, from the Latin ** Christe qui lux,” Lazarus 
Spengler, of NOrnberg (1479-1534) wrote, about 1522, 
SN SS ee ee became very 
popular, * Durch Adam's Fall it ganz verdertt.” Hans 
Sachs, the shoemaker- De of Nilraberg (1496-1576), 
was the most fruitful “ Meister-singer ” of that vl, 
and wrote also some spiritual . Feit v 
paster of St. Sebaldus in Nélrni (a. 1649), wrote 
“Tedenk, o Menech, die grosee Ginad.” Mar 
Albrecht of Rranmtenburg (d. 1657): * Was mein Gott 
will, geachebe allzeit.” Pant bis court-chap- 
lain at Konigsberg (1484-1561), contributed three os 
to the first German hymn-book (1524), of the 
best is ** Ks int das Heil uns kommen ber.” J. Sehmer- 
ving (d. 1567) pub. im 1548 « hymn still in use, “Allein 
zo dir, Herr Jewa Christ." J. Matheriwa, the pupil 
and biographer of Luther, and pastor at Joachimethal in 
Bohemia (1504-1565), wrote a few; Nicolaus Herman, 
bis cantor and friend (d. 1561), 176 hymns, expecially for 
children, and composed popalar tunes. .\ toolaws Decine, 
firet a monk, then an evangelical pastor at Stettin (d. 
1541), reproduced the Gloria im excelsis in bis well 
known “ Allein Gott in der Hoh sei Ebr” (1525), and 
the A Dei in bia eucharistic “0 Lamm Gottes an- 
schu  (UBSL). 

The German hymnody of the Reformation period was 
enriched also by bymnsofthe Hohemian Brethren, which 
were freely translated by Michael Weisee (Weys), and 
Johann Kok (Horn) of Silesia, Welsse was a vative 
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productive 
= ehurch closed with 

Ta in 1577, which gave final sh: ga 8 

bi 

time 

rnisery which 
Germany stimulated the production 
Taore subjective und expernmental type of 

» and multiplied the hymns of 
sacred poet 
the Cross (Kreuz- und Trostlieder). 

The following are the chief hymnists from 
and the first half 

the close of the 16th cent. 
of the 17th cent, — 

-Vieolaus Selmecker (1530-1592), ‘—- of Melanch- 
th of the Formula Con. 

suthor of nearly 150 hymns, Bartho- 
530-1508), an equally fertile 

associated 

thon and one of 
cordiac, i the 
lomacus Ringwalde (1 wn: is best known Bans his name being i ae German Dies irae, “Es ist gewisslich an cy Martin Moller (1567-1608); Martin Behm 

¢ framers 

ral 
(1657-1623); wart ‘He ried Big — Shoting (1859-1576), author of 

dic! err,” 
'}, author of “Valet will ich dir 

td 1598 or earlier, 

which he » 
te them. sgshmey Chook se 3 of hin + morning Seat." the unique series of 

which the sentiment of the 
heavenly Bridegroom is expressed 

Period of i ‘ 618-} of the Thirty Years’ War 45) belong the following poets :— 
1597-1639), who founded the Silesian 
“Ted the art of poetry and intro ty of and metrical A- bodily ill, ean nrg Ll & great sufferer of 

am ** FT, man ‘mnt of permanent “O Jesu, Jeon, qabster Jesu, Tes ah verbrochen,”” fon Rees Scuba,” «0 Jena Christe, wahres 
pelle, lege Th ngst und Setmerzen.” author of Christe 27 L-cucenstern (1804-1648) fe the 

and “ Jesu, IDtine ES 8 Beeistand deiner Kreurgemeinde,”” burg (1584-1649) y PA und Wonne.” Michiel Alten hati WrOte: the first three stanzas of the 

crap eee Meertac ean Meta - Verange iy m,” w that had ; Mattharns Mey see Doeitle of Littzen (Nov. 18, 1632 ravalem bymn, ld C 2490-1642) is known by his New To Paul Meme * 

a allen ening (Goo a ee 
du hochgebante Stadt. 

rity. Bm 

we owe the pilgrim by . tt Johann ey Thaten” Mention = be mate Deck § | €. 1650); vere Schein (146-1630); Heinrich 1608-1659) ," = Ors Weisse (1890-1635); Senora Kinkart (1586-16ig) CeIn Thilo i 9 (1607-1662). Martin au tet ty mare Clamig the conclusion of that terrible Gere Germay, X Pression to the fol feeling 
Te Deum,” “ Nun danket alle 

y duri 
Reform 

and Germany were 
Tan in ecigtaal hymaeds, 
PSalmody. Zwingli av 

that the Word of ee or mers, held the panciple 
fino in publiee w. Should have supreme of man shouleg be *hip.and that no produc- 

"lowed to take its place. 

Pee 

¢ Formula of Con- 
to its 

after the violent synergistic, antinomian, 
a F agpecnersy erypto-Calvinistic and adiapho- 

controversies. The hymns from this 
to the close of the Thirty Years’ War 

ar upon the whole the same character of 
objective churchly piety. But the untold 

that fearful war entailed u 
of a 
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This principle raised the Psalter to new dignity 
and tag Versified versions i a 
became the first hymu-bouks Of the Reformed 
churches. Clément Marot, _ COurt poct to 
Francis I, of France, had bet ween 1533 and 
1538, translated several pes] a8 into French 
metre, These circulated ix 2"S- first at the 
court, and then among the E wgcuenots, from 
whose use of them they meestammed a purty 
character, When Calvin wass expelled from 
Geneva in 1538, he settled at Strasburg, and 
published there in the followixagy Year a small 
collection of 18 psalm versic@oras and 3 other 
pieces with melodies attached. Of the psalms 
12 are by Marot, 5 by Calvin In i amself, and Lin 
prose, The melodies are mac@stly of German 
origin. Calvin returned to Gi«=meva in Sept., 
141, and soon after that time: eameother Psalter 
appeared at Strasburg, contair img, besides the 
former 12, the 18 other psalraes which Marot 
had already versified, Calvin then published 
at Geneva, in 1542, a new mm book, con- 
taining Marot’s 30 psulms. laiss own 5, and 
some shorter pieces, such mes the Song of 
Simeon, the Creed,and the Decalogue, When 
Marot fled to Genevain 1542, lies revised these 
psalms for Calvin, and wrote fesxr him 19 others 
which were published in the «edition of 1543. 
Soon afterwards Marot left G«-meva and died 
in 1544. Some years then elapossescd when Theo- 
dore de Béze (or Beza) comple ted the Psalter 
at Calvin's request. The first imstalment was 
wblished in 1551, and theen tire: work in 1562. 

e musical editor of the Genewan Psalter waa 
up to 1557 Louis Bourgeois. ‘Khie additional 
tunes of 1562 (40 in number) were added 
an unknown hand. After the completion of 
the Panlter the tunes were harmonized in 1565 
by the celebrated Claude Goudimel, who 
perished in 1572 in the massacre at Lyons 
which followed the “ Bartholomew” at Paris, 
Hence the melodies huve oftem, but errone- 
ously, been attributed to Goudimel, whohad not 
even joined the Huguenot party until most of 
the Genevan Psalterhad been Joublished, and 
had no correspondence at any timae with Calvin. 
See Pealters, French.] The €xample set by 

lvin and Beza was followed by the Ger- 
man Reformed, as well as the Dutch, Eng- 
lish and Scottish Reformed cliurches, The 
Pealter of Isracl became the favorite Reo 
formed hymn-book, and is used as such in 
some branches of Scottish and American 
Presbyterianism, even to the exclusion of 
“ senerired ee Ref 

The first German o 
red at Ziirie, 140, cette Cen ook 

ick, of Constance, A fen (or 
Bluurer), and his brother yy, Blaarer 
It contained versified psa} rere inal 
hymns, with a preface In ae. t. an Phen . 

ional singing. But the Atal be tere ol- 
ection for a long time was thy. St popular te 
of Ambrosius Lobwasser, Versified P greed 
at Kéuigeberg (b. 1515, a. rotor ag 
rhymed translation of the x 585). [t is ft 
Marot and Beza, written ag = Psalter a 
devotion, and pub. at Leipgy .. "st for priva 

the t part in 1573. The poetry is the poorest part of ~ 4). MR tons 
and is well characterised by th 6 “rv 
author (Praisewater); but © name of t 
made it a rich source of dewot ious contents 
dred years. It isa parallel eg, = Fogle) 
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version of the Psalter. [See Scottish Hymnody. ] 
It is another interesting coincidence that Lob- 
wasser, who furnished the at aed Psalter to 
the German Reformed or Calvinistic churches, 
was a Lutheran, and that Francis Rous, who 
furnished the most popular Psalter to Scotland, 
was an English Puritan, and spent his whole 
life in the south of England. What gave to 
both such an authority was the belief that the 
Hebrew Psalter is a complete and the only 
inspired manual of praise for public worship. 

iii. Third Period. 
The third period extends from the middle 

to the end of the seventeenth century, or from 
Paul Gerhardt to Spener (1648-1080). It is 
the transition from the churchly and confes- 
sonal to the pictistic and devotional hymns, 
or, na the Germans say, from the Belenntniss- 
died to the Erbauungelied, The poets were 
mostly orthodox, but with a mystic vein, and 
possessed fervent experimental picty, They 
iuelude ;— 

Paul Gerkardt pesaneh a Lutheran pastor in 
Berlin, afterwards in Lélbben, i the prince of German 
hymnists of the seventeenth centary, and yiekls in 
array enly to Luther, whom he greatly surpassed 
n poetic fertility. His t 4 bymnes are among the noblest 
pearls im the treasury of sacred poetry. More than 
thirty of them are still in use, and some of them have 
been naturalised In English dress by John Wesler, James 
W. Alexander, Miss “Winkworth, A. T. Russell, Jotn 
Kelly, and others. We mention *Hefiehl du deine 
Wege.” “0 Haupt voll Mut and Wanden,” “ Wie soll 
ich dich empfangen.” Next to him comes Johann 
Franck 161s-1077), burgomaster of his native town, 
Guben, in Lower Lausitz, not so and hearty, bat 
superior in art and pathos. He characterised poetry as 
“the nurse of piety, the herald of immortality, the pro- 
uoter of cheerfulness, the conqueror of sadness, and a 
foretaste of heavenly glory.” He had « strong vein of 
mveticise, and began the series of the sweet pietistic 
Jesus-hymns, Among bis best are, “Jesu, meine 
Freade,” and the eucharistic “Sehmilcke dich, o liebe 
Seele."” The three brothers Franck (Sebastian, Michael, 
and Peter) occupy an inferior rank. Johann Aiet 
(1607-1667), om Lae pes hee much rertay § by his 
contemporaries, crowned a6 poet laureate by the Em r 
Ferdinand LI. (1644), was the mest fertile poet om his 
age, and produced of manufactured 610 hymna, pub- 
lished in ten collections between 1641 and 1664, ome 
are of a high order, but many only riymed prose, and 
nearly all too prolix. One of his best ix, “0 Ewigkett 
du Donnerwort™ (16 stanzas, bat greatly abridged in 
by mn-books). Georg Neumark (1621-1681), librarian 
at Weimar, is the author of the popular hymn of trust 
in God, “ Wer nur den lieben Gott liet walten,” which 
grew out of « providential deliverance from dis. 
tress. Michael Schirmer (1606-1673) wrote one of the 
best Pentecostal hymns, which, with its popular tane, is 
found tn all German hymn-books; “(© beil'ger Geist 
kebr bei uns ein.” 

The following have also more or less en- 
riched German hymnody ;— 

Johann Georg Altrinus (1624-1679); Johann (learivs 
(1611-1654); Christian Neymann (1607-1662); ©. F. 
Nachtenhifer (1624-1645); Gottfried W. Sacer (1635— 
1699), Hartmann Schenck (1634-1641); Sigttmund 
won Birken, called Betuline (1626-1641); Christoph 
Tietze (1661-1703); Salome Liscow (1640-1689); Chris 
tian Anorr von Hosemroth (16-1689); Ludaemilia 
Klizabeth, Countess of Schwarzburg-Rudolstadt (1640- 
1672); Anna Sophia, Countess of Hesse - Darmstadt 
(160-1643); Emilia Juliana, Countess of Schwarzburg- 
Rudolstadt (1637-1708); Jowise Henriette, of Hranden- 
burg (1627-1667), a Reformed princess, and wife of the 
great Elector, is credited with four hymna, one of which 
isan universal favourite; ** Jesus, meine Zaversicht,” 
Johann Schegiter, called Angelus Seletiae (1624-1677), & 
Physician by profession, stants alone as to his ecclesias. 
tieal position, bat is not behind aty of bis contemporaries 
in poetic genius. He was constitutionally « mystic, and 
became so disgusted with the intolerant Lutheran ortho- 
doxy of his surroundings that be entered the Roman 
Catholic Church at u, 1653, and became involved 
ina most bitter controversy. Bat bis hymna, some of 
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which were written before his transition, outlived the 
strife, and are still found in every good bymn-book, eg. 

. “ Leb will dich lieben meine Starke," and © Liebe, diede 
| mich sam Bilde."’ His beart was almost pantheistically 
absorbed in Christ, and his last words were, “ Jeeus and 
Christ, Giod and man, bridegroom and brother, peace and 
{%. Sweetness and delight, refuge and redewption, 

ven and earth, eternity and time, love and all, have 
mercy on my sou). F, W, Faber furnishes an interest- 
ing parallel, both s¢ a poet aml as 8 convert Gum 
Protestantism to Romanism, 

iv. Fourth Period. 

The Pietistic and Moravian period, from 
Spener to Gellert (1680 to 1757), produced a 
large number of hymns which breathe the 
spirit of a second Reformation or Revival in 

| Germany, The Pietism of Philip Jacob 
Spener, and August Hermann Francke, was 
a reaction against the dry scholasticiem and 
cold formalism of the Lutheran Church, and 
emphasised the importance of practical, per- 
sonul, experimental piety. It corresponds is 
many respects to Puritanism, which preceded 
it, and to Methodism, which succeeded it, in 
England, but it remained within the state 
chureh, The Moravian movement resulted 
in a separate community, which Count Zin- 
zendorf organised on the remnant of the 
Bohemian and Moravian Brethren or Unitas 
Fratrum. The Pietistio and Moravian hymns 

| give expression to the various stages and 
shades of Christian experience, are fresh and 
lively, full of devotional fervor, but sometimes 
degenerate into a playful and irreverent sen- 
timentaliam. 

It is a remarkable fact that some of the 
greatest religious revivals in the church—as 
the Reformation, Pietism, Moravianism, Me- 
thodism—were sung as well as preached and 
written into the hearts of the people, and 
that the leaders of those revivals—Luther, 
Spener, Zinzendorf, Wesley—were themselves 
hymnists. 

From the Pietistic and Moravian hymnody 
we must distinguish the hymnists of the 
German Reformed Church, which began to 
relax the exclusive use of the Psalms, and 
produced not a few hymns equal to the best 
in the Lutheran Church of this period. The 
chief Pictistic hymnists are :— 

Philipp Jacod s 1635-1705 Alsatian ce er a a oe ther 
example the leader of the Pietistic revival, and one of 
the best men ja German church history, but be bad po 
pete genius, and his few hymns derive their value 
ror iis name and fame rather than from intrinsic merit. 
August Hermann Prancke (1663-1727), the second leader 
of Pietism, a hero of faith in God, and founder of the 
famous Orphan House in Halle, where he was professor 
of theology and pastor of a church, wrote 4 few hymna, 
one on New Year, * Gott Lob,’ cin Schrite zur Ewigkelt.” 
Chrutian Friedrich Hichter (1676-1711), & pious phy- 
sician and co-worker of Francke in bis institutions at 
Halle, is the author of 32 hymna; the two best known 
Tepresent Christian life in its diffieulty and ite ease, 
“ Es kostet viel ein Christ au sein,” * Es ist nicht schwer 
ein Christ 2u sein,” “ Es glanget der Christen inwendiges 
Leben.” Johann Anastasius Preylinghausen (1670- 
1739), son-in-law and successor of Frapcke as director 
of the Orphan House, wrote a number of good hymns, 
and erg the best hymn-book of the Pietistic 
schoo! at Halle, 17064 and 1714, John Daniel Herre 
schmidt (1673-1723), fessor of theology in Halle and 
colleague of Francke in the management of the Orphan 
House ; “Gott will's machen, Dass die Sachen,” “ Lobe 
den Herren, o meine Seele" (1714), Christian Seriver 
1629-1693 }, pastor in burg, court chaplain at 

linburg, author of the highly popular devotional 
“* Seelenschate," wrote a few byimna, lieben Sonne 
Licht and " Jesu, meiner Seele Leben.” 
Got{fried Arnold (1666-1714), the famous church bisto- 
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“* Heil'ge Ein- ity: . tian, w ins of remarkable depth and de- ) beautiful hymn on Christisn simplic Christi, die Er ¥otion ee Cries by reg ane Seligkelien “So | falt, Gnadenwunder,” and of “Die i d. Bisbop at Pst du dech recht selig, Herr, die Detnen.” The inst eit.” Christian Gregor (Tare the Moravian Was the favourite of the philosopher Schelling. Knapp helsdorf, edited with Spanges I> Se. also a choral- calls it **the richest hymn in thought and experience, | Hymn-book of 117s, which Is still ore cast Jesus-hymns, and fall of majestic wisdom.” We may compare it to | book (1784), and wrote one of the aw ercourse with the Cowper's hymn on Providence, “God moves in a myste | from the boly of holies uf Jov' CN eahesetn.” rious way,” John Jucoh Schatz (1640-1090), a lawyer | Saviour, “Ach mein Herr Jesu! Deda and syndic of his native city, Prankfart-<on-the-Main, 

* Sei Lob und Ebr dem hichsten Gut." Adam Drese 
(1629-1701), “Seclenbriutigam, Jesu, Gottes Lamm” 
(1697). Johann Heinrich Schroder (1666-1690), tor 

(3) Hymnists of the German Reformed Church. 

Joachim Neander (1650-1636), pastaor eo — near Magicburg, ** Bins ist noth, ach Herr, diess Kine” | bis native city of Bremen, a OF izsaist of the New (1607), “Jeon, hilt siegen, da’ Fiirste des’ Letens * ee ee ee ee eel most popa- (1697). Laurentius saurenti (1660-1722), musical | Covenant,” wrote egy be dan Flerren. den mich. director of the Cathedral at Bremen, “Ertmuntert euch, | lar hymns, espectally ** Lo! r ois ich, Ebrenki- ‘ar Frommen,” Du wesentliches Wort.” Johann gen Biinig der Ehren,” * Sieh, bier easel " Kriedrickh Caspar Schade ( 1666-1685), disconus of St. Nicolal Bee, ue Rone, se ee ther a in Berlin. “Mein Gott, das Hert ich bringe Dir,"” Agen gh ene m l im E%remien, author of “Rube ist das beste Gut." Joachim Lange (1676. | Utrecht, then pastor at St. ta the Gowg>el of John, and i744), profesor of theology in Halle, and friend of | au elaborate Commentary on the Jeqeets and warmth. Franck, the morning hymn, “0 Je, sfisies Licht.” | of thirty ymns distinguished for « Sica Leben txt ein Ernst Lange (1650-1747), magistrate at Danzig : “Unter “Mein Fels hat dberw unden, Ang und Himmel denen nm tern.” Ludwig Andreas Gotter | Pilgrimstand,” “O Licbesglut, 7 6071 769), a ribbon- §1681~1736), of Gotha, s pious and fruitful hymnist, | paaret," Gerhard nae mle oak alist, ascetic, “Herr Jesu, (inadensonne,”  Womit soll ich dich | Weaver in MObtheim on the Ruhr, ce. muthor of 111 Fear d ee ae sclualet, schallt, Meiinchenkinder.” | evangelist and mystic of profound piety, author of 111 Wolfgang Christian Dessler (1660-1722), of Nurnberg, | bymns (Geistliches Blumengartlein, 27 ee Toba “Ech Lass dich nicht, du musst mein Jesus bleiben,” | which are of the first rank, and Frorthwick: “Gots * Rinweg ur rwetfelnden Gedanken,” Johann eerie. Wesley, cite) eee ror eee h woah, rich Ste ret (1680-1756), pastor kfurt, a faithful gegen ! Lasees uns ant tagguam Wesen,” follower of | ee ont ee or : pope la sollt ich nicht endiich hiren,” “+ Allgrems hed “ ." ** Jesu, der du bist of catty dovetien, wrete 939 plous rye bes of mo | “Ich oe oe ee oe ties,” gehen.” “Nun so 
feewor of theology ot Hee arene Gane will ich denn mein Leben,” “O Gott, © Geist, 0 Licht Min ceUrchly of the Pintistic bymnists ; oe Grnaner des Lebens,” “ Siegesflrste, Ehrenkomige, ~” ** Wie bist du Meler, der ‘zur " “ Hetland, deine Mep- | mir so ianig gut. schenliebe,” “Mein Jesu, der da vor dem Sehelden.” 

Period oft Stabe Liat SB, Ae eh tet elabeigpsas Unter Lilien jener Fi "“We it [ The fifth period extends froma 1757-1817, Tear abet Gots wie Da." teopotd Frans Friedrich | when Rationalism broke into. the German Lehr (1708~17 ~ 
= nim Stinder Giaconus in Cohen : + Mein Hetland hurehes aud made sad havoc im the hymn- ite), Lived in the ‘Orphans Gee a ee books and liturgies. It is the period of Pamgparey i i . It beggan with the lei works, especially the Schdtskast- | hymnuological revolution, Geter eich te sail extensively used : well eneent zeal for imprering: old hymns in sndern Grands,” « Mepe | da ies — style and expression and adapting: them to the pen. STAs! Gottlied “Woe Lag many f th This zeal had some founda- in Bunzlau, founder of Woltersdorf (1726-1761), pastor | taste of the age. iis t J " 

fers tn Jena kat inedom of God, *Komm, mein | HOR it the saiyented taste, ainel ait Toe in Jesu ee rhymes, the an wi 7 Denise” Wie wane ar ate Brant deo Lame | F175 which aleure aan hymns of the 16th Sciweidnits, onesgt, (1873-1732), got —— fo | and 17th centuries, But it did mot stop there, iste » “ Abba, ii yuo prolific a Cr cro tific and Klopstock, himself a great poet, published in nae we cite: Schtecq' 0 Dor beste Freund tet 1758. along with his own Spiritual odes, ona Fg Be imme ian unare Bahn,” “Je | twenty-nine of the old hymns in altered form, t 
” 72° Naher BY¢ ™ « Mein Jesu, wie du 

owt prota nie Prheckrtehe Hiller (1699-1760) is the 
bal books wri of W and author 
hy nm, ete ¥Otton : nt rng ent 
Jesus Christus be ak, toa 

(2) The Moray; . 
Well-known Fg AA ymniats include some 

i 

He was followed by a swarm of hy munological 
tinkers and poetasters who had no mpathy 
with the theology and poetry of the grand 
old hymns of faith ; weakened, Giluted, muti- 
lated and watered them, and introduced these 
misimuprovements into the- churches, The 
original hymns of rationalistic preachers, 
court chaplains and superintendents, now 
almost forgotten, were still worse, mostly 
rosy and tedious rhymes on moral duties 
| poet aris and Sanctification Were changed 
into self-improvement, piety 

x : 
Of a dey aeat. ton Zinzendorf (1700-1769), 

Mistory (whose inet; oe estved lights in German church 
Spee He *>~ ** Lhave but one passion, and 

sacs bea ww ith other gifts a trac genius 
Pollic woreip, of ana ee extemporised hytuns in 

into virtue, some eccentric and Sermon, sme of rare beauty heaven into the better worl Christ into Ye tanilated 2000 pieces, : > rist. in Meraviens be the eee ot ane of the Christianity, God into Providence, Providence 
Moses, Mist Winkwors been ued by John | into fate. Instead of hymng + faith and 
wean Semele eke Ea Doles Chores Weoley “atic | Salvation, the conzregitions Were obliged to Apteit, see late, °? ce Chrwe ties oan Gerecht- | sing thymed sermons on the ©Xdetonce oGod, 
Banton," 4 Dip Cyr era” und Herz vereint | the immortality of the soul, the delights of © tther a a pten §ebn von Ort zu Ort.” | reunion, the dignity of man, the. dete of aatf Tol tom Lenzender eben." christian Henatus | * i t, the nurture of uty of se ad bis anata» CE 727-1752), second son of the | improvemen the poly, and LBS chctew byte at SORE Domed during bis sbort life, | the care of animals and flowers WTP. Waster tiotteg b were blished by his father And yet this was the Classica} ae Pon” The chaing KS, brine" wer kann Dein ver German’ poetry and literatures, But Goethe, € bration very exten oe icc parae eae ve Schiller, Wieland, Leasing, Her@er, ihe gg 
tenth of th pe fuel @otilied Spangenberg hymna, and had little or no sy Em pathy with 

oe: sli ligion, except Hore g Met the Pidet Prec, _— ~ Hate age By wn of evangelical religion, phony = i r 
"ee ATz 7). ‘ta the author of a | how to appreciate the old hymns > Who knew 

. : . 
2 E 
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We pass by the would-be hymus of rational- 
istic compilers of hymn-books, which lave 

mostly gone out of use again. But there 
were during this period of dearth a few 

nine hymnists whose works will not be 

forgotten, though they were affected somewhat 

by the moralising tone of their age. These 

include ;—- 
Christian Pirchtegott Gellert (1716-1789), professor 

of poctry, eloquence and tooral lege in Leipaig, 

a noble, truly pious, and bighly gifted man, wrote 

Spiritual (let and Hymns (1757), which are didactic 

rather than lyrical and emotional, but scriptural, warm, 

edifying, and justly popular, es tally in North Ger- 

many: “ Aut thd nicht auf meinen Rath,” * Dhess 

ist der Tag, den Gott gemacht,” “Gott, deine Gite 
reicht so welt,” “Jesus lebt, mit Im auch ich,” 
“Mein erst Gefthl sei Preis und Dank,” “ Wie gross 

ist des Allma&chtigen Gfte.” Friedrich Gottlied Alop- 

stock (172b-1803), the German Milton, the singer of 
the * Messiah,” wrote also some hymns of high poetic 
merit, bot lacking in popular simplicity, “ Auferstebn, 

auferstehn wirst da” (Resurrection hymn}, “ Halle- 
ujah, Amen, Amen" (funeral hymn), “ Selig sind des 

Himmels Erben” (funeral hymn). Johann Crepar 
sanater (1741-1401', rat ZOrich, once a friend of 
Goethe, and a noble Christian philanthropist, wrote, “0 
Jesus Christus, wachs' in mir,” * Fortgekimpf and 
fortgerungen,” “Jean, Freund der Menschenkinder,” 
Matthias Jorissen (1739-1823), pastor of the fierman 
Reformed church in the Hague, made one of the best 

poetic versions of the Pealms. Matthias Claudius (1740. 
1#15), called * Asmus," or the * Wanidsbecker Bote,” 

faithful witness to the truth in an age of unbelief, wrote 
a popular evening hymn, * Der Mond ist aufgegangen.” 

vi. Serth Period. 

This dates from about 1817, and is the 
period of the revival of evangelical theology, 
piety, and hymnody. Jt is rich in hymna 
which combine the old faith with classical 
elegance of form, suund doctrine with deep 
feeling. We have :— 

Friedrich von Hardenberg (1772-1401), called Nowalts, 
was a youthful forerunner of the new epoch, a pontic 
genius of onder and burning love to Christ, com- 
nected with the Moravians, and also with the Romantlc 
school. His hymns are among the very best, though 
somewhat sentimental. “Wenn alle untrea werden,” 
“Was war’ ich ohne Dich gewesen,” * Wenn ich Lin 
nur habe.” Arnst Morite Arndt (1769-1660), professor 
of history in Bonn, and a noble German patriot, revived 
an interest in the old German hyrona, 1419, and limeelf 
wrote one, which found its way inte yale eigen 
“Ich weiss, an wen ich gleabe.” Friedrich Adolf 
Krammacker (1768-1845), pastor of St. Ansgari at Hre- 
men, and author of the [gd “Parables”: * Eine 
Heerde und Ein Hirt,” * Dein Kinig kommt, o Zion," 
“Mag auch die Liebe weinen.” #riadrich Wilhelm 
Krummacher (d. 1865), son of the former, pastor in 
Elberfeld, afterwards court chaplain at mm, & 
Taost eloquent pulpit crater (seTtions on . Elisha, 
David, the Advent, the Passion, &.): ** Stern in 
allen Nachten,” “Bebalte mich in Deiner Pfiege. 
Johann Baptist wm Albertind (1768-1831), of a noble 
family of Grisons, in Switeerland, Moravian bishop 
at Herthelsdorf, fellow-student and friend of Schleier- 
macher, and a man of genins and piety: “ Mit Leiner 
Gluth entetinde mich,” “Selig sind, die nicht seben 
umd doch Heben.”” Warl fe rd Garve (1763-1841), 
likewise a Moravian minister. and a gifted niet; he 
djed at Herrnbut : * Deinen Frieden gib ans Herr,” ** Der 

Friedrich Niickert ersten Unechuld reines Ulfick.” 
(1789-1666), one of the maasters of lyric poatzy, 
wrote a beautiful Advent hymn: * Dein Konig kommt 
in niedern Hitllen.” Albert & (1798-1864), minister 
at Stuttgart, one of the most nitfal amd gifted reli- 
= peets, and editor of the “ Liederschats."" His 

bhymos are; Eines wonsch ich mir vor allem 
andern,” ** eh bin in Dir, ond Du in mir," ~ Heil, Jesus 
Christus ist erstanden," " Nicht menschlicher Rath, 
web Enienverstand,” “Sebipfer meines Lebens.” 
Christian Gottlob Karth (1709-1462), a friend of Kna 
and likewise a Swabian, reflected his tndefati 
zeal for foreign missions in his hymns: “Der Du in 
Todesnachten,"” “ Holter, ist die Nacht versctiwunden.” 
Meta Heusser-Schweizer (1797-1876), of Switzerland, 
called by Dr. Koch “ the most eminent and noble among 
all the female poets of our whole Evangelical Church. 

GERMANUS, ST. 

“Ich welss, dass mein Erliser lebet ': “ Herz, du hast 
viel geweinet,”“ Theaer ist der Tod der Deinen,” “ Will- 
kommen, lieber Ostertag.” Miss Jane Borthwick has 
translated a number of ber sin Alpine Lyrica. Cart 
Rudolph Ly ag (1801-1874), Professer of Charch 
History to i, “Stille halten deinem Walten,” 
“Wachet sof! Erhebt die Blicke.” Johann Peter 
Lange (1802-1884), of theol in Bonn, « 
most fruitful author, editor of the well wn ** Bibel. 
werk,” and of a collection of hymns, wrote several 
lithe volumes of poetry: “Was kein Auge bat 
geseben,” “ Der Herr ist auferstanden.” Karl Johana 
Philipp Spitta (1401-1859), a Lutheran pastor and 
au temdent in the kingdom of Hannover, is upon 
the whole the most | ocgpee hymniat of the nineteenth 
peep 5 His Psaltery and Harp pas-es throagh « 
new edition ae (the Sutn a with illustra. 
tions in 1884). His hymns are eed bey deep 
ev lical plety and simplicity, and bave found an 
excel translator in Richard Massie, ‘ Bei Dir, Jesu, 
will ich Dietben,” “Kelure wieder, kebre wieder,” “0 
selig Haus, wo man Dich aufgenommen,” "0 wie 
freun wit ans der Stunde," “Stamm an das Lied vom 
Sterben," * Unser Wandel ist im Himmel," Wenn 
meine letete Stunde schligt.” Aarl Gerok (born Jan. 
30, 1415), prelate and court chaplain im Stuttgart, the 
most fruitful and popular religious poet of Germany now 
living, His collections of poems bear the poetic names 
Palmblatter, Pfingstrosen, Blumen wnd Sterne: “Es 
= in keinem andern Heil,” “Sei willkommen, Tag des 
err.” 

The works chiefly used in this sketch are 
the following :— 

(1) Geschichte des Kirchenlieds und Kirchengerangt 
der christlichen, inebesondere der deutschen erange 
lischen Kirche. Von Eduard Emil Koch, Dekan, &e. 
dnd ed. completed by Richard Lauxmann and Prof. 
Adolf Wilhelm Koch, Stuttgart, 1466-1576, in & vols, 
(The second ed. appeared 1852 and 1853 in 4 vols.) (2) 
Geschichte dex deutschen Kirchenliedes bis auf |.uthers 
Zeit, Von Hoffmann von Fallersleben, Breslau 1422, 
‘Grd ed. Hannover, 1461, (3) Das deuteche Kirchentiod 
ron Martin Luther bis auf Nicolaus Herman end Am- 
brosiug Blaurer. Von De. K, E. P. Wackernagel, 
Stuttgart, Isl. (4) Mas Deuteche Kirchentied von der 
altesten Zeit bis su Anfang des vii, Jahrhunderts. Von 
Philipp Wackernagel, prig, 1464-77, in S vols, (com- 
pleted by his two sons). A traly monumental work of 
the greatest value, We always quote this work, unless 
the other is ex; ly mentioned, (5) Geistlicke Lieder 
der erongeliachen Kirche aus dem sechaszehnien Johr- 
Aundert nach den dliesten Dracken hero n. Vou 
Dr. Jatius Matzell, Berlin, 1855, in 3 vols. (6) Denk- 
miler deutscher Moetic und Prova awa dem Sten bas [2fen 
Jahrk. Vou K, MOlienhoff und W. Scherer, Berlin, 1464. 
(7) Christian Singers of Germany. By Catherine 
Winkworth, London, 1869, (*) Airchenlieder-Lexioon, 
Hymnologisch - literarische Nachweisungen dber ca. 
4500 der wichtigaten unt vertrettetsten Kirchentieder 
aller Zeiten, &e. Vor Albert Friedrich Wilhelm Fischer. 
teotha, 1478-79, 2 vols. (9) Also the older hymnological 
collections and discussions of Kambach, Bunsen, KX) 
Daniel, J. BP. Lange, Stier, Stip, Geffeken, Vilmar, 
(10) owen, Clement Marot ef le Prautier Hugwenct, 
1879-80, 2 vols. (P. 8.) 

German Psalters [Psalters, German.) 

Germanus, St. [634-734.] One of the 
Greek hymn-writers, and one of the grandest 
among the defenders of the Icons, He wae 
born at Constantinople of a patrician family; 
was ordained there; and became subsequently 
bia of Cyzieus, He was present at the 
8 of Constantinople in 712, which re- 
stored the Monothelite heresy; but in after 
years he condemned it. He was made patriarch 
of Constantinople in 715, In 730 he was 
driven from the see, not without blows, for re- 
fusing to yield to the Iconoclastic Emperor Lro 
the Isaurian. He died shortly afterwards, at 
the age of one hundred years. His hymns are 
few. Dr. Neale selects his canon on The 
Wonder-working Image of Edessa as his most 
poetical picce (see Neale's Hye. of the Eastern 
Church, 1862, and later editions). The carliest 
biographical account of Germanus is found in 
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Basil's Menology, under May 12. Later we have a Memoir |: Henschew (Boll. Acta 8, 8. Mai, iii, 155), His hymnsare given in Migne 
and Davie, and have been translated to a 
‘mall extent into English by Dr. Neale. (For further biographical details see Dict. Christian 

tog., pp, 658-659.) {HL L. BJ 
Gerok, Karl von, p.v, was b. January 
, 1815, at Stuttgart, and studied theology at the University of Tibingen. He was, from 1836 to 1840, assistant at his father's church in Stuttgart; 1840-43, lecturer (repetent) at Tiibingen, und after 1844 diaconus at Béblin. 

&en, near Stuttgart. In 1849 he returned to Preach at Stuttgart, where he now resides C1886), as chief evurt preacher wand oberconsis- Eeoriairath (0. Kraus, 1879, p. 165: aes, from r. von Gerok, &c.), 
Gerok is well kena | ot ber, Published various volumes of sermons? Wit won Stpally rests on bis sacred - The best known of his poetical works is bis Patbiacter. 1867, whieh has attained a wonderful circulation, and reached a S6th Ftion in 186, A new series appeared in 1*75 as Palm. <atier Nene Folge (oth ed., 1846, under the title Auf SS7xaamen (idinyen). A serios of poems on the Hook of the Acts of the Aposties appeared as Pingstrosen, 1964 Geths eck. 1488). His other poetical works are Die hanes Strauss, 1455 {Sth ed., 1886), Aiemen wred Sterne, 1867 (1 ith ed. Iss \. and /wtache Geter Ww, [S72 6th edd. PRM). 

perm 3 1 consisting of poems me * Theat’ bo aa on sayings ol Hey - i. on * Ho mes" (Advent, xe); iy Mountains,” and pt. iv. on “Holy poareyl and Waters mentioned in - ‘orm Ha few centos have passed into some pol : a German hymn-books; and a version the orang: Mluding tre. of all the pornns tn the elt ey by Karl Gero. piPPeared in English as Palm Leaves | ead Transiat German by J.B. A. ber of the inguu. Strahan « Co, 1869, A large num- | (who thet nme wane aioe heen fr. eA Miss 
Toten so tr. & few from the PAngst- R Mowe peri the Revs. Dr. R. Maguire, these vers bare @nd various others, But as none of the ortwinals an -Y* Passed into English C. U., and as the reader to the pootne and net hymns, we tust refer orks of these translators. (J. M.) a re ns, Henriette Catharine von, Sulzbach, near Pipes von Friesen, was b, at In 1672 she ma . berg, Bavaria, Oct. 6, 148. dort, of "ried Bsron Nicolous von Gers- retired to ji, pee 7 @nd after his death, in 1702, ermbut, § State of Grosshennersdorf, near superintended Hn de where she for some time Count N. 1. y,,.'",ducation of her grandson, d. March 6, 558 4inmndof: and where she ‘ 

the best of the period 
Ber the Laban G@. B., 1725, and ber 4 ere, Létau, §. 1, 17 i) were fungen, Malle, [sat "OCCA Lieder und potiochs einer #., i Whormagh J. J. Rambach's Haus AVE Dissed Inte Ffannowver G. B., V240, some 30 English -— use, Two have been tr. into 

Jahr Létaw GK y foe Sterblichkeit. New Year. In the othe st 36, in 11 st., Tepeate! 172), p. 

? 
21, Py, an, * Ar 
Walker, 1860, p, ace © year of mortal life,” by Dr. G. 

the 
Ger 

Justus, DD. 8. of Joachim 
i was Esheok, near Lanenstein, plied at thes _Si®_. Esbeck, July 6, 1601, 
] Jena. eredea ef 7,22 t ¥ersities of Helmstedt Ch 1629 bie beet ae. Ma. at Jena in 1628. eh, Brunswic-}e tor of St. Magnus’s 

* *%) 1636 court chaplain 

ee — =... 
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and preacher at the Cathedral 1m pales 
and in 1642 cbief court preaclsers Fp pce 
rath, and general superintend«: 72 t 43 E oh aL 
He d. at Hannover, Sept. 18, 2U 87 oo < 
230-237; Allg. Deutsche Biog-» ix- 81-88; Bode, 
p. 76, &e.), 

Gesenius was an accomplished axacd ae or 
logian, « famous ber, and distirage vi ished — by his efforts to farther the catecheticaal ixastruction of the children of bis district, Along witts XD. Denicke (q.v.) he edited the Hannorerian tymra-bo<roks of 1646-1660, 
Both he and Denicke aimed at rediact the older German 
hymna to correctness of style accesreS A rage to the poetical 
canons of Martin it; not so rxatacc¥s interfering with 
the theology or making the authors & jock a terminol 
foreign to them. Consequently tEaerir recasts, while 
setting a bad example, and while ofte=a2 destroying much 
of the force and freshness of the Origeimals, were not by 
any means Ao objectionable as the re<-zuetes of the Ratlon- 
alisthe period, and moreover were @a<e Fr ‘widely accepted, 

As no author,’ names are fiven in the 
Hannoverian hymn-books, it iss difficult to as- 
sign the authorship of the me-w hiynnns and 
recasts therein contained, "lace following is 
generally, and apparently weitla reason, aa- 
cribed to Gesenius : 

Wenn meine Stind’ mich kriinkeer. Pussiontide, 
His finest hymn as regards depth, warnth, and 
finish. Ist pub. in the Manmower G. I, 1646, 
No. 49, in Sat.of 7h It has been called a re= 
cast of the hyima “ Hilf Gott, dass ir gelinge,” 
but bears not the slightest ressernblance to it. 
Included in Criger’s Praris, 16.56, and age 
Inter collections, as the Berlim GG. Z. 8, 
1865, No. 277, By a not unjust retribution 
it was soon recast, and appeared im the Liine’meg 
G. #, 1661,as8 “Wenn mich die Siinden kriin- 
ken.” Tr, as:— 

1, When guilt and shame are rmising. In fall, 
by J.C. Jacobi, in pt. i., 1725, of his Peal, Ger., 
p. 4 (1732, p. 34), In the Meoreerian H. Bh. of 
1759, No, 106, it is altered to <- O Lord, when 
condemnation”; and in the ed. L868, it bevins 
with st. v., + Lord, let Thy bitter ptssion.” A 
cento of st. ii., iii, v., from the Moravian I, Bk, 1801, was adopted by Montgomery in his Christian Psalmist, 1825, beginning, ** ©)” wonder far ex- ceeding,” and this is in the Nese Zealand Hyl., 1872. 

2. O Lord, when my sins griewe me. A good tr. of st. 1, ii, iv., v., by A. T. Russell, as No. 81 in 
his Ps, & Hys., 1851, 

3. When sorrow and remorse, Im full, by Miss Winkworth in her Lyra Ger... Ast Ser., 1855, p- 74. A cento consisting of LL, 124 of st. i., iv.-vi., and of stanza vii., rewritten to sa, is in the Pennsylvanian Luth, Chrerch Bh, 1868. 
4. 0 Lord, whea condemnation, | A full and good tr., included as No, 84 im the 1857 ed. of 

Mercer's CLP. §& H. Ba. Probats] y by Mr. Mercer, 
but mainly taken from the Miloginten He Bk. 
1789, ond from Miss Wink w- ©rth. Re is ted, 
abriaged, in his Oxford ed., 1864 N tue and 
in the Toronto H. Bk, 1862, ye ? 

5. When o'er my sina I 
based on her 1855 version, ana o 
by Miss Winkworth, as No, 4. 
England, 1863. 

» A good tr. 
Hitting st. ii.-iv-, 

in her C. B. for 
(J. M.) 

Gib deinen Frieden Btiirke. [The Peace of Got2 Ss 0 Horr der 
-J Ev, f. of z 18387, in 6 st- 

Or; but in the 

No. 1520 in Knupp's 
of 4 1, without name of auth, 

1850 ed., No. 1857, ascribed 
We have failed to discover * Cc. iB. Garve- 

this ascription, and ‘the hygga® “uthority for 
2E2 
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neither in Garve's Christliche Gesinge, Gorlitz, 
1825, nor in his Briidergesinge, Gnadau, 1827. 
The only tr. is:— 

Give us Thy blessed peace, God of all might! 
A full and good version by Mrs. Findlater in the 
4th series, 1862, of the #. L. Z., p. 87 (1884, 
p. 248); repeated as No. 141 in Jellicve's Coll,, 
1867, . (J. M.) 

Gib uns, o Jesu, Gnad. [Love to Christ.) 
Included as No, 175 in F. Hommel’s (Feistliche 
Volkalieder, Leipzig, 1871, in 5 st. of 4 1., as 
fron the Wirzhurg G. B. CR. C.), 1680, and D, 
G. Cormer's Grosa Catoliech G. B. Niimberg, 
1631. He entiths it “Against the Lust of 
the World.” Baumker, ii. p. 317, cites it as in 
the Auaserlesene, Catholische Geistliche Kirch- 
engeadng, Cologne, 1623. The only tr. is, * Jesu 
be ne'er forgot,” by Miss Winkworth, 1869, p. 
254. She quotes the first line as, * Jesu, gieb 
uns dein’ Gnid.” (J. M.) 

Gibbons, Thomas, was b. at Reak, near 
Newmarket, May 31, 1720; educated by Dr. 
Taylor, at Deptford ; ordained in 1742, as assis- 
tant to the Rev. Mr. Bures, at Silver Street 
Chapel, London ; and in 1743 became minister 
of the Independent Church, at Haberdashers’ 
Hall, where he remained till his death, Feb. 22, 
1785. In addition to his ministerial ofice he 
became, in 1754, tutor of the Dissenting Aca- 
demy at Mile End, London; and, in 1759, 
Sunday evening lecturer at Monkwell Street. 
In 1760 the College at New Jersey, U.S,, gave 
him the degree of ot.a., and in 1764 that of 
Aberdeen the degree of p.p. His prose works 
were (1) Calvinism and Nonconformity de- 
fended, 1740; (2) Sermons on carious subjects 
1762; (3) Nhetoric, 1767 ; (4) Female Worthiecs, 
2 vols, 1777. Three vols. of sermons were 
pub. after his death. His poetical works 
were :— 

(1) Juvenilia; Poems on various tubjects of Devotion 
and Virtue, This was published subscription. 
Among the sulwcribers is found the name of the Rev, 
Mr. George Whitefield, wa. It was dedicated to the 
Counters of Hunti and bears her coat of arma, In 
this volume are included versions of #ix of the Psalma, 
and a few b (2) Hymns adapted to Divine wor- 
ship in two . Book I, Derived from select passages 
of Holy Scriptures. Book JI, Written on sacred subjects 
and particular cecasions, partly collected from various 
authors, but principally composed by Thomas Gilsbons, 
pp, 1769, (3) Hymns to Divine worship i 

Book f. i the 
4 

free books. Derived from select passages 
Holy Scriptures, Book IT. Written on sacred ew 
and particular occasions by Thomas Gibbons, Pp, 1784, 
(4) The Sermons, pod. in 1762, included fifteen bymas, 
one being appended to each sermon. (5) The Christian 
Minister in Ohree poetical eptstles to Philander, 1772. 
This volume included (t.) jeal versions of several 
parts of Seriptare. (lL) Translations of poems from 
(ireck and Latin writers. (iii.) Original pieces on various 
cecasions, (6) An English version of the Latin Epi- 
fapis on the Nenconformist’s Memorial, with @ poem to 
the memory of the 200 ministers ejected in 1662. 1775. 
(7) Select Portions of Scripture, and Remarkable Oc- 
currence, versified for the Instruction and entertain- 
ment af Youth af both Sexes, 1741, Reprinted in Ame- 
Tica, 1405. 

Dr. Gilbons may be called a disciple in 
hymn-writing of Dr. Watts, whose life he 
wrote. His hymns are not unlike those of the 
second rank of Watts. He lacked * the vision 
and faculty divine,” which gives life to hymns 
and renders them of permanent value. Hence, 
althongh several are in C, U. in America, they 
are dying out of use in G. Britain. The most 
ea are, “ Now let our souls on wings sub- 
ime"; “Great God, the nations of the earth”; 

GILES, JOHN E. 

“Th goodness, Lord, our souls confess"; 
“To Thee, my God, whose presence fills.” 

(W.G. H] 
The less inportant of Dr. Gibbons’s hymna, 

which are etill in C. U. are :—- 
1. And be it so that till this hour. fope. This 

is No. 50 in Bk. ii. of bis . adapted to Divine Wars 
ship, &e,, 1769, in 5 st. of AL, headed, ** Emcograge- 
ole mony Despair; or, Hope still set before us” 
Orig 7s Sacrawental hymn, in Rippon’s Sel, 1797, 
No 230, it was altered to a general bymn, with special 
relerence to “ Hope."* 

2, Assist us, Lord, Thy Name to praise, Life, a 
race. In Rippon's Kap. Se, 1797, No, 326, in dat. of 41 

3. Eternal life, how sweet the sound, ternal 
Life. This & one of three hymns on Titus il. 7, in 
his Hys. adapted fo Divine Worship, &c., 1744, Bk, 1, 
No. 156, In Sst. of 4 1 In the American Dutch Re- 
formed Hys. of the Church, 1869, No, 443 begins with 
at. i, ** tife, how will it reign?" 

4. Father, is not Thy promise pledged! Missions. 
This is Pt. tii. of bia bymn, “ Great God, the nathons of 
the earth " (q. ¥.} 

5. Forgiveness, 'tis a joyful sound. Pardon. 
From bia Aya. adapted to Divine Worship, &e., 1769. 
Bk. L., No, 69, in 6 st, of 4.1. into several modern collec- 
tions In G. Britain and America. It is based on St. Luke, 
vil, 47. 

6. From winter's barren clods. ing.) Appeared 
tn his Hymns, &e., 1784, Bk. ti, sol By } st. of 41, 

celebrated tn and beaded, * The Return of the oon 
the Powerful and Gracious Work of @ 
was anonymously in Ri ‘8 . Set, No. 
499. hymn, trees Aoel at Thy Bao sto Sea- 
sons in order rise,” begins with st. iL. of this hymn. 

7. Happy the men in ancient days. /ublic Wor- 
ship. In bis Hy2. adapted to Public Worship, &c., 1744. 

8. On Zion, his most holy mount. Gagpe! Foart. 
From bis ‘ys. adapted for Dicine Worship, &e., 1769, 
Rk. 1, No. 45, in 6at.of 41. It was originally « Secra- 
mental byron, bat in its abbreviated form, as tn use in 
America, that clement is eliminated. 

®. Our Father, high enthroned above. Lord's 
Prayer. Appeared in the Bristol Hapt, Goll. of Ash & 
Evans, 1768, No. 41, in 9 st. of 41. 1772 it was re- 
printed in a revised form, and with an additional stanza, 
in Gibbons's Christian Minister, p. 74. 

10, Thy goodness, Lord, our souls confess. Pro- 
vidence and Grace. age in ion eoet Dae 
zine, 1775, and in his . mlapted to Divine Wor- 
ship, &c., 1784, Bk. ii, No. M1, in 7 st. of 41, Is 
Dobell’s Sef., bs06, st. f.-iv., and vi. were given with 
alterations, whick were not improvements, as No, 9. 
This a ent is repeated in modern hymn-books, 
including the Bap. Hymmal, 1879, and others. 

11, When Jesus dwelt in mortal clay.  Jerws our 
Fzample. From bis Mys, adapted to Dicine Worship, 
&e., 1784, Bk. L, No. 124, in 9 st. of 4 L. into a few 
Ameees collections, including the Bap, Praise Bk. 
Bal. 

The more important of Dr. Gibbons’s hymns 
are annotated under their respective first lines. 

cw. T. BJ 

Gilbert, Ann. [Taylor, A. & J.) 

Giles, John Eustace, was born at Dart- 
mouth in 1805, and educated for the ministry 
at the Baptist College, Bristol. After preach- 
ing for a short time at Haverfordwest, he 
became, in 1830, pastor of the church in 
Salter’s Hall. Loudon. Leaving Salter’s 
Hal! in 1836, he ministered succeesively at 
Leeds, Bristol, Sheflield, Rathmines (Dublin), 
and Clapham Cowmon, London. He d., at 
Clapham Common, June 24, 1875. His 
works include A Funeral Sermon on the th 
of Robert Hall; Lectures on Socialism, &c. 
‘rom childhood he composed hymns and 
pootical pieces. In 1834,at the request of the 
aptist Missionary Committee, he composed 

a hymn in celebration of negro emancipation, 

In piet 
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and Now, 9, 16, & 24 in their Jubilee Coll., 1842. | tineau's Hys. of Praise & Prager. 1): me = hymn by which he ix best kuown is :— Jongregational Chueh Hymerece Z, ited Adutey hot said, exalted Jesus} | tioly Baptiom | lowing are Mr. Gill's published sae = ya ait), It is thon of lal merit, and in ‘ 1 eer - lish pthc a is protably oftener sang saved iPasme te eataceeetias ea great Men and great om Baptismal occasions than any other hymn. It was Events), 13s; (3) The Papal soreemea (4p historical 
seen “during @ serious illness, in 1H, and in an | cesar) 166; (4) The Golder hencve, <ef  Praite Hymns Hrapation of having to baptize several persons at Salter’s | by “Thomas 2). Gill, 1969; (S$) -eether’s Birthday Hall, Leadon, on bis recovery,” (Singers amd Songs, (ht mus), 1453; (6) The Triumph gf "Ze rist (Memorials 1*69, p. 432.) It was Printed in 1430 in 6st. of 61 In of Frankiin Howard), 1843, 1858 ic was given in the Bapt. #s, & Hys., No. 706, with arr ly 200. Of the omission of st. ii. The full original text is inthe| Mr. Gill's hymns number x_err i, 200. Bapt. fynnsl, 1879, Nu. 689. It is also in several | these, over NO are in C.U. iza >. Britain and 

my America. The most widely wassecd of these ;— 
other on (W. R.8.J 

Gill, Thomas Hornblower, was b. at | * Everlasting, changing newer ”"; “O mean 
: may seem this house of clay 77 5 ** O wherefore, . Bristol Road, Birmingham, Feb, 10th, 1819, 

Lord, doth Thy dear praise** ; = ** Our God, our His ts belonged to lish Presbyterian families 4 ro God, Thou shinest here"; ** “I™Bae: glory of the 
fami which, like many others, had me 

nitarian in their doctrine, He was educated spring. how sweet”; and “'Theous biddest, Lord, at King Edward’s Grammar School under y sons be bold”; are annotzated under their Dr. Jeune, afterwanis Bishop of Peterborough. | respective first lines, the rest’ suame noted below. He left the school in 1838, and would have CW. G. H.) Proceeded to the University of Oxford, but . was prevented by his hereditary Unitarianism | The 75 hymns which follow’ are all anno- 
Clong since given up), whieh forbade sub- | tated from the author's as. motes, kindly aup- 
scription to the Articles of the Church of | Plied for use in this work :— England then Necessary for eytrance to the 1, Ah tremblers, fainting amd forlorn. kternal University. This constrained him to lead Fouth. AL in 186s, and Jee »Pup. in ble iaiden 

s : - 1869, p. 4 7 i * the life of an isolated student, in which he gwen gave st. Poke in ieieuaseas d&c., No. 256, as, 
“Young souls, so strong the race to run.” These were 

pave himself chiefly to historical and theo- 
repeated in the Japt. Hymnal, 1879, as No. 862. O@ical subjects. Hence his life has been singularly devoid of outward inci : : 2. Alas the outer emptiness.  ¢ ‘rraxecration of the earner incident ; and its Ffeart. Consributed to G. Dawson's #78. & Hys., 1s46, 
No, 121, in 7 st. of 4 L Ir was imtroduced to the 
American Unitarian collections throwgrh Hedge & Hunt- 
ington's /ys, for the Church of Chréext, 1453, No. 619, 

3, Alas these pilgrims faint mzadl worn. whit. 
suntide, Written in 1463, and Ist pouaks, dn his Anaiver- 
series, 1455, p. 73, in Ml st. of4 1., them in G. Dawson's 
2's, & Hys., 162, the Golden Chain, &ec., 1 269, p, 10T, &e 

4. Alone with Thee, with Thee alone. Worshj 
in Solitude. Writien in 1856, amc Ast pub. in bis Golden Chain, ke,, L809, p. 26, im ee. ofal 

5. And didst thou, Lerd, our Sorrows take } 
a Writien ae = eg in his Golden Chain, &., 1869, p. 45,in 6st. of 4 1. Lt is in several English collections, - 

6. Behold the everlasting Bon. Ascension. Writ- 
ten in 1662, and Ist prinved in the Mage y Magazine, and then tn G. Dawson's #3, & Hys., 1862, anid the Golden 
Chain, 1469, p. 47, in 8 st. of 4 Lb. 

7. Break, new-born year, on @lad eyes, break. New Year, Written in 1555, and Lat 2b, in his Gotdern Chain, &., 1469, p. 144, io 6st. of 4 r It is one of the most pepaer of the author's bymans, and is found in many collect 
8. B 

jen. 

soul have part. 

interest hers about his hymns, and the whee oF overmastering thought and feeling w ae them birth. The only events that soa le chronicled are the publications of his anaes (see below). It is in the sin lar com- is On of influences which has formed his the real iw! determined his thinking that to be fe interest of his life consists, ere is her ef — the true key to the understanding tra inl ens To his Puritan ancestry may Unitari their deep religiousness; io his 4" tining their ethical earnestness ; ois wetioal temperament their freeneas oe Wuonality, Delight in the divine meat ant: a Was his earliest intellectual tween jij. 2 im after years the contrast dwisak, Native force and fulness and hymn-book md Presentation in Unitarian his h F Ean thet estrangement from ered sith which gradually became . —, i Pesceete} — my 
Witness of the Spirit, Written in La " . his Golden Chain, &c., 1869, p. Loo, in red . it tm repeated in The Songs af the Spirée, N.Y, ist. 
meric Written t ana yf Apt 

ship. nm in . 1 Cain, be. 1008 p31, in'6 wt. or Prue. tn his Gotden 
Hymnal, 1870, abd to Dale's Wregeiep 7, Bh it isin ats 

10. Day divine! when suddes, ss 
Sunday. Written on Whit-Sune ay Snel en oe 
in Gi, Lawson's 5. & fys, 1859, mayva” ~ Hy hemes 
Chain, &e,, 1868, p. 07, fo Fat. eg a in in _ rte 
rican collections, as the In some Am 

yen —— soso — render hi ns an ve conspired to im, og What Dy. Freeman Clave calle He belongs n, (te licetual Charles Wesley.” original bymni,s © small company of really A remarkabj.. His hymns are marked tion to all ant; @ sence of, and even opposi- of Christiane Warian and sverdotal ideas spirit mther ¢j,,,.— een discernment of the 
: and y.*™ =the mere letter of the themes, go tppretouund thought on Scripture - h subtle for new i. Serpe of his hymns are too Church, 1969, it ts given as ** Day Qype = A br 

Church, iB the ontinary worship of the | temple. tne, whee 7 11. Dear Lord and Maste, certain quainteg > 2© is characterized by a 
: "SES rare Written In 1468, and Ist pub. in maine. Kerignation- of George Wit her o © expression reminding one pm ba 

i 1s60, p. 162,in T st.of 4). Ie 4 * Golden Chain, &C.» 
or ® John Mason, but moditied | sive use in G, Britain and Ameri. somewhat exter 

SARE serene See | eer ets et ee pee Ietion, and Jy Hess of melody, purity \ . ; Bes olden Chain, &C-+ of style to thesuby jee” Sdaptation of metre and ? Pp. o, ea, ‘Thy light jen Chain 
Tae swluively-  » Of cach hymn. They are | (iit rawers, No iae i 7Reou dost not hide- 

8 English Hf, xp, “Sed by Nonconformists. | j¢9, p. 11%, in # #t.of 4 Lomthe tem» (Alden Chain, KC.» 
Mymnal, 19; Hordes ©Ontains 39; the Baptist | shine before men,” &e., and was y ets ** Let your tight s® 

a a ra e 

Cong. Hymna, 11; Mar- 14. Do we only give Thee, tten - pra ia 

ee 
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Gladdener of Life. Written in 1849, and ist pub. tn 
G. Dawson's Pa. @ Ays,, 1453; and again in the Golden 

Chain, &c., No, 145, in 6 st. of 6 1. In use in U. Bei- 
tain and America, 

15, Embrace your full Salvation, Heaven. Writ- 
ten in 1470, and Ist printed in The (vn tonalist, 

isT3, ingat.of 81, On including tt in bis Kaglizh #7, 

Bk, 1875, Dr. Dale transposed some of the stanzas. 
16, Farewell, delightful day. sunday Bvening. 

Written In 1867, and pub. in bis Geaden Chain, &c., 

1469, No. 19, in @ st. of 41. In the Church Praise BK., 

N. Y., 1882, st. f., vili., ix. are given with the altera- 

thon of the et line as, “ly, delightful day." 

Dr. Hatfield, in bis Chorck HW. Bk, N. Y., 1872, has the 

same opening, but be omits st. iv.-vi, of the original, 

17. Father, glorious with all splendour. sioly 

Trinity, This hymn of great merit was written in 

1869, and pat. in the Golden Chata, &e., in 1869, No. 4, 

yo Tstof sl. In some American collections, including 

Hys. & Songs of Praise, N. Y., 1874, No. 17, st. iv. 

vi., vil. are given as * Father, Thine elect who lovers.” 
18, Father, hast Thou not on me. ternal Lovee. 

A Trinitarian hymna on eternal love, in 167, 

and pub. in his Golden Chain, &e., 1469, No. 139, In 7 

st.of 81, Ip 1889, st. v.-vil. were given in the Suppl. 

to the New Chmg., a8 “* Mighty Quickener, Spirit blest.” 

19, Pull many a smile, full many a song. 
Joy in God the Puther, Written in 1454, and Ist pub, in 
his Golden Chain, &c., 1869, No. 4, in 9st.of 41. In 
Dale's Avglish H. Bk, 1875, No, 21, at. ih, which 
applied personally to the anthor alone, was omitted. 

20, How can I, Lord, abide with Thee! Prayer. 
“ Produeed in 1856, Struck with the didactic character 
of Cowper's and M meme hymns, * What various 
hindrances we meet,’ and * Prayer is the soul's sincere 

desire,” 1 greatly wished to set forth the soul's view of 
prayer, simply, naturally, poetically, and achieved 
this hymn with much aspiration and satistaction.” 
Printed in the Golden Chain, &c., 1869, No. 119, in # 
st. of 41, and healed “ Pray without ceasing.” 

21. How, Lord, shall vows of ours be sweet! 
Public Worship. The author's earliest hymn. It was 
written in 1845, and Ist pub. in G, Dawsou's Ps. & 
Hys., 846, No. 114, in 6 st. of 4 1, and agin tn the 
Golden Chain, &c., 1469, No. 2. It ts in several 
American hymn-booka, 

22. Is carth too fair, is 
Consecration of Youth fo God. Written in 1444, and Ist 
pub, in his Golden Chain, &e., 1463, No, 102, tn 13 st, 
of 41, and entitled * The Hymn of Youth.” 

23. Is not my filled with Thine. (od glo- 
vious in His works, “Written in the summer of 1546 
among the hills and streams of Derbyshire,” and Ist pub, 
in the Golden Chain, &c., 1969, No. 15, in 9 #6, of 4 1., 
and entitled * God glorious in His works.” 

24, Let bolder hearts the strife require. Prayer 
against Temptation, No, 218 in Martineau's dys. of 
Praiz aad Prayer, 1873. It was written tn 1451, and 
Ist pub. in the Golden Chain, &., 1869, in 7 st- of al. 

25. Lift thy song among the nations. Vational 
Hymn. Written in ts53, and Ist pub. in @, Dawson's 
Ps, & Hye., 1653, in 4 st. of 4 1. hen repeated in the 
Golden Chain, &., 1869, No, 62, an additional stanza 
ay was given, and it was entitled ** England's Hymn.” 
it isa spirited hymn and worthy of greater circulation 

than it now has. The 1869 text ia given in Dale's 
English H, Ble, 1475, No. 1239, 
26. Lord, am I precious in Thy sight. Grieve mot 

the H. Spirit. Composed in 1850, and let pub. in G, 
Dawson's #s. & Hys., 1853. In 1969 it was included in 
the Galden Chain, ke, No. 70, in 7m, of 41, It 

is in C, U, in America. A cento is also in the Suppl. to 
the New Cong., 1869, No, 1098. It is com of st. 
iil, ¥., ¥i. much altered, and not improved, and begins, 
» O Holy Spiris, dest thou mourn?“ 

27. Lord, comes this to ust 
Ineitation to Rejoice. Written in 1849, and Ist pub in 
his frolden Chain, &e., 1469, No. 144, in Ll ot. of 4 L 

28. Lord, dost Thou ne'er Thy servants bless? 
Free Grace, Written in 1855, on the words of Oliver 
Cromwell as used by bim in @ letter to bis * beloved 
cousin Mra. St. John," dated Ely, 13th October, 1635," 
“Truly po poor creature hath more cause to put hem 
self forth in the cause of his God than I. / Aare Act 
plentiful wages beforehand; and I am sure J shall 
never carn the least mite.” (Carlyle's Oliver Cromicell's 
Letters and Speeches, &e., Latter as The hymn was Ist 
pub. in the Golden Chain, &e., 1969, in 9 st. of 4b 

29. Lord, from Thee, what grace and glory. 
National Hymn, This cento in Vince's coll, stu, No. | 

too bright? 
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450, is from the poem, on St. George’s Day, written in 
1853, and pub, in the author's Annaversartes, 1455, p. 47 

30. Lord, from these trembling souls of ours. 
Praise, Composed in 0850, and 1st pub, in his Golden 
Chain, &e., 1460, No. 3, in 10 #t. of 41. 

31. Lerd God, by Whom all change is wrought. 
God Eternal, Written in 1869, the keynote being the 

Sl ll egal stot ees 4 * Spirit, N. ¥., 18Tl. 
In 1875 it was included in Dale's Balik A. Bk, and, 
in 4st. in the Bapt. Hymnal, 1879, 

$2. Lord God of old, who wentest. Public Wor- 
ship, Composed in ts68, and Ist pub, in bts Golden 
Chain, &e., 1469, No. #0, im Sst. of = 1. 

33. Lord, if our thou art. (im. 
munion of Saints. Written in 1456, and ist pab. in 
his Golden Chain, ke., 1468, No, 150, in 4 st. of 41 
The hymn, ** Death bas no bidding to divige,” in Dale's 
oe HA. Bk, 1876, begins with at. il., and omits #. 
L, tv, of this hymn. 

34. Lord, in this awful fight with sin. Fictory 
through Christ. Written in 1857, and Ist ib, in bis 
Golden Chain, &c., 1°69, No, 125, in 7 st. of 4 1. 

35, Lord, in Thy people Thou dost dwell. (nity 
of Christ and His Written in 1964, and Ist 

pub. in his Golden Chain, &e., 1869, in 12 at. of 41 

96. Lord, Thou hast been our dwelling place. 
National Hymn. * among the Waklenses, 1464," 
and ist pub, in his Golden Chain, &c,, 1869, No, 53, 
in # st. of TL, entitled, * The hymn of the Waldenses,” 
and suppl the note, “This hymn ess 

whole belongs to the Waldenses only, among + bow it 
was begun, cut all the people of God bave an interest 
fn the two and the versen."" Acting upon this 

suggestion of the author, these stanzas were gived in 
the Suppl, to the New Cong., 1469, as No. 1025. 

37. Lord, Thou wouldst have us like to Thee. 
Holiness desired. Written in 1846, and Ist pob. in G. 
Dawson's Ps, & Hys., 1546, No, 120, in #st.of 41 It 
is im several American collections. 

38. Lord, Thy voice hath spoken. christ 
ovr Cesar, Written in 1549, and Ist pub, in G. Dawson's 
Ps, & Hys., 1463; and again in the Golden Chain, &., 
1869, in 3 at. of & 1, 

39. Lord, when I all things would 
Humility, Written in 1450, and Ist pub, tn bis Golden 
Chain, Ke, 1869, No, 111, in # a8. of 4 1. In Marti- 
neau’s Hymns, &c., 1873, No, 304, ot, fi., iv., vil are 
omitted. This hyuin is also in C. U. in America 

40. Lord, when we come at dear call. 
The Holy Ghost, the Sanctifier, No, 72 In his Golden 
Chain, 1969, in 7 st. of 4L, was written in 1856, and is 
given in the Songs of the Spirit, N. Y., W471. 

41, May we not, Father, mourn! #urial. 
No, 151 in his Golden Chain, &., 1469, in 9 at. of 41, 
was written in 1455. 

42, Methought my soul had learned to love. 
Reiuete. “Com in 1452 and first printed in 

Chain, 1869, It came from the very depths of m: 
own heart, was inspired by a suppressed trouble whieh 
turned out one of the greatest blessings of my life.” 
In the Golden Chain, &c,, No. t14, it ts given in T st. 
of 41, and ts beaded, * Not my will but Thine be done.” 

43. My God, I do not flee from Thee. y- 

Written in 1849, and Ist pad. in his Golden Chain, ®<., 
1869, No, 10, in 7st. of 41 The New Cong. 188% 
No, 1119, begina with st. ii, ‘Father, Redeemer, 
Quickener mine,” and also omita st. iv. 

44, My God, my Majesty divine. § (Child of (od. 
Written in 1445, and Ist pub. in G. Dawson's sales 
& Hye, 1446, No, 116, in # st. of 4 1, and again, after 

revision, in the Golden Chain, &c., 1869, No, 136. The 
original text is iu C, U. in America. 

45. Mbt, Lord, Thine ancient works alone. ful 
lic Worship, Written in IsT4, and Ist printed in The 
Congregutionatist, in 6 st. of 6 1, anit entitled, “ The 
Living Ged" In Dale's Buglish H. Bk, UTS, wt ili. 

bs omitted. + 
46, Not yet I lowe my Lord. Lent. Written is 

1464, and Int pub. in his Golden Chain, Ke., 1969, Ne 

46, in 9 at. of 41, It is in several collections, including 
| Martineau's Hymns, &c,, 1873, No. 199. 

47. Not yet, ye people of His grace. Here and 

Hereafter. A hymn on the “The Vision Beatitic,” No. 
165, in his Golden Chain, &e., 1869, io TL st of aL ok 

was written in In66, and isin American C. U. 

48. O height that doth ail height excel. Written 
in Is33, and “was born of the words of Augustine in 
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the outset of the Confessions, ‘Secretissime et Pracsen- ) was a prolonged rapture... |. It was produced wvhits 

the G Chain was being printed, just in ¢ieaa< son tissime,’ and was the first of several hymna inspired by 
‘ 46 weordertul antithescs about God It waa ist pubs, 
mG. Dawsu's #s. & Hys,, 1953, and again in the 
fZolden Chain, &e., 1969, No. 15, 10 9 st. of AL It bs 
© English and American (. U. 

49. © Holy Ghost, Who down dost come, wWihit- 
oaneee a Written at Malvern on Whitsunday. 1863 f soa tee io 

©f singular spiritual tit, out we- | Anniversaries, 1555, again in bis Golder 
lines. * Le was te ub, in the Golden Chain, &e., 1469, | &c., 1869, No. 163, in 12 6t. of 41. 
the pis inte of aL, and headed, A Breathing after | 68, What sweetness on Thine earth doth a we L1. 
Marty ty , Spirit,” and is in several collections. In | Nature revealing God. [Summer] Written ixx 2% —*o* 
earn Hean's Hymns, &e., #73, No. 251, it begins with | gnd ist pub. in his Golden Chain, &e., 1169, 12 E- 
vi being ee Truth, Who makest bright,” et. i. and | of 4 |. 

id “| 

50. aF “ 69. When shall I, Lord, a journey take. suo ret. 
Pro) alono in saddest plight. Divine Guid- | Written in 1856, and Ist pub. in bis Golden Chatee, @BE<> -- anuce red. Com in 1856, and Ist pub. in bis | 469, No. #0, insst.of4l Itisin CU. inG,. Bra eeei 

saison Chain, &e.. 069, No. 128, i 9 et, of sk. utd Asnerion. 
caren © not to All the mouth of fame. A Servantef| 70, Whence this flaming joy that makee>t Ea 1? 
*mall culm sed in i649, and printed first in & | The Prodigal's Keturn, “Writen in 1453 just be f<-a-e 
In 1883 it on at porn. entitled, It ik, The Violet.” } the bymn beginning ‘Thrice Diessed soul, who x2 2El 
1569, in, hae given fn G. Dawson's #4, ue ys; andin | path made,’ with the text ‘Son, thou art ever <=" & © Bh 
Ita uae te ecg Chain, &e,, No, 121, tn 6 st. of 4L | ne (Golden Chain, No. 134), which is its comag>L< t<>- 

52. © nt ly confined to America ment; and ist printed in the Golden Chain,” Lee, 
Writ cise our waiting eyes. Divine Love. | No. #1, in 6 st. of 6 I. 

“9 and is in bis Golden Chain, &e., 71. Would the Spirit more completely? The «2 a F"f4 
° . the Spirit, Weitten in 1849, and ist pub fixe <2. 53. oO saints of » not yours alone. Seeking - t Got«dar ond. weon's Ms. & ftys., 18%; and again in the 

rs zyrten in 1848, and Ist pul. in G. Dawson's | Chain, &c., 1869, No, 67. in 3st. of + L 
ears et AD agrain, after revision, In the Golden 

a link therein, and was the latest, . y a. 
vows of ours be sweet?’ was the Pot pay Hees zg eaded 
therein." In the Golden Chain, &c,, 1869, it is IN <= Aj 
in 7 st, of 71, and is entitled,“ The Poople of od 

67. We triumph in the glorious grace. cedcaees 
Heaven. Written in 1 ¢, a6. and tet pub $B Sine 

in, Xe, 72. Ye children of the Father. Spiritual WoreZe = g>. 
can bytantnoke fee. 126, in tos. of 4 1. The Ameri- | Written in 167, and tet pub, in bis Golden Chaive. @iaae. . 
Dale's Anglish 1, gyi” {Wally the original wext, but In | 1469, No. 23, in 6s. of #1, 
ASS. Chae ext is abridgeecd re tee Cima. Ht Hk, | 98. Ye of the Father loved. Praise. Writterea 

54. © smitten sou} tha Prey in 1462, and Ist pub, in the Golden Chain, Ko., 1 «sae, 
Ffeaven desire, Wri t cares and conflicts wring. | No. 5, in # st. of © |. 
Golder hain, ke, egg Ke it Ant Int pub. in bis | "74. Ye people of the Lord, draw near. Hhly €%>ere — 

Oweee ee eee. OL mecnion, Written in 1455, and Ist pub, in his @ol<fe-pe 
Y the Holy Spirit dewe and pure. Cunstant Presence | Chain, &c., 1869, No, 127, in Tat. of 4 L. 
in his Chain 2 Written in 1864, and given 75. Ye souls, the Father's very own. Pier l wy 

. o time, ne'er <., 1969, an No. 127, in 7 st. of #1. pits : . Composed in 1867, and Int ub, ia hades 

of Time Written tq seh thy swift wing. Worth Golden Chain, ke, 1569, No, 142, in 9 st. of 41. 
Chain, &c., 1469 % 1.455, and Ist pub. in bis Golden These hymns are usually abridged in the 

5&7. Oo bre yea: ine at. of 4b % 
tha . anes can Gols leave? Spiritegs | hytun-books, the length of most of them be i z= 
soul in 1847, ang! eet with great ardour and ae of | against their use in their full form. Althova ge 
1s69,"° No, stn 7 ay printed in the Golden Chain, | they are gradually growing in popular este<= rary | 
National Hyun @* Of 5, blest Brital ‘ the extent of their use is much more linni te=~<g 

Stet, rashes Sask eee | cunen Garchinn, née. Seowrens 
' Sg ee ot ee penn en man aroline, n W ae 

go every cenit thet Ns Sng of Ertestant Britain” + | daughter of Samuel Howard, and wife of >a” 
Kingdoms, tot renayetsent Briton, throughout the three | S. Gilman (q-v.), was b. at Boston, U. S3__ aga 

t, and to His Sg, | thanks to God the Father of | 1794, and married to Dr, Gilman in bss 3 cy 

alte i ie Fa ne enee Cnriat our Lowi. After Dr, Gilman's death in 1858, she resicd<.g 
by my contem a , be longer! christ for a time at Cambridge, U.S., and 81a Bogges 
life." It ware sttor Ce Sheitey’s hapless’ Curketiecs | quently at Tiverton, Long Island. Wr eg 
ead again in the yt. ot en's Ps, Gilman is the author of several tales, bal 2 . 
Tt ae iP the “Gogeg tt G. Dawson's I's, & Hys., 1853, ilma vt Ads, 

in | and poems, and of the following hymns :— +» ad them Chain, &e., 1869, No, 35 
Ite use in i beadery a : iy -| EN itend . “Lard, to whom shall we go, 1. Is there a lene and dreary hour} Pi ovikevacce 

Contributed to Sewall's Unitarian Colé_, mies 
60. Savioar, yori? Tear lean than its merits deserve, 

In 1867 Mra ce: 
- al. 

Resurrection of oy, From death didat take, in 1856, and ige pa, ©. <rcause of Confidence, Written | York, 1820, in 4 st. of 4 1. 

man added a stanza thereto for the Charleat wh 

Services § Hymns. The original hymn is rime 

= 
No. 96, in 54 of gat - Sm bas Oeiden Chat, he, loon, 

extensive use amongst the Unitarians iz) Ga 

61. Sweet 8 

whe Moly Qheas mrat, would Thy breath divine, 

Britain and America. 
@. We bless Thee for this sacred day. Suvacy. - 

aod given as No, * beg ifier, desired. Written in 1956, 

Water ne Py te ™ 
ston fra Istn the heavenly bost. feaven, | Also contributed to Sewall’s Coll, 1820, in @ .¢ t 

7 10 st. of 4 1. 4 in Chain, &e., 1869, in 

1433, and » ist ‘ 
= 

sen ity gy F ub. in G. Dawson's Pt. & Hys., of 4 |, to which another was added by Ag 2g 
im 10 at. of 41, bey 

63. Thy = im, Bc., L008, He, 167, Gilman, for the Charlestown Services & Miyryg s Bay Ge f ze 
Wisp tt sie, 2, Soe Joy in God, | 1867. "In extensive use. (F. M. B. >. 

Gilman, Samuel, p.p., was b. at G lose 
cester, Massachusette, Feb. 16, 1791; graduate, <2 
at Harvard, 1811, and was a tutor there freory 
1817 to 1819. In 1819 he beeame the Pastas 
of a Unitarian congregation at Charlestoyw- pa 
South Carolina, and retained the sme to Faz ,> 
death. He d. at Kingston, Mass, Feb. 2. 

W846, No. 118, begin. 
1889, No. 146, in & se_ Pb. in G. Dawson's /’s, & Hys., 
inC'U. in G, fige tore, # Lin the Golden Chain, ke. 

6A. Too deay. mea.” Slightly changed. The vext 
Written in 154, 2° <4 Arica ix from the original. 
i869, No. 97, in yea lee? Saat Thou redeemed. Lent, 

65. Unto thy at. or Pre in his Golden Chain, &€., 

wet det poh, fin hg 

“te we © Poet. pent, Written in 1966, 
© Crain, &C.. 1909, No. 92, in 66, We come 

an 4 ror te & 1858. His hymns inelude :— 

Ma's Lay), w in £ ; hole, the sacred hour, Hily ©, ry As 2 Rthers’ God. Godaur Abo 1, 0 God, accept Y Com— uy life, ey Pade Qian San, November 22nd, 1865 (56 | riunion, Contributed to Dr. Harris's Hys. fow- 
, the Lord's Supper, July, 1820, republished ia 

be 
t delight l day of Semyane whole day ad 
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Sewall’s Unitarian Coll., N. York, 1820, and in 

later collections. 
2. We sing Thy mercy, God of love. Holy 

Communion. Published as in the case of No, 1, 

3. Yes, to the [thst] last command. //oly Com- 

munion, Published as in the case of Nos, 1 & 2. 
(F. M. B.] 

Gilmore, Joseph Henry, ™.4., Professor 

of Logie in Rochester University, New York, 

was b. at Boston, April 29, 1834, and graduated 

in Arts at Brown University, and in Theology 

at Newton Theological Institution. In the 

latter he was Professor of Hebrew in 1861-2. 

For some time he held a Baptist ministerial 

charge at Fisherville, New Hampshire, and at 

Rochester, He was appointed Professor at 

Rochester in 1868, His hymn, “ He leadeth 

me, O blessed thought” (Ps. zxiii.), is some- 
what widely known. It was written at the 

close of a lecture in the First Baptist Church, 

Philadelphia, and is dated 1859, It is in the 

Bap. H. (and Tune] Bk., Philadelphia, 1871. 
cr. M. B,} 

Gisborne, Thomas. [Staffordshire Hymn- 

books. ] 

Give ear, O Lord, to hear. W. Hunnis. 

at) A in his Seven Sobe of a Sor- 
rowful Soul for Sin, 1585, in 3 st. of 8 1, and 
entitled, “An humble sute of a Repentant 

Sinner for Mercie.” In 1845 it was reprinted 
in BE. Parr’s Select Poetry, &e., of the Keign of 

Queen Elizabeth, vol. i. p. 157. From that 

work it passed into Kennedy, 1863, No. 398, 

in an altered form as, “Attend, O Lord, and 
hear.” (W. T. B.) 

Give glory tothe Lord. J. Montgomery. 
[Praise] Written June Ist, 1836 [“M. mh 
and pub. as a fly-sheet for the Whitsuntide 

gathering of the Sheffield 5. 8. Union, 1839, 
in 6 st. of 41. It is No. 91 in his Original 
Hys., 1853. It is in limited use in ara 

J.J. 

Give glory unto God on h. B. 

Barton. (Praise to the Holy Trinity.) Pub. 
in his Poetic Vigile, 1824, p. 189, in 5 at. of 
101. In its full form it is unknown w the 

collections, but the following centos therefrom 
are in C, U,:— 

1, All glory to the Father be, Who made the earth. 
aa This is No. 154 in the 8. P, C. K. Church Hys., 

2. Ascribe we to the Father ise, This is ap- 
ntly based upon st. tiv. this hymn, and ts 

'o. 1217 in Aenwedy, 1865. 

3. Give glory 
41, is No, 1268 in Acnmedy, 146, 

4. The Father, God, we glorify. This ix No. 109 
in the Cooke and Denton Hymnal, 1955. (J. J } 

Give laud unto the Lord. John Pul- 
lain. (Ps. exlviii.]) This version of Pa 148 

s ibly in the lost Anglo-Genevan 
‘salter, appended to The Furme of Prayers, &e., 

1558, and certainly in the Anglo-Genecan 
Pealter, 1561; thence into the Scottish Pralter, 
in 1565, where Psalm 136. O Lord, the Lord 
benign) is in the same metre. It is not in 
modern use; but is of historical importance 
as the first instance in psalms or hymns of 
the metre, 6.6.6.64.4.44. subsequently so sue- 
cesefully employed by Tate ond Brady, in 
“Ye boundless realms of joy": by I Watts 
in “Lord of the worlds 0 SEF and in the 
hymns of many other writers. The best stanza 

others, eliminates the 
demption of Isracl,” thus reducing the h 

unto God en high. This, in 5 et. of 

GLAD SIGHT, THE HOLY 

of this version we give as an example of both 
the metre and the rendering :— 

2. “ Praise Him beth moon and sun, 
Which are so clear and bright ; 

The same of you be done, 
Ye glittering stars of light; 

And you no leas, 
Ye heavens fair, 
And clouds of th’ alr, 

His land express." 

The full text is difficult to find except in the 
Pealtera appended to old editions of the Bible 
and Prayer Book. [Old Version, § 1x.) [J. J.) 

Give me the wings of faith to rise. 

I. Watts. (Heaven: All Saints.) 1st pub. in 
his H. & Spiritual Songs, 2nd ed., 1709, Bk. ii., 
No. 140, in 5 st. of 4 1, and entitled, “The 
Examples of Christ and the Sainte.” It is in 

extensive use in all English-speaking coun- 

tries, and generally in its original form as i 

the Hy. Comp., No. 857. In Kennedy, 1st, 
the opening line reads:—“ Be mine the wings 
of faith to rise,” No. 1379. Tiere are also 
other slight alterations in the text. (J. J.) 

Give thanks to God the Sovereign 
Lord, [King]. J. Watts. (Ps. crxevi.) This 
co. M, version of Ps. 136 was pub. in his Ps. of 

David, &., 1719, in 10 #t. of 4 1, with the 
following note :-— 

“In every stanza of this Pealm 1 have endeavoured to 

imitate the Chorus or Burden of the Song, Mor His mercy 

— for ever, and yet to maintain a perpetual 
v y- 

The systematic way in which this end is 
accomplished is sketched out in the title which 
he gave to his Paraphrase. It reads: “(God's 
Wonders of Creation, Providence, Redemption 
of Israel, and Salvation of his People.” The 
form in which it is found in most 
collections, as in N. Cong., 1859, No. 226, and 

reference to the “ Re- 

to Gist. The first line sometimes reads: “ Give 
thanks to God, the Sovereign Aing.” (J. J.) 

Give to our God immortal praise. 
I. Watts. (Ps. cerzei.] This i. m. version 
of Ps. 136 a in hix Ps. of David in 
1719, in 8 #t. of 41. In modern collections we 
find it given thus:— 

1. The inal in the ¥, 4 No, 3 Spurgeon’ 
0. 0. i. Bi 4 No. 136, shag. Ents on ne : 
Ps. & Hymna, 1465-80, No. #, with st. v.11, ° 2 7 
for * The Jews” of the original. 

2. A cento composed of st. 1, tv., vil, and wili, This 
was given in Cotterili's Sef., 1410-19, and from thence 
bas into numerous collections, including Windle, 
S, PC. K. Pe. & Hys., and Stevenson's Ays. for Ch. & 
Heme, amongst modern bymnals, with slight variathons 
ta the refrain. This is the most popular form of the 

Lin 
7% A ee ee ane SP vill. This 
appeared » }767, amongst late 
iraenals the Leds Ht AE, 1853, the lolita Pr. & 

Hys., Kemble's New Church H. Bk., and other collec- 
tions, This form ts also in ase in America. [Set 
Psalters, English, § xv-) (J. 5.) 

Glad sight, the Holy Church. [Holy 
Baptism.) The Syriac original of this hyma 
is sometimes attributed to Ephrem the Syrian 
(d, $78), but without sufficient authority. It 
is found in the Office for Baptism of the Church 
at Jerusalem, Daniel, iii, 226, in the portion 
devoted to Syriac hymnody—Carmina Eeele- 
siae Syriacae curacit Ludovicus Splieth—gives 
the Syriac text, and a Latin fr. by Splieth, 
which reads ;— 
“Expande alas tuas eancta Eoclesia et simplicem 
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®ENum sueipe, quem Spiritus Sanctus ex aquis Bap- 460,1,§ x.4. The pri . a-e be- 

mnt enuit. De hue vaticinatus est Glius sce as two is in oe ee pre x3 hia 

Marie; ego inquit, in aquis baptizo; at tile qui | . + ides nd clause 
Veeiturus est in Spirita Sancto. Exercitus caclestium | 1D the Greek is, “ Lord the only begot te* = Son, 
circurnsdsta be ut ex aquis suscipiant filles | Jesus Christ, and Holy Spirit!” ‘This —— 
Deo similes, Ex aquis viros sibi delegit Gideon, qui ad | in the Scottish Ofice, “ And 

A too The<- . Pane liom peseere' ex aquis Haptismalis sibi Christus | co the ouly Rr Son Jun Ca rist, 

In 1862 the Rev. F. Pott contributed an |82d to Thee, O God, the Holy G Bacst. 
article on « Hymnology ” to the Quarterly Re- The corresponding passage in the ve 4is- 

Piewe (April, 1862), and guve therein a para- | i “Domine Fili unigenite Jesu Christe,” 
phrase in metre of the above Latin rendering, | 8! 12 the English Prayer Book, “O a cx 
beginning, “Glad sight! the holy Church,” | the only-begotten Son Jesu Christ.’ i 
in 9 st.of 41. Although previously included | S8¢! clause, in the form giverr &-* | it 
in his Hymus, &., 1861, No. 236, in 7 st. of | 12 the Homan Missal, “Cum Sancto $3 ¢> a 3% tu. 

1., this publicati it i in gloria Dei Patris," and in the Fo v2ecy 2 #8h 
notice, aud it was soon nded, in one form or | Prayer Book, « with the Holy Ghowt uxt xaacnt 
another, to several hymn-books, including the high in the glory of God the Father,"” aes of 

e's H., 1867; the Appendiz to H. A.& M, | known and, comparatively modern, % == t<r-~- 
1 ; the 8. P. C.K. Church Hys., 1871; the | polation (see Daniel, ii. p. 267) The t 2-== 2s- 
Ff ymuary, 1872; and other collections in G., | [ations inte English verse are all froma fhe 
Britain and America, The greatest deviation | Prose translation in the Book of Correareon 
from the original ¢r, is in the Church Hymns. | Prayer. They include the following -— 

the 4 h i be to God on high and ourzth 
translator's pela ig ric tied U i. wen OOK Version. Ind. Flayf wa 

* earth. Give 2 th Gladden, w nV 7 8. Te Ged bo glory, Pesce on wem =a e 
Sates the New ge = ae aoe Sheena 

eee re wi tw rh nh - 

Pag Hymus. [Scottish Hymnody, ] by thn callestions beth in G. Bal aid Amer ae 
i 2 . 7 A . = 7 

origin fore ge ecelsis. The simple and ee eee, Sutsath Wt, 1eth No 403 ‘Its 
ao of the of this hymn is contained in the | authorship is unknown. 
“G “ogels as given by St. Luke ii, 14 4. Glory in the to God. By Dr. Bore eax ip 

ory to God in the highest, and on th the Sunday at Home, 1578, p, 92. 
penon, Fdwill toward = This simpl In addition Mr. Chatfield has renderecR “he 
pote came early inte use, and is found in the Greek text as in the Anthe. Graeea Cea 2~aaii, 
te MZ Of St. Jeames, where it is directed to | Christi, 1871, into prose in his Songe de Fe 

recited by the Priest when the gifts w of the Earliest Greek Christian Potts, Is 6, 
—_— 161, as “Glory to God in the highest,”" <a, 

Boe also“ Glory be to God,” &e., p. 487. h- 
J. FL 

This h has also been rendered into «3 -;. 
man, and from the German into Englés Fe gg 
follows :-— 

Allein Gott in der Hth sey Ehr. A renderi za g- in 

4 st. of 7 |., by Nicolaus Decius, Ist appema-e-. a jn 
Low German as“ Alleine God jn der hogesy 22 y-.. + 
in the Rostock G, #., 1525 [Rostock Uniw~e sity 
Library}. Yackernagel, iii. pp. 565-67, qraaotes 
it from the Rostock @. #,, 1526, and, im Eich 
Germany, from V, Schumann's G. F., Leimert 
1539. The well-known melody set to gq * 
1539 (H. A. & M., No. 104) is also ascribencg 4 
Decius, probably partly adapted from the ttin 
plainsong. Text and melody speedily became 
favourites in Germany ; were used on hig ky fweti 

vals, at Holy Communion, &e. ; and to this a i- 

are everywhere in use, Lauxmann, in ay’ 

viii, 104-111, relates many edifying incica ey) tr 

regarding them. In the Uno, J. 8. 1851) ts 

185. The frs. in C. U. through the German ay-.. “_~ © 
1, To God on high all glory be. In fay y  ~ —— 

No, 226, in the Appendix of 1743 to the A> >-* 

pian H, Bk., 1742, and repeated, altered, im 3) | “47 
eds, (1886, No. 191). St. i, iil, iv, nearly £>- 

the text of 1826, were included as No, 2] ¢= 

Dr. Pagenstecher’s Coll, 1864. 7 

2. To God on high be thanks and praise, Wwus 

rom thig «: ee 
nded -" Simple beginning it soon «x- 

fae are *> sumed the form of an elabo- 
existed in the 5 © most complete text aa it 
of the th century, 18 given at the end 
Alerandrinys ;, tad Canticles in the Codex 
dates from the =, the Brit. Museum, which 

Facsinile Close of the 5th century. In 

by the authority; #ee Codex Alezandrinua, pub. 
in vol. iii, fo); ieeas of the Brit. Museum, it is 

7. P doe, ii, This is given in Greek 
translation j Se, 4. § x. 4, together with a 

3. The for? F=maglish (9, 
tutions, vii, 47 "i-wen in the Apostolic Consti- 

£ FPaniel, ii. p. 268), differs in 
addition of gop, "2" this by variations and the 
_ p- 736), BE bases (see Vict. of Christian 

. La 
century ei form of the text is in an 8th 
Xx.). Asgiy,, ‘tre Brit, Museum (Reg. 2 A, 
aon Gloria in *Rcete the Roman Missal it reads: 
Adsmeses oan, is Deo, Et in terra pax borntntbus 

propter magna” LOFAticamas ie. “Gratiat egimnus bi 
ite Jenu hpf Step 2m tam. Domine Deus, Rex te [a Tis. © omni . Domine Fill ant- ‘atria, Qui toh omen te: Agnus Dei, Filius 

™ Ca bis. A sedes “reedy ta i, miserere no Qai 
Mi ocextere st musplce mieprecationem Tortram, 

7 I ‘Atrix, miserere nobis. Quouiam 
Amen, ®- Cuntus Dominus. Tu solus altisst- 

a rg rahi: M™ sancto Spiritu, in gloria Det &o. Ofst. 1, by W. Ball, on part this =,” 

lation to = i of the German book of words of Mendelss o~. 

a an into Engtic ae eee St, Paul, 1846, Included in the Leeds 17, = shea : oF translation tr, RP 
» ot One ge ’ Ofte ;, Th . 

jalan fam uu im _ pairs in the ( 1853, No. 225; N. Cong., 1859; Horder’s Cy, a- 
pp el rh tra on Pag ‘Book of Common | Hys., 1884 ; and others. - 

OBiew of the tr, <2 2 late ou the Latin text | 3. All glery be to God om high, And. A pocre¥ 

the Greek te. Seog 2S la = f the hymn in the | and full tr. signed A. G. in the Dalston Hospit ae & XE aes fe tint, HO) Ver Book is from| H. Bt. 1848, No. 39. 
t ot Groek Hymnody, he article 4, All glory be to God on high, Whe, A ful” 

aay 
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and good tr, as No, 1, in Miss Winkworth's 

C. B. for England, 1863. Repeated in the Tem- 

ple i, Bk,, 1867, and in America in the Penn- 

sylvania Luth, Ch. Bh., 1868, Ohio Luth., Hyl., 

1880, and the New York Eeang. Hyl., 1880. 

6. To God on high be thanks and praise, For, In 

full, by R, C. Singleton, as No, 268, in the Angli- 

can H. Bk, 1868 (1871, No, 311). Repeated in 
J. L, Porter's Cull., 1876, and in Stryker & Main’s 

Church Praise Bk., New York, 1882. 

6. To God alone on high be praise, By J. D. 

Burns, in his Remains, 1869, p. 258. This is 

No, 66 in Dale’s English H. Bh. 1875 
7. To God alone the song we raise. In full, b 

T. E. Brown, as No. 45, in the Clifton College H. 

Bk. 1872. 

8. Alone to God on high be praise, A tr. of st. 

i. as st. i. of No. 95 in the Swedenborgian Coll., 

Translations not in C, U. :— 
(1) “To God the hyghest be glory alwaye,” by ea 

Coverdale, 1539 (Remains, L#46, p. ped <2) “Onl 

to God on heich be gloir," in the @ and Gedllie 

Ballates (ed. 1568, folw 2s, 1568, p. 47). (3) “To our 
Almighty Maker, God,” by J, C. Jacobi, 1722, p. 26 
(1732, p. 50, reading “ gracious God"). (4) * To God 

alone in the highest heaven,” by Afies Pry, 1845, p. 41. 

(5) “To God on bigh we'll praises sing,” signed “ PL." 

in the Sunday Mag., 1#74, p. 384, [J. M.) 

Gloria laus et honor. St. Theodulph 
of Orleans. [Palm Sunda , ‘That this hymn 
was written by st. Theodulph seems beyond 
ail revsonable doubt. That it was written by 
him while imprisoned in the cloister, at An- 
rers, about S20 or 821, is highly probable. 

rarding its origin Clichtoveus, in Lis Elu- 
cidatorium, 1516, f. 816, tells a pretty story 
to the following effet :— 
On Palm Sunday, 821, Louis the Pious, King of 

France, was at Angers and took part in the usual pro- 
cession of the clergy and laity, As the ion 

ed the place where St. Theodulph was incarcerated 
e siood at the open window of bis cell, and amid the 

silence of the peuple, sung this hymn which be bad 
newly composed, The king was so much delighted 
with the bymn that be at once ordered St. ‘Theodulph 
to be set at liberty and restored to his see, and ordained 
that henceforth the hymn should always be used tn 
proceesions on Palm Sunday. 

The story is not, however, @ contemporary 
one; and moreover it seems cleur that Louis 
the Pious was vever in Ap after 818, It 
is also almost certain that St. Theodulph was 
never really restored to hia see, but that he 
d. at Angers in 821. 

The rivual use of this hymn was always as a Pro- 
cesional on Palm Sunday, According tw the Surum 
use the first four stanzas were to be sung before leaving 
the church by seven boys “in loco eminentiori,” near 
the south door, In the use of Fork the of the 
chotr seem to lave gone up to a temporary gallery over 
the door of the chur-h and there sang the first four 
sanms. After each of the first three stanzas the rest of 
the choir, kneeling below, sang st. 1. as a refrain. At 
the end of st. iv. the boys began the refrain and the rest 
of the cholr, standing up, sang it along with them. In 
the Hereford use the procession went to the gates of bie 
town. These being shut seven boys of the choir went 
to the summit and there sang the hymn. In the uses of 
Tours and Rowen it was also suny at the gate of the 
city, Acconling to the modern Auman use ft is sung 
when the procession returns to the church ; two or four 
singers entering the church, and when the door has been 
closed, tacing it and singing the hymna while the rest 
outside repeat the chores, 

The hymn is founded on Ps xxiv. 7-10; 
Ps. exviii. 25, 26; St, Matt, xxi. 1-17; and 
St. Luke xix. 37, 38. E, L. Giimmiler, in his 
Poestae latiné aevi Carolini, Berlin, 1877 ® 
vol. i, p. 558, gives the full text in 78 lines, 
in the liturgical books Il. 1-6 only are given 

GLORIA LAUS ET HONOR 

(so in the Paris MS., 18557, of the 10th 
cent. cited by Diimmler; and in the British 
Museum ms. Add. 19768, f. 36 b, of the Ith 
cent); while in the Graduals and Missals 
the almost universal use was to give only IL 
1-12, This is the form in a St. Gall ms. 
(No. 899) of the 9th cent, cited by Diimmler, 
and it is the form in English C. U. as in H. 
A.& M. The text is also found in an Ith 
cent. ms. in the British Museum (Harl, 4951, 
f. 196 b); in two Ilth cent. mss. in the 
Bodleian (Liturg. Mise. $20, f. 18 b.; Litarg. 
Mise. 366, f. 18); in Daniel, i. No. 186, wi 
notes at iv, p. 153; in Béssler, No. 69; in 
Dr. J. Kayaer’s oe zur Geschichte und 
Erklarung der alten Kirchenhymnen, vol. ii, 
1886, pp. 313-322, &e. [J. M.J 

Translations in C, U. :— 
1. Glory and praise to Thee, Redeemer blest. By 

E. Caswall. ist pub. in his Lyra Cathohea, 
1849, p, 232, in 5 st., with the repetition of the 
first two lines of the hymn as a refrain. It was 
also repeated in his Hys. g Poems, 1873, p. 121. 
It is found in several collections, including Aea- 
nedy, 1863, where it is altered and begins, “ All 
glory be to Thee, Redeemer blest." The English 
Hymnal, 1852 teat, is also considerably altered, 
although the first line is retained. 

2. King and Redeemer! to Thee be the glory. 
By . Rorison. st pub. in his Hys. § Anthems, 
1851, 

3. Glory, and honour, and laud be to Thee, King 
Christ the Redeemer. by J. M. Neale, Appeared 
ja his Mediaeval Hys., 1851, p. 22, 

4. Glory, and laud, and honour. By J. M. Neale. 
This is a second ¢r. by Dr. Neale, made for and 
pub. in the A. Nuted, 1854, in 8 st. of 4 1., but 
supplied a little eurlier to the Salishwy H. Bk, 
1857, ina slightly different form. In this form 
it is in a few collections, but as:— 

5. Ali glory, laud, and honour, as altered by the 
compilers of Jf, A. § M. for their trial copy, 
1459, No, 59, in 6 st, of 41, it is most widely 
known in all English-speaking countries. Dr. 
Neale approved of this arrangement, especially 
of the opening line, and adds in his note (Mod. 
ys.) :— 
“Another verse was usually ui 

century; af the plogs quaintness 
scarcely avoid a »mile:— 

* Be Thou, O Lord, the Rider, 
And we the little ass ; 

That to God's boly city 
Together we may pass." " 

6, Glory, laud, and honour be, Our Redeemer 

Christ to Thee, By W. J. Blew, in The Church 
Hy. & Tane Bk, 1852-5, in 7 st. of 41, and in 
Rice's Sel. therefrom, 1870, No, 46, In the 
Scottish Episeo. Coll, of fys., &e., 1858, it was 
giren in 4st, as, “Glory, praise, and honour he.” 

7, To Thee be glory, honour, praise. Appeared 
in the Irvingite Hys. for the Use of the Churches, 
1864, No. 35, as a “Tr. by C., 1861." It is re- 

ted in the ed, of 1871, and in the American 
utch Reformed dys. of the Church, N. Y., 1869. 
§. Glory, praise, and honour be, Jesus, Lordp&e. 

Given anonymously in Dale's English H. Be. 
1874, No. 255, in 4 st. of 41. It is a para 
phrase, and not a ¢r, of the original. 

till the 17th 
which we can 

Another tr. is :— 
Glory, praise, and bonour be, Christ, Redeemer, & 

J. W. Hewett, 1459. {J. J] 
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| in Cotterfil's Selection, 1919, from whence i¢ Dac or the Horis Patri. [ ies.) | into a great number of collections, [t is 237 a wee Gloriosi Salvatoris. [Holy Name of | nn popular arrangement of the bymn in use, re — ° m * fou J imp... Jeaw.) This anonymous hymn, — bly of ge glen 2 Tore hy manele, nals, 2 ae = al tera. the 15th cent., is given from the Meissen Bre- tions, as in the Rev. F. Pott's #7 de eS 
i474. cit. 1510, in Danie i No; 449, in G a of |. A cent compored of et. 1 iit gai v., even is uble lines, and headed, “In festo 8. No- | & P.C. K. Hymna, 1452, but not popular, _ not Minis Jesu.” Dr, Neale’s text, in 7 st. of 6 L., by es = mig Why Bag a gezeleny ip bur Ma So3. 
S given in his Hymni Ecclesiae, 1851, p. 165, | 7; A cento, in 4 st, of 4 1, beginning, «> @iowwn from the Liége jm . In his Mediaeval | chings of otd were spoken,” is given in Isaac CF - Ft Dy 

#Trans, 1851, he claims for his tr. that it was peer a, — he gree te ee From 
the fint rendering into English, and says con- | *teret; tI, G. Smith | the least successful <> any Svrming the original, “A German hymn on the ent es Festiyy] ly Name of Jesus.” All 6. Tie whole hymn revised by J. Keble for the .Stea/ ts- ved Per bury H. k., 1857, and included therein, as a> 230, that can be said of its dute ix, that it is clearly af A at 
Posterior to the Jange Lingua of St. Thomas, | stight returns to the original in two places (wt. &-- “¥-)- which it imitates,” CW. A. S.] | and the omission of the doxology, was repeatecdt &xe the 

ty : Strum Hymnal (broken into two parts, pt. i. beg’ ra x2 ing 
ranslations in C, U,:— ** Blessed city, holy nation), 1464; anda cento the =" <= 2 x-om - 2+ To the Name that brings salvation. By J.M, fec., in 6 st. of 41. in 'T. Darling's Hyware oe. Neale. Appeared ia his Mediaeval Hys., Ist ed, - 1887. Another cento, also with alterations, iss —~- 

1851, p. 142, in 6 st. of 6 |, and again in later in the Hymnary, from which it passed into the= 
editions, Jt is ; : : Mitre Hymnal, 1475. " . t Is included, sometimes abbreviated, | ~ 7. Cento of st. 1., H., iv. v., unaltered as in thee 27k. an the Scottish Epis, H. B&., 1858; the Parish | of er aynaet, M; Tg 8 3 Col. Cy oe eatin 
Niuean, argos the People's H., 1867; the slight alterations in sttstrand ie 
Hys. $$ wa and others, In the American |“ ‘Tn the American collections the same Gl i -~~-<2r- abridged wei og frist, New York, 1874, it us sity of use provails as in G. Britain. Some ta 22-aes We treasure hy And begins, “Jesus is the Name the hymn is broken into two parts, with got— ii. *< Nase of Jesu ther arrangement, beginning, beginning, “Blest inhabitants of Zio.* In 

flys. for the Chap on — per is in the | addition other arrangements of minor iram g><>r- 
2. To the w, wal of fi » 1887. tance ure given in collections of less importaa m_ <e; 

which was given” .% or salvation, This t-, | but in most cases the original text is main te 3 2 ed. upon the FE hg in H. A. § M., 1861, is based | Stanzasi,, ii, v., have been rendered into Kus tin that only 10 I1n,0¥ Dt Neale; butis so altered | by the Rev. R. Bingham, and included ixa Reva 
hymn remain nes of the 36 contained in the ymno. Christ, Latina, 1871, “Dicta Ghe= te Kennedy, 1953 ; 7 ohanged. It was repented in | sunt miranda.” J. F.4 
the Srish cy j, Shes. P. C.K. Appendix, 1869 ; Glory and thanks to God we @ a~>o, Sarvrm, 1868, ¢ he 1873; and others, In the | ¢ Wealey. (Thankagiving.) The circumstea 2a <~ og alterel. the z7 "41. 4.6 M. text Is somewhat | which gave rise to this hymn are related Gage variations from - Comp. gives Dr, Neale’s tr, with Wesley's Journal. On his third visit to Toe ereis 3. Mame ct og etal hymn-books, he met the Society on March 14, 1744, Singleton, "Written triumphant -_—. 7 R. C. | tn a oid upper sou which wes densely pack ech. ani ican 5 Dm t F # Hf. Bt, 1864" Aner Rae Pee Ae the doot that thoes without might hear, drew ait 4. To the ° people towards him. Instantly the rafters bre be. Ellerton, ~——e speaks salvation. Hy J. | short, clise to the main beam, the floor sank, are<d mucoee 

‘that 
Churc’ ys, 187 1 *and Ist pub. in the 8. PLC, K. one bundred people fell, amid dust anct ra iras, than 

into the room below.” Several were severely imajua 
7 i. J.) but none were killed, C, Wesley bimself esc » jas , ey If ence The Bloriccg slight injuries, “I lifted up my head, A —_ with 

<“Fied 

_—, 

*RO Sea v-icot's Name. D, T. Morgan, 1830. | saw the people under me, heaps upon " 
Thy saints appear. | sa/c,’ ani wen gave oul, "Praise God ftom Wine all which wired -} A cento in 2 st. of 4 1. | blessings flow’ (Stevenson's Methodist i. ke Vol 

Unitarian reed in H & Huntington's | 18%. p. 65; and C. Wesley's Journal). - . 
U.S. 1853, 44" Fer the Ch. of Christ, Boston The hymn, in 12 st. of 4 1, was giver, ie . 835 no 64 = H.W. Beecher’s Plymouth Hysa. & Sac. Poema, 1749, vol. ii, No. 174, amd 
mous lyin beg 25. &o, It is from an anony- | headed, * After a deliverance from death bby the 
love.” in 6 at, Faring “ Abba Father, God of | fall of an house.” In J. Wesley's COP ted 
on the Gener oF 44 in Hys. for Pub. Worship | copy of the Hye. & Sac, Poems, he hat chayy ots mance tee faceey teeter A | idee al pay stir nes see -{ = e . . 
m aes wie ae Pain ay: Tr a oe whole, the reading of the first and second ¢ — by the Amer; = ‘This co A, : K Salistus ; Unis: : tions [house} seems preferable, In its ripe 5 tabury Coty Niturian oon - a aa ( waa unsuited for congregutiona} = tascal 

Glorious CR NeE, In 1780, st. vi.-ix,, xi, xii, were given iy t . as 
i Newton. 1 nies of Thee are spoken. | Wes. H. Bk. No. 56, as one of the hye,” = 

4 Ist pub. in | « Deseribing Judgment”: “The great are: 3a 
vo. 

of Christ . Goa and entie 1 I 77 i. 60, in 5 st. | angel's tramp shail sound.” It has cd ize.» 
at aha xti sd, “Zion, or the City of | several collections in G. Britain an Americegs en Populaei ¥ fe, 70, 21. It has attained to | Jt forms a striking hymn for * Advent,’ armed 
crmage, mies ~ 1) English-speaking county | displays great power in word painting. (7, J.J forms na follow, 2 gat the first hymns in the Glory be to God on high, q@ } Orie tent fy age => "Sd, however, in various | Gy Oke siory filis the sky. 1 Wenlegs - Sr (Holy Trinity.) Thia is @ prusphenes of the? 

Glorit in Exceleis of the ok of Commox 

aa ent cot a 

Pose SE's _ eG. People’s H. “Ewe ww vy. This appeared 



428 GLORY BE TO GOD 

Prayer. The paraphrase isin J. & C. Wesley's 
Hys, & Sac. Poems, 1739, p. 128. In 1761 it was 
republished by J. Wesley in his Coll. of 132 
Select Hymus with Tunes Annezt, but was not 
added to the Wes. H. Bk. till sometime after 
hi« death, and probably in 1800-1, although it 
had long been in use in the collections of 
White Madan, Toplady, and others. In 
1820 Cotterill included an altered and abrid 
version of the text in his Selection. In this, 
st. L-iii. are altered slightly, st. iv. greatly, and 
st. v.isnew, This version, again altered, and 
abridged, is found in the 8. P. C.K. I's. & Hya., 
and other collections. (Orig. text, P. Works, 
1868-72, vol. ip. 115.) Another hymn, beyin- 
ning with the first stanza of this hymn, with 
the repetition of lines 1, 2,as a refrain, and the 
addition of 4 stanzas with the same refrain to 
each, was given in Beard's Manchester Uni- 
tarian Coll., 1837, and repeated without the 
refrain in Hedge & Huntington's Hys. for the 
Ch. of Christ, Boston, U.S. A., 1883, No, 12, 
and also in other American collections, The 
additions to C, Wesley's opening stanza were 
by John Taylor of Norwich. (J. J.) 
Glory be to God on high! Peace on 

earth, &c. J. 8. B. Monsell. (Christmas.] 
Appeared in his Hys. rf Love and Praise, 
1863, p. 23, as the second hymn for Christmaa, 
in 4 st. of 8 1., and repeated in his Parish Hyl., 
1873, No. 74. It is also given in Porter's 
Churchman’s Hyl., 1876, and others. In 
Snepp's Songs of G.& G., 1872, it begins with 
st. i, “ We were lost, but we are found.” 

(J. J.J 
Glory be to God the Father. dH. 

Bonar. (Praise) Pub. in his Hys. of Faith 
and Hope, 3rd series, 1867, in 4 st. of 6 L, and 
entitled “Praise.” It is included in several 
collections in G. Britain and America, in ite 
original form. In the Suppl. to the N. Cong., 
1874, and that to the Bap, Ps, & Hys,. 1880, 
the stanzas are tranepored, ii, iv,, iii., i, and 
the hymn begins, “Glory be to Him Who 
loved us.” The last stanza is sometimes used 
as a doxology distinct from the hymn on 

Glory to God, and praise and love, 
C. Wesley. (Praise for Salvation.) Written 
by C. Wesley on the first anniversary of the 
great spiritual change which he underwent on 
Sunday, May 21, 1738, details of which are 
given under that date in his Journal. In 
1740 it was included in Hys. and Sae. Poema, 
in 18 st. of 41, and headed, * For the Anni- 
versary Day of one's Conversion.” (2. Works, 
1868-72, vol. i. p. 24%) One of the first to 
make use of the ote for congregational pur- 

“was R. Conyers, who gave a cento there- 
from in his J's. & Hye, 1767, beginning, “O 
for a thousand tongucs to sing,” and consisting 
of st. vii., ix.-xii. This was followed by other 
centos (all beginning with the same stanza), in 
the collections of /7¢ Courey, 1775; Toplady, 
1776; and many others. e most widely 
known cento is that by J. Wesley, in the Wes. 
H. Bk. 1780, No. 1, in 10 st, “O for a 
thousand tongues to sing.’ This is not only 
the opening hymn of the Wes. H. Bk,, but also 
of moat collections of the Methodist bodies in 
all English-speaking countries. To this cause 
much of its popularity may be traced. Steven- 
son's annotations thereon in his Methediet H. 

GLORY TO GOD ON HIGH 

Bk, Notes, 1883, are of more than usual interest 
Another cent, “ Look unto Christ, ye nations ; 
ctl isin the American Meth. Episco, Hymna, 

The opening line of the cento, “O for a 
thousand tongues to sing,” is su — to have 
had its origin in an expression of “eter Bohler, 
the Moravian, who, when consulted by C. 
Wesley about praising Christ, replied, * Had 
La thousand tongues, [ would ise Him with 
them all” The well-known line, “ He breaks 
the power of cancelled sin,” has given offence 
toa few, from the Taylor avd Jones Ps. & Hys., 
Lond., 1777, where it read, “He breaks the 
— of death and sin,” to the American 

‘anual of Praise, Oberlin, Ohio, 1880, where 
it reads, * He breaks the power of refgning sin.” 
These changes, however, are limited in their 
use, the original text being usually — 

a 
Glory to God on , Let praises 

fill, &c. James Allen. (Praise to Jesus.) 
In the Appendiz to the Kendal H 
= with " 2nd ed., h yet of which 

cn was the princi itor, this hymn 
appeared as follows :— “ 

“ Worthy the Lamb,” 
“Glory to God on high, 
Let praises fll the sky ! 

Pe tt 
We all our sorrows bore, 
And saints cry evermore, 

* Worthy the Lamb!’ 

Sealing our with God, 
name abroad— 

* Worthy the Lamb!‘ 

“To Him our bearts we raise— 
None else shall bave our praise; 

Praise ye His name. 
Him our exalted Lord, 
By us below adored, 

@ praise with one accord— 
* Worthy the Lamb!' 

“If we ryraton tym our peace, 
Stones wou out apace; 

Praise ye Itt 7 
Love does our souls inspire 
With heavenly, pure desire, 
And sets us all on Gre— 

‘Worthy the Lamb!’ 
* Join all the human race, 
Our Lord and God to bless ; 

Praise ye His name t 
In Him we will rejoice, 
Making a cheerful notse, 
And say with heart and volce, 

* Worthy the Lamb! * 

“Though we must change our place, 
Our souls shall never cease 
P hae pe name; 

© Him we'll tribute t 
od Him, our quatovs Eis, 

And without ceasing wing, 
* Worthy the Lamb, 

The use of this hymn in various forms is 
very extensivein G. Britain and America. The 
forms of the text which are most popular, are : 

1, The original in an abbreviated form, and sometimes 
with —— verbal alterations as in Dr. Hattleld’s Church 
==. 7 1 is ae 

. An alt form which appeared in Toplady’ 
& Hys., 1776, - 186, ry . igh _— 

“Glory te God on high! 
Let heao'n and earth reply, 

* Praise ye bis name!’ 
Angels his lore adore, 
Whe all our sorrows bore ; 
And saints cry evermore, 

* Worthy the Lamb1'* 

. 
” 



GLORY TO GOD, THE 

This text in 4 st 784. = repeated in Burder’s Coll, Pee baa 112) tn Wiltiams a. Boden, isol, waene £ is 
456-2, “# Ovll.; the . Pt. y \ : : and nye —_ in Bapt. 2” ‘yay 

. pews ay oth 
He. 8, tn in.. Doogie 1 eee ae LHF, 

: “Glory to God on bith! 
Let earth and phen reply, 

| E’reaise ye his name : 
Mis Lowe anil grace adore, 
Wine all our sorrows bore ; ; Sireg atout bpresy pom ; ‘ sorthy the ' ‘ tone Of thre bymn is given in several modern } og Mann, thor abo t>reviated, or in fall, as in Kemble's / 4 ae 4. I#Fe., W875, the New Cong., 1859, &e. / 4 inthe OxforA Ga. of Mercer's Ch. Pralter & H, Bk., itjtwo Dreams € Nas. 557-554) are given beginning 

nepetively a = — 
** Glory to God on high! 

Leet carth to heaven reply 
WV orthy the Lamb! 

Let emerial tongue awake,” &c. 

ws 

today ; 
WV orthy the Lamb," &e, 

b BS are based upon J, Allen's; the first ts 
pussy boy Mercer, and the sncond is by K. Jackson 

s,) 

* Inthe Cooke & Denton Church Hymnal, 1853, No. 
SA, R operas = = 7 

* J eau, our risen King, 
Glo to Thee we sing, 

alsing Thy Name: 
They love and grace adore, 
WV Erich all our sorrows bore, 
Cry ing for evermore, 

Worthy the Lamb.” 
This is alo Eoeastent on Allen, and was repeated in 

Smaedy, OSB ixa “TW hring’s Coll, 1882, as" Jesus,” &c., vo anew 

Ohet @3Tam cements are found in modern 
hymn-books, Bouat all are based on the altered 
texts of Topeee®ey and Rippon. The original 
isascribed to Jez anex Allen on the authority of 
his private am<ca rnarked copy of the K H. 
Bk.,in the Possee~sasion of Mr. C.D. Hardcastle, 
sometime Of EX esighley, Yorkshire. In that 
copy his initiztes «J 4.” are added in his own 
handwriting: Cs. mass}. (J. J.J 
Glory to God, the angelsaid. (Christ- 

mae] Appeareci anonymously in thesis ed. 
of the Silver SSt¢reet Sunday Scholar's Com- 
Panion, 1822. Noo, 6, in 5 st.of 41. It was 
reprinted (Withie»et signature) in Miss D. A. 
Thrupp’s Hye. Foor the Young, R.T.8., 4th od., 
183, and on this: geround it has been ascribed 
= her. Positive: evidence that it was written 
¥ - iss Thrupp is wanting. I[t ia in several 

cllectiors for the y . including the Church 8. St. 2g Bh, 1868. (W. T. B) 
—- 0 God theFatherbe. J. Mawn, 

(Pratee fi in OU #72 thee Holy Ghost.) This cento 
18 gy Song: for the Sanctuary, N. Y., 
§ iritual So 5. iss compiled from J. Muson’s 
anak th “NG = err, Songeof Praise, &e., 1683, 

xv. ry ‘ =o Resed Rt i, and y. from Song 
A\thou, h prom 44.~— iv. from Song xxiv., st. i. ii, 

thecti cr Ps ratively unknown, it is an fective Song or Prise.” (J. J] 

Wesley. (Thex <i Whose sovereign grace. 
Work.) A 72 E87 tei ng for euccess in Special 
BLO ins tora 42 Hys, & Sac. Poems, 1740, 
and again in Beat 1. and Bp. Ken's Doxology ; 
7 wean AL ys, with Tunes Annezt, 

tten as a “ Thankagiving 
@ Version of numbers of the 
™ the co uent reno- 

*ighbour It was 

GMELIN, SIGMUND C. 429 
included in the Wea. H. Bk..1780, Wo. 195 (P. Works, 1868-72, vol. i. p. 287). Ita use 78 not 
extensive outside the Methodist collectioxas. 

Glory to the Father give. > Mont. 
gomery. (Children praising God. Written 
for the Sheffield Sunday School Unioza. 125, 
and first printed as a’ broad-sheet. Tm the 
same year it was published in his C7er-#=f#an 
Pealmist, No. 544, and again in his CAr-#ey7 # real 
Hymns, 1858, No, 384. It was include’ in 
Bickersteth’s Christ, Pealmody, 1833, aracl =i mace 
then also in several collections in G. 132-i teain 
and America, (J. F-J 

Glory to the glorious One. 2¢ 72/2 2-em 
oe prion, —— 4. This hymn appessxrenci in 
Dr. "s Hye. of aith & Hope, 2na series, 
1864, in 11 st. of 6 1, where it is givem asa 
“Sabbath Hymn.” imitated from Fo g>}a rem 
(the Syrian). In an altered and abbre:- wise ted 
form of 7 st. of 6 1, this a a aziwven 
in the Hymnary, 1872, No.18. A blank weerse 
tr. of the original was also pub. by Dr. ES uargpr essa 
in his Select Metrical Hys. & Homilies of Fe" gah. 
raem Syrus, &e., 1853, p. 83. The origrizase is 
in the Parenetica (or, “ Exhortations to Ee). 
tence") of Ephrem, xli. tom, vi. p. 499. 

(J. F.7D 
Glory to Thee! O Lord, Who £2-G2m 

this world of sin. Emma Toke. FLol 
Innocents] Written in 1851, and contrifsa, 
anonymously to the 8. P. C.K. Hys. for Fez 352 jo 
Worship, 1852, No. 119, in 6 st. of 4 1. Its 
use in G. Britain is extensive, but in America 
somewhut limited. Usually the text is g@iw ey 
in full and unaltered. H. 4.& M.is an ©Xcep- 
tion in favour of 5 st., and the Americar Fret 
Ep. Church Hymnal, 1872, of 4 st. A Aoxoa. 
logy is sometimes added, as in the Saléslrery 
H. Bk. 1857; Chope’s Hymnal, 1864. Ax 
altered version beginning, “ All praise to "Evy eve: 
O Lord,” was given in the Hymnary, 1sS7O_ 2 
but it has failed to gain any position. A SCcoOn d 
altered form as, “We give Thee praises, oO 
Lord,” appeared in T. Darling's Hymna, vary ous 
editions, but this also isa failure. [3. Ra] 

Glo to Thee, Whose powe 
word. “C. Wesley. [For use nt sea.) A pears 
in Hye & Sac. Poema, 1740, in 6 st. of 4°]. and 
headed, “In a Storm” (2. Worka, I868_ 79. 
vol. i. p. 231). It is found in several American 
collections, both old and new, but its om 
G. Britain is limited almost exclusive] to 
Mercer, where it is given as “ All ¥ 
Thee, Whose powerful word.” 

Gmelin, Sigmund Christian, 
March 15, 1679, at Pfullingen in Wi rttembe 
After studying at the University of Thin, rg. 
where he graduated in 1697 ana Sen, 
lecturer in 1700, he was in 1705 “pres me 
assistant pastor at Herrenberg.  "y*y) ” nted 
associated himself with the Separatin re he 
nounced the Church as worldly and ag pe. “8 3 de 
a mere outward profession ; objected op ee 
baptism, and departed from the view.” 'bfant 
Church on the intermediate state, ital the 
millennial reign, and on the recone’ lig, ™ the 
all things. For these teachings te tion of 

ed in 1706. After living for a ting 
tenbach, near Calw, he retired to Wite = 
and finally to Schwarzenan, near Be, pawn, 
He d. Oct. 12, 1707, probably at Sch yw berg: 

ene 



430 GO FORWARD, CHRISTIAN 
(Koch, v. 5; Allg. Deutsche Biog., ix. 274). 
The only hymn by him ¢r. into English is :— 

Ach treib aus meiner Beel'. [ Witolfuiness.] 
Included as No. 21 in the Anmutitger Blumen 
Krantz, 1712, in 21 st, of 6 lines, and repeated 
as No, 231 in the Herrnhut @. B., 1735, omit- 
ting st. xx. In full as No. 1101 in Schdber's 
Liedersegen, 1769, The only tr. in C, U. is:— 

© Thou who all things canst control, a tr. in 
L. M. of st, L-vi, by J. Wesley, in Af and Sac. 
Poems, 1739 (P. Works, 1868-72, vol. i. p. 12). 
It was not included in the Wes, //. Bh, 1780; 
but was given, as No, 130, in Wesley’s Pocket 
H. Bk, 1785. In England st. i, ii were in- 
eluded as No. 323 in Ps. & Hys., 1854 (Colonial 
Ch, & S, Society), and st. i, ii, v., Vi, as No. 
467, iu Martineau’s 1. of Praise & Prayer, 1873. 
In America st. i., ii, iv., v.. were included, as 
No, 146, in the Christiaan Lyre, 1850, and re- 
peated in the Methodist Episeopal South Coll., 
1847; the Unitarian Book of Hyouns, 1846; and 
Boardman's Cofl,, 1861, Stanzas i—v. were also 
included in the Meth. Epis, Coll, 1849, and the 
Evang. Association H, Bk, 1882: st.i., ii, in the 
American Unitarian H. Sh, 1869; and st. i, 
ii, vi., with a st. from iii, Il. 3, 4, and ¥. 1. 3, 
4, in the Pennsylvania Luth. CA. Bh. 1868, 

(J. M.J 
Go forward, Christian soldier. L. 

Tuttictt, [Confirmation.] 1st pub, in his Coun- 
sela of a Godfather, 1861, in 8 st. of 41, and 
based upon Exod. xiv. 15. In 1867 it was in- 
eluded in the Appendiz to Morrell & How's 
Ps, & Hys.,and from that date it has gradually 
increased in popularity until it has become in 
G, Britain and in America the most widely 
used of the author's hymns, Orig. text in the 
8. P.C. K. Church Hymns, 1871, (J J] 

Go forward in your course. H. Alford. 
[St. Stephen.) Written in 1835, and Ist pub, 
in his Hys. for the Sundays and Festivals 
throughout the Year, 1836, in 7 st. of 4 1. (see 
his Life). In 1844 it was included in his Ps, 
& Hys., and in 1867, in his Year of Pratse. 
In its full, or in an abbreviated form, it is 
= in numerous hymoals in G. Britain, 
New Zealand, and America. (J. J.J 

Go, labour on, spend and be spent. 
H. Bonar. (Missions.] “Written in 1843, 
and printed at Kelso in a stall booklet of 
three or four hymns.” In 1843 it wae incladed 
in Dr. Bonar's Songs for the Wilderness, in 8 at. 
of 4 L, and entitled * Labour for Christ.” In 
1857 it was repeated in his Hys. of Faith & 
Hope, 1st series, in 8 et. of 41, and entitled 
“The Usefal Life,” with the motto “ ¥ux4 
wou... pov... ‘Avdeva, rf naGeddes,” from 
Daniel, iii, p. 128. Previous to this, however, 
it had been brought into C. U. through the 
Leeds H. Bk.. 1853, No, 604. In the Suppl. 
to the New Cong., 1869, No. 1157, itis divided 
into two parta, Pt. ii, being st. v.-viii., “Go, 
labour on while it is day.” This arrangement 
is alwo found in other collections, sometimes 
as, “Go, labour on while yet ‘tie day.” This 
second part is in somewhat extensive use in 
America as a separate hymn, In the American 
Sabbath H. Bk., 1858, No, 879, et, iv., vi--viii. 
are given as, “Go, labour on; your hands are 
weak” ; and, in Holy Song, 1869, No. 535, st. i., 
ii., vii., aud viii., very much altered, as, “Go 

GO TO DARK GETHSEMANE 

forth to toil; to spend, be spent.” This last 

— ement is too silanal te be associated 

with Dr. Bonar's name. (J. J.J 

Go, messenger of peace and love. A. 

Balfour. (Departure of a Missionary.) This 
hymn a in the Bapt. New Selection, 
1828, No. 361, in 10 st. of 41, with the signa- 
ture of “Balfour.” In the revised and en- 
larged ed., 1838, it retained the same signature, 
but in the Bapt. Ps. & Hys., revised ed., 1871 
and 1880, it waa reduced to 6 st. and the signa- 

ture waa expanded into “ Alexander Balfour, 
1828.” Beyond this no detinite information 
has been obtained. Its use is limited. (J. J.) 

Go not far from me, O my [God 
Anna L, Waring. (Resignation, 

Appeared in her Hys. & Meditations, 4th ed., 
1834, in 14 st. of 6 1., and based upon Ps. xii. 
7, 8 (10th ed. 187), No. 26). Warious centos, 
mostly beginning with st. i., are in C. U. in G. 

Britain and America. The opening line in 
Martineau’s Hys. of Praise and Prayer, 1873, 
ia, “Go not far from me, O my God.” In 
Kennedy, 1868, No. 294, the cento begins with 
st. vii. * How bleased are the eyes that see.” 

J.J.) 
Go to dark Gethsemane. 5 Mont- 

(Passiontide.) Of this popular hymn 
there are two texts, differing widely from each 
other, and both by Montgomery, The first 
appeared in Cotterill's Selection, 1820, and 
subsequent editions. It reads thus :— 

“* The last sufferings af Christ, 
1, "Go to dark Gethsemane, 

Ye that feel the tempter’s power; 
Your Redeemer’s conflict see; 

Watch with Him one bitter hour: 
Turn not from His griefs away; 
Learn from Him to watch and pray. 

2. “See Him at the judgment-ball, 
Beaten, bound, reviled, arraign’d: 

See Him meekly bearing all! 
Love to man His seu) sustain'd! 

Shan not suffering, shame or lose ; 
Learn of Christ to bear the cross. 

3. *Calvary’s mournful mountain view; 
There the Lord of Glory see, 

Made a sacrifice for you, 
Dying on the accursed tree 

*It is finish,” bear Him ery = 
Trust in Christ, and learn to die. 

4. “ Early to the tomb r, 
Where they rata ‘ble breathless clay; 

Ang kept their vigils there: 
bo hath taken Him away? 

* Christ is risen!’ He seeks the skies; 
Saviour! teach as so to rise.” 

In 1825, Montgomery included this hymn in 
ita second and revised form in his Christian 
Pealmist, No. 491, as follows :— 

** (hrist our czample in suffering. 

tT ae feel tae Pra power ‘e that feel the tem ‘a 
Your Redeemer’s couttiet eee, 
Watch with Him one bitter hour ; 
Turn not from his griefs away, 
Learn of Jems Chrest to pray, 

2. * Follow to the Jud t-hall, 
View the Lora ef life arraign'd; 
O the worm and the gall! 
6 the pangs his soul sustain'd! 
Shan net enffering, shame, or loss, 
Learn of Him to bear the cross. 

3. “Calvary’s mournful mountain climb; 
There adoring at his feet, 
Mark that miracle of Time, 
— God's ommn sacrifice complete : 
* It ts finish'd 'y— hear their crys 
Learn of Jesus Christ to die. 



GO TO THE GRAVE IN 

4. “" Karly Reston to the tomb, 
Where they laid bis breathless clay ; 
a solitude and 
= © hath taken Him away? 
Christ im risen :—He nests oor eyes: 
Saviour. teach us 60 wo rise.” 

{Ie Montgomery es marked copy of the ist ed, st. tll., 
1 “hear tlheir cry," In the in be altered 
Kame. to “hear 2% dm cry: and this was given 
: tapmr Ira bis Griginal Hymne, 1953, it reads, 

Froun the ind Year 1825 the original and this re- 
bi text hawe assed on, side by side, unto 
weil ‘nt dzate>, cme editor copying from Cot- 

8 Stretéior, and another from Mont- 
faery ’s Chrtxtéan Pealmist, until, of the 
jomls now im C€. U., of those which have 
adopted the Ihyoumnn, about one-third have the 
tiginal text of 1.820, and, with a few exce 

t to be moted, the remaining two-thi 
have (he text of 1825. Amongst —— 

ing he OPS imezal text are many of the Public 
Stet COllectiomns, as Rugby, Harrow, Marl- 
luroughey S2-. meacd also Mercer, emg 8 Pott, 
The Anglteccam FF. Bk., Barry, Church Hys.. &e., 
smetmecs With. abbreviations and very slight 
dientioms. "those following the revised form 
£185, imeclude H. A. & M., Hy. Comp. 
Turng’s Coll, Sepp, Alford, 8. P. C.K. Pa & 
Hy, and others, and also most of the collec- 
tins of thes “Nonconformists. In America, 
where it 28 ia extensive use, the text usually 
wloptel 39 thazat of 1825. In many cases it 
must ky TAOte-cd that st. iv. “Early hasten to 
the tomb)s"” iss onitted. Another form in three 
Mawias SYR grt aren in Hall's Mitre Hymn-book, 
isi. “his is repeated in the New Mitre 
Hyawal, LETS, but is seldom if ever found 
elsewhere, 

Itwill bes ssesen from the foregoing that Mr. 
Ellerton’s ®rr.<s what elaborate note in the 8. P. 
C.K. ChurePe Fiymus, folio ed. p. 1xvi., is based 
on 8 eFFOr, aim concluding that the text in 
Church Hye. ae altered by an unknown hand 
from Montsrornery's Christian Pealmiat, 1825, 
whereas 1t iss WHontgomery’s text of 1820, with 
two very sligrhat alterations only. Orig. text 
as above; #12 t Fror’s revised and authorized text 
in his OrégémceZ Hymns, 1853. (J. 5) 
Go to the grave in all thy glorious 

Sor [Prime]. J. Mo . (Burial. 
blag on tn) February, 1823, op the death 

rp al Owen, for some years a Seere- 
tary of the BSritish and Foreign Bible Society, 

t : In the issue of 
sith oe Slswrie see” 1824, it is given 

"These war clthinn: teat te tf a, Fein aed etn es ene 
appeared in o “ra. ‘This month, however, they have 

eather. The Cire ua meena, ey oe ae ne only mel ri 
for thelr late arycg Ere haps unsuita! Je pablication here.” 

ape PPL periodical work” in which it 
1324. In ise the Christian (Ubserver, Dec., 
the alterations og 2408 ineluded it, with 

ca A 2lorious " to “ glorious 

PEP RD ee any ct tmerty deo of & Mini ing, “ On the dea! 
Te diet cut Off in his usefulness.” It was 

Hys., 1853. On May 
hae fe being omitted as 

to the tune « #3)" "eat Montgomery's funeral, 
ringed by Wey ling” y Dr. Calleatt, “ ar- 

~ Calloott.” One of the first 
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to bring this —_ into C. U. was Ix- Mar- 
tineau, in his Hymna, &c., 1840. Ite tase in 
America is more extensive than in G4. E3xitain. 

cJ- J-) 
Goadby, Frederic Williams, ™F-“-> * 

of the Rev. Joseph Goadby, General 23aptist 
Minister, was b. at Leicester, Aug. 1O, 345, 
and educated for the Baptist Ministxy at 
Regent's Park College. He also grrzsci t2eated 
M.A. at the London University in 1SG@SS- Tn 
1868 he became pastor of the fa tist C7 Batarch 
at Bluntisham, Hunts, and, in 1876, of tBazet at 
Watfort, where, after a bri-f ministry of s= reat 
promise, he d, Oct, 15, 1880, Besides <on- 
tributing to pers literature, Mr. (3 <»ea<Iby 
wrote the fulowing hymns :— 
ate crowd fills the court of the temple. 7 aim 

2. 0 Lord, the children come to Thee. .& "7a &2d's 

PO Thou, Whose band has brought us.  grawesng 
af a Place of Worship, 

Of these hymns Nos. 1, 2, are im sa few 
collections, including Stevensun's School FF esm- 
nal, 1880, und No. 3 in the Baptist F2zzz7z2r72cl, 
1879. (W. R. S.J 

Goadby, Thomas, an elder brotlier of 
the preceding, was b. at Leicester, Dee. 23, 
1829. He studied for the ministry mt the 
Baptist College, Leicester, and at Glee ssgeow 
University, where he graduated nA. ima BSG; 
was successively pastor of Baptist cha va re byes 
in Coventry, London, and Derby. In LS&7xs je 
was appointed President of Chilwell Coos Les gry, 
now the “Nottingham Buptist College. ** Mr. 
Goadby has contributed many papers tO aes qys- 
pay reviews, and other periodicals, amacd ) ans. 
pub, several sermons aud addresses delivered 
on public occasions from 1860 to ISS a _ 
1884 he pub, Revelation, its Nature and In 
translated from the German of Ewald. His 
compositions in verse are a short m, 
entitled The | of Death, 1863, 0nd ly = mee 
chiefly prepared for ie Clonal nie 
Nine of these are in Stevenson's Hymnal, 
London, 1880, ‘he most widely knowsy, ey 
“When the day of life is dawning, come, Gomes 
to Me.” No. 140 is a fine centenary ymn 
“O God, who art through all the years, for yer, 

more.” No. 811, “Forward, Gospel heraids” 
isastirring missionary hymn, its refraigy ers, 

evidently suggested by Dean Alford’, well 
known yerses, “ Forward be our Wate h word.” 
The 9 hymus and their subjects are ;—_ 7 

2 maiden pi SS. An 

3. tat gm bm ray Missions, ™iversary, 
3. God of ——- bp ak. SP pris 
4. Morn awakes, an by ee 5. O God, Who art through 

70 Toon, Whose boly love. Prayer 
7. Prince of life, enthroned in glory ren oo etdance. 
&, Shepherd of Israel, Jesus our Savio, | bhp 

9. When the day of life is dawning. Sienstbeten 

ce d Fath Peek, Hes)” and Father, grea’ 
W. Farrar. (God is Love.) Writterouy: F. 
and included in the Saroy Hymnez>- n a 
Royal), about 1869, in 3 st. of 8 1, 4 CChape 
it has into various collections s, pl ro 
the Westminster Abbey H. Bk,, 1 P= eluding. 

others. In the American Unitarg a vo $3, an 

the Spirit, 1864, it begins, * Lurd ana Hys. of 
great and holy. ca 
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God hath two families of love, J. 
M. Neale. [Evenin .] 1st pub, as an “ Even- 
ing Hymn” in his Hye. for Children, lat series, 
1842, No. xiv., in 7 st. of 41, the doxology 
‘being Bishop Ken's * Praise God from whom, 
&c. The form in which it appeared in the 
S. P.C, K. Church Hys has been adopted for 
“the correction of the popular error that the 
faithfal departed are now reigning in heaven” 
(Ellerton’s Notes on Ch. Hya., 1881). The 
alterations made on this account im the Church 
Hys. text are so many and im t that 
practically, both in-form and in doctrine, it is 
almost a new hymn. Most of these changes 
are due to the compilers of that collection. 
‘The original is also in C. U. in G, Britain and 
America, (J. J.) 

God in heaven His glory hides. J. 
Gabb. [Praise in heaven and earth.) lat pub. 
in his Steps to the Throne, &e., 18t4, in 5 at. of 
41, and entitled, * Grace and Glory.” In ita 
original form it is unknown to the hymnals in 
common use, but it has been rewritten by the 
author in two forms :—(1) “God His perfect 
glory hides,” given in his Hys. and —_ &e., 
is7i, p. 105, and repeated in the English 
Sacred Songater, 1873. (2) “God in heaven 
hia glory hides,” in his Wellurn Appendiz, 
— No. 106, to the author's tune, “'Trent- 

ve J 

God in His temple let us meet. J. 
Mont . (Ps. cxxzii.] Appeared in 
Cotterill's Selection, 1819, p. 74, in 4 st. of 8 1. 
In the revised ed. of 1820, lines 1-12 were 
given instead of the full text of the previous 
ed., thus making a hyman in 3 st. of 41, This 
was repeated in Montgomery's Songe of Zion, 
1822, as No. 1 of Ps, 132, and the rest of the 
Cotterill text of 1819 aa No. 2, beginning, 
“ Lord, for Thy servant David's sake.” Pt. i. 
was algo included in his Original Hymne, 1853, 
No. 101. Both parts are in C. U. as separate 
hymns, but the first is found in the greater 
number of hymn-books. (J. JJ 

God, in the Gospel of His Son. B. 
Beddome. [The Gospels.] Appeared in Ri 
pon’s Bap. Sel., 1787, No, 54, in 6 st. of 4 1, 
and headed, * The Gospel of Christ.” It was 
also included in Robert Hall's umous 
edition of Beddome’s Hymna, 1817. Ita use, 
eapecially in America, is very extensive, but 
sometimes in an abbreviated form. (J. J.] 

God is a [the] Name my soul adores. 
T. Watts. f il the Creator.) Appeared in 
his Hore Lyriew, 1706, in & at. of 4 L, and 
entitled, “The Creator and Creatures.” It is 
also in Watts’s Works of various dates. Two 
or three centos from thie hymn are in C. UL, 
all commencing with st. i, one of the earliest 
of which is that in Toplady's P's. & Hys., 1776, 
No. 170. Dr. Martineau's cento in his Hymna, 
&e., 1840, and Hys. of Praise & Prayer, 1873, 
is composed of st. i., ili., iv., vii, vill, In some 
of the American collections the opening line 
begins, “God is the Name,” &c., us in the 
Plymouth Coll,, 1855, and others. (J. Jd) 

God is gone up with a merry noise. 
Bp. R. Heber. [Aecension.] Pub. in his 
posthumous Hymns, &., 1827, in 4 st. of 41, 
sia the second of three hymns for Easter Day, 
lts appropriateness to Ascension-tide, rather 

GOD IS OUR REFUGE AND 

than Easter-day, has led to its adoption, in 
some cases, for the Ascension. It is one 
of the least known of Heber's hymns, and is 
only adopted by Kennedy and a few others. 

(J. J.) 

God is in His holy temple, All the 
earth, &c. J. Montgomery. [Public Wor- 
ship.) Dated “Sheffield, Dec. 24, 1833” 
M. usa], and pub, in his Original Hymas, 
1853, No. 107, in 4 st. of 61, and headed, 
“For the great Con tion.” In Dr. Hat- 
field's Chureh H. Bk., N. Y., 1872, it is re- 
duced to 3 st., and in the Songs for the Sane- 
tuary, N. Y., 1865-72, to2 st. In Clapham'’s 

8. S. H. Bk, 1858 and 1878, it is some- 
what freely altered, and is signed “G. R,,” 
ie. George Rawson, in error. (J. J.J 

God is King; the nations quiver. 
J. Keble. (Ps. xeiz.) lat pub. in his Peralter ; 
or Ps. of David, &e., 1839, in 6 st. of 6 L, and 
repeated in later editions. Its use is mainly 
confined to the hymn-books of the English 
publie schoola, al it is a lyric of high 
rank, It is well suited asa onal Hymn 
for choral festivals, the meetings of guilds, 
and other services of alike kind. (J. J.] 

God is love, His mercy brightens. 
Sir J. Bowring. (The Love of God.] This 
hymn is sometimes attributed in error to his 
Matins and Vespers, 1823. It actually a 
peared in his Hymns in 1825, in 5 at, of 41, 
at. i. — as st. v. In 1853 it was 
given without the repetition of the first stanza, 
in the Leeds H. Bk., from whence it passed 
into numerous collections, Its use in English- 
speaking countries is very extensive, and it 
has become one of the most arm of the 
author's hymns Orig. text, Thring’s Coll., 
No. 292, with “the mist,” altered to “the 
gloom,” and the omission of the repetition of 
st. v. This is the generally accepted form 
the hymn. (J. J.J 

God is love; that anthem olden. J. 
S. B. Monsell, [God és Love.] A poem for 
the Ist 8. after Rea gpa in his 
Spiritual Songs, 1856 and 1857, in 6 st. of 61. 
A second form of the text in 4 st., beginning, 
“God is love: the heavens tell it,’ was in- 
eluded in the Rev. F. Pott’s Hymna, &c., 1861, 
No, 209, ‘These stanzas, with a return to the 
original text save “ Our” for “ Their” in st. 
iv., 1. 5, are found in the & P. C. K. Church 
Hys., No, 372, Thring’s Coll., and several 
othera. The complete text of 1856-57 was re- 
peated by Dr. Monsell in his Parish Hymnal, 
1873, During his last illness the hymn waa 
peat | the authorfor the people's ed. of his 
Spiritual Songs. The opening lines read -— 

“God is Love: by Him upholden, 
Hang the glorious orbs of light.” 

This form of the hymn is in Horder’s 
Hymna, 1884, and others. In the notes to 
Hymna, fol. ed., 1881, it is regarded as the 
original text im error. (J. J.J 

God is our and our Strength. 
H, Alford. jt zlvi,) 1st pub, in the British 
Magazine, Dee., 1832, in 7 st. of 4 1, and 
signed +. In 1833 it was reprinted in his 
anonymous Poems and Poetical Fragments. 
When given in his Ps & Hys., 1844, p. 75, 
st. iv.-vi, were omitted. The text of the Hys. 
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GOD Is OUR REFUGE, EVER 
of the Spirit, Boston, U. 8. A., 1864, No. 310, is from the original. (W. T. B. 
God is our ‘Refuge, ever near. J. 

- [Pe xlet.) Appeared in his Cong. 
1836, No. 403, in 2 at. of 71. When repeated Pn Payal Ftd The Choir sgh lng 

> In thes following year (Preface, Nov. 
x ee 16 limes were dele thereto, but in 
auntier Metres. “Hhese lines were omitted in 
sh *- Of Praése, Prayer, &e., 1856, p. 14 
ray ei from sx 21 rxaodern hymnals, Orig, text 
New Cong, 159, No. 64. (J. J.J 
God is the Refuge of His saints. [ 

Note [Ps wed. a in Lis Ps. o 
Tari, &e.- LTA. in 6 st. of 4 1 and headed 
“Th Church’s Safety and Triumph among 
Notions] I2@sOlmtions.” It has passed in full, 
pepe abbreviated form, into numerous col- 
\wtiome 22 SUL ES aagrlish-speaking countries. In 
ty Vite ivan FF ymin (& Tune) Bh, Boston, 
USA,1 + Bt. wv... Vi, are given aa No, 345, 
*Teeni® & strewn, whose gentle flow.” (J. J.J 

God made «all His creatures free. J. 
Montgmera. (2¥-eedom.) This hymn is No. iv. 
of‘ his * Somers on the Abolition of Negro 
Slavery,im the Eritish Colonies, Aug. 1, 1834." 
Lisin6 st. of 4 1., and entitled, “Slavery that 
is not” ese “Songs” were pub, in his 
Pets Portfotioa, 1835. As given in Long- 
fellow and -J ola rsson's Unitarian Bk. of Hymns, 
Ist, and =Otler American collections, it is 
cupaed Of st. i. ii, v., vi, slightly altered. 
keenkim ©. C7, in G. Britain. [J. J.J 

} Goi MOWes in a mysterious way. 
wanted ta C4? rovidence.} The commonly 

ey of this hymn is that it was 
composed by Cowper in 1773, after an attempt 
commit SULCiLe by drowning in the Ouse at 

Olney. P the Memoirs of Cowper by Hayley, 
“ f they. as al-o in that of J. Newton, 
Ps Bai, ie #2 Fe painful details of his insanity 
in 1773. the SOU they there is a distinct state- 
aod tha ' effect that his mania was suicidal, 

{he mascte an attempt upon his life in 
Ms rey 73. Southey sys (1853, vol. i. 

“In the new hich his delirium bad 
prepa] cg 9 top the will of od that be abou ub 

Bote © same perfect spirit 
ec Br. Newton cays ‘Even that atten 

r was roof of Hy for i " — to the rower the cusmy bed of impressing upon be should, after efres  meton that it was the will of God expensive act on te pee ag sage fagrengg essen 
woe is Leclusi ‘ve as to the intended suicide; a As tiene as un the Mort reer 7 mar the wrote anything whatever ae 14. 1774. Of this period Southey 

Frssessed by {ts fatal delust 

v nua Melanie teeshy: eels, aeiiy, cy irae os 
vol up Of Dots own unhappy wate.” (1833, To our mind it is hate Written this 
before his inaa nity 

Fear, or else in Aun 19 compose lize 
tate.” Or Hore probable o¢ +o 

©Vident that Cowper muat 
1 ymu, either early in 1773, 

80 intense as to 
in the October of that 

©f 1774, wien “he used 
Tiptive of his own un- 

{fee tates the latter is the 
two, aud neither will 
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on with the ular account of the origin 
of the hymn. Is publication agrees with this 
date, as it ap Pin J. Newton’s Deceret -sie 
Letters on Heligious Subjects; to woh ®e7e _are 
added Hymna, &e., by Omicron, Landon, 1 77+. The actual date is fixed by Newtom- Eile 
suys:— 

a Thursday, = Gth [1774]. Omicron’s Letfor-# mre 
now published. May the lord accompany theras with 
aad —— ag eed os i ome not but ats Ps 

myself to be,” aay aN eee none. . 

In Omicrou's Letters it isin 6 st.of 2 A-. is 
entitled “Light shining out of Darkness." 
and is unsigned. It alsoappearedin the -J taly 
number of the Gospel Magazine for 177 C ®. 
307), in the same form and with the szaazrze 
title; but in this instance itissigned - J. Ww.” 
We tind it also in KR. Conyers's Coll. of 27a. <t 
Hymne of the same year,in the same forma sax<l 
with the seme title, but without signature. Xt 
a ra agnin in the Gospel Magazine, Tec., 
1777, p. 555, at the end of a letter “On A #¥lic.- 
tion.” This letter is unsigned, Atthe close 
of the hymn these words ure added :-—~ 
“By Miss Ussington, lute of Islington, tho <®ie=e% fm 

May, 1776. Taken from the original.” 

In this case the st. ii. is omitted; the «<-igeBat 
lines of st. iii, and iv. are rearra: ; & sligrhat 
change is made in st. vi, and the followimgr is 
added :— 

= be mitnight espanol pole withdrawn 

Wi nie aanaed cloudless morn 
Shall know no low' ring skies.” 

This uncertainty about the authorshigs og 
tie hymn was set at rest in 1779, whem Jy 
Newton guve the original text and title frorm 
Omicron's Letters in the Olney Hymns, Ble, qij. 
No. 15, and signed it “C.” From the first i¢ 
grwiually grew in importance and interest, 
until it has become one of the most Wickes] 
known hymos in English-speuking countries 
Tt has also = — = ele Tear 
guages, including Lutin, by K. Bingham, ; 
his Hymno. Christi. Lati, 1871, as = Secret:. 
miranda vila opera numen ”; and Dr. Macgeill 
in his Songs of the Christian Creed and go> . 
1876, as, “Deus mundum, en, molityay > 
Montgomery's estimate of this hymn ia wey 
high. He says of it, “It is a lyric of Wy 
tone and character, and rendere awfally z 
teresting by the cireumstances under which it 
was written —in the twilight of departin 
reason” (The Christian Poet, 1825, Prefic” 
Montgomery evidently thought the hymy, pts ). 
composed before the sad breakdown of 1773," 

J. 
God of all consolation, e as 

Werley. (Parting of Friends.) This ia 4° 
last of his Hys. for thowe that Seek, area gph” 
that Have Hedemption, &e.,, 1747, No, oe 
8 double st. of 4 1. (P. Works, 1868-79." 144.» in p. 280). In 1780, acento in 12 st. Kenge ts iY 
with st, i was given in the Wes, H. Bp. 
523 (new ed. 1875, 537), and has been 2, 8 No. 
in most of the Methodist collections, — ¢PCated 
interesting “associations” of this hyn, vem 
iven in Stevenson's Meth. H. Bk. Note ™ are 

Cotterill’s Sel, 6th ed., 1815, ang >, 2 883- 
quent editions, the hymn:— Su bee- 

“Nat anto ua, but Thee, O Lord + 
He praise and glory given,” ke., 

appeared in 4 st. of 41, and 
Saints kept by the power of God** * “* The 

23 From 
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Cotterill’s Sel., it passed into Bp. Bickersteth’s | P's, of David, &c., 1719, in 6 st. of 41, and 

Ps. & Hys., 1858; the Ishi Ps. & Hys.; | entitled, “Israel punish’d and pardon'd: or, 

the Hy. Oot. and others. In Kennedy, 1868, | God’s unchanging love.” In a note he says:— 

it begins, * Not unto us, fo Thee, O Lord.” | “The chief design of this whole Psalm I have ex- 

This cento is usually ascribed to “J. Cennick | pressed in the Title, and abridged it in this form, baving 

and T, Cotterill” ; as in Miller's Singers and peer weld this same subject in the 77th, 

Songs, &c., 1869, p. 362, and the Hy. Comp. | + Tbough the Jews ‘row seem to be cast off, yet the 

Notes. ‘This error has arisen out of the simi- al le euel eres ast ons beth net = a omy 
. . se? is <— ew e foreknew, . xi. 2. ule 

larity of ee Loe aatgarsitig is hymn | ii diahd absence from God is but for a season, for they 
a . es shall be recalled again; v. 25, 26." 

ees Pm ragiokor ber 4 ae Se of C. | The we of this hymn is not extensive. Ori- 

Wesley’s hymn. The alterations by Cotterill ginal text in Spurgeon’s U. 0. H. Bk. 1%, 

are so numerons a8 almost to constitute a pew God of eternal truth and (J. 4S 

hymn. Its correct aseription is, * C. Wealey, 
grace. 

1747; T. Cotterill, 1815.’ wor ay | ee rere torn oe io thes 
composed > 

Goa of ll power, and truthy and ) J; er Mr feast: Mat 
grace. C. Wesley. (Hotinces desired.] Pub. | Sig’ pn ise! yeovd Short Hymna, Be, volt, 
in Hys. & Sac. Poems, 1742, in 28 st. of 4 1, Matt. xv. 39, @&. v-vi. hort Hymns, &e.. vol. Uy 

based on Ezekiel xxxvi. 13, &c., and headed, 
No, 297, Mark ix, 23. 

“Pleading the Promise of Sanctification” These Short Hymns, &e., were pub at Bristol, 

(P. Works, 1868-72, vol, ii, p. 319). It was 
1762 (P. Works, 1868-72, vol. x.). This cento 

also appended to J, Wesley's Sermon No. 40, 
was included in the Wes. H, Bk., Vi80, No. 

and to J. Fletcher's Last Check to Antinomian- 838, and is found in other collections, (J. J.) 

jem. It deals with the doctrine of Sanctifiea- God of glory, God of | ees, Hear 

tion from the Methodist point of view. From rinity. from heaven, &c. [Holy ] This 

the 1742 text the following centos have come poruler and widely used hymn for children 

into C. U. vas been traced to Murcl’s Sabbrth Seholar’s 

1. God of all power, and truth, and grace. In the 

Wes. H. Bh, 1780, No. 380, and later editions, ts com- 

aed of st. i, ih, vi-ix. and xiv. This was given in 

Tiatt'« Mitre H, &&., 1838, No. 201, in an abbreviated 

form, as “* O Thou, Whose mercy, truth, and lowe.” This 

arrangement was by E. Osler, and ja a distinct hymn 

from Oster’s **O God, Whose mercy, truth, and love,” 

which appeared in his Church and King, March, 1537, 

although tn the latter he has borrowed « line or two 

from the former, [HALL Mss.) 

2. Father, supply my every need. In the Wee. 

I. Bk, 1780, No, 380, Pt. ti, ts composed of st. xix 

xxti. It ts also in other collections, 

3, Holy, and true, and righteous Lerd. In the 

Wes. H. Bk., 1790, No. 381 ts composed of sts. xxill., 

xxvi.-xxvill, This is also in other collections. 

All of these centos are in C. U, in G. Britain 

and America, (J. J.J 

God of all-redesming grace. C. Wea- 

ley. (Holy Communion.) No. 139 of his Hys. 
on the Lord's Supper, 1745, in 4 st. of 41 In 

1760 it was given in Madan’s Ps. & Hys., No. 

162, and later in other collections of the Church 

of England. It was also in the Wes. H. Bk., 

1780, No. 415, and later editions, and in o 

few collections in G. Britain and America, 

In the original st, iii. it reads, “ Just it is, and 

good, and right"; but in the Wes. H. Bk., J. 

Wesley changed it to “ Meet it is, and just and 

right.” thereby bringing it into harmony with 
the Bk. of Common Prayer, * It is very meet, 
right, and our bounden duty,” &. (J. J.) 

God of almighty love. C. Wesley. 
[Consecration to God] Appeared in Hys. & 
Sac. Poems, 1749, vol. in No. 149, in 3 st, of 
8 1, and entitled, “An hourly act of Oblation.” 

In 1780 it waa given with alterations in the 

Wee. H. Bk, as No. 314, and repeated in seve- 
ral collections in G. Britain and America, The 
rento, “* Father, my lifted eye.” in Hys, for the 
Church ef Christ, Boston, U.8.A., 1853, 18 com- 
led with alterations from st. ii., iii., of this 
ymin. J. dS. 

God of eternal love. I. Waits. [Ps. 
evi.; God's love to Israel.) at pub, in his 

II. Bk., 1849, where it is given anonymously. 

It passed into Dr. Rule's Methodist S. 8. i. 
Bk., 1857, and numerous collections of later 

date, including the Meth, 8. S. H. Bk., 1879, 

No. 6, q.v. orig, text; the Scottish Pres. Hyw- 

nal for the Young, 1882, No. 2, and many 

others. cw. T. B) 

God of grace, O let Thy light. E. 

Churtoa. (Ps. levii.] Written in 1804, and 

ub. in the same year in his Cleveland Psalter. 

n7st.of 41. In 1861 it was given unaltered 

in H. A. & Mf, and repeated in the revired ed. 

1875. It ia also in the Hymnary, 1872, and 
other English collections, and a few of the 

American hymn-books. It is a favou' 

apecimen of the author's style (see Psalter 

English, § x1X.). (J. J.) 

God of Isracl’s faithful three. 
Wesley. [Three Hebrevw Children.) Appeared 

in the Hys. & Sac. Poems, 1742, p- 213, in 5 # 

of 8 L, with the title, “ The Three Children in 

the Fiery Furnace" (2. Works, 1868-72, vol. ii. 

p. 267). In 1780 it was given with slight al- 

terations and the omission of st. ii. in the Wee. 

IL. Bk., No. 349, and this arrangement hae 

been repeated in several Methodist collections. 

In the revised Wes. H. Bk., 1875, No. 359. # 

i.-iii, only are given, whilst the Amenecan 

Meth. Episco, Hymnal, 1878, No. 677, has 

at. i, iii. {J. J.J 

God of life, and light, and motion. 

F. Oakeley. {Holy Trinity.) Pub. in his Lyre 

Liturgies, &e., 1865, p, 145, in 14 st, of 41. 

In the Hymnary, 1872, No 340, it appests as 

a hymn of 4 st, of 12 1,, and the same text 18 

repeated in the Altor Hymnal, 1884, No. 47. 

This arrangement is attained by omitting *- 

iv.-vi., and adding one of 4 lines at the cleer. 

The text in Hall & Lasar's Keang. Hy 

N. Y., 1880, in 2 st, of 12 1., is from the Hys: 
nary. In oncor two collections the latter 

of the hvmn is given, beginning with st. *-™% 
“ God the Father, Son and Spirit.” (1. J-] 
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God of love, that [Who] hear’st the 
a: hoe C. Wesley. Nabe Jesus.) Pub. 
0 ee. for thome that Sek, and those that Have 
ip ipeeiom, &c., 1747, p. 19, in 6 stof 81 
lowe 3 ork, 18G8—72, vol. iv. p. 228). The 
“mi 10 whick, it. is: known in modern collections 
given in thre Wes H. Bk., 1780, No. 44, 
inSet. of 41. = Ein the American hymn-books 
. berine, “ God of love, Who hear'st the 
a hake (I. J.) 
God Of mmexrcy, God of grace, Shew 

he brightness of Thy face. H.F. Lyte. 
[tekeee] Asst. yovad. in his Spirit of the Peale, 
isin Fst. Of G 1. as his 2nd version of Pa. 
iviand a geea,i22 im later eds. of the same. It 
inmost CX temsiwe use in all English-speaking 
cuties: 2 cass wally the original text is given 
maltrea &S ima “E'hrring’s Coll,, 1882, (J. J.J 

of my life, through all its [my] 
‘a PP. Doddridge. (Vraise for unfailing 
werehee. This tymn is dated in the Bapt. 
fet fy#-, rewie ed. 1871 and 1880, “1751,” 
the rar Cf Dodetridge's death, but upon what 
authority it iss xaeot stated. Miller (Singers and 
See, LGD, yo. 1°72) evidently took this date as 
the fond atiowm of his note which reads :— 
“Tis by Tam way be read oaabienvesticalls, ene 

peally VETS 3, fry reference to the peaceful thankful 
ue in his Eeeamrt wehen the last wave of his life was 
ching eat AE Tis toon, The worts are:— 

“When leatEa <o"er nature shall prevail, 
Antall 2€e qeow-ers of language fail, 
Joy thrO*@ee 2 exe y swimming eyes shall break, 
Ai me tise thanks I cannes speak.’ ” 
Xo mdence bevond these unauthorised 

stiatlemeots iss forthcoming to show that this 
was the author” sy death-bed hymn, as this date, 
and Miller’ss axeste would imply. It was pub. 
in Doddrid gress bg YY Hymne, &e., by 

J. Orton, 1755. No, 71, in 6 st. of 4 1. and 
headed.“ Prexissi mg God ‘through the whole of 
or existeNCe, sali exivi. 2." In 1839 it 
was reprinted = Esw J, D. Humphreys in his ed. 
of Doddricl gre" 5g 4Tymus, &c., and accompanied 
by the followiyy = note :— 
“It is interest! rage to remember, that, when Pressed 

of tetaity, the aah, neane and tottering on the brink 
ee “_- 

divine consolaticony ns rr onl mor inspite,” p61, t 

, Fns to imply that the hymn 
was written before the pos illness at Lis- 
bon, in 1751, axed probably the date of 1740, 
Be NY Led W2F- Hatfield in his Church H. 
lk N, ¥.,18 2, No. 182, is correct. In a few 

puections it iss griven as “God of my life, 
¥ days.” Its use in all English. 

URtrics is extensive. 3.d.) 
Phonic ota 14 fe, Thy boundless grace. 
to the 2nd ed ez, C Resignation.] Contributed 
detof 41.4 Cf the Jnralid’s H. Bk. 1841, in 
Thine handle upon Pa, xxxi. 5, * Into 
deemed cp emit my spirit; ‘Thou hast re- 
American hyce,. 2 <OFd God of truth.” In the 
canes is offer 8 the last line of each 

“el tered to suit the hymn to 
+ In the Songn ‘ar the Sanctuary, 

Thee! ta Dealt “* Father, { come, I come to 
Thee.”’ The rewrs eae ini, IBH4, “I <i 
chan DE stanzas undergo similar 

ot Prat rat in the Stryker apd Main Church Praime pp a E } - 
Memels, °FatBnar’) }; -. 1638, whery God of 
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P. Doddridge. [New Year.) lst pul. in his 
(posthumous) mond &e., eet o. 334, in 6 st. of 41, and headed, “ The ibility of 
dying this Year, Jerem. xxviii. 16; E°Or ew 
Year's Day.” In 1839 it was republishescd. with 
slight variations in the text, in J, I2. Ealum- 
yhreys's ed. of the Hymna, &e., No. 1522- In 
ye, Dulo’s English H. Bk, 1874, No. 2174, 

st.“i., iv.-vi., and in Common Praise, LS7%- TNo. 
$25, st. i, iii, v.. are given in each cose? fs 
“God of our life, Thy constant eare.”” An 
arrangement of st. iL-v. also appenre<d = in 
Cotterill’s Sel, 1810, and later editiorms. #18, 
“How many kindred souls are fled.’” his 
is repeated in u few modern collections. [<¥- «J.) 
God of my life, to Thee I call- Ww. 

Cowper. (Divine aid implored.) Pub. ixa the 
Olney Hyams, 1779, Bk. tii, No. 19,in G st. of 
aihLwh . “Looking upwards in a st<orzza,” 
and signed *C.” In the American Pressto. Fs, 
and Hys. for the Worship of God, Riclatmaored, 
1867, No, 373, at. ii-iv., are given as, ** EY r-ie>aad 
of the friendless and the faint; but asec ri Bees] 
to * Newton,” in error, In the Church £4? 29-ca ¥ 2¢ 
Bk., N. Y., 1882, the same arrangement, with 
the addition of st. vi, is given as Neo. <g¢€57, 
The 8. P.O. K. Tfynms, 1852, “God of cory 
life, to Thee we call.” is composed of st. Z,, 
ii., of this hymn, somewhat altered, and m2 t 3a ied 
stanza from another source, In the Arey? Se-ee y 
H. Bk., 1868, this hymn is again altere« te, 
“My God, my Life, to Thee Teall.” [FL or, 7 

God of my life, to Thee, My chee 
soul, &e. C. Weasley. [Birthday IZez ree 5, a] 
No. 10 of hia “Hya. for Believers.” give-zy in 
Hya. & Sac. Poems, 1749, vol. i. No. 1 = 
8 st. of 6 L,and again in the Wea JZ. pg; 
1780, No, 219, with the omission of st, w. i 
the revised ed. of I875, No. 220, the orip-g nal 
stanzas are given in this order, i, ii. iwll Z ii 
vi, viii, thus making a hymn of 6 st. "Ihe 
last stanza contains the lines :— 

* Like Moses to Thyself convey, 
And kiss my raptared soul away." 

These lines are based upon the Jewish tra. 
dition that God drew the soul of Moses fpoy, 
the body by a kiss. Watts has the same idea 
in hia poem on the death of Moses :— 

“Softly bis fainting heal be lay 
v his Maker's breast ; 

His Maker kissed bis soa] away, 
And laid his Mesh to rest.” 

(See Hore —_ 1706), C. Wesley's 
text is in P. Works, 1868-72, vol. v. p15. 

LJ * «* God of my life, Whose ra 
power, C. Wesley. (Lent—In Temptat; . 
Ist pub, in Hys. & Sac. Poems, 1740, Vy yo") 
of 4 1, and headed, “At the Approac), “; 
Temptation ” (P-Works, 1868.72, vol. i yy 303), 

. it the ing centos hav gg 
aa hed ne Some into 

1. The Wes, #. Bk, 1140, No. 20 (new 
No. 249), which is composed of st, 1.4, vo. qq “Ce Lats, 
xiv, 8¥. ‘This is In several Methodist colleen g <> * ix., xi, 

2, The New Cong. 1859, No, 665, consistiy,.. 2% 
il, ¥., vi, bx, & of sti. 

3. Kennedy, 1863, No. 140, consisting of st. 4g 
ix., xi., xiv, 

4. The Leeds H, Bk., 1863, No. 1, coy 
at. f., fi., ix., xf, xiv. ‘This ts repeate! in ¢3, 
the Spirit, Boston, U.S.A. 1864; the Unitarian y, 
Tune] Bk,, Borton, 1868, and other American.  ¥ 

Of these four centos the last is 
widely used. In his Meth. H. Bk. Nog 

2 

orig. 

~» fi,vi. 

Esting ot 

— - 
- = 

> 
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p. 218, Mr. Stevenson has an interesting ance- 
dotal note on the Wes. H. Bk. conto. (J. J.J 

God of my salvation, hear. C. Wesley. 
{fent.] Pub. in Hys, & Sac. Poems, 1742, in 
8 st. of 8 L, and headed, * After a relapse into 
sin” (P. Works, 1868-72, vol. ii p. 200), In 
its full form it is unknown to the collections, 
but the following centos ure in C. U, :— 

1. In Medan's P's. & Hye, 1760, at. L, iv. v., are 
given aa No. to, ‘This be repeated with slight altera- 
tions in the 8. PLC. K. Hymna, 1862, and other collec- 
tlons, It waa alsoin R. Conyers'’s Wd, 1767, and several 
of the older hymn-books. 

2. Toplady's cente tn bis Pe, & Hye, 1776, No. 354, of 
whieh st. iii, and vii. are by Toplady, is not in modern use, 

3. Bickersteth's Christian Pralmody, 1835, No. 160, 
is composed of st. 1, iL, iv., vi, with slight alterations, 
This is repeated in the fy, Comp. with a return to the 
original text. 

4. Mercer's Ch. Pealter & H. Bk, 1855, consists of 
at. 1, i, iv., wi, will. 

5. Dr. Hatfield's Church HW. Bk, N.Y., 1872, No. 639, 
embexdies st. 1, if, iv. 

6, The Wes. HW. Ak, 1780, No. 164 (mew ed. L#T5, 
No. 175), is composed of at. i, U., iv., vi, vill, This 
cento has passed Into several Methodist collections, 

This somewhat large number of centos (and 
the most important only have been named) in- 
dicate the extensive use which has been made 
of the hymn from Madan to the present. Of 
these centos that in the Wes. JI. Bk. is the 
best known. (J. J.J 

God of our health, our Life and 
Light. Bp. R. Mant. (Holy Baptism.) One 
of the original hymns added to his Ancient 
Hymas from the Roman Breviary, 1837, p. 96, 
in 5 st, of 6 1. (ed. 1871, p. 163), and entitled, 
“Hymn of Thanksgiving for Holy Baptism.” 
It was repeated in Kennedy, 1863; the 8. 
P. C. K., Ps. & Hys, Appz, &e. The hymn 
No. 498, in the Hymmary, 1872, for a “ School 
Festival,” “We thank Thee, Lord, our Life 
and Light,” in to, is a cento from es hy 

God of that glorious gift of 
J. 8. B. Monsell. ifoly Baptism.) lst pub, 
in his Hys. and Miscellaneous Poems, Dublin, 
1837, p. 44, in 5 st. of 4 L, and entitled, * Bap- 
tismal Hymn.” It was repeated in his Parish 
Musings, 1850, but omitted, st ly enough, 
from his Parish Hymnal, 1873, al rank- 
ing in popularity with the best of his hymns. 
It is found in many of the best collections, 
including the 8. P. C, K. Church Hymna, No. 
222; Hy. Comp., 398; the Wes. H. Bk., No. 
896, and others, and usually without altera- 
tion, as in Lord Selborne’s Bh. of Praise, 
1862 and 1867. Its use has also extended 
to most English-speaking countries. (J. J.J 

God of the living, in Whose eyes. J. 
Ellerton. (Burial.] Written for and Ist pub. 
in his Hymns for Schools and Bible Classes 
(Brighton), L458, in 3 st. of 4 1. 
Ist7, it was oo by the author into 5 at. 
of 6 1, and in this form was pub, in the Brown- 
Borthwick Words of the Suppl. H. and Tune 
Bk., N.D.: and the Select Hys, for Church & 
Home, U871. Also in the 8. P. C, K. Church 
Hymna, 1871, No. 245. It is in somewhat ex- 
tensive use, the longer form being that usnall 
adopted, The two forms are in Dr, Marti- 
neau's Hys, of Praise and Prayer, 1878, as 
Nos. 511 and 797. (J. J] 
God of the morning, at y] Whose 

voice. J. Watts. [Morning. 

On July 6, | 

Ist pub, in» 

GOD OF UNEXAMPLED GRACE 

hia Hys. & S. Songs, 1709, Bk. i, No. 79, in 
6 st. of 4 1, as“ K Morning Hymn.” It ia 
sometimes used in an abbreviated form, and 
as “God of the morning, at Thy voice.” Its 

| use in its full, orin abridged form, is extensive 
in G. Britain and America. (3. J.) 

God of the prophet’s power. J. (rn- 
nick. [After Sermon, or Missions.) Pub. in his 
Sacred Hys. for the Children of God, &e., 174, 
No. 10, in 5 st. of 81, In its original form it 
ia notin C. U. The hymn in many American 
collections, — those of the Unitarians, 
beginning with the same first line, is a cento 
from this hymn with alterations in the text. 
Tt came into use early in the present century, 
and is found in the Hys. of the Spirit, Boston, 
1864; the Songe ”. the Sanctuary, N. Y., 
1865, and many others. J 

God of the seas, Thy thundering 
voice, J, Watts. [God's Dominion over the 
Sea.] No. 70, Bk. ii, of his Hye. & S. Songe, 
1709, in 9 st. of 41, and entitled * God's Do- 
minion over the Sea.” In this form its use is 
very limited. A more lar form was given 
in the American Prayer Bk. Coll., 1826, No. 
118, in 3 st. beginning, * God of the sea, Thine 
awful voice.” It is an alteration of st. i. iii. 
and vi., and is found in several American col- 
lections. (J. J.J 

God of the universe, to Thee. [Con- 
recration of a Church.) Appeared in Beman's 
Sacred Lyrics, Troy, 1841, and signed * Miss 
Mary O—, 1841." It is in use in a few Ame- 
rican collections, as Hatfield's Church H. Bk., 
1872, No. 1290, in 4 st., and the for the 
Sanctuary, 1865, No. 1031,in Sst. (J. J.J 

God of truth, and power, and 
C. We: (Holy Communion.) “ Pub. aa a 
tract of four without’ name or date, but 
probably before 1745,” and ineluded in the P- 
Works, 1868-72, vol. viii. p. 441. It in 
st. of 4 L Of these st. i-vii., ix. and x., were 
iven in the revised Wes. H. Bk., 1875, No. 
10. (J. J.J 

God of unexampled grace. C. Leh 2 
aes lst pub. in his Hys. on the 

‘a Supper, 1745, No. 21, in 9 st. of 8 L 
(P. Works, 1868-72, vol. iii, p. 229). From 
this the following centos have come into ©. U.: 

1, In M. Madan’s Pe. & Hys., 1760, No. 159 is com- 
posed of st. L.-ill. This was added to the . te the 
hapa ae ha aa crea di ed, 

2, In A. M. Toplady’s Pe. & Hys., 1176, No, 2991s 
composed of at. L-iv., vi, vill, ix., with alterations. 

3, In the Wes, A. BE,, 1400-1, st. Iv.-ix., begiaaleg 
“ Jesus drinks the bitter cup.” This is in a few - 
dist collections, but is omitted from the revised od. of 
the Wer. H. Bk., 1876. 
The use of portions of this hymn ia thus 

somewhat extensive, especially amongst the 
Methodist bodies. In common with Milton 
(* Hymn for the Morning of Christ’s Nati- 
vity ")and others, Wesley has pressed heathen 
myt! gy into the service of Christianity 10 
this hymn. The fifth stanza reads :— 

~ Dies the glorious cause of all 
‘The true eternal Pan, 

Falls to raise us from the fall 
To ransom sinful man. 

“Well may Sb? withdraw bis light, 
With the Sufferer eympathise, 

Leave the world in sudden night, 
’ Creator dies.” (J. J.) While his 
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GOD SAVE THE KING 

God save the Ki i : ng. [National Anthem. 
The ‘origin amd cooks of the Englis 
oe anthem have given rise to much con- 
h Yersy, and snany theories ting them 
ae beenad Vaameed, often demonstrating little 

wall the writers” misapprehension of the points 
tn Y atisue ‘To enter at length into these 
‘ <ussions worl be foreign to the purpose of 
aa work, @#xa<k it will therefore be sullicient 

of then, 2 lto state the 
carla! €Xary i xeention of 
dnow them sat Prcewnt. 

i Theor fies respecting the Melody.—1. The 
wilaly bes eer “attributed to Dr, John Bull, 
uimppesed to have been performed by him 
onthe OTS2 mt the Merchant Taylors’ Hall, 
hi 6G, LOOT, when King James I. dined there 
suk the agen Of the book by Richurd 
Car, 32 Which this theory is propounded, all 
tlatit 18 Mecess airy to my here is that it isa 
tee Of ©FTOrs from beginning to end. Curi- 
vwly eROUGh, Rhowever, Clark afterwards be- 
come pOSBessed of a ms, volume of compositions 
tit, Ball, im which is foun! a sort of organ 
viuntar¥. @mtitled merely an “ Ayre,” iden- 
tical in Thay tion with “God save the King,” 
and beara ge considerable resemblance to it in 
theform ©f Gta melody. 
2 Ang Olea Christmas Carol (“ Remember, O 

the mam"). which is found in Soage und 
Fancies, X tre recLeen, 1682, bears in several of its 
Poms PORE Likeness to “God save the King,” 
wo\ wos hewaee led some to claim a Scottish 

tor the 1,«tter; but the rhythm is different, 
and theCareol aad already appeared in Ravens- 
croft's Melfxzzzerta, 1611, from which it passed 
into the Scot tissh collection. 

3. Asimilar, but even slighter, resemblance 
toa posagees dn one of Purcell’s sonatas, led 
others to ,88Ocsinte the melody of “Ged save 
the King * with: the name of that great com- 
poser. 

4. Others . 

results attained by a 

fagain, have referred its origin 
Hd on sathoma 7, more properly, hymn said to 
Il “= sums in the private chapel of James 
-on the Occasion of the apprehended in- 

"a a of England by the Prince of Orange. 
. Others hawe supposial it to be a Jacobite 

compesition of Inter date. 
b Cu fscther tory runs that it wus = 
Miv. Ab fhe raouir of a visit paid by Louis 
ney 1 TG ame de Maintenon to the Intel 
is deri rt convent of St. Cyr. This myt 

Orequy a ask the ——s la Mariyuise 
7 Tearmnsy and audacious forgery, 

ace Bo §8 Believed, of one Cousen de St. 
thereie wn ttOed ime Paris in 1834, The words 

wires ss thie erigine)] French :— 
Feexyacd Phien, « 

Grana Neu ee ee 

Que ‘coun! 
Toutn view 
v bth 85 ennemis, 

Gr meal te woamis. 
Vine Ie nauvet le Roy! 

Are mei iy.” 

The edith 2 Or translation of the English. 
on te thi requently obteizaec} 4 ,2°tion that Handel #ub- 

Sisters of St. Cyx, a the composition from the 
wo, *; 2 introduced it into Eng- \end as his o 

hotice. 48 too absurd for further 

rie fly the theories above referred to, | 

the fucts, ao far as we | 

after the proclamation of the 
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ii, History of the Anthem—1, Henry Carey 
fs commonly accepted as the author both of 
the words and music, but theascriptior: t+» him 
of either is open to considerable dotbet- _ The 
air is said to have been sung by hina #22 2740, 
at a dinner to celebrate the recent cm p>t t2 re of 
Portobello. This statement rests chie fiw ona 
Tetter signed “W..” which appeared i the 
Gentleman's Magazine for 1796 (54 yer rss =sfter 
Carey's death), in which the writer ===! Tts 
that he was present on the occasior - The 
story may, however, be true. “God sma“ « the 
King” is not included in any collec t i+ °22 of 
Carey's works, and ts first fuund im ge2 i zatin 
Harmonia Anglicana, X.v., but probalol >» Raub 
lished about 1743 or 1744, and is theeze>  Zano- 
nymous. It is hended “ For two voicesss.”” the 

differs slightly from the moderm ‘<> 2=so0n, 
and the words consist of two stanzas Oza ly 2=— 

“ (od save our Lord the King, 
Long live our noble King, 
God save the King! 

Send him vieturious, 
Happy and glorious, 
Long to reign over us, 
God save the King. 

0 Lord our God, arise, 
Scatter bis enemie« 

And make them fall! 
Confound their politicks, 
Frustrate their knavish tricks, 
On him our — are fix", 

© save us all.” 

Harmonia Anglicana was soon aft ewe a rds 
republished under the title of Thesane-ee xe  Abfy- 
sicus, and a copy of the first edition, Gxa she 
possession of Mr. Cummings, gives the mae Loxdly 
and words without any alteration whate: wey” 

z. At the end of 1743 or in 1744 8 Comet 
was given by John Travers, organist of the 
Chapel Royel, which concluded with * Ag satin 
Chorus.” The words of this chorus are : : ; G“ucoted 
bed Mr. W. H, Cummings, in a series OF mix 
able articles published in the Musical Pr yyy,04 
(March to August, 1878), from a unique cop 
of the book of tie words in his posseasiog, - "> 

“© Deas Optime! . 
Salvum nune facito 
Regem nostra 5 
Sit lata victoria, 
Comes et gloria, 
Salvum jam facito, 
To Dominum. 

 Exurgat Dominus; 
Rebelles diseipet, 
Et reprimaat ; 
Doles confandito ; 
Fraudes depellito ; 
In te alt site 3 
©! Salva Now.” 

On the opposite page is an English er 
but it is merely a literal timsiation crot 
Latin, and in prose, There is nothi the 
indicate any connection with the  . ae ' 
in Harmonia Anglicana, Mr. Cummins 
serves that -— 8 ob- 

“the words of the Latin Chorus are so ey.4 
tended for the tune of our National Anthem, wently in- 
feem to some extent to support the nogg,,,, “Pat they 

Sieg pee Ee Te eee 
We are of opinion that Mr. Cummaj ' 
justly have spoken still more decide might 
that his fortunate discovery of ¢y, <t ty, und 
chorus has restored to us the origins, i Latin 
the hymn sung in 1688, : text of 

83, On the 28th Sept. 1745, twely pane 
© day 

Me<jer at Edinburgh, “God save the King ‘> w Bion 
Nas 
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at Drury Lane Theatre, with harmonics and 
accompaniments by Dr. Arne, The words of 
the first three lines appear thus in Arne’s 
autograph score :-— 

* God bless cur noble King, 
God save great George our King, 

God save the King.” 

and B. Victor in a letter to Garrick quotes the 
beginning of the 2nd verse thus: — 

“© Lord our God arise! 
Confound the enermiles 

Of George our King’ 

The performance was received with tumultuous 
applause, and the example of Drury Lane was 
soon followed by Goodman's Fields and Covent 
Garden. 

4. In Oct,, 1745, the music and words wire 
printed in the Gentleman's Magazine “aa su 
at both playhouses,” with the addition of a 
verse ;-— 

“Thy choicest gifts in store 
On George be pleased to pour, 
Long on Ay reign ; 

May be de our lawa, 
Amd ever give us cause, 
To say with beart and voice 

God save the King.” 

The Ist and 2nd verses are exactly as in Har- 
monia Anglicana, with the exeeption of v. 1, 
L. 1, which is changed to “God save great 
George our King"; and of y. 2, 1. 6, where 
“we fix” is substituted for “are fixed.” Still 
Carey's nume «as never mentioned in connec- 
tion with either tune or words, and when Arne 
was subsequently questioned on the subject, 
he replied :— 
“He bad pot the leat knowledge, nor could he “6 
atall who was elther the author or composer, but that it 
was @ received opinion that it was written for the Catholle 
Chapel of James II." 

About the same time, a new edition of The- 
saurus Musicus was isaued, with a second 
volume added. Were the heading is, “A 
Loyal Song, Sung at the Theatres Royal, for 
two Voices”; the melody appears in almost 
its present shape ; and the words are slightly 
changed as follows :— 

St. 1. 11, “God save great George our King,” 

as in the Gentleman's Magazine. 
St. th. L. 2, Scatter our enemies. 
St. ii, U. 6, 7, On thee our hopes we fz, 

God save os all. 

Then follows the additional stanza as in the 
mith Magazine, but with the 6th line 
thus :— 

“With Heart and Voice to sing.” 
This curious alteration is probably due to the 
engraver, but the examples given above show 
the manner in which the words were adapted 
to the circumstances of the time. It is also 
worthy of remark that while in the later edi- 
tion of Thesaurus Musicus the worls and 
melody were both revived, the index retains 
the first line as in Harmonia Anglicana, * God 
save our Lord the King.” | 

The air now rapidly increased in popularity, | 
and after a time took its present position as | 
the National Anthem of England. 

5. Tt was not until 1795 that the authorship 
was claimed for Corey by his youngest son, 
George Saville Carev, avowedly with the object 
of obtainiig a pension as n reward for the 
public service rendered by his father in writing 
the “Loyal Song.” George Carey, in his no- 
count of the matter in 1799, quotes “God 
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save the King,” in 4 stanzas, of which the 3rd 
ia that given in the Gentleman's Magazine, and 
the 4th is :— 

“ Long grant that Marshal Wade 
Bey by thy mighty aid, 

letery brbige ; 
May be sedition hush, 

It need hurdly be added that neither this 
stanza ner the 3rd could have been by Carey, 
who was dead when the Scottish rebellion 
broke out. George Corey, who was an infant 
at the time of his father's death, could have 
had nv personal knowledge of the mutter, but 
he states that he had often heard Mr. Pearce 
Galliard, « friend of his father, assert that the 
latter was the author of * God aave the King,” 
and, what is more important, he quotes a letter 
from Dr. Harington to himeclf stating that 
Mr. J.C. Smith (Handel's well-known oma- 
nuensis) :— 
bes oiten told me that your father came to him with 
the words and music, desiring him to correct the bas, 
which Mr. Smith told him was not proper, and at your 
father's request be wrote down another in correct har- 
mony. Mr. Smith, to whom I read your letter again, 
this day repeated the tame again.” 

The date of thia letter is June 13, 1795, not 
long after which Smith died, sged 83. Dr. 
Harington adds :— 
“My curiosity was often raised to enquire after the 

author before Mr. Smith related the above, and | was 
often misinformed, Mr, Smith says be understood yoot 
father intended this as part of a birthday Ode, or some- 
Using of twat kind.” 

Here Mr. Cummings’s discovery of the “ Latin 
Chorus " assumesa special importance, Kither 
the two English stunzas of 1743-4 are trens- 
lated from the Latin, or the Latin from them. 
The latter alternative is almost inconceivable. 
It is impossible to imagine that Latin version 
was made for Travers's concert, or if it had 
been made, why the English stanzas, if then 
already published, were not printed on the 
opposite page instead of o translation, 

ravers, as organist of the Chapel Royal, was 
exactly in the position to become possessed of 
a ms, fromthe Chapel of James IL He might, 
perhaps, not have known ita origin, but, if he 
had, he would assuredly have kept the know- 
ledge to himself, when employing the Jacobite 
hymna as the concluding piece of his concert, 
immediately following his new Ode for the 
birthday (Nov, 19, 1743) of the Prinoeas of 
Wales, If this be so, it is diftieult to doubt 
that the * Latin Chorus” represents the ooca- 
sional hymn of xs, end thus — the 
opinion expreased Dr. Arne, probably in 
accordance with a “tradition to that effect 
If some copies of the anthem were preserved, 
one waa not unlikely te have descended to 
Travers, und another to have been seen by 
Carey, who translated the Latin words into 
English. If then, along with the words Carey 
obtained the melody only, he would have to 
put a bass to it, which agrees with the account 
given by J.C. Smith. Mr. Cummings remarks 
that the bers of the song in Harmonia Angli- 
cane is not worthy of Smith, who was ab ex- 
cellent musicinn, but we have no means ¢ 
knowing whose the bass printed in 1743 
really is, It may indeed be that by Carey 
himeelf which he took to Smith for cnrres- 
tion. If, then, Carey's share in the N 
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—- iscontimed to the English translation 
o ieat Lattin, wad that, perhaps, only partially, 
. he SY @ See Why he never claimed the song 
i 1s OWL, and why his name was never pub- 
lily connected with it until many years after- winks. Aste the tivlody, Curey must in this as have obtaizaed jit with the Latin words, 
= * Sfme tormn, or in one similar to it, os 
“printed im 2 J-43,and its immediate author- 

ship Must oneres B01 be restored to the domain of speoulatings. 
& The likezmess of the Anthem to such 

Pees as “de maernober, 0 thou man,” is of no 
cial (portamee ‘In the compositions of 

the J0th arch erly of the 17th century, 
Wind the samme: or similar stock phrases con- 
towlly FeCUurrims, Ingenuity of harmony 

th’®t tinmme more thought of than origi 
or ba of Melody + but, as Mr. Cummings points 

Sinailarity between “God save the 
King”amed Bull’s ™ Ayre” (composed without 
atikareel eoetPecseet words) extenils nlso to its 
year Fh ythwm, and could herdly have been 
accidental. "I kae: “ Ayre,” no doubt, is in the 
wine mOde, Ioxat this is in no way inconsistent 
vihits beimge the basis on which “God save 
the Ring °" Waast constructed, 

7, An OFS amment adduced in support of the 
caim for the song to a Jacobite origin, is 
the formeF ©@Xisttence ut Fingnsk Castle of an 
old drinkitase cays on which was inscribed the 
following #teaxa zag :— 

“* <font we the King, 1 A 
a bens the King. yd 

Sema him victorout” 
Efappy and glorious, 
Seer to reign over us, 

“Zod sve the King. 
- Got w 

Tne trorborn, Prince of Wales 
Seer us by Thee. 

rant ns one favour more, 

As ayer ‘one befure, 
“Khe Familie. Amen." 

i Tex esmary to point out that an in- 
scription oF thiiss kind, coll. wre and unauthen- 
ticaied, is Uswad) ¥ worthless as evidence, but 
fe Presemt drastunce the references to the 

King’s restoration, and to the true-born Prince 
of Wales show tlaat it must have been written before the death, of James II. in 1701, after which there Wiese mo titular Prince of Wules vatil the birth of Charles Edward, in 1720, It has ulso beers Ferparked that the somewhat 
peculiar €XPreasigm «Send him victorious” is more applicables te the Stuart than to the amped rian family. These stanzas may then 
ee enticed 28 one of those adaptations of 

original to sy>erccial circumstances, of which 
per Aegan. nga =xist. It is to be observed 
err e Verses: ie Fdarmonia Anglicana which rele form closely to the “Latin 
Which there age 2 t#in the word “send,” for This ma "be 4s © correlative in the latter, 
ccmak oa _ taken to show that Carey waa 
ant borrowal 22. the old Jacobite paraphrase 
with the word seat of the Ist stanza, 

wi a ee ena ai 
in st. ii, 1. 6, w here ® le i weonlanee with #Bye. 1 While “In Te” is, in rendered by Quy py ! ®cumstances of the case, 

ina,” the thinl person, io 

ent, ne 

abkemigs | 

_— 
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which the verb “sita est” is written, 7 COpicd 
80 literally as to involve an imperfect rl ny rn, 
“are fix'd,” corrected in 1745 to“ we fix- 

Our want of knowledge of the exact leate of 
the publication of Harmonia Anglicance Lem ves 
it uncertain whether “God save the King 
appeared in it in Carey's lifetime or afterr his 
death, which occurred in Oct. 1748: Dbuzt the 
apparent ignorance of the English woreis on 
the part of Travers may incline us to bee= Lie>ve 
they had not been printed when his coxaeert 
was given. 

iii. Conclusion—The view of the cass<>. of 
which the above is a sketch, reconciles Zxaea Ky 
discrepancies, and on the whole it now ss<=<=xuK 
more than probable that the occasional Ea 372210 
or anthem, of which some tradition mesac Raed 
Are and others, was really produced im 3 G28; 
that the composer may have been acquis ad rated 
with Bull’s “ Ayre," and founded his meme lowly 
upon it; that some copies of the antheraa wee=1e 
current among the Jacobites, and that ome 
imitation of it, at least, was made by thacsrxa an 
English before the end of the [7th cent. = that 
the anthem became known to Carey sa boe> ait 
1740, when he translated it (making somac tase, 
however, of the old adaptation); that he: seea zy 
it in public, but never claimed it asan Orige i gan 
composition; that about the sume tizaae>  Byy 
showed it to J. C. Smith; that another CO py 
of the so-called anthem fell into the hame«dee of 
Travers; und that almost immediately sa f¢ a>r. 
wards, through its performance at the t LEA Crea, 
“God save the King” attained the popta lea yj ty 
ewhich it has maintuined to the present da . 

iv, Imitations of the Anthem.—About Tee 
the melody of “God save the King” becsy Trae 
known on the Continent. It was set im DI >e.y). 
murk a# a national air to the words“Heil «i; 

in 8 st., written fox thie dem liebenden,” a 80 ; 
birthday of Christian VIL. (a brother-in-La y,- of 

Harries, 
George IL. of England), by Heinrich 
editor of the Flenalurger Woehenblatt, whyves re it 
was pub, Jan. 27,1790. Passing into Berlin 
the words, recast by Balthasar Gerhard Se-h) y” 
macher, and beginning “ Heil Dir, im Bie. wer. 
krantz,” red in the Spenersche Zeitung 
Dec. 17, 1793, and, with the tune, were after. 
wards adopted as the national sir, first of 
Prussia, then of Saxony, and some other North 
German States. [For fuller detaila se, the 
papers by Mr, Cummings referred to abow, to 
which the present article is much indeby eh 
Grove's Dict. of Music; and to Chappell, 
Popular Music. — os 

A successfu popu imitati 
the National Anthem is :— ton of 

“ God bless our native land | 
Firm may she ever stand, 

storm and night ; ** 

which is in use in America, Full Gee: 
the composition of this hymn are sive wit 
Brooks, ©. T. (y.v.) Tr 

3. In 1828 an imitation appeared jy, w iw 
Hull's Coll. of Prayers for Howwhola Ur \¥ * Ww. 
a few Hys. and other Poems, p. 124 ;—_ > with 

“Ged save our King! O shea 
All blessings o'er bis bead ; 
Comfort bis heart!“ 

This was repeatel in Hull's Cozz 
and in 1863 it was given in Kennedy ae: 1833, 

“Lord God, to Thee we ay ; 3 3 
Save our Queen’ bless ber ae a> 

Over cur land.” 
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4. In the Havergal Life Echoes, 1883, there 
is a version of the Anthem adapted for the 
Marriage of the Prince of Wales, March 10, 
1868, the adaptation beginning with st. ii, 
“God save the Prince of Wales.” It is en- 
titled “A New National Bridal Hymn.” 
Another arrangement of the Anthem is in the 
same work, p. 140. 

5. Numerous imitations of the metre of this 
Anthem are found in the hymn-books both 
old and new, one of the oldest being :— 

“Come, Thou Almighty King, 
Help us Thy praise to ring, 

clp us to praise!" 

the somewhat complicated history of which 
will be found under its first line. J. Marriott's 
“Thon Whose Almighty word,” is another 
successful instance of the adaptation of the 
metre to sacred purposes. 

6. During the Jubilee year, 1887, numerous 
alterations of the Nationel Anthem, and 
additions thereto, were made 1o adapt it for 
the occusi-n. ‘These alterations and alditions 
from their special character cannot become 
nermanent parts of the Anthem. Several 
ymns in the same metre, and others in 

varying metres, were alao published ; but the 
Interest of these is mainly historical. (See 
Various.) (G. A. C.] 
God that [Who] madest earth and 

heaven. [Ferening.] This hymn is given in 
the collections in various forms as follows :— 

1. The original tn one stanta. This was Ist pub. to 
Bp. Heber’s posthumous Mymns, &e., 1427, p. 147. 

2. The same with the addition of the stanaa, * Guard 
us wal . Cuard as sleeping.” This stanza is by Arch- 
bishop Whately, and is a free rendering of the ancient 
Compline Antiphon, “Salva pos, Domine, vigilantes, 
custod: nes dormientes, ut vigilemas in Christo, et 
requiescamus in pace.” It tx found in T. Darling's 
Hymns, &e., 1855, No. #, as at. Ul. of the hymn, and 
was appended to the Archbishop's Lectures on Prayer, 
1s60. two stancas constitute the bymn in its 
most popular form, and are in use in all English speak~ 
ing countries, sometimes as, * God who madest,” ke., a8 
in HW, A. & M, 1861-15. A rendering of these stanzas 
into Latin, as ‘Deus, terras qui poloeque,” te given ta 
R. Bingham's Hymne, Christ, Latina, 1#71, p. 175. 

ie These two stanzas and a doxology by T. Dar 
in bis Hymns, &c., 1655, No, 4. This wae re 
with alterations in the dexology tn the Salisbury H. 
Bk., Ush7; In the Rev, F. Pott's Hymns, &c., 1°61, and 
other hymn-books. 

4, In the Oxford ed. of Mercer's CA. Pralter & H, RL., 
1864, No. 14, there is the following arrangement: |. 
God, that madest,” Xe, (Heber); ii. * And when morn 
again shall call as" (Mercer); iil. ““Gaard us waking,” 
&ec. (Whately); iv. * Holy Father, throned in heaven" 
4 This ts re tn Brown-Horthwick’s Aelect 

‘ymne for Ch, & Home, 1671046, with a transposition 
of at, Uo and (il, much to the advantage of the bymn. 

6. In Major's Book of Praise, 146, No. 2*1, is Mer- 
cer's arrangement without the dexology. 

All these centoa are in C. U. in G. Britain, 
America and the colonies. [J. J.J 

God the all-terrible! King, Who 
ordainest. H. F. Chorley. (In Time of War.) 
Written for a Russian air, and printed, in 4 st. 
of 4 L, in Hullab’s Part Music, 1842, It is 
given in several collections either in its ori- 
inal or in a slightly altered form, as in 
hring’s Coll, 1882, &e. In the Universal H. 

Bk., 1885, No, 392, st. i.-iii, of this text, some- 
what altered, are given as, “God, Lord of 
Sabaoth! King Who ordainest.” In Stryker’s 
Christian Chorals, New York, 1885, it begins, 
“O God, all terrible.” and in the American 
Hys. of the Spirit, Breton, 1864, No. 262, st. 
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ii,-iv. are given in an altered form as, “ God, 
the Omnipotent! Mighty Avenger.” 

During the Franco-German war, on the 28th 
Aug., 1870, the Rev. J. Ellerton wrote an uni- 

tation of this hymn, beginning, “God the 

Almighty One, wisely ordaining.” It was pub. 
in the Rev. R. 
Hymns for Ch. & Home, 1871, No. 84, in 4 #t. 
of 41. 
was given in the 8. P, C. K. Church Hys., No. 

262, of which st. i-iii. are from Chorley's 

hymn, and st. iv.-vi. are st. ii.-iv. from that 

by Mr. Ellerton. (J. J) 

rown-Borthwick’s Select 

In 1871 a cento from these two hymns 

God the Creator bless’d. J. Mont- 

gomery. Ceara Written in May, 1538, 

and pub, ina small pamphlet entitled, A Mes 

sage fram the Moon, and Uther Poems, (1833.] 
In 1839 it was also given in Votive Offerings; 
or a Help to Stannington Church, This was a 

small volume, and was sold for the benefit 

of the funds of Stannington Church, near 
Sheffield. In 1858 the hymn, somewhat al- 

tered (st. iii., 1. 2, “ Christian Day,” for * Cliris- 

tian's Day,” 1. 3, “ where (met . .)” for * when 

met...” at. iv. L 1, The Chareh below hath 

bleas'd,” for * The Church hath ever cya ") 
was given in Montgomery's Origina wena, 
No, fh, in 6 at of 6 eg entitled The 

Sabbath.” It ia in several modern American 

hymn-books, but is almost unknown to the 

collections in G, Britain. LJ. J.) 

God the Father, God the Son, Holy 

Spirit, Three in one. G. gt [Close 
uf Evening Service.) Written in 1871 and lst 
pub. m Preb, Hutton’s Supplement, Lincoln, 
1871, No, 273, in 4 st. of Bi In 1872 it was 

repeated in H. H. Pierson’s Hymn Tunes, No. 

28, with a special tune by Pierson, Subse- 

quently it was included in the author's Hys 
and Sacred Lyrics, 1874, p. 184; and in his 
Coll, 1882, No. 94. It is found in several 
other collections. (J. J.J 

God the Father, Whose creation. 
J. M. Neule. P ar herg Pub. in the Apper- 
diz to the H. Noted, 2nd ed., 1864; and 
again in the author's posthumous (r/ginal 

nences, Hymns, &c,, 1866, p, 69, in 6 st. of 
61, It has since ap in the A iz 
to H. A. & M., 1868; People's H., 1867; and 
several other collections. (J. J.) 

God the heavens aloud proclaim. J. 
Merrick. (Ps. xix.) lst pub. in his Pealme 
Tr. and Paraphrased in English Verse, 1769, 
and repeated in W. D. Tattersall’s rearranged 
ed. of the same, 1797. As a complete version 
of Ps. ix. it is notin C.U. A cento com 
of st. xV., XVi., xviii, xix. from Tattersall’s 
parm ag is in several American collections, 
including The So Coll., 1835; the 
Unitarian Hy. [& Tune] Bk., Boston, 1868, and 
several other hymn-books, It begins, “ Blest 
Instructor, from Thy ways.” This psalm wr 
sion by Merrick as rewritten by Mise Auber 
in her Spirit of the Psalms, 1829, is given 
Dale's ish H, Bk. 1874, as “ Heavenly 
Teacher, from Thy ways.” (J. J.J 

God the Lord a king remaineth. J. 
Keble, (Pe. xeiti.] 1st pub. in his Paalter: 
or, Psalms of David, 1839, p. 241, in 5 st. of 
61, It was given in the Sarum Hyl., 186% 
Kennedy, 1863, and in several Public School 
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lections, but ite tase is not equal to ite merits. 

o one of Keble’s finest renderings of the 

Pealms. [See Psaltesrs, English, § a“ J 

God the Lord, in mercy bending. 

Holy Communion. This hymn is a tr. b 

ue F. Littledale: of a cento from the Gree 
Li ies of SS. James and Mark, made for 
and Ist pub. in the eople's H., 1867, No, 170, 

in 5 st. of 6 1. It is an “Invocation of the 
Holy Glos, before the Consecration.” The 

Greek begins, "EA €77 cov iiyas, 6 Oxds. (J. J.) 

God, the ommipresent God. ©. Wee- 

ley. (Pa.aleé.] Ist pub. in Hymne occasioned 
by the Eurthqueatce, March 8 1750, London. 
Printed inthe year arpcrr, It is in 12st. of 8 1 
(P. Works, \868—72, vol. viii. p. 106). In_ its 
full form itis unknown to the collections, but 
st. iv-, ¥-, are given in the Bapt. Pe & Hye, 
1858, a8 No. GG2; the Irvingite Hys. Jor 
the Une of the Cheerches, 2nd ed. 1871, No, 229, t 
&c., as“ From the throne of God there oot i 

ow. 4 
God, Who Gidst so dearly buy. € | 
tesley. [Praise cesired of Believers.) There 

are two centos beginning with this first line as 
follow? :— 

1. Im the Ist ed. of the Wes, H. Bk, 1780, No. 406, 
and Later editions to 1475; and al in other Methodist 
collections, the cento ig compiled from (. Wesley's Short 
Hymns, ® 1762, me fillows: ot. b., No. 654; at. fl, 
No. #23; #- iil., tv., xe -—_ zine eee 

2. Tbe meen ©eNto is No. 411, in the revised ed,, 
wes. H. aes ge nc ts thus composed ; st. 1, the at, i. 
as above; mM. Irom C. Wesley's lye. for the Use of 
Familics, 1167, No. 28, st.) (7. Works, 186-19), 

God's holy law tran : 
dome- ope tin the Goapel.) Appeared in R. 
Hall . 4 Beddome's (posthumous) Hymna, 
&c., 1 4 ©. S62. in 4st, of 41, and entitled, 
+ a el aera from the Gospel.” Its use in G. 
peta deaypess beg ; ae but in America it is exten- 
56 =: Ost cases cither abbreviated or 
altered. ons: text in the Hymnal of the Meth. 
dt if pas wl B78, No. 314, with “ Con- 

cit. O° Be, Se ak Ce for “Burdened with 

B. Bed- 

[J. J.) 
Geoethe, Johann w. ; von, s. of 

Jobann Caspar Gorthe,a lawyer at Meank fart. ama-Meain; was b, 
and d. at Ww allen 

em test 

Frankfurt Aug. 28, 1749, 
elmar, March 22, 1632.” i 

King. . 
pub, in his Pralmse of David, &c, 27 2 =?- 'D 
ti st. of 4 1. and entitled,“ The Blessizaar= of 

The | Spring; or, God gives Rain.” It is fourza<id im 
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e in Heaven. Song of the three Archangels in the Proloey ; 

Tr. as“ The sun is still an rourdisg,” by Dr. F. i. 
Hedge, a4 above, 1663, No. 190, . 

iii, Verlassen hab ich Feld und Aven: Henig 
Paunt's ous y on enterin; ite Piao P abi No. 2) in 
as O'er silent feld and lonely la . Ey 

W. J. Fox's H. & Anthems, thd repeated in Engi 
aud American Unitarian collections. 

ii, Miscellaneous. he Free- 

iv. Des Maurers Wandeln, Writte rs for the her 
masons’ Lexige at Weimar, of which be becam “ip. él in 1788, and Included in his Werke, 2 2%~ Nor Ue Pe oe 
enitled *Symbolum.” Tr. as ‘The Mt ty Pax. nd 
A type of Existence,” by T. Carlyle. 2 ey: ause Prevent, 1843, p. 318. Included, beggira tt 8& 0° te Mint hides in it” (st, iL), as No, 854 in Dor- Helge’s roll, 
1853, ax above 

Two pieces are also found 1” collections 

under his name, viz, :— ‘ 
1, Without haste! without rest, im 2797 of (he Ages, Toston, U.S. Srd Ser, 1865, p. 76, anaed noe a 

“ Without baste and without rest,” in st<pfor! Broo Arh Christian Hys.. 181, ke. itis suggested by * Wie das 
Giestern, Ohne Hast, Aber (ine Rast, # mwreke nich jeder, 
Um die signe Last,” in Goethe's Zaderrac’ -Cenien, ons 
Ser., ls2a ( Werke, be2s, tif. pr. 24h). (Pet) 

2, Rest is not usy cmrecn (iri 
This is part of a Ahn Bo a a in the leasure 
Itself cannot spoil.” No, #83 in Dr. Hedgce’S Coll, 1*53, as above, marked as by “J. 8. Dwight."" “There do Not appear to be any equivalent poem im C2 Ot v3 Lg My 

Goffe, Eliza Fanny. (Morris, =F) 
Golden harps are soundimgs- = Praners 

R. Havergal. [Ascension] Writte™ at Perry 

Barr, Dee., 1871, under the follow a22e2 circum 
sances :— 
“When visiting at Perry Herr, F, . ET- walked to 

the boys’ whenioeaae. and ‘being vue tired’ she leaned 

against the play-ground wall, while Mr. Se2e eek? (editor of 

8. of Grace & Glory, 1872] went In. Retaarz2 ame in ten 
minutes be four! lier scribbling onan old ea Ve LOPS: a yi 
his request she gace him the hymn jest prenecilled, 
“Golden harps," ke. Her popular tune OF ae ee wee 

composed for this hymn, ermas was tle sane oe 

ra as a pearly gates opened ‘for her, J aeae <F+ 2°" 
HAV. Mae. ; 

The use of this “Ascension Hymn for Chil- 
dren,” in G, Britain is limited, bat ia “Benes 
it has attained to great popularity’ - mae ‘he 

b. in the Day Spring Magazine, *%2? as ed 

Jay of lays, May, 1872; in’ Under 777 SOUr~ 
Jace, 1874, and in Life Moeaie, 1879. [-F- J-J 
Good is the Lord [our] the hea w © ly 

I. Watts. [J's lav,—-Spring-J ist 

the most yf whee Poet of his day, and one of | several modern hymn-books, and somacrt i Fz acs 
any age, iis « 

stinctive ’ : 
eelf said ( can, *. Christivn; and as he him- 

nary 4, 1827), 5 e tions with Eckermann, Jan- 

use in public worship.” no poems suited for 
A few ‘ 

matic poem of pygee Pally from his well-known dea- 
id (Pt. i. thea ; pt. i, pul. post. 

Snder his name fa, one or 
» Good fre. parts 

Taylor, Sit Theedoren 32- by De. stor, Ba: 
large PUMber of other Martin, and peligen n'4 a _ 

No atten has have pub. tre. of the first 
cordingly teen made to notice any tra. except 1, 

i patti fhe bymn-books 

dis Grit eng 486 a 
~« Chrtge Das arisen i A dem _Stentaichen. in 
F. H- on OF & at FH Fleder. 1 be © on eae Heo,” by Dr. i 

N63, 7 4, ned under A. *NEr. he ve, the Ch. 

"i € Coxe, No. S ates ae also 

Weise. Praise. The | of 

literary men of his own or abbreviated as in the N - i : ce New Cong, YM pathies were Classical rather | Another hymn beginning, “ Good is the Beord, 
our heavenly King.” appeared in Bickers t-«> t Ba” es 
Christian Psalmody, 1833, No. 498, with thre sas — 
eription to“ Wotte” in the Index. The #2 2st 
stanza is st. i. of this version of Pa ixv., we a tia 
our for the; the remaining three, each be-¢=-2 2a — 
ning, “ Good is the Lord,” are by another Inza >< a _ 

he grulnated pa. in 1784, 

taking Holy Orders in 1786, he became Craps, ¢ J 

ee 

(J. Fy 
Goode, William, ».a.. b. in Buck i re =-— 

han, April 2, 1762, and received his e-re 2-32 4- 
education, first in that town, and then trae de oy 
the care of the Rey, T. Bull, # Ditsormata ee <— 
minister, at Newport ; 
inclination for Holy Orders, he left the Msi ay «225 

t el. Having ® &tren ~~ 

which he was engaged with his father, mea eg > 
1780, entered Magdalen Hall, Oxford. Ww la ego 

and M.A-s 1787, « 

Abbots Langley, Herta; then of St. A Taras 
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Blackfriars, and subseque -# ~:ector of the 
latter purish, adding thereto one or two leeture- 
ships. He d. April 15, 1816. Mr. Goode's 
interest in foreign mission work was very 
earnest, and took a practical turn in assisting 
to found the Church Missionary Society. His 
prose works include Sermons, 1812; Essays 
on all the Scriptural Names and Titles of Christ, 
&c., which were reprinted from the Christian 
Guardian, 1813-1816. His Works, together 
with a Memoir, were pub, in 1822 (6 vols.), 
atl edited by his son, His version of the 
Psalms was pub. as :— 

An Entire New Version of the Book of Pralms, in 
which an attempt i¢ made to accommodate them to the 
worthip af the Christian Church, in a variety of mea- 
sures wow in general uae, with original Preface and 
Notes, critical and explanatory, By the Rev. William 
Gowle, M.A., Rector of St. Andrew, Wardrobe, and St, 
Ann, Slackfriars; Lecturer of St. John of Wapping ; 
and Lady Camden's Tuesday Hvening Lecturer at the 
Church of St. Lawrance, Jewry. In two volumes. 
London; Printed for the Author by W. Wilson, , . and 
sold ty Rivingtoma, &e., ATL. Ind ed., 1414, 3rd ed, 
116, 

Pratt, in 1820; Bickersteth, in 1833; and 
Kemble in 1853, made extensive use of this 
version of the Psalms, the latter including 
nearly filty pieces in his Coll. Most of these 
have fallen out of use, one only being retained 
in Kemble’s New Church H. Bk., 873. In 
modern hymnals in (+. Britain and America — 
about twenty of Goode's versions are still in 
©. U. These include, * Jesus, with Thy salva- 
tion blest; “Lord, I delight to tind my 
place”; “Thou gracious God and kind”; 
“With songs of grateful ag &e. [See 
Psalters, English, § xvi.) The following are 
atill in C. U.:— 

1, Crown His head with endless blessing, 2's. cxvidi. 
2. Par aa the isles extend. 2's. laxii. 
3, How blest are they whose hearts sincere. Ps. 

cxiz. 
4. How blest the man with merey crowned, #4. 

aD. If the Lord hed not beard, may Israel now say. 
Ps. caziv. 

6. Jesus, with Thy salvation blest. P#. ex, 
7. Let Thy grace, Lord, make me (us) lowly. Ps, 

a ta in Gethsemane'’s dark shade, #s, lazzviii. 
9. Lo, the mighty God appearing, Pat 

. Lord, I delight to nnd my place. Pr, zavi, 
Lond of mercy, Just and Ps, xivi. 
Lord, Thy Chureh hath seen Thee rise #5, Lewiii. 
Now let our arise. /*8. zcvi. 

. Omy God, by Thee forsaken. #s, alii. 
. Prepare a new song Jehovah to praise. Ps, crliz. 
. Songs anew of honour framing, fs. xeviid, 
. Thou us God and kind. 4s. beeiz, 
. Ph sinners boldly Join, 2s, ii, 
. With songs of grateful praise, 2s. cvii. {J. J.) 

Goostly Psalmes and Spiritualle 
Bonges, by Miles Coverdale. Written by 
Bishop Coverdale, the great translator of the 
Bible. Of this work an unique copy is at 
Queen's Coll., Oxford, In the 2ud edition of 
Foxe’s Acts and Monuments it is quoted 
among a list of books prohibited in 1538. In 
gubsequent editions this list is withdrawn. 
Townsend's edition of Foxe restores it under 
the date of 1546, on the authority of Bonner’s 
Register (Academy, June 28, 1884, Letter of 
Dr. A. F, Mitchell). A reprint of the book, 
without the tunes, has been published in 
Coverdale’s Remains, 1846 (Parker Soc.)., The 
Preface, in describing the motives that pro- 
duced it, echoes the commonplace so frequent 
among translators of the Psalms. “ Would 
God... ourcarters and ploughmen (had none) | 

GOOSTLY PSALMES AND 

other thing to whistle upon save paalms. .. 
and if women... spinning at the wheels had 
none other songs,..they should be better 
occupied than with hey nony nony, hey troly 
loly.” Ube Spiritual Songs are paraphrases of 
the * Ten Commandments,” “ Creed,” * Pater 
Noster,” “Media Vita." “Gloria in Ex- 
celsis,” “Maguificat,” “Nune Dimittis,” 
* Christe Qui Lux,” * Veni Creator ” (3), and 
twelve hymns. There are also fifteen render- 
ings of psalms, two of them being duplicates. 
It is extremely probable that the whole book 
is translated from German originals. All the 
hymns and pealm-renderings save five have 
been identitied by Mr, Mearns as German. It 
is thus a witness to the impression which the 
hymns and psalms of Germany made on the 
early Gospellers. English, § V.; 
English Hymnody, Early, 1v.] (H. L. B.) 

‘The following is a list of contents, the first 
lines of the German being given where the 
hymu is 4 translation -— 

1, “ O Holy Spirite our comfortoure,” 
2. * Come, 4 A a - mest blessed Lorde.” 

Kotnmn heiliger Geist, Herre Gott | 
3. “ Thou holy Spirtte, we to the.” 

Nun bitten wir den fees tiebst. 
4, “ God the Father, dwell as by.” 

Gott der Vater wotn une bel. 
5. ** These are the boly commaundements ten.” 

Dies sind die beligen setin Gebot. 
6. “ Man, wylt thou lyve vertuously,”* 

Menech willt du leben seligticta. 
7. * We beleve all upon ome God. 

Wir glauben all an einen Gott, Schopfer 
8. * In Get 

In Gott geladb ich das er bat, 
9 “ O Father ours celestiall,~ 

Ach Vater unser, der du bist, 
. “ O oure Father celestiall,” 

Vater unser, der du bist. 
.« = now, all ye christen men.” 

an freat euch lieben Christengemein. 
. “* Now ts oure bealth come trom above.” 

Ex int das Hell uns kotnmen her, 
. “ Christ is the only Sonne of Chod.” 

Here Christ det cinig Gottes Sohn. 
. “In the myddest of our lyvyuge.” 

Mitten wir im Leben sind. 
. “ By Adam's fall was so forlorne.”” 

Durch Adam's Fall ist verderbt. 
. “ Wake op, wake up, in (hod’s name." 

Wach auf in Guttes Name. 
. “ Leallon the, Lorde, Jesu Christ.” 

Ich raf 2u dir Herr Jesu Christ, 
. “ Now blessed be thou, Christ Jesu.” 

Gelobet seist du Jesu Christ, 
. “ Christe is now rysen agayne.” 

Christ ist erstanden von der Marter alle. 
. “* Christ dyed and suffred great payne.” 

t _ ns in Kay aye eg 
“To the hyghest alwaye,” 

Allein Gott tn der PA pt Ear 
“ My soul doth maguyfie the Lorde,” 

Mein Seel erhett den Herren mein. 
. “* With peace and with joyfull gladnesse.’ 

Mit Fried and Freud teh dabin. 
“ Helpe now, O Lorde, and loke om ua," 

Ach Gott vou Himmel sieh darein. 
“ Werfore do the heithen now rage thus.” 
* Oure God is a defence aad towre.” 

Kin’ feste Burg tet unser Gott (partly) 
“ Except the Lone had bene with us.” 

Wo der Herre nicht bei uns war’, 
“ At the ryvers of Babthon.” 

An Waaserfidssen Babylon. 
* Blessed are all that feare the Lorde.” 

Wohl dem, der in Gottes Furent atelit 
“* Blessed are all that feare the Lorde.” 

Woh! dem, der in Gottes Furcht stedt. 
. “0 Lorde God, have mercy on me.” 

© Herre Gott begnade mich. 
. * O God, be mercyfull to me.” 

Erbarm dich mein, O Herre Gott. 
33. * Out of the erye | to the.” 

Aus tlefer Noth schrei ich 2u dir. 

trust, for se | must," 

SS Pes PEER RES 
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Und’ aut ‘ch las uns bawe?« 
Aus bertzem grund vertraw ©F* 

uns lassen gantz und @&F+ 
it allen rechten Christen 

Entfliehen teuffels listen, 
Mit waffen Gotts uns friste™ - 
Amen, Amen, das sey Wate 
So singen «yr Allel 

2. 
** Tbesus Christus won uns De Y+ &e. 

3 

+: | lyftmy soule, I<crde, up to the.” 

ene ee Fos tileo Mozame-bes algewandt. 
| 

_ «* Grad temercyfull ti nte us. 

ai Es wollt uns Geert genadig oein. 

36. ** The folish wicked men can saye.” 

Es spricht der_ O7 nweisen Mund wohl. 

gt. ** Prays thou the Torrie, Hierusalé.” 

3x. ** Beboliand se, forgpect mot this.” 

39. ‘+ O Chrit, that art the lyght and daye.” 

Chis, da Bist Licht und der Tag. | 

' 
40. * O hevenly Lorde, thy ey wees. 

© Herre Gott, clegin guttiich Wort. ++ Heylig geyst won uns bey."" 4=¢- 
41. ** Let gothe whore <f Rabilon.” In the Erfurt Enchirid 1526. it bears the 

Notes on the whole of tlsese fierman hymns will be | title, “ MENETTC IOS, ter won uns 

found vhroughat this  E>ictionary either under their | ey The hymn ‘Godt der vat ” 

first lines or by references from vbeee, eave, in the | aa) ait and pate, aged — popular 
t cass, where rwotes Ww found under er i i yoctae rE , 

Suthore names vit. :— No, 9, ander Moshanar; Boe. 2 and Lauxinanty in Keph, vig. 102 — 10%, Plates 
12 ee Spengler; Nom. 16, 27, under Sachs; No. 17,under | Many instances of its use—at weddings, by the 

Moricola: No.7, under #%alio; No, 2, under Dach- | dying, in times of trouble, &c. It 38 given in 
yteim ; No. B1,wder Gredtter; No. 32, under Hegenwalt ; > am ola el, tii 16 ted above; in 

No. 34, under Anépken. — No. 39 ts from “Christe qui | gayi tages, Il. p. 1G, as quo ster, Wat 

fox es et dies,"an tr. im the Kiga . B., 1530. hircks's ed. of Luther's Geist. Z-fe4S" © 20" 
In an interesting letter to the Academy of June 26, 40, and inthe Une. LS, 1851, No, 187. 

1ss4, OF + Coverdale” « Npiritaal Songs,” Professor trs. in C. U. are :-— 

Mitchell, of &, Andrew's, ives a list of first lines of a . ke 

ener German iginalm, agreeing ior the most part with | | 1+ God the Father! with us be. Shield ws, be 
the identifications waade by myself, many months | A free tr. in 5 st, of 4 Lin J, Amcdersons H. 
before. ‘The blanks he would thus fill up>—For No.1 | from the German of Dr. M_L..1846 24 (1847, 
Le suggests “Herr Gott, din triiw mit gnaden leist ” of Dr. M. 1, 1846, P- d st 

o SUSE Nagel. ll. B. GOL, oo by Johannes Zwick); for | P46). From this, st. i.-iii, unaleered. aoe # 

SR a ne Rg Ta ag pe pee go TO 
37. <! Plierusalem, des _— a twa nm); A “4 er 1853, and repeated in Kenrac®t/> rig - . 

70, fom 4 Low German G. B. 1526); for No. as, » God the Father, with us be, And, S&O- 10 '' 
% Num sieh, whe ett wad lieblich ist” (W "| by A. T. Russell, as No. 1 in the Agoga- t@ his J's. 
i. P. Oe tice ye Gahan rat Hooter); and for No. 41, | & Ays., 1851. : 

-P- See, from « NOrnberg collecti-ay 1540). din all ©, © Gel, the Wether | tnw Thou nig - abate 
thes-= case - resetm blances are very slight indeed, and by Dr. M. Loy, in the Ohio Luth Hyé., 2 880. 
the ear iee spertivnt ee a Nos. 35 and 41 have been Translations not in C. U, :— 
traced, i ely, 1545 and 1544. (J. M.) i on Father, dwell us by,” by BR. CO Sather, - ' 

amine, 2a: a % Py . 
Gospels, Hymuns on the. [Prayer, Book | our Defence,” by ct Suomi, View, cs. em 3) God 

ef Comm. our F ” - 4. of the 

Got ig Moravian if. B. 1768. “a on Ne. ie 30 Fat to The thir eigenhaf ist. —— vian H.R. 1Tb4. (4) “Our Father G- ° im 

Quoted by Wackernagel, ii, Mag ‘ia pny Thy dwelling ae be Bes P pe - BS. ) 
Munich of the sth or 9th cent, in 2 at, of | "Pod the Father, be our stay,” by R. Massie, Tass. Bar: 

1. [tis ® rhymed version of one of the | (2D, lst Ged, aur Father, with us stay,” by ACESS it, 
fo siecte in the Fue! fettion of ‘one of the | fer, int, ieig 62.0) “0 Gnd ibe, Fat tess” Cs) 

4 . A 8 Hys, is . Pp. “ . 

Gregory the Great C Opera, vol. ii., Paris, 1675, | “God the Father, with us be, Let,” by Dr. mald 
eol. 150%), Which begins “ Deus, cui rium | 1 the Sunday Mag., 1867, p. 344; altered in Baise sewates. 

est miserr semper et parcere,” and of which riaMVs a ar J : 
a prose (ris given (beginning “0 God, w Dr. Bacon, (#4, p. 44. (J- . 

mature sn’ property is ever to have mercy and Gott ist mwitle G. Terateege 
to forgive”) among the “Prayers and Thanke- | (Public Worship) Appeared in his Getatd 77408 
givinss, "he several occasions,” in the Bk, | /!mengértlein, 1729, as No. 11, in Bkc- jiz-- 2m 
of Com, ‘rayer. The only fr. from the | ®,*- of 10 L, entitled, “Remembrance Of thie 
Gera is“ God, it is Thy property,” by Miss glorious und delightful presence of God.”" | It. 
WW énFeworth, 1869, p. 29, (0. ML] eved — manor 5s Geist- und iebdeche 

Gott der v vieder, 1731, No, 1139, has attained a wroa«derr 
Trinity) Old ore Wohn uns bei. [Holy | use than any other of Tersteegen’s hymns, =* ad 
The original of thi rs revised by M. Luther. | is found in most recent collections, as im t Fae 

15th cent. Orearlier. Wan = probably of the | Une, L. S, 1851, No. 550. It ia a poe ti«zal 

quotes a form datin a rnagel, ii., No. 684, retlex of his inner nature, a beautiful ex po2« ~~ 

- Sanvctus Petrus we, #22, in 15 1, inning | sion of the characteristics of his peculiar ~~ <« - aa 

Vehe's Gesonghiichiog, uns bey." In Michael | of mystical piety, Lauzmann in Koch, wi it~ 
it is entitle, «4 Lite 1537 (ed. 1853, p. 57), | 399, calls it “A hymn of decpest adoratioza «< ot 
ecessions upon St. Mark. in the time o Pro- the All Holy God, and a profound introducti« >= 

Week "; and consists of say ana i —s to blessed fellowship with Him.”  7'r- as : 

by @ series of Invoca st. of 12 L, followee 1. Lo, God is here! Let us adore, by J. Wess Te> \ 
phets, &c. Luther ag tions of Patriarchs, Pro- | in H. § Sacred Poems, 1799 (P. Works, 1865 > L> 

vol. i, Pp 167), a tr, catching the spirit of ft 
original, but rather free, in 6 4t- of 8 1, suman’ 

= 1. “aaae and cnt od at. il 1-6, rewrote 
ary. e > vocations t 

apposred in the. ‘Oend the Bente His veeaion 
ittenberg, | ©Ustliche pa tepriig thug - gesangk Buchleyn, 

— 

omitting st, vii, viii, Included in the Wes, ry_ 
Bk, 1780, No, 481 (1875, No. 494). The #uady 
text is in Mercer's C. PB, §& H. Bh» 1897 awaca 
1364; but it is generally found in cemtos. "E> py o 
most important are ;— 

1. Jn the original metre. 
(1) St. 1, tH, Iv. as in the Mitre H. BR. 1938 > ERac ge : WX. 

ersteth’s Christ. J sal,, 1411; Amer. Meth. pte., & sz'S2 

Und Yatter y. 
Mech at 228 mtehet Uns bey 
Kod beter aller au aeneeen 

n 

Hal em 0 fFe} lige Gterhee. 

ee 
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ke. In the Swedenborgian Coll. 1#24 and 1580, and 
others, this cento begins, “ The Lard is bere! Let us 

lore." 

(2) St i.-fv.as in the Leeds A. Hk., 1853; Bapt, Ps. 
Hys., 158; Hyl, Camp., 1870; H. & Songs Praise, 
N. Y¥,, 18745 order's ot Hyl,, Wen, &e. 

(3) “Lo! God is bere! Him day amd night,” begin- 
ning with st. ii. in Elliott's Ps. & 

ii. In Long Metre. 

(1) The most im form ts of st. i, tL, tv, 
with I. 5-6 omitted. ‘This ts found tn the Salisbury 
coll. 1778; Wilberforce, 1832; Martineau, 1540; Cooke- 
Denton, 1863; the 5. PLC. K. Ch, Mya, 1871, It is also 
extensively used in America, as in the Ak. of Hya., 
1846-8; Presb. Hyl., 1814, Datch Ref, 1869; Bapt, 
Praise BL, 1871; H. & Songs of Praire, 1874, &e. 

(2) In Kennedy, 1663, No. 1252, 1). 1-12, are the above ; 
while IL. 13-24 seem to be added by Dr. Kennedy to adapt 
it for the Reopening of a Church or similar festivals, 

2. The Lamb is slain, let us adore, by W. Dela- 
motte, as No. 134 in the Moravian H, Bk, 1742, 
and repeated in later eds. (1886, No. 656, read- 
ing “The Lamb wes slain") Mainly taken 
from Wesley's tr. Included in varying forms in 
J, A, Latrobe's Coll, 1841; in Walker's Cuel- 
tenham Coll., 1855; and Reid's Praise Bh., 1872. 

3. God reveala His presence, by F. W. Foster 
and J. Miller,as No. 813 inthe Moravian H. &k., 
TAD (1886, No. 649), being a good tr. of st. i, 

ii, iv., vii, viti., The form in C, U, is that given 
to it by W. Mercer, in his C. P, & H. B&., 1855, 
No. 297 (Ox. ed., No, 426), He retained 15 lines 
asin the original ¢r., slightly altered 5, and re- 
wrote the rest (with little regard to the German), 
omitting st. iv. altogether, This text is in J. L. 
Porter's Gull, U876; Ch. Praise, 1883; Free CA, 
H. Bk., 1882; lrish CA, Hyl., 18735 New Zealand 
Hyl., W870; Laudes Domini, N. Y., 1884; Cana- 
dian Press, H. Bk, 1880, &e. 

Translation not in ©, U. :—~ 
“The Lord is here, then let us bow before Him,” 

by Miss Dunn, US57, p. 76, {J. Mj 

Gott ist und bleiht getreu. [Trust in 
God.) Founded on 1 Cor. x. 13. Included 
as No. 302 in J. H. Hitvecker’s Kirchen-Eeho, 
Helmstidt and Magdeburg, 1695, in 6 st. of 
8 L, without name of author; repeated as 
No. 25 in the Berlin G. L, S., ed, 1863, It 
bes boen aseribed to Dr. Johann Christian 
Wilhelmi (sometime advocate under the Hes- 
sian administration and syndic at Giessen), 
but is not included among the hymns in the 
Kisenach G. B., 1721, given as by him in 
Wetzel, iii, 428; and no trustworthy evidence 
of his authorship has been adduced. 7'r. 
as i— 
God is for ever true! His loving. A fr. of 

st. i-iv., by M. W. Stryker. in his Hys. § Verses, 
188i, p. 34, repeated as No. 167 in his Christian 
Chorals, L885. (J. M.] 

Gott rufet noch, sollt ich nicht 
endlich horen. G. Tersteegen. [Advrent.] 
A beautiful hymn on God's gracious call to 
turn to Him; and what our answer should be. 
Founded on Ps, xev. 7. Ist pub. in the 2nd 
od. 1735, of his Geistliches Blumengédrtlein, 

- Bk, iii, No. 52, in 8 st. of 41, entitled, * To- 
day if ye will hear His voice.” Included as 
No. 629 in the Berlin G. ZL. S. ed. 1863. 
Tr. a8 i— 

God calling yet!—and shall I never hoarken? 
A good tr, by Mrs, Findlater, omitting st. vii., 
vili,, in the 2nd Ser., 1855, of the H. L, L. p. 58 
(1884, p. 116); and repeated as No. 553 
in Holy Song, 1869. In America it has been 
somewhat wilely used in the form given to it in 

ys, 1835. 

————————___ _-_____ I eee 

GOTTER, LUDWIG A. 

the Andover Sabbath H. Bh, 1858, No. 556. 
Here the tr. of st. v. was omitted and the rest 
reduced to L.M., beginning, “God calling yet!— 
shall I not hear.” The text of 1858 has been 
adopted in full in the Dutch Ref. Afys. of tie 
Church, 1869; Bapt. 1. Bk, 1871; Prest. Hu, 
1874; H. § Sonys of Praise, N. Y,, 1874; Meth. 
Epis, Coll, 1878; and others, Omitting st. iv. it 
appears in Hatfield's Ch. H. Bk, 1872; Oberlin 
Manual, 1880; Ch. Pruise Bk, 1882, &c. In the 
Pennsylvania Luth. Ch. BA, 1868, the full text 
of 1858 is included, with the addition of a recast 
of st. ¥, CJ. M] 

Gott sei gelobet und gebenedeiet. 
M. Luther. as Communion.] St. i. dates 
from pre-Reformation times, was used at pro- 
ceasions, during Mase a# a post communion, 
and according to Bunsen ( Verench, i833, p. $53) 
was sung by the people after the E{pistle on 
Corpus Christi Day. This form is given by 
Wack 1, ii, p. 748, from Ludewig Trute- 
bul’s Enchiridion, 1524; and by Beiimker, i 
p. 719, from the Orailsheiin Schelordnung, 
1480, - Luther adopted this st, added two 
others, and pub. the hymn in Kya Enchiridion, 
Erfurt, 1524 (thence in ee ige ates, iti. p. 10), 
in 3 st. of & 1, with two Kyrieleysons. In- 
eluded in Sechireks’s ed. of Luther's (eistl. 
Lieder, 1854, p. 74, and as No. 271 in the Uae. 
L. 8.1851. The tra. in C. U. are :— 

1, God be bleased, and God be praised. A para- 
phrase in 54 1, in Miss Fry's ys. of the Befor- 
matwn, 1845, p. 95. Included, rewritten to 6 st. 
of 6 |, beginning, “ Thou, who didst Thine Lerael 
lead,” in J. Whittemore’s S ppl. to all HT. Bis. 
1860), and in Maurice's Choral #7. Bt, 1861, 

2, May God be henceforth, and blest for 
ever! In full in R. Massie’s Af, Lather’s Spir. 
Songs, 1854, p. 78, repeated in the Ohio Luth. 
Hyt., 158), No, 275, and in Dr, Bacon, 1884, p. 33. 

Translations not in 0. U. :— 
(1) * May God be praised and ador’d,” as No. 2H in 

™. i. of the Moracian H. Rk. 1754. (2) ** For that 
amaciug love and grace,” based on the 1754, as No. 564 
in the Moravian H. Rk, 1789 (1849, No. 1005, begin- 
ning, “ Lord, what amazing), (3) * Now Christ be 
praised and glorified,” by J. Anderson, 1846, p. Th (L847, 
Pp. #7), (4) “Glory andl praise to God we give,” by Dr. 
4. Hant, 1863, polos. (5) ** Let God be praised, blessed 
and uplifted,” by Dr. G. Macdonald in the Sunday Mag, 
Isé7, p. 847. In his Axotics, l*76, p. 105, tt begins, 
* Lat God be bbest, eunarbialenne: ! M) 

Gott verliisst die Seinen nicht! 
[Crose and Consolation. Included as No, 
1244 in the Breslau @, B., 1745, in 3 at. of 6 1; 
repeated in the ed, 1746, No. 128; in both 
cases without name of author, 7'r, as :— 
God doth not leave His own. A full and good 

tr, by Miss Warner in her J/. of the Ch, Militant, 
1858 (1861, p. 480). Included in the Christian 
H. Bk., Cincinnati, 1865, No. 802; in Prust’s 
Suppl. H. Bk. Lond., 1869, No. 11; and io 

Dale's Enylisi H. Bk, 1875, No. 597. (J. M.) 

Gotter, Ludwig Andreas, «. of Johann 
Christian Gotter, Court er and Super- 
intendent at Gotha, was b. at Gotha, May 24, 
1661. He was at first privy secretary and 
then Hofrath at Gotha, where he d. Sept. 1y, 
1735. He was a pious, spiritually-minded 
man, with tendencies towards Pietism; and 
- of pr! Les i gregh of the period. Of 
his prin tytins the earliest appeared in the 
Geistreiches G. LL, Halle, 1607. Of the 23 
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in Frey lisge besausen’s Geistreiches G.B., | shed abroad, Lord Jesus,” a tr. of st. vi-, 28 No. 1086, in tnotaded i phen getatreiches G. B., 1714, seven | ‘* Suppl. of [+08 to the Moravian 1. or ge = 

“been fr.into Eimgzlish, besides his version yO eat meine Zuversicht. (17 Es iiokam bave been I above, No. 172, in 14st. Tr. by NV. 2. #*rothingham, of J. W. Petersen’s ** Ive, crux beata, salve” | i970, pp. 213, beginning with st of 
(q. ¥-). J.C. Wetzel, who had become wo- | vi, Sei hochgelobt, barmhers'ger Gott. [Praise quainted with him during a visit Gotter made | for Redemption.) On Eph. £. 3. Ist in the, ep a Hitgh 
te Rémbild in 1733, rrentions a complete ver~ | G- #-, Darmstadt, 169s, p. ass, in 16 wt 7" We oO sion of the Psalter Cmeow in ms. in the Ducal ry ht a Oey ee vv. fe p. 339). 
Library at Wernigerode) by him, and quotes | vii’ Wachet auf ihr faulon Christeom- _ (Spiritual from his msthe first lines of 42 hymns still | watchfutness) On'St. Matt envi 41, 1697, a# above, unprinted (Wetzel’s 4 H., ii. 22-30; Koch, iv. | p. 425, in 7 st., each beginning and ending with the 
400-402; Ally. DeutscFee Biog., ix. 456). Of hia | Ott, Wachet” rr, as, + Arise! ye lirageering 

wy 

hymns those fr. into English are :— arise!” by Mrs. Pisdlater, iu H. b. ane. XK) 
i. In English C. 07, 2— Gough, Benja was Is. st  South- 
i. Erquicke mich, dw Heil der Sunder. [ The eacaale Kent, in —_ d. Nov. 28, 1877. 

Great Paysvion.) Om the Gospel for the Srd S. | He was engaged in mercantile > UrTsuits in 

in Advent (St Matt. xi.), turning it intoa prayer | London for some years. After retiring from 
for cures of our moral nature similar to the | business he resided at Mountfield, Ja versham. 
miracles of physicar healing there recorded. In | He was a member and lay preacher of the 
Freylinghawe, 1714, No. 771, in 10 st. of 6 | Wesleyan denomination, His I tical works 
L, and in Knapp’s He. 1.8, 1837, No. 196, The | include :— on 
only ?@7- in. c. U. ia s— we? — = ln. 1865 ; (2) Kentin 

Saviour of tinners. now revive us, of st. iy ti, | i675 gid seem of Prayer and £7 raise, Lan 
_, x.» by Miss Borthwick, as No. 236, in Dr, Shee eral tmtnor publications, t Rae ge eo 

Pagenstecher’s Coll. 1864. Milian, ‘Loe, iain anne vans de Sores ade Million, Lon,, 18T8; (5) Smgs from the ¥ 
ii. Trever Vater, deine Liebe. [True and False = poet Sere Lon., 18723 (6) Ch v-éetrreas Carols 

Christianity.) 1697, as above, p. 608, in 23 st. or Mr aon ee ‘ 
of 6 1., repeated im Freylinghausen, 1704; and | ¢ yy; r. Gough's hymns, about <2O are 
yn Porst’s G. B., 1713 (1855, No. 324). The | O° U- in G. Britain and America, aracd Of these 
ony CU a cake, Lint a fincas poo - » Thine omitting st. x. yw 41D, GV. 2 
im J. C. Jacobi’s Pal, Ger, 1720, p. Cone | BABY features of popularity, his hy xa zs do not 
siderably altered in his ed., 1722, p. 50, and | ™2& high as literary productions,” Eis hasta 
1732, p- 78; and from this 8 st. were included | ™™ also marred by numerous and foots he ™ ‘ as No. 54210 pt. i, of the Moravian H. Bk, 1754, | HDs of the great lyrics of the Chure2a- — 
The trs- of st. xii., xiii, altered from the 1752, | 0f bis earlier hymns were rewrittex? sig een 
and begining, “ Has temptation well nigh won tive. of Prayer & Praise, very much: to their 
me,” were included in the Scottish Hoang. Union | Uitdvantage. In addition to those watch are 
HH. #4%., 1858, and in Dr. J. Paterson's Coli,, | Hotwted under their first lines the fol Lowing 
Glasgow, 1867. are in C. U,:— 

1. Be thou " re Zz ness. Sik et wt Sak att tes [Pron | yt ey Sle, tah gases Mee Laryiving. A beautiful hymn of Thanks- | 3. of #1, and ent led ** Christian Fideliey.. °° Pon test 

giving (founded on Py, xci.) for the wonderful | {| 8 tansferred to the People’s H., and mes@i=, 

ways by which God in His love and goodpess has 1875, to the New Mitre-Hymnal, No. 161. 

led us, au of frust in the continuance of His | peared tent fits eyiead whe es serine OP 

hove a end. 1697, as above, p. 577, in 14 o 19% Tet's ne Of 6 haat the Seer ath PT. 14 | Fa eh Gia Fee burg”= “Jesus, meines Lebens Lebeo.”) 5. Christ is risen from the dead. waster. Xn 
Groner ic: a ented ae {gre Saboatica, 1868, p. 96, in 6 ot. of #1, mss 

: Carol; bat in his Hys. of Prayer & ot ees 
Repeated in Freylingha 1704, and as No. 1475, p. 49, this ls changed to “An Easter Hymr. n 

1083, inthe Berlin Gg. L. 8 ed. 1883. he Vew Mitre-iymnal, 1475, st. iv., v. are omiteccll ~ 
4. Come, children, with ardour vine. Lge Py Koch, vill. 344-9, relates that st. iv. ‘aebborie im was @ the German Mission- : Fie naar te et tio oe: 

Soares Ay syne cher del ce by the capture of | and the flys. af Prayer 4 Praise, tate Nese 2 se. 
narrow escape on one t: X!-. by C,H. ¥, afters | of 61. Inthe lateer work it is rewritten, very mucha <> 
adie that as the hyme 4, 21 Journeys in 3 and / ls disadvantage. The 1865 text is followed in Bae 
great favourite of the poet Un Swabian melody, wasa | Meth. SS. H. Mk., 1879, No, 562, 
wort by ie {MUMpeteEs from an. it was accordingly 5, Come to Bethlehem and see, (Christmar, A ge— ‘burch, on July 14, 1873, at the tower of St. George's | peared in his (Aristmas furols, kc. NX. Pp. 2t, in & see _ veiling of the statue erected to hit cere t Fhrnd an-/of ai. In the New Mitre-Hymnal, 1875, No. 26, 2 & = 

The only t.in OY Watas - : @ Ber atl the [% saints in heaven and east Be H . — . y - 

iter. in Dr. 4 *hall I render. A good and | 4! Saints, rom ol a Sabpatioa, 1885, P2119. gee 
ead: aan from Guthrie’s guved Lyris, 1869, | tt %8 | into Snepp's 8 of @.d G., 1872, No. Toes _ 
Wwere included as Nc ne ee ie, il; mire Pestana te Fetes b Call of gence Bel eee 
Another fr. is, “With — the /brox Hyl., L871. ip. Appea ~ e Pp. 97, in 4st. of 6 1; and rewritten in a far len" acces gy @ > 

by J. © J » 1732, PP. Isr bat fervour of devotion,” | able form, in his Hye. of Prayer & Praise 1%, D. Mee 
ii. ATymnea not fy En, Zz in4 —7 6L Nev. Bin the seth, SS, H. Be, Tew, og 

Herr Jem, 7 from the 1467 text. : 
‘bape bs fives Onadena” © 0. :— 8. Ho, every one that thirsteth. Jnvifation. Fwy, p, 

ae The £rs. ate. bymey. 16 Ane, (Sanctification) | in his Lyra Sabbatioa, 1485, Pp. a3, in 5 st. a ak mre 

in the Suppl. & Get? O7. as above, p. $25, in altered to ite disadvantage, in bis HMys 27 9) alae << 
* Passe, Venus! Sun of graces,” | Praise, 1875, p. 33, in Sst. of 4 1. ~~ the 

1765, p. 43. (2) “O | Meth. 8.8. HH, be, 1979 is from the 1865 te 
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9, How beauteous on the mountains, Missions. iv. Doddridge, et. iil., with, in 11, “Jered” for 

In Lyra Sabbatica, 1468, p. 23, in Sst. of #1; and hia | “ . 
Hys. of Prayer & Prats, 1875, p. 20. In Hatfield's Ve 
chu H. Bk, N. ¥,, 1873, No. 1246, ts composed of 
st, bili. 

10. In Thy temple we adore Thee, gentle, pure, 
and holy Child. Christmas. In bis Christmas Carols, 
ke, ¥.D,, p. 39% in 3 st. of 4 double lines, In 
the New eh op 1875, No. 30, it is dated 1873, 
and begins, “1n Thy cradle we adore Thee,” 

11, Jesus, full of lowe divine. Lowe of Jesus. 
Written fo 1874, and pub. in the Vew Mitre- Hymnal, 
taT5, No. 84. 

12. Lift the gospel banner. Missions. This is 
attributed to B. Gough, on the authority of Mra, Gough, 

It is not im bis published works, and its first appearance 
is unknown. In the Meth, S. 8. MH. Bk,, 1479, No. 394, 
it is in 4 st. of # 1. 
13. O Jesus, behold the lambs of Thy fold. 

Sunday. From his Lyra Sabbatica, 1865, p. 103, in 
9st. of 33, Into the Meth. S & H. Bk., 1879, No, 511, 
with the omission of st. ii. 

14. Quicken, Lord, Thy Church and me. whit- 
runtide, A in his Lyra Sabbatica, 1865, p. 16, 
in 6 st, of 6 1; and in his Mys. ef Prayer & Praise, 
1875, p. 6; and headed “* For another Pentecost.” It is 
No, 363, in Snepp's 4, of @, & @., 1872. 

15. Sing we merrily to God. Praise. 
in his Lyra Sabbaticoa, 1465, 66, in 6 st. of 4 1,, and 

bis Hys. of Prayer & Praise, 1875, p. 27. In the New 
Mifre- Hymnal, 1475, No. 138, st. tii. is omitted. 

16, There is a land of rest. Heaven, From his 
Lyra Sabbatica, 1465, p. 106, in 4 st. of 4 L. into the Yew 

Mitre-Hymnal, 1876, No. 155, where it is appointed for 
St. Mark’s Day- 

17. There is no see ae 
L Sabbatica, 1965, p. 25, and ya. yer 

Praise, 1875, P- w, is st. of # 1, and beaded * No 

Condemnation.” In Snepp's S. of @. & G., 1872, it ts 

18. Uplift the blood-red banner, Missions. In his 
Lyra Sabbatica, 1865, p. 156, and his Hye. of Prayer & 

Praise, 1875, p. 31, in 4 at, of # 1, and headed “ For the 

Conversion of the World.” It ta No, 408 kn the Penple's 

H., 1867; No, #8 in the New Mitre- Hymnal, 1875, Me. 

Gould, Sabine Baring-. [Baring-Goald, 
Sabine. ] 

det 
* Grace taught my soul to pray, 

And made my eyes o'erflow. 
‘Twas grace which kept me to this day 

And will not let me go.” 
vi, Doddridge, wt. iv. 

iy >— 
“O let Th 

My soul with cometh divine! 
May all my powers to Thee aspire, 
And all my days be Thine.” 

From the original, or from this cento, all 
modern versions of the hymn are derived, and 
their construction can be determined by colla- 
tion with the texts as given above. The use 
of the hymn in various forms is very extensive 
in all English-apeaking countries. It is some- 
times given as “Grace! 'tis a joyful sound.” 
as in land's Church Psalter & Hymnal, 
No. 282. Doddridge’s text, slightly altered, 
is rendered into Latin as “Gratia, quam 
dulcis vox nostris auribus illa!” in R. 
Bingham's Hymno. Christ. Lat., 1871. [J.4.) 

Graces, Metrical. The Jewish ond 
Early Christian “blessings” and “giving 
thanks” at meal-times were in prose, the 
metrical forms in use at the present time 
being of later origin. Our Lord's custom 
was evidence alike of what ‘was a common 
practice in Jewish families, and of His sanction 
of the same. When He fed the multitudes 
He “looked up to heaven and blessed and 
brike the loaves” (St. Matt. xiv. 19; St. 
Mark vi. 41; St. Luke ix. 16) “and gave 
thanks" (St. Matt. xv. 36; St. Mark viii. 6: 
St. John vi. 11), This practice was continued 
by the Apostles (see 1 Tim. iv. 3-6) and by 

r immediate successors. In the Apostolic 
Constitutions (e. 47) there is “A prayer at 
Dinner-time,” which Mr. Chatfield has trana- 
lated aa >— 

“Thou art blessed, 0 Lord, Who nourisbest 
me from my th, 

Who givest to all flesh. 
Fill our hearts with joy and gladness, 
That at ali times baving all sufficiency, 

We may abound to every good work 
In Christ Jesus our lent 

With pal aang to Thee (be) glory, honour, and 
mH 

For Sar ond aver. Amen.” 

2. The carly Fathers, Clement of Alex- 
andria, St. Cyprian, St. Basil, Tertullian, St 
Chrysostom, and others, give evidence in their 

Grace, J. Frances, a nom de plume of 
Mra. Van Alstyne (q. v.). 

Grace, ‘tis a charming sound. P- 

Doddridge. (Salvation by Grace.) Ist pub. 

in his (posthumous) Hymna, &e., by J. Orton, 
in 1755, in 4 st. of 4 L, as follows :— 

““celxxxvi, Salvation by Grace. Rph. i. 5. 

1. Grace! ‘tls a charming Sound, 
Harmonious to a 8 

Heav'n with the Echo shall resound, 
And all the earth shall hear. 

2, Grace first contriv’d a Way 
To save rebellious Man, writings that the Grace was @ common insti- 

And ot the Gieps tout Grace deny: tution in the early Church, This fact is em- 
phusised by the presence of short Graces in 
the Gelasian and Gallican Sacramentarics. 
In the “ Additional Services,” appended to 
the Modern Roman Breviary, the “Grace be 
fore and after Meat” has developed into 4 
somewhat elaborate service, with special | 
vision for certain days and seasons. This 
retention of the mediaeval practice is als 
maintained in a more or leas complete form 
in several Colleges and Grammar Schools 
throughout the country. A list of School 
Prayers and Graces is given in the Rev, J. W. 
Hewett’s Bibliotheca Academica, Loud. 

3. Grace ht my wand'ring Feet 
Tot the epi f Koad, 

And new Supplies Hour | meet, 
While pressing ot: to God, 

4. Grace all the Work shall crown 
Thro’ everlasting Days; 

It lays in Heav'n the topmost Stone, 
And well deserves the Praise.” 

This text was repeated in J. D. Humphreys’s 
ed. of the Hymns, &c., 1839, with the change 
in st. i., 1. 2, of “ my ear,” to “ mine ear.” 

In his Ps, & Hys, 1776, A. M. Toplady 
gave a cento as No, 134 which was thus 
composed 1— eae - ay 

: “ “ » | Rivingtons, Pt. ii, Prose Graces are given 10 

A. Daddriige, st. with 1.2, “theear"for “my "| the 4B, C. Cutechinne and Prayers, in various 
iil, Toplady : — editions from 1545 to 1779; and Prose avd 

("Twas that wrote my name Metrical Graces in Latin by Melanchthov and 
In Thy eternal book ; 

‘Twas grave that gave me to the Lamb, 
Who all my sorrows took." 

others in the Precationes Piae, 1568. 
3. Metrical Graces, somewhat in the form 
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of the modern Grace, does not seem to have 
come into general use until the Reformation. 
In Henry the Ei ghth’s Primer, 1545, they come 
into prominence, and from that period the 
form part of ewery English Primer. ‘Beveral 
of these arein Ir. Burton's Three Primers o 
the of Fferary VIIL, 1862; in Clay's 
Litur: of 1549 and 1552, &., 1844, and in 
his editionsof tlre- Elizabethan Liturgical Ser- 
cicea, 1847; ana Private Prayers, 1851 (Parker 
Society). As @m specimen of these Graces we 
append twofrona some fi ents in our 
on of a let ech i tion of the Elizabethan Pri- 

mer. ‘Thefirst iss the ‘Grace after Dinner,” 
and reads :-— 

+ Now Youhave woe Ll refreshed your bod remember 
the lamentable aff i<ot.d<oms and miseries of ye thousandes 
of your neighbouress saxo brethren in Christ visited by 
the hand of Sorxae with mortall Plagues and diseases, 
ype with imprisers: x2 rates, some with extreme ye, 

snd necessities that cyther they cannot or they have 

one: te Sia al ade. slags se mene or eee 
how muck of Gok Sor your’ beulihe weahh libertye, 

his Ero mefittes geven ynte you. 
Take hee ye never abuse the same, 
Givt thars tees to god for everything ; 
Anialwaaide praise bis holy name 
tye call mene ee ere Ce blame 

a 

The do thre God's worde teache ve to lyve.” 
be wied that cf, it is really horta- “Ean this io Glaaracteriete of tis ‘edition of the 

in patella “lsily confession and absolution are 
¥ nu i given for Botagseh mac nema umber, the pen 

The second, the +* Grace before Supper,” is 
unfortunatey lAcomplete, but its rhymed 

ion, £0 8? 8 preserved, rans thus :— 
= \ Geve thik. 

tit 
wry, 
Primer, 

thing Living the lorde — meate 

But will yeu Fee at ree pre 
Take wel in worth that be hath sent...” 

4. The tWoMetricead Graces which have taken 
the test hold on the Church throughout 
all Englishspeakin se countries are those by 
John Cennick which appeared. in bis Sacred 
Hymne Jor the Children of God, In the Days 
of their Pilgrimage, London, 1741, p. 198, as 
oO. on™ 

Tbe Minna to oa se tosh and Blood ; 

ame, 
mod , the LaMn.”” 

Prag A seml of the asd tive dates 
(possibly earlier) 4? *#téan Pralmody, 1833 

we thant R where it reads ‘ ~ We —_ 
But tits! Thee more Sts For this our food, 

bread of repett POMEL» ag ‘5 blood 

This form hag 91,09 7 * dow non beaven.” 

nfo William He ESS Saye a that now i . In William 
™ 

ond iritual & TAH . ree RE Gi iS 

f 81. Grace for use “At Meals,” in B ot- © ’ which might be utilized’ with ac vantage. 
The opening stanza is ;— 

” let Us teste 
vind relh fee ane fee 
Always confess that Thou art good, 

Seman, Tere or tee ree 
‘Tint Bread which cmt fun heaven ¢ 

For as Thy precious blood was 
For us Thy life was given.” 

This Grace would furnish acento of more 
than usual merita. 

6. The Wesleyan Graces are many, a2 of some importance. It is to the Nonjurisagy and other influences on the Wesley brothers that the development of the English Me:trical Graces are mainly due. John Wealey tat ght 
the duty of “saying Grace,” and Charles 
Weasley provided somewhat extensively for its observance, As carly as I789 Graces were given in their Hys.and Sacred Poems. Ot bers 
Page in Hys. and Sacred Poems,1742 ; the 

ys. for Children, 1763; and the Hys. sor Families, 1767. In addition a special tract of 
26 Graces was published in 1746. The com- 
tents of this tract are ;— 

i. Grace before Meat. 
1. Father, accept oar sacrifice. 
2. Father of earth and heaven, 
3. Jesus, to Whom alone we live, 
4. Jesu, we Thy promise plead, . 

Life of the w come down. 
. Lord of all, Thy creatures see. 
» 0 Pather of all, Who fillest with good. 
- O Thou, Whose bowels yearned to see. 
- O, how can a criminal feast} 
. Perishing for hunger, I. 
Walting for the ter, 
At, or After Meat, 

1. And can we forbear, In taking our food ? 
2. And can we forget, In tasting our meat? 
3. Away with al) our trouble, 
4. Blessing to God, for ever blest, 
&, Father, Friend of human race. 
6, Father, through Thy Son receive. 

. Gtery [lond) inves oe bo eee bemeee: a, we, 7 
9. Jesus, lite-inspi Saviour. 

10. O God of all . ty we praise, 
1k ‘Thaakiel he ser Soe nates, 
i Thanks be to God, Whose truth we prove. 

When shall we see the day? 
Several of these are given in whole or in 

part in the Wes. H. Bk., 1875. Other Graces, 
y C. Wesley, which have come into C. Loe 

are :— 
i. From IHys, & Sacred Poems, 1739. 
1. Being of God of lowe. 
In the Wes. df. Hk. iss, this is given as a bymn 

CNo, 654), and st. i. also as a Grace, 
2, Come Thon, our beavenly Adam (Father), come, This is st. v. of * Enslaved to sense, to Pleasy 

prone" (p. $51, i,). re 

ii. From Hye. and Sacred Poems, 1742. 
a renee ‘- 7 a day m a‘. 

. vi. of “Father o 

voice” (p. 368, ii.). oe POWerr.) 
iil. From Hys, for Children, 1763. 

Feta ti a aa * . “ , art e &. Give Him then, and seer ive. OnE wee o This bs st. Ui. of “Happy man whom God doth aid *- 
iv. From Hys. for Families, 1767. 
6. Meet and right it is to praise, 
‘This is st. i. of that hymn. 

v. From the Poetical Works, 1868-79, 
7. O'erwbelm'd with blessings from above, 

ee 

i Swen: F 
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These Graces are all included in the Wee. 
H. Bk., 1875, and most of them are found in 
other collections. 

7. There remain several Graces which are 
in C. U. which we group in alphabetical 
order :— 

1. Be known to us in breaking bread. By J. Mont- 
. . 119, i. ). 

. Bay, © Lord, our prayer be said. By J. Anstice, 
from his ** Lord of the harvest, once again.” 

3. Food, raiment, dwelling, bealth aud friends, By 
J. Montgomery, in his CAristian Meslmist, 1425. 

4, For mercies that we taste and see, J, xkinner. 
5. For us Thou spread’s: a table, Lord. Appeared in 

Siys, «& Sacred Songs. Manchester, Fletcher & Tubbs, 
Iss. 

6. Great God, Thou Giver of all good, J, Skinner. 
1. Great God, we bless Thy care. By J. G. Gregory, 

tu bie Aomchurch NM. Bk, Ls64. 
*. Great God, we praise Thy ns care. By W, 

Livyd Freeman, in the R. ‘T.°5.'s The Child's Book of 
Poetry, XD. 

0. “Teavent Father, grant Thy blessing. By C. H. 
Spurgeon, in bis 0. 0. 4H, Bk., 1866. 

lo, How kind aud good to give us food. By dfrs. J.C. 
Westhrooke, 

it. Join to bless the bounteous Giver, By C, HL. 
, in bis O. 0, A, Bk, 1866. 

12, O what shall we pour children give. Hy J. G. 
Gregory, in bis Bonchurch H, Bk, 146s, 

15, Our Father, bless the bounteous store, By C, H. 
Spurgeon, in bbs G. O. MH. Bk, 1866, 

14. Parent of good, Whose bounteous grace. In the 

Tn. Ths ceeviasees waiiniedt Ged. Tig We ts. Thy prov wu our . By W. Cowper, 
from hie Almighty King, Whose wondrous band” 
oP ). 
Ps. To Ged, Who gives our dally bread. Anon. in 

Mrs. Brock's Children’s 1. Hk, ist. 
it. We praise Thee, Lord, for every good. Anon. in 

Bickersteth's Christian Paalmody, 1833. 
is, We Thank Thee, Father, for Thy love. By C. H. 

Spurgeon, in bis O. O. H. Bk, 1466. 
19. With grateful heart and voice we raise. By C.D. 

Bell, in bis Cheltenham Appendiz to the J, Comp., 
1HM4, 

&. In addition to these Graces, the Index of 
Subjects should also be consulted: and for 
some in two and three linea each see Dr. Mon- 
sell's Parish Hymnal, 1873. (W. T. B,J 

Gracious Lord, incline Thine ear. 
W. Hammond. [Christ desired.) 1st pub. 
in his Ps. & Hya., 1745, p. 258, in 10 st. of 4 1, 
and headed “Iam sick of love. Cant. ii. 5,” 
the opening stanza reading :— 

“Gracious Lono, incline Thine Ear, 
My Complaint vouchsafe to hear ; 
Paint amd Sick of Love am I, 
Give me Crerst, or else 1 die.” 

In 1787 Dr. Bigene, on ineluding the 
hymn in his Bapt. Sel., No. 296, omitted st. 
ii., vii. and ix., and re-wrote at. i., thus :— 

“Gracious Lord, incline Thine car, 
My request vouchssfe to hear; 
Hear my never-ceasing ery :— 
Give me Christ, or else | die.” 

This form of the hymn is in use amongst the 
Baptists, both in England and America. An- 
other form in 6 st. (omitting st. ii., vi., vii, ix.) 
was given in Bickersteth's Christ. Paalmody, 
1833, No. 644, with st. i. as:— 

“Gracious Lord, incline Thine ear, 
My request vouchsafe to bear; 
Rurden'd with my ring I cry, 
Give me Christ, or else I die.” 

This form of the hymn is in limited use in 
the Church of England. (J. J.J 

aga Lord, our Tit see. W. 
Cowper, rayer on behalf o ildren.j Ist 
pub, in the Olney Hymns, ir76, Bk. ii., No. 12, 
in 3 at. of 8 L, entitled, * A Prayer for Chil- 

GRACIOUS SAVIOUR, GENTLE 

dren,” and signed “©.” Its use in (i, Britain 
is somewhat limited, but in America it is found 
in numerous collections. The reading of st. i, 
“ Gracious God, our children see,” dates from 
Bickersteth's Christ. Pealmody, 1833. [J. J.] 

Gracious Saviour, gentle a 
Shepherd. [The Good Shepherd.) Miss 
Jane KE. Leeson’s Hys. & Scenes of Childhood, 

b. in 1842, three hymns appeared us fol- 
ows :— 

a, 8 in Thy besom fi Fl ‘io, 2. “Loving Shepherd of Thy sheep ar Ne. sei 
3. “Infant sorrow, infant weakness," as No. 21, 

Upon these hymns the cento, “ Gracious 
Saviour, gentle Shepherd,” is based. It waa 
first pub. in the Salisbury H. Bk., 1857, No. 
183, in 5 st. of 6 L, and was appointed for Holy 
Baptism. It is thus com - 

.* = Vlour, ‘ 

Gristle Ones are dear to Titan 
Gathered with Thine arms and carried 

Sweetly, fondly, safely tended ; 
3 all want and danger free,” 

Of this stanza |]. 1-4 are from st. iii. of No. 
x1, as above, and Il. 5, 6 of No. ¥. The words 
in italics in this and the remaining stanzas are 
by Miss Leeson ; the alterations and additions 
being by the Kev. J. Keble. 

il, “ Tender Shepherd, never leave them 
From Thy fold to go astray ; 

By Thy look of hove direct 
May they walk the narrow way; 

‘Thus direct them, and protect them, 
Lent they fall an easy prey.” 

Phong 7 reee from No, xvii. as 
above, no single line of original being re- 
tained. It is bused on the whole hymn, and 
hot on any single stanza. 

ttl, * Cleanse thetr hearts from sinful folly 
an the stream Thy love supplied ; 

led streams of Blood and water 
ing from Thy wounded side ; 

And to heavenly pastures lead them, 
Where Thine own still waters glide.” 

The lines in italica are from Miss Leeson's 
No. ¥., st. ii. ; whilst ll. 5, 6, by J. Keble, have 

in common with the t hymna. 
iv. * Let uy tly word instruct them : 

Fil thetr minds with heavenly light ; 
Let Thy love and grace constrain them, 
To apesore whate'er is right, 

Take Thine bam, togrs and wear it, 
And to prove Thy banten light.” 

This is a new stanza by J. Keble, the key- 
note being Miss Leeson’s No. v., st. iii, L l— 
* Ever and anon instruct me.” 

v. * Ta to lisp the boly peatees 
Which on earth Thy children _— 

Both with lips and bearte an’ 
May they their thank-offerings bring; 

Then with all the saints in glory 
Jain to praise their Lord and King!" 

This stanza is Miss Lecson'’s No, v., st. iii, 
rewritten. 

In 1860 this cento was repeated in Jonathan 
Whittemore’s Bapt. Supp. to all Hymn-Booke. 
Lond., J. F. Shaw, No. 140, and signed “ W..” 
Le. * Whittemore.” This subscription has led 
the cento to be described as by “ Miss Jane E. 
Leeson, and the Rev. Jonathan Whittemore, 
Baptist Minister, b. April 6, 1802; d. Oct. 31. 
1860.” Seeing, however, that Whittemore’s 
text is a repetition of the Salishury H. Bi. 
text, with the single alteration of st. iii. L 6, 
from “ Where ‘thine own atill waters glide.” 
to “ Where the peaceful waters glide,” this a» 
cription must be set aside in favour of “ Mis 
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ily i i , inG AS EL leesort, 1842; J. Keble, 1857." [e. | has steadily increased jin ularity» . 
patel 4 ij C | Britain and America, and ig ot im full orin 

The use of this cento in all English-speak- | part in numerous hymn- books, es ~cizel ly those 
ing pomkies is Wery great. The epeaiing line | | aap by Nonconformists. ai (J. . JJ 
sometimes reacts, “Gracious Saviour, holy Gracious Spirit, Holy Ghost- Bp. C. 
Shepherd,” but this form is not received with peop dterorth of Lincoln, Quinguagest1ta— 
general favour. 5] | Love.) Ist pub. in his hay Year, 1st ed. 
Gracious sow), to whom are given. | 1562, in 8 st, of 41, and appointed for _— 

C. Wesley. (Heségnation.) Appeared in the | quagesima, being & metrical paraphrase i 
Hys. & Sac. Poerres, 1740, in 11 st. of 61, and | the Epistle for that day. It is found esther f 
based on the weeorels, “Blessed are they that | full or in an abbreviated form in severmt col- 
mourn.” (P, be era, 1568-72, vol. i, p. 330.) leetions, including some of the Public Schools, 

As given im tiae American Meth. Episoo and a few in American CU, In Martimeau's Hymnal, 1878, IN ©. 487, it is composed of st,1., | Hymns, 1873, it begins, «Mighty a i ‘i iis iii. im thee order named. The cento, | Gracious Guide. (J. JF-J 
“Human sul, to whom ore given,” in the! Gradual. An anthem sung betweem the 
America Uniteariien ys. of the Spirit, 1864, Epistle and Gospel with certain variatioms in 
is also fromthis Iya, (J. J.) forms and _* Let and Eastertide, —— 

E$pirxit, Dove divine J.) ™ not be deseril ere, Itis callecd e 
iacaheet: (Wh ttorva radi This hymn Ist ap. | Gradual —-s* aoe a aey — 

in the Gtesegoel Magazine, July 1777, in | {Om one . steps, or from one © > : a? lower steps of the ambo into which the 
6st. of + l.amcdl «titled, “To God the Holy Deacon pun ll ‘2 cad the pret “Tt was ve follows :— : Ghost,” #5 usually taken, with its verses, from the Book ea on thy ar pates La tga PO of Psalms, but occasionally from some other 

All my flty fears remove; source. We subjoin a s nofa metrical Filme fuall Of Heay’n and Love. Gradual, for the Votive of St. Secbastiaz, 
2. Spek TRE pard ning Grace to me, taken from the Sarum Missal. 

pte purden'd Sinner free : “ O Sancte Sebastiane, Web tne ies She Lewd of | tet Christ: athleta gloriosissime, ‘Liband BF prectous Blood. Qui pro Christe reliquistd 3. * i Sale. ‘cace to me impart; Terrenae militiae princlpatum, b Ate on my Heart: Et suscepleti magnum suppliciom, ¥Yself into my Breast, Intereede pro nobis ad Deminum. Eamest Of tmamortal Rest. O Sancte Sebastiane a. “Let me never from thee stray; Christi martyr egreg Keep me im the narrow Way: Cujus merith tota bardia Fill @y soul with Joy divine; Fuit liberata a peste mortifera, Keep me, Lord, for ever thine. Libera nos ab ipaa et a maligno haste. 5. “Guard me round, on ev'ry Side; Alleluia. Sarcme from self pride: O Sancte Sebastiane Me with Jesiu's inspire ; Nos trementes Mek me with celestial Fire. Ac flentes 
6. “Thea my Dross and Tin consume; Imploramus tuum clemens auxilium Let thy inward my eel Ut peesimas obtinere 

All my Prayer and sugpest ; Per te moruiferae Treell and retsen within my breast.” Apud Christum remedium," This is also given in full in Sedgwick’s Burntisiand Euit., re wy 

reprint of 8tcker's yx. & Spiritual Poems, tdinbus @., 1861,. 7° 7 Aa wierd Coll, |, Grant, James, b. probably in Edinburg-th, 
st. 1-4 wer giye a : Pat but date unknown, and d. there on Jan, ist, divine.” The ated —— a op bn 1785. An ironmonger by trade, he carried on 
brooke’s ©.” in the illiames & Boden Coll. his business in West Bow, Edinburgh. Fron, 
18ul, No. 143. ‘This in repeated in | 1746 to 1752 he held several offices of import 
J. Dobell's Nag ys eon 1806, and Smee in the Lown Council of Edinburgey,_ 
later collections, ana stg Scy ia . | Amongst several works of benevolence wh ich 
nised form of the raf th =i aieentinns received his aid the Orphan Hospital in Fic j 2) _ 
of the original being that 7 =Deve* to | burgh was specially favoured, and to it 3, 
“love divine.” in the on™ Various | Profits of the Ist and 2nd ed, of his Hymns, @& . 
alterations of the toax¢ pening ~e" c. U,,| were given. Those hymns and poems wee...” 
both in G. Britain anes also ae as mainly written to popular Scottish melo ies 
“Gracious Spirit, Perna is "No, and Were pub, as :— . LOAD in Kennedy, {sane divine, = Holy | _.Originad Hymns and Forms, written by a Pyeng 
Spirit, Love diving.** 5,7 and a second, Y | ehristian for his own use, anid Published af the exz y-,,% f¢ 
thems, &e.. 1881 ae n Powell's Hys. & An- | desire of Friends. Eainberah, ite. (sd ed., Isso. 
ascertained by q ents ©Se alterations may be | ard a reprint by D, Sedgwick, Lond, ) e 

: “tion with the original, Of the hymns the best known is *O Zion as above. The }; . 7 . " “9 very popular, aud ie tga its various forms is | afflicted with wave upon wave, (God's Zz 
“ren ‘igh ki; .@Xtensive use in all | changeable Love.) It appeared as Hymn ~ Engish-epen king count rick omsive [J.J.] | im the Original Hymns, &e., 1784, in 7 ge. 2 i 

Gracious Spirj 4 1., and is found in several modern collect; ,,, 
T. Lynch. Whiteunteoe Well with me. 7. | inciuding the New Cong. 185%, No. 610, «> work, ried deulet, =] tat pub. in his ps (J. 3 hae 
Song, P77, 5 Vetry jon to Sacred | 7a, 

trremgint into cmgre, 22, og era hi It was Grant, Sir Robert, second « of agp vies © 7 

Bapt. Pe & Aye, 73 Ral h the | Charles Grant, sometime M.P. for Inverne. S38. nae a ia jt and « Director of the East {ndia Compan x, 
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was Lb. in 1785, and educated at Cambri 
where he graduated in 1806, Called to the 
English Bar in 1807, he became M.P. for 
Inverness in 1826; a Privy Councillor in 1831 ; 
and Governor of Bombay, 1834. He d. at 
Dapoorie, in Western India, July 9, 1838, As 
a hymn-writer of great merit he is well and | 
favourably known. His hymna, “ O worship 
the King"; “ Saviour, when in dust to Thee” ; 
and“ When gathering clouds around I view,” 
are widely used in all English-speaking 
countries, Some of those which are leas known 
are marked by the same graceful versification 
and deep and tender feeling. The best of his 
hymns were contributed to the Christian Ob- 
server, 1806-1815, under the signature of 
“E—y, D. R.”; and to Elliott's Pealma & 
Hymns, Brighton, 1835. In the Ps, & Hy. 
those which were taken from the Christian 
Observer were rewritten by the author (see 
Preface). The year following his death his 
brother, Lord Glenelg, gathered 12 of his 
hymns and poems together,and pub, them as :— 

Sacred Poems, By the late Right Hon. Sir Robert 
Grant. London, Saanders & Otley, Condult Street, lsa9. 
Tt was reprinted in 1844 and in Is64, 

This volume is accompanied by a short 
“ Notice,” dated * London, June 18, 5) 

Granted is the Saviour’s prayer. C. 
ail. ol Whiteuntide.) lat pub. in the Hys. 
and . Poema, 1739, in 10 st. of 4 Lo asa 
“Hymn for Whitsunday.” (2. Works, 1868- 
1872, vol. i. p. 188.) [t was repeated by A. M. 
Toplady in his P's. & Hys,, 1776, No, 351, and | 
in a few modern collections, including the 
Hymnary, 1872, the Wes. H, Bk., 1875, in an 
abridged form. The cento, “Come, divine and 

eeful (iuest,” in the Songs for the Sanctuary, 
. Y., 1865, and others, is from this hymn, and 

begins with st. vi. Another cent, beginning 
with at. iii, “* God, the everbesting God,” is No, 
175 in The College Hymnal, N. Y¥., 1876. (J. J.) 

Grateful notes and numbers bring. 
(Thankegiving.] This hymn appeared in the 
Christians Magazine, Feb., 1766, as * A New 
Ode as sung by the Women at the Magdalen 
Chapel,” in 7 st. of 4 1, without signature, 
and with many repetitions and choruses as the 

were divided between the “ First and 
Galleries.” The following, omitting 

repetitions, is the text :— 
* Grateful notes and nombers bring, 

While Jebovab's praise we sing: 
Holy boly, tools Heard : 
He hy glorious name adored. 
Men on earth, and selnts abowe, 
Sing the great Redeemer's love; 
Lard, Thy mercies never fail ; 
Hall, celestial goodness, ball ! 

“ Though anworthy, Lord, Thine ear! 
Our humble hallelajahs hear ; 
Purer praise we bope to being 
When with saints we stand and sing. 

“ Load wate t that bilesful state, 
‘here a reignest «upremely great 

Loox with pity from Thy throne, : 
And sem Thy Holy Spirit down, 

“ While on earth ordained to atay, 
Guide out footsteps in ‘Thy way; 
“Till we come to live with Thee, 
And all Thy glorious greatness see, 

“ Then with angels we'll again 
Wake a lowder, loader strain ; 
There, tn Jo: praise, 

raise. 
vfal songs of 

We'll our grateful vuices he 

GRATES, PERACTO JAM DIE 

“ There no shall silent be; 

ee be ven’s all # 
Thy praise, 0 God, may ever sound!" 

There is no signature to the hymn, but there 
is — reason to conclude that it was by the 
Rev. William Dodd, the editor of the 
zine. In the 3rd ed. of Dodd's Account . .. of 
the Magdalen Charity, 1766 (dedication of this 
ed. dated Feb,, 1766, lst ed., 1761), the bymn 
is reprinted as “An Ode for the Magdalen 
Chapel"; and follows an “ Anthem, for the 
use of Magdalen Chapel,” beginning, “Let 
the solemn organ blow,” which, when printed 
in the Christians Magazine, March, 1765, was 
iven as “ By the Rev, W. Dodd, Chaplain to 

the King, Set to Musio ga Bach, Com- 
ser to Her Majesty.” be hymn is in 

Jodd’s favonrite metre; and his version of the 
100th Ps., and his hymn, “Glory be to God 
on high,” bear strong internal evidenes to 
identity of authorship. In modern hymu-b oks 
it is found as follows :— 

notes and numbers 1. Grateful ing. In the Pi. 
& Hys. for the Use af the Magdalen € lewd, it 
was given with slight alterations In the irregular lines 
to harmonize the metre. In Kickersteth's Christ. Pasle- 
ely, 1833, No. 209, ft was re with the omission 
of st. ti, and vil., and th this channel came into 
medlern ase. 

3. hearts and voices . ‘This form of 
the text was given In Hall's Mifre H, Bk. 1936, No. 24, 
in ast. This, with the addition of a doxology, was re- 
peated in the Cooke & Denton Hymnal, 1653, No. 128, 
amd other collections, 

3. Holy. holy, holy Lord! Be Thy glorious Name 
wdored, In 1775, Benjamin Willlams gave 6 st, frem 
the original in his Salisbury Coll, nomdng with I. 3-4, 
of st. 1, “Holy, holy, holy Lord.” From tale foar 
stanzas were taken by A. Ki and his co-editors, and 
tochuded in their (o'!., 1795, No, 184, a8 from the ** Salie- 
bury Collection.” This form was repeated in later col - 
tectlons, and is very popular with Unitarians in G, Brit. 

1 “Gesveniy Velen, Gevendign’ Xel: Ho Sie wir 
rious Name adored, This is an alteration of st. i., 
Wi, ¥., L(t. t. being from st. i, fh.) im 4 at, This 
was given in the Meth, Episco. N. Y.. 1468, 
No, fi and : in the’ Hymnal at the — texdy, 
1#75, No. 20. “ Tleaven ‘a '» — 
Lord, ever faithful Yo Thy word Caw.) "No. Bs) 
their revised Coll., 1431, is by C. Wesley, 

The use of this hymn in these various forms 
is extensive in G, Britain and America, 

(W. T. BJ 
Grates, peracto jam die. C. Coffin. 
—— Appeared in the Paris Breviary, 
1736, as the hymn for the day after the Pre- 
sentation to Ash Wednesday, at Corapline on 
Sundays and Ferial days, except when the 
Office of the B. V. M. is said. Also under the 
same rule from Trinity to Advent. In Coflin’s 
Hymni Sueri, 1730, p. 97, it is given with the 
heading, * Ad Completorium Trinitatem.” 
Text in Card. Newman's Hymni Ecclesiae, 
1838 (ed. 1805, p. 7). (W. A. 8.) 

Trans.a‘ions in C U :— 
1, And now the day is past-and gone. Holy 

God, &e. By 1. Williams, in his Hymns tr. from 
the Parisian Brev., 1839, p. 11, in Sst.of 41. In 
1852 it was given, with alterations, in the 
English Hymnal, No. 16. In the editions of 
18.56 and 1861, the text is ngain altered. An- 
other altered text was given as “ Another day is 

st and gone; 0 God,” &c,, in Kennedy, 1863, 
oe 839, in 2 st. of 12 1. This text with the 
omission of st. i., 1]. 10-12, and “ Where golden 
harps,” for “And golden harps,” st. ii, lL 8, in 
the lrish Church Hymna/, 1873, No, 18, 
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2. The day is past and gone. By W. J. Blew, 
Ist printed about 1850 for use in his church, and 
then included im his Church A. &§ Tune Bk, 1852, 
“From Trisity to Advent,” No, 8, in 6 st. of 41, 
It is partly frorma I. Williams's tr. above. In the 
ffymuary, 1872, No, 88, it is given with altera- 
tions and the «mission of st, iv. The full text 
is No. 97 in Rice's Hymns, &e,, 1870, Chope, 
1864, repeats the text of his lst ed,, 1857, ° 

3. The day im yomst, and still we live, By R. 
Campbell, Ist yrub. in his Hys, § Anthems, 
1850, p. S,in S&S st.of 41, This was oo in 
the Scottish Epissecres. Coll, 1858, as No. 15. 

4. Ouvr thnks fox this completed day. by J. D. 
Chambers, in hies 72 caula Syon, 1857, p. 43, in 5 st, 
of 41.3 in Martamean's Mys. of Prayer § Praise, 
1873, No. 573 ass this tr. with slight altera- 
tions, and the ores i-sesion of the doxology. 

mot im C. U,:— 
And pow the day fs past and gone, We s 

Chandicr, isi. 

umanr, Johann, p.p. (Poliander), 
ine uly 5, 1-£37, at Neustadt in the Bava. 
rian Palatinate. Hie studied at Leipzig (1.4. 
1516, BD. 20), famd wus, in 1520, appointed rector of the St. Thomas School at ipzig. He attendel thes DD isputation in 1319 between Dr. Eck, Luther, and Curlstadt, as the arma- 
nuensis of > With the ultimate result that he espoused the cause of the 
left 41522. In 1523 he became 

eipzig in 

Evan ge 

&e. J. 

heal preacher at Wiirzburg, but left 
on the eutiteak Of the Peasants’ War in 1525, 
and went © Niirn berg, where, about Lent, he 
was appointed preacher to the nunnery of St. 
Clara. He then, at the recommendation of Luther, recived from the Margrave Alirecht 
of Brandetburg an jyvitation to assist in furthering the Reformation in Prussia, and 
began his work as pastor of the Altstadt Church in Kinigsberg, in Oct., 1525. Here | 
he laboured with mauen zeal and success, in- | 
teresting himself Specially in organising the — 
evangelical schools of the province, and in combating the errors of the Anubaptists and the follower of Sehwenckfelit. He d. at Konigsberg, April 29. 1541 (Koch, i. 955-59 ; ii. 475; P. 78, &e.), The onl hymn of importane by jy ite place in Germany, ta eg ee Nun lob, min 

> den Herren, Ps. ciii. A peared asa brodsheet at Niirnberg, c. 1540, and mae Kagelmaan’s Neros Gesany, Augsburg, 1540, 

821-23, in 4 are given by Wackernagel, iii. pp. 
has been Fepenta of 12 1. This fine rendering 

in most subsequent hymo- books, and is Ny o i b hym 
A Sth st., “Sey lek ch im the Unr. L. S,, 1851. 
peared in & braisheet 4 Preis mit Ehren,” ap- 

other books, aist?S'* GZ Bresian, 1746, ui 
cae the ©@riginal stanzas. 

brecht, a3 a version of 
Sw Saying that himself (Le. 

Ve joyfully singing it on 
stored aa fat tt was med by 

e at r 07 the nhabitane of ODS A Beraburg. it war also sung kegivimg at tbe Clumes Pruck in Wesiphalla, as & 
Ort. 25, 164%, dee. OF the *Phirty Years’ War on It is tr. as 

Reformation and | 

| Daniel, iv. p. 

eprint at Niirnberg, c. | 

| tion cocepted., 
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| full tr. by Miss Winkworth, as No, 7 #22 here. 2. 
Sur Enjland, 1863. 

Other tre. are:—(1) “My Lord thy Uiexale the | God.” by J.C. Jacobi, 1733, 2°" 245) In- 732, 3- cluded in ‘the apcavian 2. 2 of 968 C Oe one 315) and 17T#9. q “ Now to the Lord ain Dr. H, Milla, 1845 (1856, p. 193), ao PH 
Gravi me terrore pulsas vitae dies ultima. Card. Peter Damiani, (Aad vent— Death) Dr, Neale introduces hia Z7-- Of this hymn in his Mediaeval Hymns, 18512 P- 33, with the following note :— sanel “This awful hymn, the pies & the indiv life, waa written by S. Peter cok ete ERishop of Ostia, the great c tof S Gregory VII. tra ois re- form of the Comets. e lived from 1602 to BOTS. and spent the last years of his life in devotion and retirement (Mt bis Abbey of 8. Croce d’Avellano, having reesdgned his Cardinalate. Hts realization of the hour Of «le-aatb is shown, not only in this bytnn, but by the Comme tf ato Prayer, used from time to tine in the Roman (Shure wh begins, ‘To God Icommend thee, beloved brother; and to Him Whose creature thou art Icommit thee‘: | erigivally compesed by S. Peter as a letter to « ying md. 

The original text is given in Cajetan’s ed. of thiani’s works (l'etri Daméiané jera, Paris, 1642, vol. iv, p. 26): in Migne, tom. 145, col. | 977, 978; in Daniel, i., No. 198: in Treszech, | 1849 (ed, 1874, p. 283); in Biissler, No. 83 ; «meal others. Kénigefeld gives it in 15 st. froma | Processional of ‘the Dominican Order, Vermice, 1572, It is also in the Venice edition of 144, The adlitional stanzas are repeated Ts 
291, but have not been translate << 

(W. A. S.J 
Translation in C U :— 
Day of death! in silence speeding, By E. Cam— wall, Ist pub. in his Masque of Mora, &e., lSsaey in 9 st. of 6 1; and again in his Hymns, &c., L875, p. 224. In the Roman Catholic Crown or Jesus H. Bk, 8.p,, No. 182, it is given in fall = but inthe Mymnary, 1872, No. 106, st. lik, & vil. are omitted. 

2 
a ions not in OC. U. :— 

, Ow thought, Neale, 1a - : With teree net oreo = poe eee ac. Benedict of New York, coitributed to Schaff’s Christ im Song, 1469, J. Jy 
Gray, Jane, née Lewers, daughter of Mr. William Lewers, was b. at Castle Blayney, county Monaghan, Ireland, Aug. 2, 1796 - and 

married to the Rev. John Gry, D.D..a Presghy v~ 
terian minister. In 1820 they proceede-] to 
America, where, in 1822, Dr. Gmy became, Pastor ut Eaton, Pennsylvania. Mrs. a5 ray resided at Eaton till her death in 1871. Cie 
8 hymns which are known to be by her 6 Were contributed to the (Old School) Preabyterisng. 
Devotional Hymns, Phila. 1842, of which, I>, Gray was one of the compilers; and 2 to tie 
Parish Hymns, Phila. 1843. Of these ete following are still in GC. U.:— ad 

1. Am I called} and can it be? God's Inevre 
Appeared in the German Pena 

formed /’s, § Hys., 1834, No, 454, and in the 7> ~~ 
tional Hymns, 1842, and is in Spurgeon’s oO. H. Bh., 1866. No, 576. ae 2. Hark to the solemn bell, Auriai. This ape 
dates from 1842, but is unknown to the English, collections, F.M. Bj 

Gray, Thomas, jun., w.p., was bo. ate Jamaica Pluin Koxb ury, Masaachusetts, F, b My soul, 2°” praige 

7a. Barer! A good and 
4, 1803, and educated et Harvard College where he graduated in 1823. aie Visiting 

2 
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England and the Continent he took his mp, 
in 1827, and commenced the practice of medi- 
cine in Boston, U.S.A. He subsequently ex- 
changed the 
chewistry. He d. in Boston, Mareh 6, 1849. 
His hymns were mainly written for children, 
and for occasional services, They are of more 
than ordinury merit, and are mach used by 
the Unitariang of which boly Dr. Gray was | 
amember. They include ;— 

1, Good-night, -night, our song is said, Aven- 
ing. Popular with children. 

@. Jehovah! at Thine awful throne, (ridination, 
“Written for the Ordination of Mr. George Whitney 
os Pastor of the Second Church and Society in Roxbury, 
June 15, 1431." 

3. Our Father, here again we raise. Aforning. In 
Gray's Sunday S. Coll, 33. 

4. Su t. lo! Thy children bend, Prayer. Also 
in Gray's Sunday S. Coll, 1423, 

5. We come in childhood’s innovence, Gomnieg of 
Sunday School, Given tn Gray's Sunday s f Coll, 
isa, 

6. While round Thy throne, 0 God. we bend. An- 
niversary of Sunday Scheel, “ Written for the Jubilee 
of the Boston Sundey School Society, at the Federal 
Street Church, Sept. 14, 1431." It was given in Gray's 
Coll, 1833. 

For these details we are indebted to Put- 
nam's Singers and Songs of the Liberal Faith, 
1874, pp. 171-176. (J. J.) 

Great and glorious Father, humbly 
we adore Thee. Bp. W. W. How. (Holy 
Communion.) The note to this hymn in the 
8. P.C. K. Church Hys., folio ed., p. xlix., is :— 

“Written in 1469 with a view of setting forth each 
of the vartoas aspects of the Holy Communion .—Our 
unworthiness to draw near (1); the Memorial before 
God (2); the Memorial before Man (4); Christ pleading 
His Passion for us above, yet present in His Sacrament 
(4), the receiving of the Heavenly Food (5); the offer- 
ing of ourselves (6); the Angelic worship (7); adora- 
thon of the glorifled Saviour (*).* 

In 1871 it was included in the Church 
Hymna, with the tune * Oswestry,” composed 
for it by Dr. Dykes. Since 1871 it has passed 
into several hymn-books in G. Britain, and 
into one or two in America, (J. J.J 

Great Author of my being. C. Wealey. 
Death desired.) 1st pub. in bis Hys. and Sac. 
‘oems, 1749, vol. ii, in 8 st. of 8 1, us the 

third hymn of several on “ Desiring Death.” 
(P. Works, 1868-72, vol. v. p. 202.) In 1825 
J. Montgomery included a cento therefrom in 
his Christian Psalmist, No, ¥38, but this has 
not come into ©. U, Another cento is No. 57 
in the American Sabbath H. Bi, 1858, and 
later editions. Both centos begin “Great 
Author,” &e. (J. J.) 

Great Creator, Who this day. Julia 
Anne Elliott. [Sunday.) Contributed to her 
husband's Ps, & Hys., 1835, in 8 st. of 61. 
In the Ist ed. it was given without signature, 
but in later editions her initials *L A. kK.” 
were added. It is in C. U. in G. Britain and 
America. In Kennedy, 1863, the original is | 
given with one slight change as No. 89%; and 
aise in a much altered form beginning, 
“ Father, Who the light this day,” as No. 1457. 

Great Pather of each perfect 
P. Doddridge. (Whitsuntide.] This hymn is 
No, 89 of the p. atss,, but is undated. It was 
Ist pub. in J, Orton's (posthumous) ed. of 
Doddridge's Hymne, &., 1755, No. 251, in 5 | 
st. of 4.1, and headed,“ The deaeent of the | 
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Spirit, or Mis influence desired,” Acts x 44 
It was also repeated in J. D. Humphreys's 
ed. of the same, 1839, No. 276. There are 

ractice of medicine for that of | slight differences in the text of each, but that 
of Orton is commonly received as the original. 

| The hymn is in several important collections 
in G. Britain and America. In the American 
Bapt. Praise Bk., 1871, No. 522, it begina, 
“Great Father of our feeble race.” (J. J) 

Great First of beings, Mighty Lord. 
S. Browne. (Creation.) lst pub. in his Hys. 
and Spiritnal Songs, 1720, and repeated in 
later editions, as No. 39, in 8 st. of 41., and 
headed, “ All things made for God.” In the 
American Prayer Bk, Coll, 1826, 6 st, were 
given as No. 3, and this arrangement (some- 
times with further omissions) is also found 
in other American collections. {J. J.) 

Great Former of this various frame. 
P. Doddridge. (N. Year.] This is No. 69 of 
the p. mas, is dated, “Jan. 1, 173}," and 
headed, * The mutability of Creation, and the 
immutability of God." It was Ist pub, by J. 
Orton in his (posthumous) ed, of Doddridge’s 
Hymns, &c., No. 64, in 6 st. of 4 1, and with 
the same heading; and again, with «light 
variations, in the text, by J. D. Humphreys, in 
his ed. of the same, 1839, No, 67. Although 
in ©. U. in G. Britain and America, it is not 
so popular as many of Doddridge’s — 

Great God, and wilt Thou co 
seend? Ann Gilbert, fay Goel the Father.) 
lst appeared in A. & J. Taylor's Hymns for 
Infant Minds, 1810, No. 5, in 5 st. of 4 L 
(ed, 1886, p. 10). It is entitled, “Our 
Father, which art in heaven.” For many 
years it was received as the production of Jane 
Taylor; but now, on the authority of Mr. 
Gilbert's Memorials, it is rightly assigned to 
the latter. It is of this hymn that her bio- 
grapher writes :— 
Tt may not be too much to say that the manner of 

the Divine Teacher has been a more nearly aj 
proached. Such might have been the Littl child whom 
*Hle set in the midst. In such words might the most 
mature Christian address his Father in heaven.” sfemo- 
rials, 1874, vol. L. p. 224. 

This is the most popular of Mra. Gilbert's 
hymna, and is in extensive use in all English- 
speaking countries, (J. J.J 

Great God, as seasons disappear. 
E. Butcher. (Harcest.) This hymn is adapted 
to Sermon xvi., in 6 st. of 4 L., in his Sermons 
to which are added suitable Hymna, 1798. It 
is found in two forms, the first chiefly in the 
Nonconformist collections, including Bap. Ps. 
and IJTys., 1858; Spurgeon's O. 0. H. Bk. 
1866, No. 1033, and others; and the second in 
several hymn-books in the Church of England. 
The text in the latter, as found in Bp. Bicker- 
steth's I's, & Hys., 1858; Harland’s Ch. Peal- 
ter, &c., ia much altered, and dates from Bick- 
ersteth’s Christ. Paalmody, 1833, {J. JJ 

Great God, nee my humble 
claim. I. Watts. (J's, (iii) st pub. in 
his Palma of David, &c., 1719, in 8 st. of 41. 
and headed, “Longing after God; or, The 
Love of God better than life.” In modern 
hymn-books it is given as followe -— 

. The original text in full in a limited number of 1 
collections. 

2. The cento given in some of the Methodist hyma- 



GREAT GOD, NOW 

books. This is coxmposed of st. itil, vi. vill. These | gt. iv, asa chorus. In the Bristol S- 
1812, that st. was omitted, and has 

| been reatored. 
1831, No, 156, the 
begins, “Great G 

stanzas, much altered, were given in J. Ps.) 
& Hys, iii, asec’ later ed . They were again 
altered, ami in tlaie@ Last revised form were included in 
the Suppl. wthe ese. HH. Bk., 1630, as Nou. 507 (revised 
ed. 1875, No. 577 >- 

Centos of weartous lengths from the original, all 
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SS. H. Bk, 
ot since 

GREAT GOD, To ME 

In Stowell’s Manols 
opening line o 
at . Thee we 

ba ee ~books the on raise,” and in one or two other h n 
ee Sot a3, in the New Cong, 1859: "Great | first line is aguin altered to“Great €#od, our 
God, permitmy bramble “ane youthful voices raise.” cw. &- 

ne or mere of these various forms this 
akg is in C2. WW. in all English-speaking) | Great God, the nations of the onrm. 

untries. (J. J.) | LT. Gibbons. [Missions] This poem ws Is 
aad pub. in his Hys. adapted to Divine ¥F orks 
Great God, 3riow condescend. J, Frl-— 

(Holy Fee zotiem.) Appeared in his In- | 
fants Devoted tea Grod, tut not Baptized, 1773, 

No. 22, in7 st. of 41 In 1787, 5 stanzas 
were gives in E®ippon’s Bap. Sel., as No. 336, 
and t las boer<:Ome tle recognised form of 

lows. 
v 

i in extensive use, jally | of 4.1 the hymn. It is t , espec = J. 

at known of | of 41. promise 
6st. of 41. iv. © When pale: Fs ascend 
in 6 st. of 41. 
this song,” in # st. of 41. vi. When Christ is thromed 
on Zion's bill,” tn 5 #t. of 41. 
handfuls sown,” in 7 st. of 41. 

‘ merica,anm«<h iss one of the 

Fellows's hynarass- (J.J) 
©’er heaven and earth 

Oatler, [Sunday 8. Anniver- 

, in’ st. of 8 Land entitled, * Men 
of Geoei’s bounties.” 

of Osler’s Church and King, 1837, it 
atel for the 2nd 8. after Trinity, with 

the change (9 st. ii., |. 3, of “We take,” to 
“We hail.” 5 p 
No, 193, tt Wass given as “Great God! in 
heave™ and earth supreme,” and repeated in 
later edition. "Che hymn No. 424, in the Irish 
Church Hywal, 1873) and beginning with the 
same line, © & Cento, in 4 st. of which sti, |. 
1 1., and stil. amd iv. are from Osler altered, | 4 
and the rest is froma Doddridge’s “Jesus, my 
Lord, bow Fick Thy gerrace” (q. v.), st. ii, and y, | compiled trom Pts. if., 

J ad 
Great God of Abraham, hear our 

prayer. I. Cotter/1. (For the Conversiono 
the Jews.) lst pub. in the sth ed. of his 
Selection, 1819, No. 242, in 5 st. of 41. and | 4 
headed, “ For the conversion of the Jews” 
(see CotterillT.) Tt was repeated in the 9th 
ed., 1820, ond all subsequent reprints of that 
ed. It is in many centdaae hymn-books, al- 
though it isnot so popular as of old; and in 

Sich, Apter in Biekasaats Chita w " . : 
Peaimody,. 1833, Bickersteth’s ool 

Great God of heaven and nature, rise. uldridge. 
the bp. Paton Naie &3, this 

hymn for 2 dated 

ast day wer that n day, Jan. 9, 17%. 

the war with Spain, : é 

J, Orton's Wihtimouay eft Deddsiges 
'* ree Sah), +, nm : - 

with the more wnerni in 6 st. of 41. and 

niche orig nt Time with slight Vitiations. hes ain 

ch or te cat Bread, B, Hime 
is abridged, and begin 4” 2 Cong,, und others, it 
and earth, arioa” Fes - Great God of heaven 
several moderD clleeg; @und in ee 5 in 

ons. 

Great wr God, o ; 
le to the Fithey. J imfan;, voices raise. 

land Hill's Hyy., "ub. anonymously in 
WHR Io dat. of 61 THE Lee Cee of S. Schools, 
be sung by children, the fon, was designed ig @regation taking» 

is 

el 

The 

Of War”: and aguin, 

&e., 1769, Bk. ii, No. 09, in 46 st. of #,', 
divided into 7 parts, and headed, « ‘Jae _ Unl- 

In the June | Centos have come into C. U.:— 

viii.-x. were not b 
" In the S.P.C.K. Hymne, 1852, | plained in a note which reads:—" Verses 4, 9, and 10 «>t 

z this bym 
Mr, William Ward, one of the Baptiss M 
their departure for India, M. 
ee ee 

c. U. 

day of Thine. Anne Steele. (Sunday. } 
was included in her Miscel/ 
which were added to her Poems on S) 

volume in 1780, p. 188, in 4st. of 6 1. 
in 1769 in the Bristol Bapt. Coll, of Ash amd 
Evans, No. 08, and from that date it Carine 
into general and somewhat extensive use, 

National Fast.) In} some collections it begins, “Great God, 
ymn is dated “An | hallow'd day of Thine.” 

is limited. ° Orig 
PES nted at the opening of | print of Miss Stee 

heading, “ An Hymn | is known by this opening linc is com 

ersal diffusion of the Gospel promised by 
God and pleaded by His people.”” The 7 Parts 
are -— 

1, “Great God, the nations of the earth,” ix . = 
a by eg agar sive sable sone 2°” = > te 

. “ Father, is not viedgrecd 2” 
{itis throne.” 

v. * When Christ assuines Hie throme, 

vii." The seed in scanty 

From this poem the oy Tag hymns and 

the earth, This wosas 
‘es Hapt, Sel, 1787, No. 420, in Tat. Dea 

edition of 1400 it was increased to 16st, of wihaieks 
Gibbons, and their ex- 

in, in substance, were written off Margate, Bey 
iskneries, «+a 

24, 1799." Itisthe firee 
bymo which is usually 

wien pleiged'} Thi 
composed of st. Land v. of Pi il. bin OC. U, ize 

word, and let it fy. This dos 
iv. and vii. (#t. 13, 14,24, 26, azack 

2. Great God, is not Thy 

3. Lord, send 

46 of Gibbons’s numbering), with slight alterations, amd 
in American C. U., as field's Church H. Bk, 1s72y, 

No, 1236, 

4. Father, is not Thy promise pledged? Incl. 
in Kippon’s Sel., 1787, iP 419, and again tn later pn tid jons, and in other collec thins. (W. T. Boy 
Great God, this (hallow’d] sacreq 

it 
OCT s, 
ubjects 

hiefly Devotional (let ed., 1760), 98 a third 
Ist grubs. 

ancous F 

In 
: this 

Its use in this fori, 
Orig. text in D. Sedgwick’s 2-4. _ 

le’s Hy wns, 1863, B15) . 
a 

Great God, to me the sight a ow 
C. Wesley. (God on Sinai.) The cento Which 

from ©. Wesley's Short Hymns, &c., 72a 
follows — ~ Stes 
St. yy Short re vol. i., No, = St. Lit. iv 

Short na, vol, t,, No, 167, St. v., vi, Short « 
vol. i, No. 168, 6 ats Hy rre reo 

The hymn given as the second part of 
same, “Thy ceaseless, unexhausted love,’ 
composed of :— 

St. i. li, Stort Hymns, vol. 1, No, 169, St. tit 
Short Hymns, vol. i, No.iT0. St. ¥., vi, Short HumeeY 2™ 
vol. i, No. 171, rt Hom rea, 

These two centos were given in the 
Bi, 1780, a8 Nos, 240, 241. The 

the 
is 

Wee, fT. 

Ty are ree 
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peated in several collections in G. Britain and 

America. 

Great God, to Thee our songs we 

raise. [Resignation] Appeared ny- 

mously in the Foundling Coll., 1796, a sub- 
sequent editions, in 3 st. of 6 1. In 1810 it 

was transferred, with slight alterations, to the 

Rev. J. Kempthorne’s Select Portion of Pe. & 

Hys., No. 132, and from thence it has passed 

inte a few modern collections. In the Irish 

Church Hymnal, 1873, the text is altered 

somewhat treely. In D. Sedgwick’s marked 

copy of Kempthorne’s Ps. & Hys., 1810, the 

authorship is ascribed to Kempthorne, but 

without authority. In common with other 

hymns of high merit, which come to us Crean 

the Foundling Coll, its authorship is a th 
B. 

Great God, we t (Thy 

mighty hand. P. Dodari [New Year. 

Pub, by J. Orton in the umous ed. 

Doddridge’s Hymna, &., 1755, No. 157, in 5 st. 
of 41., and again with variations in the text, 

by J. D. Humphreys’s ed. of the same, 1839, 

No, 282, the general heading in both being, 

“ Help obtained of God, Acts zrvi. 22. For 

the New Year.” In some collections it begins, 

“Great God, we praise Thy mighty hand"; 

and in others, “Great God, we sing Thy 

mighty hand.” Usually, however, the altera- 

tions, both in the English and American 

hymn-books, are very slight. (J. J.J 

Great God, what do I see and hear? 
Advent.) It is sometimes stated that this 

ymn is upon the Dies Irae. With that 

sequence, however, it has no connection except 

that the two hymns are on the same subject. 

The commonly — statement that the 

hymn is by Martin Luther is still more apo- 

eryphal, A rendering of the Dies Trae into 

German which appeared in 1565 (Wackernagel, 

iv. 344-5) waa revised by holomins 

Ringwaldt and pub, in his Handbiichlin, 1586, 

and this was tr. by J. C. Jacobi, 1722. It is 

said that Ringwaldt’s version waa again tr. by 

another hand, ¢. 1802; and finally adopted by 

Dr. Collyer in 1812, How far this is correct 
will be gathered from the following facts :— 

lL. The opening stanza of Ringwaldt’s text, 

1586, is :— 
* Est ist gewleslich an der Zeit 

Dass Gottes Sobn wird kommen, 
In seiner grossen Herrlichkett, 

Zu richten Bos and Frommen; 
Da wird das Lachen werden theur 
Wenn alles wird vergehn im Feur 

Wie Petrus davon schrelbet.” 

2. The tr, by J. C. Jacobi, given in his 

Paalmodia Germanica, &c., 1722, p. 95, is:— 
"Tia sure that awful Time will come, 

When Christ the Lord of Glory 
Shall from bis Throne give Men their Doom 

And change what's Transitery ; 
Who then will venture to retire, 
When all's to be consum’d by Fire 

As Peter bas declared?" 

3. The anonymous stanza pub, in Pa & 

Hys. for Pub. and Private Devotion, Sheffield, 
1802, is:— 

“ Great God! what do I see and bear! 
The end of things createt! 

The Judge of mankind doth appear 
On clouds of glory seated ! 

The trumpet sounds! the graves restore 
The dead which they contain’ before ! 

Prepare, my soul, to mect Him.” 

GREAT GOD, WHAT DO 

The only resemblance this stanza has to 

Jacobi’s tr., or to the German from which be 

tr, is in the subject, and the metre common 

to them all. aang | te agen therefore, the 

history of “Great what do I see and 

hear!” begins with the anonymous stanza in 
the Sheffield Ps. & Hys of 1802. - This stanza 
was repeated in J. Kempthorne’s Sel. Portions 

Ps. & Hys., 1810; R. Aspland’s Unitarian 
Sel. of Pe. Hp. 1810, and others, 

4. 1812, Dr. Collyer gave this stanza in 

his Hys. partly Collected and partly Original, 
&e., No, 856, with the following additions! 

stanzas :— 
2. “ The dead in Christ are firet to rise, 

And greet th’ archangel’s warning ; 
Tomet 5 tes Saviour in the skies, 

No gloomy fears Hpac ry a 
His sheds eternal day, 
On those prepar’d to meet Him. 

Fad ve” ot rorediy distant — 
are 

Th’ aay rise, all proves tears 
And sighs are unavailing : 

The day of grace is past and gone, 
Test 8 Frtore the J ent throne, 

All unprepar'd to meet Him. 

The J my nature wearing : 
Beneath His cross I view the day, 
When heaven and earth shall away 
And thus prepare to meet Him!" 

be roe as thus constituted, Dr. 
the following note :— 

“ This bi: which is adapted to Luther’s celebrated 

tune, is on staan ascribed to that great man. Asl 

never saw more than this first verse, I was obliged to 

lengthen It for the completion of the subject, and am 

responsible fur the verses whieh follow,” 

5. The next stage in the history of the hp 

is Se by T. Cotterill. In the 8th ed. of 

his Sel., 1819, No. 199, the original stanza of 
1802 was given unaltered; but in the 9th ed., 
1820, No, 163, it was followed by the remain- 
ing stanzas being altered thus :— 

2. “ The dead in Christ shall first arise, 
At the last trempet's sownding, 

Caught up fo meet Him, in the 

Xo glocday Meare thelr souls diemay ‘© glo 4 3 
His presence sbeds eternal da 

To the 
Collyer add 

im. 
3. “ But sinners, Alled with guilty fears, 

Behold His wrath prevail 4 
For they shall rise, and pind tears 

And sighs are unay, : 
The dey of grace ts post and On 
Trembling they stand before the throne, 

All unprepared to meet Him. 
4. “ Great God! what do I see and hear! 

ri ieagY wankied doth. a a; 

On clowds of glory seated; iit 
Beneath His crow I view the day, 
When heaven am! earth shall 
And thus prepare to meet Him. 

6. From 1820 onwards the work of altera- 

ation has been carried on, Cotterill’s text being 

more atrictly adhered to than any other. More 
than twenty versions are found in hymn-books 
in C. U. at the present time, the most im- 
portant being H. A. & M., 1875, from Cotterill, 
(through Murray's Hymnal, 1852; the 8.P.C.K. 
| Church Hymns, 1871, from Cotterill thtough 

Bickersteth’s Christ. Paalmedy, 1833; the 

Hy, Comp. 1876, also through Biekersteth; 
Tlring’s Coll, 1882, from Cotterill, with 

aways 

(alterations by the editor; and the Hymmary, 



GREAT GOD, WHERE'ER 

1872, from Cotterill, with emendations by the | 
compiler, Im the Hymnary it begins, “0 | 
God, what do LI seo and hear!” and in T. 
Darling's Hyreres, 1387, * Lord God, what do I 
sec and hear.*” Im the American Church Praise 
Bk., 1882, st. f-, ii, aud iv. ure from Hye. A. & 
M. (se above >, 2nd st. iii. is from Dr. Mills’s 
tr. of “Sejom ist clr Tag von Gott bestimmt” 
(p. 302, i) With regard to all the versions 
ef this hymm., careful collation shows that 
the Shefielad 478. & Hye. of 1802, and Collyer, 
in 1812, supp> Raced the materials; (tterill in 
1820 shaped the «edifice, and individual editors 

Great is their Peace who love Thy 

law. I. Watts. (Ps. eriz]) This come in 
the Leeds H, Bk. 1853, No. 162, 14 compiled 
from Watts's c-M. version of Pa exix- @* follows: 

Se.1, from pt. &. st. i; sti from pt. w- #e- 4. 3 et. OU. 
from pt. fi. st. iv. 5 st. tv. from pe, v, at. wi- 

The original version of Ps. cxix. extends to 
| 18 ee and was Ist pub, in Watts "Ss Ff’ salma 
of David, &e., 1719, [- J.) 

Great King of nations, he#F_ °F 
prayer. J. H. rl ern Fuast.J] _\st 
pub. in hia Lutterworth Coll. of Hya. Sor Pubs. 

Vorship, 1838, No. 76, in ¥ st. of # double 
have since adcBecd, in some cases adornments, 
and in others <cirssfigurements, thereto. Some 
forms of the te>xt aoe en Pea grr ed 
.yeral lanurgre-s, including that in the Ap- 

pedir tothe BS. PLC. K. Pa & Hye, 1363, 
fnto Latn by ER. Bingham, in his Hymn. 
Christ. Ittimea, 1371, as “Magne Dous, que 
videuda » ed (J. a. 

Great Goct. where’er we pitch our 
tent. B.fedeLorme. (Family Worship.) This 
hymn on “Going to a new habitation.” ap- 
peared in Ripp>our's Sel., 1787, No. 343, in 2 at. 
of 4 1.,and trom thence it has passed into a 
few modem collections, In Beddome's (post- 
humous) Hye. aPapted to Public Worship, 1817, 
it ie wivenes steamzas jij, and iv. of the hyn, 
« Bles'd Lord, my wandering heart recal.” 

ye text in Rigze~ on and in Beddome’s Hymna, 

lines, and headed, “Fust Day; or, “izme of 
Public Calamity.” It was repeated ima the 

| Marylebone P's. & Hye, 1851, No 66, and is 
found in numerous modern colleetions, izaclud- 
ing H. A. MW, the S.PLC.K. Churez 72ys., 
the ITy. Comp. &e. It ranks as one of the 
best hymns for the occasion of Publie —— kal 

Great King of Saints, enthroned on 
(high. [On behalf of Church Oficers, This 
hymn was given anonymously in W. Urwick'’s 
Coll, of Hymna, &c., Dublin, 1829, No 222, 
in 5 st. of 4 1, and headed, “ Praise and Prayer 
for the Office-bearers of the Church.” In 1336 
it was included in J. Conder’s Cong. Wy. Z#7c., 
No, 198, and in some copics it was siggraescd 
“Conder,” in the index. This, however, wae 
subsequently omitted. The history of tlhiis ‘Th - 

js slightly different. The former is thatin C.U. 
(J. J.J 

Great God, Whose universal sway. 
I. Watts. (Ps, lerii_] lst pub. in his Psalms 
of David, ke, 17129, ag the Ist part of his | 
version Of Ps. Ixxii., in 6 st. of 4 1, and en- | 
titled “The Kingrelom of Christ.” It is fol- 
lowed by pL iL, ** Je-sus shall reign where'er | 
the sun "(}V.), in 8S stof 41, Three hymns, | 
all beyinong with § the same stanza, “Great | 
God, Whox,” &.. are in C, U. as follows :— 

t. The orfinal as abowe, This is in a few modern 

hymn goes back to Rippon’s Bap. Sel., LTS7, 
No. 41/, “Fair Sion's King, we suppligazat 
bow,” which was given in the 4th ed. of 3. 
Dobell's New Selection (lat td. 1806), No. BOQ 
(second part), as, “Great King of Sion, geasa— 
cious God.” This was again rewritten awd 
given in Urwick's Hymns as above. Its saxa— 
thorship has not been determined. = (J. oJ} 

Great Ruler of all nature's frame, 
P. Deddridge. (Providence Inthe * p. sass." 
this hymn is No. 54, is headed * God's naorey 

collections 6. Britain. in America it is very popolar, | in moderating the stortus of affliction, from, Is. 
2. In E,W. Eddins Devin 1s. fur the Use of the 

Churches, 161, No. ss in pinot Of st. 1, and vi of 
this Bree anistiiv. mil rv. of * Jesus stall reign,” &c. 

%. Tn the ame collection, No. 143 is made up of st. 1, 
an sbrow es An st. viv iit, of Jesus shall reign,” &c. 
These cento are limited tn their use. {J. J.J 
Great is the Tord, of high renown. 

J. Keble. [Ps ztvi oT) This 2 aha of Pa. 
xi ve ee in two parts in his Pealter, or 

Fs. of Pid in Engltich verse, 183°, pt. i., 
ear isan gt st.of 4 1., and pt. ii. of 7 at. of 

‘ Atter began :— Our ears have heard, am nw o : 1 ; : ; given unalterd in ir @yes,” and in 1863 was 
with the addition of Gene Neola rk 

peat = Lord our God. L. Watts. 
©, 1719, in 7 ge AR: iM his Paalma of David, 

Chureh is the hmioase. aaieet and —_ Nick 
» ular ms fety of a nathon. 

one ti. Peco = this ea is composed 
in G. Britain and 4 ,,). 0218 is in extensive use 
oft-quoted stana -—— "*“Fiea, and embodivs the 

tunes. ws in the Neg, “St ig altered, and some- 

—— etre 1875, 0 doxoloey 
ue 

xxvii. 8," and is dated “ Dec. 10, 1737.7 “vine 
same toxt was given in the posthumous @<a_ of 
Doddridge's Hymns, &e., 1755, No. 92, im 4 wt. 
of 41., and again in J, D. Humphreys’a ect. of 
the same, LSuy, No, 108. Its use in G. Britain 
is limited, but in America it is extensive.  "g>yy, 
hymo, “ Maker of all things, mighty Torq» 
ty E. Osler, in Hall's Mitre H, Bk, B36, WL 
4s, is com of #t, i, ii. from this hwmy 
(altered), und the rest by Osler. (J 73 

Great Ruler of the earth and s 
A word of Thy, &c. Anne Steele, wien. 

tional Thanksgiving for T'eace.] lst pub ye 
| her Poema on Subjects chiefly Devotional, 1 > a 
vol. i. p. 38, in 6 st. of 4 1, and entie}e 3" 
* Praise for National Peace.” In 1787 q Man 
given in Rippon's Bapt. Sel, No. S3lhand .).3"3 
sequentivy ip a large number of hymn-t,- lo abe 
in G. Britain and America, includins» rhs 
Cooke & Denton Hymnal, 1si3 ; Stowell "5 Zz 
& Hye, 831 (Lith od,, 1877), Xe, Orige ¢ =. 
in D. Sedgwick's reprint of her Hymns, reas 
1863. Rey 4 a 

Great Ruler of the earth and 3. 
In boundless deeps, é&c. x, Kroes 
( Providence.) In 1716 John Clarke, of te States 
ston, pub, The Error of them who derise wae == 

A Sermon freach'd in the Old Jewry, Nop Ae - 
e. SB, 

_ 
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1716, By Simon Browne, anda 
this hymn on “ Mysterious Providence,” in 

9st of 4L It was afterwards included, with 

the same title as No. 129, in Browne’s Hys. & 
Spiritual Songs, 1720. It is in Tr modern 
books J.J.) 

Great Saviour, Who didst conde- 
scend. [Public Worship.) This children’s 

hymn for use in Public Worship wus given 

anonymously in Rowland Hill's Hys. for the 

Use of 8. Schools, 1808, No, 177, in 5 st.of + 1. 
In 1812 it was repeated in a Bristol 8. 8. H. 

Bk. ; in 1836 in the Cong, H. Bk. ; and again 

in others to modern hymn-books in G, Britain 

and America, including the Meth. 8. 5. H. Bk., 

1879, &e. cw. T. BJ 

Great Shepherd of Thine Israel. J. 
Watts. (Ps. lrex.) Appeared in his Pe. hd 

David, &e., 1719, in 12 st. of 4 1,, and entitle 
“The Church's Prayer under Affliction; or, 
The Vineyard of God wasted.” It is usually 
given in modern hymnals, both in G. Britain 
and America, in an abbreviated form, and 
sometimes as, “Great Leader of Thine Israel.” 
In the Irvingite Hys. for the Use of the Churches, 
1864, No. 68, st. v.-vili., slightly altered, are 

ven aa, “Lord, Thou hast planted with 
Thine hands.” The opening lines of this ver- 
sion of Pa. Ixxx. :— 

Great Shepherd of Thine [srael, 
Who didst between the cberuts dwell,” 

are from Sir J. Denham’s version of the same 
Psalm, 1714. J.J.) 

Great Sourcé of being and of love. 
P. Doddridge, (River of Living Water.) _ lst 
- in his (posthumous) Hymns, &e., 1755, 

o. 147, in 6 st. of 41, and headed, * The 
waters of the Sanctuary healing the Dead 
Sea.” To this is added, in order te explain 
the Sth stanza,“ To the Deud Sea the waters 
flow,” the note :— 
“The Sea or Lake, where Sodom, Gomorrah, &c., had 

steed, which was putrid and poysonous; and anclent 
writers say that no Fish could Live in it,” 

The same text, but with the omission of the 
note, was repeated in J. D. Humphreya’s edi- 
tion of the Hymna, &e., 1839, No. 165. In 
some modern hymn-books st. y. is omitted, as 
in Martineau'’s Hymna, &e., 18738, (J. J.J 

Great Source of life, our souls con- 
fess. P. Doddridge. (Thanksgiving for Per- 
sonal Benefits.) This hymn is No, 10 in the 
*p. mes.” but is undated. It is in 5 st. of 4 1, 
and entitled, * Of walking before the Lord in 
the land of the living.” Ps. exvi. 9, The same 
text was given in his (posthumous) Hynwa, &e., 
1755, No. St, but the title was changed to, 
“Deliverance celebrated and good resolutions 
formed"; and again in J. D. Humplreys’s ed, 
of the Himene, &e., 1839, No, 72. In some | 
modern collections st. ii. is omitted, as in Mer- | 
cers Ch. Pealter & H. Bk., ed. 1864, No. 507. 
Usually, however, it is given in full. (J. J.) 

Great Source of unexhausted good. | 
[Bresstasee Acknowledged.) Appeared in the 

eter Unitarian Coll., 1812, No. 186, in 5 at. 
of 6 L: headed, “ Grateful acknowledgement 
of God's constant Goodness" ; and marked in 
the Index with an asterisk denoting that it 
was first published therein. In moderna Ame- 

GREAT SAVIOUR, WHO 

nded thereto | 
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rican Unitarian collections, as the Boston Hy. 
& Tune Bh., 1868, No, 148, it is abbreviated to 
3 at, (W. T. BJ 

| Great was the day, the joy was 
great. J. Watts. (Whiteuntide—Missions.) 

' From his Hys & S. Songs, 1709, Bk. ii. No. 
| 144, in 6 st. of 41, into a few modern collec 
tions. In the Bapt. Ps. & Hys., 1858, No, 287, 

| the lines -— 
“ Go, and assert your Saviour’s cause; 

Go, spread the mystery of His Cross, 

are changed to > 
“ Go, and your Sartoar’s Cross tat = 

Go, teach all nations in my Name.” 

This change is not generally adopted. (J. J.] 

Greding, Johann Ernst. [Rube, J. C., 
No. i.) 

Greek Hymnody. § i. Introduction. 
The ancient Greek hymus range themselves 
under two radically distinct clusses: these 
written in the decaying classical metres, with 

, increasing dis to the rules of quantity : 
and the far larger and more important class 
found in the Service Books of the Eastern 
Church, which is more oriental in character, 
with an affinity to the Hebrew modes; aud 
which, leoning from the hymns of the Old 
Covenant and the Angelic hymn at Bethie- 
hem, developes itself into the elatorated 
canons of the eighth and ninth centuries. 

A. Classical Metres. 
§ ii, A copious selection of Christian 

hymns in classical measures, chiefly Ana- 
creontic, may be seen in Daniel's Thesaurus, 
vol. iii, in Anthologia Graeca Carminum 
Christianorum, by Clirist and Paranikas, and 
in Poetae Veteres Graeci, by La Rovitre. The 
latest of these includes hymns by Leo the 
Wise (886-912), and the Patriarch Photius 
(died 891). Some of the most important will 
be noted in the following sketch. Two 
remarks may be made on them of a general 
character. They afford constant evidence of 
that change which shows itself in Latin as 
well as Greek, an increasing disregard of the 
old laws of quantity. (Instances may be seen 
in Anthologia Graec, Car. Christ., Prolego- 
mena, p. xxxvi. The interchange of o and 
as equivalent sounds is a common illustration 
of the fact.) And secondly, none of these 
classical measures, except in three Iumbic 
canons of St. Johu of Damwscus (see below, 
§ xvi. 11, xvii. 2), were ever, so far as can be 

gathered, admitted into the public worship 
of the Church. 

§ iii. Clement of Alexandria, The earliest 
of these hymua, and the oldest of all Cliristian 
hymns, XIréuovr wédww Adade (Bridle of 
steeds untamed), is attached to the waide- 
yeryds of Clement of Alexandria (170-220). 
It has been disputed whether it is really by 
Clement himself, or has been added by 
another band, as an act of devotion foundel 
on the book to which it is annexed. “ Though 
its phraseology is adapted to the perfect 
Gnostic of Alexandria in the second century” 
(Liddon), there is nothing in its bright versi- 
cles—full of childlike trust in Christ, as the 
Shepherd, the Fisher of Souls, the Everlasting 
Word, the Eternal Light—that is not to be 
found in the pages of Holy Writ. It is written in 
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Dimeier Anapzstica. (See Anth. Grace. Car, 
Christ., p. 37, ata Duniel,iii 8.) It has been 
translated by Ir. Bonar; by Mr, Chatfield in 
Songs and Earn ras of the Earliest Greek Chris- 
tian Poets, pe 155; und in Ante-Nicene Christ. 
Lib. i. 41, seq- The latter of these gives 
the best den Of the original structure, 

§ iv. Gregory Ff Natianzus (529-89) Among 
the religious poeoe-try ot Gregory of Nazianzus, 
written for the rxraost part after his retirement 
from theCourt at Constantinople to lis cell at 
Nazianzu, there are hymns of a high order; 
rapt conten p lee tions of the Triune Godhead, 
tinged with E* Le tonic phrases to some extent, 
but far wore wi-whlly recalling the Creed of 
Constantnopl<-. The finest perhaps are 
‘A waster be dscecxa(“ Allwircling Infinity”) in 
Hexametrs, rad the Anacreontic Ze rdv 

yrow podpracwe (Thee, King Immortal”), 
But the warzmer tone of advrstion in the 
+ Hymop to Cha rist alter Silence" at Enster 
xpiote, aE, ae npwrov) (“Thee first, O 
Christ agers Fs appeals more to the 
emotions “full selection of these hymna 
will be touncl 232 A4nth, Graec, Car. Christ, all 
of which have been gracefally translated in 
Mr. Chatield’ss Songs and Hymns, &o. The 
selection 2 FPaniel iii, ia slightly fuller. 
The author of The Life of Ken by a Lay- 
man ([%: 9 Amderdon) has dmwn a parallel, 
pug srested orig anally by Ken himself, between 
our owl Prelate and Gregory. ‘The sudden 
fall from his brilliant eminence —as the 
eloguent Preacher of the Anastasis, the 
Patriarch enthroned by the Emperor's own 
hand, and the President of the Gcumenical 
Council of Constantinople—to ignominious 
ebdication and return to the cell of his 
bumbler life; the employment of his remain- 
ing year 1 sacred poetry; and even the 
traits of heart and temper which the poems 
exhibit, lave analogies in Ken, “The Ad- 

dress to his own Soul,” Ti cor déAces yeréotar 
(> W bat wouldst thou have") (see Anth. Grace, 
Car. Christ, 26, and Mr. Chattield’s 

vigorous translation), caustic, scomful 
seliloguy, recalls often the sudden tums of 
Herbert, und the contempt of life and earth 
which ivspires ++ The xt” ef Baxter and 
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The 10th byom, in Mr. Chatfield’ 2ePTesenta- 
tion of it (* Lord Jesu, think oxa 2220;") has 
been adopted in H. 4. M, aeod by Mr 

| Thrivg, but the Western forn und 9 ©@2P#Psion 
are the translstor's, Though of geret Apint, 
reulity and benuty, the hymns of S¥ mesits lie 
confessedly on the borderland of Cob rastisuity 
and Neo-Flutonism, and oftey itis the E7Jatonic 
rather than the specially Christian thought 
that inspires his most refinel passagres- — !t 

hus been doubt«d, but persaps erromecourly, 
| whether be believed in the Resarrection. 
(See Anth. Grace. Carm. Christ., p. ix-» 80d 
Chatfield’s Introduction, p. i. seq.) 

§ vi. Sophronius, Patriarch of Jerwusnlem 
(629), The poems of this prelate illustrate 

| the distinetion between the hymns in classical 
metres and tho-e of the ritual of the (’hrurch 

| which ure tu be treated below. Two or tliree 
_Idiomela, written in the accustomecd style, 
‘are found in the Menaca und Horologion. Cee 
Anth. Graec. Carm. Christ. pp. litt. 96.) THis 
Anacreontic hymns, on the other hand, mre 
not to be found in the Grek Service-bor ka 
They bave been published in Cardinal JE zi'a 
Spicilegium Homanum, 1840, vol, iv., from 
which tull extracts have been made in tea rv2 fel, 
iii., and Anth, Graee. Carm. Christ., pp. 24—6. 
They «re all written in the same metre; Toric 
dimetre; but at intervals of fifteen or twezs ty» 
lines varied by a couplet of different mac ta-<-, 
“technically known as xovxiAAr,” genera lly 
expressive of some comment or aspiration a ria— 
ing out of the narrative given in the re-set. 
They are long narratives, on the Annunciat icom, 
the Nativity, the Visit of the Magi, the Ba p- 
tism, the Triumphal Entry, the Last Sugopser 
the Cross, the Ascension ; on St. Paul, St. Jacoby ents 
St, Stephen, and certain mints The most 
interesting is on the Holy Places, giviuy- sayy 
insight into the appearance of Jerusulenny azaci 
the spots held sucred in hia day. It im iggy 
stanzas of four lines. the initial letters of ttie 
stauzes being the letters of the alphabe-t in 
order, These hymus uf Sopbrouius have: mot 
been rendered into Enylish, 

§ vil, Llias Syncellus, St. Johnof Dama sey, 
Of the remaining pieces in the Anthologia 
and Daniel only two are of conspicuous 

«The Clallenge ** of gir Walter Raleigh. | merit: a solemn reflection on deatls eeaad 
The morning and evening hymns of Gregory 
orig a “med beside Ken's: but on the 
other han nothing else of Ken equals the 

loftiness of Gregory. Gregory of Naziancus. | 
th Fe ak Siynerine (37 30). Ten hymns of 

heh ati 2 Philosophic bishop, not all 
ddases or rated Period of his life, and yet 
(see the 10th jy ‘ma as forming a siugle book 

m be irre mM cA 3 = « ” > ¥eéeo Xpiere) (* Remem 
ppomah repent So és autifal, otal be of that 
head, which th. Pp © of the Trane Gii- 
The 8th lyon, reat Onic philosophy inspired. 

childrens tod": 2 Bie og et bie wife sl 
ge ae ac ro lll Pi 
the fervour ing h tres precio ap 

pineal ipo Ta
ti Tait iotiam. Tees a 

ea Car aaa. a oeole, Spondat se 
they have been try, mela +0, seq., from whence 

. 
tea) by Mr. Chatfield. 

jucigment, deeply earnest, by Eliss Syrce- 1 agg 
(Anth. Grace. Carm. Chriet.. p. 47), maret ae 
Prayer w Christ in Anacroonties, OF preg 
personal fervour, by St. Jobnet Datasets pe 
has ben versitied im Mr. Lupton's St. Joka gy f 
Damascus (Futhers for English Readers, gy be 
‘The three great canons of St. Jobe of Dyas yyy 
cus in trimeter Inmbies are an apy 
exception to the rule that classical me ty 
not found in the Greek Service Books, 
ther are in reality a link Letween the 

| classes of hymns, tor while written in In 

| metre, they are also confurmed to the ray 
syllable. accent, und acrestic, to which, 
Chureh hymns are subjected. See § xvi_ the 

B. Hymns of the Greek Church, 

§ viii. Hymns of the Old Testament, 
more enduring importance is the distinct; . 

| Christian growth, which bas its root jy th 

| poetry and worship of the Old Covenant, sy 5 4 
culminates in the hymns of the Kanterso 

| Church. If we eould recover a more eee 

Rent 
cs are 

tat 

ad 

Trabie 

<> 

el 
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notion of the strophes of Hebrew poetry, of 
the musical accents, the antiphonal singing, 
the liturgical use of detached versicles of the 
Psalms, and other characteristics of Hebrew 
hymnody, a strong light might be thrown on 
some of the obscure parallels presented by 
the Greek system. A few points may how- 
ever be nated with tolerable certainty. It is 
scarcely worth stating that the songs of the 
Old Testament, together with other rhythmic 

3, passed in their Greek forms into 
the Christian Services. The nse of the 
Alleluia and tue Hosanna are equatly obvious 
examples, The Ter Sanctus had been partially 
in previous use in the Jewish ritual: the 
Hosanna which so constantly accompanies it 
was partly the echo of the Triumpbal Entry, 
but partly also of the older refrain used at the 
Feast of Tabernacles (Nee Dict. of the Bible : 
Hosanna). Antiphonal singing, introduced 
among tue Greeks by Ignatius at Antioch, 
seems clearly traceable to a Hebrew origin, 
exemplified by the gg of the Thera- 
peuta, as stated by Philo, and the far older 
practice of the Temple choirs (1 Chron. vi. 31, 
soq. and xxv.) (See Diet. Christ. Ant.: Anti- 
phon.) The refrains and sort ejaculations 
of praise which sre such a marked featare of 
Geek hymns have nnalogies in the Psalms, 
and the Kighteen Prayers of the ayn e. 
The use of broken versicles of the Psalms 
(etrxodoyia) aud Christian versicles inter- 
woven with them (awdercya, orixnpa awd 
orixov), a8 well as the longer form Antiphon 
are probably derived from the Hebrew use. 
The Acrostic, on which the strophes of the 
Canons ure threaded, resembles the system of 
the Alphabetic.! Acrostic Psalms, and is occa- 
sionally itself alpiabetical. 

§ ix. Hymns of the New Testament. The 
inspired songs that ushered in the Nativity 
became probably at an early period canticles 
ofthe church: the Angels’ ttymnat Bethlehem 
is the germ of the Gloria in Excelsis (aur § x, 4.) 
lhere is no trace however of a similar use of 
the heavenly songs of the Book of Kevelation, 
beyond the adoption of a few of the acclama- 
tions in the Jater Greek hymns. Beside these 
Scriptural hymns others must have soon arisen. 
That the holy enthusiasm of the new life of 
Christianity would express iterlf in some sini- 
Jar forma to those of the Magnificat and Nune 
Dimattis seema in itself almost inevitable: and 
netwithetanding a measure of doubt attachin 
te both expressions, the terms ‘hymn’ an 
“spiritual song’ (Eph, v. 19, 20; Col, iii, 16, 
17) seem plainly to assert their existence. 

[The word Garos is found only in these two passages 
of the N. T., but the derivative verb is used of the hymn 
sung at The Last Supper, which was probably the series 
of Psalms called the Halle! (Pas. exili-cxvili.). St. 
Paul, however, plainly distinguishes “hytans” amd 
“paalms.”” Watts and the early English writers of 
byte thought the Cunticles and other passages of Hel 
Scripture suitable for singing were denoted by * Spi 
tial Songs.” But it be nore = that they were new 
utteranoes inspired by the Holy Spirit; like those in. the 
Corinthian Church.) 

The form ond matter of these hymns muy 
be suggested to us by the rhythmic passages 
in the epistles of St. Paul, St. James and St. 
Peter. A disposition has shown itself to find 
in «ome of the most remarkable of these, 
where they are separable from the context, 
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| actual quotations of existing hynans (ox 
| 1 Tim. vi. 15,16; Titus iii. 4-7; James i. 17). 
The verse which bears the strongest evidence 
of being a fragment of a hymn, “ un penitence,” 
ia “Evyecpa: d xadeddwy, xal avdera dx Tay vexpar, 
wal éripatore: oor 5 és (* Awake thou that 
sleepest,” &c.), Eph. v, 14, Two of “the 
faituful sayings” in the Pastoral Epistles, 
which are evidently household words of the 
Christians, have a rhythmic character. Xporrds 
"Inoois FAGer eis Thy xdopor QuapreXods coom 
(* Christ Jesus came into the world to save 
sinners ") (1 ‘l'im. i. 15) has been called partofa 
hymn * on redem ": El-yap cuvawetdroutr, 
wal cu{foouer e: bxoptvouer, kal cups Bacred- 
wouer «7A. (“If we die with Him, we shall 
also live with Him,” &c.) 2 Tim. ii. 11-13, 
fragment “on the glories of martyrdom”; 
and the short versicles resembling one of the 
strophes of the canons, ¢parepety dy capxi, 
BinadOn dv wreduars, SPOy ayytAos, danpiyty 
dy Liveow, emioreidn dy Kécum, dveAhobn tr 

. (“Manifested in the flesh, justified in 
the spirit,” &c.) 1 Tim, iii. 16, part of a hymn 
“ou Our Lord’s Incarnation and Triumph.” 

Liddon's Bampton Lectures, p. 427, note.) 
t is not easy to decide whether such hymns 

were then used in the worship of the Church. 
Pliny's letter to ‘Trajan seems to porove the 
use of hymns at the Eucharist at a very early 
period (Carmen gg ag ey Deo dicere in- 
vicem secum), On the er hand it will be 
shown below that there was « scruple against 
the adoption of anything but peal in the 
public devotions (see §x1.); and the context, 
in which St. Paul mentions “ hymans” and 
“spiritual songs,” is giving directiors not for 
worship, but common life and rocial im tercourse. 
(See Dict. Christ. Ant.: Hymns.) 

§ x, Primitive Greek Homes. 1. The ear 
liest hymn in this class is the Thanksgiving 
at lamp-lighting (é¢rAvxsws edxapscria), a8 
St. Basil calls it, which haa been frequently 
translated both in prose and verse,—ais (Aapby 
aylas Sdéns (q.¥.) It waa old in St. Basil's 
duy (370): but it is a misinterpretation of 
hia words ( De Spiritu Sancto, c. 29) to aturibute 
it to Athenogenes (169), 

2. Methodius (died cirea 311). A hymn 
oe in * The Banquet of the ‘Ten Virzins,” 

inning “AvwSev, rapSévor, Bors éyepaivexpos 
dxos (* Up, maidens, the sound of the ory that 
ruiseth the deal”), by this early writer, — 
not found in the Greek Service Books, may 
most titly mentioned here on account of certain 
rhythmical features. Unlike all other extant 
early iymns, it is of great length—twenty-four 
strophes—and thus suggests the bility 
that some of the longer an nymous [diomela of 
the Greek Service Books may be of early date 
(see § x.). The initial letters of the stropbes 
are, as in the Anacreontic hymn of Sophronius 
(see § vi.) on “ The Holy Places,” the tetters of 
the ulpabet in their order, thus sapplying 
link between the Hebrew Alphabetical Psalms 
and the acrostichs of Romanus and the canous 
(see §$ xii, xvi), Each strophe is followed by 
the same refrain (draxo) sung in chorus by 
The Ten Virgins, the stropues themselves 
being sung by Thekla alone. The rhythm 
is plainly Lambie, tuough loose and irregular. 
The pieve is full of sust.ined spirit amd elation, 

/aud Mr. Chattield’s translation of it, “The 
ct it ssh sts 
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Bridegroom comet Ea ,™ * is the best in his volame 
Cp. 141). (See AretFa- race. Carm, Christ., p- 33, 
and aoetler trea ee selation 
Library: Mthw®@ézerxm, p. iil.) 

B. The Ter Sereve<># eas in its earliest form, as 
derived from thee) Bess eon in Isiah vi. 3, was 
used for liturgicsmt Purposes in the Jewish 
eharch. There is <== 22 apparent allusion to its 
use in Christian ~S-<>wsliip in the catechetical 
lectures of St.Cy ri €<sirca 347). It appears in 
the Clementine E.a ¢ eargy (Apost. Const. 8, 12) 
in this form ~A-pa2ers “Ayios “Ayws Kipws 

SO wAtpns & <_e€F payos xal 4 yi ris BdEns 
avrow” ebAoyrhs «2s -y—<pis aldvas' duty. (* Holy, 
Holy. Holy: Lore <>f Sabavth: heaven and 
é are fullof EX&-s <Glory. Blessed art Thou 
for ever. Amen.”* > The form vari 

this inthe Lae orm varies slightly 
from =argies of St. Mark, St. 
James, and St. <—FEarysostom: and in the 
two latter the Hosece ve van is attached, “ Hosanna 
to the Bon of Teen w-ad: blessed be he that 
cometh — >, Aree of : Hosanna 
in the bighet.” | “E™ Bae ds precedent of combinn- 
tion was followed G22 eho First Prayer Book of 

Ba} znn always cccurs in the Edward VI The 
gir woe in E-—em-=s tern liturgies, following 
ucharstic E™ aes face. (See Neale's Holy 

Eastern Church, - — £541, and Dict. of Christ, 
‘Ant. under refamce:_ 

4. Ee Oren Apr mem _ of the Gloria in Excelais 
ja of early cae. ‘ he S2erm of it is of course the 
‘Angels’ byw at ES<>@ gy lohem (Lukeii, 14); and 

far it eilech get * & Litursy of St. Jaines. 
But the ex" — <>2=—m of it is found at the 
end of the eeanet == 2 al canticles contained in 
the Code” "42-2 ee es (end of Sth cent.), and 

a dv Wieroes Bees, cal dai vis eiphrn, dy 
ainawrest Earipad ae mo sipdo oe, evroyotudy oe, 
a aper Tove POO, FE gr eraoxvvviper ot, Sotodrryou- 
pe 5k TY MED ey we G05 Sdfay * Kip Bac. 

3 “inne _ a cethp waorenperep, wipie 
ae i. jd tg << purré, wal Gyr wveiua. 

wos + oi Geo, 5 vids Tod rarpbs, 
= =i Kdopov, eed quas 

~ SS Foi xdopov, tpdodetar thy 
Béneew Lonel S KAOFs pa 90; dv Beko Tot bi a 

AMES OTE Re we F udvos Eyios, ov el udvos dA dneo” 5 arous Xpic > rs 
5 pLos> +4 Ss els Bégav Geod warpds. 

vAmhr- Cc at Apo <od in the highest pe ge on 

earth poeta These among men. We praise 
Thee. “°. =<, we give thanks to 
we worship wre zzive thanks tv Thee for 

Tay & Lord, Heavenly King, 
Goa the am wztighty, Lord hea eh 

pegotte® = hrist, and Holy Spirit! 

f Teerab of God, Son of the 
y the sins of the 

es © us: Thou that takeat 
© world, receive our 

ray : oto eaee Sit test on the right band 

Pe the Pasay Thos ©rey on us: For Thon 

Sniy @ the Glory ©rniyurt the Lord Jesus 

Chr st ty or version raj “God the Father.”) 
Ate i with peg te hymn, substantially | 

the =" acl ia found we €@diitional phrases and | 

variation late Te tn he Apost, nat. 7, 47. 

pp TR Untitled woos,  apter in which it is 
qgoud? * a spurious ¢,. X75 dws. It is also 
foul. aj nitate.as a moots of St. Athanasius, 

pe verge \e Western: ins hymn. Itseucha- | 
istic © Enste: >, @Xcept the Nestorian, | 
one otf ths Th Liturgi.s ontain it. (See i 

ro fpather - 

Son, dea 

God, 

not 

in Ante- Nicene 
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| Anth. Graee,, p. xxii., and Dozology anc Gloria 
in Excelais in Diet. Christ. Ant.) doubt 

5. Te Deum, There can be litthe it it 
| that the Tr Deum, or some -elements of Jauscs 
| originally Greek, although only a few ©F® Grst 
have been actually discovered, Te 
twenty-one versea of the Te Deum in” ; 
are found without variation in early an 
but there are four known variations 2*? 
form of the last nine verses. Two of _ these 
variations differ from the one udopted 2#3 OUF 
Prayer-Book only in the omission of cea tan 
clauses. But the other two, besides orm 2 €680E 
one or two clauses, insert, though eacla 2 & 
different place among the clauses, the words 
“ Benedictuses Domine Deus patrum nostr-<a 7 tem 

| et laudahbile nomen tuum in aeternum.”” If 
| we add these words to the familiar phr=eses, 
«Day by day we magnify ‘Thee,’ * Vouckassef£e, 
| O Lord, to keep us this day without sin, ”” we 
obtain precisely the following short Greek 
hymn, which is found in the Coder Aleoran- 
rinus immediately after the Grek forzza of 

the Gloria in is. (See above, 4.) 
Kal’ ixdorny hudpay eldcyhow oe wal alereore 

| rd dvoua cov eis Toy aidva Kal eis Thy alaewce TOU 
aldvos, Karagiwcov, Kipie xal The Feed gocew 

_tatrny dvauaprhrous puAcxGiva jas. EO AXO- 
| ynrds el Kipie 6 Geds ray ratépwr quar kal axde-e~ 
Toe xa) Sed0fdouevovy Thdvoud cov els rubs aiew aces. 
| dua. I hg by day I will bles Thee sarc 
| raise Thy Name, tor ever und ever and ewer. 

Youchsufe, Oh Lord, to keep us thisday alao 
| without sin. Blessed art Thou,O God of owr 
fathera, and praised and glorified is Thy IN samme 
for ever.") (See Dict. Christ, Ant.: ** “Le 
Deum;" Anth. Graec, Carm. Christ. Pp. BO ; 

“ bl Hymn (Te decet laws). Wy 6. Karly Vi (Te laus mn 
before Meats. Iu the 7th book of the 4 - 
stolic Constitutions (c. 47) the Gloria in Boantets 
is fullowed by two other shorthymns. "I. haey 
are printed in Anth, Graee. Carm. Ciea-eat_, 
p. 40, and translated by Mr. Chetfleld. The 
first is an Evening Hymn. The latter part of 
it is simply the Nunc Dimittis, and the eeaxl 
part begins with a verse of the Psalms. t 
then repeats the phrase in the Gloria iva #e>-- 
celeis, aivoipdy oe, buvotmer ae, ebAcyOUsee ee ore 
Bia Thr weydAny cov Séfay, and slightly ~wmries 
the clause concerning“ The Lamb, that tarloe¢), 
away the sin of the world.” The next pla rea sserg 
are well known in their Latin form,“ Te Perereg 
laus.”  Xol xpérei alvos, col xpéwe: buvos, ere} 
Bdta wpéwe: TE warpl nai re vig wal Tey a> le 
wvevuar: eis tobs aldvas raw alévur, eee yy 
(* Thou art worthy to be praised, Thotz gay¢e 
worthy to be hymned, Thou art worthy ta Bye, 
glorified, Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, ¢y,)- 
ever and ever. Amen.”) The second hymare go5 
— we should call a siort grace before. 
meals. 

7. Trisagion. This name haa of lite bese. 
sliscontinued aa an equivalent of Ter Sanez eon 
for good reasons. The Greek term tpod+¢ o> »~ 
juviieates a short invecation found inthe G ree jo 
Liturgies, shortly after the Little Entran <~e. 
and sometimes accompanied by a prayer calles. 
+ the prayer of the Trisagion.” It ts entire J q— 
distinct from the Ter Sanctus common g7 
Greek and Latin Liturgies, and runs thus 
“Aayiws 6 Beds, Eyios layupds, Sys ddvareas s 
édenoor huas. “ Holy God, HB ly and Mighty 
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Holy and Immortal, have merey upon us.” 
The legend of its origin relates that it was 
preternaturally communicated to the terror- 
stricken population of Constantinople during 
an earthquake in the time of St. Proclus 
(434-7). (See Nicephorus Callistus, Lib, 14, 
cap. 46.) It is considered, however, by Neale 
and others to be probably far older, It is 
said to have been introduced into the Liturgy 
in the reign of the younger Theodosius (408- 
50). It is found in the Roman Missal in The 
Improperia used on Good Friday, The Greek 
words and the Latin are there sung in response 
to each other by the two sides of the choir, 
So also in the Sarum and York Uses, (See 
Dict. Christ, Ant. : Trisagion.) 

8. The Greek form of the Gloria Patri was 
perhaps founded on the Baptismal formula 
Matt. xxviii, 19), The three early varieties 
of it may be seen under Doxologies. They 
were old in St. Basil's days (370). 

9. The Cherubic Hymn. ‘This hymn, se- 
called from its references to the Cherubim, is 
found in the chief Eastern Liturgies, except 
the Clementine, before the Great Entrance. 
It is not found in the heretical liturgies except 
in the Armenian; and this fact is an — 
ment just its antiquity. It is generally 
ascribed to the time of Justinian. Cedrenus 
says that Justinian first ordered it to be sung 
in churches. It runs thus: O/ ra xe nm 
wuetixds eixovi(ovres, kal TH (woman Tpiddi Toy 
tpirdyiow Burov Kbovres, wdoay thy Buorichy 
dmobdueda uépinvar, ds toy BaclAea tay dAwy 
brobetduevon, Tas dyyeAiumats dopitws dopupo- 
potueroy tdfeow. dAAndovia. “Let us who 
mystically represent the Cherubim and sing 
the’holy hymn to the Quickening Trinity, lay 
by at this time all worldly cares; that we may 
receive the King of Glory, invisibly attended 
by the angelical orders. Alleluia, Alleluia, 
— (See Dict. Christ Ant.: Cherubie 

) 
70. Syne of Justinian, A short bymn is 

found in the Liturgies of St. Mark and St, 
James, which Neale declares from internal evi- 
dence to be later than the Council of Ephesus 
431), aud which is generally considered the 
composition of the emperor Justinian (527-15). 
It runa thus: 'O povoyeris vids Kal Adyos Tob 
Geot, Abdvatos imdpywy, xal xatabetdueros bid 
Thy Querdpay cwtnpiar capkwhiva: dx THs wyias 
@eoréxov nal de:wapfévov Maplas, datpértws 
évartpwricas, eravpwhels te, Xpore & Beds, 
Cardrw @dvaroy warhaas, els by tis “Aylas 
Tpiddos, aveBotaCéueros tH Tarpl nal te ayiw 
Nvetuati, cwoor juas. “* Only- ten Son 
and Word of God, Immortal, Who didst vouch- 
safe for our salvation to take flesh of the Holy 
Mother of Ged and Ever-Virgin Mary, and 
didst without mutation become man, and wast 
crucifled, Christ our God, and by death didst 
overcome death, being One of the Holy Trinity, 
and glorified together with the Father and 
the Holy Ghost, Save us.’ (Anth. Graee, 
Carm. Christ., p, 52.) 

11. If the materials of the Greek Service- 
books could be critically distinguished, several 
of the Anonymous pieces among the shorter 
hymns would doubtless be added to these 
early comrositions, It is generally believed, 
that the Hirmoi, on which so many of the 
later odes are modelled, belong to the earlier 
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| centuries. The versicles which are attached 
to the pealma, either as antiphons or orixnpa 
ardo7sxa, are also probably among the earliest 
| essays at hymns. Nor is there any reason 
why some uf the anonymous Jdiomela, which 
partake of the same natural apirited freahuess 
as these should not be equally early. The 
elaborate canons of later times add very little 
poe. gr thought to these more artless pieces, 

jand they ae often inferior in force. Their 
prevailing type is a strophe asserting at th 
opening some Christian fact or doctrine; aw 
then nding on it an acclamation of praise 
or culminating in the utterance of some 
glorious title or consequence. 
§ xi. Liturgical use. Berween these short 

and simple hymns, largely built up of joyous 
ejaculations, aud the elaborate Odes and 
Canons of the 8th and 9th centuries there is a 
wide interval: and as the history of the de- 
velopment is obseure, it will be convenient to 
throw together here sume account of the 
gradual introduction of hymns into the public 
worship of the church. Notwithstanding the 
very early mention of hymns as part of the 
Liturgy in Pliny’s letter and x balers Martyr, 
as well as the evidence of Liturgies for 
the use of some of thse already noted, there 
was manifestly a certain reserve as to their 
general introduction; in some parts of the 
Church they were allowel earlier than in 
others. An extract from the Epistle of the 
Second Council of Antioch (269) against 
Paul of Samosata shows that they were then 
in use in the Church of Antioch (Dict. Christ. 
Ant.: Hymns). Yet as late as the 4th and Sth 
centuries there wes a scruple agamat the use 
of anything but Psalms in the Eastern monas- 
tries (Pitra, pp, 42, 43), and in Spain the 
Council of Braga (561) forbade the uae of 
hymns. No doubt, they were originally of 
popular origin, und then from their own power 
of spiritual edifient.on passed into the ser- 
viecs. In three different centres of the life of 
the Chureh the use of hymns received a 
— impulse from their employment by 
eretics, The Gnostic hymns of Bardesanes 

and Hurmonius led Ephrem the Syrian (circ. 
460) to adopt their metres and rhythms in his 
hymns for the Syrian Church. The Arian 
hymns drew the attention of Athunasius at 
Alexandria (Pitra) amt Chrysostom at Con- 
stantinople to the hold which hymns had on the 
ma-aes, The use of processional hymns in the 
narthes, lighted by torches, may have origi- 

nated in the processions with er eses and torches 
which Chrysostom organized at Constantinople 
(Dict. Christ. Ant.: Hymns). How far these 
movements developed the structure of the 
Greek hymns, it is impossible to say; the 
strophes of Ephrem, with their final invocr- 
tion, or refrain, have great similarity to the 
troparia of the Greek odes. On the other 
hand the sylisbic metres of Ephrem seem 
much more regular then the varied lengths of 
verse in the troparia, while the great number 
of tunes (275) in the Syrian Church contrasts 
strongly with the eight tenes, to which the 
Greek hymns seem confined, and probably 

iuts to deep-seated differences. See for 
| Ephrem Syrus, Hymns and Homilies of E. 8, 
| translated by Dr. Burvess, 

§ xii. Middle Period —1. Romanue.—The 
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princi 
the odes and carnemr2 = , 

pieces discovered iF two very rare Liturgical 
uss at Moscow ex era<l Rome, by Cardinal 
Pitre. (Pubishea r= 

art. ** Ffynens,” Fo re-2zgel. Britan.) 

nine Of these corxa g>< »=s Ktions are by Romanus; 
among, the wthors <> 

names of - : 
must mot be cnftas<=<2% with later poets of the 
sane raAmMes: other ss are anonymous, As a 
specimen of theia este x-ucture Cardinal Pitra 
ye bes (Hynnoge-ex pehie Greeque) the cele- 
brated Christuas Ina gaa m of Romanus, which is 
com of twenty — f<> ear strophes of consider- 
able length, the imitas= EB letters of the strophes 
emposing the worcBes roi rarewod ‘Peuavoi 
Guwos = the stephes, ~ws- #th the exception of the 
first, m 21 contain thes sesame number of rhythmi- 
cai phrases, thougts <»€ very different lengths, 
and the cor responcdi x2 ge phrases in each atrophe 
are corp sedof thes ss2_.me number of syllables, 
though of varying «gy «asa ntity. The firet strophe 

has op Ly one feattare> @ 2e&® common with the rest: 

the lase line, Comtam& waing the central ides 
of the poem. i re Peowe © <> again as the close of 

every succeed bg stre<> Bae; and the strophes are 

co managed — lece maturally up toit. He 
yes at lengt br sat “ts. for the 30thof June on 
e Holy Apstless = © aeprinted from Hymno- 

5 Greem in 4 v2 2 Fe, Graec.),and wn anony- 
with the Me meee tic Eis Métpor nal MavAor 

e ch, bot Ba identical in structure 
fat for’ briss Gree as The characteristic 
these Pecos kes 4 picturesque, almost 

treatment, We Raich contrasts with the 
cast Of @ Bac Canons. Thus the 
be OF © = with a description of 

leles ray ~ the Infant Christ, the 
gels, shepherds, Magi. 

& SS Bt zg a dialogue in which 

all 
Gramatic 
doctrinal 
Christme? 

Mother, thee saz, 

— Ls , 
gow FaKi0r) 

the short 
in the 
a 

Easass thrown an incidental 

E><><21ms of the same name 

PIES este Greek Office Books, 
1 Tested PB isscovered that in several 

eorrekia Awa<R olor, intercalated be- 
~—m 6th end TER. ides af the Canons, are 

a le strophes Pie ened ont of these original 

*“Liscems other traces of 
<n the acrostic. roi ta- 

=2re now buried im the 
o 

_ 2 

co $32. ered Roma 
mnt of ee = There is some affinity 

Opros, Con, Poeed by the patriared | 

ax<dOrrro* a thanks ora win. y the 
& to the Mother of 

Bers 5 => defence : ge her Constantinople from God ntiack Chagaries stantinople 
the e@ i6 the sme Tepet 

he etrophe: ff be hee 
$s THN aS a se te form. On 

oP ter bent there is i. aeoell the | 
pb a &Md the alternate ones | 
o : S6riea of invocations, | 

© onset id ah acc brilliance and variety. 

Bere 28 “of thyme, cunt, ANd unmistakuble 
4 ti , : 16 hymn was sting — 
ordain: ner of Ged tion of the Jony watch | 

¢ the: ¢ part of it is £ sidered as a poem, 
{ne obi “11 of splendour ; but | 

LA. Shich 
oe OTT: 

jon ger = 
the late 

©s, King of Persia. i 
ttion of the Inst line of 
2© vivid narmtive; and — 

the 

stro 

1 link be t-wwr<><>n the early hymna and ; the worship of the Virgin, which is 16 
is found in a group of | d'étre, scarcely admits of its adapta i 

his Analecta Sacra In- 
edita, Paris, 1876, <q exoted by Loni eo 

wenty- 

others are found the | ‘cons fill « large space in the calenda & = 
mS ee em atasius and others, who | 

<> y>art. The title of these | 

which no flesh is eaten; 

=<anusg in the celebrated | taining the office for the seasons of 

| mi 
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| pertially in England. 
| § xiii. Period of the Odes and Care 
change largely connected with the Icom 
controversy was wrought in Greek 

| Books during the 7th, 8th, and 9th cez® 
| The names of the defenders of the 

and 

their elaborate doctrinal hymns dispossessed 
|the more animated and pictorial poems of 
| Romanus. The new ros which rises 2mto 
| view, and continues henceforward to be the 
highest mode of poetical expression, i the 

| Canon, of which a Andrew of Crete iss 
firat known master. 

Whether the Canon was a new inventia@r? ™t 
this time, or had been in existence previows ss] ¥, 
although no earlirr specimens are extant, 14 
uncertain, A quotation from Gerbert, gi we 
by Cardinal Pitra (Hym. G .p. 43) seems 
to prove its existence in the Sth centary. : 
Christ, however (Anth. Graee,), considers the 
word an interpolation. At any rate it ie mot 
until the time of St. Andrew of Crete tIaat 
the Canon takes its supreme place in the 
system. 
§ xiv. Sources and Translations of the lar fer- 

Greek Hymne. —1. Sources. —The hynaos 
which folluw are found in the Service Books 
of the Greek Church, These are:— 

(1) The Menaea, twelve volumes, one for craceta 
month (uhv), answering approximately to the 
Propria Sanctorum of the Weatera breviary 
(Dict. Christ. Ant. 4. v.). 

(2) The Paracleticé, or Greater Octoeche ess, 
containing the Ferial office arranged Om a 
aystem for eight weeks. 

(3) The Lesser Octoechus, containing tlhe 
Sunday Services of the preceding volume. "IMhe 
name is derived from the eight Tones (fr oe), 
to which the Services of the eight weelkcae 
are respectively set. These Tones are thie 

‘same, except in name, as the G rian 
Tones. The arrangement of the ums to 
them is said to have been the work of 3. 
John of Damascus. 

(4) The Triodion, containing the entire sey 
viees for Lent, and those for the three re. 
cerling Sundays (Sunday of the Pharisce z2¥acd 
the Publican; Sunday of Apocreos, aft «<7 

T rophagns, afte 
whieh even cheese is forbidden} he bene 
Triodion originates in the prevalence <9¢ 
hymns of that name (three odes). 

(5) The Pentecostarion poops ote 
te: 
Cor. 

r mrad 
Pentecost. 

(6) The Euchologion, containing the oocg, — 
sional offices. 

(7) The Horologion, containing the Howrey 
of prayer. : 

he number of hymns in these volurmes sg 
which contain (Neale) 4000 closely-printe<g 
quarto pages ut least, is very large. They ares 
little known in England. The best «lectiogy 
from them is that published by M. Christ iggy 
Anth. Grace, There is ® more meagre on es 
in Daniel, Curdinal Pitra bas preblisheeg 
a group of hymns connected with St. Petey 
and St. Paul. The great offices for Christ— 

r, and Pentecost are printed in Dr, 8, 
Jttledale’s Offices of the Holy Eastern Church 
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2. Translations, &c. The difficulties in the 
way of studying th original services are al- 
most removed for English classical scholars 
since the publication of Neale's Introduction 
to the History of the Holy Eastern Church, and 
Dr. Litt edule's valuable bok on The Offices 
of the Holy Eastern Church. The earliest, most 

jrited, and popular ical translations are 
Hymns of the Eastern Church by Dr. 

Neale (1862). Mr. Chatterton Dix has tarned 
a portion of the blank verse of Dr. Littledale’s 
Offices into metre, and published the same, 
agin in the Church Times, and subsequently 
nm the Lyraas pub. by Mr. Shipley. A few 
hymns have been translated in metrics] form 
by Dr. Littledale, and a 
Times (1864), the People’s Hymnal (1867), and 
the Priest's Prayer-hook, There are also tre, 
hy Dr, Maegill in his Songs of the Christian 
Creed and Life. Lond.: Pickering, 1876-79. 

§ xv. Structure and Versifieation, A Greek 
hymn, as printed in the Servive Books looks 
like a paragraph, or a collection of parngraphs, 
in rhythmical prose. The rhythmical phrases 
of the paragraphs are divided by a system of 
commas, which are obviously unconnected 
with punctnation. If rearranged, 0 as to 

vated in the Church | 

make cach rhythmical phrase a line of poetry, | 
the parmgraph assaines a resemblance to a 
piece of a Greck chorus, and snntches of 
classic rhythm foster the delusion. But it 
has proved impossible to redoce it to any 
known metre, or ts establish any consistency 
between the peragraphs of a hymn by rules 
of y. Cardinal Pitra, however, who 
has investigated this matter with great acute- 
ness, discovered that in the oles (where we 
have hymns composel of several paragraphs), 
and in groups of hymns confessiily similar 
(inera) and modelled on the leading one 
(xpogduoor), the number of rhythmical 
phrases in each paragraph, and the number 
of syllables in each rhythmical phrase (short 
syllables counting as equivalent to long ones), 
is identical. M. Clirist, who has also written 
a masterly essay on the subject in the An- 

ia Graec., hus further established the | 
fact that a fixed proportion of the accents 
in the corresponding phrases is always uni- 
form. The rhythm of the hymns probably 
depended on this uniformity of accent more | 
than on the law of the syllables. “In the 
decline of the language accent was trampling 
down quantity” (Neale). This growing 
inattention to quantity has been pointed out 
eleewhere (ace § ii.). The increasing impor- 
tances of accent is familiar in Latin hymns 
and in modirn Greek, The general rlyth- 
mical impression of Greek hymns is thus 
leseribed by Card. Pitra: “The system bas 
uo lack of flexibility, variety, or precision. 
The strophes are grave or spirited in turn, at 
ene time ssing the solemn march of 
hendecasyllables, at another previpitating 
themselves in a stream of impetuous versicles, 
and most frequently blending both measures 
eusily together” (HTym. Gre p. 24). 
§ xvi. 1. Names and Varieties Hymns. 

The names of the minor Greek hymns are 
very numerous. The Antiphona (arrigwva) 
have the character fatniliar to us in the Latin 
Breviaries. 

2. The dwoAvtina derive their name not so 

| 
‘ 

| 
i 
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mueh from their place near the close of the 
vesper office, as from the Song of Simeon then 
originally sung (Anth, Graee. Carm. Chris, 

xix.). 
O whete isa pof hymns, which are most 

found as satellites of the Canons. 
he «d@iue, so called, apparently, 

because sung seated, an intercalation be- 
tween the third and fourth, or the sixth and 
seventh odes. 

4. The xovrdxwy, intercalated after the 
sixth ode, which, as found at present, is a 
long single stanza, but which in many cases 
has been discovered by Pitra to be a relic of 
the long poews of the school of Romanus, 
the inventor of worrdmia (See § xii. and 
Romanus.) This discovery makes the deri- 
vation of the term from «évros, the roller 
around which a roll of grog ali bound, 
fur more likely than that from xovros, little, 
or that from the Latin Canticum. (Diet. 
Christ. Ant., 8 ¥.) 

5. The ofwos, which always follows the 
xovrdxioy, and is often also a relic of the 
school of Romanus, and of the same character, 
except that it sometimes cluses with a series 
of invocations (xaipe—yawe, Neale). Pitra 
derives it from the position of the choir, 
grouped round the leader, during its perform- 
ance, But Neale and M. Clirist (Anth. Graee.) 
compare it with the Italian Stanza, the cell 
which enshrives the thought, 

6. The xatafaria, wiich is very often a 
repetition of the Hirmos of the ode, sung by 
the choir after coming down into the narthex. 

7. The éfawoeraArdpwov, which follows the 
canon, a hymn first introduced by Constan- 
tine, son of Leo the Wise (Emperor 913-59). 
Eleven of them connected with the Resur- 
rection fram his pen are quoted in Anth. 
Graec, Carm. Christ. p. 110. 

8. The traxvd, which occurs instead of the 
xd@ioua after the third ode. The derivation 
is doubtful. In the Virgin's Song of Metho- 
dius the dwaxof is a refrain. (See § x. 2.) 
But not sv in the Greek Service Books. 
Neither Coresi’s explanation, “ an echo of what 
goes before’’ (Dict. Christ. Ant., 8. v.), por 
Goar's, that tue Church listens, (draxoe:) to 
some recital of Gods muivellous dealings 
(Neale), is satisfactory. 

9. The Idiomelon, sung at great Festivals, 
at matins (Diet, Christ. Ant, & ¥.), but most of 
all during the quiet hours of the night in the 
narthex (western part of the church), “ glowing 
with the processivnal torches” (Neale), is mach 
of the same character as other short hymna. 
But when several of them are combined 
under the name of Stichera (verses) Idiomela, 
a hymn resulta, which exceeds in length 
many of the odes; anil some of the freshest 
pieces in the Service Books are in this class. 
Cardinal Pitra, following Leo Allatius, seems 
to think that the name arises from the fact 
that they huve their own musical treatment 
atiached to the words (Iv wédos), More 
commonly, however, wéAos is taken to denote 
rhythm or metre. I[t is impossible to trace 
any uniformity of structure in successive 
Idiomela: each one seems a law to itself, or, 
us Neale expresses it, its own model. Thus 

all ne 

| Stichera Idiomela are, at any rate practically, 
Irregular Verses. 
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10. 
ef a variable puss 
strophes, each of we Bnich has its highest ex- 

ion of feline thrown into its closing 
fine. All the «tr<> yg > Faes are uniform in the 
number of syllal>Le-=e 2nd lines and in certain 
leadin zg accents (ee-<=> == bove, §xv.). The model 
on which tho sta«>g>l ses are formed is some- 
times the fmt str«a>g> ae of the Ode, which in 

that case is alwecarys=s printed with inverted 
cormmmas; oftn 2 ass an older strophe taken 
from the fii ve, and then only the few 
first »« ords of it s22-<— B-rinted, somewhat ds we 
print the tune of ce Eecallad, at the head of the 
Ode. The mme «>f this strophe is Hirmus 
Ipuos > which is usually explained as 
Qootiug its draeee the other stanzas after 
it (Neale); but thae=  « & «-rivution is doubtful (cee 
Anth. Grace, Carvra, €—“Arist., p. 1x,). The other 

r of short and vivid 

stryphes are mmecd ria, a term which is 
pci (i explained ass  «<Henoting the turning of 
these strophts to Bas Hirmus (Neale). But 
the derivation is <Beseaied by M. Christ, and 
the fact that the <crm troparion is found 
be hed to finale stanzas independent 
apparently ide am Hi mus is against it. 
Pitra cons 7 <=}  troparion as a very 
ancient Greek formxa.  spcially used for the 

rse, Which f<>E 2 short VERT <ows the recitation of the 
Psalms io te meo«<>t warnal office. The Odes 
occur } “PSs a> e mietimes a pair is found 

ak t most frequently there is a 
+f thirce (7 pices & 2 oy), or the full comple- 

of eight 1h Bae es great Festival Canons, 
other, Wihie=Ba forms the Canon. The 
belong cllic= #34 to the Lenten volume, 
jn CONSEY Ue +k eee Triodion. The Odes 

ways Fei pata with the Canticles of 
ak SEICeE, ge ead often cramped and 

by the we <ecessity of allusion to 

name t 
re al 

» Canons, ww Be Zech are the highest effort 
Saang for the most part at 

principally on the 
~~ iz,; 1. of Moses, 
> = 2 Song of Moses, 

=_-y):; 3. Song of Hannah 
ues Habekses on 

— ‘ri ): 6. Jonah's 
and ah tka pet portion of the 

£ =" re<> Children. To these are 

1 rpg = ¥e<der of the Prayer of the 

Three Chi d (Fie Peedicite) ; and 9% The 

Me i ‘ficat = oa ee 2 Ee-tus, In correspoudence 

Mahi these arch 'Vissicons the Canon theoreti- 
lly COD te cate RS Odes: but as from the 

cevere and ode P@EAge character of the sevond 
Canticle t -, the = sponding to it is only 

found ip Seca aats Pr dority of Canons consist 
¢eight ude ortelati ean as a whole has no 
enter uD aa which. 2 Of partsthan the group 

et Canticle oh ae 1t is founded; butit is 
tnrcaded o nee written in iambics, 

r eormmet! yient of th. <™ or elegiacs, at the 
com a F openin ry rat ode; the letters of 
the *< (eg. in 4 he Several troparia, and 

Forme times) ymacus 46° Tambic Canons of St. 
john rid, P 240 - © also Anth. Graec, 

Care versicles of 3 Pitm, Hym. Greeque, | 
Zo? ene bie Cenone the troparion also. The 

Da eo tae, with i ©f St. John of Damascus 

. pal rink) Beside “lassical metres. (See 
above: 5 * Conforming to the laws 

prayer: 
Prayet 

The Ode. "EOE Ode (4) ia . 2< (#84) ia composed 

463, 

< in its 

wantity. 
idea — 

+, orm eo 

Sa Tantro- 
Fearatern 

F300ks 
Jaced 
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of syllables and accents and acroati 
strictest form, they are iambica in 
The English reader will gain a 
the apres nes of a Greek Canon 
reproduction of one given in Neal 
duction to the History of the Hol, 
Church, vol. ii, p, 833, In the Service 
the Odes of two Canons are found inte 
with one another. 
§ xvii. General view of later Hym 

This splendid development of the 

~ peters. 

a <2 reek 

hymns may be cousidered as arising 272 rr 
middle of the 7th century, reaching its rs 

in the close of tle Sth, anil dying (witka 
exception of a few later pieces, ext. ndingg <°¥ ©? 
to the 16th century, in the beginning of the 
10th century. tas oaginaing is vssocinter? ww ith 
Jerusalem in the peryon of St. Andrew of (72 e te, 
660-732 (see § xvii. 1) There also, in the 
Laura of St. Sabas, lived its two greatest Pare ts, 
Coames and St. John of Damascus (ibid. <2. =), 
(flourished circa 750) ; and the third great goaoret, 
Theophanes (§ xviii. 2), (circa 830), Anotdier 
centre of hymuody was Sicily, and Italy. “L"lne 
elder Cosmas, tutor of St. John of Damascus, 
Joseph the Hymnographer (xviii. 3) (830), <aract 
Methodius (died 836), wereof Sicily, There was 
a colony of Greek monks in the monasters Of 
Grotta Ferrata, at Tuseulum, which prodtaces<h 
a school of hymn-writers in the 12th ecntury, 
named after the great melodists of older dzays, 
the chief of them being St. Bartholomew <>» 
Grotta Ferrata. But the most lasting throw gel 
less eminent Lome of hymnody was natures ll 
Constantinople. Poets from St, Sabas, sua 
aa Theophanes, or Sicily, such ua Jos ph camicd 
Methodius the Patriarch of Constantimice goles, 
were drawn thither by the circumstances: of 
their lives, and continued their works there. 
At «un earlier period (715-34), Germanus, ome 
of the grandest of the defenders of the LTco2zas, 
was a hymn-writer during bis patriarchate. 
The great monastery of the Stadium wae ca 
home of hymnody (see § xviii.), and emperors, 
such as even the Iconoclast Theophilus saxacd 
Leo the Wise, and Constantine Porphy ro- 
genitus, wrote hymns, Seme of the macst 
celebrated writers will be noted in the follow 
ing sections, the choice being greatly guicled 
by the English translations in Neale w trac 
are the chief source of information to gemexa | 
readers, 

1. St. Andrew of Crete. A considera ble 
number of hymns by this early writer of Camesaxy 
are contained in the Greek Service Books. “E" 3, 
most celebrated is the Great Canon, of feoaa er 
parts, and of the prodigious length of 25oO 
strophes. It is sung entire, “cum lates, 
miulto et pang fatigutione,” on Thursscd eq yy 
in Mid-Lent (Combetis, quoted in Zae—-¢_ 
Christ. Biog., 5 v.), 0s well as partially «.9y 
other days of Lent. (Portions are | aggre exci 
in Daniel, iii, 47-54, and in Anth. Grae 
Carm. Christ. 147-161. Translations by 
Neule in Hy. E. Cp. 23.) The stophes <j ¢& 
this Canon have not the point of those <, ¢- 
St. John of Damascus, and make no we <g> 
refrains. The aim of it is penitentinl; aspirg ge 
of true penitence breathes through it; it hee ge 
many beautiful “sand is rich in alley— 
gion to the personages of the Bible, either ga ce 
warnibgs or examples to the penitent; but ire 
excellences are marred by repetition and pro — 
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Besides | Thomas's Sunday is a fine one, full of sug- 
this, his Canon on Mid-Pentecost (portions of | gestion in regard to the unbelief of the Apostle. 
which are given in Daniel, iii. 48-9), and 
several spirited Jdiomela in the Triodion 
and Pentacosturion, and the Triodia in Holy 
Weck (see translations, “O! the mystery 
passing wonder,” “Jesus hastening for the 
world to suffer,” Neale’s Hy. E. C., pp. 19-22), 
are specified by Neale as ainong his choicest 
pivees. His Thiomela for Christmas, edppal- 
verte Bina (“ Kejoice, ye —— (see 
Anth. Graee,, 97-8; Daniel, iii. 47; Little- 
dale's Offices, p. 83) are full of spirit, setting 
forth in a few pointed verses the ideas of the 
longer canons, 

2. St. John of Damascus. The Laur of St. 
Sans, between Jerusalem and, Bethlehem, was 
famous in more ways than one, Its Typicon 
(book of rubrics) was the most venerable anid 
elaborate of its cless, and is now the prevalent 
one inthe East (Prtra). The native hymns of 
Syria, in their own language, would be heard 
therens well as thosé of the Greeks, [t became 
the centre of aschool of dep Achar De whom 
the two chief—and also the foremost in the roll 
of the Greek ecclesiastical pocts—were Cosmas 
and St. John of Damascus, The impress of the 
latter on the Greek Service Books is distinet 
anddeep. It affected the music as well as the 
poetry. The arranzement of the Octoechua, 
acourding to the Eight Tones (see § xiv.), is 
attributed to St. John of Damascus, The epithet 
*Mel.«dlist,” which attached in earlier iimes 
to Romeauus, is often given to St. John of 
Da vaseus, Theophanes, Theodore of the Stu- 
dium, and especially Cosmas; and appears to 
denote those who were not merely hymo- 
writers (dusdypapor), but musicians. The 
siracture of the Odes and Canons alao now 
began to exhibit certain features, which 
it never afterwards lost, The Troparia have 
a pointed brightness which contrasts not onl 
with the long strophes of Romanus, but wit 
the heaviness of St. Andrew of Crete. It 
has been thought that certain rhythmical 
characteristics may have been borrowed 
from the Syrian h of St. rege (see 
§ xi.). One of these may be the constant 
use of refrsing; thouzh it must be borne 
in mind that the rerain and the man- 
agement of the preceding lines, so as to lead 
up to it, are part of the tredition of Romanus. 
At the same time the pictorial style of Ro- 
minus gave way to that doctrinal expression, 
animated by living devotion, which pervades 
the great body of Greek hymnoly, The ap- 
propriation of the last strophe of the Ode to 
an invocation or gms of the B. V. ML. (@e0- 
toxloy, or, if at the foot of the cross, wrav, 
Georoxioy) dates also from this period. The 
Canons of St. Jolin of Damascus are foand in 
the Octoechus, the oldest mas, of which con- 
tained no other Canons than his (see Pitra, 
». SD, Anth. Graee, ». xivi,), in the Menaea and 
Pusedation The intter are the more cele- 
brated. They celebrate the grand themes of 
Christmas, the Theophany (Baptisin of Christ), 
Pentecost, Enster, St. Thomas's Sunday, and 
the Ascension, The tirat three are the Iambic 
Canons (see § xvi, 11), whieh, periiaps from the 
metrical shackles which he has imposed on 
fi meself, are often laboured, and somewhat — 
turgid im language. The Canon for St. | 

(See "Agewuer wdvres Aaoi, aud Anth. Graec., p. 
221.) The Canon on the * Ascension” _ 
striking from its triumphant gladness 

tic realization. ‘The “ Easter Canon,” 
known as “The Golden Canon,” or “ King of 
Canons,” is the grandest piece in Greek secred 
poetry. Nowhere are the best characteristics 
of the Greek Canon exhibited so splendidly. 
The formal allusions to the Canticles on 
which the several odes are founded (see § xvi. 
11), and the introduction of types, which in 
later poets become often monotoious and 
irrelevant, are here in complete keeping, ani 
give a fitting and natural enrichment; and 
the brilliant sorry culminating in acela- 
mation, the freedom of the thoughts, the 
ringing, victorious joy, and the lofty presen- 
tation of the import of the Resurrection, 
compose a series of magnificent efforts 
of imaginative devotion. (See ‘Avarrdews 
Auépa and Anth. Graee., x 218; Littledale’s 
Offices, p. 211.) To these Canons are probably 
to be added ethers under the name of John 
Arklas, and Lege (though this is more 
doubtful), Joho the Monk. There are also 
numerous Idiomela, two of which Neale has 
translated. One of these (ras éSpas ras 
aiwvias, q. ¥.) ia very lar (“ Those eter- 
nal bowers,” Hy. FE. C., p. 55). The other, 
which is not a hymn in the English sense, is 
one of the most beautiful picces in Neale’s 
volume (“ Take the last kiss,” Hy. E.C., p. 49), 
representing some lines of inteuse emotion in 
the Burial Office in the EBuchologion. (See 
Seire teAevraior Sowacuoy, and Daniel, iii 
123.) From the Barial Office for Priests ia 
the same volume is taken the beutiful 
translation of xoia rod Blow rpigy (“ With 

in earth's prs are mingled ") in The People’s 
'y. by Dr, Littledale. 
3. St. Cosmas (died circa 760), The great 

works of this poet are his Canons for the 
Festivals. Often,as in those for the Nativity, 
the Theophany (Baptism of Christ) and Pente- 
cost, the Odes of the several Canons by him- 
self and St. John of Damascus are interwoven, 
brotherlike, with each other, He has Canons 
on “The Purification,” “ Transfiguration,” and 
* Palm Sunday.” His canon on his favourite 
Father, Gregory of Nazianzus, is also men- 
tioned by Neale, To these must be added a 
series of pieces (one a Diodion, two Triodia, 
and two Canous) dealing with the narrative in 
Holy Week. The ancient fame of the poems 
of Cosmas was great, and commentaries were 
composed on them (Anth, Graee, Carm, Christ. 
p. li). He is generally spoken of as the equal 
of St. John of Damascus. But it can only be 
in a doctrinal point of view that hhe can be 
deemeil the rival of his foster-brother. Neale 
styles him the most learned of the Greek 
poets: and on account of his fondness for 
types, boldness in their application, and love 
of aggregating them, compares him with 
Adam of St. Victor. He speaks also of the 
“compressed fulness of meaning,” and “ an- 
usual harshness and contraction of his phrases.” 
The only piece which poetically appmaches 
the best efforts of St. John of Dannscus is the 
Christmas Canon, Xpirrds yervara:* Sofdeare 
(q. ¥.). It is pronounced by Neale to be 
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per) 
ot Demac” the Tambic Canon of St. John 
aid to be “8, with which it interlaces. It is 
Nazi Suggested by » sermon of Gregory of 
With whier from whom the ring of gladness 

~°h it opens is borrowed (Anth. Graec. 
the other Tist., p. 1; Littledale, p. 281). In 
QnSwerg ¢ohotes there is seldom anything that 
€Xultation,. the toree, tancity, sustained 
ousnes 22 Of St. Johnof Damascus. The joy- 
the Coutined chietly to the refrains, and 
Manner a treatment follows the narrative 
ty polo Romanus ; but somewhat loaded | 
Selectic., and doctrinal statement. (A full 
Seq. mat Thy be seen in Donel, iii. pp. 36, 
rs. of . Anth. Graec. Carm. Christ., 161, seq. 
> Pp he Christmas Ganon in Neale, Hy. E. 
9g 5 88 Litudedale's Offices, p. 187, 209.) 

Peaceful; The Poets of the Studium. In the 
tion or Mnterval commencing with the restora- 

i the Joons by the Second Council of Nicaea (4p 2 ——s 
of . 787), and ending in the renewal 
S13). peeution by Leo the Armenian (a.n. 
Sonstang: ores! monustery of the Stadium at 
kraph Ntinople became the home of hytnno- 
by the’ Neale says that this period is marked 
and Treat mmencement of decline in vigour 
bomtase? and increase of “Byzantine 

1. St. Theodore (died a.. 826 7 ) was Hegu- 
ein the monastery ; a ian of “rigid, an- 
but te! epats S reeter,” in outward life, 
istect as penetrated with love and peni- 
At ‘© It his Lent Canonsinthe Triodion (Neale). 
=~ riumphal Canon for the great festival that 
aan the victory of tle Joons, Ortho- 
E > unday, is by him, (Sec tr.in Neale’s Hy. 
tis Ge 113, * A song, a song of gladness.”) 
Neal anon ou the Judgment is pronounced by 
Chu iS the grandest judgment hymna of the 
Zz hai a Previous to the composition of the 
Neul rae, (See ri iudpay tiv oplerny, and 
eo le: Hy. EC. p. 104,“ That dreadful day,” 
P -) Certain Canons in the Triodion and 
Fo teooslorien are by his younger brother 
Joseph, afterwards Bp, of Thessalonica. There 
on pier of much tenlerness—the “Su pli- 
TUk Canon by Theoctistus”—at the end of the 
c eon“, which has been re-cast by Neale, 

2 ate Ch., p, 153, and "Incod -yAuxdrare). 
Greeka thie thanet (circa 800-50). By the 
Dainnsons Poet is named with St. John of 
rank of ther y cosmas as in the highest 

se hymn-writers. Like them, too, he is associated ‘wi 
with St. Salas (2, Jerusalem, a 
the most Prolific of the ts nis etn 
with the exception of St. Joseph (Neale). The 

great bulk of his Canons and Ydiomela are 
which he the Menaea, and the subjects to 
Confeasors of em are the Martyrs and 
points out the = Greek Calendar. Neale 

wh nevitable sameness and tedi- 
eanon to each j ng 
; faq When all that can be said is, that died f% x at can 
the portheng an rhe Obrist 
aban ‘te even 

ns, but sy 
mon.” Neither Noriesel¥es from the Com- 
aon from these cont Y thing of remarkable 
Gwavres xloro and 4 eegnitions, (See Acire 

3. St. Joseph the Hyn dorms pat meet) ay 

\clrea 
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This most voluminous of the C#FeCK poets 
belonged by birth to the Siciliaxs ScHool of 
hymnographers, but like Methods a4_ 0 SS tie 
cuse the circumstances of his Lif tty bine 
to Constantinople. Neale's judgmae ama 
is unfavourable. His canons in t2a2< enaea 
are celebrations of saints and xxaeertyrs, of 
wlom little is known; and the re=sstatt is tau- 
tology, “common-place decked O1at 272 tragic 
language,” verbiage in which Sera g>t 2721 sim- 
plicity is exchanged for Byzantine t2= wriness. 

he best features however of thie st. 2<> he trice 
to reproduce in “* Stars of the norm i12265>" in his 
Hy. &. C. The cento from the carac#xa = for 8S. 
Timothy and Maura, “Let our <22oir new 
anthems raise,” is one of Neale’s Lecres®  Pleces, 
and it derives additional interest t< 2S from 
Kingaley's beautiful poem Santa Mezeez-a. (See 
Tay lepmy &BA v.) But much @f its ex- 
cellence is Neale’s. And in ** €2 — happy 
band of pilgrim,” and “Safe home, safe home 
in port,” Neale himself confesses Eacow little 
is really due to the original Ome piece of 
St. Joseph, however, the * Canonom tha«e Ascen- 
sion” (areorns rpehuepos), though mara t i<-i pated 
by the Canon of St. Jobn of Damass«:tas, is in 
doctrinal foree and dramatic a very 
majestic. [t is protebly the fine-st hymn 
extant on the Asecnsion. 

§ xix. Subsequent Hymn- Writers (QOO— 1 400). 
These may be dismissed rapidly ; mera t her in 
the amount or merit of their con tralbbuations 
ean they rank with their predecesse>res_ The 
enormous bulk of the service books poimted to 
retrenchment, rather than introluectian of 
much new matter, and such « retremcRazgment 
wes carried out after the schism betweer ast 
and West, (See details Pitra, Hymn. Gee fs 
ie 62.) Among the pieces of this later time 
Neale has chosen for translation acento from 
one of the eight Canons of Metrophaness C«clied 
910) in honour of the Trinity,“O Umity of 
Threefold Light”' (See rtpeyys Mi owas 
Beapyixh.) Avother of them is published jin 
Anth. Graee. Carm. Christ, pp. 354—7-~ In 
the same volume, pp, 110-12, are the Eijac aa yoo- 
steilaria of Constantine Porphyrogenitus (91 3— 
959) on the Resurrection. Daniel has sadso 
two canons of John Mauropus (died LOGO), one 
of which is very jubilant. They were not lhow- 
ever inco in the Greek Service Books. 
One or two hymns however were adinitte<’ ag 
late a8 Philotheus (1360), patriarch of €t1- 
stantinople, andeven inthe lithcentury, See 
Anth, Graec. Carm. Christ., p. xxxvili. 
§ xx. Conclusion. ‘The mostremarkable clig- 

racteriatic of Greek hymnody is its objective_ 
neas, with which is closely contecte<, its 
faculty of sustained i Whether the 
theme be the mystery of the Triune God heg da 
or the Incarnation, or the mighty period» of 
Christ's incarnate work in earth heaven = 
or whether some life or narrative of Bay.) V 
Writ, considered in ite doctrinal or ty price} 
reference—the attitude of the poet is al wea, imag 
one of self-forgetful, rapt, or ecstatic com te, ys 

tion. While in the English hymn th. 
ipture fact or type or doctrine is the te bd 

or motto, and the body of the hymn conga, + © 
of the human blessings, warnings or enlig?.-” 
enments that flow from it, the mind of +h 
Greek poet rests and delights in the Rey.) © 
tion itself, and leaves the —— ™ 
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subordinated, hinted, or even unexpressed, 
Visible everywhere, this contrast is most 
marked in the abeorbed rapture with which | 
the Greek poet lymns the Divine Perfections 
and the Incarnation, when compared with our 
self-regarding mode of praise. This habit of 
thought has hewerér its disadvantages. By 
its discouragement of the development of 
human emotion, aspiration, and benefit, the 
range of subjects and reflection is narrowed ; 
and in the later poets the repetition of the 
same types, epithets, and metaphors issues in 
sameness, conventional diction, and fossil 
thought. It is impoesible to avoid the con- 
viction, that the great bulk of Greek hymns 
would have had a richer value, if it had 
sought for inspiration in the deep spiritual 
analysis of St. Paul, or the interpretation of 
the changing moods of the soul, which are of 
such preciousness in the Paalms. The Eoglish 
translations omit one of the prevalent features 
of the original, the excessive honour and 
power ascribed to the Blessed Virgin. The 
place assigned to her is as high asin the Roman 
theology; the closing strophe of every ode is 
usually devoted to her (see § xvii.) ; and there 
are numberless canons on her seriptural and 
legendary history: the result being to lower 
that celebration of the Incarnation, which is 
intended to be guarded and enhanced. The 
difficulty of naturalizing the Greek hymns here 
arises from their wide divergence from English 
form. The sparkling Greek freezes in our 
metres, and the unity, proportion of parts, com- 
pactness, and selection of allied ideas, which 
we demand, have no correlatives in the loose, 
wandering, disconnected strophes. This is 
illustrated by the extant translations, With 
one exception (“ Come, ye faithful, raise the 
strain,”) none of the successful translations 
in Neale are exact reproductions of the odes 
of a canon, but either centos from them se- 
lected with an eye to unity, or shorter, more 
pointed pieces, to which he has given his 
own individuality, either of construction or 
1 agus. Three of the most eee ones 
(“ Art thou weary,” “O happy band of pil- 
grime,” and “Safe home, safe home in port"), 
by Neale’s confeesion, contain so little of the 
Greek, that they ought not to have been 
called translations. Dr. Littledale’s render- 
inge are more nervous and faithful, though 
less lyrical, than Neale's; but these, too, are 
taken from the shorter hymna. It seems 
probable that the most successful translations 
will be either centos from the long canons, 
or renderings of the shorter hyrna, in which 
there is often creater freshness and sweetness, 
with a more teree expression of the ideas. 

[AvcrHosiries.—{1) Daniel's Thesaurus Hymnotogi- 
cus, IM1-1855. (2) Anthelogia Gracca Caorminum 
Christianorum, ‘y M. Christ and M. Paranikas, L#TL. 
(3) Ay aphiec Greeque, by Cardinel Pitra, 1567. 
(4) tow des Savants, 1876; article by Miller, (5) 
Christian Remembrancer, vol, 65, (6) Ancycloprdia Fri- 
tarnica, 9th et., “Hymns.” (7) Nesle’s Introduction 
to History of the Holy Bastern Church, 1851. (8) Neale’s 
Hymns of the Bastern Church, 162. (0) Littiedale’s 
Ufiices of the Bastern Cymreh, 1863. (10) Chatfeld’s Songs 
and Hymns of the Kartiest Greek Christian Poets, 1*70. 
(11) Lyra Meseianica, 1664, (12) Crthader Catholic 
dectew, 1876. (13) Mra. Browning, Greek Christian 
Poets, 1263. (14) L. Willlame’s Thoughts in fast Years, 
Isge. (15) H. M. Macgill's Songe of the Christian 
(¥eed and Life, xTé-9. (16) Rev. S (. Hatherly’s ed. 
of Dr. Neale's Hys. of the Eastern Church, 1682, (17) Dr. 
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Litthedale'’s Gfiices, ke. This contains the most extensive 
and accurate Glossary of Greek Ecclesiastical verms avail- 
able to the English reader, (18) Veleres Gracci Moetac, 
by La Roviére, 1614.) [H. L. Bj 

Greenwell, Dorothy, commonly known 
as “Dora Greenwell,” was b, at Greenwell 
Ford, Durham, in 1821; resided at Ovingham 
Rectory, Northumberland (1848); Golborne 
Rectory, Lancashire; Durham (1854), and 
Clifton, near Bristol, where abe d. in 1882. Her 
works inclade Poems, 1848; The Patience of 
Hope, 1861; The Life of Lacordaire; A 
Present Heaven; Two Friends ; Songs of Sal- 
vation, 1874, &e. Her Life, by W. Dorling, 
was pub. in 1885. (J. J] 

Greenwood, John Brooke, b. at Huid- 
dersfield, Feb. 9, 1828, and educated at the 
Huddersfield College, is a merchant shipper of 
cotton yarn to the continental markets. In 
1853 he pub. Records-Memorial of E. B. 
Cave. He has written many hymna, chiefly 
for Sunday-school anniversary services, and 
other special occasions, Of t the follow- 
ing, which appeared with others in an Appen- 
diz to the Leeds S, School H, Bk., pub. for the 
use of the Cheetham Hill (Manchester) 5. 
School, are in C. U. outside that collec- 
tion :-— 

1, Crown with Thy benediction. Holy Matrimony 
2, Finding no place of rest. Acturn of the Dove to 

the Ark. 
} Thy children sigh. 

ne. 

3. How long, 0 Lord, how 
ist pab, in the Manchester Cong. 

cae tte mt Bl 00 Sele os Thine. The Church of 

5. What shall we render, Lord, to Thee! fly 

Pe tall text of No. 2 is 7 stanzas, L-tv. forming 
the ori i, and v.-vil, being a subsequent addither. 
Through a Roman Catholic relative of the author st. {.-iv. 
were given in the Cathelic Progrese with her tnitial 
“3.” From ft was taken by Mr. Orby y 
and included in his Annes Sanctus, 184, Pt. li., p. *t, 
with the same signature. ‘The full text is in Hordet’s 
The Poet's Bible, 

Mr. Greenwood’s hymns possess great ten- 
derness and refinement, and are worthy of 
greater attention than they have received. 

CW. G. HJ 
Greg, Samuel, was b, in Manchester. 

Sept. 6, 1804, and educated by Dr. Lant Car- 
penter, at Bristol, and at the Edinburgh Uni- 
versity. He sulwequently became a millowner 
at Bollington, near Macclesfield. He diced 
May 14, 1877. The addresses given by him 
at services which he conducted for his work- 
men at a were pub, posthumously as 
A Layman’s Legacy, 877, with a prefatery 
note by Dean Stanley. He was also author of 
Scenes from the Life of Jesus, 1854, 2nd edi. 
1869, Some of his short poems were appended 
to his Layman's Legacy. He is known to 
hymnody as the author of -— 

1, My soul in death was sleeping. Wew Life in 
fhrist, Appeared in bis Scenes from the Life of Jeres, 
1454, and included in the Aapt, Hymmal, 1479, No, 400 

2. Blowly, slowly darkening. Old Age. Writwa 
tn the midst of affliction, Sept. 1868, and pab. in hie 
La ‘s Legacy, 1877, in 1 et. of 4 L, and entitied 
- Mystery of Life.” In ta84 it was given in W.G. 
Horder’s Cong. Hymns, No. 837. In Martinean's Hymns, 
1873, it reads, “ Vow, slowly, slowly, darkening.” It ts 
a hyn of reat teri, and i well suited for Private 

3. Stay, Master, stay upon this heavenly hill. 
[Transfiguration.) lst = in his Scenes from the Life 

Jesus, 1854, at the of achapter on the Trans 
guration. It was reprinted in Macmillan’s Maganne, 
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Pp. amter, (a8. together with Dean Stanley's hymn, 

included’ it's to be,” on the xame cae. i wan 
#74, > G. Horder's Cong, Hymna, 1884, No. 

[W. G. 1.) 
Christian, «. of Georg Gregor, 

Ving in the Silesian village of Dirs- 
I Peilau, was b at Dirsdorf, Jan. 1, 
" 1742 he went to Herrohut, where he 
r * employed in tuition. He became 

the music in the oravian} Breth- 
Sregation at Herr . in 1748, and 
&t Zeist; but in 1753 he returned to 
Ut as cashier of the Brethren'’s Board 

conusg, (00- He was, in 1756, ordained dia- 
of the 3 1767 presbyter, and in 1789 bishop 
he attog tens Church. Un Nov. 6, 1801, 
the Fy Bed a morting, held at Herrnhut, of 
® memb. of Direction of which he had been 
house t T from 1764. Just as he entered his 
struck | Ber near Herrnhut, he was 
(Koc, S'*. paralysis, and d. that same day. = 5 vi. 436; Allg. Deutsche Biog., ix. 630.) 

bagi nd Man greatly beloved and respected, simple 
4 earnest and hardworking; and was en- 

Tahy important missions and visitathons, 
are characterised by childlike fervour of de- 

his crucified Loe.” A number appeared in 
-Gesanghuchs uritler Theil, Barby, 

contributed to the Gesang- iit anh eee cote " * 
Oo a ie collet? ap excellent Organist, and eilied, tn ie, @ 

A Te semtrtbating thereeo verioes ‘meloieg by ineett volume entitled Historische Nachricht vom 
mg ee Jahres 1778, und con desen 

stonally refermad i eniat 1698 (And ed., 1861), ooce- 
Gregor, 

rae hymna in English C. U. are :— 
Christ.) 
as :— 

1870, 
“M 

regor 
a Peasant u 

Rear 

ren's 

mn 174g 
H 
ot arnh 

asin Oi : Love to 
1778, No. 640, in 5 st. of Any Tr. 

Till permitted hence to f ast.i, ii, iv., as No. 563 in the Moracian H. Bh. 1801’ (1686 cian H. Bh, 1801 (1886, No. 1228). In 1826 an origi r ‘ . | st. by T. Bird 
was added, beginning, Tih the res when | shall tread.” Repeated thus in 1886, No, 1228 and in J. A. Latrobe's Coll, 1841, No. 484. 4. Die Gottes Cherubim. [The Angels.) A ingels. peared as No, 1877 jn pl xii. c., 1246, to the ee G. B. of 1735, thus :— ee sen anerapl Erbeten thre “1 

(Fuskeind von Blitz and Strabi,) 
Dery a Wenn ichs darf, 
Ehre ttl mehr als eine jarf: 

Shire dem Seiten maal :** 
In 1778 it is * Dhe Gotta oe No, 1600, beginning, 

a and expanded to three 
sere Gai: of the Angels ; ii. of the Redeemed : iil 
le teen ie earth Here the song, “ Ehre 
Earth, « nd 8 bent given to the Church on 
Angels. The only -. pret: naethie 3, to the 

of Ged, in ful) fron 1 1 Sa a pel Moravian H. Bi..17 " 
in J. A. Latrobe's 61886, No, 1220), repeated : 7) . . criginal frm wants of Grom he 
rian H. Bk, i174" °° pt. iii, of the Mora- 

iii. Heiliger, heiliger 

[Pubtic Worship) Thy yRillwer, Herr Zebacth. 
1778, in 4 st. of 8 |,as on erry hymn in 
The only tr. is: ¢ Word of God. 
Holy Lord, Eel 

lent, Maly ant arsienty Lord, 
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Ss tner, by F, W. Foster, C.G. Clemens, and -F-_ > Wertner, 

as No.1 in the Moravian H. BA.» 1 eae ap 
No. 1). Included from the text ©@f ne? as 
No. 217 in Dr. Pagenstecher’s Colf., 1 s e 

iv. Mach tausendfachen Plagen. [( Free sstontide, } 
1778, No, 128, in 81. It is tr. as = —— 
Hi tet aes aie Pt by P. EX. Molther, 

as No, 352 in the Moravian H. BA., 1 FTSY- See 
No. vi. 

¥. O angenchme Augenblicke, [J0¢ere-72t! Life.) 
Written in 1766. In 1778, No. 17499, 292 2 St. of 
41. The trs, are :— 

1, What heavenly joy and consclatioza. by P. H. 
Molther, of st. i, as No. 886 in the A# or -arvian H. 
Bk, 1789 (18865, No, 1314, st. iid. )- Included 
asst. tii, of No. 403 in the Irish Church ALG bos 1873, 

2. O what joy, O what joy awaiteth me- No, 988 
in the Moracian H. Bk, 1801, In the 1 S86 edi- 
tion it is marked asa troof No.y. as mbove. It 
bears more resemblance, however, too ‘** O wie 
wallt mein Herz,” which is No. 268 ima the 1806 
Appeadiz to the Brier G, B. of ITT Be 

vi. O siisse Seelenweide, [/ussionticder. J 1778, 
No, 167, in IL st.of 81. Sti, ii axe “aascribed 
to Gregor; tii, iv., xi. to Johann Priitto@ wis 5 aud 
v.-x, to CR. von Zinzendorf (taken f2-cm Nos, 
40 and 41 of the collected ed, of his hymns, 
1754). The tr, is:— 
How is my soul delighted, a fr. of st. i., ii., iv, 

vy vil, x. by F. W. Foster, and J. Milles, as No 
360 in the Moravian J, BE, 1789. In the 1801 
and later eds, (1886, No. 407), Molther"ss Zr. of 
No, iv. was prefixed as st. i, new frs. of #2 viii. 
x. sive, an the rest altered. In the /reok of 
Com, Praise, ed. 1872, No. 86, is st. i, ii., TI, 5-8, 
and iii, by Gregor ; and iv., IL 5-8, by Pritteori us, 
beginning, “ Behold, my soul, thy Savioua-.** 

vii, O Tage wahrer [Joy of #ise~cyree- 
ness.] 1778, No. 398, in 6 st. of 8 L, imel uded 
in the Berlin G. ZL. S., ed, 1863. Zr. as -— 

© days of solid happiness, in fullas No. S2O in 
the Moravian H, Bk., 1801 (1886, No, 386). Two 
centos from the text of 1849 are in C, US = —_ 

1. * What days of solid happiness,” st.1-iv., as Nro. 
433 in the ed. of 1457 of Mercer's ©. P. and WH. Fee. 

2. * Whene'er we contemplate the grace,” st. ay-_—~4_ 
as No. 306 in the Irish Giarch Myl,, 1873, 

viii, Wenn schlagt die Stunde. C-4s- 
cension.| Written for Aug. 17, 1765, and inel uded 
as No, 115 in 1767, as above, inl 7. age > 
When, 0 when shall I have the favour, by E> Fy. 

Molther, c. 1774, included as No. 859 "ix the 
Moravian H. Bk. 1789, repeated as st. ii, of No. 
403, in the Irish Church Hyl., 1873. Jay ¢), e 
1886 ed. of the Morution H. Bh, No. 153 14 
it begins, “O when shall I have that reat 
favour.” 

ix. Wie wird mir einst doch sein. (Aterneaz 
Life.) 1778 No. 1748, in 10 st. of GQ. In 
the fistorische Nachricht thereto, st. i.—iij7, Are 
marked as by Gregor, and st, iy.-x. as by NZ I 
von Zinzendorf, St. iv.-x, are recast, fron, of 
hymn beginning, “ Die Kiiume blihen ab’? .,- rit 
ten in the autumn of 1721, and included ag No 
1245 in the 3rd ed., 1731, of his Sammlung Jerse 
und licblicher Lieder, in 46 st. of 4 1, the ae_ ae 
the original used being in order 39, 42, 34. = 
22, 29,45. The only tr. in C, U. is :— 

What sball I feel, when I, in full from, th 
1778, by C. J. Latrobe, as No, 885 in the oo 
vian H, Bk, 1789 (1886, No, 1301), Two cent. ~ 
are in use >— <= 

2H2 
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1, * How shail the joy be toll’; st. L-iv., vi, viii, 
altered in J. A. Latrobe's Coll, 1441, No. 494, 

2. “1 hear the enraptured song"; st. 2, 6,9, 10, as 
No, 582 in the App. of 1873 to Mercer's C. #,  H. Bk. 

ii, Hymne not in English C. U, 
x. Ach mein Herr Jesu! dein Nahesein. (om- 

munion with Christ. 1767, a8 above, No, 432, in 10 st. 
In the Berlin ¢. L. S., od. 1463, No. 925. Justly charac- 
terised by Dr. Schall in bis Christ in Song, 1969, p. 496, 
as“ One of the sweetest hymns from the holy of bolies 
of the believer's personal communion with his Saviour, 
and very characteristic of Moravian plety in its best 
form.” The trs. are “What peace divine, what per- 
fect happiness,” by I, H. Molsher, as No. 274 ip the 
Moravian HH. Bk. a 449, No. 363). In the 1486 
od, of the Movevian H, Rk, No, 359, it begins with the 
tr, of st. v.. “Gracious Redeemer, grant to us while 
here." (2) “Jeans, our Lord, when Thou art near,” 
by Dr, H. Mills, Y45 (1856, p. 12). (3) “* Ah dearest 
Lord! to feel that Thou art near,” by Mis Winkworth, 
1854, p. les. (4) “Ah, Jewus, | Thou art near to 
me," fa the British Herald, Dec,, 1466, p, 372, and as 
No, 304 in Reid's Praise Bk, 18T2. (5) ** Jesus, my 
Lord, Thy nearness does impart,’ by FE. Reynolds for 
Schalf's Christ in Song, L869, p. 496, 

xi. Hallelujah! der Heiland lebt. Axefer, 
No, 203, im 17 st, (at. xiv, bet 
Ist pub. as st. i. of No. 109, 

177s, 
by Matthius Stach, and 

in 1767). Tr. as * Sing 
Hallelujah, Christ doth live,” as No, 131 in the Moravian 
Hf. Bk. 1801 (ise6, No. 142), re in Bp. Ryle’s 
wll,, 1960, No. 131, Beginning with the tr. of st. ix., 

* The God of Peace, to guilty man," 6 st. were included 
as No. 90 in Reid's Praise #E,, 1472. {J. M.) 

Gregory, John George, ™.a., was bh. in 
1827 and educated at Emmanuel College, 
Cambridge (m.a. 1858, wa. 1856) In 1853 
he took Holy Orders, and has held, besides 
various caracies, the Incumbency of Nechells, 
Birmingham: the Rectory of Boncliurch, Isle 
of Wight; and the Incumbency of Park Chapel, 
Chelsea, In 1878 he beeame Incumbent of 
Emn«nuel Church, Hove, Brighton. Whilst at 
Bouchurch he pub. The Bonchurch Hymn Book, 
1368, ‘The 3rd ed, was pub. for the use of his 
congregation at Park Chapel, Chelsea, in 1873. 
It was finally rearranged as A Sel. 4 Hymns 
for use in Emmanuel Church, Hove, vighton, 
in 1880. ‘To the Let ed. of this collection he 
contributed :-— 

1, Almighty God, our King. Providence. 
2. Bind us to Thee, Lord, we pray. Holiness destred. 
3. Ubrist, our Lord, on high. Christmas, 
4 sop not, hh pean —— a 
5, Every hour is passing. onward j le 
6. Father, we adore Thee. Holy Trinity. 
7. Great (iod, we bles Thy care. Graces, 
4 ‘a 3 ia above all the angels doth Jesus now reign. 
ent. 
%. Holy Saviour, Thou Who reignest. Advent, 
10, Im faith and hope we bring this child. Holy 

tem 
ll. In mem of Thy love. Holy Communion. 

love so full, wo free. Divine 
guidance desired, 

13. Kind and gracious Suvtour, lead us. aster, 
ae Lead Thou, Lord, and bid us follow, Whitsun- 

15, Lord, hear Thy people pray. Holy Baptizem. 
16. Lord, our God, Thy aa ge Bey Clos of 

Divine Worship, 
17. O God, we would raise, Praise, 
ts, O what shall we poor children give. Graces. 

—_ The land of Immanuel, our Saviour, ts yonder. 
rawn, 

20, We owe to Thee, 0 Lord. Called af God. 
21. Zion's streets were thronging. Jerusalem desolate. 

In the rearran edition of his collection 
for Emmanuel Church, Hove, Mr. G 
omitted Nos, 7, 8, 15,18, 19, and 21 of the 
above, and added the following :— 
22. “es Exalted tgs angels doth Jesus now reign, Advent. 

23. I would take me to the Cross. Good Friday. 
24. Jesus, our Lord, we look to Thee. Advent. 
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Lori Grod of endivss love. Close of Divine Service. 
Lord, it is sweet to rest. Clore of Divine Se vice. 
Lord Jesus, by Thy preciogs blood. #astionfide, 

25. O brethren, let us sing. Mourning. 
29. O cheer thee, thou Christian. ing. 
30. O Lord, our Father, God and King. Praise fo 

the Father, 
31. Our Holy Saviour seon shall come. Adirent. 
32. Pray, Christian, pray, thy Father God will hee 

thee. /rayer. (J. J.J 

Gregory of Nazianzus (8t. Gregory Ka- 
sianzen), Bishop of Sasima and of Constanti- 
nople, 8. of Gregory, Bishop of Nazianzus in 
es and Nonna, his wife, was b. at a 
village near that city where his father had an 
estate, and called Arizanzus. The date of his 
birth is unknown, but is generally given as 
a.p. 325. In early childhood he was taught 
to read the Seripturea by his mother. From 
his home he passed with his brother Cacaarius 
to a school at Cacsarea, the capital of Cappa- 
docia, where he was instructed by one Carterima, 
supposed by some to be the same as the sub- 
sequent head of the monasteries of Antioch, 

instructor of St. Chrysostom. At Caesarea 
he probably met with Basil, with whom he 
maintained a life-long friendship. From Cae- 
sarea Basil went to Constantinople, and Gre- 
gory and his brother to Caesarea in Palestine. 
Tn a short time his brother on to Alex- 
andria, whilat he remained behind to study 
rhetoric, and then followed his brother to that 
city. From Alexandria he went to pursue his 
study at Athens On his journey there the 
ship in which he sailed encountered a severe 
hurricane, so much so, that all despaired of 
life. The voyage, however, terminated safely, 
and Gregory felt his deliverance to be a freah 
call upon him to devote himself to God. At 
Athens, Julian (the Emperor) was a fellow 
student, and there he also met Basil again, 
and rendered him much assistance. His 
studies at Athens extended over some ten 
year. About 456 he returned to Nazianzus, 
from whence, after great persuasion on the part 
of Basil he joined the latter at Pontus, and 
devoted himself for some two or three years to 
an ascetic life. On returning to his home the 
holy office of the pricsthood was forced a 
him by his father: but instead of exercising 
his office he fled to Pontus, only to return 
again in ao few months, Ordained, probably 
at Christmas, he preached his first sermon 
in the Church at Nazianzus on the following 
Easter-day, a.p. 362. In 370, through Basil, 
who had become Metropolitan of Cappa- 
docia and Exarch of Pontua, Gregory consented 
most unwillingly to be consecrated as Bishop 
of Sasima. Subsequently he became for a 
short time his father’s coadjutor at Nazianzus. 
About Easter, a.p. 379, he was called by the 
oppressed orthodox Christians of Constanti- 
nople to that city. The people's wish was sup- 
ips by the voice of many of the bishops. 

arrived there, it is supposed, about Easter. 
He found the adherents of the Nicene Creed 
few, and crushed by the heretics, and without 
a church in which to worship. His work, and 
the opposition he met with in that city, we 
cannot detail here. Failing health, and a dis- 

te respecting the validity of his position as 
ip. of Constantinople, led him, in a.m. 381, to 

retire to Nazianzus. After administering the 
affairs of that diocese for a short time he re- 
tired to his birthplace at Arizanzus, and vecu- 

25. 
26. 
37. 
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i 
ar ne remaining yeara—probably about six 

Titing poems, &. He d. cir. 390. 
- Gr ° 

Yolumen uty Ss extant wri were pub. in two folio 
is common ge Htst in 1775; the second in isé2.” This 
enti nly known as the Benedictine edition and is 
Nasi neti 7 regorii Theologi culgo 
Om mnnzeni ‘Arektqaniet Cvatetiugdamanl apata 
MSS. oh hOe cetant vel que numine circamferuntur, ad 
COR, nee {ett Gallicanos, Vaticanos, Germanicor, Angli- 
Vo, 4. "OM ad antiquiores editiones castigata, &e., dc. 
Various ““Dtatns 45 Sermons, and vol. ti. Letters on 
Bebe - Subjects, and bts poems, The latter are in two 
(1) re Bk. f. (1) dogmatic, (2) moral ; Bk, if, historical, 
°pitapee to himself, (2) relating to others, Includiny 

lis, &e, The dogmatic ms are 34; the mura! 
Telating to bis own life #4, and iniscellaneous 
Many of these are given in the Anti. Grace. 

r res., and Daniel, ili. pp. 5, 16, and * are trans- 
Greek Yar. Chatfielt im his songs and LMymns of the 
Gregory, piien Puets, 1876. For fuller Is of St. 
Torn o>, * Life and Writings, his works in ss. and book 
Christus other matters relating thereto, see Dict. uf 
bis " Biog., vol. i. pp. 741-761, and for criticism of 

Poetry, Greek Hymnody, { \v. (J. J.J 
Gregory I, 8t., P . ope. Surnamed The 

fareat. Was b. at Rome about 4.p. 540. His 
ana Ly was distinguished not only for its rauk 
= 80cial considemtion, but for its piety aud 
| Works. His father, Gonlianus, said to 
lit been the grandson of Pope Felix IL or 
‘eran Wasa man of senatorial rank and great 
iontth : whilst his mother, Silvia, and her 
ta Te-in-law, Tarsilla and Aemiliana, ut- 

ned the distinction of canonization. Gre- 
Soery made the best use of his advantages in 
od ag nntances and surroundings, 90 far as his 

Ueation went. “A saint among saints,” he 
Was considered second to none in Rome in 

Mar, rhetoric, and logic. In early life, 
ore his father’s death, he became a member 

of the Senite: and soon after he was tlirt 
years of age, practor of the city. But, thoug 
extremely popular amongst his countrymen, 
he had no mind to live “lapped in luxury,” 
and acconlingly, when his father died, he de- 
voted the whole of the large fortune that he 
inherited to religious uses. He founded no 
less than six monasteries in Sicily, as well as 
one on the site of his own house at Rome, 
to which latter he retired himselt in the capa- 
city of a Benedictine monk, in 575. In 577 
the then Pope, Benedict 1, made him one of 
the seven Cardinal Deacons who presided over 
Pee yee Principal divisions of Rome. The 
Il Wibg year Benedict's successor, Pelagins 
- _som him on an embasay of congratulation 

: 1 oew emperor Tiberius, at Constanti- 

time arf After six years’ residence at Constan- 
hh 6 be returned to Rome, It was duri 
na sae nee at Rome, before he was call 
that hi yr ean Pelagius in the Papal chair, 
lization af ett ¥as excited in thy: evange- 
ization of Britain b seeing some beautiful en natives of country, exposed for 

aaa. a br shive-market there (“non Angli, 
a ) He volunteered to h a 

obtained the Pont, {he British, and, 
had got th Pope's sanction for the enterprise, 

j ree days’ journey un his way to Britain w yu y 
8 Peremptorily recalled by 

became Pope himself, 
towards Carried out his benevo- 

596. His the mission 

with 8enuine reluctance, and only after hy only a he had taken every step in his 

46u 

otfice, la-ted 
early age of 

<iisti pguished 
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power to be relieved from the 
prea a when he d. at the 
fifty-five. His Pontificate wus ; 
by his zeal, ability, and acedresee Ot the 
wdininuistration of his temporal 2®73«*. x gr 
kingdom alike, and his missic>s24eFtCs Found 
their way into all parts of the Be x2 WE world. 
In Lombardy he destroyed A eensin; in 
Africa he greatly weukened tlia<> Dronatists ; 
in Spain he converted the mona rec Ba,» Eteccared ; 
while he made his infuence felt ©@w©® in the 
remote region of Ireland, where, t #2 1 his day, 
the native Church had not ackno w Reged any 
allegiance to the See of Rome- Eke advice 
iather than dictated to other Ioa=s tops, and 
strongly opposed the assumptiom <>f the tite 
of * Untversal Patriarch” by Jolaza  tdhe Faster 
of Constantinople, on the grouxach thot the 
title had been declined by the DP"agx>e@ himself 
at the Council of Chalcedon, una <2 <-clared his 
pride in being called the “Serveazat of Goil's 
Servants.” He exhibited entire te> Le reation for 
Jews aod heretics, and lis diesag»poreval of 
slavery by manumitting all his wer slaves, 
The one grave blot upon his othae © wise up- 
right and virtuous character wae bais gros 
flattery in cougratulating Phocas ora Liis acces- 
sion tothe throve asempetorin GOT, 2a yoosition 
the latter had secured with the: s2asistance 
of the imperiol army in which Jie was u 
centurion, by the murder of his yo re-<c¥ ecessor 
Mauricius (whose six sons had beem sJaugh- 
tered before their father’s eyes), aaxeed that 
of the empress Constantina and laex three 
dang liters, 

Gregory's great learning won for Laim the 
distinction of being ranked as one Of thhe four 
Latin dootora, exhibited itself iza mmany 
works of value, the most important of w=hich 
are hig Moralium Libri zexzv., and Lais two 
books of homilies on Reekiel und the Cfospels. 
His influence was also greatas a premete< er and 
many of his sermons are still extant, mated form 
indeed po inconsiderable portion of Lis works 
that lhuve come down to us. But he iss rnost 
famous, perhaps, for the services he re saaclered 
to the liturgy and music of the €*Bazareb, 
whereby he gained for himself the title of 
Magister Cacremoniarum. His Sacra mez: tary, 
in which he gave its cd finite form to the Saecri- 
fice of the Masa, aud his Antiphonersy, ze eol- 
lection which he made of chants old am<i mew, 
as well asa school called Orphanotrogod. from, 
which he established at Rome for the caaltiwa- 
tion of church singing, prove his interest jim 
such subjects, and his suceess in his efFort. to 
renler the public worship of ha day werthy 
of Him to Whom it was addressed. "Iba e. Ctre- 
gorian Tones, or chants, with which wee, are 
still fumiliar after a lapse of twelWwe eee pu- 
ries, we owe to bis anxiety t SUpeTSeEcdes gre 
more melodious and flowing style of Church 
music which is popularly attributed  ¢., st. 
Ambros, by the severer ond more ses). pan 
monotone which is their characteristic. 

The contributions of St. Gregory t., 
stores of Latin hymns ore not NUMEere yy 
are the few generally attributed to hizy 
certainly proved to be his. But few 
ure, and by whomsoever written, the... a 
most of them still used in the services Qe ST. 
Chureb, In character they are well wee the 

to the grave end solemn music whic ee 

our 
8S. wor 

“_Ztaite 
ti 2 ey 
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Gregory himself is supposed to have written 

for them. 
The Benedictine editors credit St. Gregory with 

hymns, viz. (Lt) * Primo dierum onium"; (2) Nocte 

surgentes vigitemus"; (3) “ Eece Jam noctis tenuatur 

umbra’; (4) “Clarum decus jejunii; (5) ~ Audi 

benigne conditor™, (6) “Magno saluths pee "3 qi) 

“Tex Christe factor vmnium"; (8) % Lucis Creator 

Optime.” Daniel in his vol, 1, assiiens him three others. 

(9) * Exee tempus idoneum "; (10) “Sammi largitor 

jracmaii; (LL) ** Noctis tempus jam practerit,"" For 

fre. of these hymns see ander thelr reepective frst 

lines. (For an elaborate account of St. Gregory, see 

Smith and Wace’s Dictionary of Christian Biography.) 
(D. 8. W.] 

Greitter, Matthiius, was a monk and 
chorister of Strassburg Cathedral, but in 1524 

capoused the cause of the Reformation. In 

1528 he was appointed assistant pastor of St. 

Martin's Church, and afterwards at St. Ste- 

phen's. When the Interim (Agricola) was forced 
on Strassburg, he was the only one of the 
Lutheran pastors that sought to further it a 
course which he afterwards deeply regretted. 
His death is dated by Wetzel. i, 84, as Dee. 20, 
1550; by the Allg. Deutsche Biog., ix. 636, as 
Nov. 20, 1550; while Koch, ii, 104, says he d. 
of the pestilence in 1552, 

Greitter was a distinguished mustclan, and with his 
friend Dachstein (q.¥.) edited the Straseberg Airchen 
ampt, 1524-5. Four psalm tunes by Cireltter, and one 
by Hachstein were inserted by Culvin in bis first Hymn- 
book published at Strassburg, 1539. All these were 
transferred to the fires ed. of the French-Genevan 
Pralter in 1542, and two of them, both by Greitter (the 
tunes to pealmes 36 and 91), were retained bn the final ed. 
of 1562, Of his? Psalm versions 4 bave been fr. into 
English :— 

i, Ach Gott, wie lang vergissest mein, #5. xiii. 
1534. Wackermagel, til. P: 89, in4at, Tr. os, “*O Lord, 
how lang forever wil foirget."" in the Gude and 
Godly Rallates, oi. 1564, follo 46 (1468, p, 75). 

ii, Da Israel aus Egypten nog. Ps. cxiv. In Die 
Zwen Pralmen: In exitu Israel, &e., Strassburg, 1527, 
thence in Wackernagel, til, p, 93, in 2 st. Tr, as, ** Quben, 
fra Eeypt departit Isracll,” in the G. & G- Ballates, ed. 
156e, folio 6 (1868, pp. 95), 

iii. Nicht una, nicht uns,o ewiger Herr, Ps. cre. 
1527, as ti, and Wackermage, til p, 94, in 4st. Tr, as, 
“Not unto us, net unto us, O Lord.” In the G. 4 @. 
Ballater, ed. 156%, folio $6 (1868, p, 95). 

iv. O Herre Gott, begnade mich. fs. li. 1525. 
Wackernagel, ill, p. 90, in Sat. Tr. as, “0 Lorde God, 

have merey on me," by Bp, Coverdale, 1539 (Aemains, 

1846, p. 574). (J. M 

Greville, Robert Kaye, i.p., was eldest 
a. of Rev. Robert Greville. rector of Edlaston, 
Derbyshire, and was b, at Bishop Auckland in 
1794. He studied medicine at Edinburgh and 
London, and finally settled, though he did not 
a in Edinburgh. He wasa distinguished 

tanist, and a well-known philanthropist. He 
edited and contributed to a number of the 
current annuals from 1830 to 1850. He was a 
member of the congregation of the Rev. D. T. 
K. Drummond, and joint editor with him of 
The Church of England Hymn-book, 1838, 
contributing thereto ¥ hymns. He d. at Mur- 
myfcld, Edinburgh, June 4, 1866 (Miller's 
Singers & Songs, p, 438). [See Scottish 
Hymnody, § VI.) His hymns, dating from the 
collection of 1838, are :-— 

. A little while and ewery fear, Death anticipated. 

. A lost and sinfal world to save. Christmas. 
. Refore Thy throne in fetters bound, Temperance. 
. God of the mere, apr Thy name. Temperance, 

& © Ancient of eternal days, /*radse to the Father, 
6. O God, the Judge of nations, hear. National Faat. 
T. 0 God, we come before Thee, Happiness desired, 

f 4 While still Thy all-creative bend God's Puith- 

9 
mess, 
Ye bumble souls in sertew bending. @wrial, 

ate 
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Tn addition to these hymns, some of which 
are still in C. U. and all are worthy of atten- 
tion, the following is also by Dr. Greville :— 

10, O tied, from Thee alone, Missions 
ft appeared In The Church of England J ine, 

Jan. 1s, 1439, in 6st. of 41. In 1852 it passed into the 
5, PC. K. Homaa, No, 14s, and was repeated tn later 
edtions and tn other collections. (J. J.J 

Griffiths, Ann, of Dolwar Fechan, Mont- 
gomeryshire, was b. in 1776,and d. in 1805. She 
composed many beautiful hymns, a collection 
of which was pub, (posthumously) in 1806, 
and also in 180%, under the title of “ Hymna 
ofawl ¢ Dduw ar Gen” (“ Hymns of Praise to 
God and the Lamb"). Several of her hymns 
rank with the best in the Welsh language. 

(WwW. G. TJ 

Grigg, Joseph, was b, in 1728, according 
to the “s, mss.,"" but this date seems to be some 
6 or 8 years too late. He was the son of poor 
parents and was brought up to mechanical 
ursuits. In 1743 he forsook his trade and 
‘came assistant minister to the Rev. Thomas 

Bures, of the Presbyterian Church, Silver 
Street, London. On the death of Mr. Bures 
in 1747, he retired from the ministry, and, 
marrying a lady of property, took up his 
residence at St. Albans. He d. at Waltham- 
stow, Essex, Oct, 29, 1768. As a hymn-writer 
Grigg is chictly known by two of his hymna, 
* Behold « stranger at the door"; and “Jesus, 
and can iteverbe?” His hymn-writing began, 
it is said, at 10 years of age. His published 
works of various kinds number over 40. 
Those in which his hymus are fownd are >-— 

1) Miscellanies on Moral and Religious Sulgects, &c., 
LiAtdon, Elisabeth Harrison, 1756, (2 “The” Vor of 
banger, the Voice of God. A Sermon Preached at St. 
Alteans, and at Bor-Lane, Chiely with a View to the 
apprehended Ineasion, By J. Grigg. London, J. Bwck- 
land, 1756, Yo this is apy bis bymn, “Shake, 
Britain, like an aspen shake.” (3) Four Hymne on 
Divine Subjects wherein the Patience and Love of Owr 
Divine Saviour ts displayed, London, 1765. (4) ae 
by the late Rev, Joveph Grigg, Stour! , 1806, (5) 
During 1765 and 1766 be also contrib 12 hymna te 
The Christians Magazine. 

In 1861 D. —— collected his hymna 
aml poems, and pub. them with u memoir ss: 
Hymne on Divine Subjects, * © * © London, Isl. 

This volume contains 40 “Hymns,” and 17 “Serious 
Poems." In the "s, x&s," rick motes that im 16) 
he omitted 3 hymna by Grigg, which were then unknown 
to him, viz. :—(1) On * The National Fast,” ae 
to a sermon preached at Northampton, Feb, 13, 1761, by 
W. Warburton, and pub. in London, 1761. (2) “A 
Harvest Hymn by the late Rev. Joseph G in 6 st. 
in the Brangelical Magazine, July, 1#22,; and (3) On 
the Parable of Dives and Lazarus, dated “ Feb. "s 

Grinfield, Thomas, m.a., b. Sept. 27th, 
1788, and educated at Paul's Cray, Kent, and 
Trinity College, Cambridge. Taking Holy 
Orders in 1813, he was preferred to the Rec- 
tory of Shirland, Derbyshire, in 1827 (Lyra 
Brit., 1867, p. 256). ed, in 1870, 

His published works include :— 
(1) Spisties and Misecllaneous Poems, London, 16155 

2) The Gmnipresence of God, with Other Sacred Porms, 
ristol, 1824; and (3) A Century @f Original Sacred 

Songs composed for Pacourite Airs, London, 1836, 

From Now 2 and 3 the following hymns 
have come into C.U, >— 

1, And is there a land far aw 
Heaven. No, o4 af his Cent 
4 at. of 41, and beaded “ Phe . 

2, Ohow hast Thou led me(us}. The Divine 
Guide. No. 4#.0f his Century, &c., 1°36. in 2 st. of 81, 

from sin and woe! 
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and enti 
bed tive “Remembrance of the Way." In 1438 it 

laa, No. 166 in J. H. Gurney’s Lutterworth 
po 3am his Marylebone Ps, & HMyz,, 1851, No, ent oorne’s Bk, of Praise, 1862, No. 205, and 

Pub, bia it burst, the glerious view. Heaven. Ist 
God, &e., 1824, p, 181, in Steot yy Ommipresence 
New Jerasalem.” It is _ "+ Stl entitled * 

is They Pp's Sunga of G. & G., IsT2, No. 100s, 
Wnts, of Jesus as went, The walk to 

DS at. ory St Dub. in bis Century, &e., 1436, No, 52, 
WAS given 12° Mt headed “The Visit to Emmaus.” It 
297, H in Lord Selborne’s Ak. of Praise, 1862, No, 

5. m a gat Buckaristica, 1863. 
from (your) country, unfriended, 

Cent Beariare af Missionaries. Apyorel in 
male = Det c IKd6, No. t4, in 3 st. of 4 1, and 

fiahe gy ry. Vatture of Missionaries,” In Dule's #ug- 
aif, ~» 1975. No, 1031, it is somewhat altered, and 

6. pga ly. are omitted. 
No. 6x ip, (Ome the time so oft foretold. (Christmas. 
headed «2 bis Century, &e., 1836, In 10 st. of 6 1, and 
= Sav Hels announcing to Shepherds the Birth of 
Lutees2@t: A Christmas Ode." a J. H. Gurney's 
No. « Orth cell,, tas, sf. 1. vi, ix. x. were given as 
Frys vue were re in bis Marylebone 7s. & 

rac t. as No. 260; and in Lond Selburne’s Ak, of 
7. #8. 1562, as No, 32 

To in Faith. In ite original TtR this ix not in C. U,, ex in The Com, ‘ 'Ppon te 
mse a 1544. but it appeared as $ o. 4 in his Century, &c., 
Dr. Dale's At may be outwardly.” in 4 st-of 121. In 
siven ine alight a aes 1875, No. 599, st. til—iv. are 

deg; beguiling. Presence of Chriat 
13 ne Pull of sone in hin Centre A.” stan in 
Tequest of beaded “Kemember me. Christian's 
int his Saviour.” In Dale's Anglish H. Bk., 

“aot. 534, 1. 7 is omitted, 
i @rt thou gri + Trust. No. 17 of his 

are ene fee. 1A36, tna st. of 12 1, and beaded * Why English je ieted? Hope thou in Ged.” In Dale‘s 
~ Bk,, 1875, No. $99, “WwW Brieving >” and is divided ine bat. tl. aie dasa 

In addition to these h i 
i ymns there are in the “re Brit., 1867, the following :— - AD m be outwardly, The Heart the seat one or sane No, st, but son No. T for thi. aie Lerd, walk with Thee. w) M 

void; © could we pilgrims raise our eyes. Walling by 
Of these, No. 10 is in Sacred Melodies nded to some editions of the Co henaioe pT meen together with the following — 

era; MERPPY, thoee who rest have found. Repose m 

These h 
&e., 1836, 

mile Alexander Viets, p.p., b. at 
for some (cmmctiout, in 1766. After bein 

me tector at Bristol, Rhode Island, 
bishop of the “ Eastern 

ymns all appeared in his Century, 
(W. T. B.) 

Holy Father, great Creat 

bee Pamity Prejce 13S. Te appeared tn that year in e in 
to the God of eae oes of 6 and entitled “Hymn 

- Coxe, It as given in ny, ith sume alterations by 
ila., 1860, No. is9. pp 22; S0r Church and Home, &o., 

~~ + Of the Pretenant pi" Tepeated in the Hymnal 
Church, 1871, No, 145. 

(FP. M. B.J 
Grosart, Alexander Balloch, ».p., LL-D., was b. at Stirling 
5, ded > N.B.. on 18th June, 

=e wee the Palkirk Parish 

| formists (18T9)—are only some of the fruits 
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é f Eviin- School, and privately; the University Of M! 

burgi,, and the Theological Hall of fay — 
Presbyterian Church. His owxa #O7C me 4 
conferred on him the degree Of saath axa 
St. Andrew's University, pp, Oza_ 2? f the 
ber, 1855, he was ordained as maiz2 —eabeat the 
First United Presbyterian Churect}s- + * ste 
during which pasturute Le becanne weer '” mown 
as editor of the Works and Biogre?r, tes of 
Dr. Richard Sibbes, Thomas Brools ss, 22194 many 
others, in Nichol’s Puritan Dicfmes = Puri- 
tan Commentaries, wud as author <f thie Life 
and Works of Michael Bruce, axxcd of Tesus 
Mighty to Save, or Christ for all ther PR orld and 
all the World for Christ; Small Si@aae 2 lamba 
all Safe, or Salvation of Childreve > rence of 
Light and Prince Jarkness, Ov-_ tFee Temp- 
tation of Jeaus, und yarious prac ticmeal books. 
Perhaps in literature his name cee e22e© Most 
prominently forward as author of Z2a7-a@ Bacon 
not the author of the Christiane #7 eer-adozes 
Sinan Aa discovery accepted atone boy Sped- 
ing and Von Ranke, and universza Roy. and so 

removing a shadow that had long Lszaaza on an 
illustrious name. This has since: Exeren fol- 
lowed up by a number of noticenble Icindred 
discoveries, «g. that Phineas Fle-teshher, not 
Edmund Speneer, was the author of #rit- 
tain’s Ida (the name and family history of 
Spenser's wife, “ Elizabeth”); the icleera tificen- 
tion of the Phaniz as Q. Elizabeth mracd Of the 
Turtle Dove as the Earl of Kxsexin Si¢2- F@obert 
Chester's Love's Martyr or Rosaline Ceovrre patent 
(1601)— the only known book towhich Shake- 
apeare contributed verses (New Shakceaprerce xe So- 
ciety 1878); and unpublished uss, of Ce eorge 
Herbert, Richard Crashaw, &e. From JX #22 rosa 
he was translated to Prince's Parke UJ 2z,ited 
Presbyterian Charch, Liverpool; andl iza 1 868 
te Blackburn, Lancashire, where he is at 
present the minister of St, George’s ( Pres by- 
terian Church of England). 

Throughout bis professional lifetime, Or. Grosart tas 
been a voluminous author, ber, editor, man 
traveller. The Puller Worthies . 39 Sols; 
Chertecy Worthies’ Library, 14 vols.; Occatiomenl ew aes 

Cnique and Very Rure Books, 38 vola.; The #£f eth 
ry, 39 vols, ; editions of the Works Spenser, 

16 vols. ; Samuel Daniel, 5 vols. 5 6 Daniel, 4 ~wasls. ; 
Townley MS¥., 2 vols.; Sir Joan MSS... 6@ woln.: 
Lismore Papers, WO vols,; Pro Works of Word. evens rth, 
3 vola; The Spring Lecture, Representative Neseer oon _ 

critical, anmotatory, and a labours «re «ur 
Elizabethan and other carly literature. As ary eiitour 
bis books have been abundantly helpful In our P.rt- 
ment, and net a few of bis authors belong to te | g ue 
Spenser, Sidney, More, Beaumonts, Bruce, &e. Edes “Wen 
the first to print many poems of George Herbert, Fe vedyeg yt 
(rashaw, and others, and to translate their Latixs ant 
(ireek poems, Much of our richest, Hoest, aret Fares: 
early ‘nglish titeratare is only obtaimable tm = 43 a- 
sarts editions, These were nearly all privately gorj rated 
am! limited. They are to be found in all stir Ow gy Great 
lbrartes, and tn of Enropessnd America. pg gy "SE 
also contributed lafkely to the varius literary Pree 
theological periodicals, Bncyclopaedia Britannica | ‘. ae 

r yay. de, In ists, be printed for ric 12- 

tirculation a small vol. of 18 hymns, two of w hich, ? ate 
been introduced into Dr. Charles Roget's Hargs «yg .* * 
Christian Home (1876), vic, * The Livin Way. ats “ Holiness.” He bas also printed a number «'¢ N 
year and Watch-night Hymns, which have bad iy i 
cireulation in Watchword Cards and leafles; aya, “S" eRe 
leaflet that bave had a still wider cireulation , 
‘Teardimmed lamp” and “(od biess oor Chiupre. 
Schoo.” In Leisure Howr and Sunday at Hi 
a number of his hymns have also appeared. ga 7. 
announced bis intention of sooner or later college g has 
Century or more of bis gradually accumulated H fated. 

(J. Ss le 
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Groser, Horace George, «. of Wm. H. 
Groser (q. ¥.), Was b. in North London, Dee. 
z2nd, 1863, He is a member of the Congre- 
gational Denomiuation, and is wholly em- 
loyed in literary work as editor and author. 
Tn 1886 he pub. a religious story untitled 
Bertha Pemberthy, but the greater part «f his 
writings have been short poems contributed 
to the Sunday Magazine, The Girls’ Own 
Paper, ond other periodicals. He is the 
author of several hymus, a gual specimen of 
which is in the Voice of Praise, 1886, * When 
my spirit pants for rest” (Lord, remember me). 

(W. BR. 8) 
Groser, William, s. of a Baptist Minister, 

was b.in London in 1791. In 1818 he became 
ee of «a small Baptist church at Princes 
Lisborough, Bucks; in 1820 he removed to 
Maidstone, and in 1839 to London, where he 
resided] until bis death, in 1856, For some 
— subsequently to 1840, he was editor of 

¢ Baptist Magazine, and for the last tive 
years of his life Secretary of the Baptist [rish 
Society. Mr. Grosev also did good service to 
hymnedy as an editor of harp The 
— New Selection, prepared by Dr. Murch 
and others [see Baptist Hymnody}, was edited by 
him in [xZ8. At the request of the Baptist 
Missionary Society he also prepared and edited 
in 1852, A Sel. of Hys. adapted to Pub. Wor- 
ship, and desiqued chiefly for the tuse d Baptist 
Churches in Jamaica. London, H mn & Co. 
This selection was reprinted in 1860 with the 
addition of 57 hymus; but is no longer in use, 
having been superseded by the Bap, J’. & HMys., 
1858, As a hymn-writer Mr. Groser is known 
by one hymn only :— 
Praise the Redeemer, almighty to save. [rath 

. It was composed during bis residence at 
M to the metre and tane of “Sound the 
lewd timbrel,” and a: red in the enlarged Sef, of 
Hymns for the wse apt, Congregations, London, 
is4u; again in Spurgeon's 6. 0. 1. Bk. 1866, and in 
the 1480 Suppl, to Bape, fs, & iys. [W. BR. 8.) 

Groser, William Howse, nsc., « of 
Mr. W. Groser (for many years Secretary of 
the London Sunday School Union, and a rela- 
tive of the Rev. W, Groser, noticed above), 
wae b. in I8t4, and educated at University 
College, Londen, and graduated pac. at the 
London University, in 1862, Although en- 
gaged in mercantile pursuits Mr, Groser devotes 
considerable time to natural seience, and Chris- 
tian work, especially in connection with Sun- 
day school He was for twelve years editor 
of the Bible Class and Youth's Magazine : and 
subsequently of the Suaday School Teacher, 
and of the Lxeelaior, His publications, mainly 
of a Biblical and educational character, are 
numerous. In 1875, he edited :— 

Songs by the Way. A Hymnal for Toung Christians 
and Enquirers, Land. v. « 

He also contributed hymns to the 8 8. 
Union hymn-books ;— 

(1) Sunday Scholars’ Hymn Rook, w.p, (1861); (2) 
Senge of Gladness; A Hymn-book for the Young, 1871, 
coutaining 200 hymns. It was subsequently enlarged to 
266; amd (3) The Sunday School Trackers’ Hymn-book 
(1871). 

His hymns published in these books include : 
i. Songs by the Way, 1875. 

1. The Lord ls our Shepherd. The Good Shepherd. 
ti. Im Sunday Scholars’ H. Ak, 1861, 
2. Meet Saviour, bo in days of old. & & Anniver- 
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3. Great Lord of earth and time. S. S. Anniversary 
4. Swift as an eagle's flight. Plight of time, 
5. Sunny days of childhood. arly Piety. 

ti, In Senge of Gladness, 171. 
6. Borne npon time's noiseless wing. Yew Fear. 
7. How bright the morning broke. Fear of Jubilee. 
4. O bappy they whe know the Lord. Marly Pity. 
— waters, darkand drear. Divine Guidance 

til le 

These hymns were all composed between 
1860 and 1875. All are in C. U. in G. Britain, 
and many also in America. ‘Those in the &. 
8. Teachers’ H. Bk. are the least known. 

(W. K. 8) 
Gross, Johann. (Rutilius, M.} 

Griienwald, Georg, was an Anabaptist 
shoemaker, ho suffered martyrdom for his 
principles, being in 1530 burnt at the stake at 
Koptlstain, or Kufstein, on the Inn below 
Iunabruck. To him is ascribed, in a ms, Ana- 
baptist Chronicle now in the Town Library at 
Hamburg, the hymn :-— 
Kommt her su mir, sagt Gottes Sohn. § [(«‘rist's 

Yoke.) Founded om St. Matt. xi. 240. Appeared a 
« Ain schins newes Christiichs lyed,” in 1530, Wacker- 
nagel, tii pp. 128-133, gives this in 16 st. and three 
later forms. The form in V. Rabet's @. #., Leipaig, 
1845, is that in C. U., ax in the Une. L. S., 1451, No. 
421. It has been generally ascribed toe Hares Witzetadt 
of Wertheim, bat Wackernagel in a long mote decides In 
favour of Grtenwald, 

The fre. are (1) “Com heir, sayis Goddis Sone to me,” 
ty the ude and Godly Ballates, ed, 1469, folio 16 (Ise, 
p. 25). (2) “Come bither ! saith our blewsed Lord,” by 
JC, dacohi, 1725, p. 15 (LTS, p. 121), repeated as No. 
181 in pt. i. of the Moravian HM. Hk. 1704. (3) * Corme 
hither, says the Seon of God,” by Dr. i Milla, 1854, p. 
47. (4) * Come bither, says our blessed Lord,” by Dr. 
G, Walker, ln60, p se. {J. M.] 

Griinbeck, Esther, née Magdalene 
A Naverofsky, was b. at Gotha, 
Oct. 21, 1717, of a Polish-Jewish family who 
had become Christians, In 1754 she married 
Michael Gritnbeck, a sculptor in Gotha, and 
in 1738 with him beeame a Moravian ; entering 
the Widows’ Choir after his death in 1742. 
Marrying in 1746 David Kirchhof, a baptized 
Jew, she engaged with him for some time in 
mission work among the Jews in I’russia and 
Poland. After his death she became leader 
of the Widows’ Choir at Zeist, near Utreeht, 
and d. there Oct, 18, 1796. 

In the Historische Nachricht to the Bruder 
G. B., 1778 (ed. 1851, p. 205), 8 hymns and 
part of a ninth in that collection sarc ascribed 
to her, Thewe in English use «outside the 
Moravian hymn-books are :-— 

i, Dem bdlut'gen Lemme. = Self Dedication. 
Founded on Kom, vi, 14. 1st pub. 1739, as No. 
1365 in the Supplement to the 8th Appendix to 
the Herrnhut @. #., 1735; in 10 st, of 6 L, re- 
peated as No. 753 in the Berlin GF, 4, &, ed. 
1863. The only tr in C. U. is:— 

To the Lamb stain'd with Blood, tv-. in full by 
C. Kinchen as No. 155 in the Moravian H. Bk, 
1742. Four forms are in use ;— 

1, “ Unte the Lamb of God,” in the Moravian A. Bk. 
_ tea 263 (1886, No. 235), altered, and omitting #. 

2. To Christ the Lamb of God," st, i, iv, vti. 
altered in J. A. Latrobe's Coll., 1841, No. aia. 

' 3. “Lord! being me to resign,” acento froen st. vii. 
| vill, as No. 457 in Dr, Martineau’s Hyweres, 1540 (1573, 
No. 28#), and as No. 668 in the American Sapt, 
Pealmist, 1843. 

4. “To Thee I wholly give.” Acento beginning with 
| st. i. in Lady Hontiagdon's Ae’, 1780. It was subse- 
quently changed to “ lo Thee, my Lord, I give.’ 

SS ss a S 
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Sing, “ante ist ein schines Wort. Foryieness of 
Ay St pub. 1739 as No, 1203 in the 8th 
of R41. ‘= to ca Herrnhut @, B., 1735, in 8 st. 
& charm) © only tr, is “Grace! Grace! O that's 
ae Te sound,” in full, by C. Kinchen, as 
and abritetnt Moravian H. Bk. 1742, altered 
cento in “ged in later ed. (1886, No. 319) A 
ginnin. St. of C.M. from st. ii, iii, v.-¥iii., and 

those» & “Grace, how exceeding sweet to 
* WAS inchuled in the 1780 ed. of Lady 

to SumPbell’s Comprehensive H, Bk, 1837, and 
~ ™ C,H. Bateman’s Cony. Psalmist, 1846. 

J. Mj 
Gryphi a . us, Andreas, was b. Oct. 2, 1616, 

id Gross-Glogau, in Silesia. He was edu- 
163 lua" the Selwol ut Fraustudt, Silesia, 
le no? Snd the Gymnasium at Danzig, 
tutor a. After Leing for -ome time family 
born, the house of Georg von Schin- 

st [Oat Froustadt (who crowned him as a 
te Sour, 1637), he was furced by the Counter 

land. piv” in Silesia to tind refuge in Hol- 
den te © matriculated as a student at Ley- 
Diverse es und was afterwards till 1643 

Paniod wt! Lectorer. Thereafter he accom- 
two P the son of @ rich Stettin Lurgess and 

Ometaninn noblimen in a tour through 
Italy, Holland, and South Germany, 

stele a it the end of 1647, settled in. Frau- 
the pri 0 1630 he was appointed syndicus of 
in Principality of Gloguu, and while attend- 
won pradee! a nang of the diet at Glogau 

rPulys ai F. house, Fuly ie lon andd. in the assembly 

#ryphius ranks as one of t Siles fold See rents of va fet apy f ——— 

somubre in chaeter he npn gts mpm la pony. fo tragedies (la the Armenian thr Moved Majuty: or, Charles Stuart rmenian; The Murdered Majesty ; 
the earilest rhc af Great Britain, ke.) and one of 

Syuenz ; ] eribyifas; be — winch Lays 
excellent little cotnedly in Ailerian int, &c.). 
1 S77 Phin tad begun writing sonnets about 
we und bis Son- and Feyrtage Sonnete were 
ub. at Leyden, 1639 [Kerlin]; followed by 
7 seed Sonnete, Erste Buch, 1648 lisseitey Tue 

r cone) ed. of his collected poems a 
teen J \t8 Teuteche Heimgedichte, Faake 
er A tery der 1650 [Berlinj, and the first 
Theil, Breslau, 1057 drutecher Gedichte, Krater 
English are: (Berlin). Those tr. into 

i. Ale dor zu Ende . — Bretonaty- 

Meravtan iy pmladed,”'as Xa. 167 In pt 1 of the 

der Erden, . bs nt in Bk. j, of bis (ules (1650, p. 98; not 
be tre, aye itled * Vaenitas! vanitatum vant- 

lendour,” br fr, a (1) Barth's bessted Joys and 
this earth decay” py Mitls Vsas, (2) * All glories of 

iii. In fic aang Winkscorth, 1888, p. 177. 
im Bk. iv. of bis Sm: + Gobi andar. No. 16 
entitled ~ Andras Gao? (1657, p. 116; not in 1643), 
Sonnetts."" Ty, ae on bis Sunday and Festival 
W endeworth, isay, Pp. 179, life's fair Spring,” by Miss 

mm Bk. tit. of bis iene, Xihten, New Fear, No. 9 
it 4 ba Ca ving.” & 7) 3 ao. _Tr. = 

Berlin G. #., 19, Xo. agg °t “ Wie viel wir”), in the 
Another hyn | 

to Andrews Gryphing frequently ascribed 
find it either in his work 

I 

We have failed to 
* or in the works of Christi..n Gryp jug ic. 
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v. Es ist | Gottled es int OLED Ta Sh. fur 
the Dying. In the Votlstdndiges fa “ee est. The tra, 
G. B., 1b ed., Breslau, 1726, No, 304, 123 Dena 
are: (1) “It ie finished! finished’ yea.”” by, 4 I thank 
1857, ps U9, (2) “It is complete. yo ncals of Saint 

y care,” by G. Moultrie, in bis Ages * 
Horothea, 1870, p. 65, (3. My) 

i SS. was for Guest, Benjamin, b. in 175 satenel/ ot 
some time the proprietor of a prives t4~_ . 
Brighton, and subsequently vicar <f  * parish 
in Rutlandshire, sat then rectexe of I ilton, 
Northants. He d. at Blackheatha, | Jan. 30, 
186y. His hymnon Holy Buptisn, ** Bt eavenly 
Father, may Thy love.” was com t2r® buted to 
H. V. Elliggt’s Ps & Hye, 18.55%, INO. S24, 
in 4 st. of It is also given in se> weral col- 
lections of a later date, as the NM. Cord: Tsu, 
&e. (Miller’s Singers and Songs of £78 Church, 
1869, p. 531). (3.4) 

Guide Thou, O God, the ardian 
hands. G. Phillimore. [Ember Dea gze-] Writ- 
ten forand Ist pub, in The Pariah FX zeave7e Book, 
1863 (No. 185), and appointed fear 9 ** Ember 
Days.” It consists of 6 st. of & T- In The 
Hymnary, 1872, at. v. and vi, are: slightly 
changed ; whilst in the 8. PLC. EX. Church 
Hymus, the metre has been altered freorza S.6.84. 
to cw. both with the consent of tae author, 
It is also in other collections. C-3. J.J 

Guiet, Charles, a Jesuit, borm at “Tours 
in 1601, Tought classiea) literaatuare and 
moral theology. He was also a presweBrer and 
experienced in the ceremonial of the: €*Baurch. 
He wrote a work on the order of recitizmge the 
divine offices and cL at Tours, Marchs BO. 1664. 
dJtcher Gelehrten-Lezikon, Miller places his 
death about 1684, Some of his hwmarms were 
given in the Paris Breviary, 1746. (GF. A. ©.) 

Guion, Jeanne B, de la Mothe [Guyon, 
J. B. de M.) 
Gunn, Henry Mayo, wasb. Marasla 25, 

1817, at Chard, Somerset, and educated at 
Mili Hill School, and at University (col be gre. 
He held several pasterstes, beginuimgs wraith 
Basingstoke in 1841, and closing With = See~wen- 
oaks in 1881, Hed. May 21, 1886. File youb, 
various works, chietly desctiptive of thee No on- 
conformist Churches and their princi poles. 
Be-ides tr. nslating some of the earlier (2 reek 
and Latin hymns lor the Excelsior, edited by 
the late Dr, James Hamilton, he wrote moaany 
hywns, including :— 

1. Higher, higher to the Cross. The Crore cu - 
Appeared, in rs of 4.1, in the 1°66 (meets Ah ae’ _ 
the coll: ction used in the Redlamt Congregational ("By warety 
ey = Lt is aleo coreg bl omer sh gl - . 

2. were high-mi: men, “ihe lg 
Principle. This was suggested by the disruptios” = 
the Church of Scotland in i843. [t was pub. fra epg 
Alton Sunday School folletion, 144.10 3 st. oF gy 
It is in several byimn-books, including the (orsgeg ex 
tonal Union AL, of he ge ed Saas Ls ga 

3. To realms beyond soun sen. J *9ex 
Coloniets, Appeared in the Yew feng nn ao. 

PE ee ake nla a 5 Pr 6 
4. We want no enus. “W1OREM Cree h 

Christ, Vrinted for the annial meeting of thee . QW tA 
Congr gational Union, 1672, It ie largely Ciena Dag gh 
ana troadsbet, and has been fr into Malian grey _ tr 
use of the Evangelical Church of Italy. [W, - Fa >” 

Giinther, Cyriacus, was b. Janay e 

1649, at Goldbach, reat Gotha. After strc} we 

ing at the Gymnaiun, of Gotha, and tL. 

University of Jena, he became First-¢ ics 

master at Eisfeld, Sachse-Meiniugen ; ang mu 

then Third-form master in the Gymonsi ay yy, 7 
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Gotha. He d. at Gotha in the beginning of 
Oct. 1704 (Kock, iv. 263-9; Bode, p.81). His 
een, who was clerk of St. George's Church at 
Glaucha, possessed a ma. collection of some 30 
hymos by his father: and from this he allowed 
Freylinghausen to select 10 for his Neues geist- 

These are above the reiches G. B., V7. Psa Mi ler 
average in merit, and Seriptu good in 
py Two have passed into English :-— 

i. Bringt her dem Herren Lob und Ehr, Praise 
1714, No. 556, in 7 st. of and Thanksgiving. 

7 1, repeated as No. 993 in the Berlin G, L. S, 
ed. 1863, The only ¢r, in C. U. is :— 

With joyful heart your praises + & good tr. 
of st. i, iv.-vi., by A. T. Russell, as No, 202 in 
his Ps. § Hys., 1851, 

ii. Halt im Gediichtniss Jesum Christ. Love to 
Christ. Founded on 2 Tim. iii. 8, 1714, No. 
765, in 6 at. of 7 L, repeated as No, 297 in the 
Berlin G. Z, &, ed. 1863. On thankful remem- 
brance of Christ's Incarnation (i.); Death (ii); 
Resurrection (iii.); Ascension (iv.); Promised 
Second Advent (v.); ending with a prayer for 
faith (vi.). The only tr, in C. U. iss — 

© keep before thy thankful eyes. A good and 
full tr. by A. T. Russell, as No. 182 in his Ps, § 
Hys., 1851. 

Other tre. are: (1) Remember Jesus, God's dear Son,” by Dr. H. Mills, 184% (1956, p. 125), (2) 
“* Bear Jesus Christ the Lord in mind,” by Miss Cox, in Lyra Bucharistica, 1463, p. 218 (1864, p. 259), and in 
her H. from German, 1464, p. LiL. (J. M.J 

Gurney, Archer Thompson, was b. in 
1820, and educated for the legal profession. He 
was called to the Bar at the Middle Temple, 
but in 1849 he entered Holy Orders. He held 
several appointments, including the Curacy 
of Buckingham, 1854-58; the ‘haplainey of 
the Court Church, Paris, 1858-71, and other 
cbarges. He d. at Bath, March 21, 1887 
His pub. works include :— 

“pring, 1853; Songs of the Present, 1845 The tkle of Peace, 1855; Songsof Aarly Summer, 1856; aud A Book 
af Praise, 1962, 

To the Book of Praise he contributed 147 hymna, phe A few of these are known beyond his own collection. He is widely known 
through his Kuster hymn, “ Christ is risen, Christ is risen.” His * Memory of the blest departed" (38. Philip and James) is in the People’s H., 1867. {J. J.J 
Gurney, John Hampden, ».a., eldest 8. of Sir John Gurney, a Baron of the Ex- chequer, was b. in Serjeanta’ Inn, London, Aug. 15, 1802, and educated at Trinity College, rie a where he graduated in 1824, On taking Holy Orders he became Curate of Lut- terworth (1827-1844), and subsequently Rector of St. Mary’s, Marylebone, and Prebetdary of St. Paul's Cathed He d. in London, March 8, 1862. The 8. P.C. K. and other religious societies had his cordial sym thy, and re- ceived his active support, is publications include several onal volumes im prose, und 

the following :— 
(1) Church Mralmady ; Hints for the improvement of 2 (Wlection of Hymns published by the Society for Pro- mating Christian Knowledge, 1853; (2) A Collection oF Hymne for Public Worship, Lutterworth, 146. Th contains 300 hynina, and is known as his Lutterworth py maptc nl a) Pasiens red ne for Public Wor- . belee some t ei Lebenne. London, 1881. This collection of bog Gye , versions is known as his 

GUTHRIE, JOHN 

Preface is signed by “Charles Baring,” “Thee 
Garnier," and “Join Hampden Gurney,” bat the irk 
was practically dope by Gurney. 

To the Lutterworth Collection, 1838, he oa- 
tributed :— 

pore ene. org tentang yg 
(reat King of nations, our A Oey 
pny php Gi gy 

Soon to the dust we speed, Heaven anticipated. 
Thou God of mercy and of might. Good Friday 
Thou plenteous source of light and bove. drew 

. Thou Who of old dist raise. Ascension, 
Through centuries of sin and woe. For Peace. 

. We praise Thee, everlasting God. Te Dewm. 

These hymns were all signed “J, H G.” 
and Nos. 1, 2, 3,7, 8, 9 and 11, were repeatai 
in the Marylebone Coll, 1851; and to the» 
were added :— 

12. Fair waved the golden corn. (Child's Hymn. 
13. How vast the debt we owe, Offertory. % 
14 Lord of the Harvest, Thee we bail, 

is No. 4 above rewritten. 
15. Lond, we lift our eyes above. Love of Christ. 

In addition to these we are specially in- 
debted to Gurney for, “We saw Thee not 
when Thou didst come” (q.v.), and “Yes, 
God ia good,” &e. (q,v.). Several of the 
above-named hymns are in extensive use in 
G. Britain and America, The most Isr 
are annotated under their respective rr 7% 

Pts apa ere du poreedt J 
efiler. « Good Shepherd.) A a 

No 40 in Be iit. of A Heilige Seclenlust, 
Breslau, 1657, p. 218 (Werke, 1862, i. p. 128), 
in 5 st. of 6 1, entitled, “She [the Soul] b- 
seeches Him, that He, as a Good Shepherd, 
would bring her, His lamb, to His fold.” In- 
cluded in Vlinghausen’s G. B., 1705, No 
702, and recently in the Berlin G. L. 8, ed. 
1863. It is a hymn full of tenderness and 
pathos, and has been well translated as :— 

1, Wilt Thou not, my Shepherd true, a full ant 
very good ¢r, in Miss Cox's Sacred H. from Ger- 
man, 1841, P. 101, Theuce with st. iii, th 3.4, 
altered in the 1857 edition of Mercer's (. P. 4 
H. Bk, in Kennedy, 1863, &e, Slightly altered 
by Miss Cox for Lyra Eucharistica, 1883, p. 191, 
and her ff. from German, 1864, 169; aod 
thence unaltered in the People’s Hyl., 1207. 

2. Loving Shepherd, kind and true, a ful! and 
good tr, in the lst Ser., 1855, of Miss Wink- 
worth’s Lyra Ger, p. 98, repeated, slightly 
altered, in the Myl. for St. Jukn's, Aberdeen, 
1865-70, Considerably altered for metrical 
reasons in her C. B. for England, 1863, No, 152 

3. While on earth, dear Lord, I roam, a go! 
but free tr. in Miss Dunn's H. from German, 
1857, p, 109, and thence, omitting st. ili, ir. 
as No, 244, in Dr. Pagenstecher’s Coll., 1864. 

4. Loving Shepherd! Guardian true, incl iiled in 
Holy Song, 1869, is a tr. of st. i, iii—v.. in 4 +t 
of 4 1, with the refrain, “Tender Shephent! 
Thine | am, Keep till death Thy little lamb.” 
Another tr. is, “( Faithful Shepherd! now behold,” 

by Lady Bleanor Fortescwe, 1843 (1847, p. *y Mw) 

Guthrie, John, pp, s. of John Guthrie. 
Miluathort, Kinross-shire,was b. at Milnuthort. 
May 3v, 1814, and after studying at the Uni- 
versity of Eiinburgh, where he graduated 
M.4. in IRB, was in 1840 ordained minister of 
the United Secession Church in Kendal. 

PPSPMP FP YE — 
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MavPathis 

OT son, hoe with the views of Dr. James 
With Dr yy WSs, in 1843, deposed, and joined 
Union, © yy OTison in forming the Evangelical 
"COming » COMtinued in Kendal till 1848, 
Church? hen minister of Dundas St. E, U. 
Greenoey - \asgow, In 1851 he went to 
Square Ly thence, in 1862, to Tolmer's 

tain ie eon, returning ia 1886 to Glasgow 
din “r of Howard St. E. U. Church. He 

September 18, 1878, while on hia 
Oh Zealand. From 1846 to 1861 he 

relent to the Evangelical Union, and 
Of Dp. on in 1875. He received the degree 

Was ™ Coburg University, U.S.A., in 1875. 
Compiled pUNeMer of the Committee which 
mem ber the EF. 1, Hymun-book of 1856, and a 
Hymnat ef that which compiled the EU. 
hymns) Of 1878 (to which he contributed 4 
The Ex. His bynes appeared in The Daystar, 
Pub, oo gelical Magazine, &e. In 1869 he 

ed = Lyrics; Hymna, original and 
_~ — Aare with versions of 

athe ae & Co. 1869. This 
Sad eB ists of 28 liymna, 17 fra, and 37 

much begruns. Some of the hymns bave 
Germ, uty and sweetness, The fre. from the ean curl “re uccompanied by interesting notes, 
Miss Wilt net ranking with the best by 
Psalm te Worth, are yet very good. The 
hymns “car ens ot average merit. His 

1. Blood of 

SRT inkling. 

tran. 2 

Peat, —e 

sprinkling, healing tide. fplond 
Stee ] Appeared in The Keangetical nto 4 el gel ein tt Of 8 1, and again, unaltered, in The 2. = teal Cnion Hymnal, 18s, Composed in 1844. 

a a ei Joatiy are thy vents. {Public Worship.) Ist + ogy atretae & Spiritual Songs, collected by James Mori- . p umalveted. etsy. Tat. AS 2 _ 
- ical OF - Be, ar 3 and The Evangelical Daal mpaual Vor. 

+ "Tig evening : over Salem's towers, &e. wrPing oer Jerusalem.) 
gelical ie unakettie* 1886, tn 4 at. of 4 doable lines, 

tein Boren where ranean © ransomed of Jesus, praise to Jesus.) Ist Ppob. in Hys. & Spiritual Songs, (een No. 2), Pt, tl, B44, iécal Gna’ jah again, unaltered,” tn The 
Onion Ayl,, 1814, No. — ny eae Te va 

Guyet, Charles, [Guiet, ©.) 
Guyon, Madame. 7 arsris Becmcede ie ie ea 

. is, in the con- oe Sstablishments of bar Gunite place, 
caked -_ (rep. Loiret), where she was edu- 
th as a child. There also she firet learn d 

Ce et of espousal with Christ, to which later soars Rave a very Fase dhe 

Se CPment She was married at sixteen to 
twenty tee we tetlthy man of weak health, 
until his detthy in Tene and her life, 

i i ; was, purtly from 
from the tyranny 

aw, uick temper, * Partly from her own 
ie career Ea unhap y one, Her pub- 
soon after her widowineat of Quicti-m began 

macy, Caen, tal eeeese of Genera, at Ae 
In 1686 sho came (Ponon, and in Grenuble. 
first imprisoned for yrarin, Where she was at 
vent of St. Marie in the Pak = = aleve 

. uF . 
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but released afler eight months at three or 
of Madame de Muintenon, She tae 7 d 
the zenith of her fame. Her life ® © a ia greatly fascinated those around ber =) red 
court, Madatue de Maintenon, Ferme lor of 
ardently sympathised with ber descr trine : 

on and ‘disinterested love of C#aocd > ani 

adame de Maintenon's College of T_-2™<4 1€s at 
Cyr, cawe under the spell of her era t Ba ts lastn. 
But the affinity of her doctrines wei t 22 those 
a _— was ee in 2 oo pony 
told against her. er opinions wwe i 
deuned by a commission, of whic} _ E+ossuet 
was president. She then incurred F¥ossuet's 
displeasure by breaking the promises he had 
made to him to muintain a quict atti t eacdle, and 
not return to Paris. She was imprisoned at 
Vincennes, Dec. 1695, and in the «21 Lowing 
year removed to Vaugirard, under @ > FrOmise 
to avoid all receptions und corres raadlence, 
except by special permission. In LEGS she 
was lmmured in the Bastille, and not x2eleased 
until 1702. The Quietist controweerssy had 
meanwhile ruived the saintly Fénelora im the 
favour of Louis XIV., and obwined t Bre con- 
demnation by the Pope (1699) of Inia book 
(Mazimes des Saints) written in defemce of 
the doctrine of disinterested love. “Khhe  re- 
mainder of Madame Guyon’s life was spent 
in retirement with her daughter, the Mi aarg uise 
de Vaux, at Blois, She was visited there: by 
numbers of persons of all ranks, some of tlem 
from foreign counties; and she had m con- 
siderable cormspondence. She heard Dfass 
daily, and died in fall communion witha the 
Roman Church. Madame Guyon'’s works fill 
40 volumes. The principal ones are ;—— 

(1) Let Torrents (1643), 4 description of God*s deal. 
ings with souls, founded om her own spiritual history 
(2) Le Cantique des Cantiques interprete selorre fe 
sens myrtique. Le Moyen Court de faire oraisom (164), 
Her (3) Awtobiography. (4) Poetics ef Coppel depeces 
Spiritwels (pab. 1722), Uhe Cantiques Apinitue! « <<>ren- 
prise nearly 900 pieces. The dates of composition: are 
mainly to be gathered from inte.nal evidence ; corse 
appear to have written in the vUntTy; Many wWwooere 
certainly written tu ber imprisomments at the Cor weerat 
of St. Marie and Vincennes; many aleoapparently fixa baer 
last sickness at Blois. They were compored to Poem d Leact 
tunes, and with an effortless facility, five or six Bayes. rem 
being often written in aday, while confined to her Exesd | 
She believed them oe from the Divine trea gta Lee, 
more than from herself. The Comfiques are mt c«srpene: 
illustrated and interpreted by her Aué (which 
is one of the mos remar' books in t 
of spiritual enthusiasm) and by ber ¢ ata oe taal en tom *¥ Ore th 
Song of Solomon, w applies its passionate Lowe: ea 
the unton of Christ with the soul, the leaditgr feten mag 
are, (1) the atsorption of the soul, utterly empties .o¢ 
self, into the Infinit e Being of God; which is @X pore sence 
at other tines as the entire occupation Of the  seseay 
reduced to nothingness (“le néant, be rien"), me ct cay.” 
prived of all independent will, by the Hersoma Lit y of 
God. The state of toe soul is one of com plete 
passivences; lis energy ts the energy of God direc, ir; 
and wlelding the human )owers; prayet becomes met 
the expression of desire, but rapt cont: mplation, word 
leas tntercourse, and reception of the fivine Voiee ¢ 
the soul. (2) Pure and disinterested love of Gog. 2° 
Himeelf the Perfect Love, winflurnced by any <7 
elderation of Hin favuur ard Messing either here cGy y\— 
eternity. If it he His will to cast the foul inte, gy. of} 
itaelf, even this is to be accepted withowt tear or cle.) ° 
cation, if the Love of God remains as the Joy of “5 a = 

creature. (3) The Love of God isconsisient with, _ 7°" 
rible, often unintelligible or apparently capticiowas — 4 |" ~ 
fliction of suff-ring and desertion on the soul He lowe. “*™ 

A selection +f 37 pieces from these poems was 2, 
, - & 

the Cowper, in 17#2 (pub. by bis frient Wag, ~ 

Bull, in 1801). Bul bad tuteduced the poems tes irre 
and requested him to tran-|.te some of them. Whee 

Bull or Cowper nolected the pieces for translation ga °2r 
certain The ir leading theme is that of Love utales lena ~ 

J 
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submissive, oot ask’ ng for release, though under the 
extremity of d sertion and suffering inflicted by God's 
Hari, which is heavy with anger sorms threatening 
destruction, Mixed with these awful eeasunm there are 
others, in which the mapifestation of th- Divine Love 
floxts te soul with transport. points of affinity 
with Cowper's thought are ebvious; and Bull may have 
pores that the spectacle of her unmoved belief in the 
hidden lowe of God might help to drive away the terrible 
delusion of bis reprobation. The nervous style is very 
different foau the — of the French; and 
Cowper designedly 4 the amative metepburs, 
which, especially when they re; resent the dealings of 
Corist with ber as His spouse, in language suggested by 
the caprice of Cupid or thet of conjugal infidelity, are 
very painful and unconsciously Irrev.rent, (S-< his 
letters to W. Unwin, 1782-3.) “lhe most characteristic 
Plecvs are thoee beginning, “ "Twas my on a 
day,” “1 suffer fruitiess enguish,” “ Long plunged ia 
sorrow,” and * Sourve of Love, my brighter Sun.” 

The (re, from Madame Guyon'’s hymns 
which are in C. U. are mainly in American 
hymn-books, They include ;— 

1, Ah! régmez sur toute la terre. Triumph 
heavenly lowe desired. From her Cantique des cue 
tiques, vol. it, No. 296. Tr. by W. Cowper in his 

thimvus forms Translated from the Prench of 
me de la Mothe Guion, &e., 1801, p. 14, in 3 #t. of 

4h, aa," Ab! reign, wherever man ls “Ut te in 
Spargeon's &. 1, H. Bk, 1866. 

2. Amour que mon Ame est contente. The soul that 
loves God finds Him everywhere. From vol, ii,, Can- 
tiqne 103, Tr, by W, Cowper, 1801, p. 33, In 9 st. of 
41, as “U0 Thou, by long ex: tied," This bas 
been abbreviated and altered to“ My Lord, how full of 
sweet content,” in Hatfield's Church 4, Bk, N, Y., 
1#T2, and others, and as “O Lord, bow fall of eweet 
content,” in the Andover Sabbath H. Hk., 1#54; the 
Jor the Sanctwary, 1965, &c. It is also in use in 
original form, Cowper's fr. is more nervous than the 
original, but not always close thereta. 

3. Divin objet, auquel nul n'est pareil. The 
Nativity. Protn her works, vol. iv., Poemes Heroiques, 
1 WwW, as tr. of the poem (140i, p. 1) begins 
“'Tis folly all—let ine no more be told.” The cente in 
Cc, U. the oon p. 4 with “Infinite God, Thon great 
unrivall’d One,” and is composed of 14 1, not con- 
secutive in all cases, and with extraneous additions. 

4. it Saint, viens dedans nos cmurs, (Charity. 
From . i,, Cant. 96, beginning with et. ili. Tr. by 
W. Cowper, 1801, p, 26, a8 opirit of charity dispense.” 
This is in American ©. U. 

5. Je n’aime plus d'us amour mien. Life in the love 
of Get. From vol. iv, sect. 2, cant. 40, An anonymous 
tro of @ part of this as 1 lowe my God, but with no 
love of mine.” appeared in the Andover Sabbath H. Ak, 
tshe; the Church Praise BE, N.Y. 1881, &e., bn 2 st. 
of 6). Of this tr. #t. i. ts apparently an expansion of 
the four first line. of this suort oynin; #8. ti. may be 
only an expansion of the two remaining lines, oF mre: 
have to it supe Verse of a hymn mos identified. 
Guyon, vol. iil, cant. 136, us somewhat similar, especially 
at its close, bot i¢ ot a mach Lerger seale. 

6. L'amour me tient asservie. Jhivine love. Frou 
vol. tL, cant, 155. Tr. by W. Cowper, 1801, p. 3s, in 
Set. of 41, a8” Love isthe Lord whom Tobey.” Lt te 
generally used in an abbreviated form. 

7. La fontaine dans sa source. Living Water. 
From vol. iv., cant. #1. Tr. by W. Cowper, 1s01, p. 24. 
in 2 st, of 4b, as The fountain in tt source.” Ln 
1812 it waa given in Collyer’s Sel.. No. 322, with an 
additional swanza by (bllyer, This is the form of the 
text in ©. U. tn G. Britain and America. 

&. The Joy of 8. Mon cour longtems 
the Cross. From vol. iil, cant. 97. Ty, by W, Cowper, 
1s0], pp. #14, In 12 et. of 6 1, a8 “* Long plung’d in 
epg L resign,” The following contes chevatrosn are 
ine, U.s— 

1. * Long plunged in sorrow, I rea ign.” 
2. “0 Lord, in sorrow [ resign.” 
a. “Self-lore no grace in surrow sees,” 

Of these centos 1 ie in Spargeon's @. 6. A. Bk, 1866; 
and 2and Sin American co:ljections. 

9. Nous portons un doux tem God's Chasen, 
Tr, by W, Cowper, 1801, p. 35, as Vol. iL, cant. 74. 

“How happy are the new-born race.” This is usually 
altered to * O bappy they, Gied’s chosen race,” as in 
Mercer, 1854, and others. 

10, Souffrons, u'll le faut, souffrons toute la vie, 
The lowe of God the end of Life. From vot. ii, cant. 165. 
Ty, by W. Cowper, 1801, p. 0, in 4 st. of 4 1, ae * Since 
life in sorrow must be spent.” In the Songs for the 
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Sanctuary, 1465, and other American collections it ls 
altered to “ If life in sorrow must be spent.” 

In addition to these there are also tra. of 
hymns in ©. U., the originals of which are 
attributed to Madame Guyon. These we have 
not identified in her poetical works :— 

11, By suffering only can we know. Hrsignation. 
This is part of a poem written at ninewen. Ina letter 
written from Bods in 1717, Madame Giuyon thas allodes 
to it: *1 remember that when | was quite young, «’y 
nineteen years of age, | composed a little song in whxn 
L expressed my will to suffer for God... A 
part of the verses to which I refer ts as follows: «By 
suffering only can we know.” The tr. in the American 
Hys, for the Church of Christ, 1863, is anonyniwas. 

12. I would love God and Father. | bie we 
cannot Ident it appeared in the Andover Sablach 
A. Bk. 1868, No. 649, in 6 et. of 41. 1t is im Siege for 
the Sanctwary, 1865, Hatfield's Church H. Sk, 1472, 
and otbers. 

13. ‘Tis not by skill of human art. low. No 
identified. ‘The fr. appeared in the ys. for the Chur h 
af Chrut, 1853, No, 606, : . LB) 

H 
H., in the Bristol Bapt. Coll, by Ash and 

Evans, 1769, ie. Hudson. 

H., in H. L. Hastings’s Songs of Pilgrimage, 
Boston, 1886, i.e. the Editor. and 

H. B., ie. Henry Bennett (q. v.). 

H., K. B. E., i.e. Miss Hannah K. Burlivg- 
ham of Evesliam. 

H.L.L., ie. Hymns from the Land of 
Luther, [See Borthwick, Jane] 

H. M. C.,, in the Hymnary, i.e. Harriet 
Mary Chester (q. v.). 

H—t, in the Bristol Coll. by Ash apd 
Evans, i.e, Joseph Hart (q. v.). ‘ 

Habert, Isaac, was a native of Paris, 
where he became Doctor of the Sorbonne, 
Canon and Lecturer in Divinity to the Chapter 
of the Cathedral, and Preacher to the King. 
On Dee, 17, 1645, he was consecrated By. of 
Vabr.s (Aveyion), a post which he held with 
esteem for over twenty years. He di of 
apoplexy while on a visit to Pont<leSalan, 
near Rodez, Sept. 15, 1668, and wax buried 
in the Cathedral at Vabres. 

He is beat known as a writer against Janseniam ; a>! 
as the editor of the Liter Pontificalis, Paris, 144. 
which contains the Greek service with a Latin versee 
by himself, He contributed a number of [atin hymoe 
to the Maris Areviary of 1643. Those which are re 
peated In the Parts Breeiary of 1736 are marked there 
H. Vabr. Kp., or Hab, Vabr. Ep. (J. M.) 

Had I ten thousand beside. 
[Completeness in Christ.) Appeared apony- 
mously ip R. Conyers's ., L774, No. 2H. 
2 st. of 6. 1. In this form it ix in use 
America. In the Bapt. H. [& Tune} Bk., Phila. 
1871, No, 429, a third stanza has been added 
from “There is no path to heavenly bli.” 
at. i. of No, 202, in Rippon’s Bap. Sel, 1787. 
The usual modern form of the hymn in use 
in G. Britain is, “All other pleas we cast 
aside,” as in Mercer's Ch. Psalter & H. Bi. 
1855, No, 111 (Ox, ed. 1864, No. 45). This is 
repeated in Kennedy with the addition of s 
doxology. (J. J.) 

_— Grace Webster. (Hinsdale, 
Q, W. . 



HAEC ILLA SOLEMNIS DLES 

ata F 28°C illa solomnis dies. Jean Baptiste | No. 191, and in each case without a1 oO. O15, Santeiil, Annunciation.) Appeared in luniag reviary, 1686, p. 942, in his >. “Keegy Sacri et Novi, 1689, p. 17 (cd. 1698, = ©): “De Incarnutione Christi seu Annun. ta Cione inica,” in 6 at. of 41, It wag he Pated ji, tie revieed Paris = Hymn for the Ist and 2nd Vespers of “st of Annunciation. Also in Curd. New- metas Hymns Keclesiae, 1838 and 1865. Tr, 

the 

:—. 

© joytul was the mers. By R. Campbell in his 4fuyrmins and Anthems, &., 1850, Pp 88. This, i = Fewritten form, is given in the Aymnar TST, as, “0 joyful rose this sacred more” 
Other trs. are :— 

sent This is the day, the solemn day. 

8. 

Father.) 
Several 

Carolina, 1736-7, it ‘is No. IL. 1 included in the Wes. H. Bk. until the See p77? 

477 HAIL, HOLY, HOLY, HOLY 
tion 

In Hys. & 8. of Praise, N.¥., 1874, INO: it is given sh ie and in fall, Fe1E andthe his I's, & Hys., 1835, No. 83, attributes wi 
hymn to“ Dodd,” and this has been q Ancien the author's name. It is simply a com & J 1 . : [-F- J) Hail, Father, Whose tine _—— crea’ eatey, jun. [Adoration o Ist pub, as No. 1 of ne Poe Rae ions, 1786, in 6 st. of & I-- 

Brev., 1736, ag | Of * Doddridye.’ 

entitled,“ A hymn to God the Father?” It ted in the 2nd ed. 1748; sarxcd in 
ge s’s reprint, 1862, p. 365, Inthe #7a- <& v. pub, by J. Wesley at Charlestown, South 

twas mot 
. ¥. Chandler, 1830, No. i + 1875, No. G#2>: 

as im Murray's 2 Aor Trig, a? % Glad solemnity," althou apap gy Whees anmenonel 2. This in the feetal light ZL Williams. 1839, i "it was given in Toplady’s 27. <t 

2 Bisil, featal morn, whose sacted ray. “4 sy" Re 1776, No. 189. (J. J.-J eat Hail, God the Son, in gl crowne<«d. 
of a Renbach, Carl Rudolph, Dp, 8 | 3. Wesley, jun, (Adoration of God the Save -) Basel, was peach: Profeamor of medicine at | This conjonten hymn to the foregoing by #2 <> 

J, wu 
at Basel, March 4, 1801. 

and Berlin. He returned to li i Universit lecturer on Cheuk tan mtgpt appointed ordinary professor of Chareh hist in 1829, and d. at I, June 7, 1874 (Koeh, Vii. 95, 96; Allg. ac. His lg Deutsche Biog., x. 344, 345, > , m8 “ppeared principally in hig | in Gedichte, Basel, 18465. ‘Two = and in the revised ed. 1875, No 665. also in other 
America, Although not recognized in tka< Wes. H. Bk. until 1830, it was bro use 
in his Ps. & Hys, in 1776, No. 190, (J. Fy 

are tr, :— 
alle Herzen trinket, 

og on, UE cross, 1846, ae above, val. 1, fountain for the panting 
. B3, in 4 ot. 

i. 
4, 

mart. "* by J. Kelly, tang 
ii. 

Patient waiting on G obtchsc, 1844 va {.' in 6 ae ai. Knuapp’s Av. £ &. 1880, X.. se ak th . Tr, as 

~Schaft ny 1561, p. 293; and { as fr. by HY Be Poetry, ed. 1485, p. 635, taudex Domini, Ny 130°" lncluded 

. Mi He | same aut! studied at the Universities of Basel, jy 1736, and repeated in 
Charlestown, 

was | in 6 st.of 41, and headed, “Hymn to Go«cd the Son.” It was repeated in the 2nd qa. <>f the author's Poems, oy 1743, and in i<sPa — 

in the Family Trea thee, a free tr. uf aa ag Hos, aan : : Bkeiii. No 1, in 9>t. of 4 1, ond headed, ** Ee <or as No, a4 in the Lord’s Day.” It is in several modern Ax 23. <- 

, was Ist a in hit Poema, &ca>-, 
. Wesley's Ps. & FF ayee_, 

South Carolina, 1736-7, No. “2 S2. 

Is’s reprint, 1862. In 1830 it was incluele=<l the Suppl. to the Wes, HH. Bk, No. 60L o 
Ite is 

collections in G. Britain es 22<k 

ht imate in the Church of England by Toplacay, 

Hail, ha 
a Sunday. Rst 

day! the [Sina day of 

ge, &e., 1 FBO, & Spiritual 

Fail (J. M,) rican collections, altered and abbreviated, exes 4&1 riet rie tags hail, the joyful morn. AHar- | the Songs for the Sanctuary, 1865, No. “#4, Spirit of the cadens. Ist pub, in her | where it rouda, “Happy day! thoe day <of 4 In } p. 139, in 4 st. of | holy rest.” ==_ en <i No. 164, st. ij bending from ? iii. aro Siven as, “ Angels 

(J. J.) 
Omega, H waeatred.) Pub. in his Sac. 2. in 5 st of 41, of &c., 1741, No. F, n 174424 ©ntitled, «A Pra Coll, ; No. 78, at. Ptrd 

later editors, ty | kM Orn dT) in th ¥ been followed b arate ta Ken wtCreavian H. Ble. 1849, H, 3," Ome, % 1863, it reads: Bee oe : iy § 4 Hail, Firat ani 18865. at Blt In the Mo- a i of 1 

Hail, holy, 
‘angels, &c. 

Hail J Sins with st. ii., dridge. (Flaten — papal J. Jj based on Zee, Mg Bing, Oring Pp. Dod- 
722m] This hymn, The , Feitted'in the p. mss 

a . No. 170, in fPORER, — ub. in J. Orton's (wD Umber» » ot, oFr 
: ea. af L, and again in 

Manual of Praise, 1880, | iv. 
iveu in H, So eky:” The fall text is a wail. No. 172, tymme Songs of Praise, N.Y, 1874, This companion 

Father,” &c., and “Hail, God the Son, hail. J. | wae Ist 
peated in J, Wesley's Pe. 
town, South Carolina, 

yer for ae 41, and Ven in R. Conyers’s | the Holy Ghost.” Dg omitted. This 2nd ed. of the nuthor's P fl in 
—— included in Toplady's Pa. & Hys.. LI76, Il git wae not given in the Wee. H. Bk. Gey eS > 

Bs) ] ah 
ss) +» | @uthor’s “ All hail the power of Jeaus’ Naryy 

eo) aS and in iene with it repeate the last lime, ese 
the same, 1839, ! st. i. in each stanza with the change in st. ~~ 

The stanzas chosen are re ii. 

Holy Ghost, Jehovah, Tha. : Wealey, jun. (Adoration of the Holy Ghe> =e oe a 
ymn to the author's “35 <2 i 9, 

86 a <_<. 
ub. in his Poems, &c., 1736, an =<... P 

& Hys.. Chard <~ =. 

1736-7, No. 13, = a 
entitled, “Hymn to C33 <<} 

It was repeated in tran 

, “hitho, == ; Nicholls's reprint, 1862. LO =. 
— 

Ins 
J. 

holy, holy Lord, ie, 
E. Peat "Y sioly Tringe = 

~~, 
, No. 649 (revised + 

; : , 7.4 Appeared in his Occasional Verses, &c., ae ne 
Pp. , in 9 st. of 41, and entitled, * The ¥ ~~ 
6K 

> 

££ = 
ing.” It is a companion hymn to 

‘ 



478 HAIL, HOLY MARTYRS 

vi and ix of “ And shout, The Lord is King,” 
to “O shout,” “High shout,” and “Loud 
shout.” In Hatfield's Church H. bk. N Y., 
1872, No. 295 is composed of at i-iii., v and 
ix. (J. J.J 

Hail, holy martyrs, glorious names. 
C. Wesley. (For Martyrs.) 1st pub. in Hys. 
& Sac. Poems, 1740, in 12 st. of 4 L, and 
headed, “ Written after walking over Smith- 
field.” (P. Works, 1868-72, vol. i. p 345.) 
A cento in the Leeds H, Bh., 1853, No. 605, 
beginning with the same first line, is thus 
com : st. L., ii, iv.-vi. are from this hymn, 
with alterations; and st. iti. and vii. are by 
another hand From this cento another was 
taken for the ign Ps. & Hye, 1858. It 
begins, “ Father, though storm on storm a 
pear,” and includes st.iii—v. and vii, (J. ap 

Hail, Name of Jesus, glorious Name. 
ena This a is based upon E, 
erronet’s “All hail the power of Jesus’ 

Name," and several lines are taken from that 
hymn. It a in Jane E. Leeson's 
Paraphrases & 1853, in 2 at. of 8 1, and 
was repeated in the Irvingite Hys. for the Use 
of the Churches, 1864. Its ascription is “ F. 
‘erronet, 1779; Jane E. Leeson, 1853." [J. J.) 

Hail, sacred day of earthly rest. G. 
Thring. [ountoy.) Written in 1868, and Ist 
pub. in his Hys ional and Others, 
1866, p. 82, in 13 at. of 41. In the Appendix 
to the 8. P. C.K. Ps. & Hya., 1869, oe S14, 
it was given in 9 st. with st. i. 1. 3 changed 
from * Hail, ce apirit {bringing peace,” to 
“Hail, day of light, that bringest light,” by 
> W.W. How. This text was repeated in 

ing’s Coll., 1882, No. 65, and is the autho- 
rised furm of the hymn. In Landes Domini, 
N. Y., 1884, No. 92, st. i-ili, and xiii. are 
altered from the original 8, 6, 8, 4 to 8, 8, &, 4 
measure, very much to the injury of the 
hymn, Full authorised text in the author's 
Hys. & Sac, Lyrics, 1874, p. 21. [J. J.) 
Hail, sovereign love, that first began. 

J. Brewer. (Christ the Hiding Place.) 1st ap- 
peared in the Gos, 1 Mi ine, Oot, 1776, in Gat, 
of 41.,and signed * Sylvestria.” It was given 
in fall in J. Middleton's Hymne, 1793, No. 270; 
in Williams and Boden, 1801, No. 226; in un- 
dated «ditions of the Lady Huntingdon Coll, 
No. $28, and othera. Rippon, in the 27th ed. 
of his Sel, 1827, No. 172, Pt. ii, set the 
example of abbreviation, and this example 
has been followed in almost all modern col- 
lections in G. Britain and America. In addi- 
tion to abbreviated text there are also three 
altered forms of the hymn :— 

1, Hail, sovereign love, that first . No, 645 in 
the tet ed. of Bickersteth’s Christ. Pralmedy, 1833. 
This had undergone considerable alteration, further 
changes were made in the enlarged ed, 1441. 

2, Hail, sovercign love, that form'd the plan. This 
is in somewhat extensive use in America, including 
Heecher’s Plymouth Coll, 1456, No. 548; Seungs for the 
Senctuary, 1865, No. 454, amd others, 
3. boundless love, that first began. In the 

Meth. F. Ch. & S. Hys., 1#60, No. 62, 

Full original text in Lyra Brit., ay i _ 

Hail the day that sees Him rise, 
C. Wesley. [Ascension.] Ist pub, in Hys. & 
Sue, Poems, 1739, p. 211, in 10 at, of 41, and 
entitled, “Hymn for Ascension Day” (P. 

HAIL THE DAY THAT SEE8 

Works, 1868-72, vol. i. p. 187). 1t bas come 
into C. U. in various forms, of which the fol- 
lowiny are the most popular :;— 

_1. The original. This waa given in the 
Suppl. to the Wes. H. Bh., 1830, No, 650; in 
the revised ed., 1875, No. 718; and several 
other collections. The first stauza reads ;— 

“* Hall the day that sees Him rise, 
Ravish'd from our wishful eyes | 
Christ, awhile to mortals given, 
Re-ascends His native beaven."’ 

2. The full text, with slight alterations, 
—_ in Whitefield s Coll, 1758, No. 43. 

his form of the hymn may be known by 
st. vi. Il. 1, 2, which read :— 

* Still for ws de intervedes , 
Prevalent His death He pleads,” 

8. An abbreviated text, given in Madan’s 
Ps. & Hys., 1760, No. 23, in 4 st.of 8L In 
this st. il. and v. are omitted, and the altera- 
tions as in Whitefield are adopted. This has 
been repeated in several collections, both old 
and new, coat pHa Duteh Reformed Hy. 
of the Church, N. Y., 1869, No. 187. In this 
last case the original reading (altered in 
Whitefield) is restored. 

4. The most cay, ge form of the hymo 
dates from 1820. In that year it was given 
in the 9th ed. of Cotterill’s Sel., No. 106, as 
follows (the italics being Cotterill’s alters 
tions) :— 

1. Hall the Glorious te ie natiee skuce? 
Christ awhile to mortals given, 
Enters now the highest heaven. 

2. “ There the iowa triumph waite ; 
Lift your ! 
Christ hath canguish'd and sin, 
Take the King of glory in. 

3, * See, the heaven its Lord receives! 
Fret He loves the earth He leaves; 
Though returning to His throne, 
Still He calls mankind His own. 

ey preva : 
Near Himeel! our 
Harbinger of Hae ssorgadbay —_ 

5. “ © though parted from our sight 
Por above you azure 
Grant our may thither rise, 
Secking Thee above the skies,” 

This text was repeated almost verbatim in 
Bickersteth’s Christ. Pealmody, 1833 ; Elliott's 
Ps. & Hya., 1835; and others down to 1452, 
when, in the Rev. G. C. White’s Introits and 
Hys., the “ Hallelujah” refrain was added to 
each verse. This form of the text, with the 
addition in some cases, as in H, A. & M., of 
at. v. of the original (“See! He lifts His 
hands above”), is very po! and is found 
in the Hymnary, 1872; H. A. & M., 186) & 
1875; Thring’s Coll, 1882; the Unirerei! 
H. Bk., 1885; and others. It is By C. Wesley, 
1789: G, Whitefield, 1753; T. Cotterill, 1820; 
and G. C. White, 1852. 

5, The text of the H. ., 1870 and 1876, 
is from the original with the * Hallelujah” 
refruin, and the change in st. ii, L 1, of 
“pompous” to “glorious” and et. vi. 1 1, 
“Grant” to“ Lord.” 

6. In the Salisbury H. Bk., 1857, No, 106. 
A cento from the original, the Cotterill- White, 
text, and othera, together with a doxology, 
was given as “Hail the day that secs Him 
go.” This was replaced by the original, in the 
Sarum Hymnal, 1868. 
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HAIL THE SIGN, THE SIGN HAIL, THOU ONCE pEsPIs# YP? . 

7. The Hail, th iversal Saviour, ; et. il, and vi of the ongioal, and gives varie ita eet ara aaee© ? 
tions f  aheoll . = By whose merits we find favour, 

Tom Cotterill and others. Life is given thro’ thy name ! 
a In the 1863 ed. of the 8. P. C.K. Ps. & t. fi.) 
= oo No. = theve —— of — st. i.-iv. “ Joma, hell tnthron’d | in glory, : 

tered from Wesley, and v., vi, are new to re for ever to abide ; esley, All the beav’nly host adore thee, 
we erm sala an emcees wnt! sty Fathers ro Caine . » Honour, pow rT, 

2. The American collections usually follow Thou art worthy to recelve— 
shou of G, Britain in its gee forms, ond ee icicawens wu 

© source of each text rmined 50, 
the Somegeing cauatitions: In the Church In M. Madan’s Coll, of Ps. & wys-: 2 ex- 
Pastorals, Boston, 1864, No. 76, a8 “ Master, | this hymn gg | in the folio ois in 
may we ever say,” is composed of st. vii.-x. || panded form, the added portions 

TO. Several hiymn-books also present slight | “alies:— . 
¥ariations cither from the original, or from ‘ima es eet 
ome of tie altered forms, but oe are too re ; 
minute and numerous to give in detail, “ despised J 

When all its various forms are talcen into Mal doa Gallien Kiog 
account, thi ranks as one three bo chidiat © to re 

hymns by C. Wesley which of all his com- PB Tae acc age 
Positions have attained to the greatest popu- Who hast borne our Sin and Share, 
larity. The other two are,“ Hark! the herald By whose Merits we find Favour, 

angels sing,” and “Jesu, lover of my soul.” Life is giv’n -_ thy Name! 

(J. J.) “ Paschal Lamb by God appointed, 
Efail the sign, the sign of Jesus. it our Mine core on tat | 

&. Baring-Gould. ' (Missions) Written in By eet iat attiomeet wate? 
1866, and ist noted in the Church. Times, Bv'ry Sin may te forgiv'n 
1866. In 1867 it was included in the People's Thro’ the Virtue of thy Blood, 
#f., and subsequently in other collections. hee beet ‘tot Mae and God. 

Hail, thou bright and sacred Hi 
Julia A. Elliott. [Sunday Morning.] i oul “ Jesus Hail! eathron’é fn Glory, 

anonymously in her husband's Pa & H All the beav'aly Hosta adore Thee 
Ist ed. 185, No. 296, in 2 st. of 6 1. ut Seated at thy Father's Sie 
acknow in the “ Thi ” - There for Sinners a di 

by the ition of ‘her tuitiche rar rin rior eands act cosorced i“ 
e Index. It is given in several modern Tint in Glory they appear. = 

collections in G. Britain and America, in- iv. 
ae Vibiing’s Hys. for the Ch. Catholic, “ Wentie, Honour, Bow’ 4 and Messing 

and Songs for Sanctuary, N. Y., “4 y, oath : 
1565, ke. "3.33 CET OT 

1, Thou God 
ic Spirits, 

7. WW Avaling, TEE OF grace and glory.| Nifty roe et, et la 
desired.) “Oge of trmerity of the Church Poo ain ran 
eecasion of the ib four hymns sung on the Help to unt Immanuel’s Praise | 

a Chapel, Kin =| the-Old Congrega-| qhis text was repeated with slight al <> 2 a- 

— 1G, 1344” (ail ae sat es 28 | ieee (specially in st. ii, 1, 3, love anoeze fed. 

1869, p. 581.) 1¢ Gay lot's Singers & Songs, | for « Jove appointed,” in R, Conyers Coot 7 — of 
1859, No. 816, ing a8 given in the New Cong. | p, ¢ H fo74 No. 70: in the Lady EX ea xat- 

fie — Camerican ‘eaten s hgh i emmy 
ingdon "oll, of Hys., Edinburgh, c. 17712 > == = 

cued Ih ae . i havge im t be urch H. Bk., 1872, No. 1201; the | puers- The next bapertant a = at a Le 
Laudes Domini 

ihe et+ No, 947, for * Christian ject oft atag " subservient to his = t—<- an 
o 

Union”; and oth 

Thou 5 (J-5-] | Calvinistic views. His text in his Ps. & Pi ey «., 

Bakewell. (Awenahee Jesus. J.| 1776, No. 118, is :— 
a Tract, 1757. n a volume of i. “ Hail, thou once despised Jesus ! 
Library, Oxf 57-74, in the Bodleian Hall, thou Galilean King ! 

CD} there in bomaq Yn G. Pamph. 1276 Thos diet, ule to Feeaee ng 
i oe ae P with others, a small Hail, thou agonizing Saviour. 

title :-— rages : —s ' 

ey ith the following | Mirncnute fad wn, 
oly friune Mymne cctes Life is given through thy name- 

a. i the "seed to The Holy, Holy, | 1 Paschal Lamb,” &e., omitted on doctrinal grou rs «=e =m_} 
. and Pere 

Cant. 60.16, tn py & on of Christ Jesus, our - rai 

wr Parmenter fo), Homers, tn ttcrew; and | “Ihre ver tae 
At page 40 o7 6? CCE zy) Printed by M. Lewis, Ail tie peasy bore adore te, 

hymn is found; "* Pam Ph 7 Seated at thy Father's side 
let the following There for sinners thou art p ee 

“Hrsaxye x 
\ Phare Mou dest ene place PIS 

Math then Cec any vie a in glory we appear. 

Who digg yi Cater et ey “ Worship, bupour, pow'r, and blessing, 

Who aig er t betel Jesus, Thou art worthy to receive ; 
hist tree «Te ing! Loudest praises, without ceasing, 

bal us, Meet it is for us to give. 

“ion bring! 



480 HAIL, THOU SOURCE OF 

Help, ye bright angelic spirits! 
Briog your sw+retest, noblest lays; 

Help to sing oar Saviour's merits, 
elp to p bert lmmaanuel’s praise.” 

In A Coll. of Pa. & Hys. on various subjects 

for Pub. and Private Worship. Designed for 

the Congregation of Northampton Chapel. By 
William Taylor and Herbert Jones, Lond., 

1777, No. 162, there is a cento from Madan’s 

text, to which is added what has long been 

regarded aa the fifth stanza of “ Hail, Thou 
once despised Jesus.” It is from James 

Allen's Coll. of Hys. for the Use of those that 
Seek and thowe that Have Redemption in the 

Blood of Christ, 1757, No. 97, and reads :— 

* Soon we shall with those in glory, 
His transcendent grace relate ; 

Gladl, Lap 2 th’ amazing story 
Of His dying love so . 

Tn that blessed com 
We for evermore 1 dwell ; 

Crown'd with bliss and consolation, 
Such as none below can tell.” 

The sources of the various arrangements of 
“Hail, Thou once despised Jesus,” found in 
modern hymn-books in all English-speaking 
countries, can be casily determined by refer- 
ence to the above texts, which, in every case, 
are printed from the originals. In ition 
to the numerous centos in C. U. which begin 
with “ Hail, Thou once,” &c., there are also 
(1)“ Paschal Lamb, by God appointed,” aud 
(2) “ Jesus, hail, enthroned in glory.” 

J. Bakewell’s share in the composition of 
this hymn in its full modern form of 5 st. of 
8 1. seems thus to have been very limited. 
Unless it can be shewn that he re-wrote and 
enlarged it for M. Madan’s P's. & Hys, 1760, 
of the 40 lines #0 confidently attributed to 
him, only 16 are his. In the Bodleian 
Library Catalogue, the pamphlet in which 
Bakewell's two stanzas a , is said to 
be * Agsigned by Mr. Daniel Sedgwick to 
William Jones, of Nayland.” From Sedg- 
wick’s Mas. we find that this was a gueaa on 
his part. The compiler of the pamphlet is 
unknown. {4.3 ] 

Hail, Thou source of every blessing. 
B, Woodd. [Epiphany.] Appeared in his Ps. 
of David and other portions of the Sacred 
Soripturea, &c., N.D. (cir, 1810-21), No. 177, in 
3 atof & 1, end again in bis New Metrical 
Version of the Ps. of David, &c., 1821, No. 177. 
In Bickersteth’s Christian rem 1833, it 
was given as by Robinson (i.e. R. Robinson, 
q. ¥.), and this error has been repeated in 
several collections, It is in extensive use, 
many collections following Bickerateth’s text 
of 1833. Orig, text in the Hy. Comp., No. 
05, with at. iii, L 7,“ all-inviting Saviour,” 
for “universal Saviour;" 1. 3, * temples" for 
* temple.” (4. J.) 

Hail to the Lord’s Anointed. J. 
Montgomery. (J's. lexii. Minsions.) Written 
for and included in a Christmas Ode which 
was sung at one of the Moravian settlements 
in the United Kingdom, Christmas, 1821 
(Biog Index to the Irish Ch. Hymnal). ‘Uhis 
settlement is said by some to have been 
Fulneck, of which Montgomery was a member, 
but the authoritica at Fulneck cannot sub- 
#tantiate the statement. Its ea Sy hia- 
tory began with its being sent, on 9th of 

HAIL TO THE LORD'S 

January, 1822, in us. to Mr. George Bennett . 
then on a mission tour in the South Seas 
(M's Memoirs, vol. iii. p. 277)... In April of 
the same year it was repeated by Montgomery 
himself at a missionary meeting in Pitt Street 
Chapel, Liverpool (M.'s Memoirs, vol. iii. 
p. 284), and in the following month was 
printed in the rungelical Magazine, and 
entitled * Imitation of the 72nd Paalm (Tune 
Culmstock).” ‘To it was appended a note 
alluding to Montgomery's forthcoming Songs 
of Zion. Later in the same year it was in- 
cluded in that work; again in Montgomery's 
Poetical Works, 1828, vol, iii, p. 59; and in 
1841, vol. iii. p. 287; and finally in his Original 
Hymne, 1858, No. 267. It consists of § at. of 
8 L The text is slightly varied in each of 
Montgomery's works, the authorised being 
that in his Original Hymne. 

Of all Montyomery'’s renderings and imita- 
tion of the Psalms this is the fivest. It forms 
a rich and splendid Messianic hymn. Its 
auccess has been great, partly due at the fir 
by the publicity given to it by Dr. Adam 
Clarke in his Commentary on the Bible, in 
which it a red in 1822 with a spevial note. 
It is found in all modern hymnals of note, in 
all English-speaking countries, aud has been 
translated into several languages. In common 
with most of Montgomery's hymns, it has 
a ne but little change at the hands of 
— ers. Twochanges are given in H. A. 
& M., in 1861, which are attributed to the 
Rey. J. Keble. They are: st. ii., L 7-8:— 

* Prom hill to vale the fountains 
Of righteousness oerfiow,”” 

for Montgomery's :— 
“ And tighteousness, in fountains, 

From bill to valley flow ;"" 

and st, iv., 1. 8:— 
“ His came shall stand for ever, 

His changeless name of love.” 

This last line of the hymn appears as follows 
in Montgomery's works, and elsewhere :— 

Original. ** His Name—what is it? Love.” 
Pp. W., 1828. * That Name to us is Love,” 
Orig. Hys., 1463, ** That Name to us ts Love.” 

In addition to these alterations by Mont- 
mery aud Keble, we find also the follow- 

og i— 
Rorison’s (oll, $1. “His holiest Name is Love.” 
Mercer's (rll, 1855, ** Tis great, best Name of Love.” 
Hymnary, 1872“ Jesus, sweet Name of Love.” 
Moasell’s Parish Hymnal, 1473, ‘The one great 

Name of Love.” 

Of these changes Montgomery’s revised text 
of 1828 is in the most extensive use; Mercer's 
text ranks next, end then that by Keble; very 
few, if any, reprints of the Zymnarg or of 
Monsell being found. The Hymnary text 
throughout is very much altered. Tn Wilson's 
Service of Praise, 1865, it ia divided into two 

rts, Pt. ii. being, “ Kings shall fall down 
fore Him.” A cento beginning, “ Receive 

Messiah gladly,” is in Martineau's Hymns, 
1840, and “ Arabia’s desert ranger,” is found 
in a few collections. The opening tine in the 
Anglican H. Bk., 1868, is “ All hail the Lord’s 
Anointed ;” and to the usual cento of 4 st. 
Harland haa added in hi« Ch. Psalter, &e., 0 
doxology. Orig. text, Heang. Mag.. May, 1822 ; 
authorised text, “m. mss.” and his Orig. 
Hymns, 1853. [Paalters, Eng., § xvit.) [J. If 



HALE, EDWARD E. 
HALLELUJAH an * ze Eiale, Edward Everett, ws, b. at and has reached a circulation of two £2241ions), he pu 

pach §=Other (t) Hymns com, at Bolton A > = , Lond., Nisbet, 1464; (2) Clowe toad Seen Lond, Hamilton, Adams & Co., 1470; (3) CAT Ese nis nal, pad the use of the © iore ze; (4) ‘stminster Road, Lond., Nisbet. 3a. 1870 
i Shade, IO 

Songs 
(this is No, 1 with additional vernes) ; 8) supper aven, pas, ms FLOAON, 

iis hymn, “O Father, take the new-built pRrine (Dedication of a Church), is dated a RAS pub, in Low ellow & Johnson's +o Spirit, + No. 223, in 2 st. of 4 © = was repeated in Martineau’s Hi of | In the Christ Church Hymnal, 1876, be ae 
#. & Prayer, Lon, 1873, No. 725. (F. M, 6} are 82 original hymns by Mr, Hall, which previously appeared in his Frere: ae 
Eptle, Mary Whitwell, daughter of at Bolton Abbey, &c., 1858. All the 
sliphalet Hale of Boston, U.S.A. wash, c- Prat’ Signed *N. Hi.” Of hie byes J edutt, 29 1810. ‘After receiving a | tie most poptine are. “Accepting, Lord, “Bay i 

i at ": “Friend of sinners, Isom lory ”; and “ Hallelujah, joyful raise ”* - ~— n addition the following are also in - . outside of his Hymnal :— 
1. Goi to earth 1876). Advent. 
3 Pe im ns dawg 3) ne 5 ol rimy cc . - 4. God bless our dear old England (1816). Natiorz<al nn, 

8. 1k daisies, Providence. 6. igs i pomp bane (1876) Afissiorew. 7. O Jesus, Who to favoured friend (1876). 4. 67. aia. Given into the charge of St. John, (W.G. Hr. J 
Hall, William John, wa. wos b. 2 London, Dee. 31, 1793, and graduated zat ia cole ap Canabetge. —_ ims Hymnody, § y 4 oly Orders, eld several im nt - —_ indebted Z pet Putnam (to whom we are intmnonte including a Minor Canons in St. of her hynna, with were Oa ing | Paul's Cathedral, Loudou, 1826; Priest 3x2 . Songs - Ordi of H.M. Chapel Royal, St. James” es, eters lan, of the Liberal Faith, 1874 : 1829, an the Vi Ty Tottenham, Midalac— wersary. Bloriows light." Temperance anni. | sex, 1851, He dat Tottenbere Deo. 16, LES€5 2 - 2. PE May let eratetul praine second," He pub. various Sermons, a volume rayers ae » atever dime tbe eeney truth.” A mes for the Use of Families; and a valuable t2-<>ea— 4. “* When in silence o'er the dean,” ited tise on bon gee, La Prayers forthe IWecacd. | These hymns . He is known Ymuology as the elitesxe «of Coll, 1844. Noa. 2 nur in the Cheshire 

Pieces which she au tl contributed to the cnn hor vn the initial«y, 1, E,,” the concluding letters of her name, Her Poema were pub. at Boston an 3840. A fow of her hymns also a in the Unitarian Christian Hys. for Public and Private Worship, commonly known as the Cheshire Collection, in 1844 

ae and Fiymne etapted - fi the ~~ = ‘oem Were taken from | of Church of land, n, , by a Some of the other pieces given commonly known as the Métre n-Poeoer ke, _ 
“fe Worthy of attention, (J. $3 — the are or yr eagd - & wire - Piva rr > wa«> . Hale, Sarah @ Was assisted in work by E, Osler Cay ~~ . at N ewport, New Poeepha, née Buell, b. | and others, who supplied original composit 2 <> «, ried to David Hale Pthire, 1795, and mar-| Many of the hymns were previously prism te=<l I822. Mrs. Hale edit & lawyer, who died in| in the Christian Remembrancer, of which» _ Eee Boston, from 1892. oon The Ladies’ Magazine, Was sometime the editor, and then the ocd & f< sr Phila. from 1937 ' beat Pride, + Ladies’ Book, | and sole proprietor. ‘The Mitre H. Bk.,imex «a ot works. Her byw, aides Prblishing several | in 1836, with a dedication to Bp. Blon fi<>E<Q, we hallow Tj, t Our Father in heaven, | attained to a ciroulution of four million COP> Ea ay, appeared in Mere ae (The Lord's > It introduced numerous hymna to moderm <-<>sI. mody, 1831, No. 553. © Greene's Church Psal- lections, and had a marked influence Om By aah sho wasa OF thet oS I. Mrs. Hale, hymnody of the Church of England. In @ By as urch, d. in 1879, © Protestant Episcopal | Dictionary ull notes on hymns specially co<> se, - Hau, CF. M.B.) | nected with the Mitre i. Bi rare peat 

18i6 Visio Tal eePRor Newman, u.n., s. | His son “the Mev. Willina John, Hall, = ey Highton! educated piat Maidstone, May 22. | (b. Mares 17, 1830, and educated at Merch aa yy : aught College, Lond otteridge School, and aslo Schvol, and at Trinity College, (> bes Ling, in leat the Unive on. In 1841 he gra- | bridge; Minor Canon in St, Paul's Cathod ya : minister of Albi! 2 Saty of London, and on, and Rector of St. grr Rees — S54 he hay mt Charey, to 1854 he was | cheap, with St. Martin-Orgar, > 2... and ite cont," Chay, » Hall; and from | ellitor of the New Mitre Hymnal, iy Peed ., minster, waition, CHS. f Surrey Chapel, | the Services of the Church of Engla 5 sae Frage tional Uning -— ef, att Church, West- | 1875. (Preface, Advent, 1874.) a | i D addi ma man of thy Con- Jean met tion te se l8nii and Wales in| Hallelujah = Alleluia. ee es eee hag tee pn (Ores Sra] prose works, | ting wiih this word are arranss d i > a Mile Ok Which, “Come to | according to the mode of spelling adopted ge, eran into 30 languages | the authors and translators. “7 

-_/~ 
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482 HALLELUJAH! 

Hallelujah! Hallelujah! Hearts to 
heaven and voices raise. C. Wordsworth, 
Bp. of Lincoln, [Easter.) 1st pub. in his 
Holy Year, &c., 1862, p. 81, as the first of 
two hymns for Easter-day, in 5 st. of 4duuble 
lines. Its use in all English-speaking coun- 
tries is most extensive, and it rauke with the 
best of the author's hymns. (J. J.J 

Hallelujah! He cometh with clouds 
and with light. Sp. &. H. Bickersteth. 
Tagg Written in 1850, and Ist printed 
na magazine, in 4 at. of 41. In 1858 it waa 
given in the author's Ps & Hys., &o., No. 411 ; 
and again in The Two Brothers, &e., 1871. 
Its use is limited. (J. JJ 

Hallelujah ! joyful raise. C. Newman 
Hall, [Dozology.) Dated “Surrey Chapel, 
November 19, 1857," and pub, in the author's 
Hye. composed at Bolton Aley, &e., 1858, in 
2at.of 41. It is in C. U.in G, Britain and 
America, and is one of the most popular of 
the author's hymns. In his Christ Church 
Hymnal, 1876, it is No, 158, {J. J.) 

Hallelujah! Lob, Preis und Ehr. 
[arias Sunday.) The earliest text known 
sina broadsheet cutitlod Gaxdium Aeternum, 
&c. (Ducal Library, Gotha], printed at Dr. s- 
den, 1655, in memory of a Dresden lawyer 
called Johann Scheffer. The dedication is 
“at Dresden, M. Martinus von Doéring,” but 
no clear indication is given aa to the author- 
ship of the hymn. It is founded on Rey, xxi. 
xxii, and isin Sl st.of 81. A full notice of 
this broadsheet is ziven in the Blatler fir 
Hymnologie, 1884, pp. 77-79. The form now 
im use is given at p. 482 in the Geistreiches 
G. B., Darmstadt, 1698, in 4 st., entitled « The 
Marriage Tiyuim,” aud is based on st. i, xv., 
xxvi., xxxi., of the lowger form. It 
through Freylinghansen's G. 2, 1704, into 
many later collections ( Berlin G. L.S.,ed. 1863, 
No. 1000), and has been a special favourite 

* in Germany as a“ Swansong” for the dying. 
It is sometimes erroneously ascribed to B. 
Crusselius. 

The tre. are, (1) “Hallelujah, Love, Thanks and 
Praise,” in the Suppl. to Ger, Peal, od. 1765, p. 70, and 
Select H. from tier, Peal, Tranquebar, 1754, p. 94. (2) 
 Hallelajah, Might, Honour, Pratse,” as No, 674 in pt. i. 
of the Moranan HH, Hk, 1764. (3) “Sing Hallelujah, 
honour, praise,” as No. 336 ia the Moravian A Bk., 
1788 (1446, No. 424). (J. M.) 

Hallelujah! Raise, O raise. J. Con- 
der. (Pa. criti] A vigorous and successful 
paraphrase of t.e 113th Psalm, given in the 
Cong. H. Bk., 186, No. 25, in 6 st. of 41; in 
his work, The Choir and the Oratory, 1837, 
P. 168; andin his Hys. of Praise, Prayer, &e., 
856, ». 29. It is found in most of the leading 
Nonconformist collections, including the Leeds 
Hi, Bk., 185%, No. 152; Bapt, Ps, & Hye. 1858, 
No, 783; the New Cong., 1859, No. 178, and 
others. It is «l-o in somewhat extensive use 
in America, From this hymn the following 
centos have also been compiled :— 

1. * All His servants Soin to bless.” In the Songs for 
the Sanctwary, N. Y., 1#65, No. 131. 

2. “ Blessed be for evermore.” In the Ays, of the 
Spirit, Boston, 1664, No. 105, 

Although in C. U_ in these various forma, it 
has not received the attention which it merits. 
(Psalters, English, § x1x.) {J. J.J 

HAMILTON, RICHARD W. 

Halt an, mein Herz, in deinem 
Glauben. B. Schmolck. [Cross and Cone- 
lation.) 1st pub. in his Hetliye Flamemen der 
himmiisch gesianten Seele, and apparently in 
the 2nd ed. 1705 (ed. 1707, p. 64; Gérlitz, 
1709, p. 188), in 3 st, of 6 1., entitled “Stead- 
fastness conquers.” Included in Burg’s @. B, 
pees, 1746, No, 105, and other collections. 

r. a8 — 

Hold on, my heart, with faith relying. A good 
and full er, by A. T. Russell, as No. 235 in his 
Ps, & Hgs., V851, and repeated, omitting st. ii, 
in P. Maurice's Choral H. B&., 1861, No. 689. 

Another tr. is, “‘ Hold on, my beart, in thy believing.” 
fn the Christian Examiner, Hostun, U.S, Sept. 19, 
p. 262. (J. MJ 

Hamilton, James, v.p., ¥.1.4, eldest s. 
of the Rey. William Hamilton, p.p., parish 
minister of Strathblune, Stirlingshire, was b. 
at Lonend, Puisley, Nov. 27, 1814. After 
studying at the Universities of Glasgow and 
Edinburgh, he became, in 1839, assistant in 
the pari-h of Abernyte, Perthshire. On Jaa. 
21, 1841, he was ordained minister of Rex- 
burgl: Place Church, Edinbargh, and on Jaly 
25, 1841, he became minister of Regent Square 
Presbyterian Church, London, where be re- 
mained till his death. He d.in London, Nov. 
24, 1867. He was a well-known preacher, 
and a popular and useful writer. He took 
great interest in hymnology, contributed seve- 
ral hymnological articles to the British and 
Foreign Evangelical Review, and was « leading 
member of the committee which compiled the 
English Presb, Psalms & Hymns, 1867. In 
his Life, by the late Rev. W. Arnot, mention 
is mwte of his having written some Commu- 
nion hymns, in 1831, but the only verses given 
in the Life are a tr. of * Wohlauf, wohlwn zum 
letzten Gang” (see Sachse). (J. M.) 

Hamilton, James, ™.a., was b. at Glen- 
dollar, Scotland, April 18, 1819, and educated 
at Corpus Christi College, Cambridge. Tuking 
Holy Orders in 1845, he held varions charges 
until 1866, when le beean e Incumbent of St 
Barnabas's, Bristol. In 1867 he was preferred 
t+ the Vicarage of Doulting, diocese of Bath 
and Wells, Mr. Hamilton is the author of « 
few hynms of great merit. Of these the 
following are in é U.:— 

1. shades New Year's 
Bre. arisen tt ied wees & Introduced by Men- 
delssobn into his St. Maal, *ToGod on High be thanks 

Se ay, fafa tangteas weeks 425, 11.) It ng’ Coll. 1s . 
20 Jesu! Ph ptretidaras. ‘eh Passiontide, Coa- 

tributed to the Mrople's H,, 1467. In the Aywnary, 
1472, it was altered to O Jesu, our Salvation, Low «t 
Thy Cross." &e, This was re in the Parish y peated 
H.Bk., 1876, Thring’s Coll., 1-2, and others, and ¢ 
the mos: popular form of the hymn. It was written te 
Hassler's ton Chorale, as in H. A. & M,, 11. 

O praise the harvest. 3. Lord of - 
Appeared in Thring’s Coll, 1681 and sea. (J. J.) 

Hamilton, Richard Winter, 1. 
pp. b. in London, July 6, 1794, and educated 
at Mill Hill Sehool, and Hoxton College. In 
1815 he beeame the minister of the Albion 
Street Chapel, Leeds, and then of Belgrave 
in the same town in 1836, He remained 

tor of that congregation to his death, 08 
uly 18, 1848. His prose works were numeé 

rous, and, at the time of their publication, 
exceedingly popular: He was joint editor of: 
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483 HAMMOND, WILLIAM HAPPY MAN WHOM - A Se 
Jecus in 2. of Hys, &e., 1822 [ r al Hym-| 4. Tell me the old, eld story. This LAF _Piyie § ory Fe: €). and contributed hymns to Cla hhaan’s | yore Vue written in two regs sear’ rota.” asl Toes 8S. Union H. Bk. 1 : Leifchild’ Wanted,” Jan, 205 and Pt. L., * The Story” wveral forms, ~ 2 & Caton H, ie 833 ; MCMUCS | 1a jneg. Te has since been published in a aut bor, and grnal Hymns, 1842 (six hymus); and the | and «nuetinen with expressive music by thee 2°55, cluding is ha H. Bk., 1838. His Nugae Literariae, has also brn translated into various language form in + Contained several of his hymne, and 13 

Welsh, German, Malian, Spanish, &c. : Be sankey's £ * teh it usually k: ia that . = ad Yersions of Psalms, Of his hymns the fol- Bucred £ Solos, pa apa Part |. wtightly altered Wing are still in C. U.:— 
- I wasotten tol my need. 1833. Lent. 

itable Miss Hankey’s works contain mara ¥ a a nalay 
oe Now all chafing cares shall cease. 1842. Saturday | bYmus for Mission Services anc . rds ion 

Schools, and may be consulted both fO2- baie 3. Panbere is the land. of the blest ? Hae Heaven. | aud music with advantage. CJ- a A282 things in Faris ee ro Hankinson, Thomas Edwai lege, 
> 

who wes educated at Corpus Christi Co? se. 
Cambridge, where he won the Seatora iz ™? rgd 6 
several times, was b. in 1804,and d. Qc ed 
1843, In 1827 he pub. a volume of es 
Poems, These were republished in 32 conabat 

£ larged form by his brothers as a Monee ead 1783, and was buried in the Moravien burial- | volume in 1844 (5th ed. 1800). The P nrnifei 
#round, Sloane Street, Chelsea, He left an | ed. included the following hymns which Seren in Greek, which remains un- | come into C. U:— a vablished His original hymns, together with | 1. Come, see the place where Jesus les, Baste s- = S 

Ae tre. from the Latin, were pub. in his :— anit Thy 8 Spirit. Lor I, descending. For Seave ta 
Prnclos, nd Spiritual Songs , a, tten May 4, Is4: er grefa'd Preface, give oomne poe le begs inca Ged, may we address Thee? 1641~ 

; - Father mart. Holy Trinttzs- 
3 We area young and ary crew. Imo. jrice amg ue 

Or Whe mall tener holy place? Por nevsa ary 

LE Tomo Of hg U ur le _ found in seve os, ne we r 13-4 

Happiness, thoulovelyname. 4. —2#/. 
Toplady [Happiness] lat printed im &F ns 
Gospel Magazine, Oct., 1774, in 4 at. Of = - 
It was not given by Tepledy in his 27a. <t& 
Hys., 1776; but appea Sa _ _ iapenvee 
Compiled Jo Middleton, Loudow. . 
ami In Bek rth’. Christ. Vealmody. ¥ S35, 
No, 147, st. i.-iii, were given as *Happitac-ss ! 
delightful name!” This torm of the te->= & is 
also in later collections, There are- ma lso 
“Man to happiness aspires,” in apt be £65, 
and “ Lord, it is not life to at nat res 
most ular form of the hymn is st. if. i-y 

fe prtica ay Possession of as, ** Object of my first desire.” This == in 
3. If Jesus is yours extensive use in G. Britain and Aim<e- xis. 
3. Fe. ZbMne cen appointed wae ee Here, | Full text in D. Sedgwick's reprintof Tops! ame 3's 
e. Lords” it he Set the [a] world toaave. ‘Bastel, | Hyntne & Sac. Poems, &c., 1860, p.158. [<5 — I.) 

ow with an Happy day of union sweet. C. ae eae, 
: Lord been Consent wesing. Divine Worship, | (Christian Unity desired.) From bis = <rnt 

. Would ‘you git! 40 we know. Quinquagesima. ymns, &o., 1762, vol. i, No. 995, slige Bs Bly 
; * eal to God? "The Gomme ae- | altered into the Wes. H. Bk, 1780, Te»ut 
anke (J-5-]* | omitted in the revised ed., 1875. in fuvoun a of 

¥; Kathe : “Troe and Faithful Witness, Thou. EB is several hymny Fine, hes published Kale 
rere t beauty and simplicity latter is a cento thus —— tsi > a 

7 O11, NO Ad - ce , (1) The Old, Gig 12 heer :— St. 1., Short Hymns, 1762, vol. 4 = 
. So, 905, eta St, ti, Short Hymns, 1762, vol. i, No- or = fhe Story, 1866. . ormer hymn, * Happy day," & larged in iarq et 1879 ; cs) 3 (2) The Old, Old Story, | second half of the fi hymn, with munie by ebey_it76- En “yart fo Heart, 1870, e0- | Orig. texts in P. Works, 1868-72, Vol. i3c _ 

Hammond, William, n.4., b, at Battle, Sussex, Jan. 6. 1719, and educated at St. John’s College, Cambridge, In 1743 he joined the Cal ¥inistic Methodists: and ia 1745, the Mo- Te vViun Brethren. He d. in London, Aug. 19, 

t mpletencas, Perfection, and Happiness in Chretst. Ay Wil jam Hammond, A, 8,, late of St, John's — toe London: Printed by W. Strahan ; £ sold by J. Oswald, at the Rose Crown # Poultry, micczle, e = phot 
A. few of his original hymns from seriptural fidelity and earnestness have attaiued to a foremost position amongst English hymns. 

These inelude, + Awake, and sing the song,” and ~ Lord, we come beforé Thee now.” Hi 
tre. of Latin lym ‘ 

published after ns Were amongst the earliest 
those contained in the Primers aod hate dvotional works of 16th and 17th centur ey are of merit, and worthy of attention. Greater use might also be made of is original Compositions. In addition to —— named above, the following are also in 

1. Brightness of the Father! 
2. How great 

All in Chri, Christian 

6. 
aentict, 

7 
= 
” 

Miss Hy, 8Gthor, 1878 it was republished $43 and 888 (J. oe _ a’ yp 
. ank, yy . " aa 
orig C. U. are: hymns which have come wate? hy, aul’ kone 7 i ; J, 

Salone. Writes st Obriwe David, &e, 1719, in Sat of 41, 00d heme @ > i Eaton Square, Leayut the Su ig near. The Christian 4 Libe lity Rewarded.” It is in ca wu. an by the author’ 68nd pyr tay School of St. Peter's, rae y res gat celina 

Pe oe lt i oe [eee do man tek he DO ae ' J 

See le cat Se cn? unseen things above. | the Nee Cong., 1859, No. 174. i. = = 

2 ee le fey a em NO; Sad ciher | Happy man [child] whom God a 
td Sy, iio Ea S , aid. C. Wesley. [J’raise to God for ~o aoe 

i is Hys. for C~y > Sthors throne, Lor | ony Children.) 1st pub. in h « —=l. 

* 2ST ty No. 33 of the | 7, 1763, No. 18, in 3 at. of 81 We a 
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1868-72, vol. vi. p. 387.) In the Meth. 5. 8.; included them in the Wea, H. Bk. as :—{1) 
IT, Bk., 1879, No. 61, it is changed to * Huppy | * Happy the souls that first believed”; and 
child whom God doth aid,” as eins 
suitable for children. (J. J.J 

Happy sons of Israel. G. Sandys. 
[Ps. lziv] Ist pub. in bis Paraphrase upon 
the Ps. of David, 1636, in 60 lines; agaiu in 
his Paraphrase upon the Divine Poems (with 
which the Par. upon the Ps, waa incorporated), 
1683; and agnin in R. Hooper's ed. of Sandys's 
Poems in Smith's Library of Old Authors 
A cento from this paraphrase, beginning, 
“Sing the great Jehovah's praise,” is No. 91 
in the New Cong., 1859. (J. J.) 

Happy feaint soul that free from 
harms. C. Weasley. [Prayer to the Good 
Shepherd.) Appeared in Hys. & Sac. Poems, 
1749, No. 106, in 10 st. of 4 1, as No, 4 of 
* Hymna for those that wait for full Redem 
tion.” (P. Works, 1868-72, vol, v. p.293) In 
the Wee. H. Bk., 1780, it was given with the 
omission of st. ii, iii, and repeated in the 
revised ed, 1875, No. 13. In Mercer's Ch. 
Pealter & H. Bk., 1856 and 1872, it reads, 
“ Happy saint that free from harms”; and in 
the Bupt. Ps. & Hys., 1858, No. 550, et. vi-x. 
are given aa, “Jesus, seek Thy wandering 
sheep.” (J. J.J 
Happy soul, thy days are ended 

(ending). C. Wesley. [For the Dying.) Ap- 
peared in Hys. & Sac. Poems, 1749, in 2 st. of 
81. and heade!, “For one departing” (P. 
Works, 1868-70, vol. v. p. 216). In 1830 it 
was given in the Suppl. to the Wes. H. Bk., 
No. 725, und repeated in the revised ed., 1875, 
No, 922. It is also given in several collections 
in G. Britain and America, In some of these 
the opening line reals: “Happy soul, thy 
days are ending.” (J. J.J 

Happy the heart where graces re 
I. Watts. [Love to God] 1st pub. in his 
Hys. & §. Songa, 1707 (2nd ed. 1709, Bk. ii., 
No. 88), in 5 st. of 4 1, and entitled, “ Love 
to God.” Of this bh st. iv. and the idea 
embodied in st. v. had previously appeared 
in Watts's hymna, “'Tis pure delight without 
alloy,” given in his Hore Lyrica, 1766, st. 
iii, iv. (t is im extensive use in G. Britain 
and America. (J. J.) 

Happy the man who [that] finds the 
grace. C. Weasley. ecg age in Forgive- 
ness.) Appeared in Hys. for those that seek 
and those that have Redemption, &e., 1747, 
No. 18, in 9 st. of 41, and based on Prov. iii. 
13, &e. (P. Works, 1868-72, vol. iv. p. 234). 
In the Wes. HT. Bk., 1780, it was given with 
the omission «of st. iv., ¥., viii, 18 “Happy 
the man that flods the grace." Most of the 
forms of this bymn in use in G. Britwin and 
America are based upon this text of ee 

[J. J.}' 
Happy the souls that first believed. 

C. Wealey. (Primitive Christianity.) lat pub. 
at the end of An Earnest Appeal to Men of | 
Reason and Religion, by J. Wesley, M.A., 1743, 
in 30 st. of 41, divided into two parts: and 
azein in Hy, & Sac. Poems, 1749, No, 246 (P. 
Works, 1868-72, vol. v. p. 479). In 1780 J, 

more | (2) * Jesus, from Whom all blessings flow,” 
‘Lhese centos are repeated in the revised ed, 
1875, Nuw. 16, 17, and in several other colleo- 
tivus. (J. Jj 

fig inet Henry, v.p., b. in Frvnklia 
Co., Pennsylvania, Oct. 24, 1817, was of Swiss 
descent. In eorly life he was a farmer, car- 
ae and teacher; but in 1840 be entend 

arshall College, Mercersburg. Entering the 
ministry of the German Reformed body, he 
became, in 1844, Pastor at Lewisburg, Lan- 
easter and Lebanon, Pennsylvania, and in 
1864 Professor in Theology at Mercersburg. 
He d. Dec. 27, 1867. He was Editor of the 
Guardian and the Mercersburg Review, in 
which he advocated what was called “ Mer- 
cersburg Theology.” His published works 
include su books about Heaven; Poema, 
Phila., 1860, and Hys. & Chants for Sunday 
Schools, Lebanon, 1861. This last includes 
bis hymns. The best known and most widely 
used of his compositions are :-— 

1, Jesus, I live to Thee. [Life consecrated to 
Jesus.) This hymn is dated 1850. It is No. 391 
in the Hys. of the Church, N.Y., 1869; No, 255 
in Allon’s Suppl. Hys., Lond., 1868, and is also 
in other collections. 

2, God most mighty, sovereign Lord. [National 
Hymn.) Appeared in his Poems, 1860, in 8 st. 
of 8 L., and headed, “A National Litany hymna.” 
In some collections it is abridged, as in Hatfield's 
Church H. Bh. N. Y¥., 1872, No. 1307; and in 
others part of it is altered to “ Christ by heavenly 
hosts adored,” as in the Reformed Dutch Ays 
of the Church, 1869, No, 935, and others, 

3, Make the cross your meditation, [ Passion- 
tide] This tr. of “ Recordare sanctae crucis” 
(q.¥.) appeared in the Mercersburg Review, 1858, 
p. 481, and in his Poems, 1860. It is worthy of 
more attention than it has received. 

(F. M. B.] 

Harbottle, Joseph, was b. at Tottlebank, 
near Ulverston, Sept. 25, 1798. In 1819 he 
joined the Baptist Church at Tottlebank (of 
which his father was the pestor), and shortly 
afterwards began to preach. In 1822 he went 
to reside with Dr. Steadman, President of the 
Baptist College at Horton, near Bradford, and 
for a time was teacher of classice in that insti- 
tution. He subsequently became Pa-tor at 
Accrington, and in 1841 one of the Tutors of 
asmall Baptist College in that town. At 
Accrington and Oswaldtwistle, in the nei; 
bourhood, he continued to minister until his 
death, Jan, 19, 1864. Mr. Harbottle wrote 
several hymns. One appeared in the —— 
hensive Rippon (1844), “ See how the fruitless 
figtree stanils” (Invitation). Another, * Fare- 
well, my friends beloved” (Departure of 
Friends), is much sung at valedictory meet- 
ings among the Baptists in G, Britain and 
America, His other hymns are inferior in 
quality, and lave not been included in any 
popular Collection. cw. B.S.) 

Harcourt, William Vernon, .a., « of 
Archbishop Harcourt of York, was b, at 

Wesley compiled two centos therefrom, aud | Sudbury Hall, Derbyshire, in 1789, and edu- 
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tions not Bent at Oxford. Taking Holy Orders he became, in 123, Reetor of Kirkby-in-Cleve- 

*a22<l, and Canon Residentiary of York; and 1837, Rector of Bolton erey. On the eath of his elder brother in 1861, he suc- Seeded to the family property, Naneliam Park, Ox fordshir. He din 1871 In 1840 he pub. a4 Volume of Pealms & Hymns, and in 41855 his Symmetrical Psalmody. Tiis latter Work is one of the curiosities of hymnady. Etis version of Ps, exxxyi., “ Thank the Lord Who tmade the earth,” is in Lyra Brit., 1867; Martinean’s Hymna, 1873, and others. (J. JJ 

zines; and some of these may contain trax 1 noted below, we l 
Hardenberg’s hyimns, all of which be rendered into English, are as follows = 
1, Hymns in English C. U. . ie tia mae’ oe fotam, dass or labt, Eas lO, 4 his Schriften, 1802, pt. ii. p. 143,in 8 &&- 2, Ne. Repeated in the Wirttemberg 6. #., 18+ 

165. Ty. asi b Miss 
Tsay to all men, far and near, in full, 74 858, Winkworth in her Lyra Ger., 2nd Ser-» wary- 

p- 40. In full on Kennedy, 1863; and Ti so. 
ing centos in America in the Dutch Ref. sy FT us. 
the Church, 1869; Bapt, Praise Bk, TL = 
$ Songs of Praise, N. Y., 1874, &e. * be 
Other tra. are: (1) I aay to every one, He “=> 2° To Helen Lowe, in her za a, 1844, p. 166. $ ofr kK. every one 1 say,” by Dr. J. F. Hurst, in his ous o-Set, R. bach’s Hist. of the Church 14 and 19 cere ae Be Wen ty WE iene ag geese Set ott) eRe lives! He's risen from the dead. “ Br G. Se eaceend in ben ‘whe — ey Sb 

phy Ta hs Cull, 183, No. 745, 2a>e-2ms 

ii, Was wiir ich ohne dich geweaen. ZA ——— 
of Christ. Musenalmanach, 1802, p. 189, Pa me 
his Schriften, 1802, pt. ii. p. 123, in 10 st ae 
Sl. Included in various German eyes FO - 
and is No, 1562 in the Berlin G. Z. S, ed. 1 aes 

after the death of Novalis > 
is tomy bday | Moravian service at a = 

during which this bymn was oun: When — = 
who was the author of this wonderfully beautiful & —— 
he was greatly moved on receiving the reply, a 
son.” And then in a moment it became ar Leo oa 
that the Christ who had been the Crown and Star - oO —— 4 
heart ever since bis youth, was also bis son's Sew = 
and Deliverer, though he hed sought and found) EX ian 
4a different way. 

The trs. in C. U, are :— 
1. What bad I been if Thou wert not,n freee= f2-. 

of st. i.—iii,, viii, v., by Miss Winkworth, im ther 
Lyra Ger., 1st Ser., 1855, p. 96. Centos 9 ar-<orn 
this are :— 

t. a ! when Thou mak'st Thy presence fekt <5 
a!) ne ‘Sweden Coll,, 180, 

Ays. 
ones ous God in man (st. & ~~~ >. in 

(8) tune strong tad Pee Bon of Man (st. i~->~in 

rEg PP von, was «& of Buron Heinrich Ulrich Ensmus von Hardenberg, director of the Saxon Saltworks at Weissenfels. He was b. May 2, 1772, at his father’s estate of Wider. Sstedt or Ober-W iederstid, near Eisleben, In autumn of 179 he entered the University of Jena, then went to Leipzig, and finally to Witten After concluding his studies, he went, in the end of 1794, to Tennstidt, near urt, in order to learn administrative busi- ness under Kreisamtmann Just, In the autumn of 1797 he entered the School of Mines at Freiberg in Saxony, and in the autumn of 1799 went to Artern, at the foot of the Kyff- h&@user-Berg, to be om loyed in the saltworks there. Soon after he arte to spit blood, and while on a visit to Dresden the news of the sudden death of younger brother, in Nov. 1800, brought on 5 hemorrhage which do- 

fas H. L. Hastings’s Hymnal, Boston, U.S., 1480. was :. ami? of deep sorrow into whic to 2. Without Thee, Lord, what had we be-esaa. a when his th rood of bis for Ao lle Kithn rs h or t fusion in 3 st. of 8 L., be ye >. Chis fathe. mettEDed to the faith of bis chi W i Fase or transfui 1880, Due: mal education ‘e mitber were Moravians, and his early + L. Alexander, written about : > when the menréed_ By 0 Moceviss ‘pemer} scan | pub. ie the 2nd ed., 1858, of his Sof Fey, ion Lis soe Foun emtty of the latter days - Ko. 323, 
Hie: yma “othe Person “tT Blessed Lord. Other tra. are: (1) “ What might I not bawer By = and Iyric gal Are distinguished by beauty of | without Thee,” by Helen Lowe, in her t Thee, eee. P0- 
recent Germay hyn While sume have bean inatuded —, 1841, iy @ Phebe .. 2 2 == 5 =* 1. B, bag. throtag Oks (ey Now. iieiv, in ve been," . A. being.” by I> h -| , What were | worth =. G. me | vie a tne ‘oro Al ‘ane, poh cerry ang Me Words, 1871, p. #46- a <as thie beaatifnr too sentimental, They must be | “Without Thee what were all my being = his of them are 7" suiters’ glt*ply spiritual poems, | xotics, 1476, p. 3. 

fo O->, ~ 

denes r be worship, 
untrea werden. Lore ~ €2 »— ast. 

3) were nih Miron ter free trom: Panthetite, ten iniaicceene 1802, p. 200, and his Sco pS nig tt hymns to the B. V. 1802, pt. ii. p. 136, ind st.of 81. includ oy in 
finisbed Meare 6 to be published among + pt. ii. p. an Berlin G. LZ. us 
ot pletion to. Reva paesa © be inserted in bis un- the Berlin G. B., 1829; the Ber -> «ed. 

the r “on ingen. as bymns 1863, No, 1563, &e. Tr. ass— 

fi as re rl Pa lly ag ons Though all the world forsake Thee, free ¢, 
hi hymns wor, my ,, the Atheneum. They No 4 ~ in Wer 6 st. of 4 1, by J. S. Staliybrass, as > ; 
bendy little oq P88 in tie the Masenal —e mack £4" | Curwen's Sabbath H. Bh, 185%. : n 

rm he anise, + (1) * Tho” all men faith =k, = {iad ed, ier by ACA Tien, Ferlin, 1802. A | Other tra. are: (1) had bara 
on f Ralaam, tng S—<®, Bey bik Molen Ese, fo bar vegies of Baum, - Pp So hs ae opera 2008 et set hall to Thee wore faiths by Min Wy Mang “Ao Ry Plotion ot ‘T. Carlyle’s a es rg p-165. (1) “Though all were fithie~ > = - 

Ame tmerus cage aro Thee,” by M. E. Bramston, in the Day of Rese, y = =e. “aan rev 
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er (4) “My faith to Thee I break not,” by Dr. G. 
acdomald, in bis Azotics, 1476, p. 15, 

iv. Wenn ich Thn nur habe. Jesus only. Mu- 
senalmvenach, 1802, p. 199, and his Schriften, 
1802, pt. ii. p. 154, in 5 st. of 61. In various 
recent German hymo-books, as the Wirttemberg 
G, £., 1842, the Berlin @. £. 3. ed. 1863, No, 
1564, &c. Tr. as:— 

If I Him but have, by Dr. G. Macdonald, as 
No, 172 in the Manchester S. 5S. H. Bk,, 1855 
(see Bubier), and in his own Exotics, 1876, p. 13. 

Other tra. are: (1) “If I have only Him,” by Helen 
Lowe, in ber y Balaam, 1841, p. 221, re- 
peated in Jyra sianica, 1H64, p. 207. (2) “Oh! 
could my oral penaete His love,” by Miss Fry, 1945, 
1. (3) “Lf I only have Thee,” by Dr. G. W-. 

unt, in his Lays Love and Faith, 1447, p. 139. 
(4) “If only He is mine," by Miss Borthwick, in A. 
Le 1. 1888, p. 64. (5) * If L have Christ, and Christ be 
mine,” by Dr. G. W " 160, 62. (6) “If I trust 
in God alone,” by Frederica M. Rowan, in Medit. on 
death and Kternity, 1962, p. #4, 

Il. Hymns notin English C. U. 
¥ bt so bange . The Unchanging. 

achrijten® eed, pt. fl. p. 145, in T wt. The fre. are: 
1) * How dark the seasous tour,” by Helen Lowe, in 
r Zavenfa, 144, p. U64. (2) “There are dark hours 

of saduess,”” by Madame vésiéa de Pontes, in ber 
Poets and Poetry of Germany, 1858, li, p. 404. 
© There be euch seasons,” by M. E. 
the /Aty of Rest, 1875, p. 55. 3 The times are all ao 
wretched,” by Dr. U.' Macdonald, 1876, p. 24. 

vi. Fern im Osten wird es helle, CArtstmas, Musen- 
almanach, 1402, p. 193, and bis Schriften, 1402, pt. ti. 
Pp. 124, In 6 at, Tne tras, are; (1) “ Afar the Eastern 
aky is glowing,” by Helen Lowe, in her Prophecy of 
Balaom, (#41, p. 218, and Lyra Messianica, 1464, p. 
87. (23) Dawn, far Eastward on the mountain,” 
De. G, Macdonald, in Good Words, 1872, p. 216, and b 
Exotics, 1976, p. 7. 
vii. Ich sehe dich in tausend Bildern, #. 1. M. 

Schriften, 1802, pt. tp. 1st, fn # L Tr. as: (1) “ip 
—* 3 I see thee oft,” by Helen Le in ber 
Mrophecy Ralaam, 1441, p. 229. (2) * In count! 

- Gecdonald, 1576, pian I behold thee,” by Dr. G. 
pe 36. 

vill, Ich weiss nicht was ich suchen kinnte. Desire 
a Christ. Schriften, 190%, pt. il. p. 147, in 12 at. 

e trs. are: (1) “ T know not what I could desire,” by 
Helen Lowe, in ber Prophecy of Salaam, 1*41, p. 223, 
ant Lyra Mystica, 1464, p. 218, (2) “How could [ 
wish @ greater treasure,” by Jr. H. Mills, 1#45 (1856, 
p.72). (3) “D know not one left to draw me,” by 
Lr. G. Macdonald, 1476, p. 26. (4) “ What better 
good could eer befall me," by R. Massie, in the ae 
Rest, 1478, p. 111. (5) “1 know mut what I more 
long for,” by F. W. Young, in the Christian Monthly, 

. 650 
Unter tausend frohon Stunden. Communion with 
Musenalmanach, 1402, p. 197, and hia Schriften, 

1802, pt. ti. p. 132, in 4 st. The tre. are: (1) “OF all 
the golden bours whose light,” by Helen Lowe, in ber 
Pre y of Ralaam, 141, p. 220, (2) “All my 
world was strock with storm" (st. ii), by M. K. Bram. 
ston, in the Day of Rest, 1876, p. 55. (3) “ Of a thou- 
sand boars me meeting,” by Ur. @. isT6, 
p. ti. 
A yun muss i“ cra by-ag Passion’ ae. 

riften, 180%, pt. ti gp. 141, in 7 at. a, * 
I must—my beart rans over,” by Dr. @. Macdonald, 
1476, p. 20. 

xi, Wenige wissen das Geheimniss der Liebe. Holy 
fommunton. Masenalmanach, 102, p, 202, and SeArif- 
fem, (sod. pt. ih. p. 134, in 2st, Tr. as, * Few under- 
stand the mystery of love," by Dr, G. Macdonald, 1416, 

xii, Wenn in bangen, trilben Stunden. Jn sorrow. 
Schriften, 1202, pt. IL p. 16a, in 2 ot. The ftrs, are: 
\) ~ When fn hours of pain and anguish,” by Madame 

Daveriés de Pontés, In her Poets and Moetry af ter- 
murmy. 1858, Li. pp. 407. $2 “When in dreary, mournful 
hours,” by Lady John 
Poetry, tS, po id. (3) “ When in hours of fear aud 
failing," by Dr. G, Macdonald, 1*76, pp. 32. 
iif, Wer einmal, Mutter dich ickt. A.V. M. 

Schriften, 1802, pt. iL p. 1h4, in Ss) Tr, as, “Who 
he hath seen thee, mother fair,” by Dr. G. Macdonald, 
nv?) p. Se. 

lssv, 
ix. 

God, 

anners, in her Gems af German | 

HARK, HARK, MY SOUL 

xiv. Wer einsam aitst in seiner Kammer, (Christ 
the Consoler, Musenalmanach, 1503, p 195, and his 
Schriften, 1402, pt. li. p. 130, in ost. «as, * Who io 
his mer sitteth lonely,” by Dr. G. Macdonald, te 
Good Words, 1472, p. 234, and bis Avotics, 1576, p. 9, 

xv, Wo bleibst du, Trost der Ww . 
Schriften, 1802, pt. i. p. 150, in 12 ot. Tr. as, “ Earth's 
ae lation, why so slow,” by Pr, G, Macdonald, 1476, 
p- 29. 

Besides the above he had aaa pub. 6 
series of poems entitled “ Hymaen an dic 
Nacht” in the Atheneum, a magazine edited 
by A. W. Schlegel and F, Schlegel, where 
they appear in vol. iii, pt. ii, pp. 18s-20H, 
Berlin, 1800, ‘They are a wo picture 
of the “ night” of sorrow into which ue was 
lun, at the death of his betrothed on 
arch 19, 1707. There are five poems in 

, with interspersed verse, the sixth being 
in verse. The longer poems in verse-form 
are ;— 

1, Das furchtbar gu deu frohen Tischen trat. 
2, Geboben ist der Stein. 
3. Hintiber wall’ ich, 
4, Hinunter in der Erde Schoos. 

There is a complete tr. by Henry Morley in 
his Dream of the Lilybell, &c., London, 1345, 
No. 2 has also been tr. by Dr. G, Macdonald in 
his Threefold Cord, 1883, p. 256; and No, 4 
by Helen Lowe in her Prophecy of Balaam, 
1341, p. 226 (Lyra Mystica, 1864, p. oy 

Hark, a voice divides the sky. ¢. 
Wesley. er Pub. in Hys. & S. Poems, 
1742, in 5 st.of 8 LCP. Works, 1868-72, vol. ii. 
p. 189). In 1780 it was given with slight al- 
terations in the Wes. H. Bk. as No. 50, and 
repented in the revised ed. 1875, No. 51. This 
is the text which is usually followed in G. 
Britain and America. It is sometimes found 
in an abbreviated form, as in Martineau's 
Hymne, 1840 and 1873. (J. J.J 

Hark, for *tis God’s own Son that 
calls. P. Doddridge. [Freedom in Christ. 
i by J. Orton in his poathumous ed. 

dridge’s Hymna, &., 1755, No. 226, in 5 st. 
of 4 1, and headed, “True Liberty yiven by 
Christ Jesus, Jobn viii. 36," and again, with 
slight alterations, in J. D. Humphreys's ed. 
of the same, 1839, No. 250. In C. U. at. ii. ia 
usually omitted. In the Leeds H. Bk., 1853, 
No. 613, it begins, “Hark, for the Son of 
God now calls,” and is reduced to 3 od} 

(J. J. 

Hark, from the tombs a doleful 
(warning) sound. J. Watts. [Burial.] 
lat pub. in his Hys.& S. Songs, 1707 (ed. 1709, 
Bk. ii., No. 63), in 4 st. of 41, and entitled, 
“A Funeral Thought.” Its use is mainly 
confined to America, where it is sometimes 
given as, “ Hark, from the tombs a scurniag 
sound,” as in the Bapt. Praise Bk., 1871. 

(J. J.) 

Hark, hark, my soul; Angelic songs 
are swelling. F. W. Faber. [Eoming) 
Pab. in his Oratory Hymns, 1854, and again in 
his Hymna, 1862. p. 385, in 7 st. of 4 1, and 
entitled. “ The Pilgrims of the Night,” Five 
rtanzas in an altered form were given in the 
Append. to H. A. & M., 1868, No. 325. By this 
means the bymu was brought prominently 

"| before the public, aud became exceedingly 
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> pu for a time. Its * 5. . 1 poavn : 

#2288 oxcluded it fron aaa) at es Chicane ; i Prince of Peers?” uPrince, ot WSF Right- 
Seca Sections Ta the Bk. of Prayer de Praise for | HallsheSumot ight. | Hall the S10 © 
2482 in Sir Josiah Mason's O anage, Erding- Light and ‘lite tw all os an wes = FA, 1883, No. 203, beginning, * Hark, hark, Ie be e brings s | Jing in Feet ous, thy Father's voice is culling,” is an Risen with healingin | — Hin’n with | 22 "2 itation of this hymn. It is alvo in’Atlon's ee Mil He lays 2EA" Blory éldren's Worship, 1878, No. 284. [J.J.] by. mote 

Eiark, hark, the lo = ours aces Born tet ae . 
<2. Thring, [Proveesional) Witew ia tee Bore—that man no Bornto raise tise eons 
seteed Ist pub. in his Hys. Congregational, and Quan me lone the Born ‘ts give agnenined *. 1866, p. 45, in 5 at. of 91, and given suns of earth, cond birt. Aerald for “Trinity Sunday.” * [t has into none ere ae yt AS ac. 
Several modern bymu-books in G. Britain aud oe oo America, and is often used at Chural Fest for whiod it is admirubly adapted, Authorised From this point Wesley’s hymn proceeds 
text in Mr, Thring's Coll, 1 No. 302, as follows :— 

(J. J.J 7." Come, Desire of Na-) 9, ‘ Adam's icoxee, 

Efark, how all the welkin Fix in us Thy hum- Stamp Thy image in 
_ Wesley. [Christmas] 1st pub. in Hye d | Rie ae woman's| — selth Sd rom Sac. Poem, 1739, and again, in a revised conquering Seed, above, im @ new ed. of the same, 1743, in 10 at. of Brulee in ue the ser- Reinsale us tza “Eby 
41. anc beaded, * Hymn for Christm .s Day.” aie a fhe form in which it is known to modern | % “Now display Thy | 10. “Let us Thee, ¢2ac>eagh 
hy man-books has a somewhat intricate history, seving power, regal b om <2. Wits 08,170, Boal, twes| “ee | ee 
given eae omission of st. viii. and x. as: Now in mystic union OF toall Thysel£ irn- 

Glory to the nae ee ane, ne to ours, and rourd in eacka = = =—- Bae- 
Thi _ ; 2 ours to Thine. lieving beart . 

is text, with additional changes, was re- 
ted in M.M y 7 

—— TE clndan’s Pe. Hi, .. 1760, No. 8, 
» Vouyers’s Coll, 1774, No, 835, i 4 = of 8h; in De Courey's Coll, i775, No.0, ive Sage in Rowland Hill's Coll., 1783, No. 201, i _ St. | and in Hymns added to the New a (a5), in 3 stof 8 1, with the first — ie dete @# ® reftain to each stanza. ra Merry ou ny Popular form of the hymn anil pagent taal n bao English-speaking countries, 1743 Vill be ot rant Wealey's revised text of 

CW 
as: Harkey j4. 

The alterations indicated by the italics 2u 
the Hymns to the New Version text m2°«2—— 
‘Whitefield, 1753; * Madan, 1760; * 2izgy77ea8 
addei to the New Version (New Vox micon, 
§ ii.) This text bas been repeated ima =2 t2- 
merous collections to the present time ; sc "2«i, 
sometimes with, and at other times wit ka«<> wat 
the refrain, is the most populur form Of the 
—— In H. A. & M, 1861 ant IS7S >) Zhe 
ymnary, 1872; Thring, 1882, and seacamy 

others, st. ii, 1. 5-8, rewds:— 
* Vetted in flesh the Godhead see! 

Hail the Incarnate Deity ' aae = Prayer, Pleased as Man with man to kin rings the wat | 1. « kt the herald an- dwell, 
Py r Jesus, our Emmanuel" Shere omitted ¥ ~ Gk 7 f 
King, the King of aikey corte | new-born These alterations, pow generally acc«= g > t ed, 

Kung ; were given in J. Kempthorne’s Select Po2-£ # ons 
a of Psalms, &e., 1810, No. 27, but the += are 

and «inners re | POSsibly older than that collection. 
Seventy years after the hymn was ack <> g> ted 

by M. Malan, the Wesleyan Conferences <—n- 
bodied it in the Suppl. to the Wee Far 3k., 
1830, No, 602; and repeated itin the revize=<B end, 
1875, No. 683. This is Madan’stext wat Be ehe 
omission of at. ii.ef Wesley's original, ~~ By ich 
was also st. ii. of Madan’s arrangement. <> @ pier 
forms of the hymn are in C. U., the Chaamae_ ~ L ter 
of which may be determined by 4 COM pem g~ go oy 
with the original as above. 
One of several attempts which have Bon 

made to improve upon Wesley, and have Fee = Bet 
to gain general acceptance, was that cpg : 

ied ; 
Joyful all ye nations 

Join the triumph of 
the skies, 

tWith ——— host 

chriet is torn in Beth- 
lekem 
aHark the herald 

angels,” Ke. 

“Christ by highest 
bear’n aor’, 

Christ the everlasting 
Lord, 

Late in time behold 
Cotterill, in the various editions of higg : 7 i 

Offutog ofa Virgin's | from 1810 to 1820. The opening = @ <—_— 
worl ; treads :— 

Veil'd in flesh the God- “ Hark! the herald angels sing, 
head 4/fe, filory to the new-tern Aimy > 

Hail th’ Incarnate Glory in the highest heaven, — 
cee with Peace on earth and man forgiven. 

When's appear. In this stanza, lines 1, 2 are White =—2 
Jesus our Immanuel | alterstions; and 4, 4 are by Cotterill. r «1s 

here. revate | limited number of hymn-books st. Vii—ix= 
aint ce. | ¢iven as a separate hymu, beginning, * “ . ~.re 

Cncs rae, 
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Desire of Nations, come.” In Bingham'’s 

Hymno, Christ. Latina, 1871, p. 160, the text 
us in H. A. & M., but witeout the refrain, 

ia rendered into Latin as: “ Audite! tollunt Cowpers best hymns. 

carmina.” The tr. in Biggs’s Annotated H. 

A. & M., 1867, p. 49, “ Peallont nascentis an- 

geli,” is by A. J. B. Bereaford-Hope. 

The use of this hymn in its various forms 

has extended to all English-speaking coun- 

tries. Itis found ina greater number of hymp- 

books, both old and new, than any other or C, 

Wealey’s compositions ; snd, amongst English 

hymns, it is equalled in ane id 7 by 

‘oplady’s “Rock of Ages” and Bp. Ken's 
Morning and Evening hymns, und is excelled 

by none. In herp poo it fale little, if 

anything, sbort'of this honour. {J. J. 

how the watchmen cry. 
Wesley. [Old and New zr) This is No. 8 
of 19 “Hymns for the Watchnight,” pub. in 
Hys. & Sacred Poems, 1749, vol. ii, No. 91, 
12 st of 8 lL) (P. Works, 1868-72, vol. ¥ 
p. 271.) From this hymn the following centos 
are in C, U.:— 

1, Hark, how the watchmen cry. This is com- 
posed of at. f., tL, iv, and vi, and was given in the Wes. 
H, Bk, 1780, No. 305 (ed, 1475, No, 314). It ts found in 

eral ores, 
ar This embodies #t. 

C. 

the watchmen cry,” 
(ed. 1875, No. 315), It is in several modern collections. 
3. our march oppose, Thin as given ina 

few American bymn-books in 2 st. of # 1, or 4 st. of 41. 
It is complied at. vil, vi, vill, ix., in the order 
named. 

4. Our leads us on. 
Praise, N. ¥., 1874. 
Hark, in the presence of our God. 

A, Midlane. [Angels’ joy over is pene Sin- 
2, an 

In ys. ard | of 

ners.) Written in September, 184 pub. 
in the Youth's Magazine, Nov. 1842, in 6 at. 
of 41, and entitled “The Returning Sinner” 
In 1865, it was included in the author's Gos 

Echoes, No, 157, and is in a limited num- 
r of Mission liymn-books. It has the special 

interest of being the author's first —— 
hymn. (J. J.J 

Hark, my [dull] soul, how every- 
thing. J. Austin, [Praise of Creation.] Pub. 
in his Devotions in the Antient Way of Offices, 
&c., 1668, p. 83, No. vi, as the hymn for 
Monday at Lauds. [See repriut of the 5th 
ed., 1717, pub. by Masters in 1856.) It is in 
C. U. in three forms :— 

5 ‘ in Harder’ . Rr ey oe ae 
NG. Mack, my Gull cowl, how everything, This 
was rewritten in Lt. probably by J. Wesley, and was 

ven in his fs, & Hys., pub. at Charlestown, South 
plina, 1736-7, B68, in Tst.of41, [tis seldom found 

in modern collections, 
This was given 3. dull soul, how 

in the original metre, in G. Whitefield's Cotl., 1753, No. 
83, in 4 et. ; in M. Madan's Ps. & Hys., 1760, No. 101, in 
Test. and in other old hymn-books. It is os rr 
with in modern collections. 

Hark, my soul, it is the Lord. W. 
[Divine Love.) Pub, in Maxfield’s 

New Appendiz, 1768, and again in the Gospel 
Magazine, August, 1771, in 6 st. of 41, and 
signed “Omega.” In 1774 it was included in 
R. Conyers’s Coll., No. 53; and in 1779 in the 
Olney Hymna, Bk, i., No. 118. It rapidly at- 
tained great ularity with hymn-book com- 
pilers; and is found at the present time in 

| 

| 

HARK, TEN THOUSAND 

most of the high-class hymnals in all English- 
speaking couutries. It is a lyric of great 
ten lerness and beauty, and ranks as one «it 

See Cowper, W.] In 
Kennedy, 1863, No. the opening line 
ia mutilated into * Hearken, soul, it is tie 
Lord.” This is nut re elsewhere. The 
original has been tr. languages, 
including Latin: “ Audin’? Adest Dominus,” 
by John W. Hales, in the Academy. Nov. 3rd, 
1883; and Italian:—“Senti, senti, anima 
mea,” by W. E. Gladstone, in the Nineteenth 
Century, 1883. ; (J. J.J 

Hark, round the God of love. H. F. 
Lyte. Scahr of Children ble to 
God.) inted anonymously in W. Carus 
Wilson's Magazine, The Children's Friend, 
1838, in 4 st. of 41. It was reprinted in 
the “Memoir” prefixed to Lyte'’s Remaina, 
1850, as a specimen of his Sunday School 
hymns. It is found in W. F. Stevenson's Hys. 
for the Church & Home, 1873, ¢. 45; Allou’s 
Children’s Worship, 1878, No. 29; the Meth. 
&. 8. H. Bk., 1879, No. 54% Gurig. text), and 
others, Although uliar in metre and 
defective in rhyme, it is — adapted 
to Sunday Schools. [W. T. B) 

Hark, she bids all her friends adieu. 
I. Watts. [Death and Heaven.) Pub. in bis 
Hore Lyric#, 1706, Bk. iii., in 8 st. of 4 1, 
amt headed, “On the Sudden Death of Mrs. 
Mary Peacock. An Elegiac rent in a 
Letter of Condolence to Mr. N. P., Merchant 
ot Amsterdam.” In its full form it is nut in 
C. U.; but, with the omission of st. i. and 
viii, it was included in H. W. Beecher’s 
Plymouth Coll., 1855, No, 1221, as “ Farewell, 
bright soul, a short farewell.” (J. J.J 

Hark, ten thousand and 
voices. T. Kelly. [Praise to Jesus.) let 
pub. in bis Hymns, &e., 2nd ed., 1806, in 7 st. 
of 61,, and headed with the text “ Let all the 
angela of God worship Him.” In 1812 it 
was included in hia Hys. adapted for Social 
Worship, No. 7, but subsequently it was 
sestored to the original work (ed. 1853, No. 
42). Ite use is mainly confined to America, 
where it is given in several collections, in- 
cluding for the Sanctuary, 1865. &c. 
In most cases it is abbreviated. (J. J.J 

Hark, ten thousand voices cry. T 
Kelly. (Easter, or Ascensiontide,] 1st pub. 
in the 2nd ed. of his Hymna, &,, 1806, in 1 st. 
of 4 1. in 7s metre; 4 st. of 4 L in 87, 87 
metre, and the chorus ;— 

“ Then haste, ye saints, your tribate 
And crown Him everlasting King.” 

(Ed. 1853, No, 27.) This peculiarity of con- 
struction was overlooked by Elliott, who gare 
it with the omission of the chorus in his Ps 
& Hys., 1835, as a complete hymn in 7's; 
and the Editors of the Leeds H. Bk., 1853, 
as 87,5. In the Irish Church Hi 1873, 
No. 199, the first stanza is rewritten :— 

to several 

"Ts the voice of joy abounding, 
Jesus lives, no more to die.” 

and the agetrge dl of metre is thereby over- 
come. In some collections, including Kennedy, 
1863, No, 964, it begins with st. ii: “Jesus 
comes, His conflict over.” (J. J.) 



/ HARK ! THE GLAD SOUND 
lark! the glad sound, the Saviour ane P. idge. (Advent.] Dr. Dod- ri S34 original us. of this hymn, now pre- Follow ate, yeas D. mse," gives the 

** xty, Christ’ Message, . from Luke iv. 1m, 19, 
Hark tho iol Sound! The Saviour comes 

Let ev'ry Heart prepare « Throne 
z. 

489 HARK, THE NIGHTL © 
Tre. and Par. 1745, and W. Camero” — [se Oamero! Bane 

yo record ii. Hi .—1, We have of the printing of tits hyo tn mr 7! a ten years after it appeared in S-ot laa x2 idge'a Job Ortou gave it in hia Ist ed. of Doda ari oad (posthumous) Hymns, &c,, 1755, No- ociil» or 
with one change only from the orig= a= ‘chest at. iv., L 1, reading, “He comes froman £7## 
films of vice.” 

ed. of 2. The txt uf J. D, Humphreys" from. the Hymns, &c., 1889, No. 226, differs £10 that of Orton only in st. vi, which reexcds = 

And ev'ry Voice a Son 
** On him the Spirit 1 

we eT pee ony all it and 
His holy Breast inspire. 

“ Hecomes the Pris'ners to release “ His silver tram fn loud In Satan's beld The tars high. While ; The Gates of Brass before bim burst Our debts are all remitted now, The Lron Fetters yield, Our heritage is free,” 
= He comes from the thick Films of Vice 

To clear the mental 
And on the Eye-Halls of the Blind 

To pour celestial Day. 
** He comes the troken Heart to 

The bleeding Soul to cure ™ 

8. the Orton ed. of the Hymres, <c., 
1755, the hymn has passed ina more «2x leas 
complete form into almost every hyzxar2 zal of 
note published since 1755, from Conyera’s, I “#74, to the Westminster Abbey H, Bk, 1883, irx the AAP ensteh che masures of his Grace Church of England; Ash & Frans of 17 €52) to 

** His Silver Trampets bliah Joud the Baptist Hymnal of 1879,in the E2<v y »tist The Fub'tee of the Loup Communion; and all the leading hymzasa 2 « of Ou Debts are all remitted now other denominations with the unaccouz2 taable 
exception of the Wes. H. Bk, In additic> xa it “ Our glad Hosannas, Prince of . 3 , res by, Weleome slit ~~. is in extensive use in America and <> ®t “ns eternal = English-speaking countries. In populaaz- use With thy beloved Nowe it & the focal widely known of Dodds Sell axe's 

From this Pathan a lar form of the text fies st = int the h h 4. The most popular form of the tex = st. pms the an Scottish and “the pore i., iii., iv., v., vii, as in the 5.P.C. K. C?#e earch 
Hys., and the Hy. Comp. That in 4& st. in 

- A. & M., and Thring, is from the «aa2-Liest 
editions of the Countess of Huntimger<i<-n’s 
Collection. The reading “to bless” fox ** en- 
rich the humble poor,” dates from the Inst 
cent 

5. “The merits of thishymn have be«2x_ thus 
referred to by Sir R. Palmer (Lord Sel be« ot 2e) =: 

i. Scottish Hi. -—I. A copy of this ua passed through Robert Blair ar) [see Ded- on is Various} into the possession of the on tee appointed to the Trans, oraphrases of the Church of Scotland, Pa 745 a end included therein as No. iv., Sohinen years after its composition, as 
St. As “A more sweet, ager = a. ——— At above re n Position is not to found even ra the saat ag As above ase * “Lat evmry Heart whole body of ancient hymns,” — = St. Hi. As above O11 “largely shed,” for pour'd,” Congress t, 1866. p. 330. It reaaast Le neaee. With 1.1 "to relieve” for “to ree inted out, however, tune st. iv. * Hoes comes Pit _ As above, with j, 1 “thick scales ” for “ thick the thick films of vice,” is basecd <>. lines St. v. As above 39, 40 of Pope's Messiah :— St. VE. Aw above, Vit 1. 2 souls” for * soul.” 
St. wii, Ad abo “ He thick films shall purge the visual 22m s5-, 

ptt peg en sightless eye-balls pour the day — 

6. Translations of various forma <<» the 
hymn have been made into several Jaw a= ez ages, 
including Latin, in Bingham’s Hymna. “> yriat- 
Latina, 1871, p. 55, “ Laeta vox coeli 

e. 

of “ine Gah the New Trans. and Paraphrases and, as No, pF d were published, 
8.4, 13 ~» it appeared thua:— 

nant and in Maogill’s Songs of the Cz. 
* auras,” n Macgill’s & a 2? afian StH, th 454) amd © Am non aaa Creed & Life, 1876 and 1879, a3“ Lacten” Vit IY. “He come $7 18 1748, venit Salvator.” [English Hymnody, “early, Any lear the Sronaari ning scales of vice § x1v.) C a =-J.) 

8t. v. W dour eee bally of ‘the’ bind Hark, the loud triumphant St2~2_ins- Se, vj, 48! i745, witd, pot! light,” T. Kelly, (Missions.) 1st pub. inthe = _ aa anred ar hcarta for “heart.” | of hig ius. &e., ie No. 164, ita =~ = of Win it OF tae  edaaaen es, 6 L. (ed. 1853, p. 577). In Hattield’s Sagi " << H. Bk., N. ¥., 1872, No. 303 is base. — 
this hymn; st. i, 1 1-2, and st iii, 2 PS. 
being slightly altered from Kelly, why g y nieton the 
rest of the hymn embodies its train of thy . hes 
i another form. = (> _ =F) 

Hark, the nigh church-bell M 

ne yy Written it) 1859 ck pub. in A hen Sen eng) “p* Iterations ritten in a st pub. a 
wh! yeah oid TT he text must | Cottager’s Handbook of Family Prayerey > Prd 

ridge, 1735, Scottish | It was repeated in his Supplementta » 4 . 

wien? Savin’, exalted arches ring, 
e hy thy most honour’d name. 

: received the official 
2 of Scotland, and has 

in ber communion for 

= f’s- 
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& Hys., based on the Christian Pealmody, 1858, 
No. 7, and ayain in his work, The Two 
Brothers, &v., 1871, p. 247, and entitled, “ The 
Village Evening Hymn.” {J. J.J 
Hark, the song of jubilee. J. Mont- 

gomery. [Missions.) Pub. in the Evangelical 
Magazine, July, 1818, in 3 st. of 8 L, in the 
author's Greenland and other Poems, 1819, 

. 183; Cotterill’s Sel., 8th ed., 1819, No. 245; 
outgomery’s Christian Pealmiat, 1824, No. 

S6l; and his Original Hys., 1853, No. 98. 
Almost from the first Montgomery had some 
ditticulty with the second line of st. ii. His 
readings are ;-— 

.@ "bad 1 the al to the skies,” ats 
3, Ch. Psal. “ From the centre to the skies.” 
4. Same, altered in MS, ~ From the depths unto the 

wT ait: Hys. “From the depths unto the skies." 

‘This last is Montgomery's authorized text, 
and is usually followed by modern compilers. 
The byton is in extensive use in all English- 
apeaking countries, and bas been translated 
into several languages. {J. J.J 

Hark, the sound of holy voices, 
chanting at the crystal sea. 7. c. 
Wordsworth of Lincoln. [All Saints’ Day.) 
Ist pub. in his Holy Year, 1862, No. 16, in 6 st. 
of 4 double lines (5th ed. 1868, Nv. 104), In 
18:3 it was given in the Purish H. Bk, No. 
190, and subsequently in other collections, 
until it has become throughout all English- 
speaking countries one the most widely 
known and popular of the Bishop's hymns. 
In some collections at. ii, 1.2 is given as in 
the original :— 

“King, Apostie, Saint, and Martyr, Cotifessor, 
Evangelist,” 

and in others :— 
“ King, Apostle, Saint, Confessor, 

artyr, aud Evangelist.” 

The reason for this change is twofold: first, 
because of the division of the original line 
into two, and second, possibly because the 
old distinction between Confesser—i.e. one who 
Witnesses fur the faith by a gcod confession 
short of wetual martyrdom; and Confissor, Le. 
one who reevives confessions—was beyond the 
comprehension of ordinary congregations. One 
of the first, if not the first collection in which 
this change was made, was the Appendiz to 
H. A. & M., 1868, 

inthe 8. P. CU. K. Church Hymns, No. 199, 
st. v. is bracketed for omission in singing if 
desired.. This stanza reads :-— 
“ Now they reign in heavenly glory, now they walk in 

golden ligt, 

Now they drink as from a river, buly bliss and infinite; 
Love and Pence they taste for ever; and all truth and 
knowledge see 

In the beatific vision of the Blessed Trinity.” 

The Rev. J. Ellerton’s note on this hymn 
in his Notes, &e., on Church Hymna, tolio ed. 
p. xlviii. explains this arrangement as follows: 

“In the earlier editions of Church Hymns the fifth 
stanza of this hymn, *Now they rego in beavenly 
glory,’ &c., was omitted in deference to the tof 
one of the Episcopal Referees of the Society for Pro 
meting Christian Koowledge, who held thet the verse 
was liable to be misumlerstoed as countenancing the 
P pular error that the MMeesed are already in the full 
Irnition of thelr future and everlasting glory — the 
* Beatific Vision.’ It ts scarcely needful to Say Ubat so 

HARK, THE VOICE OF 

sethy len we ‘ew oe i rye hed Sympathy with this view. ip. whi 
for the restoration of this verse, explained that the 
whole hymn, from beginning to end, was to be regarded 
asthe utterance m triumphant song of a vision of the 
final gathering of the bot as an exposition of 
their present condition tn the Intermediate Stave. The 
Tract Committee of the Society therefore desired that 
the verse should in su! went editions be restored; but 
should, in deference to those who still think is 
Hable to misconstruction, be bracketed for optional use.” 

Iu a Ms. note on this hymn, and this apecial 
stanza, Bp. Wordsworth adds that ;— 
“The whole hymn from beginning to end is in har- 

mony with the Epistle for the festival of the day (Rev, 
vil. 2, &c.), and like it is the utierance in triumphant 
ay vision of the Anal gathering of the Sams.” 

It may be added that, with the exception of 
the alteration noted above, the original text of 
this hymn is usually given in an unaltered 
form. (J. J.J 
Hark, the voice of Jesus args a 

Come ye laden, &c. A. Midlane. { 
Invitation of Jesus.) Written in August, 1860, 
and Ist pub. in the Ambassador's H. Bk. 1861, 
No, 45, in 4 st. of G 1. It was repeated in 
Spurgeon’s O. O. H. Bk., 1866, No. 497; a 
in many collections for Evangelical Meetings 
and Home Mission Services; and also in the 
author's Gospel Echoes, 1865, No. 41, It is 
also in C, U. in America and Canada. [J. J.] 

Hark, the voice of love and merey. 
mag Friday—Holy Communion.) The author- 

ip of this popular hymn bas long been a 
matter of dispute. On the one hand it has 
been clai for the Rev. Jonathan Kana, 
and on the other for the Kev. Benjamia 
Francis. The evidence on behalf of each is 
as follows — 

i. For Jonathan Evans, 
1, In 1784 the hymn appeared in the Rev. G. Barder’s 

Coll. of Hys., &e., No. 126, in 5 st. of 6 L, but in the 
index of authors it had no signature. 

2. Forty-three years later, viz. in the 25th ed. of his 
hg 1*27, Burder tilled the blank in with the name of 

Bvans. 
3, Dr. J. Styles, who succeeded J. Evans as Pastor of 

the Folesbill congregation [see Evans, J.], published from 
Evans's “ss. several hymna in the Zpangelical Maga- 
zine; apd in the same Magazine, in March, 1547, be 
claimed this hymn for bis predecessor, 

ii. For Benjamin Francis, 
1, Francis contributed to Bippon’s Bapt, Se., 1787, 

five hymns, cach of which was signed “2. Francis” ; 
and one hymn altered from G@regy (see Francia, B,). 
In the same sel, there were two h 
signed “ *—~."" The first of these was, “Hark, ube 
vuice of love and mercy; aud the second, * Lord, Thou 
hast made ine know Thy ways.” 

2. During Dr. Rippon’s lifetime there were no changes 
made it) thit signature, At his death fn 1846, the copy 
right of the Se? expired, and some interested persous 
published “A New Edition.” 

3. In this “New Edition” the “P—" was ex- 
panded into * Francis,” in the case of “ Hark, the raice 
of love and mercy; but the signature of “Jord, hast 
Thou made me know Thy ways,” remained as before. 

4. On these grounds it is claimed for Bo Francis. 

These claims are not s0-ratisfactory aa could 
be desired, either for Evansor for Francie: and 
this is still more evident when we find that the 
second hymn with the signature “ F——" in 
Rippon (* Lord, hast Thou made me know 
Thy ways") is a cento from Dr, John Faw- 
cett’s hymn in 6 st. pub. in his Hymns, &., 
1782, No. 123, and composed of st. i.. v. and 
vi. The “ F———" in Rippon, in this instance, 



HARK, THROUGH THE COURTS 

Es Joby Fawcett (q.v.) of Yorkshire. ‘ Hark, 
£46 voice of love aud merey,”’ however, is not 
found in Faweett's Hi 

* Claimed forhim. The evidence is in favour <*f Jonathan Keans; and the fact that Burder 
24Ve J. Evans in full in his Coll, uf 1827 gives 
at weigit. 

& America this hymn is as extensivel *12ed as in G. Britain, and in common with fhe hymn-books of G. Britain it is attributed 
a8 the American collections, now to “BR. 

rancis.” and again ts “J. Evans.” The 
4+ytan in its original frm was intended fur 
Seneral use if at. iv. were omitted, and for mace Communion, when it was used. It 

» 1782, and cannot 

~ Ha e, aD coals, epprenh the tb 
Nothing half so sweet and pleasant 
As the Saviour's flesh anu blood. 

* It ts Beished *! 
Christ bath borne the heavy load,” 

The original text in Burder’s Coll. was re- peated in Rippun’s Sel. with we single change am st. ii, 1. 2, of “Do these precious words afford,” w “ Du these charming words afford.” Fe # full text us in the Lyra Brit., 1867, Pp. 3. accompanied by tuo notes un its muthenticitv. ‘The Editor, however, was un- @ ware that the hymn a in Burder's l. three years before it was given in Rip- Seatac nt and falis into = error of at- 
& tts first appearance to Rippon’s Sel. ‘The text, with agp erie of st. iv., ix tr, into Latin in R, ‘s Hymno. Christ, 4atina, 1871, p. 221, as “Awdin’? clara vox armoris. 

(J. J.J 
~~ through the courts of heaven. 

ET Alford. [Joy in heaven over repenting tray Contributed to his Ps. & Hys., 
ba age P. 68, in 4 st. of 41., aud repeated in ftnite tt  Praiee, 1867, No. 156. It is in 
limited use in G. Britain and America, 

Hfark! what Gani rae J) 
: mean those holy voices. 

oe: . seinfoety l. (Christmas) Vhis popular hymn 
sel Ne 26 1819 in the Sth ed. of Cotterill’s ss Hallelujan'<” 6 st. of 4.1L, with the refrain, 
bywns j O common with all the 
re-publi rvleed Sel. it was unsigned ; but when 
Paatmin ey J- Montgomery in his Christian 
In some Pome it was attributed to Cawood.” 
but in J. Cot 82d collections, it is dated 1816; 
bb. Sediewiek ia" S e0n’s correspondence with 
ing farther jnfryrt Undated (3, x38.), and fail- 1819. OF alternation, it must remain aa 
Most pry Oodl’s hymna this ia the 
Britain pre a is in éxtonsive use in G. 
= YC.EG,) Neriog, Orig. text in Snepp’s 

F ™ Prai8e8 sine * , ¥%- 205, with “ glory sing” ie in at iv 12 7 cd. JJ 
Wiiboume, Derby’ 2rd, wa. was b. at Wadham : Y- 18 Ba en 

Bat; its Ox rd, whare he graduated Jers be ‘bards I HM "| 
3 “3. On taking Holy 

ag ri of San cles Curate of Newburough, 
Lichfield Torlshire. ™, 189, 51: Viear of Col- 

Intex Sep, Shed ree | 185; . and Prebendary in 
Hywnay tea, a i 73. In 1858 he pub, 
200 by’ irae Pa Ti, “Church Pealter and 

Supplemerg W 8 >> iy 1855, and contained “Wada doy), ‘og In 1863 a 

<a 3 ie 186-” (1865) it 
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«21 edition,” was revised and enlarged as the 
[and in 1876 & Supplement of 184 ae OT added to the 2ud ed. making 53% &c., of the aa oF the * Christmas Carus ee various edition ing omitted. To 
editions of this Hymnal, Prebendar ¥ Hiarbead cuntributed the following hymns :-— 

1. Behold a humble train. (1ug9.) £7 7-oSeM "ation 
o Carin. C1863.) 4, Beloved disciple! Illustrious naxae- ; 
St, John Evangelist. 
3. slaughter 'gainst thy people- ©1863.) 

Conversion ef St, Paul. Dfichael 
4. Heirs of Thy salvation. (isg3.) S¥- 

and AU Angela, " 
6. Here life is a shadow, and secon will bo o'er. 

(1963.) 0. and ¥. Year. Written “Oct. 12 2 9% on 
olseley Bridge, with the Trent flowing below - 

cluded in the Hymnal, 1863. of 
6. Holy men, in olden time. (i461) Ce>evawraon 

7. In the time of trial. (1569.) For esegye7eaation. 
An fmttation of, and companion hymn to, Momtge<> mmaery’s 
“ In the beur of trial.” 

8, Jeaus calls to us to-day. (1467.) -<S- Shoot 
Anniversary. 

9. Jesus isthe sure foundation. (i963,) .<Sv- eter. 
10, Jesus, King of glory. (1463.) Fidt/_ Ss eelness 

and its Reward. 
‘I, Jesus, these lips can ne'er proclaim. < 2863.) 
Praise to Jesus, 

12, Jesus, when Thy cross I see. (1463. 2m oesion- 
‘ihe, t 
13. Lord, I never will deny Thee, (1486-3. > st. 

Peter. 
14. Lord Jesus, when Thou wouldst appear. c 1 863.) 

The Annunciation. 
15. Lord, Thine ancient people see. (1555 (7? >- > For 

the Jews, 
56. Zand, we bend betes Thay theuns. (1867.5 on- 
‘acouralle Harvest, 
. Lend, when earthly comforts fee. (C1 SS5.5 =He- 
stignation. 
18, My Lord, and my God, blessed wrexcd that 

declared, (1#63.) St. Thomas, 
19. Now, Lord, to every heart make peaagerip toe 

(1855.) Passiontide, “Tht bymn was writ tere at ad 
time of the author's Ordination as Descon, im = 2 ar e 
chose for his first teat 1 Cor, |. 2a, ‘We prea<ccta C ion 
crucified,’ the sermon and the hymn being Coma - 
the same oocasion. He bas preached froma © ta <= ome 
text, and this bymn has generally been wsee>< 2 * — 
return of that day, sg ages fy years. 
included in his Hymnal, 1855. 

20. © come, all ye faithful, Come, see tRu< place. 
(1867.) Baster. Pt. 1. 
21, a come, ye that labour, (1867.) Aaete- a _ Pt. it. 
22. © for a humbler walk with God. (i4& eS _ - ent. 
23. © Heavenly Jerusalem, Thou cityof tla ey Lord. 

(1863.) Heaven. “This hymn age ar _ two the 
au ream. In the ni = «2, he 

dreamed thet he saw the cholre of heaven (OTe © Boy Sugat 
times ten thousand, in white robes, =e Bisa ex into 
Joricus Temple singing this hymn. ae <> Be 4, rose 

from ured # light, and wrote a het ord 

on the back of a — ap hada The ae ax an is 

dre: then ret D . = ee 
ing be po the hymn on bis dressing tables. ie was 
given in his Supplement, 963. 
24. 0 Thou by Whom the healing #*t- Clsseqce , st. 

Lake, 

26, Stephen, first of martyrs, We Cees) St. 
Stephe a 

28. The chorus raise of highest Praise, < 1863.) 

27, This day im this Thy holy place. < 1867-) 
Friendly Societies. 

sae . tis 
In addition to these the Suppl. ™ Te< ~ 

tained his “And now this Holy clay >= ata 

Sunday. The majority of Prebenday~ ia bord 

| Jand's Siynsus are for the minor festive.” 2 or 
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ure worthy 

received, 

Harmer, Samuel Young, «. of Samuel 
Harmer, a member of the Society of Friends, 
was b. ut Germantown, Pennasylvanin, Dec, 9, 
1809. In 1827 he joined the American 
Methodist Episcopalian Church, and was en- 
gaged for several years ua a Sunday School 
teacher and superintendent. In 1842 he 
became a local preacher of that body, and, in 
1847, was admitted into the ministry. He 
has held appointments in Philadelphia and 
Iowa, His well-known hymn “In the Chrie- 
tian’s home in glory” (Heaven) was written 
in 1856 for a camp-mecvting collection which 
the Rev. John Gladding was then compiling. 
It has been slightly altered, and set to music 
by the Rev. W. McDonald of Boston, Massa- 
chusetts. (For these details we are indebted 
to Dr. Hatfield’s Poets of the Church. N. Y., 
1884.) {J. J.J 

Harp and voice Thy praises te 
J. D. Burns. [Spiritual Worshi 4 
ub. in his little of prayers pat ymns, 

Evening Hymn, 1857, in 3 st. of 8 1, and 
entitle! “Spiritual Worship.” It was repeated 
with sliglt alterations in W. F. Stevenson's 
Hys. for Church & Home, 1873, No. 341, and 
other eullections, (J. J.J 

Harp, awake! tell out the story. I. 
Downton, [New Year.] ante in Hys. 
for the Irmdon German ital, Dalston, 
1848, No, 91; A. T. Russell's Ps. & ITys., 
1851, No. 64, in 4st. of 8 L; and again in the 
author's Hys. & Verses, 1873, 9 It ie in 
several collections, including the 8. P.C. K. 
Church Hymna, 1871; the Westminster Abbe: 
H. Bk., 1883, and others. In Kennedy, 1863, 
No. 141, it begins with st. i, L 5, “Sing we, 
brethren, faithful hearted.” This in Dale's 
English Hymnal, 1874, is altered to “ Join we, 
brethren, faithful hearted.” [J. J.) 

Harris, John, pp, was b. at Ug- 
borough, Devon, March 8, 1802, and educated 
for the Con nal Ministry at Hoxton 
Academy. He was Minister of the Con 
gational Church, Epsom, 1825-38; President 
of the Countess of wag ah College at 
Cheshunt, 1838-50; and Principal of New 
College, Landon, 1850, to his death, Deo. 21, 
1856. He received the degree of p.p. from 
Brown University in 1838, His works were 
numerous, including The Great Teacher, 1835; 
Union: or, the Divided Church made one, 
1837; The Pre-Adamite Earth, 1846; two 
prize essays; a volume of poems, The In- 
— One, = , og Pa tr “Light ap 
this house with glory, Lord” (Opening of a 
Place of Worship), appeared in the Neto Cong., 
1850, No. 882. It has become widely known, 
and is of more than usual merit. ad G, H.} 

Harsdorffer, Georg Philipp, was b. at 
Niirnberg o—— on Nov. 1, 1607. He 
studied law at the Universities of Altdorf and 
Strassburg; and after five years spent in 
travelling in France, Holland, England and 
Italy, returned to Niirnberg in 1630, In 1637 
he was appointed assessor of the Lower Court, 
and in 1655 senator (Rathslerr), He d. at 
Niirnberg, Sept. 19 or 20,1658. He was joint 
founder with J. Klaj of the Pognitz Shepherd 

of more attention than bad have 

{J. J.J 

Ist 
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, and Flower Order in 1644, of which he became 
the President. His hymns appeared mostly im 
his TH iche Son ndachten, Niirn- 
berg, 1049 [Wernigerode]: in his Nathan und 
Jotham, Niiruberg, 1650-1651 [2nd ed. 1651- 
59 in Berliu); and in the works of his friend 
J.M. Dilherr. Few of his hymns are still in 
German use, and only two appear to have 
passed into English, viz.:— 

i, Der sich auf seine Schwachheit steurt. Leal. 
rmation, In J, M. Dilberr’s Geistliche Liches 

Lu religioes cobipleteniea' (or = padiy perfection”) “ re com Z bad . 
The form tr, into lish oad Wer Pche and is 
found in the #th ed, 1722, of ra Dresden (7, #., in 
6st. of 10 L., marked “1D. BW. M.” 

Dr, Bernhard Walther f, COMP preacher 
at Dresden (b. May 14, 1682, at Hamburg; studied 
the Universities of Aludort and 3 from L 7 O4-170 
beld various clerical appointments la NOraberg ; became, 
1724, Oberconsistorialrath and court preacher at Dresden, 
and d. there March 24, 1746); but in rsown 
G. B., Led ‘i 1725, No, 522, it does not bear his name. 
This may of course be because it is based wm Hare 
dérffer. Tr. as: ** Who seeks in weakness an © xcuse,” 
by Miss Winkworth, 1455, p. 149. 
ii. Die Nacht ist nun vergangen, Morning, Ap- 

tche Pantmen Lister, be. NOrnberg, 1654, [. Biz in men . . » Pp 

sh; marked "Another, - Georg Phil. Hardictier.””” The 
trs. are: (1) * The night is now "by A. J. 
Buckoll, 1442, p. 41. (2) * Night the earth is 
wending,” by Miss Manington, 1463, p. 117. (J. M.} 

Hart, Joseph, was b. in London in 1712. 
His early life is involved in obscurity. His 
education was fairly good ; aud from the testi- 
mony of his brother-in-law, and successor in 
the range 7 4 in Jewin Street, the Rew, Jo\n 
Hugies, “his civil calling was” fur some 
time “that of a teacher of the learned lan- 
Sane His early life, according to his own 

perience which he prefaced to his Hymns, 
was a curious mixture of loose conduct, serious 
conviction of sin, and endeavours after amen:i- 
ment of life, and not until Whitsuntide, 1757, 
did he realize a permanent change, which was 
brought about mainly through his attending 
divine service at the Moravian Chapel, in 
Fetter Lane, London. and hearing a sermon 
on Rev. iii. 10. During the next two years 
many of his most carnest and impassioned 
hymns were written. These appeared as -— 
Hymns on Farious Sut. with the Awthor's 
perience, 1758, Daritg this year he became 

the Minister of the Independent i, Jewin Street, 
London. In 1762 be added a Supplement to bis Hymns; 
and in 1766 an Apperdiz, In modern editions of his 
Hymns Uese three are embodied in one volume as 
Hymne — om Various Swhjects: With the Awthor's 
Beperience, and Appendiz, Ry the Rev. 
Joseph Hart, late Minister of the (Gospel im Jewin Stret, 
London, Allott & Co, Coo date), 

Hart d. on May 24, 1768. At one time his 
hymns were widely used, especially by Cal- 
vinistic Nonconformists. Many of them are 
of merit, and are marked by great earnestness, 
and jonate love of the Redeemer. The 
best known are: “Come. Holy Spirit, come”; 
“Come, ye sinners, poor and wretched”: 
“This God is the God we adore”; and “ Lord, 
look on all assembled here.” Those which 
are more limited in their use inelude ;-— 

i, From his Hymns, &€., 1759. 
1. Descend from heaven, celestial Dove. Whit- 

mwntide, No, 6 tn 6 st. of 61, In Snepp's Songs of 
G. & G., 1872, No. 314, at. iv., v. are omitted. It is fo 
extensive use in America. 

2. Great High Priest, we 
High viccteed of Christ. No. 
81. Ip Soepp’s Som, G.& 
field's Church H. raed Y., 167 

. 4, pt. HL, in 3 at. of 
G, sera, No, 226; Hat- 
72, No. 435, &c 
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3. How wondrous are the works of God. Ke- 

deeming Love, No, 21, in 9 st, of 41. In the Scottish 

Brang. Union Hyl., 1878, st. L.-lv. are given as No. il. 

4. If ever it could come to Pinal Perse 

werance. No. 5«, in 3 ot, of 6L in Snepp's 

Smgs of G. & G., 1872, No. 729, 
$, Jesus ia our God and Saviour. Fuith and 

Repentance, No. S4, in 7 at. of 8 L. in Saecpp’s songs 

G.& @., 1872, No. 146, st. iv. is omitted. In the 

A. Bk. (enlarged), 1879, st. ili, and ¥. wre given 

as “ Nothing bat Thy blood, O Jesus.” 

6. Jesus, while He dwelt below. Gethsemane, 

No. 7h, in 23 st, of 61. In Snepp's Songs of G.&G., 

1sT2, No, 230, sixteen stanzas are broken up into three 

parts: (1) “Jesus, while He dwelt below"; (ii) * Full 

of love to man’s lost race; (iil) * There my God bore 

all mr guilt.” ‘A cente is also given in Hatfield's Church 

H. Bk, N. ¥,, W8t2, No. 441, a8 “Many woes had 

Christ (He) endured.” It Is com of st. vill, ix., 

xiiL, xx., xxiii, slightly al In the Scottish 

frang. Union Hyl., 1578, No, 34, 5 st. are given In two 

parts: pt. 1 as, “Jesus, while He dwelt below"; 
pt. i. 

~ Exten frou exch Sewery oot 

7. Lamb of God, we fall before Thee, Christ All in 

AIL No, 17 in ést.of #1 itis in various collections, 

and as altered in Kennedy, 1863, No. 1171, is much 

——: 
. Let us all with grateful praises. Christmas, 

No. 14 in 7 st. of 81. In Spurgeon's 0. 0, H. Bk,, 1866, 

it is reduced to 4 ot. of 41. 
9, Lord, look om all assembled here. For a Public 

Past. No. 6, in 8 st. of 4b. It is In several of the 

older hymn-books. 
19. Lord, we lie before Thy feet. Lent. No. 14, ia 

6 et. of 6 1, and based on 2 Chron. xx. 20, In Spar- 

-_— O. A. Bk., 1966, ot, L, UL, vl are given as 

o. 5 

11. Mercy is welcome news indeed. God's Mercy in 

pardening Sin, No. 51, in 6 st. of 4 L, on St. Luke vii, 
42. lu Spurgeon, 1866, No. 644. 
12, Much of Jesu’ 

a | 
~ 

are 1464, st. L, ¥., viL, vill, are given as No. a5. 

Advent. No. 48, in 4 st. of 41,, on St. Matt. xxiv. 35. 
Ins : 18) The winner that truly believes. Saving Faith. 
No. #8, in 5 st. of 4 L, and entitled, “Saving Faith” 
In Spurgeon, 1866, No. $33, st. il. ts omitted, and the 

line is altered “ whee” to “The moment a smner 

ii. From his Supplement, 1762. 
17. Behold what awful pomp. Advent. No, 5%, in 

tet.of 4L [tis asmally abridged as i American 
Meth Epc yn 208, No 1107. “= 

Christ Eternal Reck. The Con ¥ 
Christ, No. 27, in 6atofa lL In Windle’ rical 
Pelter & Hyl., 1462, st. |, i, ¥. are sheen 68 No. 63. 

19, Christians, your fear. Haster, No. 33, 
in 4st. of 4 1. into Dr, Alexander's Anguatine H. J 
Ista, No. 7, im T st, of 4.1. aha ace 

. Dismiss us with blessing, Lord. (Tose 
Service. Mo. 78,10 2m.of 01. In a few cull * roLions. 

21, Gird thy loins up, soldier, The Chris. 
tian Armour. No. 19,in 5 st. of # 1,00 Eph. vi. Li. 
Found tn several ef the older, and a few of the modern 
tallvetions 

22. Glery to God on high, Our peace, &c, Hol 
Onmunion, No, 3, in 6 st. of 41. In Hatfle! 
Church H. Bk., 1872, No. 164, at. ¥., vl are omitted. 

23. Holy Ghost, inspire our praises. On behalf of 
Atinisters- No. ,inSst.of @l. In the Scottish Zoang, 
Union HMyl., LSTS, No. 462, st. iii-*. are given as, 

ieee je once 

MMe hi 
hes Ard te word to feed, Clove af 

hymn-books, 41 In several modern 

26. O fora glance of heavenly day. t 

$4. in 6 at of 4 Ln Hatfield's Church, H. Bi, Wn 
fall, nr Packersneus'e tions Ht a usually reprated tn 

* Christian » 1833, Mt 

well-known Golden d, 1851), was his latest work 

The remainder of bis poemns are love sungs 
and of 

the Crasades, and were probably written c. 1193-1199, 

Various eda. of his individual works have been pub. 

during the Last £0 years, and a collected ed. in 3 vols. by 

Fedor Bech appeared at Leipzig, 1967-69. 

wart nie 

This is in Bech’s ed., pt. 
in Wi i. p. 60 
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was ~ as, “Lord, sbed a beam of heavenly day,” 

and this is repeated in modern bymn-books. 

27. Once more before we part. Close of Service, 
No. 79, in 28t. of 4. Popular in G. Britain and America. 

28. Once more we come before our God. Arfore 

a Sermon, No. 21,;i0 6 et. of 41, into Matfeld, 1472, 
No. 111, and others. 

20. Bons of God by blesa’d adoption. Awrial. 

No. 45, in 3 st. of * L, into Snepp's ape oe J G&G. 

1872, No, 981, a8 * Sons of God by blest adoption.” 

80. Suffering Saviour, Lamb of God. Holy Com- 

munion. No. 14, in 4 at. of 41, In W. F, Stevenson's 

Hys. for Church & Home, ist, st, ti, vil. are omitied. 

31. That doleful night before His death. Hol 

Communion, No. 17, in 2 at. of 81, In the Soottisl 

Beang. Union Hyl., 1878, st. 1. Il. 4-8, and at, t., are 

given as, To keep Thy Feast, Lord, we are met.” 

iii, From his Appendiz, 1765. 
32. Christians, in your several stations. Christian 

Duty. No. 7, in Sat. of 61 It is slightly altered in 

Snepp’s Songs of G.& G., 1872, No. 742, and dated 1759 

error 
33. Prayer was [is] appointed to convey. Prayer. 

No. 12 to 6 #t, of 4 L. Inte Snepp’s of @. & G., 

172, No. 642, with alterations and omission of 

st. il, v. In some American collections it ins, 

* Prayer is to God, the soul's sure way.” oe 

Hartmann von der Aue seems to 

have been b. about 1170, apoareney of the 

baronial family Von OUweof Au or Niedernau, 

near Rottenburg on the Neckar. He took 

part in one of the Crusudea, most likely that 

of 1197, and was atill living in 1207, but had 

died before 1220 (Allg. Deutsche Biog., i. 634- 

686; Goedeke’s Grun , 1884, i, 89-93, &e.). 

The facts of bis life bave been considerably contested. 

Some have sought to connect bim with Aub or Ouwe, 

pear Rothenburg, on the Tauber; others with Aa, near 

Freiburg in Baden. In bis Arme Heinrich be calle 

himself Ritter und Dienstmann tu Awe, and was cer- 

cycle, Aree (Geraint and kK written about 3190; 

and Iwein (: Knight with the Lion), written about 

1204 — both on Christian of Troyes. A third, 

Gregorius (a setting of the legendery early life of St. 

the Great), waa written about 1200 on the basis 

of a French version. A fourth, the Arme Heinrich (the 

of which is e ed by H.W. Lengfeliow tn his 

The only piece which can be called a hymn 

and has been fr. into Englieh is 

Min friide sorgelos. Crusader's Hymn. 
17, im 2 st, of 12 5 also ii, 

Ki As as “My joy was ne'er Pp. 
unmixed wi care,” by Miss Winkwor , 1889, p. 42. 

(J. M. 

Haste, traveller, haste! the night 

comes on. W. B. Collyer. Incitation.] 

Appeared in Rippon’s Bap. Sel, 27th ed. 1827, 

No. 581, Pt. ii, in 7 st. of 4 1., with the refrain 

“Haste, traveller, haste,” to st. i-vi., and 

“Haste to Him, haste,” to st. vii. It is in 

use in G. Britain and America, Its original 

title is“ Fleeing from the wrath to come by 

flying to Christ.” (J. J.J 

Hasten, (O} sinner, to be wise. T. 

Scott, [Ezhortation to tance.) Pub. in 

his Lyric Poems, &e., 177 No. 23, in 4 st. of 

41, as “Hasten, sinner, to be wise.” The 

L. M. version of this hymm, “* Hasten, O sinner, 

to be wise,” appeared in Ri ‘ss Sel., 1787, 

No. 116, st. ii. with the additional stanza “ O 

Lord, do Thou the sinner turn.” Both forms 

are in ©, U. in G. Britain and America: the 

we 
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original is in Snepp's Songs of G. & G., 1872, 
No. 479, with Rippon’s additional stanza re- 
duced to 7’a metre; and Rippon’s text is in 
the Bap. Is. & ZHye., 1858, No, 373, In the 
Oberlin Manual of Praise, 1880, No. 219, 3 st. 
are given in 7's metre as “ Haste, O Sinner, 
now be wine.” (W. T. B.] 

Hastings, Horace Lorenzo, was b. at 
Blandford, Mass., Nov. 26, 1831 ; commenced 
writing pyees, and preaching, in his 17th 
year, and laboured us an evangelist in various 
parts of the U. 8. In 1860 he established 
Phe Christian, & monthly paper, in whieh 
many of his hymns have appeared, and in 
1865 the mea ayn Tract Repository in 
Boston. He pub, Social Hymna, Original and 
Selected, Boston, 1865; Songs p Aen bn 
a Hymnal for the Churches of Christ, Part i, 
1880; and in August, 1886, the seme com- 
pleted, to the extent of 1533 hymna, 450 of 
which are — and signed “H.” The 
best known of these is “ Shall we meet beyond 
the river,” written in N. Y. city, 1858, and 
lately pub. as a leaflet in 14 et.of 81. The 
text in Gospel Hymns and elsewhere consists 
of the Ist nlf of st. i, iv., xi. andix, The 
Hastings Birthday Book, extracts from his 
prose writings, appeared 1886, [F. M. B,J 

Hastings, Lady Flora, daughter of the 
Marquess of Hastings, was b. at Edinburgh, 
Feb. 11, 1806, und d. July 5, 1839. Her 
hymns appeared in her posthumous Poems 
the Lady Flora Hastings, Edited by her Sister 
the Murchioness of Bute}, 1841. The best 
nown of her hymns is “O Thou, Who for 

our fallen race.” (The humility and love of 
Christ.) This is usually given in an abbre- 
viated form, as in W, F. Stevenson's Hymna 
for Church and Home, 1873. {J. JJ 

Hastings, Thomas, mvs. poc., s. of Dr. 
Beth Hastings, was b. at Washington, Licl- 
field County, Connecticut, October 15, 1784. 
In 1786, his father moved to Clinton, Oneida 
Co. N.Y. There, amid rough frontier life, 
his opportunities for education were small: 
but at an early age he developed a taste 
for music, and began teaching it in 1806. 
Seeking a wider ficld, he went, in 1817, to 
Troy, then to Albany, and in 1823 to Utica, 
where he conducted a religious journal, in 
which he advocated his special views on 
church music. In 1832 he was called to 
New York to assume the cliarge of several 
Charch Choirs, and there his last forty years 
were spent in great and increasing useful- 
ness and repute. He d, at New York, May 15, 
1872. His aim was the ter glory of 
God through better musical worship; ‘and 
to this end he was always training choira, 
compiling works, and composing musie. His 
hymn-work was a corollary to the proposition 
of his music-work; he wrote hymns for cer- 
tain tunes; the one activity seemed to imply 
and necessitate the other, Although not a 
great poet, af ony attained considerable sne- 
cess. If we take the angtogate of American 
hymnals published during the last fifty years 
or for any portion of that time, more hymns 
by him are found in C. U. than by any other 
native writer. Not one of his hymns is of the 
highest merit, but many of them lave become 

Jrom other Sources, &e., N. 
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and useful. In addition to editing 
many books‘of tunes, Hastings also pub. the 
following hymn-books :— 

iri ial Worship: Adapted 
as \etef’ Panties ee Private f reles in ‘eae o 
Revival, to Missionary Aectionge, &e., Utica, 1831-2, in 
which he was assisted by Lowell Mason ; (2) The Mother's 
Hymn-book, 1834; (3) The Chrisian Psalmist; or, 
Watts’s Pealms and Hymns, with copious Selections 

. Y., 1536, in connection 
with William Patton; (4) Church Melodies, N. ¥., 
1854, assisted by his son, wi ery (3) 

een : oan mar a ‘ellen many, 

(e) Mother's Hyimn-book, enlarged 1450, 

The authorship of several of Hastings’s 
hymns has been,somewhat difficult to deter- 
mine, All the hymna given in the Spiritual 
Songs were without signatures, In the Chris- 
tian Psalmist some of his contributions were 
signed “ Anon,” others “ M. 8..” whilat others 
bore the names of the tune books in which 
they lad previously appeared; and in the 
Church Melodies some were signed with his 
name, and others were left blank. His mss. 
and Mevotional Hymna, &c., enable us to fix 
the authorship of over 50 which are still in 
C. U. These, following the chronological 
order of his leading work, are :— 

i, From the Spiritual Songs, 1831 ;— 
1. Before Thy footstool kneeling, sy Sickness. 

No, 35%, in 3 st. of #1 
2. Bleeding hearts defiled by sin, Pulness of 

Christ, No, 261, in $ st. of 41. 

3. Child of sin and sorrow, Filled with dismay. 
dent, No. 316, in 2 stof #1. It is sometimes given 
as “Child of sin and sorrow, Where wilt thow flee?” It 
ia in extensive use, 

4. Delay not, delay net, O sinner draw near. 
Erhortation to Repentance. No. 145, in 5 at. of 4 1, 
Given in several important collections. 

5. Forgive us, Lord, to Thee we ery, Porgteeness 
desired. No, 165, in 4 #t. of 41 

6. Gently, Lord, O gently lead us. Pilg 
Life. No. 8, in 2 st.of # 1, It is given in several 
collections. The first two lines arc taken from a bymn 
Which appeared in the CAristian Lyre, 1430. 

7. Go forth on wings of fervent prayer. Yor a 
blessing om the distribution af Books and Tracts. No, 
254, ind st. of 61. It is sometimes given as ** Go forth 
on wings of faith and prayer,” asin the Bapt. Praise 
Bk. N.Y., beth, No. 1252; but the alterations are so 
gTeat as alimost to constitute it a new hymn, 

8. Hail to the brightness of Zion's glad morning. 
Missionary Success. No, 239, in 4 et. of 41. In several 
hymnal in G. Britain and America 

9. How calm and beautiful the morn. waster. 
No, 201, in$ st. of 61 Very popular. 

10, In this calm, impressive hour. uriy Morning. 
No, 235, pt. 1. in 3 at. of 6 1. In aeveral collections. 

11. Jesus, save my dying soul. Lent, No, 398, 
in 4 st. of 41. A deeply penitential hymn. 

12, Now bethe gospel banner, Mistions. No. 178, 
in 2st. of #1. In several collections (see below), 

13. Now from labour, and from care. Xveming. 
No, 235, Pt. ii. in 3 et. of 61. This hymn, with No, 10 
above, “In this calm,” &c., constitute one hymn of 6 #t. 
in the Spiritual Songs, but divided into two parts, one 
for Morning and the other for Evening. Both parts are 
popular as separate hymns, 

14. O God of Abraham, hear. Prayer on behalf 
of Children. No. 248, in 6 st. of 4 L tse in G. 

tain. 

15. © tell me, Thou Life and of soul, my 
Following the Good Shepherd. No. 151, in 5 et. of 41, 
on Cant, 1, 7, 8, 

16. Return, 0 wanderer, to thy home. The Pro- 
igal recalled. No. 183, in 3 et, of 41, with the refrain, 

“ Retarn, return (see below). 
17. Soft and holy is the place. Public ~~ 

No. 351,in 4et.of41. In Dr. Hatfield's Chwreé H. Bk, 
N. Y., 1872, and some other collections, the opening 
line is altered to “* Sweet and holy is the place.” 
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18. That warning voice, O sinner, hear. Szhor- 

tation to Repentance. No, 231, in 4 st. of 61. 

19. To-day the Saviour calls. Lent. No, 176, tn 

dst. of 4L Dir, Hastings in a communication to 

Dr. Stevenson (Hye. for Church and Home, 1#73). this 

hymo “was me ina beng cent which I re- 

wocbed.” The sketch was by the Rev. & F. Smith. 

20, Why that look of sadness. Conslation, No. 

268, In 3 st, of 5 1. 
21, Zion, dreary and in anguish, The Church Cum- 

forted, No, 160, in 4 st. of 4.1L. 

Concerning the two hymns, No. 12, “Now 

be the gospel banner” ; and No. 16, * Return, 

O waniterer, to thy home,” Dr. Stevenson has 

the following note in his Hys. for Church and 

Home, Lond., 1873 :— 

“In @ Jetter to the Editor, Dr. Hastings wrote, pot 

more than a fortnight before his death, *These two 

hymns of mine were earlier com) the former 

[* Now be,” &e.) fur a Uties Sunday School celebration, 

the latter [ Return, 0 wanderer,” oe.) after hearing @ 

stirring revival sermon on the Prodigal by the Rev. 

Mr. Kint, at a large anbon meeting in the Presbyterian 

Ubureh, where two hundred converts were A my The 

preacher at the close eloquently exclaimed with tender 

phasis, “Sinner, come heme! come heme! come 

homme!” It was easy afterwards to write, “ Keturn, O 

wanderer.” ' 

Severs! additional hymns in the Spiritual 
Songs, 1831, have been ascribed to Dr, Hast- 

ings, but without confirmation. The sum of 

what can be said on his behalf is that the 

hymns ore in his style, and that they have 

not been claimed by others. They are:-— 

22. Drooping souls, no longer mourn, fardon 
promised, No. 40, lo 3 rt, of 8 L, of which a4. 1, i, are 
altered from J. J. Harrod’s Public, Partowr, avd 

Outtage Hymns, Baltimore, 1823, that is, # years before 
the Spirifual Songs were published. 

23. Dying souls, fast bound im sin. = /ardon 
paper ar 41, in Set.of 81, It fs weually given in 

form. 

ii, From lis Mother's Hymn Book, 1834:— 
24. Forbid them net, the Saviour cried, Hely Bap- 

tiem, Ne. 44 

25. God of mercy, hear our prayer. = (nm behal, 
Children, No. 48, in 6 ot. of 4 1. It was incl z 
J. Campbell's Comprehensive H. Bk, Lond., 1837, and 
subsequently in several collections. 

26. God of the nations, bow Thine ear. Misrions. 
5 in 4et.of 61. Ln several collections. 

. How tender is hand. ieti PR nthe Thy Affiction, No. 99, 

28. Jesus, while our hearts are bleeding. Death. 
Resignation. No, 5, in Sat, of 4.1. This be in exten- 
garg we fy yoate his best and most popular hymns. 

Lord, I would come to Thee. ~dedication 
of aChild, No. 72, in 4 et. of 41. se 

3, O Lord, behold us at Thy feet. Lent, No. 59, 
in 4 st.of 41. It is doubeful if this is by Hastings, 
It ls sometimes signed “Mrs. 'T.”’ 
31, The is . ing. No, 31, ae dawning, Morning. No, 11 

$2. The Saviour bids us [thee] watch and pray. 
. No, 118, in 4 at, of 41 

severtign grace. (On behalf of 

three may meet. Divine 

3. Within these quiet walls, 0 Lord. Mothers’ 
Metings, No. &,in5 eof 41. In by ah rp 0. 0. 
H. Bh,, 1866, No. 1010, it begins, * Within these peaceful 

a a |. BE, -y LBDT. is very doubt! this 
ie by Hastings. : 

tii. From the Christian Pealmist, 1836 :— 
%. Children, hear the melting story. (7m the life 

Cit, Seay mae, hen ecen wm . statement it be by 
Hesings is very doultful, po evidence te that efon 
bemg inthe of bis family. Dr. Hatfield, in his 
Church H. ite dates it 1430, and aia tas’ Anon.” 
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87. Go, tune thy voice to sacred song. raise. 
No. 190, in 8 st. of 5 L, and given as from ** as." 

38, He that goeth forth with weeping. Afissions. 
No. 212, in 2st. of #1, and given as from “ms.” It ie 
fn several collections, 

99. Ilove the Lord, Whose gracious 
Page 186, in 4 ot, of 6 |,, a® from ‘a8. 
40, Lord of the harvest, bend Thine sar, Fur the 

feovense @f, ie iy wa Pg it ht 6 inter fy L, as 
from “ ig ymn Dr, Hastings atte for bis 
Devotional Hys. & Poems, 1454, bat it bas failed to re- 
place the original in the hymn-books. 

iv. From the Reformed Duteh Additional 
Hyinns, 1846 :— 

41, Child of sorrew, child of care [woe], Trust. 
No. 168, In 2 st. of & |.5 appeared In W. Hunter's 
Minstrel af Zion, 1445. 

42, Heirs of an immortal crown. (hristian War- 
fare. No, 136, in 2st. of # 1. 

43.0 , lend a Listening car. Lent, 
St. vi, i, iv. ¥., altered. 

44. The Lord Jebovah lives. Ps, 2viii, Mo. 26, 

in 4 st. of 61. 
These three bymns, together with many others, are 

given in the Dutch Reformed ys, @ the Church, N.Y., 

1969. In the 1847 2s, & Hymns t were, including 

these, 34 hymns by Hastings, and 2 whieh are doubtfal. 

y. From Dr, Hastings’s Devotional Hymne 

and Religions Poems, 1850 ;— 

45. In time of fear, when trowble’s near. An- 

cmiragement in Trial. Page 95, in 3et.of 41, In use 

in G. Britala, 

vi. From Church Melodies, 1858 :— 

ear, Js. crvi. 

No. 175 

46. For those in bonds as bound with them. Ais- 

gions. No. 416, in Sst. of 41, on Heb. xiti a. 

47, Forget . bids come, Jioly 

Communion, So. 0&3, in 3 st. of 6 1, 

48. Jesus, Merciful and Mild. Leaning on Christ, 

No. 546, in 4st. of © 1. In several collections. 

40. in this vale of sorrow, self-denial. 

No, 397, in 4 st. of 41. 
#0, Saviour, I lock to Thee. Lent. 

Trowhte, No. 128, in 4 et, of 71 

$1, Saviour of ourruined race. Holy Communion. 

No, 379, in 3 st. of 61. 
52. that soul's commotion? Lent. No, 211, 

in dat. of #1. it is doubtiul if this ts by Hastings. 

vii. In Robinson's Songe of the Church, 1862 ; 

53. Be tranquil, O my soul. Patience in Affliction. 

No, 519, in 4 st. of 41 "A itered in Robinson's peaag 

the Serctuary, 1465. 

64, Ponce, peace, I leave with you. J'eace, the 

benediction of Christ. No. 266, in 3 et. of T L 

$5. Saviour, Thy gentle voice. Christ All in Au. 

No. 492, in 3st. of TL. 
viii. In Robinsun’s Songs for the Sanctuary, 

1865 :— 

56, God of the morning ray. Morning. No. 53, 

in 2 +t. of TL 

Of Hastings's hymns about 40 
are in the Re- 

formed Dutch I’s, & Hys., 1847; 39 in Robin- 

son's Songs for the Sanctuary, 1865; 15 in 

Hattield’s Church H. Bk.. 1872; nod 13 in the 

Lyra Sac. Americana, 1s6s, They are also 

largely represente! in other cullectons. Many 

other of his compositions are found in collee- 

tions now or recently in co. U,, but these are 

not of the highest merit. (Fr. M. BJ 

Hatfield, Edwin Francis, p.p., was b. 

at Elizabethtown, New Jersey, Jaq. 9, 1807, 

In time of 

and educated at Middl-bury Cullege, Ver- 

mont, and at Andover. From 1832 to 1835 

he was pastor of the 2nd 
n Church, 

St. Louis, In 1835 be rem to New York, 

here he was at first pastor of 7th Presbyterian 

Church, and then of the North Preabyterian 

Church (1856-68) in the same ely; and in 
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1864 he was appointed special agent to the 
Union Theological Seminary, New York. He 
also held from 1846 the appointment of Stated 
Clerk of the Presbyterian General Assembly. 
He d. at Summit, New Jersey, Sept. 22, 1883, 
His hymnological knowledge was extensive. 
His publications include :— 

(1) Preedom's Lyre; or, Psalms, Hymna, and Sacred 
Songs, for the Stare and his Friends, N. Y_., 1440, to 
which be contribated 24 bymus under the signature of 
“E. F, EL. 68) The Church Hymn Book for the Wor- 

X. ¥.. 0%, ia which are 10 of his hymns; and (3) Chapel Hymns, KY The He ma, N. Y¥., 1873. (4 Poet. 
the Saureh iographical Shetches lynn otee, 
with Notes on their Hymns, New York, 1434. This was 
4 posthumous publication, and is far from being accurate. 

His hymns and psalm versions in ©, U, 
include :— 

1, Come, bless Jehovah's mame. (1437.) Ps. 194. 
2. Come, let us gladly sing. (1837.) Fs. 95. 
3. Hallelujah, praise the Lerd, (1437.) Ps, 150. 
4. How perfect is Thy law. (1437.) Ps. 19, 
a sweetly breaks the Sabbath dawn. (1440.) 

Sunday. 
6. My Shepherd's name is love. (1837,) Pe. 23 
7. O sing hallelujah, praise ye the Lord. (1837.) 

2s. 146. 

8. Thee, Thee, we praise, O God, and now, 
(i8Tl,) A paraphrase of the Te Dewm, 

9. 'Tis Thine alone, Almighty Name. (1872.) 
Temperance. 

10. Why, 0 God, Thy people spurn! (1837.) Pz. 60. 
11. To God the Father, Son. Dozology, In 

Preedom's Lyre, 1840. It ts widely used. 

These hymns and pealm versions are all in 
hi» Church H. Bk., 1872, and the dates o 
pended above are from that collection. No. 
10 was pub. in his Freedom's Tyre, 1840, 
No. 25. [F. M. B.j 

Have faith intruth. H. Bonar, (Faith- 
fulness to truth.) Appeared in the 2nd series 
of his Hy+. of Faith and Hope, 1864, in 10 st. 
of 41 In Dale's English H, Bk, 1875, it 
begins with st. ii, “ Make sure of truth,” and 
at. ix. is also omitted. It is a beautiful hymn, 
and should be more widely known. ([J. J.J 

Have mercy, Lord, on me. Tate € 
Brady. (Pelé) This 3.m. rendering of Ps, 51 
was viven in the New Version, 169t (q.v.). in 
17 st. of 4 1, divided into two parts, and isa 
good example of the renderings therein in that 
metre. [Pealters, English, § 13, y.] As found 
in modern hyma-books in G, Britain and 
America it is given in an abbreviated form of 
three or more stanzas, and often with a dox- 
ology also from the N. Version. Few collec- 
tions agree, however, in their selection of 
stanzas, The arrangement of stanzas as in 
H. A. & M., 1875, is in more extensive use 
than any other. (J. J) 

Have mercy on us, God Most High. 
F.W. Faber. [Holy Trinity.) 1st pub. in 
his Jesus and Mary, &e., 1849, in 11 st. of 41 
and entitled, * The Most Holy Trinity.” In 
addition to its being given in an abbreviated 
form in Roman Catholic collections, it is al-o 
in H. A. & M, 1861 and 1875, and other 
hymn-books, The arrangement in most ex- 
tensive use is that of H, A. & M., which is 
composed of at. i.-iii., v., and xi, In Allen's 
Supplemental Hymne, 1868, No. 3, is a cento 
by G. Rawson, part of which is from this 
hymn (specially st. i-iii.), and the rest is by 
him, some of lines being from his hymn, 
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“Transcendent mystery unknown,” subse- 
vently pub. in his — &e,, 1876, p. 39 
see note on p. 40). e cento in Horder’s 
fice Hys., 1884, and others, begins with st. 
ii. of the original, “Most ancient of all 
mysteries.” {J. J.J 

Have you ever brought a penny to 
the missionary box? Emily E.S. Elliott. 
(Children's Mission gy lst pub. 1855, in 
the Church Missiona uvenile Instructor. 
Included, slightly altered, as No. 19 of the 
Children's Hymns in Wilson's Service o, 
Praise, 1865, in 6 st. of 41. In 1873, Dr. W. 
F. Stevenson included st. iii-vi., beginning, 
“O bow joyous is the music of the missionary 
song,” in his H. for Church and Home; and 
this was repeated in Wilson’s Songs of Zion, 
1878, and in Allon’s Children's Worship, 1878, 
In the latter it begins, “O joyous is the 
music.” (J. M.} 

Havergal, Frances ee he daughter 
of the Rev. W. H. Havergal, was b. at Astley, 
Worcestershire, Dec. 14, 1836. Five years 
later her father removed to the Rec’ of Bt. 
Nicholas, Worcester. In August, 1850, she 
entered Mrs. Teed's school, whose influence 
over her was most beneficial. In the follow- 
ing year she says, “I committed my soul to 
the Saviour, and earth and heaven seemed 
brighter from that moment.” A short sojourn 
in Germany followed, and on her return she 
was confirmed in Worcester Cathedral, July 
17, 1853. In 1860 she left Worcester on her 
father resigning the Rectory of St. Nicholas, 
and resided at different periods in Leamington, 
and at Caswall Bay, Swansea, broken 
visits to rae rel Scotland, and N 
Wales. She d. at Caswall Bay, Swansea, 
June 3, 1879. 

Miss Haevergal's scholastic acquirements were ex- 
tensive, embracing several modern together 
with Greek and Hebrew. She dues not occupy, and did 
[ee saleby ers ct! epee arptee te gery d 
ber distinct individuality she carved out a niche wh 
she alone could fill, stmply and « she sang the 
love of God, and His way of salvation. To this end, and 
for this object, ber whole iife and all ber powers were 
consecrated. She lives and speaks in line of ber 

with 
ber 
Her religious views and theological bias are distinctly 

set forth in ber poems, and may be described as mildly 

. The burden of her writings is a free and full 
salvation, through the Redeemer'’s merita, for every 
a who band Lage gy ie life was oan to 
t! lamat! - personal labours, 
al age efforts, and earnest interest ts ere Dy) 

Miss Havergal’s hymns were frequently 
a by J. & R. Parlane as leaflets, and 
y Caswall & Co. as ornamental cards, They 

were gathered together from time to time 
and published in her works as follows:— 

1) Mint » 1869; (2) Tevlee Sacred § it 
fe hittte pita 4 (3) cs the Surface, tert: 
£33 Layal , Lis; (5) Life Mosaic, 1879; 
6) Life Chords, 1380; (7) Life Kehoes, 1883. 
About 15 of the more important of Miss 

Havergal’s hymns, including “Golden harps 
are sounding,” “I gave my life for thee,” 
* Jesus, Master, Whose I at,” “ Lord, speak to 
me," “ O Master, at Thy feet,” ““ Take my life 
and let it be,”*Tell it out among the h ,"" 
&c., are annotated under their res ive first 
lines. The rest, which are in C. U., number 

of 
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nearly 50, These we give, together with dates 
and places of composition, from the Havergal 
ues, and the works in which they were 
published. ‘Those, and they are many, which 
were printed in Parlane’s Series of Leaflets ate 
distinguished as ie 1872, &e.), and those in 
Caswall’s series (C., 1873, &e.). 

1. Ahappy New Year! Even such may it be. Yew 
Tear, From Under the Surface, i874. 
2. Certainly I will be with thee. #irthday. . 

lstl, at Perry Barr. (/. IsT1.) Pub. in Cater tes 
Surface, 1874, and Life Mosaic, 1x79. 

3, Church of God, beloved and chosen, Sanct in 
Arist Joos, L873, (P. 1873.) Pub. in the 
Satfece, laid, and L. ic, 1879. 

4. God , King of nations. Sovereignty 
God. i872. Pub, in Under the Surface, 1474, and v 
Mosaic, 1879, 

5. God doth mot bid thee wait. God / wl to Hie 
ives. Ot, 22, 1864, at Oskhampton. (/*. 1869.) 

b. bn Ministry ef Song, 1869, aml L, Mosaic, L8T9, 
6. Ged of heaven, hear our . A Child's hymn 

Jor Missions, Oct, 23, 1889, at . Peb. in 
ber Twelve Sacred Songs for Little Singers, 1870, and ber 
Life Chords, 1e#0, 

7. God will take care of All through the day. 
The Gace Shepherd. In Mrs. Brock's Children's It. Bie, 

ane ae - New Year, 1873, at —— 
ls et) ‘al loyal Hesponscs, 147 

ba Siete: ie “ i 

§. Have you not a word for Jeaus! Holdness for the 
Truth, Nov. 18T1, at Perry Barr, (P. 1872.) Pad. in 
Under the Surface, W874, and L. Mosaic, 18T9. 

10, He hath spoken in the darkness, Voice of God in 
sorrow. June 10, (90%, at Newhausen. (#*. 1870.) Pub, 
in Chater the Surface, 1474, and in L, Mueaie, 1879, 

iL. Hear the Father's ancient Promise the Holy Spirit. Ang. 1870. Pub. in Under the rh 
face, L814, and L. Mosaic, 1879. 

Scheie! Mantes Reet ata L Meaie, 079. en ee BS fg ee mess. : 
of G&G, 18T6. ” 
14. I am trusting Thee, Lord Jesus, Pith. Sept. (s4, at Orment Demons. (P. 1874.) Pub, tn Loyal 

Aeapomecs, 1878, and Life © 180. Miss Haver- 
eal's tune, Uriane (Snepp's S. of @. & G., 1048), wan 
comm pesed, i ae hee. The hymn was the author's 
sma farouries, was found in ber pocket Ihble after 

1S. I bring my sins to Thee. Resting Jeans. Jume, iste, Pointe) Printed fo the = ry liege 
tine, 1470, Home Words, 1472. Pub, in Under the 
Surface, 1814, and Life Chords, 1890, 
16. Teould not de without Thee. Jesus All in All. 

er J 1, 7. (PF. 0873.) Printed in Home Words, 1#73, r= atee Onder the Surface, i874, and L. Mosaic, 

17. In full and glad surrender. Confirmation, Misa une ‘selster says this hymn was The epitome of 
T (Miss F. R. H.'s) life and the focus of ite sunshine.” pe! 4 beautiful hymn of personal consecration to Gud at 

18. In the evening there is . Sorrow ares hao June 19, 1869, at the Hotel phe aw _ terlaken, ““It rained alt day, except a very 
: ‘wht interval before dinner, Curious long soft white 
iene went cewly auaping along the Scheinige Plette ; Meg este Ce eet re Sen Tes SEE: Bi, CP. 180.) Pub, in Under ¢ 

%. Increase our faith, beloved Lerd. Increase raed ye oy + 18TH, im 1d at. % met 4 xvil §. Tt is usually given in an 

it for me, dear Saviour? Hea Nery ist, at Perry Barr. (P. usta.) Pun in Under ‘ 78. 
of God, awaken. (%ritt our Righteous- Pr roc at Perry Bev, if, 1872.) Pub. in 

. Jehovah's covenant shall endure. Covenant, iT. Pub. la Snepp's Fol iste Songs of O.4 G., L876. 
23, Jemus, blessed Baviour, New Year, Nov. 25, 
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1872, at Leamington. (7 1573.) Printed in the Day- 
shai Magazine, Jan, 1873, and pub. in Life Chords, 
aHO, 
24. Jesus ! In the shadow. Jesus AM in All, 

Pec. 4, 1d70, at Pyrmont Villa, (7. & CL is7L.) Pub. 
in Onder the Surface, 1474, and in L. Mosate, 1579, 

25. Joined to Christ by [in] m union. The Church 
the Body of Christ. May, 1sTl, at Perry Barr. (2. 
oy Pub, In Under the Surface, U4, L. Moeaic, 
1879. 

26. Just when Thou wilt, O Master, call. Aenyna- 
tion. In Loyal Kespowacs, 1574, in 5 at of 41, and 
Whiting'’s Mys. for the Church Catholic, i582. 
a7. Sing Eternal asd Immortal. Goi ternal. 

Written ot Perry Villa, Perry Barr, Feb. 11, 1671, and 
pub. in Suepp's Songs of UV. & O,, 1876; Under the 
Surface, in74; and Life Mosaic, 1479. 

28. Light after darkness, Gain after less. Prace in 
Jers, and the Divine Reward In Sankey's Sac, 
Songs and Solos, from ber Life Mosaic, 1879. 

23. Like a river i Is God's perfect Peace. 
Peace, In her pak yy Bf ls78, in 3 et, of & 1, 
with the cherus, “Stayed upon Jehovab.” In several 
collections. * 

30. Master, speak! Thy servant heareth. Frllow- 
ship with and Assistance Jrom Chriat desired, Sunday 
evening, May 19, 1867, ut Weston-euper-Mare. Pub. 
in Minestry of Song, 1°69, amd 1, Mosaic, 1679, It in 
very popular. 

31, New mercies, new blessings, new light on 
way. New Life in Christ, 1474, at Winterdyne. a 
isTé.) Pub, in Cneler His Shadow, 1879, Life Chords, 
inHO, 

32. Not your own, but His ye are. Missions, Jon. 
21, 867, (C. 1467.) Pub, in Ministry of Sony, (960; 
. Mosaic, 1879; voted the yl. for Church Missions, 
oa. 
33. Now let us sing the angels’ song. (hrisfmas. 

In ber Life Mosade, 1479; and W, K. Stevensun's Shoot 
Hymnal, inse, 
4. Now the light goes away. Arening. (Det. 

17, i860, at Leamington. Pub. in Songs for Little 
Singers, 1870, and Life Chords, te80, It originally read, 
** Now the light has gore away.” 

35. Now the sowing and the weeping. Sorrow fol- 
lowed by Joy. Jam. 4, 1870, at Leamington. Printed 
in Sunday at Home, 1671; and pub, in Under the Sur- 
JSece, (sth, and 1, Moeaic, inte, 

36. O Glorious God and King. riise fo the Puther. 
Feb. 1872, Pub. in Onder the Surface, U8t4, and f.. 
Mosaic, 1479. 

37. 0 Saviour, precious (holy) Baviour. (hrist wor- 
shipped by the Church. Nov. 1870, at Leamington, (/. 
isiv.) Pub. in Under the Surface, let4, and L, Mosaic, 
1878. 

38. O thou chosen Church of Jeeus. Alection. April 
6, 3871, Pub. in Under the Surface, tsT4, and L, 
Mosaic, 1879. 

39, O what everlasting blessings Ged areth on 
His own. Salvation everlasting. Aug. 12, L8Ti, at 
Perry Barr, (#. 1871.) Pub, mm Onder the Surface, 
isT4, and L, Movaic, 1879. 

40. Our Father, our Father, Who ae eet 
The Messing the Father desired. May 14, 1872. Pub, 
in (weer the Surface, 1874, and 1. Mosaic, 1879, Mise 
Havergal’s tune, Tertins, was composed for thie hymn 

41. Our Saviour and our . Presentation af the 
Church to the Pather. (Heb. fi. 13.) May, 1ATI, at 
Perry Barr. (. 1871.) Pub. in Under the Surface, 
1sT4, and L., eaic, 1879, 

42. Precious. bleed of Jesus, The preciour 
load, Sept. 1814, at Ormont Deasons. ((.) Pot. in 
Loyal Responses, 1878, and Life Chords, 1860. 

43. Sing, O heavens, the Lord hath done it. /rdemp- 
tion. In her Life Mosaic, 1879, and the Universal 
A. Bk, 1885, 

44. Sit down beneath His shadow. Holy Communion, 
Nov. 21, 1870, at Leamington. (/. 1870.) Pub. la 
Under the Surface, #74, L, Mosaic, 187%. 
45. Sovereign Lord and gracious Master. Wrace 

Comsummated in Glory. Oct. 22, 1871, (2. 1872.) Pub. 
in Onder the Surface, 1#74, and L. Mosaic, 1879. 
46. at the of the year. Sew 

Year. eeeiere b. in Ser dagnwy by mod 1874, 
and Life Chords, 1880. 

47. To Thee. 0 Comforter divine. Praite to the Holy 
F aapve Aug. 11, 1872, at Perry Barr, Pub. in Under 

Surface, 1874, and J. Mosaic, 1879. Miss Havergal’s 
tane, was written for this aba K 
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nities’ Sivche in be pal Teapot wlners e riowr., In her ves ay 
ona the Universal H. Bk. 1485, 
49. What know we, Holy God, of Thee! (od's 

Spirituality, WT2, Pub. in Cnder the Surface, 1874, 
and Life Mosaic, 1479. 

5&0. Who is on the Lord's side! Home Missions. Oct. 
13, 1877, Pub. in Loyal Responses, 1875, and Life 
Chords, 1840. 

$1. With quivering heart and trembling will. Asi 
nation. Ju y: 10, 1886, at Luccombe Rectory. (Pe 
1866.) Pub. in Ministry of Song, 1469, and L. Moeaic, 
1879. 

52, Will ye not come to Him for life! The (foapel 
Invitation. 1473. Pub, in Snepp's Songs of G. & @., 
1876. 

of all adoration. Prats to Jesus as the 53. Wi 
lamb upon throne. Feb, 26, 1467, at Oakhampton. 
Pub. in Ministry of Song. 1849, and L. Mosaic, 1874, 
It bs pt. til. of the * Threefold Praise,” and was « 
by the “ Worthy is the Lamb,” the * Hallelujah" and 
* Amen "choruses in Handel's Messiah, 

64. Ye who hear tho blessed call. The /nvitation of 
the Spirit and the Bride. March, 1469, at Leamington. 
(P. 1869.) Pub. in Ministry of Song, 1869, and Life 
Mosaic, 1879. Suggested by, and written for, the Young 
Men's Christian Association, 

55. Yos, He knows the is .  Bncow 
ment. set. Pad, in Minisity poh noe tay 

Most of these hymns are given in Snepp's 
Songs of Grace and Glory, 1872 and 1876, his 
Ap, ix, 1874, and the Musical ed., 1880, 
and many of them are also in several other 
—— including H. A. & M., Thring, 
Thurch Hys., Hy. Comp., &ec., and some of the 

leading American collections. (J. J.J 

Havergal, William MA, & Of 
William Havergal, was b, at High Wycombe, 
Buckingliamslare, 1793, and was educated at 
St. Edimund’s Hall, Oxford (p.a. 1815, moa. 
1819), On taking Holy Orders he became in 
1829 Rector of Astley, Worcestershire; in 
1842, Rector of St. Nicholas, Worcester; and 
in 1860, Rector of Shareshill, near Wolver- 
hampton. He was also Hon. Canon in 
Worcester Cathedral from 1845. He d. April 
18, 1870. His hymna, about 100 in all, were 
in many instances written for special services 
in his own church, and printed as leaflets. 
Several were included in W. Carus Wilson's 
Bk. of General Psalmody, 1840 (2nd ed., 
1842); and in Metrical Ps. & Hys. for Singing 
in Churches, Worcester, Deighton, 1849, com- 
monly known as the Worcester Diocesan H. 
Bk,, and of which he was the Editor. In 
Life Echoes, 1883, his hymns are given with 
those of Miss Havergal. Of those in C. U. 
the greater part are in Mercer, and Snepp's 
Songs of G. & G. Although his hymns are 
all and two or three are excellent, it is 
not as a hymn-writer but as a musician that 
Canon Havergal is best known. His musical 
works and compositions included, in addition 
to numerous individual hymn tunes and 
chants, the Gresham Prize Service, 1836; 
the Gresham Prize Anthem, 1845 ; Old Church 
Paalmody, 1849; History of the Old 100th 
Pealm tune, 1854, &e. He also reprinted 
Ravenscroft's Psalter of 1611, His hymua in 
©. U. inelade :— 

1, Blessed Jesus, Lord and Brother. School Frativala, 
1433, Pub. in Life Behoes, 1883. 
&, Bright Ren makin ealentoes, Christ the 

glory of His Church. 1430. Pub. in W.C, Wilson's Bk. 
of General Ps,, 1440; the Worcester Ps. & Hys., 1840, too. 

3. Christians, awake to joy and praise. 
Carel. c. 1860. Printed on broadshect, with music by 
the author, and sold on behalf of the Lancashire 
iMetress Fund. 
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4. Come, Shepherds, come, 'tis just a year. (hrie- 
pone Carel. 1460, Pub. in Snepp's Songs of 0. 46, 
1872. 

5. For ever and for ever, Lerd. Miszions, 1464, for 
the Church Misa. Soc. Pub, in Snepp's S. of @.4 U., 
1872, and the Life Brhoes, 1483, 
6. Selene. Lord, our voices. Sunday, 1423, 

Pob. io W. C. Wilson's &&, ef General Ps., 1840; the 
Worcester fs. & Hys,, 1549; Life Behoes, 1453, &e. 

‘7. Heralds of the Lord of glory. Missions. Fire 
sung ip Astley Church, Sep, 23, 1827, Pub. in Mix 

the Shadows, Ha "s Starlight through ~ baao; 
Snepp's &. of G. & G., 1872, Ke, 
8. raise the pealing hymn, Praise to 

Christ, 1833, and Ist sung in Astley Church, June 9, 
1833. Pub, in W. C, Wilson's Rk, of General Psalmody, 
1840; -_ Worcester Ps. & Hys., 1849; Life Bechoer, 
band, &e. 

9. How vast the fleld of souls. Missions, 1458, 
Printed for Shareshill Church Miss. Anniv , 166), 
and pob. in Snepp’s Saf G. & G., 1872, and Life 
Behoes, 1483. 

10. In doubt and dread . Missions. Written 
in 1437, and pub. in W. C. Wilson's Bk. of General 
Pealmody, 1840; the Worcester fs. 4 Hys., 1849, Re. 

11. Jerusalem the golden, The home of saints shall 
be. Heaven. Pub. in Life Echoes, 1533. 
12. times are in hand, Their best, &o. 1460. 

Pab, tn Snepp's 4. of G, & @., 1872, the Records of the 
author's life and work, and Life Behoes, 1583. _ 

cLostal opt votional and cheerful spirit of the writer.” 
13. No dawn of holy light. pee 1825. Printed 

in 1831 on « leaflet, and pub. io W. C, Wilson's BE of 
General Pralmody, 1640; the Worcester Ps, & Hye. 
1549; Life Eohoes, 1653, Ke. 

14. Our faithful Ged hath sent us. Harvest. Written 
at Sharesbil! in 1963, for a Harvest Festival, Pub. io 
Snepp's 8. of @. & G., 1472, and Life Bchoes, 1883. 

15. Shout, 0 earth! from silence . Praise to 
Jesus for Kedemption, 1841, Pub. in the Worcester 
Pe. & Hye., 1849; Snepp's S. of G. & G., 1872, ke. 

16. So happy all the day. Christmas Carol. c. 184. 
Pub. in Soepp's 8. of G, & G., 1872. 

17. Boon the trumpet of salvation, Missions. 1426. 
Pub. in Snepp's &. of G. & @., 1872. 

18. To our Shepherd's (Gavieur’s) care. The 
Good & vd. Written after witnessing the death of 
Elizabeth Edwarda, aged 12, of St. Ni Worcester, 
and printed as a leaflet. Pub. in W.C. Wilson's Sk. of 
General Pealmody, 1440; the Worcester Ps. & iys., 
1849, Life Schoes, &c., 1883. The author also pub. « 
Memoir of the child. 

19. Wi “alin tho enbesing methine, Miestons, 
1828. Pub. in the Worcester Ps, & Hys., 1849; Snepp’s 
S. of G. & G., 1872, ke. 

In addition to these hymns, his carols,“ How 
grand, and how bright,” “ Our festal morn is 
come,” and others are annotated under their 

tive first linea, Moat of these carola 
and hymns were reprinted in Christmas Carols 
& Sacred S Chiefly by the Rev. WH. 
Havergal, + Nisbet, 1869. {J. J.] 

Haweis, Thomas, tt.s., ».p., b. at Traro, 
Cornwall, 1732. After practising for a time 
as a Physician, he entered Christ’s College, 
Cambridge, where he graduated. Taking 
Holy Ordera, he became Agsistant Preacher to 
M. Madan at the Lock Hospital, London, and 
subsequently Rector of All Saints, Aldwincle, 
Northamptonshire. He was also Chaplain to 
Lady a and for several years offi- 
ciated at her a in Bath. He d. at Bath, 
Feb. 11, 1820. He published several prose 
works, including A History of the Church, A 
Translation of the New Testament, and A 
Commentary on the Holy Bible. His hymns, 
a few of which are of more than inary 
merit, were pub, in his 

signed for the Uve ond’ Omtfore of Yeats whe worehip i ‘or ‘ee wor, 
the Lamb that was siain, Bath, 5. Hayward, 1792 (39 
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. enlarged. London, 1408 (256 hymns). In 17 
pap no bet betore the reg oe item ve 
ped, two hymns “For the Past-day, Feb, 24, 1794," 
were added to the let ed. These were, “Big with 
events, apotber year,” and “Still o'er the deep the 
canneo's roar.” 
The most popular and widely used of his 

hymns are, wSidhold the Lumb of God, Who 
bore,” &e.; “ Enthroped on high, a 
Lond"; and* O Thou from Whom all good- 
nest flows.” The rest, all being from Car- 
mie Christo, lst ed. 1792, are :— 

1. Dark was the night and cold the ground. Gethee~ 
mone 
2 From the crows — high, Christ in Glory. 

} Whilsun- ux (irest Spirit, by. Whose moghty power, 

4. Submissive to Thy will, my God, Resignation, 
5. The morn is come, Master. 
6. Thou Lamb of Good 

Priday, The hymn, “ Thy Head, the crown of thorns 
that wears,” in Stryker & Main's Church Praise Bk, 
N. Y., 1682, begins with et. ii. of this tiymn. 

7. Te Thee, my God apd Saviour, My beart, &c. 

Hawker, Robert, m.p., was b. at Exeter 
in 1753, and educated for the medical pro- 
festiors. In 1778 he took Holy Orders, and in 
TS beeame Incumbent of Charles the Martyr 
Church in Plymouth, where he renmined 
until lois death, on April 6, 1827, Dr. Hawker 
vas well known asa controversial and theo- 
logical writer. His name is also associated 
with hymns, especially “ Lord dismiss us with 
Thy blessing,” and « few others, He pub. :— 

Protms and me ate ‘hildren 
Sunday Schoo, wae Fv. Py Meme ete ion 
mouth, at the Sabbath Bening Lecture, x.v. (c. 1787). 

This collection is noticeable ne having been 
one of the first hymn-looks published in con- 
hection with the Sunday School movement. 
lt hw! sume slivht influence on later collee- 
tous [Children's Hymns, § iii]. He also pub. 
in pamphlet form :— 

The Abla, Amen, and Corpus ‘i ms. 
Dr, Hawker, Londom: A, A. j wedgertory — ” 

These hymns, whieh are accompanied by 
passages of Holy Scripture, are :— 7 

1, Abba, Father! Lont we call Thee, God the Father. 
= Ht gdh erd om reat Amen! Amen, 

ches at 8 command. The ooo of 

Hawker, Robert Stephen, ».a., grand- 
sou of Dr. Robert Hawker, was b. at Ply- 
mouth, Dec. 3, 1804, and educated at Pem- 
broke Clogs Oxford (na. 1828, a.4. 1836), 
On taking Holy Orders in 1829, he became 
Curste of Welleombe, Devon, and in 1884 
Vicar of Morwenstow, Cornwall, He d. at 
Morwenstow, Aug, 15, 1873, having been re- 
ne —_ the Catholic communion 
"e previous evening. He pub. several 

tical works, inelwling Eeelesia, 1840, in which 

: sky,” 
“ppeared in both theese works, i 
hymna are in ©. U. bi J 4 _ 

Hawkesworth, John, u1.p. (b. 1715 
Mant: Nov. 1778), 0 writer in the Gutionan’s 

agazine, proprietor and editor of the Ad- 
pag and friend of Johnson, Warton, and 

men of note, pub. in 1760, 
rm and was the author 
"known Morning hymn “ In sleep's 

Poems and 
of the well 
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serene oblivion laid.” 
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This hymn was com- 
— in 1773, “about « munth before his 

ath, in a wukeful hour of the night, and 
dictated to his wife on rising. It appeared in 
the Universal Theological Magazine for March, 
1802." (Miller's Singers & Songs, &e., p. 210.) 
It was given in Collyer’s Sel. 1812; the 
Leeds H. Bk., 1858; and others; and is in 
somewhat extensive use in America. It some- 
times begins, as in the American Unitarian 
Hye. for the Church of Christ, 1853, with st. ii., 
“New born, I bless the waking hour.” (J. J.J] 

Hawkins, Ernest, up, « of Major 
Hawkins, b. Jan. 25, 1802, at Hitehin, and 
educated at Balliol College, Oxford (na. 
1842). He was for sometime a Fellow of 
Exeter College, On taking Holy Orders he 
became Curate of Burwash, sub-librarian of 
the Bodleian Library, Curate of St. George's, 
Bloomsbury, Minister of Curzon Chapel, 
Mayfair, London, Prebendary of St. Paul's, 
and Canon of Westminster. From 1838 to 
his death, Oct. 5, 18titi, he also acted as secre- 
tary to the S.P.G. Besides his prose worka, 
which were not numeroua he pub, Verses in 
commemoration of the Third Jubilee of the 
8.P.G., 1851-2. To this little collection his 
hymns wer contributed. The most exten- 
sively used of these, “ Lord, a Saviour's love 
displaying” (Missions), has been ado by 
many collections. J.J.) 

Hawks, Annie Sherwood. Mra. 
Hawks was b. in Horsick, N. Y., May 28, 
1835, and has resided for many yerrs at Brook- 
lyn. Her hymns were contributed to Bright 
Jewels, Pure Gold, Royal Diadem, Brightest 
and Best. Temple Anthems, Tidal Wave, and 
other popular Sunday School hymu-books, 
They include “I need Thee every hour” 
written April, 1872), “Thine, most gracious 

”“ Why weepest thou? Whom seckest 
thou?” and others of the same type. [J. J.J 

Hayn, Henriette Luise von, dau. of 
Georg Heinrich von Hayn, muster of the 
hounds to the Duke of Nassau, was b. at 
Idstein, Nassau, May 22, 1724, In 1746 she 
was formally received into the Moravian com- 
munity at Herrnhaag. There, und, atter the 
dissolution of this community, at Grosshen- 
neradorf, and, after 1751 at Hermnbut, she was 
engaged as teacher in the Girls’ School ; and 
after 1766 in caring for the invalid sisters of 
the community. Shed. at Herrnlut, Aug. 27, 
1782. (Koch, vi. 443-447 ; Allg. Deutsche Biog., 
xi. 158, &c.) She was a gifted hymn-writer. 
A fervent love to Ciirist pervades Ler produc- 
tions ; and they are retnarkably free from the 
unpleasant sentimentalism and that dwelling 
on the physical details of our Lord’s Passion 
which mara 80 many of the Moravian hymos 
of that period. Over 40 hymns or jons of 
hymns by her are included in the Briider 

. B.of 1778. Only one has come into Eng- 
lish use outside the Moravian hymn-books, 
viz, :— 

Weil ich Jesu Schitfein bin, Children. This 

beautifal hymn for children, regarded as Lambs 
of the Good Shepherd, first appeared in the 
Briider G. B., 1778, No. 1179, in 8 st. of 6 1. 
It has been included in many recent German 
collections, as the Berlin G. Z. S., ed. 1863, 
No. 120. Tr. as:— 

2K2 
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1, Jesus makes my heart rejoice, in full, by. 
F. W. Foster and J, Miller, as No, 576 in the 
Moravian H. Bk, 1789 (1886, No, 1006). In- 
cluded, from the ed, of 1826, in Dr, Pagen- 
stecher's Col, 1804, and others 

2, Seeing I am Jeaus' lamb, a youd and full tr, 
by Miss Winkworth in her Lyra Ger,, 2nd Ser., 
1858, p. 90. Repeated in the People’s H. 1867, 
Ba, of Praise for Children, 1881, and in America 
in the Pennsylvania Luth. Ch. BA, 1868, &e, 

3. Iam Jesus’ little lamb, a aod full tr 
by Dr. W. F. Stevenson for his H. for Ch. 

lome, 1875, c. 58, dated 1871, Repeated in 
Allon’s Children's Worship, 1878, the Methodist 
S. & A. Bk, 1883, and others, 
Another tr. is: “Since I'm Jesus’ sheep I am," 

R. Massie, tn the fay of Hest, 1460, p. 622. (J. MM. 

He cometh, on yon hallowed Board. 
Ceeil F. Alexander. [Holy Communion.) Ap- 
peared in Lyra Anglicuna, 1865, p, 149, m two 
parts, pt. i, beginning as above, and pt. ii. as 
“O Jesu, oo and —. er the 
second ving previously appea in 
Mrs, ciceniers nil of the Dukden Peegina 
&e., 1859. Pt. i. is given in the 1874 Appendiz 
to Snepp's of G. & G., No. 1088, as “ He 
cometh as the Bridegroom comes.” (J. J.) 

He dies! the Heavenly Lover dies, 
I. Watts. (Passiontide.) 1st pub. in bis 
Hore Lyricx, 2ud ed., 1708, in 6st. of 4 1, 
and headed, * Christ Dying, Rising, and 
Reigning.” In 1753, J. Wesley reprinted it in 
full, and without alteration, in his Select Hye. 
for the Use of Christiana of all Denaminationa, 
1753; and it was also adopted by others. The 
popular fourm of the text is that given to it 
by M. Madan in his P's. & Hys., 1760, No, 
114, which reads (the italics being Madan’s 
alterations) :— 

He dies! the Friend of Sinners dies! 
Le! Salem's daughters weep around ! 

A solemn darkness veils the skies ; 
A mudden trembling shakes the ground ; 

Come saints and drop a tear or two, 
For Him who ‘d beneath your load ; 

He shed a thousand drops for you, 
A thousand drops of richer blood! 

Here's love and grief beyond degree, 
‘The Lord of ghoey dies for men ! 

Bat lo! what sudden joys we see! 
Jesus, the dead, revives again ! 

The rising God forsakes the tomb! 
(The tomb in vain forbids His rige!) 

Cherobic legions guard Him bome, 
And shout Hin weleome to the skies! 

Break off your tears ye saints, and tell 
How high our great Deliverer reigns! 

Sing how He spoil'd the boets uf he 
And Jed the monster death in chains! 

Say “ Live for ever, wond’rous King! 
Born to redeem ! and strong to save"! 

Then ask the monster, * Where's thy sting, 
And where's thy Victory, boasting grave.” 

This text was repeated, with slight varia- 
tions, by A. M. Toplady, in his Ps. & Hys., 
1776, No, 185, and also by other and later 
editora, and is, with the change of a word 
here and there, the received text of the hymna 
in G. Britain and America, 

Miller (Singers & Songs of the Ch., 1869), 
Stevenson (Methodist H. Bk. Notes, 1883), and 
others state that the foregoing alterations 
were made by J. Wesley. Wealey, however, 
did not tuclude the hymn in the Wes. H. Bk. in 
1780 in any form whatever. It was added, ag 
alwied by M. Madan, to the Wes. H. Bk. by 
the Wesleyau Conference in 1800 (i.e. nine 

HE 18 GONE—BEYOND THE 

ony ufter Wesley’s death), and must have 
en taken from Madan’s Fs, & Hys. of 1760, 

| or some otver collections which hui copied 
from Madan, Wesley made use of the ori- 

_ git) text in 1753 (as wsbove); but there is no 
evidence to show that he ever countenanced 
Madan’s alterations, mach jess claimed them 
a4 his own, 

Another altered version of this hymn up- 
pearcd as, “ He dies! the Man of Sorroas 
dies.” in Hall's Mitre, 1836, and is repeated 

, in several modern collections. {J J.) 

He filled the cup with wine, and 
said. Bp. E. H. Bickersteth. [Holy Commu- 
nion.] Written in 1850, and pub, in his Px. 
& Hys, 1858, in 6 st.of 41. In 1863 it was 
given in Kennedy, and later in the New Cong. 
and other collections. In the author's Two 
Brothers and other Poems, 1872, p. 251, it 

| @ppeared in a new form as, “The hour is 
| come; the feast is spread.” This revision was 
made fur the H. Comp., 1870. In the anno- 
tated ed. of the came Bp. Bickersteth says :— 
“This hymn for the Holy Communton, by the Editor, 

has been revised for this work, He ventures to include 
it, a8 touching on one aspect of the Lord's Supper, not 
wrually alluded tw in sacramental hymns, vig Matt. 
axvi. 29." (J. J.J 
He has come! the Christ of God. 

H. Bonar. [(Christmas.) Appeared in the 
let series of bis Hys. of Faith and Hope, 1857, 
in 6 st. of 4.1, and headel “A Bethlehem 
Hymn,” with the motto * Mandum impleus in 
epee jacens,” Augustine. In ite full, or 
nau abridyed form, it is in several collections 
in G. Britain and America. (J. JJ 
He is coming, He is coming, Not as 

once, &e. Cecil F. Alezander, née uniphreys. 
[Advent.] lst pub. in her Hys. Descriptive 
and Devotional, 1858, Nu. v., in & at, of 4 1. 
It bas ;oxsed into several collections in G. 
Britain and America, and is aa ie | in 
popularity. (J. J 

He is gone—Beyond the skies. A. I’. 
Stanley. [Aacension.] In anote to this hymn 

ser in his Christ in Seng, 1870, p. 261, Dr. 
haff says concerning it :— 
“It ie here e tarnished by the ‘author’ to the editor, "on "asccneica 

Day, May 6, 1869. The Dean informs me that this 
hymen * was written about ten pee ago (1850), at the 
request of a friend, whose chi had complained to 
him that there was no suitable hymn for Ascension Day, 
and who were eagerly asking what bad been the frelings 
of the disciples after that event.” " 

It first appeared in Maemillan’s Magazine 
for June, 1862 (vol. vi. p. 153), and was 
marr “A.P.8." Inthe Weatménster Abbey 

|. Bk. 1888, it is given in full in 7 st. of 8 |. 
It has also furnished the following centos 
which are in ©, U.:— 

1, Christ is A cloud of light. In the Rap. 
Pa. & Hye. aun. 1880. id : 
2. He is gone—A cloud of This revined and 

abbreviated version was given with the author's consent, 
in the Chapel Royal, Savoy, Hymnary ApPe 1870, and 

in the S. PLC. K. Chaerck Ifye, and other 
po ne ly 

3. He is gome—and we remain. In Alford's Fear 
| Of Praise, 1867, and also several American hymn-books. 

4, He is gone—Towards their goal. in the We- 
wy 4 it, Chapel Iya, L8h0, 

He is we Him say. In the Oberlin 
Manual of Praise, 1880. 

Taken in these various forma, the use of 
this hymn is extensive. {J. J.) 
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He is risen! He is risen! Tell it 
with a joyful sound, Creil F. Alexander, 
afe Humphreys | Haster.) Ist pub. in her 
Versea for Holy Seasons, 1846, in 5 st, of 61, 
It is given in several collections, and some- 
tines as “Christ is risen! Christ is risen!” 
&.,a8 in the Hys. for the Church Catholic, 
1882. (J. J.J 

He lives! the great Redeemer lives. 
Aune Steele, a lst pub. in her Poems 
on Subjects chiefly Devotional, 1760, vol. i. 
p. 6+, in 5 st. of 4 Land entitled, “ The In- 
tercession of Christ,” and in Sedgwick’s reprint 
of her Hymna, 1863, p. 40, It passed into the 
Nouconformist collections throngh Rippon's 
Sel, 1787; and into those of the Ch. of 
England through Toplady'’s I’s, & Hye, 2nd 
ed. 1787. It is one of the most popular of 
the author’s hymns, and is in extensive use, 
especially in America. (J. J.J 

He sendeth sun, He sendeth shower. 
Sarah Adams, née Flower. Uieignetion.| 
Contributed to and Ist pub, in W, J. Fox's 
Hye. end Anthems, 1841, No. 101, in 3 st. of 
6 1 It is in extensive use, especially in 
America. Sometimes it is given as “God 
#ndeth sun, He sendeth shower,” as in the 
Leeds H. Bk., 1853, and other gar } 

He that is down needs fear no fall. 
J. Bunyan. (Humility.) This bymn was 
iven in Bunyan’s Pilgrim's Progress, 1684, 

t. it, a8 the Shepherd Boy's song heard by 
Great-heart, Christiana, and the reat of the 
pilgrims in the Valley of Humiliation. It is 
thus introduced :-— 

~ Now, as and talking, the: 
pled a toy heting Wie p. The ‘ty wan 
im very mean clothes, bus 
favoured countenance ; and as he sat 
sang. Hark, sald Mr. Great-heart, wo w the 
berd's boy saith. So they hearkened, and be said; 

* His that la down neste fear wo fall 

He that ts humble, ever shall 
Havre God to be his Guide, 

* 1am content with what I have, 

And, Lord, pinot still I crave, 
pean Then Ravest stich. 

* Pallness to such « barden 
‘That go on pilgrimage; " 

Here little, and brreafter bliss, 
The In best from age to age.’ 

= sald the Guide, Do 
dare to say, that this bo feed pasar bs ap Ah Bac 
ane dy ig La ease in his bosom, than 
oa e a and velvet; but we will proceed 

en's 

This hymn was frequently included in the older hymn-books, but it fa eon found in mrdern collections. (J. J.) 
He was there alone, 
_ J. Bowring. {Retirement balay Ait 

In tenn tt pally te A on poeta H 1 ellow and John- son's Book of Hys. in 3 st. In this form it has been : 
Unituien collection’ = * ss 

He who walks in virtue’s [God’: 
true) way. Sir J. i C rs 
Pub. im the Sind ed of hie Mesgina en 4d, tat 
é&e., 1824, in 3 st. of 8 1, rgd / Sede, Whi. fa ite orgie oeain, in the 
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often found in C.U. An altered text is viven 
in Kennedy, 1863, a8 * He who walks in God's 
true way.” {J. J.J 

He wills that I should holy be. ¢ 
Wesley. Sige A cento from his Short 
Hymns, &e., 1762, thus :-- 
; %. i, i. Short Hymns, Vol. i, No. 631. & Thea, 
iv. a 

St. iii.,iv. Shert Hywns, Vol. i., No. 325. Dent. 
AXX, 6, 

St. v., vi. Short Hymns. Vol. t.. No, 889, Ps. 
exliti, Bu, 

St. wih, villi. Short Hymas. Vol. i, No. 171, St. 
Matt. xiv. 36. 

In this form it was given inthe Wes, H. Bk., 
1780, No. 396, ia continued in the revised ed., 
1875, and is found in many collections in G, 
Britain und America. (J. J.J 

Head of Thy (the) Church trium- 
phant. €. Wesley. [In time 4 Trouble.} 
lat pub. in his Hys. for Times of Trouble for 
the Year 1745, No, xv., in 4 st. of 101, CP. 
Works, 1868-72, vol, iv. p. 79). The speciul 
Trowhle was the threatened attack on England 
by Charles Kdward Stuart, the young Pre- 
tender, in consequence of whieh, together 
with foreign wera, a National Fast was pro- 
claimed. This Wesley tract, composed on 
that oecasion, contained 15 hymns This 
hymn was included in Whitefield's Coll, 1753 ; 

odan’s Ps. & Hye. 1760; Toplady's Ms. & 
Hys., W776: the early editions of the Lady 
Huntingdon Coll., and others of the older 
hymn-books. Gradually it became very po- 
pular, and its use extended to most English- 
speaking countries. Notwithstanding this 
success it was excluded from the Wes, H. Bk, 
until the revised ed,, 1875. It has been and 
atill is often attributed to De Courey. The 
mistake began with Bickersteth in his Christ. 
Pealmody, 1833. He copied from De Courcy’s 
Coll, in which authors’ names were not given, 
and was thus led into the error. In the last 
stanza of the hymn there is a reference to the 
death of Stephen, which bus led in a few in- 
stances to the adoption of the hymn for St. 
Stephen's day. 

In Archdeacon Robinson's Last Days of 
Bishop Heber, pp. 179-150, quoted in Heber's 
Life, 1830, vol. ii. Ba 435-6, the Archdeacon 
avys, under date “ hinopoly, April 2, 1826” 
(the day before the Bishop's sudden death 
at that place) :— 
“Om returning from church in the morning, I was so 

3 an to be obliged to ge ta bed, and with his [the 
Bishop's) seual affectionate consideration, be came and 
eat the greater part of the afternoon with me... . 
Our conversation this afternoun turned chiefly op the 
blessedores of Heaven, and the b st means of preparin, 
for ita ment. He several lines of an ol 
h hich he said, in spite of two ex 
Aart actiier and tayostoos use’ bad eevsed to val- 

be admired as one of the most beautifal in onr 
| onan and elevated tone of devotional feeling. 

* Head of the Chureh triumphant! 
We joyfully adore Thee,” &c. 

‘This is great praise. The hymn, however, 
lacks the refinement which is so marked a 
feature in the finest of C, Wesley's — 
tions. Its use is extensive. (J. J) 

Headlam, Margaret Ann, daughter of 
Ven, John Headlan Archdeacon of Rich- 
mond, b, Jan. 4, 1817, is the author of — 

1, Holy is the seed-time, when the buried grain 
Harvest. Written, c, 1962, fur a Harvest Festival ip 
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the parikh of Whorlten, Durham, and = in a 
(privately printed) Supp. to Potts Mys,, ke. It wan 
also given in the S.P.C.K. Church Mys., 1871. In his 
note thereon (CR. Hys., folio ed. p. ivi.) Mr, Ellerton 
gives thene details, and adds an omitted stanza, and an 
original tune ( Whorlton) composed for it by Dr. Dykes. 
2. courts, O Lord, are open. Fi ing of a 
cane Written for the ang of St. Oswald's 
Chorch, Durham, Aug. 1, 1843, and printed as a 
leaflet. ‘ 

Heal us, Emmanuel, here we are. 
W. Cowper. (Lent.) lst pub. in the Olney 
Hymns, 1779, Bk, i., No. 14, in 6 st. of 41, 
and headed, “ Jehovah hi,—TI am the 
Lord that healeth thee.” It is often found in 
the older collections in ite original form, and 
it still retains its place in a few modern hym- 
nals. Taken in its original, and the following 
altered forme of the text, its use is somewhat 
extensive :— 

1, Heal us, Emmanuel! hear our . This 
was given in the Salisbury A. Ak, 1857, and was re- 
peated In the 5. P.O, K, Church Hys,, 1871, and others. 

2. Heal us, Emmanuel, here we stand. In the 
Amer. Tract Society's Sings of Zion, 1h64, &e. 

3. Heal us, Immanuel, we are In the New 
Cong., 1859, and others, 
4. Divine Physician of the Boul. In Aennedy, 

» In a few 
1863. 

Ame scopal Hys. for 
Ch. & Home, Phila, 1460. 

The refereners in this hymn to the father of 
the deaf and dumb child (St Mark ix. 24), 
and to the woman healed of the issue of 
blood (St. Mark v, 34), render it most appro- 
_— for use when those portions of Holy 

‘riptures are read in public waren St 

5, Healer Divine, O hear our 
ritan hymoals, incloding the 

Mareh 2, and 9 

Hear, Lord, the songs of praise and 
prayer. W. Cowper, [Sunday School An- 
niversery.) This hymn waa pub. in Row- 
land Hill's Divine Hys, attempted in Eus 
Lanquage F ood Children, &c., 1790, 5 
No. 37, in 6 at. of 4 1 and headed, * A hymn 
for Sunday School Children. * Better is a poor 
and wise child than an old and foolish king.” 
Keel, iv, 13." In his Preface, p. vii, Hill 
says, Hymns 24 (* How happy are those little 
ones’) and 37 were also added by the gentle- 
man that corrected the publication. It was 
also given in the Christian Observer, Oct, L808, 
with the following letter as an introduc- 
tion :— 

“ The following hymn, composed by the poet Cowper 
for the anviversary of the establishment of the Sanday 
Schools at Olney, and, perhaps, net ill calculated for 
general use on such anniversaries in other parishes, has 
never, I believe, appeared in print, If you agree with 
me in thenking the publication of it desirable, it is very 
much at your service. Ite tendency is, certainly, the 
same with that of other productions of bis pen. And 
its internal evidence, as to authorship, is so strong, that 
it is perhaps unnecessary for me to say [ transcribe @ 
copy sent Mrs. Unwin, tn ber own handwriting, to 
ee — Mrs. Powley... E. Kilvington, Onesett, 
Aug. 16, 

The hymn is in 6 st. of 4 1, the opening 
stanza being :— 

~ Hear, he songs of and A 
Linen Tape 

From children made the —— care, 
And taught to eek Thy face.” 

In the Leeds 8S. S. H. Bk, 1833, it ia abbre- 
viated to 3 st., and in this form it is known to 
modern collections. One or two of the re 
maining stanzas might be added with advan- 
tage. {J.J 

HEAVENLY FATHER 

Hear what God the Lord hath 
spoken. W. Cowper. [The Church in 
Glory.] 1st pub, in the so 4 Hymna, 1773, 
Bk. i., No. 65, in 3 st. of 8 1, and headed, 
“Tne future peace and glory of the Church.” 
It is in somewhat extensive use both in G 
Britain and America, [J. J.) 

Hearken, ye children of your God. 
P, Doddridge. aad ted growth enforced.) 
let pub. in J. Orton’s posthumons ed. of 
Doddridge’s Hymna, &e., 1755, No. 300, in 
5 at. of fi. and again, with sligit changes, 
in J. D. Humphreys’s ed. of the same, 1839. 
In Rippon's Sel., 1787, No. 470, it was altered 
to “ Attend, ye children of your God.” This 
is repeated in several collections in America. 
In the Bapt. Ps. & Hye, 1858, st. ii., iii-v., 
are given as “ Baptised into our Saviour's 
death, Our soula,” &c. This is also repeated 
in other collections. (J. J.) 

Hearn, Marianne, known to the public 
oaly by her nom de plume of Marianne Farnis 
ham, was b. at Farningham, in Kent, Dec. i, 
1834. She resided for short periods at Bristol 
and Gravesend, and since 1865 at Northampton. 
Miss Farninghum isa member of the Baptist 
denomination, Her literary work has aoe 
done chiefly in connection with the Christian 
World newspaper, on the staff of which she 
bas been from its first publication. She is 
also editor of the Sunday School Times. Most 
of her contributions to the Christian World 
have been republished in book form, and in- 
clude :— ; 

(1) Lays and Lyrics the Blessed Life, 1861. (2 
pou R68, rye & and ended sons R 
the Week, LsT0. (4) Songs of Sunshine, 1878, 

From these works the following hymus have 
passed into C. U.:— 

1, Father Who givest us now the New Year. (ld 
and New Year. From ber Songs of Sunshine, 187%. 

the children’s festal day, 4. School An- 
Appeared in the Sunday Schoo! Times, 

the children come, Christ said. Christ's inri- 
tation of children. In (. Barrett's Book of Praise for 
oem 1841, It was — in a 

Death enticipated. Appeared in the Christian World, 
in the Autaron of 1464; and again in ber work, Poems, 
1865. In 1, D. Sankey's Suc. Songs & Solos, it is entitled 
“Waiting and Watching for me” (the refrain of each 
stanza), apd is altered to “When my final farewell io 
the world I have sak.” This ie the most popular of 
Mise Hearn's hymns, W.R. 8] 

Heathcote, William Beadon, p.c.1., 
waa educated at New College, Oxford (pc... 
1840), He was for some time Fellow and 
Tutor of his College; Precentor of Salisbury 
Cathedral ; Chaplain to the Bp, of Salisbury ; 
and Select Preacher at Oxford. He waa 
author of The Psalter pointed to the Gregorian 
Tones, and of Prayers for Children especially 
in Parochial Schools, with a Morning and 
Evening Hymn, Oxford, 1846, The hymn 
is given in two forms, one for Morning und 
the second fer Krening, It begins :—"O 
Father, Who didst all things make.” Mr. 
Heatheote d. in Aug, 1862. {J. J.J 

Hea: Father, Sovereign Lord, 
Ever fai » &e. CO. Wesley. [Promised 
Happiness.) Appeared in Hys. & Sac. Poems, 
1740, as a irase Of Isaiah xxxv., in 20 
at. of 4 1. CP. Works, 1868-72, vol. i. p. 290). 
The hymn, “ Fuint the earth, and parched 
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with drought,” in Martineau’s Hymns, &c,, | bis last act, for tmmediately on taking off his clothes, he 
1873, and a few American collections, is cot- 
posed of et. xi., xii, iii., v. (in the order named), 
very much altered. In the Wee. H, Bk., 1780, 
No. 339, the original hymn was given in two 
parte, Pt. ii, beginning:—“ Where the an- 
cient dragon lay.” In this form it is retained 
in the revised ed., 1875, and is also found in 
other collections. {J. J.) 

Heavenly Father, to Whose eye. J. 
Conder. (In a Pub. in the Cong. 
H. Bk., 183:;, No. 518, in § st. of 4 1, as a para- 
phrase of the clause, “And lead us not into 
pa but deliver us from evil,” in the 

's Prayer. In The Choir and the Oratory, 
1837, it is repeated as one of a series of hymns 
on the Lord’s Prayer, and again in his Hye, 
of Prayer and Praise, 1856, Ic is usually 
given in an abbreviated form, and sometimes 
with the addition of » doxology. The last 
three stanzas, beginning, “ Lord, uphold me 
day by day,” are often used as a separate 
hymn. (J. J.J 

Heber, Reginald, p.v. Born at Mal 
April 21, 1783, educated at Brasenose Gol. 
lege, Oxford; Vicar of Hodnet, 1807; Bp. of 
Caleutta, 1823; d. at Trichinopoly, India, 
April 3, 1826. The gift of versification 
stewed itself in Heber’s childhood; aml his 
Newdignte prize poem Palestine, which was 
tead toScott at breakfast in his rooms at Braze- 
nose, Oxford. and owed one of its most striking 
pessages to Scott's suggestion, is almost the 
uly prize porm that has won a permanent 
place in —— literature. His sixteen 
years at Hodnet, where he held a half-way 
pesition between a parson anil a squire, were 
marked not only by his devoted care of his 
people, as a parish priest, but by lite 
work. He was the friend of Milman, Gifford, 
Southey, aud others, in the world of letters, 
endeared to them by his candour, gentleness, 
“salient playfulness,” as well as learning and 
calture. He was on the original staff of The 
Quarterly Review ; Bampton Lecturer (1815); 
wot Preacher at Lincoln's Inn (1822). His rdition of Jeremy Taylor is still the classic 
edition. Durivg’ this portion of his life he hwt often had a lurking fondness for Tudia, 
had traced on the map Indian journeys, and 
had been tempted to wish himself Bishop of Calcutta. When he was fort years old the literary life was closed by his call to the Episcopate. No me of Indian annals is holier than that of the ree years of ceaseless 
travel, splendid administration, and saintly 
enthusiasm, of his tenure of the see of Cal- 
futa, He ordained the first Christian native 
~ Christian David. His first visitation ranged 

h Bengal, Bombay, and Ceylon; and at Delhi and Lucknow he was prostmted with fever, His second Visitation took him 
through — — ot Belwarts's labours in 

i residency richi ly, where on 
a 3, 1826, he confirme:| ferte-oe persona, 
of _ was deeply moved by the impression 
whe chewed bone mission, . mach 80 that 

4 ” 
ee i tion, On his retur from the oe 

«He tetired nie bis own ote, and acoording to hie custom, wrote 
Coutrmation © T richitupoly, ae pth This ee 

went inte a large cold bath, where be bad bathed the 
two preceding mornings, but which was now the * 
destined of bis removal to Paradise. Half an bour 
after, his servant, alarmed at his lune absence, entered 
the room and found Lim a lifeless corpse.” Life, &e., 
1430, vol. fh. p. 437. 

Heber's hymns were oll written during the 
Hodnet period, Even the great missionary 
hymn, “From Greenland’s iey mountains,” 
notwithstanding the Indian aitualens (*In- 
dia’s coral strand,” “Ceylon’s isle”), was 
written hefore he received the offer of Caleutta, 
The touching funeral hymn, “ ‘Thou art gone 
to the grave,” was written on the loss et bis 
first babe, which was a deep grief to hin. 
Some of the hymns were published (1811-16) 
in the Christian Observer, the rest were not 
published till after his death, T ha formed 
port of a ms. collection made for Hodnet (but 
not published), which contained, besides a few 
hymns from older and ial sources, contri- 
butious by Milman. he first idea of the 
collection appears in a letter in 1809 asking 
for a y of the Obwy Hymns, which le 
“admired very much.” The plan was to 
compose hymns connected with the Epistles 
atl Gospels, to be sung after the Nicene Creed. 
He was the first to publish sermons on the 

| Sunday services (1822), and a writer in The 
Guardian lias pointed out that these efforts of 
Heber were the germs of the now familiar 
practice, developed through the Christian 
Year (perhaps following Ken's Hymns on the 
Feativala). and by Augustus Hare, of welding 
together rermon, hymnal, and liturgy. Heber 
tried to obtain from Abp. Manners Sutton and 
the Bp. of London (1820) autherization of his 
Ms. collection of hymus by the Chureh, en- 
larging on the “ powerful, engine" which 
bymus were amony Dissenters, and the irre- 
gular use of tiem in the chureh, which it waa 
impossible to suppress, nnd better to regulate. 
The authorization was net gmnted. The 
lyric spirit of Scott and Byron passed into 
our hymns in Heber’s verse; iniparting a fuller 
rhythm to the older measures, aa illustrated 
by “Oh, Saviour, is Thy promise fled,” or the 
martial hymn. * The Son of God goes forth to 
war;” pressing into sacred serviwe the freer 
rhythms of contemporary poetry (e.g. “ Bright- 
est and best of the sons of the morning”; 
“God that madest evrth and heaven"); and 
aiming at consistent ce of literary ex- 
pression. Their beanties end faults spring 
from this modern spirit. They have not the 
scriptural strength of our best carly hymns, 
uor the dogmatic force of the best Latin ones, 
They are too flowing and florid, und the con- 
ditions of hymn composition sre not sufti- 
ciently understood. Butas pure and graceful 
devotional poetry, always true and reverent, 
they are an unfailing pleasure. The finest of 
them is that majestic anthem, founded on the 
rhythm of the English Bible, “ Holy, Hely, 
Holy, Lord God Almighty." The greatest 
evidence of Heber’s popularity as a hymn- 
writer, and his refined taste as a compil:r, is 
found in the fact that the total contents of 
his ws. collection which were given in hia 
posthumous Hymns written and adapted to the 
Weekly Church Service of the Year. Lond., 
J. Murray. 1827; which included 57 hymns 
by Heber, 12 by Milman, and 29 by other 
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writers, are in ©. U. in G. Britain and America 
. at the present time H. L, B- 

Of Bp, Heber’s hymna, about one balf are 
annotated under their respective first lines, 
Those given below were pub. in Heber’s 
postiiumous Hymna, &c., 1827. Some of them 
are in extensive use in G, Britain and America; 
but as they possess no special histories they 
are grou together us from the Hymna, &c., 
1827 :— 

1. Beneath our feet, and o’er our head. Awriat. 
2. Creator of the flood. St. Peter's Day, er, 

Goepel for Sth 8. after Tranity. 
the lilies of the |. Teackings of Nature + 

Trinity. 

Communion. 
10. O Thou, Whom neither time nor space. God 

tunscarchatle, or, Gospel for Sth S. in Laat. 
J O weep not o'er children's tomb. Innocents 

y. 
12. Room for the proud! Ye sons of » Lrives 

and Lazarus, or, Gospel for let 8, after Trinity. 
> ae = ay hand, my Son, saith the 

TS. Spirit of truth, on this thy day. Whit.Sunday \. on . 5 
i. Fa the ing breath, #urial, 

or, ‘or lat S. r Trinity. 
ie tee God of glory walks His round. Septwa- 

gerima, or, the Labowrert in the Market-place. 
17. The sound of war in earth and air. Wrestling 
inst Principalities and Powers, or, Epistle for 21st 

a Trinity, 
the werld te old, her pleasures are past. 

Advent ; or, Bypistle ir ath Sin Advent. 
19. There was joy in heaven. The Lost Sheep ; or, 
“— for 3rd S, a Trinity. 

. Though aa cho and dangers roll. St. 
James's Day. 

21, To conquer and te save, the Son of Ged. Christ 
me neror. 

in-bern, we bow before Thee. The WF. aM. 
Blessed amonget women, or, Gospel for 3rd S. in Lent. 
23. Wake not, 0 mother, sounds of lamentation, 

Ser 6th 8, after Raising the Widow's Son, or, Gospel 
Trinity. 
24. When pm em fw em Holy Matrimony, 

or, ‘or @ any. 
26. Wren through byt tern sail the wild is 

streaming, tilling the Sea, or, (foepel for 4th 8. afler 

wp Miho youder en the desest heath. The Good 
Samaritan, or, Gospel for 13th 8. after Trimity. 

This list ia a good index of the subjects 
treat'd of in those of Heber’s hymns which 
are given under their first lines, and shows 
that he used the far more than«the 
Epistles in his work. (J. J.J 

Hedge, Frederick Henry, vv. s. of 
Professor Hedge of Harvard College, was 
b, at Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1805, and 
educated in Germany and at Harvard, In 
1829 he became pastor of the Unitarian Church, 
West Cambridge. In 1835 he removed to 
Bangor, Maine: in 1850 to Providence, and 
in 1850 to Brookline, Mass. He was appointed 
in 1857, Professor of Ecclesiastical History at 
Cambridge (U.S.), und in 1872, Professor of 
Gerinay Littmturcat Harvanl. Dr. Hedge is 
one of th. editors of the Christian Examiner, 
aud the author of The Foe Writers of 
Germany, and other works, In 1853 he edited, 
with Dr. F. D. Huntington, the Unitarian 
Hymns for the Church of Christ, Boston Crosby, | 
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Nichols & Co. To that collection and the 
supplement (1858) he contributed the follow- 
ing tre, from the German :— 
LA fortress is God. (Bi ite Awrg.) 
2. Christ hth arisen! jen te, &e. (gous Passt.) 
3, The sum is still for ever sounding. ((vethe's 

Foust.) For 2 anil 3 see Goethe. 

‘There is also in the Unitarian Hymn [é 
Tune) Bk. for The Church & Home, Boston, 
1868, a tr. from the Latin. 

4. Holy Spirit, Fire divine. (*' Vent Sancte Spiritus.") 

Dr. Hedge's original hymns, given in the 
Hys. for the Church, 1853, wre :— 
* reer ger fron mle ay bdo mani — 

. Sovereign trenciwming " imation. 
Written for the Ordination of I. fi Barlow at Lymn, 

. It is given in several collections. 
7, “Twas in the East, the mystic East. (hristmar 
8. "Twasthe day when God's anointed. (fx! Friday. 

Written originally for a Confirmation at Bangor, Maine, 
held on Good Friday, 1443. The bymm “* It is fintabed, 
Man of Sorrows! From Thy cross, &c.,,"" in a few col- 
lections, including Martineau's Hymns, &e., 1473, is 
composed of at. iv.-vi. of this hymn. (PF. M.B 

Heermann, Johann, « of Johannes 
Heermann, furricr at Raudten, near Wolileu, 
Silesia, was b. at Raudten, Oct, 11, 1585, He 
was the fifth but only surviving child of his 
parents, and during w severe illness in his 
childhood his mother vowed that if he re- 

tient. 

covered she would educate him for the 
ministry, even though she had to beg the 
necessary money. He through the 
schools xt Wohlau; at Fraustadt (where he 
lived in the house of Valerius Herberger, q. v., 
who took a great interest in him); the St. 
Elizabeth gymnxsium at Breslau; and the 
gymnasium at Brieg. At Easter, 1609, he 
accompanied two young noblemen (sons of 
Baron Wenzel yon Rothkirch), to whom he 
had been tutor at Brieg, to the University of 
Strassburg; but an offection of the eyes caused 
him to return to Rendten in 1610. At the 
recommendation of Huron Wenzel he was ap- 
yr diaconus of Kében, a small town on 
he Oder, not fur from Raudten, and entered 

on hie duties on Ascension Day, 1611, and on 
St. Martin’s Day, 1611, was promoted to the 
pastorate there. After 1623 he suffere: much 
Jrom an affection of the throat, which com- 
pelled him to cease preaching in 1634, hie 
lace being supplied by assistants. In Octo- 

. 1638, he retired to Lissa in Posen, and 
d. there on Septuagesima Sunday (Feb. 17), 
1647. (Koch, iti. 16-36; Allg. Deutsche Biog., 
xi. 247-249, Ko.) 

Moch of Heermann’s manhood was spent amid the 
distressing scenes of the Thirty Years’ War; and by 
bie own tt bealth and bis domestic trials he was trained 
to write bis beautiful bymne of * Crows and Consola- 
tion.” Between 1629 and 1634, Koben was plundered 
four times by the Lichtenstein dragoons and the 
bordes under Wallenstein sent into Silesia by 
King of Austria in order to bring about the Counter- 
Reformation and restore the Roman Catholic faith and 
practice, while in 1616 the town was devastated by fire, 
and in 1621 by pestilence. In these troublous year+ 
Heermann several times lust all ble moveables ; once be 
had to keep away from Koben for seventeen weeks; 
twhoe be was nearly sabred; and once, while crossing 
the Onder in a frail boat loaded almost to sinking, be 
beard the bulicts of the pursuing soldiers whistle just 
over his head. He bore all with courage and patience, 
and be and bis were wonderfully preserved from death 
and dishonor, He was thas well weded im the school 
of affliction, and in his House and Heart Music syme of 
his finest hymns are in the section entitled “ Sungs of 
Tears, In the time of the persecution and distress of 
pious Clristians.’ 
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Asa hymn-writer Heermann ranks with the 
lest of his larga some indeed regarding 
him as second only to Gerbardt, He had 
begun writing Latm poems about 1605, and 
was crowned as a poet at Brieg on Oct. 8, 
1608. He marks the transition from the 
objective standpoint of the hymn-writers of the 
Reformation period to the more subjective 
om experimental school that followed him. 
His hymns are distinguished by depth and 
tenderness of feeling; by firu: faith and con- 
fidence in fuce of trial; by deep love to Christ, 
and humble submission to the will of God. 
Many of them bicame at onee popular, pussed 
into the hymn-books, and still hold their place 
among the classies of German hynmody. They 
appeared privcipally in— 

(1) Deroti Musica Cordis, Hause- wed Hertz- Musica 
dec. Leipzig and Breslaa, 1630, with 49 hymns (2nd ed, 
1436, with 54; Srd ed. 1644, with 59), The first section is 
entitled “ Hymns of Penitence and Consolation from the 
words of the Ancient Fethers of the Church.” Seven 
af these, however, have no mention in their individual 
titles of the sources from which they are derived ; and 
the are mostly based not on Latin hymns, hut 
on the prose meditations in Martin Mollet's Medifationes 
seneforvm pafrum, of on the mediaeval compilathons 
known as the Meditationes andthe Marwale of St. Augus- 
tine, (2) Stage und Fest-Bvangelia. Letprig and 
Breslau, 1636, a oo the Gospels for Sundays 
and festivals. (3) ische Brqwicketumden, NOrnberg, 
= io aoe Portecteung, also werebers, 

Le] ernigerede i. pore rather ath 

tymos. The hymns of the I ants end Herts Musica, 
with « representative selection from Heermann’s other 
peetical works, were editet by C. BE. t, Wackernagel, 
pretaced by a bong blegraphical and critical tmroduction, 
x published at Stuttgart, 1955. 

Six of the most important of Heermanu’s 
hympa are annotated under their respective 
first lines. The other hymna by Heermann 
which huve passed into English are :— 

I. Hymns in English C. U. 
i. 0 Jesu, du mein Briutigam. Holy Communion. 

Ip his Decoti Musica Cordis, Breslau, 160, p, 78, 
in I2st. of 4). Thence in Sfatzell, 1858, No. 34, 
in Wackernagel’s ed. of his eistliche Lieder, 
No. 22, and the Une, L. &, 1851, No. 283. 
Seems to be founded on Meditation xi. in the 
mediaeval compilation known as St. Augustine's 
Moanwale. Tr. ns:— 

0 Jesu, Lord, whe once for me, a good tr, of 
Bt. 1, ii, i¥., Vy Vili, by A. T. Russell, as No, 158 
in his Js, & Hys., 1851, 
Other tre. are: (1) “O Jesu! Bridegroom of m ™ 

by J.C Jacotd, 1722, p. 46 (1731 73). “ 
Saviour, who for me ben ra aise es, er, 

&. Rett, O Herr Jesu, rett dein Ehr. /n Time 
of Trowwe. A prayer for deliverance and peace 
er the Church. In his Deroti Musica Cordis, 
1630, p. 119, in 5 st. of 41., among the “ Songs 
of Tears.” Thence in Méteelf, 1858, No, 48, in 
Wact-rnagel’s ed., No. 3, and the Unn, L. S., 
1851, No. 245. Tr, as:— 

Thine honour rescue, righteous Lord, in full, by 
Dr. M, Loy, in the Ohio Luth. Hyi., 1880. 

Gi. Trewer Wiebtar Israal, Jn Time of War, 
1630, p. 115, in 15 st. of 7 1, among the “ Songs 
of Tears.” In Métzell, 1858, No. 47; in 
Wi s ed., No. 35, and the Une. L. S, 
YSh1, No. 54. Laurmann, in Aoch, viii. 549, 
says of it:— 

“Tt is a powerfal h fil 
prayer that Rakes bcaven by farce’ aod! relates of 
vii w-1, “Bint Mawer um a . ‘ 5, 1914, the Allied Forces were Bo pep ilo Ct a 
A pret widow with hes daughter and grandson lived in 
allets bene war the eumanee ncn oem The grand- 
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son was reading in his hymn-book those io thue of war, 
and when he came to this said, ** It would be a good thing, 
grandmother, if oar Lord God would built a wall 
around us." Next day all through the town ertes of 
distress were beard, but all was still before their door. 
On the following morning they bad con to the 
dwor, and lo a snowdrift concealed Geom ona view 
of the enemy, On thie Incident Clemens Brentano com- 
posed a beautiful poem * Drans vor Schleswig.” 

It is tr. as :— 
Jeau! as a Saviour, aid. A good tr, of st. 

vii., viii,, xiii, by A. T. Russell, as No. 138 in 
his Ps. ¢ Hys., UAS1. 

iv. Zion klagt mit Angst und Schmorzen. Church 
of Christ. Ist pub. in his Deroti Musica Cordis, 
Gnd ed., 1636 (1644. p. 196), in 6 st.of 81, 
entitled, * From the beautiful golden saying of 
Isaiah, Chapter xlix.” In Sfiteeil, 1858, KS. 
101, in Warkernayel’s ed., No, 53, and the Unv. 
J. 8, 1851, No. 256. Tir. as ce 

Bion bow'd with anguish A good tr, 
of st. i, iii, v., by A. T. Russell, as No. 141 in 
his Ps, & Hys., 1851. 
Another tr. is: “Zion mourns in fear and anguish,” 

by Miss Winkworth, 1869, p. 14 

IL. Hymns not in English C. 0. 
v. Ach Jeu! deasen Treu. Lore fo Christ, 1630, 

. 144, in 2a st. One of bis finest hymns, fall of deep 
ve to Uhelst, but from its t hength very little 

ueed in Germany. Tr. as, * Ab! Jesus! Lord! whose 
faithfulness,” by Miss Burlingbam, in the Jritish 
Herald, My peu ¢ 72, 

vi. Der Tod klopft bei mir an. Fur the Dyi 
p. 2%, in 2h Tr, as, * That Death is at my 
Miss Winkworth, 1569, p. 201. 

vil. Du weinest fiir Jerusalem, 
Jerusalem. 1638, p, 81, in 6 st.,entitied, “On the Tears 
of Christ.” Foun oo St, Luke xix. 41-44, part of 
the Gospel for che 10 8. after Trinity. The fre. are: 
(1) * With tears o'er lost Jerusalem,” by Mies Coz, 
isat, p. 16%. (3) “Our Lort wept o'er Jerusalem,” by 

1656, 
ot,” by 

Christ weeping over 

Dr. H. Milla, W345 (1856, p. 205). (3) * Thou weepest 

o'er Jerusalem,” by Miss Winkworth, 1855, p, 70. 

viii. Herr Jesu Christe mein rte. Holy 
Communion, 1630, p. 74, in 9 et, 
Med. sanct, 

are: 1)“ come,” by 
Christ, my 

umded on M. Moller’s 
rum, pt, icc. 11, and pt. v. ¢ 2 The tre. 
Saviour, Thou my faithful Shepherd, 

Miss Dwrn, 1837, po 1Lk. (2) * Lord Jesus 

faithful Shepherd, hear,” by Miss Winkworth, 
Labs, p, 93, repeated In Lyra Euchartstica, 1463-64. 

ix, Gers unser Gott, lass Schanden nicht zu 
Christ's Church, 1030, p. 114, as one of the “Ss = ont 

Tears,” In Sat, Tr. as, “Ab! Lord our Gd, let them 

not be confounded,” v4 Miss Winkworth, 1469, p. 197, 

x. Hilf mir, mein hilf dase nach dir. Chris- 

tian Conduct, 1639, p. 32. in 7 st. entitled, “For a 

better life. From the words of Angustine.” Founded 

on No, |, of the Meditetiones current under the name of 

St. Augustine. This meditation ts a ly by St. 

Anselm of Canterbury. Tr. as, ‘Le Tawe in me a 

constant Flame,” by J. C. Jacodi, 1725, p. 27 (1732, p 

tausend Tn Sickness. 

1656, in the Fernere Fortsetrwng, p, 79, in 12 |., eatisled, 

“In great ea J pain.” Tr. as, “Jesu, who didet 

stoop to prove,” by Afiss Win th, 1969, p. 200 
ai. Jesu Tilger Siindon. Leni, 1666, in 

the Fernere Fortsetrung, p. 1, in 10 |., entitled, ** For 

Victory in Temptation.” Tr. as, “Fea, Victor over 

sin,” by Miss Winkworth, 1969, p. 201. : 

xiii. O Jesu, Jesu, Gottes ohm. Jane fo Christ. 

1620, p. #3, in 7 st. entitled, Of the Love, whieh a 

Christlan heart bears to Christ, and will still bear.” 4 

beautiful expansion of his uotto * Mihi omnia Jewas.”” 

The trs. are: (1) + What causes me to mourn is this, 

a tr. of st. i. by BP. HE Molther, as No 371, in the 

Movavian H, Bk, 1749 (1886, No. 461). (2) “0 Jems, 

Jesus, Son of God,” by Misé Burtingham, in the /rittsh 

Herald, Oct. 1865, p. 153, and in Reid's Praise Rk, 
ist? 

xiv, Treuer Gott ich muss dir klagen. in sreabie. 

1690, p. 103, In 12 st, entitled, “Hymn of a sorrowly 

heart for increase of faith." Tr. as ——, wet 

before Thee,” by J. (. Jacotd, 1720, p. #6 - TOY 

ion p- 147), and o No. S* in pt. i. of the Moravian 

H. Rk, 1754. 

xv, Wollt thr each nicht, o ihr fromme
n Christen. 

Second Advent. 1636, p. 210, In 9 st., entitled, * On the 

day «f the Holy Hislop Nicolaus. Gospel of Luke, 12 
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Chapter,” Tr. as: (1) **O dear Chif+tians, as ‘tis needful, 
wou'd ye," a8 No, 153 in L. of the Moracian H, Hk, 
1754. (2) * Help us, O Christ, to wateh ana pray,” a 
tr, of st. ix. asst. 1. of No. 968 in the Moracian H. Bk, 
1789 (1849, No. Heap 

xvi, Wo soll ich hin, Lent. 1630, p. 20, In 
11 st, entitled, “A bymn of consolation tn which a 
troubled beart lays all its sios in true faith upon Christ. 
Fram Tauler.” Based on M. Moller's Meditationcs, 
vol, 1. pt-i., No. 10, Ty. as, "O whither shall I fly, 
as No. 447 in pt. t. of the Moravian H, #k., 1764. In 
pate, No. 270, it begins with “QO Jesus, source of 
Grace” (st. tL) {J. Mj 

Hegenwalt, Erhart. Of this writer 
very little is known, He appears to have 
studied and graduated wa. at Wittenberg. 
On Jun, 29, 1523, he attended the disputation 
of Zwingli, by which Ziirich was won to the 
Reformation; and pub. an account of it in the 
same year. This narrative is dedicated to 
his friend and patron J. J. Rusinger, Abbot 
of Pfaffers (Pfeffers), and dated Ziirich, May 
8, 1523. Whether he is the same us Erhart 
Hegenwalt, who was admitted m.p. at Wit- 
tenberg, 1526, and was afterwards in practice 
at Frankfurt-am-Main, ec. 1540, is not clear. 
The only hymn ascribed to him is:— 
Erbarm dich mein, o Herre Gott. Ps. li, ist pub. 

on & Deondsheet dated “ Wittenberg fre nach 
Epiphanie im 1524 Jar. Erbart He genwalt hence 
in Byn Ewchiridion, Erfurt, 1524, Wackernagel, ill, 
P- 48, the (ne. L. S., 1851, No. 364, Ac., in 5 at. of 

1. Tr. as: (1) “0 God, be mercyfull to me,” by Ap. 
Coverdale, 1639 (Remains, 1446, p.576). (2) * Shew 
pity, Lard! O Lord forgive,” by J. C, Jacobi, 1722, 
p. 59 (1732, p, 95), and as No. 120 in pt. |. of the Mora- 
vien H. Bk, 1154. Jacobi borrows a gould ae hi 

(J. MJ from Isaac Watts's version of Px. li, 

Heginbothom, Ottiwell, b. in 1744, 
and d, in 1768, was for a short time the 
Minister of a Nonconformist congregation at 
Sudbury, Suffolk. The political and religious 
disputes which agitated the congregation, in 
the origin of which he had no part, and which 
resulted in a secession and the erection of 
another chapel, so preyed upon his mind, 
and affected his health, that his pastorate 
terminated with his death within three years 
of his appointment. His earliest hymn, 
“When sickoess shakes the languid corse 
{frame },” was printed in the Christian Maga- 
zine, Feb. 1768. In 1704 the Rev, Jobo 
Mead Ray communicated several of Hegin- 
bethum's liymns to the Protestant Magazine; 
and in the same year, these and others to the 
number of 25, were published us ;— 

ms the late Rev. (ttiwell intothow 
sulbery, Susfotk. Sudbury, frined 4. path f 
macezctie. 

These 25 hymns were repeated in J. M. 
Ray's Coll, of me from various authors in- 
tended as a Supplement to Dr. Watts's Pealms 
and Hymns, 1799, and 12 in Collver's Collec- 
tien, 1812. In modern collections in G. 
Britsin and America the following are in 
C, U. in addition to those annotated under 
their respective first lines :— 

1. Blest Jesus, when my soaring thoughts, Jesus, 
most Precious. 

2. Come, humble souls; ye mourners come. Good 
gy see 

. Come saints and shout the Gaviour’s praise, The 
Second Advent, 

4. Come, shout aloud the Father's grace, Praive to 
God the Father, 

$. Father of mercies, Ged of love. God the Father. 
6. God of our life! Thy various praise, New Fear. 

pe, Steet God, tet all our (eng) tunetel powers, New 
‘ar 
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Hark, the loud trumpet ef our God, National 

Bash, We yous beevenly Fetter’ call, A Prayer 
to be waed by ‘oung. 
10. I ask ] wealth, nor pomp, nor power 
Wisdom and Knowledge den 

11. Now let my soul, eternal . Pradse of the 
Gorpel, Sometimes given as “To Thee, my beart, 
eternal King." 

12. Bee, God, before Thy throne. Fifth of 
Nowember ; a Notional Hymn. 

13. Gweet peace of Conscience, heavenly guest. 
good Conscience, 

14. Te Thee, ay Ghayhend, and my Lord. The Good 

wi Gdas city, hadst thou known, CArist weep- 
ce pon Jerusalem, From this the cento, ** Ate can 
mi ee ee 

16. sickness shakes the languid corse {frame}. 
Printed in the CAriutian's Magazine, 

nin Hymne, dec., 1794. 
17. Yes, I bless O my Ged, Praise of the 

Father. The text is often altered. The cento “ My 
soul shall praise Thee, O “in the Unitarian 
ma {and Tune) Hook, &e., Boston, 1464, in from this 
ymin, 

Most of these hymns are in Collyer’s Collee- 
tion, 1812. There are also 8 in Hattield’s 
Church H. Bk., N.Y., 1872, and 7 in the Songs 
Jor the Sanctuary, N.Y. 1865. [W.T. BJ 

Hehl, Matthiius Gottfried, was b. 
April 30, 1705, at Ebersbach, near Gippingen, 
Wiirttembery, and studied at the University 
of Tibingen (m.a. 1723). He was assistant 
clergyman in a villuge near Tiibingen when 
Zinzendorf visited Tiibingen in 1733. There- 
after he became a Moravian, wes ordained in 
l74ta byler,and in 1751 was consecrated 
in Lenten as coadjutor bishop for Ameriva. 
He arrived at Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, Dec. 
10, 1751, and in Nov, 1756, removed to 

Resignation, 
Feb, 1763, and 

Lititz. On account of advancing yeers he 
resigned his office in 1781, and d. at Lititz, 
Dee. 4, 1787 (Koch, v. 348-349). His hymna 
were wrilten during ls stay at Herrnhut, 
and appeared in the Herrmniut G. B., 1735, 
and its Appendices, One has passed into 
English nen-Moravian use, viz. :-— 

Geht, erhiht die Majevtit, Sepplication. This ia 
No, 1054 in apeeee ill. to the Herrnhut G. B., 13%, 
in 4 st,of 101. In the Ardder @. #., 1778, it is Now 
106d, and in the Mistoriache Nachricht thereto et. |., iL 
are ascribed to Hebl, and ili., iv. to N. L. vom Zinzen- 
dort [Zinzendorf sts, ae” Laman und Haupt, das 
selbet geglanh¢,” are included by Knapp in bis ed., 1545, 
of Zinsemdorf's Geistliche Lieder, p. 218, and daced 
1733), Tr. as-— 

exalt the Majesty, in full, by P. H. Molther, as 
No, 116, in the Morarian HW. Ak, 1742, with ap added 
et. iil. from ** Lamm und Haupt! es sey geglautt.” by 
N. 1. von Zingendorf (No, 10°9 in Appendix iv. to the 
Herrnbut G. #., 1735, in 1 st. of 10 L, and by Anapp, 
1445, p. 121, dated May 26, 1736). Im the i799 and 
tater eds. of the Moravian A. Ak. ties, No, Tés), it t# 
rey altered, and beging, “ Rise, exalt our Head and 
ing.” Included in Montgomery's Christian Fealmirt, 

1625, amd J. A. Latrobe's Cbdl., B41. [J. M.] 

Heinrich Ernst, eldest 3. of Christian 
Ernst, Count of Stolberg Wernigerode, was b. 
at Wernigerode, Deo. 7, 1716. During the 
lifttime of his father (who was one of the 
best hymnologists of bis day, and founder of 
the Ducal Library at Wernigerode), he was 
Canon of Halberstadt. He succerded to the 
estates in 1771, and d. at Halberstuit, Oct. 
24, 1778. 

He contributed four hymns to the Wernigerode @. ., 
1735. A_ selection from his Geistliche Galicate was 
pub, at Halle, 1748-52, The reet of his printed hymas 
appeared in hia Metracktungen der Somn- wand Pest- 
taglichen Reangelion in Liedern, Wernigerode, 1150 
(all original), and in the Newe Sommlung geistlicter 
Lieder, Wernigerode, 1552, which includes #18 hymra, 
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af which some 370 are by bimeelf, Two of these have 
poseed into English, viz. :— 

i, Eile, eile, meine Seele, (Christian Warfare. 
nian above, p. #29, in 17 et.,entitled, ** Om the Conflict 
and Vietury of Hellevers.” T'r. as ‘* Haste, haste, my 

from ruin flee,” by Dr, GO, Walker, 1860, p. 53. 
ii, Morgen soll es besser werden. The Morning of 

» In the Neue Sammlung, 1762, No. $37, in 5 a4. 
Tr. os * Yeu! it shall be well at morning,” by Mre. 
Findlater, in HW. L. L,, 1462, p. 63 (1444, p, 325), er 
tuneourly ascribed to C, B. Giarve (q. ¥.)- (J. .} 

Heinrich of Laufenburg wus a na- 
tive of Laufenburg, Aurgau, Switzerland, 
The earliest notice of him is that in 1434 he 
was decan of the Collegiate Chureh of St. 
Maurice at Zofingen in Aurgau. He after- 
wards held a similar post at Freiburg, in 
Baden; but in 1445 became a monk in the 
monastery of the Knights of St. John at 
Strassburg (“Zum griinen Werde"). He was 
living there in 1458, but probably died in that 
year or soon after (Koch, i, 213-214; Allg. 
Deutsche Biog,, xix. 810-814, &c.). 
He was the most important and most prolific hymn- 

writer of the 16th cent., and a oumber of bis produc- 
tions are of sweetness and abiding worth. Most of them 
are in honour ef the B. V. M. Many are in intricate 
metres, while others are written to eomg tunes, or are 
recmete of songs, or translations from the ju, A 
tumnber are included by Warkernagel in bis second 
volume, principally taken from a paper as, of the 15th 
cent... which he found in the town library at Strassburg, 

T woof the best of his original hymns are >— 
i. Ach licber Herre Jesu Christ. Cradle Hyina. 

This beautiful prayer of a mother for her infant 
child is given by Wackernagel, ii. p. 534, in 5 
st. of 61, from the Strassturg MS, where it 
is entitled “ Benedictio puerily.” In his Aleines 
i, B., 180, Wackernagel gives it as No. 114 
(omitting st. ii.) with the original melody, 
dating both 1429, The text is also in /osfmann 
ton Kallersieten, ed. 1861, No, 125. Tr. as:— 

Ah! Jesu Christ, my Lord most dear, A full and 
very sd t. by Miss Winkworth in her Chris. 

feb 

tian Singers, &e., NGS, p. 93. The address to 
the B, V. M. in st. ii, 

“Maria, milter Jesu Christ, 
Sit do dins Kints gewaltig bist,” 

is translated as ;— 

“Since In Thy heavenly kingdom, 
All things Shey Thy lightest od 

Her tr. was adopted with alterations by the 
Rev. H. White in the Sreoy Hymnary (Chapel 
Royal, Savoy), 1870, No. 35, beginning, “ Lord 
Jesu Christ, cur Lord most dear.” Instead of 
taking the very good original melody, Mr. White 
altered the hymn to 6-8 metre, an omitted 
stiv,v. This form has been repeated in the 
SPC. K. Church Hys, 1871: Mrs. Brock’s 
Chisdren's H. Bk, 1881, and otiers. 

i. Ich wollt dass ich daheime wir. Eternal 
Life. A beantifal hyma of spiritual Home- 
Sickness. Wackernagel, ii. p-. 540, includes a 
Version in 13 st. of 2 |. from the Strassiury MS. ; 
and another in 9 at. of 2 |. froma 15th cent. 
M&at Berlin. Hofmenn ron Fallerslehen, 1861, 
sivts the Strassburg text as No. 54; and a form 
8943. from a Ma at Inzkofen, near Sigma- 
ringen, dating 1470-1480, as No. 55. In his 
Kleines G.B., 1860, Wackernagel gives as No. 74 
a slightly altered form of the Strassburg text, rene Sin ee melody, Tr, as * 1 would 

ere at last at home,” by Miss Winkworth 
1869, p. 92. . (J. M)° 
Heinrich of Meissen, better known b 

his title of Fravenlob or Frouwenlop rome 
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have rded Frauenlob as his surname), was 
b. at Meissen, in Saxony, ¢. 1250, und edu- 
cated at the Cathedral achool there. Of 
humbler origin than the early Minnesingers, 
he — the profession of wandering 
minstrel ag « means of livelihood. After re- 
siding for lunger or shorter periods at the 
courts of many South and North German 
wage he settled at Maing about 1311; where 
, the most important of the later Minne- 

singers, is said to have founded the first 
school of the Mastersingers. He d. at Mainz, 
Nov. 29, 1818 (Allg, Deuteche Biog. vii, 321- 
323, &e.). His poems (edited by Ludwig 
Ettmiiller, at Quedlinburg, 1843, as his 
Leiche, Spriiche, Streitgedichte und Lieder) ave 
voluminous, overburdened by «a display of 
learning, avd often in intricate and artificial 
metrical forms. Two of his religious poems 
have passed into English, viz. ;— 

i. Min the ing. 
Wachernagel ip. a8 te 3a. fom Py 4 at vrene: 
Ettsnfiller, p. 167. The tr. in, “My joy is wholly 
banished,” by Mise Winkworth, 1469, p. TA, 

ii. Na wil -_ miemante shee Sosvesvele, ae lu 
Wackernage! re y a Mr. jenna, 

Fttmiller, p. Sal. He aay 8 lew atl | navecman 
despair of heaven,” by Miss Winkworth, my Py ic) 

Held, Heinrich, was 6. of Vuleutin Held 
of Gubrau, Silesia, He studi! at the Uni- 
versities of Kénigsberg (¢. 1637-40), Frankfurt 
a. Ober (1693), and Leyden. He was also in 
resi ence at Kostock in 1647, He became o 
licentiate of law, and settled as a lawyer in 
his native place, where he d. about 1659, or 
at least before Miclwelmos, 1601 (Koeh, iii 
55-56; Allg. Deuteche Biog., xi. G80, Hole, p 
87, &e.). 

One of the best Silesian hynmn-writers, he was taught 
in the schoo! of affliction, having many trials to suller in 
those thmes of war. His only extant poetical work le 
his Deatecher Gedichte Vortrab, Frankfurt s. Oder, 1643. 
Only one hymn from that volume came into German 

wee. Mach more important are bis other hymns, which 
are kuown to us through CrOger's /rezis, and other 
—— of the period. Misfeell, 1858, includes 
Nos, 254-272 under his name. 

Two of bis hymns have been fr, into 
English -— 

i, Gott sei Dank dureh alle Welt.  Adcent. 

Miitzell, 1858, No. 265, quotes this in 9 st. of 

4 1. from a defective ed. of Criiger’s Prasris, c 

1659. In the ed, of 1661 it is No. 85, marked 

Henr. Helt. Since then it has appeared in 

almost all German bymn-books (as in the Berlin 

G. L. &., ed, 1863, No. 152), and takes rank as 

one of the finest Advent Hymns. Zr. as :— 

1. All the World exalt the Lord, omitting st. vi. 

in Select H. from tier. P’sal., Tranquebar, 1754, 

p. 4, and the Suppl. te Ger. Psai sy ed. 1765, 

pol. In 1789, the tra. of st. i, li, ivy Win, 13. 

(altered) were included as No. 34 in the Mora- 

tian H, Bk. In the ed. of L801 it was altered 

to * All the world give praises due * (ed. 1884, 

No, 44), and this text has been repeated in 

Dr, Pagenstecher’s Coll., 1864, amt Willing’s 

Bk. of Com. Praise, 1872. 
2. Be our God with thanks adored. A tr. of st. 

i-iv. by A. T. Russell in his Ps. g Hys., 1851. 

3, Let the earth now praise the Lord. A good 

tr, omitting st. vii, by Miss Winkworth in her 

C. Rh. for England, 1863, Repeated in full in 

Schatf's Christ in Sung, 1869, and, abridged, 19 
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the American Pennsylvania Luth. CA, Bh., 1868, 
and Bapt, Serewe of Song, 1871. 

i. Komm, o Komm, du Geist des Levens. Whit- 
sxatide, A fine hymn of Invocation to the 
Holy Spirit, Méitzell, 1858, No. 267, quotes it 
in 9 st. of 61. from a defective ed. of Cruger’s 
Praxis pub, at Stettin c. 1664. In J. Nied- 
ling's Geistliche Wasserquelic, Frankfurt a, Oder, 
1667, it isat p. S72 marked * H. Held” (not in 
Niedling’s ed. 1663). In Luppius’s Anddchtiy 
singender Christen Mand, 1692, p. 71, it is en- 
titled * Devout Prayer and Hymn to God the 
Holy Ghost." Repeated in Freylinghausen’s 
G. ., 1704, and many subsequent hymu-books, 
as in the Berlin @, Z, &, ed, 1863, No, 363, It 
is sometimes erroneously ascribed to Joachim 
Neander. The trs. in C. U. ares— 

1. Holy Spirit, once again. A full and good ¢r. 
by Miss Winkworth in the 2nd Ser., 1858, of 
her Lora Ger, p. 53, Included in full in the 
Cantate Domino, Boston, U.S.A., 1859. In Miss 
Winkworth’s C. fi. for England, 1863, st. ii. 
vi, vil, are omitted. This form of the text is 
repeated in W. F. Stevenson’s H. for Ch. & 
Home, 1873, Hattield’s Courch Uf. Bh. 1872, &e. 

In the Hyl. for St. John’s, Aberdeen, 1865, it 
begins * Holy Spirit, in us reign.” 

2. Come, oh come, Thou quickening Spirit, True, 
&c. A tro of st. i, iL, iv., vii, ix. im Dr. Pagen- 
stecher’s Coll., 1864, No, 98, signed E. T. L. 

3. Come, O come, Thou quickening Spirit, Thou 
for ever. A good ¢r., omitting st. iv.-vi, in the 
Pennsylvania Luth, Ch, Be, (848, and marked 
aa tr, by “Charles William Schaeffer, 1866,” 
[Lutheran Pastor at Germantown.] 

4, Come, O come, Thou quickening Spirit, God 
from all eternity, oinitting st. iii, by E, Cronen- 
wett, in the Ohio Luth, Myf, 1880, 

Another tr, is, ‘Come, Thou Spirit ever living,” by 
~R. Masete in the British Herald, Dec,, ape i 

Helder, Bartholomius, s. of Johann 
Helder, Supermtendent in Gotha, became, in 
1607, schoolmaster at Friemar, and in 1616, 
pastor of Remstadt, near Gotha, where he d. 
ot the pestilence, Oct, 28, 1685 (Koch, iii. 
114, 115, 248; Allg. Deutsche Biog., xi. 
684, 685, &e.). 

Helder pub. two works (both in the al Library, 
Berlin), ro) Cymbalien Cnuhlionm. yg ks Mla; 
ani (2) Cymbalum Davidicum. Erfurt,1620. The firet 
contains 15 Chrisumas and New Year Hymna, and the 
second 25, mostly Pealm versions. In the Cuntionale 
Sacrum, Gotha, 1646-46, over 56 hymas are given with 
his name as composer of the music and without definite 
ascription as regards the words, ‘Two of these have 
present tote Kagtiah, viz. 

i. In meiner Noth ruf ich cu dir, Swpplication. A 
prayer for grace, which ap) in the Cantionale 
a iL, Gotha, 1648, No. Th, In Setof Ol Tr. 
by Mines anington, 1463, p. 1, as “From out my woe 
Lery to Thee,” 

ii. O Limmlein Gottes, Jesu Christ. Si. Jukn Hap. 
tist’s Day, Founded on St, John |, 29. Appeared as 
No. 103 in the Contionale Sacrum, Gotha, 1646, in 4 st, 
of 4 1, entitled, “On Ss, John's Day.” Included aa 
No. 391 im the (ue. L. 51461. The only fr. in C. U, 
fe “0 fewus, Lamb of God, whe art.” in full, by A. 
Crull, a8 No. 120 in the Ohio Luth. Hymnal, 1=90 

(J. M.) 
Helmbold, Ludwig, «. of Stephan Helm- 

bold, woollen manufactorer at Mihlhansen, in 
Thuringia, was b. at Mihlbausen, Jan. 13, 
1552, and educated at Leipzig and Erfurt 
(pa. in 1550), After two years’ headmaster- 
ship of the St. Mary's School at Miihlhausen, 
he returned to Erfurt, aml remained in the 
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University (m.a. 1554) aa lecturer till his 4 
pointiwent in 1561 as conrector of the St. 
Augustine Gymnasium at Erfurt. When the 
University was reconstituted in 1565, after 
the dreadful pestilence in 1563-64, he was 
appointed dean of the Philosophical Faculty, 
and in 1566 had the honour of beitig crowned 
as a poet by the Nmperor Muximilian [1., but 
on account of his determined Protestantism he 
had to resign in 1570, Returning to Mihi- 
hausen, he was — in 1571, diaconus 
of the St. Mary's Church, and 1586, pastor of 
St. Blasius'’s Church and Superintendent of 
Milbliausen. He d. at Miihlhausen, April 8, 
1598, (Koch, ii. 234-248 ; Allg. Deutsche Biog., 
x1. 701-702; Bode, pp, 87-88, &e.) 

Helmbolkd wrote many Latin hymns and odes, and 
numercus German hymns for school use, —— a 
oumplete metrical version of the Augsburg Confession, 
Hie yrons for church use are mostly clear and concise 
parupirenss of Setiptare bistories and decirinea, bry om 
ami earnest in style, Lists of the works tn which his 
hyimns appeared (to the number of some 400) are given 
hy Keck and Bude, 

His hymns tr. into English are :— 
i, Herr Gott, erhalt une far und fir, Children. 

On the value of catechetical instruction as 
conveyed in Luther's Catechism for Children. Ist 
pub. in Helmbold’s Dreyssiy geistliche Lieder auf 
die Fest durchs Jahr, Mihthausen, 1594 (pre- 
tuce to tenor, March 21, 1585), and thence in 
Wackernayel, iv. p. 677, and Miltzefl, No. 314, 
m 4st. of 41, In Porst’s G. B., ed. 1855, No. 
277. The only tr. in C. U is:— 

© God, may we e’er pure retain, in full, by 
Dr. M. Loy, in the Ohio Luth. //y/., 1880. 

ii. Mun lasst une Gott dem Herren. (frie 
after Meat, Included in his Geistliche Lieder, 
1575, in 8 st, of 41, and thence in Wacéer- 
nagel, iv. p. 647, and the Une. Z. S, 1851, 
No. 500. The ¢rs. are: (1) “To God the Loni 
be rendered,” as No. 326 in pt. i. of the Mfora- 
tian H. Bh 1754, (2) “Now let us praise 
with fervour,” in the Suppl. to Ger, Psalmody, 
ed. 1765, p. 75. (3) *To God the Lord be 
praises,” as No. 778 in the Moravian HH. Bk, 
1789 (1849, No. 1153). 
iti, Von Gott will ich nicht lassen. Trust in 

Ged. Laurmann in Koch, viii, 3065-070, thus 
relates the origin of this the best known hyma 
by Helmbold :— 

In 1563, while Helmbold was conrector of the 
Gymnasium at Erfurt, a pestilence broke out, dering 
which about 4000 of the inhabitants died. As all whe 
could fled from the place, Dr, Pancraiius Helbich, 
Rector of the University (with whom Hi Imbeld had 
formed a friendship, and «whose wif was god- 
Mother of bie eldest daughter), was about to de so, 
ivaving bebind him Helmbold and his family. Gloomy 
fore filled the hearts of the parting mothers, To 
console them and merve them for partmmg Helmbold 
composed this hymn on Psalm txxtii. vr. 23, 

The hymn seems to have been first printed as 
a broadsheet in 1563-64, and dedicated to 
Regine, wite of Dr, Helbich, and then ia the 
Hundert Christenliche Haussgesang, Niirnberg, 
1569, in 9 at. of 81, Warkernagel, iv. pp. 630- 
33, gives both these forms and a third in 7 st. 
from ams. at Dresden. Included in most sub- 
sequent hymn-hooks, eg. as No. 640 in the Unr. 
L, &, 1851, The tres. in ©, U. are ;— 

1, From God the Lord my Saviour, by J.C. Jacobi, 
in his Poul. Ger., 1722, p. 159, omitting st. vii. 
(1742, p. 154), repeated slightly altered (and 
with st. vi. ll 1-4 from vii, IL. 1-4 of the 
German) as No, 320 in pt..i. of the Moravian 
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i. Bh, W54. St. iii, v., rewritten and be- 
ginning “From God, my Lord and Saviour,” 
were included in the Amer. Luth. Gen. Synod’s 
Coll., 1850-52, No, S41. 

a. Ne'er be my Ged forsaken. A good tr, of 
st. L, ii, iv., by A. T. Russell in his Ps. & Hys., 
1851, No. 229, 

3. From God shall nought divide me. <A good 
fr, omitting st. ii., vii, by Miss Winkworth in 
her C, B. for England, 1863, No. 140. Partly 
rewritten in her Christian Singers, 1869, p. 154. 

Ouber tre. are: (1) “Ged to my soul benighted,” 
Dr. HH. Mills, 1845 hase. BR v8} 2) “From God 
will not sever,” by Dr. N. L. F aan, et - 

Help, Lord, for men of virtue fail. 
L Watts. (Ps. zii.] Appeared in his Pe. of 
Dacid, 1719, in § st. of 41. In addition to 
its use in its original form, st. v., viii. are 
ised as a separate hymn in Spurgeon’s 0. 0. 
H. Bk, 1866, as “Lord, when iniquities 
abound,” (J. J.) 

Help, Lord! the busy foe. C. Wesley. 
hag during business.) Pub. in his Hys. & 

. Poems, 1749, vol. i, in 8 at. of BI. (P. 
Works, 1868-72, vol. vy. p. 51.) In the Wea, 
H, Bk, 1780, No. 287, st. ii, iii, were given 
as**The praying Spirit breathe,” but in the 
revised ed,, 1875, the opening stanza was re- 
stored. It is in ite abridged form that it 
is usually known, [J. J.J 

Hemans, Felicia Dorothea, née 
Browne, was b. in Liverpool, Sep. 25, 1793, 
In 1800, her father having suffered severe 
losses in business, removed with his family 
near to Abergele, N. Wales, where he died 
sometime after. In 1812 she was married to 
Captain Hemans, who, on retiring from the 
army sometime after, removed to Bronnylfa, 
sear St, Asaph. Some years after he lett his 
wife and children and proceeded to Italy, 
where he died. In 1828 Mra. Hemans re- 
moved to Wavertree, near Live 1, and in 
1831 to Dublin, where she «. May 16, 1835, 
and was buried in St, Ann's Church, Dawson 
Street, in that city, From 1808, when at 15 
~ apt raed ace Pda her Scenes & 

ymns 0, ‘¢ appeared, she produced @ great 
number of poems and other works, including : 

(2) tae seoprin sea0e 2) Dartmoor, 168s (a) | nt ) 4 ; » 5 ‘eapert 
Of Palermo, 1823; (5) The Siege Valencia 19337 (6) 

Affe 
ife (bedbea 

Thee tollones (12) Tae Works 
& Memoir of her Life by her 
Edinburgh, W. Blackwood & 

= Se by Blacherred or Poems were collected and 
tan’ ag Ay 1849, and again as one of 

hree distinct ideas pervade Mrs. Hemans’s 
ntl pool pices ges of God, Heaven as our 

, and mutual recognition when there, 
The work of the Atonement has a very sub- 
ordinate place ; and the Holy Spirit is scarcely 
Soler tiniae — even in her most 

18 often disappointing, and a 
sep “es, “¢ a 2 jes most of oar 

the traces of shadowed ne perpen like 
black threads through the web and woof of 

Productions. As a writer of hymns she 

port ) baa. 
of ee —_ with 
Sitter (Mrs. Hughes 
Sens, 
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holds a subordinate place, The best are 
“ Anawer me, burning stars of light,” “Culm 
- the et of od God,” * hag od the land 

iy “Fear was within the tossin, 
bark.” (J. DJ . 

Mrs. Hemans's hymns which havé come into 
C. U. inelude :— 

1, Answer me, stare of Trust in 
fied, Written = Segey Sn of a aeuae and 
pub, in ber Necorrds af Woman, &c., IN24, p. 242, in 4 et, 
of #1. (2. Works, N.Y., 182%, vol. li. pp. 144, 264). 

2. Calm onthe bosom of thy God, lath and Aurial. 
This hymn appears in the closing scene of her dramatic 
poem, cH ed Valencia, 1423, p. 235, in 2 #t. of 4. 
(Werks, vol. ii. p. 979). It is supposed to be sung over 
the bier of Ximena, danglter of Gonzales, the Governor 
of Valencia, during the final struggle of the by lp 
Hemans subsequently added « third stanza (* are 
pad ery and sed the bowers”); and in this form it is 
pu separately as “A Thinge” in her Works, 
vol. iv. p. Sav. Lt is one of the best known of ber hymns. 

3. Child, amidst the flowers at play. Hour of Prayer. 
This is given in ber # Werks, leas, vol. tl. p, %5, 
amongst the ** Miscellaneous Pieces,” in 3 st of #1, as 
a bymn for The Hour of Prayer, De. Martineau in 
his ms, ke., 1673, dates it 25. 

4. te me, dreams (thoughts) of heaven. Arpi- 
ratio. Appeared in her National Lyrics, 1834, p. 251, 
and bin her Works, 1839, vol. vil. p. 48. 
5. to the land of peace, The Angel's Greeting. 

Pub, in ber Works, 139, vol. vi. p. 186. 
6. Earth! what here we lay in holy trust. 

Surial. Given in her Works, trae, vol. iv. p. 527, 
This is « poem, and not a bymn. 

7. Father! that in the olive shade.  (fetharmane, 
Written at the death-bed of her mother, Jan., 1827, and 
pub. in her Hymne for Childhood, in 4 st. of 41, a9 a 
Hywn by the sick-bed of a Mother, (Works, (#39, 
vol. vi. p. 147.) Sometimes as “O Thou, Who in the 
olive shade.” , 

8. Father, Who art on high. Prayer. This ls pest 
of her “Cathedral Hymn," pub. in her Stenes and dys. 
of Life, 1834. (Works, 1839, vi, p, 142.) 

9. Fear = — the tating Le [ener | - 
3 bis bymun « ¢ Hymns for 

tntlahond, 1827; her Pole Werks, N. Y., 1824, ti. p. 
14; and her Works, 1439, vel. iv. p. 325. 

10, He knelt, the Baviour knelt and prayed. Geth- 
swmane. This bymn appeered bo Almut (an 
annual) In 1825, and ber 2, Works, N.Y, eae, ii. 
p- 125, It is also Introduced in her dramatic poem, The 
English Martyre: a Scene of the days of Queen Mary, 
pob. in ber Scenes and ay, Life, 804, p. 16. A be 
trothed couple are condemned to death ; but are allowed a 
abort Intercourse before execution, This they employ io 
prayer and the singing of this hymn, which is based 
upon the sacred scene in Gethsemane. “The English 

jartyrs ” le the opening piece of the Seenes and Hys. of 
a 14 1834. ( Works, vii, p. 130.) 

. I hear thee of the better land. Heaven. 
Pub, in her oe Teche, N. York, 1924, th. p. 193, 
sed her Songs of the Affections, 1430, p. 225, in 4 at. «f 
TL, and beaded “ ‘The Land.” (Works, 1439, vi. 
p. 123.) Popular as @ sacred song, but mot much used 
asa in. 

12. wes have their time to fall. of awe 
Death, Pub. in her Poet, Works, N. Y., 125, ti. 
p. 114, and tn ber Forest Sanctuary, 2ud ed., 162%, 

2764, in 10 st. of 4. (Works, 1839, iv, p. 177.) Is 
usually given in an abbreviated form. ‘ 
13, Lewly and mn be Thy children’s cry to 

Thee. Surial. This hymn, in 9 st. of 6 1., forms the 

closing portion of her on The wf ay of 

Sir Walter Scott. (He d. Seyt. 21, 1832.) The 
was given in her Scenes and ys, of Life, 184, p. 99. 

Works, vii. p. 178.) In an abbreviated form this 

Syariat hymn ts io extensive wee in 1, Britain and 

America, and §# found in more hymn-bevks than all the 

reat of Mrs. Homans’s hymns pat together. ; 

14, No cloud obscures the summer's » Pe iz, 

Appeared in her Hymns for Childhood, in 10 st. of 41, 

aod entitle ~ The Stars.” (Works, 1438, iv. p- 253.) 

It is usually given in am abbreviated form, beginning 

with at, ii, “Child of the earth, Ob lit thy glance. 

15, Now autumn strews on plain, Harrest 

One of her juvenile pieces, pub, in ber Hoems, Liver- 

pool, 1808, p. 04, as a“ Harvest Hymn. 

lovely voices of the . Christmas Carol, 

ine os in her Hymns for Ay ey ts27, in 3 at. of 

81, and her Poet, Works, N. ¥., 125, ti, p. 923, 

(Works, v. p. 397.) 
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17. Praise ye the Lord on height. Fs, cxleiit, 
Pub, in ber Hys. for Childhood, {n 7 st. of 41. ( Works, 
ai iv. p. 264. 

$, Saviour, soit vinden bile. Burial, Scenes and 
at of Life, 1834, p. 70, ts a _— entitled, “ The 
Faneral Hymn " in the #arial 5 Ke Emigrant's Child 
in the Forest. lt begins “ Where the long reeds 
quiver.’ This extract opens with st. il. altered. 

; breaking waves dashed high. Landing af 
the #ilgrim Fathers. Pub. in her Records is Woman, 
&c., 1824, p. 261, in 10 at. of 41, and in ber Works, 1428, 

261, Landing of the Pilgrim Fathers in New 
Bugiand.” (Werks, isa9, v. p. 280.) Popular as a 
sacred song, but not much used as » — 

20. The Church of our fathers so to our souls. 
The Holy Church. This hymn bas not been traced to 
date, Svep aie @S' & G., eaye 18M. 

21. The kings have shrine and tomb, The 
Graves of Martyrs. ln The Forest Sanctwary, 2nd ed., 
1829, p. 244," The Graves of Martyrs” in 7 st, Also 
= Works, = Y., 1828, il. p. 160. 
22, Where is the tree the et threw! Faith. 

Appeared in ber Poet. Works, Y., sas, i. P. 170, 
and headed “The Fountain of Marah.” Also in ber 
Works, 1839, vi. p. 176. (J.J 

Hence, vain intruding world, de- 
part. Anne Steele, [Retirement and Reflec- 
tion.) Ist pub, in Poems on Subjects 
8 5 Devotional, 1760, vol. i. p. 124, in 8 at, 
of iL . again in the new ed., 1780; and again 
in Sedgwick's reprint of her Hymna, 1863, 
In its full form it is not in ©. U. but an 
abridged form beginning with st. iv., “ Eter- 
ay. is pe at hand,” appeared in the 2nd ed. 

Tiplady’s Ps, & Hys., 1787, No. 410, and 
a repeated in several modern collections ; but 
mainly in America. (J. I) 

Henley, John, b. at Torquay, March 18, 
1800: engaged for some years in circuit work 
asa Wesleyan minister ; and d. at Weymouth, 
May 2, 1842. His well-known e- lar 
children's hymn for Palm Sunday, “ Cuildren 
of Jerusalem,” appeared in the 8. School 
Tune Bk. in J. Curwen's ys. “- "thea 
1844, and in many modern collections for 
ebildren. Orig. text in the Meth. 8.8. H. Bk, 
1879. (J. J.) 
He , Matthew, an eminent Noncon- 

formist divine and commentator, was b. in 
Flintsbire, Oct. 18, 1662, and educated for the 
Bar. Leaving his legal studies he bncame 
a Dissenting minister at Chester, where he 
resided for many years, and bran asons Mlned 
moved to Hackney. He d. whilst travelling 
between Chester and London, June 22, 1714. 
His Exposition of the Old and New Testament 
is well Race hi His convection with Hym- 
nology lay in his having published a volume of 
Family Hymus in 1695. (See English Hymnody, 
Early, § vi. 2.) (J. JJ 

Hensel, Luise, dau. of J. J. L. Hensel, 
Lutheran pastor at Linum, near Felirbellin, 
Brandenburg, was b. at Linum, March 30, 
1798. Though confirmed as a Lutherau in her 
fifteenth year, she gradually approxiwated to 
Roman Catholiciom, and was formally received 
into that Communion, Dec. 7, 1818, Durin 
the remaining years of her life, she dorohed 
herself mainly to the education of the young 
and the care of the sick. In 1874 she 
pee the Union of Daughters of Christian 
Love at Paderborn, and d. at Paderborn, Dec. 
18,1876. (O, Kraus, 1879. pp. 204-211; Allg. 
Deutache Biog., xii. 1-3, &¢.) Her best 
hymns were written before she was 23, and in 
proportion as she became an Ultramontane 
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the poetical value of her productions declined. 
Her finest productions are distinguished by 
childlike simplicity, humility, resignation, and 
deep Christian love. They lave won wide 
acceptance in Germany. The first two of 
those noted may be regarded as nursery 
classics, 

A numberof her hymns came into Clemens Brentano's 
hands as early as 1619, and were by mistake included as 
his in his posthumous works. few were printed in 
F.. Forster's Siingerfahre, ists, and a gol many more 
in M. Diepenbrock's Getstlicher Alumenstrauss, Sulz- 
beach, 1829, A complete ed. of Ler bymmne ro by 
Professor C. Schifter of MOnster as ber Lieder 
Paderborn, 1870 (4th ed., L479). 

i, Hymne in English C. U, 
i, Immer muss ich wieder lesen. [ Holy iosgt 

ture] This beautiful children’s AS on t 
Life of Christ as narrated in the Gospels, 
appeared in Diependrock, 1829, p. 265, in 7 st. 
of 4 1. (entitled “On the reading of Holy Scrip- 
ture"); and in her Lieder, 1870, is dated Berlin, 

Ever would I fain be reading, A good and full 

Ps. § Hys., Bedford, 1859; Kennedy, 1863; Ba. of 

some collections it is abridged; and in the 

Other tra. are :— 
” by Mrs. mers 

* all 1 Ea and weary never,’ by A. 

This beautiful child's evening prayer, the most 

Lieder, 1870, p. 54, dated Berlin, Autuma, 

1, Now that o'er each weary head. A free tr- 

2, Weary now I go to rest. A good fr. of 

Other trs. are :-— 

, 1863, p. 126. (3) Weary now I go . 

weariness opp Dr, 
melcken, p. 72. (§) “Wearied now | seek repose,” by 

1815. It is repeated in Knapp’s Ee. Z. &., 1837, 
the Wiirttemberg @. J), 1842, &e. Tr. a8 :— 

tr, by Miss Winkworth in her Lyra Ger., 2nd 
ray 1858, p24. It has been included in full in 

Praise for Children, 1881; and in America in 
Hattield'’s Church H. Bk. 1872, and others. In 

Unitarian South Place Collection, Lond., 1873, it 
begins, “ Ever find | joy in reading.” 

(1) " Ohaw sweet the wondrous 
ag cg oe, “In that book se old and — & 

ken's Golden Harp, re tr ._ & 

British Herald, Feb, 146%, p. 211. 
ii, Milde bin ich, geh’ cur Rub, [Frening.] 

popular of all her hynons, appeared in Diepen- 
brook, 1829, p. 270, in 4 st. of 4 1. In her 

1816. Included in the Une. ZL, &, 1851, No. 
528, Tr. as:— 

of st. i-iii, as No. 22 in C. H. Bateman's 
Children's Hyl., 1872. 

st. i-iii, by E. Cronenwett as No. 324 in the 
Ohio Luth. Hyl., 1880, 

1) Now I cl tired Mrs. 
mY, Pp. aT. yi =n tir'd, poi 1 wek,” by “4 
Manington, F to bed,” 
in Dr, H, W. Duicken’s Golden Harp, 1864, 
4) “ Now with reat," a second tr. ty, 

J. Kelly, 1845, p. 111, 

ii. Hymns not in English C. ae 
iii. Rag ng to Christ.) 

In ok, 1829, p. 304, in @ at, ad inher ae 
1870, . 67, dated Berlin, 1817, Tr. as 1 love a royal 
“~s ." by B. Massie, 1967, p. 174, 

iv. wenn won deinem Licht. [Low to 
ouriee} 1429, p. 257, in 6 et., and in in Diepenbrock, 
veg My "TO p. 124, dated Sondermiahilen, 1823, Tr. 
as“ 0 Sun, if from thy light a ray,” in J. D. Barnes's 
Memoir and Remaina, 1469, p, 270, 

v. O Gorge, die mich niederdriickt. [Ancowragement.) 
In Diepenbrock, 1429, p. 271, in 6 «t., and in ber Lieder, 
1870, p. 13, dated Bertin, 1415, ‘The trs. are:—{1 “6 
anxious care that wei q tye thy frag 
in the British ae 1465, p. 144. (2) “* Begone, 
0 load of care, begone,”” iy J. Nelly, 1885, p. #0. it 

vi. Was veriangst du, warum bangst du. [(ross 
Comaolation.| lo Diepenbrook, 1920, p. 261, in 6 at. 
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Berlin, 
MEL SSreet hog te, 

Ser cea in ole 
Nees to yt. pa, dated 

T. Aaticy, 1460, p. 24, 

Berlin, 1816. 

Po veatenley, Lewis, m.a., 
rir 846 Pla Col 

: Hated 
Cras Qiuith’s Prizeman.. 

Taking Hol 
4} ™oessively the @ 

ty, th cy) Bucks; the 
Ay _ ud 

ori 
ag a ety His works include 

2 nm 

<a ty after Trinity, 
Is 
ag 4 H) 

e is Advent « i rie © God," bymo, “Thy Kin 

bane, &. "g,, The 
exter? 

wom 

(J. 5) 

us, Of ane 

iSt Prats ins 
Y Paste.) Church, 

of 
cL, 

“Im the church 
sw ioland, for the 

© Of the 

He, Bey, 18,16 Her sportl eA. Swe xii, 28-29, do) 

th 
th ey wl — 

se the re 
ton Dowty a few hymna, 

sh Beben, For the Dying. ist 
Tyeor CF entitled :-— 

Ro PS sitet the yatta the year 1613 
Wray” Sothat He mercifully laid down 

bert “Apa ant which searly two thou. 

ring brew, consolation § Kripplein i» Valen; ewe (Valet) to this wari, 

berger, preacher 
pubs, rtrd 

The VU. in sfiitzell, 1858, No. 6, 
tle of the hymn itself is;— 

ww ev, Or," ) Yalerfus Herbe but merdhilly ery, lq ioe, Valeri oy. 

ng to 

a 
“Tostic on his name formed 

mum cords.” In her Linder, 1870, p. 43, 
Tr. an“ What seekest thou ! 

von mir. [Cimsecration 
brock, 1529, p. 261, in 6 st. In 

Tr. as “To 
* aWay from self,” by J. Kelly, L885, pp. 72. 

{J. M.j 

b. May, 1827, and 
» Cambridge, where 
ior Wrangler, and 

c. 7 nizetman. From 1846 to 1852 he 
h wrlepe tllow and Assistant Tutor of Trinity 

qs Orders in 1851, he 
oid of be goer 

jearage lyta- 
- Wymondly, Hertfordshire, dnd 

tehin, in the same county; Rural 
i ‘lomsehold 

4 Shorter Household Devotions, &e. 
ymus appeared in bia Hynme for the 

: Lon., Bell & Daldy, 
Pep, ind Hymne for the Minor Sundays from 

iteuntide, Lond., Bell & Daldy, 

is from the latter of these 

r - Teer, Valerius, s. of Murtin Her- SEtae,, be UIPEE and poot at’ Frausiadt, Posen, 
arg ticd pi Rrwustadt, April 21, 1562. He 
“tee Od ecology at the Universities of Frank- 

th Leipzig, aud became in 1584 
© lower classes in the school at 

40 he was appointed diaconua 
- & ch, Froustadt, and in 1599 
7. “Ut in 1604 no aad his flock 

King Sigis- 
of the few 

in the h mcar A Out of two 
gates of the town tl = a sea to —— as the first 

n Christmas Eve, t} 
Frustey PPlein Christi” was iven. Hod. 

1627 (Koeh, ii. 301-31] : 

Raw the taney ar the good of bin people, 
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by the beginnings of the stanzas—Vale (i.), 
r (ii,.) i (iii.) uw Gv.) 6 (¥), It is one of the 
finest German hytons for thedying. It speedily 
— into the hymn-books, and is still a 
avourite. In the Berlin G. 1. S&, ed, 1863, 
No, 1502. Sometimes given beginning “ Ab- 
schied will’ or * Lebwohl will.” 
The beautiful melody which appeared with the hymn 

fn 1614 ts by Herberger’s tor, Melchior Teschner, 
and ts now well known in land, being included, e.g. 
fo H. A, dé M., a8 St. Theodulph. 

The tra. in C. U, are -— 
1. O World so vain, I leave thee, a good tr., 

omitting st. iv., by A. T. Russell, as No. 248 in 
his Ps, ¢ Hys., 1851. 

2, Farewell I gladly bid thee, a good and full 
tr, by Miss Winkworth, as No. 157 in her C. 2. 
for England, 1863, 

Other tra. are: (1) “Grant in the bottom of my 
"a tr. of st, ill, as No. 29in the Moravian H. Bk., 

1742. (2) “+ Farewell henceforth for ever,” by L. T. 
Nyberg. in the Moravian H. Bk., 1754, pt. 1, No. 451 
(1886, No. 1227). (3) “Shelter our souls most gra~- 
chously,” by L. T. Nyberg, in the Moravian H. Bk, pt. 
ih, 1748, p. 784 (1886, as pt. of No. 793). (4) * Vain 
wor thy pleading,” by Dr. H. Mills, 1886, p. 

+ (5) “1 béd adieu for ever,’ itich Herald, 
Alig. 1466, p. 306, repeated in Reid's Praise Bk., 1872, 

a (6) “My parting spirit biddeth,” tn the 
Family Treazury, 1878, p. 496. {J. M.} 

Herbert, Daniel, for many years a Con- 
gtegutional Minister at peataeys Suffolk (b. 
cirea 1751, d. Aug. 29, 1833), pu 
Hymns & Poems, Doctrinal and Sentimental, for the 

Citizens of Zion, who are longing to know their deetion 
of God, and who love Bvangelical Truths. These were 
ub. in 3 vol, (., 1801; M., 1819; dii., 1427). Both 
ymns ant porma are very indifferent im quality, and 

ly Calvinistle in doctrine. (Singers & ont by 

{J. J.] J. Miller, 1569.) ; 
Herbert, , MA, the fifth « of 

Richard Herbert and Magdalen, the daughter 
of Sir Richard Newport, was b, at his father’s 
seat, Mon le, April 3, 1593. He 
was educated at hele ort mapa te and at 
Trinity College, Cambri uating B.A. in 
1611.) On March 15, 1615, he became Major 
Fellow of the College, m.a, the same year, and 
in 1619 Orator ir ae University. Favoured 
by James I., intimate with Lord on, Bi 
Andrewes, and other men of inflarnee, an 
encouraged in other ways, hia hopes of Court 
preferment were somewhat bright until they 
were dispelled by the deaths of the Duke of 

—_— ss 

e pestilence 
*he troubles of the early part of the | Richmond, the Marquis of Hamilton, and 

then of King Jomes himself. Retiring into 
and of | Kent, he formed the resolution of taking 

Holy Orders. He was appointed by the Bp. 
of Lincoln to the Prebend of Leighton Eccle- 
sia and to the living of se Bromawold, 
Hunts, July 15, 1626. remained until 
1629, when an attack of ague vbliged him to 
remove to his brother's house at Woodford, 
Essex. Not improving in health at Woodford, 
he removed to Duntsey, in Wiltshire, and then 
as Rector to Bemerton, to which he was in- 
ducted, April 26, 1630, where he d. Feb. 1632, 
The entry in the register of Bemerton js 
«“ Mr. George Herbert, Esq., Parson of 
Foughleston and Bemerton, was buried 3 day 
of March 1632." 

in life, Teaak Walton, is well known 

nen Yate Oy fe en, er 
Prere.after his death : but The few) as by which he th 

ca heee: BE nig AL and eutherh { 4 ss 
to publish it if he thought fit. ‘This was done in leas 
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The work became popular, and the 13th ed. was keaued 
in (709, [t ts meditative rather than hymnic in cha- 
facter, and was never Inteaded for ase in public worship. 
In 1607 a selection from The Temple appeared ander the 
title Select I, Token out of Mr. Herbert's ek 
turned into the Cvmmon Mefre To He Sang in The Tenes 
vrdinarily asd in Churches, London, Parkhurst, 1697, 
fu 1729, J, & C. Wesley made a much more successful 
attempt to introduce his bymus tuto public worshd 
hy inserting over 40 ip a miuch-altered form in their 
Hymns & red Poems, As same few of these came 
into thelr collection of Ps. & Hye, 1741, revised 1743, 
they were long sung by the Methodists, but do not now 
form partofthe Wes, A. Hk. No further attempt seems 
to have been inade to use the Temple poems as hymos 
conti 1853, when some altered and revised by G. Rawson 
were given in the Leeds HW. Sk. of that year. From that 
time onward more attention was paid to Herbert alike 
by Churchmen and Nvuoconformists, and some of bis 
hymns are pow whlely accepted. editions of his 
works bave been published, the moet popular being that 
of the Rev. Robert Aris Wilmott, Lond, Geo. Routledge 
& Som, 1457; but Dr, Grosart’s privately printed edithon 
issued in his Puller Worthies Library in . #74, in three 
volumes, is pot only the most canpbete and correct, 
bet included also bis pealms not before . and 
eeveral poerss from a Ms. in the Williams Library, and 
tot before published, The has also been pul 
lished in facnimile by Ejlliote Stock, 1476, with preface 
ty Dr. Grosart; and in ordinary type, 1462, by Wells 
Gardner, with prefac: by J. A. Shorthoase. [Eng. 
Hymnody, Early, } vit.) 

The quaintness of Herbert's lyrics and the 
peculiarity of several of their metres have 
been against their adoption for —e 
purposes, The best known are: “ Let all the 
world in every corner sing”; “ My stock lies 
dead, and no increase”; * Throw away Thy 
rod"; “Sweet day, so cool, so calm"; and 
“Teach me, my God, and King.” [W. T. B.] 

Herbert, Petrus, seems to have been a 
native of or resident at Fulnek in Moravia. 
He was ordained priest of the Brethren's 
Unity in 1562, became a member of the Select 
Council in 1567, and was latterly Consenior 
of the Unity. By the Unity he was entrusted 
with many important missions. He was sent 
as a deputy to confer with Calvin: aud again 
in 1562 to arrange with Duke Chris' of 
Wiirttemberg for the education at Tiibingen 
of young men from the Bohemian Brethren. 
He was also one of the deputies sent to Vienna 
to present the revised form of the Brethren’s 
Confession of Faith to the Emperor Maximiliau 
IL. in 1564, and in 1566 to present their new 
German Hymn Book. He d. at Eibonachiitz 
in 1571 (Koch, ii. 414. Allg. Deutsche Biog., 
xiii. 264-264, &c.). Herbert was one of 
rincipal compilers of the enlarged ed. of the 
rethren’s German H. Bk, pub. in 1566 as 

their Kirchen , and contributed to it some 
“i hymus, In the ed. of 1639 there are 104 
hymos marked as his. His hymns are dis- 
tinguished by simplicity and beauty of atyle. 
A number are fra, from the Bohemian. [See 
Bohemian Hymnody :—Augusta, J., and Corvenka, 
M.) His hymns fr. into English include :— 

i. Die Macht ist kommen drin wir ruhen 
wollen, [Leening.} Written probably under 
the pressure of persecution and oppression, In 
the G. #., 1506, as above, in 5 st. of 7 L. (the 
last st. being a versiiication of the Lord’s Praver), 
and thence in Wacternagel, iv. p. 442, and the 
Une. L. 8. 1851, Ne. 515. In J. H. Schein'’s 
Cuntional, 1627, it appears as No. 99, with an 
additional st. not by Herbert, which reads :— 

“Tenn wir kein besser Zuflucht kinnen haben, 
Ale ou dir, 0 Herr, in dem Himmel droben, 
Tho veriest keinen, gilet Acht auff die deinen, 
Die dich recht meynen.” 

HERE AT THY CROSS, MY 

This st. is included as st. v. in the version in 
Bunsen’s Verswoh, 1833, No. 43. 7. as:— 

1, The night is come, wherein at last we rest, in 
full trom Boosen by Miss Winkworth in ber 
Lyra Ger,, 2nd Ser, 1858, p. 77, repeated as 
No, 105 in R, Minton Taylor's Coll, 1872, 

2, Now God be with us, for the night is closing, 
a good tr. from Bunsen, in the original metre, 
by Miss Winkworth, as No. 170 in her C. B, sor 
Englend, 1863, and repeated in her Christisn 
Singers of Germany, L869, p. 139. This version 
has been included in various recent collections, | ~ 
though generally abridged or altered, as in the 
Hymaary, 1872; Thring’s Coli, 1882; and in 
America in the Meany. Hyl., N.Y¥., 188, dc, 
In Laudes Domini, N.Y., 1884, it is in two parts 
(Nos, 209-210), the second beginning, “ Father, 
Thy name be praised, Thy Kington giren.” 
This is st. vi. with an added doxology, as in the 
Hymnary, 1872. 

Other trs, are :— 
1) “The n comes = . ° 

at eau So 164 a} 1 Forged + th 
tw sleep invite,” by #, J. , 1842, p. G4. 

ii, O Ohristenmensch, merk wie sicha biilt. 
(Fuith.] 1566, as above, in 18 st. of 4 1, 
repeated in Wackernagel, iv. p. 483. In Bun- 
sen’s Versuch, 1833, No. 390 (Allg. G. B., 1846, 
No. 130), the hymn begins with st. iii. altered to 
“Der Glaub’ ist ein lebend’ge Kraft,” and 
consists of st. iii, viii, xi, xii, xvi, xviii. 
Bunsen calla it “a noble confession of the true 
Christian faith.” 7h. as:— 
Faith is a living power from heaven, A cool 

tr. from Bunsen by Miss Winkworth in her 
Lyra Ger,, Ind ser., 1858, p. 160, and thence in 
her C. B. for England, 1863. It is repeated, more 
or less altered and abridged, in Aenmedy, 1865; 
and in America in the Presh, Hyl., 1874, 
Baptist Service of Song, 1871, &e. 

ii, Hymns not in English C. U0. :— 
iii. Des Ww i elit Det Maran Were Mit, Eight, (i 

nagel, iv. p. 432. Tr. as “God's holy Word, which 
ne'er shall cease,” by J. Swertner, as No. 3 in the 
Moravian H, Bk, 1749 (1449, No. 2). 

iv, Fiurehtet Gett, O lieben Leut. (Murtyre.) 1544, 
in Wackernagel, The as above, in 13 t., and iv, p. 4%. 

trs. are, (i.) “0 love God, ye people dear,” aa No. 267 in 
A. |. of the Moravian H. Bk, US4. (2) “ Ooxalt and 

vi. O héchster Trost, heiliger Geist. 
1566, aa above, in 13 #4, and Wackernagel, tv. p. 
The tre, are, (1) 0 bighest comfort, Holy Ghost,” a# 
No. 262 in pt. 1. of the Moravian H. #Bk., (2°0 
Comforter, Holy Ghost,” as No. 203 in the Jforacian 
Ht. Bk, 1789 (1849, No. 265). 

Besides the above a number of hymn by 
Herbert (wll of which appeared in the Kir- 
chengeseng, 1566, and are included in Wacker- 
wagel'a vol. iv.) were tr. in pt. i. of the Mora- 
vian H, Bk., 1754. The numbers in the 175+ 
are 166, 259, 263, 264, 265, 266, 274, 277, 281, 
287, and 204. (J. MJ 

Here at Thy Cross, my dying God. 
I. Watts. [Salvation in the Bross) Ist pub. 
in his Hys. & 8. Songs, 17098, Bk. ii., No. 4, in 
Set.of 41 [tis in C. U. in its original form. 
and as: “Here at Thy Cross, ney cas Lord”: 
“Here at Thy Cross, incarnate God"; and 

iene tene eel 



h 
1 ERE, O MY LORD, 1 SEE 

Yiarig at Th 
Us 2¥ Cross, my Saviour God,” in Mieratiquaetican hymn-books, cakes wt toons 

tent be ing to remove the objection that 
© Open: Tade to the clause my dying God, in 

{J. J.J 

H 

geile. g line, 

‘“ 

. © my Lord, I see Thee face to 
“s onar. [Holy meee! Dr. 

in MY, Rt, elder brother, Dr. John James 
Wont A w's Free Church, Greenock, 

ence My et each Communion, to print a 
Ay “able ee of the various services, and a 
bet Sungo™ After the Communion on the 
in “the, De of October, 1855, he asked his 
con, day ~ H. Bonar, to furnish a hymn, and 
wit Posed | two received this hymn (possibl 
Wat th before), and it was then prin 
485 Pup Memorandum, for the firat time. It 
Pal 7, i, ae Faith and Hope, \st series, 

. 10 st. of 41, and headed, “This do 
By Sexe, Bbrance of me.” In addition to being 

Ae Up “sive use in its original, or in an 
form, it is also given but unaltered 

2, 

bal ane I, Ler, 
Reif " a 

© cart anime” — 
I humbly seek Thy face, in 

“Toverican Boge Strvic of 
Pon’, lee 2. frie oP, Wut Thine, nor do T need, In the 

aj ” Merit, earnestness, pathos, and 
18 hymn ranks with the best of 

Psitions. (J. BJ 

Assistant, 1832, in 6 st. 
refrain, “ O that will be joy- 

try ant eo Uited in sentiment more to 
Ne to hich Young, yet mainly through drey, Mea we it is set and the refrain, it ( cho, and ig = 3,,°*¥ popular hymn with chil- Ms, a Authoy; “Xtensive use in Sunday- 
tyra Bree" S@d text from the author's 

- Heri ae a 1867, p. 62. (J. J.J 
Stor. (St Se) 1 8 exultavit. Adam of St en . m of St, i god eA ce 7) Thence. by = yy the masterpiece of the ime comPsitiog, Sp. Trench termed “a sub- 

8ked 

> 
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1, Yesterday with exultation. By J. J. Neale, 
pub. in the 2nd ed. of his Mediaeval Hymns, 
1863, in 7 st. of 6 Land 1 st. of 81, This was 
repeated in the Appendix to Hl. A. & M., 1868, 
with st. viii. reduced to 6 1.; and in the Appen- 
dix to the H. Noted, 1862, and others in its ori- 
ginal form, 

2. Jesu, Word of Ged Incarnate. By W. Cooke, 
made for and first pub. in the Hymnary, 1872. 

Translations not in 0. U. :— 
1, Yesterday the happy earth. Mra. Charles, 1858. 

ase Minating with the shouts of earth, H. Aynaston, 

3. Death shall be thy birthday morn. Pt. il, of No. 2. 
4. Yesterday the world elated. D, S, Wraagham, 

1881. (J. M.J 

‘Herman, Nicolaus, is always associated 
with Jonchimsthal in Bohemia, just over the 
mountains from Saxony. ‘The town was not 
of importance till the mines began to be ex- 
tensively worked about 1516. Whether Her- 
man was a native of this place is not known, 
but he was apparently there in 1518, and was 
certainly in » there in 1524. For many 
zane he beld the post of Master in the Latin 

hool, and Canter or Organist and Choir- 
master in the church, Towards the end of 
his life he suffered greatly from gout, and had 
to resizn even bis post as Cantor a number of 
years before hia death. He d. at Joachims- 
thal, May 3 1561. (Koch, i. 390-898 ; Allg. 
Deutsche Biog., xii. 186-188, &e.) 

He was a great friend and helper of J. Mathesius 
(q.¥.) (who in 1532 became rector of the school, but in 
1541 diaconws and in 1545 pastor of the church), and it 
Was said that whenever Mathesius preached a specially 

sermon Herman straightway embodied ite leading 
ieee ine bymn. His byrne, however, were not 
 mapreg sd written fur use in church, but were intended 

the gy eee girls in the schools, to supplant profane 
songs in the mouths of the young men and women, oF 
for the daily life of the “house-fathers and bouse- 
mothers" in Joschimsthal, at bumne, and in their work 
in the mines, He is a poet of the people, homely, 

sine, at PGs Beta stave ere Deer 
ens og Bp roel organist. The eu — 

ith bts ne are apparently all w! 
pk gescenve and eee the best of the Re- 

furmation period. ; 

Many of Herman’s hymns soon passed into 

Church use in Germany, and a number ure 

found in almost all books in present use. 

About 190 in all, they appeared principaily 

(1) Die Sontags KEvangelia uber des gantze Jar, in 
to. and cere a” ge The full text, in 78 lines, 
Ocucvres Pitign te mpteh tr. of = vise cent,, 
Paris, 1*5i,p),* “fee * 18 given by Gautier in his | dated Trinity Sunday, 1589}, with 10) bys and 17 

- £ tT” S. Victor : iodies. best interspersed specially 
éd., 1881, p Ps =2, ~ 259m ater ~ Ms @nd oe for children aan ant directt founded on the 

agg oe at.. Pam, 1 : . 
2, 2 Lichen Historien den Beangelisten, &e., 

Abbey abd Vice, z lag! . roles rege gn St Nabors, 1602 (pretace by Herman dated St. Bar. 

ar, Park No F wri sa a Bi ‘s thulomew's Day, 1560), with 73 bytnns and 20 mr lodis «. 

is aleo fowd 7, 2 ta aritten before 1239 (Bibl. | ih’ thie case also the general hymns are the best. A 
ee 2. and other 88.) It | selection of 60 (really 61) of his na, with « memoir 

“es eel, i 64; Kehrein, | by K. F- was pub. ot Halle, 1555, 

verfasset, fir die Kinder und chrivtlichen 
oeenge eae eisnare 1560 (dedication by Herman 

* for the day. (2) bie Histo von der Sind. 

> tea it from the Limoges ag Joseph, Mose, Helia, Elisa wnd der Susanna, 
ean 

No. 714; Tene 
p. 212; Tere ca ii " 

! 

; na itr és , ed. | Qne of Herman's hymns is noted under 

mene ina”, 7 Feed i oa Beste, os “ wens mein Stindlein vorhand: n ist.” The 

T acl) are "hin, S- - rgham 1881, and | others which have passed into Enxlish are :— 

hte lary tra ub, din G78 (omitted by | 4. Bescher uns, Herr, das tiglich Brod. Grace 
the relics d 8, Zee sbttul™ hencicity before Meat. 1562, as above, and thence in 

age Alttiet St. c aa ge worked by | ackernagel, iii, p, 1228, in 6 st. of 415 im 

4 sete I, Ve iPhen : = r reco Ledderhose, p. 70; and in the Berlin GL. S., 
Civi tneeot por aT are howe byl: his De | ed, 1863, No. 1135, Ti. as:— ; 

the well the eis BS Bong SRE oF own to | 2. Thou art our Father and our Ged. This, by 
— som =My bably we are in | P. H.- Molther, a fr. of st. vi., as No, 180 in the 

‘ Tv, = the lines Moravian H. Bk., 1789 (1849, No. 220, Ce ¥.). 
sees 5 : 

‘ 

— — ——— i — 
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2. As children we are owned by Thee, a fr, of 
st. vi, as st. iii, of No. 191 in the Moravian H. 
Bk., 1801 (1849, No, 220, st. iii.). 

ii. Die helle Sonn leucht jetzt herfiir. Aforning. 
1560, as above, and thence in Wackernagel, iii, 
p. 1184, in 4 st. of 41.5 in Ledderhose, p. 87; 
and in the (Une. ZL. 8, 1851, No. 450, Jr. as — 

The beam revives our eyes, a good and 
full tr. by, A. T. Russell, as No. 71 in the 
Dalston Hospital H. Bk, 1848. 

iii, Erschienen ist der herrliche Tag. Fuster. 
1560, n8 above, in 14 st, of 4 1, entitled,“ A new 
Spiritual Song of the Joyful Resurrection of our 
Saviour Jesus Christ; for the maidens of the 
girls’ school in Joavhimsthal "; and thence in 
Wackernagel, iii. p. 1175; in Ledderhose, p, 23, 
and the Une. Z. S., 1851, No. 134, It has re- 
miniscences of the “Erstanden ist der heil’ge 
Christ “ (see Surrexit Christus). 77. as:— 
The day bath dawn'd—the day of days, a good 

tr. by A. T. Russell of st. i, ii, xiii, xiv., as 
No. 113 in his Ps. & Mys., 1851. 

Another tr. is, * At length appears us day," 
by Dr. Weiter, 1860, —-h aerated 

iv. Hinunter ist der Sonnen Schein. Evening. 
1560, as above, and thence in Wackernagel, iii. 
p- 1184, in 4 st, of 4.1,; in Ledderhose, p. 88; 
and in the Une, ZL. S&., 1851, No, 523. Some of 
the phrases may hare been suggested by the 
“ Christe qui lux es et dies” (q.¥.). Tr. as: — 

1, Bunk is the sun’s last beam of light, a full 
and good fr, by Miss Cox in her Sacred #1. from 
the German, 1841, p. 57. Included in Alford’s Ps, 
§ Hys., 1844, and Year of Praise, 1867; in Dale's 
Eng. H, Bh. 1875; in the Penvsylvania Luth, 
Ch. Bk, 1868, and others. It is also given con- 
siderably altered and beginning, “Sunk is the 
Sun! the daylight gone,” in W. J. Blew’s 
Church H. ad Tee Bk., 1851-55, 

%, The happy sunshine all is gone, in full, by 
Miss Winkworth in her Lyra Ger., Ist Ser., 1855, 
p. 225; repeated in her C. &. for England, 1863, 
and the Ohio Luth Hyl., 1880. 
Other trs. are: (1) “Did I perhaps Thee somewhat 
eve,” « tr. of at. iil, in the Moravian HW. #k., 1789, 

©. 756. In the 1401 and later eds. (1886, No. L181, t. 
iiL.), it Degine, “ Where’er 1 Thee this day did grieve.” 
(2) * The sun's fair sheen is amd ‘a HS. 
Buckoll, 1842, poe. (a4) “ The on bel den ie dally 
tace,” by Lady &. Fortescue, 1443, p. 14, 

v. Lobt Gott, ihr Christen alle gleich, Christ 
mas, Written c. 1554, but first pub. 1560 ay 
above, as the first of “Three Spiritual Christ- 
mas Songs of the new-born child Jesus, for the 
children in Joachimathal.” Thence in Wacker- 
nagel, ili, p. 1169, in 8 st. of 41.3 in Ledderhose, 
p. 1; and io the Une. ZL. &, 1851, No. 47. It 
is one of the most popular German Christmas 
hymns. The melody set to it in 1560 is also by 
Herman; in 1554 to his “ Kommt her ihr lieb- 
ster Schwesterlein” fin the Hymnal Comp. 
called * St. George's (old) "). 7. as :— 

1, Let all together praise our God, a good fr. of 
st. i. iii, vi., viii, by A. T. Russell, as No, 52 in 
his Ps, & Hys., 1851. Repeated in Kenoedy, 
18463, adding a tr, of st. ii, and beginning, “ Let 
all creation praise our God.” 

2. Praise ye the Lord, ye Christians! yea, in full, 
by E. Cronenwett, as No. 31 in the Ohio Lut, 
Hyl,, 1280, 
Other trs. are: (1) * A wondrous change He with us 

makes," a fr. of ot. vill., ix, as No. 438 in pt.4. of the 
Moravian IH. Ak., \754, ted 1THS-Je2H. (2) “Come, 
brethren, let the song arise,” by Dr. G. Walker, 1860, 
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a. (3) * Praise God, now Christians, all alike,” by 
ise Manington, lse4, p. ®. (4) “Praise God, upon 

His throne on high,” in the Sunday Magazine, 1474, p. 
3s4, signed “P. J." The bymn “Shepherds 
iif. up your eyes,” Ha by J.C. Jacobi in his Peal. 
Ger., 1722, p. =, to Herman's melody (which was Ie 
pub. 1554) is, an stated in bis Preface, taken from Bk. i. 
of Isaac Watts's Hore Lyrica. 

wi. So wahr ich leb, spricht Gott der Herr. Ab- 
solution, 1560, as above, in 11 st. of 41, en- 
titled “A hymn on the power of the keys and 
the virtue of holy absolution ; for the children in 
Joachimsthal,” Thence in Wackternayel, iii, p. 
1183; in Ledderdose, p. 47; and the Une. L.S., 
1851, No, 429, It probably suggested the better 
known hymn, “So wahr ich lebe,” q.v. by 
Johann Heermann. Tr, as:— 

Yea, as I live, Jehovah saith, I do not wish the 
sinner’s death, in full, by Dr. M, Loy, as No, 245, 
in the Ohio Luth, Hyl., 1880. (J. M.] 

Hernaman, Claudia Frances, née 
Tbotson, dau. of W. H. Ibotson, sometime 
Vicar of Edwinstowe, Notts, waa b. at Addle- 
stone, Surrey, Oct. 19, 1838, and married Sept. 
1858, to the Rev. J. W. D. Hernaman, one of 
H. M. Inspectors of Schools. Mrs. Hernaman 
has composed more than 150 hymns, a pea 
proportion of which are for children, and also 
some fre. from the Latin. Her publications 
include :— 

(1) The Child's Book of Praise; A Manual of Devotion 
in Simple Verse by C.F. H. Edited by the Rev. James 
Skinner, M.A., &c., 1473; (2) The Story of the Reswr- 
rection, 1879; (3) Christmas Story, i381; (4) Christmas 
Carols for Children, ist series, 1884; Ind series, 1485; 
5) The Way of the Cross, a Metrical Litany, 1445; (6 

ng for the Seven Words from the Cross, 1885 ; 3 
. Life: & volume of Verees for the Seasons 

of the Church, 1856, ’ 

In addition to these original publications 
Mrs. Hernaman contributed hymna to the 
Church Times, to various magazines, and to 

1) Hym the Child the Church (22 by 
sete, (2) fivone fer the tattle Ones i> Sunday Rehool 
(10 bymne), 1484; (3) The Rev. M. Woodward's ( Folke- 
stone) Children's Service + Rook, 1843; (4) Mrs. k's 
Children’s Hymn Book, 1441; and (5) The Altar Hymnal, 
1884. Mra. Hernaman edited The Allar Hymnal, and 
contributed thereto a few fre. from the Latin in addition 
to original bymns, 

Mrs. Hernaman's hymns in OC. U. appeared 
as follows :— 

i. In her Child's Book of Praise, 1873. 
- Bebold, behold He cometh. Advent, 
. Holy Jesus, we adore Thee. Circumcision, 
How can we serve Thee, Lord. Fur Choristers, 
Jesus, in loving worship, 4. Communion, 
Jesus, Royal Jesus, Palm Sunday. 
Lord, | have stoned, bat pardon me. 

+ Lord, Who throughout these ap days. Lent 
. Reverently we worship Thee. HH. Trinity, 

ii. In her Appendiz to The Child's Book o 
Praise, 1874, and Hymne for Little Ones, 1804. 

9. Hosannah, they were crying. Adrent. 

ili. In her Christmas Carol, 1875. 
ao Angels singing, Church bells ringing. Christmas 

iv. In Hymna for the Children of the Church, 
1878, 

i, As Saint Joseph bay asleep. Flight into Ayypt. 
12. Come, abliaeen, iit your ggg Annet y 
Ph aie bless the Church of England. Prayer for the 

M4. Ha happy Sunday, Sunday. 
15. Hen them unto Bethany. Ascension. 
16, Jesu, we adore Thee. 2. Communion. 

vy. In her Story of the Hesurrection, 1879, 
17. Early with the blush of dawn. aster, 
18, Now the six days’ work isdone, Suaday, 

oo po ne 
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1880"" in the Wes. H. Bk, 1875; 
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1884, &.; | Oct. 12, 1707. 
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as“ O Herr lass") by Miss Winkworth in her 
(J. M.) 

Herr Zebaoth dein heiligs Wort. 
(Holy Scripture.) Included in the Singende 
und klingende Berge, Méhlheim, 1698 ( Fischer, 
ii. 487), and repeated in Freylinghausén’s 
Neues geistreiches G. B..1714, No. 205, in 6 st. 

It is some- 
times erroneously ascribed to Christian Knorr 
von Rosenroth. The only fr. in C. U. is :— 
© Lord of Hosts, Thy holy word. A tr. of st. 

i, iv., v., by A. T. Russell, as No, 21 im hin ?s. & Mys., 
1851. (J. Md 

Herrick, Robert, s. of Nicolas Herrick, 
ldsmith in Cheapside, London, was b, in 
don in 1591, and educated at St. John’s 

Thi Fi * Faithful Shepherd, hear as College, and Trinity Hall, Cambridge. Taking 
Holy Orders in 1629, he was presented to the 

g of Dean-Prior, Devon, During Crom-~- 
well’s Government he was ejected, but was 
reinstated at the Restoration. He d. in 1674. 
His Noble Numbers wus pub. in 1647; and his 

oo Herrick, in 1648. Various 
editions have followed, including that by Dr. 

the | Gresart, in 8 vols., in his Early English Poets, 
Asj nen evening hymns, but of rather 

ig G. B., | ¥85 a 
Duchy of | Selection, by F. 'T. Palgrave, in the Golden 

“Herr, des langen 

1869. A Selection, with Memoir by Dr. Nott, 
was also pub. at Briatol, 1810; and another 

Treasury Series, 1877. Herrick’s He des is 
also ove of the Universal Library Seriea, edited 
by H. Morley, 1284. [English Hymnody, Early, 
§ 1x.) {J. J.} 
Herrmann, Johann Gottfried, p.v., s. 

of Gottfried Herrmann, at Altjesenitz, 
near Bitterfeld, Saxony, was b. at Altjeasnitz, 

After ae at the Univer- 
sity of Lei (1.4. in 1731), he was appointed 
in 1731 diaconus at Rania, near Neustadt on 
the Orla; in 1734 diaconus at Peguu, near 
Leipzig; in 1738 superintendent at Plauen; 
and in 1746 chief Court preacher at Dresden, 

and oberconsistorialrath. He d. at Dresden, 

July 30, 1791 (Koch, v, 503-505). The only 

hymn by him fr. into English appeared in the 

ivilegirte neue und volleténdige Voigtlindi- 
whe Ge Buch, Plauen, 1742, which he 

gliubigen Gedanken, Jhe Love 

of God. A fine hymn, founded on Eph, i, 3-12, 

on Faith produced and nourished by the ever- 
lasting love of God. Ist pub. 1742 a» above 

(ed. 1751, No. 843), in 14 st, of 6 L, entitled 
“On the Everlasting Love of God.” Included 

as No. 413 in the Unv. L. &,, 1851. The only 

tr, in C. U. is:— 

On wings of faith, ye thoughts, fly hence. A 
good fr., omitting st. viii, by Miss Winkworth, 

in the Ist Ser. of her Lyra Ger, 1855, p. 121. 
Her trs. of ll. 1-4 of st. v,, xii, x., xi beginnin 

“Ah! happy bours! whene’er upsprings,” wit 

a Sth st. not from Herrmann, ad ed to complete 
the hymn, were included as No, 646 in the Amer. 

Sabbath H. Bk, 1858. Another arrangement, 

consisting of Il. 1-4 of st. ii-iv., vii, sili, m 

ared as No. 233 in the Sattuth H. Bk, 1858, 
and is repeated in several American collections. 

It begins :—" Ere earth's foundations yet were 

laid.” J. M. 

Werrnschmidt, Johann Daniel, was b, 
April 11, 1675, at Bopfingen, in wateninn, 
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where his father, G. A. Herrnschmidt, was 
from 1673-1702 diavonus, and 1702-1714 Town 
preacher, He entered the University of Altdorf 
in 1696 (a... 1698), and in the autumn of 1698 
wentto Halle, In the spring of 1702 he became 
asvistant to his father, and in July, 1702, 
Helfer at the Town church. In 1712 he be 
came superintendent, court preacher and con- 
sisturialrath at Idstein, and in the aame year 
graduated p.p. at Halle. He was finally, in 
1715, appointed Profeesur of Theology at 
Halle, and in 1716 also sub-«lirector of the 
Orphanage and the Padagogium there. He 
d. at Halle, Feb. 5, 1728 (Koch, iv. 849-854, 
569, &c.). He was one of the best hymn- 
writers of the older Pietistic school. His 
hymns are Scriptural, and mirror his inner life, 
but do not vas much powtic force. They 
were almost all written during his first resi- 
dence at Halle, 1698-1702, and appeared 
mostly in Freylinghausea'’s Geistreiches G. B., 
1704. Three have passed into English, viz. -— 

i. Gott wills machen, dass dieSachen. Trust in (od. 
1704, No. 417, in 17 st. of 6 |., repeated as No, Tot in 
the Uwe. L. S., 1851. It is founded on the Gospel for 
the 4th S. after Epiphany (St. Mats. viii, 23-27); amd is 
fall of clear cut, almost proverbial say! Tr. as: (1) 
“God will make it, canst thou take it," in the Suppl. to 
Ger, Pralmody, ed. 1765, p. 63. 3) “ Storms and 
ig tee Age hy batter,” as No, 455 in the Moravian 
Hf. Bk., 1789. In the 1801 and later eds. (1886, No, 626), 
it begins, “ Storms of trouble iy ora us." (3) “God 
so guides us, what betides us," by V. L, inghim, 
1870, p. 251. 

The two remaining hymns (ii, iii.) are 
annotated under Various. [J. M.} 

aida Johann Friedrich, .t.p., «. 
of Johann Hertzog, diaconus of the Church of 
the Holy Cross, in Dresden, was b. at Dresden, 
June 6, 1647. After the completion of his 
legul studies at the University of Wittenberg, 
he was, from 1671 to 1674, tutor to the sons 
of General-Lieutenant von Arnim. In 1674 
he returned to Dresden to practise as an ad- 
voeate, where he d. March 21, 1690 (Koch, iii. 
361-63; Allg. Deutsche Biographie, xii. 251). 
The only hymn by him which has been tr. into 
English is:— ; 

Nun sich der Tag goondet hat, Und keine Sonn 
mehr scheint. [Hrening.] Miacher, ii. 120, says 
that, according to the testimony of Hertzog's 
brother, this hymn was written one evening 
in 1670 while the author was still a student at 
Wittenberg. St. i. and the melody appear as 
No. 8 in the I Zehen of A. P. Krieger's Neue 
Arien. In 6 Zehen, Dresden, 1667 [Leipzig 
Town Library). Hertzog seems to have adopted 
hor v" rom a 7 others, the form in 8 st. 
eing found in Luppius’s Andachtig Singender 

Christen- Mund, Wesel, 1692, p. 123, in 9 st. In- 
cluded as No, 622 in Freylinghausen’s Geistreiches 
G, B., Vive, with a L0th st., which, according 
to Fischer, first appeared in the Leipzig G. B., 
1693, Alsoin the Une. LZ. S&S, 1851, No, 530, 
It speedily became popular, was often imitated, 
and still holds its place as one of the best Ger- 
man eveniug hymns. The ¢rs, in C. U. are:— 

1. And now another day is gone. A good tr, 
omitting st. vii, by J. C. Jacobi in his Psal, 
Ger, 1722, p, 111 (ed. 1732, p. 174, altered). 
St. vii, “ With cheerful heart I close my eyes,” 
while parallel with the German is really st. iv. 
of Watts's “And now another day is gone,” in 
his Divine and Moral Songs. The 1732 text, 
slightly altered, is No. 479 in pt. i. of the Mora- 
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vian HT. Bk., 1754, and st. i,-iii., vii, ix. altered 
are No. 391 in J. A. Latrobe's Coll, 1441. The 
form principally used is a cento beginning, “ In 
mercy, Lord, remember me"; and being st. iii, 
vii., ix., x. slightly altered as No. 700 in the 
Moravian H, Bh. 1789, and repeated, omitting 
st. x., in later eds. (1886, No. 1183). This 
cento has recently been included in Windle’s 
C. P. & Hyl, 1862, in Dr. Thomas's Augustine 
H, Bk, 1866. Dr. Martineau's Hys. of Proise 
§ Prayer, 1873; and in America in the Meth. 
tpis, H, Bh, 1849; Hys. for the Ch. of Christ, 
Boston, 1853, &e. 

2. And now another day is past, A version of 
st. i.-iv., vii.-ix., based on Jacobi, is found as 
No. 494 in the Appendix to the American Ger- 
man Reformed Ps, ¢ Hys,, 1834, and also in the 
Amer, Luth. Gen. Synod’s #, BA, 1850, 

3. The shades of night have banished day. A 
fall and very good fr. by Miss Dunn in her Hys. 
from the German, 1857, p. 16, Included, slightly 
altered and omitting st. vi,, viii., in the Upping- 
ham & Sherborne School H, Bé, 1874, and thence 
in Thring’s Coll., 1882. : 

it catefinc «Akandrgy disor tree Bay Bc A 
tr., omitting st. iv., vi., x., by Miss Wink- 

oath in her C. ®. for England, 1363. 
5. The day is done, the aun is set, A fr. of st. 

i.-iii., vii., marked as by F. C. C., as No. 176 in 
Dr. Pagenstecher's Cofl., 1804. 

6. Since now the day hath reached its close, In 
full as No. 311 in the Ohio Luth. Zy/., 1880, 
marked as a compilation. 
Other tra, are: (1) The waning day hath reached ite 

close,” by H. J. Buckoil, 1842, p. 54. (2) “The day ia 
gone, and now ne more,” by Lr, @, Walker, 1860, p. 61. 
(3) “Now that the day from earth hath crept,” + mn 
Manington, 1863, p, 136. (J. M.) 

Hervey, James, ».a., 8. of the Rector of 
Weston-Favell and Colli diocese of 
Peterborough, was b. ut Hardingstone, near 
Northampton, Feb. 14, 1714, and educated at 
the Free Grammar School, Northampton, 
and Lincoln College, Oxford. At Oxford he 
had John Wesley, then a Fellow of Linrol 
as his tutor, Ordained in 1736, he pear 
his father for a short time, and then became 
Curate of Dummer. At the end of a year he 
poceet on to Devonshire, first as a guest of 

r. Orchard, at Stoke Abbey, and then as 
Curate of Bideford. In 1742 he left Bideford 
and rejoined his father, whom he succeeded 
a8 Rector of Weston-Favell and Collingtree 
in 1752. He d. Dec. 25, 1758. His con- 
troversial and religious writings were very 
popular at one time, but have fallen out of 
use. His Meditations among the Tombs 
(suggested by u visit paid to Kilkhampton 
Church, Cornwall), Reflections on a Flower 
Garden, and « Descant on ion, were pub. 
in one volume in 1746; and his Contempla- 
tions on the Night, aml The Starry Hi 
with 4 Winter Piece, were pub. as a secon 
volnme in 1746. A complete edition of his 
Meditations and Contemplations were pub. 
with a Memoir (Lond, W. Tegg) in 1860. 
From these the following hymns have come 
into C. U, :— 

1, Make the extended skies tomb, The True 
tife, This was given in the Meditations the 
Tombs, 1746, in 4st, of 41, as the conclusion of a medi- 
tation on “The only infallible way of immortalizing 
our characters" ;— 

“The only infallible way of immortalizing oar 
characters, away equally open t the meanest apd 
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Heart and heart together bound, a goud tr. of 
Bunsen’s text by Miss Winkworth in her Lyra 
Ger., Ist ser. 1855, p. 124, repeated as No. 105 
in her C. &. for England, 1863. Her st, iv.-vi. 
altered, and omitting iv., Il. 5-8, and beginning 
rd Jesus, truest Friend, unite,” were included as 
No. 278 in the Pennsylvania Luth, Ch, Bé., 1868, 
Other tre. are :— 

Pa Flock of Jesus, b> united " (st. i1.), by J. Miller 
. W. Foster, as No, 349 in the Moravian H. Kk., 

1788, (1849, No. 485). (2) * Grant, Lord, that with Thy 
direction,” (st. ix.) as No, 1055, in the Suppl. of 140« 
to the Morarian HW. Bk. 1801. Inu the 1446 ed, of the 
Moravian H. Bk, Nos, | and 2 are rewritten, and a tr, 
of st. &. prefixed, beginning, “Christian hearts in love 
woited.” (3) “ Heart to beart in love united,” tn the 
Christian ya Boston, U.5., Sept. en p Mi 
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orks, 868-72, Sucred Poems, 1739 (P. as No. 122 in Weasrt- i. p. 162). It was included not included in th." Pocket H. Bh., 1785, but ment of 1830, No Larger #7, Bh. till the Supple- 666). Repeated may £210 (revised ed, 1875, No. 1853. In the Agee Ne. 333 in the Leeds H. Bk., 191, it begins «© O° A. Cw. H. Bh, 1863, No Eng. H. tisz . Goa the Son,” and in Dale's mighty God, in Who 494, it begins “ Al- 

combine.” (J. MJ 

Hersliebster Jesu, was hast du 
verbrochen, J. Heermann. [Pussiontide.] 
Ist pub. in his Devoti Musira Cordis, Breslau, 
1630, p. 63, in 15 st. of 4 1, entitled * The 
Cuase of the bitter sufferings of Jesus Christ, 
and consolation from His love and grace 
From Augustine.” 
The Latin meditation on which the hymn is based is 

No. vil, of the Meditationes of St. Augustine, This 
book, however, is rot an original work of that Father, 
but « mediaeval compilation, mainly from St. Anselm of 
Canterbury, bat in part from St. Augustine, St. G 
the Great, and others, Meditation vii, is by St. Anselm. 

It is a beautiful and thoughtful hymn, and 
has been extensively used in Germany. It is 
iven in Mitzell, 1858, No. 30, in the Une. 
.&, 1851, No. 102, &, The fine melod 

(given in the C. B. for Evgland) ia by J. 
riiger, pgs in his Newes rollkémm- 

liches G. B., Berlin, 1640, and is employed by 
J. 5. Bach in bis St. Matthew and St. John 
Passion Music, Tr. as ;— 

1, What laws, my blessed Saviour, hast Thou 
broken, a good and full ér. by Miss Cox in her 
Sacred H, from the German, 1841, p, 25 (ed. 
1864, p. 51, slightly altered). In 1874 her trs, 
of st. i.-iv.y vii, altered, and beginning, “ What 
law, most blessed Jesus,” were included in 
Darling's H. for Ch, of England. 

2. What law, beloved Jesu, hast Thou broken, a 
tr. of st. i, iii, iv., ix., by A. T. Russell as 

o. 91 in his Ps. ¢ Hys., 1851. 
3. Alas, dear Lord, what law then hast Thou 

broken, a very good tr., omitting st. v., by Miss Herz und Ex in ; NL. won Zin Sor. WwW inkworth as No, 52 in her C. 8. for England, 
Written in 173%. Pareint 1363, 

Other tre, are :— ‘ 
mies **What then, dear Jeans, badet Thou done or 

d,** No, 166 in the Moravian H. Hk, 1742. $2 “ Dear 
Jesu! wherein wert Thou to be blamed,” No. 293 in 

. L of the Moravian H. Bk., 1754, In the ed. of 1849, 
Rs. lod, it beging «Dear Jesus! wherein art; " and in 
the 1456 ed., No, 92, with st. iv., *O wondrous grace, 
all earthly love exceeding.” (3) “ Alas, dear Lore, 
what evil hast Thou dor by Miss Winkworth, 1855, 

. TT. (4) O precious Jesus, what bast Thou been 
ng.” by Mise Baurlingham in the Aritésh Herald, 

July, 1°65, p. 101, in Reid's Praise Bk, 1872. 
5) “What didet Thou, Jesus, dearest One,” by Dr. 
. Guthrie, 1469, pts, (6) *O dearest Saviour! what 

law hadst Thou broken,” by , L. Frothingaam, 1sT0, 
p. 208. (J. M.} 

He's gone! see where His body lay. 
T. Kelly. (Easter.] Pub. in the Ist ed. of 
his Hymna, &c,, 18t4, in 6 st. of 6 1. (ed. 1853, 
No, 32), and is based on St. Matt, xxviii, 6. 
In eddition to the original, two altered formg 
of the text are in C. U.:— 

zusammen. 
; = [Communion of Saints.) 

a by stri®, and said to have been 
= in he eBom >) in the Brethren's Unity, 

) egy H te 7. ,.°V%e to the Saviour. lst 
Ton Bent Je ©Zten Reden unsera Herrn Tode, Franktury,” *** 7, 2 

This work cnt, ine sr a Creutzea- 
“LI Disco a o 

aaa ohne timatyg Poetics rendering of our Lord's 
comtains respective = a OSOrded in St. Jobn xiv-xvile, 
all 320 st. From @2g "tion of the poem, which thus 
fucluded a8 No. tag, "Bday ” SS i, and 113 at. of  1.—in 

the Herrnhut G, Betica the ar ed 131, of the Samim 

and three st incr Of ".t2 sat tn the Bruder @. Bu 
from st- 7 4ang 7.2 ay “CCtion Ii, 1725, was omitted, 
the text of all the 42 O@ of YI, viii,,’x., which are taken 

as te inns Lotion iv. of the 1725 while 
- . : . 

ye Le. Si. Od, sag, “© x or 2Weaiier far Hy nnuopie, thas, 

Wo. 450, in Gat, ig te e778 ig No. 1040 In the Berlin 
Sreaes SX in bunsen’s Versuch, 1833, 

from the 1775. 

— ee 
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1. “0 joyful sound! O ghorious boar.” This altera- 
ton of st. iL-iv, appeared tu Hall's Mitre H, Bk, 1836. 
Ite use is limited. 2. “Come, see the place where Jesus 
lay, And bear angelic votces say.” This version of the 
text was made by the compilers of 4. 4. & M., 1861, and 
is In extensive use. (J. J.) 

He’s gone! the spotless soul is gone. 
C. Wesley. [Burial] Written “On the death 
of the Rev. James Hervey, Dec. 25, 1758,” 
and pub, in Wesley's Funeral Hymns, 1759, 
No. 38, in 4 st. of 6 1. (P. Works, 1868-72, 
vol. vi. p. 279). It is adapted for Tal use 
in the Amer, Meth. Episcopal Ch. Hymne, 
1849. {J. J.J 

Hesse, Johann, v.v., « of Johann yon 
Hesse, a merchant of Niirmberg, was b. at 
Niirnberg, Sept. 21 or 23, 1490. He attended 
the Universities of Leipzig (1506), Wittenberg, 
where he graduated M.a., 1511, and heard 
lectures from Luther and Johann vy, Staupitz ; 
Bologna and Ferrara (p.v. at Ferrara, 1519). 
During his residence in Italy he — an 
insight into the corruptions of the Church in 
that country, and on his return home in 1420 
he sided more and more with the party of 
Reform. He bad been appointed Canun of 
Neisse in Silesia in 1515, and was in 1520 
ordained priest at Breslau. He acted for some 
time as @ Provost of the Church of St. Mary 
and St. George, at Oels, and was then sum- 
moned to Breslau, in 1521, to bh us a 
Canon of the Cathedral. He did not at first 
declare himself openly for the Reformation : 
but on a visit to Niirnberg in the spring o 
1523, preached @ sermon in St. i 
Chureb, in which he proclaimed himself on 
the side of the Reformers. On this he was 
invited by the magistrates of Breslau to be- 
come Evangelical pastor of St. Mary Mng- 
dalene's Church there; and in spite of the 
= of the Pope and of King Sigismund 
of Poland, lie was formally installed, Oct, 21, 
1525, as the first Evangelical pastor elected 
by the people in Silesia, He d. at Breslau, 
Jan. 6, 1547. (Koch, i, 360-367; Allg. Deuteche 
Biog., xii. 283-284, &e.) Two hymns have 
been ascribed to Hesse, one of which has 
passed into English. viz.:— 
© Welt, ich muss dich lassen. Furthe Dying. Wack- 

tii, p. 952, gives this in 10 af, of 6 L. from a 
beet at Norberg, c. 1555, and from « 

NGrnberg G. #. of 1569. It ts also in the Unr. £8, 
1951, No. 839. Lauxmann, in Aock, viii. 5x9, says that 
according to tradition it was written as a dying song fur 
criminals on their way to execution, in whose welfare 
Hesse had begun to interest himself as early as 1626. In 
Jeremias Weber's @. 8., Lei 1634, p. TT@, it is 
entitled, ** A funeral b for a person whe on sccount 
of his misdeeds is iawfully and justly trought from life 
to death, pe mein graworyly h blicly _— that = 

e . 5 was ft 

aided by the beautiful melody te whl his eet Th 
is given in its original form by Miss Winkworth, and in 
HL. A. & M. (No, #6) is called Innsprack, It appears in 
G, Porster's Ausszug guter alter und newer Teutscher 
liedlein, Nmmberg, 1539, in a four-part setting by 
Heinrich Isaak (b. c. 1440, Capellmeister to the Emperor 
Maximilian [.) to the words of the travelling artisan’s 
song “Innsbruck, ich muss dich lassen.” This hymn 

'. i 

0 world, I now must leave thee, a good fr. of st, i, 
iv.-vill., by Miss Winkworth, as No. 189 in her C. B. 
{or England, 1663, repeated, omitting st. vi., in the Obie 

ith, Hymnal, 1X80. Another fr, is:—"0 work, I 
leave thee ; far I go,” by fr, G. Walker, 160, p. 161, 

Another form of the hymn is that with the same fist 
line given in Heinrich Knaust’s Gassenhewer, Reuter 
tunel dedlin christlich, moraliter wand silflick wer- 
endert, Frankfurt-am-Main, 1571, where it is in 3 st, 
*icned “DD. H, K." (1e. Dr. Heinrich Knaust), and en- 
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titled, * Issbrack ich muss dich lassen christianiy and 
morally altered.” Thence in War ke ty. p. TH, 
The only tr. of this form is, “OQ world, 1 mut torsake 
thee," by Miss Winkworth, 1469, p. 91. {J. Mj 

Hessenthaler, Magnus, was b. in Ut, 
1621, at Hochdorf, near Waiblingen, Wirt. 
temberg, where bis father was pustor. He 
became, in 1656, professor of history, dipl- 
macy, and rhetoric, in the so-called’ *Colle- 
gium illustre,” or academy for sous of noble- 
men, at Tiibingen, and ulse lecturer on moral 
philosophy in the University. In 1663 he was 
appointed by Duke Eberhard IIL, of Win- 
temberg, as historiographer of Wirttemberg, 
and removed to Stuttgart, where he d. Apnl 2, 
1681 (Allg. Deutache Biog., xii. 271). 
A very complete set of his works bs preserved in the 

University Library at Tobingen; but neither there nor 
in St Amsterdam or elsewbere have we been 
able to find the Kuangelische Jubetatinme which he is said 
to have pub. at Amsterdam 1668, and which Mock, Ind 
ed. ii, 314, says contained 1: original by . In the 
Noirnberg @. #,, 1616, there are 9 bymune (Nos. 13, s4, 4, 
212, 213, 314, 466, 470, 901) under bis name; and in the 

Clat'S "aurea DOTS! 1. .— 

Mein Jesu, wie int die Lieb, Saints’ Days. 
In the Norn G. B., 1676, No. 313, in 10 et. of 4b, 
appointed for vals of apostles and martyrs. Ty. 
as :— 

True Shepherd, who in most deep, by Miss 
Winkworth, as No. 79 in her ee. Pn England, 163, is 
S st.of 41, Mise W. seems to have tr. some altered 
and abridged version ; at least the 5 st. she gives borrow 
more or less from all the 10 et. of the mag S| M) 

Heu! Heu! mala mundi vita. [Ad- 
vent.) This poem was Ist pub. at length by 
E. Levis in his Anecdota Sacra, Trin, 1789, 
p. 119, and ascribed to the Franciscan Peter 
Gonella, of Tortona. A slightly fuller form in 
384 lines, beginning, “Hen! Heu! mundi 
vita,” was pub. by E. du Meril in his Poésies 
Populaires Latines du Moyen Age, Paria, 1547, 
X 108, from a as. of the 12th cent, in the 

ational Library at Paris. In 1849 Arch- 
bishop Trench pub, a portion of the poem in 
his Sacred Latin Poetry, inning * Eheu! 
Ebeu! mundi vita,” with the following note :— 
“The ms. is of the twelfth century, and the poem 

itself can scarcely be of an carlier date. Three or four 
stantas of it had already got abroad. Thus two are 

by Gerhard, Loct Theoll, xxix, 11, and see 
ser, List, Poem, Med. Aewi, p. 423. The attribution 

of these fragments of the poem, and thus implicitly of 
the whole, to St, Bernard, rests on no authority «hat- 

hm of any poeta of merit belowsing to that pari, a 

whereof the duthorsistp was uncertain ® 

Mone, Nos. 298, 299, included it in two parts. 
(i. * Heu! Heu! mala mundi vita.” ii. “Cum 
revolyo toto corde”), and held that it was 
made up of two poems, though possibly by the 
same Italian author, The first part (Il. 1-200) 
he gives from a Reichenau as of the Mth 
cent,, &c,; and the second part (IL 201-384) 
from a Ma. of the 13th cent. at Trier, &c, His 
notes and renderings are extensive, In Daniel, 
iv. p. 194, the text of both parts is quoted from 
Mone. It is also in a as, of the ith cent. at 
Bern (No. 424). (J. M.) 

The full text of this m haa not been 
rendered into English. The following are 
centos therefrom ;— 

i. Cum revolvo teto corde, This is tr. by T. G. 
Crippen in his Ancieat Hymns and Poems, 1868, 
p- 47, in five parts, as in Mone and Daniel, No 
portion of this /r. 1s ia C, U, 



wit ga CASPAR 
of 4 ii th. fo,"* 3 enim dies, This cento begins 
hee a ang! Du Meri’s text, and tine 17 

iting Pi?, Daniel Dr. Littledale tr. it for 
as xo 1867, as “Now the day is 

Tepentea _— it is signed “F. R.” 
oa, in the Irvingite Ays. for the 

. 4g Sive, flarged 1871, and ‘4 Stk aaneis 
on fay, Advent. 
ag of Fd vitae. This cento begins with 
Be in FY AMeril’s text, and line 121 of the 

¥ "Gham rea This was tr. as “ Lo 
% > in ty of Life” (sldrent], by Mrs. 

Son,’ PR. log? Voice of Cirihien We rif Song, 
ie 1 8¢q_,/t Was repeated in Schaff's Christ m 

IT ymin che % %, and other collections; and as 
his ¢,'°?y, 18), of Christ's appearing,” in the 
Cs Da *Siomal jr Dr. Kynaston rg a tr. in 
titles ¥ OF Lig, “47s, 1862, No.7, in 2 st. of 8 1. 
cw. Healt sorrow ending”), which he en- 

* *ltho, A of Judgment.” It is not in 
8" worthy of that honour. (J. J.) 
aC w , Cas 

Fendt, im Franconia. After grduat 
2 me, in 1645, pastor at 

Schweinfurt; in 164 at 
rene Pe won diaconus of Ralrwetae 

tendent at Schweinfurt, 
Vecntnand, iv. 237-238). One of 

7. into English:— 

brary, Werane wort. Eternal Life. In- 
pt rary. Werniperode fay tZeusingen (iB iene (Decal 
to +O Ewigkeit, m Bt? st. of # 1, signed M.C.H., 
J + MOOS (I) 

word, ‘that joyh Osa ty ie 
(3) “+ Eternity! 0 wenn > ”” 

British 

by J.C. 
. (2) “Eternity ! that 

Mi , 1845, p. 112, ise 
the TE OF joy,” by Mise Burlingbam, in Reid's Praise bk, gz 2° Pt. 1965, p. 142, re in 

ses ce en “Ga elm ‘ . Choneets at Wozer , Meta, dau. of 
> Prastor of the — 

ar Ziirich, waa b. ut 
Fa? and was married in 

F een Heusser, a physician 
and his widow e,., 2 Sser d. at Hirzel in 1859, 

®ixa wed to resicle there till her death on ¥ 
Xaury 2, 1876 (Koch, vii, 

Hirzel, April 6, 
1821, to Johann 
at Hirzel. Dr, 

3772851; Aly. DO 
She was of strug —“£*e7ee Biog., xii. 39, 340). 
ma ae ht Mowe tic may fairl 

formale (nacred poeta "© Aerapofan of modern (erman 
sources of het pent Re, S Holy Scriptures and the 

the achowl of atlictiow, ima, 
and «in She was trained in 

ll oun nf el Piece her breathe the spirit 
. _ Her poms ior YY and childlike dependence, are 

Knapp’s Chritete ™3t acd from the heart to the 
at = at intervals in Albert 

Pts tse first series of them were 
Margy, 8 Linder einer Verborgenen ¢ 

@n her Gedichte at Leipzig, w 
‘S, 1850 and 15.) Oey, Pub. at Leiprig in i867. A 
her friend Dr. cera oe are found wr app's By. L. 

book 4 hye As ret Deuteches @. a ae of 
selection Caz arda a 

Borthwick, and wa, Reformed Church, A full 
Lyrics, amd incl Pak Sees translated by Miss Jane 

rom the Landof 14..." y,2¥ Nelson in 1876 an Alpine 
A, PAart of the pew ed. of Hymns 

by her daughter, ree *, 154. The dates of coinposi- 
. Taulepted, have bere kindly supplied : ai 

rs —-* Engz,. 
Heusser. 

" eet *h ©. U. 

(Pieffers). i? on geweinet, Consolation. 

1841, p. 336, j,P2b, [EF return from Pfifers 

hast, O Herz tie st. Pra peontmenaees “i 

Pfifers.” Repeay met of + ],, beginning “ * 
as 4 4 Floweret from 1s; i , 

S58, p. 9u, and in Knapp s 
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Christeniieder, 1841, No. 190, and Ee. LZ. &, 

1850, No, 2060 (1865, No, 2120). Tr. as:— 
Long hast thou wept and sorrowed, in full, by 

Miss Borthwick, in A. L. L., 4th Ser., 1862, 
p. 33, The trs, of st. i., vii.-ix,, were included 
in Wilson’s Sereice of Praise, 1865, and the 
whole in Schaff's Christ in Song, 1870. 
Another tr, is:—‘ Heart, thou hast long been w 

ing,” in Reid's Praise Bk., 1872. . a 

ii. still. Consolation. Written Jan. 
25, 1849, and Ist pub. in Knapp's Christoterpe, 
1852, p. 128, in 6 st. of 5 L, entitled “ Be still,” 
and repeated 1858, p. 108, Zr. as :— 

Heart be still! a good fr., omitting st. fv., in 
the Christian Treasury, June, 1853, p. 142. In- 
cluded in the Shade of the Rock, N. Y., 1869, 

and thence in full in Horder’s Cong, Hymnal, 

1884, and, omitting st iii, iv., in W. F. Steven- 
son’s H. for Ch. & Home, 1873. 

Other tra. are :— 
(1) “ Peace, be still! In this night,” tn the Christian 

Szaminer, Boston, U.S., Nov. 1460, (2) ** Peace, be still, 
Through the night,” by Miss Hor: 1876, p. 94, 

IL. Hymns not in English C. U. 
fii, Danket um alles; ihr Kinder der gi 

Liebe. The icing. Cn 1 Thess. ¥. 1s. 

April 1, 1821. 

ittlichen 
¥ Written 

Ist pub, im her Lieder, 185%, p. 1E7, in 
Ost. Tr. as “Give thanks for all things, children of 
your God," by Miss Horthwick, 1875. 

. Der du trugst die Schmerzen aller. Supplication, 
Written 1833. 1st pub. in Knapp's Christolerpe, 1435. 
p. 276, in I2et, Tr. as" Thoo hast borne our sins and 

sorrows,” by Miss Borthwick, 1675. 
vy. Dunkel ists! des Lebens Téne. The 

Mother's Prayer. Written 1#27. Ist pub. in Knapp's 

Christoterpe, 1334, p. 45, in 14 st., entitled, * At mid- 
by the children’s bedside.” Tr, as ** Darkness 

ne—ibe bum of life's commotion,” by Miss Borth- 

wick, in A. L. L., 1854, p. 21. 

vi. Endlich, endlich, wirst auch du. #ncowrage- 

ment, Written 1823. Ist mage in K "s Christo- 

terpe, 1434, p. 41, in 14 st. ae Doubs it notthow 

tod shalt come," by Miss Borthwick, 1475. 

vii. Hur’ ich euch _— ihr — des Friihlings 
erklingen. Spring. noble hymn was written 
in March, 1833 (1831 ?), after many troublows days avd 

sights. during a y from the snow-elad heigtite of 

rzel to the neighbouring Lake of Zug, where 4g, 

had al begun. (Aoch, vil, S40.) Ist pub. in 

Knapp’ Christoterpe, 1536, p. 234, In 21 st., entitled 

+ Hymn of Praise. In early Spring amid the first songs 

of the birds.” Inthe hymnats the second part, ** Lamm, 

das gelitten, und Liwe, der # ich gerungen”™ (st. 

x)» ven for Ascensiontide. ¢ tre are, (1) Voices 
— Ss g, with what gladness I hear you ngain,” by 

Miss Borthwick, in Hf. 1. L., 1862, p.&. (2) * Lamb, 

that bast suffered, and Lion of Judah victorious,” by 

Dr. H. Harbaugh, in the German Reformed Guardian, 

July, 1465. (3) * Lamb, the once crucified! Lion, by 

triumph surrounded,” tr. April, Isés, by T. C. Porter, 

for S< ‘8 Christ in Song, 1569. 
Vill. Ich weiss, dass mein Erldser lebet. Cmslation. 

Written March 20, 1459, on Job xix. 25, and included 

from her »s, in Dr, Schaff's Dewteches G. #., 1860, In 5 st. 

(see his note there), and then in ber Gedichte, 1-63, p. 

145. Tr as“ Yes! my Redeemer lives, to rave us,” by 

Dr. H, Mills, in Schaft's Christ in Song, itu. 

ix. Ich weiss was mich erfreuet. Joy in Relieving. 

Written 1450, and Let _ in Knapp's Christoterpe, 

is52, p 122, in 8 st, eel know what bringeth 

ladness,” in the British Herald, July 1966, and in 

id's Praise BE,, 1872. 
x. Noch ein wenig Schweiss und Thriinen, Pilgrim 

Song. Written 1435, and let _ in Knapp’s Christe. 

terpe, 1836, Pp. 244, lin G st. . as A few more con 
flicts, tolls, and tears,” by Miss Borthwick, 147s. 

xi. O Jesus Christ, mein Leben. Jore to (Christ. 
ist pub. as No. t8o in the Zarich G. A, 1453., in 6 at, 

H. Weber, in bis fas Zarcher-Geangbech, Zrich, t=72, 

, 287, quotes frou a letter of the authoress, by which 

k a re that about the year ls44 some of ber rriends 

wi a hymn vo the fine old meloty, “ Es ist ein) om 

entsprangen.”” She came open No, 1527 in Koapp’s 

Kv. L. SX, 1897, ** Jesus, der ist mein Leben,” recast it, 

and adapted it to the required metre. Ae the byton is 

thus only partly original, she did not include tt in ber 
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ublished works. Tr, as “O Christ, my Life, my 
wionr,” by Miss Bortuwick, 1875, p. 69. 
Sit do sash tm Gettes Frieden denn. Farewell fo a 

int pub. in Knapp's € » 
Tr. as“ Now, in the peace of 

God,” by Miss Borthwick, 1875, p. 66, 
xiii. ist der Tod der deinen, (eath the 

Righteous. Written on the death of « friend In 1649. 
Ist pub. in Knapp’s Christoterpe, 1852, p. 136, in 6 at. 
Tr. as“ Dear to , 0 Lord, and precious,” by Miss 
Borthwick, 1875, p. 49. 

xiv. * Ueber ein Kleines,” so sprach erin niichtlicher 
Stunde. ternal Life. Found don St. John xvi. 16, 
Writen 1841, and Ist pob. in Knapp's ss 
1846, p. 30, in 10st, Ty, an A little while ! so 
our gtactous Lord,” by Miss Borthwick tn J L. L., 
1854, p. 22. 

lieber, Tag. 
writt pub. in K Titten 1825, let ‘s 

O4, in 12 at. Tr. as We welcome thea, dear Kester 
y.”" by Dr, H. Mills in 1359, printed in Schaffs Christ 

in Sung, 1870 (1879, p. 225). 
avi. Wir werden bei dem Herrn sein allezeit. 

Bternal Life. fount ton S Sarceterpe. nay 
1845, and [st ‘s Chris 1846, p. 
in 7st. The fre. ant fh) Mo eweet home echo on the 
pligrim's way," by Miss Borthwick, In HL, £., 1884, 
62. (2) "0 blessed Votee—that Voice from Home,” 

Dr. K, Maguli . Pp. 162. 
xvii. Zu telnen Fulssen lass mich Cross and 

Consolation, Written 1865. Ist po ber Gedichte, 
1467, i" 126, in 11 st. Ty. as ** at Thy feet my 
epirit “by Miss Borthwick, 1476, p. #3. 

Besides the above, many pieces have been 
tr. bv Miss Borthwick, Miss Burlingham, Rev. 
J. Kelly and others. Being rather 
than hymns, they are omitted from rie My} 

Heut ist des Herren Ruhetag. [Sun- 
ae Included as No. 27 in the New ordent- 
lich Gesang Buch, Hannover, 1646, in 17 st. of 
41., repeated as No. 1059 in the Berlin G. Z.8., 
ed. 1863. Sometimes erroneously ascribed to 
Nicolaus Selnecker. The only ér. in C. U. is: 
This is the day of holy rest. A good tr. of st, 

i, ii., vii, xi, by A. T. Russell, as No. 11 in his 
Ps, §& Hys., 1851, and thence as No. 257 in the 
New Zeuland Hyl., 1872. (J. M.) 

Heut ist Gottes Sohn. [As- 
cension.) Béumker, i. pp. 87, 633, cites this 
hymn as in the Catholische Kirchen Gesing., 
Cologne, 1628; the Wirshurg G. B. (R. C.), 
1628, &c. In Hommel's Geistliche Volkslieder, 
Leipzig, 1871, No. 102, it is given in 14 at. of 
2 1, from the Wiirzburg G. B. (R. C.), 1630, 
&c. In the Trier G. B. (R. 5 1846, p, 93, 
altered and reduced to 7 st. - 8 — 

To-day the Son of God hath gone, In full from 
the Trier @. B., contributed by Dr, Littledale to 
Lyra Mesnanica, 1864, p, 369. An original 8th 
couplet, 

“ And we, amid the Angel throng, 
Shall sing to Thee the glad new song,” 

accidentally omitted in 1864, was added when 
the hymn was included in the People’s Hyl., 

(J. M.} 

Miszionary. 
1852, p. 14, im Li of. 

1867, No, 150, 

Hewett, John William, ».a., was b. in 
1824, and educated at Triuity College, Cam- 
bridge (wa. 1840, m.4. 1852), From 1849 to 
1852 he was a Fellow of St. Nicolas College, 
Shoreham; and subsequently he was Head 
Master of Bloxham Grammar School (1853-56), 
and Senior Classical Master in the North 
London College School (1874-78). He has 
als held curacies in London and the neigh- 
bourhood. He edited The Sealed Copy af the 
Prayer Book, 1848, andl other works, und is 
the author of History and Description of | 

HEY, JOHANN W. 

Exeter Cathedral; and another of Ely. His 
eriginal hymns ant transletions appeared in 
hia Verses by a Country Curate, 185). From 
this work the following hymns have vome 
into C, U,:— 

1. In the Name of God the Father. 2. Communion. 
The 2nd stanza begins, * Lo in wondrous condescension,” 
and the 3nd, * Here in figure re 

2 Jesu, now Thy new: soldier. After Holy 
Baptiem. 
ED age time the evening shadows fall, S83. Simon 

4. Withdraw from h St. Bartho- w every human eye 

There are also two fre. in H. A. & M, 
“Jesu, our Lenten fast to Thee,” and “0 
Thou Who dost to man accord,” q-v. His 
Verses contain several good hymus in addition 
to those named, In addition he contributed 
a few hymns (all signed by him) to the Lyra 
Messianica, 1864; and “Jesus, Thy presence 
we adore" (H, Communion) to The aristic 
Hymnal, 1877. (J. JJ 

Hey, Johann Wilhelm, « of H. A. Hey, 
— at Leina, near Gotha, was b. at Leina, 

h 26, 1789, He studied at the Uni- 
versities of Jena and Gottingen, became in 
1811 licentiate in theology, and, after varied 
tutorial work, was appointed in 1818 pastor 
at Tottelstiait, near Gotha, In 1827 he became 
court preacher at Gotha, where his preachin| 
attracted large audiences, but being rezard 
asa Pietiat, was in 1832 inted superin- 
tendent of Ichtershausen. d. at Ichters- 
hausen, aay 19, 1854 (Koch, vii. 262-266; 
Allg. Deutsche Biog., xii. 844-845; ms. from 
Pfarrer Ortlob of Leina). *9 

Hey's poems were written for children. nll Ea a fe Rear, ot tae 
tions by Otto Speckter, of which the first 50 « ” 
Hamburg, 1433, the second 60 in 1837. Since they 
have passed through a | number of editions In Ger- 
man, and bave been sev: thmes tr. Into English. At 
the end of each series ls a “Serivus A x," coin 

Se ee ee ee ese Iughies on aad two A ices have tr. ae 
and Poems for Little Children. Translated the 
German. 1853. Also in the Fifty Fables, 
1867, and Other ry Fables, 1869, tr. Klinge- 

mann, and pub. by F. A. Perthes at 

bb A few of Hey's hymns are suit for 
Church we. Those which we have to nute 
are :— 

L. Hymns for Church Uee. 

Charkigs iat pubs Reapp's Christer pt VP 
fn 0 ot Of 4 Letan the 64h eran of 0 vertes on the words 
* Behold I stand of the dove end tneck. gl ae 

's Be, L, &,, 1897, No, 2412 (1865, No. 
to “ Chrint ! wan ie yt mancbestwal,” 

Chrietian! if the a tt } 
A. L. Ly 3rd Sor, toe p30 (1884, p. 152). 

i. Wenn je du wieder zagst. } 
Christ inthe Garden of Gethsemane, Ist . in Sere. 
rin Vater's Jahrbuch fiir hdusliche Andacht, Goths, 
1824, p. 173, as No. @ of the “ Reminiscences of the 
re slg hed Jesus; for the jet Days of the 
before Easter,” in 9 st. of & L, with the motto “Net 
my will, but Thine be done.” Included in Humeens 
verouch, 1833; Knapp’s Ar. L. &, 1850 and 1865, ke. 

, Ai 7 

Whene'er again thou sinkest, A and full ¢r. by 
Miss Winkworth to her Lyra Ger, oi'ser 1854, p. 26, 
and repeated, abriiged, in Pe. & Hys., Bedford, 164 
and in Loly Song, 1569, 

IL, Hymne for Children. 
All those to he noted appeared in the Appendis to the 

and Series of his Fubeln fier Kinder, 1837. 
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Bf Cael" a, Sere wieder, commt das Christus Kind. | being included (omitting Wesley’s st. viii., but ise. eye ot Geist ae B yegntnlngd lS an greatly altered) in the p Moker i Bk,, 1754, 
ris RD. a Year that endeth,” ty Sophie Klingemann, | «Dd later eds. (1886, No. 511). A cento partly 

ey?) “As each happy Christmas,” by Mrs. | from Wesley and partly from the Moravian J. iv Mlsipnit’ as No. 33 im the Little Children’s Bk Biren Ah oro | E.2. Augie, ines. «| Bk, 1801, is to be found in Martineau's L/ymns, » 
vin 4 tm Himmel ferme, God our Father. 14397, | 1840 and 1873. The sts. most frequently em- 

“Rl, sdove, rhe era, are: Rag Ay eget ry — are baka iev., vili., 
tote i f . = x. ections from these are found in Mont- , 
Or gf Angels’ dwe! 8 Song , $5) Dearie Young, Nelson, 1868, No. 1. (4) "From | C. P. § H. Bt. 1857; and in America in the 4s 

fe 2.7m above, Klingemann, 1869, p. 7. | Meth. Epis. A. Bk. of 1849, and their Aymnal . > No. 676, in the = 1878; the Andover Sabbath J. Bh 1858; 
2 = aingt. Phankapiving. pt. Service of Song, 1871, &e. (J. MJ 

thes loin), mtn in eesti )“the| Higginson, Thomas Wentworth, ,?- dy, The bints they sing,” in H. & Poems, | M-4., Was b. at Cumbridge, U.S.A., Deo. 22, 
Ciiras Song » }. “| Bells do ring, birds do sing,” in Sil- | 1828, and educated ut Harvard. From 1847 

a, no rae is. (8) gomery’s Christ. Psalmist, 1825, &c., Mercer's 

4) si 1868, No.9, (3) “Bells are ringing, rae Ch ” a to 1850 he was Pastor of an Unitarian Church 
Mita Ouch lis PY ie Men HL He Specth, ta Lites | at Newburyport, and from 1852 to 1858 at 
vi, Ww, * Be 1 - : 
re Ging, 1 (ONS. No. 72, Worcester. In 1858 he retired from the 

oe wie viel Speniie sheen, ere Ministry, and devoted himself to literature, 
&hin > “gine” During the Rebellion he was evlonel of the 
tell 7S.” by 4253. p. 67. (2) How many stare are | firat negro regiment raised in South Carolina. 
1869, COURtieng “272M, 1889, p. 144. (3) Can you In addition to being for some time a leading 
Sinkle,» i {+}, <* Canoe thou Po ay agen my a to the saa Mon phe pe, 

+= €. 8. Bere’s Children’s Choral | Ouldoor Papers, ; Malbone, : 

Peated as No iis in the Universal other” works During ‘his residenco at the 
ary: ivinity 100) contribu t 

Der kann allein, Lov of | following hymns to Longfellow and Johnson's 
B- 90. (2) Tho love a2 be gay,” in He & rsa, | Bk. of Hymns, 1846:— 
loves,"* gy mn, » Chrisi_ makes ever giad,” by als No buman eyes Thy face may see. God known 

Southe, -SPaeth, in Service & Hys. for) 3. land our fathers leftto us. American Stavery. 
Ch heran), Philadelphia, i853, ) 3, The past is dark with sin and shame. Hope. 

rele, an No. 98 try g yr ist holds dear,” by Prof. M.H.| 4. To Thine eternal arms, O God. Lent, 
; Me Little eeabaht 3-5 In. the Bk. of Hymne these hymns are all 

See murked with an asterisk. They, together aw marum. S. Pay, 7 ~*~ generator fons ani-| with others by Mr. Higginson, are given in 
ttem. In the Cz, ahd: thers Fearn Bap-| Putnam's Singers and Songe of the Liberal 
Pp. 2 ee this q tive, Se mreela ry. = 1586, | Faith, 1875. [F. M. B.) 
as a hymi. for th in and a doxology Vesper Ee cectans ie apa | Ta, Mase msiat a ley 
Sacooe oretitog ree younting *: Hi E 8 1. in the Supplement to "the Evangelical : 

h a ; Magazine for Dec. 1808, with the signature 

ot ms oe 2 a ef a merge orn” In 1812 it was included in Collyer's 
© Appenliz t, the # Noted ; Ty. M Coll., and subsequently in numerous hymnals 

Hie to th ny, - . G- Mt) in G. Britain and America, including Raffles’s 
omery- _(Fredo,,.> Azatain afar. J. Mont-| Suppl. to Watts, 1853, and his Hymns, 1868. 
o. Vv. of his @Ff the Slave.] This ig| It is the most popular of his hymns both in 

Slavery in the y=, 27 The Abolition of Negro | G. Britain and America, and is in extensive , 
in 4 st. of 81. ye *£SeA Colonics, Aug. 1, 184, | use. (J. J.J 
Vigil : on the Ev." headed, “The Negro’s| xigh let us swell our tuneful notes. 
1834; * They thag Of the first of August, | p.“Doddridge. (Christmas.) This hymn is 
Ps. cxxx. 6." Tey. Y¥ etch for the morning;’| yndated in the p. mes. It was Ist pub. in 
Jotio, 135, p. 22g, = pub. in his Poet's Vort-| Job Orton's posthumous ed. of ridge’s 
altered, were give), i ™ 1846, at.-i., ii, slightly | Z7ymns, &., 1755, No. 101, in 5 st. of 4 1, 
son's Bk. of yma " Longfellow and John-|} gnd again in J, D. Humphreys’s ed. of the 
we the mountain af; 2ston, U.S.A.,as“Climb | game, 1839, No, 224. It was included in the 
Hier legt mo. (J. J.] | Supplement to Tate & Brady's New Version 

mieder. C.F Rem Sinn sich dir | (4.¥-)» under the same circumstances as Dod- 
Ist pub. in Py, (C4 te, Hi oe o Gre ridge’s “ My God, and is Thy table spread," 
No. 309, th in cheering fs 1704 and - few nr b _ . is flarmag 
Richter’s -, @F papi -* | use, the text adopi bh most cases being t 
376, as a hymie - Been fek oes, . in the Supplement to Tate & Brady. (J. J.) 
victory. Repeated 2X? spiritual conflict and High Priest for sinners, Jesus, Lord. 
L. S., 1851. Tr, ag ™S No. B13 in the Une. | J. Montgomery. (Our Saviour’s Prayers} 

My soul before eo This poem ap in his Original Hymna, 
full tr. by J. Weale 1853, p. 75, with a preamble of 6 L, fullowed 
town, 1757; tpeare > in ng o} = —— by pt. i. in 6 st. of 6 L, and pt. ii. of 7 st. of 
& Sacred !’oems, l7ag 7 Omi, a¢ 2 in his i. | 6 1. It is a metrical setting of a —s 
p. 35). Though no, C2 Wonk t — 29 vol. i. | account of the prayers offered by our Bless 
1780 ox 1875, the Addons bhi 1868-4 H Bk Lerd as recorded in the Gospels. A cento 

Soman in the Wer G.by | beginuing with et, ii. of pt. i: “ Barly Christ 
e into C. Us 
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rose, ere dawn of day”; and a seound, “O 
Father ! suve.me from this hour” (pt, i. st. vi. 
were given in the Scottish Evang, Union Hyl., 
1878. (J. J. 

Hilary, Hilarius Pictaviensis, Saint, 
Bishop, and, wecording to St. Auguatine, “ the 
Illustrious Doctor of ull the Churches,” was 
b, of heathen parents of an illustrious family 
and great wealth, at Poictiers early in the 
4th century. He received, »s a heathen, an 
excellent classical education, so that St. Je- 
rome says of him that he “ was brought ge 
the pompous school of Gaul, yet had culled 
the flowers of Grecian science, and 
the Rhone of Latin eloquence.” Early in life 
he married, and had a whter named Abra, 
Afra, or Apra. About 350 he renounced, in 
company with his wife and daughter, the 
Pagan align of bis family, and became a 
devout devoted Christian. After his 
baptism he so gained the t and love of 
his fellow Christians, that in 353, upon a 
vacancy occurring in the see of his native 
town, he was, although married and a Iny- 
man, elected to fill it, and received ordination 
as Deacon and Priest, and consecration as 
Bishop, “by accumulation,” no uncommon 
occurrence in tho-e days. From that time he 
was virtually, though not formally, separated 
from hia wife, and lived a very ascetic life. 
Soon after his consecration he received a visit 
from St. Martin of Tours (who became thence- 
——— Loder g ag: disciple), and distin- 
guish i his unaparing Opposition 
to the Arian ener, which had gained many 
powerful adherents in Gaul at that time, 
obtaining for himself thereby the title in 
after years of “Malleus Arinnorum,” the 
eagrrengt A the Arians. In 356 he was sent 
by the Emperor Constantius to Phrygia in 
exile, in consequence of a report made against 
his moral character by the Arian Council held 
at Beziers in Languedoc, over which the 
Arian leader, Saturninus, Bp, of Arles, pre- 
sided, whose excommunication for heresy 
Hilary had some time before secured. His 
exile lasted until 362, when he returned to 
Poictiers by the Emperor's direction, though 
without his sentence of banishment being 
formally annulled, In spite of his consequent 
want of permission to do so, he left Poictiers 
towards the end of the same year, and spent 
two years in Italy, whence he was again sent 
back to Gaul in 364 by the new Emperor 
Valentinian, in consequence of his denvune- 
ing Auxentius, the Bp. of Milan, where 
Hilary was at that time resident, as havin 
been insincere in his acceptance of the 
of Nicaea. Hilary lived for some three years 
after hie final return to Poictiers, and d, Jan. 
13, 868, though his Saint's Day (which gives 
his nome to the Hilary term in our Law Courts) 
is celebratd on the following day, in order, 

bably, not to trench upon the octave of 
he Epiphany. 
St, Hilary's writings, of © a 

etill anne though ~ al eg Gaon seke fom poh 
vast field of exegetical, dogmatic, and controversial the- 
elogy. His principal work in importance and elabora- 
tion fs his * Libri xii, de Trinitate.” directed against 
the Arian heresy, while in his “Commentarium in Mat- 
thaeum'" we have the earlicst commentary on that 
geepel, The best edition of bis works is that of (on- 
sant, originally pub. by the Benedictines, at Paris, in 

HILDEBERT 

1693, and reprinted, with some additions, at Verona, in 
2 vols., by Scipio Maffel, in 1730. 
St. Hilary was a sacred poet as well us a . 

though most of his writings of this charncter 
robably, in his Liber m, which ts one of bis 

* that has not come duwn to us. It seems to have 
consisted of hymns upon Apostles and Martyrs, and is 
highly spoken of by Jsidore of Seville in his De Officio 
Beclesiastico. All that we have remaining are some 
lines of considerable beauty on our Lomnd's childhwod 
(Dom Pitra’s Spicilegiam , Paris, 1662), which 
are attributed, probably with Justice, to him, and abeat 
# hymns, the attribution of which to him t¢ more or lees 
certainly correct. Daniel a 7, 40f which »—* Lucia 
Largitor splendide”; ™ Pater ingenite; “in 
matutiols surgimus”; and tran- “Jam meta noctis 
slit"; are morn ; one, “Jesus refuleit om- 
nium," for the Epipbany ; one, ** Jena q rine,” 
for Lent; and owe, * Beata nobis gaudia,” for Whiteun- 
tide. Thomarins gives another as Hilary's, * Hymoum 
dicat tarba fratrom” (for fuller details see under their 
respective first _—) Written as these hymns were in 
the first infanc Latin hymnody, and before the 
metres of the beathen Latin poets had been wholly 
banished from the Coristian service of song, or the 
rhyming metres, which alterwards became so general 
and 60 ive, had been introduced inte such composi- 
tions, they can scarcely be expected to take very 

rugged ae II beseet 4 the iit rgical - “ ur, wel jange a urpses 
they were intended to serve, os en ae 
do the first germs of Latin rhymes, they have great in- 
terest for all students of bymnody, as thus inaugurating 
that treatment of sacred subjects in a form which was 
to culminate presently in the beautiful Church of. 
the 12th cent, [D. 8. W, 
Hildebert, who sprang from a family of 

no great position, was b, at Laverdin, near 
Montoire, in France, 1057, Brought up at the 
feet of Berengarius of Tours (« pupil of 
Frigena) he so profited by the opportunities 
thus afforded him of acquiring learning, as to 
become one of the most cultivated scholars of 
his age, Having for some years been a Pro- 
fessor of Thevlogy at Mans, he became at the 
age of forty (1097) Bp. of that see. He was 
translated, in 1125, tv the Archbishopric of 
Tours, and d. 1134, 

Hildebert’s character as an individoal bas been ee 
differently drawn by different writers, for while Trenc 
describes him os “a wise and gentle prelate, although 
not wanting in cuurage to dare and fortitude to endure, 
when the cause of trath required it,” who ‘* must ever be 
esteeme! one of the fairest ornaments of the French 
Church,” Bayle, in his Hist, & Crit, Diet,, represents 
him as having “led a very scandalous life,” even after 
his promotion to an archdeacemry. An to his character 
asawriter of Latin verse, the evidence is clearer and 
lems contradictory, He ts said, by the Benedictine etl- 
tors of bie works, to have written mote than ten thov- 
sand = 9 Hines (as — in merit as ——— ~ 
amount), sometimes in rhyme, more generally in bervlc 
or elegiac metre, and a “An 
Address to the Three Fircees the Holy Frintey.” toa 
legendary “Life df Mahomet.” The large majority of 
his verses are of little value, while -ome rise to such a 
— — grandeur as to induce TrencA to 
prefer him to « higher place in sacred Latin poetry than 
any other writer except Adam of St. Victor, and almost 
to allow him to “dlepute the palm” even with the 
latter. The first complete collection of his writings was 
made by the Benedictines, whe «edited them in conjunc- 
tion with those of Marbod, bishop of Rennes, his con- 
temporary, and pub. them at Paris, in 1708 (for epeci- 
mens of the best work of Hildebert are Trench’s Sac. 
lat, Poetry, 1649 and 1473), The most striking of his 
pieces will probably be allowed to be (1) The * noble 
viston,” “ Sommnium de Lasmentatione Pictavensis Eocle- 
elac,”” of which Trench says, “Il know no nobler 
piece of versification, por more skilfal management of 
mates in the whole circle of sacred Latin poetry ; “ and 
(2) the “ Oratio Devotiesima ad Tres Personas SS. Trini- 
tati«,” which is thus characterised by the same high 
authority: “ A poem... which gradually rises in poetical 
animation until towards the end ft equals the very best 

actions which Latin Ciiristian anywhere can 
" ‘The following greceful lines of Hittebert’s 

“ The Nativitate Christi’ form part of a longer poem, 
and exbibit, not unfairly, the beauties and faults alike 
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Ngolieh ¥ tale. kor the attempted translation | “0 {gnis Spiritus paracliti; another onthe B. V. M.. 
o,, Tllows the present writer is responsible. | “O Virga ac diadema Regis", and a third 

al tg rurem terra atta Olympus St. Disthod, «0 po pe aan aft (D. 8. Ww) 

Inv! yas Hilf, Herr Jesu, lase gelingen. J. cs Vir gremium bapa quiewlt ib, Rist. [New Year.] Ist pub. in the Drittes . 
iT _- decus, intra claustra pudoris, Zehn of his Himlische Lieder, Lineburg, 1642, 

v ay ped eng dy apecn No. 1, in 16 st. of 6 L, entitled * Godly begin- 
Tita st in thenum, fit caru nostta Neus. ning of the New Year in, and with the must 

Lary itur <armem Verbam Patria .= sine damno — mune of ster l PA ia one _ the best 

v ateque viru, erman New Year's mns, and became 

So. eine w innutonmen speedily popular (though ones obridged). It 
Mt ne in pariente decus, nae i 

4oft Geng tube, foeno thos, cortice granum, is in the Une. L. 8. 1851, No. 70. . as 

. F, is. ShCCO purpura, carne Deus. 1. Help, Lerd Jesus, let Thy blessing, by Miss 

* Dewy, Phens terrae sunt hare quasi Abaia,sancto — | Dunn in her H. from the Ger., 1857, p- 71. The 
R,Pe1 Ping nectar on ‘tia teas tr. is good but free, and represents st. i, ive, 

Our Sem ai of Olympus, 2 a vii, vili., xiii-xvi. of the original. Repeated, 

are shed over the fece of the ground; | Shridged, in Dr. Pagenstecher's Coll,, 1864; the 
aire m — of Eden a bright golden Rose of the Bapt, Hil aah and others. 2 we : 

De. na" Breas a us, Lerd, behold we , atroo 

nee caf 8s virginal glory taint menien chastity’s | Ste ix iv., viit, xiii, xv. xvi, by Miss Wink- 
Bloom {4 Virgin's worth, in her (. B. for England, 1863, No, 172; 

Twlemed Rese, OF me Tne Hes an angelical Rove: | repeated in the Ohio Luth. Hyl., 1880. (J. M.} 

Turned jo UYeed Hill, Rowland, ».a., 5. of Sir Rowland 

not into fleshy ie — eer se Rate ots man. | Hill, Bart,, was b. at Hawkstone, near Shrews- 
And t onxXher tho’ sbora | bury, Aug. 23, 1744, and educated at Shrews- 

In Pm & man. ® Maid, though she bath known | bury Grammar School, Eton, and St. John's 

new-born College, Cambridge (#.a. 1769), Takin, 
Holy Orders, he was for a time curate o 

Tamed, © remains virginal honour un- | Kingston, near ‘Taunton, Leaving his curacy, 

the + the but without renouncing his Orders or his con- 

Wax fides etre. Drtoomd ry leaves, and theear | nection with the Church of England, he 
* Boney, sackcloth purple, bumanity itinerated for some twelve years, hing 

clasps thy : mostly in Wilts, Gloucestershire, oTset- 

eatin high | shire, and Loads. At Wotton-under- Hage 
Bee gue kingdoms » | he built a Chapel, where he often preached, 

Hil Bt. ‘Ds Wd * | and also Fs aj beri Surre ~ 

. 1, London, in 1783. At tter place 

re Bockelheim, of “Virgin and Abbess, was b. Prinistered for nearly fifty years. He took 

8. Her father Ei; eim, Frankfurt, | great interest in Evangelical and Mission 

Knights of Megi ny, ' Mebert, was one of the | work, was one of the founders of the London 

When cight years om Count of Spanheim. | Missionary Society, aud a member of the first 

the care ofs si <i_ she was committed to | committee of the Religious Tract Society. ‘ 

Abbess of St. Disg ©f the Count, Jutta, the | Ho d, April 11, 1833. He was the author of 
was suceceded by Hine ® position in which si | several prose works; he also compiled the 

the rule of Hildege ig rd in 1136. Under | goliowing hymn-books :— 

Seer Sar Bisue ey come was built of ieupere | Pun. va cataton gf Motnnond maa, 
* © Was DU a P . . Siegert ¢ . 

Seaecod remove wi, ints which, in 1147. Hil- chiefly intended for Public Worship, 1783. This was 

. 787, amd a Su ent was added in 1706. 

Gord gained gree tt2a exghteen Sisters. Hiide- | SST sous followed. the lant being 1n_1430. (3) 

On account of Vimicmnay riety in very early life | Centar Yau (ani ed ise; lattes kT 
Ir lanne life st ead to which, it is said, sho | YO vine in this work, he tells us, are, with the 

Line eatory of het2ead qtictiderable place in | £25008 by some one hele not permitted tomate (Preface 
who the eae t hee ont als = a iar coctet 03 4) A Collection af Hymns Jor chil 

neither hinX™se of her pier ted and 1808. (5) Hymns for Schools, 1832. : 

nunciations of t Ih Thor low in Le : om In these collections no authors’ names are 

as well a8 moray “© 2r shortcomin palitical given, and his own contributions, except in 

preacher. At th Tt as  prophetess and | she. case of the children’s Hymns, 1790, are 

she took a most De Mastj he Pe at Bernard difficult to determine. By common consent 

the unfortunate Tomine in sti aes up | the following, including some from the 1790 

and engaged in Sr™sacde's omy cn beg Hymns, ore attributed to him :— i 

hierarchy of her Cos" "2 controversies with the | sa’ ao of his Domne Myr. f Gee ve teal 
ceased to be the hu 8 No. 40 vine Hys. for Children, 1790, in 5 at. 

rch. ever | 4 lL. and beaded +A Child's Prayer to God the Holy 
had founded, mu} P bess Eyota she Spirit.” It was repeated in the later ditions of the 

. ine Mys.. and & nd in modern bymn-books. 

travelling slut the, QF her time was spout im | "5. "beat Find of indies sinner, bear ayer 
ying. She a Ntinent, preaching and | sor Rest im God, In his Ps. & Hy, Ke. 1783, No. #8, 

at Ruperteberg, 4 o's in 1179, and was buried | ‘tn 4 st: of @ 1 and headed © A Prayer for the promised 

moved, on th : © Tn modern hyma-books its use is limited. 

pray intro to E tray 
OT remains were re- Rest. eae caderp bye — daly Sate 

‘Tho } iin, ion of that convent bY | gion. No. # in bis Divine Hys., 1790, in 5 st. of 4 1., and 

usb * Meare Sen in 1622. peaded ** The Blessings of « godly Education.” It was 

— Lt yt Sad ves cour tu later editions, and, sometimes with the 

eee —~ Neri POr ta. Moet y, Yoluminous writer ber jason of st. v., in modern collections for children 

Sale oe if ~ her day were neither | ORO ™y ord, we raise our feeble voices. J’raise (v Jesus, 
er, vine ives abress ety Spirit, Major, in bis Bk. of Praise for Hume & School, datew f 
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this hymn 1400. It is found En several! collections for 
children. 

6. My gave me, Lord. A Child's Dedication 
to God. ‘0. 13 in bis Divine Hys., 1790, in 6 st. of 61, 
and beaded “A Child's Hymn on easy Dedication to 
God in Holy Baptism.” It is in a fewemodern collec 
tions. 

6. We sing His love Who once was alain. The 
tion, Appeared In the 1796 Supplement to bis 

Ps. & Hys. Itinin American C, U. 
7. Jesus first at heaven's command. The 

Kingdom of Christ exalted. Com for the London posed 
Missionary Society, and printed in the Seangelical 

ime, 1797, vol, v, p. 263. It is to the 
author's sermon to the volunteers preached at Surrey 
Chapel, 1403, and was also incl in the 18le ed. of 
his Ps, & Ays., No. 302, in 6 st. of 41, with the chorus, 
* Hail Immanvel,” &c, 

8. With heavenly power , O Lord defend, Departure 
of Ministers, Pub. in his Ps. & Hys., 1743, No, 234, in 
4st. of 41., and beaded * For Ministers at their Depar- 
ture.” In modern hymn-books ft is generally given in 
2 at. 

9, Ye that in these (His) courts are found, Public 

reat ware BLE Somes erie a ; . * ” 
pie Go 18. 266), and can ly be his. "In bis 

 & Hye, 1783. It is usually given as “Yo that in 
Tis courts,” in modern collections. 

The person referred to as having revised 
the Divine Hys., 1790, was the poet ary = 
The best known of R. Hill's hymns, “ Cast 
thy burden on the Lord,” and “Gently, my 
Saviour, let me down,” are annotated under 
their respective first lines. (See also Index 
to Authors.) His r % by the Rev. E. Sidney, 
M.a., was pub, in 1834. (J. J.) 

Hill, Stephen P. An American Baptist 
Minister, who pub. Christian Melodies, Balti- 
more, 1836, in which there are 25 of his 
hymns signed * H." His 7. “ Come, sainta, 
adore your Saviour God” ( Holy Baptism) is one 
of these, It is also found in the h H. Bk., 
Baptist edition, 1859, and tohers. [J. J.] 

Hill, Thomas, p.p., i1.p., 8. of English 
nts, was b. at New Brunswick, New 

ersey, Jan. 7, 1818. At the age of 20 he 
left apothecary’s shop in which he was 
employed, and began the study of Latin and 
Greek. He gruduasted at Harvard, 1843, and 
at the Cambridge Divinity School, 1845. His 
first charge was na pastor of the Unitarian 
Church at Waltham, Massachusetts; his 
second, that of Preeident of Antioch 
Ohio, 1859; his third that of President of 
Harvard College, and his fourth that of pastor 
of “the First Parish in Portland, Maine, 
Muy 18, 1873." Dr. Hill has published 
numerous sermons, addreases, reviews, &c., 
and also a work—Geometry and Faith, 1849. 
Putnam ve whose Singers and Songs of the 
Liberal Faith we are indebted for this notice) 
says that he has “written or translated 
several hundred hymns or poems of decided 
excellence.” Thess were mainly contributed 
to American magazines, the first having been 
printed in the Christian Register, in 1838. 
One of these,“ All holy, ever living One" 
{God our Light), is in C.U. Several others 
of decided merit are given in Putnam, 1875, 
pp. 411-19, [J. J.J, 

Hiller, Friedrich Conrad, was b. at 
Unteréwisheim, near Bruchsal, in 1662. In 
1680 be i the stady of law at the Uni- 
versity of Tiibingeo, where he beeame a 
liventinte in civil and canon law. He d. at 
Stuttgart, Jan. 23, 1726, where he had been 
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since 1685 advocate in chancery at the ducal 
court. 

hept tntr place tn Wierttsniberny spreered ta hie hore ir rt 
mM der Erbentuiss, Liebe und Lam Gottes, im neuen 

istlichen Liedern, &., Stuttgart, 1711, with melodies 
fr J.4. C. Stoel. The only one tr, intu Euglish is: 
] coneeion - i aainn, Meee, il, a stone, 
635, m.of 6 Lie ‘ r 
ife. It has been « great trout be Wertunnen 

and was included in Wirttem G. B., 1742, and 
again in that of 1842. The fine melody set to ft in 1711 
is found in the Surum Hyl., 1868, No. 252. 

Massie, 1864 repeated in Reid’ proton oe s om 

lst2. (2) 20) Sermalen! fair dwelling,” In J. D. 
B (J. M.} urns’s Memoir and Remains, 186%, p. 

Hiller, Philipp Friedrich, «. of Johann 
Jakob Hiller, pastor at Mihlhausen on the 
the Enz, Wiirttemberg, was b. at Miihlhausen, 
Jan. 6, 1699. He was educated at the clergy 
training schools at Denkendorf (under J. A. 
Bengel) and Maulbronn, and the University 
of Tiibingen (4. 1720). His firat clerical 
At he was a8 aesistaut at Brettach, near 

eckiirsulm, 1724-27. He afterwards held 
similar posts at Hessigheim and elsewhere, and 
was also, from 1729-31, a private tutor at 
Niirnberg. He was then, on St Bartholomew's 
Day, 1732, instituted as pastor of Neckar- 
groningen, on the Neckar, near Marbach. In 
1786 he became pastor of his native place, and 
in 1748 pastor at Steinheim, near Heidenheim. 
In his third year of residence at Steinheim he 
lost his voice, and had to-employ an assistant 
to preach. Hed, at Steinheim, April 24, 
1769. (Koch, ¥. 107-126 ; Allg. 
xii, 425-426, 
best a 

(1) Arndt’, Paradiss-Gartlein . .. . in teutache Lie- 
der, Nirnberg, x.p. [the copy in Bertin has a frontis- 
ep dated 1739). ie was written during the time 
je was tutor at Niraberg. P. Gerhardt had founded 

the fine hymn “0 Jesu Christ, mein schinstes Licht,” 
Gy.) 98 one of the prayers in the volume of devotions 
w Johann Arndt had pub., 1612, under the title of 
Paradies-hirdlein ; and t's exatnple led Hiller 

these prayers inte 
hymns. The beok is in four parts, and contains 301 
bymas, 787 being founded on Arndt and four imal, 
(2) Geistliches Liederiedstlein, Stuttgart, 1762, and s 
second series, Stuttgart, 1767. Each series contains 
366 short bymns, one for each day of the year. & 
complete reprint of these and the other hymns of Hiller 
a all) wased. by C, C, E. Ehmann in 1s44 (2nd ed. 

Hiller ia the most productive and most 4 of 
the earlier hymn-writers of WO: + and ts the 

ical exponent of the practical theology of bis friend 
- A. Bengel. The hymns of his Paradiss-Gartlein, 

while clear and Scriptural, are decidedly spun out (see 
No. xii. below). His Liederkdigtlein contains the hymns 
of his riper years, and reveals a depth of spiritual wisdom, 
an almost proverbial conciseness, an Ptation to com 
sole and direct in the most diverse events of life, and the 
Beet varied ex of the soul, & suita! asa 
manual for daily devotion, and a simple popularity of 
style that speedily endeared it to the plous in Southern 
Germany. It has passed a many editions in 
Germany, while coloutets (expecially from Wrtter| :] 
have cartied it from thence wherever they went. It 
sail, e.g., that when a German in the Caucasus 
was attacked by a bostile Circassian tribe some fifty 
— ago the parents cut up their copies of the Lieder- 

stlean and divided the leaves omens thelr children as 
they were being torn from them inte slavery. 

The use of Hiller’s hymns in Germany has 
principally been in the hymn-books of Wiirt- 
temberg, and, through J. J. Rambach’s Haus 
G. B., 1735, in Hannover, The following have 
passed into English :—~ 

I. Hymne in English C. 0. 
i, Herr iiber Leben und der Tod. Cross and 

Biog., 
hp Of Hiller’s hymns the 
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fn ts 1730, pt. iii 332, founded on | 2 Peter, i. 14. The 7a)“ 
Zep," ee Payer, 26 ‘28 at tray Mee The clay,” by Mise Wereer, bane. - Pty 2 yaoiy Rr 3 (28) of Class iii. part rr P. (2) “My iy OF 6)°th 5, Vlii-giy 4 : ‘s sinking now,” by Lr. G, Walker, Leen, p. 102. ig the oo” ypotits “Herr, meine Burg, Herr . Mein Jesus sitet sur rechten Pag dah 
78 in thi, hich is founded on the fourth part | tide t74v, pt Sil, p, dos, ae wt. 118-185 ‘of ‘the hymn _o Eh section of Arndt's Prayer. The text | 0 Arndt's prayer 27 (29)'in Class LIL. This prayer is 
Xijj, eet? Hiller, Nos, 885, 886. Tr. as :— lone paraphrase of the ame Creed. Tr. aa, “ Our Pagy iv, sjiwts! 0 mighty Lord, a tr. of st. viliy | (sb, ~ base a 

hed gned “F.C, C." as No. i ° Gott, denn Gott Zsog, Mache Coll, 1964. a TE God, Liederkistlein, 1762, 43 et 
Rt: of faetept® in deine Hinds, Fur the Dying. racer MOP Os eat te ae ee 

o 6.4 1. pt. ii,, 1767, for Aug. 3, in 9 | (1856, p. 16). (2) “Gud is lov loud before Hin,” ls 65286, _ founded on Ps. xxxi. 6. 4 Efmana, bys. B Berne nf hy tls dare es 
Bry .. 7. id in Knapp's Ev. L. &, 1837 and | 3" 

ot. 5 On 
jn AO, i, Thee I now commend, a good tr. of 
eng 2 Lyng?) Vis Vill. ix, by Miss Winkworth, 
that F-. 15267» Ist Ser., 1855, p. 245. In her 

Pd St, y; She substituted a fr. of st. vii. for 
van, "Hand, 4 Uhe text of 1856 is in her C. B. 

tg Lu Hye’ 130 and in the Ohio 
en ” 3 and the text of 1855 

ap Brother, 7. lV ania Luth. Ci, Bk, 1868. 
Wa tr, is: ? PMT, 1688, pg uh within Thy hand,” by 

Jan. at Life "yp 29 mast im Himmel sein, 
* Fg j OF ‘Adisticin, p. it, 1767, for 

1837. % Amann, No! 23, founded on St. Matt. vi, 
: - Zr. as;-~ °° S39, and Knapp’s Ev, L. 8, 

\spir ‘©, my heart, H. Mills, in his 47,222 2digh to live, in full, by Dr. 
repeated, omitting 22 Ger. 1845 (1856, 86 
mer. Luth. Gen Ss %€- iv,’ as me 

ane Wir waren an. ea’s Colt, 1850-52, 
vent. Liederk, = © Gottes Sohn. Second 

24, in 4 at. of 8) ee eee. ot. i, 1767, for Jan. In LAmeamnn, No, log ytd on 1 Thess. i. 9, 10, 
B., 1842, No. 640, > fand the Wiirttemberg @. 

fall tr be See =~ piel One, a and 
1859, pt. ii, p. 1.3 in the Family reasury, 
264 = Included jn ~*% qd his Remains, 1869, p. 
cinnati, 1865, ang i © Christin H. Bh, Cine 
Pilgrimage, 1886, “= FL. 1. Hastings’s Songs of 

tr. ia: Wy Another 
the British Herata” & ait tor Thee, 0 Son of Gud," Pratse Bk, 1872, rit, Pri ie om and Reid's 
C- B. Garve's Christige yt ( Fclivws ‘the altered form in 

lf. Gnserm . Ascensiontide 
Liederkisticin, 1762, pP. 324%, tor Nov, 24, in 3 at, 
founded on Ps. xevl. lu, Tr. as, “ Laud your King and 
Saviour,” by J. Sheppard in bis Foreign Sacred Lyre, 

xv. Untheilbare Dreifaltigkeit. Trinity Sunday, 
1730, iL p, 226, foanded om Arndt’s prayer 25 

I, entltted *~ Thankegiving fir the revelation of 
the Holy Trmity." | The fr. from the recast of 
St. Vi=xil. made be J, 8. Diterich for the Berlin G. #., 
1765, No. $1, and beginving “Lob, Ebre, Preis und 
Dank sei dir,” Tr, as, “* Love, bonour, thanks, to Thee 
we raise,” by Dr. H. Mills, (846 (\*S6, p. 110). 

xvi, Was freut mich noch wenn du’s nicht bist, Joy 
in God, Liederkedstlein, 1162, for June 10, in 2 «., 
founded on I's, xliil. 4. Tr, as, “* What cathy hy can 
fll my bear,” by R. Mansie in the Hritis rerald, 
Nov. 1465, p. 175, 
xvii. Wer ausharrt bis ans Ende. Cros and Con- 

wolation. Jiederkdistlein, pt. ti., 1767, for May 19, in 
4 st., founded on St. Matt. xxlv. 03, Tr. as,“ He who 
to death maintaineth,”” by J. D. Borns in his Aemaine, 
1569, p. 261. 

» Wer kann dein Thun begreifen. God's Power, 
Lieserbistlein, 1762, p. 14, for Jan. 14, in 3 st., foanded 
on Is, atv, 7. 7, as, “Who, Lord, Thy deeds can 
measure,” by Dr. i. Mills, 1845 (1856, p. 15). [J M.] 

Hillhouse, Augustus Lucas, younger 
brother of James Hillhouse (commonly known 
as the poet Hillhouse), was b. at New Haven, 
Connecticut, 1792, and educated at ale, 
where he graduated in 1810, For some time 
he conducted a school in Puris; and d. near 
that city, March 14, 185%, His hymn :— 
Trembling before Thine awful throne (Joy in the 

Forgiveness of Sing) was written cir, 1816, and pub. to 
the CAristian Spectator, New Haven, April, 1% It 
is a hymn, and is in extensive uae, usually in 
00 aetoes hee The byron, * Earth bas a joy un- 
known to heaven,” found tm a few American hynm- 
books, begins with st. ili, of this hynan. . text in 
Christ in Song, 1870, (J. J.J 

er CTaemkagietng)” A ben vi ye Neander. ving. utifu n 
of ise and recto for the nathan 
and delights of Creation and Providence, 
founded on Acts xiv., 17, 1st pub, in his 
Glaub- und Liches-ithung : ae gees durch 
einjaltige Bundes-Lieder u inck- Pealmen, 
Bremen, 1680, p. 162, in 6 st. of 4 1., entitled 
* Rejoicing in God's Creation,” and with the 

statis Phaittgitage Esrmyertin Com of Arm 
iss Winkeworih, ines “i FChomicen Ayes of Loves by 

Se. Lake vote oe. TOM bette, For the Sick, Lieder- 

re eked as nico, (5: Bed w iese thos a 
serie Pett eoee tS, Mintel Lent, Laer 
leading.” 18, Mt fou 

” — Dr Ht. ag. 7 ~ Beaten, jf apart not® at the end, «Is alsow Traveller's Hymn 
boa in se 1856, p. 50, by Iand and water.” It Laer through 
founded on Acu vii.” Bt. 4° ee yfg Dy Freylinghausen’s G. B., 1704, into later books, 

and is No. 707 in the Une. L. 8. 1851, Tr. 
as o-— 

1, Heaven and earth, and sea and air, God's 
eternal. A good and full tr. by Miss Cox in her 
Sacred H. from the Ger, 1841, p. 195. In more 
or less altered forms it is foand in Alford’s Ps, ¢ 
Hys., 1844, and his Fear of Praise, 1867 ; in the 

ii . Marylebone Coll., 1851, &c.; — in America in 
‘ —* '267, for Jan. 2, im & #t-, H. for the Ch. of Christ, ton, 1853, &e. 

. di. p. 111, and Tun , 7. «. the 
a Geer, acne Rew the humily word shalt 2. 2. Lo, heaven and earth, and sea and air, a fuil 
kastlein, pt ii, ren beac. 1869, p. 26:3. and good fr. in L. at. by Miss Winkworth in her oe ak ede ‘ : Fey, ue ying. ans Lyra Ger, 2nd Ser., 1858, p, 148, repeated in 
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her C. B. for England, 1863, and in P's. § Hys., 
Bedford, 1859. 

3, Heaven and earth, and sea and air, All 
their, This*is a cento, and a good one, in the 
Pennsylvania Luth. CA. By., 1868. It is mainly 
from Miss Winkworth, but partly from Miss Cox, 
and partly new, and in the original metre. 

4. Heaven and earth, and sea and air, Still 
their, A full aud good tr. by J. D. Burns, 
included in his Afemoir, &c., 1869, p. 229. Re- 
peated in Dale’s Eng. H. Bh., 1875, Bape. Hyl., 
1879, Horder’s Cong. Hyl., &c., 1884. 

Other tre, are :— 
(1) “Heaven and ocean, earth and air,” by Lady 

&. Fortescur, 1943, p. 33. (2) “* Heaven, earth, land and 
sea," by Mise Mantagton, 1463, p. 106. {J. M.) 

Himmelan geht unsre Bahn. 8B. 
Schmolck. [Ascensiontide.] 1st pub. as the 
concluding hymn in his Bochim und Elim, 
Bresinu, 1731 (No. LOS, p. 275), in 10 at. of 
61, entitled “ The sweet thought of heaven.” 
It is a beautiful hymn of looking forward to 
the heavenly aim and the heavenly prize. It 
is found in many recent German n-books 
as in the Berlin G. L. S., ed. 1 No. 706 
(omitting st. vii.), Tr. as:— 

1, Heavenward still our pathway tends, » good 
tr., omitting st. iii., iv. vii, by Miss Cox in her 
Sacred H. from the Ger., 1841, p. L17, and thence 
in the Pennsylvania Luth. Ci. Bk, 1868, She 
revised her tr. for Lyra Eucharistica, 1864, 
p. 296, and her H. from the Ger., 1864, p. 211, 
This revised form is in the Bapt. Hyi., 1879. 

2. Heavenward doth our journey tend, a good ¢r., 
omitting st. iii, iv., vii, by Miss Winkworth in 
her Lyra Ger, Ist Ser, 1855, p. 108, and 
repeated in Harland’s C. P. & Hyl., No, 452, 
Bapt, Ps. Hys., 1858, &c. In her C. B. for 
England, 1863, No. 65, altered in metre, and 
thence, omitting the fr. of st. viii, in the Onio 
Evang. Luth, Hyl., 1880, 

3. Heavenward our path still goes, a tr. of st. i., 
ii, is., x., based on Miss Cox, as No. 23], in Bp, 
Ryle’s Coll., 1860; repeated in Dr. Pagenstecher's 
Coll., 1864. Altered and beginning “ Heaven- 
ward still our pathway goes,” in Kennedy, 1863, 

Other tra. are :— 

(1) * Heavenward may our course begin,” by Lady 
&, Fortescue, 1443, p. 50, (2) “ Heavenward our 
way lies,” by Mist Dunn, 1657, p. G3, (3 
wand our pathway lies, In this world, -» by Dr. 
F_ W. Gotch, in the Bapt. Magazine, Jan. 1857. (4) 
“Heavenward our road doth lie,” by Afiss Warner, 
145%, p. 117. (J. M.} 

Hincks, Thomas, na, F.n.s., was b. at 
Exeter in 1818, and educated at the Royal 
Academical Institution, Belfast, and Man- 
chester College, York. He has been pastor of 
Unitarian congregations at Cork, 1889; Dub- 
lin, 1841; Warrin 1844; Exeter, 1846; 
Sheffield, 1852, and Mill Hill, Leeds, 1855- 
1869. He is the author of several scientific 
works awl papers. His hymns were coutri- 
buted to Vespers according to the use of Mill 
Hill Chapel, Leeds, 1868, a Supplement’ to the 
collection used by that congregation. They 
are :— 

1. Hark, the evening call to 5 ing. 
2. Heavenly Father. by Whose care. Ten. 
3. Lord, in the boly hour of even. vening. 
4. To the Cross, 0 Lord, we bear. Holy Communion, 

The must popular of these hymns is No. 2. 

“ Heaven- 

HINTON, JOHN H. 

They are all of more than a 
are worthy of attention. 

Hinds, Samuel, p.v., s. of Abel Hinda, of 
Barbadoes, was b, in Burbadoes in 1793, and 
educated at Queen's College, Oxford (a4. 
1815, p.p. 1831). He was for some time Vice- 
rar Bes of St. Albai’s Hall, Oxford (1827), 
and also Principal of Codrington College. 
Barbadoes. He held subsequently several 
appointments in England and L[reland, in- 
uding the Deanery of Carliale, 1848, and the 

Bishopric of Norwich, 1849, Resigning his 
Bishopric in 1857, he retired to London, 
where he d. Feb. 7, 1872. He pub. several 

works, and also Sonnets and other Short 
» 1834. From that work his popular 

hymn, “Lord, shall Thy children come to 
hee,” sometimes given as, “O Lord, Thy 

children come to Thee" (H. Communion,) in 
the Hy. Comp. and others, is taken. (J. J.) 

Hinsdale, Grace Webster, née Had- 
dock, a Congregationalist, dau. of Professor 
C. B, Haddock; was b. at Hunover, New 
Haven, May 17, 1833, and married to Theo- 
dore Hinsdale, a lawyer of New York, in 1850. 
Mrs. Hinsdale is a contributor to the Fal 
odical press, and has pub. Coming to the King, 
a Book of Daily Devotion for Children, 1865; 
republished in England as Daily Devotions 
for Children, 1867. Her hymns include :— 

i. From Coming to the King, 1865. 
g. 4. ight streams downward from the ake. Heaven. 
at soul complete in Jesus stands (1455). Sufety 

ii. From Schaff"s Christ in Song, N.Y., 1869. 
Pd lg wounds forme! Pusriontide. Writ- 

4. Jeaus, the rays divine, Jerus ever present. Writ- 
ten Jaly, 1564, 

6. There 

merit, and 
-G.Hj 

written vt | 
di Sisto, in the Royal Gallery 

im, Aug., 1867." (Christ in Song.) It ts not 
for congregational use. J. J. 

Hinton, John Howard, a., s. of the 
path- | Rev. James Hinton, — minister of Oxford, 

was b. in that city, 24,1791. He gra- 
duated at the University of Edinburgh, and 
began his ministry at Haverfordwest (1816). 
Thence, in 1820, he removed to Reading, and 
in 1837, to London, where for many yenrs he 
was pastor of the Baptist Church in Devon- 
shire Square, Bishopsgate. In his later years 
he returned to ing, but spent his closing 
days at Bristol, where he d, Dee, 17, 1873. 

For the greater part of his life Mr. Hinton was one of 
the best known ministers of the Raptist denomination, 
amd a recognised leader in all their public affairs. With a 
him the al faculty |, and he was a keen 
contro’ His Lserger nits lnetcdf mbehaneg 
being chiefly works of Theo 
bat lncloding also a 
North America ; Memoirs , &e. 
1864-6 hie theological wri: were collected and re- 
published in seven volumes. He wrote a large number 
of hymns, usually composing one to salt his sermon 
when te could not find one adapted thereto in the hook 
used at his chapel. A few are printed at the end of his 
Theological Lectures, &c. Many are jrearves in ws. in 
the Library of the Baptist Union, at the Mission House 
to Purnival Street, Three only are in C. U. and are as 

“— 
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ra Og ° all, before Thy throne. 4 /'arentat i-vi. being included in Burgess & Money's 3 ee 

Pe. & Hys., 1857, Eng. Presb. Ps. & Hye. 
Fee Oy, | NM etennge from God. A Grateful Re- “ 

1867, and the Free Church HH. Bk., 1s82. Dobe tat hears, et our prager. Prayer for | The following abridged or altered forms have Ziv! Bago in the Rept, Selection, enlarged, 1833, | *1#0 been in use -— 27; fi” by {Pheared in the 18% ed. of that St, and in| 1. Ye Pie eer eek, the, spring, (et. I e,. ry Tyee imister, 1x33, It is in Spurgeon's Oo. 0, | Sitered), in Bel p's Sacred Poetry, Boston, U.S., ard Th “Gy. and Nog. 2and 3 are in the Baptist Ps, & 7 i ) 
, 

i comes! your Leader comes (st. v.), th 
Twickenham Chapel Coll,, 1846, as for the 2rd 3. after 

He the, ton «hymns are fair in quality, but Mr. 
“log; tts greater as a sae’ tain and 

then as a hymn-writer. . Ar. 2iy (W.R. 8) 
at Ceiior Theodor Gottlieb von, s. of “Fday, Ppel. rector of the Latin sehool Versipt Jaz "",'9 Exst Prussia, was b. at Ger- aeons or Rese 1741. He eutered the Uni- OF  CBy, , CM ssbery in 1756 as a student of Of 1,226 any <TC be became an ardent disciple a1: In peen? 18 1762, turned to the study aX Sher, , — he became an advocate in G ene omins Or nn gt 272, Town Judge; 1780, GQ. ne 2 Krieg t@ 4 | Director of Police: 1786, at Ronin Teth and City President. He 301—309. Allg 5% <A pril 23, 1796 (Koch, vi. 2D his wry sche Biog., xii. 463-66). 

tional Singing, 1853. 

mg the while yet His . 
vii.) Eng. Presb: Pr. fm 1867 ; Free ch. py ey , 

A version founded on the 1781, in four 
parts, viz, :—i. “ Ho, every one that thirsteth, 
come.” ii, “Thus saith the Lord, 
your car’ jij, “Seek ye the Lord, while 
yet His ear.” iv. “As rain and snow, on 
earth —— is found - No. y in fed Lee- 
son's Paraphrases and Hymns for egas 

(J. an 

* Incline 

Hobson, John Philip, ».A., 8. of John 
Hobson, ».4., sometime Consular Chaplain at 
Shanghai, was b. at Shanghai, China, Sept. 3, 
1849, and educated at the Blackheath Pro. 
rietary School and Worcester College, 
xford (na, 1872). On taking Holy Orders 

he became Curute of Greenwich, 1 
Vicar of Stanstead Abbotts, Herts, 1878. 

» and 
n levotion and communion with | Mr, Hobson has pub. :— worldly. His hymiraes th other ambitious, miserly and ‘ P ‘ Sern yet all COMPO Titten in the manner of Gellert, 1) Stones in the Life of David: a Service i 

» 1772, and were with | 881: 
vola., 

1 rs "© Tlin, Logt—st Two i. Bais collected wor (ie i fy = English, P. 44. in 7 stof gp em os Resignation 1772, $f God”; thence in “eb? tleled “Submission to the will Dead Se ne Darlin co 2S Risrlin G. EB, of. 106 mich epebeg, - 2 -~. 1939, No. 601, altered to * Dir To Thee, O Lord, zx “Khe only ¢r. in C. U. ts -— 

1. Hail, Son of Man! Hail, 

18KS, 
2. It » New Year, 

b ee of Song, 1) cet, ek mot Ee Pa 
Mr. Hobson's hymns in C. U. are :-— 

imighty Lord. Ascension. 
Written for and ist pob, in bis ure Behoes, te., 
1841; in the Twenty MHys. and the Universal H. Bk, 

Written in fr. of st. i.) iL peta hp Swonky fips. ana ihe one t 
. « §., iL, ¥. 1877, ab, in , iversa in the Anglican ii, “gyh-> Bye tpth Pig Pd ad bf 
ii. Jetat leb' ich > hes, "| 3. O Lord, the of our souls. Amber Days, + al ai 1 a Pp. = ai lebe, Preparation | Written for a apecial Em —— re te ty death.” . “ ab. in the Twenty Aye. t 4 a ae in the origina, g. ES "By ype tt entitled «In recollac- | and p - af Divine, Thou art my King. Pines tam sa 7 Brel G. Felker, 1860, ate 
His Maste, ram Ww. Comper [PeaeScon from his head. in the Olney Vrrey ve uw Minister.) lat pub. 41. It was More. k, ii, No. 78, in 4 st. of 

f tly found in t but it is still inten (een hyma-b "1 

best known of the author's hymns, 

Appeared ip Life and Work, 1es4, 

attention of compilers. 

Jesus, the Xing. Suggested by Miss Havergal’ y King,” &o, Written in 1876, abd lot printed Like Fireside Maga. 
sine, 1876, and again in Twenty Hys., &o. It in the 

5. We thank Thee that the glorious sound. Wisrions, 

In the Twenty Hymns (Novello) there are 
others of special merit, and sas Sn a 

Hochheilige Dreifaltigkeit. J. Schef- Ho, ir jhe t Meg America. (J. J.J fler. Aichi ping) Appeared gen 2 1 spring. a: hirst roach in Bk. v. of his Hetlige reslau, the Draft Soot ~~ No. on 1668, p. (43 (Werke, 1862, i. p. 318), in 5 st. 
2 t Tat 4 phrases, 1745, a, mk, Tra tations and Para- st. of 41h. In a Yersj f Isaioh lv. in 14 

st. ii, was my, rey, 2M Of fsaieh ly, in 

ghia eetn ehh 
Draft ae ‘178 Wag Siderable alterations were 
“rth gr eg ang Mcluded as No. 26 in the 
ee itl ro year Bi the public worship ed. 
ar te it > the Church of Scotland, st. iii.—vi., viii, re Was ith Scr ana 
the eldest dang yy Fit t. urther altered, 
ascribe the iterage® ot wee markings — 
and the original ton, He “npsvuiy 9 (4. 
son ; but this ag, Of ly o 1781 to Cam " 
maxie by any ot) Tt ptg.. 5 to William Robert- 
at least doubtfy | “* or ty a jot = 
has pasted int, * authoriti - pe bo a rahe Tevised Se al 

mo hym ; 

Father, Son, and Ho 

in Mercer's C. P. @ HH. Bk, 1855, No 

ee = eed 

of 81. It was included, slightly altered and 
beginning, “ Hochheilige Dreieinigkeit,” in 
Freylinghansen’s G. B., 1704, and this form 
was repented in many later hymu-books, as 
in the Berlin @. L. &, ed. 1863, No. 31." It 
is a fine hymn of supplication to the Holy 
Trinity and for the _— graces afforded by 

ySpint. 7'r. ag :— 
1, Most high and holy Trinity, Thou God, a full 

and excellent fr, by Miss Cox in her Sacred #. 
fromthe Ger., 1841, p. 45. In full and unaltered 

163 (Ox, 
ed., 1864, No. 247), and other collections. 

2. Most high and holy Trinity! Who of. A good 

and complete tr, by Miss Winkworth in her 
Lyra Ger, Ist Ser. 1855, p. 119, and thence in 
Boardman’s Selection, Philadelphia, U.S., 1861, 
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In her C. B. for England, 1863, No. 76, it was 
altered to the original metre, and this form is 
in the New Zealand Hyl., 1870. 

8. O High and Holy Trinity, by Dr. R. P. Little- 
dale for the People’s H., 1867, No, 165, signed 
“L.” This is also a good and full version. 

(J. M.J 

cy ieee” “aa oT. ° . V ‘aa 

No An6 in BE. v. of his iit Srelenlust, 
Breslau, 1668, p. 593 (Werke, 1862, i. p. 295), 
in Set.of 41. Included in linglausen’s 
G. B., 1704, and recently as No. 687 in the 
Berlin G. I. &, ed. 1868. The hymn is 
founded on Romans xii. 1, and carries out 
the figure somewhat in detail. To a number 
of the orthodox Lutherans of the 18th cent. 
st. iif, iv., gave great offence, and were 
ucensed of fulse mysticiam, &e, AB 

Great High-Priest, who deigndst to be, a gond 
and full tr. by Miss Winkworth in her Lyra 
Ger, 1st Ser., 1855, p. 32, and her C. B. for 
England, 1863, No, 129. It is repeated in full 
in the Myl. for St. John's, Aberdeen, 1865-70, 
and the Lvang. Hyl., N.Y., 1880; and abridged 
in the Harrow School H. Bk, 1866; Eng. Presb, 
Ps. § Hys., 1867, &e, A considerably altered 
version, beginning, “ Jesus, who upon the tree,” 
in which st. iv., ¥. are condensed as iv., was 
included in the American Suidath H. Bk., 1858, 
aod repeated in the Bapt. H. Bt., Philadelphia, 
1871, 
Other tra. are :— 
(1) * Greatest High-priest, Saviour Christ,” by J. C. 

Jacobi, 1725, p. 39 (438, p..130) ; repeated In the Mora- 
vien H. Bk., 1754, pt. 1, No, 459, (2) Grant, most 
gracious Lamb of ." as No. 273 in the Morarian 
Hi. Bk, 1789 (1886, No. 361), (J. M.j 

ager vay Bodo von, was b. April 3, 
1604. After the conclusion of his university 
studies he entered the service of the Dukes 
of Liineburg. He was for some time tutor to 
the sons of Duke Georg, and subsequently 
(1646) chief magistrate und director of the 
mines at Osterrode in the Harz, for the prin- 
cipality of ene He d. Sept. 20, 
1650 (Koch, iui, 230; Allg. Deutsche Biog., xii. 
537; Bode, p. 91). The only hymn known by 
him is the beautiful 
Vor deinen Thron tret ich hiemit. Morning. ist 

Ee. in the New Ordentlich @, #,, Hannover, 1646, No. 
17 (beginning * Fir deinen Thron ”), in 16 st. of 4 1, in- 

troduced by the words, “In the morning, at midday, 
ag hyperemia Inthe Lilneburg @. #,, 
1660, 1¢ fe ascribe! to Justus Gesenius, who had probably 
altered it somewhat, Included as No, 1131 in the Berlin 
@. 1, &, ed. 1863, The only tr, of this form is * Before 
Thy Throne I now appear,” by J. (. Jacofl, 1720, p. 37 
(1722, p. 108: 1752, p. IL), Another form is that given 
by Cease $0 tie Ver 1833, No. 49, im 10 st., be 
Maaing — 

Ich danke dir mit Herz und Mund. St. |. is altered 
from #t. xi. ; st. ies. are at. iL, v.-x., xiv.,av. The 
only tr. of this form is “ With heart, and mind, and 
every power,” by J. J. Buckoll, 1442, p. 71. {J. M.T 

Hofel, Johann, was b. June 24, 1600, at 
Uffenheim, in Franconia, and studied at the 
Universities of Giessen, Jena, and Strassburg, 
becoming in 1628 Doctor of Law at Jena, 
In 1633 he settled in Schweinfurt as « con- 
sultins lawyer, and d. there Deo, 8, 1683 
é Wetzel, i. 445-436, and A. H. ii., 285-291), 
One of his hyrons has been fr. into English :— 

O siisses Wort das Jesus echt. Crow and Conma- 
fion, Fouwded én St. Lake vti. 13. Included ax No. 461 
tn the Coburg G. #,, 1656 (Gottingen University Library), 

HOHLFELDT, CHRISTOPH C. 

fm 11 at. of 4 1, entitled, * The sweet saying of Jesus, 
* Weep not,’ Luke vil." According to AecA, dil, 141, 
— ~ appeared in bis Musica Christiana, 1634, 

an ls 

cought,” by’ Mra Findlater, in. Loi, 208, pS ra. ¥ A . + P 
(18s4, p. 76). (J. 1) 

Hoffmann, Gottfried, 5. of Cusper 
Hoffmann, brewer at Plagwitz, near Liwen- 
berg, in Silesia, was b, at Plagwitz, Dec. 5, 
1658. After studying at the University of 
Leipzig (21.4. 1688), he was appointecls in 1688 
Conrector, and in 1695 Rector of the Gym- 
nasium at Lauban. In 1708 be became Rector 
of the Gymnasium at Zittau, where he d. after 
a stroke of paralysis, Oct. 1, 1712, (Koch, 
v. 437-442 ; Ally. Biog., xii. 591-592.) 
Of his hymns, about 60 in all, written mostly 
for his scholars, only one lias passed into 
English, viz. :— 
Zeuch hin, mein Kind. Death of a Child. Accord- 
ing to Koch, v. 442, this beautiful ly was written in 
1693, on the death of his little daughter lene Eli- 
sabethe, was printed In the same rin her funeral 
sermon on Job L. 21, and included Hoffmann tp his 
Laubansche esinge, 1704. It is in Sehwedler’s 
Lieder Mose, Bodiasin, 1720, No, and i 
the Berlin G. L. 8, ed. 1863, in 6 et. of 91. oo 

child. A fr., omitting st. iv., by 
Miss Borthwick, in 7. L. L., 1st Ser., 1854, p. 25 (1884, 
p. 28). Ki to Aennedy, 1463, omitting st. fil., 
and beginn! *Parewell, my chi.” Other ¢rs. are: 

1) "So, go, my child,” by A. Maseie, 1466, p>, 139. (2 
sf hemes. ay child,” uw Dr. J. Guthrie, bee, +4 

[a Mo 
Hogg, James, second son of Robert 

Hogg, was born in Ettrick Forest, Selkirk- 
shire, January 25, 1772, aceording to his own 
account, though the bapt'smal date is Decem- 
ber 9, 1770. He is perhaps best kmown ns 
the Ettrick Shepherd, and triend uf Professor 
John Wilson and Sir Walter Scott. He d. 
November 21, 1835, on bis farm of Altrive in 
Yarrow. An edition of his Poetical Works 
was published in 1822 in 4 vols (Edin., A. 
Constable) including the best of his poems— 
The Queen's Wake, 1813; The Pilgrims of the 
Sun, 1815; Mador of the Moor, 1816, &c. The 
two hymns by him which have come into use 
are, “ Ble be Thy name for ever,” and “O 
Thon that dwellest in the heavens high.” A 
complete edition of his prose and verse was 
pub, in 2 vols, 1865 (Glas, W. G. Blackie). 

1. Landed be Name forever, Morning. This 
is “The Palmer's Morning Hymn " (in 32 lines), which 
forms a part of Canto iv. of bis poem Mitdor of the 
Moor, 1816, It is sometimes given in this form, but 
more frequently us ** Blessed be Thy Nawe for ever "(2 
st.of # 1.), as in the 8, PC, K. Hymns, 1452, and others, 
It is also altered as ** Lord of life, the Guard and Giver,” 
as in Mercer, &e. 

2. O Thou that dwellest in the heavens . Mid- 
might, Thies was given, tometber with music, as “A 
Cameronian’s Midnight Hymn,” in 4 st. of 41, in his 
tale of The Broaenie , 181%. Although 
found tn several collections its use is not so great as 
that of No. 1. (J. Mj 

Hohlfeldt, Christoph Christian, was 
b. Aug. 9, 1776, at Dresden. He became, in 
1819, Advocate for the Poor (Armen-Advo- 
cat) at the Court of Appeal at Dresden, and 
d, at Dresden, Aug. 7, 1849 (K. Goedeke’s 
Grundriss, 1862 ff., iii. p. 183). His hymns 
ap in his Harfenklange, Dresden and 
Leipzig, 1823, 1830 and 1836. The only one 
tr. into English is :-— 
Verinss mich nicht! O du, su dem ich febe. Sup- 

plication. In bis Harfenkidnge, 1836, p. 244, in 6 et. 
of 4 L, entitled “Prayer.” Tr. as:— 
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na Roa spe obey meet 2 | appeared in The Ladys Magsin, 181, with me Or. oF se. bn lhe *s and fo given as No 116 la ¢ initials “H.” or J. H.”; end his first fni, New York, 1834, (J. M.} | ¥elume of poetry, Sheflicld Park, in 1829, éa the 7 His hymns nun several hundreds, ani] = Hola al Pn anaes eS er as date from 1818 to jis death in 1972. Four 
edition Of tine Christen Year, this poem is | Book of the Sunday School Union, 1853. Ten 
TSF kn 17 et. of te nd i bed on St John | RONG, LOREREE, Written 0 exclanvely for lea 
? o50 ei In its full forin it is unknown to the pact and ecarete - man ool eee hympale. In Kennedy, 1863, No. 300, there as to render most of then unsuitable for mg a cento therefrom, beginning, “Eye of eral use. One in the Meth. Free Church Goa’s Word ! where'er we turn,” compused of nday S. H. Bk., 1860," Lord, why ure thus St. v-> Vi, xiii., xiv. and xv. slightly ultered. | our British youth?” (8. 8. Annieera ) is a Sees sales cael, EC capa he hymna’ "Ee thereto in the Christian Year. It is a quo- plese popularity in prog ecsistid tation from the Rev. John Millers Bampton Montgomery in preparing and publishing the Lectures, for 1817, p. 128:— latter's Original Hymna, 1853, and wrote ihe “* The porition before us is, that we ourselves, snd | introduction to the American edition of the such as ware the yh aoe _— same, His Life, by W. Hudson, was pub. in 
form, it maker its condescending though celest appeal. i874. : (J. J.) 
The point worth y of observation ls, to note bow « 
ef the description sud the compass which we have re- 
rowers. this ye. Fike hat ga portaie aaa Sized upon un turn hone 

‘The cento ia of more than usual merit asa 
hynon on Holy Scripture, vut its use tlie 

Holden, Oliver, one of the pioneers of 
American psalmacdy, was b. in 1765, and was 
brought Up &S m& carpenter. Subsequently he 

“ame ateache-r and music-seller. He d. at works Minssachusetts, 1814. His rie 
gre) American Harmony, 1793; t i. Colt. Rags Holme, James, n.a.. & of T. Holme, books. One ran child Paina oo 4 Orton, Westmorland, was b. in 1801, and “" Coronation.”* Ii pwd ht that he edited | “lucated at Caius College, Cambridge (a. —e et abe t Boston before | 1825) | Ordained in 1825, he held succes- 1808, in which book, pu hi 4% with the sively the Incumbenecy of Low Harrowgate, signature « a een cai 7 ae of this | te Viearage of Kirklcatham, and the ei arge book is knowy, and single wtcout the ~ | of Bolton, near Bradford. He d. in 1882, Of hia hymns the fi er id in C ida “| He pub, Leivure Musings and Devotions, &., a. an ollowing are oe 1835; Mount Grace Abbey, a poem, 1843, Spec nhers pra a Sr rae of gee. Fart and with his brother, the Rev. T. Hulme Spring fie «e IBS wad wes ven in xe | (q-¥.), Hymns & Sacred Poetry, Christinn Bk. EXLEDSIVE Ise mg the throne of . This form is in| Soe. 1861. From this last work, “ All tines tions in G. Britaiy, Tica, and > also in & few collee- | are ours, how abundant the treasure” (Praise 

= in Sickness), in Suepp's 8. of G. & G. 1872, 
is taken. “God my Father, hear me pray" 
(Lent), in the Anglican H. Bk., 1868, is attri- 
buted to him, and dated 1861, It ia, how- 
ever, from his Leisure Musings, 1835, p. 117, 
in 4 st. of 6 1., but it is not in ‘the Hys. d& Sac. 
Poetry. His hymn, “Lord Jesus, Gol of 

ce and love” (Hf. Communion), is from the 
) & Sac. Poetry, 1861. These works ars 
worthy of the attention of compilers of ehil- 
dren’s hymn-booke, (J. J.) 

Holme, Thomas, brother of the ahove, 
was b. Aug. 8, 1793, and educated at Appleby 
Grammar School. Taking Holy ers in 
1817, he was for twenty years Head Master of 
Kirby Ravensworth Grammar School. Sub- 
ecquently he was Vicar of East Cowton, 
Yorkshire, where he «. Jan. 20, 1872, From 
Hymns & Sacred Poetry, 1861 (the joint work 
of himself wnd his brother James), the fol- 
lowing hymns are taken ;— 

1. Behold the lilies of the field, How gracefully, &e. 

2. Lord, in mine agony of pain. Rovigratin- 

Holland, Josiah Gilbert, was b. at 
Belchertown, Massachusetts, July 24, 1819, 
He was for some time on the staff of the 
stg. pe Kepublican, and became in 1870 
the editor of Seribner’s Magazine, He has 
written several successful er and some 
poetics] pieces, One of the latter, “ For sum- 
mer's bloom, and autamn's blight” (Praise in 
and through all things), was ine) ed, from 
Bitter Sweet, 185%, in the Boston Unitarian 
Hymn (and Tune) Bk. for the Church & Home, 
1868. {F. J.J 

. With 
Th i eased suite heart. [ Lent. 

— Powe fae = OF the a Holden's hymna 
ring histgnas y, 2 appeared, with two others, each 

1808. ure, in'tbe Boston Collection (Baptist), 
3. Withis 

Worship.) “Bese loors assembled now. [Divine Holi [F. M. BJ 

T. Davia” FX Olicst, hearken in love. 
Peared in nf etre Presence desired. Ap- 155. in 4 a. og *Zye. Old and New, 1864, No. 
Sanctua, ls77 1. and in in his Annus 
March 24, Tt ";,, Where it is appointed for 

© author's 3,25 One of the most popular of 
extensive tse th TP hs, and is worthy of more 

Base en mele Holland, eat 1794, and d- Dehn, b. in Sheffield, Mar. 14, 
his long life he ,“F®, Dec, 98 1872. During prose and verge, Pb. more thin 40 volumes in 
yronological)y > the Most important of which 
ene al 1839 (> Were hi, Life of James Mont- 

fatn, 184g  Ols.), and The Pealmists of stundard work,° Yols.), both of which are 
: is carliest pub. poems 
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. so Cotegion's pats shines mene and anar — 
. na Hime ts) 

Holmes, Elizabeth. [Reed, Elizabeth. ] 

Holmes, Oliver Wendell, .p., Lu.p., 
s. of the Rev. Abiel Holmes, p.p.. of Cam- 
bridge, U.S.A., was b. at Cambridge, Aug. 9, 
1800, and educated at Harvard, where be 
gratanted in 1829. After practising for some 
time in Boston, he was elected in 1847 to the 
chair of Anatomy, in Harvard. His writin 
in prose and verse are well known and widely 
cirenlated. They excel in humour and pathos. 
Although not strictly speaking a hymn-writer, 
a few of hia hymos are in extensive use, and 
include :— 

1, Father of mercies, heavenly Friend. Prayer 
durin; war, 

2, Lord of all being, throned afar. (Jod’s Om- 
nipresence, Thisis a hymn of great merit. It 
is dated 1848. 
3. O Lord of hosts, Almighty King. Soldiers’ 

Hymn, Dated 1861. 
4. O Love divine that stoop’st to share. rust. 

1859. 

Of these Nos. 2and 4 are in his Professor at the 
Breakfast Table, and are in C.U. in G. Britain, 
in Martineau's a a 1873, and others. In 
1586 the po... degree was conferred upon 
Professor Holmes by the University of Oxford. 
He is a member of the Unitarian body. 

(F. a BJ 
Hélty, Ludwig Heinrich Christoph, 

s. of P. E. Holty, pastor at Mariensee on the 
Leine, near Hannover, was b. at Mariensee, 
Dee. 21, 1748. He entered the University of 
Gottingen, 1769; completed his course, Ec eter, 
1772; and became a Candidate of Theology, 
but never obtained a charge. He d. at Han- 
nover, Sept. 1, 1776. His complete Gedichte, 
edited by his friend J, H, Voss, were pub. at 
Hamburg, 1783 (2nd ed, 1804), The only 
iece which can be called a hymn and bas 
been tr, into English is ;— 
Ueb’ immer Trea und . Conduet of Life. Redlichkeit 

Ist pub, in J, H. Voss’s Afusenalmanach, Hamburg, 
1778, p. 117, in 9 et. of 4 L, entitled * The old country- 
Than to bis son.” Included tn the Oldenburg @. #., 1791, 
No. 440. The fre. are, (1) * Let truth and spotless faith 
be thine,” in the Harpaf Zion, ed. by Baall Wood, 1533, 
Ehime Hys., 1846, No.3... rr MJ 

Holy and reverend is [His] the 
Name. J. Needham. [Holiness of God.) 
In 1768 J. Needham pub. in his Hys. Devo- 
tional and Moral, No, 25, in 8 at. of 4 L, 
a hymn beginning as above. This was in 
C. U. for many years. In 1853 George Raw- 
gon rewrote at. i, ifi., and viii, and added 
another (ii), thus forming a hymn of 4 st. 
This was given in the Bap. Ps. & Hya., 1858, 
and las passed into several collections, 
especially in America. In some collections it 
reads “Holy and reverend is His name.” The 
nacription of the cento is J. Needham, 1768; 
G, Rawson, 1853. (J. J.) 

Holy Bible, book Divine. ./. Burton, 
arn. [Holy Scripture.) This popular hymn 
first appeared in the author's Youth's Monitor 
in Verse, &c., 1803, and again in the Fran- 
gelical Magazine, June, 1805, in 4 st. of 41, 
where it is signed, “ Nottingham—J. B.” 

HOLY, HOLY, HOLY LORD 

Tn 1806 it wus also given as No. 1 of pt. ii. of 
the author's Hy«. Fe Sunday Schools; or, 
Incentives to Early Piety. As it is frequently 
altered in modern collections we the 
original text. 

“ Holy Bible, book Divine, 
Precious treasure, thou art mine; 
Mine to tell me whence I caine, 
Mine to teach me what I am, 

* Mine to chide me when I rove, 
Mine to shew a Saviour’s love ; 
Mine art thou to guide my feet, 
Mine to judge, condemn, acquit. 

“ Mine to comfort in distress, 
If the Holy Spirit bles ; 
Mine to shew by living faith 
Man can triumph over death, 

* Mine to tell of joys to come, 
Au! the rebel stumer’s doom ; 
Holy Bible, book Divine, 

ue treasure, thou art mine” 

This hymn has gradually grown into favour, 
and now it is in C. U. in most English- 
speaking countries. {J. J.J 

Holy Ghost, come down upon Thy 
children. F. W. Faber. Saige rage | 
Appeared in his Oratory Hymna, 1854, 
again in his Hymns, 1862, in 6 st. of 4 L, the 
opening stanzs being repeated as a chorus, 
The metre is most awkward and unmusical, 
and fully justifies the alterations made in the 
Altar Hymnal, 1884, where it is rewritten in 
8.7.8.7. metre, beginning “Holy Ghoat, 
come down upon us.” (J. J.J 

Holy Ghost, Thou source of light. 
(Whiteuatide.] Appeared anonymously in 
the Andover Sabbath H. Bk., 1858, No. 458, 
in 4 st. of 41, and subsequently in several 
other collections. In the Bapt. Praise Bk., 
N. Y., 1871, it is altered to “Holy =" 
Source of Light.” (J. J.) 

Holy Ghost, Whose fire celestial. 
eee A in Hawtrey's Coll. 
815, and again in Miss Auber's Spirit of the 

Psalms, 1829, where it was given with a few 
“Hytmns for the Principal Festivals,” p. 149, 
in 2 st. of 8 1. In Snepp’s of G.& 
G., 1870-72, No. 351, it is attributed to T. Cot- 
terill in error. (J. JJ 

Holy, holy, holy Lord, Ever be Thy 
Name adored. [/’raise.] This is a curious 
cento, in Kennedy, 1863, two hymns 
C. Wesley, in Hymns & Sacred Poema, 1739, 
the first of which is “Lord and God of 
heavenly powers.” on the words from the 
Office for Holy Communion, and the second, 
“Glory be to God on high” (q.v,), on the 
Thanksgiving in the same office. The lines 
taken from these hymns are with slight 
alterations as follows: st. i., ii, IL 1-4, tii, 
ll, 5-8, the rest of the cento being by Dr. 
Kennedy (J. J.J 

Holy, holy, holy Lord God Al- 
mighty. Bp. R. Heber. (Holy Trinity.) 1st 
pub. in his posthumous Hymns, &c., L827, 
» 84, in 4 st. of 4 L, and appointed for Trinit 
unday, It was soon adopted by hymn 

compilers, and is the best known and most 
widely used of the author's hymns = It is o 
splendid metrical paraphrase of Rey. iv. 8-11. 
Line 2 of #t.i., * Early in the morning our 

. song shall rise to Thee,” Las been subjected to 



HOLY, HOLY, HOLY LORD 

BeVeru)] chavges to adapt the hymn to any 
hour oe a “ley. Some of these alterations 
are :— 

t. ** Gratefully adoring oursong,” ke. Leeds H. Bk, 
1353. é r 

2. ** storning and evening our song,” kc. Kennedy, 
2%63. 

3. ** Holy, holy, holy, our song,” kc. Hymnary, 1472. 
a.‘ Morning. seams and wight, our aune, ke. 

The most popular change is the first of 
= e majority of hymn-books, however, 

Loemen“7e the arintoal reading. Although . 

s ial bymu for Trinity Suuday, it is some- 
inted as a morning hymn, as in the 

ose CE Ckerch Hye, 18h. (9. 3) 
EXol holy, holy Lord, God of 

Etoste? When en — ec 
ames Montgomery. 'y Trinity.) Written 
Sept. 10, es (™. wi and ineluded in the 
Cong. H., Bic., 18356, No. 63, in 8 st. of 8 1; 
the Leeds H. Ik., 1853, No. 442; the author's 
Original Hymns, 1853, No. i.; and numerous 
collection in most Englisli-speaking countries, 
and usuaily witl:out alteration. In Spurgeon's 
©. O. H. Bk., 1866, st. ii, ili, are given as 
** ELoly, holy, holy Thee,” and appointed as a 
doxovloxsy. (J. J.J 

Eioly Jesus, in Whose [Thy] Name. 
Bp. R. Mont. [Prayer in the Name of Jesus.) 
“4 Pppeared as one of his original hymns ap- 

ended to his Ancient H na, &c., 1837, p. 
OS, in Sst. of G Liasat yinn commemora- 

tive of Pmyer im, and to Christ” (ed. 1871, 
¥. 183). {t is sometimes given as “Holy 
Fz 2Us: in Thy Name.” In the Cooke & Denton 
ei tt, 1853, st. ii, is omitted, several ultera- 
ie melden, ae, and a doxology by the editors bea ded. This form, with further changes, is 

Peated in Kennedy, 1863. (J. J.J 

weealy Jesus, mighty Lord. Bp. C. 
Ist pub. )2% Zincoln. [Holy Innocents.) 

P f aL hiss Floly Year, 1862, No. 11, in 
: { is in C. U., but usually in an 

The hymn “ At Thy birth, 
in the fare sea Laeg 

is - “-Aurch Hys., , and others, 

hymn. Sone? Rning with st. iii. of this 
and the rest © ix lines are from this hymn, 
lento was pth by Earl Nelson, by i 

Holy ° 
Mant. 

Incarnate Lon a 
the 5S. Pic » 

Saviour blest. Bp. R. 
pub. in e Way, Truth, & Life. , lat 

origi Sorat , &e., as one of the 
6 me of fot led eth 1867, p 184, fo 
morative of «7. 7*™d_ headed, “Hymn comme- 
Life’” i The Way, the Trath, aud the 
several itttangere 2 p. 335). It is altered in 

> 8 in the Cooke and Denton 
fhe Appendiz to the H. Noted, 

“ts, Saviour bless’d.” (J. J.] 
Fes, d rare (Lord 

Written fi ‘he s. ag = Conevtors 
St. Mary May ertory at the opening 1867, and Int Mens Church, Paddinton, 

Hymuat, 1853 - 
182, « Holy ce 

ion. Lt wis Mted fF that occa- 
Parish Hymn ine u in 1873 in the author's 
Sager ape thes "a ©. 201, having ed 

52? Appr. to the 8. P. C. 
od. also in Church Hymns, 
s . 1882, and many others. 

L, and is usually divided 

ve. 
1871, Thring, ~® 
Itis in 10st. ofr 
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into parts, and in several instances it is also 
abbreviated. “ Holy offerings, Lord, we bear,” 
in Brown-Borthwick’s Select Hymns for Church 
and Home, 1871, is un altered form of thig 
hymn, (J. J.J 

Holy Spirit, Lord of glory. iH. H. 
Baynes. (Confirmation.) Printed in the 
Churchman's Shilling Magazine, May, 1868 ; 
and again in the author's Autumn Memories 
& Other Verses, 1869, in 5 st. of 6 1. In 187] 
it was included with slight alterations in the 
5. P. C. K. Church Hys., and again in other 
hymnals, (J. J.J 

Homburg, Ernst Christoph, was b, in 
1605, at Mihla, near Eisenach. He tised 
at Naumburg, in meneny, as Clerk of the 

and Counsellor. In 1648 he was ad- 
mitted a member of the Fruitbearing Society, 
and afterwards became a member of the Elbe 
Swan Order founded by Rist in 1660. He d. 
at Naumburg, June 2, 1681. (Koch, iii. 388, 
892; Allg. Deutsche Biog., xiii, 43, 44.) 

By his aries Hombe Tegurded 
port of oe Sa ook "His earlier pou 163-1683, 
were secular, including many love and drinking songs, 
Domestic troubles arising from the illnesses of bimeelf 
and of bis wife, and other afflictions, bed him to seek the 
Lord, ani the deliverances he experienced foam pesti- 
lence and from vichence led him to place all bis con- 
fidence yh The per gp a of bie hymna 
ppeared wo parts epa 2 barg, 
ee I. an is Geistlicher Lieder, rater Theil with too 
ymnes ayy ey title, Naumburg, 1654); and pet. i, as 

the A Teil with 50 hymns. In the be 
»peaks of them as his “Sanday labours,” rays, 1 
was specially induced and compelled” to their com poal- 
tion “by the anxious and sore domestic afflictions 
which Giod.,... has for some time laid me aside.” 
They are distinguished for simplicity, firm faith, and 
a bat often lack poetlo vigour and aro ‘tet 
sombre, 

Two of his hymns have passed into Eng- 
lish, viz. :-— 

i, Ach Sieges-Held. Ascension. 
1659, pt. i. p. 400, in 6 st. of 111, entitled, 
“On the Ascension of Jesus Christ.” In the 
Berlin G, L, S,, ed, 1868, No, 327, 
The tra. are: (1) “O wondrous ueror and (ireat,” 

by Miss Burl in the Sritiss Oct. 1865, 
p. 153, and Reid's Praise Bk, 1472, No. 445. (2) "0 
lorious Saviour, conquering King,” by 4, L. Proth- 

tonen. 1870, p. 272, 

ii, Jesu meinesLebens Leben, Pussiontide. 1659, 
i, p. 318, in 8 st. of 8 |., entitled, “ Hyman of 
anksgiving to his Redeemer and Saviour for 

His bitter Sufferings.” This is his most popular 
hymn, and has passed into many recent collec- 
tions, including the Berlin G, L. S., ed. 1863, 
Tr, as:— 

1. Jeeu! life! the life of heaven. 77. of st. i, 
il, vi—viii., by A. T. Russell, for his Ps, § Hys., 
1851, No. 88. 

2. Of my life the Life, O Jesus. A good tr, of 
st. i., ii, v., vit, viii, contributed by R. Massie 
to the 1857 ed. of Mercer's C. P. & A. Bk, 
No, 404 (Ox. ed. 1864, No. 185), repeated in 
the Meth. N. Conn, A. Bh, 1863. 

3. Christ the Life of all the living. A good fr. 
of st. i, ii, v., vil, vill, by Miss Winkworth, in 
her C. 8, for Bnpland, U8t3, No. 49. Repeated 
in full in Dr. Thomas's Augustine JT Bh., 1866, 
and the Ohio Luth. Hyl., 1880; and abridged in 
the Pennsylvania Luth. Ch. B4., 1868, the Hym- 
nary, 1872, and others. 

4. Thou eterna! life bestowest. 7), of st. i.-ili., 
viii., by Miss Borthwick, oa ae Dr. 
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Pagenstecher’s Coll., 1864, No. 73, and repeated 
in JL, L., ed. 1884, p.2 257. 

tra. are: (1) “* Jesu, Source of my Salvation,” 
J.C, Jacotri, 1732, p. 29, repeated in the Moravian 
Bk, LISA (LaH6, ‘ho. 87 (2) “Jesus! Source of 

ife eternal,” by Miss Bar! in the #rifish Herald, 
Aug. 1965, p. 120, and Reid's Praise Bk, 1472, No, 3489. 
3) “Jesus, of my lite the living,” by .¥. L. Prothing- 
m, 1KT0, p. 198, (J. M. 

Homo Dei creatura. [J to 
come.) This poem is a picture of the woes 
of the lost, and an exhortation tu timely re- 

mtance, Mone, i. pp. 419-421, gives 115 
fine s (with various breaks) from o na 
as, of the Lith cent., and conjectures that it 
was written in [taly in the time of Dante. 
Daniel, iv. p. 250. repeats Mone’s text and moat 
of his notes; and at v., p. 382, ascribes it to 
Dionysius the Carthusian (b. at Rickel in the 
diovese of Litge, became a» Carthusian Monk 
at Roermond, or Ruremonde on the Maas, 
1424, and d, there, March 12, 1471). In J. M. 
Horst’s Paradisus Animae Christianae, Co- 
logne, 1680, the text which has passed into 
Englis!: ia given at p. 206 (sect. iii), en- 
titled, “D, Dominici Carthusiani exhortatio 
ad nitentiam,” and in 168 lines, Up 
to Mone’s |. 72, the texts nearly agree; but 
the rest of Mone’s text continues in the same 
gloomy strain, whercas in Horst’s text the 
strain speelily changes to relate the bliss 
of the saints, and then ends a 4 the warnin 
to repentance. It has been fr. by E. Caswal all 
in his Masque of Maury, &c., 1858, in 21 st. of 
10 1, aa “Creature of God, immortal man” 
(Hymns, &e., 1873, Pe 208); and by I. Wil- 
liams in his Thoughts in Past Years, 1838, 
as “ Mortal, who ant God's creation.” [J. M.] 

Hood, Edwin Paxton, was b. in Half- 
moon Street, London, Oct. 24, 1820. He was 
self-educated, In 1852 he became the Inde- 
pendent Minister at Nibley, Gloucestershire, 
where he remained until 1857, when he 
removed to Offord Road, London. He held 
several charges (Brighton, Manchester, &c. o), 
the Inst being Faleon Square, London. 
d. in Paris, June 12, 1885. 

Mr. Hoot was a striking and suggestive preacher, 
and one of the most voluminous writers of the age. His 

a ee rae 
; 1858; metas Carlyle, ag hy Oliver Preniedt 

1882, &c., are too numerous to give in detail, He also 
edited (and was the chief contributor to) The Belectic 
Review for 4 years, and The Preacher's Lantern for 2 
‘eare. 

Asa hymn-writer he is best known as the 
author of hymns for children. These hymna 
have a fresliness and simplicity which & are 
attractive to children. Some of the best and 
most popular were written for Sunday School 
ar aa at Nibley, 1852-7. e also 

ited 
wal) Our Hymn Rook (a similar title, but a distinct 
ork from Mr, Spurgeon’s Collection). This waa pub, 

speclally for the use of bis own com tions, and was 
enlarged from thme to time. Let ed. ton, 1462, en- 
larped 1864, 1873, and 1879. The last contains 47 of 
bis bymos, (2) The Children's Choir, 1670. 

His hymns ad ©. U. outside of his own 
— ai 
1. Angel o f God, had wings expanded. Missions, 

In bis 0, Af, Bk, 1862. 
Bride of the Lamb, sweet spices bring. aster. 2. 

In bis ©. H. Bk, proey 
3. Earth in omiisn eget, Sun Summer (1852-57). 

(ise en. Whe made Early Piety 

HOPKINS, JOSIAH 

5. Heart-broken and where'er thou 
Christ's Invitation, Ist pub. at the end of 
sermon in bis Dark Sayings on a Harp, 1865, een 
in bis Our . Bk, pony: 2 

sweet voice ringing clear, Dvivine Pro 
ae eae 9 

te think, though I am young. Jesus the 
Se . 
i 6 Fonts, Seckens, wo woare young, Chile's Prayer 
8 Guidance — 

9. Rest remaineth, 0 how sweet. Heavers our Hest. 
oh 6: 5. PS, , 1862. A pathetic hymna sung at bis 
‘uner 
10, Saviour and Master, these sa: a a 1 The 

Sand and the Rock, Writtem at Laod Hreak- 
water, in the winter of 1456-59, and let goub. io his 
first volume of Sermons, 1460, at the chose of thatea 
ano the Rock.” He says, “I walked the 

over the Great Breakwater at Poortiand, and 
hiine the rain descended and the floxads came 1 

+ a Bafa wrote out these verses.” The bymn is in 
his Gur H. Bk. 1879, Horder's . Hyl., 1884, ke. 
2 aden aamaatateived jor use in Portland 

hy jo Fu hen the hemrt ji ing & hymn co y wos —_ 

beard at Vespers in Pensaiabican Chtree a: Ist pod. 
in Aye Path Meadow, 1870, and again in Cour H. Bk, 
ago, 
12. Bweet hallelujahs! The birds and the blossoms. 

Universal Praise. es for the 5. 5. A nnliversary, 
Offord Tench. may @. Lord, in Gur FZ, Bk, 

13. Teach mn Taek, where'er I move. Gufs 

is faint. 

speake. Hedemp- 
. Wrinen for 5. 8. Anniversary at Offord Road 

Cosy, ince 1858, and pub. in os Bk, 1862. 
There's beautiful land where the rains never 

— — (1452-67.) In bis Childa-en's Choir, 
1sTa, Ke. 

16, Unless the Lord the city keep. (fod fhe — 
Strength, Written at the request of the 

Road Chapel, for the ition Service of the 
Rev. J.C. Jones, In his 0. H. Bk., No. 317. 

17. We love the good old Bible. Holy Scripture. 
(1852-57.) Given Mm several collections. 

The most La og of these hymns are 
Nos. 4 and 7. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,8 11, 16,17 
are from the Children’s Choir, 1870. These 
are in numerous collections, [W. G. H.] 

Hook, Walter Farquhar, m.p., 5 of 
Dr. Hook, sometime Dean of Woreeater, was 
b. in London, Mar. 18, 1798, and educated at 
Winchrster, and Christ Church, Oxford (pa. 
1820, p.v. 1837). Taking Holy Orders in 1820, 
he was successively Vicar of Holy Trinity, 
Coventry ; Vicar of teeta, 1837-59 ; Dean - 
Chichester, 1859; Chaplain in Ordi 
the Queen, &e. He d. at Chichester Oct. 2°, 
1875. He was the author of numerous Ser- 
mons, Pamphlets, Tracts, &c., but is most 
widely known through his Church Dictionary, 
and Bie Lives of the Archbishops. In 1846 he 

Verses ‘apo ‘or Exramina- 
tion, we FP. H., Lond., A 

This was a volume rr verses by Cecil Frances 
ren ig 3, afterwards Cecil F. Alexander 
(q.¥.). He also pub. :-— 

A Church School Hymn-book, Bdited by Walter Far- 
quhar Hook, D.D,, Leeds, 1850. 

In this crllection ll the hymns were given 
anonymously. Hence has arisen the error 
of attributing some of them to the editor. 
Dr. Hook was nota writerof hymns. (J. J.] 

Hooper, Emma. [Whitfeld, Emma.) 

Hooper, Mary Fawler. [Maude, M. F.) 

Hopkins, John. [0ld Version, § rx. 2, x.} 

Hopkins, John Henry. [Various.] 

Hopkins, Josiah, p.p., was b. at Pitts- 
ford, Vermont, April 18, 1786. From 1809 to 
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IS30 113 tor of a Congregational | tends to about 3000 lines, It is found ina Manes tsk ve Einves, Vocmsake ani from | 13th cent. 18. iu the Bodleian (Digby 5, f 42). Issey to 1848 of the First Presbyterian Church, i. Publication, It was included by Flaciyg 

-“~ uburn, N. York. He died at Geneva, New | Ilyricus, in his Varia poemata de corrupto 
Work, July 27, 1862. He was the editor of | Ecclesiae statu, Basel, 1556. Ilyrioux was/an Conference Hymns, Auburn, 1846, aud con- | ardent avd euthusiastic Reformer; and a8 the Pm buted hymus to the Christian Lyre, N. Y., | greater part of the poem “ is a bitter satire on LS3u From tbe latter work his hymns in | tue fearful corruptions of the age.” it unswered o U. are taken :— his purpose to ure it in this manner. It was 1. O cur ye, O tum ye, for why will ye die, Bxpoe sabsequencly reprinted at Brenien, 1807: af a sales 

: to ; a A + at Liine- ee Why sleep we, my brethren. Bepewieltiis) | burg, 1610; in Wuchier's’ New ‘Theoleginel (FM. B.) | annals, December, 1820; and in Mohokon topper, Edward, Ohaclegient bear Studien, 1824. In Trench’ Sue. Latin Poet = graluated at Union ~ | 1849, 96 lines were giv ‘winning wi ae New York, 1842. He is pastor of the (tele . “Hie breve vivitur” (from which Dr. Neale’s Church of Ses and Land, N. ¥. He is the | ¢ 4) translation was made); andin Dr, Neale’s author of : Rhythm of Bernard de Morluiz, Monk of Cluny, 1. Jesus, Saviour, pilot me (ns). Jems the a on the Celestial Country, 1858, there ure 218 baa %,, They pray the beet who pray and watch. Watching — a ii. tah eye No. 159; Wee: truggli tild-ccean. Wreck & | Konigefeld, ii. 262; Simrock, p, 286, there are Nene an aS =? tes from the poem. The origi is 
dedicated to Peter the Venerable, the General 
of the Order to which St. Bernard belop 
and is entitled, “ De contemptu mundi.” (Dr. 
Sehaff, in his Lib, of Rels Poetry, 1883, 

. $81, sss this poem was printed in Parte in 
Paws We have not # en this ee 

ii. Design and Exeention. Bernard states 
his argument thus :— 

** The autyect of the author is the Advent of Christ to Judgment : the Joys of the Saints, the pains of the re- 

Of thee No. 1 appeared in the Ba 
Praise Bi, 1871, and 2 & 3 in Hys. & 
Of Praiw,N. Y., 1874. (J. J] 
Ho John Page, was b. in Londen, 

Nov. 6, Tees, and educated at the G. Baptist 
College, Leicester. Commencing public work 
in 1856, after a brief ministry at ugglescote 
ancl Ibsteck, im Leicestershire, he became 
colleague with George Dawson at the Church Of the Saviour, Birmingham. From 1860 to 
1876 he ministered to Unitarian congregations 
at =Shefleld, ‘Dukinfield, and Glasgow. Simee 1876 he has preach-d in Leicester. 

r- Hopps has published many books and 
Pemphiet, chiefly yilumes of Sermous and 

“tures. Most of his smaller works are con- 
troversial. In 1 $63 he commenced a monthly Periodical called The Truthseeker, which he 
sell mer ll He has compiled the following 

School phonetic , Congregational, Mission, or 

yours to secure aforehand the favour of his Teaders, by setting the words of the Apostle before his owt, At the commencement be treats ofthe Advent of the Judge, 
to render them in earnest, «nd by the —— of 
Celestial joy, be makes them docile,” (Neale's Kagthm, 
&c., Preface.) 

The execution of the poem, written as it 
was in “arhythm of intenae difficulty,” was 
attained, as the author blieved, throu $1) Hmm for p04; ‘ the Home, 1858 ; Par €2) Hymns ora maiite Worship and the in ; | special divine ce and inspiration. His Jr re ership, Tats, es) mae Oe aared St nefor | words in his d estory epistle are ;— 

* Often and of long time T had beard the Bridegroom, but had not listened to Him, saying—* Thy voice ia Pleasant in Mine ears.’ And again the Heloved cried 
‘Open to Me, My sister.” What then? 1 arose, out, theri Or Sunday afternoon ant evening | that I might open to my Beloved. Ars IT said, * Lord, to Fetcencets " the “ay 4 

ieerea BaePe Fas pimsif written various 
have appan, Of considerable merit. Several 
Unitarian and ™ Congregational, Baptist, 
Dest Knows Bre edna geleetions. Among the 

2. Father reg tees, dark end drear, Winter. 

my 
write, and that my mouth may set forth iy praise, pour beth into my and pen amd mouth Thy grace.’ And the Lord sald, ‘Open thy mouth.' Which He Bt way filled with the spirit of wisdom and under- 

ling; that by et eh .. weak sets. ly me 
other peoee * Say it [on nowise arrogantly, but whi « | hamility, and therefore boldly: that unless 
that Spirit of Wisdom and Understanding had been with me, and flowed in upon so difficult a metre, 1 could not Divine Gu m™me day by day. Child’s Prayer for | have composed no long a work, For that kind of metre, s+. Father, lee Tah continwons dactylic (except the final trochee or spandee), wired. ¥Y Kingdom come, God's Kingdom fring also, as it does, the Leonine soporvusness, 4. God blee ¢ cpt hot tusay altogether, grown obsolete through 
fte difficulty, For Hildebert of Laverdin, who from bie 
immense learning was firet raised to the pisces te and 
to the Metropolitan dignity; and Vuleharnt, Canon of 
Lyons, excellent versifiers, bow Little they wrote in this 
metre, is manifest to all.” (Nealo’s Mhythm, &., Pre- 
face.) 

The poem is written in dactylic hexameters, 
with the leonine (sometimes a trisyllable or 
dactylic), and tailed rhyme, each line being 
broken up into three parts thus :— 

Hora vovissima || tem: péssinec || sunt: vigils! 
Ecce tiinscéter |j (mm arbiter || ilje supremme ! 
Tmminet, imminet |} ut mala terminet |! aequa coromet 
Recta remuneret jj anxia literet || sethera donet.” 

and Anthem are «., Chante, Special Serring SEO. WET galt ee Hiya. for 
The most popular is No. 2. 

Hora hovy (W. BR. 5.J 
sunt, vigiler,, “ima, tempora pessima Heavenly teruscs gee Bernard of Cluny (The evident] inapj J This magnificent poem, of the Rengrea by the last two chapters 

Cluny, about 1145, apd eX | 
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iii. Merits. The two great authorities on | _ ¥ Urbs Syon aurea, Patria lnctea, cive decora= 
this matter are Archbishop Trench and Dr. | Jerusalem the golden, The centos beginning with 
Neale. sea t» the numerous editions this stanza are not so numerous as those in 
of the poem, the former says :— Nos. ii, and iii, but their use in all English- 

This is not wonderful; for no one with asense for speaking countries exceed every other portiws of 

tn forme ne beaut to bie iting, will deuy une breath of | *w* POTm 
areal inspiration to the author of these dactylic hexa- | _ vl Urbs Syon inelyta, gloria debite glorifieandis = 
meters.” (Sie, Lat, Poetry, ed, 1874, p. 310, Jerusalem the glorious. In comparison with the 

Archbishop ‘Trench, whilst thus highly | foregoing the centos which begin with this stauza 
commending the poems, condemns the metre, | are not in extensive use. 
and points out “its want of progress" :— vii, Urbs Syon unica, mansio mystics, condita 
Ped, ges instead of nivemsing, etfs — coelo=Jerusalem the onely. This is given in the 

re cue, recurrng again and sgle thst | Appendiz to the H. Noted, 1862. 
missed.” (Ibid. p. 3h.) vill, Urbs Syon inclyta, turris et edita littore 

In a note on his lines 45-58, le alsosays:— | tuto=Jerusalem exulting. This is given in afew 
+ In these lines [+ Urbs Syon aurea") the reader will | Collections only. 

ise the nal of that lovely by , Which within 
the few phe 4 has been edded to those alrenhy poe Taken together these centos, coun piled — penser one fr. of 218 Latin lines, present a result 
socks place in the alcctions of Corietiss people se has | unique in hymnody. Without cloubt the 
eae eyeliner pest | ballad erate adopted by Dr. eal bn , 3 much to do with this popularity; but 
fe, blivion the poe which ylelded Ht." (10d. P. | 4 iossesves features of excellence which have 

Dr. Neale says concerning the poem as a | ¥°® the approval of those for whom the 

whole, and specially of that portion which he | b#llad me.sure has no attractions. ; 
has translated :— il changes rsa the text ba Sanco 

s ; compilers are somewhat numerous. Y 
dercnancle er date es nae eames tee — are those in Thrings Coll,, 1882, including 
and pollution of earth, the poew opens with a descrip- | the re-translation by Prebeudary Th ring of the 
tion of the peace aid glory of heaven, of such rare | eoneluding og py = oe ae ne 

" Dr. Neale’s Rhythm; an wrest, i: Dr, 
5 eT: ee Neale’s judgment, those in the Sarurn Hymnal, 

iv. Translations, The firat to translate any | 1868. ; 
emg of the poem into English was Dr. The fra, not in C, U. are :— 
,: — and no a his ia in C. UL PR tts tbe y reed Siete towers. By Dr, 4. 
at the present time. His first tr. was of the 96 “vhese ate tha ‘ 
lines in Trench’s Sac. Lat. Poetry, beginning a tee ae Dafa, int. 
with “ Hie breve vivitur” (* Brief life is here | 3. Here we have many fears, this is the wale of tears, 
our portion"). This was pub. in his Mediaeval | the land of sorrow. |G. Moultrie, in the Church Waves; 
= bore 1851, p. 53. Im 1858 he pub. The |". Biri very evil te; time through th e last of his 

ythm of Bernard de Morlaiz, Monk of | journeys is basting. Yr. of the whole poeam, Jacktws 
Oleny, on the Colastial Crumtry, gee he | Hall Zion, city of our God, ke. (+ Urbs Sea gave 2 nes from the origina ginning a 4 
with the first (* Hora novissina”), a tr. of the er 2 oS gen, 8. 
aame, and un interesting Preface. The tr. though these tre. are very much nearer 
and the Preface (slightly altered) were re- | the criginal than Dr. Neale’ und. in the case ted in the 2nd ed. of his Mediaeval Hymns, effield and Moultrie, follow the metre o 

863. From one or the other of thes: two | Bernerd, ‘te there is little if any _prompest 
works the centos following have been taken :— | os these being adopted for use 15 } ai 

i. Hora novissima, tempora pessima sunt, vigile- Pp (3-4. 
mus= The world is very evil. This is the opening Hordle, William, was b. in Dorsetshire 
of several centos, all compiled from the first | in the year 1778, and in 1800 became Pastor 

portion of the AAythm, but composed of varying | of the Congregational Church in Harwich, 
stanzas, Taken together they are in extensive | Essex, where, after a useful ministry of half o 
use. century, he d. Dec., 1849. During part of 

ii, Hic breve vivitar, hic breve plangitur, hie breve | this time he kept a school, and at his death 
fietur = Brief life is here our portion. This cento | left considerable property to religious pur- 
varies from five stanzas in the Hymns and In- In the year 1814 Mr. Hordle wrote the 
troits, 1853, to twelve stanzas in the 1869 Appr. send No. 840, in the Bap. Palma & Hye. 
to the 8. P. C. K., Ps, & Hys, No common rule | (i858), “This sacred day, Great Gud, we 
is adhered to as to the number of stanzas or the | close” (Sunday Evening); but it is not known 
order in which they are arranged: but in its) that he was the author of any other published 
various forms it is found in upwards of an | composition. cw. R. 8) 
hundred collections in G. Britain and America. 

iii, O bona Patria, lumina sobria te speculantur— Hornblower, Jane. [Roscoe Family.) 
(1) For thee, 0 dear, dear country. (2) For thee, 
sweet, heavenly country. (3) For thee, 0 heavenly Horne, George, pD.p., b. at Otham, near 
country. In common with the foregoing, these | Maidstone, Kent, Nov. 1, 1780. and educated 
centos vary both in length and arrangement of | at Maidstone, and University College, Oxford 
stanzas. These centos are in more extensive | (pa. 1749). He subsequently became a Fel- 
use than those under No. ii, low, and in 1768 Master of Magdalen College. 

iv, O sacra potio = O happy, holy portion, In | He was also Vice-Chancellorof his University, 
the 1802 Appendix to the fH. Noted, 11776; Dean of Canterbury, 1781, and Bishop 



HORNE, WILLIAM W. 

of N ich, 1791. Hed. Jan.17, 1792. Bp. 
Florne jo wislely known through his Commen- 
te the Book of Pealms. His hywns were 
i motuded in bis Memoir by the Rev. W. Jones, 

12795: again, in his Essays and Thoughts on 

Fartous Subjects with Hymne and Poems, 1808 : 
and in, in his Works, 1809. Of his Hymna 

the best known i5:— ses a 
Cy nl, w 

peace tani ere ie Meta ah rn We s 
entiiee « It is also found in bis Assays, 
Works, 1409. Collyer included it fn an abbre- 

med im hie (Coll,, 1412, from whence it passed 

tate modern omeconformist It was brought 

tmte use fn mn Sherk of Eng) by Cotterill through 
thie Sel, th ed., 1819. 

B Home's — = a nee 

Grace, “Te Deum patrem colimus” (q.v.):— 
“+ Thee, Mighty Father, we adore,” hus been 
strangely overlooked by hymnal mes) 

Horne, William Wales, b. in 1773 at 
Giesing, in Norfolk. In 1793 he became 
minister of a small Baptist Church at Tiben- 
ham, inthe same county; thence removed, in 
1797, to Yarmouth, thence to Leicester, and 
about 1806, to Tsondon. In London he preached 
first at the City Ciapel, in Grub Street; then, 
for many years, at ity Hall, Aldersgate 
Street, and Hephzibah Chapel, Limehouse, 
taking srvices every Sunday at both places; 
finally (the two congregations baving united) 
at Ebenezer Chapel, Commercial Road. 
Whilst pastor of this church he died, in 1826. 

Tibenham, Horne a small 
Benge of Sion ; or okt i Hymns col- 
~—s a Old Testament. 

) e 
Cted from the Best y Eire. taoluding aleo a great 

This contained 310 hymns, 9 

reet, . ees when my i 

Cnited Praises ee eee en cong nie 
Some. Bane J or Public Worship. ‘This contained 613 
and in 16D new y bim. In isl? an A is appeared, 
mony of Praige . © of the entire book, a +i. 

ritual Simga, ¥; @ Selection of Psalms, Hymns, ax 
rom the best + FOr Public, Social, & Private Worship, 

Bee tad Mee canoe Lcd ptimed 6 We eae 
by ‘Horne hie Selection contains 752 hynins, 95 beng 

it. se 

ing that fora of 4B books wood by congregations boli, 
These ince teers in 7 Tee & Gadsby" Selections, 

1. Draw tear 
to Jerus. * Fe sainis, with sweetest praise. Praise 

Death 
over death, "© More ¢ frightful foe (1806). Victory 
Father's tame, "P® Lon, whose mt ES) 

Hortes ee 
Wednedan  Perbos tuam. C. Coffin. 

(730. tor Woy Pub, ie Paris pe a 
in his “esdays ut Vespers: ond azain 
text ia =! = the peas ear. 

Primitic Cp im J. Chandler's Hys. of the 
Newman's 779°? Ch, 1837, No. 25, und 
Tr. as :—~ i Ecclesiae, 1838 and 1865. 

1. 0 
Chaeaie a ey 
1837, p.: 47, 
Oldknaws J Hen, > ate ot 4 

- Tho dome 
Willi i ams in h i 

By J. man. By 

ee Pree Ch
urch, 

St. of 41, and repeated in Dr. 

OF the Ser. of the Church, 1850. 
y L + abbor the proud. by | 

4143, tp, from the Parvin 

Chambers, 1457. 

Hosanna 
Heber. (Advent. 
forms and both 
known in modern hymnals, the second is in 
pend extensive use in English-speaking coun- 

CR, 

hymns to the Christian Observer, facin, 
them with a letter in which he strong! <a 
demned the familiarity assumed by 
writers with the Divine, and with divine 
things; and promised to remed 
far as it lay in his power so to do. This letter 
appeared 
hymns, the first of which) was this for Advent 
Sunday. 

Hymna, 
proved form. From this revised text all exist- 
ing forms of the hymn in collections for con- 
gregational use have been made. The first 
stanza of the revised text is ;— 

Bk. o 
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Breviary, 1839, p, 26, in 5 st. of 41. This 
No. 1160 in Aennedy, 1863. , 

Another tr. is :— a 
Thou dost, O God, the proud o'erthrow. J. Dp. 

(J. J.J 

Horst; Horstius, J. M. [Merlo, J.} 

to the living Lord. Bp. R. 
This hymn is found in two 
y Heber. The first is un- 

In 1811 Heber contributed several 

ymu- 

the defect so 

Oct. 1811, together with four 

The first stanza reads :— 
“ Hosanna to the living Lord ! 
Hosanna to the Incarnate Word ! 
Hosanna in the earth be said, 
And In the beavens which he hath made. 

Hosanna |" 

In 1827, it appeared in Heber’s posthumous 
&c., p. 1, in a new and much-im- 

“ Hosanna to the living Lord! 
Hosanna to the Incaruste Word 

Let earth, let heaven, Hosanna sing! 
Hosanna ! Lord! Hosannain the bighest |" 

The full revised text is in Lord Selborne’s 
Praise, 1862, No. 141. The doxology, 

which is given in H. A. & M. and other col- 
lectiona, was added to the hymn as early as 
Stretton’s Church Hymna, 1850. The hymn 
“Hosanna, Lord, the angels ery,” in Marti- 
neau’s Hymns, &e., 1840, and later collections, 
begina with st. ii. of this hymn, {J. J.) 

Hosianna David's Sohn. 8B. Schmolck. 
Fang Ist pub. in his Lustige Salbath in 

ler Stille ru Zion. Jauer, 1712, p, 3, in 8 at, of 
6 L, entitled “Hoeannah for the Heavenly 
Manna. On the First Sunday of Advent.” Tt 
is also suitable for Palm Sunday. Included 
in the Berlin G. LZ. 8., ed. 1863,” Tr, as :— 

1, Hail, Hosanna! David's Bon.’ A good tr. of 
st. i., iii., vi, as No, 6 in the Dalston Hospital 
Hf. Bk, 1848, repeated in Dr. Pagenstecher’s 
Coll,, 1864, No, 13, 

2, Glad Hosanna! David's Son. 
Ohio Luth, Hyl., 1880, No, 17. 

Another tr. is: “Hosanna to the Son of David! 
Ralse,” by Miss Winkworth, 1555, p. 67. (J. M.) 

Hoskins, Joseph, was b. in 1745, but at 
what place is unknown. He was a Congre- 
gational Minister, who for ten years laboured 
with t success at Castle Green Chapel, 
Bristol, ani d. Sept, 28, 1788, aged 43. Dur- 
ing the three yeurs previous to his death he 
had written S8+ hymns, which in the year 
following, after correction and revision, were 

b. by Messrs, Moody & Bottomley, Congre- 
gational Min'sters. The book is entitled, 
Hymns un Select Texts of Seripture and Occn- 

In full in the 
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sional Subjecta (Bristol, 1789). From this 
work the fullowing hymna are in C, U.:— 

}, Alas! my (the) Lord my Life is gone. Spiritual 
darkwess and death. 

2. Great Light of life, Thou nature’s Lord. God, the 
True Light. 

3. In Thy great Name, O Lord, we come. Divine 
Worship. 
“0 the hearts of those revive. Joy in Salvation. 
5. Prisoners of sin and Satan too. Hope. 

an a of sinners, deign to shine. Christ's light 
i 

7. The time fs short, ere all that live, Shortness of 
Time, 

Hoskins's hymns sre said to have been 
greitly esteemed by hia friends and hearers, 
bat they have little poetic merit. [W.R.8.] 

Hoste dum victo triumphans. i 
Communion.) In the Cluntac Breviary, Paris, 
1686, p. 557, this is given as a hywn for the 
Octave of Corpus Christi, at Vigil, and 
consists of 5 at. and a doxology. . by E. 
Ca.wall, and pub. in his Masque of Mary, &c., 
1858, p. 307; and in his Hymna, &c., 1873, 
p- 159, as “* When the Patriarch was return- 
ing.” It waa given in the People’s H., 1867, 
the Appz. to H. Noted, 1862, &e. = (J. M.) 

Houlditch, Anne. [Shepherd, A.] 

House of our God, with cheerful 
anthems ring. P. Doddridge. [New Year.] 
lat pub. in Job Orten’s posthumous ed. of 
Doddridge’s Hymns, 1755, No. 67, in 6 st. 
of 61; and again in J. D. Humphreys’s ed. 
of ths same, 1839, No. 81. In Brown-Borth- 
wick’s Select Hys. for the Church & Home, 
1871, and in the 8 P. C. K. Church Hys., 
1871, is a cento beginning “ House of our 
God, with hymns of gladness ring,” which 
is mainly from this hymn. It is by J. 
Ellerton. The lines chosen are greatly varied 
from Doddridge, and at. v. ll, 2-4 are by Mr. 
Ellerton. {J. J.J 

How blest the man who never trod. 
J. Keble. Sy J Pub, in his Psalter, 1839, 
in 6 st.of 41. In the Rughy School H, Bk., 
1876, No. 284, and the Wellington College H. 
Bk., 1880, B 119, it is giveu in an altered 
form, as * Blest is the man who welks with 
God,” and in the latter with the addition of 
a doxology. The “ Mr. Knight's Coll.” re- 
ferred to in the Rugby book, is the Pa. & 
Hys, by the Rev. W. Knight, St. Michael's, 
Bristol, 4th ed., 1867. (J. J.J 

How blest Thy creature is, O God. 
W. —— [The Blessedness of Peace with 
God.) erg in his Memoirs and Corre- 
spondence of William Cowper, 1854, vol. i. 
p. 90-104, gives an account of Cowper's 

insanity, his residence at St. Albans under 
the care of Dr. Cotton, and his partial 
recovery. At the beginning of his attack 
Cowper wrote a most painful poem, the nature 
and burden of which will be gathered from 
the following (the third) stanza, which 
reads ;— 

“ Man disavows, and Deity disowns me, 
Hell might afford my misertes @ shelter; 
Therefore, hell keeps her ever- hungry mouths all 

Bolted against me.” 

In contrast to this despair Southey states 
that 
“Daring this (the latter part of his stay with Dr. 

Cotton) part of his abode at St. Albans, he again poured 
out his feelings in verse, and the contrast is indeed | 

HOW FEW RECEIVE WITH 

striking between what be called this specimen of hye 
first Christian thoughts, and that song of despair [noted 
above) which cannot be perused without sBuddering, 
——_ _ La pi t- in the 5g pone - —— he 

: i. text 
of a verse ia or Revelitions, “Bebold, I mabe a 
things new.*" 

The hymn composed under these cireum- 
stances, in July, 1765, is full of peace and 
hope, as evidenced in st. iv, :— 

“ The soul, a dreary trang once 
Of Satan's dark domain, 

Feels a new empire formed within, 
And owns a heavenly reign.” 

The publication of the hymn in 6 at. of 41 
with Cowper's original title, “ The Happy 
Change,” was in the Olney Hymns, 1.779, Bk. 
iii, No. 44. In full or in part it is given in 
several hymn-books, especially in America. 
Sometimes it begins :—* How blest ia man, 0 
God,” as in the American Unitarian Hys. for 
the Church of Christ, Boston, 1853. [J. J. 

How can a sinner know. C. Wealey. 
Marke of Faith.) Pub. in Flys. and 

cred Poems, 1749, vol. ii, No. 161. It 
consists of 8 st., and cach stanza is composed 
of 4 1. of 6's metre, and 4 1. of short metre 
(CP. Works, 1868-72, vol. vy. p. 363). In the 
Wes. H. Bk., 1780, No. 98, st. iv., v. were 
omitted, and the rest were rewritten in a.m. 
throughout. In this form the hbyann is in 
C. U. in G. Britain and America. —[J. J.) 

How few and evil are thy days. J. 
Montgomery. (Shortness o —_ Pub. in 
Cotterill’s Sel, 1819, No, 175, in 3 at. of 81. 
and again in Montgomery's Greenlanel & Other 
Poema, 1819. On its reappearance in lis 
Christian Pealmist, 1825, No. 516, it was 
altered to “ Few, few and evil are thy days.” 
This was repeated in his Origina® Hymna, 
1853, and is the received form of the 5) 

How few receive with cordial faith. 
W. Robertson. ([Passiontide.} 1st appeared 
as No. 6 in the Draft Scottish Translations & 
Paraphrases, 1745, as a version of Cs. liii, in 
16 st. of 4 1, In the revised edition, 1751, 
at. viii., x., xii. were slightly altered. In the 
Draft of 1781, No. 25, it was considerably 
altered; and with further alterations this was 
repeated in the public worship ed, of that P word 
which is still in C. U.in the Chureh of Scot- 
land. In the markings by the eldest daughter 
of W. Cameron (q.v.), the original is ascribed 
to W. Robertson, and the alterations in 1781 
to Jolin Logan. The revised text of 1781 is 
included in full in the Eng. Preab. Ps. & Hys., 
1867, as two hymns, No. 170 pe ag as 
above, and 171 as “ We all like sheep have 
gone astray.” In addition the following 
centos are in C. U.:— 

1. The Saviour cemes (cams), no cutwasd pomp. 
Ps, & Hys., U5; 

tain and America. 
In Murray's Hymnal, 1452; the Bay 

of men. In the Andover 
Kennedy, 1963, and others in G. 
2. and i 

Sabbath H. Bk,, 1854, &e. 
3. Fair as a beauteous, tender flower. In Jys. 

from the Parish Choir, 1864. 
In addition, Miss Leeson pub, an altered 

form cf the hymn in 9 at. in her # ruses 
& Hys. for . Singing, 1853, as pt. i., * Who 
hath believed the Witness- Word ?” ; nnd pt. ii., 
“ We counted as condemned of heaven.” Com- 
pare also Watts's Hymns, 1709, Bk. i.. Nos. 
141-2. ; (J. M) 
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How firm a foundation, ye saints of ; tion. Appeared in his (posthumous) Hymna, 
v. the Lord. Aeen. (Perscerance of the Saints.) 

This hymn appeared in Rippon's Selection, 
1787, No. 128, in7 * of 41., and — 
* Exceedin t and precious promises.” In 

1822 it ae a eked in A. Fletcher's Bap. 

Cull of Hyts X°- 296, in 4 st., the omitted 

stanzas being ii. iv. & v. Two arrangements 

ef tire text were thus handed down to modern 

bymnals. In the 1835 ed. of Fletcher's Coll., 
the full original text is restored, ‘This is re- 

in purgeon’s 0. 0. H. Bk., 1866, 
m 

so. 732, and other hymn-books. 

Raz authorship of this hymn has been the 

subject of much enquiry. We have (1) in 

modern editions <e the name of * Kirk- 

ham’; (2) im Fletcher's 1835 ed. as above, 
“- Keen”; (3) and in Spurgeon’s O. 0. H. Bk., 

George Keith.” - 

1. Rippon's original signature was * K—.” In modern 
tions, which are not published by Dr. Rippon’s re- 

resentatives, the ** A—" is ex! into ** Airkham," 

ut on what authorfty we cannot say. 
2. The saxription in Miller's Singers and S., 1269, p. 

349. we tnd mm the s ick MSS., is based upon 
bet the statement of an old woman whom Sedg- 

wick met in an almmshouse. 
3. In Fietcher’s Coil,, 1#22, the “ A—" of Rip is 

extended to ** Ay,”* and in the ed, of 1435 this 
further extended to “ Keen," and so it remains. ‘That 

M Wal i—** Great assistance been ol 
Rs oe alker, Cormpiler of Dr. Rippon's Tune Hook, and 

© Editor of the empanion to it, called Walker's Com- 
, oer md aod it im Rout Justice to acknowledge that the 
_. cipal choice of EE and the a 

been owledge of sacred by his extensive 
aeed nBht lone teted acquaintance with the science of 

In addition, 
‘ace, Lom., Now. 1822. 

ira the Index of the “ Names of 
— Authors of the Hymns as are known,” 

«Fen we | “een,” with the abbreviation 
acquainta, low Siven. Taking Mr. Walker's 

account, c6 with Dr, Rippon’s work into 

the naseri the “re justified in concluding that 

an unknes om to this hymn must be that of 

The follows oT eon of the name of Kzen. 

as the ah S hymns bear the same sizna- 

1. In - © in Dr. Rippon's Sel., 1787. 
Of mublime adoration and praise (Distin- 
ick*« This is given in Spurgeon’s 0. 0. H, 

im Pee Utbority, as '* George Keith, 1787. 

From the f; a esteemed ( Holy Scriptures). 

si "ct that these two hymns have 
with “How feo ture in Rippon's Sel., 1787, 
the thre: ap FEM a foundation,” &c., and that 

also ascribe red there for tne first time, we 

Singers and <2'@™ to Kees. Miller, in his 

Ca2T8 of the Church, 1869, bases oy his not 
word ‘of. Dae eith on the unsupported 

wick as above. (J. JJ 
wonder "2 and how bright That 
{ Christmas Bight WwW. H. Havergal. 
were written 4. 24.) The and mnsic 
published in ra Astley Kectory, in 1827, and 

also printed 2reside Music, 1858. It was 
hawkers thro. ™ carol Jenflet and sold by 

Shout Worcestershire, Where it 

The WoreegPOPUlarily, It is now known 
were inchideg Lershire Carol. The words 
1872. ar Snepp's Songs of Ga. a 

How greq : [J. d. 
t grace. }. 7 ,the wisd wer, and 

Lome, [Womtes of Redemp- 

How 

&e., 
“ Wonders o: Redemption.” 
into several hymn-books, aud in late ed>. of the 
Bapt. Ps. & Hys,, 1858, it is dated 1790; but 

oe eee ae H. Bk, version to wc hep inel: 
wine . ineasy lang’ ‘or wae of Ch 

No, 44. The ia the ay oe 

. 284, in 6 st. of 4 1., und headed 
It has passed 

817, 

upon what authority is not stated. (J. J.] 

How happy are those who. 
J, Cennick. [Heavenly Joys] Pub. in his 
Hya. to the Honour of Jesus Christ, Com 
for such Little Children as Desire to le 
1754, in 9 st.of 41. This hymn is known to 
modern collections in the following forma :— 

ved, 

1. “Happy the children who are gone.” This was 
ven in cow. in 6 st.of 4 lin the Moravian H. Bk., 1789, 
0, 623 (ed, 1886, No. 1954). 

2. In 1790 Rowland Hill adapted at. L., ti, iv., v. of 
uded it in 

of the text, and is 
ven in several rh collections for children as 
lion's Children’s Worship, 187s, No. 463, &e, 

The first stanza of the Original ia :— 
* How happy are those children who 

In peace to heaven are gone ; 
Who, cloth’d in long white garments, now 

Stand singing round the throne.” 

The Moravian H. Bk. text is :— 
“ Happy the children who are gone | 

‘o Jesus Christ in . 
Who stand around His glorious throne 

Clad in His righteousness, * 

The Rowland Hill text ia :— 
Le eht who "Relive with Jeaua Christ in peace, 
Who stand around His glorious throne 

Clad in His spotless ” 
(W. T. BJ 

How happy every child of — 
C. Wesley. [The Hope of Heaven.) Pub. in 
his Funeral Hymne, 2nd series. 1759, No. 2, 
in 8 st. of 8 1, and from thence into the Su 
lement of the Wes. H. Bk., 1830. 
tevenson has given interesting “ Associa- 

tions” in his Methodist H. Bk. Notes, 1883, 
setting forth the spiritual help this hymn has 
been many. ia” text, P. Works, 1868- 
72, vol. vi. p. 216.) Its use with the Metho- 
dist bodies in all English-speaking countries 
is extensive. A cento from this hymn, begin- 
ning * A stranger in the world below,” is 
iven in H, W. Beecher’s Plymouth Coll, 
855, No. 1273. It is com of st. ti. and 

iii, A second cento in the American Hys. and 
Songs of Praise, N. Y., 1874, is,“*O what a 
blessed hope is oura” (sts. vii., viii). (J. J.) 

How happy is the pilgrim’s lot. 
Desiring Heaven.) Appeared in the Wesley 
ymne for those that Seck, and those that Have 

HKedemption, 1747, No. 51, in 9 st. of 6 1 
When given in the Wea. 1, Bk,, 1780-1875, the 
fourth stanza was: mitted. (P. Works, 1868-72, 
vol. iv. p. 278.) Although somewhat unreal as 
a hymn for general use, it has long been most 
popular with the Methodist bodies. Stanza 
v., “No foot of land do I possess,” and vii., 
“There is my house, and portion fair,” have 
gathered around them reminiscences, in many 
instances of a tenderly sacred character, some 
of which are noted in detail in Stevenson's 
Methodist H. Bk, Notes, 1883, p. 77. — In 
Stevenson’s Notes this hymn is attributed to 
John Wesley, and in the Index to the same 
work to Charles Wesley. The former is also 

the alwost universal ascription in America, 
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the argument usually put forth being that the 
personal circumstances evidently referred to 
suited John Wesley rather tnan Charles, 
The editors of the Wes. H. Bk. are in doubt, 
and have left the authorship an open question. 
As there is no direct evidence either way, 
we must follow their example. J.J.) 

How happy the pair whom Jesus 
unites. C. Wesley. [Holy Matrimony.) 
Written in 1749, in contemplation of his 
coming marriage which took place at Garth, 
in Wales, on the 8th of April of the same 
year, and pub, in Hys. & Sacred Poems, 1749, 
in 6 st. of 4 L, as one of several hymns which 
were written under the same circumstances. 
(P. Works, 1868-72, vol. v. P 427.) In ite 
original form it is not in C. U. The hymn, 
“ Appointed by Thee, we meet in Thy name,” 
given in the Wes, H. Bk., 1780, No. 472, and 
repeated in later editions, and in several other 
hymuoals, is the sume hymu in an abbreviated 
form * (J. J.J 
How honourable is the lace. I. 

Watts. [Safety of the Church.) This hymn, 
which a alcy on Is. xxvi. 1-6, has a two- 
fold history; the firet English, and the se- 
cond Scottish, 

i, English History. It was first published 
in Watts's Hymna, &c., 1707 (1709, Bk. i, 
No. 8), in 7 at. of 4 1, and entitled “The 
Safety and Protection of the Chureh.” In 
this form it came into extensive use with some 
of the Nonconformist bodies, and maintained 
its position until recently. 

il, Scottish — 1745 it was in- 
eluded in the Tr tions and Paraphrasea, 
No. xxix. (see Scottish Trs. and Paraphs.) with 
the single alteration of st. iv. 1, 4 of “trust in” 
for “ ventur’d on his Grace.” The principal 
changes were made in 1781, when in the 
Draft at. i., ii,, and vii. were rewritten, and a 
word or two in the remaining stanzas altered, 
This text with, in st. vii. 1. 2, “brave” for 
“ prop,” was given in the authorized Ts. and 
Par. of 1781, No. xx., as “How glorious 
Sion’s courte appear.” W, Cameron (q.¥.) 
ascribes this recast of Watts in his list of 
authors aud revisers of the Tre. & Par. to 
Dr. Hugh Blair. It has been in authorized 
use in the Chureh of Scotland for more than 
100 years, and is alav given in a few English 
and American collections. J. E. Leeson’s Par. 
and Hymne, 1853, No. xlvi., “ In Judah’s land 
let Zion's sons,” is a cento by Miss Leeson 
from the Scottish Par. with alterations and 
additions by herself, St. i. iii, Miss Leeson ; 
st. ii, iv. as above, In the American Presby- 
terian Ps. & Hys., Richmond, 1867, No. 560, 
“How glorious is the sacred place,” is an 
altered form of Watts, 1709. (J. J.J 
How Li shall dreams of creature 

earthly] bliss? P. Doddridge. [God the 
Salvation of His People.) Written Aug. 15, 
1736, D. Mss., and pub, in his (posthumous) 
Hymue, &e., 1755, No. 125, in 4 st. of 4 1; 
and wguin in J. D. Humphreys's ed. of the 
same, 1889. In one or two American collec- 
tions it begins, * How long shall dreams of 
earthly bliss?” as in the Unitarian Hye, for 
the Church of Christ, Boston, 1858, (J. J. 

How many pass the guilty night. 
C. Weeley. [Watehnight.) Appeared in Hys. 

HOW SHALL I FOLLOW HIM I 

and Sac. Poema, 1742, p. 135, in 6 st. of 61. 
as the first of a series of “Hymns for the 
Watehnight.” (P. Works, 1868-72, vol. ii. 
p. 193.) In 1830 it was given in the Sup, 
to the Wes. H. Bk. with alterations, and i 
omission of st. iv. This was repeated in the 
revised edition, 1875. The opening line las 
undergone aig ry Jk * How many 
pass this guilty night"; “How many puss 
this solemn night"; and “How many spend 
the guilty night.” The original reading 
has by far the most extensive use. [J.J] 

How precious is the book divine. 
J, Fawcett. (Holy Scriptures.) Pub. in his 
Hymna, &., 1782, No. 41, in 6 st. of 41, ant 
based upon the words, “ Thy Word is a lamp 
to my feet and a light to my path.” Its use 13 
extensive, especially in America, but usually 
in un abbreviated form. In the New Cong., 
1859, No. 466, st. iii. is by another hand. Orig. 
text in Lyra Brit., 1867, p. 226. (J. J.J 

How rich Thy bounty, King of 
kings. P. Doddri [Divine Treasure in 
Earthen Vessels.) ritten Sept. 23, 1739 
(D. Mss.), and pub. in his (posthumous) Hymns, 
&c., 1755, No. 175, in 5 at. of 4 1, and 
upon 2 Cor, iv. 7. In 1839 it was repeated 
ee D. Humphreys's ed. of the same, No. 

How sad our state by natureis. I. 
Watts. [Salvation through Christ.) 1st pub. 
in his Hys. & 8. Songs, 1707 (ed. 1709. Bk. ii., 
No. 90), in 6 st. of 41, and headed “ Faith in 
Christ for Pardon and Sanctification.” In 
1736-7 it was included by J. Wesley in his 
Charlestown I's. & Hys, p. 52, with the change 
of at. v., 4,“ With all his hellish crew,” to 
“With his infernal crew.” Wesley's altera- 
tion was repeated by G. Whitefield in his 
Coll, 1753 ; by M. Madan, in his Ps. & Hys. 
1760, and others. In Conyers’s Coll., ed. 1774, 
the line reads, “ And form our souls anew.” 
In modern hymn-books the difficulty is over- 
come by the omission of- the stanza. Several 
interesting “ Associations ” in connection with 
this hymn are given in G. J. Stevenson's 
Methodist H. Bk. Notes, 1883. {J. J.) 

How shall a contrite [sinner] spirit 
pray. J. Mon . Lent. Prayer.) 
Written Sept. 15, 1840, “ m. otss.,” and pnb. 
in an undated ed, of T. Russell's Sel. 7 ye. 
for Congregational Worship, « nl ed. with 
A iz; and again in Dr. Leifchild e Ori- 
ginal Hymna, &e., 1842, No. 76. Subse- 
quently it was included in the author's Ori- 
inal Hymns, 1853, No. 73. In Common 
raise, 1879, it is given as 

contrite sinner pray?” Its use, especially in 
its original form, is extensive. (J. J.J 
How shall I follow Him I serve. J. 

Conder, (Resignation and Suffering.) This 
hymn, in 11 st. of 4.1L, on the words, “If any 
man serve Me, Jet him follow Me,” is in 
his Star in the East, &., 1824, p. 62. In 
1836 it was rewritten and divi into two 
hymns, the first in 7 st. beginning with the 
same first line, and included as No. 341 in the 
Cong. H. Bh. 1836; and the second in 8 st., 
as * Thou Who for Peter's faith didst pray!” 
No. 588 in the same collection. The modern 
arrangements of thess hymos, as in the Bap. 
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Fs. & Hys., 1858; the New Cong., 1859 ; Ken- 
reeddy, 1863, und others are frum this 1836 
text. In Conder’s Hys. of Praise, Prayer, 
&c., 1856, p. 80, the two hymns are given as 
one, as in the Star in the »&e. (J. J.J 

EX¥ow should the sons of Adam’s 
race. I. Watts. [Divine Majesty.) lst 
pub. in his Hymne, &c., 1709, Bk. 1., No. 86, a8 
a peraphrace of Job. ix. 2-10, in 6 st. of 4 lL, 
and entitled ** God, Holy, Just, and Sovereign. 

sc 1s limit 
mee the Bcottish Draft Trans. & Paraphe. of 
A745, it was given as No. 18 in an unaltered 
form ; but im the revised issue of 1751 it a 
peared in a recast form by Dr. H. Blair. It 
appears, dightly altered, as No. 7 in the autho- 
Fised iene of 1781, and ws such has been in 
use in the Church of Scotland for more than 
100 yeas, In her list of authors and revisers 
of e 1781 issue, W. Cameron’s daughter 
claims these alterations of 1781 for W. Cameron 
(q-v.). It is giwen in full in all modern edi- 
tions of the Scottish Psalms. 

In_the American Prayer Bk. Coll., 1826, 
the Scoitish version reappears as: “ Ah, how 
*ball fallen mam,” and this has been repeated 
in other hymnals, including the Prot. Episco. 
Bymnal, 1871. It was rewritten for the P. 
Bk. Coll. by Bp. Onderdonk (q.v.). [J. J.J 

Htow still and peaceful is the grave. 
Ffugh Blair. Burial of the Dead.) lst ap- 
peared as No. in the Scottish Trans. 
and P i 17_20, prin prac 1745, as a version of Job iii 

“* How still ani ful is the Grave! 
nit silent Hed bow blest! 

Wicked there from Troubling cease, 
- ‘od there the Weary rest. 

the freed Pris'ner no more 
wipeath Life's galling foes: 
pol ie nn pressor’s cruel Voloe; 

** There Slaves hg evi 
and share and Masters equal ly, 

The Seam lT mand Gene ceakbere ; and Friends 
En thee tne wih tele Foes 

itte, wp Sft of 1781 it appeared #8 No. 4, 
alters? he Foci ; os asain, with three = 

ublic worship ed. issued in that year by x = =e of Seon 7 ‘ad 

da nt kin the e 
seartbed por re Mota an) the original is 

Lair, and the alterations in 1781 
Kt & given also in several modern 

How su. Titsinand America. (J-M.] 
I. Watt, [zt and awful is the place. 
his Hys. am he Great Supper. ] Ist pub. in 

No. 13), in 727, Senge, 1707 (ed. 1709, Bk. iii., 
Luke xiv.17, S- of 41, und based upon St. 
an abbrevi tegte- It is given, sometimes in 

tions in G_ form, in several modern colleo- 

Alexanders Fitain and America. In Dr. 

editions it ig.) =*F tstine H. Bk., 1849, and later 
the place; » Fiver as, “How sweetly awful is 
“How sweet and in the Bap. Hymnal, 1879, 

How = ie the place.” [J- J.] 

J. Conde. Y2t from crowded throngs. 
for the Cent, 77 Open-air Service.) “ Written 
field's Open-maj FY Commemoration of White- 

. 2 inistry, on Stincheombe 

*9az¢y, 839,” and ‘pub. in the Eran- 

°f October the same year. 
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Tn 1856 it was also included in Conder's Hye, 
of Praise, Prayer, &., p. 162, Dr. Kennedy 
has given it in an unaltered form in hig 
Hymno. Christ., 1863, No, 1442. Although 
remarkably well udapted for open-air ser- 
vices, its use is limited. (J. J.J 

How sweet the name of Jesus 
sounds. J. Newton. (The Name—Jesus.} 
Ist pub. in the Olney Hymne, 1779, No. 57, in 
7 st. of 4 L, and entitled, “The Name of 
Jesus.” J. Wesley brought it into notice by 
inserting it in the Armintan Magazine in 1781. 
Notwithstanding this, however, it did not ap- 
pear in the Wes. H. Bk. until the revised ed. 
of 1875. It is found, mostly with the omis- 
sion of st. iv.,“ By Thee my prayers accept- 
ance gain,” in nearly every hymnal of repute 
which has appeared in the present century. It 
is superior in pathos, although less jubilant 
than Newton's * Glorious things of thee are 

np,” which is regarded by many as his 
nest production; and ranks with the first 

hymns in the English language. Its use is. 
most extensive in all Englirh-speaking coun- 
tries, and it has been translated into several 
ay omg including Latin, by R. Bingham, 
in his Hymno. Christ. Lat. 1871, “Quam 
dulce, quam melliflaum,” and Macgill, in his 
Songs of the Christian Creed and Life, 1876, 
* Jesus! O quaindulce nomen.” Its uniform 
excellence is broken by st. iv., which is usually 
omitted, and the line, “Jesus! my Sh 
herd, Husband, Friend,” in st. v, It is urged, 
and net without weight, that “the Bride, the 
Lamb's Wife,” is not the individual soul, but 
the collective Church; and that the expres- 
sion “ Husband” is unsuited to congregational 
use, a8 in no sense can it be said that Jesus is 
the Husband of Men. Various efforts have 
been made to overcome this difficulty, and 
thereby retain one of the best stanzas of the 
hymn. The principal changes are :— 

1. “ Jesus! our Leader, Shepherd, Friend.” Hatch- 
ard's Sef., 1834. 

2. * Jesus! my Shepherd, Surety, Friend.” J. H. 
Gurney’ Coll, af Hys., &e., 1838. 

3. ** Jesus! our Shepherd, Brother, Friend.” J. A. 
Johnston's Anglish Hymnal, 1852. 

4. “ Jesus! my Shepherd, Guardian, Friend.” Leeds 

Se lons iat Brother, Shepherd, Friend.” Cook 
&s Denton Cherch Hymnal, 1853, ae 

6. ‘* Jesus! my Saviour, Shepherd, Friend.” Barry's 
Ps. & Hys., 1867. 

The origin of most of the readings found in 
modern hymn-books may be gathered from 
this list. In two or three instances unsuccess- 
ful rearrangements of the order of the stanzas 
in the original have been made. The most 
notable of thise appeared in the Salishury H-. 
Bk., 1857. Cotterill’s attempt in his Sel. (8th 
ed.), 1819, to get rid of the word sweet in the 
opening line by substituting, “ How blest the 
name of Jesus sounds,” has slso been a fa:lure. 
In Kemble’s Ps. & Hys., 1853, st. v.-vii. were 
iven as “Jesus, my Shepherd, Husband, 

Friend,” but it was omitted from his New 
Church H. Bk., 1873; and in the Parish H. 
Bk., 1863 and 1875, at. iii., v., vii. altered, 

ther with the addition of a stanza by the 
itors were given as “ Jesus, the on 

which we build.” (J. J.) 

How sweetly flowed the Gospel’s 
sound. SirJ. Bowring. [Jesus the Teacher} 

ae 
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Pab. in his Matina and Vespers, &., 20d ed, 
1824, p. 234, in 4 st. of + 1, and headed, 
“ Jeaus teaching the le.” In 1837 it was 
included in Beard’s Unitarian Coll., No. 121, 
and subsequently in a number of hymu-books, 
especially modern American collections. Orig. 
text in Laudes Domini, N. Y., 1884, with, in 
st. i, 1.4, * And joy and gladness” for “ And 
joy and reverence.” (J 
How truly do LI love Thee, Lord. [Pa 

zeit.) This paraphrase of the 18th Psalm in 
Kennedy's Psalter, 1860, ia rewritten from T. 
Sternhold, in the Old Version. Kennedy's 
renlering is in 39 st. of 41. In his Hymno- 
logia Christiana, 1868, a portion is given in 
two parts, as No. 676, Pr, ii. being, “ The 
Lord Himself will o my lamp.” Another 
arrangement iu C. U. is, * My God, the Ruck 
in whom I trust.” It begins with st. ii. of 
the 1860 version. (J. J.) 
How vast the treasure we possess. 

FE. Watts, [All things in Christ.) This hyn, 
as in Bickersteth'’s Christ. Pealmody, enlarged 
ed., 1841, the Bap. Ps. & Hys., 1858, and 
others, in 5 st. of 4 L, is a cento from two 
hymns appended to Watts’s Sermona, 1721-4, 
tie firet inniug, * How vast the treasure 
we possess”; and the second, “ My soul, sur- 
vey thy ——— In the cento, st. i, is 
from the tiret, and st. ii-v. are from the 
second of these two hymna. {J. J.) 
How welcome was the call. Sir H. 

W. Baker. [Holy Matrimony.) Appesred in 
H. A. & M.,, 1861, and the revised ed., 1875. 
Tt has attained to great popularity, especially 
in America, and is a favourite marriage hymn. 

How, William Walsham, p.p., s. of 
William Wybergii How, Solicitor, Shrews- 
bury, was b, Dec, 13, 1828, at Shrewsbury, 
and educated at Shrewsbury Schoul and Wad. 
ham College, Oxford (s.a. 1845). Taking 
Holy Ord: rs in 1846, he became successively 
Curate of St. George's, Kidderminster, 1846; 
and of Holy Cross, Shrewsbury, 1848. In 
1851 he was preferred to the Rectory of Whit- 
tington, Diocese of St. Asaph, becoming Rural 
Dean in 1853, and Hon. Canon of the Cathe- 
dral in 1860. In 1879 he was appointed 
Rector of St. Andrew's Undershaft, London, 
and was consecrated Suffragan Bishop for 
Eat London, under the title of the Bishop 
of Bedford, and in 1888 Bishop of Wake- 
field. Bishop How is the author of the 
8. P. C. K. Commentary on the Four Gospels ; 
Plain Words, Four Series; Plain Words for 
Children; Pastor in Parochiad ; Lectures on 
Pastoral Work; Three All Saints Summers, 
and Other Poems, and nuimerons Sermons, &e. 
Iu 1854 was pub. Psalms and Hymna, Compiled 
by the Rev, Thomas Baker Morrell, ara... .. 
and the Rev. William Walsham How, aa, 
Tuis was re-pablished in an enlarged forn in 
1864, and to it was aided a Su in 
1867. To this collection Bishop How contri- 
buted several hymns, and also to the 8. P, 
C. K. Church Hymns, of which he was joint 
editor, in 1871. The Bishop's hymns in C. U. 
amount in all to nearly sixty. 

Combining pure rhythm with great direct- 
hes# and simplicity, Bishop How's compositions 
arrest attention more through a comprehensive 
gtusp of the subject aud the unexpected light 

HOW, WILLIAM W. 

n and warmth infused into facta 
and details usually shunned by the poet, than 
through glowing ——T and impassioned 
rhetoric. He has painted lovely images in- 
woven wit tender thoughts, but these are 
few, and found in his least Dy Ee work. 
Those compositions which baye laid the firmest 
hold upon the Church, are simple, unadorned, 
but enthusiastically practical hymns, the most 

pular of which, *O Jesu, Thou art stand- 
as "; “For all the Saints who from their 
labours rest,” and “ We give Thee hut Thine 
own,” have attained to a foremost rank. His 
adaptations from other writers, as in tie case 
from Bishop Ken, “ Behold, the Master 
by,” are good, and his Children’s hymns are 
useful and popular. Without any claims to 
rank as a poet, in the sense in which Cowper 
anid Montgomery were poets, he has sung us 
songs which will probably outlive all lis other 
eye works. > ie: ts " 

more important of Bp. How's hymna, 
including those already named, and “Lo 
Thy children guide and keep”; *O Wo 
of God Incarnate”; “This day at Thy cre- 
ating word" ; * Who is this so weak and help- 
less"; and others which have some special 
history or feature of interest, are annotated 
under their respective first lines. ‘The fol- 
lowing are also in C. U.:— 

i, From Psalms & Hymna, 1854. 
1. Before Thine awful presence, Lord. Confirmation, 
2, Jesus, Name of wondrous love (priceless worth), 

Circn ion, The Name Jeens. 
3. Lord Jesus, when we stand afar. Pasriontide. 
a Ms blessing rich, for sons of men. Members of 

vist, 
5. O Lord of Hosts, the earth is Thine, In time of 
‘ar. 
6. O Lord, Who in Thy wondrous love. Advent. 

ii, From Pralms & Hymns, enlarged, 1864. 
7. Lord, this day Thy children meet. Sunday 3%. 

icersary. 

thrown wu 

Ann 

iii. From Supplement to the Psalms & 
Hymna, 1867. 

8. H of hopes and of joys. Resurrection. 
9 O daughters blest 0 allen Por Ascectatiene of 

Women. 
10, 0 bappy feet that tread. Public Worship. 
11. With trembling awe the chosen three, Trane- 

Siguration. ‘ 

iv. From Parish Magazine, 1871, and Church 
Hymna, 1871. : 

12. O Jesu, crucified for man. Friday. 
13. Yesterday, with worship blest. Monday. 

y. From the 8. P. ©. K. Church Hymna, 
1871. 

14. Bowed low in su 
16. Great Gabriel sp 

tion. of the BR. ¥. M. 
16. O blest was he, whose earlier skill. St. Luke. 
17. O God, enshrined in dazzling Hight. Omni- 

presence. invine Worship. 
és tna O heavenly Fount of Light and Love, Whitswn- 

19. O Lord, it is a blessed thing. Weeb-days. 
20. O One with God the Father. Epiphany. 
21. O Thou through suffering perfect made. Hoepi- 

22. Rejalce, ye sons of men. Purification of the 

23. Summer suns are glowing. Summer. 
24. The year ls swiftly waning. Aufwmn, 
25. Thou art the Christ, O Lord. St. Peter, 
26. kha Thee our ag we a Hymn. 
27. U the hol out stood. Tra ra 

tion ad tharek ouitds. ¥ — 
2s. We praise Thy grace, O Saviour. St. Mark, 

lication. For the Pariah. 
on wings of light. Annuncia- 
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Vi. From the 8. P. C. K. Children’s Hymna, 

1872. 
the Child's Bram So. Geen oreke tagtig zall per feviour, Cadden: 

2. Ie ie a thing most wooderfal. Sunday 8. Anni- 
32. "On wings of living light. £uster. 

Bishop How's hymns and sacred ani secular 
Pieces were collected and pub. as Poems und 
FiIagmnsa, 1886. The Hymne, 54 iu all, are also 
published separately. [J. J.J 

Howard, Caroline. (Gilman, ¢.) 
owi Mary, née Botham. second 

FP eo Samuel Botham, a member of the 
Seciety of Friends, was b. at Uttoxeter, Staf- 
foraushire, circa 1804, was married in 1823 to 
William Howitt, and d. Jan. 30, 1888. Her 
Publications have little in common with hym- 
nmody. They inelude poems, novels, transli- 
tions of Swedish Danish works, and 
mumerous comtributions to magazines. In 
addition she was joint author with her hus- 
band of Literature and Romance of Northern 
urope, 13852, &e. Her hymns include :— 

1. God might hawe made the earth forth, The 
Gthe Country irk loge banks ‘CPrether, Sent. ae 
NE eee iatet in. sue smn, tor a cet. ts 

Me pk eee ert, Le 10, pt a . and Burial. 
pag ay her p.-em,. "The Ascent of the Spirit,” in 
tineau dats an Gein Foam, 1847, p. 318, Dr. Mar- 

mete end eel “tw , S rain” ‘Wi inci ple 
= “* Clothe me with fy saving praca” (The 

. "Y A the spirit) to Lyra Britannica, 1867. 
Equc aa (9. J.) Sido.) Thin tay en ont rarine.. | Passion. 

CR. C.), 1661 Yn is found in the Mainz G. B. 
©f much oalp- 237, in7 st.,and is probably not 
fi yo. B59: RELET dute. It. is also in Daniel, 
124, and oth ©ale's Hymni Ecclesiae, 1851, p. 

2. Ups ©F sources. Tr. a8 :— 
in his 4, the ill of Calvary. By J, M. Neale, 
Sl. When jp * fys, 1851, p. 154, in 7 st. of divided ing “4~!Uded in Kennedy, 1863, it was 
with st. iy, .¢ SY® parts, the second beginning 
their wing,” Have wealth and honour spread 

2. To 

pub. in a "Scending. By H. Kynaston, 
two pars, ¢,  ~%Sonal Hymns, 1862, p. 70, in 
ae Divitiisexug = Second beginning with st. iv., 
ing") The tye ©8 (“Art poor? in all thy toil- 
Sianica, 1964. 2 Parts were given in Lyra Mes- 
4f., 1867, ~* "Md as No, 108, in = “i 
Hues or (J. M. 

J. Keble. (ag “Re rich unfolding morn. 
and Ist pub_ G7 ?8éng.) Written Sept. 20, 1822, 
the PPening 522 his Christian Year, 1827, as 

ro in ce, ™, in 16 st. of 41. From it 
‘ 

i 1 oS ne collet, Bae tos have come into C. U.: 
2. 0! timely ich unfolding morn, (st. 1.) Ina 

we New worse oft: timely wise, (st. v-) This iw 
books, ‘ise lerigenn is a love, (st. vi.) am 

of the Mem Dope nae 
DP By SF Of Kobe's compositions. This is Latina, 147) : 

mus, Be «nS Bin arn, Hymno, Christ. gimus, burns | Om len . 1 ee aa fe 
4, Tf on oy, 

several Collectioey ad ¥ SoUurse our mind. (et. viii.) In 

Se 
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5. As for some dear familiar strain. (et. x.) In limited use. 

The whole poem was given in Dr. Marti- neau’s Hymne, &., 1840 ; and again in his Hye, 
of Praise & Prayer, 1873. [. J.J 
Hughes, Thomas, m.a., b, at Donin 

Priory, near phd’ Berks, Oct. 20, 1823, 
and educated at Rugby, and at Oriel Col ere, 
Oxford (B.A. 1845), and called to the Bar, 
1848. From 1865 to 1868 he was Mr. for Lambeth, and from 1868 to 1874 for Frome. Appointed a Queen's Counsel in 1869. He 
has published several popular works, including 
Tom Brown's School Days, 1856; The Scouring 
of the White Horse, 1858: Tom Brown at 

tford, 1861, and others. His hymn :— 
“0 God of Truth whose Living Word,” Tru of 41, por ven to the Hou. Vie. + fl for reels in Lays of the Sanctuary, 14.9, P. 9, @ collection pub- lished for a charitable purpose. It fs a h of great force, and seems to | arrose up and em the distine- tive thoughts and feelings which have animated his life. It was probably suggested by Maurice's sermon om “The Word of God conquering by Sacrifice,” tn Doctrine of Sacrifice. It is usualiy given in an abridged form, as in the S. P.C. K. Church Hys., 1871 (6 st.) or W. G, Horder’s Congregational Hyz., 144 (7st. | 

CW. G. Hj 
Huie, Richard, o.p., was b. at Ab rdeen, 

1795, and educated at the High School, 
Edinburgh, and the University of dinburgh, 
Entering upon the medical profession, he prac- 
tised at Dundee for some time, and then re- 
moved to Edinburgh in 1822. He d. June 10, 
1867. He pub. ;-— 

The Family H - Book, bei: Seleetic Uy = the! tet authors, intchaprand with i Crigtnal t pati thip. By Richard tute, 3.0.7 Rdlaborgh, tea MOP 
To this Sel. he contributed 29 hymns. Of 

these the following are given in Lyra Brit., 
1867. ‘ 
sed, Athy Sud ye shall get the blessing. The Mercy- 

oe, What is faith? It is to see. Faith, Hope, and 
'y. 

3. Ye worldly cares and themes, be gone. Saturday 
Evening. 

The following cento is also from the Family 
H. Bk., 1825, No, 250 :— 

4. O ye who with the sileut tear. Burial. It is st. 
i, iil, slightly altered, and was given in Bickersteth's Christ. Pralmody, 1833, as “Whitmore "; in the 1836 ed., as by * Hute“; and in his son's Prt Hye. based on the Ch. Peal., 1458, ag by “ Huil,” which is probably a misprint for * Hube.”* (J. J. 
Hujus diei gloria. (St. James the Great.) 

A hymn for the Festival of St. James the Great, cag ane The text, in 8 st. of 4 1, is given by Mone, No. 697, from a Rheinan ms, 
of the 11th cent., from an 1ith cent, ws. at 
Stuttgart, and from later sources. It is also 
found in Daniel, i, No. 349, with a furtier 
note at iv. p. 176; in Wackernagel, i., No. 179, 
&e, St. v. 1. 3 (* Juncto sibi Christophoro ”) 
has been interpreted as referring to St. John 
the Evangelist, who was ypiordpopos as borne 
on Jesus’ bosom (St. John xiii. 23). But in 
the Breviaries of Home, Paris, Lyons, &e., 
St. Christopher is commemorated along with 
St. James at Lauds on July 25; while in the 
Mozerabiec rite only St. Christopher and his 
companions are noticed on that day. A tr. 
Dr. Littledale, “ May this bright day, O Christ 
the King,” was pub. in the Church Times, 
July 16, 1864; and again in the People's H., 
1807. (W. A. 8.) 
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‘ Hull, Amelia Matilda, daughter of 
William Thomas Hull, was b, at Marpool Hall, 
Exmouth, cirea 1825, Her publications in- 
elude :-— 

(1) Hymns by A. af, H., South Petherton, x.p. [1850]; 
<2) rt Melodies, LR64 ; i Bap Silver Trumpet An- 
awered; (4) Fruit from the Tree af Life; (5) A Hymn- 
Book for Children ; (6) Royal Musings concerning the 
King and His Work, &.p, (1884). 

Miss Hull also contributed 22 hymns to 
Misa H, W. Soltau’s Pleasant Hymns for Boys 
and Girls, 8.p, (1860), From this collection 
her two popular hymns are taken :-— 

1, And is it true as lam told. The (ood Shepherd, 
2. There is life for a look at the Crucified (me. Life 

in Christ, (J J -] 

Hull, William Winstanley, m.a., « of 
John Hull, o.0., an eminent physician in 
Manchester, was b. at Blackburn, Mareh 15, 
1794, and educated at Macclesfield and 
Brazenose, Oxford, where he took a first- 
¢luss Lit, Hum. in 1814, and subsequently 
became a Fellow. At Oxford he wv life- 
Jong friendships with some, and acquaintance 
with most of the foremost men of his time, 
including Arnold, Keble, Whately, Milman, 
Rickurds, Card, Newman, Stanley, and others. 
He entered Lincolu’s Inn and was called to 
the Chancery Bar. He took a prominent 
part in London and at Oxford in the relizious 
movements of the day. On retiring from the 
Bar he resided first at Tickwood Hall, Much 
Wenlock, and then at Knowle, Hazelwood, 
Derby. He d. Aug. 28, 1873. He published 
several prose cn. oy including urch Tn- 
quiry, 1828; ong pot el continuing to Pro- 
testants the whole Legislature of Great Britain 
and Treland, 1829; Diause of the Athanasian 
Creed, 1831; Defence of Dr. Hampden, 1836, 
&c. His hymus and poems, chiefly distin- 
gui-hed by their earnest piety, were :— 

(1) A Collection of Prayers for Household Use, with a 
Jew Hymns and Poems, 

to 
the Members the United Church England 

and Ireland, Lond., | ody 1833. This pA is also 
known as A Churchman's Hymns, this title being 
printed on the cover; a secomd edition of his 1424 
Coll. af Prayers, &c., Lond., Seeleys, 1851. Of these 
Nos. 1 and 2 contained 49 of his nal and 
poems, No. 3 contained 209 hymns, of which 43 were 
original and signed “ ©." In No. 4 the texts 
altered in several instances, and additional hymns 
poems are also given, 

Very few of Hull's hymns were repeated in 
other collections until 1 when Dr, Kennedy 
included the following in his Hymno. Chris- 
tiana. The bracketed dates are those of 
publication. Several of the first lines are 
altered from the originals, and sometimes 
additions are also given :— 

i. A car of fire is on the air, (1833.) Death and 
Burial. 

2. Comfort ye, people of the Lord: for He. (1823.) 
God merciful in Ju 4 

3. Eternal Spirit, God of all, (1833) Increase of 

4. Father of all, Who from Thy throne, (1833.) God 
resent. 

Faith, 

ever p a 
5. Hear, holy Father, God of heaven. (1851.) Lent. 
6. Lord God, to Thee we pray. (1824,) National 

Hymn. Altered form of “ God save the King.” 
7. Lord, let Thy work be done. (1833.) Missions, 
%. Mercy triumphs, Christ is born, (1851.) Christ- 

mas, 
9. O Thou, the woman's promised Seed, 

Christmas, 
‘th Once He came, 

Adoent. 

are 
and 

(1833,) 

bow meek and lowly, (1824.) 

HUMPHREYS, JOSEPH 

11. Our bearts worship Thee, Lord, our voices pro- 
claim. (1433.) Bleseedness of Gord's pr 

up some warning volce, 0 (1833.) 
t. 

Is. Son of God, we kneel before Thee. (1951.) 
Christ's constraining Love, 
PF aa day must come, the Judgment day. (1833.) 

16. The sinful earth was sunk in woe, (1824,) 

16. 'Tis darkness all, and dreariness, (1833.) Lent. 
11. To the God of all creation, (1833) Divine 

ria = 
1s. We have a nametolive, (1833.) Life in Christ. 
19. We have heard the solemn story. (1833.) Faster. 
20. We know the Spirit's will. “(1833.) The Holy 

Spirit, the Guide. 
21. When on the mount the stone. (1833.) 

Giving of the fle mon 
22. Ye that would worship the Lord. (1833.) Ps. ¢. 

These hymns and others by the author are 
worthy of the attention of bymn-beok com- 
pilers, {J. J.J 

Humani generis cessent suspiria. 
Annunciation. | “ey y+ in the revised 
aris Missal, 1738, the “Feast of the 

Annunciation, and the Incarnation of Our 
Lord” (March 25). The text is also in Card. 
Newman's Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 and 1865, in 
13st.of 51. Tr, by Dr. Neale in the H. Noted, 
1854,a8 “The sighs and the sorrows,” and 
repeated in the Hymnary, altered to, “Now 
the sighs and the surrows.” (W. A. 8] 

Humble souls who seek salvation. 
J. Fawcett. — the Lamb.] The earliest 
date to which we have traced this hymn 
(although probably it previously appeared in 
& magazine with which we are unacquainted) 
is in John Fellows’s Hys. on Believers’ Bap- 
tism, 1773, No. 25, in 8 st. of 81 It next 
appared in John Fawcett’s Hymns, &c., 1782, 

o. 117, with the heading “Invitation to 
follow the Lamb, Matt. iii. 15,” and the fol- 
lowing note :— 
“The Author lays claim to this hymn, tho’ it bag 

seers under another name; he bopes the insertion 
it, and the following [** Ye saints, with one accord ""} 

will give no offence to those of his friends who are 
differently minded, as to the aubject to which they refer,” 

With this note before us, we lave no hesita- 
tion in ascribing this hymn to John Fawcett. 
Ita use is mainly confined to America. [J. J.J 

Humbly, my God, with Thee I walk. 
J. Montgomery. [The walk of Faith.) Writ- 
ten “at Dinsdale Hotel, Sept. 14, 1835,” and 
sent in m8. to several persons from time to time 
(™. wes.) It was given in his Original Hymna, 
1853, in 6 st. of 4 L, as No. 167, and is in 
©. U. through a few collections. (J. J.J 

Humphreys, Cecil Frances, (Alexan- 
der, 0. si 
Humphreys, Joseph, s.of Asher Hum- 
reys, minister at Burford, Oxfordshire, waa 

. at Burford, Oct. 28, 1720, and educated at 
& grammar school at Fairford, and at an 
academy for the training of young men for 
the ministry in London, From the latter he 
was expelled, Dec. 25, 1789, because of his 
attachment to Whitefield. For a short time 
he associated with the Wesleys, but eventu- 
ally joined G, Whitefield, and subsequently 
rrached at Bristol, London, and Deptford. 
ed, in London (date unknown), and was 

buried in the Moravian Cemetery at Chelsea. 
He was a contributor to Whitefield’s Christian His- 

tory (1741-1748), 1742, &c., and pub., 1742, An Ac- 
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<iant of Jose "a EB 
bymn-writer nly, Neidly eee Eas hoes ae <ontributed to J. Cennick's Sacred Hymna for the Use ef Religious Societies (Bristol), 1743, pt. Ui, and are thus introduced: ‘* These were done Mr. Joseph Humphreys.” of these bymms, two only are in C, U.:— i. Blessed are the sons of God. Adoption, 2. Come, guilty souls, and flee away, Jnvitation. These are given in 5 urgeon's 0. O. H. BRk., 1866, and other collections, No 1 ia the more pular of the two. It is sometimes abbreviated, and hi cluding lines of st. vill, added as a refrain to each 
stanza. (J. J.J 

Hunter. William, pv, s. of Jobn 
Hunter, was b. near “ET Teg County An- 
trim, Ireland, May 26,1811. He removed to 
America in 1817, and entered Madison College 
in 1830. For some time he edited the Gon- 
ference Journal, aud the Christian Advocate. 
In 1855 he was appointed Protessor of He- 
brew in Alleghany College: and subsequently 
Minister of the Methodist Episcopal Church, 
at Alliance, Stark Country, Ohio. He d,. in 
1877. He edited Minstrel of Zion, 1845: 
Select Melodies, 1851; and Songs of Devotion, 
1859. His hymns, over 125 in all, appeared in 
these works. Some of these have been trans- 
lated into various Indian languages. The 
best known are :— 

1, A home in heaven; what a joyful thought. 
Heaven a Home, _¥rom his Minstrel of Zion, 
1845, into the Meth. Scholar's H. Bk, Lond. 
1870, &c. 

2. Joyfully, joyfully onward I [we] move, 
Pressing towards Herven. This hymn is usually 
dated 1843. It was given in his Minstref of 
Zion, 1845, and Select Melodics, 1851, and his 
Songs of Devotion, 1859. It has attained to 
reat popularity. Two forms of the hymn are 

Sdabrassdl the original, where the 2nd st. begins 
«Friends fondly cherished, have passed on be- 

fore"; and the altered form, where it reads; beget Aers and Scholars have passed on before.” 
Zac xts are givenin W. F. Stevenson's Hymns for Che ‘’ & Home, 1873, Nos. 79, 80, c. 

8. The (ee) Mineo. From his Minstrel of Pressing ie “Gnto the Cottage Melodies, New York, £285, and a yc 4. The Great Physician ; 7 
Ber From his Songs of Devotion, 1859, 

Physician. shall forbid our grateful [chastened] 
5. bal or hymn, written in 1843, was pub. in 

woet ion, 1845, and in his +0 
his Minstrel of Zion, By”. 4 (F. Mt Devotion, 1859. Books, C 

8 Hymn-. * oun- 
Hunting nistory of the hymn-books 

tess “ m time to time by the Connection 
jssued hich Lady Huntingdon’s name is naso- 
with al very involved and obscure. Apart 
ciated ha rarity of the original editions, exch 
from t liffers widely in contents. There is no 
e-lition ¢ proof that any edition before that of 
absolute | oll ected by her ladyship, while her 
1780 bicker states that her brother-in-law. W. 
biogTe ate ey (q-¥.), assisted her in the compila- 
w. 5 € that edition. If 80, such co-operation 
tion m 1770, as in the Bath edition of that 
dates Shirley's “Sweet the moments, rich in 
year | a ee first appears. Whether before that 

blew ie work of compilation was entered ion 
aris ady Huntingdon is unknown. The Con- 
by + n has never issued an edition of the 
nectio sed book with authors’ names, and it 
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Lady Huntingdon took in altering the hymna 
of others found therein. It remains therefore 
for us to give details of the various editiona 
of the Counectional hymn-book, and to add 
thereto such facts of interest us have come to 
our knowledge. The various editions are :— 

1. A Collection of Hymns, London, Mh aggd oa 
Willram Lee at Lewes, in Susser, MOCCLXIY. is contains 108 Society Hymns" and « Doxologies,” and 
1 which is unnumbered, and 69 « Congregational 
Hymns.” This edition apparently contained po ori- Binals, It is much indebted to J. Allen's Aendal H. Ak, of 1157 (Inghamite Hymnody), and to the Moravian 
Hymn-books. 

il. The Collection Hymns sung in the Countess of 
Santeton's o » Bristol, Printed by EB, Farley 
in Street, for Thomas Mills, Clerk, and to be had at his House in King's Mead Square, Bath, 1765, This 
contained the Preface, as in No. 1. and had 127" Soctet 
a (1 unnumbered) and Doxol oa 13 ei 9 
ren’s Hytans,” and 91 ‘ Congregat ymns" w 

the “ Doxologies * numbered as 92. A 12mo edition 
was also issued the same year. Many of the Inghamite 
and Moravian bymns were withdrawn in favour of 
bf ae the Wesleys. laisse canis 

+ In 1770 appeared » printed at 
Bath by &. Hazard for Thomas Mills, Clerk, and sold 
at his Circulating Library, King’s Mead Square 
Bath). This containet 240 ns, including several 

W. W. Shirley for the first time (see Shirley, W. W,). 
iv. A Collection af Hymns sung in the Countess of 

Huntingdon's Chapels, Bath. Printed by W. Gye, for 
T. Mills, Bookseller, and sold at Ais — in Wine Street, 
Bristol... . This Hymn Book is sol. in Bath by W. 
Gye only. In this edition the hymns are differently 
arranged to any of the former editions, and are given as 
“Hymns” 149, “ Hys. before Sermon" 20, «after 
Sermon“ 11, “for Christmas Day" 11, “N. Year's 
Day” 3, “G. Friday 7, * Faster” 6, “Spring” 3, 
* Ascension Day" 5, ‘ Whitsunday” 6, “on the 
Trinity” 6, “for the Sacrament" 51, “ Funeral” 5, 
“ Morning “1, “ Evening” 3, “Short Hys." 9, * Dis- 
missions" 12, and Doxologies and Choruses. To it ts 
mided with +pecial nation an Appendix of 8 hymns, 
This division shows relative importance attached 
the Connection at that date to various doctrines 
ordinances of religion. he position assigned to “ the 

. it” is somewhat striking. The date of this 
edition is nut certain, but it must he very near to if not 
a 1it4. It a sina le grixinal byrne 
by W. W. Shirley (q. ¥. Hymns per, Grigg, 
a w. Williatne wre introduced for the first time. ies 

Vv. A Collection of Hymna sung in the Countess of 
Hunti "s Chapels in Sussex. Edinburgh: Printed 
= William Balcombe, x.p. The arrangement of the 

ns in this edition differs from the former editions, 
This seems to have been No. | revised and altered, 

vi. The Collection of Psalms and Hymns rung in the 
Countess qf Huntingdon's Chapels in Lincolnshire. 
Gaineh'reugh; Printed by J. Mozley, 177% This 
contains 399 hymns, and some doxologies. It is nut of 
the usual small oblong shape of the Huntingdon ‘yaa. 
books, has a) ntly nothing original, and was probably 
a collection pendently of the usual book, 

vil. These varying editions took the definite shape 
which has been since retained in A Select Collection of 
Hymns to be wniversally sung in all the Countess of Hun- 
tingdon’s Chapels, Coll. by her Ladlyship. fondon, 
MUCCLAXN, This contained 249 bymns, several dox. 
ologies and the words of the Choruses in Handel's 
Afessiah. To this Supplements were arided in 1796 and 
1808. In later editions the Choruses sre omitted, 

viii, Before the issue of the authorised book of 1780 
the Countess allowed her Preachers to make their ow 
collections if they so desiret. Thomas Maxfield’s 
Collection, containing hymns “ never before published,” 

peared in 1766, 1764, and 1778; the Oullection by 
Horbert Taylor and W. Jones (to which Cowper and 
Newton contributed) in i777; and a Collection for 
Cumberland Street, Shoreditch, together with others 
which might be named, 

ix, Since the issue of the authorised edition of 1780, 
various independent Su ts bave been published 
as The Beauties of Dr. Watts with popular Iymns from 
the best duthors, and Various Originals: intended as 
a Supplement to the Countess of Huntin.don's Hymn 
Hook. Selected by Thomas Young, Minister in that 
Connexion 1419, and Pralmse and Hymns Selected b the 
Ree. Joseph Sortain, A.B., of Trinity College, Du in, 
Minister of the late Countess of Huntingdon’s thapel, 

ighton (and dedicated ** To the Congregation "), bean. ay et ible to assign the parts Shirley aud. T. wels's (q.¥.) Carmina Christo; or, Hymns to the 
8 poss 
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Saviour, 1792, is also sometimes found bound up with 
the authorised collection. 

In compiling the authorised edition of 1780 
the Countess was assisted by W. W, Shirley. 
How far either or both were responsible for 
the previous editions we cannot say. It seems 
to us likely that they were jointly responsible 
for Nos. ii., iii, and iv.; that possibly Nos. i., 
v., and vi. were the work of others, ¥. and vi, 
being largely influenced by ii., iii, und iv. ; 
and that vii. was certainly their combined 
work, in which the Couutess bore the re- 
sponsibility. [W. T. B,J 

Huntingdon, Selina, née Shirley, 
Countess of, daughter of Washin Earl 
Ferrera, was b, Aug. 24,1707; married to Theo- 
philus Hastings, 9b Earl of Huntingdon, June, 
17283; and d. in London, June 17,1791. At 
at early age she received serious religious im- 
ressions, which continued with her, and ruled 
er conduct through life. She was a member 

of the first Methodist Society, in Fetter Lane, 
London, and the first Metiodist Conference 
wis held at her house in June, 1744. Her 
sympathies, however, were with the Calvinism 
of G. Whitefield, and when the breach took 
place between Whitefield and Wesley she 
joined the former. Her money was freel y ex- 
vended in chapel building, in the founding of 
Trevecca Cul “ee, South Wales (now Ches- 
hunt), and in the support of her preachers, 
A short time before her death the Connection 
which is known by ber name was founded ; 
and at her death it numbered more thun sixty 
chapels. For use in these chapels she com- 
piled A Select Collection of Hymna, details of 
which and its various editions are given under 
Huntingdon's Hymn-Books, Countess of. Her own 
part in hymn-writing is most uncertain. The 
hymus, “Come, Thou Fount of every bles- 
sing,” and “O when my righteous Jud 
shall come” (q.v.), have mn specially 
claimed for her, but upon insufficient tesii- 
mony. No mention of these hymns as being 
by her is made in her Life and Timea, 1839. 
Miller says, “although the Counteas was not 
much known asa hymn-writer, yetit is proved 
heveud on thut _ was author of a few 
yYmne of great excellence " (Singers & So 

1869, p. 183): but he neither pa a the rues, 
nor submits the evidenev. It is most uncertain 
that she ever wrote a hymn; and it ia quite 
clear that upon reliable evidence not one has 
et been ascertained to be of her composing. 
er history and that of her Connexion are 

elaborately set forth in The Life and Times of 
Selina, Countess of Huntingdon, Loud., Painter, 
1839. (J. J.j 
Huntington, Frederic Dan, D.D., was 

b. at Hadley, Massachusetts, in 1819, and 
graduated at Amherst Colle 1839, and 
Cambridge Divinity School, 1842. From 1842 
to 1855 he was an Unitarian Minister in 
Boston; and from 1855 Professor of Christian 
Morals, and University Preacher, at Harvard. 
In 1859 he received Episcopal Ordination. 
He was for some time a Rector in mn; 
and in 1869 he was consecrated Bishop of 
Central New York. With Dr. F. D. Hedge 
he edited the Unitarian Hymns for the Church 
of Christ, Boston, 1853. This collection contains three of his hymns:— 

Sreshment, a collection of Sacred 

HURDITOCH, CHARLES R. 
ax © Love Divine, lay on me burdens if Thou wil, 

ont, 

2. O Thou, in Whose Eternal Name. Ordination, 3. O Thou that once on Horeb stood. God in Nature, 
The cento, “ Father, Whose heaven! king- 

dom lies,” in the Hys. of the Spirit, ton, 
1864, is from No.2. Dr. Huntington has also 
edited, with Dr. Hedge, Elim: Hys. of Holy Re- 

oetry. from 
this work his hymn for Burial, “ 80 heaven is 
gathering one by one,” is taken. [F. M. BJ 
Huntington, Emily. [miter, £.) 
Huntley, Lydia. (Sigourney, 1.) 
Hupton, Job, was b. in 1762, at a amall 

village near Burton-on-Trent. He was brought 
up to work ut a forge, but after his conversion 
through the preaching of the Rev. John 
Bradford, one of Lady Hantingdon's minis- 
ters, whom he heard at Wulsall, he began to 
preach ; and after a few mouths at Trevecea 
College, was himself employed by Lady Hun- 
tingdon for some years as one of her itincrating 
ministers. Having cbunged his views on the 
subject of Baptism, le became, in 1794, Y at 
tor of the Baptist church at Claxton, in Nor- 
folk, where he Inboured with much success for 
imuny years, He d, Oct. 19, 1849, 
Huptop wrote tinuch both in prose and verse, bis com- 

positions ap ng in the os, Magazine under the signatures of * Ebenezer,” ** Eliakim,” and “J, H—n,"* 
His prose writings were collected and pub. in 1843, under 
the title The Truth as it is in Jesus. In 1861, D. Sedg- 
wick reprinted his Hymns & Spiritual Poems, with a 
brief memoir. 

The first of these, “Come ye,” &e. (q.¥.), 
in its altered form by Dr. Neale, is in exten. 
sive use, the rest are in a few hymn-books 
only. Hupton Lad a bold and vigorous ima- 
gination and great command of language. If 
in early life he had enjoyed better educational 
wivantages, he would probably have attained 
to eminenve as a poet. (W. R. 8] 
Hurditch, Charles Russell, was b. in 

Exeter, Dec. 20, 1839. In 1854 he underwent 
& spiritual change which led him subsequently 
to undertake religious work in some of the villages of Devonshire, and afterwards to 
succeed the late Mr. Henry Hull as the Secre- 
tary of the Young Men's Christian Association, 
Staffurd Street, London. In 1865 he pub- 
lished The London H. Bk, for Prayer Meetings 
and Special Services. This was revised in 
1880. In 1873 he also published The Enlarged 
London H. Bk., a Collection 7 Hymns for 
Public, Social, and Private Use. Of 6 
smaller work more than half a million copies 
have been sold; and of the enlarged book 
the 86th thousand was issued in 1881. To 
the first (1865) he coutributed Nos. 10 and 1] 
given below: the rest were published in the 
second book (1873), 

1. Arise, ye saints, arise and sing. God is Light. 
2. Arm ot the Lord, awake! Exalt the Saviour slain. 

Home Missions. 
3. Come, join the hosts above. Praise of Jesus, 
4. Farewell to the present, farewell.  #riends 

parting. 
&. He dies! He dies! The Son of God most holy. 

Prida: 
6. Hear the goepel's joyful sound. Jnvitation. 
7. Jesus, do Thou my vision fill. Jesus All in All, 
8, Let us by faith draw nigh. Holy Communion, 
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_%. Lord, grant Thy Spirit's mighty power. Divine 

10, Lord Jesus, we pray. Second Advent desired. 

12. O God of all love! Thy presence here prove. 

Jesus, 

Appeal and 
ponte, 

16. Only Jesus would Lae. Jesus Only, 

Is. Salvation's song be given. raise to Jesus. 

11. O Christ, Thou heavenly Lamb. Jicine Power 
de sired, 

fyAvine Worship. 
13. O sac Name! © Name of power, Name of 

14. O sinner, wilt thou further go? 
Ries, 

15, O Sovereign Lord of earth and heaven. Holy 
#aptisem. 

17, Rejoice, rejoice, ye saints, rejoice. Rejoicing in 
the Lord. . 

19. Soon shall these eycs, my Saviour, see, Praise to 
Serus. 

z0. Seon shall we find our journey o'er. Nearing 
Ifeacen. 

21. Stop, thou heavy-laden stranger. Christ's Com- 
passion. 

22. The atoning blood ts Bowing. Redemption. 
23. These supplication» bear. Lent. 
24. Till we meet Thee in glory. Constancy desired. 
25. We bless Thy precious Name, ame of Jesus, 
26. What wondrous grace in Christ we see. Christ's 

ility. 
ee dying sons of men; Christ calla, &c, 
talion. 

Of these hymns, No. 1 was written as a 
companion hymn to “Come, let ws all unite 
und sing. God is love;” No, 2, “about 
1850: °" No. 11, when he received the invitation 
to proceed to London, as noted above ; No. 15, 
for the baptism of his youngest son; and No, 
25 fora Conference Which was held in Loudon. 
AM Mr. Hurditch’s hymns are characterised 
by great simplicity and earnestness, [J, J.) 

urt, William Henry, was b. at 
Gin testoeh, *South Carolina, July 23, 1827, 

d educated at Harvard. He also studied at 
fie Jin, Parie, and Rome, In 1848 he contri- 
fai the following lymms to Longfellow and 
Johnson’s Uniterian Book of Hymns :— 

God, in life’s most doubtful hour. Fuith de- 

Javi- 

1, My >, Trust, 
séred. or, the oer amd peace. Fuith desired, 

2, We PTTL not weep, for God is standing by us, The 
3. Wew [F. . B.) 
fght « Fuith. 

gud William, b. at Breccles Hall, 
TE ie 21, 1754. His edueation was 

snabling him, in 1777 to take the 
° : sical tutor in the Free Gnimmar 

Y Dedham, Essex. In 1779 hw entered School, vk resixning his commission in 
the pce ere ordained by Bishop Young of 
1780, the im 1781. After holding varions 
Norwich, including Beighton Broome, Stow- 
euracies, he was presented in 1790 to the 
market- £ Debenhain, Suffolk. In October, 

Vicurnge © jyned his Vicarage, and in April, 
1822. eT took the pastorate of the Cungre- 
1823, un hapel at Woodbridge, in the same 
gational “This be retained tr his death, Oct. 
coubty- His poetical works included ;— 
g, 1829- h Hilt, » descriptive poem, 1777; (2) Bless 
a) Healt a Lyric Poem, 1784; (3) Laughter in 

of E phapenet ae to Preparation for Peath (a Sermon), 
pd Psalms & Hymns, the tse part ort- 
fe lected compositions alfered with a view 

Mnoetrine and General Usefulness. By W, 
F Pebenham, Ipewich, J. Raw, 1413, 

ped 417 hymns, and a doxology, Of these 
taintorn. After seceding from the Church of 

Tie ction cee sua oat Fc Par re 
mak Spiritiet not te teach the Christian Doe- 

Analogy of Seripture, by com- 
« and Practice, or the nities with the 

the Gospel. Woodbridge, 1124, Phia | 

HUTTON, JAMES O45 

From the first edition of Hurn’s collection 
the following hymous are in CG. U. :— 

I. Angels rejoiced and sweetly sung. Christmas. 
2. Hine, gracions God, and shine, Missions, Altered 
St nes HM. BK, 1867, to ** Arise, O Lord, aud 

ne. 

3 The Gud of truth His Church has blest. God's 
love of the Church. 

A biogruphical notice of Hurn was given in 
the Evangelical Magazine, 1829, and lis Rrief 
Memorials were pub. in 1831, EBS 
Husband, Edward was educated ut St. 

Aidan’s Colleye, Birkenhead. Taking Holy 
Onlers in L866, he was successively Curate 
of Atherstone aud Folkestone; and in 1878 
Viewr of St. Michavl and All Angels, Folke- 
ctene. In 1874 Mr. Husband pub. The 
Mission Hymnal, iu which appeared his lymus 
us follows :— 

1. Alas! poor world, 1 loved thee long. Hest fu 
Jesus, 

2, And dost Thou ask me, dearest Lord. ¢Arist's 
invitation, ** Follow Me."" 

3, T must have Jesus only. Jesus only desired, 
4. Sweet Ulood, dear ransom of our souls. The Alood 

of Jesus. 

These hymns are very simple, earnest, and 
im ioned; und bear a great resemblance to 
Faber's compositions. {J. J.J 

Hushed the storm that lately raved. 
Archbishop EB. W. Benson. (The Annunecia- 
tion.] Written for und Ist pub, in the Wel- 
lington College IL Bk.. 1860, and alse inchuted 
the same year in the Rev. J. Moultric’s 
Rughy Parish Church Collection, and subse- 
quently in other collections. (J. J.J 

Hushed was the eve hymn. J, 
D), Burns. (The Child Samuel.) Pub, in his 
Evening Hymn (a small book of Prayers anil 
Hymuis), 1857, in 5 st. of 61. It is one of the 
most popular of the author's hymns, is very 
tender, und worthy of the position to which it 
has attained. (J. J.J 

(Various. | Huss, John. 

Hutten, Ulrich von, was b. at his 
ancestral castle of Steckelburg near Sehliich- 
tern, on the Kinzig (Hesse-Cassel), April 21, 
1488, and d. on the Island of Ufsau, in the 
Lake of Ziirich, about the end of August, 
1523. 

He is better Known as a berald of the Reformation, ax 
a free lance, atul as a satirist (he was one of the authors 
of the famous Apistolar obseurorum virernm), than ax a 
hymn-writer, His complete works, German und Latin, 
appeared in 7 vols. at Leiprig, 469, 1. One pices is 

ch habs gewagt mit Sinnen. [Patriofism.) This 
plece is an — t© popular sympathy for bis cause, 
and headed by bis motto, * Teh hate gewsgt "(1 have 
veritured it}, was Ist printed on a broadsheet in ts2t 
(thence in Wackernaged, til. p. 346, in 7 at.), and sour 
became a favourite song ef the early adherents of the 
Reformation, It has been fr, as (1) “I've ventured, 
knowing what 1 risk'd," in Madame de Pontes’ Poets 
and Poetry of (Germany, Ishs, vol. i. p. 364. (2) + D've 
ventured it of purpose tree,” by Miss Winkwurti, Isey, 
p. 99. “LM j 

Hutton, James, s. of a clergyman asul 
cousin to Sir lxaa: Newton, was b. in London. 
Sept. 3, 1715, and followed for some years the 
trade of a bookseller. In 1739 he visited the 
Moravian settlement at Herrnhut, where he 
became aequainted with Count Zinzendorf, 
He retired from business in 1745, and was 
orduined a diacenus of the Moravian Church 
in 174%. Hed. May 3,1795. He contributed 

scveral byrons to the Moravian H, Bk. 1754. 
2N 
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All his hymns were included in an Appendix 
to hia Memoirs, pub. by Daniel Ben in 
1856, In the English Moravian H. Bk., 1886, 
the following hymns are by Hutton :— 

1. Besprinkle with Thy blood my . Holiness 
desired. In the Moravian H. Bk, 1742, No. 195, it 

8 Stream thro” the bottom of my soul.” 
nue desire? Missions. Moravian 

'3. Come faithful Shepherd, bind me. Suif-Oonsecration, 
4. How shall a young man cleanse his way? (1754) 

Holy Scripture. 
6. Teach tne yet more of Thy blest ry Good 

Friday. Sometimes “O teach us more.” (Mf. H. Bk., 
1742.) (J. J.J 
Hyde, Abby Bradley, was b. at Stock- 

bridge, Massachusetts, Sept. 28, 1799, and 
married to the Rev. Lavius Hyde, of Salisbury, 
Masa., Sept. 28, 1818. She d. at Andover, 
April 7. 1872. Her firat poem, an Address to 
Mr. Wolfe, tho Jewish missionury, appeared in 
a New Haven paper in 1822 or 1823, and from 
it Dr. L. Bacon (q.¥.) took two hymus for his 
Hye. & Sac. Songs for the Monthly Concert, 
Andover, 1823. ese hymns have merit, 
but are not now in C.U. Asahel Nettleton 
included 9 pieces by her in his — Hymna, 
1824, and more were given in the revised 
a — ed. of the rag 1851. An addi- 

onal lkymn appeared in Nason's - 
tional H. Bk., 1857. Of those hymns the 
following ure still in C. U.:— 

1, Ab, what canIa sinner dot Lent. From 
Nettleton’s Village Hys., 1824, in 5 st. of 41, 
into a few collections. 

@. And canst thou, sinner, slight? Grieve not 
the Spirit. From Nettleton’s Village Hys., 1824, 
in 4 st. of 4 1., into a great number of American 
collections, and a few in G. Britain. 

3. Behold the dawning bright. Second 

Advent. From Nettleton’s Village Hys., 1824, 
in 4st. of 41. Limited in use. 

4. Dear Saviour, if these lambs should stray. 

Prayer on behalf of children, In Nettleton's 
Village Hys., 1824, in 4st.of 41. A touching 
hymn, and widely used. 

5. Say, sinner, hath a volee within! Exhorta- 
tion to Repentance. In a letter to Mr. Nason, 

dated July 10, 1857, Mrs. Hyde says that this 
hymn “was written down from my lips by a 
oung sister, when 1 was not able to hold up my 

head from the pillow.” It appeared in Nettle- 
ton’s Village Hys., 1824, in 6 st. of 4 1,, and is 
in extensive use. 

All Mrs. Hydo’s pieces in the gl Hys. 
are signed “ Hyde! {F. M. B) 

Hymn of Justinian. (Greek Hymnody, 
§ x. 10.] 
Hymnarium. Before the complex office 

book known as the Breviary assumed its 
sent general order and shape at the close 
of the 11th and beginning of the 12th cen- 

turies, its various contents were distributed in 
separate volumes, One of these volumes 
was the Hymnarium, Hymnale, or Hymnal, 

which contained the hymns proper to the 

various sacred Seasons and Festivals, or as- 
signed to the several Hours of the day. We 
are using the word Hymnarium in this article 
in the ancient meaning, and without reference 

to the many collections of hymns in modern 

times to which we ordinarily attach now the 
title of Hymnary. 

In the first part of this article we shall 
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enumerate, with a necessarily brief description 
of them, certain ancient and im t Ma. 
Hymnaria which have descended to us, to- 
ether with two ancient Service Books, miscel- 
janeous iu character, but akin to Hymnaria, 
and then give a complete list of the tirat lines 
of all the Hymns. In the second part are 
added the first lines of such later hymns as 
did not become incorporated in the author- 
ized Breviaries of after times. and are there- 
fore not included in the first lines of bymus 
a given under the article Breviary. 

his second list also includes a few more first 
lines of hymns drawn from medieval sources 
other than /fymnaria, for which it would be 
difficult to tind a place elsewhere. In such 
cases a special reference is given to the press 
mark of the MS.. 

Sometimes a Hymnarium or Collection of 
Hymne is found as an independent volume. 
It was frequently (see the mas. described be- 
low) appended to a Psalter; and occasionally 
to an Antiphonary. 

Part i—In compiling the first list of first 
lines of hymns an e tive use has 
made of the following ms. Hymnaria and 
Service-books :— 

(a) The Durham Hymaary. A Collection of Latin 
Hymns used in the Anglo-Saxon Church, with an inter- 
Unear Anglo-Saxon gloss, The ms. is of the 11th cent., 

preserved in the Library of the Dean and 
of Durham, B. iii, 32. It was probably written 

in diocese of Winchester, c. 1060, It was printed 
in 1851 by the Surtees Society, forming vol. xxiil. of ite 
publications, and is to In the annotations in 
this Dictionary as the Latin Hymns of the Anglo-Saxon 
Church, 1851, 

(b) Cottonian MS. [Julius A. vi.) An 1th cen- 
tury Latin Hymnariwm. The text of each hymn is 
given in its metrical form, and is followed by a prose 

sed with an interlinear mg There Kloss. 
The lymns extend to fol. 72, and are followed by Can- 
ticles, (This ms, is quoted in this Dictionary as Jul, 
A. vi.) A late 10th century Aalendar is up with 
and is prefixed to this Hymnarium, which has 
led to this Hymnarium tteelf being sometimes erro 
neously to the loth century. This xs. has also 
two hymns without glosses: Adsunt,o socté, at f. 17, in 
hand of the 12th cent.,and 0 genetriz aeterni, at f. 89, in 
a hand of the end of the 11th cent. 
© Cottonian MS. [Vesparian 0. zit.) An early 

tith century Latin Aymnarium. Each bymn ts foi- 
lowed by a prose version of the same, ied by 
an interlinear A: translation. nar nglo-Saxon The 
extends to fol. 124, and is followed by Canticles, which 

extend to the end of the volume, which are dupli- 
cated in a similar way. At follos 155, 156 are two hymns 
(* Aeterni Patris” and “* Lauda mater") in a band 

of the 12th cent., and one (** Rex Christe ta") in a hand 

of the 14th or later. oce tempus 1 at f. 1224, 
fs in a hand of late 12th cent. (This as. is quoted in 
this Dictionary as Veep. D. xii.) 

(d) Harleian MS5,, 2961. This ts a Collectarium 
or inchoate Breviary, without the Pealter, It was 
written in the Ith century, and once belonged to 

Leofric, frat Bi of Exeter, 1050-72. The later 

history of this ats. ts given in the Introduction to the 

Leofric Missal, 1583, p. xxvii. The Collectarium occt- 

es the first part of the ms, (ff, 1-216), and is followed 
the Hymnarium (ff. 218-256), e Sequences of 

this 18. are indexed under uences. ( ms. is 

quoted in this Dictionary as Hart. 2961.) 

(«) The Antiphonary of Bangor. A Tth century 

ws. Lrish Service Hook, ly belonging te the 

Monastery of Bangor, County Down. It fs \ proved from 

internal evidence to have been written 65-691, during 

the life-time of Abbot Cronan, It ts now preserved In 

the Ambrosian Library at Milan, It has sb en — 
tbl i A tana, Vol. iv. 

. 121-159; 0 . 

Ie has no claim to the title of Anti , but it in a 

collection of miscellaneous devotional uding 

several hyuits. 
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Cf) Book of Hymns; or Liber Hymncrum. a . 
An fd. Ms. collection of devotional pieces, including a 
few bymns. ‘I'wo copies of this ms. are in existence, 
both now at Dublin, and both written about the Lith 
century. The Trinit oan (Dublin) 
partly published by Trish A and (eltic 
Society, vol. xvii. ~ It is being edited by Dr. J. H. Todd, 

(g) ©.C.C. 392. This is a Pealter written soon 
after A.D. 1064, and now at Corpus Christi College (occ), 
Cambridge (ms. No. 391), It seems to have been written 
at Winchester, and thence to have passed to Worcester 
before it fell into Archbp, Parker's hands, The Psalter 
is followed by a complete Hymnarivm, and that again 
by a complete Collectarium, or inchoate Breviary, with 
miscellaneous devotions at it close, 

Ch) Add. 30851. This us. is of the 11th cent., and 
is now in the British Museum, It is a Service Book of 
the ancient Church of Spain (4fzarabic), and contains 
a Psalter followed by ure canticles; then a Afymna- 
ritem; and lastly, miscellaneous Offices with hymns, 
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Some leaves of the Hymnarium are missing, and #0, ¢.g. 
“Psallat altitudo,” begins imperfectly on f, 132; and 
*Hierusalem gloriosa” begins imperfectly on f. 135. 
The bymns found among the Offices at the end are 
marked in the following list as A*. 

(2) Junius 25. ‘This is one of the uss. bequeathed 
by Francis Junius to the Bodleian Library, It was 
probably written c, 890 a.p.; and contains 26 bymns 
with an interlinear Frisian gloss. Junius made several 
tr of these bymnes (e.g. /umins 110). A good 
ed. by E. Sievers, from the original wa., was pub. aa 
Die Murbacher Hymnen, at Halle, 1874. 

(k) Harl. 2928. This w4., in the British Museum, 
is of the 12th cent., and contains a complete Aymnariam, 
Being of later date than the mas. a-t, it is not cited in 
the case of hymns found in three or more of the earlier 
Mss. 

In the following tist of hymns the letters a, b, ¢, d, ¢, 
Jig, h, i, & indicate the Mss. named above in which they 
are found, The orthography has been modernized. 

First line of Hymn. Mss. Use. 

A Patre unigenitus . ‘ . . “|Qbedg . y. Lands. 
A solis fh nams cardine, Adusque. e a bed gh. . a rome a Lauds. < 
Ad fp edaclbmared lg pm hem 7 ‘ . ° . te ee _ hic ana Pt. of * Da, puer. 
d coenam prov 8 6 sh ae boea ge Ad .| Lew Sunday, *heier 

Adest diet Chri te consecratio . . . - ad . . —— ae Pp. 
t ir . . . . . . . . e . nHeent. 

a ote ane rinitas . ‘ e 7 ale. % . .| Holy Trinity 
dstar pariter sexus, . . . rs a | Se. nia. 

sean O popall, festacelebria . . o} ae ° .| St. Hippolytas. 
Adis sunt, o socii, festa. . . . io . a .| Victory of Heraclius, 
Adsunt tenebrae primae * Fs . a De . .| Piret Watch. 

Aeterna Christi munera A loram , +) aed ky. .| C. of Aponties, 

Aeterna Christt anseners, Mmartyrum . +) a. fe 3 ALt. po lag ta 
* ie ane” ‘!a@bhedg. . y. 

Acterne operis conditor e . * . & « : . Matins. 
Aeterne rerum conditor. + . a.b.c.d.g.i. .) Sunday. Lauds. 

‘Acterne rex altissime - s 8 abag. « . 

Aeteroi Patris Unice - ° 8 -« &. 6 . .| St. Mary Magdalene. 
Agnes sepulehrum . . . . R&R 6 Fy F . Agnes, 
4 aces ‘ormmne saeculum * e e ar . .| Christrnas, 

Ales diei nuntius - . * 8 a.b.cd.g,  .| Tuesday, Lauds, 
carmen . “8 . a.b.c.d.g.  .| Septuagesina, 

Alicluia dulce ibus bcd Septuagesima, 
HMeiuia piis edite la See t <* a.b.c.d.g.h, .| Septuagesima. 

A G orii meritis rs pue . ° a.d,, ° .| Se. hay “4 
Alma ret tae progenies pis - « , ee | Nativ. St. Jobn Bapt. 
pe agp ‘jereac jam petrine - : . ac. d.g. . < Septuagesima. 

~ ifajtor vetustus m . e c > .| By St, Columba. 
Altus pres ‘6 sanctorum mitissime . . a.b.e.d.g.  .| St. Andrew, 
Andr Ste sundamentum ea OSs e ., .  ,| Pt. of Urbs beata Hieru alem. 
Angu tin mensibus. . . a.c., . «| Pentecost. . 
Anni gale on circulo - « . ‘ A : .| Birthday of a King. 

—_ P Christe - ae annie i e pie oe lan eet Pt. of Ut queant.”” Annue rti teneris su . * er e ° 5 of u . 
ntra dese pass 2 ‘ . ° .| SS. Peter and Paul, 

Qpostoloram t Taigida . . . . bed , .| Pt. of * Vexilla regis.” 

rere salutis nee, : 42% = : - - : —_——— 

‘Audi benigne cor grntium . . . a.b.c.d. 9: .| Christmas at Matins 
Audi nee exemplum = «+ . . ®& 2. 6 .| St. Caemblach. 

Audite Boanes ae ee ee sere tee 
Audis Ince - 1. polums A Sse ad. Dy Lge A. || Saturday. Lauds. 
‘Avrora {ecis rutilat = - e “8 a.b.c.g.i. — .| Easter. 
Aurora Iu Trinitas . e . . a,b. F A ag 4 Trinity. 
Ave colet racsulum . . . aC. « . -| St. Dunstan. 
Ave Dunstan p _ 7 . . abve.d gh. .| BV. M. 

Ave marie Stig Pracsulamabliis + + Ja...) St, Augustine 
Ave 

laeto Cucufate vernans . . A? 7 .| St. Cucufatus. 

Berep alos mace cocisidue =» Cheek ae 
heats nobis aut dee inclite . + a.bed.g, | 88. Simon & Jude. 
Feate imo’ a a oe . Ps . & . ‘ < Monks of Bangor. 

Bencbuir bo aulse luminaria . . a&bdecdg. + sae Anes. 

bins “vem noster populus sub uno ‘ oe Oe artyra. 
+ Bis DO 

‘ Acie ‘ .| BVM. 
temas in mers consinamies . : f he : : Baty Lnanoeats Pt. of A eolis.” 

Caterve mats feeta Christ! gaadia >; f . + «| Apmalen de 
panes tenentes ordinem . . . . .. ° ‘| Easter. 

ce ovae Hierusalem i : ¥ 8 .| To Christ, Chorus & fi, « . 
ste coell Domine e : a.., ‘ F n of a Church. on ste coclorum habitator alme 2N2 
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Firs line of Hymn. | uss. Use. 

Christe cunctoram duminator alme e - abc dh. | Dedication of a Church. 
Christe hac hora tertia . > . . eo} G Christmas, at lerce. 
Christe qui lux es et dics “ . | a. b.c.d.g, hei. Compline. 
Christe mmptor omnuium, Conserva | - @bed.g, — .| Christmas. 
Christe Kedemptor _ Ex Patre . » a.bo ce. d.g.h* .| All Saints, 
Christe Rex mundi Creator ° or ‘ .| For the Dead. 
Christe sancturam decus angelorum . abe d.g, — .| St. Benedict. 
Christe sanctoram decus atque virtus . . - ab cdg.  .| St. Michael. 
Christe splendor gloriae . ° e dadg  . .| See **O Christe splendor.” 
Christe tu rerum oplfexque operum ° oe ° «| St. Clement. 
Christi caterva clamitet . . fh . +| let S. in Advent. 
Christus est virtus Patris saplentia . a, . .] St. Jerome. 
Christus est vita, ventens in orbem ° fA . «| St. Stephen. 
Christus in nostra insula quae vocatur . AS, « . «| St. Bridget. 
= _ satiectorum a As « : SS. Faustus, Januarius and Martial. 

a4 § this begins with st. ii. 
3 Payedoun ‘melos 

Clara sanctorum una Hierusalem . ‘ i, ey . .| St. James Apostle, 
Clarumdecusjemnli . ee ag. | Lent, 
Clausus aurium meatus . . ath. ° .| Th, in Easter Week, Pt. of * Da, puer.” 
Clementis fextum celebratur hodie | e ae ° -| St. Clement. 
Coelestis aulae nobilia . e . s eee | St. Augustine, 
Coeli Deus sanctissime .  . »  «a@badg.  .| Wednesday, at Vespers 
(Coeli vernantem . . . . * * .| St. Uswald. 
Conditor alme siderum . . . a |} abe d.g,  .| Advent, at Vespers. 
Confessor hic probabilis ‘ . . ° . . .| C, of Confessors, 
Consors paterni luminis. . . . | a. Be. dg. A® .| Tuesday. oe 
Corde natus ex parentis . ° . e ja. ‘ .| Christmas. “Ta, puer.” 
Cultor Dei memento. ” e “ A ° «| Lent, at Complive. rte a ** Adea, Pater.” 

De Patria lumine . . e . ] ac. + «| Pentecost, at Sext. Pt, of * Jam Christus.” 
TDecus sacrati nominis . . e . qa. . | St. Andrew. 
Del fide quavivimus .  . 1.) ol a edgy. & | Lent, at Terce. 
Deus aeterniluminia =. . . . Ye a | Mating, 
Deus creator omniam Polique Rector . |abadg  . pepe 
Deus ignee fons animarum =. . . jk. . | At burial. 
Deus immensa Trinitas, Unitas =. ° ae, er ‘ . LE, a Just Man. - 
Treas Pater pilesime =. . . . lk . . . 
Deus qui certis legibus . * . . sr ry . + Midi 
Deus quiclaro lumine . . . . jt. é 1V 
Deus qui coeli lumen es ° . ae. Je . | Mat on 
Deus tuorum militum = . . . * +| abe dog. A. | Co of a Martyr. 
Dicamus laudes Domino ° . . ol} & . «| Sext. 
Dicarnus omnes cernai ’ ° . dea e .| Pt. of * Ex more docti.” 
Diei luce reddita . ® ‘ ° * AG 2 . «| Matina, 
Thoetor egregie Paule mores instrue : j}abd .| St. Paul. Pt. of “ Aurea luce.” 

Eadmundus martyr inclitus . . . JQ. e .| St. Edmund. 
Ecce jam noctis tenuatur umbra =. . -}a0.ed.g.  .| Sunday. Lauds, 
Kece micantia veluti sidera . . . eo} As ° «| St. Eupbernia, 
Ecce quem vates vetustia =. . ° qh. ° .| Pt. of “Da, puer.”” Easter Monday. 
Esco ts Christe tei conn ennger ° ° A? re ‘ .| Dedication of a Charch. 
Ecce tempus idoneum . . . iG -« ‘ «| Lent. 
En martyris Laurentii . . e fk. . «| St. Lawrence. 
En pater gloriae rutilum gaudiis cunctis dA. ° | St. Martin. 
Knixa est puerpera ° . . . +| abcd. -| Pt. of “A solis ortus.” 
Ex more docti mystico . . a . yaad. .| Lent. 
Exandi Christe nos pueris e ° * Jk « .| St. Bartholomew, 
Extimum vestis sacratae ciate lA. )60U.).| Easter Tuesday. Pt. of * Da, puer.” 
Exultet aula coclica . . . . | ke . ° .| St, Nicholas. 
Exultet coelum Jaudibus =. . . -| a. be. dig. hk. .| C. of Apostles, 

Faeno jacere pertulit . A > -| Pt. of ** A solis.” Christmas. 
Favens redermptis vota abstinentiae JR . . -| Mid Lent. 
Fellx per omnes festum mundi cardines” ‘leg. ke « «| 8S. Peter and Paul. 
Festiva lux emicuit e . . A ee * -| St. Martial, “ 
Festiva sacclis colitur . . . . +} abed.g. «| All Saints. 
Festum Christe rex, per orbem ° . [Rh . ° +) St. Thomas. 
Festum colentes celebre. ? ° ° Ag « * +] St. Mary Magdalene. 
Fit porta Christo pervia . . . sand he. . Assumption of BL V. M. 
Fons Deus aeternae pacis ‘ e e A Ses _ «| SS. Focundus and Primicabus. 
Fons Deus vitae perenris ° . ° ja * -| St. Felix. 
Fratres unanimes foedere nexill . ° jam. . 4 St. Martin. 
Fulgentis auctor setheris . . e A Soe . «| Matins, 

Gabriel Dei archangelus . e e -l@ed . -| Assump. of B, V. M. 
(allo canente venimus . . ° ° 1 a* oo . .| Pt. of ** Noctis tempus.” Cockcrow. 
Gaudete flores martyrum . . i ry . .| Sainte’ Days In Advent. 
Gande visceribus mater in tntimis . lam -» . .| Nativity of B. V. M. 
Germine nobilis Eulalia. ‘ ° . | Re ® .| Se. Evlalia, 

Hac noctis hora praeecina =. . . | a* . ° «| Pt. of * Noctis tempos,” Cockcrow. 
Hic duorum cara fratrum . . . ak. «| Pt. of “Scripta sant.” SS. Emeterius, and 

Chelidonius. 



First line of Hymn. 

Hic eat dies verus Del . . + 
Hic Johannes mire natus . . 

salus aegris medicina fessis . 

Hierusalem gloriosa 6 
Hinc functionis dies eat 
Hora nona quae canimus 
Hostis Herodes impice . 
Huc vos gratifice, plebs 
Hymopum canamus Dom 

eeee 

convocat 

Hymut novi 
Hymnum canamus — Hymai tiovi . 
Hymbpum cantemus 
Hymnum dicat turba fratrim ° 

Ignis Creator igneus . 
Immense coeli conditor . 
In te Christe, credentium 
In Trinitate spes mea fixa 
Inclite Pater super + 
Inclite Rex magne regum 
Incliti festum A cease a 

clita regi orum é 
iocintom wericia inclita gaudia 
Inventor rutili dax bone luminis 
Ist~- confessor Domuint sacratus 

wat Be VC OM a} 

Jacobe juste, Jesu frater Domini 
Jam bone pastor Petre . z 
Jam, Christe, sol justitise . 
Jam Christus astra ascenderat 
Jam lucis orto sidere_ .- 
Jam rutilat sacrata dies 
Jesu corona virginum - 
Jesu defensor omnium . 
Jesu nostra redemptio . 
Jesu quadragenariae . 
Jesu redemptor ormpium, 
Jesu redempto 

omnium . ‘ * Jesus refalsit aikamegaicne 
Jesu Salvator seeculi, 

ngat saecula . 

Jacumdeck novas bhunc diem . 

Judaea tunc incredula - ¥ f 

um colat untversus 
Lactus hoc festum vam 

gitas Ch 

fae. e ‘ 

Magnac Deus potentias 5 ‘ 

Magnye miles mnirabilis 
- . _ 

Maria coelt 
regine i. 

‘ 

aria mater 
oa 

— oma 
é 

Morte Ty pontificl 
Aqaitenarem 

geil 

Martine 
r . : 

Mertine at 
rm. us pontifex - 

oye 
cum . - ‘i 

Martyr Dek 
ae colimus 

triumpbum 

ecce dies A * unere 
Marty Tis “nancte bino poliené m 

ae pode’ lio. - 
aithia Juste yanmar e 
Mediae noctiA te est | 
Meridie orang nifer A ee . 

Mysterioru™ 
rdine congruo 

xoate eoce cnees vigilemua ganen 
oa te m . 

Noctis reset ~ mordia : 
indulgere : . 

“se ee ee 

corona 
r saeculi, Verbum Patris 

Jomino Hymuum , 

aA ae act et oe ee Sal pat St Met ar ee Se Oa a 

O'S 0. e.ie ht e888 + 

-_* 

RRP PS SPS 
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MSS. 

ts . . 
As a 
abed,. 

ae ‘ 

Bie ak 
abed gh 

Pi ey ae 2a. Rei 6-2 

or = @.,. ao : 

ee 
7 

Ses. - +s > 

Bo a? 

agaa: Pied WOUSdY ed eat Sie 

Fas apa: 
B® ASS AAAS 

27 SS eeestrc »B-.@..- 

r 

FReO RR RR TEER AS . o 4 
e ba ° 

PROP KELSEY 
a6s -@: 8) 0) 6. a a 6 

poo ess RRRO SS 
FEE PES 

> 
PS Se Put We tee tee 

re ee sp 

> 

Set eor aS 
*~ 

PP. Ae A» AR easpe 

Pau Le et ee ee 4 -— § Ss. +. a. 

"| Pentecost. Pr. 

«| St. 
«| Th 

Une. 

Easter. 
-| Decoll. St, John Baptist. 
-| Dedicathon of a Church. Pt. of “Christe cunc- 

torum,” 
St. Adrian. 

.) OF the Dead. 
LN 
-| Epiphany. Pt. of “A solis.” 

Ss. Vincent, Sabina and Chrysteta. 
-| Ascension. 

Ascension, 

(by St. Hilary), 
+f St. Ste 
Toth 

Benediction of Candles, 
Tuesday, Vespers. 

By St, Columba. 
St. Michael, 
St, Oswald. 
Coronation of a King. 
St. Cecilia. 
St. Primicius. 
Holy Innocents, Pt. of “ Sanctorum merits."' 

or. 
Com, of a Confessor. 

St. James the Leas. 
St. Peter, Pe. of ‘+ Aurea luce.’ 
Easter. 
Ventecost. . 

st Bee St. ‘t, ton an 
Midnight. 
Easter. 
Lent. 
C. of a Confessor. 
Vespers. 
Fyre 

.| All Satnites, 

.| St. Martial, 
88. Maximus and Julia. 

of ** Jam Christus,” 

St. Mary Magdalene. 
St, Mary Magdalene. 
St. Mary Magdalene. ¥ 

Foti tp estiva a 
St. Edomnd, 
St. Edmund. 
First Watch. 
Vespers. 
Passiontide. Pt. of ** Pange 1. g. praeliam. 

A ne. 
. Matina. 

Thureday. Vespers. 
St, Benedict. 
St, Cuthbert. 
R,V.M. Pt. of “Gabriel Del.” 
Assumption of B. V. M. 
B. VV. M. Pt. of ** Gabriel Dei.” 
St. Martial, 
Se. Martin. 
St, Martin. 
St. Martin. 
Com, of a Martyr. 
St. Lawrence. 
St. Agatha. 

| Bt. Matthew. 
St. Matthias. 
Midnight. 
Lent, ut Sext. 
St. Michael, . 

St, Andrew. 
Noctorns, 
Cockcrow, 41h Sun. In Lent. 
First Watch. 

Ry St, Columba. 
Thursday, Nocturns. 
Wednesday. Lands. 
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First line of Hymn. 

Nune sancte nobis 5 — ‘ ‘ . 
Nune tibi vi . . . 
Nuntiam fero ry cuperais . ° 

O beata Hierusalem, praedicanda civilas 
© beate mundi auctor . . 
© Christe splendor gloriae —. 
O coelorum alme pninceps =. 
© Dei perenne verbum . . 
O Dei Verbum Patris ore itum 

. 

. 

. 

O wenitrix —aw aria verbi 
° gloriosa domina . . * 

lorioea femina . . ° ° 
° ux beata Trinitas =. 
© magne rerum Christe Rector inctite ree eee eee 

4 Nazarene lux Bethlehem Verbum Patris 
O Pater sancte mitis atque ple . 
© Petre, petra ecclesiac . e . 
0 quam — luce coruscas 
© rerum Domine, conditer omnlum 
O sacerdotum inclita corona . . 
© Thoma Christi perlustrator lateris 
O triplex honor, o triforme culmen 
© veneranda Trinitas laudanda =. 
Obduxere polum nubila coeli . . 
Obsidiones obvias . . . 
Omnium Christe pariter ‘norum = 
Optatus votis ornnium =. . . 

eee ee 

“2+ eee 

Pange lingua gloriosi; Praelium certaminis 
Parce, Domine, parce “populo tuo 
Perfecto tring numero. . 
Plasmator hominis Deus . 
Plaudat polorum laudibus =. 
Plebs Deo dicata pollens . 
/oculum esto vitae sitientibus 
Post matutinas laudes . ‘ 
Tost ut occasum resolvit * 
Praeco benigne et decus ecclesiae 
ae ee usie Eximla . 

ecamur Patrem Regem . 
Prime dierum omolum . . 
ape s cuncta Catholicae tip 
‘roni rogamus Phili os 
Peallat altitude ma 
Puer hic sonat Johannes ‘ 

ua Christus hora sitiit . . . 
juacsumus ergo, Deus utsereno . 

Quarta die jam foetidus . . . 
(Quem terra pontus actbera . * 
Geieti tempus adest 
Good chorus vatum venerandus olim 
Quod, quod volutis (convolutis) artubus 

re 

ever e eens ener eense ees 

Recordemur justitiae . 
Rector potens verax Deus 
Rerum Creator optime . 
Rerum Deus tenax vigor 
Restant pune ad Christi idem 
Kex aeterne Domine Creator Rerum 
Kex angelorum dominator orbis 
Rex angelorum pracpotens . 
Rex Christe factor omaium . 
Rex Christe Martini decus . 
Rex Christe ta mirtficas . 
Rex glorioee martyrum ‘ 
Romane Christi fortis Yule aenerede Dei 

eee 

ee eee eee ee ee 

Sacratissim) martyres . e 
Salve crux sancta salve mundi gloria e 
Pratemied mundi Domine. e ‘ . 

pe 
Sones Del pretione protomartyr Stephane 
Sancti venite Christi corpus samite 
Sanctissimae Lewcadlir . 
Sanctorum meritis inclita gaudia 
Scripta sunt coclo duorum =. 
Sed cur vetustae gentis «xemplum 
Sexta actate virgine . . 
Sic ter quaternis trahitur ‘ 
Solve vocem mens sonoram . 
Sormne refectia artubus . . eee eee 

- 2 4 ee ee 8 ee ee 

Se ee ee 

ee + Mee 

- eee ee oe 

. 

g- 
g 

e. . 

a,b, ce. d.g. A* 

e212 ee ee es 

oer es o oo 

or 

we’ PPP: 

ARR sas. 
= . 

~~ 

> meters ay 
Re rates 

> 
PROP RAS PRR SED 

Use. 

Terce. 
B.V.M. 
Epiphany. 

nS acne, 

Of Confessors. z 
St. Michael. 
8S. Justus and Pastor, 
ay brother of St. John. 

Pt. of * Quem terra.” 
.| Pt. of Quem terra.” 

Holy Trinity. 
St. Aemilion. 

Holy Trinity t 
a ti 
phe B. Vv. M. 
St. Genesius, 
4 Habilas. 
St. Thomas, 
St. Fructuosus, Pt. of “ Felix Tarraco,” 
Holy Trinity. 
In time of rain, 
First Watch, 
All Saints. 
Ascension. 

Passiontide. 
By St. Mugint, 

Lent, at None. ne 

St. Mary M tene, 
SS, Cosmas 
Pt, of * Favens redemptis."* Mid Lent. 
Lauds. 
Pt. of Da, puer.” Sat. in Easter Week. 
St, Barnabas 

re oh, Low “” Su 

St. John od ol — 

Lent, at Seat. 
Dedic_ of a Church. Pt. of ** Christe cunctorum." 
Pt, of * A solis.” 3rd S. in Lent, 
Annun. B. V. M. 
First Wateb. 
Purification B. V. M. 
Midnight. 

St. Comgill. 
Sext. 
Nocturnes, ‘ 
None. 
SS, Nunilo and Alodia. 
Saturday, at Matins. 

Owwald, 

+ of artyrs. 
St, us. 

C. of Martyrs. 
ily Crom, 

Fk ary of Priests, 
| St. Leocadia, 
C. of Martyrs. 
SS, Exmeterius, Chelidonins. 
Pt. of “O Nazarene,” Fridays in Lent. 

.} Christmas, at Sext. 
Lent. Vespers or None. 
Pt. of “Da, puer.” Friday in Easter Week. 
Monday, at Matina. 
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First line of Hymn. 

Spiritus divinae lucia =, . 
Splendor paternae gloriae | 
Squalent arva soli pulvere multo 
Suetus antro bustualis | . 
Summa Dei bonitas ; 
Summae Deus clementise _ 
Summe confessor, sacer et gacerdos 
Summe largitor praemii . . 
Summe Salvator omnium . . 
Surgentes ad te, Domine . 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

a ©-@ <6 e2 8 $5 so 6 60.1: ae @ @ 

Te centies mille legionum angeli 
Te deprecamur Dominum -_ . . a, 
‘Te lucis ante terminum. : . a ‘|Qnwad 
‘Te lucis auctor personent + | CS 
Telluris ingens conditor. os 5 | ana d 
‘Tellus ac aether jubilent . e ‘ 2] Ge. 
‘Tempus noctix surgentibus . . + | ee 
Tempus so congruum =, . ‘ | ae. 
‘Ternis ter 58 numerus ‘ . ‘ ek. 
Tibi, Christe, splendor Patris . ‘ +) & Bed. 
‘Tu Rex Redem omnium , F ‘: a eae 
‘Tu Trinitas Unitas, Orbem . ’ A ja bed 
Tunc ille Judas carnifex ‘ s _ = . 

Urbis magister Tasclac * : . Ai, Sea 
Urbe beata Hierusalem . ; ° 1p eae, 
Uc queant laxis resonare fibria . . San ag. 
Uc tuae vitae Benedicte laudes ° . | abanad 

Veni Creator Oplrtens, Montes ‘ . -| a tg ¢. gz: 
Veni redemptor gent i tes Welle +] & be. 
Verus Redem}; tor Christe lumen luminis of As 
Verbum supernum p mA Patre . Habead. 
Vexilla prodeunt . F ° as «| @ bod. 
Virginia les opifexque matris . | aoe dk 
Vocis auditae geteoe yetniels, 62 fC, - . 
¥. va cunctis or + * . . . ’ . 

Vox clara ecce intonat . ° * . a Bed 

MSS, Use. 

a 

Sunday at Matins. 
Sie | at Matina. 

Wea Easter W. ved. in E, eek. Pt. of ** Da, puer.” 
St. Augustine. es 
Saturday, Nocturns. 
C. of Confessors, 
Lent, 
Lent, 
Christmas, Nocturns, 

rt 

we eet ec ae ee 

At 

eee tee et ws 

apenas jap ee 2 
pra stanzas fur chanting. Compiine. =e 

r. 
Tu at Vi re. 
Maundy-Thoreity 

Matins. 

(No heaton or tit o or title 

Se “Michael” » 
Saturday. Matina, 
F , at Nocturna, 
Prof “A solis.” Maundy-Thurrday. 

ree e Sees 

go 

g. he 

St. Cyprian. 
ae Dedication of a Church, 

. John Baptist. 
St. Bened 44% . 

«| Pentecost. 
Christmas. 
Consec. of a Bishop, 
Advent, at Nocturna, 
Paasiontide. 
C. of Virgins, 
St, Saturninus, 
St. Mary M lene. 
Advent, at Matins. 

r 

AL. S++ sS8e.s. 

IT.—In this second part are given the 
aca Neos of hymns which are not included in 
the list in the first part of this article; and 
which are not (with a few exceptions; in the 
lists given under the article Breviary. In 
ists | ing this second list the following ss, 
comp ic are principally cited ;— 
Ty Me sole MS., 1526. This t« in the Bodleian, 
(q) tly belonged to the monks at Canterbury. [¢ 

and forme iz, cent., and contains a Psalter, Litany, Col- 
ie of pet pre: fanticles ; witha complete Hymnariuin for 

laatical year. 
the eccles le MS., 1523. Also in the Bodleian, 

(r) ae holm »s., and of a similar nature as (q), 
ly 14th cent. 

or] 18,301. 

Additional = a Hymnarium of the 12th cent. 
A Ms. in the British 

This is a paper Hymnarium of the begraning of the 
16th cent. 

u) Liturg. Misc., 370. This is in the Bodleian. 
It is a Psalter with a Mymnariam of the tath cent. ; 
apparently written for use at Padua, BS 

(+) Harleian MS., 4664, A ws. of the beginning 
of the 14th cent,, now in the Britivh Museum. It 
contains a /ymnarium apparently written for use at 
Durham. 

(y) Arundel, 340. A ws, of the 14th cent., now in 
the British Museum, and containing a Hymnarium. 

The following list al. includes a namber of first lines 
drawn from medisevul sources other than Mymnaria, 
for which it would be difficult to find a place claewbere, 
In such cases references are given to the press marks 
of the was. The mas. marked (otf, Harl,, Arundel, 
Reg., Add. are in the British Museum, Those marked 
laud, Rawlinson, Dighy, Ashmole, Cunon, ate in the 
Bodleian. Those marked ccc, are lu the Library of r maacon, Triage University Library, Na. iv. 11. | Corpus Christ College, Cambridge, 

ee ee MS. used, and where found. Une. ‘ ine of Hymn. A 
First } : ; 

=: as Destatio. -| AG ON. ww Ce Cee Decent 

Aa preseecanctialme @ [fs ss : Teo Adest bis inclite confessor.) 7. + eee is : . +o 
Adesto hrieti quando fides p La Laud, Miz, 46% Ba : . + renin 

eo tux eidergne Deus” *| Arundel, 201. Canon. wis, 206 +. To Gea. 
a . . . . . . * . . J . 

Alporern se an eee : . z . . . . . . . Trans, of St. Andrew, pt. of * suming 

anon dl. Mis., 74 B ay Laud. Mis, 748. .. i oo. af Roe Vi Sai aie ee Angelus 93 yunuil plaudite ac os & aS in Stent 
o atl .| Rawlinzon, C. 510. . . . . St, Anne. Ivitur . 
Anna Peraeqal non ope regia. s. Ye. P ’ 

rascendens £. Y.« ‘ . 
Astra poloram vor Christl -| Canon, Script! 101. 

di vi . > te Acts fratres facta ; «| Cott, Cleop 

+ Pt. of *Almi proplietae.”  Decot}, 
Se. Jotn Baptist. 

. ; . .| Ascension, 
‘ ‘ . .~ RV.M, 

. . - St. Manenna. 

vig dbase o08 ies. e 

a 
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First line of Hymo 

Andite sancta studia =. ‘ 
os stine lux doctorum ° 

superna poli. ° . 
ion lux patriae Wentana . 
Aures ad nostras, Deltatis 

preces 
Ave dies praeful . ° 
Ave gemma pr . . 
Ave gloriosa Agnes ° As 
Ave Katherina, Martyr et 

Regina 
Ave maris stella, vera mellis 

stilla 
Ave mater salvatoris, Vas. 
Ave regina coelorum Pla ° 
Ave stella maris Virgo . a 
Ave stella matutina =. . 
Ave Sunamitis lux Marla. 
Ave verbum ens in principlo . 
Ave virgo generosa ° 
Ave virgo ron Christi ° 
Ave virgo speciosa . . 
Ave vitgo stella maris . . 

Reate martyr pros 
Bonunm simplex cpertecton | 5 . 

Cantemus Domino grandia 
munera 

Cantemus socli Domino. . 
Cara parens pare carens 
Ceteri tantum cecinere vatum 
Chori plaudant alacriter. « 
Chorus noster plaudat odis =. 
Christe fili rp — ° ° 
Christe praesul pretiose . ‘ 
Christe qui virtus sator et vo- 

‘is car 
Christe Salvator, pletatis auc- 

tor 
Christi fidelis armiger . . 
Christo prseerhpl toa . 
Cives cvelestis pa! ° 
Clara coclorum lou. ° 
Coelestem regem veneremur . 
Coeli cives « te . . 
Coeli gemma . 
Confiteor Dominum nunc * 
Conjubilande coli . ’ ° 
Conscendat usyue sidera e 

Te Patre Verbum prodiens 
ye profandis criminum . 

sacrotabernaculo . 
Dei testis egregius 
Denom ter annorum cyclis 
Deus, deorum Domine . see we 2 

» qui mundum crimine 
jacentem 

Diem sacrati bominis =. 
Dies absoluti practereunt =. 
Dalteis Jean memoria. . 
Dunstanus en coclestia . ‘ 
Dux gregis egregie ® . 

Excelse princepsomnium .| 4 

Festa praesentis celobret diel. 
Fete pune celebre 

que gaudia 
Fons totius bonitatie . A 
Fontem misericordiac . a 

Gaude flore virginall . e 
Gaude Gabrielis ore salutata . 
Gaude mundi gandium . A 
Gaude quae cuncta transistl . 
Gaude virgo concipicns . . 
Gaude virgo laudabiles . . 
Giaude virgo mater Christi. 
Gaudens in verbo sed turbata, 

Gemma Dei speciosa. a 

\q@ « 
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MS. used, and where found. 

Cott. Cleop. A. ii. 6 6 
Canon. Scriptt,,89 . . 
Camb. Univ. Lib. Gg., ©. 35 
Cott. Nero &., 1. . . 
@. . . 7 . 

cee. 371 . 
= o-~ C. vi. 

4 ° ° . 

Rawlinson, C., 510 

Canon. Mis., 95. 
Canon, Lat., 112 
Laud, Mis,, 364. 
Rawlinson, C., 108 
Rawlinson, C., 510 
laud, Mis,, 368, 
pone Mis., 100 
Digby, 166 . 
Digby, 19 . 
Canon, Mis., 96. ore ewe eenwe “eee eee eee 

Rawlinson, C510 . 

Add, 30,014. . . 

Hart. 2072 . * * 

Digby, 166 . « 
Hi Ciinon, Bibl., ”. ° 

Laud. Mis, 240, 3. 
ay. e . 
Laud. Lat., 6: ° . 
ca . ° ° . 

y- . . . . . 

Zz - . . . 7 

ay... 
| Camb, Unie. Lid., Gg. v.. 38 
Add,, 26,784 . 
Canon, ae 273 e ° 
laud. Lat.,5 . . 
Digby, 10o * 
Camb. Unie. Lib., ag. wv, 35 
Add., "6,788 ° ‘ 
aly. Laud, Mis, 463. 

gs . ° ° ’ 
Digby, 166 . e . 
Canon, esheeap 23. ° 
f » . . 
y¥. . * 
Laud. Mis. 468° * : 
Canon, Bitl,, . . 

1 . . . . . 

ses “eee 

ee eee nne 

.  #e eee eee 

eoerevese een 

“eee eee 

Yaud. Mis., 663; Rawlinson, ~ 

Somes 2 ol: 

dd4..9004 . . 

au. ye Canon. Bibl, 30 : 

Add, 22,604 . . . 
Canon, Bibl., 1. . * 

Rawlinson, ©, 667 > 
Rawlinson, c. 4 SLO . 
Digby, 96 Sey 
Ingby, 19 . . . 
A ¢, 13938 . . 
Jaud, Mis,, 269 . . 
Cott, Cleop. A, ti. . 
Canon, A&rbl., 30 . . 

Canon. Bibdl., 40 . . 

eee 

sees ee eee 

ss eee eee 

 510.. 

_*e* ee ee we He 

“eee eee 

Use, 

To Christ. 
BV. M. 
Pt. of * Ut queant.” St. John Bapt. 
St. Anne. 
B. VY. M. 
St. Benedict. 
St. Richard. 
All Saints. 

St. Nicholas. 

= Oswald. 
St. Maurice. 
of the 12 = peetens stones. 
St. He 

St Heribert, 
St. Lawrence. 

St. John Evangelist. 
Lament. of a siuner. 
Visit. B. V. M. 

ing Pt. of = fulsit.” phany. «Jeans re’ 
Invent. of St, Ste 
Aonunc. B. V. 

St. Andrew, 
ma. 

unstan 
st. Thomas 4 Becket. 

St. Monica, 

St Renedict. 
Vigil of Ascens, B, V. M. 

RV. M. 
St. Mary Magdalenc. 

+ 
Annus. BVM. Pt. of & Dens qui 

moundum,"” 
St. Kathariae, 
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First line of Ex a 

ae MS. used, and where found. Use. 
tt 

Eic< in templo cum ole Ye 6 6 ew wwe One Confensor, 
=. t . : Pt. of * Urbs beata.” sima EB <ora pes- | Digby, 65, . ° * 5 The New Jerusalem. 

Fiujus die gloria 
iy wunum Deo Vox Zr ae St. James. 

St. Elizabeth. 
® * : . . . 
~ . . . . . . . - 

Immbuit b : 
bei Momines |r.z. 0. 6 6 eg sa Phof “Christe sanctorum.” St. Be- 

bedict, Im te concipitur & ~ eyo i Dighy, 2 B.V.M 

Jesu Chriite auctaes > ~—itae 
Jesu ex lo germit wan, ot. Mary Magdalene. «| 4. Me « . . . . . . . edem : -| Camb. Oniv. Lib. Gg. 1, 4 Christ. 
Sewn Ven dalew 2 2 == aum a 2 west sar? * ; se o ee se Marta dex Jess = (Cte « |. Mis., 368 . ° ° ° .| To Christ, Juste ju  <—Ea sisto +| Laud. Mis., 210; Arundel, 012 2 |) To Chet. 

c rinse coll 
‘en insignia. = nus Vir-] ue . . 6 6 6 ee «| St. Katharine. 

Laudes Christo —S23 3m canticis =  « ° e . . . .| St. Mary Magdalene, 
Laudibe _, Bee <clebrem Add, 0,014, . «| St. Nictolas (Tolent.), 

Laus apgeloruren = Fi wom ae jie | Wa Weise na, ka a St. Andrew. 
Le eter es es eee stk 8 fT Bn eta cole” Lux neg etna : Dig se 8s} Holy Trinity, 

: “—"“Ssise . 2 oe . . . . . . .| St. Prosdocimus, jux mars Stace a : Mw» «© © «© © ew) Pai BM. 

Macte HMM Ceeee fMessorum Wwe 6 ww hell) Ste Rupert. Pt. of “He frotres, ex- 
tollamus.” (Mone, No, 1145.) Magne peter A ta ge ee otine. . Magno tlutis gree eee mio 

Magne slutis com eo Rio . 
‘Mare, ©, OStiwa cae atque ter- 

a . . 
a& 6. e e 
Laud, Mis., 468 

pa 2 & 
s@ee sees 

arwhi 

asarie Mater) Eoce cecmsiini, Maria) ™ . 2, kG lek ,| St. Mary Magdalene. 
r 

aria tL ara. : Digby, 86; Laud Mis, 368. . . = .| BV. BT. 
Mariae Virginie = f<—<—undat Add.,22,606 2. 6. 06 elle BM, 
Martine Par Apc clis i er Pt. of * Rex Christe 

lartini.”* 
arty eteie _ > .o dilecte yy. . ° . . » : .| St. Blasius. 

“ Sailem ciner se. . Reg. 2, Azz. ° . . . «| To God. 
Me Spe canatrn Leese emini - Reg.2,A.zz, .  « «© «© « | «| Holy Trinity. 
Me reremei I >< ee os « 166 ° e ° ° ° . t. of a sinner, 
Mise =xime - 30014 =. fgg St. Nicholas (Tolent.), nai tester =e ee 

MS everiom ecc less ae - Add, 31,385, so - #. .| BV. M. ; 

My everium maiz ekerGie. Add, 31,385, . e <@- % .| Pt. of “ Hic est dies,” Easter. 

ee. S| . yy». . . * . . . . Assump. B. Vv. M. 

wate Pian exzai<ccut . he “ep ia _ ® sce F »| St. Elizabeth, 
No 

Trix oe e . +| Laud, Mis., 468 . ‘ . . .| Holy Trinity. 

Oo veer bowne=, Bcisator «| Hari, 3072. «ese «| Pastiontide. 
o corals exece iaei«<or . «fp te . . ° . . . . | BV. M. 
O ceOAnctipacstems  . «| Camb. Univ. Lib. Gg. v.36 . . «| ToGod and Christ. 
o ante cumectia gaudium §.| Add, 3isa5s. . . . ‘ «| Pt. of “ Optatus votis.” Ascension. 
“ lite coma feresseor Christh = «| Cott. Nero, A. ii, . . . > «| St. Dunstan, 
Ow acremturea .  .— -| Laud. Mis, 36% » « « « ABV. 
o wet aeterme 2 ‘ +| iigby, 6B ° . e . e Roly Trinity. 
© Pow bemta ferina . +| Laud, Lat., 9% . ° . . . -| St. Mary Magdalene, 
o Soe ptor esuimme carmen .| coc, 190, and 473 . . 2 «ef To Chrint, 
oO maxarm«di domins. | eye. ‘ oe . . . «| Nativ, BV. M. 
o vichbrvassa Jeenu Christl .| Canon. Mis., 523 . ° ° . | Sepulchre of Christ. 
© efhoitas laudabilis .  (|t add, 30,0le =. + +s | Holy Trinity, 
© Seredigmm bostia . . tt. we le ee Pte of * Ad coenam.” 

Vireo beatissima . wh « «+ . . . «© « «| Assump. B.V, M. 
© *lae binae pietatis bi fi Sees J . A . Sk + «| Pt. of “ Aurea luce.” 
ov pes maperni ordines , .| Laud, Mis., 464% : . e ° «| All Saints, 

pipolens solus regnas | (amb, Univ. Lid, Gg. t. 35. « «| To God. 
Oris woclias geandia ©! Add, 26,788 . 2 - ~~ «| St. Heribert. 
orem Modwennae dat Hiber. | (ott. (leop., A. fi. + + + «+ — «| St. Monenna, 

nis 

tur mundus sim . . . . -| St. Benedict, r ee ill we ul om|q.  . e . 

lingam gr otne A e e . «| Bt. A . 
Pane ogee | phe practinls ye ie 95 : . * . . . Lng Ricard. 

an nerd é 4420. «© «© «© «| St. Mary Magdalene. Fr visceri bus Ciboque Rawlinson, A., 4 . 6 «© 6 — «f After food. 
* 



HYMNARIUM HYMNUM CANAMUS DOMINO 

First line of Hymn. MS, used, and where found. Use. 

Pater nowter quies in coelis .| Digby, 166 . ° ° . . -| A metrical version. 
Peceatrix quaedam femina Mee ell le lS | St, Mary Magdalene. 
Per te nitescat Rex Deus q@ * . . . ° * 
Petrus beatus catenaram Boo. © 6 eh hell | Pot Felix per omnes.” St. Peter 
Mhoebus astris cum omni Woo ° . ® . . ° -| St. Justina. 
phoebae 

Me colamus annua ‘ -| Laud. Lat., 95; Laud. Lat.,5 . F «| St. Mary Magdalene 
Praefulgens sidus anglicum .| Digby, 166 ; e ° St. Thomas 4 Becket, 
Prallat haec concio sonora | Cott. Cleop., C, vf + 4 «+ «| S& Nicholas. 
carmina 

Quasi tous ardens in igne Laud. Mis., 740 ° 

Rector aeterni metuende saecli] Add,, 21,170 ‘ 
Regaits ostro sanguinis . Gs ° e ° 
Keyina clermentise Maria Dighy, 6; Hari, 524 

Salamonici ria. Rawlinson, C., 938 . 
Salve de qua tum Dighy, 19 . . - 
Salve festa dies felix octava .| Digby, 63 . . . 
Salve festa dies qua Christus | Digby, 53 . ° . 
Salve festa dies quam . ° Digby, 53 . e 
~— mater mop tye md eee 1ib., Gg. v., 
Salve mam fit , 19. ° ° 
Salve Catt dies celebri c.cc¢., 371, 
Salve sancta facies nostri Ashmole, 1291 
Salve sancta — . . 
Salve virgo gloriosa e Canon. Bibl., 40 . 
Salve virgo virginum . -| Digby, 86 , . 
Sancte Blaal plebi tuae subveni| y, . P ° 
Sancte Pater summa =. Camb, Univ, Lib., Gg. v., 
Sancte sator, legis * Camb. Univ. Lib., Gg. c., 
Sidus solare revehit . : & e e * . 
Sigoum crucis mirabile , . 
Sion devotar filiae . ° yo . 
Sollemnis dies advenit . Ye . . ° 
Spiritus alme Det . s -| Digby, 65 . * ‘ 
Stella maris quae sola paris .| Digby, 66 . ° . 
Stephano prime martyri «| & . . . 
Summe summ to Patris Unice| Canon, Mis., 95 . 
Sumini regia potentia Pe 8 . . . 

‘Ts camant otines N beolae wert: 
‘Te ferant linguase celebrentque’ 
omncs 

Te matrem laudamus . 
Te nunc laudamuos ° 
Te nunc sancte lator 
‘Tortoris rieit ver 

Add., 30,014. * 
Add,, 30014. . 

.| Rawlinson, #., 2714 . 
-| Camb, Univ, Lib., Gg. 
«| cc, 390. ° e 
“| fr. . . . 

Ut fons fecundus . -| Laud. Lat., 95 . . 

Venter poellaris expers tamen 
mari 

Vera regni perfroens . 
Vere gratia plenaes =. 
Virens ave virgula 
Virgo decus coell . * 
Virgo Templum Trinitatis 
Virgo vincens vernancla «| Laud, Mis., 36% 
Vita eanctoram decus angelo- . 

Digby, 166 os. 48 

«| Arundel, 201. e 

rum 
Vita sanctorum via spes sa-| s.y. ddd,, 21,170 

lusque 

The hymus in the above lists are mostly 
of unknown authorship. ‘They are of varyin 
merit, many, especially those in the secon 
list, hardly rising above the level of doggerel. 
Many of them have never been printed and 
lienee have escaped observation, and are not 
to be found in the collections of Daniel and 
Mone. The index of first lines may be of 
use to persons who are interested in the 
obscurer Latin hymns of the later middle 
ages. An examination of other mss. than 
those specified as made use of in this article 
would no doubt swell the list. Privare libra-' 
ries and the libraries of separate colleges at 

"* c) < 

sete eee 

nie i a ie 

B. V. M. 

e Lord's , 
. ° z Sart itegial 

St. Joba 5 Fang. 
Holy Trinity. 
BVM. 
Hoty Pra ity. 

«| Transl. of St, Andrew. 

seerters Beeens 

. 

ee @ 

ees ee eee eater 

. 

os ee ee 

srw eee eens 

St. Nicholas (Tolent.). 
8, Monica. 

e .| BV. M. 
Th* Te Deum, 
St Hedda. 

«| St. Pancras. Pt. of * Del testis.” 

- . . . 

*- g- 

. . 

see 

. * 

»| To Christ. 

238 i 5 8 
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Oxford and Cambridge remain to be searched 
for such a purpose. [F. E. W.and J, M,) 

Hymnum canamus Domino [glo- 
riae]. Venerable Bede. gee -} This 
hymn, usually ascribed to @,i8 found in 
two mas. of the 11th cent. in the British Mnu- 
seum (Vesp. p. xii. f. T2b; Jul. a. vi. f 50), 
and in the bat. Hye. of the Anglo-Saxon CAureh 
(Surtees Society), 1851, is printed from an 
llth cent. ws. at Durham, in 11 st. of 4 1, 
(B. iii., 32 f. 25 6). In an llth cent. as. in 
the British Museum (Add, 30848 f. 153 7.) it 
begins, * Hymoum cananus glor-ae,” aud this 



Ny MNUM <>-4_NENTES MARTYRUM 
readi : 
by Date Co ye wd by Thomasius, ii. p. 372; 
has Hymni ” ~~~ <> 1725 by Card. Newman in 
others, <> @esiae, 1838 and soa and 

Mj 7 ranslatiows = in C. U.:— 
Blew, in his Cfanase, 5 nd Tune "1 32 i 
and againin Ba <_<. “sate me 1870. 

he same 1870 2. we t . B. Webi,in th phant hymns of By 

and again 

=m praise. 
= #7. Noted, 1854, in 7 st. of 4 Ls 3.4 in the lf yuner, 1882, (eatin hea ~ Slory let us sing. By Elizabeth 1858, oF Ewice of Christian Life in Song, page Oe in Py ape =~= &, in 6 st. of 41. It was re- Lag , 186s S<ople’s H., 1867; Schaffs Christ 

(much altered >. 
sand 1870: and the Hymnary 

—& 872. 
Tranilstion ze in CG. UV. :— Sing we triuz2a yg» t hymns of praise. J. D. Chambers, 1857. 

All these €2-ee~ sare from the “ Hymnum cana- rous gloriae <=>-zam of the text, (J. J.J 
B= Usa === anentes Ven- erable Bede. CP ae Holy Innocents.) Tocluded, ascribed to <3 «ein Cassani:ler’s 'ymni Eccle- 

siastici, Col og am ==, 1556, and repeated by Ellin- ger. 5 . P- ==> 3; Bassler, No. 68, and others. Also in Dr. (33 HB mou's ed. of Beile's Opera, vol. i., 
Lond. 1843, ge 81, in 8 st.of 81. Daniel, i, 
No. 176, QaOt <>ae— only st. i. The first und last 

I GAVE MY LIFE FOR THEE 535 

at. of 4 1. and headed * The Resurrection and 
the Life.’ ‘The most ulur form of the 
hymn is that given to it by Cotterill in the 
8th ed. of his Sel., 1819, No. 18. Tiis ia 
composed of st. iv., ii., v.vii. in the order 
named, and altered to, “Pour down Thy 
Spirit, gracious Lord.” It is in extensive use, 
and sometimes as: “Pour out Thy Spirit.” 
&c. Another form was given in Stowell s 
Manchester Sel., 1831, p. 87, and is still in 
C.U. It begins, “ Fultil Thy promise, grucious 
Lord,” and is composed of st. iv.-vi., and 
slightly altered, (J. J.J 

e I _ the a who See an. 
| Weasley. emptation, ub. in s. & 

Sac. Pontes, 1740, ot, in 20 st. of 4 ‘es and 
headed, “ Written in streas of Temptation.” 
(P. Works, 1868-72, vul. i. p. 273.) Tn 1780, 
J. Wesley included « conto in 8 st. from this 
hymn in the Wea. H. Bk. No. 151, as:— 
“ My sufferings uli to Thee are known.” This 
has been repeated in several collections in 
G. Britain and America. Mr. G. J. Steven- 
son has given in his Meth, H. Bk, Notes, 1883, 
many pleasing associations of this ay } 

I asked the Lord that I might grow. 
J. Newton, [The Sinner’s Prayer Ansirered.] 
Pub. in his Twenty-siz Letters on Relig.ous 
Subjects, §c., Mgr ge 1774, in 7 st. ot 41, 

has been somewhat extensively adoptid for 

jines of eac =~ tanza sre identical, a device | and headed “ Tle Converted Siuner,” again which here E> = <oduces a somewhat ~onaturel | in R. Conyers’s Coll.. 1774, No. 358, and effect, and = em Her spoils un otherwise fine | goain in the Olney Hymns, 1779, Bk. iii., hymen. Se ede.) {J. M.] No. 36, with the heading changed to “ Prayer Translati <> == s in C.U. :— - | answered by Crosses.’ Although of a spe- 1. Thebyemare =i wr conquering martyrs raise, By | cially personal and subjective charucter, it 
This Mediaeval Hys., 1851, p. 15, M. Neale, aca 

jn 6 stof B By , bal an 
notes. Itwase we <epeated in the People's H., 1867, 
nd inanabract gered form in the Hymnary, 1872. | 

a 
hymn See martyrs sweetly sing, This in 

we M., & SS <€51, is Dr. Neale’s tr, altered by 

ea cna Ramah wai there sent. 
nedy, LRESTS, «No. 198, begins with st. iii, of 
Neale’s tr. mas above. 

orm wacst in C. v. :-— 

yymn of exe ee ye let ue sing. Mrs. Charles, 1858, 
ot lines <= By) (J. J.J 

Ker 

pr- 

A 
(Tr- 

I 
L., in Bristol Bap. Coll. of Ash & Evans, 
¢ cd. 17GD, i.e. W. Jesse. 

is" ps. B.. in H. V. Elliott's Ps. & Hys., 
AF je. Jalia A. Elliott. 

PEL. Dev ime Ash d& Evans, 1769, ie. 1. Dixon. 
L. im Beard’s Coll., 1887, ie. John 

nie 5 

I gp Sin Ash & Evans, ie, J. Stennett. 
amnot worthy, Holy Lord. Sir H. WwW. Baker. a Communion] Written for 

od first pub, im #7. 4. ¢. M.. 1875. It is also 
rm geveral other Liymnal,, 

“ I am, saith Christ, your glorious ead. J. Newton. FE, b. in ye Vaater.] Ist pub. a Olay Hymna, 779! bk wl 116, in 7 

In | 

“svith short critical and historical | congregational use, both in Great sale and 
i ad America. 

I cannot call aE sweet. ; 
Montgomery. (Affliction.] e origin of this 
hymn is thus ie by Holland in lis Memoirs 
of Montpomenr _ 

J. 

“On the 24th May (1832) the poet returned to Shef- 
field from Bristol, where he had been attending religious 
meetings. An album was immediately put inte his 
hand from a lady in London who had long mn an 
admirer of his poetry, and although now on ber death- 
bed, could not — an intense desire to see his hund- 
writing in ber - He was affected by her appeal, 
and inscribed the lines beginning * 1 cannot call affiction 
sweet." Memoirs, v. 43. 

This hymn is amongst the mM. mss., but is 
undated. It was pub. in Montgomery's Poet's 
Portfolio, 1835, p. 252, in 4 st. of 4 L, and 
headed * An After-Thought” It was repeated 
in his inal Hys., 1853, aud is in several 
modern collections. (J. J.) 

I gave My life for thee. Frances Ki. 
Havergal. [Christ desiring the entire devotion 
of His Servants.) Miss M. V. G. Havergal’s 
ms. account of this hymn is :— 
“In PF. R. H.'s ss. copy, she gives this title, I did 

this for thee; what hast thou fur Me?’ Motto 
laced under a picture of our Saviour in the study of a 

Deen divine. On Jan, 10, 1854, she had come in weary, 
and sitting down she read the motto, and the lines of her 
hymn flashed upon her. She wrote them in pencil on a 
scrap of paper. Reading them over she thought them 
50 poor that she tossed therm on the fire, but they fell out 
untouched. pond them some months after to ber 
father, he encouraged her to preserve them, and wrote 
the tune Baca specially for them. The hymn was 
printed on a leaflet, 1559, and in Good Words, Feb,, 
1860. Pub. also in The Ministry of Song, 1869, Though 



558 I THIRST, BUT NOT AS ONCE 

from Spiritual Troubles.” It was repeated in 
D. Sedgwick's reprint, 1859, p. 43. From this 
hymn the cento, “ God's furnace doth in Zion 
stand,” in Alexander's Augustine H. Bk., 
1849 and 1865, Spurgeon’s O. O. H. Bk., 1866, 
and others, ts . It ns with at. iv. 
The cento in the American Unitarian Hy. [& 
Tune] Bk. for the Church and Home, Buston, 
1868, “ The world can neither give nor take,” 
is composed thus ;—st. i. from Mason's “ My 
Giod, my reconciled God"; and ast. ii, iii. 
from this hymn. (J. J.) - 

I thirst, but not as once I did. W. 
Cowper. [Thirsting for God.) Given in the 
Olney Hymns, 1779, Bk. iii, No. 61, in 5 st. 
of 41, and headed, “My soul thirsteth for 
God.” It is found in several American col- 
lections, and in a few aleo in G. Britain. 

I thirst, Thou wounded Lamb of 
God. [Union with Christ.] This hymn, by 
John Wesley, first appe in Hys. & Sacred 
Poema, 1740 (P. Works, 1868-72, vol. i. p. 265), 
thus— 

1. “IL thirst, Thou wounded Lamb of God, 
To wash me in thy cleansing Blood, 
To dwell within thy Wounds; then Pain 
1s sweet, and Life or Death is Gain. 

2. “Take this Heart, and let It be 
For ever clos’d to all but Thee! 
Seal Thou my Breast, and let me wear 
That Pledge of Love for ever there. 

3. “ How blest are they who still abide, 
Close shelter'd in thy bleeding Side | 
Who Life and Strength from thence derive, 
And by Thee move, and in Thee live. 

4. “ What are our Works, but Sin and Death, 
‘Till Thou by Bg teting Spirit breathe? 
Thou giv'et the Power thy Grace to move; 
O wondrous Grace! O boundless Love! 

6, ** How can it be, Thou heavenly King, 
That Thou should’st us to Glory bring ; 
Make Slaves the Partners of thy Throne, 
Deck’d with a never-fading Crown ? 

6. “ Hence our Hearts melt, our Eyes o’erffbw, 
Our Words are lost; nor will we know, 
Nor will we think of ought beside 
My Lord, my Love Is crucify’d! 

7. “ Ab! Lord, enlarge our scanty Thought, 
To know the Wonders Thou wrought ; 
Unloose our stammering Tongues, to tell 
Thy Love immense, unsearchable. 

8, “ Pirst-boru of many Brethren, Thou! 
To Thee, lo! all our Souls we bow, 
To Thee our Hearts and Hands we give, 
Thine may we die, Thine may we live!” 

This hymn is made up from pita ney 
hymns, all of which appeared in A iz vii. 
to the Herrnhut G. BF 1735. (See notes on 
their first lines.) Of Wealey’s hymn st: i., ii. 
are based on ot. i, tii, of N. L. von Zinzen- 
dors 

1. “Ach! mein verwundter Furste! 
Nach dessen Blut ich diirste, 
In dem mein Sehnen rubt, 
An dessen Licbesherze 
Mir wohl ist, und der Schmersze 
Selbst heilsam, gut und sanfte thut. 

3." Nimm mich mit Liebeserburmen 
Beim Herz und bel den Armen, 
Und setz ein Siegel draufl; 
Lass mich verschlossen werden 
Von dem Geriusch der Erden, 
Dir aber mache selber auf.” 

Siavzas iii.-vi. are based on J. Nilschmann's 
1. “ Da blatiger Versihner ! 

Der Kreuzgemeine Diener! 
Du unser Seelenmann | 
Wir fall’n 2u deinen Filssen, 
Und wollen sie umschilessen, 
So gut ein Arm des Glaubens kann. 

I TOO, FOREWARNED BY JESUS’ 

2, ** Wir sind Ja kleine Kinder, 
; Erliste arme Stinder, 

The deinen Lebenssaft, 
Der aus der Seitenbihle 
Geflossen auf die Seele, 
In sich gesaugt cur Gotteskraft, 

3, “ Das ist der Heil'gen Starke, 
Dass gar nicht unsre Werke 
las blutbefreundte Lamm, 
Uns ——- enh 

‘T peigen ; 
Dio Liste dringt es wundersam. 

4. * Wir wissen nichts zu sagen, 
Als dich erstaunt zu n, 
Ists migtici ? Konigssohn ' 
Daas du gebornen Sclaven 
Hilfst in den Freibeitshafen, 
Und sie bestimmst zu Kron und Thron, 

5. * Das mucht uns Liebeaschimerzen, 
Wie Wache sind unsre Herzen, 
Ju wie die Stiublein gar; 
Wir lassen Thranen fliessen, 
Und wollen sonst nichts wtssen, 
Als dass eln Lamm geschlachtot war.” 

Stanza vii. is based on st. i, ii. of Zinzen- 
dorf's 

1. * Der Gott von unserm Bunde, 
Der sein Lob in dem Munde 
Der Sauglingen bereit, 
Der lass uns kraftig fihlen, 
Wile die Register spielen 
Der Gutteslieb In dieser Zeit. 

2. “Er get uns muntre Kehlen, 
Die Wander zu erzahlen, 
Tie seine Treuve thut: 
Ein an den Wunden trinken : 
Ein tnniges Versinken, 
Und einen kindltch frohen Muth.” 

Stanza viii. is based on st. xiv. of a hymn 
by Anna Nitschmann, which begins “ Mein 
Konig deine Liebe.” 

M4. “ Nun, erstgeborner Bruder! 
Nun Meister an dem Ruder 
Des SchiMeins der Gemein : 
Teh geb dir Herz und Hande 
Dass ich bis an mein 
Will deine treue Seele seyn.” 

Wealey’s tr. was first adopted for oner - 
tional use as No. 61 in the Morarian H. Bk., 
1742, in full and unaltered. In the 1789 and 
later eds. it is abridged and begins “ We pray 
Thee, wounded Lamb of God.” In 1753 
Wesley's full text was given in his HW. & 
salar Songa, No. 14, and repeated in the 

‘ex. H. Bk. 1780. It is also in the Leeds 
Hi. Bk., 1853, ray Hyl., 1867, and others. 
It is found in the following abridged or altered 
forms :— 

1. Jesu, Thou wounded Lamb of God (i. alt.). The 
Htym. Companion, and others. 
2.0 come, Thou wounded Lamb of God (i. alt.). 

Whitefield’s Hymns, &c., 1753; Madan’s Pe. & Hys., 
1760, and others. 
8. 0 come, Thou stricken Lamb of God (i. alt). 

Walker's Ps, & Ays,, 1855, &. 
4. Jesus, Thou holy Lamb of God (i. alt.). Rugby 

Chureh H. Bk., 1839. 
5. We pray Thee, wounded Lamb of God (i. slt,), in 

Robinson's Songs for the Sanctuary, N.Y., 1865, &c. 
beert, sul let it be (fi. alt.) in 

14872. 
6. Take my 

Snepp's Son ‘df G.&G., 
7 bord! ah heart, and let it be (li. alt.). Amer. 

8. Bow oi nit be. Thou heavenly King (v.) Ameri can I. ah a 

can Meth. Epis. South Coll,, 1847, &e. (J. M.) 

I too, forewarned by Jesus’ love. €. 
Wesley. (Death Anticipated.| The two clos- 
ing hymna of the Official Hymnal of the Meth. 
Episcopal Church, N. Y., 1878, are, “| too, 
forewarned by Jesus’ love,” and “In age and 
feebleness extreme.” They are introduced by 
the following special note :— 
“The following hymns, were. composed by Charles 

Wesley in extreme old age. The second bymn was his 



I TRAVEL ALL THE IRKSOME 

ast utterance in verve, and was dictated on his death- 
With regard to “I too, forewarned by Jesus’ 

love,” it was pub. in C. Wesley's Short Hymna, &c., 1762, vol. ii. p 397, No. 783, on 2 Peter i. 14, and in 2 st. of 41. (P. Works, 1868-72, 
vol. xiii. p. 191.) As O. Wesley was b. in 
1707, and d. in 1788, this gives his age as 55 
when the hymn was pub., that is 26 years before he died. The hymn therefore was not 
written by him “in extreme old age.” The statement concerning “ In age and feebleness 
extreme ” (q.v.), however, is correct, [J. J.] 
Pe travel ri the irksome - <* re 
ontgo . ‘ou of Life. In Mon 

gumety'a Oeked tal a ‘oems, 1819, 
this poern of 21 st. of 4 1. is given as :— 
“A night ina 3 a Meditation on the 

way batwen Loudon and Bristol pt. 23, 1415." 

It was repeated in his P. Works, 1828, vol, 
iii. p. 189, and again in Iater editions. In 
the Plymouth wy N. Y., 1855, st. i, xix.- 
xxi. are given as No. 1116. In the Boston 
Unitarian Hys. of the Spirit, 1864, the arrange- 
ment is, st. 1. from this poem, and at. ii. and 
iii. from another source. (J. J.) 
Iwant «6 Sabbath talk with Thee, 

Jane née Fox. [Sunday.] This 
plaintive bymn for private use rather than 
public worship, appeared in A Little While 
and other Poema, chester, Tubbs & Brook, 
1864, p. 14, and entitled, “Sabbath Musin 
for n Sick Chamber,” It is based on 
worda, “ Jesus Himself drew near, and went 
with them,” St. Luke xxiv. 15. It is given 
in Snepp’s Songs of G. & G., 1872, No. 823, 
without alteration. (J. J.J 

I want that adorning divine. Char- 
lotte Elliott. (For Purity.) This on 
“The Pilgrim's Wants” ‘ap in the 
Christian Remembrancer pocket cir. 1846, 
and as one of J, Groom’s leaflets, 1846, in 
9 st. of 4.1. Each stanza is based upon a 
passage of H. Scripture, 

i. Col. Mil. 12-17; fl. Rom. vill, 11, 16; ill. 1 Jobn tif. 2, 3; iv. Rev. il. 17; v, John iv, 2,5; vi, 1 John il. 15; vii, Matt, vi. 19, 21: vill. Heb.’ xiii, S, 6; ix. Philip ili. 4, 9. 
It is also given in Leaves from the Christian 

Remembrancer, 1871, and in taman em Un- 
published Journals, Letters and Pooma of Charlotte Elliott, Lond., x.p. (cir. 1870). In 
Snepp's Songs of G. & G., 1872, it is given in 
two parts, Pt. ii. being, “I want Thine own hand to unbind.” (W. T. BJ 

I want tobean angel. Sidney P. Gill, 
(For Purity.) In the s. sss. (W. 50) there is 
a jetter from Mrs. Anna Reed Wilson, of Newark, New Jersey, to Mr. Randolph, of 
New York, respecting this hymn and ite authorship. It is dated “Newark, N.J., 
Feb. 6th, /73," and in it Mrs, Reed says :— 

** My sister's full name {4 Miss Sidney PL Gill, (An odd name for & woman, but coming down from 4 Welsl ancestress.) hymn was written in Philadelphia when my sister, then a very thre 3 lady, taught the Infant Sunday School of fr! Joel Parkers Chureb, of 
which she Was 4 member. She had been teaching 4 lesson on anges (I believe), when a lovely little girl exclaimed * Ob I want to be an an tigenst” Child wi in 

; and 
under = —_— he rong the decumeanee tae ai) i n, 

eae} knowledge we had of ite t Magtte, 8. School. 
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finding it » Ohite eee! 
give he me ae ct ‘ampagien, but think it 
Must have been about /54." 

This hymn has become a great favourite 
with children, It is in use in all English- 
speaking countries, and has been translated 
into several languages. In some collections it 
is given as “I would be like an angel.” This 
is especially the case in G. Britain. In the 
Presbyterian Ps, & Hys. for the Worship of 
God, Richmond, U. 8. A., 1867, the openin 
line is again altered to “I want to be with 
Jesus,” but this change is not so popular as 
the former, ey J.) 

I was a wandering sheep. H. Bonar. 
ey Lost Sheep.) Pub. in the 1st series of 
is Songs in the Wilderness, 1843, No. 1, in 5 

st. of 8 |., and headed, “ Lost but Found, «Ye 
were as sheep going astray; but are now re- 
turned wate the Shepherd and Bishop of your 
souls, 1 Pet. ii, 25." It was repeated in his 
Bible H. Bk., 1845, No. 264, and in his Hys. of 
Faith and Hope, 1857. It ranks with the 
Most popular of Dr. Bonar's hymns, and is in 
C. U. (usually in an unaltered form), in all 
English-speaking countries. 5, J.J 

I was wandering and weary. FW’. 
Faber. [The Lost Sheep.) 1st pub. in his Jesus 
and Mary, &c., 1849, in 7 st. of 9 1., and en- 
titled, “The True Shepherd. For the Ragged 
School.” Also found in his Hymns, 1862. It 
is a hymn of great beauty and pathos, ad- 
mirably suited for private use, but from its 
peculiar quaintness cannot be. popular with 
the general public. It is sometimes given as, 
“I was weary and wandering,” to the manifest 
injury of the hymn, (J. J.J 

I weep, but do not yield. H. Bonar. 
(Lent. Chastisement.] Appeared in the Ist 
series of bis Hys. of Faith and Hope, 1857, in 
22 st. of 41., and entitled “ The Rod.” From 
this poem the following centos are in C. U, :— 

1. I weep, but do not yield. The original texe 

a. om — ae In Newman Hall's 
Me . . 

“—1 did Thee Lae ’ 
in G. Britain and America. 

4. I said, my God, at length. In the 1874 Suppl. to 
the New Cong. I, Bk. 

sobvath BE, sa, nb 
Through these centos the poem has become 

well known and widely appreciated. (J. J.) 
I will praise Thee every day. Ww. Cowper. (Praise for Salvation.) Pub. in the 

Olney Hymns, 1779, Bk. i., No. 58, in 5 st. of 
41.,and lasted. *O Lord, I will praise Thee.» 
It is found in a few modern collections, in — 
eluding the Cong. Church Hyl, 1887. [J. Jj 

I will take refuge in my God. J. 
Conder, (Resignation.) In his ys. of Praise, 
Prayer, &c., 1856, p. 173, this is given in 3 
st. of 8 1., and is based on Phil. i, 24, To 
abide in the flesh is more necdful.” As gq 
whole it is not in C.U., but at. ii. is in the. 
American Church Pastorale, Boston, 1864, as, 
“ And shall I shun the sacred fight.” (J. 5.4 

I worship thee, sweet will of 
F. W. Faber. (Will of God.) 1st pub. im 
his Jesus and Mary: or Catholic Hymna, &e_, 

In several collections 

In the Americar, 

its being in print was} 1849, in 14 st. of 4 L, entitled “The Will of 
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God,” and r in his Hymns, 1862. In 
its full form it is not usually found in C. U.; 
but broken up into centos it 1s found as :— 

1. He wins who sides with God. In the 
American Unitarian Hys. of the Spirit, Boston, 1564. 

2. I worship Thee, sweet Will of God. In several 
collections in G. Britain and America. 
3. I bow before Thy will, 0 God. In Dr. Dale's 

English H. Bk, 7b. 
I bow me to Thy will, 0 God. In Spurgeon’s 0. “. 

dL. Bk, 1666, and others. 
5. I love to kiss each print where Thou. In the 

Church Praise Bk,, N.Y, 182. 
6. I worship Thee, 0 blessed God. In one or two 

tulnor collections, 

Through these centos the hymn is widely 
known in G. Britain and America. (J. J.) 

Ich armer Siinder bin auch heilig. 
[Sanctification.] Included as No, 394 in the 
Ohio G, B., 1870, in 9 st. of 6. L, without 
name of author. Tr. as, “Who knew no 
sin and no deceiving,’ by E. Cronenwett, as 
No. 402 in the Ohio Luth, Hyl., 1880. [J. M.) 

Ich bin ein Gast auf Erden. I’. Ger- 
hardt. (Eternal Life.) A beautiful Pilgrim 
hymu of Hoemesicknuess for the Heavenly 
utherland: founded on Ps, exix. 19, and 

Heb, xi. 13-16. First pub. in Ebeling’s ed. 
of his Geistliche Andachten Berlin, 166, 
Ander Dutzet, No. 17, in lai: of 81: re- 
printed in Wackernagel’s ed. of his Geistliche 
Lieder, 1845, No. 112, and Bachmann's ed., 
No. 98; and included as No. 824 in the Uur. 
L. 8, 1851. 
The hymn is an echo of the thoughts that sustained 

Gerhardt in the many trials of bis earthly pilgrimage. 
Laurmann, in Koch, vili, $56, relntes that on the first 
Sunday of May, 1852, the retired and aged schoolmaster 
of Althurg, near Calw, in Warttemberg, was requested 
by his successor to act a8 organist for the day. He con- 
sented with pry and -ang with the congregation the fret 
stanza of this hymn; but in the middle of the second his 
head fell on the tane-book, and his spirit departed. With 
the strains of this hymn bis body was laid to rest a few 
days after. 

Translations in C. U. :— 
1, A pilgrim here I wander, a good fr., omitting 

st. iv.-vill,, by Miss Winkworth, in her Lyra 
Ger,, 2nd ser., 1858, p, 173, and in her C, B. for 
England, 1865, No. 148. Included in varying 
centos in Ps. & Hys., Bedford, 1859; Aennedy, 
1865; People’s H., 1867. In Holy Song, 1869, 
it begins, “ As pilgrims here we wander.” 
2A and a stranger, a free tr. in 7 st., 

by Miss Borthwick, inf. L. 1., Srd series, 1858, 
p. 13 (1884, p. 139). Included in full in the 
Schafl-Gilman Library of Rel. Poetry, and in 
varying centos in the Pennsylvania Luth. Ch. 
Hk, 1868, Hatfield’s CA. H. Bh., 1872, &c. 
Other tra. are, (1) “On earth I'm bat a pilgrim.” by 

(3. Wade, lo the 0. /. Juwensle Miss. Magasine, 1459, p. 
262; (2) * A reat here have [ never,” by J. Melly, 1867, 
p. 316. See also note on * Ln exile here we wander,” 

{J. M.J 

Ich bin getauft auf deinem Namen. 
J.J. Rambach. (Holy Baptiem.] 1st pub. as 
one of the 8 hymns whieh ferm pt. iii. of his 
Krhauliches Handhiichlein fiir Kinder, Giessen, 
1734, in 7 st. of 6 L, entitled * Uaily Renewal 
of the Baptismal Covenant” (Bode, p. 286). 
Included as No. 368 in bis Geistreiches Haus 
G. B., 1735, and recently as No, 457 in the 
Berlin G. ZL. S.. ed. 1863. It is one of the 
tinest of his hymns. The fra. in ©, U. are -— 

1. I am baptized inte Thy name. In full, by Miss 
Winkworth, in her Lyra Ger., 2nd series, 1858, 

ICH WEISS MIR EIN 

p. 91. Repeated more or less abri 
Song, 1869, and in America in rdman’s 
Selection, 1861; . Service of Song, 1871; 
and Meth. Epis. Hyl., 1878. 

2. Baptized into Thy name most holy. A good 
tr., omitting st. vi, by Miss Winkworth, as No. 
92 in her C. B. for England, 1863. Repeated in 
full, and with a ¢r. of st. vi. added, in the Ohio 
Luth. Hyl., 1880. With st. iv. omitted it is 
found in the 1880 Suppl. to the Bapt. J's. g¢ Hys., 
and in Allon’s Coug. Psalmist Hyi., 1886. 

3. Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, I'm baptized in 
Thy dear Name. A good ¢r., omitting st. vi., a» 
No, 323 in the Pennsylvania Luth. Ch. <., 

in Holy 

| 1868, marked as tr. by Charles William Schaeiler, 
D.D., 1860, (J. Mo) 

Ich riihme mich eingzig der blutigen 
Wunden. [Love to Christ.) These words 
are given on the frontispiece of the Herrniut 
G. B. 1735, as the motto of that collection. 
They are not however by N. L. von Zinzen- 
dorf, but are taken from st. ii, of a hymn be- 
ginning “Ach alles was Himmel und Erde 
umscbliesset,” which is No. 847 in the Voll- 
stindiges G. B., Hamburg and Ratzeburg, 
1679, in 8 st. of 4 1., and repeated as No. 69 
in Porst’s G. B. ed., 1855. Tr. was-— 

“I glory in nothing, bat in the Wounds bloody.” 
as No. 632, in pt. i. of the Moracian WH. Bk, 1754. In 
the 17*9 and later eds. (1886, No. 451) it begins, © 1H 
glory in nothing but only in Jesus.” {J. M.] 

Ich dir mit Herz und Mund. 
P. Gerhardt. [Thankagiving.] 1st pub. in 
the Criiger-Runge G. B., Berlin, 1653, No, 186. 
in 18 st.of 41. Thence in Wackernagel’s ed, of 
his Geistliche Lieder, No. 85, and Bachmann's 
ed., No. 27. Included in Criigers J’razis, 
1656, and most later collections, as recently in 
the Berlin G. L. S., ed. 1863. Tr. as :— 

© Lord! I sing with mouth and heart. In full in 
J. Kelly's P. G.’s Spir. Songs, 1867, p. 255. 
A cento in 6 st. is found in the Ohio Luts. Hy/., 
1880, No. 364. 
Other trs, are, (1) “ He newer yet has made mistakes,” 

of st, xvil., xvili., as No 475, in pt. i. of the Morarian 
H. Bk, VWi54. (2) “1 sing to with Heort and 
Tongue,” in the Supp!. fo Ger. Psalmody, ed. 1765, p 
65. Included in the Moravian H. Bk,, 1749, No. sou 
1886, No. 647), altered, and beginning, “I'll pra 
Thee with my heart and tongue.” (3) “IL sing te Thee 
with mouth and heart,” by Afiss Cox, 1864, p. 154. (4) 
“I'll sing to Thee with heart and mouth,” by Afiss 
Mani . 1863, p. 108, (5) "* My heart’s warm gush 
breaks forth in mirth,” by &, Masse, 1867. (J. M.) 

Ich weiss mir ein Bliimlein, ist 
hiibsch und fein, [Joly Communion.) This 
is No, 278 in the Une, L, 8., 1851 (mir being 
omitted for metrical reasons), and is there (as 
aleo by Miss Winkworth) erroneously ascribed 
to Basilius Firtsch (b.at Rossla in Tiuringia, 
d. as pastor of Gumperta, near Orlamiinde, in 
1619). Wackernagel gives it a3 anonymous, 
and at v. p. 10 includes four forms, the oldest 
being from - Drey achine geiatliche Lieder,” 
printed separately in 1579. In his Bihlio- 
graphie, p. 309, he had cited a broadsheet 
Zwey schine newe geistliche Lieder, which he 
dated Niirnberg, c. 1560. The form fr. by 
Miss Winkworth is that in the Leipzig G. B, 
1586, in 8 st. Tr. as,“ I know a flower so 
aweet and fair,” ty Miss Winkworth in Lyra 
Eucharistica, 1863, p. 197, repeated in the 
Schaff-Gilman Lib, of Rel. Poetry, “i a 

IM] 



ICH WILL DEM HERREN 

Ich will dem Herren, meinem Gott, 
lo m. Thanksgiving. Included, as 
No. i's Neues geist- 564, in Freyling 
reiches G. B., i714, in l4stof2h Tr. us:— 
Q) “1'1 sing unto my God, the Lord of nature,” as 

No. 679, in pt.i. of the Moravian H. Bk., 1754. > 
“To Lord of all, I'll humbly sing,” as No. 
1103 in th of ian H. Bk., 1401 (sae, No. esas” of 14u8 to the Horarian CI. i) 

Ich will dich lieben, meine Stirke. 
J. ys ies [Love to Christ.] One of the 
finest his hymns, breathing a deep spirit 
of ardent devotion to the Saviour. Ist 
= #8 No. 10 iu Bk. i., 1657, of his Heilige 

( Werke, 1862, i. p. 41), in 8 st. of 
6 1., entitled,“ She [the Soul] promises to love 
Him even unto death.” It passed through 
Freylinghausen's G. B., 91704, into many 
Tecent collections, and is Nu. 417 in the Une. 
L.8., 1851. Tr. as :— 

1. Thee will I love, my strength, my tower, 
Thee will I love, my joy, my crown, a fine ¢r., 
omitting st. ii, by J. Wesley, in H. § Sacred 
Poems, 1739 (P. Works, 1868-72, vol. i. p. 176), 
two lines, ** That all my powers,” &c., being 
taken from bp. Ken. Inciuded in the Wesley 
H. § Spir, Songs, 1753; Wes. H. Bi., 1780 and 
1875; and recently in many English and 
American collections. The form beginning, “I 
thank Thee, uncreated Sun,” in the Amer. Meth. 
Epis, Hymns, 1849, and the Plymouth Coll. 
1855, commences with Wesley's st. iv. 

2. Thee will I love, my strength, my glory, a free 
tr. of st. i., by A. T. Russell, as No, 57 in the 
Dalston Hospital #7, Bé., 1848. In his own 
Ps. § Hys., 1851, No. 186, he added free trs. of 
st. v., vi. 

3. I will love Thee, all my treasure! by Mrs. 
Findlater, in the 2nd ser., 1855, of the H. L. L., 
p. 13 (ed, 1884, p. 80), omitting st. ii. Included, 
more or less altered or abridged, in Cantate 
Domino, Boston, U,S., 1859, Andover Sabbath H. 
Bk., 1858, &e. 

4. Thee will I love, my strength, my tower, 
Thee will I love, my Hope, my Joy. a good ¢r., 
omitting st. ii., vii., by Miss Winkworth, as No, 
150 in her C. B, for England, 1863, 
Other tre. are, (1) “Alas that I not earlier knew 

Thee" (beginning with st iii.) in the Christian 
Examiner, Borton, U. &, Sept. lo, p. 246. (2 
“Thee will I love, my Strength, my Tuwer, Thee wil t 
love, my Joy, my Peace,” by R. Massie, in the Aritish 
Herald, A 3865, p. 56, repeated in Keit's Praise 
Bk, 1872, No. 384. (3) + will I love, my crown, 
my treasure,” by R. Massie, in the /ary of Rest, 1879, 
p. 277. (J. M.] 

Ide, George Barton, p.p., Baptist Mi- 
nister, was b. at Coventry. Vermont, in 1806; 
educated at Middlebury Callegs, Vermont; was 
pastor successively at Boston, Philadelphia, 
and Springfield, Massachusetts, and d. in 1872. 
He edited the ee Harp, Philadelphia, 
1849. To that work he contributed 9 hymns. 
Of these, “ Son of God, our glorious Head (On 
behalf of ministers) ia still in C. U, (J. J.J 

Ide, Mary. (Torrey, Mary.) 

Idiomela. [Greek Hymnody, § x. 11.] 

Idiomelon. [Greek Hymnody, § xvi. 9.) 

‘lSod o Niu épxetat. (Mid- 
might.) This midnight hymn of the Eastern 
Chure! is takew from the Ferial Midnight 
Ottice of the Greek Church, where it is cite 
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at the beginning of the Horologion. The tr. 
“Behold the Bridegroom cometh,” by @G. 
Moultrie, was pub. in Lyra Measianica, 1864, 
p. 50; and again in Moultrie’s Hys. & Lyrics, 
1867, p. 18. It was brought into congrega- 
tional use through the People's H., 1867. It 
is in extensive use in America. {J. J.J 

"Incod yAuKvrarte, [Theoetistus, 8t.] 

ane 6 Swodarns. [Avéorns rpchue- 
pos. 

"Inaovs barép rot Kozpov. St. Andrew 
of Crete. [Palm Sunday.) ‘This is a cento 
rom a canon of three 1, _— at Compline 
on Palm Sunday, The canon dates cir. 660- 
732, and is found in the Greek Office for Palm 
on in the Triodion. (See Daniel, iii. p. 
50.) The cento therefrom translated by Dr, 

eale, “Jesus, hastening for the world to 
suffer,” is compose! of the Srd and 6th 
Troparia of the tirst ode; the 4th of the second 
Ode, and the 6th and 7th of the third Ode, It 
was pub. in The Ecclesiastic and Theologian, 
1853, p. 349, and in his Hys. of the Eastern 
Church, 1862 (ed. 1882, p. 18). (J. JJ 

If God is mine, then present things. 
B. Beddome. (Security in God.) This hymn 
is in C. U. in two forms :— 

1. If God is mine, then present things. This 
peared in the 10th ed. of Ri ‘s Sel., L800, No, at, 
~ ii., in 6 et. of 4.1., and is in somewhat extensive use 

America, but usually m an al form. 
2. If Christ is mine, then mine. This was 

age from Beddome’s was. in bie ( umous) Hymns, 
c., 1817, No, 564, in 6 st. of 41. is is also in C. U,, 

and more especially in America. {J a | aj 

If human kindness meets return. 
G. T. Noel. (Gratitude. Holy Communion. 
Given as No. 45 in 4 st. of 41. in the lst ed. 
of his Pa. d& Hya.,1810. In the 3rd ed., 1820, 
it ia No. 61. It is also in the authors Arren- 
del, or Sketches in Italy and Sw.tzerland, 1826. 
It is in extensive use in G. Brituin and 
America, and usually unaltered, as in the 
New Cong., 1859; and others. (J. J.) 

If I must die, Olet me die. B. Bed- 
dome, [Death Anticipated.) This hymn was 
pub, in Dr. ae ree Buptiet Register, 1794, 

. $19, in 4 st. of 41, in an obituary notice of 
Beddone It there began: — 

“If L must die, O let me die 
‘Trusting In Thee alone,” 

In the Bapt. Register, 1800, p. 312, it is givenas = 
* Lord, must I die? O let me die 

Trusting in Thee alone.” 

This text was Lg ha in the 10th ed, of Rip- 
ge Sel., i800, No. 550 (pt. iii.), and is found 
n a few modern collections, with sometimes 
two additional stanzas (ii. and v.), which were 
added in the 27th ed. of Rippon, 1827. In 
Beddome’s (posthumous) Hymna, &e,, 1817, 
No. 778, it is given in 4 st. from Beddome’s 
MSS, a8 )— 

“+ If I must die '—Oh let me die, 
Trusting in Jesus’ blood.” 

The American Sabbath H, Bk., 1858, and 
others are from this text, {W. T. B.) 

If Paul in Cwsar’s court must stand, 
J. Newton, (St. Pauls Vi .| Given in 
the Olney Hymns, 1779, Bk, i., ee in 
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Sst of +1. It is not usually found in C. U.in 
its full form. A part of the hymn beginning 
with st v., “ Believers now are about, 
was given in the Edinburgh Hys. for the 
Tabernacles, 1800, and in Dr. Alexander's 
Augustine H, Bk., 1849 and 1865. (J. J.J 

If Solomon for wisdom prayed. 
J. Newton. ({Lent.) 1st pub, in the Ol 
Hymns, 1779, Bk. i, No, 32, in 8 st. of 4 1, 
as the second hymn on 1 Kings iii 5, “ Ask 
whut I shall give thee.” In its original form 
it is unknown to the hymuals; but st. v.-viii., 
as “And dost Thou say, Ask what thou 
wilt,” is well known, and in extensive use. 
It appeared in this form in the Arminian 
Magazine, 1781, p. 231. It is viven in many 
modern collections in G, Britain and Ame- 
rica, and usually with slight alterations, which 
vary in different bymnalsa. In the Presby- 
terian Sel. of Hys., Philadelphia, 1861, it 
begins, “ Lord, dost Thou say,” &e. (J. J.J 

If the Lord [my] our Leader be. J. 
Newton. (Jacob's Ladder.) Josiah Bull, in his 
John Newton of Olney and St, Mary Woolnoth, 
1868, says, under date of June, 1774 :— 
“Writing about this time to his sister-in-law, Mrs. 

Cunningham, who had removed to Scotland, be sends her 
a copy of his hymn, entitled ‘Jacob's Ladder,’ saying, 
*Your removal led my thoughts to the subject of the 
following bymn, and therefore you ought to have acopy.’” 
(2nd ed, p. 202.) 

In 1779, the hymn was given in the Olney 
Hymns, Bk. i, No ¥, in 5 st. of & 1, with the 
title “Jacob's Ladder.” It is found in a few 
modern collections in America, (J. J.J 

If there be any special thing. £. 
Caswall, age gi lat pub, in his 
Masque of Mary, &c., 1858, in 6 st. of 41, 
and again in his Hymns & Poems, 1878, p. 247. 
It is in C. U, in three forms, (1) the original 
in the 1862 Suppl. to the H, Noted; (2) as, 
“O Jesu Christ, if aught there be,"«in the 
Appendiz to H. A. & M., 1868, and the revised 
oa 1875; and, (3) “O Jeau Christ, if sin 
there be.” This last is in the Hymnary, 1872, 
and was made by the author’s permission by 
the editors. It changes a meditative piece 
into a hymn and prayer to Our Blessed 
Lord. (J. J.) 

Iisdem creati fluctibus. CC. Coffin. 
Hgery 8 Appeared in the Paris Breviary, 
736, at tins on Thursdays, and again in 

his Hymni Sacri, p. 22, of the same year. The 
text is also in J. Chandler's Hys. of the Prim. 
Church, 1837, No. 26, and in Card. Newman's 
Hymni Ecclesiae, 1888 and 1865. Tr. as :— 

1. The deep a two-fold offspring bore. By J. 
Chaniller, in his Hys. of the Prim. Church, 1837, 
p. 23, in 6 st. of 41. This was repeated in the 
Hymnal for the use of St.John the Ev., §c., 
Aberdeen, 1870. 

2. This day behold the waters bear, By J. D. 
Chambers, in his Lauda Syon, 1857, p. 24. 

3. The fish in wave, the bird on wing, This fr., 
as given in H. A. & M., 1861 and 1875; Allon’s 
Suppl. Hys., 1868; Kenedy, 1863 (altered), and 
others, is by the Compilers of H. A. ¢ Af, based 
upon J, Chandler as above, and the opening line 
from J, Williams's tr,, 1839, 

4.0 the Lord, the King of kings. This 
in the /Tymnary, 1872, is by the editors, based 
ayon J, D>. Chambers’s tr. as above. 

I'M NOT ASHAMED TO OWN 

Another tr, is :— 
The fish in wave, and bird on wing, From selfsame 

waters spring. 1. Williams, in Arit. Mog., 1#34, and 
his Hys. tr. from the Parizian Hrev., 1539. (J. J.) 

T’ll praise my Maker with my [while 
I’ve} breath. [. Watls. (Ps. czlvi.] let 
pub. in his Psalms of David, &c., 1719, in 6 
at. of 6 1, and headed, “ Praise to Giod for His 
Goodness and Truth.” It is sometimes given 
in this form: but the more popular arrange- 
ment, which is in extensive use in all English- 
speaking countries. is that by J. Weasley. be- 
nning, “T'll praise wy Maker while I've 
reath.” This is composed of st. i, iii, iv. 

and yi. somewhat altered. It a in 
Wesley's Ps, & Hys., Charlestown, South 
Carolina, 1736-7; was repeated in the Wesley 
Ps. & Hys., 1748, and in the Wes. H. Bk, 
1780. Another arrangement is, “ Happy the 
man whose hopes rely.” This is composed of 
st. iii., iv., and vi. somewhat altered, and was 
given in Cotterill’s Sel., 1810. Neither the 
original nor the arrangements by Wesley and 
by Cotterill have the doxology which is found 
in some collections. (J. J.J 

I’m but a stranger here. 7. R. Taylor. 
(Heaven the Home.) This hymn, written appa- 
rently during his last illness, was pub, in 
his Memoirs and Select Remains, f W. 8. 
Matthews, 1836, in 4 st. of 8 L, and headed 
* Heaven is my home. Air—* Robin Adair.’” 
In 1853 it was included in the Leeds H. Bk. ; 
and later in numerous collections in G. Britain 
and America, sometimes as “ We are but 
strangers here.” Orig. text in Bap. Pe. & 
Hys., 1858 and 1880, with tempest for “tem- 
pests” in st. ii. 1. 1. (J. J.J 

Alexander, “after an evening spent with my 
venerable father then near the end of his 
earthly pilgrimage, and when he spoke much 
of his longing to depart to and join those who 
had been the companions of his pilgrimage, 
but had preceded him into the better land.” 
(x. »8.) In 1860 it was printed in the 
Sunday Magazine in 5 st. of 81. From that 
magazine it first passed into a few American 
hymnals, and then into the 1874 Supp. to 
the New Cong.; the Hy. Comp., 1876, and 
others, It is the most popular of Dr. Alex- 
ander’s hymns, LW. J.) 

I’m not ashamed to own my Lord. 
I. Watts. (Not ashamed of the 9 a Pub. 
in his Hye. & S. Songs, 1709, Bk. i., No. 103, 
in 4 at. of 4 L, and based on 1 Tim. i. 12. 
Two forms of the hymn are in C.U. The 
first is the original as in the New .. 1859; 
and the second is that in the Scottish Trans- 
lations and Paraphrases, In the Draft T'rs. 
and Paraphes., 1745, Watts’s text was given 
with the alteration of st. i., Il. 3, 4, to 

“ Maintain the glory of his cross 
And honvur all bis laws.” 

In the authorized issue of the Trs. and 
Paraphs,, 1781, this alteration was retained. 
and others were introduced by W. Cameron 
‘(q. v.). This recast has been in use in the 
Churel: of Scotland for more than 100 years, 
and is easily distinguished from the original 
by the alteration noted above. (J. J.J 



IMMENSE COELI CONDITOR 

Immense coeli Conditor. St. Gregory 
the Great? [{Monday.] This bymu, on the 
Second Day of the Creation, bus been fre- 
med ascribed to St. Ambrose, but the 

edictine editors do not acknowl it as 
his, nor is it claimed for him by Luigi Biraghi 
in his Inni sinceri ¢ carmi de Sant Ambrogio, 
Milan, 1862. Mone thinks it is by St. Gre- 
gory, but it is not included in the Benedictine 
edition of St. Gregory's Opera. It is found as 
a Vesper hymn in almost all old Breviaries 
and hymmaries, generally assigned to Monday, 
as in the Roman, Sarum, York, Aberdeen, 
Momurabée and other Breviaries. 

Meme, No. 273, gives the text from a ™s. of the 9th 
cent. at Trier, &c., and says the first verse fs in an 4th 
cent. Ms. at Trier, Daniel gives it at 1,, No, 50, and iv, 
Pp. 80, from: a Rbeinan ms, of the 10th cent, &c. It 
is in four Mss. of the 1th cent. in the Aritish 
Museum (Vesp. D. xii. f. 146,; Jul, A. vi. f. 24b; 
Harl. 2961, f. 2216; Add. 30,844, f.. 72 6), and im the Lat, 
Hys. of the Anglo-Sazon Ch., 1851, p. 17, ts printed from 
an tith cemt. os. (B. iii. 32, f. 6) at Durham. Among 
the St, Gall 58. it ts found in No. 20, of the 9th cent., 
and Nos, 327, 413 of the 1ithcent. Also in Card, Newman's 
Hymni Ecclesiae, 1834 and 1466, &c. (J. M.] 

Translations in C. U.:— 
1. Floods of water, high in air, By T. Whyte- 

head, in his Poems, 1842, p. 72, in 5 st. of 5 1. 
This is a paraphrase rather than a ¢r. of “Im- 
mense coeli Conditor.” In 1872 it was given in 
the Hymnary as “ Lo! the firmament doth bear.” 

2, Lord of immensity sublime. By E. Caswall. 
Ist pub, in hix Lyra Cutholica, 1849, p, 17, in 
Sst. of 4 1, and again in his Hys. ¢ Poems, 1875, 
p. 11. It was repeated in the People's H., 1867. 

8. O Great Creator of the aky. By J. M. Neale. 
Appeared in the enlarged ed. of the H. Noted, 
1854, in 5 st. of 4 L, and thence into the 
Hymner, 1882, &e. 

Translations not in 0. U. :-— 
1, All present Framer of the sky. Mant, 1837. 
2. Almighty Maker of the rn! J. B. Hope, 

1844. 
3. Maker of Heaven! Who spread’st yon proud, 

Hymnarium Anglicanum, 1844. 
4, God of the boundless space. W.J. Copeland, 1844. 

* 6. Lhe Nig my almighty Word, The firmament, &c. 
. Com . . 

6, Lord of unbounded space. W. J. Blew, 1852-55. 
7. Lord of unbounded 5; . Card. Newman, Verses 

on Various Religious #, 1853, and the Marquess 
of Bute’s Rom. Brev. in ish, 1879. 

8. Creator of the heavens, Whose arm. J. D. Cham- 
bers, 1857. 2 

9. Great Creator of the sky. J. Wallace, 1874, 
10. Creator, God immense and wise, Primer, 1736. 

Immortal spirit! wake, arise. Char- 
lotte Elliott. [Morning.] Printed in her Hymns 
for a Week, 1839, and pub. in the same 1842, 
in 10 st. of 4 1, and ay ager for Tuesday 
Morning. It is based on Heb. xii. 1, “ Let us 
run wi tience the race that is set before 
us.” In Whiting’s Hys. of the Ch Catholic, 
1882, it is given in 6 st., and in the Presb. 
Sel. of Hya., Philadelphia, 1861, No. 400, in 
5 st. The latter begins, “Lord, I to Thee 
commit my way,” that is, at. v. and yi. re- 
written, w st. ii-v. are the original st. 
vi-x. i. J.J 

In a land of delight, J. Mont- 
( Midnight.) Pub. in Collyer’s Coll., 

812, No. 920, in 4 st. of 4 1, and headed, 
“A Midnight Thought.” In 1819 it was 
repeated in Cotterill's Sel, No. 343, and 
Montgomery’s Greenland and Cther Poems; 
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in 1825, in his Christian Psalmist ; and in 
1853, in his Original Hymns. Various read- 
ings of st. iv., ll. 3,4, are in C.U. These are 
all by Montgomery, and appeared as follows :— 

1. In Collyer's Coll., 1812 :— 
“Wheu | wake to meet my doom, 

1 will hide in His embrace.” 

2. In Cotterill’s Sel., 1819, and in the 
Christian Psalmist, 1825 :— 

“ Fearless in the day of doom, 
May 1 see Him face to face.” 

8. In Greenland, &e., 1819 :— 
* Fearless in the day of doom, 

May I stand before His face.” 

4. In Original Hymns, 1853 :— 
“When I wake to meet my doom, 

May I see Hit face to face.” 

Of these readings No. 2 is the finest, and is 
also the most popular, {J. J.J 

In age and feebleness extreme. C. 
bboy 4 a in Jesus.) This stanza of 6 L. 
was the last of the magnificent series of 
hymns and spiritual songs associated with the 
name of Charles Wesley. Dr. Whitehead, his 
physician, seems to have been the first to give 
the details to the public. This he did in his 
Life of John Wesley. In Jackson’s Official 
Memoirs of the Rev. Charles Wesley, small ed., 
1548, p. 455, the details are :— 

“ Hence it appears that Mr. John Wesley still enter- 
tained a hope of his brother's recovery. The decree, 
however, was gune forth, and no means could avail for 
the preservation of his life. While be remuined in a 
state of extreme feebleness, having been silent and quiet 
for some time, he called Mrs. Wesley to ligt re- 
quested her to write the following lines at bis — 

* In age and feebleness extreme, 
Who shall ao sinful worm redeem ? 
Jesus, my only Thou art, 
Stren, aay —— and heart; 
0 cou from Thee, 
And drop into eternity.’ 

loftiest songs: and he may be said to have died with a 
hymn to Christ upon bis He lingered till the 29th 

March, iTs#, when he up bis spirit into the 
hands of his God and Saviour, at the advanced age of 
seventy-nine years and three months.” 

The stanza was included in the Wes. H. Bk. 
in 1875, but it had previously appeared else- 
where. It ia not suited for congregational use. 
Its interest lies in its origin and its after 
associations. In G. J. Stevenson's Meth. HZ, 
Bk. Notes, 1883, pp. 522-30, these after 
aasociations are gathered together in a long 
and interesting note. {J. J.) 

In Christ I’ve all my soul’s desire, 
[Christ All in at Appeared in the Chris- 
tian Magazine, 1790, and signed “W. G-_ 
Bristol.” In 1806, it was transferred, with 
alterations, to John Dobells Neto Selection, 
No. 55,in 5 st.of 41. This, the recugnize@ 
form of the text, is in C. U. in G. Britain an@ 
America, including Snepp's Songs of G. & G., 
1872, and the Dutch Art Hye. for the 
Church, N. Y., 1869. (J. 3. 
In domo Patris summae majestatis. 

(Eternal Life.) The text of this hymn ig 
given by Mone, No. 302, from a. 15th cent. 
ms. at Karlsruhe, and with the title “A 
liymn of the various mansions and rewards of 
the Elect in the Heavenly Jerusalem.” The 
tr. by J. M. Neale, “My Father's home etexr— 

| nal,” wus pub. in his Hye, si Mediaeval? 
O 2 

ae 
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on the Joys and Glories of Paradise, 1865, 
ag aud repeated in the P "a H., 1867. 

. Neale says of his fr. that it “is little more 
than an imitation and abbreviation of the 
Latin.” Also tr. as “In my Father's house 
on high,” in Lyra Mystica, 1865, by 
“H. R. B.” (W. A. 8.) 

In dulci jubilo singet und sit vro. 
(Christmas.} This hymn is a mucaronic, 
partly Latin ara pain German. It was a 
greut favourite in Germany till comparatively 
recent times. It has been often ascribed to 
Peter of Dresden, who d. cir. 1440, but is cer- 
tainly older. Wackernagel, ii. pp. 483-486, 
gives 8 versions, varying 3 to 7 st. of 81, 
(See Hoffmann cron Fo "s monograph 
In dulei jubilo, Hannover, 1861, p. 46.) 
The trs. are, (1) ** In dulel Jubilo, now let us sing with 

mirth and jo,” in 3 st, (asin the Psaltes Acclesiasticus, 
Mainz, 1550), in the Gude and Godly Sallates, ed. 1568, 
f, 24 (1868, p. 47). (2) “ Let Jubil trumpets blow, and 
hearts in ute flow,” in 4st. (as in Klug’s G. B., 
wie saiel Ebdon in Lyra Davidica, 1704, p. 7. (3) 
“In dulet Jubllo—to the house of God we'll go” (aa tn 
Klug, mes by Sir J. Bowring, in his Hymns, 1425, No, 
21. (4) ‘In dulet jubilo, sing and shout, all below,” in 
4 et. (as in a Breslau 15th cent. s.). by Miss Wink. 
worth, 1969, p. O4. (5) “ In dulei jubilo, Let us our 
bomage shew,” by R. 1, de Pearsall, first in the Musical 
Times, and then in Novello’s Part Song Book, 2nd 
Series, vol. x., 1487, No, 296 (as in Alng, 1529), 

It has also passed into English through a 
recast (from the text of King, 1529), entirely 
in German, which begins “Nun singet und 
seid fro.” This is in 4 st., and was Ist pub. 
in the Hannover G. B., 1646, p. 222, and has 
been repeated in many subsequent collections 
as in the Berlin G. LZ. 8S. ed., 1863, No. 174. 

Tr. as “Now sing we, now rejoice,” a good and full 
tr. by A. T. Russell, as No 48 in bis Ps, # Hys., 1861. 
Another tr. ty, We all indeed were perish'd,” a tr. of 
st. ili., as No. 302 in pt. 1. of the Moravian H. Bk, 174 

+ ath. 

In every object here I see. J. Newton. 
[Nature lifting the soul to God.) Printed in 
the Mi ine, June, 1774, and included 
in the uns, 1779, in 2 st. of 6 1., and 
headed, “A Thought on the Seashore.” It 
was given in the Leeds S. 8. U. H. Bk., 1833 
and 1879, as No. 128. (J. J 

In exile here we wander. W. Cooke. 
[Septuagesima.) This hymn, pub. in the Hym- 
nary, 1872, under the signature “ A. C. 0.” 
was suggested to Canon Cooke by P. Ger- 
hardt’s * Ich bin cin Gast auf Erden” (q. v.), 
but it is not a fr. of that hymn. It was written 
for the Hymnary. The alteration in Thring’s 
Coll., 1882, of at. iii., Il. 4-8, to 

** And we shall rise in that great day 

1 gh are 
Shall in Thy glory shine.” , 

is the author's authorized text. (J. J.J 

In evil long I took delight. J. Newton. 
Looking at the Cross.) Pub, in the Olney 
ymns, 1779, Bk. ii, No, 57, in 7 st. of 41, 

and headed, “ Looking at the Cross." Al- 
though not referred to by Josiah Bull in his 
account of Newton (John Newton, &c., 1868), 
it seems to be of special autobiographical 
interest as setting forth the great spiritual 
change which Newton underwent. In its 
full form it is rarely found in modern hymn- 
books. Two arrangements are in C. U, Q 
“In evil long I took delight,” abridged, 
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@) “TI saw one hanging on a tree.” The 
tter is mainly in American use. [J. J.] 

In Gottes Namen fahren wir. [T7ra- 
vellers’ Hymn.) This is found in bh 
forins from the l4th to 1th century, au 
was ve — used by yobs on land — 
water, by the crusaders, at pilgrimages an 
— &c. Wackernagel, ii. pp. 515- 
17, gives 6 versions, and at iii. pp. 1229-33, 

gives 5 versions, og tag» from 2 to 29 st., the 
oldest being from a Munich ms. of 1422. 
(See also Hoffmann von Fallersleben, 1861, 

. 70-73, 212-215, &c.) The forms fr. intw 
glish are :— 
LW . ii, No. 680, from the Psaltes Be- 

clesiasticus, Mainz, 1550, in 4st. Tr. as, ** Now in 
nage of God we go," by Miss Winkworth, 1869, 
p- 

i, Wi . W., No. 682, from M. Vehe's 
bdchlein, Leipzig, 1547, in I2st., and altered, in H. 
Bone'’s Cantate, 1447, No. 365. Tr. as, Onward in 
God's name we wend,” by R. F. Littledale, for the 
People's Hyl., 1867, No. 137, omitting st. v., vi. It is 
appointed for ontide, and signed “F, BR." Re- 
peated in Dale's 

iil. Wackernagel, the 
Sonn G. B, 1561; included as No, 1194 in the 
G. 1, 8. 0d, 1463, Tr. as, “In God's name, let us on our 
way,” by Miss Winkworth, in her Lyra Ger., 2nd ser., 
1858, p. 107. Re as No. 180 in her ©. B, for 
England, 

i ; 

other tr. is, “In God's name we our way do go," as 
No. 323 in pt. 1. of the Moravian H. Bk., 1754. 

In Knapp’s Er. L. S., ed. 1865, No. 2744, 
this third form is ascribed to Johann Hilt- 
stein, 1557. Hiltatein’s hymn ( Wackernagel, 
iii. p. 1140, and Unv. L. &., 1851, No. 648) is 
essentially different, (J. M. 

In grief and fear, to Thee, O Lord. 
W. Bullock. (In time of Trouble} Vien 
in his Songs of the Church, Halifax, N. 
1854, me 221-222, in 5 1. of 4 st., entitled, 
“The Church in Plague or Pestilence,” and 
based upon the worda, “God is our Refuge 
and Strength, a very present help in trouble.” 
In 1861 it was given in H. A. & M.; in 1863 
in Kennedy, and again in many other collec- 
tions, and usually with the omission of st. iii., 
which reads :— 

“ Onr sine Thy dreadful anger raise, 
Our deeds Thy wrath deserve; 

But we repent, and from Thy ways 
We never more will swerve.” 

The H. A, & M. text, with st. i, 1. 3, thus: 
“ And while Thy julgments are abroad,” and 
the stanza above quoted, will give the orig. 
text. Its use is somewhat extensive. (J. 3) 

In humble faith, and holy love. T. 
Rennell, (Hély Trinity.] These stanzas by 
Dean Kennell form the words of the anthem 
known by the above first line, No. 304 of the 
Musical Times series, the music — by Dr. 
George M. Garrett. In its original form the 
hymn ia net used as such in the collections, 
but rewritten by Dr. Kennedy as, “ A triple 
light of glory shines,” it was included in his 
ymno. Chriat., 1863. (J. J.) 
In latter days, the mount of God. 

[The Church the House of God.) In the 
Scottisii Translations and Paraphrases of 1745, 
bere is given as No. xxviii. on Is. ii. 2-6, as 
follows :— 

1. 
“ In latter Days, the Mount of God, 

his sacted] House, shall rise 
Above the Mountains and the Hills, 

and strike the wond'ring Eyes. 
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2. 
“ To this the joyful Nations round, 

all Trib-s apd Tongues shall flow ; 
Up to the House of Wud, they'll say, 

to Jacob's God, we'll gu. 

3. 
“ To us he'll point the Ways of Truth: 

the praebed poh we'll oaks 
From Salem and from Zion-Hill 

his Law shall then proceed. 
4 

tbe Nations and the Isles, 
udge supreme, he ll sit ; 

will punish or acquit. 
5. 

“No Strife whall rage, nor angry Feuds, 
disturb these peaceful Years ; 

To plow-shares then they'll beat their swords, 
to Pruning-hooks their Spears. 

6, 
‘gainst Nation rise, 

and slaughter'd Hosts deplore : 
They’tl lay the useless Trumpet by, 
aud study War no move, 

“Then Nation shan’t 

% 
“O come ye, then, of Jacob's house, 

our Hearts now Ivt us join: 
walking in the Light of God, 

with holy beauties shine.” 

The author of this piece is unknown, and 
the piece itself has passed out of use. From 
it, however, there has grown a hymn concern- 
ing the authorship of which much discussion 
has arisen The details of this controversy 
are given under Bruce, M. (q.v.). From evidence 
there adduced we bold that the revision of the 
above, known as, * Betiold the mountain of 
the Lord, * was written by -M. Bruce about 
1764; that after his death in 1767, the ms. was 
given to J. aa for publication; that in 
1781 n published it in his Poems as his 

‘own; and that the same year, as one of the 
revisers of the Scottish Tra and 
Paraphrases, he secured, after some alterations 
and addition of a stanza, also altered from 
the original of 1745, ita insertion therein. 

2. The text as given in Logan's Poems, 
1781, p. 106, No. 5, and which is the nearest 
ap to Bruce’s original that can be at- 
tained, is as follows :— 

1, 
* Behold! the mountain of the Lord 

In latter days shall rise, 
Above the mountains and the hills, 
And draw the wondering eyes. 

2. 
* To this the joyful nations round 

All tribes and tongues shall flow ; 
Up to the hill of God, they'll say, 

And to His house we'll go. 
3. 

** The beam that shines on Zion's Hill 
Shall lighten every lan 

The King who reigns in Zion's towers 
Shall all the world command. 

4. 
“ No strife shall vex Messiah's reign, 

Or mar the peaceful years ; ¢ 
To plotighshares soon they beat their swords, 

0 pruning-hooks their spears. 
4. 

‘o longer hosts encountering hosts, 
Their millions slain deplore ; 

They beng the trumpet in the hall 
And stody war no more. 

“N 

6. 
» Come then—O come from every land, 
= wentip * His lrg j 

And, walking in the it of G 
With holy beauties shine.” “ 

3. As already indicated, this text with slight alterations, and the original st. iv. as above, 
altered to “ Amoug tue nations,” &c., was 
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given in the Scottish Translations and Para- 
phrases, 1781, No. xviii., as follows :— 

St. i, as above, 1741, with 1.3,“ On mountain tops, 
above,” ke. St. fi, as above, ITs. St, fil. as above, 
17sL. Se. iv., from 1745, st. iv. altered. St. v..“ No 
Strite shall rage, nor hostile feuds disturb those praceful 
years,” &, 1741. St. vi, 1. 1, as ITHL; 2, * Shall 

of slain deplore"; Ul. 3 and 4 as 1741. Se vil. 
“Come, then, 0 house of Jacob! come"; Ll. 2,3, 4 a8 
1741. Modern editions are somewhat different from this, 

4. In this last form the hymn has been in 
authorized use in the Chureh of Scotland for 
more than 100 years, and is found in the 
bymuals of most English-speaking countries. 
It shouid be designated as Scottish T'rs, & 
Paraphs., 1745, rewritten by M. Bruce, and 
altered by J, Logan. 

5. In fins J. E. Leeson’s Pur. and Hymna, 
&c., 1853, this hymn is given as rewritten by 
her for that collectiun as,“ The mountain of 
Jehovah s house.” It ia in 5 st, of 4 1. 
An ‘ther form, dating from Belknap’s Pa & 
Hymne, Boston, 1795, beginning “ O'er moun- 
tain tops, the mount of God,” is in C, U. in 
America. (J. J.J 

In life’s gay dawn, when sprightly 
youth. 7. Blacklock. (Children.] 1st ap- 

as No. 16 in the Draft Scottish Trans- 
iona and Paraphrases, 1781, as a version of 

Eccles. xii. 1, in 4 st. of 4 lines. In the pub- 
lic worship ed. issued in that year by the 
Church of Scotland, and still in use, daten in 
st. i., 1. 1, was altered to morn, and 8 other 
linea rewritten. In the markings by the 
eldest dauyhter of W. Comeron (q. v.) vscribed 
© ee — in hay od Coll., 

asgow, 1867, and in erica in the Spring- 
Coll., 9833. In the American Prot. Epis. 

copal Coll., 1826, No, 92, it was altered to *O, 
in the morn of life, when youth,” This was 
followed in America in Bap, Psalmist, 
1843; Cheshire Association Christian Hymna, 
1844; and further altered to * In the glad momnm 
of life, when youth,” in Adams & Chapin’s 
Coll., 1846, or to “In the bright morn of life, 
when youth,” as in the Bap, Praise Bk., New 
York, 1871. (J. M.j 

In natali Domini. rrdpaager This 
i probably ia of the 14th or 15th cent. 

ackernagel, i. pp. 202-203, gives five versions 
varying from 2 to 6 st., the oldest being froma 
a 1dth cent. ms. at Munich. The form tr. inte 
English is his No, 323—which a» witha 
the German in 6 st. of 7 1. in the Knchiridiog, 

istliker leder, Wittenberg, 1571. Daniel, i_, 
o. 474, quotes it from Wackernagel’s lat 

ed. (1841). It has passed into English 
through the German “Do (Da; Christus 
gebaren war Friwden sick der Engel schar.** 
which gone with the Latin, 1571, ag 
above, and thence in Wackernagel, iv. p. 790, 
in 6 st. of 7 1., repeated as No. 26 in the Une’ 
L.8., 1851. Tr. as:— 
Hark! the heavenly hosts laim. A tr. 

st. i, i, iv., by A. T’ Ruseell as Non 50 ay Ps. eS Hys., tx31, Slightly altered and beginning “ Hark, the 
angel chotre,” as No. t01 in Ken vy. 1863, Another 
tr, is On the birthday of the Lord.” By Dr. Little dale in Lyra Messianica, 1564, (J. M. 

In never ceasing songs of praise. 
B. Beddome, (The overruling of all for Good J 
Pub. in his (posthumous) tho &e., 1817, 
No. 34, in 5 st. of 61. In this form it is not 
in C. U.; but the hymn “ Temptations, trials, 
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doubts and fears,” included in the 1800 ed. of 
Kippon s Sel., No. 286, pt. ii., bas many lines 
in common. Whether Beddome’s 1817 text 
is Rippon's 1800 text expanded from 3 st. of 
4 1. to 5st. of 6 1, or whether the 1800 text 
was abridged by Rippon from Beddome's ms., 
we cannot say. (J. J.) 

In noctis umbré desides. C. Coffin. 
(Advent.] Appeared in the Paris Breviary, 
1736, for Compline in Advent; and —_ u 

Coffin’s Hymni Suecri, 1736, p. #3. The text 
is also in J. Chandler's Hys. of the Primitive 
Church, 1837, No. 12, and Curd. Newmans 
Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 and 1865, Tr. as :— 

1, While we our weary eyelids close. By J. 
Chandler, in his Hys. of the Prim, Ch., 1837, 

It is repeated in a few collections. 
2. When shades of night around us close. [iy 

the Compilers of H. A. § M. Ist printed in 
their trial copy, 1859, and then in the Ist ed., 
1861, 

3, When night has veiled the earth in shade. 
By the Editors of the Hymnary, 1872, principally 
from the ¢rs. by J. Chandler and J, D, Chambers, 

Translations not in C, U. :— 
1. And now with shades of nightopprest. /. Williams, 

1839. 
2. When clouds of darkness veil the sky. A, Camp- 

1850 bell. a 
3. In Night's dim shadows lying. W. J. Blew. 

185 2-6, 
4. In shadowy night, whilst drowsy sleep, J. D. 

Chambers. issi. OI. J.) 

In passione Domini, qua datur salus 
homini. St. Bonaventura, [Passiontide.) 
This is ascribed to St. Bonaventura, and is 
given in his Opera, Mainz, 1609, vol. vi. p. 417, 
as a hymn for a Little Office of the Passion at 
Matins, Mone, No. 84, gives the text from 
three mas. of the 14th cent., one at Strassburg, 
and two (one of which belonged to the abbey 
of Reichenau) at Karlsruhe. He mentions 
another ms. at Karlsruhe as assigning it to 
Compline on the festival of the Crown of 
Thorns; and Daniel, iv. p. 219, in giving the 
text of Mone, cites it as a hymn at Matina on 
this festival in the Constanz Breviary, 1516. 

(W. A. 8.] 
Translations in C. U. :— 
1, In the Lord's atoning grief. By F, Oakeley. 

Written in 1841 for use in Margaret Street 
Chapel, London, of which the translator was 
then the Incumbent, and pub. in his Devotions 
Commemorative of the Passion of Our Lord, &c., 
1842. In 1852 it was included, with altera- 
tions, in J7ys. and Jntroits, and thence, in 1861, 
into Ji, A. & M., in 5 st. of 4.1. This text 
hus been repeated in several collections, and | 
sometimes abridged to 3 st. as in Thring’s Coll., 
1882, | 

2. In our Lord's atoning grief. This arrange- 
ment of Canon Oakeley’s tr, appeared in the 
Cooke & Denton Hymnal, 1853, Ne. 68, and was 
repeated in Chope’s Hymnal, 1864, St. L, ii, 
iv. are from Oakeley, and iii. is new. 

Translation not in 0, U. :— 
oe woudrous passion life,O Lord, J. D. 

I 

Chambers. 

(J. J.) 
In streets and openings of the gates. 

J, Logan, [Voioe a Wisdom.) Ist pub. in 
the Scottish Translations and Paraphrases, 
1781, No. x.,in 7 st. of 41. We have ascribed 

IN THE HOUR OF TRIAL 

this paraphrase to J. Logan on evidence given 
in the memoir of M. Bruce in this work (q.v-). 
In Miss J. E. Leeson’s Parapha. and ) a 
1853, No, 43, this hymn opens with the same 
first line; but it is a rewritten form of the 
hymn in 4 st. by Miss Leeson. (J. J.J 

In the beginning God said “Be!” 
J. Montgomery. ([Creation.} This hymn is 
dated in the origimal us, * Written at Dios- 
dale, Sep. 22, 1835." In 1853 it was in- 
cluded in Montgomery’s Original Hymna, 
No, 2, in 4 st, of 4 L, and entitled * The 
Creation and Dissolution of all Things.” Its - 
use is limited. : By. J.j 

In the Cross of Christ I [we] glory. 
Sir J. Bowring. (Glorying in the Cross, 
Pub. in his Hymns, 1825, in 5 st. of 41., au 
based upon Gal, vi. 14, It has passed into 
numerous collections in G. Britain and Ame- 
rica, and is one of the most widely known of 
the author's hymns. I[t is sometimes given 
as“ In the Cross of Christ we glory.” (J. J.J 

In the fields with their flocks abid- 
ing. F. W. Farrar. [Christmas Carol.) 
Written in 1871 for one of the Harrow Con- 
certs, and subsequently embodied by Mr. John 
Farmer in his Oratorio Christ and his Soldiers. 
From the Oratorio it was transferred, together 
with the original music, to Mrs. Brock’s 
Children's H. Bk., 1881. It is also in several 
other collections. (J. J. 

In the hour of my distress. R. Herrick. 
(Litany to the Holy Spirit.) This litany was 
pub. in his Noble Numbers, &e,, 1647, in 12 st. 
of 4.1.; and in Dr. Grosart'’s Early English 
Poets, 1869, vol. iti. p. 182. The form in 
which it is found in C. U. is that of a cento. 
The stanzas chosen vary in the lhymnals, those 
usually omitted being too quaint for congre- 
— use. Insome collections it begins In 

@ time of my distress.” It is also sometimes 
given as “In the hour of deep distreaa,” with 
the refrain * Good Spirit, comfort me.” This 
form of the text appeared in Cotterill’s Sed., 
1819, where it was pee as a sequel to “O 
Thou from Whom all goodness flows.” It is 
in extensive use in G. Britain and America. 
Orig. text in Lyra Brit., 1867, p. 306. [See 
English Hymnody, Early, § ix.) (J. J.) 

In the hour of trial. J. Montgomery. 
(Jn Trial and gy ema Montgomery's 
originw! ms. of this hymn is dated “ October 
13, 1834,;"’ and on it the names of twenty-two 
persons are written to whom he sent ms. copies, 
together with the dates on which they were 
sent [M. mss.]. The text is the same as that 
ge in Montgomery's Original Hymne, 1853, 
No, 193, in 4 st. of 8 1, with the except‘on 
of st. iii, 1 4, which rends, “ O'er the sacri- 
fice.” Four forms of the text (besides minor 
alterations, are in C, U.:— 

1. The authorized text of 1r53. This was given in 
Mercer's Ch. I's. & H. Bk, 1854, and bas become 
preg rg,  A name in G, Hritain and America. This 
text is t given in the Hy, Comp, with st. L, L 2, 
Jesu for “ Jesus," and Bp. Bickersteth's note (in 1876) 
on bis text: ** This bymn, by J. Montgomery (1425) is 

ven, as varied by F, A, Hutton (1861),” is he error 
with regerd to date and text, 

2. An altered text by Mrs. Frances A. Hutton, given 
in Prebendary H. W. .Hutton’s (Lincoln) Supplement 
and Litanies, ¥.D. teat is easily recognised by 
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comparing the Mont- gomery ~~ concluding stanza with that by Mo 

When, in duet aad ” en, im dust and ashes, 
To the grave | sink, 

Mrs, Hutton. 

“When my last hour 
cometh, [and pain ; 

While heaven's glory with strife 
flashes When my dust returneth 

O'er the shelving brink, To the dust ayain ; 
On Thy truth relying, On Thy truth relying 
Yhrough that mortal Through that 
eee bag a 

Lord, receive me, d % Jesus, (ake we, ying, 
To eternal life.” ving To eternal life,” 

3, The text as in Thring’s Coll., 1842, which is Mrs. 
Hutton’s text slightly altered. 

4. The text in Church Mys., 1871. The alterations in 
st. fil., iv., are by the editors. ‘This text may be easily 
recognised im any other collection by st. iv., Ul. 1, 2:— 

** When lamp low 
Sinks in death's last pain,” £.. 

The opening lines of this hymn have been 
the subject of much controversy, it being held 
by many that the petition, 

** In the hour of trial, 
Jesus, pray for me," 

ie unscriptural. That Montgomery hitmeelf 
Was not at one time quite satisfied with the 
petition is evident fiom the fact that a copy 
of the bymn in his handwriting, dated 
“Sheffield, Apl. 25, 1835,"" (Wincobank Hall 
mas.) reads : 

** In the boar of trial, 
Jesus, stand by me.” 

The outcome of this difficulty is found in 
the following readings of this line :— 

. or nal Ma. 

: x prone ob Sal ans; Wr erteok Hall es. 
5 x or me, ery, (. Hys., 1853. 
& Josent Atip foe west Bees 
5, Jean, plead forme. Thring's Coll, 

When these varions forma of the text are 
taken into account, it is found that this hymn 
ranks in popularity with the best of Mont- 
gomery’s productions. (J. J.J 

In the morning hear my voice, J. 
Montgomery. (Daily Prayer.) Moutgomery’s 
original ms. of this hymn is dated “ Jany. 7, 
1834,” and on it are given the names of fif- 
teen persons to whom copies were sent. Mont- 
gomery pub. the hymn in his Original Hymns, 
1853, No. 80, in 5 at. of 4 1, as “A Prayer 
for every day aud all day long.” Its use is 
mainly confined to America. [J. J.J 

In the night of my solitude knee 
alone. J. D. Burns. [Night.) Appeare 
in bie little book of _ and hymns, The 
Evening Hymn, 1857, No. 22, in 6 st. of 4 
double lines, and headed “In the night His 
song shall be with me.” It deals with the 
“night” of “solitude,” “ sorrow,” “ tempta- 
tion,” “* sickness,” “ desertion,” and “ life,” a 
stanza being devoted to each. It is a most 
effective hymn for private devotion. It ia in 
Dale’s English H. Bk., 1875. (J. J.j 

In the sun and moon and stars, Bp. 
R. Heber. (Advent.) Appeared in the Chris- 
tian Observer, Oct. 1811, in 4 st. of 41, and 
headed “ 2nd Sunday in Advent—Luke xxi.” 
It was re with some changes in the text 
in Heber's posthumous Hymne, &c., 1827, p.9, 
This text is that usually followed in the hymn- 
books in G. Britain and America. [J, J.) 
In Thee we live, and move, and are. 

John Mason. [Providence.} This is a most 
successful cento emnpiled by Dr. Kennedy 
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for his Hymno. Christ., 1863, No. 1409, in 5 st. 
of 4 1. Itis from various “ Songs” in Mason's 
Spiritual Songs, or Songs of Praise, first pub. 
in 1683 as follows :— 

St. i, From “Song of Praise for Preservation," st. tii,, 
l. 1-4, St. di. From “Song of Praise for Providence,” 
Bt. fil, 1. 4. St, iil. From ‘Song of Praise for Pro- 
tection,” at. L, 1.58. St. bv. From “ Song of Praise fur 
Protection,” st. Hi, lo ld. St.¥, From “Song of P. for 
Family Prosperity,” st. v., 1. 5-3. 

These “ Songs" are Nos, iv., ¥., vi. and viii. 
respectively, and are found in full in D. Sedg- 
wick’s reprint of Masun’s Songs of Praise, 
1859. i 
In Thy Name, O Lord, assembling. 

T. Kelly. (Public Worship.) lst pub. in his 
Hymns... Not before Pullished, 1815, No. 24, 
in 3 st. of 61, (Hymns, 1858, No. 871.) In 
its original form it ix in extensive use, and as 
“In Thy courts, O Lord, assembling,” it is 
also found in several collections. The latter 
text was given in Martineau’s Hymns, 1840 
and 1873, and others. 

In token that thou shalt not fear. 
H, Alford. [Hol Baptism.) In Mrs. Alford'’s 
Life of Dean Alford the origin of this hymn 
is thus stated :— 

“Some lines on ‘The Sign of the Cross in Baptism ' 
(suggested by Hooker's Secl. Policy, Bk. ¥., sec. 65) 
were written at this time. They were sung four years 
afterwards in Wymeswold Church as a hymn when bis 
first child was christened, and since their publication 
they have come to be used not unfrequently on the 
occasion of a Baptism.” Life, il. p. TH. 

The passage from Hooker here referred to 
by Mrs. Alford is ;— 

“Seeing therefore that to fear shame which doth 
worthily follow sin, and to bear undeserved ch 
pooererreas is the general duty of oll men professing 
Christianity ; seeing also that onr weakness while we 
are in this present world doth need towards spiritual 
duties the help even of corporal furtherances, and that 
by reason of natural intercourse between the highest 
and the lowest powers of man’s mind in all actions, bis 
fancy or imagination ing In it that special note of 
remembrance, than which there is nothing more forci- 
ble where either too weak, or too strong a conceit of 
infamy and disgrace might do t bann, standeth 
always ready to put forth a kind of necessary beljin 
hand; we are in that respect to ucknowledge the 
and profitable use of this ceremony, and not to think it 
superfluous that Christ hath His mark applied upon 
that part where bashfulness appeareth, in token that 
they which are Christians should be at no time ashotmed 
of His ignominy.” 

The hymn was written at Heale, during 
Alford’s stay from June 5 to July 17, 1882, 
with his uncle, Mrs. Alford's fatter, and wag 
first printed in the British Magazine, Dec, Is32. 
In 1833 it was a in Alford’s anonymous 
Poems & Poetical Fragments, and subsequently 
in most of his poetical works and collections 
of liymns, including his Year of Praise, 1867, 
In the numerous collections in which it is 
fuund, both in G, Britain and America, it is 
usually given in a correct form. It is some- 
times found “In token that we should not 
fear.” It is cage in a greater number of 
hymn-books than any other hymn for Holy 
Baptism, and in popularity it ranks amongst 
the Dean's hymns as second only to hia 
“Come, ye thankfal people, come.” [J. J.J 

In vain Apollos’ silver tongue. 3B. 
Beddome, (eote Sermon.] Appeareil anony- 
mously in Rippon's a. Sel., 1787, No. 360, 
in 2st.of 41, In Beddome's (posthumo 8) 
Hymns, 1817, No. 588, there is a hymn in 
3 st of 41, beginning “In vain does Janul’« 
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suasive tongue.” The former hymn is 
either the latter rewritten from 3 st. to 2, or 
the latter is the former expanded. As Beddome 
supplied Rippon with many of his hymns in 
a gprs the 1817 text is the RE 

Incarnate God! the soul that knows. 
J. Newton. [Safety of the Bel-ever.) Pub. in 
the Olney Hymna, 1779, Bk. i., No. 47, in 
8 st. of 4 L, and headed“ Tue Believer's 
Safety. Psalm xci.” It is in use in its 
original form, and also as,“ O God most high. 
the soul that knows.” This altered form of 
at. i., vi-viii. was made by W. J. Hall for his 
Mitre H. Bk., 1836, No. 83. Sometimes, as in 
the New Mitre, 1875, » doxology is ie 

J.J 

Incarnate Word, Who, wont to 
dwell. Bp. R. Heber. ——— .) A 
peared in his (posthumous) Hymna, iE. 182, 
p. 32, in4 at. of 4 1, and appointed for the 
2nd 8. after Epiphany. It is given in several 
collections in an unaltered form, Another 
form, “ Messiah, Lord, Who, wont to dwell,” 
is also in C. U. This was given in Martineau's 
Hymna, 1840. (J. J. 

Indulgent God, to Thee I raise. T. 
Coles. [Praise for Salvation.) Included 
anonymously in the L0th ed.of Rippon’s Bapt. 
Sel., 1800, No. 299 (Pt. iii), in 6 at. of 4 L, and 
headed “ Happy in the Salvation of God.” In 
some copies of the 1827 edition of Rippon the 
blank is filled in with “Coles.” A Dr. 
Rippon’s death in 1836, three —_—s of Bs 
a tare (1) his origina as revi 

in 1 r ; (2) an edition pub, by Hall, Virtue 
& Co., which was a reprint of Rippon’s 1800 
edition with additions; and (3) The Compre- 
hensive Rippoa, 1844. In No. 2 this hymn is 
ascribed to “B. Francis.” and in No. 3 to 
“ Francis.” That No. 1 in giving it to “ T. 
Coles.” is right is evident from a communica- 
tion from B. F. Flint, grandson of B. Francis, 
to D. Sedgwick, dated “Jan. 26, 1859," in 
which he says **Indulgent God, to Thee I 
raise,’ ascribed to my Grandfather, is not his, 
but was written by the late Rev. Thomas 
Coles of Bourton.” {J. J.J 

Pac run fre . the skies. 
. ne e. ay.) In the p. maa, 

this hymn, No. 76, is heed “God intreated 
for Jerusalem. A hymn for a Fast Day, 
from Isa. lxii., 6, 7,’ and is dated *Jau, 4, 
173}." It is also in the Brooke mss, It was 

b. in Doddridge's (posthumous) Hymns, &c., 
755, No, 120, in 10 st. of 4 1. with the 

hea jing changed to “* God intreated for Zion; 
Isniah lxii.,6,7, Fora Fast Day; or, A Prayer 
for the revival of Religion; ” and repeated in 
J. D. Humphreys’s ed. of the same, 1839, 
No. 156, It is usually given in the hymn- 
books in an abridged form, and sometimes as 
“ Thou glorious Sovereign of the Skies.’ (J. J.] 

Ingemann, Bernhardt Severin, was 
b. at Thor Kildstrup, Island of Falster. May 
28,1789. From 1822 to his death in 1862, he 
was Professor of the Danish Language and 
Literature at the Academy of Soro, Zealand, 
Denmark. He was a poet of some eminence. 
His collected works were pub. in 1851, in 34 
volumes. Seven of hia aymna fr, into English 
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are given in Gilbert Tait’s Hymnsof Denmark, 
a _The only hymn by him in English 

. U. ig 
jennem Mat Traengeel. Unity and ——. 

1 sates 1425, and'ie given in the Unt Tilloeg til n- 
isk-christel Co , 1859, No. 502. 

the night of doubt and ite tr. form as * Throw: 
- become 

tries. 
sorrow,” by the Rev. 5, Baring-i it bas 
widely known in most English coun 
‘The tr. was pub. tu the « eople’s H., 167, It was greatly 
improved in HM, A. & M., 1875, and has been specially set 
to music by several composers. (J. J.J 

Ingham, Benjamin, wa. The details 
of the life of this hymn-writer are given in 
the article on Inghamite Hymnody. Ingham’‘s 
hymns appeared in the Kendal H. Bk., 1757, 
and in various editions of the English Moravian 
H. Bk. The 1886 ed. of the Moravian H. Bk. 
contains the following hymns by him :— 

1. Jesus, my Saviour, full of grace. Jesus All im All, 
2. The ome thing needful, that good part. Mary's 

Choice, (J. J.] 

Inghamite os Ar gg: 6 The Inghamite 
Society was fonnded by the Rev. Benjamin 
Ingham, brother-in-law to the Countess of 
Hunting.lon. He was b. at Osset, Yorkshire, 
June 11, 1712, and educated at Queen’s 
College, Oxford. At Oxford he made the 
acquaintance of Whitefield and the Weale 
a circamstance which greatly influenced his 
after life. In 1735 he was ordained by the 
Bishop of Oxford (Dr. John Potter), and in 
October of the same year he sailed with C. 
Wesley to Georgia, in America. On the 
voyage he made the acquaintance of several 
Moravian missionaries, who were also pro- 
ceeding to America, and on his arrival in 
that country he joined them in their work. 
Returning to England in 1748, he 

ing in various churches and chapels 
 Waketicld, Leeds, and Halifax; but in 
June, 1739, he was inhibited from preach- 
ing in any of the churches in the diocese of 
York. He continued to labour with the 
Moravians in Bedfordshire, Nottinghamshire, 
Lancashire, and Yorkshire, &c., where several 
Moravian zettlements were subsequently estab- 
lished, that at Fulneck, near Leeds, being on 

und given to the Society by Ingham. 
ngham’s Society and chapela were, however, 

distinct from the Moravians, and his preachers 
looked to him as their head. In 1755, at a 
general meeting of his preachers, at Winewall, 
near Colne, in Lancashire, he was elected 
General Overseer of the Societies, and William 
Batty (q.v.), and James Allen (q.v.) were 
chosen as his fellow-helpers, who were set 
aside for their work by prayer and the laying- 
on of hands by Ingham. At about that time 
the Inghamites had upwards of eighty chapels, 
but mainly through internal diasensions they 
have dwindled to a very small number. The 
first hymn-book published for the use of thia 
society waa printed at Leeda, »nd was dmwn 
mainly from the Lady Huntingdon Coll. The 
most important collection was that known as 
the Kendal Hymn Book, which was published 
in 1757, and to it an A iz was added in 
1761. The editor of this book was James 
Allen, who contributed about one-half of the 
contents. The other contributors were Chris- 
topher Batty, William Batty, John Green, 
Benjamin Ingham, and four or five others. 
Ingham seems to have written Nos. 3 and 85 
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{s. 488]. Half-a-dozen hymns from this book 
are all that are found in modern hymn-books, 
outside the Inghamite official collection. (For 
further detaiis concerning Ingiam and the 
Inghamites see Life pi Times of Selina, 
Countess of Huntingdon, Lond, ae 7 

conta Charlotte H. [Various.] 
lis, Margaret Maxwell, 

Murray, was b. at Sanqular, Dumfriesshire, 
Oct. 1774, and was married tirst to Mr. Finlay, 
and secondly to Mr. John Inglis, on officer of 
the Excise, who d. in 1826. re. Inglis d. at 
Edinburgh, Der. 1843. Her Miscellaneous 
Poems were pub. at Edinburgh in 1838 
(Rogeis’s Sacred Minstrel, p. 75). (J. J.J 
Ingolstiitter, Andreas, was b. at Nurn- 

berg, April 9, 1633, where he became 
superintendent of the market, and where he d. 
June 7, 1711. In 1872 he was admitted a 
member of the Pegnitz Shepherd and Flower 
Order, anct was in 1674 crowned as 8 poet. 
Of his seven or eight hymns (of which six 
were contributed to the Pegnitz Andachte- 
klang, 1673-91) one has passed into Englirh: 

Hinab geht Obristi Weg. [Husmility.] 1st pub. 
in the Poetischer A , Niirnberg, 
1673, No. 39, in 7st. of BR 1.; and is founded on 
meditation, No. 261, of Dr. H. Miiller’s Geistliche 
Erquickstunden, Included in Knapp's Fe. L. &, 
1837, No. 2198, in 6 st. Tr. as:-— 

Christ's path was sad and lowly, A good fr. 
from Knapp by Mrs. Findlater in the Srd Ser., 
1858, of the I. L. L., p. 8 (1884, p. 185), 
repeated in the Irvingite H. for use of the 
Churches, 1871. In Bp. Ryle’s Coll., 1860, it 
begins “ Lowly, my soul, be lowly.” 
Another tr. is “Still downward goes Christ’s way,” 

by J. D. Burns, in the sumily Treasury, 1459, p. 192 
(Remains, 1869, p. 248). (J. M.J 
Instantis adventum Dei. C. so 

[Adrent.] Given in the Paris Brev.. 1736, 
as the hymn at Matins for Sundays, and Ferial- 
days in Advent, It was also included in the 
authur’s Hymni Sacri, 1736, p. 82: in J. 
Chandler's Hys. of the Primitive Church, 1837, 
No, 86; and in Card, Newman's Hymni Keele- 
siae, 1838 and 1865, It is tr. as:— 

1, The Advent of our God. Our Prayers, &c, 
By J. Chandler. Ist pub. in his Hys. of the 
frim. Church, 1837, p. 34, and subsequently 
included in numerous collections, and sometimes 
with considerable alterations as noted below. 
Its use is more extensive than any other fr. of 
this hymn. 

2. Our God approaches from the skies. By 
I. Williams. Ist pub. in his Ays. Tr. from the 
Parisin Brev., 1839, p. 45. This was given in 
the Salisbury H. Bk, 1857, as “God cometh! 
and e’en now is near;" and was repeated, with 
further alterations, und the introduction of some 
lines from Chandler, in the Sarum Hyi,, 1868, 
as “The Advent of our God! Behold, the Lord 
is near.” 

3. The coming of our God, our Prayers, &o. This 
tr.in KR. Campbell's Ays. and Anthems (St. 
Andrews Hymnal), 1850, is based upon J. 

Chandler, st. i--iii. being repeated almost word 
for word, The tr, by fk. Campbell in Mr. O. 
Shipley’s agg Sanctus, 1884, is this text of 
1850, partly rewritten, specially st. jij, but 
several of Chandler's lines aa still retained. 

née 
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4. Lest the Comer tarry long. By W. J. Blew. 
Ist printed for use in his own Church cir. 1851, 
and then in his CA. Hy. and Tune Book, 1852 
and 1855, It is repeated in Rice’s Hymns, 1870, 

6. The Advent of our God. Let us with prayers. 
i A. Johnston, in his English Hyl., 1856 and 

1. 
6. The Advent of our King. Our prayers, &o, 

This tr. appeared in the trial copy of H. A. M., 
1859, and again in the Ist ed., 1861, and the 
revised ed., 1875. It is J. Chandler's tr. very 
much altered by the Compilers of H. A. & M. 

7. Lift up the Advent strain, This renderin 
appeared in the Parish H. Bk,, 1863 and 1875, 
and the Hymnary, 1872. It is J. Chandler's fr. 
slightly altered. 

8. To hail Thine Advent, Lord, we lift. In 
Mercer's Ch, Psalter und Hy. Bk., Ox. ed., 1864, 
No. 75, is J. Chandler's tr. rewritten from &. M. 
into L. Mm. This was probably done by Mercer, 

8. The Advent of our King! Yor this prepare 
the way. This is the Rev. F. Pott's revision of 
J. Chandler's tr. in Hys. fitted to the Order of 
Com. Prayer, 1861. 

10. The Advent of our God, Behold the Lord, &c. 
This in the S. P. C. K. Church Hys., 1871, is a 
cento from J, Chandler, I. Williams, the Sarum 
Hyl., 1868, and some lines newly rendered by 
the Editors of Church Hys. 

Translations not in 0, U.:— 
1. To haste Thine Advent from the skies. J. 0. 

Chambera, 1857. 
2. The advent of our God and King. G. Moultrie, 

1870. 
3. The Advent of our God at hand. J. C. Barle, in 

0. Shipley’s Annus Sanctus, 1844, (J. J.J 

Interval of grateful shade. P. Dod- 
dridge. [Evening] In the “p. mss.” this 
bymn is given in full, but without date. In 
1755, it was included in Doddridge’s (prsthu- 
mous) Hymns, aa the second of the “ Hymns 
on Particular Occasions and in Uncommon 
Measures,” being No. ecelxiii. of the volume, 
in 70 lines, and entitled * Au Evening Hymn, 
to be used when composing oneself to sleep.” 
It is also in J. D. Humplreys’s ed. of the 
H 1839, No. 809. In 1812, Dr. Collyer 

ve the complete bymn in his Col ty 
fividing the same, as in Doddridge’s Hymna, 
into three parts, and using each part as a 
separate hymn. He also divided the unbroken 
lines of the original into stanzas. ‘The three 
hymns thus ie were ;— 

* Interval of grateful shade.” 
“ What though downy (peaceful) slumbers flee.” 
**Woat if death my sleep invade.” 

. This arrangement was repeated in Bicker- 
ateth’s Christian Psalmody, 1833, Nos. 489, 
490, 491, in Elliott’s Ps. @ Hys., 1835, No, 
427, and other collections. In this manner 
these three hymns were handed down to 
modern collections. A cento from the m is 
also in ©, U. It begins: “ Heavenly Father, 
gracious Name.” (See Eng, Hymnody, Early, 
§ xiv.) (J. J.] 

Into the heav’n of the heav’ns hath 
He gone. H. Bonar. [Ascension.] Giver 
in the 3rd Series of his Hys. of Faith & Hope, 
1867. in 8 st. of 4 L,and headed,“ The Song of 
the Lamb.” The cento, “ Blessing, and honour, 
and glory, and power,” in 3 st. in Laudes 
Domini, N. Y., 1884, and others, is taken from 
this hymn. (J. J 
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Iota. In W. Carns Wilson's Friendly 
Vieitur, and in The Children’s Friend this is 
the nom de plume of Dorothy A. Tbhrupp. 

Ira justa Conditoris. [Passiontide.} 
In the Office of the Most precious Blood of 
our Lord Jesus Christ this is the hymn at 
Matina. 
This Office is one of those added to the Roman Fre- 

eiary since 1735. In the Bologna ed., 1827, it is given 
in the Appendiz to the Pars Vernalis as one of the 
festivals of March, and asa double of the first clase; 
but by a decree of Pope Pius IX., Aug. 10, 1549, it is 
ranked as a double of the second class and appointed 
for the Ist Sunday in July. 

The text is found as above in the Appendix, 
1827, p. 233, in 6 st., and is repea in aub- 
sequent editions of the Roman Breviary. Also 
in Daniel, ii, p. 355. (J. M.) 

Translation in C. U.:— 
He Who once in righteous vengeance, fo 

Caswall. Pub. in his Lyra Catholica, 1849, 
. 85, in 6 st, of 6 1; and again in his Hys. ¢ 
joems, 1873, p. 47. In 1853, st. i., iv.-vi. were 
iven in the Cooke & Denton Hymnal, No, 6. 

is arrangement of the text has been repeated 
in a large number of hymn-books in G. Britain 
and America,.and is the popular form of the 
hymn. In the 1862 Appendix to the H. Noted, 

o, 298, the full text is given; and in the 
Hymnary, 1872, st. iii, is omitted, [J. J.J 

Irish ody. Although there are 
numerous hymns and sacred poems of great 
excellence in the Irish, Latin, and English 
languages which are the oe of 
writers of Irish alge ell agiegry pony not 
possess a distinctive hymnody as is the case 
with England, Scotland, France, Germany, 
and America, &c. The best and fullest 
account of what was done in the earliest days 
of Irish history is contained in The Book of 
Hymns of the Ancient Church of Ireland, by 
J. H. piers DD., 2 eg ag ie These 
hymns are taken from the Liber Hymnorum, a 
=i the Library of Trinity College, Dublin ; 
with various readings from the well-knowa 
Anti rium in the Ambrosian 
Library, Milan; and other ancient sources. 
Dr. Todd accompanies the hymns with trane- 
lations. Another work of interest is the 
Lyra Hibernica Saera, Compiled and edited 
by Rev. W. MaeIlwaine, D.D., Cunon of St. 

atrick’s, Dublin: Belfast, 1878. This work 
has an interesting Preface; nearly 2:4) pieces. 
divided into “Sxcred Poems,” “Hymns,” 
and “Sacnd Lyrics;” and a list of the 80 
authors from whose works extracts are given’: 
from St. Patrick (872-466), Sedulius? (434 
and St. Columba (521-597), to Mra. C. F. 
Alexander, Dean Bagot, Dr. Monsell, and 
Dr. Littledale. This book presente good 
specimens of what has been done by the 
eighty writers therein represented; but it 
neither exhausts the list of writers nor gives 
one-hundredth part of the sacred lyrics which 
they have written. 

2. The various collections of hymns for 
Public Worship which have been or still are 
in use in Ireland are comparatively few. “The 
United Church of England and Ireland * used 
Tate and Brady in common unti) the practice 
in England of publ shing independent hymn- 
books for Church use led to the publication 
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of Weyman's Melodia Sacra, by Marcus 
Moses, a music-seller in Dublin, cirea 1820. 
This was followed by an Appendiz to the 
same of Hymns with Tunes, aud by Bussell’s 
The Choralist, consisting of vol. i. Metrical 
Pealms & Chants, 1842; vol. ii. 200 Hymne 
1864, vol. iii, 100 additional Hymns an 
several short anthems, 1865 (Crawford's Biog. 
Index (Composers) to the ag Church Hym- 
nal). In October, 1862, a Committee of 
oo was appointed by a Conference 
of Clergy and Laity of the united diocese of 
Down and Connor, aud Dromore, to compile 
a hymu-book under the direct sanction of the 
Bishop of the diocese. This resulted in A 
Book of Hymna suited to the .Services of the 
United Church of England and Ireland, Bel- 
fast, 1863, containing 414 hymns. In 184 
the Dublin Association for Promoting Chris- 
tian Knowledge D sewerage a quast-ofiicial col- 
lection as The Church Hymnal (280 hymna). 
This book, revised and culeged to 474 hymns, 
2 and 16 doxologies, was published in 
1873 as the authorized hymn-book of the 
pecarta of Ireland. oe 1 Biographical 
attained to alarge circulation. Its Biographica 
Index (the “ Writers ” by G. A. Crawford and 
J. A. Eberle, and the “ Com rs” by G, A. 
Crawford) is the best work of its kind extant. 

3. The Presbyterians throughout Ireland 
have usually adhered to the use of the Scottish 
Pealter [see Scottish Hymnody Individual 
efforts have, however, been made from time tu 
time to supply separate con tions with 
hymn-books, as in the case of A Selection of 
Psalms & Hymns for the Use of the Presbytery 
of Autrim, and the Congregation of Strand 
Street, Dublin. Belfast, 1818; and W. F. 
ee Hymna for the Church and Lome, 

4. The Congregationalists have alsv had 
individual efforts made on their behalf in A 
Selection of Hymna desiqned for the Worship 
of a Christian Congregation, Belfast (“ sold at 
the Vestry-Room of the Independent Meeting- 
house, Donegall-Street "), 1820; und A Col- 
lection of Hymna ada to a oh 

By William Priel, in (“York Worshi 
Street Meeting-House ”}, 1829. 

5. The Methodist bodies have used trom 
the first the same official hymn-books as 
those in use in England; and some other 
religious bodies do the same. 

6. The Roman Catholics being provided 
with their hymnody for the ordinary services 
of the Church in their Previary and Missal, 
= a few small hyma-books for use in Schools 
and Missions are in use amongst them. 

7. Thomas Kelly's Collection of Psalms & 
Hymns extracted from Various Authors, 1802; 
and his Hymns adapted for Social Worsht, 
1812: A Selection of Hymns used in Bethesda 
Chupel, Dorset Street [Dublin}, Dublin, 1519; 
and a few others of no real moment, were 
individual or congregational efforts without 
nutional or denominational significance. 

8. Taken together, therefore, these results 
do not present an imposing array of hvmu- 
books as an outgrowth of religious work in 
Ireland. If Ireland, however, has not done 
much for herself in the way of influencing the 
Chureh at home and abroad through her 
hymn-books, yet her hymn-writers stand, ip 



IRONS, JOSEPH 

numbers a>d in merit, in the front rank of the 
Singers of the Church. iJ. 

Irons, Joseph, « of William Irons, of 
Ware, was b. at Ware, Nov, 1785, and was for 
some years the friend of John Newton when 
the latter was Rector of St. Mary, Weolnoth, 
and an attendant upon his ministry. On the 
death of Newton, Irons joined the Noneon- 
formists, anc was fur some time Pastor of a 
Nonconformist Chapel at Sawston, and then 
of the Grove Chapel, Camberwell, London. 
He d. April 3, 1852. 

J. lrons's reputation as a preacher the Non- 
conformists was very great. His sermons were Intensely 
Calvinistic and very powerful ; and the perorations, not 

wentiy in blank verse, were most striking 
and eflective. ie Serene are powerful, and at times 

cal, but from rt strong Calvinistic teaching have 
to become popular, ey were published for 

use by his own congregation, and until several were 
adopted by Spurgeon in his 0. O, H. Bk., 1666, and 
Soepp in his Songs of G. & G., 1872, were seldom found 
in any other collection for congregational use. 

J, Irons’s poetical works, including those in 
which his hymus appeared, were :— 

Zion's H. intended t to Dr. 
wits rue and 7 na. Printed vor the Author 

Walden, 1816. This ed. 
coptained 247 bymos. It was enlarged, 2nd ed., 1519,; 
ord ed, 1825; Sth ed., 1827 (611 hymns), The title was 
afterwards changred to Zion's Hymns, for the use of Zion's 
Sms and Daughters, (2) Ny . Bride and Bride- 
groom cmmuning. A Paraphrastic ition af The 
= in Blank Verse, 1840; (3) Judah, The 

of Psalms Paraphrased in Spiritual Songs for 
Public Worship, 1847; and (4) A Poem in 
Hiank Verse. 

From his Zion's Hymns, the following 
hymns, in addition to a few annotated under 
their respective first lines, are in C. U.:— 

i. From the lst edition, 1816 :— 
1. Hark, "tis the Shepherd's voice. The Good Shep- 

4. Holy Spirit, heavenly Dove. Before Sermon. 
Pio Jebovah's love first chose His ts. The Father's 

4. Precious Bible, what a store. Holy Scriptures. 
5. See from Zion's tountain rises. The Walér of Life. 
— beloved of God, The Church the Bride of 

rist. 

li. From the 2nd edition, 1819 :— 
7. In yonder realms where Jesus reigns. The 

ly Mansions. 
&, O the happiness arising. Ha, 
9. What ndless and 

Father's Love. 

iii. From the Srd edition, 1825 :— 
10. Are the saints ? = Predestination. 
il, Arise, my » With songs toown. Praise for 

Covenanting grace. 
non Aspire, my soul, to yonder throne. The Father 

nile. 
13. Awake, awake, ye saints of God. Holiness of 

the Church desired. 
14. Father, we gor in Thy choice, Holy Trinity. 
-. = ever, lightful word. Praise of (fod 

@ sting. 

16. Hark. how the cholr around the throne. Triumphs 
Grace. 

hs Hark, bow the glorious bosts above. The Church 

vary. 

nese in Christ. 
ng love. The 

Triumphant. 
18. Holy Father, let tp Bagster Holy Trinity. 
19. How safe are all chosen race. Final Per- 

severance, 
20. I sing the gracious, fixed decree. Predestination. 
21, Jesus saw His Church elected. The Church the 

Bride of Christ. 
A. Let party pames no more be known. Unity 

23. Now let Jehovah's covenant love. Saints pre- 
cious to Jesus. ; 
2. O my Lord, bow great Thy wonders. praise 

for Kedemption. 
25. Of Israel's covenant I boast. Praise for Covenant- 

ing Grace. 
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26. One with Christ, O blissful thought. Union 
with Christ. 

27. Praying soul, dismiss thy fear. Christ the In- 
tercessor. 

28. ier the One Foundation. The Church the 
Temple Holy Spirit. 

29. We sing the Fuker’s Love. Holy Trinity. 

His paraphrases of the Psalms given in hia 
Judah, &c., 1847, are almost unknown to 
Tae hymn-books. The following are in 

30, My heart expands with . Ps xiv, 
This is given ie Speeen’s G. ont ph ieee as” Wann 
with love my beart’s inditing,” 

31. My soul lies grovellin . Ps, cxiz. 
32. O give thanks unto the Lord. Ps, evi. 

Although the use of these hymns is mainly 
confined to Spurgeon and Snepp, a few are 
found in other collectiuna both in G. Britain 
and Awerica, (J. J.) 

Irons, William Josiah, p.p.,s. of Joseph 
Irons above, was b. at Hoddesdon, Herts, 
ro 12, 1812, and educated at Queen's 
Jollege, Oxford (p.a, 1833, p.p. 1854), and 
took Holy Orders 1835. In 1837 he became 
Incumbent of St. Peter's, Walworth, and was 
subsequently Vicar of Barkway, Incumbent 
of Brompton, Rector of Wadingham; wnd in 
1872, Rector of St. Mary-Woolnoth, formerly 
held by his father’s friend, John Newton. 
He was also Bampton Lecturer in 1870, and 
Prebendary of St. Paul's Cathedral. He d. 
June 18, 1888. Dr. Irons took a some- 
what prominent part in the ecclesiastical 
controversies of his day, and published ex- 
tensively thereon in the form of Sermons, 
Letters, Pamphlets, &c. His important work, 
the Bampton Lectures, 1870, was on Chris- 
tianity as taught by St. Paul, His hymn- 
writing and translating began during his 
Curacy at St. Mary, Newington, 1835-1837, 
and was continued to his death. Many were 
first printed as broadsheets, and subsequently 
included in the Rev. R. T, Lowe's (Rector of 
Lea, Lincolnshire) Hys. for the Christian 
Seasons, Gainsburgh, Ist ed., 1854, und in 
his own collections. Of these separate publiva- 
tions the most important were his fr. of the 
Dies Trae, and Quicumque vult, and a few 
special Hymns gen et in 1867. His hymno- 
logical works, in addition to these, were :— 

(1) Metrical Psalter, 1857; (2) Appendix to the 
Metrical Psalter, 1861 (22 hymns); (3) Hymns 

Sor Use in Church, 1666 (100 hymns). These contained 
hymns Dr. Irons, and others, The next contains 
bl fons and Original Hymns only. (4) Pralms 
and Hymns for the Church, Ist ed., 1873 (126 bh.) ; 2nd 
ed., 1875 (190 b,); 3rd ed., 1943 (308 h.), ‘The principal 

of this last work was to supply special hymns on 
the Collects, Epistles, and Gospels, and for Advent and 
Lent, together with special hymns for the Festivals; 
and this to a great extent Dr, Irons was enabled to 
accomplish. His versions of individual Psalws are 
directly from the Hebrew, line for line. 

In addition to those of Dr. Irons's hymns 
and translations, which are annotated under 
their respective first lines, the following are 
in C. U. outside of his own collections, the 
details appended beiug from his ms. notes ;— 

1. Blest voice of love, 0 Word divine. Confirmation. 
Written for a Confirmation at Brompton, and pub. in 
Lowe's Hys. for the Christian Seasons, i664, No. 184; 
inthe Appendix to the Brompton Met, :cal Pealter, 1861 5 
and the author's later collections, 

2. Can earthly voices fitly sing. Public ing of 
a School. Written at Brompton on the occasion of the 
aes of a School, and pub. in the 1461 Appendiz as 

7 3. 
ve, and in the author's later collections, 
Children of , for heaven we seek. pi- 
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phany. A meditation on the Collect for the Ist 8. after 
the Ept y, and pub. in bis #s.@ Hys, 1475, 

4. 8 God of Grace. Whitsuntide. 
Written in 1965, and pub. in his Hys, for Use in Church, 
1866, and ina aad form in his Ps, & Hys., 1873. 

$. Faithful A Divine. Consecration to 
God. Pub, in his Ps. & Hys., &c,, 1873. 

6, Father of love, our Friend. Confirma- 
Written for a large Confirmation at Brompton, 

in 1844, and pub. in Lowe's Hys. for the Christian 
Seasons, 1864, No. 135, and in the 1461 Appendiz as 
above, and the autbor's later collections. 

7. Hail, rest, calm herald of that day, Sunday. 
Pub. in his Ps. & Hys., &e., 1473, 

8. Isnot this our King and Prophet? Palm Sunday. 
Pub. in his #s. & Hys., &¢,, 1873. 

9. It is not Anished, . Preparation 
tia No. 45 of bis Sor Heaven. Written In 1450. 

‘Hymns, 1466, in 6 st, of 5 1. 
10. Jesu, Who for us didst bear. Words from the 

. In his Hymna, 1866, No, 42. 
11, Joy of joys, He lives, He lives. Master. Written 

in 1873, In the '. Afitre, 1875; and tbe author's 

Hymns, 1875. 
12. Lord, hear my . bow down Thine car. 

Lent, Pub. in his Pd i 1873. 
13. Lord, in Thy Thou thinkest yet, Lent. 

In his Hymna, 1466, No, 91. 
14. Lord, Thy voice hath spoken. The Beatitudes. 

In Hys. for use in the Church of Saint Ethelburga, 
Bis! ¢, 1873, and Dr. Irons’s Ps. & Hys., 1875. 

15. No sorrow no . Heaven. Pub. in 
bis Ps. & Hys., 21873, in 6 st. of 41, In Thring's 
Coll., 1882, st. i.-iil, were given from the 1475 text, 
and a new stanza was added by Dr Lrons at Prebendary 
bey a. 

16. with us, the Saviour. For use during a 
Retreat. Given in bis Ps, & Ays., 1873. 

17. O how how long. Ps. xiii, Appeared in 

hand. Jesus the 
his Ps, & Hys., = 1873. 

18. O Saviour, now at God's 
High Priest, Pub. in the 1861 Appendiz as above, and 
revised in the author's latter collections. In the Ps. & 
Aiys., 187s., st. L, Hh, vo are from 186i, iv. from 1566; 

bem they pure and bright! Holy In . are 80 'y Inno- 
cents. Written on the death of Infants in the ic 
of 1837, and pub. in Lowe's Hys. for the Christian 
Seasons, 1854, No. 20, and in the 1861 Appendiz as 
above, in 3st. of 41. In the 1866 Mymna it was 

divided into 6 st. of 4 L, and this arrangement was 
vopmtes in the 1873 #8. & Hys. 

. with all the sons of mon. Hasler. Given 
in bis Pe. & Hys., 1473. 

21. Thanks be to God for meet and Proces- 
sional, Pub, in hls Hymns, &c,, 1866, again in his 
Ps. & Hys., 1873, 
22. To whom but Thee, 0 God of Grace, Passion- 

tide. Appeared in his Hymns, &c., 1866; and in his 
Ps. & Hya., 1873. 

23, Trium Lord, Thy work is done, Ascension. 
Pub. in the 1861 Appendiz as above, in 3st.of 41. In 
the 1466 Hymns the at, (lil.) “O by Thy spotless, won- 

escort <a fdr hae 

yn was repeated in the Ps. & Hys., 1573. 
24. We _— Thee, 0 our God—to Thee. 

dlymn of ise to the Holy Trinity, Written for the 
Schools at St. Mary's Newington, and Fg in the 1461 

iz as above, repeated in Hymns, &c., 
1466, and the Ps. & Hy. 1873. 

oe ws. vi. Appoored ta tee Py ry et cation . vo aM. Appes s. ymns, 1473. 
26. way soul 

Children's 

art thou weary, 0 my 1 Ps, izi, Given 
in his Hymns, &c., 1866, and bis Ps. & Hys., 1873, in 6 

st. of 71. In Thring’s Coll., 1842, st, Hil. is omitted. 

Amongst modern hymn-writers, Dr. Lrons 
ranks with the first. His hymns have not 
been Iangely used outside of his own congre- 
gation; but their high excellence, variety of 
subjects and metres, intense earnestness, 
powerful grasp of the subject, and alimost 
faultless rhythm must commend them to the 
notice of hymn-book compilers. Prebendal 
Thring has enriched his Coll. (1882) wit 
most of those named atove. They are of 
more than usual excellence, and others remain 
of equal merit, {J. J. 

Irvingite Hymnody. This brief title, 
which has been given by hymuologists to the 

hymnody 
is udopted 
of the first hymn-book of this denuminatiou 

devotional exercises, The object in preparing t 

to express, our faith and hope, Of these H 
are original, 

for the Use o 

ISRAEL'S SHEPHERD, GUIDE ME 

of The Ostholic and Apostolic Church, 
throughout this work. The origin 

is thus set forth in its Preface :-— 
“In addition to the Divine Songs and Anthems, 

from Holy en which have been 
ns, & 

larger selection of hymns, for use 
both in the public worship of the Church and 7 

* book 

has been to provide such Hymns as may aid, and serve 
ymis, some 

and appear now for the first time in print: 
some have long been in use in different sections of the 
Church.” 

This collection was compiled by a committee 
of which Mr. E, W. Eddis was the leading 

member, antl was published in 1864, aa Hymns 
the Churches. It contained 

205 hymns, In 1871 it was enlarged to 320 
hymns and 44 doxologies. The 83rd edition 
is a reprint of that of 1871 with a few verbal 

alterations, The original hymns contributed 
to this book were by Mr. E. W. Eddis and 
other writers, who have appended their initials 
to their — but decline to give their 
names to the public. Some of these hymns 

have passed into other collections. Several 

of those by Mr. Eddia are of geteat merit, 

especially those of Praise, and migé ht be trans- 
ferred to other collections with advantage. 
This is the Official (and only) heymn-book of 
“The Catholic and Apostolic Ciiumrch.” [J. J.) 

Is heaven a place where pearly 
streams. P. J. Bailey. (Hearen.] Ap- 

red in his poem Festus, 1839. In the 
H. Bk., 1853, it was given as “Is 

heaven a clime where diamond dews?” and 
in Dale's English H. Bk., 1874, as “ Is heaven 
a place where diamond dews?” In one or 
another of these forms it is also found else- 
where. (J. J.J 

Is the (thy] cruse of comfort wast- 
. Elizabeth Charles. [The Cruse 7 On} 

Appeared in her Three Wakings, 1859, 
re in the Hy. Comp., revised ed., 1876, 
and appointed for “ Almagiving.”’ It is also 
in several other collections, and sometimes as 
“Is thy cruse,” &e. Id 

Is there in heaven and earth, who 
can? 3B. Beddome. (Salvation through 
ges Appeared anonymously in the 10th 
ed. of Rippon's Sel., 1800, No. 294, pt. ii,, In 
6 at. of 4 1, and thence into a few later 
hymnals. In Beddome's (posthumous) Hys., 
&c., 1817, No. 696, it is given as “Is there a 
friend in earth or heaven ?” and headed “ The 
All-sufficient Saviour.” (J. JJ 

Israel in ancient days. W. Cowper. 
[The Gospel in the Old Testament.) Pub. in 
the Olney Hymns, 1779, Bk. i, No. 132, in 

6 st. of 6 1, and headed * Old Testament 
Gospel.” It is a poetical summary of eome of 
the principal types of the Jewish Dispensa- 
tion and their fulfilment in Jesus Christ. It is 
found in several modern collections. [J. J.) 

Israel’s Shepherd, guide me, feed 
me. J. Bickersteth. [The Good Shepherd. 
This hymn ts found in a Select Portion 
Psalms & Hymna, 4th ed., Lancaster, W. Min- 
shall, printer, 1816, No. 78, in 4 st. of 8 }., and 
again, with slight alterations, in the authors 
own Ps. & Hys., 1819. Thence it passed into 
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Cotterill’s Sel., 1819; E. Bickersteth’s Chris- 
tian Pealmody, 1833; and numerous other 
bie Ne a few hymn-books it yee 
“ Heavenly pherd, guide us, feed ws.” ( p. 142, i.) (J. J-] 
Ist Gott fiir mich, so trete. P. Ger- 

hardt. [Trust in God.] Included in the 
Frankfurt ed.. 1656, of Criiger’s Prazis pietatia 
melvoa, as No. 380, in 15 st. of 8 L, re- 
printed in Wackernayel’s ed. of his Geiatliche 
Lieder, No. 63, and Bachmann's ed., No. 79, 
aud inclueled as No. 418 in the Une, L. S., 
1851. It is a magnificent hymn of Christian 
confidence, founded on Romans viii. It was 
a suggested by the troublous experi- 

s of his life, but the idea that st. xiii. 
refers to his conflict with the Elector is dis- 
proved by the fact that the hymn was pub. 
in 1656, while the contest did not begin till 
1062. Lauxmann, in Koch, viii. 408, quotes 
Laughecker as saying, “ This heroic hymn of 
Gerhanit’s is worthy to be placed side by 
side with Luther's ‘Ein feste Burg’”; and 
himself says of it -— 
“The bymm bears the watchword of the Latheran 

Church as Paul gives it, ‘If Godt be for us, who can be 
against us?" Ome thinks of Philip Melanchthon’s Last 
words as be, wort out with the manifold conflicts after 
Luther's death and with many bitter and grievous 
trials, lay a-<dying om April 19, 1660, be once more 
raised himself im bed and cried ‘If God be for us, who 
can be against us?’ When one asked bim if he wished 
anything, he ey ‘Nothing, save Heaven!’ and 
gave up his spirit. In the same spirit it has been 
entitled * A Christian hymn of Consolation and of Joy,’ 
and has spokem to the hearts of many troubled ones and 
Faaepaned them with new courage for the fight of 

The 15th st., “ Mein Herze geht in Spriin- 
gen.” has been a special favourite in Germany, 
and Lauxmann, in Koch, relates of it in 
regard to a well-known German theologiau :-— 
While still ag Professor Auberlen of Basel de- 

rier drat ll ced 1864. This highly gifted and 
jgtly caltured witness for the Faith was by an early 

death compelled to give up his greatly blessed labours, 
wd » and a happy family life. On the 2nd 
of May, a few hours before his death, a friend said to 
him, * Christ's disciples follow in His pathway, first 
Death and the Grave, then Resurrection and Ascension.” 
To this be replied. “Of the fear of death, thank God, 
I know nothing, and can say with Paulus Gerhardt; 

* Ist Gott flr mich, #o trete 
Gleich alles wider mich." 

In the same night (his last rth) he repeated 
a. se. of this rae Soon after, his light, aa taper, 
quietly went out. 

Translations in C. U. :— 
1. If God be on my side. A good fr,, omitting 

st. iv.-vi., by Miss Winkworth, in her Lyra 
Ger. Ist Ser., 1855, p.130. Included, abridged, 
in Holy Song, 1869, and the Evang. Hyl,, New 
York, 1889, Centos from this ¢r. are :— 

1) If Jesus be friend (st. 1., 1. 5), in the 
Andover Sabbath H. Prd 1858, Hatfield's Church i. Bk., 
1872, 

Bince Jesus is friend (st. i., 1. 6 altered 
in Hobineon’s Songs fer Ge ei, N. Y. 198 
Laudes Domini, 1894, ke, 

3) Here I can firmly rest (st. 1i.), in the Andover 
mbtath H. Bk., 154, Pennsylyanian Luth. Ch. Bk, 
1864, and other American collections. 

2. If God Himself be for mo, A good ¢r., 
omitting st. iv.—vi., x., contributed by R. Massie 
to the ed., 1857, of Mercer's C. P. & H. Bk., 
No, 161 (Ox. ed., No, 406, abridged), and in- 
cluded in his own ve Domestica, 1864, p. 110. 
Varying centos are found in the Pennsylvanian 
tat Ch. Bh.y 1868, Eng. Presb, Ps.'¢ Hys., 
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1867, and the Free Church H. Bk, 1882. In 
Lawles Domini, N. Y,, 1884, No. 378 begins 
“T build on this foundation ” (st. iii.) 

3. Is God for met I fear not. A spirited if 
rather free version, omitting st. v., xi., xii, by 
ma Bevan in her Songs of Eternal Life, 1858, 
p. 39; repeated, abridged, in Snepp’s Songs of 
G.§ G. In Reid's Praise Bk, 1872, it appears 
as three hymus: (1) as above; (2) No. 622, 
beginning “There is no condemnation " (st. vi.), 
and (3) No. 623, beginning “In heaven is mine 
inheritance (st. x.). 

4. Is God for me! t'oppose me. In full, by 
J. Kelly, in his P. Gerhardt's Spir, Songs, 1867, 
p. 208, His frs. of st. iii, xiv., xv., beginning 
ler Faith securely buildeth,” are No. 414 
in the Ohio Lut. ily y 1880, 

Other trs. are, (1) “Is God for me? what is ft,” by 
J. C. Jacobi, 1725, p. 41 (1732, p. 139). Included in 
the Moravian 1, Bk., 1754; and repeated, abridged, in 
the 1789 and later eds., beginning * Is God my st 
salvation"; (2) ** The world may rise against me round 
and “The work! may full beneath my feet,” frs. of 
st. i., xiil., by Mrs, Stanley Carr in her tr. of Wilden- 
hahn’s Paul Gerhardt, 1845 (1466, pp. 173, tM } 

Iste Confessor Domini sacratus 
{colentes}. [Saints Daye] This hymn is 
found in the Common ot Confessors in the 
Sarum, York, Aberdeen, Mozarabic, Roman 
and other Breviaries. In the Roman Brev. of 
1632 (fest in Daniel, i., Nu. 226) it is altered 
cousiderably, beginning “ Iste confessor Do- 
mit colentes,” 

Daniel, after giving the text at i,, No, 226, notes at 
iv. p. 371, that it is contained in a 9th cent. ws. at Bein 
asahymnon St. Germanus, It isin three was. of the 
Lith cent. in the British Musewm (Vesp, D. xii. f. lee, 
Jul. A. vi. f. 665; Harl, 2961, f. 249), and in the Lat. 
Hys, of the Anglo-Saxon Ch., 1451, p. 136, is printed 
from an 11th cent, #5, at Durham (B. fli. 92, £40). Also 
in three wax, (Noe, 347, 413, 414) of the Lith cent. at 
St. Gall. Alsoin Card. Newman's Hymni Ecclesiae, 
1838 and 1865. The text usually tr. is from the Rom. 
Brev. of 1632. (J. M.] 

Translations in C. U, :— 
1. The Confeasor of Christ, from shore to shore. 

By E. Caswall, in his Lyra Cathoiica, 1849, p. 
216, and again in his ys. § Poems, 1873, p. 
t14, This is also given in some Roman Catholic 
collections for Missions and Schools. 

&. He, the Confessor of the Lord, with triumph. 
By J. M. Neale, in the 7. Noted, 1852, No. 41. 

$. This is the day when Jesus’ true Confessor. 
By R. F. Littledale, made for and first pub. in 
the People’s H., 1867, and repeated, except the 
alternative first stanza and the third, in the 
Marquess of Bute’s Lom, Brev, in English, 1879, 
i, p. 842. 

4. He, whom in all lands celebrate the faithful. 
Appeared in the Antiphoner ¥ Grail, 1880, and 
the Hymner, 1882, and appointed for St, Sil- 
vester. 

Translations not in 0. U. :— 
1, Unto Thine holy Confessor, our volees. W. J. 

Blew, 1862. 
2. This Thy Confessor Lord! of fame sublime. J. D. 

Chambers (from the older text), 1866, 
3. O'er all the world the faithful sing. J. Wallace, 

1st4. (J. J.J 
It is my sweetest comfort, Lord. 

£. — Serie . ar a> -] lst pub, 
in his Masgue of Mary, &c., 1 Pp. in 
4 st. of 4 1., and headed “ Christ's Humanity :” 
and again, in a revised form, in his Hys. & 
Poems, 1873, p. 276. It is given in several 
modern hymn-books. (J. J.J 

Pats i 

om 
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It is the Lord, behold His hand. 
J. Montgomery. In Times of Distress.) 
Written Aug. 22, 1832, during the epidemic 
of cholera in Sheffield, and for use in that 
town (M. Ongtn It was pub. _ Mont- 
gomery's Original Hymns, 1853, No. 290, in 
6 st. of L, and entitled “ During the Cholera 
—Confession and Supplication.” In Kennedy, 
1863, No. 457, it is abbreviated, and altered, 
The companion hymn, alao written on Aug. 
22, 1832, and for the same purpose, wus * Let 
the land mourn through all its coasts.” This 
was pub. in the Original Hys., 1853, No. 259, 
in 6 st. of 4.1, and is in C. U.in G. Briwin 
and America. The hymns, “ Sing Hallelojah, 
sing,” and “ Walking on the winged wind,” 
were written by Montgomery at the close of 
the same year asa“ Thanksgiving for Deliver- 
ance from the Cholera” (mM. mss), and also 
pub. in his Original Hymns, 1853. (J. J.) 

It is Thy hand, my God. J. G. Deck. 
{In Affliction.) The origin of this hymn is 
thus stated by the author in Joy in rt- 
ing: a Memoir of the Conversion and Last 
Days of Augnatus James Clarke, who fell 
asleep in Jesus, May 2nd, 1845. By J. G. 
Deck, Loudon, 1847, p. 34:— P 

“It was written originally to comfort a bereaved 
taother and widow in her hour of sorrow, and the Lord 
made it a comfort to the soul of this young disciple.” 

The date of ita composition is unknown, 
It was pub. in Psalms & Hymns & Spiritual 
Songe in two Parts, Lond., Db. Walther, 1842, 

t. 1i., No. 70, in 6 «t. of 41, and headed “ In 
rrow,.” It was repeated in numerous col- 

lections, an! is in C. U. in G, Britain and 
America, und sometimes with the erroneous 
signature of “J, N. Darby.” (J. J.J 

Italian Hymnody. [Various.] 

I’ve found the Pearl of greatest 
price. J. Mason. [Praise of Christ] lst 
pub. in his Spiritual Songs, or Songs of Praise 
to Almighty God, &c., 1683, No. 13, in 4 st. 
of 8 |. avd 1 st. of 41, and headed “ A Song 
of Praise for Christ;" and again in D. Sedg- 
wick’s reprint, 1859, p. 20. Various arrange- 
ments of the text are in C, U. in G. Britain 
and America, including the alteration, * I’ve 
fuund the precious Christ of God,” in the 
Enlarged dion H, Bk., 1873, and others, 
The alterations and transpositions in the text 
are too numerous to enumerate. They can 
easily be detected by reference to the Sedg- 
wick reprint as above. The opening lines of 
the origina! read :— 

“Ive found the Pearl of greatest Price, 
My heart doth sing for joy; 

And sing I must; @ Christ J have; 
0 what a Christ have 1?" 

The words in italics Muson expanded into 
& poem which was included in Poetical 
Remains, 1694. This poem was given in A 
Pocket Hymn-Book designed as a constant 
Companion for the Pious, collected from Various 
Authors, York, R. Spence (Sth ed,, 1786, No, 
113:, the first stanza being :— 

* A Christ I bave, O what a Christ have I. 
He built the globe, he spread the starry sky ! 
And yet for me, and Adam's sinful race, 
He bind and dy’d to manifest his grace." 

In 1786 this book was reprinted at the 
renest of the Conference held at Bristol that 
year, with omissions and additions by J. 

JACKSON, EDWARD 

Wesley, as A Pocket Hymn-Book for the Use 
of Christians of All Denominations. 
1786. Wesley's Preface is exceedingly plain 
and severe. This hymn und one by James 
Allen were omitted, with others, in the re- 
print, and the omission is specially explained : 

“ But a friend tells me *Some of these, specially those 
two that are doggerel double distilled, namely, * The 
despised Nazarene,” and that which begins, * A Christ 
I bave, O what a Christ have I," are bugely admired, 
and continually echoed from Berwick Twesi to 
London.’ they are I am sorry fur it: it will bringa 
deep reproach on the judgment of the Methodists.” 

Usually these strictures are said to have 
been applied by Wesley to “I’ve found the 
Pearl of greatest price,” in the Ist st. of which 
the line * A Christ I have, &e.,” is embedded. 
This is not so. They apply to the hymn from 
the Poetical Remains of 1694, in which the 
first line of each stanza begins, “ A Christ 
T have, O what a Christ have I.” It is to be 
noted that the words, “doggerel double 
distilled,” are not J. Wesley's, but are given 
by him asa quotation from “a friend.” (J. J.} 

J 
J., in Collyer’s Sel., 1812, ie. Jane Taylor. 

os A., in Gospel Magazine, 1776, ie, John 
ms. 

J. A. E., in Dale's lish H. Book, 
1875, i.e. Julia A. me — 

J. B., Essex, in Child's Companion, i.e. John 
Burton. 

J.C.and T.C., in English and Scottish 
Pealters. See Old Version. 

J. C. W., in Bristol Bap. Coll. of Ash 
and Evans, 1769, ie. J. & C. Wesley. 
J.B, in The Christian's Magazine, | 

1798, i.e. Jonathan Evans. eae 
J. E., Coventry, in The Gospel Magazine, 

1771-1778, i.e. Jonathan Evans. " 
J.E.L., in the Irvingite Hymne the 

Use of the Churches, 1864 and 1871, Papo 
E. Leeson. 

J. E. M, in the People's Hymnal, 1867 ie, 
J. E. Millard. ve : 

J.J., in The Christian Observer, 1809, i.e. 
J. Joyce. 

J. L., in Beard’s Unitarian Coll. of Hymna, 
1837, i.e. John Lagniel. f 

J. M., in late editions of Bristol Bap. Coll. 
of Ash & Evans (lst ed., 1769), i.e. J. Mont- 
gomery. 

J. M., in P. Maurice's Choral Hymn Book, 
1861, ie. Jane Maurice. 

J.P., in Fresh Laurels, N. Y., 1867, ie. 
Josephine Pollard. 

J.8., in the Bristol Bap, Coll. of Ash & 
Evans, 1769, i.e. J. Stennett. 

Jackson, Edward, w.., was b. in 1812, 
and took Holy Orders in 1845, and became 
Clerk in Orders of Leeds Parish Church the 
same year, Incumbent of St. James's, Leeds, 
1846, and Hon. Canon of Ripon, 1875. He 
received his m.a. from the Arehbishop of 
Canterbury, 1847. In 1875 Canon Jac 
pub. a Supplement of Hymns for Use in Public 



JACKSON, EDWARD H. 
eng Mission Services, and Schools, to which he contributed several original hymna, and a few udaptations from the German. 
Some of these have passed into other collec- tions and include :— 

1. And now we go away and leave this hallowed Place. (lose of Service. : 2. Assembied in Thy temple, Lord, Divine Worship. i © the glorious lay. aster, 
4. Behold the sacred rite. . Communion. 
5. Come, little child, with me. S. Schools. 8. Gathered in this sacred place. Divine Worship. 7. Gathered in this a room. Mission Service. 
8. God is gone up on high, ye, &c. Ascension, 9. Hail to the noly morn. Christmas, 

10, Hear us, holy Jesus. Lent. 
Li. How blest in Jesus’ steps to tread. Imitation of 

Christ. 
12. Lord, once more we sing Thy praises. School 

Festival. 
13. Met at this most solemn Mme. Close of the Year, 14. Most’ Holy Lord and God, Lo, in Thy courts. 

Dicvine Worship. 
15. O no! it is not death to fly Above earth's, &c. 

Death ted entrance _ Life. nb Men tome 
16. more year is passed away. New + 
17. Spirit of Christ and God, Pt.l. Whitewntide. 
18. Spirit of cleansing = Pt. il. Whiteuntide, 

Ritival ~~ 1 

to Heal. 
21. To God all glory be. Holy Trinity. 
22. To those who tread with duteous pace. The 

Christian Seasons, (J. J) 

Jackson, Edward Hall, s. of a civil 
engineer, was b. in Birmingham, April 12, 1838. In 1856 he joined a Baptist Church, 
and in 1859 became a Baptist minister, In 
‘that capacity he has laboured in Liverpool, 
Billesden (Leicestershire), Castle Donington, 
Ripley, and Louth; and as an occasional 
lecturer he has been widel popular. His 

chiefly for 8, 
School Anniversaries. Three were introduced 
hymns have been com 

into the Baptist Hymnal, 1879, and seven into the School Hymnal, 1880, ‘The following 
are found in several 8. 8. collections :-— 

1. A thousand blessings on the plan, The Sunday 
School. 

2. Brethren, we have found the Lord. Jnvitation to 
Church Fellowship, 

3, Fearless, calm, and strong in love. Teachers’ 
Meeting. 

@. fark for a voice to the childrencalling. Invitation 

wir" hiew tir are tho lites, whet fragrance they yield, 5. How rare , wil 
r Services wher 6. Ihave a work, 0 Lord. Teachers’ Prayer. 

7. Jesus, hear us forthe young. Teachers’ Prayer. s. Little vessels on life’s waters. Prayer for the 

gt, other, little children. Love and Patience, 10, Shall Jesus bid the children come ? Children 
invited to Christ. 

11. The golden land is shining. Heaven, (Ww. R. 8.) 
Jackson, Martha Evans. (shelley, 

Martha E.] 
Jacobi, John Christian, a native of Germany, was b, in 1670, and appointed Keeper of the Royal German Chapel, St. 

Jamex’s Palace, London, about 170%, He 
held that post for 42 years, and d. Dee. 14, 
1750. He was buried in the Church of Bt. Paul's, Covent Garden. His publications in- 
eluded :— 

A Collection of Divine If Tranala from as iWigh Dutch. Together weith their Propet rail and Thorough Bast. London: Printed and Sold by J. Young, in St. Paul's Churchyard; ...1172, This 

Specimen of Divine Hymns, Translated frm ae High 

gracious Lord. Parish 

20, The power that rules the globe. Christ's Power 
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Dutch, Together with thei Proper Ti d Th A Baas, London: v Youn + ee 1722, This edition eco. tained 62 hymna, of which 3 (“ He reigns, the Lord our Saviour reigns"; “ Is God withdrawing"? ** Shepherds 
Tejoice ") ant the first stanza of another (* Raise your devotion, mortal tongues,” from “Hosannah to the Prince of Life") were taken from I, Watts. A 2nd Part was added in 1725, and was incorporated with the former — in 1732. Lond., G. Smith. After Jacobi’s death the Paalmodia Germanica was republished, in 
1765, by John Haberkorn, with a Supplement of 32 pieces, G. A.C.) 
Jacobus de Benedictis, commonly 

known as Jacopone, was b. at Todi in 
Umbria, early in the 18th ceut., his proper name being Jacupone di Benedetti. He was de- 
scended from a noble family, and for some 
time led a secular life. Some remarkable cir- 
cumstances which attended the violent death 
of his wife, led him to withdraw himself from 
the world, and to enter the Order of St. 
Francis, in which he remained as a lay 
brother till his death, at an advanced a in 
1306. His zeal led him to attack the rel gious 
abuses of the day. This brought him into con- 
flict with Pope Boniface VIII, the result being 
imprisonment for long periods, His poeti 
ieces were written, some in Italian, and some 
n Latin, the most famous of the latter being 
“Cur mundus militat sub vana gloria” (pos- 
sibly by Walter Mapes), and the “ Stabat Mater 
doloroga.” Archbishop Trench says of him :— 

“ An earnest humourist, he carried the being a fool 
for Christ into every-day life. The things which with 
this tntent he did, some morally striking enough, others mere extravagances and pieces of gross spiritual buf- 
foonery—w and folly, such as we often find, sitte 

fe se ied by Weddin g. the historian of the Fr of the - 
posal fits map y Lisco, in a separate monograph on 
the Stabat Mater, Berlin, 1443, p. 23. These often 
leave one in doubt whether he was indeed perfectly 
sound in his mind, or only a Christian Brutus, feigning 
folly, that he might impress his wisdom the more 
deeply, and utter it with more freedom.” Sac. Latin 
Poetry, ard ed., 1874, p. 268. 

Sketclies of the life and writings of Jacopone, 
drawn entirely from the original sources 
(Trench), have been pub. as follows :— 

(1) By yn agg Posy eon 1825, vol. i, pp. 
06 5 2 » 148 Franciscains ¢ 

fale Al imi "siecle, Paris. 5 ‘nddition there 
are articles in the Mlographie Cniverselle ; Macmil~ 
fan's Magazine, Aug., 1873; and the Ene. Britannica, 
$th ed. {J. J.) 

Jacque, George, s. of George Jacque, 
Douglas, Lanarkshire, was b. near AS, 
Jan. 18, 1804. After studying at the Uni- 
versity of Glasgow, he became, in 1835, 
minister of the South U. P. Church, Auchter_ 
arder, Perthshire. He has pub. The Clouds : 
a Poem, 1866; and Hope, its Lights ana 
Shadows, 1875. He was appointed a member 
of the Hymnal Committee of the U. P. 
Church in 1870, and contributed the followinge 
to their Presb. Hymnal, 1876 :— 

1, Hark, how heaven is calling, Divine Worship. 2. O Thou in Whom are all our Springs. Nationaz Hymn. (J. M.J 
Jactamur heu quot fiuctibus, Cc. Coffin. [Kvening.) Pub. in the Paris Bre— 

viary, 1736, as the hymn for Mondays at 
Vespers, and in his Hymni Sacri, 1736, p. 13. 
It ig aleo in the Lyons and other modern 
French Breviaries; Chandler's Hys, of the 
Primitive Church, 1837, No, 19, and Card. 
Newman's Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 and 1865. 

[W. A. 8.] 

* ren 
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Translation in C. U. :— 
When storm and tempest o'er us roll. By J, 

Chandler in his Hys. of the P. Church, 1837, 
. 16. This is repeated in a few collections. 
14 the Hymnary, 1872, it is given as, “ When 
earth's fierce tempest o'er us rolls.” 

Translations not in 0. U, :— 
1, Now us with winds and waves at war. J, Williams. 

"We lift our eyes oppressed with ills. J. M. Neale, 
wk. Campbell's ys. o dathema 1850. 
a a ae W. J. Blew. 1852 and 

185 
+ ans x ibs tans, to Seek bios: J. D. Cham- 

bers. 1857. {J. J.) 

Jahn, Martin. (Janus, M.) 
Jam Christe sol justitiae. (Lent.] In 

this hymn Lent is regurded as a season of 
waiting aud penitential tion for the 
Becond Creation at Easter. It does not seem 
to rep earlier than the 6th cent. It is found 
in two mss. of the 11th cent. in the British 
Museum, viz. in a 6 aes (Veap. D. xii. 
i. 120 and in a Mozarabie Breviary (Add. 
30848, f. 4s). From the former of these it is 
printed in the Lat. Hys. of the Anglo-Saxon 
Ch., 1851, p. 155. It is found in the older 
Roman (e.g. Venice, 1478) and Aberdeen 
Breviaries. Also in Mone, No. 69; Daniel, i., 
No. 214, &c. In the revised Roman Brevia 
1632, it begins © sol salutis, intimis, and this 
form is repeated in later eds, of that Breviary ; 
in Daniel, i., No. 214; anil in Card. Newman's 
Hymni Keelesiae, 1838 and 1865. — [J. M.] 
- Both forms of this hymn have been ¢r. into 
English as follows :— 

i, Jam Christe sol justitiae. This is tr. by J. 
DD. Chambers, in his Lauda Syon, 1857, p, 129, 
as :—“O Christ! Thou Sun of justice, come,” 

ii, O sol salutis, intimis, The ¢rs. in C. U, are: 
1, The darkness fleets, and joyful earth. Hy E. 

Caswall, in his Lyra Catholica, 1849, p. 74, and 
again in his ys. & Poems, 1873, p. 41, It is 
in ©. U. in its original translated ‘form, and also 
(1) the same with slight alterations as in the 
~— 1872; (2) the same abbreviated ; (3) 

“ When darkness fleets, and joyful earth,” as 
i. the /'eople's H., 1867; awl as (4) “ Jesu, true 
Sun of human souls,” in the 1862 Appendix to 
the H, Noted. 
ng pemmra not in C. U. :-— 

O sovereign Sun, diffuse Thy light. Primer, 1706, 
in a ipley’s Annus Sanctus, Lh44. 

Ivation’s Sun, the inward gloom. Ap. Mant, 
ss 
2 ‘Lord, Sun of salvation, pour. A. J. B. me. 1844, 
= O Jewn, Sun of bealth divine. W. J. Copeland, 

184 
. 0 Jesu, Sun of Justice, shine. J. Wallace, 1874, 
6, Jesu, Sun of our Salvation. 2. T. Mor, 

(J. J.) 
Jam Christus astra ascenderat. St. 

Ambrose? ([Whiteuntide.| This hymn is as- 
eribed to St. Ambrose by Thomastus, Mone and 
others, but is not assigned to him by the 
Benedictine editors, It is a metrical setting 
of Acts ii, 1-16, without much beauty or 

int. Thomasius, ii. 374, cites it as in a 
atican Ms. of the Sth cent. It is in three 

Mss. of the 11th cent. in the British Museum ; 
two of the “ha Church (Vesp. D. xii. f. 
79: Jul. A. vi. f. 52), and one of the ancient 
Spanish Church (Add. 80848, f. 158); and in 
the Latin Hys. of the Anglo-Saxon Church, 
1851, p. 95, is printed from an 11th cent. ms. 

JAM DESINANT SUSPIRIA 

at Durham (B. iii. 32, f. 28). Also in an 11th 
cent. ms. at St. Gall, No. 387. In the Sarum 
Breviary it was the hymn at First Vespers on 
Whitsunday and daily to Trinity Sunday ; the 
second part, Impleta gaudent viscera, being as 
signed to Lauds. In the York and Homan 
Breviaries it was the hymn at Matins in Whit- 
suntide, In the Durham ms, “ De Patris ergo 
lumine” (1. 13) is assigned to Sext, and 
“ Judaea tune incredula ” (1. 25; to None in 
Whitsuntide. The printed — is also in 
Mone, No. 182; Daniel, i., 57, and iv, 
p. 88: and the Littlemore Tends secun- 
dum Usum .... Keel. Sarisburiensis, 1850, 
p. 70. (J. M.) 

Both purts of this 5 Se have been tr. into 
English, and are in C. U. as follows :— 

i, Jam Christus astra ascenderat. 7). a3 
1, Above the starry spheres. By E. Caswall, 

in his Lyra Catholica, 1849, p. 104; and again 
in his Hys. ¢& Poems, 1873, i 59, It is usually 
slightly altered, asin H. A. & M, 

2. Now Christ ascending w! whence He came. By 
J. M. Neale, in the H. Noted, 1854, the Hymner, 
1882, &c, Sometimes as “ Now Christ, gone up 
to whence He came,” as in the Salishury Hy. Bk. 
1857. 

3. Now Christ unto the stara above. By R. F. 
Littledale, in the J’eople's ff, 1867, signed * L.”; 
and again, somewhat altered, in the Irvingite 
Hys. for the Use of the Churches, 1871. 

4. Christ had regained theaky. By E. A. Day- 
man, in the Scrum Hymnal, 1868, in 9 st. of 6 
1, and again in the Hymnary, 1872, in 6 st. of 61. 

Translations not in 0. U. :— 
1. © our redemption, Jesu Christ. Primer, 1604. 
2. O Jesu, Who our souls doth save. Primer, 1619. 
ea ae nn a ee oe: ee 
rimer, 1 
4. Now Chris Ww. J. Cipdond, 1008 t beyond the stars had gone. 

a Now Christ had climbed the starry skies. WJ. 
lew, 
6. Now, Christ above the starry skies. J, D. Cham- 

bers, 1857. 
7. Now far above the starry pice. J, D, Aylward, 

in To & Annus Sanctus, 1484 
scenes of glorious light. By H. Trend, 

in Lyra Mestianica, 1864, 
on? Now Christ beyond the stars is gone, J, Wallace, 

ii. Impleta gaudent viscera. J. as :— 
1 Bresthed on by God the Holy Ghost. By R. 

F. RTL gs in the People’s H., 1867, and signed 
4 A 

2. With joy the Apostles’ breasts are fired. 
Anonvmons in the Antiphoner § Grail, 1880, and 
the Hymner, 1882. 

In addition to these irs. Mr. Blew has tr. 
beginning “To men from every nation call’d.” 
This opens with st. ii. of “Impleta gaudent 
viscera,” beginning “ Notique cunctis genti- 
bus.” [J. J.) 

Jam desinant suspiria. C. Cufin. 
(Christmas.) The hymu for Matins of Christ- 
mas Day in the Paris Breviary, 1736; avd 
ag in his Hymni Sacri, 1736, p. 36. It is 
also in the Lyons and other French Brevs., 
J. Chandler's Hys. of the Primitive Church, 
1837, No. 41, and Card. Newman's Hi 
Ecclesiae, 1838 and 1865. (W. A. 3.) 
Translations in C. U, :— 
1, Cease, weary mortals, cease to sigh. By J. 

Chandler in his Hys. of the P. Church, 1837, 
p. 44. This was repeated in Johnston's English 
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Hymnal, 1852, and again, with alterations, in 
186 and 1861, 
_& Away with sorrow's sigh. By J. Williams, 
i his Afys, tr. from the Parisian Brev., 1839, 
p53, This is given in Lord Selborne’s Bé. of 
Prise, 1262. 

3. God from on high hath heard. By Bp. J. R. 
Woodford. Written about 1850, and Ist pub, 
inbis Afys. Arranged for Sundays, &c., 1852 and 
1855, It is found in numerous hymn-books, and 
iavarious forms, the principal of which are :— 
(1) The original f. in Chope’s Hymnal, 1864. 
Q) The text ins. asin #. 4.4 M. This was 

cven im the trial copy of H. A. & 4. 1859, and in the 
ol. of 1861 and 1875, It is also in tany other collec- 
tons, It is an altered version of Bp, Woodford’s ¢r., 
vu made without his knowledge, and was never ac- 
coped by him. [£. Mss.) 

@) The Parish Hymn Hook, 1963 and 1675. This 
text is thus composed: st. i.-v. and vill. are from B; 
Weotferd's f7.; and st. vi, vil, are by the Rev. 
Phillimore. [%, Maw], 

(4) The Sarum Hymnal text, 1868, No. 40. This Is 
fp. Woe ford’s revised and authorized text. [k. Mse.]. 
Kisgivem, slightly altered, in the Hymnary, 14872, 

(5) The S. P.C. ate ~ i pt rey ong 
is thus composed : st. 1.—ill., Bp. Woodford's original tr. ; 
«iv. vw. the same but slightly altered; st. vi., from 
By. Wooetford’s revised text in the Sarum, 1868, st. 
Vii. viii,, Dy G, Phillimore, as in the Parish H. Bk. 
Iishould be noted in connection with this tr. that the 

beautiful limes in the Sarum text, 
Adoring tremble still, 
And trembling still adore,” 

are from I. Williams's ¢r., 1839, where they are given 
a3 one line. 

4. Now suspend the wistful sigh. By G. Rori- 
son, in his Hys. ¢ Anthems, 1851, No, 23, and 
the 1862 Appendix tothe H. Noted, No. 125. 

5. Clear through the silent night. This ¢r. in 
T. Darling's Hys. for the Ch. of England, 1887, 
is a slightly altered form of the H. A. § M, text 
beginning with st. ij. 

6. Calmed be our griefs, hushed every sigh. By 
J. D, Chambers in his Lauda Syon, 1857. This 
was repeated in the Hymnal for the Use of St. 
John the Evangelist, Aberdeen, 1870. 

7. Hark! on the midnight air. In Skinner's 
Daily Service Hymnal, 1864; and the Altar 
Hymnal, \884. This text is as follows: sts, 
i-iv. by Bp. Woodford in the Parish H. Hk. as 
above; st. v. from G. Phillimore’s addition to 
the same, altered; and the rest by A. H. Ward. 

8. Now let mournful cease, Ly R. 
F. Littledale in th People’s H., 1867, and signed 
‘LPs oo = 

3. Now signs ppear . In O. Shipley's Annus Sonia t8ee 
Jam luweis orto sidere. [Morning.} 

This hae has frequently been ascribed to 
St. Ambrose, but it is not assigned to him b 
the Benedictine editors, or by Biraghi in his 
Inni sinceré ¢ carmi di Sant’ Ambrogio, 1862. 
It. is certainly ancient, and may possibly be 
as old as the 5th cent. Mone, i. p. 372, cites 
it asin an Sth cent. ws. at Darmstadt, and in 
two mss. of the 8th cent. at Trier; in each 
case nym py for Prime. It is found in three 
Mss. of the 11th cent. in the British Museum 
(Vesp. D. xii. £75: Jul. A. vi. f. 21; Harl. 2961 f. 2196). In the Lat. Hys. of the A 
Sazon Church (Surtees Society), 1851, p. 9, it is printed from an 11th cent: ws. at D 
(B. iii. 32 f. 4 co ). Ttisalso in an 11th cent, a, orpus Christi College, Cambridge (391, p. 
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230); in the St. Gall mss, 313, 314 of the 11th 
cent., &c. In almost all Mediueval Breviarics, 
ineluding the Sarum, York, Aberdeen, Moz- 
arabic of 1502, Roman (Venice, 1478, and the 
revision of 1632) and Paris of 1643 ; uniformly 
as a hymn at Priwe in the Duily Office. The 
text is also in Daniel, i., No. 48, with a@ re- 
ference at iv. p. 42 to it ux in a Rheinau ms. 
of the 10th cent. ; in the Hymnarium Sarisb., 
1851, p. 38; in Wackernagel,i., No 67; in Card. 
Newman's Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 und 1805, 
&e. Inthe Paris Brev., 1736, it is recast by 
Charles Coffin, and this text is in J. Chandler's 
Hys. of the Primitive Church, 1837, No. 3; 
Card, Newman's Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 and 
1865: Macgill’s Songs of the Christian Creed 
and Life, 1876. (J. M.J 

Both forms of this hymn lave been fr. into 
English, and have come into extensive C, U. 
as follows :— 

i. The Original Text. 
1. Brightly shines the morning star. By Bp. 

R. Mant, in his Ancient Hymns, &., 1837, p. 4 
(ed. 1871, p. 8). In Aennedy, 1863. 

2, Now hath arisen the star of day. By H. 
Alford, in his Ps. § Hys., 1844, No. 106; and 
again in his Year of /’raise, 1867, 

3. Now doth the sun ascend the aky. By E. 
Caswall, in his Lyra Catholica, 1849, p. 9; and 
again in his Hys. and Poems, 1873, p.6. This 
was repeated in Oldknow'’s Hymns, &c., 1850; 
with slight alterations in the People’s H., 1867; 
and also in other collections. 

4. Now that the daylight fills the sky. By 
J. M, Neale, in the /ymnal N., 1852, No. 4, 
This in given unaltered in several hymn-books, 
In H. A. & M., 1861 and 1875, it begins with 
the same first Jine, but the text is very much 
altered by the compilers, This is repeated in 
Kennedy, 1863, No, 821. The text in Pott’s 
Hymns, &c,, 1801, is altered by the editor, In 
the S. P. C. K. Churcn Hys., 1871, the text of 
Hl, A, § M. is taken with slight alterations. The 
text in Thring’s Coll, 1882, is Neale’s altered 
by Thring. In addition to these it is altered in 
the Enjlish Hymnal, 1852 and 1861, to “ Now 
that the day-star mounts the sky [on high);" in 
the Sarum Hy/., 1868,“ While now the daylight 
fills the sky; and the Hymnary, 1872, “ Again 
the daylight fills the sky.” When these arrange- 
ments of Neale’s tr. of the hymn are all taken 
into account it is found that his tr. is the most 
widely used of any. 

5, The star of light is rising bright. By W. J. 
Blew, in his Church Hymn & Tune Bk., 1852-55, 
and again in Rice’s Sef. from the same, 1870. 

6, As mounts on high the orb of day. By R.C. 
Singleton, written in 1867, and pub, in his 
Anglican H. Bk., 1868. 

7. The star of light ascends the aky. By G. 
Moultrie, in his Hys. and Lyrics, 1867, and the 
Irvingite Hys, for the Use of the Churches, 1871. 

Other translations are :— 
1. Now that the day-star doth arise, Bp. Cosin, in 

his ear 4 Private Lcootions, 1627, (Rivington’s ed., 

at morning star has risen, and we, W. W. Hull, 2. 
in his Coll, of Hymns, 1833. 

3. The star of morn © night succeeds, Card. J. HL 
Newman, in Tracts for the Times, No. 75, p. 55. 

4. Now that the star of light hath risen. 4. J. RB. 
Hope 1#44. 

5. Yon herald star hath brought the morn. Hymna 
rium Anglicanum, 1644. Pp 

°o 
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6. While now the sun his course s Bp. J. 
Willlame, in his Ancient Hys., «S.A, 1845, Hartford, 

7. Now day's bright star is risen afar. WW. J. Cope- 
land. 1448. 

«, Now the doy-eene bright is born. @. Rorizon. 1861. 
9, The star light bath risen, and now. J. D. 

Chambers. 1857. 
10. Kiseth now the star of day. H. Bonar, in his 

his sfisc, Poems, 1870. 
12. The star of morn is in the skies. H. M. Macgill. 

1876 
13 The day-star shows his radiant face. J, Wallace, 

1874. 
ii. The Paris Breviary Text. 
1. Once more the sun is beaming bright. By 

J. Chandler, in his Mys. of the Primitive Church, 
1837, p. 3: into the Wes. H. Bk, 1875, and 
others. In the Cooke and Denton Church Hyl., 
1853, it was altered to “Now whilst the sun is 
beaming bright;" and in Mercer's Ch, Psalter 
& H. Bk, 1864, it is rewritten from CM. to LM. 
as “ The star of morn now wakes from sleep.” 

9, Now that the day-star glimmers bright. By 
Card, J. H. Newman, in his Verses on Religious 
Subjects, 1853; and his Verses on Various Ovca- 
sions, 1868, p. 234, where it is dated “ Little- 
more, February, 1842." In the American Uni- 
tarian Hys. for the Church of Christ, 1853, No. 365, 
it was given in 4 st as “Now that the sun is 
beaming bright.” This was repeated in Spurgeon’s 
0. O. H. Bk. 1866; W. PF. Stewenson’s //ys. for 
Church and Home, 1873; Martineau's Hymns, 
&c., 1873, and others. In Beecher's Pl 
Coll., 1855, and others, it reads, “ Now that the 
sun is gleaming bright.” 

Other tra. are :— 
1. Now morn's star bath woke from sleep, I, Wil- 

1876. 

Jam non te lacerant carnificum 
manus. Jean Baptiste de Santeiiil. [Com- 
mon of One Martyr.) Appeared in the Cluntac 
Breviary, 1686, p. xviii., and in his Hymni 
Sacri et Novi, 1689, p. 202, and again in edi- 
tion 1698, p. 244, in 5 st. of 4 1. It was in- 
cluded in the Paris Brev., 1736, and is also 
found in the Lyons and other modern French 
Brevs., and in Card, Newman's Hymni Ecele- 
siae, 1838 and 1865. Tr. as :— 

Fear no more for the torturers hand, By I. Wil- 
liams, in his Hys. tr. from the Parisian Brev., 1839, 
p- 285. This was repeated in the Hymnal for the 
Use of St. John the Evangelist, &c., Aberdeen, 1870; 
and as, “Fear no more the clanking chain,” in 
Kennety, 1863, In this st. i, ii, are reversed, 
st. iv. 18 rewritten, and the doxology is omitted. 

Translation not in 0, U. :— 
No more thy limbs are rent. J. D. Chambers. 1866, 

[J. J.J 
Jam sanctius moves opus. ©. Coffin. 
Ftd Appointed in the Paris Breviary, 
736, for Fridays at Mating after Whitsuntide. 

It waa also included in the author's Hymni 
Sacri, 1736, p. 25, in 6 st. of 4 L,in J. Chand- 
ler's Hys. of the Primitive Church, 1837, No, 
29, and in Card. Newman's Hymni Ecclesiae, 
1838 and 1865, (W. A. 8.) 
Translations in C. U.:— 
1. And now, 0 God, Thy mindresolves. By J. 

JANUS, MARTIN 

Chandler in his Hys. of the Prim. Church, 1837, 
p. 26. 

2. To day, O Lord, a holier work. This ¢r. in 
A. A. & M., 1861 and 1875, in Kennedy, 1863, 
and others, is Chandler's tr. altered by the com- 
pilers of H. A. & Mf. 

8. To day, O God, Thy mind resolves. This fr. 
in the Hymnal for the Use of St. John the Evan- 
gelist, &c., Aberdeen, 1870, is Chandler’s ¢r. 
altered by the editor. 

4, To day, O Lord, Thy will resolves. This tr. 
in the Hymnary, 1872, is also Chandler's tr. 
but altered by the editors of the Hymnary. 

Translations not in C. U,:— 
1. Now a holier work, O Lord. J, Williams, 1439. 
2. A greater, bolier work this day. J. 2. Chambers, 

1857. (J. J.J 

Jam solis excelsaum jubar. C. — 
(Easter.} Given in the Paris Breviary, 1736, 
as the hymn at Sext in Paschal-tide. In the 
author's Hymni Sacri, 1736, p. 92, it begins, 
“Nuns solis.” &c, The Paris Brev. form ia 
rupeated in J. Chandler's Hys. of the Primitive 
Church, 1887, No. 6, and in Card. Newman's 
Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 and 1865. [W. A. 8.] 

Translation in C. U.:— 
Behold the radiant sun on high, By J. D. 

Chambers, in his Lauda Syon, 1857, p.38, in 
3 st. of 41, This was repeated, with alterations, 
in the Hymnary, 1872. 

Translations not in 0. U. :— 
ma And now the sun's metidian beams. J. Chandler. 

2. The sun ts soaring high. 7. Williams. In the 
British Magazine, Jan. 1834, and his Hye. tr. from the 
Parisian Rrev., 1839, 

3. Fast climbs the sun heaven's crystal mount. W. J. 
Blew, 1862, / (IJ 

Jam toto subitus vesper eat polo. 
{B. V. M.) The hymn at Matina in the office 
of the Seven Dolours of the B. V. M., com- 
memorated on the 3rd 8. in September. This 
oftice has been added to the n 
since 1786. It is bound up with the Pars 
Autamnalis of the British Museum copy of the 
Antwerp ed, 1757, and was authorized then 
for use in Germany by the “ Fratres ordinis 
servornm B. M. V.” In the Kempten ed., 
1746, it is given among the offices not of uni- 
versal obligation, and marked aa to be used in 
all the hereditary possessions of the House of 
Austria. The text of this hymn is in recent 
editions of the Breviary, and also in Daniel, iv. 
p. 306. Tr. a8 :— 

Come, darkness, spread o'er heaven thy pall. By 
E. Caswall, in his Lyra Catholica, 1840, p. 171, 
and again in his Hys. & Poems, 1873, p. 93. It 
has been repeated in as few hymn-books. Another 
tr. is, “Let darkness vanish from the heavens 
now, by J. Wallace, 1874. (J. MJ 
Janus, Martin, seems to have been a 

native of Silesia, and to have been born about 
1620. After receiving his license in theology, 
he beeame Precentor of the two church:s at 
Sorau, in Silesia, then, about 1653, was ap- 

inted Rector of the Evangelical School at 
gan, and Precentor at the church near the 

Eckersdorf gate, He became Pastor at Eckers- 
ilorf about 1664, but was expelled by the Im- 

rial Edict of Murch 13, 1668, by which all 
vangelical pastors and teachers were driven 

out of the principality. He is said to have be- 
come Precentor at Ohlau, in Silesia, and d. 
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there about 1682. The only hymn by him ¢, 
into English is :—~ 

. mes eptenry pf as- 
ttibed to J. Scheffler. The tr. is, “O! at last I did dis- 
crver,"” beginning with st. v. as No. 464 in pt. 1. of the 
Mnavian FT. BE, 1754. In the 1789 later eda, 
(#4, Wo. 338) it begins “O! at last I've found my 
Seviour.”* {J. M.] 

Je Ke salue, mon certain Rédemp- 
teur. Jehan Calvin (2). (Pratee to Christ.) 
tae bynan, entitled sige nape a ago 
brist,”” first appeared in the ion of the 

Frenche Peaalter, published at Strassburg in 
15, the 8 urg copy of which unfor- 
tuimtel yw  eoineges in the destruction of the 
Town Muibrary during the bombardment of 
Strasburg in the Franco-German war. It has 
been saeatbed to Calvin, but F. Bovet, in his 
Hisdoire du Paautier des isea Reéformeées, 
1872, and Dr. E. Reuss, of Strassburg, who 

included it in 8 st. of 8 lines in the “ ir 
Works of Culvin” (Corpus Reformatorum, 
1867, vol. xxxiv.), both regard his authorship 
as very doubtful. O. Douen, in his Clément 
Marot et le Peautier Huguenot, 1878-79, thinks 
it probable that the author was Jean Garnier, 
then Minister of the French Congregation at 
Strasburg. Mr. Bannerman gives an interest- 
ing summary of the evidence as a preface to 
his translation (see below). It is tr. ds 
1.1 Thee, who my sure Redeemer art. A 

fall gna close fr. in the original metre, made in 1868, by 
Elizabeth Lee Smith, wife of Prof. H. B, Smith, of New 
York, and contributed to Scbaffs Christ in Song (ed. 
1889, p. 678). Included in W. F. Stevenson’s Mys. for 
Che & Home, 1873, omitting st. L., vi., vil, beginning 
with st. if., * Thou art the King of = een 
and slightly altering st. ill. 1. 6 (a. tv. « orig J. a 

close tr. by Dd Pessertenn (q. ¥.), fret —] 4 The 
Catholic Presbyterian, Dec. 1879, : 464, Included in 

ligious aa Postry (ed Neon rene ao 
omitting et. ily vill., as No 119, In the #Pee Church H. 
Bk., 1882. (J. M.) 

Jehovah! 'tis a glorious Name. P. 
Doddridge. [Trust in Jehovah.) In the D. M88. 
this as is headed, “ The Saint encouragi 
himself in the Lord his God,” and is da 
i ge 9, oie It was included = J. ecg oi 

. of Dod 8 (posthumous) na, &C., 
1755, No, 20, me A 41, and fe J.D. 
Humphreys’s ed. of the same, 1839, No. 24. 
In the Beapt, Hyl., 1879, it is slightly ahieged. 

Jeleckey, Johannes, better known in the 
‘Germanised form Geletzky, was ordained a 
priest of the Bohemian Brethren’s Unity in 
1565. Hee was some time President of the 
community at Fulnek, ix Bohemis, and after- 
wards at Grikllitz, in Bohemia, He d. at 
Grodlitz, Dec. 28, 1568. He was sent by Bp. 
Blahoslav to negotiate with the Anabeptists of 
Austerlitz. 'o the Kirchengeseng, 1566, he 
contributec? 22 hymns and translations, Two 
have passed into English, of which one is 
noted undesr Augusta, J. The other is 
Dankt Gott dem Herren. Children. 1566, 08 above, 

futet. In 4 is 304. Tr. as “ In Faith, « iv. p. 
0 teach us, beginning with st, v., a8 No, I. in pt. i. 

-M) ofthe Moractan HH. Kk » 1764, 

Jersey, Margaret Elizabeth Villiers, 
née Leigh, Countess of, eldest daught+r of 
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Lord Leigh, of Stoneleigh, in the county ot 
Warwick, was b. Oct, 29, 1849, and in 1872 was 
married to the Earl of Jersey, In 1871 the 
Religious Tract Society published a small col- 
lection of her hymns and poems under the 
title of Hymns and Poems for very Little Chil- 
dren. A second series under the same title 
appeared in 1875. They “ were mostly written 
by Lady Jersey before she married, for the use 
of a little sister, it being difficult to find 
hymns composed in language simple enough 
for a very young child.” And certainly they 
are distinguished by a charming simplicity 
both of thought and lan . Six of these 
hymns were included in W. R. Stevenson's 
School Hymnal, 1880. Some of these are re- 
ae in the Voice of Praise c— 5. 8. 
ae and other collections. Her hymas in 

. U. are — 
1. Here am I, for thou didst call me. Child Samuel. 
2. Huly Jesus, Who didst die. A Child's Prayer. 
3. Lam a little soldier. <A child of God. 
gt eee ey oes . Praise to God 

6. Speak the truth, for that is right. Spealing the 

6. There are many lovely things below. Heaven. 
(W. RB. 8.) 

once on ae Bp. KR. Heber. [(Chriat 
Weeping over Jerusalem.) Pub. in his post- 
humous Hymns, &c., 1827, p. 102, in 5 st. of 
41., and appointed for the 10th 8. after Trinity, 
the account of Christ weeping over Jerusalem 
being the Gospel for thatday. In T. Darling's 
Hymns for the Ch. of England, ed. 1861-1875, 
it is altered to “Thou city of Jerusalem.” 
The original is in several collections. (J. J.] 
Jerusalem luminosa. [Eternal Tife] 

This hymn, in 100 lines, was lst pub. by Mone, 
No. 304, froma 15th cent. ws. at Karlsruhe, in 
which it is entitled, “On the glory of the 
heavenly Jerusalem as coucerning the endow- 
ments of the glorified body.” Of this and 
the two cognate hymus of this ms. (“ Quisquis 
valet” and “In domo Patris,” q.v.) Dr. Neale 
says; “* The pe ai and general ideas prove 
the writer [unknown, but apparently of the 
15th cent.] to have heen subject tothe influence 
of the school of Geert Groet and Thomas a 
Kempis” (Hys. chiefly Medieval on the Joys 
and Glories of Paradise, 1865, p. 44). Lines 
25 ff.,* In te nunquam nubilata,” may be com- 
pared with a passage in St. Cyprian’s De laude 
martyrit :— 

* All things there have nothing to do with either opld 
or heat; nor do the fields rest, as in autumn; nor again 
does the fertile earth bring forth fruit in the early 
spring ; all things belong to one season, they bear the 
fruits of one summer: indeed, neither does the moon 
serve to mark the months, nor does the sun run through 
the spaces of the hours; nor does the day, put to fight, 
give way to night; joyful rest reigns over the people, 
a placid dwelling contains them,” 

Dr. Neale’s rendering of the ll. 25-30 is :-— 
“ There the everlasting «pring-tide 

Sheds ite dewy, green repose ; 
There the Summer, tn its glory, 

Cloudless and eternal glows; 
For that country never knoweth 
Autumo's storms nor winter's spows,”” 

(W. A. 8.] 
Translation in C. U. :— 
Light's abode, Celestial Salem. By J. MM, 

Neale, pub. in the H. Noted, 1858, in 7 st. of 6 
]., and again in his Hys, chiefly ary on the 

ee a ee eee 
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Joys and Glories of Paradise, 1865. In its full 
or in an abridged form it has been included in 
several hymn-books, including H, A. & M., the 
Hymnary, &, In the Hyl. for the use of S, 
John, §c., Aberdeen, Appendix, 1870, it is altered 
to “Seat of Light! Celestial Salem,” and in the 
St. Margaret's Hymnal (East Grinstead), 1875, as 
“O how blessed, O how quickening.” (J. J.J 

Jerusalem, my happy home. [The 
Heavenly Jerusalem.) The importance of this 
poem, the varying forms in which it, or some 

rtions of it, are found in modern hymn- 
ks, and the doubt which attaches to its 

authorship, necessitate an exhaustive treat- 
ment of its text and history. The fact that 
two versions are known, both dating from the 
latter part of the 16th cent. (those of F. B, P. 
and W. Prid), points naturally to a common 
source from whence each was taken. After 
indicating this probable source of the poem, 
we will give the text and history in detail. 

i P ile source of the Poem. For some 
centuries the volume known to us us The Medi- 
tations of St. Augustine ( Liber Meditationum) 
had been popular, and had widely influenced 
the thought uf the Church, At the time of the 
Reformation, Roman Catholic and Protestant 
alike vied in translations of it, in whole or in 

rt. In many editions Card. P. Damiani’s 
tome on Paradise, “Ad perennis vitae 
fontem,” is given as a part of the Manual, 
and has thus become frequently ascribed to 
St. Augustine. In the Liber Meditationum 
fed, Divi Aurelii Augustini a 
Episcopi Meditationes, Soliloquia et Manuale, 
Venice, 1553, ¢. 25] the following passage is 
found :— 

Mater Hierusalem, Civitas sancta Del... . . Felix 
anima mea, semperque felix in ssecula, si intaeri 
meruero gloriam tuam, beatitudinem tuam, pulchri- 
tudinem tuam, portas et muros toot, et plateas tuas, et 
mansioned tuas multas, nobilissimos cives tuos, et for- 
tisimam Regem toum Dominum nostrum in decore 
suo, Muri ue tai ex lapidibus is, portae 
tuae ex thn is, Plateae tase ex auro 
purissimo, in quibus ndum Halleluia sine inter- 
missione concinitur, Mansiones tuae multae, quadris 
lapidibus fundatae, sapphiris constructae, laterculis co- 

aurela, in quas nullus itur nisi mundus, 
nullus habitat inquinatus, facta es et suavis 
in deticiis tuis, mater Hierusalem. Nihil in te tale, 
quale hic patimur, qualia in hac miseré vité cerni- 
mus, Non sunt in te tenebrae, aut nox, aut quaelibet 
diversitas temporum, Non lucet in te lax luce: ant 
splendor lunae, vel Jubar stellarum, sed Deus de Deo, 
Lux de Luce, Sol Justitiae semper illuminat te, Agnus 
candidus et immaculatus, lucidum et pulcherrimum est 
lumen tuum. Sol tnus et clarifas tua et omnpe bonum 
tuum, bh puleherrimi Regis indeticiens contemplatio. 
Ipee Rex m in medio tui,et pueri ejus in circumitu 

us. Ibi hymuidici Angeloram chori. Ibi societas su- 
morum civium. Ibi dulcis solemnitas omnium ab 

tristi peregrinatione ad tua gaudia redeuntium. Ibi 
Propbetarum providus chorus. Tbi duodenus Aposto- 
lorum numerus. Ibi innumerabilium Martyrum victor 
exercitus. [bi sanctorum Confessorum sacer conventus. 
Toi veri et perfecti Monachi. Ibi sanctae Mulleres, 
uae voluptates secull et sexds infirmitatem vicerunt, 
bi Pueri et. Purllae qui annos svos sanctis moribus 

transcenderunt, Ibi sunt oves et agni, qui jam bujus 
voluptatis laqueos evaserunt. Exultant omnes in propriis 
mansionibua, dispar est gloria singulorum, sed com- 
munis est Iaectitiaomnium. Plena et perfecta ibi reg- 
nat Caritas quia Deus-est [bl omnia in omnibus quem sine 
fine vident, et semper videndo in ejus amore ardent, 
amant ¢t laudant, landant ¢t amant. Owne opus eorum 
laus Del, sine fine, sine defectione, sine labore. Felix 
ego et vere in perpetuum felix, sl post resolutionem 
bajos corpuscull audire meruero ila cantica coelestis 
melodiae, quae cantantur ad Iaudem Regis Aeterni, ab 
illis ew Patriae civibus beatorumque spirituum 
agminibus, Fortanatus ego, nimiumque beatua, ai et 
ego ipse meruero cantare ea, et assistere Regi meo, Deo 
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meo, et Duci meo, et cernere enum in glorid sud, sicut 
ipse pollicer! dignatus est, dicens:; Pater colo ut quos 

isti mihi sint mecum, ut videant clarilatem meam, 
wan kabui apud te ante constitutionem mundi. Et 

alitt, Qui mihi ministrat, me sequatur, ef whi sum, 
illic et minister mens crit. Etiterum. Qui diligit me 
diligetur @ Patre meo, et ego diligam cum, et mani- 
Sestabo ci meiprum., 

This passuge, together with Card. P. Da- 
miani’s hymn, seems to have been the source 
of the hymn by F. B, P., as it is certainly of 
that by W. Prid. 

ii. Hymn by F. B. P. This is in a ms, 
book in the British Museum, numbered Add. 
15,225. The ms. is undated, but is of the 
latter part of the 16th or the beginning of the 
17th cent. The full text is as follows :— 

A Sona Map sy F: B: P, 
To the tune of Diana. 

“1 Hiernsalem happie home 
When shall I come to thee 

When -hall my serrowes have an end 
Thy joyes when shall I see 

2 O happie barbour of the saints 
O sweete ant pleasant soyle 

In thee noe sorrow may be founde 
Noe greefe, noe care, no: toyle 

“3 In thee noe sickenesse may be seene 
Noe hurt, noe ache, noe sore 

There is noe death, nor uglie devill 
There is life for evermore 

“4 Noe dampishe mist is seene in thee 
Noe could, nor darkserme night 

There everie soule shines as the sunne 
There god himeselfe giues light 

“6 There lust and lukar cannot dwell 
* There envie beares noe sway 
There is noe hunger heate nor coulde 

Hut pleasure everie way 
“6 Hierusalem: Hierusalem 

God grant | once may see 
Thy endless« joyes and of the same 

Partaker aye to bee 
wales are made of precious stones 
y bulwarkes Diamondes square 

——— are of right orient pearle 
ceedinge riche and rare 
terrettes and thy pinacies 

nm ith carbuncles doe — we 
verte streetes are pa with gould 

Garpansings cleare and fine 
“9 ¥ — are of Ivorie 

yw 

“gq 

“6 Thy 

hb ndoes cristale cleare 
“7 tyles are mad of beaten gould 

god that I were there 

“10 Within thy gates noth doeth come 
That is not passinge.cleane 

Noe spiders web, noe dart noe dust 
Noe filthe taay there be seene 

Ah my sweete home Hierusaleme 
Would 1 were in thee 

Would my woes were at an end 
Thy ioyes that 1 might see 

“* 12. Thy saints are crownd with glorie great 
They see god face to face 

They triumph still, they still reioyce 
Most happile Is their case 

“13 Wee that are heere in banishment 

wen ep and wel e we we 
Perpetually we groane 

“14 Our sweete is mixt with bitter gaule 
Our pleasure is but  peine 

Our loyes scarce last the lookeing on 
Onr sorrowes still remalne 

“15 Bat there they live in such delight 
Such pleasure and such 

As that to them a 
seeme as yeaster day 

16 Thy viniardes and thy orchardes are 
Most beutifall and faire 

Full farnished with trees and fruits 
Most wonderfall and rare 

“17 Thy gardens and thy gallant walkes 
‘ontinually are greene 

There groes such sweete and pleasant flowers 
As toe where eles are seene 
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“18 There is nector and ambrosia made 
There t# muske and civette sweete 

‘There manie a faire and daintie dragge 
Are troden under feeve 

‘There cinumon there sugar groes 
There narde and balme abound 

What tounge can tell or hart conceine 
The foyes that there are found =, 

** 20 —- the streetes with siluer sound 
Othe flood of life doe flowe 
Upon whose bankes on everie ayde 

‘The wood of life doth growe 

‘There trees for evermore beare fruite 
And evermore doe springe 

‘There evermore the Angels sit 
And evermore doe singe 

There David standes with harpe in band 
As maister of the Queere 

‘Tenne thousand times that man were blest 
That might this musicke hear 

Our Ladie singes ifjcat 
With tune surpassinge sweete 

And all the virginns beare their parts 
Sitinge aboue her feete 

Te Deum doth Sant Ambrose singe 
Saint Augustine dothe the like 

Ould Simeon and Zacharie 
Haue not their songes to seeke 

There Magdalene hath lef ber mone 
And cheerefulite doth si 

With blessed Saints whose be 
In everie streete doth ringe 

Hierusalerm my happle home 
Would were in thee 

Would re were at an end 
Thy boyes that 1 migit see 

finis =~ Finis” 

In 1601 ee abbreviated to 19 stanzas, 
was printed in Song of Mury the Mother of 
Christ... . with the Description of Heavenly 
Jerusalem. London; E. Alide, 1601. This 
text, being derived from the above, is very 
corrupted aud incomplete, an-l variations in 
arrangement and in phrase are numerous. 
These two versions, if the latter is not derived 
from the former, must have had one common 
source, and suggest thy possibility of an earlier 
and probably abate version of the hymn 
now unknown being the source of both. 

iii. W. Prid’s hymn on The New Jerusalem. 
This hymn is contained in:— 

The Glass of vaine-glorie: Faithfully translated (out 
S. Avgvatine hia dooke, intituled um peceatoris) 
ao W. P.[rid}, Doctor of the Lawes, Printed 

at L by John Windet dwelling at the signe of the 
white Aeare, nigh Baynard'’s Castle 1586 (2nd ed. 1593). 

From this hymn or song of 176 lines we 
will quote those stanzas only which have todo 
with the New Jerusalem hymn. It reads :— 

“PsaLme oF Zio. 
“*1 O Mother deare Hierusalem, 

Jehouas throne on hie: 
O Sacred Cittie, Queene and Wife, 

Of Christ eternally. 
“2 My hart doth long to see thy face, 

Try soule doth still desire, 
Ty glorious benutie to 

a Ty mind is set on fire. 

comely Queene in glorie clad, 
4n_ honour and degree : 

Al faire thou art exceeding bright 
MO spot there is in thee. 

“4 O piereless dame and daughter faire 
Of howe, without annoy : 

‘Trixampb, for in thy beautie braue, 
the King doth greatly foy. 

port, thy shape, thy stately grace, 
thy fawour faire in deede : 

Thy pleasant bew and countinance, 
Ql others doth exceede,” 

Stanzas 6—12, which follow, are an indifferent 

dl 19 

4421 

« 22 

“26 

of passages from The Song of emanate 
ea” ST? Peturns to his subject in 
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“13 O then thrise bappie should my state 
in happinesse remaine : 

If L might once Thy glurious Seate, 
and princely place attaine. 

“14 And view thy gallant thy wals 
thy streetes and dwe! wide, 

Thy noble troup of Citizens 
and mightie King beside. 

“15 Of stones full precious are thy towres 
thy | ogre of pearles are tolde, 

There is that Alleluia sun 
in streates of beaten gold, 

“46 Those stately ae manifold, 
on syuared stones de rise, 

With Saphyre de: kt, & lofty frames 
enclosed Castlewise, 

**17 Into the gates shall none approche, 
but honest, pure and cleane ; 

No spot, no Gith, no loathsome thing, 
Sball enter iv (1 meane), 

“18 O mother deare Jerusalem, 
the comfort of vs all, 

How swete thou art and dilicate, 
no thing shall thee befall.” 

Stanzas 19-22 are much in common with 
F. B. P's hymn, Stanzas 24-28 are :— 

“23 He is the king of kings beset, 
amidst his Seruants right : 

And they his happle houshold all, 
do serue bim day and night. 

“24 There, there the quiers of Angels sing, 
there the supernall sort, 

Of citizens (that hence are rid 
from dangers deepe) do sport. 

“26 There be the prudent Prophets all, 
Tha les six and six; 

The glorious martirs on a row, 
eal Confessors betwixt. 

“26 There doth the crew of righteous men, 
and matrons all consist ; 

Yong men & maids that here on earth 
their pleasures did resist, 

“27 The sheepe & lambs that bardly scapte, 
The snares of death and bell; 

Triumph in joy everlasting! 
whereof no tongue van tell, 

tied “ns differ i t erin FH} 
Yet is the toy of all alike, 

and cotton (a8 we see).” 

Stanzas 29-33 continue to borrow from the 
Meditations of St. Augustine. At the close of 
at. 34 the writer takes a freeh departure, and, 
referring to our Bless d Lord, says:— 

* According to his promise made 
(Which here I enterlace) ; " 

and st. 35-38 consist of “enterlaced” texts 
accordingly. Stanzas 39, 40 are of no special 
note; and the poem concludes with at. 41-44 :-— 

“+41 O blessed are the pure in heart, 
Pen Soueraigne they — see; 

t most je beauenl. hts 
aaaia bee. i” 

42 Wherefore, O Lord, dissolue my bonds, 
ry = and fetters strong : 

For I have dwelt within the tents 
of Cedar over long. 

“43 And grant, 0 God, for Christ his sake, 
that once dewoide of strife; 

I may Lae | holy hit! attaine, 
to dwell in all my life, 

* 44 With Chernbins and Seraphina, 
and holy soules of men ; 

To sing thy praise © Lord of bostes, 
for ever and ever, Amen.” 

In his Preface to The Glasee of Vaine Glory, 
Prid says this is a 
«song of Slon which I have here translated out of 
s. Augustine's B — po dn yy Chap. pedo Englishe 
meeter... ve ov 

the varie wordes of mine Authour."" re 

To this point the history is clear. It is cer. 
tain that W. Prid translated direct from the 
work known to us as St. Augustine's Medita— 
tions; and it is highly probable that F. B. P_ 
derived his directly from the same-source, o¢ 

hy the glorte of ech one, 
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indirectly through the translation of another. 
It now remains for us to show how later writers 
have availed themselves of these materials. 

iv. Additional forms of the H From 
this point we have a great variety of texts, 
the more important of which are as follows :— 

(1.) The most noted of these is a broadside of the 18th 
cent., which was reprinted by Dr. H. Bonar in his work 
The New Jerusalem; a Hymn of the Olden Time, 1452, 
Dr. Bonar attributes this text to David Dickson, a 
Scottish Presbyterian Minister (1583-1663). It is in 
248 lines, all of which, with the exception of ll, 25-32, 
and 233-236, are altered either from F. B, P. or from 
W. Prid. From the following extract from Robert 
Wodrow's Life of D. Dickson, 1726, it ts evident that 
Wodrow regarded the production as an original poem by 
Dickson :— 
“Some short on is and serious sul 
such as the ‘ Christian Sacrifice,’ *O Mother dear, Jeru- 
salem,’ and (on somewhat — octavo 1648), * True 
Christian Love,’ t. be sung with the common tunes of 
the Paalms... . ." This is all of bis I bave seen in print. 
Se ne a cee ween ee.  P 

and W. Prid, .s:— 

 O Mother dear, Jerusalem ! 
When shall I come to thee ? 

Wh- shall sorrows have ap end, 
Py tobe shall T see? 

O happy harbour of God's ssinte ! 
O sweet and pleasant soil! 

In thee no sorrow may be found 
No grief, no care, no toil.” 

The full text is given in Dr. Bonar's work a8 above, 
(il.) Contemporary with this broadside in Scotland was 
another in England. It is in the Aawlinson 
4to, 566, 167, and entitled “ The true description of the 

foys of Heaven, To the Tune of, + man 
in ‘ion.’ Tt is undated, but “ Printed for F. 
Coles, T. Vere, and J. Wright,” who are known to have 
issued broadsides, ranging from 1650 to 1670. 
This we date from internal evidence, circ, 1660, 
ora little later. The first six stanzas will be sufficient 
to show that it is merely F. B. P. more or less altered, and 
that it contains no trace whatever of W. Prid's version, 

1 Jerusalem, my bappy home, 
Wiun alutl'S comes to thes? 

When shall my sorrows have an end? 
thy joys when shall I see? 

“2 Where bappy harbour is of Saint, 
with sweet and pleasant soy]: 

In thee no sorrow ever found, 
no grief, no care, no toyl. 

“3 In thee no dampish Mists are seen, 
nor cold, nor darksome night : 

In thee all souls for ever sin 
there God always gives | " 

“ 4 Heaven is the Spring where waters flow 
to quench our of sin 

There is the tree where truth doth grow 
to lead owr lives therein, 

“6 There Christ is that stints the strife 
wien men's devise 

There is the bread that feeds the life 
that death cannot asaail 

“6 The tidings of salvation dear 
comes (o our ears from thence: 

The fortress of our faith vs there 
shield af our defence.” 

stanzas (which we have given in italics 
to mark off from the rest) are the familiar lines 

ed in an altered form to several editions of the 
Egih ible in the early part of the 17th cent. and 

— 

** Here is the spring whence waters flow.” 

Ry a alteration in the opening Mne that and the 
eleven lines which follow are made to set forth the 
beauties and treasures of nang, brogeoein instead of those 
of Heaven. (See Various.) The concluding lines of the 
poem fix the date at or a short time after the Restoration 
of Charles I]. (1660) :— e 

“* God still our R King, 

erence many ry, C) 
good Lord, unto them send. 

Thus to conclude I end my song 
wishing health, wealth, and peace: 

And all that wish the Commons feed, 
good Lord their wys increase,” 

i 
The last ¢ fF 

Res 
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(iii.) In 1693 William Burkitt, the Expositor, pub. am 
Help and Guide to Christian Families, This work is 
in three parts, together with the addition of Divine 
rx mane on Occasions, The last hymn is as 

— 

“ 4n Hyuw: a@ longing for Glory. 
“1 Jerusalem ! my happy Home, 

When shall I come to Thee? 
When shall labours lave an End? 
Thy Joys when shall I see? 

“3 Thy Gates are vichiy ext with Peri, 
‘ost to behold ; glorious 

ta a are all of Stone, 
y Streets are pav'd with Gold. 

“3 gy bomen and thy pleasant Fruits 
ntinually are green ; 

There are such sweet and pleasant Flow’re 
As ne'er before was seen, 

“4 If beaven be thus glorious 
Lord, why must thence? 

What Folly te’t that me loth 
To die, and go from hence? 

“5 Reach down, reach down thine Ann of Grace, 

Woon Dremanees break ere C ons ne‘er u 
And Sabbaths have no End. . 

“6 When wilt thou come to me, O Lord ? 
O come, my Lord, most dear; 

Come nearer, nearer, nearer still ; 
I'm well when thou art near. 

“7 My dear Redeemer is Above, 
m will 1 go to ser, 

And all my Friends in Christ below, 
Shall soon come after me. 

“8 Jerusalem ! my bi Home, 
O haw 3 lone for Tie! 

Tigo etell may Labours have an End, 
Thy Joys when once I see. 

Come, LORD Tmus.” 
This text is acento and is thus com: St. i., i, 

fli., viii, are from F. B, P. somewhat altered. St. iv., v. 
are from Daniel Bu: "s“ Hymn on the Sabbath Day,” 
beginning, “O God, Whose glorious majesty,” where st. 
ii. and iil. read — 

2 If Heaven be the land of peace, 
Lord, why must we keep thence? 

What folly is’t that makes us loth 
To dye and to go hence.” 

*3 Reach down, Reach down thine arm of Grace, 
oe fit us to ascend 
yhere Congregations ne‘er break up, 
And Sabbaths have no end.” 

Stanza vi. of Burkitt's text is from T. Shepherd's 
Penitential Cries, No. 25, st. iv., ll. 1-4, slightly altered. 
These Ories, as is well known, were begun by J. Mason 
and jong we RY Shepherd, and were . with J. 
Mason's Spi a , or Songs of 1693. 
Stanza vil. is from J. Mason's Sp, Songs, 1643, No. 30, 
st. vill., ll. 1-4, which read :—~ 

“ a ee Friends, they dwell above, 
em will I go to see; 

And all my ds in Christ below 
WII! soon come me.” 

The text of Burkitt was repeated with slight altera- 
tlons in A Collection of Hymns and Sacred Poems. 
Dublin: Printed by S.[Samuel) Powell, in Crane Lane, 
1749, No, 84. In R. Hill's 1794 2 . to his Ps. & Hye. 
six stanzas were given from (UL. and vil, being 
omitted); and in 1798 five , Durkitt’s at, vili. being 
also omitted. In this form cento has passed into 

collections, 
In the American Church Pastorals, 1864, it is some- 

what altered, and broken up, without any regard to the 
sequence of the stanzas, into the fol original 

bymns —(1) * Jerusalem, b home"; (2 
Sderecalca’ Tenuate would G06," tx. 3)“ ‘as. 
salem, the seat"; (4) * Jebovah, happy now 
come, I pray”; (5) **O Lord, that I Jerusalem ”; and 
(6)“0 og happy were my state." 

(Iv.) Another transformation of F, B. P.'s text appeared 
in Pealms & Hymns... by W. S., London, 1725. It 
is in 40 st. of 41, and is superior to many 
theo peg The following ines one tits apadinana af 

Test :— 

** There David site with Harp in Hand 
_ Master of —— 
Ot happy they w understand, 

And may His Music hear," 
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(v.) Im Williams & Boden's Col. of above Siz Hundred | headed— Here followeth the song Mr. Thewlis wrote 7 @s a New Supplement to Dr, Watts's Palms | bimself;’ and another, * Here followeth the of the song fymns, Doncaster, \4v1, tue most popular form of the | death of Mr. Thewlis.’ Now John Thewlie was a tymn ie found as No, 195, and fend priest, barbarously executed at Manchester, March 1, 

ee osber eufforer (in all Unetiont apenas persecs- 
“= Big ey de gh ! , yy of falimbeth. ot of James rag 

. im the . same work, 18 bal my i Ri 18, pe Nae says, “I have since been ihemad bey 
* 2 When shall these eyes thy heaven-built walls | 37° a is nines So int ake And peeriy gains i initials stand for Francie Bever Porten'a aca sete Thy bulwarks with salvation strong, for some time imprisoned in the Tower, and the author Rind ects of ating gl Of 's fow chews devotional treatiocs." ‘ “30 thou ¢! 3) J. 7 Singersand Songs of the Church, Suan i toy oomia anand; 108? p. 85, ; : “Tt has been Ad that the ne'er break up, {initials «FP. B. P.’ stand tor Francis tT, ‘Pater’ And have no end? or priest.” 
“i "Pigs here Bes San Beare oem, From an intimate acquaintance with the 

Blest Seats! thro’ rode and stormy scenes late Daniel Sedgwick we are in « position to 1 onward press to you. state tiuat what he contributed to Dr. Neale *& Why sbould I shrink at pain & woe, was * Baker, Pater,” and that Dr. Tf tigen bypeem Y vee Neale misread “Pater” as “Porter.” J. ‘And realms of endless day. Miller's suggested reading was also from Sedg- “© Apostles, martyrs, prophets there, wick. This reading by Sedgwick mended soa Around my Saviour stand; on his part, and cannot be ved. apy mg below, he writer, probably a Roman Catholic, and 5 fam Tay fava possibly a priest, remains unknown. [W.T. B.] 
a ee eet Jerusalem, joys divine. [The PW hen | thy joys shall eee." Heavenly Jerusalem.| “This poem, in 27 st. of signed “ Eckinton ©.” In Ps, & Hys. for Pub. | 8 1. and headed by 1 st. of 4 1, appear:d in on rren Devotion, Sheffield Printed iy nee sont Sor ag 4g Mary on b4 Christ ; yen 

: taint ife a it the change in, ot 1 1, of Sden for Ben's. The | oer chrta oo the gordon; ith ths de. 
Christian Psalmist, 1625, No. 129. It bas | ly | #eription of the Heavenly Jerusalem, 1601. grown in popular favour, and is now in C. U. ina more (See “Jerusalem, my happy home.”) This 
+ pe seers een o any teeg poem was partially reprinted in the Parker Cieckine poosliar ats . | Society's Select Poetry of the Keign of Queen 

1794 Montgomery lived with wasan | Blizabeth, 1845, p. 427. It is from this poem assistant to J: Galrs, PA gees bookseller, and that Kennedy, 1863, 

to the prin as Desieoss, end continued his acquaintance | divine,” is compiled. (W. T. B.) 
sisters resided at Eckington (about six miles from| Jervis, Thomas, s of a Presbyterian the time, and the tatber and daughters i Minister of the same name, was b. at Ipswich ently visited the femily at Bekington. ener tee | in 1748, and educated for the Ministry at 

: A a copy of Dickson’s version | Hoxton. In 1770 he was appvinted classical 
of the New Jeresaions 0 Tn = sent dg - and mathematical tutor at the Exeter Aca- 

w a beer omen tyne | mY. From 1772 to 79 he waa tutor to 
ol ay thoee ia oe wt Eekinton poy ‘marked in | where Dr. Pricatley was librarian. In the pencil as fae which molmatned 5 ee Ped latter year Jervis suceveded Dr. A. Rees at 

macs faci, "ra ie tnt ge-io)'s| St Thomee’ Southwark, moving “in, 1706, meton’ Pera Church Choir, and | St. Chapel, Westminster. - From 1808 te 1818 
“ Jerusalem, my happy home,” | he was minister at the Mill Hill Chapel, Leeds, Seemann Cee reraasae pee. S| After his vetieoment he ved in the neighbour- well, bet has tow fie oe Dea Saanp sareeaneinaet hood of Loudon, and d. there in 1848. Jervis ten Co verenss ait, goite, safe to may thet the Belin- was one of the four editors of A Coll. of Hys. Mootgomers,) % “Jerusalem, my happy home” le by | 4D, for Public & Private Worshi London, 

vi.) Th the New Jerusalem 1795. [See Unitarian Hymnody. e contri- anboogh tar cree were of the New et comalo al hymas ty the Iet ed and 4 to ite mic book Supplement, 1807. Of these several are found ao fa aa nnante ae ta modern hye of the hymn, | in later Unitarian collections in G. Britain De. Bonar's work, The New Jerusalem, &c.. | and America, including :— 
1. God to correct a guilty world. Divine Providence, “ O heavenly Jerusale, ine attri Thou Clty of my King :” 2. Great God, Thi butes divine. Confidence in 

and another 3 st, in Card. Newman's Hymns the | 3. Lord of the world’s majestic frame, Praisea Duty. a the Bée-mingham Oratory, Dublin, J. F. iron 4. Shall I forsake that beavenly Friend? Contancyy red. 
The Z, “*O fair, O fair Jerusalem." wb. Sweet i the friendly volee which [that] speaks, v. mitials “ F. B. P.” Various at- | Peace to “op itt "The prinelceay “antnade to explain theseinitials, | 5 Wun'sacred joy we Wt curepes: Dicies Werahép 

Q) Dr. eles suggeation Ch Me- rich ioe we wwe ene 
a in his Hymns ‘ y “ 

weit ibe = fa g pag Raat merged ral thet | ‘These hymns all date from 1795, and th 
pieces of poetry, evidently Ly Roman Catholics; ope | most popular are Nos. 4 and 6. [V. D. Dj 

a 
Fe Ses awe 

a 

—< 4 Z - 
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Jesaiii, dem Propheten,. das geschah. 
M. Luther. (he Sanctus.) This paraphrase 
of Isaiah vi. 1-4, was Ist pub. in Luther's 
Deudsche Messe und ordnung Gottis Dienste, 
Wittenberg, 1526, repeated in the Erfurt 
G. B., 1527, the Geistliche Lieder, Wittenberg, 
1:29 and 1531, &e., in 16 1, entitled “ The 
German Sanctus.” Thence in Wackernagel, 
iii. p. 18. Also in Schircks's ed. of Luther's 
Geiatl. Lieder, 1854, p. 58, the Unv. L. S., 1851, 
No. 191, &e. 

According to the ritual directions of the Deudsche Messe, 
in the Holy Communion the Bread was first consecrated 
and received by the communicants, and then this 
Sanctus, or else Luther's “ Gott sei gelobet,” or * Jesus 
Christus unser Heiland” (from Huse) was sung. The 
Wine was then consecrated and received (see Blatter far 
Hymnologic, 1483, p. 49). 

Translation in C, U,:— 
Unto the seer Isaiah it was given. By A. T. 

Russell, for his Ps. g& HHys., 1851, No. 13. 
Other tra. are, (1) ** We read that to Isaiah it befel,” 

by Miss Pry, 1845, p. 138. (2) “To Isaiah the ancient 
"by J. Anderson, 1846, p. 82. In his ed, 1847, p. 

93, it ins, * Isaiah once, that prophet old." (3) + The 
rapt Isalah saw the = One," by Dr. J. Hunt, 
1833, p, 165. Ww) “Tsalah, filled with deep prophetic 
awe,” by Dr, W. M. Reynolds, in the Acang. Review, 
Gettysburg, Oct. 1883, (5) “These things the Seer 
Isaiah dit befall,” by KR. Massie, gall x &S, repented in 
Dr. Bacon, 1984, p. 60. (6) “To Isaiah, the prophet, 
this was given,” by Dr. G, Macdonald, in the Sunday 
Magazine, 1867, p. 41. In bis Brotics, 1876, p. Vil, it 
begins, “ Unto the seer Isaiah it was given.” t M.)} 

Jesu, accept the grateful so 
C. Wesley, (Jeans All in All.) Pub. in Hye. 
& Sac. Poems, 1749, in 22 at. of 4 1. and 
headed “ After Preaching in Church” (P. 
Works, 1868-72, vol. v. 110). From this one 
of the most popular centos in use by the Me- 
thodist bodies was given in the Wes. H. Bk., 
1780, No. 36, a8 “Jesus the Name, high over 
all.” It is com of at. ix., x., xii, xiii, 
xviii. and xxii. This cento, with the omission 
of its st. i. and iv. was given as “Jesus, the 
Name to sinners dear,” in Dr. Alexander's 
Auguetine H Bk., 1849 and 1865. G. J. 
Stevenson's note on the Wes. H. Bk. cento in 
his Meth. H. Bk. Notes, 1883, p. 45, ia long 
and interesting. The last stanza :— 

“ Happy, if with my latest breath, 
I may bat Rasp Name; 

Preach Him to all, and cry in death, 
* Behold, behold the Lamb,’ " 

has had a #1 charm for many Ministers 
ofthe Gospel. Several instances are given by 
Stevensun as above. J. JI.) 

Jesu, at Whose supreme command. 
Cc stg 5 {Holy Communion.) Pub. in Hys. 
& Sac. Poems, 1742, and again in the Hye. 
for the Lord's Supper, 1745, No. 30, in 8 at. 
of 4.1. (P. Works, 1868-72, vol. iii. p. 237). 
With slight alterations it was included in the 
Wes. H. Bk., as one of the “ Additional 
Hymns,” in 1800. It has passed into several 
collections in G. Britain and America. In 
addition two forms of the text are in C. U. :— 

1, Blest J to Th —__ This form, 
opening with ot” ii. sigh 7 as was given in the 
Salisbury H. Bk, 1857, and is repeated in other hymnals. 

2, Jesu, by Thy supreme command. Thisteatin the 
Hymnary, 1872, is Wesley's very much altered, together 
_— the omission of st. iil., and the a of a dox- 
Oy. 

Jesu Corona celsior, [Common of Con- 
fessors.) This hymn is cited by Morel, p‘179, 
as in a Ith cent. ws. at Einsiedeln. It is 

JESU CORONA VIRGINUM 

also in a ms. of, at the latest, 1415, in the 
Britis; Museum (Add. 30014 f. 167 5), in the 
St. Gall ws, No 526, of the 15th cent., in 
the Roman Breviary (Venice, 1478), the 
Ambrosian Breviary, 1539, &e. Daniel, i, 
No. 98, gives the lie text and also the re- 
vised form in the Roman Breviary of 1632, 
“For Feasts of a Confessor not « Bishop.” 
Mone, No. 747, gives only Daniel's st. iii—viii., 
beginning “Anni recurso tempore,” trom a 
15th cent. ms. at Karlsruhe. He thinks that 
its metrical form provea it to have been com- 
— in France in the lth cent. The 
oman Brev. text, 1632, is in Card.Newman's 

Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 and 1865. = (J. M.)} 

Translation in C. U. :— 
Jesus, eternal Truth sublime, By E. Caswall. 

Pub, in his Lyra Catholica, 1849, p. 219, in 8 st. 
of 4 L, and again in his Hys. § Poems, 1873, 
p- 115, It is found in a few collections, in- 
cluding Skinner's Daily Service Hymnal, 1864, 
&c., and the Marquess of Bure’s Roman Breviary 
in English, 1879, vol. i. p, 861, 

Translations not in 0, U. :— 
— than crown of Kings art Thou. W. J. Blew, 

1852-5. 
2. Jesus, surpassing happiness, J. Wallace, 1474. 

(J. J.) 
Jesu Corona Virginum. [Cimmon of 

Virgins.) This beautiful hymn, founded on 
Canticles ii. 16, Isaiah xxviii. 5, and Rev. xiv, 
4, bas been ascribed to St. Ambrose, but 
is not adjudged to him by the Benedictine 
Editors. Thomasiua, ii. 402, gives it from a 
Vatican ma. of the 8th cent. It is found in 
four hymnariea of the 11th cent. inthe British 
Museum (Vesp. D. xii. f. 111.6; Jul. Ad vi. f. 
68; Harl. 2061, f. 250; Add. 30851, f. 155), 
and in the Lat. Hys. of the Anglo-Saxon Ch, 
1851, | tie is printed from an llth cent. 
ms. at Durham. Hii. 32 f.41.) It is also in 
3 mss. of the Lith cent. at St. Gall (Noa. 387, 
413,414). Among Breviaries it is included in 
the Roman (Venice, 1478), Ambrosian of 1539, 
Sarum, York, Aberdeen, &c., the Sarum use 
being at Lands and Second Vespers on the 
festivals of Virgins and Ma Daniel, i., 
No. 99, gives the text, and at iv. pp. 140, 368, 
cites it as in a 10th cent. Rheinau Ms., and in 
a 9th cent. ms, at Bern. The Roman Brev. 
text is also in Card. Newman's Hymni Eecle- 
siae, 1838 and 1865, (J. M.J 

Translations in C. U.:— 
1, Thou Crown of all the Virgin choir, By 

E, Caswall, Pub. in his Lyra Catholica, 1849, 
p. 221; and again in his Hys. & Poems, 1873, 

. 116, bnt altered to “ Dear Crown of all the 
Virgin choir.” The original fr. is given in 
Roman Catholic hymno-books for missions and 
schools. It is also in other collections. 

2, Jesu, the ‘s Crown, do Thou. By 
J. M. Neale in the 1858 ed, of the H. Noted, 
The most popular form of this fr. is its altered 
text by the compilers of H. A. & M., 1861 
and 1875. It begins with the same first line, 
and is in several collections, 

3. © Jesu, Crown of Virgins, Whom. By R. F. 
Littledale. Made for and Ist pub, in the 
People’s H., 1867, and signed D, L. 

4. 0 Jesu, Crown of Virgins, Thou, This in 
the Hymnary, 1872, is Dr. Neale’s fr. as above, 
altered by the Editors of the Hymnary, 
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act in C. U.:— 
1. Jesus, receive our suppliant cry. J. H. Beste, 1819. 
me esu the Crown, and sweet Reward. #. Campbell, 

3, Jesu, the Virgins’ coronal. W. J. Blew, 1462-5. 
4 Jesu, the Virgin's Crown. In love, &c. J. W. 

Hentt, Lsse. 
5. Jesu, the Crown of Virgins, Whom. J.D. Cham- 

bers, 16 OG. 
i, Jesus, 

lace, 1874. 

Jest deine tiefe Wunden. J. Heer- 
mann. Passiontide.] 1st pub. in his Devoti 
Muieeer Cordis, Leipzig und Breslau, 1644, 
pl74, in 6 at. of 8 1. entitled + Consolation 
from the wounds of Jesus in all manner of 
temptation. Fiom the Manual of St. Augus- 
tine.’ = "Ihe Manwale is a medimyal compila- 
tion from vurious sources, and meditation 
Ix, om which the hymn is based, is adapted 
from thre work of St. Bernard of Clairvaux on 
Canticles. Included in Mizell, 1858, No. 
106, im Wackernugel’s ed. of his Geistliche 
Lieder, No. 59, and the Une. L. 8., 1851. 
I is me of the finest of Hermann’s hymns, and is 

mih used in Germany. Count N. L. von Zinzendorf 
said of it, ** The crown of all our old hb 6 is in truth 
Augustime'’s * Jesu deine tlefe Wunden,’ in which is .on- 
tained our whole doctrine and oes, Laurmann 
says(in Aoch, viil. 37), that st. 1.-lil, were often used by 
young men maidens as their daily prayer against 
this world’s temptations. He also relates how the sing- 
ing of this byovn comforted the well-known Wirttem- 
berg theologian Philipp David Burk im his last bours 
(March 22, 1770). 

Translations in C. U. :-— 
1. Lord! Thy death and passion give. A good 

and full tr. by Miss Winkworth in her Lyra 
Ger., Ist Ser, 1855, p. 72; repeated, omitting 
st. ii., jii., in the lennsylvanian Luth. Ca. Bk, 
1868, No. 177. St. v., vi., beginning, “ Lord, in 
Thee I place my trust,” are included, altered, 
in the Hys, of the Spirit, Boston, U.S.A., 1864, 
and American Unitarian Hymn Hf., 1869, 

2. Oh, what precious balm and healing, A good 
and full tr. by R. Massie, contributed to the 
1857 ed. of Mercer’s C. P. § H. Bh, No. 87 
(Ox. ed., 1864, omitted), and reprinted in his 
own Lyra fom, 18ti4, p. 125, 

Another tr. ts, “Christ, thy holy Wounds and Pas 
sion” (from the altered text in the Hannover @. B., 
1657 [1659, No. 65, by Justus argentine which begins 
“Jesu deine Yumten ), by J. C. Jacobi, 1722, 

In hie ed. 1732, p. 27, it begins “Christ, thy 
sacred wounds,” thence i the Moravian H. Bk., and 
repeated In the 1749 and later eds, (1849, No, 107), al- 
tered and ing, “Christ, Thy wounds and bitter 
passion.” In the ed. of 18*6, No. 1238, only the tr. of 
st v. is beginning, ** All my hope and consola- 
ton. (J. M.j 

Jesu, dulcis amor meus. hems | 
This hymn is almost entirely composed 0 
separate fice transposed and in scme instancs» 
altered from St. Bernard's “Salve mundi 
salutare (q. v.). It is the hymn at Lauds in 
the Office of the “Most Holy Winding Sheet 
of our Ler Jesns Christ; double of the First 
Class.” “his office has been added to the 
Koman Breviary since 1736, wnd is appointed 
for the Saturday after the 2nd S. in Lent. 
The text is found in the Appendiz to the 
Pars Verzea of the Roman Breviary, Bologna, | 
1827, p. Celxxviii., and is repeated in later 
eds. and im Daniel, iv, p. 323, Tr. as :— 

Jewu, mm though Thyself wert here. By E. 
rail. Pub. in his Lyra Catholica, 1849, 

p S25 amd again in his Hys, § Poems, 1873, 
p48. It is found in several hymu-books, and 
often wigh the omission of st, ii, Another ér. is 

the Virgin's crown, their mar os Wal- 
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“ Jesus, sweetest love of mine.” 
1874. 
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J. Wallace, 
(J. M.] 

Jesu dulcis memoria. St. Bernard. 
en Holy Name o 
en generally (an 

Jesus.) 
there seems little reason 

This bymn has 

to doubt correctly) ascribed to St. Bernard ; 
and there are many parallels to it in his 
genuine prose works, expecially that on the 
Canticies, It hus been variously dated 1130, 
1140 or 11538; but as itive proof is lacking 
that it is unquestionably the work of St. Ber- 
nard it is manifestly impossible to fix a date 
for its composition. 
were ve 

The years 1130 and 1140 
stormy times indeed with him, and 

have nothing in common with the hymn, [See 
Bernard of Clairvaux, p. 136, i.] Possibly it was 
written shortly after the Second Crusade 
which he reached (1144), and for the dis- 
aster of which he was blamed. The most 
probable moment of his life would then be 
about 1150, when he wes residing in retirement 
and was weary with the world. Dr, Schaff in 
his Christ in es justly styles the hymn as 
“the sweetcst an 
of the Middle Ages.” 

most evangelical ... hymn 
It is the finest and most 

characteristic specimen of &t. Bernard’s ‘* sub- 
jective loveliness,” and in its honied sweetness 
vindicates his ttle of Doctor mellifluns. It ia, 
however, open to the charge of eddying round 
ity subject, so that Abp. Trench suys of it: 
“ With all the beauty of the stanzas in parti- 
culur, the composition, as a whole, lies under 
tie defect of a certain monotony and want of 
progress.” It is best known as the Joyful (or 
Jubilee) Rhythm of St. Bernard on the Nume 
of Jesus; but sometimes by the title of Jn 
commemorationem dominicae pussionia, The 
title Cursus de aeterna sapientia was probably 
suggested by Ecclesiasticus xxiv. (+ specially 
vy. 20, 21; see Dr. Edersheim in the 8 
Commentary on the “ Apucrypha ") 

ore, och Our Lord Jesus Christ. nal W 

akers 
e Eter- 

I. MS. forma of the Tezt. 
The carlie-t form of the text now known (and 

it may be udded the best, and most probably 
the original) is contained in a as, of the end of 
the 12t cent., now in the Budleian, Oxford 
Laud Mise, 668 f. 101), in 42 st. of 4 1 The 
first lines of these stanzas ure :— 
1. Dulcis Jesu memoria. 
2. Nil canitur suavius. 
3. Juees spes poenitenti- 

4. Jest dulcedo cordium. 
5. Nec lingua potest di- 

cere. 
6 — quaeram in lec- 

tulo. 
7. Cum Maria diluculo. 
4 Tumbam profundam 

fletibus. 
9. Jesu Rex admirabilis, 

10. Mane nobiseum Do- 
mine. 

il. Amor Jesn dulcissimus 
12. Jesum Christum recog- 

hoscite, 
13. Jesu auctor clementiae 
14, Cum digne loqui ne- 

queam. 
15. Tua Jeso dileetio. 
16. Qui te gustant, esu- 

riunt. 

17, Quem tuns amor ebriat. | 40. 
1%, Jesu decus angelicum, 
19, Desidero te millies, 
20, Amor tuns continuus, | 
21. Jesu summa benignitas | 

, 22, Bonum mihi diligere, 
oy Jesu mi _— ae. 

. SRocunque ero, 
25. Tune amplexus, tune 

oscula. 
26. Jam quod quaeaivi 

video. 
27, Hicamor ardetduleiter, 
24. Hic amor missus coelj. 

cus, 
29. O beatum incendium, 
36. Jesus cum sic diligitur, 
31. Jesu thos matris virgins, 
32, J. #u sole serenior, 
33. Cujus amor sic affleit, 
34. Tu mentis delectatio , 
35. Mi dilecte revertere, 
36. Sequor quocumque 

jerta. 
Portas vestras attollite, 
Rex virtutum, rey 
gloriae. 

Te coeli chorus Praedi. 
cat. 

Jesu in pace impera, 

av. 
38, 

= — ad Patrem reaqit. 
ath Proseqeamur Ley 
dibus = 
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Practically the same form is found in a 
13th cent. Ms. in the Bodleian (Racelinson, C., 
510 f. 36; also beginning Dulcis Jesu); and 
in a ua, of 1288 at Einsiedeln, The text of 
the Einsiedeln ms, is —_ by Morel, No. 109, 
the only importaut difference being that this 
ms. does not contain stanza 39, ‘The hymn is 
also found in a ms. of the 15th cent. in the 
Bibl. Nut., Paris (J’onds italiena, 559 f. 106. 
This ms. contains the poems of Jacobus de 
Benedictis, otherwise called Jacopone or Gia- 
copone da Todi), in 43 st. From a collation 
kindly supplied by M. Leopuld Delisle, the 
chief librarian, it appears that in this ms. 
stanza 27 is omitted and two stunzas added, 
viz. : 
43. Jesu stringam vestigia. | 44. Veni, veni, Rex optime. 

Ams. of the 15th cent. at Mainz (see Mone, 
i. p. 332) contains in all 50 st., viz. 1-42, 44 
as above, and :— 
45. Cor nostrum quando 

visitas, 
46. Hoc probat ejus passio, 

47. Hic amantem dil le 
44. Jesu mi bone, sew * 
49. Tu verae lumen patriae 

together with the two following :-— 
60. Tuum dulcorem sitio, | 51. Hic amor est suavitas 

solo me reficto, Et pictas et castitas, 
In me quia deficio, Et sanctitas et puritas; 
Ad te, Jean, Tespicto, Nam Deus est et chari- 

tan. 

Among the St. Gall mss, the hymn is found 
in No. 1 in a hand of 13th cent.; in No. 
519 cir, 1489, and No. 520 of 1436. Herr Idten- 
aon, the librarian, has kindly informe! me 
that these three mas, all contain st. 39; but 
that of the stanzas numbered 43-51 not one is 
found in No. 1394, and in Nos. 519, 520, only 
stanza 48. The variations of text are exceed- 
ingly numerons and very bewildering. The 
Mss,, moreover, not only disagree as to the 
order of the stanzas, but often as to the order of 
lines (and of words) in the individual stanzas. 
As in the four earliest mss, none of the stanzas 
43-51 are to be found (one, viz. st. 48. is in 
Mone’s Frankfurt ms. of the 14th cent.; the 
reat have not been traced earlicr than the 
15th cent.) it is hardly likely that they are by 
St. Bernard ; and st. 44 has not the quadruple 
rhyme. These stanzas are quite unnecessury 
to the hymn and break its course; though in 
themselves some of them are not at all un- 
worthy of St. Bernard. 

Il. Printed forms of the Text. 
A form in 48 stanzas (viz. 1-42, 44-49) is 

found in the Benedictine ed. of St. Bernard's 
Opera, 171%, and later editions, Daniel, 
i., No. 206, Aves it in 48 st. (from Bernard's 
Opera, Paris, 1690, G, Fabricius's Poetarum 
vet. eccles. opera Christiana, Basel, 1564, and 
other sources), viz. st. 1-42, 44-49, adding in 
his notes st. 43 from Fabricius, and the read- 
ings of the Homan Breviary, 1722; while at 
iv. pp. 211-217 he gives further notes princi- 
pally from Mone. or order of stanzas see 

low. St. 37 here ins “ Coeli cives occur- 
rite” (L ay st. 49 “ Tu fons misericordiae” 
(1. 2).) 6 Laud ms. (see above) affords a 
mue — raps oor _ which Daniel 
gives, and it is he will not escape the 
notice of future editorsof Latin hymns. Mone, 
No. 258, prints 24 st. with a doxology (“ Ae- 
terna sapientia,” &c.) from a 14th cent. a8. at 
Frankfurt-am-Main (where the stanzas are in 
urder 1, 2, 3, 9, 5, 20, 11, 18, 48,15, 16, 19, 
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21-26, 32, 34, 13, 40, 39,41); and also gives 
od readi Far tbat — eae ates — 
above). , Li, No. 1 vives 
st. from Bernard's Upera, 1719, and Fabricius, 
1564. The full text is also in J. M. Horst's 
Paradisus animae Christianae, 1644, and later 
editions. Centos will be found in Abp, Trench’s 
Sac. Lat, Poetry, 1864 (15 st.); F. A. March's 
Latin Hys., 1875 (24 st..; Kénigefeld, 1847 
(11 st.); Bascler, 1858 (11 st.), and others. 

Ill. Ritual use of the Khythm. 
The length of the hymn and the fact that 

it was not specially appro, for any of the 
usual offices of the Church made its use for 
some time limited. In the Frankfurt ms, 
employed by Mone, of the 24 st. selected three 
are apportioned to cach of the eight canonical 
hours of the day ; aud Fabricius arranges the 
47 st. of his text according to a suuilur plan. 
The text of Mone is the arrangement made try Hein- 

rich otherwise called St. Amandus or Hetnrich 
von Berg [b. at Constanz, March 21, 1300, became a 
Dominican 1314, d. in the Dominican convent at Ulm, 
Jan, 25, 1365), who was one of the Mediaeval Mystica, 
and a member of the society of The Friends of God, 
along with Tauler (q.v.) and others. In his youth he 
had taken Ever! Wisdom depi in the 

n 
Mus, (Add, 153918, f. 141 5) it is marked as 

“ Quicunque desiderat sapientiam acte’ famnilivrem 
sl habere, debet ef has horas cottidie de- 
vote * In the printed ed. which the British 
Museum catalogue dates Venice, 1492, it is marked 
as “Incipit cursus seu officlum de ¢terna sapientia 

m a beate Henricho Suso ordinis 
rom." Of this office (meant, as will be seen, for 
daily use by the Brotherhood) there is a fr. which the 
Bri um catalogues dates Muse Douay, 1580, and which 
is entitled “‘Certayne sweete of the giortous 
name of Jesus, commonly called Jesus Mattens, with 
the howers thereto belonging; written in Latin above 
a H. Susonne.” This contains 
a series of fre. from St. Bernard which are earlier than 

The first begins, any noted below, but are ; 
“0 Jean meeke, y* owetees thewyien.” 

The form in 50 st. seems to have been used as 
a Hosary, being arranged in five decades and 
answering to the 50 Ave Marias of the Rosary. 
When a separate office of the Holy Name of 
Jesus came into general use, apparently about 
1500, centos from this poem were embodied in 
it. Such an office appears to have been 
added to the Sarum Breviary ubout 1495 (cer- 
tainly in the Paris ed. 149%), and contains two 
centos, (i.) “ Jesu dulcis memoria,” for Matins, 
and (ii.) “Jesu, auctor clementiae.” for Lauds; 
and the same centos are in the Hereford Brev., 
1505; the Aberdeen Brer., 1509-10; and the 
York Brev., 1526 (not in the York Brev., 1493). 
In the regular Roman Breviary the hymn does 
not appear in any form till the revision «of 
1568; and then only in the patchwork noted 
under “ Lux alma, Jesu, mentiom,” and ap- 
pointed for the festival of the Transfiguration. 
An office of the Holy Name seems to have 
been authorised for use in the Franciscan 
Order by Clement VIL. (Pepe 1523-34), but 
was not authorised for general use before 1721, 
and by decree of Dec. 20, 1722, was ranked as 
a double of the second class. It appears in 
the Antwerp, 1733, and later eds. of the 
Roman B , and includes three centos, 
(i.) “Jesu dulcis memoria,” for Vespers; (ii.) 
“Jesu, Rex admirabilis,” for Mating: (1ii,) 
“Jesu decus angelicum,” for Lauds In the 
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Poris Breviary of 1736, a cento ‘beginnin: 
“Jeu duleedo cordium” is appuinted for 
lauds on the festival of the Tuseigeetion. 

-M. 
IV. Translations into English, . J 
After gciving an account of the full tre. of 

the perm, we purpose dealing only with those 
centes which have Leen fr. into glish, and 
moet uf which are in ©. U. at the present 
time, As in annotating the tra. we follow the 
text of Daniel (which is itself the Benedictine 
text), a comparative table is here given to 
erveas a chart. The columns headed D re- 

the stanzas in the order in which 
gives them: and the columns headed 

M theorder in which the corresponding stanzas 
are givera im Section I. of this article. 

dD. dD. M dD. M 
1 25. xxi, 37. xxxil 
2 26. xxfi, 38. xxxtil. 
3. a7, xxiif. | 39. xxxiv 
4. 2. xxiv. | 40. xxx¥. 
6, 29. xxv. 41. xxxvi. 
& 30, xxvi. (42. xxxvil 
% 31. xxx. 43. xxxvilil 
&. 32. xxvii. | 44, xlix 
> 33. xxviii. | 46. xxxix 

Ww. 3B. | oxxix. | 46, xl 
ln. 35. 0 xxxl | a7. xi 
12, 36, = xliv. | 44. xitt. 

V. Translations of the Full Form. 
1. A full tr. was given by E. Caswall in his 

Masque of Mary, 1858, and again in his ys. 
& Poems, 1873, p. 139. In this he repeated 
several stanzas of his earlier tr. from the Noman 
Breviary (see below), including four of the five 
stanzas which compose the Vesper hymn. This 
tr. has been broken up into the following centos: 

(i.) Jesa duleis memoria = Jesu, the very thought 
ef Thee. Usually the tr. of the Roman Brev. 
text is followed here, 

(ii.) Jean Rex admirabilis = 0 Jesu, King most 
wonderful. This is generally given from the tr. 
of the Roman Bree. text (see below). It is 
distinguished from that by st. il., “Stay with 
us, Lord ; and with Thy light.” 

(iii.) Amor Jesus dulcissimus = Jesu, Thy mercies 
are untold. Composed of st. xli., xiii, xv., vil. 
in H. A. § M., 1875. 

(iv.) Jewu decus angelicum=0 Jesu, Thou the 
beauty art. This is usually taken from the 
Roman Bree, text (see below). It is distinguished 
from this by st. ii., “ For Thee! yearn, for Thee 
I sigh.” 

2. In the tr, of J. M. Horst’s Paradise of the 
Christian Soul, edited by Dr. E. B. Pusey in 
1847, The F2hythm is tr. in five decades of varying 
metre, thus :— 

(i.) Jeau. dulcis memoria = Jesu, who dost true 
joys impart. 

(i.) Mane nobiscum, Domine = Stay with us, 
Lord, and Lift Thy gracious light. 

(ii.) Qui He gustant esuriunt = They whe of 
Thee have tasted hunger more. 

{iv.) Jam quod quesivi video = Now what I 
sought do I behold, 

(v.) Tu mentis delectatio = Thou art the mind's 
delight. 

This tr. ig not in C. U. Jt is vigorous and 
musical,and from it some excellent centos might 
he compiled. The tr. used in the tr. of 
Paradise of the Christian Soul, pub. by Burns, 
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1850, is E. Caswall’s as above, divided into 
five decades. 

3. Jesu, how sweet those accents are. By W. 
J. Copeland, in his Hys. for the Week, &c., 1848, 
p. 137, reduced to 30 st. of 41, In Darling's 
Hymns, &c., 1887, the following hymns are said 
to be based on this fr.; but they have so little 
in common either with Copeland's tr. or St. 
Bernard’s original that Mr. Darling may claim 
them as his own. The most that can be said is 
that they were suggested by Copeland’s tr. :— 

(1.) Lord Jesus, since the faith cf Thee. 
(2.) To Thee, O Christ, our thoughts aspire. 
(3.) What name so full of melody ? 
4. Jesu, name of sweetest thought. By Dr. 

Edersheim, in his The Jubilee Rhythm of St. 
Bernard of Clairvaux, &., 1867. This is a 
very spirited and musical ¢tr., and from it some 
five or six centos of great excellence might be 
compiled. It has been strangely evigieiied 
It is in 48 st. of 4 1. 

6. Jesu, remembrance passing sweet. By T. G- 
Crippen, in his Ancient Hys. § Poems, 1868, 
p- 163, in 48 st. of 4 1. 

6. O Jesus, Thy sweet memory, By Mrs. 
Charles in her Voice of Christian Life in Song, 
1858, in 19 st. of 4.1, This tr. is rarely quoted 
in the collections. 

VI. Translations from the Sarum Uses. 
In the Sarum Breviary there are two centos, 

and in the Sarum Gradual one, all of which 
have been rendered into English as follows :— 

(i) Jesu dulcis memoria. This is appointed 
for Matins on the Festival of the Holy Name 
in the Sarum Brev., 1499, and is composed of 
the following stanzas: 1, 2, 3, 5,9, 10, as above. 
This has been fr, as :— 

1, Jesu, the very thought is sweet. By J. M. 
Neale, in the H. Noted, 1852, No, 18, with 
added doxology. This ér. may be distinguished 
from Neale’s tr. from the Sarwn Gradual (below) 
through st. iv., which reads here “ No tongue of 
mortal can express.” This tr. is found m a 
large number of hymn-books in G, Britain and 
America, the text, slightly altered, as in //, A. 
§ M., being the most et Ha In the Salisbury 
A. Bh., 1857, it begins “Jesu! memorial name 
so sweet;" and in the Surum #H., 1868, “ Jesu, 
sweet memories of Thy Name.” 

2. Josu, how sweet Thy memory Within my, &c. 
By W.J. Blew, in his Church Hy. and Tune Bh, 
1852-55, 

3. Jesu, how sweet Thy memory is! To every 
heart, &c. By J. DL. Chambers, in his Lauda 
Syon, 1857, p. 244. 

(ii.) Jesus, auctor clementiae. In the Sarum 
Brev., 1499, this is the hymn for Lauds at the 
Festival of the Holy Name. It consists of 
st, 16, 22, 35, 37, 25,43, 45, and an additional 
stanza. Tr, as:— 

1, Jesu, Well-spring of all mercy. By W. J. 
Blew, in his Chusch Hy. and Tune Bh., 1852-55, 
and again in Rice’s Sel. from the same, 1870. 

2. Jesu, Thou Fount of mercy, hail, By J. D. 
Chambers, in his Lauda Byon, 1857, p. 245, and 
again in the Hymner, 1882, somewhat freely 
altered as “ Jesu, of mercy Source alone.” 

(Hi.) Jeou duleis memoria. This longer extract 
from the poem appears in the Sarum Graiuad, 
1532, as a Sequence (commonly called the Rosy 

) for the Festival of the Holy Name. 
It consists of st. 1-7, 47,48. [tis tr. as:— 

> 

eer wei 
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Jesu, the very thought is sweet. By J. M. 

Neale, in the H. Noted, 1858, No. 72, and a few 

other collections, including the People’s H., 1867. 

It is distinguished from Neales tr. above by 

st. iv., which begins “ Jesu, Thou sweetness pure 

and blest,” which 1s also the opening of No. 1474 

in Kennedy, 1863, and others. In the Sarum 

Hyl., 1868, No. 67, Pt. i, is composed of st. i.-v. 

from this tr,, and st. vi.—viii. from the tr, above, 

i. 1, also by Dr. Neale, and in both instances 

slightly altered; and Pt. ii. from this ¢r. being 

st. viii., vi., Vii. and ix., also altered. 

VIL. Translations from the Roman Use. 

In the Roman Breviary, 1722, three centos 
were given for the 2nd 8. after the Epiphany, 
being the Festival of the Holy Name of Jesus, 
as follows :-— 

(i.) Jesu dulcis memoria. This is appointed 

for Vespers, and is composed of st. 1, 2, 3, 5, 

and an added st., “Sis Jesu nostrum gaudium,” 
Tr. as — 

1. Jesu, the very thought of Thee. Dy E. 

Caswall, in his Lyra Catholica, 1849, p. 56; and 

again in his Hys. § Poems, 1873, p. 3L This 

tr, is the most widely used of any made from 

The Rhythm, and is usually given unaltered, 
except at times a slight change in st. iv. In 
Kennedy, 1863, it is slightly altered, and st. ili., 
1. 5-8, are added from Caswall’s tr. of “ Jesu, 
Rex admirabilis.” 

2. Sweet and with enjoyment fraught. By Bp. 
Mant in his Ancient Hys., &c., 1837, p. 50 (1871 
ed., p. 90). 

Other tra. are :— 
1. Thy sweet remembrance, Lord, imparts, R. 

carr jena deat, how sweet Thou art. F, 8. Plerpotnt 
in and ed. Lyra Bucharistica, 1864, | 

3, ‘The memory sweet of Jesus’ Name. J.D, Aylward 
in Shipley’s Annus Sanctus, 1884, p. 45. 

(ii,) Jesu, Rex admirabilis. This is appointed 
for Matins at the same Festival, and is composed 

of st. 9, 11, 4, 14, and the added stanza, “Te 
nostra Jesu vox sonet.” Tr. as :— 

1, O Jesu, King most wonderful. By E. Caswall, 
in his Lyra Catholica, 1849, p. 57; and his ys. 
§ Poems, 1873, p. 32, This tr. is widely used. 

Other trs, are :— 
1. O Jesu, King of Saints adored, Ap, Mant. 1827. 
2. Jesu, Sieg cer all adored. XH. Campbell, 1#50. 
3. Jesu, the King all wonderful, W.J, Blew. 1852-65, 
4. O Jesu, Lord, most mighty King. J. D. Aylward, 

iu Shipley’s Annus Sanctus, 1844, p. 46. 

(iis.) Jesu, deous angelioum. This is appointed 
for Lauds in the same Festival, and is composed 
of st. 22, 20, 27,10, 35. Tr. as:— 

1, O Jesu, Thou the art, By E. Caswall, 
in his Lyra Catholica, 1849, p. 58; and his Hys. 4 
Poems, 1873, p. 33, This also is in extensive use. 

2. Jesu, highest heaven's completeness. By R. 
Campbell, in his Hys. ¢ Anthems, 1850, p. 17, 
and in the /’eople’s I. 1867. 

3. Crown of the angels, Thy sweet Name. By 
J.D. Aylward, in O. Shipley’s Annus Sanctus, 
1884, p. 45. 

VILL. Translations from the Paris Use. 
In the Paris Breviary, 1736, the hymn for 

Lauds for the Festival of the Transfiguration 
is :-— 

Jesu dulcedo cordium, This is composed of st. 4, 

10, 11, 18, 21, 44, of The Raytheon, and is tr. as:— 

1, Jesu, the heart's own Sweetness and true 

Light. By I. Williams, in his Hys. tr. from the 
‘arisian Breviary, 1839. 

stanzas compil 
vary much in length and character. 
are in ©. U. and others are worthy of that 
distinction :— 

- 
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2, Jesu, delight of every heart. By J. D. Cham- 
bers, in his Lauda Syon, 1857. 

IX. Various Centos. 
The following hymns are translations of 

from The Rhythm. They 
Some 

1. In Rorison's Hys. § Antiems, 1851, there 
are two centos arranged by Dr. Korison from 
various trs., with additions of his own, as:— 

1. “Jesu, how sweet the memories are.” 
2. “Jesu, the angels’ Light and song.” 

2. In J. A. Johnston's English Hymnal, 2nd 
ed., 1861, portions of E. Caswall’s tr. of the 
full text, somewhat extensively altered, were 
given as two hymns, Nos, 65, 66, a5:— 

1. “0 Jesu, King adorable.” 
2, “O Jesu, Thou the glory art.” 

3. In Dr, Kynaston’s Occasional Hymns, 1862, 
there are two centos from The Rhythm, as :— 

1, “Source of recollection sweet.” 
2. “ Jesu, Bridegroom, Saviour, Friend.” 

4. The Rev. R, C. Singleton’s tr. in the Angli- 
can H, Bk., 1868, No. 258, “ Jesu, how sweet the 
thought of Thee,” is from the Rumaa Brer., with 
an additional stanza (v.) from The RAythm (x.). 

5. Inthe Roman Catholic Hys. for tie Year, 
12 st, are given from Zhe Rhytim, divided into 
three parts :— 

1. “Jesu, the very thought of Thee.” The 2nd st. 
ing ‘+ No sound, no harmony 80 gay.” 

2. “* Thee, then, I'l seek, retired apart.” 
3. “ U King of love, Thy blessed fire.” 

6. The hymn given in the American Colleye 
Hyl., N. Y., 1876, as,“O Thou in Whom our 
love doth find,” is from E. Caswall’s fall fr., st. 
41, 11, 1p, 18, very slightly altered. 

7. The hyma, “O Jesus, Lord of all below,” 
in the American Hys, for the Church of Christ, 
Boston, 1853, is composed of E. Caswall’s tr, of the 
Roman Bree, form of “Jesa, Rex admirabilis,” 
st. jii.-v. slightly altered. 

8. The most popular cento in C, U, is, “ Jesus, 
Thou joy of loving hearts,” by Dr. Ray Palmer. 
It is composed of the tr. of st. 4, 3, 20, 28, 10, 
of Daniel's text, and appeared in the American 
Andover Sabbath H. Hk., 1858, No. 686. It is 
found in all the best English and American 
hymn-books now in C. U., and is usually given 
in an unaltered form. In the Hymnary, 1872, 
it is altered to “OU Jesu, joy of loving hearts.” 

9. In the 1862 Appendix to the Hymnal N. 

there are two centos: (1) “Tu mentis delec- 

tatio,” tr. by T. L. Ball as “Thou the spirit's 

pleasure,” and (2) “Jesu, Tua dilectio " (“ Tua, 

Jesu dilectio”), tr. as “Jesu! the soul hath in 

Thy love.” 
10. Another cento, tr, by Dr. J. W. Alexander, 

was pub. in Schal’s Airchenfreund, N. Y., April, 
1854; and in Schaff's Christ in Song, 1869 and 

1870, It begins, “Jesus, how sweet Thy 

memory is! Thinking of Thee,” &e. : 

11. In the Primers of 1684 and 1685, and ia 

the Evening Olfice of 1725, there are ihe follow- 

ing centos :— 
1. “Thou, Jesus, art the admired King.” (16#4.) 
2. « Jesus the only thought of Thee 

Fills with delight my  (1685.) 
3. “If Jesus called to mind imparts.” (1725.) : 

These centos are printed in full in O. Shipley § 
Annus Sanctus, 1864; and the Primers, &c. are 
described in the Preface to the same [see 
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12. In R. Beste’s Church Hys., 1849, there are 
ltst.of 4.1. from The Rhythm, as: “ Jesus, how 
sweet the thought of Thee.” 
3, Dr. J. 

This elaborate and extensive use of St. Ber- 
nard’s F2#eythm is almost if not entirely unique 
inhymnody. <A few hymns exceed it in the 
wumber of their translations into English, as 
the“ A deste fideles,” the * Dies Irae,” and the 
“Ein’ feste Burg,” but no other in any 
Innguagre: has furnished to English and Ame- 
tien hb ymnn-books so many hymus of sterling 
wort: aad well-deserved popularity. [J. J.) 

X. Treanalations through the German. 

The hymn has been frequently tr. into Ger- 
man. Four of these versions have passed into 
English, viz. :— 

i. Ach Gott, wie manches Herzeleid (q. v.). 

ii. OJesu sliss, wer dein Wackernagel, v. 

¥ 449, gives this in 18 st. of 41. from the 1612 ed. of 

chann Arndt’s Paradiss-Gértlein ; and also gives a 

version za G2 st. from the 1711 ed. of the Paradiss- 

Gartlein. According fo Biumker, |. p. 346, the 14 st. 

of 1612 form part of a version in 4% st. in Conrad Vet- 

ter’s Parcacliess-vogel, 1613, Vetter in his preface stating 

that this version had been for some time in print. 

There does mot appear to be any reason for assigning 

this tr. either to Arndt, or, as has sometimes been done, 

to Martin Moller. A selection of léet. is No, 773 in 

the Une. L. S., 1851. Tr. as:-- 

When eae 4 brings my Jesus to my sense. 
Avery free tr, in 41 st, of 1 10's. Ist pe fe A.W, 
Boehm's tr. of Arndt's True Christianity, vol. 1, 1712, 

p. 597. This was revised by J. C, Jacobi, reduced to 

uM, and included in his Psalmodia Germanica, 1720, 

p. 25 (1722, p. 130), beginning “ When Thought brings 

Jesus to my sense.” In Jacoti"s ed., 1792, p. 17, it is 
altered to ‘* Sweet Jesus! when I think on Thee.” In 
the Moravian H. Ak, 1754, pt. 1, No, 236, is a cento of 
17 st. from Jacobi, 1732, to which are added “3 st. from 
Isaac Watts (st. ¥, of bis “Far from my thoughts, vain 
world, be gone ;" and st. iv., v. of his **’Twas on that 
dark, that dolefol night"), in all 20 st. Centos, begin- 
ning with st. i the _= of 1754, are found 1 

lontgomery’s Christian Pealmist, 1425, Surrey Chape 

H, Bie., 1858, &c. Other more or less altered forme of 
Jacobi are >— 

1. Dear Jesus, when I think of Thee (Jacobi's st. |. 
altered). Moravian H. Bk,, 1789 (1849, No, 465). 

2. Of Him Who did (Jacobi's st. iil.) 
in Madan's Ps, & Hys,, 1760, and in varying centos in 
the Amer. Meth. Epis. Hymns, 1549, Hys. & Songs of 

Praiac, N. Y., 1874, ke. 
3. Come all, and hear of Jesus’ love (Jacobi's st. xl. 

altered), in Dr. Hawker’s Coll., PL . 1847, 
iti. An Jesum denken oft und viel. By M. Ninkart, 

in his Jeste Hertzbdchlein. This work was completed 

in Ms. 1630, and first printed 1636. Only the 2nd ed., 
Leipetg. 1663, is now extant [Royal Library, Hannover), 

there the ¢r., being broken up into sets of 3 &t., 
begins at p- 31 and ends p. 121. complete text, in 
44 st., is ita Dr. J. Linke’s ed of Rinkart's Getstl. 
og! tage Pp. 352. in the Litneburg Stadt @. 2; 

e consists of st. 1, 2, 4, 12, 15, 28, 39, 
this form is @n the Berlin G. L, S., ed. 1863. Tr, as:— 
Sweet me~titation on the Lord. A (r. of st. 1, 2,4 

12, 39, by H~ L., Hastings, 1879, included in his Jymnal, 
1480, Sovg a af Pilgrimage, 1546. 

iv, Jesu, deiner su gedenken. A free (r., in 48 st., 
N.L. von Zinsendorf, included as No. 1148 in the 3rd 
+ 1731, of lis Sammlung geist- und lieblicher Lieder, 

Tr. as “Jes ! on Thee to be thinking,” as No. 297 In 
pt. i, of the Moravian H. Bk., 1754. {J. M.) 

Jesu duilcissime, e throno gloriae, 
(Love to Christ.] This is found in the Psal- 
teriolum ceantionum Catholicarum, Cologne 
1722, p. 33-4 ; in the Hymnodia Sacra, Miinster 
1753, p. 161 ; in Daniel, ii, 371, &c. _Itis pro- 
bably not earlier than 1650, and is in 4 st, of 
41. (J. M.} 

allace gave 14 st, in 41. in his 
a the Church, 1874, as “ Jesus, to think of 

jee, 

JESU, IF STILL THOU 589 

Translations in C. U. :— 
1, Jesu, most loving One, Who from Thy glory’s 

throne. By R. F. Littledale, in the People's H., 

1867. 
2. O precious Saviour, from Thy throne. By R. 

C. Singleton, written in 1867, and incladed in 
the Ang'ican H. Bk, 1868, 

3. Jesu, most Who from heaven's throne. 

7 J. Ellerton, in Brown-Borthwick’s Sicteer 
ys. with Tunes, 1870, and again in the Brown- 

Borthwick Select Hys., 1871. 

' From Thy glorious throne. 
{J. J.J 

Jesu, for the beacon-light. Sir H. W. 
Baker, [Festival of Martyrs. For a Doctor.) 
Written for and first pub. in the A ix 
to H. A. & M., 1868, and repea n the 
revised ed., 1875. (J. J.J 

Jesu geh’ voran. N. L. von Zinzendors- 
[Following Christ] 1st appeared as No. 525 
tn the Briider G. B., 1778, im 4 at. of 61. It is 

a slightly altered cento (probably male by 

Christian Gregor) from two hymns by Zinzen- 

dorf, on both of which see notes. Bt. i. is st. x., 

iii. is st. iv., and iv. ia st. xi. of “ Scelenbraiiti- 

gam, O du Gottes-Lamm "; and st. ii, is #t. xi. 

of “Glanz der Ewigkeit.” In the text of 

1778 it has passed into many German hymn- 

books, e.g. the Berlin G. L. 8., ed. 1863, No. 

634; and has become a great favourite, 
especially as a children’s hymn, Tr. as :— 

1, Jesus, still lead on. A very good but free 
tr. by Miss Borthwick, in the Free Church Maga~ 
zine, 1846, p. 14, repeated, slightly altered, in 

H.L. La \st Ser., 1854, p. 23 (1884, p. 26). 
From the #. Z. 2. it has pussed into many recent 
hymnals, e.g. the People's, 1867 ; Church Hys., 

1871; Thring’s Coll, 1882; Bapt. Hyl., 1879; 

XN. Cong. Hyl., 1887, &e. 5 and in America in the 

Sathath H. Bh., 1858; Presb. Hyl., 1874; Ho & 
Songs of Praise, N. Y., 1874, &c., generally in 
full and unaltered. 

2, Jesu! guide our way. A good and full tr. by 

A. T. Russell, written March 20, 1846, and pub. 

in his Ps. & Hys., 1851, No. 61. This, generally 

omitting st. iii, has been repeated in the Book 

of Praise Hyl., 1867; American Presb. Hyl., 

1874; Aeany. Hyl., N. Y., 1880, &c, The ver- 

sions in the Eng. Presb. J's, g Hys., 1867, and 

John Robinson's [some time Chaplain of the 

Settle Union, Yorkshire, who d. Jan, 1886] Coll., 

1869, are partly from Mr, Russell and partly 
from Miss Borthwick. 

3. Jesu, day by day. A full and close tr. by 
Miss Winkworth, as No. 174 in her C. B. for 
England, 1863; and in her Christian Singers, 

1869. Repeated in J. L, Porter's Coll., 1876, 

and M. W, Stryker’s Christian Chorals, 1885, 
4. Jesu! be our Guide, By L. Heyl, as No. 

406 in the Ohio Luti. Hyl., 1880. 
Other tra. are, (1) “Jesus, lead the way,” by J.D. 

Barns, in the Family Treasury, 1859, pt, i. p. 269, and 

his Memoir & Remaina, 1469, p. 241, (2) *O Jesus, 

show the way,” in Dr. J. F. Hurst's tr. of K. R, Hagens 
bach's mg of ery and 19 centuries, N.Y. 
1#69, vol. i, p. “Jesus, da day,” 1 
from Mise Winke orth, a8 No. 1014 in ‘s Praike Bie 
1s7z, (4) “Jesus, day by day, Guide us on our way,’" 
as No. 485 in the Moravian H. Bk., 1686, {J. M.) 

Jesu, if still Thou art to-day. C. 
Weasley. (For Pardon.) Pub. in Hys. & Sac. 
Poems, 1740, in 21 st. of 4.1, and hraded, 
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“ These things were written for our Inatrac- 

tion” (P. Works, 1868-72, vol. i. p. 262). 
It isa gener ag the si yr [= Lond F 

together with their spiritual teachings. In 

1780 the poem wns divided (with the 
omission of st. xiii.) into two parts, and in- 

cluded in the Wes. H. Bk. as two hymns 
(Nos. 131, 132), the second part being,“ While 
dead in and sins.” Both parts 
have passed into other collections, Pt. i. some- 
times being given as “ Jesus, if Thou art still 
to-day,” as in Spurgeon’s 0. 0. H. Bk., 1866. 
Sometimes Pt. i. is used as a special hymn 
for the 3rd 8. after the Epiphany, for which 
it is most suitable. In the Reformed Dutch 
Hys. of the Church, N. Y., 1869, st. vii.-x. of 
Pt. ii. in the Wes. WH. Bk. are given as, *O 
Lord, impart Thyself to me.” (J. J.J 

Jesu, komm’ doch selbst gu mir. 
J. Scheer. (Love to Christ.) A fine hymn 
of longing for spiritual union with Christ, Ist 
pub. ws No, 3 in Bk. i., 1657, of his Heilige 
Seelenlust ( Werke, 1862, i. p. 29), in 9 st. of 41, 
entitled, “She [the Séul] longs after Jesus 
alone.” It passed through Freylinghausen’s 
G. B., 1704, into many later German cullec- 
tious, and is No. 761 in the Une, L. 8., 1851. 
‘The tre. in C. U. are:— 

1, Jesus, Jesus, visit me. A good and full 
tr. by Dr. R. P. Duna, contributed to Sacred 
Lyrics from the German, Philadelphia, 1859, 
p. 125. Repeated, generally omitting st. iv.-vi., 
in Hatfield's Church H. Bh. 1872, Baptist 
Service of Song, 1871, Amer. Presb, Hyl., 1874, 
Laudes Domini, N.Y., 1884, and others. 

2. Jesus! Saviour! come to mt, Let me, &e. 
A good and full ér. by Dr. M, Loy in the 
Evanj. Review, Gettysburg, July, 1861; re- 
peated as No, 279 in the Ohio Luth, Hyl., 1880. 

3. Jesu, Jesu, come to me. &. A 
ood tr, from the greatly altered text (“ Jesu, 
esu, komm zu mir") of the Trier G. B.(R. C.), 

1846, p. 121, in 7 st.; in Lyra Eucharistica, 
1864, p. 29, signed “M." Repeated as No, 94 
in the Hyl. for St. Ethelburga's, Lond., 1873. 

tra. are: (1) ‘* Dearest Jesus, come to me,” as 
No, 466 in pt. tof the Moravian H. Bk., 1764 (1886, 
No. 453), repeated In some eds. of Lady Huntingdon’s 
Coll, (2) Jesus, come lhyself to me,” by Miss dfan- 
ington, i464, p. 29. §) Jesus, Jesus, come to me! 
How If long,” &c., by Miss Burlingham, in the Aritish 
Herald, July, 1866, p. 108. (4) “Jesus, Jesus, come 
tome! Oh how,” &e., in the British Herald, April, 
1867, p. 55, repeated as No, 243 in Reid's Praise Bk., 
1472. (6) ** Jesus, Saviour, come to ee La, ® 

+p. UL &c., in the Family Treasury, 1877 

Jesu, Lord, we look to Thee. C. 
Wesley. (Family Union desired.) Appeared 
in Hys. and Sac, Poems, 1749, vol. i., No. 146, 
in 6 st. of 4 L, and again in the Wes. H. Bk., 
1780, No. 495. (1. Works, 1868-72, vol. v. 
P: 52.) The cento “ Lord, we all look up to 
Thee,” in ‘Tl’. Davia’s Hys. Old and New, 1564, 
No, 231, and in Spu y's O. O. H. Bk., 1866, 
was adapted by Mr. Davis from this ae 

Jesu, Lover of my soul. C. Weasley. 
{In time of Danger and Temptation.) lst 
pub. in the Wesley Hys. and Sac, Poems, 1740, 
in 5 st. of 8 L, and leaded “ In Temptation ” 
(P. Works, 1868-72, vol. i. p. 259). In 1800 
it was added to the Wes. H, Bk, but before 
this it had been included in u few hymn- 
books of the Church of England, amongst 
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which were M. Madan’s Ps. & Hys., 1760; 
R. Conyera’s Ps. & Hys., 1774; A. M. Top- 
lady’s Ps. & Hys., 1776, and others. During 
the past i few hymns have been 
so extensively Its popularity increases 
with its age, and few cullections are now found 
from which it is excluded. It is given in the 
hymn-books of all English-speaking countries, 
aud has been translated into many langua 

2. The opening stanza of this hymn or 
given rise to questions which have resulted in 
more than twenty different readings of the 
first four lines. The first difficulty is the 
term Lover as applied to our Lord, From 
an early date this tender expression was felt 
by many to be beneath the solemn dignity of 
a hymn addressed to the Divine Being. At- 
tempts have been made to increase the rever- 
ence of the opening line by tie sacrifice of its 
orem and poetry, The result was “ Jesu, 
efuge of my soul,” a reading which is still 

widely adopted ; “ Jesus, Saviour of my soul,” 
and * Father, Refuge of my soul.” ealey's 
reading, however, high sanction. In the 

Thea spatek als A Suey fo Tene, © Lo, ou 8 , for are Thine, 
Thon ars of souls.” 

The second difficulty was in ll. 3, 4: 
“ While the nearer waters roll, 

While the tempest still is high.” 
To a great number of hymn-book compilers, 

these words lave been a cambiing- block and 
a rock of offence. Various attempts have been 
made to surmount the difficulty from the lst 
ed. of Lady Huntingdon’s of Hymna, 
1764, to the 8. P. OC. K. Church Hymns, 1871. 
Wesley's opening lines are -— 

«Jesu, Lover of soul, 

While the nearer waters roll, 
While the tempest still is high.” 

Amongst the numerous attempts to improve 
these lines are the following :-— 

1. “* While the billows near me roll." 
This is in Hauntingdon’s Coll., 1764, as above, 

and roore than a bundred years later, in Harland’s Ch. 
Psalter & Hyl., 1376, besides several collections between 
the two dates. 

2. “ While the 2g J billees roll.” 
This reading a on Rippon'’s Bap. Sel., 1747; 

Bickersteth’s Christ. Psalmody, 1833, and others, and is 
¥ used, 

3.  “ While the threat'ning waters roll." 
In Kem e's Ps, & Hys., 1810, and a few modern 

8, 
4 = Jesus, Refuge of the soul, 

T Thy sheltering arms we fly.” 
This bs in Cotterill's Sel, 1815. In the 1819 ed. it was 

to, 
6. “ To Thy sheltering cross we fly,” and the entire 

bymn was omitted in 1#20. 
6. * Jesus, Saviour of my soul, 

Let me to mercy fly. 
In Basil Woodd's Ps. & Hys, 1421. 
7 Jesus, Lover he mA aay 

ite to Thee for ; 
While the ocean rownd us rolls, 

While the tempest still ia high.” 
This appeared in W. Urwick’s Collection, Dublio, 

1429, and has passed into a few collections. 
&. * Jesus, Refuge of the soul, 

We to Thee for safety fly ; 
While the wafers round us 

While the tempest «till is high.” 
This is Urwick's reading oltered, and was given in 

Frank's Christ, Pralmody, Huddersfield, 1833. 
9. * Let me to Thy shelter fly.” 

10, While the ing waters roll.” 
In Murray's Hymnal 1008; Powe Hymns, &c., 1861; 

H. A. & M., ami others. 
11." To Thy sheltering wings I fy.” 
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hh Rowe's Church Psalm Book, cir. 1840. 
2. ** J will to thy bosom fly. 
In Hymns, London, 1849 
B. “* To Thy we would fly, 
Inthe R ile the Sn cane 

u Sehool Pa. +» 1860. 
4. bag Wei ee roll.” 
Inthe 2*-imettive Methodist H. Bk, 1853. 
5 ** While the waters near me roll, 

hile ‘ "a ied 

Thee changes, and a doxology of 41, were given in 
the Slisbekry H. Bk., 1857. line, “ While the 
walert yrectrer roll,” was repeated in Church Hymne, 

16, ** While the waves around me roll." 
InT, Davis's Hys, Old & New, 1864. 
Nl. *O*Thow Lover of my soul.” In the American 
Bitariam £2 ye. of the Spirit, 1x64. 
3. In addition to these individual changes, 

there ares others, and also several combinations, 
aa for pn stance :— 

** Jesus, Refuge of the soul, 

inlle the sagtag billowe roll.” While raging ves roll, 
While the tempest's roar is high,” 

4. Kennedy, 1863, in.which there are siz 
alterations, each of which was made ry 
different person and at a different date, the 
last being by Dr. Kennedy, in 1863, These 
Dumerous quotations do not exhaust the 
changes and combinations of changes which 
the ingenuity of compilers have forced upon 
Wesley’s lines. In the whole range of hym- 
nody, we know of no stanza or portion of a 
stanza which has undergone eo many altera- 
tions. As an editoriul curiosity those four 
lines are in their transformations unique. In 
the latest hymn-books, as Thring’s , the 
Westminster Abbey H. Bk., Horder’s Cong. 
H. Bk., and agen in ea we also 
America, it is ing to t ealey's 

are mace i this these collections lines 
are at one with a large number of by of 
various dates whose uniform use is em 
tically in favour of the nal text. he 
fact that in a wide expanse of wuters a distant 

may be lashed into fury by a 4 
rool whilst around a ere i is 
perfect calm; and that 
are often reversed, and the “nearer waters” 
are those affected, and the distant waters are 
sleeping in the silent air—seems to have es- 
caped the notice of the two score or more 
editors who have vainly striven to improve 
Wesley's text. In life, a3 in nature, storms 
are local. One ship may be dasled hither 
and thither by the fury of “ the nearer waters ;” 
whilst another is sleeping in the far distance 
on a throbless sea. Men cry for help, not 
against dan which are both distant and 
undefine@ ; but out of the depths of their im- 
mediate troubles. Their life is amid “ the 
nearer Waters” of local surroundings and 
passions and temptations, and to them the 
Lover of souls is indispensable. 

4. Maray charming accounts of the origin of 
this hymn ary extant, but unfortunately, some 
would ada, they have no foundation in fact. ‘The —_ eae can say is —— —— 
w n shortly afier the t spiritual « 
which the author underwent Se 1738 ; ond 
that it was published within a few months of 
the official «ate (1739) which is given as the 
founding Of Methodism. It had nothing 
whatever to do with the struggles, and dan 
with lawless men, in after years. Nor with a 
dove driven to Wesley's bosom by a hawk, 
hor with @ gea-bird driven to the satne shelter 
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by a rer storm. These charming stories 
must be laid aside until substantiated by direct 
evidence from the Wesley books; or from 
original mas. or — papers as yet unknown. 

5. Mr. G. J. Stevenson's “associations” ' 
of this hymn in his Meth. H. Bk. Notes, 1883, 
are of more than usual interest and value. 

6. This hymn has been fr. into several 
languages, including Latin, by KR Bingham in 
his Hymno. Christi. Latina, 1871, as, “ Mew 
anime Amator;" and H. M. Maegill in his 
Songe of the Christian Creed & Life, 1876, aa, 
“Jesu! Animae Amator,” (J. J.} 

Jesu, meek and gentle. (. R. Prynne. 
[A_ Child's _—) Written in 1856, and 
ub. in the author’s Hymnal Suited for the 

of the Church, &c., 1858, in 5 st. of 
41. In 1861 it was given in H. A. & M., and 
subsequently in most collections published in 
G. Britain and America. The author has 
alsu republished it in his work The Soldier's 
Dying Visions, and Other Poems, 1881, and 
has added the following note :— 

* This little hymn bas found its way into most Eng- 
h Hymn-books. It is commonly thought to bave 

written for children, and on this su) tion I have 
been asked to simplify the fourth verse, 
not, however, written for children. here it 
is used in collections of hymns for children, it might be 
well to alter the last two lines in the fourth verse thus :-— 

“ Through earth's passing darkness, 
To heaven's endless day.” 

Usually the original text is given as in H. A. 
& M., 1875. . (J. 

Jesu meine Freude. J. Franck. (Love 
to Christ.) This beautiful hymn appears in C, 
Peter's Andachts 2 Freyberg, 1655, No. 
211, in 6 st. of 10 1, followed by a seventh 
ftanza marked off * * “ Vater aller Ehren,” 
from Franck’s Vaterunserharfe (i.e. one of hia 
metrical versions of the Lord's Prayer). It is 
also in J. Criiger's Praxis, Frankfurt, 1656, 
No. 385 (with the melody by Criiger still in 
German use); in Franck’s Geistliches Sion, 
a ae hy Ng in — later 

enerally in origi st., ag 
in the Une. L. S., 1881, No 762, 

It is modelled on a Song fn H. Alberti's Arien, pt. tv., 
Kon rg, 1641, No. 24, which begins, “ Flora meine 

; Meiner Seelenweide.” When the hymn began 

Syed tnt apo ail apne end 
it use in public worship; just as = gpteny sa Bp. C 
Wordsworth, in the pretace to his Holy 

soul,” by an ordinary congregation. 
Koch, viii, 279-386, relates many instances in which the 
use of this hymn was blessed. He adds that it was tr, 
into Esthonian in 1667; into Russian in 1724, by com- 
=" heehee and about the same time into 

Translations in C. U. ;— 
1. Jesus, my chief pleasure, A good tr., omit- 

ting st. iii, contributed by RK. Massie, as No, 
436, to the 1857 ed. of Mercer's C. P. § H. Ba, 
(Ox. ed,, 1864, No. 359, omitting the tr. of st. 
iv.). Mr. Massie included the tr. in his Lyra 
Domestica, 1864, p. 132, and it is also in Reid’g 
Praise Bk., 1872; Schaff's Christ in Song, &e. 

2, Jesu, priceless treasure, A good tr., omitting 
st. tii, by Miss Winkworth, as No. 151, in her 
C. B. for England, 1863, repeated, adding a t7-, 
of st. iii., in her Caristian Singers, 1869, p. 228. 
Included in the Ohio Luth. Hyl., 1880, No. 289 
with a tr. of st. iii. not by Miss Winkworth, : 

3. Jesus, Thou art nearest. A tr of st. i., ii., 
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y., vi, by M. W. Stryker, as No. 119 in his 
Christian Chorals, 1885, 
Other tra. are, (1) “‘Jesu! Source of gladness," by J. 

C. Jacolr, hee 4. Slightly altered in his 2nd ed. 
1732, p. 128, in the Moravian H. Bk., 1784. 
In the Moravian H. Bk., 1789, No. 453 (1849, No. 685), 
the three « lines of this version and little else are 

. (2) “Jesus, my chief pleasure, Comfort,” 
by Yr, iH. Mil Hage ior p. 90 Liae a vom “< 

eae ot Piceswa,” J. i. Hopkins, in his 
Carols, &e., 3rd ed., 1482. {J. M.j 

Jesu, my God and King. C. Wesley. 
Jesus The King.) Ist pub. in Hys. & Sac. 
’oems, 1739, p. 171, in 11 st. of 6 |., and en- 

titled “Hymn to Christ the King” ( P. 
Works, 1868-72, vol. i. p. 152). In the 18380 
Supplement to the Wes. H, Bk., st. i.-vii. 
were included as No. 689. These are repeated 
as No. 727 in the revised ed., 1875. In Ken- 
nedy, 1863, at. iii.-v. and vii. are given as 
“Hail your dread Lord and ours.” [J, J.J 

Jesu, my rot h Priest above. 
C. Wesley. (Lent.) Pub. in Hys. & Sac. 
Poems, 1789, in 5 sat. of 8 L, and headed 
Ps, 13, 23, “ Try me, O God, and seek the 
ground of my heart” (P. Bk. version), and 
again in P. Works, 1868-72, vol. i. p, 87. 

en included in the Wes. H. Bk., 1780, 
No. 97, it was reduced to + st., and began, 
“Jesu, my Advocate ubove.” This arrange- 
ment, either in full or abbreviated, is given 
in several modern hymnale. The last stanza 
of the original is sumetimes given as a short 
hymn beginning, *O sovereign Love flord), 
to Thee I ery.” (J. Jj 

Jesu, my Master and my Lord. ¢. 
Wesley. [Clone of the Year — Temptation.] 
Appeared in Hys. & Sac. Poema, 1749, vol. ii., 
in 4 st. of 81., as No. 6 of * Hymns for the 
Watch Night” (P. Works, 1868-72, vol. vy. 
p. 268), In the Wes. H. Bk. 1780, st. ii.-iv. 
were given (No. 301) as “Into a world of 
ruffians sent’; but in the revised ed., 1875, 
the original first stanza was restored. In both 
forms the hymn is in C. U. (J. J.J 

Jesu, my Saviour, Brother, Friend. 
C. Wesley. (Jesus All in _) Ist pub. in 
Hys. & Sac. Poema, 1742, p. 214, in 15 at. of 
4 1, and headed “Watch in all things” (P. 
Works, 1868-72, vol. ii. p. 271). In 1780 
J. Wesley divided st. i.-xi. into two hymns, 
and gave them in the Wes. H. Bk. as (1) 
«Jesu, my Saviour, Brother, Friend” (No. 303); 
and (2) “ Pierce, fill me with an humble fear” 
(No. 304). This arrangement is repeated in 
the revised ed., 1875, and other collections. 
In several American Unitarian hymn-books 
the first part is altered to “Great God, my 
Father, and my friend”; and in some Pres- 
byterian collections as “ Great God, our Father, 
and our Friend”; but the use of these forms 
has not extended to G. Britain; neither has 
that in the American Meth. Episco. Hymna, 
1849, No. 556, which is composed of st. vi. 
vii., and begins “ Jesu, I fain would walk in 
Thee.” In the American Meth. Episco. 
Hymna, 1849, Pt. ii. begins, “ Lord, fill me 
with an humble fear.” {J. J.J 

Jesu, my Strength, my Hope. C. 
Wesley. [Self-Consecration.] Appeared in 
Hye. & Sac, Poems, 1742, p. 146, in7 st. of 
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81., and headed “ A Poor Sinner" (P. Works, 
1868-72, vol. ii. p. 208). In 1780 st. i-vi. 
and ii. were given in the Wes. H. Bk. as 
No, 292 (ed. 1875, No. 301). This is repeated 
in several collections. here are also the 
marie! additional centos from this hymn 
in C, U. :— 

1, I rest American Church 
Mina = 
2. I want a heart to . In the American Dutch 

Reformed Hys. of the Church, 1469, &e, 
3. Jesus, our strength, our hope. In the Cooke and 

Denton Hymnal, 1483, &e. 

4. God, Strength, Hope. In several 
Pat colieetinns. a 

In Martincan’s 5. 0 God Strength, Hope. 
Hymns, 18403 the Bap. Ps. ys. 1488, and oo) 

Jesu nostra redemptio, Amor et 
desiderium. [Ascension.) This fine hymn 
is probably of the 7th or 8th cent. It is found 
in three mas. of the 11th cent. in the Britisk 
Museum, two of the English Church (Vesp 
D. xii. f. 69; Jul. A. vi. f. 48 5.), und one of 
the ancient Spanish Church (Add. 30848, f. 
153 b.): in the St. Gall ms. No. 387. of the 11th 
cent. ; in a ms. cir. 1064, in Corpus Christi Col- 
lege, Cambridge (No. 391, page 247); and in 
the Latin Hys. of the Anglo-Saxon Ch., 1851, 
pe is printed an 11th cent. m3, at Dar- 

m (B. iii. 82, £246). Itiaiu the old Roman 
(Venice, 1478), Sarum, York, Aberdeen, and 
many other Breviaries. ‘Che printed text is 
also in Daniei, i., No. 56; Mone, No. 173; J. 
Chandler's Hys. of the Prim. Church, 1837 ; and 
Card. Newman's Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 and 
1865. The use of Sarum was at Compline from 
the vigil of the Ascension to Whitsuntide ; that 
of York wt Lauds; and the Roman at V 
In the revised Homan Breviary of 1632 it be- 

, Salutis humanae Sator. This is repeated in 
. Chandler's Hye. of the Prim. Church, 1837, 

No, 71, and Card. Newman's Hymni Ecolesiae, 
1838 and 1865. (J. M.J 

This hymn has been tr. in both its original 
and in the Roman Breviary forms, as follows :— 

i, Jesu nostra redemptio. The trs. in C. U. are :— 
1. © Christ, our hope, our heart's desire. By J. 

Chandler, in his Hys. of the Prim. Church, 1837, 
p. 83. This tr. is the most popular of any of 
this hymn. In addition to being in C. U. in the 
original tr. in some collections it was altered by 
the compilers of Hf. A. & 4. in 1861 to “ Jesu, 
our hope, our heart's desire ” (again altered in 
ll. 2-4 of st. i, in 1875), and in the Hymnary, 
1872, to “O Jesu, our Redemption, Love.” The 
Hymnary text is rewritten in LM., and is much 
altered throughout. 

2, O Jesu, our Redemption, By FE, Caswall in 
his Lyra Catholica, 1849, p. 290; and again in 
his Hys. and Poems, 1873, p. 146. This is re- 
peated in several collections, In the Aymnary 
this is rewritten in Lat. as “O Jesu, our Re- 
demption, Love.” ’ 

3. Jesu, Redemption, all divine, By J. M. 
Neale, in the H. Noted, 1852, and one or two 
other hymn-books, 

4. Our Redemption, our Salvation. By W. J. 
Blew, in his Hymn and Tune Bk., 1852-55; and 
again in Rice's Sel. from the same, 1870. 

§. Jesu, our Redemption blest, By K. F. Little- 
dale, in the People’s H., 1867, 
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not in C. U, :-— 
| Oour Redemption, Jesu Christ. Primer, 1604, 
2 OJesu, Who our souls dost save. Primer, 1619. 
3. Jeu, Who our Redemption art, God, Maker of ail 

things, ke. Z. Williame, 1439. 
‘. Jesu, Who our Redemption art, Who in the deep 

bre, ke, Bymnearium Anglicanum, 1844, 
; - Redeemer, Thou Who art. J. U. Chambers, 

6, Jeu, our Redeemer, now. Mrs. Charles, 1864. 
1, Jewa, ion dear. J, W. Hewett, 1869, 
*. Jesu, Thou dear, Dr, Edersheim, 1867. 
4, Jesu, our Ransom from above. In Shipley's Annus 
‘onctus, 1-4. 

i, Salutis humanae Bator. This Roman Breviary 
form ofthe text has been thus te. :— 

1. O Jesu, Lord of heavenly grace. By J. Chand- 
ler,in his #Zys. of the Prim. Church, 1837, p. 81, 
into Mercesv- and others. . 

2.0 Thow pure light of souls that love. By E. 
Caswall, ima his Lyra Catholicu, 1849, p. 100; 
and his Heys. og Poems, 1873, p. 56. This tr. is 
i several collections. 
Translations not in 0. U, :— 
1. Jeeus, Who man's Redeemer art. Primer, 1605 

and 1710, im Shipley’s Annus Sanctus, 1344. 
2. 0 Christ, the Saviour of mankind. Primer, 1706, 
3. Saviour of men, our joy supreme. Ap, Mant, 

0 Lord, Redeemer of the world. 4. J. B. Hope, 

oh hwher of lost man’s salvation. W. J. Copeland, 

ye of men, Who dost impart. F. ©. Husen- 
Leth, 1840, 

7. Jean, slain for earth's release. HH. Camptell, 1850, 
#. Hail Thou, Whoman's Redeemer art. T. J. Potter, 

iu Shipley’s Amnus Sanctus, 1s#4, 
9. Thou Who didst die for sinners’ sake. J. Wallace, 

usta. (J. J 

Jesu, now Thy new-made soldier. 
J. W. Hewett. [After Baptiem.] Pub. in his 
Verses by a Country Curate, 1859, in 7 st. of 
6 1 and entitled * A Hymn after Baptism.” 
.t is followed by a quotation from one of the 
author’s sermons, and a dedication reads :— 

* To Mr. and Mrs, T—, my faithful and consistent 
Church parishioners, fur the baptisrn of whose grendson 
thie Hymn was composed, | inscribe the same with 
affectionate regard. — The Country Curate. Whitsun 
Monday, 1859," 

It was included in the 8. P. C. K. A iz, 
1869; in the Hymnary, 1872; Thring’s Coll., 
1882; and also in several others, but usually 
somewhat abridged. (J. J.J 
Jesu quadragenariae. [Lent.', This 

hymn has been ascribed to St. Hilary, but is 
certainly of later date. It is found in the 
Sarum, York, Aberdeen, and a number of 
German Breviaries (e.g. Halberstadt, 1500, 
and Havelberg, 1518), appointed for Lent at 
Vespers or K.auds; sometimes from the Ist to 
the 3rd 8., or, ag in the Sarum use, in the 
daily ottice at Lands from the 3rd 8S. in Leut to 
Passion Summday. The text is also in two mss, 
ofthe Lith cent, in the British Museum (Vesp, 
D. xii. f. SB; Jul, A. vi. f. 46): and in the 
Lat, Hys. of the Anglo-Sazon Ch., 1851, p. 4, is printed ™ an 11th cent. as. at Durham. 
(B. iii. 32 f. 19.) It is also found in two Maa, of the 11th cent, at St. Gall (Nos. 413, 414); in Daniel, i., No. G, the Hymnarium Sarishuriense, 1851, p. 77, amd Card. Newman's Hymni Eo. 
clesiae, 1838 and 1865, J. M.) 

Translations in C, U,:— 
1, Jesu, the Law and Pattern, whence, B J. M. Neale. Pub. in the H, Noted, 185d, No. 21, in 6 st. of 4 1. It has passed into several collections, including the /ymner, 1882, 
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2. Jesu, Who this our Lenten tide. By J. D. 
Chambers. Appeared in his Lauda Syon, 1857, 
p. 138, in 6 st. of 4 1, and repeated in the 
People’s H., 1867, 
3. Jesu, our Lenten fast of Thee. By J. W. 

Hewett, Pub. in his Verses by a Country Curate, 
1859, p. 39, in 6 st. of 41. In A. A. & ML, 
1861 and 1875, it was given with alterations 
by the compilers. 

4. In watch and prayer by Thee. by F. lott. 
Made for and Ist pub. in his ys, fitted to the 
Order of Cum, Prayer, 1861, in 6 st. of 4 1. 
In 1871 it was revised by the translator for 
the S. P. C.K. Church Hys., and given therein 
as “In hunger, watch, and prayer.” 

5. Jesu, in fast for sinful man. This render- 
ing in the Hymnary, 1872, is Dr. Neale’s tr. as 
above, slightly altered by the Editors of the 
Hymnary. 

Translation not in 0, U. :— 
Jesu, Whose holy life displays, WW. J. mers a. 

Jesu, Redeemer of mankind. C. 
| Wesley. (Lent. Holiness gpa Appeared 
| in Hys. and Sac. Poems, 1742, p. 246, in 14 st. 
of 4 1., and based upon ‘Titus ii. 14, “He gave 
Himself for us that He might redeem us 
from all iniquity” (2’. Works, 1868-72, vol. ii. 
p. 304). Six stanzas, beginning with st. ix., 
were given in the Wes, H/. Bk., 1780, No. 394, 
as “What is our calling’s glorious hope.” 
This text has been repeated in several collec- 
tions. (J. J.J 

Jesu Redemptor omnium, Perpes 
corona praesulum. [Comm.«f Confessors.} 
This hymn is found in four bymnaries of the 
[lth cent. in the British Museum, viz.: three 
of the English Church (Vesp. D. xii, f. 109; 
Jul. A. vi, f. 67; Harl. 2961, f. 2496), and one 
of the Spanish Church (Add. 30,851, f. 1546). 
In the Latin Hys. of the Anglo-Saxon Ch., 
1851, p. 137, it is printed from an 11th cent 
ms. at Durham. (B. iii. 82, f.40 6.) It is also 
found in the Roman (Venice, 1478), Sarum, 
York, Aberdeen, and other Breciaries, In the 
Scrum use it was the hymn at Lauds and 
Second Vespers on the festival of a Coufersor 
and Bishop. Daniel, i, No. 237, gives the 
text, and at iv. p. 369, cites it as in a 9th 
cent. Ms. at Bern. he Homan Brer. text is 
in Card. Newman's Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 
and 1865, Tr, as ;:— 

1, Redeemer blest of all who live. Ey E. 
Caswall. 1st pub. in his Lyra Cutholica, 1849, 
p. 217, in 5 st. of 4.1.5 and again in his Mys. ¢ 
Poems, 1873, p. 115. It is repeated in some 
Roman Catholic collections for missions aud 
schools, and also in other hymn-books. 

2. Jesu, the world’s Redeemer, hear, By J. 1), 
Chambers, Pub, in the enlarged ed. of the 
H. Noted, 1854; and repeated in the Hynnery, 
1872, &c. 

3. © Thou, Whose all might. Dy 
R. M. Benson. Contributed to H. A. & WW, 
1861, and repeated in the revised ed., 1875. 

4. Jesu, Redeemer, the renown, By J. DD, 
Chambers. This second rendering ‘by Mr. 
Chambers appeared in his Zowda Syon, Pt. ii., 
1866, and was repeated in the People’s H,, 1867. 

Translations not in 0, U, :— 
1, Jesu, Redeemer Thou of all. WW. J. Blew, 1882-5. 
2. Jesus, Redeemer of mankind, J. Wallace, 1«74, 

2Q 
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Tn the York Breviary of 1493, st. iii., iv., | co-eternal Word. This appeared in the trial ed. 
slightly altered and beginning Haec rite mundi 
gaudia. are given as the hymn for lst Vespers 
and for Matins in the office of the Common 
of one Matron, usually called the Common of 
Holy three This oar . found Sookety, 
reprint of that Breviary by the Surtees , 
fT? (1883). The ¢r. from this text is :— 

The world and all its boasted good. This 
appeared in the enlarged edition of the 1. Noted, 
1854, in 3 st.of 4.1. It is usually ascribed to 
Dr. Neale, but in error. (J. M.] 

Jesu, Redemptor saeculi, Qui tertio 
post funera. C. Coffin. (Easter.] This 
hyma, as given in the Paris Breviary, 1736, 
for Compline during the Octave of Easter and 
up to the Ascension, began :— 

“ Jesu, Redemptor saecull, 
| tertio funera 
ux ab inferis die, 

Mortem resurgendo necas,” 

The hymn was repeated in Coffin's Hymni 
Bacri, a, 1 1736; in Card. Newman's Hymni 
Ecclesiae, 1838 and 1865, and in J. Chandler's 
Hys. of the Primitive Church, 1837, Although 
several tra. of this hymn have been ey 
none are in C.U. They are :— 
- O Thou Who wast for sinners slain. J. Chandler, 

183 
2. Thou, Who to save the world, &c. J, Williams, in 

y 1, 1837; and again in his Hys. tr, 
4, 1839. 

Thy blood was shed. A. Campbell, 
1850. 

4. Jesu, Redeemer, Thee we praise. J. D. Chambers, 
1457, 

6. Jean, the carth’s Redeemer Thou. Another ren- 
dering slightly different from the former, by R. Camp- 
bell, cire. 1850, printed from his mas, in Mr. Shipley’s 
Annus Sanctus, 1454. 

6. Jesus, Who didst redeem mankind. J. C. Barle in 
Annus Sanctus, 1884. (J. J.J 

Jesu Redemptor saeculi, Verbum 
Patris altissimi. [Easter.) This is found 
in two mas. of the 11th cent. in the British 
Museum, viz. in a hymnarium (Harl. 2961, 
f. 220), and in a Mozarabic Breviary (Add. 
80848, f. 665). In the later Breviaries, as 
the Sarum, York, Paris (1643), &c., it begins, 
“Jesu Salvator saeculi,” The text of the 
Harleian MS. (in 4 at. and a doxology) is 
printed in the Lat. Hys. of the Anglo-Sazon 
Ch., 1851, p. 165. Daniel, i, No. 218, only 
gives st. i.; and Mone, No. 291, st. i-iii, cat 
a doxology differing from the Harleian. In 
the Sarum use (see the Hymnarium Sarish., 
1851, p. 92) it is the hymn at Compline from 
the Saturday in Easter week to the Festival 
of the Ascension. It is also directed that 
at. v., Vi are to be anid at the end of every 
hymn of the same metre, only excepting 
“Chorus novae Hierusalem,” till the Ascen- 
sion, p. 11, i. In order the more accurately to 
distinguish this hymn from that by C. Coffin 
as above, we give the first stanza in full :— 

“ Jesu Redemptor saecull, 
Verbam Patria altissimi, 
Lux lucis invisibilis, 
Custos tuorum pervigil." 

Translations in C, U. ;— 
1, Jesu, the world's redeeming Lord, Of Sire most 

high, &c. By W. J. Copeland, in his Hys. for 
the Week, 1848, p. 161. 

2. Jesu, Who broughtest redemption nigh. By 
J M. Neale, in the [/ymnal Noted, 1852, No. 30. 

3. Jesu, the world’s redeeming Lord, The Father's 

(J. M.] 

of H. A. § M., 1859, and the eds. of 1861 and 
1875, It is an altered form of W. J. Copeland's 
tras above. In Acnnedy, 1863, the H. A. § M. 
text is slightly changed to “O Thou, the world’s 
redeeming Lord.” 

4. Jesu, Redeemer of the earth. [By R. F. 
Littledale in the People’s H., 1867, signed “ F.” 

5. Jesu, the world’s Lord, Eternal Son, 
Word. This fr. in the Aymnary, 1872, 

is Dr. Neale’s tr. as above, altered, together with 
a little from Copeland. 

Translations not in 0. U. :— 
1, Saviour Christ, Who ali below, Hymnarium Angli- 

canum. 1844. 
2. Jesu! to earth the Savioar given. J. D. Chambers, 

AST. (J. J.J 

Pag are tome ews a a 
Brunetiére. [Common of Bishops. 

peared in the Cluniac Breviary, 1686, xl. 
“Commune Doctorum,” and again in the Paris 
Breviary, 1736, “ Commune tificum,” at 
Lands. The text is also in J. Chandler's Hye. 
J the Primitive Church, 1837, No. 98, and 

‘ard, Newman's Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 and 
1865. Tr. as :— 

Jesu, Thy priest's eternal prize. By E. Caswall, 
in his Masque of Mary, &c., 1858, and his Mys. 
and Poems, 1873. It is given in the 1862 Ap- 

ix to the H. Noted, and also im several 
Roman Catholic hymn-books for missions and 
schools. 

1 

not in C, U. :— 
1. Jesu, Who didst Thy — crown. 

iti. OV. 1837, and hia ys. tr. 
Srom the Parisian Brev., 1839, p. 295. 

2. O Christ, Who art our pastor's Lord. J. Chandler, 
1837. 

3, O Jesu, Honour of Thy priesta, J, D. Chambers, 
1866. [J. J.) 

Jesu, Saviour, 8on of God, Bearer 
of the sinner’s load. H. Bonar. [Behold 
the =a Appeared in his Hys. of Faith and 
ny ge series, 1864, in 36 lines, and headed, 
sed Homo!” In Dale's English H. Bk., 
1875, it is abridged to 6 at. of 41. It isa 
most suitable hymn for Passiontide. [J. J. 

Jesu, shall I never be? C. Wealey. 
Soe Mind of Christ desired.) Pub. in Hys. & 
c. Poems, 1742, p. 221, in 20 st. of 4 L, and 

headed, “ Let this Mind be in you, which was 
also in Christ Jesus” (P. Works, 1868-72, 
vol. ii, p. 276). A hymn therefrom of 15 st., 
beginning with the first, was given in the Wee. 
H. Bk., 1780, No, 345, and has been repeated 
in several other collections There are also 
three additional centos in ©. U.; (1) “Jesus, 
lant and root in me"; (2) “ Jesus, root and 
x in — pp Bilvonat Jesus, hear me 

now.” » last a in Martinean’s 
Hymne, 1840. (J. J.) 
Jesu, Shepherd of the sheep, Thou 

Thy flock, &c. W. Hammontt. \{ The Good 
Shepherd.) Ast pub. in his Ps.) Hye $ S. 
Songa, 1745, p. 78, in 11 st. of 4 1., and entitled 
“ Christ the Shepherd.” In 1788'R, Hill gare 
8 st. in his P's. & Hys., aa No, 49, begiming -— 

* Jesus, Shepherd of the sheep, |! 
Gracious is Thine arm to keep." | 

This was repeated in later collections. In 
Cotterill’s J's, & Hys., 1810-1829,. abother 
arrangement from Hammond a<:— , 

* Jesus, Shepherd of the Ms 
Powerfal is Thine arm po 

I. Williams, 
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+ Jesus! and shall it ever be! 
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* Ashamed of Jesus ! sooner far 

Let evening blush to own & star. 
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Let midnight blush to think of noon. 

» *Tis evening with my soul till He, 

That Morning Star, bids darkness flee ; 

He sheds the beam of Boot divine 

O’er all this midnight soul of mine. 
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596 JESUS, ARISE WITH SAVING 

5. The fifth version isa recast rf Hip. W. W. How, and 
was printed in thes. PC. K. Mya. for ¢ i ‘ 

No. 5, 1882, in Sst. of41, itis also in the S. P. C.K, 
sheet of Hys. for Mission Services, It begins :— 

“ Ashamed of Thee! © dearest Lord, 
I marvel bow such wrong can be; 

And yet how oft in deed and word 
Have I been found ashamed of Thee” 

It is a good mission hymn, but tt has little in common 
with that by Grigg. 

Other and somewhat minute changes have 
been introduced into the text by various 
hymn-book compilers, but these are the most 
important, and practically cover me whole 
ground. 

Jesus, arise with saving ht. 
Missions.) This hymn appeared in Kemble’s 
'«. & Hys , 1853, No, 479, in 3 st. of 4 1, as a 

“Prayer for the Heathen,” and ascribed to 
* Birks.” It was repeated in later editions of 
the Ps. & Hys., and in Kemble’s New Church 
H. Bk., 1873, with the same signature. It is 
not in Professor Birks’s Companion Psalter, 
1874, and was not reecived by him as his 
composition. If his, the fact had faded from 
hia memory (#8. Mx8.). (J. J.) 

Jesus, at Thy command. [Life a 
Voyage—Christ the Pilot.) This hymn is in 
an undated edition of Lady Huntingdon’s Coll. 
of Hymns, pub, at Bath about 1774. It is 
No. 136, in 7 st. of 6 1. It is also given in 
Coughlan’s 1775 A iz to J. Bazlee’s 
(q. v.] Select Collection of Ps. & Hys.. No. 311, 
viens it is entitled,“ The Believer’s Pilot.” 
In 1776 it reap in A. M. Toplady’s Ps.& 
Hys., No, 312, in De Courcy’s Coll., 2nd ed., 
1782, and again in later hymn-books. In 
modern collections it is sometimes attributed 
to Toplady, and again to De Courey (q. v.), 
but in error, It is associated] with the Lady 
Hunting.lon Connexion from the first, and is 
possibly by one of that denomination A part 
of this bymn is given in the American Church 
Pastorala, Boston, 1864, aa. “ By faith, I see 
the land.” It begins with st. v., and is taken 
fiom Toplady's J’s. & Hys, as above. (J. J.) 

Jesus, behold the wise from far. 
{Hymn to Christ.) This hymn in its original 
orm ; od in Snag ee Devotions in the 
Antient Way of Offices, &c., 1658; again in 
Theophilus Dorrington’s ed. of the same, 
1686; and Lady Susanva Hopton’s ed., 1687, 
The form by which it is known to modern 
hymn-books was given to it by J. Wesley, and 
appeared in his Coll. of Ps. & Hys. pub. at 
Coathe- owe, 1736-7, No 17, as a “ Hymn to 
Christ,” in 6 st. of 6 1. (2. Works, 1868-72, 
vol. i. p. 116). This form of the hymn is in 
C. U. in G. Britain and America, and some- 
times in an abbreviated form. Its designation 
is * J, Austin, 1668; J. Wealey, 1736." (J. JJ 

Jesus, bestow the power. C. Wesley. 
[In Temptation.] Pub. in Hys. & Sac. Poema, 
1749, vol. ii, in 6 st. of 8&8 1, as No. 7 of 
“Hymne for the Watchnigi.t” (P. Works, 
1868-72, vol. v. p. 260). When included in 
the Wes. H. Bk., 1780, No. 302 (ed. 1875, No. 
S11), st. i was omitted, and some slight 
changes in the text were made. This text, 
which begins, “Bid me of men beware,” is 
that in C. U. in G. Britain and America, In 
the American Church lastorals, 1864, it reads, 
“ Lord, let me calmly wait.” [J. J.J 

JESUS CHRIST IS RISEN 

Jesus calls us; [mid] o’er the tu- 
mult. Ceeit F. Alexander, née Humphreys. 
St. Andrew ] Contributed to the 8. P. cK. 
ymns, &e., 1852, No, 116,in 5 st. of 41. Its 

use has become very extensive in most Englis.- 
speaking countries. Usually tie original text 
is followed, but here and there slight varia- 
tions are introduced, as, for instance, in H. A 
& M., where st. iv. 1. 4, reads, * That we love 
Him more than these,” for * Christian, love 
Me more than these.” In 1871 a mutilated 
text waa given in the 8S. P. C. K. Church 
Hymns. Thia led to a revision of the original 
by Mrs. Alexander, which was given in the folio 

., 1881, and later editions of Church Hys., aa 
Mrs. Alexander's authorised text. It is easily 
recognise.| by the refrain of st. i.-iii., “ Softly, 
clearly‘ Follow Me.’" This text differs 
very materially from the original, and in com- 

with it, will commend itself to very 
ew. In the Anglican H, Bk., 1868, the open- 
ing line reads, “Jesus call us, mid the tu- 
mult.” Other alterations are also introduced 
very much to the injury of the hymn. [J.J.] 

Jesus came; the heavens adoring. 
G. Thring. {Second Advent.) Pub. in Chope’s 
Hymnal, 1864, No. 155, in 5 st. of 6 1,, and in 
the author's Hys. Congregational and Others, 
1866, p. 9: his Hys. and Sac, Lyrice, 1874, 
p. 28; and his Coll., 1882. It has passed into 
numerous hymn-books in Great Britain and 
America, and is one of the most widely used 
of Prebendary Thring’s compositions. In the 
American Fapt. Praise Bk., 1871, it is given 
in an abridged form, beginning with st. iii. 
* Jesus comes to souls rejoicing.” The text is 
slightly modified throughout. (J. J.) 

Jesus Christ from highest heaven. 
8. Baring-Gould, [Second Advent.] Written 
in 1865, and first printed in the Church Times 
of that year. In 1867 it was included in the 
People's H.,in 8 st. of 41.. and classed with 
the General hymns. It has since passed into 
several collections. [J. J.) 

Jesus Christ is risen to-day. Euster. 
This version of the anonymous Latin hymn, 
“Surrexit Christus hodic,”’ is first found in a 
searee collection entitled :— 

Lyra Davidica, or a Collection of Divine Songs and 
Hymns, partly new composed, partly translated from 
the High German and satin ; and set to casy 
and pleasant tunes. London: J. Walsh, 1708, 

Of the history of this collection nothing is 
known, but the character of its contents may 

lead to the supposition that it wus 
compiled by sme Anglo-German of the 
ietist school of thought. The text in Lyra 

vidica, 1708, p. 11, is as follows :— 

** Jesus Christ is risen to » Halle- ; 
Our triamphant Hol ~ — 
Who «o lately on the Cross 
Suffer'd to redeem our lose, 

* Hast ye females from your fright 
Take to Galilee your t 
To his sad disciples say 
Jesus Christ is risen to day. 

“In our Paschal er and feast 
Let the Lord of life be Diest 
Let the Holy Trine be — 
And thankful hearts to heaven be rais'd.” 

We subjoin the original Latin for the pur- 
pose of comparison ;—- 
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1, Pee Resurrectione Domini. 

Surrexit Christus bodie 
Humano pro solamine. 

a uM Alleluia. 

lortem qui pastas corpore 

ae Miserrimo we bomine, 
Al. 

Mulieres ad turoulum 

4 fu Lona ferunt aromatum. 
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Album videntes angelum 
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JESUS CHRIST, MY LORD = as 

+ Jesus Christ is risen toxlay, 

Our triumphant holy day 5 

Who did once, upon the cross, 

Suffer to redeem our loss. 
Hallelujab. 

” Hymns of praise then
 let us sing 

Unto Christ our heavenly King: 

Who endur’d the cross and grave, 

Sinners to redeem and save. 
Hallelujab. 

« But the pains which He endur’d 

Our salvation hath eye $ 

Now above the sky He's King, 

Where the angels ever sing. 

. Hallelujah.” 

To this has been added by an unknowe == 

hand the following doxology :— 

« Now be God the Father rais‘d, 

With the Son from uprais’d 

And the oo ever blest; 

One trae God, by all confest. 
Hallelujah.” 

This doxology, from Schaff’s Chr
istin Sov? v7 > 

1870, p. 198, is in the H. Comp. and ones <> 

two other collections. 
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Coll., 1882, and others, a5 follows -— 

“ me Sage to our God 
above—Hallelujab ! 

eternal as His love; Hallelujab ! 

Praise Him all ye heavenly host, Hallelujah ! 

and Holy Ghost, Halletujab! ” 
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Jane Taylor, 1810, in 6 st. of 4 1., and headed, 
“The Example of Christ ” (ed. 1856, p. 99). 
It has attained to t popularity, and is in 
extensive use in G. Britain and America. In 
some American hymonals, including Beecher's 
Plymouth Coll., 1855, 11. 3, 4 of st. 1i— 

* Bat the Lord was meek and lowly, 
Pure and spotless, free from sin,” 

is added as a refrain to each stanza, with line 
4 as “And was never known to sin.” This 
reading of this line is repeated in some English 
collections, including Mrs. Brock’s Children’s 
H. Bk., 1881. {J. J.) 

Jesus Christus, nostra salus. J. Hus? 
(Holy Communion.) This hymn has been as- 
eribed to Hus, and is included in the Monu- 
mentorum Joannis Hus altera para, Niirnberg, 
1548, but his authorship is at least doubtful, 
Wackernagel, vol. i., gives three forms, No, 
367, in 10 st. from a Munich ms, of the 15th 
cent,; Nor 368 from the 1558, as above, in 9 
at.: No. 369 from Leisentritt's G. B. (KR. CL, 
1584, in 7 st. The last text is also in Daniel, 
ii. 370. In his Cantiones Bohemicae, Leipzig, 
1886, preface, pp. 22, 31, 43, &c., G. M. Dreves 
discusses the authorship, and cites it us in 10 
at., in a ms. cir. 1410, belonging to the Abbey 
of Hohenfurth ; in a Gradual, cir. 1420, in the 
Bohemian Museum at Prag, &c. The text of 
Leisentritt’s G. B., 1584, is tr. aa :— 

Jesus Christ our true salvation. By R. F. Little- 
dale, in the 2nd ed. of Lyra Lucharistica, 1864, 
p. 354, and the People’s H., 1867. 

This hymn has also passed into English 
through the German, viz. :— 

Jesus Christus unser Heiland, Der von uns den 
Gottes Zorn wandt. This is by M. Luther, and 
lst appeared in Lyn Enchiridion, Erfurt, 1524, 
in 10 st. of 4 1., entitled “ The Hymn of St. John 
Hus improved.” Thence in Wackernagel, iii, 
p. 9 Also in Schircks’s ed. of Luther's Geist!. 
Lieder, 1854, p. 70; in the Une. Z. 8, 1851, 
No, 279, &e. baly st. i. is at all directly taken 
from the Latin, so that if Luther “ improved ” 
the hymn he did so by superseding it, Tr. as :— 

Lord Jesus Christ! to Thee we pray, From us. 
In full, by W. M. Reynolds, in the Heang. Re- 
view, Gettysburg, Oct., 1849, repeated as No. 
264 in the Ohio Luth. Hyl., 1880. 
Other trs. are, (1) “ Vur Saviour Christ, King of grace,” 

in the Gude and Godlie Ballater, ed. 1568, f. 9 (1868, 
p. 163). (2) “ Our Saviour Christ by His own death,” 
as No. 276 in Pt. i. of the Moravian H. Hk, 1754. (3) 
“ To avert from men God's wrath,” by C. J. a) 
No, 657 in the Moravian H. Ak, 1789 (1849, No. 959). 
In the ed. of 1486, No. 973, it begins, * That we never 

forget "' (at. 11.); (4) “Jesus Christ, our Saviour, 
. In his ed, 1847, 

R and Saviour; (5) 
“ Jesus the Christ—the Lamb of God,” by Dr. J. Hunt, 
1853, p. 106, (6) “Christ who freed our souls from 

tT,” by #, Massie, 1864, p. 75, and in Jr, Bacon, 
1684, p. 30. (7) “Christ Jesus, our Redeemer born,” 
by Dr. G. Macdonald in the Sunday Magazine, 1467, 
p. #40, and his Exotics, 1476, p. 103, {J. M 

Jesus Christus, unser Heiland, Der 
den Tod iiberwand. V. Luther. [Easter.] 
Ist pub. in Eyn Enchiridion, Erfurt, 1524, in 
3 st. of 4.1. each stanza ending with “ Kyri- 
eleyson.” Thence in Wackernagel, iii. p. 11. 
Also in Schircks’s ed. of Luther's Geistl 
Lieder, 1854, p. 24, the Une. L. S., 1851, 
No. 139, &e. Tr. a8 I— 

1, Christ, our Lord, who died to save. By J. 
Anderson, in his H. froin the German of M. Luther, 

JESUS, I LOVE THY 

1846, p. 15 (1847, p. 38), repeated, unaltered, 
in the Leeds H. Bk., 1853, No, 415. 

2. Jesus Christ, our great Redeemer. Hy A. T. 
Russell, as No. 105 in his Ps. ¢ Hys., 1851. 

3. Jesus Christ to-day is risen. By R. Massie, 
in his M. Luther's Spir. Songs, 1854, p. 15, re- 
peated in Reid’s Praise Bk., 1872, the Ohio Luts. 
Hyl., 1880, &e. 
Other trs. are, (1) “See! triumphant over death,” by 

Miss Pry, 1845, p. 71. (2) “Christ the Lord tox<tay is 
risen,” oy Dr. J. Hunt, 1453, p. 43. (3) “Jesus Christ, 
our Saviour true," by Dr. G. Macdonald in the Sunday 
Magazinz, 1867, p. 332, repeated, altered, in his Hzotics, 
1876, p. 54. (4) “Christ the Saviour, our Prince all- 
hailed,” by WY, L, i 1870. (5) “ Jesus Christ, 
who came to save,” in Dr. Bacon, 1484, M 

Jesus, exalted far on h. T. Cot- 
terill. (Circumcision. The Holy Name, Jesus.) 
Pub. in the Uttoxeter Sel., 1805, and again in 
Cotterill’s Sel. of Ps. & Hys., lat ed., 1810, in 
5st.of 41 It has attained to extensive use. 
and is pam | given in an unaltered form, as 
in the Oxford ec. of Mercer’s Ch. Pealter 
H. Bk. In Kennedy, 1863, No. 605, “O Toou 
Who in the form of God,” is an altered form 
of a part of this hymn, and ins with 
st. iii, (See Staffordshire Hymn-Books.) [J.J.] 

Jesus, full of all compassion. D. 
Turner. [Lent] re in the Bristol 
Bap. Coll. of Ash & Evans, 1769, No. 223, in 
10 st. of 4 L, headed “The Supplication,” 
and signed “D. T.” It was repeated in full 
in Rippon’s Sel., 1787, No. 295; and again in 
later collections. It is in a large number of 
modern hymwn-books in G. Britain and America, 
but usually in an abridged form. It is justly 
regarded as Turner’s finest hymn. [J J.) 

Jesus, gentlest ifholy} Saviour, God of 
might, &. F.W. Faber. [Holy Communion.] 
This hymn i Lge ga after Commu- 
nion” was pub. in his Oratory H N.D. 
Pag . No. 20, in 12 st. of 41; ‘ad again in 
is Hymva, 1862, No. 91. It is given in its 

full form in some Roman Catholic hymn-books 
fcr Missions and Schools, and aitered und 
abbreviated in various collections, including 
(1) the &. P. C. K. Church H 1871, as 
“Jesu, Lord and Saviour”; (2) J. G. Gre- 
.pory’e Bonchurch H. Bk., 1868, as “Jesus, 

oly Saviour"; (3) Mrs. Brock’s Children’s 
H. Bk., 1881. a8 * Jesu. gentlest Saviour” : 
and (4) Murtineau’s Hymns, 1873, as “ Father, 
ger Father.” In Nicholson's Appendix 

yl., 1866, the bymn is divided into two 
parts, Pt. ii. beginning “Jesu, dear Re- 
deemer.” In these various forms its use is 
extensive. [J. J.) 

Jesus, I love Thy charming Name. 
P. Doddridge. [Jesus precious to the Believer. 
In the p. uss. this hymn is No. 56, is entitl 
* Christ ious to the Believer,” and is 
dated “ Y 23, 1717." It was given by J. 
Orton in his ed. of Doddridge’s (;osthumous) 
Hymns, &c., 1755, No. 335, with the same 
title, and in 5 st. of 4 1., and was repeated in 
J D. Humphreye’s edition of the same, 1839, 
No. 361. At an early date exception was 
taken to the opening line, + Jesus, I love Thy 
charming Name”; and in modern hymu- 
hooks the result is seen in the text being 
changed to “Jesus, I love Thy sacred Name,” 
and to “Jesus, I love Thy saving Name.” 
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(2) In 7.4.7.5.4 metre. This, the most ular form 

of the bymn, was given in Rorison’s Hys. & Anthems, 

1aSt, fin. repeated in Murray's Hymnal, 1452. ‘The two 

jast lines of each stanza were omitted, “ Alleluia was 

added to each stanza, and the text was considerably 

altered. Roriszon gives in order st. L, ti, iv.-vi,, while 

the 1852 nearly follows his text, but gives in order st. i, 

vi, iv., v., iL, and adds a doxology. To follow out the 

variation of text and order in later books would be be- 
wildering, the most usual form being that given in Mur- 
ray’s Hymnal, 1852, repeated (without the doxology) in 

Ho A.& M, 1861. The 4. A. & M. text (with Dr.) aant- 

lett's beautiful tune St. Albinus) has passed into very 
many English, American, amd other bymn-books. 

The principal forms in the 7.8.7.8.4. metre 
which do not begin with the original first line 
are i— 

(a) Jesus lives! Thy 
Death, us, in Church Hys., 1871, &. 
this is the HW. A, & M. text. 

(b) Jesus lives! thy terrors now Can, 0 Death, no 
more appal us, in Thring’s (oll., 1880-42. Here st, I. 
L 2, was altered with Miss Cox's consent in order to 
avoli an apparent denial of the resurrection of Jesus 
which some musical settings of the opening line might 
preduce. Otherwise ~ iii. being omitted) the text and 
order of her 1464 ¥ pare nearly followed. 

(c) Jesus lives! is death (st. ii.) in Al- 
ford’s Year of Praise, 1867. , 

(d) Jesus lives! to Him the throne (st. ¥.), in Rort- 
son's Coll, od. 1860, 

3. Jesus lives; I live with Him. A good and 
fall tr. by Dr. J. Guthrie, in his Sacred Lyrics, 
1869, p. 121, repeated in the Zbrox Hyl., 1871. 
The trs, not in C. U. are, (1)** My Saviour lives! I 

will ce," Lady E. Fortescue, 1843 (1469, p. 18). 
(2) “Jesus Lives ! With Him shall I," by Miss Warner, 
1869 (1877, p. 14}. In Sir John Bowring’s Matina and 
Vespers, ed., 1841, p. 231, there is a hymn in 3 st. 
of 5 1., beginning * Jeans lives, and we in Him," which 
is based on Gellert. This peareay appeared as No. 150 
in J. R. Beard’s Coll., 1837. {J. M.) 

Jesus, Lord of life and glory, Bend 
from, &c. J. J. Cummins, [Lent.] “A 
sweet and musical Litany, which appeared in 
his Poetical Meditations and Hymne, 1839, in 
7 st. of 4 L, with the refrain, * By Thy merey, 
O deliver us, Good Lord.” In 1849, it was 
reprinted in his Hymns, Med/tations, and 
Other Poems, Lon., Royston & Brown, pp. 26- 
27. Itisin C. U. as:— 

(1) Orig. text. st. L, lil-vil., with “tour Hope,” for 
“our Rock,” in W, A, @ af., 1868 and 1875. 

(2) “ Jesu, Lord of life and glory.” As in H. A. & 
M., with change to Jeau only in the Hymnary, 1872. 

23) “ Jeans, Lord, we kneel before Thee.” In the 
Salisbury H. Bk, 1857, No. 74, with the alteration of 
the first line, the omission of st. v. and the addition 
of st. vil, The same text was tel in Aennedy, 
1863, the Anglican H, Bk,, 1468, and in the 1869 Appen- 
diz to the SL PLC. K. Ps. & Aye. 

(4) The same first line, bat —— of st. 1, HE, iv., 
pe = in Chope’s Hymnal, 1s64, and Thring's 
Coll., Las 

(5) The same text as Salisbury H. Bk, with “Jesu” 
for “Jesus,” in The Parish H. Bk, 1463 and 1475, 
Snrum, 1865, Xe. 

The sub-title of the Hymne, &c., of 1849, and 
by which the book ia generally known, is 
Lyra Evangelica. Orig. text therein. (J. J.J 

Jesus, Master, WhoseIam. Frances 
R. Havergal. (Servant of Christ.) Written 
for her vephew, J. H. Shaw, in ., 1865, 
printed as a leaflet (Parlane’s Series), and then 
pub. in her Ministry of Song, 1869, and the 
Life Mosaic, 1879. In the original ms. it is 
divided, st. iiii. being “ Jesus, Master, Whose 
fam,” and st. iv. vi., “ Jesus, Master, Whom I 
serve.” The hymn is suitable for Confirma- 
tion, or for personal Consecration to Christ. 

(J. J.J 

terrora now Can no r, Oubersiss 

JESUS, MY LORD, MY 

Jesus, my all, to heaven is gone. J. 
Cennick. (Jesus the Way.] Appeared in his 
Sac. Hye. for the Use of Religious Societies, 
1743, No. 64, in 9 st. of 4.1. In 1760, M. Ma- 
dan included 8 stanzas in his Ps. & Hys., 
No. 17. This text in a more or less correct 
form has been handed down to modern hymn- 
books, including Common Praise, 1879, and 
others. Orig. textin Lyra Brit., ee 

Jesus, my kind and gracious Friend. 
R. Burnham. (Jesus the Sinners’ Friend.) 
A — in the 4th ed. of his Hys. Harti- 

rly designed for the C tion meeting 
in Gratien 0d § Soho, 1796. No. 202, in 6 at. 
of 4 1, and headed “ Praying for the Re- 
deemer’s mindfulness.” In this fourm it is 
almost unknown, but as “ Jesus, Thou art the 
sinners’ Friend,” it is the most popular of 
Burnham's hymns. Its use in America ¢3- 
pecially is very extensive. It is sometimes 
attributed to “ Richard Parkinson ” aor 

(J. J. 
Jesus, my Lord, how rich Thy grace. 

P. Doddridge. COffertory] This hymn is 
No. 94 in the pv. mss., but is undated. The 
heading is, * On relieving Christ in the Poor.” 
In 1755 it was pub. in Doddridge’s (posthu- 
mous) Hymna, &c., No. 188, in 5 st. of 41.; and 
again in J. D. Humphreys’s ed. of the same, 
1839, No. 209. It is in C. U. in its original 
form; but the most popular forms are the 
following :— 

1, Fount of all . This is Dod- 
dridge's text pd ond ty Ee ss og 4 Hall's Mitre 
H. Bk., 1836, No. 160, in 4 st. of 4 1. It has been in- 
cluded in several collections. 

2. Fountain of to own Thy love. This is Osler’s 
text with sli tions, and the addition of a doxo- 
logy from Tate Brady. It was given in Stretton's 
Church Hy#., 1850, No. 64 (it is bly older), Jotn- 
ston’s English Hymnal, 1852 and 1861; Thring’s Coll. 
1482, and others. In Mercer, Alford’s Year of Pratse, 
IN6?, the Hy. Comp., and many others, the doxology i 
omitted. In addition there are other arrangements of 
Osler’s text, as in Stretton, including that in Pott’s 
Hymns, &c., 1861, where a»t. L-iii,, vi. are slightly 
altered from Stretton, and iv., v¥., Vil, are new. ke 
form of the text is re: , with slight variations, 
the 8. P. C. K. Church Hymns, 1471. 

3. High on a throne of radiant light. This begins 
with st. li. the original, and is found in a few collec- 

tions. 

4. Jesus, cur Lord, hew rich Thy grace. In the 
American Songs for the Sanctuary, N. Y., 1865. 

All these arrangements from Doddridge’s 

text, together with the original, are in C. U. 

in America and other English - speaking 
countries. The best arrangement is that in 

Thring, 1882, from Stretton, 1850. (J. J.) 

Jesus, my Lord, I cry to Thee. ©. 
Wesley. [For Sanctification.] This cento ts 

from his Short Hys. on Select Passages of H. 
Scriptures, 1762, as follows ?— 

St. i, ii., Short Hys., &e., vol. il, No. 299, on St. Jobe 
ix. 25. 

St. ifi., iv., Short Hys., &e,, vol i, No. 341, om Devt. 
xxxii. 39. 

St. v., vi, Short Hys., &e., vol. i, No. 1004, on Iseiah 
xxvii. 3. 

In this form it appeared in the Wea Hi. Bk, 
1780, No. 397, and has — into sever 
collections (Orig. text, P, Works, 1868-72, vols. 
ix. and xiii.). [J. J) 

Jesus, my Lord, my God, my all! 
How can I love Thee, &c. F. W. Faber. 
(Holy Communion.) Appeared in his Jeans 
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ana Mary, &., 1849, in 9 et. of 41, with the 
refrain, 

“ Sweet Sacrament ! we Thee adore ! 
. O, make us love ‘Thee more and more!" 

It is headed “ Corpus Christi” In C. U. it is 
roken into parts, as: (1) “ Jesns! my Lord,” 

&e. ; (2) “Ring Juyously, e solemn bells”; 
“nd (3) “Sound, sou: is praises higher 
still.” Its use is mainly confined to Roman 
Cutholic hymnals. (J. J.J 

Jesus, my Saviour, and my King. 
- Browne. (Prayer for Unity.) 1st pub. in 

his Hys. and Spiritual Songs, 1720, Bk. i., No. 
147, in 4 st. of 81, and headed, “ Prayer for 
brotherly love.” In its original form it is uot 
nC. U. The following centos are associated 
therewith ».— 

1. 0 God, Saviour, and King. This is No. 
1186 ip Kenned , 1863, hapa at. LL, ii. are rs this 
bymn, and st. iif. iv. are from J. Wesley's tr. “ 0 Thou 
to W bose all searching sight’ (See * Seelenbrautigam "), 
St. lil, and iv. altered. 

2. O Lerd, my Saviour, and No. 646 in 
the Bap. Ps. & Hys., 1858, is from Browne's hymn, 
but somewhat altered, ' iJ. 
Jesus, my Saviour, bind me fast. 

B. Beddome. (Divine Drawings implored.) 
Pub. in his (posthumous) Hymns, &c., 1817, 
No. 557, in 4 st. of 4 1, und headed “ Draw 
me.” In the 27th ed. of Rippon'’s Bap. Sel., 
1827, st. _ii.-iv. were given, together with a 
new opening stanza, as * If Thou hast drawn 
& thousand times.” This is repeated in 
Spurgion’s 0. 0.\H. Bk., 1866, No. 463, and 
others; especially the American hymn-books, 

(J. J.] 
_,Jesus, my Shepherd is. J. Cinder. 
(Ps 2zidi] “Pub. in Collyer's Coll., 1812, 
“0. 837, in 6 st. of 6 L, headed, Tle Good 
Shepherd,” and signed “C.” In Conder’s 
Star in the East, &., 1824, it was pub. in a 
pee form, and began “The Lord my Shep- 
me 's."" This was repeated in the Cong. 
male ee on 7“. and = Conder’s (post- 

AT ys, o, raise, Prayer, &e., 1856, 
P- 8, and is the authorised Pg the hymn. 

(J. J.] 
Jesus, our Lord, who tempted wast. 

H. Alford. (Tent) ‘Ist pub. in hie Pe. & 
Hys.. &e., 1844, No. again in’ his 29, in 7 at. of 4 L, and 
nen Year of Praise, 1867, No. 73, in 
-* the second and third stanzas being 

ited. The original text is repeated in full, but with ali : i 
collections. ith alight alterations, a cain 

Jesus, our souls’ d ae elightful choice. 
bem awaridge [Spiritual Conflict.) This iy™0 ls No, | of the p. mss, is in 4 st. of 4 L, 

. Stru . 

tot Tabu” tht SME two. 
Geatt included it in his ed. of Doddridge's 
1 dD He Hymns, &e.. 1755, No. 197: und 
No. 20." hreys in his ed. of the same, 1834, 

including t is in a few modern collections, 
2g Spurgeon’s 0. O. H. Bk, 1866. 

[oe [J. J.J 
{Holy ars ein vor seinem Erd— 

; rp on.) Kehrein, in his Kath lsche Kirchenlieder vol. i., 1859, p, 636, quotes thi r, 
B,WStege - G. Comer’s Gross Catholisch @. 
# A New yet it is in 12 st, of 2 1., entitled ¥mn for Corpus Christi.” Repeated 
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in the Bamberg G. B., 1670, p. 264; Miinster 
G. B., 1677, p. 247 + und other Roman Catholic 
collections. Tr, as:— 
Before to His sad death He went, a fr. of st. i.-viii, 

as No, 263 in the Ohio Lath. Hyl. Lasv. (J. M.) 

Jesus shall reign where’er the sun. 
I. Watts. (Foreign Missions.). This is one 
of the moat ora hymns by Watts, and was 
given in his Pealme of David, 1719, as Pt. ii. 
of his version of Ps, Ixxii., in 8 at. of 4 1. 
Although it has attained toa high position in 
modern lymonals, it is rarely found in the 
collections published before the present cent. 
It increase! in popularity with the growth and 
development of Foreign Missions, and is now 
used most extensively in all English-speaking 
countries. One of the earliest to t it for 
congregational use was Rowland Hill. It is 
found in his Ps, & Hymns, Ist ed., 1783; but 
abbreviated to 6 st. This was followed b 
some compilers in the Church of England, 
including Cotterill in F's. & Hys., 1810-1820 ; 
Bickersteth, 1833, and others; by the Wes- 
leyans in their Supplement, 1830; the Baptists, 
and other denominations, until at the present 
day it is given in almost every English bymn- 
book of any standing or merit. As an exumple 
of the way in which The Pealus of David 
were imitated in the language of the New Tes- 
tament, by Watts, it is unusually good. It is 
also in his nat style. In modern collections 
it is generally given in an abbrevisted form, 
ranginy from 4 st., asin H, A. & M., to 6 at., 
aa in the Wes. H. Bk. Changes are also 
introduced in the text, but mort of these date 
from the beginning of the present century. It 
has been rendered in full and in part in many 
langrages, including “Omnibus in terris 
Dominus rmgnabit Iésus,” by the Rev. R. 
Bingham, in his Hymno. Christ. Lat. 1871, 
p- 103. In this ering st. ii., iii, and vii. 
are omitted. [See Psalters, Eng..§ xv.) Mr. 
G. J, Stevenson gives, in his Methodist H. Bk. 
Notes, 1883, p. 351, an account of the striking 
and historical use which was made of this 
bymn when various islends in the South Seas 
officially renounced heathenism and embraced 
Christianity -— 
_“ Perhaps one of the most interesting occasions on 
which this hymn was used was that on which King 
George, the sable, of the South Sea Islands, bat of, 
blessed memory, gave a new constitution to his people, 
exchanging a Retben for a Christian form of govern- 
ment. Under the spreading branches of the banyan 
trees sat some thousand natives from Tonga, Fiji, and 
Samoa, on Whitsunday, 1462, assembled for divine wor- 
ship. Foremost amangst them all sat King George 
himself. Around bim were seated old chiefs and war- 
riors who had shared with him the dangers and fortunes 
of many a battle; men whose eyes were dim, and whose 
powerfol fratnes were bowed down with the weight of 
years. Hut old and young alike rejoiced together in the 
joys of that day, their faces most of them radiant with 
Christian joy, love, and bope. Jt would be impossible 
to describe the deep feeling manifested when the solenin 
service n, by the entire audience singing Dr. Watts'« 
hymn, * Jesus shall reign where’er the sun"... Whie 
so much as they could reallee the full meaning of the 
poet's words ? for they had been rescued from the dark~ 
ness of heathetistm and cannibalism, and they were that 
day met for the fiext time under a Christian constitution, 
under a Christian king, and with Christ Himeelf reigning 
in the hearts of most of those present, That was indeed 
Christ's kingdom set up in the earth.” (J. J.) 

Jesus, tender Shepherd, hear me. 
Mary Duncan, née Lundie. (Child's Evening 
Hymo.) This bewutifnl little hymn was com- 
peed for her children in 1839, and Ist , ub. in 
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3 st. of 41, in her ange 1841 (ed, 1843, p, 
311) Itis No. Sin her Rh Pag my Chil- 
dren, 1842, entitled “ An ven ning Prayer.” 
It has been included in England in the Baptist 
Pe. & Hymns, 1858, the Hy. Comp., 1876, and 
others; in America, in the Ep H. 
1871, the Erang. Hymnal, N. Y., 1880, the 
Songs of Christian Praise, N Y,, 1881, and in 
other collections. (J. M. 

Jesus, the Christ of God. H. Bonar. 
Praise to sages Appeared in his Hys. of 
aith & HT series, 1864, in 7 st. o 4 L, 

and entit! tories to Christ.” It is found 
in numerous collections in G, Britain and 
America, In some hymn books it begins with 
at. ii, — 

* Jesus, the Lamb of God, 
Who us from bell to raise;" 

but this form of the text is not so lar as 
the original. J.J.) 

Jesus, the needy sinner’s Friend. 
C. Wesley. _ ge This cento 

4) is composed os. 366, 367, and 368 of 
“Hys. on the Four Gospels,” pub. from the 
Wesley mas. in the P. Werks o = C. Wesley, 
1868-72, vol. x. p. 282. It appeared as 
No. 875 in the revised edition of o Wes, 
H. Bk., 1875, with the concluding lines 
changed from :— 

** We banquet on the heavenly Bread, 
When Christ Himself imparts, 

JESUS, WHERE’ER THY 

Whom Thy saints rejoice,” as in the Cooke 
and Denton Hymnal, enlarged ed., et 33 

Jesus, Thou wast once a child. J. 
Gabb. [Holiness desired.) This hymn is 
found in three forms ;— 

(1) It was first pub, in the author's Steps to the Throne, 
&c,, 1864, in Set. of 41, and repeated in bis Hymns and 
Songs, dec., 1871, with the title **Chrnet Incarnate.” In 
this form it is aprayer for Holiness. 

(2) The abowe text was rewritten by the Rey. C. H. 
as a hymn for Mothers’ Meetings, and included 

in his 0. 0. H. Bke., 1866, No. 1012, fromm whence it 
passed Seavey Song: of @. & @., 1872. 

(3) tn a0Ts yan fr Ma sh he b 
author in 6 et. of 41. and given, with hie tune ** 
lands,” in his Welburn Appendiz, 1475, No, ws, coabove. 

Of these texts the first is by far the most 
beautiful and simple. (J. J.) 

Jesus, Thy Church with longing 
eyes. W. H. Bathurst. [Second Advent.} 
lst pub. in his Ps. & Hys., 1831, No. 41. in 
6 st. of 4 L, and headed * Second Coming of 
Christ.” It has into a large number 
of hymn-books, both in G. Britain and America, 
and ranks as one of the most popular of 
Bathurst's hymns. It is a most suitable hymn 
on behalf of Foreign Missions, Orig. text in 
Thring’s Coll., 1882. fy. J.) 

Jesus, Thy name I ge sta J. G. Deck. 
Jesus, All and in All} = in Ps. 
ys. and Spiritual Songs, London, D. Walther, 

By ministerial bands convey'd 1842, Pt. il, No. 6, ind st.of 81. In A Fer 
ed Teall believing hear: Hys. and some Spiritual selected 1856 

« We banquet on the heavenly Bread for The Little Flock, No. 109, it is given in a 
When Christ Himself caperta, rewritten form as * Jesus! that Name is love.” 

By His disciples’ hands conveyed Outside of the Plymouth Brethren hymn- 
To all believing hearts.” (J. J.] | books the original text is given sometimes with 

Jesus, Thou all-redeeming Lord, | *lig!t alterations, as in Hatfield's Church H. 
in blessin, f. &e. C. Wesley. [General.] 

peared in . & Sac. Poems, 1749, vol. i. 
pa in 18 st. " 4 1., and entitled “ Before 
reaching to the Colliers in Leicestershire ” 

(2. Works, 1868-72, vol. v. e 121). 
two hymns compiled, with slight wlterations, 
therefrom: (1) “ * Jesus, Thou all-redeeming 
Lord,” being st. i., ii, iv., v., vi-ix. : (2) Lovers 
of pleasure more ‘than God,” being st. xi., xii. 
XViL., XVili., Were included in the Wes, H. Bk., 
Nos. 34, 35, and continued in subsequent 
editions, Also found in other collections. In 
‘addition to these, a cento beginning “ Lover 
of souls, Thou well canst prize,” is given in 
Kennedy, 1865, No. 627. It is compiled from 
the Wes. H. Bk., pt. i, as above, st. iii.—viii., 
with slight alterations and a doxology. (J. J.J 

Jesus, Thou needest me. H. Bonar. 
Oneness with Christ Explained and Desired.) 
’ub. in his Hye of Faith & Hope, 2nd series, 
Txud, in & st. of 41., and headed “The Lord 
needeth Thee.” It bas passed into a few 
collections, including Dale's English H. Bk., 
IS75, &e, (J. J.) 

Jesus, Thou Soul of all our joys. 
C. Wesley. (Choral Festivals.) Appeared in 
Hys & Sac. Poems, 1749, vol. ii, No 90, in 
8st. of 6 L, as the second of two hymns on 
“The True Use of Music.” Inthe Wes. H. Bk., 
1780, it was included as No. 196 ‘ed. 1875, 
No. 204). It has passed into several collec- 
tions, sometimes abbreviated, as in Mercer 
and again, in the altered form, “Jesus, in 

In 1780 

- 

_ ol A cD all cee Re Ro Ach ba tal BS Nl ls hic RN th codec J dE arth ND 

Bk., N. ¥., 1872, No. 1005, {J. J.) 

Jesus, when I fainting lie. H. Alford. 
Caras anticipated.) 1st pub. in his Year of 
raise, 1867, No, 208, in 8 st. of 6 L, and 

appointed for the 16th 8. after Trinity. It 
was one of two hymns which were sung at the 
author's funeral, the second being bis * Ten 
thousand times ten thousand.” (J. J.J 

W Coeper where’er Thy people meet. 
[Opening of a / aos 3 Worship.} 

The Re Rev. J J. Bull, in his John Newton of Olney 
and St. Mary Woolnoth, &c., gives the follow- 
ing account of this hymn :— 

“1769, Ina letter to Mr. Clunie, in April, Mr. New- 
ton speaks of a journey to Kettering, and of hi« preach- 
ing there, and says: * | have a pretty full-handed in 
preaching lately, I trust the aa graciously with 
us in most or all of our aby € are going to 
remove our prayer-merting to the * room in the 
Great House, partour behind It is a noble pore wi 
it, and bolds one hundred and thirty peopl or conveniently, 
Pray for us, that the Lord may be in the midst of us 
there, and that as He has now given us a Rehoboth, 
amd has made room for 1s, so that He may be pleased to 
add to our numbers, and make ws fraitful in the land.” 

“Tt was for this occasion that two of the hymns in 
the Giney Selection were compo-md, the 43rd 44th of 
the second book, The first, inning * QO Lord, our 
languid frames inspire,’ by Mr. Newton ; Ug te second, 
«Jesus, where'er Thy people meet,” by Mr, Cowper.” 

In a note Mr. Bull adds :— 
“ Elsewhere the editor of this volume has erroneously 

stated that these hymns were written when the Great 
House was first used for religions services, This could 
not have been as Mr. Cowper was then unknown at 

_ | Olney. The present more correct statement explains 
_ the reference in Mr. Cowper's by to the renewal of 
| former mercies, and to a more enlarged apace.” 
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a Ce first of these references is in st. iii, 

“ Dear rd of Thy chosen few | 
Thy pa mt here ew ” 

and the second to st. v., ll. 8, 4:— 
“Come Thou and fill this wider space, 

And bless us with a large increase.” 
The hymn was pub. in the Olne Hymna, 

1779, Bk. ii, No. 44, in 6 st. of 4} It is 
preceded, as stated above, by J. Newton's 
“O our languid suls inspire,” which is 

“On opening a Place for Social 
Prayer,” and is given as No. “ XLIV. C, 
Another,” meaning, another hymn on the same 
subject, It is given in modern hymu-books 
im its original form, and also as follows :— 

- The in the Salisbury H. 1867, is Role aire rece eee a 
: st. UL, vi, vil. and ix. are by J. Keble, and the Goxology is by Bp. Ken. This text was repeated, with the omission ‘of the » in the Sarum Hymnal, 

isés, In the Anglican H. Bk., 168, five stanzas are taken frutm the Salishury H. &k., and one from the Pen and farther altered as “© Jesu, where Thy Prup x 
2. In x , é 2 - an 1868, the text Is from the Salisbury 

3. In the 8. P. C.K. Church Hys., 1871, the arran 
Tener a oa" 2, Il. Bos, Keble i Mt. vi, I. 1-2, Coveper ; Ib. 
“tanzas from Cowper the text is as in the Salisbury H, Bk. 

4. In Martineau’s Hymns, &e., 1440 and 1873, Cow. hla i., ti, and iv, are given as “O Lord, where'er 
¥ people meet.” 

_ The use of this hymn in its various forms 
1s extensive in all English-speaking countries, 
It has also been translated into many lan- 
uages, and is one of the most ular of 
Cowper's hymns. Orig. text in 8el- 
borne’s Book of Praise, 1862, p- 150, (J. J.J 

Jesus, while He dwelt below. J. Hart. ohronopeag | A descriptive hymn 
of great power on The Passion of Our Lord. 
It was pub. in Hart's Hymns, &e., 1759, No. 75, in 23 st. of 6 1, and headed “Jesus ofttimes 
resorted thither with His disciples,” John 
xvii, 2. The following centos have been compiled therefrom :— 

1. * Jesus, whilst He dwelt below.” Pt. 1. a Full se — be ee a eal 
m tit.”” A iene eae were given in Seepe's Songs of G. & G., 

2. “ Jesus, while He dwelt below." Pt. 
: tien from each flowery bed.” Pt. if. me dn Siren ‘a he Scuattad Foang. Union Hymnal, 
3% °C once more the awful night." 

» C.K. Church Hys,, 1873, 
ginal. In Whee ne tgain the dreadful night.” 

altered f Se Jor the Ch. Catholic, 1882. Also 

ugh these various centos great use is made of this hymn, {J. J.) 
Jesus, while (whilet] thls rough 5 - Bonar, [Jesus’ presence daired.. Pub. in his Hye. of Faith and Hope, ist series, 1857, in 5 st. 0 41, and hea i mength by the way.” In Kennedy, 1863, reads, “Jesus, ichilet this rough desert soil, 

J.J. 

this is very 

Jevons, M 
(Roscoe Family. ary Ann, née Roscoe, 

Mr. Orlando Jewitt, pan lg Hag at Heedigton, Oxford, Marck 17, 1812, Me ewitt is an architect and artist. He has | Art, ure very celebrated. 
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written several hymns of more then usual} 
merit, ‘The earliest were pub. ax Lys. on the 
Te Deum, Manchester, J. Anson, 1874. This 
little work contains 23 pieces. He also pub. 
in 1886 a vol. of tales in verse, eutitled “ The 
Romance of Love.” His hymns iu C. U. are - 

1. Christ the Lion of royal Judah, St. Mark 
2. O Christ, the Father's Light. All Saines. 
3. Md dears eg | er — St. Michae and All 

Angels du er 5 
4, O Fathet of the world supreme. God the Creator, 

or Flower Services, 
5. O Lord of Life, and Light, and Love. St. afichaeL 

and All A . 
Uncreate. The Eternal Sunship of 6. O Son 

Christ. 
7. We know that Thou shalt come. Advent. 
#. We know Thee, Lord, the eternal Way. SS. 

Philip and James. 

Of these hymns Nos. 4, 5, 6, 7, are from the 
Hys. on the Te Deum, 1874; No. 1 was con- 
tributed to the Universal H. Bk., 1885; No. 2 
appeared in the Manchester Diocesan Maga- 
zine; No. 8 in the Menny Post; and No. 3 in 
the Altar Hymnal, 1854. 1), addition 10 these 
Mr. Jewitt is the author of Nos. 21, 24, 38, 
42, 44,45, 46, 47,87, 88, 95 and 96, in Chope’s 
Carols for Easter and other Christian seasons. 
(Lond., Novetlo), 1884. (J. J.J 

Jex-Blake, Thomas William, «. of 
Thowas Jex-Blake of Burnwell, was b. in 
1832, and educated at Rugby, and University 
College, Oxtord (ua, in Ist cluss 1855: p.p. 
1873). He was some time Fellow of Queen's 
College, Oxford: from 1858 to 1868" Assistant 
Master at Rugby; Principal of Cheltenham 
College, 1868 to 1874; Head Muster of Rugby, 
1874 to 1887; and Hector of Alvechureh, 
Redditch, 1887. Dr. Jex-Blake's well-known 
hymn, “Lord, we thank Thee for the plea- 
sure” (Thankegiving) was written ut the re- 
a of Dr. Cotton (then Head Master of 

arlborough), in September, 1855. It is in 
the Hugby and other Public Schools hymn- 
books, and several general collections. Dr. 
Jex-Blake’s published works do not cmtain 
any original poetical compositions, [J. J.) 
John Arklas. (Greek Hymnody, § xvi), 2, 

and John of Damascus. } 

John of Damascus, 8t. The last but 
one of the Fathers of the Greek Churel:, and 
the greatest of her poets (Neale), He was of 
a good family in Damascus, and educated by 
the elder Cosmas in company with lis foster- 
brother Cosmas the Melodist (q. v.). He held 
sume office under the Caliph. He afterwards 
retired to the laura o. St. Subas, near Jeru- 
salem, along with his foster-brother. There 
he composed his theological works und his 
hymns. He was ordained priest of the chure) 
of Jerusalem late in life. He lived to extreme 
old age, dying on the 4th Dee. the day on 
which he is commemorated in the Greek calen- 
dar, either in his 84th or 100th year (cirea 780). 
He was called, for some unknown rewson, 
Mansur, by his enemies. His fame as a theo- 
logiau rests on the work my} yrdoews, the 
first part of which consists of philosophical 
summaries, the second dealing with heresies, 
and the third giving an account of the orth». 
dox faith. His three orations in favour of 
the Jcons, from which he obtained the name 
of Chrysorrhous and The Doctor of Christian 

The immense 
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impetus he guve to Greek lymnology is 
discussed in Greek Hymnedy, § xvii.2. The 
arrangement of the Octoechus in accordance 
with the Eight Tones was his work, and it 
originally contained no other Canons than bis. 
His Canons on the great Festivals are his 
highest achievements. [See Greek Hymnody, 
§§ vii, xvii. 2, and éwéBq aos Adwy.) In 
addition to his influence on the form and 
music, Cardinal Pitra attributes to him the 
doctrinal character of the later Greek hym- 
nody, He says that the rhythm of the 
Canons may be often traced in the prose of 
the nyt yrdoews, He calls him the Thomas 
Aquinas of the East. The great subject 
round which bis hymns are ped is The 
Incarnation, developed in the whole earthl 
carcer of the Saviour. In the legendary life 
of the saint the B. V. M. ia introduced as 
redieting this work: the hymns of John of 

nascus should eclipse the Song of Moses, 
rival the cherubim, and range all the 
churches, a8 maidens beating their tambours, 
round their mother Jerusalem (Pitra, Hymn. 
Greeque, p. 33). The legend illustrates not 
only the matic cast of the hymns, but 
the introduction of the Theotokion and Stauro- 
theotokion, which becomes the prevalent close 
of the Odes from the days 8t. John of 
Damascus: the Virgin Mother presides over 
all. The Canons found under the name of 
Jolin Arklas (one of which is the Lambic 
Canon at’ Pentecost) are usually attributed 
to St. John of Damascus, and also those 
under the name of John the Monk. Some 
doubt, however, attaches to the latter, because 
they are founded on ulder rhythmical models 
{eipuo:), which is not the case with those 
bearing the name of the Damascene, and the 
are not mentioned in the ancient Gree 
commentaries on his hymns (see Anth. Graee. 
Car. Christ. p. xivii.). One of these is the 
Iambie Canon for Christmas. [See Greek 
Hymnody, §§ vii. and xvii. 2.) 

His numerous works, both In and verse, were 
published by Le Quien, 1712; and a reprint of the same 
with mbtitions by Mfigne, Paris, 1464, Most of his 
poetical writings are contained in the latter, vol. iil. 
pp. 817-856, containing those under the title Curmina ; 
ative * P. Laptig- the nO His — of 
SS. Peter ul is in Hymnographiec Greeque, “ar- 
dinal Pitra, 1867. They are also found scattered through- 
out the Service Books of the Greek Church, and include 
Jambic Canons on the Birth of Christ, the Epiphany, 
and on Pentecost; Canons on Easter, Ascension, the 
‘Transfiguration, the Annunciation, and SS. Peter & Paul: 
and numerous Jdiomela. In addition, Cardinal Mal 
found a ws. in the Vatican and published the same 
in bis Be sar vine Komanum, which contained six 
alititios Cunons, viz.: In St. Basitium; In se, 
Chrysestomum ; In St. Nicolaum; In St. Petrum; In 
St. eorgiuw, and In St. Blasiam. Wut M. Christ bas 
urged grave objections to the aseription of these to St. 
Jobn of Darmascus {.tnth, Graee, Gar, Christ, p. xivil.). 
Daniel's extracts in his Thes. Hymn., vol. iil. pp. 0,97, 
extend to six pieces. Dr. Neale’s translations of por- 
tions of these works are well known, and fully detailed 
in this work. For fuller details of St. John, authorities, 
&c., see Diet. af Christian Miog., vol. ttl. pp. 409-422 ; 
and for a popular account of him and his works, Lup- 
ton's St. nof Damascus, in The Fathers for English 
Readers, 1882. CH. L. B.] 

John the Monk. (Greek Hymnody, § xvii. 
2, and St, John of Damascus. | 

Johns, John, b. at Plymouth, March 17, 
1801, the son of an artist. Educated at the 
grammar school and by the Rev. I Worsley, 
Unitarian minister at Plymouth, and after- 
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wards spent two years at Edinburgh. In 1820 
became minister of the old Pre-byterian 
chapel at Crediton, where he remained till 
his removal to Liverpool in 1836, as Minister 
to the Poor. He waa a man of fine poetic 
temperament and retiring disposition, but his 
work among the people called out his great 
practiew] und nising ability, He died a 
sacrifice to the fever which raged in the dis- 
trict where he laboured, June 23, 1847. Be- 
sides his reports to the Liverpool Domestic 
Mission Society, and uent contributions 
to the Monthly itory, Christian Reformer, 
and Christian Teacher, he published three 
volumes of poetry, Dews 0 lie ; a collee- 
tion of Poems, 1828; The Valley of the Nymphs, 
1829; and Georgics of Life, 1846. There are 
85 of his hymns in Dr. Beard's Collection, 1837, 
and several of them are in other Unitarian 
books. The best known of his hymns are :— 
ae as ages of ourGod. Prayer for the King- 

2. Farewell, our as, treasure. Death of aChild. 
3. Cireat God, avert us the thought. wer. 
4. Hush the loud cannon's roar, Common 

hood and Peace Universal, 
5, O know ye not that ye. Purity. This is altered 

from ** What, know ye not that ye?’ 
6. Thanks to God for these who came, Preachers of 

the Word. | Altered from “ Welcome, welcome these 
who came. 
Pa must be born again. Necessity of the New 

These hymns were contributed to Beard’s 
Coll., 1837, unit passed thence into other col- 
lections. (¥V. D. Dj 

Johnson, Samuel, .a., was b. at Salem, 
Massachusetts, Oct. 10, 1822, and educated at 
Harvard, where he graduated in Arta in 1842, 
and in Theology in 1846. In 1853 he formed 
a Free Church in Lynn, Massachusetts, and 
remaiued its pastor to 1870. Although never 
directly connected with any religious denomi- 
nation, he was mainly associated in the public 
mind with the Unuitarians. He was joint 
editor with 8S. Longfellow (q. v.) of A ky 
of Hymns for Public and Private Devotion, 

, 1846; the Su to the same, 
1848; and Hymns of Spirit, 1864. His 
contributions to these collections were less 
numerous than those by 8S. Longfellow, but 
not less meritorious. He d. at North Andover, 
Massachusetts, Feb. 19,1882. His hymns 
were thus contributed :— 

i. To A Book of Hymna, 1846. 
1. Father (Saviour) in ‘Thy mysterious presence kneel- 

ing. Dicine Worship. 
@. Go, preach the gospel in my name. Ordination. 
3. Lord, once onr faith in man no fear could move. 

In Time of War. 
4, O God, Thy children gathered bere. Ordination. 
5. Onward, Christians, (onward) throngh the region. 

Conflict. In the Hys. of the Spirit, 1864, it was altered 
to “ Onward, onward through the region,” 

6. Thy servants’ sandals, Lond,are wet, Ordination. 
7. When from Jordan's gleaming wave. Holy Bap~ 

lism. 

ii. To the Supplement, 1848. 
#. God of the earnest heart, Trust. 

iii. To the Hymns of the Spirit, 1864. 
%, City of God, low broad, bow far, The Church 

the City of God, 
to 1 bess Thee, Lord, for sorrows sent. Apliction— 

ect through suffering, 
11. Life of Ages, richly poured. ring, tedpesert 
12, Strong-souled Reformer, Whose far-seeing faith, 

Power of Jeaua. 
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Pa The Will Divine that woke a waiting time. St. 

14. the than Whose glad summer yields, Prayer for 

15. To that shines in stars and souls, Dedica- 
tion of a of Worship. 

Of these hymns No. 10 was “ Written for 
the Graduating Kxercises of the Class of 1846, 
in Cambridge Divinity Schools”; aud No, 12 
“ Written at the request of Dorothea L. Dix 
for a collection made by her for the use of un 
asylum.” Itis undated. A few only of these 
hymns are in use in Great Britain. [F. M. B.] 

Johnston, James Aitken, was ordained 
by the Bishop of Jamaica in 1834, and was 
preferred to the Perpetual Curacy of St. 
Juhn’s, Waterloo Road, London, in 1848. He 
ph 1872. He was the editor of 

ish or a Hymn-Book for t 
the Chern uh stent Withan a ; Buck ining 
Selections from Metrical Versions of the Psalms, Lon- 
don: Parker, 162. 

_ Anew and thoroughly revised ed. was pub, 
in 1856. This was reprinted in 1861 as the 
3rd ed. From a ms. supplied by Johnston to 
D. Sedgwick [s. 188.) we fiud that he was the 
author or translator of 34 hymns in the 3rd 
ed., but this list does not include “ O Jesu, 
Lord, the Way, the Truth” (SS. Philip and 
James), attributed to him in Thring’s Coll., 
1882. In his frs. he is considerably indebted 
to others, and his originul hymns os no 
Special merit. (J. 33 

Join all the glorious Names. LI. 
Watts, [Names and Titles of Jesus Christ.) 
Pub. in his Hys. & Sac. Songs, 1709, Bk. i., 
No. 150, in 12 st. of 8 1, as the second of two 
bymns on “ The Offices of Christ, from several 
criptures.” It has been freely altered, abbre- 

Viated, and divided from M. Madan’s /’s. and 
Hys., 1760, to the present time. The line 
Which has caused most trouble tu the cditors 
has been st. x., 1.1, “My dear, Almighty 
Lord,” the term “ dear” being very objection- 
able to many. The line has undergone the 
following amongst other changes :— 
long Af. Madan, “ Thou dear Almighty Lord.” 

| Wea. te bk.» athe Atongbte Lord 
it ¥. Bitioit * almi 4 7 Led 7 
J. H. Gurney, “* Aimignty, paren Lord.” 

iste, Bap. Ps, & Hys. “ My Saviour and my Lord.’ 
Preaby. Hymnal, * Jesws, Almighty Lord.” 

To this list may be traced most of the 
changes found in modern hymn-books. There 
are others also of less importance. In addition 
to abbreviations which begin with the ori- 
are first line, there are ulso the following 

}, Arrayed in mortal 
ery * Coll., 1774, in Boa tt Kat dy 

Great of my God. In Alford’s Fear af rien 
c my Great High Priest. This, in v1 0.0. of tls hye? 166 a commposed of wt vil, ap eh 

mmense compassion reigns," fm Xo. Lae of Bk ct Waties tymnds Whee 
4. f 

Bk., re A Almighty Lord, In Spurgeon’s 0. 0. H. 

original hymn is justly regarded as one 

lade finest efforts. In its various forms 
extensive in most English-speaking 

perenne a been tr. in wiole, or in part, 
B. Bingham’s ee including Latin, in 

Gham's Hymno. Christ, Lat., 1870, as 
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*Pange nomen omne mirum.” [Sec English 
Hymnody, Early, §§ vi., xiii.) (J. J.J 

Jonas, Justus (Jobst, Jost, Jodecus), s. 
of Jonas Koch, burgomaster of Nordhausen, 
in ‘huringia, was b. at Nordhausen, Jone 5, 
1493. He studied at Erfurt (91.4. 1510), and 
Wittenberg (11.8.); returning to Erfurt in 
1517, where, in 1518, he was appointed Canun 
of the St. Severus Chureb, vasor, and, in 
1519, Rector of the University. In the frstal 
ode on his rectorate (by his friend Eoban 
Hesse) he was called the Just Jonas, and 
henceforth he adopted Jonas as his surname, 
and it is as Jonas that he is known, In 1521 
he wus appointed Probst of the Schlosskirche 
(All Saints) at Wittenberg, p.p., and Professur 
of Church Law in the University. Here he 
worked for twenty years as a true und devoted 
friend and helper of Luther and Melanchthon, 
and was then, from J541 to 1546, superipten- 
dent and chief pastor at Halle. Aiter Luther's 
death he passed through various troubled ex- 
periences, but became in 1553 superintendent 
and chief tor at Eisfeld on the Werra, 
where he d. Oct. 9, 1555. He added two 
stanzas to Luther's “Erhalt uns Herr, bei 
deinem Wort” (q.v.). The only no ney hymn 
by him which has passed into English is :— 
Wo Gott der Herr nicht bei uns hilt. /’. cxziv. ist 
ub. in Ayn Anchiridion, Erfurt, 1524, and thence in 
‘ackernagel, iil. p. 42, ins st. Inthe One. L. 8. 1e5t, 

No. 254. Tr. as, * If God were not upon our side,” by 
Mess Winkworth, 1669, p. 117. (J. M.] 

Jones, Edmund, «. of the Rev. Philip 
Jones, Cheltenham, was b. in 1722, and at- 
tended for a time the Baptist College at Bristol. 
At the age of 19 he began to preach for the 
Baptist Congregation at Exeter, and two years 
afterwards Le Focame its pastor. In 1760 he 
pub. a volume of Sacred Poems. After'n very 
useful ministry he d. April 15, 1765. From an 
old ms. record of the Exeter Baptist Church, it 
appears that it was under Lis ministry in the 
year 1759, that singing was first introduced 
into that Church as a part of worship. Asa 
hymu-writer he is known chiefly through :— 
Come, bumble sinner, in whose breast. This hymn 

appeared in Kippon'’s Bap, Sel., 1787, No. 355, ip 7 st. of 
41, and headed, “ The successful Resoive— | will co 
in unto the King,’ Esther iv. 16." It bas undergone 
veveral changes, including :-— 

1. * Come, sinner, in whose guilty breast." In the 
Meth, Free Ch. S, 8. H, Bk., 1860. 

2. “* Come, trembling sinner, in whose breast.” This 
isin a number of American kymn-books, 

3. ‘ Come, weary sioner, in whose breast." Also in 

+ Miller, in his Siegers & Songe of the Church, iller, in hi ingers ngs 0, ure 
1869, p. 333, attributes this hymn to a Welsh 
Baptist hymn-writer of Trevecca, and of the 
same name, Ri however, says in the 
Ist ed. of his Sei. that Edmund Jones, the 
author of No. 333, was pastor of the Baptist 
Chureh at Exon, Devon. This decides the 
matter. (W. RB. 8) 

Jones. Griffith, of Llanddowror, was b. 
at Cilrhedyn, Carmartl.enshire. of respectable 

ts, in 1683. He was ordained deacon by 
ishop Bull in 1708. In 1711 he became 

Vicar of Llandeilo-Abercowyn, and Vicar of 
Llanddowror in 1716. In 1730, he first com- 
meneed his circulating schools in Wales, which 
roved of incalculable blessings to thousands, 
He d. April 8. 1761, t the house of Mrs, 
Beavan, who had helped him with his schools, 
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and also ueathed £10,000 towards their 
witencon He Jaboured in the parish of 
Lilanddowror for 45 years. He published 
many books and some hymns, selected from 
the works of different authors. One of his 
books was called Anogaeth i folianu Duw, or 
“ Admonition to praise God.” (W. G, T.] 

Jones, Samuel Flood, m.a., s.of William 
Jones, for many years the Secretary of the 
Religious Tract Society, was b. in London in 
1826, and educated at Pembroke College, 
Oxford (p.a, 1851). Taking Holy Orders he 
was Minister of St. Matthew's, Spring Gar- 
dens, London, 1854-76; Lecturer of Bow, 
London, 1858-76; Minor Canon, Westmineter 
Abbey, 1859; Precentor, 1869; Vicar of St. 
Botolph, Aldersgate, London, 1876; and 
Priest in Ordinary to the Queen, 1869. In 
1860 he pub. of Prayer and Praise, 
Lond., Dalton & Lucy. This book contained 
100 hymns, of which the following were by 
Mr, Jones :-— 

1. Here all is strife and war. The Present and the 
Puture. 

2. Jesus, my Advocatein heaven. Jesus the Advocate. 
5 edaptct the Sea," This ia ada from ‘Star of 

%. foord ot ig this day our Guardian be. Morning. 
4. This is of t, When first the silv’ry 

dawn. Sunday. ritten befure 1860, 

Mr. Jones's most popular hymn is :— 
6. Father of Life, confessing. H. Matrimony. 

This was written about 1867, at the request 
of the late Dean Stanley for use at Marriages 
in Westminster Abbey. It has passed into 
several hymn-books. Mr. Jones's brother, 
William Henry Rich-Jonesa, m.a., Vicar of 
Bradford-on-Avon, and Canon of Salisbury 
(b, 1817, d. 1885), contributed :— 

1, Haste, my soul, thy God adore, God the Sustainer. 
2. Lord, Thy solemn Passion past. Ascension. (In 

W. J. Blew's Coll,, 1452-55, bat not his), | 

to his Hymns, &., aa above; and his wife 
Catherine Flood Jones (b. 1828) also con- 
tributed :— 

Pilgrim, bend thy footsteps on, Onward. 
to the same work, (J. 0] 

Jonson, Benjamin, commonly known as 
Ben Jonson, the «. of a clergyman, was b. at 
Westminster in 157%, and educated at West- 
minster School, and St. John’s, Cambridge. 
He d. in London, Aug. 6, 1637. His his 
and dramatic ab'lities are well known to all 
students of English literature, He is known 
in asociation with hymnody mainly through 
his carol, “I sing the birth—was born to- 
night,” which is still in use. It is given in 
his Underwoods in the 2nd vol. (folio) of his 
Works, 1640, and entitled “A Hymn on the 
Nativity of my Saviour.” Two additional 
hymns therein, “The sinner’s sacrifice” and 
«A Hymn to God the Father,” have much 
merit, but are unsuited for congregational 
use, His Works have been edited by Gifford, 
and more recently by Lieut.-Col. Francis Cun- 
ningham. [See English Hymnody, Early, § v.; 
and for Life, Ene. Brit., 9th ed.] {J. J.J 

Jordanis oras praevia. C€. Coffin. 
[Advent.] Pub. in his 7 ary Saeri, 1736, 
p. 34; and again in the Paris Breviary the 
same year as the hymn for Sundays and Fe- 
rial days in Advent at Lauds, It is also in 
the Lyons and other Modern French B 
viaries; Card. Newman's Hynni i 
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1838 and 1865; und J. Chandler's Hys. of the 
Primitive Church, 1837, No. 37. It is tr. ag :— 

1. On Jordan’s bank the Baptist’s ery, J. 
Chandler. Ist pub. in his Hys. of the Prim, 
Church, 1837, p. 40, in 6 st. of 41. It is one 
of the most popular of Chandler's translations, 
and is given in a large number of hymn-books, 
those which contain the original ¢r., however, 
being in the minority, and include the People's 
H., 1867, the Westminster Abbey H. Bk, 1883, 
and the Universal H. Bk., 1885. Of the nume- 
rous versions of the text, in most instances 
embodying slight alterations only, the best 
known are, Murray's Hymnal, 1852; the Salis 
bury H. Bk, 1857 ; Kennedy, 1863; Chope, 1864, 
&ec. The most popular arrangement is that by 
the Compilers of H. A.g M. It appeared in 
their trial copy, 1859; and with another doxology 
in the Ist ed., 1861; and the revised edition, 
1875. A few of the altered lines are taken 
from Murrays Hymnal, 1852, and the Cooke 
and Denton Hymnal, 1853. The most marked 
alteration is st. iv. “To heal the sick, stretch 
forth Thy hand.” The following, together with 
others, give the H. A, § M. text with further 
alterations: the S, P. C. K. Church Hys., 1871; 
the Hymnary, 1872; T. Darling's Hymns, &c., 
1887, &c. The Rev. F. Pott's version in his 
Hymns, &c., 1861, and Prebendary Thring’s in 
his Col/,, 1882, are specially good. In the 
English Hymnal, 1856, and 1861, Chandler's text 
is altered to “On Jordan's banks a herald-cry ; 
and in the New Mitre Hymnal, 1875, No. 158, 
is a cento, st. i.-iii, being from Chandler's tr., 
and st. iv., v. are Dr. Watts’s version (L. mM.) 
of Ps. 117, pub. in his Ps. of David, 1719, 
and not from his Hymns, &c., 1709, as stated 
by the editor. 

2. Lo! the desert-depths are stirred, By W. J. 
Blew. Printed for use in his Church, cire. 
1850, and pub. in The Church H. § Tune Book, 
1852 and 1855. It was repeated in Rice's 
Hymns, 1870. ; 

3. Lo! the great Herald's voice. By Bp. J. R. 
Woodford. Contributed to the Parish H. Bk., 
1863; and repeated in the enlarged ed., 1875. 
4. Behold the Baptist’s warning sounds. By 

R. C, Singleton, Pob. in his Anglican H. Bh, 
1868, and again, after slight revision, in the 
2nd ed. of the same, 1871. 

Translations not in 0. U. :— 
1. Lo, the Baptist’s herald cry, J. Williams, 1839. 
2 Lo! the sent before. G. Rorison, 1861. 
3. O, bark! through Jordan’s echoing bounds. J. D. 

Chambers, 1857. 
4. sounds doth Jordan's streams appal. In ©. 

Shipley’s Annus Sanctus, 1384, by “ W. M, A.” (J. J.J 

Joseph of the Studium. [Joseph of 
Thessalonica. | 

Joseph of Thessalonica. This hymn- 
writer is known in Greek hymnody as J. 
of the Studium. He is not however the same 
ape sendy — LA Dr. a in his 

of the Eastern urch as Joseph the 
Btadinm, anthor of the great Canon Pik the 
Ascension. That Joseph is St, — the 
Hymnographer (q.v.). Joseph of T iow, 
younger brother of St. Theodore. of the Stu- 
dium, q.v. (see wt of the Eastern Church), 
was some time Bishop of Thessnlonica, and 
died in prison, after great suffering. inflicted 
by command of Theophilus. {Greek Hymnody, 
§ xviii. 1.) He was probably the author of 
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the Triodia in the Triodion, and certainly of 
five Canons in the Pentecostarion to which 
bis name is prefixed. His pieces have not 
been tr. into English. (fH. L. B.j 

Joseph, 8t., the Hymnographer. A 
native of eee f and of the Sicilian school of 
Poets is called by Dr. Neale (in his Hys. 
the Eastern Churei > Joseph of the Studium, in 
error. He left Sicily in $30 for a monastic life 
at Thessalonica. Thence he went to Constan- 
tinople: but left it, during the Iconoclastic 
Pereecution, for Rome. e was for man 
youre a slave in Crete, having been capt 
Y pirates, After ining his liberty, he 

returned to Constantinople. He established 
there a monastery, in connection with the 
Church of St. John Chrysostom, which was 
filled with inmates by his eloquence. He was 
banished to the Chersonese for defence of the 
Icons, but was recalled by the empress Theodora, 
and made ang chery ne of the sacred 

‘ rong Hoole ~ — of rear sale 
nople, the favour of the patriarch Igna- 
tius. He stood high also in the favour of 
Photius, the rival and successor of Ignatius, 
and accompanied him into banishment. He 
d. at an advanced age in 883. He is comme- 
Morated in the Calendars of the Greek Church 
on April 8rd. He is the most voluminous of 
the Greek hymn-writers. There are more 
than two hundred Canona under the acrostic of 
his name, in the Menaea. Cardinal Pitra says 
he is reported ta have com a thousand. 
here is some difficulty in distinguishing his 

Works from those of the brother of Theodore 
of the Stadium, Joseph of Thessalonica. This 
latter poet, and not the more celebrated Jose 
the Hymnographer, was named Joseph of 
Studium. [Greek Hymnody, § vill tp] 

Josephson, Ludwig Carl Leopold, 
was b. Jan 28, 1809, at Unna, Westphalia, 
and studied at the University of Bonn. In 
1832 he became Pastor at Iserlohn, West- 
phalis, and after other appointments became 
in 1863 Pastbr and Superintendent at Barth, 
ge tr in Western Pomerania. He 

z » Jan, 22, 1877 (ts. from Superin- 
tendent Baudach, Barth, &c.) His hymns ap- 
pearadin his Stimmen aus Zion, Iserlobn, 1841, 
and from this a number passed into Knapp’s 
Er. L.8., 1 ints Seca” and 1865. One hag been fr, 

Es ruht die Nacht auf Erden, For the Sick. F 
~ a sleepless night. 1st pub. 1841 os showe, 
Pied (noe Nth OF 4 1. repeated in ai 1880, No. 

565, Tr. as “Now darkness over all No. 2738). 
in spread,” by ines Winkworth, 1958, p. 83. (J. M.} 

Joy to the followers of the Lord. 
ton = Barbauld, (Joy.] Written about 
eas Fe pub. by her sister in The Works o 
aati titia Barbauld, with a Memoir. 1825, 
hell » 339, in 6 st.of 41, In Dr. Marti- 
Seen aed ymins. 1840, and again in 1873, it is 
“gla ng thoes thet love the Lord.” 

7 - other collections. In Ell 
pr dy Pes Hys, & Anthems, 1860, it be- 

~ it, & joy that, seated deep,” 
altered to “ Joy there ix that, seated deep 

J. 
Joy to the world, th d > e Lord is come {nigh}. J. Watts, (Py, zeviii} 1st pub. in 
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his Paalms of David, &c., 1710, in 4 at. of 4 
1, ag the Ynd pt. of his version of Psalm 98. 
T. Cotterill gave, in the Ist ed. of his Sel., 
1810, a much alterec version of text, which 
was repeated in the authorized ed. of 1820 
with the repetition of st. i, as st. vy. This 
arrangement is known by at. ii., which reads, 

of |“ Ye saints, rejoice, the Saviour reigns,” &c. 
Bickerateth's arrangement in lis Christian 
Psalmody, 1833, ia also in 5 st.; but the added 
stanza (iii.) is from Watts’s version of the first 

of the same Psalm. Buth of these texts 
ve been repeated in later collection», In 

addition there are also the following: (1) 
“The Lord is come; let heaven rejoice,” in 
Hall's Mitre H. Bk., 18386; and (2) “ Joy to 
the world, the Lord is nigh,” in the Irvingite 
Hys, for the Use of the Churches, 1864. In ita 
various forms, but nagar in the original, 
it is in use in most English-apeaking coun- 
tries. It has als been translated into several 
languages, including, Latin, in R. Bingham’s 
Hymno. Christ. Lat., 1870, “ Lestitia in mundo ! 
Dominus nam venit Iésus!” (J. J.J 

Joyce, James, m.a., was born at Frome, 
Somersetshire, Nov. 2, 1781, and was for some 
years Vicar of Dorking, and d. there Oct. 9, 
1850. He pub. A Treatise on Love to God, 
&e., 1822; Lays of Truth, a Poem, 1825 ; 
and Hymns with Notes, 1849. This last ia a 
small work which he compiled for hia pa- 
rishioners. It is composed of of Holy 
Scripture, Meditationa, and 20 a of 
his hymna, the following are in C. U.:— 

1. Disown'd of Heav'n. 

ore inn tabme oft 1 beaded. le ‘ov., 1409, in 5 et. of 4 1., » nm 
to the present condition of peepee poe px 

widely used. The cento, “ Lord, visit y forsaken 
race—vine," in use in America, is Bickersteth's (1833) 
somewhat altered. 

2. on the bending willows bung. [0m behalf 
of ag Thia hymn was given in the December 
number of Christian Observer, 1809, in 6 st. of 4 L., 
as ** A second hymn applicable to the present condition 

signed *J. J." of the Jews,” and « 

gone, (On behalf of 3. Israel bewails her freedom 
the Jews.) This ts his ** Third Hymn applicable to the 
promt comlition of the Jgws,” and was given in the 
thristian Observer, Dec., 1409, with No. 2. It is in 

6 et. of 41, and signed "J. J.” (J. 3.) 

Jubes: et, in praeceps aquis. C. oy 
a) Pub. in his Hymni Sacri, 1736, 
p. 15, and again in the Paris Breviary of the 
same year, for Tuesdays at Matis, It is also 
in the Lyons and other modern French Brevs. ; 
in Card. Newman's Hymni Eeclesiae, 1888 
and 1865; and in J. Chandler's Hys. of the 
Primitive Church, 1837. Tr. as:— 

1. He speaks the word; the floods obey, [iy 
J. Chandler, in his Hys of the Prim. Church, 
1837, p. 17. It was repeated in Dr, Oldknow’s 
Hymas, &c., 1850; and as “God speaks the 
word; the floods obey,” in the ‘ Additional /'s. 
§ Hys.” given in the Scottish Episco. Coll., 1858. 

2. The word ia given, the waters flow. By 
I. Williams. Appeared in the British Mugazine, 
July, 1834; and again in his Hys. Tr. from the 
Parisian Brev., 1839, p. 18. 

3, He spake! and gathering into one. By 
J. D. Chambers, in his Lauda Syon, 1857, p. 16 ; 
and the Salisbury H. Be, L857, 
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4, Thou spakest, Lord, and into one. By the 
Compilers of H A. & M., 1861, based upon 
1. Wiiliams’s tr, above. This is repeated in 
other collections. 

5. Thou the word, the waters flow. This 
in the Hymnat for the Use ¥ St. John the 
Evangelist’s, Aberdeen, 1870, is 1. Williams's tr. 
altered, 

6. O Father, Who this earth hast given. This 
in the Hymnary, 1872, is 1, Williams's ¢-. re- 
written in LM. It is appointed for Septua- 
gesima, (J. J.) 

Jubilate. [Prayer, Book of Common. ] 

Jubilemus omnes una. [Advent.} 
This sequence for the 4th 8. in Advent is 
found in a 12th cent. English Gradwal in the 
British Museum (Rey. 2, B. iv. f. 65), and a 
Sequentiary, cir. 1199(Calig. A. xiv. f.44). Also 
in two 4th cent Fronen Miseals in the British 
Museum [ Add, 16,905 (of Paris), f. 186; and 
Add. 30,058 (of Sens), f, 166], l4th cent, Sa- 
rum Missal (Lansdown, 432, f. 11 b), &e. The 
printed text is inthe reprints of the Sarum, 
York, Hereford awl Arbuthnott Missals; in 
Neale’s Sequentiae, 1852, p. 8; Daniel, y. p. 
174 (from Neale); Kehrein, No.5, Tr. as:— 

Honour and glory, wing and power. Hy 
£. A. Dayman, for the Hymncry, and pub, 
therein, 1872. It is repeated in the Laudes 
Domini, N.Y., 1884. Other trs. are :— 

1. Let us all rejoice oo ag Be D. Chambers, 1866. 
2. Before the all-creating Cc. B. Pearson, in 

Strum Missal in English, 1665. J. M. 

Jubilemus pia mente. [For the Dying. 
In Time of Pestilence.) The only ms. form of 
this sequence we have been able to find is in 
a 15th cent. Sarum Missal in the Bodleian 
(Liturg. Miec., 372, f. 261). It ia also found 
in the eds. of the Sarum Missal printed at 
Venice, 1494; London, 1498, &c.; and in the 
Burntisland reprint is given at cols, 887*-889*. 
This sequence occurs in a Mass, Pro mortalitate evitanda 

(for escaping death by pestilence), which is introduced 
by a notice which states that Pope Clement, with all the 
Cardinals in conclave, com and arranged the Mas«, 
and granted to all those who were trul "pnp and 
had made their confession, and had beard thia Masa, 260 
days of indulgence (Le. jon of canonical penalties), 
and that a!l those who beard this Mass should carry in 
the hand a lighte! candle while hearing Mase on the 
five days following; and should hold it In the hand, 
kneeling, throughout the whole Mass, And so sudden 
death could not burt them. And this was certified and 
approved in Av and its neighbourtiood. The Pope 
mentioned was Clement VI, elected Pope, — 7, 1942. 
The contagion alluded to was brought to Italy in 1347 by 
merchants from the Levant, and soon spread over Europe, 
causing a fearful amount of mortality, Clement, at 
Avienon, then the seat of the Papacy, distinguished 
himself by trying in varlous ways to alleviate and ter- 
minate this scourge, eit ye for the nursing and sup- 
port of the sick, the burial of the dead, &c. 

Translation in C. U.:— 
Holy Trinity, before Thee. Hy Harriet Mary 

Chester, made for and pub. in the Hymnary, 
1872, in 7 st. of 6 1, and signed “H, M. C.” 

Another tr. is :— 
With pious minds let us rejoice. C. B. Pearson, in 

the Sarum Missal in Knglish, 146% (W. A. 8.) 

Jucundare plebs fidelis. Adam of St. 
Victor? [Common of Evangelists.) A fine 
sequence founded on Ezek. i. 4-28, x. 9-22, 
and Rev. iv. 6-8. The “living creatures” 
are made symbolical of the Evangelists, St. 
Matthew being represented by the man, 
St. Luke by the ox, St. Mark by the lion, 
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and St. John by the le. Then under 
another figure the Evangelists are compared 
to the four rivers which watered Paradise 
(by later writers St. Matthew is represented 
by Gihon, St. Mork by Tigris, St. Luke by 
Euplirates, and St. Jolin by Pison). The 
sequence has generally been ascribe: to Adam 
of St. Victor, and is included in L. Gautier’s 
ed. of Adam's Oeuvres poetiques, vol ii., 1858, 
p. 425; but in his ed. 1881, p. 223, Gautier 
saya tl at the rhythm is unlike Adam, awi us 
he thinks Adom’s authorship is doubtfal, he 
does not print the text, but merely refers to 
it ina Gradual of St. Vietor before 1239 
(Bibl. Nat., Paris, No. 14448), a Paris Grudual 
of the 18th cent. (B. N., No. 15615), and 
other sources. F. W. E, Roth, iv his Latei- 
nische Hymnen des Mittelalters, 1887, No. 252, 
gives the readings of a Gradual of the end of 
the 12th cent. (now at Darmstadt , where it 
is given as a nence for 8S. Mark and 
Luke. Itisin a York Missal, cir. 1390, now 
in the Bodleian, but belonging to University 
College, Oxford; in an early I4th cent. 
Paris Missal in the British Museum (Add, 
16905, f. 298); in the Magdeburg Missal of 
1480 and others. The printed text is also in 
Daniel, ii. p. 84; Trench, ed. 1864, p. 62; 
Kehrein, No. 427; Wrangham’s Liturgical 
Poetry of Adam of St. Victor, 1881, vol. iti. 
p. 162. In the uses of St. Vietor, of Cluny, 
and of Paris it was the nence for the 
festival of St. Matthew. The full fra. of this 
hymn are, (1) “ Faithful fleck in whose pos- 
seasing,” by J. M. Neale, in his Med. Hys., 
1851, Vs 78; altered in later editions to 
“Children of a heavenly Father”: and (2) 
*“O be joyful, faithful nation,” by D. 8. 
Wrangham, in his Liturgical Poetry of Adam 
of St. Victor, 1881, iii, p. 163. Portions of 
the hymn are also included in “ Come, pur+ 
hearts in sweetest measure” (p. 250, ii.). (See 
also “Sing to God,” in Various.) (J. M.) 

Judkin, Thomas James, w.a, «. of a 
London tradesman, was b. at London, July 25, 
1788, and was educated at Caius College, Cam- 
bridge (B.A. 1815, M.a. 1818), mainly at the 
expense of Sir William Curtis, an alderman 
of the City of London. After taking Holy 
Orders in 1816, he held various curacies, 
until 1828, when he was preferred as minister 
of Somers Chapel, St. Pancras, London. He 
d. Sept, 11, 1871. He pub. Twelve Signs of 
the Times; Popish Aggression ; and other works, 
including a volume of sonnets as Bygone 
Moods. His hymns were published mainly for 
the use of his own congregation and appeared 
as :-— 

(1) Church and Home Psalmody; being a Collection 
of Palms from the Old and New Versions, and Crigi- 
nal Hymns, for Congregational and Domestic Purposes, 
t83t. In 1834 this was enlarged and issued as (2) 
Church and Home Melodies, being a New Version of the 
more devotional parts of the Psalms, together with a 
Version of the ts, and Original Hymns ; for Con- 
ch ge ae and Domestic pee s. is was divided 
wee 62) et of the Hes = aL) “ Collects aay 

n sd me on sospels,”* )» Orie 

ginal Hymns.” (3). The 3rd ed. wes nh ey. VAs 
the end of the volume two title- were supplied, that 
the book, ff so desired, might be divided into two, one a8 
The Spirit of the Pealter ; The Collects in Verse; to 
gether with Hymns suggested by the Gospels for the day 
throughout the Year; and the other, Melodies: 
_ Hymns for Congregational and Pomesiic 
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From the lst ed. of his Coll. the following 
hymns are in C. U. :— 

1. Enthroned ts Jesus now. A 
2. Holy Spirit, Fount of blessi Waitsuntide, 
3. How shall I pray, 0 Lor, to . Prayer. 
4. We are journeying to a place, Heavenwa: 
5. When in thedark and cloudy day. ee Td 

Judson, Adoniram, p.p., b. at Maldon, 
Massachusetts, Aug. 9, 1788, where his father 
was Pastor of a Baptist Church. He graduated 
at Brown University, Providence, Khode Is- 
land, 1807; and went in 1815, together with 
his first wife, as a Missionary to India, After 
encountering various hindrances from the 

“ast India Company, they n their mis- 
Sion in Burmah On June 8, 1824, Ran 

Ving heen taken by the British, Dr. J 
Was imprisoned by the natives, and was kept 
10 captivity until the Burmese capitulated to 
the Britisli in 1826. His first wife dying on 
Oct. 24, 1826, he married the widow of his 
late colleagne, G. D. Boardman (né Hull, 
see below), April 10, 1834. He d. at sea, 
April 12, 1850, and was buried in the deep, He 
translated the Bible into Burmese, and wrote 
*everal tracts in that language. A Burmese- 
English Dictionary was compiled from his 
Papers, His Memoirs, by Dr. Wayland. were 
Pub, mm 1853. His hymns include :— 

1. Our Father God, [Lord] Who art in heaven. 
The Lord's Prayer. This hymn is dated “ Prison, 
Ava, March 1825,” and was written during his 
imprisonment above referred to. It was given 
. his Memoirs, 1853, vol. i. p. 308, It is in 

C. U. in G. Britain and America. 
2. Our Saviour bowed beneath the wave. 

Baptio, This 
13 in 7 st. 

Holy 
dates from 1829, or earlier, und 

‘ It is said to have been “sung at the 
Baptism of several soldiers at Moulmein, British 
Pegu.” St. i.-iii, usually form the hymn. 

_ 3. Come, Dove divine. Holy Bap- 
tism. This is composed of st. vii,, v., vi. of No, 2, 
and is found in Winchell’s Coll, 1832. 

[F. M. B.} 
pouidson, Sarah, née Hull, daughter of 

ph Hull, was b. at Alstead, New Haven, 
Nov. 4, 1803, and married first to the Kev, 
J D. man, and afterwards to Dr. 
udson (see above), Shi d. at St. Helena, 

Sept. 1, 1845. Her fine missionary h . ; ymn, 
roclaim the lofty praise,” is in W. Urwiek's 

Dublin Cou., 182d, Ao 142, in 4 at. of 81. 
ook t Peratance erica ar wk) 

Jussu Tour pro fide. Nirolus le 
{St. John at the Latin Gate. 

Appeared in the Cluniac Breviary, 1686, p. 188 
pat iy aris Breviary, 1736, as the hymn at 
pret ‘or the Feast of St. John, Ante Portam 
a m. Itis also in several modern French 
1885 ends Card. Newman's Hymni Ecclesine, 

and 1865; and J. Chandler's Hys. of the 
is tr. a8 :-— 

Primitive Church, 1837,No.45. It 
by & tyrant’s stern command. 2 J wat y 

fe ‘illiams, Pub, in his 77 

arisian : ys. Tr. from the 
i has (Breviary, 1839, p. 203, in 5 PH of +1. 
includin the Fepeated in a few hymn-books, 

“Err — Hymnal, 1852 and 1861, &e. 
Pub. in his Z for the faith. By E. Cnswall. 
of 4 1, and 27, Sttiolica, 1849, p, 289, in 6 st. 

ves “gain in his Hys, § Poems, 1873, 
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baie In addition to its use in its original 
orm in Roman Catholic hymn-books for missions 
and schools, and others, it is also given in part 
as follows :— 

1, In H. A. & Af, 1861 and 1875, and others 
which have copied therefrom, st. i.-iii, are by 
E. Caswall, and iv,, v. are by the compilers. 

2. In the Parish H. Bk., 1863 and 1875, 
st. i-iv. are by E. Caswall, with st. iii. re- 
written, and y,, vi, are by G, Phillimore, This 
was repeated in the S.P.C.K. Church Hys., 1871, 
and others. 

3. In the Hymnery, 1872, is the Parish H. 
Bk. text, slightly altered, with the addition of 
a doxology based on Caswall's tr, 

8. For Jesu's sake, to lonely lands. liy F. Pott, 
base! upon £. Caswall as above, was given in 
his Hymas, &., 1861, 
Another tr. is :— 
Beloved disciple of thy Lord. J. Chandler, 1837. 

(J. J.J 

Just as I am, without one plea. 
Charlotte Elliott. [The Lamb vA God.) Writ- 
ten for and Ist pub in the In 's Hymn 
Book, 1836, in 6 st. of 41, and headed with 
the text.“ Him that cometh unto Me, I will 
in no wise cast out’ (see Index to Invalid’s 
H. Bk.). During the same year it also ap- 
peared in Miss Elliott's Hours of Sorroiw 
Cheered and Comforted, with the additional 
stanza, “Just as I am, of that free love,” &e 
From this last work the hymn has been trans- 
ferred to almost every hymnal published in 
English-speaking countries — the past 
fifty years. It has becn translated into almost 
every European language, and into the lan- 
guages of many distant lands. The testimon 
of Miss Elliott’s brother (the Rev. H. V. 
Elliott, editor of Psalms and Hymna, 1835) tu 
the great results arising from this one hywn, 
is very touching. He says :— 

« In the course of a long ministry, I bope I have been 
— to see some fruit of my labours; but I feel 

more has been done by a single hymn of my sister's.” 

The text of this hymn is usually given in 
full, and without alteration, as in Church 
Hymns, 1871, No. 408. It ranks with tle 
finest hymns in the English language. Its 
success has given rise to many imitations, the 
best of which is R. 5S. Cook’s “Just as thou 
art, without one trace.” A Latin rendering, 
“Ut ego sum! nec alia ratione utens,” 
Bingham, is given in his 7 Christ. 
1871, and a second by H. — i 
Songs d the Christian Creed and Life, 1876, 
as, “ Tibi, qualis sum, O Christe!” 

Justifian’s Hymn. (Greek Hymnody, 
§ x. 10.) 

es "in Dr. Ri 
(How firm a foundation, &c, 

Kn, in Dr. A. Fletcher's Collection. [How 
firm a foundation, &o.] 

Kimpff, Johann, was a native of Staffel- 
stein in Franconia, After — at the 
Universities of Wittenberg and Jena, he was 
appointed in 1604 diaconus at St. —, 

‘s Bap. Selection. 
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Church, and subsequently at the Augustiner- 

kirche in Gotha. Along with his colleague 

at the Augustinerkirche, he fell a victim to 

the pcstilence, and d. Oct. 30, 1625 (Koch, iii. 

114; us. from Dr, Otto Dreyer, Superinten- 

dent at Gotha). The only hymn by him which 

has passed into English is 

Wenn ich in Todesnéthen bin. Fur the Dying. A 

beautiful prayer of faith, founded on St. John xix. HM. 

Appeared, with his name, as No. 2 in pt. til. of the Can- 

tionale Sacrum, Gotha, 1645, in & st. of TL Included 

in Freylinghausen’s @. #., 1704, and in Porst's @. 3, 

ed, 1455, No. 846. Tr, at 

‘When in the of dtath my heart. A good tr. of 

st. i., ih, vil, vili, by A. T. Russell, as No. 249 in bis 

Ps. & Hys., 1851. (J. M.) 

Kaveyv. [Greek Hymnody, § xvt. 11.) 

KaraSacia, [Greek Hymnody, § xvi. 6.) 

Katirbes év tots 
['Avacrdoews juepa.] 

Kadicpa. (Greek Hymnody, § xvi. 3.) 

Keach, Benjamin, was b, at Stoke- 

Hammond, Bucks, Feb. 29, 1640. Early in 

life he joined a Baptist Church, and at 18 

began to preach, For the next 10 years he 

laboured as an evangelist in the towns and 

villages of his native county, suffering ut 

times much persecution for his principles as a 

Baptist «nd Nonconformist. In 166+, he pub. 

a small book entitled The Child's Inatructor ; 

or, a New and Easy Primer. For this he was 

tried before Lord Chief Justice Hyde, and 

condemned to a fine, imprisonment and the 

pillory. In 1668 he removed to London, and 

became pastor of a Particular Baptist Church 

which met, first in private houses, and after- 

wards in Horselydown, Southwark. There a 
congregation gethered round him, to 

which he ministered with great acceptance 

and usefulness until hisdeath in 1704. Keach 

deserves special mention for the part he took 

in introducing singing into Baptist congre- 

Er having been the first who did so. 

KATWTATOLS. 

Baptist Hymnody and English Hymnody, Early, 

xu.] He wrote many hymns, the earliest 

appearing in his War with ¢ Powers of Dark- 

ness, 4th ed,, 1676. Nearly 300 by him were 

pub. in 1691 as Spiritual Melody, their sub- 

eets being the Metaphors of Holy Scripture, 

This subject had been previously expounded 

by him in his Tropologia, a Key to open Scrip- 

ture Metaphors, 2 vols, folio, 1682. His Dis- 

tressed Sion Relieved, or The Garmentof Praise 

for the Spirit of Heaviness, was pub. in Lond., 

1689. It is mainly in blank verse, is dedi- 
eated to William and Mary, and is written in 
praise of Protestantism against Romaniam. In 
1691 he also pub, The Breach Repaired in 

God's Worship; or Singing of Psalms, Hymns 
& Spiritual Songs proved to be a Holy Ordi- 
nance of Jeaus Christ, &c. (London, J. Han- 
cock): and also Spiritual Melody the same 
year, His latest poetical work appeared in 
1696: A Feast of Fat Things: containi 
several Seripture Songs and Iymns. Keac 
was a volnuminons writer, forty-two works 
being pub. by him, in addition to prefaces 
and Fatroductions to the books of others. His 
hymns have passed out of C. U. [W. R. 8.) 
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Keble, John, ™.a.. was b. at Fairford, in 
Gloucestershire, on St. Mark's Day, 1792. His 
father was Vicar of Coln St. Aldwin's, about 
tliree miles distant, but lived at Fairford ina 
house of his own, where he educated entirely 
his two sona, John and Thomas, up to the 
time of their entrance at Oxford. 
John Keble won a Scholarship at Corpus 
Christi College, and in 1810,a Double First 
Class, a distinction which up to that time 
had been gained by no one except Sir Robert 
Peel, In 1811 he was elected a Fellow of Oriel, 
a very great honour, especially for x boy under 
19 years of age; and in 1811 he won the Uni- 
versity Prizes both for the Euglish and Latin 
Essays. It is somewhat remarkable that amid 
this brilliantly successful career, one compe- 
tition in which the future poet was unsuccess- 
ful was that for English verse, in which he 
was defeated by Mr. Rolleston. After his 
election at Orel, he resided in College, und en- 

gaged in private tuition. At the close of 1515 
e was appointed Examining Master in the 

Schools, and was an exceedingly ular and 

efficient examiner. On Trinity Sunday, 1815, 

be was ordainel Deacon, and in 1816 Priest, 
by the Bishop of Oxford, and became Curate of 
East Leach and Burthorpe, though he still 
continued to reside at Oxford. [n 1818 he 
was appointed College Tutor at Oriel, which 
office e retained until 1828. On the death of 
his mother in the same year, ho left Oxford, 
and returned to live with his father and two 
surviving sisters at Fairford. In addition to 
East Leach and Burthorpe, he also accepted 
the Curacy of Southrop, and the two brothers, 
John and Thomas, undertook the duties be- 
tween them, at the same time helping their 
father at Coln. It should be added, as an 
apology for Keble thus becoming a sort of 
pluralist among “the inferior clergy,” that 
the population of all his little cures did not 
exe 1000, nor the income £100 a year, In 
1824 came the only offer of a dignity in the 

Church, and that « very humble one, which he 
ever recei The newly-appointed Bishop 
of Burbadoes (Coleridge) wished Keble to go 
out with him as Archdeacon, and but for his 
father’s delicate state of health, he would pro- 
bably have accepted the offer. In 1825 he 
became Curate of Hursley, on the recommenda- 
tion of his old pupil, Sir William Heathcote; 
but in 1826, on the death of his sister, Mary 
Ann, he returned to Fairford, feeling that be 
ought not to separste himself from his father 
and only «nrviving sister. He supplied his 
father’s place at Coln entirely. 1827 was 
memorable for the publication of the Christion 
Year, and 1828 for the election to the Provost- 
ship of Oriel, which his friends, rather than 
himself, seem to have been anxious to secure 
for him. In 1829 the living of Hursley waa 
offered tu him by Sir Willium Heathcote, but 
declined on the ground that he could not leave 
his father. In 1830 he published his admir- 
able edition of Hooker's Works, In 1831 the 
Bishop of Exeter (Dr. Philpotts) offered him 
the valuable living of Paignton, but it was 
declined for the same reason that Hursley had 
been declined. In the same year he was also 
elected to the Poetry Professorship at Oxford. 
His Pralectiones in that capacity were much 
admired. In 1838 he preached his famous 
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Assize Sermon at Oxford, which is said by Dr. 
Newman to have given the first start to the 
Oxtord Movement. Very soon after the pub- 
lication of this sermon the Tracts for the 
Times began to be issued. Of these Tracts 
Keble wrote Nos. 4, 13, 40, and 89. In 1835 
lis father died, and Keble and his sister re- 
tired from Fairford to Coln. In the same 
year he married Miss Clarke and the Vicwr- 
age of Hursley, again becoming vacant, was 
again offered to him by Sir W. Heathcote, and 
“# the reason for his previous refusal of it no 
longer existed, he accepted the offer, and in 
1836 settled at Hursley for the remainder of 
his life. That life was simply the life of a 
devoted and indefatigable er priest, varied 
by intellectual pursuits. In 1864 his healta 

‘Ban to give way, and on March 29, 1866, he 
}tased away, his diarly loved wife only sur- 
Viving him six weeks, Both are buried, side 
by side, in Hursley churehyard, 

To his country vicarage he was not idle with bis pn. 
In 1439 he published his Metrical Version of the Psalms. 
The before, he began to edit, in junction with 
Drs Pusey and Newman, the Library of the Fathers. 
40 1446 be published the Lyra Innocentinm, and iu 1847 
& Volume of Academical and Occasional Sermons. His 
Pen then seems to have rested for nearly ten years, when 
the agitation about the Divorce Bill called forth from him 
in 1857 an esmy entitled, An Argument for not pro- 
Ceeding immediately the Laws which treat the 
*Nuptial Hond aa Indissoluble; and in the same year the 
decision of Arebbishop Sumner in the Denison case 
elicited another essay, the full title of which ts The 
Py of Our and Saviour in the Sacrament 

Bucharisti . In 1863 he published his Last 
Work, The Life of Bishop Wilson (of Sodor and Man). 
This cost him more tes conta lee vieein, ban 

as essentially a labour of luve. . 
Inthe popular sense of. the word “ hymn,” 
eble can scarcely be called a hymn-writer ut 

all. Very many of his verses have found their 
Way into popular collections of Hymns for 
Public Worship, but these are mostly centos. 

they are violently detached from their 
context in a way which seriously damages 
their significance. Two glaring instances of 
er occur in the Morning and Evening hymns. 
a the former the verse “Only, O Lord, in Thy 
ear ge Fit us for gy digaenr ef loses 

: Imeaning when t ng verse, 
ending “The secret this of ‘rest below,” is 
baat as it generally is in collections for 
pu : i¢ Worship, and the same may be said of 
a most familiar of all Keble’s lines, “Sun 
: "Y soul, thou Saviour dear,” which has 

of course Sapecial reference to the preced- 
bie verse, “Tis gone, that bright and orbed 
ishel &e. The Lyra Innocentium has fur- 
8 ood but few verses which have been 
har) ito hymn collections; the Psalter 
Seams the More fortunate, but the translations 

veda are almost unknown. 
; » However, the word “hymn” in the 

wider sense in which Dr. Jekousa defines it, 
being” fue, of adoration to some superior 

ng.” Keble stands in the very first rank of 
wary ae His uneventful life was the Mee flora life for such a poet as Keble was, 
adapted ("2% of life which would be best P ia to train a pe ular hymn-writer. The 
fleet i " Year anc the Lyra Innocentium re- mM @ remarkable d . i of the writes ame degree the surroundings 
of a refined , They are essentially the works 

and cultured mind, and require a 
mind to enter into their 

of 
Communion, but which is shortly entitled, 
ical Adoration 
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spirit. Keble, all his life long, and never 
more than in the earlier portion of it, before 
he wrote, and when he was witing The Chris- 
tian Year, breathed an atmosphere of culture 
and refinement. He had imbibed neither the 
good nor the evil which the training of a pub- 
lie, or even of a private, school brings. It 
was not even the ordinary home education 
which he had received. He had been trained, 
up to the very time of his yomg to college, 
by his father, who was clearly a man of cul- 
ture and refinement, and had been himself 
successively Scholar and Fellow of Corpus. 
When he went to Oxford, he cau scarcely be 
said te have entered into the whirl of uni- 
versity life. The Corpus of thoae days has been 
admirably described by Keble’s own biogra- 
pher, Sir John Coleridge, and by Dean Stanley 
in his Life of Dr. Arnold; and the impres- 
sion which the two vivid pictures leave upon 
the mind is that of a home circle, on rather a 
large seale, composed of about twenty youths, 
all more or less scholarly and refined, and 
some of them clearly destined to become men 
of mark. When he removed across the road to 
Oriel, he found himself in the midst of a still 
more distinguished band. Whether at home 
of at college he had never come into contact 
with anything rude or coarse. And his poetry 
is just what one would expect from such a 
earecr, Exquisitely delicate and refined 
thoughts, expressed in the most delicate and 

ed language, are characteristic of it all. 
Even the occasional roughnesses of versifica- 
tion may not be altogether unconnected with 
the absence of a public school education, when 
ave schools laid excessive stress upon the 
‘orm of composition, especially in verse. The 
Christian Year again bears traces of the life 
which the writer led, in a clerical atmosphere, 
just at the eve of a great Church Revival, 
“cujus pars magna fuit.” “You know," he 
writes to a friend, “the C, Y. (as far as I re- 
member it) everywhere supposes the Church to 
be in a state of decay.” Still more vbviously 
is this the case in regard to the Lyra Inno- 
centiaum. It was being composed during the 
time when the writer was stricken by what he 
always seems to have regeriled ag the great 
sorrow of his life. Not the death of bis nearest 
relations—and he had several trials of this 
kind—not the greatest of his own personal 
troubles dealt to him so severe a blow as the 
secession of J. H. Newman to the Church 
of Rome. The whole circumstances of the 
fierce controversy connected with the Tract 
movement troubled and unsettled him; and 
one can well understand with what a sense 
of relief he turned to write, not for, but 
about, little children, a most important dis- 
tinction, which has too often been unnoticed, 
If the Lyra had been written for children 
it would have been an almost ludicrous failure, 
for the obscurity which las been frequentl 
complained of in The Christian Year, is sti 
more conspicuous in the latter work. The 
title ia somewhat misleading, and has caused 
it to be regarded as a suitable gift-book for the 
young, whoare quite incapable of appreciating 
it. For the Lyra is written in a deeper tone, 
and expresses the more matured convictions 
of the author; and though it is a far leas 
succe-sful achievement as a —_ a in 

= | 
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places to a higher strain of poetry than The 
Christian Year docs, 

Another marked feature of Keblo's poetry 
is to a great extent traceable to his ony 
life, viz. the wonderful accuracy and vivid- 
ness of his descriptions of natural scenery, 
The ordinary school-boy or undergraduate 
cares little for natural scenery, The country 
is to him a mere playing-ficld. But Keble’s 
training led him to love the country for its own 
sake. Hence, as Dean Stanley remarks, 
“Oxford, Bagley Wood, and the neighbour- 
hood of Hursley might be traced through 
hundreds of lines, both in The Christian Year 
and the Lyra Innocentium.” The same writer 
testifies, with an authority which no other 
Englishman could claim, to “ the exactness of 
the descriptions of Palestine, which he [Keble] 
had never visited.” And may not this remark- 
able fuct be also traced to some extent to his 
—_ training? Brought wp under the im- 

jate supervision of o pious father, whom 
he venerated aud loved dearly, he had been 
encoumged to study intelligently his Bible in 
a way in which « boy differently educated was 
not likely todo. Hence, as Sir John Coleridge 
remarks, 
“The Christian Year is so wonderfally scriptural. 

Keble’s mind was, by long, patient and affectionate 
study of Scripture, so imbaed with rt that its Langasge, 
its train of thoaght, its mode uf reasoning, seems to flow 
ut into his peetry, almest, one should think, wncon- 
sclously to himeelf,” 

To this may we not add that the same 
intimate knowlelge of the Bible had rendered 
the memory of the Holy Land so familiar to 
him that he was able to describe it as ne- 
eurately as if be had seen it? One other 
early influence of Keble’s life upon bis poctry 
must be noticed. Circumstances brought him 
into contact with the “Lake poets.” The 
near relation of one of the test of them Ind 
been his college friend, and Jobn Coleridge in- 
troduced him to the writings not only of his 
uncle, 8. T. Coleridge, but also of Words- 
worth, to whom he deidicated his Pralectiones, 
and whose | aware and personal character he 
admired enthusiastically, To the same col- 
lege friend he was indebted for an introdue- 
tion to Southey, whom he found to be “noble 
aud delightful character,” and there is no 
doubt that the writings of these three great 
mun, but especially wate) had very 
much to do with the formation of Keble’s own 
mind a8 a It has been remarked that 
in Keble’s later life his poetical genius 
seemed to have, to a t extent, forsaken 
him; and that the Miscellaneous Poems do 
not show many traces of the spirit which 
animated The Christian Year and the 
Innocentinm, Perhaps one reason for 
change may be found in the increased interest 
which Keble took in public questions which 
were not conducive to the calm, introspective 
state of mind #0 n to the production 
of poetry The poet should live in a 
soll co his own, not ina world perpetually 
Isom peg about University Reform, about 
Courts of Final Appeal, about Marringe with 
Deceased Wife's Sister, and other like mat- 
ters into which Keble, in his later years, 
threw himself—beart and soul. 

It is not needful to sey much about Keble’s 
other poctical works. T’he Pealter was not a 
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success, and Keble did not expect it to be. *It 
was undertaken,” he tells us, “io the frst in- 
stance with a serious apprehension, which has 
ei on intoa ey conviction, that the thin 

pted 18, strictly speaking, tmpossible. 
At the same time, if Keble did not achieve 
what he owned to be impoasible, he produced 
a version which has the rare merit of never 
offending against good taste; one which in 
every line reflects the mind of the cultured 
and elegant scholir, who had been used & 
the work of trunalating from other languages 
into English. Hymnal compilers have hitherto 
strangely neglected this volume; but it is a 
volume worth the attention of the bymn- 
compiler of the future, There is scarcely 4 
verse in it whieh would do discredit to nn 
hymn-book; while there are parts whi 
would be an acquisition to any collectioa. 
His translations from the Latin lave not com- 
mended themselves to hymnal compilers, Some 
of hia detacived hymns have been more popular. 
But it is after all as writer of The Christian 
Year that Keble has established his claim to 
be reckoned among the immortals. It would 
be hardly too much to say that what the 
Prayer Book Aa oh Christian Year 
is in ; never u one ; th 
realise Keble's own euquiette porch i ” 

“ Aa for some dear faroiliar strain 
Untired we ask, a d ask again; 
Ever in ite mel store 
Finding « «pel! anheard before.” 

And it would hardly be too bold to proph 
that The Christian Year will live aa = 
the Prayer Book, whose spirit Keble Co 
thoroughly imbibed, and whoee “ soothing in- 
fluence ” it was his especial object to illustrate 
and commend. (J. H. 0] 

Keble’s hymn-, poetical pieces, and trans 
lations appeared in the following works :— 

{1,) The Christian Year: 7) in Viale fae. it 
Sundays and Holydays T the Year, Gxford: 
John , 1427, Preface dated * Sth, 
int," ‘The last poem, that on the“ Com “ts 
dated March 9, 1427, The poctms om the “Forms of 
Piayet to be used at Sea," “Gunpowder Treason,” 
“King Ubarles the Martyr,” “The thon of the 
Hoyal Family,” “The Accession,” and © (rdination,” 
were added to the 4th edition, 162%. The Mears. Parker 
have pub. a large cumber of editions to date, inoluding & 
Soo-simile veprint of the first edition, and an edition with 
the addiction of the dates of composition of each poem. 
A facevimile of Keble’s ses a6 lt existed in 1422 wasalso 

hed im 1882, by Eliot Stuck, but ite pablication 
was suppressed by a logal injunction, and only « few 
copies came into the hands of the public, Since the 
expiration of the frst cu it other publishers have 
iswned the work in variows 

(2.) Comtribetions to the sritish Magazine, which 
were included in Lyra Apestolica, 1636, with the signa- 
ture of * y." 
mS) ras Festur or res of, Davia: In ae 
erie ; a i sled Yor the eet py b Ay Jor the most part, to Tumes ' 

and dedicated by permisnion to the Lard of Oz- 
ford. ... ‘ord, John Henry Parker: J. 0. @ F. 
Riv . » MVCOCEAXLY. Preface dated © Ox- 

i a “ Childs n Fear: Hywns 
aistes and Holy- fry. Complies Sor gt v 
Parochial Schools, Oxford: 7 — Parker, 1841. 
This was compiled by Mra. Youge. ‘eble wrote the 
Preface, dated * Hureley, Nov. 6, 1641," and signed & 
mis K.” To it be contributed the fuur poems noted 

ow. 

(3) Lyra Innoccentium im Verse on Chrte- 
‘haldrem, their Waye ated their ase 

John Henry Parker; # & J. Rivet . 
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* by ‘ ou @; Stevenson de af, Rutherford. 
WS a> SENT ton, Adams & ¢y,. 1459. This was a 
wo) al Revie lished on bebalfof Mrs, Elizabeth 

Sh cha Contributed the three pleors poted 
‘J pat 
Yagi S aeery Hymn- Book, 1861. Edited by Earl 

Ray ttom he contributed a few hymna, some 
Qa, ate, een hy tet Latte, and some rewritten furme 
eee 4 agree: Y™ns, as ~Gulde we, O Thou great 

i hot ce M2 i,, im “2 MOUs Poems 

SE esti & ee Mg ders and London: Parker & Cv., 
v “ne Ste Lent Preface tu thie posthumous work ts } 

> ree” Feb, 22, 1<69," and ls signed “GM.” 
qth ty, Moberty, late Bp. of Selisbury. This 

Dt eee Chor Qible’s Ode written fr the Installnthon | 
t ace Wellington an Chancellut of the Uni- 
thy fur b mtg ST, Im a 834, bis peers from the Lyra 

Ac say Y Ms named above, bis translations from 
“Cher pieces not gublisbed in his works. b « 

important centos from The Chris- 

by the Her. J, Kettle, JfA., 

~t, ie. Weest> * 

« 
< hate 

Ae Zee 7 oy SV hich are in ©. U. as hymns, and 
Mra lig hs tn contributed to the Saliehury 

alee Bacal » Are annotated in full under the 
ix tin the original poems. The tra, from 
“Sq Sand Greck are given under the 

1, the originals, There are alao 
tis more importaut pieces voted in 

t ro,? this werk. All these tuay be 
m The eh the Index of Authors and 

a, ted of this Dictionary. Thos: that 
e2tly centos) and have no special 

+e folluwing (the dates given berg 
|, CH position at each pheee):— 

5 ? _* Ae Christian’ Year, 127 aul 1828. 
” bol 7 Big Tifton aren gE, eenutening Guide. Trinity 

: ter Ronn re BAe treasires of sweet thought, Church- 
*. Fr tnrg Mor [March 43, 1901.) 

Vtee 2D epi. OSAP Clie earthquake: but behild, 9th & 
fp Fe 7. te Pion he weete qmall voice, (Aug. 13, 1822.) 
Pipa G7 ene, _- TA Says of anguish and rebuke, WAS 

“He m4 Age wee, BE KaL small voice. (Aug. 13, 1472,) 
5 Prony Suet? mae OF det 5. after 
-* *, = Pkg, Pg tye SEED AN cher be? ath 8. afer Baer. 

~ ma ae Rees > ER ee “suffering grace. 18th 5, after 
8. OY ton! Bae Fee gFering. (Ur. 6, 1824. 

may < az Hat of might. How should, &c 
< “ z 

coy poe Smee AS Too Tay boy wil, Wl 
=. en ton, (Aug. 13, 1821.) 
= =A refi) not, beavenly potes, 

le 

ae 

in this frail scene? St. Mark's 

Se peers the setting sum. 2rd 
 Sirsurrection of the body, (Nov. 

~ “K"Raine cermest given. Ordination, 

ad truth, wo Thee. Ordination, 
EA cd ewretnens 100, Confirmation, 

— = rr ice, 16th Softer 
~—- gly today. (Feb, 

“tne fare past 4th &. after 

BE sinks Qnd S, after 

Pe Beer ints Wine: Speen cing: 8S afer 
2M For ter. te veces: Se 

===. ax aor for manhood's F 
ae mee, 

=e 5 
2 

Ineo.) ias's Day. . Matthiar Pree otc 9 wens lem. (1619.} 
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th 
27. Why +bould we faint and fear re fF fe 

S, after Pinity, Gud's potest in eelanp aioe a 
(June T, teus,) 

25. Wish not, dear friends, my 2 away”- 
after Trinity, R signation. (ise) al 

ii. From The Psalter, 1839. 
29. From deeye a wild and drear. fs, cere - 
30. Ged oar Hope amd Strength abiding. Fee. Se =_<. yo 
31, How plossant, Lort of hosts, bow «<le-em = = * 

traaie. 
32. Lead, be vt » for Dhave trod. Pa. 
33. Lael, Thy heart in love hath yearned, Fae - 
4, Lend, Thou hast warch'd me wut and kuna ee > = 

2ocnm S. 

=e. 
fara. 

5. 

air 

caexiz. 
35, My God. my God, why best Thog me? J - 

« My Shepherd is the living Gud, 2's. zane e 2 - ez 
My Shepherd ts the Lon; f know. /%. ao at = =~ 

» Praise the Lord, for He islove, fs cramer - 
Prawe ye the Lord from beaten. Pu. crlere a ee 

. Sing the -cng unbeard before, Pa. zees. 
» Sound bigh Jebewath's Name. / crzz ev. 
. The earth & all the Lord's, withall. Pa. aoa eter 
‘The mercies of the Lord my God. Ps. loa =a a aoe 

44. The seed uf Jacoh, one and all. fs. ezde. 

fii, From The Child's Christian Year, 
and later editions. 

45. Rethbebesn, above all citles blest. Innocem far” £ em gr. 

ae ee. 

a23S41, 

46. Le, from the Basterp bilis the Lord, 1A oS, eS tee 
Trinity, The Gospel, (Late «ilitions.) 

47. er tied ee ee in glory site on bigh. bet 
Buster, The Kpisile. 

4% When Christ to village crmes of town. 
after Trinity. The Gospel. (Late editions.) 

iv. From Lyra Innocentinm, L846. 
49. Christ before thy decor is waiting. Mresereeee —s 

Christ im Miz : ae, Offertury, 
60. How (When) the wew-borm saints, assczraP>2 € 2m ge _ 

iets = 

Er een ia Hie Nowe Whe wade thee, Mody tt<= 23> 

MNd. Who for the like of me will ce? Jeawace ome 
Servant-maid. 

¥, From Lays of the Sanctwary, 1359, 
$3. Lon, lift my heart to Thee st mort, Smigr<awe a —- = 

Midaight Hymn. 
$4. U Love unseen, we know Thee nlgh. Cento 2 e-<— ae 

Me eenty the gleamnlug stare retire. Morning Fi ere oe 
for Bmigrants at Sea, 

56. The twilight hour ts sweet at home. Ave > et 
Ayman for Emigrants at Sea, rea 

The editor of Keble's Miscellancous Poo eee 
says concerning Nos. 53, 55, and 56:— —_ 
The three bymns for Ensigrants, for ase at 

night, Morning, and bvening, were written at the 
quest of bby iriend Sir F: jc Rogers, at that 
Emigration Commissxmer, They were printed tra 
first edition of the * Prayern for Euigrants,” what 
had cormpéled, bat were wabeeqwently onsite, poe a Bey 
as thought mot sufficiently simple for the clames =e 

si~ for whose use the Book of Prayers waa chiery 

fiecrmled.” Preface, p, vi, 1 > 

When, to the 56 centos and hymns geri 4 
above, are added those annotated elsewh ea < = 
this Dictionary, it is found that nuly 2oaqc3 
hymns (counting centos as — by Keb an =a 
in ©. U. at the nt time, and of theses spe» <= 
rank with the finest and most popular im = @ = 
English language. W. Fig Racs 

imann, Christian, +. of Zachm »- 
Be, eng Lutheran pastor at Pankratz | t= 
Bohemia, and after 1616 at Ober-Ullerwce> 2~ go 
was b. at Pankratz, Feb. 27, 1607, In ¢ = 
autumn of 1627 he entered the Universit y- arta 
Wittenberg, where he gradusted 1.4. Mia ge = 
19, 1694; and in the next month wis pig = 
sean by the Town Council of Zittau 2 

rector of their (Gymnasium, of wij. 
he became Rector in 1638. He d. at Zitte oe = 
Jan. 15, 1662 (Kook, iii, 369; Alig, Dentee 2g ear 
Biog., x¥. 585, &c)  Keimaon war a deg. 
tinguielid teacher, He wax the autbor of 

Ive a2 ~ 
= =< — 
ite 
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nwamber of scholastic publications, of a fow 
Scriptural playa, of some 13 hymna, 
Almost all of his hymns came into church 
use, They take me rank among those of 
the 17th cent, ie he genuine poetic ring, 
fresh, strong, full faith*an: under manifold and 
heavy trials, and souls spiritual, Two have 
ae into English 

alle. Christmas, This i. Prewet euch, ihr Christen 
beautiful hymen ts incheded tn 4 #4, of 10 1, a No. 24 in 
pt. be. of A. egy mem Musikalische Andachten, 

bh. at Freiberg : amd i¢ set to a tune 
re ah lemekioes i by Halleb repeatedt 

twelve times, In the One, £. &, 1851, No. 34. Ace 
conting to Nock, vill 25, It ‘wes compel 50 part of 
piece written by Keimann for his scholars to perform at 
Uhristmastide, 1645, and pub. as Der neugelorne Jesus, 
at (reorlitz, 1646, Stanza ty. may refer to the truce of 
7 between ee, atd Swedes, Tr. ass 

Leys and full tr. 
ts Miss Fagen dhe greg as No, wehC B. for Kng- 
land, 1863, whore it is set to the original melody. 

ii. Meinen Jesum lass ich nicht ; = 
mich gegeden, fave fo (Christ.  iet # 
Hammerschmidt’s Fest. Sue und teder, Huan 
and Leipaig, 1s foneraved title, 1659), pt, iil, No, 4 
in 6 mt, of €L ont words 
uttered on Oct. &, yp t- the Elector Johann Geo 7 
of Saxony : Meinen (1), Jesum (| B-), leon (0B.) ich Et) 

¥.)5 at, VL. ho 
- 4, C. Z. 8.) the name, viz. Johann Georg Chur- 
ru Sachsen, and then in line 6 the motto in full. 

Founded on the words of Jacob in Gen. xxxli. 26, it bas 
comforted and strengtbeoed many in life and at the hour 
of death; and has served as the model of many later 

Included as No, 737 in the Berlin @. 1, *., ed. 
1863. Tr. oo 

ae will leave my Jesus never! A good ¢r., omitting 
i., included as No, 448 In the Pennsylvania Lath. 

ta me 1eé?, marked as Unknown fr_, In64. 
Oper tn. oe padi) Bove wil E part wilh Cheb” 

rt. 3® (1792, p. 192}, and thence 
1754 (1886 as pt. of No. 452 

al beginning, “ Jeens will A never leave ™), 
@) “LE will not let Jesus go," J. 3. Stallvbeass in 
the Fonte ‘a ee Dec, ion, @) “Jesus will 
I meer forsa 5 ee tAOT, p. FLT. (4) * My 
5 ag q wit’ I we by Wy. Frothingham, 1810, 

nat 

be 

“einen hat Gott gp ae Be in 
Wackernagel, ¥. ves this 

from the Geistliche Licder, Erfurt, 1611, and 
the Christliches Hambury, 
1612, in 8 st. of 81. lao in Métzell, 18.55, 
No. 590, and the Berlin G. DL. 8., ed, 1863, No. 
847. In the 1612 it is entitled “ A hymn on 
the name of the serene right honourable prin- 
ceas and lady, Lady Katharina, by birth and 
marriage } Margravine and Electress of Bran- 
denburg.” As she d. Sept. 30, 1602, the | for 
hymn probubly dates from the 16th cent. The 
initials of the 8 st. form the name Katarina, 
The commen assumption to Andreas Kessler, 
who was only b, in 1595, is baseless. Tr. as :— 

(1) * Haste, Lord, within my worthless heart.” A tr, 
of st. vi. by C. Kinchen, as So. 23 in the Moravian #, 
Bk, (2742. In 1Ted and hater evs. (1H8h, No. 4464, ane 
erthed without ground to Catharine Grumman )H begins 
“© Lord, « my worthless heart." (2) * Amen, 
this the conclusim,” a tr, of ot vill, a8 Ne. 60a, in the 
Moravian H. Fkh., 1801 (1848, No, 719). [J. M.) 

Keith, George. [How firm a foundation.) 

Kelly, John, was b, at Nowenstle-on- 
Tyne, educated at Glasgow University, studied 
theology at Bonn, New College, Edinburgh, 
and the Theological College of the English 
Presbyterian Church (to which body he be- 
longs) in London. He has ministered to con- 

tions at Hebburn-on-Tyne and Streat- 
, and is now (1887) Tract Editor of the 

Religious Tract Society. His translations of 
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Paul Gerhardt’s Spiritual were pub. in 
1867, Every piece is given in full, and rendered 
in the metre of the originals, His Hymne 
of the Present Century from the German were 
pub, in 1886 by the .T. & In these tra, 
the metres of the originals have not always 
been followed, whilat some of the hymns have 
been abridged avd others condensed. His 
transiations lack poetic fluish, but are faithful 
to the originals. (W. G. H.) 

Kelly, Thomas, pa. 8 of Thomas 
Kolly, a Judge of the Irish Court of Common 
Pleas, was b, in Dublin, July 13, 1760, und 
educated at Triuity College, Dublin. He was 
d ed for the Bar, aml entered the Temple, 

in, with that anak ~_ hs “tine 
dergone a v marked spiritual change he 
took Holy Ondere | in 1702. His earnest evan- 
gelical preaching in Dub'in led Archbishop 
Fowler te inhibit hm and his companion 
preacher, Rowland Hill, from preaching in 
the city. For some time he preached in two 
unconsecrated buildings in Uublin, Plunket 
Street, and the Bethesda, and then, having 
seceded from the Established Church, he 
erected na of worstiip at Athy, Portar- 
lington, Wexford, &c., in whieh he conducted 
divine worship and preached. He d. May 14, 
1854. Miller, in his Siagers & of the 
Church, 1869, p. 338 (from which some of the 
foregoing details are ), RAYS — 

“Mr, Kelly was 8 tase off grest sad varied leatak 
ag in the . tongues, aod an excellent Bi 

aiso of musical rota and 

every worthy, benevolent, and religious cause, He was 
gh ee pad hls 2ea) aber and his ber 
al sore hand, especially during 

aes of fri aloe. 

Kelly's hymna, 765 in all, wero composed 
and published over a period of 51 years, as 
follows :— 

(llection of Peal Hymns extracted from 
renee Awthors, Af Emap A ", Deblin, 1402. 
This work contains 247 hymns by various authors, and 
an Appendix of 33 original as bese . 

; i Detlin, 
1s this work several editions were published : tet, 
1864; fod. 18065 Bred, 1809; 4th, 1812. Thin last edition 
was pablished in two o divisens, one aa Hymns on Various 
Passages of ture, and the as Hywns adapted 
for Secieal . ae 1815 Kelty lsvond Biymns by 
Thomas Kelly, not Mfore Published. tte ed. 
1*D), inctuded the two wT tie, and et ee 
bytens of 1#15, as one = Te the later editions i 
1#30, 1826, 1838, 1840, 1846, and 1853, new 
edded, until the last pabtisbed ty. Moses, of Dublin, 
1882, contained the total of 745 
As « hymn-writer Kelly was most sucoess- 

ful. Asa rule his strength appeurs in Lymus 
of Prise and in metres not generally adoptexd 

| by the okier hymn-writers. His “Come, see 
the place where Jesus lay” (from * He's 

ne, see where His body lay"), “ From Egypt 
i ~ t - — ye oan, the sight is 

or ; “On the mountain's top appear- 
ing”; “The Hrad that once was crowned 
with thorns”; * oe the da: ie Thy love 
hos red us"; and“ We sing tl mse of 
Him Who died." rank with the first hymns 
in the English Isnguage. Several of his 
hymns of great merit still remain unknown 
through so many modern editors being appa- 
rently adverse to origiual investigation. In 
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ine ~ | RELLY, THoMmaAS KEMPENFELT, RICHARI? = 

ae VA Cohn) 
‘ yee React hymus named aad others, 

Bo PG tuted under their respective 

“eng Qe OR = malowi
ng are also in C. t -— | goa: 

= atm a wal Hymns, 1802 :-— 67. Withovt blood ts no remisebon. Parst 

Oye. RE ee me and Hyms 

poctted: 

54. What {ellfe ? ‘ts but vapour, Death avieee®. eer 
56, Who is this that comes from Edonn ¢ sec ueass the 
6. Why those fare? Bebold ‘tix Jesus. sere 

6H. Yes, tee be trenking, scearcerre 

tora. ay eae presence. Cow en, we trust the day ing, Atte pars z 1, 

tee, v "i , : NW za 

8 Meet vine Wor vy. From Hymns; Not tefore Pee 

{ na = 22 mortal King, £0 on (display). AMisrsons. 1815 :— ox f = ae 

8, . attired. VS" the desert lad O%- Caste chna, the Lamb with glory crowned, 
peracetee 

ij . 
*hrist. 

~ 

q s): - ve ©T Test once ore [again] comes roudd: |S of “Gad ts Jove, His word bas sald [t- God £# Z: Ewe 

| 61. God of our salvation, bear us. opning 

“Peyton,” abiding city bere, Seeking Heaven. 

a 
Lrivime Worship. 

aie 

eae Boul. i the Hymne on V. Paseages of 62. In Thy Nase, 0 Lord, stsemblin
g- Core er Eer* 

304 ment of Divine Worship. 

a. h emo 
=a. 2 Cae 

63. Kecp un Led, U 
[and Keep as ever. ere arene 

iy ay ~ glory, Lord, be thine. rate for the | worship. 
= ee 

gs. tayo, 
€4, Let ninpers moved give thanks, and slg + aww 

a: > ey Shall Jaco now arise? Apiphany. for Saleation. 
es 

Jo “Pts Lae king. Praise w Christ GF |" ys, Praise the Lord Who Aa esa 

: tag berms 
tide, 

; 

ae Fee ve the wand of praise. Praise for | gg, Saivation is of God alone. ‘at panetears- 

x SS 
. 

“ 

teow x ven et to leave the world awhile, 2m Retire: Seiresaviout, comt. Toy [eaints) friends awed © aC Rhee 

\2 oe ee Fetrest, 
(ore waiting). Seooml Adernl dest red. 

degh AU AST pS, lg nd, bee the Bee. Jeon, the |S, 
atteck were the wands thet Teached 

OLS = ISLS 

Aen, tag ete ag ore “ eae Divine 
6, fot ing of the Sbepherd that died. T 7a a 

2 Be sbephent sheep. The Good 

ate fon Flan, 
gs x so When we cannot see our WRY- Trwat areel Para

 

Pe Prai® ang 
Mu boast ber er, Death. 31, Who is this that calms the cocan? Stl’ 777 a 

=, ~ afticted, Lord, are Thine. Aghietion 
© Him to Whose kind favour, Clos of 

Se 
i T4Shke yy Uitle Jonge in God. 

, rae ™. amaliten, asl <a. Possiontiae, 
¥ ™m 

: 

\ a2- Git tron, the H
ymns, &c., 2ud ed. 1806 — 

Sex, 
vi. From the Hymns on Vy. Posagocs <7 

Scripture, &e,, eds, 1 band 1626 i-— 
72. Grace is the sweetest wand, Dicine Grace. 

K gen ee hor, Missions, 

1 New wey yo mighty arte awake. Muntore— 

22. Glory Bod sadness. Believert. | 75. Now may the Spirit trou abuve. Home Me are ae 

Sort y God a 
thus saat rag * doe

n bi singe raat Mite ary praise, Eirvise @f Jere 

/ 23, Ory everlasting. Praise af Jesus, 
TT. Sound, somnd the truth abroad, Missions. 
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Madeley, in Shropshire.” They were rTe- 

inted, with a Prefuce, by D. Sedgwick, in 

861. Although most of these hymns are 

given in the older collections, only a few re- 

main in modern hymn-books, and, including 

centes, are -— 

1, Bear me on Thy rapid wing. Praize to Jerua in 

Heaven. 
2. Burst, ye emerald gates, and bring. Praise to 

Jesus in Heaven. 
2% Genthe Spirtt, waft me over, Heaers desired. 

Adoration af 
4. Hall, uo eternal Lagos, hall. 

Seams. 
6. Hark, “tis the trump of God, The Last Day. 

6 Omy . The Last tay. 

Of these Nos. 1 and 2 are from the same 

hymn, and Nos, 5 and 6 also from another. 

« original texts af Nos. 3, a, and 6 are in 

Lyra Brit., 1867, pp. 349-52. (J. J. 

Kempf, Johann. (Kimpf, J.] 

Kempis, Thomas A. [Thomas of Kempen. ] 

Kempthorne, John, #.0., & of Admiral 

Kempthorne, was b, at Plymouth, Jone 24, 

1775, and educated at St. John’s, Cambridge 

(a, 1796, #8.D. 1807), of which he subse- 

Loree became o Fellow, On taking Holy 

rders, he became Vicar of Northleach, Glou- 

cesterslire, in 1814; Vicar of Wedmore, Somer- 

setahire, 1827, and the same year Rector of 

St. Michael's and Chaplain of St. Mary de 

Grace. Gloucester, He was also a Preben- 

dary in Lietfield Cathedral from 1826, and 

sometime Examining Chaplain to the une 

of thut diocese. He d. at Gloucester, Nov. 

- 1838. His hymnological work is :— 
Tranelations, 

and I, from Various Authors. The whole Arranged 

acerrtoy the yearty Seasons of the Church af Bwg- 

land ; ones at corrections and improwements. 

By the Rew. n Kempthorne, B.1),,..- London. 

Hatchard. 1810, 
In this collection there are a few hymns of 

merit, ax “ Forgive, O Lord, our wanderings 

” «Great God, to Thee our songs we 

raise,” and “Praise the Lord, ye heavens 

adore Him," which are usually ascribed, on 

D. Sedgwick’s authority, to J. Kempthorne. 

These hymns, however, are not by Kemp- 

thorne, but were taken by him for his col- 

lection from the Foundling Hospital Ps. «€ 

Hys., 1796 and 1801-9; and there is no evi- 

‘lence whatever thut he had anything to do 

with that hymn-book. As that book ts fre- 

nently quoted by hym we append 

the ti : of the 1801 ed., which sore 

print of that of 1797 :— 
Pealms, Hymns, and Anthems ; sung in the Chapel 

of the Hospital for the Maintenance and Eiwcation of 

and Deserted Young Children.  Lamdon, 

Printed in the Year M.DOOCL, At the end of some 

coplosof this edition there is a in a four. sheet 

of hymns which inclede, with others, ~ Praise Lord, 

ye heavens adore Him “(q.¥-) 

In the Lat ed. of his own Seleot Portions of 

Pealma, &c,, 1810, Kempthorne did not in an 

way indicate his own hymne, bat in the 2u 

od. of 1813 (which is a Teprint of the lst ed. 

with an Appendiz of 11 hymns) he says in his 
Preface >— 

~ For Hymn 140 and Hyun, p, 267. Appendix : for 

slivost all of Ps, 42, p. 1975 hl 51, po ST amd 6b; Bs. | 
196; Pa 115, p. 495 — 13? 

rt of Ps, 22, p. 64; Ms. 122, p 
103; Is. 133, p. 140; Pe. 239, p. 33; mies DO, 43, 54, 

81, 97, 101, 21H, and seweral others, the Extitor is re- 

sponsible, and acknowledges bis obligations to some 

kind frieerte.” 

KEN, THOMAS 

Of these hymns and psalm versions, which 

Kempthorne vlaims os is own, only ome or 

two are in C. U. {J.J} 

Ken, Thomas, p.p. The bare details of 

Bp. Ken's life, when summarised, produce 

these results :—Born at Berkhampsteail, July, 

1637: Scholur of Winchester, 1651; Fellow 

of New College, Oxford, 1657: B.a., 1661: 

Rector of Little Easton, 1668 ; Fellow of Win- 

chester, 1666; Rector of Brighstone, 1687: 

Rector of Woodhay and Prebendary of Win- 

chester, 1669; Chaplain to the Princess Mary 

at the Hague, 1679; returns to Winchester, 

1680; Bp. of Bath and Wells, 1685: im 

prieveey in the Tower, 1688; deprived, 1691 ; 

ied at Longleat, March 19. iit. 

The parents of Ken both died during his 

childhood, and he 
| dianship of Iznak 
| Ken's elder siver, Ann, The dominant Pres- 

| —— of Winchester and Oxford did not 

the firm attachment to the English 

Church, which such a home hed insti ied. 

His life until the renewal of his connection 

with Winchester, through his fellowship, bis 

chaplaincy to Morley (Walton's stauncl: friend, 

then bishop of Winchester), and his prebend 

in the Cathedral, calls for no special remark 

here, But this second association with Win- 

cheater, there seems little doubt, originated his 

threo well-known hymns. In 1674 he published 

A Manual of Prayera for the Use of the Scholars 

of Winchester College, and reference is made 

in this book to three hymns, for “ Morning,” 

“ Midnight,” and “Evening,” the scholars 

being recommended to use them. It can 

scarcely be questioned that the Morning, 

Evening, aud Midnight hymna, pub. in the 

1695 edition of The Manual, are the ones re- 

ferred to. He used to sing these hymns to 

the viol or spinet, bat the tunes he used are 

unknown e left Winchester for a short 

time to be chaplain to the Princess Mary 
at the Hague, bat was dismissed for his 

faithful remonstrance ageinst a case of im- 

morality at the Court, and returned to Win- 

chester. A similar act of faithfulness at 

Winchester singularly enough won him his 

bishopric. He stoutly refused Nell Gwynne 

the use of his house, when Charles IL came 

to Winchester, and the easy king, either from 
humour or respect for his honesty, gS him 

not long afterward the bishopric of Bath and 
Wells. Among the many acts of piety and 

munificence that characterised his tenure of 

the soe, his ministration to the prisouers and 

sufferers after the battle of Sedgmoor and the 

Bloody Assize are icuons, He inter- 

ceeded for them with the king, and retrenched 

his own state to assist them. He attended 

Monmouth on the scaffold. James IL pro- 

nounced him the most eloquent preacher 
among the Protestants of i time; the 

judgment of Charles IL appears from his pithy 

saying that he would go and hear Ken “ tell 
him of his faults.” Among the faithful words 

of the bishops af Chytlesp tleath-bed, none 

Were hy died” rank with the "Ltt." i 
hort Enzlish language. Several of his 

were ivf great merit still remain unknown 
so many modern editors being appa- i 

their qdverse to original investigation. In 

w up under the guar. 
‘alton, who had married 
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sorrow, &c."—was claimed in a Roman 
Catholic pamphlet as a paseage which “ taught 
the scholars of Winchester to invocate the 
whole Court of Heaven.” This passage Ken 
altered *to prevent all future misinterpreta- 
tions,” and prefixed an Advertisement to the 
1687 ed. of the Manual explaining why he bad 
done #0. In looking through the texts of the 
three hymns for 1695, and 1709, and especially 

* at the doxologies, amd at at. x. and xi. in the 
Evening Hyma, “You my Bilest Guardian, 
whilst £ sleep,” &e. gene): and *O may my 
Guardian while I sleep,” &c. (1709), do we 
not see a good and sufficient reason to account 
for the revision of the hymns ? 

4. With regard to text given in the 
Conference, Lord Selborne observes that it is 
not improbable that alterations and various 
readings, originating with Ken himself, might 
have obtained private cirealation among his 
friends, long before he had made up his own 
mind to give them to the public ; a suggestion 
which may possibly help to explain the fact, 
that a writer, patronized by lwell, wos 
misled into believing (for auch a writer oaght 
not lightly to be accused uf a wilful fraud) 
that the text, pub, in the Conference in Ken's 
name was really from his hand. That Ken 
ocensionally altered passages in his writings 
when for any reason he considered it neces 
sary, is certain ; nnd there can be little doubt 
that the text of the three Winchester hymns 
wns more he! —— before _ fer 
any rate, before their first appearance in that 

ear in the Meanaual the Evening hymn had 
its way into print, It was pub. in 

“ Harmonia Sacra; or Divine Hymns and 
oe Com, by the Rest Masters... The by 
reveral Learned and fiows Persona, The Second Hook, 
London, Henry Playford, 1693. . 

The firet volume of this work appeared in 
1688, and was dedicated to Ken. It is not 
improbable therefore that Playford, when 
collecting materinls for his second volume, 
obtained the words of the Ereaing Hymn 
directly from the author. The text is here 
subjoined :— 

* As Evextxe Hye, 

“The words by Bishop Ken, 
“Set by Mr. Jeremiah Clarke, 

“ All praise to Thee my God this night 
For all bang seen of tn 4 Bs 

me wep me, Ki Ly 
take Thy own clmighty Wings. 

“ Forgive me, Lard, for Thy dear Son, 
The 1] that | this day have done, 
That with the worl!, myself and Thee, 
1, ere L sleep, at peace may te, 

™ Teach me to live, that I may dread 
The Grave as little as my bed; 
‘Teach me to die, so that | may 
Triamphing rise at the last day. 

“OO may my Soul om Thee re 
And with sweet sleep mine eyelid close, 
Slerp that may me more vig'rous make, 
To praise my Uod when I awake. 

“ When in the night I sleepless Ise, 
My sul with heav'nly thoughts supply; 
Let no ill dreams dietuel my reat, 
No pow'rs of darkness me p olest. 

* My dearcet Lord, how ams I griew’d 
Te lye #0 long or Thee berrar'd ! 
Doll sheep of sence me to deprive, 
Tam bot half my days alive, 

“ Bat thongh sleep o'er my weakness reigns, 
Let it ect bead me I in chaina, 
Het mow and then let loose my heart, 
Till it an Hallelujah dart ; 

KEN, THOMAS 

« The faster eleep the sence does 
‘The more unfetter'd Is the mind; 
Ob may my soel from matter free 
The unveti'd Goodness waking see. 

“Ob! when shall in endless day, 
For ever chase dark sleep away, 
And endless praise with th’ heavenly cbotr, 
Tacessant sing and never tire; 

“ You my best Guardians, whilst I sleep, 
Close to my bed your vigils keep, 
And in my stead all the night long 
Sing to my God a pratefal song. 

* Pratse God fram whean all blessings flow, 
Praise Him all creatures here bejow ; 
Praise Him above, the lick host, 
Praise Father, Son, and Holy Ghoet.” 

Tn com — text with that of 1695, 
the following differences are found :— 

St. fay b All pratee tary = op Bt, Glory. 
Se. Hi, 1's, so that that #0. 

» bv. Ld, prakse verre. 
&. vi, I, band 2 rewritten. 

» Ldamds transposed af 1 and 8. 
St. vil., Lb, weakness frailty, 

» L3, But now And now. 
St. vill. 1. 4, The Thy. 
St. x.) Lt, beet Guardians = = West Geardian. 

Setanta x. was also expanded in 1€95 into two the 
widition ef new rd abd 4th lines to et, x. the 
construction of st. xi. out of two new lines by 
lines 3 and dof 1683, 

The hywn was set by Clarke as a Cantata 
for a solo voice, with the Doxology as a chorus 
in four parte. 

5. We now submit the texts of the Morning, 
Evening, and Midnii 
in the 1685 and t 
Manual respectively :— 

hymns, a8 they appear 
1 or 708 editions the 

Awake my soul and with the san, [Mornéng.} 
The texts of 1695 and 1709 are subjoined in 
parallel columns for the purpose of comparison, 
the variations of 1709 being priuted in italios” 

; 1605, 
“A Morning Hymn, 

“ Awake my Soul, and with 
the Sun, 

Thy daily stage of Duty 
ran; 

Shake off dull Sloth, and 
Thee, 

Te Thy morning Sa- pey . iy 3 

“Redeem thy mis-epent 
time that's past, 
eer as tf “twere 

1" taprove thy Talent 
take due care, 

“Gainet the great Duy 
thy self prepare. 

“As all thy Converse be 
sincere, 

Thy Conscience as the 
Noon-day Gear; 

Think bow Allsceing 
God t 

Pe te “Ee 
Thoughts surveys. 

* Tettuenc’d by the Light 
divine, 

Let thy own Light In 
good Works shine: 

Refiect all Heaven's pro- 
pitious ways, 

In ardent love and chear- 

bear thy . 
Who all as hes un 

wearled sing, 
Glory to the Exermal 

King. 

178. 

* A Morning Hymn. 
“Awake, my Soul, and 

with the Sun, 
Thy daily Stage of duty 

Tun, 
Shake off dull Slosth, ard 
Joyful rise, 

To fay thy Morning Sa- 
erifice. 

“Thy preciows time mis- 
pert, 1. 

Buch tday thy last 
Esteem, 

Improve thy Talent with 
due Care, 

For the Great Day thy 
self prepare, 

“ Jn Conversation be sin- 

Keep Comcience a4 the 
ide clear. 

Think how All--accing 
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pe Se Foon my Like you may oo my rps Sy (ied attend. 

aM 
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ors Feu in God “ May 1 like you tm God 
~ “HR Selight, 

i 
hd God in 

Perform like you my 
Maker's Will 

i See, TMredot. 0 op Leevar store dail 
4) %pea fT w rey Qq Bp) >! 9 ings, to “Had 1 your Wings 
Soh ae “la: Heaven 1'd tly, 

ie ~~. Aefect ee that Defect | 

sates EEL eg oe 
ARS SS ate Siar ae 
eh Sere PY Who safe «All Praise to Thee, who 
Tansey safe hast ii 

a Mea, t.., pio ten me «And bast bd me 
whilst 1 skept, 

Grant, Lord, when I from. « 
z PS forse’ Death shall wake 
= a) =. ieee Light I may of ecrdlese Light 

Ry sto a partake. 

hal ¥ Mie, Wake, not “2 would not wake, nor 
Were aire ke vn Sridp re nlf 1 

Tiere se! An maven 
( Ang “0° Tt wonld distain, 
{ on jp Sige See Say Tete = Wese't set Them there to 

rs be "é, 
Beaw “on a_°™Ns to be And Win Hymne to be 
° . employ’ 
r tonver er Tae, ort, “Heav'n in, Dear Lord, 
bo ber “rt, where o'er thoa art, 
to? ‘yy tro me © never then from me 

2 Cm depart: 
“ oe ee 1 "4s Ru Fe No my Soul, ‘is Hell 

ae ie to be, 
2 am Thee, ™ Omen — But for one Moment reid 

Scag ew, 7 Vows of Thee. 
Gite < ay s, > Thee «Lord, my Vows to Thee mara te, Te ae ‘oe chao Ags 

x on. tr omy as 

iin she, S ay foraing Dem a 
ws 2 Guard my s 
Di 2 ah. a me ie wl, ‘ of Tyeats and ih, 

Sony And with thy elf my 
au day "Poy ee = Spirit Oi. 

= ” s . Thar” ete a ren 35 7am 

a 2 att Par Ren, oA I design, oF 0, oF 
Gay manele = #ay, 

= Prete,” ee ee, That all my Powers 
cry Sa Eh with al) their Might, 
Prager =may tn thy sole Glory may 

pite, 

wc, — Se Bom Prajne God from whom 
Prem ani a aE eens Pret plenings flow, 
fay Faagant i Lures Praise him all Creetures 

Among ma a 
word Oe the ee eavenly Hint 
the “id in 

= and Praise Father, Son, and 
Holy Ghost,” Bry ptt ee 

hong SSS made in 1709, the 
/ 

i — of Ty in at. 4. occurs in 

: i ee ae =, 1705 pron seeming 10 con- 

Air re 2 of Lord Selborne, referred 

Bert 
<x ae A slings itn 

bn SS 
= f the reading 

ie Hel ac “ine” 4  aanged ee ted with Ken 

wat Mag! mm — SDD have origin 

~ 
ler of two 

gig ce 
nat Thow, mad
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rr ti not oy Some 

SB 'Cipated by the Confire 

=. ym. some Inter editions 

sie, ' me after 1712 

= mh A os ereake, I wake.” 
=1i,, rs the belief that the 

Poesitly due to the pnatets, 

= a 

KEN, THOMAS td 
but as it is found not only in every edit #<>=2 *3P 
to 1712, including the revision of 1709, E>" % 2" 
the Conference of 1705, this seems lnparce Roem Bo Le. 
Lord Solbome adds,“ ‘I wake’ jn the =<>FR=O 
of bodily waking from natural sleep, woer Ba Bre 
out of place, after five wholv stanzashaca  B><s<? 
already spoken or sung,” but is it not rae Rae & 
response to the exhortation with whicE= tae 
ist and Sth stanzas commence? Afte: = sa<i- 
dressing in them his own Soul, the =% == acer 
suddenly exclaims, “I wake,” and thes ® == 2733s 
to the “ Heavenly Choir” with ax exypr ee ROD 

to | Of hope to be enabled to follow their exc == a> se 
of unceasing adoration of the Most Hige B=» — a 
this be so, it ix far ppore likely that the ream E Eaege 
“Awake " is due to some later editoror poo 2 fer 
who failed to catch the author's full mesa es = 22 gr- 

The various Morning Hynns by = <n 
which have appeared in the Appendiz i>» “EK sate 
and Brady's Version of the Palms, maa < am 
most hymnals published during the passe a2 50 
Years are compilations from this hymn, wer oe Bs, 
in many instances, slight alterations <>< tine 
text cither of 1695 or of that of 170&>~_ EE = 
some nuxlern hymnals the difficulty <>£ £ Bae 
length of the hymn is uvercome by diw aed & ea ge 
it inte two or more parts, 
All praise [Glory] to Thee, my God, this 22d ge Be e _ 

(Erening.] The texts of 6% and of 2 TV <p <> 
are a4 follows :— 

1695, 1708, 
An Beening Hymn “An Koning Nene oe 

“ 7 i » ALL Preise to - bar Sed thee my fied, gsecPat sae a. "si =a >" 

Fer all the F Seer <_ e 

Keep ae 0 keep me Pea 9 keep =_~<. 

ee ee 
mighty Wings mighty Wing. — 

Forgive me, Lord, for “ Forgive me, Lore. 

nes this day The i aan thie = Soke 

shan wah the word, my That sith ths Worle], wep 

I a eng peace 1 om Tue, ok ¥< a , ie be may be. 2 

* Teach me to live, that I “ “= _ lve, tia eee x= 
may dread — u 

The Grave sslitiieasmy Thetiravess little amon = 
Red, 1; 

Teach me to die, that ro Toitye, that thiswdle gee 

Berd Tine hb Rise Cer ion at tle 5 _ Triumpbing m the ine - = 
last Gay, ful day. “2 tes 

+O may my Sou) on thee “ O! may my Soul ore —g~ 
repose, 

And with sweet = 
ssa wine Eye-lids <1 =< 

Sleep, that may me —— - - 

Rae. 
Ant wih sweet sleep 

mnine Eye-lids close, 
z] hat may the tare = 

wee Tea <rg, vig'rour o, Vig'rous make, 
zee my Gud when | To serve my Geek ya 

sides y awake. ~<- =e 

Chen In the night | "When is the Nige» 
slew plese lye, sleepirss lie, li 1 

My Soul with Heavenly My Soul with ble eS 
thoughts supply, Thoughts sop prl-5- 4 =a > 
Let mo Il dreame die = Let no IM dremere ng 

tort my rest, torb my Hest, “Ba ‘ie 

No powrte of darkness No lowers of lar ke 
me molest, ine molest Tiere = 

+ Dull sleep of sense tse * Erol Sleep of Sema. 
ne deprives to deprive, = ss - 
1 am ‘ut half my daye 1 asn bue half ay -.- 

alive; ; aoe le od 
Th falthfal lovers, hy faithful T.5.- 

Purd. are gtlev'd Loe, ere arivy < “2 =. 

To lyr so bong of Thee 
berear il 

Tu bre so long of - 

betvae'd, Che 
© fo the original mleprinted “Naght 



620 EEN, THOMAS 

** But though sleep o'r “ But tho’ SI o'er 
frailty reigns, a4 fratity Heiges, ad 

Let & not bold me iong = Let it not bold me long 
tn chads 5 im Chains ; 

And now and then let And now snd then let 
loose my beart, lose usy Heart, 

Till it am Hallelaiah = Till & an Hallelujah 
dart. dart. 

* The faster sleep the sense “The faster Sleep the 
does Dind, Senses binds, 

matter free, 
Thy unvail'd Goodness 

waking see! 

“0 when shall [in endless 

For Tie chase dark sleep 
away, 

You my Biest Guardian, 
whilst 1 sleep, 

your Close te my 
Vigilis ki 

Divine Loewe inte me in- 
att 

op all the avenues of 

* Thought to thotight with 
my Soul comverse, 

Celestial Joys to me re- 
hearse, 

And in my stead all the 
hight lone, 

Sing to my Ged a grate- 
ful Somg. 

~ Praise God from whom 
ail blessings tow, 

Praise him all Creatures 

The more unfetter’d are 
our Minds, 

O may my Soul from 
tmatier free, 

Thy loveliness unclowd- 
ed see! 

“ Owhen shall [ in endless 

PL chase dark Sleep 
away, 

And y with the Su- 
prreal Choir, 

Incessant Sing, and never 
tyre! ‘ 

Ces . my Ade Vie 
i 

ne Love Angelica! inatill, 
ar ali the Avenges of 

“ May he Cortestial Joys ree 

Night long, 
Sing to my God 4 Grate- 

Tul Song. 

“Praise God from whom 
all Bh flow, 

Praise bins all Creatures 
bere below, 

8. A reference to the text given in Tarmonia 
Seera slhiowa that the change from “Glory” 
to * All praise” in |. 1. is only a resto: 
of the original reading; and without being 
aware of this fuct, Lord Selborne points out 
that the expression “ All praise” 4 retmark- 
ubly consistent with Ken's frequent use of it 
in other writings. The same alteration was 
made in 1709 in the Morning Hymn, st. 9,and 
in the Midnié Hymn, st. 7; while at the 
same time “Glory'’ in the Morning Hymn, 
st. ¥. L 4, is changed to “ High Praise.” 
As in the case of * A my soul,” this 

hymna _ been divided, subdivi: ¥ and re- 
arranged in a t many ways during the 
last 150 mn one form or another it 
will be found in moat hymnals pub. during 
that period. 

My God, now I from Sleep awake, [ Midw 
The texts of 1695 and 1709 are tenet 

1695, 170. 

“ A Midnight Hymn. “A Midnight Hymn. 
oe Lord, “ ae ee nteeer My Ges new 5 from oy 

The sole possession of The sole Possession of 
ine take, me take, 

Lat po vain fancy me From Midnight Terrovs 
illude, me wewre, 

Ne one impure desire And guard my Heart 
intrude. Jrom Thoughts impwre. 

 Blest Angele! while we “ Bese’d Angels! while 
silent Ire, we silent tye, 

You Halletulahs sing on "a Sing on 
i bigh, 

KEN, THOMAS 

You, ever wakeful near 
the Throne, the 

Three in One. 

* | now awake do with you 

“My Soul when I shake 
off this dust, 

Lord, im thy Arve I will 
entrust 5 

Omake me thy peculiar 
care, 

Some heav'nly Mansion 
me prepare. 

“Give mea place at 
Saints feet, = 

Or some fall'n Angel's 
Vacant @fal ; 

I'll strive to sing as loud 
ne they, 
Whesit above in brighter 

day. 

“O may | always ready 
stand, 

Whbh my Lamp burning 
in my band, 

May L in sight of Heav’n 

When ere I hear the 
Beidegroom’s voice. 

“Glory to Thee In light 

Who light thy dwelling 
bast meade, 

As Gomense Ocean of 
it beams, 

Basal ae Alb-glortous 
(rodhead streaus, 

“ The Sun, in its Meridian 

Is very darkness ip thy 
eight: 

My Seoul, O lighten, and 
en! 

With Thought and Love 
of thy great Name. 

“Mest Jesu, Thou on 
Heav's intent, 

Whole nights ‘hast in 
Devotion t, 

But 1, frail Creature, 
soon am tir'd, 

And all my Zeal is soon 
expir'd. 

* My Soul, bow canst Thou 
weary w, 

or “Atvedating Heav’n 
below, 

to sacred Hymns, and 
Diviee Love, 

Which will eternal be 
abuve? 

“ie Fd me Lord, new 

Fresh ardours kindle in 
my heart; 

One ray of thy All. 
nickning light 

Dig the sloth amt 
ucts of aight. 

“Lord, lest the tempter 
te surprize, 

Watch over thine own 

And make my very 
dreama devout. 

© Praise God from whora 
all bless flow, 

Praise him all Creatares 
bere Lelew, 

Tou oy be Hymn the 
ever Slees'd, 

Before the Throne and 
never rest. 

 Lwith your Choir Cole. 
tial yoyn, 

mn ofcing up a Hyman 
Invine 

With you in Heaven I 
to dwell, 

And bit the N: and 
World farewell ; 

“My Soul, when I shake 
off this Dust, 

Lord, in thy Arms 1 will 
o mie T 

male me peculiar 
Care, d 

Some Manrion my 
Soul prepare. ~ 

“Give me so place at dy 
Saints’ Feet, 

Or some fallen Angel's 
Wacant Seat; 

T'll strive to sing as loud 
as they, 

Who st above in brighter 
Day. 

“O may I always ready 

With my Lamp boraing 
in my Mand; 

May | jn sight of Heav'n 

When e'er [ hear the 
Bridegrocen's Votce, 

bi - A pear 4. thee la 

Whe = oe thy dwelling 
place made. 

A teundicss Ocean of 

From thy All-glortous 
God-head Streams. 

“ The Sun io its Meridian 
eat, 

Is vary darkness tn Thy 
t 

as | Soul, O lighten and 
ra 

Whh T and Love 
of thy Great Name. 

“ Bless"d Jeena, Thes on 

“ My Soul how canst thou 
weary grow, 

of antedating Bliva be 
low , 

In Sacred H apt 
Heaw nly Lo 

above, 

” eg 7-4 on me, Lord, mew 
\nypart. 

Fresh A rs Kinde im 
Heart ; 

One Ray of thy All- 
quick"ning it, 

Dispelis the sioth emt 
€ of Night. 

“Lord, lest the Tempter 
ue surprine, 

Watch over thie osm 
Sacrifice ; 

At Inowe, all idle 
Oghta cast owt, 

And make my very 
dreauss eetoee, 

” Praise God, from whem 
all Blessings flow, 

Praise him all Creatures 
bere we 
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Heavenly Host, 
Praise Father, Soo, and 

Holy Ghost.” 
and Evening Hymna, thin 
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x ia found in one form or 

SqOst byninals published during the 
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Us centos from these hymns 
- U. in English-speaking coun- 

*© Morning Hymn, 
te, 0? Thee Who safe hast kept. 
“TY oul. anit with the ean, 

w Who sife hast kept. 
wy YEke, ye heavenly ctxdre. 

“~ ray Wake nor rise again. 
t LUM wp thyself, my bear. 
he Erening Hymn, 
“eo Thee, my (iod, this night, 

. So) Tay God, this night. 

=, he Midnight Hyman. 
‘ . ' Thee in light array". 

we Oe 1h Light array'd. 
ey UY sleep doth we forsake. 

ae '™ (when) 1 from sleep awake. 
t Ag uz list of editions of the Manual 

‘ 1712 inclusive, and the libraries 
by. 2)2 Bre to be found, was kindly 

e Ske late Mr. G. W. Napier :— 
or Witiah Mose), 16T&, 2. Af. and Bode 

: 1679, Nod,; 1661, A. M5 16HT, 
with Iishop Kem's mame}; 1482, 
> 5 .eus, Bod, (the Best ed, con- 

) 1687, B. 7 1700, B. MW; 
= leo. Bod. and Nap. ; 1752, 

e put 
7 

th. 
-V Viagrte ay. 

Ot escaped the not unusual 
Srx;, in connection with his 

Charges of this kind bave 
« t» time, the natare and 

tim 
“Ve will endeavour to sum- 

ares = (1) he borrowed from Sir 
© 2) he did the sume — 

roe *, 3) he did neither, but 
ig Latin. 

In 1643 Sir Th Bro’ eee eee aes 
“—.;' -$12) gave the following hymn 

=> 
= ~~“ bb =—, @fch Adam died before his mar- 
rae =, By we live a middle and mouderat- 

ee Fait death. In fine, we Ikke death, 
Sti E<Xbout my prayers, aril an half 

2<3 take my farewell iv a colloquy | 
= <EEe, Uke Ley day 
= » C Ciel, away, 
wan Back asthe night, 

Brey rt Of thy light. 
=. tlio ; fur to me 

Hot the day, but Thee. 
ture cannot sleep, = == = 22 an 

pape Sy ee tee Ei rat foes, 7, wa 

They —— Rs ey CPt while mine close. 
Awe! —> bh ak, a == x, oad prefest, 

day as =0hy‘s tem bieet, 
dry) ie == 5 > my STS anon 

by = on, ovat agbt, 

SS h 
Beet Pra ee WP)” Figour run 
Any =~. =r, th, imife san. 
SS = Bag? mane me BY 

7. — ~~» fs to die 

—=_=_ en my bead 
ee Tre my be 

=". = 1, At God, let me 
gt with Thee 

wee benold I ble 
ke or die 

| aotred this suggestion Is pearer the truth than any «ot By 

“a 2 i KEN, THOMAS a 
These are my drowsy days; 
T do not wake to steers ‘aaats : iia 
© come that hour, when I shall never 
Sleep again, but wake for ever ! : a 

“This ts the durmitive J take to bedward ; = rece 
fandanum thay ¢ s his 10 take mee aleve > 

which I close mine eyes in security, nent io oe OT 
leave of tw sun ated sheep) unto the teeurrectioza. ~~ 

Phe poet James Montgumery drew attentiaors ea» the 
striking similarity of though: and miele of «x 5> ee see tor 
tetwees this hymn ant the Evening Hymn by7 2S <2 ~ bh 
hike Sedect (Mrut duthors, 127 fils hes aloo Re<rem 

done Bey Sufes and Queries, duringes & 2a <> ~aant 
twenty rewrs ane always in the best spdedt . Beat 
the similarity pot J out bw Montgomery «foc <= ~~ tet 

le very vlear: but tu» ney that Ken defihera te: 2 = we tate 
Browne's work ®u une with any a usintence wit “ = orowt«“ 
end profuand thinkers would wenture to aftien E*«<>seas i Pely 

sect. 3 below may de semnetling wwanls sol~ & 22 gol fhe 
aimculty, ' 

(3) 7. ¢Fateon, nhs ian Sngaw, = acraamll 
evo, 1676, be hax the following 

“Hysy ros rik Momsrxe. 
* Awake my soul, awake mine eyes! 
Awake tay drowey fecultios ! 
Awake aid see the newborm Ught 
Spting ruin the darkeane ecmbof night FF 
Dok Uy) and see the unwearted sun © 
Already lias his race tegen 
The pretty lark is mounted bigh, 
And sings her matine in the sky 
Aria: iny seul! and then, my wolce, 
In songs of praise earty rejulie 
O great Creator! Heavenly King ! 
Thy praises tet me ever sing 
any power has made, thy ee kept 
This fenvelers bealy whi slept, 
Yet one dey more bast given me 
Frou all the powers of darkness [ree ; 
0 Lect my beart from sin secure, 
My iife unbdlameabie and pare, 
‘That when the last of all muy days is come, 
Cheerful and feartess | may wait my dooan _ ~~ 

In Notes and Queries, Sod Sx. DH, Mr. WoT. ire e> Ze <a 
suggets that this is the origin of Ken's Murning 27 epee oo 

Tt Es impamsible to say that Ken mever saw Flaten oe ee gee 
byTat, Wut certainly Hf le had he made very Uitte <f & wee 
um af tt The subject is the sume. anda few Ox gy e-eee —=— 
sions arr almost Sdentical; but the mode of ireatrene= =e = 
aiid the burden of the thought are essentially diffe e —== € 
sucle «ie Sy ae Gee exlet in the two hymns ss a 

tw men king at and writing abwat the same tiiee ge gp = 
the same plows aed thankful -pirit, rather than omae wee —_ oo 
enpy lng Trev aie thet 

(3) ParapAross from the Latin, A writer in sve fe 
and Queries, Und BH, sik S27, maye  Bishoge ee ~ 

Hymns. These are certainty nut original cmmpom$t f< sae ——— 
lhey are pataplirascs, amd very beautifulonm, of € By e-—. 
wuble hymns tn the Homan freriary, “ Awalee, — - 

moal,"* in * A sulle ort * Glory to Thee’ Pe las<- _ 
ane termivem.” The Midnight Hymnt hat a siewe 4 » = 
veigio, hat | forpet the Latin 8.0," This ides of « T ee < re = 

uriiie of the hymns le also set Gerth by Ur. Grenb aaa 
hie edition of Trywr Neligio Medued, 1681, ps. ee ys » 
" apary thie Browne's bymen) with the beautify: Pe ~ 
woil night Rerning Hymn of Bishop Kets; unct = 2. te 
agits with weveral of the Mymni Boclestoe (Cant. Ma ow ee 
mantis 182% ate 1945), eapeclally that beginning, =< “Dee, 
vator mundl, Domine,” with which Ken a» 
both Wykelatiists, toast have teen famiilar 

sot even frote this point of view itis toe much tc, 

the three Lymns paraphrases, The mime 
seit of them i that the Latin Lyruun referrelte ges 
and poraibly did, suggest them, but only a @ te ae 
Holy Scriptere suggests a sermon. 

8. The title of Bp. Ken's hymns on 
Festivule of the Church, published 
humously in 1721, is > Hye. for all the Peete z= 
of the Year. They were republishes 2 oe 
ine an: Bishop Ken's Christian Yeas —"—>— 
Alymna and Poems for the Holy Daye ate — 
Feativals of the Church, Loncdl., 1868. Fro <= 

| this work the following centos have come jy, ms 

‘og, Us —_ 
1. All humnen éuccours how are Bowen. Virilgry, 

the Sick, a eae 
2. I bad one only thing todo, A New Creature, 
3% O purify my soul from stale, loth & tes 

Trinity, vt A Prager for Purity, 

ttn ec 
Pose 



622 KENNEDY, BENJAMIN H. KENNEDY, BENJAMIN li. 
Pik a, when near the appointed hour. oly} 41. M. Godumy God, to Thee T ey, Akt way tax, 

Ll . 'y ‘*. BPI. 

$. Unetion the Christian name mplics, Confirmation. 42. My heart ts fain, O God, my bestt. Ps, enti. 

(2. 4. &) My Socteer tome ete lon An 
Ke: + Benjamin Hall, pv, » of} 4. My Shepherd te the Loed, necare. Ps, xxiii, 

the Rev. Rann Kennedy, sometime Incumbent | 44- oy tran is tay Thay ely Nope. Pe teat. of St. Paul's, Birmingham, and editor of A| $j: NJ, je'eney. met ieee ae, wan 
Church of England Psalm-Book, &c., 1821] 49) Not in thy fury, Lord, repeate. Pa, neawili, 
(12th ed. 1848), was b, at Summer Hill, near | 60. O grant us, Giod of lure, “Px. lari. 
Uirmingham, Nov. 6, 1804, and educated at | §!- 0 God, be mercifal tome Px ti. 
King Edward's School, Birmingham; Shrews-| a3 9 God, subdue the power of ta, Ps, vil. 
bury Svhool; and St. John’s » Cam} 64. O Lond, in Thine [ml at 
bridge, He graduated pa. in 1827 (Firat | 9. © Lord our King, how fame. Ps, vii, Class Classionl ‘Tripos and First Claneellor's| $7: 9 hank ia of my | 
Medallist). He was Fellow of his College Pe. cle 
1828-36; Head Master of Shrewsbury School, | 58. O rejoice, ye righteows, inthe Lees, Pe. razili. 
1836-66; and us Profesaur of Grok in| {i (if. ae to scatter kim fray 
the University of Cambridge and Canon of | §1! Pris. 0 my eal the tee el ait esi 
Ely , 1867. Dr. ee ee —— 2. Prales, 1 may onul-Ahe leeds bow me Pace. 
in 1829, and was for ene time Prebendary in r= . Sur carer. Lichfield Cathedral and Rector of West Pel- a. fue Be Kant or iawn, lg 
ton, Sulop, He was clected Hon. Fellow of | ¢4. Praise the Lord, His j raise. Pa, calei, 
St. John’s College, Cambridze, in 1880. Be-| 67. Praise ye the Lord, all nations, Pe. ceri. 
sides his Publie School Latin Grammar, Pa-| $9: Prase Te the Lad fete: Et cenit 
laestra Latina, Palaestra Stili Latini, &e.,| 30, praised te the Lard, my Hock of mgt. Ps_cst hia editions of somo of the Classics, and | 1. Save me, O God, the dangeroas, hc. 2s, Leas 
University Sermons, Dr, Kennedy pab, the | 12. Save mo through Thy nawe, © Col. Fe. lie, following : TS, Seek we Jebowah's house, they Po. casi oOwlg — 74, Sing a pew song unto the Lord, Ps. evi, (1) The Pralter, or the Psalms of David, in toh 76. Sing the Leva, 70 gona of heaven, Js. xix, Verse, Ay a Memter of the University of 76, Sing umto the wh minh. Pi. 1s68 (2) Hymnologia Christans, or Pyaime & Hymns | 11, Take maa, O Lord, of all my fears.” Ps, tei. Fond d' aad A in the Order of the Christian 74, The heavens declare Thy wondrous fare, 
Seasons (quoted in Dictionary as weedy), 1943, a anon ~ 

wens, O Get, lory tell, Ps. i. From these two works many panlins and | 6. The king. ond, with Cte ah oak - 
hymns have passed into other collections. | 1. The life of man tr lke the gran,” P's oti. 

¢ following versions of the Psalms first} *?- _ ont ja ier — Sy. Fe. mz. appeared in The Pealter, 1460, und agnin in} 54° There bene Gadi Soh the hae ee ot the Hymao, Christ. 1863. In many Instances | 4s all my secret ways. J's. ¢ 
they have undergowe considerable alteration 

a3. 
a4 

» Thou searchest 
46, To Thee L call, O Lord, be wwitt Ps. exly in the latter work, and tl of great length 87. "Twas dream-like, when the Lord's decr: 

are broken into parte :— 88, 
we. 
0. 

1, All ye Pryple. come and clap, Ac, Pe, zleii. 
2 Arise, 0 Lord, with healing rod. Ps. 2. 
3. As pants the bind for cooling streams, J's, alii, PL. We nat and wept by Babel's Stream, Fs 4, An Thy metvy lasts forever. 24, ciz, $2. When Isracl came from “* strand $. De merciful ws me, OGod. fs, fedi. . When La the aste. ss. 7 
6, Re Thou my Inder, and [will etrive, Ps, axed +4. Who rules hia life by God's bees. Ps 
7. oy ye the Lard, His solemn praise record. + } 1 dn Peg has made. 7° “8. ceexiv. weary brougtit Low. F's. lei 8. Bow down Thine ear, and hearmyery, Pe.lezred.| 97. With my whole heart I will praise . 
9. Come, ye children, list to me. 2's. revive. exrrerit, 

10, Ever, O my God and Ki Ps, cate, 98. Within Thy taternacle, Lord. ges. 5, 11. Ever wilt [ hess the Le Ps, zrriv. 99, Yo Judges of the earth, the still. Ps. 
12, Every king shall bow before Him. 2°. lewié. ii. The followi 
13. Full of my chafing thoughts, ke. Ps. exit u. The following alsa ay xe 14. God, avert the deadly blow, Ms, iz. Pealter, 1840, and im in ym 15, (lee, in Judah's bomes is known. "Ps, lexet. 1868, mostly altered” and ba 16. God of my righteowsnen, fs. te. corresponding Psalms by G sed 17, Hear Toon my prayer, O Lard. Ps. extiit. bponciing ¥ George Be 18. Help as, O Lan the decay. Ps, xii, pe. in his Paraphrase upon the 19%. noe lest ore they bo ee, kee. Ps. oes, : vid, 1636 :— : 
2), How blest the man, who fears te stray, #4. 
21. How blest the taan whose errors, ke, Ps, exit, 10. ies poly ply Teercles We 22, How good it is to praine the Lard, Pe. zed. 102. 1 walted for a gentle te ce fering ft a3. a ues art ollent, al ie ne rm. mau 109. Lerael of God. Gheiee 7. c 
24. How forgetton, Lor . Pa, ziti, : wu ‘aA 
25. How long wilt Thou conessl Cog face, ft. lezaiz. 104. Who in the Lond securely lnmy . 26. [lift mine eyes unto the hills, Ps. exes, ill, To the Rev. AL ap Re 27. D love the Lond, for He is nigh. #5, omni. Hymns, 1851, Dr. Kernryesch Iss 24. [muse upon Thine ancient praise. Ps, Lezvii, limited extent { YY «as 2. I praise Thee, Lard, who o'er my foes. 2s. zag, | mite? extent In pre oem rd ge hie ae: } trod wee poth of Hite nr strangth. Pe. cit. In his pee pe he say sa, P. vila 
1, In trosble to the Lant TE prare: "S, CEB, ine nd oceasio z be 33, Jeborah reigna, arrayed in light. Pe, zciid. sdesaeh tu ane follow, his we 3% Judge me, O Gut; maintain my cause, #4. 2liii, 45 i} W. 8 wins Pan M. Lond, bear my prayer, and let my cry. fs, ett. » 16, 50, 81, 85,90, IO, 1a 35. Lord, I aim not tip eninded. 24. exexi. the following, someti tmaeas re 2. ian I WA my - te Thee. Po sue. ; the 1860 text, wores ae with 

37, Lond, my ery to Thee ¥, revit, e en i 
a4, Lord, swe me Brom the foeman’s wrath, 2s. ext, | Christ., 1863 :— : 39, Lord, pet wilt guard with feithfel love, Pe. 106. So et sue i a terce oar rrreii. 106, w! = a 40, Lord, love and truth I . Pa, et, 1oT, Not vain, O aust « . ‘Thy loving 
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i 12. xyay or boat 

2 Gh} aa oy *, §OY soul cries out. Ps, Iemaie, 
Ee ti Hie scrvicn wale. Pa. onldl *y ban WwW Beate Lord wi eden f & B™ Arth a th exultation, Pe cei, 

h My Ky > Say AM Ol that it contains. Pa. erie, 
Yn Fee Ne Ott Jehovah maid. Pr. cz, 
ry sol = tne Sa: “© heathen rage. Ps. ti, 
ayt. 7. &)“ennedy is sa, edy also contributed to his 
he By. ee Piet. (S83, the following original 
Ale. EF Sach 
2 } BAe Teer reek Is (past and I, Sudwrday Frening. 
2D. Phat Bee US TOr of tite and light. Prinity. 
1szu_ rity te, ot \ight, and wants supplied. Aprening. 

1 Sy Seg? Leg (Oh | live and move. Aveniag. 
Be TA Ft the love in usatound, Passion Week. 
los: ie hey “'l bower and might. Ascension. 
i ay 1 OPS Thon ver lips, General. 
Bree AAT aS Bath power to give Master, 

: Wwe Se eat Neary. Jone T ie teat, 
r “Sey is born a € a & stmds, 

BA... , tb dan gS ot of Thee worklly geod. WAttauntide, 
rama thy ‘he carcless warld is steeping. Adrent. 

e x 
ea, os following additional versions of 

des 

ae 2 he “Td is King, He relgnsom high. 2%. acid, 

> bal * 
Wis. or 

lugesig Pests tuund us gather, /¢. ener. 

X a noe the foreguing the Hymno. Christ. 
*2 theres translations from the Ger- 

i "of hymns by other writers, rer- 

op," ty,‘ dividual Pealms, and additional 
> Fray wns by Dr. Kennedy, many of 

at ;, PResed into other collections, and ae 

+t <a * af annotated in this work under tae TT} Fen. ,- Nin 

oy Ut eUtia;y ve first Jines Altogether hia 

MS PP mcg ite 0. Asa popular Pil. re ‘* £2,., weiter of 136i S Pp 
ant S or ue, * 2trmo. Christ. bas Gs 

hy, Mor, YO 28 to thy Hynne. Christ. number 
> OF Aaundr, embrace two thirds, od, ut 

nm a 
Perg, Sans Bate storehouse to which com- 

ent van tia as “S. 2 

Peiepttie ap, 1 76ey 7 Was b. at Bideford, Devon- 17EG i 
De i > "xd d. Nov. 15, 1813. Asa 

the ete his opportunities for nc- bd » 

For * F feed Pod es oe — Seation and polish necessary 
Ex Ea of refined verse were natu- 

ee, ra 4 "*Fax Eps liymns are strongly worded, 
re simple, and intensely Cal- 

on « sme =<. = published in Samuel 
Ang <2 72, 1799. The lat ed. of his 
ee +” Bae <a. TF Sai Gospel Hymns, was pub. 

ilrini wg “Rey 2 Oni cd,, with * The Author's 
\ ere, 264 hymns, 15 longer —— 

ed ting fam = a 4 by hi 
=, =-— , his Son in 1861. The 

uf coe = -_ Ra ting’ 0 prominent in his 
La ft 0 ee Me we ted their use w a limited 

~ =~ “fions, The greatest tse made 
= = Sry, dag La has been by 

me © 2D. 6. i. Bk, 1868) ond 
2 tin ae BY G. & G., 1872). In the 

= x 
{ =n EB . 7 hae Mite of yomier ebolr (441) 

a ER AEE dates in: brackets imicate 
= ay '<ation:— 

=a 4 ection, ee ethity began (1841). Bertin, 
te Seg 1 ChE tines began (1903). 
‘nS = Mar song (103) Christ the rin« 

—__ 
-~ ~ AY Fh - = 2 rel ring in «weet acoonl (1403) 

Tiny 

__ = — 
= a *Sdom, we are told (1803). 

ing Lowe. Ser ind (1808). Say Bird — ‘a et 

= 803), Pree = ts nelf-moving cause (! 

Mee of Jesus (1841), The Pre- 

Prden, 

cad bought boat above (1*60). | 

KETHE, WILLIAM 2s 
- i 9 is 

12. Salvation Dy grace, bow charming the sore © 2s0°) 
Frere, 

=oOs). 13. Sared from the damn ng power of wise a i 1 

14. Soneof Ged, In tribelation (L401) Agee oe Pee 
16. Sems of peace, redeemed ty blood itcs >- = 

friday. ¥ 3Frer- 
iH. Sovereign grace o'er sin abounding (1a27 > - 

mg hg Yy ar A outer 
7. the Church trivmepbant singing (isos >. é % 

ns 15. "Twan not tu tuake Jehovah's love ( 1SOr8 > - FP iec 
tom, - 

19, "Twas with an everlasting love (1803), Leena fon. 
on What cheering words are these (1403). Sea Te ae tre 

21, With David's Lord, and ours (1403), FA See ecine 
Covenant. C 

Kern, Christian Gottlob, was B>. -¥ an. 
13, 1792, at Sdlmatetten, near Heide x2 Ba @tm, 
Wirttemberg, where his father was g > emes for. 
After the completion of bis theological «= t( w2<2 ies 
at Tabingen he was for two years ome Ee ee tzant 
e an at Plochingen. In 1817 ho Bo«><> ee wre 
Theological Tutor (repetent, at Tabingree=-2a, im 
1820 Second Pastor cperg l at Kosi gz B-e «= # rm, 
and, in 1824, Preacher and Professor s= & the 
Clergy School of Scldnuttal, He final y- Bre- 
came, in 1829, Postorof Dirrmenz-Miih 3 ea <> Be «>2-, 
near Pforzheim, and d. there Aug 2, . a s+. % 
Koeh, vii. 210; Allg. Dewteche Biog.. xw, €5 2352 y. 
is hymns appeared ooetly in Kraam go> gp >* ay 

Christoterpe. One has been tr, viz. :—~ 
Wie kénnt ich sein vergessen, fly Comsee om =< oe. 

This Beautiful Byeon wee Ist pub. in Knapp's "Ae oe oe ee 
sree 1437, p. 192. in S at, of & 1, bem a. a ck 
Celebration of Holy Communton.” [neludel in K ee oe ==> = 
Br. L. 5, 1437, No. 966 (isis, No 948) the WO ae @ = eee 
berg G. B., 1842, and others, Dr. Schaff.in bis Laeee 2 26 <— Pe ome 
G. H., iNT4, No. 171, gives t fom aus, copy wu se ee Ee —_—<I 
by the daughter of the auther, and mays it wan wer = tem nm 
in 1420, 2 
Oh how could I Him! A full and very gresene 

by Miss Winkworth, in ber Lyra ¢ier., Ind Ser.) ne 
. 10k; and thence Im Reha. CArist in Song, tas epee “Fe 
2. Abridged in ber C. for Begland, 1803; tre peg EP - 

Song, iséu- im the Cis Hymnat, N. ¥.. te? oc, =ext 
others. Atiother tr, ia, “Will bot my memory trees see = cos =< 
in J. D. Burns's Memotr & Nemains, 1468, p. 271 _ - 

othe, William by Thos Kethe, > is sm yr < 
Warten in his Hist. of Eng. Poetry, an<d ge? 
John Strype in his Aunals of the Reformese ¢ o- 
to bave been a Scoteman. Where hes 

born, or whether he held any prfetmerza q@ <<" 
England in the time of Edwarl VI. we 3 a on, au 
been unable to ag In the Bete. b~ the 
cours the troubles begonne at Frane, 
1575, wi mentioned ain exile at Pray Sh 
in 155-1, at Genova in 1557; as being ser, £ 
a mission to the exiles in Basel, Straws bs wy 51 
&e., in 1558; and as returning with gy. © 2=, 
answers to Geneva in 1559, Whether hes 
one of those left behind in 1550 to ‘* yy a 
the bible, and the psalmes bothe in mae, o =F < 
and prose,” does not appear, The Dye ei te-r 
further mentions him as being with the + > 
of Warwick and the Queen's forces at bo ee ae | 
haven [Havre] in 1503, and in the horey, ~~ YS-- 
1569, John Hutchins in his County hissy @ 
of Dorset, 1774, vol. ii, p, 816, says thaag ~ —2-y 
was instituted in 1561 ns Rector of (ps z 
Okeford, near Blandfon!. But a4 there y- * * <= 
two Reetors and only one church, leay,, “72 
atwence might easily be extended, His Pe <~>Fft 
nection with Okefond scema to have ong. =~ z 
by death or otherwise about 1594. me 

Date StS Lit Std Nace = — onl, whe very ie es 
pene seed that the Wanlnen ate cere ie Sees - 
begin with 1652-55, that the cupies Repe en Binge 

<> 24, 
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date only from 1753 (the earlier having protably perished 
in the great fire there in 1721)},that no will can be found 
in the district Probate Court, and that no monument or 
tablet is now to be found at Childe Okefort, 
By s communication to me frei the [tocesan Registrar 

of Hristol, it appears that ing aa pees to contain 
a list of Presentations depoeited in ¢ Coart, 

o presented in 1565 by Heary 
Capel, the Patron of Childe Okeford Jnferior. In the 
istd ed. of Hutchins, vol. 1, pp. 355-6, William Wat- 
Kineon is said to have been presented to this molety by 
Arthur Capel in 1593. 

Twenty-five Pralm versions by Kethe are included in 
the “ngl-emean Psalter of 1961, vit, Me. 27, 34, 47, 
64, 58, G2, 70, 85, HA, 90, 91, 94, 100, TOL, 104, 107, 111, 
112, 113, 122, 128, 196, 134, 198, 142—the whole of which 
were adopted in the Scottish Pralter of 1564-65. 
nine, via, Ps. 104, 207, 111, 112, 113, 129, 185, 128, 144, 
were included in the Bagtish Pealter of 1562; Ps. 100 
being however added in 1345 (see first lines of the reet 
wnder i. $ 2). Being mostly in 
peculiar metres, only one, Ps. 100, wae transferred to the 
Seottish Psalter of 1600. The version of Ps. 104. +* My 
soul, praise the hast, ele & greatly altered form, 
in some modern Ly hey le 

. a Scotch divine, no unready thy- 
mer,” says he had seen & moralisation of sonse of Ovid 
by him, and also mentions verses by bim prefixed to a 
pny let by Ch Goodman, printed st Geneva 
te 1958; a version of 93 added to hoox's Appellation 
to the Scottiel Te! also printed at Geneva in 1548; 
and an . Tyre the mare Toan-boy"" A 

hed before the Seasions at Blandfoml on 
Jam. 17, 18T1, wae by John Daye in 157) (preface 
dated Childe Oke! Jan, 2%, 1577), and dedicated to 
Ambrose Earl of Warwick. See « as he 
fp 8-11. [J. M.J 

Key, Francis Scott, was b. in Frederick 
County, Maryland. 1779, and educated at St. 
John’s College, Annapolis. He ised ag 
a lawyer in Washington, District of Columbia, 
and was the United States District Attorney 
there till his death on Jan, 11, 1845. His 
poetical pieces, which were printed in various 
works, were collected and pub. in N. Y. as 
Poems in 1857. His hymns in C. U. include:— 

1. Befere the Lord we bow, National Thants- 
giving. This Thanksgiving hymn for the 4th 
Jaly was pub, in 1832, and was probably written 
for the celebration of that year. It is in ase in 
G. Britain and America, 

@. If life's —— a thee. The 
heart for God only. Appeared in The Christian 
Lyre, 1830, 

3, Faith ia the Christian's evidence, Fisith, 
4. Lord, with glowing heart I'll praise Ther. 

Praise for Pardon and Peace, Pub. in Dr, 
Miihlenberg’s Cinrch Poetry, 1823, the Prayer 
FA, Coll., 1826, &c, ; and altered as “ Lord, with 
fercor I would praise Thee,” in the Unitarian 
Hiys, for the Church of Christ, Boston, 1855, In 
the Oberlin, Ohio, Manual of Praise, 1880, it be- 
gins with at. li, * Praise, my soul, the God that 
sought thee.” 

Of these hymna Noe. 1, 2, and 4 are in the 
Sac, Americana, 1868, together with the 

following -— 
‘ 0. Beboti the grant the King of kings, Au things 
i" , 

6. My God, my Father, may I dare. (od, the Father, 
1, trou! ware on wave, assail'd, Ayfltacy of 

yer. 

F. 8. Key was also the authorof * The Star 
Spangled Banner” (1814). For original text 
of his pieces seo the Poema, 1857. iz M. B.) 

Keymann, Christian. [Keimans, 0.) 

Kiel, Tobias, was b. Oct. 29, 1584, at 

Ballathdt near Gotha. After completing his 

theological studies at Jena, he became in 1606 
Schoolmaster ot Balistadt, and in 1613 Pastor 

KING, ELIZABETH 

at Eschenbergen. He was then, in 1627, 
inted Pastor at Ballstiidt, and d. there atx 

ays after bis settlement, (Briickner's Kir- 
chen und Schulenstact des Hi ama Gotha, 
1753, iL, pt. xii. p. 18; Hi, pt. viii. p, 12, &e.) 
In 1721 some 60 of his hymne were extant in 
ms. The only one tr. into English is 
Herr Gott, nun schleuss dem Himmel auf. Por the 
wg. In J. M. Altenburg’s Airchen- wnd Hawage- 

inge, Exfart, 1620, No, 6, io 2 @t., ewtitled “Cm the 
Festival of the Puri of =" and im the Une, 
L. 8, 1851, No. #18, Tr, aa tL God, now open white 
Thy beaven,” by dfias Winkworth, 1654, p. i. M) 

Killinghall, John. The date of his birth 
is unknown. He was admitted pastor of « 
congregation at Beccles, Suffolk, Oct, 13, 
1697, Through some indiseretion of conduct 
he retired from the non atime. Sub- 
sequently, about 1702, he mo tho pastor 
of the Congregational Church, Southwark, 
then meeting in Deadman's Place (the Church 
of ee Fathers), He d. Jan. 1740, 
His risineuded in the Brief Records 
of the = gr? — = aren. 1838, 
y 8, W. Rix. (Miller's Singers & Songs, 

1469, p. 156.) His hymn :— is 
In all my troubles, chesp Joy © iction 

appeared the Life of ih cepted ant recom 
mended in a Letter found im the Study the Ree. 
Joreph Melcher, late af Dedham, in New mad, cince 
Ais trecease, An Anmuer ta this qucation, * How fo lire 
im this World eo ae to live in wen Fr’ | The which is 

a few Verses by the late Rew. Aillinghall, upon 
it. Lowdom, 2741. It is in Sat, of 4 1, 

and is found in modern bymn-books In the following 
fortes —(t) “In all my troubles, sharp and "in 
Reed's #. Bb, 1842, and others; (2) “ In every trouble, 
sharp and stromg,” in several collections, tncladimg the 
pa ary aH. Fk, een! ory and ug ty In eres? 

the dencteary, N.Y. 1866, &c, In several Od abet alter 
collections this hymn is attributed to * woes fH Be 

Kimball, Harriet McEwan, a native 
and resident of Portamouth, Newhaven, is 
the author of Hymns, Boston, 1866; Swallow 
_ ts of Song, 1874, &. Her hymns in- 

le — 
1. At times on Tabor's height. Fuith and Joy. 

2, Dear Lord, to Thee alone. Lent. 
3. Tt is am easy thing to say, 3 /Tuenble Service. 

4. We have no tears Thou wilt not dry. A ic- 
tim. Appeared in the Poets of Portsmouth, 
1864, and the Unitarian Hys. HA the Spirit, 1804, 
and others, In Miss Kimball's Hymns, 1866, 
this hymn begins with st. lii, of “ Jesus the 
Ladder of my faith.” 

Several of Mise Kimball's poems were in- 
cluded in Baynes’s JUustrated Book On 

(F. M. BJ 

we know pot. 

Poetry, 8. D. 

Kindred in Christ, for His dear 
sake. J. Newton. [Welcome to Christian 
Friends.) Pub. in the Olney H; 1779, 
Bk. ii., No. 70, in 6 st, of 4 L, and headed, “A 
Welcome to Christian Friends.” It ia in 
C. U. in its originel form, and also as: 
(1) “Kindred in Christ, to us ‘tis given,’ 
adapted for Union and Home epee | 
Meetings; and (2) “May He by Whose kin 
care we meet,” also suitable for similar gather- 

ings. (J. J.) 
King, Catherine, [Pennefather, 0,] 

King, Elizabeth. (Mills, Elizabeth.) 
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LY boty ependent academ in Lon- aa xs 1 vt varlous bytame te the tania * <erci to 

we Nagites! co Pustor of the snclent Con- mor ae, camera et sel enor. cin 
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nig ‘h Re po areh, Above Bar. in Suuthamp- } tone of the collection is somewhat culvur lists weest ich 

ht pie ait © a. in 1818, after an honourable gratually gave place ameng Unitariann to VAhnere oe a me- 

Ye th, yy, “Mi 
contained faller and more varied expresniint «ot <2 sae 

I = on ee pythor oy, 
of pan Ripe Dae tively Cheistian feeling. 

~ z 

Be, a of several publi wert . a ¥ = Yarl- 

A rah BX, ot, including ei) A Sermon on PN see hymns by Kippis appear m eho 

t,, "Se eeocery, W780. 2) The Masuner in rae 6 + Ged. in. valn man's ero. The 

Gol, Which was general 2° sas B< Paneer 
<i “A my a Me, Ment f rablic 
Pp, "44 Pow, = Ant” Dissenters perform Lublic \ fneamprehensitality af 

tr teu Nene enented and vindicated, 1796: Cy) rr nt 

ai 2 _for Village Preachers, UT); (4) Hymns, tau and ets. 

hy; May ino 
ig Kta BOOZ mon 
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< e a a on the Death of the Kev, Mr- nn 
f 

trig, Vong § tan ke Kingsbury was ous Ot rhanderictng eke aoa” 

she > Mer whose patronage Dobell pub. 
his Seemon on that + wy EU Cee. 

tn Feb. te tton, 1806 and to that book com- 

than = att hymns :— Great Lond of all thy in Pope's Call.. 27605 

the We, St yy Ser!” No. 213 (Dieine Worship), 
Se >. ™ awake our joys 

Bd % Both these hymns are it ou, 

la a, 
sing specially popular in America, 

Boe? Bree ez 
cW. i. 8) 

re ti att Samuel, wus native of Bree 

na thre © he hud gruluated M.D, wab for 

aes i physician there. He then en- 

yr 7 A Rate 
of the Duke of Liegnit- 

Pays Puey,, Ux. Band Court Physician, awl cL. at 

>. Cae ss 10, 1668, at the age of 65 (J. He 

*- vig One Pilesia Toyata. Lievnitz, 1706. p 

Barc 2ymn ascribed to him jas beev 

| 
| 

one hymn, v2. — 
‘Weil dieser Tag 

ga) in yt. bof the Me 

in later Unitarian lnoks, and appeare ino Maar 

* No. 100 (Jeans) twr stanias, sommes: hat alterest, 
“With gratefal bearts, with keostul rongeties, © 
Cong. it, FR., pea6, and the Veer Comg., LAER {v. D. gy Pee 

Kirkham. [Hew firms foundation, &<=-_ J 

Klantendorfer, Paulus, 
among the Bolemian Brethren, 
Yo their Ktrchengeseny, 

cir? 

wwe at 

- 
. en cwnc 

2. How rich thy gifts, Almig
hty King.” "<< = ees 

pened, ee. —— tthe 
Si =<? 

gicle around,” writters 

thankegiving apipolertedt Nov. 29, $700, and penne
 ™ -> eT 

wcceslon. it was giver 

ani the Liverpool Octagee: == 
<— «74. 
a7" <= Ft 
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1TH. In TAerdsey’s Chal, L774, five stanzas are B= 

in other early toukn only four, 3* in Kipp, “3 ta< 
awaits ame: 

=* 
appear ameiy mee? 

wasamires > @<or 
uonid.im 2 23> <€545- 

1560, he contri Roem t<a-<i 

iat Keening, 1543 a= 
p. MY, in «4 ot . <>z vergangen- 

nbowe, ated thence in Wacternagel, WV r 

4h. Tr, as, “Hecouse this day ib at an on,” as. ON «?- 

Bm, 11s. in Les? sh 
vracian df, Heitz *” 
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2 ss Tia 
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tr ge vi let Heer es eae as 

mg. ** & . t bereit inte nee Neumeister) wr 
a RAK, - Du «a, 

ip tt. nN. Satie 
ets oF. A., Leipae. 

hha ny Y8 secs ig begins, Amother thay ie at ani etrd. [3 . awe - 5 

ty O- tegen! KI anigiful hymn un the Supper of the 

Seng em ieee Kinnee* Lee @. Ke linsias |  Klopstock, Friedrich Gottlieb, t 2» <> 

Honk: a Mog. ++ oa «por worthy receptions before | oldest of the 17 children of Gottlob Heine t<= Ba 

mad pen a art 4 roe 
Klopeteck (then advocate and Commies 

= — 

oa) a 
pe 

s 

tin ipy Sag "Otte ass mee in Rady gg rs rath at Quedlinburg, apd after bey sn a at-= 2s 

tub Sig AE he EH” | rang Sa How 7 ea 
“. “41. ry Und eee =é bal canal waa b, at aie te 1745 he attended the famous whoo ag a 

i Mion, . ant Fe Soe 1725, and educated for the Sehulpforte, near Naumburg (where heen 

Sctdon tpifer «a | Te adridge at Northampton, 
ee the first iden of his Measiaa); Hen: nee, 

mereet Cp? Pps wort reaidence with COnETE* | Oitered the University of Jona, in the autia rae mm 

th ney apey a kann Dorking, he settled in| OF 1745, ws 8 vradent of theology, baits Sade “opdsttet 

me longi! tts eae ater of the Princes | Vy, ivursity of Leiptig at Easter, 46, / 

« aS « > satminster. There le Tee Leipzig he ' eopelenrs ig 7 
2a 

and became one of the c< ewe — tre, 4 z 

wh ur weenie. & a 
eae, bh in £795, holding rank 

8 | Cramer (av); 

Tape he > = Sb yterian minister Mt the | Pipatars to the 

uikely Hack). = & aa any yours he war classivel bree boc 

-Hon feo 26 = <=» 
first (bree 4 

a vthly pthe = Fe Academy, and afterwards | 7°" 4748 
he 

‘ << <“ollege. He contributed | "urehant
 nate 

a Wwe 
Work COE ti, ee =z, < P 

7 Ls, 
2£ deman's Magazine and the in 1750 nccapte 

Sra 1775, and i ii 
77k, and interrupted by husiaat, 

SS. 1795, His Life of Captom ont. vital 

Yo Grn je 2 

oe i = te be scparntely aud to his Count vou Bernstorff, 
i 

| at the Court of King Frederick V..at Cop se- ap 

He yy? the f =< ~,- 

ook ie a RTS More Car 
ae tek Pe = eee tlogree of DAP was come | Pager. 

cay,’ Fe a ity Of Edinburch in 1707. | yyanias 

Ving AL * 
ne Te => =< 

4 

thy? te Leics —= 
~*~ 2, <f 4 Culircteom af Hemet and 1 was, it 

eget MA = <2 Bal ant s 

Pag 1 ge SE By of Pinte worehs , woven oe | After the 
pte. no, &et 7 trabam a f A 

Ss at Sls 
2 — ~ poly wind Rew. ‘Thomas Mor- | be prime mitt 

wt he, | a waka This collection. commonly | pyragge, i LTTE 

~ *" as 
ec 

Tet i . me Sometimes ; 

an 
Supplement BODE Oe early | about & YER 

tig Tig et =p, 2 Merajy used de nade cohid te Mas 

— = = Fey regations ot Preebyte: of the re 

: 
POOan,e Unitartal in ae at | pointed h 

CUnitarian Hym
acdy: i aarch 14, 1 

mer prefac 
<oy., Waits tnt verde of Yan ened tietl bing © 

exad «lited five volumes of 
5 . » [hteracy cap 

ae> Binqraphia Britannica, & ery Mensias Wal 

He wns then, i the sprimge 
<2 ¢- 

in order t te nble to finish ‘ics 

free from the cures of u prolessi<oe
 » 

Connt ceaset 

Keess. | life “ne passed 

Bremer Beitrage, in whicl: © 8s <> 
ks of his Measias uppeaw<-<%_ 

becnme tutor in the houses «= 
wa 

a] Weiss at Langensalza : aamae & 

d an invitation to Visit Ziiw ies ae 

ital of Switzerland), Ww) «es we 

on received with perme eae 

by the Danish prime Minics © « - 
to take up bis resieles ay lisa 

al 1763, op jointed Legationsrse 
; en the end of Tron = > 

ister, Klopatock retired to Eleary c~- 

of a peasion. The restof ye iz — 

mainly at Hamburg. Oxces ge 
» — 

spent at Carleruhe, at the Cong ar = 

ye Cart Friedrich of Baden, wia «> 

im Hofmth, He dat Homburg 
803, and was buried with civg <= 

gend, ander u lime-tree in tha ¢ + 

rx 
the was to avoid | Jpontlre on 3 

re rath uneir select andtley | churchyard wt Ottonsen (Kock, vi. $22; Adley 

se to bie | Spe uteche Divg., vi. 
221, Se), 

28 



626 KLOPSTOCK, FRIEDRICH G. KNAK, GUSTAV F. 

Klopstock ranks among the classic ports of (igemany. | or, At Pumerals, i755, p, 15, i 4 po 
In his faten (collected at Hamburg, 1771; enlarged, | choir and congregation, th all 10 st. fF 

Daipaig, 1798 5 finally enlarged, Lesprig, 1964) be isseen | xiv, (3. Sung at the funeral of J.C. 1, 
at bis best ; his ler composhions of this class being | 4, 1801. Tr. as “ Blessed are the heirs 

the Lagat meget fom lees a gg of bene lyric |G. Motltete, in Bis Ays, & Lyrics, 1987 
grace, A parity of rhythan, Tis most famous 7 dieser 

work is his Measias, which on its flewt appearance created nh Orr} Figg Bil, ” Salt. - 

an enthwsiasm such as had not been awakened by any soul,” by G_ Moultrie, im bis Mys. & Lyr 
_ German work fer centuries. It was suggested by Mil- | mariced as an “orisen for the Geparting 

ton's Marwdise Lost, bat Milton's ealm mapenty, firm. ix. Um Erden Th 

ness of toach, and walty of action were all foreign to | yo hi Lr} . hee a t 
‘« nature—his genius was lyric rather than Lola my tree. ad omblel'@ Heatly 

With all its defects of style and construction, t | Sy tines, embatying and 9 
is ili a noble work, and could only have been written Sung at bi 1 amplifying t 

by a true poet and aaincere Chriatian ; thongh to ms its | (on planets roll Pairs oa A 
interest perbaps consista as couch in ite bisterical im- | 7, rd. 

Hind feaults a0 in its intrinaic merits. (Books | {und their planets roll the moons 

Letpsig, and ist pub. in the Neue x. Wenn ich cinet von Sehlu 

Prevised. nnd 4, 5 nied si Inks Worttem Bremen, 5 1769, p. ST, in 3 st 

Halle, 1751, ¢-10 added in the Ome 1755; | No. S62. The tres. are, (1) When Ir 

it-15, © » 17685 16-20, Hal ati ‘Pinally | by W. Nind, tn his of Klopate 
revised ad. in 4 vols, Leipetg, 1400.) 2) “When | wake from cout that «bur 

In hie hymns Kilo is not seen at his | jy img Say Ee Reman set 
best. He seems to have had little apprecia- | p. az. (3) + Father, let no day te cou 
tion of the requirements which the writer of Tan) bP ne hag he 

; : A |. IsST, p. BH, 
hymns for use in public worship has to meet. | 10 from yonder sbceping,” by Bian 

is hymns are emotional and subjective, little y : 

suited 10 congregational tunes, and not suf- poe, eine ersiene anfuckor ed. 

ficiently simple in style. In his first collec- | vol. il, (Kepenhagen, 1160). In 

tion (1) Geistliche Petes, Copenhagen, 1758, | burg 1771. p. 23. in 96 lines, amd, ine 
he included a number of indifferent recasts of | Wind, 1448, p- a Jag 
earlier German hymna; his second collection | J. Sheppard, ist, p, 24. (4) "Tre 
(2) Geistliche Lieder, C hagen, 1769, con- | by Miss Winkworth, 146%, p. 329. 

wist# entirely of original compositions, ‘The | Besides the above a consider 
only one of his hymns which is till much | Klopstock's Orden are tr. by . 

used in Germany is * Anferstehn, ja aufer- | his Foreign Sacred Lyre, 1857 
stehn, wirst du” (q¥,). The others which | tion from the Oden appeared 1 
have passed into English C, U. are :-— stock from 1747 to 1780. Tra 

i. Deine heilige Geburt. feation. In his Geist. | German by William Nind, Lon 
Mehe Lieder, 17 » p14, in 141, repeated on K ‘¢ | ing, 1848. 
‘Be. b. &, 1897, No, 468, Tr, a8 “Saviour! by | 
Auy birth by Dt Wb Alexander, inaetofel ft} Knak, Gustav Friedr 
was written shout 1830, but ist pub. in the teded.. | 4 of Christian F. L. Knak, 

jae, of ie Sel. of Hys., No, 339, eniitled “Christ's aid | paring ut Berlin, was b. at | 
ii, Herr, du wollst ase vollbereiten. Holy Com 1806. He matriculated a 

omni. In oa gi Lieder, 1734, hp a ar- — at = University ot 
lor an ing by c! m. | 1826. In the autumn of 1 

The form tr. inte lish is “ Herr, du wollst uu vor 
beretten,” bei hone two stanzas for choir altered as tutor in a private School at 

He, 20e in te Weruemere 4.010 Se ELat | fully forthe siok and dying a it us, L bad UJ i 

tn the Obio Luth, Hymnal, L880. Awaher trata, 76 = re oe veturnad Ge 
God, dv Thou Thy folk prepare,” by Dr. G. Walker, qe32, 4 “4 
1860, p. 64, and acted as one of t 

iii, Nicht nur*streiten, tiberwinden. Christian well-known Geiatlicher Liede 
Warfare. ist pub, in the @. #. far St. Petri Kopen- ) to in thie Dictionary as the 
Aagen, 1760, No, 639; repeated in his Geistlicke Lieder, | to which he contributed a » 
1769, p>. 23, in Bat. of H J. entitled “ The Victory of the ae 
Pathe” tn the Bertie @. LS. ed. 1662,” Ty. as | Sud for which he wrote the } 
+ Labour ever, late and early,” » full bat rather free fr, | 11, 1832. In the autumn 
by Dr, Kennedy, in his Hyeeno. Christ. 1863. ordained pastor of Wuster 

iv. Zeige dich uns ohne Hille. Sunday. In bis burg, in Pomerania; and ip 
(feistlicke Lieder, 1767, p. 98, In 4at, of 4 L., entitled | was appointed Gossner’s s1 
Preparation for Tvine Service.” Included in the | ori o t ith TisheresBares 
Berlin G, b. S, ed. 186 It is the only hymn by | © watheran-BOnem ian Cc 
Klopetectt mack wend in Bogiies. s ros ms ne lehemakirehe) in Berlin, 
move the wel! away,” a good and full fr. Anes ‘i i 
welt, L £, Sr Ser, 1884. p. 42 (1864, p- 168), In. bw inde gney daughter 
Guded in fallin Kennedy, 1863; Eng. Presb. Ps. & e, he Was talon 
Hys., 1867; Temple H. Bk, 1867; Dale's Bug. #. Ak,, | a t July 27, 1878: hy 
Lis, and ethers. —- is abridged fo W. PR. Stevenson's moved to Berlin and laid te 

liyr for Ch. & Mme, 1873, Lauder Domini, S- | yard belonging to his chun 
z net in Emgtish 0. U. aaa de Alig. Deutsche Biog 

y. Ach wie hat mein Her gerungem. 8 in nak was a man of prayer, « 
Weakness. 1769, p. 161, In 10 st, Ty. as * Ab me, | Drvacber and pores, one ereatly 

hu Poreaga py isa, pe. by J. Sheppard, §0 } t, China and the Chinese on 7 

wi. Du wellst echlicen Gott, ihr Flahn. Por the Dying, | A9,° Drmpnrie ss te dtmeiny 
1754, p Tie th at, The fem tr. is the recast (pro | Ohriet, His hymns « mared . 
lubly by J. &. Diterich), a4 Ne. 120, in the Berlia @, &..  xast du mich deeb? Berliry Ny 
1765, beginal “'Detn sind wir Goete! in Ewighkett.” | at ferlin reas, and again’ 4 
Tr, aa" We're Thine, ( God, for evermore,” by Dr. i. | inthe Berlin @. L. Se ed. yee 
‘Mills, 184% (1486, p, 341), Liebe... Nachtrng xu cleagens” 
vil. Selig sind des Himmels Erben. For the Dying; | 2nd ed, 1649 (aM ed. Berlin, Las 
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tor SS Sep KNAPP, ALBERT 
eA 2 Ass kk: : 
yy Pay eee Mak? s liytaus which have passed 

sage o> TPES 
ah. ty oe myeich geh’n, lasst mich geb'n. Longing 
neta Sega! the origin of this favourite 

wt sae we & SS. 1879, p. 269, gives the follow- 
= * Ay aa, 

<e Tine geal tn the cause wf missions to tbe 
. Ural result, that fu my years 

Ap AREY oe, Ae festival sicher «0 the moei dietats 
« ap Say * } TH the way tu fulfil these empage~ 

Sinker te aS. ey eTak's hymus bad their origin. About 
es S * tof Wasterwits [his care) came 
Sag a’ Wes tytrmann at Coprieben, and asked bim to 

mie ty” ta Bho popular meldy *Mongenruth, | 
fey Qag” Ase 3 be bad just composed « hymn tu that 
Ry Rag he Mewireet Thebedy rang out, the poet streck 
ae “Veet Hite that hymn since sung by hundreds 

- the a <3," » mich geb'e! Lasse mich geb'n.” 
3% hye hy wl Mind organist, Voigtlander, in Berlin, 

Leasing ody, to which at the present 

eF Sag ayy) eenenliyaang” 
SN YY. + Appears to have been written on 
Peay Rn ay <, aml is included in his Lice um 
No. Sten ttie Gin ed., 1K50, No. 48), in 5 st. of 

X Say th ea Longing after Jerusalem.” It 
+ =a - L, = 

s a Wide popularity, and is given as 
a the Berlin G. Z, S, ed. 1863. Tr, 
ls 3 the 
Pte Fe SPB By to the aby. A good and fall 
Wan 2 #> 7m, contributed to J, YU, Wilson's 

Tad S78, Ne 1465, No. 165, aml Songs of 
eng. Lee "elo 4; in both cases set to Voigt- 

Yr, 
a 43,7 ao, 3 43,.;.°.2 + det me go, Jewus, face te face, to 

tyttea tier, full, ws Mrs. Edmund Ashley, in 
Fy nap tteid'n Sept,, 1867, p, 139; re- 

St, fore fF? raise Bh 1872. In the 
NP thee bth 20 TA delnide, 1873, No. 347 begins 
vA oe a “Ticus light, glorious light.” 

by Atte, . Stee a ™* Bet me chee, let me close," aa 
Se" Ca) Tf hecs, Lond, Morgan, *.0,, olggned 

. Ct) “an py Tet me flee, bet mv thee,” by £. 
San’, @ Spe =f ime go, Iet me mo, Lord to ae,” 

a, ets in the Southern Lath Serwice 
° oe fay 

mn Ps eee 
+ dg gf Bree. Konak which have been fr. 

= 7 — 

a. 0 ee Cane welch gesaguet, Close of Divine 

~— _ 
iti, y, Sexy, ‘ 5 ae Ro. in 2 at. Tr. as 
ot Tha th blessing," In ls Rabocm's 

a Gottes hier auf Erdes. Pil- 
wet < <__ oe ‘ ed. 1850, No, "Fue oP ae =< - vem Liebe, Ird “, eee” it - 

St, CEN, Meee Se Sy Mien om 1 ieee, oo 
hy pre be 12 L Se eS auf allen Weges- Airthday 

Se, tae ee My gta, SHU od, 1800, No. 36, tn 32 Hines, 
Thi. dar oe At ese ei et gar ‘Teo, (2) 

= all thy ways, Jeso crown," oe a 
Reg Rat einsen Mlicken. 1200 to 

eet, Tras” With 
ea, Marr, tei) - p_ 46, nova 

ed, 7154, er ee ee 

gam Fey = ga dos ~ 

i & i Wrest a ert —- “~~ "3 at. v. By Le ~ 

sant Riggs Vea Se FS. Kelly, 1845- | 

dag” Iygt ty 
<— 

Bs 
oe 

et a a ss =~ f-- Femmmentingen., Cone 

cn rae Sa aa Chance to weet os 

1 Xng —S==—= 
SA ay 

ae 
= anu ete. rere hae 

‘oy ‘ie + in L. Hantucen' Gui a 

"eae EE 
a 

: 

ie = Bay? Was b. July 25, 1798. 
at 

Se fey et cr (1800, Oberamt- 
™ tn the Black Forest, ond 

&t Rottweil) w# then 

KNAPP, ALBERT e237 

advocate at the Court of A pent. x= B pr 
Sutumu of 1814 he entered thy The<22<ors= 
Seminary at Manlbronn, and in 2 2 € —s 
Theological College at Tubingen, we 22 <= In 
aleo graduated wa. at the Universsi t>» - aid 
ovember, 1820. he became awistant <> 2 <> —thesate 22 

man at Feuerbach, near Stuttgart; <2 He 
July, 1821, at Gaisbury, near Stutt - oe 
was Specnted. in Fob., 1825, disconus ¢ Et <= Kier) 
at Sulzon the Neckar, and alo pastor <> fhe 
neighbouring village of Holzhausen; 77a <I SE EICs 
1831, arehidiaconus ut Kirchheiraa- =a == tor 
Took, alotig with Babonimier tq.v.j; ire geiey,. 
1836, diacouus of the Hospitalkirche inn > @ 4a tt- 
wart; aud in October, I8K7, archidiacozs =a Of 
the Stiitskirche. He was finally app dé em Bend, 
in December, 1845, Stadipfarrer at st. 
Leoonhard’s Church in Stuttgurt, where, == Ger 
huving been for some time partially diewem E> Beacocd - 
2 paralysis, he preached bis last sc> 2am 2, 

eb. 13, 1863 He d. at Stuttgurt, J umm ee 238. 
1864 Koch, wi. 213; Allg. Deutsche 22 weg. 
xvi, 263, &e. }. 
Kapp ata Poet possessed not merely very cone 2c eer 

ale talent, but also naceral nality. He was z= re 
euuinoutly a lyrle poet ; he bestofhiteecularpocttiass # <> 2 rage 
theme which celebrate the history and the scenery" <>” B= Sas 
beloved Swalda His poems are characterised EBoy- 2am Be 
play of fancy, wealth of ideas amd of Oguns, maa f+ em 2 oy 
woed-palnting, capacity of feeling, case of exp: «2 < = ee 
ord remorous amt cusical Phythin. Unfortunat Is" £ Be 
very flow of his imagination betrayed bim, tor ck 
greatest Goult of his powmes is that they areatormce C< eae 
Tumervus snd too long (amd  teuet be added some. & some ae 
toy rheturical amd teo eager to points moral); Wiaat | we ee es 
easy writing becumes liard reading. 

Asa Hymn-writer, among the recent hymn-write:e-- «<> = 
Germany, Kuapy holds a h place, we m= igs Fe ec 
say the highest vfall, ‘To bis hyosn-writing he bres wa go Ee 
bis powrms a6 4 poet, and the depth of his mature amos oe oe 
earmest onl sincery disciple Jesus Cheiett. ire be & 
bytmos hin aim was to make known the fulness «¢” &2= <= 
race of Hod, ated by dacgyer two pncger homcsdens + fad Ei«<>k 
ripture, and the love of God to all mankind. 
earnestpess, Uber expertmemtal Christianity, their S<- _- i=>- 
tuealmess and their beauty of form have galeed for = =a 
of thes @ place in all recent German hymn-be>e >» Be — 
They have mamewhat umaceonntably been atglecte<a @ 
English translators. [t ts certain ie porpeioling that >. 
the Hymns from the Land of Luther not one vere @ « o> 
fran Keapp finds place, While all the byzraen se —< 
Spitea’s Mealter wnt fe have passed into p rete 
and many of them im hell « doten differ: vers «« race” 
com ratbvals few of Keapp's bymms have beets treawcaes — 

. thoagh they rank much Bi aS POUy, ARE em mee 
amore sulted for Charch use than t by Spitta. 
tg pore edglira* Sel ccaplomeres bay Ru Sen 

Christolerpe (com et in Berlin}. an antual we a 
be edjsed from LASS to 1853, in which many of Isis <5 qa 
feces spperel, and alev many of the best Porras pa == —_ 
ymns of Hey, Meta Heusser-Schwetzer, and vae-ge = 

others, He wasalso the cormpiler of the 2 ed a. 7 ces = 
Lieder: Schats Sts ‘cart 4 referred to im this ioxrae y 7 
as Koapp’s Av. (. 8.), the most elaboratetierman by y~ > 
book of recent times, Of this the Int ed. with,” =_ = 
bymns. ared at Stuligart lm 1637. anda Sepp lees 7 “> 

chitithed 900(3007 bywien) he omitted many of the sBay g 22 Sun ., 1880 (3067 byte) he many t 

and od of hits tm ed,, added many of mn binhas: raz 
the bynes more pearly (bar hy fo ey = 

oma caly) 02 aa oaks wots pr The ard ed. reyes, ~ 
(3120 hymns, concluded oy his son), Was further “is 
roved, nod the notices of the authors of the bya, ~ 

were revised and enlatged. Asa comprebenslve copys = 
tion with a specially full representation of good nna... 
nymos ft bas po rival ip tierman. He was also ores = =A 
the editurs of the acer pe qioriakry ye 

« which he p of ti ymns Gott = 
sed (es) and N.L, von Zingendorf (1843) ition e 
interest, but be look most anwarrantable tbertas wi <—f 

©2z, the originals; many pieces being mot merely abric 
bust “rewritten “to walt the requirements of the seas 
century,” bk 

Kuepp's original hyrons a rod ‘not. 
At 4 hia Christoterpe and Eva Mathes 

vie Schatz, aa above; and in bigs 
282 



628 KNAPP, ALBERT 

(lL Christliche Gealiohte, 2 vols, Busel, 1829. 
(2) Newere Gedichte, 2 vols, Basel, 1894, some- 
tines ranked as vols. iii,. iv. of No. 1. (3) Ge- 
dichte, Neueste Folge, Stuttgart, 1843. (4) 
Herbathliithen, Stuttgart, 1859, Those which 
have passed into English CU. are: 

i, Aus deiner Eltern Armen, /fidy firptisna. 
This and No. iv, seem to have been written for 
the baptism of bis own children. Ist pub, in 
his Christoterpr, 1850, p- 222, in 3 st.of SL, 

entitled “Baptismal Hymn," and repeated in 
his Be. L. 8, 1850, No. 846 (1865, No. 875). 
The te. in CU, ia 
Thy parent's arms now yield thee, In the 

original metre by Miss Winkworth in her Lyra 
Ger., 2nd Ser, 1958, p. 893; and thence in 
Kennedy, 1863. Slightly altered for metrical 
reasons in her C. #. for England, 1863, No. 89, 

i. Blick aus diesem Erdenthale (p. 150 i. ), 
iii, Einat fahren wir vom Vaterlande (p. 326 1i.). 
iv. © Vaterhers, das Erd' und Himmel schuf. 

Holy Baptiom, A beautiful hymn of supplication 
te (i,) God the Creator; (ii,) Giod the Redeemer ; 
(iii.) God the Sanetifier; on behalf of the 
child, ending with a prayer to the Holy Trinity 
for guidance and blessing throughout ite life. 
Ist pub. in his Caristemlieder, 1841, No. 89, in 
4 st. of 9 1, repeated in his Ae. 4. 5,, 1ST), No, 
847 (1865, No, 876). The fr. in C. U, is s— 

© Pather-Heart, Who hast created all. A cool 
and full tr. by Miss Winkworth in her Lynt 
Ger, 2mt Ser. 1458, p. 87, repented in the 
Scbaft-Gilman Lib, of Rel, Poetry, ed, 1483, p, 437. 
in the hymnals it appears in the following forms, 
all beginning with st. i. :— 
~ 1, © Father, Thoa Who hast created all. In #7. a, 
1860 and 1475, and others. 

2. Father! Who hast created all. [nm Adams's 
American CA. Pustowals, 1864, being the H. A. &@ 
vernion reduced te ¢.M, 

3. Father, Who hast created all. In the Pennsyl- 
vania Lath (A. th,, 1664, in 4.6.4.6.4.%, metre. 

4. Father of heaven, Whe hast created all. Jo 
Kenmedy, 1#63. the 8. P. ©. K. Chmrck Myr. 871; 
Thring’s Chil, 1he2; and ip America in M. W. Suryker's 
Christian Chorals, (#86. 

Hymas not in English C, U :-— 
¥. Abend ist es; Herr, die Stunde, Avening. 

Written at Sauls, June 19, 1634 (Wook, vil. TH let 
pub. in his CAristhiche Gedichte, 1929, |, p. 9, in 10 at, 
Tr. as * It is eweming, and the bour, Lord," by Mise 
Manington, 1863, pp. 120, 

vi, Eines wlinach ich mir vor allem Andern. Love 
to Chriat. let pab. in bis Chrtstlicke Gedictle, 1829, 4. 
fp. 1St, in 4 t, entitled “My Wish.” Lauxmannm, in 
Koch, vill. 69, nays it was written, April 21, 1424, while 
Knapp was at Galsburg, for the use of a young girl at 
Stetigart whe waa about to be confirmed. Dr, Schaff 
classes it as the finest and most popmiar chureh hymn 
of its author, Tr, as ‘*More than all, one thing my 
heart is craving,” ty T. C. Porter, April ta, 16s, for 
Schaffs Cérist in Song, 1669, p. 625. 

vil. Geh hin! der Herr hat dich " 
achild, Written, 1844, om the of bis som Manuel, 
dst pub, in bis Christoterpe, 140, p. 039, fn dwt Tr ae 
“the hemce® the Lord hath called thee home," by Dr. J. 
Gaetheie, in be Sacred Lyrics, 1HO9, p 112, 

viii, Geh zum Sehlummer ohne Kammer ial. 
Written in memory of his first wife, whed. April 13, 
iho. Ist pub, ia bie Av, 2.8. 1897, No. 2432 (1865, 
Ne. 3006), ia Sat. Tr, a¢ “Softly slumber, softly 
Slumnter,” by Ht, Massie, in the Day af Hert, 1#78, 

ix. Geist dea Lebens, heil'ge Gabe. Whitvuntide 
Written at Suir for MW hiteneaste, $428 ( Noch, vil. 225). 
Ist pub, in his CArdeliche tiedtichte, 1879, 1. p. in 13 
at, Ty. as Thon Spdeis, Wie dost [if impart,” by 
J. Kelly, 1485, p. 6. 

x. Hittest du Licht und Heil. The Afessings of Sal- 
cation. in bit (Arieilache Gedichte, 1820, 1. p. 149, in 
Tet. Tr. as * Oh, Seems! had’st Thou not brought 
near,” by ©, T. Attley, 1460, p. 20. 

Rurtal 

| oxi 
KNOLL, CHR 

Heulend spielen Btiirme 
| those at Sea. Ist pub. in his (°% 

fl. p. 26, in 10 4, entitled > 
Matthew xev. 24-32." Ty, an 

tng with the vessel,” in 1. 
16, pp. am, 

aii. Ihr Kieder lernt von A 
Written 1499, and Ist pub, in | 
No, 212, in 9 st. eutitled “ The 
Commandment.” Tr as” Retin 
well," by Dr. G. Walker, isda, | 

xii. Jesus, ew'ge Sonne, Ts 
bls Newere thealichte, 1534, 11. 
“ SJesas, everlastiog San," by +. 

xiv. Schwellet sant, thr we 
at Seat, tet pub in bis Br. 1. 
#, Tr. aa “diently swell, ye 
L, Rebfuess’s Churcé at sea, 16 

xv. Bohs des Vaters, Herr d 
Ged, Im his Ciristliche Gedies 
st. Tr, an (1) Son of the Fa 
answer,” C. 7. Astley, totic 
glory, God's dear Son, Let this th 
1s64, p. 124. 

xvi. Gtreichet hin, ihr leisen 
of Time. In hie Be. i. 5, te 
Tr, 2 “O ye winds of time! © 
foess’s Chireh af Sa, Inte, p. 4 

xvii. Weh’ mich vom sanften 
imy Sted, The original ef thi- 

from the genthe Seath 
1779, Be, ti, Ne. 10) Knapp 
and is included im his CArtstoter 
LS, tet, No. 2281. The texte 
Pilgerkarfe, Wasel, 1405, No 
wt. iL, altered to 0 Herr, & 
Mr, Kt, Massie was quite Uncon 
prodeecing a hymn of Newton's 
translation. Tis versions are, | 
woul be still," inthe Mritieé Mir 
(2) * Lord, L woald still and pat 
| Rest, 1877, vol, vill, p. 37a. 

xviii. Wenn ich in stiller Fri 
Christliche Gedichte, 1529, 1. 5 
“The Morning Star.” Tr. aa, ¢ 
stilt morning,” by KR. Massie, 
April, 1e6s, p. 56, and Reid's 
«When frog my sleep awaking 
Day of Neat, 1877, p. 375. 

xix. Wie bold ist diese Sti 
Written 1-42. In hia Gedichte, . 
in 7 ot. In bis Aw. fh. S, bt 
TTLT), begins “* Wie fies.” 5 
sweetness,” in 1. Hetfuesa’s (Ay 

Five additional hymns | 
Dr. H. Mills in his Hore 
and 1856. A version by 
Malan is noted under « 
mourir.” 

Knight, Joel Abel, 
Selection of 700 Ecangelie: 
hymn on the death of a 
“Alnus! bow changed thai 
name affixed being * Kn 
pears with the same sign 
Selection, 1837, and in sot 
hooks, ‘The writer was 
Rer. Joel Abel Kuight, an 

who, in 1789, pub. a vol, « 
the author of a small yolu 
Knight was a man of som 
J. Newton, Greathead, R 
He was also the author « 
the helm.” 

Knoll, Christoph, 
Bunzlau in Silesia, and 
versity of Frankfurt a Od 
he was appointed ussistar 
school at Sprottan in Silest 
in 1591, dinconns, and in 

at Sprottan, On Nov, 2f 
| pelled by the Lichtenstet 

' 
# 



Pee SA, 
& SUNa, KN : ° ‘ a2 Tee LIS, FRANCIS M. KNORR, CHRISTIAN aii 

earned re MY, “lowed to becom pastor at the ) tended tour through K - €. wings oe ome noche Tr through France, Englee 22 <* + ei te wu * % 850 Caleve of Wittgendet, where | Hoilaud. At Awsterdum ie bec a vg * ‘enue Wwaliahe;! S.- Ebrhardt'’s Preeiyjterdogie intest wi : ; as a. ~ ~ : | Yeetnted with an Armeninn prince, + % ¢ 
al stey CeO 89, ili, pp. S80, 505, ke.) | chief Rabbi, Meior Stern, foes Panis fea xt —2ene 
Gr Eh AY Ms. aus & hymn, . | Moin, with Dr. John Lightfoot, Da. za a2rery 
*. ~*~ of. mek ww ™mich Verlangen, Por the Dying, & sald) More, aud others, and us the result «rf mewatar- 

» Wee eP ty ten during a lence in 198, 083 COE wi 3 : “i _ the 
fy Ws Sa. BL Carles fulte08 (ose latter far iret: with them, devoted limeel # x a R BOL RUNS nits. Pp. «, 66, } iy Ta waikerwabs iy. Stindy of the Oriental lanjunges, of chae* 2 =» zat ry, 

tee, wo Pehwalder's ¢, #,tharlite, 1611, ac.) the “Dd of the cabalistic sciences. Forlsiss 2 e>e® *F1)- 
ce res Sy Nike Stengel ty ties ences | AS 1 these departniente he was talce> = = 3510) i er TNT M Wink we we service of the like-minded Pa lee av . 

As . -¥ is Fngiland, 1463, Appx. No. ty- (J. M.J | Coristiun August of Sulzbach, who i=” 2 565 

i se. 0° Francis Minden, p.1-,x, of the | appoiited him Geheinrath avd prime 22 = ER IS- u > whe, 
D2, us 2N bs St be Ruollia, Viear of Peun, Bucks, | ter ( Nanzlei-director) He wascreatecd 2 20 F< tt 

.: € A Sea? mis and d. at pay pier ny pou a by the Emperor Lenp»cok <at "a ive ath 
es _ - He was educate! ut M a) LOTT, «and t Sulzbuch (near Azone ® oe eye, 

Frye y ths a ee 1837, mp. 1851), and took Holy Bavaria), May 8, 1680, it is ind at the» Baerur 
ei me 138, He was for sometime Fellow | be had himself pnadicted. (Wetzel, it. <& SL aa weed 

fe nae Pore: Chaplain to Lord Ribblesdale, } +. H., il. 444; Hirwr's Nachricht oe weer 
4 Sy Yhtof Fitzhead. His publications jederdichtern, Suhwabuch, 1775, p. 1422.0 «Ser wD 

Sat me? ~is at Dumerous, including A Wreath | Knorr edited varivus Kattinical writings, pis RoR bmw der ct 

Mealy ang Smee, A Garland for the School, or | rete sataeate atts (8, ie Ma ee ennai ee: 
in Yen 26 ay a for Sunday Scholars, 1854. His | tact che | bluopher's sicne. Hin hymna appeased fies 
© u Cz hymn, “There is ne night in| Neuer Helicon wat seimer Neun Museu, das ist Care wae ee 
i Fae». the, fearen and its Wessedness), appontesd | Like Sitfen-Lieder, &e. NOrnberg, 1644 (Heaee es Be ee ope 
Pou doe =, fo ’'s Lays of the Sanctuary and | Lébrary), » work containing 70 hy mums mae es fi« > we 2 woge 
dae. Ride =, 1859. ” i 10 f tl It in expression and metre. Of these 12 are poetic woe: a> ae ae es ae 

i Re The Or , Fanit Thou hits for feat tate he ay ae se eras takioes alee _— . o athe 5 maf «] < = 
ii Michael and All ‘hae oe Tman hymns. Malxicon of hls hymns were incluctes< 2 E> 

x Freylinghauset in ble @. A. 8704 amd 2794, ee 
LJ. 4] speaks of them net unjustly as “ traly piu anced oe ge a 2 a — Son, ee 

a Mhee o- tr; 2, An reas (Cnophius), was | tual," a» “of genuine poetical elevation and glo ws ee oe 
Ls x " a i or desire after Guar eaten ait Christ," amtasthe fae @ <= — ““Fagp 5 Ray cC : 
fhe : Pen. dea Sotanntr in) about 1490. _ rkashe of «** noble and chascely earnest mysticism." 

pOth, CDi, und ‘Bu lesen patel Two of Kuorr’e Lymn have paced gee Qe> 
Pound the aanere | Reforma. | English, One isa fr. of “Ad wen Agoawa & > > 

Ctngr” A eso flee from Troptow in 1521, | @ 24 i). The other is : ¥ a 
ay, Fat d © RR; Weoittonberg, aud Knopken to|  Morgenglanz der Ewigkeit, Morning. X-2= dco 

id Poin ee Pie © FC népken conductod a suc. | fine hymn appeared, 1084, 45 above, p. 15S. a ee 
. *EiCre, with the monks, and was | 7 st. of 6 1, entitled “ Morning Prayer,” s21<3 eae 

IsqsTeh, “Al - tlre, Council and burgesses | included in the Berlin @. 2, 8, #1. 18633, I>. 
Kn E Whe, "eh, $e3 jnconus of St. Peter's PiZi. Wt is based on a hymu by M. Opitz €Cses<s 

Tero Pke, a. a tes n his work Oct, 23, Opits, No. ii.), but is more happily exprossse= ea | 
Pn AP Pew hyn Fe i Zea, Fob. 14, 1539. and has attained much greater populaaae ~- ” 

Tho ting inant Unmen oe =~ Imost alt Psalm veesions | Fischer, ii, U4, spenks of it as “one of © By o 
fe © ap, wee Stet CR e tite of ATALibe pealmen durch freshest, mest original, and spivitod of Mores a gy = 

Bring As. “& ea ae SP P-chittecht as an Appendiz ty B. | Hymns, 8 if born from the dew of the sumrian eg. =F 
* = Sane nie aponatinete: = In all the fre. in C.U, st. inv. ore omitee cg 

Udy ‘ eat = , Geficken’a ro- | 27. 8s — Skea, ==. > ee Tins ire 1. Light of heaven's eternal day! A vom 2 ) whe 

= by A. T. Russell, as Nu. OR in the Dulston Ea. . “j 
Eds fr. into English are :— pital /7, BR, 1848, repented in his own 2* a5 = 

t das immer su. /*%. ii. 1527, | ffys., 1851, aud the Cheltenham College JZ. PS 
, -—* ee. _ Wackermagel, Hii, pp. 99-160, in LNA. : 

== Sea gy Hele tiast, wo gest dat yaar | "9." Dagapring of or gpg i Dawe oo me tBades 
a  Guhat be the cous, 0 ded morning-tide. A guesd te, by diag » went By 

ele and (iallir Ballater, 1565, i, her Lira Ger, Ist Ser, 1855, p. SLO, eam 
fall im the ffyt, for St. Jon's, Ahentern, Vs 7. 

and E. Courtaull's I's, Mys. d Anthems, lDMege y 
aml abridged in Hys. of the Spirit, Featon, LT 3 > 
1864, Dr. Martinesu’s Myons, 1875, and uth es as. 

3. Jesus, Sun of Righteousness. A pied aa 
rather free ir, by Miss Berthwick, in 4, 7, 
Qnd Ser, 185%, yp 29 (L884, p, 3M) include ic ~ 

the My. Coop, ISTO, Leung. Union Mol, baa ss = 

Ch. Praise, 198), &e; and in Americn in Oe 
Sobtath H. Bh, 1859: Pennsylvania Auth. Cc. - 
Be... 1864, and others, In ET. Prust’s Supp > 

H. Bk, (00, Kaptist Hyl., 1479, aml other ~ 
1. 5, 6 of ench tare omitted. In Hatfiela* 
Chase HH. Bh, N.Y. UNT2, Iya. § Songs 4 > 
Praise, N.¥., US74, andl others, it is rewtittery 

to 6 limes of T's, 
4. Come, Theu bright and morsiag star. A yoow 

> 
= : =p 

= on wandt, #5, 2rr. 1327, 
oe dil, gy 206-109, aa T = ah 7 

ee ara « Van len Moenechen afge- 
ma ¥. Schumann's ¢. &,, 
a we my sole, larde, up 

Mp. Covertale, 1539 (Mraedine, 

= “gtly, but erroneously, ne 
sw inder Oruciger, 

—_ (J, M.] 
= 

== =P, Baron von Rosen- 

= ~s_," Knorr vou Roorneeth, 

= 2 a ty Silesia, inet bia _ 

= Fanj 36. After studyims 

Y 
. he graduated 

— - t Oa 
oy: he fir

es 

ten borg. 
he made at ex- 



630 KNOWLES, JAMES D. 

tr. contributed by R, Maasie to the 1857 ed. of 

Mercer's C. P. & H. Bh, No, W2 (Ox. ed, 1864, 

No, 1), atul im his own Lyra Domestion, 1864, p. 

136. Repeated in R, Minton Taylor's /fymnal, 

1872, No. 42; Marlborough College H. Bk, 

1869; Rugby School H. Bk., (876, and others, 

5. Bun of heaven's eternal day. A good tr. 

contributed by Dr. Jobn Ker to the United 

Presb, Jue. Miss. Mag., 1858, p. 73; repented in 

the Sorex Hyl,, 187L. 
of uncreated 6. Dayspring of Eternity, Light tunereates 

Light. Dy Dr. B. H. Kennedy, as No. 624 in his 
Hymao. Christ., 1855, 

7. Dayspring of Eternity 

radiant dawning. A good tr. by Miss Wink- 
worth (based on her 1855 version), as No. 159 in 
her C. B, for England, 1863. Repeated in R. 

Minton Taylor's /fymaal, 1872, No, 43, and the 

Bk. of Ch, Praise, L865 (Bosworth), 
8. of Eternity, Brightness of the 

Father's glory, A gow! but free fr. by J. H. 
Hopkins, Ist pub, in Dr. Walter's Chorals & 
Hye, 1866, and then in his own Carols, Hys. § 
Songs, 1882, p. 145. Included in the Ays 9 
Songs of Praise, N. Y.. 1874. 

9, Dayspring of Eternity, Brightness of the Light 
divine. In Brown-Borthwick’s Select Jfys., 1871, 
and CA. Hys., 1871, compiled mainly from the 
trs. by Miss Winkworth and Miss Borthwick, but 
sartly from Ur. Kennedy and Mr. Russell, 
hence in J. L, Porter's Coil, 1876, and the 

Psalmist, 873, 
10, Dayspring of eternal day. A good tr. by 

Edward Thring, contributed to the Uppingham 
and School H. Bh. R74, No. 5, 

:(1y" lawn of " a, 
Py dW) “a3, f oN 1 ry oe en ty," 
in J, Sheppard's Pireigm Snered Japre, 1967, p. 84. (3) 
“ Morning glance of verity,” by Afiss Mamingtom, 163, 
= (4) “ Brightness of Eternal Day," by Miss 

lingham, in the Pritizh Herald, May, 1466, p, 24, 
and Reid's Praise Ak, 1872, No. 404. (J. ij 

Knowles, James Davis, an American 
Baptist Minister. was b. at Providence, Rhode 
Island, 1798; educated at Columbian Col- 
lege; became pastor of the 2nd Baptist 
Chureli, Boston, 1825, and Professor at New- 
ton Theological Institute, 1832. He d. in 
1838. His hymn,“ O Gol, through counthess 
worlds of light" (Dedication of a Place of 
Worship), — in the Baptist /selnist, 
1843 ; the eth. Episeo. Hymne, 1849, &e. 

(F. M. B.] 

William, }. at Firth, Lillicsleaf, 
Roxburgh, Aug. 17, 1789, and educated at the 

rish sehool, and the grammar school at 
ussel For some time he was en- 

get in farming at Wrae, near Langholm, 
mfricashire ; not succeeding to bis 

satisfaction, he left Wrac in 1817, and finally 
settled in Edinburgh in 1820, where he sub- 
sequently obtamed employment as a con- 
tribater to the public journals. Hed. in Edin- 
burgh, Nov. 12. 1825, His tical works 
were, (L) The Lowely Hearth, North Shichds, 
IRL8 ; (2) Senge of Israel, 1824; (3) The Harp 
of Zion, 1825; and (4) these three works, to- 
gether with ashort Memoir, as his Porma, &c., 
Lond., J. Johnson, 1847. The Songs and Harp 
are mainly — of pertions of Holy 
Seripture. few have come into use as con- 

! Hide no more thy 

gregational hymns, as, “A voice comes from | 
Ramah,” “Acquaint thee, O mortal," “O > 

KOITSCH, CHRIST 

sweet as vernal dews that fs! 
and others, 

Koch, Eduard Emil, 
1809, ut the Solitude, near ¢ 
the completion of bis thool 
Tibingen in 1830, he was { 
sistant clergyman at Ehni) 
ingen, and in 1887 became 
Aspach, near Marbach, on 
1847 he was apptinted th 
second, and in 185% chief | 
at Heilbronn. In 184 he t 
as pastor at Erdmannhanser 
He d. wihiile on a visit to St 
1871 (Alig. Deutache Biog., x 
Koch claims notice bere +s the aw 

let Kircheniials wed Kirchengese 
inshesondere der deutschen coany 

t . 
attgart, in 4 vole, ies 

he only ved t complete vols! 
nant etited from bis wes, by bi 
chaplain to Prince Alexander of 
1472; with an 4th volume by B 
on vol, iv. of 1863), INTé, and f 
plete index im 1877. All the re 
tlomary are to the third ed, u 
stated, ated the following notice r 
Kegarited as the work of ome man 
whole Geld of German Hypanod 
achievement, and worthy of the b 
wasa great advance om anything 
ated as a comprehensive survey 

Regarded more in detail, 

béograptiles with historical connec 
The béiegraphies are for 

careful, and interesting, and ha 
hasis of the blographical netics 
who has pleasure in directing att 
taining espectaily mach fuller ¢ 
Lite af the authors them bre has bee 
collection of notes apo Indbv itt 
af the works of the authors bror 
tnposible to speak by amy moar 
been content to indicate im any 
which be had himeetf gathered 
able to com@ult, hie work might 
complete, bat would in reality 
valunble, As it is, the tnformat 
confosed and inexact, ard wheat fr 
when definite totally wrong, pl 
writer had never coem many of tl 
© that no single statement (« 
1600-1750) can be taken with 
Practical result to the present 
compelled in 1886 te make a vi 
pu of consatting the hyen 
sont of the principal Mbrastes 

ed number to works © 
een teade either by bingself or 
spectally for this Dictlonary. 

Koitech, Christian .« 
18, 1671, at Meissen, whe 
leatberentter. He onterer 
Leipele in 1692, and ther 
of theology to Halle, wl 
fluence of Francke and 
came one of the first “a 
After he had finished his 
pointed him, in 1696, a» 
and in 1700 aa Inapector, » 

jat Halle. In 1705 he be 
| Rector of the Gymnesium 
Elbing, Aug. 21, 17:14. 
Deutache Biog., xvi. 455, 
hausen's Geistretchea G. i 
ed., 1705, he contributed | 

| two others to his Neuse 
1714. Of these the fol 
into English, viz. -— 

i. Du bist ja, Jeau, meine F 
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BROLBE, FREDERICK W. KOMM HEILIGER GEIST 

aan 4. am Nbove, No. gos, indst. Tr. as * Thon, 'n G, Bo Leipaig, 1009, the Merlin «7. 7- atti 

Fee, os <Onslation,” by Miss Hurlingham, is the | LeC% Ne. 1101, &c. Tt has beer br siniell Sees ae <——_n- 

tel. March, 1466, p. 252, repeated in Keid's | taining + pli the leading thoughts of the Refer =e * 

2 
The tre. are fruen the greatly aliered form fre Gc ~f-- paso. 

#-,* A tare 

& int #&-- saat inning “Das walten ueine 1 , 4, 128 den Herren . The ietng. ning ** aleen deine Wenden,” gives? 

tec teaar one Ere. lanil. bs, 19. Mow as hove Oe: aoe, | 1200 bn Appa. xii, 6. 1744~ ts the Merrw hue 

Cou. Fy-- 8“ Now unite to render praises,” by W. | aid in the firidder @. #., 1778, No. Lt, The 

NE*ly ag Deer. S00 in the Mormoian A. Mk, 17H9 (Lees ‘Thy Wounds, Lom, be my Safeguard,” ax SS <> e 

ig”) 
$3 ” | gt. 1. of the Moravian H, He, W754, In thee ae = aout. | 

sy Mi. =x 4 1d4p, 294. are repeatert, atv. teginaing lorcet « = 

Poe eee rian. Tee “ bese No. TL _— - L give Thee praises,” a» No, 1406, and st, Ww. Des Ss > a 76 

Cae “ "O see w four, the trues, tiie best of alt friends” w+ Aankdat Unie workd's peutinrmeets 8 meee 

4.) gee IN eo. 429 in the Moravian H. Bk., 146, To Kolross has aleo been acribel (ae i= = = al vig 

Licht. Loreto | Zirich G. B., 1570) o version of . caret aoe. 
Fever Paw rT- 2 

SAN. 0 Demgermang tea Late, orien Lat, : re 2 on Chetst as the Foantain of Life. A 
. Dewie 

Seri; @ aberwe, No. 386, int st. of 6 15 and in tbe which let appeared it the a ae = faa 

< © Fo, GC Few ose e Od 163, Neo. 25. The fr. in C. UC. ie idion, 1525, and begins “So (Wu) Gott == = “a 

ext Ueegunes iza eoterrnal of life amt of Hight." A good fr.. | Hauw nicht giebt sein Gust" Arend <> = 2 EE 

orettie se. 898-~ mm No. 1100 In the Suppl. of tus to the | of J'a, erevil. is given under this first 14 2 = = =n 
2-7 =," 

© 2 5 fhe, 

Sorpe: Se Osa 2. = ng met, Be tee Ines ee eet Se. | 4. Janel a ak = 

Ieee — CRadee st- having epprored sa No. 207 tn tee | Pe 35 (1782, p. 60), but it is not from thacm as See ee 

fre Mere”, vee; + i. Tectuded, altered eed abridged, | man, aml is simply the tm. vyorsion & >t = ein 

Te rce ~* writ at Sn. i tee oe ee Poalm by Isaac Watta A hymn al=<> —s- 

S2, pete meet Digeht.” by Mies Horthwiek, in 0.1. ES cribed to Kolroes is noted under Sage >= ~ ws 

“WC hetee. p. U1). (J, MJ 
(J. 2em -_3 g 

Komm heiliger Geist, Herre a= > Et. 
Warkernacrom # - =i. 

Eo 

IOV. ghee BF SSderick William, was b: 
th Vin Fedora BL) ext Giitersioh, Westphalia, and M. Luther, [ Whitewntide. | : 

assy he Seem taxrmined at the Mirsion College of | P 748, gives as No. 98 a double form «> as =- 

4. eee Society at Barmen, wus sent, in m two mes, of the 1th cent, at Muri a= = «es 

WP. Tr ; wea dssssionary to the Cape of Good No. 987 w form frota the Basel Pleven oe ee ee, 

I ie Tre laboured in the district of 1914; and as No. 98s a form from the < PF 

te Ranian . at 2 S48, when he procecded to sequiale, Ingo lsinit, bt. Thttwi= <-_ #2. 

hy the Oval Se Eze8 joined the Grat missionaries of an antiplon, wot carter than the Lith «<-«<-=.st., 

hy 25 une 24> Re: <>, There be contributed 35 which reads “ Veni Sancte Spiitus> 2==—z ete 

$<" Br>ol gongs to the fint Herero | tuerum corin fidelium, ef thi amore RES <:ia 

liversitauaa lis a t£2a- Peqnuel, r 

and, hejumenas ore at Cape Town, in 1649, Tn ignem nccende > Qor per | 3 

beg, Ne thee=y tFuc; London Missionary Society rum cunetarum gentes in ametete idei c«>=es g= re 

Henry in thes <- Pais sphere of work haw agin att. Alleluin, Ableluin™ (see lantel,~ &m- »F- 

leony, first at George, and for $315) Banaker, i. pp- 643, 644, says the: BE cae tam 

antiplon ix sti/l sume i tu y divce=< — im 
fore High Mase. =e zack 

Aref, Youn rns 
F of nz rere eons the Paarl, There he pre- 

a dition of the Dutel hynin- ng + 
» : aria ¥ 

= lm) Tesezs 
Germuny on Sundays ! 

~ <2  Missionwry Society, add- the Cralshedive a> Pe eed- cites the German us mm 
Martin Lutheradopt<-<2% @ isis Titking hy- ree pls 

Well-lenogite 2 waae: Weritien by himself (some ordnung of | Ls ’ 

mays of th I es “=a of them translations of old German stanza with altermtions, mea R sa<cikci- 

Engi! exters eg ; malik boeig: and German hymns, | ins re erri gi cil Pharos pub. the whicc#Re> its 

fo esd aig a wes ee lutions by Mr. Kolbe are Eyu Ruchir ition, Erfurt. ph 1 he ee _73> E> R« te 

Atrion! Dative. = emg 2s among the Church of farts. in 3 at. of B ey ain Bien sorely co ES 

bien Fy ee as eli a Fetional, and Dutch Re- Wackernage!, in p ; i. br chitcks s «<2 «of 

Comp jibilee®t oy :. a2. 7 Bations throughout South Luther's Gristl. ro +4 a p 28, ween 2 the 

‘re latin® 202 Ee a of England Duteh Mym- One. L, 8., 1851, - a She hymes — a ee TT 

tt Kop Sta<a) 8 ean” J. A. Hewitt in 1877, | become popular in Grrllinny Kuh, wie 7, 

eas bara te, als | See fice cn feo eet 
bs «Lt bis forces we ely bet<o2-<- Sar 

= Beat battle of Frunkenhbaneed, May 25, 1 

it was song by Leonhard Kayaer when se <5 

stake at Passun, Ave 16, (827: andl tlhee ane 

Pleom, Oli re. “ . La > <= 4 

Wilpon > Ray of his original hymns, 
Atiogg Where — SS Bary Tr tl 1 ew Si A ~ y prepares a ew Sap 

Pi <x. kr. Biymn-book of the London fury E 'y,"" 4 pe = te. Nelish bye =2 > above, containing trans | — : caw 

Ko) hse ==, Be analy Light,” “Art thou | J was the lw palit itteraned ol Ts ™~ 

16 waied PS > life,” and other modern Dilherr, in Mareh, 106%. Tr, we s— 

hay. died Mg ~< pw. H. J 1. Come Hely Ghost! Come Lord our God F a 

*S Urn, NE thee = wt = 
full by J.C, Jacobs, fo Pataudlia Gere oe oo a 

Patnug) Sosa i. = an odanthracius), | ypoo 0p 2 (17, pe te) Fueled tee eee 

tench uf ¢ —== = ra & pastor wt Basel, and to “i PH, Ba, 1754, slightly alteret, 4 = Bx «- 

OF of ¢; ore 
=F in Et cheridion, | { Sabertee Re artic tae Repo tstone as aye z= 

z > ny tae 2» <> S58. In his &* 164 +] the 1789 aud later els, (LH86, No, 20) cree se eB 2 

chin * “ne Me =~ i ater ed., 1534. Me aay altered, pr table by J. Swertner The te ~ ¢ — 

peosie, Kal vee Pe Paphy). he calls bimecif 178% is repented in the lish Chered Mal. 2 ee =~» s 

font !¥e8 uf the a > ——#) <Tentech Iaehermayeen In 1846 W, J. Blew printed a ree at for <-Be = .= aaa 

Pawel a pe =——S his Scriptura! piny (Ein) oe, and included atin his Oh. Hb Tne ers 

Foes tal pm we Beriey betrachinuer” den | taga-55, with an addel doxology ~-——_. 

Panels; hia = = =a, ~~ ey It in on the 9. Hols 8 t Le Ky iy M % 

‘tly hy “IR aa AC. reylzenile- ¢ Bneel per- 5 iy pirit, gracious ré iy Mise I~ =- 

Tey SM bs => = 2 “> “of Death & Raster in her Pys. cf the efornmetion, LHS, y Ls, ae 

Spare ttt dig = — . = the let &- after Faster. | 46 lines. Her versinn of pt. a, Tewrtten to 2 

Mager fie tN ™ SE Sg St regey (Goedeke’s | or 4 1, ip Ne. 192 in Whittemore’s —— 

are 13, bey The | 77, Hes, 1 SEI a ae a 
‘_™ ~ 1, 337, 345, Oe” | #f, SeRe, 2" 

=, *__ e < Beat —_ nf is ‘ 
— Pars . hie 3, Bleet Comforter: come Lord our God 

= Pe. * Into a coer Int pad. full by A. T, Russell, ae § ain hia ie a inxs 

thence a mci: PHdE5 Yepoates by Thr. Picon ey ca es 
Lad . 

MAE? ©. vd - uf re atactuded! in 
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Martin Lether, 1884, y. 27, altered to “ Come, 
Holy Spirit, Lord our God, Awd pour.” 

4. Come, Hely Ghost! Lord God, fulfl, A good 
and full tr, by R. Massie, in bis Martin Luther's 
Spir, Songs, 1854, p. 19. Repeated in Mercer's 
PL H. Bh VAST, unaltered save “ fall fill” 

in st. iL 1, (Ox. ed, 164, Now 435, as 6 at, of 
41.)5 and in the Ohio Leth, Myl,, 1880, reading 
“and fill.” 

6. Come, Holy Spirit, God and Lord. In full by 
Miss Winkworth, in her Lyra Ger, lst Ser, 
1855, p. 1175 and her C. B. for Enylond, 1963, 
No. 72, Repeated in Dr. Thomas's Augustine If, 
Be, 1466, and the Pennsylvania Luth. Church 
Bk, 1868, 

6, Come, Holy Spirit! gracious Lord! Help 
By M. E. Tapper, as No. 57 in Judd's & & 
Bék., Unlifax, 1970, 

Other trs, are :— 
(1) "Come, holy Spirite, mont Dlessed Lande," 

Coverdale, 1639 (Kemains, 1446, p. S42). (2) 
holy holy Ghost, Lord our God," in Lyra Daridica, 
1704, p. 51. (3) Lord God, the Holy Spérit, cone,” by 
J. Anderson, 1406, p 1T (UT, p. 41). (4) Come, 
Holy Ghest! Come, Lord oar Ged! Thy,” ee es, 

5) *Come, Holy Ghost ! rule with« 
in,” by Dr, ML Milfs, 1834, p. 144 (6) * Come, Hely 
ihost, come, mighty Ged,” hy FE. Massie, 1x67, p, 209- 
7) “Come, Holy Spirit, Lend and God," by Dr. G, Mac- 
miald in the Sunday Mag. 1487, p. 394, amd bis Arotioa, 

1876, p. 57. (J. M.) 

Kommt, Kinder, lasst uns gehen. 
G. Tersteegen, [Christian Pil, mage.) Ist 
- in the 3rd ed., 1758, of his Geistliches 

meagirtledn, Bk. iii, No. 62, in 19 st. of 8 1, 
entitled “Hymn of Encouragement for Pil- 

ims." Repented in fall in the Une. L. 8, 
851, No. 822; und, abridged, in many other 

German collections. Illustrating this hymn, 
Lauxmann, in Koch, viii. 564, says that 
Tersteegen 

“once said to some of bis friends, who vi-jved bim on 
his Birthday ; * My friends, if 1 should die towtay [ would 
ouly have threw words to say to you asa last farewell 
1, Place your whole comtidemce om the grace af God in 
Christ Jesus; 2 Lowe ome another, 3. Wateb and 
pray!" This is the quintesseare of this noble travelling 
song for Christian pilgrims and strangers bere below 
(1 St. Meter 1. 11, 12), whoa course is a march through 
the Destes to mer — pat pureceners 

at Tighe tes 

boee thronghout om oo 

Translations in C. U. :— 
1, Come, brothers, Iet we onward. A fr. of st. 

i, ti, ¥., %, xiv., xvii, xviii, by Mee Findlater, 
in HW. LE. Ly let Ser, 1854, p, 51 (1884, p, 52), 
The trs, of st. i, ti, xvii, xviii, were included 
in J. A, Johnston's English Hyl. (ed. 1861, No, 
192). 

2. Come, brethren, iet ua go. A good tr. of at. 
i, ii, Vi al, sii, xivieaix., by Miss Winkworth, 
in her Lyra Ger, let Ser, 1855, p L6L. Acente 
in 6 st. of 4 1, from the tre. of st. i, xi, avi, 
avii., is included in the Porish AL Bh, 1883 and 
1875. Centos beginning with the tr. af st. xi, 
“(ome, children, let us go,” are in the Eng. 
Presb. M's, & Hys., 1967, and the Cong. School 
Hy!, U981. 

Other trs. are, (1) “Come, children! on; this way,” 
by Mee Warner, Lah, p, 224. 
let's be going," In the CAristian Azaminer, Moston, 
ULS., Sept, 1960, p. 252 (3) “Come, brethren, let ue 
hurry,” in L. Rehfuess’s Charch at Sea, aor i 9. 

(JM) 
(Greek Hymnody, § x1. 1—~ 

us, 
Hi. 

Korraxcov. 
xv1. 4) 

(2) “Cotes, children, | 

KOMON TE KAl KAD 

Korov te Kai xapat 
Jewus.) In the lated. of Dr. 
the Eastern Church be gives U 
“S. Stephen the Sabuite, ap. 7 
calls it “ Idiomela in the We 
Oblique Tone,” and adds, ~ 
which strike me us very swee 
the editions of the Getoechus. 
dateless Constantinopolitan b 
sequent editions the L 
Church the words “1 copy | 
Constantinopotitan book” wer 
omission bas causal nar 
searches for the text in the 
tions of the uw, =T! 
— book referred to by I 

found amongst Dr. Neale's 
copy corresponding thereto t 
covered. 

The so-called translation « 
“Art thou weary, art thou 
accompanied in the 3rd ed 
Neale s Hys. of the E. Chure. 
the Prefuce to this offeet ;— 
“The Hymns at jaar 306 ra 

grima'), 209 [* Safe ” Re.) at 
contain so tittle that is frem the Gr 
hot to have been included fn this 
future Extition they shall appear as 

In accordance with this € 
Dr. Neale's these hymns v 
Appendix to the 4th ed, of t 

ureh, 1882, editet by the 
Hatherley. The must there 
said of these three hymna 
based upon the few words qu 
which he found in his ext 
the Greek Sacred Poets, and 
lave yet to be traced to thei 

“Art thou weary, art th 
pesred in the Ist od. of th 
Cherck, 1862, in 7 st. of 44 
ineluded in T. Darling's 
England, |862; and the ar 

subsequently in almust 
ublished tn G, Britain and 
ren set ton great number 

H. A. & M. being Christus 
Dykes; aud Stephanos by 
harmonized by W. H, Monk. 
tune in Church Hymna is 
the Contemporary Review fv 
is a rendering of “ Art thor 
Latin by W. E, Gladston« 
with Dr. Neele's text and 
iven in the Times of Dew. t 
veins,“ Scis te lasaum? sc 
Another rendering by TH. 

Songa af the Christian Cres 
“Sisne Inssus, aeromnostin. 

An expanded version of t) 
in S87 under the followin; 

© Several years ago," says Dr. 
NB, “am amonymoss Cornespeotny 
weary,” ie pein with the added st 
he had teen favomred with Pe, > 
tho hyton, and cot having De. Ne 
correction, Dr. Bord wrote a eher 

| thisexpanded form, ard load it fry 
numler of Lifeand Work, AS 

| ip. 73, ast A Recrettable Omixsior 
| The added stareas are -— 

“*5. Is this all He hath to © 
in my life below ? 

Joy uspeakatle and 5 
Toou shalt Know. 
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KOS E-GARTEN, LUDWIG G. 

a 6 ALL ches Mh shal) be fiepiven— 
2a thie. work fur woud ; 

Theor eb alt fread of Life from Heaven 

thon 

Sweet sbeall be thy meditation 
Law, 

"9. Pesead E'alms and Crowns of Mlury, 
Etcotoes in Moot wash'd white, 

Gomed tan Christ His People’s lemple— 

into PL st. has 
zen a leaflet, with the hendiny 

We raion of Hyme tt" [in the 
W884), That these addi- 

Dr, Neale nor 
Greses BE Baymin, is evident to any one 

tey Dr. Neale’s works and with 
B3ooks of the Greek Church, 

8 veglican Hymnology, 1885, p. 
2 gm ercst striking aveount of Mr. 

ut Mar Saba, 
It iw 

of that most 
(J. JJ 

Ludwig Gotthard, was 
> at Grevianihlen, Mecklen- 
<A at the University of Ros- 

1792) Aftor 
the scliool at 

PRstir at wen Feifawald, be became, in 
[ : Fe a enkirchen, on the island of 

. im © he held till the 2lst 8. 
during vacn- 
been also ap- 

E554 y at Greifewald. 
~ Wr Profemor of Theok 

<= “G1 es's Church at Greifs- 
. 26, 1818, His Dich- 

1812-15, in 8 
te BY vols. Four additional 

<-> 8¢- ond of his Akademieche 
i » and pub. at 

Ober, row Ree: in fr., viz: — 

Eternal Life, 

Ss at of #1, entitled “ Mome- 
™S. his last poem, with afore 

Rit Se EE death, and recited it in the 
zg finn on the wth S. ater 

= © isa tesutifal poem, founded 
Wan hy Meyfart (q.¥-), and on 

26 tata Hierusaler,” q-¥. Abp. 
312, quotes L- 

aN inne. tee ae Built | Would Get I a rag ty Src: Neale fa 

hein, M0, sr. Ped ow the Joys end Gierke 
Cris = => he Sf. tet e Nitin = a Ot ogee in the ay 

FRO} in 2. Jaye eth... r Ms = ce Z 
Lhivers. = A> elm an, ». of Christian Wil. : “~ 

“2, yo Epa > 
An ae Witter, a = = = es, = of the Cloth workers and 

bo at te _, 7 == - &. in Silesia, 64 
tang ge ea Sap s. 1701. ; Entering the 

Pope in thy = B= iy in 1718. be went in 
Way eh, Oy fray ~ - atheg where Jie graduated MOA. 

Lieguicaiiad Se = x ayte tine travelling tritor to 
thy >. = s 2 1727 -S2 ou 

Lint ek WRN oF Baron wom, Nomis a Spent In 2 wm Se , +, 20, 172, hue tie. ee wm Fatt On AM cbayn. nies 

=.= oe ig nts ot ek sat prator of 

= x“ ¥. became ] St Paul at ~ = 1 } eter ane ‘appointed 

= te wie ff lhe Consistery. 

teennor of t 

<> => i> 

Eta 
za =. 
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KRUMMACHER. FRIEDRICH A, 

He d. at Liegnitz, Dee, 18, 1762 (8, 7 
hardts Preebyferologie Schiceions, 1730-334? — 
p 280, &e-), He edited the Liegnitz G, #3 - 
1745. His bytons appenred in his 

(1) Dir com tobe Gotles eriffnete Lippen dem (Fi<w ee = 
, kec., Hateling, 1792, (2) Grade and tO" fa > 

Acit tiottes iH Christo Jem, iu haligen Lidderee ee Oe 
alle Seams wal Fext-Tags Keongelien und Sede fare oe 
Letpaig and lauban, 119, [Berlin Royal Library - 3 

Theonuly hymu by Krause tr.into Eng lis 2a = 
ae! echiner . Sanday Morning. "5° ?Poe ttm 

Lyten, a great fevourite in Southern Germany, let == == — 
4 1739 6 above, p, 4et, in Pet of 6h, emt ee 2 am <2 

~ Marning-Hymm um Sunday,” aiel thus im =: te<" 
Liegnite G. #,, 1145, Ne, 5 hut In recent colls,. a © 2m = = 
WoOrtemberg @. &., 1442, and the Car 25,142, ES = > A 
402, (¢ begins “Hallelujah |" Sometines erroae<sea == EB oe 
aecribed ty I. Schanekck. Ty. as ie 

Hallelujah! Pairest mor: . Aged (omit ¢@ == ge 
at. vi. vif, Vill, by Mies Thicthwtck, In MW. J Ze. 6 == =-« 
Bee. 1454, p28 1884p. 150). Incheded tn full ira = fs < 
Apps, of inte to the SPC KR, Bek dfys | ee 
Sung, 166%, amd others. Ju the & PF. . KK. (Aa eee — 
Mys,, 187t, the tra, of st. li, dv. are omitted, amt = &u<- 
reat alightly altered; and this form is folluwed to Jaca ee aa oe 
Domina, N.Y, pea, dn G8. Jellicoe’s CO., 18ST LS a,c 
begins * Alleluia“ 

Other tra. are, (1) ** Hallelajah | beauteous meri: & em ga ~~ 
by fics Manington, 166%, (2) ~ Hallelujah! «tiem <x 

inens,”” by H. Maaste, in the Hay of gaa es >. =>. 

Krewziger, Elisabothe. [Cruiger. } 

Krishow Pal, the first Hindoowhice wee caus 
baptized in Bengal, woe b, about 176-4, su macd 
baptized at Serumpore by the celebnted BE S=_ g>— 
tint minsionnry, William Carey, on Tere _ ==>, 
1800, He became a useful Christian trite ee @ <-2 
and wrote several tiymux in the Hec-mm ge sada 
langusge. One of thes: was tr. into ErageB & o.ty 
by Dr. Marshman in F801 ux “O thowa, zeny 
aul, forget no more ” (Christ the Friend »_ ae 
wad included in the 27th ed. of Rippon’ Baee <s. 
Sel, 1827, No. 170, Pt, 2, in 6 st. of -@ — Stes 
Bickersteth's Christian Pealmody, ISS. Gee 5S 
st,, aml again in later collection, izac=2 «& ual- 

ing the Baptist Hymnal. 1879, and oot Ba a= re. 
Krishnu d. at Serampere, Ang, wR 

Krummacher, Friedrich Adolf, vw. z 
native of Tecklenburg, Westphalia, whesre~ Bm ins 
father, Friedrich Jucob Krammacher A cae 
Burgoimaster aud Hoffiscal. He was bago® & = .— <a 
there. July 22, 1767, and apparently 
July 13, 1767, In 1786 he entered thes Wr y 
versity of Lingen Caince 181 ranked «2 @ oe 
Gymnasium), and in 1787 thetof Halle, AQ em e 
concluding his theological Stites in ITS o~ _ 
was fur dome time tutor in the family of Sore ae . 
Meyer in Bremen; was then appointed =. 
1790, Comrector of the Gymndsiun at His ys —— == 
and in 1793 Rector of the Gytonasium at ee =e 
(Meurs), near Diiwseldorl. In the end of se ee Bia 
he became Professor of Theology amd easy as <> 
quence at the Uefurmod University of 
burg. When, after the batth: of Jenn 
14, 1806), Duisburg was taken fron 
the salaries of the professora cease, 
Krurmmocher loetured on till bis andienes 
sistedl of one -tudent, He was then, in ¢ = 
autumn of L807, appointed pastor of Ketiyy g a 
on the Ruhr; in ISt2 Chief Court Prese: te — = 
and Geveral Superintemlent at Bern bare =e 

and finally, in S24. he Locate chiet pastor o> ge 
the St. Ansgarius Church at Bremen, p= y- 

=. 

- 

ii ae 
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reason of growing infirmities |e resigned his 
charge in June, 184%, and d. at Bremen, April 
4, 1845 (O. Kraus, 1879. p. 810; Blatter fiir 
Hymaologie, 1886, p. 80, &e.), 
Krummacher is beet known ss preacher ; and as the 

author of the wellknown Paraben, first pub Is06, 
which passed through many eds, and ranks aa the 
somminod German work of ite class, He are 
litsle salted for charch use, being offen all gorical and 
high-flown, and not for the most part sufficlently etmpie 
and dieet, taongh in scene cases he does write in a 
wpular, natural style, and with a beauty of bis own. 
hie hymns teostly appeared in his Perthdehleie, a work 
consisting of allecoroal narratives, conversations, &c., 
with interspersed hymns. Of this the let part, entitled 
Der Somntag, was pab. 1808 (Ind ed. 1810 ; trd ed. 1810; 
4th ed. 1410); pt. fi, emtitied Mas CArietfret, in isto 
(and ed. 18t4; ard ed, Lett); and pt. HL, entitled Das 
Nenjabrafeat, in 1819. 

Those of Krummacher’s hymns ff. into 
English are >— 

i, Allgemach aus und Macht, Ad- 
vent. In his FesthicAlein, pt. ii, LSLO (1314, p. 
154), in 5 st. of 4 L, entitled “The Prophets of 
Natore"; and given after the conversation on 
Zacharias, the toe of St. Jobn the Baptise. 
Included as No. 34 in J, P. Lange's Dewteches 
HKirckenliederbuch, Zilrich, 1845, The unity of 
idea is violated by the concluding lines of st, v, 

* Whe die jeieen 1 den 
Elrest auf Horeb's Felsensplts’ amwebten,” 

And thus in his preface, p. vii., Dr, Lange sag- 
gests that st. v. should read thus >— 

“ Allpemeach and fort und fort 
t durch unser Fleisch das ew'ge Wort ; 
r at ea turek ite, 

ion te aeneck urd Aimmiiscke Geachichte.”” 

Tr, asp 
Slowly, slowly from the caves of night, A full 

and good tr. from Lange by Dr. Kennedy, as No. 
42 in his Hymao. Christ, 1863. 

Ul. Bine Hoerde und ein Hirt, Missions, Ist 
pub. in the 3nd. ed,, 1821, of pt, ii, of his Feat- 
ichiein, p. 163, in 6 st. of 61, at the close of 

the section on “Israel and the Strangers.” In 
the Berlin G. Z. &, ed. 1865, No. LS, and 
many other recent collections, The trs, are :— 

1. One, only One, shall be the fold. Hy Miss 
Duna, in her /fys, from the German, 1857, p, 49. 

2. One Shepherd and one fold to be. [a Cuntice 
Sanctorum, 1880), No. 96, 

iti, Ja fiirwahr! una filhrt mit sanfter Hand. 
Ps. exiii, In bis Festhiollein, pt. i. (Sind ed, ISLS, 
p, 118), in 5 st. of 4.1, with Hallelujahs, It is 
given in the story of the festal rededication of 
a village charch destroyed in time of war, as a 
choral hymn sang by boys and girls after the 
Holy Communion, In the Wiirttemberg G. #., 
1842, No. 72. 7h. asi— 

1. Yea! our leads with gentle hand, 
. A good and full fr. by Miss Borth- 

wick, in HW. ZL, fa, Ust Ser., 1854, p. 59 (1884, 
j) GO), repeated in Nennedy, 14053; Mra. Brock's 
Children’s H, Bk, 1881; the Christian MH, Hr, 
Vincinnati, 1865, and others, 

2. Yoa! our Shepherd leads, with gentle hand, 
Along. In full by M. W. Stryker, as No, 164 in 
his Christian Chorals, 1885, 

iv. Mag auch die Liebe weinen. Lore, Firith 
and Hope. Festhichlein, pt, i, 1808, p. 16, 
in 3 st, of 4 1, in the section entitled “ The 
Setting Sun," for Sunday evening. It is ap. 
pended to ® story in which the father has 
been speaking of the Resurrection of Christ the 
Sun of Righteousness, as celebrated on that day, 
the hymn being introduced as sung by the 

KUSTER, SAMURL 

! family and meighboers, as he « 
Included in the Warttemberg « 
628, It is most sulted te be « 
funeral, Aoch, 2nd ed, iv. p. 6 
sung at the author's funeral at br 
1845, and that st. iii, is em the 
grave. He adds that ot. i, ti 
17, 1850, at the feneral of br, 4 
the church historian in Berlin ; 
adress by Krummacher’s son, 
helm (author of the well-knowr 
and other works) Tr, as:— 

Though Love may weep with br 
good and fall tr by Miss Wir 
Lora Ger., Ind Ser, 1854, p. 12 
Flett’s Coll, Paisley, 1871, and 

ings’s Songs of Pilgrimage, (8% 
Other tra. are, (1) “Let love wee] 

Misa Warner, she, p. S84. (2) 
—_ when death prevails,” by wr 
p. SF. 
A number of other pieces | 

are fr. in the Saered Lyrics fi 
Philadelphia, 1859; by C. T 
by Mra. Follen, 1854; and 
As they are poems rather th 
are not noted here. 

Kunth, Johann 
3 1700, at ro Silesi 
theology ut the Universities « 
berg, and Leipaig. He was it 
aoa at Polzig and Bricks 

mg. by Count Henkel vo 
In 1737 he became chief p 
Silesia, and in 1743) past: 
tendent at Baruth, near Jil 
burg. He d. at Baruth, Se 
Ebrhardt's ie Se 
ii, p. 187, &e). The enly 
into English is 
Es ist noch cise Rub vorhan 

This Gne hymn (founded on Hel 

te bear hs ttt 
ik Novae in teofT Lin th 
trea, No, 1835, 
| According to Richter (Aieg. Le 
was written by Kanth white on a, 
berg to Sileela, Le c, 1725, and 
statement of Flecher (Sey 
Chat it a Jin the New cing 
@. #, Leipaig, 1730. Aoch, tod 
says it was written in 1730 or 1 
journeying with his patron, Cow 
von Henkel, who was on bis way 
sane property im Silesia, On 1 
troke dewn, and this delay gave 
mormur at the ceaseless cnteet of 
minding Bien of the beliewer’s os 
aside a inoment, and then reta 
Kock adds that it comforted the dy 
Miwes (q-v.), being read to hit 
moments on earth, 
The translations are :-—- 
(1) ™ Yes, there remaineth yet 

worth, 1855, p. 195. (2) * There 
thee,” by Mrs, Hevan, iste, p, 3, 
a rest remaineth,"” by Mise Hor 
HB, Guideclimile’s erman soe 

Kiister, Samuel Chri 
a of 8. C.K. Riister, inapee 
at Havelberg. Brandenbur; 
berg, Aug. 18, 1762. Aft 
University of Berlin) (pn 
third pastor of the Frieder 
at Berlin, in 1786; in 14 
and in 1797 chief pastor a 



= = ——f his piather (who had been == church in 1771). He d. at = amy ee << ustndt- E.) near Berlin, Aug. = the ~* ee ee 7 i euteche Biog., xvi. 489, og L > vent = —— —_ -_ we editors of the Bertin G. #., 1629, 
oe => . = = i. i i ee SN czy Se Beeal th Ces] | Kes im Brito Bap, Coll. of Aah & Ew em Em J ae ; a ae emarding the authors of the hymns L = the P; = 

i ' —— — . : eople’s Hymnal, 1 .e. - =a é ne = —_——e ES er’s hymns has passed into Littledale, q. ¥. i beokres ——— — =e i L. H. C., in Ash & Evans ax above,  %-<>- 
English, viz — = —“ts nae, of He Seageenen yas | dy Huntingdon's Caneatien, . J — a—ochatze " [nee L. L., in Ash & Beans, ox above, i-<- 
0 Jon, . Tr aso 

——— | Py 
*. aon = = Eniacling. i S. ty fe by Liverpool Liturgy, 1768. (S00 Uiiwie oo — ‘ hen a —— aid, July. 1940, 108, Hepeatel in ody, 7.) ‘ 

- ae ——_ - Ss 4 4 

Mise Bos ——_— Ooo 1873: Dale's Inet ae ee La Trobe, Benjamin, was b. in E> ex e>— 
in be held seem bridged in Newman Hall's Ckrut | lin, April 19, 1725, and educated at the 2 <= & 
fall ———_— “Se ——— = Haptist Hyl,, 1219; Suppl. of io | versity of Glasgow. He entered the Mim ® es - > ch. 4 Le <_< SS os DNSe, deo. J. M i: Soa “i i = —— —— —_ ea i ea Norks, Se the Rane rater — subsequently bec tc 2 =o <> 
Apne ee — erber 4 — ndent of that body in England i <-> 

Bap* = wwe cated at Westminster School, | d. Nov. 29, 1786. Several of his tre. ot <> «ey — o ast _ wy” ee ew a reh, Oxford (of which he was | man hymn ared in the Me i y= 3 
809, a —— — - —<—nt), where he gmdunted in| 178.) ree An ae >= pd Chr a coe es Lit. Hum.) Taking Holy y = 
someune a = = — 8. he became Head Master of sr eae Christian Ignatius, =i<%< = 

= == : “avo, London, in 1888: Select | * of the above Benjamin La Trobe, Wass Bo» _ =e 
a 1 —_ = = >_> University of Oxford, 1842-43: the Moravian Settlement, Fulneck, Le-<>< @ muy 

Ord Paul = = —— Satenten-fude-kube +] with St Yorkshire, Feb. 12, 1738,and educated in E=s 2 —=— 
Ste 2 er tt “-_ = ‘ ¥y land and ut the Brethren’s College, Nie~ 2 Be zh fa — eee «« 1850-66; and Prebendary of Sileni Takin ord in the Mor — — > = 1 por = hanes Paul's Cathedral, 1853, He x Dist ae ore m we a. ~~ 2~_= = 

= Ais Miscellaneous P Church, he became in 1784 Secretary to © Bae «c= @ . 
Nicvormn L=™ nal bis hymus us follone | Seciety for the Furtherance of the Gossg » == @ 
zolbe — = aban Tarleton ina a= and in 1795 Secretary to the Unity of “Hy | > 
i otlao, => _—— mens Cork meen ponte mslated) 1063, Brethren in Englund. | He d. ut Pairfies <= : ae — ee, tnd series, pt. i, chiett mar Liverpool, May 6, 1836. He iss Bee _ m 7 Zz —— dikes known through his Selection of Sacred Meerw. 
Q) of y LS i — and translations, which ure of | in six volumes, which appeared in 1806 — =— = 

2) Oe AS — = —minl merit, bave been either | His hymnological contributions cousist of gm <> — 
Gocasiy pe ae = Kd oF are unknown to most | translations from the German, (6. A. C3_— a 

qrac — vw = —, A few were incluied inthe | Da Trobe, John Antes, »-4.. gan 
Se ee = SZ. Vr. Kyruston also con | of B La Trobe ani of C. 1. La Trobe, ae 
Sejer —_ Guardian from time to time |p in Loodun in 1792, and educated at go "_ = 
So ry: oes inte Latin of bis own | Eamand’s Hall, Oxford graduating Ba. 3 = =, 

2 wet E ——— hymns by others, but these | and ya. 1829. Having taken Holy Orde wang = 
ewer —- er published. (F-4FJ | the Church of England, he was appois, —— 

ns : ee On. M, Luther, (The Litany.) | Incumbent of St. Thomas, Keudal, in 3 35 < = 
neve le “ge the Litany was composed in | and retained the sume to 1863. In Ik5 es <>. 

xin <——- 2 1529, and first pub. in Klug’s | was nominated Hon, Canon ef Carlisle Cm @ , 
pris arr — - att, = = thence, . = an. as in ett beara ee ry — 

ee Weel: ee and the Howock Of. #., - | clude The Music of Cl RST, anacd — 
OEE Bs SI Ss SS the Berlin G. 2. 8., ent, 1868. | pocticnl, Sacred Lays and Lyrice, 1850. moe 
Rig Wo. o> = ~*~ «a erage we us delivery? J. | also published a - == 

s- -_—— p &. In hi na + Te- Selection of Hymns, including Versions of Frye. 
Ls as Ah > <> = wig, * Lord en § seal keep us | arramped under Mabjecta. v0 nals £ form A fae o Soe. a 

A ge ae ee eve merey on us, Lond, we | fin od Seeley Ih SN Fee ea yw 
— : , eas as, oe og oe. Hon, | “This selection contnins many of his es. oe ble Oe ~ Maaste, oP oe hymns. In 1852 2nd ed. was pub. a. = = v. oo (J. M) s , “ i v= = merry = authors’ names, “How strange is heaywe, = 

- ave a ft Vater in Bwigkeit. love” (The love af God), * O bring to Jelies 
“ « <_<, e#F2-] A recast of ithe Kyrie | rhe Lord] your tribute of praise” (Pr. (Spon. 

(Public —s — a ee fone bonitatis * ae rinity = two of the very few of bis hymns in C. 17,” * * oe. 
- == —- i ‘ GAC rarou ——— eT - estivals brows. mas, in the if Co.4y 

ned eee = Fees. 2 thd) It was| Labente jam solis roté. ¢. ¢., 5 
‘christ , < = tl . iv. £. “ 1541, | (Afternoon, Sunday.) Appeared in hin #7 Pe - 

,) Muscuss ey at Wittenberg, in ’ an ° ou. as” io’ 77 = = 
Be ted ne : BE eg Fnagel, iii. p. 226, in 3 et. 1736, p. i, as * Prono volutus itn pes ¢ yn ae 

® eta jee, MEE. BY “J > 

_<— 

\ 

ry t 

and again in the P’oris Hreviary the... pri ghenee oo? = Pe inthe Unr, b. 8. — <_< 
D usl Lee = Ky, Peuted in the Johann | year, aa“ Labente jam golis roti.” It ig Smee _ . ¢ ured a all orm » “Kyriexs ” by J Chandler's Hf the Primit . a | “ 51. No = =“wh, ¥ bling. this, are | . Chandler's Hys.of the Primitine CH, > S eae, 

: 1S ene Fe ete re at reacm &. Tr. 882 1KI7, No. &, and in Card. Newman's M4, 72 
Fs ae Spin by We Bae te ili, p. 928. 26 PN | Keoleatae, 1888 and 1865, Tr, as — Freee > 

= gn poe 1 iit<* : Ye ej **ther for evermore. 1. New the dee B -_ 
pe ae al fer Fae On by A . Russell as] L. Now day's lining wheel. yoy 

. oF omg nha c +, : (J. M.) liam, in the Lestish Mapasive, Fan, Woe "a 2 _ 
* eae! So. 4s, 1851. a <a 

ane” 
I eo or 



636 LAKTABUNDUS EXULTET 

again in his Hys. Tr. from the Parisian Breviary, 
1839, p. 9, in 14 irregular lines. Rearranged 
asa bree in 3 st. of 4 L, io 4 of Lm. it was 

given in the English Hymnal, 1852, No, 10, and 
repeated in 1856 and 1861, 

2. As mow the sun's declining rays. By J. 

Chandler, in his Mys, of the Prim. Church, 1837, 

. 7. It was soon incorporated in several hfma- 

Soke as an aftersoon hymn, and gradually grew 

in favour until few modern hymn-books of the 

first rank are found without it. Usually the 
text is given without alteration as in the Peo- 
ples H,, U867, The text of H. A. & M, 1861 
and 1875, is Chandler altered by the Compilers, 
the changes being in st. i, and the doxology. 
This text is repeated in Thring’s Coll, 1882, and 
others. In Kennedy, 1863, Chandlér’s tr. is re- 
vised by the Editor, ; 

3. As now the sun's departing rays. By. B.C. 
Singleton, written in 1870, and given in his 
Anglican H. Bh, 2a eh, 1871. 

Translations not in 0. U. :— 
i. And now the sinking orb of day. J. Chandler, 

Lu. version in lis Mywena, we, 141. 
G. Rerizon, 2. Again the dawn gives warning meet. 

in his Hys. & Anthems, 1851, ree en W. Palmer's ¢r. 
in bis Short Poems & Hye., Oxford, 1445. 

a. The day te ciseatling, WJ, Hlew, 1962-55. 
4. The sun hi downward turned his way. J. J? 

Chambers, (457, 
5, Now with rapid wheel inclining. 2. T. Mergun, 
ven in his flys. am Other Poetry of the Latin Ch, 
ARO, onder ‘s original ret line, (J.J 

Lactabundus exultet fidelis chorus: 
Alleluia. Regem St. Bernard of 
Cloirrauz, ([Chriatmas.) The earliest form 
known of this Sequence is in a Gradual appa- 
reutly written in England during the 12th cent. 
and nowin the British Museum (Reg. 2 B. iv. 
f. 177), and another st, in the B. M, containing 
a collection of Se . apparently written c, 
1199 (Calig. A. xiv. f. 506) It is in the Bt 
Gall s,, No, 348, at p. 334, in a hand of the 
1vth cent, Among Misealeitis foundin sn early 
14th cent. Parts, aud a lth cent. Sen in the 
Frith Museum; in a Serum, c. 1870; a 
Hereford, c. 1370; and » York, ¢. 1390, all 
now in the Bodleian ; in the St, Andrews, the 
Magdefurg of 1480, and many French and Ger- 
mun Miseals, It wus also used as a hymn in 
the Serum Breviary, e.g. in « ma of the lth 
cent. in the British Museum (Reg. 2 A. xiv. £ 
187%). The printed text ix also in Denied, ii. 
p- 61; Kehrein, No, 13, and others. 

Of this poem Dr, Neale says “ This Syvence or Hymn 
is of rare perfection im ite Kio, and petepe ma widely 
known as any hymou af the Chareh” ( , Mys. 185i, 
p49). As will be seem by the note above, its use was 

jaily general in Eugloed and in France, In the 
rom Missal [1 was as the Sequence on the Fourth 

Day in the octave of the Assumpthoe of the I. V. M.y 
and i the Serem Areviary as a bytun af the secomd 
Vespers of the Partfioatios, and also of the Assumption 
of the KV. M. In the Mereford Missal it is apgeinted 
for wee within the octave of the Epiphany ; and bn thy 
York Missal im the Mass at Daybreak on eM 

Translations in C,U, :— 
1, Fallef Lot our faithful choir, &e. by 

J. M. Neale, in the //ymwal N., 1854, in 6 1. 
2. With hallowed mirth, sing all ye faithful 

choirs on earth. By J.D. Chambers, in his Lauda 
Syon, Pe. ti, 1866, j &5. This was repeated 
with slight variations in the /eopde’s /7,, 1867, 

3. Come, ye faithful choirs on earth, ‘This ren- 
dering ja the Hymnary, 1872, is based upon the 
Hy anal N., a8 abore. | Heinrich Lampe, pastor 

LAMPE, FRIEDRICH Al 

4, Faithful chorus, Loud exalt, 
Hymaer, 1992, is based upon the J 
above, 

Translations not in 0, U.:— 
1. Be the tidingh J. M Neale, te 

Medieval Mys, 1491, bet afterwards om 
2. Fall ef joy, in sweet accord, 2, 0 
3. With boly giaduess fall. J. W. He 

tT : h 
the Sarvs Mi, in Haglish, 1464, at 
Jrom the Sarum Missal, inti, 

Lamb of God for sinner 
Thy mercy born again. By 
ford. (Holy Baptimm.] Pub. i 
&ec., 1852, No, 55, in 4 at. of A 1, 
in the Parish H. Bk, 1868 a 
Sarum, 1868; the 1863 Append 
C.K. Pe. & Hye. No. 21, an 
Skinner's Daily Service Hymne 
adapted for Holy Baptism, aud 
tion, and in each ease Skinner 
it to C. Wesley in errr. The 
in error in giving the date of i 
as L8G, 

Lamb of God for sinne 
Thee I only pray. © W 
ing unfo Jerur) A red in 
Poema, 1742. p. 49, nea of t 
1868-72, vol. ii, p. g In 
and vi, were laced in To 
Hya., No. 279, and thus came i 
Church of England. J. Wes 
the Wes, H. Bk,, 1780, No. 161, 
of st. i, iii, v.. vi This is 
ed. of 1875, und is in extensive 

Lamb of God, that in 
Advent.) This cento appears 
anchester Pe. Hys., 1789, > 

in others, including Stowell's 
& Hys., 1831, p. 95, in 8 st. of 
v., vii. being the * Air,” and 
stanzas the “ Chorus.” Stan 
are from C. Wesley's “ Love « 
exoclling,” q.v., and the rest 
This cento is in the 1877 et. 
& Hys, and several other 
Chope's Hymnal, 1864, No. 
opening stanza of this conto, | 
ing 4 stanzas are from C, % 
divine, all loves excelling.” 

Lamb of God, Whose | 
C. Wesley. [Holy Communi: 
20 of the Wesley Hys, on the 
1745, in 4d ot of 8 LCP. Wor 
iii, p. 228) It was given in 
books of the Church of Eng 
Te. & HHys., 17; Toplady's - 
and others, and also in som 
collections, but was not inet: 
Hf, Bk, antil the Supplene 
altered version of this hymn, be 
of God, Whose dying lowe,” a 
Mitre H. Dk, 1846, No, 264 

That arrangement was by EF 
rey a, with slight changes 
King, March, 1887. Anot! 
hymn ia, © Blet Lamb of ¢€ 
ove.” It is found in the Rug 
18M): Kennedy, 1463, and ot 

Lampe, Friedrich A: 
o 
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= SO KER, EMANUELC. CG. 
é = er Pri “= —— baptized =. 5 BS. © remain at Det- Bore, << " =e ath of his grandfather (Gene Steere ey, ae Se SE et Zeller) in 161, and then awh oY a oe ae wed mother at Bremen, He pe pr a SS uM $=CAcademic Gymnasium ,) —_— —— “EO GYR: and in 1702 went to the entered iu —=_————_ er sranecker in Holland. After at Bremen, at the Univenity of Utrech "2 s = 

t Univenity om = 1703, pastor of the Reformed 
— short wide ———ze, near Cleve; in 1706 at 

he became, = 
church at eee ch in Bremen, where in 1719 

isbang; + ——— —_ =—$s—r primarius. In 1720 be was pa > — ——_ 
Stephen's (— — an 1 preacher and professor of 
= Pr ' Ee niversity of Utrecht (the 

“Seeing also conferred on him); 
= a —_— wae fessor of Charch History and 
—= Ea University. Afwr a savers 

_— Ta Se cord here ~ resigned 
a : ——_"- mr returned to Bremen as 

itinees i— 

_— 
— im 1709 second of St, 

_— St. Ansgar’s Church and pro- 
= Lyceum. He d. at Bremen, 

CANg. Deutsche Biog., xvii, 
ee mri pe Sein Leben unl seine Theo- 

atte Mheletmann, 1868, ke) 
most eg, = tbrologian that had 

a Pee aT eformed Church since the 
alle lie was the great exponent of the 

meet theology in bis Geheimmiss dee 
——ee 2 TG the author of » well-known 

ae. John's Gospel, 1724-28; of vari- 
SS e—Fea mers, &e. As o bymtewriter Lampe 

7 = ¢ Dent yet franks a ore of the best 
—_ med Church. His hymen are Serip: 

powise Piety, deep spiritual 
-—_.,. and p of faney; but are often 

- and involved, snd not seldom ver 
peared in his Salsas aus Gi 

the rest principally in ane ee 
<< = -adinge, Bremen, 112) ibrary, 
Tne cd oF 131 CAA. Getatlicke _ —— ine also an oppetdix of 13 hymns 

few of Lampe's hymns are 
= i Cc. Those which have 

ci. lish are :— 
Cc ler = — = eo Ae = 

pe micit a ace Berlin G. L. 8, ed, 1863. . an, 

i... No- gs Terie” by Dr. H. Mille, 648 
i 

bat ells am Kreureastamm, fol y Chim- 

=. 5, p. 21, in 12 st, of & 1. entitled 
F > == at Holy ee ta Dr. 3 F, 

Se Lee #43, wt. xii, is orn! 5 

Zz —_—s aetes Heils, 0 Gottesiamm.” The tr, 

© Lam 

=o - ~* 
ae —~w - 

= =< zm. 

ein Pilgrimstand, fbr Traveifers. 
as in § st. entitled * Travelling 

io, 
"=x 

bof God. A tr. of st. 1-iu., 

‘squire, in hin Melodies of the Father- 
omitting st. 1h, In BR 

= a nad, 1h. 
7 _— ‘ 
Se tai 19, pe 40, in 

Tris Gekeimmizs des Cmaetenburales, 
©d., iremen, 1721, P- 1086. .) | ive TY. ae: 

Og wove, whet tataty words, hay. aire. 
“O of © ! €2). ‘us love oO <r: - Wali, 75. 

’ , Ane, ages, ois . Pilgrimechaft. New 
pees hgh 'S —= eee PP. oan <t. The form tv. ts 

> ~ Ie29, No. 424, 
ottentrich, ig 

Ww swift, O 
> Frethinghar oe 

. M.) 

Emanuel c 5 ome ae 
~~ = iStian Gottlieb 

"i s—a=2 ” wa, 
b, 

aos a tay rage fo; ie, Bonnier in 

oe: After = some time engsss 

ee eomold, was b. at Detmold, ap- | his father’s 
Prince W; 

hristian 

bat Berlin, Au
g. 31. 

LANGE, ERNST eT 
business, he entered theservices <> 1 of Prussia in 1897, becs<> == ing his household secretary in 1940. EX<= <i — at Berlin, Oct. 24, 1848 (Koch, vii, 39-—&—= = 

ig que of St. George's Church, Berlin, &< <> - 2- is hymns Woehentat = 
fee. : in his te, portin, tena tae Series, ee Fy =. in the Berlin @, L.'S, af which he was the prim< t= = 
evtions inthe betea hae ene grap sae sy 5 ty pe . various 2 ae a 
logical works, inch ketch deutsch = coangelische Kirchentied, Berlin, 1830 % <t=— 
first critical ed. of P. Gerhardt's Leben und ; - 
Berlin, 1841 ; Gesang-Bldtter ausdem xvi. Jukrheevaa<e oe 
Berlin, 1839, ke. 

One of his hymns is in Engliah C. U.:—— 
Wie wird mir sein, wann ich dich, Jesus, seas 2 <= ~ 

Lowjing for Heaven. Founded on i John 2° - =2- 
In his Gedichte, Zweite Sanmlung, Berlin, 1 =z 

<>f” i; 65, in 5 st. of 6 1, entitled, “In pros . 
ternity.” It was a favourite hymn of «>. . = 

Zeller (q.¥.) Included in the Berlin GG. 72-2 -<SS_y 
1632, No, 1922 (1863, No. 722). The tris = ——____ 

‘What shall I be! my Lord, when I bebolel Be em ee _ 
A full sod good tr, by Mes. Findlater, in, 2-2 
2nd Ser., L455, p. 56 (1R84, p. 114) RKepesm t<m<@ 
in full, in Bp. Ryle’s Coll, 1860; and, omit. & = ee eo 
st. iv., in the Meti. N. Conn. H. Ba, 1863. 

(J. WE _-y 

Ernst, was b. at Danzig, Jase _ == 
1650, where his father, Matthias Lange:, ww 2a 
in the service of the Senate, He was for eas wee ee 
timeseeretary in Danzig,and thereafterita WO7" gesu ge 
saw. In 1691 he was appointed judge im «££ %—» <a 
Altstait of Danzig, and in 1694 senator, Ein <3 _ 
ut Danzig, Aug. 20, 1727 (Bode, p. 103: <@ Fare 
Deutsche Biog., xvii. 623, &e.). Aferavinig ¢-— 
the Netherlands in L608, Lange allied hines s¢ = 
with the Mennonites and Pietiats in Dara oe 
and came inte confliet with the Luthe~ ~ — 
clergy. His hymna were mostly written a bees ee — 
the time when the pestilence visitel Dara = = = 
in 1710, and principally appeared in bis a — 
Gott geheitigte Stunden, without place or <Izm_ = — 
of pub., but probably at Danzig, 1711 ¢ g> “> 
face dated “ Danzig, Feb, 12, 1711"), i" nae 
idea of this work was aa a thankoffering: ~~ “> 

| preservation during this trying time; ameg —— 

| embraced 61 hymns, viz, one for each yeee- | S= 
hia life. A number of additional hymns > = 
to have been contributed in ms. to Frey lie a —— 
hausen’s Nenes geistreiches (7. B., 1714. r= ae 
Palm versions are noted under Pealters,Goray, == 
Lange's hymns which have passed jy. =_-— 
English are :-— <=> 

i. Im Abend blinkt der Morgenstern. Epi'p>/p-, 
1711, as above, p. 4, in 19 st. of 4 1, ent’ s 
“The Saviour Who appeared at Bethlehergy 
the Wise men from the East, set forth ; trex 
Matt. ii. 1-12," A new st. was added ay > 
(probably from his Ms.) when the hymn 
included by Freqlinghawsen, 1714, No, 59. 

tod, abridged, in Kray Ws Bo L. 8, las 

Yo. 455 (1465, No. 414), he fein. UL ga 7 
The wendering sages trace from far. A ty- or 

i., ii., xx., by Miss Cox, in her Sacrea Hf. Srore, 
German, 1841, p. 25 (1864, p, 44), Repeat once 
Hedge & Huntington's American Myr, fo ,. 
Ch. of Christ, Boston, 1859; Schals Cary. 
Song, 1869 and 1870, &e. 

Another tr, ia; "At eve re the Mor = 
by Lady 1g — een 153, ee Moming, Stn. 

li. O Gott, du Tiefe sonder Grand. (ful’s Az, az 
1st printed as No. 140, in Preylinghansen 

—_~ n r—_ 
"<2 

27 

i> == ry - 



638 LANGE, JOACHIM 

in 10 st. of 141.; repeated in the Berlin G. Z. &, 
ed. 1863, F. Schleiermacher called it “A master- 
piece of sacred poetry.” The tr, in C. U, is s— 

© God, Thou bottomless abyss, A spirited tr., 
omitting st. vi., ix., and in 8 st. of 12 1, by J. 
Wesley, in his Coll. of Pa. & Hys., Charlestown, 
1737, No, 16, and the Wesley ys. and Sacred 
Poems, 1739 (P. Works, 1868-72, vol. i, p. 143), 
The lines— 

“ Thy wakemed wrath doth showly move, 
Thy willing mercy files apace 

are adapted from the New Version of Ps. cili. 8. 
The bymo d into the Wes. #7, Bt. 1780, in 
two parts, Nos, 231 amd 232 (ed. 1875, Nos, 240, 
241) In other hymn-books it has appeared in 
a variety of centos, As these are all from the 
text of the Wes. H. Bk., more or less altered and 
transposed, it will suffice to give their first lines 
with references to the text of 1780, These centos 
include :— * 

(1) While Thee, Unsearchable, I set (i., 1. 9 alt.). 
Martineau's Aypewens, 1440, 

Lerd (ii, 1.9). Long: (2) Unehangeable, 
_— & Johnson's Bk. of Hye, Soon, OSS . 

wih. Bee South Coll), 1847. ssid y 
Thou, tree and only God, lead'st forth (v.) Wes. 

H. Ak., 1280, No. 232. 
(6) Thine, Thine alone (vi) Lord, is Wisdom, 

Scottish Brang, Cason H. Bk., 1856, 
(6) Parent of geod! Thy bownteous hand (rii.). Mar- 

3-1) feet Thy genial ray (vil. alt.). Dr 
Thomas's Augustine H. Bik. 1586. ae dar . 

These details show the extensive use of this 
hymn in English-speaking countries, 
Another tr. is, “O God, Thou bottomless Abyss! 

How shall | competently Keow Thee,” as No. 673 in 
. 1 of the Moravian MH. M&., 1764. In the ed. Dad, 

No. 174, it begins, **O God, Thou abyss.” 

ii. Unter denam grossen Giitern. Hrotherly 
Lowe, or, (Quis ima. A fine paraphrase of 
1 Cor. siti. Ist pub, 1711, as abore, p. 37, in 
‘ st. of 10 1, entitled, “The inence of 
Love. From f Cor. xiii, 1, 2, 3, 15." Wheo 
included as No, 423, in Freylinghausen, 1714, a 
new stanza was added as st. vi, and this form is 
No. 798 in the Une. £. &, 1851. Tr, ass— 
Many « gift did Christ impart. A full and good 

tr, by Miss Winkworth, in her Lyra Ger., 1855, 
r- 50; repeated, abridged, in Aenmedy, 1863. 

fo the American Unitarian Hys. of the Sport, 
Boston, 1464, and in the Lowdes Domini, N, Y. 
1884, dc, it begins with the ¢r. of st. iL, |. 5, 
* Thongh | speak with angel tongues.” (J. M.) 

Lango, Joachim, p.v., s. of Mauritius 
Lange, senior councillor at Gardelegen in the 
Altmurk, was b, at Gardelegen, Oct, 26, 1670, 
He entered the University of Leipzig in the 
autumn of 1689, where he shared rooms with 
A.H. Francke; and in 1690 followed Francke 
to Erfurt, and in 1692 to Halle. By the 
recommendation of J, C. Selnde he was ap- 
pat. in 1693, tutor to the only son of 
RL. von Canitz, at Berlin. Subsequently 

he became, in 1696, rector of the school at 
Cislin in Pomerania; in 1698 rector of the 
Fricdrichiswerder Gymuasium at Berlin, and 
in 1609 rof the Friedrichstadt church ; 
and in 1709, professor of theology at Halle 
(p.p. 1717), where he d. May 7, 1744 (Koch, iv, 
343; Alig, Deutsche ty a 634, &e.). In 
his day Lange was best known aa a cotmen- 
tator on the whole Bible ( Bitlisches Licht und 
Recht, &c., 7 folio vola, Halle, 1780-1738) ; 
us a defender of Pietism against the “ Ortho- 

LANGE, JOHANN 

dox” Lutheran controversialis 
18th cent.; and ag the autho 
theological works, Only tw 
known by him. one of which is 

© Jesu, siisses Licht. Mornin 
the Geistrewher G. #., Halle, 169 
of 8 |, Repeated in Freylinghaus 
No, 608, and recently, as No. 4 
ZL. 8. 1851, Tr. as s— 

Jesu, Thy light again I view. 
7 at. of 6 L, by J. Wesley, in 
Poems, 1739 (P. Works, 1868-72 
repeated as No, 461 in pt. i. 0 
H. Bk., 1754 (1884, No. 344, 
form most used is that in the W 
No, 419, where st. i. is omitted 
with st. il, altered to “O Go 
shall 1 give.” This form is in J 
1864, Aennedy, 1863, and others 
in the Meth. Epis. Hymns, 1849 
tion #7. Ba, 1882, &e. In the A 
Ai, Bk. 1858, a cente from Wes 
vii., is given as No, O17, beginuil 
God, Thou bust my soul.” 
Other tre. are: (1) “0 let me ale 

near,” by J. Swertner, of st. vil. 
Moravian H. Fk, 0789, In the 1 
(1886, No. S67) It Is altered, and 
siways think near.” 

"by AJ. Ruckell, 
Light most sweet.” In t 
Pp. S10, 

Johann Christi 
at Leipzig, Dee, 25, 1669, anc 
University of Leipzig (a.a. 
he was appointed extraordin 
Philosophy, in 1698 profess; 
in 1 fessor of Logic « 
at the University of Giesser 
came, in 1716, superintenden 
— at Idstein. noar Wie 
ng ©.D. in the same year; 
Saearbriick and Usingen bein; 
his care reapectively in 1722 » 
at Idetein, Dee. 16, 1756 (Ke 
His hymns, distinguished by 
Christ, were written mostly 
dence at Liineburg, 1601-94 
house of J. W. Petersen (q.v, 
passed into English, viz :— 
Mein Hersens-Jeou, meine Lue 

On the Names and Offices of Ch; 
without bis name, in J. WH. Havee 
1605, No. 64, im 18 st. of TL., 
G. B., Halle, 1697, p 140. Borat's a 
&ec. With this hymen Lange com 

Sethe Te sla a 
my Heart's eet pyeal Net 
Pealmody, od. 1765, p. 7, and « 
Ger, Peal., Tranquebar, 754, p. 4 
my Heart's Feast.”" An No 
He Mtk,, \7S4. (4) " Jeaun, Thou art 
As No 2% in the Moravian 4 
No. 358). 

Lang or Lange, farmer an 
estate of Bies, near Sonmbe 
b. at the Bies, April LO, 1; 
entered the University of | 
of theology; and in the by 
he became assistant to Pa 
mavher of Langenberg. = | 
was appointed second past 
Solingen ; in 1828 second 
formed church at Langan 
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author of the tat, and in the @. B., 1004, as 
the auther of the melody, Dr, J. Zahn, in bis Peatter 
ued Harfe, 186, No, 21, gives both text and melody 
from the Dresden @. 8., 1602. Tr, ati 

1, Let us all in God rejoice. In full, by Dr. M. Loy, 
in the Avang. Review, Gettysburg, July, 1461, p. 192, 
— in the Ohle Avaag, Lath, Hyl., 180, Na, 19. 

Let us all with wolce, In full, by Miss 
Winkworth, as No. 29 in her €. #. for Bngland, 1*63, 

[J. MJ 
Lapsus est annus: redit annus alter. 

[New Year.) In the Meaux Rreviary, 1713, and 
1834, this is the hymn at compline after the 
first vespers of the festival of the Cirewmeision 
of our Lord. This would of courve be said as 
the Jast office on Dec. 31, There is a rubric 
direeting that at stenza v. all kneel down. So 
also in the Foictiers Breviary (Pictariense), 
in which it probably originated, Neale, in 
bis Hymni Ecelesiae, 1851, p, 162, gives the 
text « Breeiario Meldensi, ie. the Meaur 
Breviary. It is also in the Le Mana Bree. of 
1748. Daniel, iv. 319, repeats the text from 
Neale, Also in L. ©. Bigge’s annotated H, A. 
a M., 1867. (W. A. 8) 

Translations in C. U. :— 
1, The year ia gone beyond recall. fy F. Pott. 

Appeared in L. M. in his Hye. sitted to the Order 
of Common Prayer, 1861, Ne. 48, in 6 st, of 41, 
and was repented, unaltered, in the People’s H., 
L867, aud others; and, abbreviated and altered, 
in the 5. P.O. K. Churck Hys., 1871, In 1861 
the compilers of A. A. & WM, transposed Arche 
deacon Pott's LM. tr, inte @. M., thus necessi- 
tating many alterations, This text has been 
adopted by several hymnals, including Acanedy, 
1863, Allon’s Comg. Peal, Hytenal, L886, anil 
others. In these forms this tr. is extensively 
used. 

2. The year is gome, another dawns. By W. 
Cooke, written for and pub, in the Zymaary, L872. 

Translation not in 0, U. :— 
Past te the old year, mow begins another, J. W’ 

Hewett. 1889. [J. J. 

Lasset Klag und Trauern fahren. 
J. Heermann 2 T aYernal Life.) This hymn 
is not found in any of the works of ann 
now extant. It ap . with his name, in 
the Kinigeberg G. B., 165), p. 702, in 9 st. of 
8 1 Thence in Mitzell, 1 No. 136. In 
Buneen’s Allg. G. B., 1846, No. 452, ia at. i. 
HL, 1-4, tH, LL iv., vii, ix. The ascription 
to Heermnnn may beve arisen from confound- 
ing with hie * Lasset ab, ihr meine Licheu,” 
ist pub. in his Devoti musica cordis, Lel mie, 
1636 (1644, p. 186), thence in Miitzell, rs ; 
No. 98, in 12 st. of 81, The Lasset Klag has 
been called a version of “Jam moesta qniesce 
querela,” but has greater resemblance to “ Ad 
perennis vitae fontem.” Tr. as:— 

I go from grief and . A goed tr, from Bunsen 
ly Mrs. Bewan, in her Songs of Eternal Life, 1854, p. 17, 
repeated, unaltered, in Snepp’s Siege of G&G, 122. 
In Reid's Praise RE, 1872, it ts altered to " We go from 
grief and sighing.’ (J. Mt.) 

Lathbury, Mary Ann, was b. in Man- 
chester, Ontario County, New York, Aug. 10, 
1841. Miss Lathbury writes somewhat ex- 
tensively for the American religious periodical 
press, and is well and favournbly known (see 
the Century Magazine, Jan. 1885, p $42) 
ad her hymns which have come inte C. U. we 
ave :— 
1. Break Thou the bread of Life, Communion with 

LATIN HYMNOT 

Got. A“ Study Seng” for the Chevtar 
mentite bye written in the sum 
im Horder's ( Beg.) Comg, Hywena, 1eh4 

2, Day is in the west An 
at the request of Rev. Jobm H, Vi 
summer of 1h80, Ix was a © Vespet 
bees frequently used in the woal® 
Chautaequa Literary and Sedentific Ctr 
Landes [ronind, N.Y, 1884. 

For these details we are ind 
Duflield’s English Hye. &e., N. 

Latin Hymnody.—A co 
of Latin Hymnody has never y 
It would occupy a considerable 
dissertation therefore must he 
mere epitome of an extensiv 
ing subject, which is, in fact, 
nected and interwoven with Ch 
and, as St. Chrysostom remur 
“ Nothing ens the soul 
verso—a Divine song compose 

i. Ancient definition 1 

What, then, is a Hymn, am 
nally was the Hymnody o 
Chureh derived? “Know ye 
gustine, commenting on the bl 
ahymn is? It isa song with 
If thou proisest God and si 
utterest nobyme. Lf thon sin 
not God, thou utterest no hy 
then, containeth these thre: 
(canticwm), and praise (laude 
God, Praise, then, of God in 
hymn.” The Septuagint (* 
“tures waes rois dolois alte 
roceads—* What, then, mea 
ymn*to all His Saints?” ‘ 

receive a hymn. Let His 
hymn.'" Modulate laus est 
Gregory of Nazianzus (Jam! 
Cotton MS., Vespasian D. xii 
Musoum, exists a Hymnart 
linear Suxon version of the 1 
tury. The seribe on the fir 
thus: 

“ It te clear that David the Prople 
sang bymas, then the other prop 
three youths when cast into the 
then Divine hymns; there are aleo 
homan understanding, HiLarins, 
floaristed flewt is versified bynnr 
heowe, Misheg: of Milan, is Kexrrowet 
this kind of postey. Whatever po 
im praise of God are called hymns. 
is of those who sing and praise, wl 
Latta | ie ioserpreted ‘Lawes bee 

s but ty hy 
i Ban ay ao 

This definition, then, ex 
thems, meditative, didactic, 
Teligious poetry, and private 
unsuited for public worshi 
this definition, to constita 
conditions are requisite: it 
God or of His mints, be 
sung, and be metrical, 

ii, The Hymne of Tol 
The substantive Sywos anc 

burdw -i fotransitively occur 
Version of the Old Testany 
2 Chron, xxix. 30; Prov. i. 2 
85; xlvii, 8; Hi, 11; 1 Mace 
and in Is xiii, 10-—dprtea: 
wavdy It iv uted intransiti 
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Chron. xxix. 83; Ps xxii. 23- 

FY ee Te 
Se a 

=—_ 
ws verbatim, Heb. il. 12, * ¢» 

accu ty Bae —_— ge Ve Byuvos occurs also in the Sep- 
Se =_——_- — “Si. 5; xxv.1; Neh. xii 46: Pe. 
ry cos Sa c. 4; exivili. 1; Is. xlii, 10; also 
te fh C= Ss. =—— Ps, vi., liv. lv., and at the end 
Paes a The conclusion is that the 
Pk rage , _- — *Hymn”’ and its equivalent in 

‘ ir —— ams See Is, xii. 5; xxv. 1) or Syriac, 
Gre oo —sae ON Use among the Jews at the 
the Helge ee - Lord to signify s Song of Prise 
ee — mee it passed to the whole Chris 
coming _—_ — es Matthew xxvi. 30 aud Mark 
to G ——_£ gee ees how Christ and his disciples 
tian hare a= = —_— literally “having hymned,” 
i ee “This hymn, it seems, was the 

aaron 78. exiil.—exviil., beginning with 
i a The next noticeof hymns in the 

®Ffallel —_ = ——— “ait is in the 16th ch. of the Acts, 
piallelay =x > ee ad Silas * praying were hymning 

Hee To Se ee ented) coe bd . — -_= —— —a ats re ¢ Scarony 

Sue. ait = ji —_ er S veation™ (dakar . i ay 
Vo S—_ mae = two paseages | coon 
tbe 6? let z= = = = arising: this kind of praise, and 
per ug se = it from others, Some hymno- ree i - —_— ¢* ~ . 
oF wd, Pat ee ~~ er, have included the Paalms 
cit Prd SS meee of the Old and New Testa- 
divers, <= songs od Miriam and Deborah, | 

: = a o raise such us the 

PoE ty ge me ecet, Sn New Dita te nt, oa 3. ———7ne O yruns. run, in his 
an oO nar —_— — ge i. 82. has done thia So 
wi a oe amg r > — —onfounds the Psalms of David 
Sa oo — Ne nea comp by spiritual men, 

—genrins and Symeon. St Paul 
Yee WOR, apn reamed ede the 

—". divine praises, “Speaking one 
EE Sins and hymns and spiritual 

~ o¢.e. Odes or Canticles), Ephes, 
in, * Teaching and admonish- 

wa eS = 
~ ——_ 

bc . ~ ; ————_ 

FF —_— 

—e or with 4 and hymns and 

An < = = = (Bars), singing with grace 
7 == 3 to the Lord” Col. iii. 16. 

en Bishop Beveridge,“ by psalms 
ge Boone « David's composing; by 

“ee thems as were made up, pletly 

x SE _rtal wage ai sorte sf a) _—_ Miritun) son 

Yay praie : =-*+ > > So spiritual subject.” And this 
——_— 2 inwccordance with that made 

= = ‘ores 
= «2 by Hi tus, (De_ 

ree ti auh Te heonth. Reliquiae 

= iil. aif.) “] have prepared 

Fae 
: 4 

=3 are Wien chen, vere 
these ee od ; 

=< —— from the other two #pecies of 

72% OF the Early Church- 
Ez - gg me fines eereilat: ““ = 

crm Bry Unger Pliny (20 * 

the Ge ——_, 
s 

- 

©ttullian (Apolog. “HS 
fa - Caius, @ reck author 

(— Be ban eap2Bing of ihe third contury 

i the pe rf“ jms & jetta mae eo erent cllag me 

ts Surtow ce"), and Is. xii. 4, | Sacer, ii 127, 

@— & 
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by the faithful, hymns to the Christ, thee OS" S727 | of God, calling Hine Ged.” One 5 ge a 
So that very carly = 

Pentecost Christian and not more J <> S* Ug, 
hymns must have been composed, whick= ~~ "=o, 
publicly sung in the congregations, ancl =< = 
chants and hymns were conducted by a1 <oxect<— 
of persons called Psnltac or Cantares, “<><? 
men, Lit, iv. ¢ 8; Socrates, Lib. v.. <- ==-> 
Philo, in his“ Vita Contemplatica,” deoe<> =i teoee 
how the Ascetics in Egypt, then’ and x<>&~=* 
his time (eirea a.p. 40° to 68 “corm yexosed 
hymns in various metres and rhyth=a= = a= 
honour of the true God, some inthe a2 <>ai<>aat 
trimeter; others newly compoead. ‘T“h<> axe 
sident begins, and the choirs followin ~ema 2 <> =a 
modulations, with a chorus of all the <> le 
in two choirs of men and women, each Ina ~- a 
ite leader, but all rine! poi atthe <]== 
The Christians of St. Mark there posses & Bo iy 
followed this example. Eusebius (4.7 42 — aa., 
c. 17, Histor,), quoting Philo, of tt b= <—ee 
Therapeutae: “Not only do they tse &fbse 
ancient hymns, but they make new OF <= ee to 
God, meocteladiongs them in metre and <> = =< is 
in a very excellent and sweet omnpoc é & = <->w, 
which is aleo practised in the Churcha = aod 
in monasteries "; and he subsequently sy > <ce eee Fees 
of these (Lib v.. ¢ 28) ae “ Cantiesce a ee 
trum,” wherein “a primordio a fidelibtess Soe or - 
seripta Christum Verbum Dei concelea~ear gre a=" 
In « well-known place of St. Basil (q =e tied 
Gerbert i., 233) “ The psaltery (ic, taume= ae <f 
these harinonic rhythms has its crigim = 2 Se—e—e ae 
above, whence we should be anxious tO seg — eee Jr 
therm, and not to be carried away by de> ge ag 
in the melody to the plessures of the flesss 2) = =. 
and in bis epistle to the Neocaessrien sere» <_s== 
“Divided into two companice, they sire = 
alternate parte; then to one ang is Ai ke> et we a 
that he should begin firet what ie 10 Ie es oe ee 
by the next following him.” Paulof Stgq & 

- 

sata was condem mu council, hele ® =2- 
Antioch, a.p. 260, for rejecting thee h at 
Bt. Ephrem of Nisibis (died $79) sym, y= =. 
honour our festiv 2 pealme and hynam 
spiritual songs.” In 506 the Council of _ ==> «i 

(Can, 30) ordered the singing of hymns owe 

Se ae eae Levine ae Tours still more plainly, after Orr. 
recommended the adoption of the Amb —2 = ¥ 

re» > 

hymns, “There are yet some others yw, = ™ 
are worthy of being sung which have o = * 
names of authors, who were constant jzy og Qe 

faith, prefixed.” Still more important == Ree 

decisive wae the decree of the 6th Coun ex = = <I 

Toledo in 633. (Cun. 18, Labbe, iv. f 1 Foxe =—.f 
“For singing hymns and pealins public iy wry 

the church we have the example of Chris ¢ = 
His apostles, Hymns are composed l= <i 
masses or petitions, or commendations gs. B= 4. 
laying on of hands, of which there, <=: 
many, just as with prayers; let nore. 
you fur the future withhold hymne 

1 in praise of Goel, but let Gaul 

pain celebrate them alike. . These 
be excommunicated who shall dare to 
hymns.” 

iv. Influence of Greek Hymne, 

That these Hymns to Christ, whethe, 
trical or non-metrical, had their origin ayy xx siti. 

East, and thence travelled to the We-gy t £ kee 

2T > a 

Blies = 
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evident historically. 
speaks of the “ Cantica fratrum o primordio u 
fidelibus conscripta; so also Tertullian, So 
Soszomen (Lib. vi, ¢ 25), speaks of the 
“Sacroe hymaos qui in ecclesia cand eolent.” 
St. Chrysostom speaks of the hymns after the 

ms in divine service; und the tradition 
related 7 Socrates is that Ignatius (who first 
eame to Antioch a.p. 68) had learnt in a vision 
of angels * how in antiphonal hymns to hywn 
the Holy Trinity”; to whom may be added 
Hierothens, greatly commended by Dionysius 
and Noethus (see Gerbert, i. 75); Hippolytus 
and others of the second century. The rise 
and growth of Greek hymns, and the ose 
made of the earliest by Latin writers of a 
later date, are fully set forth in the articles ou 
Greek Hymaody, p, 456, i.; Doxolegies, p. 308, i. ; 
Gloria in Excelais, p. 425, 1, ond the Te Deum, 
See nleo Syriac Hymnedy. If any proofs were 
wanting that Latin Hymnody origmated in, 
aud wos derived from, the . it may be 
found in these urticles; for, with a few excep- 
tions, there are daily hymns for the Hours, 
and for the Festivals, Fasts, and Seasons in 
euch ese; aud the Apostles and Saiuta are 
celebrated by hymns iu a similar manner andl 
on the same occasions, Nor are the Spanish 
and Mozarabie Christians any exception, who 
originally received their hymundy perity from 
Rome and the East, partly frow the Greek- 
speaking Christians of Africa. The very 
ancient Irish Latin Hymn of the Apostles, 
beginning Preeamur Patrem (from the Anti- 
phonarium Benchorense— Bangor. in the county 
of Down) and reprinted by Denéel, vol. iv. 
p. 31, bears evident marks of a translation from 
an Eastern original. These carly hymns soon 
mule their way with Christianity itself, from 
the = - _ > Spain, and all other 

ae Een ; except, 1a] 
Serthers Gaul, whe as te ens coe 

lains in his prefuce to the Second Book of 
is Commentary on the Galatians, hymns 

were unacceptable, They were very soon 
introduced into gyre worship, but were not 
originally sung in the Latin tongue; for, in 
the first Christian times, Greek, or dialects 
of it, continued to be spoken in Italy, the 
South of Gaul, Germany and Africa, and 
Latin had not Mn eome into common use; 
nor was it posaible to compress into classical 
measures the fervid devotion of the earlier 
converte. 

v. Earliest Latin Hymne. 
Gerbert (De Canfu et Musica Sacra, vol. ¢., 

p- 80, pub, 1774), after examining all the 
authorities, finds that no name can be con- 
nected with any hymn in the Latin language 
till we arrive at St. Hilary and Pope Dannsus, 
in the beginning of the 4th century. Isidore 
of Seville, who d. 636 (De Opiciis, Lib i., ¢. 6) 
says: * Hilary of Gaul, Bisuop of Poictiers, 
was the first who flourished in composing 
hymns in verse,” and St, Jerome, who d. 420, 
makes a similar statement. It would appear, 
from Hilary's own words, that be brought 
some from the East (in Ps Ixviii,, Leiv.). 
Those beginning Lueis largitor apleadide ; the 
Lenten hymn, Jee quadragenarine: three 
short ferial merning hymns, Dena moter in- 
genite, In matutinis eurgimue, and Jam meta 

Eusebius (Lib. v. 28) | 
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noctias transdit, in the Mocarabie Bi 
for Vespers in the Epiphany, J 
omniam ; another for Compline c 
Pentecost, Beata nobis qaudin, 
ascribed to Hilary by Fabricius 
Tommasi, and Daniel. To Hi 
ascribed by the Antiphowarinn 
[see E ]_ the wobbe mat 
pened of Christ, Hymawm dient f 
yirnem eantus personel, in tr 

meters, which is by Bede deus 
cherrimus (De arte metrica); buti 
Tather to be an anonymous pre 
century. Ly the consent of mo 
to Pope Damasus L (a.n, 966) 
two short Latin hymns, one for 
Deeus sacrati nominis, Uw other { 
martyred a.p. 251), Martyris cece 
‘he latter isthe earliest hymn r 

Saint; it is in rhyme, and the 
of Latin metre are ignored. 

vi, St, Ambroee and Ambrosi 
We arrive in succession at t 

of St. Ambrose (b, at Treves 
the main founder of the ori 
dignified, objective school of 
Hyanody, which for ao many 
without intermixture, ava 
Roman Empire, and before tl 

etruted even into Spain 
issertationer, vi. 21-23), pa 

in the Divine Office all ove 
Mabillon writes (Liturgia 6 
“St. Ambrose took cure that,s 
- _ — Pat raps = 

ou ay yt J 
—— they fad ouly -—a 
viduals singly, and among 1 
clerks only.” 5t, Augustine, 
hymns at Milan, says, “ Th 
péalms are sung after the mar 
emma, leat the people be we 
imitated by alimost all the 1 
the world. 

A fxet which now strikes 
this: that in the 101 hymns u 
cent.) printed by Daniel, vo 
avery few excepted) he 
mbrose or his contemporari 

the ancient classical metres 
prosody ia neglected, acce 
tuted for correct quantity, 
dimeter is mostly adapted. ' 
con tional singing. W 
of bee and there an Alco 
tetrimeter, or pPentameter 
usually in honour of some 
this Inmbic dimeter of « 
mained the favourite for all 
worship which are to be ff 
books down toand beyond | 
the Sequences hereinafter 1 
in the Ambrosian Breviary 
Charles Borromeo, 1582) 5 
sively in that metre. The 
of tho in the Giothe - Ts 
Cardinal Ximenes 1502, ; 
Hynnal pub, in folio »t M 

/ was so almost exelusivel 
English Church, with the 
of two or three of St. Grey 
and a few others for Fest 
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= century English Benedictine | out England and all the Nort pe, =< £ > SS BB. 2061: Jul A. vi. de) there | tb en variations, in the ea ees = Pt — ee iv other measures. [See | W Christondom 

= my — ss —_—-" 2546, ii.) a same sali be ~— Sia fi 
ry —_—— <a__Gertmany, France, and Spain, viii, From the IV. to the XI. Centur-zz- i  —— =. eaued to be down to the Refor-| With the Ambrosian must be men tckh<— 

amdditions were doubtless made | syuceecdi com pose: bn pow tz 
ion. Wen _ ee & epoch of the Sequences, and | several of them In al my o or nit —— ymen, for the next iw E —<—— entury downwards, which will | six hundred years, for they wrote mainL> <>== t and = he z= a iced. the same subjects, in the same vein, withke * Fa <> : - — — Early Ritual U same intent, mostly in the same metre. w= ercafter ~_ = —-— y se. recall with pleasure the names of Aure> 2 & = =* ° — ——— SS were very soon appropriated | Clemons Prudentius, Sedulius, Felix, Sa<ai<>— 

———_ ——e ee minor Festivals aud Fasts of | nius Apollinaria, Juvencus, Ennodiu, V cs ee 
These 1 ee — = = << oven days of the week, and the | tius Fortunatus, St. Gregorius Magnus. >t to th e great ae = Prayer, as among the Easterns. Columba, St, Isidore of Seville, Beda V <a <>— 

oar, HE eee a, however, whether this deti- | mbilis, Paulus Diweonus, Carolus M. ee 
= OS Sn was first made by St. Am-| Theodulphus, Rhabanus Maurua, St. One <_ 

: —" asatoly by St. eg Ie Cluny, St. Fulbert, St. Peter Damiani, wit: 2a _ 
— wec_ale o ie monastery at Lering | number of anonymous poems extendinggs <> ~-<>a- B = mod a lar baa - Cosurina of _ same period, some them most bea 1. 2 “2 | om ———— — ee ese olland.addien, January | and remarkable, up to the epoch of SS _ pine 23) — ee »priated ; 50 in that of St. Isi- | Be . 

CA oe SO ee Oat of St. Aurelian of Arles,| Amongst these must be reckoned the Ii -- 2m ee 
Arlee ce eel = a espectingy the rule of St. Bene- | Erultet jam angelica turba coclorum (fe =< 
13), and t= - “ee mo doubt. Benedict founded | equally in the old Roman, Gallican, Avra > a—e> — 
Jord. 5. _<—»mulgated his rule, and pre-| rian, and Mozarabio rite, as well aa Ot R x <= sey 

such as Sarem), whose glorious strains at _— = 
Benediction of the Paschal cundle (probs_ E> ~~ 
with the same music from the beginnimaga, eae eas 
in the Sarum Missal), anc on the new 1 = 
are probably, with a consensus of cries: = 
those of St. Augustine (Danie, ii, 3 <= >> 
As he was said to have — a eigee e wh<=> = 
he composed if, it was always afterwee a—<— 
sung by the deacon. <a 

In the last half of the 4th and in the be gee yy 
ning of the Sth century lived Aureling = at 
mens Prudentins (q. v.). He was born pa... 
bably at Saragossa or at Culahorra in § = =< 
About his fiftieth year he determines = 
abandon his carthly pursuits and to sy>es_ 
the remainder of his days in promotin tia 
honour of God and the ki 1 of Cha-g —, 
In his Sfty-seventh year, according to py 2 —— 
own preface, he published many of :— 
poems, and continued to do s up to ¢ 3 > 
year 45, about which time he went to Rey = 

. — 
Pe he > method, and “ t ee, the » and course of 

aic* order, = ———_ fHices in the beginning of the 
pit peal them “7 Sa ts spread rapidly over Europe, 

gol? jure his Apostolatus Benedictorum 
pik rte = = = . maintained that for many 
tb ce ie a years no otber Order reall 
a = = a ee tless —_ the custome of th 
pty ¥* ——= = would exercise a great in- 
( pou*. Caan — aang seculars, and detortaine their 
b yndt = = = = “gm ons those of the succocding 

i 095 or ——— «nedict expressly adapted the xist™ —_ i i e Cs 2 Sa rose, compose! either by him 
vast 97, _ t- —— ee and imitators, to Lis Order 
SS a _zula xviii.) Walafrid Strabo, 
ee et succes ae —— Rebus Ecclesiasticis, ¢ 25), 

ee sy oreblp < < Set sainted Abbot Benedict or- 
Sto ee = ens are ro =e ——_- 
w ” =» mbrose himself composed, or 
Fos, ee ion of hitn.” * Which,” 
ae whi = a | book on the Trinity (857), 
bs ers 1 > =s the rule of St. Benedict, 
<oths at, Catholic faith is redolent; | (Hie mihi cum te rerum maze Pieces pe Claas ah, cote | (eas, Sine siete Beasgoera a om vi Eble. (See Gerbert de Re} Romula in urbe Vidimus, Peristeph. isc _ =~ 
aa they pe In No, 91,0. C. C. Library, | xi 1), and afterwards took up his athoncg® — 

at Imola. He seems te have died about =«=— 

413. He was a prolific anthor, His Ch» @ ) — 

tinn Lyrics are his Cathemerinon, or twesy = — 

hymns adapted to all the actions of t2. =<. 
day: his eristephanon, or fourteen hye, — << 

of the “Crowns of the Martyrs”; and wy 4 

Apotheoris of the Divinity of Christ. Ainory i = 
his hymns are the daily hymns Alew a= = 

— 

uo is = 
W 

40H aie #20 Liber Sanctae Marte Wygor- 

oy ion LS a ra eer Sanctum Oncaldum, i an 

Bara, a ae ee tcitine “Oiice book, and ene ngs _ the title of the Int 
1d — ~=——> _— Afni Ambrosian’ canendi per 

7 nip =o il ae 4rdum constitutionem Pateis 

weil tas how we F- See Hymnarium, P- $47, i.) 

ot Te Rew a —— aed tdentical with what consti- 

postr we =" 3 Church Hym y down to nuntive, Nox ef tenebrae, and Luz reece Rare —_ 

pres hens x Other ys, Eoglish Hymnals | aurea; for the Nativity, Corde natus ea Fe ae 

quted t ria —_ 22 22d 14th centuries. described | rentia; for the Holy Innocents, Salrete zr, == — 

: yet othe 1 — ones tiun herr 547. 551. are | Martyrum ; for the Epiphuny, 0 sola WE re =<. 

a of the in els 8 v3 which they | rum urbéum ; and for Lent there are alse y — tend 

~ _— iders Oo = fron, 7 nee in number. |“ Hymnus jejunnntium "; O Nazarene z i ao, 

tant >= ar oe pee re in | Bethleem, or Cultor ha be acreage That Pe 

= con «ame 22 Sg ee **ttag = with some | Holy Saturday, at the lighting of the qa > 

. The Foglisl> a x a rae 4 YP Pre = chal candle, Inventor ratili dux howe Ty es = 

the. yarns Feoy phe additi ants is still retained in many foreign hymna yp * 
100re ce ees ARG estivala © gration) in-| and in the Sarum for the procession gy g > 

werne AIS aan - he Transti¢ Veapers on that we f along with four oy et <. 
Ser") ister ~ Ie jan nod Bene- é >= 
> at <— ee Ambrosia he | others of leas note. A hymn sometines ages = ~ 

thu, adhered to, throug ¢T2 "* toe < 

Senne 

~ 

~~ 

3 4 z 

; 3s 
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to Prudentius, but ip error, and not found in 

his works, is:— 
-Hymeaum Marist Virgiais, 
Decantermus com Angelis,” Ae. 

This is in the Mozarabie Breciary, 1502 It 

may be ob-erved, moreover, that in his eacred 

poctry Prudentius has made use of the Inmbic 
trimeter and dimeter, the hendecasyllabic, 

Alcaic, and Sapphic metres, the Trochaic 

tetrameter, Glyconean, and others, 
To omit mention of Paulinus of Nola, 

Coelius Sedulius comes in ag a Christian 
lyrist in the first half of the Sth century, 

under Honorius and Theodosius II, Whether 

he was a layman or ecelesiastic is unknown : 

bably he was a Presbyter, He is said to 

hove been a Greek, and again an Italian ; and 
then again (confounding him with another 

Sedulius), an Irishman. He composed u hymn 

in aecrostics (ie, each verse bopiening with 
consecutive letters of the alphabet), which is 

the beginning of his poem in Inwhbic dimeters 

on the Life of Christ: A solis ortus cardine, 

a part of which is the Epiphany hymn, Ifostie 
erodes impic, ‘These were universally 

ted into all Hymnaries. St, Magnus 
Felix Exnodius (born in France 473, died 

521), composed one ar two excellent hymns; 

and Elpis [Sco Elpis, p. 29, i,), thut beginning 
Aurea ve ef decore rosea, for the Festival of 
St. Peter and St. Paul. 

Next, in order of time, we arrive at one of 
the noblest and rwost pleasing of the Christian 
lyrists, Venantiugs Honorius Clementianus 
‘ortunatus (See p. 363, u.). The time of his 

birth i# unknown, but he himself tells us that 
he was born at w village called Duplabilis 
between Treviso and Ceneda in Venetia He 
was cducated at Raveuna in grammar, rhetoric, 
and Roman law. He com poetry as 
carly as ap. 555; he weat to ‘Tours to St 
Martin's grave in 565, was at the wedding 
of Sigebert with Brunhilda; Rh nda, 
widow of Clothaire the First, was his friend, 
There he dwelt and became a priest, and was 
# friend of Gregory of Tours, In the = 
597 Le wns Bishop of Poictiers. The 
date of his death is not known, but it was 
Lanta, about 609. He composed prose 
works, but his fame resta on his poetry, 
In the second book of his sacred poems we 
find the glorious ode, Vexilla Regie prodennt, 

Crucis myaterium, for Passiontide. It 
finds its place in most European Hymnaries, 
although sometimes (as in the present Roman) 
in a mutilated form; the penultimate stanza, 
for instance :-— 

“ Fundis aroma cortice, 
Vim ma) nectare, 
Jucunda u fertili, 
Piaudis triampbo oblll,” 

ie often omitted ; but it has no worthy repre- 
sentative in our vernacular church hyma-booka 
except perhaps in the Hymnrary. Of equal 
sublimity and fervour is his well-known 
Passion monody, mostly in trochaics, Pange 
lingua ioet Praclinm certaminia, which has 
been subjected to similar ignominious treat- 
ment in the Roman Breviary. Then we have 
the Paschal Processional, in hexameters and 
pentameters, from his poem on the Resurreo- 
tion, very universally adopted; the first verse 
of which, Salve feeta dies toto cenerabilis acevo, 

LATIN HYMNOD 

was in England generally pref: 
processional proses for the great 

To St. Gregory the Great we 
of the best hymns for Sundays 
phany to Lent, for Passiontide, 
and for the Hours (in Sapphice 
speedily adopted into most liy 
cwlly the early English. Th: 
morning especially, Primo dier 
found in all; but neither th: 
the Lenten or Passiontide hy) 
sented in our vernacular chur 
to any appreciable extent. T« 
——— the aseription of 
oly Trinity at the end, whic 

has been attributed to St. A 
now first, in various forma, to 
general use. y 

The Irish Hymnody mast 1 
noticed, A Liber Hymnorum e 
College, Dublin, in old Irish « 
copious Scholia in the same wr 
in the Royal Irish Academy > 
the Francisean College of 
Rome. Some hymns from t) 
lished by Colgan (Trias thaw 
by Ware, 1656, and by Ust 
Dr. Tetd undertook to edit tb 
oram for the Irish Archwolo; 
Society, but two parts only ay 
and 1869, the undertaking bh 
short by his untimely det! 

(find « hymn in honour of St. 
| by Seclinall, the son of hia 
458 (a Lourica, or coat of mai 
repeated it)— 

“ Audite, omnes amantes Deum, § 
Viri in Christo beati Patrich Ep 
Quomeds besum ab actum simi 
Perf-ctamque propter vitam ae 

It is printed in Daniel, iv. 
J, Laur, Villanueva, in his Op 
Dublin, 1835. Then follows 
sition of St. Columba, cot! 
stance of the Creeds in 150 1 

bes Altus ep Beste dierur 
onl ue Terral 

Est an in pe rd pene 
Cul est unigenitus Christus et 

Also a hymn of St. Cum 
#61), in rhyme in of t 
are named successively, fou 
voted to each :— 

“Celebra Jada festa Chris 
Apestoloram exaltans © 

Another to St, , aleo 
Cuchuminé (700 to 750, see 

oe in oat brad concinent 
teELER 

Bis per chorum bine mt inde ell 

Also (amongst others) the 
praise of St, Bridget (died 
many ag-# the St. Mary 
begins— 

“Christos, in nostra insula quae 

— author, barring is unk 
'o pass over the hymn 

Isidore of Seville ; oun bey 
Cyrilla, for St. Thyraus anc 
and that on the Day of J 
bit repentina, both praised 
trochaics; we notice a r 
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cipal Saints, and a inted to the various 

cctemnities of the Chureh relating to them: 
such as were those of Ambrose, Gregory, Pra- 
dentius, Fortunatus, aud theirsuccessors, They 
beeume amplited and refined into oneness 
descriptions of, and meditations upon, the Pas 
sion and Wounds of Christ, ou His Sacred 
Countenanee, on His Crosa, on His Sweet 

Name, on the Vanity of Life,on the Joys of 
Paradise, on the Terrors of Judgment; into 

peuitential exercises, of the Holy Sacrament, 
of the lives and sufferings of numerous Saints 
—most especially into praises of the Blessed 

Virgin, on her Dignity, on ber Joys and 

Delours, Of this last particular species 
(often mere paraphrases of Ave Marie Stella, 
and Jaudations of a somewhat extravagant 
kind) vast wumbers, but, it is to be observed, 
mainly belonging to the next succeeding cen- 
turies, are to be found in Mone, iL; whilst 
previous to this period, as Daniel remarks, 
very few had been composed, Peter Daminni, 
Bonaventura, Bernard of Cluny, Thomas of 
Celano, avd many others, including Adam 
of St, Victor, were the authors of the pre- 
viously mentioned sacred devotional poetry, 

x. Adoption of Accent and Terminal Rhyme. 
A further fact of importance must also be 

noticed: the universal adoption therein of 
acoent instead of correct megs and of 
terminal rhyme or assonance, Neither of 
these, as we have already sven, is a necessary 
adjunct of Latin Hymnody, and may be 
thought to detract from ite dignity; but the 
terminations and prosody of the Latin of that 
age lent themselves eo easily thereto, that 
— in general, instead of being 
founded on the metre and quantity of sylin- 
bles, assumed rather, as ne more facile, 
syllabiem and rhyme. These rhymes were at 
first merely of vowels or assonances, to be 
adhered to when convenient, disregurded when 
otherwise. They might be contined to a single 
letter or fall on an unaceented syllable, or 
found in the last verse only. Hilary himself, 
perhaps, almost unconsciously set the firet 
example in the 4th century :— 

Quem stelle metum folgida 
Meewtrat micans in acthera, 
M ue duxit praevia, 
Ipsine ad cunabula.”” 

Pope Damasus, St. Gregory, and others 
wrote rhymed or assonant hymns Ace Maria 
Stella; Veni Creator Spiritus are such, Odo 
of Cluny hus alternate rhymes 

“Landa Mater ecclesia, 
Laude Christi clementiam, 
ik mepenms puargat vithe 
We aoe gratiom.” 

Nor is the Church, nor are individuals to be 
blamed, for thus following the universal 
promptings of human nature peculiar to no 
age, which in mecred compositions, as in others, 
looks for saavethneds and ease, for the music of 
language, for an assistance to memory, and to 
rivet the attention; to which the music may 
form an harmonious accompaniment, “It is 
not,” says Dr, Guest (Hist. of English Rhythm, 
116), “a tcre ornament, it marks and defines 
the accent, and thereby strengthens and sup- 

rts the rhythm, Ite advantages have been 
It so strongly that no people have ever 

adopted an accentual rhythm without also 
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adopting rhyme.” To the 12th 
long trochaic tetrameter acatalee 
fect) and catalectic (or incom: 

_An example of this last is 
Damiani (Jan, i, 116), 

* Ad perennis vitee fortem mens eit! 

The composers of Sequences, as w 
made much use of rhymes 
ances. Among the most remarku! 
of elaborate rhyming is the Ho 
of Bernard of Cluny, a poem, © 
tended for private use only. It 

lic hexameter catalectic, with 
ymed ending, divided into thr 

tween which a caesura is inadmi 
has & feminine leonine interme 
between the two first clauses ;— 
* Hora novissima | tempora pessime | su 

Dr. Neule translated it into En; 
fourteen syllables each, three sho 
ginal, without attempting the 
rhyme, Mr. Moultrie (Lyra J 
also rendered a considerable 
much success into a similar me 
original. [See p 633.) St, Thon 
(13th cent.) rhymed his secramen 
in most cases the quantitative 
vailed. Daniel prints several hyt 
later date (vol. i. pp. 298-3u6) ot 
St. Agnes, St, Joseph, the Visite 
Magdalene, of Augustine, of 
Jesus, each stanza of three line 
eatalectica of fifteen syllables 
rhymes. Rhymed hexameters 
hexameters and pentameters 1 
used. 

xt. Metre. 

With rhyme is intimntely « 
subject of metre, The principal 
the Greeks and Latins macie 
verse were eight in number: 
dee, of two loug syllables ; 2. 
of two short; 3. Tee Jandy 
and long: 4: The Trochee, © 
short; 5, The Daetyl, of a tong : 
6. The Anupaest, of two shor 
7. The Molossian, of three lony 
brach, of three short. Of these 
Sth and 6th measure two in tir 
rapid, the remainder three. F 
sometimes found in classical 
Amphibrach, along between t we 
Amphimacer, a short between t+ 
Bacchic, a short followed by tw 
the Antihucehic, two long folle 
The first is a measure of two, 
in the middle, the remainder 
these feet, with their compour 
val hymnists, as well as the 
male use in composing their 
Scheol of Adrian at Canterbi 
that “centena genera me 
studied, among which was thy 
long and two short,and two 
Before this time, however, 
measures, Merameters, Hera 
meters, Anacreontic, aml the v 
found in Horace, altho at 
tained, were in process of cha: 
ment. Church Song was conn 
alliterative and rhythmical x 

\of the melody by the ear, a) 



EE —S—S —s7 — = ATIN HYMNODY LATIN HYMNOGY —_ 2 ME _— distribution of the accent, and] Lingard, in his Anglo-Sazon ChercFe ©"; 
<_< aes ge. UUuDtity of the syllable, “pete GA), ores o a cmattetnet a Cnsarnat te - Phan} Pm o> —_ raed De Arte Metrica, says, Rhythm | English sacred poems, and netens that «rt the Ve at a i= ted = composition _words, not | these metres were borrowed the meas t= ™ ~_—= Zz —_—_ ame Tranjsement (compositione), but | our present modern poetry, Furthea= —_* ei Ce ; = = number of syllables according | first verse of the hemistich of the Septeresee * s. . PF == =e cmeeont of the ears;” or, as Ethel- | was doubled, and correspondently the #<*<><> € 

to thee, a 7 Ss — —BMionifacii Epis. txv., Mayence | ‘Thus was initiated tho celebrated stro p> 2 al wad fe a ae ot elaborated by the measuring | four, then of six, verses which were a 
ra — 

ar 

—— a=sad before written that he had 
ae oy mins for singing of two kinds; 

—_ 

—— = ie or Hecameter (which he 
__lPrentameter ; of the Dactylic Pha. 

ter ; consisting of a Spondee, 
three Trochees (“Cantewus 

Sa ue Nostro” ;) of the 
Pact _——— ———ar catalectic, 

pomine ar —, ———nt arva sole pulvere malto;" 

Tetra a a ac hexameter: 
ae fidelis prima credend! via,” 

—_ — —_—— tetrameter or ditmeter ; 
—— eS Creator ompium,” 

7 ee metic : 

composed of eight syilables in | harwonious, and ’ 
verse, fitted under one and | thousand varietion ‘The SS ter in equal paths of lines” might be tripled and quadrupled; and ass 2 

blew mi 

—==roic measure of a dactylic hexa- | intimately adapted, 
wm tameter rule, and adjusted into | Proves or 

e_saalze of coequal vorses; the other | hymns, the melody should be varied fr@esa <se1€ 
Zambic dimeter and an Acrostic | end to the other, but that in them theres &s Ba <>ea2 dd 

=anentioned. Bede himself speaks | be the sume musical plirase for lines laa ~ Swag 

ic; of | of Notker. 

and admitte<d <_ ~ 
eight syllable ~<a =< 

a fed to each line aa might l<oeawe 
¢ ear. To this measure the masi< = —~S =e 

The tradition f<>2_ fae 
was that, diferentl»-" 2 “=-<>3 

the same number of syllables. The ma<>Be«sciy 
wae varied throughout, but cach neta 2am ee ic 

riod was chanted twice, or oftener, Ase = 2m 
So far might be the case with thes JF ar—e pees 

ere Was, however, one t B= Ee 
more wanted, and that was a verse by wea ae 

*, having an invariable numberof x= 3B Ea 
ies, for « clausula or period, both thom 2 Bic 
veracs and for the music. Yet this We> 2a & am jy 
had to be developed so that the musionl go> Bom sew ye 
might be developed also when require=<% _ ms 
these phrases might be, and always wee <= «of 
unequal length. Another verse of 15 sa~ em 
bles would not be sufficient for this; Baee— a precor mearum,” a <e wo ee the fst hemistich teing doubled, the" C7Ay aie 

aa aaic: Fa eens san iniapent, = ich thus adrace & © 1 
phe 4 7 Samnum dicat turhe tratrum, the enlargement of the melody required > beagle =z a= ee al 

y” pan = alls a eg Sacral without measure; | as the two a . each — rhy == : 
s.erne Regem id, ity o res 

And a ms => Fuso Creator omniem,” was qromurved. ‘And om, ot aot, mange. wy B.0 
2 = 8 iv his time for sacred poetry. | of St. Victor, on St. Stephen -— —_—T- 

~ . Se eund on examination that after s+ Wel indie enictoate: 
~ yy ver ee owe hymns in the English hymn- Et exultane celebravit 

o Oe = a he 11th and _ =e ee _ netalitie 
7 Je Wi = 246) are mainly in Jambic or ‘us angelorun, 

5 ‘ee UP neste _— ant compro with little rs Probecetin Gt Colores 
bo — — Bassicul versification founded on . 

ie TA a quantity was gradually trans. | Practical necessity. then, as much ne tae oe Pao 
ol Tv - -_ = 26 more modern, based on the | created these brilliant and popular sa<>— 
- are ao ; 3p ables, accentuation, alliteration, lyrics of the 12th and following century _ = 
meosed L<—- = =» ai rhyme, At the opening of | the end of the 15th the mechanism and gee 2 +4 
fos mber™ =——_ a wry this sylabism and rh were already becoming debased. c 
7 oh << =_—_ aay The Auleptod = son xii. 

. _—«!, & Choriamb, a Troches, & Sequences. : teva Wh one “y 2K_with two Dactyls), or of| In the 10th and 11th centuries a » 
= ot (a Si ea | ‘== Caesura (4 Spondee, © Ductyl, | description of Hymns denominuted Prome ae = =a Pambics ee ae = me era followed by two Dactyla); by the Germans Tropes or Sequences, Woe nm ad 

four fos. Ss ~~ g ® ter, the septenarian Trochaic, troduced into the celebration of the = =.- 
en the —_ me * Fe toa uniform number of syl- | Hymne baving beet previously usually nan =, 

tbe Ta ce — >= <1Vantity of the pemultimates | fined to the daily publie Offices of prayesar > = - 
re all so —_— xgetaine, ‘Phe Trochate Tetra- | praise; and Trope being a general nama ee | 

jable-- <_ Fe fe and acatalectic, was culled | any versicle or stropbe introduced inte, ~<or 
wae, nore ‘s— = eee thi 1 Sf the complete | supplemen to, other ceclesiastical ey han <or 

ter Loran se —, FO], ont - tie when one syl- (Gerbert, de Cantu, i, 340). Accordinge, 2. = = t# 
ais Be rs Sf ee Ft nit cits 9 m_ debuit (nara- ever, to St, Cyprian’s life of Cusurins uf ay = => ~~ - 
ume! te Fs ectic Thee Taving the feet 542 (Gerhert, thid.), that Bishop ordereg g 2 =x, 
javble * pepe (= OMan sae let were intro- | laity and clergy to sing, some in Greeke, & Bac 
nt by Ee ofr rw or rhy i well as of its | in Latin, Prores and Anthems in the (hy y 2 oe 
comPs atthe, >- Thy jeree saraian! : Later on. however, Prose came to Mead, rx. 3:. 
AUCs mist —— or 1s Peter Da bnoxtam, | Kite of style of that composition ; Sere wa hic 
fi ss OS ge MER we Gg Tf tnin we emit Orhan its place in the Service. Inconsequence —. > —— 

o Due iow fquit contem P F = = * ofr eo f ao Weta destraction of Jumitges by the Norryy ae Qa < ry t rhymes rar 4c 
the = ie a_-=e= tay hg. find eosrecs 851, some of ite monks took refuge ut Se _ = av 

IP 1 Ad oe ae SS ae Bag iste ee title.” bringing with them their Greyorian 4 73 y 7 == 21, 
- 

= ee 

rr 
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na Therein the Gradual (the anthem pre- 
ceding the Gospel) in all Festal days and 
Seasons ended with a long Alleluia, being a 
musical jubilation on a certain number of notes, 
called Newmes, without words, on the flnal A ; 
alse called the Seyuentia as following thereon. 
These Nenmes (which were very difficult to 
remember) owed their origin to two chanters 
sent by Pope Adrian to Charle ne; Peter, 
who opened « school at Metz, au Romanus, 
who, laving been detained by illness at St, 
Gall, commenced a school of music there also. 
In this monastery of St. Gall was domiciled a 
young religious named Notker (called Bal- 
bulus from his stammer), of refined nvasical 
taste. He was delighted to find that the 
Jumivges book bad affixed to these Newmes 
certain words cee yo | to their number, 
a contrivance which enabled him to remember 
the cadences of these Newmes much more 
easily ; especially as new ones were constantl 
being Harn awe | Under the advice of his 
master Yeon, he forthwith set himself to com- 

some new words for these musical Se- 
quences at the different Festivals of the year, 
and began with that for Eastertide— 

~ Laudes Deo concisat orbis ubique totus” 

(see Daniel, ¥. 62), wherein every note of 
the melody should have an rare bo 

word. After other lessons as to the y 
and words from his master, he composed 
another in like form for the Dedication of a 
Chureh— 

” Paallat Ecclesia mater illibata" 

(see Daniel, ii, 28; Mone, i. $23; Neale’s Se- 
quentiae, 247); and others followed. 

In general these early Notkerian Proses 
(with a few conspicuous exceptions), were not 
rhymed or with assonances, except acciden- 

ly; hence the peculiar appellation. ‘That 
for the Nativity, Kja recolamua (for the Clr 
cumeision in the Sarwm Missal); for the 
Holy Innocenta, Leus tibt Chriate; that for 
the same day in the Sarum Missal, Celsa 
pueri conere ; the Veni Sancte Spiritus Et 
emitte, attributed to Robert King of France; a 
grand auonymous prose on the Holy Trinity— 

~ Bemedicta sit beata Trinftas,” 

retained in the Sarwm Missal for Trinity 
Sunday; the well-known Alleluiatic Prose for 
Septnagesima, Cantemua cunefi ; another fur 
Christmas, Nato canunt omnia; and St. Ber- 
nard’s Letabundue, are amongst the excep- 
tions and are all cither rhymed or assonant, 
This non-rhyming guve rise to the idea (partly 
adopted even by Mone, iii, 49) that they 
were vague, incoherent compositions, without 
determinate metre or melodies, Such was not 
the case, Dr. Neale (Daniel, v., 1) and the 
Abbé Gautier (Preface cxxxvu.) have given a 
series of canons by which the recitation of them 
wasr culated, the main principle of which was 
that each of the clavecs or lines of the Prose 
should be nearly of similar length. and each syl- 

lable be closely accommodated to the niusieal 

notes of the jubilant Neumes to whieh they 

were set, If, then, the individual clause was 

double or treble, or more, the same musical 

»irase would be repeated, twice or thrice, &e. 
fr somewhat longer, it would be lengthened 

out: if shorter contracted, till another plese 
was arrived at, The Prose at last often con- | 
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sisted of a series of clauses, two 
the same plan, although the intro 
concluding versicles lad a special 
The Abbe Gautier gives this exon 
Preface—* Jowannes Jes Christo multar 
1. Te Ejus amore carnalesn 

In nave parentens Hqubstt, { $ rae 

|i 
2. Tu Jene conjugis | pectus respuieti 

Ut Ejus pecturis | sacra meruinses 

Into other phases of this ancien 
is not necesury to enter. 
We are now arrived at the m 

of the 12th century, and to A 
Victor: to the second period of 
rhymed metrical py ee a chang 
which, increasing in beauty and poy 
hold on the mind of the Chureh 
Europe for centuries. Northern 
it observed, for it must be me 
neither Spain nor Italy nor Fra 
the Loire, seem ever to have wel 
About the year 1153 may be + 
begun a new epoch in the histe 
(hereafter to be called 5 *) 
of St. Vietor at Paria, founded 4 
by Louis VI. Therein resided a + 
sacred poet and musician named 
compositions were destined to « 
improvement (even a revolutior 
song. The learned Jose Clicht 
1554, in the fourth and last part 
datorium Eoclesiasticum (who, he 

rticularly happy in the ex 
roves), writes thus of him and « 

Proars of this second epoch :— 
© This furm of Prose in the Churct 

celebrated and of all that which is 6 
iMustricws author, renowned mo bees fo 
learning, geet yt a . ' 

usw 
to as very many of those. come 
certaim oceasions very plainly declare. 

By this time, in the North 
least, a considerable proportion 
kerian P’'rosee and those of infer 
gone out of use in choirs; and 
cians had set themselves to cx 
of a more melodious and popu 
These did not confine thempel 
client Neumes of Alleluia, repe: 
cluuses or versicles of an equal 1 
lables, but adopted an entire 
original system both of ver 
music, derived from popular o 
more grateful to the ear. W 
of great regularity constructed 
the system expla above, 
with rh great number 
beauty, having penultimates s« 
some short, Of these Ada 
was the principal author (alt! 
many imitators), and the Abt 
done signal service to Churcl 
publishing 103 of ther, wit! 
which may peshaps be his, ur 
his hymns, together with on ex 

‘duction and notes exhibiting 
((Bucree Poetiques TF Adam 

Paris, 858; Bud ed. 1881). M 
| has also done much for the 
lishing, with the original mats 
Paris, 1876, Ponasiec que frér 

| notation, the chants of the S bs 
with a selection of the prince 
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Aaron eae Tidetie Aw pres from ancient manuseript | ¥. 258), beginning Celebremus in hac die, <2 <2 
. | Which has this strophe— 

Ser; tbe nerecenas of Adam are most of them Vistuatrtx its tremtents, 
pot taj, iy, read. Gut of 45 which Gautier Visiintris in bts planta, R 
©, Be is Sead ed, 1881, ax undoubtedly Sis malt cecsion. 4 dene : 

plik + ort ioe ar f<or the Feast days which are which seems to have been written after G 2t=<— | 
oR th heothy ® tbac> Blessed Virgin, the remain- | removal of the e.thedral to its present sites — — : r 

a te Ta 1 re of = Church Festivals and Sessons, MS. Troparium, formerly belonging to Chr <= j 
te37 tn, “lo IN «ster, they became extremely | Chureh, Dublin, of the latter halfof the L == 2 , 

me nf for ye STE thee North of Europe, Two | century, is in the University Libmry, Cox eae — 
“Sm, lux <> Es teccort, the admirable Luz ju-| bridge. It contsing a seri-s of thes Sm2-e= am 

Sq, No, *te * Famegnis, wid Qui procedia ab | Sequences with the musical notation of B= a= 2 u 
a ae, © toe, “Ree getalarly fine und impressive, | period attuched to each. eh 
= Sea gt) “na - =a acl to say that these compo- The number of these compositions, exes g><—— 

lacs _ Rea deel, those of this date in | cially of the Adamic type, increased a line <> eee 7 
Rett! Daal —— Raeearged and saturated with the | indefinitely during the 18th and Mth <_< 2, — i 

Re tic Pt = — Very inmost, the most reoon- | turies in every country, diocese, and chuz-<= By _ 
ak Fa EOL weanings of Scripture, with | Or great elegance and significance, is that <= 

a) sims, symbolical meanings and in- | the Four Evangelists, Jucundare ple filer Pear ee 
Cri *Snad are in musical and tlowing | Also that of St. Thomas of Aquinw, Who Ct Gene ee 

teat th. a, Y6ith the maguiticent imagery | 1274, Lauda Sion Saleutorem, composed mm Qe y 
nt Pie = == of the Prophets and of the | the best manner of Adum,und fully exempoR 5 + —_ 

; tho, = <= velation, A goodly selection | ing his atyle; to which may be added = @Qe . 
Bass, os) - TS Mom in the knglie Missals, | imitation, Reculamus Sacram Coenam, a 

— 
a >» “> splendid * Praise: of the Cross,” by St. Bonaventura, Bom ge oi 
+ >=. = 4 vet expurgetur,” contermporury, Hecordare Sanctar Crocie, is o—~ — e 

fo, Cetera wo Ee © he Dodication of the Church—| cellent also, Expecully is to be noted ey lo ‘ 
o ~ ee -usalem et Siun Milas " Requence Dies irae, dies tla, for All Souls Da» 3 
ram This Inst in ulmost the only Sequence wha i<_= Be i 

: Xneq ass a eo anicaa cok aiai" Ttuly bas pr duced, and, says Daniel (il, 1 > y 
< th,. Shar 2 Sea sar the Vir estan J *Ormnium consenst sacrae povecos sUDIN a wy gee . 

tig) os Tung = = — ~ ~ ria," devus, et eeclesise latinac xeuddsor vat ren 
En. of yea ela, mel nya tiosissimum.” ‘The inimitable Stabat Mex ee 

Slang” TS =, ™ D Wialo has denominated | @e@oram, Munody of Jaoobus de Benedict © gee a 
Ww ee : = eee 7? Adam,” for the Exalta- | (## it seems), on the Seren Dalours or Of @ Bem ene y 
ap” Ta —— > nega Jeung throughout France Compassion of the Blessed Virgin, in tka << § 
oy,. the’? Yes = -= inal ede *| style of Adam, and probably com afte- »— 

% a a hine a Seaweed © 1225, has been accepted by the whole Laat @ aye 
On, te —. Ne ee ect Church. In the unreformed noted Rowe-pa 

i ——— cin in the pathetic lamentation | Ant/phonary this is placed as u Prone te. ' 
= Gautier (Prefare ouxxxu rks in’ the ein, with the origin 

=~ tion in the Gallican Church, | simple and mournful melody whieh Resize = 
= ad been sung by choir and adopted und enlarged. A noble Sequence _ 

to the 17th cent, “without the Epiphany, Prompto geutes anime, n= 
shame, aud pape ster gna fame = oe is ravi ig ssa gf : 

: = Ahiceh he been CHAT in the y the rininge ol e 14th centur the, : 
~ ee thousand churches for| composition of po ae and caine ara< 
= ~~ not being out of place nor in-| that of Latin sucred poems in general, na + 

the Divine Offires, but their be said tu have culminated. These ine tase 
——anament, for the sake of adopt. indefinitely in number, but not in excellom oes a 

Se more classical style; and sytu-| and sometimes beeame, in the North, alunae =<. 
= earnest desire to cong © 88 | incumbrinces to the Divine Offices. Muara 
= Ra iscences,” not all the Proses | on varwaus subjects wore even composed im, < oe 
=~ tke more beautiful, of which, | transtated into, the vulgar tongue, and sure y 
ae TES are at least twenty whieh | by the people, often to secular tunes, on ove _ 

: = =, ant Liturgy.” An excellent poesible ovcasion, There wae alinost a son 

a _— Rea's Liturgicn! poetry, with » | of relief in the Western Church when, im 2, . > ‘ 
: > corresponding metres and) 16th century, Pius V. and the Counei] — 
ea wan Bthel by the Hev. Digby | Trent reduced thuge to le used as part of -_ be > 

= = _A,, in 1881. “ Mass to four; the Fictimae laschali; bP . #3 — . 
Befinsals alas conten many of) Sanecte Spiritus; Lauda Sion Satretore ve “Ss =i 

. ya ~— ~ aaa that for the Ciremucision. | and the Dien Jrae; to which Wes added th, = 

cor Easter, Landes Salvator’; | stahat Mater in 1727. Fuller details CONC rey is 
= > Scr éi leit nodie | z Sey together with the first tj =. Sancti Spirttue aval s ing Seyuences, together with th Fel liticag, Fae 

ey Se Socundote m Christi; for! more than seven hundred, and an account ona 
——= Detorum senate: for St. Sohn | over thirty sts and printed serview 4 Ouless = 

ee Sogy Christo, &. Many of | which they are found, ner given in the gpesee se 
oO = C=) English Missale are unony- | article on Sequences. oan Soe 

— racclaru rutilat, Pas ae 

as Peer Advent. which were not At the heprinting of the THE cone ury 
= 2 <2re. ane one for the Visi- | yolebets age of Datin leemitiody may dig. mak 1 Pe 

. ‘ area Pexpine tol ite « 9 ¢ fea a > <> 722 posed at Salisbury (ani t tmwe expired, autel ite sun to has ome ey, vee 
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in glory. Among the latest gems were the 
Hyuns and Sequences of St. Thomas of 

the few Italian sacred poeta, His hymna 
include the Adore te devote; Pange lingwa 
gloriosi Corporis; Lauda Sion ; Sueria Solem- 
niis, and the Verbum eupernum, all of which 
have been in extensive use either in their 
original or their translated forms frum hia day 
to the present time. Other flue hymns before 
the end of the 14th century are: Surrexit 
Christus hodie, and Koce tempus est rernale, 
both for Easter; and the O teata beaterum, 
for Martyrs. The grand and pathetic Stabet 
Mater dolorosa, Jucta cracem, although often 
associate! with this period, is of a later date. 
It is found in the Paris Missal, 1481, und 
the Belgian Missal, 1483. [See Sequences} 

The seered lyrical Latin poetry subsequent 
to the 13th century, of which there is au ex- 
tracrdinary quantity in every ible variety 
of metre, may be divided into four classes :— 

1. ee Hersons of the Holy 
ley. 

2 For Festivals and Seascme, ami to the Cross. 
3. Of Saints and Angels. 
4. Of the Hiessed Virgin. 

Of all these the authors are for the most part 
unknown, As to the first head, it would 
scem as if former Christian poeta had exhausted 
these great subjects, and the praises become 
feebler and less original, The old Hymns and 
Sequences keep their places, and to them are 
subjoined inany variations and additions pecu- 
liar to each Country, Diocese, Church, and 
Conventual Orler; but the new hymnody 
attains not to the grandeur and excellence of 
the more ancient. This muy easily be verified 
in = volumes of Mone. er m 
of Christian poetry, however, still partially 
survived, ulthough the style is inferior and 
different. There are several hymns to the 
Holy Trinity of the 14th and 15th centuries, 
especially in Germany — Duleis amor, 
reritas; Summe Pater eancte Deus; Trinitatis 
alliesimae, &c., most of them condensations or 
expansions of the Nicene and Athanasian 
Creeda. We find too “Hours of the Holy 
Trinity.” The three Hymne and Sequences 
for the Transfiguration in the English Office- 
books are fine, They begin Corlestés formam 
gloriae; O sator rerum, reparator aevi; and 
Onata lux delumine. There are rhymed sum- 
mariresof the Life of Christ, besides such as were 
mm use in the 11th and 12th centuries, There 
is anexcellent rhymed hymn for Advent, with 
a melody, Veni, Veni, Rex Gloriac! a number of 
rhymed and assonant or acrostic Songs and 

Aquino, the Dominican, renowned as one of | several members: Salve mea O 
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ning with His Name, There an 
“of the Face of Jeans,” and salut 

a double-rhymed hymn of the’ 
ae By — pa Meals. Soa 
tio ns and Seynences t 
Pentecost ond the Holy Ghost, 
of Aquino had many imitators 
the Sacrament, in proses, in ver 
paniments to the actions of the 
rally nerosties or rhymed, such 
Luz indeficiens; O Panis dul 
caro Christi cara, Tu c@ certe 
Quod in dra cernitur; Salve 
Saturatus ferenlis: all of wh 
features of hymnody, were sor 
in the churches, and aleo us 
There are olso “Salutations of 
line beginning with Are or Salr 
of Christ, the Pralter of Jesus 
Jem dulce Medioamen, with pra 
of the Goodness and spiritaal be 
A m ai haberem, &e.; hy: 
rals, penitential hymns; many © 
of this life; in time of tribula 
tempt of the World, &e. Man: 
tray the mind of the cloister, a 
songs, and rather meant for yp 
tion than for worship, Sever: 
glories of the Heavenly Jerus 
mea Je summa, rhym 
music; In domo Patris; Jeruso 
after the manner of the Ad pere 
tem, and the Urhe beata, Son 
Holy Angela and to 8t. Michae 
the iorum Signifer, thoe 
Angelic Orders, Summo Deo agr 
Thy proper Angel,” Salve mi 
Mone, vol. i.). 

xiv. Hymns to the B. 
The greatest change, howey 

pluce at this period’ in Chu 
relation to the Blessed Viryi) 
14th century several hymns ; 
som of them in the subjective 
used in the Latin Chureh, suel 
Stella; Cantemus in omni dix 

nius, aethera; O m gloré 
aan Domina (Nativity mart 
Salee Regina; Alma erm 
Regina Coclorum, &e. The ¥ 
honour were the Conceptinn, 
sentation, Annunciation, the \ 
tuted 1389), the Puriflention, a 
For each of these a vust va 
poems were composed, which 
sung (but concerning this we 

Hymns for the Nativity: Diee est laetitae; | nation) at those Festivale by . 
Apparuit benignitas, &c,, precursors of Christ- | France and Germony, an 
mas aml Epiphany Carol«, We find many for 
the Passion, as Mange Sion Filia; Duleia Jeon 
epee pauperum; Dafria Sapientia; Ad matu- 

Italy, for most of them, as des 
and Mone, have Newmes, or 
attached thereto, There are 

tinum gemide, and several versions of the | rable on the Angelic Saluta 
Hours of the Passion, mostly in rhyme, a | 100 beginning with Are anc 
method of devotion which began and spread 
widely in this age. There is also a devotion 
of the Holy Cross, Crux tua, Christe, salna 
bominum: one for the Exaltetion or Inven- 
tion of the Cross, Salre Crux arncta, Salre 
mundi gloria, in Iambie hexameters Mono- 
eulum; and « Lament for Jesus, for private 
recitation, in eighty verses, exch verse begin- 

the Cunticle Magnificat, + 
Mary have a large number 
however, equalling in Pat 
Mater; and there are as ina 
of Mary after the Resurre 
Astumption They are all 
and, with a few exception 
Sapientia (Daniel, iv. 2a3 i 
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4 P0°%. KC eameiful, and trivial, without 
My <n Sesesrit. We have arrived at the 

z aa phd Of Kee tin Hymnody when the ener- 
z > amy! liq, LYE —Seotimental influence of com- 
4 es’ POS eno manifest. Rhyme and 

Wp Soey aii~ ies of metre, are carned 
te <Pxea Exawination it will be found 
Rac wore ancient of these hymns 

VS reste part of the later eo pt 
nt ie "Eira «imost as an independent 
Ger ks Raia ts = 

Meced a Fate TS 
ra 

-*. trea 

= =- 
=a: >= 

Rac: more evident when we lok 
= which must have been uscd 
“well a8 public devotion. We 

arianwm; the Vielimae Pax 
tu Mary only; the * Pealter 

** Marian Litany ;” the * Gar- 
“2 thations;" the “ Rosarics of 
ma erathaegr dal oor ne A 

i =e. form of this kind of Prose 
2 el (ii 240) with the tnusical 

* Rore plena 
Sey Fonts Sptrivas, 
Virtatitvus 
Ornantibas, 
Ac mocltas 
Vernantibas.” 

a Snail == remarked, are but a small 
Ce : => which, as Mone remarks, he &r,tha m which, M Pear *hkh} SS ueed. This last editor bas 

= alae | 

wer from Greek, Italian, and = 

Seca like nature. We may 
oar Xr. English Uses were in a 
Da fay Siri, = Sssaved from this deteriortinn, 
Opa PY ual sce 
we b vie > = les, Saints, Martyrs, &e, =i 

== ange and revolution took place 
= « 14th century in the Western 

== he hymuody which related to Pras : 
Sain, rite a Saints, Martyrs, Confessors, and 

Pere r of Hymne awd Sequences 
Th ray — eo partion rly in Gamany 
1m... Mes >= <d also in Spain. Every Church 

or ne | ay hymn- Thor: of All 
an ™ ipticn Sly metrical Litanies. Fino Se- 
I, OF spire = ue laue secundum nomen, in 
Tat of ‘Pe mas Zetuia nunc decantet, all the 

“tyra ics — “Snidiin “a.” Another is Coeli wages —— a in Adamic mate pehbarmg 

~ of = e other A es singly, 
a teh oa =——~ ie reaitoes of Feit lives and 

in Pay oan —— Eee these may be noticed a 
of gu Pans S— SE tor of 36 verses all rhymed, 
) PE a — begins with “PF.” (as a Ry = == <> word beg 
thake; @ SS ae Se ictatis), Sovern! aroof Peter 
Rls, beau) ~— = = => two or three of which are 

lane gt Fa 2 a SS Sh books, There are many 
= ist, SS. Andrew, Mark, and 

~~ nis. one of Which is 
- wee, Beata beatorum. So 

=e and Virgins Among the 

=, < lds, as previoualy, a distine 

= nts ss, Colman, Columba, 
ee vad travelled 10 

= = == goer Rhibe in the — SME 2riess, there are other hymns 
a nedict. Many. amongst 
= <2 ® Rosary, of St. Barbara, 

~ Ja thyme and alliteration, 

= a y and the Magda- Ment, 

a <i rcet reference to our Lord | 
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lene, were favourite subjects both ino tia =< 
Spanish, German, and French books . = SS 
sides these, liymns to above 160 singke Saar © 
of at many Churches are given in Move >” = 
third volume, and in the fourth and fiftka <>» 2 
Dantel, of which many are for private de= ~~ <> — 
tion only, We soun perceive how inf«-2-<>2— 
these, with few exceptious, are in diger= i += — 
beauty, comprebensiveness, and devout fee 1s => a2 
to their predecessors. Sensy and poetry wr <> ae 
often sucrificed to catching roultitudire <>. oe 

POwers and attributes of her | rhymes or assonanecs, or an a bc d Seque eae ace 

xvi. The Roman Breviary. 

Yet another change, and for the Worse 
appears in the hymns of the Western Chia r<> Bs 
in the 16th, 17th, and following cont waa Ho gee 
It must here be noted that the Latin Clhia 2<=— @y 
did not undertake in any way the care of = eee 
Hymnody until late in the middle age oe 
This was never, ke the daily Offces sa wee @ 
prayers in the Mass regarded a 8 NeC@meeeq => 
=: of Divine worship, These lnt-nawes <-> 
devotions were carefully reetored and correc=¢ —— 
in and after the Sth century, but Hymns wre». 
used, and others newly compoed without ye. 
straint, and ed as suited the willofthes g—ea. 
spective Churches ard Dioceses. Their aut is <a 
and composers were and are for the most gooey 
not known, yet they had a wide and great ¢ = _— 
fluence over the faith of the masses and of ¢ 2». 

| religious communities With Leo X. (Poy 5. 
1513) came imto fashion what is called £8» 
clasmical revivul. He, who strongly favot res <a 
this movement, me desirigs that ties — 
Church hymns should be coerced within the «— 
lawa of regular metro and Latinity, He =a, 
trosted this task to Zacchoria Ferrerio Wr q—_ 
centine, who completed this new Hymnologe 4 
Lev, however, died shortly afterwards, ax wes} = 
as Adrian VL, and it was Clement VIL. wha <>» 
in 1423, on the | 1thof December, by his offic-i a=, =z 
letters, recognised and pproved the nvise=< ay 
Hymooery, In this 16th century Fabricius oe 
Kilinger and others corrected the texts of th Pet oe 
Chureb seg ary genervlly. Inthe lL 7 eee 
century Pope Urban VITE. (who ruled frome 

| 1625 to 1644) commissioned three uceomplis by -< 

Jesuits (Famianus Strada, Tarquinins Gallare~ __ 
cius, and Hieronymus Petruccius) again 
revise and correct these Breviary hymus, af te - i258 
the approved classical pattern, We ire wa ge 
nesses Of the result, as ecen in the Mormece > 
Breviary of today, and of how, after th. g — 

proceeding, the simple, noble, and forcits | ar 
style of Ambrose, Hilary, and their SUICOCR RCE ee = 
has for the most part vanished, having boes_ 
supplanted by the cold and often capricioyy — 
alterntions of three reformers. [See Breviarie. =. 
p. 170, ii.] =. 

te«< 

xvii. French, Spanish, and other Breviaré eng 

The exumple was contagious  Lhefor t 
yeur 1737 @ lange proportion of the ancie. 

Hymnas and Sequences were removed fron, t 

a<- 

<—_ t. 
French Antiphowaries and Breeterica, purti Fog =~ 
larly from those of Jerte and Rowen, and ey ta 
the compositions of the brothers Bante. Mea Ls 
Le Tourmeimx, Habert, Besuault, Ey ee 
De la Brunetivre, Coffin, Guyet, ang a ae =k. 
others, were substituted or interpolated Ye, ~~ 
| vali, who dil his best tu neootuplish thi. = re. 
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task with tho Spanish Hymnody (Hymnodia 
Hispanica, 1736) in hia Dissertation on Ee- 
ol ieal a in the same volume, gives 
& history of all these proceedings, and warmly 
approves of them; as does Guyet, a Jesuit, 
in his Heortologia, Paris, 1657 (Venice, 1729), 
The onteome was a parti-coloured mixture of 
doubtful character, in parts of which the 
old classical metres are again revived. It 
must, however, be admitted that among thy se 
later compositions are many of great beauty, 
power and devotional fervour, lly 
those of the brothers Santeiiil. Those in 
the Paris Breviary of 1736 for ordinary Sun- 
days at Matins and Vespers, and in Advent, 
for Matins at Christmas, and St. Stephen's 
Day, for the Epiphany, Quae Stella sole pul- 
chrior at First Vespers, and Linguunt tecta 
Migi at Lauds; those for the Five Wounds, 
Prome vocem, Quae te pro populi; those for 
Easter, and the Ascension, for ir vin Murtyrs, 
for the Annunciation, are excellent. It is 
much to be lamented that Isuae Williams 
(Hymas tr. from the Parisian Breviary, 1839), 
who fully appreciated their Senate. Gee ren. 
dered them for the most part into such crabbed 
awl ineconzrnuous measures. The Rowen 
hywnody is known to but few, yet the Proses 
for Christmas, Verbum lumen de lumine; for 
the Epiphany, Prompto gentes aaimo (alread: 
mentioned); that for the Ascension, Soleus 
hace festicitas (Narbonne Breviary, 1709, ant 
Daniel, ii, 367) are worthy of notice. Besides 
these there are some fifteen original hymns 
of much merit. 

All these and many more in Germany and 
elsewhere are now, in fact, swept away, to the 
infinite regret of the Churches to which they 
were anpropriated, and the Latin Hymmnody of 
the Western Church has thus been’ narrowed 
to the few, and in great part curtailed and 
formalized, compositions included in the mo- 
dernized Roman Breviary, and the five So- 
vences in the Homan Missal. This ia a con- 

clasion muscu to be deplored to so glorious 
& career; and our grief is increased when we 
tin |, aa is the fact, that the ancient music for 
the same has undergoue a similar transforma- 
tion and reduction. 

xviii. Expositions. 
— must ¢ be taken of the numer- 

ous Expositiones Hymnorum et Sequentiarum, 
which, commencing even befure this epoch, 
continued to be — till late in the 
16th century, In the Liber Hymnorum of the 
ancient Irish Church, edited by Dr. Todd, in 
the old Irish characters, for the Archmological 
and Celtic Society, Dublin, 1855 and 1369, 
there ure elaborate scholia and explanations 
of all the hymna, some of them in the original 
Irish language. In the Britis!) Museum are 
two English bymn-books of the 
(Jal. A. vi. and Veep, D. sil), which are ex- 
amples of expositions, Both are anparently 
Benedictine, and the latter is headed :— 

“ Inciple on r ie di Deconens moutin leines stele 
His shins monacht coclestia qnacrere disctt 

Acternuznque melos cogitat ince modis.* 

Tt contains un interlinear paraphrase in ordj- 
nary Latin prose of cach verse of the hymn, 
thus:— 

11th century 

, 
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ef immortalia Divin 
Lux beatae Trinitas! 

#t © cuctoritatis tin ' 
Et principals Unitas!” &e, 

And there is also au interlines 
this paraphrase in Anglo-Saxon 
A. VI, hymns thernselves 
length, but only the first few 

follows, as in Vesporian L 
sion of the hymn in ordinary Lat 
between the lines of this version 
Anglo-Saxon translation of the 
prose version reads thus :— 

“O Lux et 0 beata Trtnitas 
Ex O principalis Unitas 
Jnferde lamen La nostris « 
Quia jam reredit ignegs So 

with the translation into Anglo.S 
the lines, In the Bodleian L 
Mise., 384) is a Liber Hymna 
exposifion of Hilurius written 
the end of the 13th cent. The 
Jam lweis orto sidere begins thu 

“Materia bujus nd ea 8 
orte id est Christo, Christus di 
fos a viclts et induemdo nos virtutsbus 
wapertiam; fd est faciat mos hurmil: 
umbra mortis, id est peocatum, récessit 
Christus, Jam habitat in cordibas nostri 

These itiones became { 
century forward, plentiful on ¢ 
and 98 800 as printing + 
they multiplied everywhere. 
Mr. Dickinson's catalogue, 1 
twenty-seven editious were pr 
1 tween Li9t and the > 
16th century, besides others in 
tauny, aud France. Copies of 
the [ritish Museum, Bodleian, 
Libraries, and olaewhere, "The 4 
Hymnorum, by Hilarius, was © 
in 1485. It has already been 
the more ancient hymns, and 
Sequences of Adam of Bt, 7 
a profound and various know 
Scripture, of its minutest fact. 
eal and typical interpretation 
and yrdoms of the Ay 
Saints; so that it is not won: 
when copies of the Holy Serip: books were rare anil chietty to t. 
asteries, where few could cor; 
interpretations of the full me 
sacred songs shonld eagertl = 
commentaries of Wimpheling., 
1492-1501; of Hermannus Po 
1588; the oxy dissertatior 

item iastionm of Clic 
1516; Baale, 117-19), muna « 
in the Preface to Daniel's Th. 
logioua, show the continued nex 
— That ny moderns re. 
8 casily proved the 7 2 of Kehrin (Frankfurt sant y 18 notes of Daniel, especial) y in fifth volumes; the ler athy 
Mone in his three volumes - 
Abbé Gautier in ‘ 
at Fistor, 1858. 

eecarlier of these Fe 
rally in what may be aa ion 
Latin of the time. They 
doubt for the instruction or oP 
of the Clergy, and for the 

his Lat edit 
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Pc ay they sight “sing with the uuder- | tinguish each vocal sound; and since 
NE t  "* tkaaat the meaning m 

STNG @lh es<-Baclar and sce Br mg “ by | ual, sometimes mounting, sometimes. << -— 
anti Bete, See erent which sets forth the | scending, they had peculiar names Ceo <——— 

= ty, fod wemepest remarkable places of Hely | sponding to their various shapes, and ~~ <>< 
artes | <>f those sainta whose histories | conjoined with accents to mark the diffe2s-<>=—=_ 

tones, and often compounded and piled <>" <<=a2— 
~ - 2 one another, Now theso New dace = hs 

mettaeeth re. anix,: Musto, contd indicate the ascent or descent of tisa<-_ 
{Fm ERE <A to the melodies to which | scale, the plano or forte of the votes, but =<» ie be vie . 

= > ,o Se aesak Sequences were sung up to >; their relative height or value, nor the key . 2 <> = 
* ea Sd th Yoga of the lith cen | the mode, nor the accidentals,ifany, here <>< _ 
> Oa nie 1 Mek <. hae: musical votation thereof, | in order to rend uml interpret & chang GB we ee 

i a ex aa weate matters of so great an | noted, it was necessary (say in the Mth <><_== » — 
= Juticy i «<>xtent, involving as they do a | tury) first to translate the signs withoat <2 i a= —— b= Fa 

Sox, For; “= E the whole oy insti anda to ch x yetem of the | tinction of modes, und afterwards doecri<i3 «- 

SpePlcn we EF the Church, which, although from the character of the melody the key <_< 
= acy, *t be 2 sues Originally derived from the | the mode to which it belonged, as wlacs tf. 2 ee 

es <q May, Saag thes of the Grecks, that they | doubtful intervals. For instance, the 8 gom-_ 
oe Set by Ee ge Afactorily treated of in this | called Podatus represented on scone? & am = 
z bp Se tt ac. <= 5 Both are expaustively dis- | interva), embracing one, two, or more teow «= gee = 

adh, eert, Abbot of the Congregation | but only a profound acquaintance with tia ee t tr, Yo = | 
~ 0. 7a Su the Bleck Forest, in bis two | modes of the Plain Chant could show wita = <~ By tv, =- A : 
SP, ine Oe =s.. De Cantu et Musicd Suerd; | of these jutervalx the singor was tt Chicpe pees 
Aptine®§ T* ~ eens de Plain- Chant, the | The whole, in fart, depended on the skill a= => a 

ex ak > olume of the Nouvelle KNuey- | intelligence of the Cantor. This awkwrem =. @ lea ery A ¢ a 

ave! ‘nbZe St Rtas ayique of the Abbé Migne’s | contrivance coutinued to the end of the 2 =~ 9 
Biss oer rt => ~Rasscmaker Sur PHarmonie an century at lenst. Guidod'Arezzointhe Bog , 
Dd in Fiat > Paris, Didron, 1852); in tee | century thought to remedy toi imperfecet = < > == 
c 7, Pt po Se} work of the Abbe Rallard, | by drawing two lines through the tngee <>=s 
a Uae 7H = -» =» Neumes (Paris, BE. Repoas; | Newmes in order to toark their relative hei ge Bey ge 
vita, I on —_——,_™ PR ilodivs Greyoriennes of Don | One of these was red, to mark the note >"> Sae= 

™ t me) << = OSSsr, of the Abbey of Solcsmes | the other green, to mark the note middles  —-—> ~ 
ey Uy & Sele Lefecre & Cie, 1880). It | He afterwards addod two other lines, bee«-a = = 
Cte, => =. =  stute that these tones were all by two other Jetturs of the seule, Bore 
8Ping: Se anjestic and popular, and that | however, the colours apd additional lette=_—. > 

ut Phin it = robably were uppropriated to | were abandoned, und the clefs were reduc ay 
yee ee Pte Hymne of the Church | to two, with an irregular third; the Do «Less 

Ort; Tih, < 3 > SS naining unaltered) without | where the fork that the line indicat <_..— 
elo, Ce — since the 6th century through- | the position of middle C; and the Fa cl «. = 

—~— When Prose and Sequences | where this fork bys a brove M@ either be fics — 
Sd into the Divine Office in the | or bebind it, indicating the place of the mc 

Sepe in the manner sbove stated,| F. The irregulur B fat Was marked in & @ in” | eagle = me th - “= either newly composed or | proper space; whether any F sharp was @x- = 
BR Ay i em ei them. Pothier irodieed is doubtful. The votes were tino 

i 
—__ =<. - ethers for” 

J a “ars ) bas published a noble one | tong or minim M, requiring emphasis, ¢ 1 eS 
t 

st nt pes, =, dtet of the 12th cent ¥ fw 2 ent, , ‘ 7th “Se eee irregular clef of C with | breve @, usually of uniform tongth, tees 
: variuble if the phrase required it, ond = + ica — ~= 

i Sten” a = Fy, however, to give un nccount | sernitreve @ always short, excopt in «<~s_ 
0 > uaic; for from the | denecs. It is to be observed, however, thaw ~— = rE this 
== Ree oe ee musical notes of some | as a general rule, the notes were all of OQiass = Phe 

firs, a a ¥ ‘ . ‘. 
1 te all hymns. The first) length, ¢ ven up to the 16th century, witha, . 

fret eter =, Feige ta 5th century, Was alpha- | change of time and without bars, Refore-r, jos Bai 
l FRE og, ve >= Wioethiua (De Musicd, Lib. iy, | whould be made to Nos 3,4, 5, and Gin ¢ ) — _ 

fottera Nt = Fked the notes by the fifieen | accompanying plate. ex 7 
i — bet. Sometimes the ttompte tiave frequently beon made, gQ- 

howetis .: ee Bae alpbs ted by the seven | Gerbert formerly, aa later by tio Eee a ~~ eye, Pa ~~ eile 
the Ru fo ——— ape fie. a by the seven sinalier | Lambillotte, commenting on the Antiphurace 

73 woe ~ SS + used Greek Capitals | of St. Gull (L’U nite dana lea chante lites =” 
we >= = ~_ =e All these methods were, | gégues, Paris, 1451), to identify the ANGic~ a 
‘ eS =, = Te tisfactory, and by | melodies representad by Neumes with tj)... 7 © i thy ]. be unse i aes A P l Moe 
be on _ Sa SS Neumes were Universally | noted in the Lith century, and subsequery ¢ —— 

Mtoe ——= a = band io the | after the method of Guido. The Nother »~* =—_— —— 2 » mt 

=mples “are asian WD. xab, ) Seyuences Were thought convenient for is 
== 

————_ ong es, 

i SS Raagno, ly throughout inquiry, wherein each sylinble had only «, = 
. ee _aAN, e; and reference mny tone or two short together; but thie compar] Tac, 

= ewmes ; ving Plates, Nos wus pet satinfuetory, becaum of the —— >« 
=s. SCoom pavy latitude which the Neamee allowed. I iearere = 

= oir shape , : . 
> i vints, lines, however, the Abie Eaillurd haw ry 

—=_ ‘tte chert P eamabliay laberious collation of all the pritici pal eas a 
==, mcmeadl Sg. 0d under or over | books in France, with a view to the fol ee 5 ae 

2 ee onented, in order to dis- | of this problem, and lag printed the: remaLe* pha 

My 
. 

zs. 

x og 

2ise =] 
ight be | chant is variable, sometitues equal, someti z= <= 2 
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them in the four large tables appended to | Singing one verwe and the ge 
hia work, Explication dea Newumes. | gution responding with the 

Simultaneously the Benedictine Pere Dom the next verse, all of them i 
Joseph Pothier, of the Abbey of Solesmes, last — of praise. The 
netituted similar inquiries elsewhere, and cuting Proses or Sequences dit 
in 1880 published at Tournay Les Melodies in different places, Accordin 
Grégoriennes dapréa la tradition. Both of (Lib. t, Pt. i, p. 340) and the 
thee havegiven plentiful examples of Neumes, de Plaia- Chant (p. 270, Tit 
avd in tables and e vings have shown Cantora with their assistant 
low they gradually became transformed vanced and seated themselves 
into the more modern notation, It is not desk (Lectricum) whereon the 
too much to my that they have established | placed, or in front of the p 
the true identity of the Hymnal melodies of | the Gospel was to be sung, the 
the later age with those of the earliest period | ing in their places. Having 
known. their strophe, the strain was 

The manner of chanting these hymns (p. choir and people, with organ ac 
653, i.), was generally by the le, not by and so on with each strophe 
the clergy only, who nevertheless led them, | was finished. 

1 

€ — F 7 at S 

Vinjula . ephallegt "4 a7 4 ifs hd 
fod “ A AALS Z. 
tandicuf Salicuf climactef torculagf an 
Vou 7) 

2 

eg Le thailati a| tata 
dtsefgidts $4) Fd t efg gd | that hy 

3 Chane fue wmuse 
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Fe |? 7 |? |e 
Bee that beside the aborenamed 

Church Hymnal Mosaic, that 
eichenau ou the Gregorian 
1867); sod yy" of the ae 
Plain at . ) 

— WR ied. A considerable number 

Okey 2 
| : 

a De, ee <= in Léon Gautier’s Histoire 
ha aurgique au Moyen 0, or 

= = 
Sig 2. “Go. * ——" mes ~~ he authorities for this outline 
n tam Sa ly, and for « fuller and more 
relay Sh wet of the subject, include :— 

* ate ———— = ftymnorum, Avetore Jacobo Wim. 
en dions, CR —= ae YON a s 

diaeticegig ap Eg te Sen ee i Pe _— : 
| Pa FL nacho #vo, 1518. 

ley = 
= ; ( Ambronané 2e,! “Zw tici, pracertim quac M 

n 7” _ moruem Gteirone 

icant? bey hea re is milorwm, Hye locis adjertis <t 
me etre SS=—_ Se eadio Georgii Camandr ; accedit . - a, 

Mets, ie Me = en ee eine te eave, 1188. es 

Fay, = — “ * 
+3 ¥ «=: _ Cantus, {atinitatis, 

Pay; Pistan: Meg = i. amen. 08 Pracmittitur iheser- 
5. at be Po ee eee, Auctore Pitustine 

etree 5, —— = 56 
. tn wath y—S Ses Sacra, Auctore Martine Ger- 
Rare 7 — = _= — 

Mag =~ = 
Ne ~ = Blasien, 1774. 

Seo Ss 
es tiene medit Geet. Hy se z = ot porma 

ITZ. chten 
=_ , (Gallens vom ae! 

By Anselm Schublger. 
Ink 

Ein- 

\ 5 rH 2 : b = & B = 

Zoe = dt Geschich tackveiler 

ie and Carieruhe, 472 

=e chen tater mischen
 Liltera- 

tysig, 18T4- 

7 altexien Nirchonhymnen. 

LATIN, TRANS. FROM THE 62> => 

12. Beatvdge zur (ieachichte wad Frilérung 
By Dr. J, Kayser. Vol. 

Paderborn, 1481; vol, ji, 1688, a4 

| In arldition to thes works the ss, awc=<m = 
| the printed Breviaries, Gradwala, Hymnare <= — 
Misals, &., which ore cuumerated unci<= 2 
the following moor iu this Dictions 2. 
must aleo be eonwulted, viz.>—1. Breviaries. 3 — 
170, 28. Hymsarium, p, 546, 3, Missals.p. 736. 2 ~ 
4 Latis, Translations from the, p. 655; 5. 2 <-— 
quences, (J. J.J 

| Latin, Translations from the. = 
large proportion of the translations of Lat a2 

| hymns into English ere found at the prese=>2— 
| time in the various hymuals in use in Pub da <> 
Worship. These hymusare annotated intB @ a» 
work under their respective Latin firet lice <= gee _ 
A great number of recent frst, bowewe>e-_ 
remain, of which no use has nad 
although many are of great merit, and eyes 
tanicethea number are of higher exces —_ 
lenee, and are better adapted for congrege-s_ —_ 
tional use, than many of those now In t Bae 
hymn-books. The object of thia article is Ge~ 
gather these trnslutions together in stole gee 
manner us will enable the student to firae = 
what he needs with comparative eve. 

L In the first column in the list which Hog 
lows, the opening line of each hyar, or = 
tion of u hymn, which bas been transl - inn 
given in full. 

ii, In the second column the Authors’ Nanweae 
when known, are indicated by Capital Letteg~zar_ 
as follows :— 

= 
it-- 

A. . > . » Abelard, P. 
Alart . . : » Alan, W, 
Ama , - . Py apne ‘ 
aug. ° . . . Augustine. 

vey ae ‘ . » Adam of 44. Victor, 
B ‘ ’ . , Beananls, 5, 
Batde , . ‘ « Balde. J. 
yy Sas e . » Braneuiére, (7. de la, 
HM 6 ‘ . = Hede. the Venerable. 
Auch. , : 7 . Hoehanan, G, 
“ ‘ . . « Coffin, C. 
Com. - ° . Cotmmine, J 
LD, ‘ . ‘ - Damiani, P. 
F . : . » Flameniitee, M.A. 
Ce. : a * - Gottechaik. 
GS. « ° . » Gourdan, 8, 
Grey. . ’ ‘ - Gregory the Great, 
a. . . . Hibledbers, 
iH-y «Ct ° a . Hilary. 
Hob, . ‘ » Halbert, Tnanc. 
fiart, , F 5 , Hartmans of % Gall. 
Mm. * e 4 Murrt, A -. 
Mop. . H . Map, W 
x. ’ 3 . , Notker 
as e . ; » Paulinus of Aquilela. 
Yn ‘ . . Peter, the Venerabie, 
adr Py é . S Semi Rick c 
ame, . ° ¥ . SapieGil, —, 
x, . a » Bante, J.B de 
xe, 2 . Renee, ©. de. 
v, , Urban Viel 

iii. In the third column one or more of the, 
moat accessible works in which the Latin tea e 
is given in indicated by letters and tirure., 
as follows:— = > 

1, Engtieh Collect tone ane Reprints. 

| a. Chandler, J. Hymns of the 
Lendon, Parker, b=1T 

6, Newmans, Card. 7. H.  fiymmus Arcleriac. 
milan, (ifort Psk* end Lomton L465. 

c. Trench, Arch. B.C. sucred Latin prey 
Lew. Macmillan, 1864 snd te74. ae. 
ad Li Hymnale secundum usyerg inss 

we preacclarar Kreleriac Sariaburieneis, Latiemore 5 
Editedt by Wo Stubile, C. Marriott. amd A. ¢ Wis. -aSe 

c. Meale, 3. MM. Mywns Exolexiag ¢ Orevlae dee *ta_ = 
busdam ef Misealihua, Laut, Parker, 145) asses Lesa, ‘ee ey - 

Primitene Chur Z, 

M i 

¥ 122 <a 

ee i 
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Vengnen, 5. D. 8. The Liturgical Poet Ada 
of senha Tom im Treoch © seat. 2 ote. Js <2 oe 

. Macgill, Songe Christion Creed a Shapley Aas 

igi. Lond., Mekering, It6 and 1st9, wt We Tre b ‘a tis ch Church 
A Stevenson, J. Latin Hymns of the Anglo-Suzen in bias * 

Ho oe 106), from sn a. pegs ane be grmeng bah md 1884. 
lith cent. we, at 

in his varia be 

March, F. A. atin Hymna, with English Notes. 
worper, New Yor, 1875. ats 6. Chambers, J. D,, in bis Lai 

m. Loftie, * . d, The Latin Year, a Selection of | 1*8- 
Rhyming latin Hymas from Ancient and Modern ee Joy te he Hye, of #0 
Seurees, Lowd., Pickering, t#73, 8. Charles, Elizabeth, in ber Vc 

: fe in Song, leie 
2, Fi lag Collections. Ww W. Jy, in his Myr 

HA. Thesaurus Hymaologicus, § vols, dyn lor the Seasons, 148, 
Male a and Lae te4l—fe, ©. Crippen, T, G., in bis Anci 

Lateinisohe Hymnen des Mittelal ters. a. 
3 cal Freiburg (Baden), 1463-85. 1, Dix, W. G,, in Church Times 
Wi C.E.P, Dus deutsche Kirchenlied.| 12. Hewett, J Sw. in bis verses 

S vole, Letpatg, het 3 Vol. |. comtains a collection | Ips. 
of Latin hymns and seqeences. 13. HZ., in bls Oeeasix 

4 Bassler, F. Auswahl alichristlicher Lieder, Bet- “ R. F., in various 
tin, 1468. K., in bis Seo 

5. Bimrock, K. Lamda Sion. 2nd ed, Stuttgart, 1464. Creed and Are, 1876 amd 1eT9. 
4 G. A. Lateinische Hymnen urd 16. Mason, Jackson, in bis Ah 

Gestnge ans dem Mittelalter, Vol. t, Bone 1847; vol. | Morlaiz, &c,, Los0, 
fi, Bone, 1965. 17, Morgan, A. ML, in his 61 

4. J. Lateinische Sequensen dea Mittelalters, 18. D. T., im bis 
M 1873, the Latin 1AHO, 

&. s Lateinische Hywnen det Mittelaiters, 19, Meale, J. M., im bis Me ‘ine 
ay 163. 

Zaburanig, 7. C. Katholische Kirchengeaiinge, 3 2. Mewmen, Card. J. H., io 
1822. and 1 

voit hue Kan von. Hymnarium, Hither luteimischer — =. "Lyra Eusbaristion, 1963. E 
Kircher ie. Malle, 1661. nef edd., 1468, = Pearson, 0. B., in bis Sequ 

1. Weinzierl, F. J. Hymai Saert, .. - sine ' Atissal, 1871. 
Galling dicecerinm Hrevtariis, Augstrarg, 1 33. Trend, H. 

_ Supplementum od Gradwale, Mechiin (SMalines), 24, Williams, 1, in bis dys. ¢ 

rn ih + otek s Patrologiac curtms, Latin series. 25. Lyra Measianica, 1+44. 
E. forees Populaires Latinas du Pa igre Mystion, 1463. 

Moyen Age. Varia, 1847. vr. 

iv. The fourth coluran gives the Translators | “"s." Warkerbarth, A. D., in bi 
in whose a the a are Kc Prt dea. Pe i. ines, 
Each Translator ia indica’ in bis Mymans o 
and the details of their sanecdin ue are ca a*, 1, c*, &c., in various works 
in their Biographical Notices. 

L ward, J. A., in O. Shipley's Amnus Sanctus, N.B—aAll pleces marked (/.) 
1664, 7” “ Alpba ea." 

Firet Lines. | Authors.) Latin Text. ‘Translations, 

A tourte qui te suscitans * e a Biogas 1 @ . . +| 26. . +| Com, 
Ad bemorenm is Magborli . . «| f . « e «| 33. . -| S30 
Ad bonurem Trinitatis . . a: 4 4. “. Mn ft. . + of 3% . | St, A 
Ad benorem tum, Christe . . . hh . >| 37. ° «| Nie 
Ad suptias agni Pater . . . | z & b, g, Et. . 16h «| C, of 
Adest dies epecialis =. ‘ ° J ah lf . ° +) 27, ° -| St. > 

a & 6, Q 11, . | OM . «| Cy od 
deste sancti coelites (plurime)]) . + &.8. | Qt. e | . +] Allt 
dite templa supplices e «| SVU 11, . . «| 3 . «| Sune 

Almo sapremi Naminis in sinw . sl} os . . . «| & . | ‘The 
Alpha et 0 mague Lews ’ - UR). . e.g. m. 2.46 .| 1X16. I.) Hols 
Altitedo quid mis paces : . . + EWM.) ag. tg $610.) Ig «| Adv 
Alma cherus ini mune = pereet 
nomina semi . . . A ‘| x. () b. dt 27. +) 22. . «| Holy 

Amor Potrieet FU. . . «| 2 1.2.4 . «| 14. 3% «| Whi 
Ameorum sensas erige . . + TIM | ne. . | * . +) Passe 
Angele! Qui meus 8 custes . . «} « a . . | 6. . +| The 
Animecour ad agonem . ’ . | AM fet . *| 37. . «| Re. 4 
Ante therum virginalem =. . | 4% | f-2% . | 2. ° «| Chri 
Aquas emaritudine 2. ww] AM Uf, ww et 
Ardet quae femina . . . a @.b.9. 0 . «] % Ble | C. of 
Athieta Christi notdlis , ® . « TVILG ug. . +) 5.2 -| Se, % 
Atictet salutis umicus . ° e | the | an . . +) Ge . «| Pass 
Audax e+ vir juvenis =. . . «| Fe | 1.2. ‘ +| 1 . +) Con 
Audi beats seraphim =. . . «| BEd, e, | Milan rev, 1830./ 3.. . «| Chri 
Audiat miras omens, we ol ° Py ° + . + St 
Augustint magni petris SS a. hie in I » « «| % e | Sto! 
Augestinl praecomla ke AO, . «6 «f . Con 
Augustine praessli wee Ae wn , A ee er 
Aurota diem puntiat . » © fF aH TD . os of SR ° «| Sa? 
Aurora quae solem « . . 1.38 + . 1S. . «| Nat 
Ave caput Christ! gratem . | FIV. e. 2. 2 . +6. e +| Men 
Ave, caro Christi cara . * . +| FIV, e. | 3.3. Be e o} 21. . «| Hoe 
Ave Carole sanctissinee . . e} Pes . + +} See . +| St.¢ 
Ave, Christi corptt carom * +| TING 2 . . +f 18, . -| A. 
Ave crucies delee lignum =. ° | Fhe Gh « . ol 18 3h. «| Pass 
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ros LATIN, TRANSLATIONS FROM THE sess = 

4 Evening. 

eee Riese Line. | Authors; Latin Test. Translations, Use or Sutject. 
a es pees SA TaIEY (2 dns, = SSE 
ABtni OT tee en We ertun Pateiy, Gllus, a - 
wet Fetsea tes jet daa 

> b Red Bri 5 -/3% 0g | Natof BV. a, 
SLi be nt ~ saris alo Se | Boke 

tp Re ng EE Ree is, Mater < 2% 4a] Anerseny: BY. Af. 
ua, loca ee St hearts. Porta vitae eee be 
soe late eS cop . : th » 6} EE Communion, 

t Udigy . 2** E2cstri Salvatoria 6. + | Clitist's Wounded sictes 
a tie -= Sy er a &. «. «| The Hermits. 

alien, “ Ssceuit. , Re 6) 6) Sle 
co ig Uae eT : hs «| Aneumaption BV. ae 
crag = Rae ee Cmte " Ecce tempus”) + + «| Pansloatide. 
yi = min : + 21, + «| SS, Merete and Acta d 1 eee wee eee 

Tat mae. ee SE Fis institutas - 12.2. . «| C. af Thshope, 
whe OX xg =e EB Pirie Part 

Panes, Sey es, Marie” + 26. »| Advent. 
Pri = a = malus ge .| Evening. 
oY re =e Seput atqve princeps 42040 . Cof 

Rares a = a Oiympe Ay “| Ratation te UT een ee 
lO mm = S EB omine 3 | . < Snecma Aa = 

Pts I ia detata nos decet 8. | C. of Martyrs, 
es oils 4? ca == Solvet . 2) St. Jolin Evang. 
Sons tate pee colin et terrain Sat See 4 Tove af fe, 
Coe > voor . « 3, . . wurels. 

Sosije er a == ‘ < = 3. cs ef  dollana Falooniert_ 
COP, S02 ee Sa ee j 25. lL Easter at Lauds, 
Soe) tm 2 > ite : 1 oe. ot ne. 
e Bia pore we iam Dei Filit . 19. |G] Division of Apostles. 
oe Vie Ban eee ee Worvetatie a Sw, .| Maternity of IV. Mi 
ote Das ag ee ; 3] The Holy Apostles. 
GC chee, ta, = eg TE, Titovet + 3 .| Christmas. 
Cok na = > @ rs plaude . 2. . Christmas, 
cone ~ a ee . t9. 22, Pansiontide. 

= S—— .: nr COP Por fey 28 === SS Wtemus vocal |. Se St. Nicolas, 
Sorbus & ae = Wremus, exultantes Ne A »| St, Glew, 
Cra city fa = temas ; Loa | St Augustine. 

Cres ae ees ae: 
GB ale, Soe =a in pange giorkl in. 5 2 Giremanton, eran bad = a pange a 

Bat fa me oc: je" 
age —_— a 18.28.51) Holy Cros Pray. 
bh, note . . Le ° | Holy Cross Day 

. . 5 Py eth 
Dae ince 3 3 Me ice | The Holy Cross. 

ne Baa a i. 1 Se Micbas 1 % : + . 4, . + St, Michael ated all Ange les 
ied ace tan : jpotens - ‘ + 26. ‘ .| Adweat. 

Pre a —" e=Rinio . o . 26. > »| Ascension, 
aotene —— Ee iberss® 2 |S 26, . | Praise of H. Scripture, 
Dent ‘ _ “== hasom « a +} 18.26, , »| Teansfiguratica, 

Dee Hite a See rerum |: 2. + -| St Aemmating. © Dy, es, — = hig a OY 7.2),, «| H. Cvtmen.os, 

Blew ote = Se = 3 S + >| Sts Josepp. Dig; itte tes —_== an ep ; a7, | |) SK Savinian & Potentiagy 
Ly ed eee Pulitudio‘e- 6 | Bt. Benedie, “e 
Duh Fie t —— Si sees 3} ] Holy Innocents, 
Dalle Fete — a ee 2 fom Bei 
pe = > a 4.3. 18.9, 7) Tiurmlay, Eand ben Seth Nee es) Elisabeth « b me - de Kinaketh ot Forts 
Eocy SS tar . 8S) Cliriatinas Sat_ 
Esce fies == et Sa ha i osuaiae 
Rees dies peta, eae concipit 29. ‘| St. Catharine of Ganon 
Kong, les ——- “oc b. 29, {) Se. Venantins, rs 
Me Sears el <—. Btilem®” A a. . The Wedding Garment , 

Bee ha} : LS =~ ‘usa << 'eg.at.. | Easter, 
May ~~ = fan. | Sa. Vincent, 

Ecay ony a. Sa = sf 7. wy Se. Victow, 18 ban . ’ | x Bien — “eat puclige : a. re ») Decoll. of St. Joby Baptiane 

. — sce 1 Cot = - BS < — ¢ 19.21.26. ,| Pasalottide 

Y { | f : 
3. 5 
14.25.16, 1%,  Paslontide, 

"yo. at, 28. 
18, -| Utter of Emp. Dee, 
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Eu Evangolistae atest... se] AW e, | Mae, Bree, , BA 
Ka ut superba criminam * . +| XIX | Qs . + Sa 21, 28.) | 
Erumpe tandem juste dolor . + «| EVEL Gt © 2 of & . +t 
Ex radice caritat! 7 ° . "| = i 4 . . «| 2%. . «jd 
Exiit canis pretiosus infams . y Qi 6 +| 24.2%, «| J 
Exite Sion tliiae, Videte vestrum Regen xvi, ¢ a rr et oe «| ¢ 
Exultemus et laetemer. . | ah SD . o| 27. e Fd 

Fae Christe, nostri gratia (Fes Cirrist!) . a & t 1. ld «6 ok 
Pande quis amdivit? Det ‘ a a. bh. g. 11. | 246.24. «| F 
Felix per cennes festam murell cartines.) Xie | dha 2 lw . 3 
Felix sedes gratiae. Part oil Trinita-| o 

r tem simplices . ° ke r ah if. . . +) 2T. . |S 
‘eruet vagautes ‘dnemnoas.. a i 
* Ales diel muntins.”". . -| Prud,  g.t.. . «| 18 . 8 

Festivia resoment cantica plansthes A A * e +| ® +} ¥ 
Feativis resonent complta vocibus. | die | ®. « «| & & 29. | P 
Festum Christh Hex perorbem =~ |) Sha 5 bs . ° | 8 
Fit porta Christi pets {eee p. 6.4.) «| Amb | AEG 6 6) #34 C18SB) | 
Florem —_ cotomavit o] AIRE | Ah . +| 2h e 4 C 
Fregit Av interdictum =. «| KMhe. | 2 - « « 16 ° 1c 
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Geode prole, Graecia . « | ah 178 . +| 33. . -| St 
(iande, Koma, caput mandi . . | 4h | fee « +| 23, . «| & 
Gaude, Som, et lactare . . . | &h [SK . . «| 37. . st 
Gande, Sion, quae diem recolia . | 2M | fem « ‘ +| 97. . | & 
Gaude, soperta civitas . . * | AM IS, ‘ . «| aT, . «| Se 
Genovefac scllemnitas . e . | AK [fue +| 27, . +| St 
(ientis Volonine gloria . . . «| FUG. | 4g . +) 62. «| & 
Gloria secrae celebremus omnes . +| TEX. | Bom. Bree. . | 5. c* 29. .| Tl 
Gratiani grata sollemaltas . . | 4h if. * -| a7, . «| St 
Gratodemer ad festivem . . | 42M. 1 fee oo «} 27. . =} St 
Gratulenur in bac die . . . | ar . * 2. . | At 

Tlaec est dies qua camdidae . . * o. a ry . | 5.20 6 «| Bt 
Haec est dies summe grata 2 we] ARG OR ee 25, « «| Tr 
Haec est dies trinmphalis =. * - EVWLe et. . «| 25. . «| Ea 
Tlaee eat fides orthodoxa =. + (hy. lag . . «| ih . .| T 
ieee att eae et . | Fe | 8. wis o «of 95, . «| Ea 
Haeres peceati, natura fillus irae . | am TS . «| 27. . +| Ep 
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660 LATIN, TRANSLATIONS FROM THE 

0) colenda Dettas . . . . 
0 crecifer bone, lectsator =. . 
O crux qui sola languentes, see Crux #0] 
0 beatae coelitum . ‘ + 
0 beata, quar #0 . ‘ . 
© Jesu dulctesime, clbus salutarts. 
© Jesu dulbcissime, Jewn dilectissime 
O Maris, stele maris, Ptetate 
© Nazarene, lax Hethiebem . 
0 nex vel medio splendidior die 
© Panie delcissime, O fidelis. 
© pulchras acies, castraqoe fortia 

ee es 
© sabutaris fulgens stella marie. 
O samcta praeseple tal, Part of * Quid 

pri 

© veneranda Trinitas lacdanda =. 
© virgo pectus coi sactam =. “ 
© vos aetherel, plaudite,cives 
© vos ananimes Cheietiadum chort 
Oentes gentes plandite, Pesto choros 
Omnia babermas in Christo* . « 
Omnis manat crust cece venis . 
Oenipecent!i Domino .  . « 
Omnis fidelis gatcent . * °. 
Orabo mette Hrominum (see p. 144, i.) 
Orbis totus Unda lotus . . . 

Pallidi tandem procul bine mores 
Panditur saxo tumalus remeto 
Pangat chorusinhacdie = . 

¢ lingtia gloriosse lasceae 
Panis deseendens coelitus =. 
Pareciitas Increstus . . 
Paranymplns salutat virgioem 
Parendum est, cedendam est . 
Paschali jubélo sonent praeconla 
Pastis visceribus cihoque sumpto 
Paulus Sion architectes. ° ed 
Peccatoe Intueberia, Part of “ Quid est.” 
Per pacem at lucem* . . . 
Per eniues cavnm grand . . * 

Cs See eee 
Plagis Magistri saucia, = |S 

, Son, muta vocem . . 

Plande festive, pla gems, homore —. 
Plawdite Coell, acther. . 

Pone loctam Magdalena . . 
Portas vestras aeternales 
Postnam hestem et infernma . . 
Postqaam Puellae dies quadragesimas 

Pracelare lumina. 
Proeclarom Christi militem . 
Prascarseremn sumoni regia , 
Pressi malorum . 

Prosissa, a eal ms 
Prope est clarit * magnae 
Prunie datum admiremur  . F 
Poe nobis mascitur =. . ‘ 
Palchra res ketem, Part of* Scripta sunt 

Qua lapeu tacite stella loquactbas . 

of “ Christe conctoram” . 
|. Christe, sigmast! viam 
dilecta tabernacula =. 

the micas henoribus 
ch BOX, quem tenebrae . 

Qui Christiano gloriantor nemine , 
Qol mutare selet granditus infima 

mot creas solus Pater =, . 
gut Te Deus sub intimo . . 
Quicunyor snes vivere . . 
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662 LATIN, TRANSLATIONS FROM THE 

First Lines. Authors.) Latin Text, Translations. Use or ! 

Vagitus [te exordium. Part of Quid 
. °  « 14, . 

Venerunde praesuli Resn! 5 . ja RO 27. . + &, Remigius 
Vent Creator Spiritus, Spiritus XVI, ¢. 16. . «| Whateumtide. 
Veni stimtae Consolator e . A. ¥. 18, 36, 27. w 
Veni, vent, Rex gioriae . . Poa 10, ‘ Ailvent, 
Verkd vere substantivs . . A. ¥, 18. 37. &. Join Eva 
Verbam ns a Pat STV. c. H. Commnini re. 
Virginis in premio Nato Dei Fillo 
Vv , tkater Salvatoria A 
Viri venerabiles sacerdotes Dei 

» = ? “ee 

Fae 

see erere | 
cee eee wee 

Vita per quam vive =. e 1 Jewas, the 1 
Vix in lero conditur . ATUL Oo) 1. o a, SM. Jotim Ney 
Vos sanctl proceres, vos superum chori. & mu. Al! Sabtite, 
Vos succensa Leo splendida lumina =. & a MH C. of Doctor: 
Vox clara terris mos gravi . « XPLIL a) | ke. +) Advent. 

To the foregoing Hat the tra. marked a*, b*, | British Museum (Vesp. D. xii. f | 
e*, &., are as follows :— Hed hymns peing, written in « | 

*. In the . Brev, in the Marquess cent, It is also in a 13th cer 
ann shitatie bi Bodleian (Ashmole, 1525. f, 16x 
ne ©, Suipley’s Annus Sanctus, 1884, by T. J. age Bree. of Baca it : the hym 

A . on the festival of St. Mage 
. a = ricvtais igen text is also in Mone, No. 1063 : Dh 
. In the Church Times, Jan. 24, 1467, by W. C, Mix. | 190, with further notes at iv. p. i 
J*. In Neale and Littledabe’s Commentary on the Hymni Eoclesias, 1851 193 : 

Pralme, vot, it. 1874, Pa. xovi, 12 ' * Oe bs ; 
win, De, Seis Chriat tm Song, 1940, by Dr. B. An man's Hymnad Keelesiae, 1838 ani 

‘ashburn of New York, June 1968. |; others, Ty, as:— 
A*. In the Church Times, May 28, 1886, by Dr, LE ° . 

Linedale. 
x In the Church Times, April 2, 183, by Dr. — in bis Mediaeral Hys., 1851, 

tiedale, |ppendixc to the Hymnal N., 1862, t! &, In. Seinleys domes Gemetes, ty ELD. Byes, ; i +4 . 4 4 77 : of the Church of England, and othe Nal a) moog les 1e74, p. 327 1% Ovchureh ou : Mi 

-b¢ rs, in his Lauda Syon, 
We have also to note that— : p. #0, and repeated in the People’s 
(2) The three trs, from po oF (4ug.) in the Avother tr. is:—Praise, dearest. Charc 

hin ese we case Of! praise. Wid. Blew. 16b2-$5. 
, Those Lines nm and moensione 

bean is are nt & sven of hati hymns, bat Bj att Salvatorem. 
are a pre! ymns kn a 0) nO. Communion. 
works, These tithes are retained in this list that the | of the four Sequenses which nak origin of the hymns »o prefaced may be c! drfined. in the revised Roman Missal, 1 
(3) These hymus marked Av. (Ff) are noted by nm Missal, 15 

M. Gautier in bis 2nd od. of the Hweres Poet editions, It seems to have been 4 
C Atom a St. Victor, tel, as falsely attri to ed for the Manze of the festiv 

“ ‘hristi, thi i In addition to searching this list for trans | pequest of Poe Urban TY hee 
lations, the Index to Latin first lines should | the offic in the Roman Brevia: 
also be consulted, a8 numerous hymns (n#  bably also that in the Romean 
known to the general reader) are either taken form this Sequence ia an imit: 
from Jonger hymns, or are altered forms of the  Laudes crucia attollamus” (« 
author# texts, Tho following list of reecnt | gig'y of 9 stanzas of & lines, folltn 
collections of Latin Hymns and Sequences, | ani then 1 of 10 lines. Among 
which are not indexed on p. 656, is added | jt js found in a French tuissal 
here for the convenience of students :— the 18th cent. (Add. 23935 £ 

. Die - Prosen- und Prdfations-Geainge 
ehrtchen echamlcs tm Wittdalicr. By Ade Bier, ae _ peachy 
etn , S884, : 

= Apel of Acquention ....qnpe on brie tmprenels low 5, p. 256); a Hereford, c. 1 
of oe onsieibus weeweriyte Sens ievem a iz, ee c. 1500. and a Roman of the en 
By Costar Milchsack. Pt. 1. Halle, texte.” | Cont. (Liturg, Mise, 854 f. 58 b 

3, Camtiones Bohemicae. Leiche, ‘Lieder und Rufe| the Bodleian: in the St. Ani 
deo 13. 14, wad 1s, dohriacnderie, 4c. By G. M. (printed ed. 1864, p. 218): in tl 

ves. pein, 1 ' of 1480, nnd many other Germar . hat he Hi Ww. etal ion heneena yuaw an Mittelaliers, By FW. &. Its use waa primarily for Corpus 

5. Hymnarius Muissiocensiz. fas Hymnar der in the Sartm use st. xi., xii. | 
Abtet Moissac im 10. Jahrhundert. Nach einer Hond-  angeloram ") might be used duri; 
schrift der Kossiana, Jm Ankange: a. Cermina In the York th 
scholarium Campensinm.  & Conti ‘ = use the complete f 
By G, M. Drewes, Letpalg, TeH8, J. ci on Corpus Christi, and during 

was divided into three parte suid « 
Lauda mater ecclesia. St, (do of days, viz. (1) at. Liv, ; (2) v.-vi 

Cluny. [St, Mary M ne.) This is the | coena Christus gessit”), and 
companion to “ Acternt Patris Uniee” (q.v.). | (* Sumunt boni, sumunt mali’), 
and, like it, is found in an 11th cent, ws. inthe | been used as a Processional j at 



fon “up SS.KON SALVATOREM 
ho Ee) essed Sacrament (especially st. 

chacr vceasions, Tho printed 
? ize Fegoone, No. 210; Wi 

ve 
Vimualere 
SS . 

ii. 97. and v. 73; KK 
No. 100; March's Lat, Hys., 
The text, with « full com- 

ahic Geo Wexs in Dr. J, Kayser’s Betrige 
wend Erkliirung 

78 Fa. wool. ii, 1886, pp. 77-109. 
2<Sezment, and av example of harmo- 

© Bamic Bow of verse combined with 
. winal teaching, thie sequence |e of 

*€asichred however as a hymn for pre 
Pec if for ose in the Reformed 

‘ty fe feplied in the amertion that 
Given in either species — 

akeley’s tr., 1460, reads ;— 
two ae species 

aly, not their substances) 
terles deep and rare ; 

the meat, the drink hie Blood, 
Ret ne heavenly food, 4 } i 4. ‘Thomas is very definite and em: 

4 y 2 f fi ' ML] i} r) f ? / / 
tantur fe fracture 

Meee star Gs Dec slature aha 

if 
J jr 

un Oukeley aso 
wy faith confounded, though 

which to the whole doth glow, 

oF; 4 (y ' i | 
f t} I r | part 8 5 

ft which those portions bide | 
/ 
/ I i} ” fge por loss sustaitia.” 

use which is made of the hymn 
rims will be gathered from the 
“ed below. 70) 

ia Sequence no difficult 
2 Bon she tranglator lus held 
terjne of Transubstantiation in | 

Thomas. The difficulty line 
Beard nud clear cut sentences 
Rexpodified, and his dogmatism 

to fit in with convietions of 
“=2 sjmracter. The result is that 
ete: devotion are usually yery | 
Bac for public worship ure, | 
“2 modified and arranged in | 

hrases which have little 
Zon” ip them but the pane, 

a Ff 

#3 y / 
fF 

Wi Wi j j 

Hj / f 
Ail} 
! 

Bion, thy sweet Saviour ai: 
» in his Vissal for the Laity, 

zrase in extended to 24 st. of 
is very literal io its due- 

“tour, gion, prai 
fr, of the Paradise of the | 

. 

LAUDA SION SALVATOREM G&G > =— = 

3. Praise high the Saviour, Sicn, praise. Ss 
Canon Cakeley, in his tr. uf the Paradise of 2S 
Christion Soul. London, Burns, 1850, p. & 2 = — 
A literal translation. 

4. Bion, Lit thy voice, andsing, By BE. Caswe <a EB EB Y 
io his Lyre Catholic, 1449, p. 235; and 2a = = 
Hys. and Poems, 1874, pp. 124. A literal é7-. 

5. Praise, Ob Sion, praise thy Pastor. By 7 . (, = 
Beste, in his Church Hymas, 1649, p. 17, i 
literal tr, 

6. Zion, thy Redeemer praising. By A SS OS 
Wackeurbarth, in bis Lyra Aoclesiastiog, Pt- RL 
1443, p. 7. A literal tr. Also in O, Shigol <=> "ae 
Antus Sanctus, 1484. 

7. Praise, O Sion, praise thy Pastor. Im: Bee «> 
1863 Appendis two the Hymns Noted, No. 2 & se _ 
It is based upon Wackerbarth, but indebted ma <> =~ <= 
especially to Caswall and Beste. 

8. Siow, praise thy Prince and Pastor, By WW" _ pe _ 
Blew, in his Church Hy. § Tune £R,, 1862— 5 = 
An abbreviated and modified fori. 

8. Laud, 0 Syos, thy Salvation, By J.D. Chom way 
hers, in his Lauds Syon, 1857,p. 222. Sighe ® > 
momdified. 

10. Laud, 0 Sion, thy Salvation. Acento ira <> _ 
Shipley’s Divine Liturgy, 1865; again, ime —_ 
different form, in the Altar Manwit, by Lit 23 — 
dale and Vaux, 1863, aml again in the Peop> ee > 
H., 1807. This ceuto is mainly from Lr, Pusey ™ ge 
Wackervarth’s, and Chambers’: tra. mostly ~ a> eee 
written. This, slightly altered, is in @Be oe 
Hymmer, 1882. 
11, Praise, O Sion, thy Salvation. A centa € gy 

the Hywimery, rewritten mainly from Wack ea 
barth, Chambers, and the Peopre’s H. tre, Lt & mee 
gives in two parts, Part ii. beng" Lo, the bres <@ 
which angels feedeth.”” Another tr, of st. xa. 
xiii. in 7's metre, is given as Pt. ni, “Earth I + 
pilgrim, joyful see.” 
32, Laud thy Saviour, Sien praise Him, = 

cente in 6 et, based chietly un J, D. Chatubea- me. 
Dr. Pusey, and others in the 1870 Appendic tay 
the fyl. for the Use of St. Joim the Evangel eget — 
Aberdeen. 
13, Sien, te Thy Saviour ainging, Hy A. Ee _ 

Thornpoon. This is merely uo paraphrase of se _ 
i-iv., Si, Ti, The essential part of the bya ay 
is omitted, and as a rendernng of St. Thomas 7. 
Sequence it has nv claim. The tists. appeared 5 = 
the Ameren Suadiy School Times, 1485; marca 
again, in two ports, io Sauder down, La sig 
Pt. ii. beginning, “Here the King bath spren<g@ 
His table.” 
14. Sing forth, O Bion, sweetly sing, [hy J, E> 

Aylward in O. Sbipley's Annus Seactus, HH4, =a 

15. Sien, praise Thy Saviour King. Ly J. Wag 
luee, in his ys. of the Cawea, LST4, A lite rsa 3 

translation, 

Three versions from the older translate 
must be mentioned here :— —— 
16. Praise, O Syon! praise thy Saviour. n~ 

R. Southwell, in his Meronir, or Certaine exree Zz 
lent Poems and Spiritual Hamner, &e., ing = 

17. A special theme of praise ts read. A cen, = 

in Set. of 1, by Np, Cosin. in his Coll of I*,. Pc 
rate Lrecutions, &e. 1627 (11th el, MIB. ps. Qe 
16. Rise, royal Sion. rise and sing, Liy Kt. Craw = 

shaw, in the Zod ed. of his Steps te the femngse 
&e., 1648, and again in an altered form) ine, c= 
Dorrington ant Hieke editions of John 4 wees — 
Livcotions (see po 97, ih.) i<-_ 

Frow the foregeing fre. und centos, c st. sey. 

by Googles: 



664 LAUDES CHRISTO REDEMPTI 

and xii., beginning, Ecce, pais Angelorum, are 
often used as aseparate hymn. The following 
are the opening lines :— 

1, Bee for food to pilgrims given. E. B, Pusey. 
‘a, 2.) 

sa — ee pe Canon 
Oakeley. (No. 3.) 

3. Lo, upon the Altar lies. E. Caswall, (No, 
4.) This is in use as tr, by Caswall, and also 
altered to “ Lo, before our longing eyes,” in the 
Dutch Reformed Mya, of the Church, N. Y., 1869. 

4. See the bread of angels lying. J, R. Beste. 
(No. 5) 

&. Bread that angels eat in heaven, A. DD. 
Wackerbarth, (No, 6) 

6. Lo, the Bread which angels feedeth. /Zymnal 
N, (No, 7), and the Hymnary, 1872. 

7. Lo, the angels’ Food is given. In the /ntroits 
prefixed to some eds of J A. § Af, §. D., and 
again in the People’s #., 1867. This was re- 
peated In the Appendiz to H. A. & M., 1368; 
the Mymmary (with slight alterations), L472; 
the Altar Hymmal, 88%. In Hf, A. & Af, 1875, 
it is claimed on bebalf of * The Compilers.” 

& Lo, the Bread which angels feedeth. J. D. 
Chambers, (No, 3,) 

8. Lo the angels’ food descending. A. R. Thomp- 
(No. 13.) 

10, Behold, the Bread of angela, 
Aylward. (No. 14,) 

Although the renderings in part and in 
whole of the * Lauda Sion” are thus numer- 
ous, the use of any of these tra. in public 
worship is very limited, (J. J.J 

Laudes Christo redempti voce mo- 
dulemur supplici. St. Notker. [Kaater. 
This is found in an Einsiedeln as. of the 10 
cont. 121, p. 506. It is also in the Prim 
Gradual, written c. 1000 (Bibl, Nat. Paris Lat. 
9448), and the Echternach Gradual of the 
llth cent. (B. N, No, 10510): in the St. Gall 
mas, Now 876, 381, of the Ith cent.; in a ma. 
¢. 1200, in the Bodleian (Liturg, Mise. 340 f. 
1406); in a Gradual of the 11th or 12th cent. 
in the British Masewm (Reg. 8 C xiii. f. 13), 
and others. The printed text is in the Magde- 
burg Missal, 1480, and other later German 
Miseale; in Daniel, ii. p. 178, and Kehrein, 
No. 92. Tr. as:— 

Praise to Christ with suppliant voices. ty R. F. 
Littindale, in Lyra Messiamion, 1864, p. 2315 aud «| 
In the People's df, 1861, No. 116. [J. M) 

Adam ¥ 

sent. J.D. 

Laudes crucis attollamus. 
St. Vietor, [Passiontide, Holy Ores.) Th 

e has been generally ascribed to Adam 
of St. Victor, and is given by L. Gautier in 
his edition of Adam's Oeuvres poetignes, 1881, 
p. 224, a8 probably by him, and is there quote | 
from @ Limoges Seguentiar: of the 12th or 
13th cent, (Bibl. Nat. P. No, 1139), and 
other sources. It is found in a Gradual 
apneic written in England during the 
12in cent, and now in the British Museum 
(Reg. 2 B, iv. £1734); in a ma. of the end of 
the 12th cent. now in the Bodleian (Liturgy. 
Mise. 341 £510); while Morel, p. 36, cites it 
as ino Fisehingen ms. of the Pith ecnt,, an 
Einaiedeln xs. of the 12th cent, &e. Ina 
J4th cent, Paria Missal, and a 14th cent. Sens 
Missal in the Britis) Maseum; as also in the 
Sarum, York, Hereford, St. Andree, and 
may other Miseals (e.g. the Magdeburg Mis 

LAUDES SAL\ 

sal, 1480); it ia the Seg 
of the Invention or 1) 
Cross. The printed te 
p. 78; Kehretn, No. 60 
po aud — Dr. N 

ymne, speaks of it as 
piece of Adam of St. 

tly to overrate it, : 
qualities, It is a pane; 
whieh the types in the 
drawn out at length. 
to give an adequate ve 
English, Tr, as :— 

Be the Cress our theme 
Neale, in his Mediarwal 47 
12 st. of unequal lines, 
given in Skinner's Daily 
and in 1882, 9 st. in the 4 

Other tre. are :— 
Py 1. Kf seahaaag tts due lands 

2 Come let us with glad rr 
O. Shipley's Annus Sunctus. 

Laudes Salvatori ~ 
supplici. St. Notker. 
the St. Gall mss. this * 
No. 340 of the 10th cent. 
381 of the 11th cent., &e, 
a Bodleinn ms. written ¢. 
188), as a “ Sequence on tl 
and His Resurrection”; j 
12th cent. in the British M 
f. 50; Calig, A. xiv. f 56 
14h), &e. Also in the Sar 
and St. Andrews Missa, 
Missal of 1480, and many 
text is also in Jvaniel, ii. p. 
Kehrein, No. 181, &e, 
The is entitled Fr 

to a melody made up of th 
Greeks called Phrygian a1 
first tone mixed with 11 
Cange under “ Frigdorae, 
Essays on Liturgiology, p, 3 
the verity, so essential to 
these days, and so tersely 
Liddon ( ure 
miraculous is inextrieably 
the whole life of Christ." 
that it woe adopted in all 5 
Miswls—on the Bunday af 

commenting on the words | 
us a child is born; unte us 
and expounding them accor: 
the Fathers of the Council 
“the Child imparts His hun 
divine power,” adds words ac 
tive of this hymn :— 

* All along His life 
care a peace for tae Sold, 5 ear 

al piverds ie 

eikretiog the Son, In His iis 
show the nature of the CUM ; yet f 
te show the power of the Son, “Ar 
the crow, as the O44 of Adam 
disposing of Maradiv, at the Son uf 
on the Nativity). The Sepsence is ¢ 

Praise to our Lerd atd Savion: 
Plamptre, made for aod first 
nary, IB72, No 272, in two pa 
ning. “So wrought He al} Hi 

Another tr. is:— 
Let tas with lowly tule, CB py 

shall se 



eS 
“tte, Wores uy ss CIVES RESONENT 

= 2 2565, od bis rw) ‘ 

_ et <=i-ves resonent canoris.— 
Vite BP lisa Era the Perlniste Monaetioum, 
Sha et Ve F-  23zb, this is the hyn for 

S * . eee ares of Bt Benedict. [1 is also 
ten Ce Ing BP eedictine Breviary pub, at 

Tiay, Sexy ae > cere is in w 15th cont. ws of 
ron, B40) Daniel, tv. 329, gives | 

Sans <2 ms éxtercian Brev, without mon- | 
=~ re ‘as + <oFf the ed. he used, Tr, sas | 

2a, Fe MP ag = and full resounding aisles. 
“Soha” Rats iro = Se of Mery, 185% p. c1RR aul oy 

ma = = Foems, 1275, p. 199. It is given 
TS Preslic byam-bovks for Missions and 

(J. M. 

te wi —— ce “Kaurentius, s. of Herr 
a ant + hee = enti, a burgess of Husum, in 
i ig) ‘ea jw > S>. at Hosum, June 8, 1640. He 

Re? tec} te = a SD iverity of Rostock in 1681, 
bee and a half spent there, went 

Ay music. In Tose he Was ap- 
M2, t~, ind director uf the niasic at 

bd Cree =, = >hurch at Bremen. He ¢. aot 
Precaes me SSD), 1722 Kook, iv, 281; Roter- 

Fyn te gt Saation of Joker's Gelehrien- 
Sari Veus = =e _ 85. Ke.),  Lanrenti was onw of 
Oy tk op. <a =. we Writers of the Pietistic school, 

=p ES founlled on the Gospels for 
Pe a swstivals, and they draw out the 

ha fon —= Se (Christian life of the leading 
v gue a “in contained. They are of 

Sry ian = : —y: are Scriptural, fervent, and 
n,, 22% = LS portion worth, In Frey- 

=— 704 and 171, nw less 
walla — Sa Juded, and many of these, with 

tf ag, — are still in extensive German 
. mn); Cis ere $m tiles 
Ret thy = —_ das ‘st: Geistliche Liater, umd 

ie Eo tose Tegan 
St Sts = =~ een gel the Gespels, oe ts others. 

Thi} pe = 
aj, Pd iT 

Bp ee those which have passed into 

Bh = Christmas. Founded a ea, = - wort. Christmas. Founde 
rae Nos ‘<= = = -12, In his Evanygelis Melutios, 

iin cha = 8 at. of 8 1, entitled, “For the 
“hristmas.” Incloded in Frey- & eos = 

Yor ~ £2. 1704, Nu. 20; and, recently, 
Cng ae he" Berlin G. L. S, 1863. The 

hal — oe 
ties ee = se ential Word, Who from. A 

Bing st. lii., ¥» by Miss Wink- 

—. “= —fLeyra Ger. Ist Sets 1855, p. 15 
— <:onsiderably altered); and re- 
ae > in Flete's Coll, Paisley, 1871. 
— = beginning with st. i, 1, 5, 

= * “ 

— SS <aviour of our race, "are found 
ee = *s Sel, Philatelphin, = ~ Boardman’s Sef., yh 

» = = >= yivania Luth, Ch. Bh, Leia; 

Ms = re Hys. of the Church, 1469, 
= Bia] Word, Who wast By Miss 

Fee «CC er C, I. for England, 1603, 
Beemer 1856 version (a8 hore) re- 

SS ginal metre. Reposted, ro tall, 
mee Eh pasting H. Bh, 1866, wal the 

tins 18%0- and, abridged, in the 

= SF ys, 1867, anil Lawles 
S= = ys 

—_sh, he Frommen- Second Advent. 
=->- *23n, In his Evanyelia Melodiva, 

= se. of & I» entitled, “For 
ri ah  [¢ is founded on St. 

6a = LAUS DEVOTA MENTE 

Mait. xxv. 1-15; and unites the imagery of © 2 —<—— 
parable of the Ten Virgina with that of Rev. >< == — = 
xxi. Included, ns No, 578, in Freylinghaus< == ~ === 
. &, 1704; and, recently, as No, 1519, in © f= << 
Berlin @. L. 8, ed, 1863. The tro in C. UL ie = 

Rejoice, all ye believers, By Mrs. Findlate:-_ << =m 
HL, L., ist Ser, 1954, p. 61 (1884, p. 6S DY —_- 
good ty. of st. iii, vil, viii,s. In full, boa 2 
altered to the original metre, in Schaif's C/e+-a ce 2 
in Sung, 1869 and 1870. This version is foun em <o 
in n large number of English and Amerit<:== =e 
hytnals, aniler the following forms :— 

ay ies, all ye believers (+t. !.). V: ee 
ate forum’ in Mercer, ists, Hyl. Comp, 1876, 4¢,, arc = =e 
America in Hatfield's Church A. Bk, 1612, Stee pee 
Aymnal, N. ¥., (80, ane thers, Re 

(ai tejoted, believers (st. |. alt. Var dae ge 
cents are given in Alford's Tear of Praise, 1867 , = — 
lish Presb, Ps. & ys. 167, and in Amerika ize @ Be 
Egdac, Mymnal, 1471; Mys. & Songe of Praise, Leer agg = 
aa H. Fk, (eT); Lauder Domini, 1s; and Otte ee 

(3) Rise ap, all ye believers (mt. (. alt.) In J. ou 
Faytisk Hyt., 1434, and Kennedy, 1463 - 

faithful (wt. |. alt.) Tee @ Be oe 
Jobinstut's 5 

(4) Awake! rise up. y¥ 

Wie ‘nanta who bere in, paiance (x vit. > = 16> wi * «)- 
W. Stone's ‘Suppe. Hymnal, 833,and H. L, Hastie gees oe 
Songs of Iilgrimage, 1986. 
Other tre. ate: (1) “Prepare your lanp®, oi om ge op 

ready,” by P. H, Molther of st, tL, a8 Noo) Im ema 
Mearian i. I., 17"0 (i886, No, 1242), (2) * Awake =e 
O chosen and faithful,” hy Mfrs, Beran, 1854, p. 30, - 

fil, Fiiesst ihr Auges, fleast von Thriinesn. Fee pe 
sumtide, Io bis Erangetia Melodion, 1700, p, oa, 
in 12 st. of 8 1, entitled, * For Sunday Exa @ . 
mihi” [(Quaipungesina}, and founded on St. Lea he oe 
xviii, $t-43. Included in Froplinghansen's (3. Ja 
1704, So. 42, the Berlin G, £. &, ed. 1863, INN 
228, &e. The fr. in C. U, ee— 
Flow my tears, fow still faster. Hy Mrs. Fitna 

later, in Hf. £. £., 2nd Ser, 1855, p. 43 1S S—<q_e 
107), of st. in Ivy Viy viti—xii, Repente< eS 

omitting at, viii, ix., xii. altered, and Leginuigy go 
“Flow my contrite tearm, Sow faster” in tiem ee 
Amer, Epis. Hos. for Ch. ant Home, 1960. 

Another tr. is: “Weep, mine eyes, with tart of eg 
flow ing,” by Miss Manington, Ir62, p, 56. 

Tho following hy nines are not #0 well know gy 
in their translated forme :— 

iv, Jemu, waa hat dich getrieben. Adeent, om 
Christ's journey to Jerusakesn, (700, p. lt, io *® ae 
entitled," Foe the ist 8. in Advent,” and foanded cage 
at. Matt xxi. 1-10, In the Berlin &. 4. Sed. Lees me 
No, 244. Tr. ae: Jeans! whet was that which ‘(res <> 
Thee," by Mr, Findlater in 4 1. f-., 1865, p. st. 

vy. Wach auf, mein Herz, die Nacht isthin. Kaste, _ 
or, Sermday Morning. 170u, p. 14, in 10 at., ele | = 
1 Om the ist day of Easter." Founded op &. Mark x ~ a7 
1-#, apd Eph ¥. 4. Tn the Own, 6. 9., 1661, Ne, ny = 
The ¢rs, are: (t) ** Ruse op, tay bart! the Nighe  ¢ = 
o'er,” by Mt, J. Buckol], 1nd, po (2) "Wake qa 
my Leart, the night bas Gown,’ by Afizs Maninigees ee = 
1963, p Gn, _ 

vi. Wer im Herzen will erfahren. Ajvphany ite, 
» 48. in 12 stof 6 L, entitied, “For the dey of t. ~ 
Eiiians of Christ, of Festival of the Three Ea, es 
Kings,” and founded om St, Matt. il, I-19. Re a 
in Fregtinghausen's @. #.. 1704, No. Thin fulte = 
Hansen's Vereweh. tex, Nu. 655 (teat, No. @zy, = 
1H, 2b, xt are given. Ty. as) in th 
arhirst to know." A grant fr, frit unser he 
Wtnkeon’ ip ber Lyra frer., Ind Ser, 145-, p, 2g 
ber, A, fur Angland, 1969, Nu. 39. 

Laus devota mente. [Comme 
Ecangelists.) This Sequence ts found ¢ a 

Sarum Miseal, c. 1370, in the Bolleingy CES = 
low, 5, pare 418)> to aw late 1th rent. yg z bs 

in the Dritivh Museum (Add 121948, ¢ V e<az 
aul i4 ip the © prints of the Serum, F 2 as : <> 2 
aud Sf Auedeeore Mieaele. In the Weswans I <2s-.3 

Hereford it is the Seyreetere i the Max egy ofr FR tad 
2 le 
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Common of an Evangelist. In a ms. of the 
beginning of the 14th ceut. in the Bodleian 
(Juwaine 121), it is asetibed to Gervasius of 
Chichester, who fi. 1160, Tr. as:— 

1. Wake hearts devout whom love inspires. A 
tr. of st. iti, viil, ix, by Mrs. H. M. Chester, 
made for and first pob. in the Mymnary, 1872, 
No, 894, and signed “H, M,C." 
2, Praise the true heart's offer, By J. M. 

Neale, in the St. Murgaret's Hymnal, 1875, the 
Antiphoner and Grail, 1880, and the Jiyumer, 
1882. 

Another tr, is :— 
To Christ your voloes raise, C. B, Pearson, in the 

Soruw Hi in English, inés, and bis § ees from 

the Sarum Missal, 1871. Wa. C) 

Lavater, Johann Caspar, «. of Jobann 
Heinrich Lavater, physician in Ziirich, was b. 
at Ziirich, Nov, 15, 1741. He entered the 
Academic Gymnasium at Zirich in 1758, and 
in the end of 1759 began his studies in its 
theological department. After —— 
his course he was ordained in the spring o 
1762, but did tot undertake any regular 
clerical work till April 1769, when he was 
appointed diaconus of the Orphanage cliurch 
at Zirich, where he became pastor im 1775. 
In July 1778 te was appointed diaconus of St. 
Peter's chureh, and in 1786 pastor there, 
When, during the Revolutionary period, the 
French laid the Swiss Cantons under contri- 
bution, and then in April 1799 de ten of 
the principal citizens of Ziirich, Lavater felt 
compelled to protest in the pulpit and in print. 
Consequently while on a visit to Baden, near 
Ziirich, he was seized by French dragoons, 
May 14, 1791, and taken to Basel, but was al- 
lowed to return to Ziirich, Aug. 16, 1799, 
When on Sept. 25, 1799, the French under 
Maseéna entered Ziirich, Lavater was treacher- 
ously shot through the body by a French 
renndier, who bad just before thanked him 

for his clarity, and from this wound he never 
entirely recovered. He resigned his charge 
in Tanuary 1800, and d. at Zérich, Jan. 2, 
1801. (Koch, vi. 499; Allg, Deuteche Biog,, 
xvii, 783, Ke.) 

Lavater was one of the most celebrated and influential 
literary characters of his time; a miewt popular and 
striking preacher; and a bovable, nuine, frank 
hearted man, whe was the object of am almest incredible 
veneration, His devotional writings | .tassichten in die 
Bwigkei!, 4 vols., ZOrich, (768-78, &e.). and bis works 

Patel reeset en aed i here 4 Be ‘ols., 

terthur? 1375-74), were caguriy read and ausuired all 
over , but were very moon forgotten. He was tre 
theologian, and bis warm heart and fertile imagination 
Jed him inte maby Gptenable positions, His works 
om Phystegnomy are without order or philosophical 
Ptiectples of connection, and their permanent interest is 
wainly in the very nameroe@s and often well-executed 
engravings, Of his the Scdweiserbieder (Bern, 
1767, 4th evlarged ed, 177), are the ttterances of a 
true patriet, and are the most natural and ppular of bis 
Productions, Hl» Epic poeans ((1) Jerue tas, oxter 
die Zubumft des Herra, ¥.o., Zrich, 1160, & poetical 
version of the Apocal 4 (2) Jesus Messias, oder dic 
Evangelicn und A ichte im Geadngen, 4 vols, 
Winterthur, 17TR-46, (3) JosepA con Artmathed, 
Hambarg, 1794) have little abiding value. 

Asa bynan-writer Lavater was in hix day most pegralar, 
Hie hymns are well atapted for private or family wee. 
Many of them are siimpbe, fresh. nnd popular in aye. 
and evangelical. earnest and devout in substance. Ibut 
for church ae be be too verbose, protix, ant rhetorical. 
Of bis hymns (some 100) a mmaebderable number sur: 
vive in German collections complied before 188, ee 
the Pleriin ¢7, 2. &, ed 1640, has tay the Worteemberg 
GA, i002, bas 3S jthe Hamburg . &., 1542, has 23, 4c. 
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Bat in the more recent collections almost 
| baole for th 

leone, r 
pally tn the work 

€ Linder, Zfrich, 1771. (3 
Getrraucke des W: fu Zaria, 
(3) ere ey pre? cr — 

(a) Zweytes Funfirig Cariieke tede 
(5) Christlichke Lieder, ., Doeyter fw 
1780, (6) Seehseig Lieder noch dem 
Catechismus, Z! 1TH. [Non 1-6 
Library, Berlin, and 3-6 tn the Brit. Mus. 

Those of his hymns whieh bave 
English include :— 
LO du, der einst im Grabe lag. 

his Lieder, &c., 1772, No, 7, in 9 
entitled “Sunday Hymn.”  Incle 
Zurich @. B., 1787 and 1853; Buns 
1833, No. 6, &e. The tr. ia C. UL i 
© Thou, ome laid withia the grave. 

omitting st. ili. vii., vill, by H. J. 
his Hys. from the German, 1842, p. 2 
abridged, in the Dalston Hospital . 
and the Rugby School ff. J&., 1850 

Another tr. is: “0 Thou who in 1 
lay,” by R. Massie, In the Aritish Meralc 

fi. O Jesus Christus, wachs in mir. 
tion. His finest hymn. Founded 
iti, 30, 1st pab. in his Christliche 
No, 85, in 10 at, of 4+ 1, marked 
Year's Day, 1780," and with the w 
Mist increase, but | must decrease.’ 
Ee. L. &, 1837, No. 1644. The tr. i 

© Jesus Christ, grew Thou in me. 
full tr, in the British Messenger for 
In Schaff's Christ in Song, 1870, 
marked as fr. by Mra. E. L. Smit 
ment that this was its fret appear 
error, If he tr. is really by her, 
appeared in some American public 
Nor. 1860, It has |, in va 
into the Baptist Hyl., 187%, Sne 
G. § G., 1872, Suppl. of 1874 to 
and others: also in Afys, ¢ Sov 
N. Y,, 1874, Christian Hyl,, Adeli 

di, O siiseester der Namen all. — 
or, New Fear. lst pub. in his & 
1780, No. 25, in 4 st. of 7 L, 
hyma on“ Jesus Christ, the only 
of God, our Lord. Second article 
tion Faith.” It is appointed for 
day, and for the 39th and 40th qr 
Ziivich Catechism. In the Berg 
1835, No. 319; and included in a 
German Roman Catholic Jf, Bhs 
St. Gall, 1863, Rotteaburg, Us+ 
The fr. in C. UL is:— 

O Name, than every name more d 
of st. L, iii, iv, by A. T. Russe 
iTys., 1851, No, 68, Repeated in 3 
A. Bh, W861, Meth. New Connexic 
Nee Zealand Hyl., 1872, &e. 

iv, Vereinigt zum Gebete war. 
Ist pub, in his Caristliche Lieder, 
15 st.of 41. The form tr. into 
in Bunsen’s Verswot, 1833, No, 22 
“( Geist des Herrn! nur deine * 
sists of et. x. IL 3,43 xi. ML 1, 2 
tr. is 

© Holy Ghost! Thy heavenly 4 
from Bunsen, by Miss Cox, in | 
from the German, 1841, p. 43, 4 
Schaff ah, of Rel. Poetry, ed 
Slightly altered in Lyra Messian 
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eu, th Slight” Alford's Year of Praise, 1867. | through their ambiguity, have led to several 
.=4  6¢ 

Y altered in Miss Cox's Hys. from | ingenious interpretations, some of which ap— 
184, p. 67, apd thence in § L. | peared in Notes and Querice in 1880. Thee 

Tory Coll., gh answer to — of —_ statements must be 
~ . ios ** Spirit, hose heaven! 5 ible, in Cardinal N. = 2 = tr. is ayy wenly —_ aa = as possible, in Cardinal Newman 

» Be following ate not in English C, U.:— | i. Cardinal Newman, in his Apologia Pree 
<<. remcginh! mach detae Gnete cohmacheet, | Crees end Vite _ 7 is hae sets forth lai ee 

itleg im. = ig, » No. 6, In 6 st; attitude at the time this lyric was wiitte: ws 
tra urbe Contin b Bae sy ey hours of darko” | both towards the Church of ‘England and thes 2¢1) water .Somy | 

Ikes’ . Oy RL” Massie, tn the fritus Ferata, March | Church of Rome, in a most carcful wich 
by RL P40, (2) ** L-otd for Thoe my sou! is thirsting,” | elaborate manner. His statements, ina Gorm — 
vi, dissnic. im the aa of ee peel vol. vil. p 66. | denged form, but in his own words, are :— € Uf dich, meix Vater, | Crosse and 

eneitiagtion. Cihreathiche Lialer, 1774, No. 4, 10 8 ts 
w “While [ wae engaged in writing my work om t Bae 

BCD Ge ise, will L depeod, tay Father,” by ie | ATlane (1822), great events were happeningat hore am wa <A 
ve entle. in the sitevef tah Herald, May, 1586, p. 66. (2) | ® + peslopate <= 3e— On "Thee fo s/ick, © bedvenly Father.” by Et Masse. | Bresshm the various beliefs which had so gradually Re <= am 
Im the Day bux 4 3878, vol. vill p3TA winning thelr way tute my mind. Shortly before, 2a <= wee 

vii, yi ste . nimant’s bad been a Revolntion m France; the Hourbomes ba en<a 
and tir © Pants ae ele ee Cross een dismissed: and | beltewed that It wat unch rie: © & 2= ea No. 33, in - itied = . Léeder, 1771) | or naxkone to cast off thetr yore, and, much: wa <» w<_~ 
ee: as, 4 Hist: Pane een ‘Thee m ee een” te sovereigns who hed the divine right of inherite ea <<." 

Ven Kni ——— Tre. from the Ornee ia Prose and — aad di Whine tea ty Ln Se tae wa< = 

~ ¥ 16 4+, #2- Grey bad told the Ii to set their noase in «red an 
ides tp sa Bove a considerable number | and some of the Prelates had bees insulted and. ti r = Fh of ° 12 " a a 

1h m eet in the streets of Londom. The vital quest’ , Hed hy E-m vase — been tr. by aon | how were wo to keep the Clutch from being Uber ak & yl — 
(whi étta J” Fry, im ber rere Lanes B42 | there was euch yon the subject in potme 83a ate en 
> Ith cong ee ttee <2 22 Cirely of tra. from Lavater); | such imbecile alarm in others; true prince é g> 1 «> ee oe 

us mm her Hy. of f7e< Heformation, 1845; and in Consebeneasbip comet oe eaielly dreayed, ave << 
nt her Enos torr ity, 1859, (J. MJ | ME ee With the Ratablidiment thus dividect = ===> rata: at : 4 4 Lawson, J <oIa®, was b. at Trowbridge, eal ied dion eae wt en ean ~*~ a=" 
-\ Wiltshire, July 22-2. 1787. He was articled to Erte firm: centurion... + Inaid to myself, * Locke <2 

& wood-eygrver — 2 London; but believing | ute picture and om thet’; | felt affection for tay- <saa> ee 
‘ Bsr of vario 1] arta | Chureh, but not tenderness; I felt dismay at her yy that his how lex<i se us Wana pects, anger and scorn at her denothing perplesc te = a . 

might make hirxa 22eseful in the foreign mission | fougnt that if Liberaliaw once guta footing wittad xs = a ; field, he ofere<d baa mself to the Baptist Mis- | it was sure of the victory intheevent. Isaw that geo = 
sionary Sciety, <2 x2d was sent to India. He | formation principles wrte powstless te rmcue ner. Sa 
arrived st Se:reae2) Pore = 1812, and eon aarp 1 png opt ie sever eed er be ge am 
rendered pod ssesxwice by showing how to ki wee ey thing than the Estabtished Church, and ¢ ae — 
reduce th: types for printing used in tho | wae te Church Catbolic and Apostotic, set upp mate ae 

as Hw subsequently beeame | beginning. of which she wus but the local preme ri<-«- = 
ete tet Church in Calcutta, de- creen, She ee nating, unin ee whe. She svasamce we jromely, oO re 

voting ‘mies acess time to the work of educa- —t. peed of a catend Reta ton. : ae Paw re 
. 4 “A time | w a rts i 

Bion. Hed Pe Mae Me Lawes i heal had tered fe he none a Sa was an acomp lis a in the composition of my volume... .., Was esa eo 
musician, but Faie = fovourite recreation was persuaded to Join Hurrell Fronde and his fatter StS 
the compoitioza of poetry. Orient: Harping, | were going to the south of Europe for the bealea, <= = <= 

Rota poems former. We set out in December, tha, It SBae> 
nd, od other were published by this ex ithon that my verses which are in ‘tinct “25-8 ee ge 

him betwen thee years 1420 and 1825. ‘Two | ostolica were written; afew Indeed before it: ; ¢ Dee of is bymns wrere printed in the Baptist | gore than ome or two of them after tt... ., The = «oe 
Sian Helestion, 1828 — ness of Soreign fe three mo back inte myeett 3 x 7 2 ee 

im historic and beautiful acer, = «<a 
1. Father of maercies. condesend. Prayer for a —s manners, We kept clear of Catholics etree tee tun 

Missionary. out our tour......1 saw motbing bat what way. = ta — 
2. Fountain of truth 4nd grace and power. Prayer | WO) of the bidden ilfe of Catholics I knew noe b ii 

Sor the Jews, I waa etilidriven back into myself, and felt my 28 rege 
The followimg re in the Comprehensive England was in my thoughts solely, and the jam a« >= = 

er. cme See eT Oe at hee oe el for eae Sui ae in a 
_3- While in tlae bowling shades of death. Mis ai my wind. ut bed tere thoughts pene “Dys<a gions. iterala. It was the success of t eral oc > =<. q 4. Europ, spemk the Mighty name. Universal | cetted ame inwardly. I became fleroe a ainet foe 3p tea re 

: (W. BR. 8.) ponte o_ = suatiomations wat as Eapwetalty wn rus 
’ was myvell, the thooght came wy _ ap 

Lead, — ht, amid the en- | gejiverance is wrought, not by the many’ but tey- flies 
7 |. Ne . | few, tot by bodies but ee 2 =F 

C ierivee Guida, “ Bay Ths i iad a ph ee “whee wotnts leave of Money ® — 
exquisite lyric has been th use of much Wiseman, he bad courteously expressed a winiy the. >< 

ntrovery, arisin from e@ ch might make a second visit to Rome: 1 sald with “_— .. 
am statement Parnes the facts that, first, | gravity," We have » work to do in England.” ren s 

A bs down at once to Sicily, amd the presency “ <- asionste out po wmr7g, Mado that it was the stronger. 1 mruck ~~ the mihdie uf the Istates = ills — et her's soul > hen pepoxecd wi, of the author fell ill of a fever at Leonforte. My servant . a 
wi re, tc « ho Io to his duty | | was a: and for my fast Wreaths & tae wit Tate.,;1Oubt as E =e 

union of ne ; nm Ting the Roman them, as be wi 1 bet 1 sad ‘Erba not ag. sw 
TE dD linese— nd t that the | rested, "I shall uot die, fur Phare not sinned ‘qt 7” S gr frre he second, thy light, 1 have oot sinned against light.’ T mety° Sa % wy | 

a Mics Thaver Morr, been able to make out at all what I meant T Be an — bowen "Bog, Angel amile, Castro-Glovannl, and was laid up there for nearly «2 = = 
ong A ery awhile, weeks, Towanés the end of May I pet off for Pacis 

~, 
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taking three days for the journey, Before starting frean | 
my inn ite the morning of May 20th or 21th, f sat down 
on my bed, and began to seb intterly. My servant, whe 
acted as my nuree, asked what alled me. [could only 
answer, ‘1 have a work todein England.” 1 was aching 
to get home; yet for want of a vessel [ was Kept at 
Palermo for three weeks. 1 began to visit the Churches, 
and they calmed my impatience, though I did mot atvend 
any services, I knew nothing of the Presence of the 
Blessed Sacrament then. At last I got off in an 
teat bound fer Marseilles, We were becalmed a w 
week im the Straits of Fhulfacio, Then it wae that I 
wrote the lines “Teed, kindly ligtt’ (Jame 16, 1449}, 
which bare Race pocemne well knows, a hie riting 
verses the w t my . t length b got 
to Marseilles, and set off for England. The fatigue of 
travelling Was tew much forme, and f was laid ap for 
several days at Lyons, At last L got off again and did 
Bot sop might of day til 1 reached Bnglapd, and my 
wethers house. My brother had arrived from Persia 
only a few hours before. This was Tuesday, The fol- 
jowlng Sumday, Jaly l4th, Mr. Keble preached the 
Assize Sermea in the University Pulpit. [t was = 
lished wander the tithe of * National Apostasy.” 1 have 
ever considered amd kept the day as the stant of the 
Teligioms merement of 155." 

In writing of further changes of thought 
which he underwent during the succeeding 
aix years, Cardinal Newman saya, Apologia, 

. 214:— 
r. Now to trace the succession of thoughts, and the 
conclusions, and the consequent innovations on my pre- 
Views belief, amd the general conduct, to which I was bed, 
upon this sudden visitation | stated on the previous page). 
Apel first, | wisl say, whatever come of saying it, for E 
Jeave in te that for years ] miwet have 
had something of an habitual motion, though i was 
Jatent, ated bad newer led me to distrust my own cot 
vietions, that my mind bad mot fownd ite wititnate rest, 
and that in some sense or other | was on jourmey. Lear. 
ing the saune passage across the M, Hin whieh 
1 wrove * Lead, kendly light,’ [ ulso wrote vermes, which 
ate found in the Lyra woder the bead of * Prowidences,’ 
beginning, * When I look beck.’ This was im 1433; amd, 
since L have this marrative, | have found a memo 
randum usder the date of September 7, thay, in whieh I 
apd of myself, as‘ mow in my room In Fete fee 

ly advancing, &c., apd bed on by God's band blindly, 
m4 knowing whither He is taking me.” 

This, then, is the authors account of the 
state of his onal feeling, and the cireum- 
stances which surrounded him at the time 
that Le wrote what must be regarded as one 
of the fivest lyrics of the nineteenth century. 
Angry ot the state of disunion and supimeness 
in the Churea he still loved and in which he 
still believed; confident that he had *a 
juission,” “a work to do in England;" 
passionately longing for bome and the con- 
verse of friends; sick in body to prostration, 
and, as some around him feared, even unto 
death ; fecling that he shuuld not die but live, 
and that he must work, bat knowing not 
what that work was to be, how it was to be 
done, or — it — tend, he breathed 
forth the iny ioned and pathetic ' 
one of the birth-pangs, it might be called, of 
the Oxfor! movement of 1833 :— 

+ Lead, _ Light, amid the encircling gloom, 
me on 5 

‘The wight & dark, aud | am far from bome, 
Lead Thou me on. 

Keep Thow my feet; 1 do nut ask to see 
‘The distant sceme; ome step enough for me. 
1 wan pot ever thus, nor prayed that Thea 

Showldst lead mie oe; 
1 lowed t choose and see my path, but now 

Lead Thoa me om. 
I loved the garish day, and, spite of fears, 
Pride rulei my will: neamember fet past years, 
So long Thy power hath blest me, sure it «till 

Wilt lead me on 
O'er moor and fen, o'er crag and torrent, Gill 

The night i* gone, 
And with the morn those angyl faces «mile, 
Which I have loved jong since, and lest awhile,” 
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ii. The ambiguity of the two 
has caused much speculation an 
Summarised, the principal i 
are :— 

1. The troubled and hesitating « 
“atid encircling gloom"; “the nigh 
the soul has lost awhile the “angel fa 
Fancy and Hope and Youthful Confid: 
4ivioe formes of faith and aserance, «b 
long since,” which had accompanied i 
the early fervour of his Ne 
April 3, Lenn, 

2. A second interpretation is that *t 
are the faces of the usinistering epiri 
minister to them who shall be heirs of 

3. A third interpretation ts that tl 
perssive of the Ciristian’s bope of b 
the resurrection morn with theme loved 
on earth, (¥. & @., April & 1480.) 
of the lines ie set forth in a wind 
churches of An angel | 
soaring upwards, bearing away from 
in hits arma, and these two lines are qi 
Ne 9. 6th S. If, Aug. 7, 1440, pp 

4. A fourth Interpretation la,“ Whe 
business, and care and pleasures of Itt 
weary us, when the world i¢ Joting sor 
oh Us, ahd We One® Tete cate gli 
—— remy — fee b 
dros anit ps the ton 
then the beter soul wakes its «! 
is gore,“ And with the morn those « 
ke. Vb @., Oth 5 1, May nm, base, 

5. Another explanation ts . 
“ Tho theme lines fefer to the more int 
of infants with the unseen workd of 
lust in later years ?"-—¥. & @., 6th S 
Pp 480. 

To all which, and to all o 
tions that have been made or 
Canlinal Newman gives anss 
4 Dr. Greenhill, — in 

eb. 25, 1880 p. 257, and reper 
Gth 8. 1. March 20, L880, p. 25 

“The Oratory, J 
“My dear Dr. Greenhill— You © 

uestions ; but I think it was Kebl« 
in bis own case, answered that 
be critics, or to give a sense to whu fae 

ig. whatever it waa, at the end of 
Anyhow there must be «4 statute 
writers of verse, o it would be qui 
art, which ts the expression, not of t 
nation and sentiment, one were obi; 
examination on the transient states « 
upon one whem home sick, oF sea o 
way sensitive, of excited. 

© Yours meet truly, Jor 

We may add that in thu: 
meaning of a passage writte: 
the aw is not alone. Co 
and other poeta lave confes 

oe Th history of the ti, The hi of t ua 
lyric is very simple, the 
eature being the changes in 
may be taken as setting for 
Cardinal Newman attached 
periods in his history, It 5 
the British Magazine, March 
motto “Faith-Heavenly Le 
in Lyra Apoetolica, 1836, 4 
reading, “Unto the godly 1 
light in the darkness": arm 
author's Occasional Verses, 
being “ The Pillar of the Clo 

iv. Alterations in, and addi 
are bot numerous, Bishop 1 
ditional stvnza reads in the J) 



4 . 

} *y, “8, HEAVENLY FATHER 
i! the narrow rugged 

Lead, Thyselt huust rod, pet, 
Saviour, lead me heme in Child-like 

Home to my God, 
To rest for ever after earthly strife 
In the calem light of everlasting life.” 

=) ire thig stanza Bishop Bickersteth has added 
.. 8 xplanation in his Notes of 1876 >— 

See Phe tawt verse. “hich ts founded on the Collect for 
eri) 7200 the Ev lists day, and which it Is hoped 
Added” found io wrLi#en with theme that precede tt, was 

deep 07 tha Edicor, fom o snes of need and from & ae « 

an only pnd rest im the Light of Light.” - 
Alterations of the text are few. In Dr. 

ponerse Bible H. Bk, 1845, No. 116, it 
Eins, + fevscl, oe Biviour, lead, wmid the ene 
— SE gloom ""; and “the urish day,” is 
bookeet ip ** thie glare of day.” Twoor three 
os Shan giao a this — In the 
Pek ag on Ch eer Fe cand Home, Compiled by Mem- 
delpi, the FP eotemtant Episcopal Church, Phila- 
light la, Wes, 4& bexins, “Send, Lord, _ 

reg es fm ae itr, 7" weeds, “ [lov ‘s é 
gr gee Prog oy ota ” 

- long Ta» Freie Wad te ee 

rect? mre, t rough 

oe "t-fre weight ts gene.” 

Tu the Unitewxdeare Hys. of the Spirit, Boston, 
U.S.A. 1864. thio original first line is re- 
Stored; « duy's «deez ling light” is retained j and 
the lines oats gaze reprate! with “dreary 
ours” chnge«d t<> dreary dowhts,” Another 

alteration ip *\ Ave-va<ed kindly light,” &e. (H.W, 
Beecher'’s Myrracove t Fe Coll., 1855). The weak- 
ness of all thessse= snetlments is the surest 
safeguard agaim= © their general adoption. 

The hymn tigves — beeen rendered into several 
languages Thre= Bosttin versions are -—* O Lux 
benigna due,’ teyw tbe Kev. HM. Macyill, 1876; 
and “© Lax 2 ¥ex22s, bono protinos suspice,” 

by the Re. Jac Besson Mason, and“ Alma Lux, 
inter media texza<> bore, by “OG, G., beth in 

the Guariian Of <~F an. 3, 1883. (J. J.J 

Lead u, EXe@avenly Father, lead us. 

in and sorress, till 

. mest Fa oly Trinity—Incocation of.) 

pms ved in hh Sacred Lyrics, set too, 1821, 

in at. of 7 1.. smeved entitled “ Hymn, Written 
for the Childresxa of the London Orphan Asy- 

lum (Air Lewe-2>.”" In 1858 it was included 

in the Bap. Pea <& 77 ys., No. 44, and from that 
date it bet greswm gradually into favour until 
it has attaine<R te @& foremost place amongst 
modern hynnss im all English-speaking coun- 
tries. Itis gemerally given in o correct and 
complete form as in Thring’s Coll, 1882. It 

has Hpeen rndered into sever languages, in- 
eluding ee ak net: B. Bingham, in his 

yreno. * vd —* 1, . it as “ Doe 
=. Genitor Co@lestis,.” has dr: {J.J} 

ful souls, and Guide. 

See thaw ave 
Fredemptivn fe als 41. her at. of 6 1., and 

$b. vol. itp. 262). prller* (Pp, Works, 1868- 

7 at fae Fomcezone og te OP Se and a : » ! 
rehe Chuch of re Re gall ooh collections 
steth’s Christéeerva ge OE lany including Bicker 
Ae found in hres py Seed 1838, and others. 

and Jeter editions 5% 27 "py, 1780, No. 69, 
“nd in the collections 

en eee .- 

| coming! they are coming!" is in W, 

| tions of the more popular 
| Sankey's collection. 

of | Mise Leeson with which we are sequain, 
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\} other Methodist bodies, st. v. and vil. are 
fai, | Omitted. Its American use is great. [J.J - 

Leaton-Blenkinsopp, Edwin Clem— 
nell, ws. 6. of G. Leaton-Blenkinsopp, wae 
b. Jan. 1, 1819, and educated at University» 
College, Durham (pa. 1889, wa. 1842). Tale — 
ing Holy Ordera, he was, in 1844, Curate <> 
Ormskirk ; in 1851 Incumbent of St. James” es . 
Lathom; im 1855 —— to the Eng lieka 
Army in Turkey, st Algiers in 1850, anak aa 
the Fortifications of Portsrnouth in 1862. ix 
1863 he beeawne Roctor of Springthorgoe> _ 
Lincolnshire. Mr Leaton-Blenkinsopp 2a ea oe 
pub. The Doctrine of Development im thee 
Bible and in the Church, 1869, and has «<>*. — 
tributed numerous paper to periodical lite«=2-<a — 
ture. His original hymes, together with, = 2._ 
from the Latin, appeared in Lyra Mesiave Gem ee . 
1864; Lyra Mystion, 1865; and The Peog> 2 <* op 
H., 1867. The tre. are annotated under © ba eq = 
respective first Latin lines His origg izaca 
hymns inelade -— 

kes og VOBT. 
2. The Tree of Life in Eden stood, The Tree ay” 2 

In Lyra Mystica, 1665. ST er. 

3. When Ieracl came from Egypt'sland. MW Atte ee = 

tide, In Lyra Messiamica, 1*44, allan 

(J. F.4 His signatare is * E, L. B.” 

Lebt ihr Christen, so allhiex s_ a, ¢ 
Brden. [Following Chridt.] Foundeca =e 

2 Tim. iv. 7, 8 and included as No. Besz fo 

Freylinghanson's Newee geistreiches 2. ze 

1714, and I as No. 635 in the Eteny- yg = 
G. L, &, ed. és 

. sO feat not, Christians, that rowged 
aoe sox, in Lyra Bucharistiees 
370, arid tee Hl from the Gere, 1064, p. OT. (J. Ae 

Lees, Jonathan, sprung fom 

Nonconformist family in Lancashire, wae b e1«a 

Manchester, Aug. 7, 1835. He was eQuzesen ¢ _—. t 

at Owens College and the Lancash ines __ i 

dependent College, and in 1861 wene = - 

Congregationnlist Miwionary to Tientei ry =. 

North China, where he bas since laboureeg™  ™** 

tw 
Pp 

Manchester. 
tion of bytes, which after a time wan 

Sacred Sung for Howe & Schoo! (Hremner, 

Nine or ten of these by a were composed by Mr 

During bis reeidence In China be has pub. sewer ag 
fections of Seurpatanes Melodjen.the — gk and 
recent be! en Origina. -—y : 

Smegs, topether with Soles & Hymns, (nfenctert Seca Pec 
Sor the use of Sailors in the Far Kast. Shavagy a 22 
1841, Fifteen of these, composed chietly to Pop. = <«., 
secular tunes, are by Mr. Lees Bimeeif. Beside. ~* 3 
hymns and snge cuntained in these books, abo ¢ © B2e 
other pleces have appeared on leaflets oF in Magasé =a 
One, « missionary hh commenct: oo They rae- es, 

‘School Hymnal, where by mistake ft ees a 
another author. me. 

=. <<.__ 
~>s—t 

“<ss, -= 

7 t< 
One of the most widely used of Chrige < 

Hynmals in the Chinese language was <3 — = 
by Mr, Leea in 1872 (Landon Mission, ~g~ i... <i 
tain); and more recently he hus prepare. =rTa- 
smaller volume, consisting chiefly of tras, 1 

For particulars com xX >. 

ing these books see Article on Missions, Bg C22 | 

(W. R. = ==. 
Lesson, Jane E. The earliest worl. 

= 
= 

& 
tak 
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is her Infant ies. Then followed | 
Hynes and Stenes of Childhood, or A ’ 
Gift (London, James Burns; Nottingham, 
Dearden), 1842. in which the Infant Hymnings 
were inc ted, Concerning Pt. il. of the 
Aya. and &e., Miss Leeson mya, “ For 
tho best of the Poerus in the second part, the 
Writer is indebted toa friend.” In the Rev. 
Henry Formby's Catholic Hymns arranged in 
order for the principal Festicala, Feasts of 
Saints, and other occasions of Devotion through- 
out the Year, Lond., Burna and Latbert, n,n, 
sy “ Imprimatur, N. Cardinalis Wiseman, 

ay Sed, 1853," her tr. of Victimae Parchali 
(* Christ the Lord is risen to-day"), and her 
“Loving Shepherd of Thy Sheep” (also in 
Hye. & Scenes, 1842), were given under the 
r oature “M, I." Pan Fite sp med and 

nes fur Congregatis ‘inging (most of 
which were reeritton from "the Scottish 
Translations and Paraphrases (4.¥.), 1781) 
were pub. by Wertheimer & Co, Lond.. in 
1853, In the Irvingite Hys, for the Use of the 
Churches, 1864, there are tive of her original 
hymns and four of her érs. frou the Latin ander 
the signature of “J.B, L.:" and most of these 
were repeated in the 2nd ed, 1871, In 
addition Miss Leeson is the author of several 
other works, including The Christian Childs 
Book, 134%, The Child's Book of Ballads, 1849, 
Songe of Christian Chivairy, 1848, M 
a Poem, 1850, The Seven Spiritual Works 
Mercy, and others, Her hymns in CG. U, 
include :— 

1, A Uttle child may know. God's low of little 
In Myst,  & af Childhood, 1242, No, 20, in 

2. Dear Saviour, to ttle lambs. For Purity. 
In Hyt. & 8. of Childhood, 1642, No, 19, in 4 st. of 4 1. 

4. Father, I we} love Zag house of . Public 
Worship, in ffye. & Saf Childhoad, far No, 76, tn 
Sat. of 121, It in eeaally abbreviated, 

4. Have ye counted the cost! ASbidiers af the Crows. 
In Songs oS, cheer Chicalry, 1444, p. 8, In 10 6. of 
ot von abireviated as tn the Enlarged Londom H. 

i. ellent night. Confidence, 

oh Chita che ee Inde, in Sat. of 31. with 
the refrain, * Hallelujah.” “It is tn the Irish Church 

er 

“ 
Sst. of 41. 

Hymnal, 1973, apd other collections, 
6. Jesus my Lord and King. (Aid's Praise 

of Christ, Iu Myst. and 3. of Childhood, 1942, No, 18, 
in 6st. of 41, 

7. King of Saints and of » Ade Sainte, 
In ber Paraphruses & Hys,, 1933, p. $4, In Tet. of 8 L 

6. Savieur, teach me - Chedience In 
Hyst 8, of Childhood, 1842, No. 49, in 4 st. of 4 L 
in several hymn-teoks is Great Britain and America. 

9. Songs of glory fill the sky. Christmar In the 
Irvingite Hive. fer the Ove of the Churches. 1964, No. 21, 
in 3 st.ofs 1, with the refrain “ Elail! Lord Jesu” 

Ww. we prepared te see and hear. Advent. In 
the Irvingite Mys, for the Ue of the Churches, 1864, 
No. 173, in 4 st.of4 L Written ip 1400. 

1], Sweet lesson Jesus taught. Christ 
dlessing little Children, In Myst. & 8. of Childhood, 
ised, Nu. 1, in 6 at. of 4 1. 

12, Wake the , 0 Zion's daughter, A vento of 
touch exeelionce, which see, 

13. Wake, ye saints, the of Amenrion., 
Written in teal, and pab. in the lean ow the 
Ove of the Churches, ths, No. in 4st. of 6 1, with 
the refrale “Pallet.” In at, bi, Ua, 4, and € are 
from C. Wesley's * Hall the day that sees Hine rise,” 

Miss Loeson's most popular hymn, “ Loving 
Shepherd of Thy Sheep,” and ber fre. from 
the Latin are noted elaewhere in this work, 
Of Mise Leeson’s personal history we can 
gather nothing. (J. JJ 

Lehr, Leopold Franz Friedrich, « of 
Jobana Jakob Lehr, Hofrath at Cronenburg 

LELAND, JOB 

(Cronberg, Kronberg), near 
Main, was b. ot Cronenburg 
and entered the University o 
In 1740 he went to Halle to « 
Rambach and G. A. Franck 
also acted as tutor to the el 
Frevlinghnawn, and condu 
mevtings at the Orphanage, 
became a tutor at Céthen ( 
princesses of Auhalt-Cithen, 
post till 1740, when be was apy 
of the Lutheran church at C6 
a visit to his futher-in-law o 
was seized with fever, and d, 
1744. (Kook, vi. 446, &e.) 
Lebr’s hymns are full of love t 

wonders of the redeeming grace « 
allied to those of Aleaseet (4°) a 
contritated to the OiMand Lie 
which he was — editor. In it 
slong with his poetical work 
bbasy j in Gott wnd Christe, Tr 
erode bei by Samuel Helmich, 
at ()Meketads, Holstein, eho had ma 
Those which have pussed into Englic 

i, Mein Heiland nimmt die Siinde 
Fricad of Simmers, Written in 17 

to the by *Jesas wine 
see Meumaister|, ist pub. in thr 
lieder, Caben, 1 No, 9, in 11 
“Lake xv. 2. This Jesus receivet! 
with them.” Ineleded ind, J, Rar 
1735, No, 264, the Berlin @. L. S,, 
The frs, ater 

Saviour slanere doth r 

all that heavy laden are.” (2.) “ 
doth receive, Whom under bard 
Ker lm the Presb, Juveni 

. 1733 as above, No. 4, in 6 
“Ts. xxvi. 4. The Lord is a rock fo 
version). Im Ratwnbech’s Maus @. 
and the Berlin G. 4. Sed, 1R63, © 

found the ()) “IT pow have = 
He Milla, 1848 (1856, be “4 ( 
ened the Le Pod os wns 

. Was hinket thr, betrogne 
to true apd whole. 

founded sviil. 21, 75 
12 st. of 6 1, the refrain © H 
Rambach’s Haws @. #., 1735, No, 35 
1851, No. 345, 7%. as 

“ ltest thus, deladed bes 
worth, TKGS, p. 142 (1866, p, Lad, be 
thas, O deleded heart"). 

Leland, John, an Ameri 
ister, was b, at Grafton, M 
May I5th, 17§4, and began 
age of 20. From 1776 to 
Virginia, and thereafter ir 
mostly at Cheshire. He d 
His : \ — E 
biography were pub, is 
Green at pat omc Cee] 
His infinence seems to have 
his peculiarities. We hear 
activity and roving disposit 
devotion to polities,” where 
local and temporary weight 
and endless eccentricities ;"" 5 
cliaracter. Of the hymns + 
ascribed to him, some on cdo 
the following are the most ir 

1, The day is past and gon 
Evening, This is in universal 
Leland’s claim to the authors! 
disputed, although it is suppe 
particulars, [t was: first tm 
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by 
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the invaluable Hartford Selection (Congrega- { repeated, abridged, in Dy, Pagenstecher’s Coll, 
tional) of 1799. Its first appearance, so far us | 1564, aud Aeanedy, 1463, No. 156, Dr. Kennedy, 
kaoown, was in Phdomela, ov, A Selection of Spiri- also gives acento, beginning with the fr. of st. 
trecad Songs, by George Roberta, Petersburg,1792, | x., “ Few are our days and sad below.” 
No. 82, 

2. 0 when shall I see Jesuat The CAristion 
Ftcsce. This vigorous lyric is ascribed by Dr. 
Hitcheock, in Hywns and Songs of Praise, 1874, 
to Leland, It has generally been regarded as 
Amonymeus, and is of uncertain date, cir. 1807, 
©F protably earlier. 

a. if your hearta are warm. Holy 
Fapiion. Adult, “The only bymn by Leland 
W hich can be authenticated by date and circum- 
Stauces bs this familiar doggerel -— 

“Christians, if your hearts are warm, 
Toe and seow can de no barns,” 

Dr. Belcher says, in his Historical Sketches of 
Tymns, ho. 185%, that it was written for one of 

‘s large baptisms in Virginia, 1779. 

Leon, Johannes, wns a native of Ohr- 
drof, near Gates. He — for some time an 
army chaplain, then in 155 at Kinig- 
Bee "eh warsbung - Rudclstett), in 1560 at 
Gross-Mihlhausen, «nd in 1575 at Waltis, near 
Obrcdraf. He d. at Woltis, about Easter, 1597 
(Allg. Deuteche Biog., xviii. 298 ; Wa 
i. pp. 456, period iv. p. 490, &c.), Leon's hymns 
appeared 
spbearet, principal 

in hia (1) Handbiichlin, 
1566, and (2) Trosthiich- 

dein. The ed. printed at Niirnberg, 1611, has 
4 preface of Dec, 9, 1588, so that the first ed. 
was ly 1589. His bymns are reprinted 
in Wackernagel, iv., Nos. 671-715. The only 
aun ascribed to him which has passed into 

wlish is:— 

Ich hab mein Sach Gett For the 
Dying. We iv. p, 519, gives this, in 
18 st. of 5 1, from the Psulmen, geistliche Lieder 
und Ki ening, Niiroberg, 1589 ; with a long 
note, in which be traces all the st. sare xi., xiv., 
X¥y Xvi, to Leon's Trasthiichlein, and to his 

~Predigten (i.e. “Funeral Sermons”), 1581- 
82. Mitzelt, No, 347, cites it as in the salmen, 
geistlicke Ineder und Ledgestinge, Strassburg, 
X.D., but apparently before 1587, In the Berlin 
G. L. 8, ed, 1863, No, 1460, 
This hymn bas been Johann tly ascribed to Dr, 

PPPs ( Jan, 16, 1649, et Lindas om the 
professor Take of Constans; 1671 University of i 3 ecorew at - 

1610); but this has not teen traced earlier 
man pnt 1640, eg In the Cuntionale sacrum, Gotha, 
pe. ane + Ne. 1s, and the Kémigsberg G, Jt, 1650, 
Pinpes cia mann, in vill. 608, thinks thet 
for ped Dave arranged the hyma in ite present 

ch bab meter etly song, beginning, mage, lik. sine Sach 2 whieh Waeker- 
bya 

It,” 
1 of inst and ap an from a Le 

This hymn has been tr. as :— 
1. My Life 1 now to God Jacobi, in Br J. G 

his Psal. Ger., pt, ti, 1725, p. 56 
i ns ot vii, xv., xvi. 

@ Moravian H. Bk, 1754, pt. i, No. ShS Ai588, No. 1242, beginning with the fr. of 
Sad ia Zench us to number so our days”), 
the Bible yy ene 1841 and 1852. In 
a « Why it i » tii 
de is this life? a poche sol vg “i ° all tr. of at. he Pe Agee commend, A very good 

¥iy Vili, X, Xi, xiv, xvii, by A. T. Russell, as No, 246, in his Pp § Hys., 1851; 

3. My cause is God's, and I am still. A good 
tr. of st. L, sioxiv., xviexviii., by Miss Wink- 
worth, in her Lyra Ger. 2ad Ser., 1859, p, 210; 
repeated, omitting the trs, of st. xii, xvii, in 
her C. B. for England, 1863, No. 127, (J. M.J 

Leslie, Emma. [Teks, Exma.] 

Leslie, Mary Elisa, is daughter of An- 
drew Leslie, for many years Baptist mis- 
sionary in Calcutta, was b. at Monghyr, Jan. 
13, 1834, a member of her father’s 
church, and having received a superior edu- 
cation, was for eight years Superintendent of 
an Institution for the education of Hindoo 
young ladies, Since 1877 Miss Leslie has been 
engaged in various kinds of philanthropic 
work in Calcutta. Her publications include :— 

(1) Ina and Cither Poems, 1462. (2) Sorrows and 
rations, t4S8, (2) Meart Eehoes from the Bast ; or, 

Sacred Lyrics and Sonnets (Lomdon, Nisbet, 1661). (4) 
The Dawn of Light; a Story for Hindoo Women, 167, 
$) Bastern Blorsoms; a Story for native Christian 
Women, 18S. (6) A Child of the Day, 1482. 
In the Heart Echoes from the East is a lyrio 

beginning “They are gathering homeward 
from every land (Death contemplated), which 
has been exceedingly popular, and has been 
reprinted in many forms. It is in W. R. 
Stevenson's Sehool Hymnal, 18380. Several of 
Miss Leslic's Urtics and sonnets are very 
and worthy the attention of hymn 
com, : (W. BR. 8.) 

Let all the world in every corner 
sing. G. Herbert, [Praise fo God, the King.) 
First pub. apy mma in his Temple, in 
1688, p. 45, in the following form ;~ 

 ANTIPHONE, 
Oho. Let all the world im ev'ry corner sing, 

My Ged and King. 
“ Vers, The heavens arr pet too high, 

His praise may thither file: 
‘The earth is m4 too low, 
His praises there may grow. 

“Cho, Lat all the world tn ev'ry comer sing, 
My Geet and King. 

* ers. The charch with psalms must shout, 
No doore can keep them out; 
Bat abore all, the heart 
Must bear the longest part, 

“Cho, Lat all the world in ev'ry corner sing, 
My God and King.” 

Although ndmirably adapted for musical 
treatment, the original form of the text is 
not popular with modern editors. We have 
the original in Thring’s Coll, 1882; and in 
the Hymaary, 1872, the same, with the addi- 
tion of a doxology. Usually the text is re- 
arranged, sometimes, as in the 8 P. C. K. 
Church Hys., 1871; Horder’s Cong. Hys., 1884, 
&e.; aod again, in other collections in a dif- 
ferent manner. This hymn is also in C. U, 
in America. (J. J.J 
Let earth and heaven agree, Angels 

and men, &c. C. Wesley. (Prate of 
Jeeur as the Redeemer.) Appeared in the 
Hys. on God's Everlasting Love. London, 1741, 
No. 11, in 10 st. of 6 LCP. Works, 1868-72, 
vol. iii p. 71). Jn whole or in purt, it soon, 
came into general use not only by the followery 
of the Wealeys, but alao by many who, oy 
Calviniatic grounds, opposed them, and agninage, 
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whom the Hys. on God's Everlasting Love 
were written. M. Madan included st. i-iv. 
in his Ps. & Hye, 1760, No. 90, ond this 
form of the hymn was repeated by A. M. 
Toplady in his Ps. & Hys., 1776; and again 
by others to modern n-books in the 
Chureh of England. Nonconformists also 
copied this form of the hymn. In the Wea, 
A. Bk., 1780, st. i-v., vil. and ix. were given 
as No, 33. This is the form of the hymn 
moet popular in G. Britain and America. The 
following centos are also in C, U ;— 

1, Jesus, harmonious Name. Composed of #t. Lil. 
tv., wit, and Lx., is in the American Andover Sabbath #, 

“< Seon asain sound. In the Hywnary, 1472, 
this bo compuned of st. 1i,-Lv,, Vi.-ix., X,, considerably 

In G, J, Stevenson's Methodist H. Bk. Notes, 
1883, p. 42, several interesting reminiscences 
of thia hymn are recorded, mainly from Wes- 
leyan sources. (J. J) 

padasiige nig ay ‘Guide of ” Terael| int ilge. ide 0 A at 
pub. in Job Orton's edition of Doddridge’s 
(posthamous) Hymns, &c., 1755, No, 102, in 
5 st. of 41, and again in J. D. Humphreys's 
edition of the ame, 1839, No. 118. It is in 
©. U. in its full form in America, and also, 
beginning with st. ii, us “God knows our 
souls in all their fears,” in the Boston Church 
Pastorals, 1864, (J. J. 

Let mo alone [another] this only 
year, C. Wealey. [Death Anticipated.) Pub,in 
Preparation for Death in Several Hymna, 1772, 
No. 43, in 4 at. of 8 1. CP. Works, 1868-72, 
vol. vil. p, 396) In 1880 it was given in 
the supplement to the Wea, H. Bk. ay * Let 
me alone another year”; and this has bown 
—— jn a few collections The hymn 
- for me the Saviour prays,” in the 
American Meth. Episco. Hymna, 1849, No. 381, 
is from this hymn, and begins with the second 
half of st. i, with the lines transposed. (J. J.) 

Let me be with Thee where Thou 
art. Charlotte Kiliott, [Heaven Anticipated 
and Desired.) This hymn, which is usually 
attributed to the Ist ed. of Miss Elliott's 
Hours of Sorrow, &., 1836, really — 
in her thers Brighton Pa. & .) rd 
thousand, LS), No, 412,m 4 st. of 4 L, and 
signed “C. E” It was repeated. with slight 
alterations, in her Hys. fora Week, 1842; and 
aguin, slightly altered, in late editions of the 
Inealid’s H. Rh, 'Vhe text usually followed 
by modern editors is that of 1842, aa in Lord 
Selborne’s Bk. of Praise, 1862, where it ia 
given with the change in st. iv. |. 3, of 
“life nor death” to “death nor life” The 
8. P, C. K. Church Hymns, 1871, is an ex- 
ception in favour of several changes in the 
text, and Kennedy's, 1863, i¢ the greatest 
departure from the original. The American 
books vary in their texts in common with 
those of G. Britain. (J. J.) 

Let not your hearts with anxious 
thoughts. William Roberteon. [ Ascension.) 
First appeared as No, 14 in the Draft Scottish 
Translations and Paraphraees, 1715, aa a 
version of John xiv. 1-5,in 6st.of 4). In 
the Draft of 1781, No, 42, st. iii, was omitted: 
at. iv, rewritten; and st. i. slightly altered, 

LET THERE BE L1 

Thence, unaltered, in the publ 
issued in that year by the Chur 
and stillin use. In the marking 
daughter of W. Camern (p. 200, : 
is ascribed to Robertson, and | 
in the 1781 text to Cameron. 
text of 1781 ia included in th 
Ps, & Hymna, 1867, and a fer 
tions. In Porter's Selection, ( 
it is altered to “Let not yo 
Jesus "and in the Twic 
Coll, 1845, p. 60, to“ Let not 
troubled now.” 
Let party names no mor 

(hr Unity.) Ist pab. in th 
. of Ash and Evans, 176 

4 at. of 4 L, entitled * Christ 
signed “ B, BL” It waa ala 
dome's (posthutnous) Hymns, 
638, but with the title ehar 
munion of Saints.” In some 
begins with st. ii, “ Among 
earth”; and in others the » 
changed to “Let names of + 
In its various forma it is in 
atuongst Nonconformists, an 
America, 

Let saints on earth t 
{voices} raise. J. Evans. 
as the Prince of Peace.) Pub 
of Burder’s Coll, of Hymna, | 
4etof 4.1, and headed “P 
It is found in ara — 
a8 Spurgeon» O. O. H. Bk., 
Songs of G, & G.. 1872, and o 

Let Sg praises fi 
Cotterill. [Whitewatide] P 
in his Selection, 8th ed., 1819. 
of 6 L; and again, with his 

ery’s Christian Paalmisi 
tisin C, U, in most Englis 

tries, and sometimes reduced 
New Cong., 1859 and 1874. 

Let such as would 

tlle pol erty a as No. 4 int 
Translations and Paraphr 
version of Eceles, vii, 2-6, 
In the public worship ed. ist 
by the Church of Scotland 
et. i was reversed, Il. 1, 2 
IL 4, 4; and IL 3, 4 rew 
began “While othera crow 
mirth;" IL 1,2 of at. iL bei: 
and IL 1, 3 of st. iii. altered. 
of the Trs. & Paraphs, by tl 
of W. Cameron (p. 200, Li.) 
Cameron, The revised te? 
— a ban United Pre 
‘orter’s fon, Gl w 

other collections, ard 

att er ae 5 . P 
Sac, Poems, Sort in 6 a 
vol. ii. p. 186) In the H 
at. iv.-vi, were given as 
faithful to His word,” an¢ 
formof the hymn has been 
collections, and is still in C 

Let there be light! 
Word. J, Montgomery. 



LET US ASK THE IMPORTANT 

hyton was printed in the Rvangelica! Maquzine, 
June, 181s, in 8 et.of 4 1, and headed © Hymn 
composed for the Anniversary of the Mis- 
sicuary 7 by J. Montgomery, > matic 
sung at Spa Fields Chapel, May lth, 1818.” 
It was included in Cotterili's Sel, sth od. 
1819, No, 296, in 4 st.of 8 1. In Montgomery's 
Christian Panimist, 1825, No. 554, st. iv. is 
«witted, and the reat are divided into 6 st. of 
4.1 This form is repented in bis Original 
Hymns, 1853, No. 260, is the revised text, und 

fn several collections in G. Britain and 
America, The hymn “From day to ¢ y | 
before our eyes,” in Beecher’s Plymouth Col 
1855, the vy Songs for the Sanctwary, 1865, 
and other American hymn-booka, is composed 
of st, iv.-viii, of the Bvangelioal Magazine 
text of 1818, (Codterill’s at, ili, iv). [J. J.) 

Let us ask the important question, 
J. Hari, Passiontide.)  Pab, in his Hyine, 
€e., 1750, No. 56, in two parta, the seoond 

ing “Great High Priest, we view Thee 
stooping,” and headed * Faith and Repent- 
ance.” Pt, i, in 5 st.of 8 1, asks aud answers 
the important question, * What is it to be a 
Christin?" and Pt. ii, in 3 st.of 8 Liisa 
Prayer based upon the answer given in Pr. i. 
Both parts are in C.U_., but the seeond (* Great 
High Priest, &."), which is by far the finer 
of the two, is also by far the more popular. 
It is in several collections in G. Britain and 
America. (J. J.J 

Let us love, and sing, and wonder. 
J, Newton. aged for Rerteeming Love, 
Appeared in his Twenty Six Letters on Reli« 
gions Subjects, by Omicron, L774, in 6 st. of 
61, and headed, “Praise for Recleeming 
Love.” It was also given in the Gospel Maga- 
tine, May, 1774, and in the Olney Hynene, 
1779, Bk. fii, No 82. It ie in CU. in G. 
Britain atel America, and sometimes in an 
ubbreviated form. UW. J. 

Let us praise God this day. [The 
Annuniation.) Included anonymonsly it 
Hys. for the Festieals and Satuta Daye of 
the Church of Euglawdl, Oxford, 1846. It wax 
repeated. with the addition of a doxology, in 
eae Church Hys,, 1850, in Johnston's 

ae Hyl., 1852, and other collections. ‘The 
tent of AL. A, & M., 1875, is from Fallowe's 
Sel., 1847. In midition to the original, two 
a forms of the text are in ©, U.:— 

~ Praise we the Lord this day, This slightly altered 
teat wasgiven in Murra: 's dlymeat, 1962 the Sali: 
= pais? : Kenoedy (= new Monuba y\. Ista, the 

-, Church Hyt,, 71, &e. The last-named 
has Murray"s test with the omission of at, ili, 

2. O praise tine Lord this ‘This text iin the Mfym- mark 192, is somewhat br pee and is in tes a 

Let 
Ryland. Bing the Praise 0 Chridos Kk } 7 z rain rist as King. aie 
ae faraphi rou of Pa xly., in 7 wt. of 6 L, is 

eee? L2r- Byland's son July dist 1740" 
. Tt appeared in Hymns Luclwded for ~ — of the Drited Congropations of Drisel of the G Onthly Prayer Meetings for the Succens 1797 Bel at Home aud Abroad, begun in Lil iatol, 1798. The Preface ie dated ot wis ai Hag wid is signed by cight ministers lp rT. Ryland is first on the list. ‘This y “8 given, with omissions, in the Bap. 
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New Selection, 1828, und subsequently in 
humerous collections in G. Britain and Ame- 
rica. The original text is given in Ryland's 
Pastoral Memoriala, 1825, and in D. Sedg- 
wick's reprint of Ry land's Mymns, 1862. 

CW. T. BD 
Let us the sheep in Jesus named. 

J. Cenniek, (Praise to Jeena, the Gol Sheje 
herd.) Pub. as a“ Hymn of Prise in a Dia- 
logue,” in bis Seered Hye. for the Cm of Re- 
ligious Societies, Bristol, 1745, Pt. i, No. iv, 
in 5 st.of 41: and again. in the some year, 

_ in his Sacred Hye. for the Children of God in 
the Daye of their Pilgrimage, Lond., 1743. 
This, in commen with all Dialogue hyn 
with the Mormvians, wae simyg antiphonnlly, 
the men taking the first half of each verse, 
and the women the secoud. The opening 
stanzas of this hymn are thus printed for anti- 
phonal singing >-— 

i.” Let us the Sheep in Jesus mazn'd, 
(er Shepbend's Mercy bless ; 

Let us, whom Jesus bath recdeem'd, 
Shew forth wer Thankfulmess, 

2. © Not ento ae! to Thee alone, 
Bless’) Lamb, be Gory giv'n 5 

Here shail Thy Praizea te tegua, 
Hut carried on in Heaven.” 

In ita original form this hyn is unknown 
to the modern collections, but, beginning with 
at, ii, ns >— 

“ Not ante ae! bet Thee alone, 
Hiess'd Lamb, be glory given,” 

it a red in Rippon's Bap. Sel, 1787, No, 
#84 cad te found - pricfint plier hymnaly 
in G. Britain and America, including the — 
2's, d& Hye, 1858 and 1880, Spargeon's (1) 0. 
A. Hi: 1804, and others. ‘The first stanza of 
the hymn, * Not unto us but to Thy name” 
(q-¥.), is also from this hymn. = [W. T. BL) 

Let us with a gladsome mind. J. 
Milton. [(P«. czzzvei.}) This paraplirase of 
Ps. 156 was written according to his bio- 

»bers, Warton and Mitford, in 1623, when 
Stitton wae fifteen, and attending St. Paol’s 
School, London, It appeared in his Porma 
in English and Latin, 1645 (2nd ed. 1673), in 

| 24 st. of 2.1, with the refrain— 
~ For His mercies aye endure, 

Ever faithtul, ever sare.” 

Tn its full form it is not in C.U., bot numerons 
abbreviations, all beginning with the opening 
siapza, are in use in all English-speaking 
countries, Another arrangement in b. M., amd 
without the refrain, is given in Martinenn's 
Hymna, 1840, No. 100, 08 “0 let us, with a 
joyful mind.” Sir H. W, Taker’s version of 
Pe. exxxvi,, “ Praise, O praise our God and 
King”; H. Trend’s “Praise, OF praise our 
heavenly King.’ in Skinner’s Daddy Sereice 
i Is64, the People’s TH, 1867, and 
clkern: and T, Darling's * Come. and let us 
raises sing,” in hin Hymne, I887, are all 

l upon Milton's text. (4. 0.7 

Let worldly minds the world pursue, 
J. Newton, (Dedication of wolf to God.) Pub, 
in R. Conyers'’s Ps. & Hys., 1774, No. 180, anid 
again in the Olney Hymms, 1779, Bk, iii, No. 59, 
in 6 st. of 4 L, amd heated “Old things ary 

away.” It isin O, U. in its full form, 
and also abbreviated, beginning with st. iii. 
“Aa by the light of opening day.” Thig 
abridged text is more popular than — faty 

2 
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form of the hymn, It was given in Bickor- 
steth's Christian Paalmody, DSS, and is found 
in eeveral modern hymn-books. (4. 5.) 

Let Zion’s watchmen all awake. 
P. Dokdridge. [Ordination—Eavber Daya. 
Written at * Floor, Oct, 21, 1736" [p, 93s. 
in 5 st. of 4 L This is Floore in North- 
amptonshire, and the hymn was written for 
the ortination of a Minister, probably for that 
lace. It was pub in Job Orton's ed. of 

ddridge’s (posthumous) Hymns, &e.. 1755, 
No. $24: ond again in J. D. Humphreys's ed. 
of the same, I839, No. 350, Its use is ex- 
tensive, especially in America, (J. J.) 

Lewers, Jane. (Gray, Jane.] 

Lewis, George, v.p., of Lianuwebllyn, 
was b. at Trelech, Caermarthenshire, in 1762, 
His parents were members of the Established 
Church, but he beeame a minister of the 
Independents He was a learned man, and 
highly respected by all who knew him. He is 
the author of several works of yreat value, 
and the hymn “Rhyfedd na buaswn ‘nawr” 
was composed by him. He d, in 1822. 

(Ww. G. T.] 

Lie down, frail body, here. H. Bonar. 
Burial.) Appeared in his Hys. of Faith and 

*, Lat series, LA57, in 13 st. of 4 1, and 
entitled, *' The Flesh resting in Hope.” It ia 
given in an abridged form in a few collec- 
tions, including Dale’s Knglish H. Bk. 1875. 
From it also is taken the cento ~“ Rest for the 
toiling band.” {J. 5.) 

Liebe die du mich zum Bilde, J. 
ae. The Lowe of Christ.) No. 107, in 
Bk, vi., 1657, of his Meilige ust ( Werke, 
1962, i. p. 180), in 6 st. of 6 lines, entitled, 
“She [the Soul] surrenders herself to the 
Everlasting Love.” Included as No. 35 in the 
Berlin G. ZL. 8, ed. 1803, with an additional 
st. as iv., * Liebe die du Kraft und Leben,” 
added when the hymn was given in the Gedat- 
reiches G. B., Halle, 1697, p. 184. 

bym “Itt ome of the most beaetiful and profound ns 
of the sptritaal lore of the soul to her Saviour,” says 
Lauxmans in Kock, vill. 290. Wetzel, In bis A. A, td. 
271-116, relates that one in 1722 Benjamin 
Schultze, a German misskmary at it from 
Preylinghausen, and waa so dell 
be dewrmined that bis Malabar 

sane 
ted with it that 
lars should share 

after midnight. 
translate 103 hymns fram the German which are still 
sung in South India. 

Translations in C. U. :— 
1, Lord, Thine image Thou hast lent me. Hy 

J.C. Jacobi, in his Peal, Germanioa, 1720, p. 1, 
in 7 st. It is one of his best trs, It was 
slightly altered in his ed. 1722, p. 33, and again 
in his ed. 1732, p. 56; and thence in the Morarien 
HT, BS, W754, Lady Huntingdon's Selection, 1780, 
and De, Pagenstecher’s Coll,, 1864. St. i, ili, iv., 
vii., were included in the Penusylvanian Luth. 
Oh, Bé., 1868, and the Ohio Luth. Hol, 1880, Ip 
the Moravian H. Bk. 1789 (1849, No, 21), it was 
considerably altered, and began, * In Thine image, 
Lond, Thou mad’st me.” A cento in 5 st. of 41, 
heginning, “ Love divine! I would adore Thee,” 
is in the Roxburgh Place Coll, Elinburgh, 1824; 
and sts, Liv. slightly altered from the 1826 Mo- 
ravian, are in the Dalston Hospital 7, Bk, 1848, 

2. In Thine image Thou didst make us. As 

LIEBICH, EHRENF 

No. 54 in the Cooke-Denten f/ 
3 st. of 6 1, apd a doxology. 
Jacobi, but is entirely rewri) 
Cooke. This was repeated, ur 
Silisiury WH. Bh. L857, New Zea 
Parish H, Bk, 1875, and, slig 
the Sarum Hyi., 1868. 

3. O Love, Who fermedst m 
exceedingly good fr, in 7 st. by 
in her Lyra (fer,, Ind Ser, 18! 
No, 47 in her C. B. for Engi: 
has come into extensive use, an 
full in the New Zoulend ify! 
Schail’s Christ ia Song, 1869, 1 
it was included, slightly alter: 
omission of st. ir. ¥., in ML A. & 
in the revised ed. of 1875, and 
Other centos are in the Peo 
Horder’s Cong. Hyl., 1884, &e. 

Other tra. are2—(1) "Love divi 
feature,” in the Christian Treasur, 
* Leved One! ho grace hast 
Mrs. Findlater, in 4. 4. f., 1862, p 
(3) “Love, Whe ip the Srat begies 
1464, p. 201; im the More 
2 7 » wich im Thine | 

asaie, in the Mritish Herald, 
Reid's Praise Bk, 1472. 

io 

Liebich, * 
1718, at Probsthain, pear G 
where his father was a mill 
his father in the mill up to hi 
and was thereafter allowed 
Latin school at Seliweidnitz, 
sabeth school at Breslau, At 
entered the University of Leiy 
of Theology, and on conclud 
1740, was for some time en: 
tuition,, In April, 1742, he t 
Lomnitz and Erdmannedorf, 
Silesia, and remained there ' 
June 23, 1780 (Kock, vi. 39) 
Biog., xviii. 584, &c.). 

Liebéch is one of the best German 

visit to Carisbed fn 1763, and thr 
ment Liebich began again to compe 
nq compositions — 1q rag rs 

» Hirschberg paige, 2 
(2) New ed., Liegnitaz, 1773; witt 
titled, Geietliche Lieder aur Srba 
with 8 hymns 

A considerable number of 
into German C. U., and still 
Those which have been fr. in 

L. Dir, dir, du Gebder aller Gaber 
giving. 1768, p. 128, in 16 8) 
“The Goodness of God in th 
has passed into English thro 
forms. 

1. 0 dass doch bei der reich 
st. xi<xvi., as altered by J. : 
Berlin G. B, 1780, No, 172 
Berlin @ L. &, ed. LBS. Fy 
recasts of st. sti-xvi., beg 
Christen, Gottes Huld zu feier 
as No. 250, in Bunsen’s Versuc 

, Christians, your 
A gomi tr, from Bun-en, by ¥ 
No. 181, in her CB. for En 
the Ohio Anang. Luth, Hiyl. 1 

2. Wir kommen, deine Huld » 
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evidence. In the Berlin GL. 8. ed. 1883, 
No. 1342. In the Geisfreiches GC. B., Halle, 
1697, p. 160, aud many later books, it begins, 
“Schonster Immanuel.” The tr. in C. U. is:— 

Dearest Immanuel, Prince ef the lowly. A fr. 
of st. i<iv., by Mo W. Stryker, as No. 185 in his 
Christian Chorals, 1885, (J. Mj 

Very greatly sliered form of st. xii. &, as No. 
350, in the Berlin G. 8., 1829; retaining little 
either from Liebich or Diterich., It is repeated 
in Bumsen’s Versuch, 1833, No. 666, and the 
Wiirttemberg G. 8., 1842, No. 545, The tr. in 
©. U. from ibis form is;— 

We come, oar hearts with gladness giewing. A 
Bvod tr, from the text of 1429, by Miss Cox, in 
her Sacred Hy, from the German, 1841, p. 1995 
Tépeated, abridged, in the American Unitarian 
Hys. for the Ch. of Christ, Boston, 1853, and 
48 Archdeacon Pott's Cull. 1861. 

Another tr. ia: 0) Lord, goodness we adore,” 
by Lady EB ortescue, 1*43, a. “ 

4. Gott ist getreu! Sein Hers, sein Vaterherz. 
Trost in God. 1768, p, IB, in 9 st. of 9 L, 
estitlel, “The faithful God, 1 Cor. x. 13." It 
tsa beautiful hymn, and has been specially ap- 
Preciated in Wiirttemberg, where it is found in 
the Wirttemberg G. B., 1791, No, 24 (1842, 
No. 45}, Lauxmane, in Koot, viii, 416, says it 
Was the favourite hymn of J.C. F. Steudel, Pro- 
fessor of Theology at Tibiogen, who d. 1837; 
was sang by the Wiirttemberg contingent at a 
field service near Toul, in August, 1870, during 
the Franco-German War, &c. The fra. are :— 

1, Our God is true! Them He will ne'er forsake, 
In full, by Dr. H. Mills, in his Marae Ger,, 1845 
¢ 856, p. 182): Tepwated, abridged, in the Amer, 

uth. Geo. Syned’s Coll, 1952, and the Ohio 
foany, Luth. Hyl,, 1880. 

2. My God is true! His heart, a Father's heart. 
A geod and full tr, by R, Massie, in his Lyra 
Domestion, Ind Ser., 1864, p. 119; repeated, in 
full, in Reid's Irate Be, la72; and abridged 
iu the Shroc Hyl, L871. 

itt. Hier ist mein Hers! Mein Gott, ich gob’ os dir. 
Self-eurrender to God, 1768, p- 79, in 9 st. of 
91. (Ul. 1, 9 of each st. being “Hier ist mein 
Herz"), entitled, “Surremler of the heart to 
cra — suggested by Proverbs xxiii, 26. In- 

~ oO. 1863. Tr. caeth in the Berlin G, LZ. &, ed. 

jars in my heart! my Ged I give it Thee. A 
er | fr., omitting st. iv., by Mrs. Findlater, in 
= ~ Ln, Let Ser, 1454, p. 16 (1884, p. 21). 
ncloded, im full, in Boardman’s Sel, Phila- 
eat ge U.S, 1861; Lyra Eucharistion, 1863 
= bg Sc. The trs, of st. iti, ¥., reduced 
- Tt s, and begianing, “Horeis my heart, | give 
W Be Were included in the American Soidath 
the Ch 1858; and, repented, omitting st. ii., in 

Se wistian H, Bk, Cincinnati, 1845. 
984 on wirden Leib sur Rukh. rial. 
i ps 204, in 12 st, entitled, “ At the burial 
229 ral yap In the Bavarian G, B., 1854, No. 
This &'noing * Nua bringen wir.” Tr. oa, 
Hartaugh y, weary and distressed,” by Dr. H. 

Sh. in the German Keformed (Guardian, 

Liebster Jesu! du wirst kommen. 
Advent.) Tucluded in the Geistreichea G. B., 
alle, 1697, p. 257, in 10 st, of 51. Repeated 

in Porst’s G. B., 171% (ed. 1855, No. 561, as- 
cribed to Christoph Pfeiffer, who was only 
born in 1689). The tr. in C. UL is:— 

Jesus, Saviour, once again. A good but rather 
free tr, of st. iii, v., vil, by Miss Duna in 
her H. from the Ger, 1857, p. 47. Repeated io 
full in Dr, Pagenstecher’s Coll, 1864 ; and, omit- 
ting st. iii, in Corwen's Sobtath I, Bk., 185%. 

Aactber tr. is>—" Precious Jesus! Thy returaing. 
in the #ritish Herald, Oct. 1966, p. 244, and Mebi's 
Praise Bk., 1873, No. 234. (J. Mj 

Liebster Jesu wir sind hier Deinem 
Worte nachzuleben. B. Schmolck. [Hol 
Baptism.) Ist pub. in bis Healige Flanmen (ed. 
17-9, No. 115, p. 180, apparently firat in the 
Srl ed., 1706), in 7 st, of 6 L, entitled * Season- 
able Retlections of the sponsors on their way 
with the child to Baptism.” Included in many 
German collections, and recently ox No. 462 
in the Berlin G. L. &, ed. 1863. Tr. a8; — 

1. Jowas, Lord, Thy servants soe. A guod fr., 
omitting st. iv., by Miss Cox in her Saered 
from the Ger., 1841, p, 63 (1864, p. 73). Repeated 
in full in Mereer's C. 2. & H. Bk. 1857; aud, 

abridged, in Mercer's Ox. ed., 1864, Rerison's 

H. §& Anthems, 1851, and the Wes, #. Bt. 1875. 
2. Biessed Jesus, here we stand. A good tr., 

owitting st. lv,, by Miss Winkworth in her Lyre 

Ger, tnd Ser., 1858, p, 86 (in her C. B, for 

England, 1863, No. 90). Included in the Soattish 

Hyl,, 1869, &e.; and, in America, in the Penn- 

sylvanian Luth. Ch. Bk, 1868, Presb. Hyl., 

1874, &e. According to Kilbler (Hint. Notes to 

Lyra Ger,, 1865, p. 220), this version was sung, 

April 27, 1863, at the baptism of the Princess 

Victoria of Hesse at Windsor Castle. 
3, Blessed Jesus, we are here, A gool tr, 

omitting st. v., by Dr. Kennedy, as No. 214 in 
his Hymn. Christiana, 1863. 

4. Blessed Lord, Thy servants see. This is 

No. 166 in Dr. Allon’s Suppl. Hys., 1868, and 

consists of tre, of at. i, ¥i., altered from Miss 

Cox, and of st. vii., altered from Miss Wintworth, 

Repeated in Dr, Dale's £ng. H, Bk, 1875, 

Horder's Cong. Hys,, 1BS+, de, 
5. Dearest Jesus! wo are here, On Thy tender 

June, 18¢ 7 grace . In full, by Dr, M. Loy, as No. 222 
Ene 53, p. 187, (J. M.J] | in the Ohio Lutheran Hyl,, 1880. 

Foster Immanuel, Herzog dor| Other tre, are:—{!) “0 blessed Saviour! here we 
‘On. [Love to Christ.) Included in ” by Lady &. Furtesewe, 1443, p. 20. (2) “ Ace meet, 

cording te Thy y Gospel, we,” by Or, G. Wi , LHGO, 
4, (2) F Thy words of grace.” a¢ No, 045 

Bit, Svan I ae, lee (J. Mj 

Life is the time to serve the Lord. 

L. Watts. (Life for God.) lst pub. in hia 

Hys, & 8. Songe, lat ed, 1707, amd again jn 

the 2nd ed., 1709, Bk. i. No. 88, in 6 at. of 

41., and beaded “ Life the Day of Gree ang 

Hope.” It is found in a few modern Colloc. 
ions, In the authorized issue ¢ ~ Soottian 

Dr. Abawuerus Fritech'’s Hi ats Hiwimels-Luat, 20d 
er ohn 2 Lleinai Town Library; not in 
entitled oy 40), No. 36, p. 843, in 3 at of 61, 
The b ‘The everwished for sweet Jesus.” De. 7 a hes been ascribed to Fritech (b. 
} emis, 629, at Micheln on the Geissel near 
‘Albert re became, 1657, tutor to Count rer nton of Schwarzbhurg-Rudoletadt; d. 
the Gant 1701, is Chancellor and President of Hsistory at Rudolatadt), but on no clear 

ee 

_—</ 
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Translations and T'araphraaes, 1781, No, x¥., 
on Ecel. ix. 4, &e., it is recast us s— 

+ As loteg as life its term extends, 
Hope's blest dowiisiom mever ends." 

In the murkings of the Trans. & Paraphe., 
by the eldest daughter of W. Cumeron (q.¥.), 
this recast is attributed to Cameron. Its use 
is very extensive. (J. J.) 

Life nor death shall us dissever. 
Bp. R. Heber, (Baster.) Pub, in his 
humous Hymne, &e., 1827, p, 7, in 3 st. of 41. 
It is based on the Guepel for the Sth 8. after 
Easter, and is found in several modern hymn- 
books, including Dale's English H. Bk., 1875, 
and others. (J. J] 

Lift it gently to the steeple. J. M. 
Neale. [Dedication of aaa | Written in 1865 
for an Office for the Benediction of a Bell, 
compiled by Dr. Neale, for the Benediction 
of one at Barmpton-Aston, Oxon, ” the late 
Bishop of Oxford Nada ie or n 1866 it 
was included in Dr. Neale’s — -. 
wences, Hymns, and other BE i i 
‘erees, p. SI, in LO st. of 4.1, and sapple- 

mented by the following note :— 
“The abowe by is taken from an (lfice for the 

Kenediction of a Bell, compiled by the writer for that 
of ome, by the Hishep of Oxford, at Asten-Hampton, 
Oxon [No, it was Bampton- Aston); the first example, 
it is beliewed, of such a service, if not since the fur 
mation, at all events since Caroline thes, It wasagain 
used by the Hishop of Salisbury, at the Benediction of 
the newly recast Wolsey bell, at Sherborne Minster. 

This hymn has also been rearranged as, 
“Now at eagle ow bells are mounted a= 
ix. slightly alte being placed as st. i,), 60 
ag Pag it suitable for singing after the 
bells are fixed and ready to be rung, (J. J.) 

Lift the strain of high thanksgiving. 
J. Ellerton. [Church Restoration.) Written 
for the reopening of St. Helen's Church, ‘Car- 
porley, Cheshire, 1869, and pub. in the 5. P. 
©, K. Church Hys., 1871. From Church Hye. 
it has i into numerous collections in 
G. Britain and America. From this hymn 
and “In the Name which earth and heaven" 
(q. v.). Mr. Ellerton compiled a cento for the 
reopening of the nave of Chester Cathedral, 
January 25, 1872. (J. J.J 

Lift up your heads, ye gates of brass. 
J. Montgomery. (Missions) This hymn is 
amongst the “mM. was,” but is undated. It 
was printed in the Koangelical Magazine, 
1848; and again in Montgomery's Original 
dymns, 1858, No. 265, in 19 st. of 4 L, and 
entitled “ China Evangelized”™; Pt ii, begin- 
ning “Ye armies of the living God”; and 
Pt. iii. * No carnal weapons those ye bear.” 
In the 8 P.O. K. Church Hymna, 1871, No. 
291, is composed of ot. i-iii., xviii, xix. some- 
what altered. {J. J.J 

ht of life, seraphic Fire. C. Wee- 
ley, (Holiness desired.) Appeared in Hys. 
and Sac. Poems 1749, vol. iL, in 3 st. of 8 1, 
as No. 18 of “ Hys. for those that wait for full 
Redemption” (P. Works, 1868-72, vol. v. p. 
300). In 1780 it was given in the Wea. 
Dk, Ne. 387, with the omission of st. iii 
This form of the hymn has come into exten- 
sive use in G. Britain and America. It also 
sometimes appears as “ Light of life, celestial 
Fire," as in Kennedy, 1863, (J. J.J 
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Light of life so softly st 
Bonar, (The Light of Life de 
in his work The Song of the | 
and Other Pieces, UST2, p. 113, 
L, and repeated, with the omissin 
rr the Scottish Preah, Hymaal fi 
882, 

Light of the lonely pilgr 
Sir EB. Denmy. [Missions] Ap) 
& Hys. and Spiritwel Songe, Low 
1842, Pt. i. No, 69, in 6 st, of 4! 
collection (J. GF. Deck's) it panse 
an oil engi —_ into umes 
in all English- ing counte 
become one of the most widely 
author's hymns, In addition to 
the hymnala, it was aleo pub. | 
in his Hymns & Poems, 1M48, p 
1870, p, 14), and leaded * The | 
ing for the Morning,’ with the q 
Cowper's Task :— 
” saints proclaim Thee King: as 
Th Utle ts engraven SoA Migs . 
DMipp'd in the fuentain of eternal bors 

by which it was apparently + 
cénto from this ae beginnin 
“Come, blessed Lord ! bid ever: 
a few collections, 
Light of the world tha 

bless. Cecil F. Alexander, ns 
had Light of the World.) Fro 

scriptive aad Devotional, 18. 
Sat.of 4 Land based on the 
the Light of the world,” into the 
1867, No. 361, and others, 

Light of those whose d: 
ing. ©. Wealey. (Christmas. 
his Hymns for the Nativity of 0 
No, xi, in 8 siof 81 (FP. W 
vol. iv. p. 116), [t was ted 
in 1760, R, Conyers in 1774, A. 
1776, and moet evangelical hyr 
of that period. At the first it + 
an unaltered form, but the che 
Toplady in 1776 were follow 
until at the present time, alth 
numerovs collections in all En 
countries, it is difficult to find 
alike, The secret lay in its | 
Arninian hymn, but so cone! 
could be easily turned ty xecoun 
For the alterations in use, 
Cotterill, 1810, Bickerateth, 1X 
1885, are mainly answerable. 
given in the & éto tt 
in an unaltered form. 

Like the firat discip) 
strange, glad hour. G. / 
Communion.) A Post-Comi 
printed for the first time at | 
article in the Eva ical \ 
1881, by the Editor, the Re 
nokia, DD, on “ Hymne,” wit 
ence to thoee by Mr. Rawson 
of 41., and headed * We have 
In 1884 it was included in 
Hyrana. 
Lindemann, Johann, 

Lindemann, burgers at Gotha, 
= _ ep attended the 

im, and apparently thereat 
graduated a.a. at sm He 
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become cantor at Gotha in 1571 or 1572, and 
Fotired from this poston a pension, in 1631. 
Tu 1634 be was a member of the new Council 
at Ciotha The date of his death is unknown. 
(Monatsheste fiir Musikgeschickte, 1878, p. 73; 
Ms, from Superintendent Dr, Otte Dreyer, of 
Gotin, &e The extant register of births at 
Gotha ouly goes back to L6G, that of deaths 
only t 16h.) 

Lindemann’s decades Amoram FYDi Ded seem to have 
Deen pod, at Krfurt, 1604 apd 1996, ‘The ed. of 159s 
{loyal Liteary, Herlin] is entitled Aveorem Kilid tet 
Decades frwce? Das ist Zwamtzig eldicke wel gants 
anmutige: lateinioche wid deutecke newe Shares oder 
We n Geaengiein. He is there described as 
Canter and musician to the churches and schools at 
Gotha, Whether be is the awthor of the words of any 
of these Pleces Ls not certain. Nor ie Mt even clear that 
Dee Was Le composer of the melodies; bot it ts evident 
thet be muse have arranged amd harmonised them. The 
two tet known of these pleces are ‘Jee wollet ene 
welsen (No. 3, in 3 st.) abd, “im die ist Preusde 
fiver fo Charest), The latier is No. 7 in 2 et, of 12 1, 
tis stig a tune adapted free a mnadrigal by Giovannh 

Glacome Gastoldl da Caravaggio (bis Balletté a) od 
E Venice 1501, 1593, 1895, 1597, ke), and is evarked ax 
** Baller! : Linnamorato; A Lieta Vita: a8." The text 
fis repeated in the Une. L. &, 1451, No. 42. The fr, in 
©. U, iss In Thee ie gladmess.” A full and good tr. 
by Mie Winkworth, to ber Lyra Ger, tnd Ser, i856, 
p. 155, and ber ¢. #. for England, 1863, No. 154. 

(J. Mj 

Linquunt tecta Magi principis urbis. 
Cc. Cafin. [Epiphax .) Included in the Paris 
Breviary, 1736, for Eanis on the feast of de 
Epiphany, and aguin in his Hymni Saeri, 
1736, p. 40. Tt is ulso in Card. Newman's 
Hymui Eeclesiag, 1838 awd 1865, Tr. ws :— 

Lo! the pilgrim Magi Leave their royal halls. 
By J.D. Chambers, in his Lenda Syon, 1857, 
p. 110. It was repeated in the People’s I/., 1847; 
the Aymnary, 1472, and others. 

Syd tre. ares 

«From princely walls in Eastern bs ho By 
1. Williagne, fin thy i 5 
tr, from the ie rato magastn, 1 sd rank 

2. ‘Fhe princely city passing by. J. C. Karke, in O, 
Shipley’s Annus Senclas ins {J. J.) 

Lintrup, Severin Falk, was b. Nov. 17, 
1700, at Tarmun, in Jutland, Denmark. In 
1723 he entered the University of Copenhagen 
edad student of theology. In 1725 he became 
curate in charge in the iskund of Lyo, near 
Fiinen; im 1727 chaplain at Wartau, near 
Copenhagen, : and in 1727 preacher at the 

alli Spital. near Copenlagen. During his 
— Of this last poat he became acquainted 
with some of the Moravian missionaries, aul 
the "Bee his appointment in 1734, he joined 

= ren at Herrnbut, Subsequently he 
— in several of their communities (e.g, 
7 siumden berg, in Silesia, on its foundation in 
pa D., Snel was also sent on various missions 
Feh SimHark and Sweden, He d. at Herrnint, 
tesa Ii 1758 (43. B. Otto's Lexicon ... Ober- 
Ss eve Sehriftsteller, vol, ii, (82. p, 490, 
'Briider a the Historieche Nachricht to the 
fo hin, 2: 22,1778, two hymns are ascribed 
One of thaw? No 1048, st. ii, iii, and 1073. 
ata these isin English C. U., viz. :— 

chatit Meilana! wirf dock einem Blick, Christinn 
Ppe@are! as No, 1172 in Appendiz vi,, cir, 1747, 

Brivter Cit eae a, 1235, in ost. of 4 Ldn the 
i. iH, vi Te ®, No. 033, it bs reduced te € st., ele, 
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“ My dearest Saviour! cast an -" As No. 80 in the 
Moravian A, Hh, 1742 (1TS4, pt ti. No 143) (J, ML] 

Liscovius, Salomo, s, of Jotiann Lis- 
covius, or Lischkow, pastor at Niemiteeli, near 
Guben, was boat Niemiteoh, et. 25, 1640, He 
entered the University of Leipzig in 1660, aud 
then went to Wittenberg, where he graduated 
wa. uid was crowned as a poet. Shortly 
thereafter he was appointed — at Otter- 
wiseh with Steckheim tear Lausigk, and ar- 
dained to this post April 21, 1064. He was 
then, oun Marek 20, 1685, uppointed second 
master of St. Wenceslanus’s church, at Wurzen, 
fe d. at Wurzen, Dee. 5, 1689. (Kook, bi. 

885- Rotermund’s continuation of Jdcher's 
Gelehrten- Lexikon, iii, VASO, &e.) 

Liescovins was ene of the best Gierman hymun-writers of 
the secund rank im the i7thoent, That is, ough Lis 
bysuns are met lacking in intensity, in depth, o¢ im 
beauty of form, yet meither by thelr latrinele ealue nor 
by their adoption inte Herman’, U. are they worthy te be 
ranked with the byimns of tierharut, Franck, Schefiler 
and others of this periad. They appeared teestly tn lls 
Christlicher Fraucnzimaers Geisthioher Tw, Spree, 
The preface to this hook t dated Apell i4, 1672, and it 
was poobably pab. at Leipalg in fet2, but the earliest 
ed, extant f that at Eeipgig, 1Tus. Dr. J. L. Pasig 
pub. 5) of bis Geietliche Lieder, with a short biugraphical 
notice, at Halle, 0956, One of ais hymns is fr 

Schatz tiber alle Lave to Christ. His Best 
hy tis . 1672 os abowe, and Pasig, 1835. p. So. In the 
NOrnbery (4. 4, 1676, No, 609, aud the Berlin @. Le S.. 
ed. 1963, No. #26. It is im 7 st. of # 1,, thee initial letters 
of the stanzas forming bis Christian mawe Salomon 
‘The tra. ares 

(1) “Treasure abowe all tremsare," as No, 442 tn 
i. of the Morarian MW. ME, 1764. Im the 1788 and 

‘ later eds, (186, No. 449), Ut begins ** Jesus, my highest 
treasure.” (2) “Treasure beyomd all treasure,” by 
Mise Dann, 167, p. 60. (3) “ Thou treasure of all 
treasures,” by Mise Manington, 186, p.27. (J, Mj 

Litanies, Metrical. 1. The form in 
which Metrical Litanies are given in the 
byron-books now in use, is of molern growth. 
A few hymns with refrains are found in some 
of the older collections, as ‘In the hour of 
my distress,” by Herrick; “Lord of merey 
aud of might,” by Bp. Heber; “ Saviour, 
when in dust to Thee,” * Sir R. Grant ; “* By 
Thy birth, O Lord of oll," by Mrs. Harriet 
Mozley; “Jesus, Lord of life and g : is 
by J. J. Cummins, and a few other These, 
lowever, were usually classed not us Metrical 
Litanies, but as hymna, and as such were 
embodied in the sctions. 

2 The Metrical Litanies of the modern 
hyum-books began in 1854 with one or two 
id rhythmical proae on the Childhood and 
Passion of Jesus, one of the first, if not the 
first, being No. 63 below. By slow degrees 
these huve been increased, written mainly in 
rhymed metre, the first being No. 21 below, 
until provision bas been made for most of the 
Fusts and Festivals of the Chureh. In a few 
instances, us woted hereafter, they are pub- 
lished as separate works from the hymn-books. 
The usual practice, however, is to give them 
avn separite division or section of the hymnal. 

3. Amongst the earliest writers of Metrical 
Litanics were Dr. F, G. Lae, Dr. Littiedale, 
and G, Moultrie: and amongst the liter Bp. 
H. E. Bickersteth, Sir H, W. Baker, aud 
T. B, Pollock. 

4. In areenging the Metrical Litanies for 
ve Mh, SIL” Ty, os: (8) Ob Lard, 1 ep aby Fenton, aa antes froan nthe rider «. B.. be sameness, und the habit which some outhorg 

tae, Na, riam H. ik., 17+! : i ver iat Beep ’ i 
‘Deo Siar, 799), StL, ii, iv. of this version are in | ami compilers have ot beginning sev ral Lita~ Heat's Myruns, 1840 and 1873, Another fr.ts. . Lies With the same stanza, Another difficulty 

reference great difficulty is presented in their 

— 
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is created by compilers of hymnals breaking 
the Litunies into parts which ‘differ from thoae 
adopted by the authors. In the following list 

etrical Litanies these difficulties have 
been kept in view :— 

1, Lent. By L. Fe All cur sinful words and 
in ig car grt st, Rk., HI. 

2, Bread ' "Food. Moly Comma- 
nion. By De. “Lica int oe Penpt +H. 1s62, No. 688, | ve 

a the word to given. The Birth of Jesus, | 
In peg one, 4472, mn is given as “ By the angel's 
word 
4. By the Name which Thou dat take. The Childe | 

mt, by he the blood that flow'd frem Thee. The Pasion 

ee eee The Resurrection 

F. W. Faber in his Myeens, 1662, the Nos. 3-6 are by 
feman Catholic Mys, for the Foar, &e. 
he vevckartake Hn tact Jorn Jesus made, For Unity, In 

a ltasriee O ad of ‘a all. The Childhood of 
Jeans. oles, pubs in dys. fer the 
Children ye ae of Pots. &ec., 1635. In the 
& PLC, K, Churck Aye, 1471, i bs considerably altered, 
and sts. ¥. vi. are rewritten, 

seod, Christmas 9. Christ, the "8 

Lent and 
4 wm A A.W. Hutton. 

af guideth still. 
Parsiontide, BK. F. ba ar A in the foam #1467, 
altered in /fys. and Carols, &c, (Ch, Extension Amsucka- 

ae METRIC, 

$6, Jemn, ie woes, The § 
the Cross. rk Raga 

a. ae ing of bound 
By KR. F. Litebed i te ge 1s 
38. Jesu, life 

Things, By _T. TB Pollock fio HA. ou 
39. Jesu, Lord most Lent. 

in hin #**. awd Nye., 1831, 
40, Jesu, Soviour, ever mild. For Oh 

FP. Lintiedale, in #. A. @ at, 1878, ct 
«HL, No. $93. 

. Jee, Saviour, bear me call. 
| sesetich tyme, 14. 
ih Stat Gen of Sol meet Ligh. Ti 

43. Jesu, Ben of the God. T 
Extension Tn the Ch, a ‘s Hys. 

44. Jesu. we are far dent, : 
Pag ley a bear. 

4 H, Wa6T, roy BE Untied! 
6 Tew, “Who whan Ades fol, 
Hutton, wrt few stanzas in this from No 

47. Jesu, with Thy Church abide. 
hy T. B. Pollock and others in A. A, & 

48. Labouring heavy laden. () 
Monseli. 

that from the dark aby 
the World. Hy E. B. Birks, 

omp., 1476. 
merey, Pity take. 7) 

By J. 5. A. Monell. 
$2. My sin, my sin, O God, my sin. 

ton), 1871, to “Christ, Whose merey laste for aye.” B. Monseil. 
.” Father, throne, /isly Qum- 63. Mow let my soul with God ret 

union, By J. §. B, Memsell. Ghont. J. 8B, Monsell. 
12. Father, y throne on high.» Aur Little 54.9 Who art the Gift 

Childves. Vy Mr. Streatfelld in Mre. Carey Brock’s | acst. In Mre. Hrock’s Children’ Par A 

OM. Father. bear ‘Thy children's call. Lent, By T. | 2-f2°%; aE 's . By T. 
B. Poliock im M.A. 4 M., 1478. A h bd shane f 

i the , from on bigh, For a Sick Per- 54. " we greet. i 
son, In the Priest's beager anal by RB. F. Litshedalt, | and Ascension. By V. Hutton in Mr 
1864. Children’ ¥ 

15, God the Pother. from Thy throne. Vereen o high cE 
ays. By Str H. W. Baker in #, A. & M,, 168, S57. Risen Lord, enthroned on high 

16, God the Father, and pardon. Lent and | ¢” Moultrie, in his Primer, 18640 | 
Passiontide. J, 3. 1. Monsell. 1664, amd his Ays, & Lyrics, 1867, 

17. God the Father. hear our ery. font, In the | 58) Sacred of Jesus, pour. 3 
Rucharistic Hyenal, 1471. J. 8. BR Moeweti 

16. God the Father, in the aky. Moly Trinity. By 
W, J, Irons. 
vis, "God the Father of all might. Lent. 

ution, 
20. God of Ged. and Light of Light. Holy Comanw- 

aton. Hy Str H. W. Baker tm a. A. cb at, stb, 
ai. the Father, seen of none. / By 

RK. FL Litthntale, written alkut 160 ee, the neon of 
. Mary the Virgin, Crown Street, Sebo, Londen. In 
the reomess A, tres, 
22. God the Father, threned en Jeaus Glorified. 

By T. B, Pollock in I, 4. & MM, 1875, 
23. God, the Ghost. by Whom, The Moly (host, 

In the Bwcharistic Hywwal, 1877. 
een mysterious Trinity, Fer all Times, T. B, 

25, Hear us, Sonof God, O hear. (if Commendation. 
By G. Moalirle io the People's A, 1467; and again 
in the muthor's #» weg Re! Dorothea, 1870. . 

By A.W. 

26, Heavenly Father. from Thy throme. J*assiontide, 
v. ge 4 In Mra, Hrock’s Childven's #. Bek, RAL, 
(See Various, 

27. Hew Father, let Thy Miesions, In 
Mra. Brock’s CAdidren’s #. Bk, 188 

28. Hely Father, from throne. Holy Triwity, 
“ee. Wh rs Mesa fit, ie, Charlotte 5 lon. 

ourery. The Holy Chest, B 
foes Westone. in Mra, Brock" “e Phildren's I . i . ak, 1aHT 

ariows. ) 
30, Jess, All im All. Jesus glorified in Hie 

Sainte, 1. Pollock, written for Aye. oor Uwe in the 
Ch. of St, Bthelburyo, Hishopsgate, ts73, 

al. oo wondrous Deve, Moly (Ghost. In the 
set, By R. F. Littiedale, it furmes part 

" Holy Sout, Heavenly Thee" 
oe Jers s Reot and fs The Holy Child- 
heed. Fi pee ‘* iy pes ve FF. Lusloasle. 

ALE wl 

T. * pone. adhe Miaiene 
34. Jesu, from Thy throne on high. Per (hildren. 
TB peng 

+ The Rerurrection of 
Jesus. — ra r. Littiedale in the People's H., 167. 

= 

ee 

r s 

a 

an 
1875, 

5 ol » 7 
H. EK, Bickersteth im bis Senge fn the 
7! ‘.~ p and es K- Comp. 1476. 

At ‘ord Eternal. Unoreate. 
Sarat in Hi. Collins's Hye. for W 
gt = LsG2 ue Aue te ny 

peckartne Hymnal, 1877. 
65. When my feet have wandered. 

66. Jesus, hear us, Lord of all. 
G. Moultrie in his Primer, 1870. 

5. In many instances the oper 
in this list are those of the se 
the Litanies. This was nece: 

t majority of the Litanies 
Fmn-bocks with the Invoent 

rinity, “Gol the Father, Gc 
“Gal the Father, God the We 
lines of the parte of Litunies 
elude, nor are the first linex 
the * Seven re the dee 
nor of parts 2-4 of the “* Four 
(ave No. 37). 

6. The Litanies attributed 
Baker appeared in H, A. & 3 
Hutton, in a Supplement . 
ed), pab, by him in 1875 
Ps. & Hye. for the Church, 1: 
dale, first on brnadsheets, fro 
then in the Peoples H., 1807 ; 

61. Thou Who leaving crown 
Ry Dr. Littledale im HL A. M., 

62. Uncreated Fount of Li 

} : 
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Litany Hymna, 1870, and his Pariah Jfymnal, 
1873: and T. B. Pollock, in his Metrical | 
Tuitawier for Special Services and General 
Dee, 187); his Litany Appendiz, 1471. 
ply works, together eg = yuunals named 
in the foregoing notes; Thring’s Coll, 182, 
the & P.C, K. Church Hymns, 1871: and A 
Ficok of Metrieal Litaniee, Lond., Rivingtons, 
S74, contain moat of the Litanics available 
for use, Hymus which are also suitable as 
Litanies are indicated in the Index of Budjects 
and Seasons, (. J 5 | 

Little children, dwell inlove, H. Al- 
Jord. [S8t. John the Evangelist.) First ap- 
peared th his Hys, for the Sundays and Fea- 
tieale nt the Year, 1836 (eee bis Life), 
in 4st of 4), In 1844 it was included in his 
4's. & Hye, No. 18, and anarked, in error, as 
Published therein for the first time. It 
te found in his Year of Praise, 1867; and in 
his Poetical Worke, in the Sth ed. of which, 
1868, it is dated 1835. It has passed into a 
few hymuals only. (I. 9.) 

Little drops of water. [importance of 
Little Things.) The original of this hymn, b 
Dr. E. C. ‘Brower, wes Ist pub, in Reading 
and Spelling, 1848, in 5 st, of 41. Subse- | 

iy quently it —— in a very much altered 
and improved form in the American Jupenile 
Missionary Magazine, aloo in 5 xt. From 
that ine it was copied into Hymns and 
Sacred Songs, pub. at Manchester by Fletoh+r 
and Tubbs, 1555, and from that eaienien it 
has passed into numerous children’s hymnals 
in the United Kingdom. When the version 
found in the greatest number of collections 
38 COlmpared with the original it is found that 
the lading thought of the hymn and the 
firet stinza are all that remain of that first 
published by Dr. Brewer, thus '— 

1. Lites droperstwaes, |x. Lite arepe ef senor: 
Little grains of sau, le of sand, Litthe graine Make the mighty uean,| Make the ht 
Make the tenets te waned Fig = herommend 
lad. land. 

2. eres by Straw the spare) 2. dnd the Niffle moments, 
Humise though they be Bulls tt cosy nest j | Make the wi, Leaf by leaf the forest of prod a ba s in venduredrest, | 

a. Letter after Detter 3. Little deeds af imd 
: i meas, ym and books are, Little A Tow, | Make our earthom Biter, 

Mountainn lewel Lald, eye 
os pypy prop & iron 4. So omer little errors 

T tine away, Lead the sel awe: Perseverance. tienen, From ‘ 
j ee their Way. ports tyme T es 

' istyed labour 5, Little seeds of mercy, Osee aj . y Tey. soa iowa mi Siren by gouthfol 

* the wayto win.| Grow to birse the mations 
ica ae For in heathen lands, 

ee eed Thewhat unfinished American text Bickerton! Vely adopted to 1876, when B 
. mth, in the revised edition of the Ee Comp, made it more complete by adding :— 

SG. Little ones in ghory 
Swell the angebs’ some: 
ake us meet, dear Saviour, This } Ri their holy throng, 

“st thought was take by P bendary T} : i wey a9 was thes of ring, her his Collection, 1880-82, 
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| Litehe children’s angels, Little children’s rotees, 
Happy in the eky, Heavenly cholre among, 

See thelr Heavenly Father | Swell the ang |cborus 
On His throme om high. With their simple song. 

(ilory then for ever 
Be te Father, Son, 

With the Holy Spirt, 
Blessed Three ly One. 

In this manner has ben built up a very 
pleasing and popular children’s byimn out of a 
short poem of po interest or merit save its one 
idea of the power of little things. [d. J.J 

Littledale, Richard Frederick, 11», 
not, & Of John Richard Littledale, mer- 
chant, was b. at Dublin on the 4th of 
Sept , LR, and was eduest: dat Bective House 
| Seminury, and Trinity College, Dublin, His 
University course wee distinguished. In 1852 
he became an University Scholar; in 1854 he 
was first clase in Classice and gold medallist; 
in 1856 he won the Berkeley gold medal (for 
Greek), and other honours. He gridosted 
BA, 1855, M.A, 1858, 11.0, 1862, and po... 
at Oxford, 1862. Taking Hely Orders in 
1856, he was Curate of St. Matthew's, in 
Thorpe Hamlet, Norwieh, from 1856 to 1857, 
and of St. Mary the Virgin, Sele, London, 
from 1857 to I861, Through ill-hewlth he 
retired from perochial work in 1861, and 
devoted himself to liternture. Dr, Littedale’s 
publications amount to about fifty in all, and 
embrace Theological, Historical, Liturgical, 
and Hymnvlogical subjcots chiefly. His prose 
works include :— 

1) Application Colour to the Decoration 
PE oom (2 aed ie Comaumition ef woes 
in the Barty Church, 1962; (4) Catholic Hitwal in the 
Church of Bngiand, 1861; (4) Cuntinastion of Dr. 
Neule’s (usementary on the Palms, vols. W., iti, iv. 
IhG8-T45 (5) Commecrfarg on the & of Senge, Laie; 
(6) The Petrine Claims, IsTs-845 (7) Pain Reasons 

inet joining the Church of Home, theo, Ke; (*) 
‘ Astory x the Council af Trent; and several 
articles in the eegecnenie Frit, Lest-4s, Hs com- 
tribathos te perivdical lierature have heey oleo exten 
sive and valuable. 

Dr, Littledale’s Liturgical, Devotional, and 
Hy mnvlogica! works inelude ;— 

(1) toffices of the Hoty Barters Church, in the Origimal 
Greek, with translation inte English, Notes, &c., 18a; 
(2) Cores for Christmas and Uther Seasome, 1463, 

| (3) The Priest's Prayer Book, with hyrane, teed, abel 
| with Brief Mewtifical in iste amd later eds.5 (4) 
| The People’s Hymnal, 1x63 ; (5) The Childven's Bread, 
| 4 Commamienion Office for the Forng, © ith lym, 1968; 
(6) Primitive Liturgies and Translations, 16-69; 
(2) Children of Caleary; being The Stations of the 
vow in Metre for Singing, UsT2, (4) the Christian 
Passover, 1572; (9) The Altar Menval, (603-77, He wns 
jeint Keliter of Nos 3, 4, ¢ and ® with the Hew. J. E 
Vaux; and of Ne. 6 with Dr, Neale, 

In widition to a large number of Lymn, 
original and translated, in the above works, 
Dr. Littledale has also direwtly contributed 
original and translated hymns to :— 

(1) Lyra Mecharistiog, 143; (2) fra Mestianica, 
1ebty \") igra Mystion, 05; (4) The Huchardatic 
Hymnal, 1477; (8) The Roman Hreeiary in Baglish, 
by the Marquess of Mute, 1679; (6) The Altar dfymmal, 
deka; (7) Sepp. to MW, A, & MM, lem, (*) to the 
Night Hoere af the Chuveh; (8) to the St. Margaret's 
Aywnal [test Grinstead), 1974; and (1@)to the (harck 
Times, The Guardian, Ke,, He. 

Dr. Litthedale’s Hymmnological works in 
verse consist of transhations of Danish, Swed. 
ish, Greek, Latin, Syriac, German, ond Malian 
hymns, together with original Gurots, Hynotia, 
and Metrical Litanies, His translations are an. 
notated elsewhere in this Dictionary (#ee Index 

| to Authers and Trazslaters); his Carole unde, 
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Carcis; and his Metrical Litanies under 
Litenies, Metrieal. His original hymns remain 
to be noted. These include the following -— 

i. In the Priest's Prayer Book, 1864:— 
1. Capsain of Salvation. Christian Warfare. 
2. Christ, on Whose Face the suldiers. /assionfide. 
3% Chri, Who bast for sinners suffered. Iezgion- 

tide 
4. Ged the Father, from on high, ur the Sick. 
$, Lont Jesu, by Thy passion. Passiontide. 
6. Lont, Who in pain and weariness, J*assiontide, 
2. O teen, tn Thy torture, Massionticde, In Medé- 

tations aad Irayers on the Passion of Our Lord Jesus 
Chriat, 1863, 

&, 0) Lard, to Whom the eplrite live, AM Souls, 
%. The clowds of surrow rest apom mine eres, For 

the Sorrowing. 

ii. In the People’s Hymnal, 1807 :— 
10. Christ, our song we lift te Thee, & VF. Af 
11. Christ, our Sun, on us arose, Whitewnfide, In 

Carels for Christmas, Re, 3rd series, 1464, 
‘ 12. Christ, the Lord, Whose mighty band, Prayer 

ir 2 ioe, 
“13. my ly past amd gone. Heening, In the Church 
Tisecs, Feb. 17, 1866. 

14. Kternal Shepherd, God mest high. Tacancy of a 
See or Parish. 

15. Eternal Wisdom, God most high. Commun of 
Dectors 

16. God eternal, infinite. 4 im, 
47. Hikdes Saviour, great “Tign Prices, Hey Com 

mMutieon. 
tH. I believe in Gad the Father, The Creed, 
19 | worship Thee, Lori Jeu, Moly Comsnnton, 

In the Church Times, May 10, 1965. 
20, In Paradise repesing, Awrial ef a Child, 
‘TL. In songs of glad thankegiving. General T! 

giving. i 
24. lotd, Whose geatwill bs ever sure. Jn lime of 

Pumine. 
2, Now the sun is in the skies Morning. In the 

Church Times, Jan, 27, 146, 
w, O Ged of mercy, God of lowe. Jor Kain, 
2%. 0 Ged, Who metest in Thine band. For those 

at sea 
2. 0 God, Whose Sole-Regotten left.  Afwayreing, 
27. 0 sing to the Lord, Whose beuntiful hand. 

Thanksgiving for Kain, 
dA, See Sion's wall, Amber Days. 
29. The « of Le Plant of renown. (Christ- 

mas, First pub, in Sedding’s Christmas Careds, 1963, 
30. ‘Fhe fight t o’er, the crown is woe. Aurial of a 

Sister of Mercy. 
at, The wintry time hath ended. Thanksgiving for 

Pair Weather. 
32. We are marching through the desert, Preces- 

sional. 
33. When the day hath come at best, The Judgment, 

In addition to these, a few of the more 
widely used of Dr. Littledale’s original hymns, 
a8“ From hidden source arising,’ and others, 
are annotated under their respeetive first lines, 
In the eo AL, 1867, Dr. Littledule 
adopted the following signatures :— 

A. LL. B. Le., A Letedon Vricat, 
#., be, An inithal of a former address. 
N.T., Le, The initials of a former address. 
Do by be, Dr. Littbetale, 
F.. Le, Frederick. 
i, be, Prederick Richard. 

L., be, Littled de. 
Pt. EB, Le, Priest of the Churety of England. 
POP. RR, Le, Priest's Prayer Book, 
Taken os a whole, Dr, Littledale’s tre. 

from the seven languages named above are 
charactcrisod by general faithfulness to the 
originats, great simplicity of diction, good 
metre, sinooth rhythm, and deep earnesticns. 
He original evtupesitions are usually on 
special subjects, tor which, at the time they 
were written, there were few hymns, and are 
tnurked by the sume excellent features of a 
good Lymn as his translations, His main 
object throughout is to teach through Prise 
tnd Prayer. WW. J) 

LLOYD, WILLIAM 

Live, our Eternal Priest 
(Holy Communion.} Ist pab, in 

‘¢ Supper by J. & C. Weskk 
st. of G1. (2. Works, 1868-72, vs 
In its original form it is not in 
but a8 altered to“ _ Thou E) 
it wae given in the Hymnary, 
4 st, st. ii, being omitted, an 
changed as to constitute almost 

Livermore, Abiel Abbot, 
at Wiltou, New Hampshire, Oct 
graduated at Harvard in Arta 
Div-nity, 1836, The latter ye 
dained as a Uniturian Ministe 
Pastor at Keene, New Hampshi 
cinnati, 1850; Yonkers, New Y 
1863 he removed to Meadville, 
as the President of de Theol 
Dr, Livermore is the author of 
and was the chief editor of the 
toral Association's Christian 
one of the most widely circul 
mable of American Unitarian cx 
that collection he contributed 
breathing round" (Moly Comm 
has passed into several cotlecti 
Martineau's Hymne, &c., 1873. 

Livermore, Sarah Whit 
A. Livermore (q.¥.), was b at 
Hampshire, July 20, 1789; and 
3, 1874, having speut most of 
Teacher. Two hymns were ¢ 
her to the Cheshire P, A.’s Ci 
1844 :—(1) Glory to God, and 
Christmas, (2) Our pilgrim bret 
far. Missions, She wrote me: 
which two are given in Patnan 
Songs of the Liberal Faith, 187 

Lloyd, William Freem 
Uley, Gloucestershire, Dee. 22. 
grew up he took great inter 
school work, and was engage 
both at Oxford and at Londo 
was appointed one of the Sex 
Sunday School Union, He al: 
nected with the Religious Tr 
1816. Miller (to whom we ar 
these details) says in his Singe 
the Church, 1369, p. 418 :— 

© He commenced the Sunday Schoo 
time, comfucted fue years the CAdtd’ 
the Weebly Miniter, and sw th 
jarge number of books for c ae 
Iterary productions were various, 
ueefnl Books for Sanday Sehook tear 
and nomerons tracts, He was aleu 
compilation and revision.” 

Mr, Lioyd d. at the residences 
the Rev, Samuel Lloyd, at 
Ciloueestershire, April 22, 1s: 
hie hymns and poetical pieces 
the KK. T. S. Cluld’s Book of 
and the Ro TLS. My Poetry 
In 1859 he collected bis pieces 
them as, Thoughts in Rha 
Lloyd, Lond,, Hamilton & ¢ 
& - OF his hymos the fo 
CG. UL 

1. Come, poor slumers, come to . 
(1838,) 

2. Give thy young beart to Christ. 
cafiom to ('kraat. 



LO, AT NOON 'TIS SUDDEN 

3%. My four] times are in Thine hand. My God, I 

“aie bman Tae Som ; * me mg. 2 . 

Caen my soul, pa the Lara.” in Aftiction. 

The date given above, 1835, is from Spur- 
&eon's 0. O. H. Bk. 1866, ond was om 
plied to the editor by D. Sedgwick. e 
rave wo other authority for that date, ‘The 
earliest we can find is No. 3, which is in Hye. 
for the Poor of the Flock, 1838. That hymn 
6 err popular. (I. J 

Lo, at noon ’tis sudden night. Ann 
Gilbert, née Taylor. [Good Friday. From 
Flyoine for Infant Minds, 1810, No. 25, in 6 
St. of 61, and entitled “Jesus Christ came 
into the world to eave sinters” (ed. 1886, 
BS). Thia is a kindred hymn to her 

Jesus, Who lived ubove the sky,” and is 
Gd in her Memorials, 1874, 18 an example 
Of bewtiful simplicity and accuracy (vol. i. 
P. 224), It has attained to u yood position 
amonge hymns of establishel worth, is in 
€Xtensive use, and is one of the moat — 
of Mrs, Gilbert's compositions, (4. J] 

Lo! He comes with clouds descend- 
ing, Once for favoured sinners slain. 
(The Second Advent.) The hymn in modern 
collections which opens with these lines is a 
vento of a somewhat complicated character, 
and will need, for clearness and accuracy, the 
reproduction of the original text of several 
hy mma. 

1. The first form of the hymn is by John 
Cennick. There is evidence to show that it 
Was sing by the con tion of the Mora- 
vien Chapel, in Dublin, on April 20, 1750; 
lot the curliest prints d text known — 
in the fifth nem) ed, of Cennick's € —_— 
of & mi, &e, Dublin amue’ 
evel end fa tlie el 
(2) * Lo! He cometh, coustlen trampets 

ha et lS angel thotwsant sainte a: 
See the Crucified shine. 

. Abines | 
Welcome, seloome bleeding Lamb ! 

77) “ Now Elis merits by the harpers, 
Ronre’ the eternal deege resomande 
vow shine His nall-printa, 
Every e chal! we His vi 

'y who pierced Him, 
: Shall ot His appearing wail, 

(3] “Every island, sea, and mountain, 
Al 44 Ven; ated earth stall flee away ! 

Who hate His aust, ashamed, 
Hear the trump proclaim Elin day: 

Come to Judgment 
ne Stare behev the Som of Man! 
{4] Ai ho tore tke view Hix glory, 

thing tn Hie briient Face 
Hts desar Person oe the malmbew, 

OW His people's beads shal) raise; 
N Happy mourners ! 
“ow on clouds He comes’ He cotmes! 
OW Tend, Hom, Joti: expect 
as. in ele pomp ie ai 
Nahe Brule, once despised, 
Ow shall meet Him tn the aif: 

Allelujats ! 
6) “¥ OW the promised kingdoen's come ! 
~ few Him smiling, now determined 

All the, evil to destrny | 
trations mew «ball 

Born gee of wrerlasting ey ine _ 
9 come quickly! 

a ee eg come Lond, come!” 

1758 was 

7)" 

LO! HE COMES WITH CLOUDS 681 

Mankind, a teact of 40 hymus. (P. Works. 
1868-72, vol. vi. 143.) Of these there were 
three in the same metre, viz, :— 

xxxvill. ~ Rise, ye dearly prchased alnners."* 
xxaix, “Lot He comes with clouds ‘escending.” , ¢@ 
xl. ~ Lift your beads, ye friends of Jesus,” ; 

The original text of the second of these hone 
hymns is as follows :— " 

“1, Lo! He comes with clouds d ; 
Ones fer favour'd sinners slain ¢ 

‘Thowsand, thowsated saints attending, 
Swell the triumph of his train = 

Halieiujah, 
(head appears, on carth to reign! 

“2 Every eye shall now behoid Him 
EKob'd in dreadful muajerty, 

These whe set at mougit end seld Fim, 
Piere’d, amd ell’ Hate to the tree, 

Deeply wutlin b 
Shall the truce Mesasial see. : 

3, The dear tokens of bis passion a] 
Sell) Hie darling beay beara, ¢ 

Cause of endless cxultation 
‘To bis tansom'd woeshipperss 

With what rapaure 
fiage we on thone glorious scare! 

“4. Yea, amen! let all adore Thee 
High on thine eternal dhrene ! 

Baviour, take the power amd glory, 
Claien the kingdom for thine own: 

Jan, Jenov an, 
Everlasting tied, come down.” ‘ 

3, The third form of the text is really the 
first form of the modern cento, It wae given 
by M. Madun in his Coll. of J's. & Hys., &o., 
1760, No. 42. The text, with Madan’s altera- 
tions in italics, is as follows >— 

ry 
** Lo! He comer with Clouds deecending, \ From 

Weasley. Chee for favour'd Sinmers slain! 
Thoosand thewsand Kafite altending, 

Swell the Triumph of his Train: 
Halbetujah! 

Haltetujeh! Aven! 
u 

Prom = * Every Eye shall new lebeld Him, 
Wealey. il in dreadful Majesey ; 

‘Those whe set at meughs and sold Him, 
Merc’d, sud nailt Him to the Tree, 

Imeply wailing, 
Shall the ‘Troc Messiah see. 

ru. 
Prom =“ Ev'ry Ishand, Sea, aod Mountain, 

Cermick. Heav'n ated Earth shail flee away; 
All who hate Hine, must, confounded, 

Hear the ‘Tramp proclaim the Day: 
Come to Judgment! 

Come to Jadgment- come away ! 
1. 

Prom Now Redem Jung expected, 
Cennick. See! in mo Peanp appear! 

All bie Aaninés, by Mam rejected, 
Now shall meet Him in the Air! 

Halbelujah | 
See the Day of Ged appear ! 

v. 

Prom = Anewer thine own Heide otal Spirit, 
Wesley, Hasten, Lord, the gen'ral Loom! 

Hymn No. The New Heav'n abd Rarth o bnberit, 
waariii, Take Thy yduing Exiles Home: 
as abe. ALL Creation: 

‘Travails! groans! ord bids Thee come, 
wa 

From * Yeat Ansen! Let all store Thee, 
Wratey. Thigh on Thine eternal Throne 

Sas tour take the Mow'r atl tilory; 
Chains the Kingdom fer thine own! 

From © come quickly! 
Connick, Hallelujah! Come, Land, come t* 

4. This cento, with the omission of wt, y, 
came into general usc, and was rarely altered 
until after 1850, when Hall, in lis Mitre oy 
Bk., 1836, and others, began to tamper with, 

Dext form is by Charles Wesley, In| the text, Several editors were assisted jy, 
Pub. the Hys, of faterression for All| making their alterations and changes in tle 
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text through ‘T. Olivers’s hymn, “Come, Im- 
mortal King of Glory ” (q.¥.), fret pub. in 20 
sts, without date; and then in 36 ste. in 1763. 
The fourth st. of the 1763 text reads :— 

* Lo! Ile comes with cloeds descending ; 
Hark! the trump of God ts blown ; 

Aed th’ archangel’s volce attending, 
Make the high 

So dam na of 
and stand before your God," 

A cento from this hymo, and pning 
with this stanza, is given in Lord Selborne’s 
Book of Praise, 1862. Either from the origi- 
nal, or from Lord Selborne’s cento, several 
lines by Olivers are interwoven in some modern 
collections with Madan’s cento ef 1760, as in 
Thring’s Coll., 1882, where in st. iv. lines 5, 6 
are frow Olivers's at. xxv. 

5. The alterations which are fownd in the 
Maidan cento in modern hymn-books are very 
numerous, and range from a single word to 
several lines. Of these altered versions more 
than twenty exist in the hymn-books now in 
C. U, in English-speaking countrics, These 
alterations have not been made to suit any 

ial school of theught, and in most cases 
they weaken, instead of strengthen the hymn. 
They can easily be de by comparing 
any text with those given above. 

6. Amongst the imitations of this hymn 
that are in C. U. we have “Lo! He comes 
with clouds descending,” with st. ii. beginning 
* See the universe in motion.” This imitation 
embodies a great many lines from Wesley's 
text. It is by M. Bridges, and was pub. in his 
Hys. of the Heart, 1848, in 9 st. In 1855 it 
was given in H. W. Boecher’s Plymouth Coll, 
with the omission of st, iv., and uttributed to 
Brydges in error, A secowd imitation is: 
“Lo! He comes with pomp victorious.” This 
is given anonymously in the 1876 ed, of E. 
Harland’s Church Psalter and Hymnal. 

7. The Connich-Wealey cento (Madan's) is 
one of the most popular hymus in the English | 
language, and is in extensive use in all Eng- 
lish-epeaking countries, It has also been 
translated into many languages. The tr. into | 
Latin, *Nube vectus en descendit,” by the | 
Rev. C. B. Pearson in his Latin Tra, of Eng- | 
lish Hymne, 1862, p. 19, is from Weeley’s text, 
with the addition of Cennick’s #:, v. 
& The history of the tune“ Olivers” in its 

original form, und also in its recast form 
as “Helmsley.” both of which are insepar- 
ably associated with this hymn, is given by 
Major Crawford in Grove's Dictionary of 
Musie, vol. ii. p. 161. It appears from this 
article that Thomas Olivers (who is named 
above, and is the author of the popular hymn 
“Tie God of Abrahaw praise”) constructed 
@ tune partly out of a concert-room song, begin- 
ning “ Guardian angels, now protect me,” and 
the same was published in Wesley's Select 
Homne and Tunes Aanered, 1765, under the 
title Givers, In 1769 it was recast by M. 
Madan, and published under the mame of 
Helmsley, in his Collection of Hymn and Pealm 
Thies. Four veara afterwards a burlesque 
called The Golden Pippin (1769) was pro- 
duced in London, and failed. Ip 1776 it was 
revived In a shortened form, and one of the 
actresses, Miss Catley, introduced into it the 
melody of *Ganrdian angels” adapted te the 
words of the burlesque, Although there ia! 

oesion known, 

LO, THE STORMS OF 

no indication of this in the book: 
no doubt concluded the song, on 1 
had based his tune eleven yen 
dancing * Miss Cutley's Hornpipe. 
for the purpose out of the then jx 
ley. It seems, therefore, that iv 
hymn tune being liable te the ob 
tinually cast upon it, of being 
“ Miss Catley’s Horupipe,” the 
nuule out of the tune. (See Maj 
artfele in the Dict, af Muaie, for) 
together with the music in its v 

Lo! I come with joy tod 
[For Men in Business.) Pub, in 
that Seek, and those that Hare 
1747, in 6 at. of 8 1, and heade 
liever, in Worldly Business” ( J’. 
72, voi, iv, p. 214) It is in ¢ 
following forms >— 

1, Le! I come with joy tod. This 
Wes. H. Bk. 1780, No? Ft6, and has t 
several collections in G. Britatn and 
thie at, bw, is usually orvitted. 

2. Behold I come with jey te do. 
Meth, Episco, Aywens, 1848, ond other 
tions, This is t. 1., iL, ated vi,, efigtt 

3. Since I've known a Saviour's Nar 
form of st. 1, 1¥., amd vi, was given 
Prayer Bk. Coll., 1426, and ts repeater 
ef the Prot, Episoo. Church, teT1. In 
at. fl. an unfertumate change was mar 
retained in 1871. The original reads :— 

© that all the arf might k 
Of living thus to Thee,” 

This is changed too— 
“© that all the world mighs 

Of tiving, Lond to Thee 

Io in the flatter) last of ¢ 
J, Ogiteie, (Advent) First w 
62 in the Draft Scottish Traneal 
ruphrases, 1781, in 14 st. of 41 
of 2 Peter il, 3-14, and again 
altered, in the public worship 
sume issued in that year by ' 
Seotlind and still in use. In 
Tre. and Poraphs, marked | 
daughter of W. Cameron (q.¥ 
is ascribed to J. Ogilvie. In 
use «8 one of the Scottieh Tre 
is found in the following forms 

1. Le ip the latter behold. 
Horland’s Ok. Maller & nad, in f 

8. Le in the Inst of bebold. It 
Coll, Gilaagow, be14, bn Tet. 

the time 3, Though 
In Porter's Selection ¢ ye, 1853, | 

4. When erst the sona of men bege 
Twickenbam Chapel (efl., 144%, in 4 1 

In the Paraphrases and Hy 
by Miss J. E. Leeson, Ogilvie 
siderably altered, reduced to 8 
into two parts :— 

1. Le ip the last of days fore 
2. With Thee, creating Lori 

Lo the Feast is spreac 
Alford. (Holy Conmunion.) 
Ps. & Hymna, 1844, No. 92, i 
apd agnin iu his Yeer of Pr 
li. It has passed into sever 
both in G, Britain and Americ 

Lo, the storms of life s 
H. Alford, (Epiphany.J) A 
Ps. & Hys., 1844, No. 23, in « 



LO, WHAT A GLORIOUS SIGHT 

is appointed for the 4th Sun. after the Epi- 
Phany, aud is based upon the Gospel of ‘at 
day.” It waa repeated in his Year af I’raise, 
I8G7, No. 48, and iy vurious editions of his 
Poetical Works, It is in extensive ase, (J. J.J 

Lo, what a glorious sight appears. 
t. Watts, [The Kingdom td Christ.) lst pub. 
ty his Hye & 8. Songe, 1707, as w paraphrase 
of Rev, xxi. 1-4, in 6 st. of 4 |. (2nd ed. 1709, 
Bk. i, No. 21) It isin C. U. in G. Britain 
and Aueries, The most popular hymn with 
this Opening line is, however, a cento compiled 
from it and Watts's “See where the great 
Tnearnate God" (Hys, & 5. Songs, 1709, Bk, i, 
Nu. 43), which is No, 67 of the Scottish Trans: 
intions nd Poraphrasee of 1781, In the 
Jraft Tre, & Paraphe, 1745, No. 38, the cento 

was thus given ;— 
My i.-¥., from Watts, No. 21, a4 abure. 

we ¥ i, Dew, 
St. Wilaif., from Watts, No. 44, as abowe, 
St. xis from Watts, No. 21, as above. 

In the authorized Tre, and Paraphe. of 1781, 
this text was repeated with slight alterations, 
and has been in C. U. in Scotland and else- 
where to the present time. From the markings 
by the eldest daughter of W. Cameron (q.¥.) 
we wather that the authorized Scottish text of 
1751 was arranged aml altered by Cameron. 
It should be designated [ Watts, 1707-9, 
Scottish Tra, & Parapha1745,and W. Cameron, 
1781. In Miss Jane B, Levson’s Parapha. & 
Hys,, 1853, the Scottish cento in ro-arran 
as a hymn in 7 #t., beginning * From heaven, 
the glorious city comes.” J, 
Lobe den Herren den michti 

Koi der Ehren. J. Neander, [Tha 
gieing.) A voagniticent hymn of praise to 
God, perhaps the finest luction of ite 
author, and of the firt rank in ite claas. it is 
founded on Ps. cili., 1-0, and Ps.cl. lst pub. 
in his Glauh- rend Lichesiibung : augigemnatert 
durch tinfiiltige Huwtes Lieder und Danke 
Pealmen, Brewer, 1680, p. 47, in Astof 51, 
Repeated in Freylinghiusen’s G. B., 1704, and 
in 1adet subsequent collections, as recently in 
gr Une, L. 8. 81, No. 687. 

t was the favourite hymn of Friedrich W é 
polly sana PY (pense Ragen weil, Sen ees 
in the mines a5 are hearing it oung while tna heat 
the Pr nition im led. 

brated lis Sutay Paris, J 
ist. Splendid chorale, giv _ 
sagtand, *PPtared in the aeralvuned é. Be isan (ook to 

dean Liebeser dein Angresdcht 
pg Dr, J, Zahe's Poalter umd 

Nar, was 

tookn, PFE Linghatinen's G 

‘ith this kyren 
ar Menister, Albrecht von Roon, cele- 
lee of service, near nary 9, 

hy Neander, and 
~ 1Te4, and most later 

Translations in C, U. ;— 

ata be praises and thanks from 
ip the Delat cy, {et fr Of st. i. tip vy a8 No, 8 
2 Pra OM Hospital H. Hk, 1848. 

come before Ye Jehovah: with anthems of praise 
Neander, & Him. |p 4 st. (marked as tr. from 
from his lant, “ally taking very little either 
Amer. | the or his ideas), as No, 17 in the 

3. oe MN. Gen. Srnod's HL B4., 1850-52. 

in the King supreme in might, who 
Russell, Slory, Omitting st. iv. by A, T. 
< eke No, 2i4in his I's. & Hye, 1851. 

Creation, Page Jehovah! the Alm King of 
Borthwick j Sood tr., omitting st, ii, by Miss CK in the 2ed Ser, 1855, of the HW L. he, 

Other 

by Paai 

wed 

Wd) 
tigen 

Lei 

Thr 

phe 

them 
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p- 66 (1884, p, 124), Repeated in Dr. Pagen- 
stecher's Coll, 1864, and Wilson's Serer of 
Praise, 1B65, 

5. Praise to the Lord! He is King ever all the 
Oreation. A good tr. by T. (. Porter, in Cont te 
Domino, Beaton, U.S., RSH, No, 15 5 repeated 
in the Mys. for the [German] Keformed Ch., 
Philadelphia, 1874, No. 462. 

6. Praise to the Lerd! the Almighty, the King 
ef Oreation! A good tr., omitting st. iv. by 
Mise Winkworth, as No, # in her C. #. for Bny- 
land, 1863; and thence in Dr, W. F. Stevenson's 
Hi. for Ch. & Home, 1873, Evung, Hyl., X. ¥., 
1880, &e, 

7. Praise thou the Lord, the omnipotent Monarch 
ef Glory. In full, as No, S61, in the Ohio Lath. 
Hy!., 1880, marked as tr. by “J, H, Good,” 

8. raises we're bringing to Jesus, and 
A tr. of st. i, iv, (dated 1480), by 

M. W. Stryker, as No. $98 in the Ch. I'raise JiK., 
N. Y., 1882, with an original st, as ilk, 

9. Praise to the Lord, the Omnipotent King of 

Creation! § A tr, of et, i-ili., v. (dated 1882), by 
M. W. Stryker, in his Mys. & Verses, 1883, 
p. Wb; repeated as No. SI in his Chrvstion 
Chorals, L885, 

oes ee te, Set at 
imenly, Agree m4 (an Praise Pig Father, 

the glorious King of Creation,” in the 3rd ed, Ixs2, of 
J. hi pankies (arets, Nyt and Songs, dated (66, 
qa) “* the Abmighty, the King of a glory un- 
bounded,” by N. 1. Frothingham, 187, p. 224 

(4. Mj 

Lobet den Herren, denn er ist sehr 
freundlich, [Grace after Meat.) Founded 
on Pa. exivii. Bode, p. 180, cites this aa in 
the Jungfraiw Schulordnnng zu Torgare, printed 
at Laipzig. 1505, where it has 9 steof 4 1, and 
is printed after the instruction on the First 
Commandment. Waekernagel, iv. p. 168, quotes 
it from a Namberg broadshcet x.p,, cfrea 1560 
(Zwey Schine Geistliche Lieder), wad from the 

ipzig G. B. 1582, in 7 et. 5 and this form is 
in the’ Une. L. S., 1851, No. 4%. The only 

tr, in C. U. ie noted under “ Lobet den Herren 
alle die ibn flirchten ” (see p. 411, 4.) 

(J. Mj 

Lobwasser, Ambrosius, «. of Fubian 

tra. 
mighty awd 

Lobwasser, inspector of mince at Schnecberg, 
Saxony, was b. at Sehmneeberg, April 4, 1515. 
After studying law at Leipzig (ma. 105) he 
retusined as University tater until 1550, 
After acting a¢ travelling tutor, he was ap- 
»winted in 1557 Rath awl Chaneellor at 
eiwen, and in 1562 made a tour in Italy, 

and received the doyree of tn, from the 
University of Bologna. He was finally ap- 
pointed in 1543 by Duke Albrecht of Mrussia 
as professor of law awd asss-or at the High 
Court of Justice at Konigsberg, He d. at 
Kinigsborg Nov. 27, 1585 (Aoek, ii, 34- 
401, &e,), 

ftie principal poetical work was lis version of the 
Patter, which is neted ender Pualters, German, pt. i, 
Gil, me has passed Into English in recent times, vin : 

Knecht des Herren all ra Ps, cazziv.) 
The original ie Teaa's version of the Peaim, * Or ens, 
eerviteurs de Seigneur,” which fleet apgearal in his 
Trente-quatre proaumes ile feud (, Georva, 1051, Lob 
Waseer’s Versian is in bis /ealter dese Abwrglicben /ro. 

ten frrmide, Ledpalg, 1572 (tot paged), ie et, of 
41, entithet © He encoursges the people to fulfil thet 
calling diligently, and assures them that God wilt grant 

His grace.” Tr, as s— 
Yo servants of the Lord, whe stand. In full, by Ming 
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Winkworth, as No. #4 in her ©. 2, for Ragland, 1463, 
stad set bo the o melody of 1551 (see ™ AL ie 
that on earth do dwell’), (J. it" 

Lodenstein, Jodocus van, s. of Just 
Corneliss vun Lodenstein, burgomaater of 
Delft, was bo ut Delft Feb. 6, 1690. After 
studying at the Universities of Utrecht and 
Franeker he was appointed in 1644 pastor at 
Zoetermovr aml Zegwaard, near Delft; in 1650 
at Sluys (Sluis, nearthe boundary of Flanders); 
wod in 165% at Utrecht. He d. at Utrecht 
Aug. 6, 1677 (Allg, Dentsche Bing. xix, 73-75). 

A pastor of the Reformed Church, be was spiritually 
allird to the Mystics, After 1665, net being able to ex- 
clude the worldly, be to dispense the Holy Cons 
tunion and altered the Baptismal formula; tat never 
separated from the Churels, 

His hymns appeared in his Uyt-Spanningen 
Hehebfoutie conlge clighthgin Ehoteres on ansore 
Gedigten, &e., Utrecht, 1676 (Berlin), which 
passed through many eds. Twoare ér., viz. -— 

1, Hemelsch ! Wilt gy dogen. [Love to Geat.) 
1676, p. 316, im O se, entitind “ Solitede with God." It 
bas passed into Engtish through 

Ich will sineam und i No. 724, in Frey- 
Lnghassen’s @. #., Tee Poret's G. A, ed, lH35, ‘. 
385, It isa free tr. in wt. of 6 Land ts probably hy 
. A. Bernstein (p. 185, ii,), certainly not by G. Arnold 
or G. Ly ag Tr. as (1) Quite alome and yet mot 
Jonely,”” in full, from the 1705, as No. 680 in pt. i. of the 
Moravian H, Bk, 1764, In the Moravian M, BE, 1780 
(1866, No. 102), the tra. of st. i, iL, were reduced to 
5.1.5.7, and this form is also in the Mible df. Bk. 1845. 

2 Jesu! Hemelech Veorbeeld! [Arist onr 
Erample] 676, p. 152, in 8 wt, entitled “Jemes Pat- 
tern” Et has passed into English turongh 

Heiligster Jeau, Heiiguayerselio, froin full. Tis 
has mut yet been traced earller than G, Arnold's (ett. 
Wiehe ) ja, 1700, pt. i. p. 327, where Mt is No, 17 of 
“Some bitherto unknown poems, mostly composed hy 
other.” As it ls fownd im this section ft i perhaps 
tere probably by Bh. Crasselius (q.¥.). och, vi. 6, and 
vill. 4:7, characterines it as “a pearl in the Evangetical 
Treseury of Song and « genuine Christian nsoral hymn, 
of more importance than = hundred of the s-cilled 
toural bygone in the seooed half of the eighteenth cen. 
tury.” In the Berlin @. L. S eb., ada, No. eat. 

tre. are: (1) “As Thy will, O my Saviour,” of 
st. t, by ©. G. Chemens, as No. 1685 in the Suppl. of 
istn, to the Moravian H. ik. 1401 (1446, Ne. €22). 
(2) ~ Most holy Jesus! Fount unfailing,” by fr. #. 
Mills, 1445 (1834, p. TD (3) * Thou holiest Saviour, 
acted spring,” by Mize Denn, 1887, p. 2 (4) * Mowt 
boly Jesus, Fount of light,” in Se! 8 Christ in Song, 
In6#, p TXB, (J. MJ 

Logan, John. [Bruce, Michael.) 

Logau, Friedrich von, was b, in June, 
1604, at Brockut, near Nimptech, in Silesia, 
and becume in 1644 Kangleirath in the service 
of the Dukes of Brieg. In 1654 he removed 
with Duke Ludwig to Liegnitz as his Regie- 
rungerath, and d, at Liegnitz, July 24, 1635. 

He was ome of the best (herman ports of his time 
intaliet 5 tember of the Palm Order in 164s), and 
specially distinguisbel a8 a writer of epigrams atl 
apberisais, These were first pal. in thas, fie complete 
of., Breslau, 1634, was entitied Safemews tem (Gedase 
deutecher Sinn-tietiokte drey Tawaend, A complete nee 
pring wast issued by the Stuttgart Literary Secsety in 
$872 (vol. 113 of thee publicathoys, ard selections be 
43, Bitner (Leipaig, 1470. ond modernised by K_ Simroc 
(Stuttgart, 1874), amd fH. Pecher (Leipeig. 1576). A 
fow bave been fr. by FL W. Lomefeliow, and of these 
the two best known, with one or two mote fr by herself, 
are included in Miss Winkwotth's Christian singers, 
1560, jp. 240-23, (4. M.] 

Long did I toil and know no earthly 
rest. H. F. Lyte. [Peace in Jesus.) Ap- 
peered in his Poems chiehy Religions, 1833, 
p. 76,in Gat of 6@L lt combines unwavering 
contidence with plaintive sweetness, and is | 
ouv of his most touching efforts. 

LONG HAYE I 80 

extensive; but usually two or 
ure omitted. Orig. text in Ly 
p. 877. 

Long have I labofred 
C, Weasley. (Repentance, Let 
€& Sac. Poems, 1742, in 10 st. 
seoomd of two hymna, * After 
Sin" (FP. Worka, 1868-72, vol. | 
the Wee H. Bk, 1780, at. vi 
iven as No. 208, “ Jesus, to T’ 
y-" “This bas been repented 

lection’, sometimes as “ Jesits, 1 
Fg and again as “Jear 
Thee, T fly,” as in Dr. Alexanuy 
H, Bk., 1349 and 1865, 

Long have I [we] sat 
sound. J, Wits, [Unsrwitfei 
in the 2nd ed. of his ys. and 
Bk. ii,, No. 165, in 6 at. of 4 
“Unfruitfulness, Ignomunee, at 
Affections.” It was repeated 
Ps. & Hys., pub. at Charleste 
Whitetield’s Ps. Hys., 1758; 
Hys., 1760, aud others of the o 
and also ina large number of 
looks beth in G. Britain an 
usually in a slightly altered | 
times ag, “Long have owe « 
sound.” Another and somew 
Tengement of the text is “Lon 
the joyful sound.” This is in 
of Go G., 1872, Common PF 
many others. 

Long have I seemed t 
Lord. ©. Wesley. [Formal Re 
during the disputes between + 
the Moravians concerning Ant 
Perfectionism, Dr, Jackson » 
troversy in his Memoirs of C. V 
ed, 1848, p. 98) thus ;— 

“*Molther was the most active an 
paguting the errors by which many 
contended that there are no degree 
those who have not the full ated unc 
the divine favogr, whatever they t 
have mo faith at all. Another tene 
arel defended was, that till men bay 
to Use any of the means of prace, « 
the Scriptures, attending the ministr 
receiving the Holy Communton ; the 
rather injurious than beweficial, till 
vital faith... . The fine hymn on € 
atil beginming, 

“Seill for thy towing-kindn 
lin Thy temple wait,’ 

was written by Mr. C. Wesley at tl 
as an antidote t the mischievous 
prevaient.” 

The hymn was included in 
& Sac, Poems, 1740, in 23 st, of 
“The Means of Grace” (P. 
vol. i. p. 283), In 1780 7. 
two hymns therefrom, and -: 
Wee H. Bh. ss 

1. Tang have I seemed to serve "T 
2 StL for Thy loving-kindness, 

These hymns have been re 
ous hymn-books in G. Brita 
In the American Unitarian 44 
Christ, 185%, the firat of thy» 
4 st. 

Long have I sought 
W. Hammond. [Death and ; 
Ist pub. in his Ps. Hye. and 

Its awe is | 1745. p97, in 13 st. of & bar 
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60 shall we ever be with the Lord.” In this 
full form it is pot in common use. A cento 
therefrom, “ Lord, if on earth the thought of 
Thee,” is given in the 8. P. CK. Church 
Hymna, 1871, No. 417. It is composed of sts, 
iii., iv., ix. and xiii, all more or less oo} 

Longfellow, Hen Wadsworth, 
meow, was b, at Portlund, Maine, Feb. 27, 
1807, and gmduated at Bowdoin Collage, 1825. 
After residing in Europe for four years to 
qualify for the Chair of Modern Leugiomee in 
that jesze, he entered upon the duties of the 
same. Im 1835 he removed to Harvard, on 
his election aa Professor of Modern Lan- 
runges und Bellee-Lettres. He retained that 
Pro eseorship to 1854. His literary reputation 
is great, and his writings are numerous and 
well known. His poems, many of which are 
as household words in all English-apeaking 
countries, display much learning and great 
poetic power. A few of these poems and por- 
tions of others bave come into C. U. as hymna, 
but a hymn-writer in the strict sense of that 
term he was not and never claimed. to be. 
Hia pieces in ©. U. as hymns include :— 

1. Alas, how peor asd littl werth. [ifr a 
Race, “Tr, from the Spanish of Don Jorge 
Manrique (d, 1479), in Longfellow’s Poetry of 
Spam, 1853. 

2. All is of God; if He but wave His hand. 
God Alland in All. From bis poem “ The Two 
Angels,” pub. in his Birds of Passage, 1858 It 
is in the Boston Hys. of the Spirit, 1864, dc. 

3. Billed Bartimeus at the gate. /artimens. 
From his Misceflancous Poems, 1941, into G. W, 
Conder’s 1874 Appendix to the Leeds If, Be. 

4. Christ to the young man said, ** Yet one thing 
more.” Ordination, Written for his brother's 
(5. Longfellow) ordination in 1848, and pub, in 
Seaside ond Fireside, 1851, It was given in 
an altered form as “ The Savicor said, yet one 
— more,” ia H.W. Beecber’s Plymouth Coll., 

i 

5. Dews the dark future throagh long gescra- 
tions. Peare. This, the closing part of his 
oem 09“ The Arsenal at Springtield,” pub. in 
a " irseu, &c., 1845, was given in 

q . . and <ollectiong. ye, 1848 repeated in several 

6. Into the silent land, " . from the Gertuan (see atin) sa rea 
7, Tell me net in mournful numbers. sai of 

Life.’ Pub. in his Voices of the Night, 1839, as 
“A Psalm of Life: What the heart of the Young 
Man said to the Psalmist.” It is given in 
several . mnals in G. Hritain and America, In pete er repre begins with st. ii, “Life is 

The universal esteem in which Longfellow 
= cde mannee be i omen ee marker! in 

T i@ bust 
that temple of honour, Westinineee Raced in bbey. 

(P.M. Be 
tho Pestllow, Samuel, .4., brother of sau was b. at Portland, Maine, June 18, + and educated at rd, where he vated in Arts in 1989 a i 846. : . aud in Theola; 

ation Minister ty he “ an Un . i ’ me 
River, Mosmeh usetts, 1848 : at Beventyn, 1858: 

LOOK, YE SAINTS, THE SIGHT 685 

and at Germantown, Pennsylvania, 1860, In 
1846 he edited, with the Rev. S. Johnson 
(q. vA Book of Hymna for Public and Pri- 
vate Devotion. Thin collection was enlarged 
and revised in 1848, In 1859 his Vespers was 
pub. and in 1864 the Unitarian Hymne of the 
Spirit, under the joint editorship of the Rev, 
8. Johnson avd himeelf. His sy of his 
brother, the Poet Longfellow, was pub, in 1886, 
To the works named he contributed the fol- 
lowing hymns :— 

i. To A Book of Hymns, revised ed_, 1848. 
1, Beneath the shadow of the Cross, Love. 
2. 0 Gal, thy children gathered here. Ordination, 

ii. To the Vespers, 185%, 
3. Agnin as evening's shadow falls, Svening. 
4. Now on land fea descending. Lvening, 

fii. To the Hymne of the Spirit, 1864. 
6. A woke by Jordan's shore. Adoent, 
6. Father, give Thy beeediction. Orcimatéon. 
7. Ge ferth to life, O child of earth Life's Mission. 
4. God of ages and of mations, Hoty & viptures. 
9. Holy Spirit, Truth divine. The Holy Spirit derived. 

10. I hook to Thee in every neal, Trust in God. 
11. In the beginning was the Word. The Word, 

Pig Love for all, and can ithe? Lent, The Prodigal 

13, 0 God, in Whoan we tive and move, Ged's Law 
and Love. 

14, 0 Ged, Thou Giver of all gout, Prager for Pood. 
15. O still io secents sweet and strong, Missions, 
16, O Thom, Whose liberal sun and rain. Anniversary 

vf Church a ee . 
17. One boly Charcl appears. The Church 

Universal i! . 

te. Out of the dark, the circling ephere. The Gridlock, 
1%, Peace, peace on earth ! the beart of man for ever. 

on A. Kurt 
2. The loving Friend to all who bowed, Jess of 

Nazareth. 
21. “Tie winter now, the fallen snow. Witter, 

Of these, hymn No, 2 was written for the 
Ordination of BE. E. Hale (q. v,), at Worcester, 
1846, Several are included in Martinesu’s 
Hymne, 1873. [F. M. B.) 

Look down, O Lord, and on our 
youth. T. Cotterill. Nap cipro Ap- 

eared in the 9th ed. of his Sel, 1820, No. 120, 
) G6 st. of 41, and headed, “Intercession for 

Children about to be Confirmed,” It has 
passed into a large number of Lymn-books, 
and is popular as a Confirmation hymn. [J. J.) 

Look down, O Lord, with pityi 
eye. 2. Doddridge. (Missions) This hymn 
is No. 66 in the p, was. but is undated. It 
was pub. by J. Orton in his ed. of Dod- 
dridgeo's (posthumous) Hymns, &e., 1755, No, 
146, in 5 st. of 4.1, and again in J. D. Hum- 
= od, of the same, 18399, No. 164, It is 

on Ezekiel’s Vision of the Dry Bones, 
and is in C. U.in G, Britain and Aw) 

Look in pity, Lord of Glory. £. Cas 
wall, [Confirmation.) This hymn is com- 
ike! from a “Hymn for the Renewal of 
ptiemal Vows,” first Ee in his May Pa- 

eant and other F’oema, 1865. It ia written to 
~ sung in parte, divided into a “Salo,” 

+ Chorus,” and a portion t+ be eung by “AIL.” 
In the People’s H,, each of these parte has been 
lain under contribution to furnish bywn t46, 
Caswall’s revised text is in his Hymned Poems 
1873, p. 206. (W. T. BQ 

Look, ye saints, the sight is glorious, 
T. Kelly. (The Second Advent.) 1st pub, in 
his Hymns, &e., Sri ed., 1800, No. 27, in 4 st, 
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of 61, and beaded, “ And He shall reign for 
ever, and ever" (1853 ed., No. 49). In popu- 
lar awd extensive use both in G, Britain and 
America. Lt ranks with many of the beet 
hymns by Watts and C. Wesley. (J. J.J 
Lord and God of heavenly powers. 

C. Wesley. (Praise) Appeared in Hys. and 
Sac. Poems, 1739, pt. ii. asa metrical _— 
phrase of “ Therefore with Angela and Arch- 
angels,” &e. (See Ter Sanctus, in Greek 
Hymnody, p. 459, i.), from the Office for Holy 
Communion in the Bouk of Common Prayer. 
(2. Worke, 1868-72, vol. i. p, 114.) It is in 
Sat. of 41. In ite original form it is not in 
frequent use ; but at, iii— 

=e . holy, holy, Lord, 
Line hace ae arth adored !* 

ever cry, 

+ Guny be to God wast tae 

is sometimes used in centoe, as in Mercer's 
version of “Sons of God, triumphant rise” 
(qv). (J. J.) 

Lord, and what shall this man do? 
J. Keble. (St. John the Evangelist.) Written 
Dee. 27, 1819, and Ist pub, in hie Christian 
Your, 1827, in 6 st. of 61, and based apon St, 
John xxi. 21, 22. It ia given in several 
hymn-books, but usually in an abbreviated 
form. In the American Plymouth Coll, 1855, 
No. 858, st. iv.-vi. are given as * Gales from 
heaven, if so He will.” (J. J] 

Lord, as to Thy dear Cross we flee. 
J. H. Gurney. ege-grpere or The Daily 
Cross.) Ist pub, in bis Lutterworth Coll. of 
Hys., 1838, No. 127, in 6 st. of 4 1, and again 
in the Mary-le-bone Pa, & Hya., 1851, No. 112. 
It is given in numerous collections in G. 
Britain and America, and sometimes as, “ As 
to Thy Cross, dear Lord, we flee.” Another 
altered form ia “ Lord, as we put our trust in 
Thee,” in Common Praise, 1879, (J. J.J 

at Thy feet a sinner lies. 
8. Browne. ( Lent.) Appeared in the Ist ed. 
of his Hys. and Spiritual Songs, &e., 1720, 
No, 15, in 6 at. of fi L, and entitled “ Sinvers 
suing for mercy.” In Rippon’s Sel, 1787, No. 
225, it was altered to “Lord, at Thy feet we 
sinners lie,” and this form has been continued 
to modern hymnala, as in Bap. Ps, & Hys., 
1858 and 1880, No, 384. Its use is somew 
extensive, (J.J) 

Lord, at Thy Table I behold. 5S. 
Stennett. ved Communion.) Appeared in 
Hys. for All Denominations, Lon. 1782, No. £2, 
and in Rippon’s Bap. Sel., 1787, No, 482, in 7 st. 
of +L, and entitled “A Sacramental Hymn.” 
It waa given as by “ Dr. J. Stennett”; but the 
“J. isa misprint for "8." This error ia re- 
_—— in most collections. The use of this 

mn, usually in an abridged form, is some- 
what extensive in G, Britain and America, 
and especially amongst the Baptists (J. J.) 

Lord, at temple we appear. I. 
Watts, (Nunwe Dimittis.] This is given as 
“The Song of Simeon; or, Death made de- 
sirable,” in his Hye & Spiritual &, 1709, 
Bk.i., No. 19, in 6 et. of 41. It is in use in 
G. Britain and America. In the Leeds H. 
Bk., 1853, No. 647, at. v., vi. are given as, 
~ Jewus, the vision of Thy Face.” The use 
of this abbreviated form is limited [J.J] 

LORD, DISMISS US 

Lord, at Thy word | 
sun. J. H. Guriey. [Hare 
in his Lutterworth Coll. of Lf 
No. 128, in 4 st. of 71, with + 
for omission if desired. In 
were rewritten, amd a pew « 
the author for his Mury-le-b 
No. 124, and included therei 
the Harvest! Thee we hail.’ 
has passed into most of the lea 
and is the moat popular of th 
positions, In the Afymmary, 18° 
Coll, 1882, Dryden's stoxole 
honour, endless fame,” from 
Spirit,” &e., is added thereto. 
the hymn a completeness ne 
in the collections, Orig, text « 
rized text of 1851 in the 8, 
Hys., with st. th, It at 
in both lines. 

Lord, by Thee in safe 
Anatice. [Sunday Morning.) 
posthumous Hymns, &c., L836 
of $1. In 184) it was giver 
Christian Year as the openis 
collection. It is in a few hy: 
Kennedy, 1868, in which st. 
various alterations are by Dr. 

Lord, cause Thy face o 
T. Cotterill. [For a Blessing 
People.] Contributed to the 
Sel., 1819, No, 28, in 3 st. of | 
“ For God's blessing on His 
People." Although not re 
ed., 1420, it was incl 
books, wnd is still in ©. U. 
King of Salem, Prince of P: 
Stevenson's Hys. for Church 
and other salnles, begin: 
this hymn. 

Lord, come away; w! 
stay. . Jeremy Taylor. 
vent.) This hymn, entitle: 
Hymo for Advent; or, Chi 
Jerasalem in Triumph,” app 
tical and Penitential Hymne, 
Golden Grove, 1655, in 21 irr 
this form it was included 
 aesetage 3 Hymns, &e,, 1 

aylor’s Collected Works, vo 
this form, however, : was 
congregational use. In a r 
appeared in the Leeds Hi. B 
as, “ Deacend to Thy Jeru: 
This, with slight variations, 
the Sarwm [Tyornal, 1868, ai 
Thy Jerusalem, O Lord,” ans 
passed into the 8. P.O. K. € 
and others. [English Hymnod 

Lord, dismiss us with 
[Close of Service.) This is 
of fowr hymna, each of whic 
in detail, 

i. The fire hymn reads :— 
is 

© Lond, dismiss us with thy 
Fill owr Eearts with Joy 

us each, thy 1c [rie 
Trivumpt in redeeming 

© tefresh ae 
In this dry and barren 4 
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it, 

Teer aires For thy pol's joyfel sew 
May the Vrait of thy Salvation 

In ear Hearts and Lives aboand! 
tver faithful 

To the Truth may we be foand! 

amt. 
» So whene'er the Signal’s given 

Us from Saree wend big 
Borne on Angels’ wings to Hearen, 

Glad the pe Reeeepane Se lo obey. 
May we 

Beige ‘with ‘Cnaist in endless Day.” 

The authorship of this hymn has long been 
a matter of doubt. Frum 1773 to 1780 it 
ap! in many collections, but alwa 
without ture, in common with all 
hymns in the same collections; and from 1786 
to 18500, when it wan given in collections 
wherein hymna were assigned to their respec- 
tive authors, as the composition of * F.” and 
* Fawcett.” The — taking the leading 
collections are :— 

i. In a Supplement, to he Aaatey din Book, 
Shrewisiury, erp eg gem near the Market 

& A Collection Piscine and Hymns, 
tractol from Dr, Watts, and other Authors, Toe Ind 
ed, before us ls dated SArewebory, (TTS, It hae written 
in it * hee Hil” what bt was the Lanse d 
of Sir Richard Hill, brother of the Rev, tg wl 
Fah test given store is from this » No 46, 
facts enagest the question, “Is land fil tee the 
author?” We think mot. because the bymn does not 
appear ip any of bis hymn-books, all published at s later 
date. If tt were his, we siniek eonwelve Way it ebovaled 
have teen omited. ‘The omission from his hymn-books 
is fatal to his claim. 

HL ITM. Is Dr. Obayents Collection of Pralms and 
Hymns, ke., Lowdon, J, & W. Oliver, 3rd ed, No, 374, 
In this tL 8, is altered to Trawling thru’ this 
wikderncas, 

fit. 1776. In A, M. Toplady's Poskas ond Hyuns, tat 
od., ue Hs, wth alterations da 

ii., UL 5, 6, May th i My sen 
wore 

St. tit, bs. het 
iv. 178, ia A Collection bgt nt mah at Edtin- 

barg 
ava In the 4th od. of Dr. Conyers’s Coll, pub. 

‘ork. 

vi. 1730. In David Simpson's Collection of Psalma 
and Hymas, pub, at Macclentirl, A Be. 483, 

vii. 1780. In A Collection of arty ow 2 
| See at York by A, Wart. for the compiler, the 

aN t Minister of Hull 
vill, ea, In the Lad ington int ly Hone t roiteetiom, Upster 

the ia cae ha the Hoe. ad Rev, Walter Shirley. In 
Tepeated tele ce came we these (Oe altered text of Toplady 

To Ft date no indication of eutenhip can te found either in the above collections, or in contemporary literature, ‘Thirteen — Sect cs Ste 1 the hi is taken up, but in (8 & more definite form, thus :— 
1X. 176. In 8 Selection of Pealms for Sxial Wor- 

ship, be yr orks A. Ward. This Unitarten cullection 
these are oh frst fer tines only of st. 1. avd ii,, and 
list of ee F.” Tels intial wo fad from the 
Paweett (q, TS given in the collection represents J 
Wainagate hy & Nonconfersniss Minister formerly of 
the sate cer kahire: and then of Hebden Bridge, in 
throws ores nwty. A shade of dowttfulness, however, ia 
Han by the the ascriptions of aathership in this collec 
“In the titer pretacing bis list with these words, 
on the wat (of names) as it depended mock 
that there [eas memory, be it to be observed, 
there are not Peotably be mene mistakes, bat be he bopes many 
212 (we vip the ge gt fiarria’s Collection, No. 
George Lam PU, st York, and wtited hy Jolin Beateon, 
siven asin De ett Siren. and Jot Jones, it & 

Conyers's ou Collection, aed signed Flasocett. 
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xf. 1400, In A Collection of Hymns for Casttian 
Worship, pub. in Dubiin, and sgain gigned Faseret 

From this date the signature falls out of use 
for 3 years, probably from the fact that, 
the York and Dublin Collections being little 
known, the editors of new hymn-books took 
their texts from Conyers, Toplady, the Lady 
Huntingdon, Burder, or similar whdely -known 
collections in which all hymns were given 
without signatares, and appended thereto such 
notes as, * from Burder's. C Coll. Taylor and 
Jones's Colle "and so on, During the past few 
gare es the question of authorship 
as been revived, some claiming it for Dr. 

Faweett, and others for the How. and Rev, 
W. Shirley. Their respective claims, with 
their drawbacks, stand thus :— 

Por Dr, Jotm Pirwcett, To bim tt is ascribed be the 
Tork Collections of 1146 and 1791, the efivors of 
in common with Binet were resident tn Yorkabire, 
and raleisters of Nenconformlat congregations, Alaoby 
the Dublin Collection, 1800, 
Against Dy, Fuweett. The before-named weakness 

in testimony of the Fork Coll, 0786, must be noted, 
and the fact that the bymn is not in ‘awoett's works, 
ner is it claimed for bim — by ble editor or his 
family. [tt must be added, however, that seweral of his 

| bya are found in the Gospel Magarine which are not 
ven in bis works. 
Por Hon, and Ree, W. Shirley, A tradition in bis 

family, set forth by his som to fr. A.C. HL. ag tae 
and recorded by Dr, Rogers In Lora Brit. p. and 
Miter, bie Somatic, ths Chorek, 1869, p. 246, that 

Ld 

pacnst er. si (1) There te, no docamentary 
Ca), Stat was in the Shawbury St, 

Some genre Oates by Shirley aa editor into 
Lady Huntingdon Chil. im 1780, and (3) when sdmitted 
the text was taken from Toplady, and set from the 
original. 

These statements ore o no means satis- 
factory, Taking a owever, aa they 
stand, we imust conclnde that the author is 
very probably Dr, Faweett, and certainly not 
Walter erga 
The use of this Dismissal hymn has —— 

and still is most extensive. Nearly 
hymn-book of an Evan and t published! 
daring the past hand! as elopted it 
in » form more or lesa ect. In some cases 
it has a doxology thereto or substituted 
for the last stanza, Mercer's doxology, Oxford 
ed,, 1864, No. 14, is the most suitable. The 
hymns — 

“* Lord, refresh we with Thy blessing," 

found in various collections ; and— 
* Lond, enrich us with Thy blessing,” 

as in the Rugby School Hymn-Book, 1350, and 
later editions, are altered from the above, 

ii. The second hymn is :— 
 Loed, dismiss us with Thy blessing, 

Bid us ali depart im peace; 
Seill on geepe] manna feeding, 

Pure seraphic love inetease ; 
Fill each bevast with consolation, 
Up to Thee, our hearts we raise, 

Til we reach ‘that Diieeful station, 
Where we'll give Thee nobler praise. 

Aed sing hallelajah te God and the Lamb, 
For ever amd + vet, for ever and ever, 
Hallelujah, Hallelujah, Hallelujah ® 

This hymn is found in Dr. Hawker's Palma 
and Hywne for the Sunday School in the 
Parish Church of Charles, Plymouth, 9th ed, 
no date, Eith ed. 1811. In the Crawford and 
Eberle Index to the Irish Church Hymnal, 
1876, p. 53, the editors say :— 

+ ft ts found aleo, bat with considerable alterations, in 
the Mev. Bdward Smyth's Collection, Manchester, 1793, 

=a 
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Of these two versions that of Hawker seems to be the 

eller, and la bly by Hawker bisuself It is ae 

cohed to him in Baringioalt’s Life the Ree, R. 8 

Hawker, where, however, Mr. Harm mid Bas ined 

vertently quoted the hymn with Fawcett's text whieh 

fs found imdeed in the ‘atest rdithun of the Charles Col. 

tection (1867), bat was then introdwond in bt for the flrat 

time the editor, the Rev. H. A. Greaves, tf the 

eghtline stanza is by Dr, Hawker, it mast have ap- 

peared in his Chélection before 17%. He became Vicar 

re Charts in 1784, and the Sunday Seboo! was established 

nit 

From the time of its appearance in the 

Charles and the Mancheater Collections to the 

resent, it has been republished in numerous 

fymnais, including D. Simpson's Mucclestield 
Coll. 1795; the Wee. U7. Bk., 1800; Williams 

& Boden, 1801; Bailey's Sion's Melodies, 1813- 

1866, and others, In the last case it is given 

in two stanzas from “Smyth's Manchester Col- 
lection” as noted above. 

ili. The third hymn is >— 
+ Lont, dismiss us with Thy b its 

Thanks for mercies past receive; 
Parton all their faults confessing ; 
Time that's lost, may all retrieve! 

May Thy ebildren 
Never again Thy Spirts grieve! 

Bless Thou, al) our days of leisure ; 
Help tas seltieh lures to flee — 

Sanetily our every pMeueure, 
Pure uae ‘ may it be: 

our gladness 

lraw = evermore to Thee ! 
“ By Thy kindly influence cherish 

yal Fhe pica flor here have fgnined 
Mey all tasnt of evil permh, 

ly Thy mighiler power restrained ; 
Seck we ever 

Knowledge pure and love unfeigned ! 
* Let Thy Pather-hand be shielding 

All who here shall meet Go paure ; 
May their sced-time past be vlelding 

Year by year a rieber store! 
These returning 

Make more faitliful than before!" 

This hymn ia by the Rev. H. J. Buckoll, 
sometime Assistant Master in Rugby School ; 
and it appeared in the P's. & Hys. for the Use 
nf School Chapel, 1850, No. 56, aod 
appointed “ For the last Sanday of the Half- 

ear.” It had —— hymn by Buckoll 
“For the firet Sunday of the Half-Year” 
(No. 55), the opening stanza of which reads :— 

© Lond, bebold us with Thy blessing, 
(moe again assembled here; 

Onward be our foutateps pressing, 
In Thy howe, and faith, amd fear! 

SEL protect as 
By Thy presence ever ear!" 

‘These hymns have been repeated in most of 
the modern Public School hymn-books, 

iv. The fourth hymn is the following -— 
* Lond, dismoias us with Thy blessing, 

(rulde ws in Thy holy ways, 
+ ‘That Thy love and joy possessing, 

May we ever sing Thy pratee. 
Hallelajak ! Amen. 

That Thy love amd id pomseanl 
We may ever sing Thy praise. 

* Low in supplication bending, 
We adore Thy power divine; 
Hallelujahs never ending 
Through eternity be Thine! 

Hallelujah’ Amen. 
Hallelujehs newer ending 
‘Through etermity be Thine!" 

This hymn is given in A Sel. of Pe. & Mya. 
b. at Rugeley, by J.T. Walters, in 1850, 

ie Preface is signed “F. EB. P.”; but the 
ne are given anonymously, 

The first of these hymus bos been translated 
into various languages, and in one form or 

h 
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another it is in moat extensive 
G. Britain, America, the Cc 
mission stations, A fr, int 
tents altered form of a. i.: 
Deus, Tuis,” by the Rev. R. Bir 
in his Hymno. Christ. Lat. 
It may be added that T, Cu 
form of the oldest text as abov 
in his Sel, 1819, aw “ Lord, 
Thy Dlessing,” failed to att 
that “Dismiss us with Thy | 
which is sometimes taken as 
form of this hymn, ia by J. H 
* Lord, attend ua with Thy ble 
in Kennedy, 1863, is based on 
above; and that * Lord, go wet 
blessing,” in Windle's Ch. & 
Hyl., 182, No. 225, ia the 
altered. 

Lord, ere the heavenly 
J. Needham, [Before or after 
ble of the Sewer.) Pub. in 
tional and Me on Variow 
1768, No. 261, in 7 st. of 4 
tional stanza thus introduced : 

‘The above may be sung after sern 
following alterations in stanza i. :— 

Now, Lord, the heavenly se 
Be it Thy servant's care, 

bi J heavenly blessing to ber 
iy humble fervent prayer 

This suggested adaptation 
| Sermon” has been adopted 
| tions, including the Bap. Se 
| No, 477; the Bap. Ps. & Hya, 
and others. The original i 
| Hytnn before Sermon ; or, the 
Sower abridg’d,” 

Lord, for ever at Thy 
ry. ee erezi.]) Pub 

Sel., Sth ed., 1819, p, 73, in 
headed, * For Humility.” In 
peated by Montgomery in hii 
as & peceeee of Ps. oxxxt, 
Works, 1828; and his Origia 
No. 187. It is a moat succes 
and is sumewhat widely 1 
English, § xv1t_) 

Lord, from my bed agr 
Bartholomew. ([Morning.]  \ 
for Sir M. Costa's Oratorio 
ae song for the prophet Samucl 
Eli, 184, and was subseques 
several hymn-books, ineludin 
1859, and others. 

Lord God of morning 
F. T. Palgrave. (Morning. 
and given in ma. to Sir R. Py 
borne), whe included it in hi 
1862, in Sstof 41. In 1867 
in the author's Hymna, and 
—. : G. Britain and 

n specially set to musie b 
don, Nove > vello. 

Lord God, the Holy G 
. [Whiteentide) Pre 

Sel, Sth ed., 1819, No. 226, in 
headed “ Whit-Sunday.” 1 
Christian Pealmiet, 1825, No 
Original Hymne, 1853, No, 
slightly altered, This aime 
given in Lord Selborne’s Bk, 
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and in most of the collections which give the 
hymn. Its use in G. Britain and America is 
extensive. {J. J.) 

Lord, have mercy and remove us. 
HA. Milmon, [Heaven desiret.) Pub, in 
Bp. Heber’s umous Hymns, 1827, p. 122, 
in 4st. of 41, and again in Milman's Sel, of 
Ps, & Hys., 1837 (ed, 1856, p. 90). It is found 
in several modern hymn-bocks. CF. FJ 

Lord, have mercy when we [pray] 
strive. H. H. Milman. [Lent.) lst = 
in Bp. Heber'’s posthumuns Hymne, &., 1827, 

94, in 3 st. of 8 1., with the refrain * Oh then 
ye mercy! Lord!" und repeated in the 

author's Ps. & Hys., 1837, In addition to ite 
use in its original form, it is alse given in 
geveral collections as “ Lord, have mercy when 
we pray,” a8 in the People’s H., 1867; and, 
with et. ii, and fii. tra ed, in the 1869 
Appendix to the 8, P.O. K. Pa, & Hye Be- 
cause of its refrain it is sometimes regarded as 
a Metrical Litany. (J. J}. 

Lord, her watch Thy Church is 
keeping H, Downton, [Foreign Missions.) 
Written fora meeting of the Church Missionary 
Society, and firt pub. in Barry's Msalme & 
Hymns, 1867, No. 170, in 3 at. of 8 OL, and 
again in the author's Myuns & Verses, 1873, 
po Tt is alee found tm the 8S. P.O. K. 
Church Hymis, W871; H. A. & M, L875; 
Thring's . 1882, and many others in G, 
Britain and America, and ranks with the best 
of the author's compositions, It is sometimes 
given as “Lord, Thy Church ber watch is 
keeping,” a8 in Common Praise, 1879, and 
others. ( 

Lord, how shall wretched sinners 
Gare. Anne Steele, [In Time of War.) Ap- 
peared in the 2nd ed. of her Poems on Subjects 
— Devotional, 1780, vol, iii, p, 123, in 8 at. 
of 41, and heded,*Ou the duy of Prayer 
for euccess in War.” It is also in D. Sedg- 
wick's reprint of Miss Steele's Hymna, 1863, 
In afew American hymm-books, including the 
Presbyterian Sel. of Hys., Philadelphia, 1861, 
# cento from this is given as “ Lord, may our 
souls Thy grace adore.” It begins with st iii, 
somewhat altered. (J.J) 

* 

Lord, I am Thine, but Thou wilt 
rove. J. Watte. (is. zeii.) Ist pub. in 
6 Palme of Daeid, &c., 1719, in 6 at, of 4 1, 

pre _— “The Sinner's Portion and the 
* Hope; or, The Heaven of separate 

Souls and the Resurrection.” It is given in 
its original form in the Hy. Comp. and a few 
other hytmn-books. In addition there are also 
the following abbreviations in C. U,:— 
oon h- ie vanity below. This is an altered form 
Sel, 1410) and Ay Lae Red the tet ed. of Cotterilf's 

moaders collect ly Ingloding tnt fur the Harrow Sebeol Ch hcatcaeee a 
la is the tow Banna h Se ta Pa. & Hyr., 1376, No. 154, wot 

+ I am vile, conceived in sin. 
David, te yet gt) ls pub. in his Ps. of 
sane, Oh » 1719, in 7 t.of 41. In the Ame= a Pree Purtorals, Boston, 1864, st. i., 
ond st. fii and an tt ome, hymn (No. 36 pow atl vii, beginning “Great God, 

my heart anew,” us another (No. 360). 
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The hymn is aleo in use in ite full form. Ite 
original heading is, * Original ond actual sin 
confesa’d.” {J. J.) 

Lord, I believe a rest remains. (’. 
ogy (Holiness desired.) Pub. in Hys. & 
Sac. Poema, 1740, in “7 st. of 41, anc based 
upon Heb. iv, 9,“ There remaineth therefore 
a rest to the people of God” (7, Works, 
1808-72, vol. Lp. 370). In its original form 
it is an expression of faith in the doctrine of 
“ Entire Holiness," or “* Perfection,” as under- 
stool by the early Methodists, and a ay ed 
for personal possession of the same In the 
Wea. H. Bk, 1780, J, Wesley included a 
cento therefrom as No. 391, embodying the 
game doctrine and prayer, the second und third 
stanzas of which read >— 

“ A rest, where all our soul's desire 
Is fixed on things aleve; = * 

Where fear, and in, amd grief expire, 
Cast out by perfect love! 

+O that I now the rect might know, 
Believe, and euter in! 

Now, Saviour, now the power bestow, 
Atul Jet sue cease from a 

Wesley's theological nts, however, 
had pment cente from aenene hymn in use 
for some years before, in which the reef was 
changed from a word which stood for the doc- 
trine of “ Entire Holiness,” into a term de- 
seriptive of the eternal pence of Heaven, This 
is one of those chan in the text of the 
Wesley hymus which J. Wesley denounoe:! in 
the Profnee of the org i. as + = a 
by A. M. Toplady, and appeared in his /’s, 

y4., 1776, rea. stanzas ii, iii rend (with 
the changes in the text in italies):>— 

Then shall f sing and never tire, 
In that West Nowse above, ~ 

@ Celestial Spirit, make me know 
That f shall evter in, 

Now, Saviour, few the pow'r bestow, 
And wash me from my sin.” 

These two centos are in C. U. in most 
English-speaking ovuntries, and are dis- 
tin; hed by the stanzas quoted above. In 
widition, st. xv. and xvii. of the nal are 
ive. in the Atnerican Church /'astorale, 

Boston, 1864, as “ Come, O my Saviour, come 
away.” (J. 5) 

Lord, I believe Thy word of grace. 
Cc. ayy a — desired.) Ay din 
Hys. & "nema, 1742, in 22 st. of 41, and 
headed, “ The Spirit and the Bride say Come" 
(P. Works, 1368-72, vol ii. p. 368) In 1780 
J, Wesley gave a cento therefrom in 9 st. in 
the Wea. H. Bk., No, 393, a “ O joyfal sound 
of gospel " Thia has been repeated in 
several collections. VV. 3) 

Lord, I confess my sins to Thee, ©. 
ey - —— desired.) Pub. in Hye. 

and . Poems, 1742, in 37 at. of 61, divided 
into four parts, as >— 

4, Lord, | comfees my sins to Thee. 
2. Forgtve me, O bong-eaffering God, 
3, Omniscient, Cantoont King. 
4. Hebolt, ye souls, that snourn for God. 

The hymn in the Wes. If. Bk., 1875, No. 120, 
“ Comfort, ye ministers of grace,” is composed, 
of st. vi, and vii, of Pt. 4. (J. 3J 

Lord, I desire to live as one. Charitie 
L, Baneroft. ( Holiness desired.) In Spargeon's 
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0. 0. A. Bk., 1866, this hymn is given in 4 st. of 
41..and dated 1861. 
collections, [no her Within the Veil, 1867, Mrs. 
Baneroft gives it os the last hymn in the 
volume, in 6 st. of 4 |, with a note saying that 
the hiyvmn was revised for that work, In this 
toxt the additional sta. are v., vii. [W.T. B.) 

Lord, I have made Thy word my 
choice. J. Watts. [Ps, exiz. Pt viii] Ist 
pub. in his Packs of David, &e., 1719, p. B19, 
in 4 at. of 41, and headed, *The Word of 
God ia the Saint's Portion ; or, The Excellency 
and Variety of Scripture.” — Its use has ex- 
tended to almost all English-speaking coun- 
tries, and it is found in a large number of a 
hymn-books at home and abroad. —[J, J.) 

Lord, I hear of showers of blessing. 
Elizabeth Coiner. (Divine Blessing desired.) 
Although we have the xs. of this hymn in 
Mra Codner's handwriting, sent to D. Sodg- 
wi-k from Weston-supt-Mare, June 18, 1866, 
wherein it is stated to have been “ written in 
the summer of 1860" (5. usa.J, we have no 
reoual facte concerning Mrs. Codner and 

ee work except that she published one or 
two amnall books, as The Missionary Ship; The 
Bible in the Kitchen, &e,; edited the porindi- 
cal, Woman's Work in the Great Harveat-Field; 
and was associated for some years with the 
Mildmny Protestant Mission(!ondon), “Lord, 
I hear of showers of blessing” was suggested 
by the news of the religious revival in Ireland, 
1860-61. [tis in 7 st. of 41, withthe retrain 
“Even me," and is headed “ Bless me, even 
me also, O my Father.” The original text is 
in Spurgeon’s 0. O. H, Bk., 1866, No, 607. 
‘That in I, D, Sankey's Sac. Songe & Solos, 
Pt. i., which is usually regarded as the origi- 
nal, is altered in several instances, and st. v. 
is omitted. The bymn in full, or in part, in 
in extensive use, and js specially popular at 
Mission Services. In 1867 Mrs. Codner wrote 
a companion hymn of Praise, “ Lord, to Thee 
my Heart ascending,” in ¥ «t. of 4 1, for the 
Rev. &. P. Hammond's Hye. specially adapted 
— Seasona of Deep Religions dnterest, &e., 
1867, . (J. J.J 
Lord, I magnify Thy power. C. Wee- 

ley. (For Daily Lg = Given in hie Hye. 
for Use of Families, 1767, No. 53, in 4 st. of 
81. ¢. Yorke, 1868-72, vol. vii. p. 60). In 
the Wes. 2. Dk. 1780, No. 327, st. iii. and iv. 
were given as“ Father, in the Name I pray.” 
It has passed inte other collections, G. J. 
Stevenson's aupotations of this hymn in his 
Meth. H. Bk. Notes, 1883, p. 240, are of more 
than usual interest. {J. J.) 

Lord, if Thou Thy grace impart. 
0. bch § Js erzzi,] lst pub. in the en- 
larged ¢ the Wealey Ps, & Hye, 1743, in 
5 st. of 4 lines, It is one of OC. Wesley's 
finest renderings of the Psalms; and althongh 
not admitted into the Wea, H. Dk. until the 
revised ed. of L874, it has been in extensive 
us’ in the Church of England and amongst 
Nonconformists for more than a hundred 
years, During that time numerous variations 
have crept inte the text. The first to mutilate 
it was M. Madan, in his Pa. & Hye, 1760. 
From his version Church of England and 
Nonconformist compilers have taken their 
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texts, and have added thereto, 
This textis also in other instance, something of their 

two collections ure found to 
changes cannot be given in de 

inting the full text from almic 
Pook in whieh the hymn is fou 
peculiar cento of all is that in 
Church Hynes, 1871, No. 418, 
OF the 16 lines 5 only are by C 
Ih. 1, 25 st. ii Lod: at. iv. DL 
being from Madan, 1760: Beek 
tian Paalmody, 1833; Hall's 
1886; and several othera. Ti 
so interlaced that no one exce 
hymnology cau unravel the cor 
Tommon Fraise, L879, the hym 

alterations and the omission of 
do Thou Thy grace impart.” 

Lord, in the day Thou a 
Mason. ss in God) 11 
Mason's Spiritual Songs; or, Se 
&e,, 1683, appeared in the Me 
& Hys. (by J. H. Gurney and 
No, 118. It is thus composed; 

St. t. from Ne, vi. “Seng of Praise 
“.4., Uo 1-4, St. tl from No. vil. 

for Faz 

These extracts are well pir 
the result being a simple 
hymn. It from the Sir 
Hys. into Lord Selborne’s Be 
1862, and others. The origina 
are iu D. Sedgwick’s reprint 
1859. 

Lord, in this mer 
Williame. [Lent—A Metrioal 
hymn is taken from “ Image tl 
a poem on “The Day of Days: 
Manifestation,” in 105 st, of 31 
a part of his work, The Bapt 
Way of Eternal Life, 1844. tes 
«light changes in the Cooke & D 
1853, in 6 st. It has been repe 
in part in numerous collecti 
Britain awd America, and is a 
metrical Litany for Lent. 

Lord, in Thy kingd 
be. J. Anatice. [Unity.] 
in his posthumous [fymne, 186 
It is based on the Epistle for th 
Loaf Eph. iv, In 1841 it w 
The Child's Christian Year, fr 
passed into a few collections, ii 
nedy, 1863, where it is expand: 
8 1. by the addition of a doxolog 

Lord, in Thy Name T! 
plead. J. Keble. [Rogation I» 
at Malvern, Aug. 4, 1856, and | 

om 
Pri 

Sal H. Bk., 1857, No, 10 
41, including a doxology. 
veated with alight changes i 
ott's Hyona, &e., 1861; the 

Church Hy, 1871, and others # 
the Salisbury Ji, Bk. doxoloz) 
another, and at other times wil! 
the Sertm fyl, 1868, aod thet 
humous) Miscellaneous Poems, 
Its use is extensive. 

Lord Jesus, God and Ma: 



LORD JESUS, WITH WHAT 

Baker. (For a School Feast.) This hyma 
ia dated 1952 in Bigys’s Annotated ed. of Hya. 
A. & M., but its first publication is traced only 
to H. A. & M., 1861. It bas a slight resem- 
blance to Fuber’s “O Jesu, God and Man,” 
which was pub. in his Jewusand Mary, in 1849, 
Sir H. W. ers hynon is in extensive uee in 
G. Britain and America, It is sometimes 
given as “Lord Jesu, God and Mau.” [J.J.] 

Lord Jesus, with what sweetness 
and delights. HH. Vaughan, Tee reagel 
This poem of 62 lines on Ascension-lduy ap- 
venred im the second part of his Silex Seintel- 
leas or Sac, Poema, &e., 1655, and again in 
the Rev. H. F. Lyte’s reprint, 1846 (185% ed., 
p. 153). bg first four lines of the poem 
the Hev. T. Darling based his Asecnaion 
hyran, “ Lord Jesus, taken from Thy servants’ 

t” and pub, the same in the 1856 ed. of 
his Hys. for the Church of England. Itis con- 
tinued in Inter editions. (J. J.J 

Lord, look on all assembled here, 
J. Hart. (Public Fast.) Pub. in his Hys. 
Com, on Various Subjects, &c,, 1759, No. 
96, in & + of 4L, and corey = “For a Public 
Fast." Two arrangements from the text are 
in the hymn-books. The first o tin the 
lst ed. of Cotterill’s Sel., 1810, 6 stanzas. 
This was reduced to 4 stanzas in Bicker- 
ateth's Christian Pealmody, 1833, and was 
repented in this form in later collections of the 
Church of England. The second arrange- 
ment is in the Nonconformista’ hymnals, It 
was given in the Leeds H. Bk, 1953, the 
N. Cong. 1859, &e. dj 

Lord, not unto me (The whole I dis- 
claim) C. Wealey. ag lst pub. in the 
Hys. on God's Everlasting 1741, No. 2, 
in 6 st, of 4 L CP. Works, 1868-72, vol. iii. 
p, 6) In 1780 it was given in the Wee, H. 

k., with the ornisuion of st. i, as “Thy faith- 
fulness, Lord, Each moment we find,” and in 
this form it has been 
lections in G, Britain and America. [J. J.J 

Lord, now the time returns, J. 
Austin. [Evening.) Pub. in his Devotions in the Antient Way of Offices, &c,, 1668, p. 870, 
hymn 32, in hy Bo 4 - including the doxo- 
logy: im in editions ington, 
au Hickes, and in the re iat by J. Smasher 
Lond. 185¢. In ita full form it ie not in 
€. U.; but, abei ad “ Blest be Thy love, 
dear (good) Lord,” it is given ina large number 
of byvonals in G. Britaip and America. Some 
de, The ecigtea tec es ee ae. xt tis abrid form isin Lord Selborne's Book of Toate tees 

(J. 5) 
Lord of earth, Th P y forming hand. ~~ R. Grant, 4%! the Creator and Preserver.} yo iyo in H. ¥. Elliott's Ps & Hys., &e., 355, in 3 st. of 12 1, and again in Lard nig Sy edition of Grant's et Poems, go vy Tt is baved on Ps. Ixxiil. 25. It a ©. U. in G, Britain and America, (J. 5.) 

ocean. 5 omeaven, and earth, and 
for the Second ¥ (Holy Trinity.) Written 
held at York 21 Yorkshire Musical Festival, ork on the 13th-16th of Sept., 1825, 

fed in several col- b 
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and first sung on that occasion by the Fes- 
tival choir, On the 20th of Sept, it was 
printed in the Sheffield Iria newspaper, of 
which James Montgomery was the editor, to- 
gether with an account of the Festival, and 
an estimate that £100,000 had been spent 
in one way and another in connection there 
with; and of this £20,000 wer: expended in 
the purchase of Festival ticketa Crosse's 
hymu was included iu Bickersteth’s Christian 
Pealmody, 1883, No, 338, and subsequently in 
a great numberof hy~n-books, Orig. text in 
Hy. Comp. (J. J.) 

Lord of hosts, how lovely fair Heer 
bright, how fair} D. Turner. ablic 
Worship.) 1st pub. in Rippon's .» let 
ed. 177, No. 542, in 4 st. of 41. and entitled, 
“The Excell of Public Worship.” From 
Ri ‘s Sel. it passed into several Non- 
conformist collections, eometimes in ite original 
form, and also as, * Lord of hosts, how § 
how fair,” as in the Bapt. Ps. & Hys., 1 
and 1830. by. Jj 

Lord of hosts, to Thee we raise. 
J, Me . [Laying the Foundation Stone, 
or The Opentag of a Place of Worship.) The 
foundation stme of St, Goorge’s Church, Shef- 
field (of which the Rev. W. Mercer was sub- 
sequently Incumbent), was laid on the day of 
the coronation of George IV., July 9, 1821. 
On that day Heaiganary published in his /ris 
newspaper & | me article on Honaparte, 
who died on the Sth of the previous May. 
—— original sts, of thet article and 
“a wet of coronation medals, and other 
usual memorials,” were placed in a glass jur 
under the foundation stone (Memoirs, ili. p. 
241). This hymn was composed for the ooca- 
sion ; was during the ceremony, and was 

ted in the Jrie of Tuesday, July 24, 1821. 
t was included in Montgomery's Christion 

Pealmist, 1825, No. 475, and in his Original 
Hymns, 1853, No. 301, and in both instances 
ended * On Opening a Place of bids 3 

Lord of life, prophetic Spirit. J. 
Keble. [For Theologioal el: A* Hymn 
for Eastertide, written for the of Prayera 
at Cuddesdon College" [efrea 1854), in 10 at. 
of 41, and re in the author's (posthu- 
mous) Miscellaneous Poema, _ p. 287, In 
the Sorwm ITyl. it is given in two parta, pt, 
ii. inning bas Now "Thon apenkest, hear we 
trembling”; and in other collections, as in 
the 8. PC. K. Chureh Hys., 1871, it is abbre- 
viated to 6 st, and sometimes leas, It is 
suitable for Ember Days and Ordinationa in 
addition to its Theological College ws xy 

Lord of mercy and of might. Hp. 
R. Heber. (Quiaquagesima.) Two forms of 
this hymn, and both by Heber, are found in 
his Hywne, &e., 1827, ‘The first form, in 5 st. 
of 4 L, first appeared in the Christian Obeerver, 
Nov, 1811, p. 697, a agp with three addi- 
tional hymns by Heber, and is set forth for 
the “ Sunday after Cliristenas,” In his s 
&e., 1827, it is given aa No. i. for « Quine 
ungesima,” aud reads, as in the Christian 

ver 
2Y2 
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 Lood of mercy, and of might, 
Of mankind the life and light, 
Maker, Teacher infinite, 

Jewus, bear and aave ! 
« Whe, #ben sin's primaeral doom 
Gave creation Ww the tomb, 
Didet not scorn a Virgin's womb, 

Jesus, hear and save! 
“ Creator, Saviour mild, 
H Ned to a mortal child, 
Captive, beaten, bousd, reviled, 

Jesus, bear and save | 

 Throned above celestial things, 
Horne aloft on angels” wings, 
Lord of Lords, and King of Kings, 

Jesus, bear and sare! 
* Soon to come to earth again, 
Judge of angels and of men, 
Hear us now, and bear us then ! 

Jewas, bear acd save!" 

The stecond form appeared in his Hymna, 

&eo,, 1827, p. 21, and appointed for the Sunday 

after Christmas, or Circumcision.” It is also 

in 5 at., but differs from tlw first form in the 

following particulars, the 1827 reading being, 

St. i, 1 2. Whe, when sin’s tremendows doom. 

St. ils... 1. Mighty Monarch! Saviour mild! 
St. ¥. Whe shall yet retern from high, 

Robed in might and majesty. 
Hear us! help ua when we cry! 

Jesus, hear amd eave! 

The use of this hymn is extensive. The 

firat form is found in raster 1863; Hy. 

Comp., 1876; Church Hymna, 1871; Hinter 3 

1882, and many others: the second in Alford's 

Year of Praise, 1867: the 8. PC. K. Pa. & 

Hys.; New Mitre H 1; Snepp’s Songs of 

G. & @, 1872, and others: mixed texts, 

People's H.,, 1887, and Windle ; amt, rewritten, 

in Morrell and How, 1864. It ix also found 

in many collections in slightly varying forme 

not bere specified, the texts of which may be 
tested by the above readings. Tho original 

of 1811 has been rendered into Latin by the 

Rev. C. pl eg ye hominum 
Regnator,” pab. in his in Tra. of Rng- 

lish Hys., 1862, p. 82. mA J) 

Lord of my heart, be Thy last cry. 

J. Keble. [Good Friday.) This is composed 
of the two closing stanzas of Keble’s —_ 

for Good Friday, which was pub. in his Chris- 

tian Year, | This extract was given in 

Elliott's Ps. & Hye, 1835, and has Te- 

peated in collections, The text is 

slightly altered. {J. J.) 

Lord of life, O may Thy praise. 

Anne Steele. (Morning) A in her 

Poems on Subjects chiefly Devotional, 1760, 

vol. i. p. 20. in 6 st. of 41, headed, * A Morn- 

ing Hymn”; and again in D. Sedgwick’s re- 

print of her Hymns, 1863. In addition to its 
use iv its original, awd man abbreviated form, 

it is aleo given in a few American collections, 

including the Presbyterian Ps. and Hye. for 
the Worship of God, Richmond, 1867, as, 
“God of my life, my morning song.” (J. J.) 

Lord of my [our] life, Whose tender 

care. [Krening. bis hymn see in 

the Church of nd Magazine, February, 

1888, and was signed “2 Chelsea.” It was 

included in the 8. P. C. K. Hya. for Public 

Worship, 1852, No. 156; and since then it 

has passed into a large number of hymn-books 

in G, Britain and America, and sometimes as 

“ Lord of our life,” &c., a8 in Kennedy, 18653. 
[W. T B) 

LORD OF THE 

Lord of the Church, 
a: E. Osler, [Whitsuntide. 

V's Mitre If. Bk., 1836, No. 2 
61, and agsin, with slight altera“ p21. 
authors Church and King, April, 07, 
It is av altered version Md Osler of 
Wesley's “Thou, Jesu, Thou my breast 
spire” (q.v.). Wesley's original text, hie 
ever, is scarcely recognizable in the form 4° 
to it by Osler, save in the 

a 
é. 
‘ 

last six lines, w! 
are almost entirely from Wesley. The ! 
Church Hymnal follows the text of the M 
Ita use is extensive. {J.- 

Lord of the harvest, once again 
Anatice. (Harvest.) 1st pub. im his (pe 
mous) Hi 1838, No. 34, im 4 8t. © 

In the Child's Christian Year, 1841, 
without alteration ; asi frov 

date it came inte genera) use, but usual 

slight alterations It is one of tBac mos 

lar of Harvest hymns, and is ixa ©, U 
English-<peaking countries. Im eZ 
H. Bk. The, it gins, “ O Losed of 
once again.” Orig. text in Leoerd & 
Book of Praise, 1862. 
Lord of the living harvem,g, 

Moneell. (Ordination, and Cinad.> 
This hymn appears in the hynaa-how 
as a hymn for Emer Day and Ordixn 
and secotml, for Church Gudlde and Assoc 
Lit etigeally appeared in Dor. Moneell's A/ys 

tan re Comaabens., This’ won opened Tn bi re 
Hymral, 1873, and the People's ed, of his F 
Senge, 1875, the last being the authorized text 

Sie Oak ated aateoee” e 4 . ls LT i 

Jor the Ordained, in Taring the seme ta capes 
‘offered by the Ordained themselves, For use a! 
tions Dr. Monsell's authorized form is the bets 
two, 

2. Inthe &. P.O, K. Church Hymns, 
te gives in an altered Torm for Clarch Guilin 
clatlons. With two slight changes im the text 
omission of st. Hi, this was given in W. F. Ste 
Nya for the Ch, and Home, 1873, with a note 
be says thet his text was “printed from man: 
the form finally adogted by author.” 

‘The authorized text of this hymn tl 
is (1) for Ordination—that in br. M 
Parish Hymnal, and (2) for Charch Gui 
Arsociations, that in Dr. Stevenson's J: 

¢ 

Lord of the lofty and the lo: 
W. B. a [For Raggeel Schooi 
versary.) “ This fhymu] wee writte 
Ragged School anniversary, held in Ki 
Congregational Church, undesx™ the pre 
of the Earl of Shaftesbury, in the year 
1857 " (Miller's Singers & Sones, 1869, 
In 1859 it was included in the New Co 
is also found in other collections fF, 

Lord of the ocean, hear 
Bp. E. H. Bickersteth. (For Gee ca 
Written in 1869 and Ist pub. i i 
Companion, 1870, No. Sof ese head 4H, 
used at sen, with the note in the Ann 

edition, “This hymn, by the Editor. 

written for this work. It is to be sung * 

at sea; the one which follows [* Eternal by 
strong to save") is for at wea.” 7 
Hy. Comp, 1870, and the revised oq 

Bp. B:ckersteth's hymn begins, « Alw 

Father, hear our cry." Its imal fo 



LORD OF THE SABBATH 

“Lord of the ocean, hear our cry," is in 
Bp. Bickersteth's Two Brothers, ia iy bh 

Lord of the Sabbath, hear ourvows. 
P. Doddridge. (Sunday, or Divine Worship.) 
This hymn, beginning “O God of Sabbath, 
hear our vows,” is No. 30 in the p. sx, 
is dated “Jan. 2, 1736-7," and headed ~ The 
Eternal Sabbath, From Heb. iv. 9." In 
Job Orton's ed. of Doddridge's (posthumous) 
H . &e., 1755, No, 310, it was viven as 
= ford of the Subbath,"' &¢.,in 5 st. of 4 1, and 
with the same title, and repeated in J. D, 
Humphreys's ed. of the same, 1830, No. 346. 
Iu Mr. Brooke's ms., 1739-40, it reads * O God 
of Sabbath,” &. The 1755 text is in use in 
most English-epaking countries, but the most 
popular form of the hymn is that beginning 
“ Dancl of the Sabboth, hear us pray,” parti- 
eculers of which, and other arrangements of 
the hymn, we here append >— 

1. Thine earthly Sabbaths, Lord, we love. This 
cents, composed of a. fi-iv, and ii, was given as No, 
352 tn Rigypas’s Bap, Sel., 17*7, and is found tn full o 
in part tn several modern hymnal. 

2. Lord of the Gabbath, hear us pray. ‘This altered 
text appeared in Cotterill's Sef, » Ina, Nu 4 
(the pal e# in Orton baring been in former editions), 
and is by Cotterill, or James Montgoewty, of possibly 
the Joint Work of the twe, Of this text, in 6 at. of 41, 
ot. ., iH,, bv, vi, are sluered from Duddridge, amd st, di, 
v., are new. This text was repeated in Monege "s 
Christian Praleist, 1€5 ; again, elther in ite full 
cor than abridged LY teb- books fi in o large susober of by 
du G. Petals and Americn ae 

This fem of the 3. 0 Lord of holy Rest. we 
bynin appeared ie K. C, etow's Anglican H. Bk, 
1e64, is from the Cotterst text, with 
alterations, amd a slignt return to the original. 

When these forms of the hymn are taken 
sogiens bs smh that r use is Very exten- 

ve in ull English-speaking countries, the 
Doddringe-Cotterill text belng the moat popu- 
tar. (Seo English Hymnody, Early, § aI 

-I3) 
Lord of the sinless world above. W’. 

J. Troms. [Adult Baptirm, or Confirmation.) On 
the pursing of the Act for the stration of 
Births there was a panic amongst the poor, and 
a test rush to the churehes for Holy Haptism. 
In one day 400 children were baptized in Dr. 
Irona's chureh, St. Mary's, Newington, and 
23 slults on another, On other days there 
_— also great gatherings of children and 
adults for the sacred rite. Under theae eir- 
cummstaboes unil amid these surroundings Dr. 

ah eR . © Chri. » Catt bares, IS4; iv Dr. Irons’s Appendiz to the 
Seem Mctrical Pealter, ise his Hye. for 
head Church, 1866 ; and in bis Ps. and 

Sor the Church, 1873-75, ke. It is in a few einer only, and its use is not equal to 
5) 

the wide extended [oxten- 
ain, C. Wesley. 

Tat pub. in the Jf, : pan ee Peat trad P. Sl, in 10 st. of 41 and h i eaded “A Hyon 
vod. tp aad) ee Works, 188-72, . ; e Si tot ea. HT. Bk. it was given in two part pe — a 
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Mr. G. J. Stevenson, in his Meth. H. Bk. 
Notes, 1883, p. 501, says of this hymn > 

~ Tt was bly written in 1736, previously to the 
and bie tewther Juben sailing to Asnerica with 

seneral Oglethorpe and the Moravians. This seems to 
te plainly indicated by the language of the second 
wi -_ 

baekear For Thee we leave our native shore, 
In other climes Thy works explore.” 

This view, however, is not that of Dr. 
Osborn, the editor of the Wesley Poetical 
Works, 1808-72. In vol. i, pp, 228-231, there 
are given the telluwing hymns :—* Servant of 
God, the summons hear" : * Lord of the wide- 
extended main"; and “Glory to Thee, Whose 

werfal word”; and to the first of these 
et Servant of God," &c.) Dr. Osborn adds the 
following note :— 

“ The animating strains of this hymn and the two 
next are by no means in accomance with Charles Wes- 
Joy's sgdritwal comditiog and teoxl of mind in December, 

dion Toop were seovegectakty conapensdi prrpumatton a UD ' 

for his second voyage. whieh teeab ie Auguat 1739. Nor 
can we imagine anything more saltable for the cocaston ; 
while in the hyans ** Te be fone at Sea" (Lord of the 
wide-extended main) and * In» Storm” (“Gly to 
Thee, Whose powerful word") the Curtstian and the 
yeet to equal advantage, Jt may be dealted if 
the fell assurance of falth was ever more finely ex- 
pressed, or at the same time more rationally vindicated, 
han in the second amd the third of the three hymns 
which follow one another bere” 

This suggestion by Dr. Osborn that the date 
ig 1739 is made almost certain with regurd to 
** Servant of God," &e., and presumably of the 
other two, by the fact that *Servent of God,” 
&e., is found in Divine a Jor the ee of 
the Societies, by Richard Wyan, 1789, This 
tract contains three hymns, two by Wyan (one 
addressed to Whitefleld) and “Servant of 
God, the summons hi ar,” by C. Wesley. The 
Wesleys, by printing the three hymus, * Ser- 
vant of God,” &e,, * Lord of the wide,” &c,, and 
“ Glory to Thee, &c.,"" as consecutive hymns 
in the Hys. & Sac. Poems, 1740, seem to fix the 
date of these hymns as 1739, when Whitefield 
went on hix seeond voyage to America, 
The hymn * Servant of G the summons 

hear,” ia rarely used, whilst “Glory to Thee, 
Whose powerfal word,” ix given in several 
collections in America, and as “AL praise to 
Thee. Whose powerful word,” in a few in WG. 
Britain. (Ww. T. B) 

Lord of the worlds above. I. Watts. 
a Ixzziv.] lst pub. in his J's, David, 

» 1719, iu 7 st. of 8 1, as the third version 
of the 84th Peal. In addition to ite use in 
its full form, there are also severs! arrange- 
ments of the text, the more important being :— 

1, That ia the Wes H, Bk. 1576, and many others 
derived from the same source, This appeared to the 
Weeley Pa, Hys., i738; the en! ed. of the sume, 
1743; ard the Wes, Mf ME. tee Tt te very . 
2 Acento of at. 4, fil, iv, and vil, This 

was gites with alterations in Whiteteld’s (ol, 17635; 
Madan’s P's. & Hys., 1740; Toplady’s fs, & Hye, 1776, 
and Chas bate the hytmn-books of the Church of land, 
fo sume nedern collections, as Serum, Iné4, aed Theleg's 
(ial, 1452, seane of these alterations are still retained, 
Uemally, bowever, the text ls correct. 

S. Other arrangements are given i many mebern 
bytmnals, the constrocthen of which may be tested by 
reference to Watte’s 2orlons, It will be found that in 
moet cases the original text i+ retained 

As a poraphrase this ranks amongst the 
best by Watts, The metre is an imitation of 
that employed for the first time by John 
Puljain, in his Version of the 148th Psalm in 
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the Eaglish Pealter, 1560, [See 014 Version, 
iv. bx.) {J. J.J 
Lord, shall Thy children come to 

Thee? Hp. S. Hinds. [Confirmation.] In 
Sonnete and other Short Poema, chiefly on 
Sacred Subjects. By Samuel Hinds, DD., 
Lond., B, Fellowes, 1834, p. 65, is the fol- 
lowing :— 

“ (Confrmation Hymn. 
“ Lord, shall Thy ebiidren come to Thee? 

A leon pil polar von : 
n . 

eee oa oes a om chil that 
May come Theaneeives to Thee this day, 

* Lord, shall we come, and come again ? 
OR a8 we soe Tabte spreed, 

And, tokens of . dy abn, 
The wine poer'd out, the broken bread ; 

Bless, bless, © Lord, Thy children's prayer, 
That they may come and Gnd Thee there, 

** Lord, shall we coene, come yet again ? 
Thy children ask ome blessing more — 

Te comne, (net now alone amd then, 
When life and death and time are o'er, 

Then, then to come, O Lord, and be 
Confirmed in heaven, contirmed by Thee!" 

= mn y Rugly Seheul Chapel 
ys. for ae ughy Schoo C 

cirea 1843 (1851) ed. No, 51), the following 
stanza by H. J. Buckoll, was added as xt, ili, 
thus making a hymn of 4 st. :— 

+ Lord, shall we come? ot thus alone 
At boly time, or selemn rite ? 

Bat every bour til life be flown, 
Throwgh weal or woe, to glowms of light,— 

Cosoe to Thy throne of , that we 
Tn fatth, bope, love, confirmed may be'* 

In addition to writing this stanza, Buckoll 
made a few alterations in, and repunctunt d 
Bp. Hinds's text. Two forms of the hymn 
have thus come into use, the first the original, 
and the second the Hinds-Buckoll text. 
The latter is that usually given in the Public 
Schools hymn-books, WW. J] 

Lord, solemnize our trifling minds. 
G, Burder. (Before Sermon) A al in 
his Coll, of Hymne, &e., 1784, No. 200, in 3 st. 
of 41], as one of a number of hymns for use 
* Before Sermon,” and aguin in later eds, of the 
same work. In modern hymnals, as the New 

», 1859, No, 786, it is altered to“ Great 
God, impress our trifling minds.” (J. J.J 

Lord, speak to me, that I may speak. 
Frances R. Ha 1. (Lay Helpers.) Written, 
April 28, 1872, at Winterdyne, and first printest 
as one of Parlane's musical leatlets in the 
same year, In 1874 it was pub, in her Under 
the Surface, and in 1879 in Life Moeaie. In 
the original 3, it ia headed “A Worker's 
Prayer. ‘ None of us liveth to himeelf.’ Rom. 
xiv, 7." This hymn has become very popular, 
and is highly esteemed by those engaged in 
Christian work, a J.) 

Lord, teach a little child to pray. 
Thy grace betimes, &c. J. Ryland, [A 
Child's Prayer.) This simple prayer for a 
chiki’s use is the most popular and widely 
wel of Dr. Ryland’s hymns. From his Me- 
moire of Andree Fuller, 1831, pp. 442 and 
453, we find that this hymn, and another, 
beginning “God is very good to me,” were 
written by him at the reyuest of Mrs, Faller 
for the use of her child Sarah, who died May | Milman's I's, & Hye, 1887, and 

LORD, THOU DIDST Al 

80, 1786, aged 6 years and 6 mont 
of the numerous collections in 
found it is erroneously attribute 
Taylor.” The Taylor hymn ope 
same line, but the second is 
accept mny prayer.” 

y — teach ir how = - 
. Montgomery. rayer. ‘rit! 

and first printed on ohcoadahen 
gomery's * Prayer is the soul's sinc 
“ What shall we ask of God in pi 
“ Thou, Goi, art a consuming fire 
the Nonconformist Sunday Scho 
field. In Cottorill’s Sel, Sth ed 
280, it wna repented in full in « 
and headed, “ preparations + 
in man.” During the same yeur | 
with alterations and the omission 
E. Bickersteth's Treatise on, 
Montgomery's Christian Pealmis 
482, the text in Bickersteth w 
with the restoration of st, ii., and 
Setof tl The text in his Orig 
1853, No. 65, is that of the Christ 
with the change of at. iv., Il. 1, 2 

* God all Grace, we come to * 
With broken, contrite bearts 

to:— 
+ Ged of all . we bring to! 
A broken, Souris heart” 

ia change is set down in rs 
ontgomery's private copy © 

Peal. in his own ie oA T 
full or abridged, is in numerow 
The variations of text which arc 
arisen in a great measure from 

ing from Cotterill's Sel. o 
othue from the Christian Peals 
The first is the original, and the 
the above correction in Orig. I 
the authorized text. In some Ai 
tarian collections, including A / 
1848; ond the HM, [aad Tune) Bi 
and the Home, &¢., 1868, a lym 
“ God of all grace, we come to TE 
from this, and opens with st. iv, 

Lord, that I may learn o 
vesley. [Humility desired. } 

Short Hymns, &e., 1762, vol. i, N 
at. of 4.1. (2. Works, 1868-72, vo 
On its introduction into the Wes. 
No. 293, at. ii., 1, 1, was change 
me cast myself welde” te * Let 
reeds aside.” This reading is re 
revised ed. of cog rel other 
A cento partly from this hymn o 
J. Berridge on in Berr} 
Songs, 1785, in 6 st. of 4.1, as *, 
look on me.” Of this text st. i, ij 
ultered from Wesley’s bymn as « 
ii, v. and vi. are by Berridge, 
given without alteration im T.on 
Fook of Praise, 1862, and in wh. 
in nutnerous collections through 
speaking countries, 

Lord, Thou didst arise ar 
H. Milman. (Christ Stilling the | 
pub. in Bp. Heber's humou: 
op) 4G, in 2atof 8 L, and 
the 4 ater ie preen ry he 
the Gospel for that day. rtf wa 



LORD, THOU HAST BEEN 

in many hymn-books in G. Britain and 
America. ; 

Lo Thou hast been Thy people's 
rest. J. Montgomery, [Pe. zc.) Appeared 
in bis Songs of Zion, 1 in7st.of 71 In 
his Original Hymns, 1853, st. i. iv., v. and vi. 
are givenas hymu No, xlvi. In Dr, ne 
Peaiter, 1860.0 cento was given as the 
of Ps. xc, and is thus composed ;— 

Se, 1, of. and v., J. Mow a 

St. iil., tv. and vi, Br, ; 
Dr. Kennedy's Hymno, Chriat,, No, 9, in two 
te is this same text repeated with the addi- 

tion of a doxology to Pt. i. In the Preface 
to this collection, the of thie renderin 
of Ps, xe. taken from Montgomery is attributed 
to the Rev. A. T. Russell in error, [J. J.) 

Lord, Thou hast won, at length I 
yield. J. Newton. _——— to Christ.) 
Ap Lin the Gospel Magazine, Jan., 1775, 
in 7 #. of GL, headed “ ‘The Surrender,” and 

“Vigil.” Aftera slight revision it was 
iven in the Olney Hymns, 1774, Bk. i., No, 
21, in 7 st. of 61, with the extended heading 

* ‘Phe Rebel’s Surrender to Grace. Lord, what 
wilt Thou have me todo?" It is based on 
the words of St. Paul uttered on his way to 
Damascus, and recorded in Acts ix. 6. Al- 
though there is nothing in the Memofra of 
Newton (so far as we can ed to justify us in 
saying that thie hyn is autobiographical, yet 
its intense individuality suggests that it is so, 
and that he found in the flereeness of Baul 
the persecutor, and the submissive ful- 
ness of Saul the disciple, the embodiment of 
his own history and experience. Thus re- 
garded the hymn is interesting, but for pre- 
tical rposes it is far from being one of New- 
tou’s beat productions. It is found in a few 
collections, but in an abbreviated form. [J.J.] 

Lord, Thou in all things like wert 
[wast] made. J. Anstice. (Paasiontide.) let 
pub. in his ( umous) Hymne, 1806, No. 21, 
in G st. of 41, and again in the Child's Chrie- 
tian Year, 1841. From the Child's C. Year it 
ee In all things like Tuy brethren, 

hon,” into the Leeds H. Bk, 1 No. 295, 
This form of the hymo has, become popular, 
and especially with the Nonconformists, [tis 
sometimes attributed to J. Keble. J. J.) 

Lord, Thy children ie and keep 
Ep. ¥. W. Hear, azn Narrow Way.] lst 
pe in Morrell & How's Ps. & Hye, 1854, in 

» Of G 1, and based on the words : “ Narrow 
ia the way that lendeth unto life.” It has be- 
aa tae popular with hymnal compilers, 
and, in fall or in wt abrid form, it is found 
AroehtTous collections in G. Britain and 

erlen. Orig. text in the 8. P.C. K. Church 
HTys., 1871, (J. J.J 

R 7A, glory fills the heaven. Hp, 
tending t (Holy Trinity.) This hymn, ex- 
Dent B from 1 ast. of 8 1. in the Cooke and 
Dominy symnal, 1853, to 3 st. of 81. in Landes 
oB right Y., 1884. is from Bp, Maunt’s 
192,15. | re viskon that delighted” (see p. 
rede al t is in extensive use, especially in 

“ a (J. JJ 
Bae. hed word abideth. Sir H. WV. 

y Seripture.) Written for and 

LORD, WE HAVE WANDERED 695 

Ist pob. in H. A, & M., 1861, It has attained 
4 great circulation, aud is in C. U, in all 
English-speaking countries, It bas alao been 
transkoted into several languages. There is a 
tr. in German by Miss Winkworth, in Biggs’s 
Annotated H. A. M., 1867, beginning “ Herr, 
Dein Wort muss bleiben.” fr. J) 

Lord, to me Thy minsters are, ae 
Howse of God.) This cento, which was glyen 
in W.J, Blow's Church Hy. & Tune Bk, [852- 
55, is composed thus; st. i, ii, are from the 
late Arclidvacon Churton's fr. from the Anglo- 
Saxon pub. in his Poetica, and the remain- 
iny stanzas, iii-v., are original by Mr. Blew. 
The cento bas passed into several collections, 
including Kennedy, 1863; Rice’s Sel. fron 
Blew, 1870, and others. [J. J.J 

Name. P. Doddridge. (Divine Compassion, 
Written Oct, 29, 1735 (p. was. No. ¥.),amd wat 
in Job Orton's ed. of Doxlilridge # (post ve | 
Hymne, &e., 1755, No. 55, in 6 st. of 4.1, an 
aguin in J. D. Humphreys's ed. of the same, 
1839, No. 68 The original heading is “The 
frailties of human nature, and God's gracious 
regard to it. Ps. citi. 14." In modern hymn- 
books it is aanally abbreviated. (J. J 

Lord, we are blind, we mortals 
blind. J. earl ag nl Pob. in 
his Hye, & Spiritual &, 1709, Bk. 1i., No. 26, 
in 4 ot. of 4 1 and headed “God Invisible.” 
In the American Plymouth Coll,, 1855, it bo- 
gine with at. ii, “Infinite leagues beyoud the 
oe (J. 3) 
Lord, we come before Thee now. 

W. Hammond. (whic Worship.) lat pub. 
in his Pe, & Hyn., 1745, p. 32, in st. of B 1, 
In 1760 M. Madan reduced it to 6 st. of 41. 
and as such it was given in his Ps. & Hys, 
of that year, No.121. From this arrangement 
of the ea most modern editors have taken 
their text. Orig. in Lyra Brit. 1867, (J. JJ 

Lord, we confess our numerous 
faults. J. Watts, [Saleation by Grace.) 
let pub. in his Hys. & &. Songs, 2nd ed., 1708, 
Bk. i, No. 111, in 6 et. of 4.1, and headed 
“Salvation by Grace.” It is in C, U. in its 
fall form, and also abbreviated and altered 
ae 

. “Tis net by works of righteousness, This arrange- 
aus tale vie ee Tis ese bs limited. te 

&. How wretched was our former state. [nthe | raft 
of the Seotthh Tranlations and Maraphrases, 1745, 
Watts’s hymn wae given with alterations as No. 1%, but 
im the autberized public worship eeme of the Tre. and 
Pa .y in t7H2, 10 gave place to * How wretched was 
our er state,” which was thas composed —et. 4. 
new ; it, Watts; I. new; lv. Watts and 17455 ©. from 
12455 ¥i. Watts and 1745, vil, from 1745, This recast 
has beers in ose in Scotland! and elsewhere for more thats 
one burered years. It is sotmetionns aciributed to W. 
Cameron (q- ¥.}, bat La not assigned to him in the mark- 
legs, by Cameron's eldest daughter, of the Tvs, and 
rerepee- les authorship is therefore douleful, 
: A from the of our God. This is a re. 

written form «uf the Seat Tra, and Paraphs. text, by 
Miss Jane BE. Leeson, and was pub. in ber Merophs. and 
Hymns, 1553. . J.J 

Lord, we have wandered from Thy 
way. 2. Dedidridge. (log Tost Sheep, 
This hymn in the p. mes., No. 62, is undated, 
but immediately precedes one written on Apr I 
10, 1785, and may be dated efrea 1735. It 
wae included in Jub Orton sed. of Doddridge-'y 



696 LORD, WE SIT AND CRY TO LORD, WHO ONCE FI 

humous) Hymns, &e., 1755, No. 65, in Bat. | Carlisle. It is the first hymn in 

of 3 L, and again in J.D. Humphreys's ed. | tion, and is headed ‘ tntreluctor 

of the same, 1839, No. 79, In each case the bebecree 1 " (8. PC. K. Church 

original title, “ The wandering Sheep re- | tated ed., 1881.) Tn 1805, it was re 

covered, Pa, exix. 176,"is retained. (J. J.) | Carlyle's Poems Suggested chéesl 

Lord, we sit and to Thee. H. H. Avia Minor, Therein it is entitles 

Ph any [Quin rye lind Man ai | Drfore Public Worship.” It is is 

eeka| Ta pod. in Bp. Hebere (posthu- | It is usually given in 4 st. by the 

mous) Hymns, &e,, 1827, p. 4Y, in 2 st. of 6 by pe til, iv. To the fourth reaag a 

and again in his I's. Hys,, 1837. It is based joxalogy is — av in the i yr 

on the Gospel for Quinquagesima. In Hall | 4 siege raed uld as opi yn 

and Lasar’s American Evangelical Hyl., N. Y., if not older. It is well to note t 

iti “ “* | of each of the three Christian 

pag ay altered to “ Lord, we ion 2)” Hope, and Charity, in Public Wi 

Lord, what a feeble piece. J. Wutts. 

(Ps. xe.) His s, m. version of Ps. xe., which 

appeared in bis Psalms of Dawid, 1719, in Sst. 

of 1, and headed “The Frailty and Sirort- 

ness of Life.” In Martineau's Hymna, &c., 

1840 and 1873, it is given as * Lord, what a 

fleeting breath"; und in the Leeds H. Bk., 1853, 
ns “ Lerd, make us know how frail.” (J. J.) 

what a wretched land is this. 

1 natn wba Hye &. Songe, 100. Dl, 
0. 53, in 12 at. of 41, and entitled “ The 

Pilgrimage of the Saints; or, Earth and 
Heaven.” In Spurgeou's 0. O, H. Bk., 1866, 

st, viii-xii, were given as “Our journey is 

a thorny maze.” This arrangement, together 
with) abbreviations beginning with the first 

stanza, is in several collections, (J. 5.] 

Lord, what is man? extremes how 

wie a3 Appenss ia tee Oey Hyman and Glory] A 2 na, 
1774, Bk. iii, No. 88, in 6 st. of 4 1 ond 
headet, * Man by Nature, Grace, and Glory.” 
It is the last of the longer hymns given in the 
Olney H., and would appear to have been de- 
signedly placed there as s fitting close to 
the work, a few “short hymna,” and four 
doxologies only, following. The closing stanza 

forth in the original text: and 

omission of st. iii, iv. that of 

ignored in the modern form o! 
Its use during the last eighty yes 

its full or inan abbreviated form, b 

extensive in all English-apeakin 
Orig. text Lyra Brit., 1867, p. 
also been translated into several 
The H. A. & M. text without t 
has been rendered into Latin, as: ' 
jcamus ad thronum Tuum, De 

RK. Bingham, in his Hyranol 
tina, 1871, In Kennedy, 1865, 
version in $ at. of 8 1. is giver 
when before Thy righteous thr: 
use ia confined to that work. 

Cara” [Tharadep.], Appearel rlyle. ureday. 
Ps & Hyp, &e. Elina y J. 
Curlisle, in 1802. It was appoi 
“ Fifth Day, Firet Morning,” and 
41. In 1808 it passed inte A Sef 
Anthems, &o., for Elmdon Chur: 
ham, No. 17; in 1807 into The 
and Biblical Magazine; and subse 
various hymu-books in G. Britains 
Although a good hymn it is the 
of Carlyle’s prodactions. 

Lord, when we search t 
is exceedingly appropriate :— heart. J. Montgomery. [The | 

“ Nearest the throne, and first in song, Heart.) This hymn was written 
Man shall bis ballelujahs raine ; page of a juvenile missionary 

— by ir George Cookman 
ontgomery mentions his havin 

in a letter to Mr. Cookman’s ! 
“ Sheffield, June 24, 1819" (Mont 
moira, iii. p. 49). The hymn 
in Cotterill’s Sel., 8th ed., 1819 
7 st. of 410 In Montgomer; 
Pealmist, 1825, No. 549, it was rm 
slight variations, and the additi 
stanza (vili.). This text with 
“Thy name and know * 
Lg ay ane Thy knowledge,” it 
ginal Hymne, 1 No, 170. 
Lord, Who once trom } 

J. Tatham, (The 
herd.] 1st printed in his Poems, 
Translated, Sundbach, 1836, in 
ng the fourth of four hymna for 
of the Sandbach Sunday School 
was reprinted in his cousin’s an 
Hys. Selected for Use of the Par 
bach; and again in English and 
dated July, 1827, and privately pr 
The form of the hymn known to 
nals was given it in the 1850 e] 
for the Rughy School Chapel, wh 

While woerd!'ring angels rownd him 
And swell the chorus of his praise.” 

Although lacking the general interest and 
popularity of Newton's hymns, it i# given in 
several collections. J.3)J 

Lord, when Thou didst Thyself un- 
dress. H. Vawghan. [Passiontide.] Pub. in 
his Silex Scintillans ; or, Sac, Poema, &e., Pt.i., 
1650, and again in the reprint by the Rev. H. 
F. Lyte, 1846 (1858 ed,, p. 46), in 5 st. of 41, 
and entitled “The Incarnation and Passion.” 
In its complete form it is not found in mo- 
dern hymnala, but st. iv. and v., os “Ah, my 
dear Lord, what could’st Thou spy,” are given 
in Thring’s Coll., 1882, (4. J.J 

Lord, when we bend before Thy 
throne. J.D. Carlyle. (Lent.) ‘This hymn 
appeared in A Coll. of Ps. and . by Vari- 
ous Authors, Chiefly designed for Puhlie Wor- 
ohip, Carlisle, 15 The editor was the Rev. 
John Fawcett, Viear of St, Cuthbert's, Cur- 
lisle, “an intimate mmol friend of Pro- 

fessor Carlyle; and this hymn was written by 
the author for use before Divine Service in 
St. Cuthbert’s Church, where he regularly 
attended when in residence as Chancellor of 



LORD! WHOSE LOVE 

were omitted. This form of the text is in 
Kennedy, 1863, and several other wer ey 

B.] 
Lord! Whose love in [and) power 

excelling. Mp. BR. Heber. [Epiphany] Ap- 
in his posthumous Hymne, &ce, 1827, 

p. 35, indetof #1. It is based on a part of 
the Gospel for the 3rd 5, after the Epiphany 
the healing of the Leper). It isin C. U. in 
treat Britain and America, and usually with- 

out alteration. (J. J.J 
Lord's Prayer in Verse, The. Metrical 

paraphrases of the Lord's Prayer in English 
date from an early period, and are of varyl 

th and merit. Several are annota 
under their respective first lines, and may be 
found through the Index of Seasons and Sub- 
jects. Of those that remain we shall group in 
this article :-— 

1. In Churton's Early English Church, 1840, 
two examples are given, which date from the 
12th and 13th centuries. These are:—<{1) The 
Lord's Prayer, “in metre sent by Nicholas 
Breakspeare fore Adrian IV.) into England in 
the time of Henry IL, ap. 1160." It reads :— 

~ Ure Padyr in heaven-rich 
‘Thy nate be hallyed everlich 
Thea us Thy michel bilsse. 
Als hit ie heaven y<tee, 

beene tt also. 
that lasteth ay, 

Thou send it ome this fle day 
Forgive ous all that we have don, 

«) Picieer pg fro the fowbe thing.” 
second is of Henry LIL's time, about 

4.0, 1250, and reads :— 
“ Padir ur, that es in bevene 
Halu be name bo neren. 
Thou de us Thy rich rike 
Thy will on erd be wrought alike 
iia i to weonght in beven ay § 

Forgive Thou acoacat” 
As we forgive tll ur detturs ; 
And ledde us in ma 
But shuld us fra ivel thing.” 

2 In Camden's Remains (J. R. Smith's re- 
print, 1870), in the chapter on * 1 there is the first of the above, and another 
which Camden dates as of the period of 
Henry HL. This reads :— 

“ Fader that art in bea’ ling 

coreeriress 
Thin bely will be rh don, 
1a heaven and In erdb alo, 
So Mt aball bin full well le tro, 
GIf es all bread om this day 
And forgif us ure sine 
As We do ure wider wins; 
Let us mot in fomding falt 

a PP lab anpieoriaag Amen.” 

isetrical versions of The Lord's 
= mayer which Sppeared in the Old Version 

(1) In the Anglo-Gencean Psalter, 156 1 [oid Mord i=) (St. Paul's Cathedral Lieber, 
tingham, Wee ee eee oe ee (@) "Our gracious Father, which oa bie 4) ox Dost dwell, and hist alt power and might,” (0) “ Our Father and most us Lord, The ‘ost rich in merey grace and loube.” 

re Scie ° 8 version by R, Cox, viz. — 
And maket vs al coe heehee ety 

(2) Ta the English Buitum of the Pealter [oid 

LORD'S PRAYER IN VERSE 697 

Version, § 1¥., V.}, 1560, the version of R. Cox 
is also found ; and, again, in the ed, of 1560-1, 
In the Complete Paalter for use in the Church 
of England (Old Version, § Vii), the 1562 ed. 
contained the version, already noted, by R. Cox, 
and an anonymous rendering which hegins :— 

“ Ove Gaber which im heaven art, 
Lord, ballowed be thy name." 

4. Between the 0. V. and the N. FV. several 
versions appeared, including :— 

(1) Henry Lok, in his Eeclesiastes, otherwise 
the Preacher, &c,, 1597 [Pealters, Versions] :— 

* Our Father which in beawen art, 
Lorde | hallowed be thy mane.” 

This is given jo full in Farr’s Sel, Poetry, 1845, 
(2) Robert Holland in his work, The Aolie 

Historie of ovr Lord ond Saviour Jeaus Christ's 
natinitie, life, acts, &c,, L504 :— 

“ Pray thus, when i* do pray, therefore :— 
Our Father, which in heawen art." 

This is given in full in Farr as above, p. 477. 

5. The Supplement to the New Version (Tate 
& Brady [Mew Version, § ii.j), 2nd ed. 1702, 
containg two versions — 

(2) * Our Father, who fs Heaven art, 
thy nate be hallow'd in each beart;" 

(2) “ Our Father, who in Heaven art 
all ballow'd be thy Game.” 

Theae versions were retained in the 
“Hymns” printed at the end of the New 
Version, until the modern hymn-book caused 
the reprinting of the New Version to cease. 

6& During the eighteenth century several 
parapbrases, some in full and others of por- 
tions of The Lord's Prayer, were published, 
Of these we note :— 

1) A. Pope’s Universal Prayer, 1733:— 
“Father of all! in every age,” published in 
that year in his Works, and, separately, in folie. 

(2) Charles Wesley's “Father of all, Whose 
powerful voice,” 1742 (p. 368, H.). 

(3) “ Father of all, we bow to Thee” (p. 368, 
ii.). In the Scottish Zvenslations and Para- 

(Draft, 1745; authorized, 1781} As 
altered in Cotterii's Sel, 1819, it occurs as, 
“ Father of all, to Thee wo bow." 

(4) James Merrict's “Father of all, Whose 
seat of rest,” in his Poems om Sacred Sabjects, 
Oxford, 1763. 

(5) J, Struphan’s “ Our Father, whose eternal 
sway,” in Rippon's Bap, Sel., 1787, 

7. The nineteenth century has produced 
several versions of The 's Prayer, many 
of whieh have come into C. U., and may be 
found in this Dictionary through the Index 
ef Seasons and Subjects (q.¥.). In addition we 
find the following :— 

(1) J. Montgomery. Two versions,—“ Our 

heavenly Father, hear our prayer’ (q.¥.); and 
“Our heavenly Father! hear,” in his Christian 
Paalrmist, 1825, 

(2) A. Jtdson. 
in hearen.” p, 608, 1. 

(3) B. Barton, “ Father of all, Who dwell'st 
above,” in his Jevotional Verse, 1826. 

(4) J. Conder. In his Choir and Oratory, 
1837, the whole J'rayer is paraphrased in the 
following hymns :— 

1, Holy, holy, boly, Lord. In highest, &. (p. 257, i.) 
2. Thee, my God, in ceaseless lays. 
3 Thon from whout all being sprang 
4. Day by day the manna fell. (p. 282, L.) 

“Our Father God, Who art 
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5. Father, to sinful child. #78, ih.) ‘orka, 1868-72, vol, iv. p. 9). 1 

6, Heavenly Faiber, to wows oe (p. $08, i.) = rc heded. with te Lada am o1 

3, Raker at apie, Sot of Suave the Wee, H. Bk., Nu. 374, and in t 
Some of these appeared in former works by | ios reseed into a large number of bh 

Conder, and are noted in detail at the pages | i, An English-speaking countries 

agg in full im ™M 

ai Walt In his Cathedral, 1838, (5) f ‘liars. in his Cat 5 ‘ “ 7 

“The North Aisle” is devoted to The Lord's tg pe pag aha ee pers Alay 

England. The two forms, the fu Prayer, The use of the Prayer in the various 

Offices of the Church is made the groandwork | 9), dged, have thus into C. 1 

of the following paraphrases :— ita use it is found to rank wit 
of its author's work. Mr. G. J. 1. H, Baptim, “Our Father, freed from error's 

2. Daily Service, Our Father, who dost dwell has an interesting note thereom ix 

“ H. Bk. Notes, 1885, p. 266. 
ee. 

3. Litany. “Like as a Father His own children I is the theme of 1 

loves.” 
4. Ante-Com. “Out af a workd of grief and wrong.” | J. Mi . [Love] Writter 

Suadey heboad Jubilee, Sept. 14 
printed for use on that occasion. - 

5. Post-Com. *‘* Qor Father, knit in Thy dear Son.” 

6. H. Matrimony. “0 Thoa of whom ail families.” 

was included in his Original Hymn 
Get oftl. Ute fuod i &he . 

1 Burial, “0 Father of the fatherless, to The,” 

(6) Anon. “Our ve — Who art in 

heaven. To Thee,” &c. In Curwon’s My Quon 

H, Bk., 1848, and the Afets. 8 SH, be. 1979, | H. Bk, 1879, and others. 
(7) G@, Movltrie. “Father of all, to Thee we Love, strong as death, nay & 

H. Bonar, (Holy Communiora, 
in late ecitiona of the Bible . B. 
1845), No. 215, in 1 st. of 151, and 

pray,” in bis Hys, avd Lyrics, 1867. 

(3) W. R. Worthington, In Lyra Precatorsa. 

the lat Series of his Hys. of Ferith « 
1257. In Kennedy, 1863, itis altered 

Siz Hymns on the Petitions in the Lard's Prayer, 

faltering not nor failiny.” 

&e. By the Rev. W. K. Worthington, a. ; 

Loving herd of Thy she 

Lond,, Masters & Co., 1874. 

8 To these notes must be added those which 

BE, Leeson, » Good rd. ie ad somes of Chtethood. 
17, in B st. of BL, and headed with 

are scattered throughout this Dictionary, and 

can be found through the Index of Seasons and 

— The result, although not exhaustive, 

will yet present a fairly good réeumd of the 

Engilsh metrical versions of The Lord's | + My sheep hear My voice, and I kr 

Prayer. (S8ce Various.) (J. J.) | and’ they follow Me,” &c. In ites ori 

Loud hallelujahs to the Lord. J, | it is not often found in moderm bh 

Watts. (Ps. | This palm version ap- | In H. A. & M. 1875, and most ot 

red with some 13 or 14 others in the Ist | tions, lines 4-8 of st. i, are omitted, ‘ 

ed. of bis Hys. & 8, . 1707, and waa | ing a hymn of Sst.of41 The om 

transferred in 1719 to his Pealme of David, &., | are — 
* Thomght with blood, and 4 for 

Thine, and only Thine, I'd be. 
Holy, barmlert, bumble, nati, 
Jesus Christ's obedient chiid,’~ 

p. 592, a8 his 1. M. phrase of Pa. 148, in 

T2st.of 41. It is headed“ Universal Praise 

The H. A. & M. text is the u 
the hymn. = 

to God.” It is usually given in modern 
hymnals in an abbreviated form. {J. J.J 

Loud to the Prince of heaven. P. 
Dodd Christ abt pcg lst pub. in 
J. Orten’s ed. of Doddridge’s (posthumous 
Hipans: a, Be. 42, = Sst of 81, a 

headed “ ‘riump! Christ in the cause Ps ahi 

of ‘Truth, Moskness, und Righteounness.” It nadir ag See age ip at ht ‘ 

was also ropeate! in J. D, Humphreys’s ed. of | oy Ros , HL t aloe gt 

the same, 1899, No. 52. Tn its original form | pe Oek, 
Fe ts Booed ins fm Collactionn, Wass 100 poant | int 6 Seen ne eeaeice march 
poptilur form, and that which is in extensive | Greifewald, 1770 (Ilamburg), One ham bee 
use in G. Britain and America, begins with st. | . Gott, wann et silaser BE ricé 

iL. “ Gird on Thy conquering sword.” (J.J.) | Mak) tt 0, $8 te 1s poet ace 
tribulation” Tr. as (1) “My restless 

Loud was the wind and wild the,) seulsh moaning.” tw ais Cut, 16h. P,] 

tide. H. F. Lyte. fometet walking on the | Ol! wee ea nly Peemee” 
Sea.) Pub. in his Poems chigfly Religi . ar 

1838, p. 185, in 2 st. of 8 J, and headed “It Lowell, James Russell, m.1.p 
ia I, be not afmnid.” In 1858 it was given Cambridge, Mussachneetta, Februar, 

in the Leeds H. Bk, No. 292, and anbse- | graduated at Harvard College, 1s: 
quently repeated in other collections, as “ Who called to the Bar in 1840, Professor 

walks the waves in wondrous guise?” This | Languages and Literature (s-ucce 

form of the text ia in 5 et, of 4 1, the addj- | Poet Longfellow) in Harvard, 1555; 

tional stanza being by another hand, [J.J.] a ba yrany pres ee in 
was or lantio Monthly, 

Louisa Henrietta. [Luise Henriette.) to 1862: and of the North preci. ll 

Love Divine, all loves excelling. | from 1863 to 1872. Professor Lows 

C. Wesley, (The Love of Christ.) 1st pub, in | most intellectual of American poets, 

Hys. for thoae that Seek, and those that Hare | of her art critics and humorists. 
Redemption, 1747, No. 9, in 4 st, of 8 1 (P. | written much admirable moral ar 

Liwe, Johann Friedriceh, 
1729 at Clausthel, in the Harz, » 
law at the University of Gittine wen 
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, but no hymns One piece, “Men, 
Laiot 4 Wty it is that ye" (Aguinst Slavery), 
is part of an Anti-Slavery poem, and in tts 

sent form is found in Hys. of the Spirit, 
Peet. Part of this is given in Songs for the 
Sanctuary, N.Y., 1865, as “They are slaves 
who will not choose.” - MB) 

Léiwenstern, Matthiius Apelles von, 
was b. April 20, 1594, at Neustwit, in the 

incipality of Oppeln, Silesiun, where his 
father wis asuldler, He early distinguished 
himself by bis musival abilitice, wes appointed 
in 1625, by Duke Heinrich Wenzel of Miins- 
terberg,, a6 his music director and treasurer at 
Bernstadt: in 1626, director of the princel 
echool at Bernstadt; and in 1631 Rath 
Secretary and also Director of finance. There- 
after he entered the servioe of the —— 
Ferlinand Il. (d. 1637), and Ferdi 10. 
as Rath, and was ennoblet by the latter. Fi- 
nally he became Steatarath at Oels to Duke 
Carl Friedrich of Minster’ » and d. at 
Breslau, April 11, 1648 (Koch, ti, 57-60; 
Allg. Deutsche Biog. xix. 318, &e.). 

Liwenstern's hymns, thirty in all, are of very varied 
worth, many being written in imitation of antique verse 
forms, and om the motives of the princes ander whean he 
bad served. [nh the original els, they were accompanied 
with melodies by bimerif, When or where they were 
firet pab. fot, sete) bs seackar, They were bound up 
with the ine Aircken wnd Hame-Music, 1644, and 
thete bear the tithe: 

Ayntela uder Gedench-Spriche Ihrer FP Pratl. 
GGG, Hn. Carl Priedrichs u 
+++. dann auch anderer Kriawchter Piratlicher Per- 
somen. Zusembt noch etlichen absonders beygesetaten 
Geistlichen trlen. Gestellet durch M. A, v. Le 

Threo of these hymns have been tr. >— 
i. Christe, du Beistand deiner Kreuzgemeine, [ /i 

time of War.) 1644, No. xvii, in 4 st. of 41,, 
entitled “5 apiphic Ode. For spiritual and tem- 
poral peace,” Included in many later collections, 
and as No. 215 in the Uwe. L. &,1851, It was 
# favourite hymn of Niebubr, and also of Bunsen, 
who included it in his Vermeh, 1433, and con- 
cluded with it the preface to his ibelwerk, 
The trs, in C, U. are p= 

1, Lerd of our life, and Ged of our Salvation. 
Contributed by Philip Pasey to A. R. Reinagle’s 
J ‘salma and Hymn Tunes, xford, 1840, p. 152, in 5st, It is rather founded on the German 
than a tr, a8. i, ii. om st. i; iiL-¥. on iiiy, 
The tune to which it was set was marked 
Buren as an “old Latin melody,” and so the 
Pusey hymn has sometimes been erroneously 
called a tr, froma Latin bymn of the 8th cent, 
From Xeinagle it passed into the Sulisnery H. fik., 
1857, and has been repeated in ff. A. & M., 
Sarwn Hyl. Hymnary, Church Hys.; and in 
America in the ‘rang, Hyl., N. ¥., 1880, Landes 

: wi, 1BB4, and others. 
J sid of Thine afflicted congregation. In 

full, by A. T, Russell, as No, 99 in the Dalston Hospital #. Fk, 1848, 
3. Christ, Thou the champion of the band who 

ah A pa and full é&. by Miss Winkworth 
sy ber Lyra Ger, ist Ser, 1855, p. 105; 
‘oe in Schaff's Christ in Sony, 1869, and 7 Ohio Lutheran Hyl,, 1880, In the 2nd ed. 
thet are Ger, 1856, it begins, “ Christ, Thou 
: hampion of that war-wern host.” 
A fh the leader of that war-worn host. 
b OW and full tr, based on Miss Winkworth, No azo Mercer in his CP, @ H. Bh, 1857, % 279 (Oxford ed,, No. 391 }, and repeated in 
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the American Sattath H. BA, 1858. From the 
version of 1858 Mr. Windle seems to have altered 
the form in his Coll, No, 268. 

ii. Mun preiset alle. [Missions] 1644, No. xil., 
in 5 st. of 61, entitled “ Alenic Ode.” A fine 
hymn of Praise. In the Une. L. S, 1851, 
No, 717. The tr, in C. UL is 

Now let we loudly, In full, by Miss Winkworth 
in her C. #, for England, 1863, No, 177, set to 
Lawenstorn’s original molody. 
ii, Wena ich in Anget und Noth, [Cross ond 

Consolation.) 1644, No, viii, in 7 st. of 7 L 
entitled “The 121° Psalm.” It is a fine ver- 
sion as 4 hymn of consolation in times of trouble. 
In the Berlin G, 2. &, ed. 1863, No. 984. The 
trs, in C. U. ares— 

1. Whes in distress and woe I lift, A good tr, 
omitting st. v., by H. J. Buckoll, in his A. from 
German, 1842, p. 19, repeated in the Dalston 
Hospital #4. BE, 1848, 

2. Whee ‘d and perplexed. A good tr., 
omitting st. v., vi, by Miss Winkworth in her 
Lyra Ger, Ind Ser., 1858, p. 70. In her Cf, 
for England, 1863, No. 142, altered and set to 
the original melody by Liiwenstern. [J. M.J 

Lowry, Robert, p. p.,«. of Crozier Lowry, 
was b. at Philadelphia Pennsylvania, March 
12, 1826, and educated at Lewisburg Univer- 
sity. Having received ordination as a Baptist 
Minister, his first charge was at West Ches- 
ter, Pennsylyania, From thenee he passed 
to New York City, and then to Brooklyn, 
N.Y. In 1876 he was appointed Professor 
of Rhetoric in ifs University. On resiguing 
his Professorship he un the charge 
of the 2nd Baptist Church, New Jersey, 
Dr, has been assoviated with some of 
the most popular Sunday School hymn-books 

blished in the States, including Happy 
Voices, 1865; Chapel Melodies, 1868; Bright 
Jescela, 1869; Pure Gold, 1871; Royal Dia. 
dem, 1873; Tidal Wave, 1874: Fountain « 
pf 1877; Welcome Tidings, 1877, &e. OF 
Dr. Lowry's bymns those which have attained 
the widest circulation are — 

1. Jerusalem, for ever bright. /feaen, Ap. 
peared in the American Tract Society's Happy 
Voices, 1865, with music by the author, 

2. Low in the grave He lay, Hesurrection of 
Christ, Written in 1874 and pub, in Brightest 
and Best, 1875, 

3. Marching on, on, Swnday School 
Battle Song, Appeared, with music by the 
author, in Happy Votcer, 1865, 

4. My bome is im heaven, my reat ia not here. 
In Happy Voices, 1865, with music by the 
author. 

5. My life flows om in endless song. Joy in 
God, In Bright Jewels, 1869 ; the Royal Diadem, 
1873, and others in America and G. Britain, 
with music by the author. 

” 6, Ome more day's work for Jesus. Wisk for 
Christ, Pub, with music by the author, ip 
Bright Jewels, 186%. 

7. Shall we gather at the river 1 Mutual recog. 
nition in the Hereafter. The origin of this 
hymn is thus set forth in E,W. Loug’s ius. 
trated Iistory of Hys. and their Authors, Phi|,- 
delphin, 1876, p, 64:— 
“On a very hot eammer day, in 1864.4 pastor 

seated in lds parteur in Brooklyu, N.Y. It wase on 
when an epidemic was nue; throwgh the cit 
draping many persons and deellings in mourning a 
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acquaintances were passing away to 

rit land im large nembers. The question began 

to arise in the heart, with unuseal emphasis, * Shall we 

meet again? We are parting at the river of death, shall 

snost at the fiver : life?" “Seating. sezerll ot the 

organ,” , ‘aiaoply to give wen pent 

ane a the heath, the = and muste of we 

hymn began to flow out, a if by Inepiration 1 
* Shall we gather at the river, 

Where bright angel feet have trod?” 

In 1865 the hymn and music were es in 

Happy Voices, No, 220, in 5 st. of 4 |, anda 

choras, The hymn has since passed into a great 

number of hymnals in G, Britain and America. 

& Take the wings of the morning; speed 

quickly thy flight. /rhortation to Repentance. 

Written for, snd pub, with music by the author 

in, the Koya! Diadem, 1873. 

9. Weeping will not save me. Sileation through 

Faith, Pub. in the Chapel Melodies, 1868, 

10, What can wash away my stain} J'reciows 

Blood of Jesus. Given in the Welcome Tidings, 
1877, with music by the author, 

11, Where is my wandering boy to-night! The 

absent Child. In the Fowntain of Song, 1877, 

together with music by the author. 

Most of these hymns are given in Mr. LD. 

Sankey's Sacred ion & Pts. ty } 

Loy, M., President of the Capital Uni- 

versity, Columbus, Ohio, contributed several 

original hymns, and translations from the 

German, to the 
Boangeical Lutheran Published by Order 

the Be. Lutheran Joint Syed of Ohio Other 
es. Columbas, Ohio, 1680, 

The translations may be found through the 

Index of Authors, &e. ; original hymos are 

the following :— 
1. An awful ta here. Moly Commmennion. 
2 At Jesus’ Roou jetas awoet. Holy 
3. Come, y Com- 

anion. 
4. Giveme, 0 Lord, a spirit lowly. Humility desired. 
5. God gave His word to boly men. Jmapiration of 

H, Scripture. 
6. God of grace, Whose word is sure. Flaithfulmess, 
7. How matchless is our Saviowr’s grace. Roly 

Bapticn, 
*, L thank Thee, Saviour, for the grief. Lent. 
9. Jesus took the lambs and blest them. Jihdy Bap- 

tiem. 
aa* Jess, Thow art mine forever, Jers, All and in 

11. Launch out into the deep. Call fo Jrity. 
12, Listen to those vuloes, Christmas. 
14, OGireat en 
14. O Lord, hast 

Duties. 
15. Our Shepherd of His ransomed flock, Holy Com- 

munition. 
16, The gospel shows the Father's grace. Joly Strip- 

fure. 
1%, The Isw of God is good and wise, Holy Seripture. 
1, Thoagh angels bright escape our sight. AY, 

Mickadt and AU se] 
to. Whee Heme shrouded earth tn night, The 

Reformation, 
oa When souls draw near the holy wave, (onfirmea- 

Several of these hymns, together with some 
of his tre, previously sppene in the Ohio 
Synod’s preceding Coll. of Hys. (3rd_ed., 
1858; 4th, 1863). (J. J.J 

Lucas of Prag, na. (Lucas is), 
was boat Prag about 1460, He studied at the 
University of Prag, graduating ua. in 1481, 
About 1482 he joined the Bohemian Brethren’s 
Unity, becoming in 1490 a member of their 

LUCIS CREATOR OPTI 

Select Council; and was, in 1500, ¢ 

Bishop of the _ He d. Dec 
He contributed 11 hymns to the 
H. Bk., 1501, and 106 others by hin 

the ed. of 1561, See, further, unde 
Hymaody, pp. 153-160; alao note oF 

degraden. una den Leib {< 
Lucis Creator optime. St. « 

Great (?) acs vening.) “Thi 
the eight hymns which the Bemedic 
assign to St, Gregory (Opera, Pari 
col. 879). Mone gives it as Nw. 6: 
of the 8th cent. at t and 
He thinks it was written in the f 
of the 5th cent. but not in Itealy ; 
quently neither by St. Ambrease, | 
has often been ascribed, nor by S&S 
who was only b, cir, 540. Deande? 
gives the text, and ativ. p. 49. cite 
i0th cent, Rheinau ws. Ameongr 
Mnseurn Mss it is found in three 
—— of the English Church 
xii. £. 96; Jul. A. vif 22; Harl. 2 
and in an 11th cent. Breviary of tl 
Chorch (Add. 30848 f.72), Et is 
the Ith cent. at Corpus Christi, 
(391, p. 231); end in the Lat. 4 
Anglo-Saxon Church (Surtees Soci 
is printed from an Iith cent. a8. 0 
(B. iii, 32 £5). Among the St. G 
is given in No, 20 of the 9th cent. 
413, of the 11th cent, &e. 

1t Is included in the Mozarabic, 1502, Re 
1474, and Rome, 1632); Sarum; Fork; . 
other Brevéaries, generally assigned ¢ 
Vespers. Dheniel entities it * A hyrnn of 
the First Day (of the Creation); armel Afe 
after the Octave of the Epiphany, At Sec 
The text & also in Wackermage!, i. NO, 59; 
Sariad.. 1851, p. 36; Aeuigafeld, ti. P45 
Hys. of the Primitive Church, 1837, No. 
Newman's Hymai Accleriae, 1424 anal 166 

Translations in C. U, :— 
1. Father of lights, by Whom eeach 

Newman, in the Tracts for the Tinv 
75, p. 793 and again in his Vaeerse: 
Occasions, 1868, p. 259. It is slight 
Blew's ChurcA Hy. & Tune Bie, 1 
Rice's Sel. from the same, 1870. No 

2. Bouroe of light and life divir-e. 
ler, in his Mys, of the Prim, Chgure 
It is given in some hrmn-books in 
form, and sometimes as, “ Soumrce 

divine," aa in the Fngliam’é 
and 1861, with an additional sta 
thence in Aenmedy, 1863. Ira TI 
1882, st. iv. is by the Editor, 

3. © blest Creater of the wr 
the dawn, &. By E. Caswall, im hit 
fica, 140, p. 13; aod his Hys & 
p. 5. This tr. is in several hy mn- 
the most widely used of the fs, o! 
Creator optime,” . 

4. © blest Creator of the lights, W 
day, @e. By J. M. Neale, in the 
1852, No. 8; the Hymner, 18822, an 

6. Creator of the light, Supr-eme. 
Chambers, in his Psalter, 1852, p. 
Lauda Syon, 1857, p. 41. Tt was rej 
alterntions, in Chope's Hymnal, 1 
altered text was transferred to the 
1867, and to Thring’s Cofl., 1882. 

6, Blest Creator of the light. This 
in HA. & M., US61, as a tr. 
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J. Chandler, It is really a cento thas com- | Rambach, iii, 188, gives it from the Vermehrtes st. iL 1, Ciseall, with “O” left out; GesangeSichies Iberstad 3. fn'9-4, Compilers: ot. ik, ili, iv., 11, om 1 mutter J. 
Chandler, very slightly altered; st, iv, ll. 3, 4, 
Compilers ; hi ve a, eying 244, 
Compilers. jis cento has from H, A, 
oye a few collections, preent . 

7. Lord of all, Thy word divine. This fr. in the 
Parish H. Bh, 1863 and 1875, is J. Chandler's 
tr. altered by the Editors. 

8, Darkness was on the deep, O Lord. Hy A. R. 
Thom . Ie the American Reformed Dutch 
Hys, of the Church, 1869. 

®. Blest Maker of the light, by whom. This ¢r. 
in the Aymnary, 1872, is based upon Cand, New- 
man’s tr.,a4 given in Blew's Church HL To Bs; 
and J. D, Chambers’s tr. in his Pealter and his 
Landa Syon (see above), 

Translations not in 0. U, 1— 
1. Best Maker of the radians light. Primer. 1706, 
2. O Thou, of light Creator best. Ry Mant. 1837. 
3. Great Maker of bight, Whe called forth ite ray. 

Alymnarium Anglicanum 1844. 
4. 0 Thou Who calledst forth the light. Bp. J. Wil- 

Home, in bis (American) Ancient 1845. 
1s48. Blest Maker of the light. WJ. Chpeland. 

= Maker, of light, most bely King. J. A. Beate, 
a4) 

1. Exernal Source of light’s clear stream. i. 0 
bell, 14Bo. aaa me ail 

1861, #, Father of the glorious . GB, Rovivm, 
_ Thou, Light's Preston, foot and best. J, Keble. 

10. © great Creator of the tight. J. —_ 1st. 

Ludimilia Elisabeth, second dau. of 
Count Ludwig Giinther L of Schwarzburg- 
Ruilolstadt, was b, April 7, 1640, at tie castle 
of urg, near Rwiolstadt, and was 
ont berg slong amp Poel cousin ~o 

inne (q.¥, went with her 
mother to the do’ 

Julimne, was seized, and d, Feb, 4, 
= By attending on heer, Ludaimilia and 

nara sister, intiane lene, 
cal phages 8 and both died at Rudol- 

i 
at) 

qe iE tH 
art 

is iH} Ft 
— =a hymns have been ¢r., 
"eaes, Jesus, nichte ale Jesus. [Lore to pore ,, 1887, No. 104, p. 312, in 5 of of 61, 

initin} ignation to the Will of Ged." The jae 7 dad the stanzas form the word Jeeua, and 
eveme te re eods, “Herr, wie du willt.” It Fritech*e care “poeared in the 2nd ed. of A. 

Kea sepy of the sar in the Ist ed, of 
A @ 2nd ed, is now known), and in the Syd ed., Jena, 1675, is No, 43, 

Berlin @. L. &, ed, 1863. The tr. in C, U. is :-— 
Towus, Jesus, Jeans only. In full, by A, Crull, 

as No, 282 in the Ohio Lutheran Hyl., 1880, 
Other tr. sath) 0 J 

Shall my =i ‘oni. in the road a go Poe 
ed. 1765, p, 10, (2) “ Fenua, "ts my elm divine,” by Mise thw, 1857, p. 107, (3) “' Tis Jesus that's 
blag dD by Dr, G. Watker, AOOR p98, (4) “Jesus, 

the British Herald, July, 1385, 4) 10%, amd in Tedd’ 
Praise Ak, 1673, No. 303, (5) “Jesus, Jenus, nought 
but Jesus, Shall my wish be.” in Camtics 
1880, No. 97, 

ii, Jeau Blut komm ber mich, [Moly Com 
munion.] A Passioatide Hymn on the Blood of 
Jesus. 1687, p. 45, No, 14, in 8 st. In the 
Bliitter fir Hymnologie, 1886, p. 180, it is cited 
as in the 2nd ed., 1679, of A. Fritsch’s Hiranels. 
Lust (ist ed, 1670, does not contain it); and 
as there marked “3, J. G, Z 8, V. H,,” the 
initials of the elder sister, Sophie Juliane, 

Tr, aa:—"' Jesus’ Hood come over me," as No. 
444, in pt. of the Morarian H, Ak, 1784. 

ii, Gorge, Vater! serge du. [.Moning.] 1687, 
No. 168, in 7 st., entitled * Resignation to 
the Care of God,” and founded on | Peter v. 7. 
Previously in the Rudobstade @. B., 1682, p. 692, 
Tr. ag :—“'Care, O Father, care fur me,” in the 

iy Packet, xiv., 1872, p. Zit, 

The bymn “ Zeuch uns nach dir,” sorme- 
times erroneously ascribed to her, is noted 
under Funcke, F., p. 401, ii, (J. MM.) 

Lugete dura marmora. [Passiontide} 
This is found in the Sirenes ip oniaene, 
Cologne, 1678, p. 154; the Pealtertolum Cantio- 
num Catholicarum, Cologne, 1722, p. 83; the 
Hymnodia Sacra, Muster, oor] syd and wlso 
in Daniel, ii, 351, It is probably the produc- 
tion of some German Jesnit, and was most 
likely written in the evcond half of the 17th 
cent. It has been tr. by the Ker, R. C. Sin- 
gleton, 1870, and pub. in the 2nd ed. of his 
Anglican H. Bk. 1871, 08 “O mourn, thoa 
rigid stone”; and by H. M. M Lin his 
Songs of the Christian Creed & Life, 1876, 
No. 71, as “Ye rocks of marble, melt and 
weep.” (J. M.} 

L pacis Angeli. C. Cojia. [Fri- 
da = =r, Appeared in the Paris Breviary, 
1736, for Fridays at Vespers, and also “ Ad 
Officium Noet. In Festo — pl 
Christi.” It was repeated in Coflin's Hymni 
Seri, the same year, p. 28, and is found in 
several modern French Breviaries. Tho text 
ja aleo in J. Chandler's Hye. of the Primitive 
Church, 1847, No. 31, and 1. Newman's 
Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 and 1865. Tr. us:— 

1. Lamest, ye saints, beheld your Ged. Hy 
J. Chandler, in his Hys. of the Prim. Church, 
1837, p. 24, and Dr, Oldknow’s Hymns, &c,, 
1850. In 1861 it was given, with alterations, 
as * Angels, lament, behold your God,” in A. A. 
$ M., but omitted in the revised ed., 1875, 

2. Angels of pence, look down from heaven and 
mearn, By |, Willinms in his Mys. tr. from the 
Parisian Breviary, 1839, p. 96. It was repeated 
in the Salishery Hf. Bh, 1857; the Sarum, 1868 ; 
the Hymnary, 1872, and others, and usually 
with slight alterations. 

§, Angels of peace, lament. Hy W. J. Blew, 
Writtea for use in his own church, 1850-2, and 
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pub. in The Ciwrch Hy. & Tune Bb, 1852-5; 
and again in Rice's /ys, Selected from the Ch. 
H. & 1 Bh, 1870. 

Translations not in C, U. i— 
1, Angels, look down and weep. A. Campbell, 1450, 
2. Angels of peace! ye seraphs mourm. J. 0. 

ay = bewall. D.'T. Morgan, in bis Ay 3, a b all, a tt 
af the Latin Church, 1480, — (J. JJ : 

Luise Henriette, Electress of Bran- 
denburg, dau. of Friedrich Heinrich, Prince 
of Naseau-) and Stadtholder of the 
United Netherlands, was b. at 'S Graven- 
lage (The Hague), Nov, 27, 1627. She re- 
ceived a careful Christian training, not only 
in literature, but also in domestic econom 
and feminine handicrafts. On Deo. 7, 164 
she was married, at the Hague, to the Elector 
Friedrich Wilhelm of Brandenburg, who was 
then residing at Cleve, but remained at the 
Hague to nurse her father, who d. March 14, 
1647. She then, in June, 1647, joined her 
husband at Cleve, where her first child, Wil- 
helm Heinrich, was b. in May 1648. In the 
autumn of 1649 she set out with her husband 
and child on the way to Berlin, but in the in- 
clement weather the child sickened and d. at 
Wosel, Oct. 24, 1649, and it was not till April 
10, 1630, that she entered Berlin. On the 
birth of her second son, Carl Emil (who 
1674), at Oranienburg, near Berlin, on Feb. 
14, 1655, she founded an orphanage there as 
& thank.offering (now the Oranienburg Or- 
phanage at Berlin) On hg 1], 1657, her 
third son, afterwards King Friedrich 1. of 
Vrussia, was b at Kénigeberg. After the birth 
of her youngest son, Ludwig, at Cleye, in 
i666, she never entirely recovered. In the 
spring of 167 she was conveyed to Berlin in 
a litter, and d, there June 18, 1667. (Koch, 
iv, 158; Allg. Dewteche Biog., xix. 23; 
Goedeke's Grandrisa, vol. iii., 1887, p. 319, &e.) 

Luise Henriette was a woman of moble character; a 
devoted wife who accomnpanied ber bushand in many of 
bis expeditions, and was bis ri counsellor in 
matters of state; anda true mother of her people, in- 
tradecing the eultare of the potato, founding txabel 
farms, establishing elementary schools, and im many 
ways interesting herself tn renner thelr welfare after 
the ravages of the Thirty Years’ War. She was, like 
the Burt, & sneer of the Secerened a, bert 

prt = Ree coummuntona’ ond exerted herself 
clally of behalf of P. Gorhant (see p, 00,4.) An- 
other of her efforts in this direction was by means of the 
Crivn Hymn Rook, which Christoph Range edited at 
her direction, and pab, in 1653 (see p, 872, 4.). To thls 
hook she herself contribeted feur bymns, In bie dedi- 
cation to the Klectress, Runge says she bat * angmentet 
and adorned it with your own hytnne, vir: * Ein amder 
stelle sein Vertramen”: *Geat der Kelchthumb deiner 
GOter'; * Jesus meine Zaversicht *; * Ich wil vou meiner 
Missethat.” Your Electoral Highness bas not only in 
those your Bow mentioned hymna (tet genseldten geiat- 
reichen JAren eigenen ) made known to all the 
world re Christian spirit; bow your confidence te 
directed to God alone; how you oseribe to him with 
thankful heart all the tenefite you enjoy; and bow ron 
rest the bope of your Tature everlasting life in Heaven 
om Christ alune as on a steadfast rock, but have 
alen,” Ae. ee, 

The question however remains, Did Runge bere 
mean more than that she bad sent f+ inerrtion certain 
hymns whieh were favourites of her own, perhaps 
written for her, but mot necessarily written fy ber? 
Such cases were commen enough at an earlier perted 
(see note om Mag teh Ungliick). It is certainly strange 
that ber name should not be gives in any ef the many 
hymn-hooks im which the third of these ("Jesus meine | 
Zaversicht") was includel during the meat century. 
It was not till 1769 that Kunge's detication *aggested 
i» DG. Schilter, and, after him, to other compilers, the | 
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idea of the Siecteeer ‘s anthorship ; bet — 
was soon generally accepted. Fischer, i. + 
Varies ahtitional reasons Chat taake thir 
Ukely ; such as thet while in Runge's dec 
are ineationed as above, yet her name is + 
the Individual hyeuns tn the bexdy of the by 
the funeral oration by ber private chaplain 
& made of ber poetical gifts; that Crilger 
his Mroxis pietatiz ica without ber 1 

R was oamitted), 

met if could suppose with ‘Koch eng we * ve 

hyeon was 0 ali written in Deitch, or 
idioma, and was reviant and corrected by | 
‘Otte von Schwerin, or by Kunge. 

1a view of the present evidence we can « 
if the Electress were mot the author of t 
there Is at least no proof of any kind to ab 
were compoant by any of those whose 

eerie te rire 4 1819), Ceone Zieg! schwe + Ge . 

ad. 1690), an Asaig (b. issued 1694), 
In this state of socertainty the case mest 
definite proof be fortheoming. 

Two of these hymns have passed 
lish, viz. :— 

i. Teh will von meiner Missethat, J 
beautiful cig first appeared in th 
Runge @. B., 1653, No. 45, in 16 « 
entitled, “Hymn of Penitence,” anx 
signature, Aocd, iv. 160, conjecture 
may have been written at Cleve in 
the Var. LZ. &, 1851, No. 380. The ¢ 

(1) © With sorrow gow foe past mbsbeed 
Cor, 1864, p, 204. (2) “I will return unto 
by Miss Winkworth, 199, p. 221. 

ii, Jesus meine Zuversicht. ust, 
beautiful hymn, founded on Job xix. & 
1 Cor, xv, 35%, appeared in the Crily 
G. B., 1853, No, 140, in 10 st. of 
without signature, Its origin is thu 
Latxmann, in Nock, viii. 69 :— 

** Tt dates from the early years of her marr! 
the autumn af 1649 she lost her first child, 
Prince Wilbelm Heinrich, at Wesel, while on 
[to Berlin), by whiet death for a long time 
soccemion In the Electoral House and in t 

in the Altmark (on the Elbe], ste had to 
quiet ister months, and bere probably the 
twenty-two years poured out her heart befu 
in this bymn.” 

This, however, is conjecture rather 
tory; for, ns stated above, it is not 

ved that the Electress wrote an 
e hymn itself is of the first rank ; 

Rambach calls it “an acknowledged m 
of Christian pee while ©, von ¥ 
says, “it will ever remain a treasu 
the hallowed songs of the Evangelical 
Tt bears a certain resemblance to the © 
section of the Apotheosis of A. C. P 
(lines 1063-1085, with the subtitle * De 
tione carnis humanne,” and beginning 
meum in Christo corpus consurgere. Qt 
but can bardly be called a fr. of it, | 
cluded in Criiger’s /raris, 1656, No. 1t 
into almost all later hymn-books, and i 
in the Une. L. 8. 1851. 

The beautiful chorale (as in the ¢ 
England) appeared in ite first form 
along with the hymn, C, von Winter 
jectured that it may have been by the 
‘The form sow in use is modified from t) 
by Criiger in his Praxis, 16546, Tr. as 

1, Christ, my Reck, my sure Defence, | 
st. ix. as No. St in the Moranian Hf. £ 
In the ed. of 1789, No, 833, st, viii. was 
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and , gr fFO™M Christian Gregor'’s “Nein, ach | tional Unitarian Society of Now York City. 
Nein, er tasst mich nicht,” was added as st. iii, | In 1835 lie becam: co-paator of the Unitarian 
Cea, 1n86, IN 1241). Abridged forms ore in | congregation at Quincy, Masactusotts, with 
4. A jagrobe § Cal, 1841, aud Ur, Hook"s Church rin 3 P, Whitney, and in 1843 sole pastor 
Schoy po. 224+ 1850. of the same congregation. During a tour in 

2. Jeguas. OF Wheee nameT rest. A good tr. | the East he do ut Akabah (the ancient 
OF ag. | _iv-» wi, by ALT, Russell, as No. 264, in | Exion-Geber), March 21, 1857, and was buried 
his ply 2747S 1851. a short distance from that yillnge. Dr. Lunt 

3B. Syprsm, TET Redeemer, lives. A good tr. omit- | was the author of several sermons, and con- 
ime ip gees Vo by Miss Winkworth, in her Lyre | tribnted largely to the Christian Kzaminer 

er, Ise Sert’-> 1695, p. OS. Repeated, iu full, in | and «ther periodicals. His hymns and poems, 
the Ohic Zo ey: uth. Hyl., 1880 ; and, abridged, | together with selections from hin prose works, 
in the piugzrt- Ps. § Hys., 1858, Meth, New Con- | were pub. by his sun as Gleanings, His most 
eon Ff, -, 1943, J.B, Whiting's Hys. for the | widely bymn is “ When driven by op 
CA tency Ca tote, 1882, nnd others, preesion’s rod," It waa “ written for the public 

* Christ. tise Beek on which I build. A good | schools of Quinoy, and sung by them at their 
fr, omittin ae t- !Y ¥. contributed by R. Massie, | Fourth of July Celebration, 1837." It is in 
as No, log, t° the 1857 ed. of Mercer's Ch. Psalter | 5 gt, of 4 1 This, together with sovernl 
= PL. by (px. ©. 1344, No. 199, omitting fs. of | others, including one of more thau ordinary 

t. ii, vidi pad repeated in his own Lyra Domes- | merit for Sunday schools, * Hark, the gentle 
> 2nd Seares _2 SH p. 127, Abridged in Dr. J. | Shepherd's voice" (written in 1846), are given 

fersonts Cel e-» _ Glingow, 1867. in full in Potonm’s Singera and Songe af the 
- Seem, aT” eternal trust, A full and good tr, | Liberal Faith, 1875. ‘To this work we are 

a Mrs. c ==, in her Voice of Christian Life | indebted for the above facts, (3) 

one > Fait Tepeated in Cantate Dominos | y thor, Martin, b. at Eisleben, Nov. 10, 
t a. ene ts., # + my eure defence, A good tr., 1483; entered the University of Erfurt, 1502 
»Y Aig GSAS wth, in the original metre, omit- | (HA. 1502, ot.8, 1503); became an Augie 
: ae Gone yarid based on her Lyra Ger, ver- | tininn monk, 1505; ordained pricst, 1507 ; 

Sion, | nwa _B. for England, 1463, No, 59, | appointed Professor at the University of Wit- 
In the P her 3 ae wim Luth. Ch. Bk., 1868, the trs, tonberg, 1508, and in 1512 p.v,; publishect 

reese his 95 Theses, 1517; and burnt the Papal 

foe 

Pa 

+ Viij ga rc] vmitted. . 
oa S icinaaiege a hope Bull which had condemned them, 1520; nt- 
EL | EET a areal naie Bethan ‘De Pee tended the Dict of Worms, 1521; trunslates<ch 

eee : the Bible into German, 1521-34; and d. at Stecha.. s > No, 2: b 

Se hg REE Se Mes SE: Eisleben, Feb, 18, 1546. ‘The details of Tries 
aid = Seno * See Flalthfol trust." In the British | life and of his work as u reformer ate neces, — 
Iny Ne, Jane Leer ete WP. G2 (2) 11 with Jesus choo | gible to English readers in a great variety <> 
my rare" by br. &i- etc INES De Oe “Again | forme, and necd not be repeated here, " <> 
DP. 1o0, der ae ee <br, we Review, lives! In | Luther's influence on German hymnody aaae 
She drieceh Hera ed. SSe> Wt. 1966, p. 924.and Reid's Prawe | adequate estimate will be found under Chena 
Prov Isty. (mp) ** -F eceseae ls my cvatidence," by . L-| mam Hymmedy, at p. $14. Lt only remains leeome 

Bereng one aeceee | ee oa Fone, bon to give a somewhat fuller account of the ae gare 
1. 7 ¥- J. MJ sipel — which = scored Agape =e ee 

ba) u a! — Luke, Jerxaiizma, x¢ Thompson, | i fiat of hig cn togeth ‘== a — 
daughter of Thoxzxasas Thompson, smetime of 
Bat + Was b. at «<> Lesbrooke — idiegion, i. Hymn Books. 

Ug. 19, 1513, smeazac Was married to the late : tick Is — 
Samuel Luke, «& €or gregational Minister, in Pie armas eng a nn pee <2 Bi~n. 
a She 1 2822 AHoOnymous contributor or 4 — byes, of which 4 ave by Luther. ‘a = = 

e Juvenile peewee srine of 14 2 nm wridion oder Hamilirechlein, a a 
wat woutly pub. povnaten a ssainding pag Library), with 25 German hymns, of we se =_—= 

The Female Jeste?t~ 1851; A Memoir of Eliza jeystliche (esangk Bwchleyn, Witte = 
Ann Harrit, of Cl tston, 1859, &e. Aa Luke cMuntes Library]. with 32 German hynsns, oe whites ee —= 

to hy mn tae ~— | are by Luther. is known = iy through her hymn: 4. Geistliche Lieder auffs new gedessert. Wittens t pee 
I think hen a awoet of eld. [The | J Kjug, 162%. No copy of this book is now kKncawe = 

Tome of J ap 8 Fecorded that this bya Was | bye there was one ip iias in the possession of «3 > 
com We wlan ist), and wae de faldatl, paster at Nirnterg, and from bis descrizae = == 
for use int ame school, sear ber father’s seat, | i jx evident that the first part of the Rostock ¢-, an 

rd Park. It was P i. - Poundsfora Pick: 28 See Pub, anonymously inthe Leeds | ygg1, te a reprint of it, The Hostuck (7. #.. 1831. wa = 
wf, BRk., ' hil ®t. ofa |” and bas since cule | reneinted by UC. M. Wiectimauh-Kadow at &bwerd oy 
inte use sat CRM ATES byantooks in mest Eng | 4.58. The 1349 evidently contained 50 German th ye eee 
lish-=pe* garenekeay: ee {J. J.] uf which 2° tactading the Liteny) were by Leber. sh oe. 

Mary 6. (Feiatlic u amifi new pebessert. A 
Lunde ~ CDraneas, Mary) Rauscher, 1431 (Helmatalt, sow Wolfeabitttel Li tram a. —— = 

No, 4. 

LurTunt, was b, Parsons, 0? & of eerie i ri spare one will nS 2 = aunt, i S |r h ary. ‘Titlepage beet), : = 
He oe, us April 21.) oy Nowbury pore ade of which 28 are t lather. 
sachUGohge im 183g 795. He entered © 7. teistliche Lieker aujfs mew |. Lepage. 
var ting as ff tus anid uated in 1823, | cumann, 1539 CWernlgernde ]. with 6*Germes oa => 

=F ’ of whieb 29 are by Luther, 
Aft« pd tudyin ied in a school for one byte. hache Lieder. “Wittenberg, J. Klug, @ 5 oy 
yeete maieidges Diy," he jeined Liteary], with 6% fierman hymns, of wz =< —. the Cf the Unity Yinit Longe 1835, at [Hamborn ts ary] whai<-2y 

ae aarse bon M, hro 19, US2B, |g seustticne Linder, Lelpalg. V. Babst, 154% [ea 
eA Re i nme | thngen Liveacy]. Thin-containa Luther's finally rex the geoond C-eTeeR | 

(te 
hit fir ic— <2» 
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text, but adds mo mew hymna by himself, In pt. i, ate 
61 German bymns, ip pt. 1. 40, of whieb 36 in all are 
by Luther. 

For these _— error ngs mae 4 
faces, first pub. respec v o8, 
A fourth is found in his Christliche Genen Rang 
Lateiniech und Deudech, zum Begrebnis, Wit- 
tenberg, J. Klug, 1542. These four prefaces 
ure reprinted in Wi 's Bibliograph phic, 
ry ne and in various editions 

aH modern editions 
St pews itlicke L er may be men- 
tioned the following * — 
Carl von Winterfeld, 1840; Dr. C, EP. W - 

: Withelm Schitcks, 1454; 
Danneil, 1883, 
Fischer, 183; A, Frommel, #53; Kari Gosdeke, 1863, 
&c. In The Hymns of far Martin Luther. Set fo their 
ort, melodies, an English cervion. New 
York, t#8a, od. by De. Leonard pig Be — -_ 

hi ne eet aed takate enn apa ‘| versions uther’s Pa dine re 
oes moore or lens |. from the My T 
Russell, R. Massie and Mine Wwiokiwort tea: ie 
pend, 484). lete trs. of Luther's by have 

b. by Dr. Joh Andersom, 1846 (2nd ed, 1947 
a ‘olm Hunt, 1463, Richart Massie, 1854, and Dr. 
Macdonald in the Magazine, 1667, and bis 
Srotics, 1476, The other versions are given in detall 
tn the motes om the individual hymns. 

ii, Classified List of Luther's Hymna, 
Of Luther's ere no Classification can be 

quite perfect, eg. No. 3 (see below) takes 
fardly anything the Latin, and No, 18 
hardly anything from the Pmalm, No, 29 is 

rtly based Ls earlier hymns (gee p. 225, i.) 
No 80 iy partly based on St. Mark i. 9-11, 
and xvi. is | (soe p, 296, iL). No, 35 is 

y based on St. Luke ii. 10-16. The fol- 
wing arrangement, however, will answer all 
practical purposes. 

A. Translations from the Latin. 
1, Prom Latin Hymns: 

1. Cristom wir sollen loben schon. 
A sedis ortus cardine (p. 4, ti.) 

2 Der du bist drei in Einigkeit. 
0 Luz beata Trinttas, 

2 Sens Chrtstes unser Helland, Der 
Jers Christus nostra satis fap 6, i) 

4. Komm (ett Sebopfer, bedi 
Vent Creator shy ny 

4 —s koento c- Heidenbeiland. 
ir pentium, 

6 Wart flirchat « Feind Heredes sebr. 
A selit ortus cardine (p. 5, i.) 

it, From Latin Antiphons, &c. + 
7. Herr Gott dich loben wir, 

Te Dew lawdamue. 
‘ Verieis ons Frieden gad 

Da pacem, Domine ( iL). 
% Wir glauwben all an Gott. 

i, Partly from the Latin, a ae 
g adopted from Pre-Heformation Versions : 

10. Keman, befliger Geiet, Earce ott, 
11. Mitten wir im Leben st 

Media vita in sorts noma (p. 721. 1) 

B. Hymne revived and cays Pre- 
Reformation populer 

12, Gelobet seiet da Jesus Christ. 
13. Gott der Vater wotn ans bei, 
14, Gott sei gelobet and gebenedetet. 
14, Nun bien wir des betligen Geet. 

C. Peal versions. 
16. Ach Gott vom Himmel, steb darein, 
27. Avs thefer Noth schrei ich a= dir, 
18, Bin’ feste Burg ist anser Gott. 
19, Es epricht der Toweinen Mand wobl, 
20. Es wollt ens (ett genidig sein. 
21. War Gott nicht mit ane ¢ Tait. 
22 Wel dem, der in Gottes Furcht stebt, 

LUX ALMA JEST 

D. Paraphrases f new portio 

2. hee sn te bln sen Ge 
* Jeraia keschah 

: ae willt do leben seligiich. 
i. Mit Fried end Freud ich dabt 
27, She ist mir lieh die werthe Magd. 
24. Vater unser im Himmelreich. 

E. Hymns mainly Original. 
29. Chriet lag In Todesbanden. 
30. Christ unser Herr 2am Jordan kau 
3. Elin neues Lied wir heben an. 
32, Erhalt uns Herr bei detnem Wort, 

36. Vom Himmel kam der Engel Scha 

In addition to these see also 
37. Far allen Freuden auf Erden. 
3. Kyrie eleison 

In the Blatter fiir Hymnologi 
Danneil arranges Luther's hymn 
what he thinks their adapiatio: 
German C, U., as follows :-— 

i. Hymne which be to be include 
Evangelical a : Nos. 7-18, 20 
a “4, Pon 36, 34. - ran 

which in 
mist yg a 2, 3, 4, 19, 2! 

a Hymns not suited for a bymn-boo 
27, 31, 32. 

The whole of these 38 picees 0 
in the body of this Dictionary uv 
lines, except Nos. 1-8, 11, whic 
under the first lines given in ital 

Lux alma Jesu mentiun 
nard. [The Transfiguration.) 1 
Roman Breviary, 1568, 0 cento f 
aaa “Jem duleia memoria” ( 

“ Amor Jesu duleiasime"” [1 
in . Ad M., “Jesu, Thy ie 
told,” noted on p. 587, 4. Gilg) 
for Lauds on the Festiv 
tion. The lines were taken trom 
poem without the least regard to t 
connection, and were een 
adapt them to their pu 
altered text below from t is 
at Rome #u 1570, p. 778 In the 
revised under Urban VIIL, 1692, 
ne“ Lux alma Jesu mentium,” ar 
bas been re in all subseqe 
of that re The two forms 
are a8 follows :— 
Soman Hreviary, 1548. Romar 8 

“ Amer Jew dolctesime, |" Lax alma 
= cor nostrum vi- gs cor 

Pellis mentis ¢a' enn, cul pee’ fi 
Et nos reples Galette ine. Et bos re} 
ss felix est, quem | Quam la 

visitas! 
Comme Paternae dexte- Gaenr I 

rae! 
Tu verse lumen patriae, Te auee 
Qued cmnem sensum se-| Carnis 

perat. bua, 

“ Splendor Paternae ghoriag, | ** Splendor 
Incoraprehenss tine, 
Atmoris tui copiam, Incomprel 
Tw pobis per pracsen-| Nobis ax 

tlam.” Leng, re 
tham." 

It will be noted that 1.9, * Spl 
nac,” is the first line of the well. 
brosian hymn, and is not from § 
poem. 

The older of the above centos | 
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Pa 5 2 - i lish. ‘he trs. of the L Teay ato Ene .rt— @ tra. ux alma 

Rs the of anxious heart, Jesu, Thou dost 
Spear Sy atl. Newman, in Dructs for the 
tee, gue, NO 75, p, 165; and again in bis 
ha. 18 on | Weertous Occusions, LuG8, p. 261. It 
m been reposted in several collections, bat 
wi tri be qinta Shed from K, Campbell's tr, as 

belo w - 
amet Zen, of the soul, 0 Saviour blest. By E 
ang’ 21, in bis Lyre Cathcliva, 1849, p. 164; 

is’ fy s- & Prems, 1873, p. 91. This is in 
Tal moder 37s> hymn Looks 

- i £ @ anxious heart, Jeeu, Thy sup- 
bP vier the of “By R. Campbell, ia his Mya. 
Seep, t@ eng, 168 56O,- P- 56. In O. Shipley's Annus 

Hm, <n ite, 1898S, it ie given from Campbell's mss. 
Light of the (troubled heart.” 

Rey 

P ao are * 
‘796 2 Ctr, me pner as “FUy chaste light inspires. Primer. 
ean Fenn, Pepe of Souls indwelling WJ. Copeland. 

3. ; 
is7, 0 Jeou, wher Thy sweetest light. J, Wallace, 

Jd x, [ 
Sq ,U= ec triumphalis. [Comown of 
OF tne? ser 7 aaris Miseal of the beginning 
(Ada 4th peers ©- Fw in the British Museum 
due, - 16905 ~ $2545) this is given ue n se- 
Ceo, 8 on =St- Ciermmain, Bishop of Paris 
or 4 Memonge<cd <5) May 28; not St Germain 
Sang, Xern) = gaxxcd in another Missal of the 

7 date, pre bosably also of the Paris use 
Clichy 2891, Fe S59). The mune text is in 

noha, esd. 1556, Bh. iv. f. 215. The 
re fr ints Fleage Bish is that in J. M. Horst's 

Pp.) Ta iatts ansrvecec* Chrisianae, Cologne, 1644, 
Gen. (notin fhics Ist. ed. 1090), whore it is a 
ptt Hymn 1£05F Saluts’ Days (“ Hymns 

line 7 Unis in fers <> coujuscunque Sancti”), aud 
the 7 at. In tae 2 B63 ed. of the Appendix to 
aa a Tymial Nestered @& intr. in § st. by T. L Ball 
rel, lad light 2 DB etnies this day.” This is 
preted iu & eet. Zea thes. P. C.K. Church 

poet aa ne 1. “A mc>tBaer tr, is, “ Hail, the festal 
Chrneee 1 tkae fr. of The Paradise of the 
p. “ne Soul, poexk>. by Burs, Lond, it 

Lux juunadm, lux 
a. Victor. (Wht signe fc on tar tat 
ne sequence ies gsriven by Gautier in his 

Ocucres peige soot 4? Adam (1858, i. p. 107; 
1881, p. 50), fromm Werious was, includ 2 two 
in the National Kiitraery at Paris, Nola 
Sone Seqmorstiary of the [21h ceut.; 
pan’ “It paleo in tw Saeadaal of “tho Seen 
Miasals in the British M, klibi ii ok 
f.175. Hel. 2891, ¢ Tuseum (Add. 16905, 
York “and St. Andrews §)>: ad in the Sarum, 

seem to have spr eased pm neg of 
Daniel, 7), im givin in Germany, the 
it inferot to mone, ante, the text, justly aty ~f 

ethos but the Perior to most; breath: 
senpture.”* lowers and odours of 

i prrasgharre ©xplai, tonueus, Aly Trench, 

ane varie! Scripta the poct’s allusions to 
the vest. Victor apy ‘Ypes, The main 0se6 
were Week: Pag Pinte it for Boney, in 

f Wednemday 28 for ryeaday: the Sa rum FO" ling ** Le Wh > ye part 
first CFS (> Const Juggle the Yor Gay. 

t Bolg, Unda") for 
per lor hme ”) for Saturday. 

pw. © 

a 
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The trs. of this Sequence in C. U. are >— 
1, Lux jucanda, lux ineignis = Day all jubilant, 

all eplendid. Pt. i. 
2. O quam felix, quam festive = 0 the joy, the 

exultatios. Pt. ii. 
3. Comsolator alme, ven = Comforter, possess and 

cheer us. It. iii. 

This fr, was made by C, S, Calverley for the 
Hymnrry in which it was pub. in [672. 

Other tre, are :— 
1. Day of pleasure, day of wonder. 1, Kymastos, in 

bis Cccasiomal Hys., 1862. 
2. The itustrions Day when from the thrune. C. B. 

Pearson, la The Sarwm Missal in Anglish, 1668, and 
bis sequen eee the Strum Missal, 1571. 

3, Day deligbtfal, day most noted, Hy D, 5. Wrang- 
ham, in hia Liturgical Poetry ef Adaw ef st, Pictur, 
Isl, Together with the original Latia. (J. J.J 

Lynch, Thomas Toke, was b, at Dun- 
mow, Fwex, July §, 1818, and educated ata 
school at Islington, in which he was after- 
wanls an usher, For a few months he was 
astudent at the Highbury [udependent Col- 
lege; but withdrew, partly om account of 
failing health, and partly because his spirit woe 
too free to submit to the routine of College 
life, Froam 1847 to N40 he was Minister of 
a stnall charge at Highgete, and from 1849 ty 
1882 of a congregation in Mortimer Street, 
which subsequently migrated to Grafton Street, 
Fitzroy Square. From 1856 to 185 he was 
lait aside by illness. In L860 he resumed byiss 
ministry with his old congregution, in a roo 
in Gower Street, where he remained antil the 
opening of hie new place of worship, in 1862, 
Ciornineton Church), in Hampetent Rona, 
London. He ministered there till bis death. 
on the th of May, 1871. 

‘The inflacnce of Lyech"s ministry was great, avace 
reached far beyond lus own © thon (whkeh ween 
never large), fitice it Included many students from ¢ Ba «= 
Theolegical Colleges of Landom, amt thenghtful tae. a, 
from other churches, whe were altfacted tu Bim by © dee 
leobiess and spirituality of bis preaching. His poreseee « 
works were nuticruus, tegivaleg with Tkowghts ore em 
Day, 1844, and concluding with The Murningtott Leena 
tere, bet. Several of bis works were publisied alecn —— 
his deach, His Memoir, by W. White, was pab. ln Pa - 2 

Lynch's hymns were pub. in -— 
The Rivulet: a Comtribution fo Snered Song, Lormeg _ 

Longmat, 1465, 2nd et, 1856, Thin was enlai geet —_ 
ae addition of 6? hymns in Lees -> 

From the Ist ed, of the Rivndet, I855, to By 
following hymns have come into CU, — = 

1. All faded ie the glowing sh a arate Adveme — 
a Be Thy word with power fraught. Nefore Ses-ppe 
3 Curiet ia His wend drasva mea. Hedy Script tea, are: 
4. Dietnlas me not Thy service, Lon. Wert eo 

ehrint. a 

6. Gracious Spirit, dwell with me. dfoly Spap~ ee oe 
gence desired, —= 
6. How calmly the evening once mure Ik deeortacde gy 

Krenning. Seanethines “llow calmly ome more ee = 
telght t# descetdiryg.~ _<- 

7, Live myself to prayer. Prayer in Trowhle 
x. Lard, oo Thy returning day. Pattie Worst ey» _ 
¢, Lord, when tn shlenthours lmuse, Kerigneae 

qu, Lave me, © Lord, forgivingly. Aeeiguutior:, 
LL. Mourtains by the darkness lbbies, Rerignart e_ 
12. Now hawe we inet that #¢ Tiay ak, I Worse cy ae 
19. 0, break my heart, bat break it as 2 feld. Parra as Ez 

tence desired, ~ 
ie Lord, Thou art net feklo. Sympathy. 
15. O where is ble that trod the sea, Christ Walkoe 

on the on whan of Gud wensk, Treat in Trial, 
17. Hise, Le calleth thee, arlee. Aline Bartine cece 

_ 

te ee 

~ 

2 
}*. Say cet, ony won), from whence. Resignation . 
1a, Where is thy Uod, my sult Rerignation <x » , 

Hope. -~_=_ 
22 

a 1. ht 
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There are also from the 1856 and 1868 eda. | 1858 
the following :— 

20. A thomsand years have come and gone, 
mas. 

‘a. Lift up your heads, rejoice, (1256.) Advent, 
22. Praying by the riverside. Holy Haptiou. 
23. ‘The Lord isrich and merciful. Have Faith in God, 
24. There is purpose in this waste, aster, 

Lynch's hymns are marked by intense indi- 
viduality, :racefulness and felicity of diction, 
Pictureequeness, spiritual freshness, and the 
sadness of a powerful soul struggling with a 
weak and emaciated body, Although The 
Riculet was pub, for vse by his own con 
gation »4 a supplement to Watts, more than 
one half of the hymna were designed for pri- 
vate use only, but were not so distingui 
in the work. Its publication caneed one of the 
most bitter hymnelogical controversies known 
in the annals of modern Congregationalism, 
Time, however, and a criticiam, broader and 
more just, have declared emphatically tn 
favour of his hymns as valuable contribu- 
tions to cultured sacred song. = [W. G. HJ 
Lyte, Henry Francis, w.a., 6. of Cu 

tain Thomas Lyte, was b. at Eduam, caus 
Kelso, June 1, 1793, and educated at Portora 
the Royal School of Enniskillen), and at 
rinity College, Dublin, of which he was a 

Seholar, and where he graduated in 1814, 
During his rei 4 course he distinguished 
himself by gaining the English prize poem on 
three occasions. At one time he had intended 
studying Medicine; but this he abandoned 
for Theology, and took Holy Onlers in 1815, 
his first curacy a the neighbourhood of 

Christ- 

Wexford. In 1817, he removed to Marazion, 
in Cornwall, There, in 1818, he underwent 
@ great spiritual chi whieh shaped and 
influe tbe whole of his after life, the im- 
mediate cause being the illness and death of 
8 brother clergyman. Lyto says of him :— 

~ der the hy pe onthe set ht et eet 
would atone for his delinquencies, and be accepted for 
all that be bad Incurred; 

and concerning himself be adds ;— 
7] waa ly affected by the whole matter, and 

het te at Iffe amd its leswe with a different eve 
than before; and I began to study my Bible, amd preact 
fin another manner than f had previowsly dome." 

eae ae _ ee = sete, to 
mington, where he com is Tales on 

the Lord's in verse (pub, in 1826); 
and in I823 he waa appointed Perpetual 
Curate of Lower Brixham, Devon. That 

ETT he held until his death, on 
Nov. 20, 1847, His Poems of Henry Vanghan, 
with a Memoir, were pub, in 1846, His own 
Poetical worka were:— 

h Religiows, 1233 ed. 5 
wis 1) rae pad of the nates, = rol gg 
the first instance for use in his own Church at Lower 
Brixham, aed enlatged in 1996; (3) Miscellaneous 
foene (potent) io tees, This Inet fs o reprint 
of the 1845 ed. of Poems, with “ Abide with me” 
added, (4) Remains, 1980, 

Lyte’s Poems have been somewhat freely 
drawn upon by hymnal compilers; but by far 
the larger partion of his hymns found in 
modern collections are from his Spirit of the 
Pealme, In America his hymna are — 
popular, In many instances, however, throu 
mistaking Miss Auber’s (q.v.) Spirit of 
Pealme, 1829, for hie, he is credi with more 
thay is hisduc. The Andover Sabbath H. Bk., 

+ 

LYTE, HENRY FRAN: 

is sp cially at fault in this; 
beet knows and most widely msec 
pesitions are“ Abide with me, 
eventide "; “ Far from my heave 
“God of merey, God of grace” 
are Thy courts above"; * Praise, 
King of heaven": and “ There j 
secret ae geal _ and sever 
annotated under their reapeetive 
the reet in C. U. are :-— 

i. From hia Poema chiefly Re 
and 1845. 

1, Atowe ter hangs the silent aky, 2 
2. Again, O Lord, I tala . 
3, Hail to another Year. New Year. 
4. How good, how faithfal, Lord, art 

care of Mew, 
5. To tears and trials we must sow 4 

Slowed by Joy. 
4 My (our) rest is im heaven, my | 

. Heaven our re 

Ghoet Omnisciont, 
9. The teaves around me falling. Ay 

10. The Lord bath builded for Himselt 
the Temple of God. 

11. Wain were all oer toll and labour 

12. When at Thy footstool, Lord, 
13, When earthly Joys glide awift aus 
14. Wilt Thom retarn to me, 0 Lord, 
18, With joy we hail the sacred day. 
ii. From his Spirit of the Peal 
16, Be merciful to us, O God. fe. Ive 
17. Bleest is the man who L 

Lard, to Thee I fly. 
mM, I have sinned, bat O . 
35. Lord, my God, in Thee L trust. | 
36. Lontof the realma above, Our 
31, Lone amides the dead and dying 
3+. Lord God of my salvation, “2s. i 
®. Lord, [ look to Thee for all, #5. 
40. Lord, I would stand with thought 
- retin Thee 3 . 

God, ing, Thy praise I» 
As MY God, whet menumacke Paes, 
44. My spirit on [to] Thy care, 25. ; 
46. My trust isin the Lord. 2, ay, 
46. Not ento as, Almighty Lord (God 
47. O God of glory, (iod of grace. 7° 
45. 0 God of ¢, how blest are they 
49. O Ged of love, my God Thou art 
%. 0 God of truth aml grace. Ps. e 
51. O had 1, my Saviour, the wings of 

& SEs amananmeeee.” 8.0 {how] he. 
34. O plead my my sees r ph 
$%. O praise the Lord, sweet to ra 
a oo the Jad * nations, pe 

. O praise ye the ‘ith heart 
$4, O that the Lord's salvation, g%,". 
8. 0 Thoo Whom thoughtless men 

wore. 
60, Of every earthly stay bereft, 
61. Our hearts shall pralee Thee, «a. 

Ceerrin, 

2. Pilgrima bere on earth oo. Pr and strang 
for Thee, Lord, in Zion w 

64, Praise to God om high be given 
9. Praise ye the Lord, His servants 
4. Redeem'd from gullt, redeem" 
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M. L., in Catholic Hye, Lond. Burns, 
1851, ed. by Kev, H, Formby, Le. Jane E. 
Leeson, 
McAll, Robert Stephens, Lip. 4. of 

by Th 0 
St. uve sane @ people vies a jan 
fs. re npr erties palght, ws iesat, : 

ms ow. ‘4. 

IE: Rees ioen Suenes "iets 2- Tre CEM is King 5 eee | the Rev. Robert MeAll, was b. at Plymouth, 35 Tea Fores pattfaegse et, Po wis | RSS None and eacrted at Ateiote 
pie: Tae Lord | our Refuge, the Lont ls our Guide. | Devon; Hoxton, London ; and Edinburgh Uni- 

eles = , s versity. He graduated m.4. at Edinburgh in 
72 the sae Win decd tea ing: Pe tmewés- | 1413, and gave himself for a time to the atudy 
Fe gg pe lermaant thing tovee, fr. camwiti, of medicine, He was for sme time Chaplain of 
ze. Thy pro font. la perfect peace. #4. iii the Maccleaflell Selool, and from 1914 to 1826 
“rds into all [about] we lave bike Tie? ha sess, | Minister of Bt. George's Chapel in the same 

hors fons of the Paatma are criticised | t¥2- In 1827 he became minister of Mostey 
in pet's Ver? : 7 Street Chapel, Manchester, atel held the same 

th, cere Pealtera, English, § xvit., where 
He artt tenderness and beauty are set to his death on July 27, I8f8. In 1812 he 

fo. tt #dne ss - contributed to Dr. Collyer’s Coll, & hymna, 
terete. pris 22 ymins in the Forms aro charac | hich appeared as by “mx x." Th 
our zed by ne a 7a one of theme: “Hark! how the choral song of 

inte joy” @O Simin > 5] | heaven” (The Song of Heaven), he is s#ime- 
ag ™yth JoBD, vp. was b, at York, March | what widely known to hymnody, His Pealme 
mz, 282)" “Era 1543 be entered the Wesleyan | and Hymna for Public Worship, Macclusfiold, 
= Anistry” ayncd “Wet8 sent in 185 to Winnenden, | J. Swinnerton, x. p. [cirea 1523), was pub. 
o. the first wWVeesleyan minister to Germany. | without Preface, or names of authors, Not 
Prat is regen e* from Germany in 1865, be | one of the 8 bymne contributed by Lim to 
Ete stat reguinr circuit work in G. | Collyer’s Coll. is therein, and there is nothing 
on tain ne Jez Poured at Sheffield, Hull, und | to show which are bis originul compositions. 
th rfl we 35 until IKE, when Le retired (F. J. F.j er 

Fron gyre ET. work of the ministry. Hud.| weOheyne, Robert Murray, « of on Mabe soci B26. His principal prose work ~ Wie g pt ls. 42 ‘Methodisn tn York Ta 1843 | Stat MeCheyne, W. 8., was b.at Edinburgh, 
b ALister = May 21. 1813, and educated at Edinburyha 
tity ited arsed F7 Ublished » small volume, en- | Usiversity. In 1835 he becawe Assistant at, 

Wig Reve ere i ora Selection of Original | 7» hertnear Stirling,and wasordained in 1863 
tr. ry J. LL, This little work was 

: Sherer pati & ae by himsclfand membersof his 
“ily, and gee £20te Dr. Punslon, His bymn, 

T hére i, a better world, they say " ( Hearew), 
®PPeared in thaer —Bfeth. Scholars’ H. Bi, 1870; 
“Od hig «Wes wraere "© scive up the Sabbath" (Sun- 
ay), in thy Mer 72-23. SH. Bk. 1879. Each of 
z is animiten fice of wn older hymn, Dr. 
© Hos inflrmecd Chae Rev. W. F. Stevenson, 
“ditor of Hys. foor- ©. and Home, 1874, that the 
hymn « There i« 2 better world, they sy,” 
“Was writn at  <S¢2-e@ud, in Gioncestersbire (30th 
Ft Sr In45) for @ae>  smwimiversary of the neighbouring 

Minister of St. Peter’s Established Church , 
Dundee. %In 1839 he went to Pulestimes 
asone of the Mission of Enquiry to the Jewes 
from the Church of Seotland. He dd. at 
Dundee, March 25, 1843. His hymna, a few 
of which were written in Palestine, appeare <Q 
in his 

Songs ef Zion to cheer and gwide Pilgrims on thee y~ 
way fo New Jerusaiem, By the late Rev, we 
McUheyne.... Dusudee, W. Middleton, 1443. 
These hymns were i are in his Menaeo ee »~ 

and i edited by ar birt rgiensvpoec =—_ 
Be <3 wich, 1544. Songe aa reprinted in Dares | 

P= Dla ed LL des Well.” That eee written toc | ber 14, and date from 1831 to 1641. Tho tee=em @_ 
enfant children will <= 5< £> Bain the simplicity of some of the | known are, “T once was @ stranger to gram 
aeresstoas. | Ie ——— > roenpcae Mary <p kg al green and to God,” and, * When this passing Woae- mS 2 
(Biog Enaex) — (3. J.) \#8 done.” In addition, “Beneath Morize Fa ™ 2 

Gs reky side,” written at the * Foot of Carns «— » 
June, 1889" (Sent from God); * Like mai =. = 
on the mountains,” written “Jan. let. ISSe @ ~>=-_ 
(Children called to Christ), and “ Ten Virgea a 

MM clothed in white” (The Ten Virgins), dae .— ses 9 
1841, are in ©. UL (J. Mf. = : 

- - Macdonald, George, LUp., was b, 
M., ines pearek Bap. Coll. of Ash &) puntly, Aberdeenshire, Dec. 10, 1824, cae. = 

Evans. ee maces Merrick. educated at King’s College, Aberdovn, why <= a — 
™., in the People's Hymnal, 1867, ie. | he graduated ».a., aud from which he afe~— — 

Gerard Moltrie. wards eye ce rt py of un em 
W.. in Frys. . | For a brief time te stu: for the Congres =—> 

1cee ~ Mary Briciticeg ie Chereh Catholic, tional ministry at Highbury College, Loud<s = = — 
. und then became the Mirdater of the Com _ 

wa. On 9, FP Briatoy py), coll., 1769, ie. | gational Church at Arundel, Susex (1850— > 235" >, — 
Madar * c ; in Wal ¥ Ho afterwards eee fora a ee t<> — 

m™m. Baty = > small company ot nehester an lt< = 
Sree 1859, Le. Lady ers Cheltenham sie Relinguishing the ministry, he became “ poma = 

ys p-™. im-th, o@ turer on English Literavure at King’s (>, __ 
BO ry untop Ago, People’s Hymnal, 1887, jogo, London, and ultimately gavo himsel® ap 

i.e- aT. in ARE entirely to literury work. Dr. Macdonaled phe cng 
=. ee g eae jred u great repotation by means of » 

a jam Le. Mg a Tptiean Bap. Service of an of fiction, most of which were origina ian —_ 
2Z2 > 
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contributed to magazines, and the most not 
able of which are David Klginhrod ; Robert 
Faleoner ; Alec Forbes of Howglen; and 
Annals of 
some time Editor of Good Words for the 
Young, and wrote ~~ Anti, for 
Macmillan’s Sunday Library, His poetical 
works are :— 

1) Within amd Withow?, 1455; (2) The inisciples and 
or Poems, 1660; (3) The Diary an 6 Sivek 
(printed for private circulation), 167 ; (4) Awotics, « 
volume of fra, froan the German (most of which Gret 

in the Sueday Magazine), 1476; ami (6) 4 
‘oll Cord, HRS, partot which previously appeared 

in his Works of Fancy and fmagination, 10 vole, i671, 

Most of his original hymns were contributed 
to Hys. and Sacred Songa for Sunday Schools 
and Social Worship, &c.. pub. by Fletcher 
and Tubbs, Manchester, in 1855 (2nd. ed., 

1856), and of which his brother, and the Rey. 

G. B. Bubior (p. 190, ii.) were the editors, The 

original hymns, which are signed “G, Mac- 
donald,” in this collection are:— 
LA quiet Seer, submissive, eck, The Meck in- 

2, Tmylight fades away, Second Advent. 
3. Father, | well may praise Thy nase, Sunday 

Morning. 
4. Pather, these souls of ours have been. Alersed are 

the Pure in Heart. 
5. If we were longing for the fost. Flessed are they 

that Menger and Therst . 
@ It ae anawful howr that gave, Hlessed ave the 

" “Thy own voles, O Father, say, Alesaed are 
they that mourn. 
* Son of Mas, Thy Name by choloe. Messed are 

the . 
%. Our Father, hear our longing peayer.’ Messed are 

the Poor im Spirit. 

Some of these hymns were afterwards re- 
vised by their author, The next two are 
from The Disciple, and Other Poems, 1860 :— 

10, O God, Whose daylight leadeth down, Brening. 

Li. O Lord [Ged) ef life, Thy quickening volce. 

Morning. 
Dr. Macdonald's bymns are rich in ideas, 

but are touched with a mysticism whieh 

renders them « little diffieult of apprehension. 
They are however of great value in — 
forth traths rarely expressed in hymns, 
are likely to grow in favour. (LW. G, H.) 

Macduff, John Ross, v.p., second 
of Alexander Macduff,of Bonhard, near Perth, 
was b. at Bonhard, May 23, 1818. After 
studying ut the University of Ediaburgh, he 
became in 1842 parish minister of Kettina, 
Forfarshire, in 1849 of St. Madoes, Perthshire, 
and in 1855 of Sandyford, Ginsgow. He 

received the degree of p.p, from the Univer- 
sity of Glnagow in 1862, and about the same 
time also from the University of New York, 
He retired from pastoral work in 1871, and 
now [1887) lives at Chislehurst, Kent. Hoe 
has publishvd many practical and devotional 
works which have attained a wide circulation. 
In 1857 he was appointed by the General 
Assembly a member of their ymeal Com- 
mittee. His 31 hymns appeared in his Altar 
Stones, 1853, und were also included with his 

later poems in his The Gates of Praise, 1876. 

Of these hymns the following are in C. U.>— 
1. Christ 4 coming! Let creation, Second Advent, 

2. Eternal Rock! Thee [ flee. (1863.) Christ the 

Kock. 
+. Everlasting arms of love, (1853.) Support in 

Chrint. 
4 From Thy habitation bely, Whitrumfide. 

MACKELLAR, THOM 

6, Hasten, Lord, that morn of glory. 
6. Jesus wept! Those tears are over, 
roising of Lasarwe. 
7. O do not, blewed Lord, depart. © 

a Quiet Neighbourhood. He waa | desired, 
x. Where shall I look for boly calm. 

shontide, 
9. Why shoold | murmur or repine ? 

Of these hymns those dated 1 
only of Dr, Macduffs originale. 

Hamilton Mo 
DD, youn, s. of Thomas Me 
Mar. 10, 1807, at Catrine, Ayre 
studying at the University of Glo 
conferred upon him the degree 
1870), be became in 1837 joint 
Duke St. United Presb. Church, ' 
1840 he removed with « jon 

tion to a new church in Mor 
¢ beeame, in 1858, Home Misst 

of the United Presbyterian Ubi 
1868 Foreign Mission Secretary. | 
1380, at Paria, while on his wa 
his health In the South of Fr 
member of the Hymnal Committe 
fer in ge ge — 

reatyterian Hymnal, 1876, 5 ¢ 

Latin (Now 29, 34, 95, 101, 200 

the Grock (No. 346), These he: 

included in his Songs of the Chi 
and Life, 1876, a volume conte 
from the Greek; 68 from the L« 
tra. from English into Latin ven 
(No. 101 being by himself). The 
includes careful and interesting 
and critical notices of the authors ' 
are included; and the texts ¢ 
Latin, Greek, and English, 
Many of the translations are exceeli 

stand im the very Bret rank of modern | 
—ther gracefulness and tase making ¢ 
like original English bymins than tr 
Theslore Martin paid the translations 
es compliment of mistaking ome of the 
valhymn, In the edition of 1679, Dr. 
nainber of verbal alterations, added two 
the Latin (“Jam meesta quiesce qoerel: 
ul enw bus), one frees Le Behera 

3 ish, and « Latin version of * Art 
tl languid?" Twenty-to of bbe tre 
and Greek bad sppeared in the Jaoer 

me of the U.P. Church between 
His tre. are gradually coming inte some 
use. 

Mackay, Margaret, was 
and the _ daughter of Ca 
Mackay, of Hedgetield, Inverne 
married in 1820 to Major Will 
of the 68th Light Infantry (a! 
Colonel) 4 distinguished officer w 
Mra, Mackay d. at Cheltenham, 
Tn addition to various prose works 
pub. Thoughts Redeemed ; or La 
Howra, 1834, which contained 
hymns and Of these,“ As 
bleased sleep,” is noted at p. 66, | 

Mackellar, Thomas, wa: 
York, Aug. 12, 1812, At the 
entered the printing cstablishm 
ee a 1834 he removed ta 
ani joined the type-foundry firm 
Smith, as proof seaden.” He 
became a foreman, and then a pe 
firm, which has been known 
Mackellar, Smiths, and Jordan, 
of Philadelphia, His. publica: 
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The America? Printer, 1866, 0 prose work, and 
the follo wi 18 Verge ;— 

prey’ Sram 3 42 y 
rte a ba ST teat ots) taaee pony to Sede ond 
Koring ree C4) Mhymes Atwcen Timer, 1572. The 
ag® Contains ea his bytsne (4) Hymns ane @ few 
2n, eeu pees 4 bile. L443 (7 hymims, 3 prssimns), 

eet pee CS bythe, 2 Praline). 

Thine of 224 bymos in C. U. include — 
a - At th doe of mercy sighing. Lent. Pub. 

" hi, ih pret Aticeen Times, 1872, as, * Long 
Ea Pesta] premee forsaken,” aud again in Dr. 

FlOh eink os FLU F Somgy uf Praise, (874, ant At 
© door of EHIeFCY sighing.” 

wi: 2B the of the present,  Aesiynution. 
G Mitte, in 2 Bi, and pub, in his Lines for the 

ttle ined f-veing, 1853; and Lyre Sacra 
am . Sass 1 capa beat of oe rage ara 

\g e Maater walketh,” is in C. U. in ce, iene th 

Sate oe erect, and book of glory. Moly 
Ss *Plur. 4 ee eters in 1845. It was given io the 
Fes Schou Unico Cul, 1860, and his gs. ane a 
fx mae Oo» 184, and a few collections, 

Slag li<o Children's Warship, 1878, &e. 
. gn «=o the Holy. Jesus, the son's 

gx pet's Sungs of Zum, 1851, and 
mericana, [8i8, in 5 st. of 41. 
my life's young morning, A 
Written in 1541, 

> In visa ard of our Father. Work for 
ft, .Writen wee 1845, It was given in the 
and. Sor Chesr-ar7® & Home, Philadelphia, 1560, 

gy, ther col lecst § <7 18- 
pre. Jesus! wiserss 229 200! is parting, § Continurd 
inch Joeseass eteaswel. Written in 1848, nnd 
ah ded jn Lyre Seaera Americans, 1468, in 4 

8 3 iand «a2 a Gled + Jesus first and Inst.” 
Wa: is oe) Ramxed immortal. § Hoacen. Mr. 

*“Chellar ays threat this hymn was written 
evento ase «= Taney suddenty struck me of 0 
mature, - Ren @<3 mrede tbe work tn hand, and 
the pew paterea. IF at once prodinoed the hymn, 
aland txeeemea <> = Gal,’ and seut it to the etiter [ul 

Ine A 

the 

*¢ 
relivioun 
PME eu 
1 bere f 

wales (asic), whee smecferred wi it asa religious poem 
als ‘Tam, my assess ta fered name, under which | bal 
tenets nonueed cores f<Zerable mtoriety. This wax ip 

45. It waswidely «<-<»g2led, and afierwurds inserted in 
® Volume published! Boy- mae.” Dumoels’ English IM 
kee, tHe, . Sat. : ment 

Mr. Mackellar is 
terian Church. 

an Elder of the Presby- 
[P. M. B. 

Maclagan. WY alliam Dalrymple, vv, 
& of David Muc-leasran, 4D, WAS bin Edin- 
burgh, June 18, TSee- Tn ently life he entered 
the urmy. and served for some time in India. 

Retiring wan thre: rank of lieutenant, he 
entered St Peter’s College, Cambridge, where 

he radunted MA. 1SS5e5 and ya. in 1860, 
‘Taking Holy orders, he wis curate of St. 
Gaviour’®: Feddington, 1856-58, and St- Ste- 

phen’s, Merylebone, las 4), He then be- 
came emnihdic, fhe Pondon Dioeesan 
Church Buildin es oicty. from 1860 te 1865; 

curate “VEN 7 ang 2 o9; Rector of New- 
ington, illo was a iear of Kensington, 
1s75-78- nd Prebenan Hoy, Chaplain to the 

CQuee™ Gaited red, Te.) Of Reculverland in St 
Paul's itd Bishop “OMe, In 1878 he. sus 

conme, wk has bon, Lichtichi. Bp. Mac: 
lage of, ane tim ae aaa protien 
elas ROT os which, Rubs ig iaialy = ae The 

fow YY) vith creat pe hy, lo" ten lave been 
rece! ®Vou, ped eco a desire 

MADAN, MARTIN 

for more of the same kind and quality, 
following are in C, U. -— 

1. Again the sounds, Missions. Writte), 
abowt 1820. A tn the A. AL dt M. series of Myr. 
Jor Mission Services. \sit. 

8. Be still, my soul, for God is near, Muy Commu: 
wien. Part i. by +O Kody, broken for may ashe.” Written 
abut (973 for St. Mary's, Newington, In Thring's Col, 

Fog 

The 

Lees 
3. Holy Lord of love, Confirmation. Written 

rapt bars and pub. in Mre. C. rock's Chitdren's MH. 
., BANE, 
4, It is Anished, blessed Jesus (Saviour). (font 

Friday Writter for NW. A. @ M, 16t6. Lin meveral oi- 
lectin, 
5. remember me. 

Ceurl Petia Welton ete s3a el, of Ut, ae ML 
Surmetines given im two parte: Pt Hl. hewinning & Lord, 
whem with dybng lips my prayer i6 sak.” 

6, The of Ged their conflict » AU Saints 
First pub. fn Chkerck Mefla, 1670; atl agains to the 5. PL 
C.K, Charch Ifys., 1471. 

7. What thasks and praise to Thee we owe. 
Sake, Writtem for the 1875 ed. uf HL A, & Mf, 

"These hymus are of more than usual merit, 
boing chaiacterized by _— simplicity, tender- 
ness, atl fervour. he special season or 
purpose is clearly indicated, and its lessons 
earuestly enforeed. (J. J} 

Macleod, Norman, wp. « of Dr, 
Norman Macleod, was b, at Cumpbelton, 
Argyleshire, June 3, 1812. He studied at 
the Universities of Glasgow aud Edinburgh, 
then went to Germany, and subsequently 
completed his coure at the University of 
Glusagow, from which, in 1854, he received the- 
degree of pp. In 188 he was appointes) 
purish moinister of Loudoun, Ayrshire, in 184% 
of Dalkeith, and in 1851 of the Barony, Gieaes— 
Ow fe e om: of the Queen's Clin yo — 
ae in 1841, and in 1860 the editor of Goercd 
Words, which he continued to edit till Baa oy 
death. He was one of the mest influeuties | 
winisters in the Established Charch of Seas — 
luud, and was Moderator of the Geveral AA eg — 
sembly in 1869. Hod. at Glugow, June 2 es 
and was buried at Campsie, June 20, 183 =~ 
His works are numerous and populnr, Tea eo 
was appointed & tucmber of the Assembl + = oo. 
Hymnal Committee in 1854 and 1855. Er q 
best known hymn, “Trust in God, nud do & Be 
right" (Hight Doing), ap! ed in Jumwes e~ 
1857, in The Edinturgh Christian Maguz? oe = 
of which be was for sume years the editor, 

il. My 

Madan, Judith, née Cowper, was 
only daughter of the Hou. Spencer Cow 
the wife of Colonel Martin Medan (4. 172 
and the mother of Martin Madan, and of 
Spencer Madan, sometime Bishop of Pe 
borough. She bed some repute 
veree, Her Burial Hymn, “In this worked 
sin und sorrow,” appeared in the 2 oan 
Appendix to her wont Pa, & Hys. in 2 Bd “= S= 
SL ft bas been repeated in several col] 
jions in G. Hritain and Ameriea, ared 
given without alteration in Lyra Brit. Ise “S> 

jy. 659. We have foiled to ancertain the «lew, , aes 
of Mrs Macdan's birth or death, (J. I. i 

Madan, Martin, « of Colonel Mars ie 
Madan, acc brother of Dr, Spencer Mads, y - rs 
sometime Bishop of Peterborough, was by. 

wm. 

thane ~ 

= a. 

es >= 

=< ~ 

ER e~« 

2 
1726. He was to have quulified for the Mace = 
bet through a sermon by J. Wesley on tayo > 
words “ Prepare ty meet thy God,” the wheode . 
current of his life was changed. After sora, @— 
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difficulty he received Holy Orders, and sab- 
requently founded and became chaplain of the 
Lock Hospital, Hyde Park Corner. He was 
popular asa preacher, and had no inconsider- 
ble Teputation as a musical composer. He 
ceased hing on the publication of his work Thelypl 
practice of polygamy. He d. in 1790, He 
puh. A Conemeatary on the Articles % the 
Church of England ; A Treatise on the Chris- 
tian Paith, &o., and :— 

A Collection of Peatms and Mymns Extracted from 
Various Authors, and published by the Mr. 
Madan, London, 1108. 

This Coll. contained 170 hymns thrown 
together without order or system of any kind. 
In 1763 he added an Appendix of 24 bynins. 
This Coll, referred to in this Dictionary as 
Madan, and Madan'« Ps, & Hye, bad for many 
years a mowt erful influence on the hym- 
nodly of the Chureh of England. Nearly the 
whole of its contents, together with its ex- 
tensively altered texts, were reprinted in 
numerous hymn-books for nearly one handred 
years, At the present time many of the great 
hymns of the last contury are in use as altered 
by him in 1760 and 1763, Although several 
hymns have been attributed to him, we have 
no evidence that he ever wrote one. His 
hymnological labours were employed in alter- 
ing, piecing, and expanding the work of 
others, And in this he was most successful, 

(J.J) 
Maecrentes oculi spargite lachrymas. 

Passiontide, This hymn, which sometimes 
beyins “ Moerentes oculi,” is the hymn at 
Vespers im the Office of the Passion of our 
Lord Jesus Christ, which has been added to 
the Roman Breviary since 1740 (aeu “ Aspice 
infami Deus"). Ht is in the Roman Breviary, 
Bologna, 1827, Pars Hiemalis, Supplement, 
p. 270, in Tat. Tr. as — 

Now let us ait and weep. [by E. Caswall. let 
pub. in his Lyra Cothotioa, 1849, pp. 63, in 7 st, 
of 4 1.3 and agaia in his Aye. & Poems, 1873, 
p. 35. In the Hymnary, 1872, it is altered to 
“Come let us sit and weep.” 

eptecer Sater ae J. Wallace, 1874 le wee eyes, tears, J. » RTA, ping eye! UM) 

Mag ich Ungliick nicht wiederstehn. 
{Cross and Convolation.] Wackernagel, iii. 
pp. 118-121, gives four versions from a Niirn- 

broadsheet, cirea 1526, the Erfurt G. B,, 
1531, &e. The text in the Une. L. 8, 1851, 
No. 634, follows that in the 1531, It is in 
3 st. of 11 L, the two initial letters of st.i., ii. 
and the initial letter of st. iii, giving the 
name Maria. 

In the Nitrnberg beosdabeet it is called “Queen Maria 
of Hungary's yee,” and so in the Magdebarg @. #., 
1634, and many other later collections, tt is ascribed to 
her. She was sister of the Emperor Charles V., and 
wife of King Ludwig LL, of Hangary, whe d. im 1626, 
ehe enrviving till 1535, Both Wockerwage!, and Lanx- 
mann in Aoech, will, 62, think if wae porta Aes sary 
by ber as ber hywin of consolation, and may have been 
written for ber by Martin Luther, Had Luther written 
it, bowewer, it fe hardly likely that in the bymm-books 
edited by him or for him from King's ¢, #7, 182%, to 
Babet's G. &., 1545, it would always have appeared 
withowt bis name, 
The trs. are :—({!) Can | my fate ne more withstand, 

hy Mise Winkworth, 1654, p17". (2) 1 cane il 
suppress, or quell, by Dr. G. Walker, 1860, p. 47 

fa. Me 

p gone in which he advocated the | 
on his slender income resigned tn 

MAGDEBURG, JOAC] 

Magdeburg, Joachim, wax 
at Gardelegen in the Altmark. 
lated at the University of Witte 
Lid, and in 1546 was appointed 
school at Schoningen, vear Helm 
wick. He became pastor of Dy 
Liineburg in 1547, but being un 

the sume year became pastor of 
the Altmark, But refusing t 
Roman ceremonics preseribed b 
Interim he was, in 1352 (Easter 
banished from the Electorate of ] 
About May, 1552, by the influen 
Aepinus, Superintendent of Ham 
appointed divconus of St. Peter 
aang, and there became seq 

Flacius Mlyricas [Matthias Flo 
Lutheran, church historian, &c., 
fort-am-Main, Mureh 11, 1575} 
death of Aepinus, May 18, 1555 
Eitzen, his suecessor, was not so 
when, during the controversy in 
ing Holy Communion, Magde 
tractate without submitting it to 
of Kitzen, the latter obtained th 
Magdeburg from his post, May 2 
then went to Magdeburg to le 
Flacius as one of the compilers ¢ 
history known as the Masdda 
Shortly thereafter he was appoir 
Osamanstedt in Tharingia ; Pat. 
of Flacius, was dispomessed it 
then stayed for longer or shorter 
Count von Mansteld, Baron vo 
and others, until, after the En 
wilian IT. had onee more permitt 
— in Austrin, he was, a 

ausfeld’s recommendation, appx 
commandant of Raab in Hung 
mental chaplain at Raab in 15 
his house there was burnt, at 
Griifenworth (east of Krems), to 
speaking Austrian troopa. ‘The 
——— St ieer lated ett ‘ 
clergy, and after joining with ni 
of the Evangelical an y in A 
senting a Confession of Faith v 
Dict (Landtag), was compelled 
in 1571 we find him living at Er 
he was preacher at Efferdiug in 
in 13+ was expelled as an 
Flacius. His later history is un 
i, 446; Allg, Deutsche Bing, x 
Wae . iii pp. 1085-10 
jeces unler his name. The on 
Snglish is :— 

‘Wer Gott vertraut, hat wohl get 
fied. Founded on Ps. Ixxiti, 25, 
runjel, ti. p L042, prints st. i. fror 

Christhiove and tristliche Tachge-. 
Stimunen, Erfurt, 1572 (where it 
for Saturday evening); and thint 
though not certain, that it ix 
Magdeburg. Jn 3. Calvisius’s Jf, 
nun ecclesinsticarnm, Leipzig, 15 
iit, are first found. Lauxmann 
373, thas sums up the evidence : 

“From these clremmetances it seeny 
bytan originally comimted only of the 
that Magieburg’s authership, fr oR 
claims [it bas eset te J 
Milhimann] & beyond dowbe* 
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_. The eext Ff 1597 is repented in Wachkernagel, 
iii. p 1043 and the Une 1. S. 1851, No. 642, 
may of B © 12) line, Tr as:— 

-. 1. Who in Ged, his werk abides, By A. 
T. Ragell, Of **- i. ii, a5 No. 230, in his Ps, § 
ffs, isnot. 

2. puts his trust in Ged most just. A good 
ana fal) 277-2 by Miss Winkworth, in her Lyra 
"Fer, mMa Ser 1858, p. 192, and her ©. #. for 
ng land, 2365, No. 145, Repeated, slightly 
Slrerg dp the Pennsylvanian Luth, Church Sh. 
1 Seog * 

2. exusts in God a strong abode. A oud 
bur gee? by Dr. B. H. Keanedy, as No, 486, 
~ his ffprzart- Christ., 1803, repeated in J, L 
Ftor, Crdl-» 1876, and others, In Morrell 

oe How's 77S: 4 Hys., 1hi4, No 2Ua, it was 
i. P88 erably gaitered by Kp How, and this form 
pad Tepeated 3m the SP, C.K. Church Hys., 1471; 

“Pn, <9, Omitting the Last four lines, and 
Sez; bin’ nig ve ya error, to M. Luther. 
Fy" F ree ee = °* Who lives In God has safe alede.” 

Pre Geke wee U8 YW. (J. MJ 
Seuas lor-iee 228, Bantolius.  [Santeiiil, 

de, 
pila as us potentiae. (Thursday.] 
has h¥ma om the Fifth Dny of t ——- 

Boecn aseri to St. Perit. 
qt hag WeOEI > earallels in the Gth and 7th 
bs 8Bterg of ine EE Feaaemeron, but ia rot usxigned 
Sttim by tha: _ Benedictine editors, In an 
ie ig CeMt. wa. aa Lier cited by Mone, i. p. 372, 

day 
> an a= 

siiema pet gs s<=r Breviaries, It is food in 

Museum (veapo. ELP- xii. f. 2: Jul A. vi. f 
385; WV ees 2 | £- 2258); iw ihvec nen of the 
jtth cent. at %- _ Gall, Nos. $87, 413, 414; 
the Lat. Wzye. <2F7 the Anglo-Saxon Ch,, 1851, 

» 25, printed) feceze. an lth cent ws. at Dor- 
N ™ (Bi, B2. F- HB). lrisalerin Daniel, i, 

©. 53; iy. p. 22. froma Rheinan wa of th 
10th cent.and i= € Iard, Newman's Hymni Ee 
clesiac, US8 anc RB SG5, J. MJ 

Transistions im Cc. y,-— 
1. 0 Got, Who Kxamet gives, by (ard. Newman, 

Pub, in his Vereserss Ora Religious Subjects, 1853, 
+ 100% (ed. L8G, E- 247). It is included in the 

larquess of Bate es “tenn fireviary in Ewylish, 
Isso. In W. S-  BBlew's The Church My, and 
Tune Bhs Wh2—f, it Wares given as “Thou G 

of all power, and in this form it was repeated 
in Rice's &!. therefrom, 1479, 

2. Lordof all Power! a: whose command, br 
E. Caswall, in Kiss Zara Catholioa, 184%, pr 28, | 

and his /y¥s. cane’ Foems e735, 17. In the 
People’s Ht aes. 2 and ti, Hymaary, 1872. 

* os she frem the flood. iby j. M. Neale Sian enlarg,) ed, of the H. Need, 
taps. tH repented ji, the Viner, 1882. 

qTranslstoms mot in ©, ¥ 
1, @ Geo Whose way. 

1706. awfall mature, 
‘ ry Stores eupply- Primer, 

, ov &r. odaaied 

1837 “pat fod. W hose mi at and guod. 47 ' 
- warren. 5 y a 

vine Ants of rolghty*- “1 power can make. ym 
4,0 Whe in Powe, J. A, B Hope, 1644 Godt Wong + Lond. 
o- 

prae- 

Bivenas Gis<- hvymn ot Vesperson Thure | have added! a parap 

Us mijgnt. J. Copeland. | by the porsecutions that followed thi Reve < ey 
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6. Almighty Ged, Whose sovercign will, 4, 2, 
Chambers, i657. 

1. Great God of power, at Thy command 7. Wallace, 
twit, (J. J.) 

Magnificat, Metrical jarphruses of the 
megane are tot numerous, und ane very 
rarely used. In the 151) edition of the Old 
Version (§ iv. ¥., g.v.). @ Version appeared in 
10 st. of 41, 8t. i of which reads -— 

” My "7 

ky etiiewctar ne 
wane fn the Lond, my tiod, 

be ie my Saviour." 

This was repeated in subsequent editions of 
the Old Version, and was for some time the 
nuthorized metrical furm of the Magnificat in 
use in the Chureh of England, 

2. The New Version by Tate and Brady 
also containn! a metrical paraphrase by Tate, 
which in time superseded thot of the Old Fer- 

Des Cxdé->  '8B2, and others; the Bupt. | sion in public worship. In the Suppl. of 1702 
it appeured in 20 lines, beginning ;— 

My soul and spirit, Qld with joy 
y fied and Ravioor praise, 

Wee goodness dit from poor estate 
its bumble handmaid raise.” 

This version continved in use until the New 
‘ersion Waaswept away by the modern hytmn- 

hook. 
3, The history of the paraphrase in the 

Scottish Translirtions and J'raphrases, 1761 , 
which is Twte's verion rewritten by Ww. 
Cameron, in given under“ My soul and spirit 
filled with joy.” 

4. Very few of the versifiers of the Pealrexeg 
firase of thin Cantio ke. 

the use of the Sarum, York,| to their version of the Pealier, Dr Jotaay 
Patrick is an exception. His rendering of 

three Me of tPac= Lith cont. in the Mritish| the Magnificat in bie I's. af David in Metre. 
1691, begins -— 

* My soul ¢ w the 5 
Treum ~~ beg pti a 

Awd Gud my Saviour sball be 
The wulgect of my sung of praise.” 

5. The version of the Magnificat by Dr. 
J. Trons, in his Pe. & Hye. for the Chur Pe 
1875-83, is m good rendering, and mores = 
aceordanes With tnudern tastes thun the tn beaye 
It begins :— - 

"My soul doth pagel ly the Lard, 

PR pet in po maaheteg vera EE? wre 
For tm Tals weuarvue tbing.” "ete. 

6. Other versions of the Magnificat are a— 
notated in full in this Dictionary, and ma. — — 
found through the Index of Seasons and Suby -— aos 
at the end. Its us, however, inany f&, .— == 
except that in the Hook of Common Pre yex a~ — = 
very limited. Ce eae 3 = 

Major, Johann. [Rutilius, M.) 

Maker, Upholder, gh Thee. 
Montgomery. [Dherology.) Written for ne = 
Shefield (ae ay School Union, Whitsuas @ § 
gathering, ‘April, 1830, gh gp printed 

fly-sheet for the occasion. (Ms) In 2 ee 
it was included in the Cong. If Rk, No. @ ee = 
and again in Montgomery's Original Jar a aoe 
1853, No. 353, in 4 st. of #1. ES ei eet 

Malan, Henri Abraham César. ~g~ 
family of Malnn traces its origin to the val Ee — =~ 
of Piedmont. A branch of it settled at Mugg ny — 
del, in Dauphine, but was driven from Frm ge , ieee 
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tion of the Edict of Nantes. Picrre Malan, after 
seeing his sister fall a victim to persecution, 
left Merindol (1714), and arrived at Geneva 
(1722). Heuri Abraham Cesar Malan was b. 
at Geneva in 1787. After an education at the 
College, he went to Marseilles, with the in- 
tention of learning businees: but, seon after, 
entered the pape at Geneva, as a pre- 
paration for the ministry, to which he was 
ordained in 1810, He had been appointed 
one of the masters al the College in the 
previous year. The National Chureh of 
Geneva was at that time almost Unitarian, 
and Malan's convictions were in accord with 
it. But the great movement known as the 
Reéceil, of which the first products were the 
dissident clureh of Bourg de Four and at a 
later date that founded by Malan himself,anud 
which finally imbued the whole Swiss Church 
with its spirit, was silently preparing itself. 
The germ of the movement may be in 
the Sori¢té des Amis (1810), of which Em- 
«he and A. Bost were leaders; and in 

alan’s independent attainment to the doe- 
trines of the Divinity of the Saviour and the 
free gifts of salvation through Him (1816). 
But the human agency, whic ve it foree, 
aud determined its Calvinistic direction, was 
the visit of Robert Haldane (in the autumn of 
1816), to whom not only these pioneers of 
the movement, but F. Monod, E. Rieu, 
Guers, Gonthier, Merle d’ Aubigné, and others, 
always pointed us their spiritual father, Em- 
peytaz and others sought to attain enfran- 
ebisement by the establishment of the “ petite 
Eglise of Bourg de Four.” Malan wished to 
reform the national Church from within : anda 
sermon at Geneva, which brought on him the 
obloquy of the professors and theologians that 
composed his audience, and which Haldane 
characterized as a republication of the Gos 

1, was his first overt act (Jun, 19, 1817). 
ut the 9 ing forees were far too stron 

for him, The Venerable Company exclude 
him from the pulpits, and achieved his dis- 
missal from his regentship at the College 
(1818), In 1820 he built « chapel (Chapelle 
du ‘Temoignage) in his garden, and obtained 
the licence of the State for it, a5 a separatist 
lace of worship. In 1823 he was formally 

Nancived of his status as a minister of the 
national Church. ‘The seven years that suc- 
ceeded were the palmy days of the little 
chapel Strangers, especially from England, 
mingled with the overflowing Swiss congrega- 
tion. But (in 1830) « secession to Bourg de 
Four, and then the foundation of the Oratoire 
and the Socicté Evangelique, which in 1849 
absorbed the congregation of Bourg de Four 
under the title of the glise Eeangélique, 
thinned more and more the number of his 
adherents. His barning zeal for the con- 
versivn of souls found a larger outlet in long 
tours of evangelization, subsidized by reli- 
gious friends, in his own land and Belgium 
und Franee, and also in Scotland and Eng- 
land, where he had friends among many re- 
ligious bodies, and where he preached to large 
congregations. The distinguishing clmrac- 
teristic of these teurs was his dealing with 
individuals. On the steamboat or the dili- 
gence, in the mountain walk, at the hotel, no 
opportunity was lost. On one occasion au old 

MAN OF SORROWS 

Er whom geet erage drew fron 
pillow a copy of his great hymn-b 
de Sion, 1841, and told him ly 
prayed to see the author of it befo 

It is as the originator of the mo 
movement in the French Reforn 
that Malan's fame cannot perish. 
Hymnody, §y.] The spirit of bi 
perpetuated in the analysis of C 

ricnee, the never-wearied deline 
sopes and fears, the joys and sor 
believers soul, which are still t 
French Protestant hymns. Ti 
added, in Malun himself, a mark 
tone, necessitated by the great str 
Réveil for Evangelical doctrine ; 
phatic Calviniam, expressing its: 
the despondency of Newton and ( 
in contrast with them, in brigh 
peace and gladness, French c: 
pronounced his hymna unequal, 
literary defcets; but their unaftect 
and fervent sincerity are universe 
In the Chants de Sion, hymns 20, 
Béni soit”; 165, “Mon coour j 
deapérance”; 199, “Du Rocher 
200, ° Agneau de Dieu” ; 239, * ‘ 
hovah,” are in every Protestant F 
book ; and several others are very ° 

Besides his hymns Malan sion 
less tracts and pamphlets on the 
dispute between the National and 
Churches und the Church of Re 
as articles in the Record and i 
reviews. He was a man of var 
ments. His hymns were set 
melodies. He was an artist, ; 
hia little workshop had its forg: 
ter’s bench, its printing press. ‘I 
his life his strong Calvinism, and 
mere external union in chureh 
kept him distinct from all m 
chureh comprehension, though f 
in communion with all the sectic 
gelical thought in Geneva and & 
one time there seemed a prospec 
_—— the national Churelh, 
driven him from her. One of 
joys was the meeting of the Ev, 
liance at Geneva (1861). He 1 
one of his latest orders was the 
his decayed chapel, in which he 
for 43 years. ed. at Vande 
Geneva, in 1864, leaving © mun 
one of whom, the Rev. 8. C. Mala 
time Vicar of Broadwindsor, is 
as a linguist and a theologian of 
Chureh. [For further details s« 
les Travaux de César Malan, ID. } 
ses fils.) To English readers Mi, 
known a8 a hymn-writer throw; 
“Non, ce n'est pas mourir™ Cq.v. 
death to die,” &e. Abont gq, 
hymns appear ina translated 
Friendly Visitor for 1826, and ¢ 
tions are noted at p. 392,4 [2 y, 
p. 389, i., § v.) 

Man of Sorrows and =, 
C. Gregor and C. I. Latrobe. 
This hymn is marked by = ¢j,, 
Eberlo in his notes in the 4 
senger for June, 1868, as C. G re; 
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S. Latrobe, 1802. Mr. Miller (Sin nd | Recto i 

- Lhe . gers a r of St. Botolph, Bishopszate, London, 94, P- 23 ih Src Mr. Latrobe as saying :-— a and East Hasler, 1818, Bishop of wT te Ve rable Bishop of the Brethren's Chureh, illaloe, 1820, of Down d Conn , | . Pra badge dant ipa a yeyed nae amnpiler | and of Dromore, 1842. Ss was ales rthare kek Se ules, + _3t bee tem dace dasies oa aemge Lecturer in 1811. He d. Nov. 2, 1848. His Presern, ‘all t . ideas contained in the original, aud 1 | prose works were numerous, and althouy! Cat anit will be found that Ihave omitted | now somewhat obsolete, they were useful and 
popular in their ~ His poetical works, 

co 

Hrat are essential; but I did not alwa . > if amy t i v8 “ery if to word to the sa ber : Pr vers myse re Ta me mamber of | nd other works whi ntain poetical pieces, 
i. aigziiml German has not been traced, 

tn E. ry the hymn was given as No. 1011 
32 the s08 Suppl. to the Moravian H. Bk. of 
agOl ass6. No. 72), in 6 st. of 81. It was 

Montgomery in his Christian 

are :— 

(1) The Country Curate, 1804; (2) Poems in three 
Parts, 1806; (3) The Slave, 1807; (4) The Hook of 
Pealms in an pg Metrical Version, &c., 1824; (5) 
The Holydays of the Church; or Scripture Narratives 
of Our Blessed Lord's Life and Ministry, and Riogra- wa Pted by - A P 7 ‘ . ET Elniat, LEZ, and has since appeared in the | pact otc of te spt, Ranga md er pPltg. Ho Fle» +N. Cong., 1859; Bapt. | voi, 1, twas; vol il. 1831 ; (6) The Gospel Miracles in z= & Tigss-- 1858; Allon's Cong. Pealmist | a series of Poetical Sketches, dc. 1832; (1) The British we 1 = gexec others. (J. M.) Mfimths, 2 vols. 1836; (8) Ancient Hymne from the » 1886, Roman Hreviary, for Domestick Vee... . To which are 
added Original ipally of Commemorati 
and Tha felt for | bear Ty Ordena 1837 « 
= ed., 1571, (9) The Happiness of the Blessed Dead, 

Bp. Mant is known chiefly through his 
translations from the Latin. e was one of 
the earliest of the later translators, I. Williams 
and J. Chandler being his contemporaries. 
Concerning his translations, Mr. Ellerton, in 

™ y~i.x28 Sabbati. [Faster] This 
Ay Pence Fas sometimes been et to 
eq @™ of sst-  ¥ itor, but Gautier in his 1881 
no; Of Adaxrra 7” Oeuvres poctiques, p. 236, does 
ti t Pring glae= 9 =bEXt, and says that this ascrip- 
a. —— is falg.>, #24 _ the piece is earlier than Adam Mo not rtd Baisstyle. Among the British 

pe e 7< is RIGO of or 12th 
« oe an ); in another, ¢. 

one ee: os - xiv. f 696); ina third of the 
of he 7 ss Es cont. (Add. 12194, f. 123), 
’ Its aloo in the Sarum (Bodleian ms, 

te low, 5, "e@_ 4 2370, pp. 216, 364); Hereford 
S. in the #4 eian, ¢. 1370), York (main the 

in > plane. 2 S29 OD) | Paris early lith cent. ms. 
th Brit, Jw eas. Add. 16905, f. 144 5), and 

1 ier Mivsada- “Worel, p. 45, cites it as in a 
al Cent mss. gat Eijnsiedeln. The text is 
=? in Mone, FPN. 168; Daniel, ii, p. 255; 

oun, 7ein, No. 933, <&e. The Sarum and some 
d ©r Mimales gz i we it also for St. Mary Mag- 
“lene. Ty. as =: 

i On the mrn of = aster day. By J. M. Neale nN the enlarged #7- — “Voted, 1854. In the Appen- 
H,, to the AvategrZeoner and (rail, 1882; the Winner, 1382 5 2aeecd the Altar Hymnal, 1884, 
this tris nwrit te =a by M. J. Blacker, as * Dawn- 
*NE was the first o days,” {[J. M.J 

Maningtom. —€% lice, daughter of Thomas ataningizn, ee See was b. at Brighton, 
na in wa <Scling in Vienna. She has Published :— "6 
C1.) Footprints: OF fFee F765) . A the German by A- BH London, W Mocintash, see containing 8 all 162 pieces, (2.) A Wreath of ‘Carots rom La te - biptyne a London, W. Macintosh, 1464. 

Se open origitint. S German hymns and carols, 
None of these Versions y in Ene- ; i Th. ear to be in Eng 

lish C.U- The y ure NOted reer the firet lines 

of the Gemmibs Wherever posible. (J. M.] 

(folio ed.), says justly that :— 

those of the existing Homan Areviary as he found then 

has fallen into undeserved neglect.” 

His metrical version of the Psalms [S&S 

pieces to the hymnals, the larger portion 
his original compositions being trom his wa 

lines are :— 
i. From his Metrical Version of the Pace & 

1824. 

1. God, my King, Thy might confessing. J's, ea > 
2. Lord, to Thee I make my vows. Ps. xzriis- 

. Blessed be the Lord most High, £e. xxviii, ‘= 

. My trust is in the highest Name. 2s. zi. 
. Reign, Jehovah, King supreme. Ps. zciz, 

Sane we 
. To God my earnest voice I raise. 2%, czlii, 

centos in Spurgeon's (, O. H. HE, 1866. (1) st. g a 

vil.—x, 

. Thy listening ear, O Lord, incline. 2s, lezzaner a- 

. To Jehovah hymn the lay, Ps. cxviii. = 

his Notes on Church Hymns, 1881, p. xtwiii. 

** Mant hari little knowledge of hymns, and merely tool. 

consequently he had to omit many, and so to alter others: 
that they have in fact become different hymns: nor was 
he always happy in his manipulation of them. Tae 
his book bas much good taste and devout feeling, ana 

Pealters, English, § xvii] has yielded very f=. ~~ 
oe 
rk 

of 1837. ‘Tbe most popular of these is “Core 
Holy Ghost, my soul inspire, Spirit of," «@- <~ = 
and its altered forms; “ Bright the vision t ky <= +. 
delixhted,” and its altered form of “Rowa yy =< 
the Lord in glory seated ;" and “ For all "—> 
saints, O Lord.” His hymns in C. U. wa & < 
are not annotuted under their respective #3 _— = 

ka 
= 

a ae 

SE 

ee. Se_ 

~~ <> 

vi; and (2) “Thee, Jehovah, will I bless” {rors ae ma 
“= _ 

ii, From his Holydays of the Church , _——— 
1828-81. > ant, Richa Y . Lo, the day the Lord hath made, aster, 

Richerd a tee of thy F nicalliny Po 1. 1. There le adweliing place above, All Saints, OR, Was we . ‘* : . Souther He was eq,,_%t Southampton, Feb. iii, From his Ancient Hymns, &e., 1837, 12, li) oxford On Yea ted at Winebester and 11. Tefore Thy mercy’s throne. Lent, 
Trmit} "he won the *: 1797 MLA 1799). At 12, Father of all, from When we tae, nity. R > . ’ eke . 3. Fa y WORE. 
Oxtr eh se8ayY => Wag Laneeilor's prize for an 5 gl Santee seek His ice. Wat or ee a 
Ene "ime College 4S Feljiw of Oriel, al for| Mi. . - ~~. raer? Peed Ri ell Suc Utor, On taking Holy a Oft as in God's own house we sit. Divine yop me 

fitively curate tows 
o re the Archbig? 1819. Domestic Chap- iy See of men, our Hope (Life) and Rest, 

Greater Festivals. 

16, Put off thy shoes, ‘tis holy ground. The Furey * 
ee = _—- 

an 
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18. a! Mla each day of hallowed rest. Holy 
Communion, 

19. We bless Thee for Thy Church, @ Lord. Thanks- 
giving for the Church, 

20. We deem and own it, Lord, a proof. Divine Grace. 

When all Bp. Mant’s frs. a hymns, 
and versions of the Psalms in C. U. are taken 
into account, it is found that be is somewhat 
strongly represented in modern hymnedy's ) 

March, Henry, was b. at Barnstaple, 
Aug. 29, 1791, and educated for the Congre- 
gational ministry at Homerton College under 
Dr. J. Pye-Smith. He held pastorates at 
Bungay, Mill Hill, Colchester, and Newbury. 
He 4 in London, July 28, 1869. His pub. 
works are :— 

Sabbaths at Home, or Help to their right I mink, Pounded on the sind and tard Pals, Leadon, 
1820; 2nd ed. 1424, Ghis work consists of Essays on 
teligious subjects, fcllowed by Hefiections and Hymne, 
(?) Hymns for the Closet Pf the Christian Minister, 

md., 1823, (3) The Karly Life of Christ an Brample 
Jor the Young. 

Of his hymns in C, U. the best are :-— 
1. Eternal God, eternal Xing. Adoration af the 

Father, In Conder's Cong. H, #k., 1636, and several 
mudern collections, es) lly in America, 

2. O send Thy li Thy truth, my God. /ullic 
Worship. Ap in his Sabbaths at Home, &e., 120, 
p- 227, where r is given at the close of an Essay on 
© Natural Gifts Consecrated to God.” It was repeated 
in the Leeds H. Bk., 1853, and later hymnals. 

(W. G. H.) 
Marckant, John. [0ld Version, §§ 1x., x.] 

Mardley, John. (Old Version, §§ 1x., x.] 

Maria mater Domini. The Assump- 
tion of the B.V.M.) In the arham Hym- 
narium of the 11th cent. (f. 3 2b) this is given | 
asa hymn “on the Assumption of the Blessed 
Virgin Mary.” It is also in two mas. of the 
11th cent. in the British Museum (Veep. D. 
xii. f. 88; Harl. 2061, f. 231 5). The printed 
text is in the Surtees Society's Lat. Hye. of 
the A Saxon Ch., 1851, p. 109. Daniel, i. 
No, 387, prints only the first stanza. Tr. as :— 

Mary, Mother of thy [the} Lord. This tr. was 
given anonymously in the 186U Appendix to the 
Hf, Neted, No. 172; and again in Skinner's Daily 
Service Hymnal, 1844. (J. M.] 

Mark the soft-falling snow. P. Dod- 
dridge. (Natural things emblematical of things 
Spiritual.) 1st pub, m J. Orton's unmous 
rt of Doddridge’s Hymna, 1755, No. 111, in 
4st.of 8 L, and headed * Fruitful Showers, 
Emblems of the salutary Effects of the Gos- 
pel.” In that und subsequent editions to 
1889, the opening linvs read :— 

“ Mark the soft-falling Snow, 
And the diffusive Rain ; 

To Heav'n, from whence it fell, 
It turns not back again.” 

In 1889 J. D. Humphreys, in repriutin 
the Hymns from the original ss, correc 
from the us. of this hymn the grammatical 
error of “it” for “they,” in these lines, and 
drew special attention thereto in the Preface 
to the Hymns, as evidence of his charge 
against Job Orton as a careless editor. 
Amongst modern collections the text of 1755 
ig retained in the Seottish Kerang. Union 
Hymnal, 1878, and that of the original ms. in 
Martinenu’s Hymne, 1840. {J. J.J 

Marot, Clement, was b. at Cahors about 
1497. His education there and at Paris gave 

MAROT, CLEMENT 

him a fair knowledge of Latin, ] 
to some extent Greek. He poss 
knowledge of music, and play 
spinet and composed tunes for « 
chansons. Though destined ut : 
law, he was placed at sixteen as a 
service of Nicolas de Neufville. 
one he became valet de chambre 
rite de Valoix, he passionate ac 
conceived for her turned his tien 
Huguenot doctrines, which were 
ary se eye themselves on her: an 
ridicule of the vices of the monk 
disorders of the Chureh, united wi 
confessions of simple faith, were 1 
of all the misfortunes that beset h 
He was wounded and taken prisor 
with Francis [. After bis returt 
he married (15267). About the s 
he succeeded, at his father’s deatl, 
of valet de chambre to Francis. 
outbreak of persecution obliged 
from France to Ferrara, where fur « 
he must have met Calvin. Fre 
he went to Venice; and was then 
the influence of Marguerite of N 
ealled to France by the king. Thi 
that le recanted his Huguenot erro 
(1536) rests on no sufficient evir 
1537-9 he completed the transla 

lms, which were circulated at + 
hey becaine the fashion of the hot 

king, Catherine de Medicis, the 
Diane de Poitiers, and the court 
| and ladies eang them to ballad tanc 
V. rewarded Marot for a copy of 
200 golden doubloons. The pub 

| these psalms (1542) brought on hin 
|of the Sorbonne, and he fled agai 
Savoy, then to Geneva. There, « 
by Francis and by Calvin, he com 
50 Psalms, published with a Dedica 
Ladies of France (1548). The ste 
of Geneva must have beon stifling 

/merenrial wature. The only authen) 
of his story that has come down is 

,oution of Bonivard for playing * 
‘with him. His prosecution for ¢ 
_ one of the malicious inventions of h 
| He left Geneva (1543) for Bavoy, 
Turin, where be d. in Ausust 1544. 

The poetry of Marot is composed of *! 
ballads, rondeaux, epigrams, and rhymed » 
of grace and delicacy, ¥, wit, and satd 
enriched and simplitied the lyrical style. 1 
bis matured work-—exhibit an access of 
stateliness. His muny-sided character 
from the prejudices of Catholic and Hugue 
enemies be is a disselute heretic, to A ea 
op who gave bis talents easily to either « 

are Girardin a man penetrated by the 
disgust at the corruptions of the Church 
deep Huguenot conviction, to others a child 
learning and Free Thought of the Renaissa 
last no doula be never lost bis courtier bab 
is no proof of his licentionsness, except in bh 
Abusee,’ to which be often alludes; bis ¢ 
abundantly paralleled in the language of tt 

| the close analysis of bis life and tis writings | 
and Mr. Henry Morley attests the exisien 

‘of real religion of which the *Trente Pees 
| a distinguished fruit. 

(Authorities. Clement Marot et le Paautic 
by M. Donen; L'Histoire du Peautier des 
formees, by M. Felix Bovet; Clement Ma 
Huguenot Psalter, a Series of Articles by! 
fer 
other Studies, by Mr. Henry Morley.) 

in The Musical Temes, 1881; StH 
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b t, S8muel, v.v., was b. at Magde- 
Urge Dec. 11: 1770, and studied at the Uni- 

ho Sity of erenkfurt a. Oder. On July 1, 1798, 
= Was ordtiPed as preacher to the Orphanage pried cbs- WW aiseniiaus) at Berlin. In 1808 

~. Was #pPlnted preacher at the Neue 
Kire). = 1816 superintendent of the Re- 
oor Med Churches in Berlin: and also became 
OR sistpr isl eth in 1830, and Obercunsistorial- 

path in 1$46_(.D. from University of Berlin, 
72 *S). He _G. at Berlin, Oct. 12, 1863 (Alig. 

4 Lae 20g» Xx, 404, &.). He was one 
oe vgn ore rcaition which compiled the Berlin 
in +, ls22- The only hymn known by him 

els Thron. Comsirmation, Contributed 

a aaizmpliciiy have gained te’ place in e a rt 
Sea” hee Merman collections, as the Berlin G. LS, ed, 

Broa 16! 4- ao aly throne, A good and fall tr. & Teles , hE oy as No. 9) in ae Brgland, 
3 Tepeutecd 2E2 the Parish H. Bk, 1875. {J. 5 | 

arr; J ohn, ».a., s, of R. Marriott, 
ww? PF ee Cottesbach, near Lutterworth, ‘Ss bh. at Cot tes bach, in 1780, and educated at 
thesby. ang od Fist Church, Oxford. He was 
a rag nd of tw © Who obtained honours in the 
Wan els in 18022. the first year in which there jee & pblic «>xatination for honours at 
Chord.” fre > -Sw88_ also Student of Christ 
tugotech, anal) f<>e about two years u private 
THOT it the fea x22 Bly of the Duke of Buccleuch. 
Cho. Puke presented him to tle Rectory of 
ret "rch law ford, Warwickshire. This he 
he Ded to Bates Cleath, although his wife's 
whth compel Ler<i trim to reside in Devonshire, 
rent? ho was srzcccessively curste of St. Law- 
B® and othe 2arishes in Exeter, and of 
3 1oSdelyst, newa2- =xeter, where lie d. March 
or’ < His g> 22 br lished works include a vol. 
ool Sermons wl.4<7hh lhe issued in 1818, and a 
9 sth <> Sermons, pub. by his sons 
aie - His Bas ere 218 were never pub. by him- 
apn, 2oF in bors= Form by any one. A few 
Ppea in preezet adoring his lifetime, but 

ba erm his pewrs s B=s—ion, ese include :— 
A ? weotaled that claim desired "“Wreton 2 iakemees Gh ee ce a 

nameapplies<2 Sra a scornful way at a party, about Itwas prizate<2 im The Priendly Visitor, 1334. 
" Sezigchty word. Missions. Written, 

On TT a Oe cate, LEIS." It was printed in The 
iy Visitor. sis: 1525, in 4 si. of 71, with the 

** Missionary 7 FRAT.” and without signature _ This 

7 and pub, by him in his Lyre 48e-ee_ y bled 
known which are receive} ended vi eget pod texte are 

doubted a TUT Fe, <0. ae tas conend thet thom 

rind Minisee cE the cull. of Dr, Raffles, Con- 
a = ary on Lelverpeol, The differences are, 
3S vas om,” and C2) et. iv. — Move o'er,” and Raffles 

Originent. 

ee essed, nd hel e ! Dr. Ra files. 

a ions THIN Ie y, — ** Holy and blessed Three, 
NW iedions Lowe, Mig : Glorious Trinity, ; 

gndles AX OCOAM™s Bide Wisdom, Love, Might! 
Be jing in fullest ‘Tide | Roundiess as ocean's tide 

Thre’ che World, r and Rolling in fullest pre, 

witiere be Mght Through she earl. 
‘ 17 - 7 and wide, a 
14 Mtext is thar *Let there be light® 

The ANE ies, r e 

speakiny cain. by 5 Baaemly inc. U. - all asi? 
Tr- ii og te Tu, Stn ene — y me Christ 

fener ft “aj ym " 
TENOR 62h but thine ius Orbis principio | novi . 

arelyype Christ oy. Un, he casket, Oliphant, Edin 

° . ie suet 0 collectionariat’ 
form . 

ing 
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love of Children. ** Written in 1816 for the Parochial 
Schools, Upottery, Devon,” 

The foregoing details are in great part from 
M8, notes supplied by the author's son, 
[s. Mss, }. : [J. J.) 

Marshall, Julia A. [Eilictt, Julia A.) 

Martin, Hi Arthur, a. «. of 
George Martin, Chancellor and Canon of 
Exeter, b. at Exeter July 30, 1831, and 
educated at Eton, and Cirist Church, Oxford, 
graduating pa. 1855, and w.a. 1857. On 
taking Holy Orders he became Curate of 
Hallow, near Worcester, 1856, and Vicar of 
Taxton with Moorhouse, Nottinghamshire, 
1858. In 1871 h» contributed the following 
hymns to Church Hymns :— 

1. Lond of the frost-bound winter. Harvest, Written 
in 1559. 

of Ages, One Foundation. St. Peter. 
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2. O Rock 
Written in 1871. 

4. Sound aloud Jehovah's praises. Joly Trinity. 
Written in 1870, in 4 #t,, four of which only are given 
in Church Hymna. 

4. The heavenly King must come. St. John Pi 
Written in 1871, (J. J.) 

Martin, Samuel, pp, «s of John 
Martin, schoolmaster at Anstruther-Easter, 
Fife, was b. at Austruther, .buly 7, 1740. He 
studied at the University of Edinburgh, and, 
after being licensed to preach in 1762, became 
iu 1768 parish minister of Balmaghie, Kirk— 
eudbright, and in 1776 of Monimuail, Fife. 
He received the degree of pp. from the 
University of St. Andrews in 1798) Hed. at 
Monimail, Sep. 12, 182%. As a member ot thes 
Committee appointed by the General Assen — 
bly of 1775, to revise the Trans. and ParagoPe _ 
of 1745, he contributed No. 12 to the 17S & 
collection (see Cameron, William, and Scotti yy 
Translations and Paraphrases), (J. M.7y 

Martineau, Harriet, was b. at Norwi«<-} a 
June 12, 1802, aud d. at Ambleside, June s2—> 
1876, Best known as the writer of Illust2-—-_ 7 
tions of Political Keenomy, Retrospect <->; 
Western Travel; two novels, Deerbrook ae z=<a 
The Hour and the Man; Eastern Life, I*e ==s 
and Present; « History of the Thirty Veer soe> 
Peace, and various other works, Her #y 
publication was a book of Devotional Fizc <s = 
cises, with hymns appended to each Exer~q _—— 
and her hymns also belong to whut she spo<— = ~~ 
of in the Autobiography as ber “ Unitarisa a 
period. Five of them appeared in A Coz ¢ : 
tion of Hymns for Christian Worship, prix, SS 
in 1831 for the congregation of Eustace St ~.— _ a 
Dublin, and edited by her brother, the Ss. 
James Martineau. PE on 

+ Allmen are equal in their birth. /fuman 
2. ry Jesus Cor for here. Jesus dered ae = 

times | eg as (1) “Come, Jesus, come, for bere *- = 
and “ Thy kingdom come, for here,”’ 

3. The floods of grief bave spread around, 

7 = 2S 
<= 

_~- 
-_- 

PS When Semuel heard, in stiil mid-night, i 
The Rev. J. R. Beard’s Coll. 1837, = 

1, 2, 4 and 5, and ;— 
6. The sun had set, the infant slept. Gethsemary, “i 

he Rev. W. J. Fox’s Hymne and Anth ez, 
iL. contains No. 1, and " — _ 

7. Beneath this starry arch. Progress. {V.D. er 

Martineau, James, LL.D, pp, b 
Norwich, April 21, 1805, the son of a may >= = 

i ee 
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facturer and wire merchant of Huguenot 
descent. After four years at the Norwich 
rummar-school, and two as a pupil of Dr. 
ant Carpenter, at Bristol, and a short ex- 

perience in the shops of a mechanical engineer 
at Derby, he entered as a Divinity student in 
Manchester College, York. His first minis 
was at Eustace St. Chapel, Dublin (1828-32 
as assistant to his uncle, the Rev. Philip Taylor. 
From 1832 to 1857 he was in Liverpool, as 
minister of the congregation meeting in Para- 
dise St. Chapel, and from 1849 in the new 
Hope St. Church, In 1810 he was appointed 
ie of Mental and Moral Philosophy and 
litical Economy in Manchester New Col- 

lege, and in 1857 followed the college to Lon- 
don, becoming its Principal in 1869 and re- 
signing in 1885. On settling in London he 
became also minister of Little Portland 8t. 

J. Tayler, and afterwards alone till his resig- 
vation in 1873. He received the degree of 

The chief of Dr. Martineau's works hitherto published 
are four volumes of sermons, Andeavours after the 
Christian Life, 2 vols,, 1843 and 1547; Hours of Thought 
on Sacred Things, 2 vols., 1476 aml 1879; Studies af 
Christianity, 1658, Kesays UVhilosophical and Theolo- 

ical, 2 vols., 1466 and 146%, collected from various 
views ; A Study of Spinoza, 1482; and Types of Ethical 

Theories, 2 vols., 1985, 2nd ed, 1586, These contain the 

expounder of a spiritual philosophy of religion. By 
early training matured coaviction a Unitarian of the 

not only the little group of churches with which he is 
immediately connected, but the Church Universal by 

deepest ques- 
tions of human He has st the founda- 

added treasures, the worth of which have yet to be fully 
measured, to the rich store of the devout literature of 
the Church. 

The Catholic spirit and deeply Christian 

literary work give their distinctive character 
to the three hymn-books which he has 

(1) A Collection of Hymns for Christian Worship. 
Dublin: Printed for the Congregation of Bustace Street, 

dicates the principles of selection afterwards to be more 
worked out. It was made for the use of a society, 

our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ,” and in adopting the 

as are — by theological consistency ; Wut the pre- 
face pr for a wider latitude of cholce than had been 

Chapel, firat in conjunction with the Rev. J. 

p.c.L. from Oxford in 1888. 

substance of bis teaching a4 a Christian minister and an 

Catiolic and spiritual type, Dr, Martineau has served 

his gifts of ng, gl and insight into the 
fe. rengthened 

tions of faith in the light of modern knowledge, and 

temper impressed upon all Dr. Martineau’s 

edited, viz. :— 

i441, This collection of 273 bymns already clearly in- 

pope dl 
~ whose worship is paid solely to the God and Father of 

hymns of Dr. Watts and others, such changes are made 

usual it a “ welages © the ——— of 
lyric poetry (the poetry of the affections) into ser 
vice of rel There are 18 bymns by Bp. Heber | 
fotreaduced, and special mention is made of his merit in 
**first liberalizing the style of poetry designed for our 
eburches.” 

During his ministry in Liverpool Dr. Mar- 
tineau published :-— 

(2) Hymns for the Christian Church and Home, Cul- 
lected and edited by James Martineau. Lordon, 1440. 
This with Lis own congregation took the place of the 
old Paradise St. collection of 1415, and was quickly re- 
cognised as inent among the books in use among 
the non-subscribing churches, 

Dr, Martineau’s last collection was :— 
(2) Hymns of Praiseand Prayer, collected and edited 

by James Martineau, LED, DD. © Vatum suspiria | 
solatium Keclesiae.” Laniton, 1473. 

The character of the last two books, and 
the place they hold in the religious connection 
for which they were in the first instance pre- 

pared, are more fully described in the article 
on Unitarian Hymnody. It remains ouly to 

mention Dr, Martineau's own hymns :—- 

MASON, JOHN 

1. A voice upon the mid-night air. Ge 
2. y way is in (on) the deep, O Lord 
3. * Where is your God?" they say, 4 
God, 
They have been hitherto publi 

mously, but the authorship is n 
leded. Nos. 1,2, appeared first in 
&e., 1840, aud 3 in his Hymns 
They are also found in other cc 
G. Britain and America. | 

Martyr Dei qui unicum. 
A hymn for the Common of Ma: 
Sarum, York, Aberdeen, old Rome 
Breviaries. It is found in four # 
the 11th cent. in the British Mu 
of the English Church (Vesp. D. 
Jul. A. vi. f. 65b; Harl, 2961, f. 24 
of the ancient Spanish Church (Av 
1536). In the Lat. Hye. of the . 
Ch,, 1851, bees it is printed fr 
cent, ms, at Durham (B. iii. 32 f. 39) 
No. 234, prints the original, and ¢ 
the text of the revised Roman 
1632, where it begins, Invicte mar 

The original and the Roman Rr 
of this hymn have been translated : 

i. Original Text. Martyr Dei qu 

1, Martyr of God, ‘twas thine t 
W. J. Blew. Pub. in his Church 
Bk., 1852-5, in 5 st. of 41; and a; 
Sel. from the same, 1870, No. 117. 

2. Martyr of God! The Only So 
was given anonymously in the Antip 
1880, p. 85, and in the Hymner, 1 
latter it is given for “St. Steph 
“One Martyr.” 

Another tr. is :— 
Martyr of God! Who in the road, J 

1857, 

ii. Roman Brev. Text. Invicte m 
1, Great God, whose strength 

steel'd. By Bp. Mant, Ist pub. ir 
Hys., 1837, p. 77, in 5 st. of 4 
p- 135), It has been repeated in 
tions, including the J’euple’s H., 18¢ 

2, Martyr of unconquer'd might. 
wall. Ist pub. in his Lyra Cut 
p. 209, and again in his flys. § 4 
p. 111, in 4 st, of 4 1, together wit 
for Eastertide, and a second of A 
In its complete form it is not in C, | 
is the opening stanza of the cento, N 
2nd ed. 1863 of the Appendix to th 

Other tra. are : ~ 
1, Blest martyr, nobly hast thou tro 

bell, 1860, 
2. Great martyr, who thyself didst sho» 

1874. 

Marvell, Andrew. [Addiso: 

Mary, Queen of Scotlan: 
Mary, Queen of.] 

Mason, John. The known 
life ure seanty, He was the a. of 
Minister, and the grandfather of 
the author of A Treatise on SeF 
He waseducated at Strixton Scho« 
and Clare Hall, Cambridge. 
his m.a., he became Curate of Is] 
1668, Vicar of Stantonbury, Buel 
more than five years afterwards 
pointed Rector of Water-Stratfon 



MASON, JOHN 

com the volumes containing The Songs 
° a ise, his paraphrase of Song a 

ra** apd the Poin on Dives and ae, 
With hich phepherd’s 
afte = nd up. This volume 
throw eweity editions. Besides the 

- Praises it contains six Penitential Cries 
Maso. 4 it is this portion of his work 

Whic}) Jaa r?20nizes with the compositions of 
Shep} A- bubly his hymns were used 
Rm pubpic Worship, and if so, ther are among 
the capJiest_hymns so used in the Church of 
En Bland. Some of his hymns are often found 
*2 the ermxly Hymn Collections of the 18th 
vom tury rp he most notable work besides this 
SOlume, jes Select Remains of the Rev. John 
= rm Jlection of sententious and prac- 
} ica] sayin and Christian letters, published 
Ly. his? a-e2x2dson, and much eulogised by 

=. Watt. KAis friend, Shepherd, who was at 
we ter Sirs tfOrd at the remarkable period to 

M 
Medea ag tee zs Was a man of true piety and 
Tnility : ae y2<own for eminent prayerluluess; 

gp ulpit, and @ pattern out of it.” 
~~ Baxter, ae Shepherd, the 

co 7 inister wu raintree, 
babi y ras his sympathies and theolo 
CPSition, Bax ter cills him “the glory 

Urch of Erectl peal and a ie 
Mene fname of Bnioe t was so heavenly, his 

abings ,cumble | orice such apt words and delightlal 
that ittherrenesed 21 that had any spiritual relish.” 

Orbe close cf 22 is life was sensational enough. 
h © Right, abxoe2 © = month before his death, he 

Hit & vision 
1S head a glorious crown, and with a look of 

“nutterable ma:ajyesty in His face. Of this Yision he spolce> = and preached a Sermon 
ealled The Meée# vaeght Cry, in which he pro- 
Claimed the nes 2 wn pppreach of Christ's Second 
Advent. A re Port speadl, that this Advent 
Would take plea<>«> at Water-Stratford itself, 
and crowds ga ths @2-<-d there from the surround- 
Ing vill EF 2142" iiture and provisions were 
rought in, and «sw ery comer of the house and 

Village occupiect - ost extraordinary scenes 
occurred, singirag= amd leaping and dancing. 

a fitthe_ 
Non Mendis 2 E” 

rical 

de 

of the Lord Jesus, wearing on 

The excitement rad scarcely died out when | Wadham College, Oxford, where he was Lae 
the old man passe«i wey (1 
that he hd seem the Lord, 

tians to tim their lamps. 

Lora” (See English 

: (H. L. B.} 
The fulltitles of }, : 

the additions thereto, at Songs of Praise, 

a) PN only nr gn seas” ga of Praise 
UP ichis Solomon’ > 16K3. 2) The Song af 

Songs wa Verse Pan?" Turned Paraphra 
in ne gars. incorporate” ith the former. (3) Dives 
and gil Cries, pin With the former 1645. (4) 

Pentie” svt xs on WY the Author of the Songs of prat.s: Sept. 13, 16 another Hand. L sec 
and elitionms of the. This fi the concluding 

rt of Tpe Work wa? > ates after 1683. 
com Son, “7 

¢ 
‘ick in Ta Riel ahaa Seed ea ea 

— neg v ones. Pac Crieg and = a6 are given 

heing alle pubs. mn Cq?: 496), those under P- Cries 

Panted" pots; and 1654 *). Mason's L fe 

janeo™ “Pothey And included eo 
» by Henry Mauri ’ 

HLymnody, Early, § X1-] 

Penitential Cries was | known to exist. 

bfal, ox pes Asuental, effectual preaching; “a | Christ's Victory 

the — meet and dwell within.” 

liging, bis discourse of {ritual Mason, William, a. was b. 

), still testifying | Ireland Scholar in 1828; 8.4.1830; wa. 1 ae = 
= and tbat it was | He took Holy Ordera in 1830; wasFellow 2. 

time for the RatiOm to tremble, and for Chris | Tutor of University College, Durham, 
His last words | 1841 to 1845; and then for some tine Crm _- 

were, * Iam full of the loving kindness of the | of Gawsworth, Cheshire. He has pub. = 

and | Lond., 1866, vol. ii, 1867. The latter com tem, 

ve to Almighty | which are from German hymns, and 

ife, by Jobn | Syiritual Songe, 

jm tess, | mestion, 
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in which are two hymns not found elsewhere. (See also 
an Article on him in the Sunday at Home, Feb. 1441.) 
We may add that Mason pub. a Catechism, with some 
Verses for Of this, however, no copy is 

Mason's Songs are commonly presented in 
modern hymn-books in the form of centos, 
which are sometimes compiled from u single 

, and in other instances from several 
Songs. Many of these are annotated under 
their respective firstlines. The reet include :— 

1. Blest be my God that I was born, Praise for the 

2. Lard, for the mercies of the night. Aorning. 
3. Lord of my life, Length of my days. Praise for 

Deliverance from Immediate danger of inath. 
ave a God of pardon is. Praise for Pardon 

in. 
5. My God, my only Help and Hope. Praise for 

6. My God, my recunciled God. Praise for Peace of 
Conscience. 

7. My God was with me all this night. Morning. 
8. Thou wast, O God; and Thon wast blest. /'raise 

ich refere mace is mile below, published two ~*~ Theme of thousands stand around. Prats. A 
with a preface of bis | cento from Songs f. and il, 

In Griffith, Farran & Co.’s Ancient and 
Modern Library, No. 12, Giles Fletcher's 

and Triumph, &c., 1888, p. 
208 (edited by W. T. Brooke), a short hymn 
by Mason is given from Multum in Parvo: or 

PTO- | the Jubilee of Jubilees, 1732, beginning “* High 
It isan im- 

ifferent example of Mason's powers as xy 
(J. J.J writer of sacred verse. 

nt 
Kingston-upon-Hull, 1725, and educated ae, 
St. John’s College, Cambridge. He was somm<, 
time a Fellow of Pembroke Hall. On takiza ge 
Holy Orders he became Rector of Aston, ara <a 
Precentor of York Minster. Hed. April =5 
1797. His poetical writings, including Poe a 
Tragedies, Odes, and Hymns, publishe: A = a, qe 
intervals, were collected and issued in 4 ~e>& oy 
in 1811 as The Worksof William Mason, AZ _ _-q 
Precentor of York, and Rector of Aston. Ege a 
hymns, few in number, include,“Again + ™y ‘ce 
day returns of holy rest” (p. 29, i); ‘* S<<s. 
shall the evening star with silver [-iles_ . Ps 
ray” (p. 29, i.),&c. These areinvol.iiof & = 
Works. WU. Fy <2 

Maasie, Edward, ™.a., was educate< 
=_ ££ 

— = 
>=—- _ 

= 

<_<. 

1862, A Few Hi 
Services of the 

== £<> 
ns for Occasional use fre x == 

urch, and Sacred Odes, vow & bane Paes 

aex 

within the range of this ictionary, i 

annotated under the original German a =, 

lines or their author’s names. See Inde. ee + 

Authors and Translators. Cis er: ar 

Massie, Richard, eldest «. of the Ere 

R. Massie, of Coddington, Cheshire, and Ee — — = 

tor of Eccleston, was born at Chester, June : 

1800, and resides at Pulford Hall, Codd & ey = 

ton. Mr. Massie pub. a tr. of Martin LutFe e= =—= 
nd., 1854. His Lyra FF Se = 

re 

many translations from the German. ‘I By 

ly | 
lst series, Lond., 1860, coutains ~ ¢ 
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of the Ist Series of Spitta’s Psalter und Harfe. 
In 1864 he pub. vol. ii., containing trs. of 
Spitta’s 2nd Series, together with an Appendix 
ot tra. of re by various authors, 
He also contribu many fre. of German 
hymns to Mercer's Church Psalter & H. Bk.; to 
Reid's British Herald ; to the Day of Rest, &e. 
Most of these are annotuted in this Dictionary. 
See Index of Authors and Translators, 

Master, it is good to be. A. P. Stanley. 
(Transfiquration.] Ist pub. in an article by 
Dean Stanley on the Transfiguration and 
hymusa relating thereto, in Macmillan's Maga- 
zine, April, 1870 (vol. xxi. p. 543). It is in 
6st. of 81. Ina note which accompanies the 
hymn Dean Stanley says :— 
“1 have endeavoured (as in a bymn written some 

years ago on the Ascension) (‘He ts gone—Beyond the 
skies,” p. 600, ii.) to combine as far ax possible, the 
various thoughts connected with the scene. 

It is given in full in the Westminster ped 
H. Bk., 1883, and other collections, and wi 
the omission of st. i, as “O Master, it is 
to be,” in the Hymnary, 1872. {J. J.J 

Master, where abidest Thou? £Fliza- 
beth Charles, née Rundle. [Jesus desired.) Ap- 
peared in her work, The Three Wakings and 
Other Voems, 1859, p. 182, It is found in a 
few collections only. [J. J.J 

Masters, Mary. Biographical facts con- 
cerning Mrs. Masters are very few. In 1733 
she published a volume of Poems; and aguin, 
in 1755, by Subscription, Familiar Letters and 
Poems on Several Occasions (Lon. D. H, Cave). 
These Poems include versified epistles on 
various subjects to ler friends, Odes, and a 
few phrases of single Psalms, &c. From 
the Preface to her Poems, 1733, we find that 
Thomas Scott took an interest in her, and con- 
tributed sowe Poems to that volume. It is 
evident also from the following extract that 
sie was in humble circumstances, and without 
a liberal education :— 

“The author of the following poems never read a 
Treatise of Rhetorick, or an Art of Poetry, nor wos 
ever taught ber English Grammar. Her Education rose 
no higher than the Spelling Book, or the Writing Master: 
her Genius to Poetry was always brow-beat and dis 
countenanced by her Parenta, and till ber Merit got the 
better of ber Fortune, she was shut out from Com- 
merce with the more knowing and polite part of the 
world,” Poems, 1733; Preface. 

In her Familiar Letters and Poems, 1755, 
p. 228-29, there are three “Short Ejacula- 

tions,” the firet of which is the well known :— 
“Tis Religion that can fire: 

Sweetest Pleasures while we live ; 
"Tis Religion must ey A 
Solid comforts when we 
After Death ita Joys will be, 
Lasting as Eternity.” 

When these lines were included in “re oy 
Selection, 1787, the following were added :— 

Be the —— my Friend, 
Then my bliss shall never end: " 

and the 8 lines were divided into two stanzas. 
In this form the hymn is known to modern 
collections. 

An ejaculation for use “At the Altar” is 
sometimes met with. It is also in the Fami- 
liar Letters, &c., p. 229, and reads :— 

*O my ador'd Redeemer | deign to be, 
Now present with the mystic Bread to me; 

May | Blessings of Thy Blood vag eee 
Who drink the ine for Thy dear sake." 

MATHESIUS, JOHAN 

This volume also contains a 
which are worthy of attention. 

Mathams, Walter John, w 
don, Oct. 80, 1853. Early in life 
sea; but on returning through 
England he began to study for t 
In 1874 he entered the Regent’: 
tist College as a Student, and = 
had x» pastoral charge at Preston, 
In 1879, his health failing, he we 
to Australia and other places. I 
England, he became, in 1883, 
Falkirk, Scotland, and in 1888, at ] 
Whilst a student, he pub. a sma 
oe and poems aa At Jesus’ 

e is also the author of several re 
of a popular character, as: Fires: 
1879; Sunday Parables, 1883, &c. 
pal hymns are:— 

1. Bright falls the morning light. Mor 
2. Gentle Jeans, full of . Learns 
3. Go, work for God, do not say. 
4. God loves the little » we. Divi. 
5. Jesus, Friend of little children. C/ 

Christ. 
6. My heart, O God, be wholly Thine. 

No room for Thee, J 7. esus. 
Christ. 

4. Reign in vy apes Great God. (or 
9. Sailing on ocean. Life a Voyag 

Nos. 1 and 6 of these hymns 6 
in hia At Jesus’ Feet, 1876. Mr. I 
written several other hymns wh 
peared in magazines and elsewh 
these, “ Good come from Ne 
been set to music by Dr. E, J. He 
9 hymns named above are main 
hymn-books. 

Mathesius, Johannes, «. « 
Mathesius, town councillor at 5 
b, at Rochlitz, June 24, 1504. 
for a short time at the Univers 
stadt. Thereafter he acted as fa 
Odelzhansen, near Munich, whe 
he found Luther's Von den gi 
Wittenberg, 1523); and then wl 
ruck (Fiirstenfeld-bruck). near | 

two of Luther's tractates on the 
munion. Attracted thus to Wi 
matriculated there May 30, 1529, 
— zeal and graduated o.a. i 

e end of 1530 he joined the 
school at Altenburg, and in the s} 
was appointed rector of the gy 
Joachimsthal in Bohemia. He 1 
post in 1540, and returned to W 
complete his studies in theology. 
he was, in 1541, a diaco 
1545, pastor at Joachimsthal. Wh 
on the Gospel for the 16th §. o 
Oct. 7, 1565 (his subject hein the 
widow of Nain, and the hope of € 
he was struck with paralysis, am 
ried to hia house, d. there some 
later (Koch i, 380, ii. 475; Herzo 
cyklopddie, ix. 398, &e.). 

Mathesius was of most lovable and « 
and a model pastor, who thoroughly adm 
his life among a mining population. 
tinguished preacher, his sermons ranic 
best of the period, the most famous be 
Sarepta oder —— Niirnberg, 15 
those passages of Scripture referring t: 
mining, the title being suggested by Sx 

(1 Kings xvti, 9, the Hebrew 
smelting-place. Besides other volumes 
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dey works he also pub, alife of Luther (Historien veer pectoris Marting Luther: Anfang, jm Lxben Nirnberg, 1566) fargo Just before nae Steg ett. 
ts 4, axel with « preface dated 5, 1665, His by ate fe in number and . ’ appeared scattered in bin Verna F°ttblications. — Wad » til, pp. 1150- kernagel, 
Si cives 21 Pieces, of which 15 may be called hymns ; nea 5 of them Pieces with a memoir by K. F, Ledder- Ose ane rced St Halle in 1855 [see also under Herman, 

@ tinest of all his hymns, the beau- st Paltradie SOU “Nun schlaf mein lebes Kindelein ” re *H. p. 1152, from a Nttrnberg broadsheet g-¢. 15602 17215 st. of 41; and in the Berlin G. L. 5, =: > lkgg, INO- 1416) does not seem to have been fr. into Teli ° 

of _Mathesius’s hymns which have 

—* BP 13. ai-J- Th 

Th : Passe] into English are :— 

nee dus oat ~, though apparently without ground , , ee eT ae 00 Mathains, ad le insleded ta 
1955 ed. of his Geistliche Lieder, p. 149, 

titismot found in any of his original works 
ri extarat, 20°F in the collected ed. of his 

Adone pativohe Lieder, Niirnberg, 1580; and 
th. *crippiom to him has not been traced earlier 
mo? in Df E’ritorius’s Musae Sioniae, 1610, 

ip the Z, ¥- Pp. 177-184, gives 8 forms vary- 
one from “63 to 15 st. (some beginning “ Von 
of! * Hey cere Grunde”); the oldest, in 7 st. 
H 81 tei from a Gesanghiichlein pub. at 

e™ bury jxn & 2992. He ranks it as anonymous. 
1s S text og > 292 is No. 440 in the Une. L. S, 
G 51 The E257 FO was o great favourite with ar tavns A dao Fg hs, and was often sung by ‘his 
te "Y at poser i E2g prayer. The tre, from the 

rs 3,592, eee Neca burning. In full, ! » ae heart t= . In fall, by Dr. yitiee~ gun bale Horoe Ger, i856, p. 226, 
op ated, abri cad goed, in M. W. Stryker’s Christian 
Aorals, 1885, x2 <czacding “ her incense.” 

on 39 amost Beeart now raises, A good tr, 
C. itting st. iwe, ~-, by Miss Winkworth, in her 

9: for Eng dcarvact, 1863, No, 164. 
ii MY heart wer SOEs deep emotion. Omitting st. 
to ¥. by E. Crore @ rawett as No. 294 in the Ohio 
uth. Buaak, 1850. 

wi “ om Thy a= 1s always dwell” (st. v.). As os “ck tae Rhee ae Bk. 384. (2) 
esus" ac<> sel a st, iL I, » vit. 

4 ya wa ae eo ert as Ne. ws in the Moravian 
is fur’: * aa - 1167). (3) “O God, my heart li of praise.*” OW . if 

ome ain: <r a cee ve Geist’ Durehs Sprechen 
in istlich Meweckek feck.) Miner's Song. 1st pub. as 
magel, ii. p.115 4. im 2 st 556, and thence in Wacker- 

Holy Ghost, Thou 
Mise Winkworth, 1S69, RP. iu 

oiled 153, cael mms, was b, 
at Blackheath, 

ar apes boraggaalg (1888) resides a 

bela miei ene aie Masai 
Rd = bim (92 nd Dr, George ieee 

- Hymn: Lord,” a 

Mirgaret’s y,. Fican at “illustrated book for 

from PY followin * tx took, containing twelve poems 
e = 887. Teen's hymns >the best known of Miss 

fan children do? Children as 

ae ee. 

eisses Horzens Grunde. Morning. This 

others, T 
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2. How shall we worship Thee, 0 Lord? Dirin 
Worship. . ‘ 
an a am weak and weary, Lord. Divine Strength 

4. Jesus, the children are calling. Children's Prayer 
to Chriat. 

5. Lord, when we have not any light. Avening. 
6. O little birds, that all day . God's Love to all 

Creatures. 
7. The little snowdrope rise. Easter, 
®. When through life's dewy fields we go. Comfort 

tn God's Presence, 
Of these hymns, Nos, 5, 6. and 7 were written for 

W. R. Stevenson's School mal, 1840; and Nos. 1 
and 2 for a Harvest Festival about 1442, 

Miss Matheson’s hyinns are characterised by 
a pleasing combination of simplicity and re- 
finement, both of thought and Re RS } 

W.R. 8. 

Matson, William Tidd, was b. »t West 
Hackney, London, Oct. 17, 1833. He was 
educated first under the the Rev. J. M. Gould, 
and then at St. John’s College, Cambridge. 
Subsequently he studied under Professor 
Nesbitt, at the Agricultural and Chemical 
College, Kennington. In 1853 he underwent 
a great spiritual change, Leaving the Church 
of England, he first joined the Methodiat New 
Connexion body, and then the Congrega- 
tionalists. After the usual theological train - 
ing, he entered the ministry, and held several 
pastorates, including Havant, Hants; Gos- 
port; Highbury; Portsmouth, and others. Hig 
poetical works include :— 
of? A Summer Evening Reverie, and Other Poem =. 

T: fe Poems, 1868 ; (3) Pleasures of the Sanctuazsy_ 

1870; (6) Three. Supplenental Ryne, ken 18ta’e Coe S 
The Wor Redeemed, 1881, &e. : : 2a 

Several of Matson’s hymns have been giwes ey 
in Allon’s Sunpl. Hye. ; Horder’s Cong. Hywere zs = 
 oee Ba " ymnal ; gb = a #2¥e_ 

rrett’s . Church Hymnal, 1 ™2a<¥ 
he Lost known are :— * 

the Holy Trin — Rew a ionctial — 

3. A God highest. mans 
3. God n Aya le. ‘pan Worship, = 
4. I'm but a little child. A Child's Prayer. 
5. In whom shall I find comfort? God, the Sotse~em ee = 

Comfort. : 

oo ; _ t rest. i deen. the - pr rist the ea 

oetaemt,° eek Ter bey my eee 
Mr Matson’s hymns show a consid em ay 

mastery of the forms of hymnic expresesy TTS te 
but are somewhat lacking in lyric ene .— ma, 
Those written for use with German chowz_*_ =_>- 
are excellent efforts, and runk with his <~= 3 
work. Taken as a whole his hymue oa st 
far above the average, und de-erve J —™ 2 «> 
acknowledgment. (W.G. ba Ss ~42< 

Matthesius, Johannes. [Mathesiuss | = _5 

Matthews, Rose, a nom de plerme = 
Mrs. Van Alstyne. pl —_ =<=~>f 

Maude, Mary Fawler, née Hoo 
daughter of George Henry Hooper, of ss —_ =, 
more, Middlesex, was married in 1841 te, = 7 ted = 
late Joseph Maude, some time Vicar of CRy ta. ™ <> 
near ant and Hon, Canon of St. A cgsew _ Z 
who d. in Feb, 1887. Mra. Maude’s h = a 
were pub. in her Twelve Letters on Confia- _—= = 
tion, 1848, and in Memorials of Past Yeeca : 

» 

* 

“ence enn tee ee ae 
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1852 (privately printed). Her beat known 
hymn, is “Thine for ever, God of love” 
(Confirmation). Concerning it Mrs. Maude 
says i— 

“Tt was written In 1847 for my class in the Girls’ 
Sunday School of St. Thornas, New . Ise of Wight, 
and pub, in 1548 at the beginning of a little book called 
* Twelve Letters on Confirmation,’ by a Sunday School 
bag and reprinted in the Memorials, 1452." 
s. Mae, 

‘The original is in 7 st. of 4.1. It is usually 
abbreviated, and st. ii, iii. trans , as in 
the 8. P. C.K. Church Hymns, 1871; the Hy. 
Comp. ; H. A. & M., 1875, Thring’s Coll, 1882, 
and most other hymn-books. As a hymn for 
Confirmation its use isextensive. The omitted 
stanzas are >— 

“ Thine for ever in that day 
When the world shall pass away: 
When the trumpet note shall sound, 
And the nations underground 

“ Shall the awful summons hear, 
Which Jaime the judgment near. 
Thine for ever. ‘Neath Kf wings 
Hide and save us, King of Kings.” [J, J.) 

Maurice, Jane, sister of the Rev, P. 
Maurice (see below), contributed to her bro- 
ther’s Choral Hymna Book, 1861, 20 hymns to- 
gether with one or two additions to others, 
and all under the signature of “J. M.” The 
best known is “Glory to God, for the Day- 
spring is dawning "(Advent). Taken as a 
whole her hymns are limited to her brother's 
book. Mies Maurice was b. at“T'yddyn Tudor, 
Denbighshire, Oct. 19, 1812. (J. Jj 

Maurice, Peter, v.v.,s. of Hugh Maurice, 
of Plas Gwyn, Lilanrug, Carnarvonshire, and a 
descendent of one of the oldest families in 
Wales, was b. at Plas Gwyn, June 29, 1803, 
and educated at Jesus College, Oxtord (B.a. 
1826, p.p. 1840). He was Chaplain of New 
College, 1828-58, and of All Souls, 1837- 
1858, and Curate of Kennington, Berks, 
1829-54. In 1858 he was preferred to the 
Vica of Yarnton. - d. March ~ 1878. 
He pub, several pamphlets against Po 
(Popery in Ozford, 1832), aud was Coit tak 
editor of :— 

(1) Choral Harmony, 1864; (2) Tunes in Pour 
Parts for Congregational Worship, 1855; (3) Su 
ment to Choral Harmony, 1858; and (4) Choral 
Hymn Book, Psalms and Hymns for Publicand Private 
Use, Compiled, Prepared, and Composed as a Companion 
to the Choral Harmony. ¥&.p. [1861.) 

To this Choral H. Bk. Dr. Maurice con- 
tributed 23 hymns under the initials “ p, ¥.” 
Of these only two or three are found outside 
of his work, as: “Come, my soul, cast off all 
sorrow ” (Conjidence in God); and L lift mine 
eyes to Zion’s hill” (2's. exri.). To the Choral 
H. Bk, A. T. Russell and Dr. 8. P. Tregelles 
contributed « large number of original hymns 
in Ms., which are practically unknown else- 
where. This book should be consulted by 
hymnal compilers. (J. J.J 

Maxwell, James, was b. in Renfrew- 
shire in 1720, In his youth he journeyed to 
England with a hardware pack, but eventu- 
ally returning to Scotland, he followed the 
joint occupation of schoolmaster and poet. In 
1783, during a famine in Scotland he wus re- 
duced to great destitution, and had to earn 
his bread a breaking stones on the highway. 
Moet of his publications (from 30 to 40 in all) 

MEDIA VITA IN MOR 

were produced after that perioc 
works in which wo are interested 

(1) Hymns and ritual Songs, J) 
1759. (2) A ‘ew Fersion of the whole 
Pralns in Metre ; by James Maxwell, S. 
of Divine Poetry.) Glasgow, 1773. 

From the former of these tl 
hymns are in C. U. :— 

1, All glory to the eternal Three. A¥oi 
2. Didst Thou, dear Jesus (Saviour), 

Resignation and Courage. 
3. Go forth, ye beralds, in my Name. 

The last of these is in somew!l 
use in America, where it appear: 
in the Prayer Book Coll, 1789. 
at Paisley (where he wasknown a 
Poet, or as he put it on the title-; 
of his books, Poet in Paisley) in | 

May not the sovereign L, 
I. Watts. [Election.]) This cer 

1 of st. iii, v., vii. of his “ 
hag and the clay,” which app 
Hys. and Spiritual S., 1709, in 
with the heading “ Election so 
free.” The nse of this cento 
mainly to America, 

May the grace of Christ 
Saviour; And the Father 
Newton. (Close of Service.) Thi 
of "2 Cor. xiii. 14, appeared it 
Hymns, 1779, Bk. iii., No. 101, in 
Asa short hymn for the close of 
vice it has become very popular, « 
in all English-speaking countrie 
times as “ May the yrace of Christ | 
It has also been tr. into severa’ 
The Latin tr, “ Gratia nostri Sx 
in Bingham’s Hymno. Christ. Lat 

Mayfart, Johann Matthi 
fart, J. M.) 
Media vita in morte sumi 

of the Dead.) In the Paris ed., 
reviarium ad usum insignia coe 

there is given * Ad Completorit 
Antiphon to the Nune Dimittis, 
about the middle of Lent :— 

Ant. esse vita ata — —_— qi 
tore! te 5 piece aie co Demen,  rz paces 

ricors Salvator: amarae mort ne trade 
projicias nos in tempore senectutis cum 
nostra, ne derelinguas nos Domine, Sancty 
&c.) WV. Noli claudere aures tuas ad 
Sancte fortis: [Sancte, &e.) V. Qui co 
cordis parce peccatis nostris, Sancte et 
vator amarae morti ne trade nos. (4 
Reprint, 1879, Fasc. i. col. dellil, and 
col. 229.) Italso occurs in the York # 
(Surtees Soctety’s reprint, 1840, 1, 328), 

A rendering of this form is ; 
Church of ~~ Order for 1 
the Dead as to be said or sung 
beginning, “In the midst of lif 
death.” Dr. H. Bonar, in his / 
and Hope, 2nd Series, 1864, give: 
antiphon in metre os “In the mic 
life.” The antiphon is found 
cent. ms. in the British Museum 
f, 59) for use during Lent; and in 
Mozarabic Breviary (Add. 30849, 
also given from later mas. by M 
and Morel, p. 68. As paralle 
Fathers, Mone quotes the followi 

. 



4 E= DIA VITA IN MORTE 
a em mond jacemus in morte crepe. MM. 
E_7 wiculque mortaliam sub quotid: vitae 

@ nnumerabiles mortes quodammodo com- 
_& eegjustin, de = ny del 1, oo mors = 

dam bona vita praccesserit, Neque ety 
—— non ete =. ortem, nisi quod sequitur mortem, Non 
boat ue muleessae curandum est ela, qui necessario mori- 
tm | sunt, quas<® accidat, ut moriantur, sed moriendo quo 

ire cogantur - 

Usque ack 
Mor. 14,658. 
bujus casibeaS 

_myustin. ibid, He adds that it was 

bably sugges t<< = by the antipbon Da pacem (p. 275, ii.). 

a to tradition the antiphon was 
eer Gare otker (d. 912) after watehing the 
workmen b> e2ilding « bridge at the Martins- 
tobe coxrsce of the Goldach on its course 

eee St. "Gal to the Lake of Constanz (the 

resent waococien bridge, 96 feet high, was built 
a 1468). "Khis tmdition, however, has not 

been t earlier than the Chronicle of 
J. Metzler. written in 1613 (St Gall MS. No. 
1408), and mo evidence can be found for either 
the stcry or the ascription. Moreover the 

antipbon is only given in three of the St. Gall 
mss.,and these compurtively recent, viz. No. 
2 of the 214th cent., No. 418 of 1481, No. 
546 of 1507, and none of these name Notker 

as the author. (See G. Scherrer’s Verzeich- 
niss der EXcand-chriften der Stiftebibliothek von 
st. G n. Halle, 1875, pp. 165-167.) 

Rambach, im bis Ant let. p 248, ili. pp. vii.-vill., 
says that by the midile of the xlil. cent. it had come into 
univ aee as a bymo of Prayer am! Supplication tn 
times Of trouble, was sung regularly at Complive on the 
eve of re Sunday, and was used by the people as 
an incantation. Bassler, in his Alfchristliche Lieder, 
1868, p- 9, maids that it was used as a war song by the 
pricsts @corm parry ing the hosts before and during battle; 
and that at a synod held at Cologne in 1316 (1310), on 
account Of the magical properties ascribed to it, its use 
was forbiddem unless by permission of the Bishop. Gra- 
dually itfell ints lisuse, and bas now disappeared from 
the serves Of the Roman Catholic Church, The re- 

_ frain re Deus," &e. (founded on Isaiah vi. 3) is said 
to gy ee the Sth cent. It is based on the Trisgion, 
an invoglon. introduced into the (reek service books 
about he #46. [See Greek Hymnody, § x. 7.) 

In : © 15th cent. tre. into German had 
Wael bensy Use. One of these is given b 
= Moni? er, ii. p. 749, from a 15th cent. 

. us -— 
En "Bitten in des lebens zeyt 
Wea Bait tod umbfangen : 
vor 4 Z2ch wir, der uns bilfle geit, 

wir huld erlangen, 
T¥en dich, Herre, al ayne? 

‘2 Umb unser missotat 
hen gurnen tuest. 

bey Meer wean A ap ht¥ ligey cker got, 
Parmbercziger baler, ewiger got, 

4 He also uns mit cerwabied oun pitiacs tain nat.” 

from the Base, Cp. 750) nearly the same teas 
©! Plenarium of 1514. is 

Sader aartin Louther took with alterations, 

of Life throw. pt@nzas the Gospel slelinention 
ture of Vzh Christ to the Mediaeval pic- 
of 14 lines, |g ud pub. it we a hymn of 3 st. 
sind, in the inning Mitten wir im Leben 

Thence in W,,.2=Ffurt Enchiridion of 1524. 
A: Ot litte iii. p. 10, in Schircks's 
ond in the £2"  Geistliche Lieder, 1854, p. 89, 
catia HA Um ©. L. 8. 1851, No. 566. Juatly 

Death and Ee of triumph over the Grave, 

foremost placa “L>” it wok and still Lolds a 
dying, 8nd}, mong German hymns for the 
‘conflict. — comforted many in their last 

in C. U. are —_ translations from the German 

1. Most ho}, 

from which tie ert and God ! 

by N. Ll. Zinze 
The German text 

S is tr.is st. iii., 1), 8-13, altered 
udorf, and included in the Briider 
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G. B., 1778, as part of No, 585, the Litany on 
the Life, Sufferings and Death of Jesus Christ, 
and again, as part of No, 1464, the Church 
Litany thus :-— 

“ Helliger Hert ond Gott! 
Heiliger starker Gott! 
Hettiger barmberziger Helland, 
Du ewiger Gott! 
Lass uns nie entfallen 
Unsern Trost aus deinen Tod. 

Kyrie eleison!” 

This stanza was tr, as part of the Charch 
Litany in the Moravian H. Bk. 1789, p. 223, in 
7 lines, and included as No, 129 in 1801. In 
the 1808 Supplement to the Morav, H. Bh, «single 
stanza identical save in lJ. 5, 6, was included as 
No, 1175. In the 1826 ed, these stanzas were 
united as No, 156 (ed. 1886, No. 157), and re- 
peated unaltered as No. 405 in the Irish Church 
Hymnal, 1873. No, 561 in the 1872 Appendix 
to Mercer's C. PF. & HA. Bk. is an adaptation 
by Edward Jackson, Il. 5, 6 being given in 3 
varied forms, making 3 sts, 

2. When we walk the paths of life. A para- 
phrase in 14 st, of 6 Jines, by Miss Fry, in her 
ily of the Reformation, 1845, p. 147, Her st. 
V., i, X., ix, xiv, altered and beginning “ God 
of merey, unto Thee,” were included in J. Whitte- 
more’s Supp. to All H, Bks,, 1860, and her st. 
v., li, xiv. altered and beginning * God of holi- 
ness! to Thee,” in Maurice's Choral If, Bk., 
1861. 

3. Lo! the mid-day beam of life. A free fr. of 
st. i. iii, by A. T, Russell, as No, 255 in his /’s. 
§ Hys. 1851, and repeated, slightly altered, in 
Aennedy, 1863, 
4. Though in midst of life we be. Good and 

full, by R. Massie, in his M. Luther's Spir. Songs, 
1854, p. 80, Thence, unaltered, save “ Have 
mercy, Lord,” for “ Kyrie eleison,” as No, 481 
in the ed. 1857 of Mercer's C. #. y MH. Bh. (Ox. 
ed,, 1864, No, 468, omitting st. ii.). 

5. The pangs of death are near, A free tr., in 
3 st. of 10 1, as No. 1203 in the Andover 
Sabbath H. Bk, 1858. 
Other tre. are :—(1) “ In the m of our lyvynge,” 
= Coverdale, 1539 (Kemains 1846, p. 564). (2) 

“Liv ai but in midst of death,” by J. Anderron, 1846, 
. TT (ed. 1847, p. 90). (3) “ What ts our life? a fleet- 
Aegon by Dr. J. Hunt, 1853, p. 161. (4) * in the 

m of life, behold,’ by Miss Win th, 1855, p. 245, 
(5) “In the midst of life ix death,” by Dr. H. AMfills, 
1856, p. 75, (6) “In the midst of life weare,” by Ur. G, 
Macdonald, in the Sunday Magazine, 1867, p. #40, and 
thence altered in his Hzotics, 1476, p. 107. (7) “In the 
midst of life, by death,” in S, Garratt's Hys. & Trane., 
1867, p. 23. (J. M.j 

Mediae noctis tempore. [Midniyht.} 
This liymn is found in cd varied forms 
in a Ms., c. 890, in the Jeiau (Junius 25 f, 
122), where it is entitled “A Hymn at Noc- 
turns on Sundays”, in the 8th cent. Bangor 
Antiphonary now at Milan (see Hymnarium) ; 
in a 9th cent. Rheinau ms,; in an 8th cent. 
ms. in the Vatican, &e. (See Daniel, i, No 
31, iv. p. 26, &., where it reads “ Medine 
noctis tempus est.”) In an llth cent. Moza- 
rabic Hymnarium in the British Museum 
(Add. 30,851, f. 168 4), it is given as the 
second part of a long hymn which begins 
#* Jesu defensor omnium;” and with this text 
may be compared Neale’s Hymni Ecclesiae, 
1851, p. 6, where he professes to give the text 
of Arevalus’s Hymnodia Hispanica, 1786. 

J.M 
3% : 
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Translations in C, U. :— eis eo God of love, ¥ 

1. "Tis the solemn midnight hour, By E. Cas- 6. Great God, to-day Thy grace in 

wall. 1st pub, in his Musque of Mary, 1858, p. 374, Sermon. a 
: ' : ¢ : 7. Hear, gracious God! a sinner’s cry 

and again in his Hys. ¢ Poems, 1873, p. 235, in eck the rant cnet 

13 st. of 41. This is repeated in the 2nd ‘ed. de satin ian . 

1863 of the Appendix to the H, Noted, No. 117. %. Jesus, engrave it on my beart. 

In Nichol er appendiz Hymnal, 1866, it is | Needful to alt n Nicholson's Appendiz Hy E . ; 

Sivided inte two vor, art &. bogiaig “Migtg anges te 
the solemn midnight hour.” Lt. My soul, arise in joyful lays. (178 

2. It is the midnight hour. By Elizabeth 12. Now, = s song of grateful pra 

Charles, in her work The Voice of Christian 13..0 could I She susseblens 

Life in Song, 1858, p. 94, in 13 st. of 4.1, This, | Praise of Jesus. 

in a recast form by Canon W, Cooke, was given 14. O for a bright celestial ray. : pow 

in the Hymnary, 1872, in 6 st. of 8 1., and open- wuaniwen vast an . 

ing with the same first line. 16. O let us tell the matchless love. 

In W. J. Blew’s Church Hy. and Tune Bk.,| , 11: 0 what amasing words of grace. 

1859-55, st. i. ii. xv., xvi. xviii. of the Jesu | “15, Clit fie and we should gently 
defensor cmninm” form of the text are tr. as | Death and Burial. From bis ‘* Deas 

“Jesu, our Captain and our King.” This is Our Lord and King.” ear tae. -3 

repeated in Rice's Sel. therefrom, 1870. COE A Bt tg ag sioner, dearest Lor. 
20, Sing the dear Saviour's glorious 

Medley, Samuel, b, June 23, 1738, at Ches- nd , 

hunt, Herts, where his father kept a school. 
He received a good education; but not liking 
the business to which he was apprenticed, he 

entered the Reyal Navy. Having been se- 
verely wounded in a battle with the French 
fleet off Port Lagos, in 1759, he was obliged 

to retire from active service. A sermon by 

Dr. Watts, read to him about this time, led to 

his conversion. He joined the Baptist Church 
in Eagle Street, London, then under the care 
of Dr. Gifford, and shortly afterwards opene |! 

a school, which for several years he conducted 
with great sueceas. Huving n to preach, 
be received, in 1767, a call to become pastor 

of the Baptist church at Watford. Thence, in 
1772, he removed to Byrom Street, Liverpool, 
where he gathered a large congregation, and 
for 27 years was remarkabl ular and use- 
ful. After a long and painful illness he d. 
July 17, 1799. Most of Medley’s hymns were 
first printed on leatlets or in magazines (the 
Gospel Magazine being one). They appeared 
in book form as :— 

(1) Hymns, &e. Bradford, 1785. This contains 42 
hymns. (2) Hymns on Select Portions Scripture, 
by the Rev. Mr. Medley, Ind ed. Bristol. W. Pine. 
1745. This contains 34 hymns, and differs much from 
the Bradfurd edition both In the text and in the order 
of the hymns. (3) Anenlargement of the same in 1787, 
{ A small collection of new Hymns. London, 1794. 

is contains 23 hymns, (5) Hymns. The Public 
Worship and Private Devotion of True Christians 
Assisted in some thoughts in Verse; principally drawn 
Srom Select Passages of the Word of God. By Samuel 
‘Medicy. London. Printed for J. Johnson. 1900, A 
few of his hymns are also found in a Coll. for the use of 
All Denominations, pub, in London in 1782, 

Medley’s hymns have been very popular in 
his own denomination, particular 4 among 
the more Calvinistic churches. In Denbam's 
Sel. there are 48, and in J, Stevens's Sel. 30. 
Their charm consists less in their poetry than 
in the warmth and occasional pathos with 
which they give expression to Christian ex- 
perience. In most of them also there is a 
refrain in the last line of each verse which is 
often effective. Those in C. U, include :— 

1. Come, join ye saluts, with beart and volee. (1sd0.) 
Complete in Christ, 

2, Death is no more our 
3. Eternal Sovereign of 

Sor Providential Care. 
4. Far, far beyond these lower skies. (1789.) Jesus, 

the Forcrunner. 

In 1800 1 Memoir of Medley 
his son, which is regarded by me 
family now living as authoritat 
1833 ‘appeared another Memoir 
daughter Sarah, to which are | 
hymns for use on Sacrament 

These she gives as her father’ 
them are undoubtedly by Thos 
a him in 1815, and reprinted ii 

iticns of his Hymns. The mr 
by gree 5 Nearly all of thee 
(both Medley’s and Kelly's) have 
m order to adapt them to Sacz 
In Sarah Medley’s volume, Kelly 
follow one another, and three of 
a metre which Medley apparent: 
What could have been Sarah Me 
in all this it is hard to divine. | 
have been a clever, though unam 
and was herself the author of a 
of Poems pub. in 1807. In the 
does not conceal her hatred of 

Meet and right it is t 
every time and place. C. We 
night. Choral Festivals.) Pub. 
Sac. Poems, 1749, vol. it., No. ! 
81. It is No. 14 of 19 “ Hy 
Watehnight”; and together wit 
the same Watchnight hymns w 
reprinted in a separate for: 
1868-72, vol. v. p. 279). It was i 
slight alterations, in the Wes. 
No. 212, and has been repeate 
collections in G, Britain and 4 
though originally written as | 
hymn it can be easily adapt 

estivals, and as such it would 
great merit. 

Meet and right it istosr 
to our God and King. ©. | 
Communion.) This paraphrase 
of “The Order for the Adm 
the Lord’s Supper,” &e., in the 
Prayer, “Tt is very meet, ri 
hounden duty,” &. was pub, in 
Poems, 1740, in 7 st. of 4 1 
1868-72, vol. i. p. 286). In 1° 
field gave st, iii. and vi, in a) 

foes, aster. 
all. (1789,) Praise 
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in his Coll. of Hys., a8 No. 61. This form | H.L. L. 1st Ser., 1854, p. 56 (1884, p. 57). This 
Was repeated by M. Madan in his Ps. & Hys., 
1760, and again by several others, includi 
Bickersteth, in his Christian Psalmody, 1 
(in $ st.), and thus came into use in the 
Charch of England. (J. J.) 

Méya_ xai trapddokov Satya. St. 
Germanus. [Christmas] Dr. Neale, in his 
Hys. of the stern Church, 1862, calls these 
stanzas ** Stichera for Christmas-Tide,” and 
ascribes them toSt. Anatolius, In the Greek 
vffice for Christmas Day in the Mena, they 
are however ascribed to St. Germanus, [nthe 
4th ed. of the Hys. of the Eastern Church, 
1882, Mr. Efatherly explains the error thus :-— 
«The origgimal Greek of this Hymn is in two stanzas, 

beth of ehich in the Menon, are ascribed to S, Ger- 
manus. Acjoiming stanzas in the same series of Aposticha 
from whicls thie first is taken are ascribed to S. Anatolius, 
bence, probably, the mistake of Dr. Neale, in the 
previous editions, where this bymn occurs as the work 
of thatsalmt. The two stanzas in the Aposticha are in 
inverse order to that here given " (p. 26). 

Dr. Neale’s tr. in his Hys. of the Eastern 
Church, 1862, begins, “A great and mighty 
wonder,” and isin 6 st. of 4 1. In 1863 it 
ee ee in ge Parish H. Bk., in 1868 
in the ppeatie to H. A. & M., and again in 
other collections in G. Britain and America. 
Mr. Hatherly gives in his nute a prose tr. 
the onginal, whilst Dr. Littledale has a blan 
verse fr. im his Offices from the Service Books 
+ the Holy Eastern Church, 1863, p. 181, and 

e original also, at p. 64. {J. J.J 
Méya@ 70 pvorypiov. (Acwper wdvres 

Aaol.) 
Meifart, Johann Matthius. {Mey- fart, J, M.] 
Mein Erliser kennet mich. [Cross and Consolation.) In Bverilegbeuntie Were 
eS G. B., 1714, No. 783, in 7 st, of 6 1. 

r. as My Redeemer knoweth me,” by F. W. Foster and J. Miller, in the Moravian H. Bk., 
1789, No. 459 (1886, No. 629). (J. M.} 
Mein Gott bei dir ist alle Fiille. [Cross and Consolation.) Included as No. 1291 in 

the Hirschberg G. B., 1741, in 11 st. of 6 1. In the Liegnits G. B., 1745, No. 620, it is marked as by “M. Joh, Siegm. Hoffmann.” 
{This ts in all probability Jobann Siegmund Hoff- mann. b. Feb, 5, 1711, at rg in St who, after st aunt grad M.A. at Wittenberg, was ordain faconus at Go . June 20, 1737; pastor pritmarius in 1748; and d. there May 25, 1754.) Bunsen, in his Versuch, 1888, No. 797, gives st. 1-1, xX. xi, Tro ag 
My God, in Thee all fulness lies, A good tr. from Bunsen by Miss Winkworth, in her Lyra Ger., 2nd Ser., 1858, p. 191, and her C. B. England, 1868, No. 193.0 Sef” 
Mein Jesu, wie du willt. B. Schmolck Cree '% God.) A fine hymn founded en t. Mark xiv. 36. Ist pub, in his Heilige — (ed. 1709, No. 1, p. 3; probably in the ed., 1704), in 11 st. of 8 L, entitled «Mt is my aim.” In each st., ll. 1, in many Goo wie du willt." Included 

i j n 
ao Berlin Ga. L. Sea’ 1863. eee 7 

oo et nut a8 Thou wilt. A good tr. omit 
ting #. ii, vi, vil, ix., by Miss ‘Northwick, in 

was the favourite hymn of the Rey. Professor 
Skinner of New York (d. 1871), and many 
American Christians. It has been included in 
various recent English and American hymnals, 
but geuerally abridged, as e.g. in Dale’s English 
H. Bk., 1874; Songs for the Sanctuary, N. Y., 
1865; Laudes Domini, N. Y., 1884, and many 
others. In addition to these it has also appeared 
under the following first lines :— 

1, My Saviour, as Thou wilt, in the Amer. 
ee Ch. & Home, 1860 ; Scottish Presb, Hyl., 1876 ; 

Preah. H. Bk., 1880, &. 
2. O Jesus, as Thou wilt, in the R. T. S. Hys. for 

Christian Worship, 1866, 
3. Lord Jesus, as Thou wilt, in Bp. Ryle's Cbli., 1860, 

and the Baptist Hyl,, 1879. (J. M.) 

Meinhold, Johann Wilhelm, p.p., s. 
of Georg Wilhelm Meinhold, pastor at Netz- 
elkow on the island of Usedom, was b at 
Netzelkow, Feb. 27, 1797, and entered the 
University of Greifawald iu 1813. He became 
rector of the Town School at Usedom in 1820. 
In 1821 le was appointed pastor of Coserow 
in Usedom, and, in 1828, of Crummin in Use- 
dom (p.», frum Erlangen in 1840). He 
finally became, at Easter, 1844, pastor at 
Rehwinkel, near Stargard. He was u staunch: 
Conservative, and after passing through the 
revolutionary period of 1848, this feeling, 
coupled with his leaning to Koman Catholi. 
cism, made him resign his living in the 
autumn of 1850, He retired to Charlutten- 
burg, a suburb of Berlin. and d. there, Noy. 30, 
1851 (Allg. Deutsche Biog., xxi. 235; ms. 
from Pastor Schmock of Netzelkow, &c.). 

Meinhold ts perhaps best known by his historical 
Tomance Maria Sthweidler, die Mernateinhexe (1543), 
— eae to be — = old 48. aud was 

~ his Gedichte Leipsig 1833; Vermehrte Gedichte, 
Coseruw, 1424; Proben Geistlicher Lieder, Stralsund, 
1834; Gedichte, Letpzig, 1835, &c.; and alsoiu Knapp’s 
Christoterpe and Ev. L. &. 

Meinhold’s hymns are of considerable in- 
terest. Those tr. into English are :— 

i, Guter Hirt, du hast gestillt. Death of a Child. 
This beautiful little hymn is in his Gedichte, 
Leipzig, 1835, vol. i., p. 38, in 3 st. of 6 1, and 
headed, “Sung in four parts beside the body 
of my little fifteen months’ old son Joannes 
Ladislaus.”” (In reply to inquiries addressed to 
Crummin in January, 1888, Provinzial-Vikar 
Bahr has kindly informed me that this child 
was b, at Crummin April 16, 1832, d. there, of 
teething, on July 2, and was buried there, July 5, 
1833.) It is sealaked in Knapp’s £e, Z, 8., 1837, 
No, $411 (1865, No. 2983). Tr. as :— 

Gentle Shepherd, Thou hast still’d. A full and 
very good tr. by Miss Winkworth, in her Lyra 
Ger., Ind Ser., 1858, p, 122, This has passed, 
unaltered, into many recent hymnals, as the 
People's H., 1867, Hymnary, 1872, Hy. Comp., 
1876, &c.; and in America, into the Presb, Hyl., 
1874, Evang. Hyl., N, Y., 1880, and others. In 
the Appr. of 1868 to H. A. § M., it was included 
as No, 358, with long in st. i, |. 2, altered to 
brief, and beginning, “ Tender Shepherd, Thou 
hast stilled.” This form has been followed in 
the 8. P. C.K. Church Hys., 1871, Bapt. Ayl., 
1879, &e,; and in America, in the Episc. Hymnal, 
1871, Hys. § Songs of Praise, N.Y., 1874, Laudes 
Domini, N. Y., 1884, and many others. 

ii, O Bethlehem! 0 Bethlehem! Was ist in dir 
gescheben. Christmas. This fine hymn is in the 

A2 
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Appendix tu Knapp’s Ev. L. S, 1837, p. 837, 

and in Knapp's Christoterpe, 1838, p. 152, in 7 at. 

of 71. Tr. as“ O Bethlehem! O Bethlehem!” 

by Dr. H. Mills, 1845 (1856, p. 272). [J. M.) 

Melanchthon, Philipp, s. of Georg 

Schwarzert, armourer to the Elector Philipp 

of the Palatinate, was b. at Bretten, near 

Carlsruhe, Feb. 16, 1497, From 1507 to 1509 

he attended the Latin school at Pforzheim, 

and here he was already, by Johann Reuchtin, 
called Melanchtiion (the Greek form of 

“Black Earth,” his German surname). In 

October, 1509, he entered the University of 
Heidelberg (n.a. 1511), and on Sept, 17, 1512, 

matriculated at Tiibingen, where he graduated 
oA.. Jan. 25, 1514, and where he remained 

till 1518 ua private lecturer in the philoso- 
phical faculty, On Aug, 29, 1518, he was 
appointed professor of Greek at the Uni- 
versity of Wittenberg, and in January. 1526, 

also Professor of theology. He d. at Witten- 
berg, April 19, 1560 (Allg. Deutsche Biog., 

xxi. 268, &c,). Melanenthon is best known 

as one of the leaders of the German Reforma- 

tion; as a theologian (Loci communes, 1521, 

&e.); and as the framer of the famous Con- 

fession presented to the Diet of Augsburg in 
1530, and still accepted as a standar iby all the 
sections of Lutheranism in Germany, America, | a 

aud elsewhere. His poems and hymns were 
written in Latin, and exercised no appreciable 

influence on the development of German 
hymnody. They were edited by Grathusen in 
1560, Vincent 1563, Major 1575, &c. : the most 

complete ed. being that by C.G. Bretschneider, 

at Halle, 1842 (Corpus Keformatorum, vol. x.). 

One of his hymns 1s uoted at p. 293, i; and 
a number of otters are tr. by Miss Fry in her 
Echoes of Eternity, 1859. (J. M.J 

Men of God, go take your stations. 
T. Kelly. mage Appeared in his 
Hymna, &e., 1809, No. 156, in 4 st. of 6 1, and 

headed “ Cry aloud, spare not. Isaiah lviii.1” 
(ed. 1853, No. 561). It also appeared in the 
August number of the Evangelical Magazine 
the same year, as a “ Missionary Hymn,” and 
signed “T. K.” Ite modern use is somewhat 
extensive, especially in America. (J. J.) 

Mensa, The. [Greek Hymnody, § xiv.] 

Mencken, Liider, ti.p., was b, at Olden- 
burg, Dee. 14, 1658, and became a student 
of law at the Universities of Leipzig and 
Jena ; en at Leipzig m.a., 1680, 
LL.D., 1682. In 1682 he became tutor in the 
fuculty of law at Leipzig, and was appointed 
ordinery professor of law in 1702. After a 
stroke of paralysis, on June 26, he d. at 
Leipzig, June 2%, 1726. The only hymn 
ascribed to him is :-— 
Ach komm, du siisser Herzens-Gast. ‘Holy Com- 

menion, Included in the Getstreiches @. B., Darm- 
stadt, 1698, p. 273, in 17 st., ant in the Berlin 
G. L.&., ed, 1863, No. 467. The trs, are (1) ** Ah come, 
thou my heart's sweetest Guest,” as No. 684 in pt. i. of 
the Moravian H. Bk, 1754. @> “Ah! come, Thou 
most beloved guest,” as No. 1186 in the Suppl. of 1408 
to the Moravian A. Bk, 1801 (1886, No. 941), (J. M.) 

Mensch, willt du leben seliglich. 
M. Luther. (‘The Ten Commandments.) Written 
as a concise version for Catechetical use; and 
Ist pub. in the Geystliche gesangk Buchleyn 
Wittenberg, 1524. Thence in Foarnent 
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iii. p. 17, in 5 st. of 41, and . 
Schircks’s ed. of Luther's Getstl 
v 50, and the Une. L. S., 1 

, p. 279, cites the Allg. Z 
Jena, 1808, No, 283, as sayin 
found in a practically identic 
Quedlinburg ms. of 1481. T'r. a 

Wilt thou, O man, live happily. | 
his M. L.'s Spir, Songs, 1854, p. | 
the Ohio Luth. Hyl., 1880, and 
1884, p. 43. 
Other tra. are:—{1) “Man, wylt 

tnously,” by Bp. Coverdale, 1539 “( He 
545); (2) “If thou a boly life woulds 
Hunt, 1853, p. #2; (3) “ Man, seekest 
bliss,” by Dr. G. M ld, in 
p. 571. In his Bzotics, 1876, p. 87, 1 
wouldst thou live all blisefully."* 

Mentzer, Johann, was b. . 
at Jahmen, near Rothenburg, i 
became a student of theology u 
In 1691 he was appointed pastor 
in 1693 at Hauswalde, near B 
and in 1696 at Kemnitz, ne 
Saxony. He d. at Kemnitz, F 
(G, F. Otto’s Lezicon.. . Ol 
Schriftateller, ii, 581; Ms. 
Richter of Kemnitz, &c.). 

He was a great friend of J. C, Schwed 
therine won Geradort, and of N. L. 

‘all hymn-writers, and all his near neig! 
himself greatly tried in the furnice « 
wrote a large number of bymns, ov 
appeared in the various hymn-books of 
of them, expecially those of Pratke am 
and these of Cross and Consolatior 
merit, though sometimes exaggerate: 
refined in their imagery, and are full 
Christ, Scriptural, poetical, and also poy 

The only one in English C. U 
O dass ich tausend Zungen hiitt 

Thanksyiving. His best hymn. 
No. 496, in Freylinghausen’s G. 
15 st. of 6 L, and repeated in ma) 
as the Unv, Z. S&S, 1851, No. 719, 

Lauxmann, in Aock vili, 350, says 
written in 1704 after his house was be 
reply to enquiries addressed to Kemnit; 
informs me that the house 
in the years 1696 and 1697, and has nev 
down, In 1697 « farmhouse near w, 
lightning, and ibly Mentzer may t 
there at the time; of ut any rate this ma 
the hymn story. Lauxmanr 
hymn as having been a great favou 
Perthes of Hamburg, and of J.C. Seblips 
and relates various incidents regarding 
comforting effects. 

The tre. in C, U. are :— 
1. Oh that I had a thousand voic 

A fall tr, by Dr. H. Mills, in h 
1845 (1856, p. 189); repeated, ab 
American Luth. Gen, Synod's Co. 
Ohio Luth, Hyl., 1880, &e. 

2. Oh be unceasing ascent 
tr. of st. i, vil, villi, by A. ' 
No, 203, in his Ps. & Hus., 1851. 

3. Oh would I had a thousand ton, 
tr., omitting st. ix., x., xili., by Mis 
in her Lyra Ger., lst Ser., 1855, p 
peated, abridged, in the Meth. N. 
1863, 

4. 0 would, my God, that I coul 
A good tr., in the original metre, b 
worth, in her C. B. for England, 
being of st. i., iii-v., xiv, xv, 
peated in the EBeang. Hyl, N. ¥ 
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altered form, beginning with st. iii, “O all ye 
powers that God implanted,” is in Dr. Knight's 

¢., Dundee, 1871 and 1874. 
5. Thee, O my God and Father. by 

Miss Wink worth, in her C. 8, for England, 1863, 
No. 6. This is of st. vi—viii., xi., xii, and fol- 
lows thetext of Bunsen’s Versuch, 1833, No. 846, 
this st. beginning there, “ Lob sei dir, treuer 
Gott und Vater.” Her ér. is repeated in Dr. 
‘Thomas's A tcpustine H. Bk., 1866. 

Other tra. are :— 
C1) “O that a thousand tongues were granted,” by 

N. L. Prothingham, 1470, p. 165. (2) O that a 
thousand tomgrues were mine, And each,” by Dr. 
Alexander Fr inthe Fumaly Treasury, 1872, p. 462. 

Other lrymans by Mentzer, fr. into English 
but notin C. U,, are:— 

ii. Du et in den Garten beten. Fazriontide. 1st 
pub. inthe /.&bau G. #,, 1725, a8 No. 370, in 12 st. of 
6 1. yoeckeed as by — and ear ts en - 
school prayer of Jesus, pray on 4 count 
Olives, Matt. xxvi, 46-16." ge & Berlin G. L. &., 
ed. 1463, No. 223, beginning “Du gebst zum Garten 
um zu bketem,’" and wrongly asecri to B, Schmolck, 
Tr. as “Into the garden shade to pray,” by J. Kelly, 
in the Fomily Treasury, 1868, p. 691, 

iii. Wer das Eleined will eiangen. Christian War- 
fare. Acall to spiritual enerey founded on 1 Cor, ix, 
24, 25. Imecluded as No, 783 the Neu-vermehrtes 
Geist G. &B., Berlin, 1711, in 6 st. of #1.; and 
reviously tr Sehlechtigers @. #., Berlin, 1704. In the 
rlin G.£. S, ed, 1663, No. 679. Tr. as ** Who wonld 

make the prize his own.” By Miss Winkworth, 185%, p. 187. (J. M.) 
Mercer, William, m.a., b. at Barnard 

Castle, Durhan, 1811, and educated at ‘Trinity 
College, Cambridge (n.4., 1835). In 1840 he 
was “ppointed Incumbent of St. George's, 
Sheffie He d. at Leavy Greave, Sheffield, 
Aug. 21, 1873. His principal work was :— 
The Church Pealter and Hymn Book, com; ng The 

Psalter, or Fsaims of David, together with the Canticles, 
i ae Four Hundred Metrical Hymns 

the Commandments; the whole 
united 6 appropriate Chants and Tunes, Jor the use of 

5 tons and Fumilies, by the Ree. William 
Mercer, M.A. . .. Assisted by John Goss, Beg... . 1854; 
enlarged 1856 ; issued without music, 1887 ; quarto ed, 
1860; rearranged ed. (Oxford edition) 1864; Appendiz 

For many years this collection was at the 
head of all the hymn-books in the Church of 
England, both in circulation and influence, 
Its large admixture of Wesleyan hymna, and 
of translations from the German gave ita dis- 
tinct e ter of its own, and its grave and * solemn music was at one time exceedingly popular. To it Mercer contributed several 
transiations and paraphrases from the Latin 
and German, the latter mainly from the 
Moravian hymn-books: but his hymu-writin was far less successful than his editing, an has dene nothing to increase his reputation. (See England, Hymnody, Church of, § Iv. (J. J.) 
Mercy alone can meet my case. A. pry Th ete a (Lent.} In Holland's Memoirs of } aemery this hymn is referred to under the following circumstances, Speaking to 

Holland ona ril 1825 

Haslem, Montgomery rg - the Rev. Peter 
On Sunday afternoon he preac 2 hed in Carver St Chapel (Shemeid); there were few ous prreunt ben an os a Sole servant girls. What were the ally tens style of bis sermon I do not recollect ; ooh a O save me for Thy mercies’ sake’ (Pa vi, or Powerfully impressed upon my mind that it toowemis es ape Teese ea a tio meditath Of] prayer, 4d T feet at this thoment that if 1 am saved at 
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last, it must be through the free, unmeritad mercy of 
God, exercised towards me for the Saviour’s sake."— 
Vol. fo. p. 10a, 

To this Holland adds the note :— 
** How deep an impression these words made upon the 

poet's heart may also be inferred from his hymn, of 
which they are the theme. It was composed under the 
collonnade at Leamington, October 90, 1819, in the 
midst of much desolation of soul, and is a Just picture of 
the author's feelings at the time,""—Vol. iv, p. 103. 

The hymn was pub. in Montgomery's Chris- 
tian Pealmist, 1825, No. 463, in 5 st. of 4 1, 
and bewied with Mr. Huslem’s text, **O save 
me for Thy wercies’ sake "; and in bis Origi- 
nal Hymns, 1853, No. 173, (J. J.J 

Merlo, Jacques, sometimes Meilo, some- 
tines Horst, and sometimes Horstius, was 
b. of poor parents at Horst, in Germany, 1597, 
became a parish priest at Cologne, and d. there 
in 1644. He was the author of the Paradisus 
Anime Christiane, Cologne, 1630, which has 
been several times translated, and recently 

rtly by Dr. Pusey in 1847, and in full by 
non F, Oakeley in 1850, as The Paradise of 

the Christian Soul, and in which several Latin 
hymns by older writers were embodied. So 
far as we are aware he was not the writer of 
hymns. (J. J.J 

Merrick, James, .., was b. in 1720, 
and educated at Oxford, where he became a 
Fellow of Trinity College. He enterel sor 
Orders, but his health would not admit of parish 
work. He d. at Reading, 1769. His publica- 
tions include -— 

(1.) Messiah, a Divine Etsay. Humbly dedicated to 
the Keverend the Vice-Chancellor af the University of 
Oaford and the Visitors of the Pree School in K y= 
By James Merrick, #tat, 14, Senior Scholar of t 
School at their last Terminal Visitation, the Tth of 
October, 134, Reading. (2) The Destruction 
Troy, Translated from the Greek of Tryphiodorus i 
English Verse, with Notes, de. 1742. (1) Poems on 
Sacred Subjects. Oxford. 1763. (4) The Psalms of 
David Translated or Paraphrased in English Verte, 
By James Merrick, Mf.A., late Fellow of Trinity College, 
Gaford. Reading. J. Carnan and Co, 1765. Ind 
ed. 1766. A few only of these parapbrases were divided 
into stanzas. In 1797 the Rev. W. D, Tattersall pub. 
the work greg eA stanzas oo po pene = 

n su ni an wi ite to 
er cei -,. With a suttable Collect to each 
Pralm from the Works of Archbishop Parker.” 

Merrick’s paraphrases, although weak and 
verbose, were in extensive use in the early 

rt of the present century, both in the 
Church of England and with Nouconformiats, 
They have, however, fallen very much into 
disuse. Those in modern hymn-books, mainly 
in the form of centos, include :-— 

1. Blest Instructor, from Thy ways. Ps. ziz, J 
2. Descend, O Lord! from heaven descend, #s. cxliv, 

(in time of National Peril.) 
3, Far as creation’s bounds extend, Ps, czle. 

“4, God of ny strength, the wise, the Just. #8. erzi. 
5. He who with generous pity glows, 2s. xli. 
6, How pleasant, Lord, Thy dwellings are. 2s, lezzie, 
7. Lift up your voice and thankful sing. Js. erezvi. 
4, Lo, my Shepherd's hand divine. J’. 2ziii. 
9. Lont, my Strength, to Thee [ pray. #8. zredii, 

10. My beart it. noblest theme bas found. /s, xfer. 
11. O let me, [gracious] heavenly Lord extend, /s. 

rrziz, 
12. O turn, gr at Ruler of the skies. Pa. ti. 
1s. Praise, © praise the Name divine. Ps. cl. 
14, Sing, ye sons of |mew) might, O sing. fs. xxix, 
15. Teach me, O teach me, Lord, Thy way. #6. crix. 
16. The festal morn, my (O} God, iscome, /'s. cxzti. 

(Sunday Morning.) 
17. The morn and eve Thy praise resound. Pe. Lag, 

( Farvest. 
ls. To ny pastures, fair and large. /s. wetii. 
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From his Poems on Sacred Suhjects, 1768, 
the following centos have alsu come into C. U, ; 

19. Author of good, 1o Thee we turn. Resignation, 
20. Eternal God, we look to Thee. ignation, 
21. ‘Tis enough, the bour is come, Mune Dimittis. 

Messiah! at Thy gladapproach. M. 
Bruce. | davent This hymn, which we 
have aseri to M. Bruce (q.v.) on evidence 
given in his memoir in this work, was written 
probably about 1764-65, for a singing chiss at 
Kinnesswood, Scotland, and was first pub. 7 
John Logan in his Poems, 1781, p. 113, No. 7, 
in 6st. of 41. Although a vigorous hymn, 
and possessing much poetic beauty, it has not 
come into extensive use, In the American 
Church Praise Bk., N. Y., 1881, st. vi. and iv. 
are given as “Let Israel to the Prince of 
Peace.” Orig. text as in Logan's Poems in 
Dr. Grosart’s Works of M. Bruce, 1865, p. 
144. {J. J.J 

Metcalf, Lucy E. [Akerman, Lucy E.] 

Methinks I stand upon the rock. T. 
Kelly. [Balaam. The Safety of God's people.} 
Ist pub, in Kelly's Coll. of Ps, & Hys., 1802, 
No, 271, and again in his Hymna, Ist ed. 1304, 
and later editions, in 9 st. of 61 (ed. 1853, 
No. 290). In Hall's Mitre H. Bk., 1836, No, 
121, appeared “ Come, let us stand as Balanm 
stood,” in 3 st. of 61. This has usually been 
attributed to E. Osler. It is a cento, st. i, ii, 
being st. i, ii, altered from this hymn by 
Kelly, and at. iii. an addition probably by 
Osler, who assisted Hall in preparing the 
Mitre H. Bk. In the Hall mas, there is no 
ascription of authorship. (J. J.) 

Methodist Hymnody.— Methodism has 
made liberal contributions to the lhymnody of 
the Christian Church. Betore the trst Metho- 
dist Society was forme:!, its founders saw the 
pr igtasee) of singing in religious worship, 
an rovided, out of the best available 
material then at command, a collection of 
Psalms and Hymne for that purpose. John 
Wesley made some excellent translations of 
German hymns, and his brother, Charles 
Wesley, began to write spiritual songs imme- 
diately after his conversion. His father, the 
Rector of Epworth, and his elder brother, 
8. Wesley, juo., had each written a few good 
hymns at a still earlier date, which remain 
in use al the present time, Charles Wesley 
continued to write hymns for nearly fifty 
ears, and he has left over six thousand five 
undred hymns and sacred poems, some of 

which are amongst those most frequently 
found in collections used in public worship. 
Some of the followers of J. Wesley have also 
contributed hymns, bofh in the last and in this 
century, which have been included in many 
collections, and are of permanent interest, 

Before dealing with the hymnody of the 
various Methodist bodies, it will be necessary 
to present some details concerning the rise 
and development of the principal sources from 
which all Methodist hymnody is ‘derived. 
These sources are the Poetical Works of 
John and Charles Wesley. 

i. Poetical Works of Sohn and Charles 
Wesley. —Charles Wesley pub. about fi/ty 
different books and tracts of hymns, from 
nearly all of which hymns have been selected 
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for use in the churches, When | 
“Missioner in G ia,” John We 
pared and published A Collection \ 
and Hymna, which he describe 
enlarged edition of Wood's Athena 6 
as of the year 1736, but the iapri) 
title-page is * Charles-Town, printec 
Timothy, 1737." This work wre 
collecti n of hymns published for u 
Chureh of England. The volume “ 
his care to provide for the spiritual 
those to whom he ministered; hi 
and serious temper; - and his 
ecclesiasticism.” On his return to 
he prepared a new edition of that 
and issued it in 1788. It is a l2n 
84 pages. Of the American book 
copy is known to exist; of thi 
reprint of 1738 three copies are k 
of which is in the Lambeth Pula 
[For details, see England, Hymnody, Ch 
Bie first Methodists = Ox 

ms in proportion te their earn 
religion ; Lie they deeliued ut 
from the reproach of serious god] 
singing in their meetings was 
After the conversion of the two V 
May, 1738, singing was resumed ; 
that time to the present, frequent s 
been an essential part of Methodi: 
To encourage this form of service, 
as early as 1742, provided tune-box 
use of his followers (gome of which 
at the present time); and that all » 
to sing, be printed the melody « 
will now enumerate the original pow 
of J. and C. Wesley in detail. 

1. The first collection pub. John 
Wesley with their names on the title-pag: 
Hymns and Sacred Poems, 1739, 12mo, 
contained (39 hymns, This was reprint 
year without the Poems, and a third ed., « 
also dated 1739. In this book are give 
Charles Wesley's compositions, and out o 
60 hymns were selected for the Wes, #7. i 
fourth ed. appeared in 1743, and another { 

2. Early in 1740 appeared Hymna ani : 
an entirely new book of 200 pages, with | 
— them some of the most popula 
including “© for a thousand tongues 
428, i.), and “Jesu, lover of my soul 

supplied 54 hymns te the 

3, In 1741 the Wesleys issued A Collect 
and Hymns, a volume of 126 pages, contai 
positions. This was not a reprint of ¢ 
though containing a few of the pieces th 
Pealms were C, Wesley's version of  y; 
and the Hymns were new. Only 3 « 
their way intothe Wes, W.Bk of 1TRO, 
of John Wesley, Dr, Ouke made adiditions 
doubled ite size, It came into general wy 
Conference of 1816 recommended it for ** uy 
Congregations in the forenoon,” > 
be called The Morning Hymn Hook, and eu 
till 1831, when the Suppl. was aided te 

4. In 1741 apy Aymns on) God’ 
Love, in 36 pages, containing 36 new hym 
are in the Wes. HW. #k., 1780. The ana 
pages: the 3rd in dated 1770. 

5. In = volume br] Hymns ane 
appeared, a4 and 155 new 4 

108 were selected for he Wee. H. Ak, a 
6. An enlarged ed. of the collection , 

iTymns appeared in 1743, containing 1-3) 
which are in the L780 book. 

T. In 1744 three tracts of hymns were ; 
tithes of Hymns for the Nativity, 18 h 
for the Watchnight, 11; al Peney, 
From these three 10 hymns are in the $4; 

8. Four tracts and one volume of ¥n 
1745. From two only of these bawe 
made, A Short View of the Dieren, 

This volume 
1780. 
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Moravian and J. and C. 
3 of which are in the Wes. 
most im, t work: Hymns on the Lord's by Charles Weetew. a volume of 141 and 166 hymns, “with a preface concerning the Christian Sacrament and Sacrifice, extracted from 
work 20 hymns were selected for the Wes, H. 
The #ys. for the Lord's Su 

Bk. The neeo 

Dr. Brevint.” From this 
Bk. of L760. 

have been often re- 
printed, bat gremerally without the preface, which was never intended, as tles Wesley has only versified 
ortions of Dr. Brevint’s remarks, in sone of the hymas, 
i Brevint the doctrine of the 

taught, and Charles Wesley 

m the extracts from Dr. 
True and Real Presence is 
ermmbodies the teaching of the preface in 
the fourth section “Concerning the 
Means of Grace," and in 

victim havin been offered up in the 
and in the midst of the wor 

his verses. 
fat a 

paragraph 5, are these words 
in reference to the efficacy of the Death of Christ: “ This 

fulness of times, 
|. Which is Christ's great 

Temple, and having twen thence carried up to Heaven, 
whi is His Sasctuary ; from thence 
all around, as the burnt-offering did 
thus His Bely aime Blord have everywhere, but 
at thie Sactrarmerrt, a true and reul presence.” 
the same imespiration, Charies Wesley ex 
same ideain at Least seven of the hymns w! 

Hy. 33.“ Drink Thy blood for sinners shed 
Taste Thee in the broken Bread.’ 

Hy. 57.“ Who shall say bow bread and wine 
into man conveys : 

How the bread His flesh im 
the wine transmits 

Hy. 65. “ Now on the sacred tabie laid 
‘Thy flesh becomes our tood,* 

Hy. 77. * Taste Thee in 
Drink Thee in 

Hy. 81." We come with 

the broken Bread 
the mystic wine,” 
confidence to find 

‘Thy real presence here.” 
Hy. 116. ** Teo every faithful soul ap 

And shew Thy real presence here,” 
Ay. lH. * Yor we celebrate below 

And thus Thine 
Exposed before Th. 

In this tremendous my : 
Present lhee bireding on tree 
Our Everlasting sacrifice.” 

It is worthy of remark, that Charles Wesley, in his Journals, no mention of the 

is blood ?"* 

offering shew 
y Father's eyes 

® Salvation 
one smoke, And 

lally 
hing 
the 

follow — 

publication of this volume of Hynes during the year 174%, but from Feb- ruary to July of that year, be 
about a doen Sacramental Services, w 
as occasions of mauch ble«ing to himse: 
and during the octave of Easter he com day. The latter half of the 
mentioned. It seem. — 

, was passing through 
he was so much under Sacramen 

“| In justice to C. Wesley, it should be recorded, that the “veal presence ‘* is not alluded to in any of the six thousand part from this 1745 book, 

, 

bymmns be wrote, a 

makes special mention of 
ch are described 

If and to others; 
munkcated every 

ear, the subject in scarce! 
le, therefore, that the 

press during the months when 
tal influence and power. 

nor did he ever allude to it In his pulpit discourses. In 
adult persons, but the subject 
seer to have inspired his 

instances of his baptizing 
of Holy Baptism does not 

muse, except in “God of eternal truth and love,” in the flymns for the use of 

roind : no less than nine Separate tracts of hymns were tesued during thar year, includi 
Trouble; Hymns and Prave 
Trinity; On the Great Festi cals; uf Petition and Taankowing Jor the Promise of the Father ; for Our Lard’ s 

October of thar 

rrection ; for Ascension and after Meat; and for the Publ 
year. These introd 

tkty ; Graces 
ic Thankagiving in 

need 14 new compo. 

before 

sitions, of which only 13 found their way into the Wes, H. Bk. of 1780. The Matival Hymne had Lampe Tunes issued with 
terms oe Pularity. 

le one 
for thow that tk seek and those the Blood Of Jesus Christ, polocsed 

them, which insured for them a long 

was issued in 1747: /ymns 
have Hedemption in 
ing 72 pages aml 52 new hymns. 25 of which were placed 1 the'lico bork. 11. In lide, Gow 

but they Were 

8 
question of house-furnishi 

esley wrote 
Marriage. the subject being the: 

fet then print 
» epring of 1 the Prick bi 118, ane whe 

& bomber of hymns on 
 Uppermest in bis mind, 
ed. He was married in 
n the arrangements were 

Tespecting bis sti |» the 
Ee Wea not cons red. To 
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Meet the emergency, C. Wesley gathered up all bis unpublished compositions, and, without consulting his brother Jobn, iasued them in two volumes, The work was sold by subscription through the preachers, was a great success, ani! fully accomplished the object contem- plated. Those volumes extend to 664 pages, with 455 new hymns, with the old title « Hymns and Sacred Poems.” In that work will be found the largest number of the author's best hymns, and it has ylelded 143 com- 
e071 to the hag book. 

12, 1750 only two hymn tracta appeared, Hymne Sor New Year's Day, and Hymns Occasioned by the Karthquake, March 6th, The fir-t contained 7 new ors, one of which has been in use in Methodist Ser- Vices, once at least every year since it appeared : viz, :— the hymn sung at the clase of every watch-night Service, commencing “Come let us anew, our journey pursue.” The 2 hymns selected from the espe poy tract (** Woe to the men on earth who dwell,” and * Ry faith we find 4 place abov@’') are said to vg = a the bolde-#of the poet's theologies! conceptions, In 1753 appeared 
aren and = 2 bag rt the use of Real 
Christians, was followed in 1756 by an enlarged edition of the Karthquake Hymns, with 22 hymns; and Hymns for the Year 1756, particularly for the Fast Day, Feb. with 17 new hymns, of which 6 are in the 
1740 book. 

13, In 1758 was issued Hymns of Intercession for all 
Mankind, bat being without author's name, the popular 
Judgment hymn given therein, “Lo! he comes with clouds descemling ” (p. 681, i.), was, for nearly a century, 
attributed to Martin Madan. This tract has ‘4 
and 40 new hymns, of which § are in the 17460 book, 

14. Three new works were issued in 1759, namely, Puneral iys,, enlarged to 70 pages, with 43 new bymons; Hymns for the Brpected Invasion, with & new hymns; 
and Hymna to be used on the Thanksgiving Day, Novem- ber 29, and after it 24 » With 15 new hymns. 

15. In 1761 & volume of 144 pages and 134 hymns, with the title, Hymne for those to whom Christ is All in AL, This was a selection intended for popular 
use, it reached a 3rd ed. Desig the came year, John Wesley issued a volume of selec: Hymns Jor the Use of Christians of all Denominations, t which was added 
an admirable selection of Tunes Annext. This useful 
volume wax used at the Foundry; a 2nd ed., corrected, 
was issued in 1765.8 3rd in 1770, anda 4th in 1773, In 
1761, to encourage and improve the vocal part of Divine 
Service, John pe issued Sacred Melody; or, a 
Choice Collection of Pealm and Hymn Tunes ; another 
book of Tunes called Sacred Harmony, and an abridged 
ed. of the latter. 

i6, One of Charles Wesley's largest contributions to 
the service of song in the Chureb appeared in 1762, and 
was entitled Short Hymne on Select Pastages af Holy 
Scripture, 2 vois,, containing no fewer than 2040 new com- 

tions, out of which 9% were selected for the 1780 
work was rigidly revised by the author; 

and was republished in a somewhat condensed form, in 
2vols., 1794-96, after the author's death. In that work 
Seiten fepaler lyme, and elegant renderings of 
Scripture pi '» 

17, Hymna for Children appeared in 1763, with tuo 
new compositions; and Hymns for the Use of Families 
fn 1767, & volume of 176 pages and Iss hymns. In the 

— on the Trinity, with 132 
and 1%3 hymns. Tom these three pales $i iemes 
are selected for the Wes. H. Bk., 1780. Five or six 
other tracts of hymns followed, but out of these only 
ene hymn found its way into the 153] Suoplement to 
the Wes. H. ik, taken from Hymns for the Nation and 
Jor the National Fast Day, February =th, 1742, 

These are the orizinal Bruni ested from 
whieh wre derived all the Wesley hymns now 
in use in the Hymnals of all the ewurches. All 
these volumes and tracts (except the Ps. & 
Hys. printed at Charlestown in 1736-37), with 
fac similes of title pages, ure reprinted in the 
Poetical Works of John and rlex Weasley, 
Lond, 1868-72 (13 volumes), aud the same 
ure tabulated with dates, titles, pages, sizes 
and number of hymns, in G, J. Stevenson’s 
Methodist H. Bk. Notes, 1883, p. 635. 

li. Wesleyan Methodists —1. With such a 
variety of works, moat of which were ocea- 
sionally used by the Methodist Societies, much 
confusion and difficulty naturally arose, sv 
that John Wesley did wisely when, in 1779, 
(soon after he had opened his chapel in the 
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City Road, London), he prepared out of those 
numerous works a collection for general use in 
all his sucieties, which was issued in 1780. 
The necessity for such a work was felt all 
over the country. It extended to 504 pages, 
and 16 pages of contents and index, and in- 
eluded 525 hymus. The contents were 
divided into the tive parts and twenty see- 
tions ag still retained in the revised ed. of 1875, 
The 2nd ed., corrected, appeared in 1781, 
the 8r.i in 1782, the 4th 1784. 5th 1786, 6th 
1788, 7th 1791. Up to 1791 it remained un- 
altered, although, every edition having to be 
set up afresh, errors had crept in. These 
increased till 1797, when a few of the preachers 
presumed to prepare a new edition, which 
they issued with an ornamental title-page. 
In it about 46 hymns were changed, and 
some of the favourite hymns of the people, 
designedly excluded by J, Wesley, were in- 
cluded, and at the end 25 additional hymns 
were given, makiug the total 550. This 
edition gave so little satisfaction to the people 
that the Conference of 1799 appointed Dr. 
Coke, G. Storey, H. Moore, and Adam Clarke 
“to reduce the large Hymn Book to its pri- 
mitive simplicity, as in the second edition, 
with liberty to add a note in places to explain 
difticult passages for the sake of the unlearned, 
and with discretionary  otadee in respect to the 
additional hymns.” They rigidly revised the 
bowk, omitted 6 of the additional hymna, 
extended the work to 560 hymns and pub- 
lished it in 1800. The added hymns intro- 
duced a new and important feature into the 
collection, which is a distinct landmark (so to 
8 ) in the history of Methodism, (A in- 
eluding 7 _—— by C. Weasley on The Lord's 
“ag All the unsold copies of the 1797 
book were destroyed, and the revised edition 
remained unaltered for thirty years. 

2. The publication at Manchester in 1825 of 
a piratical edition of the Collection, together 
with copyright needs, and the desire for 
yreater variety of hymns, led the Conference 
to appoint the Revs. Thomas Jackson and 
Richard Watson to make such a selection as 
would meet the wishes of the people, and in 
1831 a Sup was issued, extending the 
collection frum 560 to 769 hymns. These 
were chosen from some of Charles Wesley's 
original mas.; from his Festival! Hymns and 
from the collection of Psalms and Hymna 
then known as the Morning Hymn Book, 
Many from Dr. Watts were also added, and a 
few of a popular character which were 
favourites with the people. The Preface is 
dated November 9, 1830,and in this Dictionary 
the date of this Supplement is given as 1830, 
the date of the Preface, Of the entire collec- 
tion, including this Supplement, 668 hymns are 
by the Wesleys (father and three sons), and 
101 by 20 other authors. Dr, Watts is repre- 
seuted by 66, Only two hymns in the book are 
specially adapted for Holy Baptism, one by 
Dr Doddridge, commencing “See Israel's 
gentle Shepherd stani;" the other by C. 
Wesley, “ God of eternal truth and love.’ 

3. The copyright of the entire collection had 
for some years depended on only a few hymns, 
and when the right in these had run out, a 
new collection became a necessity. A colleo- 
tion wus issued by « London publisher inde- 
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pendently of the Conference, in 1873. 
an improvewent on the 1831 book. Ity 
piled by o laymun at Bristol, und i 
1076 hymna, amongat thei being may 
beat modern compositions, aud 71 che 
anthems. The Wesleyan Conference. b 
—_ not — har work, and tl 
Jommittee were obli to prepare a | 

lection. A large committee took thie 
in hand, and devoted much time a: 
thereto. The edition of 1800 up to hy 
was retained, but each hymu was cx 
with the original, and rigidly criticise: 
were omitted altogether; others had ve 
out, or added; and in this way 49 hyn 
changed in the standard part of the co 
The new Supplement includes 487 
Its contents embrace what may be de: 
as a poetical body of divinity, In tiis 
it is more complete than the book prey 
John Wesley, in that it includes hy 
Holy Baptism, the Lord's Supper, and 
for children. It is divided into nine : 
in which the hymns are classified aceo 
their subjects, or the season for which 
adapted, a special feature being the 
Psalms.” The authors and translators 
120. Of these 74 contribute each on 
and of the rest 41 have hymous therei 
bering from 2 to 9 each, the total enii 
11 by P, Doddridge, 13 by J. Montgin 
by L. Watts, and 724 by C. Wesley. 
first time the authors’ names are adde 
index of first lines. The Methodisi 
Book, illustrated with Biography, His 
cident, and Anecdote, by George John 
gon, M.A., 1883, deala with this colle 
an exhaustive manner. 

4. Taken as a whole, whilst allowin 
distinct and definite advocacy of M 
doctrine, and admitting the otherwi: 
preponderance of C. Wesley's liyn 
judge this book as ranking with the be 
amongst Protestant Christians. It is i 
Methodistic, and it is more. It rete 
Standard Hymn Book, not wrongly s 
which Jolin Wesley gave to his p« 
1780; and it has added thereto mu 
is choice and valuable from most bra 
the Church of Christ. The wisdom d 
by the Conference in retaining the & 
portion of the old collection is realiz 
we find that it has done more to cons 
essential doctrines of Methodism amo 
multitude than the combined prose 
of all her divines, 

5. The provision for Children anc 
Persons, which is an important fe: 
modern hymnody, is not new, ei 
Methodism, or elsxewhere. For the M 
C. Wesley: pub, his Hymns for 
in 1763. Many of these composition 
beyond the comprehension of children, 
object was attained in drawing attenti: 
spiritual wants and education of the yo 
1814, Joseph Benson, a preacher and. 
high repute with the Methodists, publ 
Hymns for Children and Young Person 

Pruvcipal Truths and Duties of Religion and 
Selected from various Authors, and array 
natural and Systematic Order, Lomdon, 180) 

Joseph Benson also published eig 
afterwards :— 
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. Fymns for Children, selected chiefly from the publica- 
tions of ihe Revs. John and Charles Wesley, and Dr. 

and arranged in proper Order. lamin, Lala. 

From the Preface to the first of these 
collections (the second has nu preface), we 
find that it was compiled and published “to 
ineet the wished of many persons in different 
parts of the United Kingdow,” but there is 
no indication tat it (or the second collection 
either) had the official sanction of the Con- 
ference, alt} ough “ printed at the Conference 
Office.” The Conference, however, took u 
the mutter at a later date, and in 1 
Thomas Jackson and Richard Watson, “com- 
piled by the direction of the Methodist Book 
Committee in London” :— 

A Collection of Hymns for the Use of We 
Methodist Searicday Schools, 0, 1835. 

At the request of the same “ Book Cum- 
mittee of the Wesleyan Conference,” Dr. 
W. H. Rule compiled, and the Conference 
published, im 1857:— 

The Weleyan-Methodist Sunday-School Hymn- Book, 
London, 1s 57, 

This was followed in 1870 by a “Selection 
of hymns suitable for use in Day and Sunday 
Schools” . . . “made by a number of Ministers, 
at the req vest of the Wesleyan Methodist Book 
Committee,”” which was compiled chiefly by 
the Rev. Samuel Lees, and published as :— 

The Methodist Scholars’ Hymn-Book, London, 1870. 

Finally, in 1879, there was issued, after 
some delay which is apologised for in the 
preface :-— 

The Methodist Sunday-School Hym 
lection of Hymns and Spiritual Songs for Ure in 
Sei sand Fumilicr. Compiled by Direction of the 
Wesleyan Methodist Conference. London, 1479. 

This collection of 589 hymns, by a very 
large number of authors, is not only the best 
hymn-book for children extant amongst the 

etholist Societies, but it has no equal 
elsewhere except the Church of England 
Children’s Hymn-Book by Mra. Carey Brock. 
Both the official hymn-books i by the 
Conference have suitable tunes pub. with some 
of the editions. [Sce Children's Hymns, § iv.] 

iii. Methodist New Connezion.—1l. This 
\ranch of the Methodist famil originated in 
1796; the cause being the exclusion of Alex- 
ander Kilham from the ministry by the Confer- 
ence ofthat year. From the timeorJ. Wesley's 
death, those hers whom he had ordained 
had occasionally administered the Sacrament 
of the Lord's Supper. One of theold preachers 
who done so, was much blamed for his 
conduct. Mr. Killam wrote a defence of his 
conduct in An Address to the Members and 
Friewls of the Newcastle Society, in which he 
also discussed the question of the right of the 
people to have the Sacrament from their own preachers. That address, in pamphlet form, 
was much commended by many of the old 
reachers, including Dr, Coke, H. Moore, J, 
aw aaa T. Taylor, W. Bramwell, 8. Bradburn, 

and othe rs, some of whom freely distributed the Address in their circuits, They also, by letters, encoun, Kilham to continue his advocacy of ny , Ehts of the people to the privileges 
asked for by them. Killam wrote and snoke 
freely - the subject for a few rears, and for e doing he was, at the desire of Mr. Mather, censured by the Conference of 1793. Other 

in 

"i-fook, A Col. 
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ay ng including Mr. Taylor and Mr, 
tadburn, had also published their opinions 

in support of Kilham’s views, but they were 
not censured. For this act of partiality, the 
Conference was blamed, and Kilham was 
encouraged by many preachers who desired 
to coneciliate the Societies rather than the 
Conference. At the Conference of 1795, some 
steps were taken tu reconcile the contending 
parties, under the name of the “ Plon of Paci- 
fication,” but it did not fully meet the case. 
Soon afterwards Kilham published a pamphlet 
entitled The a of Liberty, in which he 
pointed out the defects in the Plan of 1795, 
and sketched the Outline of a Constitution. 
This Outline included the following prin- 
ciples :— 

ist. That the power to admit and +" members 
should be the act of the hers with the consent of 
the people. 2, The members to have advice in choosin 
their leaders. 3. That — gee be examined 
admitted by preachers officers conjointly. 4. 
That Quarterly Meetings should bave a voice in RE 

have the right, to repecentation In anvuse” Gane ve » 

Courts, including the Annual Conference. 6. That = 
gious worship be beld in such hours as were most con- 
venient for the poople. 7. That the Societies receive 
the Sacraments of Baptism and the Lord's Supper from 
the hands of their own Ministers, 

For publishing this pamphlet, and ad- 
vocating the a it contained, Kilham 
was tried and expe! from the ministry, in 
1796. Those principles became the basis of 
the Methodist New Connexion, which took 
permanent form at a Conference held in 
August 1797, in Ebenezer Chapel, Leeds. 
Kilham's chief opponent was Alexander Ma- 
ther, whom J. Wesley had ordained as a 
to exercise authority in his Societies. The 
New Connexion was commenced with 9 cir- 
cuits, 7 itinerant preachers (5 of whom had 
belonged to the ont Society), and over 
5,000 members. It was in defence of the 
rinciples advocated by Kilham that the new 

Bocioty was formed; and oa and 
lay-ofticers have exercised equal rights in the 

vernment of the Society througlout its 

2. At the first the New Connexion adopted 
- use Pe the Wea. H. gonstiant _ 
ater a Supplement was pre 
the Conference, and was designated The 
Small Hymn Book. It consisted of 276 
hymna. is Supplement reached a 5th odi- 
tion in 1810, and was used till the new hymn- 
book of 1835 was issued. 

8. Soon after the Wesleyans issued their 
Su in 1881, the New Connexion 
Conference appointed a committee to prepare 
a revised ond enlarged collection for use in 
their Societies. The Revs. Thomas Mills and 
William Shuttleworth were the acting mem- 
bers. The Preface says that they took from 
the Wes. H. Bk. and from its Su the 
best hymns “for poetic merit, happy Serip- 
tural illustration, and those which most 
clearly expressed breathings after peace and 
holiness. With these were combined a num- 
ber of other hymns from various authors, and 
a few by pious persons of poetic genius, com- 
posed for the work.” Such hymns only were 
admitted as “gave prominence to those doe- 
trinal and experimental truths which are the 
chief glory of Methodism.” ‘This work was 
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divided into seven 
tions. All the copyright hymna in the Wee. 
Hi. Bk. were omitted, and, aa fur ae the Com- 
mittee knew them, the names of authors were 
added tothe hymus. This was the first official 
Methodist Collection with authors’ names. 
The total number of hymns was 64, and of 
these nearly 50 were new, and by 27 authors 
not found in the Wes. H. Bk. This book was 
in use for over a quarter of a century, when 
it was superseded by the Collection published 
in 1863, 

4. This New Collection was undertaken by 
a Committee, with the Rev. Henry Piggin as 
chief acting member. It was first issued in 
gen 1863, and included 1024 hymns by 130 
authors. A collection of suitable tunes for 
each hymn, prepared by the Rev. James Ogden, 
has since been published, 

5. Whilst Mr. Piggin and his coadjutors 
were preparing a new collection for con 
tional use, the Rev. John Stokoe, then a New 
Connexion minister, now a clergyman in the 
Trish Church, was preparing u smaller collec- 
tion for use in their Sunday schools and lowes, 
which was pub. in December, 1862, with the 
title The Juvenile Hymn Book. Lt contains 
315 hymns, classified under seventeen sections, 
with authors’ names added to each where 
known. 

iv. Primitive Methodists—1. This branch 
of the Methodist family originated in 1810 by 
the expulsion from the Methodist Society of 
Hugh Bourne (q.v.). Previous to this H. 
Bourne liad compiled a small hymn-book, 
which he published in 1809. What was lo’ 
known amongst the Primitives as The Sma 
Book was issued in 1821, and consisted of 154 
hymns, most of which were by Charles Wesley, 
and William Sanders, a few by Dr. Watts, and 
16 by Bourne. ‘This Small Book was widely 
known in all parts of the land by the first 
couplet in the book— 

“Christ he sits on Zion's bill, 
He receives poor sinners still,” 

with the chorus: 
“Ta soldier sure shall be 
Happy in Eternity.” 

2. With the growth of the Society, a larger 
number of hymns was required, and in 1824-25 
Bourne prepared and issued what he called 
the Large ae Book, which included 536 
hymns. Of these 16 were by William Sanders, 
146 were the joint production of William 
Sanders and Hugh Bourne: a few were by Dr, 
Watts, Cowper, ant Dr, Doddridge; 225 by 
Charles Weele ;and 20 new hymns by Bourne, 
A lengthy preface describes the Service of Song 
as set forth in the Old and New Testaments, 
and deals with Private Prayer, Preaching, 
Prayer Meetings, Clars Meetings, Love Feasts, 
Camp Meetings, and Musical Instruments. 
Bourne says of the new hymns that they are 
“of a superior cast, and they lead intu the 
mystery of faith,” 

%. As the Societies increased, a still greater 
variety of hymns was desired, and the Con- 
ference appointed the Rev. Johu Flesher to 
wepare an enlarged book. He acknowledges 
bis own inability for performing the duty, but 
collected! 852 hymns * from numerous popular 
authors, living and deceased, and enriches! 
with original hymns and selectes| ones, altered 

and forty-one sec- | or re-made.” 
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Mr. Flesher adds: 
thought my lack of sufficient poetic 
and taste would save me from such an : 
ment, but when chosen, I was surprise: 
and humbled, and durst not disobey. 
unqualified editor P to corr 
prt over 225 hymns, It need 
udded, that few but himself have app 
his work. In his preface he remarks : 

weet ae Petes re ce the rt 0 Rymoe from anthers of diferent gredes of 1 
oo an important item In strengthening 

This book, issued in 1854, may b 
described as the worst edited an 
severely mutilated collection of hyn 
published. 

4. The Conference of 1882 app 
Committee to prepare an entirely nes 
tion. This was published, in 1887, 
Primitive Method iat Hymnal, compil 
Committee appointed by the Conference 
It contains 1052 hymns by over 30 
authors and translators (besides 1iy 
severul that are unknown), ranging: | 
earliest ages of hymnody to the pres 
from the Unitarians on the one han 
Latin and Greek Churches on the o 
is divide! int» twelve sections, which » 
subdivided : but the arrangement of 
ig more after the manner of the © 
tionaliste than that usnally adopted it 
dist collections, and is the arrange 
Flesher's book simplified. [t is su 
the usual Indices of first lines _ 
of “ texts,” of “subjecta,” &c., ant a 
“authors and translators,” with the mu 
their hymns. This last is in additi 
names of the authors being addex 
hymns throughout the book. It j 
and intensely Methodistic, whilst in t 
ber of its authors, in the comprehensi 
its subjects, in the richiess of ita poet 
care and accureey displayed in its 
in the designations of wuthorship, i 
equal in Methodist hymnody., 

5. Provision for the children in th 
schools has heen made by the publi 
the Primitive Methodist Sunday Sch 
Book, in 1579, Tt was edited by G. Bic 
and William Heckworth. It is ara ¢ 
collection, is well edited,and is set t 
music. Its use is extensive. 

v. United Methodist Free Cheer 
These Churches were formed by the 
mation, in 1857, of several separate 
the members of which lad formerly 
to the Wesleyan Methodist Scciety. 
of these was that known as the 
Methodists, who, in 1827-28, came o 
Organ Question at Leeds. Auothy 
was formed in 1834-35, when Dr 
Wurren was expelled, the proceedin 
him arising chiefly out of tur formati 
time of a Theological Institution. 
sections united to form the Wesleyan 
Association. They used the Wes. i. 
small Supplement added. In 1849- 
to the expulsion of the Reva. Jume 
Samuel Dunn, and William Griffith 
Wesleyan Conference, another di 
sulted, and a Society designated the 
Reformers was established, which 
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fifty thousand adherents. Mr. Everett was | any places of worship, and in November, 1814, 
Fer let on suspicion of having written The | he left his home to itinerate and preach in 
safe Sheete and Wesleyan Takings, and pub-| those places. In October, 1815, he preached 
lished them anonymously; Mr. Dunn for pub- | in the house of Mr. Thorne at Shebbeur, and, 
lishing The Wesley Banner, a wonthly maga- | being urged to do se, he then formed those 
zine, and for declining to discontinue the | present into a religious Soriety. This Society 
work as desired by the Gonheense: Mr. Grif- | was at first known by the name Arminian 
fith for reporting the proceedings of the | Bible Christians ; afterwards the initial word 
Conference 1m The Wesleyan Times. The body | was dropped, aud they have since been known 
then formed by those who adhered to those | as Bible Christians, and sometimes, locally, 
ministers, at their Annual Delegite Meeting Brianites. Their chief Societies are in 
held in Sheffield, in August, 1852, appoin Cornwall and Devonshire, but they have 1 few 
the Rev. James Everett to prepare a new | elsewhere. O'Bryan compiled their first hymn- 
edition of the Wes. H. Bk., with the addition | book, about 1819, when their first Conferqnce 
of such mew hymns as would replace the | was held. In 1829 a separation took place. 
copyright tiymns which could not be used. | O'Bryan left the body in 1831, and went to 
The preface to that book is dated July Ist, | America, where he died, January 8th, 1868. 
1853. The Supplement contained 243 hymns | For bis share in the copyright of the hymn- 
in addition to the hymna in the Wes. H. | book, and for other cluims, the Conference 
Bk. In these were included the compositions | allowed him twenty pounds a year till he 
of 15 authors not then in the Su it to | died. The hymn-book is divided into six 
the Wes. HY. Zk. At the end of this collection | parts and twenty-eight sections. The hymns 
there is mm index which gives the source | are mostly those in use in the Wes. H. Bk, 
whence every hymu in the book is derived, | but they are rearranged throughout, and seve- 
together with the author’s name. The collec- | ral by 18 other authors were added. In July, 
tion contains 804 hymns 1862, a 4th ed. was issued, with 9 hymns 

2. When the Wesleyan Methodist Association | changed, the names of authors added as far as 
and the Wesleyan Reformers, who united in | known, the index of Scripture texts enlarged, 
1857 to form the Methodist Free Churches, | avd an index of verses. The 6th ed. is duted 
held their annual assembly in Sheffield, in | 1882. The Conterence of 1885 appointed a 
1859, they resolved to have a new hymn-book, | committee to prepare a new and more compre- 
and appointed the Revs. James Everett wnd | hensive collection, to be published in due 
Matthew Baxter to prepare the same. They | course. 
were to retain all the original Wes. H. Bk. of | 2. In 1832, a Sunday School Union for the 
1780, and add “ A Supplement of 250 hymns, | Bible Curistians was formed at Shebbear, in 
and also hymons suitable for a Sunday School.” | Devonshire, and they published The Child's 
The preface is dated October, 1860. Changes | Hymn Book for use in their schools. In 1863 
were made in 53 hymns, but none of the new | a new ed. was prepared and published, con- 
hymns were by authors other than those who | taining 272 hymns, more than 60 of which 
had alrendy contributed. From No, 778 to| were new. That book has served the Con- 
821 the hymns were ull new. Five doxologies | nexion nearly a quarter of a century, and is 
and two graces closed the collection of 828 | still in favour, The hymns arv carefully 
hymns. The Su was issued in 1861 | classified, but no authors’ names wre given. 
as a separate with the sub-title Miscel- vii. Conclusion.—W lien the Methodist CEcu- 
laneous Hymns, Their Sunday School Hymna, | menical Conference was held in City Koad 
1860, is @ fairly good collection. Chapel, in September, 1881, a suggestion was 

3. The Methodist Free Churches are com- | made to have one comprehensive hymn-book 
eg new Coll. of Hymns, which may appear | for all the branches of Methodism throughout. 
inl . A committee of ministers have been | the world. This course, however, has not 
employed for a long time in its preparation, | been adopted. 
The Sunday 8. H. Bk. appeared in 1888. Translations of Englis!: hymns into vari- 

vi. Bible Christiansz—1. The founder of | ous European and other languages have been 
this Society was William O'Bryan, a Cornisii- | made for use by the various branches of the 
man, born February 6th, 1778, at Gunwen, | Methodist Societies on the Continent of 
Luxillion. His father owned a farm and was Europe and on Mission Stations. In several 
a Cornish miner. Both his parents were | instances these trinslations have been supple- 
Methodists, and had heard John Wesley | mented by original hymns in the vernacular, 
preach. They had preaching services in their | and composed chiefly by the resident mis- 
own dwelling-house. William bad a fair educa- | sionaries. [Sec Missions, Foreign. | 
tion, and the curate of the parish offered to pre- The Methodist lymn-writers are very 

him for college. He was converted under | limited in number. ‘The provision made by 
the os in May, 1789, was apprenticed | John and Charles Wesley for every aspect 
to the drapery busivess, became worldly, loat | of Methodism, the stereotyped character ot 
his religion, and again gave his heart to God, | each book when issued, the great number of 
nore t T Sth, 1795. He heard J. Wesley | years it had to run before any omissions or 
ar oe and received his blessing. He additions could be made, and the intense 

—_ d preach in 1801, was married in affertion of Methodists for their old hymns, 
1608, made a local preacher in 1809, For | have had much to do in producing this result. 
ata te 'm villages beyond his own parish, When at rare intervals outlets for pent-up 
where there was no Methodist preaching, he tic life were made in new editions of old 
was ¢xpelled from the Methodist Socie'y. ks, and in collections for children and the 
Bein Pa to continue his preaching, le | young, W. M. Bunting. W, M. Punsion, 
found 12 North Devon fourteen villages without B. Gough, J. Lyth, G. 8, Rowe, J. Briggs, 

<<‘ 
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E. E. Jenkins, M. G. Pearse, and a few others, 
have produced lyrics of merit and usefulness ; 
but no great singer has appeared in Metho- 
diam since Charles Wesley was gathered to his 
fathers. (See American Hymnody, p. 58, ii., and 
Various, | (G. J. 8] 

Methodist New Connexion Hym- 
nody. [Methodist Hymnody, § iii.) 

Methodist, Primitive, Hymnody. 
[Methodist Hymnody, § iv.] 

Methodist United Free Church 
Hymnody. (Methodist Hymnody, § v.] 

Methodist, Wesleyan, Hymnody. 
(Methodist Hymnody, § ii.] 

MethodiusI. [See Greek Hymnody, § x, 2.) 

Methodius II., one of the Greek 
hymn-writers, d, 846, A native of Syracuse, 
he embraced the monastie life at Constanti- 
nople. He was imprisoned for nine years by 
Michael the Stammerer for his defence of the 
Tcona. He was also seourged for the same 
cause by Theophilus, but eseaped from his 
prison. At the triumph of the defenders of 
the Jeons. he was made patriarch of Constan- 
tinople (842). His pieces are few. [See El 
xal ra wapéeta.) This is the same person as 
Methodius I. in Neale’s Hys. of the Eastern 
Church. (H. L. B.] 

Mntpav dddExtws. [Eowse Aady.] 
Metrophanes of Smyrna, was bisho 

of Smyrna towards the close of the nint 
century. He was a partizan of Rome in her 
contest with Photius, and an adherent of his 
rival, Ignatius, Hed. cirea 910. His chief 
hymnological works are his Canons in honour 
of the Blessed Trinity, one of which has beeu 
published in Anth. Graee, Carm. Chriat., 1871, 

. 254. They are eight in all, one for each 
one, and are sung at Matins on Sundays, 

the Canon changing with the Tone on each 
succeeding Sunday. A cento only. and that 
from the Canon for the Sunday of the Second 
Tone, from the Octoechus, has been rendered 
into English. ‘I'his is Dr. Neale’s “ O Unity of 
Threefold Light” (Holy Trinity), @ tr. of a 
conto :—Tpipeyyhs Movas Qcapxieh, pub. in his 
Hymns of the BE. C., 1862, in 3st. of 81 In 
1867 it was given with a doxology of 4 Landa 
slight alteration in the People's nal; and 
again in the 8. P. C. K. Pe. & Hys., the 
Hymnary, and other collections. (J. J.J 

Meusel, Wolfgang, «. of Anton Meusel 
{ Meusslin, Méuaslein, Mosel, Mosel, Musculus, 
&e.), cooper at Dieuze in Lorraine, waa b. at 
Dieuze, Sept. 8, 1497. He stulied for short 
periods in the schools at Rappoltsweiler, Col- 
mar, and Schlettstadt, between times wander- 
ing over the country and earning his way by his 
singing. Iu 1512 he happened to come to the 
Benedictine monastery at Lixhein near Saar- 
burg, just as Vespers were being sung. His 
beautiful voice, ws he joined in, led the monks 
to receive him, and here he studied music, 
and became organist to the cloister. In his 
20th year he devoted himself to the study of 
theology, and suon after n to preach in 
the church at Lixheim, and in the neighbour- 
ing village churches. In 1518 he became 
acquainted with Luther's writings and em- 
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braced his views, but did mot 
till 1527, after he had decline 
as prior, On Dee, 26, 1527, 
married at Strassburg to a nie 
prior at Lixheim. As the 
means she had to take a ple 
servant, and he, after trying im 
living as a linen-weaver, Was a 
to get work as a day-labourer | 
tions, when he was appointed 
village of Dorlitzheim, near | 
1529 he became diaconus of 
church at Strassburg, and ther 
ning of 1531, was sent to Ar 
he for some time officiated in 
Chureh, and, after the Reforma 
the upper hand, became, in 15% 
of the Cathedral. When the Ini 
cola, p. 31, i.] was forced on the 
June, 1548, Meusel left Auge 
after he had to flee from place 
ing for longer or shorter per 
Constanz, St. Gall, and Ziirie 
was invited to Bern as profess: 
and went therein April, 1549. 
for this timely help he refused 
tive appointments offered to hir 
time. On Sunday, Aug. 22, 1 
attack of fever while preachin; 
d. on the ve Sunday, A 
(Koeh, ii. 83; Allg, Deuteche 
95, &c.) Meusel's best-knowr 
Commentary on the Psalm-, 
Eight hymns areuseribed to hin 
are printed by Wackernagel, iii, 
A seventh, a tr. of the “* Christe 
dies,” is noted at p. 227, ii. The 

Der ist mein treuer Hirt, Hii 
Hute. Ps. xxiii. This a redin the 
1531,and thencein Wac » fii. p, i 
Wackernagel, seeing that Meusel wrot 
of this Psalm (beginning **Mein H 
Herre mein’), and that the version aby 
with his name tillin the NOrnberg @. / 
it as anonymous. It was inclu ir 
1545, in most subsequent collections uj; 
the Berlin @. L. S., ed. 1863, No, 411, 
burg G. #., 1660, and many later book» 
Herr ist mein getrever Hirt.” Tr. as: 

(1) “The Lord God is my Pasty 
Gude and Godlie Ballates, ed. 1664, f. 
Dice Lord my faithful Shephe 

ian H. Bk, 1764, pt. if, 
B86, No. 430) it “Th 

and G -" (3) The Lord | 
herd kind,” by Miss Manington, 1863, 1 

Meyfart, Johann Matth 
Nov. 9, 1590 at Jena, during a v 
mother (wife of Pastor Meyfart 
kel, near Waltershausen, Gotha 
to her father. He studied at th: 
of Jena (m.a. 1611; pp. 1624) an 
and was thereafter for sume tin 
the philosophical faculty at Je: 
he was appointed professor in the 
at Coburg and in 1623 director 
his residence at Coburg was a 
power. When his colleagues in 
sium made a complaint to the 
regarding a dissertation (De ad 
clesiastica), which he pub. in 1635 
the offer of the professorship of 
the revived University of Erfurt. 
on his work at Erfert, July, 163 
of the University in 1634, and in 
also pastor of the Prediger Kir 
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at Erfurt, Jan. 26, 1642 (Kock iii. 117; Allg, 
Deutsche Biog. xxi. 646, &e.). 

Meyfart’s devotional works (Tuba poenttentiae pro- 
Phetica, 1625 ; Tul Novissima, 1626; Hollisches Sudoma, 
1629 ; Himemnldeches Jerusalem, 1630; Jangete Gericht, 
1632) through various editions, produced a 
Breat jon by their vivid picturing and their 
earnest calls to repentance and amendment of life. His 
well-meant efforts, by books and otherwise, towards 
raising the tence of student life in Germany, and his 
eX pos: of the excesses and defects in both academical 
and churchly life at that period, brought him much ill 
will and opposition, and did not produce useful fruit till 
mauch later. His hymns were few in number, and ap- 
peared mostly in his devotional books. 

Only one of Meyfurt’s hymns has passed 
into English, viz. :— 

Jerusalem, du hochgebaute Stadt. The New 
Jerusalem. This splendid hymn appeared in his 
Tuba Nowissima, Coburg, 1626 [Ducal Library, 
Gotha}, a volume coutaining four sermons 
preached at Coburg on the Four Last Things, 
viz. Death, Last Judgment, Eternal Life, and 
Eterm: Punishment. It forms the conclusion of 
the third sermon (on St, Matt. xvii. i-9) which 
is entitled ** On the joy and glory which all the 
Elect are to expect in the Life everlasting.” This 
conclusion is reprinted verbatim et literatim 
(i.e. with the introductory and closing sentences, 
and the connecting sentences between st. i., ii, 
iii. andiv.) in the Blatter fiir Hymnologie, 1883, 
pp- 120-124, The text of the hymn, in 8 st. of 
8 1., is given unaltered, according to the mar- 
ginal directions of the original (save st. vii. 1. 
6, where the original is “Man spielt "), as No, 
1537 in the Berlin G. 1. S, ed. 1863. Of it 
Lauxmann, in Aoch viii, 669, says :— 
~The b miss i 

Song, inwhich one Sinty uel tes ene ib the whole 
heart of the poet shines out on us. Meyfart had his face 
turned wholly to the Future, to the Th ; and 
with arichly fanciful mysticism fall of strong 
faith, he umited a flaming zeal for the House of the 
Lord, and against the abuses of his times.” 

He adds that the hymn was a great favourite 
with Charles Giitzlaff, the apostle of China (d. 
at Hong-Kong, Ang, 9, 1851), whose last words 
were “Would God I were in thee” (st. i. |. 3); 
aud of Julius Schnorr of Carolsfeld, the well- 
known painter, whose last work was the illus- 
trating of this hymn, and at whose faneral in 
1872 it was sung. The popularity of the hymn 
was greatly aided by the magnificent melody, 
generally ascribed to Melchior Franck [b. at 
Zittau, 1580; c. 1604, capellmeister at Coburg ; 
d. at Coburg, June 1, 1639), but not yet traced 
earlier than to the Erfurt @. B., 1663. 

Translations in C, U. :— 
1. 3 thou city built on high. A good tr. of at. i.-iv., vii, as No. 112 i e or Hospital #7. Bh, 1848, re %. Jerusalem, thou city built on high, A tr. of st. i. iv., vi. vii., by A, T. Russell, as No. 261 in his Ps, ¢ Hys., 1851. St. i., II. 1, 2, 

* * Coll., 1864, No. 288, is i. II. 1-4, ii. 18685 i. I. 5-8, vii, as 1853¢ bis + Jerusalem, thou city fair and high. A and fall tr. by Miss Wiskoarth te her se Ger., 20d Sey,, 1858, p. 220; repeated in her C. B. for England, 1863, No. 193, set to the melody of 1663. Included in fall in the Ohio Luth. Hymnal, 18go, and, abridged, in the Pennsylvania Luth. Ch. Bk, 1868, and the Uppingham and Sherborne Shoot H. Bh., 1874, 4. Jerusalem! high tow'r thy glorious walls. 
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A good and full tr, by a W. R. Whitting- 
ham, in the Amer. Epis, Hys. for Church and 
Home, 1860, No. 414; and the Amer, Epis. 
Hymnal, 1871. St. i, iv., viii, are in M. W. 
Stryker’s Christian Chorals, 1885. 

Translations not in 0. U, :— 
(1) “ Jerusalem, thou city of the skies.” In the U. 

P. Juvenile Miss. Mag., Dec. 1857, (2) ‘* Jerusalem! 
thou glorious Fo con By dirs. Bevan, 1354, p, 
19, repeated in L. Rebfuess’s Church at Sea, 1868, (4) 
“Jerusalem, thou high-built, fair abode.” In 
Christian Eraminer (Boston, U. §.), Sept. 1460, p, 
254. (4) Jerusalem, thou city rear'd on high, ty 
Miss Manington, 1463, p. O24. (5) “Jerusalem! thou 
clty towering high.”” By Miss Cox, in her Hye. fram the 
Ger., 1864, p. 101, and in Lyra Mystica, 1565, p. 265, 
6) “Jerusalem: thou city builded high.” By Miss 
‘arlingbam, in the Arifish Herald, April, 1866, p. 249, 

and Reid's Praise #k., 1872. (7) "Jerusalem! high 
tow'r thy glorious walls,”” A full and spirited tr. by 
J. H. Hopkins, tn his Carols, Hys. and Songa, 14#2, p, 
182, dated 1862. St. §., 1], 1-2, are taken from Bp. 
Wohittingham'’s version. (J. M. 

Middleton, Thomas Fanshaw, p.».. 
8. of Thomas Middleton, Rector of Redleston, 
in Derbyshire, was b. there on Jan. 26, 1769. 
He was educated first by his futher, then at 
Christ’s Hospital, and finally at Pembroke 
Hall, Cumbridye (p.a. in honours 1792). He 
was successively Curate of Gainsborough; 
Rector of Tunsor, Northamptonshire, 1795: 
Vicar of St. Pancas, 1810; Arcliuleacon of 
Huntingdon, 1812; and the first bishop of 
Calcutta, 1814. He d. in Calcutta, July 8, 
1822. Bishop Middleton's publications were 
mainly confined to various Sermons and 
Charges, and a work on the Greek Article. 
In 1824 his Sermons and Charges were col- 
lected and pub. with a short Memoir, by Dr. 
H. R. a: At p. xciv. the oa hymn 
ascribed to him is given with the explanation 
that it was composed by the Bishop “and 
always sung on new year’s day, by his desire.” 
It is: “ As o'er the past my mem'ry strays” 
(New Year), in 4 st. of 41. It was in 
the August number of Carus Wilson's shows, 
Visitor, 1826; again in Hall’s Mitre Hymnal, 
1836, and later in several collections. Orig. 
text in Bk, of Praise, 1862, p. 288. [J. J.J 

Midlane, Albert, waa b. at Newport, 
Isle of Wight, Jan. 28, 1825, and has been 
engaged in business in that town for many 
years. To his Sunday school teacher he as- 
eribes the honour of prompting him to poetic 
efforts: and the same teacher did much to 
shape his early life. His first printed hymn, 
“Hark! in presence of our God,” was 
written in September, 1842, at Carisbrooke 
Castle, and printed in the Youth's Magazine in 
November of the same year. Since then he 
has written over 300, and of these a 
proportion are in C, U. They appeared in 
magazines and small mission hymn-books, 
including :-— 

(1) Tee Youth's sine; (2) The British Mes- 
senger ; (3) The London Messenger ; (4) Trotter's Bvan- 
gelical Hymn Book, 1860; (5) The Ambassador's Hymn 
Book, 1861; (6) Second ed. of the same, 1464; (7) n 
Book for Youth; (8) Good News for the Little Ones, 
1460; (9) William Carter's Go. Hymn Hook, 162; 
and several other works of a similar kind. 

In addition to several small works in prose, 
Mr. Midlane lias gathered his verse together 
from time to time and published it ‘as :— 

(1) Poetry addressed to Sabbath Sthoot Teachers, 
1844; (2) Vecfa Garland, 1850; (3) Leaves from Olivet 
1864; (4) Gospel Behoes, 1865; (5) Above the Bright 
Blue Sky, 1867; (6) Sarly Ligpings, 1880. 
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Of the hymns contained in these works 
nhs ve been in C.U. from 1861 to 

the most popular being “There's a 
¥ rriend for little children.” ‘The hymn-books, 
however, in which many of them are found are 
usually very small, are used in whatare com- 
monly known as Gospel Missions, and kave 
— i way to other and more im- 

lections. We therefore appetd 
only thoes hymus which are at the present 
time in use in official or quasi-otficial hymn- 
books, or such collections as have a wide cir- 
culation.’ Those hymns which are omitted 
from the following list mav be found in the 
works given above, and especially in the Goe- 
pel Echoes. The bracketed dutes below are 
those of the composition of the hymns. 

i. Given in Trotter's Evangelical Hymn 
Book, 1860. 

1. How sweet the cheering words, (Aug.1560.) The 

2. Lord Jesus, save! (July, 1860.) Lent. 

ii. Given in The Ambassador's Hymn Book, 
1861, 
poy — rejoice o'er — saved, (Aug., 1860.) 

ren Repent nn 

a Coa to the royal resend (Aug. 1860. ) The Gospel 

5. Father, bless the heavenly message. (Aug., 1960.) 
Divine blessing im 6 

full, bow free. (Aug., 1860.) 6, How vast, 
Divine Mercy. 

T. Lam not told to labour. (June 25,1860.) Salva- 
tion by Fuith. 

5. — died upon the tree. (Aug. 13, 1660.) Good 

pare the hearts of sinners. (Aug. 24, 
Preparation of the heart, 

a. my I the gold of all the world. Peace through 
ess. 
11. Now we'll render to the Saviour. (Sept. 1, 1861.) 

Praise for Salvation 
12, O whata gif the Father gave. (Aug. 22, 1860.) 

Th @ t of The Som. 

3081, ; 

what a Saviour is Jesua the Lord. (Ang. 29, 
e681, ) Jesus the Saviour. 

14, Passing evaent, quickly passing. (Sept. 
1861.) Prepared 

16. Salvation, sati is Thine. (Aug., 1880.) Salva- 
dion through Jesus. 

16. Sinner, where is room for doubting? (Sept., 
1861.) Brpostulation, 
+ Soft the volee of mercy sounded. 

. The right-ousnese of eat (Sept. 21, 
1061, ‘) God our Righteousness 

19. There is a throne of grace. (Sept. 14, 1860.) 
The Throne of Grace. 

20, We speak of the mercy of God. (Sept. 19, 1861.) 
Divine Mercy. 

iii. Given in W. Carter's Gospel Hymn Book, 
1863. 

21. Can any say, 1 do believe? (Aug., 1860.) Asswr- 
ance in Christ, 

22. If Jesus came to seek and save. (Oct., 1861.) 
Salvation in Jerus. 

iv. Given in Leaves from Olivet, 1864. 
23, See the blessed Saviour dying. (Oct. 5, 1860.) 

Good Friday. 
24. Sweet the theme of Jesus’ love. (April 22, 1862.) 

The Love of Jerus, 

v. Given in Gospel Echoes, 1865. 
25, Come and welcome to the Saviour. 

1862) Jnvitation. 
ee God be gracious to a sinner. (May 21, 1961.) 

f. 
27, God speaks from heaven ; baal love He speaks 

(July, 1860.) Lowe and a ge 
24. Hark! the cry, Bebol fe cometh. (June 8, 

1862.) Advent. 
79, He saves because He will, (April 20, 1862.) 

The“ J Wills” of Jesus, 
20. How solemn are the words. (Aug. 1, 1465.) The 

New Birth, 

(Jane &, 
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=e! He could not save. (Sept., 

32. le was bound in Satan's chains. Pardon. 
Pi Jesus lived. He lived for sinners. (Jan. 4, 1862) 

ter. 
M4. Jesus never answered “Nay.” (May 13, 1462.) 

Jesus always the tame. 
35. Jesus the blessed centre is. 

Father glorified in the Son. 
36. Jesus, the risen Saviour. (yaly 34, les 1962. a) 
37. Jesus, the soul that trusts ¢ 

1464.) Salvation through Jesus, 
38. Look, poor sinner, look to Calvary, Good Friday. 
39. Lord, when I think upon the love. (Oct. 1, 
= ) The Lowe —_ 

. Peace with How great a treasure (Oct, 18, 
esi. :) Peace. 

1861.) Good 

(June 4, 1862), 

Easter. 
May 7, 

41, Salvation! What a precious word. (Nov. 22, 
1861.) Salvation, 

42. Seripture says Where sin abounded. (March 3, 
1862.) Abounding Grace. 

43, Shall Jesus’ love be spoken? (May 4, 1862.) 

a a. lank lain, the blood brought. was slain, t was 
(Ag. 26 ee) The Passover. - 
45. e silver a ts sounci 7, 1862. 

The Year of Jubilee si Ow ) 
46. There is a rest for weary souls. (Dec. 4, 1563.) 

Rest, Peace in Jesus, 
47. "Tis the voice of mercy calla thee. (Nov. 5, 1461.) 

Mercy. 
44, —_ the Saviour said “Tis finished.” ((Oct., 

1*61.) Good Friday. 
» 49. When God begina His gracious work. (Dec. 27, 
1860.) (od Unchangeable. 

60, Who cau praise the blessed God? (Oct,, 1361.) 
— Salvation, 

y those fears, poor trembling sinner. Safety 
in Jesus. 

vi. Given in the Ambassador's Hymn Book, 
2nd ed., 1868. 

52. Life from the oe life. (Oct. 11, 1867.) 
Work of the Holy Spirit 

83, Stern justice cries for blood. (March 2, 1367.) 
The Atonement. 

vii. Various. 
54. Apart from every world! June, 1866.) 
— Meetings. Written for anes OQ. 0. H. Bk. 
B66. 
55. Be not Lg eeoee (Feb., 1867.) 
— In the Sept., 1867, ragement. th Measenger, 

Ei hundred years 
Tene. In the London Son Seog og a ness 

afb ber, for Thy promised blessing. (Feb. 20, 
1860.) Outpouring 7 the ete deotned.* In The 
— Gia las 

our S&S. School Anni- 
Bin iret printed in Poptint Ona 
sine, Fart i844. It has passed into numerous 
tions for children, but usually st. fi, is omitted, thus 
ay het 

e comes! He comes! the Bridegroom comes. 
(Sept. 9, 1850.) Advent. In The Present Testimony, 

“00. Ke the f God, ray te bard oes nd Sag gg 

iia te tomas ch Geet roll, air « 19tt) 
Missions, In the Bnlarged LsT3, 

62, Lord, our waiting spirits de (Tune, 1566.) 
Fouger Seating, Written "80. O. H. Bk 

“63. Love us freely, blessed Jesus, (July 2, 1858.) 
Lent. In the Churchman's Penny me Oct., 1858. 

64. Never words of tn Christ. mercy. ‘Mercy 
Printed in the monthly Girdle, June, 1857, and in the 
British Messenger, A 1857, in 4 double st. In the 
collections it ts redu to the first two stanzas, 

65. No tion, O my soul, (May 6, 1963.) Per- 
severance. Jn the British Herald, Aug., 1863, 

66. Nou ht but the volo of God ean speak, 
1863.) things are of Gad, 
to Sne bg, fy & Glory. 

67. Now, O joy, my sins are pardoned. Pardon and 
Peace, (Nov. 9, 1860). Printed in the London Messen- 
ger, March, 1861, then in the (fospel BrAoes, 1865 ; and 
then in several bymn-books. The original began, “Once 
I sang, but not in earnest.” Usually st. fi., i., of #1., 
ee es &c."" 
as art thou an heir of glory? (June 4, 1961. 

Cautions, In H. Bk. for Youth, 1862. . _ 
69. O what a glorious truth is thi i 

Jesus Died. Int London Messenger. ae 

(Jan. 29, 
In the 1873 Apps. 
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70. Once it was mine, the cup of wrath. (Aug. 4, 
1460.) Wrath and Pardon. lo the London Messenger, 

1861. 
71. Onward, ray beavenward. (Feb. 7, 1860.) 

~ ng Onward. In the London Messenger, March, 
a. 

72. Perennial spring of pure delight. (March 17, 
E ec Jesus Allin All, In the London Messenger, 

an., 1565. 
73. Sheltered by the [Thy] sprinkled blood. (Sept. 23, 

1363.) Sefety in Jesus. In the London Messenger, 
Feb. 164. 
‘74. Showers of blessing, gracious promise. (April 

19, 1562.) Missions, In the London Messenger, Aug., 

+00! The “Ghnure ‘at ek co precious though 76. The ure! ng, t. 
pp 1857.) TheChurch. In The Present Testimony, 
bSs, amd Zeceves from ¢livet, 1864. 
76. Toe whispers of Thy love divine. (May 3, 1868.) 

Lowe «of Gout. In the Island Greeting, Oct., 1872. 
77. Though billows round me roll. (April 2, 1853.) 

Trust. Ir Pod for Christ's Flock, 1853. 
75. ‘Tim fimishbed, cried the dying Lamb. (Feb. 21, 

. 

1850.) Good Friday. In the Baptist Children’s 
stne, 1450. 

79. ‘Tis heaven where Jesus is, ne gel age Joy 
and Peace im Jesus. Inthe Enlarged London H, Bk., 
1473. 

. Toggetiner all things work for good. Aug. 
160.) ALL work for Good. In the at" ans 

. Bk, 18 
a. Waiting for Jesus, and loving while waiting. 
(Jan. .. Gevegsys kof 0.0 Gow desired. in the 1573 

a TEe. Withowe a cloud between. (Mar. 18, 1862.) Jesus, 
to Face. In the London Messenger, June, 1362. 

83. Yet aw bile; how sweet the thougtt, (Dec, 1864.) 
Advert desired. In the London Messenger, 1465. 

The collections in which these hymns are 
mainly found are Spurgeon’s 0. O. H. Bk., 
1866: Snepp’s Songs of G. & G., 1872-3; 
Hurditch’s p een: London H, Bk., 1873, 
end smaller books for Evangelicul mission 
work. Of Mr. Midlane’s hymns asa whole, 
Millers estimate that “ His hymns are full of 
spiritual thought, careful in their wording, 
and oftem very pleasing without reaching the 
highest form of poetical excellence” (Singers 
and Songa, p. 572),is just. A marked feature 
of these hymns is the constant and meee use 
of Scripture phraseology. (J. J.) 

Midst scenes of confusion and crea- 
ture complaints. D. Denham, [Heaven 
Anticipated.) This hymn —— in the 
1826 A iz to J. ‘a Coll., No. 168, in 
5 vt.. an in in Denham’s Saint’s Melody, 
&e., 1837, No. 740, in 6 st. of 41. It is given 
in a few collections in G. Britain and a 

(J. J.) 
gf an Blessed Son! J. 8. 

. Monsell, oly Trinity.] Appeared in his 
fritual Songs, 1857, in et of 91, as tue 

hymn for Trinity Sunday. In the Hymnal 
mp, 1876, and the Prim. Meth. Hymnl, 

1887, st. 1., iv., and ix. of this text are given 
as No. 197. In Dr, Monsell's Hys. of Love 
and Praése, 1863, the same hymn is rearranged 
and partly rewritten (but still retaining the 
opening lines) in 9 st. of 31. Sne Pp, in print- 
ing Ho _o = rr ee in his pt of G& 

m > bas divi ti 
added this note thereto = re eee pee eee 

* Note the Symbolic Fortn—three lines harmonizi in each verse, oe divisions ; cme ieee in each division; three 

This form of the text, but usually without 
these divisions, is also in Thring’s Coll., 1882, 
and others, (J. J} 

Miles, Elizabeth, née A ppleton, was 
b. at Boston, U.S.A. Murch 28, 1807, and 
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married in 1833 to Sulomon P. Miles, Head 
Master of the Boston High School, and after- 
wards the Principal of a private school for 
young ladies in the samecity. He d.in 1842. 
On leaving Boston, Mrs. Miles went to reside 
with her son at Brattleborough, Vermont. Her 
principal hymns are :— 

1, The earth all light and loveliness. Part i. 
Summer. 

2. When on devotion's seraph wing. Part ii., 
st. v., vii. Foretaste of Heaven. These two 
parts appeared as one hymn in The Christian 
Examiner, 1828. 

3. Thou Who didst stoop below. Looking unto 
Jesus, Appeared in The Christian Examiner, 
1827, Sometimes it begins with st. ii, “It was 
no path of flowers,” as in the Boston Unitarian 
Bh. of Hymns, 1846. 

4. Father, direct my ways. Divine Guidance 
desired in Affiction, In the Boston Book of 
Hys., 1846; the Boston Hys, of the Spirit, 1864; 
and some other collections, it begins with st. 
ii., “ Thou, infinite in love.” 
. Three — h — were Linge for - 
rat time in Putnam's Singers a Songe 

the Liberal Faith, 1875. (F. M. B.] 

Millard, James Elwin, v.p, was b. 
May 18, 1823, and educated first at Magdalen 
College School, and then at Magdalen College, 
Oxford (8.4. in honours, 1845). Taking Holy 
Orders, he became Curate of Bradfield: Berks, 
1846; Head Master of Magdalen aH 
School, 1846: Fellow of his College, 1853; 
and Vicar of Basingstoke, 1864. Dr. Millard 
has pub. :— 

(1) The Island Choir, or the Children of the Child 
Jesus, 1847; (2) Historical Notices of the Office of 

Garin as Gd et i eae 
tributed a few hymns to the Rev. T. F. Smith's Devout 
Chorister, 1844, 

From the Devout Chorister the following 
hymns have come into C, U. :— 

1. God eternal, mighty King. Te Dewm. 
2. In humiliation. Ascension, 
3. Last night I lay a-sleeping. Carol. 

The first of these with alterations, 
into Hys. & Introits (Masters), 1852, with 
further alterations into H, A.& M.,1861. The 
text was corrected in Biggs’s Annotuted H. A. 
& M.,1867. Thehymnis widely known. (J. J.J 

Miller, Emily, née Huntingdon. 
[ Various. } 

Miller, Josiah, m.a., was b. at Putney, 
April 8, 1832, and educated for the Congre- 
gational ministry at Highbury College, also 
graduating m.a. at the University of London, 
1855, After holding pastorates at Dorclivster, 
Long Sutton, and Newark, he became Secre- 
tary of the “ British Society for the Propaga- 
tion of the Gospel among the Jews,” and sub- 
sequently of the * London City Mission.” He 

a. in London, December, 1880. He pub, :— 
(1) Our Hymns: their Authors and Crigin, 1566. 

The groundwork of this volume was the leading hymn- 

books of the agonal body. (2) Our Dispensa- 
tion, 1868. (3) sand Songs of the Church : be- 
ing Biographical the Hymn-writers in ali 

the Principal Collections, ith Notes on their Paalme 

and Hymns, Lond., Longmans, 1469, This was an ex- 

tension of Gur Hymns to twenty-five representative 
English hymo-books of various denominations, (4) 

Christianum Organum, 1873. 

Mr. Miller rendered great service to hymn- 

ology by the production of Our Hymns and 

_ 
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Singers and Songs, These works, and eapecially 
the latter, furnished the fullest illustrations of 
hymnody, which up to the time of their pub- 
licition had appeared in English, end em- 
bodied a great mass of information which had 
been gathered by the author and other workers 
in the same tield, notably D. Sedgwick. C. D. 
Hardcastle, G. J. Stevenson, and Ur. C. Rogers. 
Considering the wide grount which it covered. 
it was an accurate and puinstaking work. 
Where it fails is usually in omissions, and pot 
in positive errors. His statements are generally 
correct 80 far as they go, but recent researches 
in hymnody have shown that in numerous 
instances they did not go fur enough. The 
Greek, Latin, Germin, and American portions 
of his work are especially weak. His main 
strength is in his Biographies. [W.G. H.] 

Millions within courts have 
met. J. Montgomery. [Sunday Evening.) 
Pub. in his Poeti Worka, 1841, vol. iv. 
p- 293, in 10 st. of 6 L. and again in his 
Original Hys., 1833, No. 120, where it is 
headed “Evening Song for the Sabbath- 
Day.” Its use. especinily in America, is 
extensive, tut it is usually abbreviated. In 
Kennedy, 1863, aud one or two others it begins 
“ Thousands within Thy courts have met.” 
Also given as, “ Within Thy courts have mil- 
lions met.” (J. J.j 

Mills, Elizabeth, née King, dau. of 
Philip King, was b. at Stoke Newington in 
1805: married to Thomas Mills, u.r., and d. 
at Finsbury Place, London, April 21, 1829. 
Her populur hymn :— 
We speak of the realms of the blest [eaven) is thus 

annotated in Miller's Singers and Songs, &., 1869, 
Ri 483: “We are much indebted to John Remington 

ills, Esq., .v., for information about this hymn, 
written by his accomplished relative, The original bas 
6 st. and was composed after reading ‘Bridges on the 
119th Psalm’ (on ver. 44, p. 116), ‘We speak of heaven, 
but oh! to be there.” . . . Already deservedly a favour- 
ite, new interest will be added to this bymn when we 
know that the authoress was early called to ‘the realins 
of the blest,’ of which she sang so sweetly, and that she 
wrote this hymn a few weeks before her death.” The 
text of this hymo is usually given in an imperfect form. 
The corrections are supplied by W. F. Stevenson in bis 
Hys. for Church and ¢, 1873, * Children’s Hymns,” 
No. 151, and the note thereon, Few children’s bymns 

ve been received with more favour, It ts found in 
almcst every bymn-book published for Children in Great 
Britain and America during the last fifty years. In some 
collections it “We sing of the land of the blest"; 
and in others, * We talk of the of the blest.” (J. J.J 

Mills, Henry, v.v., s. of John Mills, was 
b. at Morriston, New Jersey, March 12, 1786, 
and educated at the New Jersey College, 
Princeton, where he graduated in 1802. 
After being engaged in teaching for some 
time at Morristown und «leewhere, he was or- 
dained Pastor of the Presbyterian Church of 
Woodbridge, New Jersey, in 1816. On the 
opening of the Auburn Theological Semi 
in 1821, he was appointed Protessor of Bibli- 
cal Criticism: and Oriental Languages, from 
which he retired in 1854. He d. at Auburn, 
June 10, 1867, In 1845 he pub. Horae Ger- 
manicae; A Version A German Hymns. This 
was enlarged in 1856. The tra. are not well 
done, ond very few are now in C. U., although 
18 and 9 doxologies were given in the Lutheran 
General Synod’s Coll., 1850. Many are noted 
in the articles on German hymn-writera and 
hymns throughout this Dictionary, (F. M. B.) 

MILMAN, HENRY HART 

Milman, Henry Hart, p.p., the young- 
est s. of Sir Francis Milman (who received 
his Baronetage a8 an eminent Court physician), 
was b. Feb. 10th, 1791, und educated at Dr. 
Burney's at Greenwich, and subsequently at 
Eton. His career at B. N. C., Oxford, was 
brilliant. He took a first class in classics, 
and carried off the Newdigate, Latin Verse, 
Latin Essuy, and English Essay. His New- 
digate on the Apollo Belvedere, 1812, is styled 
by Dean Stanley “the most perfect of Ox- 
ford prize poens.” His literary cureer for 
several yeurs promised to be poctical. His 
tragedy Fazio was played at Covent Garden, 
Miss O'Neill acting Bianca. Samor was writ- 
ten in the rae of his he to St. 
Mary's, Reading (1817): The Fall af Jeruaa- 
lem (1820); Belshazzar and The Martyr of 
Antioch (1822), and Anne Boleyn, guined « 
brilliant reception from the reviewers and the 
public. He was appointed Poetry Professor 
at Oxford in 1821, and was succeeded ten 
years after by Keble. It must have been be- 
fore 1823, the date of Heber’s consecration to 
Calcutta, that the 13 hymns he contributed to 
Heber’s Hymns were composed. But his 
poetry was only the prelude to his larger 
work. Tlie Bampton Lectures (1827) mark 
his transition to theological study, and the 
future direction of it was permanently fixed 
by his History of the Jews (1829). This book 
raised a storm of obloquy. It was denounced 
from the University pulpit, and in the British 
Critic. “It was the tirst decisive inroad of 
German theology into England, the first pal- 
pable mdication that the Bible could be 
studied like another book, that the characters 
and events of the sacred history could be 
treated at once critically and reverently” 
(Dean Stanley). In 1835 he was presented 
by Sir Robert Peel to a Canonry at Westmin- 
ster and the Reetory of St Margaret's, In 
1839 appeared his valuable edition of Gib- 
bon's Decline and Fall; and in 1840 hia His- 
tory of ong acer, Aso the Abolition of Pagan- 
ism in the Roman Empire. Among his minor 
works in a different field were his Life of 
Keats and his edition and Life of Horace. 
It was not till 1854 that his greatest work— 
for “vast and varied learning, indefatigable 
industry, calm impartiality, and subtle and 
acute criticism, among the most memorable in 
our language” (Quart. Rev.)\—Latin Christi- 
a He had been appointed 
Dean of St. Paul's in 1849. The great services 
under the dome originated in his tenure of 
the Deanery. His latest work, published 
after Lis death, Sept. 24, 1868, was Annals 
of St. Paul's. Though one of the most illus- 
trious in the school of English liberal theo- 
logy, he had no sympathy with the extreme 
speculations of Germany. The “criticism” 
ot Tibingen “will rarely btar criticiam.” 
He * should like an Ewald to criticise Ewald.” 
“Christianity will survive the criticism of 
Dr. Strauss,” and the “ bright flashing ‘artil- 
lery” of Rénan. His historical style bas 
been compared to Gibbon in its use of epi- 
gram and antithesis. His narrative is full of 
rapidity of movement. His long compl x 
parsgraphs have often a splendour of imagi- 
bation as well as wealth of thought. All the 
varied powers of his miud found vent in his 
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conversation; he waa called, after his death, | titled “ She [the Soul] encourages to the fol- ** the last of the great conversers.” The cata- lowing of Christ.” In the Geistreiches G. B., logue of his friends from the days of Heber, | Halle, 1697, p. 423, a new stanza was added ** his orig friend,” to those of Hallam, Macau- | as at, iv., und this form passed through Frey- lay, and n Stanley, was long and distin- | linghausen’s G. B., 1704, and is No. 640 in the guished. Berlin G. 1, 8., ed. 186%. Tr. as -— 
Milman’s 13 hymns were published in 

Heber’s posthumous in 1827, and sub- 
sequently in hia own Set of Ps. & Hys., 1837. 
The fine: bymn for The Burial of the Dead, in 
Thring's Coll, “ Brother, thou art gone before 
us,”” is from The Martyr of Antioch (1822). 
Like Heber’s, they aim at higher literary ex- 
pression and lyric grace. He makes free use 
of refraims. The stracture is often excellent. 
His style is less florid and fuller of burning, 
sometimes hurid force than Heber's, gt Se 
for the 16th Sunday after Trinity, “When 
our heads are bowed with woe,” has no peer 
in its presentation of Christ's human sym- 
pathy; the hymn for the 2nd Sunday in Lent, 
“Oh! help us, Lord! each hour of need,” is 
a piece Of pure deep devotion. “Ride on, 
ride on im mnajesty,” the hymn for Palm Sun- 
day, is ome of our best hymns, Aud the 
stanzas for Good Friday, “Bound upon the 
accuret- ise,” form one of the finest medita- 
fous on the Passion. All his hymns are 
still inC. U, (H. 1. B.J 
Milton, John, was b. in London, Dec. 9, 

1608, and a. there Nov. 81674. His poetical 
excellences and his literary fame are matters 
apart fromm hymnology, and are fully dealt 
with in mtawerous memoirs. His influence 
on a hymn-writing has been very 
slight, his 19 versions of various Psalms 
having lain for the most part unused by hym- 
nal compilers. The dates of his paraphrases 
are -— 

Ps. cziv. and creevi., 1623, when be was 16 of 
age. were given in bis Poems in ish and 
Latin, 1645, 

Ps. lerze.—lexeviii., written in 1644, and pub, as 
Metre, 1645. 

1. Come, follow me, our Lord doth call, A good 
tr, of st. i, iii, v., vii, by A. T. Russell, as 
No. 100 in the Dalston Hospital H, Hh, 1848, 
repeated, altered, as No, 183 in his own Ps. 5 
Hys., U85t. 

2. Rise, follow Me! our Master saith. A fr. of 
st. i, v., vi. vii, by Miss Winkworth, as No. 
78 in her C. B. for England, 1863, 

3. Says Christ, our Champion, follow me, A tr. 
of st. i., ii, vii, included as No. 449 in the 
Church Praise Bh, N. Y., 1882, marked as 
abridged from a tr. by F. M, Finch, 1880, 
Other tre. are:—(1) “My ¢, saith Christ, Upon 

you take,” by F. W, Foster, as No. 310 inthe Moracian 

our Onampang ‘sats, in the arith Mogae nme, April our . ’ F 
DASH, p- al A3) “Christians, attend! Our Chane 
tries," in the Fumily Treasury, 1877, p. 11, (J. J 

Mirabilis Deus in sanctis. [Martyrs.] 
In the Bodleian ms. 775, f. 1606 (written in 
the reign of Ethelred between 994 and 1017), 
this is the sequence for many murtyrs. It is 
iven in the Common of many Martyrs in the 
ie (Bodleian us, Barlow 5, cires 1370, page 
430); Paris (Brit. Mus, Add. 16905, f. 235, 
eurly I4th cent.); Sens (Brit. Mus. Add. 
30058, f. 156 b of the Lith eent.); St. Andrews 
(reprint, 1864, p. 416), and other Missals, It 
is also in an 11th cent. Winchester service 
hook now in the Library of Corpus Christi 
College, Cambridge, No. 473. Tt was tr. by 
C. B. Pearson as,“ God is to be admired in 
all His saints,” in the Sarum Missal in 
= go Br me is — to be 
admired,” in his rom the Sarum 
Missal, 1871. Tt was also tr. as, “ Praise to 
Thee, O Lord, most holy,” for the Hymnary, 
1872, by “H. M. C.” (i.e. Harriet Mary 
Chester ). (J .M.J 

Miramur, O Deus, Tuae. ©. Coffin. 
[Wednesday.] Appeared in the Paris Bre- 
viary, 1736, for Wednesdays, at Matins; and 
again in his Hymni Sacri, 1736, p. 18. It 
is also in several modern French Breviaries ; 
in J. Chandler's Hys, of the Prim. Church, 
1837, p. 151; Card. Newman's Hymni Ecele- 
siae, 1838 and 1865; and in Biggs’s Annotated 
H. A. & M., 1867. (W. A. 8] 
Translations in C. U. :— 
1, The wonders of the Almighty hand, By 

J. Chandler, in his Hys. of the Prim. Church, 
1857, p. 20, in 6 st. of 4 1,3 and again in his 
Hys. of the Church mostly Primitive, &c., 1841, 
No, 13. It is found in a few modern collections. 

2. 0 God supreme! in rapt amaze. By J. 1). 
Chambers, in his Lauda Syon, 1857, p. 20, in 6 
st. of 41. It was repeated in the Salishury 7, 
Bk., 1857; Martineau'’s Hymns, 1873 (in 5 st.), 
and in others. 

3. New wonders of Thy mighty hand. By the 
compilers of H. A. § M., based on J, Chandler, 
as above, and pub. in H. A. & M., 1861, abbre- 
viated; in Kennedy, 1863, &e. 

Translations not in 0,0, ;— 
1, O God, we behold how Thy wondrous might. 

1. Williams. Ariti#h Magazine, July, 1634, and his 
Hys. tr. from the Parisian #rev., 1839. 3B 

Nine Pralmes done into 
_ i. _— ry a A t 8, 1653;" dt., Aug. 9, t 5 te, “ 7, E ; a, pi 1683: wil. Ate. 1h lees othe ro] ae 
These 19 versions were all included in the 

2nd ed. of hie Poems in English and Latin, 
1673. From these, mainly in the form of 
centos, the following have come into C. U.:— 

1. Cause us to see Thy » Lord. Pal . 2. God tn. the em sat aaiets. Ps. lesxii. pee 
4. How lovely are Thy dwell ‘ie Pa. poe 

Eso this, °° pass refreshed the thirsty vale,” is 
5. Let us with a gladsome Joyful) mind. Ps. crzzvi. 6. O let us with 1 mind. i, 7. The Lord will cosas ant ni be gist tere 
oo Tee Neo. 4 and 5 are in exten- sive . © are mostly in Unitarian collections. There are also pollnd from his hymn on the Nativity, “This is the month, und this the ha * Fi .§ xi} PPY morn " (q.v.). ar ar 

Minimus. One of A ‘a sig- natures in the Gepe Megue _ 
Mir nach, spricht Christus, unser foun ngiter. [Follmeing Christ.) This hymn, ‘ 1 on St. Matt. xvi. 24, has been just yy ural ucterised as “a masterpiece of —_ 1663, of eee.” wn is No. 171 in + Vor » of ers Heilige Seelentust ( Werke, 1*62, i. p. 289), in ¢ at. of 6 1, en- 
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2. O God, Thy wonder-working hand. In J. A. John- 
ston's English Hymnal, 1#52. {J. J.) 

Miris probat sese modis. Jean Baptiste 
de Santeiil, (St. Stephen.) Appeared in the 
Cluniac Breviary, 1686, p. 182, in Santeiiil’s 
Hymni Sacri et Novi, 1689, p. 57, and the 
Parise Breviary, 1746. It is also in several 
modern French Breviaries, and Card. New- 
man's Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 and 1865. Tr. 
as — 

1. Holy love towards her foes. Pub. in 
1. Williams's Mys. tr. from the Purisian Bre- 
viary, 1839, p. 61,7 st. of 4 1. with adoxology. In 
his preface Williams says that this tr. was made 
by a “a friend.” In Johnston's Kaglish Hymnal, 
1852, this tr. was altered to “Christinn Love 
in wondrous ways”; and in the editions of 1856 
and 1861 to * Holy love in wondrous ways.” 

2. Holy Love herself displays. This fr. in 
R. Campbell's Hys. & Anthems, &c., 1850, is 
based upon the above by I. Williams's “friend.” 

Another tr. is :— 
What kindness e’en to mortal foes, J. 2. Chambers, 

1a5T. (J. J.J 

Missals. The Missal [Missale] is the 
Service-book of the Latin Church, which con- 
tains all that is said or sung in the service of 
the Holy Eucharist or “the Mass ” [ Missa). 
It comprises within itself many and various 
elements which anciently were distributed in 
different volumes. Such were the Sacramen- 
tarium containing the Priest's of the 
service in the unvarying Canon, with the vary- 
ing Prefaces, Collects, Secreta, and Postcom- 
mons; the Kpistolarium or Lectionarium, con- 
taining the Epistles; the Erangeliarium, cou- 
tuining the Gospels; the (rraduale, containing 
all the choral portions of the service, viz., the 
Introits, Kyries, Gloria in Excelsia, Grduals, 
Tracts, Sequences, Creeds, Offertories, and 
Communions. Of these the Sequences fre- 
uently formed a separate volume called the 

Roquentiole. Still more ancient and long obso- 
lete books were the Benedictionale, containing 
the varying triple episcopal benedictions ; and 
the Troparium, containing verses or farces, 
varying with each festival, dovetailed into or 
in some way attached to almost every choral 
part of the service. These verses, known as 
Tropes, went generally out of use in the 13th 
century. 

The Misml most widely in circulation in 
the present day, ond gradually superseding all 
other Latin Uses, is the Roman Missal. It 
was carefully revised by Pius V. (1570) in 
accordance with the directions of the Council 
of Trent, and so revised its use was enjoined 
in all places and on all communities which 
could not plead a prescription of two hundred 
years in favour of a local or peculiar use. It 
subsequently uaderwent two slighter but 
pie | revisions under Clement VIII. (in 1604) 
aud Urban VIIT. (in 1634), and has received, 
and will continue to receive from time to 
time, additional services necessitated by the 
institution of new Festivals. 

Besides the Missale Romanum there were, 
aud to a lesser extent than formerly still are, 
various Missals, belonging to different Pro- 
vinces, Dioceses, and Religious and Military 
Orders. Such were the Sarum, York, and 

MISSIONS, FOREIGN 

of England, the Paris, Lyons, and many 
French Mirsals, the Augustinian, Benedictine, 
Promonstratentian Missals, &c. Those may 
all be regarded as variations and offslioots of 
the Missle Romanum. 

In addition to monastic or diocesan varia- 
tions of the Roman Missal, there are two 
living Latin Liturgies which deserve ial 
notice, because they are, the first bly, 
the second certainly, of a distinct us oF 
family, viz.: that known as the Ephesians or 
Hispano-Gallican, These are the Ambrosian 
Missal in use in the Church of Milan, and the 
Mozarahic Missal in limited use in the Church 
of Spain. 

Most of these Missals form a quarry from 
which an immense amount of homing ical 
material can be drawn in the pe of Se- 
quences or Proses, for an account of which see 
Sequences, 

But besides Sequences, there are other parts 
of the Liturgy, which sometimes, though 
rarely, assume a metrical or rhyming form. 
These are the Gradual with its Verses, the 
Tract, the Offertorium, the Communic, and pos- 
sibly the more ancient Trope. Details con- 
cerning these are given under their reapective 
titles (q.¥.). (F. E. W.) 

Foreign. The hymnody of 
Foreign Missions is, as a whole, practically 
unknown. Most persons have some idea of 
the great work accomplished by Christian 
missionaries in the translation of the Holy 
Scriptures into almost all known languages : 
but few have ever thought how much has 
been done by them in the translation and 
composition of hymns, the preparation of 
hymn-books, and in general, in the introdac- 
tion of Christian Hymnody among the various 
nations to whom they have preached the Gos- 
pel. It ia the object of this article to set forth 
this as fully and accurately as the limits of 
our space will allow. Although Protestant 
Christians of several denominations in Great 
Britain and America have missions in various 
parts of Europe, we shall not include any of 
these in our notice, with the single exception 
of the missions in European Turkey. We 
propose to speak of Missionary Hymnody— 

I. In various parts of America; North, 
Central, and Bouth + v 

Il. In the Islands of the Pacific, in New 
Guinea and Borneo ; 

Ill. In Asia, from Japan westward to 
Turkey ; 

IV. In Africa, East, South and West. 
The following abbreviations will be used :— 
MM, = Moravian Missions. 
C. M.S. = Church Missionary Society, 
&. P. G. = Society for the Propagation of the Gospel 

BLM, S. Bat fist thie Hint Se 4.8 = t as Soclety, 
W.MaA= Wesleyan Mietenaty Secleny, 
L, M.S. = London Missionary Society. 
A, S. M. = Charch of Scotland Foreign Missions, 
F.C, 8, = Free Church of Scotland Foreign Misstons. 
A, &. M, = American Baptist Missionary Union. 
A, B.C. = American Board of Commissioners 
ro” Foreign Missions. 

k= greeny f Society of the Methodist Epl- 
scopal Church of America. 

A. P. M. = Board of Foreign Misstons of the Ameri- 
can Pre rian Church, 

The names of other Missionary Societies, leas fre- 
Hereford Missals of the unreformed Church | quently mentioned, will be given in full. 
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sounds”; “Justus Tam"; “ Jesu, Lover of 
my soul,"&c. are included. In the report of 
the C. M. S. fur 1887, we read bow on one 
occasion the last hours of a dying Indian were 
soothed by the singing of the last named hymn. 

In the Niska dialect, akin to the Tsimshean, 
a collection of hymns has been prepared by 
the Rey. W. H. Collizon, to whic rJ. B. 
McCullagh, the present missionary on the 
upper Naas, has recently made additions, in- 
eluding a metrical paraphrase of Ps. xxiii., 
which is a great favourite with the people. 

6. Queen Charlotte's Islands. — Among the 
Haidas of Queen Charlotte's Islands, just off 
the coust of B. Columbia, another mission of the 
C. M. 8. haa been established by the Rev. W. 
H. Collison. In their language, which differs 
greatly from the ‘Tsimshean, Mr. Collison has 
composed some hymns, and translated others, 
which, —— not yet’ pub. in book form, 
are known and sung far and wide, The pre- 
sent missionary, Rev. C. Harrison, is adding 
to the wumber of these hymus. 

6. Vancouver's Island.—Tie Rey. A. J. Hall, 
of the C. M.S., who is labouring among the 
Kwa Galth tribe, in the north of Vancouver's 
Island, has prepared a number of hymns in 
the language of that people, and has tauglit 
them to siug them. 

7. Various in the U.8.A.—Pussing southward 

I. America. 

FP); i. North America. 

2 nine one a vast extent of country 

OF ¢ nland to Mexico. 
aX. Copeland. —The M. M. on the western coast 

S te Ja, Cbland commenced in 1721. In 1738 

tr, Ty . the first convert, was won by * the 

*t2 is othe Cross;” now the whole of the coun- 

Ag dep Shistianized, Since 1772 the Green- 
the, “nl haye- hud their own printed hymn-book. 

Lo ie, weed ed., pub, in 1819, was received by 

og 'th rreut jvy,and recent accounts show 

1 “y retain their fondness for hymns. 

jac,» do they sing well in their churches 
» te but the long coasting voyages in 

in,.the 2 Mks,”” or women's boats, are enlivened 
= in Yeet voices of the female rowers unit- 2 ble, ‘ted song. 

iz a baaae ing Davis Strait to the 
™ co 7. —— Cross 

xz ny Bente, of Tabrador we find the self-deny- 

the = oOo J, of the same society (M. M.] at wor 

andj kim. Haven, from Greenland, sang to 

in en ®@ lang of Toabrador, a hymn in Green- 

Cha pa a idge BSe which they understood, and 

Now prod by j Of a barbaric dance they were 
theme.) inter silence. These Eskimoes 
ABE ang ‘ee Sizase Christian hymns at their 

Er home, 12 48 Prayers, even when away 

had a aPedition ss... their hunting, fishing, or 

being 2m, y, F Vr a long time they have | ¢hrough the territories of the United States, 
translaees the Rew. Ia ¥ rnnal, the Inst revision | where the Red Men atill survive, we find them 

Most of ficodore Bourquin, who | ehjefly to the west of the Mississippi, occu- 
inted j t 2e yodern hymns. The 

ary songs 1879, a. oe 2300 hymns, and was 
dies eight nd Cor, etl pen, in Germany. The 

ti Praddriy Phi CWords, pit: the notes of 10 melo- 
1¢ frst lines of » F<. Low. The following are 
** Passijwksaungitong, _. ~* of the hymns :— 

spotted.** 
; 

‘* Kaeralit kakkangz,, = «(0 Lamb of God, un- 
- te ho es 

mountains. . 

“* Atté, tupaleritee «,_— =From Greenland’s icy 

++ Jllakka, maksuala , EF e<. = Ch be” 

The dg a aa vas jane e 

eame as inoue d accents is the 
may be suns” tlie, SE para “mns, 60 that they 

2 mie. 3h hym : 
do not rby™. a ame tunes, but the lines 

3. Cree meri 
of N orth 5 Zitih Ca aging the northern _ 

throus traverse ~ . Snd 

roars Ey TadyseSecS ryote inhabi wer a Ra zion at present sparsely 
Here. 2°‘p re, and European settlers. 
cr~ S- , ha ee =o stations of the C. 

M. S-> now sUS tay py the last named 

being se. pote i i _ rw Wesleyans of -. bh 
Can of “a Yaar, 
cime? Hore OF May work of this region. 

pying “ Reservations.” A recent Government 
return gives their number as 277,656, of whom 
only about 30,000 know English enough for 
ordinary intercourse. Ten American Mission- 
ary Societies are at work among them, and 
the following Hymnals have been a 
their use by agents of the A. B. C.:— fb 
52 pp.; Creek, 35 pp.; Seneca (two books): 
Ojibwa, 4 pp.; Choctaw, 84 pp.; Dakota or 
Sioux Indians, 97 pp., by Dr. 8. R. Riggs, and 
another, by the Rev. J. PB. Williamson, 184 pp. 

8. Mexico.—From the United Stutes territo- 
ries we naturally pass to Mexico, where the 
American Baptists of the Southern Conven- 
tion, the A. B. C. and A, M, E. have vigurous 
Protestant missions, conducted for the most 

in the Spanish language. But no replies 
ave been received to our inquiries us to their 
Hymnody. 

ii. Central America. 
In connection with the M. M. in Central 

America various hymns have been rendered 
into the language of the Moskito Indians. 
But these have not been printed, as the 
English hymn-book is mainly used in that 
miasion-field. 

In like manner in British Honduras, in 
Jamaica, the Bahamas, the Bermudas, and other 

150 hy yale OTA sy r ; . 
four, being his | places in the West Indies, where hundreds of 

awe am tert ae — ®t three or U mqnguilens of N « and Creoles have 

- bh yase to British | been gathered into the Church of Christ, the 
hymn-books used are chiefly those of their 
respective Denominations in Great . 

iii, South America. 
1, British Guiana.—Here are missions of the 

S. P.G. and L. M.8. The population cun- 
sists of n great variety of nationalities: the 
Aborigines, British settlers, and Coolies from 
China and different parts of ay The 

3 B2 

Colum yaltla “© __ We 
sat Met! merritors, ma, Noun Pacific coast. or 

t Tei > q laces in the no 
phe Rag x,y, Other P he C. M.S. 

For the siesy tinea, wens oF J other tribes. 
9 bymP*, bate ene eens a collection of 

~ made by Bishop W. Ridley, 
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Missionaries teach the Aborigines to sing in 
English. For the Chinese they obtain hymn- 
books from Hong Kong ; forthe Indian coolies 
books from India in mil, Bengali, Hindi, 
and Urdu. [See on India, p. 746.) 

2. Dutch Guiana, or Surinam hax stations of 
the M. M. Being a Dutch possession the 
hymnal used for the services at Paramaribo 
is in that language, prepared in connection 
with the MW. M.in South Afries. But a curi- 
ous Creole a an Negro- English, is the 
mother tongue of the negroes in many parts 
of Surinam; and a hymn-book in this dialect 
was issued from the mission press in 1820. A 
new ed, appeared in 1841. Yet another ed., 
revised and enlarged, has been recently pub. 
It contains 600 hymns, is attractively bound, 
and has met with a large sale, 

3. -Various.—More than a century ago the 
borderland of British and Dutch Guiana was 
the scene of a Moravian mission to the Arm- 
wack Indians, and there is still extant in ms. 
a collection of hymna in that language. With 
regard to the hymnody of the far greater 
of South America, viz. Venezuela, Columbia, 
Peru, Brazil, Bolivia, the Argentine Republic, 
and Uruguay, we are able to give but little 
information. The English Seuth American 
Missionary Society uses the 8. P, C, K. Church 
Hymns for most of its English services, and 
the hymn-book of the B, & F. Sailors’ Society 
in services for seamen. The A. M. £. has 
missions in Uruguay, the Argentine Republic, 
and at several places on the Western Coast. 
The Southern Baptist Convention of the U. 
States has missions in Brazil; and the A. P.M. 
in Columbia, Brazil, and Chili, but no answer 
to letters of enquiry has been received ms 4 
from Chili. From Valparaiso the Rev. D. 
Turnbull, p.v., writes to say that two or three 
hymn-books have been pub, there, the = oo 
being in Spanish, mostly translations, probably 
made in Spain, and are not very satisfactory. 
Hymns are sung at Ooshooia, in Tierra-del- 
Fuego, and we believe that some of these, 
probably composed by Capt. Allen Gardiner, 
are in the language of the Yabgan Indians, 
but have not been able to ascertain particulars, 

II. Islands of the Pacific, &e. 

Modern geographers have arran the 
islands of the great Pacific Ocean under three 
divisions, Micronesia, Polynesia and Melane- 
sia. (i.) Micronesia, so called from the small- 
ness of most of its islands, comprises all those 
lying north of the equator, from the Hawaiian 
group in the east to Malaysia in the west, 
(ii.) Polynesia, a name once used in a wider 
sense, is now restricted to the islands situated 
to the south of the equator, and between 180° 
of longitude and 8. America, It includes the 
Marquesan, Tahitian, Samoan, and other 
groups. (iii.) Melanesia, so called from the 
dark colour of its inhabitants, includes the 
islands south of the equator, from long. 180° 
westward to New Guinea, such as the Fiji 
group, the New Hebrides, and others. Micro- 
nesia and Polynesia are inhabited by the 
Malay-Polynesian race, probably of Asiatic 
origin. The people are, for the most part, tall 
and well-formed, their skin of a light yellow 
colour, their hair a smooth gloray black, and 
their languaye soft and mellifluouw. The 
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Melanesians, on the other hand, belong to the 
Papuan race, and are probably of African 
origin, Their skin is dark, their hair crixp, 
and features plain, Their language is quite 
distinct from the Malay-Polynesian, and is 
endlessly diversitied. Not only on every :roup 
of islunds but on every island, a different dia- 
lect is spoken, and so widely different are they 
as to be almost, sometimes altogether, unin- 
telligible to the inhabitants of an adjoining 
island. It may be conceived how much toil 
in the learning of languages and the prepara- 
tion of distinct books, such as hymnals, this 
fact imposes on missionaries, 

i. Micronesia. 

1, Hawaiian Islands.—In our notice of hym- 
nody in the Pacific we begin with the Hawui- 
ian Islands, at the eastern extremity of 
Micronesia. ‘These islands, mountainous and 
volcanic, und yet so lovely in scenery as to be 
likened to a terrestris! paradise, were once 
notorious for the barbarism and cruelty of their 
inhabitants, But now, chiefly through the 
labours of the missionaries of the A. B. C. 
they are Christianized and civilized. As early 
as 1823 a sinall hymu-book of 60 pp, was pre- 

l by the Revs. H. Bingham and W, Ellis; 
in 1834 appeared a Hymnand Tune Book of 360 
pp. edited by the Rev. 11. Bingham, and a few 
years later a Child's hymn-book (72 pp.) by 
the sume editor, In 1842 another Children’s 
book with tunes was pub., and in 1855 ap- 
a the Hawaiian Lyre, In 1867 the Rev. 

Lyons edited a hymnal for general use, 
containing 400 hymns, translated by himself, 
H. Bingham, W. Ellis, A. O. Forbes, R. Arm- 
strong, and A. Bishop. This has been en- 
larged, and the last ed. (1885) contains 612 

Mr. Lyons has also translated and 
and Solos of Sankey, 

and other collections of popular Christian 
songs with music. 

In connection with the Anglican mission in 
these islands, commenced in 1861, services are 
conducted in the Hawaiian language and 
hymns are sung, but we have failed to obtain 
information as to details. 

2. Marshall Islands.—Sailing west by south 
from Hawaii, for about 1800 miles, we come to 
the Marshall Islands, in two groups, compris- 
ing about 30 coral islets, with a population of 
12,000, For their ase the Rev. E. T. Doane, 
of the A. B. C., prepared, in 1860, a Primer 
and Hymu-book of 44 pp. In 1863 appeared 
Hymna, by Mr. Doane (24 pp.), and in 1866 a 
similar hook edited by the Rey. B. G. Snow, 
of the same Society. 

3. Caroline Islands. —Still more to the west 
are the Caroline Islands, claimed by the Span- 
iards, the chief of which are Ponape, or 
Ascension Island, 60 miles in circumference. 
and Kusaie, or Strong's Island, about 30 miles 
in cirenit. In 18458 a hymn-book of 19 pp. 
was prepared in the Ponape dialect by Dr. L. 
H. Gulick, and enlarged in 1864-5 by the Rev. 
A. A. Sturges. Another collection of 82 pp. was 
prepared in 1865, by the Rev. B, G, Snow, in 
the Kusaie dialect. All this waa in connection 
with the missionary work of the A. RB. C. 

4. The Gilbert Islands. Passing from the 
Caroline Islands in a south-easterly directicn 
we come upon the Gilbert Islands, right on 
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z;' Eh Qator, forming 16 groups of a fair size, 
Fe Ste ‘Bany islets, and a population of 30,000, 
4a). yl A. B.C. has a mission, In 1860 the 
we My SE Bingham, jun., aud his wife, pub. 4 
aq: &, book of 12 . ‘Toree years later it 

sit, ( kuged to 27 pp., and in 1874 and 1877 
In, Beg Pal hymns were printed. 
Sige. Paid leaving Micronesia we may quote the 
th She, 0 of the Lord's Prayer in some of its 

ar. ar x t languages. This will show that, 

Ray Yee “Vied in grammatical structure, they 
«. Jit, diverse as to require a distinct hym- 
fe Our htture for each one. 
ar. ag, Sher, which art in heaven.” 
ae aa aya Ae, ¥ toakorn Malcus iloko 0 ka lant.” 

starches, * J ji lon.” 
Wreaaet dilande, Tomen oe i karawa,” 

“ Papa tamus su in kosao.” 

We ii. Polynesia. 
OF "Bing th not able to give information con- 
the “lang, by mnody of more than two grou 

Her,” int in this part of the Pacific. In 
Cth’ Ig, t#leuds, including Tahiti, the 
= e nds, the Tongu Islands, and 

Poncen J Ong Hof the L. M8. and W.M. 8. 
details. hymn pee, and the people have 

~books, wut we are without 
Ok tzesas Islands, six in num- 

Jar b e rail xg tiles east by south from 
j 106 id “EP. aril the lan v is simi- 
eke, gon of iI In 1870 the Rev. James Suciety Isla 0 n . 

aan taglish La en to the 
‘©pomred in Murquesan a 

> go > since sy sc ot 
+ © Frou mual is R 

Me yt containin .2* Sed in cota area editions, 
. of the bym eas <3 7 2 hymns and 39 chants. 
own Englis bye, axe translations of well- 

3 my soul,” and “so ** Fass, such as “ Jesu, Lover 
rous cross ™ (“Jes Ww fen I survey the won- 

ou lmanatu IP? hey SP. auapavlo mai,” and “A 

Scripture PyePhre. > = o of Holy 
chants are en Pre, The words of the 
translators Were mag ™. Holy ery waa or 

aries of the L. M.&., 
Pratt, Nisbet G- -g Mesh, Hardie, Murray, 

pe tae, 2 ener, Lu.p., Parell and 
Samo Pag ~ *sy and Mrs Nisbett, aud 

iit Se a - 

Fijisn er The h — = /anesia. ; ; 

iiSds, 925 ie = comprises OO at mainly 
istia 

th comer Gat Me the W. M8. Free e Err le 7 Christian 4 the 
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those who have been taught new tunes go 
round and teach,them to others in the Villages. 

(2) The New Hebrides.— About 400 miles west 
of Fiji and 1000 miles nearly due north of 
New Zealand, is the groupof the New Hebri- 
des, ro named by Capt. Cook, because he 
believed them to be the most westward islands 
of the Pacific. There are about 30 in the 
group: uvearly 20 are inhabited and some are 
of considerable size. Almost every inhubited 
island las its own dialect. often so different 
from the rest as to be practically u distinct 
language. But all these dislects belong to 
the Papuan stock. The ZL. M. S. was the first 
to begin missionary labour in the New Hebiri- 
des, but many years ago the work was amic- 
ably transferred to the Reformed Presbyterian 
Chureh of Scotlaud, which in 1876 ‘united 
with the Free Church of Scotland. The Rev. 
Jon Inglis, v.p., who was a missi in 
Aneityum, the most southerly island of the 
group, from 1852 until recently, has furnished 
us with tle following particulars as to the 
hymnody i 

(a) * The hymnal used in Aneitywm contains 61 
hymns— Nohraiitai Itap'—paertly translations or imi- 
tations of English hymns, and partly original. They 
were translated or composed chiefly L the Rev. Drs, 
Geddie and Inglis,—a few by the Revs. J. Copeland and 
He Lege yr owes ined Leg se =o — 

BAO, SOTRE yinns ¥ repared 

b) + On the island of Tan 7 ty : “Ont t js nk tears son too uiadenarion tee Bor: eonat Wort 
and ef Mr. Watt has from 20 to 3u hymns, chiefly 

and all printed by himself. Mr. Gray basa 
+P by bimeelf, and printed by Mr. Watt. 

{o) “On 5 =e, notwrlous for the murder of John 

J. tenken, lay ane ang seek to genie pampeed . . a7 ” . 

fey Mesure. J.D. Condon and lakerlonn,” . 
(d) ** Similarly, small collections of hymns have been 

fur the use of the natives of Futuna, Bfate, 
Aniwa, Ngwna, Tongoa, Epi and Ambrim, the com- 

or translators being the missionaries a pred 
ted on those isfands. In the northern islands of the 

Troup a commencement of taiasionary labour bas only 
fan as made,” 

All the hymns in the above-named collections 
are com to English metres and sung to 
English tunes, but the lines do not rhyme, 
‘The native poetry is a kind of elevated prose, 
cut up into divisions like verses, followed by 
choruses which are chiefly single syllables 
with no meaning, such as lil la, lla. And 
the native music is a kind of chanting, with 
“a loud noise.” Dr. Inglis is of opinion that 
the mene Christian hymns would be 
more ular if they ‘were composed more 
after ther native style of song. 

(3) Banks Islands, Santa Crux Islands, Solomon 
Islands, Norfolk Island. All these islands, ex- 
cept Norfolk Island, are situated to the north 
and north-west of the New Hebrides, and were 
brought into notice asa scene of missionary 
labour through the self-denying devotion of 
the lamented Bishop Patteson. His plan was 
to make Norfolk Island, to the south, a base of 
evangelistic operations, and to visit the other 
islands periodically, the language of Mota, one 
of the Bonk Islands, being used as a Lingua 
ranca, In his letters (see Life of Bp. J. C 

Patteson, by C. M. Yonge) are very interesting 
references to Psalms and Hymns translated or 
composed by him, and sung in various re- 
ligious services, Thus, in 1867, the bishop 
writes from Norfolk Island, “we sing the 
Venite, Magnificat, Nune dimittis, &c. in 
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parts, to single and double chants.” — 
“and now they are practising hymus in Mota 
for our 11 a.m. service.” And the following 
year he writes, “Every week we read in 
chapel about 40 psalms and sing 12 hymns. 
These are pretty well known by heart.” A 
numberof hymns seem to have been in use for 
years, before being collected into a book, The 
Ber: Dr. Codrington, who was for some time 
Bishop Patteson’s coll e in the Anglican 
Melanesian Mission, lias favoured us with the 
following account of the Mota hymn-book :— 

“This book, as lately reprinted, contains 67 hymns, 
and there are three more since in use that I know of, 

tteson. 21 are original 
com posit! most of them excellent. The rest are 
ada rather than translations. 20 are by myself, 
of which B are originals 12 are by the Rev. C. Bice; 
8 by the Rev, J, Palmer, and 2 by Bishop Selwyn. The 
hymns by the three last named are translations or 

Among the hymns translated are, * Thou 
whose Almighty word,” * Eternal Father, strong to save,’ 
*The Church's one foundation,’ * iracious Spirit, Holy 
Ghost,” ‘How beauteous are the feet,’ &e., ke, The 

se soeee pertiscirty one by 4 hasslaac Nenaet ene 
fone, a hunks Islander.” . 

Several hymns were composed by the Rev. C. 
H. Brooke in the language of Florida, one of 
the Solomon Islands; others, by Bishop 
Selwyn and the Rev .C, Bice, in the languages 
spoken in Ysabel (Solomon Islands), Aurora 
Island, Pentecost Island, and Leper’s Island, 
in the New Hebrides, 

— Between the New (4) Loyalty Islands. 
Hebrides and the French possession of New 
Caledonia is a small group, called the Loyalt 
Telands, the chief of which are Lifu, Mare at 
Uvea. In these islands the LZ. M. 8. haa for 
many years had a mission. In 1864 what is 
known as the Lifu Hymn Book was prepared 
and printed at Maré te the Rev. 8. McFar- 
lane, LtL.p. It contains 231 = Moat are 
translations of the best English hymns, but 
many are original. The metres tunes are 
oe ish, and the natives are said to sing very 
we 

(5) New Guinea.—A few years ago the L. M. 
S. began a mission in the eastern part of New 
Guinea, and the labours of the Rev. Dr. 
McFarlane were transferred thither from the 
Loyalty Islands. Already three small hymn- 
books have been prepared, each containing 36 
hymns, in 3 distinct dialects. These are 
bound up in one volume with the G 1 of 
St. Mark and a small catechiem. Though 
belonging to the same Papuan or Melanesian 
group of ‘languages, these dialects are distinct 
from the Lifuan both in words and in gram- 
matical structure, 

iv. Borneo and Singapore. 
(1) Borneo, one of the largest islands in the 

world, is inhabited for the most part by a 
people called Dyaks, akin to the Malays, and 
divided into numerous petty tribes, with 
exceedingly barbarous usages, Near the 
coasts are many Malays proper, and in the 
north-western portion of the island probably a 
quarter of a million of Chinese. For 40 years 
past the &. P. G. has had missions in Borneo, 
which now form of the diocese of Singa- 
pore, Labuan and Sarawak. The Ven. Arch- 
jeacon Mesney has supplied us with the 

following particulars in regard to Christian 
hymnody, 

| a) A 
characters 
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* Collections of hymna have been made in three lan- 
~ Malay, Land Uyak, and Sea Dyak. ‘These have 

gradualiy formed, the Ist now containing alvat 
100 hymns; the 2nd, abvat 80, and the Srd, between 90 
and 40, The hymns p in the early days «f the 
mission were in simple Malay, and the first bymn was 
a metrical version of the Creed. Most of the hymns in 
all three collections are translations or adatations of 
English bymos, such as “We love the , 0 God 2” 
“ Abide with me,” " Rock of ages ;" ‘* O come, all ye 
faithful," “Glory be to Jesus,” Ac. The translates 
were bi Chambers ; the present Bishop, G. F. Hose, 
bb. ; the Revs. W. H. Gomes, F. W, Abe, J. L. Zehnder, 
J, Perham, C, W. Fowler, and other missionaries, A 
few of the hymns are nal, os. 
Sea Dyak, and others in aley. iv 

v. J. Perham. English 
metros and tunes are used, and in most of the hymns the 
lines rhyme as in English. The books are printed at 
the mission press, at Kuching, Sarawak,” 

(2) Singapore has a very mixed population of 
Malays, Tamils, and Chinese, all of whom 
the S. P. G. seeks to benefit. The Malay 
hymn book there used was arranged by the 

. W. H. Gomes (named above), = was 
printed at Singapore. 

IIL. Asia, © 
i, Japan. 

In this remarkable country the develop- 
ment of Christian hymnody has been as rapid 
as that of other ideas and usages so recently 
introduced from Europe and America, At 
the close of 1873, when the Rev. C, F, Warreu, 
of the C. M.S. (to whom we are indebted for 
much of the information contained in this 
section), arrived in Japan, converts were very 
few, and though attempts had been made to 
produce metrical hymns for Christian worship, 
some were of opinion that the use of hymus 
could never become general. The character 
of Japanese poetry ted one great 
difficulty. “It has neither rhyme, assonance, 
nor quantity. It is not marked by a regular 
auceession of accented syllables, as in 
English, and is only distinguished from prose 
by metre.” As a rule Japanese mnetre con- 

of lines of Sand 7 syllables, What is 
called Short Poetry —the most common — 
consists of 31 syllables, divided into lines a8 
follows :—5, 7,5, 7,7. There is @ variation 
from this with lines thus:—5, 7, 7, 5, 7, 7, 
and another, though this is not classical, of 
17 syllables, 5,7,5. The Long 2oetry cun- 
sists of any number of lines of 5 and 7 
syllables, regularly alternating and closing 
with a final line of 7 syllables, thus :—5,7 
.... 5,7, 7. Another difficulty was to find 
suitable tunes to these uliar metres. A 
few English tunes, like * eg sweet home,” 
could be easily adapted, and one or two 
Japanese tunes were available, "These, how- 
ever, were but few, and the effect’ was by no 
means pleasing. But, notwithstanding thee 
initial difficulties, we have at this moment 
before us five Japanese Christian hymn-books, 
and have received information concerning yet 
others. Altogether there are now at lest 
350 hymns in the Japanese 1 e. Most 
of these are translations or ptations of 
English and American hymns. They are 
composed to English metres, though without 
thyme, and are sung to English tunes 
Among hymnals at present in use may 
mentioned the following :— 

hymn-book containing 76 hymns in Romad 
and 43 tunes in Sol Pa notation was pub at 
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» i LeTG, the Rev. Nathan 
vy S2)"jb. en eee uae 

Same di whe bi Sou ponetgherg ld he Pe rittn 

agg OPth of each country [see Burma), 
Sing im 1876, another hymn-book, in Japanese, 

Soe crys 134 hymns. This was enlarged in successive 
in 1566, it comprised 337 hymns, It ts 

-« rn en hymnal of the A. #. . in Japan, and the 

a ae ant Poe shortly after Dr. Brown's death, 7 

arc tcp hal poe ithon: ey by ah > Ott etiam, 
bh by tes i roe aie 
Srne” Mi iG ree translations amd two original hymns 

See belie Clare A. Sands, of the A. B. M. From 
ew the No. 1 we may quote, a8 a speciingn of Japa- 

_ :- first verse of * Aj] hail the power of Jesus’ 

** Yesuno nawo toutoml 
Tentet hirefuse, 

a Game sokalwo iwat 
Th enguto tonaye,” 

brasticarn bymrn- book of the Spiscopal Church Missions, 
425 ,POred pind Feonglish, pub. at Osaka, 1883, It was 

:. <a Pd the Rev. T. & Tyng, of the Amer. Epis. 

ery, OMINs 145 bymnas. Among them are hymns 
- on a by the Revs. P. K, Fyson and C. F. 

eee 4 the ¢. af. 8., and H. J. Foss, M.a., of the 
Tor sy. %- Evin? Sliter, in his preface, alsv thanks the 

m™ (C". Af, Sj and several native scholars 
nce, 

Peay, tre of the Presbyterians, callel The 
- Slaton = CRrtst in Japan, pub, in Tokio, 1891. 

ae Fr. Hara, a Japanese, amd it con- 
Rames of the tunes being attached 

Cay 

= 2 Curtin x, tee 4, B.C. mission, prepared by 

tunes, & committee of natives ;.pab, at 

I by th i Peace book contains LW hymns with 

Dwishe ws Cong rengee Set. to Chants, and is at present 

be superne Fear neg — *t4ieoral Churches. But the Rev, 

se euint com ed by <t ~ #2. ¢.) informs us that it is soon 

senting the 1 * grew in course of preparation by 

Missions. ~ “:*. c., th Sssionaries and Japanese repre- 

(S$) The bh > E-resbyterian and tbe Reformed 
bon» 

- & Dave charset the 4. .M. &., containing 244 
tunes composed fl” te Seated about 3 years ago, by the 
and is anid by Met fe Sg agasaki. It contains several 
book yet produced p {2a the Japanese metre 5,7,5,7,7, 

Congregationa} “7 = enegrt 0 be Me “most elaborate 

Japan. In the “ay 
alene chant. Bu 
Christians TOW Bip, thousands of Japanese 
enthusiastically ; <b ymns heartily and even 
and harmoniums Re. ‘use of cabinet organs 
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y 

SIR, and contained 30 

- of books prepared and 
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ime - increased acquaint- 
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ee le translators 
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a sculiarity of 
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rf rather than 
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i chaning SS Ye hina. 
and t}, hay “eee is t 

re Ss present jd he Wen Di 
ted thtayy Y Le, haracters 

in le he the 

educt™) c Lia + are underatoc aa ad 

pete Eat ROE Re Me, etoring tthe 
Colod™ ’ Sey Mhas ie called the Handors 

~w a by the mandaring and in 

at Yao’ San Pky... is the principal spoken 
the fF Ar, re Ing, 15 a north of 

are > Shey *8e4 Sh china, the region DO ia 
skev 4 ar*ga® Kiang. But besides aaa 

aaint of Ni, be Fee; nd Foochow a a 

™ "9a, At 85 iIlions each, the © 
_ 5 mllions, 

> spoken by about 
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the dialects of Canton, Siwatow, 
other districts. Some of these Mami Pe 
so much that interpreters are necded between 
them. Some missionaries hold that hymn- 
books should be in the Wen Li, or classical 
form of the language, and that the people 
should be educated to the use of it. But the 
majority have mmintained that the present 
needs of the multitude should be considered, 
and for this reason have published hymn-books 
in the various colloquiais, x 

In the present article we shall mention, as 
samples, books pub. in North, Middle, and 
South China. 

(i.) North China. (1) Through the kindness 
of the Rev. Jon. Leva, of the L. M.S. we 
have now before us a copy of the hymn-book 
pub. by himself and the lee: J. Edking, p.p., 
at Tientsin in 1872. It contains 266 hymns, 
and from the English index of first lines it 
appears that almost all are translations (often 
very free) of the best English hymns. 
Previous to this the Rev. W. C. Burns had 
pub. a small collection; and 43 of his transla- 
t.ons, Im many cases recast, are included in 
the 1872 boo In the preparation of this 
book Mr. Lees had as assistants two very able 
Chinese echolars, the Rev, Ching-tsu-leu and 
his son, Mr. Ching-vhiu-seng. It is used not 
only in the North China missions of the 
L. M_S., but also by Presbyter'ans and New 
Connexicn Methodists. - 

(2) Another equally important work is the 
hymnal pub. at Peking in 1872 by the Revs. 
D. Blodgett, p.p. and Chauneey Goodrich. It 
is in the Mandarin Colloquial, and has been 
aimee by one authority to be “the best 
ymn-book used in China.” Nearly all the 

hymns are translations. Indeed the number 
of original Chinese Christian hymns in exist- 
ence is very small. 

(3) In the B. M. in North China, a book is 
used compiled from uthers, but including a few 
translations by the Rev. F. H. James (B. M. sam 

(4) The Rev. J. Lees has pub. a small boo 
containing 47 bymna, chiefly translations by 
himself from I, Sankey's Sae. Songe & Solos, 
but including one original hymn by Mr. 
Chang-chiu-seng, and said to be a fine hymn. 

(ii.) Mid-China. (1) A hymn-beok in the 
Nin dialect was pub. about 1858, pre- 

“4 by the Revis. Archdeacon Cobbold 
of the C. M. 8.; Dr. Martin and H, V. 
Rankin, of the A. P. M.; J. Hudson Taylor, 
and others. This was revised and enlarged 
several times, until in 1875 it included 275 
hymns, eleven being tranglations or com- 

itions by the Ven. Archdeacon Moule (€. 
MS). is hymn-book, printed at the 
Presbyterian Mission Press, Shanghai, has 
been used hitherto by Churchmen and Non- 
conformists in ri and in other parts of 
the province of Chehkiang. 

(2) In 1871 Bishop Moule prepared a book 
in the Hangchow dialect for the use of the 
churches of the C. M. S. in that city and 
neighbourhood. It contains 82 hymns, and 
is printed in both Roman and Chinese 
characters. 

(3) Archdeacon Moule [C. M. 8.) has now 
(1887) in the press at Shanghai a collection 
which he hopes will be widely intelligible in 
China, It contains 221 hymns, rome being 

743 
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translations by himself, others by his brother, 
Bishop Moule, and one hymn is original, 

(4) The collection compiled by the Rev, 
Griffith John, of Hankow (L. M. 38.), con- 
tains 200 hymna, all translations Of these 

8 or 10 are from the Welsh, made cither by 
Mr. John or the Rev. Evan Bryant [L. M. 
8.j. In the later editions many ex ons of 
the Mandarin Colloquial have been exchanged 
for others belonging to the literary style. 
This book is used by many missionaries of 
the China Inland Mission. and-also at I 
Chang, a station of the K, 8. M. 

(5) At the IV, M.S. at Hankow a book is 
used, compiled by the Rev. W. Scarborough, 
and pub. in 1875. It was preceded by my 
hymnal prepared by the Rev. Josiah Cox. 

¢ 180 hymns in the present book are 
chiefly translations, many of them fiom 
Sankey’s Sac. Songs & Solos. “We wait,” 
says Mr. Scarborough, “for a Christian poet 
in China.” The dialect is the Mandarin 
Colloquial. 

(iii.) South China. (1) The most flourishing 
missions in China up to the present have 
been those of the English Presbyterian 
Churel: at Amoy, Swatow, in Formosa and in 
the Hakka country. Two hymn-books have 
been prepared, one in the Amoy dialect, 
containing 70 hymns, the other, in that of 
Swatow, containing over 150. Some of these 

. are translations of Psalms, others translations 
or adaptations of English hymns, and a few 
are original. The Rev. W. 8, Swanson, of 
the E. Presb. Mission, informs us that the Rev. 
Wm. Young, of the L. M.S. waa the first 
successful composer of hymns in the Amoy 
dialect, and 13 of his hymns are still in use. 
To him succeeded the Rev. W. C. Burns, 
already mentioned. The Revs. Carstairs 
Douglas, uu.p., J. V.N. Talmage, v.p., and 
Alex, Stronach have also helped in the work. 
In connection with the Presbyterian Missions 
‘y this part of China many interesting facts 
might be related illustrative of the value of 
hymnody as an evangelistic agency, but for 
these we have no room. 

(2) The great city of Foochow is the cen- 
iral station of three missions—those of the 
C.M.8., A. B.C. & A.M. BE. In 1860 the Rev. 
W. ©. Burns, named above, was here tempo- 
rarily, and prepared in the Foochow Colloquial 
a translation of hymns written by Mr, Youn 
and himself, which had previously ap 
in the Amoy dialect. He added others, 
making up a book of more than 30 hymus. 
‘These were deemed so excellent that they were 
ailopted by all three missions, and superseded 
others previously used which were in the 
Wen- Li, or book language. In course of time 

more hymns were desired, and each of the 

missions, taking Mr. Burns's book as a founda- 
ton, pub. a Hymnalofitsown, (a) The hymn- 
look of the C.2L8, contains 198 hymns, and 
wis prepared by the Reva. J. R. Wolfe, R. 
W. Stewart, aa, and Li. Lloyd, Mr. Wolfe 
being the principal contributor, (6) The hymn- 
book of the A. B. C. contains 165 hymns, 
‘Through the kindness of the Rev. C. Hartwell, 
one of the principal contributors to this book, 
a copy is now before us printed at Foochow, 
on native paper. 1t contains several original | 
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book of the A. M. E. has 180 bh 
prepared by the Revs. R. 8. Maclay, v.p., 8 
L. Baldwin, pp. aod F, Oblinger. A large 
number of the hymns ate common to all three 
Looks. 

(3) We are indebted to the Rev. John Chal- 
mers, LL.D., of Hongkong, one of the oldest and 
most learned missionaries now in China, for the 
following information concerning Hongek 
and Canton. When he came to China im 185: 
he found a book iu. use, pub. two years pre- 
viously by Rev. Dr. Legge, entitled 
w Hymns for the worship of the Lord. The meumber 

of hymns was #1, with 7 doxoiogies, No bymn was a 
translation, and everything was done in regard to lor 
guage and metre to command the respect of the Li 
class, and in so far it was a wuccess, In 1860 thr. Chal- 
mers pub. an ed. of this book with tanes in the aanal 
English notation, and for nearly 30 years this was the 
eee book in use in the London Mission at Canton and 
in Hongsong. In 1879 Dr. Chalmers pub. Vere 
Netw Darsating pe Plage ereete Dy hte t to the 
= book. is contained 14 translations of popu- 

English and American bymns; and being liked by 
the peaple, received, in 1844, considerable adicfitions. 
The volume thus finally produced is the one mow in 
use. 

(2) Hymns for Singing Praise. W. M. S., Canton, 
1463, ** This,” says Dr. Chalmers, “was one of the 
most suceessful early attempts to translate Eénglish 
bymns.” The translator was the Rev. George “Piercy. 
The number of hymns is 34. The translation is by no 
means literal, and the rhyming Is somewhat adapted to 
Chinese ideas. 

(3) Hymns for praising the Lord, A. B. M., Canton, 
1875. It contains about 20 of the L. Jf S. hymns, 
nearly all the 34 of the W. Mf, S. in beth cases moch 
altered, and many other translations of English and 
American bymos, making up 286. 

(4) Hymns for praising the Lord. W. M. &., Canton, 
tate, book much like the preceding, and containing 
230 bymns. [t was compiled by the Rey. G. Ptercy, 
before ace of the! 

(5) Hymn-book Basel Mission, H icons 
1484, ** This book,” says Dr. Chalmers, ** is Peers iy 
= The number of hymns ts 264. Many are trans- 

ons from German bymns, and those taken from the 
Raptist and Wesleyan books are usually improved in 
style. nning, about 1860, with a book of 55 hymns 
comptled the Rev. R. Lechier, it bas attained its 

resent size and arrangement through the combined 
bours of Messrs, Piton, Genabr, Lechler, Bender and 

(6) Hymn-book of the (. M. &, Hongkong. Altered 
from blocks in the Americo-Chinese College, Peking, 
1486, This book has been introduced by Bishop Burdoo. 
It contains 315 hymns and 10 doxologies. 

It remains to add a few words in regard to 
the music sung to these hymns and the metres 
employed. Chincee native music is quite un- 
suited to sacred song. English, American and 
German tunes are therefore used and are 
commonly liked by the people. 

In most of the books named above our 
metres are used and the lines rhyme as in 
English, But in the Canton book of the 
L. M. 8. and one or two others, the rules of 
Chinese poctry are observed, some of whieh 
are as follows. “Sevens” is decidedly the 
“Common Metre,” our om. and sm. being re- 
garded as irregular innovations. Next comes 
* Fives,” and then “ Eights,” which is really 
“ Fours,” every four syllables making a clause. 
The same rhyme is kept up from thes begin- 
ning to the end of a hymn, an arrazagement 
made casy by the nature of the language. 
Let the following represent a hymn of eight 
lines, and the two kinds of marks, =< and o, 
indicate the alternations of “ tones" arequired 
ina finished poem. The proper place=; for the 
rhyme syllable and changes of tone may be 

ns, and was 

hynims by native converts. (¢) The hymn- | expressed thus;— 
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2 

. . 

2% Xo o x x rhyme-syllable Every native song is canoe in linee 

2: =e eS = syllables, but the Biamese earn weatern aoe 

ae 570-2 ae oe art cracamsenierajeae Same 
8s oo xX K x 

. verything i : 

z: e oxxs ¢ rhytme key. rything in a minor 

2 x x 
. 

Rae’ bere nl x Kk K x x rbyme seated RO beeing 

n Should also be antithesis of meaning between nder the of Burma we hay 

Fre feted fourth, and. Detween the fifth and sixth 
ave to speak 

( ne Burma proper, and (2) of certain tribes 
inhabiting the more mountainous districts, and 
known as Kurens and Shans. 

(i.) Burma Proper. In Burma the 4. B. M., 
S. P. G. and W. M.S. have missions, but that 
of the last named has been commenced only 

s Tey. 
= 

Phen entee Te the difficulty of compliance with these 

tae, “Hl s-) And exacting rules, a missionary correspondent 

Stace Dig erves that the descendants of the writer of 

man th Paalm would be the likeliest yersmne we 

- the attempt to create a good Christian Chinese 

g 

T), iti, Siam. recently. The A. B. Mission was begun in 

POE CS, fame Siam tt stad fr Bm wo | Gog hain the earl Years of the mini 
Me. i i , ihe ¥ years 1€ miss 

and yy, Bangkok) and, in a wider sense, Chare’wan to singing. agp ta bara eres — 

a Law pant ae dependent — of Shans 

Ss Po,” With a port of the Karen country. 

ua laa Pulation consists of about 6,000,000 in 

oF wards er 33,001,000 Shaus and Laos, and 

Curly "tha? 29,000 Chinese. The religion 

rudd ed with whole country is Buddhism, 

—_ tribe, h @ Jcind of nature worship in the 

MES fe mot, THO north. The Siamese len- 

tone CY 1 differsn ce many words having a 

could not sing, and according to Burman 
ideas, singing in connection with worship was 

improper. In the native mind it was staat 

exclusively associated with theatrical and 
other similar performances. After a time, how- 

ever, Dr. Judson composed the first Burman 
hymn— 

“ Shway pyee koung-gin,”” 
“ Golden country of heaven,” 

¢ren re . 

A. Be. Sith which E mennings, scconding Me nhio | aad his fellow missionary, Dr. Wade, became 
bn f Bay itkok Mission rege ag are Chinese nsible for the music. But it was not 

Notice r8med te, : until long after, on the arrival of missionaries 

commence} which, the goal — — named Cutter and Hancock, who were good 

Which since iapisssion t the labs in 1840, | Singers, that “ the service of song” became 

Mericar a i: » | popular as a part of worship. 

Ba Pregp, ~ 2 ?4*8 been carried oo by the 

the south fr: tore, “Finns. It has stations ut 

La ath from Fee Eheaburi (about 85 miles to 

nk mil 32 £= Rook), and also am the 
spea 
preen e pe languages Pho > the north. The Laos 

sntesionaries ¢ MDB 
in to Siamese. 

The 3rd ed. beare “= #_ ‘tn Siamese was prepared by 

Supplement, 106 hyzst ee. with the title Sacred Songs. 

title, was pub. by ep! Feeq | js59, and comprises, with 

hymns, the compile. 2—<_ “-~ An book, with a similar 

tet missionary. A” gtergu- iH, if. in 1960, comnnlng ES 

was pub. for use in aa) wwe * g the Rev. S. J. Smith, a \ 

have all been Spe, ee years later a srvall collection 

ared bY ie. 8. G. Mo gs “> 2s a
nd prayer-meetings. These 

he Baptists in Burma hive now a hymn- 

book containing 294 hymns, 125 bein transla- 

tions and 169 5 ‘Through the kindness 

of the Rev. H. 8. Burrage, v.p., of Portland, 

Maine, we are enabled to give the following 

particulars, supplied by the Rev. Dr, Cushing, 

the missionary in Burma :— 

Three of the — ami these among the best, are 

by Dr, Judson, hey are almost the cay ones in which 

a foreigner has endeavoured to embody Barman fdeas of 

y, which are very different from ours. In Barman 

songs the lines are usually short, and ‘rhyme rans riot,” 

it being quite common for every word in a line to we 

with the corresponding worl in the second verse of the 

n 1876 t contain ey = 3 by the Siamese Hymnal, 

ions, the. »—= = mted at Petchaburi | couplet. This arrangement (s com ratively easy, owing 

several edt © ia Rz_ Land. and prt through | to the monosyllabic character of the language. Fifteen 

h na 
of the old ae con. ture hymns. Crt coh in were written by Mrs. Sarab B, Judson [p, 609, i.), 

the luctor’s second wife (d. in 1845), and one by bis 
Se were fe 

and che® h a, < mr mained or pan ot A smaller | third wife Emily €, Judson (d. im 1854). Eighty-nine 

About yr <= iat to be tasued. hymns, chiefly rs. or adaptations from the English, 

of them bei, » = in Si are by the Rev, E. A. Stevens, ».D.; his son, the Rev. 

most varie now exist ip Siamese, O. Stevens, b. in Burma in 1538, contributed 27. 
eg 

_ mS — ns from the Eng- 

Lists jaitions wanslatio ae 

com eat Tey NS ately mle 1 eee Char ; re mi ries; 

harmed eo mtive™ mre xxonverted Buddhist — 

PHoe™’ st. thoy x quite ® number by Kru 

13 ei m ky Ties strange to say, 18 still a 

me has been in the employ 

Me Seribe 2 dt tra
nslator for 18 

doct®? i. Co ey, wleige of hoth the 
ey atts pa sme Christianity. Miss 

P 

E. 
Mrs. C. Simons (4. in 1843 compen 22 hymns, said to 

be very excellent. The ier. . K. Haswell (d. E477) 

contributed 19 bymns. Barman was a mother tongue te 

him, and his hymns have much of the sonorons, stately 

movement which characterives the religions language of 

the le. 14 hymns were com by the Rev, 1. 

Ingalls (d. 1856); 13 by the Rev. J. M, Haswell, p.o, (d. 

1456}, and 10 by the Rev. Lyman Stilson (d. sed). The 

Rev. N. Brown, p.p,, who d. at Yokohama in 1885 (eee 

Japan), was the writer of # hymns inthe Burman hymn- 

book, one of which, a translation of * There is a happy 

land,’ hes always been exceedingly popular. ‘The i. 

Jon, Wade, pv... colleagne of Dr. Judson, was the author 

of Thymns. Others were written by Miss Kate F, 

are 200) the Afi ing i Bvana the Rers. A. R. R, Crawley, T. Allen, and Cephas 

mat <4 ated hy Sey Mauch of the preceding infor” Bennett, Mr. B. Le Geois, Mrs. Crawley, Mire. eA. 

tra ¥y m rincipal 
ra" pest ky Tay, *t a list of the p Hailey, Mrs. H.C. Stevens, and Mrs. A. W. lansdale, 

thoee . Be “re us ® udes most of | ceveral native Burmans have also composed hymns, 

some of which are written in lines of seven sy la! in 

accordance with the Burmese sty le, One of these 

I - Tt 
rmana, Moung Shway Bwin, was a tan of some 

sic #Y i \ tive sirs have not yet | Ihterary reputation, and assisted Rev. L. Stilson in pre- 

must Sy in . f jan song «Si paring the and edition of the hymn-book, 

meV eral . Christin’ notonous, and i6 ,Beattee tne beak Just Geert Soouaining, more that 
fune Tey ™~ Sird ap se ly at 900 of I, Sankey’s Sac. Songs and Solos, <A few of the 

oonnm nh e temple = ons, and iD | translations are by missionaries already named, but 

most are by Ah Sow and Ab Syoo, two brothers of 
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Chinese extraction on their father’s side, employed as 
teachers in a mission school at Manlmain, 

In connection with the 8. P, @. mission a 
hymn-book was pub. in 1879, apc the 
Rey. J. Fairclough, but — chiefly by 
the Rev. James A. Colbeck., It contains, in- 
eluding the two Appendices, about 120 hymns. 
One appendix was prepared by the Rev. T. 
Rickard. A few hymns are taken from the 
book of the A. B. M., but most are translations 
by the Rev. Messrs, Colbeck and Rickard. 
Engli-h metres and tunes are used, and the 
lines rhyme as with us, 

(U.) Other parts of Burma. In the hill country 
of Gurma dwell the 

(i.) Karens, a semi-aboriginal people, of 
Mongolian origin, divided into three tribes, 
speaking distinct dialects of a monosyllabic 
language, Sgau, Bghai, and Pgho or Pwo. 
The missions of the A. B. M. have been re- 
markably successful among them, many thou- 
sands having embraced the Christian faith. 

(1) For their use a hymn-book has been prepared in 
the Sgau Aaren dialect containing 442 bymnes, 216 of 
which are translations or adaptations of English hymns 
by Mra. Calista Vinton (d. 1865), wife of the missionary, 
the Rev. Justus H. Vinton. This lady has been spoken 
of as the ‘* Watts” of Karen hymnody. Her son, the Rev. 
J.B. Vinton, p.p., b. fn Burma, contributed 60 hyrans 
(chiefly translations) to the same book. 54 were written 
by the Rev. B. C, Thomas (d. 1865); 45 by the Rev. 
D, A.W. Smith, p.p,, now President of the Rangoon Theo- 
fogical Semi » and 9 by the Rev. EB. Cross, nin. The 
Rev. Francis log D.D., translator of the Karen Bible, 
was the author of many hymns, only 9 of which have been 
preserved in the s Karen hymn-book, He also pre. 
pared a volume of hymns in the i Karen diaiect, 
which was used until recently in Bghai churches, 
Dr, Mason's hymns are written in the style of native 
Karen poetry. Kach line consists of seven syllables, and 
the thought is expressed in couplets resembling the 
parallelism of Hebrew poetry, They can be fithy used 
only with the “ plaintive, weird, strangely sweet ” native 
Karen music, and hence at the revision of the hymn-book 
many of them were replaced by others which could be 
sing to Western tanes. The remaining hymns were 
contributed by other missionaries or their wives, or by 
native hymn-writers 

(2) Church Hymns. A book with this title was 
brought out in 1441 by the Rev, Wordsworth Junes, mis- 
sionary of the S. /. @., among the Sgaw Aarenr, It 

separating Upper Burma from the Sian a 
Chinese territories, and speaking a langua 
called Khyan. A small hymn-book has ba; 
prepared for them, but we are unable to suppjy 
particulars. 

Tt may be added that in Burma are many 
Telugu, Tamil, und even Chinese inmammigranta 
whose religious needs are not overlooked by 
Christian missionaries. For their use hym- 
books are brought from mission stations in 
India and China. 

v. India. 
In the collection of countries to whichm we 

give the general name of India more t— han 
250,014,000 of people dwell, the various nat= “ions 
and tribes differing in colour, stature and u -ther 

speaking many different languages. . 
account of hymnody in India it will be 
convenient to treat the subject in sec’ 
according to the languages. 

(1) The Northern and Central parte are 
inhabited chiefly by nations of the Aryan 
stock, the principal languages of this geroup 
being Bengalt, Uriyd, Hindi, Hindust dni or 
Urdd, Mardtht, Gujardlt, Punjab and Ss ndhi. 
Sanskrit, to which ull in this group mre re 
lated, is not a spoken language; it is the 
language of the learned und has no Christian 
hymns. [See Various, under Missions, F.j 
@) In the South of India are nutioms and 

tribes of what is called the Drucidian 
Their languages belong to the uggluti native 
phase of human » 83 opposed to the 
inflexional stage, represented by the later 
Aryan migrations into India, The pra neipal 
members of this group are Tamil, Telugu, 
Malaydlam, Canarese, and Tulu. 

(3) Tribes of common origin, thougeh now 
often widely separated, and whose lar gruages 
belong to what philvlogista call the K olarian 
group, occupy certain mountainous, wooded oricinalty ¢ comprised 9s hymns. In ieee an Appendin regions, ustally remote from the coast. These was contain hafis, ese are chie : Si 

translations, 79 being by the Key. W. Jones, 9 7 the Demmntal nani ae ae Prat Rev, T. W. Windley, and 2 by J. Hackney; others are | DOSE ry ncieut frum the book of the 4. #. .M. Thirteen are original, | Inhabitants of India, they are often spoken of 
tative viewanen, lenge mamber of the weanentars, | °°, rae ei has ss re ar a _ ( tly, there are tribes occupyinge Assam, ni, wad tet etal a eee Sikkim, and the passes leading towards Thibet 

aud China, whose languages form part of the (ii,) Pgho Karen, The Rev. D. L. Brayton, s 
of the A. B. M,, is the principal translator and ae ron 733 : oo — 
composer of hymns in this dialect. He trans- ened others. a as, Zepehas, 
lated the Bible into Pgho or Pwo Karen, and . 
is the author of most of its Christian literature. i, The Northern and Central Groeaps. 

In these gro we have ;— (iii.) Shan. The Shans are a numerous 
people, occupying most of the region between 1. Bengah, the vernacular of nearly 50 Burma and China, the Siamese being one | millions of people. 
branch, They are Buddhists, and in their Baptists.— he first to compose Christian various branches spesk the same language hymns in this language was the celebrated with little variation. Many are found in Baptist missionary, Dr. Carey. In Dr, Riippon's 

Annual legister is a hymn in Bengali, written 
by Dr. Carey about 1798, and translated into 
English by J. Fountain (Fountain, J., p. 384, i}. 
The subject is “the Penitent’s Prayer and 

lve,” and the metre, the Englieh 8.7.4, to 
be sung to the tune * Helmsley.” Some time 
afterwards a hymn-book was prepared by the 
Serampore Missionarjes, and in 1810 the mis- 
sionary, J. Chamberlain, pub. a volume con- 
sisting chietlyof translatious of English bymus. 

Burma, in the busin of the Trawadi and else- 
where; and for their use a hymu-hovk, con- 
taining 87 hymns, has been prepared by 
missionaries of the A. B. M.  Seventy-nine of 
these are translations and four originals, by 
the Rev, J. N. Cushing, pp. Three were com- 
posed by Shway Wa, an able man, who in the 
recent occupation of Upper Burma by the 
English, acted as chief Shan interpreter. 

(i¥.) Khyan, or Chin. There is also a people 

related to the Karens inhabiting the biN, 
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-»<s€82 physical characteristics, having different Bk.) -« “» 
customs and, what chiefly coucerns us =—/ 
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ty; book at pgesent in use at the Baptist 
Angin lations appeared about fifty years &go, 
J gg. ¥us edited by the Rey. Geo, Pearce (d. 
tae) It contains 475 hymns, chiefly in 
W Ye metres, Among the authors named are 

Sug, “ey; J. Chamberlain, G, Pearee and A. 
%, The names of 18 Bengalis also ap- 

ap. among the contributors, aud Krishna 

és Cc. his rn hymn is included. ~ 
48eq Neh of England.—(\) The hymn- 
Sp" in the cactiaa poi His (C. uM. S. and 
Pre, ¢.) entitled ‘Hymns Old und New,’ was 
‘an i by 4 committee of the two Societies 
he he phos been often revised and enlarged,—on 
pm 48 occasion, in 1884. It contains 546 

~ Mon” 254 being in English metres, and 
“Fre j,' all translations. The remaining 292 
trigin. Bengali metres, and are nearly all 
Fz a l. The chief and best translator was 
Jy **. ae Rev. R. P. Greaves; others were 
M J. "Vaughan, A. Stern, C. Bomwetsch, 
hy J. ithrechr, J. J. Linke, C. D. Lippe, and 
Tye NS ap, Biswas, all of the C. M.S. A few 
net®, Orig], en from the Baptist collection. 
ApS an Jiyimna in Bengali metres were 
hyePendix YTitten by native Christian, An 
ans j in this book containing about 400 

Bishop, 27eParation and will be pub. by 
Fe Pa red t2o2oce eh, i , 

+ b School Hymn Book,’ was 
Church Sarde Be "Keachers or the Trinity 

3) “Th 2nd e¢ i and contains 254 

i 1 in 1gg->7%- SS. * Mission Hymn Book’ 
pecial menesc, qt coutaine $6 —— ‘ 

= * ’ the by the Rev D Sistas aught to made 
; Ps . deae- at work of the Church Divinity Schooy “® aa Biswas, tutor in the 

Composed and tery, ~>f the C. M.S. He has 

hymns in Englis 2, *2 = Bates! no fewer than 1000 
of these have 1 Ee Tad Bengali metres. Many 
named and in thy ("ee gpd in the books already 

Waosleyen — tie < Ea ymnals described below. 

(2 book ee tet, F> we Tanection with the W. M. 8. 
Hymnal £07 re Gee S> Exared entitled A Methodiet 
piler being © Re Ne C2nd ed., 1886), the com- 
tains 322 ts. ea J. A. Macdonald. It con- 
populer tad uses we] 51 lyrics of a kind very 
T oes th Vay ts of India (see §§ Marathi, = © : : festivals “yy ng in processions at 
eymbel* here = +ynpaniment of a drum and 

a os » translations are by the 

B. M- - of the A = agg oh missionaries of the 

additio™ of the co ke <S" named above. ar - 
ned . ~ . . Hoerrison a 

Kray ©. ~< ry ad N. C. Biswas of 

has PSs ‘seleecte ge So macular Baers contalie 
18t 8 , * — ES 1 he raed It is being revised, 

E- hass wy he “come very BoP tik ‘of the 
A. a, oomniass YQ Rev. _ dle small col- 

1 

bye eat, SD original and translated 
e ty ‘ 

ne pete Sey UR, the missionaries of = 
Ta ByM™ay ey the Anglican Benge two 

sree rabitty S gat time they hud use 
Chak 1. ae re : ‘ba Bipro Charan 

Coned above “tery Hie gentleman hae tpn 
Indeed, SF 29 lyries of the kine 

collections of hymns by 
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educated Christian natives are very co : om 
in Bengal. Such are the Gitamrito (“Im 
mortal Sougs”), by Amrito Lal Nath, said to 
be good; the Khulneu H mns, by Gogou 
Chunder Dutt; Gitankur (“Bong Germs "), 
Gitmala (“ Garland of Songs”), and Gitrotro (* Jewels of Songs ), by & Christian Evange- 
list, Modhu Sudon Sirear. The last-named 
collection contains many hymns very appro- 
priate for Bazar preachiny. 

In connection with Bengali hymns and 
hymn-writing the following remarks by the 
Rev. G. H. Rouse, m.4., of Calcutta (B. M. 8.) 
are worthy of notice :— 

** Native pe hymnody is abandant meagre. 
New himons are being constant) ‘os, a range is 
limited; very little about the Holy Ghost, or Christian 
experience, except of the mournful order, «0 my soul 
how wicked thou art,’ is a sentiment we are always 
meeting; but ‘How bay they that know the Lord!' 
— thot —_— me! = = Joyous Christian 
ex erie very deficient - 

Bengel, but tides one imuprovieg.” shia rare 
Perhaps the-e statiments may be partly 
bg by the fact that in this part of 
Indin the ative idea of music is wholly 
melancholy. 

2. Uriya. Travelling from Calcutta in a 
south-westerly direction for about 70 miles we 
leave Bengal proper and enter the province of 
Orissa, containing a ie ulation of 5,250,000. 
The language is called Ur.yd and belongs to 
the Sanserit group. At Puri in Orisea is 
the world-famous shrine of Juggernaut, visited 
by 300,000 pilgrims annually. For many 
years the General Baptists have had a mission 
in Orissa, their principal station being Cut- 
tack. Since 1836 the Free Baptista of New 
England, whore doctrinal sontiments are 
similar to those of the General Baptists, have 
occupied Balasore and other stations in the 
horthern part of the province. 

The first Uriya hymn-book was pub. fur the Baptists 
by Rev, Amos Sutton, p.u., in lsts. [See Sutton, A. 
It contained 310 hymns, 179 of which bear the initia 
ot the compiler. Gunga Ivy r, the first Uriya convert, 
a Brahmin by birth and education, composed 65, and 
Rev. C. Lacey 34, Bat this hymn-book bas long been 
disused, As the Christian community increased, hymn- 
writers amd hymns increased rapidly, and from these 
latter selections were made from time to time, and 
printed in tract furm. The hymn-bock now in use 
amongst the Baptists consists of eight of these selections 
bound together in one volume. The total number of 
hymns is 302, from 23 contributors, of whom 13 are now 
living. Forty hymns from the old book are retained, 
including some of Dr. Sutton's atl 23 of Gunga Dbor's, 
It is Lyon A that several Le ipentmoery — their 
ane uality, as regards tent ‘ 
will continue in use for a long time to come. me 
Das, who bas been called the “Dr, Watts of Orissa,” 
composed 145 of the hymns in the present book, Shem 
Saba is the author of $7, Other native contributors are 
Kartick Samal, Hamaieb, and Daniel Mabanty. In the 
first book a number of the hymna were in English 
metres, These have disappeared, and the present col- 
lection consiste entirely of hymns in native metres 
adapted to the ballad tunes of —— Makanda 
Das bas alan go in conjunction with Shem Sabu 
and Kev. P. eberlet, a selecth n of hymns for the 
Young, mostly translations from the Er glisa. A number 
of these are in English metres, and are sung to English 
tunes in the schools, 

3. Hindf, and Urdu. Ascending the etreanr 
of the Ganges in  north-westerly direction 
we enter, as we pass the city of Rajmahal, a 
vast and populous — in whieh two lan- 
guages are spoken, Hindé and Urdd, called 
alwo Hindusting. This region includes the 
North-West Provinces, Oudh, and the north- 
ern part of the Central Provinces of India, 
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with a total population of 80,000,100, Some 

refer to speak of these two languages as but 

Fifferent furms of one language, th they 

are almost as diverse as English and German. 

Hindt, which is allied to the Sanscrit, may be 

ed as the original vernacular; Urdu, 
literally, * Camp” language, came in with the 

Muhammadan conquerors of the country, and 

has Hindf for its basis, with a large admixture 

both of Persian, the court ——e of the 

Moguls, and of Arabic, the sacred language of 

Islam. Hind¢ uaes the Sanscrit characters, 

upright, square and block-like; Urdd em- 
joys the Persian seript characters, which are 

Nistinguished by flowing curves and are 

written from right to left. Urdd is most 

common in 1 cities, and is used by Mu- 

hammudans; Hind¢ is preferred by the villa- 

gers, and wherever Hindu influences prevail. 

The two languages, says Dr. Hooper, of the 

C. M8. “act upon one another, and neither 
is spoken pure, except as a form of pedantry.” 
oe educated classes commonly understand 

h 
(a) The mingling of the two languages is 

seen in the first hymn-book we notice, the Sat 
Sangrah, or Git Sangrah, issued in connection 
with the BM. S., and used at their stations 

in Monghyr, Allababad, Agra, Benares, 
Delhi, Patna and Dinapore. This book, which 
has reached a Sth edition, contains 267 hymna, 
of which 193 are in (a) Hind¢, language and 
metre; 41 in (b) Urdw, language and metre ; 

and 83 (c) Hind¢ language and English metre. 

Most of the 1st class (a) were written by the Revs. J. 

Charnberlain (d, 1826), J. Parsons, of Monghyr(d, 1469), 

and Mr. J. ristian, an Indigu f, & men 

of the Haptist Church at Monghyt ( sr A few are 

by native converts, The whole of the class (b) are 

by Hindu composers, The 3rd (c), which are free ver- 

sions of English and German hymns, are by various. 

missionaries, Two eds, of this book with music have 
been pub, by Dr. Lazarus. 

The hymns of Mr. John Christian, com- 
posed to Hindu airs and in Hindu metrea, 
deserve special notice. Anglican, Baptist and 
Congrezational missionaries all of them 
as being peculiarly excellent, as likely to 
retain u high _— in the affection of the 
Christian Churches of this part of India for a 
jong time to come. 

Before us is a collection of 100 hymna, 
called Satyd-Shatah, all by Mr. Christian, in- 
cluding, however, some in the hymn-book 
already described. This is not a book intended 
for use in the churches, but rather to be 
circulated asa tract. Indeed, tracts of hymns 
are much employed as a missionary agency, 
the ag of India being extremely fond of 
anything in the form of poetry; and Mr. 
Cliristian’s hymns may often be heard sung 
in the streets, as snatches of songs are with us. 

(») Another collection similar to the one 
just named has been sent us by Col. Millett, of 
harmsala, India (to whom we are indebted 

for much of the information contained in this 
section). It is entitled Diffusion of Praise, a 
Book of Bhajans, pub, by the North India 
Book and Tract Society. 

And here it may be stated that the word #hajan is 
the name usually given in this part of India to a hymn 
composed to a native Hindu tune, and it implies the 
tune as well as the words, Col. Millett says “there is 
no equivalent for this word in the English language. It 
may be termed a song in a savage state,” But speaking 
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' lly, Bhajan ts the Hindu name, and @Ghazel the 

Rakewansen name, for a Christiafl bymn in native 
style. 

(c) Au Urdd hymnal was compiled and 
eek eight years ago a aes Rev. RB. F. 

uyton, for the use of the Baptist Mission in 
Delhi. It is entitled Kharzénd i Khurrami, 
and contains the 193 Hindi hymns of the 
Sat Sangrah (named above) transliterated ; 
the 41 in Urdu, with about 70 additional, 
extracted or contributed. 

(d) The A. P.M. pub, in 1872, Zabiir aur 
Get (* Psalms and Hymns”). It contains 485 
hymns in English metres, nearly all in Urdu, 
the few exceptions being in Hindf: also, 31 
Bhajans, chietly Hindi, with a few Ghazals in 
Urdi. An appendix of 72 tunes is added. 
The editor of this book was the Rev. J, F. U timann, 

who also translated, from the English or German, the 
far greater number of the hymns, Someareby the Revs. 

Messrs. Brodbead, Dauble, Droese and Janvier, and a 

few by Shujdat Ali, a native 7 
recently deceased, This book is printel um 
—_—ee used in other missions bes 

(e) The Mastht Git ki Kitdb (“ Christian 
Hymn-book ”), printed in 1876 at the Secan- 
dra nage Press, near Agra, Was pre- 

at the suggestion of the Rev. J. Erhardt 
a committec of missionuries of the S. P. G. 

& C. M.8., and is arranged according to the 
order of the Christian Year. It contains 387 
hymns in English metres and 13 Bhajans. 
he translations are chiefly by the Rev. 

Messra. Banli, Ullmann, Diiuble, and Exrhardt. 
Bishop French and others contributed single 
hymns. Many are identical with the hymos 
in the book of A. P.M. It is printed in botli 
Roman and Persian Urdu characters. 

(f) Git ki Kitab (* Book of Hymna”) is 
the Urdd Hymnal of the A. M. £., and is 

inted in both Roman and Urdu cliaructers. 
t contains 210 hymns in English metres, 75 
Ghazals and Bhajans, and 16 hymns for 
Sunday-schools. The list of translators and 
composers of hymns contains the mames of 
Ullmann, Fieldbrave, Baume, Waugh, Diauble, 
Brodhead, Parker, Chamberlain, Mansell, 
Gill, Janvier, Christian, Shujaat Ali and 
others. 

(g) The preceding are the principal books: 
others less important include : — 

Gitéwali, * Hymns and Songs for Childrem ,*" by J. F. 
Ulimann; Int. aur Rore (** Bricks and Brickbats") 
Hymns for Children, with music, by the Itew . EF. Druese ; 
Sikandra ki Chott Gitmald (The Little — Sikandra 
Hymabook "), by the Rev. C. G. Diuble, & collection of 
53 hymns and Anthems; Chol: Git ki Kitab, + sunday 
School aur Ibadat ne Liye,” containing 152 yma, pod. 
at Lucknow, in 1884, at the Church Mission ¢ . 
tional Press; Stuté Prakash, a book of Hindf hymns by 
the Rev. W. F, Jotinson, of the A. P.M. 

It may be added that the American United 
Presbyterian Church, which does not use 
hymns, has brought out, in conneetion with 
the Sialkot Mission, metrical versions of many 
Psalms, by Licentiate T. D. Shah Béz, and 
; sar recently (1887), a collection of 100 

salms in metre printed at the Secundra Or- 
phanage Press, Agra. 

(h) In the broad tableland of Chota Nag- 
pore, about 200 miles from Calcutta, are very 
successful missions of the German Evangelical 
Lutherans and of the 8. P.G. TVhe inhabi- 
tants are chiefly aboriginal tribes belonging 
to two distinct races, the Munddris or Kolha. 
of the Kolasian group, and the Uradns, of the 

poet of some eminence, 
Roman 

idea the 
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to Vidian d = — of gers ag 
Qy t) again in the 

to ted to the absrigives of Todia. Both are 
2, Some extent aed) 
fo) Wi 2 

a, Tith their own languages. _ the 
ae Coy 08 books have Leen prepared in Zfindi. 

2 5 2%tq, The Hymnal of the German BL. Mission, re- 
r ror: and enlai several times between 1450 

aya tbe TOTEM, by the Reva K. Schatz, HI. Batse 
as Many, the A n Church Hymnal, inciuding many 

72,tma yO the German book, with 22 from H. A. & 
P28 Fyullated by the Rev. J.C. Whitley, together, with 

Yergal’s ** Tell it out among the heathen,” and 
> ‘Peak tO me,” by the same author. The metres 

the originals, argc) P~a 
Pp k Of Hymns for Children, by the mission- 
“Ducat Gorman BLM. te pow (1008) reedy for 
Cy 

: ar, The Rev. 1H. D. Williamson, of the 
zx Tato; f Mundila, in the Central Provinces, 
eos ee, oe Compiled a small hymn-book in 
as 2 Posit; ntaining: some hymns of his own 

used are English and German, usually toe | tion to the 
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Of the | to the tastes of the le, will i 
section | porated in the next edition of the Hye or i 

4. Panjébi.—In the Panjab, or sagion of the uainted with Hindi, as well | five rivers, eight mission societies h 
Hence the | been labouring with considerable sUCCERS oar. 

ing the last forty years. The chief of these * 
have been American and Scottish Presbyterian 

and | Societies and the C. M. 8S. Urd is exten- 
now cchtaining 12% hymns, chiefly oo sively spoken in the Panjab, and ita use as the 

language of literature ‘is extending, but Pan- 
jdbt, « language closely akin to western Hindi, 
is still the vernacular. Dr. H. U. Weitbrecht, 
of the C. M. 8. says it is “essentially a 
peasant’s language and is in danger of relega- 

wsition of n mere patois.” It is 
written mainly in two characters, Gurmukhi 
and Persian. Gurmukhi signities that which 
has to do with the mouth of the Gurd, or re- 
ligious teacher, and it is the sacred character 
of the Sikh religion. From Dr. Weitbrecht 
we learn that the following hymn-books have 
appeared in Panjdlt :-— 

(1) Gitdn di Pothi. A collection of Undid and Hindi ta on 4 4 . 
Cz rti 7 Pacha we are without information hymns and bhajans, compiled from various sources and 

hay > The 5 ie Pe ; . printed in the Gurmukhi character. By the Rev. E. P. 
in 2 im nited Presbyterians of Scotland | Newton, of the Ludhiana 4. 7. 4f., 64 pp. 1881. 
inte? Atnuay WZissions in Rajpootana, and | wy Pocise Rpiscopel Church, pub. at Lucknow fa Celie song, sting alley Report for 1887 are some | Gurmukhi character. 140 pp. 1884. Edited by the Rev. 

. ‘Or j S1Ones to hymns and sacred | J. Newton, of the Labore 4. P.M. 
At aj Mee -— (3) Masihi Git ki Kitab, Pam in Urd@ characters. 

rnemory Sad pee bbe akin nme aes Fe ok ee ee 
and mine ang. KO YSsrcorvas, If not always successful, 5, Sindhi.—Sindhi is spoken in the valley 
Od a} en or Podleypore “the children can repeat which lies along the lower course of the river 

day evenin, “tld ove? Ba -yins dear to the heart of child- | Indus or Sindhu. The population of Sindh 
ee Yume as, Sg -e8 pally Ay sorry gg Madea — is about 2,400,000, and oad epee religion 

Of the orgect, ">Rasagine are sung to the accompa. | 8 Muhammadanism. “ Sindhi,” says Dr. Weit- 
The Princes Palbh 
Centa. Mr 

F eed) edition 
“=r 

racters, though mar ee 

e5., Arad & brief actress is given.” 

in 1883. It comprises 
rinted in Hindi cta- 
rda language. It is 

ared 
chiefly a ®>bajans, 
in paragraphea, a2" ~ in the 
translated, __ . »m t ym 

(editor) and others. > *2Ba g <2 i; with additions, original and 

(2) Leaving ¢, ee . 

cron oa rt of India and re- 
a 

Himalay=4 we 
j and the 

<> be used is one of which the 2nd | literature.” 

- the immense district | yy:.,; 

sonra Sua PET the slope of the gigantic | Ian transitions of Hock of Ages 
iy > t the A. Ss. M.a - 99 44 ” id 

i Britis Oke Sin Universities Mission en i _ Art thou weary,” and other well 

brecht, ‘is mainly a rustic tongue, with little 
It is generally written in the 

Arabic character. The C. M.S. has stations 
in Sindh, and its missionaries have been the 

hymnals named above, | authors of nearly all its Christian literature. 
A collection of 26 hymns and 10 Bhajans has 
been recently prepared by Rev. J. Redman, 
and through the kindness of Col. Millett is 
now before us. It is printed at the Ludhiana 

It in- 
of Ages,” * Just 

hymns. The Rev. A. W. Cotton, of 

6, Gujarati—(Cujarati, another of the lan- 
of northern India allied to the Sanserit, 

vince of Gujarat 
rag bay Presideney, 

and is spoken by nearly 10,000,000 of people. 
The boundaries of the district are, on tthe 

ory of Daman; on the east, a line about 
120 miles inland, nearly parallel to the sea 
coast ; and on the west, the Arabian Sea from 
near Daman to Cutch. The L. M.S, was the 
first to labour here, but in 1846 and 1859 
their missions at Surat and other stations were, 
by a friendly arrangement, transferred to the 

riana, who have since then been 

(1) The first hymn-book in Gujarati, so far as is now 
tepared the brothers William and 

&, and Tn of 

W. Clarkson, of the same mission, also prepared a 

The tnd (1839) 

In spoke. 

languses, “rq dent Sikkim. The Jo 
Ne pal i sie ‘ ~ a those ai tr tsa re Hi nl capa nm, sent some Bhajans to press in 

t — ; 
a linge“ fre U Pontes hy indt, and Hind/ is guages 

1 rai hye? wed by the Mission. Up | is the vernacular of the 
of the “and uy el Ry had a — eaten and Kathiawar, in the 

pojected " the eed oi Hindi hymns 

the B- ii, BD, Bytay Rev. W. Macfarlane of | north, the Gulf of Cutch and a line drawn 
4 ymn Coy Pe jin that year the Rev. A- | from it eastward for about 150 miles; on the 

and aw eait 1Se Se a book entitled Prayer | south, a small river near the Portuguese ter- 

eee Matty 2a, sortie tel SIRES oer 
9 ese 10 shove AAS ER, Larmbull: Olen from other Hindl 
refer Sect Pre thes ay rest othe Git Sa (BMS. 

te pre WY ag Fotepaaten (Atlananel 9) 
T yay 1 ueed. uate |” i ell- know Pure. Ss , slations of w a fri Serip ged thet Sa Tiare. or parapnmene | Srl Prabrcant, oho na 

used-.-),. he) Wy Brie? metres and tunes are the sole Christian workers in this district. 

Bog) erequer, = Reg made to rhyme 4&8 aa known, was by 
seat ~A — Sail however, informs US ‘Alexander Freie of the L. M. 
preP rd 6ey > Nase "to native tunes AFC | translations from the Hindi. 
graph r a) Ch ristians, 8 litho contained 112 hymns in English metres, The Rev. 

&,, “Uve these, a8 adaptec 
~ Many of these, 
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small collection with tbe tithe Sharma Gita, te, 
* Religious Songs,” lithographed at Abmedabad in 1851. 
This was reprinted two or turee times, 
(2) In 1456 a metrical version of the Psalms was pub. by 

the i" Engi Oteogow Do. of ig Irish spr de 
Mission, is ng metres being used througi- 

But Guy rat, like other lan of the same 
stock, is unsuited to English metres. The accent must 
always be on the root; and the namber of syllables in 
4 line of y is determined, not merely by the number 
of vowels, but by the number of consonants and vowels, 
«hich together make up the line. Another version of 
the Psealma, therefore, in native metres, and fitted to be 
sung to native tunes, was by a Gujarati Chris- 
tian named Walji Hechan, and pub, at Surat in 1x76. 

(3) Bat the hymn-book now in general use is the 
Naryarpana, or * Poetic Offering,” first pub. in 1563, 
The 7th ed. was pub, at Surat in 1877, and contains in 
all 287 and hymns. About 210 of the hynons 
are original, the greater pert being composed by the 
Rev. Joseph van Someren Taylor (d. in 1841); others are 
by the Revs. Dr. Ginsgow and W. Ciuarkson, and several 
by native Christian poeta. Forty are translations of 
Psalms of David, and others are versions of well-known 
English hymns. Both English and Gujarati metres and 
tones are used. 

7. Marathi— Marathi (pronounced Marat- 
hi) is a language belonging to the Sanscrit 
group, and is spoken in the region comprised 
in « triangle ve Nagpore for its apex and 
the west coast of India from Goa to above 
Bombay for its base. ‘The population is about 
17,000,000, among whom six Socicties are at 
work. (1) A hymn-book called Saered 8 
is ueed in the missions of the 4. B. C., K.S. M., 
F.C. 3., and probably others, the history of 
which is as follows :— 

The first book of bymns in Marathi was pub, by 
missionaries of the A. #. C. in 1819, and contained 16 
small pages. The liymns were in native metres. Anotier 
hook, called Psalms & Hymns, written in English metres, 
appeared in 1435, 

hese books, enlarged and iny from time to 
time, were used until 1945, when . H. Ballantyne, a 
man of fine poetic taste and culture, pre a new 
collection of translations of the best English hymns in 
English metres. it contained more than 100 hymns, and 
was called Hymns for Divine Worship. Being received 
with great favour, Mr, Ballantyne was prompted to 
enlarge it considerably. The 4th ed, was pub. in 1465 
by the Bombay Tract Society, whose Coramittee say in 
the preface ** 326 of the chotcest hymns in the English 
language are here rendered into flowing Marathi, with a 
success that leaves nothing to be desired.” This hymn- 
book entirely s all previous ones, Mr. Rallan- 
tyne prepared, in addition, 64 hymns for children. 
Failing health, however, compelled him to leave Lodia, 
and he d. at sea, Nov. 9, 1865, 

In the meantime, in tue years from 1862 to 1467, there 
was a gradual re-introduction of hymns in native metres, 
A true native Christian poet a red, Mr. Krishnaraw 
RKamaji Sangalé, a catechist of A. B.C. A collection 
of Lis compositions, with the tithe Gayanamrit, was 
pub. in 1467, and soon became very popular, 
When it became necessary therefore, in 1874, to pub. 

a Sth ed. of Mr. Hallantyne's Hys. for Divine Worship, 
it was resolved to combine the English and native 
metres in the same work, Other compositions by native 
ota, and other translations by Mrs. Bisse'l and Dr. 

Foirtenk., were added; the name was changed to Sacred 
Songs, and it now, in ite 7th ed., contains 607 bymns. 
(Hembay Book and Tract Society.) 

(2) The Bulbul is a collection of 161 hymns 
for children, including those by Mr. Ballan- 
tyne, with additions by Mrs. Bissell, Mra. 
Bruce, Dr. Fairbank, Krishnaraw, and others. 

(3) The Gananidhi, or “ Song-'Treasury,” 
pub. at Bombay in 1886, is a collection of 215 
hymns, with appropriate tunes, including more 
than 50 popular native airs, all in poo me 
old notation, edited by the Rev. C. Harding, 
of the A. B. C. Some of the hymns are new, 
The tunes, other than the native airs, are 
culled from other collections. 

(4) The Rev. J. Taylor, of the 8S P. G., 
pub. at Poona, in 1884, Hymns Ancient and 
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Modern translated and compiled for use in the 
Church in Western India. esides the hymns 
translated from the well-known English 
there ure a few taken from the Sacred Songs 
noticed above, and from other sources. Trans- 
lated hymns usually follow the English 
metre; the original hymus are for the most 
part in native metres. 

Since it was in the Merathi-speaking count 
that Christian Aérttans were first masa 
which have since become popular throughout 
India, we may here introduce a brief account 
of them. 

The Kirttan is a musical rmance its which the 
praises of some god are celebrated with singging and in- 
strumental music, In the year 1862 it ooeurred to 
Mr. Krishnaraw and others, that a Christian Kirttan 
might be made a useful evangelistic agency. The first 
was performed in Alimednagar and the meighbouring 
villages, and everywhere met with an entiousiastic r- 
ception. The leader stood on a platfurm, and behind 
bim four or five trained Christian singers, who joined io 
the choruses. There were Hindoo musical imstruments, 
including a kind of guitar,-—-a pair of cymbals,—a s- 
ringi, played like a violoncello, and a small dram, 
beaten with the ends of the fingers, First, a brief 
prayer was offered; then, the leader ammounced the 
subject of the kirttan, and a chorus followed. The 
words of the chorus became the text for a brief exhor- 
tation, delivered in a musical tone, and leading the way 
to another chorus, the whole performance occupying 
about two hours, 

The native Christian Marathi loymns, in 
which choruses are frequent, afford abundant 
matter for these Kirttans, as do lyrics among 
the Bengalis and ‘Tamils, and Bhajans among 
the Hindis, and others. 

ii. South Indian, or Dravidian Group. 
1, Canarese.—Moving southward from the 

Marathi country we come toa people, 9,000,000 
in number, speuking Canarese, a lan of 
the Dravidian or South Indian group. 
are found not only in Canara. on the Western 
coast, but also tlirough the Mysore, Coorg, and 
northward as far as Beder, in the Nizam’s 
territory. Seven Societies have missions in 
this district, those in strongest force being the 
Basel Evangelical Society, the W. JW. 8., and 
the L. M.S. 

(1) The hymn-beok used by the W. 4. S. aund L. M.S. 
is entitled Canarese Hymns, original and selected, by the 
Rev. b. Rice (7th edit. revised and enla + Bangalore, 
1841.) It contains 250 hymns, sixteen of wohiich are for 
children, Among these latter are “There is a happy 
land,” “ There's a Friend for little children.’" dc, Seven 
are chants, such as the 7 Dewm, Most mre sung 
tunes selected from AH. A. & Af., the Bristol ame Wesleyan 
Tune Books, &. 
The Kev. B. Rice was a missionary of the /. M.S, 

who d. in 1887, after 50 years of service. Otter authors 
and translators were Messrs. C, Campbell, J. Peanl, Coles, 
W. Artour, and Riddett. 62 hymns were taken from 
the book of the Basel mission described below, J. Paul 
is a native minister of the L, ML S. 

(2) Bound up with this hymnal, in a volume before 
us, is a collection of Ciristian Lyrica ( lore, 2nd 
exit. 1879) by the Rev. Abijal Samuel,a native Wealeyan 
minister, and very superior man, who d. a few years 
ago. [For further particulars concerning Zyyrics in the 
Dravidian languages, as distinguished from Zfymns, see 
Malayalam and Tamil below.) 
i) ‘The Base! missionaries, whose printing press ls 

at Mangalore, pub. a Canarese hymn-book in 1445, which 
was revised and enlarged in 1855 and 146T, At the 
latter date it contained 164 hymns, composed or trans- 
lated by Messrs. H, Magling, G. Weigle, J. Layer. 
F. Metz and others. The 7th revised edition (145) 
contains 105 new hymns, or 270in all, ‘The translations 
are chiefly from the best German hytmns, and are made 
to be to German tunes, Among the transiatom of 
the later hymns were Messrs. Ziegler, Graeter and A. A. 
Manner, The Basel missionaries have also pub, a col- 
lection of 46 Lyrics, composed by a native poet, ands 
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"Or, *f 130 hymns for children, neatly all translations 

&,°. German by Messrs. Kittel and Mack. 

"th —Tulu is the prevailing language of 

6, Canara, which is in consequence 

- Tese, it belongs to the Dravidian group 
23 te, ddian lan, oe but has no existing 
i a. 186; ture, except the books prepared by the 
. a Onaries of the Basel Society, and printed 
a I Ir, tarese characters at Mangalore, 
chvtra 2gh the illiteracy of the people, Christian 
be te, “tion hitherto has been of necessity 

™E2y oral, and the singing of hymna has 
leat 2D Tr) bely used as an evangelistic agency. 
th. 2 ing, (tb @dlition of the Tul ee 
a : contains 186 hymns, principally prepared 

RM Jhe ‘ALM amner,—some, See ee com 
ae .Tt jonaries Ammann, Cammerer and Wilrtele. | extends from about re t 
ei E2j,,“/'™nslations of the best German hymns, such 

entis. fete Burg ist unser Gott,” 29 only being ori- 
m —— in German metres, and are sung to 
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The tunes to the lyrics are somewliat wild 

and irregular, and cannot usually be expressed 
in English notation, because the intervals in 
Hindu music differ from ours, -everal being 

nally called the Lulu country. Like the | joss than a semitone. [See Tamil, 
It may be added that in Cottayam and th 

neighbourhood are found the so-called Byrien 
Christians, for a notice of whom see Syriac 

4. Tamil—The most important of the Dra- 
vidian ornon-Brahmanical languages of India 
is the Tamil or Tamul, spoken by more than 
13,000,000 of people in south India, as well 
as by probably 5,000,000 in the northern part 
of Ceylon, in Burma, and in the Straits Set- 
tlements. In India proper the Tamil! country 

miles north of Madras 
to Cape Comorin in the south, and from the 
sea const. on the east, to the range of moun- 
tuins called the Ghats, on the west. The ole 

ef 45 °tion ft’. A. Manner bas also prepared in Tolu a | first Protestant missionaries to India, sont in = OF Sankey o, BY MMs for children, and 
‘Ga s. Songs and Solos. 

Treotty an ™-—To the south of the Tulu 
Priz’* the Provinces of Cochin and 
anotr lan 2. the Malabar coast, where the 
nort} 2@F of > ee spoken is Malayalam, 
siona,: art rev idian age (1) In the ub. pal 8 .- Of this region the Basel mis- 

ati ATE ¢ 7 20N8 from a << tion of hymns, chiefly trans- 
tz. of mi Can «rman by the Rev. Mr. 

a. Sa¢ portion of were. and others. (2) The 

yam, “7),fher pra 
pared i os Wwitaxs ~y 

3 ‘a in 1842 = 
_ founders of the ttre. : 
and in its first. inate Th tae ts keen 
gr ppt of ES FXa consisted exclusively of 

nglish metres, = z 
English tanes’” 7 F*<a 
have been made  -™ 
missionaries men 

<i goal station being Cotta- 

“intended to be sung to 

Eye later editions additions 

Trevandru™ 

of the Male ae = the southern extremity 

the AY J exaking district. Besides 
8. Matecr = in se Sane’ to, the Rev. 
ChristiaM vin, ca, Xk~ 2872 (3) A_ collection of 
native = lvriee 2 al native metres, sung to 

Githas atthe, “A for distinction’s sake 
sometime’ zang “ea. an these the rhyme is 
at the emt. ad FS, ning of lines, sometimes 

throug? AS An ®aptimes the lines rhyme 

chorY¥> pular Sa Sx zly all have o refrain or 

a ver Koeeph, it~ *S xnple may be mentio 

JustUs vee of” X& Fic Momposed by the Rev. 

sarap? jn the the Baghmen convert. It is a 

‘hris int S rip 

The rote. Prac Sees Yr the Apocalypse. 

-* Fyielalss hae » * sstanza runs thus:— 
- “Mm. & Lord! “ 

Tie. bie en 6 et raise, praise, 0 ee 
cont jon Aw SP oss k, pub. in i; 

™ | 1706 by the king of Deumark to Tranquebar, 
began their labours among the Tamils, Their 
names were Ziegenbalg and Plutchau. At 
the present time 14 English, German. Danish 
and American Societies have missions in this 
part of India. 

(t) The first hymn-book 
collection of 44 hymns trans 

noted in Tamil was a 
by Ziegen and 

S©veral stations, They have | pub. in 1713, This was repeatedly enlarged, by the 
missionaries Schultze, Preasier, and Walther, until it 
contained 300 hymns, Fabricius, an eminent Latheran 
in » Who came to India in 1742, still further 
enlarged it. The 13th ed., with the tithe A ia 

Soe ane © yegion is occupied by the | Germano-Tumulica (called also Fubricius’s 
Tth be was printed in 1841 at Tranquebar, at the 
Evangelical Lutheran Mission Press, It contains 375 

k used here was pre- | hymns, nearly all translations from Luther, Gerhardt, 
ylinghausen, Heermann, and other German writers, 

The neat volume now before us contains also 171 German 
tunes to the hymns (Tranquebar, 1574). This bymn- 
book is used at the stations of the Danish and Leipzig 

Ash hymns, composed in | Lutheran Missions in Tanjore and elsewhere. 
(2) In 1831 the Madras Religious Tract Society pub. 

a Coll, of 42 hymns in English metres, edited by the 
Kev. C. T, Rhenius, a German employed by the C. af, & = 

ns ti *®e, the book of the Basel as fro i larged. 1 P- 
similar book, Prey mtd above: and also from a Lineal tor gh ag ty ibe pone Soclet t oo (Madras, 5th 

ntitled Tamil /Tymn- . compiled by ww, ot el by the Rev. 8. Mateer, | Sdit-, 1886), te entitled : Ry, wae head-quarters are at oie Hymmn-book revision committee, It contains 310 m- 
and doxologies, mostly adaptations or free render- 

ings of English and German originals, and was edited 
by the Rev. Elias J, Gloria, s Tamolian, connected with 
the W. at. S This book is a use throughout 
the Tamil country, except in Lutheran and some 
Anglican missions, 

(3) In 1887 appeared the Tamil Church Hymn-book, 
containing 233 pe prog oo according to the order 
of the festivals of the Church of England, It was com- 
piled by Bishops Caldwell, of the 5. P. @,; and Sargent, 
of the (. M.S. In this collection several English 
bymns appear in Tamil for the first time, such as, 
“Holy, boly, boly, Lord God Almighty; “The 
Church’s one foundation ;" “ Jesus Christ is risen to- 

(4) Several other ‘Tamil hytnn-books have been pub., 
ast a Coll,,.and one edited, in 165, by the 
Kev. F. Baylis, but have been superseded by one of 

tion of the Risen | other of those last mentioned, 
(5) The Christian Vernacular Education Society has 

also pub. Hymns for Children in Tamil. The 2nd edit. 
(Me , 1843) contains 166 hymns, selected from Fa- 

jus, and the Nagercoil Collection, of translated by 
Messrs. Spalding, Webb, Percival, Kilner, S. Niles and 
other of D. P. Niles (Tamulians), and others. 

All compositions called Hymns in South 
India are in European metres, and made to be ‘s < ce or 3 th- 

seman pal uty ed Test a" “Agony ™ Gene sung to European tunes; but perfectly dis- 
inc! Su % 

Rid ree nthe Se e, Geet fe uit Smeph 
Bre ET A ate coe, all of whose lyrics Ww rar ga a lippot J, Hochanya and 
transie MPa et compositions 

“Ay, can the Tamil. 

tinct from these are Christian songs known aa 
Lyrics, answering to the Bhajans of Northern 
and Central India. These compositions are 
different in style from anything heard in 
Europe. The rhyme is at the beginning of 

a. 
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the verse instead of the end, The substance 
of the Lyric is frequently given in a verse 
(venbd) at the beginning and is not sung. 
Then follows a chorus (pallari) which is sung 
after each verse, and sometimes a sort of 
eecond chorus (anapallavi), which is sung 
only once. Lyrics are written in a great 
variety of metres, and some of the tunes sung 
to them are such as have been used for ages 
past in the Hindu temples. The principal 
writer of Tamil Lyrics was a native Christian 
poet, named Vethanayagam, who lived at the 
beginning of this century. Many of the 
Tamil Christians have since written, but few 
of their productions have equalled his, Some 
have been composed by Mr, R. C. Caldwell, 
son of the Bishop, and by the Rev, E. Webb, 
of the A, B. C., at Madura, 

There are several collections of Tamil Lyrics, pub. in 
Madras and Tranquebar, but the one most wideiy used 
was compiled by the Rev. E. Webb, just named. ome 

b, in 1853, and contained 226 pieces. Recent editions 
ave been revised by the Rev, G. T. Washburn, of the 

4. B.C. mission at Madura. The 9th edit., pub. in 
1886 by the Madras R. Tract Society, contains 200 
Lyrics, Two Selections from this book have also been 
pab., for ase in village congregations, 

The use of Lyrics in public worship was at 
firat opposed by many missionaries, principally 
because the associations with the tunes were 
objectionable ; but they are so much preferred 
by the people and suit so well the genius of 
the language, that the op ition has almost 
ceased, and in many village congregations 
they are used exclusively. 

[For information concerning Tamil bymnody tn India 
we would ex our great tions te the Rews, J. L. 
Wyats (8. P. G.);G. 0 N tL. ML S.); and G, M. 
Rae (F.C. 8.), Concerning Tamil in Ceylon see section 
on Ceylon.) 

5. Telugu.— Teli: or the Telugw coun- 
Madras try, begins a few miles to the north 

and extends uorthward as far as the neigh- 
bourhood of Ganjam, in Orissa, It contains 
about 17,000,000 of people, moat of whom 
speak Telugé, a language of the Dravidian 
group. In this region are missions, some v¥ 
flourishing, of the S. P: G.; C. M.S8.; L. M.S.; 
A, B. M.; F. C. 8.; the Canadian Baptists ; 
the’ Lutherans of America; the Hermanns- 
burg Lutheran Society of Hanover, and the 
Brethren, 

1) A bymn-book extensively used throughout the 
Telugu country is the one compiled by the Rev. W, 
Dawson of the L. Mf, & of The latest ed. 
was pub, in 1843, at the C. A, & press in Madras. It 
—a ne, all a rag mp the 

#ix. prepara! o fet 152 
Mr. Dawson was assisted by Purushdttam Chowder, & 
native minister now connected with the General Baptist 
Mission in Orissa. The 15 bymns from 153 to 167 in- 
clusive were composed by the Rev. P. J nm of 
the L. M.S, of Vitagapatam ; the rest by various authors, 
At @ recent conference of missionaries and others the 
opinion was expressed that this hymn-book needs re- 
vision and enlargement. 

(2) The Brethren (represented in England by G, 
Miller, of Bristol) whose mission stations are in the 
Delta district of the river Godavery, have pub. a collec- 
uon of 110 bymos, known as the Delta Hymn-look, of 
which 100 are in native metres and are sung to native 
tunes; the rest are in English metres, 

(3) The collection pub, by the 4. B. M. was first 
issued in 1469, and contained 60 hymns, the editors 
being Mrs. Lyman Jewett and Mra. J. E. Clongh, 
Three eds. have since ap but this book is naw 
superseded by one pub. in 1887, the work of a committee 
ra agg at the jubilee of the A. #, Telugu Mission 
held in Nellore, February 1486. The new hymnal 
contains 143 pieces, many being taken from the book 
of Mra. Jewett and Mra. Clough, others from the Delta- 
Mission collection, others from the Dawson hymn-book, 
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the remainder being new and original compositions, A 
special feature of this book is a glossary at the fiot of 
each page. Uhirty-eight of the hymns are by 
Purushdttam Chowdry (named above), others by 
members of the native churches. The preface is signed 
on behalf of the Committee, by Mra. Anna H. Downe, 
wife of the Rev, D, Downie, b.p,, of the A. BM. 

(4) The Amer. Evangelical Lutheran Mission ases a 
bymn-book —— Dawson's hymns and ST new 
ae aeeeey ane ee Rev. B. Jobn, of the 
seme mission. 

(4) The Rev. Jobn Hay, = oe L. in Bogs 
many years ago a collection of 35 hymns 1 
metres, Com’ by himself and the Rev. J. 8. Ward- 
law, 4.4. This is now ous of print, but some of the 
hymns appear in No, 7, 

(6) Also, many years ago Mr. Newill, of the Madras 
Civil Service, prepared a bouk of about 50 byrnans. This 
was thoroughly revised, and the number of hymns in- 
creased to 128, by the Rev. J. E. Sharkey, an able and 
devoted missionary of the (, M.S, whe died in 1#€7, 
Several editions of the enlarged book appeared, but it is 
now out of print, 

7) Dr, Chamberlain's Hymn-book, This contains 
Te hymns in metres, edited by the Kev. J, 
Chamberlain, p.v., of the American (Old Dutch) Re- 
formed Charch, and printed at the (. AT. & press, 
Madras, in 1884 (2nd edit. 1445). 

(8) Besides the above, 10 new h. in Telugu metres 
were composed and printed, in I4s7, by the Rey, P, Jag- 
vanadham, of Vizagapatam, One of these is a transia- 
tion of Miss Havergal'’s hymn, ‘* Take my life and let 
it be.” Others, by the Rev. Dr. Chamberlaim, bave been 
printed, with music, aa leaflets, 

In orig to India generally it is to be 
noted with the progress of years the 
use of English metres and tunes bas been 
increasingly supersedel by that of metres 
and tunes belonging to the country, whieh 
have come down to our time unwritten, but 
have been long used in festivals, at weddings 
and the like. 

6, Ceylon.—In Ceylon, the name of which is 
so familiar to us from its occurrence ita Heber's 
missionary hymn, three lan are spoken, 
besides English, viz., Tamil, Singhalese, and 
a patois of Portuguese. The 8. P.G., CMS, 

. M.S, BoM. 8. and A. B. C., all have 
missions. For the use of the Tamil-speaking 
congregations the hymn-books are available 
which ure prepared in covnection with the 
various missions of South India. Besides 
these, however, may be mentioned :— 

(1) A translation pub, in 1481 of the entire Weileyan 
Hymn-book, as it is now used in England, the Swpple- 
mentary hymns being included. The volume is . 
tifal in type and general a rance. The piace 
translators were the Kevs. J. Kilmer, E. Hoole, p.p., J. M. 

P. Percival, W. M. Walton, J. WV. in, 
J. Benjamin, E. 8. Adams, D. P. Niles (am ‘Tamulian), 
D. Valupitiat, E. Rigg, &c. The metres are the same 
as in English, only that 4, 1's is substitutect for 1's. 

(2) For the use of the Eurasian penton. speaking 
the patuls mentioned above, a hymn-book im Jortugnes 
wan some tite ago, quite recently another, 
in mest of the hymns are translatioms by Adro- 
cate “fis Bnghinie ental walle ne 
@ A ese hymn t Wesleyans 

contains 259 hymns, the last ed. being pub, in 16, 
under the editorship of the Rew. John Scott. Nearly ail 
the hymns are Bry compositions by native ministers. 

(4) Two small S. School hymn-books, containing 
respectively T4 and 55 hymns, have been bronght out by 
the same editor, under the auspices of the Ceylon Reli- 
gious Tract Soclety. They consist almost entirely of 
translations of popular English bymnea for children. 
wo Mr. — ry — gered orig outaet of 
‘emperance ol moral poetry popular among t 

Singhalese. More than 40 years he pnb. a bok of 
hymna, some being set to native airs, others to bnglish 
tunes. This book has passed out of use, its plece being 
supplied by the Gitika Nidhana, ot * Treasury of Song, 

by the Rev. C, Carter, of the B. ag. 'S,, assisted 
the Rev. J. S, Perera, a Singhalese minister, and 

ae in 1876, It contains 125 hymna original and trans 
ted, among the latter being such hymns as ** Kock of 

Ages,” “ Let us with a gladsome mind.” 
(6) A Union bymn-book bas just been pub. (sss) dy 

t 

\ 

j 
\ 
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the R ber of the 
Pan k. i: ‘a BS. eubeiieg 6 ae aciditions, 

4 The Aboriginal 5 ood scattered races of Indi 

Ag q. Santalia or 

“2, 8 strip of the t province of Bengal, 
Wa "100 miles in breadth, extending south- 

#4 "Us from Bhagulpur on the Ganges for 
Fry Ut 250 miles, ent), it touches Orissa. Its 
= c bitants dwell for the most part in a 

“lg the hills. They belong to one of the 
Sinal races of India, are free from the 

Sn pita of caste, an! speak a language 
ary different from Benguli or Hindi C2 

C. ATS. bas a successful mission amon 
ans “bose tarters are at Talghari, in the north 
Sya>. gy, Butal country, For thelr use a Hymnal was 
ra '876, the Rev. F, T. Cole being the editor. The 

pe oa (844). entitled Dhorom Seren, contains 174 
th? Med twee Ltanies, and was printed at Bhowani- 

Be ae tees eee at neue Seve bree nslators ing the Kevas, F. T. 
sown 5 W. a A. Sark, J. Biaich, and J” 

“See 9 several native helpers. The hymns are 
(2 F822 tune, yume and most of them are sung to 

h » Animes 1 Wenty-cight are set to native melodies, 
Brad © ts hea, TO 2arkatly interesting mission in Santalia 
new Rand & Norw and a Dane, Messrs. Skref- 
Of by pe ™-boke RED. — For the use uf their converts a 

CB) 7 Bet ty Has Just been issued, comp.sed chiefly 
£ aa ee F. antive tunes, 
but » for mg eg 7°-» ‘whose principal station is at 
or erage BOW one caTzR© taned the hymnal of the CM. S., 

C4) Among tranetncet own, containing, however, many 
ta the Orne. 

Melton benntty, are Sta Sxeahal bills, in the north of the 
‘ev. eine te> tae pp speaking a called 

* Droe sees vidian grou ‘or thelr use 
Pag #. — ‘sonny oclonary connected 

a small collection of 27 
now (1887), in the 
ich includes some of Mr, 

ha 

— mt, Eo is "2 f- con- 
" tg reaniations, bot sleo @ pood srr book is poet aes — ok é' 

Talia and Aol, ung” Fe Ba jission press at Midnapore. 
bas also # bymD-boey 5 mission, in the district of 

— ee direction of Mr. A. Haegert, oe — ox ytly original, partly a compiia- 

ence was mm eee the § Hindi, refer- 
of the aborigingy th, Kohls or Munddris, one 

of tented Y La ee wes of India, inlabiting 
p then re - Chota re. As 

Eveni lical athe Sep. G. and the German 
i amore ae = ve succe-sful mis- 

thot AEC a stat ye Reopened tra tks or ion. n Hindt. Bu 
ee AS > Uh oy of a hymwn-book 

by the i - << Kohl languaxe., prepared 
ea * Sasi containing 

byrmneot he — sone original, and were 

a tbs he Tans at by Dr. A. Nottrott 

Maneso® and 3. tens Nathanael Tuagu and 

Germ” kis yeh <A pout one-fuurth are set to 

This lican Ra Pe fourths to native tunes. 

the Ao ‘her, J Lead By muny = ) 
centr@! e~ mets ~ we, itley states that at the 

18s eS oe Vbitley 5"G. singing is 

Se Parta®S in “fhe schools, and Englisi 
out xP Ynore rene ith, great accuracy ; but in 
—_— pees —_ Ay he, district a — 

district eer ear! Oath op m is 

ELilis. POM 16 south-weer © id Jaintia 
langue sels ort = se witive people. whose 

Re ‘Mongolian stock aud of the 

congregations of 

is a | several editions, but we have 
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Indo-Chinese branclh—monoysllabic - 
glutinative—tlaving no close Yainit a on 
other, Among people the Welsh Calvin- 
istic Methodists have had a successful mission 

Santhalisten, may be described since 1840. By their missionarica the lan- 
has been reduced to wri 

Shristian literature has been coun” asks 
(1) The first ed'tp ao fiintat in 1845, contained 

v. T. Jones, In 160 and 1466 additions were taade tlt inte re 
Wm. | ewis, + and T. Jones, of GL (2) The hook now in use was edited, in sit, by the Rev. Hugh Roberta, and printed at Newport, Monmouth. 

3 the 
well-known English, 
fo being from 1. San! 

in ache 
named, were the Revs, John Roberta and T. Jerman 
Jones, 

The hymns are com 1 in English and 
Welsh metres, to which the language lends 
itself easily, and they are sung to English and 
Welsh tunes. The watives have no musical 
system of their own. 

4, Assam (proper), with a population in 1881 
of 2,225,271, is about 500 miles in length, but 
narrow, and is divided into two portions by 
the a river, The religion of the 
people of the valley is Hinduism; wild and 
savaye tribes inhabit the mountains north and 
south, among whom are found forms of spirit 
worship. e A, B. M. has stations among 
the Guros, Navas, and other tribes, as well as 
among the Kohls from Central India, who are 
employed as labourers in the tea gardens. The 
8. P. G. has also had a station at Tezpore 
since 1850. 

In the early days of the 4. &. M. the Rev. Nathan 
Brown, b.p,, a man of most bene poe (see $f — 
and Burma), p a bymn-book, which was Tr 
wrrds revised and greatly enlarged by the Hey, Dr. W. 
Ward. It now contetns 352 hymns, with a G pen 
of 32 hymos for S.8 use. 4 hymns by Dr, Brown are 
Incluried, 32 original and 4# translate. Many were 
com by lira. Ward and M. lir.nson. Nidhi Levi, 
the first Assamese Christian «onvert, wrote 110, chiefly 
original; Batiram Das, a former preacher, wrote 2H. 
The reat sere by other mi es and native con- 
verts, The hymn-book is now old, and the Rev. P. H. 
Moore, “a musical missionary,” is a: the present time 
(1884) engaged on the work of revision, 

iv. Tibet. 
On the further side of the vast chain of 

the Himalayas is ‘Tibet, the stronghold of 
northern Buddhism, at present closed to the 
pores. But the Tibetan language is spoken 
y some thousands of people in British ter- 

ritory, as well as tribes inhabiting the 
provinces adjoining Tibet proper, For their 

iritual benefit the M. MW. have a station at 
yelang, in the Himdiayas, and there a 

hymnal was red and printed by the late 
Rev. Heinrich A, Jiischke, one of the greatest 
of modern Tibetan scholars, It contains 196 
hymns translated from the German. 

v. Persia, 

Fifty years ago a mirsion was commenced 
the A. B. C. among the Nestorian 

Christians near lake Orovommiah in Eastern 
Persia, wnd in 1860 a hymn-book was printed, 

are | in the Modern Syriac language spoken by 
This book has through 

n unable to 
obtain further particulars. The language 
however, differs from Ancient Syriac les 
than Italian from Latin. In 1869 : small 

3c 

these le. 
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collection of Revival Hymns was printed 
at Oroomiah, In 1871 the mission among 

the Nestorians was transferred to the A. P. 
M, which has also stations at Tabriz, Sal- 
mas, Teheran, and Hamadan; whilst the 
Rev. Dr. Brace and his colleagues of the C. 
M. 8. have been labouring at Julfa, hdad, 

and Bushire. Dr. Bruce informs us that in 
Baghdad (in Turkey, but on the borders of 
Persia) they use the Arabic hymn-book printed 
at the American press at Beyrout (see Syria). 

In Julfa (Iepahan) only Armenian lrymus are 

used (see Turkey in Asia). There is a small 

Persian hymu-book which has been made by 
the American Missionaries in Teheran, but it 
is very imperfect. “A good Persian hymn- 
book,’ says Dr. Bruce, “ is much to be desired, 
It is a most poctic language and it would be 
comparatively easy fur one who had the gift 
to compose hymns in it.” (See Various. 

vi. Constantineple, Asia Minor, and Armenia. 

We class these places together, because the 
missionary work in all of them ia done chiefly 
by one society, the A. B.C, the head-quarters 
of whose Turkey mission are at Constantinople, 
This work is a very noble one, especially in 
the departments of Christian literature and 
educatiun, but, owing to the religious jealousy 
of the Mubammadan rulers, it is confined in 
these regions chiefly to the Armenians and 
Greeks. 

In 1861 « hymn-book in the Turkish 
language, prin in Arabie characters, waa 
pub, by the missionaries. But in the year 
1884, ufter the sale of 1200 copies, the re- 
mainder of the impression was destrvyed 
by order of the Government. This was in 
ursuance of its determination to prevent, as 

fat as posible, the publication of Christian 
literature in a furm accessible to Muslims. 
The Arabic characters made the book acces- 
sible to them. The following h have 
also been pub. by the agents of the A. B. C.: 

(1) 4m Armenian H, Bk., with 432 hymns. 
2) An Armeno-Tarkish H, Bk,, with 247 hymna, 
ea) A Graco-Turkish H. Rk, with 247 hymna, 

In explanation of these names it should be 
stuted that the languages used in this region 
are Turkish, Armenian, and Greek, the latter 
being confined mainly to the parts along the 
sca-coust. In the interior of Asia Minor, and 
in Cilicia and Syria as far as Aleppo, the Ar- 
menians have largely lost their own language 
and use the Turkish, written with the Armenian 

. It is Turkish written or printed 
thus, which is called Armeno-Turkish, In like 
munner the Greeks of the interior have lost 
their language, and use Turkish, written in 
Greek letters. This latter is called Greco- 
Turkish, or sometimes Karananisn. The 
words in Turkish, Armeno-Turkish, and Greco- 
Turkish are the same ; only the characters are 
different. 

The hymn-books mentioned above are pub. 
both with and without tunes, and the last ed. 
of cach gr ps in 1886. They have been 
the growth of nearly 40 years, the earliest 
Armenian Hymnal having been issued in 
1849, Most of the hymns are translations of 
well-known Englis!: and American hymns, 
the few origi having been usually pre- 
pared for special occasions. 
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The chief translators into Armenian have beer the 
Revs. Elias Riggs, p.p., o1.0., H. J, Van Lent + DD, 
H. 0, Dwight, p.v., J. F. Pettibone, p.p., C. Coens, 
M. Shemavonian, and Mrs, M. Shemavonian. 
translators into Turkish were the Reva, Dr. Pratt, EE. M. 
Dodd, and P. 0. Powers, all now deceased, and the Bitevs. 
Dr. Dwight and Avedis Constantian. 

The tunes used are English and American, 
especially those “ wedded " to the hymas in 
their original form, The Armenian howmn- 
books mentioned above are used by the A. P. 
M. in Persia; also, to some extent by the 
Lutheran Armenians in the Caucasus, anc the 
or and Campbellite missionaries im Asin 

inor. 
vii. Bulgaria. 

In the Orthodoz Bulgarian Church a2 cient 
hymns are useil in the services, but are not. sun 
by the con ation, unly by the clergy ial 
choristers : it is rather chanting and a xton- 
ing than singing. The Te Deum and vari- 
ous Di ies are the most common, and there 
are also liymns for the following festivals ;— 

The Nativity of B. V. M.; Presentation B. WW, M.; 
Ctreameision ; ipbany ; Candlemas; Annuty<ciation 
B. ¥.M.; Palm Sunday; Passion Week; Easterx-; As- 
cension: [entecost; Transfiguration ; of 
B. V. M.; the Mass; . Baptismal and Burial 
Services; and Saints’ Days, as St. iter, Juhp <»f Rilo, 
Nicolai, Vasilal, St. John Baptist, Cyril and Methodius, 
George, Elia, St. Peter and St. Maul, &c. 

Two American Missionary Societiees—the 
A. B.C. and the A. M. E.—are at work in 
Bulgaria, the former to the south, the latter 
to the north of the Balkan range of mou ratains. 
The sawe Hymnal is used by both, as well as 
by the agents of a native mission, kne>wn as 

e Bulgarian Evangelical Society. This 
book, called Svyashténnee Pésnee (“ Sacred 
Songs”) was first pub. in 1872, ancd with 
music attached, in 1878. Several edes_ have 
since appeared, each one an enlargetaent on 
its predecessor, 
The nt book contains 250 hymns, aboeat four- 

fifths of which are translations of the beet Engr Lish and 
American bymns for beth adults and chikimewm, The 

pal translators have been the Rev. Dr. Rigoars of the 
A, B. C.— who did most of the work of prepara® don —the 

viii. Syria. 
In this land, from whose ancient «apital, 

Antioch, the first missionaries were seat forth 
for the conversion of the heathen, ® mumber 
of societies, both British and American, as 
well as Christian ladies from Great Britain 
and Germany, are at work with a vi@ w to its 
enlightenment and spiritual elevatiom. But 
the hymn-book everywhere used by Protes- 
tants is the Arabic —— with Turaea, pub, 
by the preg red ¥ _ From the be- 
nning o' mission years a hymns 

pent from time to time amd ce dass 
posed, but remained in ms. or leaflet fom-m, until 
about 15 years ago, when the Rew. E. R. 
Lewis, ™.D., Professor in the Syrian Pr-otestant 
College at Beyrout, collected them intoe volume 
and pub. them as the first Arabic Hymnal. 
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peer book, though based on Mr. 

much and yreatly im- 
reered It was edited by the Revs. Samuel 
‘a? ay? and George A. Ford, both of the 4. 

h a: and was jssued Dec. 25th, 1885. It is 
a € Yolume of 2384 pp.—the tunes 

Pon & Printed in good musical type singer ng 
fterg, i +40 A 
> °, but with votes running from ri 
“4 rd “nd occup ing the upper portion o' each 

Tabi, whilst the hymns, in clearly printed 
I, characters, appear on the lower portion. ~~re 
Ong hymns are 326 in number, more than 80 of which 

Tan i. All except § have been translated or com- 
the. < io Syrians of the Arab race, viz., Sveike 
“ ax tow dead), a learned grammarian o| 
Prarie “Sk Catholic Church, employed as proof reader ten gtis, ‘he Bible was transiated into Arabic; Ibrahim 
alent ; . & Maronite who became a Pro- 
are, *h;* bedoady; Selim Kessab; Asaad At+ s 

ler brabizes Nasif, and others. The translations 
Par, ble bot well-known English and American hymns, 

1S wversified, foe tunes are for the most 
4nd American, afew only being original. 

a) ix. Palestine. 

tage “tine Arabic is now the common ing 4 the hymnal used in Jerusalem, 
soon. Places is the one described 
i lie re of the C. M. 8. for 

Grae. the hymns in this book have 
a @ €traction to the pe Tra- 

hy mng pf * Usiastically of the singing of 
on IMLiss Walker-Arnott's Ta- 
School at Jaffa. 

I 
lan = 

to begin with? A ‘4 asia to Africa it is natural American Unitea ee Dt. In this country the Ing iwission, with, 2 ssbyterians have a flourish- not use hymns ¢.. = w eral stativns; but they do 
public worship, ~,, ‘>= ®nonly so called) in their 
anetrical version aon confine themselves to a 
who wistr for hye, Tan ‘the Psalms. For others 
A. P. M, pub. at y= ehe Arabic Hymnal of the 
of [Syria], 18 Walla po and already spoken 

ii. Eastes~,_ 

region ine) 

southward a hot > bout the Equator 

interior i 7M, To Mozambique. In the Nyanze, Cy >S> the great lakes Victoria 
rinciPs ia (lit. ee Rea, and 
¢-s1oo™ are the. a a on 

ine Te fe S 
° 7 ‘ 

Free £ "Victory Sy A 5.2 
near of tbe Marg * gtations, sly thos 

aces?” M.S hag YY yanze, We — iy the 

The 47-4 F.C 8_ St tom of Bishop ern 

bee: 
“ag — 4 8. M

. in the seuth, 

= uatorial Africa. 
under this name extends, 

. Other lan- t language) poet 

d central parts Rorther’ Taited Methodist 
gure! one of whi 

he ; 
pe Ott SEASON tn rainine 138 

FMAM pes Mon R™ got the 6 intone of Englah ow n- 3,0 re™ar’ a Sarl alt oe book used at 

son, ~ che bi Kee bt Bishop Hanning- ter of of te Ege > When visited DY ‘hearty ” charac- than rot ht ov tagars the del of better quality Patines ae BAe olathe Me ater wae Pe 
and ood W. eet. ther Str si. Free churcbes; ¢ 

lay c the translator® 
“ens, viety trae Waketeld (editor) 
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(2) Two books tn Ai-Vyiba have been repared, by the Rev. 1. Wakefield, the other by pot Aa of the C. M. S., tee former containing about 30 hymns, 3) The Rev. T. Wakefield has @ 

tis of about 20 hymns in the Galle | monn mac ne oe ae cee ders S. for 1887 states that 17 for use tn the Ug mission. have been prepared 

5 missionaries of the £, ar. ‘angan- 
PS de the hymnal in Ki-swahili iene F; (8) Translations of English hymns bave been made by the missionaries of the A. SM, at Blantyre, near Lake Nyassa, and also by Dr. Elmslie, of the PC Sat 
Livingstonia in the same region. A the hymns translated by Dr, Elmslie are—« Just as [ am;" “One there is above all others;" “ Holy, holy, holy, Lord God 
Almighty.” M 

iii. Madagascar. 
It is well known that, during the last 60 

years, Christianity and civilisation have made 
great progress in Madagascar, chiefly through 
the agency of the L. M. S.; and it ia stated 
that “from the beginning of the mission 
Christian Hymnody has aided ‘ly in the 
promotion of Christian life and wledge 
among the people.” The native Malagasy 
songs are = th me, and consist of 
sages resembling Hebrew in their 
rhythmic flow and frequert vared elisms, fol- 
lowed by a refrain or chorus, often sung to a 
musical accompaniment. 

The first Christian hymns probably appeared 
as leaflets, but in 1828 a small vol. was pub- 
lished. Another, containing 168 hymns, ap- 
peared in 1835, and was several times re- 
rinted. These were chiefly translations of 
oglish hymns, and were sung to the English 

tunes of the period. The lines did not rhyme, 
—the fewness of firm ultimate syllables in the 
Malagasy language making rhyme difficult; 
and no regard was paid to accent. The only 
thing aimed at was to have the right number 
of syllables for Long, Common, Short, and 
Sevens metres. But harsh ae ree though 
theae hymns were, they en themselves 
to the hearts of the Christian converts; and 
affecting stories are told of their sustaining 
influence on the martyrs in the dark days of 
persecution which presently followed. 

After the recommencement of the mission 
in 1862 singing was for some time in an un- 
satisfactory state. New congregations were 
formed so rapidly that the missionaries had 
not time to train them properly in psalmody. 
The Rev. R. G. Hartley, in 1867, wrote the 
first rhythmical and rhymed Malagasy hymn, 
which was set to the tune—* Hail to the 
brightness of Zion's glad morning.” This, 
aad 11 other excellent hymns of his com- 
position, were included in a new edition 
of the Hymn-book edited by him in 1870. 
Other missionaries also began to write, and 
the more popular of their productions were 
printed as leaflets and suld by thousands. A 
number of these were in course of time in- 
corporated in the hymn-book; disused hymns 
were dropped, und the net result was the 
present book, containing 247 hymns: 30 of 
these were by the Rev. J. Richardson, to whom 
the Malagasy owe much for his efforts to 
improve their mip g and also for the 
thorough teaching of the Sol-fa system and 
the preparation of Tune Books and School 
hoy, tesa 3 Other hymn-writers have been 
the W. E. Cousins, R. Toy, J. A. Houlder, 
G. Cousins, R, Baron, and C. T. Price; and 
among the natives, J. ————— 
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Tt is remarkable that in the promotion of 
Christian ile gene Sar Madagascar prees of 
the Society of Fr has' scarcely been be- 
hind that of the L. M. 8. Mr. Joseph 8. 
Sewell, a leading member of their mission at 
Antananarivo, translated “ Abide with me,” 
and the ‘ime? hymn, * Whither, 
are ing, ms?” 
he somection with the S. P. G, the Rev. 

A. M. Hewlett, .4., has striven to promote 
Psalmody according to the Anglican forms of 
worship. The Psalter is arranged fur chanting, 
many of the Psalms are sung, and the Te Deum 
and Veni Creator Spiritus have been translated, 
—the latter by the Rev. W. E. Cousins, of the 
L. M.S. But in the country districts, more 

lly, the Malagasy at present prefer the 
atyle of hymn and tune popular in English 
village congregations 50 years ago, with many 
repeats, fugues, and responsive parts. 

iv. Mauritius. 
550 milea to the east of Madagascar, like a 

gem in the ocean, lies the fertile and remark- 
ably picturesque island of Mauritius. Though 
only 36 miles long and 23 bruad, it contains a 
polyglot population of 365,000, Two-thirds 
are natives of India, coolies working in the 
sugar plantations, under indentures, and so 
constantly coming and returning to their 
homes in India. The other third comprises a 
motley population of French, English, Ne- 
roee, Creolea, Malagusy, Parsees, Chinese, 
inghalese and Malays. Both the 8. P. @. 

and C. M. S. have interesting missions under 
the superintendence of Bishop Royston, p.v. 

The Indian coolies belonging to at least five 
different nationalities, hymmals have been in- 
troduced, pre dl by missionaries in India, 
in the Tamil, Malayalam, Telugu, Bengali 
and Hindi languages. In an account of these 
books ee to us by the Rev. R. J. French, 
of the S. P. G., we recoguize hymnals de- 
seribed by us in the sections of this article 
devote to those languages. Doubtless a 
similur thing has been done in the mission of 
the C. M.S. to the Chinese immigrants. Nor 
are the spiritual wants of the French-speaking 
inhabitants of Mauritius overlooked. In ser- 
vices instituted fr their nse the French 
hymn-book of the 8. P. C. K. and Cantiques 
‘opulaires of the McAll Mission are foth 

employed. Finally, in religious services es- 
tablished for the benefit of English residents, 
Hymne A, & M. and other well-known hymnals 
of our own country are used. 

v. Matabeleland. 
Twenty degrees south of the Equator, and 

about 400 miles from the eastern coast of 
Africa, is Matabeleland, where are stations of 
the ZL. M.S. The language, called Amante- 
bele, greatly resembles the Zulu. The first 
hymn-book prepared was very small and im- 
perfect, and is now out of use, The second, | 
prepared by the Rev. W. Sykes, and printed at 
Cape Town in 1883, contains about 50 hymns, 
about half original compositions, and the re- 
mainder translations of such hymns as“ All 
people that on earth do dwell,” “Come to the 
aviour, make no delay.” English metres 

and tunes are used, and as a rule the lines do 
not rhyme, 
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vi. Bechuanaland. 
The language of the Bechuanaland bears 

the name of Sechuana. Six societies are 
labouring in this field, the Z. M. 8. S. P. G., 
W. M. S., the Berlin, the Hanoverian Leetheran, 
= the Dutch esc wa Fad 8. P.G. havea 

-book Va, Canon Crisp, 

of Phctaieciets, und . H. R. Bevan, aaa., of 
Phokoane. A copy now before us, bearing 
date 1873, contains the translations of the Te 
Deum, the Magnificat, and various Peal ne ar- 
ranged for chanting, and 40 hymna, inc Luding, 
“ Draw nigh, draw nigh, Emmanuel,” ** Abide 
with me,” “The Kivg of Love my Shepherd 
is.” &e. Others have doubtless been acdded in 
later editions. The Wesleyans have sa book 
edited by the late Rev. Mr. Ludorf, contain- 
ing about 150 hymns. The Hanoverécan mis- 
sivnaries have aleo a Sechuana bymn-book of 
their own. The Lutch Reformed, w hich is 
working in the Transvaal, and the Berlin mis- 
sionaries use the hymn-book of the Z. M.S. 
of which the Rev. Roger Price, of Kuruman, 
gives the following account. 

“It now contains 327 hymna, having been 
resent edit. 

ish bymn is followed without any altewxapt at 
verbal translation; a few, especially some by the late 
Rev. Dr. Moffat, are original compositions, English 
metres and tunes are used exelusively. BX tnyme is 
attempted, but this is otten very difficult, owireg to the 
great paticity of monosyllabic words, which are mot mere 
particles, and to the fet that, with but one e xcception, 
Sechuana words end in an open syllable ancl take the 
main accent on the penultimate,” 
Upwards of 250 hymns in this collection were trane- 

or by Dr. Moffat. The remaigecer were 
contributed the following missionaries:——~tine Reva. 

. Hughes, Dr. Livingstone, J. Mackenzie, J. S_ Moffst, 
R. Price, J. D. Hepburn, J. Good, A. J. Wookey, and 
Morolong, a native teacher. 

Besides this collection a considerable num- 
ber of hymns have been recently treanslated 
and printed at the Kuruman press,*saznd will 
be included in the next edition of thes Lymn- 
book. These are chiefly translaticns of 
I, Sankey’s Sac. Songe and Solos. 

vii. Basutoland. 
Basutoland is situated between Cape Colony 

to the south and south-east, Natal to the 
os bors the Onage Free State to the 
west and n -west, The language spoken, 
called Sesuto, is one of the Bantu group, and 
was first reduced to writing by missiomaries of 
the Paris Evangelical Society, who for the 
last 50 years have laboured there with zeal 
and diligence, und latterly with great success. 
The S. P. G. has also a small mission in this 
country. 

The Paris missionaries began to 
hymns in 1840. The present collection is a 

lly volume of ‘pp. 8vo, com taining 
ymns and also tanes in Tonic -fa, the 

title being Lifela tea Sione le Ligoina tsa 
Teona, or * Sacred Hymns sung in the Churches 
of Basutoland, followed by some of the Songs 
and Solos of [. D. Sankey and P. Pisillips” 
(London, 1881). It is a 5th ed. of the wonds, 
2ud ed. of the music. 
The first of the book contains 263 hymarss, moat! 

original, he translations are of well-know yp — 
and English hymne, and the following are thes names +f 

| the authors and translators :— Casalis , Thomas 
Arbou Theophile Jousse, Samuel and EXnnile Rol- 
land, F. P. Lautré, Frangois Coillard, Louis BDavoisin, 
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poe ter, Francois Daumas and Adolphe 

Ppt of the work, containing 132 
= of translations by the Rev. F. Collard 

e@ OTT. D. Sankey and P. Phillips. Eng- 
oer shieiy used, 9 Be Pe 4 

get ch. Sometimes ines rhyme, 
weg be Rev. A. Mabille, to w we are 
chee” Particulars, is now prepa a new 
or Mi contain ott tareheus, 

Basutos sume of the men have 
voices and all sing heartily. 

a2 =k te hymn is No. 108 in the book 
bee cd, vet to the tune “ French,” and 

~*If youask me what is my hope, 

Tehall say, Et is Jesus” This hymnal is in 
is pnotonly #2 the French missions. but also 
page belonging to the 8. P. G., L. M.S., 
7 ™.S., the Dutch Reformed, the Swiss, the 
Fterlia, ava the English Primitive Methodist 
Societies. 

wiii. Zululand and Natal. 
Retunming from Bechuanaland towards the 

<astem const, and crossing the Orange Free 
State, we come to Zululand and Natal, where 
wre 500,000 people, ng the dialect of the 
E3antu language, which is known as Zulu. In 
this region are missions of the S. P. G., 
4. B.C. F.C. 8.. W.M.8., and E ical 
_eetherans of Berlin, Hermannsburg and 
IN orwsay- 

<2> In 1863, the Rev. C. W. Posselt, of the Berlin 
» pub. zaieetes _— a anal Collection of 74 hymns, printed at 

Bishop Colense pub. a number of 
was follo in this work are eee Tec 

and contains 217 hymns trans- 

: Te less = 
¢3-> In ofeared a small volume bi 

the Frevs. Canon of ale, and H. T. ‘ Teenstoc 
“Tho rss pron, of Isandhlen, 
«zlactirag 35 of Dr, 
Bp- <“mllaway's, 

gmt other Sources, 

It bas 117 hymna, in- 
»lenso's (some of them altered), 14 of 
‘Res: from Bp. bf mage ‘8 —— 

tor tem are native Christian loncome. ih last is a heh rance hymn, by J, W. Cross. ©f this book is Incwadi Yamagama 

(4) Fen Present Bishop of Zululand, the Right 
‘ns, in —y enzte, bene small collection of 53 

sung to tunes in H. A. & M, 
e way's book, one translated 

latr.© Ow the day is over”), and one 
na 

book. ones in tts % ; 
bed (ing th ed., w! just been 

pareers? ela. rf 263 hymns. The title is Amagama 

only = (2) with t Mew ed. is in 3 forms, (a) words 
canes in Stat tation? Zone Sol.fa wasn + (c) with 

tre tors are ep thong the names of composers 
S._B.Stone. B® following: —the Reva. J. C. 

or Tih ete 7. Le Dabne, and Mrs. C. 8. Nineteen - «Great nt Canon Gy™mns are from Kp. Callaway's book, er by the Now DStock’s, some from @ s collection 
== ber from the Isixoe Say fea ee = & vod 

* Of the Sechuana Le 
. Well as in the Kafir, the 
prey ate the ann Penultimate accent in Zulu } 
nae ©, a work of di Of Zulu hymns to English 
pee inadmiasibig. culty. Iambic metres are 
ted 00 ting but the language is well 

ix. 

Kafirlen? 

Ka 
Renita @, or Kaffraria. 

to Nata {Tom near Port Elizabeth | . sou 
lag nm bernie ae fh the north, and ior 

jses mm Ba su! 

compr of Seotlan.s rod emer ane v. P. 
Cpe. S-» 92d Lacey: P.G.F.C.8,L.M.8., 

_ 7 * 

sane ee Te Oo sage Cemany: TRO 
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Untsikana, one of the eurliest converts to 
Christianity, composed in pure Kafir rhythm 
the remarkable hymn, “ Ulo-Tixo mkulu n 
sezulwini” (“Thou art the great God, He 
Who is in heaven”), which together witl: his 
music (traditional) is unique, all subsequent 
efforts in Kafir hymnody being subject to the 
trammels of European metres, 

(1) Several editions of a bymn-book used at the Wee- 
leyan stations throughout Kaffraria, and even in Natal, 
have been issued from the mission press at Mt. Coke, 
near King William's Town, 

(2) The Rev. Tiyo Soga, a gifted Kafir taissionary 
educated by the United Presbyterian Church, and early 
removed by death, ccmpiled a book of hymna, which 

"G "The principal he book in the Kafi i in- e ir 
was red by S comniteen of Presbyterian oie 
talsslonaries, and pub. in 1873. It was printed at the 
— > Lovedale, at sontatee 219 bymns, and 

ms and passages 0! ture arranged 
jana, The hymns are in Engitsh oven, and, in mat 
cases, rhymes ure atiempted. 

(4) The first collection of hymns used at the stations 
of the af Mf, was that of the Berlin Society, which con- 
tained some hymns translated by the Moravian Brethren. 
In 1369 « small lement containing 186 hymns was 

ib. ¥ the Rev. Th, Reichelt. But an entirely new 
iytnal, compiled by Reva. R. Baur and H. Weitz, was 
printed at Hermnbut in 1895, With Mtanies, liturgical 
services, 416 hymuas ant indices, it forms a volume of 
42% Most o! the bymnsare translations from the 
German; the remainder being chiefly selected from the 
lymn-beoks of the Wesleyans and Pres ns. 
5) ‘The book used in the Anglican Missions, with the 

tithe Inewads Famaculo, was prepared by missionaries 
of the & #. G. in the diocese of Graham's Town. 
early od. contained 102 hymns. That n-w in use has 
130 hymns, and bears date 1841. The principal trana- 
lators were Revs. A, J, Newton, W. M. Cameron, and 
C, F. Patten. The following als assisted :—~B. 8, Key, 
H. R. Woodrooffe, D, W. Dodd, J. Nusike, W. Nge- 
wensa, T. Liefelds, 

x. Cape Colmy. 
In the Cape Colony the English-speaking 

part of the community naturally use the 
hymu-books of their respective denominations 
in England. But since the hynmody of the 
coloured raves, and other residents speaking 
the Dutch lan +, is due to missionary 
enterprise, a brief notice of it will not be 
ee here. Colonial Dutch hymnals 
may be divided into two groups, according as 
German or English elements have chiefly 
predominated in their composition. 

1. The books in which the hymns are for 
the most part translated from the German and 
sung to German tunes are found, are :— 

(4) The cartiest missions in South Africa were those 
of the Moravians, commenced in 17236 a) d renewed th 
1792. Of their hymnody previous to 1na6 we bave no 
knowledge; Oot in that year a bymn-bo.k was pub, for 
the use of the coloured races, uf whuh a new edition 
appeared 20 years later w.th an Appendiz containing 
new bymns. These new hymns w. re mostly transla- 
tions by the Brethren Subl, Kfitbn and Hartmann, The 
latest edition, revised and grestly improved, was pub. 
in 1880. : 

(b) The Rhenish Mistensrs Sond, whose head- 
quarters in Eurupe are et rmen, commenced its 
African wission in 1429. "A bymn-bo k was is#ue! in 
1944, revised in 1872, and is now in its 4th edition. It 
contains 290 hymns, taken chiefly from the Moravian 
and Dutch reformed hymnals, with 64 original com- 
positions, or translations from the Barmen Gesangtuch, 

(ec) The Berlin Missionary Society, founded tn 1427, 
issued its first & African hymnal in 1434. This was 
compiled by Rev. P. Schultheiss, and the hymns ore 
arranged in the ord tof the Church's seasons A 2nd 
ed prepared by the missionaries Schmidt and Howe, was 

b, at Amsterdam in 1875, and contains 333 hymns, of 
which only 28 are original. 

2. The books in which, though the German 

element largely enters, the English element 
is considerable, are :— 
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(a) The first Hutch hymnal in which translations of 
English hynons — was that of the L. M. S.,in use 
as early a 129, but reprinted in 1847. It contained 40 
translations of the English hymns of Watts, Doddridge, 
Steele and Newton. Some of these were by the weli- 
known Dr. Vandersemp, but the rity by the Rev. 
G. Barker, missionary at the Paarl, It was revised and 
enlarged fn 1448, and ufter passing through 4 editions 
came, in 1862, under the editorahip of the Rev. F. W. 
Kolbe (L. 4. S.), through whose skill as a hymn-writer 
and translator it has in successive editions been enlarged 
to 412 bymns, and enriched by admirable translations of 
TAD, of the best known in Hymns A, & Mf, 

(6) Wesleyan mi-sions in 8. Africa were commenced 
in 1815, and in 1424 a cheap edition of the Dutch 
Reformed hymnal was pub., with a Su: sulted to 
the native congregations. This contained some trans- 
lations of Wesley's hymns by the Rev. Barnabas Shaw, 
The entire book was superseded in 1440 by a collection 
of 392 hymns, including 160 translations from Wesley 
by the Rev. R. Haddy. These translatiuns, however, 
being deemed ummstiohactory, & new bymnal was pre- 

in 1855. The compilers were the Revs. R. 
and B. Ridsdale, the former of whom, together 

with the Rev. H. Tindall, has made sorne valuable contri- 
butiona to the store of Dutch translations from the 
—— The 6th ed. (1582) contains 268 hymns, of 
b w at least one fourth are versions of well-known 

English hymns. 
(c) The Anglican Dutch bymnal was compiled by the 

Rev. J. A, Hewitt, now of Worcener, Cape 
Colony, and printed by the 8. ?. C.K. in 1877. It con- 
tains 201 hymns, arra in the order of H A, & M., 
and includes 26 translut from the Latin, and a very 
large number from *he English, many of the latter being 
taken, by es from the L. M.S, and Dutch 
hymnals. is the hymnal authorized for use by the 
mission con tions of the English Church in the 
province of 8, Africa. 

Farther information on this snbject is con- 
tained in a series of articles 7 the Rev. J. A. 
Hewitt, D.C.L., Rector of Worcester (Ca 
Colony), in the 8. African Church Chroni 
vol. bina 886, to bg a - daa 
personally, we are largely inde or this 
outline of. the Cape Colony hymnody. 

xi, Great Namaqualand. 
If from the Cupe Colony we proceed north- 

ward, keeping to the western side of the 
African continent, one of the first regions we 
enter is Great Namaqualand, a missionary 
field of the Rhenish Society of Barmen., 
Hymus in the Nama (Hottentot) langun 
were first prepared, about 1845, by Rev. J. G. 
Kronlein, who, in 1873, edited a hymn-book 
containing 60 hymns, translated from the 
German, and adapted to German tunes, the 
lines sh ysaing. ost of the translations were 
by Mr, Kronlein: the rest by the late Rev. 

. C. Knudsen and the late Mrs. Kleinschmidt. 
Further north is a country, varivusly denomi- 
nated— 

xii. Damaraland or Hereroland. 
The first Herero hymns were prepared b 

the Revs. J. Rath and F. W. Kolbe (seu § Cape 
Colony), and printedat Cape Town in 1849. The 
faba now used was edited by the Rev. 

. Brincker, and reached a Srd ed. in 1879. 
It contains 123 hymns, some original, but 
chiefly translations from the German, and 
adapted to German tunes. The contributors 
were the Reva. J. Rath, F. W. Kolbe, C. H. 
Hahn, H. Brincker, G. Viebe, Mra. Baumann, 
and other members of the Rhenish Mission. 

xiii. Oramboland. 
As an interesting illustration of the fact 
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stations of the Finland Missionary Society in 
Ovamboland, a region of Western South Av frica, 
to the north of the 20th degree south latitude. 
A small hymnal has been prepared im the 
language of this region, containing about 60 
hymns, but we are unable to give particulam. 

A few degrees further to the north is the 
country of where the A. B. C. has 
recently planted stations. The laragruage y 
spoken is called Umbundu, but missionary 
work is at present in too elemeutary a stage 
for hymnody. 

xiv. Congoland. 
Few hymns as yet have been pub.in ishi- 

Kongo, “ the language of the Congo peuple.” 
All are in Fiote, the particular language 
spoken in the region of which San Salvador 
is the centre. First, in 1884, in conmection 
with the B. M. S., ten hymns were pritated at 
Stanley Pool; then a collection of 21 was 
male the missionaries of the Liviza De 
Inland Mission and printed in Emgland; 
lastly, a collection of 20 hymus (ime Luding 
must of the first 10) was printed in 1887, at 
the B. M. 8. Edwin Wade Press, Uxaderhill 
Station. 

With few ex ns the 
lations. The nals are 
W.H, Bentley, The t 
salvation bringing,” and other children's hytreres ; also, 
“Stand up, stand for Jesus," and “Father, in hi 
heaven dwelling.” ides the missionaries ee mned, 
Revs. J. H. Weeks, and H. Dixon, and two neative con 
verts, Kalendenda and Mantu, have translated Baymns. 

The Livingstone Inland Mission bas been 
transferred to the A. B. M. In their eoL lection 
are included several hymns from the book just 
described,-and others translated by the Reva. 
C. H, Harvey, H. Craven, and H. Richards. 
Among these are “Abide with me,” “ Jesus 
sinners will receive,” “ A few more yea rs shall 
roll.” English metres and tunes are used. 
Besides the hymns in these collectionss, others 
are in use, printed on slips, which, whe=m tested 
and improved, will be included im future 
editions. 

xv. Old Calabar. 
To the north of the island of Fernando Po, 

and about 100 miles to the east of the Niger, 
the Old Calabar river empties itself into the 
Gulf of Guinea. In this part of Africa the 
U. P, Church of Scotland has for the last 42 
years had a mission, Creek Town and Duke 
Town being its principal stations. The 
language spoken is called Efik, Soon after 
the establishment of the mission a small 
hymn-book was prepared, which has been 
repeatedly enlarged, and now in its 7th edit. 
contains 309 hymns and 7 doxologies. The 
Rev. H. Goldie has been the editor and 
principal contributor, but the following have 
also assisted in the work: the Revs. Dr. 

Congo hymns are #11 trans- 
the Revs. T. J. Comxaber and 

tnclude “* VW" hen His 

| Robb,and Messrs. Anderson, Campbell, Edger- 
ley, Thomson and Waddell. of the 
liymns are original, others translations or 
phrases of gage of Holy Scripture. A 
collection of 39 children's hymns has also 
been prepared, under the same auspices as 
the larger book, and printed at Creek Town 
in 1885 by a native printer. It imeludes 
“ Little travellers Zionward” (Nkpri mendi- 

that all the Protestant nations of Christendom sim enyén); “Jesus loves me” (Jisus ama 
are now engaged in missionary work amon 
the heathen, reference may be made to the 

mi), and other well-known English bymns, 
and a few originals by the Rev. 8. H. Edgerley. 
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ware English and the lines rhyme 

wetre= The larger book above named is 
qth ues <Ounection with an Undenomina- 

used #** 5m in Old Calabar, supported by 
mis @ the Rev. H. Grattan Guinness, <_ 

Yoruba, Coast of Guinea. 

— 4 to the _ of 
_-#4gos being the principal coast 

ax. BHeokuta, Ibadan, and Oyo large 
a ayia The C. M. ra _m 

~~eca W® Baptists of the Southern 
ao Sarma ween znleabons thee. (1) In the early 
Et the Church of England mission 
ae ish hy x2 B2-books were ; but when, 

mst “$y xistian work began among the 
: 138, : 
ae hen, the waeed was felt of hymns in the 

nese of the country, The Rev. D. Hin- 

ne 2 German missionary in the service of 

the C.M.S.. translated a few and composed 

others, wing them in 8. and increasing the 

number from time to time to 106, when in the 
year 1.865 they were printed in London. About 
the same _ time as Mr, Hinderer, the Rev. H. 
“'owmseend in another part of the field com- 

qgnenced a similar work, and in 1854 printed 
a sraall collection of 20 hymns. This was 

presently increased to 120, and printed at 
“Ake Abeokuta, and several times reprinted 
jm England. In 1867 the Rev. J. A. Maser, 
of the C. M.S. and others, began to translate 

and a additional hymns; and in 1877 
@ collection of more than 200 was printed, 
which has been in use for the last 10 years. 
A new collection of 355 hymns is now passing 

through the ee, —wu selection from previous 
books, — & committee of native clergy- 

mer at teachers, and revised by the Rev. 
wD. HEXinderer. Mention may also be made of 

a collection of 99 hymns, chiefly for use in 
echool!ls, Prepared by the Rev. J. B. Wood, of 
the <. ‘ S. (2) The Wesleyans have a 
hymp-boo Ag their own, containing about 150 
hyreans, *N including many of the hymns in 
the above lection. The 2nd edit, was pub, 

in 1876. , @) It is believed that the American 
Bapti= me ave also a hymn-book of their own, 
but we ave no particulars 

Im some of the Yoruba hymns rh 
xa may re but there is some Liticulty 

ine is "I ‘he fact that all words must end 
= ia poopie ‘uy English tunes are —- 

1€ ones; the 

own mative ngs abound in choruses 
Siern Xvi. Sterra Leone. 

of Weste,, “24 the neighbouring dis- 

es are aren A frica several missionary 

are condue ent? but their religious ser- 

and Er - for the most part in 

ort Lokeep ish 

w 

las 

ari 

hymn-books are used, 
3 a ‘small mission of the 

People called Temnes, and 
©f 17 hymns in the Temne 

Prepared by the Rev. C. F. 
“re partly original and 

pat OS = nele dt di, Dut the jj lish metres and tunes 

= “R&S do not rhyme. 

this brie g elution. 
(ot the “Ya 

o t * we Clo. 

Greenland, ang Our paper. 
a Proceeding westw 

“st Coast of the “ Dark 
Beginning 

ards, 

Jin. 

Notice of missionary | B 
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we have made the tour of the world, and thy 
reader will surely feel with us that the work 
we have looked upon—nearly all accomplished 
within the last 90 yeare—is great and mar- 
vellous, a work of most noble Christian de- 
votion and industry. An examination of 
our pages will show that the languages and 
dialects in which Christian hymns in connec- 
tion with Foreign Missions have been written, 
or into which they have been translated, are 
nearly one hundred and fifty, and that im 
many of them, several hymn-books of con- 
siderable size have been prepared. The list 
includes lang spoken by all the great 
divisions of the human race, Aryan, Semitic, 
Turanian ; languages in all stages of forma- 
tion, monosyllabic, as the Burman, luti- 
native, as the Tamil and Turkish, inflexional, 
as the Sanscrit group of Northern India; 
lan of extreme antiquity, as the 
Chinese, and of comparatively recent forma- 
tion, as the Undv; languages harsh and 
guttural, as the speech of some African tribes, 
and soft and mellifluous, as that of the 
Polynesian islanders. All these by the 
energy and diligence of Christian missionaries 
have been mastered, their words have been 
arranged in tuneful measures, and in them 
God's praises are now sung, and His “ wonder- 
ful works” declared. It will have been 
observed that in regard to some parte of the 
world our story is incomplete. This is in 
part due to the fact that a number of letters 
asking for information have not been answered, 
probably in some cases because tley failed to 
reach their destination, and in others, because 
the good men to whom they were addressed 
were prevented from writing by more pressing 
engagements. We have, however, to thank 

very many friends,—mission-secretaries, mis- 
sionaries, and others, both ladies and gentle- 

men of various ‘essions,—for the extreme 

kindness with which they have sent us, from 

nearly all parts of the world, letters of informa- 
tion and specimens of hymnals, Want of space 

prevents the writer from appending a full list 

of their names, but he begs to aasure them, 

should their eye fall on theses pages, that for 

all their help he ia most grateful. It was his 

original intention to include in each section 6 

list of the principal translated hymns in each 

language, but be soon found that this would 

entail constant repetition, The fact is, that 

the best hymns of Watts, Doddridge, Cowper, 

Newton, Wesley, Heber, Lyte, Keble, Bonar, 
Miss Steele, Miss Havergal, and other English 
authors,—the best German hymus,—the best 
hymns of American composition,—are low 

sung in China und South Africa, in Japan and 

Syria, amo the peoples of India, and in the 

isles of the Pacitic Oceun,—indeed, in almost 

every place where Protestant missionaries have 

uplitted the Gospel banner wnd gathered 

Christian Churehes. (W. R. 8) 
Missions, Home, [Various] 

um Redemptorem polo. €. Cof- 

[ Christmas.) Appeared in the Paris 

736; in several modern French 

in J. Chandler's Hys. of the Prim. 

Church, 1837, p. 168; and in Curd, Newman # 

Hymni Eeclesiae, 1888 and 1865, In Coffin’s 

Sacri, 1736, p. 99, it is given amongst 

Breviary. 1 
reviarics ; 

Hymn 
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those lymus which are based upon older 
hymns. It is founded on the “ A solis ortus 
eardine” of Sedulius (p. 4, i). Tr. as :— 

1. Behold from heaven a Saviour sent. By | /@ 
W. J. Blew, in his Church Hy. & Tune Bk, 
1852-5, in 7 st. of 4 1, and in Rice's Sel. from 
the same, 1870. 

Other trs. are :— 
1. The Prince of Peace to sinners given. J. Chandler, 

1837. 
2. Let all the earth her King adore. ay 

1839 

Mistaken souls that dream 
aoa I. pln ge and ———_ 
A od in his Hys. & iri. oe 
Bk. i., No. 140, in 7 st. of 4 L, and headed 
“A living and dead Faith, collected from 
several Scriptures.” In its ori form it is 
in limited use. The most popular form of the 
text is “Deduded souls that dream of heaven,” 
which was given in the 8th ed, of Cotterill’s 
Sel., 1819, No. 94, in 4 stanzas, being Watta’s 
st. i-iii, and vi. altered. These two forms 
of the hymn are in use in G. Britain and 
America. (J. J. 

Mit Fried und Freud ich fahr dahin. 
M. Luther. (Nunc Dimittia.] This free 
ren lering of the Song of Simeon (St. Luke ti. 
29-32) was Ist pub. in the Geystliche gesangk 
Buchleyn, Wittenberg, 1524, and was included 
by Luther in 1542 as one of the six funeral 
hymns in Christliche Geseng.. zum Begrebniss. 
In Wacke iii, p. 17, in 4 st. of 61; in 
Schircks’s ed. of Luther's Geistl. Lieder, 1854, 
p. 88; and in the Berlin G. L. 8., ed. 1863. 

This noble swan-song, as Bunsen calls ft, has com- 
forted niany, princes and pious Christians, in their last 

. Lauxmann, in och, vill. 58", gives various 
instances of its consoling effects, stating, ¢.g., that Prince 
Charles of Anhalt, daring his last illness in 1561, com- 
forted himself with it, and If with trembling voice, yet 
with Joyful heart, sung the whole hymn a quarter of an 
hour before iis death. 

The tr. in C. U, is:— 
In peace and joy I now depart, According to. A 

full and good tr. by Miss Winkworth, in her 
C. B. for England, 1863, No. 81, and her Christian 
Singers, 1869, p. 114. Considerably altered by 
Dr.. Bacon, 1884, p. 41. 

Other trs. a tay “With and with 
gladnesne,” L = ) ese (Hemains, 1k p. 
_ @) Le let Thy servand now "tot 
G and Godly Ballates, ed. 1567-68, folio 30 (1464, 
£ =. (3) “ According to Thy will I part," in the 

tith Mag. March 1834, p. 269, (4) ** With peace 
and oy om earth | go," by Miss 1845, p. 152. 
(5) “God's will be done! with Joy of heart,” by J. 
Anderson, 1946, p. 90, In his ed, 1847, Pp 92, altered to 
“Thy will be done. With joyful heart.” (6) ‘*Gladly 
fran earth and time I cease," by Dr. J. Hunt, 1583, p. 153. 
‘t) “In peace and joy | now depart, It is,” by 2. aie, 
1454, p. 83. (*) “In peace and joy away I go,” by Dr. 
G. Macdonald, in the Sunday Mag., 1867, p. 840. In 
his Mrotics, 1876, p. 109, nning “In peace and joy 
Lnow depart, As.” (9) ‘In joy and peace T onward 
fare,” by NV. L. Frothingham, 1#70, p, 234. [J. M.) 

Mittit ad Virginem. [Annunciation of 
the B. V. M.) This sequence has generally 
been ascribed to Peter Abelard, but is not 
found in the collection of hymns and sequences 
which he made for the convent of the Paraclete. 
Cousin, in his ed. of Abelard’s Opera, Paris, 
1849, vol. i. p. 328, gives the text from Clich- 
toveus, &c., and says his authorship is uncer- 
tain; though the hymn is not unworthy of him, 
Mone, No. 343, prints from a 13th cent. ms. at 
St. Paul, in Carinthia, and other sourees: and | Austria, on Dee. 11, 
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Daniel, ii. p. 59, from a 13th cent. Munich 
us., &e. It is also in the Sarum ‘ms. in the 
Bodleian, c, 1370, Barlow, 5, paye 450); Here- 
‘ord (ms. in the Bodleian, ¢, 1370); York (ma. 
in the Bodleian, c. 1390) ; Mopiaene 1430 ; 
Paris ot 1481, and other Missals, The text is 
alau in Wackernagel i, Nu. 182; Kehrein, 
No. 199, &e. Tr. as :— . 

1. To the Virgin He sends no inferior angel. 

By J. M. Neale, in the enlarged ed. of the H. 
Noted, 1854, and the Altar J/ymnal, 1884. 

2, He sends to the Virgin no lowlier angel. By 
of | R. F. Littledale, in the People's H., 1867, under 

the signature of P. C. E., ie. “ Priest of the 
Church of England.” 
Another tr. is :— 
** No one lower in grade To the Virgin,” &e._ C. 3. 

Pearson, 1863. (J. M.J 

Mvweo Xpioré. Synesius, Bp. of Ptole- 
mus. [Lent.] This is the last of ten bymns 
written by Synesius at various periods of bis 
life (375-480). [See Greek Hymnody, § v.] 
The full texts of the ten hymns are given in 
the Anthologia Greca Carminum Christiano- 
rum (Leipzig), 1871; and from that work ae 
were translated by the Rev. A. W. C 
and pub. in his Soags & Hys. of Earliest Greek 
Christian Poets, &c., 1876. The tr. of this 
hymn begins “Lord Jesu, think on me.” It 
was given in H. A. & M., 1875, in 5 at. Sub- 
— 8 st. were added (i., iv., vi. viii.) 

it waa included in his Songs & Hys., &c., 
1876, in 9 st. of 4 1. From this No. 338, in 
Thring’s Coll., 1882, is taken. To his tr. 
Mr. Chatfield has added this note at p. 86 :— 

“In —a Ode [ have given my spirit more 
liberty. It thay be considered as a paraphrase or * 
fication, rather than an exact translation of the original. 
A brief form of it appears in Hymns Ancient and 

mithother tr, was pub. by I. Williams in his 
oughts n Past ware, LEAR. t begins :— 

Of God most high,” 
is in 15 lines, but is not in C. U. 

Mickhel, Johann Friedrich, was b. 
Jan. 16, 1661, at Culmbach in Franconia, and 
matriculated at the University of Jena in 
1681. He was for some time private chaplain 
to Herr von Redwitz at Teisenort, and from 
1685 to 1691 to Herr von Kiintzberg at Hayn 
near Bayreuth. In 1601 he became pastor at 
Nouhauss, and in 1698 at Steppach and 
Limpach, near Neustadt on the Aisch. 
d. April 19, 1729 (Koch, v. 523, &e.). Of bis 
11 hymns one has been fr, into English, viz.:— 
Nun sich die Nacht hat, Die 

zertheilt. Aforning. etzel, iv., 357-359, quotes at 
length from a letter in which Mockhel says this hymn 
was composed — in 1691 while at Hayn; 

Fe cee oe tat i So 
hymn for morning prayer a# a companion to her favourite 

von for evening prayer, which was “Nun sich det 
‘ag geendet hat” (p. 616, i.). A copy. he adds, was 

cent ‘to a sister in Tayreath, and so inserted. i 
Printzen @. &., reuth, 1691. Included in Wagner's 
G. B., ee 1697, vol. iv. p. 1425, in 16 st. of 41. 
and in the Berlin @. 1, 8, ed, 1863, No. 1122. Tr, as-— 

(1) * Thanks, dearest Jesus, for Thy love.” A fr. of 

ion iene eae Lea @) ns Night ‘eoup cheba 1801 (1886, No, “Lat ‘s 
: " By WJ. Buckolle 

(J. 5.) 

=a & 

| 
g 

might bave 4 

s 

F 
are scattered wide.” By 1#42, p. 39. 

wt. MJ 
Mohr, Joseph, was born at Salzburg, 

1792. After being 
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<> EBANUS, AMBROSIUS 
er iest on Aug. 21, 

tr 
1 gaun. 

at VeSsubs 

© Ad 

agree, & B ber, Salzburg, &ke.). 

x eustin =” tr. into English is :— 

Stille Wackht { heilige Nacht! Christmas, 

Ve. 3, 
Laufen, 

while 

at Hochburg 

werth, 1842, No. 
G. Z3., Basel, 1867. The trs. are from the text 
of 154+. 

2. Holy night! peaceful night! All is dark. 
EBy Miss J. M. Campbell in C. 8, Bere’s Garland 

Songs, 1863, and thence in Hys. § Carols, - 

Lond., 1871. 

2. Silent night: 
This is No. 13] 

mati, 1865. It i 

fr. of, the German. 

3. Holy night: 
darkness. 
Lunes to Polar 
repented an Laudes 

4. Bilent night ! 

hallowed night. Land and 

Peaceful night! 

1873. No. 65, 
5. Poacehl night, oy things sleep. This is No. 17> in Carols 75). St. Stephen's Church, Kirk- stall, Leeds, 1879” 
é. Silent night, 

Jor. A. Edlertheirn, potiest aight. All asleep. 
, 1875, Tepeateg 

are, No. 35, 

7. Silent night; 
By W. T- Matson 

-. ra? Worsh; 
Children al ‘3. ip 18 

@. wesll the t, nay és night ! By Stopfor4 rr : a. , ng Pig oe aks 1881, No. 55. - Brooke, in his Christian 

~ «+ Stitly Dighe mae: U, H 1 as : ° hb gi ete cy gt gee Mark '® sviss. Juv. Treat 1854, but first pub. in the ChMpune Book Sor Cneg!? Mctor, ii}, p. 198, Also tn 
! the Pillow, 1880. (2) “ Holy 

y ltrie in Ays. 
ight Holiest Hight Be ee ® Silent 

n 7 Poems, 5 1 beams,” b on f 

aor jbanus, 4 ik Ss 1885, p. ais. (J. M.J 

yt pril 4. 1494" Brosius, was b. at Bres- 
pon (CRACOW), and “After studying at Kra- 
kau Ccame; in 15155) "duating wa, at Vienna, 
ge 1 at Breslay * Teetor of the Cathedral Schoo > Ong in 1590 inc ef the 

1815, by the 
eh lic Bishop of Salzburg, he was 

assistant at Ramsau and at 
~cssives yy #1 coadjutor at Kuch, at Golling, 

= net, and at Authering ; then 
es ute at Hof and at Hintersee— 
<i 3 <cese of Salzburg. In 1828 he all ** sppoiss Vicar - ae ort in 

xein, near St. ann. He d, at wSs7 at Wee c. 4, 1008 (an trom Anbine 
The only 

This 
‘ <arol was written for Christmas, 

retty little IF olir was assistant clergyman at 
on thre Salza, near Salzburg, and was 

te music Cas in the Garland of Songs) by 
set nz Gruber, then schoolmaster at the neigh- 
hla aie village of Arnsdorf (b, Nov. 25, 1787, 

mear Linz, d. June 7, te 3 
ist at Hfaliein, near Salzburg), What is 

apparent y the original form is given by O. Kraus, 
1879, p- 608, im 3 st, of 3 1,andin Dr. Wichern’s 
insere Lieder, Hamburg, 1844, No. 111, An- 
ether form, also in 3 st. of 6 |,, is in T. Fliedner’s 
Asvteder-Buch fiir Klembinder - Schulen, Kaisers- 

115, and the Evang, Kinder 

in the Christian H. Bk., Cincin- 
is suggested by, rather than a 

. Through the 
This is No, 8 in J. Barnby’s Original 

ffymns, Novello, X. D., 1869; 
Domini, N.¥., 1884, No. — 

i holy night! Allis calm. This 
is in C- Lb Hutchins. Sunday School Hyl., 1871 (1878, p- 108), and the 8 H. Bh. of the Gen, 
Council of the Evang. Luth, Church in America, 

By 
the Sunday at Home, Dec, 

in the Church S. S. H. Bk, 

holy night! Slumber reigns, 
» 85 No. 132, in Dr. Allon’s 

Sleeps the 
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St. Mary Magdalene School. Incurri the ee of the cl » he left Breslau in 1521, and, after studying ae at Ingolstadt, under Joliann Reuchlin, went to Wittenberg. After his return to Breslau he was, in Apri, 1525, uppointed speed of the St. Elisabeth Church, and in the same year became p.p. at Wittenberg. He d. at Breslau, Jan, 16, 1554 (Allg. Deutsche Biog., xxii. 81, &e.). The only hymn known by him is ;~- 
Ach Vater umser der du bist. (Lord's Prayer.) st pub. in Byn gezang Buchleyn, Zwickau, 1525, in 3 st. of 14 L, and thence in Wackernagel, ili. p. 344. In some latet books it begins “ Vater Unser, der du bist.” Tr. as “O Father, ours celestial,” by Bp. Coverdale, 1539 (Remains, 1846, p. 544). (J. MJ 

Moir, David Macbeth, was b. at Mus- selburgh, Jan. 5, 1798. After attending the medical classes in the University of Edin- burgh, he settled down aa a doctor in his native place. In June, 1851, he went to Dumfries to recruit, but d. there, J uly 6, and was buried at Inveresk, Musselburgh, July 10, 1851. Hig 
ms, selected and edited, with a memoir, by 
omas Aird, were pub. in 1852, in 2 vols., as The Poetical Works of David Macheth Moir. 

He marked lis graver contributions to Black- wood’s Magazine with the signature “ Delta ” 
or 4, and in the number for August, 1832, there appeared “Devotiunal Melodies by Delta.” "These were 8 in number: — 

1. Return, once more return, O wanderer, 
2. O who is like the Mighty One. 
3. How pleasant is the opening year, 

and seem to have been the only hymna suited 
for public worship that he ever wrote. (J. MJ 
Molanus, Gerhard Walther( Wolter), 

D.D,, 8. Of Wilcke Ludwig van der Muelen 
or Molanus, syndic and i Shik at Hameln 
on the Weser, was b, at Hameln, Novy, 1, 
1633 (Oct. 22, 0. 5.), and studied at the 
University of Helmstiadt. In 1659 he was 
appointed Professor of Mathematics at the 

niveraity of Rinteln, but in 1664 extra- 
ordinary, and in 1665 ordinary Professor of 
Theology and p.v. In 1674 he was appointed 
Director of the Consistory at Hannover and 
General Superintendent of the Electorate of 
Brunswick-Liineburg, and in 1677 (titular) 
Abbot of Loccum. He d. at Hannover, 
Sept. 7. 1722 (Allg. Deutache Biog., xxii. 86, 
&ec.). He was a man of extensive learning, 
De in his official position wielded a very 

t influence over the whole Elestorate. 
e edited the Hannover G. B. of 1698. Of 

his five hymns one has passed into English :— 
Ich trete frisch zu Gottes Tisch. Holy Com- 

munion. In the Rinteln G. B., 1678, No. 124, 
in 11 st.of 51. Repeated in the Hannover G. B., 
1740, and in Burg’s G. #., Breslau, 1746, No 
1673. Tr. as:— Speen eat k 

Table I approach. This is No, 270, in the 
Obio Luth. Hyl., 1880, and omits st. iii., iv., 
vili., ix. (J. M.] 
Moller, Martin, son of Dionysius Moller, 

mason at Liessnitz (now Kropatidt), near 
Wittenberg, waa b. at Liessnitz, Nov. 11, 
1547. He attended the town school at Wit- 
tenberg and the gymnasium at Gorlitz, but 
was tuo poor to go to any university. In 1568 

| he was eppointed cantor at liéwenberg in 
Silesia, but in April, 1572, was ordained as 
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r of Kesseladorf, near Liwenberg. In 

the autumn of 1572 he was appointed diuconus 

at Lowenberg, in 1575 pastor at Sprottau, and 

in July, 1600, became chirf pastor ut Gor- 

litz. He preached his list sermon, Oct. 30, 

1605, and d. at Gorlitz, March 2, 1606 (Koch, 

ii, 211, iv. 552, &c.). 
Moller’s hymns appeared in his two very popular 

devotional books, (1) AMeditationes sanclorum patrum, 

Gorlits, 15845 pt. U., Goelitz, 1591, and various later 

eds, This was mostly made up of meditations from Se. 
Augustine, St. Bernard, and Tauler, selected and fr. 
into German by Moller, (2) Manuale de praeparatione 
ad mortem. Gorlitz, 1593 {Library of the Prediger- 

Seminar at Hannover). W i, w., Now, 71-75, 

gives only 5 bymns under Moller’s name. Of these 
No. 72 (“ Heill 
* Veni Sancte 
“Nimm von uns Herr 

92, Hi.). Two versions of the ‘Jesu dulcis 
memoria" have also often been ascribed to Moller, vis. 

* Ach Gott, wie manches Herzeleld " (see p. 10, i.), and, 
with less reason, "O Jesu sfiss, wer deio jenkt” 

co Fe 689, ii.). See also “ Hilf, Herr, in Gott, 
under Selnecker, W. [J. M.} 

Molther, Philipp Heinrich, wa: b. in 
Alsace, Dec. 28, 1714. At Jena, where he 
studied ‘theology, he joined the [Moravian]} 
Brethren in 1737, and went to London 1739. 
He was minister of the Brethren’s conugrega- 
tion at Neuwied from 1750 to 1761, and spent 
the rest of his life, 1762-1780, in Dublin and 
in Bedford. He d. at Bedford, Sep. 9, 1780, 
five years after his consecration as a Bishop 
of tle Bretbren’s Unity, See “ At God's right 
hand," &., p. 89, i. (G. A. Cy 

Mone, Franz Joseph, was b. May 12, 
1796, at Mingolsheim, near Bruchsal, Baden, 
He entered the University of Heidelberg in 
1814, where in 1817 he e University 
lecturer, was in 1819 appointed extraordinary 
and in 1822 ordinary Profeete of History, 
and in 1825 also director of the University 
library. In 1827 he became Professor of 
Hi and Statistics at the University of 
Louvain, but during the Lah of Revolution 
of 1831 resigned and retired to Heidelberg. 
In 1885 Duke Leopold of Baden appointed 
him Privy Recorder und Director of the 
Generul-State-Archives at Carlsruhe, and 
this post he held till his retirement on a 
pension in 1868. He d. at Carlsruhe, March 
12, 1871 (Allg. Deutsche Biog., xxii. 165, &e.). 
He interested himself specially in Celtic studies, in 

rf Geist, da Troster min’) is from 
iritus, et emitte  (q.v.), and No, 73, 

") from “ Aufer immensam" 

the history of the Upper Rhine, and in Litu 
(Lateinische und Griechiache Messen, 1450, eek Be 
claims nothce here — on account of his Lateinische 
Hymnew des Mit ters, pub, at he wpa in Kaden, 
in three vols., viz. i) Lateinische Hymuen des 
Mittelalters, aus Ha riften herau und 
erklart won F. J. Mone, Director des Archies zu Karis- 
ruhe, 1853, with Hymns on Ged and the Angels (Nos, 1- 
320) (i) Hymnt Latini Medit Aevi, € Codd. MSS 
edidit et Adnotationibus illustrarit, 1854, on the 
B. V. M. (Nos, 321-020); (iil) Same title as vol. fi. 
1855, on the Sainis (Nos. 621-1215). The interest of 
this work, now unforiunately out of print, consists in its 
texts rather than in its notes, and in the comparative 
ease with which, to one acquainied with German, it can 
be used. The ee is all printed t« 
at the end of the individ 
tions used are clear and intelligible, not bols such 
as those employed by Daniel, The work throughout is 
arranged on a consistent plan, f.e., in order of subjects 
and not according to anthors. Meme published no 
hymns except those found in manuscripts, of which 
he says he congulied ‘some hundreds from more than 
fifty libraries ;" among the mest valuable mar | those 
which formerly belonged to the Benedictine Abbey of 
Retchenan (not Rheinau), near Constanz, and are now 
at Carlerube. A large proportion of the hymns were 
here first printed; many of those in the second and 

ymether 
bymns, and the abbrevia- | 
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third volames being however not of much value. In 
Daniel's fourth ant fifth volumes a large amount of 
space is filled by texts and motes which he traraferred 
from this work of Mone (see p. 279, i.). (J. M.] 

John Samuel Bewley, ..v., 
8. of ‘Thomas Bewley Munsell, Archdeacon of 
Londonderry, was b. at St. Columb’s, Lon ion- 
derry, Maret: 2, 1811, and educated at ‘Trinity 
College, Dublin (p.a. 1882, Lip. 1856). 
Taking rons Orders in 1834, he was succes- 
sively Cuaplain to Bp. Mant, Chancellor of 
the diocese of Conner, Rector of Kamoan, 
Vicar of Egham, diocese Worcester, and Rector 
of St. Nicholas’s, Guildford. He d. im con- 
sequence of a fall from the roof of his church, 
which was in the course of rebuilding, April 9, 
1875. His prose works include Our Neve Vicar, 
1867; The Winton Church Catechist, &c. His 
poctical works are :—. 

(1) Hymns and Mucellaneous Poems, Dublin, W. 
Curry, Jun., & Co,, 1837; (2) Parish Must or 
Devotional Poems, 1880; (3) Spiritual Songs her the 

Days throughout the Yeeur. 1857 
le’s Ed., 1875); (4 Ep amg ya 

ee less: (8) Ech Lave and Praise = 
; (2nd ed. 1866); (6) The ng 

pe 5 ome Fhe ty 69 rae Parton F Aseres hw a 7) Litan ns, 1869; (4 ; after 
) order The Book of Common + 1873; (9) Pra 

Watches by the € 1874; (10) Simon the Opventon; 
and Other Poems; (11) noes Carols, 

In these works several hymns which ap- 
peared in the earlier books are repeated in 
the later, and thus at first sight his composi- 
tions seem to be more in number than they 
really ure. The total amounts to nearly 300, 
and of these about one-fourth ure in C. U. 
The most popular of these ure, “God is love; 
that anthem olden”; “God of that grlorious 
ift of grace"; “Holy offerings, rich and 

rare”; “Lord of the living harvest"; 
“Mighty Father, Blessed Son”; and “ Sing 
to the Lord a joyful song.” In addition to 
those which are annotated under their respec- 
tive first lines, the following are in C. U. :— 

i, Appeared in his Hymne and Miecella- 
neous Poems, Dublin, sat. 

1. Binds have their quiet nests. Humility of Christ. 
pe oy 2. Dark and dim the Me rose. Good 

3. Friend of the frie andthe lone, Jesus, the 

4. My God, what wondrous love was Thine. Wait- 

5. O for a heart more fervent, Holiness desired. 
6, O for the time when on the world. Missions. 
7. The springtide hour brings leaf and flower. 

a This day the Lord is risen. aster. 
9, When cold our hearts and far from Thee. Teach 

us to Pray, 
10, Why restless, why 80 weary? Providence. 
11, Yes, I do feel, my God, that lam Thine. Assur- 

ii. Appeared in his Parish Musings, 1850. 
12. I 0) God, will im ir De pa maghag o 

Mg Members of Christ, Ch of God.  Confrma- 

18. So teach me, Lord, to number. The 0. and N. 

16. Soon {soon and for ever. Drath anticipated. 
17, The broken, contrite heart oppress’d. }*romises of 

18, Thou art near, yes, Lord, I feel it. Divine Sup- 

Ha Would’st thou learn the depths of sin? Passion- 
tde, 

iii. A red in his Spiritual Song . 
20. A fe bright haf nnee ie ae ology 
21. A happy, happy (merry, merry) Christmas, New 

Year's Day. 
22. hope, that we the fallen (sinful), Hes. 
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fog pe and band in hand. SS. Simon & 

gating Lord! I know 3. Be . Resignation, 
<_s2™Y of the work-day year, 5S. after aS sense =o Su 

2D: ys Dey - amt the Father. Holy Baptism, 

christ ove Dy oe F084 the Father. o lent. 
rk a Ww, my heart is sad. Confirmation. 

tote eg teae Christian's heart inquire. Christian 

lesnomm waceore 
a4. Ome * 

on God. From tke is, “One lesson Curist His own w 

** istakem 
Proudly ira Bis (the) hall of judgment. Tuesday 

beyore Feutter. 

s6. Sinfol, sigght to be blest. Lent. 

37. KbheChurch God, with equal care. St. James, 

38. “Che jourmey done; Toe rest . Burial. 
se. “Chesimple trust that can confide. Trust. 

420. Weary and sad, a wanderer from Thee, Lent, 

iv- Appomrest in his Hymns of Love and 
Praise, \1863, and 2nd ed., 1866. 

41. Ksounteous Dilesser of the scedtime. Seragesima. 
me. 

42. Brightly hopeful for the future. God's mercy 
rough life. 
43. ¢ is risen! Alleluia! Buster. 
“44- deck the grave with flowers. Easter 

465. Fight the good fight with all thy might. Fight of 
Fuith 

46. Holy Spirit, long expected. Whitsuntide, 
47- Hours and days and months and years. The Cir- 

‘45-1 bave no comfort put Thy love. The powe- 1, Thy Comfort of 
I knew Thee in the land of drought. 4 Song of 49. 
1 think of Thee bt. Svening. 

yoann Satle Satiers, cay.” Goud Priday. 

Light of the world gabal Thee, Missions 
Lord, 0 whom except to Thee? Holy Commu- 

My sins, my sins 
* . my Saviour. Ash Wednesday. 

Pr de the distant ‘mountains breaking. Second 
67. Otber Name 

é7e ALL than 
on. 

Lent. 

so. 
fl. 

a3. 
oe 

wator- 
oo. 

a our dear Lord's. Jesus All and 

Pay = ws, heavenly Father. Litany Hymn for 

arise Pyne the Lord, rejoice, ye Gentiles. Advent, or 
. Rest of 

Saviour and Prien Years, joy of the sed. Jesus, the 

soe. oe ™highty Rock. Jesus, the Rock of 
62. Sing, Oheave;, 3 Oearth rejoice. Ascension. 

of spring. Seed Time, . Sweet is 

vine Mercy. 

péline Teahing ‘a0 ee that pleaseth Thee. 

SE: Tine world mates, how glorious, Advent, 

BR EN ta re 
$s. ro Chiat Got Slay me, I will trust. Faith, 

OS. hen Thag The Incarnate Word. Christ- 

a 8ndered from His fold. The Love of 
Got. Appeared 

71. 

of Hepen 

Th neror ont 2. hike Bovieh Hywel, 2878. 
73. F Momeell: 1 thirn, 5 — r- Septuagesi 

joyous: | and muai carat -dhoge as ak sg bright, 
ess. + but th ve- 

Bmotion: few? of tho 5s and strong 

lence- @nly are o aan o 

eee Litany Hymns, 1869. 
Vv In the quiet grave. Huwrial. 
be *aken vita hold on me. Litany 
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Montes, su verticem. Jean 
Baptiste de Santeitil, [Visitation of the B. V. 
M.) Pub. in his Hymni Sacri et Novi, 1689, 
p. 34, and ugain in the Paris Breviary, 1736, 
and several modern French Breviaries. It is 
also in Carl. Newman’s Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 
and 1865. Tr. as:— 

Ye mountains, bend ye low. By I. Williams, 
in his Hys. tr. from the Purisian Breviary, 1839, 
in 6 st. of 41, and thence into the Hymnal for 
the Use of St. John the Ev., Aberdeen, 1870, 

{J. J.J 

Mon » Ignatius, r bro- 
ther ot foo Gaaa van & Beck. 4, 
1776, at Gracehill, near Ballymena, county of 
Antrim, a settlement of the (Moravian) Breth- 
ren, to which his father, the Rev, John Mout- 

ry, had removed in that year from Irvine, 
n Ayrshire. Ignatius Montgomery served us 
minister in four of the Brethren’s congrega- 
tious in England and [reland. He d. at Ock- 
brook, near Derby, April 28, 1841. See“ At 
God's right hand, &€.,” p. 80,14. [G. A.C.) 

Montgomery, James, s. of John Mont- 
gomery. & Moravian minister, was b. at Irvine, 

hire, Nov. 4, 1771. In 1776 he removed 
with his parents to the Moravian Settlement 
at Gracehill, near Ballymena, county of Anu- 
trim. ‘Two years after he was sent to the 
Fulneck Seminary, Yorkshire. He left Ful- * 
neck in 1787, and entered a retail shop ut 
Mirfield, near Wakefield. Soon tiring of that 
he entered upon a similar situation at Wath, 
near Rotherham, only to find it quite as unsuit- 
able to his taste as the former. A journey to 
London, with the hope of finding a publisher 
for his youthful poems ended in failure; and 
in 1792 be was glad to leave Wath for Slef- 
field to join Mr. Gales, au auctioneer, book- 
seller, and printer of the Sheffield Register 
newspaper, as his assistant, In 1794 Mr. 
Gales left England to avoid a political prose- 
cution. Montgomery took the She Regis- 
ter in hand, changed ite name to The She 
Tris, and continued to edit it for thirty-one 
years, During the next two years he was 
imprisoned twice, first for ae therein 
a song in commemoration of “The Fall of 
the Bastille,” and the second for giving an 
aceount of a riot in Shettield. ‘he editing 
of his paper, the composition and publica- 
tion of his poems and hymns, the delivery of 
lectures oo poetry in Sheffield and et the 
Royal Institution, London, and the earnest 
advocacy of Foreign Missions and the Bible 
Society in many parts of the country, gave 

great variety but = le of stirring incident 
to his life. In 1 he received a Royal 

neion of £200 a year. He d. in his sleep, 

at the Mount, Sheffield, April 30, 1854, and 

was honoured with a public funeral. A statue 

was erected to his memory in the Sheffield 

General Cemetery, and a stained glass window 

in the Parish Church. A Wesleyan — 
and a public hall are also named in his 
honour. Montgomery’s principal poetical 

works, including those which he edited, 

were :— 
Amusements, 1797 ; (2) The Wanderer of 

Swi + (3) The Wet Indies, ed Se 

The World tefore the Flood, 1613; (6) Greeniand « 
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1825; (9) The Pelican Ialand, 1823; (10) The Poet's 
folio, 1435; (uy) Original Hymns for Public, 

i nd Social Devotion, 1453. He also published 
at various times, and four editions of bis 

Works, the first in 1928, the second in 1836, 
the third in i841, and the fourth in 1454. Most of 
these works contained original hymns. He also con- 
tributed largely to vo gg ee ss poe ont other 
hymn-books lished nex! years, 
Pe eataper most noticeable was Cotterill's Sel. 
of 1819, in which more than 50 of his compositions 

In his Christian Psalmist, 1425, t are 
100 of his hymna, and in bis Hymns, 1853, 
355 and 6 . His Songs of Zion, 1922, number 
56 those which are repeated in the Original 
Hymns, there remain about 400 original compositions. 

Of Mcntgomery's 400 hymns (including bis 
versions of the Psalins) more than 100 are 
stillin C. U. With the aid of Montgomery's 
mss. we have given a detailed account «of a 
large number. The rest are as follows :— 

i. Appeared in Collyer’s Collection, 1812. 
1. Jesus, our best beloved Friend. Personal Dedica- 

tion to € fe 
"a. When on Sinal's top I see. Sinai, Tabor, and 

Calvary. 

ii. Appeared in Cotterill’s Selection, 1819. 
3. Come to Calvary’s holy mountain, The Open 

Fountain, 
4. God tn the high and holy place. God in Nature. 

The cento in Com. Praise, 1979, and others, ‘If God 
hath made this world so fair,” is from this hymn. 

5, Hear me, U Lord, in my distress. Ps. exliii, 
6. Heaven is a place of rest from sin, Preparation 

_ for Heaven. 

he world in condemnation lay. ion, 
12. Where are the dead? In boven er Deh The 

Living and the Dead, 

iii, Appeareil in his Songs of Zion, 1822. 
13. Give glory to God in the highest. Ps. 2ziz, 
14, Glad was my heart to bear. Ps. cawii. 
15. God be merciful tome. Ps. leiz, 

. God is — salvation. Pr, zxvii, 
17. Hasten, Lord, to my release, Ps. lez, 
18. Have mercy on me, O my God. Ps. li. 
19, Hearken, Lord, to my complaints. Pe. ziti, 
20, Heralds of creation cry. Ps, cxlwiii. 
21. How beautiful the t. 24s. ceeziii, 
22. How precious are Thy thoughts of peace. Ps, 

ereziz. 
2%. I love the Lord, He lent anecar. Ps, cxvi. 
24. In time of tribulation, /s, leevii, 
25, Jehovah is great, and be His praise, Ps, 

ziviti, Svmetimes, “0 great ts Jehovah, and great ts 
His Name.” 

26. Judge me, 0 Lord, in righteousness. Ps. alii. 
27. Lift up your heads, ye gates, and wide, Ps. xxiv. 
24, Lord, let me know mine(my]end. Ps, 2exi. 
2. Of old, O God, Thine own richt hand. Pe. lowe, 
30, O God, Thou art {my} the God alone. Ps. Leiit, 
31, O Lard, our King, bow excellent. Ps. witi. 

Sometimes, “ O Lord, how excellent is Thy name.” 
32. O my soul, with all thy powers, J's, citi, 
3a, One with all my soul's desire. Ps, zxevit. 

From this, “Grant me within Thy courts a place." 
M. Searcher of hearts, to Thee ate known. /’s, cxzxiz. 
35. Thank and praise Jehovah’s name. J's, crit 
36. Thee will I yates. O Lord tn Neb. 
37. The Lord is King ; upon His throne. #2. xeiid, 

Puy: The Lord is my Shepherd, no want shall | know. 
4. 2x, 

39, The tempter to my soul hath sald. Px. iti, 
40. Thrice happy be who abuns the way. s. ¢, 
41. Thy » Lord, the heavens declare. Ps, ziz, 
42. Thy law ts perfect, Lord of light. #’s, riz, 
43, Who make the Lord of hosts their tower. Pes, 

errr, 
44. Yea, I will extol Thee. Ps, xrz. 

; Pi Appeared in his Christian Psalmist, 

45. Fall down, ye nations, and adore. Universal 
adoration af God desired. 
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46. Food, raiment, dwelling, health, and friends. The 
Family Altar. 

47. where a foot bath never trod, Afoses im the 
desert. Previously in the Leeds Congregational (ullec- 
tion, 1822. 
48, Green and clear streams. Thee Good 

ga ag Py ay St Mercies acknoroledged, a east 
50. Not to the mount that burned with fire (flame). 

51. On the Christian Sabbath eve. Auste7- Sunday 

03. Gos prayer I heve: all prayers ta ene. Ftesigna- 
tion. 

Our heavenly Father bear. The Lord's 5 
Return, my soul, unto thy rest, est im God. 
Spirit of power and m behold. The Spirit's 

renewing desired. 
$6. The Christian warrior, eee bim stand. TFee Chris- 

tian Soldier. Sometimes, “Behold the Cohristian 
warrior stand.” 

67. The days and years of time are fled. Day of 
Ji le 

54, The glorious universe around, Unity. 
69. The pure and peaceful mind. 4A C¥ildren's 

Prayer. 
60. This is the day the Lord hath made(q.¥.). Sunday. 
61, Thy word, A ty Lord. Close of Ser~eice. 
62. What secret hand at mo light? Merrning. 

this world we roam. 

53. 
Ss. 
56. 

pen, 

64. Within these walls be peace, For Sundargy Schools, 

v. Appeared in his Original Hymns, 1853. 
as Bebold yon bright array. Opening a lace of 

4. id the book whose leaves display. Holy 

+ Come ye that fear the Lord. rmaliern. 
64. Home, klodred, friends, and country, these 

” oh enya is Jacob eerrestling 
ont i dereiaion alone. Consecratiaon of a 

71. Praise the high and holy One, God the (reator. 

In common with most poets and hymn- 
writers, Montgomery strongly objected. to an 
correction or rearrangement of his com 
tions. At the same time he did not hesitate 
to alter, rearrange, and amend the proc uctions 
of others. The altered texts which ago 
in Cotterill’s Sel., 1819, and which in numer- 
ous instances are still retained in somes of the 
best hymn-books, as the “ Rock of Ages,” in 
its gt par form of three stanzeas, and 
others of equal importance, were made prin- 
cipally by him for Cotterill’s nae. We rave 
this confession uuder his own hand. 

As @ poet, Montgomery stands wel I to the 
front; and as a writer of hymns he ranks in 
popelerity with Wesley, Watts, Doc¥dridge, 

ewton, and Cowper. His best hymaans were 
written in his carlier years. In his oled age be 
wrote much that was unworthy of his reputa- 
tion. His finest lyrica are * Angels from the 
realms of glory,” Go to dark Gethse=smane,” 
“Hail to the Lord's Anointed,” and “Songs 
of praise the angels sang.” His “Prayer is 
the soul’s sincere desire,” is an 3 panded 
definition of prayer of t beauty; and his 
“For ever with the " is full of lyrie 
fire and deep feeling. The secrets of his 
ae as a writer of h were maanifold. 

is poetic genius was of a high order, higher 
than most who stand with him in t he front 
rank of Christian poets. His ear for rhythin 
was exceedingly accurate and refined. His 
knowledge of Holy Scripture was most ex- 
tensive. His re views were broad and 
charitable. His devotional spirit was of the 
holiest type. With the faith of a man 
he united the beauty and simplicity of a child, 
Richly poetic without exuberance, dogmatic 
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tableness, tender without sen- 
«7 Aaborate without diffusiveness, 

B without apparent effort, he has 
the Church of Christ wealth 

<> ®® |y have come from a true genius 
ea" heart. {J. J.) 

"—" Hiomas, s. of John Moore, a 
OC ies xx2=0 at Dublin, was b. in that 

emo! 2s3- 1779, educated ut a private 
atys ry” « tnity College, Dublin; read at Juok and sehen ddle “K°<>mple for tne Bar; held a dew 

the Gow <mment in Bermuda for a short 
. en a. Beb. 26, 1852. His — 

al, avecd Correspondence were pub. 
| rae 5 Al HX wrssell in 1855. In that wor 
Lo detail concerning himself and his 
ptidaac Aaa pub Lications, most of them of high 
povtical merit, will be found. His connection 
with bymnody is confined to his Sacred Songe, 
which were pub. in 1816, and again in his 

Worka, 1866. These § were 32 
sell. and were written to popular airs of 

the follow- 
ks, mainly 

could _ 
b sancts 

a 

and & 

a picruse nations. Of these So 
img heve passed intoafew hymn- 
im Asmerica :-— 

2. Fy edith in the sunless retreats of the ocean. 
Frrtod . 

2.”* Kut w shall see the glorious day. The Final 
tise Afan, 

3. ome, ye disconsolate, where'er you languish. Re 
Zees t7e Prayer. In American hymn-books the text in 
eommetixnes as in T. Hastings and Lowell Mason's 

reed Song *, 1832. This may be distinguished from 
origina ny. the third stanza, which reads, “ Here see 
EBread of life; see waters flowing,” &c. 

te a is thy th O Israel. Jeract in Exile. 
Like morning when her early breeze. Power of 

Divine Crace, 

Who driest the mourners tear. Lent. 

God AU and in “ney word [grace] awaked my heart. 
1 , Pets cerance of J oud timbrel o’er Egypt's dark sea. 

jor \ ahha (dove) let joose in eastern skies. Prayer 

my fragrant shrine. The 
10. The turf shal) be 

From this «+ There's nothing bright above, 

- 
the 

Weatere- 

below *" is hy 

zight and life of mot » the Life and Light. God, the 

‘or by dhcnteee ‘he sinful Mary's tears? Lent. 

Sak a hymns Ny, 11 has attained the 
ares mouetity. (J.J. 
ee o of J.D 

Morabt merchant in’ Hamburg, was bat 
was pg - 28, 1805, From 1825 to 1828 

vt f€ Halle. cs... theology at the Universi- 

tice pit. pi SSttingen, and Berlin, gradu- 

—— resident <= ttingen in 1828. = ase 

Th Nine years as » candidate of reclogy (licensed preacher) at Hamburg, 

Schools, and devoting his 
Work of Home Missions. 

1.” 226 was appointed second | 
Lauenburg. and in 1846 

r at ener aoe ; 1884 
is ¢ ter, &e. 

His Oa rom his daug ). 
Puree , Principally in hia (1) Harfen- 

arm bure ™ miveng yr asyen lange (73), a r 
me and collctiong. Of Uhetn first appeared in various 

The best are his hymns of Love 
“Ppt tone and the fruits of ripe 

hose which have passed into 
Lora. bY 

to 1s4,¥° kénnt ichs besser haben. 
wrest ON lazy #0, &s above, p, 111, in 5 st. 3 

P. 360, omitting rt. ¥- Tr. as 
Whither should I go,” by Miss 

pasto 

chief pester. 
(Koch vil. 

Org 
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in HL. L., 1855, p. 62 (1884, p. 120). and im 
Mine Warner iy of tha Church ant is, p. 69. 

'e kleiner griéeser umility, Founded 
st. Jobn ili, 30. 1440, as above 1865" p. 121), in 

0, Kraus, 1879, p, 361. . a“ The less 
Steen” een: 1885, p. 31, 

wo 
above, p. 101, in 4 st., and in 

1862, No. 192, Tr. 
Bet where the world’s 
1860, p. 22. (2) “ Where 

? where the gate of beavea,” by J. Kelly, 
1865, p. 11. [J. M.) 

Moravian Hymnody. By the name of 
the Moravian Church ia signified the Church 
of the ancient Bohemian Brethren renewed in 
1722 at Herrnhut in Saxony [see Bohemian 
Hymnody, § 1.-1v. 3.) The ancient Brethren 
lived in Moravia and Poland xs well as in Bo- 
hemia, but because their main settlements 
were situated in Bohemia (until 1547), and the 
Bohemian language the one they employ: d in 
their writings, they received the general name 
Bohemian ren. They called themselves 
in Bohemian jednota bratrskd, and in Latin 
Unitas Fratrum. In like manner the Brethren 
of the Renewed Church are commonly called 
Moravians, becaure the first founders of Herrn- 
hut immigrated from Moravia. They assumed 
this name in England avd America, but in the 
Act of Parliament under the 12th Mny, 1749, 
they are acknowledged as the Protestant Epi- 

Church known by the name of Unitas 
Fratrum or the United Brethren, and there- 
fore their officiul nume is; Unitas Fratrum 
(Brethren’s Unity), or the United Brethren. 

i. History of the Moravians. 
The history of the Moravians is required in 

an article on the Moraviun Hymuody only so 
fur as it may help to further the better under- 
standing their hymns and hymn-books, 
their special character being modified by that 
Church from who-e mist they originated, and 
for whose use they were written and compiled. 
The most prolific Morvian hymn-writer is 
Count N. L. von Zinzendorf, and nearly all the 
other Moravian hymn-writers were influenced 
by him. After his death there arose but few 
Seer hymn-writers, as Gregor, Gurve, 
Albertini; and the hymn-beok now in use 
amon. the Moravians is for the most part the 
same, Which was edited towards the close of 
the last century. Therefore it may suffice to 

ve a brief account of Moravian history up to 
Gineendorf’ 's death in 1760. 

Introduction. From the commencement of the Bobe- 
mian Brethren’s Unity, some of Its members existed in 

Moravia, deputies from this land having already been 

sent as representatives to the constitutive Synod held at 
Lhotka (146+). About 1460 several hundred Waldenses 
emigrated to Moravia from the Mark Brandenbarg 
and joined the Unity, These, settled in Fulnek and 
Landskron, formed the only German-speaking part of 
the Unity, for whom Welsse edited the first German 
hymn-bovk. Nevertheless the Moravian branch of the 

Unity was fully incorporated with the whole boly, stood 

under the same direction, and had the same doctrines, 

institutions, &c, After the persecutions in Bobemia in 

the fatal year 1547, the fugitive Brethren chiefly found 
a refuge in Moravia, but in consequence of the battle of 
the White Mountain, near Prague, Nov, %, 1620, tho 

Unity in Moravia was destroyed, as ft was in Bohemia, 
by a cruel and bloody Anti-reformation. 

The ancient Brethren's Church was already dissolved 

in 1627, and three different sections of it can afterwards 

be distinguithed, each of which has its jcular fate. 

(1) The Polish Brethren's Church. It develo itself 
independently and joined with the Reformed Church in 
their contest with the Lutherans, so much so that at first 

Seinecke’s Beang. 
(1) “Where thy 

control,” Cc. T. Astley, 
is thy 
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the brethren had the upper hand, and their constitution 
was accepted by the Reformed Church in Poland. Later, 
however, matters were reversed, and the Brethren had to 
give up wore and more of their peculiarities. With the 
Union of the Evangelical Churches {n 1417, the Breth- 
ren’s Unity in Poland ceased altogether. (2) A second 
branch, in existence since 1627, is the Bohemian-Mora- 
vian Brethren’s Church. This migrated formally into 
voland, Hungary, Silesia, and Prussia, Altogether there 
are said to have been, till 1656, about 100 congregations 
wf the Brethren in these countries. After the destruc- 
tion of Lissa (in Poland) in 1656, this second branch, the 
Exile Church, which bas noimportance for the Renewed 
Brethren’s Church, disappears. (3) Of great twpor- 
tance Is the third branch, composed of those members 
of the Brethren’s Church who remained in Bohemia 
and Moravia, whom Comenius calls the “ hidden seed.” 
Amos Comenius, born at Comna, in Moravia, March 24, 
1592, was the last bishop of the Bobemian and Moravian 
branches, and he consecrated ‘in spem contra spem ” 
his son-in-law, Peter Figulus, or Jablonsky, bishop of 
the Unity. To bia death he maintained the hope that 
the expelled Brethren would be allowed to return to their 
fatberiand, and that the Unity woukd be re-established, 
Therefore when Cromwell, after having crushed Ireland, 
intended to settle the homeless Bohemians and Moravians 
there as a Protestant colony, Comenius could not agree 
to it: “Ego quidem a nostris dispersis nondum in boc 
pancto responsum habeo at, q sit, facile intelligo, 
nempe spes recollectionis in patria, quam plerique per- 
tinaciter fovent, et in his (ut verum fatear) ego quoque ” 
(see Vaughan's The Protectorate af Cromwell, il. 447). 
Soon aflerwards the Restoration of the Stuarts put an 
end to all such plans, Some of the Brethren, however, 
settled in _ od and Ireland, and their Bobemian 
names ettest their descent to this day, as John Cennick 
(properly Ceanik), well known in hymnody and in Mora- 
vian history, In addition to bis celebrated activity as 
teacher, Comenius was untiring in seers feagganse the 
courage and faith of the emigrant Brethren, and even 
that of the remnant in their fatherland, by means of 
letters and writings, For example, he wrote a German 
catechism for the Moravians in those villages from 
which 60 years later the founders of Herrnhut emigrated. 
They used it secretly in their homes the whole time, 
through it preserving thetr inward Evangelical views 
although externally Catholics. (One of the 
only two extant coples was brought them to 
Herrnlut.} 

2. A revival! of the Brethren's tradition among the 
German-speaking part of that “hidden seed" seems to 
have been called furth by the change in Church affairs in 
the neighbouring country of Silesia. Charles XUL. by 
the Altranstidter Convention, 1707, hat compelled the 
Emperor to restore 121 churches which had been taken 
from the Protestants. In connection with this Conven- 
tion, six other churches (**Gnaden-Kirchen”) were 
granted to them in 1709, ministers who were ap- 
_. to these churches were mostly excellent persons, 

ir sermons bad great effect, and as some of these 
Churches were not far from the boundaries of Moravia, 
sume of the “hidden Protestants (the * hidden seed ") 
mute use of the opportunity and often attended the 
services, especially in Teschen, 

Tn Moravia the Brethren’s traditions were kept alive 
particularly in the so-called “ Kublindchen.” One circle 
was in the villages of Sehlen and Seitendorf. George 
Jischke in Sehlen was the bearer of these traditions. 
His forefathers bad fled in the 16th century from Bo- 
hemia to Moravia. He was a true descendant of the 
ancient Brethren, and is described as a real patriarch in 
appearance. In constant Intercourse with this circle 
{formed by the families Jischke, Neier, &c.) was 
another in the tieighbourhood of Pulnek, in the on 
of Zauehtenthal and Aunewalde, » bere Samuel Schnet- 
der played the same part as G. Jischke. To the secret 
assemblies held by Schneider belongedthe families Kunz, 
Beyer, Stach, Zels rf, Tannenberger in Zauchtenthal, 
and Nitschmann in Kunewalde, 

In these circles Christian Dacid appeared twice In 
succession. This remarkable man was a carpenter from 
Bohemia, who, not content with bis Roman Catholic 
faith, had after long wanderings through Germany in 
search for true children of God, became a Lutheran, at 
Berlin, With the year 1717 be nm to pee t praca 24 
to Moravia and Bohemia, on which he ht out 
hidden Protestants on his own account, xis this 
time he made the acquaintance of the Count of Zinren- 
dorf, who was already widely famed for bis willingness 
to receive all oppressed . With Zinzendorf's per- 
mission lavid guided the firet three emigrants with wife 
and child from Seblen in Moravia, to Zinzendorfs estate, 
Berthelsdorf in Saxony, which they reached on June sth, 
1722. Zinzendorf was in Dresden, but his steward Heiz 
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received the people. He would not allow them, 
however, os they'd contemplate to build a house ian 
the village, but them to a place at sume distance, 
in the wood between Lobau and Zittau. Here Christian 
David felled the first tree for building a house, on the 
11th June, 1722, Heiz called this place the “ Herrnshut,” 
meaning that these homeless families stood umder the 
direct * protection of the Lord (German Hutdes Herrn). 

3, The Count of Zingendorf, who had afforded a refuge 
to these poor persecuted people, was born on the 26th 
May, 1700, in Dresden, and was descended fromm one of 
the most ancient noble families of the Arclaciuchy of 
Austria. His father, Saxon Minister of State, six 
weeks after the birth of bis son. latter, after the 
second marriage of his mother in 1704 tothe Prussian 
Field-Marebal von Nazmer, was brought ugo by bis 
Laespenp Henriette Catharine von Geredor® (p. 419, 
.), on her estate of Hennersdorf. His edacatiom wasex- 
clusively Pietistic. [We designate by the mame of 
IMetism a teligious movement which took place in 

about the end of the 17th century. As Puri- 
tanism in strong contrast to the Higela Church 

igland, so Pietism opposed a cessat ion or re- 
— - the an” fn in Germany by the 

awakening of “true piety." Spener, a main re goresenta- 
tive of that » Was Zinzendorf's gudfatlaer)] He 
would have liked to study theology, but his fam ily wished 
tim to prepare himself State service. Afterr having 
fini his study of law tn 1719, he travelled ia Holland 
and France, ¢ where giving bis attention to € Bye condi- 
tion of the Church and religious life. He sought the com- 
pany of Catholic and Reformed, of Pietists, Myvsstics, and 

jana, and everywhere made the obaervaticrn that to 
all these different denominations one thing was <.mmon, 
pomety. pe werore roared — in aby eye re- 
os expressed it, in Christianity heart. 
e feit himeelf at bome wherever he found 

faith, even with the most extreme sects. In Ce>ntrast to 
the confessional views, he named this a 
Returned from bis travels, Zinzendorf unde the 

paternal property. Orrace again 

for ls family Was again obliged conta ‘or was 
as Co and took a i wern- 

ment in Dresden. At rate he had the firm resolution 
to employ his religious and opinions for tle benefit 
of his fellow-men even in this situation, heedlenss of the 
offence which he might give thereby. ee 
not only by the meetings which he held im own 
house in Dresden, bat also by editing bis fSret four 
collections of hymna, 1725-31 (see fi., 1. ~. They 
have no connection with Herrnhut and the ME oravians, 
for he writes in the to the first Moraviean hymo- 
book of 1735 (eee H., 2.1): Until now four ed 
of hymns have been published. The first ones (ti, 
1. 1, Ist and 2nd editions) were intended for tase In the 
Church at Berthelsdorf own estate], the other for 
that of the children [li 1. 2]. In 1731 Mir. Marche 
published « collection of ent and moderrs hymna, 
which were to be useful to the children of God scattered 
hitherand thither.” It can be sacertained to certainty 
that the at Herrnbut availed iteeif of no 
part of thane totlvestons. 

4. In 1722 Zinsendorf, as already stated, ypermitied 
the oter, Chr. David, to bring some emigrants from 
Moravia to his estate at Berthelsdorf. From this year 
the emigration went on uninterroptedly till L ya3. But 
besides these Moravian emigrants there came <»ther peo- 

peemt Danette and confessional disputes aamong the 
i ts of Herrnbut, so that Zinzendorf fexwnd him- 
self, in 1727, compelled to give up his post in Dimesden and 
to reside in Bertheladorf. Zinzendorf wishec® that the 

Church, but they wished to re-establish thei old con- 
stitution as it was described by Comenius in bets “ Ratlo 
disciplinae.” And they gave him 1 neege dl to mw mderstand 
that “they would rather take up 
further, and doubted not that they would fiand places 
where this freedom would be granted them, 
they laid so much stress.” Zinzendorf could 
conscience sake let them fo. and formed on | Ihe ground 
of the “ Ratio disciplinae,” “ Congregation Regeylations” 
which on May 12, 1727, were acce and cigs 
all the inhabitants of Herrnhut. The renewal of the 
Brethren'’s Church waa completed by the 
Brethren's Episcopal Consecration being coma ferred on 
David Nitechmann by Jablonsky. This Daxaiel Ernst 
Jablonsky, the son of the above-mentioned Petrus 
— or Jablonaky, then Court Chaplain in Berlin, 

in 1699, received from hie father the 
Consecration for the Bohemian and Moravian 
With the consent of the Polish Brethren” Bishop, 

is 
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eer etrated David Nitschmann a Bishop 
uf. he <™ a 

srkov@y, 13. 1 F=Sle event, in 1732, when the colony at 
on MSM or to t Ee * etd but six hundred souls, the first two 

6. Thut mum bs, eeign lands hid been sent forth. On 
Hert? net ies to «> ® that year, David Nitschmann, after- 
miss jet oF AOE Sg os Bop of the Renewed Church, and Leon- 
the 2 )° pe first <» © 4t for the Island of St. Thomas, each 
ward® ber, set i= pocket, determined to sell them- 
herd Ojyx dollars ge there were no other way of preaching 
witts © Raves EMeroes. The missionary work grew 
welvGosre! to t }> Bet beginning, and has always remained 
a ~ on hake cata Gor of the Moravian Church. We 
— eviet — Wi <> Favian Missions as they exist at the 
on yet md tren <cause the Brethren translated their 
Pres Docks into the languages of moat of those nations 
yrene wa they were preaching the Gospel. (The first 

to = tre folleao © ing List indicates the 1ime of com- 
FeO ec rxctt, the  S<oond date the baptism of the first 
mer 
convert) 1.733 (March 29, 1739), 6 Stations, 

Ly yotrone amas 2 752, 1764, 1770 (Feb. 19, 1776), 6 

Seater Amer ca among the Indians, 1140(Feb. 11, 
1742), * Station=. 

4. S. Thomas anid 8S, John, 1732 (Sept. 30, 1736), 6 

Seasors. croix, 1733 (July 12,1244), 3 Stations 
G_ Jamaica, 1754 (April 27, 1755), 17 Stations, 

Antigua, 1756 (1756), # Stations. 
S&S. Kitts, 1LTTT (Nov. 14, 1779), 4 Stations. 
Ftarbados, 1767 (1768), 4 Stations. 

2 Tobago, TST, renewed 1827 (1799), 3 Stations, 
1 Mfosquita, 1849 (Oct. 23, 1849), 8 Stations, 
32- Pemerara, 1478, 2 Stations. Been “Raoes ene ti deren edie me <ior . Ne slaves), 1 

and os DE the (free) Seaton, 1768 (1771), 16 
Statice. 

24. South African Western District (among the Hot- 
tentots >, aspe C1741), renewed 1792, oA err by 

2G. set n Eastern District (among the 
<Caffres), 1518 (Jan. 6, 1830), 6 Stations. 

2 Australia, 1849, renewed 1858 (Jan, 18, 1860), 2 
Stations. a 

Fe ese timalaya, 1453 (1465), 3 Stations. 
6. Fart ¥ "rough their travels to the beathen, partly 

throusb oe fame which spread unconsciously to them, 
the ror he yeecsie known in other European lands. 
tg ae for DuBtess of Schaumburg-Lippe in Lon- 
Born eee oe nearer accounts of the Moravian settlement 
ae of the que,.as a German lady attacked te the 
bpd Tm of the British monarch George IL., 
ad Phe Mnly cor ed with Zinzendorf. The 
repis Owhe were @¥ian Church was taken by three 
exiles. but th — kindly received by tue Countess of 
oR wary, lag! Mot obtainan audience of the Queen, 
Ez t “haw 20 Brethren came to London, and, in 
AOS pelish con, lowed. They were all destined for 
the a eg ith the’, or George, partly to colonise, but 
mein a mad Che i 2 Bject of bringing the Gospel to the 
=o caslyent ee Ndians, Br. Spangenberg had been 

a oem ith the ‘9 London to make the needful arrange. 
menor mF tich impeoreia Trustees. His stay at fn 
dae Sree trodmnce for the future, as Spangenberg, 

4 t pees eden Rae as tl Colony), and to the Bishop o 
—— Tossed 8 wie P ected, of the Bishops notonly 

fiah colonies, but oe Ce the Brethren settled in the Eng- 
= licanm Episcopal’ their own accord offered to con 
* er company, wha.) 2ers, should it be desired. The 
Che same Year for Gee” bad’ left Hermbuat in August of 
a “OTs sailed in the very sbip which 
<—“ les Wesley, 7 &thorpe, the Revs. John and 

jals._ It Wax the ~ "ham, as well as the colonial 
a the Methodists fore on this voyage the Brethren 

ariicb. 1 its results 1 C&me acquainted—an acquaintance 
wie, both as Pr Ved to be of the utmost import- 
Tn the following yore Christendom and heathen lands. 
Ffouse. Chelsea, and pa’ the Moravians hired Lindsey 

A also in Yorkshj Ban to hold meetings in London 
Statutes Were drawn 12 On the 12th May, 1738, certain A stat) minister) ang 7" P co jointly by P. Poehler (Mora- 
fication Of tO smaly WV esiey for the guidance and edi- 

ase of -J- Hutton ty, Preligicus Society meeting in the 
iety oo hated teacittle Wyld Street. A part of this 

unfom is date woreteree at & distinct congregation in 

7 
= 
2 
o 
1 

til 4 Charch on Nov. 10, 17!2. 

been sory The ish Moravian hyme-books had 
17436 xclusiy y goot was put to press Oct. 24, 
Imost Spd left ty of ,0T Use Nov, 24, It consisted 

The Droge®slations from the German. 
Aug. 4, 1742. thad some 
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English hymns in addition to the contents of the first 
edition. All the editions till 1754 must be regarded as the undertaking of — individuals, having no 
sanction from the Church as such, On the 12th * 1749, the Moravians were Paes by a Rill of the English Parliament as a “ Protestan Eye Church known by the name of Unitas Pratrum or The United 
Brethren.” 

7. Inthe meantime the Moravians founded new settle- ments iu Germany, of which Herrnhaag in Wetteravia (founded 17.4) was the most important, In the year 
lis, the Count of Zinzendorf tad been exiled from Saxony, by which means his odversaries bad almed at 
the de-truction of the settlement at Hermhut. But 
although Herrnhut daring the next years suffered from 
the Count’s exile, yet this misfortune luid the founda: 
tion-stone of several new settlements in Germany. The 
Count, accompanied by his family and some of his most 
able fellow-labourers, lef Saxony, and this “ f ma” 

tegation”’ sought refuge with a friend of Zinzen- 
*, the Count of Bi h, in Wetteravia. Here 

they bought land, and founded Herroh which be- 
came the — af aha cna aay the a 
i2 years. Here the p ‘scongregation waa stat! 
visitors from all parts of Germany came and went con- 
tinually, news from the Missions arrived every week 
from all parts of the world, while missionaries them- 
selves, accompanied by converted negroes, or Esqui- 
maux, or Indians, &ec., — accounts of their work. 
Every inhabitant of this little colony, homeless on this 
earth, was every day prepared to be sent to any part of 
the world. No wonder that thix remarkable congrega- 
tlon felt iteelf standing above all national, ecclesiastical 
of other distinctions, that {t lost sight of the real rela- 
tlons of this life, and that in tts midst a fantastic and 
sentimental form of religious thought grew up. This 
is proved by the hymn-books, which were published in 
the years 1741-49, and which were later suppressed by 
the Moravians themselves. In 1760, a new Count of 
Badingen, who was jealous of Zinzendorf, commanded 
the inhabitants of Herrnhaag to renounce Zinzendorf by 
signing an edict; but they all, without exception, re- 
fused. preferring to leave Herrnhaag, and settled, partl 
in Niesky (Silesia), founded 1742, ly in Pennsyl- 
vanis. Herrnbaag thus deserted, fell to ruins, which 
stand to this day, In 1747, Zinzendorf was allowed to 
return to Saxony, and spent the last years of his life 
pe se Hermbut, where he died May 9, 1760. With 

death the original lod of the Moravian history 
regarding their hymn-books ends, the next 40 years 
(1760-1400) being devoted to the constitutio and 
financial affairs of the Brethren’s Church. 

ii, Moravian Hymn-books. 

(1) Zinzendorf's Collections of Hymns. 
The following books are sometimes but 

falsely taken for the first Moravian books, 
They have no further connection with Herm- 
hut than that Zinzendorf edited them, and 
that most of the hymns in the Moravian H. Bk., 
1735, are taken from them. (See i. § 3.) 

1. Sonniens — Pa venting nara! a 
ua 7 ™ 

pera prd a grandmother, enriette Catharine von Gere- 
dorf. The dedication is dated: Dresden, May 26, 1725, 
It contains #39 hymns (24 by Zinzendorf). 2nd ed. 
unaltered, besides an “* ae " (No. 90-1078), and a 
“Zugabe" (addition), No, 1079-1149) (17 hymns by 

ndorf), 
2, Binfaltige aber theure Wahrheiten...... aus 

werschi en geistlichen wnd lieblichen Liedern denen 
Kin fiitigen und Kindern vo durch Graf Lud- 

ig von Zinzendorf (Le. Simple but precious truths, . . 
ed from various hymns and spiritual songs 

duced for simple folk and children by Count L. von Z.), 
1727, dedicated to B. W. M reer, 2 parts, 379 and 363 
short hymns in alphabetical order, an extract from the 

ing for the children, 3nd ed. 1724. Later hymn- 
«for the Moravian children, 1754, 1757 (London); 

#9 (Barby). 
11s Orel cotheltiekas Rings wnt Di-deeinie adel 
cinem Anhang (a small Christian Catholic Song and 
Prayer Book with an Appendix), 1727, Contains 79 
hymns from the Heilige Seetentust, of J. Scheffler (q.¥.). 
he ** Ashang « contains 147 hymns, an extract trom 

No, 1 fer the Roman Catholica, 
4. Sammlung geist- und lieblicher Lieder (acollection 

of hymns and spiritual a by A. Marche at 
Gérlitz. The dedication to the Princess of Denmark 
Charlotte Amalie is dated Ang, 27, 1731, Contains 
1402 bymns, and an “ Anhang," No. 1403-1416. 1009 
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hymns are taken from the H. Bk. go ge both gl 
jd Zinzendorf}), 407 new hymns (among these 41 by 

'), therefore in all 126 bymns written by Zine 
rendorf. 

6. G Lud von Zingendorf, Teutsche Gedichte 
— raf amen Count perch von Zin 
errnhut, ra, 135 bymos (from years 1713-35); 

2nd ed., Barby, 1766, 130 bymns. 

” The German Moravian Hymn-books. 
RO . Das ~_ = = Floren debe oo 

bymn-book u' t at He ut 
f Send an * Anbang,” os 973-999. vec nanan 
tion of the b is very defective ; the Nos, 814, 469, 
204, 068, O77, O78, O42, are all to ‘be found repeated 
twice ; ane between Nos. 042 and 943 is ove unnum- 

mn. Therefore the book contains $99 hymna, 
jek 4 the last hymn is numbered 991, #41 
are taken from Marche's MH. Bk. (1. 4), in which 121 are 
by Zinzendorf (5 are omitted). 158 h mns are new ; 87 
nt ey Sy ae ; 4 by Erdmuth 

; aby M . Dober; 2 by Gutbier ; 2 frum 
the rs Brethren's H. Bk; T by non-Moravians ; 
46 by anonymous authors. 
2. The same, Ind ed., 1737, unaltered with exception 

Pri hoe d numeration of the hymns, 5 new “An 
bange"’ (appendices) are added (3. b.). In the follow- 
oF gerd s posse Tth **Anhang” hymna, No. ligi- 
1264, prin’ vat likely 1738, eh * Anhang “ hymas, 
No, 1265-1370, with a Zmseaent “ Written 
on board of the ship Aletta, off Ushant, Apr. 16, 1739." 
A int of No. 2 appeared, 1741, without place of pub- 
i as;—Das Gesa der Herrnhut: und an- 
derer Hrider-Gemeinen mit denen Cithnischen Liedern 
vermeArt. 

3. @. Christliches Gesangduch der Evangelischen 
Brider-Gemeinen von 1736 zum drittenmal 
a rye ee durchaus revidiert 1741 (Le. 

hymn-book of the Evangel 
Seecneente congregations of 1735, edited fur 
the third time and newly revised nut). 
The bymns 164-170 are omitted; No. 171 
follows on No. 163. In the preface stand: 
* The whole rubric on the * anointing’ is in- 
tentionally omitted, because some bymnes in 
that rubric did not exactly express the mean- 
ing of the Holy Scripture, othera contained 
sorne doctrines which we could never defend,” 
All other deviations from 2 No, 1 consist 
only in single words and ex) 

Bb. Anhan, “ cin zweyter zu dem Gesang- 
der Evangelischen Briider-Gemeinen 

Nonny miix a8 a second part to the Hymn- 
k of the Evangelical Brethren’s congrega- 

tions). It contains: Anhang 1-4, 9th (hymns 
No. 1371-1527); 10th (bymns No. + 1828-1681), 
In the following years apy 

oO. 1689-1791, with _ lith, bh a 3 
acs ie sieendet, dated * From the 

tone before i never = in the great 
Canada, Skehantowino, Oct. 15, 1742. a” 

Printed 1743. ““ Zugabe™ (suppt.) to the 11th 
pa em brag de No, 1792-1862, Printed 1744. 

“ " 12th, hymns No. 1863-2156, printed 
1746, oo? suppl, to the 12th appendix hymns 
No. 2157-2201. nal suppl. hymns No, 3202- 
2276. 3rd supp. hymns No. 2277-2313, with 
a preface July Al, 1747. ath suppl, 
— No, 2314-2357. All the four suppl, 
Maowls awe in the years 1746—45, 

4. . follow extracts from the preceding were 

a. ms Kleines Gi Biichlein zum Gebrauch der 
eee e. A small hymn-book for the use 
of pilgrims), Frankfurt, 1736, 

b. Hirtenlieder cum Bethlehem (i.e. Pastoral songs 
from Bethlehem), Germantown (North Ame- 
tica), 1742. 

5. Btwas vom Liede Mosis des Knechts Gottes und 
— Liede des a das iat: Alt- ah ae 

ider~ rom qT Henocks bither, fiir 
Kinder oar aan Gets. gesammlet Lon- 
don, 1753 (i.e. Part of the of Moses the servant of 
God and of the song of n> heals (Revel. 15, 3), Le. 
ancient and modern Brethren's song from the days of 
Enoch tll now, collected for all Chikiren amd Souls 
of God...... The face in dated “ Westminster 
Abbey, 1752" (Zingendorf lived at that time in Hut- 
ton's ¢ house opposite Westminster.) The book 
was printed in Zivseaderts private press at Lindsey 
House, Chelsea, which be bought 1760, and entered into 
1153. This book is the first chronologically arranged 
collection of German hymns of all ages. Vol. 1. contains 
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mee si ymns, ate. as follows:—(1) Anthems out of 
(2) wae tea es (3) Hys. of the 

can after the heen, (a) Hys, of the xvi. 
century ; (4) of the xvii. century; (c) thase Bag d 
al “viri desideriorum” [the Pletists, 161 

and (6) An enchiridion of the b of the 
‘a congregation in the xviii, . Vol. U, 

London, 1754, It contains 1696 the Evan- 
gelical a 
preface tor ge 18 Lindsey ous Jan, 13, 1755.” 
Fe. rng Po! whrigen Briider-Lieder acit 1749 (Le. 

the Brethren’s hymns written since 1749). 
i preface is dated “Emmaus, 1755." Part i. contains 

hymns written by Christian Renatus von Zinzendort 
(neh, Hg Aes it. 310 hymns. Second enlargecd ed. 1760, 

Nos, 1-73: part il. Nos. 74-243: ancl a supple 
—T. ugabe '"), Lert 55 hymna. 

ract from ne): Nos. 5 and 6. Kleivae Briider- 
amma Buch, Herteulieder von Sethichem 
(and ed. of 2. a gh gy nll Part tl. Der 
Gesang des su Saron (1. 
at Saron), . 1754 (parts i. and il, 
maga 176), 2307 3rd edition, 
4th ed., Barby, 1767; Sth ed., Bar 
edition unaltered). Part iii., Bar! a 361, 512 hymns. 

8. Gesangbuch zum Gebrauch tachen Bré- 
Cirqeereines, Barby, 271% (he, Hymn: book for the use of 
the Evangelical Bre’ It contains 
1750 ovina takes fees ail tee artier Sectliousn’s tpuame 
books, and several new, 1227 bymns are written by 
Moravians (96 hymn-writers), end 127 are emixed, Le. 
composed of single verses of Moravian and 20n-Morta- 
vian hymns. 1778-1870, this hymn-book we as several 
times reprinted unaltered. An appendix was eclited 1404, 
containing 2:5 new hymna. 

9. Kleines Geeangbuch der evangelischeva #riider- 
gemeine (Small hymn-book of the Evangelical Brethren's 
Vburch), Gnadau, 1870. It contains 1212 hymas, 1124 of 
them are taken from 2. No. s. 48 are new (22 from toe 
appendix of +£06),of which 15 are written by Dyforavians. 
384 Moravian and 39 mixed bymns ore omitte«#. There- 
ore this bymn-book contains #54 Moravian aracd 44 mixed 
ymna, 

(3) The English Moravian Hymn-beoks. 
1. A Collection of Hymns with several tr-eansiations 

Srom the ogg of the Moravian Brethreva, London, 
1342, 187 ns. 2nd ed., — 1743, with an op 
pendiz hymns 1 No. 188-239 ; rd ed., London, 1746, 

2. The same, part fi., London, 1746, hymras No, 240- 
403, At pp. 764-814 a collection of unnumbered hymns 
and single verses. 

3. Part iii, London, 1748, 126 hymns oi — 
“single verses cut of several German hymns," 
— = London, 1749, 126 bymns and wich guionn “No. 

-16l. 
4. Some other hymns and poems, consistingy chissly of 

translations from the German, London, 1752. 
5, A collection of hymns of the Children of God in 

all Ages, from the Beginning till now. In fwo parts, 
Lamdon, 1154. Parti., 696 hymns ; part ll., * containing 
hymns of the present Congregation of the Brethren, 
460 hymns and several “ single verses.” 

6. A collection of hymns chiefly extractec® from the 
larger hymn-book of the Arethren’s congyregations, 
London, 1769, 257 by 

7. A collection hymns for the useof the J rotestant 
Church the United Brethren, London, 175%, 887 
bymns. became the normal bymn-book . 
The editions are >— 
8. The same, revised and enlarged ; Manche=ster, 1501, 

with 1000 hymns. 
®. Supplement to the edition of 1801; Manchester, 

1808, with bymns 1001-1200. 
10. New edition with supplement incorporated ot 

revised; Ashton-under-Lyne, 1426, 1200 tem] 
the reprints of this edition it was entitled 
Hymns for the use of the Protestant Church af “the 
United Brethren. 

11. New and revised issue of the 1826, editec® by James 
Montgomery and others; London, 1849, 1260 (1261) 
hymns, Many of the Brethren’s hymns weere in this 
edition replaced by standard English nora~Morarian 

12. poor toe the hymn-book ; London, 1476, with 
82 mostly modern English non-Moravian hyarans. 

13, A new and revised edition of No. 12, London, 
1846 (Preface, Christmas, 1485), with 1322 hy xnns. This 
elition is greatly improved, comtaing mam 
English non-Moravian bymns, and for the ume 
affixes autbors' names. The larger edition also give 
the first lines of the originals of the translstect hy mim’ 
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¢<in Hymn-books in other European 

* Five books, dating from 1756 to 1877, 
‘<> © trs. of German bymns. 
#~ tve books from before 1748 (when the 

> tw 152%, all the bymns being tre. from 

72> books, in several editions from 1738 
= eo. from German. 

we Three books, dating from circa 1741 to 
‘- = German. 

From th arwace books, in various editions from 1747 
7 © be German. 
a Pive books from 1742 to 1874. From 

ne book, 15819. 
4.x) Lusatia), One book tr. from bymns 

‘crravian H. #k., 1741. 

Morawvéan Hymn-books for Missions 

- 
119%* -¢ 

5 
asnougt the Feathen. 

1. Caires. 7’ Aree books dating from 1856 to 1885. Tr, 

lhe Gertmma®r- 
from & ~ Two books, in various editions from 

Tr. from the German. 
3. im Worth America. (ne book in two edi- 

tions, 1503 amd 1547, being tre. from the German and 
Emelish Moravian H. Bks. 

4. Labrador. One book in two editions, 1541 and 
Tr. from the German Moravian H. Bk, 

s.- ages im Be. 6f. John, and St. Croix. 
Treo Pooks from 1765 to lis4. Tr. from the German. 

WWegroes in Surinam, Three books from 1520 to 

tii. Moravian Hymn-writers. 
The must important of the Moravian hymn- 

writers are noticed in this Dictionary under 
their respective names. They include J. B. 
vor Albertini, Anna Dober, C. B. Garve, 
«<. Gregor, Esther Griinbeck, Henriette Louise 
von ayn, M. G. Hehl, 8. Liotrup, P. H. 
Molther, G. Neumann, Anna Nitschmann, J. 
N itechminn, J - Priitorius, L. E. Schlicht, A. G. 
Spangen erg, Count N. L. von Zinzendorf, 
and meg C. R. von Zinzendorf. 

The yMn-writers of less importance, and 
whose *y¥mns are maiuly coufined to the 
Moravier hymn-books, ‘ectella — 

2. 
1T47T to 1460. 

Eniians 

Moravia, b. April 16, 1710, at Kune. 
1761, = N fag missionary in Greenland. d, 

Herrnhut, in Greenland. 
e rau, Christias, pet mag 1746, in Wetteravia, 

*, Adam von, b. 1739, at Riga, d. 1772 
at Herrnbu. 

3 Moraviay Heinrich von, b. Aug. 26, 1738, at ] 
Rig- he es tT . 

nm frei (Si tister at Zeist (Holland) and 
Gnade ste lesia). a. Oct. ng 1785, at Herrubut, 

sre A moerican Inada”? 1740 missionary among the 

7- net, Kis. 1745. iy ah eis 
ME - ® 2 . 

OS. 1TS1. in Peniay}.2 47. Bishop of the Unity. . Apri 
ha cl ens, Vania. 

via minister b. Sept. 1, 1706, at Bertin. 

x at Fierrobut, Maren etiin, Guadenfrel, and Herrnhut, 
- "9g. Devid, 23, 1776. 

Fulnek, M b. Dec. 31, 1690, at Senftleben, or . 

neer ‘put. 4. Feb 5-122 built the first house in 
Hers pober. Leonharg 751, at . » at Herrnhut. 

fs pinkelsbahl, FAS: b. March 7, 1706, at Monchsroth, nm Vari ; 
me * A, 1732 the first missio 

einer. * Li tye" tn st. Thomas, W. 1. 174 
i1. Dever, . i Lb at Herrnhut. 

. 9, 1745, at Her. Nov, 23, 1701, at Minchsroth, 
a. = Gersdort. Abrah ant. nett Biidingen- 

rear 

Stee ee EUNzlact vom, b. April 7, 1704 at 
Unity’S = ~ al SPs Silesia. 1769 member of the 

Magh<Gralt, 2 An. a, 1184, at Barby, near 
is- near Rom), 
yne- naynet . b. Sept. 28, 1714, at 

aaiste ig yer) Sein? vant 
Meiningen. Moravian 

ae, 1782 : North Caroline, d. AUg- 
14- * 

b. Feb, 23, 1704, at Senft- 
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leben, Moravia. Bishop 1186. d. March 26, 1783, at 
iD 

14. Jiischke, Nikolaus Andreas, b. Dec. 6, 1718, in 
Moravia. Moravian minister at Berlin, 1760 director 
of the Moravian mission in India, d, Jan. 1, 1762, at 

quebar. 
16, Lauterbach, Johann Michael, b. March 19, 1716, 

at Butistedt, near Weimar. Moravian miuister at Berlin. 
d. Nov. 29, 1787. 

17. Laux, Christian Friedrich, b. May 14, 1731, at 
—-" near Herrnbut, d. April 12, 1784, at 

18. Lawatech, Anna Maria, nee Demuth, b. Nov. 17, 
1712, at Karledorf, Moravia, 4d, 1759, in America. 

19. Layritz, Paul Eugenius, b. Nov. 13, 1707, at 
Ww Havaria. Member of the Unity’s Direction, 
liéa, d. July 31, 1764, at Herrehut. 
20, , Simon, from Langensalza. About 1740 

Moravian minister in America. 
Miller, Gottfried Polykarp, b. June 13, 1645, at 

berg, near Chemnitz. 1740 bishop. d. June 17, 
21. 

Stoll 
1747, at Urseikau in Silesia. 

Wi b. Nov. 16, 1716, at . Neisser, ‘enzel, 
Seblen, Moravia. Member of the Unity’s Direction, 1764. 
d. Oct. 12, 1777, at aa 

Georg, b. April 11, 1715, at Sehlen, 23. Neisser, 
Moravia. 1735 Moravian minister in America. 

24. Ni David, b, Dec. 27, 1606, at Zauch- 
tenthal, Moravia. 1732 with L, Dober missionary in 
St. Thomas. First bishop of the renewed Brethren’s 
Chureh. Consecrated March 13, 1735, by D. E.Jablonsky, 
at Berlin, d, Oct. 1772, at Betblebem, Pennsylvania. 

25. Ni . Johann, the elder, b. Oct. 3, 1703, 
at Kunewalde, Moravia. 1741 bishop. d. May 26, 
1772, at Zeist near Utrecht. 

b. Mareh 8, 1721, at 26. Oldendorp, Georg Andreas, 
Hildesheim. d. March 9, 1757, a8 Moravian minister 
at Ebersdorf. 

27. Peistel, Karl Heinrich von, b. March 25, 1704, 
at Nedlitz near Welssenfela. d. March 24, 1782, at 

Herrnhut. 
28. Balthasar Friedrich, Count von, b 

1711, d. Feb. 2, 1744. at Erbach, Franconia. 
|. Reichel, Johann Friedrich, b. May 16, 1731, at 

Windisch-Leabe aear Alten’ . 1769 member of the 

Unity’s Direction. . at H ut, Nov, 17, 1809, 
. Reichel, Renata Eleonore, b. 1763, d. April 5, 

1815, at Nie-ky in Silesia, 
91. Reinocke, Abraham, b, April 17, 1712, at Stock- 

holm, Sweden. i744 Moravian minister in America. 

d. April 7, 1760, at Hethlebem, Pennsylvania. 

32. ick, Hermann Reinhard, '. |.cc. 1, 1704, at 

Eckenbeim, near Hanau. 4, Sept. 28, 1771, at Herrahut. 

33, Schmidt, Joachim, from Swedish Pomerania. 

c. 1740 assisted in the achools at Her nbut. 

$4. Schrautenbach, Li Karl, Baron von, b. 

1726, d, 1783, on bis estate of Lindbeim in Wetteravia. 

35. Seebaas, Wilhelm, d. 175%, at Eberadorf. 

36. 5 berg, Eva Maria (Immig), b. March 8, 

1696. 4. March 21, 1751, at Herrntut. 

’ Stach, Matthiius, b, March 4, 1711, at Manken- 

dorf, Moravia. 1733 Muravian missionary in Green- 

land. 1771 Moravian minister in Pennsylvania. d. 

Dec. 21, 1747. 
38. Till, Jakob, b. a a, I via, aaa 

vian minister in neylvan a 

we. , Johann, b. at Zauchtenthal, Moravia. 

Moravian minister in England and Irelan-. d. 1764, at 

Dublin. Pe 
Benigna J ter of 

Pha x. L. von Zinzendorf, b. Dec, 28, 1725, at Berthels- 

dorf near Herrnbut. Married Johannes von Watterisle, 

9746. d. May 21, 1789, at Herrohut. 

aw % von, b. Feb, 7, 1700, at 

"da. April 24, 1277, at Herrnbut, 

“ Wai i Johannes von, originally Johann 

Michael Langeuth, bat ado by F. von Watteville, 

(et. 14, 1718, at Walschleben near Erfurt. Member 

Me the Unityre Direction, 1764. d, Oct. 11, 176%, at 
nade i, Si e 

. ‘wobeser, Eonat Wilhelm von, b. Nov. 29, 1727, 

at Luckenwalde, Brandenburg. Co-editor of the Brider 

G. B., LTT. wrote a German metrical version of 

. d. Dec. 16, 1795, at Herrnbut. 

the Pesoder, Jehann Wilhelm, b. 1716. 1742-1761 

Moravian missionary in Surinam, d. 1782, in Holland. 
Zinzendorf, Countess von, 

45. 
Countess of Reuss-Ebersdorf, b. Nov, 7, 1700, at 

= orf, married Count N. L. vou Zinze! orf, Sep. 7, 

Fiya. and d. June 19, 1756, at Hermnbut. (J, T. M.) 

More, Henry, p.p., was b. at Grantham 

in 1614, and educated at Eton ant ene 
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College, Cambridge, where he graduated in 

1635, and coe Fellow of his College in 

1639. He declined varivus offers of high pre- 

ferment. He spent his time mainly in the 

study of philosophy and as a pritate tutor. 

He d. in 1687. In 1640 he pub. his Psycho- 

zoia, or the First Part of the Song of the Soul, 

containing a Christiano-Platonic display Pd 

Life. In 1647 this was ie with ad- 

ditions as Philosophical Poems. His poems, 

collected and edited by Dr, Grosurt, are in- 

eluded in the Chertsey Worthies Library. 

His “Philosopher's Devotion,” beginning 

“Sing aloud! His praise rehearse,” is given 

in Macdonald's England's Antiphon. His 

Memoirs were pub, in 1710, is Divine 

Dialogues with Divine Hymns added thereto 

were ahr in 1668. From a hymn in this 

work, beginning “When Christ His body u 

had borne,” J. Wesley took 10 st. and mould 

them into two hymns, which he included in 

the Wes. H. Bk., 1780, as “ Father, if justly 

still we claim” (The Holy Spirit desired), 

No. 444; and“On all the earth Thy reid 
U. 

BA 

form is a hymn for Sunday, and was gi ven in 

his Hys. Old and New, 1864, No. 6, in 6 st. of 

6 1., and the second, for Autumn, in his Annus 

Sanctus, 1877, p. 221. The only difference in 

these two forms of the hymn is in st. i, L4:— 

For Sunday, ‘* Calm, and sweet, and holy, 
Be our Sabbath Day.” 

Por Autumn, “Calm and sweet and boly, 
Be our Autumn day.” 

The first form only isin C.U. (J. J.) 

Morning breaks upon the ttomb, 

W. B. Collyer. (Easter) 1st pub. in his 

Hys. partly Collected and partly Oréginal, 
1812, No. 960, in 4 st. of 41, entitled * Jesus 

rising—An Easter Hymn,” and signed “ W. 

B.C.” Its modern use is mainly confined to 

America. - J.J 

Morris, Alfred John, was b. ut Hamp- 

stead, London, March 6, 1814. Educated 

privately at Cheltenham. Ministered to Con- 

gregational Churches at bd “a (1833 to 

1839), Manchester (1839 to 1842), Holloway 

(1842 to 1862), and Bowdon, Cheshire (1862). 

He d Nov. 15, 1868. His principal works 

were Glimpses of Great Men, Religion and 

Business, Words for the Heart and Life, The 

Shepherd and his Lambs, and a posthumous 

volume of sermons, The Open Secret. Ele was 

an extensive contributor to the eno 

astor of a Congregutional church at St. tional periodicals. He wrote a large num 

Neots, Huntingdonshire, where he remained of hymns for friends which appeared in various 

till 1821, when he was appointed divinity | aguzines. The one hymn by which he 

tutor at Wymondley Academy (subsequently will be remembered is “ Blest Saviour, let me 

removed! to London, and known in later years | be a child” (4 Child's Prayer), which was 

as the Coward Academy). He retained this | & pended to one of the discourses im The 

appointment till his death in 1840. His Shepherd and His Lambs, 1868, This is a 

tudies of History were pub. in a series of hymn of great distinctiveness both of thought 

volumes; and his Christian Pastor (a poem in and expression, and has been included in 

three books) in 1809. His hymns are not | many hymnals, especially those for children. 

widely known, The best are :— (W. G. HJ 

aeieretbet of mercies, condescend. Departure of a| Morris, Eliza Fanny, née Goffe, was 

; ; b. in London in 1821, and married in 1849 to 
. Go, and . . 

1 ee | Se aE a Catala by 
These hymns were given in the Evangelical on Kindness to Ané y the 

Mesatine. Dat, 1818. p. 544, as“ Fea enced 
Band of Hope. Her pub. works are The 

pe for « Missionary Ordination Service. Voice and the Reply, Worcester, 1858, and 

ung at the Rev. Mr. Morell’s Chapel, St. Life Lyrics. She also edited a Bible Class 

Nects. Oct. 28, 1818, at the ordination of Mr. | Hymn Book, and contributed the words to 
C. Mault, Missionary to India.” Both hymns School Harmonies, pub. by her husband. Her 

are signed “M.” “They were ineluled in | Pymns in C. — = 
. A. . unto and rest. Christ's Invvtation. 

Sind Gy i ko and hence) tOe® fe Rt (ain 
Morison, John, Oe Sr ome, Onl ol ene L thle bb tn 

° ohn, p.p., was b.in Aberdeen- | yi; Le eed in’ Pt ti. of Th a 
siire in 1749. He studied at the University m4 issn: entitled Rial ti ag Laoag Tampa" 

of Aberdeen (King’s College), where he gra- | From Miller's Singers and Songs of the Church, 1969, 

duated m.a. in 1771. In 1780 he became ala ag ~ oo written on the 4th of 
parish minister of Canisbay, Caithness. He 0 Thou eared 

received the degree of p.p. from the Univer- eS iets loa eee meg Oy! ore test 

sity of Edinburgh in 1792. He d. at Canis- 
bay, June 12, 1798. He was one of the 

im Jesus desired, From The Voice and , Las8, 

into the Anglican H. Bk,, 2nd ed., 1871. we G. HJ 

members added on May 26, 1781, to the Com- 
mittee appointed by the General Assembly of 

Morris, George Perkins, was b. in 

Philadelphia, Oct. 10, 1802. In early life he 

1775 to revise the Translations and Para- 
rases of 1745. ‘To him are ascribed Nos, 

removed to New York, where, in 1822, he be- 

9, 21, 29, 30 and 35, in the 1781 collection, 

came the editor of the New York Mirror mage 

and he is said to have been joint author with 
Scottish 

shower,” No. 445. These hymns are in 

in G. Britain and America. [W. T. 

Morell, Thomas, was b. in 1781, and 

educated at Homerton College for the Congre- 
ioal ministry, About 1800 he became 

zine. On that magazine, her with The 
Home Journal, he was with N. P. 

John Logan of Nos. 27 and 28, Dae 
Translations and Paraphrases.) (J. M.) 

Willis. His works include The 

Morn hath brightened slowly. T. 

Bride, and Other Poems, 1843; Poems, 1853; 

.| He is best known as iter of 

Davis. Bena Autumn.] The author has spare which, “ Woodman, spare that tree,” is very 

American Melodies; and some prose ples, 

published this hymn in two forms. ‘Te first | popular. His hymus, “ Man dieth and wasteth 
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= ‘e7ry over Death); and “ Searcher 

away” S VES inive erase” (Lent), are in a 
.— 

of bey meri 

few £ > a 
pct e 

265, and the Methodist Hymnal, 
yerDorris d. in New York July 6, 

(F. M. B.] 
ec Ward, was b. in Upper Thames 

BEote: acd, Jan. 21, 1797. Through the 
the Rev. J. Hyatt, of Totten- 

Cuapel, he underwent a great 
bose See; ond ultimately he becume 

Sist exe ERbter. For the last 26 years of 
» Re 7 he we 4s pastor at Horsham, Sussex, 
DAs re he cl. Nov. 13, 1874. Mr. Mote pub- 
ished weverm. small pamphlets; and also:— 

a mone Er ree te. A New Selection of Gospel Hymns, 

apisicam c 

iming ald thee of our spiritual Poets, 

Soith many Origse rials. By 8, Mote. . J. Nichola, 
—iSe- The Origcizaals number pearly 100. 

Concerninss the authorship of one of these 
original by oains much uncertainty has existed. 
The bymn is :— 

3. Wor earth, nor hell my soul can move. Lea 
Att éve All} Tm 6G ot. of 41, witha refrain. Mr. Mote’s 
ex pl » COmmunicated to the Gospel if 

-- morning it came into my wind as I went to 
labour. to Write an hymn on the ‘Gracious 
ora Cc -" As F went up Holborn I had tue chorus, 

s Oi ariet the so id Rock I stand, 
other eid ing ” 

the day I had fous first verses complete, and wrote 
On the Sabbath following I met brother 
came out of Lisle Street Meeting... 

inter me eit was very il, = atic me to 
<_ =p . adan early tea, an after- 
=waree, So ran it was bis eeeal custom to sing a 
y= = rtion, and ¢ ia . before 

wernt to metting. He looked for ph gm sift oe but 
could find it nowhere. | said, ‘1 have some verses 
= ket; if he liked, we would 
and an 

verses 40 met thedymg woman's 
to them was the more arrested, and 

Printed for distribution, I seut one to 
Magazine, without my initials, which ap- 

Bireet. Soho, after this. Brother Revs, of Cown 
eis bymn wae t out an edition of Byes (1636), 

amd Rees. 1% it. id Denham need it 
ya oer hog i on name, rosr others after... Your 

from the of f outline may in future shield me 

Fotiiace eaPosmcginag era in : F 

found is as Which the hymn is usually 

: 2 st. IL), 
times im 45. ang ae est! _ Ce ee 
out ¢t The uthor’s Hye, Freee a Sit NO a0, Meath tea = The imme Basis Sac hymn T's hope,’ Bishop ersteth calls it a grand! yn is teeth * CH. Comp. ow Re dates 
ree ©Xtensive use. ’ oO Botte, de (Fouqué, F. H. 0.) 
pProule He 

mad St “Se. Soin’ College, Cum’ 
bridfrs in 182; 72> Ma. 1828. Taking Holy 

Eee of Fonditge® Gillingham, Dorset al 
Ios a i ge” 2880. His publications in- 

sont Fes road ebtaa VOrne om Ba, Sacred Verse, 1846, and 
- _ U. we hae, 1463. Of his hymns 
1D e 

and educated 

x collections, as the Sungs for the | Mi 

He d. at Ford- | / 
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Fordington H. Bk., Dorchester, H. Ling, 
1878, all of which are signed Rev. Henry 
oul (3.3. 
Moule, Handley Carr Glyn, ».a., s. of 

the Rev. H. Moule, was b. at Fordington, 
Dec. 23, 1841, and educated at home and at 
Trinity College, Cambridge, ua. in lst class 
Classical and Theo honours, 18t4-65. 
He was Carus Prizeman, 1862; Browne's 
Medallist, 1863; and gained the Scatonian 
Prize, 1869-73 and 1876. Taking Holy 
Orders in 1867, he was curate of Fordington, 
Dorset, 1867-73, and 1877-80; Dean, Trinity 
College, Cambridge, 1874-77; and Principal 
of ope 4 Hall, Cambridge, 1880. He was 
Fellow of his College, 1865; Sulect Preacher 
at Cambridge, 1880-81, 87; and Chaplain to 
the Bishop of Liverpool, 1880. His works 
include :— 

(1) The & Prize Poems as above; (2) Poems 
om the Acts of the Apostles, 1569; (3) Sermons on the 
Litany, 1870; Dorchester Poems, 1874 ; (4) Commentaries 
on the Epi. to the Romans, ms, ard Pali, 
pians, in the Cambridge Bible for Schools, 1880-80 ; és) 
Christianus and Other f’oems, 1883; (6) Thoughts on 
Christian Sanetity, 1845 (with b appended); (7) 
= peels 3 | Tent Geile by hymns “ ds 

pera ag Mr. iis was also a per to Smith's 
Dict. of Christian Biography. 

OF Mr. Moule’s hymns the following - 
peared in the Appendix to the Fordington H. 
Bk, 1878 :— 

1. Chief herd of . Missions, 
— Seeus, ch Hla bee ad power. A present 

v r. 

3. Lift heart and voice above, Christmas. 

In the same Appendiz there is a hrase 
of the Benedicite in metre, “ Bleas the I Lord of 
lory,” by H. M. Moule, ™.a., of Queen's 

College, Cambridge, brother of the above, b, 
1832, d. 1873. (J. J.J 
Moultrie, Gerard, m.a., 5. of the Rey. 

John Moultrie, was b. at Rugby Rectory, 
Sept. 16, 1829, and educated at ugby and 
Exeter College, Oxford (5.a. 1851, 1.4. 1856). 
Taking Holy Orders, he became Third Muster 
and Chaplain in Shrewsbury School ; Chaplain 
to the Dowager Marchionesa of London a 
1855-59; curate of Brightwaltham, 1859; 
and of Brinficld, Berks, 1860; Chaplain of 
the Donative of Barrow Gurney, Bristol, 
1864; Vicar of ee 1869, and Warden 
of St, James's College, Southleigh, 1873. He 
d. April 25, 1885. His publications include : 

imer eet forth at Jor the use of the 
pfu in ramily. and Privele Prayer." Bited 
from the Post Reformation editions, 1864. (2) Hymns 
and Lyrics for the Seasons and Saints Days of the 
Church, 1867, Tbe hymns of his sister, Mary ae = 4 
Moultrie (q.¥.}, were included in this volume. (3) 

The ci meron gar ‘so "Tears? 

Letter in 
and svtrsh Calendar, to which areadded a few Hymns 
or yl K 

Ar Moultrie’s hymns include fre. from the 
Greek, Latin, and German, in addition to ori- 

ginal compositions. A large number ap 
in the Church Times, and other papers ; and 
many were written for — Saints’ Days, 

and Other Festivals, fur the People’s Hymnal, 
1867, in which some were si “Dp. P. 

(i.e. Desiderius Pastor). In addition to those 

annotated elsewhere in this work (see Index) 

the following are in 
8D2 
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i. In The Primer, 1864. 
Lerd's Prayer. 

@. In the Name of God the Father. Laying Founda- 

tion Stone. ‘(20d st.; “And as on the mo 

ness.) lst appeared tn the Church Times, 1, 

1464, and again (as rewritten for the laying of the 

foundation stone of St. Margaret's, East Grinstead), July 

29, 1866. 

ii. In Hymns and Lyrics, 1867. 
8, Bishop of the souls of men. St. Matthias, 

2 oe Se ae ee Palm Sun- 

among ahem aad we ig . Hea’ ne. . 

’. Mother, from w bosom's veil, St. Anne. 

July 26, 
8. O Jesu, O Redeemer. St Luke. 

9, Mary, maiden undefiled. Visitation of the B. V. M. 

10. Silence at eventide, Wahitsuntide. In 

the Altar Hymnal, 1884, it begins with st. fii., “Hark, 

a ruabt hty sound.” 

ll, feast is ready. All Saints. 

Usuall, in an abbreviated form. : 

12. born the King of heaven. Christmas 

Midnight Hymn. (“To be sung at the Midnight Cele- 

bration.”) In the Church Times, Nov. 26, 1864, and 

revised for Hys, & Lyrics. 
. 

13. We we march to victory. Processional. 

In the Church Times, Aug, 19, 1865, amd ** Pro- 

cessional hymn before service (written expressly for use 

during present troubles).” 

14. Who is this that shines so bright! St. /au- 

rence, Inthe People's H., 1867. 
his birthda: 1 Be- 

15. Who feast to-night 

heading of St. John Baptist, Ta the People’s H., 1867, 

iii, In The People’s Hymnal, 1867. 

16. Heart to heart, and side by side. Holy Matri- 
mony. 

17, I know that Redeemer liveth. furial. A 

paraplrase of the Responsory in the Roman Office fo
r 

the a 
18. Jesus Christ, we humbly pray. Opening of a 

School House. 
19. Lord of heaven, Whose faithful love. Bmber 

Days. 
20. to-day we bring to Thee. Heception of a 

Privately Baptized Child. 
21, Lord, we come to-day to Thee, Choir Festival. 

22. O God, Who bad'st Thine aheathe. Na- 

tional Thanksgiving for restored Public Health. This 

is given in the S. P.C, K. Church Hys., isti, as “O 

God, Whose angel stayrd bis band,” inthe Hymnary, 

1872, as “* Lord, Who didst bid Thine angel sheathe.” 

23, O Lord of Hosts, Thou God of might. -Vational 

ey nce fee Peace. In several collections, 

a. Spirit, Lord of life. Consecration ofa 

Bishop. First sung at the consecration of an American 

bishop at New York, in 1867. Included in the author's 

sats of St, Dorothea, 1870. 

] ee Te beeen, 1870, p. 8 aan The & 6 &. 870, p. 82, 

added, * This hn was first sung at the funeral of 

the Rev. Warwick Wroth of Clerkenwell.” It is beaded 

* Funeral Hymu for a Priest.” 

iv. In Cantica Sanctorum, 1880. 

26. In the midst of gladness, sorrow. Annunciation 

in Holy Week. 
27. Jesus, tender Shepherd. Holy Communion. 

28. Swing the censer, wave the banner. /’roces- 

v. In The Altar Hymnal, 1884. 

29, Our great High Priest is standing. Holy Com- 

munion. 
30, Lo, the Sacrifice atoning. Holy Communion. 

vi. Various. 
$1. Forward, Canietione, forward, Processional. 

Written for the Church of England Working Men's 

Society In 1879, and isaved as a leaflet, of which 40,000 

copies were sold during the first year. 

32. Laid in this garden full of bloom. Auster Eve. 

In the Churchman’s = Apel 1879. 

33. On the wings of wi a hymn from the 
pplemental Hys., . Christmas, In Husband's 3u 

y.D, (1873). ” : ie a 
. Shades of night are falling round Brening. 

Novello & Co., with Music by Shad Frost. 

35. There is a sound of rejol around the great 

throne. Procestional, Written for Michael's Chareh, 

Folkestone, and pub. in E. Husband’s Appendiz to H. A. 

& M, ¥.p. (1873). It was set to music 
and is 
sional 

of Craven to the Rectory of 
remained till his death, on Dee. 26, 1874. 

MOULTRIE, JOHN 

Mr. Husband, 
commonly known as “The F Proces- 

of ju 36, This is the festal day Sunday S. bilation, 
Anniversary. A hymn to be sung alternate] men. 
and boys during the collection, wri . y & mt. 

> aie Kenni London. 
. This is the hour of peace and blest communion. 

Holy Communion, Written for the English Church 
Union Commemoration held at St. Agnes's, Kennington 
Park, London, June 9, 1450. - 

tten in L&7T 

From the subjects of the hymns noted above 
it will be seen that Mr. Moultrie wrote 
ogre on matters not usually dealt with 

y hymu-writers. This is specially the case 
with his Cantica Sanctorum, in which most 

—_ 103 hymns are for “ Black Letter Saints’ 
ya.” {J. J.J 

Moultrie, John, m.a., father of Gerard 
and Mary D. Moultrie, was b. Dec. 31, 1799, 
at London, and educated at Trmity College, 
Cambridge (8.4. 1823), where he was Betl’s 
University Scholar, 1820, and Trinity College 
Scholar, 1822. Taking Holy Orders in 1825, 
he was presented the same year by the Earl 

ugby, where he 

His publications included :— 
(1) My Brother's Grave, and other Poems, 1837; 

(2) Dream of Life, Lays of the English Church, &c., 
1843; (3) Memoir a Poetical Remains of W. &. 
Walker, 1862; (4) Sermons, 1882; (5) ANara, Hearths, 
and Graves, 1454; (6) Pealmsand Hymns as Sung in 
the Parish Church, Rugby, 1851, 

In his Preface Mr. Moultrie says of the 
Ps, & Hya., 1851:— 

“ The present collection of Psalms & Hymns is foundee 
on the basis of that which has been in use curing the 
last twelve years in the Parish Church of Rugby, and for 
which the congregation of that Church are imndebted to 
the kindness and taste of the Rev. H. J. Buckoil.” 

Further on in the same preface he says :— 
“More than twenty original en oe 

altered or abrid, from my former pu ticons, others 
written expre-sly for the present collection, and (I am 
sorry to add) on the spur of the moment—lhave thus 
been introduced into company with which they have 

perhaps but slender claims tu associate. Several of 
these are little more than paraphrases of the Fé pisties or 
Guepel for the day.” 

These hymna, most of which are in #€ennedy, 
1863, include the following :— 

1. Blest are the eyes of those. Gospel, 2 S. after 
Trinity. (The Good Samaritan.) 

2 ng the infant to the font. Moly Hag>tism. 
3. Christ His own Aposties chooseth. Sf. _indrew. 
4. Dear Lord, a lonely life was Thine, tegpel, 4 5. 

after heme. (Stilling the Tempest.) 
5. Friends and porents lingered weeping. rospel, 24 

S.after Trinity. (Raising the Ruler’s daug Pater. 
6, God, Who dost the increase grant, Seecragesima. 

(The Sower.) 
stient faith till Christ shall come. Gospel, 6 1. In 

8. i iphany. 
a Pg the bearing brow of Moses, Epistle, 12S after 
rinity. 

9. Lord, wish glaa and grateful spirits. Fopoistle, 1 & 
after Trinity. (Perfect Love.) 

10. Meck to suffer, strong to save. St. Mas-k, 
11. Mysterious to the Christian heart. Sve, Michael 

and All Angels. 
12. No act of sin our Saviour wrought. Collect, 2& 

after Raster, (Christ the Erample.) 
13. O Lord, a wondrous story. For Sunday Sehools. 
14. Our mortal eyes ave all toodim. Sz, 

oe ae eee ee For Sunday 
a. 

16. The world may look serene and bright. Circum- 

17. Thou gavest, Lord, the life we live, Holy Com- 
munton. 

18 When our hearts with grief are sore. Apistle. 
Ath Wednesday. . 

19, Wondrous was Thy path on earth. as 
after Kpiphany. (abarriage in Cana of ott; 
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These hymns, from the special subjects of 
which they treat, are of more than ordinary 
interest to hymnal compilers, and are worthy 
Of attention. Nos. 4, 6, 7, 12, 16, 18, 19, are 
from his Lays of the English Church, 1843; 
the rest were written expressly for the Ps. & 
Ff y8., 1851 (8. 133.). (J. J.J 

Moultrie, Mary Dunlop, dau. of John 
mil sister of Gerard Moultrie, was b. at the 

ry, Rugby, July. 1837, and d. there, 
June 15, 1866." Her 1ymns were included in 
her brother's Hymns and Lyrics, 1867, with 
dber initials “ a. D, m.” (J. J.J 

Mov 4 WaTpn Teptrelrero. 
{Tod & + coulvenl ‘ 

as ates Heinrich, was b. ann ih oe 
sat e . After passing thro t 
Cathedral polvoel at Magdeburg, he entered 
the University of Gittingen in 1812, and in 
1814 volunteered for srvice against Napoleon 
and fought in a Westphalian a Battalion 
at the battles of Ligny and Waterloo and 
before Paris, gaining the Iron Cross for his 
bravery. Thereafter he resumed his studies 
«now at the University of Halle), and 
was then for a year assistant master in the 
Cathedral school at Magdeburg. In 1818 he 
Was appointed pastor at Angern and Wend- 
dorf; undin 1822 at Altenhausen und Ivenrode 
near Magdeburg. On account of a weak 
chest, and bleeding from the lungs, in Junuary, 
1829 he was compelle! to cease preaching for 
a time, and finally had to resign his charge in 
June, 1830, retiring to Magdeburg. Failing 
to obtain suitable work, he returned, in July, 
1832, to Altenhausen, where he remained ever 
after. In January, 184, he had so far re- 
covered that he n to try to obtain prefer- 
ment; and in the beginning of October wns 
offere! the appointment of Pastor and Super- 
intendent at Weferlingen, near Neuhaldens- 
leben. But meantime, in April, his illness 
had returned with redoubled violence, and, 
after great suffering, he d. Oct. 14, 1834 (Koch, 
vii. 247; Allg. Deutache Biog. xxii.; biographi- 
cal sketch prefixed to his Gedichte, 1836, &c.). 

After the spiritual change which Mawes experienced 
in his first pastorsie ‘be mrapligete hes seengen 
devoted Pastor and preacher, and greatly interested 
himself in the work of Foreign Missions. He bore his 
jong continued sufferings with great fortitude and 
patience. His hymns, not numbering more than ten, 
and all written afer the beginning of his illness, bear 
the s*rmp of heroic Christian faith, childlike submission, 
and «cep affection for the Almighty Hand that loves 
even when it wounds, They are great favourites in 
<vermany With the mck and sorrowing; but are too 
subjective, and too unfinished in style to be employed 
otherwise than for private use, Only one or two have 

di into German bymn-books. ime i along 
with his other am. and with a prefatory memotr hy 

ol “riedrich Arm ‘ « de wr. 1836. Kerlin, as his Gedichte, at Magde. 

livine of Miwes' ; 

English, “inc hymns have passed into 

i. Der Himmel Mingt voll Wolken schwer. (ross and Consalation. Written Oct, 9, 1431, at Magdebu under s ool . ane during wate fue joxt of his font see vme; aid when his danghter Ma 
seemed also in peril of death, Ina letter re friend be says: 

** My soul strove with all her mi 

the tortured body, and rent the clowis with ber peayere, 
10 ss then v me order for departure from the 

fav wae . whi 

com ed eee she prima wit I Va oe yon” 
< Life prefixed to his Gedichte, 1.39 pp. 41-84). 

MUCH IN SORROW 773 

The text of the hymn 1s tncluded in the Gedichte, 
1836, p. 72, In 7 st.of 41, asa “prayer in distress and 
in death.” In the Warttemberg G. #., 1842, No. 465, 
The trs. are (1) “The heavens are cloth’d in sable 
shrouds." By Dr. G. Walker, 1360, p. 91. (2) “* The 
heavens are foul with wind and clouds.” By 5, Massie, 
1866, p. 92. 

ii, sollst, so der Herr, du sollst ermatten. 
Submission. Written July 12, 1832. Gedichte, 1836, 
p. 74, inSet. Tyr.as “Thus said the Lord—Thy ap 
of health are over.” By Miss Borthwick, in H. L. . 
1856, p. 35 (1884, p. 157). 

iii. Ich glaube! ah, Joy in Believing. 
Written in Suir, 1831. Gedtchle, 1836, p. 43, in 5 at. of 
91. The tr. in C. U. ts: “ Halletujah! | believe! In 
full by Miss Borthwick in A, £. fa, 3rd Ser., 1858, p. 5 
1884, p. 133). Included in full in Schaff's Christ in 

. 1869, p, 537, Bp. Ryle’s Cull., 1460, and Reid's 
Praise Bk,, 1472; and, omitting st. ii, ill, in the 
Christian Hyl,, Adelakie, 1472, 

. hatte der Kinder viere. Death of Children, 
Written Oct, 4, 1830, on the death of bis daughter Eliza, 
Gedichte, 1836, Pp 40, te 9 st. Tr. as “1 bed once four 
lovely children.” By Miss Borthwick in Jf. L. L., 1862, 
p. 26 (1484, p. 199). 

v. Ich stehe noch auf heimatlichem Strande, The 
Miszionary's Farewell. Written at Magdeburg in 1831, 
and Included in the third Jahreshericht ed. in 1831, by 
Miwes, for the Evangelical Missionary Society at Mag- 
deburg. Gedichfe, 1536, p. 49. 1m 10 st. ‘The fra. are: 
1) “still on the shores of home my feet are standing." 
ly Miss Borthwick, in #. 4. 4., 1862, p. 14 (1884, 

#7). (2) **Stillon my native shore my feet are pol 
ing.” By Miss Burltnghem in the Aritish Jerald, Sept. 
1866, p. lal. (3) “ Albeit my steps are on my native 
strand.” In L.. Rebfuess's CAurch at Sea, 16%, p. 2. 

vi, Ist fiir deinen Namen, (Christian Work, 
Written Feb. 2, 1429. Gedichte, 1836, p. 18, in 7 at, 
Tr. as“ Is Thy work all ended, Lord?" Miss Borth- 
wick, in W. 4. 1., 1462, p. 67 (1884, p. 229). 

vii. Merkt Ihrs, Freunde! Mein A wird miide, 
A Pastor's parting words. Written Feb. 26, 1429, 
Gedichte, 1436, p. 14, in 8 st. According t his wish 
three lines of st. vii. were inscribed om his tormbst: ne. 
Tr, es “Hear me, my friends! the hour has come.” 
By Miss Borthwick, in #. L. L., 186%, p. 39 (1884, 

161). 
oa sonst uns nichts su Leide. Cross and 
Consolation, Written June 13, 1#29, on the death of 
his mother-in-law. Gedichte, 1836, p. 27, in 6 st, en- 
titled “ Grief and Consolation ona muther’s homeguing.”’ 
Tr. as * Never couldst thou bear to grieve us.” By 
Miss Borthwick, in H. L. L., 1454, p. 46 (1884, a: 

ix. Wohin! Wohin! The Teo Journeys. ‘ritten 
Feb. 21, 1829. Gedichte 1836, fi 12, in & st. Tr, as 
“Whither, ob, whither ?—With blindfolded eyes.” By 
Miss Borthwick, in U7. L, L., 185=, p, 19 vai’e p. 144). 

J. M. 
Much in sorrow, oft in woe. H. K. 

White. (Christian Soldier encouraged.) In 
Collyer's Hys, partly Collected and partly 
Original, &e., 1812, No. 867, the followin 
lines were given together with the note addel 
thereto :— 

“ The Christian Soldier encouraged. 
1 Tim. vi. 12. H. K. Ware, 

“1. Much In sorrow, oft in woe, 
Onward, Christians, onward go, 
Fight the fight, and worn with strife, 
Steep with tears the bread of life. 

“2. Onward, Christians, onward go, 
Join the war, and face the fue : 
Faint not—much doth yet remain, 
Dreary is the long campaign. 

“3. Shrink not, Somer wp licd yield? 
Will ye quit the painful field ? 

* Fight ull all the conflict’s o’er, 
Nor your fuemen rally more. 

“4. But when loud the trampet blown 
ake their forces overthrown,’ 

irist, your Captain, shall bestow 
Crowns to grace the onqueror’s brow.”* 

* « The mutilated state of this hymn, which was 
written on the back of one of the matbemetical papers of 
this excellent young man, and which came into my 
hands a mere fragment, rendered it necessary for some- 
thing te be added—and I am answerable for the last rix 
lines.” 

“—-_ 

ans™ 
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In 1827 Mrs. Bethia Fuller-Maitland com- 

piled and published rats Jor Private De- 
totion, Selected and Original (Lond., Hat- 

chards). In this work an enlarged form of 

“Much in sorrow, oft in woe,” made by her 

daughter Frances Sara Fuller-Maitland, then 
but 14 years of was given as No. 106. 

White's st. i., ti, iii, 11. 1, 2, were given as 

above, and the following lines were addel 
thereto :-— 

Will ye flee in danger’s hour ? 
Know ye not your Captain's power? 
Let your drooping hearts be i 
March in heavenly armour : 

ight, nor think the battle long, 
vi soon shall tune your song. 
Let not sorrow dim your eye, 
Soon shall every tear be dry ; 
Let not fears your course impede, 
Great your strength, if great your 

Onward then to battle move, 
More than conjuerors ye shall prove; 
Though oppored by many 1a fee, 
Christian soldiers, onward go.” 

This text was republished by Mrs, Colqu- 
houn, née Fuller-Maitland, in her Rhymes and 

Chimes (Lond., Macmillan), 1876. We may 
add that of the “original” compositions in 
the 1827 Hys. for Private Devotion, &c., one 
was by Miss F. 8. Fuller-Maitland, and two 
others were by her sister Esther. 

In his Christian Psalmody, 1833, No. 125, 
E. Bickersteth gave the White-Fuller-Maitland 
text in 4 st., with several alterations, the most 
important being in st. i, which read ; — 

“4, 

«ag. 

“6. 

Onward, 
Fight the 
Strengthen'd with the bread of life.” 

Another version of the same text was given 
in Hall’s Mitre H. Bk., 1836, the opening lines 
of which are :-— 

~ Oft in da , oft in woe, 
Onward, Christians, onward go.” 

From these four sources H. K. White, 1806; 
W. B. Collyer, 1812; F. 8. Fuller-Maitland, 
1827; E. Bickersteth, 1833; and W. J. Hall, 
1836, the popular modern form of this hyma 
has been manipulated. In translating the 
liymn varying texts have been used. Those in 
Latin are (1) “ Ito spe per dolorem,” by Bing- 
ham, in his Hymno, Christ. Lat., 1871, is from 
the 8. P. C.K. Ps.& Hys., No. 273; and (2) “ Vos 
dolores tolerantes,” by Macgill in his Songs of 
the Christian Creed and Life, ia from the Kirke 
White Fuller-Maitland version. {J. J.) 

Mudie, Charles Edward, the founder 
of the well-known library which bears his 
name, was b. at Cheyne Walk, Chelsea, Oct. 
18,1818, In 1872 he collected his poems and 
ee them as Stray Leaves (2nd ed., 1873). 

veral poems ou Scriptural subjects, and a 
few hymns are included in the volume. The 
hymn by which he is best known is “TI lift 
4 heart to Thee, Saviour divine” (His and 
; ine). It is from the Stray Leaves, and is 
in several hymn-books, including the Scottish 
Evang, Union Hymnal, 1878; Horder’s Cong. 
Hys., 1884, and many others. It is marked 
by great beauty and tenderness of expression. 
Several of Mr. Mudie’s hymns, which are not 
in C. U. are worthy of attention. [W.G.H.] 

Miihlenberg, William A ugustus, 
pp, 8 of the Rev. Dr. Miihlenberg, and 
grandson of Henry Melchior Miihlenberg, the 
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triarch of Lutheranism in America, was b. 
in Puiludelphia Sept. 16,1796. He graduated 
at the University of Pennsylvania in 1814. 
Entering Holy Orders in 1817, he was suc- 
cessively Assistant Rector of St. James's 
Lancaster, 1823; Rector of the Chureh of the 
Holy Communion. New York, 1843 ; St. Paul's 
College, Flushing (1*28); St. Luke's Hoe- 
i New York (1855); St. John’s and Long 
sland (1865), were established by him He 

da. April 6, 1877. His poeti gift was 
genuine, but not largely used. In 1826 he 
contributed 4 hymns to the Prayer Book Coll. 
of which he was one of the Committee), His 
cems sppeared in 1859. He had previously 
ub, Church Poetry, 1823; and The People's 
salter, 1858. Iwould not live alway followed 

in 1859 (revised in 1871). This last contains 
26 pieces, the hymns in the P Book Coll., 
1826, with the exception of **I would not 
live alway,” being emitted. The following are 
his principal lyrics :— 

1. Carol, brothers, carol. Christmas Carol. 
“Made for the boys of St. Paul’s College—the 
Chorus adapted from one of the Rev. [Bp.) 
A. C. Coxe’s Christian Ballads”—in 1840. 

8. How short the race our friend has run. Death 
of a Young Person, Contributed to the Prayer 
Bk. Coll., 1826. 

8. I would not live alway. Eternal rest desired. 
Four texts of this poem are extant: Ist the 
Original; 2nd the version given in the Prayer 
Pk, Coll, 1826; Srd the author's revised 
version of 1859; and 4th his rewritten text of 
1871, the second of these being that known to 
the hymn-books. The history of the m is 
somewhat complicated. We quote it here as 
given by us in the History of the ~American 
Episcopal Church, 1885, p. 637, as we have 
nothing further to add thereto :— 

“ The most famous of these (Dr. MOblenberge “s hymns} 
was probably first written. ‘I will not live aalway ' has 
an intricate history, which was not simplified the 

years, In his authors lapse of memory in his later 
brief ‘story of the — printed with its ‘ev eangelised” 
text in ITI, every is wrong by two or tha rce years; 
and his assertion, * ‘The it was written on 
an occasion of private f isa fancy,’ barely 
with the clear and minute recollections of perescns a the 
best character, sill living, and who knew © Bae circum- 

stances th ly. The date of itiors 
1824, is probaly {not certainly) correct; it "aaa w 
at Lancaster, in a lady's album, and began -— 

*1 would not live alway ; no, no, holy man, 
Not a day, not an hour, should lengthen may span.’ 

In this shape it seems to have had six eight-li ree stanzas. 
The alburn waa still extant in 1476, at Pottestown, Pa, 
and to contain the original manuscxrdpt, Said 
the owner's sister, ‘It was an impromptu. Ede had po 

, and, wanting it for some occasion, he ®e nt for the 
m.” In 1826 he entrusted his copy to a @rtend, whe 

called on him on the way from 
delphia, to carry to the Apt Recorder, 

it appeared June 3, 1826 (not 1824), 
facts we have the detailed statement of Dr. John B. 
Clemson, of Claymont, Del, the Ambassador mien ‘toned, 
who also chances to have preserved that volume of the 

tr. Thus appearing (without name) it was 
br the sub-committee fof the Prayer Bk. Coll,, 1826). 

‘ben their report was to the entire committee 
in 1826—not 1829, as Pir, MOlblenberg has it—‘each of 
the hymns was passed upon, this came np one 
of the members remarked that it was very sweet and 
pretty, but rather sentimental, apon which it was una- 
nimously thrown out. Not as the author, I 
voted against myself. That, I sw was the end of 
it. The committee, which sat until late at night at the 
house of Bishop White, 1 upon their report to the 
Convention, and adjou . Bat the next morning Pr. 
Onderdonk (who was not one of their number, but who, 
on invisation, had acted with the sub committee, which 
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in fact sted of him and myself), called on me to cians wit dee, Cr nln w 

maid, = That al never di and went about amon ng the 
mm bers of the committee soliciting them to restore the 
bymn in their report, which ngly they did; so 

to him is due the credit of giving it to the Church," 
® thus adopted it was a small and altered selection from the original lines, made by Dr. Onderdonk * with sotmme revision’ by the author, He was never satisfied 

With these texts, but revised the potm in 1680, and re- 
wrote it in 1871... . The authorship of this, as of many another ular lyric, has been uted. “The cusim 
of Henr,; Ward, a printer of Lichfield, Coun., bas been 

tently urged, and revived but a few Fc ‘; or 
course it ts unsupported by adequate evi . When Dr. MoOblenberg war asked to assure ‘some of his brethren, editors of Church papers,’ of his paternity, 
bis reply was, ‘If they bt I was copable of 
letting ete ne re 
ray Own, they would not be sure of anything 1 might 

4. Jesus’ Name shall ever be. The Holy Name, 
Jesus. ‘This is entitled “The Blessed Name of 
Jesus. An Evangelical Rosary,” It was written 
in 1842, and revised for Schaff’s Christ in Song 
in Aug., 1868. 

5. King of kings, and wilt Thou deign. Sub- 
méssion to Jesus. Appeared in his Poems, 1859. 

6. Like Noah's weary dove, The Ark of the 
Church. Contributed to the Prayer Bh. Coll., 
1826, No. 24, in 5 st of 41. It sometimes 
begins with st. ii, “O cease, my wandering 
soul ;” and again with st. iii, “Behold the Ark 
of God.” 

7. Saviour, Who Thy flock art feeding. /oly 
Baptism. This is the most widely known of 
Dr. Mihlenberg’s hymns. It was contributed 
to the Prayer Bk Coll., 1826, No. 86, in 4 st. of 
41. It is sometimes given as “ Jesus, Who Thy 
flock art feeding.” 

8. Ghout the glad tidings, exultingly sing. 
Christmas, Contributed to the Prayer Bh, Coll., 
1826, No. 46, in 3 st. of 4 1, with the chorus:— 

“Shout the tidd exnul . Jerusalem pact eas King” “4 
the opening lines, followed by the first stanza, 
and a repetition of the chorus, and so on to the 
end. Sometimes the hymn opens with st. i.: 
“Zion, the marvellous story be telling,” or as 
«Sion the marvellous story be telling,” instead 
of the chorus. Dr. Mithlenberg says that the 
hymn was written— 
**at the particular request of Bi Hi ho wanted something that woudl oe py tomy i evo then popular, to the words of Moore, ‘Sound the loud timbrel,’ &c. He liked the verses I made so well that be 27 oor nr off before the hymns [Prayer Bk. pater day ished, and sung in Trinity Church on 

nie o. Since o'er Thy footstool here below. Earth and 
eaven. Appeared in the £) iscopal Register, 1824, and in his Poems, 1859." : 10. The mellow eve is gliding. Evening. Dated 1825 (?) and pub. in his Poems, 1bso 
21. The throne of his glory—as snow it is white, ——- Dated 1839, and pub. in his Poems, 

48. Thine handmaid, Saviour, can it be! Ad- 
mission of @ Nursing Sister. Written on the words, “ Come, follow me,” for the reception of a Sister at St. Lake's Hospital, New York, 1859, 

{F. M. B) 

Miihimann, J ohannes, « of Hieronymus Mihlmann or Milmann, pastor at Pegan, 
near Leipzig, was b. at Pegan, July 28, 14738. He studied at the Universities of Lei ns (Sa! Senay 180) ang seat, a Lelgi 
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for seme time Saturday preacher at St. 
Thomas’s Church in Leipzig. In 1599 he 
Was appointed diaconus of the St. Wenzel 
Church in Naumburg, and in 1604 at 
Laucha on the Unstrut. In the end of 1604 
le became archidiaconus of the St. Nicholas 
Church at Leipzig, and, in 1607, was also 
appointed Professor of Theol in the 

hiversity, and v.p. in 1612. ed, of phus, at Leipzig, Nov. 14, 1613. (Allg. 
Biog. xxii, 483; Goedeke's Grund- 

rise, vol. iii, 1887, p. 151, &e.) 
MObimann was a staunch upbolder of Lutheran ortho- 

Last — were Ps. ixtii., 3, “Thy lovingkindness is 
better than life.” Wackernagel v, pp. 443-447, gives 

ins under his name, all of w ab are Sd ta 
the Geistliche Pralmen, &c., pub, at Nir in 1614, 

J. Laver, [The known » in | 
brary, Berlin, has Bn, A titlepage. = 
Twoof Mihlmann’s hymns have passed into 

English, viz. :— 
i. Dank sei Gott in der Huhe. Morning, The 

most popular of his hymns, Appeared 1618 as 
above, with his initials, and thence in Wacher- 
nagel v. p. 444, in 7 st. of 8 1. Also in the 
One. L. 5., 1851, No. 443, Tr. as:— 
While yet the morn is breaking. A good tr. of 

st. i, ii, ¥.. vii. by Miss Winkworth, as No. 163 
in her C. B, fur England, 1863. Repeated in 
full in the Ohio Luth. Hymnal, 1880, and 
abridged in the Marlborvugh College H. Bh, 
1869. 
Another tr. “Christ is the vine, we branches are” 

(st. vii). By J. Swertner, as No. 434, in the Mora- 
vian H, Bk., 1789 (1849, No, 612). 

ii, O Lebens-Brunnlein tief und gross. Ps. Irv. 
Appeared 1618 as above, with his initials, in 9 st. 
of 9 1., entitled “a hymn from the 65th Psalm.” 
Thence in Wackernagel v. p. 446; also in the 
Une. L. &, 1851, No, 426. It is really a hymn 
on Christ as the Fountain of Life here and in 
Eternity, and with Ps. Ixv. 10 as its motto. 
Tr. as :— 

© spring of Life, so deep, so great. A good tr. 
of st. i, ii, v., vi, ix. by A. T. Russell, as No. 
166 in his Ps. ¢ Hys., 1851. 

For the hymn “ Wer Gvtt vertraut ” some- 
times ascribed to Miihlmann, see mer Mt) J. 

U' . . 

Miiller, Heinrich, was a native of 
Niirnberg. About 1526 or 1527 he was im- 
risoned as a Lutheran by Duke Georg of 
eee but was released after the Duke d. 
on April 17, 1539. Thereafter, till about 
1580, he kept a school for writing and arith- 
metic at Annaberg-in Saxony. Bartholomiius 
Miiller, sometime schoolmaster at Zwickan 
in Saxony, in a ition presented to the 
Elector Christian L. in 1587, and in another 
petition presented to the Elector Christian IL. 
in 1601, described himself as the son of this 
Heinrich Miiller, and declared that the hyma 
noted below was written by his father during 
his imprisonment (see Koch i. 417; Wetzel’s 
A. H. ii. 720, &o.). The hymn in question is :— 

Hilf Gott, dass mir gelinge. History of the Passion. 
‘ . 10, Wae et 

padi oackeme oa of i837. "in bts D. Kirchetites it. 
. 46, the earliest source from which he prints the text, 
E however the Bergkreyen, Norberg, 1526, though be 

it had appeared in print in 1624 (apparently a mis- 
print for 1627), He speaks of the Wagdebarg G. B., 
1534, a8 the earliest bymn-book in which itis included, 
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This is however an oversight, as ft ts found in the Roa- 

tock G. #., 1531, where it is entetled ** A new hymn on 

the Word of God and His bitter sufferings,” and begins 

“Help God mi mach gelingen.” It is in 13 st. of 71. 

the initial letters of the stanzas giving the name Heinrich 

Miler, anid the two concluding lines being * Hat Hein- 

rich Mller gesungen In dem Gefangniss sein.” 

From the abore note it ts clear that the hymn was 

written by a Heinrich MOller, during an im ment, 

and was in print at least as early as 1531. The ascrip- 

tion to Heinrich Mfller, professor at Wittenberg, is 

therefore impossible, seeing be was only b. in 15368. 

The ascription to Heinrich von Ztitphen (b. at Zotphen 

in Gelderland, c. 1484, became an Augustinian monk, 

avd in 1515 prior of the Augustinian monastery at Dor- 

drecht; began to preach as a Reformer in Bremen, 

Nov. 9 1622; murdered at Heide near Meldorf, in 
Holstein, Dec, 10, 1524) fs also untenable, for neither 

by himself nor by bis contemporaries was he ever styled 

Heinrich Miller, and there was during bis life no period 

of tmprisenment daring which he might have written 

this hymn. The history of the Nilrnberg Mililer noted 

above {# not indeed very clear, tut his claim has at least 

much more appearance of truth than that of any other, 

The hymn was a great fayourite during the Reforma- 

tion parted, was included by Luther in V. Babst’s (7. #., 

1845, and passed into many later books. It is a ballad 

rather than a hymn properly #o called, and has now 

fallen out of use in Germany. The only tr. is: “* Help, 

God, the formar of all thing.” In the Gude and Godlie 

Batlates, ed. 1568, f. 22 (1868, p. 37). 

See also note under Gesenius, J., p. 419, ii. 
{J. M.J 

Miiller, Ludwig Ernst Siegmund, 
was b, Nov. 23, 1766, at Stroppen, in the 
Principality of Oels, und in 1796 became 
diaconus of the Frauenkirche at Liegnitz. He 

was then, in 1808, nppointed archidiaconus of 

the Church of 8S, Peter and Paul, at Lieg- 

nitz, in 1814 pastor rare and in 1818 
superintendent, He d. at Lieguitz, Nov. 7, 
1850 (ms. from H. Ziegler, pastor primarius of 
SS. Peter and Paul, Liegnitz, &c.). His 

hymn “ Tranernd und mit bangem Sehnen” 
is noted under Neunherts, J. (J. M.J 

Miiller, Michael, s. of Zacharias Miiller, 
brewer at Blunkenburg, in the Suxon Hara, 
was b. at Blankenburg, January 12, 1673, 

studied theology at Halle under Francke and 
Breithaupt, and received license as a Candi- 
date of Theology (general preacher), Just 
after completing his university course, in 

* 1697, he was seized with violent hemorrhage. 
He so fur recovered as to be able to accept the 
apg of house tutor in the family of Gais- 
erg (Geysaberg) at Schaubeck, near Klein- 

Bottwar iu Wiirttemberg, but after a time his 
illness returned and he d. there March 18, 
1704 (Koch iv. 405; Blitter fiir Hymnologie, 
1886, p. 146; ms. from General Superintendent 
G. Schinermark, Blankenburg, &c.). 

Miiler’s principal work is his excellent version of the 
Paalter (Hie Pralmen Davids, &e., Stuttgart, Paul 
Treuer, 1700), noted under Psalters, German, ($5. To 
the copy of this work in the Royal Library at Berlin 
there is appended (without separate title-page or date, 
but by the same printer) bis Auffmunternder Neu-Jahrs- 
Zuruff an die Brault, ke. This contains § hymns which 
are repeated in his (eistliche ickatunden, dated 
1706, but without name of publisher [Wernigerode 
Literary}. This last work contains 61 hymns on the 
Gospels for Sundays and Festivals, followed by hymns 
62-83, on miscellaneous subjects. The first lines of all 
these hymns are given in the litter as above, Many 
of MOller's psalm versions came deservedly inte favour 
in Germany, but of his hymns few are found except in 
the bymn-books of the Separatist from 1710 to 1750. 
Im Frevlinghausen's G. B,, 1704 and 1714, there are 21 
of his psalms and 2 of his hymns, 

‘Those of Miiller’s hymns which have passed 
into English are— 

i. Auf, Seele, auf, und sume nicht. Epiphany. 

MUNDI RENOVATIO 

Ist pub. as No. 4 in his Zuruff as abowe, in 54 
st. of 41. entitled “The way to Life. On the 
Gospel for the Three Holy Kings Day, Luke ii.” 
In Freylinghausen's G. B., 1704, No. 6B, st. vii, 
x.-xvi. were omitted, and the same form is No. 
205 in the Berlin G. L. &., ed. 1863. The fr. 
in C. U. is— 

Up, up, new light upon thee breaks, A free fr, 
of st. i-iv., xvii, xviii, xxii, xxxi., xxxii, by 
Dr. Kennedy, in his Hymn, Christ., 1863. 
ii. Sich wie lieblich und wie fein. Brotherly 

love. The original form of this hymn is « ver- 
sion of Ps, cxxxiii. by Miiller, in his Psalmen 
Davids, 1700, p, 244, in 4 st. of 4.1. In Frey- 
linghausen’s G. B., 1704, No. 390, these st. are 
i-iv., while st. v.-xiv. (on the subject of 
brotherly love) are added from the ms. of J.C. 
Nehring (q.v.). This text, in 14 st., is No, 1045 
in the Ber in G. L. S&S. ed. 1863. The form tr. 
into English is that in Bunsen’s Versuch, 1833, 
No. 534, being st. 1, iv., viii, x. of the above 
text and the following three st. :— 

1. 

Sonne der Gerechtigkelt, 
Gebe auf zu unsrer Zeit, 
Brich in deiner Kirche an 
Dass die Welt es sehen kann. 

2. 
Jeau, Haupt der Kreuzgemein, 
Mach uns alle, gros# und klein, 
Durch dein Evangelium 
Ganz xu deinem Eigenthum. 

a 
Lass die ganze Brild rechaar, 
Lieben, loben immerdar, 
In dir ruben allezeit, 
Immer und in Ewigkeit. 

These three st. are from the Brier G. B., 
1778, No. 711, and are by Christian David 
(see Moravian Hymnody, § iii. 9). The firatand 
third had previously appeared in the Kleine 
Briider G. B., London, 1754, pt. ii, Bk. ii.,on 
the Church of God, section 7. The only 
tr. in C. U. is:-— 

Good and pleasant 'tis to see, A good tr. from 
Bunsen, by Miss Cox, in her Sacred Jfys, from 
the German, 1841, p. 143, repeated abridged in 
Alford’s Ps. § Hys, 1844, and Fear of Praise, 
1867, and in the Rev. F, Pott’s Coll, 1861. 

Other tres. are, both from Bunsen's text ;—(1)“ Be- 
hold how sweet it is to see,” by Lady &, For~ferowe, 1943, 
4 64. (2) “Lo! how sweet it Is to see,” by W. Arnot, 

the Family Treasury, 1472, p. 204. (J. M] 

Miilmann, J. [Mihimann, J.} 

Mundi renovatio. Adam of St. Victor. 
Easter.) .A beautiful poem on the coinci- 
ence of the Easter of Nature and the Easter 

of the Church; and on the joys of returning 
Spring. L. Gautier, in his Oewrrea i 
Adam de Saint Victor, 1881, p. 38, gives it 

from a Gradual of St. Victor before 1239 
(Bibl, Nat. Paris, No. 14,452); a Missal of 
St. Genevieve also apparently before 1239: a 
13th cent. Parie Gradual (B. N. Paris, No. 
15,615), &c. It is in two early 14th cent 
French Missals in the British Museum, both 
apparently of the Paris use (Add. 16,905, f. 
154; Harl, 2891, f. 345). The printed text 
will be found in Daniel, ii. p. 68; Morel, No. 
70; Trench, ed. 1864, p. 153; Kehrein, No. 90: 
Maegill, 1876-9, and Wrangham, 1881. The 
use of St. Victor and of Paris was on Satur- 
day in Easter Week, that of St. Genevieve 
on the Friday. Tr. as :-— 
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Lo! the world from slumber risen. By Mrs. 
Harriet M. Chester, in the Hymnary, 1872, under 
the signature of “ H. M. C.” 

Other tra. are :— 
1. The renewal of the world. Mrs, Charles, 1858. 
2, Now the world’s fresh dawn of birth. P. 8. Wore 

ley, in Measianica, 1864, 
3. Spring's renewal of earth’s plain. LD. 3. Wrangham, 

1381, (J. M.J 

Mundi salus affutura. [Visitation of 
the B. V. M.) This is the hymn at Matins in 
the Office of the Visitation of the B. V. M. in 
the Sarum and Aberdeen Breviaries, The 
Office was sanctioned by Conyocation in 1480, 
was printed by Caxton in the same year, and 
sas incorporated in the Sarum Breviary, 
Venice, 1495, pars Eativ, pt. ii, where this 
hymn is given at f. 1306. The text of the 
luymn is also in Card. Newmun's Hymni Eo- 
oflesiae, 1838 ahd 1865, Tr. as -— 

1. What the just by faith believed. By We Js 
Blew, in his Church H. and Tune Bk., 1852-55 
This (¢r, begins with st. iv, (“Sic in mundo 
praeter morem”), and adds frs. of st. ¥.-vii.; 
and of stanza iv. of “ Festum matris gloriosae” 
<p. 376, i.). 

2. Lo! the Fount of earth's salvation. By J.D. 
Chambers, in his Lauda Syon, Pt. ii, 1866, 
p- 84,in 7 st. of 6 1. In the Antiphoner and 
Grail, 1880, p, 126, and again in the Hymner, 
1882, itis given in an altered form of 5 st. as 
«¢ Portal of the world’s salvation.” (J. M.) 

Mundi salus quinasceris. C. Coffin. 
( Christmas.) Given in the Paris Breviary, 
1736, and in Coffin’s Hymni Sacri, 
1736, p. 94. It is also in J. Chandler's Hys. 
of the Prim, Church, 1837, No. 13, and Card. 
Newman's Hymai Ecolesiae, 1838 and 1865. 
Tr. 08 °— 

Infant, born the world to free. By 1. Williams, 
in the British Magazine, Jan., 1833 (vol. vy. 

. 31), and in his Hys, tr, from the Parisiun 
Breviary, 1839, p. 50. In 1864 it was repeated 
in Skinner’s Daily Service Hymnal, No. +9. 

Other trs. are :— 
We O holy Babe, our prayer receive. J. Chandler, 

1837. 
2, Lord of al ¥ i R. Cam i, 

1450. ye eer eee J. ae 

Mundus effusis redemptus. [Holy 
Communion.| Inthe Cluniac Breviary, Paris, 
1686, Pp. 556, this is the hymu at First Vespers 
for the Octave of Corpus Christi, and consists 
of 5 st. and a doxology. Alsoin the Narbonne, 
1709: the Sens, 1726; and other French 
breviaries, Tr, as:— 

Sing, © earth, for thy redemption. By E. Cas- 
wall, in his Mf, of Mary, &., 1858, p. 304, 
and his Hys. § Poems, 1873, p. 157, in 5 st. of 
6}. In the Hymnary, 1872, it is given for 
+ Ascepsiontide,” and in others as a general 
hymn. (J. M.) 

Miinter, Balthasar, s. of Lorenz Minter, 
merchant in Liibeck, was b. at Liibeek, Mareh 
24, 1735. He entered the University of Jena 
as 8 student of theology in 1754, graduated 
m.A. in 1757, and thereafter became lecturer 
and adjunct of the Philosophical faculty. In 
1760. Duke Friedrich IIT., of Gotha, appointed 
him assistant court Preacher, and preacher at 

the Orphanage in Gotha, and then, in 1763, 
Superintendent at Tonna (Griifen-Tonna) near 
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Gotha. In 1765 he became first preacher at 
the Germun Church of St. Peter in Copen- 
hagen, receiving, in 1767, the degree of D.v. 
from the University. He d. at Copenhagen, 
Oct. 5, 1798 (Koch vi. 348; Allg. Deutsche 
Biog. xxiii. 33, &c.). 
a was PT 5 Ang Py be sere heer ag 

& true pastor te practical © ity, 
pacha oy religions patracsor of children, an on Be 
friend of the poor, a man of culture and one of the most 
———= figures in the literary society of Copenhagen. 

je hymns, 100 in number, are among the best of the 
were highly esteemed by bis contemporaries, 

and many still survive in German hymnals compiled 
before 1576 and still in use. They appesred in his two 
works: (1) Geistliche Lieder. Telpet . 1772, (2) 
Ziole Sammlung Geistlicher Lieder. Tepes. 1774. 
(Both in Royal Library, Berlin.) In 1174, the first 50 
were republished at Leipaig set to melodies composed 
for them by the most oe Musicians of the day; 
and the second 60 were republished at Leipzig in 1774 
set to toclodies composed for them by J.C. F. Bach, of 
Bockeburg. 

Of Minter’s i the following have 
passed into English :— 

i, Beht welch’ cin Mensch! Wie lag so achwer. 
Christ before Pilate, 1774, No. 6, p. 21, in 10 
st, of 7 1, Included in full in the Schleswig 
Holstein G. B., 1780; and, reduced to 5 st., in 
the Berlin G, B., 1829, Jr, as:— 

Behold the Man! How heavy lay. In full, by 
Dr, H. Mills, in his Horue Ger., 1845 (1856, p. 
807), repeated, abridged, in the Amer, Luth, 
Gen, Synod’s Coll, 1850, and the Ohio Luth, 
Hymnal, 1880. 

ii, Zitternd, doch voll sanfter Freuden. Ffoly 
Communion, 1772, No. 19, p. 67, in 9 st. of 8 L, 
entitled “Communion Hymn.” In the Berlin 
G. B,, 1780, No, 126, st. iL., was omitted, and the 
rest considerably altered, beginning “ Voller 
Ehrfurcht, Dank und Freuden.” Tr. aa: — 

Full of rev’renee at Thy Word, Lord, I near. In 
full from the text of 1780, as No, 271 in the 
Ohio Luth, Hymnal, L880, 

Hymns not in English C. U.:— 
iii. Ach, wann werd’ ich von der Biinde. Christian 

Warfare, 1774, No. 35, p. 130, in 9 st. Tr. as * Ab! 
when shall I be, from sinning.” By fr, H. Mills, 1445 
(1856, pth. 
iv, letzte meiner Tage. aS Me of Death, 

1772, No, 21, p. 76, in & at. as: "My day withoit 
& morrow,” N. L. Prothingham, 1870, p. 147. 

v. Von . St. Peter's Denial, 
1774, No, 8, p. 29, in 9 at., entitled ** Prayer for Chris- 
tlans who feel themectves guilty of the sin of Peter.” 
Tr. a8 “Urged, Lord, by sinful terror.” By Dr. H. 
Mills, 1845 (1856, p. 302), 

vi. Wer der mit . Baster. 1174, 
No. 44, p. 168, in T st. Tr, as ** Who is this with glory 
gleaming.” By Dr. H. afills, 1845 (1566, p. 320). 

Mure, Sir William, eldest « of Sir 
William Mure of Rowallan Castle, Ayrshire, 
was b. at Rowallan in 15. In the Civil 
War he sided against the king; and in 1644, 
accompanying those sent under tle Solemn 
League and Covenant to the help of the Par- 
linment, was wounded at the battle of Mareton 
Moor. He d, at Rowallan in 1657, In 1628 
he pub. @ tr, of Robert Boyd's Heeeatombe 
Christiana, at Edinburgh, in a volume con- 
taining alsoan original poem entitled Doomes- 
day, and three sonnets entitled Fancice Fare- 
well. His bee) Version of the Pealma, whieh 
acerms to have begun in 1629 and com- 
pleted in 1639, was recommended to the use 
of the committee who compiled tke Seottish 
Psalter of 1650. A complete ss. of this ver- 
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gion wus found about 1825, with various other 

poetical mss. by him, among the old family 
pers in Rowallan Castle. These mss. were 

Kindly searched for by Lord Donington in 
1884, but could not be discovered among the 
— papers now in Loudoun 

ire. 

Muornpioy Eévov, [Xparrds yervaral.} 

My blessed Saviour, is Thy love. 

J. Stennett. (Holy Communion.) Appeared 

in his Hye. on the Lord's Supper, 1697, No. 22, 

in 10 st. of 41, and again in his Works, 1732, 
vol. iv. p. 111. It is usually given in 3 stanzas 
(st. i-iti.) somewhat altered, as in the Leeds 

H. Bk., 1853, and others, Another arrange- 
ment is, “*O blessed Saviour, is Thy love.” 

In some collections this extends to 6 stanzas, 
ag in Snepp's Songs of G. & G., 1872, but a 
shorter form is in more frequent use. (J. J.) 

My Father, for another t. Sir 

H. W. Baker. Care 4 A Contributed to 
the revised ed. of H. A. ., 1875. It is re- 

peated in « few collections, including the Ad- 
ditional Hys., added to the Leeds 8. 5. H. Bk., 

1878. In this last case it is ascribed to 

“ Oakes " in error. (J. J.J 

eee ere et ee Seeki: 5 n the Olney Hymna, 
1779, Bk. iii, No. B in 5 st. of 4 1, and headed 
“The Shining Light.” It was passed into 
Cc. U. in G. Britain and America, its use in 

the latter being somewhat extensive. (J. J.] 

ig 4 God, accept my heart this day. 
M. Bridges, (Confirmation.] 1st pub. in his 
Hys. of the Heart for the Use of Catholics, 
1848, in 5 st. of 4 L, and entitled “ Confirma- 
tion.” In some collections it begins,  M 
God, accept my heart, T pray,” in others, “ 
God, accept my heart, &c.,” and in others, in- 

eluding the Unitarian Hymn (& Tune] Bk. 
for the Church and the Home, Boston, U. 5. A., 
1868, it opens with st. ii., * Before the Cross of 
Him Who died.” In these various forms it 
is in extensive use in G. Britain und amass. 

(J. J.) 
My.God and Father! while I stray. 

Charlotte Elliott. (Resignation.] The un- 
certainties with regard to the text of this 
popular hymn have arisen out of the fact that 
jour forms of the text were pub. by Miss 
Elliott, and each of these has been taken in 
turn as the original, The facts and texts are 
as follows :— : 

i. The original hymn was pub. in the Ap- 
iz to the Ist ed, of the Invalid’s Hymn 

k, 1834, No. 17, as follows :— 
“1. My God and Father! while I stray 

Far from my home in life's rough way, 
Ob! teach me from my heart to say, 

. ‘Thy will be done!" 

“2. Though dark my path, and sad my lot, 
Let me ‘be still,’ and murmur not, 

breathe the prayer divinely taught, 
*Thy will be done!’ 

“3. What though in lonely grief I sigh 
For friends beloved, no longer nigh, 
Subenissive still would I reply, 

*Thy will be done!’ 

4. If thou shouldst call me to resign 

What most | prize, it ne’er was mine; 

lonly ey thee what was thine ; 
«Thy will be done!’ 

a att f 

MY GOD AND FATHER 

“§. Should pining sickness waste away, 
My life in 
My Father | still I strive to say, 

* Thy will be done!’ 
“6. If but my fainting heart be blest 

With th. for its quest, 
My God! to thee I leave the rest— 

* Thy will be done !* 
“7. Renew my will from day to day, 

Blend it with thine, and take away 
All now that makes it hand to say, 

*Thy will be done!" 

“3, Then when on earth I breathe no more 
fy r oft mixed with tears before, 

" upon a happier shore, 
Sihy will be hal 

_ di, The second form of the h — 
in Miss Elliott’s brother's (H. V. Elliott), 
Ps. and Hya., 1835, as follows :— 

“1, My God and Father, while I stray 
Far from my home, on life’s rough way, 
O teach me from my heart to say, 

“Thy will be done!" 
If thou shouldst call me to resign 

I prize, —it ne'er was mine ; 
lonly yield thee what was thine;— 

*Thy will be done!" 
3. E'en if again I ne'er should see 

The friend more dear than life to me, 
Ere long we both shall be with thee ;— 

* Thy will be done! 

. Should pining sickness waste away 
My life in premature decay, 
My Father, still I strive to aay, 

*Thy will be done!’ 

If but my faintiny; heart be blest 
With thy sweet Spirit for its guest, 
My God, to thee I leave the rest ;— 

*Thy will be done !* 

Renew my will from day to day; 
Blend it with thine, and take away 
All that now makes it hard to aay 

‘Thy will be done!" 
“7. Then when on earth I breathe no more 

The si oft mix’d with tears before, 

“2. 

“4 

“ 6. 

‘orn upon a happier shore, 
*Thy will be dome! ‘** 

iii. The third form of the hymn was given 
in Miss Elliott's Hours of Sorrow, &c., 1836, 
pp. 130-1, as follows :— 

* My God and Father! while I stray 
Far from my home in life's rough way, 
©! teach me from my heart to say, 

«Thy will be don*!* 
“ Though dark my path and sad my lot, 
(a ew dr ellen we no not; 

breathe er divinely taught, 
* Thy will east : y cong 

« What t in lonely grief I si 
For friende'baloy'a. no longer bn 
Submissive still would L reply, 

* Thy will be done!" 
* Though thou hast call’d me to resign 

What met I priz'd, it neer was mine: 
1 bave but yielded what was thine ;— 

*Thy will be done!" 
“ Should grief or sickness waste away 
My life in premature decay ; 
My Father! still I'll strive to say, 

* Thy will be done!’ 
“ Let but my fal heart be blest, 

With thy sweet Spirit for its guest. 
My God! to thee | leave the rest: 

* Thy will be done :* 
“ Renew my will from day to day! 

Biend it with thine! and take away 
All that now makes it hard to say, 

*Thy will be done!'” 

iv. The fourth form is in the 1889 ed, of 
Elliott's Ps, & Hys. and later editions, In 
this the text of the Ps. and Hys., 1885, has 
undergone one change only, and this in the 
opening line, which reads, “My God, my 

ather, while I stray.” 
The great diversity in these texts, and all 



MY GOD, AND IS THY TABLE 

Pub. by Miss Elliott, or with her sanction, ac- 
Counts for the curious anomaly that Lord 
Selborne, in his Bk. of Praise, gives one form 
as the original, Bp. Bickersteth, in hie H. 
Comp., another, and some one else a third, 
In varying forve it is in extensive use in all 
English-speaking countries, and of all Mise 
ELliott’s hymue it ranks next to her “ Just as 
I am” in popularity. It has also been tr. 
into several languages, including Latin, Ger- 
man, French, &c. (J. J.J 

My God, and is Thy table spread ? 
FP. Doddridge. (Holy Communion.) Pub. in 
Job Orton’s posthumous edition of Dod- 
dridge’s Hymna, &c., 1755, No. 171, in 6 st. of 
4 1., and headed “ God’s Name profaned, when 
his Table is treated with Contempt. Malachi 
i. 12. Applied to the Lord's Supper.” The 
same text was repeated in J. D. Humphreys’s 
ed. of Doddridge’s Hymna, &., 1839. The ex- 
tensive use of this hymn, and especially in the 
Church of Enyland, is due to a great extent 
to the fact that it, with a few others, was ap- 

nded to Vate and Brady's Version of the 
salms. The history of that circumstance is 
iven inthe article on the New Version (q.v.). 
he only changes in the text are at.i.,1, 2, of 

“does” into ** doth,” and 1. 3 of the same 
stanza of ** its” into“thy.” In addition to 
its use in this form, and in the original (often 
abbreviated ), it is also found as :— 

1. Father, and is Thy table This ts adopted 
by some ofthe American Un collections. 

2. Lord Jesus, ie Thy telte enveet. This is on early 
as the 1415 Appendiz to I's Si., and is found in 
Bickersteth’s CAristian Pralmody, 1433, and later hymn- 
books of the same type. 

hE 
Sect in the oxighnel. _ “ _ 

The only alterations of any moment which 
have crept into the text, and are sometimes 
adopted, sre :— 

“Rich banquet of His Flesh and Blood!” 

to:— 
“ Memorial of His Flesh and Blood!” 

and :— 
‘i “Why are lis dainties all in vain?” 

** Why are its bownties all in vain?” 

In full or in part this hymn has been tr. 
into several languages. One in Latin (of 4 
at., the fourth ing very much altered), by 
Bingham, in his Hymno. Christ. Lat., 1871, is 
“Oo Deus, anne patet nobia Tua mensa re- 
ferta ? (see English Hymnody, Early, § ee 

[v. J. 
My God, how endless is Thy love. 

I. Watts. [Morning or Evening.) Pub. in his 
Hys. and Piel 8., 1709, + No. 81, in 
8 st. of 4 1., and headed “ A Song for Mornin or Evening.”” It was included f J. Weslev's 
Ps. & Hys., Charles-town, 1736-37, and sub- sequently tm a large number of hymn-books. In addition to its use under its original first line, #0Metimes with slight changes, but usually Unaltered, it is algo found as :— 

M is Thy love, This form » re in Op Whitefield's Hymns, &c., sres, No. 17; . Madan’s Ps. @ Hys., 1760, No.’ 193" and many later collections, pide, f 2. O God, how constant Thy in the 1819 ed. of Coteafinn a tere t stones tet pa attiticn by Cotteriil or Montgomery. God, sndleas is Thy love. This furm is 
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fn the Irvingite Hys. for the Use of the Churches, 1864 
and 1871. 

Through the original and in these various 
forms this hymn is in use in all English- 
speaking countries. It is a beautiful example 
of Watts’s tender style, but somewhat tinged 
with sadness. -[See English Hymnody, Early, 
§ vi. 3, xm] {J. J.) 

My God, how perfect are Thy ways. 
W. Cowper. ag Lord our Righteowsness.} 
Appeared in the Olney Hymne, ‘1779, Bk. i, 
No. 67, in 5 st. of 4 1, and entitled “ Jehovah 
our Righteousness.” It is generally given in 
its original form, but its use is limited. (J.J) 

My God, how wonderful Thou art. 
F. W. Faber. (The Eternal Father.) 1st pub. 
in his Jesus and Mury, &., 1848, No, 2, in 9 
at. of 41., und entitled, “ 'The Eternal Father,” 
and again in his Hymna, 1862, p. 22. Ite use 
is very extensive both in G, Britain and 
America, but it is often E& en in an abridged 
form. In some of the American collections, 
including H. W. Beecher's Plymouth Coil, 
1855, The Baptist Praise Bk., 1571, it begins 
with st. ii, “How dread are Thine eternal 
years,” but this does not equal the eriginal in 
popularity in America, and is almost unknown 
in G. Britain. Another cento in C. U, in 
America begins with st. iv. “O how I fear 
Thee, living God.” (J. JL] 

My God, Iam Thine; What a com- 
fort divine. C. Wesley. [Peace with God.} 
Ap in Hys. and Sac, Poems, 1749, vol. i, 
as No. 16 of “Hymns for Believers,” in 6 at. 
of 3 1. (P. Works, 1868-72, vol. v. . 24). It 
was republished in the Wes. H. Bk., 1780, 
No, 197, an thence passed into moat of the 
Methodist hymn-hooks throughout all English- 
> carvan countries. Few hymns amongst the 

ethodists have equalled it in the influence 
which it has had upon the sick and dying. 
Numerous instances of great interest are given 
in G. J. Stevenson's Meth. H. Bk. Notes, 1883, 
p. 167. The stanzas most frequently quoted 
are, i. “ My God, I am Thine,” and iv., * My 
Jesus to kuow; And feel His blood flow.” 
Outside of the Methodist bodies its use is 
limited. (J. J.J 

My God, I know, I feel Thee mine. 
C. Wesley. [Peace and Holiness desired. 
Pub. in Hys. & Sac. Poems, 1740, p. 156, in 1 
st. of 41., and entitled, “ Against Hope, Be- 
lieving in Hope” (P. Worke, 1868-72, vol. i. 
p. 828). In the Wes, H, Bk. 1780, No. 351, 
st. x. is omitted, and slight changes in the text 

are jntrodued, This form is repeated in the 

revised ed,, 1875, and has passed into several 
collections. In addition there are also the fol- 
lowing arrangements of the hymn in C. U. :— 

, Father, Thy all-victorious love. This s with 

Pas altered, Jom is in use in American Unitarian 

2. Jesus, Thine all-victorious love. This also begins 

with at. fv, altered, and is fn American C. U. 

8. My God, I humbly call Thee mine. This ts in 

Mercer's Church Psalter & H. Bk,, Oxford ed., 1864, 

4. O that in me the sacred fire. In the Primitive 

Methodist Hymnal, 1847, and a few American collec- 

tions. This opens with #t. vil. CJ. J.J 

My God, I love and I adore. I. Watts. 

God, the Creator and Preserver.) This poem 

of 63 lines, appended to au essay on * Search- 
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ing after God,” is in Watts's Reliquix Juveniles: 
Miscellaneous Thoughts in Prose and Verse, &o,, 
1734. In the Coll. of Hys. & Pe., &e., by Kippis, 
Rees, and others, 1795, a hymn in 4 at. of 4.1 
appeared as No. 62, begiuning “ Who ean by 
searching find out God?” The opening stanza 
is based on Il. 1-4 of the poem, whilst at. 
ii.-iv. are almost word for word from Il. 5-20. 
This same hymn, with the substitution of 
il. 1-4 of the poem for the first stanza as in 
Kippis, is No, 148 in The Bap. Praise Bk., | 
N. ‘a 1 871.’ This, together with the text as 
in Kippis, is in other collections, Another 
arrangement, beginning with the same first 
line, in 4 st. is No. 177 in H, W. Beecher’s 
Plymouth Coll., 1855, but it is not equal to 
either of the former in purity or beauty. The 
hymn, in either of those forms, is very ical 
and of more than usual excellence. el J.) 

My God, in Whom are all the 
springs. J. Watts. (Ps. lvii.) 1st pub. in 
his Psalms of David, 1719, in 6 at. of 4 L, and 
entitled, “ Praise for Protection, Grace and 
Truth.” In some collections, as in Dr, Alex- 
ander’s Augustine H, Bk., 1849 and 1865, it 
beging with st. iii, “* Be Thou exalted, O my 
God.” Both the original and the abridged 
form are in limited use. (J. J nt 

My God, is any hour so sweet. Char- 
dotte Elliott. [The Hour of Prayer.) Pub-in 
her Hours of Sorrow, &c., 1836, p 45, in 7 st, 
of 4 1., and entitled * The. Hour of Prayer”; 
again in her brother’s Ps. & Hys., 2nd thou- 
sand, 1837, in 6 at., and again in her Morning 
and Evening Hys. for a Week, 1839. The text 
in each of these works is ditterent from that in 
the rest. The text in the H. Comp., 1876, 
which is generilly received as the original, 
differs slightly from each of the above. The 
1836 text isin Lyra Brit., 1867, p. 219, with 
* There for,” changed to “ Here for,” in st. v. 
1. 2. In Kennedy, 1863, and in Thring’s 
Coll,, 1882, it is altered to “Sweet is the 
morning light to me.” The use of this hymn 
in one or the other of these two forms is 
extensive, {J. J. 

My God, my Father, blissful Name. 
Anne Steele. (Humility and Trust.)  Ap- 
peared in her Poems on Subjecta chiefly Devo- 
tional, 1760, vol. i. p. 114, in 8 at. of 4 1, and 
headed * Humble Reliance.” It was 
in the 2nd ed, of the Poems, 1780, and in Sedg- 
wick’s reprint of her Hymns, 1863, p. 70. In 
its full original form it is not usually found 
in GC. U.; but the following eventos therefrom 
are given in several hymn-books in G, Britain 
and America :— 

1, Father, blissful Name. Com f 
= iy, ped ae New Selection, i the 

p. Fa, +» 1868; 4 , .» 1859, &e. 
2. My — Father, on ng This is 

usually No. 1, with the alteration of the opening line. 
3. Thy providence d 

at, ili, iv., vil., viii. in the 1563 Appendix to the S. P. 
C. K. Ps. & Hys., and others, 

4. yy ‘er Thy will ordains, In Kennedy, 
1463, No. 1211, is a cento from this hymn and Miss 
Steele's ** Dear Refuge of my weary soul. {J. J J 

My God, my Father, dost Thou call? 
Le E. H. Bickerateth, [Home Missions.] 

ritten for the London Church Mission, 1874, 
and printed in the Guardian, and afterwards | 
pub. in his H. Comp., 1876. It has since | 

| 1707 (ed. 1709, Bk. ii., No. 94), in 

enies, Composed of | 

MY GOD, THY SERVICE 

—— into several hymn-books, including the 
rim. Methodist Hymnal, 1887, &c. (J. J.) 
My God, my Portion and my Love. 

I. Watts, (God Man's only ee) Pub. 
in the Ist ed. of his Hye. a ritual 8., 

at. of 4.1, 
and headed “God my only Happiness.” It is 
in C. U. both in full and in an abri 
form. In Dale’s English H. Bk., 1874, No. 
639, “ My God, my life is in Thy love,” is also 
from this hymn, and is composed of st. i, ii, 
v., Vii, viii, slightly altered. {J. J.J 

My God, the Covenant of Thy love. 
P. Doddridge. (The Divine Covenant.) This 
hymn is No. 86 in the p. mas., but is undated. 

e latest date in the mss. is given to No. 83, 
as “Jan. 9, 17%." This hymn is, we ju 
circa 1740. It was included, unaltered, in Job 
Orton's posthumous ed. of Doddridge’s Hymna, 
&e., 1755, No. 21, in 5 st. of 4.1, and headed 
“ Support in God's Covenant under domestic 
troubles ;" and again in J. D. Humphreys's 
ed. of the same, 1839, No. 26. It is in exten- 
sive use in G. Britain and America, but 
usually with the omission of st. ii., * What tho’ 
my house be not with Thee.” J.J.) 

My God, the Spring of all my joys. 
I. Watts. (God, Light in darkness.) 1st pub. 
in his Hys. & Spiritual S., 1707 (ed. 1709, Bk. 
ii., No. 54), in 5 st. of 4 1, and headed “ God's 
resence i8 Light in darkness.” In 1741, 
. Wesley included it with alterations in his 

Ps, & Hya., p. 118, but did not introduce it 
into the Wes, H. Bk. in 1780. It is in the 
18th ed., 1805, as No. 87, with an asterisk to 
denote that it was not placed there by Wesley. 
In its original form the hymn is ahead God, 
and He is spoken of in the third person tlius: 

“In darkest shades if He appear.” 

The Wesley version is an address to God: 
“In darkest shades If Thow appear." 

Both versions are in extensive use in all Eng- 
lish-speaking countries; the original, how- 
ever, being the more popular of the two. In 
a few collections it is altered to: “ God, 
the Source of all my joys.” CJ. J) 

My God, Thy service well demands. 
P. Doddridge. (Thankagiving for Recovery 
from Sickness.) In the p. ss. this hymn is 
No. 55, ia duted “ Nov. 14, 1737,” and headed, 
“A Thought on recovery from Sickness in which 

much of the Presence of God had heen experienced. 
Particularly titended for the use of Miss Nanny Bliss.” 

This heading is altered in Doddridge's 
handwriting to 
“Thought on recovery from a da * Sickness in 

which much of the presence of God had ex enced, 
eg aap: intended ie yee of a or who had 

ninextreme danger by the sti @m artery in 
her stomach." ™ 

It was included in Job Orton's posthumous 
ed. of Doddridge’s Hymna, &e., 1755, No. 364, 
in 7 st. of 4 L, as one of the ** Hymns 
on Particular Occasions, and in Uncommon 
Measures.” It is leaded therein ** On Re- 
covery from Sickness, during which much of 
the Divine Favour had been experienced.” 
In J. D, Humphreys’s ed. of the Hymns, ke. 
the text and jeading as in Orton’s ed. were 
repeated. When the nature of the sickness 
is remembered, the original ms. is more in- 
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tensely vivid than the printed text. In the | acknowledged. 1 Sam. vii. 12. For New- 
Ms. st. ii, 1. 3, 4, read :— Year's day.” It is also in J. D, aa 

J. “When life in purple torrenta flowed ed. of the same, 1889, No. 23, 
From every gushing vein ;" M a y Hope, my All, my Saviour Thou. st. iii., |. 3:— [Jesua, All in All.) This hymn has been 

traced to A Pocket Hymn Book designed as a 
constant Companion for the Pious, collected 
from Various Authors, York, R, Spence, 
1774 (Sth ed., 1786, No. 114), in 5 st. of 4 L 
Through this Pocket H. Bk., which, in a re- 
print, was the first Methodist hymn-bouk used 
in America [American Hymnody, § v.], it came 
into use im that country. The full and un- 
altered text is in Dr. Hatfield's Church H. Bk. 
N. Y., 1872, No. 964. In the Meth, Episco. 
Hymnal, 1878, it is given in 4 st., and ascribed 
to “ Tuomas Coke.” As the hyam was pub- 
lished in a Methodist Pocket H. Bk., in 1774, 
and Dr. Coke did not make the acquaintance 
of J. Wesley until August 13, 1776, this cab 
lardly be so. Moreover, there is no mention 
of his having written hymns at that time, or 
at any time. in Dr. Etheridge’s authorised edi- 
tion of his Life, 1860. We are obliged there- 
fore to say it is Anonymous, (J. J.J 

My Jesus, while in mortal flesh. 
P. Doddridge. (Abidings—Faith in — 
This is No. 280 in Job Orton's posthumous ed. 
of Doddridge’s Hymns, &., 1755, and No. 
306 in J. D. Humphreys’s ed. of the same, 
1839. Itisin 6st. of 4 1. ond headed “ Livin 
while in the flesh by faith in Christ, Who love 
ua, &c. Galat. ii 26." Jt isin C. U. in its 
original form, and as “ Blest Jesus, while in 
mortal flesh.” Te latter form is mainly in use 
in America. J. J.J 

My Lord, my Love was crucified. 
J. Mason, [Sunday.] Appeared in his Spiri- 
tual Songs, or Songa of Praise, &c., 16838, No. 
19, in 3 st. of 8 1, and 1 et. of 4 1., and en- 
titled “ A Song of Praise for the Lord’s Day.” 
It is also in Sedgwick’s reprint of Mason's 
Spiritual &, 1859, p. 30. It is in use in three 
forms: (1) The original abbreviated; (2) 
“My Lord, my Life, was crucified :” and (3) 
“Come,"dearest Lord, and feed Thy sheep.” * 
The altered forms are principally in use in 
America, 

The opening line of this hymn is well known 
in Church history and song. St. Ignatius 
used it in the first century: it was common 
throughout the middle ages, and the prefatory 
late to Luke Boileau's Reformed Monastery, 
677, has the motto “ Amor meus crucitixus 

est.” The refrain to each stanza of C. 
Wesley's ““O Love divine, what hast Thou 
done?” is * My Lord, my Love is crucified :” 
to each stanza of Faber's “ O come and mourn 
with me awhile, it is * Jesus, our Love, is 
crucified”: and in H. A. & M,, and most 
modern collections which have copied Faber's 
hymn, it is “Jesus, our Lord, is crucified.” 
It is a beautiful thought, and full of spiritual 
meaning. Its tenderness is not intensified by 
the change of “our Love” to “our Lord.” 

(W. T. B.} 

Maker, and my King; to Thee 
ay Ber I owe. Anne Steele. (God, 

Creator and Benefactor.) 1st pub, in her 
Poems on Subjects chiefly Devotional, &c., 
1760, vol. i. p. 48, in 6 st, of 4 1., and entitled, 

“ And teach me with my quivering lips; ” 

and st, y., 1. 4:— 
« That made salvation mine.” 

The ial personal character of this hymn 
has limited its use. It might, however, be 
@asily adapted for special or general thanks- 
Siving after sickness. (J. J.J 

My God, ‘tis to Thy Mercy-seat. 
Anne Stele. [The ath Pr lst pub. in 
her Poems on Subjects chiefly Devotional, &c., 
1760, vol. i. p. 133, in 6 st. of 4 L, and headed : 
“ Refuge pale Strength in the Mercy of God.” 
It was repeated in the 2nd ed, of the Poems, 
&ec., 1780, and in Sedgwick's reprint of her 
Afymns, 1863. It is in C. U. both in its original 
form and as * Dear Father, to Thy Mercy- 
seat.” The latter form is chiefly in use in 
America. [v. 

My 
Thine. P. Doddriige. [{Grutitude.) Ist 
pub. in Job Orton's posthumous ed. of Dod- 
dridge’s Hymns, &c., 1755, No. 152, in 5 st. of 
4 1., and entitled “ Gratitude the Spring of true 
Religion;” and again in J. D. Humphroys's 
ed. of the same, 1839, No. 171. It is in C. U. 
in its origimal form, and as “My God, what 
cords of love are Thine,” in the London H. Bk. 
( nlarged) 1873, und others. {J. J.J 

My gracious Lord, I own Thy right. 
P. Doddridge. [The Service of Christ a de- 
light.) Pub. by Job Orton in his posthumous 
ed. of Doddri ge’s Hymns, 1755, No. 204, in 
5 st. of 41., and headed “ Christ's Service the 
fruit of our Labours on earth :” also given in 
J. D. Humphreys'’s ed. of the same, 1839, 
No. 320. Its use, especially in America, is 
extensive. Sometimes it is given as “ All- 

‘ious Lord, I own Thy right," as in the 
Initarian Hys. of The Spirit, alg U.LS.A., 
1864. (J. J 

My heart is resting, O my God. 
Anna L. Waring. [The Lord the Portion of 
his people.) Appeared in the 4th ed, of her 
Eiys. and Meditations, 1854, p- 65, in 11 st. of 
8 1., and based upon Lam. iil. 24, “The Lord 
is my Portion, saith my soul; therefore will I 
hope in Him ” (ed. 1871, p. 62). It is also in 
her Additional Hys., 1858. Being too long to 
be used in full, various arrangements of lines 
and stanzas have been adopted for C. U. 
Most of these begin with the opening line of 
the bymn. One exception is, “I have a heri- 
tage of Joy,” in the American Unitarian Hy. 
& Tune) Bh. for Church & Home, Boston, 
868, which begins with st. iii,, 1 5. [J. J.) 
My Helper, God, I bless His name. P. Doddridge. “(New Year.) This hymn is almost entirely unknown under its original first line, but altered ag « Our Helper, God, we bless His [Thy] name,” it is found in several collections, including Horder's Cong. Hys., 1884. It was aot pe in Job Orton's poatinu- mous ed. of Doddridge’s Hymns &o. 1755 No. 19, in § at. of 4 1, and hetiet «Bee nezer, oF God's helping hand teview'd and 
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“God my Creator and Benefactor.” It was 
repeated in her Poems, &c., 1780; und in 
Sedgwick’s reprint of her Hymns, 1863. Two 
forms of this hymn are in C. U. (1) The 
first is the original in its full or abridged 
form. This came into C, U. through the 
Bristol Bap. Coll. of Ash & Evans, 1769, 
where it is No, 25, and sign d “7.” (2) The 
second is: 

‘My Maker and my King! 
What thanks to TAce L owe.” 

This appeared in Hall’s Mitre H. Bk., 1836, 
No. 286, in 4 st. of 4 L; and again in E. 
Osler's Church and King, June 1, 1837. It was 
rewritten from Miss Steele's hymn by Osler 
for the Mitre H. Bk., and should be given 
as Anne Steele, 1760; E. Osler, 1836. (J. J.) 

My Saviour, be Thou near me, 
Through life’s night. Mary Duncan, née 
Lundie. ({Supplication.] 1st pub. in her Me- 
moir, 1841, in 2 at. of & L, and thus intro- 
duced ;— 
“Toa Greek alr, which _— friend loved to hear 

t 
not being satisfied with the trifling words attached 

to it. They bear date the 20th December (1839), the last 
effusion of her muse, and the prayer of thelr petition 
was about to be answered * (ed, 1843,p, 294). 

The hymn is included, set to this air, in the 
Rev. J, H. Wilson's Songs of Zion, 1877, and, 
without the air, in othercolleetions. (J. M.) 

shall be ofmercy. H. Down- 
don. (Ps. ci.) Written for his congregation 
at St. John’s Church, Chatham, and first 
rinted at the close of his Sermon, preached 
n 1852, on “ God, the Refuge of His people” 
(Chatham, A. Etherington); and then in 
Barry's Ps, & Hys., 1867. It was also in- 
eluded in his Hys, & Verses, 1873. [W. T. B.} 

My song shall bless the Lord of all. 
W. Cowper. (The Godhead of Christ.) lat 
ub. in the Olney Hymns, 1779, Bk. ii., No. 

, in 6 st, of 4 1, and headed * Jehovah 
Jesus.” Although not in extensive use, it is 
a dogmatic hymn of more than usual merit, 
and is worthy of greater attention. (J. J.) 

* My soul and spirit fill’d with joy. 
N. Tate. [Magni This metrical version 
of the Song of the Blessed Virgin was given 
in the Appendix to the New Version of the 
Psalms uppended to the Book of Common 
Prayer, 1702 (licenced 1703). It is not found 
in modern collections of hymns (full text in 
old P. Books). In the Draft of the Scottish 
Translations and Paraphrases, 1745, it was 
iven with very slight alterations as No. ii. 
fore its adoption, however, in the autho- 

rised issue of the Translations, &c., of 1781, it 
underwent further revision, and as No, xxxvi. 
stands this :-— 

St. i, ¥. Tate; ot. th. rewritten, 1741; ef. Hi. re- 
written, 1781, with 1st line from 1745; et. iv., ¥. Tate; 
st. v.11, 17065 1 2 altered; il. 3, 4, ¥. Tate 

This recast, which has been in use in the 
Church of Scotland for more thun 100 years, 
is claimed for W. Cameron (p. 200, ii.) by his 
daughter in her list of authors and revisers 
of the 1781 issue. Full recast text in modern 
editions of the Scottish Trs. and Para 

(J. J.) 
the My soul doth m Lord. 

Ist pub. in his J. Mason. [Whiteuntide. 

MY SOUL, THY GREAT 

iritual Songs, or Songs of Praise, 1683, 
* in 5 st. of 81, and 1 st. of 4 L, and 
entitled “A Song of Praise for Joy in the 
Holy Ghost"; and again, in Sedgwick's re- 

int of the Spiritual Songa, 1852, p. 38. 
he hymn in its full form is not in C. U. 

The following centos however are in C. U.:— 
LA li . This wk ig, aot ert 
Salisbury H. Bk., 1557, aod subsequently in other 

collections. 
. ae eee en a This, as No. 354 

b ee 5 the Church, N. ¥,, 
st. 1, iL, . i-4, and « doxology 

nal. 

wk 

forth. This, a 
Praise, 1862, is st. 

These centos, especially No. 1, are in seve- 
ral collections; but their use is not equal 
at: merita, (See English Hymnody, Early 
XL (J.J). 
My soul, go boldly forth. R. Baxter. 
_— Anticipated.| This poem a in 

xter’s Additions to the Poetical 
of Richard Baxter, Written for himself and 

unicated to such as are more for serious 
Verse than smooth. London: Printed jor B. 
Simmons, &c., 1683, p. 62, in 31 st. of 6 L, 
dated “ Decemb. 19, 1682,” and headed “ The 
Exit.". In the American Plymouth Coll., 
1855, at. i., iv. and xxxi. were given as No 
887, and in Kennedy, 1863, st. i, iv. xiii. and 
SS See igi and 
t centos are admirably adapted for private 
use. m cw. T BY 

My soul, inspired with sacred love. 
C. Wesley. (Ps. cxlvi. lst pub. in The 
tee ae 1798; Mm in Fish’s 
collection of C, W "a Pi 1854; and 
again in the P. Works, 1868-72, vol. viii. p. 
260, in 8 st. of 6.1. In 1830, it was given in 
the of the Wea. H, Bk., with the omis- 
sion of st. iii. and vi, aud retained in the 
revised ed., 1875, (J. J.) 

My soul, repeat His praise, J. Watts. 
for ctii.) lat pub. in his Ps. of David, &e., 
719, p. 267, in 8 st. of 4 L, and headed, 

“ Abounding Compassion of God; or, Mercy 
in the Midst of Judgment.” It was given 
with the omission of st. ii., iv. and vi., in G. 
Whitefield’s Hys. for Social Worship, &o., 
1753, No. 9. This abbreviated form was re- 
peated in M. Madan’s Ps. & Hys., 1760, No. 
117, and others, and thus came into C. U. in 
the Church of England. It is also given in 
full in some collections, and again, altered in 
another way, in others. Its use is wea 

{J. J. 

Yolen tian i & countrie. 4. 
a n. eaven—Peace.] This poem on 

“Peace” appeared in 20 ithee in his Silez 
Scintillans, or Sacred Poems, Pt. i., 1650 (2nd 
ed. gee in Lyte’s rint of the same, 
1847, in the Bell and dy reprint, 1858. 
In the reduced form of 4 st. of 4 L, it was 
given in the People’s H., 1867; snc in its full 
and unaltered form, as a hymn for “ Private 
Use,” in Thring’s Coll., 1882. (J. J.J 

My soul, thy t Creator praise. 
Sir J. Denham and 3 Watts. [Ps. 104.) Ist 
pub. in Watts’s Psalms of David, &., 1719, 
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an 28 st. of 41., and headed “The glory of 
God in Creation and Providence.” In a note he 
says :— 

Several Lines in this Psalm Ihave borrow'd of Sir 
John Denbam; if I have made the Connection more 
eVident, and the Sense more easy and useful to an ondi- 
mary Reader, I have attained my Enid, and leave others 
to judge whether I have dishonour’d bis Verse, or im- 
Proved it,” p. 274. 

The lines borrowed from Sir J. Denham’s 
Version of 1714 are at. i., ii., iii, vii, Il. 1,2; 
XX Viii., 11.3,4. The paraphrase naturally from 
its great length is not in C. U., but the follow- 
ing centos therefrom are in several hymn-books 
in G. Britain and America :— 

1. Great is the 

W atts's jon of the para somewhat freel 
altered. In some hymnals st. il, of this cento is omitted. 

2. My soul, thy great Creator praise. This conto in 
the Leeds H. BR, 1853, 4 stanzas, is thus composed: 
st. i., ii. Sir John Denham, and the rest Watts ; in 
the New Cong., 1559, § stanzas, st, i., fl. are by De ‘ F nham, 
4nd the rest by Watts; and in Dale's nglish H. Bk., 
ere. st. i-ifi.. are by Sir J, Denham, and iv., v. by 

atts. 
3. Vast are Thy works, Lord. 

in Martineau's Hymns, \. . Ve . 
7. ane ier Sir oe Deaheen ond thames awa 

These centos, taken together, are in some- whut extensive use. ae aK 
My soul, with joy attend. P. Dod- 

dridge. (The Security of Christ's Sheep. 
This is No. 97 of the 4 Ae but is undat 
Cefrea 1740). It was pub. by J. Orton in his 
posthumous ed. of Doddridge's Hymns, &e., 
1755, No. 231, in 6 st. of 4 1., and headed, 
“The Happiness and Security of Christ's 
Sheep, John x. 28.” It was also repeated in 
J. - Humphreys’s ed. of the same, 1839, 
No. 255. It is in C. U. in G. Britain and 
America. (J. J.J 

My soul, with sacred j oy survey. 
F. Ss [ Missions.) 1st pub. in his Coll. of 

ys. Ps. & » &c., Dublin, 1802, No. 264 (there 
are two hymns in the collection with this 
number}, in 7 stanzas of 4 1, and based on 
Isa. xlili. 5, 6. It was repeated in the lst 
ed. of his Hymna, &., 1804, and again in all 
later editions (ed. 1853, No. 575). In addi- 
tion to appearing in a few collections under 
its qpentng line, two centos therefrom are in 
Cc. U., both beginning : “ Arise, arise; with 
joy survey.” These are: (1) In Hatfield's 
Church H. Bk.,N. Y., 1872, No. 1219, com- 
posed of st. i, iii, ii, vi. and vii. in the order 
named; (2) In the Bap. Praise Bk. N. Y., 
1871, where st. i, iv. form No. 1204. (J. J.J 
My spirit longeth for Thee. J. Byrom, [No Fest but eed Pub. in his Miscella- 

neous J 0ema, in two parta, Pt. i. bei 
“The desponding Soul's wish”; and Pt. ‘iL : et matte a: The . Wish” is in 4 st. of 3 “An i pede ower in 4 st.of 41. Both parts ate | oo fi 7 ** My spirit longs for Thee; oa the socond, « Cheer up, desponding soul The full text was reprinted in Byrom’s Works, 1814, vol. am (W. T. BJ 

My stock lies increase. 
no G. ‘erbert. (Divine Gra D * i A 7 

Lord, what can frame! This 
cento, in the Andover Sabtath H. Bk., 1858, and other 
American coliections, is made up of odd lines from 

Of this 
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1633 (ed. Chandos Classics, 1887, p. 107), in 
6 st. of 3.1, with the refrain * Drop from 
above!” It is given in its original form in a 
few collections, and again in several American 
hymoals, as “ My heart lies dead, and no in- 
crease.” It is a sweetly pathetic hymn for 
private devotion. [J. J.J 

My times of sorrow and of joy. B. 
Beddome. [ Resignation.) Written on Jan. 
4, 1778, and pub. in Rippon's Bap. Sel., 1787, 
No, 276, in 5 st. of 4 1, and headed “ Resig- 
nation; or Goil’s Portion.” In K Hall's 

thumous edition of Beddome’s Hymna, &c., 
817, No. 222, it is simply entitled “ Resig- 

nation.” It is a striking coincidence that, 
unknown to Beddome, his sou, Dr. Benjamin 
Beddome, died of a fever in Edinburgh on 
the day that this hymn was written. Dr. 
Rippon says, in the Baptist Register, 1794, 
that the father preached on that day (Sun- 
day) from Py, xxxi. 15,“ My times are in Thy 
band,” and that this hymn was sung at the 
close of the Sermon. It is plaintive, and 
well suited for private use. It is in several 
modern collections, including the » Pek 
Hys., 1858 and 1880. J.J.) 

My whole, though broken heart, 
O Lord. R&. Baxter. (Resignation.] Ap- 

red in his Poetical Fragments, 1681, p. 81, 
n 8 st. of 8 1, and entitled, “The Covenant 
and Confidence of Faith.” To it is appended 
the note: “This Covenant, my dear wife, in 
her former sickness, subscribed with a cheer- 
ful will.” The hymn was republished in 
Pickering’s reprint of the Poetical Fr 
1821. In its complete form it is not found in 
modern hymn-books. The following centoa 
therefrom are in C. U. :— 

1, Christ leads me through no darker rooms. This is 
in the Cooke and Dentun Afymnal, 1853, and several 
American collections. 

. Come, Lord, when grace has made me meet. 
In The Church Praise Book, N. Y¥., 1882, 

3. Lord, it belongs not to my care, This is the most 
pular of the centos, It is in extensive use in all 

Elis king countries, 
Lord, t is set Sor ua $0 ease. This ranks in popu- 

larity next to No, 3. 
5, Lord, we feel no anxious care. This « 
ow fn Hall's Mitre H. Bk., 1836, No, 244, and 

in a few modern collections, 
6. Now it belongs not to my care, This also is some- 

what limited in use. ™ 

ee ne — - 
count the popularity and acceptableness o' 
this hymn are very marked. (J. J.J 

Myddleton, William, an eminent poet 
and marian, was the third s. of Richard 
Myddleton, of Denbigh, an elder brother of 
Sir Hugh Myddleton. W. Myddleton was 
educated at Oxford, and served as a soldier in 
the armies of Elizabeth. He subsequently 
joined the navy. He was the means of saving 
the English ‘foot which was sent in 1591 to 
the Azores to intercept the Spanish galleons 
when Philip II. sent another fleet of ten times 
the English force to defeat the design. 

Myddleton’s first publication was Bardd- 
oniacth ; or, the Art of Welsh Poetry. London, 
1593. His chief work is an elegant version of 
the Pealma in the bigher kind of Welsh metres, 
or “Cynganedd.”” It was finished January 
24, 1595, and pub. in London by T. Salisury 
in 1603, A 2nd ed. was pub, by the Rey. 
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W. Davies, m.a., in 1827. It was not intended 
for public worship, and was never used in that 
form. cw. G. T.] 

rium mirabile, Hac luce nobis 
panditur. [Passiontide.| This is the as 
at Matina in the Office of the Most Holy 
Winding Sheet of our Lord Jesus Christ—an 
office added to the Roman Breviary since 1740. 
In the Roman Breviary, Bologua, 1827, Pars 
Verna, Su , it is assigned to Saturday 
after the 2nd 8, in Lent, and marked as a 
Greater Double; the text of this hymn being 
given at p. 274. It is also found in later eds. 
of the Roman Breviary. Tr. as :— 

This day the wondrous mystery, By E. Cas- 
wall. 1st pub. in his Lyra Catholica, 1849, 
p- 80, in 7 st. of 4.1.; and again in his Hys. ¢ 
Poems, 1873, p. 45. It is in several collections, 
including the Hymnary, 1872, &., but usually 
in an abridged form. 

Other trs. are ; ~~ 
1. O Miracle of mystery, W. J. Blew, 1852-6. 
2. A wondrous mystery this day. J. wens 

N 
WN. The signature of Dr. N. Cotton in 

Dr. Dodd's Christians’ Magazine, 1761. 

N., in Bristol Bap. Coll, of Ash & Evans, 
1769, ie. James Newton. 

N. N.F., in the Church Times, ie. G. 
Moultrie, being the initials of his family motto, 
“ Nunquaio non fidelis.” 

N. T. P. R., in the Cluniac Brev., 1686, 
ie. Nicholas le Tourneaux. 

Nachtenhofer, Caspar Friedrich, s. 
of Caspar Nachtenhofer, advocate at Halle, 
was b. at Halle, March 5, 1624. He entered 
the University of Leipzig in 1647, a8 a 
student of theology (4.4. 1651), He was 
then for a few months tutor in the house of 
the Chancellor August Carpzov at Coburg. 
In the end of 1651 he was appointed diaconua, 
and in 1655 pastor, at M near Coburg. 
He was then, in 1671, called to Coburg as 
pastor of the Holy Cross Church, and diaconus 
of the St, Moritz Church. He afterwards 
devoted himself wholly to St. Moritz, and d. 
as second senior in charge Nov, 23, 1685 
(Wetzel ii. 203; Allg. Deutsche Biog, xxiii. 
192, &¢ ) He pub. a metrical history of the 
Passion under the title of Erkldrung des 
Leidens- und Sterbens-Geschichte Jesu Christi, 
at Coburg in 1685. Four hyms are ascribed 
to him, two of which have been tr. viz. :— 

i. Diess ist die Nacht, da mirerschienen, Christmas. 
This is in J. H. Hiwvecker’s Kirchenecho, 1605, No. 406, 
in 5 st. of 6 L, marked as by WC. FL N, It had pre- 
viously ap in the pag G. B., 1683 (Coburg 
Gymnasium Library), and is included in the (nv. L. &., 
a S1. The tr, in C, U, iss A goed and full 

tr. by A. T. Russell, as No, 55 : bts Pt. & Hyt,, 1851. 
ii, So gehst du mein Jesu, hin, Passiontide, 

This appears in the New- Volletandigers Mareerif 
Brandenburgisches Gesang- . bach Bay- 
Tenth, 1668, p. #1, in 4st. of # 1., entitled “A beant! fal 
bymn for Lent.” It is also in the Coburg @. #., 1668, 
—— p- 4, entitled “Christ's Death the sinner’s 
Life.” In beth books it is without name of author, 
Wetzel il, 206, ascribes it to Nachtenhifer, and says it 
was written in 1651, while he was tutor at Coburg. It 

for the School 

NATO CANUNT OMNIA 

is a bymn on Christ's way to the Cross, and in the form 
of a dialogue between the soul and Christ. In order to 
complete the sense an additional stanza was imeerted 
between the original ili. and iv., and this is the form 
in the Unv. L. &, 1851, No. 741. This new st, accord. 
ing to Wetzel fi. 216, is by Magnus Daniel Omeis, Pro- 
fessor at Altdorf (b. at pposy abn wh 1646 5 d. at 
Altdorf Nov. 22, 1708), and was in the Alltdort 
G, B. of 1699, tr, in C. U. ise . 
Bo, Thou forth te die, A good tr. of «t. i, 

as No. 92 in his Ps. & ys, 1651. 
(J. ™M) 

Naiwv ‘lavas év puyois. [Ecuce 
Aady.) 

Naked as from the earth we came. 
I. Watts. (Submiasion.] 1st pub. in hiss Hys. 
and Spiritual S., 1707 (ed, 1709, Bk. i., No. v.), 
on Job i. 21, in 5 st. of 4 L, and ertitled 
“Submission to afflictive Providence.”” In 
this form its use is limited, In the 1745 Draft 
Translations and Paraphrases of the Church 
of Scotland it was included, unaltered ; but 
in the authorized ed. of 1781, No. iii., at was 
iven in a recast form, in which st. i-iii. were 
atts’s rewritten, and at. iv. was new. This 

recast, which has been in use in the Clhurch 
of Scotland for more than one hundred -years, 
is claimed for W. Cameron (p. 200, i.) im the 
markings by his daughter of the 1781 Z's. & 
Paraphrases. [J- J.J 

Nason, Elias, a Congregational mimister, 
lecturer, and writer, was b. at Wrentham, 
Massachusetts, April 21, 1811, and was: edu- 
eated at Brown University, where he grad uated 
in 1835. He was a teacher in Georgia for 
some time, and from 1840 to 1849 in New bury- 
port, Massachusetts. Subsequently he extered 
the Congregational ministry. He is the author 
of several biographies. In 1855 he pub. Songs 

i in 1857 his Congrega- 
tional Hymn Book ; and in 1863, im conjunction 
with Dr, Edward Kirk, Songs for Socical and 
Public Worship. His hymn, “Jesus only, 
when the morning " (Jesus always), was written 
at Natick, Massachusetts, about 1856, arad was 
= with music by the author in the B3oston 

‘ellapring. [F. M. B.) 

Nato canunt omnia. [Christmas] This 
sequence is found in the Bodleian ws., No. 
775, written about the year 1000 (f. 139 &); in 
an 11th cent. Winchester Sequentiary, mow st 
Corpus Christi, Cambridge (ms, No. 4733); an 
11th cent. 8, at Munich (Lat. 14083, f. 7), &c. 
In the Sarum, Hereford and York Misscels itis 
placed in the Midnight Mass (‘* Missa im Gal- 
licantu") of Christmas Day. The printed 
text is also found in Daniel ii. p, 56, and 
Kehrein, No. 9. Clichtovaeus represents it as 
describing the joy of Chriatmas, announced 
by the angel to the shepherds, and sung by the 
angelic choir; and as inviting the whole 
buman race to rejoice in God made Man. 

(J. M.J 
Translations in C. U.:— 
1. Hark, the hosts of heaven are singing. By 

E. H. Plumptre, made for and first pub. in the 
Hymnary, 1872. Also in a few American collee- 
tions. 

2, To Him God's only Son. By E. A. Dayman, 
also made for and first pub. in the Hyrnnary, 
1872. 

Translations not in 0, U. :— 
1. Unto the new-born Deity, J. D, Chambers, 1866. 
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2. All hesta with one accord, C. B. Pearson, in the 
Sarum Missal in English, 16x, 

3. All bosta above, beneath. C. B Pearson, in Se- 
quences from the Sarum Missal, 1471. {J. J.J 

INato nobis Salvatore. Adam of St. 
“Yctor. [Christmas.) This fine sequence is 

Siven by L. Gautier in his Oeuvres poetiques 
LY Adam de Saint-Victor, 1881, p. 237, among 
the “ Proses attributed to Adam.” According 
to Gautier it is not found in the Graduals of 
St. Victor or of St. Genevieve; but is in a 13th 
cent. Paris Gradual in the Bibliotheque 
Nationale, Paris (No. 15,615), and other 
sources. He says the ascription is at least 
** very probable,” and so prints the text in full, 
The text is also in Daniel, ii. p. 222: Neale's 
Hymui Eeelesiae, 1851, p. 64; Kehrein, No. 
23; Wrangham, 1881, i. 34, &e. St. i, I. 4-6, 
of this sequence :— 

** Nobis datas, nobis natus, 
Et noblscutn conversatus 
Lux et palus gentiom,” 

appear in the * Pange lingua” of St. Thomas 
of Aquino as “ Nobis natos, nobis datus ex 
intacta Virgine, Et in mundo conversatus, 
sparso verbi semine.” Tr, as;— 

Christ has come for our salvation. [iy FE. A. 
Day ran, made for and pub. in the Hymmary, 1871. 

Other trs, are :— 
1. Now is born our great Salvation. A. M. Morgan, 

in Lyra Mestianica, inti, p. 95, aml his Cifts and 
Light, 1*67. 

2. Come, let us celebrate the morn. 
LHHO- 

3. Since aSaviour ia born for us, 0.8. Wrangham, 
insl, i. p- a. (J. M.) 

Weale, John Mason, p.p., was b. in 
Conduit Street, London, on Jan. 24, 1818, 
He inherited intellectual power on both sides ; 
his father, the Rev, Cornelius Neale, having 
been Senior Wrangler, Serond Chancellor's 
Medallist, and Fellow of St. John’s College, 
Cambridge, and his mother being the daughter 
of John Mason Good, a man of considerable 
learning. Both father and mother are said 
to have been “ yery pronounced Evangelicals.” 
The father died in 1823, and the boy's early 
training Was entirly under the direction of 
his mother, his deep attachment for whom is 
shown by the fact that, not long before his 
death, he wrote of her as “a mother to whom 
I owe more than I can express.” He was 
educated at Sherborne Grammar School, and 
was afterwards o private pupil, first of the 
Rev. William Russell, Rector of Shepperton, 
and then of Professor Challis, In 1836 he 
went up to Cambridge, where he gained a 
scholarship at Trinity College, and was cou- 
sidered the best man of his year. But he 
did not He Neer ~ father’s mathematical 
tastes, and had, in fact, the greatest antipath 
to the etody ; and as the strange mnie then 
prevailed that noone might aspire to Classical 
Honours Unless his name had appeared in 
the Mathematical Tripos, he was forced to be 
content with an ordinary degree, This he 

took in 18403 had he been one year later, he 

D. T. Morgan. 

’ 

might bave taken a bri! f 

isd! 1 the rule mentioned sere i sed 
He gained, however, what dletineticnn: ba 

could, winning the Member’ Pris and 
being el Fellow and Tutor of Downing 
College; while, a5 9 graduate, he won the 
eatonian Prize no fewer than eleven times. 
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At Cambridge he identified himself with the 
Church movement, which was spreading there 
in & quieter, but no less real, way than in the 
sister University. He became one of the 
founders of the Keelesiological, or, as it woe 
commonly called, the Cambridge Camden 
Society, in conjunction with Mr. f J, Boyce, 
his future brother-in-law, and Mr. Benjamin 
Webb, afterwards the well-known Vicar of 
St. Andrew's, Wells Street, and editor of The 
Church Quarterly Reréew. In 1842 he married 
Mise Sarali Norman Webster, the daughter of 
an evangelical clergyman, and in 1843 he 
was presented to the small incumbency of 
Crawley in Sussex. I1!-health, however, pre- 
vented bim from being instituted to the living. 
His lungs were found to be badly affected ; 
and, as the only chance of saving lis life, 
he was obliged to go to Madeira, where he 
stayed until the summer of 1844. In 1846 
he was presented by Lord Delawarr to the 
Wardenship of Sackville College, Eust Grin- 
stead. This can herdly be considered as on 
ecclesinsticn! preferment, for both his pre- 
decessor and his successor were laymen. In 
fuct the only +cclesinstical preferment that 
ever was offcred to him was the Proyostship 
of St. Ninian’s, Perth. This was au honourable 
office, for the Provosiship is equivalent to a 
Deanery in England, but it was nota lucrative 
one, being worth ouly £100 a year. He was 
obliged to decline it, as the climate was 
thought tow cold for his delicate health. In 
the quiet retreat of East Grinstead, therefore, 
Dr. Neale spent the remainder of his com. 
paratively short life, dividing his time between 
literury work, whicli all tended, direetly or 
indirectly, to the advancement of that great 
Church revival of which he was 60 able and 
cowagcous a champion, and the unremitting 
care of thet sisterlood of which he was the 
founder. He commenced a sisterhoud ut 
Rothertield on a very stmull acale, in conjune- 
tion with Miss S. A. Gream, daughter of the 
rector of the parish ; but in 1856 he transferred 
it to East Grinstead, where, under the name of 
St. Margaret's, it has attained its present pro- 
portions. Various other institutions gradually 
arcee in connection with this Sisterhood of 
St. Mar; ‘8, viz.. an Orphanage, a Middle 
Class School for girls, and a House at Alder- 
shot for the reformation of fallen women. 
The blessing which the East Grinst: ad Sisters 
have been to thousands of the sick and suffer- 
ing cannot here be told. But it must be 
mentioned that Dr. Neale met with many 
diftirulties, and great opposition from the 
outside, which, on one occasion, if uot more, 
culminated in actual violence. In 1857 he 
wae attending the funeral of one of the Sisters 
at Lewes, when a report was spread that the 

deceased had been decoyed into St. Marguret’s 
Home, persuaded to leave all hier meney to 
the sisterhood, and then purposely sent to a 

t in which she might catch the scarlet 
ec of which she died. To those who knew 
anvthing of the serupulonely delicate and 
honourable character of Dr, Neale, such # 
ebarge would seem absurd on the tace of it: 
but mobs are not apt to reflect, and it was 
very easy to excite a mob against the un- 

pular practices and seutiments rife at East 
irins ; and Dr. Neale and some Sisters 
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who were attending the funeral were attacked 
and roughly handled. He also found opponents 
in higher quarters, he was inhibited by the 
Bishop of the Diocese for fourteen years, and 
the Aldershot House was obliged to tbe 
abandoned, after having done useful work for 
some years, in consequenee of the prejudice of 
officials against the religious system pursued. 
Dr. Neale’s character, however, was a happs 
mixture of gentleness and firmness; he had 
in the highest degree the courage of his 
convictions, which were remarkably definite 
and strong; while at the same time he main- 
tained the greatest charity towards, and for- 
bearance with, others who did not agree with 
him. It is not surprising, therefore, that he 
lived all opposition down; and that, while 
from firat to last his relations with the oom- 
munity at East Grinstead were of the happiest 
description, he was also, after a time, spared 
any molestation from without. The institu- 
tion grew upon his hands, and he became 
anxious to provide it with a permanent and 
fitting home. His last public act was to 
lay the foundation of a new convent for the 
Sisters on St. Margaret’s Day (July 20), L865. 
He lived long enough to sve the building 
progress, but not to ave it completed. In the 
following spring his health, which had always 
been delicate, completely broke down, and 
after five months of acute suffering he passed 
away on the Feast of the Transfiguration 
(Aug. 6), 1866, to the bitter regret of the little 
community at East Grinstead and of number- 
less friends outside that circle. One trait of 
his singularly lovable character must not pass 
unnoticed, His charity, both in the popular 
and in the truer Christian sense of the word, 
was unbounded ; he was liberal and almost 
lavish with his money, and his liberality 
extended to men of all creeds and opinions ; 
while it ia pleasing to record that his relations 
with his eeclesiustical superiors ao much im- 
proved that he dedicated his volume of 
Seafonian Poems to the bishop of the diocese. 
If however success in life depended upon 
worldly advantages, Dr. Neale's life would 
have to be pronounced a failure; for, as his 
old friend, Dr. Litdledale, justly complains, 
*he spent nearly half his life where he died, 
in the position of warden of an obscure Alms- 
house on a salary of £27 a year.” But, 
measured by a different standard, his short 
life assumes very different proportions. Not 
only did he win the love and gratitude of 
those with whom le was tcomabd lately con- 
nected, but he acquired « world-wide reputa- 
tion as a writer, and he lived to see that 
Church revival, to promote which was the 
great object of his whole carcer, already 
advancing to the position which it now 
occupies in the land of his birth. 

Dr. Neule wns an industrious and yoluminous 
writer both in prose and verse; it is of course 
with the latter class of his writings that this 
sketeh fs chir fly copeerned; but a few words | 

inust first be said about the former. 
I.—T’rose Writings —His first compositions 

were in the form of contributions to The 

Ecelesiologiet, and were written during his 
gradnate career at Cambridge. Whilst he 
was in Madeira he began to write his Com- 
mentary on the Pealme, part of which was 

| whieh we are directly concerned. 
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published in 1860, It was afterwards given 
to the world, partly written by him and 
partly by his friend, Dr, Littledale, in 4 vols, 
in 1874, under the title of A Commentary on 
the Psalms, from Primitive and Medizrn! 
Writers, This work has been criticised as 
pushing the mystical interpretation to av 
extravagant extent. But Dr. Neale has 
anticipated and disarmed such criticism by 
distinctly stating at the commencement that 
“not one single mystical interpretatioy 
throughout the present Commentary is ori- 
ginal;" and surely such a collection tas « 
special value os u wholesome correction of 
the materialistic and rationalistic tendencies 
of the age. His next great work, written at 
Sackville College, was The History of the 
Holy Eastern Church, ‘The General Intro- 
duction was published in 1847; then followed 
part of the History itself, The Patriarchate of 
Alerandria, in 2 vols.; and after his death 
another fragment was published, The History 
of the Patriarchate of Autioch, to which was 
added, Constantius’s Memoirs of the Patriarch 
of Antioch, translated from the Greek, edited 
by the Rev. G. Williums, 1 vol. The whole 
fragment was published in 5 vols. (1847- 
1873). The work is spoken very highly of, 
and constantly referred to, by Dean Stanley 
in bis Lectures on the History of the Eastern 
Church, Dr. Neale was naturally in strong 
sympathy with the struggling Episcopel 
Church of Scotland, and to show that sym- 
athy he | Sarge in 1856, The Lafe and 
imes of Patrick Torry, D.D., Bishop of St. 

Andrews, &c., with an A diz on the Scottish 
Liturgy. In the same direction was hie His- 
tory of the so-called Jansenist Church in Holland, 
1858. Next followed Essays on Liturgtology 
and Church History, with an Appendix on 
Liturgical Quotations from the Isapostolical 
Fathers by the Rev. G. Moultrie, 1863, a 
2nd edition of which, with an interesting 
Preface by Dr. Littledale, was published in 
1867. It would be foreign to the purpose of 
this urticle to dwell on his other prose works, 
such as his published sermons, preached in 
Sackville College Chapel. his admirable little 
devotional work, Headings for the Aged, which 
was a selection from these sermons; the 
various works he edited, such as the T'e¢ ia 
Liturgica, the Sequentie ex Missalibus Ger- 
manicis, Anglicis, Gallicia, aliisque Medéi Aevi 
Collecte ;his edition of The Primitive Liturgies 
of 8. Mark, 3. Clement, 5. James, S. Chry- 
sostom and 8. Basil, with a Preface by Dr. 
Littledale; his Translation of the same ; bis 
many stories from Church History, his Forres 
from the East, translated from the Russ, and 
his various articles contributed to the Eeelesi- 
ologiet, The Christian Remembrancer, The 
Morning Chronicle, aud The Churchman’s Com- 

panion. It is time to pass on to that with 

~ 

Il. Poetical Writings—As a sacred poet, 
Dr. Neale may be regarded under two aspects, 
as an original writer and as a translator, 

i. Original Writer.—Of his original poetry, 
the first specimen is Hymna for Chaldren, 
pub, in 1842, which reached its 10th edition 
the year after his death. It consists of 8 
short hymns, the first 19 for the different 
days of the week and different party, & he 
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‘day, the last 14 for the different Church 
Seasons, This little volume was followed in 
1844 by Hymns for the Young, which was 
Intended to be a sequel to the former, its 
altermative title being A Second Series of 
Hymns for Children ; but it is designed for an 
older ¢ thau the former, for young —_ 
rather than for children. The first yiLns 
ure “for special occasions,” as “on going to 
work,” “Jeaving home,” &c.; the next 8 on 
*- Chureh Duties aud Privileges,” “ Confirma- 
tion,” * First Holy Comnunicn,” &c., the last 
13) on “Church Festivals,’ which, oddly 
enough, include the Four Ewber Seasons, 
Rogation Days, and the Sundays in Advent. 
im both these works the severe and rigid 
style, copied, no doubt, from the old Latin 
hymns, is very observable. Perhaps this has 
wevented them from being sch popular 
avVourites as they otherwise might have been ; 
but they are quite free from faulta into which 
# writer of hymns for children is apt to fall. 
They never degenerate into mere prose in 
rhyme; and in every case the purity as well 
as the sinsplicity of their diction is very 
remarkable. In the same year (1844) he ulso 
pub. Songs and Ballads for Manufacturers, 
which were written during his sojourn in 
Madeira,and the aim of which (he tells us) 
wus “to set forth good and sound principles 
in metaphors which» might, from their famili- 
arity, come home to the hearts of those to 
whom they were addressed.” They are won- 
derfully spirited both in matter and manner, 
and their freedom of style is as remarkuble 
as the rigidity of the former works. They 
were followed eleven years later (1855) b 
a similarlittle work entitled Songs and Ballac 
Jor the People. This is of a more uggressive 
and controversial character than the previous 
ones, dealing boldly with such burning ques- 
tions as “ Tie Teetotallers,” “ Why don’t 
you go to Meeting?” &e, Passing over the 
Seatonian Poems, mest of which were of 
course Written before those noticed above, 
we next come to the Hf for the Sick, 
which is a fitting companion to the Readings 
Jor the Aged, and then to Sequences, Hymns, 
and other Ecclesiastical Verses, which was 
published just after the author's death (1861), 
and may be reganied as a sort of dying 
legacy to the world. In fact, the writer 
almost intimates as much in the preface, 
where he speaks of himself ag “one who 
might s0°0n be called to have done with 
earthly Composition for ever.” Many of the 
verses, indeed, were written earlier, “forty 
years ago,” he says, which is evidently in- 
tended for Sunenty. The preface is dated “ In 
the Octave of 5. James, 1866,” and within 
a fortnight, on the Feast of the Travsfigura- 
tion, “ the veil” (to use the touching words 
of his old friend, Dr. Littledale) “ was with- 
drawn from before his eyea, and the song 
hushed on earth is now awelling the chorus 
of Paradise."” Was it an accident that these 
verses dwell go much on death and the life 
beyond the grave? or did the coming event 
cast its shadow before? Not that there is any 
sadness of tene about them ; quite the reverse. 
He contemplates death, but it is with the eye 
of a Christian from whom the sting of death 
has been removed. Most of the verses ate on 
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subjects connected with the Church Seasons, 
especially with what are called the “ Minor 
Festivals:"" but the firet and last poems are 
on different subjects. The first, the “ Pro- 
logue,” is “in dear memory of John Keble, 
whe departed on Maundy Thursday, 1866," 
and is a most tuuching tribute from one sacred 
poet to another whom he wis about to follow 
within a few months to the “land thet is very 
far off.” The last is a tical version of the 
legend of “the Seven Sleepers of Ephesus,” 
an‘! is, the writer thinks, “the first attempt 
to apply to primitive Christianity that which 
is, to Lis mind, the noblest of our measures.” 
That measure is the hexameter, and un- 
doubtedly Dr, Neale employed it, as he did 
all his measures, with great skill and effect; 
but it may be doubted whether the English 
language, in which tle quantities of syllables 
are not so clearly defined as in Latin and 
Greek, is Sette adapted for that measure. 
Throughout this volume, Dr. Neale rises to 
a far higher strain than he had ever reached 
before, 

ii. Translations.—It is in this species of 
composition thet Dr. Neale’s success was 

ap eorgerris one might almost say unique. 
« had all the qualitications of a yood trans- 

lator. He was not only an excellent classical 
scholar in the ordinary sense of the term, but 
Le was also positively steeped in mediaeval 
Latin. An anecdote given in an appreciutive 
notice hy “G. M.” [Moultrie] happily illus- 
trates this:— 

Ihr. Neale “was invited by Mr. Keble and the Bishop 
of Salisbury to as-ist them with thelr new hynonal, and 
for this purpose be pald a visit to Hureley Parsonage.” 
On one vecasion Mr. heble “having to go to another 
roum to flad some rs was detalied a short time. 
On bb» return Pr, Newle said, « hed Keble, I thought 
you told me that the “Christian Year" was entirely 
original.” * Yes,’ he answered, ‘it certainly is." * Then 
how comes this ?" and Dr. Neale placed be‘ore him the 
Latin of one of Keble's hymns. Keble professed himselt 
utterly confounded. He protested that he had never 
seen this ‘original,’ no, not in all his life. After a few 
minates Neale relieved him by owning that he had Juss 
turned it into Latin in his absence “ 

Again, Dr. Neale’s exquisite ear for melody 
prevented him from spoiling the rhythm by 
too servile an imitation of the original; while 
the spiritedness which is a marked feature of 
all his poetry preserved that spring and dash 
which is so uften wanting iu a translation. 

(i) Latin—Dr. Neale’s translations from 
the Latin include (1) Mediwral Hymns and 

(1851). He wes the first to in- 
troduce to the English reader Sequences, that 
is, as he himself deseribes them, “ hymns 
sung between the Epistle and — in the 
Mass,” or, as he explains more definitely, 
“hymns whose origin is to be looked for in 
the Alleluia of the Gradual sung between the 
Epistle and the Gospel” He was quite an 
enthusiast about this subject :— 

“ ificent thing,” be “to pass along 

the fenetretchiog vita wf hymns, from the sublime 
acif-containedness of 5S. Ambrose to the more fervid 

inspiration of §, Gregory, the exquisite = 
Venartius Fortunatus, the lovely painting of 8. r 
Pamiani, the crystal-like simplicity of S. Notker, the 

scriptural calm of Godescalous, the subjective loveliness 

of e Bernard, till all culminate in the full blaze of 
glory which surrounds Adam of 5. Victor, the greatest 
of them all.” 

Feeling thus what a noble task he had 

befure him, it is no wonder that ae ert 
3 E 7 
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no pains over it, or that he felt it his duty to 
adopt “the exact measure and rhyme of the 
original, at whatever inconvenier ce and cram 
ing.” That he succeeded in his difficult 
work, the verdict of the public has sufficientl 
roved. Of all the truuslations in the Englis! 
anguage no one has ever been so popular as 
that of the Hera Norissima, in this volume, 
afterwards (1858) published separately, under 
the title of the Rhythmof Bernard de Morlaiz, 
Monk of Cluny. Some original hymns mua 
be as well known as “ Jerusalem the Gulden,” 
“For thee, O dear, dear country,” or “ Brief 
life is here our portion.” but it would be 
hard to find any translations which come near 
them for extensive use, A second edition of 
the Medieval Hymns, much improved, came 
out in 1863, and a third, “ with very numerous 
additions and corrections,” in 1867. 

(2.) We next come to the Hymnal Noted, 
in which 94 out of the 105 hymns are the 
work of Dr. Neale. These are all translations 
from the Latin. The first part | Aas in 
1852, the second in 1854. Dr. Neale has 
himeelf given us an interesting account of 
his connection with this work :— 
“Some,” he writes, “of the happiest and most in- 

structive hours of my life were spent in the Sub-Com- 
mittee of the Eoclesiological Society, appointed for the 
purpose of bringing out the Second Part of the Hymnal 
Noted. It was my business ts lay before them the 
translations | bad prepared, and their's to correct. The 
study which this required drew out the beanties of the 
a al in away which nothing cle could have done, 
and the friendly collisions of vartous minds elicited 
ideas which a single translater would in all probability 
have missed." Preface, Med, Hys. 

(3.) The last volume of translations from the 
Latin published by Dr. Neale appeared in 
1865, under the titleof Hymns, chiefly Medixval, 
on the Joys and Glories of Paradise. It was 
intended to be a companion voluine to the 
Rhythm of Bernard of Cluny. In this work 
the writer gives the yeneral reader an oppor- 
tunity of comparing the translation with the 
original by printing the two together in 
parallel pages. Two specimens may be 
given :— 

f a as; nee lin vidit hath never seen ec am ocalis 5 
”* ons. Nejue allie 
Ear bath never beard the) Nec quis cogitare acivit 
song, De mundo viventibus 

Heart of man can never) Quam bona Deus 
image Hic se diligentibus. 

What things to 
them 

Who have loved the Lord 
beau! of ty 

While they dwell in this 
world’s throng, 

Quisquis ealel numerare. 
if there be that skills to| Quisquis valet nomerare 
. Preekon Beatorum numernm, 

All the number of the) Horum poterit pensare 
Blest, Sempiternom gaudinm, 

He, es can weigh | Quod meruerunt intrare 
glainess Mundi post exilium. 

Of the everlasting Rest 
Which, their earthly exile 

ny 
They by merit have 

possest. 

These two stanzas have been chosen because 
they illustrate, the first the freer, the second 
the more literal method of translation. The 
second is especially noteworthy. It will be 
seen that, while the English runs quite 
smoothly and might sally be mistaken for a 
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stanza in an original hymn, there is not one 
single idea, or even one single turn of phrase 
in the original, which is uot faithfully re- 
produced in the translation; and the same is 
observable in many of his other translations. 
Dr. Neale included in this work two hymns 
(xvitt. and x1x.) which have a biographical 
interest. “ They are,” he says, “* two choruses 
of u Tragedy, written by my father, on the ; 
Greek Model, and founded on the death of 

1," and they show that, if he did net 
inherit mathematical, he may have ivherited 
poetical, tastes from his futher. 

Before quitting the subject of Dr, Neale’s 
translations from the Latin, it is only fair to 
notice that while they have been almost 
univerzally accepted by the English Church, 
and sume of them adopted by dissenting con- 
gregations, they called down upon the trans- 
lator a storin of indignation from an opposite 
quarter. The Roman Catholics accused him 
of deliberate deception because he took no 

ins to point out that he had either softened 
own or entirely ignored the Roman doctrines 

in those hymns. So far, they said, as the 
originals were concerned, these translations 
were deliberate misrepresentations, As how- 
ever the translations were intended for the 
use of the Anglican Church, it was only to be 
expected that Neale should omit such hymna 
or portions of hymns as would be at variance 
with her doctrines and discipline. 

(ii.) Greek.—Dr. Neale conferred even a 
greater boon upon the lovers of hynonology 
than by his translations from the Latin, when 
he published, in 1862, his Hymns of the 

Church, In his translations from the 
Latin he did what others had done before; 
but in his translations from the Greek he 
was opening entirely new ground. “ It is,” he 
says in his preface to the first edition, “a 
most remarkable fact, and one which shows 
how very little interest has been hitherto fel. 
in the Rosters Church, that these are literally, 
I believe, the only English versions of any 
part of the treasures of Oriental Hymuology-” 
As early aa 1853 he had printed a few of his 
versions in The Eeclesiastic, but it was not till 
the appearance of the complete volume that 
the interest of the general public was awakened 
in them. Then aeL became wonderfully 
popular. His frs. “Christian, dost thon see 
them?" “The day is past and over,” "Tis 
the day of Resurrection,” an! his Greek- 
inspi “Art thou weary,” and “O happy 
band of pilgrims,” are almost as great favour- 
ites as “ Jerusalem the golden,” aud the first 
in his Hys. of the BE. Church, “ Fierce was the 
wild billow,”’ deserves to be. Dr. Neale had 
a far more difficult task before him when he 
undertook these Greek hymns than he fad 
with the Latin, and he appeals to the reader 
“not to forget the immenee difficulty of an 
attempt so perfectly new as the present, wen 
T have had no predecessors and therefore 
could have no master.” That difficulty in 
comparison with the Latin cannot be detter 
stated than in his own words :— : 
“Though the superior terseness and bre of the 

Latin hymns renders a translation which shall 
those qualities a work of great labour, yor still the 
versifier has the help of the same metre; bin version 
may be line for line; and there is 4 great analogy 
between the collects and the hymns, most Hyena ae 2 ate 

“Fe 6 
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the translator. Above all, we lave exampl-+ enough 
of former translation by which we may take pattern. 
Hut in attempting & Greek canon, from the fact of its 
being in prose (metrical hymns are unknown ) ove is all 

What measure shall we employ? Why this | 
more than that? Might we — the rhythmical 

t to be chavted? 
Again, the great length of the canons rend:rs them un- 
Suitable for our churches as wholes, Is it betrer simply 
te form centos of the more beautiful passages? or can 
separate odes, each necessarily imperfect, be employed 
“8 separate hymns? ... My own belief ft, that the 
et rey to employ Greek hymuology for the uses of 

ome 

at seg, 

Prose of the original, and desigo 

the ish Chureb would be by centos.” 

Neale suce 

That, in Rey of these difficulties, Dr. 
t= 

Vv. Mz 

is obvious. His Greek 
hynins ure, indeed, adaptations rather than 
translatious; but, besides their intrinsic beauty, 
they at any rate give some idea of what the 
Greek hymn-writers were. In this case, us 
in his translations from the Latin, he omitted 
what he held was not good from his Anglican 
= of view, e.g., the Doxologies to the 
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Ballads for Manufacturers. Lond., Masters, 1844. 
+4 Hymns for Children, A Third Series. Lowl., 

asters, [X46. (6) Mediaeval Hymns and Sequences. 
Lond., Masters, 1451; and ed. 1861; 3rd. ed, 1563, (7) 
Hymnal Noted. Lawd., Masters & Novello, 1452: en- 
larged 1454. Several of the translations were by other 
hands. Musica! editions edited by the Rev, T. Helmore. 
it is from this work that a large vamber of jr, Neale's 
tra. from the Latin are taken. (4) Carols for Christ- 
mas and Kastertide. 1853. (9) Songs and Ballads 
Jor the People. 1885. (10) The Rhythm of Bernard 
de Morlaiz, Monk of Cluny, on the Celestial Country. 
Lanwl., Hayes, ist ed. 185K; 3rd ed., with revision of 
text, Indl. It contains both the Latin and the English 
translation. (11) dftymnsaf The Kastern Chureh, Trans 
lated with Notes and an Introduction, Lawid., Hayes, 
1462; tnd ed. 1862: Srd ed, 1966; 4th ed., with Musiv 
wed additional notes, edited by The Very Kev. 5. G. 
Hatherly, Mus. B., Arch of the Patriarchal (Reu- 
menical Throne. Lomd., Hayes, 1442, Several of these 
translations and notes ap) in The Keelesiastic and 
Theologian, tn i853. (12) Hymns, Chiefly Mediaeval, 
on the Joys and Glories of Paradise. Land., Hayes, 
1865. This work contains notes on the hymna, and the 
Jatin texts of the older amongst them. (13) Original 
Sequences, Hymns, and other Keclesiastical Verses. 
Lond., Hayes, 1466. This collection of 1 verse 

One point strikes us as very remarkable in | ** published posthutmously by Dr. Littledale, 

these hymns, and indeed in ull Dr. Neale’s | In addition to these works Dr. Neale pub- 
poetry, viz., its thorough manliness of tone. | lished collections of Latin verse as ;— 
Considering what his surroundings were, one 
might have ex 1a feminine tone in lis 
writings. Dr. Littledale, in his most vivid 
and interesting sketch of Dr. Neale's life, 
to which the present writer is largely indebted, 
has remarked the same with regard to his 
teaching: “ Instead of committing the grave 
error of feminising his sermons and counsels 
{at St. Margaret's) because he had only 
women to deal with, he aimed at showing 
them the masculine side of Christianity also, 
to teach them its strength as well as its 
beauty.” 

In couclusion, it may be observed that no 
one bed a higher opinion of the value of 
Dr. Neale’s labours in the field of ancient 
and mediaeval hymnology than the one man 
whose competency to speak with authority on 
such a point Dr, Neale himself would assuredly 
have rated above that of all others. Over 
aud over again Dr, Neale pays a tribute to 
the services rendered by Archbishop Trench 
in this domain ; and the present sketch cannot 
more fitly close than with the testimony 
which Archbishop ‘Crencl has given of his 
sense Of the services rendered by Dr. Neale. 
The last words of his preface to his Sacred 
Latin Poetry (ed. 184) are :—*I will only, 
therefore, mention that by patient researches 
in almost all European lands, he [Dr. Neale} 
has brought to light a multitude of hymne un- 
known before: in a treatise on uences, 
properly 80-called, has for the first time ex- 
plained their essential character; while to him 
the English reader owes versions of some of 
tie best hymns, such as often successfully 
overcome the almost insuperable difficulties 
which m™muaty among them present to the 
translater. (J. H. 0} 

Dr. Neale's original hymns and translations appeared in the following works, most of 
which are referred to in the preceding article, 
and all of which are grouped together here te facilitate reference —— 

C1) Roots, “Lond, Monora:Meenied chiefly for Vile Sick. Lond. Masters s,%42 (2) “Hymns for 
sae ‘nt for the Youn,” 1*43, improved ed. 1449. 
or Chi » Load, Ts, 1444, (4) Songs and 

aii Ifymni Eeclesiac ¢ Breviariis quibusdam et Mis- 
thus Gallicanis, Germanis, Hisptnis, Lusitanis, 

desumpti. Oxford & Lond. J. H. Parker, 1461; and 
(2) Sequentiae ¢ Missalibus Germanicis, Anglicis, 
Gallicis, aliiegue Medii Aevi collectae, Oxford & Lond. 
J. H, Parker, 1462, 

A few of lis translations appeared from time 
to time in The Eeelesiastic: and a few of bis 
original hymns in The Christian Remem- 
brancer. In the collection compiled for use at 
St. Marguret’s, Eust Grinstead, 8. Margaret's 
Hymnal, Printed Privately for the use of the 
Community only, 1875, there are several of his 
hymns not traceable elsewhere, 

Most of Dr. Newle's translations are anno 
tated elsewhere in this Dictionary under a 
respective original first lines, as are 0 
several of his original compositions. Those 
original hymns in C. U. which remain to be 
noted are :— 

i. From Hymna for Children, 1842. 
1. No more sadness now, nor fasting. Christmas. 

war 0 Thou, Who through this holy week. Passion- 

3. ‘The day, O Lord, leepeot. Beening. 2 
4, green, the trees : 

the Third fay. a os tied 
5. Thou art gone up, O Lord, on high, monies. 
6 Thon, Who camest from above. WAitewntide, 
7. With Thee, © Lord, begins the year. Circum 

cision, or, the New Year. 

ii. From Hymns for the Sick, 1843. 
4. By no new path untried before. Support in Sick 

ness. 
9. Count not, the Lord's Apostie saith, Communion 
the Sick. 
10, Lord, if he sleepeth, be shall sure do well. 

Watching. 
1. 0 vi, Who rising long before the day. Jn a@ 

sleepless Night. 
12, The Lord hath given, the Lord bath taken away, 

Death and Rurial, 
13. There is a stream, whose waters rise. Jn dan- 

gerous Sickness or Fever. 
14. They slumber not nor sleep. Guardian Angels, 
15. Thy servants militant below. Jn Affiction, 

iii. From Hymns for the Young, 2nd series, 
844. 
16, Lord Jesus, Who shalt come with power, Amber 

in Advent. 
wo ook in danger and distress. fm time of 
Trouble, 

18. O God, we false our hearts to Thee, Smber- 
Week in Advent. From this, * 0 Lord, we come before 
Thee now,” is taken. 
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19, O God, Who lovest to abide. Dedication of a 

Church, 
20, O our Father, hear us now, Aogation. The first 

of three h on The Lord's i ad 
21. O Saviour, Who hast call'd away. Death of a 

Minister, 
22. O Thou, Who lov’st to send relief, Jn Sickness. 

23. 0 Thou, Who once didst bless the ground. 
Ember- Week in et 

24. O Thou, Who, when Thou hadst begun, On 
going to Work 

26, Still, O Lord of hosts, we share. Rogation, The 
second of his hymns on The Lord's i : 

26. Strangers and pilgrims here below. On entering 
a new Dwelling to reside there. 

27. They whose course on earth is o'er, Communion 

of Saints, From thi<, ‘Those whom many « land 

ivides,”’ is taken. 
28, Till its holy hours are past. Rogation. The 

third of his hymns on The Lord's Prayer. 

iv. Songs and Ballads for Manufacturers, 
1844. 

29. Work is over ; God must speed it, oening. 

v. Hymna for Children, 3rd series, 1846. 
2, Before Thy Face, O God of old. St. John the 

Baptist, 
a oy pee. and weariness, and doubt, St, Stephen. 
32, F of the twelvefold band that trod. St. 

James, 
= Four streams through happy Eden flow'd. St. 

Mark. 
a4. Ia there one who seta his face. St. Rartholomew, 

From this ** He, for man who suffered woe,” is taken. 
35. Nota single ht we view, St. Matthias. : 
36. O Great I’ of the soul. St, Lule, 
37. 0 Heavenly Wisdom, hear our cry. Christmas. 

aa. O Key of David, hailed by those. Christmas, 
“0 Clavis David." 

39. O Root of Jesse, Thou on Whom. Christmas. 
“O Radix Jesse.” 

40, O Thou, on Whom the nations (Gentiles) wait. 
Christmas, “O Rex Gentium.” 

41. O Thou, Who camest down of old [to call), 
Christmas. * 0 Adonai.” 

42. O Thou, Whose Name is God with us. Christ- 
mas, **O Emmannel.” 
pe a © Very God of Very God. Christmas, “O 

ns.” 
Be Sainta of God, whom faith united. SS, Simon and 

Ji 
45. Since the time that firat we came. St. Andrew. 

From this, “ Every bird that upward springs,” is taken, 
46, That love is mighty love indeed. St. Harnabas, 
47. We cannot plead, as others may. St. Matthew. 
48, We have not seen, we cannot see, St. Thomas, 
49, Would we go when life is o'er? St. Peter, 

v. Carols for Christmas and Eastertide, 
1853. 

50, Gabeiel’s message does away, Christmas, 
$1, Joy and gladuess be to king and peasant. Christ- 

mas. 
52, Joy to thee, joy to thee, Day of our victory. 

Faster. 
53. Sing Alleluia, all ye lands. Buster. 
54. The world itself keeps Easter Day. aster, From 

this “* There stood three Marys by the tomb,” is taken, 
f6, With Christ we share a mystic grave. aster or 

Holy Baptism, 

vi. From Sequences, Hymne, &e., 1866. 
56. Can it, Master, can it be? Maundy Thursday. 
57. Need it is we raise our eyes, All Srints, 
64, Vrostrate fell the Lord of all things. dfaundy 

Thursday. 
59. Rear the column, high and stately, All Saints, 
60, The Paschal moonlight almost past. Aaster, 
61, Though the Octave-rainbow sometimes. Low 
— 
vel hen the earth was full of darkness. St. Mar- 

63. You and old must ~ Chri pa ng raise the lay. Christmas 

vi. From the St. Margaret's Hymnal, 1875. 
64. O gracious God, Who bid'st me now. On Leaving 

a Thou Who came to save Thy people, For a 

a Thy praise the holy Infants shewed. Holy Inno 

NEANDER, JOACHIM 

These 66 hymns now in C.U. by no means 
represent Dr. Neale’s position in modern 
hymnody. ‘Those tabulated in the Index of 
Authors and Translators must be added thereto, 
Even then, although the total is a lane, 
it but feebly represents and emphasises ( 
enormous influence which Dr. Neale has 
exercised over modern hymnody, (J. J.] 

Neander, Joachim, was b. at Bremen, 
in 1650, as the eldest child of the m of 
Johann Joachim Neanider and Catharina Kuip- 
ing, which took place on Sept. 18, 1649, the 
ather being then master of the Third Form 
in the Paedagogium at Bremen. The family 
name was origmally Neumann (= Newman) or 
Niemann, but the grandfather of the poet* 
had assumed the Greek form of the uame, 
ic. Neander. After passing through the Pae 
dagogium he entered himself as a student at 
the Gymnasium illustre (Academic Gymna- 
sium) of Bremen in Oct. 1666. German stu- 
dent Jife in the 17th cent. was anything but 
refined, and Neander seems to have been as 
riotous and as fond of questionable pleasures 
as most of his fellows. In July 1670, Theo- 
dore Under-Eyck came to Bremen as pustor of 
St. Murtin’s Church, with the reputation of a 
Pietist aud holder of conventicles. Not long 
after Neander, wit two like-minded com- 
rades, went to service there one Sunday, in 
order to criticise and find matter of amuse- 
ment. But the earnest words of Uniier-Eyck 
touched his heart; aud this, with his subse- 
uent conversations with Under-Eyck, proved 

the turning-point of his spiritual life. In the 
spring of 1671 he became tutor to five young 
men, mostly, if not all, sons of wealthy mer- 
chants at Frankfurt-am-Main, and accom- 
peanie 1! them to the University of Heidelberg, 
where they seem to have remained till the 
autumn of 1673, and where Neander learned 
to know and love the beauties of Nature. 
The winter of 1673-74 he spent at Frankfart 
with the friends of his pupils, and here he 
became sequainted with P. J. Spener (q.¥.) 
and J. J. Schiitz (q.v.) In the spring of 1674 
he was appointed Rector of the Latin school 
at Diisseldorf (see further below). Fivally, 
in 1679 he was invited to Bremen as un- 
ordained assistant to Under- Eyck at St. 
Martin's Church, and began his duties about 
the middle of July. The post was not inviting, 
and was regarded merely as a stepping stone 
to further preferment, the remuneration being 
a free house and 40 thalers a-year, and the 
mg duty being a service with sermon at 
the extraordinary hour of 5 a.m. Had he 
lived, Under-Eyck would doubtless have done 
his best to get him appointed to St. Stephen's 
Church, the pastorate of which heeame vacant 
in Sept., 1680, But meantime Neander him- 
self fell into a decline, and «i. at Bremen 
May 31, 1680 (Joachim Neander. sein Leben 

seine Lieder. Witha Portrait. By J. F. 
Iken, Bremen 1880; Allg. Deutsche Biog. 
— #27, &e.) 7 wt 

Neander was the first important hymn-writer 
of the German Reformed Chasch’ sinas the 

f* Joachim Neander, at Lochem, near Zi! 
in Holland, where he ‘afin es His father (d. nay 

named Joachim and grandfather (d. 1556), were both 
Neander, and were both pastors.) 
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t NEANDER, JOACHIM NEANDER, JOACHIM 791 Ap 6 tic Psa,"! Blaurer and Zwick. His hymns | and those setting forth the Majesty of God in 2 ert, ane have been written mostly at Diissel- | His works of beauty and wonder’ ie Nature, atta T his lips had been sealed to any but | such as his « Himmel, Erde” (p. 525, i.), and TH Ste Mork. The true history of his wafer. * Unbegreiflich Gut” (see No. ii. below); &p, Or MMict has now been established from While some of his hymns of Penitence, such as o Fi zg final documents, und may be sum-| his “Sieh hier bin ich, Ehrenkinig” (q.v, }, 

- thua. 
are also very beautiful. Many ure of a de- J Pere meal at DOsseldorf was entirely under the control cidedly subjective cast, but fur this the cir- 

a2“), Lethe pore gitere bout Jule arn ua cutustanees of their origin, and the fact that Pe lig nas Was" Sylvester Laroce [a ioe ot tae the author did not expect them to be used in a Jegy &ng f°” Years older than Neander), « man of | public worship, will sufficiently account. Here 
Sieg mat (harreee, but Jealous, and, in ‘later times | and there there are doubtless harshnesses, and jr tin ously, Geena ine ne ee occasionally imagery which is rather jarring ; wite, Bee the Visitation of the aick, &e. But be son | “Md naturally enough the characteristic ex- 2 een £ Do, 23, bopatices which inevitably brought on a con- Pressions and points of view «f German 17th 

es. fo bold prayer-meecings of his own, | cont. Pietism und of the “Covenant Theo- 
Frou? c, tras Slag ae theene iment eat slp Commu telus logy” are easily enough detected, But the 
ta rt A os he 

. s 

2 it sould bot conscientiously communicate | glow and sweetness of his better hymns. their sien : a exc BBCoUverted, firm faith, ori inality, Scripturalness, Variety 
ta, Ss thes Af thee ble; and became less regular in bis and mastery 0} rhythmical forms, and genuine 

full 

bo be ordi i Church. Be- : ine” for ca Of tke toa new time. | lyric Charneter y entitle them to the high place ey oid, 

fia eld school, made alterations on the school build- 
Of the melodies in the original ed. of 1680 

© ton inat; Sig oF e an one. ons and appomted holidays without 
ai rrome fhe result of all this was a Visita- there are 19 by Neander himself, the best known being ti.ase to Nos. viii, und xi, below. 

he si, ™ ol on Nov. 29, 1676, and then bis 

The — by Neander which have Passed 

Suc i and . > ™ * fal Pulpit on Feb. 3.1677. On Feb, 17 may Ea rane ead athnne declaration by which atu. 
into English, and have not already been re- ferred to, are:— 

¥ of 
"Rite. Ede ac &tion.” nd himself not to repeat nt “iste.” Teattemes 2 "22 Dlained of; and thereupon was per- thag lary wie Stag,. “taties as rector but not as assistant he as 2 Pe Tassion thna lasted only 14 days, and Hyman in English 0. V.: 

i, Meine Hoffnung stehet feste. Thanksgiving, Founded on 1 ‘Tim. vi. 17. 1680 as above, p. 115, in 5 st. of 7 1., entitled “ Grace after meat,” 

Tor Way ov are thenths Pad et *ectually #t ~ ‘The statements 

In the Une. L, S., 1851, No. 712, 7, as:— 

a dort, and that he lived Sige Such . Withee. i es near Mettmann 

All my hope is grounded surely. A full and good tr. by Miss Winkworth, as No. & in her 

Pesundation. Still bis having had to the my Keen ty e iliation which he must 
ih. ened mane,” onan wns a hum 

C. #. for Angland, 1863, 
Another tr. is: ** All my Hope is fix'd and grounded.” 

A S8ista,, ben, after Larsen’s 
N 7 ek a Latin school was appointed per- ander t panzes this feeling would be renewed. 

By J. ©. Jacobi, 1720, p, 17 (1722, p. 40), ted in his ed. 1732, p. 64, alter and beginning, “All my Hope 

co 2 u 2SOla tio, in th 2own back on himself, found 

firmly grounded 

ature, and i <= ? : ion with God and Many Were ie 7 poorer of his hymns. Scenery of thes fac, ut doubt inspire! by the with high Me Be “TT .. derthal (a ions valley the little riy,-° — i and ¢) Prd Ey Sides, between Tien 
ae tridi . No. it. below); some of the», bod eet = sce. Powe Ei enough that A number wry *> re nie paeel in a cave there, at Diisselder in “a @euJated among his friends lected and pul _ Me 5. but they were first col- and appearting S* w9.2" pis removal to Bremen, 

ii, Unbegreifiich Gut, wahrer Gott alleine. Sum- mer. According to tradition this was written in 
the sdmifer of 1677, in a cave in the Neander- thal near Diisseldorf, while Neander was in en- forced absence from his school duties (Koch, vi. 20). It is founded on Ps, ciy, 24, 1684, p. 165, 
in 12 st. of 6 lines, and entitled, “ The Joys of came eck = 
Summer and Autumn in Field and Forest."” The Au 2 re 
following note shows that the “ Feeling for anal pein ne eS candri (taub- und errr eegee +) Nature ” is not entirely modern, Bremen, 1683 ; tq. Fay Pe cinfiiltige aon 1640 ; 2nd ed. “Tt ts also a travelling hymn in summer or autumn 

1689. These elitlar, “= _ =n, Hermane| : Ath od, Frankfurt, | for those who, on thelr way to Frankfurt on the Main, go Feqnkfort and lat Se... Mesremen, 1061 : ath od. Poumetert, | Sr those whe, om take Ithine, where between Cologne ight hymns Were Jee —ontain 57 tod by G. C. Strattner, | and Maing, mountains, cliffs, brooks and rocks are te be 
whole of these aig =< @ J2= "1691, et Isoby Neander. [The | bebeld with particular wonder; also in the district of 
who Hed 2q. eq Ras belag om  Laprasy, Berlin. | Berg in the rocky region (the "Gestein” now called the 
oa Lage hn, 2 dP Wenel, 1686, also found in | Neanderthal], nos far rem boas ‘ w ta = The hymn is in Knapp’s Ev. L. &., 1850, No. 

onpr lly followed ti = frated.) Other editions rapid 

rma toa Rote Saas complete mt Che on 2163 (1865, No, 2231), omitting at. x. Tras: 
© Thou true God alone. A very good tr,, omit- 

formal ‘ hymn-book, ¢.g. 

aoe ag iste Te, a 722, where the first 

ting st. x., by Miss Winkworth, in her Christian 
Singers, 1869, p. 286. Her trs. of st. i, iii—v. 

of sart consists Loe Os Ole, ihe Seon At 

altered in metre, and beginning “Thou true God 

*s Buniesry > ey s Busise Cr ee the third of other hymns. 

alone,” are No, 53 in M. W, Stryker's Christian 
Chorals, VA85. 

Neander *& mea q~<2..,' also form a division of the 

Hymas not in English C, U. :-— 

fis" 
Lemgo Re meetin re 1722; am! of a favourite book 

tn Chae ar feller. 2 <= Siineted by G. Tersteegen, which 

iii. Auf, auf. mein Geist, erhebe dich zum Himmel. 
Holy Communion, Founded on Ps. xxill. 6. 1860, as 

used 
bf 5th -_*a tle (folt-geheiligtes in the der a =r zion’ bestehend tn chin 

a me - Liedern, &e. . 
eeemaaily —— a a =" = cipeseidor? and on the Rubr, 
Neander * out of mea.) *<2noured and beloved long after it 

{ Nea ane Reames 1 above, p. 27, in 5 on — dg bye! prey ache, ro o ym peedi freabed, After the reception oi y Commu ers hymns ake a pon a in Porst’s G. #., od” 1988 No. 21k. In the ecelv im UY sutheraun hymn- Moravian London @. #., 1753, No. 697, it begins, * Den = aM on, “8 sal use. The finest are the Himmels-Vorschmack hab’ ich auf der Erde,” and in the © DIMTS OF Prise and Thankagiving, | rage @. Be 1th Mein ee reeast (by af pis “* Lobe ha ecu ” (p. 683, i.), | C. Gregor?) and altered to hab’ ich schon hiniedem. 
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Tr. as, “Heav'n's foretaste I may bere already have.” 

By F, W. Foster & J. Miller, as No. 596, in the Moravian 
Hf. Bk. 1749. In the 1801 ed. (1849, No. 1003) it begins, 
* Since Jesus dy'd, my guilty soul to save.” 

iv. Der Tag ist hin, mein Jesu, bei mir bleibe. 
Eoening. Founded on St. Luke xxiv, 29. 1680, p. 15, in 
6 at., entitled, “ The Christian returning thanks at even- 
tide.” In the Une, L, 8, 1851, No. 512. The trs, are: 
(1) “ The Day is gone, come Jesu my Protector.” In 
the Supp. to German I’valmody, ed, 1765, p. 72. (2) 
The day is past, Thou Saviour dear, still dwell my 
breast within.” By H. J, Buckoll, 1842, p. #2. (3) 
“The day is gone, ablde with me to-night.” By #. 
Massie, 1s6T, p. 192, (4) “ The day is gone, abide with 
me, O Jesus.” By RK. Massie, in the Day of Rest, L477. 

v. Grosser ete, mein Herze begehret. Love to 
Christ, Founded on 1 Cor, xvi, 22. 1649, p. 191i, in 4 at. 
Tr. as ** Heavenly Prophet, my Heart ts desiring.” By 
J. €. Jacobi, 1720, p. 40. 

vi. Jehovah ist mein Licht und ne. Gord's 
Perfections, Founded on 1 Jobn i. 7, 1640, p, 19, in 4 88., 
entitled, “Walking In the Light.” Tr. as, ‘ Jehovah 
is my light, salvation showing.” Hy Dr. H. Mills, 1545 
(1456, p. 6). 

vii. O allerhichster Menschenhiiter. Worning. A 
hymn of praise to our Almighty Preserver, 14650, p. 11, 
in 6 st., founded on Ps. lix. 16; and entitled, “* The 
Christian ae Sg Morning.” fr. as, ‘*O Thou Most 
Highest! Guardian of mankind.” By Miss Winkworth, 
185s, p. 72. 

viii. Unser Herrscher, unser Konig. Thanksgiving. 
Founded on Acts vill. 2. 1680, p. 147, in 6 st., entitled, 
“The glorious Jehovah.” In the (ne. L. &, 1851, No. 
M4. The well-known melody (in the 5. P.C. K. Church 
Hye, called Munich) is also by Neander, and appeared 
along with the hymn. Tr. as, “ Sovereigu Ruler, King 
victorious,” in the AMritish Herald, Dec., 1865, p. 185, 
and Reid's Praise Bk,, 1472. 

ix. Wie fleucht dahin der Menschenzeit. Mur the 
Dying. A ming hymn on the vanity of the earthly, 
founded on Ps. xc. 12. 1680, p. 174, in 7 st., entitled, 
“He that counta his days.” In the (ne. L. S., 1851, 
No, #45, The ftrs, are: (1) ‘This life is like a flying 
dream " (beginning with #t. il. ‘Das Leben ist gleich 
wie ein Traum") By Mra. Findlater, in /f L. J, 1854, 
p. 24 (1844, p, 146), (2) “* Thongh hastening onward to 
the grave.” By #. Massie, 1467, p. 36, 

x. Wo soll ich hin! wer helfet mir? Lent. Founded 
on Romans vil. 24. 1680, p. SI, in & st, entitled ‘* The 
distressed on’ longing for Redemption.” In the Une, 
L. 8. 1851, No. 304, The trs, are: (1) * For help, O 
whither shall | flee.” By Dr. HH, Mella, 1345 (1856, - 

y 146), (2) * How shall I get there? who 2” 
Miss Warner, 1555, p. 52. 

xi, W Kénig. Thankagiving. Founded 
on Ps, cl, 6, 1680, p. 169, in 4 st., entitled, “ Inciting 
oneself to the Praise of God.” Inthe (ne. L. &., 1851, 
No. 787. The melody, a very fine one (called by Mr, 
Mercer Groningen), i# also by Neander, and appeared 
along with the hymn. The trs. are: (1) ** Wonderful 
Creator.” By J. €. Jacobi, 1722, e a8. (2) ** Wonderful 
and blessed.” By J.D. Barns in bis Memoir and Re- 
mains, 1469, p. 230, (3) ** Wondrous King Almighty.” 
By WV. L. Prothingham, 1870, p. 266, J. 

Nearer, my God, to Thee, Hear Thou 
my prayer. Bp. W. W. How. [Nearness 
to God desired.) This was written for the 
1864 ed. of Morrell & How's Ps. & Hys., where 
it was given as No, 154, a somewhat slightly 
different version of the same having appeared 
in Kennedy (1863) « short time before, as :— 

“ Nearer to Thee, my God, 
Still would I rise.” 

The 1864 text has heen repeated in several 
collections in G, Britain and America. In 
the 8. P.C. K. Church Hys., 1871, it begins:— 

* Nearer, 0 God, to Thee! Hear Thou my prayer,” 

and is accompinied in the folio ed., 1881, 
with the note :— 
“A paraphrase of Mrs. Adams's hymn, expressing 

more definitely Christian faith, and better adapted for 
congregational worship,” 

Although in somewhat extensive use, it is 
the least musical of Bp. How's hymna. [J. J.J 

NEARER MY GOD, TO THEE 

Nearer, my God, to Thee, Nearer 
to Thee! Sarah Adams, née Flower. (eon 
ness to God desired.) Contributed to W. J. 
Fox's Hymns and Anthems, 1841, No. lxxxv,, 
as follows :-— 

“ Nearer, my God, to thee, 
Nearer to thee! 

Even though it be a cross 
That ruiscth me: 

Still all my song would be, 
Nearer, ny God, w thee— 

Nearer to thee! 

“Though like the wanderer, 
‘The sun gone down, 

Darkness be over me, 
My rest a stone; 

Yet in my dreams I'd be, 
Nearer, my God, to thee— 

Nearer to thee, 
“There let the way appear, 

Steps unte weve’ 
All that thou send’st to me 

In mercy given: 
Angels to beckon me 
Nearer, my Giod, to thee— 

Nearer to thee! 

“Then with my waking thoughts, 
Bright with thy praise, 

Out of ny stony gricts, 
Bethel [ll raise: 

So by my woes to be 
Nearer, iny God, to thee— 

Nearer to thee! 
“Or if on joyful wing 

Cleaving the sky, 
Sun, moon, and stars forgot, 

Upwards I fly: 
Still all my song shall be, 
Nearer, my God, to thee— 

Nearer to thee!" 

The use of this hymn, generally with very 
slight alterations, but often with the omission 
of the last stanza, is very considerable in all 
so countries. It has also been 
transla into many European and other 
languages. 
This hymn is a curious illustration of the 

colouring which is given to a hymn by the 
antecedents of its author. In the case of 
Addison's “When all Thy mercies, O m 
God,” and many other hymns of a like kin 
no attempt has ever been made to alter its 
distinctive character as a hymn to the Farurr 
alone. With Mrs. Adams, being an Unita- 
rian, the treatment is changed, notwithstaud- 
ing the redeeming lines, 

“ Fron bh it be a Cross 
That raiseth me:" 

in the opening stanza The following altera- 
tions and additions have been made to bring 
the hymn more in harmony with the views of 
the editors by whom it has heen adopted. 

1, The first change with which we are 
quainted was the addition of the following 
stanza :— 

“ Christ alone beareth me 
Where Thou dost shine; 

Joint heir He maketh me 
Of the Divine ; 

In Christ my soul shall be, 
Nearest, my God, to Thee— 

Nearest to Thee!" 

This is by the Rev. A. T. Russell, and was 
given in his Ps. & Hys., 1851, from whence it 
passed into the Bap. Ps. & Hysa., 1858, 
Snepp, 1872, and others. 

2. The second change and addition are :— 

“ Though by Sa faecal Cross 
We raised 
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®ng ie QUISQUAM OCULIS VIDIT 

® doxology :— 
“Glory, O God, to Thee; 

Glory to Thee, 
Almighty Trinity 

In Unit 
Glorious M stery, 

sa Throvgh all Eternity 
S, hi, __ Glory te Thee!” 

33°te, fidition is given in Skinuer's Daily 
* Agi lymnal, 1864, No. 280. 

erchange in the same direction is :— 
“ And on joyful wing, 

B _ Cleaving the sky, 
> Onto the Light of Lights, 

M Upward I fly.” (St. ¥. IL 1-4.) 

Paap iu his Pariah Hymnal, 1873. 
rs ennedy, 1863, the following is sub- 
or st. vy. :— 
“And wh Lord agai 

Glorious aball come," 
Mine be a dwelling-place 
Th In Thy bright home, 

Tr Nearer to Thee, iy God! = oe, : 

his bs Nearer to Thee! " 
42a is repeated in the Hys. for 

*tholic, 1382, with line 6 us 
i Dp. tone ! to Thee.” 

No. 31 Wn6ta ta eer steth’s note to this hymn 
ee et 2d ed. of the H. Comp., 1876, 

bis ites _—_— 

s, or he a Terank from appending a closing verse 
wou ath #o generally esteemed complete 
Theres Sven es che Sitowing 

‘atber’s " 
The mt BP | at rest, 

> a Rai my Saviour’s love 

ise wa pe Tectly blest ; 
Carmen Fbenr age to be 

In additi IND my God to Thee, 
ition ta <a rer to Thee.” 

“Nea Denti. © Ba ose alterations and changes, 
say rer, ny cz <a rewritten, by Bp. How, as 
E te See ak, tu ‘Ihee, Hear Thou my 

is Meth. P wee. G. J. Stevenson's vote 
worthy of Sten — ~Pz, Notes, 1883, p. 497, is 
tual uses of thig Piet a! as dealing with oy 8 ia 

C Wee quisqy, * > mn. . 

Life.) Thisis -— 3», dit. [Eternal 
Nos. 303-305, hoe ovules hi pub. in Mone, 

ruhe (see Irae, > ae 28 Psth cent. ms. at Karls- 

the third and ea uminoss, p. 579, i). It is 
lines, and is ent <>% ding part, consists of 84 

ty zor On the glory of the 

. 

Heavenly Jerugy, 

ments of the = as concerning the endow- 

A. Spitzen's a <2 jfied soul.” In Pastor 0. 
fa, Utrech, SE. Pej mijn Thomas a 

4 homas, ane > “ass f p 72, it is ag as 

part begimnin pe =e 4 second part; the first 

Spitzen glorioac, = | ~ Jerusalem luminosa” {in 

ed asin a SA < see p. $79, ii): Both parts | 
are cit . 

ren = srea 1480 which belon 
to the Breth o~ . tt mar Common Life at Zwo le, 

and ito a en tee ~ —‘ jibrary of the Emmaneel- 
. is “ Eye 

; ohy MO ae . Neale, in his Never see y Mest ary,” by J 
Hys-: chiefly 1 RS et, om the Joys and Glories 

sradise, 1BES va on omitting Il. 13-24, 
4. p. 62; om (J. M) 

qweedh th <—SRhn, was the son of John 

eedha™ st i of Hitchin, Herta, 

= me dst OF eee is unknown. He 

but joultloss bee a thon + his father, who 
would a cand, - educated by an 

Sean & *Tcdhny,tz2 repute ass learned nen. 
Lays a e Ht the a neces 

ia the 
Beas Bristol 5 et i years later, Beddome 
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having retired through age, a violent contro- 
veray urose in the Church with regard to a con- 
tinuance of the plan of co-pastorship. As the 
result, Needham and a uumber of his friends 
removed to a Buptist metting-huuse in Callow- 
hill Street, where a Mr. Foot was pastor. For 
a time the two societies used the same build- 
ing at different hours, but in 1755 they were 
united, with Mr. Needham and Mr. Foot as 
co-pastors. It is known that up to 1774 this 
urrangement continued, and it is aleo known 
that in 1787, beth Mr, Needham and Mr, Foot 
having died, the Coallowhill Street Church 
became extinct, but which of the two pastors 
was the survivor is not known. The dute of 
Needham’s death is unknown, It was pro- 
bably circa 1786. In 1768 be pub. Hymne 
Devotional and Moral on various Subjects, 
collected chiefly from the Holy Seriptures, &c., 
Bristol, 8. Facley, 1768. These hymues are 263 
in all, and whilst none of them possess great 
excellence, yet several are of a pleasing and 
useful character. During the past 120 years 
several lave appeared in Nonconformist hyma- 
books, and specially in those of the Baptists. 
Of these the following are still in C. U.;— 

1, Ashamed of Christ! my soul disdains. ot 
ashamed of Christ, 

2. Awake, my tongue, thy tribute bring. The Divine 
Perfections. 

2. Glory to God, Who reigns above. Jers, the Mea. 

ae Great author of the immortal mind. ory, 
God's Moral Perfections, From * [ow matchless, Lord, 
Thy glories are. 

6, Happy the man whose cautious steps, Christian 
Moderation. 

6, Holy and reverend is the Name, Keverence in Wor- 
ship. 
r Kind are the words that Jesus speaks, (Christ the 

St 6 
8. Lard, ere [Now Lord) the heavenly seed is sown, 

Parable of the Sower. 
6. Methinks the last great day is come. The Judyg- 

ment, 
10, Rise, O my soul, pursue the path. The Brample 

of the Saints. 
1i, See bow the little toiling ant, Youth for Christ. 
12, Thou art, O God, » Spirit pure, God @ Spint, 
13. To praisé the ever bounteous Lord. Harvest. 
14, When some kind shepherd from hie fold. The 

Laat . Krom this *O how divine, how sweet the 
ag iatfield’s Church H. Bk,, New York, 1472, is 
taken. (W. RB. 8.) 

Weele, Henry, «. of a map und heraldic 
engraver in the Strand, London, was b. in Lon- 
don, Jan. 29, 1798, He wus educated for the 
Law, and practised as a solicitor. In 1817 he 

published « volume of Poems, and iu 1823 « 
volume of Dramatic and Miscellaneous Poetry. 

There were followed by contributions to 
several magazines; the delivery of Lectures on 
English Poetry at the Ruseell, and again nt the 

Western Literary Institution, in 1827; and the 

publication of his largest work, The Romance 

of English History, 1827. His mind gave 

way mnder the pressure of work, wnd he died 
bv hia own hand, Feb. 7, 1828. His Lectures 

on English Poetry, with Miscellaneous Tales 

and Poema, were pub, posthumously, in 1829. 

In this work the fitlow ng “Hymne for Chil- 

dren” (p. 339) are found :— 

1. O Thou! Who sittest enthroned on high. Child's 

Pre) Thou! Who makest the sun to shine. Child's 

aah of age throned on high, Child's Prayer. 

liy given w the same first line but altered as 

hy Bickersteth's Christian Pealmody, 1833. No, 438 
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4, Remember Him, for He is great. Remember thy 
Creator. 

Of these hymns No. 3 is widely used. [J. J.J 

Nehring, Johann Christian, «. of J. 
©. Nehring, lawyer in Gotha, was b. at 
Gotha, Dec. 29, 1671. He studied at first 
medicine and afterwards theology at the Uni- 
versity of Halle. In 1700 he me rector 
of the school at Easen, and, in 1703, inspector 
of the foundation scholars in the Orphanage 
at Halle. He was then, in 1706, appomted 
astur of Neuendorf (or Naundorf) on the 
etersberg, near Halle, and in the end of 

1715 pastor at Morl, near Halle, on the Bern- 
burg ruad. He d. at Morl, April 29, 1736 
(Allg. Deutache Biog. xxiii. 394, &e.) Five 
hymns by Nehring are in Freylinghausen’s 

_B..1704. Asixth is noted under Miller, M., 
p. 776, ii. (J. M.] 

Nexpwoas tov Oavatoy.  ['Avéerns 
Tpehmepos. | 

Nelson, David,'™.p., s. of Henry Nelson, 
was b, near Jonesborough, East Tenessee, Sept. 
24,1793. He graduated at Washington Col- 
lege, Virginia, in 1810, und took his m.v. de- 
gree at Philadelphia in 1812. He acted for 
some time ss a surgeon in the war azainst 
Great Britain. During that time he became 
an infidel, but returning to the faith, be, in 
1823, resigned medicine and took up theology, 
and au uently became a Presbytermn 
Minister. He held several appointments, and 
founded two manual-labour colleges, one ut 
Greenfields, and the second near Quiney, Il- 
linoie, He d, Oct, 17,1844, His hymn, * My 
days are gliding swiftly by” (Death Antici- 
pated), was written in 1835, to be sung to the 
tune of “Lord Ullin’s Daughter.” It is ex- 
eredingly popular. [F. M. B.] 

Nelson, Horatio, 3rd Earl Nelson, «. of 
Mr. Thomas Bolton, of Burnham, Norfolk 
oo of the celebrated Admiral Viscount 

elsou, Whos» name he assumed on suceced- 
ing to the title as 2nd Earl); was b. Aug. 7, 
1823, and cducated at Eton, and at Trinity 
College, Cambridge. He succeeded to the 
title Nov. 1, 1835. In 1857 he edited the 
at) mn-Book. In this work he was 
assisted by J Keble, who re-wrote some of the 
older hymns and translated others from the 
Latin. This collection was remodelled and 
published as the Sarum Hymnal in 1868. In 
the p tion of this work Karl Nelson was 
nseh by the Reva. J, R. Woodford (after- 
wards Bishop of Ely) and E, A.Dayman. In 
1864 he pub, his Hymn for Sainte Days, and 
other Hymns, In this appeared the hymn b 
which he is most widely known, “ From ail 
Thy saints in warfare, for all Thy suints at 
rest” (p. 398, fi.), He lias also pub. A Form 
of Family Prayer, with Special Offices for the 
Seasons, 1852; and A Calendar of Lessons for 
Every Day in the Year, 1857. He is also an 
active member of the Home Reunion Soniety, 
and writes extensively on the subject. (J, J.J 

Nettleton, Asahel, p.p., a well-known 
Connecticut evangelist, was b. at North 
Killingworth, Connecticut, April 21, 1783, and 
educated at Yale College, graduating in 1809, 
In 1811 he was licenced to preach, receiving 

NEUMANN, CASPAR 

ordination in 1817, He never settled as a 
tor with auy congregation, but preached in 

estern Massachusetts, Connecticut, and New 
York; in Virginia, 1827-28; aud also in Great 
Britain in 1831. He died iu 1843. His Me- 
moirs, Sermons and Remains were pub. in 
1844. Dr. Hatfield ascribes to him a lrymnu:— 

“Come, Holy Ghost, my soul tnspire— 
This ope great gift impart ;" 

apparently on no other ground than that it 
appeared anonymously (as did many others) in 
his Village in 1824, and has Leen 
traced no further. Nettleton’s hyn nological 
work centred in the compiling of his Village 
Hymna, from which more hymnsof the older 
American writers have passed into English 
cullections than from any other source. He 
knew and could appreciate a good hymn, but 
it is doubtful if he ever did or ever could have 
written one, CF. M. B.j 

Neumann, Caspar, s. of Martin Neu- 
mann, city tax-collector at Breslau, was b. at 
Breslau, Re t. 14,1648. He entered the Uni- 
versity of Jena in Sept. 1667, praduated ata. 
in August 1670, and was for some time one 
of the University lecturers. On Nov. 30, 
1673, he was ordained at the request of Duke 
Ernst of Gotha as travelling chaplain to his 
son, Prince Christian, whom he accompanied 
through Western Germany, Switzerland, 
Northern Italy, and Southern ce ; return- 
ing to Gotha in 1675. In 1676 he became 
court preacher at Altenburg, but in Dec. 1678 
was appointed diaconus of the St. Mury Mag- 
dalene Church at Breslau, and pastor there in 
1689, Finally, in Feb. 1697 he - became 

pastor of St. Elizabeth’s at Breslau, inspector 
of the churches and schools of the district, 
and first professor of theology in the two 
Gymnasia at Breslau. Hed. at Breslau, Jan. 
27, 1715 (8. J. Ehrhardt's Presbyterologie 
Schlesiens i, 211; Allg. Deutsche Biog. xxiii. 
532, &e.). Neumann wus a celebrated preacher, 
und edited a well-known prayer- book, entitled 
Kern aller Gebete (Breslau, 1680; complete ed. 
Breslau, 1697) which passed throug many 
editions. He wrote over thirty hymns, simple, 
heartfelt and useful, which very popu- 
lar in Silesia, and almost all of which 
into Burg’s G. B., Breslau, 1746, and later 
eds. They mostly appeared, with his initials 
in the 9th ed., N.p., but about 1700, of the 
Breslau Volletdéndige Kirehen- und Haus-Music. 
Those which have been tr. are :— 

i, Adam hat im Paradies, Christmas. 1700 
as above, p. 7l,in Sst. Inthe Une, 7. s., 1851. 
No. 23. Tr, as “Adam did, in Paradise” By 
Miss Manington, 1864, p. 21, . 

ii, Grosser Gott, von alten Zeiten, 
Morning. 1700, p. 886, in 6 st. of 6 1. O* ward 
Sundays and Festivals.” Thence in many Sile- 
sian hymn-book«, and in the Uae. Z. S., 1851 
No. 481. The ¢rs. in C, U. are:-~ 7 

1. God of Ages never ending, Ruling. 

tr., omitting st. iiL, by H. J. Buckoll in = Good 
from the German, 1842, p. 5. His tre. of st ¥ c 
ii, vi, were repeated in the Dalston Hospital 
AL Bk, 1848; the Ruzhy School FY, Bk. 1850 

and 1876, and others. 
2. Great God of Ages! by whose power. 4 +, 

of st. dey ii, vi, as No, 10 in J. F. Thrupp’s Ps. 

§& Hys., 1853, : 
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good Wakes Ages never ending! All creation, A | 0 sclig schlafest du,’ [p. 322, ii.) which I referred to 
#7". of st, i., ii., Vi., based on Buckoll, cou- 

tributed by A, T. Russell to P. Maurice's Choral 
47. L7k., 1861, No. 466. 

When Neumann's hymn was included as No. 
1284 in Appendix viii., circa 1739, tothe Herrn- 

@. God of Ages, great and mighty. A fr. of st. | hut G. B., 1735, it appears in 5 st. of 4 L., be- 
i., ii-, V., vi. by C. H. L. Schnette, as No, 291 in | ginning “ki, wie so sanft verschliifest du.” 
the Ohio Luth. Hymnal. 1880, 

434. Hferr! auf Erden muss ich leiden. Ascen- 
sion. 1700 as above, p. 1098, in 6 st. of 8 L, 
and in the Une. JZ. S., 1851, No. 159. The ¢tr. 
in C. VU. is:— 

In the Hrider G. B., 1778, No. 1728, it be- 

gins: “ Ei, wie so sanft entschlafest do,” and 
in Bunsen’s Versuch, 1835, is further altered to 
“ Ach wie so santt.” The trs. in C. U. are :-— 

1, Blest soul, how sweetly dost thou rest. A fr. 
(1) Lord, on earth I dwell sad-hearted, A good | of st. i., ii., and of the anonymous 17th cent. st. 

tr., omitting st. iv-, v., by Miss Winkworth, as | described under “Ei, wie so selig” (p. 322, ii.) 
No. 66 in her C. B. for England, 1863; re- 

weated in the Ohio uth. Hymnal, 1880, An- 

eeher tr. is (2) ** ILerd, on earth I dwell in pain.” 

By Miss WinkcrortA, 1855, p. 106. 

as No. 961 in the Moravian H, Bh. 1801 (1886, 
No, 1259), and in J. A. Latrobe's Coll., 1841. 

2. At length releas’d from many woes. A full 
and good tr. by Miss Cox, in her Sacred Hys. 

iv. Mein Gott, mum ist es wieder Morgen. AMorn- | from the German, 184), p. 75. Included in ful) 

Belin G. J. 3. ed. 1863, No, 1119. 
se God, again 
saeee Manington, 163, p. 118. 

~~. Mun pbricht die finstre Nacht herein, Sunday 

epee 1700 sax above, p, 982, in 11 st, In 
Bove ein GL. S-_ ed. 1863, No. 1177. Tr. as 
the nm night the world in gloom will ork 
By Miss ‘Maningtore, 1863, p.152. (J. M. 

umann, Gottfried, was b. at Hohen- 
=e pear Leipzig, apparently Nov. 30, 1680. 

hel “cudied at the: University of Leipzig, and 

ie fter was licensed as a te of theo- 

apace" e. geveral preacher). In 1710 he joined 

106 aft of the Hisalle Orphanage, but was ex- 

Tr, as 

pelled from Halle as a Separatist, and went to |p, 
He was then for « number of years 

ener eH of rents (Fruchtschreiber) at Berg- 

rece’, in Wetteraviia, Hesse, to the Count Isen- 
heim Meerholz, living later at Himbach, and 

ve Marienborn (1736-89). Himbach was the 

at daquartes of Johann Friedrich Rock, one 

pee ehe principal leaders of the sect of the 
“- ” 

- jred,” and between 1714 and 1734 Neu- 

nant generally speaking belonged to this sect. 

1 the visits which Count N. L. von Zin- 

Dorin paid to Wrasuarasin; about 1730, Neu- 

ra feltdrmwn to the Moravian Brethren. 

fie jor ned the Mora yian Community at Marien- 

1700, asabowe, p. 871, in 6 st., and in the | in the Pennsylvania Luth. Ch. Bk, 1868; and, 
abridged, in Alford’s Ps, § Hys., 1844, his Year 

the morning breaketh.” By | of J’raise, 1867, and others. 

Another tr. is: ‘Sweet slumbers now thine eyelids 
close.” By Lady B, Fortescue, 1843, p. 24 (4. M.) 

Weumark, Georg, 8. of Michuel Neu- 
mark, clothier at za,in Thuringis 
(after 1623 at Millhausen in Thuringia), was 
b, at Langensalza, March 16, 1621; and edu- 
cated ut the Gymuasium at Schleusingen, and 
at the Gymnasium at Gotha. He reevived 
his certificate of dimission from the latter in 
Sept. 1641 (not 1640). He left Gotha in 
the autumn of 1641 along with a number of 
merchants who were going te the Michaelmas 

ir at Leipzig. He then joined a similas 
rty who were going from Leipzig to Liibeck ; 

tis intention being to proceed to K*nigsberg 
and matriculate at the University there. After 
passing through Magdeburg they were plun- 
dered by a band of highwaymen on tie Gar- 
delegen Heath, who robbed Neumark of all 
he had with him, save his prayer-book and a 
little money sewed up in the clothes he was 
wearing, He returned to Magdeburg, but 
could obtain no employment there, ner in 
Liineburg, nor in Winsen, nor in Hamburg, to 
which in suecession the friends lie made passed 
him on. In the beginning of December lie 

born. Hesse, in 1738, In 1747 he was living went to Kiel, where he found a friend in the 
-rholz, Where je remained till his death. 

re Nive Weekly Fe porta of the Unitys-Elders- 
conferen® in Barby. No. xix. for May 9-15, 

1779, is the entry, “7, We are advised from 

Wetteravia, that the azed brother Gottfried 

Neumann at Meerholz has recently entered 

guto bis rest” ~Nenmann therefore probably 

da. in the end of April or beginning of May, 

1779 (ANG. Deutach. Biog, xxii. 519; MS. from 
piaconus J.T. Mijjier, Herrnhut, &e.) Three 
of his bY¥Y™"8, all written in 1736, ure in the 

‘Brider GB, 1773 One has passed into 
English, viz, -— 

. 

1: vi schikfest du. Burial. 

Written ™ the death of Christian Ludwig, s. of 

Count - Yon Zinzendorf. This child died 

in hie — rear, at Ronneburg, Aug. 31, 1736. 

Im the first Printed copy of Neumann's brine 

” 

person of Nicolaus Becker, a native of Thu- 
ringia, and then chief pastor at Kiel. oi 
after day passed by without an o) ening, till 
about the end of the month the tutor in the 
family of the Judge Stephan Henning fell 
into disgrace and took sudden flight from 
Kiel. By Becker's recommendation Neumark 
received the vacant position, and this sudden 
end of his unxicties was the occasion of the 
writing of his hymn as noted below. In Hen- 
ping’s house the time passed happily till he 
had saved enough to proceed to honigsberg, 
where he matriculated June 21, 1643,a8 a stu- 
dent of Jaw. He remained five years, study- 
ing also poctry under Dach (p. 276, ii), and 
maintaining himself as a family tutor. During 
this time (in 1646) he again lost all his pro- 

rty, aud this time by fire. In 1648 he left 
< preserved in the Archives at Herrnhut, along Konigsberg, was for « short time at Warsaw, 
with the origin 

1 7 3H) Is the footnat. — 

the night, during which the young 
Ctwedly fell asleep, of opening the 

oo noble chilq, ermbut G. B., 1735] with reference to 
Sbhanced upon the bymn, ‘Ki, wie 

/¢ . 

81 ys, which is dated Sept. 3, | and spent 1649-50 at Thorn. He was then in 
ig, and in Sept. 1651 we find him in 

atone. In the end of 1651 he returned 
to Thuringia, and brought himself under the 
ttice of Duke Wilhelm Il. of Sachse 
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Weimar, the chief or president of the Fruit- 
bearing Society, the principal German literary 
union of the 17th cent. ‘The Duke, appa- 
rently in 1652, appointed him court poet, 
librarian and registrar of the administration 
at Weimar: and finally secretary of the Ducal 
Archives. In Sept, 1653 he was admitted as 
a member of the Fruit-bearing Society, of 
which he became secretary in 1656, and of 
which he wrote a history (J/er Neu-Sprossende 
Teuteche Palmbaum, Nirnberg and Weimar, 
1668); and, in 1679, became also a member of 
the Pegnitz Order (see p. 148, i). In 1681 he 
became blind, but was permitted to retain his 
emoluments till his death, at Weimar, July 18, 
1681. [K. Goedeke’s Grundriss, vol. iti., 1887, 
p. 74; Alig. Dentache Bing. xxiii, 589: Wei- 
marisches Jahrbuch, vol. iit., 1855, p. 176, &e. 
The dates given by the different authorities 
vary exceedingly, und are quite irreconcil- 
able. In the registera at Schleusingen Neu- 
mark is last mentioned in 1636, and then as 
in the Third Form. Dr, von Bamberg, direc- 
tor of the Gymoasium at Gotha, informs me 
that Neumark’s name appears in the matricu- 
lation book there under January 31, 1041; 
and aa one of the “ newly entered ” scholars.) 

A long list of Neumark's poetical works is given by 
Goedeke. A large of his secular poems ure 
Partorals, or else occasional poems written to order at 
Weimar ; and in all there is little freshness, or happiness 
in expression, or glow of feeling, As a musician, and as 
a hymn-writer, he is of more —— His hymns 
vals his (1) Poetisch- und Musikalisches Last- 

ey Es 2 ter ach ~ r = 
Gh Jena, 1657; and (ay Unterschiedliche, so wool 
gottseliger Andacht ; als auch zu christlichen Tagenden 
aufmw Lieder, Weimar, 1675. Of the 34 hymns 
in these three works a few are found in the German hymn- 
books of the 17th cent., and three or four still survive, 
The best of Neomark's hymns are thoee of Trust in God, 
amd patient walting for His belp under trial and suffering ; 
amd one of these may be fairly called classical and im- 
Perishable, It in :— 

Wer nur den lieben Gott lisst walten, 7 )-ust in 
God. 1st pub. in his FortgepHautster musiba- 
lisch-poetischer Lustwald, Jena, 1657, p. 26, in 
7 st. of 6 1, entitled “A hymn of consolation, 
That God will care for and preserve His own in 
His own time. After the saying ‘Cast thy 
burden upon the Lord, and He shall sustain 
thee’ (Ps. lv. 22). This, his finest hymn, was 
written in 1641, at Kiel, when after unsuccessful 
attempts to procure employment he became 
4 tutor in the family of the judge Stephan Hen- 
ning. Of this appointment Neumark, in his 
Thrinendes Haus-Kreutz, Weimar, 1681, speaks 
thus :— 

“ Which good fortane coming suddenly, and as if fallen 
from heaven, y¥ rejoiced me, and on that very day | 
composed to honour of my beloved Lord the bere 
am! there well-known bymn ‘Wer nar den lieben Gott 
liisst walten’; and had certainly cause enough to thank 
the Divine compassion for such unlocked for grace shown 
to me,” ke 

As the date of its composition is thus Decem- 
ber, 1641, or at Intest Jan, 1642, it is certainly 
strange that it was not pub. in his Lustiéildchen, 
Hamburg, 1652. In that volume he does give, 
at p. 52, a piece entitled, “a hymn of consolation, 
when, in 1646, through a dreadful fire 1 came 
to my last farthing.” The apocryphal story, 
according to which the hymn was written at 
Hamburg, about 1653 (see Miller's Singers and 
Songs, 1869, p. 91), has not been traced earlier 
than 1744, The hymn speedily became popular, 
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and passed into hymn-books all over Germany 
(Leipzig Vorrath, 1673, No. 1169), and still holds 
its place as in the Berlin G. ZL. S., ed. 1863, 
No, 75, 

Lauxmann, in Xoch, viii. 346-290, relates that it was 
the favourite hymn of Magdalena Sibylla (d. 1687), wife 
of the Elector Johann Georg L, of ony ; Was sane, 
by Me cmmnonl, of tee funeral, in 1740, of King se 
ic m Loof Prossia; was sung, or ra ; 
by the first Daned of intesiouaries from Horrmannabers as 
they set sail from Bronshausen on the Kiba (near Stade) 
on . 2s, 1853, Ke. 

The beautiful melody by Neumark was pro- 
bably composed in 1641 along with the hymn, 
and was pub, with it in 1657. Onit J. S. Bach 
composed a cantata. It is well known in Eng- 
land through its use by Mendelssohn in hi» 
St. Paul (* To Thee, O Lord, | yield my spirit ”), 
and from its introduction into //. A. g Mf. (as 
Bremen), and many other collections. 

Translations in C. U.:— 
1. Who leaves th’ Almighty God to reign. A 

full but free tr. by Sir John Bowring in his 
Hymns, 1825, No, 58. His trs. of st. ii, iv.-vi. 
beginning “How vain are sighs! how vain re- 
gret,” are included in Curtis’s Union Coll,, 1827. 

2. Who all his will to God resigneth. A gov 
and full tr. by A. T. Russell, as No, 236 in his 
Ps, § Hys., 851. His trs. of st. v.—vii, begin- 
ning **Say not, | am of God forsaken,” are in 
Dr. Pagenstecher’s Coli, 1804. 

3, Leave God to order all thy ways. A full and 
good tr. by Miss Winkworth, in her Lyra Ger., 
Ist Ser. 1855, p. 152. This is given in full in 
M. W. Stryker’s CAristian Chorals, 1885, and, 
omitting st. vi, in W. F. Stevenson’s Hys. for 
Church and Home, 1873, and the Bapt. Hyl., 
1879. Further abridged forms are in the Bapt. 
Ps. § Hys., 1858; Harrow School H, Bk., 1866, 
Holy Song, 1869, and others. In the Pennsy!- 
vania Luth. Church Bk, 1868; and the Amer. 
Pres. Hyl., 1874, st. v., vi. are omitted, and the 
rest altered to 6 8's, beginning “ My God, I leave 
to Thee my ways.” 

4. Him who the blessed God trusts ever. A good 
and full tr, by Dr. John Ker in the .Jtneniir 
Missionary Magazine, of the U. P. Church, 1857. 
It was revised, and st. iii., v., vi. omitted, for the 
Tbrox Hyl., 1871, where it begins: “ He who,” &e. 

5. If thou but suffer God to guide thee. A ful! 
and good tr, by Miss Winkworth (based on her 
Lyra Ger. version and set to the original melody), 
as No, 134 in her C. BR. for England, 1863, Re- 
peated in full in the Bapt. Psalmist, 1878, and 
in America in the Ohio Luth. Hyl., 1880, It is 
found, in various abridged forms, in J, Robinson’s 
Coll,, 1869; Horder’s Cony. Hys., 1884; the 
Evangelical Hyl., N, Y., 1880, and others. 

6. He, who the living God hath chosen. A fr. 
of st. i., ii, vii, by Miss Borthwick, as No. 237 
in Dr, Pagenstecher’s Coll, 1864. 

7. He who doth glad submission render. A good 
tr. omitting st.vi., by J. M. Sloan, as No. 284 
in J. H. Wilson's Service of Praise, 1865, re- 
peated, omitting the trs, of st. ii., vii, in Flett’s 
Coll, Paisley, 1871, 

Other tra, are :— 

(1) He that confides in bis Creator.” J. 6 
a By 1720, p 13 (1722, p, 364 173%, p. 61). Re- J 

peste! in the Moravian HW. Bk., 1754, and later als 
(1846, No, 183). (2) ‘0 Christian! let the Lord direct.” 
By Miss Knight in her Trs. from the German in Prose 
and Verse, 1312, & 85. (3) ‘To let God rule who's bet 
contented.” By H, W. Dulcken in bis Ak, of German 

—s : 
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7. 8. p. 274. (4) ** He who the rule to God hath Sieben, By J. D. Burma in the ily : i, Gott verliisst die Seinen nicht, Ei so fahret hin 
L859, Pp. 309. "4 emoir & Remain : ihr Sorgen. Cross and Consolatimm. In his Eeay, ’ 
(22 < Whe ee ee eee Cilckee Geetent’ Sara: | Nachtang, 1718, Ma. 71, p: 148, a Bat. of 8 1, 

assie, in the #ritish Herald, Aug, 1465, p. 120, and | appointed for the 25th 5. after Trinity. In 
Reid's Praise xe., 1872. (6) “Who ids bis will to) Burg’s G. B., Bresl. 1746, i y (jod’s good In ‘the itish Herald, “April, g's G. B., Breslau, 746, it appears in two 
1566, p. 244, nee. is Praise tk. 1472, (1) “He | forms, No. 127 is the original with alterations, 
mie _— his way to God.” bseione 6 ty = arranged 7 11 st. of 4.1, with the refrain 

- P- . .M. ott verlisst die Seinen nicht.” No. 128 is a 
IWeumeister, Erdmann, «. of Johunn | form in 3 st. of 6 L, rewritten te the melody, 

Neumeister, schoolmaster, organist, &c., at | “Jesus meine Zuversicht ” (p. 708, ii), and be- 
Uechteritz, near Weissenfels, was b. at Uech- | ginning with st. iii. 1,5, of the original, viz. 
teritz, May 12, 1671. He entered the Uni- “Gott verliest die Seinen nicht, Nach dem 
versity of Leipsi sz in 1689, graduated m.a. in Seutzen, nach dem Weinen.” This second form 
1695, and was tlien for some time University | is noted at p, 44, ii 
lecturer. In Jtame 1697 he was appointed | 4. Jesu, grosser Wunderstern, Epiphany, In 
assistant r zt Bibra, and in 1698 pastor his Kirchen-Anduchton, 1716, p. 646, in 4 st. of one a 
there, and assistant superintendent of the) © 1., with the motte, : Sicartaberg iistartet. He wus thea, iv 170 ty Duke Johann Georg, to Weisscnfels a else Gm, 
called BY .. his eomaly danghter, and assistant Jesus muss geschenket sein. 

her, samd shortly afterwards court It is a hymn on the Gifts of the Magi, and the 
evurt pT mgr ee the death of this princess, | spiritual sense in which we can offer the same— 
eee e sinter was irxvited by the Duke's sister | the Gold of Faith, the Frankincense of Prayer, 
eume? marrie<4s Count Erdmann UI. von | the Myrrh of Penitence. In the Berlin G, L. &, 

(she itz) to Sorzu, where on New Year's ed. 1865, No. 208, 7, as:— { 

Prom 1706, he enteral on the offices of senior 1, Jesus! great and wondrous star. A good 
Day, her, comnsistorialrath, and superin- | and full tr. by E. Cronenwett, as No, 52 in the 
aoe ent Finally, in 1715, he accepted the | Ohio Luth. Hyl., 1880. are 

sntment of E*sastor of St. James's Church iii, Jesus nimmt die Siinder an! Saget doch dies 
@PPPram burg, entering on his duties there | qrostwort Allen. Lent. The best hymn of its 

- 

~ 29, 1715. Eile d. at Hamburg, Aug. 15) guthor. First pub, in his Heung. Nuchklang 
SePt os), 1756 (Bode, p. 120; Allg. Deutsche | 1718, No, 47, p. 96, in 8 st. of 6 1., founded on 
Ge “xs xiii. 43, &e.). the Gospel for the 3rd 8, after Trinity (St. Luke 

eister Wa WELL known in hix as an earnest | xv. 1-7), and also suggested by St. Matt, xi, 28 

ami eloquent —— — sehen eo Hh and Isaiah i. 18. It has come into very ex- 
Lrstheraniem vo Moravisne by means of the pulpit as tensive German use, especially at Mission ser- 
pies - press. His underlying motive was doubtless | vices at home and abroad. In the Berlin G. 1. 
well ast ve the simplicity of the faith fromthe subjective | Sed. 1863, No. 110, The rs. are:— 
to Pp fq the period, the author of one of moveltien oF hinuricoveritiel works on German Poetry | + This man sinners doth receive. In full by 
the ont of many Cantatas for use in church, of | Dr. HL Mills, in his Horae Germanicac, 1845 
4 of rervice 1 aa the origi- 4 < 

BC Oe er enn eens Inpmine during bis student | ead abs Sechet ; ; nator. ig in later Years their composition was afavourite | inclu n the Amer, Luth, Gen. Synod’s Coll., 
aor <7 employment. He takes bigh rank nem J — 1850-52, No, 844. , 
Sunda n-¥Titers h cent., not only German Pr of his Soiinanes tov ino), but also for | _ % Jesus sinners doth receive! Spread the word 
the Pe piding value. A number are founded on well- of consolation, A gowd tr. of st. i., iii.—v., by A. 
ele hymns of the Veth and 17th cent.; and many of) T, Russell, as No, 47 in the Dalston Hospital H. 

bisa earlier efforts P 
his later pol are hiniet. place as standand Bk., 1848, repeated in his own Ps. § Jfys., 1851. 

- His trs. of st. i, ii, iv., v. are 

many hymos; and edly so, for their simple, 3. Jesus is the sinner’s Friend. A good and full , ’ 
Gertcal etyle. scripturainess = Se fervour, depth of | tr, by Miss Dunn in her /ys. from the German, . 
raith and Liwrig orl experience, end for bona ee 1857, p. 82. Her trs. of st. i, ii, iv. are No, 46 

: peared princi following works :— in Dr. Pagenstecher’s Coll., 1864. 

Re per Zugang Flamm Co nadenstuale Jesu Se eh B ss 4. Sinners Jesus will receive. A full and good 

was * Jen ith interspermey yy preparer rated. 6 fhe tr. by Mrs. Bevan in her Sunys of Eternal Life, 
menfels in Log eye yor, ard 1712, 4th 1715. | 1858, p, 23. Repeated in full in L. Rehfuess’s 

earliest 7 thoy! Which precise details are available is | Church ut Sea, 1868, p. 50, and, abridged, in the 

eine, oth od 171i. from which Weteel, 231, qutes te | Eng, Presb, Ps. § Hys., 1867, and Flett’s Cul. 
first Jie iter eds. giver bo pecker appear to be conjec- Paisley, 1871. In Dr. W. F. Stevenson's Hys. 

sive) ; and the earlient ed, available for collation was | for Ch. & Home, 1873, st. 1, ¥., Vi, Vil, are in- 

the Tth aS (Gottingen University Lib.). Inthe | cluded, altered, and beginning “ Jesus sianers 

later —~ ed ffacke on ‘are ee Tete ane will receive ; Say this word of eee toall ;" and 

wvernigerote Library), uilected ed. of his © this form is also in the Bapt, Hyl., 1879, 
c wv ermigerod Library has the 1704 ed. of his Geistliche Other trs. are :— 

vant to hat actions. A umberg sow (2) “My Jesus the sinner receives.” By Miss 

‘Drary}; 800 amborg tt r . 1869, p. 57. (2) Jesus sinners doth receive! 
-t : ry} wnburg itd set (Dritter Theil) at Hamburg voll to all.” y R. Massie in the Day of Heat, 1877. 

3 ™ ii 1718 (H The hymn “Jesus sinners will receive, When they . 

re Town Li 1, ane eg Goa 9 for | fall,” by E. Cronenwets, in & st.. in the Ohio Lutti, 
the ttn 86 ma on the Gospe Hyl., 1880, is marked as a tr. of Neumeister. It follows 

s, originally written to form con. | 7 ineister in metre, but seems rather « paraphra-e of 
he Anderer Theiz A second set of 86 appeared the h * Jesus nimmt die Stinder an, Drum so will 

4&t Hamburg, 1729 [Hamburg Town ich ¢ vel “ This hymn ts by Ludwig Hein- 

“hose of Ne ies Schlosser. Sept 7, 1663, at Hala} and eppeeeti 3 a ’ H pastor at Frankfurt am Matin), and appeared 
passed into E A ned 3 hymns which have 38, Flr ppendia to the Frankfurt ed., 1693, of Crager's 
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Prazis, and in his own Stiles Lob Gottes in dem geist- 

lichen Zion, Frankfurt a. M,, 1724 (see Wetzel, iv, 433; 

Raybach's Antholugic, vi. po xi, &c.). In Burg’s @. #., 

Bresiau, 1746, the Neumeister bymn is given as No. 
Schlosser 1993 and marked as by G, G, Hofmann, and the> 

bymn as No. 1692 and marked as by Neumeister. 
ence perhaps the confusion. 

Hymns not in English CU. 
iv. Bleib, Jesu, bleib bei mir. For the lying. In 

64, In 7 st., 
In the Berlin 

Tr. as * Jesus, near me 

his Koang. Nachklang, 1714, No. 31, P- 

entitled ** For the Second Day of Easter." 
G. L. &, ed. 1863, No. 1435. 

By Miss Dunn, 1437, . . 117. 

Herr Jesu Christ, mein h Gut. 

oly Communton in the castle at Welssenfels. 
tw have a 
cites it as in the Sth ed. 1717. In the sth ed, 1724, 

p. U7, entitled “ Hymn of Consolation frou Ps. Lxxili. 

23-24"), and is included in the Halle Stade (, #,, (TU, 

No. s24 in 6 st. In Freyli usen, 1T14, it begins 

“ Herr Jesu Christ, mein Fh and Blut.” 

are fix'd on Thee” (st. H.). By P. H. Molther as pt. of 

No. 401 in the Moravian H. Rk, 1801 (1646, No. 444). 
(2) Lord Jesus Christ, my spirit's health.” By Dr. 
H. Mille, 1845 (1456, p. 115). 

vi Se Teun enioen Tobens Heil. Boeni |e ng. Ap 

parently in his Zugang, 1705 ( Wetzel, ti, 252, as in ed. 

i717. Ined, 1724, p. 284 in {0 st.), and included in the 
Halle Stadt @. #, 1711, No, 426, In 
Breslau, 1746, No. 1444. Tr. as (1) ** Now I'll lie down 

and sleep in Thee” (st. vi.), a of No. 750 in the 

Moravian H. Bk,, 1789 (1849, No. 1137). (2) ‘* Lord 
Jesu! Thou my life's true health.” By 1. J. Buckoll, 
1342, p, 92, 
vii. Teh bin bei allem Kummer stille. Truat in God. 

Included in the Sth ed. 1717 of bis Zugang ( Wetzel, 
ii. 232), and in the ed, 1724, p. 594, in 6 st., founded on 
Ps. ixxvil. 11. In the Berlin @. L. &, ed. 1563, No. 911. 

It has been tr. into English through the recast by J. S. 

Diterich “Herr, mache meine Seole stile,” which is 

No. 169, in 7 st., in the Berlin G. #., 1766 (Berlin G. B., 

1#29, No. 599). Tr. aa * Lord, make my spirit stlll.” 

Ry Mies Warner, 1469, p. 26. 
viii, Ich weiss dass mein Erléser lebet. #vr the 

Dying. in his Keang. Nachklang, 1718, No. 32, in 
5 st, entitled “On Third Day of Easter.” In 
Bunsen's Allg. G. #., 1846, No, 437, in 4 st. Tr. as 
“[ know that my Redeemer liveth, And as LHe lives.” 

A good Or. from Bunsen in Reid's Praise Bk,, 1872. 

ix. Ob Menschen klug und weise sein. iritual 
Wisdom. lu bis Hoang. Nachklang, i718, No, 12, 
>, 24, in 6 st, for the ist 5. after Epiphany. In the 

rlin @. i. S, ol. 1463. Tr, as * Here many wise and 
prudent ie By Dr. H. Mills, 1345 (1456, p. 109). 

x. So ist die Woche nun Saturday 
Kvening. Apparently in his Zugang, 1705 (Wetzel, 

ii, 23%, cites it as ined. 1717, Im the ed. 1724, p. 552, 

in 9 st., entitled ** Hymn for the close of the Week"), 
In the Berlin @. L. 8, ed. 1863. Tr. as * Thoa, Lord, 
Thy love art still bestowing.” By Hf. J, Suckoll, 1442. 

xi. Wie Gott will, also will ich Trust in 
God, Wetzel, il. 234, cites this as in his Zaugang, 1717 
(ed. ht 570, In # st.), In the Berlin @, 4, &, 
ed. 1863, No, 919. Tr. as * As Thou wilt, my God! 
I ever say.” By Mins Borthwick, In Mf, Lb. L., 1853, 

. 44 (1884, p. 166), and thence in Bp. Ryle's Coll. 1560, 

No. 163. (J. M.J 
Neunhertz, Johannes, s. of Johannes 

Neunhertz, weaver at Waltersdorf, near Kup- 
ferberg, in Silesia, waa b. at Waltersdorf 
Aug. 16, 1653, and entered the University of 
Leipzig in June, 1673 (aa. 1676). In 1678 
he was appointed assistant preacher at Lauban, 
in Silesia; in 1680 pastor at Kiesslingswalide ; 
anid in 1696 pastor at Geibsdorf, both near 
Laubun. He then became, in 1706, diaconus 
of the Holy Trinity Church, and alao morning 
preacher at the Holy Cross Church in Lauban, 
Finally, in 1709, he was appointed chief pastor 
pe nee ee = —— — d. there Nov. 
26, (8. J. Ehrhardt’s Preebyterologie 
Schlesiens, 1780-89, iii. pt. ii. p. 187; Koch, 
v, 450; Allg. Deutsche Biog. xxiii. 549; Bode, 
p. 121—the first dating his birth 1652). Neun- 

* 7. Bey 

Lave to 

One of his best and most popular hymns, 

apparently written for use at the Sunday celebration of 

i it seems 
red in bis Zugang, 1705 (Wetzel, ii. 252, 

In Porst's 

G.B., od, 1855, No, 546. The érs, are (1) ** All my desires 
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hertz was the author of a large number of 
hymns, and flowing in style, but often 
lengthy and with little power or concentration. 
‘They appeared iv his various works :— 
OE owy pera Sabbathe-Freude, Zittau, 1690. (2) 

Christliche Leid-Andachten, Lauban, 1694. (3) Hvange- 
lische Hertz-Hrmunterung, Leipsig, 1701. 4) Trost- 
liche .. . Andachten, Lauban, 1769; 2nd ed. as An- 
dachts-Flammen, Budissin, 1717; and in the Silesian 
bymn-books of the period. A number are given 
in the Hirsch G@. B., W741, a few in Burg’s @. &., 
Breslau, 1746, some still survive in modern collec- 

The only hymn by him which seers to have 
passed into English is:— 
Zweene J gehn mit Sehnen. Austertide. A 

hymna on the Two Disciples on their way to Emmaus 
(St, Luke xxiv. 13-35). luded in the Lauban G. #., 
1707, p. 162 [Wernigerode Library], as No. 5 of the 
Easter Hymns, in 9 st. of 41, and marked as by af. J. 
Neunherts, Also iu the Berlin G. L. &., ed. 1463, No. 
326. The form tr. into English is; * Trauernd und mit 
bangem Sehnen.” This appeared in the Lieguita G. #., 
1804 (ed. 1419, No, 155), and is repeated im the WGrttem- 

U. B., 1842, No. 176, in T st. It isa recast by L. 
E. 8. Miller (see p. 776, i.). The tr, in C. Us is: — 
Sad with ing, sick with fears, A full and 

tr, from the 1342 text by Miss Winkworth, in her Lyra 
Ger., tnd Ser, 1854, p. 43. In the Pennsylvania Lath. 
Church Bk, 1368, the tra. of st. iv.-vii. altered and 
beginning, “ Truest Friend, Who canst not fail," were 
given as No, 440. {J : M.) 

Nevoov mpos tuvous. [Eowre Andy.) 

Neuss, Heinrich , 8 of Andreas 
Neuss, surgeon at Elbin, ein the Harz, 
was b, at E., March 11, 1654. and entered the 
University of Erfurt in 1677 as a student of 
theology. In 1680 he became a private tutor 
at Heimburg, near Blankenburg, and then in 
16838 conrector, and in 1684 rector of the 
school at Blankenburg in the Harz, In 1690 
he was appointed assistant preacher at Wolfen- 
biittel, and soon afterw: diaconns of the 
Heinrichstadt church there. For holding 
ae Ae meetings, &c., be was denounced as a 

ietiat, and chose to resign rather than desist. 
In the same year, 1692, he became preacher 
at Hedwigsburg, and travelling Chaplain to 
Duke Rudolph August of Brunswick, who, at 
Easter, 1695, appointed him superintendent 
at Remlingen for the district of Asseburg. In 
1696 he received the degree of D.p. from the 
University of Giessen, and became super- 
intendent, consistorialrath, and chief tor 
of the Church of SS. Sylvester and George 
at Wernigerode, being instituted on Feb, 6. 
His appointment there was at first unpopular 
for he was suapected of Separatist tendencies. 
but he soon gained the love of the people by 
his earnest and loving practical Christianity 
and by the interest he took in the development 
of Church music, for which under his care 
Wernigerode became famous in all the district 
He d. at Wernigerode, Sept. 30, 1716 (Koch. 
iv. 425: Allg. Deutsche Biog. xxiii. ; 5 ° 

Heinrich Georg Neuss. By Ed. Jacobs. =: 
the Zeitechrift des Harz-Vereina, wol. xxi. 
1888, p. 159, &e.). 
The hymns of Neuss appeared principal 

Opfer zum Raw der Hatten pl oy Pg ay, ge 
Lieder, dc, ; of this the Ist ed. with 100 hymns was pub 
at Laneburg, 1692; and the 2nd ed., with 34 additicen!, 
at Wernigerode, 1703 (both in Berlin), most of the Pteces 
bearing the dates of their composition. They were 
ceived with great favour in Pietist circles, and Fre bag 
hansen in his (eistreiches GC. A. included mo ne 

38 (5in pt. t, 1704; 33in pt. ti, 1714). In the Roar 
gerode G. &., 1712, edited by Neuss, 5 are included, and 

Ww are found 6 more in the ed, of 1736. Only a fe in 
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Ot German collections. The 1703 ed. of the Heb- “rT Dad als 46 melodies, of which some 75 were b “USS, and of these 15 Passed into Freylinghausen’s *. #7. In 1706 Neuss also pub, a collection of Brunnen- fteder at Pyrmunt, for the uenters of the Baths there. Only one of his hymns has passed into Enghsh, yz -— 
Ein reines Herz, Herr, schaff in mir, Sanctification. A simple and beautiful bymn, Ist pub, in the 2nd ed., 1703, of his thkbh-Opfer, p. 217, in 5 st. of 41. In the 
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in 1698, another version of the original text was published which differed considerably h from * The second edition corrected” and the original of 1696. The copy before us rm dated 1698. The titlepages of the three 8 are :— 
(1) A New Version of the as David, Fitted to the Tunes Used in Churches, By N. Tate and NV. Brady. lamdon, Printed Thee ny ne Jor peg oe ny of 

Berlin G. £. &, - 1463, No. 340. Tr. as;— Stationers, 1696, a feation to King William 
° A mew and pea heart create. A good and full tr, | signed by \N. Brady; N. Tate.” Sacred Hymne from the German, 1541, 
me by ty lose rr 3 >. repeated. ihe Bapt. Hyl., 1879. 
Another tr. is:—** Lord! grant a new-born heart to 

ame.”” by Lady & Fortescue, 1543, p. 54, [J. M.] 

INWevin, Edwin Henry, p.p., 5, of Major 
David Nevin, was b. at Shippensh y, Penn- 
sylwania, May 9, 3814. He gradua in Arts 
at Jefferson College, 1833; and in Theology 

t Princeton Sexnminary, in 1836. He held 
P= -ral pastoratesss as a Presbyterian Minister 
sai 1836 tolSS7 ; then asa Congregational 
epee ter from 1857 to 1868; and then, after a 
a eet at six years through ill health,asa Minister 

. - » Reformed Church, first at Lancaster, 
p= Sieh yivania, «zed then in Philadelphia. 
ae Nevin is the sxuthor of several hymns, the 
Dr- important of which are ;— 
sani Always with xe [us], always with [us] me. 

x serat. 
Je rag ee ‘hitiner, come away, nvitation 

Hea a Saviour, would I be. Trust. This 
en inthe Lyra Sac. Americana as“ Saviour ! 

(2) A New Version of the Psalms David, Pitted to the Tunes Used in Churches, By N, Tate and N. Brady, The Second Edition corrected. London: Printed by ir Clark, for the Company of Stationers. 1698. This also oehgt tion to the Ring signed by “VY. Brady, N. 
(3) A New Version of the Psalms of David, Pitted to the Tunes Used in Churches, By N. Tate and N. Brady. la » Printed by T. Hodgkin, for the Company of Stationers, 1698. And are to te Sold at Stationers'- Haul, near Ludgate, and by moet Booksellers, This has the same Dedication as Nos, 1 and 2, and, in addition, the Authorization dated At the Court at oo December 3, 1696. Present the King’s Most Excellent Majesty in Council,” 
As examples of the changes made in the text of the New Version we will give quota- tions from Ps. xviii., verse 7. 
(1) From the Original edition, 1696 

“ When God arose to take my part, 
The trembling Earth did = for fear; From their firm Posts the Hills did start, 
Nor durst bis dreadful Fury bear.” 

(2) From “ The Second Edition corrected,” 
London, M. Clark, 1698, 

** When God arose to take my part, = iv 
The conseious Earth did quake for fear H is Z should! be.** This change was made by From, their firm Posts the Hills did start, “e PP) tor “with the consent and approbation Nor could bis dreadful Fury bear.” the r.” . 299). 

oF age por iene ee Written 
mi ,ub. in 1862 << after the death of a beloved 

acd Pvhich made heayen nearer and dearer from 
rary -onviction that now a member of his family 
— “one of its inhabitants ” (Schatf’s Christ in 
pohecdl 1879, p- 539), 

5. Live on the fleld of battle. Duty. Appeared 
sn the Bap. Devotional H. Bh., 1864. 
cag I have read of @ world of beauty. Heaven. 

7. Mount up on high! as if on eagle's wings. 
Divine Aspirations, 

Of these hymns, Nos, 1, 2, 3 appeared in 
WNason’s Congregational H. Bk. 1857 ; and all, 

except Ne “re in the Lyra — MDT 
oanda, > ° ° 5 

Wwew England Psalter, or Bay Psalm 
Book. [Paalters, wnsiish, § vii-] 
Wew Version, The. This Version of 

the Psalms of David, commonly known as 
Tate and Brady, is fully set forth, 80 far as it 

ia a part of the general history of English 
Psalters, in the Ahicle Psalters, English, § sxcrtt. That erticle pst be read for its history, 
the value of its authorization, its character 
and merits and for biographical notices of its 
authors, It remains for us here to give (1) 
the ry Of the Version from 1696 to the 
present ntg)Cz)_ an account of its Supple- 
rreert + = (3) a list of the contents of each. 

i. History of the N,V. As stated in the 
a xticle relerred » it was first published in its 
complete fm in 1696, and the second edition, 
ae ene ©Xtensive corrections, in 1698, 
alto “ph n “allowed " by the King 
2 The Second yCember 3, 1696. after 

Edition corrected " was issued 

©) Fama the Edition of 1698. London, J. 
gkin, P 
” Whe arose rt to take, 
poet ate moth twas struck with fear; The Hilla did at his presence shake, 
nor could his dreadful fury bear." 

Tn these quotations the italics represent the changes made in the 1698 (Hodgkin) edition 
when compared with “The Second Edition 
corrected "of 1698 (Clark). This is but one 
of hundreds of instances of changes in the 
text. The text of the Original of 1696 was not 
aguin reprinted, and it was natural to expect 
that the publication of one of the other two 
would cease. This, however, did not take 
lace for over a hundred years. We have 
fore us two copies of the New Version, both 

of which have been in use at public worship, 
and both dated 1796, as follows :— 

(1) A New Version of the Psalms of David Pitted to 
the Tunes used in Churches. By N. Brady, D.0., Chap- 
lain in Ordinary, And N, Tate, Esquire, Poet-Laureat to His Majesty. London, Printed. MDOCXCVT, 

This edition is a reprint of No, 2, * The 
Second Edition corrected," pub, by Clark in 
1698. The next is :— 

rersi he Psalms of David, Fitted tas fonts wend tn Clutches, Dy ¥ Seotgy 2 Or Oe 
lain in Ordinary, and N. Tate, Eeq., Poet-Laureate te 
His Majesty. London, Printed by M. Brown, Fur the 

ny of Stationers, and are to be Sold at Stationers 
Hall near Ludgate-Street, and by most Booksellers, 

ae f the edition pub. b is a reprint of the edition pub. y 
Hodgbin in 1698 (No. Sabove). It has the 
Authorization of the King dated Dec. 3, 1696, 

d the Bishop of London's approval and t wishes for success, dated May 23,1698, From 
vhis it is clear that these two texts were 
Uprinted, aud were used side by side in 
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public worship for more than one hundred 
yeara, as it was only when the printing of 
the New Version was undertaken by the 
University Press that the reprinting of Clark's 
ed. No, 2 above, “The Second Edition cor- 
rected,” 1698, was ually suspended, and 
the text approved by the Bishop of London, 
on “May 23, 1698” (No. 3 above, printed 
by J. Hodgkin), became the absolute Tate 
& Brady of the fature. The issue of this 
Tate & Brady continued for many years, and 
is that usually quoted by hymnologists as 
the “original text.” In the “Selection of 
Psalms,” which was given in the American 
Prayer Bk. Coll, 1826, those taken from the 
New Version were from this text. 

The following list of first lines are from 
this text of 1698—the sub-lines being the first 
lines of centos in C. U. which have been taken 
trom the paraphrase of any given Psalm :— 

Pealm. | First Line. 

i. | How blest is be who ne'er consents, 
ii, With restless and ungovern’d rage. 

() Thus God declares His sovereign will. 
ill. | How many, Lord, of late are grown. 

| (1) Thou gracious God (Lord) art my 
Defence. 

(3) © Lord, Thou art my sure Defence, 
Lord that art my righteous Judge. 

in God of my life, my bopes, my Joys. 
Bd en worldly minds Impatient grow. 

A 

iv. 

bear the voice of my complaint. 
Accept. 

vi. | Thy dreadful anger, Lord, restrain. 
0 ond, my God, since I have plac’d. 

viii. | O Thou, to Whom all creatures bow, 
ix. | To celebrate Thy praise, O Lord. 
x. | Thy presence why withdraw’st Thou, Lord. 
xi. | Since | have plac'd my trust in God, 
xii, | Since godly men , 0 Lord. 

xiii, | How long wilt Thou forget me, Lord ? 
xiv. Sure, wicked fools must needs suppose. 
xv, Lord, who's the happy man that may. 
xvi. | Protect me from my cruel foes. 

{? My grateful soul shall bless the Lord. 
xvii, o wy just plea, and sad complaint. 

xvill, | No change of time shall ever shock. 
xix. | The heav’ns declare Thy glory, Lord. 

| (1) God's perfect law converts the soul, 
xx. | The Lord to thy request attend. 
xxi. | The King, O Lord, with songs of praise. 
xxii. | My God, God, why leav'st Thou me? 

xxiii, The Lord Himself, the mighty Lord, 
auxiv, This 4 vas earth is all t rid’s. 

(1) Lift up your heads, eternal gates. 
») Erect your heads, eternal gates, 

XXV. ‘» God, in whom I trust. 
wv) His mercy and His trath. 

xxvi. | Judge me, 0 , for I the paths. 
0) "lH wash my hands in innocence, 

xxvii. Yhom shoukt I fear, since God to me? 
axvill. | O Lord, my Rock, to Thee I ery. 
xxix. | Ye princes that in might excel. 
xxx. | I'll celebrate Thy h 
xxxi. | Defend me, Lord, from shame. 

(t) My hope, my steadfast trust. 
xxxii. e's blest, whose sins have pardon gain’d. 
xxxili. | Let all the just to Gea with joy. 

(1) How bappy are the folk to whom. 
xxxi¥. iro’ all the changing scenes of life. 

(1) The hosts of God encamped around. 
xxxv. | Against all those that «trive with me. 
xxxvi. | My crafty foe, with fatt'ring art. 

(1) Thy Justice like the hills remain. 
i O Lord, Thy mercy, my sure hope. 

xxxvil. | Tho’ wicked men grow rich or great. 
xxxvili, | Thy chast'ning wrath, O Lord, restrain. 
xxxix, | Resolw’d to watch o'er all my ways. 

1) Lord, let me know my term of days. 
xi. } waited meekly for the Lord. 

~ xf. | Happy the man whose tender care. 
xlii, | As pants the bart for cooling streams, 
xilit. | Just Judge of heav'n, against my foes, 

1) Let me with light and truth be blest. 
o Lord, our fathers oft have told. xliv. 

ixxxii, 
Ixxxtii. 
Ixxxiv. 

ixxxvi. 
Ixxxvii, 
Ixxxviil. 

oxi. 
exili. 
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First Line. 

While I the King’s loud praise rebearse. 
7 - our Leg distress. 
Oall ye ie, clap your hands, 
The Dork, the only Godt, ts great. 
Let all ihe list'ning world attend. 
The Lord hath spoke, the mighty God. 
Have mercy, Lord, on me. 
In vain, O man of lawless might. 
The wicked fools must sure suppose. 
Lord, save me, for Thy glorious Name. 
Give ear, Thou Judge of all the earth. 
Do Thon, 0 tod, in mercy help. 
Thy mercy, Lord, to me extend. 
(1) 0 God, my beart is fix’d, "tis bent, Its 

thankful tribute, &e. 
(2) O God, my heart is fully bent. 

Speak, O ye Judges of the earth. 
Deliver me, O Lord my God, 
O God, Who hast our troops disperst. 
Lord, hear my cry, regard my pray'r. 
My soul for help on God relies, 
0 God, my ous God, to Thee. 
Lord, hear the volce of my complaint, Tomy 
For Thee, O God, our constant praise. 
1) God's goodness does the circling year. 
2) Lord, from Thy unexhausted store, 
et all the lands with shouts of joy. 
To bless Thy chosen race. 
Let Giod, the God of battle, rise. 
Save me, O God, from waves that roll, 
O Lord, to my relief draw near. 
In Thee | put my steadfast trast. 
) While God vouchsafes me His support. 

vd, let Thy just decrece the King. 
()) Lo bills and mountains shal! bring forth. 
2) Thy uncontroled dominion shall. 
t length, by certain proofs, ‘tis plain. 

Ww Thy presence, Lord, hath me supplied. 
hy bast ‘Thon cast us off, O Ged? 

To , O Gel, we render praise, 
In Judah the Almighty'’s known, 
To God I erted, Who to my help. 
2) Will God for ever cast us off ? 
ear, O my people, to my law. 

Bebold, 0 God, how heathen hosts. 
O Isr’el's Shepherd, Joseph's Guide, 
1) O Thou Whom heavenly hosts obey. 
‘o God, our never fail strength. 

God in the aged assembly stands. 
Hold not Thy peace, O Lord our God. 
O God of bosts, the hty Lord. 
1) Behold, 0 God, for Thou alone. 
2) O Lord of hosts, my King, my God. 

Thou hast granted to Thy land. 
To my complaint, O Lord my od. 
God's temple crowns the holy mount. 
To Thee, my God and Saviour, I. 
2) God of my life, O Lord moet high, 
by mercies, Lord, shall be my #0 . 
1) Happy, thrice ray they, ern beat. 
2) With reverence the just appear. 

, the Saviour and Defence, 
He that has God bis Guardian made. 
How good and pleasant must it be. 
With glory clad, with stre array'd. 
O God to Whom revenge belongs. 
1) Bless’d is the man whom Thou, 0 Lord. 
come, loud antheme let us sing. 

Sing to the Lord a new-muade song. Let, &e. 
1) How Just and merciful ie God. 
ehoval reigns, let all the earth. 

Sing to the Lord a new-made song, Who, &c. 
Jehovah reigns, let therefore all, 
With one consent letall the earth. 
Of mercy's never-falling spring. 
When | pour out = soul in pray’r. 
My soul, inspir'd with sacred love. 
Mess God, my soul; Thou, Lord, alone, 
O render thanks, and bless the Lord. 
© render thanks to God above, 
To God your grateful voices raise. 
O God, my heart is fally bent To magnify 
Thy name 

0) 0 God, my heart is fixed, is bent. 
God, Whose former mercies make. 

The Lord unto my Lord thus spake. 
Praise ye the lord; our God to praice, 
That man is bleas'd who stands in awe. 
Ye saints and servants of the Lord. 
(1) Ye that delight to serve the Lord, 
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Psalm. First Line. 

cxtv. | w . by th’ Almigi cae. hen Isr’el, by Almighty led. 
not to us, we claim no share. 

a soul with grateful thoughts of love. 
ith cheerful notes let all the earth. 

O praise the Lord, for He is good. 
1) Joy fills the dwelling of the just. 
ow blest are they who always keep. 

1) Instruct me in Thy statutes, Lord. 
2) How $ ahall the young preserve their 
ways ? 

3) Thy werd ts to wy feet a lamp. 
fe) To may request and earnest cry. 

cxx- ndeeg elintress I oft have crieu. 
exxi. | ToSivm’s hill I lift my eyes. 

cxxii. O'twas « joyful sound to hear. 

ecxxiii. On Thee, Sho dwell'st above the skies. 
exxiv- Had not, thse Lord (ma, Inr'el say). 
oxxvV- Who place on Sion’s tied their trust, 

-x xvi. When Sicra'’s (hod her suns recall'd. 

ca vii, | We build with fruitless cost, unless. 
iss blest who fears the Lord. . The man 

osavee From my Youth up, may lar’el say, 

= xx From low east depths of woe. 

a . 1) My s«>ual with patience waits. 
xxxi 6 Lork, I 2am net proud of heart. 

o ii Let Davie’, Lord, 4 constant place. 

oxxet | (9) O witha due reverence let us all, 
iid iow vast exzust their advantage be. 

exxXt® | Bless God, cye servants that atiend. 
cx ie © praise tikse Lord with one consent, 
oxXX¥- | py God, thee mighty Lord. 
exe? | When we. wur weary'd limbs to rest, 
exe | With my whele hesrt, my God and King, 
cx 3 1 ‘Thies daay is God's, let all the land, 

Ly Lora, by strictest search bast known. 
cxxxix- Preserve mae, Lord, from crafty foes. 

bot To Thee, (> Lord, my cries ascend. 

<i. To God, with mournful voice. 
<A iii, |) Lor bear m pray fe and to my cry. 
oxlitl- | Porever bless'd be God the Lord. 
cxMY- | ‘pee L will bless (I'll extol], my God and 

Ee a bh hou, I. Oo the Lord, and thou, my soul. 

oxi © praise tine Lord with hymns of joy. 
ei. | Ye wundless realmsof joy. 
osINix. O praise ye tbe Lord, Prepare your glad voice, 

cx” | O praise the Lord in that blest place. 
33. The Supplement, The earliest notice of 
. “supplement is the following advertisement 

pelea te end of the Svo ed. of the New Version, 
by Hodgkin, 1698 :— 

priv ement to the New Version of Psalms by N, 
wry SUP? x brady, containing 1. The usual Hymns, 

Tate eS Prayer, - all set to Ten 
Tunes; we additional Hymns for the Holy 

inate, = ap. nat done in 

Pea pa hates 
C Teacher ner Paalmody. Lon- 

Sacful LO ed and more earner Hall, aa Lud- 
«den? », frown atthe Bible without Temple-Bar, J. Wilds 

ted, with slight 
. of — The 

tof pplement 
hoc to see is the 3rd 

in 1702. Its contents are ;— 
God, *¢ Pate “Thee, and confess. Te Dewm, 

Come Bey Ghous, Creator, come, And visit, &c, 

at Holy jboss, Creator come, Inspire the souls, 

aa Cree Com, 

pry Istact's Lord and God. Benedictus. 
5. MY a ket Thy Bitte il'd with Joy. Magnificat, 
O- ined Y ®ervant now depart. Nunc Dim. 
7 ee Father qi@¥e in God. The Creed. 
yes kc. The WHO jn heaven art, Thy Name be 
g. Our Father Wwrerd's Prayer. First Version. 
Lord's Prayer ho in heaven art, All ballowed be, 

Fo. God wake tie Second Version. 
gone rimens. words, O Isracl, hear. Ten Com- 
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11, While Shepherds watched their flocks by night. 

12. Since Christ, our Passover, is>lain. Auster. 
13, Christ from the dead is raised and made,  Saater. 
14, Lhou God, all Glory, Honour, Power, Holy Com- 

munion, 
15. All ye who faithful servants are. Holy Commu- 

nion, 
16. To God be glory, peace on earth. Holy Commu- 

nion 

Following these hymns are the versions of 
the Psalms in peculiar metres referred to in 
the advertisement :— 

Peal. First line. 

xivii. | Oclap your hands, ye people, shout and sing. 
xclil, | With glory pore ar matchless 

il Bam, by ie join exvil. | In » le é@ peop is 
Ixvil, | Our Ged bless us all with mercy and love. 
exvii. | The proise of our God, all people repeat. 

exi. | With my whole beart Thy fame. 
exxxi. | Thou Lord, my witness art. 

cxil. | How blest is he, and only he. 
cxxalv. | All you, whe w the house of God. 

cxx. | In trouble and distress, To God, &e, 
exxxt. | Thoa, Lord, my Witness art. 
exxi. | To Zion's bill | HM my eyes, From whence 

my help, &c, 
exxix. | Oft have they, now may Larne! say. 
exxii. | How did my soul rejoice. 

exxxiin. | O "ts a hag sight, When brethren, &c. 
exxiv. | Had not Lord (let thankful Israel say). 

liv. | To save me, Lord, Thy truth and power dis- 

OXXV. | All who on Zion's God depend. 
cxxyv, All they whose on tiod depend, 

lili. | The wicked, senseless fool, bath said, 
exxvi. When Sion's God, Her captive sons, ke, 
exiv, | i Israel who Had suffered cruel bondage 

exxvil. | In vale we build with vast expense, 
cxxx From the lowest depths of woe. 

liv. Save me, Lord, for Name's sake. 
exxxvi, | © prates the Lord, for He ta good. 

These Psalms are all in peculiar metres, 
and are given in full. Then the following 
Psalms from the New Version as above, first 
lines only being printed :—xLiv., XXxvII., 1v., 
¥., XXII, XXXVIIL, XIX. XVI, OxLVII, After 
these 28 tunes are given with references to the 
Psalms only, Then are ar the following 
Psalms, also from the New Version as above :-— 
CXIX., XCIL, C.. XXV. OXI, CXLVIIL, LXXXVIIL. 

The 6th ed. of the Supplement, 1708, con- 
tained the same pealme in liar metres and 
hymna, together with the addition of “O 
Lord, turn not Thy face from me” (in a re- 
written form), and “O all ye works of God the 
Lord,” from the Old Version; and “ We sing 
to Thee Whose wisdom formed,” from Play- 
ford. (This arrangement was repeated with 
the exception of “O Lord, turn not,” as 
late as the Savoy ed., 1717.) 

As this 6th ed. of the Supplement, 1708, is 
of special importance to the musical student, 
we append the title and some details concern- 
ing its musical contents. The title is:— 

t to the New Version of Pralms by Dr. 
and Mr, Tate; containing, Fhe Bg ps 
Measures; the weual Hymns. Ure y 

¢and Bass), 
the Pralme. 

: Bularged : 

orate ntraction for at ow to Learn or 4 
; ‘ew Tunes, composed by several 

fhe & Best Masters and = = £4
 — ben of Lod the 

New, and Dr. Patrick's Vernons, di- 
Aat ones ave Sited Mogul o_o a 

Version... fm tha aes Printed 

Prayer, ents, for the 

par in loro Part oo alt the neat of to each of them, a 

The Sizth ‘piidion Corrected ; and much 

With the Ade 
who are desirous 
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by John Nutt ; and Sold by James Holland, at the Bible 
and Rall, at the West-Bnd of St. Paul's, MOO VILL. 

This edition contains 63 psalm tunes, and | 
12 tunes for the Hymns of the Church, 75 in 
all. Of these tunes 28 are marked thus *, as _ 
being new. These are :— 
St. Paul's. St. Martin's. New Tune to Ps. 

_ St. Andrew's. St. Giles's, 121, 129 (Jer- 
Sion. St. Mark's ey). 
Mt. James's. At. Thomas's. New Tune to Ps. 
At. Matthew’ a New Pune to Ps. 1l4, 126. 
AU Saints. 46, 93, 117 New Tune to Ps. 
The Penitent's New Tune to Ps. 136. 

Tune, 117, 149. (Han- | Another new 
St. Anne's. over.) Tune to the 
At. John's, New Tune to Ps, same, 
St. Laslee's, 11l, 141. 

There were ulso New Tunes to the Magni- 
feat, The Creed, The Lord's Prayer (lat metre), 
the Ten Commandments, the icite, and 
the Hymn on the Divine Use of Music, How 
far the word new with regard to these 28 tunes 
means newly composed for this edition of the 
Supplement, or, published thervin for the 
first time, is doubtful. Courteville’s tune, St. 
James's, for instance. is in the 7th ed. of 
Playford’s Psalter, 1701, and was not abso- 
lutely new then. 

The earliest association of the New Version 
with what is known as the University Preas 
with which we are gequuinted, is the follow- 
lng i— : 

New Version of the Pealms of David, 
Tunes used in Churches. By N. Brady, D. 
in Ordinary, and N. Tate, Keg., Poet-laureat to His 
Majesty, Cambridge, Printed by J. Archdeacon, 
Printer to the Cniversity ; and sold by John, Francis, 
and Charles C9 grea ar sae White, Charles billy, 
and John Fielding in i and J. & J. Merrill, in 
Cambridge. 1782. Cum Privilegio, Price td. unbound, 

At the end, after the Gloria Patri, are the 
following Hymns :— 

1, High let us swell our tunefal notes. 
2. Hark, the herald sng. 

My God, and la Thy tate spread 4. , D § . 
6. ‘Awake my soul, =A with ppt 

These 5 liymns, and no more, are in a 1791 
Cambridge edition of the NY, V. printed by “J. 
Archdeacon, Printer to the University": and 
the 1802 edition printed by “J, Burges,” 
printer to the University. These hymns are 
also given in an Oxford edition “ Printed by 
Dawson & Co., 1803; and in an 1807 edition 
“ Printed at the Clarendon Press by Dawson, 
Bensley, and Cooke, Printers to the Uuiver- 
sity.” 
Some time after 1807, two additional hymns 

were added, viz. :— 
6. Jesus Christ is risen to-day, Our triumphant. 
1. Glory to Thee, my God, this night, 

But the exuct date at which they were in- 
serted we have been unable to determine. 

In addition to these University editions of 
the N. V. und the 2 Hymna, we find J., F. and 
C. Rivington issued the following in 1779 :— 

Hymna taken from the Supplement to Tate 
and Brady's Psalms. 

In this, and subsequent editions, includ- 
ing 1787, the 5 hymns in the University edi- 
tion of 1782 are not found. These hymns 
are thus distinetly associated with the Cam- 
bridge and Oxford University issues of the 
N. Version. 

Miller, in hia Singers and Songe, &c., 1869, 
p..173, says concerning these hymns :— 

ed to the 
, Chaplain 

NEWMAN, JOHN. HENRY 

** My God, and is Th spread 7 °°" ‘This is 
in be asa een A anced in the * Prayer Book of 
the Church of England.’ It was introduced by a Uni- 
versity printer about half a century age. He waa 
Dissenter, and filled up ihe blank leaves at the end of 
the Prayer Book with hymns he thought would be ac- 

table. The authorities did not interfere, and the 

pe ay ses by Desariden — enaie her Wadler. onole Wi . . 

Sterubold or J. Mardley, and Tisbop Ken's Morning and 
Evening Hyiuns, altered and abridged.” 

In the Ozford Essays for 1858, in an article 
on “Hymns and Hywn-writers,” by C. B. 
Pearson. he speaks of the introduction of 
hymns to Yate and Brady ua being due to the 
“University printers in modern times more 

rticulurly to one about half a century buck 
Le. 1808], who being a Dissenter, thought fit 

to fill up the blank leaves at the end of the 
ric Bouk with hymns suggested by him- 
self.” 

This is doubtless the source of Miller's 
information. Both Pearson and Miller are 
very vague in their dates. Pearson's date is 
etrea 1808; and Miller's circa 1819. Whereas 
the hymns appeared in the Cambridge edition 
of the N. Version in 1782, printed by * J. 
Archdeavon, Printer to the University.” Was 
“J. Archdeacon” a Dissenter? We cannot 
aay. (J. J.J 
Newman, John Henry, p.p. The 

hymnologieal side of Cardinal Newman's life 
and work is so small when compared with the 
causes which have ruled. and the events wich 
have accompanied his life as a whole, that the 
barest outline of bi shical facte and sum- 
mury of poetical works comprise all that pro- 
perly belongs to this work. Cardinal Newman 
was the eldest « of John Newman, and was b. 
in London, Feb, 21,1801. He was educated 
at Ealing under Dr. John Nicholas, and at 
Trinity College, Oxford, where he graduated 
in honours in 1820, and became a Fellow of 
Oriel mm 1822. Taking Holy Orders in 1824, 
he was for a short time Vice-Principal of St. 
Alban’s Hall, and then Tutor of Oriel. His 
appointment to St. Mary's, Oxford, was in the 
spring of 1828. In 1827 he was Public Ex- 
aminer, and in 1830 one of the Select Univer- 
sity Preachers. His association with Keble, 
Pusey, and others, in what is known as © The 
Oxford Movement,” together with’ the perio- 
dical publication of the Tracts for the Times, 
are matters of history. It is well known how 
that Tract 90, entit Remarks on Certain 
P sin the Thirty-nine Articles, in 1841, 
was followed by his retirement to Littlemore: 
his formal recantation, in February, 1843,of all 
that he had said against Rome; his resigna- 
tion in a of the same year of St 
Mary's Littlemore: and of his formal 
application to be received into the communion 
of the Church of Rome, Oet. 8, 1845. In 1846 
he became Father Superior of the Oratory of 
St. Philip Neri, at Birmingham; in 1854 
Rector of the newly founded Roman Catholic 
University at Dublin; and in 1858 he re- 
moved to the Edgbaston Oratory, birmingham. 
Tn 1879 he was created » Cardinal, and thus 
received the highest dignity it is in the power 
of the Pope to bestow. Cardinal Newman's 
prose works are numerous, and his Parochial 
Sermons e-pecially being very popular. 
Apologia pro Vita Sua, 1864, is a lucid exposi- 

| sition and masterly defence of his life and work. 



NEWTON, JAMES NEWTON, JUHN 803 Cardinal Newman's ; - ] poetical work began intin tedly the of hi with poems and lyrical Jonoee which he con- pice. a dood 4 a erie on the ri I h agazine, in 1832-4 navy, and for fifteen months lived, half-starved (with other pieces by Keble und others), under | and ill-treated, in abject degradation under a the title of 7 wf toliea. In 1836 these | slave-dealer in Africa. The one restraining peems were co fanted and published under the | influence of his life was his faithful love for samme title, and Greek letters were added to | his future wife, Mury Catlett, formed when he distinguish the authorship of each piece, his | was seventeen, and she ouly in her fourteenth beings 3. Only a few of his poems from this year. A chance reading of Thoms & Kempis work have come into use as hymns. The | sowed the seed of his conversion; which most notable is, ++ Lead, kindly Light” (p. 667, | quickenedd uuder the awful contemplatious of i). His Tract Jor the Times, No. 75, On the | @ hight spent in steering a water-logged ves- Roman Breviary. 1 on. — spat a sel in i = aa “? ‘rent — ( oe He Latin hymns. ese 10 were repea' was then twenty-three. i Lowi - Ge Fe Verses on Fteligious Subjects, 18.3, and | years, durin, whhns he conmeeded n lane his Verses on Far-ious Occasions, 1868, and ship, mature dis Christian belief. Nine years slations < eee yor 7 eroerpteaner i} _ hymns part i eld in intercourse tran ve ieee translations are | with iltetield, Wesley, an formista, we — the most widely known being “ Nunc | in the stuly of Hebrew and Greek, in. exeeclees acme "nobis " ¢** Come, Holy Ghost, Who} of devotion and occasional preaching among aera **). His collection of Latin hymus | the Dissenters, elapsed before his ordination 
from the Homan and Paris Breviaries, and | to the curacy of Olney, Bucks (1764). The ; : was youb. as Hymni Keclesiae, in | Olney period was the most fruitful of his life. other perce gepatis im 3866. Us Dreom of te-] Elle weal in pastoral visiting, preaching and 18 jus, ® poem from which his fine hymn, are bi ees was unwearied. He formed ront ise to the EXoliest in the height,” is| his lifelong friendship with Cowper [sce Cow- ~ Pra appeared iz his Verses on Various | per, William), and becume the spiritual father of tuken, in 1868. Cardinal Newman's in- | Scott the commentator, At Olney his beat Occastons nolo gry has not Leen of a marked | works—Omicron’s Letters (1774); Olney Hymns: fluence oF by iili iginal pieces, and | (1779): Cardiphoni i 

ter. wo brilliant origi pieees, and | (L770). ‘phonia, written from Olney, charm ore than half adozen translations from | though pub. 1781—were composed, As rector Litele watin, areall that can claim to rank with of St. Mary Woolnoth, London, in the eentre the } imitable prose. (J. J.) | of the Evangelical movement (1780-1807) his bis im Ja wer ee zeal was as urdent as before. In 1805, when IWewtom. . faerie Log sg hore aoe no longer able to rear his text, his reply when sng, 3 ; ee ee pressed to discontinue preaching, was, “ What, ae a7 he —— London, where Siem alull the old African blasphemer stop while Baptist cbure ne the th became assis, | 2@°82 speak!” ‘The story of his sins and his Wallin (Wellin -). In 175 pe iol conversion, published by himeelf, and the sub- 
ject of lifelong allusion, was the base of his 

tant minister to the Rev. J, Tommas, pastor 
of the Bea schurch in the Pitbay, Bristol; | ji duence sie Ik wood bara toroe Tirta ten 

for the vigour of his mind (shown even in anda in 1 70, Classical tutor at the Baptist 

ege in that city. He filled both these Africa by his readings Enctd dawn 

figures on the sand), his warm heart, candour, 
coll . 

th honowr and usefulness until his fees : wi i ‘ 

tiewth in 1790. As a hymn-writer he is known tolerance, and piety. These qualities gained 
him the friendship of Hannah More, Cecil, 
Wilberforce, aud others; and his renown as a 

e hymn only, «Prmclaim, saith Christ, 
ae wondrous grace” (Holy Baptism), which 

guide in experimental religion made him the 
centre of a host of inquirers, with whom he 

: 8 = . 

appeared 103%. in the Bristol Coll. of Ash & 

maintained patient, loving, and generally 

1769, No, S81: Rippon’s Bap. Sei. 
fra7, avd Psete~togd the aia ee th In 

the Bap. -Vew Sef, 1928; the Bap. Ps. ¥*> | judicious correspondence, of which a monu- 1858: the New Cong., 1859, and others, it | tient remains in the often beautiful letters of 
Cardiphonia. As a hymn-writer, Montgomery 
says that he was distanced by Cowper, But 

nea with st. ii, sy et plenteous grace de- 
bests on. those,” In this yee it iis widely 

(Ww. R. Lord Selborne’s contrast of the “ mawuliness ” of 
Newton and the “ tenderness ” of Cowper is far 

used. 8) 
wton, John b. in London, *. wae wae juster. A comparison of the hymns of both 

in The Book of Praise will show no great in- 

Ww 
ly 24, 1725, and’ g there Dec. 21, 1807, 

necupied s 5 Rivet, paslizon auneng te bean) tn ho Book them. Amid mueh that i _ o © BVanyey: 2 1, due as much tality ween s mul much that is caer Eetieal Hakook * bald, fame, and matter-of-fact, bis rich aec- 
quaintance with Scripture, knowledge of the 

to the romance of hi, young life and the 
jkimg history of ;; ersion, a8 to his : ote" te: bis conv heart, directness and force, and a certain sailor 

imagination, tell strongly. The one splendid force of ¢ hi T. His mother, a pious Dis- 

— t died '® Childish mind with Serip- bu w F Id. | hymn of praise, * Glorious things of thee are 

ips. during Which he learned rudiments — above all others” has a depth of 
realizing love, sustained excellence of expres- 
sion, and oe development. “ How sweet 

reams. : » pame of Jesus sounds” ia in Scriptural 

=m cy eT Qnd eetiecs tailor. The re. bc bao Lor grit and ol ac saat igzi is : Imost tenderness, al to Cowper's Hae ee seencined|SOnt jor a cheer wal with God” : . : ie 1 yhie: nd “thon of ene of his cumraden. | most churac 7 8F 2 

of Latin, be went to Soa with his father. His 
life at aod eating ith wonderful escapes, vivid 
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depict in the language of intense humiliation 
his mourning for the abiding sins of his re- 
generate life, and the sense ot the withdrawal 
of God’s face, coincident with the never-failing 
conviction of acceptance in The Beloved. The 
feeling may be seen in the speeches, writings, 
and diaries of his whole life. For its bearing 
on his relations with Cowper, see Olney Hymns 
and Cowper, William. (H. L. B.} 

A large number of Newton’s hymns have 
some personal history connected with them, 
or were associated with circumstances of im- 
portance. These are annotated under their 
respective first lines. Of the rest, the known 
history of which is confined to the fact that 
they appeared in the Olney Hymns, 1779, the 
following are in C, U.:— 

1. Be still, my heart, these anxious cares. 
ict. 

‘ 2. Begone, unbelief, my Saviour is near, Trust, 
3. By the poor widow's ofl and meal, Providence, 
4, Chief Shepherd of Thy chosen sheep. On behalf 

* af Ministers, 
5. Darkness overspreads us here, be 
6. Does the iospel-word proclaim, ta Christ. 

_ 1, Fix my beart and eyes on Thine. True Hap- 
iness. 

. &. From Egypt lately freed. The Pilgrim's Song. 
9. He Who on earth as man was known. Christ the 

Rock. 
ae How blest are they to whom the Lord. Gospel 

8. 
11. How blest the righteous are. Death of the 

Righteous, 
12, How lost was my [our] condition, Christ the 

Physician, 
13. How tedious and tasteless the hours. Fellowship 

with Christ. 
14, How welcome to the saints [soul] when pressed. 

as 7 nd fai nd Before Sermon 15, Hungry, a int, uf . 
16. In merey, not in wrath, rebuke. Pleading for 

Mercy. 
ee ee Power of 

yer. 
18. Incarnate God, the soul that knows. The Ae- 

liewer’s a 
19, Jesus, bought us with His blood. The God 
a * Teach us, O Lord, aright to plead,” {8 from 

ymin. 
20, Joy is a [the] frait that will not grow. 5 
21. Let bearts and tongues unite, Close Year, 

From this ** Now, through another year,” is taken. 
22. Let us adore the grace that seeks, New Year. 
23. Mary to her (Uhe] Saviour's tomb. aster. 
4. Mercy, 0 Thou of David. Blind Bartimeus, 
25. My harp untun'd and laid aside, Hoping fora 

Revival, From this “ While I to grief my soul gave 
way " is taken. 

Con- 

27. Now may He Who from the dead. After Sermon. 

neg Tce ge ay ie to dwell. F 4 
29. Sleek, tow via ont. Lone e 
30. On man in His own Image made, Adam, 

end ee ee eee Peace through 

32. Our Lord, Who knows full well, The Jmportu- 
nate Widow. Sometimes altered to ‘Jesus, Who 
— full well,” and again, “* The Who truly 

we.” 

33, Physician of my sin-sick soul. Lent. 

3s. Poor, weak, and worthlens, the 35. . w jess, t bh 

Prepare a thankful a 36. at song. Praise to Jesus. 
or: Roteebat te eee teat ans wine. Holy Com- 

manion, Sometimes given as ‘' Refreshed by sacred 
bread and wine.” 

34. Rejoice, believer, in the Lord, Sometimes “ Let 
us rejoice in Christ the Lord.” Perseverance. 

39. Salvation, what a glorious plan. Saleation. — 
40, Saviour, shine and cheer my soul. Trust in 

Jesus. The cento “Once I thought my mountain 
strong,” is from this hymn. 

41. Saviour, visit Thy plantation. Prayer for the 
Church, 

am, Jesus 

NICHOLSON, HORATIO L. 

Uncertainty of 
*. 

43, See the corn again inear, Harvest. 
44. Sinner, art thou still secure 2? Preparation for 

the Future. ne 
45. Sinners, bear the (thy)Seviour’s call. Jmevtation. 

ft a. Sovereign grace bas power alone. The two Ma’e- 
‘actors. 
a Stop, poor einner, stop and think. Cawtion avi 

Alarm. 
4s, Sweeter sounds than music knows, Christmas. 
49, Sweet was the time when first I felt. Joy in 

Believing. 
50. Ten thousand talents once I owed, Forgivencss 

and Peace, 
$1. The grass and flowers, which clothe the field. 

Hay-time. ; 
52, The peace which God slone reveals. Clow of 

53. Thy promise, and Thy command. ‘ore yp ed, y co Bef 

54. Time, by moments, steals away. The New Year. 
55. To Thee our wants are known. Close of Dirin 

42. See another year [week] is gone. 

Service, 
es We seek a rest beyond the skies. Araven antici 

pated, 
57, When any turn from Zion’s way. Jesus only. 

God, 58. When Israel, by divine command. the 
Guide and Sustainer of Life, 

who can compare? After 59. With Israel's 
Sermon, 

60. Yes, since God Himself has said it. Sey mea 
61. Zion, the city of our God. Journeying ‘yy 

Nicholas, Tressilian George, m.a., «. 
of the Rev. George Nicholas, Lu.p., was b. in 
London, April 14, 1822,and educated at Wad- 
ham College, Oxford. (8.4. in honours, 1843, 
M.A. 1846.) On taking Holy Orders he be- 
eame Curate of St. Lawrence, Reading, 1845; 
Incumbent of West Molesey, 1846; and Vicar 
of Lower Halstow, 1859. In 1863 he returned 
to West Molesey. He contributed several 

cal pieces to the Church of England 
lagazine. These were collected and pub. as 

Poems in 1851. From this work his well- 
known and extensively used hymn for Holy 
Communion, “ Lord, w before ‘Thy throne 
we mect," was taken, It is part of a poem 
which was printed in the Church of England 
Mag. for Jan. 6, 1838. It is usually given in 
3 at. of 6 L, and often as anonymous. [J. J.) 

Nicholson, Horatio Langrishe, p.p., 
was educated at Trinity College, Dublin (na. 
in honours 1855, p.p, 1880) After 
Holy Orders in 1856, he held several appoint- 
ments in Ireland to 1859, when he e 
Lecturer of Holy Trinity, Newington, London. 
Subsequently he was Incumbent of St. James's, 
Kennington, 1862, and then of other parishes, 
the last being the Vi of St. James’s, 
Forest Gate, Stratford, x. During his 
Incumbency of St. Saviour’s, Brockley Hill, 
London, he pab. :— 

The Appendiz Hymnal — af an Appendiz tw 
ne Ancient and Modern, to Chopes's Hymnal, 

that published by the Society for Promoting Christion 
Knowledge, 1466. 
To this A iz he contributed several 

hymns for iat Services and occasions 
which were not then fully provided for in 
those collections, ‘These are :— 

1. Alone, yet not alone, so spake. Gethzemane. 

2. Father of te, Thee we pray. Harvest, 
3. Gently [ the to Thee, Jesus, my er. Lent. 
4. Happy matrom though for years. St. Anna. 
on the loud Hasannahs! Processional for Patm 

Su e . 
6. Heard ye holy wounen say. Processional for 

Baater Day. : 
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Ce sare ZT will no leave Thee, Jesus Lord. Pidelity to 

8. Intb 
Pitstress. 

9. I.ord, upon our knees we fall. 
10. On 1 morning. Processional for 

WAtlsuncday, Pentecostal ng si 

11. Prostrate in che dust before Him. Lent. 
12 Remember, Lord, Thy servants. Processional for 

Advent Sunday. 
hastening steps are bent, Visitation of 13. See, ber 

B. Vi. MM. 
14. Shades of ewnings ier round us, eening, 
15. Starlight of Bethlehem. Life of Jesus. ; 

© hour of doubt aud sorrow. Jn Agliction or 

Lent, 

16. Sunlight from tlhe heaven departed. 

Wha sea, Nm) ty eg Cross, and bear it. Processional for 

Trinity Meee Thce, Wirgin born. Processional for 

si iv. aa aoe these sounds that fall, Processional 
Jor Christmas lay. [J. J.J 
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In Hamburg Nicolai was universally esteemed. wax a 
most popular and influential preacher, and was tegarded 
asa “pillar o the Lutheran church, In hts private 
life he seems to bave been most lovable amt estimable, 
Hesides bis fame as a preacher, his reputation rests 
tuainty on bis hymns. His printed works ate musth 
polemical, often wey violent and serid in tone, and suc 
us the undoubted sincerity of bis zeal to preserve pure 
and unadulterated Lutheranism may explain, but cannot 
be said to justify. Of bis hymns only four seem to have 
been printed. 

_ Three of Nicolai's hymus were first pub. in 
his devotional work entitled Frewden-Spivget 
deas ewigen Lebens, pub. wt Frankfurt-aim- 
Main, 1599 (see further below), The two 
noted here (* Wachet auf” and * Wie schiu”) 
rank as classical and epoch-making. The 
former is the last of the long series of Watvh- 
inen’s Songs. The latter marks the transition 
from the objective churclily period to the 

Philipp, v.p., 8. of Dieterich | More subjective and experimental period of 
German hymu writing: and begins the long 

1 ve to Christ as the 
Bridegroom of the Soul, to which Franck and 

r contributed such beautiful examples, 
Both ae also worthy of uote for their nmusual 

rlect rhythms, and for their splendid 

Wicolai, P! 
F z etime Lutheran pastor at Her- : 

Nicoll, eeVetplizalia, and after 1552, at | #ries of Hymns of 
ioe ringhauwen in Waldeck, wee b. at Rel 
Mepee inghawen, August 10, 1556. (The 1c 
Meng was 8. of Nicolaus Rafflenbél, of Raf- ad 
father, near Hagen, in Westphalia, and in | * M 3 
flenbol, had acepted the Latinised form melodies. They are:— 

gocsurt - e. his fattaesx’s Christian name as his 
tce oe. 

Oe atte of ‘orfu rt, and in 1576 he went to 
1 

Wittenberé: 
ae lived for some time at Volklarding- 
near Men inghausen, andt 

i. Wachet auf, ruft uns die Stimme, ‘ternal 

Ima 1575 Nicolai entered the | Life. This beautiful hymn, one of the tirst rank, 
is founded on St. Matt, xxv. 1-18; Rev. xix, 

After completing his University | 8-9, and xxi. 215 1 Cor. ii, %; Ezek. ini, 173 
1579 C_w, at Wittenberg July 4, | and Is. Ji, 8. It first appenred in the Appendix 

to his Frerden-Spieyel, 1599, in 3 st. of 10 1, 
uently | entitled “Of the Voice at Midnight, and the 

Matt. 25," Thence in Wackernagel y. 

It is a reversed acretic, W. ZG. for the Graf su Wal- 
deck, viz, his former pupil Count Wilhelm Exst, «bo 
d, at TObingen Sept. 14, dys, in his fifteenth year, It 
seems to have been written im 1597 at Unna, lo West- 

where Nicolai was then pastor; and during the 

January, 159%, te which in July 300, In ome week in 
Augunt 170, and in all over 1300 fell victims, Niculat’s 
personage overlooked the charchyard, and there daily 

Hace, often te the nomber of thirty. 
of distress, when every houseliold was in 

mouming, Nicolat’s thoughts turned to Death, and thence 
ty God in Heaven, and to the Eternal Fatherland. in the 
preface (dated Aug. 10, 1498) te his Prearden-Spingel lve 

bere seeinedt to me nothing more sweet, dekKgelt- 
fol and agreeable, than the contemplation of the nuble, 

tained through the 
This | allowed te dwell in my beart 

593 | day and night, and searched the Seriptures ax ty what 
they revealed on this matter, read also the sweet treatise 
of the ancient doctor Saint Augustine [Jee C¥ritate fet}. 

I wrete out my meditations, 
wonderfully well, comforted 

In heart, Jovful in spirit, and truly comtent; gave to my 
manuscript the name ami title of a Mirror of Joy, and 
took this so composed Hrewvien-Spiegel to leave behind 
te (if Ged shold call me from thix world) ax the token 

should spare me in health) to comfort other sufferers 

hausetid forhis futher, In August, 1583, he | Wise Virgins who meet their Heavenly Bride- 
preach jnted Luth eran preacher at Herdecke, | groom, 
a oPra many ditticulties there, the members | p- 259, the Une, £. 8, 1851, No, 690, aud most 
but fourrown Couneil being Roman Catholics, German collections, 
ot the invasion _ by the Spanish troops in 
After 1586, his colleague re-introduced the 
April nd Nicolai resigned his post. In the 
mM fr 1586 he was appointed diaconus at | phalia, 
end wildungen, near {faideck, and in 1587 | terrible pestilence which raged there from July, 1597, to 

I ee me pastor there, He then became, in 
he bectsss, chief paster at Altwildungen, and 
ae iatulg ourt prescher to the widowed Countess | mterments took 
wee a retha of Waldeck, and tutor to her sou, In these da 
Ma sé Wilhelm keypst. Here be took an 
ey aa part on the Lutheran side in the Sacra- e 
ee tarian COntTOVE-Pay, and was, in Se Rays: 

Tie inhibited from’ preaching by Count | suitime deetrine of Berea Tite wt 

Li z of Weldeck, Lut the prohibition was | Blot of Christ. 
cing removed, und jn the Synod of | 
sae at Mengeringhausen, he found all the 
hel of the Principality of Waldeck willing | Thea dey bo. de 
clersy . to the Formula of Conecrd. In | found myself, thank Gele 

eens tober- 1596, he came pastor at Unna, in 

SA cstphalia, where hie again beeame enguged 
s heated! Cntrove with the Calvinists; | 
28 xed through gq frightful pestilence (see | of my peaceful, joyful, Christian departure, or (if Gud 
peiow)3 and then on Dec. 27, 1598, had to 
flee before the invasion of the Spaniards, and 
ait not return tj 

yally, 
Dok of St Katherine's Churelh, at Hamburg, 

F re he entered on pis duties Aug. 6, 1601, he x oe 

c> Oct. 22, 1608. he took part in the ordi- 

whom He should also visit with the pestilence .. . . Now 
bas the gracious, holy Ged met mercifully preservet 

Lt the-enl of April, 1599.) me amid the dying from the dreadful pesttience. amt 
in April 1601 he was elected chicf | wonderfully spared me beyond all my theaguts and , he that with the Prophet David 1 can suy to Him 

pees in Thy eee which Thou bast laid up 
for them that fear Thee,” &e, 

The hymn composed under these cirenm- 
patiov of a Meagr, in the St. Katherine's | stances cit may be stated that Curtze thinks both 
ch arch, the diacg 

e feeling unw hom itzelf, under el: 

to 1608 (D. p) 
263+ Li by L. Cuter a und 
Airs pe wt tae, 1859: Koch, ii, 324; Deutsche pp. “tae, 1 : 3 

Alig. WOO Biog sui. 67, &6.). | 

Which he sank, and d. Oct, | and still retains its 

hus Penshorn, and returned | hymns were written in 1596, while Nicolai was 
A violent fever deve- | gif] at Alt-Wildungen) soon became popular, 

place, though often altered 
in the 3rd stanza. Probably the opening Lines: 

«* Wachet anf! ruft ans dle Stimme 
Der Wachter sebr tech anf «er Zinne ™ 
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are borrowed from one of the Wachter Lieder, 
a form of lyric popular in the Middle Ages, 
introduced by Wolfram von Eschenbach. (See 
K. Goedeke’s Deutsche Dichtuny fm Mittelalter, 
1871, p. 918.) But while in the Songs the voice 
of the Watchman from his turret summons the 
workers of darkness to flee from discovery, with 
Nicolai it is a summons to the children of oe 
to awaken to their promised reward and full 
felicity. 

The melody a red first along with the hymn, and 
is also uppareatly by Nicolai, though portions of it (e.g. 
Lib Gregorian Fifth Tome} may have been sug- 

by earlier tunes. It has been called the King of 
Shorates. and by ite fe simplicity and dignity it 
well deserves the title. Sipe its use by Menidelssotm in 
his St. Pani it has become well known in England, and, 
in its ori | forta, is given in Miss Winkworth’s (. 3, 
Sor England, 1463 (see below), 

Translations in C. U.:— 
1, Sleepers wake, a voice is calling. This is an 

unrhymed tr, of st. i. by W. Ball in bis book of 
words to Mendelssohn's oratorio of St. Pani, 
1836. This form is in Horder’s Cong. J7ymns, 
188+, and others. In the South Place [London] 
Coll, 1873, it is a recast by A, J. Ellis, but opens 
with the same first line. In the Parish H. Bk, 
1875, a é. of st. ii, also unrhymed, is added. 

2. Wake ye holy maidens, wake ye. A good ér. 
contributed by Philip Pusey to A. R. Reinnagle’s 
Col. of Ps. und Hy, Tunes, Oxford, 1840, p. 
134. It was considerably altered, beginning 
“Wake, ye holy maidens, fearing " in the Salis- 
bury HH. Be. 1857, and this is repeated, with 
further alterations, in Aennedy, 1865, and the 
Sarun Hyl., 1868, 

3. Wake, arise! the call obeying. A good tr. 
by A. T. Russell, as No. 110 in the Dalston 
Hospital ff. Bk., 1848. 

4. Wake, oh wake; around are fying, This is 
a recast, by A. T. Russell, not for the better, 
from his 1848 tr, as No. 268 in his Ps. g Hys. 
1851, st. iii. being omitted. Thence, unaltered, 
in the New Zealand Hyl., 1872. 

5. Wake, awake, for night is flying, A very 
good tr, by Miss Winkworth, in her Lyra Ger., 
2nd Ser., 1858, p. 225, repeated in her C. B. for 
England, 1863, No. 200, with st. ii., Il. 7, 8, re- 
written. Included in the Eng. Pres. Ps. & Hys., 
1867 ; Seottish Pree Hyl., (876, &e.; and in 
America, in Landes Domini, 1884, and others, 
In the Casfate Domino, Boston, U. 3., 1859, it 
begins “ Awake, awake, for night is flying.” 

6. Wake! the startling watch-ory pealeth. liy 
Miss Cox, in Lyra Messianior, 1864, p. 4, and her 
Hys. from the German, 1864, p. 27; repeated in 
W. F. Stevenson's HH. for Church and Home, 
1873, The version in J, L. Porter's Coll., 1876, 
takes st. i., Il. 1-4 from Miss Cox. The rest is 
mainly from RK. C. Singleton’s tr. in the Angli- 
em H. Bk, but borrows lines also trom Miss 
Winkworth, and from the Hymnary text. 

7. Wake! the watchman's voice is sounding. 
By R. C. Singleton, This is No. 259 in the 
Anylican H, Bh, 1868, where it is marked as a 
* versification by R. C. Singleton, 1867.” 

8. Wake, awake, for night is flying, This is by 
Canon W, Cooke, in the Aymnary, 1871, and 
signed A.C. C, In the ed, of 1872, I. 7, 8 of st. 
ii. are recast, and the whole is marked as “ based 
on E. A. Dayman,” It is really a cento, four 
lines of the 1872 text (i, L 5; ii, IL 7, 83 iii, L 
9) being by Canon Cooke; and the rest being 
ad.jted from the versions of P. Pusey as altered 
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in the Serum Hyl., of Miss Winkworth, of Miss 
Cox, and of R. C, Singleton, It may be regarded 
as a success, and as passed into the S. P.C.b. 
Church Hys.. 1871; the 1874 Appar. to the ¥. 
Cong. ; Horder’s Cong. Hys,, 1884, and others. 

9. Wake, arise! the voice is calling. This is 
an anonymous fr, in the Ohio Luth. Hyl., 1880. 

10. Slumberers, wake, the Bridegroom cometh. 
A spirited version, based on Miss Winkworth 
(and with an original st. as iv.), by J. H. Hop- 
kins in his Carols, Hys. ¢ Songs, 3rd ed,, 1882. 
p- 88, and dated 1866, Repeated in the Hyl, 
Comp, (Retormed Epis.) Philadelphia, U.S., 1835. 
Other trs. are:— 
(1) “ Awake, the voice is crying" In Lyra Davidics, 

1704, p. 73. (2) “* Awake! awake | the watchman calls ~ 
By Mirae Pry, 1845, p, 33. (3) ‘* Hark ! the trump of 
Ged is sounding.” By Dr, H. Mills, 1845 (1856, p. 268). 
This ts from the altered form by F. G, Klopatock, in bis 
Geistliche Lieder, 1758, p. 246, as further altered in 
Zollikofer's G. #., 1166, No 303, where it begins 
“*Wachet auf! so ruft." (4) “ Awake, arise, the votce 
gives warning.” In the U, P. Juventle Missionary 
Mag., 1857, p. 193; repeated im 1559, p. 171, beginning, 
“ Awake, urise, it is the warning.” (5) ‘* Waken! From 
the tower it seundeth.” By Mrs. nm, 1858, p. 1. 
6) Up! awake! his sammons burried.” By J, D. Barns, 
D the Family Treasury, 1860, p. 4, and his Memoir & 
Kemaine, 1669, p. 234, 

ii, Wie schon leuchtet der Morgenstern, Voll 
Gnad und Wahrheit von dem Herrn, Love ty 
Christ, 1st pub, inthe Appendix to his Frewden- 
Spiegel, 1599, in 7 st. of 10 1, entitled “ A spiri- 
tual bridal song of the believing soul concern- 
ing Jesus Christ, her heavenly Bridegroom, 
founded on the 45th Psalm of the prophet 
David.” Lauxmann, in och, viii. 271, thus 
ives an account of it as written during the 
estilence of 1597. He says Nicolai was 

“One in great distress and tribulation io bis 
quiet study. He rose in it from the distress and death 
which surrommded him te his Redeemer and Saviour, and 
a ee Him pol ag eliorg tl mgaee welled forth 

inmost: depths io 
of the Saviour’s love and of the joys of Sinoens” tatoos 
so entirely absorbed in this holy exaltation that he forgot 
all around him, even his midday meal, and allowed 
Dothing to distarb him in his poetical labours till the 
hymn was completed "—three hours after midday. 

As Nicolai was closely connected with Wal- 
deck he formed with the initial letters of his 
stanzas the acrostic W. E.G. U. H. Z. W., viz. 
Wilhelm Ernst Graf Und Herr Zu Waldeck — 
his former pupil. 

The hymn has reminiscences of Eph. v., of 
Canticles, and of the Medieval Hymns to the 
B. V.M. It became at once a favourite in Ger- 
many, was reckoned indispensable at weddings, 
was often sung around death beds, &c. The 
original form is in Wackernyyel v. p. 258, and 
the Unr.Z. 8, 1851, No. 437: but this (as will 
be seen by comparing Miss Winkworth’s version 
of 1869) is hardly suited for present day con- 
gregational use, In Bunsen’s Versech; 1833, 
No. 554, it is slightly altered. The form in 
Koapp’s Er. ZL. &, 1837, No. 2074 (1865, No. 
1810) is a recast by Knapp made on Jan. 14, 
1842, and pub. in his Christoterpe, 1833, p. 285, 
preceded by a recast of “Wachet anf!"; both 
being marked as “rewritten accorling to the 
requirements of our times.” 
The popularity of the hymn was preatly aided its 

beautiful chorale (named by Mr. Pramkfort) 
which has been called ** The Queen of Chorales, 
which many city chimes in Germany Were soom set. It 
was pub, with the hymn, and is probably an original 
tune by Nicolai, theaeh portions may have been ex 
by earlier melodies, expecially by the “ Resoaet in leodi- 
bus,’ which is probably of the 14th cent. (Saumiker i, 



-NICOLAL, PHILIPP NITSCHMANN, ANNA 807 No. 48, ci Alion's Cong! trmiat waned tincbeas” ™ | | Wight ia on the unransomed na- Translat in C. U.: ‘ions. J. M. N e. [ ‘assivntide.] nik ations in ; .. | Sequence for Passiontide appeared in his post- __ 3+ Flow bright appears the Morning Star! This humous Sequences, Hys., and other Ecclesias- is a full and turly close version by J.C. Jacobi, tical Verses, 1866, p. 11, in 20 st.of 41. From in his #sal. Ger. 1722, p. 90 (1732, p. 162); | it three centos have come into C. U.: (1) repeated, with alterations, in the Moravian H.| “Night is on the unransomed nations” ; (2) Bk. L754, pt. i, No. 317 (1886, No, 360). The | Til His warfare be accomplished"; and versions of st. v., vii. a ater a os et (3) “ We have heard, O Son of David.” (J. J.) from eternity,” are inclu in Aids to th - a sice x Stomp Edin. X.0- but since 1860. In fiat ane ae ao (s he it 1855 Mercer gave c= “4 c. pete rn iiaae be 1746, for Masten at Lauds, and his Hymnt a hymn in 4st. of ae 4 It L 3: fi. il 3 9. | Seeri, 1736, p. 12° Tt is also in the Lyima and exactly poe eam 10. id pala aaa i, 1) | other modem French Breviaries; Card. New- iii-, 11. 2, 5, 6; iv-, * hid. I 4 4 a be ll. 7. g | man’s Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 and 1865; Chand- th Ma baa slosh ag Ramee ad Fare dal Hys, of the Prim. Church, 1837, No. 18: Sic, Sapa tfctl tunes ay te bs bo | Mavis Yo oe Ce a The interj . icolai’s ari« ife, 1876, &c. It has been tr. ag: ery SEDs see i rary gree REF Our praises, Lard, Thou dost not need. J: ’hanit. imal text, or tommy version of the German tha fer, 1837, No. 1s, and 1441, No. 73. gina een. Im In’s 1859 ed. he further recast : praise need’st not, but love. I. ee eas Sheek fied, lise aaabared’ heen Williams, tn bis ys. tr. from the Parisian Prere 1439, =, ear fiage this form is in his Ox. ed, 1864, Blew: wer! thee needest not our praise, W. J. 
meee i, in thelrista Church Hy/., 1869 and 18735, Though theoasd our highest praise above. J. i). . the Ayl. Comp, 1870 and 1876. In im 
— nedy, 1863, the text fo ang =a haat with me needest not our feeble praise. HM. Macgill, cn —* i begins “ How rightly dawns . alterations. sar’ 5 and this form is in the | 6, Father im heaven! ‘Thy glory. y. 7. Morgan, the ag = 1867 = Dale’s Eny. H. Bk. 1874, &e. 
People oy amas doth shine afar. By A. T. 

2. ll, as No.8 in the Dalston Hospital JZ. Bé., 
Russel Aud repeated in the Cheltenham College 
Ae ah * No. 37. It isa free tr. of st. Pda we 
Hf. “ew lovely shimes the Morning ! 

s- d fall t. by Dr. H. Harbaugh (from the 
good AP" or. Schaffs Deutsches G. L., 1860), in 
text Bb goyeenrtion Keformed Guardian, May, 1360, Pp 
the yiopested in full in Schaff’s Christ in Song, 
da and abridged in Adams's Church Pastoruis, 
L > ,. U.S.A. 1864, 
Boeteg” mMorsing Star! how fair and bright. A 

at freetr. of st, (., iii., i. yaehg _ 
P rth, as No. 149 in her C. B. for Kng- 

patho g 1863.” Repeated in the Pennsylvania Luth. 
Ce ch Bk. V8 3 Ohio Lath. Hyl, 1880, &e. 
_ How brightly shine the Morning Star, In 

hp and mercy from afer, A fr. of st. i., iii, 
w., whi-. by — Borthwick, as No, 239 in 
Dr. enstecher’s Cyjj_, 1864. 
Dr mew brightly glows the Morning ~ hy 

11, from Keayp’s German recast, by - W. fu ker, in his Hys. $ Verses, 1883, p- 52; re- 

pt deat omitting St. ji., iv. in his Christion 
Chorals, 1885, No. 145, 

trs. are :— = 
+ How fairly shy Star.” Lyra 

Csiasom, 176. p. ag.” ee Morning ee the star of 
srrening gleams” (at. i.) By W. Bartholomew, in his 
a of words toM Seohn's oratoriout Christus, 1452, 

Te €3) ** How lovely now the Morning Star.” By 
Rjies Cok, 1864, p. 229. (4) * How beauteous shines the 
Mornids ngs Misa Burlingham, in the Aritish 

rald, Ort. 1S. P- 152, and Reid's Praise Bk., 1812. 
a) 7:0 Mornie Star, now tir and bright” By ales S Eeadewor th, 1208p 6o. (6) How ee Corin Ine 

ernie - iH, ins, i Sa 3 
st Songs, tri ed., Visa Hopkems tuted 1866, 

There #e sl80 three hymns in C. U.. which 
pave & ay seqarcied as tre. from 
Niculai. Thy are noted as follows :—i. “ Be- 

1<1_ how glorions j ky” 127, ii.). Howl How beautip, 8 You sky” (see p. 127, 
ii- — fal the Morning Star” (see 

Witschmann, Anna, daughter of David Nitschmann, ecartwright, at Kunewalt, near 

24, 1715. Her cousin, David Nitschmann {the first Bushop, 1735, of the renewed Brethren’s Unity) while ov a visit to Kunewald in the 
beginning of 1725, persuaded her fatier to remove to Herrntiut, where the family arrived on Feb, 25, 1723. On Mareh 17, 1730, Anna 
was appointed Unity-Elder, with the care cf the uumurried sisters: on May 4, 1730, joined 
with Anna Dober in founding the Jung- freuenbund (see p. 304, H.): and in 1788 en- tered the unmarried sisters’ house at Herrn- hut. In 1785 she became companion to Zin- zendort’s daughter, the Countess Benigna, and accompanied her, in 1737, to England. During the summer of 1740 she went with her own 
father to America, arriving in Pennsylvania 
Dec. 5, 1740. After the arrival of Zinzendorf and the Countess Benigua, in 1741, Arma joined with them in work among the Indians. She 

to Germany in 1743. After the death of his first wife on June 19, 1756, Ziu- 
zendort married Anna at Berthelsdorf on J une 
27, 1757. When on May 5, 1760, Zinzendorf 
felt his fatal illness, ehe also succumbed, and 
alter his death, on Muy 9, radually sank and 
d., May 21, 1760, at Herruhut (Allg. Dendache 
Biog, xxiii. 709; ms. from Dinconus J, T. 
Miler, Herrnhut, &c.). Her hymns were 
written 1735-1748; the earlicr in Herruhut, 
some in Pennsylvania, — from sb to 1748. They appeared in the various n- 
dices to the Herrnhut G. B. of 1735. Only 
two have passed into use outside of the Eng- 
lish Moravian H. Bk. These are :-— 

Wiirmlein . Hamility, jet 
ny ag psig hate = ®; no 1741 to oo Es 
4G, B., 1735, in 12st of 41) When repeated in the 

Brider G. B., ViT8, No. #51, st. 1, IL i, 25 fv., HL 
1, 2; ib; fits xii, were selected with alterations, and 

5. (which begins “ Mein Hedland! eee ti. i 2 tae Oe diet) © ed. Thetr. in CU. in: — Maeorning Sear | ! Wh... — per une dase Sch chive dict") was ies nl 
see Soblege, 4) 0" M w , from the text , « (J. Mj | w. 

Fulnek, Moravia, was b. at Kunewald, Nov. - 
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in the Moravian H. Bk.. 1799 (1886, No. 5640), Included, 
omitting st. v., in J. A. Latrobe's Goll., 1841, 

ii, Mein ig, deine Liebe. Christian Work. A 
peared as Nu. 1233 in Appendix vil. circa 1737 to 
Herrnhut G@, B., 1735, in U4 st. of 61. In the Bréder 
G. B., 1778, No, 1355, reduced to 6 stanzas (st. v. in 
i778 is by N. L. Zinzendorf), The only tr, in C, U. is 
noted at p. 668, 
Aneto te. is: “Thou our exalted first-born Brother, 

This isa tr, of st. xiv. in the Moravian H. Bk., pt. ti., 
1746, p. 798. In 1754, pt. ii, p. 365, altered to ““O Thea 
our first-born Brother" (1849, No. 852, st. li.). (J. M.] 

Nitschmann, J brother of Anna 
Nitschmunn, was b. Sept. 25, 1712, at Kune- 
wald, and came to Herrnhut in 1725. In 
1726 the Count von Promnitz took him into 
the ro omg at Sorau, and in 1728 sent him 
to study theology at Halle. In 1731 he be- 
eame a tutor in the Orphanage at Herrnhut, 
in 1732 went to Halle to study medicine, but 
returned to Herruhut in 1733, and spent a 
year as private secretary to Count Zinzendorf. 
Thereafter up to 1745 he was principally en- 
gaged in mission work in Swedish Lapland, 
and in forming communities in Livonia, He 
was then appointed, in 1745, dinconus and 
Gemeinhelfer at Herrnhaag in Wetteravia, 
and in 1750 to the same sea ae at Herrnhut. 
Consecrated Bishop of the Brethren’s Unity 
in 1758, he took in 1761 the superintendence 
of the communities in England and Ireland. 
In 1766, he was appointed to the charge of the 
new settlement of Sarepta on the Volga in 
Asiatic Russia, and d. there June 30, 1783 
(Allg. Deutsche Biog. xxiii, 714; ms. from Dia- 
conus J.T. Miiller, Herrnbut, &c.). His hymns 
are few in number, and not of much import- 
ance. Only one has passed into use outside 
the English Moravian H. Bk. It is:— 
Du bi Versiihner, The Lamb of God, Ap- 
red as No. 1210 in Appendiz vi.,c, 1737 to the Merrn- 

ut @. B., 1735, in 5 st. of GL. In the Brider G. B., 
1778, it is No, 575, and in the Historische Nachricht 
thereto at, iv. is ascribed to N. L. won Zingendorf, The 
tr, in C. U. is noted at p, 558, i, 

tr. is ** Dear Lamb, from everlasting slain,” 
as No, 21 in the Moraeian H. Bk., 1742. In the !789 
and later eds. (1849, No 441), ft begins “Gracious Ke- 
deemer, Who for us." (J. M.] 

No Gospel like this Feast. Elizabeth 
Charles, née Rundle. [Holy Communion.} 
Pub. in her The Three Wakinge and Other 
Poems, 1859, p. 149, It has into » large 
uumber of hymnals, including the Universal 
H. Bk., 1885, the Amarin tes ind, 
1884, and others. (J. J.J 

No prophet, nor dreamer of dreams. 
J. Hart. (Adoration) 1st pub. in his Hye. 
composed on Various Subjects, &c., 1759, in 7 
st. of 8 1., and based upon the words “ If there 
arise mae | you @ prophet, or a dreamer of 
dreams, and giveth the sign or wonder,” &c., 
Deut, xiii. 1, &e. In its original form it is 
not in common use; but the following centos 
have been compiled therefrom :— 

1, This God is the God we adore. This is the last 
stanza of the hymn, and was given in M. Madan’s Supp, 
+ ape and Hys,, 1763, No. 182, broken into 2 st. of 4 1. 

same arrangement was repeated by A, M. Toplad: 
im hin Ps. & dys. 1776, No, ba. Fosas thea ealdentlens 
it descended a8 an individual hymn to the modern hym- 
nals, The same stanza, but altered to:— 

2. This, this is the God we adore, was given In the 
Supp.of the Wes. H. Bk, 1820, ix continued in the re- 
vised ed., 1h75, and alse found in other collections. In 
the Bap, Sel. of Ps. and Hys., 1838, No, 430, a cento is 
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st, ii,, ii., are composed of Hart's “ This God is the 
God we adore.” It begins — 

3. The God Who the skies, and is repeated 

adore, In The Bwla 
London H, Bk, 1873. (J. J. 

No sleep, no slumber, to his eyes. 
I. Watts. (Ps. cxrzzii.) Ist pub. in his 
Psalms of David, &c., 1719, in 8 st. of 41, 
and headed * A Church Established.” In its 
full form it is not in general use; but as, 
“ Arise, O King of », arise” (st. iii-v.), 
as in the Leeds H, Bk., 1853, it is in somewhat 
extensive use, capecially in America. [J.J.] 

Wo songs shall break our gloom to- 
day. W.C. Diz. [Good Friday.) Pub. in 
Lyra Messianica, 1864, p. 244, in @ st. of 41, 
and entitled * Calvary.” It was also included 
in the author's Hys. and Carols for Children, 
1869. In the 8. P. C. K. Church Hy+., 1871, 
“QO Thou the Eternal Son of God” is com- 
posed of st. ii, iv.—vii. of this hymn. [J. J.) 

No track is on the sunny sky. F. W. 
Faber. [Whiteuntide.] Appeared in his Jesus 
and Mary, &c.. 1849, in 18 st. of 4 L, on * The 
Mission uf the Holy Ghost.” From it three 
centos have come mto C. U.: (1) “No track 
is on the sunny sky;” (2) “ The Mother 
rays her mighty prayer;” and (3) “The 
other sits all worshipful.” In these various 

forms its use is somewhat extensive. (J. J.) 

Nobis, Olympo redditus. Jean Bap- 
tiste de Santeiil, (Ascension. ] ‘This hymn ap- 
peared in the Cluniac Breviary, L686, p. 503, 
as “ Nostras, Olympo redditus.” It was re- 
og in Santeiiil’s Hymni Sacri et Nori, 
689, p. 24 (ed. 1698, p. 106), in 5 st. of 41. 

In the Paris Breviary, 1736, st. ii. is omitted, 
and auother was added as the concluding 
stanza, beginning, * Venture Judex saeeculi,” 
The 1736 text is in J. Chandler's Hys. of 
the Prim. Church, 1837, and Gard. Newman's 
Hymai Eeelesiae, 1838 und 1865. Tr. as -— 

1, O Christ, Who hast prepared a place. [iy 
J. Chandler, from the Paris Breve. text, in his 
Hys. of the Prim. Churck, 1837, p. 86. It was 
soort introduced into the hymn-books, sometimes 
with slight alterations, as in Murray's Hymnal, 
1852; aod at other times with the omission of 
st. v., a8 in Mercer, Oxtord ed., 1864, and others. 
In H. A. & M., 1861, it reads: “ O Christ, Who 
dost prepare a place,” but it is omitted from the 
revised ed., 1875. This tr. in various forms is 
in extensive use, In Martinenu’s Hymns, 1873, 
3 st. are given as “ The Crucified is gone before.” 

2. Thou Who dost build for us on high. By I. 
Williams. Ist printed in the British Magazine, 
Dec. 1834 (vol. vi. p. 621, with the Latin). It 
was also included in his Hys. tr. from the Pari- 
sian Breviary, 1839, p. 145. It is given, with 
alterations, in the /ywmnary, 1872. 

3. O Christ, Who, lifted to the sky. By R. C. 
Singleton, Written in 1867, and pub.” in his 
Anglican H. Bk, 1868, 

Other trs. are :— 
1. Jesa! Thou from earth bast vanished. WJ. 

Blew, 1452-65, 
2. in beaven, Thy mansions fair. J. D. 

Chambers, 1857. [J. J.) 

Nocte mox diem fugata. [Holy Com- 
munion.] In the Cluniac jg 1686, Riven, the dirst stanza of which we have not traced; but | p. 563, this is the hymn -at Matins for the 
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Octave of Corpus Christi, and consists of 5 st. 
and a doxology. Tr. as:— 

Soon the fiery sun ascending, By E. Caswall. 
1st pub, in bis Masque of Mary, 1858, p. 305, 
in S st. of 6 1; and again in his Hymns, &., 
1873, p, 158, It is given in the People's H., 
1467; the Hymnary, 1872: and others, includ- 
ing some Roman Catholic collections, (J. M.] 

WNocte surgentes vigilemus omnes. 
St. Gregory the Great. (Early morning.) This 
is one of the cight hymns which the Benedic- 
tine editors assign to St. Gregory (Upera, 
Paria, 1705, iii., co), 879). It is found in three 
11th cent. Hymnaries of the English Church, 
pow in the British Museum (Vesp. D. xii., f 
6b; Jul. A. vi, f 206; Harl. 2u61, f. 219 
and in an llth cent. Breviary of the Spanis 
Church (Add. 30848, f. 67 and f. 70d). It is 
in an Lith cent, ws. at Corpus Christi, Cam- 
bridge (491, p. 229), and in the Latin Hye. o 
the Anglo-Sazon Ch. (Surtees Society), 1851, 
is printed from an 11th cent. us. at Durham 
(B, ini. 32,1. 3 5). Also in a tenth cent. ws, 
at Bern, No. 455, and an 11th cent. Ms. at St. 
Gall, No, 387. It is the companion hymn to 
and in the same metre as “ Ecce jam noctis,” 
(p. 320,i.) [twas included in the Roman (Venice 
1478. and Rome, 1632), Sarum, York, Aber- 
deen, and other Breviaries, gencrally assigned 
ty Sunday Matines or Nocturns from Trinity 
8. to Advent. The text is also in Daniel i. 
No. 146 ; Wackernaged i,, No. 95; Hymnerium 
Sarisb., 1851, p. 127; Aénigafeld i., p. 76, and 
Card. Newman’s Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 and 
1865. {J, M.} 
The translations of this hymn are >—~ 
1. Let us arise amd watch by night. Card. Newman 

in Tracts for the Timea, 1436, No. 75, p. 27; Verses, 
Ac., 1453 and 1468. 

2, Throughout the hours of darkness dim. dfymna- 
rium Anglicanum. Le44 

3. Rising at midnight, one and all awaking. W. J. 
Copeland. 1648. 

4. Let us arise and wateb cre dawn of light, &. Cas- 
wall. 1e4%. 

$. Uprising with the morning light. W. J, Blew. 
1862-55. 

6. Arise we in the nightly watches waking. J. 1. 
Chambers. (»52. ehuly id 

7. Let usarise from night and slumber waking, J. 
DD. Chambers. 1457. 

4. Rising ereday-break, let us all be watchful. J, W, 
Hewett. tsh9. 

§. Watch we by night, with one accord uprising. J. 
Keble. 1869. sa 

10. Come let us arise, and keep the watches of the 
night. J. Wallace, Is74. 

11. "Mid eventog shadewes let us all be watching. Ray 
Palmer, 1476, Dhted 1869. 

12. Now from the slumbera of the night arising, 
Anon, tn the Antiphoner and Grail, lsK0, and the 
Hymuer, 182, eA 

Noel, Hon. Baptist Wriothesley, m.a., 
younger s, of Sir Gerard Noel Noel, Bart., and 
rother of the Earl of Gainsborough, waa b. nt 

Leithmont, near Leith, July 10, 1799, and 
educate! at Trinity College, Cambridge. Tak- 
ing Holy Orders he was for some time Incum- 
bent of St. John's Episeopal Chapel, Bedford 
Row, Londun, an Chaplain to the Queen; 
lat in 1848 le seceded from the Church of 
England, and subsequently became a Baptist 
Minister, He was pastor of St. John's Street 
Chapel, Bedford Row, until 1868 He d. 
Jan. 19,1878. His prose works, about twelve 
in all, were pub. Letween 1847 and 1868, His 
association with hymnology is through :-— 

NON ABLUUNT LYMPHAE 80% 

(1) A Selection of Pealms and Hymns adapted chiefly 
for Congregational and Social Worship by Baptist 
Wriothesley Noel, M.A. (2) Hymns about Jesus, by 
Baptist Wriothesley Noel, x. mr. A collection of 159 
hyturs, the greater parc of which are bis own or recasta 
by him of older bymns. 

The Sel. appeared in 1832. It 
through several editions (2nd ed., 1838; 3rd, 
1848, &c.), that for 1853 being enlarged, and 
having also an Appendiz of 39 original 
“Hymns ti be Used at the Baptism of Be- 
lievers.” From this Sel. the following hymns 
are still in C. U. :— 

1, Devoted unto Thee. Holy Haptism, From “0 

oer" Glory to Ged, Whore Spirit draws. Moly #aptcam 
3. Donia, tha Lord of glory died. | Jeans he Gules 

ae Lord, Thou bast promised to baptize, Holy Bap- 

5. We gave [give) ourselves to Thee. ma a. 
-IjJ 

Noel, Hon. Gerard Thomas, w.a., elder 
brotber of the Hon. Buptist W. Novl, was b. 
Dec. 2, 1782, and educated at Ediuburgh and 
Cambridge. Taking Holy Orders, he held sue- 
ceswively the cummey of Rudwell, Hertfordshire, 
the Vicuragesx of Rainham and Romsey, and a 
Canonry in Winchester Cathedral. He died at 
Romsey, Feb, 24, 1851. His published works 
include Fifty Sermons for the Use of Families, 
1830; Sermons preached in Romecy. 1853; and 
Arvendel, or Sketches in Italy and Switzerland, 
Is13. In this last work some of his earlier 
hymns appeared. He also compiled :—A 
Selection of Veale and Hymna from the New 
Version of the Church of England and others ; 
corrected and revised for Public Worship, 
London, J. Hatebard, 1810. In tiis Sel. he 
gave a few hymns of hia own, but anony- 
mously, The 3rd ed., 1820, is enlarged, and 
has an Appendiz of 17 hymns. Three of his 
hymns are in C. U.:— 

1. If human kindness meets return. Jerus the 
Priend. This appeared in his Arvendel, &c., and bis 
Sel. af Ps. & Hys., 1610, No. 48. It is in extensive use. 

2, Stamped as the sa om of the akies. Misaionie. 
This ix fuund in the February number of the Chetstian 
Observer, 1410, In 6 st, of 41,, and is signed “N” In 
his Sel. of Ps, & Hys., VAL, Nu. 48, ond in the 3rd edt, 
1w20, No. 174, it begins ** Mark'd as the pur, o! the 
skies.” In this form it is known to the collec- 

3, When musing sorrow ‘weeps (mourns) the past. 
Desiring Heaven. Given in the 2nd ed, of his Sel, 
1813, No. 48. (J. J.J 

Nopos fw yevixds tov mwarrés o 
MpPWTLaTOS VOOS* [Naasseni, The.] 

Non abluunt lymphae Deum. Nico- 
las le Tourneaur. (Epiphany) This hymn, 
on the Baptism of our Lord, appeared in the 
Cluniue Brev., 1686, p. 229, beginning, “ Lav- 
acra puri gurgitus,” and signed * N. 7. 7. RB.” 
When included in the I'aris Brev., 1736, a8 
the hymn for Compline during the Octave of 
the Epiphany, it began with st. ii, “ Non ab- 
luunt lymphae Denim,” and in this form it is 
known to the present time, both in Latin and 
in the tre. into English. This text is in 
Card. Newman's Hymni Feelesiae, 1838 and 
1865. T'r. as -— 

1. It is not that the wave can wash our God. 
By L. Williams, in the British Magazine, 1835 
(vol. viii, p. 152), and his Hys. tr. from the 
Parisian Breviary, 1839, p. 90. 

2. Sinoe the heavenly Lamb hath stood. Hy W. 
J. Blew, in his Church Hy. and Tune Bh, 1852- 
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55, and Rice's Sel. from the same, 1870, No, 19, 
The opening stanza of this hymn is original, by 
Mr. Blew. The ¢r. of “ Non abluunt” begins 
with st. ii. “ Water washes not our God.” 

Other trs. are .— 
1. God needeth not the cleansing wave. 

belli. 1860. 
2. The waters cleanse not Thee, O Lord, J. D. 

Chambers, 1867. (J. J.) 

Won ce n’est pas mourir. (. Malan. 
[Hope in Death.) Pub. in his Chants de Sion, 
pags see de Cantiques, 1832, No. 233. It was 
tr.into German by A, Knapp, and included 
in his Christoterpe ‘un annual), 1836, p. 116. 
It is No. 2 of “Hymns by Caesar Malan of 
Geneva. Translated from the French by the 
Editor” [Knapp]. It is also in Knapp’s 
Gedichte, Neueste Folge, 1843, p. 301, and 
begins, “ Nein, nein, das ist kein Sterben.” 
It was tr. from the German into English by 
Dr. G. W. Bethune (p. 139, i.), as “It is not 
death to die,” and by Dr. R. P. Dunn (p. 316, ii.) 
as“ No, no, it is not dying.” ‘The latter is 
in Sacred Lyrics from the German, Phila- 
delphia, U.S., 1859, p. 153; in Schatf's Christ 
in Song, 1869, p. 601 (1870, p. 531), and 
several hymn-bocs. (J. M.] 

Non parta solo e. Jean Bap- 
tiste de Santeiiel. (Saints, not Martyrs.) Ap- 
peared in the Cluniae Breviary, 1686, p. lvii., 
aud his Hymni Sacri et Novi, 1689, p. 214 (ed. 
1698, p. 252). In the Paris Breviary, 1736, 
it is given forthe ‘“ Common of Just Persons.” 
Tne text is also in J. Chandler's Hye. of the 
Prim. Church, 1837; and Card. Newman's 
Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 and 1865. Tr. us :— 

1. Not by the martyrs death alone. By IL. 
Williams, in the British Magazine, Dec., 1833, 
p. 622, and again in nis Hys. tr. from the Pari- 
sian Breviary, 1839, p. 315, in 6 st. of 41. This 
text is rarely given in its original form in the 
hymn-books. That in H. A. & ¥. is very con- 
siderably altered by the compilers ; and that in 
the Hywnary by the editors, Thring takes the 
it, A. & M, text, and adds thereto emendations 
by himself. Others adopt a somewhat similar 
plan, so much so that it is almost always safe to 
say that any given text beginning “ Not by the 
martyr’s, &c.” is based upon J, Williams, 

2. No purple with his life-blood stainea. By R. 
F. Littledale, made for, and first pub. in the 
People's H. 1867, and signed “ F. R.” 

Other tra. are :— 
a ‘Tis not the blood-stained vest alone. J, Chandler, 

2, Not always earned by wounds and pain. J. D. 
2, 1866. rad. 

R. Camp- 

Chamber: 

None is like Jeshurun’s God. C. 
Wesley. [Safety in God.] Appeared in Hys, 
and Sacred Poems, 1742, p. 248, in 9 st. of 
8 1, and based on Deut. xxxiii. 26, &e. (P. 
Works, 1868-72, vol. ii, p. 205.) It was 
included in the Wes. H. Bk., 1780, No. 395, 
with the omission of st. vii-ix., and the 
alteration in st. ii, of :— . 

* God hath underneath thee spread 
His everlasting arms,” 

to :— 
* Round thee and beneath are spread 

The everlasting arms." 

The alteration in the same st. of “Sinner! 
what hast thou to dread?” to“ Israel, what 
hast thou,” &c., has been traced to a copy 

NORTON, ANDREWS 

of the Wes. H. Bk. of 1797. The hymn, 
usually with these changes, is in C. U. in 
G. Britain und America. {J. J.J 

Norris, John, b. at Collingbourne, King- 
ston, Wilts, 1657, bis father being clergyman 
of the parish. He waseducated at Winchester, 
and Exeter College, Oxford, subsequently be- 
coming a Fellow of All Souls. From Oxford 

. in 1689, to the Rectory of Newton 
St. , Somersetshire, and thence, in 1691, 
to’ Bemerton, near Salisbury (and once the 
home of George Herbert), where he d. and was 
buried, in 1711. He was noted as a theo- 
logian, and as a metaphysical writer, his 
works on those subjects being many. In 1687 
he published A Collection of Miscellanies, in 
prose and verse, in which four versions of 
individual psalms were given, A specimen 
from these is found in Holland's British 
Pesalmists, and the whole were reprinted in 
1871 with Norris's other ms in Dre Gro- 
sart’s Fuller Worthies' Miscellanies, From 
his Coll. of Miscellanies, 1687, two hymns have 
passed into Martineau’s Hymna, &c., 1873 :— 

1. Ln vain, great God, in vain Lory. God Gmmniscient. 
2. Long have I viewed, long have I thought. Resig- 

nation, (Ww. T. B) 
Norton, Andrews, b.p., 5. of Samuel 

Norton, was b. ut Higham, Massachusetts, 
Dee, 31, 1786, and was educated at Higham, 
and at Harvard College. After being engaged 
there for » short time as u tutor, he was ap- 
pointed Librarian, and subsequently Lecturer 
on Biblical Criticism, as successor to Dr. 
Channing. When the Theological School was 
er in 1419 he became Dexter Professor 

Literature. This position he held until 
1830. He d. at Newport, Rhode Island, > 
18, 1853. He was for some time editor of the 
General Re and Review, and pub. 
several prose works, one of the most extensive 
being The Genuineness of the Gospels, in 4 
vols. His hymus are few in number, and are 
a meditations in verse. They were 
contributed to various periodicals, and after 
his death were collected and pub. in a arall 
volume. Of these hymns the tollowing are in 

1, Another year, another year, The unceasing 
rush, &, Close of the Year. Appeared in the 
Christian Examiner in Noy. and Dec., 1827, in 
11 st. of 4]. It is used in an abbreviated form. 
In the American Boston Unitarian Hymn [¢ 
Tune) Bk,, 1868, it begins with st. vi., “O what 
concerns it him whose way.” 

2. Faint not, poor traveller, though thy way. 
Fortitude, Printed in the Christian Disciple, 
July and Aug., 1822, in 7 st. of 4 1., and again 
in the West Boston Coél., 1823. 

3, He has gone to his God, he has gone to his 
home. Burial. Printed in the Christian Bxra- 
miner, Jan. and Feb., 1824. 

4. My God, I thank Thee! may no thought. 
Trust and Suimission, Appeared in the Monthly 
Anthology and Boston Review, Sept., 1809. This 
is his earliest and best known hymn. 

5. O stay thy tears: for they are blest. Buria/ 
of the Young. Printed in the General Reposi- 
tory and Revier, April, 1812, in 5 st. of 4 1. 
In 1855, st, tii.-v. were given in Beecher's Ply- 
mouth Coll. No. 1094, as “How blest are they 
whose transient years.” : 
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6. Where ancient forests round us spread, Dedi- 
cation of a Church. This “Hymn for the Dedi- 
cation of a Church,” is dated 1833. 

These hymns are in some of the American 
hymnals. “Nos. 1, 4, 5 ure in Murtineau’s 
Alymna, 1878, and the full texts of all are in 
Putnam's Singers and Songs of the Liberal 
Faith, Boston, U.8.A., 1875. [F. M. B.] 

Worton, Thomas. [0d Version, § ix. 7.] 

Wot all the blood of beasts. I. Watts. 
Christ the Heavenly Sacrifice.) 1st pub. in 
is Flys. and Spiritual Songs, enlarged ed., 
1709, Bk. ii., No. 142, in 5 st. of 4 1, and 
headed “ Faith in Christ our Sacrifice.” It 
was brought into use in the Church of Eng- 
land through M. Madan’s Ps. & Hys., 1760 ; 
and A. M. Yoplady’s Ps. & Hye, 1776. In 
these collections alterations were introduced 
which. with additions from other sources, 
have been handed down to modern hymn- 
books. These changes in the text are the 
eutcome of religious convictions and contro- 
versy. The most striking instauce of this 
fact is given in the Wes. H. Bk. new ed., 1875. 
Che outlook of Watts, which is that of hope, 
and the outlook of Methodism, which is that 
of absolute Ienowledge, is strikingly set forth 
m st. Iv, aud y. as follows :— 

T. Watts, 1709. | Wes. H. Bk, 1875. 
* My sont looks back to see |* My soul looks back to see 

Thou | The bu b didst ee rden Thou didst 
bear, 

When hanging on the | When hanging on the 
cursed tree, } accursed tree, 

And hopes her guilt Amd knows her guilt 
was there, was there, 

feving we rejoice + Believing, we rejoice 
To see ‘the nd re- 7. To feel the curse re- 
move; move 5 

We bless the Lamb with | We bless the Lamb with 
c ul voice, cheerful voice, 

And sing His bleeding | And trust His bleeding 
love." ; love.” 

In addition to these, other alterations have 
crept into the text. The following list will 
assist In tracing these out :-— 
bs a our stain. Wes, —_ Bk., 1830, an 

ge. iis. — gas Ee Stowell's Px. & Hys., 1831. 

Divine . . . . Elliott's Ps, & Hys., 1835. 
» On that meek head. Wes. H. Bk., 1875. 
+ While as a penitent Wes. H. Bk., 1876. 

Yitsband. . . Madan's P's. & Ays., 1760. 
St. iv. . . th’ accursed tree Madan's Ps. ¢ Hys., 1760. 

o rer kenows her as Merete _ 1564. 
” trusts our guilt "a Sel., 1818 

there . |. . U. Presb. H. Bk., 1852. 
St. v. To feel the curse . Wes. H. Bk,, 1930. 

+ Ati trust His . 2 Wee. H. Bk, 1875. 
+ Andsing redeeming Stowell'’s Ps. & fHys., 1831. 
» And sing His dying U. Presb, 7. Bk, 1462. 

Tn seme American collections the hymn 
begins, “ No blood of bird or beast; ” but ite 
use in this form is limited. With one or 
more of the above alterations in the text, it is 
in extensive use in all English-speaking 
countries. It has also been translated into 
several languages. The Latin ¢r. by R. Bing- 
ham in his Hymno. Christ. Lat, 1871, is 
« Omnis sanguis bestiarum.” (J. J.J 

Wot for three or four Crandgressions, 
G. Phillimore. [Cattle Plague.) Written for 
and pub. in the Parish H. Bk., a4 un addition 
to the edition of 1863, circa 1866, in 7 st. of 4 1. 
aud agein in the new ed. 1875, No. 271, In 
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the Sarum Hyl., 1868, st. i—iv., vii., were given 
with slight alterations as No. 95. {J. J.J 

Not from the dust affliction grows. 
I. Watts. [Affliction of God.) Pub. in his 
7 &e., 1709, Bk. i., No. 83, in 4 at. of 
4 1, and from thence has passed into a few 
bymuals. In the Translations and Para- 
aaa of the Church of Scotland, which were 
authorized in 1781, this hymn (No. 5) is 
included in a new form aa, “ Tho’ trouble 
in not from the dust.” In this form 

atts is reproduced in everything but the 
uctusl words, Ly whom this recast was made 
is not known. In the marked copy of the 
Irs. & Paraphe. by the daughter of W.Cameron 
(p- 200, ii.) it is left a blank. (J. J.) 

Not here as to the prophet’s eye. 
J. Montgomery. [Opening of a Place of 
Worship.) Written for the opening of the 
Methodist New Connexion Chapel, South 
Street, Moor, Sheffield, June 8, 1828, and 
rinted as a flyleaf for the occusion. (Mm. mss.] 
t was included in Conder’s Cong. H. Bk., 

1836, Nou. 465, and in Montgomery's Original 
Hymna, 1853, No. 297, in 5 st. of 41. It is 
in ©. U. in G. Britain and America. (J. J.J 

Not to the terrors of the Lord. /. 
Watts, [Whitsuntide.) Appeared in his Hys. 
and Spiritual Songs, 1709, Bk. ii, No, 152, 
in 6 st. of 4 1., and entitled “ Smai and Sion.” 
It is in C. U. in G. Britain and Awerica. 
It is also in use in the following f..rms :— 

1. Not to the terrors of the Lord. In the Mitre H. 
Rk, 1896, No, 208; Kennedy, 1863, and others. This 
is com: of st. L, li, from Watts, and a third stanza 
proba de EB. Osler, who assisted W. J, Hall in com- 
pilin Mitre H. Bk, 

2. Behold the radiant, countless host. Composed of 
st. iii, v. altered, in The Church Hymnal, Philadelphia, 
1869, 
“3. The saints on earth and those above (q.v.). The 

opening stanza of this cento is st. cea ES 

Not unto us, but to Thy Name. [Sal- 
vation through Grace.) The first stanza of 
this cento is from J, Cennick'’s hymn, * Let 
us the sheep in Jesus named” (p. 673, ii.), some- 
what altered, and the rest of the cento is by 
T. Cotterill. It appeared in the Uttoceter 
Collection (see Staffordshire Hymn-books], 1805, 
and again in Cotterill’s Sel, 1810-20. It is 
iven in several modern collections in G. 
ritain and America. {J. J.J 

Not what these hands have done. 
H. Bonar, [Salvation through Christ alone.) 
Pub. in his Hys. of Faith and Hope, 2ud Ser., 
1864, in 12 st. of 4 1. In its full form it is 
not in C, U,: but the following centos are in 
several hymnals in G. Britain and America :— 
1, Mot what these hands have done. [ny the Cong. 

Charch Hymnal, 1487, and others. 
2. Not what I feel or do. Beginning with st. ii. in 

the 4 age Bap. Hymn and Tune #k., Philadelphia. 
1871, &e. 

3. I bless the Christ of God. Opening with st. vil. 
This is the most popular of the centos, and is given in 
a great number of hymn-books in (. Brit. and America. 
4. i God of grace. Thix begins with st. 

ix., and i# in several vollections. 

Through these various forms this hymn is 
in extensive use. (J. J.) 

Not worthy, Lord, to gather up the 
crumbs. Bp. E. H. Birkersteth. (Holy 
Communion.] Written in 1872, and included 

~~ afl 
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in the revised ed, of lis H. Companion, 1876, 
It is also in several other collections. [J. J.] 

Notker Balbulus, so called from his 
slight stuttering, was b. in Switzerland about 
840. Ekkehurd V. in the 2nd Chapter of his 
Vita Saneti Notkeri (written about 1220), 
says he was b. at Heiligau, now Elgg, in the 
Canton of Zirich; but Meyer von Knonau 
(see below), seeing that his family were closely 
connected with Jonswil in the Canton of St. 
Gall, thinks that Notker was probably b. at 
Jonswil. He entered the schvol of the fumous 
Benedictine Abbey of St. Gall at an early 
age, and spent the rest of his life there. In 
due course he was udmitted as one of the 
brethren of the monastery; in 890 is marked 
as librarian, and in 892 and 894 as guest- 
master (hospitarius); his principal employ- 
ment being in scholastic and literary work, 
He became eventually one of the foremost in 
the monastery at that its most flourishing 
period; but was never abbot there (Notker 
the Abbot of St. Gall, who d. 975, was of a 
younger generation), and declined various 
offers of preferment elsewhere. He d. at St. 
Gall, April 6,912. In 1513 he was beatified 
by Pope Julius IL, but does not seem to have 
been formally canonized, nor does an office in 
his honour appear to have been authorised 
for use except at St. Gall (Lebensbild des 
heiligen Notker von St. Gallen, by G. Meyer 
von Kuonau, Ztirich, 1877; Allg. Deuteche 
Biog., xxiv. 35, &e.). 

Ekkehard IV. (d. 1060), in his Casus Sancti 
Galli, chapter iii., thus lovingly characterises 
Notker (a tr. would not express the concise- 
ness of the original) :— 

Plies og non anime, gracilis ; voce, non spiritu, bal- 
bulus; in divinis erectus, in adversia bao ornia 
mitis, in nostratium acer erat exactor diseiplinis; ad re- 
pentina timidulus et inopinata, praeter daemones infest- 
antes, erat; quibus quidem se audenter opponere solebat. 
in orando, legendo, dictando, creberrimus. Kt ut omnis 
sanctitatis ejus in brevi complectar dotes, sancti Spiritus 
erat vasculum, quo sto tempore abandantius nullum,” 

Notker was a favourite of the Emperor 
Charles the Fat, who paid him special atten- 
tion during his visit to St. Gall, Dec. 4-6, 883. 
His claim to notice here is as the thst im- 
portant writer of sequences; and ws indeed 
the practical inventor of this species of com- 
positions, He seems to have begun writing 
sequences about 862, and in 885 collected 
them into a volume (the Liher Sequentiarum 
Notkeri, hereafter in this article entitled the 
L. 8. N.), which he dedicated to Liutward, 
who was Bishop of Vercelli, and Chancellor 
(till 887) to Charles the Fat. In the dedi- 
catory epiatle prefixed (reprinted by Daniel, v. 
p. 5, from the St. Gall ms., No. 381) Notker 
gives an account of hia first essays, of which 
the following is a summary :— 

ii. Origin of Notker’s Sequences — Tn his 
youth he says he found great difficulty in 
remembering the cadences of the newmes [or 
musical notes which were set to the final a of | 
the word Alleluia in the Gradual, between | 
the Epistle and the Gospel’ see p. 648, and 
p. 653], When one of the monks of the Abbey 
of Jumitges (near Rouen, destroyed by the 
Normans in 851), after wandering from place 
to place came to St. Gall (about 862), he 
brought with him his Antiphonary. There, to | 
his delight, Notker found words set to these | 
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troublesome neumes, but the words seem to 
to have been werely strung together for 
mnemonic purposes, Tncited by this example, 
Notker determined to try to compose some- 
thing more worthy of the occasion, and wrote 
the sequence “ Laudes Deo concinat” to one 
of these sets of neumes. Ie showed his work 
to his master Iso, 
(the first important teacher at St. Gall, where be was in 
residence 452-870; and, finally, as head of the outer 
school, which was meant for those who did not intend to 
become monks of St. Gall), 

who was deiighted with it, but suggested 
various improvements, and especially that 
each syllable should yo to one note. Fol- 
lowing these instructions, Notker wrote a 
second sequence beginning * Psallat Eeclesia, 
mater illibata,” and showed both to his other 
master Marcellus, : 
{an Irishman, o ly called Mongal, who had accom- 
panied his uncle Marcus, an Irish p, to Rome, and 
on their return journey settled at St. Gall, about 55a. 
He was certainly there from 853 to 865. He was a gout 
scholar, and, above all, an excelient musician. On the 
division of the monastic school, he became head of the 
inner school, which was meant for thoe who looked for- 
ward to becoming brethren of the monastery), 

who was greatly pleased with them, tran- 
seribed them on rolls, and gave them to 
the scholars to practice, (So the Dedicatory 
oe Compare Dr. Neale’s uote in his 
edieval Hymna, ed. 1863, p. 29, where he 
ives an interesting account of the origin o1 

uenees, though not a little of the informa- 
tion he gives regarding Notker seems to be 
derived from his own imagination.) 

iii. The Notkerian Sequences, Genuine and 
False.—From this account it might seem per- 
fectly easy to determine which are the genuine 
sequences of Notker, But no auto h copy 
of the L. 8. N. has survived, =, ie though 
there are stiil extant at least eight mss. not 
later than the 11th cent., all professing to 
furnish us with the L. 8. N., yet on examina- 
tion it is found that no twoMss. exactly agree. 
From the fact that Notker was an accom- 
plished musician, and is known to have eorm- 
posed the melodies as well as the words of 
sequences, one might hope to gain help. 
There is indeed an important ms. at St. Gall 
(No. 484) apparently written early in the 
10th century, which contains the melodies 
without words; but there is nothing to show 
which of these are by Notker, and which are 
earlier. Nor dovs carly tradition help us 
much, In the interlinear notes to his Rhythmi 
de Sancto Otmaro (St. Gall m& 393, p. 153, 
both the text and notes being in Ekkethard’s 
autograph), Ekkehard [V. speaks of Notker 
as having composed 50 sequences, but yu. 
where does he give a list of their first lines. 
The conjecture of Wilmanns is probably 
correct, viz., that Ekkehard took the St. Gail 
M8., No. 378, as his staudurd. It containg 55 
sequences in the L. 8. N. (Nos. 84, 114 had 
not been inserted when Ekkehard Wrote) 
and deducting from this the sequences wich 
in his Casus Soncti Galli Ekkehard definitely 
ascribes to others (Nos, 48, 95, 97, 106, 110 
111) there remain, in round numbers, 50 
(See further below.) 

The most careful attempt to settle what are 
genuine and what ore false is in an article 
by W. Wilmanns (Welche hat 
Nother verfasst ?) in Moriz Haupt’s Zeitachrift 
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Jiir deuteches Alterthum, vol. xv., Berlin, 1872, 
P. 267-294. With this may be compared 
+ Auselm Schubiger’s achule St, Gal- 

dena, Kinsivdeln, 1858 ; and K. Bartsch’s Lat- 
efnische Sequenzen des Mittelalters, Rostock, 
1868. The references in Daniel are confused 
und inexact. 

iv. MSS. of Notker’s Liber Sequentiarum.— 
Asa dank,” canteen towards the settle- 
ment of this question, the present writer has 
procured collations of the sequences in the 
L. S. N. of the mas. noted below. 

To the kindness of Dr. Laubmann, Director of the 
Royal Library at Munich, we are indebted for the colla- 
tions of the was. m and nj; to the kindness of P. Gabriel 
Meier, 0.5.B., of Einsiedeln, for the collation of ms. ¢; 
and to the kindness of Dr. Rose, Director of the ms. 
de vf the Royal Library, Berlin, for the 
collation of ms. i. References to the mas. g, h, t, &, 
are given in the Index w the 1815 Verseichniss of the 
St. Gall uas., but on examination it became evident 
that these references were very incomplete; and Herr 
Idtensobn, the librarian of the Stiftsbibliothek at St. 
Gall, has most obligingly made fresh collations, with the 
results shown below, wes. g, hy ik, lm, im, are 
more fully described in Leon Gautier’s Histoire de la 
Poesie Litur, A les . 1886, pp. prodded au Moyen Age. Tropes. Paris, 

The eight ass, here indexed are :— 
we iret Binsiedein MS., No. 121, of about the end of 
yim cent. — first . = this Ms. consists — 

. . so-call n iphona rium Sancti re- 

gortt (one ree Vereeichniss, 1875, of the St. Gall 
MSS., P-124). ‘The L. 8. N. occupies pp. 436-699, 
nf Wy ig tae No. 376, of the Lith cent. 

. WV. u 312-435. -) The St. Gall MS. No. 378, of the Lith cent. 
. S. N. ia at 146-296. 

nf St. Gall me. No. 380, of the 11th cent. 
& N. occupies pp. 118-272. 
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(k.) The St. Gall MS,, No. 381, of the 11th cent. 
Here the L. 8. NV, is at pp. 325-494, 

(t.) The Berlin MS. Theol., Quarto 11. Written 
at Minden about 1025, but apparently copied from a 
St. Gall us. The L. S. ¥. begins at folio 144. 

(m.) The Munich MS., Lat. 14,083, ‘This ms. is of 
the 1ith cent,, and was evidently written in the mon- 
astery of St. Emmeram, at Regensburg. The £. S. ¥. 
is at folios 7-38, 
(n.) The Munich MS., Lat, 14,322. This a, was also 

e tiy written at Regensburg, about l0a0. The 
L. 8. N. is at folios 16-43 ; and the sequences found there 
are printed by Bernhard Pez, tn bis Thesaurus Anec- 
dotorum, vol. i, Augsburg, 1721, cols. 15 ff., and re- 
peated in Migne’s P. P. Lat, oxxxi. 1003, The ms. was 
sill at Regensburg when Pez consulted it. 

In analysing the contents of these mse. it 
will be ou the whole best to divide the 
sequences given in the L. 8. N. in each case 
into two series. The First series contains 
those sequences which Wilmanns (who in 
deciding, gives special weight to the evidence 
of the St. Gall ms., No. 484, and to their 
relation to the melodies ascribed to Notker) 
accepts as genuine. The Second series in- 
cludes the remainder of the sequences in 
uestion, ; 
v. Table of Notkerian —In. this 

table we have the following divisions :— 
(1) The first column gives the running numbers; 
> second the number of the Sequence in J. Kehrein’s 

teinische Sequenzen des Mittelalters, Mainz, 1873; 
the third the first lines of the individual Sequences ; 

f the fourth references to the mas, where found; (5) 
and the A/th states the subject or use of the sequence. 

The reference ¢-n, in column 4, means that the se- 
tence is found fn all the mss., and the reference e-m, 

t it is in all the mss, except m. Additional references 
to many of these sequences will be found in the lists in 
the article Sequences, showing e.g. which of them have 
passed into the English Uses. 

First Line of Sequence. Use. 
~ 

| First Series. 

2 Agni paschalis esu uedignss . Easter. 
2 Agone triumphali enna regissummi , - ©. of Martyrs. 
3 Angelorum ordo sacer Del sereno semper, = Of the Angels. 

4 | 111 | Carmen suo dilecto Ecclesia Christi canat . =. Low Sunday. 
5 | 97 | Christe Domine, lactifica sponsam tuam Ecc! Easter. 
6 | 541 | Christe, sanctis unica spes, salus, vita =. St. Gall. 
7 | T10 | Christi Domini militis martyrisque . + St. Stephen. 
8} 119 | Christus bunc diem jucundum cunctis =. Octave of Ascension. 
9 | 217 | Concentu parill hic te, Maria, veneratur Purification of B. V. M. 
10 | 247 | Congaudent angelorum chori gloriosse V Assumption of B. V. M. 

11 | 580) Dilecte Deo, Galle, perenni . St. Gall. 

12 | 121 | En regnator coelestium et terrenorum 8. after Ascension. 

13 | 2% | Festa Christi omnis Christianitas celebret . Epiphany. 

14 | 20 | Gaude Maria virgo, Del genitrix, quae . Octave of Christmas. 
15 | 561 | Gaudens ecclesia hanc Senn ig oe St. Emmeram of Regensburg. 
16 | 104 | Grates Salvatori ac Regi Christo Deo solvant . 

17 | (82 | Haec eat sancta sollemnitas sollemnitatum . Easter. 
16 | 711 | Hane concordi famulatu colarnus sollemnitatem. St. Stephen. 

19 | 656 | Ibant pariter animis et imparibua St. Maurice. 
20 | 25 | Inte ons eelsiets pote sree eo el Octave of Epiphany. 

21 | 402 | Joannes J risto vi .| St. John Evangelist. 
22 | 108 | Judicem oy baspacloutonn exypen oonine 7 .| 8. after Octave of Easter. 

23 | 110 | Laeta mente canamus Deo nostro...  -] Gam, Se) 8. after Octave of Easter, 
24 | 733 | Laude dignum ee canat Otmarum = . «eg. t. kt mon. St, Othmar of St. Gall. 
25 | 102 | Laudes Deo concinat orbis ubique totus . +] @--™. =» «| Ester. 
26 | 81 | Laudes Salvatori voce modulemur supplict — «| ¢.—". en | Easter. 
27 | 623 | Lanrenti, David magni martyr, . 9 . «| Gm. + «| St. Lawrence. 
28 | 342 | Lanes tibi Christe, cul sapit, quod r. .| eg. hei. kT. .| A. Innocents, 

20 | 109) Laustibisit,ofidelisDeus . , . «| @-™  « «| and S. after Octave of Easter. 

30 | 167 | Magnum te Michaclem hebentem piguus . «| @-™. +s, St. Michael. 

11 | Natus ante saecula Del filius nm, ° «| Christmas. 
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First Line of Sequence. 

32 | 43) Nostra tuba regatur fortissima Dei dextra . 

33} 120 | O quam mira sunt, Deus, tua * . & 9. $b. Lo. . |S eter Ascmnden, 
34 | 335 | Omnes sancti seraphim, chera «| Comte All Saints. 

35 | 84 Pangamus Creatoris a us Rodene teria qherams e-n, * . | Kuster. 
36 gas | Fone comune Caries! peor, et Paule .}e—nm e . 8S. Peter and Paul. 
37 | #66 | Psallat ecclesia, mater illibata, et virgo. €.—m. . « Dedic. of a Church, 

38 | 432 Quid tu virgo mater ploras e . * tn. . « One Martyr. 

39 | 459 Rex regum, Deus poster colende—.. e =n. . «| One Confessor. 

40 = — — a os . «| Cm, * 7 7 qa te Tours. 
41 1 Baptistae Christi praecon! . “ +} en, «| Nat. nm Baptist. 
42 | 614) Sancti merita Benedicti inclita . . ‘ «| me. «| St. Benedict. 
43 | 124) Sancti Spiritus adsit nobis gratia, -= «of Cm. + «| Pentecost. 
44 | 192 Stirpe Maria regia procreata . * «ed klom.n..| Nat. of B.V. M, 
46 | 114) Sommi trtumpbent regit proseq laude ,)¢.-n. + | Ascension. 

46} 667 Tucivium Deusconditor., . . « «ft kd. m. «| Ded. of a Church, 

47 | 472 | Virginis venerandae de numero sapientum -|¢—n. . «| C. of Virgins. . 

Second Series. 

46 | 669) A solls occasu usqueadexortam . tn. ° . | St. Columbanus. 
49 | 168 | Ad celebres, Rex coclice, laudes cuncta . mn . .| St. Michael. 
$0 | 140 | Alma chorus Domini compangat . imon .  ,| Holy Trinity. 
$1 | 246) Ave Dei genitrix summi, virgo semper « M2 5 Assampthes a. Vv. M. 

52 | 139 Benedicta acuper sancta sit Trinitas. . elom.on, .| Holy Trinity. 
53 | 123 | Benedicto gratias Deo, Nos referamus  . e.g. i. k. Lom. 7 Octave of 
54 | 345 | Blandis vocibus lacticelebremus =. : gtk&h. . | H. Innocents. 

55 | 403 | Cantemus Christo regi terrae. e st ‘ . | St. John Kvangelist. 
- io Captemus cuncti — pune Alleluia | +] em. ° ° st ae? 

Regi regum virgo canat ecclesia. so. . . Constantius of Perugia. 
68 | 369 | Clare sauctorum senatus apostolorum + al Cn. ° -| C. of Apostles. 

59 | 398 — in tua virtute sanctus Andreas . enn. . .| St. Andrew, 
— | 8T vena oh perenni . « . | See No, 91. 
60 | 420 | Diem festum Burtholomaei, Christi amici | ™ . ° . | St. Bartholomew, 

61 | 101 | Kece sollemnis diel canamus festa .  . enom «| Nato BV. M. 
62 | 96) Koece vocibus carmina comparibus . g. t. + «| Easter. 
63 | 688 | Eia fratres cari festivitatem sancti Otmart. e.g.4.i.1,  .| St. Othmar of St. Gall. 
64 | 99) Bia harmoniis, socii, landum resonis . . gt . . | Easter, 
65 | 10) Eia recolamus laudibus piisdigna ° ¢.-m. e . | Christmas, 
66 | 85) Et sicut liliorum candor ° ¢. kee ° « | Easter, 
67 | 546 | Exsultemus in ista fratres sollemnitate » nm. . . | St. Denia, 
68 | 218 | Exeultet omnis setas, sexus uterque . e & 6 ° .}) Porif. B. V. M. 

— | 712 | Festa Stephani, protomartyris Christi, Sancta .j/l. . . «| See No. 201. 

69 | 417 | Gaude Christi sponsa, virgo mater ecclesia m , « «| St. James the Great. 
70 | 865 | Gande semper serena felix Hay thie ecclesia . f . . » | St. Margaret. 
70t} — | Gaudendum nobis suadent hujus diel ie. ° . . 8S. Gordianus and Epimachus. 
a 6 | Grates nunc omnes :eddamus m,n. . «| Christrnas, 

— | 686 | Hanc pariteromnis. . Pa . 3 «| See No, 19. 
12} 26) Hune diem celebret omnis cass . . ¢g.ik bl  .| Octave of Epiphany, 

73} 112 | Is qui prius babitum mortalem induit . e-m. . «| Easter. 

74} 85) Laetemur gandiis quos redemiy Verbum Patria. k. . e . | Easter. 
75 | 94| Laudsotes triumphantem Chrigtum . . =.) g. & - «| Easter. 
76 | 695 | Laude celebri dignum mater ecclesia . g. i. ‘ «| St. Remaclus, 
77 | 664 | Laude condignissima dies annua reddit . m .  « «| St. Nicholas of Myra 
78 | 92) Laudes Christo redempti voce modulemur . agkl. «| Easter. 
79 | 752) Laudes Deo Auctori redemptionis. g. kl. «| St. Afra. 
50 4 — rnp nostra concinat harmonia. = . «| St. Ermmeram. 
SI jum quis carmine unq valet . g. . «| Easter. 

Laus tibi, Christe, Pe 
82 | 341 1, Patris optimt Nate.... coelitus 6.—n. ° ° 3 Innocents. 
cs] 2. Patris optimi Nate....Quibodie . agkl. «| H. [onocenta. 
84 | 846 3. Qui es Creator et Redemptor . ° * «| St, Mary Magdalene. 
85 | 344 4. Qui humilis homo mundo apparens . eg. hi. kt. .| H. Innocents, 

86 | 434 | Miles inclite fortissimt regis Christi. etm, . — .| One Martyr. 

9 | Nato canunt omnia Domino pie agmina . jm . « Christmas. 
ae 552 Nos Gordian atque Epimact nobiles laureas j}@ kL. «| SS. Gordianus and Epimachus. 
#9 61) Nunc crucis alma cantet gaudia . . .| . «| H. 

90 621 | O Blasi, dilecte Regi regum summo . lg mh « «| St. Binise, 
— 680 | O dilecte Domino Galle, perenni 7 pi ‘ ° «| Bee No, il. 
91 .87 | O qui perenne residens potestatis solio =. =, | g. #. + «| Easter. 
92 654 Omnis sexus et setas feeta Thebacorum |G « . +| St. Maurice. 
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‘No. 4 

im | tetemea thas Tecioeed conamans tnane . 
138 | Prompta mente Trinitati canamus individuse 
718 | Protemertyr Domini Stephane noe plas wad 

120 Quam mira sunt, Deus, tua portenta . 
— | Quem acthera «t terra atque mare. ‘ 

513 | Qui benedici cupitia, huc festini currite . 

693 | Romana Quirinus stirpe procreatus . . 

249 Salve porta uae lucis ful . e 
348 Salvets aqui ciean turba . i . . 
712 | Sancta per orbem ecclesia veneratur . . 
657 Sancti belli celebremus triumphum . 
473 | Scalam ad coelos subrectam tormentis 
681 Sollemni carmine tuos Oswalde rex . . 
629 Sollemnitatem, fratres carissimi, colimus . 
—— | | mapa _— devot! filli ecclesiag . 

Stane a longe, jurima aay wey . 
713 | Stephane nos plus fudi, colimus festa tua 
172 | Sumi ftegis archangele Michael =, 
544 | Summis conatibus nunc Deo nostro . 
350 | Summum praecopem Christi collaudemus . 

112 648 | Tuba nostrac vocis elevetur ‘ e 
113 | 444 | Tubam bellicosam, qui Dei non verentes . 

DESESEREEESES & sp] lszs | 

114 | 125 Veni Sancte Spiritus, Et emitte coelitus 

vi. Analysis of the Table.—In classifying the 
above 115 ences (including 70b) we may 
firat of all eliminate those which are certainly 
not by Notker, viz. :— 

Nos. 4, 06. 97, 111, by Bkkehard I, (d. 973); 
No. 84, or Vottachalk (d. 1050); No 106, 
by Waltram (fi. 909); No. 110, by Akkehard II. (d. 
990); No. 114, not inserted in the St, Gall mss. before 
the 13th cent. No. 109 is sometimes ascribed to Alemin. 

For the rest. taking the joint evidence of 
the two most important St. Gall mss., Nos, 376 
and 378, we find that the following are vot 
contained in the L. 8 N. of either, viz. :-— 

Nos. 3, 15, 20, 42, 44, 46, 49,°50, 51, 52, 6, 66, 67, 
68, 69, 70d, 71, 74, 77, 80, 46, 87, 88, SY, 92, 24, 94, 96, 
98, 99, 100, 106, 107, 109, 112; and besides these 
Nos. 24, 57, 62, 64, 70, 104, while contained in No, 374 
are notin the 1. SN. 

To pursue the analysis further would ex- 
ceed the limits of our space, and would require 
& mass Of Wearisome details. The conclusions 
the present writer, in view of all the evidence, | 
has arrived at, may best be scen by his 
dividing the Siemcnaies into four nl 7 
Those which may be accepted as genuine. TI. 
Those of which the ascription “is probable. 
ILL. Those which may possibly be by Notker. 
IV. Those certainly not by Notker. 

1. ; 
Nos. 1, 2, 4~14, 16, 17, 18, 21, 22, 23, 25-41, 43, 

45, 47, 56, 58, 69, 65, 73, 82, 85: in all 46. 

Nos. 3, 19, 20, 34, 44, 46" 6 15 ™ . 7 . 46, 63, 54, 55, 1, 63, 72, * 

78, 79, 81, 83, 88, 106, 101, 102, 103, 108, 113: fn all 24. 
hits 

Nos. 15, 42, 49, 50, 51, 62, 57, 60, 62, 64, 66, 87 6, 69, 70, 70b, 71, 74, 76, 17, 80, #6, BY, 49, 90, O1, 92, 93, 84, 96, 98, 99, 104, 105, 107, 109, 112: tn all 37. 

Nos. 48, 84, 95, 97, 108 ine, 111, 114: tn alt 8 
A more acute criticism may be able to 

discriminate the third class more accurately 
and eliminate from it those mistakenly as- 
cribed to Notker. One thing at least may be 
taken for granted, viz., that while the above 
lists probably contain various sequences not 
really composed by Notker, it is in the highest 
degree improbable that auy here cmatted can 
be his genuine compositions, 

First Line of Sequence, | Where found. Use. 

610 Pangat hymnum Augiensis insula . * «| kb . +| St. Januariua. 
i ‘ +| St. Nicholas of Myra. 
-/@hivim, —.| Holy Trinity, 
° * . «| See No. 108. 

ele * «| See No. 33. 
“| & i 

sf te 
SS & Prom 

ran er 

mrpasg 

eeenee. is 
—_ qipur 

r SPresmes 
e.g. ik i, ™, . 

‘ 5 A. ° « Pentecoat, 

vii. Conclusion.— Notker’s Sequences are 
remarkable for their majeaty and noble eleva- 
tion of tone, their earnestness and their 
| devoutness. They display a profound know- 
ledge of Holy Seripture in its plainer and its 
more recondite interpretations, and a firm 
grasp and definite exposition of the eternal 

| truths of the Christian Faith. The style is 
_ clear, and the language easily comprehensible, 
| so that whether he is paraphrasing the Gospel 
for the day, or setting forth the leading ideas 
of the Chureh’s festivals, or is engaged in 
vivid and sympathetic word-painting; he is 

| at once pleasing and accurate. His sequences 
were speedily received with favour as a wel- 
come change from sound to sense, and from 
the end of the 9th century to the middle of 

| the 12th, they, together with sequences on the 
same model, were in universal use over 
Northern Euro As they were written for 
the neumes of the Alleluia they were of 
course made to <eeree thereto, and must 

| be studied in connection with their melodies. 
The metrical rules governing their composition 
are intricate, suffice it to say here that they 
were written in rhythmical prose, somewhat 
in the form of the Hebrew Psalms, in irregular 
lines and! without any attempt at rhyme. It 
is thus difficult to present @ version in English 
which shall be at once exact und yet suited 
to modern congregational use. he only 
literal version which has attained any popu- 
larity in English is Dr Neale’s tr. of No. 56, 
“Cantemus cuncti’ (see p. 204, i.), and he 
complains bitterly (Med. Hys.. ed. 1867, pp- 
viii., and 42) that hyn compilers have 
ignored the ancient melody to which it was 
written, and that it has been “ cramped, tor- 
tured, tamed down into a chant.” Still the 
Notkerian sequences are worthy of greater 
attention than has been bestowed on them 
by English translators. If the endeavour 
to give a litersl version is ahandoned, they 
allow a wider choice of measures and greater 

| freedom of rendering than the later rhyming 
| Sequences. Those which have been at- 

out pag eels 

-_— 
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tempted on these lines are Nos. 26, 43, 49, 56, 
61, 65, 78, 87, the versions of whivh are 
noted under the first lines of the originals 
throughout this, Dictionary; and besides 
these, there are various others worthy of and 
yet waiting for a.good translation. The 
most famous of all the pieces ascribed to 
Notker is not in the lists given above, but is 
noted under “ Media vita” (p. 721, i). [J. M.] 

Noralis [Hardenberg, G. F. P. von.] 
Now are the days of humblest 

prayer. F.W. Faber. (Lent.] Pub.in the 
2nd ed. of his Jesus and Mary, &c., 1852, 
in 8 at. of 7 1; in his Ora Hys., 1854, 
in 5 st. No. 12; and his Hymns, 1862, 
It is usually given in an abbreviated form, 
sometimes as in the Ora Hys. a8 above, 
and again as in the 8. P. C. K. Church Hya., 
1871, where st. iii, vi. and vii. are omitted. 
In the Hymnary, 1872, it ing, “* Lord, in 
these days of humblest prayer,” (J. J.) 

Now begin the heavenly theme, [Re- 
deeming Love.) The authorship of this hymn 
is unknown. The earliest form in which it is 
found differs widely from that followed in 
modern hymnals. In 1763 it appeared in 
the Appendiz to M. Madan’s Ps. and Hys., 
asa No. olxxii., thus :— 

“ Repgemine Lave. 
i. 

“ Now begin the Heav’nly Theme, 
Sing aloud in Jesu’s Name, 
Ye, who Jesu’s Kindnefs prove 
Triomph in Repeemine Love. 

fi. 
“Ye, who fee the Father's Grace 

Beaming in the Saviown's Face 
As to on ye move 
Praife and blefs Repexsixne Love. 

and Sin, 
longer rove, 

Stop—and taite Repexmixe Love. 
v. 

“ Welcome all by Sin oppreft 

Nousine To hi um from aan m 
Nothing but RMING Love. 

vi. 
™ He fubdu’d th’ Infernal Pow'ra, 

His tremendous Foes and ours 
From their curfed Empire drove, 
Mighty in Kepexmixc Lov. 

vil. 
” Hither then your Mufick bring, 

Strike aloud each Fs bags String, 
Mortals join the Hofts above, 
Join to praife Repermine Love.” 

In this form, or with alterations, the’ hymn 
a — in about fifty collections between 
1 and 1833, and in all it was given ano- 
nymously, except in that of Dobell, 1806, who 
quoted it as from “ Langford’s Coll.” This 
reference is to the Hymna and Spiritual Songs 
pub. by John Langford (p. 639, ii.) in 1776, and 
in which the hymn ap - In ord’ s 
2ud ed. he marked his own hymns with 
an usterisk, but this hymn is unmarked. 
This is clear evidence against his authorship, 
The error of ascribing the hymn to Langford 
arose through the careless editing of EK. Bick- 
ersteth, who in the Index of his Christian 

NOW LET A TRUE 

Pealmody, 1838, gave the hymn as “Now 
begin the, Langford.” ‘This was copied by 
later compilers, some expanding the name 
into “John Lavgford,” and others into “ Wil- 
liam Langford,” aud all basing their guesses 
onanerror, The earliest date to which it has: 
been traced is Madan’s Appendiz, 1763. Fail-' 
ing evidence that it was written by Madan, we 
must vive it as Anon. No. 982, in Kennedy, 
1863, “ Now the heavenly joy proclaim,” is an 
altered form of this hymn. {J. J.] 

Now, from the altar of our hearts. 
J. Mason. (Evening.] Appeared in his Spi- 
ritual Songs, or Songs of Praise, 1683, pp. 25-6, 
in 8 at. of 8 1, and a half stanza of 41. and 
entitled “ A Soug of Praise for the Evening.” 
(Orig. text, Lyra Brit. p. 396.) The third 
stanza, which is usually omitted in the 
hymnals, and reads :— 

“ Man's life’s a book of history ; 
The leaves thereof are days; 

The letters, mercies closely join’d; 
The title is Thy praise,” 

is usually thought to have suggested Dr. 
Franklin’s Sart ae upon himself, 
wherein he compares his body to “ the cover of 
an old book, the contents torn out, and stripped 
of its lettering and gilding.” The whole 
hymn is sometimes quoted, and not without 
reason, as Mason’s finest production. (J. J.] 
Now from the world withdrawn. 

J. Bulmer. (Evening.] Ist pub. in his Hye. 
Original and Select, &e., 1835, Bk. i., No. 157, 
in 4. st. of 4.1, and entitled “The Spirit of 
Prayer and Holiness implored.” It is one of 
the very few hymns by the author which have 
come into general use. It is found in its ori- 
imal form in Spurgeon’s O. 0. H. Bk., 1866, 
o. 975, with, in sat. i, lL. 3, O Lord” for 

“dear Lord.” . (J. J.J 

Now gracious Lord, Thine arm re- 
veal. J. Newton. [The New Year.) The first 
of thirteen hymns to be sung “ Before Annual 
——— 4 — ee on Fi Years’ 
venings,” lst pub. in the Olney ne, 1779, 

Bk. ii., No, 7., in 5 at. of 4 L, me headed 
“Prayer for a Bleasing.” (Orig. text, Hy. 
Comp., Nv, 90.) Its use is very extensive in all 
English- countries; it has also been 

into several languages, [J. J.] 

- Now let a spacious world arise. 
I. Watts. (Creation.] Ist pub. in his Hymns, 
&c., 1709, Bk. ii., No. 147, in 11 at. of 41. 
Its use is limited. In the 1745 Draft of the 
Scottish Translations and Paraphrases, No. 
xxxvii., it was given with the omission of st. 
xi., and the change, in st. ii. 1. 3, of “He 
eall’d the Night,” into “ He call’d the Light,” 
a change which evidently su ted the form 
of at. ii. in the recast of 1781. This recast, 
which opens, “Let heav'’n arise, let earth 
appear,” was given as No. i. (Gen. i. 1) in the 
authorized Trans. and Paraphs. of 1781, and 
has been in use in the Church of Scotland 
for more than 100 years. In the markings 
of authors and revisers by W. Cameron's 
daughter, this recast is claimed for him 
(see p. 200, ii.). {J. J.J 

Now let a true ambition rise. P. 
Doddrid, (Seek first the Kingdom of God.) 
Written January 1, 173% {p. was.), and pub. by 
Job Orton in his posthumous ed. of Doddridge’s 



NOW LET OUR CHEERFUL EYES NOW LET THE FEEBLE 817 
Hymns, 1755, No. 178, in 4 st. of 4 1., and + Let Christian faith and hope dispel headed, “ Seeking first the Kingdom of God.” re Seare of guilt and wos ; 
It was wlso given in J. D, Humphreys’s ed. of Sard Alengtty bs our fend, 

(J. J.J d who the same, 1839, No. 199, 2+ th whe bis nee sbi a lov'd 

— 

Wow let our cheerful eyes survey. Save up for us to die, P. Doddridge. (Jesus, the High Priest.) ‘This gg tea erg aie Lary hymn is No. 67 in the p. msa., but undated, It 3. “ Behold the best, the greatest gift, 18 pluced between hymns which are dated 
respectively “ April 10, 1735,” and “ January 
1, 1733." The heading reads “ Christ bearing 
the names of His people on His breastplate, 
from Exodus xxviii. 29.” When included b 
Job Orton in his posthumous ed. of - 
dridge’s Hymna, &¢., 1755, No. 8, in 5 st. of 
4 1, the heading was altered to “ Christ's 
intercession typi by Aaron’s Breastplate,” 
and st. i., 1. 4, wes changed from “With cor- 
Tesponde:t love,’ to“ And sympathetic love.” 
In J. D, Humphreys's ed. of the Hynns, 1839, 
No. % the line reads, “His sympathy and love.” He has also “ And high o'er all the heavenly host,” for “ And high o'er all the 
shining train,” in st. ii. This hymn is in C. U. 

th in G. Britain and America, Orton’s text 
being that commonly adopted. Sometimes, 
however, it reada, “ Now let our aia eyes 

J.J. 

4. “ Where is the judge, who can condemn, 
since (rod hath justified ? 

Who shall charge those with gullt or crime 
for whom the Saviour died ? 

5. “ The Saviour died, but rose again 
triumphant from the grave; 

And pleads our cause at God's right hand, 
omnipotent to save. 

6. “ Who, then, can e’er divide us more 
Srom Jesus and his love, 

Or break the sacred chain that binds 
the earth to heav'’n above ? 

1. “ Let troubles rise, and terrors frown, 
and days of darkness fall ; 

Through him all dangers we'll defy, 
and more than conquer all. 

. * Nor death nor life, nor earth nor hell, 
nor time's destroying png ol 

Can eer efface us from his heart, 
or make his lowe decay. 

o * gp ey iol that will bless 
az it has bless'd the ; 

He lov'd us from the first of time ; 
he loves us to the Laat.” 

The designation of this full text must thus 
be Scottish Tr. & Par., 1745, Anon., and J. 
Logan, 1781. In addition to the full text 
there are ulso the following centos in C. U. :— 

1, O let triumphant faith (hope) dispel. This form 
appeared in the American Prayer Bk. Coll., 1826, and 
has passed into several American collections, 
2 she Rustone Sled, but sone ngetie This, in W. 

F sp pra =. Jor Ch. and » 1873, Is com. 
m. v.-vill, 

3. Who from the love of Christ our Head, This 
ap! in Miss Leeson's Paraphrases and Hys., 1853. 
It Ts based on st. vilix. To this Mise Leeson added a 
— part in 4 st. as, “Let followers of the Apostles’ 

ith.” 

Now let our souls on wings sublime. 
T. Gibbons. (Death anticipated.) Appended 
to Sermon iv. of his Sermons on Various Sub- 
jects, with a Hymn adapted to each Subject, 
1762, p. 17, in 5 st. of 4 L, the text of the 
Sermon being Eccles. xii. 7, and the title 
“The Return of the Body to Earth, and the 
Return of the Soul to God.” In 1769 it was 
included in the Bristol Bapt. Coll. of Ash & 
Evans, No. 206; in 1787, in Rippon’s Sel., 
No. 223; and later in a large number of col- 
lections in G. Britain and America. The 
American Meth. Episeo. Ch. Hymns, 1849, 
gives it ia 4 st. aa“ Arise my soul on wings 
sublime.” In the American Church Praise 
Bk., N. ¥., 1882, No. 718, is a cento of which 
st. i, ii. are st. i, and iii. of this hymn, and st. 
iii., iv. are st. i. and iii. of J. Newton’s “ As 
when the weary traveller gains" (see p. 85, 
ii.). In ita various forms this ig one of the 
most widely known of the author's hymns. 

(J. J.J 
Now let the feeble all be strong. 

P. Doddridge. (Help in Temptation.] Written 
June 24, 1739, on 1 Cor. x. 13, in 4st. of 4.1L 
fn mss. j, and pul, by Job Orton in his post- 
umous ed. of Doddridge’s Hymna, &e., 1755, 

No. 269, and again in J. D. Humphreye’s ed. 
of the same, 1839, No. 294, with the original 

3G 

survey,” 

Wow let our mourning hearts re- 
hye P. Doddridge. (Death of a Minister.] 
Written on the death of a Minister, at Ketter- 
ing, August 22, 1736, and headed, “Comfort 
in God under the Removal of Ministers; or, 
other Useful Persons by Death, Joshua, i. 2, 
4,5” (D. mss.) It was given in Job Orton’s 
posthumous ed, of Doddridge’s Hymna, &c., 1755, No. 17, in 6 st. of 4 1, with the heading 
changed to, ** Support in the gracious preseuce of God under tie Loss of Ministers, and other 
useful Friends ”; and repeated in J. D. Hum- 
phreys’s ed. of the same, in 1839, with the 
same heading. It is in ©. U. in G. Britain 
and America. Another form of the text, be- 
ginning with st. ii, “What though the arm 
of conquering: death” is also in several colleo- 
tions. {J. J.J 
Now let our souls ascend above. 

resigns Confidence.) In the Draft Trans- tions and Paraphrases of the Church of 
Scotland, 1745, this vizorous raphrase of 
Rom. viii. 31—39, was given as No. xxxv., in 
9 st. of 4 1. The authorship is unknown. 
The first stanza reads :— 

“ Now let onr Souls ascend above 
Fears of Guilt and Wve; 

Gop is for us, our Friend declared : 
Who then can be our Foe?" 

In the Draft of 1751, it remained unaltered ; but in that of 178] it assumed the form which 
was wuthorized in the Trans. and Paraphe. 
CNo. xviii.) of the same yeer. W. Cameron’s daughter (p. 200, ii.) gives, in her markings of authors and revisers, J. Logan as the author of 
this arrangement of the text of 1745; and, as 
stated in the memoir of Bruce (p. 187, i.) in 
this work, we sce no reason tu doubt its ac- 
curacy. As this arrangement has been in 
authorized use in the Church of Scotland for 
more than 100 years, and some centos have 
also been compiled therefrom for use in Eng- 
a hee ech the full text of 1781, 
with those portions taken from th f 
1745 ciate th italics :-— oon s 
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heading. “Temptation moderated by the 

Divine Fidelity, Power, and Love,” changed, 

as in the Hymns, 1755, to “ God's fidelity in 

moderating Temptations.” (J. J.J 

Now let Thy servant die in peace. 

Nune a) In the 1745 Draft of the 

ranslations and Paraphrases of the Church 

of Scrtland, the following paraphrase of 
Simeon’s Song appeared :— 

1. 
** Now let thy Servant die in Peace, 

from this vain World dismist: 
I've seen thy great salvation, Lord: 

and hasten to my Hest. 
2. 

“ Thy long-expected Grace, disclos'd 
before the People’s View, 

Hath prov’d thy Love was constant still, 
and promises were true. 

3. 
“ This is the Sun, whose cheering Rays 

th hb Gentile Darkness spread, 
Pour Glory round thy chosen Race, 

and Blessings on their Head.” 

The author of this paraphrase is unknown. 
A second Paraphrase of the same passage, 
beginning, “ When Jesus, by the Virgin 
brought,” appeared in Jolin Logan’s Poems, 
1781, in 7 st. of 41. This text is given in 
full in Dr. Grosart’s Works of M. Bruce, 1865, 
pp. 135-6. For reasons assigned in the 
memoir of M. Bruce in this work (p. 187, i.), 
we regard this paraphrase as the work of 
Bruce, possibly with a few alterations by 
Logan. During the same year, 1781, the 
authorized Translations and Paraphrases of 
the Chur-sh of Scotland were published. In 
them, as No. 38, is a paraphrase of Simeon’s 
Song, in IL st. of 4 L, “Just and devout old 
Simeon liv’d.” This is thus composed 

St. i.-iti, First given in the Draft of 1781. 
St. lv.-vwi, From the paraphrase as given In Logan's 

Poems. 
St. vil. New, in Draft of 1781, 

ee ers re 
St. x., xi. Lased oes text as anon 

This arrangement was made, according to the 
markings by the daughter of W. Cameron (p. 
200, ii.), by J. Logan. In Misa J. E. Leeson’s 
Par. & Hys., &c., 1853, No. Ixviii., the hymn 
beginning, “ Now lettest Thou Thy servant, 
Lord,” in 16 |., is based upon st. viil., ix., and 
xi. of the 1781 text as above. It is by Miss 
Leeson, as is aleo the second hymn on the 
same subject, “ Behold, according to Thy 
word.” [J. J.] 

Now let us join with hearts and 
rim Bh J. re ae —— above 

vared in the na, 1779, 
Bk ii Nol 39, in 7 st. of tL, pie headed, 
“Man honoured above Angels.” From this 
hymn “Jesus, Who saaaed the angels by,” 
is taken. It is composed of st. iv.-vii. It is 
more widely used than the full hymn. [J. J.) 

Now, Lord, we part in Thy great 
lest] Name. J. Dracup. [(Dismissal.) 
his hymn, which has undergone various 

modifications, fir-t appeared in Dracup'’s Hys. 
and Spiritual Songs, Bolton, 1787, No. 82, 
entitled “ At Parting,” and reads -— 

i, “ Now, Lord, we part in Thy great Name, 
In which we here together came ; 
Help us our few remaining days 
To live unto Jebovah's praise. 

. 
tena 

NOW SHALL MY INWARD JOY 

fi. “ Help us in life and death to bless, 
The Lord our strength and righteousness ; 
And bring us all to meet above, 
Then shall we better sing Thy love.” 

In one or two instances the opening line is 

given as, * Now, Lord, we part in Thy blest 

Name.” The most popular form of the hymn 

is that given to it by Bp. Heber, “ Lord, now 

we part in Thy blest Name,” and pub, in his 

tt ce Hymna, &e., 1827, p. 142, as a 

“Hymn after Sermon,” and given as “ Anon.,” 

Bp, Heber’s alterations are : at. i., 1. 1, “ Lord, 

now" for “ Now, Lord,” “ blest'’ for * great; ” 

1.3,“ Grant” for * Help;” st. ii, 1. 1, * Teach” 

for “Help;” 1. 3, “And Grant” for “ And 

bring.” In this form it is found in several 

collections, including .Kemble’s Ps. & Hys.; 
the Irish Church Hymnal, 1873, &. [W. T. B.) 

Now may fervent prayer arise. J. 
Newton. {New Year.] The third of thirteen 
“Hymns before Annual Sermons to Young 
People on New Years’ Evenings,” pub. in the 
Olney Hymns, 1779, Bk. ii, No. 9, in 7 st. of 
61, It isin C. U. both in the original and in 
the following forms :— 

1. Meas, O bless the opening : 
2. Beas © Lord the opening roar. 
3. Bless O Lord this opening year. 
4. Bless O Lord each opening year. 

These forms of the text generally embrace 
at. ii., iii., vi., vii., and are in use in G. Britain 
and America. (J. J.) 

Now one day’s journey less divides. 
Charlotte Elliott, (Evening.) 1st pub. in her 
brother's Ps. & Hys., 2nd thousand, 1836-7, 
in 6 st. of 4 1,asan Evening Hymn. In 1839 
Miss Elliott rewrote the original stanzas, 
added .four thereto, and included the 10 st. 
as the hymn for Tuesday evening in her 
a for a Week, which were pub, in 1842. 

is full text is I ig in Snepp’s Songs of 
G. & G., 1872. 1836-7 st. are i, ii. 
iv., v., vi., x., and the 1839 st., iii., vii., viii. 
ix. No, 437 in the Presbyterian Sel. of Hys., 
Philadelphia, 1861, is from this revised text, 
but slightly altered. {J. J.) 

Now shall my inward joy arise. 
I. Watts. (God's care of His Church.) Pub. 
in his Hys. and Spiritual S8., 1709, Bk. i, 
No. 39, in 6 st. of 4 1, a8 a paraphrase of 
Isaiah xlix. 13. &e. In this form its use is 
limited. In the Draft of the Scottish Trane 
lations and Paraphrasea, 1745, No. xvii., is 
a hymn on the same passage beginning, “ Ye 
heav’na, send your praising song.” Of 
this hymn st. i.-iii. are by an unknown hand, 
and have little or no resemblance to the cor- 
responding stanzas in Watts, whilst st. iv—yvi. 
are from his hymn, as above, with the altera- 
tion of a “kind woman,” in st. iv., 1. 1, toa 
“fond mother.” In the authorized issue of 
the Tres. and Paraphe. of 1781 the opening 
line reads, * Ye heav'ns, send forth your song 
of praise; ” and the text is a recast of the 
Draft of 1745 throughout. As Watts’s tex 
of st. iv.—vi. is casily attainable for i 
we add hereto only the text of st. i.-iii. from 
the 1745 Draft :— 

“ Ye heav'ns, send forth 

Let Hills and Mountains juin the Choir, 
and joy thro” Nature flow | 



NOW THAT MY JOURNEY’S 

** Bebold, how gracious is our God ! 
with what comforting Strains 

He cheers the Sorrows of our Heart, 
and banishes our Pains. 

“* Cease ye, when Days of Darkness fall, 
with troubled Hearts to mourn ; 

As if the Lord could leave a Saint 
forsaken or forlorn.” 

The final recast of this hymn in the 
authorized issue of the Scottish Trs. & Para- 
Phrases of 1781 is claimed for W. Cameron 
(p. 200, ii.) by his daughter in her markings 
of authors and revisers of that issue. In Miss 
J. E. Leeson's Paraphe. & Hys., 1853, No. li., 
on the same peenee ie a hymn of 8 st. in two 
parts: (1) “Sing, O ye heavens! Be joyful, 
earth,” und (2)“0O Zion, from the stranger's 
land.” ‘This arrangement by Miss Leeson 
is based on the Scottish Tre. & Forays. of 
1781, as above. {J. J.) 

Wow that my journey’s just begun. 
Jane Taylor, [Early Piety.) rh in 
Hys. for Infant Minds, by A. & J. Taylor, 
1810, in ¥ st. of 41, with the motto, * Early 
will I seek Thee” (ed 1886, p.11). It is 
found in a few of the older hymn-books in an 
abbreviated form. With later compilers it is 
more popular, and is given in a great many 
collections for children. Ina few hymnals, as 
the Meth. 8S. .S. H. Bk., 1879, it begins, * Lord, 
mow my Journey's just begun.” {J. J.J 

Wow the day is over. S. Buring- 
Gould. (Evening.] Written in 1865, ond 
sage in the Church Times the same year. 
n 1868 it was given iu the Appendiz to H. A. 
& M., and from that date it jis gradually 
increased in popularity until its use has 
become common in all a 
countries. J. J.) 

Now the labourer’s task is o’er. J. 
Ellerton. [ Peorial) Written for and lst pub. 
in the 8. P. ©. K. Church Hymns, 1871, in 6 
st. ochaba Mr. Ellerton says :— 

7 whole b 5 liy the third, fifth, and 
sixth verses, poten joen i, me f and some ex ne, 
to a beautiful poem of the Rev. Gerard Moultrie’s, 

be found fa the ‘Prospirs tynnal 300" (Neeson Church Hymns, p. Wil). ‘eople’s Hymnal, 380" (3 on Chu 

- From Church Hymns this hymn has : 
into H. A. & M., ie. Comm, Thring’s and 
many other collections, and sometimes, as in 
the last-named, with the omission of st. iii. 
In R. Brown-Borthwick’s Select Hys. for 
Church and Home, 2nd ed., 1885, the original 
text us it appeared in the lst ed. of that work 
in 1871 is given ag Nu. 72; and the revised 
and authorized text as in Church Hys., as No. 
185. The latter is also in Mr. Ellerton’s 
Hymns, &e., 1888, and may be at once known 
‘by the refmin :-— 

** Father, in Th: 
Leave we now ily ae 

{J. J.J 
Now the stars are lit in heaven. J. 

Keble. Unwoleg.) Appeared in the British 
Magazine, March, 1834, as one of five hymns 
entitled, “ Lighting ot Lamps.” It was re- 
published in Lyra Apostolica, 1836, in 5 st, of 
© 1., and again in the author's posthumous 
Miscellaneous Poems, 1869, p. 19. In the 
Wellington | H. Bk., 1860, and later 
eda., st. ill. 18 omitted. (J. J.J 

NOW, WHEN THE DUSKY 819 

Now to our Saviour let us raise. 
J. M. Neale. [Ascension.) Appeared in his 
ri or Children, lst Ser., 1842, in 7 st. of 
41., No. xxviii.,as a hymn for Ascension Day, 
and las been inoluded in all later editions of 
the same. The hymn, “Christ is yone up, 
yet ere He passed,” is compiled from the text 
of 1842. It appeared in Murray's Hymnal, 
1852, being composed of st. ii—vi. and the 
doxology. This form has been repeated in 
numerous collections, sometimes with the 
omission of the doxology as in H. A. & M., 
No. 352. The alterations which are found in 
most hymnals, in st. iv., where in 1. 2 “to it 
is cold” is changed to “to her is cold;” and 
and 1. 3, *And bring them in” to “ Bring 
wanderers in,” date from Murray, 1852. Dr. 
Neale, having contemplated the use of the 
hymn ut daily service, supplied an additional 
st. for use in such cases before the doxology. 
It reads :— 

* And now we haste with thankful feet, 
To seek our Savtour’s Face ; 

And in the Holy Church to meet, 
His chosen dwelling-place.” 

fn the 8. P. C. K. Church Hymna, 1871, No. 
170, the hymn for St. Matthias is thus com- 
posed: st. i-ii, Dr. Neale, unaltered, as 
above; st. iii, Compilers of Church Hymns 
to adapt it to St. Matthias’ Day ; st. iv.-v., 
Neale altered. (J. J.J 

Now to the Lord that makes us 
know. I. Watts. ([Advent—Praise.] First 
pub. in his Hymns, &c., lst ed., 1707, in 5 st. 
of 41., and entitled “ Christ our High Priest 
and King: and Christ coming to Judgment.” 
Its use outside the Nonconformist bodies 
has been limited. Orig. text in modern edi- 
tions of Watts. It has been said that John 
Mason's Song Praise, No. 38, on Rey. i., 
1-12, suggested this hymn to Watts. The 
reseinblance, however, is confined to the sub- 
ject alone. In the Scottish Draft Translations 
and Paraphrases of 1745, No. xlv. is thus 
composed :—st. i-iii, based on the above, by 
Watts, and st. iv. original, the opening line 
being, * To Him that lov'd the Souls of Men.” 
In the Drafts of 1751 and 1781 it was repeated 
without alteration, and was fins!lly authorized 
as No. Ixiv. in the Trans. and Varapha. of 
1781, again without on. It thus holds 
the unique position of being the only = 
phrase oF the Draft of 1745 which A oe 
without alteration into the authorized work of 
1781. It has been in use in the Church of 
Scotland for more than 100 years, and is also 
included in a limited number of modern 
hymnals both in G. Britain and America. 
Its authorship, as distinct from Watts, is un- 
known, The statement that it is due to 
J. Morison has been made in ignorance of 
the fact that it was in print in its present 
form some four years before his birth. (J. J.) 
Now, when the dusky shades of 

night retreating. [Morning.] This cento 
was given in Hedge and Huntington's Hys. for 
the Church of Christ, Boston, U8. A., 1853, 
No. 404, in 6 at. of 41. The first stanza is an 
altered form of st, i. of W. J. Copeland’s tr. of 
“Ecco jam noctis” (p. $20,i.). It is suggested 
in the Index of Latin first lines in Thring’s 
Coll., 1882, that st. iii. (“ Look from the tower 
of heaven”) is also from the — Latin 

3 2 

we oe 
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hymn; st. ii. (To Thee Whose word, &c.”) 
is from “ Lucis Creator optime,” and st. vi. 

(“So when the morn, &o.”) is from “ Nocte 

surgentes, &c.” Possibly this may be 80, 
but the resemblance is remote. e hymn 
aa in the Hys. for the Church of Christ, either 

in full or in is in a great many hymn- 
books in G. Britain and America, including 

the Plymouth Coll., 1855; Kennedy, 1863; the 

Hymnary, 1872 ; Thring’s Coll., 1882, &e. In 

most collections st. iv and v, of the 1853 text 
are omitted, and sometimes a dost is 

added. 

Nox atra rerum contegit. St. a ly 
the Great (?). (Thursday. ree. lone, 

No. 278, ives this as probably by St. Gregory 
the Great (it is not assigned to him by the 
Benedictine editors), and at i. - 372, cites it 
as appointed for Nocturns on Thuraday in au 
8th cent. ws. at Trier. Daniel i. No. 45, gives 

the text, and at iv. p. 37, cites it as in a 
Rheinau os. of the 10th cent, Among the 
British Museum ss. it is found in three 11th 
cent. Hymnaries of the English Church (Vesp. 

D. xii. f. 196; Jul. A. vi. f. 276; Hurl. 2961, 
f. 223), and in an 11th cent, Breviary of the 
Spanish Church (Add, 30848, f. 7b). It is in 
an 11th cent. us, at Corpus Christi College, 
Cambridge (391, p. 235), and in the Latin ys. 
of the Anglo-Saxon Ch, (Surtees Suciety), 1891, 
is printed from an 11th cent. ms, at Durham 
(B. iii. 32 f.75). Alsoin three mss. of the 11th 
cent, at St. Gall, Nos. 387, 413, 414. It is in- 
cluded in the Roman (Venice, 1478, and the 
revision of 1682), Sarum, York, Aberdeen, and 
other Breviaries, the universal use being for 
Thursdays at Nocturns or Matins. The text 
is also in Wack l, i. No. 94; Hymnarium 
Sarish., 1851, p. 51; ay, i. p. 12; and 
Card. Newman’s Hymni eiae, 1838 and 
1865. {J. M.) 

Translations in C. U.— 
1, Dark night, beneath her sable wings, By J. 

D. Chambers, in his Psalter, 1852, p. 211, and 
his Lauda Syon, 1857, p. 23. 

2. The dusky veil of night bath laid. This in 
the Hymner, 1882, is based upon the tr. by 
Chambers as above, 

Translations not in C, U. :— 
AL Dark night arrays in hueless vest. Bp. R. Mant, 
1837. 

2. All tender lights, all hues divine. Card, Yewman. 
1853 and 1468, | 

3. The pitchy night beneath ber pall. Hymnarium 
Anglicanum, 1844. 

4. Night shrouds beneath her sable vest. WW’. J. Cope- 
land, 1848. 

5. Tho’ faded now earth's colours bright. A. Camp- 

i ah pail f nigh hades the earth 6. The of night o’ershades the . . for 
Use in St. John's, de., Aberdeen. 1870, 7 

7. The gloom of night o'ershadows now. J, Wallace. 
1874. (J. J.) 

Nox, et tenebrae, et nubila. Pru- 
dentius. [Wednesday and Thursday.) This 
hymn is found in a Ms. of the 5th cent. in the 
Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris (8084 f. 3 b.), 
and is given in all editions of Prudentius’s 
works, including Aurelii Prudentii Clementis 
V. C., Opera Omnia, London, 1824, vol. i. p. 
61, where it is given with notes, It is No. ii. 
of the Cathemerinon, and extends to 72 lines. 
At a very early date it was divided into two 
hymns, the first beginning as above, and the 

NOX, ET TENEBRAE 

second, “ Lux ecce it aurea.” Each of 
these must be taken in detail. 

1, Nox, et tenebrae, et mubila. [Wednesday 
Morning.) This is found in four mss. of the 
llth cent. in the British Museum (Jul. A. vi. 
f. 266; Vesp. D. xii., £18; Harl. 2961, f. 222); 

Add. 30848 f. 77), and is printed in the Latin 
Hye. of the Anglo-Saxon Church, 1851, from an 
11th cent. ws. at Durham (B. iii. 32, f.7). It 
is found in most of the older Breviaries, as the 
Sarum, Roman, York, Aberdeen, &c. The text 

is alsv in Mone, No. 276; Daniel i. No. 104; 
in Card. Newman’s Hymni Ecclesiue 1838 and 
1865, &c. (J. M.} 

Translations in C. U.:— 
1, Lo, night and clouds and darkness wrapp'd. 

By Bp. Mant, in his Ancient Hys. from the Rom. 

Brev., 1837, p. 15 (ed. 1871, p. 29). This is 

given with alterations in the Hymnary, 1872. 

2. The pall of night o’ershades the earth, By 
E. Caswall, in his Lyra Catholica, 1849, p. 26, 

and again in his Hymns, &c., 1873, p. 16. 

3. Ye glooms of night, yo clouds and shade. By 

J. D. Chambers, in his Psalter, 1852, p. 208, and 

his Lauda Syon, 1857, p. 21. This is repeated 
in the People’s H., 1867. 

4, Hence, night and clouds that night-time 

By J. M. Neale, in the enlarged ed. of 

the A. Noted, 1854; and the Hijmner, 1882. 

In Skinner’s Daily Service Hyl., 1864, the hymo 

“0 gloom of night and clouds and shade,” is an 

altered form of this tr. with portions borrowed 

from the tr. by J. D. Chambers. 
5. Night and darkness cover all. By H. Bonar. 

in the 2nd Series of his Hys. of Faith § Hope, 

1864. This isin Nicholson’s Appendix Hyl., 1866. 

Other trs. are :— 
1. Night and darkness, and thick cloud. Hymnarium 

Anglicanum, 1844. 
2. Shade, and cloud, and lowering night. Sp. J. 

Williams, 1845. 
3. Bight et ade a eeneee naling. W. J. Cope- 

4, Swift as shadows of the night. A. Campbell, 1854, 
and Shipley’s Annus Sanctus, 1884 

8. Haunting gloom and flitting shades. Card, New- 
man, 1453 « 1868. 

6. Begone, dark night, ye mists disperse. J, Wallace, 
1874. am oS ig (J. J.J 

ii. Lux eoce surgit aurea. [Thursday Morn- 
ing.) This portion of the hymn is also found 
in four ss. of the 11th century in the British 
Museum (Vesp. D, xii. f.20b; Jul. A. wi. £28: 
Harl. 2961, f. 228b; Add. 30848. f. 78 b), and 
is printed in the Latin Hye. of the Anglo-Saxon 
Church, 1851, from an llth cent. ms, at Dur- 
ham (B. iii. 32, f. 8). It is also in Card. 
Newman's Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 and 1865; 
Daniel i, No, 105; and other collections of 
Latin hymns. It is in the Sarum, Roman, 
York, and other Brevs. (J. M.J 
Translations in C, U, :— 
1. Behold, it shines, the golden light. By Bp. 

Mant, in his Ancient Hys. from the Rom. Bree. 
1837, p. 25 (ed. 1873, p. 47). This is given in 
Kennedy, 1863, with the omission of st. v. 

2. Lo, the golden light is peering. By W. J. 
Copeland, in his Hys. for the Week, &c., 1848, 
p. 36, In Aennedy, 1863, No. 1446, st. v. is 
new. In the Hymnry, 1872, it begins, “ Lo, 
the golden sun is shining,” Aennedy’s st. v. being 
repeated, and Copeland's st. v. is given as st. vi. 

3. Now with the rising golden dawn. By F- 
Caswall, in his Lyra Catholica, 1849, p. 27, and 
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Fg &e., 1873, p. 16, It is given in the ins + ‘et —— Co
nt J F worvare 

e's H., 1867; Thring’s Coll., 1882, and | hee we aoe er : oly Ghost! 

others, In the American Unitarian Hys. of the crave we of the hatte: by asic, ish. ag 

Spirit, 1864, trends, “Now with creation’s | (°) "Now pray we to the Healy Ghote oiien, 186, 
morning song.” The alterations were made by unday Mag., 1867. In his lew les. 1876, 

S. Longfellow, one of the editors, This arrange- po pay Pe wae le ay ee ae eo. 

—. of the text is repeated in Martineau’s bacon in his Remains, 1869, p. M. 

ymns, 1873. 
4. Behol _u.| _ Nun _ freut euch lieben Christen- 

wc Babald the golden dawn azine By J.M-| gemein. M. Luther. [Advent Redemption 

and the Hyuwmner 1882 ; ; : Ad Christ.) This is Luther's first congrega- 

aerate} and : — de It = written in 1523, im- 

1. aa nial mediately after, and is a companion to, his 

1853 — » dem gens a | “ Ein neues Lied” (p. 826, i.). Ts appeared in 

the Ellich cristlich lider, Wittenberg, 1524, in 

10 st. of 71, entitled * A Christian hymn of 

Dr. Martin Luther, setting forth the un- 

speukable grace of God, and the true faith” 

(in Klug’s G. B., 1544, and most later books, 

entitled “A hymn of thanksgiving for the 

great blessinzs whieh God has bestowed on us 

in Christ"). Thence in Wackernagel, iti. p. 5, 

in Scbircks’s ed. of Luther's Geistl. Lieder, 

1854, p. 31, and in the Unv. L. S., 1851, No. 

235. By its clear and full doctrinal state- 

ments in flowing verse it soon became popular 

in Germany. Tileman Heashusius, in his 

prefuce to Johannes Magdeburg’s Peaiter, 1565, 

thus speake of it:— 
[do not doubt that through this one hymn of Luther 

many hundreds of Christians have been brought to the 

true faith, who before could not endure the name of 

Luther ; but the noble, precious words of the hymn have 

won their bearts, so that they are constrained to em- 

brace the truth; so that in my opinion the hymns have 

helped the spread of the Gospel not a Little.” 

e may note that 
the original melody of 1524 ts in H. A. & M.. No. 293, 

called Erk, ‘The melody, which in Kiug's G. 
B., 1635 (and possibly in the lost ed. of 1529), is sald to 

have been written down by Luther from hearing it sung 

by a travelling arti-an, and bears considerable resena- 

blance to an popular song tune (see L. Erk’s Choral 

Buch, 1863, Nos. 193-195), In England the melody of 

1525 has been long used, in an altered form, under the 

name of Luther's Hymn, and set to “Great God! what 

do | see and bear!” (p. 464, i.) 

Owing to the structure of this hymn for- 

bidding selection, and to its length, it has 

come very little into English C. U. Tr. a8 :— 

1, Rejoice, ye ransom'd of the Lord. By W. M. 

Reynolds, in the Evang. Review, Gettysburg, 

July, 1849, p. 143. The ¢rs. of st. i-vi. are in 

the Amer. Luth. Gen. Synod’s Coll, 1850-52. 

2, Dear Christians, one and all rejoice. In full 

by R. Massie in his Martin Luther’s Spir, Songs, 

1854, p. 47. Repeated in the Ohio Luth. Hyl., 

1880, and others. 

$. Dear Christian people, all rejoice. A full and 

good tr. by Mrs. Charles, in her Voice of Chrix 

tian Life in Song, 1858, Her ¢r. of st.i,, altered 

and beginning “ Ye Christian people?” is st. ii. 

of No. 95 in the Swedenborgian Coil., 1880 

Other tra. aro :— 
(1) “Be glad now, all ye Christen ao Ap. 

2 
the @ 

2. 'Tis morn! behold the golden ray. Hymnarium 
Anglicanum, 1844. 

3. Lo! the golden light arises. Hp. J. Williams, 

4. Bebold the golden dawn [morn] arise. J. D. 

Chambers, 1852 and 1881. ( , 
“ Lo, now doth rise the golden light. J. WY Hewett, 

6. As at morn’ . R. Campbell, b 
Annus Sanctus, _— ii vepaetili 

ser See now the golden light appears. J. Wallace, 

8. See! the golden morning rises. W, P. Lunt, in 
Putnam's Singers and of the Liberal Faith, 

Lamune (J.J) 
Nu biten wir den heiligen Geist. 

edly piayg! OP ag gan i ii. p. 44, gives 
a oat h in - ewe th the ba from @ 

. sermon [now at Heidelberg] of “ Bruder 
Bertholt von Regensburg,” who d. 1272, and 
the other from the Psaltes Keclesiasticus, Mainz, 

1550. It1s one of the very few examples of 
popular vernacular hymns used in church in 

pre-Reformuation times. According to Koch, 
i. p. 208, it was sung at Whitsuntide by the 

people “during the ceremony in which a 
wooden dove was lowered by « cord from the 
roof of the chancel, or a living dove was 
thence let fly down.” It was adopted by 
Martin Luther. (See Nun bitten, as below.) Tr. 

as “ Now let us pray the Huly Ghost,” by Mise 
Winkworth, 1869, p. 38. (J. M.j 

Nun bitten wir den heiligen Geist. 
M. Luther. [Whitsuntide.) The first stanza 

of this byms is old (see Nu biten wir as 

above). ‘o this stanza Luther added 

second, invoking the Holy Spirit as the true 
Light, a third as the blessed Love, and a 

fourth as the great Comforter. The full form 

in 4 st. of 4 L, with Kyrioleia, appeared in the 

Geystliche gesangk Buchleyn, Wittenberg, 1524. 

‘Thence in ideale ag i. p. 18, in Sechircks's 
ed. of Luther's Geistl. Lieder, 1854, p. 29, and 
in the Unv. L. 8., 1851, No. 177. Bie hymn 

has been generally appointed for Whitsuntide, 

but has also been used in the Lutheran 

Church as a hymn for Holy Communion, at 
the ordination of ministers, or, as in the 

Strasshurg Kirchen Ampt, 1525, before the 

sermon. Tr. as:— 

Now pray we all God the Comforter. In full by 

A. T Russell, as No. 18 in his Ps. & Hys., 1851, 

repeated by Dr. Bacon, 1884, p. 40. 

mgr hae are:— 
1) “Thou holy Spirite, w x . 

ccreriale, 1539 Vockaint, 106 Be bra (a) New 
our request to the Holy Ghost,” fh Some other H. & 

'Poons, Lond., 1762, p. 9, and the Moravian H. Bk., 
1754, pt. 1., No, 228, (3) “God Holy Ghost, in mercy 
us preserve,” as No, 205 in the Moravian H. Bk., 179 
(1849, No. 250). (4) “Now on the Holy Ghost we call 
For perfect,” by Mise Pry, 1845, p. 43. (5) “To Thee, 
“Thou Holy Spirit, now,” by Afiss Fry, 1845, p. 75. (6) 

Coverdale, 1539 (Remains, 1546, Pp 550). 

blyith, all Christin men, and sing,” in 

Godly Ballates, ed, 1563, folio 24 (1868, fy 40), G 

“Now come ye Christians all and bring.” by J. ©. 

Jacobi, 1722, p. 30. (4) “Ye Christian congregations 
dear,” as No, 239 in the Appendix of 1745 to the 

Moravian H, Bk. (1754, pt. i. No, 299). (5) “** Rejoice! 

Rejoice! ye Christian barids,” by Miss Fry, 1545 P- 101. 

(6) Christiana all, with me ." by J. Anderson 

1846, p. 47 (1847, p. 65). (7) “All ye that fear th 

rd, "by Dr. J, Hunt, 1453, p. 78. (8) “Come 

Christians all, let us rejoice, by Dr. H. Mills, 1556, 

| a (9) * Let us be glad, and no more sad,” yt 

arratt, in his Hys. and Trs., 1867, p. 32, (10) “ Dear 
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** Thine angels, Christ! we laud in solemn la initial “QO” o : nge: + we la solemn lays, of the mss. the initial “O” has dropped out. 
a Wie vad we ceapetoe ky, Morel, No. 236, gives it as a hyn for the 

he ¢ Common of Apostles (beginning “ Christe, tur Ana © ceaseless anthem raise, : &ird Thy throne in faithful ministry!” splendor gloriae ”), from an 11th cent. Rheinaw 
us, Tr. us :— In this, its original, form i . ginal, form it never a red 

an ®& Collection for congregational use, Gut as 
titered to embody the generally accepted 
rooening of the passage from the Revelation, it 
“13 had a fair degree of popularity. This 

altered form reads ;— 
“* O God the Son Eternal, Thy dread might 

Sent forth St. Michael and the hosts of heaven.” 
t was made by the Rev. J. Keble for, and 

Was first published in, the Salisbury H. Bk., 
2857, No. 165. In 1861 the same text was 
Siven, with the omission of st. v., in Pott’s 

“2 trons fitted to the Order of C. P., from whence 
2f passed into the 8. P. C.K. Appendiz, 1869, 
@nd Church Hymns, 1871. The same stanzas, 
but with further alterations, were included in 
the Parish H. Bk., 1863, and repeated in the 
Sarum, 1868, and the Parish, 1875. In the 
+z. 3te. for the use of Wellington College, 1860, 
it begins with st. ii. “Thine angels, Christ! 
we laud in solemn lays.” (J. J.J 

© Christe Morgensterne. (Holy Com- 
waeenton.) This is one of Zwey Schine newe 
4-teder, printed in broadsheet form at Leipzig, 
1579, and thence in Wackernagel vy. p- 11, in 
410 st. of 61. The text in the Berlin GL. S8., 
ed. 1863, No. 1124, is from the Leipzig G. B., L586, omitting st. x. Sometimes ascribed, 
but without prof, to Basilius Fértech, or to 
Michael W Tr. as :-— 

OS, Seriet, Thom bright and Btar. A tr. of 
st. i.—iil., v.,{x. by Miss Winkworth, in her Lyra Ger. 
2nd Ser., 1855, p. 179, and her C. #. Jor England, 1363, 
Wo. 144. Repeated in the Pennsylvania Luth. Ch, Bk., 
1868, reduced to c.m,, and omitting st. ili. (J. M.} 

© Christe qui noster poli. Archbi 
Charles de Vintimille. (7) Pr vigil 0, Whit 
sunday.) Appeared in the Cluniac reviary, 
16386, p- 506; again in the Paris Breviary, 
1736, andin later French Breviaries. It is salso in J. Chandler's Hys. of the Primitive 
(Church, 1837, No. 77; Card. Newman's Hymni 
Feectesiae, 1838 and 1865, &c. Tr. as :— 

1. O Jesu, Who ay before. By J. Chandler, 
in his Hys. of the Prim. Church, 1837, No. 77, into 
Sikes Ymns, &., 1850; Schaff’s Christ in 
ord, ee aes Tn Martineau’s Hymns, &c., 1840, at is altered to « Messiah now is gone before.” 

2. o dost, our herald, rise. By C. . = ] 
; 

1287 :. ven?» Made for and pub. in the Hymaary, 

1 O Thon, net in 0, U, — 
Re up, our Harbinger. J. Williams. 

0 Sun of ! Christour King. By J.D. Chambers, 
in his Tondo aie. 1866, p. 6; and ta tbe 2nd ed,, 1863, 
of the Appendiz to the H. Noted, No. 200. {J. M.) 

O come and dwell in me. C. Wesley. 
[Fielinese desired.) This is a cento compiled 

his Short Hymne, &c., 1762 (P. Works, 
1868-72, vol. xiii.}, as follows: st. i, from vol. 
ii., No, 569, on 2 Cor. iii. 17; st. ii. from 
vol. ii., No. 578, on 2 Cor. ¥. 17; and st. iii. 
from vol. ii., No. 713, on Heb, xi. 5. This 
cento was given in the Wee. H. Bk., 1780, 
No. 356, and has passed into several collec- 
tions in G. Britain and America. G. J. 
Stevenson has an interesting account in his 
Methodist H. Bk. Notes, 18833, p. 258, of the 
spiritual use of this cente. [J. J.] 
O come and mourn with me awhile. 

F W. Faber (Good Friday.) Pub. in his 
Jesus and Mary, 1849, in 12 st. of 4 L, and 
headed “ Jesus Crucified; " and again, after 
revision, iu his Hymna, 1862. It was brought 
into special notice by being included in an 
abbreviated and altered form in H. A, & M., 
1861 The original refrain reads, “ Jesus, our 
Love, is crucified.” This was changed in 
H. A. & M. to “Jesus, our Lord, is crucified,” 
and has been almost universally adopted. The 
history of this refrain, which is somewhat 
interesting, is given under “My Lord, my 
Love was crucified” (p. 781, ii.). “In addition 
to the H. A. & M. arrangement there are’ 
others, including, “ Ye faithful, come and 
mourn awhile” in Skinner’s Daily Service 
Hymnal, 1864, “O come, and look awhile on 
Him,” in the 1874 Su to the N. Cong. ; 
“O come, and mourn beside the Cross,” in the 
8S. P C. K. Church Hys., 1871; “Have we no 
tears to shed for Him,” in Beecher’s Plymouth 
Coll., 1855; and others, The H. A. & M. 
version of the text is translated into Latin in 
Biggs's annotated H. A. & M., 1867, by the 
Rev. C. B. Pearson, as “ Adeste fidelea, 
mecum complorantes.” {J. J.) 

O come, Creator Spirit, Inspire the 
souls. W.J. Blew. [Annunciation of B. v. 
M.) This hymn, which, as given ‘in his 
Church Hy. and Tune Bk., 1852-55, is a cento 
as follows :—st. i. is original; st. ii. is a tr. of 
“Memento rerum conditor” (p, 89. i.); and 
at. iii—vii., a tr. of “ Haec illa solemnis dies” 
(p. 477.i.). This cento is repeated in Rice's 
Sel. from Mr, Blew's Church H. & Tune Bk., 183 - 1870. (J. J.) . Our Forery 

1852-5. w “Mer, why forsake us? W. J. Blew. O comfort to the dreary. J. Conder. 
ot . gg? lace gate. J. D. | (Christ the Comforter.) Given as No, 428 in 

CARO Catten a2. | haven Thy polace tie Cong HBL. 160, in Dot. of 8 1. again 
in his Choir and Oratory, 1837, p. 45; and Lyra Messianie’ bo Leader in the race. C. I. Black, in 

_ & (J. J.J again, with the omission of st. v. in his ae 
y 

oO Chrig 64. ° 

ssors, riae. [C. of | of Praise, Prayer, &e., 1856. It is usua 
es the ay The ha £ ysier in three | given with tha coniesion of st. iii, = (J. J.) 

Vewr,D. xij cent. in the British Museum | © comfort to [of] the weary! O balm 
Hoarl. 296] ¢°; f 102); Jul. A- vi. & O00: | | the distressed! T. R. Birks. (Pe f. of the Anglo. * 247). , the Lat. Hys. 2 
1 1th eat yen Oy a Teds printed from an Lt is tm in a: ®t Durham (B. iii, $2, £30 0) Christi, Ca a Mg of the 11th cent. at piso 

Th: o) , #70). ta a 
"dge (391, P 

lxxrriz.] A red in his Companion I’salter, 
1874, u 4 at of 8 1. It is repeated in the 
Universal HT. Bk., 1885, and others, and some- 
times as “*O comfort of the weary.” Itisa 



826 O! DAY OF DAYS! 

specimen of the author's paraphrases. 
Psalters, English, § xx. 7.) fy. J.J 

O! day of days! shall hearts set 
free? J. Keble. ([Kaster.} Written April 
18, 1822, and Ist pub. in his Christian Year, 
1827, as the poem for Easter Day. It is in 
15 st. of 4 1., and headed with the text from St. 
Luke xxiv. 5,6. It has been ated in all 
later editions of the Christian Year. As a 
whole it is not in C.U.; but st. ix., xi, and 
xii., slightly altered, ure given as, “As even 
the lifeless stone was dear,” in the H. Bk. for 
the Use of Wellington Coll., 1860, where it is 
appointed for the evening of the 4th Sunday 
after Easter. (J. J.J 

am degh raking” ere Bp. C. 
Wordsworth, of Lincoln. (Sunday.| This is the 
opening hymn of his Holy Year, 1862, pt. i. in 
6 st.of 81. It is a fine hymn, somewhat in 
the style of an Ode from a Greek Canon, and 
is in extensive use. Sometimes st. v. and vi. 
are given as a separate hymn, beginuing, “To 
day on weary nations.” In the 3rd ed. of the 
Holy Year, 1863, the full hymn was given as 
No. 3. In the 1874 i, opp to the New 
Cong. H. Bk., it is reduced to 4 st, of 8 1, and 
is ulso somewhat altered. [J. J.J 

O Dei sapientia. [Presentation of the 
B.V.M.) This hymn does not appear to be 
earlier n the 15th cent. Mone, No, 342, 

ves it from mss. of the 15th cent. at Bam- 
vy, and at St. Paulin Carinthia; and Morel, 

Ri 82, cites it as in an Einsiedeln ms. of 1470. 
tisin three St Gall mss. of the 15th cent., 
Nos. 408, 438, 440. The printed text is ulso 
in the Sarum Brev., Paris, 1531; the Aberdeen 
Brev. of 1509; in Daniel, iv. p. 283, &c. Tr. as — 
O wisdom of the God of Grace, By J. DI. Cham- 

bers, in bis Lauda Syon, 1866, p. 64, and, with slight 
alterations and another doxology, in the Hymnary, 
1872, (J. M.j 

© Deus ego amo Te, Nam prior Tu 
amastime. [Love to Christ, or Passiontide.] 
This — found in the Pealterivlum Canti- 
onum Catholicarum, Cologne, 1722, p. 328, 
and is probably by some German Jeauit of the 
17th cent. In J. C. Zabuesnig’s Katholische 
Kirchengesinge, Augsburg, 1822, vol. i, p. 150, 
it is entitled, * The Desire of St. Ignatius,” 
which probably is meant to refer to St. Igna- 
tius Loyola (b. 1491, d. 1556; founder of the 
Society of Jesus, i.e. the Order of the Jesuits). 
The Latin text is also in the Hymnodia Sacra, 
Miinater, 1753, p, 268; Daniel, ii., p. 385; H. 
M. Macgill’s Songs of the Christian Creed and 
Life, 1876, &e. (J. M.] 

Translations in C. U. :— 
. I lowe, I love Thee, Lord most high. [Sy E. 
Caswall, in his Masque of Mary, &c., 1858, . 
357; and his Hys. and Poems, 1873, p, 221, ft 
is in C, U. in its original form, and also as :— 

1, Do I not love Thee, Lord most High! In Marti- 
neau's Hymna, ke, 1873, 

I love Thee, O Thou Lord most High. In Dale's 2, 
English I. Bk, 1874. 

Translations not in C. U. :-— 
1, O God, I love Thee well, J. W. Hewett, 1869. 
2. Fain would we love Thee, Lord; for Thou. 

Keble, 1869. 

3. Jeans, I love Thee evermore. E. C. Benedict of 
New York, in Schaff's Christ in Song, 1469. 
a? God, my love goes forth to Thee. A. M. Macgilt, 

J.J. 

O DEUS EGO AMO TE 

O Deus ego amo Te, Nec amo Te 
ut salves me. St. Francis Xavier? [Love 
to Christ, or chorcare rag Bgog original of this 
hymn is supposed to a Spanish sonnet 
which begins “No me mueve, mi Dios, para 
uererte,” and which in Diepenbrock’s Geist- 
icher Blumenstrauss, 1829, p. 199, is ascribed 

to St. Francis Xavier. In the Poesias of St. 
Teresa of Spaiu (Teresa de Jesus, b. 1515, d. 
1582), pub, at Miinster, in 1854, it is included 
as by her; but we have been unable to find 
it in her Libros, Lisbon, 1616, her Obras, 
Lisbon, 1654, or her Opera, Cologne, 1686. 
The Latin form is probably by Xavier or by 
some German Jesuit. It is at least as early as 
1668, for in that year @ fr. was pub. by J. 
Scheffler, in his Heilige Seelenlust, Bk. v., 
No. 194, entitled, “ She [the Soul] loves God 
simply for Himself, with the Holy Xavier. 
Also from the Latin” (see below). In the 
same it also appeared with Xavieer’s uame 
in W. Nakatenus’s Coeleste um ed. 1701, 
p. 491, entitled, “The desire of a lu ving soul 
towards the God-Man crucified for vas, 8. P. 
Francis Xavier”). The Latin texct is also 
found in the Psalteriolum Cantionu—mn Catho- 
licarum, Cologne, 1722, p. 328; the Ealymnodia 
Sacra, Minster, 1758, p. 270; Danaéel ii. p. 
335; ag fp ii, p. 280; F. A. March's 
Lat. Hys., 1875, p. 190, &e. 

It has been ¢r. into German, and through 
the German into English, viz. :— 

Ich liebe Gott, und zwar umsonst. By WW. Scheffler 
in bis Meilige Seelentust, 1668, Bk. v., No, 164 (Werke, 
1862, p. 322). A free tr, in 10 st. of 41. In_ the Herm- 
but G, #., 1735, No. 738, Tr. as “* | dear t 
Thou art He,” as No. 624 in pt. i. of the Meoravian H. 
Bk., 1754. Inthe 1789 and later ed, (1846, No. 454) it 
begins “Gracious Redeemer, Thou hast me.” {J. MJ 

The tre. directly from the Latin aree :— 

1. My God, I love Thee, not because. By 5. 
Caswall, in his Lyra Catholica, 1849, p. 295; 
and his Hys. § Poems, 1873, p. 152. It has 
been included, with slight alterations, in most 
of the prominent hymn-books pub. simce 1850, 
and is very popular in G, Britain and America. 
It is also found in the following forms :— 

(1) I love Thee, 0 God, but not. Iam the Re- 
formed Dutch Hys. of the Church, N. Y., 1 969, much 
altered. In the Bap. Praise Ak. N. Y., 1871, this 
lg again altered as “1 iove Thee, O my~ God, ard 

(2) Jesus, I love Thee; not because. I n Schafls 
Christ in Song. 1869. 

(3) Lord, may we love Thee, not because. In Acn- 
nedy. 1963, 

(4) O God, we love Thee: not because. In the 
Irvingite Hys. for the Use of the Churches. 1 871. 

(6) Saviour, I love Thee, not because. In Dale's 
English H. Bk, 1874. 

(6) Thou, O my Jesus (Saviour) Thou didet me, In 
the Unitarian 4 Sor the caureh of Christ. Boson, 
U.S.A. 1853; T. Darling's Hys. for the Church of Eng- 
land, 1587, &c. 

2. I love Thee, O my God and [my] Lord. Given 
anonymously in Kennedy, 1863, No. 661, in 4 st. 
of 6 1. In the Sarum Hyl., 1868, and Porter's 
Churchman's Hyl., 1876, it is abbreviatedl to 3 st. 

3. My God, I love Thee, yet my love. By R.C. 
Singleton, in his Anglican H, Bk, 1868, 

4. Thee, 0 God, alone I love. By G. FE. Dart- 
nell, in Thring’s Coll., 1880 and 1882. 

Other trs. are :— 
1, My God, I love Thee, not because I covet Thy sal- 

vation, Anon. in The Old Church Porch, 1867. 

ee 



© DISCLOSE THY LOVELY FACE O DURCHBRECHER ALLER 827 
Rare PO, BY heart is fixed on Thee. Slisabeth ) holy gladness,” in her C. B. for England, 1863, 

3. O God, Ik : > Hewett, | NO 73. In this st. ii, and iv., as in Lyra Ger., 14850. + Llove Thee; not with hope. J. W. “+. | are omitted. From the Lyra Ger. text, No. 408 
4-1 do not love Thee, Lord. To win Thy,&e. H. | of th ican H, the Spirit, 1864, is Kynas o : y, &. H. | of the American Hys. o Spirit, » i 

derived ; and from the C. B. for England text, + 1862, 

No. 108, in Stryker’s Christian Chorals, N. Y., 
1885. : [J. M.] 

Ss. Is7e. FO let not my love to Thee. ux E 

P > disclose Thy lovely face. C. Wesley. 
[2 yee desired.] There are two centos 

follows: each beginning with this line, as 

C1) The first is No. 156 of the Wes. H. Bk., prior to 
— 187 ‘a ckae 
4 + Soa gtley’s hymn, “Lord, how long, bow long shall 

: ch a . 
ane st. ii. am fii, are st. ii, iil. of * Christ, Whose glory 

Ss the skies" (p. 226, 1.). In this form the cento 
Swaass given in the We. H. Bk., 1780, and is found in 
Several Methodist collections. (2) The second form of 

Be da So ie NO, is", In the revied Wet, Bk. 1876. 7m posed of st. ii, iil., and v. of “ w long, how long shall 1?" as above, J.J.) 

© du allersiisste Freude. P. Gerhardt. 
C WAdtsuntide.) This beautiful hymn of sup- 
plication to the Holy Spirit for His gifts and 
se Was Ist pub. in the Urd. ed., 1648, of 

riiger’s Prazis pietatis melioa, No. 155, in 
10 st. of 81, reprinted in Wackernagel’s ed. 
of his Geisiliche Lieder, No. 30, and in Bach- 
mann’s ed., No. 10. It has attained a wide 

pularity in Germany, aud is included in the 
rlin G. L. 8. ed. 1863, No. 366. Through 

J. — J — version it has “7 arg very 
seme. guy fila ps Nn Various fo! in Great Britain 
and America. Tr. oor 

2. OG Thou sweetest Source of gladness, A full 
and good fr. by J. C. Jacobi, in Part ii., 1725, of 
his sad. Ger. p. 6 (ed. 1732, p- 43, greatly 
altered). His st. i-iv,, ix, x. were considerably 
altered, as “Holy Ghost, dispel our sadness,” by 
A. M. Toplady, and were given in the Gospel 
Magazine, June, 1776, and repeated in the same 
year in Toplady's Ps, ¢ Hys. No. 155. They 
are thus included in Sedgwick’s ed. of Top 
lady’s ys. § Sacred Poems, 1860, p. 169. 
These st. re, (i.) “Holy Ghost, dispel our sad- 
ness.”’ Cii.) ‘From that height which knowe no 
measure.” (iii.) “Come, Thou best of all dona- 
tions. Gv.) “* Known to Thee are all recesses,” 
—- «¢ Manifest Thy love for ever.” (vi.) “ Be our 
riend ©D ¢8ch occasion.” While appearing in 

many rat it usually begins with the Fat 
STA host, a; Wmi= Toplady text of 1776, 
«< Holy pss dispe} our sadness.” These centos 
may be ris STouped -— 

C1) Int "rginar ; ut a dozen 

Of Ogee re ia thin carer aed all beginning ith 
Ce Fey Te in 5 agra yo Church ina - hese centoe ma ancertained by compari i a the first lines of 

SPS mete a om of = 3 taal 
Tass 3 Kennedy, et Bickersteths Christian Pealmedy, 3B) In 8.7.8.7. 50835 Com, Praise, 1879, &C- i me thi7e. There are nearly ten centos in 
Penns lvania Tree e r HH. Bk. 1836, in 2 at. tot 

*). gare to pit CA. Bk, 1868, noe ae 1) ** Holy ic. of Hymns, 1ghlag centow there are #16? (itaria 
Dess,"" in the A “ Source of & * 5 Come, 

aRecstian Hyg *Wees And other collections § aS kes's oo | t ladness,” in St th 

sae irc tex el, bath being altered forms of the 

O du Liebe meiner Liebe. [Passion- 
tide.) Included in the Geistreiches G. B., 
Halle, 1697, $ 203, in 7 st. of 81, and in 
Wagner's G. B., Leipzig, 1697, vol. ii. p. 870- 
Repeated in Freylinghausen’s G. B., 1704, and 
recently in the Berlin G. L. S., ed. 1863. 

It has been erroneously ascribed to J. Scheffler, to 
whose * Liebe, die du mich zum Bilde,” it isa companion 
hymn : sometimes tu A, Drese, equally without proof. In the Blitter fiir Hymnologie, 1453, p. 11, it is claimed 
for Kligabethe von Senitz [b. 1629 at Hankau, Brieg, 
Silesia ; d. 1679, at Oels in Silesia). (See Various.) 

Translations in C. U.:— 
Holiest Love, whom most I love, A good 

tr., omitting st. iv., by Miss Winkworth, in her 
Lyra Ger., \st Ser., 1855, p. 83 (2nd ed., 1856, 
altered, and with a new fr. of St. ii). It was 
repeated in full in Schati’s Christ in Song, 1869, 

ee Abridged in Flett’s Coll., Paisley, 1871 ; 
hiting’s Hys. for the Ch. Catholic, 1882, the 

latter reading “most I prize” Two American 
hymn-books, the Dutch Kefi, 1869, and the Bapt. 
Praise Bk., 1871, give centos beginning with 
the tr. of st. vi, “O Love! who gav'st Thy life 
for me,” 

Other tra. are, (1) “0 the love wherewith I'm loved,” 
as No. 627 tn pt. i, of the Moravian H. Bk., 1764 (1986, 
No. 99). (2) “ Love divine! my love comm 7 
by Miss Burlingbam in the Aritish Herald, Oct., 1466, 
P. 152, and Reld's Hraise Bk., 1872, No, 375, (J, M.} 

O Durchbrecher aller Bande. G. 
Arnold, a Ist pub. in his 
Gottliche Liebes-Funcken, Frankfurt am Main, 
1698, No. 169, in 11 st, of 8 1., entitled “ The 
Sigh of the Captive.” Included in the Geist- 
a tk G. B., Darmstadt, 1698, p. 498, in 
Freylinghausen’s G. B,, 1704, and many Inter 
collections, as the Unv. L. &., 1851, No. 326. 
Also in Ehmann'’s ed. of Arnold’s Geistl. 
Lieder, 1856, p. 81, and Knapp's ed., 1845, p. 
202. It is Arnold’s finest church hymn, and 
is a very characteristic expression of the Pie- 
tistic views regarding the conflict between the 
old and the new man. Lauxmann, in Koch, 
viii., 432-434, says of it :— 

“ this hymn the powerfully expresses his 
amen aie under tag ponies confi he had with 
his beart.. . Itis a true daily hymn of supplication 
for earnest Christians who have tuken the words of the 
Apostle ‘Follow, . . .the sanctification without which 
no man shall see the Lord’ (Heb. xii. 14) as the rule 
and standard of their lives. Many such might often 
rather sigh it out than sing it.” 

Translations in C. U.:— 
1. Thou who breakest every chain, A very 

good tr., omitting st. v., vi., by Miss Winkworth, 
in her Lyra Ger,, 2nd Ser., 1858, p. 140 (C. B. 
for England, 1863, No, 111, omitting the trs. of 
st. iii, viii), Included in the Harrow School 
H. Bk., 1866; Brown-Borthwick’s Select Hys., 
1871, and the S. P.C. K. Church Hys., 1871, 
&c. In Church Hys. the cento is: st. i, is from 
i., 1]. 1-4, and iv,, Il, 1-4 of the German; ii. 
from iv., ll. 5-8, and vii. 1]. 5-8; iii. from ix. ; 

from x., ll. 1-4, and xi. 5-8. ittin j > tr., | iv. , , 

Sr iner Lrg hig, Re sal ean Se Wine |e ee ee oe es ee 
in, alter. .@ep “nd ix., by 5, and | art. itting st. v., vi. by Mrs. an, in A 

agal®, ere in’, 2nd series, 1858, P Fount of | Songe of Eternal Life, 1858, p. 51, Her trs. © 
Metre, as “ Sweets 
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st. i., viii, x., xi, are No. 188 in Dr, Pagen- 
stecher’s Coll, 1864. 

Another tr, is, “ Thou who breakest every fetter, Who 
art ever,” by N. L, Frothingham, 1870. (J. M.] 

O esca viatorum. [Holy Communion.) 
This hymn was probably composed by some 
German Jesuit of the 17th cent., though it 
has been by some ascribed to St. Thomas of 
Aquino. It has not been traced earlier than 
the Mainz G. B., (R. C.) 1661, where it is 
given at p. 367 in 3 st., entitled “Hymn on 
the true Bread of Heaven.” It is also in the 
Hymnodia Sacra, Mainz, 1671, p. 86; in 
Daniel ii. p. 369, and others. (J. M.] 

Translations in C. U. :— 
1. O Bread to pilgrims given. By R. Palmer, Ist 

pub. in the American Sabbath H. Bk, 1858, No. 
1051; again in his Hys. § Sac. Poems, 1865; 
and then in the Lyra Sac, Americana, 1868. In 
1867 it was given with alterations in Alford's 
Year of Praise, and subsequently in other col- 
lections. 
2. O Food that weary pilgrims love. By the 

Compilers of H. A, & M., in the 2nd ed. of 
Introits prefixed to H, A. & M., 1861, and then 
in the 1868 Appendix to the same, and in other 
hymnals, 

3. O Food of men wayfaring. By R. F. Littledale, 
in the Altar Manual, 1863; the People’s H., 
1867 ; and the Altar Hymnal, 1884. 

4. O Bread of Life from heaven. By Philip 
Schaff, in his Christ in Song, N. Y., 1869, Lond., 
1870. This is repeated in the Scottish Presb. 
Hymnal, 1876, and altered as “O Food, the 
pilgrim needeth,” in the Hymnary, 1872, 

Translations not in 0. U.:— 
1. O living Bread from Heaven. H. Trend, in Lyra 

Bucharistica, 1863. 
2. 0 Meat the pilgrim needeth. J. D. Chambers, 

1866. 
3. Behold the traveller fed. D. T. a TO 

Light. H. Bonar. [Christ 
in All.] Pub. in the 2nd Series of his Hys. of 
Faith and Hope, 1864, in 10 st. of 4 L, and 
headed, “ Christ in All.” It deals with Christ 
as the Everlasting “ Light,” “ Rock,” “ Fount,” 
“Health,” “Truth,” “Strength,” “ Love,” 
and “ Rest” of His people. It is in extensive 
use, and sometimes as “ Jesus, my Everlasting 
Light.” (J. J.J 

O Ewigkeit, du Donnerwort. ./. Rist. 
{Eternal Life.) 1st pub. in the Viertes Zehen 
of his Himlische Lieder, Liineburg, 1642, p. 51, 
in 16 st. of 81, entitled “ An earnest con- 
templation of the unending Eternity.” It is 
given in full in Burg'’s G. B., Breslau, 1746, 
No, 1142, and still holds its place as a standard 
hymn, but is frequently abridged ; st. iv., vii., 
viii, xii. being generally omitted, as in the 
Berlin G. L. 8. ed., 1863, No, 1608. It is an 
impressive and strongly coloured hymn, and 
has proved a powerful appeal to many German 
hearts. Tr. as :— 

1, Eternity! terrific word. A version of st. i., 
iii., xii., xvi, based on Jacobi, 1722; and pro- 
bably by W. M. Reynolds, as No. 245 in the 
American Luth. Gen. Synod’s Coll., 1850-52, 
Repeated in the Ohio Luth. Hyl., 1880. 

2. Eternity! most awful word, By A. T. Rus- 
sell, as No, 258 in his Ps. § ys., 1851. It is in 
4 st., founded on st. i.,ii., ix. xvi. Repeated, 

O Everlas' 

O FILIT ET FILIAE 

altered and beginning “Eternity, tremendous 
word, The womb of mysteries yet unheard,” in 
Kennedy, 1863. 

8. Eternity, thou word of fear. A good tr. of 
st. i, ix. xiii, xvi. by E. Thring, as No. 47 in 
the Uppingham and Sherborne School H. Bk., 
1874. 
Another tr. is “ Eternity! tremendous Word, Home- 

striking Point, Heart-plercing Sword,” by J. C. Jacobi, 
1722, p. 97. {J. M. 

O Ewigkeit! O Ewigkeit. [Eteriity.] 
Wackernagel v. p. 1258, gives this as an 
anonymous hymn (in 18 st. of 6 1. and the re- 
frain, “ Betracht o Mensch die Ewigkeit’’), 
from the Catholische Kirchen-Gesiing, Eologne 
1625 (Béumker, ii. p. 304, says it is in the 
Ausserlesene Catholische geistliche Kirchenge- 
sding, Cologne, 1623). In Daniel Wiilffer’s 
Zwilf Andachten, Niirnberg, 1648. p. 536, in 
16 st. considerably altered. Wiilffer’s text is 
in the Niirnberg G. B., 1690; Schéber’s Lied- 

1769, and others; and is followed 
by Bunsen in his Versuch, 1833, No. 839. 
Bunsen’s sts. err to st. i-iv., viii., xi, 
xii, xiv.-xvili. of 1625 text, some being 
considerably altered. As in almost all the 
tre. the second line is ‘‘How long art thou, 
Eternity,” we employ in the following notes 
—, to show this. Tr. as:— 

1, Eternity! Eternity!—Yet onward. In full 
from Bunsen, by Miss Cox, in her Sac. Hys. from 
the German, 1841, p. 187 (1864, p. 139). In- 
cluded, more or less altered and abridged, in 
Alford’s Ps. § Hys., 1844, and his Year of Praise, 
1867; Holy Song, 1869; the American //ys. for 
the Church of Christ, 1853; Plymouth Coll. 
1855; Dutch Reformed, 1869; and others, 

%, Eternity! Eternity!—-And yet. A good and 
full tr, from Bunsen by Miss Winkworth, in 
her Lyra Ger., Ist Ser., 1855, p. 24, It is re- 
peated abridged in the Cumbrae H. Bé&., 1863; 
and in America in the Hys. for Ch. & Home, 
1860; Robinson's Sonys for the Sanctuary, 1865, 
and the Church Praise Bk, 1882. 
Other trs. are, (1) “ Evernity | Eternity !—For still,” 
Gq T. Brooka, in bis Schiller’s Homage of the Arts, 

&c., 1847 (Boston, U. hy Ri 146. 2) * Eternity! 
Eternity !—Yet hasteth,” rr. H. W. Dulcken, in his 
Bk. of Ger. Songs, en F 245. (3) “ Eternity, bow 
long! how vast,” by Dr. G. Walker, 1860, p. 115. (4) 
“ Eternity ! how long art thou,” by l/r. J. Gathrie, 1869. 
p. 128, (5), “Eternity! Eternity !—Life hasteth,” 
signed “ M. M.” in the Monthly Packet, vol. xii., L871, 
p. 413. (6) “Eternity! Eternity !—Swiftly,” dated 
1866, by J. H. Hopkins, in bis Ays. & Songs, 3rd 
ed., 1882, p. 90, 

See also Eternity ! Eternity ! how vast, p. 357, i. 
{J. M.] 

O Faith! thou workest miracles. 
F. W. Faber. (Faith.) Appeared in his 
Jesus and Mary, 1849, in 12 st. of 4 1, and 
entitled “Conversion.” It was also included 
in his Hymna, 1862. The hymn “O Gift of 
gifts! O grace of Faith,” in the Hymnary, 
1872, and others, is composed of st. v. vii-x. 
and xii. of this hymna slightly altered. [J. J.J 

O filii et filiae, Rex coelestis, Rex 
gloriae. [Easter.] Neale in his Med. Hye. 
1851, classes this with others as belonging to 
the 13th cent.; but it is more probably not 
earlier than the 17th, and is apparently of 
French origin. The Latin text, for the Salut 
on Easter Day, is in the 0; de la Semaine 
Sainte, Paris, 1674, p. 478. Béumker, i. 
p. 569, cites a German fr. as in the Nord- 
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@ = Fithrers zur Seeligkeit, a German 
posuit Collection pub. in 1671. The hymn is 
It roduced by “ Alleluia, Alleluia, Alleluia.” is 

Other tra. are :— 
ont O Fount of love! blest Spirit, W.J. Blew, 1862 

1855. 

2. O Fount of love! Thou Spirit blest. J. D. Cham— 
a. 

a All-gractou Spirit, Fount of love, D. 7. Mor, is it, Fount e. . F. gan. 
1880, {J. J.J 
© fora closer walk with God. W- 
a (Walking with God.) This is one 
of the most beautiful, tender, and popular of” 
Cowper’s hymus. It appeared in the 2nd ed. 
of R. Conyers’s Coll. of Ps. & Hys., 1772. im 
6 st. of 4 1, and again in A. M. To ladys 
Ps. & Hys., 1776, and in the Olney Ey 8, 
1779, Bk. i., No. 3, and headed, Walking 
with God.” It is based on Gen. y, 24, “ An 
Enoch walked with God.” It is in extensive 
use in all English-speaking countries, and 
usually in its original form. {J. J.J 

O for a faith that will not shrink. 
W. JI. Bathurst. [Faith.] 1st pub. in his 
Pa. and Hys., &c., 1831, Hy. 86, in 6 st. of 4 1, 
and entitied, “The Power of Faith,’ As 
found in H. A. & M, the Hy. Comp., and others, 
st. iv. is omitted. Its omission is a great gain 
to the hymn, as it mars its simplicity and 

erness. It reads :— 
* That bears unmov'd the world's dread frown, 

Nor heeds its scornful smile; 
That sin's wild ocean cannot drown, 

Nor its soft arts beguile.” 

The use of this hymn is great, and more 
especially in America, where it is given in 
most of the leading collections. J.J.) 

O for a heart to praise my God. C. 
Wesley. (Holiness desired.) Appeared in 
Hys. and Sac. Poems, 1742, p. 80, in 8 st. of 
4 i (P. Works, 1868-72, vol. ii. p. 77). It is 
based on the Prayer Book version of Pa. li. 
10. From its appearance in M. Madan’s Ps. 
& Hys., 1760, No. 3, to the present time, it 
bas been one of the most widely used of 
C. Wesley's hymns. It was given in the Wes. 
H. Bk., 1780, No. 334. G. J. Stevenson's 
note in his Methodist H. Bk. Notes, 1883, p. 
245, is of more than usual interest. [J. J. 

O for an overcoming faith. J. Watts. 
[Second Advent.] 1st gee in his Hys. and 
Spiritual 8., 1707 (2ud ed. 1709, Bk. i. 17), 
in 4 st.of 41. It is based on 1 Cor, xv, 55- 
58, and is included in several hymn-books in 
G. Britain and America, 

Another form is that given to it as No. 
41 in the Draft Scottish Translations and 
Paraphrases, 1745, beginning, “When the 
last trumpet’s awful voice.” It is in 7 at. of 4 
1., of which i.-iii, and vii. are new, and st. iv.— 
vi. are at. ii.-iv. of thishymn by Watts. It was 
rewritten in the public worship ed. of the J'rs- 
and Paraphs. issued by the Church of Scot- 
land in 1781 and still in C. U.; st. iii, I. 
8, 4, being altered from the 1745 text, and st. 
vii. rewritten as st. vii. and viii. The text 
of 1745 is ascribed by the eldest daughter of 
W. Cameron (p. 200, fi.) to Thomas Randall 
(an opinion uot shared in by the other autho- 
rities); and the alterations in 1781 to W. 
Cameron. This form of the text is in ©. U. 
outside of the T's, and Paraphs., both in 
Gt. Britain and America, Sometimes st. iii- 
vi. are slightly altered as, “Behold what 
heavenly prophets sung.” .This form is in 
the Edinburgh Diocesan Sel. of 1830, No, 23, 

used in mauy French dioceses in the 
s fut, or solemn salutation of the Blessed 
acrament, on the evening of Easter Day. 

f he text will be found in the Paroissiens pub, 
¥F.. use in the Paris and other dioceses in 

France. (J. M.] 
Translations in C. U.:— 

+ Ze sons and daughters of the Lord, By E. 
» in his Lyra Catholica, 1849, p- 251, and 

his “ys. § Poems, 1873, p. 152. It is given in 
Somme Roman Catholic hymn-books in an ab- 
breviated form. 

@. Ye sons and daughters of the King. By J. 
M. Neale in his Medieval Hys., 1851, p. 111, and 
the Hymnal N., 1854, No. 65. In addition to 
ats use in its 1851 form it is also found as:— 

C2) © sons and let us sing. This is the 
FT -A. & M. text, and is eale's altered by the Compilers. 
‘Fhe Sarum 1563 is the same text with further altera- 
tions. 

(2) Children of God, and sing. For Christ hheth risen, £0, This in Hymnary, 1872, is based 
— oo, Neale and J. > eee. _— 

sons redeemed, we sing. In Murray’s 
Fiyrmnatl, 1852, ~ 

(&) We Dally a eneneee of the Tent. This in 
Skinner's Daily Service fyl., 1864, is a cento from Neale 
and Caswall. 

3. Ye sons and daughters, Christ we sing, By WwW. J. Blew in his Church Hy, and Tune Bk., 
1852—55. and in Rice's Sel. from the same, 1870. 

@. Children of men, rejoice and sing. By J D. 
Chambers in his Lauda Syon, 1857, p. 176. It 
passed into the Salishury H. Bk., 1857, and the 
Peopl.’s H., 1867, 

Translations not in C, U. :— 
2. Young men and maids, rejoice and sing. In the 

Evening Office, 1748; the Divine Office, 1163; and O, 
Shipley’s Annus Sanctus, 1484. In J. R. Beste’s Church 
mit aN — P- 50, the same tr. is given with very 

< . 

. 2. Let Zion's sons and daughters say. T. C. Porter 
C1859, revised 156s) in Schaff's Christ in Sung, N.Y., 
1869; go pe : 

3. maids Striplings, hear e's story. C. 
Kent, in 0. Sbipley’s annus sanctus, 16%. Ty. 

© fons amoris, Spiritus. C. Coftn 
"Sunday Morning) “Appeared in the Paris 

reviary, 1736, asthe Ferial hymn ot Terce, in 3 st. of 41. and again in Coffin's Hymni 
Sacrit, 1736. p. 92. It ig also in J. Chandler's 
ys. of the Prim Church, 1837, p. 4; and 
Card. rorean's Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 and 
1865. Ss a “Nuue sancte nobis.” Itie went % Me 

- ara: Fount of love, Unlock Thy temple 
door. 1984 ‘+ tlliams, in the British Magazine, 
Jan., i. ry vol, vy Pp. 30, and again in his Ays. 
tr. from the Pay, "Brev,, 1889, p-7- In the 
English Mymney. 1856 aoe 1861. No. 9 is the 

e tr. rj ‘ : sol 
vount of love, ‘iten in cw, as “O Holy Spirit, 

2. O Holy 8 ck” Se. By J. Chand- 
Jer, in his Hys_ °% Lord of grace. r 7837 
This is repea St the Prim, Church, *° pee, 
collections. J," With slight changes sol aoe ia 
substituted fo, - A. § Mf, another doxology 

3. 0 Holy gat in Chandler. 
ac. By Jane Ent, Fount of love. Blest Para- ho” b. in her ‘ rn 

& Hy 3- kes 1852 Scottish rs. and, Parapet & 
Lea Ue, 7 10 4 ot. of & 1, and 880 1971, 
1888, of tree Bae” the Churches, 1864 WMO oa. 

e 4, ng of Holy Love: ted, No. 280. 
dix to the 4. 4¥° 
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and aa in the Scottish Episco Coll., 
1858, No. 126. J. M.) 

O for Fae Gan (hens _— — 
and A. M. To y- rayer for t oly 
Spirit.) This hymn is Be 5 the 12 con- 
¢ uding lines of Miss Steele's poem on “ Cap- 
tivity,” pub. in her Poems, &c., 1760, vol. ii, 
p. 46 (Sedgwick’s reprint, 1863, p, 227), and 
appeared in A. M. Toplady’s P's, & Hys., 1776, 
Ne 194, in 5 st. of 4 1. This form of the 
text is in a few modern collections, includin 
the Bap. I’s. & Hys., 1858, aod others. (J. J. 

O for the death of those. [Burial.] 
The opening line of this hymn is the first 
line of J. Montgomery's “ Ode to the Volun- 
teers of Britain, On the Prospect of Invasion,” 
pub. in his Wanderer of Switzerland and 
Other Poema, 1819; and the third line of at. i. is 
partly from the last stanza but one of the same 
“Ode.” From these extracts, and the whole 
tone and swing of the hymn, it is clear that 
it was suggested by the “Ode.” It appeared 
anonymously in Mason and Greene's American 
Church Psalmody, Boston, 1831, No. 616, in 5 
st. of 4 1. It is given in several modern 
American collections, including Hatfield's 
Church H. Bk., 1872, and others. It is some- 
times ascribed to J. Montgomery, and at other 
times to 8. F. Smith, but in each case in error. 
Its authorship is unknown. (F. M. B.] 

Bg ocd the happy ag age F. 
. Faber. a ro in Prayer. ppeared 

in his Jesus and Mary, &c., 1849, in 18 st. of 
4 1,and again in his Hymns, 1862. In the 
American Bapt. Praise Book, N. Y., 1871, 
No. 937, beginning, “ One thing alone, dear 
Lord, I dread,” is a cento compiled from this 
hymn. {J. J.J 

O for the peace which floweth as 
a river. Jane C , née Fox. [Hoping 
and Trusting to the end.) Pub, in her post- 
liuumous work, A Little While, and 
Poems, 1864, as the oy hymn of the 
volume, in 6 st. of 41. It is found in full or 
in part in a large number of hymn books 
in G. Britain and America, and is much 
esteemed as a hymn for private use. (J. J.] 

O fortis, O clemens Deus. C. Coffin. 
{Evening.) Lnocluded in the Paris Breviary, 
1736, as the Ferial hymn at Vespers on Thurs- 
days from Trinity to Advent; and aguin in 
Coffin’s Hymnit Sacri, 1736, p. 24. Also in J. 
Chandler's Hys. of the Primitive Church, 1837, 
No. 28 ; nnd Card. Newman’s Hymni Ecolesiae, 
1838 and 1865. Tr. us :— 

1. O God of our salvation, Lord. J. Chandler, in 
his Hys. of the Prim. Church, 1837, p. 25, and 
Oldknow's Hymns, ¢e., 1850, &e. 

2. Merciful and mighty Lord, Author of redeem- 
ing love. By R. Campbell, in his Ays. and 
Anthems, 1850. This is repeated in the 1860 
Appendix to the Hymnal Noted. 

Other trs. are :— 
1. Merciful and 

word. f. Withons “ine ramen 
ane God of mercy, God of might. J. D. Chambers. 

3. Unto Thee, O Father, merciful and mighty. D. 7. 
m. 1880, (J. J. 

O frommer und getreuer Gott. [Pe- 
nitence.) Based on a hymn, “Ich armer 

O GOD, MY GOD, MY ALL 

Mensch, mein Herr und Gott,” by Johann Leon 
in his Trostbichlein, 1611, and thence in 

Tack el iv. p. 507, in 14 lines. It is in- 
cluded in 6 st.of 4 1. in the Konigsberg G. B., 
1650, p. 297, and probably in an earlier ed. ¢. 
1643 ; also in J. Criiger’s Praxis pietatia, 1648, 
No, 47, in the Berlin G. ZL. &, ed. 1863, 
No. 527, &. Sometimes erroneously ascribed 
to Bartholomdus Ringwaldt, whose hymn with 
the same first line (Porst’s G. B., ed. 1855, 
No 318) is entirely different. Tr. as -— 
0 Thou ri i Lord. In ful A. ont naam aint Sate 
O God, before Whose radiant throne. 

[Opening of a Place of Worship.) This hymn 
appeare cneaymons? in the 1810 ed. of 
Rippon’s Bap. Sel., No. 338, Pt. ii., in 7. st. of 
4 { It was rewritten by the Rev. C. H. 
Spurgeon in 1866 in 5 st., and included in 
his 0. O. H. Bk., 1866, as by “John Rippon, 
1810; Charles H. Spurgeon, 1866.” This text 
and ascription of authorship were repeated in 
Dale's English H_Bk., 1874. We have seen 
no authority for attributing the original to Dr. 
Rippon. Its anonymous appearance in his 
Sel., in —— authors’ — _ regen 
given wi ymns, is no proof that he was 
the author. (J. J.) 

O God, for ever near. Abner W. Brown. 
[Public Worship.] Written in 1844, and Ist 
pub. in his Introits, 1845, in 4 st. of 4 L ; again 
in his Hys. and Scriptural Chants, 1848 ; and 
again in ‘his Sel. of Ps. & Hys., 1865. In this 
last it was increased to 5 stanzas, the addition 
being st. iv. In the Bap. Ps. & Hys., 1858, 
No. 883, st. i.-iii. are from this hymn, and st. 
iv. ia st. i. in a rewritten form. The hymn in 
whole or in ts is also in other collections, 
as Alford’s Year of Praise, 1867. [J.J.] 

O God, my God, my all Thou art. 
(Ps. lriii.] This translation, by John Wesley, 
of a version of the 63rd Psalm, by an unknown 
pry author, was firat pub. in J. Wesley's 

of Pealms and Hymna, 1738. This was an 
enlarged edition of the Ps. and Hys. previously 

b. by him at Charles-Town, printed by 
wis Timothy, 1737. (See Methodist , 

§i.) The tr. was again pub. in the Wesley 
Hys. and Sacred Poems, 1739, p. 196, in 10 st. 
of 41. (P. Works, 1868-72, vol. 1. p. 174.) In 
1780 it was included in the Wes. H. Bk., 
No, 425, with the omission of st. iv., “In 
holiness within Thy gates.” Curiously 
enough, this stanza, as “O Lord, within Thy 
sacred ai is the opening stanza of a cento 
from this hymn given in several modern col- 
lection», including the Hymnary, 1872, the 
H. Comp., 1870 and 1876, and others, together 
with many American collections. Thix cento 
is in Elliott's Ps. and Hys., 1835, and is pro- 
bably much earlier. Dr. Osborn says, in his 
note on this hymn (P. Works, vol. i, p- 174.) 
“This noble version of Ps, xiii. was in-erted tn the 
a ee eee eee 
America. The Spanish author is unknown.” 

Mr. G. J. Stevenson, in his Methodist Hymn 
Book Notes, 1883, p. 294, says positively :— 

* This by is from the . translated by Joba 
Wesley af inh was in Aeaten ts iton 7 

Although there is much to strengthen Dr. 
Osborn’s suggestion, that the tr. was made in 
America, we have seen no proof that it waa 
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made there in 1735; and sumewnat ogainst i = : ‘ gainst it 
28 the fact that the hymn is notin the Charles- Biy™ Coll. of Ps. & Hys., 1736-87. Bisho 
cuckersteth's note on the cento, in his ni 
aerven : Gannotated ed., 1880), is well de- 

Peal This very beautiful version of part of the 63rd 
By US Varied from the translation of a Spanish version 
Relay’ *tley. It seems to the Editor one of the most 
= and perfect hymns we possess for public 

‘ne ‘Lhe use, both of the Wes. H. Bk. text, and of 
i © cento, “© Lord, within Thy sacred gates,” S ©Xtensive, especially of the latter. i. J.) 

© God, my Refuge, hear my cries. 
ZI. Watts. Ps. lv.) Appeared in his Psalms 
OF David, &., 1719, p. 147 (misprinted 947), am 10 st. of 41, headed, “Support for 
the afflicted and tempted Soul.” Ino explana- 
tiom of some portions of the Psalm which are 
mot paraphased, the following note is added :— 

“* I have left out some whole Psalms, and several Parts of others that tend tw fill the mind with over- 
«melming sorrows, or sharp resentment; neither of 

chesefore the parila: cenths Be aaa nd °o © rt nts oF ¥ nat 
Achitophel Deve are entirely cuitted.” = 
_  ‘“K’his paraphrase is given in some collections 
im full, and in others in an abbreviated form. 
In the Leeds Hy. Bk., 1853, and others, it 
begins with st. viii. as “God shall preserve 
amy soul from fear.” J.J.) 

© God of Bethel, Whose hand. 
FP. Doddridge. [Jacob's Vow.) This well- 
known and much-appreciated hymn has more 
than usual interest attached to it from its his- 
torical association with the Scottish Transla- 
tions and Paraphrases of 1745 and 1781, and 
the mumoerous forms it has undergone. The 
facts cannot be grasped without much diffi- 
culty unless they are set forth in chronological 
order, and with more than usual detail. 

i. The English form of the Text. 
1. The earliest form % the hymn is that in 

the handvriting of Doddri now in the 
possession of the Rooker family, and quoted in 
this Dictionary ag the p. sss. (see Doddridge). 
Doddridge’s 48. hymns number 100. This is 
as follows :— 

«+ No. xxxii. Tacor’ 
From con's Vow. 

Gen. xxxili. 20, 22. 

+ Oh God of 1 

Bethel, by whose Hand 
ho thepdael still fed 

as 
All our Fathers led 

** To thee 2 
pu thet humble Vows we raise 

ur Depot kind and faithful Breast 
mt te all our Care 

Wilt phro" om perplexing Path 
Ifthoy 2° our constant Guide 
Ane yytlt daily Bread supply 

tment wilt provide 

Tua gilt epee thy Shield around 
ou. re our wandrings cease 

SUF Father's lov'd Abode 
“To \s arrive in Peace 

Wey aa 5 God Ang “2 on? our oe me 

Bat ge ha aroha" 
2. In 1755, : We have is thine: | 16 1739." 

© Orton publisheel as dae 
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from another ms. (written in shorthand, 
Humphreys’s ed., Preface, p. viii.) by Dodd- 
ridge as Hymns founded on Various Texts in 
the Holy Scriptures, &, This hymn is given 
as No. iy., and ins :— 

“ O God of Jacob, by whose hand,” 
this being the only variation from the Rooker 
MS. as above. In 1839, J. D. Humphreys re- 
printed the hymn in his edition of Doddridge’s 
Hymns, &e., No. iv., from the same ms. as J. 
Orton had used, but with these variations : 
st. i., 1. 4, Hath for “ Hast ” ; and st. v., 1. 2, We 
will ourselves for “ We'll our whole selves.” 
Of Humphreys’s text editors have taken no 
notice. 
From Orton's text there are the following 

hymns in ©. U.:— 
1. O God of Jacob, by Whose hand. In several col- 

lections. 
2. O Thou, by Whose all bounteous hand. This was 

given in J. Belknap’s Sacred Poetry consisting of 
Psalms and Hymns, &c., Boston, U. 8. A., 1795; and 
again in later American collections, 

ii. The Scottish form of the Tezt, 
1. It is through the ish text that the 

hymn is most widely known. Its history, 
which is somewhat singular, is as follows :— 

2. A copy of the Rooker M8. noticed above, 
and in dridge's handwriting, is in the pos- 
session of the descendants of ol. Gardiner’s 
family. It fornierly belonged to Lady Frances 
Erskine (an intimate friend of D dge's), 
who became the wife of Col. Gurdiner, and 
her name is written therein. It is a com- 
nay copy of the Rooker MS., with the excep- 

ion that the corrections of the text made b 
Doddridge in the margin of the Rooker MS. 
are given in the body of the hymn instead of 
the original words, and the dates are 
omitted. An Index of first lines, not in the 
Rooker MS., is added in Doddridge’s hand- 
writi From this ws. R. Blair (p. 145, i.) 
secured this hymn from Lady Frances Gar- 
diner, and presented it to the Committee 

in compiling the Scottish Transla- 
tions and Paraphrases, and in the issue of 
1745 it was given therein as No. xliv., with 
the single alteration of “shield” to “ wings” 
in at. iv., 1. 1, 

3. Doddridge wrote the hymn on “ Jany. 16, 
1739 ;" it was included in the Scottish Tra. 
and Paraphrases in 1745; and J. was 
born in 1748. Notwithstanding this, 

ve it in his Poems, 1781, in the following 
‘orm, and as his own :— 

1. “ O God of A Whose hand 

Wh th ica are i w ’ 

Hast on ear fathers bed ya 
; Fiat os} yers, we now present 

ore oi vr ahr Ae 
Of their succeeding race. 

3. “ Thro’ each perplexing path of life 
Our wand’ ri ; 

Give us each aor da y bread: 
And raiment jit provide ! 

4.°0O Thy cov'ring wings around, 
Il all our wanderings cease ; 

And at our Father's lov'd abode 
Our souls arrive in peace ! 

6. “ Now with the humble voice of prayer, 
Thy we implore ; 7 

ii ‘ul i . gt ade 
Here st. i.-iv. are a reviee of Doddridge, and 

st. v. is new. 
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4. During the same year (1781) the Scottish 
Translations and Paraphrases were published 
in their new and revised form (see Scottish 
Hymnody), The text as in ’s Poems is 
included as No. ii., with the following varia- 
tions :— 
St. i. “O God of Bethel! by whose hand.” 
St. i1., ti. and iv. a8 in Logan's Poems. 
St. v. “ Such blessings from Thy gracious hand 

Our humble pray'ra implore ; 
And Thou be our chosen 
And portion evermwre.” 

5. This arrangement ia evidently by the 
same hand as the text in the Poems. T 
text as in the Poems has been claimed for M. 
Bruce (p. 187, i.), but we think on insufficient 
evidence. Its designation is “* P. Doddridge, 
Jan. 173§; Seottish Trs. & Parapha., 1745; 
J. Logan, 1781; and Scottish Paraphs., 1781.” 

6. m the Scottish Tra. & Paraphs., 1781, 
the following arrangements are in C. U. :— 

1, 0 God of Bethel, by Whose hand. In numerous 
collections, in full or in part, in G. Britain and America. 

2. O God of Abraham, by Whose hand. In the 8. P. 
C. K. Hymns, 1852. 

by Whose hand. In Martineau’s 3.0 of ages, 
Hymns, 1840 and 1873. 

Whose hand. In the Hyz, for 4. O God of Israel, by 
in the Cha ‘Marlborough 1669. 

5. 0 God, me Almighty ae In the Cooke 
and Denton Hymnal, 1853, 

6. God of our Fathers, by Whose hand. Very much 
altered in the American Prayer Book Coll,, 1826, and a 
great many later American hymnals. 

7. O God of Jacob, by hand. 
Supplemental Hys. to H. A. & M. 

iii. Claim on behalf of Risdon Darracott. © 
Doddridge’s original has been claimed for 

Risdon Darracott, sometime pupil with 
Doddridge, and subsequently a gia 
rian minister at Wellington, Somerset. e 
earliest date given to Darracott’s version 
is his murriage, after 1741. Doddridge, as 
we have seen, actually wrote the hymn on 
Jan. 16, 173%. Darracott may have adapted 
it for his own marriage, or Doddridge may 
have done it for him; in either case the 
hymn is by Doddridge. {J. J.J 
O God of God, O Light of Light. J. 

Julian. (Praise of Jesus.) Written to Sir 
John Goss’s tune Peter h in Mercer's 
Ch. Psalter and H. Bk. for the Sheffield Church 
Choirs Union Festival, April 16, 1883, and 
first printed in the Festiv book. In 1884 it 
was included in Horder's Cong. Hymns, and 
subsequently in other collections. [J. J.] 

O God of hosts, the mighty Lord. 
Tate & Brady. (Ps. lzxxiv.]) This is a more 
than usually good example of Tate and Brady's 
c. M. renderings of the Paulms. It ap 1 in 
the New Version, 1696, and when that work 
yielded to the modern hymn-book, it was 
adopted, usually in an abbreviated form, in 
many collections. The centos vary in their 
length, and in the stanzas chosen, and when a 
doxology is added, as in H, A. & M., Thring’s 
Coll, and others, that of Tate and Brady is 
chosen. In Biggs’s Annotated H. A. & M.,a 
translation into Latin by George Buchanan, 
ec. 1550, of the corresponding verses in the 
Psalm, is given, together with a Latin doxo- 
logy from the Paris Breviary. ([Psalters, Eng 
§ 13, y.] (J. 

O God of love, O King of Peace. 
Sir H. W. Baker. (In Time of Trouble.) 
Written for and first published in 1. A & M, 

In the 1889 

7 ie 
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1861. It has been ated in several collec- 
tions. In Alford's Year of Praise, 1867, it is 
attributed to“ Cowper” in error.  [J. J.] 

O God of our forefathers, hear. C¢. 
Wesley. (Holy Communion.) — 1st pub. in 
Hymns on the Lord's Supper, 1745, No. 125, 
in 4 st. of 6 1. (P. Works, 1868-72, vol. iii. E 
309), from whence it passed into the Wes. H. 
Bk., 1780, No, 382, and the collections of 
other Methodist bodies. In those works it is 
usually given in Section vii., entitled “ Seek- 
ing for full Redemption.” Its strictly Eucha- 

he | ristic character is thus lost. St. ii. :— 
“ Wath solemn faith we offer up 

And —— Thy glorious eyes, 
That only ground of all our * 

That ious, bleeding ce, 
Which brings Thy grace on sinners down, 
And perfects all our souls in one :" 

certainly suggests most strongly, if it does not 
actually teach, the doctrine of the * Real Pre- 
sence,” and would have been *so regarded if 
the hymn had been appropriated to its ori- 
ginal use, or had appeared anonymously in a 
modern hymn-book. {J. J.J 

O God of Zion, from Thy throne. 
(Prayer on behalf of the Church.) This hymn 
appeared anonymously in the 1800 ed. of 
Rippon’s Bap. Sel, No. 427, Pt. ii., in 7 st. of 
41. In Beddome’s posthumous Hymns, 1817, 
No. 654, there is a hymn in 4 st. of 4 1. be- 
ginning, “ Look with an eye of pity down,” 
which is probably the original of that in 
Rippon’s Sel. If this is so Dr. Rippon must 
have had a ms. copy of the hymn from Bed- 
dome. No. 289 in the Presbyterian Sel. of 
Hys., Philadelphia, 1861, is Rippon's text with 
the omission of st. ii. and vii. (J. J.) 

O God([that] Who madest earth and 
sky. Bp. R. Heber. [Patience.] First pub. 
in the Christian Observer, Jan. 1816, p. 27, 
in 4 st. of 4 1, and entitled “ Patience.” In 
Heber’s posthumous Hymna, &c., 1827, p. 198, 
it was given in 2 st. of 4 1. as *O God that 
madest earth and sky, the darkness and the 
day,” and appointed for use “In Times of 
Distress and Danger,” the only alteration 
being the change of “Who” to that in the 
first line. It is in C. U. in Great Britain and 
America, (J. J. 

O God, the Rock of Ages. Bp. F. i. 
Bickersteth. (Sunday after Christmas.) In his 
note to this hymn in his annotated ed. of his 
H. Comp., 1880, Bp. Bickersteth says that 
“this hymn was written by the Editor (1860),” 
but in his work, The Two Brothers, &c., 187), 
p. 226, it is dated “ 1862." It was included 
in the Eng. Presb, Pe. & Hys., 1867; the 
Hl. ge 1870 and 1876; and the author's 
From Year to Year, 1888. Ite use has ex- 
tended to America and other English-speaking 
countries. oy 

O God! to Whom the happy dead. 
J. Conder. [All Saints’ Day.) Appeared in 
the Cong. H. Bk., 1836, No. 171, in 2 st. of 6 
1., and headed, “ Whose faith follow.” In his 
work The Choir and the Oratory, 1837, p. 230, 
it was republished as a “ Collect,” in metre. 
Itisa —— of the words in the prayer 
“ For the whole state of Christ’s Church Mili- 
tant here on carth,” in the Office for Holy 
Communion in the Book of Common Prayer :— 
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Rery Sptlso, bless Thy Holy Name, for all Thy { mann. [Supplication.] lat pub. in his Devoté mee cate Eiear ee ths life tn Toy falth and tear: be: | Men ote tomate Lead Peg tl Devote ples, that with them we may be partakers of Thy | 8 1., entitled “A daily prayer.” It is in the 
Christe, Kingdom : Grant this, © Father, for Jesus | section which contains “Some Prayers and Thi “ake, our only Mediator and Advocate. Meditations. Many Christian people are ac- BS gia hymn was repeated in the author's | custemed at their family prayers to sing the YS- OF Praise, Prayer, &., 1856, p. 106, and following prayers to the melodies to which 

they aro set :” and these were evidently writ- 
ten (1623-30) during the time of Heermann’s 

ee Siven in several modern hymn-books. In 
ae 1t reads, “0 God, in Whom the hap ny 

reatest sufferin Thence in Miitzell, 1858, 
vo. 54; in Wackernagel’s ed. of his Geist- 

} ead”; in others, *O God with Whom the 
w PY dead”: and in otiers, “O God, to 
wees pe the faithful dead.” With these ex- | liche Lieder, No. 42, and the Unr. L.8., 1851, ‘ P igo the text is usually given in its ori- | No. 568. Of this hymn Fischer, ii, 150, says: a jr orm. (J J.) Stes It a one of the _— — widely jee eng A 

ese] mt has not t led his J. RY Goa unseen, but not peg ob Master Pag te is peunewhat * boens-bebed * petie be Wis ontgomery. (Omniseience of the Fat -) | excellent, nourishing bread, It gives a training in prac- Fitten « Sep. 22, 1828” (a. mss.). A copy, | tical Christianity, and specially strikes three noies— tinted + The Mount, n°, Shettield, Dee. 16, | oly living, patient suffering, and happy dying.” 1345,” appeared in the Christian Treasury, Lauxmaun, in Koch, viii. 824-329, says it 
has been called the “ Priest's Concordance,” 1847, p. It had previously appeared in the 

2 vandgelical or rsa 1846, p. 187, In 1853 | and relates many interesting incidents regard- at was included in Montgomery's Original | ing it. 
fi rana, No. 30, in 9 st. 12 1, and headed, | Thus at Leuthen, in Silesia, Dec. 6, 1787, the Prussians ae hhou, God, seest me.” It is in C. U. in an under Frederick the Great stood face to face with an abbreviated form, and also as “The moment ustrian army thrice their number, Just as they were comes, when strength shall fail,” in the | "te regimental bend. ada ho “American Subbath H. Bk., 1858. (J. J.J manders asked Frederick if it should be silenced, but be 

replied, **No, let ithe; with such men God will to~lay 
certainly give me the victory.” And xhen the bloody 
battle ended in bis favour he was constrained to nay 
“My God, what a power has religion.” St. iL, adds 
daurmann, has Wen a special favourite with preach- 
ers, e.g, J.C, Schade, of Rerlin ; Dr. Hedinger, Court 
preacher at Stuttgart, &ec, 

Various melodies have been set to it. The 
best known in England (in the Irish Church 
Hyl. called Munich) appeared in the Meinin- 
en G, #., 1693 (Dr, J, Zalin’s Psalter und 
Sods. 1886, No, 243). The hymn is fr, as ‘~~ 

1. © God, Thou faithful God. A full and guod 
tr. by Miss Winkworth, in her Lyra Ger, 2nd 
Ser., 1858, p. 158; repeated in her C. 2. for 
England, 1863, No. 115; and the Ohio Lutheran 
Hyl., 1880, 

2. O great and gracious God. A tr. of st. i., 
ii., iv., vil. viii, by Miss Borthwick, in Dr. Pagen- 
stecher's (oll, 1864, No, 198, repeated in Ji. 
Ly Tay 1884. 

Other tra. are, (1) “ Lord, grant Thy servants groce,” 
of st. ii, as st i, of No. 655, in the Moravian H. Bk., 
iso] (1886, No, 845). (2) “Our blessings come, O 
God,” by Dr. H. Mills, 1845 (1856, p. 135), (3) Thou 
good and gracious God," Miss Cox, 1864, p. 179. 
4) “ O Ged, Thou faithful God! Thou well-«pring,” 
 N. L. Prothingham, 1870, p. 217. [J. M] 

O Gott! O Geist! O Licht des Le- 
bens. G. Tersteegen. [Whitsuntide.) This 
beautiful hymn is one of the finest breathings 
of Tersteegen’s mysticiam. Ist pub. in the 
4th ed., 1745, of his Geistliches Blumengért 
lein, Bk. iii., No, 76, in 8 st. of 6 1, and entitled 
“ Prayer for the inward working of the Holy 
Spirit.” Included in Kuapp’s Ee. L.8., 1837, 
No. 749 (1865, No. 763). Tr. a8 

1, © God, O Spirit, Light of all that live. A 
good tr., omitting st. vii., by Miss Winkworth, 
in her Lyra Ger., Ist Ser., 1855, p. 140. Her 
trs. of st. i, iy., vi. altered to four 10's are in- 

cluded in the Mys, of the Spirit, Boston, U.S., 
1864, No 10. Another cento is No, 105, in 
M. W. Strvker’s Christian Chorals, 1885. 

2. O God, O Spirit, Light of life. A spirited 
but free tr, omitting st. vii., by Mrs. pete 10 

Songs of Eternal Life, 1858, p. 7. From her Songs of ifes 3H 

© God unseen, yet ever near. £. 
Ostler. aoe Communion.) Ist pub, in Hall’s 
Witre - Bk., 1836, No. 270, in 4 at. of 4 1, 
and entitled, “ Spiritual Food.” In the March 
murnber of Osler’s Church and King, 1837, it 
was repeated with the single change of st. iv., 
1. 1-, from “Thus may we all” to “Thus 
wcowld we all,” &. In some collections, as the 
Engtish Hymnal, 1856 and 1861, it is given as, 
*-) Christ unseen, yet ever near”; and in 
others as, “U God unsecn, yet truly near.” 
Other corruptions of the text are also found 
in Darling's Hymne, 1887, and other collec- 
tions. dq. A. & M. is an exception in favour 
of the original, with the single change in st. 
iv.. lL. 1, of * Thy words” to « Phy word.” The 
use of this bymn in a more or less correct 
form is very ¢Xtensiye jn all English-speaking 
countries. [J. J.J 

© God, Who gav’st Thy servant 
grace. Bp. R. Heber (St. John the Evan- 
eliat.}) Pub.in jj, posthumous Hymns, &e., 

1327. p- ie in 4 st.of 41. In Th ing’s Coll. 

Who gav'st Thy soit borin tt fon ry cr. 
of the text st. ii, j, omitted, and a new stanza 
is acided 99 St iv. tron another source. (J. J.] 

oO __ God, Wh rayer. Coe Ge bi Git Tine of National Prove 
mi 215s rt : of t] hymns “ For is stv King(; Iree hy } 

araekey tract of £e,” which appeared in te 
Year 1745, ¢42¥. for Times of Trouble, the > th os vo being (2) « Phe _ is rt remaining yet rte Bs 
«H of T &, ye saints rejorees | 

nerniag the hyn hureh triumphant Con- 
at that en Dy tracts issued by ri ye . 0 . n . 
Chey a relate ohn Worl Let 72, v0 ie hat 
nd exhibit th Y to the Rebellion © ’ 

Wealeys, tnshaPAtriotism and loyalty Fyne 
tained a4 it wa, Fen persecution, a no Tie 
by an unfilters °Y a sense of duty Lagi ct JJ O Gott, q,, © hatred of Rome eal 

mmer Gott. “- 
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this st. i.-yv. considerably altered and beginning 
“Spirit of Grace, Thou Light of life,” were in- 
eluded as No. L182 in Aennedy, 1863; and re- 

peated in this form, abridged, in the [bro Hyl., 

1871; Dr. Martineau’s Hys. of Praise ¢ Prayer, 
1873; Thring’s Coll., 1880-82, &e. (J. M.] 

O happy band of pilgrims. ([Vil- 
grime of Jesus.) Appeared in Dr. Neale’s 
Hys. of the Eastern Church, 1862, in 8 st. of 
41. with the note by Dr. Neale, “This is 
merely a cento from the Canon of 88. Chry- 
santhus and Daria (March 19).” Io his Pre- 
face to the 3rd ed., 1866, he is more explicit, 
and says concerning this hymn, “Safe home, 
safe home in port,” aud “ Art thou weary?” 
they “contain so little that is from the 
Greek, that they ought not to have been 
included in this collection; in any future 
edition they shall —_ as an Appendix.” 
Dr. Neale did not live to publish another 
edition: but in 1882 the 4th ed, with notes, 
was issued under the editorship of 8. G. 
Hatherly, and in it the three hymns named 
were “removed from the body of the work at 
Dr. Neale’s suggestion,” and included in an 
Appendix. Its proper designation, therefore, 
is y Dr. Neale, based on the Greek Canon 
on SS, Chrysanthus and Daria by St. Joseph 
the Hymnographer, It must be added that 
no Greek lines corresponding to those in the 
English hymn can be found in that Canon, 
Dr. Neale nevertheless found what he wanted 
there, that is the inspiration to write the 
hymn asit now stands. The use of this hymn 
is very extensive in all English ing 
countries, J.J.) 

O happy day that fix’d my choice. 
P. Doddridge. [Joy in Personal Dedication 
to God.) pe aha in J. Orton's posthumous 
edition of dridge’s Hymns, &c., 1755. No. 
23, in 5 st. of 4 1, and entitled, “ Rejoicin 
in our Covenant Engagements to God, 
2 Chron, xv. 15; and again, with changes in 
the text of st. iv. in J. D. Humphreys's ed. of 
the sume, 1839, No. 29. Its use in its full, in 
an abbreviated, and in a translated form, is 
extensive. The third stanza, 

“ "Tis done; the great transaction’s done ; 
Tam the Lord’s, and He is mine: 

He drew me, and I followed on, 
Charmed to confess the voice divine,” 

although often omitted from the hymn is 
frequently found as a quotation. In the 
American Prayer Bk. Coll., 1826, the hymn 
was iltered throughout, and began, “O 
happy day, that stays my choice.” This 
form is in several modern American collec- 
tions, In the American Unitarian Hya, for 
the Church of Christ, 1858, st. iv., v. are given 
us No. 381, and begin “Now rest, my ong- 
divided heart.”. The alterations which have 
been made in Doddridge’s text are too nume- 
rous to be given in detail. At the present 
time two texts are quoted as the original, the 
first that in J. Orton’s ed. of Doddridge’s 
Hymns, &e., 1755: and the second that in 
J. D. Humphreys’s ed. of the same, 1839. 
These are the same, except in st. iv. The 
readings are :— 
1755. ** Now reat ie long divided Heart, 

Fix'd on this blissful Centre, rest; 
With Ashes who would grudge to part 
When call'd on Angels bread to feast?” 
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1839. *“* Now rest, my long-divided heart, 

© who with earth would gresige 05 part i » 

When call'd with angels to be blew d ss 

As this hymu is not found in any Doda- 
ridge Ms. with which we are acquainted, we 
cannot determine which of these two readings 
was written by Doddridge. Orton admits in 
his preface that he tampered in some instauces 
(not named) with Doddridge's text [see 
Doddridge, P.}, whilst Humpureys contends 
that he was faithful thereto. e can ouly 
add that Orton's reading hus more in common 
with Doddridge’s usual style and mode of 
expression than that of Humphreys, but the 
weight of evidence is in favour of the latter. 

Jd. 
O happy is the man who hears. 

M. Bruce. [Wisdom.] From evidence set 
forth in our biographical sketeh of M. Bruce 
(p. 187, i.), we believe the original of this hymn 
to have been written by M. Bruce about 1764, 
and that the ms. of the same was handed to 
J. Logan by Bruce’s father a short time after 
Bruce's death in 1767. It was published 
by Logan as his own in his Poema, 1781, 
p- 104, No. 4, in 5 st. of 4 1. In the same 
year, a slightly altered version of the text 
was given in the new and revised edition of 
the Scottish Translations and Paraphrases, as 
No. xi., and this has been in authorised use 
in the Church of Scotland for more than 100 
years, It is also found in many English and 
American collections, The nearest approach 
to the original text is given in Dr. Mack- 
elvie’s pp idl and other Poems, &c., 1837. 
». 258; and Dr. Grosart's Works of M. Bruce, 
865, p. 183. The text of the Scottish Tre. 

and Paraphe., 1781, has been altered in several 
modern collections to (1) “ How blest the man 
that bends the ear ;” (2) “ How happy is the 
child who hears;" (3) ** How happy is the 
youth who hears;"" and (4) * Wiedom has 
treasures greater far.” [J. J.] 

Oo happy land, O happy land. EF. 
arson, née Rooker. [Heaven.} Contributed 

to J. Curwen’s Child's Own H. Bh., 1840, in 
2 st. of 8 1., the first beginning as above, and 
the second, “Thou heavenly Friend,” &e. 
This was repeated in the Bap. Ps. & Hy«. 
1858, and several other collections. Another 
text, also by Mrs. Parson, in 3 st. of 41, was 
published in her Willing Class Hymne some 
time after her death. It consists of the two 
stanzas as above, somewhat altered, and ano- 
ther stanza, beginning, “ The saints in light.” 
&c. These three stanzas are given in W. F. 
Stevenson's Hymns for Ch. d& Home, 1873. 

[J. J.) 
O happy saints [that] who dwell 

in light, And walk with Jesus, &c. 
J. Berridge. [Saints in -] Pub. in his 
Zion's Songs, &c., 1785, No. 148, in 6 st. of 41. 
and headed, “At Thy right hand are pleasures 
for evermore.” Ps. xvi. 11 (ed. 1842, p. 139). 
Although seldom found in English collections, 
its use in America, sometimes abbreviated 94 
in the Bap. Service of Song, Boston. 1871, is 
somewhat extensive. It is based upon Ralph 
Erskine’s “ Aurora veils her rosy face ” (p. % 
i.) The second stanza in Berridge reads :— 

“ Releas'd from sin, and toll, and grief, 
Death was their gate to endless life ; 
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An open’d cage to let them fly, 
And Build their happy nest on high.” 

This reads in Erskine’s original :— 
** Death is to usa sweet repose, 

he bud was ope'd to show the rose : 
Cage was broke to let us fly 

And build our happy nest on high." 
The rest of the hymn follows Erskine’s line Sf thought, but there is no repetition of his *ctual words. Hi (J. J] 

> © Haupt voll Blut und Wunden. “i Gerhardt. (Passiontide.) This is a ‘eeutiful but free tr. of the “Salve caput cruentatum,” which is pt. vii. of the Rhythmica ratio, ascribed to St. Bernard of Clairvaux, Phe Latin text is noted under Salve mundi salutare; the present note is given here on Sccount of the length of that article. Ger- dardt S Version a »d as No. 156 in the Frankfurt ed, | of Criiger’s Praxis, in 40 at. of 8 1., entitled, “To tue suffering Face of Jesus Christ.” It is repeated in Wacker- 
Basel’s ed. of Gerhardt’s Geist. Lieder, No. 22; Bachmann's ed., No. 54: the Une. L.8., 1851, Neo. 109 ; and almost all recent German hymn- books. Lauxmann in Koch. viii., 47, thus characterises jt:— 

°* Bernard’s original is powerful and searching, but (serhardt’s bymn is stil] more powerful and more pro- found, as reurawn from the deeper spring of evan, Ficat Iuativeran, Scriptural, knowledge, and fervency of faith.” Stanza xX. Lauxmann would trace pot only to but to st. fii. of * Valet will ich dir geben " (see Herber- er); and to Luther's words on the death of his daughter Magdalen ** Whodies thus, dies well.” He adds many imstamces of its use. Thus A. G. Spangenberg, when on the celebration o: his jubilee he received many flut- tering testimonies, replied in humility with the words of stanza iv. In 1795, while C. F. Schwartz lay a-dying, bis Malabar pupils gathered round him and sang in their 
own Language the last verses of this hymn, he bimself 
joining till bis breath failed in death. 

The beantiful melody (in H. A. & M, called 
Passion Chorale) first appeared in Hans Leo 
Hassler’s Lustyarten, Niimberg, 1601, set toa 
love sony, begiming “ Mein G'miith ist mir 
verwirret.” In the Hurmoniae Sacrae, Gorlitz, 
1613, it, is set to «Herziich that mich ver- 
langen ” Csee Enoll), and then in the Prazis, 
1656, to Gerhardt’s hymn. The original forms are im_L. Erk’s Choral Buch, 1863, Nos. 117, 118. Tt is usel several times by J. 8. Bach, in his Passion Mu.;,. according to St. Matthew, 

A. @ Hood © fall of wuiees, In full, by J. 
Gam bold, ay i Other Hys. and Poems, London, 

1752, p. 12. NPeated in the Soravian H. Bk., 
L754, Pe ee rae 223 and pt. ii. pp. 389, 391. 
In the ed. a" : 7 tt was greatly altered (1886, 
No. BS» version” ¢. of st. ix. substituted for 
Gamers tt the Caabeld tr. of ate Ike ++ When i qe Balin Permission ” being given as 
a separate hymn ( 8x6. No. 1247). Centos from xt of 1789 ss 
at oe in Wa], T® found under the original 

7 : id’s Pra tr’, Cheltenham Ps. & LYS. 1855 ; Rei TAise n opr Other forme 
are :-—— ‘ "’ ’ 

De, Pagenstechers rieroeg and wounded (st. |. alt.) in 
(2) Christ! Ww ip 19g4, Pa the 

Amer. apt. 4. Bk Ongolation (st. vi. alt.) 

(3) I yield Thee 4,'871, a 
Bickersteth’s Chrigg 8 (st. wili.), in n px8 unfeigned peal . 

Salmody, yo vill. alt.), in 
(@) I give thee 

_ Ryle'’s Oil, , =: O Sacred 560. unfeigned ( ve 

tifal tr. by Dr, J, ‘Sow wounded. Ep § of st. 

i, ii., iv., v., vii—x. were first pub. in the Chris- 
tian Lyre, N. York, 1830, No. 136. These were 
revised, and trs. of st. iil., vi., added, by Dr. Alex- 
ander for Schaff’s Deutsche Kirchenfreund, 1849, 
p. 91. The full text is in Dr. Alexander's 
Breaking Crucible, X. Y., 1861, p.7; in Schaff’s 
Christ in Song, 1869, p. 178; and the Cantate 
Domino, Boston, U. S., 1859. In his note Dr." 
Schaff says :— 

** This classical hymn bas shown an imperishable vitality in passing from the Latin into the German, and from the German into the Engtieh, and proclaiming in three tongues, and in the name of three Confessions— the Catholic, the Lutheran, and the Reformed—with equal effect, the dying love of our Saviour, and our boundless indebtedness to Him,” 
This version has passed into very many English and American hymnals, and in very varying Centos, A comparison with the Christ in Song 

text will show how these centos are arranged. We can only note the following forms :— 
(1) O sacred Head! now wounded (st. 1), —_ H. 1867; Hymnary, 1472; and in America in Hatfield's erie 4f, Bk, WI2; Hys, & Songs of Praise, N. Y., 574, &e. 
(2) O Bacred Head! once wounded (i. alt.), Leeds H. Bk, 1853; Bapt. Ps. & Mys., 18538; New Cong., 1859. 
br hg Sacred sore wounded (i. alt.), in the Stoke 

A, Bk,, Vata. 
) O Sacred Head, so wounded (i. alt.), J. L. Porter's 

(5) © blessed Christ, once wounded (i. alt.), Dr. 
Thomas's A tine H. Bk, 1466. 

(6) O Lamb of God, once wounded (i. alt.), Scottish 
Preah. Hyl., 1st, 

(7) 0 b of God, sore wounded (i, alt.), in the 
Ibrox Hyl., 18Tt, 

8. Ah! Head, so pierced and wounded. A good 
tr. by R. Massie, omitting st. vi., contributed 
as No, 92 to the 1857 ed. of Mercer’s C. P. & 
H. Bk., and reprinted in his own Lyra Domestica, 
1864, p. 114. Abridged in Mercer’s Oxford ed., 
1864, and in Kennedy, 1863. A cento beginning 
with st. viii, 1 5, “Oh! that Thy cross may 
ever,” is in J. H. Wilson’s Ser, of Praise, 1865, 

4. Ab wounded Head, that bearest, By Miss 
Winkworth, omitting st. vi, as No. 51 in her 
C. B. for ingland, 1863. Abridged in the 
Uppingham and Sherborne School H, Bh., 1874, 
and the Free Ch. H. Bk., 1882. 

5. Oh! bleeding head, and wounded. In full, 
by J. Kelly, in his P. Gerhardt’s Spir, Songs, 
1867, p. 59, repeated in the Ohio Luth, Hul., 

ven bh wounded Head! must i—{l) “Ab woun ! musi 
Thou.” By Miss Winkworth. 1455, p. 80. (2) + Thou 
plerecd “ounded brow.’" be 4 Miss Dunn, 1857, p. 
39. 3) “ O Head, blood-stain and wounded,” In the 
Sinalt ilman Lib. of Keli 5 Poetry, ed, L843, p. T45, 
marked as tr. by Samuel i Jechoon, 1873, Mt } 

O heavenly love, arise, arise. [Love 
as a Guide.) This is part of a song which 
Wolfram von Eschenbach (q.v.) is supposed 
to sing at a contest for a prize ut the 
hands of a German princess ‘The work in 
which this song is found is Tannhdueer ; or, 
The Battle of the Bards. A Poem by Neville 
Temple and Edicard Trevor, Lond., Chapman 
& Hall, 1861, p. 54, in 5 st. of 4 L The 
hymn in Kennedy, 1868, No. 195, is composed 
of st. iii-v., and a closing stanza by Dr. 
Kennedy. It is a beautifal hymn and suited 
for the Epiphany. We may add that Neville 
Temple was the Hon. Julian Charles Henry 
Fane; and Edward Trevor was Edward 
Robert Bulwer, afterwards Lord Eyer 33 

3H 2 * Alexander. 
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O help us, Lord; each hour of need. 
H. H. Milman, [Lent.) Ist pub. in Bp. 
Heber's posthumous Hymns, &e., 1827, p. 52, 
in 6 st. of 41. and appointed for second Sunday 
in Lent, being based on the Gospel of that 
day. In his Sel. of Ps. & Hys., 1837, Milman 
omitted st. iv. and y., thus reducing it to 4 st. 
of 4 1. and each stanza beginning with the 
words, “Oh! help us.” In this form it has 
come into extensive use in ull English-spexk- 
ing countries. In the Mitre H. Bk, 1836, No. 
190, it is partly rewritten by E. Osler us, 
“O help us, Lord! in all our need.” This 
is repeated in Osler’s Church and King, June 
1, 1837, but it has failed to attract attention. 
Another arrangement, beginning with st. ii, 
“O help us, when our spirits bleed,’ is :ome- 
times found in modern hymnals. (J. J.) 

O Herre Gott, dein gottlich Wort. 
Holy Scripture.) Appeared in the Erfurt 
Cnchiridion of 1527, and thence in Wacker- 
= 7 iii. p. 123, in 8 st. of 12 1. Iueluded 
in Klug’s G. B., 1529, and became very popular 
in Reformation times. Recently it is found 
as No. 434 in the Berlin G. L. S., ed. 1863. 

In the 1527 and many later books It bears the initials 
“AH. ZW." Lauxmann, in a long note in Kock, 
vill. 697-706, tries to vindicate its authorship as by Ulrich 
(Alaricus) Herzog 2u W (irttemberg, whod. at Tibingen, 
Nov. 6, 1550. In the Blatter fiir Hymmnologie, 1443, 
p. 79, 1A87, p. 11, it is muted that in the Lieder Arone of 
1734 to the zeburg G. B., these initlals are resolved 
to mean Anark Herr ca Wildenfels (near Zwickau), 
who was known as one of the principal supporters of 
the Neformation at the court of the Elector John of 
Saxony, was one of the signatories to the Augsburg 
Confession geen it as Anark dominus de Vulder 
fels), and d. at Altenburg, June i, 1539. The ascrip- 
tion to Anark of Wildenfels seems to us much the more 
probable, Tr, as :— 

1. How long, Oh God, Thy word of life. A very 
free tr. in 16 st. of 4 1, by Miss Fry, in her Hys, 
of the Reformation, 1845, p. 122, Her trs, of 
st. i., vii, viii. are No. 48, in Whittemore’s 
Suppl. to all H. Bks., 1860, 

Other tre. are, (1) “O hevenly Lorde, Thy godly 
bhp Fike Bp, Coverdale, 1539 | Nemains, 1446, p. 544). 
(2) “Lord God. Thy face and word of grace,” in the 
Gude & Godly Ballates, ed. 156%, fol. 29 (1868, p. 48.) 
(3) “O God our Lord, Thy divine Word,” as No, 307 in 
deg of the Moravian H. Bk., 1764. 

thanks, most gracious Lord,” by Dr. J. Hunt, in 
his Spir. Songs of Martin Luther, 1853, p. 73. (J. M.) 

O himmlische Liebe! du hast mich 
besessen. [Low to Christ.) Included in 
Wagner's G. B., Leipzig, 1697, vol. ni. p. 713, 
in 6 st.of 61 Repeated in the Trier G. B. 
(Rom, Catholic), 1846, p, 227, reading, du hast 
mich ergriffen. It is tr. as :— 
0 Hea’ Love, Thou hast made me Thy d e 

Ry Dr. Litiledale, in full, as No. 399 in the s 
Hyt,, 1867, and signed “ F. RL” [J. M.] 

O hochbegliickte Seele. C.J. P. Spitta. 
dott Service.) A fine hymn for Lay 

elpers and all workers in Christ's service, 
lat pub. in his Psalter und Harfe, Pirua, 1833, 
p. 78, in 7 st. of 8 L, entitled “The Servant 
of the Lord.” Included in the Leipzig @. B., 
1844, No. 395. Tr. as :— i 

1. How blessed, from the bonds of sin, A free 
tr, of st. i. ii, vi, vii, by Miss Borthwick, in 
H. L. L., ist Ser., 1854, p. 66 (1884, p. 67). 
This version has attained considerable popularity, 
and is found in a number of the leading hymnals 
of Great Britain, eg. H. A. §& M., 1875; the 
S. PLC. K. Church Hys., 1871; Free Ch. H. Bh. 

O HOLY SAVIOUR 

1882, &c.; and in America in the Epis. fHys. for 
Ch. §& Howe, 1860; Boardman’s Sel., 1861, &e. 

2. The man is highly blessed. In full, by Kh. 
Massie, in his Lyra Domestioa, 1860, p. 76, His 
trs, of st, iii, iv., vi, vii, beginning “ God sancti- 
fies and blesses,” are included in the Be. of 
Common Praise, 1863, and G. 3. Jellicoe'’s Coll, 
1867. 

Other tra. are, (!) “(© Soul, how blest (blest truly,” 
by the Hon, S, R. Maxwell, 1857, p. Lol. (2) “ Thrice 
h who serveth,” by Miss 6 0) in the 
Drtlasserend. Aug. 1863, p. 119 (3) “0 highly 
blessed servant,” by Lady Jurand, 1873, {J. M. 

O Holy Ghost, Thou God of peace. 
I. Williams. [Communion of Saints; and For 
org A Ist pub. in his Hys. on the Catechism, 
1842, No. 28, in 4 st. of 4 L, and in in 
later «ditions of the same work. In its on- 
ginal form it is not much used. In 1854 it ap- 

ed in an altered form in Morrell & How's 
's. & Hys., st. i-iii. being from I. Williams 

with alterations, and st. iv, being new by Bp. 
W. W. How. I. Williams’s omitted stanza 
reads :— 

** For love is life, and life is love, 
And Thou Thyself art love and life; 

And we in Thee shall live and move, 
If Thou wilt keep us free from strife.” 

The Williams-How text has been repeated 
in the 8.P.C.K. Church Hymna, 1871, Thring’s 
Coll., 1882, and others. {J. J.) 

O Holy Ghost, Thy people bless. sir 
H. W. Baker. [Whitsuntide.) Written for 
use in the London Mission of 1874, and printed 
in Hys. for the London Mission (No. 2), which 
were published by the compilers of H. A. & 
M., 1874. In 1875 it was included in the 
revised ed. of H. A. & M. [J. J.J 

O Holy Jesu, Prince of Peace. k. 
Brown-Borthwick. (Holy Communion.}. Writ- 
ten in 1870, and Ist or in his Sézteen Hox. 
with Tunes, &e., the same year, in 6 st. of 61. 
and again in his Select Hys. for Church and 
Home, 1871, No. 58, In 1871 it appeared in 
the 8. P. C. K. Church Hymns, with the omi 
sion of st. iv. In the author's 2nd ed. with 
Appendiz of his Select Hymns, &c., 1885, st. iv. 
is bracketed for omission, a sligit alteration in 
st. i., |. 3, is introduced, and the following note 
is en i 

“This is not a congregational hymn, but a 
meditation, to be read while thr rsensact 
cants are retiring, or to be sung by the choir 
alone, anthem-wise, kneeling.” (J. JJ 

O Holy Lord, content to live Cisse 
—fill). Rp. W.W. How. [A Child's ar 
Written in 1850, and Ist pub. in The Parish 
Choir in 1851. In 1854 it was repeated in 
Morrell & How's Ps. & Hys., No. 65, in 5 st 
of 41. When included in H. A. & M, in 1861, 
considerable alterations were made in the tert 
and it began, “OQ Holy Lord, content to 
dwell” ‘This first line, bnt not the alterations 
in detail, was adopted in the enlarged ed. of 
Morrell & How’s Ps, & Hys., 1864. For the 
8. P. C.K. Church Hymna, 1871, it was aca” 
rewritten, this time by Bp. How, as “0 Holr 
Lord, content to fill. This is the author's 
authorised text, and is repeated in his Hymn. 
1886. All these texts are inC.U. {J.J 
O Holy Saviour, Friend unsee.. 

Charlotte Elliott. [In Affliction.) This hymo 



O HOLY SPIRIT, COME 

is found in two forms, and both by Miss 
Elliott. ‘he tirst appeared in the Invalid’s 
Hymn Book, 1834, 1 0 st. of + J., and began :— 

0 Holy Saviour! Friend unseen, 
Since on ‘Ihine arm Thou bid'st me lean, 
Help me, throughout life's varying scene, 

By faith to cling to Thee,” 

The second version was given in her Jfours 
of Sorrme, &c., 1836, p. 132, also in Y st. of £1, 
It began :—- 

“0 Holy Saviour! Friend unseen ! 
The faint, the weak, on Thee may lean ; 
Help me, throughout life's varying scene, 

fy faith to cling to Thee.” 

The full text of this revision is given in Lord 
Selborne's Book of Praise, 1862, and in the Lyra 
Brit,, 1867,as the original, in error. ‘The hymn- 
books have generally followed this text, but (in 
an abbreviated form) Snepp's Songs of G. & G., 
1872, and a few others, are exceptions in 
favour of the older text. In Beecher's I’ly- 
mouth Coll., 1855, No. 759, is a cento from tbe 
older text, and begins, * Holy Saviour, Friend 
unseen.” Dr. Martineau's *) Holy Father, 
Friend unseen,” in his Hymns, 1875, is also 
from the tame text. This altered form is also 
in other Unitarian hymn-books. In Kennedy, 
1863. No. 517, begins “QO gentle Saviour, 
Guide unseen.” These vurious texts and 
centos ure all in C. U, in G. Britain, and 
America. {J. J.J 

O Holy Spirit, come, And Jesu’s 
love declare, (). Allen. [Whitsuntide.] Ap- 
peared in his Hys. of the Christian Life, 1862, 
p- 33, in 8 st.of 4 1 It is based upon the 
words “The Holy Ghost shall teach you all 
things,” St. John xiv. 26. In an abridged 
form it ia in ©. U. in G. Britain and America, 

J.J. 
O how I love Thy holy word. Bi 

[Holy Scripture in Affliction.) This 
is No. 17 of Book 9 in the Oln iia 
L779. It is in 6 st, of 4 1, and headed, “ Af- 
flictions sanctified by the Worl.” It is in 
C. U. in its original form, but a cento there- 
from. beginning with st. iii, “Long un- 
afflicted, undismayed,” is much more popular 
than the complete hymn. (J. J.J 

O how the thought that we shall 
know, _ E. Swaine, [Heaven Anticipated.) 
The original publication of this hymn we are 
unable to determine. It probably appeared 
in a religions inagazine, circa 1830: for st. 
ii.-v, were given in Bickersteth’s Christian 
Psalmody. 1838, No, 575: as “ For ever to 
behold im shine.” The original was re- 
publishel in Swaine'’s The Hand of God. a 
Fragment, with Poema, Hymna, and Versions 
of Psalms, 1839: Bickersteth’s arrangement 
was also repeated in several collections, In 
1876 Bp. E. H. Bickersteth wrote a new 
stanza, substituted it for Swaine'’s original. 
and gave the hymn in his Hy. Comp. as“ * For 
ever” beatific word.” together with an ela- 
borate note in which he says it was strange 
to begin the hymn as his father had done, 
with the pave stanza of the original, “ For 
ever to behold Him shine,” 
** without the sac d nts 
expressed, and ites oe ocaer anny pork 
clearly struck, as in the original, at the close of the first 
verse, It is probably owing to this fact that so beautiful 
a hymn bas been omitted from many of the standard 
bymnals of the Church. The editor therefore ventured, 
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though with much diMidence, to write the first verse 
given in the text (as in 4. Comp.) : for the closing ot the 
first wd last stanzas with the same word ‘ For ever,” as 
orlginally contrived by the author, seems almo-t essential 
to the tull chord of eternity, which is struck again 
and again in this admirable hymn." (Noles, H. Cump., 
No. 240.) 

This arrangement by Bp. Bickersteth hes 
preieres a very attractive and melodious 
yin. {J. J. 

O ignis Spiritus Paracliti. St. Hilidy- 
| garde, [Whitsuntide.) Mone, No. 179, gives 
this sequence from u Ms. of the 12th ceut, at 
Wiesbaden, This ms. contaius the writings of 
St. Hildegurt, Abbess of Rupertsberg, neaz 
ingen (b. 1098, d. 1180), and Mone thinks 
the sequence is probably by her, His text is 
repented by Daniel, v. p, 201. and Kehrein, 
No. 127. Tr. as :-— 

0 fire of the Comforter, O Life of all that live. 

By Kk, F, Littledale in the Lyra Messianica, 1864, 
p S77. In the People’s H., 1867, and the 
Irvingite Jiys. for the Churches, 1871, it is re- 
written by Dr, Littledale as “ O Fire of God, the 
Comforter.” 

Another tr. is :— 
© Comforter, Thou uncreated Fire, T. G, Crippen, In 

his Ancient Hys, & Poems, &c., Inés, (Ww. A. 8.] 

O it is hard to work for God. F. W. 
Faber, [Trial of Faith.) Appeared in his 
Jesus and Mary, &., 1849, in 19 st. of 4 1, and 
headed, * The Right must Win ;" ulro repeated 
in his Hymna, 1862. The following centos 
from this hymn are in C, U,:—(1) “Oit ie 
hurd to work for God:" (2) “ God's glory is 
a wondrous thing:” (3) “O blest is he to 
whom is given ;” and (4) “ Workman of God 
O lose not heart.” {J. J.J 

O it is joy in one to meet. Bp. R. 
Mant. [Divine Worship.) In his Ancient 
Hymna, &c., 1837, p. 89, is given an original 
* fren commemorative of the pleasure of 
Social Worship,” in 6 et. of 4 1, beginning, 
“Glad is thy sound, O Sabbath bell” (ed. 
1871. p. 153). From this ats. ii.-v. were taken, 
alightly altered, and given in Beecher's Ply- 
mouth Coll., 1855, No. 709, as, “O, it is joy 
in one to meet.” In the Songs for the Sanc- 
tuary, N. Y., 1865, the same stanzas are given 
as “QO, it is joy for t! ose to meet.” The use 
of both arrangements is limited. (J. J.) 

esu Christ, mein schonstes Licht. 
# Gotan pee to Christ.] Included in 
the Sth ed., Berlin, 1653, and the Frankfurt 
ed., 1656, of Criiger’s Prazis, in 16 st, of 91, 
reprinted in Wackernagel’s ed, of his Geistliche 
Lieder, No. 45; Bachmann’s ed., No. 73; and 
included as No. 771 in the Une, L. 8, 1851. 
One of the finest hymns on the Love of Christ, 
it is founded on Prayer v- of Class ii, in J. 
Arndt’s Puradiesgartlein, 1612. : Lauxmann, 
in Koch, viii. 294, relates many incidents re- 
garding this hymn, mentioning that J. A. 
Bengel causes it to be sung at the celebration 
of Holy Communion at his death-bed, and 
that the wife of J. Lange (p. 638, i.) was greatly 
comforted by it in her last hours. Art ; 

us, Thy boundless love to me. A full anc 
Beis fine nd by J, Wesley, in Hys, and Sacred 

Poems, 1739 (P, Works, 1868-72, vol. i. p. 158), 
and as No. 35 in Hys. & Spir. Songs, 1753. In 
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the Wes. H. Bk., 1780, No, 362,-reduced to 9 st. 
The following forms are in C. U. :— 

i, Jesus, Thy love to me (st. i.). In Mer- 
cer (10 st.); ¥. Cong., 1859 (4 st.); Bapt. Hyl., 1879 
(3 st.), &c.; and in America in the Dutch Ref., 1869 

-, 1B8O (4 st.); Laudes Domini, 
18s4 (3 at.), &c 

ii. 0 Love, ho cheering is (st. itl,) Bk, 
Hys., Boston, US. 1844 5 pa Bg & ) v 

iii, My Saviour, Thou Thy love to me (st. v.). Mora- 
vian H. Bk., 1789; H. L. Hastings’s Zymnal, 1430. 

iv, More hard than marble is my heart (st. vi.). 
American Sabbath H, Bk., 1858. 

v. O draw me, Saviour, after Thee (st. > Snepp'’s 
— of G. & G.; Pennsylvania Luth. Ch. BR., 1868. 

. O draw me, Father, after Lag Oe ix. alt.). Bk. 
of Hys., Boston, U.S., 1848, Amer. Unitarian 7. Bk., 
1869. 

vii, Still nigh me, O my Saviour stand, St. 1. of 

Se ir te (ae), To thie te added in Guspp's Senge God's Lam" (q.v.). Tot in Saepp’s 
of G. & G., ¢ xii., xiv., xvi, and in J. L Porter's 
Coll, 1876, st. xii, xv., xvb. of this tr. 

. Friend of sinners! Who hast bought. 
This is st. v., iv., xvi. rewritten by E, Osler, and pub, 
as No. 180 in the Afitre H. Bk., 1836, and in his own 
Church and King, June, 1837, p. 140, Repeated in the 
Irish Church Hyl., 1869 and 1873, 

trs. are, (1) “O Christ, my sweetest Life and 
Light,” in the Suppl. to German Psal., ed. 1765, p. 29; 
in Select Hys. from German Psal., Tranquebar, 1744, 

. 47, and the Moravian H, Bk., 1754, pt. 1, No, 444, 
Bi. ¥.-vil., beginning “Thou cam'st in love to my 
relief,” are given at p. 802 in the Moravian H, Bk. 
pt. ii., 1746. In the Moravian H. #k., 1789 (1849, No. 
460), it begins, “*O Christ, my a and Light.” 
(2) “O Jesus Christ! my fairest Light,” by J. Aelly, 
1467, p. 122. (3) “O Christ, my Light, gracious 
Saviour,” in the Moravian H. Bk., 1886. ge M.) 

O Jesu Christe, wahres Licht. J. 
Heermann, [Christian Church.) 1st pub. in 
his Devoti musica cordis, Breslau, 1630, Yi 120, 
in 6 st. of 4 1. as one of the “Songs of Tears” 
in the section entitled, “In the time of the 

rsecution and distress of pious Christians.” 
hence in Miitzell, 1858, No 49; in Wacker- 

nagel’s ed. of his (freistliche Lieder, No. 37, 
and the Une. L. S., 1851, Nu. 242. It is a 
beautiful hymn on Christ as the Light and 
Centre of the world, and the most widely 
used through English trs. of any of Heer- 
mann’s hymns. T'r, as:— 

1, O Thou, the true and only Light, Direct, &c, 
A good tr. of st. i., ii, by W. Ball, as part of his 
book of words for the English ed. of Mendels- 
sohn’s St, Paul, 1836, and thence in Robinson's 
Church Psalter & H. Bk, 1860. To this in 
Allon’s Suppl. Hys. and C. P, Hyl., 1886, Bapt. 
Hyl., 1879, &e., trs, of st. iv.-vi., from Chope 
(see below), were added; and in the Suppl. of 
1874 to the New Cong., trs. of st. iii—vi. from 
Miss Winkworth (see below), The version in the 
Anglican H. Bk., 1868, No. 275 (1871, No. 316), 
is st. i, by Ball, ii.-vi. by R. C. Singleton, 1867, 

2, O Christ, the Light of heavenly day! A full 
and very good tr. by A. T. Russell, as No, 137 
in his Ps. & Hys., 1851, and thence in Bosworth's 
Church Hys., 1865, and G. 8. Jellicoe’s Coll., 
1867, In the Cooke-Denton Hymn, 1853, No, 
12 is composed of sts. i, iv., v., ii., vi., of Russell, 
in the order named. This form is repeated in 
Chope’s Hyl., 1862, Thring’s Coll., 1880-82, &c. 
The form beginning “O Jesu, Light of heavenly 
day,” in Kennedy, 1863 (thence in Dr. Thomas's 
Angustine H, Bk., 1866), is Chope greatly altered. 

3. O Thou, the true and only Light! Enlighten, 
&c. A somewhat free tr. in 5 st., as No. 58 in 
J. F. Thrapp’s Ps. & Hys., 1853. 

4. © Christ, our true and only Light. A good 
and full fr. by Miss Winkworth in her Lyra Ger, 
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2nd Ser., 1858, p. 21, repeated in her C. B. for 
England, 1863, No. 100. This is found in the 
App. of 1874 to the Leeds H. Bk, 1858; 
Psalmist, 1878; and in America in the Pres), 
Hyl., 1874; Baptist H. Bh. 1871; Bapt. Ser. 
vice of Song, 1871; Ohio Luth. Hyl., 1880, &e 

5. O Jesu Christ, the world’s true Light. A 
good but rather free version by E. Massie in his 
Sacred Odes, vol. ii., 1867, p. 175, and thence in 
J. L. Porter's Coll., 1876. 
Another tr. is, ‘0 Christ, Thou heavenly 

filume,” by Dr. G. Walker, 1860, p. 31. [J x 

O Jesu, meine Sonne. C. J. I’. Spitta. 
[Love to Christ.] A beautiful hymn on Jesus 
as the daily help and life of His faithful 

ple. Ist pub. in Spitta’s Psalter und 
arfe, Pirna, 1833, p. 69, in 8 st. of 8 |. 

entitled, * Life and full satisfaction in Jesus.” 
Included in Knapp’s Hv. ZL. &., 1850, No. 1445 
(1865, No. 1507). Tr. as :— 

© blessed Sun, whose splendour. A full aod 
good tr. by R, Massie in his Lyra Domestiot, 
1860, p. 66, repeated in Reid's Praise Bk., 1872, 
and in Schafl’s Cirist in Song, 1869-70. Vary- 
ing centos with the original first line are found 
in Flett’s Coll., Paisley, 1871; Hatfield's Churci 
H. Bk, N. Y., 1872; Harland’s C. P. & Hyl, 
1876 ; J. L. Porter's Coll., 1876, &c.; and(with the 
first line as “ Blessed Sun”) in the Zk. of Com 
mon Praise, 1863. Varying centos (generally 
iv.-vi.) beginning “I know no life divided” 
st. iv.) are included in Kennedy, 1863; People’s 
yl. 1867 ; and in America in the Presb. Hyl, 

1874; Meth. Epis. Hy/., 1278; Dutch Reformed 
H. Bk., 1869; Laudes Domini, 1884, &c. 
Other trs. are, (1) “Jesns, my sun! before Whose 

eye,” by Miss Pry, 1859, p. 143, (2) “*O Jesus Christ, 
Sunshine,” by Miss Mand , 1864, p. 18. (3) 

“© Jesus, at Thy shining,” by Miss Burling in the 
British Herald, Aug. 1865, p. 124, repeated in Reid's 
Praise Bk, 1872. (4) “Jesus, my Sun, before Whose 
beams,” by Lady Durand, 1873, p. 29. (J. M.] 

O Jesu, my (our) beloved King. F 
Caswall, [Grace and Merit.) Pub. in H. 
Formby’s ie - 1851, p. 45,in 7 st. of 
41.; in Caswall’s Masque of Mary, 1858, p- 
217; and in his Hys. & Poems, 1878, p. 248 
In the Hymnary, 1872, it begins, “O Jesn, 
our beloved King.” (J. J.) 

O Jesu, Thou art standing. Bp. W. W. 
How. (Christ at the Door.] Written in 1847, 
and first pub. in the 1867 Supplement to Mor- 
rell & How's Ps. & Hymna, in 6 st. of 41. It 
has passed, and usually in an unaltered form, 
into the 1868 Appr. to H. A. & M., the 8. P. 
C. K. Church Hys., 1871, and other collections 
in G. Britain, and also into several American 
collections. It is one of the most popular of 
Bishop How’s hymns. {J. J.) 

O Jesus bruised and wounded more. 
Cecil F. Alexander. [Holy Communion.) Ap- 

red in her work, The y Pact of the Golden 
rayers and other Poema, 1859, p, 143, in 5 st. 

of 4 1, and entitled “Communion Hymn.” In 
the Lyra Anglicana, 1865, it was given 38 
Pt. ii, of the hymn “He cometh, on yon hal- 
lowed bound,” Pt. i. being an addition of 6 # 
to nee zina) hymn. Each of thiese * Parts” 
is in C, U. as a separate hymn, the second part 
being the more popular of the two, [J. J.) 

O Jesus! Godand man. F. W. Faler. 
[Children’s Hymn.) This popular children’ 
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h was given in his Jesus and Mary, &., 

1349, in 7 : of 4 1, and headed “ Ragged 

School Hymn.” In C. U. it is found in two 
forms, first, the original, in Roman Catholic 

hymn-books for missions and schools, in which 

st. iii, iv-, both of which are addressed to the 

B. V. M., are retained; and second, in other 

hymn-books, where they are omitted. Orig. 
text in Faber's Hymns, 1862. (J. J.J 

O Jesus, I [we] have promised To 
serve Thee to the End. J. E. Bode. 
[Confirmation.] Contributed to the 1869 Ap- 

iz to the 8. P.C. K. Ps. Hymna, No. 
395. It Lus been repeated in a great number 
of hymn-books, and is very popular as a Cun- 
tirmation hymn. (J. J.J 

O Jesus, Jesus, dearest Lord. /. W. 
Faber, (Love to Jeaua.] 1st pub. in his Jesus 
and Mary, &., 1849, in 10 st. of 4 1., headed 
“ Jesua, my God, and my All”; and again 
in his Hymns, 1862. It is in C. U. in its full 
form, and also abbreviated to 5 e+t., as in Hat- 
field's Church H. Bhk., N. Y., 1872. A cento 
therefrom, — with at. vii., * O Light 
in darkness, Joy in grief,” is No. 580 in the 
Hymunary, 1872. (J. J.J 

O Jesus, make Thyself to me. Char- 
lotte Elliott. (The Presence of Jesus elgg 
Under date of Jan, 26, 1872, the Rev. J. 
Babington, brother-in-law to Miss Elliott, 
wrote to the late D. Sedgwick concerning 
this hymn: — 

** The lines you refer to, *O Jesus, make Thyself to 
me,’ are Miss Charlotte Elliott's, They were for many 
years the private expression of her own daily prayers, 
and were so much a part of ber own hidden ite with 
ber Saviour that they were rarely communicated by her 

of theee had them yinted ons card by Taylor (Edin. 
burgh, 1460), and “ first she was sete daconcerted, 
till she was to feel that this was her loved Saviour's 
way of leading others to the participation in her own 
sacred inner life.” a 

The lines are :-— 
“ O Jesns, make Thyself to me, 

A living, bright reality; 
More present to faith’s vision keen 
Than any outward object seen ; 

ore dear, more intimately nigh, 
Than e’en the sweetest earthly tie!” 

These lines are given in Snepp’s Se & o 
G. & G., 1872, as No. 538. il {J. J.) y 

O Jesus, Saviour of the lost. Bp. E. 
H. Bickersteth. (Jesus, the Rock.) Appeared 
in his Water from the Well-Spring, &c., 1852, 
p. 180, in 4 st. of 4 1., and headed, “ Thou art 
my Rock.” In 1858 it was repeated in his 
Ps. & Hye, No, 135; and again, as “O Jean, 
Saviour, &c..” in his H. Companion, 1870 
and 1876. It is also in use in America. Bp. 
Bickersteth dates its composition 1849, but it 
is not in his Poems of that Year. (J. J.J 
a, Jesus, still, — shallI groan. C. 

; . his poem, in 4 parta, a 
pear in Hymne and Sacred Poems 1742. fn 

at. of 6 1., and entitled, “ Groaning for Re- 
demption.” (P. Works, 1868-72, vol. i, p. 126.) 
In 1780 the following hymns were compiled 
pee and included in the Wes. H. 

1, Jesus, Thou knowest pleness [sinfulness: 
St. L-lil., vil, viii. of Pt. i - c h 

2. Lay to Th 
of Pt. rn y hand, O God of grace. St. viil.-x. 

vi. of Pt. iv, = os, T wait to prove. St. i., il., iv. 
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These hymns are retained in the Wes. H. 
Bk., 1875, and are found in various collections. 

J.J.) 
O King of earth, and air, and sea. 

Bp. R. Heber. (Lent.) Appeured in his 
posthumous Hymns, &c., 1827, p. 55, in 6 st. 
of 41, and appointed for the 4th Sunday in 
Lent. Although apparently based upon tle 
petition in the Lord's Prayer, “Give us this 
day our daily bread,” it was doubtless sug- 
gested by the Gospel of the day, the feeding 
of the five thousand (John vi.1). It is in C.U. 
in G. Britain and America, In the American 
Unitarian Bk. of Hymns, 1848, No. 492, it 
begins with st. iv.“ Thy bounteous hand with 
fuod can bless.” (J. J.J 

O King of kings, Thy blessing shed. 
National Hymn.) This hymn * Fer the 
ing” appeared unonymously in the 8th ed. 

of Cotterill’s Selection, 1819, No. 266, in 5 st. 
of 41. It is known in the following forms :— 
wing full form as above, and in various bymn-books 

to , 
2. In 4 st. of 4 1, tn Bickersteth’s Christian 

Pralmody, 1633. This is the text, with the necessary 
changes from King to Queen, &c,, which was used in 
the S. PC. K, Jubilee Hymns, 1887, and other Jubilee 
collections. 

3. The same arrangement of stanzas altered to suit 
the changed circumstances occasioned by the accession 
of HM. Gracious Majesty Queen Victoria, This was 
given in an early edition of Hall's Mitre HW. Bk. (1st ed., 
1836), and was made by Hall. 

4. The Mitre H, Bk, text with the addition of Bp, 
Ken's doxology, ** Praise God from Whom," &e. 

5. The Mitre H. Bk. text, with a return in some 
instances to the origina] text on the one hand, and some 
new changes on the other, in Thring’s Col/., 1482. 

This hymn is usually attributed to T. Cot- 
teri]. In the Julian and the Brooke marked 
copies of his Selection (see Cotterill, T.) it is 
blank. Snepp, in his Songs of G. & G., 
1872, and others attribute it to “ 'T. Cotterill.” 
Their wutbority was the simple gurss of D. 
Sedgwick. as bis mss. testify. So far as we can 
diseover it is “ Anon. in Cotterill’s Selection, 
1819,” , ‘J J.J ° 

‘O Kupuos épyetar. [Thr iuépar tiv 
ppexrhy. | 

Olet my Jesus teach me how. J. 
Berridge. (Abiding in Jeeus.] Pub. in his 
Zion's Songs, &c., 1785, No, 99. in 6 at. of 4 1., 
with the heading “1 ttle children, abide in 
Him, 1 John ii. 28” (ed. 1842, if 99). In 
modern hymn-books it is usually abbreviated, 
as in Spurgeon’s U. O. H. Bk., 1266. (J. J.) 

O Lord, consider my distress. W. 
Whittingham. [Ps li.) This rendering of 
the 51st Ps. which first appe«red in the Anglo- 
Genevan Psalter, 1556 [Old Version, § 111.), is 

the earliest known version of a Psalm in i. M. 
in the English language. A copy of the 
Pealter in which it appesred is preserved in 
the Bodleian, Oxford. Notwithstanding its 
historical value and some merit, it is unknown 
to modern collections. As a specimen we will 
quote the first stanza :— 

“© Lord, consider my distresse, 
and now with speed some pity take : 

My sins deface, my faith redresse, 
good Lord, for thy great mercies sake.” 

The full text is difficult to find, except in 

the Psalter appended to many old copies of the 

Bible, and in the Old Version. {J. J.) 

‘Jes 
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O Lord, how good, how great art | in H. A. & M., or the 8.P.C.K. Church Hymns, 

Thou. H. F. Lyte. (Ps. viii.) This is | and others. The changes in the text of the 

lyte’s altered version of his paraphrase of 

Ps. viii., which first appeared as * How good, 

how faithful, Lord, art Thou” (p. 706, ii. 4), in 

his Poema, 1833. Tiis altered form was given 

in his Spirit of the Pealma, 1834, und is found 

in the Wes. H. Bk., 1875, aud other collec- 
tions. {J. J.J 

Church Hys. were approved by the author. 
His authorised text is in the 6th ed. of his 
Holy Year, 1872. {J. J.] 

O Lord of hosts, Whose glory fills. 
J. M. Neale, (Laying Foundation Stone of o 
Church. — in his Hys. for the Young 
(being the 2nd series of his Hys. for Children) 

O Lord, how happy should we be. | in 1844, No. 27, in 6 st. of 41, and headed, 

J. Anstice, (Rest 
ub. in his posthumous Hymne, 1836, No. 44, 
nSst.of 61. In 1841 it was included in the 
Child's Christian Year, and from thence has 

1 into numerous hymn-books in all 
English-speaking countries. It was probably 

suggested by the words of the Psalmist, * Cast 
thy burden upon the Lord, and He shall sus- 
tain thee ;” but in the Hymns there is nothing 
tu indicate its origin, as it is printed there 

without title or heading of any kind. tna 
the text is slightly altered, that in the 
Companion, althongh claiming to be the 
original, being at fault in no less than four 
instances. This hymn is the best known and 
most widely used of Anstice’s hymns. (J. J.) 

O Lord, in all our trials here, 
Emma Toke, née Lealie, [Saints’ Days.) 
Written in 1851, and contributed anony- 
mously to the 8. P. ©. K. Hymns for Public 
Worship, 1852, No. 114, in 3 st. of 41. This 
hymn is in use in the following forms :— 

1, The orizival in S. P. C, K, Mymne, &e. 
2. Rewritten by Mrs. Toke, in 3 st. of 8 1. for the Rev, 

R. Judd’s Sunday School Liturgy and H. Bk, Halifax, 
1870, No. 11, and adapted for St. Stephen's Day. 

3. In Hutton's Appendiz, Lincoln, n, d., composed of 
the original; st. iv. from J. Newton's Olney Hymne, 
No. exvi., st. vil.; and a doxology, This arrangement 
was given in Thring’s (ol/., Ist ed.,-1ss0, but omitted 
in the 2nd ed., 1842, in favour of :— 

4. The original with a fourth stanza added by Pre- 
bendary Thring, No. 355. {J. J.) 

O Lord, incline Thy gracious ear. 
C. Wesley. (Ps.v.] Pub. in the Wesley Ps. & 
Hys., 1748, in 7 st. of 81. (P. Worka, 1868- 
1872, vol. viii. p. 9.) From this paraphrase 
trop conto are in C, U.:—~ 
me Rages: ~! Thy gracious ear. In Aennedy, 

2. Behold us, Lord, with humble fear. Composed of 

Ory te 
the Preub. Church. Philadelphia, igi. v 

3. On Thee, 0 God of ity. This, which begins 
with st. ii., was given in the revised ed. of the Wes, i. 
Bk., 1875. In Common Praise, 1879, this is in 

changed to On Thee, Thou God of purity.” (J. J.] 

O Lord, my best desire fulfil. W. 
Cowper. oy tion.) Ist pub, in the Oln 
Hymne, S70, k. iit, No. 20, in 6 st. of 4 L 
and entitled “Submission.” It was somewhat 
widely used in the older hymn-books, and is 
still given in several collections in G. Britain 
and America. Usually it is abbreviated, and 
sometimes it is attributed to J. Newton, but 
in error. [J. J.J 

O Lord of heaven, and earth, and 
sea. Bp. C. Wordsworth of Lincoln. he a 
tory.) Ist pub. in the 3rd ed. of his He 
Year, 1863, in 9 st. of 4 1, and headed, 
“Charitable Collections.” It is in extensive 
use in G. Britain and America, sometimes in 
its original form, aa in the 1869 Appendiz to 
the S.P.C.K. Ps. & Hys., and gain as altered | 

and Peace in Jesus.) lst |“ Laying the First Stone of a Church.” Itis 
given in numerous hymnals, as H. A. & M, 
the People’s H., Thring’s Coll, &. The 
alteration of st. v., Il, 1-2, from :— 

* Endue the hearts that guide with skill; 
Presetve the hands that work from ill;” 

“ The heads that guide endue with skill, 
The hands that work preserve from ill,” 

given in H. A, & M, in 1861, has been rr 
with almost common consent. (J. J.J 

O Lord, our fathers oft have told. 
Tate & Brady. (I's, zlie. Thanksgiving for 
Victory.) st pub. in three parts in the New 
Version, 1696. From this rendering, centos 
of varying length have been compiled from 
time to time, and have come into common use. 
In 1836, Edward Osler rewrote various lines 
from the N. V. and formed them into a bymn 
of + st. of 4 1. beginning :—* Great God of 
hosts, our ears have heard.” This was in- 
cluded in Hall's Mitre H. Bk., as a version of 
Ps. xliv. and entitled “ For Succour against 
our Foes.” From thence it into 
various collections, including Pott’s Hynns. 
&e., 1861, where it was given with slight 
alterations, and a doxology. This text was 
repeated in the 8.P.C.K. Church Hymns, 1871, 
with the change in the doxology of * One 
co-eternal Three” to “One God in Perwus 
Three.” (J. J.) 

O Lord our God, with earnest care. 
Fast Day.) This cento, in 5 st. of 41. in A 
Selection of Hys. Designed aa a . to the 
Pak om of the Presb. Church, Philadelphia. 

o. 356, and the Songs for the Sane- 
tuary, N. Y., 1865, No. 1333, is from tre. of 
Latin hymns pub. in- the H. Noted; st. |. 
being st. iii. of “Ecce tempus idoneum;” 
st. iL, iii, being st. iii, iv. of “Jesu quadm- 
genariac ;" st. iv. being st. iv. of “ Andi 
benigne Conditor:" and st. v. of “ Plasmator 
hominis Deus.” (For history of the Latin 
texts see under their respective first lines.) 
Of these tra. st. i.-iv. are by Dr. Neale, and 
st. v. by another hand. The result is » most 
successful hymn for a Fast Day service, of 
for Lent. [J. J.) 

O Lord, our languid souls inspire. 
J. Newton, [Opening of a Place of Worship) 
This hymn was written at the same time an 
under the same circumstances as Compe 
“Jesus, where’er Thy people meet.” Full 
details are given in the note on that hymn. 
“O Lord, our languid souls,” &c., was pub. it 
the Olney Hymne, 1779, Bk, ii., No. 43, 0 
7 st. of 4 L, and headed, “ On opening a Place 
for Social Prayer.” It is rarely found in its 
full form. The abbreviated texts sometimes 
begin with the first stanza, but the most pop'- 
lar arrangements are :— 

1, Dear Shepherd of Thy people, hear, This & 

<a saia LLL LL LD, 



O LORD, OUR STRENGTH 

auealy eormpeeet of four stanzas of the original, begin- 
ing with st. t 

"S. Orent of Thy people, hear. This is the 
tnoet popular form of the hymn. Bickersteth included 
it in bis Christian Psalmody, 1533. 

$. Kind of Thy people, hear, ‘This arrange- 
ment appeared in J. H. Gurney’s (oll. of Hymns, &e., 
iss, is repeated in later hymn-bwks 

The use of this hymn in these various fu 
is extensive. {J. J.J 

O Lord, our Strength in we 
Bishop C. Wordsworth of Lincoln. (For a 
Girls’ Friendly Society.) Written in 1881 for 
The Lincotn Disamen Manual of the Girls’ 
Friendly Society, and tirst printed therein, 
1881, in 6 st. of 8 1. (Lincoln: Williumson). 
It is an admirable lyric on Temperance, and 
is one of the most beautiful of Bp. Words- 
wortl's hymus. (J. J.J 

O Lord, refresh Thy flock. J. Anstice? 
a aa Appeared in his posthumous 

ymns, 1836, No, 27, in 5 st. of 4 1, and 
sin, with alterations, in the Child's Christian 

Year, 1841. In the former it is without title 
or heading of any kind: in the latter it is 
appointed for “ Thursday in Passion Week.” 
It is in several hymn-books, the text being 
usually that of the Child's Ch. Year. [J. J.J 

O Lord, Thou knowest all the snares. 
Emma Toke, né& Leslie. [Lent.] Written 
in 1851, and contributed avuonymously to the 
8. P. C.K. Hys. for Public Worship, 1852, 
No. 34, in 2 st.of 8 L From thence it has 
pa sed into later eds. of the same collection, 
the Irish Church Hymnal, and others. In 
1870 Mrs, Toke altered it (for the worse) for 
the Rev. R. Judd’s 8. 8. Liturgy and H. Bk., 
Halifax, 1870, No, 24, as “0 God! Thou 
knowest all the snares,” but in this form it 
has failed to attract attention. (J. J.) 

O Lord, turn not Thy face away. 
J. Marckant. (Lent.) This hymn, known 
as The Lamentation of a Sinner, is first found 
in J. Daye's ed. of Sternhold and Hopkina, 
1560-61 (ou Version, § v.] but without signa- 
ture. In the edition of 1565, the authorship 
18 given to Marckant. This name, sometimes 
written Market, uppears als in the editions 
of 1595 and 1606 [Old Version, § 1x. 10]. The 
first stanza ig :— 

“O Lord, turn not Thy face away 
From him that Hes prostrate, 

Lamenting sore bis sinful life 
Refore Thy mercy gate.” 

In The Whole Book of Psalma, &e., by J. 
Playford, 1677, p. 285, it begins “O Lord, 
turn not away Thy face.” 
The authorship of this hymn is given by 

Miller (Singers and Songs, 1867, p. 46) and by Lord Selborne (Book of Praise, 1862, p 239, and note) to John Mardley, although Miller 
adds a “?" in his Index [Old Version, § 1x. 
10). These conclusions are hased npon Farr's note in his Select Poetry Chiefly Devotional of 
the Reign of Queen Elizabeth, &e., 1845, vol. L 
i 1. ny sah buoy acs “M" in the Old erston is thought to represent John Mardley. 

A second rendering of The Lesatelion te ree ry —- area Ws in the 6th ed. of the 
rT) ew i i the Olt ereton, 1708. It is 

The first «tanga rea 

O LORD, WILT THOU TEACH 

“0 Lord, turn not Thy face from me, 
Who lie in woeful state, 

Lamenting all my sinful life 
Before Thy mercy gate.” 

This text continued in use as a part of Tate 
and Brady until that work was superseded by 
modern hymn-books, It is xlso found in a 
cousideruble number of the latter, but usually 
in an abridged form. 

A third rendering of The Lamentation, by 
Bp. R, Heber, wus given in his posthumous 
ymne, 1827, p. 104, in 12 double lines. The 

opening lines are :— 
* Ob Lord, turn not Thy face away 

From them that lowly le, 
Lamenting sore their sinful life 

With tears and bitter cry.” 

This rendering, signed in Heber’s Hymns 
* Sternhold” in error, is given in full in Lord 
Selborne’s Book of Praise, 1862, p. 239. It is 
considerably ultered from the Old Version 
original. In several modern hymn-books, in- 
cluding the Scottish Presbyterian Hymnal, 
1876, it is slightly altered,as “O Lord, turn 
not Thy fave from us.” Otheraltered forms of 
the text are (1)“ Turn not Thy face away, © 
Lord,” in the American Sabbath H. Bk., 1858, 
and others; and (2) “ Turn not, O Lord, Thy 
face from me,” in Alford’s Ps. & Hys., 1844, 
and his Year of Praise, 1867. The original 
texts of the O. and the N. Versions may be 
found bound up with old copies of the Book 
of Common Prayer. (J. J.J 

O Lord, upon Thine heritage. [Him- 
ber Days.) This hymn, in W. J. Blew’s Church 
Hymn and Tune Bl, 1852-55, in 5 st. of 4 1. 
in Uneod upou F. Rous's version of Ps. 68, st. 
ix.-xii. us pub. in the Scottish Psalter, 1650. 
In the H. Bk. for the use of Wellington Col- 
lege, 1860, and in Kennedy, 1863, st. i.-iv., are 
repeated, together with the substitution of a 
doxology for Blew’s st. v. (J. J.J 

O Lord, when dangers press me 
round. W.H. Bathurst. (Ps. cxl.] Ist pub. 
in his Ps. & Hys., 1831, as a version of Ps. exl. 
in 3 st. of 6 1. with the heading, “Gud a sure 
Defence.” In its original form it is not in 
C. U., but as “ My God, when dangers press 
me round,” it is in a few modern collections, 
including the New Cong., 1859, No. 235. This 
altered Base of the hymn appeared in Hall's 
Mitre H. Bk., 1886. The echa:.yes introduced 
by Hall are very slight. (J. J. 

O Lord, Who in Thy love divine. 
Bp. ©. Wordsworth of Lincoln, [Ember Days 
and Ordinations.] 1st pub. in his Holy Year, 
1862. p. 200, in 9 st. of 6 1. and headed * For 
Ember Weeks; and at the Ordination of 
Bishops, Priests, und Deacons.” In 1865 a 
new stanza was added, as st. ii, (“* Thou Who 
the night in prayer didst spend”), and the 
hymn was divided into two pers Pt. ii. be- 
ginning with st. v., “O may Thy pastors faith- 
tul be.” In Snepp's Songs of G. & G., 1872, 
No. 759, begins with st. iv. of the 1865 text, 
“O Thou Who didst at Pentecost.” (J. J.) 

O Lord, wilt Thou teach me to 
pray ? Jane Taylor. (A Child’s Hymn.) 1st 
pub. in Orig, Hys. for Sunday Schools, 2nd 
ed., 1813, No. 21, in 6 st.of 41. In the 4th 
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text rewritten in 9 st. of 4 1. | ed. of the Original Hys., 1816, the opening line 
was changed to “ Lord, teach a sinful child to 
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ray.” Inthis form, and in the more pleasing 

sonal given to it by some, ~ Lord teach a 

little child to pray,” it is found in numerous 

collections for children. {J. J. 

O Love divine, how sweet Thou art. 

C. Wesley. (Desiring to Love.] Appeared in 

Hys, and Sac. Poems, 1749, vol. i., in 7 at. of 

6}. as No. 5 of six hymns on “ Desiring to 

Love” (P. Works, 1868-72, vol. iv. p. 341). 

‘Three leading centos are in C. U. af , 

. Com fat. i., tif. iv, and vit. 4 was given 

iad. Whitetield's Hymns, &c., 1753, No. + 

second of two nywuns om “Longing for ge Bn 

. aed toy died, Fopiad 

in the Bev Sotiens, aad is that usually found ip the 

Church of England hymn-books. 
2. Com of st. L-iv. This was given in the Wes. 

H. Bk, 1780, No. 141, and is in very extensive use In 
all Enulish-speaking countries, In the revised ed. of 
the Wes. WH. #k., 1875, st. v., vi., of the original were 
added to the hymn. 

3. Com) of st. iv., vi, and fil, in the order 
named. a “© that I could for 
ever sit,” is in the Ame Songs for the Sanctuary, 
N. Y., 1865, 

In addition to these other forms of the text 
beginning with st.i.are in limited use. G. J. 
Stevenson's associations in his Methodist H. 
Bk. Notes, 1883, are most interesting. (J. J.J 

O Love divine, what hast Thou 
done? C. Weasley. gern lst pub. 
in Hys. & Sacred Pooms, 1742, in 4 st. of 6 1., 
asthe last of three hymus on “ Desiring to 
Love” .P. Works, 1868-72, vol. ii. p. 74). It 
came into use in the Church of England 
through Toplady’s Ps. & Hys., 1776, No. 25, 
and with tue Methodist Societies ant other 
nonconformists through the Wes. H. Bk., 1780, 
No. 27. The histories! account of its beautiful 
refrain, “My Lord, my Love is crucified,” is 
given under * My Lord, my Love was cruci- 
‘ed’ (p, 781, ii). {J. J.) 

O luce quae tua lates. Claude de 
nteiiil, (Trinity.) Appeared in the Paris 

reviary, 1680; the Cluniae Breviary, 1686, p. 
32: the Paris Brev., 1736; and again in other 

aud later French Breviaries. It is also in J, 
Chandler's Hys, of the Primitive Church, 1837 ; 
Card. Newman's Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 and 
1865; and Biggs’s annotated ed. of H. A. & 
M., 1867. Tr. a8 :— 

1, O Thou Who dwellest bright on high. By J. 
Chandler in his Hys. of the Primitive Church, 
1837, p. 93, and again in his /fys. of the Church, 
1841, No. 54, This is given unaltered in some 
collections, and in others as “ Thou ever blessed 
Trinity,” as in Murray's Hymnal, 1852, No. 68. 

2, Who, in Thy very light, self-shrouded art. 
W. J, Blew in his ChurcA My. y Tune Bk, 
1852-55, and again in Rice’s Sef. from the same, 
1870, 

8. Blest Trinity, from mortal sight. By the 
Compilers of Hf. A. & Jf, given first in their 
trial edition, 1859, and then in their first ed., 
1861, but omitted from the revised ed., 1875. 

4. Great God, Who in Thy light dost rest. By 
R. C. Singleton, written in 1867, and included 
in his Anylican [. Bk, 1868 and 1871. 

5. 0 Thou Who hidden art in Thine own light. 
By I. Williams in the British Magazine, Sept. 
1837, vol. xii. p. 270, and his Hys. tr. from the 
Parisian Breviary, 1839, p. 163. {J. J.) 

O Luce qui mortalibus. C. Coffin. 
{Sunday Evening.| Given in the Paris Bre- 
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iary, 1736, as the hymn for Sundays at Ves- 
ts, from ‘Trinity to Advent; and again in 

Joffin’s Hymni Sacrl, 1736, p. 10. Lt is ulso 
in J, Chandler's Hys. Lf the Primitice Church, 
1837, No. 10; Card. Newman’s Hymni Eeele- 
siae, 1838 and 1865 ; aud in Biggs’s Annotated 
ed. of HZ. A. & M,, 1867.) Tr. us :— 

1. © Thou Who in the light dost dwell. By 1. 
Williams in the British Magazine, Jan, 1534, 
vol. vy. p. 31, and his Hys. tr. from the Parisian 
Breviary, 1839, p. 10. It was included with 
alterations in the //ymnary, 1872. It is also 
No. 104 (altered) in Korison’s Hys. and Anthems, 
1851 

2. O Thou, Whose throne is hid from men. By 
J. Chandler in his Hys, uf the Primitive Church, 
1837, p. 8, and his Hys. of the Church, &c., 1841, 
No, 7, It is in a few collections only. 

8. Thou Who in light dost dwell. By W. J. 
Blew, in his Church Hy. y Tune Bk. 1852-55, 
and Rice’s Sel. from the same, 1870. 

4. The of Thy glory, Lord. by 
Archbishop E, W. Benson. Ist pub. in the A. 
Bk. for the Use of Wellington College, during his 
Head Mastership, 1860, and again in the 5. P. 

C. K. Church Hys., 1871 
5. Great God, Who hid from mortal sight. 4 

the Compilers of H, A, ¢ /., 1861 (based on J. 
Chandler), omitted from the revised ed., 1875, 
but restored, with alterations, in 1889. 

6, Father of glory, that dost dwell. By J. M. 
Neale in the East Grinstead St. Margaret's Hyl., 
1875. 

Translations not in C, U. :— 
1. O Thou Who in the } dost dwell, FR, Camp- 

bell. 1450. This is I. Williams's tr.-as above, re- 
written int. mM. The opening Il. 1-3 are the same as 
Williams's. : 

2. O God, enshrined in heavenly might. J.D. Cham- 
bers, 1857 

. God, who . De 
Morga = 1380. Sve ee one, 3) 

O Lux beata Trinitas, Et principalis 
Unitas. St. Ambrose. [Evening.| This is 
one of the twelve hymns which the Benedic- 
tine editors regarded as undoubtedly the work 
of St. Ambruse. It is cited as by St, Ambrose 
by Hiuemar of Rheims in his treatise De uné 
et non trind Deitate, 857. The original con- 
sists of two sts. (ii. ‘Te mane laudum car- 
mine”) and a doxology, Its almost universal 
use was at Vespers on Saturday, as in the 
older Roman (Venice, 1478); Paris, 1643; 
Sarum, York, and Aberdeen Breviaries. lt 
was sometimes also assigned to Vespers or 
Lauds on Trinity Sunday. Daniel, i., Nos.26, 
gives the originul, along with tue revised taxt 
of the Roman Breriary of 1682, where ity 
begins Jam sol recedit igneus. In his notes 
Daniel gives the additional st. tr.in J.D. Cham- 
bers's Lauda Syon, 1857 (see below): (iii. “Jam 
noctis tempus advenit’; iv. “Tu Christe 
sulve vincula”; vy. “*Oramus ut exaudias”), 
which are found only in the Mozarabie Bre- 
viary, Where the hymn is given for Vespers on 
the 2nd §. after the Epiphany, and at other 
seasons. In his further notes at iv. pp. 47-48, 
Daniel refers to the origiual text as in a LOth 
vent. Rheinau ms.; gives the statements of 
Hincmar: and also cites a from the 
21st Epistle of St. Ambrose, which he thinks 
clearly refers to this hymn, and so decisively 
settles its authorship. (W. A. 8.) 
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Mone, i. p. 372, cites this hymn as in an sth cent. | 
us, at Darmstadt, where it is assigned to daily Vespers, 
Dreves gives it in bis Hymnarius Moiasiacensis, Lest, 
froma loth cent, xs, It is also in three mse. of the 
lith cent, in the British Museum (Vesp. D. xii. f. 2; 
Harl. 2961 f. 218; Add. 30848 [a Mozarabic Rreviary) 
f. 666). In the Lat. Hys. of the Anglo-Sazon Ch. 
(Surtees Society), 1851, p. 1., it is printed from an 11th 
cent, us, at Durham (9B. iii. 32, f. 2). Also in an 11th 
cent. us. at Corpus Christi, Cambridge (391, page 227); 
in the St. Gall xs., No. 387, of the lth cent. ; 
Migne’s Patrol. xvi,, col, 1407, and Ixxxvi., cols. 220, 
252, 699, 924; in Wackernagel, i, No. 60; in Card. 
Newman's Hymni Ecclesiae, 1934 and 1465, and others. 

The original text has been frequently ¢r. 
into German, and through three of these 
versions has passed into English. 

i. Der du bist’ drei in Einigkeit. This is a full 
and faithful version by M. Luther, written in 
1543, and Ist pub. in hlug’s G. B., Wittenberg, 
1544. Thence in Wackernagel, iii. p. 293; in 
Schircks’s ed, of Luther's Geistl, Lieder, 1854, p. 
42: andthe Une. L. &, 1851, No. 186. Jr as:— 
Thou Who art Three in Unity, True God. By 

R. Massie, in his Jartin Luther's Spir. Songs, 
1854, p. 25. Repeated in the Ohio Luth. Hyl., 
1880, and by Dr. Bacun, 1884, p. 71 

Other trs. are :— 
(1) “Since Thou, the living God, art Three,” by Miss 

Fry, 1845, p. 139. (2) “ The true One God, In Persons Three,” by J. Anderson, 1846, p. 23 (1847, p. 45). @) 
**Thou Three in One, and Onein Three, Dr J. 
Hunt, 1863, p, 53, (4) “* Thou only God, the Three in 
One,” by Dr. H. Mills, 1856, p. 223. (5) * Thon Who'rt 
(ne, and yet as Three,” by Miss Manington, 1863, p. 
185, (6) “Thou, Lord, art Three in 
Garratt, in his Hys. and Trs., 1867, p. 39. (7) °T 
Who art Three in Unity, A,” by Dr'G. Macdonald, in the 
Sunday Mag., 1#67, p. 388, and his Arotics, 1876, p. 61. 

ii, O selges Licht, Dreifaltigkeit. A full and 
good tr. by Bunsen for hi# Versuch, 1833, No. 
41. Repeated in the Kirchen G B, of the 
Eisenach Conference, 1854, No. 74. Jr. as “O 
Trinity of blessed Light, Thou Unity,” by /. J. 
Buckoll, 1842, p. 62. 

iii, O werthes Licht der Christenheit. A full 
and good tr, by M. A. yon Léwenstern, It seems 
to have appeared in the 2nd ed., circa 1646, of 
the Breslau Kirchen- wel Haus-Music, Mitzell, 
1858, No. 288, quotes it (as No. 26 of Lowen, 
stern’s Apelles-Lieder) from the 5th ed., circa 
1668. Included in Burg’s G. B., Breslau, 1746, 
No. 64. Tr. as, *O Holy fount of light on high,” 
in full as No, 178 in Dr. Pagenstecher’s Coll., 
1864, signed, * F, C.C.” (J. M.} 

_ Both forms of the Latin text have been fr. 
into English The text of each is :— 

nity,” 

Durham text, Bree, Rom, 
“ © Lux beata Trinitas, * Jam sol recedit igneus : 

Et principalis unitas ; Tu lux perennis unitas, 
Jam sol recedit igneus . Nostris, beata Trinitas, 

Infunde lumen cordi- Infunde lumen cordl- 
bus. bus, 

Te mane laud - 7 udent car. 

e precemur ve: . 
Te nostra suppiex gloria 
Per cuncta Iaudet sae- 

cula, 

Te mane laudum car- 

1 e deprecamur ves 
Digneris, ut te eupntices 
Landemus inter coclites. 

Peo Patri sit gloria,” Patri, simulque Fillo,” 
etc. etc. 
These forms have been translated thus :— 
i. O Lux beata Trinitas. 
1. Bright and blessed Three in One. By W. L. 

Alexander, in his Augustine H, Bk., 1st ed., 1849, 
No. 195, and again in later editions. 
_ & O Trinity of blessed light. By J. M. Neale, 
in the Hymnal N., 1852, No.1. It is given in 
several collections, including H. A, & M., 1861 

‘ 
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and 1875, with slight alterations ; the ymnary, 
1872, with other changes; and other hymn- 
books. 

3. O Light thrice blessed, Holy Trine, By W. 
J. Blew, in his Church H. § Tune Bk., 1852-55, 
and again in Rice's Sef. trom the same, 1870. 

4. O Light! Thou [0] Trinity most blest. By J. LD, 
Chambers, This is a tr. of the Sth stanza and 
doxology form of the hymn as given in the 
Mozarabic Breviary (see above). It was pub. in 
Chambers’s Psalter, 1852, p. 325; and his Lauda 
Syon, 1857, p. 56, and is No. 410 in the /’cuple’s 
Hf,, 1867. 

Other trs. are :— 
1. O blessed lighte, O Trinitie, O Unity that t* the 

chief. Primer, ) 604. 
2. O blessed light, O Trinity, O Unity most principal. 

Primer, 1616. 
3. Thou ever-blessed Triune light. 2ymnarium 

Anglicanum, 1844, 
4. 0 Trinity, blest Light. J. Williams, in bis 

ay = in Past Years, 1848, 
5. When sinks in night that radiant sun. 

Macgill, 1876, 
ii, Jam sol recedit igneus. This revised ver- 

sion of the hymn appeared in the Roman Brev. 
in 1632. It is the hymn on Saturdays at 
Vespers fiom the Octave of the Epiphany to. 
Lent: also at first aml second Vespers of 
Trinity Sunday; and also on Saturdays at 
Vespers from the Octave of Corpus Christi 
until Advent. It is tr, as — 

1, Now sinks in night the faming sun, By Bp. 
R, Mant. This paniphrase rather than trans- 
lation appeared in his Ancient Hys. from the 
fiom. Brev., &c., 1837, p. 16, in 3 st. of B 1. (ed. 
1871, p. 31). The first stanza may be said to 
be the tr. of the Latin and the rest an expansion. 
of the same line of thought, thus making the 
paraphrase. It is in several modern collections, 
including Aennedy, 1863, Thring’s Coll., 1882, 
&c., and altered as “Father of lights, Who 
dwell’st in light,” in the 1874 Supplement to 
the New Cong., and as “The flaming sun has 
sunk in night,” in the /ymnary, 1872. 

2. Now doth the fiery sun decline. By E. Cas- 
wall, in his Lyra Catholica, 1849, pp. 36 and 
108, and again in his ys, and J’ocms, 1875, pp. 
21 and 61 It is in several modern collections, 

Other tra. are :— 
}. Now doth the fiery sun retire, 

Hn. OM. 

Primer, 1685, 
2. The fiery sun now rolls away. And hastens, 

Primer, 1706. 
3. The fiery sun now rolls away. Bilest Three and 

One, &c. Evening Office, 1710. 
4. Already the bright sun departs. 4. J. B. Hope. 
4. 
6. Behold the flery sun recede. F. C, Husenbeth. 

1840, 
6. The fiery sun is gone. W, J. opeee. 1848, 
7. The fiery sun now fades fromsight. W. J. Cope- 

land. 2nd tr, 1848, 
8. Behold the radiant sun departs. A. Campbell, 

1856. 
9. The red sun is gone, Card, Newman. 1853. 

10, While fades the glowing sun away. 7, J. Potter. 

IL. Blest Light, eternal Trinity. J. D. Aylward. 
This tr. is followed by 5 additional stanzas. s 

12. The fiery sun recedes from sight. J. Wallace, 
isi4, 
Of these tre. not in C. U. Nos. 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 

10, and 11, are in O. Shipley’s Annus Sanctus 
(and ite Appendix), 1884. [J. J.J 

O Majestiit! wir fallen nieder. 4. 

Tersteegen. (Public Worship.) This hymn, 
founded on Rey. iv.. first appeared in the 4 th 

ed., 1745, of his Geistliches Blumengdrtlein, 

Bk. iii., No. 74, in 7 st. of 12 1, entitled 

14 
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“ Hallelujah”; repeated in the Berlin G. L.8., 
ed. 1863. The form ér. into English is that 
given in Dr. H. A. Daniel's Evang. Kirchen 
G. B., 1842, No. 251, beginning, * Herr, unser 
Gott, mit Ehrfurcht dienen,” being st. ii-iv., 
vii., greatly altered. Tr. as:— ' 

1, Lord our God, in reverence lowly. A good 
tr. of Laniel’s text by Mrs. Findlater in /f. L. L., 
3rd Ser., 1858, p. U2 (1884, p. 154), and re- 

peated in the Meth. N. Conn, //ymas, 1863. It 
is also found in the following forms :— 

(1) Lord God of might, in reverence lowly. In Ken- 
nedy, 1863, &c. 

(2) O Lord our God, in reverence lowly. In the 
1869 Ap, iz to the S. P. C.K. Ps, & Mys., repeated 
in their Church Hys., 1871; the Hymnary, 1572, &e, 

(3) Thee, Almighty, thrice holy. in the 
1374 Suppl. w the New Cong. H. Bk. ; the 1874 Appendiz 
to the Leeds HT, Bk., &e. 

2. Lord our God, to whom is given. A free tr, 
of Daniel's st. i., iii, tv., by Dr. W. FP. Steven- 
son, 1871, given in his Hys, for Ch. & Home, 
1873, the refrain of st. i, ii. being taken from 
Mrs. Fiadlater as above. J. M. 

O Master, at Thy feet. Frances R. 
Havergal. ( Adoration.) We have been fur- 
‘hished with the following interesting account 
of this hymn from Miss Havergal’s private 
papers >— 

“T felt that [ had not written anything specially in 
praise to Christ, A longing to do so me, I 
wanted to show forth His praise ty Hum, not to others, 
even if wo mortal ever saw it, He would see every line, 
would have known the unwritten longing to praise Him 
even if words failed utterly. It describes, as most of 
my poems do, rather reminiscence than present feeling. 
I cannot transcribe at the moment of strong feeling. 1 
recall it afterwards and write it down. ‘OQ Master!’ 
itis perhaps my favourite title because it implies rife 
and submission; and this is what love craves, Men 
may feel differently, but a true woman's submission is 
beg aoe from es I wrote it (*O Master!" } 
au the cold and twilight in the little back room, un- 
carpeted, at Shareshill Parsonage, Dec, 31, 1866. I 
my book (Ministry om with the expression of its 
devotion to God's g . L wished to clowe it with a 
distinctive ascription of praise to Jesus, and, therefore, 
without any hesitation, at once decided upon placing 
* Adoration’ [this hymn) where it stands.” 

The hymn was given in the Sunday Maga- 
zine, 1867; in her Ministry of Song, 1869; and 
in Life Mosaic, 1879, in 5 at. of 41. (J. J.) 

O may the power which melts the 
rock. J. Newton. [National Fast.) This 
is one of his Fast-day hymns pub. in the 
Olney Hymns, 1779, Bk. ii, No. 65, in 8 st. of 
4 1. and headed, “Confession and Prayer, 
Dec. 13, 1776." In Cotterill’s Sel, 1810, it 
was given in 6 st., and in this form it has 
come down to modern hymn-books. [J. J.) 

O mean may seem this house of 
clay. 7. H. Gill. (Divinity of, and Oneness 
with, Christ.) Written in 1850; Ist pub, in 
44. Dawson's Ps. & Hys., 1853; and again, 
after slight revision, in the author's Golden 
Chain, &c., 1869, No. 36, in I] st. of 4 1 
Concerning it the author says that it 
“Has had by far the widest of all my 
hymns. It was put into my mouth as the truth of the 
Incarnation was revealed to me [see Gill, T. H.]. Its 
production was a great spiritual event In my own Life, 
as well as an exquisite and unspeakable delight. It 
wrought powerfully upon my outward life, and intre- 
duced te to persons my connection with whom led to 4 
change of ence, and furthered the publication of my 
work, ‘The Papal Drania.’" [r. 8.) 

This hymn as a whole is too long for C.U., 
but in an abbreviated form it is in numerous 

O NATA LUX DE LUMINE 

hyma-books in G. Britain and America, No, 
58 in Horder's . Hymns, 1884, is an ex- 
ample of a bch, Hi of stanzas. (J. J.) 

O mighty Mother! why that light? 
F. W. Faber. (Whitsuntide.) Pub. in his 
Jesus and Mary, &c., 1349, in 21 st. of 41.04 
“The Descent of the Holy Ghost.” Also in 
his Hymns, 1862. The hymn, “He comes, 
He comes, the Holy One,” in the Sarum Hyl., 
1868, is compiled from the 1849 text. (J. J.] 

O most compassionate High Priest. 
C. Wealey. (For Purdon.) “ First published 
in 1743, as ‘A Prayer for those who are Con- 
vinced of Sin,’ at the end of The Nature, 
Design, and General Rules of the United 
Societies, &c.; and to be found there in most 
if not all the editions of that tract publishetl 
during Wesley’s life” (2. Works, 1868-72, 
vol. v. p. 230). It was also included in 
Hymns and Sacred Poems, 1749, vol. ii.. No. 63, 
in 18 st, of 4 L, us No. 3 of * Hymus of Inter- 
cession.” In 1780, st. vi.-xiv, were given as: 
“O let the prisoners’ mournful cries,” in the 
Wes. H. Bk., No. 450, and from thence passed 
into other collections. The revised ed. of the 
Wes, H. Bk., 1875, omits the last two stanzas 
of the 1780 text. (J. J.) 

O most delightful hour by man. W. 
Cowper. (Death and Burial.) These are the 
“* Stanzas Subjomed to a Bill of Mortality for 
the Parish of All Saints, in the Town of 
Northampton, Anno Domini 1789,” und sub- 
sequently pub. with Cowper's translations from 
the Frenen of Madagne Guiou, a3 Poems Trans- 
lated from the French of Madame de la Mothe 
Guion, &e., Newport-Pagnel, 1801, p, 122. 
There are 9 st. of 4 1. in all. these 
st. i-iv. with alterations, were given in Mar- 
tineau’s Hymns, &c., 1840 and 1873, and also 
in a few American collections. (J. J.J 

O my distrustful heart. W. Hammond. 
[Final Perseverance.] This hymn, on 2 Tim. 
wu. 13, “If we believe not, yet He abideth 
faithful,” appeared in his Ps. & Hys, &c., 
1745, p. 165, in 4 st.of 61. In 1776, A. M. 
Toplady pub. it in a rewritten form, but be- 
inning with the same first line, in his Ps. & 
ys, &e., No. 252. This arrangement was 

repeated in various collections to Snepp’s 
Songs of G. & G., 1872, No. 727, with the 
change in Snepp of st. iv. 1. 1. from “The 
bowels of Thy grace,” to “Thy rich and 
sovereign grace.” It is also in other collec- 
tions, und should be given as “ W. Hammond, 
1745; A. M. Toplady, 1776.” (4. J] 

O nata lux de lumine. [The Tranafigu- 
ration.] The oldest text known of this hymn 
is in G. M. Dreves’s Hymnarius Moissiacensis, 
1888, from a 10th cent. ms. :and in two Rheinau 
Mss. now in the University Library at Ziirich, 
No. 91 of the L1th cent, ; No. 82 of the 11th or 
12th cent. Itis also in an early 14th cent. ms. 
in the Bodleian (Ashmole 1528 f. 247): in the 
Sarum Breviary, Venice, 1495; the Aberdeen 
Breviary of 1409, &c, The printed text is als» 
in Card. Newman’s Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 and 
1865; Daniel, iv. p. 161, &e. (J. M.J 

Translations in C. U.:— 
1. O Light of Light, Lord Jesu. By W. J. 
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Blew, in his Church Hy, and Tune Bk., 1852-55, 
and again in Rice’s Sel. from the same, 1870. 
2, O Light, Which from the Light hast birth. By 

J. D, Chambers, in his Lauda Syon, 1857, p. 241, 
This is repeated in several modern collections, 
including the People’s H., 1867; the Hymner, 
1882, &c. 

In the Hymnal Noted, 1854, the tr. “ A ty 
of those bright rays on high,” is given in 
error under “O Nata Lux de Lumine,” 
instead of “Coelestis formam Gloriae” 
(p. 240, ii.), of which it is a ¢r. (J. J.J 

‘O véos Ovpaves. (Conception of the 
B.V.M.) Three Cathismata (i.e. hymns sung 
seated from the Daydawn or Lauds for the 
Conception of Annu, Dec. 9, in the Mensa. 
The tr. by Dr. R. F, Littledale, “ Within the 
womb of Anna,” was first pub. in the Church 
Times, Dec. 3, 1864, signed “R. F. L.” and 
again in the P "s H., 1867, and signed “ L.” 
It is an expansion of the original, the second 
stanza being introduced for the sake of clear- 
ness. The doxology is also by Dr. ar Th 

'O maiéas ex Kapivov. ‘*Avacrdo- 
ews nwépa.} 

Q. wavrwy éréxewa. St. Gregory of 
Nazianzus, [Praise.) This “ Hymn to God” 
is fuund in various editions of St. Gregory's 

; in Daniel, iii, 12, and in Anth. Graca 
Carm. Christ., 1871, p. 24. It isan exceedingly 
fine hymn, and has been well rendered into 
English by Mr. Chatfield in his Songs and 
Hymns, &c.,, 1876, in 12 st. of 4.1, pp. 98-101, 
as, “O Thou, the One Supreme o'er all.” 
(Greek Hymnody, § iv.] (J. J.J 

O Paradise eternal. T. Davis. { Heaven.) 
Appeared in his Iys. Old and New, 1864, 
No. 192, in 6 st. of 4 1, and again in his 
Annus Sanctus, 1877. It has passed, in its 
full, or in an abbreviated form, into a large 
number of hymn-books in G. Britain and 
America. {J. J.J 

” O Paradise, O Paradise. F. W. Faber. 
(Hearen.] Ist pub. in his Hymns, 1862, in 
7 at. of 8 1, and entitled “ Paradise.” In 
1868 it was included in the A iz, to H. 
A. & M., with the omission of st. iii. and vii.. 
and the addition of the stanza “ Lord Jesus, 
King of Paradise,” by the compilers. For 
some time after the hymn was included in H. 
A. & M. it was very popular, Dr. Dykes’s tune 
therein being the chief cause of its success. 
Latterly, however, its unreality, and, in its 
original form, ita longing for sudden death, 
has cansed it to he omitted from several of the 
best collections, The rewritten version, in 
three stanzas, in Morrell & How's enlarged 
edition of their Ps, & Hys., 1864-67, No. 165, 
is a failure, (J. J.) 
O Pater sancte, mitis atque pie. 

[Trinity Sunday.) This hymn is found in 
two mss. of the IIth cent. in the British 
Museum (Vesp. D. xii. ff LISh; Jul. A. vi. f. 
70b): and in the Lat, Hys. of the Anglo-Sazon 
Ch., 1851, it is printed from an 11th cent. 13. at Durham (B. ii. 32, f. 43). It is included in 
the Sarum, York, Aberdeen, old Roman (Venice, 
1478), and other Breviaries. The printed text 

O QUAM GLORIFICA 845 

is also in Mone, No. 12; Daniel, iv. p. 270; 
G. M. Dreves's Hymnarius Moissiacensis, 1888, 
from a 10th cent. ms., and Card. Newman's 
Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 and 1865. (J. M.)} 

Translations in C, U. :— 
1. O Holy Father, merciful and loving. By. W. 

J. Blew, in his Church Hy. and Tune Bk., 
1852-55 ; and again, with slight alterations, in 
the 1860 Appendix to the Hymnal N., No. 140. 

2. O gracious Father, merciful and holy. By R. 
F. Littledale, in the People’s H., 1867, under the 
signature of “ A. L. P.” 

8. Holiest Father, pitiful and loving prea 
In the Antiphoner and Grail, 1880, and, altered, 
in the Hymner, 1882. 

Translations not in 0, U, :— 
1, O Holy Father, gracious and benign. J.D. Cham- 

bera, 1852 and 1467. 
2, Father most Holy, merciful and loving. J. W. 

Hewett, 1869. "ES. J. 

O perfect lifeoflove. Sir H. W. Baker. 
[Passiontide.| Written for the revised edition 
of H. A. & M., and included therein in 1875, 
as one of the “ Hymns of the Passion,” in 7 at. 
of 41. It isa hymn of much merit. [J. J.J 

‘O rdorns pou Kips. St. Theo- 
we HaTD (Qui: ima.) Stichera from the 
riodion at the Vespers of Tyrophagus, the 

sunday before the commencement of the 
Great Fast, in which even cheese (allowed for 
the last time on this Sunday) is prohibited. 
See Acire dxavres, p. 292, ii.) The original 

is in 5 st. of unequal length, as in Dr. Neule’s 
tr. Adam’s expulsion from Paradise is the 
subject of Tyruphagus, and the first three 
stanzas are spoken in the person of Adam. 
Dr. Neale’s tr. : “The Lord my Maker, formin 
me of clay,” is of st. i, ii, iii, and v., rr 
appeared in his Hys. of the Eastern Church, 
1862. He introduces it with the following 
note :— 
“The reader can hardly fail to be struck with the 

beautiful idea in the third stanza, where the follage of 
Paradise is asked to make intercession for Adam's recall. 
The last stanza, Milton, as an universal scholar, doubt- 
less had in his eye, in Eve's lamentation,” {J. J.) 

O praise our God to-day. Sir H. W. 
Baker. (Friendly Societies.) Written in 1861, 
and pub. in H. A. & M. the same year, in 5 st. 
of 4 i It lias passed into several hymn-books 
in G. Britain and America, and is admirably 
suited fur the purpose of Friendly Societies, 
&e., for which it was written. {J. J.J 

O praise ye the Lord, Praise Him in 
the height. Sir H. W. Baker. fhe el.) 
Written for and 1st pub. in H. A. & M., 1875. 
One of the author's most spirited productiona. 
It is in 4 st. of BL. {J. J.J 

O qualis quantaque laetitia. Thomas 
& Kempis. (Eternal Life.) In his Opera, Niirn- 
berg, 1494, f. 130, entitled “Hymn on the 
joys of Heaven and the nine an lie choirs.” 
The full text is in Wackernagel, i., No. 374. 
Trench, ed. 1864, p. 321, gives a beautiful 
fragment beginning with 1. 9,“ Astant (Ad- 
stant) angelorum chori.” This portion has 
been fr. as :-— 

In the far celestial land. By Harriet M. Chester, 
made for and in the Hymnary, 1872, under the 
signature of “* H. M.C." (J. M.] 

O quam glorifica luce coruscas. [B. 
V. M.) This hymn is found in four mss. of the 
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11th cent. in the British Museum (Vesp. D. 
xii. £.87; Jul. A. vi. f. 55.0; Harl 2061 f. 241; 
Add. 30848 f. 179 6); in a ms. of tne Lith 
cent. at Corpus Christi College, Cambridge 
(391, p. 263); aud in the Lat. Hys. of the 
Anglo-Sazon Ch., 1851, it is printed from a Ms. 
-of the llth cent. at Durham (B. iii. 32 f. 
325). Among the St. Gall mas. it is found 
in No. 92 of the 9th cent.; aud in Nos. 387 
and 413 of the 11th cent. it was included in 
the Sarum, York, and various German 
Breviaries, as a hymn for the Assumption of 
the B. V. M. The printed text is also in 
Daniel, iv. p. 188; and G. M, Dreves’s Hym- 
narius Moissiacensis, 1888, from a 10th cent. 
us. T'r. as :-— 

1. © with what glorious lustre t. By 
J. D. Chambers, in his Landa Syon, 1866, p. 87. 

2, O what light and glory. By T. I. Ball, in the 
1863 ed. of the Appendix to the H. Noted. 

3. O with what glorious lustre thou shinest. In 
the Antiphoner ¢ Grail, 1880, and the Hymner, 
1882. [J. M.] 

O quam juvat fratres, Deus. C. Coffin. 
(Unity) Ap in the Paris Breviary, 
1736, as the hymn for Tuesdays at Vespers ; 
and again in Coffin'’s Hymat Sueri, 1736, 
p. 17. Lt is also in J. Chandler's Hys. of the 
Primitive Church, 1837, and Card. Newman's 
Hymui Ecclesiae, 1838 und 1865. T'r. as :— 

1, O Lord, how joyful 'tis to see. J. Chandler, 
in his Hys, of the Prim, Church, 1837, p. 19. It 
is given, generally without alteration, in a 
large number of fiche wie including H. A, 
& M., 1875; the Hymnary, 1872 ; Thring’s Coll., 
1882, &c, It ranks with the most popular of 
Chandler's translations, 
_ 2. How sweet the days, O Lord, are sped. Given 
anonymously in the Wellington College H. Bk., 
1860, and later editions, 

Other trs. are :-— 
1. How sweet it is to see, Brethren in Unity. J. Wil- 

liams. 1839. 
game —— God, how sweet to see, W. J. Blew. 

3. O God, what joys around are shed. J. D2. Cham- 
ders. 187. 

4. O God, our loving God, by whom Thy Church, 
D.T. Morgan, 1880. : (J. J) 

O quanta qualia sunt illa Sabbata. 
Peter Abelard. (Sunday. Eternal Life.) 
Cousin, in his ed. of Abelard’s Opera, Paris, 
1849, vol. i. p. 306, gives this from a ms. in the 
Royal Library at Brussels. This ms. is of the 
12th cent., and is probably the collection of 
hymns which Abelard prepared for the use of 
the abbey of the Paraclete of which Heloise 
was abbess. Mone, No. 282, gives the text 
from the St. Gall ms., No. 528, of the L4th 
cent.; and in the 1875 catalogue of the St. 
Gall mss. it is also marked as being con- 
tained in No. 387 of the llth cent. It is 
also in Migne’s Patrologiae Cursus, vol. 178, 
col. 1786. (J. M.J 

1, O what their joy and their glory must be. By 
J. M. Neale, in the Hymnal N., 1854. It is in 
several hymn-books, including the 8. P. C. K. 
Church Hys., 1871; Thring’s Coll, 1882; and 
others, the text most in use being Neale’s fr. 
slightly altered by the compilers of H. A. § M., 
1861. 

2. O how fair and how great. By J. D. Cham- 
bers, in his Lauda Syon, 1857, p. 58. In the 

O QUI TUO, DUX M. 

Scottish Epis. Coll, of Hys., 1 
“O how surpassing fair.” 

3. O what shall be, 0 wher 
W. Duffield. Mr. Duttield se 
Hymns, &e., N. Y., 1886, p. ¢ 
this tr, in the Astor Library 
gays that he used the text as 
logiae. This tr. was given in | 
N. Y., 1884, in two parts. 
glorious King, O happy state, 

Other trs. are :— 
1. O what must be thelr joy. J 
2. U what must be the sabba 

1880, 

O qui perpetuus nos 
Jean Baptiste de Santeiiil. 
~~ Given in the Cluni 
p. xlii.; in the author's Hy 
1689, p. 207 (ed. 1698, p. 2 
Breviary, 1736, as the hyn 
of Doctors at first and sec 
also in several modern | 
Card, Newman repeats th 
Paris Brev. in his Hymni . 
1865. Tr. as:— 

© Thou the eternal Father's 
wall, in his Masque of Mary 
and in his Hys. and Poems, 
Hymuary, 1872, it is altered 
Incarnate Word.” 

Other trs. are :— 
1. O Thou, our only Teacher 

Williams, 1839. 
2. O Thou, Who every hour. 

O qui tuo, dux mart 
tiste de Santeiiil. [St. Ste; 
the Cluniac Breviary, 168t 
author's Hymai Sacri et 
1698, p. 26). In 1736 it > 
Paris Breviary. It is alsc 
Breviaries, and in Card. 
Ecclesiae, 1838 and 1865. 

1. Rightful Prince of Ma: 
given in 1. Williams’s Ays. 
Breviary, 18359, p. 58. In 
says that this tr. was “ st 
but who this friend was w 
to determine to our satisi 
C, U, in its original torm a 

(1) Prince of ! who 
given in Murray's /iymnal, | 
a anil = another — 

) First o ! whose 
isbury Hymnal 186t, is an 

1839 text, but has more in cor 
with it, 

3) First of ! thou 
y the f° crown, &c. 

upon the 1839 ¢tr., toge 

sh Posh al wactgee) tae (4) t : u 
in the 1560 Appendix to the # 
H. is a cento, st. 1., til-v. b 
below) altered; st. ii., the 1: 
vii., added by the editor; and t 
altered. 

(5) Chief of ! thor 
given in the Anglican H. Rk 
the Rev, R.C. Singleton. It | 
os the 1839 text; but in oth 

(6) First of ! thor 
to thy crown, &c. ‘This, in 
ingenieus and successful cen! 
going translations. 

2, O Captain of the mart: 



O QUICKLY COME 

in his Lyra Catholica, 1849, p. 285, and his 
Hys. & Poems, 1874, p. 18%. It is in use in 
some Roman Catholic hymn-books. 

3. O Prince of martyrs! thou whose name. By 
J. D. Chambers, in his Lavda Syon, wae r i 

O quickly come, dread Judge of 
all, L. Tuftiett. [Advent.] lat pub. in his 
Hys, for Churchmen, 1854, in 4 st. of 6 1. 
It was inoluded tn the 1868 Appendix to 
H. A. & M.,in the 8. P. C. K. Church Hymna, 
1871, and several other collections. In a few 
American hymn-books it begins — “Come 
nickly come, dread Judge of all.” In the 

Gaevdlan of Dec. 24, 1884, the HM. A, & M. 
text is rendered into Latin by “ A. C.” as :— 
«Ipse veni, generis Judex ae ae 

O rubentes coeli rosae. [Virgins.) 
This hymn on St. Ursula and the 11,000 vir- 
ging, is given by Mone, No. 1187, from a 15th 
cent. M8. at Basel. Daniel, iv. p. 281, repeats 
the text from Mone. The original was imi- 
tated by G. Moultrie, and printed in the 
Church Times, June 25, 1864; then in his Hys. 
and Lyrics, 1867 ; and the People's H. the same 
year as “ Heavenly garland, rosy red.” (J. J.) 

O sacrum, sacrum convivium. [Hol 
Communion.| In the York Breviary of 149 
this is given as an antiphon to the Gospel on 
the Festival of Corpus Christi, as follows :— 
“(sacrum convivium in quo Christus sumi- 
tur, reculitur memoria passionis ejus, mens 

. impletur gratia, et futurae gloriue nobis pignus 
datur, Alleluia.” In this form it is found in 
other ancient Breviaries, and in a Sarum 
Processional of cirea 1390, in the Brit. Mus, 
(Harl. 2942 f. 80 6). A hymn in metrical 
form, with this first line, we have been unable 
to find. The tr. in the Irvingite Hys. for the 
Use of the Churches, 1871, is by E. W Eddis, 
and) was written in 1869, It begins: “O 
holy, holy, Feast of life Divine.” There is 
also u prove tr. in the 1863 ed. of the Appendiz 
to the H. Noted, No. 228. (J. M.j 

O sator rerum, reparator aevi. 
{ Transfiguration. | The festival of the Trans- 
Suration of our Lord was authorised by i 

Callistus ITT. in 1457 (and adopted by the 
English Convocation in 1483), And there are 
few hymns on this subject older tlian the 15th 
cent. This hymn is in two Rheinau mss. in 
the University Library, Ziirich, Nu. 91 of the 
11th cent.,and No, 82 of the llth or 12th cent. 
Tt is also in a 14th cent. ms. in the Bodleian 
(Ashmole 1523 f. 2475); in the Sarum Bre- 
viary, Venice, 1495 (Pars Estiv. pt. ii. f. 174, 
a6 the hymnat Matins for the Transfiguration }; 
in the Aherdeen Breviary ; and in some of the 
eds. of the York Breviary after 1493. It is 
given in Card. Newman's Hymni Keclesiae, 
1838 and 1865; and G, M. Draven Hymn. 
Moissia., 1888, from a 10th cent, as, Daniel, 
L, No, 280, gives only st. i. Tr. as :— 

Author of all things, Christ, the world's Re- 
deemer, In the Antiphoner and Grail, 1880, and 
the fiymner, 1882. 

Other tra, are ;— 

1. The World's W. J. Blew. armel Christ, of kings the King. 

2 Framer of worlds! Restorer of Chambers, 1957. our “oy. J. D. 

O SAVIOULK, WHOM 847 

O Baviour, is Thy promise fled? Bp. 
R. Heber, ( Advent.) This is the third of the 
four hymns contributed by Heber to the Octo- 
ber number of the Christian Observer, 1811. 
It was given jor the 3rd Sun. in Advent, anid 
consisted of 5 st. of 4 1. In Heber's post- 
humous Hymns, &c., 1827, p. 10, it is slightly 
altered and expanded to 6 st. of 41, the new 
stanza being “ Yet, ‘mid the wild and wintry 

le.” It is in C. U. in its full form as in 
Thring’s Coll., 1882, and in an abbreviuted 
form as in Common Praise, 1879. There ure 
alsu fico centos, both beginning “ Come, Jesus, 
come, return again,” the first, in the American 
Unitarian Hys. for the Church of Christ, Bos- 
ton, 1853, and others, consisting of st. ii.-iv. 
of the 1827 text; and the second in the 
Islington Ps. & Hys., 1862, No. 270, where st. 
ii, v., vi. ure given. The latter arrangement 
is also repeated in other collections, The 
eh ag" hymn is based upon the Gospel for the 
8rd 8. in Advent, St. Matt. xi. 2-10, LJ. J.) 

O Saviour of the faithfuldead. Bp. 
R. Heber. (On Lecurery from Sickness.) 1st 
pub. in the Choristian Observer, Jan., 1816, in 
4 st. of 8 1, and headed, “ View of Death.” 
In Heber’s postliumous Hymna, &c., 1827, p. 
152, it is slightly altered, divided into 8 st. 
of 4 1, and the heading is changed to “On 
Recovery from Sickness.” It is usually given 
in an abridged form of 2 st. of 8 1, or 4 st. of 
4 1, but its use is not extensive. (J. J.J 

O Saviour, Whom this holy morn. 
Bp. R. Heber. [Christmas.] Pub. in the Chris- 
tian Observer, Nov., 1811 (p. 697), in 5 at. of 
4 1. and headed, * Christmas x The 
opening stanza reads :— . 

“ Oh Saviour! Whom this holy morn 
Gave to our world below ; 

To wandering and to labour born, 
To weakness and to woe!“ 

In Heber’s posthumous Hymna, &c., 1827, 
p. 13, it was given with alterations, the first 
stanza reading -— 

“Ob Saviour Whom this holy morn 
Gave to our world below; 

To mortal want end labour born, 
And more than mortal woe! ''* 

Each stanza, except st. ii., is altered in like 
manner, the result being two distinet texts. 
Of these texts that of 1827 is almost abso- 
Intely followed by bymn-book compilers. 
Very few, however, give it in its complete 
form. The H. Comp. is an exception in favour 
of the full 1827 text, with the change of st. v. 
1 i., “ Through fickle fortune’s various scene,” 
to “ Through this world’s fickle various scene,” 
Other forms of the hymn are :— 

1, 0 Saviour, Whom this j 1 morn, ‘This text is 
very much altered throughout. The opening stanza ts 
the ISL] text with alterations; the rest are altered from 
the text of 1827. In this form ft was given in Bicker- 
steth's Christian Pealmody, 1433, No. 301; Elliute’s 
Ps. & Hys., 1935 ; and again in recent hymn-books. 
2. Whose Holy this morn, This altered 

form of the 1827 text appeared in Martineau’s Hymns, 
1940. 

3, Incarnate Word! overy f. This, beginning 
with at. ii. of the ae ane is Ages in the American 

x ise Bk, N. Y¥., isi. 
er? Jeous, Thou man of Sorrows born. This is found 
tn several modern collections, Including Common Pratse, 
1479, and others, and is the 1311 text slightly altered, 

When these various forms of the text are 
taken into account it is found that the use of 



848 O SAVIOUR, WHOSE MERCY 

this hymn is extensive. It is, however, far 
from being one of Heber’s best poe ie. 

O Saviour, Whose mercy severe in 
its kindness. Sir H. Grant. (Benefits of 
Affliction] This poem is found in Sacred 
Poetry, 2ud Series, Edinburgh, W. Otiphant . 
& Son, cirea 1824, No. 149, in 8 st. of 4 1, 
headed “* Benefit of Affliction,” and signed 
“ Sir Robert Grant.” In Grant’s posthumous 
Sacred Poems, 1839, it was given uoaltered as 
No, v., with the text “ Blessed is the man 
whom thou chastenest. Psalm xliv. 12." It 
is given in full in H. W. Beecher’s Plymouth 
Coll., 1855, and other American hymn-books. 
In the Boston Unitarian Hys. of the Spirit, 
1864, No. 586, “I thought that the course of |- 
the pilgrim to heaven,” is composed of at. 
v.-vil, - {J. J.J 

O say not thou art left of God. Card. 
J. H. Newman. [Faith.] 1st pub. in the 
British Magazine for July, 1834, in 5 st. of 4 1., 
and again in the Lyra A postolica, 1836, No. 27, 
with the heading * Tokens. *The Lord stood 
with me and strengthened me,” and signed 
“8.” It is also in his Verses on Religious 
Subjects, 1853, and his Verses on Various 
Occasions, 1868. In Kennedy, 1863, the text 
is slightly altered, and a doxology is oj 

J.J 

O see how Jesus trusts Himself. 
F. W. Faber. (True Love.) Pub. in the 1852 
ed. of his /esus and Mary, &e., No. 59, in 
23 st. of 4 1, and headed “ True Love.” It 
is also in his Hymns, 1862. The cento usuall 
found in C. U. was given in Spurgeon’s 0. 0. 
H. Bk., 1866, No. 784, and is composed of at. 
i., iii, v. and vi. This is repeated in Laudes 
Domini, N. Y., 1884, and, with slight altera- 
tions, in Dale's English H, Bk., 1874. (J. J.J 

O selig Haus, wo man dich aufge- 
nommen. C.J. P. Spitta. (Private Une.) 
A beautiful description of a true Christian 
household, taken from the happy home life of 
theauthor. Ist pub. in his Psalter und Harfe, 
Pirna, 1833, p. 97, in 5 st. of 8 1., entitled 
“Salvation is come to this house” (St. Luke 
xix. 9). Included in the Wiirttemberg G. B, 
1842, No. 500; Hannover G. B., 1883, No. 527, 
and many others. Tr. as:— 

1, Oh happy house! where Thou art loved the 
best. A good but free tr. by Mrs. Findlater in 
H. L. L, 3rd Ser., 1858, p. 16 (1884, p. 142). 
In Schaff’s Christ in Song, 1869-70. St. i-iv. 
were also repeated in the 1869 Appendix to the 
S. P. C.K. Ps. & ys. 

2. O happy house, O home supremely blest. <A 
good tr, by R. Massie in his Lyra Domestica, 
1860, p. 81, repeated in Bp. Ryle’s Coll., 1860, - 
No. 216, and in Arthur Wolfe's //gmns, 1860. 
Other trs. are, (1) ‘*O blessed house, whose favoured 

inmates know,” by S. A. Storrs, in her Thoughts and 
Sketches, 1857, p. 68. (2) 0 happy house, where 
ev'ry breast,” by Dr. G. Walker, 1860, p. 47. (3) “0 
blessed house, where Thou, dear Lord,” by fr. K. 
Magwire, 1883, p, 103, (J. M.J 

O show me not my Saviour dying. 
J. Conder. [Easter.) 1st pub. in the Cong. 
1. Bk., 1836, No. 160, in 4 st. of 8 1; again 
in Conder’s Choir and Oratory, 1837, p. 65; 
aud again in his posthumous Hys. of Praise, 

© SPIRIT OF THE 
Prayer, &c., 1856, p. 128, 
rg “ pit alee " 
t is, strictly speaking, an 
based on the words * He 
risen, Come, see the ple 
Jay.” In an abridged fo 
with ulterations, it 1s giv 
Church Hymna, 1871, a 
Jesus dying.” 

O sight for angels 
W. Howe. [Baptism of Je 
8. P.C. K. Church Hym 
given as one of the hyn 
In his Notes to the folic 
1881, Mr. Ellerton exp 
of the hymn aa follows > 

“ The Baptism of our Lo 
aet ——, Pon = 
ir i 
aba ne fA festival. 1 
desirable to place amongst | 
fically commemorating this 
Son of God." 

In T. Darling's Hys. 
1887, st. iv. is omitted. 

O Son of Man, Th 
erost. [St. Stephen's 
given in the Rev. J. 
for Pub, Worship, 18: 
41 In his Index of 
says that it was“ rewr 
the source of the ori 
evidently Mrs. C. F 
St. Stephen's Day, “ 
lily ride,” which app 
Holy Seasons, 1846, p 
stanzas chosen bei 
Thrupp’s form of the! 
change when incluc 
Church Hymna, 157 
Thyself onee crosse 
added their st. ii., ** ¢ 
cast,” and altered , 
This text of 1871 
1882. 

O speak that 
J. Newton. [(Peac 
Bk. iii. in the Olne 
41, and is headed 
full or in an abrid 
few modern hymna 
Epis. Hymna, 1849, 
cm. to 8. M., and 
again ;”’ but this 
met with favour. 

.@] a of t) 
ery. (For M 

Oto be sung at 
Auxiliary Missio 
Riding of Yorks 
Chapel, Leeds, J 
printed on a fiy- 
again in the F 
following Angust 
successful revisic 
in his Christian 
6st. of 4 1., and 
panying the Wo: 
Original Hymns, 
given in an al 
seldom altered. 
Missions it has ; 



O SPLENDOR AETERNI PATRIS 

nee in all English-speaking countries. The 
original text is given in the Churchman’s 
Shilling Magazine, 1877. 

O splendor aseterni Patris. C. Coffin. 
[Lent.] Given in the Paris Breviary, 1736, 
asthe hymn on Sundays and Ferias at Com- 
line throughout Lent till Wednesday in Holy 

Week. It is also in Coffin’s Hymni Saert, 
95; J. Chandler's Hys. of the Primi- 

tive Church. 1837, No. 15; and Card. New- 
man's Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 and 1865. It 
is based upon the “ Christe qui lux es et dies” 
(p. 227, 4.). Tr. aa:— 

1, Thou Brightness of the Father's face. By J, 
Chandler, in his Hys. of the Prim. Ch., 1837, 
p. 12, and thence into a few collections. 

2. Brightness of the Father's glory. By Bp. 
J. R. Woodford, in his Hys. arranged for t 
Sundays, &e., 1852; the Parish H, Bh., 1803, 
and several other collections. 

Other tre. are :— 
1. O Christ, blest influence divine. J. Williams, 

1839. 
Pa O Christ, the true and endless Day. &. Campbell, 
1850. 

3, O Brightness of Thy Father! Ray. J.D. Chambers, 
1857. (J. J. J.J 
O take away this evil heart. J. 

Montgomery. (Lent.] Written Dec. 9, 1829 
[x mss], and pub. in his Original Hymne, 
1853, No. 281, in 5 st. of 4 1, with the heading 
“O Lord, I beseech Thee, deliver my Soul. 
It is found in a few modern hymn-books. 

(J. J.J 
O ter jucundas, o ter foecundas. 

[Christmas.] Included in the Mainz G. B. 
(R. C.), 1661, p. 103, in 5 st., entitled * Hymn 
on the holy birth-night of Christ.” In later 
collections it begins, “O ter foecundas, o ter 
jucundas,” and so in Daniel, ii. p. 339; 
Trench, ed. 1864, p. 116; and in H. M. 
Macgill’s Songs of the Christian Creed and 
Life, 1876. “This pretty poem,” as Trench 
terms it, does not seem to be earlier than the 
17th cent. Tr. as :— 

© blessed night! © rich delight. By H. M. 
Macgill, contributed to the Draft of the Scottish 
Presb, Hymnal, 1874, and pub. in that Hymnal 
in 1876. It is also in Dr. Macgill’s Songs of the 
Christian Creed and Life, 1876, No, 34. 

Other tre. are ;— 

1. Thrice '] . BEC 5 * iy Fea Joyfu ight. E. C, Leaton-Blenkinsopp 
& 

2. O night of su e delights. J. C. Earle, in 
O. Shipley’s Annus Sanctus, 1804. ™ {J eh 

oO that I was as heretofore. C. Wesley. 
A Minister's Prayer.) Pub. in Hys. and Sac. 
ema, 1749, vol. i., No. 188, in 8 st. of 61. 

(P. Works, vol. y., 1868-72, p. 105). Two 
centos from this hymn are in C. U. :— 

1. which can Give me the faith remove. Composed 
of st. ii.-viL in the Wes. H. Bk., 1780, No. 421, and 
later collections, 

2. I would the precious redeem, Ok st. v.-vil. in the Bape, yt. 189 ag J.) ° 

O that Thou would’st the heavens 
rend. C. Wesley. [Prayer against the power 
of Evil.) Appeared in Hye. and Sac. Poema, 
174%, p. 79, in 17 st. of 4.1. CP. Works, 1868-72, 
vol. i. p. 269). It has been broken up into 
parts thus :— 

1, O that Thou would’st the 
in the Wes. H. 

1736, 

f heavens rend, St. j.-ix. 
Bk,, 1780, No. 134. In the American 

O THE VASTNESS 849 

ag Epis. Hymns, 1849, st. i.-iv. are given as No. 

2. Jesus, Redeemer, Saviour, Lord. St. x.-xvii. in 
the Wes, HW. Bk,, 1870, No. 135, In the American Meth. 
Epis. Hymns, 1849, No. 426 is com of st. x.-xiil. 

God, be Thou our » St. ih, iv. 
vi, viii, ix., slightly altered, in Holy Song for ail 
Seasons. Lond., 146%. 
4, Is there a teo hard for Thee. St. v.-ix. in 

the American Meth. Epis. Hymna, 1849, No. 377. 
6. 0 , Saviour, In Kennedy, 

1663, is composed of st. x., atll.-xvil. slightly altered. 

In addition to these arrangements fiom this 
hymn another in 8 st. is sometimes met with 
in the Church of Englavd collections, Itopens 
with the first stanza of the original, but is 
distinguished from the arrangement in the 
Wes. H. Bk. a8 above, by the second stanza, 
which reada, “What tho’ I cannot break m 
chain.” Ie first arpeetes in A. M. Toplady’s 
Ps. & Hys., 1776, No. 352, and is composed 
of st. i, lv., vi. vii, ix., xii., xv., xiii. in the 
order named, A second cento in Toplady, 
1776, No. 108, and br ginning, “ Jesus, Re- 
deemer, Saviour, Lord,” is composed of six 
stanzas from this hymn, and three (iv.-vi.) 
from ©. Wesley's “Jesus, if still Thou art 
to-day.” Also in later collections. [J. J.] 

O the bitter shame and sorrow. T. 
Monod. [Gratitude] Mr. J. Thin'’s annota- 
tion of this hyinn (the substance of which was 
derived apparently direct from the author) as 
iven in his Notes of 1887 to the Scottish Pres- 
erian Hymnal, reads :— 

** By Rev, ‘Theodore Monod, Paris. Written by him tn 
English during a series of * Consecration’ meetings held 
at lands, England, in July 1874. Given by the 
author to Lord Mount-Temple at the cloee of the meet- 
ings, and printed by bis Lordship on the back of a pro- 
gramme card for apother series of similar meetings beld 
at Oxford in October, Ist4 . . e author writes 
(1887) that he now wishes line 4 of ver. 4 to read, * Grant 
me now my supplication.” ” 

This hymn is given in several collections, 
including the Hy. Comp., 1876, where, in the 
annotated edition, it is accompanied by the 
following note by Bp. E. H. Bickerstett :— 

* This touching hymn by Monod, with the exception 
of reading * petition ' for ‘desire’ (st. iv. 1, 4) for the 
measure's sake, is without alteration, In one of the 
last letters which the Editor received from the late Sir 
H. W. Baker, be ex his great regret that it was 
not included in the revised edition of H, A. and M.” 

It is in the H. A. & M. Suppl. Hye 1 

O the hour when this material. J. 
Conder. [The Invisible State.) Pub. in 
Collyer’s 1., 1812, No, 898, in 8 st. of & 1, 

and headed “ The Invisible State ; or, ‘ absent 
from the Body present with the Lord.’ Rev. 
vii. 15-17." It was repeated in the Cong. 
H. Bk., 1886, No. 620, and aguin ae 

humous Hys. of Praise, Prayer, &c., 4 

roriv2. It is ‘in rd U. in its full form, as in 

the Leeds H. Bk., 1853. A cento therefrom 

s also in use as “ Jesus, blessed Mediator.” 

This ceuto is popular in America. (J. J.) 

O the vastness, O the terror. J. M. 

Neale. [All Souls.) This Sequence for All 

Souls appeared in his posthumous Sequences, 

Hys. and other Ecclesiastical Verses, 1866, 
. $4, in 30 st. of 41 From it three centos 

vave come into C. U.:—(1) “O the vastness, 

O the terror:” (2) “At length the Master 

calls: and (3) “Now when prayer and tcil 

have failed.” f J .JJ 



850  ‘O @EATHS TON 'APPHTON 

‘O Gearis Tav appitwy. [St. John 
Foangelist.] These are three prosomia (hymus 

of a similar structure) from the Vespers of St. 

John the Divine, May 8, in the Menwa, and 

preeeding others also in the Anth, Graeca Car. 

Christ., 1871, p. 65. The author and date are 

unknown. The tr. by Dr. Littledale, “O Saint 

nitted here to sce,” was written for, and 

first pub. in, the People’s Hymnal, 1867, si 

“T.,” and appointed for the festival of St. John 

the Divine. The fourth stanza in the People's 

H. is not iu the original. {J. J.J 

O Thou, before Whose gracious 

throne. [During the dangerous illness of a 

Minister.) The carliest date to which we 

have traced this hymn is the 4th ed. of the 

Bristol Bap. Coll. of Ash & Evans, 1781, where 

it is given in 9 st. of 4 1, and is unsi ed. 

In the 8th ed., 1801, it is signed * J— K—” 
It was included in full in Rippon's Bap. Sel., 
1787, No. 413, but without signature. In 

Dobell’s Sel., 1806, No. 592, it is signed “ K. 
—Evans's Coll.” In later editions it is “ K.” 

only. This uncertainty of authorship was 
increased by D. Sedgwick’s guesses at the 

meaning of * K.” In one of his books anno- 

tated in ms. we find him giving it to “John 
Kentish,” in another to “ George Keith,” and 

so on, but in each case confessing that it was 

a guess only. In the Primitive Meth. Hyl., 
1887, it is given to “ F. Kirkham,” a signa- 

ture which is evidently wrong. We must sub- 

scribe it * J. K. in Ash & Evans, 1781.” In 

modern collections the text is usually in an 
abbreviated form. oy J) 

O Thou Eternal Victim slain. C. 
Wealey. (Passiontide.} Pub. in the Hys. on 
the Lord's Supper, 1745, No. 5, in 3 st. of 6 1. 
(P. Works, 1868-72, vol. iii, p. 219). It is 
found in its full and unaltered form in the 
Wes. H. Bk. and other collections, both old 

and new. In the Salishury H. Bk., 1857; the 
Sarum, 1868; the 8. P. C. K, Church Hymna, 

1871, and others, it reads “ O Thou before the 
world began.” In addition this hymn has 
been entirely rewritten in two forms, the first 
by Dr. Kennedy in his Hymno. Christ., 1863, 
as, “O first in sorrow, first in pain”; and the 
second by T. Darling, in his Hymna, 1887, a8, 
“Christ Jesus, ere the world began.” Of these 
Dr. Kennedy’s is the finer of the two. [J. J.] 

O Thou from Whom all goodness 
flows. T. Haweis. [Christ our Hope in 
Affliction.| This hymn is given at the close 
of a tract the title of which is :— 

The Reality and Power of the Religion of Jesua Christ 
Exemplified in the Dying Experience of Mr. William 
Browne of Bristol, who departed this Life October 16, 
1791. Aged 70.... Bristol, Printed by John Rose, 
No. 21 Broadmead ....1791, Price Two Pence. 

O THOU FROM W 

* Hyw~.”” 
Composed by the Rev. Mr. Hi 

(Browne's) Funeral Sermon. 
“0 Thou from Whom al 

Lliftmy heart to Th 
In all my *orrows, con! 

Dear Lord, * Remeu! 

“While on my poor distr 
My sins lie vily, 

My pardon speak, new 
love ‘ Remember 1 

“ Temptations sore obstr) 
To sbake my faith in 

O give me streneth, Le 
or guod * Remember 

** When in desertion's dis 
Thy face I cannot see 

Then, Lord, arise with 
And still * Remember 

“If on my face for Thy ¢ 
Shame and reprouc 

All hail, reproach, and » 
If Thou * kKemember 1 

** The hour is wear, consig 
Lown the just decree 

Saviour, with my last p: 
I'll cry, ‘ Remember r 

In Haweis's Carmina Chr 
it is given in another form tl 

Si. i. As above. 
St. ji. “ When groaning on m 

and as above. 
St. ili. 1. 2. ** And ftls I cannot fic 

above. 
St.iv. * with pain, dis 

This feeble body see 
Grant patience, rest, a) 

Hear! and remembe 
St. v. As above. 
St. vi. As above.’ 

This form of the hymn \ 
several of the older collection 
Sel., 1819, the hymn unc 
change. As No, 359 it reads 

**©O Thou, from Whom all ; 
T lift my sow! to Thee ; 

In all my sorrows, conflic 
Good remember 0 

‘* When on my aching, but 
My sins heavity, 

Thy pardon grant, new pe 
re remember 1 

“ When trials sore obstruct 
And ills I cannot flee, 

O let my strength be as m 
Good Lord, remember n 

“Tf, for Thy sake, upon my 
and Ah the 

All hail reproach, and wel 
Good remember i 

“ When worn with pain, dis 
This feeble body see ; 

Grant patience, rest, and } 
Good Lord, remember a 

“When in the solemn honr « 
I wait Thy just decree, 

Be this the prayer of my 1 
Good Lord, remember tn 

« And when before Thy thro 
And Lift my soul to Thee 

Good Lord, remember me 

In the account given in this tract of This form of the hymn was 
Browne's last illness, it is said he made this 
remark toa gentleman who called upon him :— 

" T have chosen my funeral text and hymn Remember 
me. He hath remembered me with that favour which 
He beareth to Hit own le. The Lord will perfect 
that which concerneth me. Thy mercy, 0 God, endureth 
for ever: fulfil the work of Thine own hands” (p. 8). 

From this it is tolerably clear that the 
hymn appeared before 1791, in some book 
or magazine which we have failed to trace. 
On p. 12 of the tract the hymn is given as 
follows :— 

rage gg in his Christian 
No. 188. As Montgomery as: 
in compiling Cotterill’s Sel. 
altered several hymns by oth 
the same, it seems (from the 
reproduced the same text in 
Pealmist) that the alterations 
him, and not by Cotterill. 
attributed the original hymn 
phries.” The text aud the aserip 
ship were copied by Bicke 



O THOU GOD WHO HEAREST 

Christian Pealmody, 1833, by Elliott in his 

Ps. & Hys., 1835, and others, and were for a 
long time accepted as correct. Cotterill’s text 
of 1819 (sometimes with alterations) is that 

usually found in modern hymn-bovks in G. Bri- 
tainand America, Its use is extensive. [J.J.] 

O Thou God Who hearest prayer, 
Every hour, &c. J. Conder. ; or, 

In Affliction.) Written whilst suffering froma 
severe accident through a fall from a horse, and 
Ist pub. in his Star in the Kast, &c., 1824, 
p. 72, in 5 st. of 6 1, and’ dated “Sep. 20, 
1820." It was included in The Cong. H. Bk., 
1836, No. 590; and in Conder’s posthumous 
Hys. of Praise, Prayer, &c., 1856, p. 77. In 
modern hymnals it is given in its full and 
also in an abridged form. (J. J.J 

O Thou that {Who} hangedst on the 
tree. ©. Wesley. (For Condemned Male- 
factors.} Pub, in Hys. & Sac. Poems, 1749, 
yol. i, in 14 st. of 4 1, and headed, “ For Con- 
demned Malefactors.” It is based on the 
Prayer-Book Version of Ps. Ixxix. 12 (P. 
Works, 1868-72, vol. iv., p. 460). From this 
hymn the following are taken :— 

1, O Thou that on the tree. Com of 
sts. i. iv.-vii. in Sines ccaptonand of the rane Bee 

3. 0 Thou Who on the tree. A cento in 
the miggen 1872, st. i.-iv., very much altered from, 
and st. ¥.-viil. based upon Wesley. 

3. Canat Thou reject our dying 1} Composed 
- - viii.-xl. iu the 1830 eolennal to the Wes. 

“4, Thou that didst hang upon the tree. A cento in 
the American Sabbath H. Ak., 1864, and others. St. 1., 
viil., x., xi., altered. 

5. We have no outward . Composed of righteousness 
st. iv.-vii. in the American Meth. E 1 ’ 
1349, and their Hymnal, 1478. aie tiara 

Most of these centos are in extensive use in 
G. Britain and America. 

O Thou that hearest prayer. J. Bur- 
ton, jun. [The Holy Spirit desired.) Ap- 

ol in the Evangelical Magazine, June 
1824, p. 260, in 6 at. of 41., beaded, * Prayer 
for the Holy Spirit,” and signed “ Essex— 
J. B.” It was given anonymously in the 
Leeds H, Bk., 1853, and has since then passed 
in a more or less complete form into a la 
number of hymn-books, and more especially 
into those of America. Os) 

O Thou that hear’st when sinners 
ery. I. Watts, [(Ps.li.] This is the third 
part of his L. M. version of Ps. li. It appeared 
in his Pealme of David, &c., 1719, p. 148, in 
8 st.of 41, ed “The Backslider restored ; 
or, Repentance and Faith in the Blood of 
Christ.” In its full form its use is limited, 
but the cento therefrom beginning with st. v., 
“A broken heart, my God, my King,” is found 
in a large number of ican heake: A second 
cento beginning with st. iv. isin the American 
Methodist Episcopal Hymns 1849, as “Though 
I have grieved Thy Spirit, Lord.” (J. J.) 

O Thou, the contrite sinner's Friend. 
Charlotte Elliott, (Jesus, the Advocate.) A 
peared in her brother's Ps. & Hys., lst ol. 
1835, in 6 st. of 4 1.,and headed with the text, 
“We have an Advocate with the Father.” In 
the Index it was given as by “Wesley” in 
error, and this —— Was continued there- 
in for « considerable length of time. Lord 
Selburne cleared up the matter in a note to 
the hymn in his Book of Praise, 1862:— 

O THOU WHO BY A STAR 8651 

“ Miss Elifott’s name is now (through the kindness of 
her brother, the Kev, H. V. Elifott, in obtaining for me 
her permission) first made public as the authoress of 
thishymn. Through sume accidental error it is ascribed 
in the Kev, H. V. Eltiott's collection to Wesley ; and 
the same mistake has been transferred to Ryle's Spiri- 
tual Songs, Bourchier’s Solace in Sickness and Sorrow, 
and probably other works.” : 

The use of this hymn has extended to all 
English-speaking countries. Usually the 
original text is given as in the H. Comp., No. 
139, In Thring’s Coll., 1882, there is a change 
in st. v. 1. 2 (suggested by H. H. Pierson, the 
musician) from “Darken'd with anguish, 
guilt, and fear,” to“ O'ercast with sorrow, pain, 
and fear,” which was submitted to Miss liott 
and received her approval. 

O Thou the hope of Israel’s host. 
(Perpetual presence of God desired.) This 
cento appeared in T. Gibbons's Hys. adapted 
to Divine Worship, &c., 1784, in 4 st. of 4 1. 
It is made up of st. i. by Gibbons, and ats. 
ii.-iv. from P. Doddridge’s “ Come, our indul- 
gent Saviour, come” (p. 260, i.), sta. ii, iv., 
y. much altered. It was repeated in the 27th 
ed. of Rippon’s a Sel., 1827, No. 404, Pt. 
ii., and thence into later collections including 
Spurgeon’s O. O. H. Bk., 1866, &e. 

O Thou Who at Thy creature’s bar. 
C. Wesley. [Testifying for Christ.) Pub. 
in his Fe. and Sacred Poems, 1749, vol. i. 
No. 209, in 9 st. of 12 L, and headed, “ For a 
Person called forth to bear his Testimony.” Dr. 
Osborn says, in the Wesley P. Works, 1868-72, 
vol. v., p. 134, that “this grand hymn was 
more than once published as a supplement to 
an apologetic or controversiul tract.” This 
hymn has supplied the following centos :— 

1, Thy r and saving truth to show. This was 
given in the Wes. H, Bk., 1780, as No. 427. It begins 
with st. ¥., and is repeated in several collections. 

2. Thou Jesu, Thou my breast — This is No. 
424 in the Wes, HW. Bk. 1780. It begins with st. viil., 
and is repeated in several collections. 

%, Servants of Christ, His truth who know. This 
cento, beginning with st. v. much altered, was given in 
the Mitre H. #k., 1 No, 218, and was compiled and 
altered by E. Osler. It is repeated in Aennedy, 1863, 

others. 
4. Lord of the Church, we humbly pray, This alao 

appeared in the Mitre H. Bk., 1836, No. 219. It was 
repeated in E, O-ler’s Church and King, a 1, 1837. 
In the Index to the bound volume of "hurch and 
King, Osler says be based it upon C. Wesley. The text 
ro by Osler was No, 2 above, as in the Wes, HW. Bk, 
Osler’s version, slightly altered, is in Thring’s Coll., 1882. 

Dr. Jackson, in his official Memoirs of the 
Rev. Charles Wesley, M.A., in writing of the 
Hys. and Sac, Poema, in which this hymn is 
found, says, concerning the hymn :— 

“ The first volume concludes with a hymn of unusual 
length, and of almost unparalleled sublimity and force. 
Notbing could give so perfect a view of the spirit in 
which 4 had exercised bis ministry, from the time at 
which be began bis glorious career in Moorfields and 
Kennington-common, to this period of his life. In the-e 
noble verses he has strikingly depicted the mighty faith, 
the burning love to Chriat, the yearning pity for the 
souls of men, the heavenly-mi ness, the animating 
hope of future glory, which characterized his public 
ministry, and which not only enabled him to deliver bis 
Lord's before scoffing multitudes, but also 
carried him through his wasting labours, and the riots 
of Bristol, of Cornwall, of Staffordshire, of Devizes, and 
of Ireland, without a murmur. As a witness for Christ 
be freely sacrificed bis reputation as a man of letters 
and of genius; and of life iteel!, comparatively speak- 

ing, be made no account.” (Abridged ed. aac ke 

O Thou Who by a star didst guide. 

J. M. Neale. (Epiphany) Appaced = his2 
ees eres tt 
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Hys. for Children, lst series, 1842, No, 23, in 
5 st. of 4. 1., and headed “The -piphany, or 
Twelfth Night.” It is usually described as a 
translation, but in error. Its use is extensive, 
the original text as in the Hl. Comp., with the 
omission of the doxology, being generally 
fullowed. (J. J.J 

O Thou Who camest from above. 
C. Wesley. [For Holiness, and for Earnestness 
in Work.) Pub. in his Short Hymna, &c., 
1762, vol. i. p. 57, in 2 st. of 81. (P. Works, 
1868-72, vol. ix. p. 58). It was included in 
the Wes. H. Bk., 1780, No. 318, and has be- 
come one of the most popular hymns in the 
Methodist denominations, To some hymn- 
book compilers the opening lines of st. ii., 

“ There let {t for Thy glory burn 
With (nextinguishable blaze,” 

have presented difficulties which have caused 
its omission from many collections. Bp. E. H. 
Bickersteth, in his H. Comp., has done much 
towards removing this difficulty by rendering 
the lines :— 

* There let it for Thy glory barn 
Unquenched, undimmed in darkest days.” 

This reading has been adopted by others. 
Bp. Bickersteth’s note thereto explains the 
cause and meaning of the change :— 

“ The Editor believes that this admirable hymn would 
have been far more popular if it had not been for the 
very long word ‘inertinguishable,’ Words of fire 
syllables must be admitted into hymns sparingly ; but 
for a whole congregation to be poised ou siz, practically 
leads toa hymn being passed by. It is hoped that the 
line given in the text, which onfy Paraphrases the same 
thought, will be allowed.” 

In Martineau’s Hymns, 1840, and 1873, the 
0 =g Legg of this hymn is changed to “O 

ou, Who deignest from above.” — (J. J.) 
O Thou, Who didst with love untold. 

Emma Toke, née Leslie. (St. Thomas.) Writ- 
ten in 1851, and contributed to the 8. P. C. K. 
Hymns for Pub. Worship, 1852, No. 117, in 
4 st. of 41., and appointed for St Thomas's 
Day. The various forms which these 4 st. of 
41. have taken are somewhat rplexing, and 
we can name only those which are of impor- 
tance :— 

1. The original text as above and in later editions of 
the same collection, 

‘2. An altered version with a doxology by the editors in the Cooke & Denton Hymnal, 1863, No. 165, This is Eeponted in full in the S. PLC. K. Church Hys,, UST 
(with one slight variation), and, in an abridged form, in Chope's Hymnal, 1864; Windle’s Coll., and others. 

3, In the Hymnary, 1872, No. 342 is composed of st. i.-fii. of the Cooke & Denton text, and st. iv.-vi. by 
the editors. 

Other altered texts, beginning with the 
same first line, are to be found. Their de- 
— from the original may be ascertained 
y a collation with the original as in any edi- 

tion of the 8 P.O. K. Ps. & Hye (A. J.J 

O Thou Who hast Thy servants children] taught. H. Alford. [ Fruits of oliness.] Ist pub. in his Ps, & J ys, 1844, No. 61, in 4 st. of 4 1, for the 8th 8. after 
ae and again in his Year of Praise, 1867, No. 47, for the 3rd 8. after Epiphany. An- other form to adapt it for children is, “O Thou Who hast Thy children taught.” It is composed of sts, i, iv. slightly altered. {J. J.) 
O Thou, Who when I did complain. S. Wesley, sen. (Pe. exvi.] Ist pub., together | 

O TRAURIGKEIT, 

with Sy oe 
municant Rightly Prepar 
41. It wan repented “in 
Coll. of Ps. & Hys. Charles 
in the Wesley Hys. & S 
the Wesley P. Works, 186 
and in the Wes. H. Bk., re 
this net a gee Pt. i. es 
ii. is inni “ 
to my God?” which ‘Is a 
ley’s rendering of Ps. cxv 
in the P. Works, vol. viii., 
several collections; but P 
the Wee. H. Bk. 

O Thou Whom ne 
space. Bp. R. Heber. 
This hymn, upon the 
8. in Lent, was pub. in H 
Hymns, &c., 1827, p. 57, i 
has passed into several hyn 
those for the Harrow and | 
Leeds H. Bk., 1858, Dale 
1874, and others, 

O Thou Whose jus 
high. I. Watte. [Ps. le 
his Ps. of David, &c., 1719 
of 41, and headed “ Delivei 
sion and Falsehood; Or, ( 
People in answer to Faith an 
centos are in C, U.: (1) “O 
tice reigns on high”; (2) 
sorrows of His saints,” and ( 
holy, just, and true.” These 
extensive use. 

O throned, O crowne 
nown. Archbishop E. W.B 
Days.) Written during Dr. 
mastership of Wellington C 

inted in the Hymn-Book fo 
ington College, 860, in 6 s 
original or ~ au ta ia 
passed into a number ¢ 
altered form ol tes tant is, * 
with all renown,” in Kenned; 
or two others, is by Dr. Ke 
failed to supplant the origins 
and as in Thring’s Coll, Issz 

O ’tis enough, my God 
Wealey. [Penitence and Par 
Hys. on God's Everlasting Lo 
in 11 st. of 6 1. (P. Works, | 
p. 18). In the Wes. H. Bi, 
and 164 were included then 
being st. iii, and the secor 
Thou art love indeed,” st. viii,-x 
have been repeated in other 
the first number of the Arm 
1778, st. i-ix. were given 
** Sulvation depends not on Abst 
This title is somewhat defiant 
member that Toplady’s Gospel 
in course of issue at the same t 

"OQ rév Swpedv. [aver 
O Traurigkeit, o Herzel 

coger Eve.] 1st pub. in the 
tis Himlische Lieder, Liinebur 
in 8 st. of 5 1., entitled “A son 
hymn on the mournful entom 
Saviour Jesus Christ, to be st 
Friday,” and with this note at p 



O TREUER HEILAND 

“The first a its 
devotional melody, came accidentally into my hands. 
As [ was greatly pleased with it. I the other seven 
as they stand bere, since I could not be a party to the 
pclae fo other verses.” 

The original hymn appeared in the Wiirz- 
G. B. (Roman Catuolic), 1628, in 7 st. 

The st. adopted by Rist is there ;— 
*“ O Trawrigkeit, 
O Hertzenleyd, 
Ist dass dann nicht au k : 
Gottes Vatters einigs Kind, 
Wird zum Grab getragen.” 

The hymn in this form (i.e, st. i. as in the 
1628, and st. ii.-viii. by Rist) by its simplicity 
and force vbtained speedy popularity in Ger- 
many; pussed into Criiger’s Praxis, 1656, No. 
161, AR poorer later books, and is No, 112 in 
the Une. L. S., 1851. Its popularity was 
greatly aided by the plaintive mnelody, which 
po ce ea ¢ original hymn in 1628 (see 

, i. p. 490). Tr. as :— 
1. 0 darkest woe! 

is by Miss Winkworth, given in her C. J, for 
England, 1863, No. 54, with the original melody. 
Repeated in her Christian Singers, 1869, p. 191, 
and in the Ohio Lutheran Hyl., 1880, No. 78. 

&. 0 grief, O woe, A good fr., omitting st. vi., 
vii., contributed by E. Thring to the Uppingham 
and Sherborne School H. Bh., 1874, No. 83. 

Other tre. are, (1) 0 boundless f," by J.C. 
Jacobi, 1722, 19. (2) *O grief of heart,” as No. 
301 in pt. i. of the Moravian H. #k., 1754. (3) “0 
deepest grief,” based on the 1754, as No. 119 in the 
Moravian H. Bk., 1789 (1849, No. 150). (J. M.] 

O treuer Heiland Jesu Christ. C. J. 
P. Spitta, [Supplication.] Founded on 1 Cor. 
v. 17, being alsu a prayer that the work 
may be carried on in us to the end, First pub. 
in his Pealter und Harfe, 2nd Ser., Leipzig, 
1843, p. 25, in 9 st. of 4 1., entitled “ Thanks- 
giving and Supplication.” Tr. as :— 

We praise and bless Thee, gracious Lord, A 
free tr. in 10 st, by Miss Borthwick, in H. ZL. L., 
2nd Ser., 1855, p. 45 (1884, p. 104). In full in 
Bp. Ryle’s Coll., 1860, No, 279. St. i.-vi. are 
included in Kennedy, 1863, and in Dr, Thomas's 
a Sea Bk., 1866. St. i, iii, iv., vi., vii. 
x. are in Allon’s Suppl, Hys., 1868, and his Cong. 
Psalmist Hyl, 1886; the Bapt. Hyl., 1879; 
Dale’s Eng. H. Bh., 1874, &e, Other centos are 
in the Church S&S. H. Bk. 1868; W. F. Ste- 
venson’s Hys. for Ch. § Home, 1873; Harland’s 
C. P. § Hyl., 1876; Boardman’s Selection, Philad., 
1861, &. In the Hys. of the Spirit, Boston, 
U.S., 1864, No. 417, beginning “1 praise and 
bless Thee, O my God,” is Miss Borthwick’'s 
st. L, iv., and a st. added. 

Other tra. are, (1) “Ob faithful Saviour, Jesus Christ,” 
Reena Manington, 1363, p. 57. (2) We give Thee 

ks, O Lord, who hast,” by A. Massie, 1464, p. 25. 
(J. Mt] 

O vos fideles animae. [All Souls.) 
This is the hymn in the Little Office for the 
dead, in W. Nakatenus’s Coeleate palmetum. 
It is at p. 363 in the ed. of 1701, which pro- 
fesses to be unaltered from the original ed. of 
1668; and is repeated in all Inter eds., e.g. 
Mechilin, 1859, p. 264. Tr. aa: “Ye souls of the faithful,” by E, Caswall, in his J aegue of 
Mary, &., 1838, p. 371; and his Hys. & Poema, 1873, p. 233, (J. M.] 
O we des smerzen, [Jn Sorrow] Wae- 

Aernagel, ii. p, 326, gives this in 20 1. from a 

This, omitting st. ii., vi.,- 

O WHAT A LONELY PATH 853 

Basel ms. of the 14th cent. Also in F. H. 
van der Hagen’s ed. of the Minnesinger, 1838, 
vol. iii. p. 468. T'r. as, “ Alas for my sorrow,” 
by Miss Winkworth, 1869, p. 45. (J. M.] 

O weep not o’er thy children’s tomb. 
Bp. R. Heber. Nage Innocents’ Day.) Pub. 
in his posthumous Hymns, &c., 1827, p. 20. in 
4st.of 41. It is in use in its original form. 
and as “Why weep’st thou by thy children’s 
tomb?” It is une of the least popular of the 
author's hymns. (J. J.J 

O Welt, sieh hier dein Leben. P. 
Gerhardt, [Passiontide.] 1st pub, in the 3rd 
ed,, 1648, of Criiger’s Praxis pietatis melice, 
No. 119, in 16 st. of 8 1, reprin‘ed in Wacker- 
nagel’s ed. of his Geiatliche Lieder, No. 15; 
Bachmann's ed., No. 8, and included as No. 
113 in the Une, L. 8S. 1851, It is a thought- 
ful meditation on the Passion. 8t. iii.-v. were 
favourites with J. 8. Bach and used by him 
in his St. Matthew and St. John Passion 
Music. Tr. as:— 

1, Extended on a coursed tree. A free tr. in 
L, M. of st. i, iii, iv., vi, viii—xi., xvi, by J 
Wesley, in Hys. § Sacred Ivems, 1740 (P. 

Works, 1868-72, vol. i. p. 252), and thence, as 
No. 23, in the Wes, H. Bk., 1780, and since in 
other hymnals of the Methodist family, In- 
cluded in full, as No. 402, in the 1857 ed. of 
Mercer's C. P. § H. Bk. (Ox. ed., 1864, No. 172, 
omitting the fr, of st. xi.). The trs, of st. ix.—xi., 
xvi., beginning “My Saviour, how shall | pro- 
claim,” were included in the American Sabbath 
H. Bh. 1858, aud the Baptist Service of Song, 
Boston, U.S., 1871. 

2. See, World, upon the bloody tree, A C. M. 
version by P. H. Molther of st. i-x. as No. 118, 
in the Moravian H. Jk, 1742, and thence, as 
No. 442, in pt. i. of the Moravian H. Bk., 1754. 
In 1789, No. 96 (1886, No, 109) it is altered to 
“See, world, upon the shameful tree.” In his 
Christian Psalmist, 1825, No. 280, Montgomery 
omitted the fr. of st. ii, v., vi. In 1856, st. i., 
iii—vi. were included in the Evan. Union H, Bk. 

8. 0, World! behold upon the tree. A good fr., 
omitting st. vii, by Miss Winkworth, in the 
2nd Ser., 1858, of her Lyra wih 29, and 
thence in Schaff’s Christ in Song, ed. 1869, p. 
174. Her tr. of st. i., iii.—v., xii, xv., XVI. Were 
included, slightly altered, in the Hymnary, 1872, 
and that of st. xi.—xiii., xv., xvi. altered and 
beginning “ Lord, be Thy Cross before our sight,” 
in Kennedy, 1863. 
Other trs. are, (1) ‘‘ Here, World, see thy Redeemer,” 

In the to German Psalmody, ed. 1765, p. 
16; in tH. from German Psalmody, T: uebar, 
1754, p. 28. (2) "O World! attention lem it,” by 
J. Gambold, as No, 442 in pt. 1. ofthe Moravian H. Bk., 
1754. In 1789, No. 59, altered to *O World, see th 
Creator" (1846, No, 94). (3) “O World! ree thy Life 
languish,” by J. D. Burns, in the Family Treasury, 
1859, pt. i, p. 54, and in his Memoir & Remains, 1869, 

p. 246, (4) “See, World! thy Life assailed,” by J. 
lly, 1867, p. 54. (5) “Here, World, thy great 

Salvation see,” by Dr, J. Guthrie, 1369, p. 57. (6) 
*“O World! see here suspended,” as No, 1009, in Reid's 

Praise Bk., 1872. (7) * Beholt, O World, thy Life, 
thy Lord,” by Dr, R,. Magwire, 1883, p43. [J. M,] 

O what a lonely path were ours. Sir 

E. Denny. [Jesus ever with us.) Given in 
the Appendix to Hymns for the Poor of the 
Flock. cirea 1838; in the author's Selection, 

1889, No. 260: in the Ps. and Hys., Lond., 

D. Walther, 1842, Pt. i, No. 72, and other and 
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later Plymouth Brethren collections. In some f mumerees hymn-books in G. Bi 
hymn-books it is abridged to 5 st., and in | ‘* popular form of the hymn. 
others it is sometimes attributed to “T’. Moore” | The most, therefore, tt 
in error. [J. J.) | tegard to its a. 

O! what, if we are Christ’s, sir | any plummgdons 2 4 
H. W. Baker. (Feasts of Martyrs.) lat pub. hates s 
in Murray's Hymnal, 1852, No. 126, in 6 st,| |O where shall res 

of 41, and headed “ Ye shall indeed drink of | Montgomery. (The Prese 
My cup, and be baptized with the baptism Written for the Annivers 
that { am baptized with.” It was repeated | Red Hill Wesleyan Sund 
in the following year in the Cooke & Denton | Which were preached on 
Churen Hymnal, No. 166, where it was ap- 1818, and printed for use 

inted for the “Conversion of St. Paul.” | 6 st.of 41. It was includ 

This was followed in 1857 by the Salisbury | 1819, No. 172, in 3. st. of : 
H. Bk., No. 161, where it was given as one of | of the original rewritten th 
the lrywns for the “ Festivals of Martyrs.” | 4readsheet, * Lord God of grace 

In 1859 it appeared in the trial copy of H. A. ae 
& M., No. 126, with st. iv., 1. 2, changed from  Naghea Sp pede 
“Ever like them to bear,” to “ Like them in|  cotterill, “ Lord God of truth 
faith to bear,” and the substitution of a new 1819. we us thas ¢ des 
doxology. These changes were retained in ’ 
the no H. A. & M., 1861, and in the nd enermore ue 

, : = The latter text was rc 
revised ed., 1875. Aleo found in aba num: gomery'’s Christian Pealmi 

ber of hymn-books. J-5] | with “Lest we be driven,’ 
O when my righteous Judge shall | we be banish’d from Thy fa 

come. [The Judgment Day.] Millers account | ‘This form of the text wa 
of this hymn in his Singers and Songs, &c., | Original Hys., 1853, No. 21 
1869, p. 182, is :— C. b. 

don i Bk} that there appeared for the fist time the | O! wherefore, Lord, 
striking well-known hymn by the Countess ‘Ob! T. H. Gill. [Pi Pp 
w ™ teous J shall come.’ . . It is the i ‘ri i 
comand tari ok n phecn on ta Futguant Dap with tes tp ee Ri grag gir 
a first part of five verwes, beginning * We soon shall weon 8 26. Boy ) 
hear the midnight cry."" the author's Golden min, ¢ 

This statement by Miller is based upon | in 7 st. of 41, and entitled “ 
information which he received from Daniel | by Holiness.” It is in C. | 
Sedgwick. On turning to D. Sedgwick’s own | 40d America. Although usu 
copy of the edition of the Lady Huntingdon | it is given in full in Dale's 
H. Bk, referred to by Miller, we find, firat, | 1874, No. 20. 
two rate and distinct \hymns numbered | O Word of God Inca) 
146 and 147, and beginning respectively,“*We | W. How. (Holy Scriptures 
svon shall hear the midnight ery,” and “O | and lst pub. in the 1867 Sup 
when my righteous Judge shall come;” and, | and How's Ps. & Hye. It ha 
secondly, a note in pencil in Sedgwick’s hand- | in a large number of hymn-boc 
writing which reads, “Hymn 146 and 147 | and America, and is one of th 
seem to be both by the same Author—per- | popular hymns. It is usually 
haps the Countess's.” On turning to Sedy- | and unabridged as in Church | 
ae copy * oe — and Songs, we 

written gwick opposite the words worshi e King, 
quoted by Miller as above, the following :— edit Pig ge er it 
“U the testimony of the Rev. Thomas You j i y 

Canter this by mn ws componed by Charis Wests ae malik vat deghtig og 
Countens by Cc. Wealey sala ot the | Pralter of 156 . reset by Sir Ki 

It is clear that these guesses of Sedgwick | me metre but in a less que 
are worthless. The history of the hymn, so | More ornate style, as a quotat 
far as we have been able to trace it, is as | 8: i., ii, will show :— 
follows :— ** My foule praise the Land, 
pa, in an enlarged edition of the Lady Hunti speake good of bis Nam 

.. cirea 1774 (see Huntingdon <] ; 0 — our great (hod 

§ iv), it was given, together with “ We soon shall hear So Ww peep le. appeare 
the midnight cry ” (as Nos. 146 and 147), in 4 st. of 6 L., § ng in glorie, 
and in common with all the rest of the hymns in the at great is thy fare, 
collection without signature. Both hymns were sub. ag maleftie, oe 
sequently omitted from all official editions of the hymn- in thee fhine moft ¢ 
book, a which tells greatly against the guess that “ His chamber beames lie, 
they were written by the Countess. = in the clouds fuil fure, 

(2) We next find both hymns in the 1775 Appendix Which as his chariot, 
by L. og ye Bazlee's Select Coll. of Ps. & Hys. are roade him to beare. 
- » » for the Use of the Congregation of Cumberland And there with much 
Street (London) Chapel. [Lady Huntingdon.) They his courfe deth endure: 
are numbered 295, 296. [See Bazlee, J., p. 119, i.) Vipon the wings rising. 

(3) “ We soon shall hear the midnight cry,” is seldom Of winds in the alr. 
found after this date; bot its companion h “Oo H V i 
when my righteous Sele shall oa" appear in Sir R. Grant's version was ivi 
Kippon’s Bap. Sel., 1787, No. 579, as * When Thou, my | Steth’s Ch. Dag 1883, No, 17 
righteous Judge, shalt come.” ‘This was repeated in | Ps. and Hys.. 1835; and in Lo 
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“WORSHIP THE LORD 

os Poema, 1839, p. 38. per 
= ott’s Ps. & 8. we fin 

ed. of Gr <_< ——— in Bickersteth was not caimoclasd. the — from a source at present un- that the = a — The authorized text is in the 
It wast’. = —_— A876, with st. ii., |. 3, thus— 
known '? > aaa _e= Of wrath the deep thunderclouds form.” 
Hy. COP i = —with the omission of the “the” is + sta x= use in all English-speaking coun- 1 aren pm — lo in use in an abbreviated and 
in ox i= form as in H. A. & M., 1861; 
tries- ical =x wu form, but still altered aa be- alight") eo — & M., 1875. The 1839 text is in 
and iD - a 1871 ; H. Comp., 1876; Thring’s fore, 1D ae — el others. It has been tr. into 

=" “Bingham, in his Hymno. Christ. 
= — p. 143, as, “ Glorioso ferte Regi 

rmine.”’ {J. J.J 
ear the Lord in the beauty of vote Voss SF: D. Monecll. (Epiphany ; or, 

= = This hymn for the Epip 88 = aaa p-] y iL 

cr 

nol Wo ~wvo forms, both by Dr. Monse! 
Dt found i= — & = V.U. The first and most exten- 
1s di each t= = z= =the original, which opens with 
ely we == &c. It was pub. in his Hys. of 
ity wort” > yee, 1863, p. 103, in Sst.of 41. It 
= ved ith Aa <= Bimes altered, in a large number 

oe found, > 2 = = in G. Britain and America. 
i hym oem = ss Thrivg'’s Coll, 1882. The 
= text = == Dr. Moneell's revision of the 

on a. Be 2h he made for, _ anal hed 
63 7 re y= Ht nal in 1873, avo” ,» aa, 

* nie 202 ae “Mord in the beauty of holiness.” 
a Barba <r este =~ 3 unknown. (J. TJ 

Tb! ina oem <rtal throng. P. Doddridge. 
7) weve <27 Angels.) In the p. mss. hie 

Chto =S5, in 7 st, of 8 1. is headed 
A - <>f An rom im. iii. 16, 

sommsnets “Zs Feb. 13, 1734." It was pub. 
and Js Ortorm % x. his posthumous ed. of - 
by. ae 's Hyree res, &e., 1755, No. 304, with the 
dr He headire ==. 33> butt with slight variations in 

<3. D. Humphreys’s ed. of the 
EE 339, No. 330, it begins “Ye 

bt imac = teal throng.” This text is re- 
brig nd in == <> _>p's of G. & G., 1872. 
Fyaually Ort<> =e ~ es text of 1755 is followed. The 
8p. C.K Fe eexrch Hymns is an exception in 

our of @ t<= se € which is much altered, and a 
ology 2 Be facown to Doddridge. (J. J.) 
akeley’. —s"2xederick, pp. youngest s. of 

-. Charles (Pee Be eley, Bart., sometime Governor 
Sir Madras, we zac b. at Shrewsbury, Sept. 5, 
of 02, and ¢«2wa<rsated at Christ Church, Oxford 
1 1824). Ex, 1825 he gained a University 

sze fora Koextim Essay; and in 1827 he was 
Prcted a Fellow of iol. Taking Holy 
elwaers; LC Wwaass a Prebendary of Lichfield 
Orcnedral, 1 S232 =; Preacher at Whiteball, 1837; 
on Minister of Margaret Chapel, Margaret 
aMreet, LOOGeora, 1839. In 1845 he resigned all 
Str appolttUmemnts in the Church of Englund, 
capa was fCGiw ec] into the Roman Communion. 
aac uettly Bie became a Canon of the Pro- 
Su py eeairal Wa the Roman Catholic eeclesiastical 
Ce ct of <stminster. He d, January 29, 

220. Miller CS¥gers and Songe of the Church, 
13 4, p- 497), writing from information sup- 
4 cor A to tim by Canon Oakeley, says :-— 

the & nning of bis change of view 

eee occu er ty hn Meni 
Weoxtore Anglican Prayer Book.’ About thet ones 
cure 

rext. Lem eA 
the pegs ae 

”ay 
dox 

Bp. 
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Great demand arose at Oxford for Missals and Breviaries and Canon Oakeley, sympathising with the movement, the London booksellers in meeting 

He promoted the [Oxford Jmovement, and continued to Move with it till, in 1845, he thought it right to draw attention to his views, to see if he could coutinue to bold an Oxford degree in conjunction with So great a change in opinion. The question having been raised, proceedings were taken against him in the Court of Arches, and a sentence given that he wax per- petually suspemied unless he retracted. He then re- signed his Prebendal stall at Lichfield, and went over to 
the Church of Rome.” ; 

Canon Oukeley’s poetical works included :— 
(1) Devotions Commemorative of the Most Adorable 

Passion of Our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, 1842; (2) The Catholic Florist ; (3) The Youthful Martyrs of Kome, a Christian Drama, 1866 ; (4) Lyra Liturgica ; Reslections in Verse for Holy Days and Seasons, 1865, 
Canon Onkeley also published several prose 

works, including a tr. of J. M. Horst’s Paradise 
of the Christian Soul, London, Burns, 1850, 

e is widely known through his tr. of the 
“ Adeste fideles” (p. 20, 1). Several of his 
original hymns are also in Roman Catholic 
collections. [J. J.J 

Occom, Samson (sometimes given as 
Ockum, and again as Occum), a Mohican 
Indian, was b. at Norwich, Connecticut, in 
1723. He was converted from Paganism under 
G. Whitefield, in 1739-40, and educated by 
the Revs. E. Wheelock and Benjamin Pome- 
roy. In 1748 he removed to Long Island and 

ured amongst a remnant of his people. 
In 1759 he received Presbyterian orders, 
visited England, 1766-67, where he preached 
often (ouce for J. Newton at Olney), and with 
acceptance, and raised about ten thousand 
pounds for Dartmouth College, and for Indian 
education. His later life was spent first among 
his own race on Long Island, and, from 1786, 
in Oneida County, N.Y. He d. in July, 1792. 
Occom's Choice Collection of Hys. and Spiritual 
Songs was pub. at New London, Connecticut, 
in 1774 (2nd ed. 1785). He is ercdited as the 
author of several liymns, but none of those 
hymns are found in his own collection. They 
are :— 

1. Now the shades of night are gone. If rniny. 
The date of 1770 is given to this hymn, but on {nauft- 
clent authority. No evidence connects it with Oecom, 
though it has not, om the other hand, been claimed for 
any other. It is first found in the Hartford Congrega- 
tional Coll,, 1799, and was brought intu general use 
by the Praye: -Hook Coll., 1826. it is in several modern 
hymn-books. : 

2. Awaked by Sinai’s awful sound, Pevce with (od. 
By this hymn, from its extensive use, Occom is chiefly 
known. We are satisfied, however, that in this form it 
in not his, Jt is first found in the Connecticut Evan- 
gelical Magazine, July, 1802, p. 39, “ communicated as 
original.” It is however alternd from “ Waked by tbe 
gospel’s powerful sound,” which is No, 285 in Jusiab 
Goddard's OWll,, Walpole, N. H,,1801, and possibly earlier, 
This older text is probably Occom’s own composition. 

3. shall we meet 1 Parting. This 
once popular hymn has been ascribed to Occom, but the 
claim is doubtful. We find it in no collection earlier 
than Leavite’s Christian Lyre, 1430, although it is 
known to have been sung at an earlier date. It is some- 
times given as, “ When shall we all meet again?" as in 
H, W, Beecher's Plymouth Coll., 1655. [F. M. B) 

Octoechus, the Greater and Lesser. 
[Greek Hymnody, § xiv. } 

Ode. [’15x). °{2487).] [Greek Hymnody, 
§ xvi. 10.) 

O’er the shoreless waste of waters. 
Bp. W. W. How. (Holy Baptism.) Written 
in 1870 for the 8. P. C. K. Church Hymns and 
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ub. therein in 1871. It is “intended to em- 
ody the doctrinal teaching of the Church on 
Bapti«m, without reference to _ individual 
case; #0 that it may be sung before or after 
eatechisings or sermons on the subject.” 
(Church Hys., folio ed., p. li.) {J. J.J 

O’er those y hills of darkness. 
W. Williams. [Missions.]) This hymn was 
pub. (not in his Hosannah, 1759, as sometimes 
stated, but) in his Gloria in Excelsia: or, x 
of Praise to God the Lamb, Carmarthen, John 

oe, 1772, No, 37, in 7 st. of 6 L (Orig. text 
in Lyra Brit., 1867, p. 631.) It is known to 
modern hymn-books in the following forms :— 

1. O'er those gloomy hills of darkness. ‘The ori- 
ginal in fall, but more often abbreviated. 

2. O'er the gloomy hills of darkness. This was 
given in Rippon’s Rap. Sel., 1767, No. 424, with slight 
alterations, and the omission of st. v. and vil. In the 
27th ed., 127, tt was cnlarged to 6 sts. by the addition of 
“Every creature, living, ae &c. This text is 

ted in Spru ‘sO. 0, H. Bk. 1666. 
y. O'er the of pagan darkness. This appeared 
in Cotterill’s Sel, #th ed., 1419, No, 239, in 4 st. of 61, 
It can hardly be said to be Williams's text rewritten, 
there is so little of Williams therein. It would be more 
accurate to aay that it is based upon Williams, as the 
first stanza of each will show :— 
Original. “ O’er those gloomy Hills of Darkness 

Look, my Soul, be «till and gaze, 
All the Promises do travel 

Cotterill, “ O'er the realms of pagan darkness 
Let the eye of pity gaze; 

See the kindreds of the people, 
Lost in sin's bewildering maze: 

Darkness brooding 
On the face of all the earth.” 

This a nt is in several hymn-books in Great 
Britain and Tinerice. 
4 Light of them thet, oft in darkness. This, in the 

Irish Church Hymnal, 1873, and others, begins with st. 
ti. of Cotterill’s text as above. 

The use of this hymn in these various forms 
is extensive. (J. J.J 

Of justice and of grace I ae S 
Watts, (Ps. ci.) Pub. in his Ps. of David, 
1719, p. 258, in 6 st. of 41. It is in use in its 
original form, and as, “ Mercy and P stagger 
I will sing,” in the Islington Ps, & Hys., 1862, 
and as, * Mercy and judgment will I siug,” in 
the Wes. H. Bk., 1875. Although found in 
these three forms its use is limi (J. J.J 

Of Thy love some gracious token. 
T. Kelly. (Close of Service.) 1st pub. in his 
Coll. of Ps. & Hya., Dublin, 1802, No. 256, in 
the following form :— 

“ Of Thy love, some gracious token, 
Grant us, Lord, before we go; 

Bleas Thy word which has been spoken, 
Life and peace on all bestow ; 

When we join the world again, 
Let our hearts with Thee remain 

O direct us, 
And protect us! 

Till we — the heav'nly shore, 
Where Thy people want no more.” 

_ This text was rewritten and included in the 
27th ed. of Rippon's Bap. Sel., 1827, No. 373, 
Pt. 2, as :— 

* Grant us, Lord, some gracious token 
Of Thy love before we part ; 

Crown word which been spoken, 
Life and peace to cack impart ; 

And all blessings 
Which shall sanctify the heart.” 

Both forms of the text are in ©. U, in Great 
Britain and America. [J. J.J 

OGILVIE, JOH 

Offertorium. This is th 
anthem said or sung directly : 
Creed, while, in ancient times, 
bread and wine were being ma 
ful laity. It was generally ta 
Scripture, and most frequently 
of Psalms. i y it w 
some other source. We subjoi 
a metrical Offertory taken fro 
the Compassion or Lamentatio 
Virgin , in the Sarum Mi 

Reprinted from the Burntis 
Sarum Missal, 1861, col. 923°. 

Offord, Robert ML, s. | 
“open-communion” Baptist, - 
Austell, Cornwall, Sept. 17, 18 
removed to America, where he 
for some time with the Methc 
sequently joined the Reformed 
in 1878. He is editor of t 
Observer. To that paper he co 

1. Jesus, heed me, lost and dying. 
2. It is no untried way, CArést’s fi 
No.1 a on Jan. 25 

on Feb. Ist, 1883. They we 
Laudes Domini, N. Y., 1884 (1 
lish Hys., N. Y., 1886). 

Oft as the bell with sole 
Newton. (Death and apie 
his Twenty Six Letters on Re 
by Omicron, 1774, in 7 st. of 4. 
“The Passing Bell.” It was r 
same year in R. Conyers’s Coll. 
No. 364, and again in the Olney 
Bk. ii., No. 74. It is found in 
an abridged form, in a few mode 
In R. Bingham’s Hymno. Christ 
st. i., iii, v., vi. are rendered 
“Ah! quoties animam solito can 

Ogilvie, John, pv.p., eldest 
James Ogilvie, or Ogilvy, of Aber 
Aberdeen in 1783. After studyi 
versity of Aberdeen (Marischal C: 
in 1766, conferred upon him the 
he became parish minister of 
Aberdeenshire, in 1759, and of } 
deenshire, in 1760. He d. at 
17,1813. He pub. a number of | 
and among others Poems on Se 
in 2 vols. (London, 1769), Thi 
well known paraphrase of Js 
“ Begin, my soul, the exalted | 
a member of the Committee app 
General Assembly of 1775, t 
Scottish Translations and Para 
and is said to have contribute: 
in the last of days behold” (p. ¢ 
1781 authorized ed. of the same. 
and Paraphs. | 

Oi raiées edoeBera. [ 
vara.) 
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(Greek Hymnody, § xvi. 10.) 

"V.57F = [Greek Hymnody, § xvi. 5.] 

ko ~~ —_e*rton, in the Gospel Magazine, 
ping =. the Rev. John Berridge. 

IT ee Se Bion. [L. Introduction.—The Old 
1775-' JT — > ersion of the Pauls, obsolete as 
Pics aaa ya an — intluence 

et! SS ge tee and general type of our hym- 
it seenss> “<7 Possesses an ge reo a a small 

—zevers of curious 6; and has 
nody ea a= Biing of an historical value. The 
eire ages = accidents between its originator, 
even tel ok. “ee thold, m of the robes to 

homes —s —ma., and lement Marot, valet of 
WV. =x gecnber to Francis L., who originated 

wien’, ge * Metrical Psalter, has been fre- 

oC Free x zarked. There is, however, little 
re § Sy > lance between the godly, sober 

quent! = = =and the brilliant poet of France ; 

ers lide -@= he fact that Marot’s success may 
Eng, a ed the task, is there any trace of 

<i = mene on Sternhold. Sternhold’s 
Marot® % ee & = ctly English, and in its first con- 
ork § hS=* ely pretended to literary excel- 

writin So = Am wes to make sacred ballads for 
ane SS en -with one exception (120th r.m.), 
the per 7 ge a allad metres(s.m (25th) and o.m.); 
he wrott 2 aye < = arters of the Version are com- 
and tres == by him or his disciples Hopkins 

A, epee === in common metre, which has 
and os ‘Become a consecrated measure, 
thus vite =m se by the Lake poets, and for 
put eT "= caricatures of street dogygerel. 
‘Thac ax am wad lasting success of the Ver- 
‘The sn Loe Ee due to this adoption of a few 

sto” le wee wens. As Puritanism ine F 

sie, deca” The Scottish Psalter of 1564 

Dip strona= <:9ontrast with the English one 
ee the ~~ =m ety of its metres, and shows, 
hrs in tha <> earlier pieces by Whittingham 
be74 Kethe, wa=xad the later ones by —“—— 
ant, its = x= ity with the Psalms of Marot 

es Bez = E> «it the revised Scottish Psalter of 
11650 was ree< SR uazced to the monotonous unifor- 

ity of the= Ee amglish oc. m., which had proved 
ar " tex weactical usefulness. To this 
= ogiieh bee EB Bead clement there was added, in 
he Genewrce =z. editions, an imitation of the 

t etres enck = eames of Marot and Beza, 
Tm the El izte=m Boethan editions a slight German 
 pfinence is) <iscernible. 

EI. Early Editions. 
sternhol«a "ss Ims — originally ——_ 
his OWKa =“ €odly solace” (Strype) and sung 

al him to Beds organ. Some may have been 
written im) Ef emry VIII's reign. They were 
overheard by the young King Edward, and 
repested ima Bais presence. The Isted., undated, 
was dedicetes<] to him, and contains 19 psalms. 
Its +itle 18 : 

certayn 2 sezlmes, chosi out of the Psalter of Dawid 
nd draw? Erte Fnglishe metre by Thomas Sternhol 

am ome Of Vo Fewrage’s Maicsties robes, (Brit, Mus.) 
9g A 20i Cd. was pub. posthumously in 1549 
and cont4ine«d 37 psalms. The title is:— 

Al such Pealmes of David as Thomas Sternholde, late 
yome of the ynge's Maiestic's roobes did in his lyfe 

ne arawe tnto English metre. (Brit. Mus] 

ty" mw Bri eA. Of 1551 (Bodleian) by Whitchurch 
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a short preface says that he does not deem 
them “in any parte to be compared with” 
Sternhold’s) “most exquisite doynges.” 
here were reprinty of this book, het By 

Whitchurch and Jobn Kyngston in 1553 
(Cotton). 

IIL. Anglo-Genevan Pealters. 
During the troubles at Frankfort among 

the Ht ging sey of exiles, the Puritan party 
resolved to frame an order of Service in place 
of the Book of Common Prayer. This order 
was drawn up by Knox, Whittingham, Gylby, 
Fox and Cole, whilst still at Frankfort, but 
was not printed till they had settled at Geneva. 
It appeared as -— 

The forme of prayers and ministration of The 

Gonme: end approval by We fomun oat petiy 
learned man, John Caluyn, Imprinted at Geneva by 
John Crespin, MDLV1. 

The progress of the Psalter is connected 
with the editions of this book, which contain, 
immediately before the Catechism, the metrical 
psalms, with independent pagination. The 
separate titlepage of the 1556 edition is :— 

Oneand Fiftie Psalmes of Dauid in Knglishe metre, 
whereof 37 were made by Thomas Sterneholde, dd the 
rest by others. Ciiferred with the hebrewe and in 
certeyn places corrected as the text and sens of the 
Prophete required, (Bodleian). 

The psalms are those by Sternhold and 
Hopkins, pub. in 1551, with 7 fresh ones, 
which, from later editions, are known to be by 
Whittingham. A metrical rendering of the 
Ten Commandments by Whittingham is ap- 
pended. Among these psalms is the earliest 
L. wu. “O Lord, consider my distress” (51st). 
The Psalms of Sternhold and Hopkins had 
undergone a revision, poy yf hitting- 
ham, who was a = Tebraist. The general 
prefuce tu The Forme of Prayers, &c., con- 
tains, among other interesting remarks on the 
value of metrical psalms, an apology for alter- 
ing the revered words of Sternhold. (It may 
be noted that Warton’s ridicule of the bride- 
groom “ ready trimmed” (shaved), in Ps, 19, 
really falls on the revisers, not on Sternhold. 
This* revised text was permanently adopt 
in all subsequent editions of the Psalter. 

The contents of a lost edition of The 
Forme of Prayers, &c, (1558), cannot be 
ascertained, But Livingston, in his splendid 
work on the Scottish Psalter, to which this 
article is largely indebted, has conjectured, 
for reasons which will appear below, that it 
contained 9 fresh psalms by Whittingham, 
and 2 by Pullain. 

In 1561 and probably in the earlier half of 
the year appeared another edition of The 
Forme, of which there is an unique copy in 
St. Paul’s Cathedral Library. The Psalter in 
it is entitled :— ‘ 

Four Score and seven psalmes of David in Rnglish 
mitreby Thomas sterncholde and others: conferred with 
the He ¢, and in certeine places corrected, as the 
sense of the Prophet requireth, whereunto are added the 
Songe of Simeon, the then commandements and the Lords 

yer. (The account here given is from a collation by 
Dr. Simpson, Librarian of St. Paul's, and another by 
Major Crawford in Notes and Queries, June 2, L881.) ~ 

The contents of this book are a reprint of 
all the pieces in 1556, with the addition of 9 
fresh psalms by Whittingham; 2 by John 

atain®, &t the end of Sternhold’s psalms, | Pullain, already, it is probable, publishid in 

geve? others by J. H. (John Hopkins), who in | 1558; 24 with the signature of William 
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Kethe (W. Ke); and the u.m. 100th Ps. (“ All 
people that” (p. 43, ii.)), set to ite familiar tune 
(which had appeared in the French Psalter 
of 1551 and was set there to the 134th Ps.), 
and with the extraordinary signature “ Tho. 
Ster.” There are also a version of * The 
of Simeon ” and two of “The Lord's Prayer” 
by Whittingham; a third, of the “ Lord’s 
Prayer,” anonymous, which is known from 
the English Psalters to be by D. Cox; and a 
rosé prayer to be said before a man begins 
his work. It is in this edition that the influ- 
ence of Marot and Beza’s Version is most per- 
ceptible. Several of the psalms, by Pullain 
(148th), and Whittingnam (e.g. 121, 124, 127), 
and most of Kethe’s, are either imitations of 
French metres, or are set to French tunes. 
There are 60 tunes, 18 of which are from 
Marot and Beza’s Version; the rest (except 
Psa. 67th, 125th) are in the 1560 ed. below. 
This is probably the book alluded to in 
a in“A Brieff Discours off the 
Troubles begonne at Franckford ” :— 

“ The congregation prepared themselves to 
(from Geneva), savinge certelne whiche 
behinde the reste, to witt, to finishe the Bible (the 
Geneva Bible) and the Psalmes bothe in meeter and 
—— whiche were already begoon,” &c. (The prose 

jms were finished, and presented to Queen Eli < 
‘The metrical Psalter was only advanced another stage 
towards completion.) 

Later Editions. 
Two further editions may be added, although they to 

4 certain extent anticipate after history, in order to 
oe here a complete view of the development ot the 

lter at Geneva, is an unique edition in the 
Peterborough Cathedral Library, i ated in "The 
Forme of Prayers and Ministration of The Sacraments, 
dc., used in the English Churche at Geneua 
and receyued by the Churche Scotland,"' pub. by 
Henri Marescha ae og" of pub.). ‘The origin of this 
book is puzzling. title-page, table of contents, 
calendar, and sonnet by William Steuart are identical 
with the Scottish Psalter, 1665, Hut the Psalms are 
not from the Scottish Psalter, The 1561 edition (St 
Paul's) is first reprinted in block. Then all the re- 
maining numbers are filled up from the lish Psalter, 
omitting its duplicate pralms. Atthe end are printed 
“The aes ray gs toe Aen — (“ — 
my le"), * yer™ (* Spirit of grace 
qrvent es, 0 Lord”), The Lordes Prayer,” JD. Coxe, 
“The XII Articles of the Christian Faith” (“‘All my 
belief," &c.), “A Prayer unto the holy Ghost to be 
song before the Sermon,” “The Lamentation of a 
Sinner" (2nd), (beginning of it po “A thankes- 
geuing after the receauing of the “s Supper,” and 
“The Song of Simeon” (W. Whit.). lo 1569 an edi- 
tion of “ The Forme of Prayers,” &c., pub, by Crespin 
at Geneva (Hodleian), contains a reprint of one of 
the English complete editions of the Psaltera (app.) 
with the substitution of Whittingham’s version of 
the “ Nunc dimittis.” The singular feature in both 
these editions is the preference of the English Psalter 
to the Scottish, notwithstanding the far closer affinity 
that existed between the Churches of Scotland and 
Geneva, The 1566 edition appears entirely ignoraut 
of the special, psalms of the Scuttish version of 
1564, The 1569 edition adopts the English version 
by preference, and a8 a consequence rejects the ma- 
ig even of the genuine Gienevan pealms, written 
y Kethe. A notice may here be inserted of the 

unique reprint of the 1561 edithon existing in the 
Britwell of S. Christle Miller, Eaq., 
through his kindness collated by Major Crawford 
specially for this work, It is slightly amaller (4$ by 
3} inches) than the St. Paul's book, and, unlike that, is 
in black letter, The ttle is the same, but there ts no 
-imprint of the place of publication, It was, however, 
undoubted! cog in Great Britain, perhaps in Edin- 
burgh, p y for the use of the Genevan exiles. 
Many of the misprints of the Genevan edition, due to 
foreign printers, are corrected; and there are a few 
slight variations in the melodies. But the only substan- 
tial change is the substitution (Ps. 100) of the signature 
of W. Xe (Xethe) for the obvious blunder of the Genevan 
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edition (Tho, = oo = 
Genevan 1561 ition apparently t 

th'the lete 

in this article are given by Major Craw 
Queries, June 2, 1483, pp. 423-424. 

IV. English Editiona, 1. 
Meanwhile Im-singing b 

powerful religious engine in 
1559 (see Watts’s Bibliotheca) at 
of the Psalter was published. 
bably the illicit edition refer 
Stationers’ Registers :— 

“Recevyd of John Daye for a fyn 
serten copies withont Noense. . . aqr 
with notes, the 24 of Octobre, 1559, x 
is probally 250 sheets.) 

In 1560 appeared the :— 
Praimes of David in Englishe 1 

Sterncholde and others, conferred wii 
in certeine places corrected, as the sen 
required: and the note ioyned withall 

sslece ond comforts Watying Gparte & 
& pete which tende le 
and corry, . 

cot nies 4 Peeper A appoint 
Matestic’s Iniunctions. 

There is no name of publist 
known 7 is at Christ Churc 
contains ms, viz.: the P 
together with the 9 by Whittin, 
Pullain, which we have alread 
(Geneva), 2 new onea by Rol 
67th, 125th), and 1 anonymous 
he list of appended pieces is 

There are metrical versions of 
“Nune Dimittia,” (n_+ Whitting 
(Geneva) ), the “ XII Articles « 
fayth,” and “The Lords P, 
Coxx). At the end of Whitti 
Commandments,” reprinted { 
added a metrical version of 
(“Lord have merey upon us,’ 
“An addition.” There may hi 
pieces, the volume being im 

Ims by Wisedome, though 
rench in character, but Germ: 

of Coverdale. The 67th is 
Luther, but borrows in the fi: 
Coverdale’s version. (See 
Livingston's Scottish Psalter : it 
in this 1560 edition.) Cox's re 
Lord’s Prayer is also a transci 
(See *' Vater unser iin Himmel 
affinity with the German will 
largely in the succeeding En. 
The appended pieces are an i 
new aim in the English editic 
appear more clearly in the next ; 
are 42 tunes, 24 of which are 
edition (Geneva), with 18 new o! 
are from the French Version 
Beza ( Livingston.) 

V. In 1561 
appeared an edition of great val 
the development of the English 
title-page is :— 

Psalmes of David in Englishe A 
Sterncholde and others; conferred wii 
certein places corrected (as the sense « 
quired) and the Note ioyned withal!l. 
eed of all sortes of privat people 
solace and comfort : laiying aparte al 
and Hallades which tende only to the n 
and corrupting of youth, Newly eet fo 
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also to th ree Bees the earlier 1560 edition (Ch. Ch.) x James V. any be afflicted let him e's, which is doubtful “ accordyyt? 5 == any be mery £. him fa Psalmes, | by the censors in the same pe dptemeg Saettbar beak oh Pa 6 aes of Colvesians iti. 16, and then :—) | it we now see what was the intention of the versified y, asd = al ondon, by Jhon bay, dwelling over | Canticles (* Benedictus,” « ificat,” “Nunc Dimi- f Also th G* gg gratia & priuilegio Regise Maiestatis, | tis"), Ten Commandments, an Response (“ Lord have nted x“ : F ;,, | mercy on us,” &c.), The Lord’s Prayer and Creed, in a raer sgalt C— contains 83 Ims in all (80 in that edition., The atteinpt to associate the Psalter with Thisreot * e— the buok). he psalms of the | the Prayer Book, and so take away Genevan suspicions, a =x - 4re reprinted, with the exception | bad begun in the earlier book, was developed in the the bod <_— “=—s 67tl . edition 1561, and was to be completed in 1562. This ite a 1 (never reprinted), and earlier ae ° amy hew movement seems to be connected with the names f Wislo = =e Sith and 7st, now finally | of Wisdome and Hopkins, Norton and Cox, and per- Ww hittin == gen the English Pealter, though ap- | haps Grindal {ere 2 1x.). Robert Wisdome, unlike 1 a (<—<—" = ae Genevan Psalter, 1561, and in | Jeb» Pullain, the other new contributor to the earlier excludet = edition of 1560, was not a Genevan exile: on the con- ring i™ 564. The 95th Psalm, however, trary, he a at Frankfort amo: 5 L . ng the party of Cox, the Scottie Sal —_— Her sing Pte and — de aaees — Prayer Ray - — against t can Deu vin's § ce trod yi is tri- a ee os —_ of the 2 5th pscietth a thi a position jag od to the Pg als have no affinity with Geneva; aced = =! Tee 67th Psalm to Coverdale 

Prhis vers mare’ ed. of nag — those that marked above. Jobn Hopkins's place of exile le un- 
. " ble that be was at Geneva 5 jn the om = eother version ing com — a t is not pro , 

ppears now, bringing apparently Sternhold's ‘ollow th af <a08 insertion in the Penlier). All | eo Tyee ber of Psalma. 4 H pix = a, metrical versions of Cre The influence of Whittingham a on he other esel, Se 
the Cant ee > 80d Commandments, mentio ceased. He had left England before the edition 1561 rd’s Pray — ection, are reprinted. To these Tis Published ; two of the pealms by bim tn the Christ Lo the b= lms by Sternhold, one of which | Chuteh edition of 1560 are now rejected, and his con- in ‘ddel => Shepherd is the Living Lord,” | tums it ay ere he eign has, attained tt8 maxt- . hethe mt an oreard. ” ge «= (the 66th, which, though signed |} personal share in editing the earlier edition of 1560, 8 b Hop probably from its doub e rhyme, the new psalms by him and Pullain then published 13 by " =_ ’ -4 <7 | may have already appeared in the lost Genevan edition « Th. ‘ms see § x.)], the 75th, which is | of 155%, The German influence is increased by two by Hopk® ==> <5, but afterwards rrageorgry more translations ("Da pacem” and “Preserve us, pere anos SET orton, and the old 100th (“ All | Lord, by Thy dear word"): and the adnilasion of unin- 
aecribel © == ~ <te.), set to its well-known tune, | *P!red Se ies ee le hat. it is i = send entire rture from Genevan precedent and in P Ly ra <<} Sls as it is in every 8 bsequent | accord with Luther's practice. [For Becon and Norton 

Eve E> E «ces attached to the Psalter is 
pombe a=-mew versions of Canticles, Creed, 
ine?) y oris= == eal hymns, and by the insertion 
&C- Ne tram = Bam tion of “ Veni Creator,” from 
of oe oOnine & {see details below): some of 
pete fori g= a sort of prelude, others an 
th ic t<> ~ he Paealter. It contains in all 
APP ines, 1 <> which are set to the appended 
. ym psex EB acm =, and canticles, 

As 10 4CCC} te wat of this edition has hitherto been 
ublisbed, a See eee extended notice and criticism of it 

¥ pei 
al iat. which i_ ex ~ i= the 

~wy hose 
size of the hook is Tt in. by 7 in. 

date S@Eee book (1561) only in the 
Ths phon ab thee een. It is bona up 

<—-F by ebrasaene i —-re EP Sehieh nn <> - 
| well tes © Bae= cofion place of praying . . . as pri- 
vacely by tema selves poh) home in their houses.” 

fore th 2B wees there are metrical versions of * Veni 
Creator: cat *> 

ago bd “* Nunc Dimittis.” “Quicunque Vult,” 
aa oe Lame Sateaticonn of a Sinner,” “The Lorde’s Praier,” 

ndments.” After the Paalms there 

robably not later than 1561, 
troduction to the Science of Music, 

‘ ~ - . to be songe before Evenyng Prayer; 

er ee © ws on zs « rticles rist: 
he. ~ Erayer ynto the Holy (Ghoste,” to be an 

ore 
giuing after receiving the Lordes Supper,” the hymn hr preseme Gs lorde i j thy deare Worde,” and then rose WETS to be ; fore and after meals (2 sets), P a JE te be used at all times. There can scarcel md © avestion that ; bat wate, Public, 

x ©F 1559. And with this inte 
od it wos “* mllowed,” i.e. Pi niche ber Pamisnlie t vinted,"” oy the Archbish ve or the 

- aon, WRO were the censors for t! Queen. 
Loyoun a obtained & patent to print the Psalms in 

mete SM Finke no more. flict na cpibdin's ie Me % print 
enw ve Mawfully published, It is pov HH ya this 

Fs 
S©° Fr men; “Da pacem, Domine,” “Thankes. | Cach other. 

ish exii @ on (see § x.). Besides these, the | see below, § rx.) 

§ VL The English and Anglo-Genevan 
Paalters compared. 

A careful comparison of these two editions 
with that of Geneva (1561), throws an inter- 
esting light on the internal history of the 
English and Scottish Psalters in their ultimate 
forms. Leaving out of sight the whole con- 
tents of the 1556 edition, which is incorporate 
in the three books, the only matter common to 

bere. On is known to | the Christ Church ed. (1560) and the Genevan 
possesion of Ortavius Morgan, | at St. Paul's(1561) consists of the 9 psalms by 

indness we are indebted for Whittingham, 2 by Pullain, and the version 
of the Lord's Prayer by Cox. The psalms 

in a volume | Of Whittingham and dagrg both Genevan 
er Book of 1560, a Bible of 1553, | exiles, excite no surprise in 
1560, and the Godly Prayers (no | tion of 

1e Genevan edi- 
Tevious appearance 
great plausibility 

1561; but their 
in the English, 1560, len 

of the book is stated as use| to Livingston's conjecture that they had 
originally appeared in the lost Genevan edi- 
tion of 1558, and passed thence to England 

<raite,” “Te Deum," “ Benedictus,” | With the exiles; and if this was really the 
case, then the only absolutely new matter 
common to 1560 and 1561 (Geneva) is some- 

. - to be songe before Mornyng Prayer; what surprising, viz.:— The Lord's Prayer 
by Cox, the stout antagonist of Calvin. (It is 

ven a8 anonymous in 1561, not as by Cox.) 
ith this exception, the two editions ignore 

he version of the “Nune 
Dimittis,” in 1561 (Genera), is a different 
one to that in Christ Church, 1560, and written 
by Whittingham, who was then under Cal- 

it was intended not merely fer | vin’s influence, and did not throw in his 
use, and as a Companion to the | Jot apices bale the English Prayer Book till 

1563, when he heeame Dean of Durham ; his 
Bishop of | Selection of both this and the Lord’s Prayer 

(2) for versification follows the precedent of 
Beza’s continuation of Marot, prb. in 1551. 
It would be natural also to snppose that if the 
compilers of 1561 (Geneva) had seen the 95th 
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of Christ Church, 1560, they would not have 
left that psalm a blank, as they did. The 
independence of the English work is marked 
more strongly still, when the 1561 (Geneva) 
is com with Daye’s edition, 1560-1, 
if the Genevan editors had known of the 
three new-found Sternhold’s, and eight ren- 
derings of Hopkins, all of which they have 
left blank, it is scarcely conceivable that they 
would have omitted them. There is only one 
absolutely new piece common to them both, the 
Old 100th (“ All people that,” &c.), signed, in 
the Genevan edition, Tho. Ster.(!) In these 
facts we seem to catch sight of two companies 
of editors at work independently. The 
English one is under the direction of Hop- 
kins and his colleagues, using the old material 
of Geneva with a certain reserve, shown by 
the rejection of Whittingham’s 67th and 
Tist. The Genevan one is under the direc- 
tion of Kethe, adopting the previous Genevan 
work in its entirety, and unaware (except in 
the case of the Old 100th, and Cox's Lord's 
Prayer, which may have reached them in 
ms.) of the versions which Hopkins and 
the others were publishing in England. If 
now for a moment we look on to the complete 
Scottish, 1564, and English Psaltera, 1565, 
we see that they are the direct descendants 
of these two separate movements. The Scot- 
tish Psalter adopts the Genevan, 1561, in the 
block. The ish adopts the 1560-1 Daye 
in the block, with a slight reduction of the 
Genevan element (Whittingham’s 115th and 
129th, and Pullain’s 149th), and only uses the 
Genevan 1561 to fill in the blanks not sup- 
plied by England, with 9 renderings by Kethe. 

VIL. The Complete Psalter. 
In 1562 The Complete Psalter was published 

by John Daye, entitled— 
The whole Book of Pealmes, collected into English 

metre by T. & John Hopkins, and others : con- 
‘ notes to sing them 

th' ordre appointed in the oes Maiesties Iniunctions. 
Very mete, de. (See Christ Chureh title-page.) Only 
one copy is known to exist. It was examined by Dr. 
Allon ( i Psalmist Historical Notes, iP. 
vii—viii.) and by Livingston (Scottish Psalter). The 
details here are from the latter, 

This is the first edition in which Hopkins’s 
name is given in full. On comparing it with 
Daye’s edition, 1560-1, we find that all the 

ms are reprinted except the 23rd and 50th 
by Whittingham, the Old Hundredth ( All 
people,” &c.), the 125th by Wisedome (all dis- 
— for the moment, but to reap in the 
uller English edition of 1565); and Whitting- 

ham's 115th and 129th, and Pullain'’s 14 
= of which disappear permanently from the 

nglish Psalter, though preserved in the Seot- 
dish, 1564). The new contributions to the 
Pealter consist of 39 psalms by Hopkins, 25 
by Norton, the 102ud signed “J. H.,” but 
probably also by Norton, 8 by Kethe, the 
Illth signed “N,,” but probably also by 
Kethe (see § x.), and 4 by Murckant. The 
pieces before and after the Psalms in Daye, 
1560-1, are also reprinted. There are given 
before the Psalms “The Song of the Three 
Children,” and “The Humble Sute of a 
Sinner,” After the Psalms are added “ The 
Complaint of a Sinner,” and a second hymn 
called a “Lamentation.” The 9 psalms by 
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Kethe are the same as those ir 
edition of 1561 (Geneva), au 
they present with the new nm 

iking. With the exceptio: 
and 134th, they are p, m., and 
tunes. Livingston thinks the 
with little regard to English 
the tunes in the French Psi 
may be the explanation of 
“honour and majesty,” &c., 
whole of the new contributio 
other hand, c. m. 

The contrast illustrates the 
the English and Scottish Ps 
English the o.m. of Sternhold 
tonously dominant; and the Fr 
of Whittingham and Kethe are 
admitted; in the Scottish not 
Kethe’s and Whittingham’s c 
1561 (Geneva) reprinted, but t 
Pont and Craig, which are ac 
of those of the English Psaltes 
cline to irregular metres. T 
from the French model is furtk 
the versification of “The Be: 
the English Prayer Book, and 
of three more uninspired hymns 
We seem to see in , as we 
dome’s psalm, and the translatio 
of 1560-1 (see § v.), the re-as 
old influence of Luther on Ca 
English Hymnody, Early, § rv.] 

VILL. Final Alterati 
Though complete as a Vers 

had still some slight alteratio 
before it assumed ite final shay 
of 1563, of which Lea Wilso: 
notice (ass. Brit, Mus.) there 
some extra psalms in an Apper 
(Brit. Mus.) this Appendiz co: 
jected 50th of Whittingham, t 
* All le,” &e., and Wisedor 
the splendid folio of 1565 (Br 
Appendiz has disappeared; bi 
that composed it ure inserted 
renderi in the body of the 
Whittingham’s 23rd is also adde 
addition of all was made not eai 
~—an importation from the Seoi 
the alternative 136th Psalm b 
misprint for “J. C.," the initia 
John Oraig (4. v.). 

IX. Authors. 
The book was the work of ; 

hands. (1) Thomas Sternhold is ust 
as a aay ee man (Fuller's 
Wood's Athenae). An entry, bi 
registers of Awre in Gloucester 
on a blank . between the y 
1580, in colated characters, ap 
later date, says— 
“Let it be remembered for the hon 

that from it sounded out the Psalms of 
metre by Thomas Sternhold and Johr 
former lived in an estate near Blak 
Hayfield; the later in an estate in 
Awre called the Woodend. And In 
said John Hopkins there is now to be « 
the Tudor family being painted upon th 
on both sides is written, in Saxon chara 
part of the thirteenth chapter of St. | 
the Romans, which was done at that 
petuam rei sive operis memoriam.” 

Miller (Singere and Songs oj) 
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to whose industry this extract is | companions were given May 30, 1560, and he 
ae the Hayfield estate is still well-| no doubt then left Geneva for England. He 

1869, p. . a that the Woodend estate re- | left —— however, the same year with the 
due, S0y8 0 Se he hands of the descendants of | Earlsof Bedford and Warwick. “He was made 
known; | ga il it was purchased by the present | Dean of Durham in 1563, and had correspond- 

ned = = he house, however, was Liver ier ence thence with Knox across the ro rata He 
Hopkivt rs _— Severn. Sternhold was at Ox- | was fond of music, and is said by Warton to 

by tk it without a degree. He became | have introduced the use of the metrieul Can- 
mie Be ot “ge ee Robes to Henry VIII, and re- | ticles in the Cathedral, Wood charges him 
oul : =~ est of a hundred warks trom him, | with acts of vundulism there, especially the 

r pe —Onjectured that the Kinx’s favour | destruction of the image of St. Cuthbeit. He 
oaived ee ge en from a knowledge of his me- | protested against the habits. When Abp. 
It have =~ (see R. Brathwaite in his English ndys visited Durham during the vacancy of 
may \ pl == 541, quoted by Warton), but this | the see, he refused to attend his summons. 
per lenare> jecture. He retained his office | Sandys excommunicated him, and tried to 
G only & a. VL., and obtained the King’s | invalidate his Genevan orders, received from 
38 ie all = his verse (see § m.). Wood | Calvin. Whittingham died before the strugyle 

troDsge = caused musical notes to be set to | ended, in 1579. He is the authorof 12 pd 
pe” a that m= ee ead that he hoped that the cour- | in the English and 16 in the Scottish Pealter. 
say psalm = =. #@ 2g them instead of their amorous | The short period of his residence in England 
his 5 Pout =~ gongs. Both Wood and Fuller | in 1560 makes it doubtful whether le cun 
t etry as equal to the best that | have hud any personal share in publishing 

in those times, “when povtry | the 1560 edition, and favours Livingston's 
s mmon-age.” His psalms should | conjecture that the psalms from his pen in 

packers in (EO es © ballads for the people rather | that edition had appeared in the lost edition 
w= judges “27y. He is the author of 40] of 1558. His influence on the Psalter was, in 
been as = AMy all in the older form of c. M., | the tirst place, that of scholarly revision of the 
ersioD rae + aise of Chevy Chace with only | work of Sternhold, and of Hopkins's seven 

the palla® = He d. in 1549. From his will | early psalms from his knowledge of Hebrew; 
two rmhyae <> have possessed lands in Slack- | and, in the second, imitation of French metres, 
pe =P al <— e ner places in Hampshire, and | especially notable in the 1560 Christ Church. 

& nm <_Sornwall. Miller attributes to | The first 1. mM. is his (51st) * O Lord, consider 

ie we- == ® fication of Certain Chapters of | my distress ” (see § 111.). 
bim 

e t Ss el 

and ° of a 
Ss 

ati of Solomon, but this is appa (4.) John Pullain was also one of the original 
the Zz an ex <> = (see Cotton's Edd. of the Bible). | students of Christ Chureh, Oxford, admitted 
rently Of 5 <>» Be 22 Hopkins very little is certainly | in 1547. He was a Yorkshire man, previously 

(3-) Piss 2 <=sidence in Gloucestershire, men- | at New College, Oxford (a1.a. 1544). He 
Know) ‘abow<==. cmenay perhaps be reconciled with | was one of the Genevan exiles in company 
10” ysual #.<><- <>unt of him as a clergyman and | with Whittingham and Kethe. He became 

jpoolmast<> a Zin Suffolk. Wood conjectures | Archdeacon of Colchester under Elizabeth. 
"i he meyer = the same as one John Hopkins, | His name appeara among the siguatories of 

thet = yadtasa toe < ® as B.a.at Oxfordin 15440r 1545. | the Articles in Convocation, 1562, and also 

— also WAe> em fons a John Hopkins, who died | attached to a petition in the same year “that 
Hey alirixa SE R<-ld in Suffolk in Oct. 1570, as | the psalms appointed at common prayer be 
at cibly thae= =<semme man. Wood speaks of him | sung distinctly by all the congregation . . . 
oar Brita ce & <- <orum povtarum sui temporis non | and that all curious singing and playing 

as mue.” —S<>2zne tin stanzas prefixed to | of the orguns may be mmoved.” (The 
1 xe’s Mar-f 2ye-» are by him. In the history of | “psalms” mean those in the Prayer Book, 
¥ “es metricice Wersion we catch sight of him | not metrical! psalms). Besides the 148th and 
tet in SE _ He then disappears (his place | 149th Psalms (the latter only found in the Scot- 
a exile b@E was- unknown), until the close of | tish Psalter), he paraphrased Ecclesiastes, Solo- 
0560, whem Fae brings a larze contribution of | mot’s Song, Esther, Judith, and Susannah. 
1: jms t®@ “Ea we'ss edition, 1560-1; and his | His influence on the Pealter is slight, though 

me i8 Ppriee fed in full, as the largest contri- | of the same kind as Whittingham’s: but it 

putor © the= = Wersion, in 1562. His contribu- | is worthy of remark that to his version of 

tion from fixes to last consists of 60 psalms, all | the 148th Psalm we owe a fine metre, again 
sm O- Me wet § distinguished from Sternbold’s | employed in the New Version for the same 
by having f<>aar rhymes in a stanza—a change | psalm (“ Ye boundless realms of joy”), and 
which eV. € uaselly greatly altered the stresses | also in one or two of Watts's richest com- 
and cadence Of the metre. (See § x.) | positions (e.g. “ Lord of the worlds above *). 

C3.) Williewxm ‘Whittingham was of vreater mark, (5.) Robert Wisedome was educated at Cam- 
yle was S@raior student of Cardinal College | bridge, where he took a n.p. degree. He was 
cCrrist Churec} 1), Oxford (ua. 1545), and then | curate of Stistead in Essex. His protest 
ravelted tr) =F'rance, Germany, and Geneva, | against Roman doctrines brought him into 

yeturnine ie. 1553. He fied from the Marian | trouble for a sermon at Oxford; and sbout 
reieD to F reaxa k fort, 1554, and thence to Geneva | 1538 he was obliged to bear a faggot by 

1555. Elle there married Calvin's sister | Stokesley, Bp. of ered Two years after- 

Cather, and succeeded Knox as pastor of | wards he was complained of to Bonner, and 

4hne English _ congregation. He had an emi- | summoned before the Privy Council, 6 parish 
ent ehare im the translation of the Geneva priest of St. Margaret's, Lothbury, and im- 

Wale, a stayed behind the main body of the | prisoned in the Lollard’s Tower, In 1543, in 
erates to finish it. His thanks to the maigia- | eompany with his friend Becon and others, 
reve? for their hospitality to him and his | he recanted and burnt his books at Paul's 
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Cross. (See Recantation at length in Foxe’s 
Acts and Monuments, ed. 1846, Appendiz xii.) 
He then retired with Becon to Staffordshire, 
and revoked his recantation. Here, too, he 
wrote “a postill...upon euery gospell through 
the yeare,” translated from Aut. Corvinus, 
pub. 1549. And here he wrote an exposition 
of certain Psalins of David, and turned some 
of them into verse. If the 67th Psulm, con- 
tained only in the Christ Church ed. 1560, 
and the 125th (“ Those that do put their cou- 
fidence) were among these, they are perha 
the earliest pieces of the Old Version. Tn 
the reign of Edward VIth (July 1550), he 
obtaiued the rectory of Settrington in York- 
suire, in the gift of the king, and was 
mentioned by Cranmer (1552) for the arch- 
bishopric of Armagh, which he declined. He 
was deprived in Mary’s reign (1554), and at 
Frankfort was a hot advocate of the Prayer 
ook of Edward VIth, on the side of Cox. 
In the autumn of 1559 he areata to the 
royal visitors of the northern dioceses against 
one Thorneton, who had intruded into his 
benefice at Settrington. He was instituted 
Archdeacon of Ely in the diocese of his 
friend Cox, Feb. 27, 1560. He preached at 
court, and at Paul’s Cross that year. His 
hame occurs among the signatories of the 
Articles, and the petition about o , Ke. 
(see above, 4) in 1562. He d. at Wilburton 
{a parish which, with Haddenham, was then 
anuexed to the Archdeaconry) in 1568. [For 
a full account of Wisedome, see Athen# Can- 
tabrigienses, by C. H. and T. Cooper, 1850. 
‘The three pieces by Wisedome have a mark 
individuality. The 125th Psalm is written in 
an 8-line stanza, of which lines 1-4 are in 
the metre of Hopkius, with the double rhyme, 
and lines 5-8 are in a metre very common in 
Parker's Pealter, with a middle rhyme in 
lines 5 and 7. The 67th Psalm (1560) is 
ér. from Luther, with help from Coverdale. 
(See Es wollt uns Gott geniidig seyn.) The 
third picce is the hymn “ Preserve us, Lord, 
by Thy dere word,” « tr. from Luther, on 
which much satire has been expended (see 
Warton’s +e" Poetry) for its conjunction of 
Turk and = (See Erhalt uns, Herr, bei 
deinem Wort.) It is plausible to associate the 
return to German matter and precedent, and 
the movement in favour of the Book of Com- 
mon Prayer, which first shows itself in 1560, 
in some measure to Wisedome, whose pieces 
are then first inserted. 

(6.) The initials EB. @. (the author of the 
bymn “Du m,” found first in Daye’s 
peter of 4 Psalter, 1560-1, though it 
possibly may have a red in the lost 
at the end of Christ Church, 1560), ta 
been conjecturally attributed by Rev. H. F. 
Sheppard to Edward Gosynhill, author of The 
Schole House of Women (a satire), anda Praise 
vA Women (Herbert's Catalogue). But the 
iscovery of the German original (“ Gib Fried 

zu unser Zeit o Herr,” composed by Wolf- 
gang Kopfel, aud pub. in the Strasburg 
Gesangbuch of 1533, see p. 276, i}, which is 
followed in sense and metre, lends greater 
probability to the conjecture of Mr. Mearns, 
that the translation is by no less a person than 
Edmund Grindal, afterwards Abp. of Canter- 
bury, who was a Strasburg exile. 
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(7.) Thomas Norton was a b 
London, circa 1532, and d. Me 
Sharpeuhoe. in Bedfordshire, * 
busy Calvinist” (Wood). He 
a tr. of a letter of Peter Murty 
of Somerset, 1550; five cont 
about the rebellion in the 
Papal Bulls, in 1569, aud a 
Institutions of Christian Rel 
a widely different region + 
was su —. with ni 
our first regular tragedy, 
performed 1562, pirated af 
author's ed, 1571.) His in 
Daye’s edition, 1560-1, bet 
eunque "and “The Lameuta’ 

uent eds. it was append: 
The 75th Psalm is also incluc 
though anonymous like the 
omissiun of the initial on th 
of a writer is worth noting : 
vexed question of the wuth 
100th. He contributes 26 } 
of the type of sion h 

(8.) D. (Richard) Cox. In. 
the troubles beganne at Fran. 
Cox is mentioned as D, 
(1574). So that there is 
lieve that the author of 
rendering derived from | 
He was born at Whadd 
scholar of King's Colleg 
(1519) fellow. He was 
to Oxford, and made one 
of Curdinal College, He 
heresy in Henry's reign. 
Eton; Archdeacon of E 
to Edward VI; Dear 
Oxford (1546); Dian of 
and one of the compile: 
of that year. He was it 
shalsea under Mary. ¢ 
offices. He retired to 
waged war against K 
maintuined the use of 
Prayer in the Englis 
was afterwards at Stre 
tyr. He was one of the 

(1552). Elizabet 
bishopric of Ely (155 
his death, July 22, 15i 
character produces is ' 
dealing man (“ fideli 
standing in the med: 
pleading with Edwa 
Oxford, and with El 
just exchanges of ep 
a letter excusing hi 
the Royal Cha ov 
and a remonstrance 
treatment of Grind: 
ness, In opinions, 
defence of the Pray 
rather inclined to th 
of Bullinger and Gi 
together the Reforr 
confession of faith 
habits. 

(9.) Thomas Beco: 
reformer. He was 
folk. He graduate 
in 1530, and was or 
sented afterwards t 
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was « friend of Wisedome, and | ignorant of the Scoftish Psalter, have (until 

Kent. H& in Stuffordshire, when in peril | Livingston pointed out the error, und even 
-jined hix=— att Articles. In 1542 he was | su uently) allotted the initials to Thomas 
s bout be. ¢ 2» Wisedome to Paul’s Cross and | Churchyard, 4 late writer of the Elizabethan 

x 
brouglit W ge Somst them. He was a disciple of 
den ses oe oe Edward VL"'s reign he became 
wr ere pl zx 24]) Vicar of St. Stephen's, Wal- 
7 arch ?-#- «chaplain to Somerset. He was 
emote wk mn ’s reign, but rek ased; 
. i; one« aeecmses of Ps. 103, 112, were written 
impr nph= = gesziving for his deliverance. He 
pe a tho — ~~ es =%Hurg, and wrote thence a letter 

ed to8 
re the br 

beth he w ha at 
preven Se wm —ackland (Herts), Christ Church 
livings of ae whe et, and St. Dionis Backchurch. 

d burnt the books he had | time. 
X. Details of Authorship. 

As the initials of the writers are attached 
to each piece from 1560 onwards, it would 
seem easy to identify the authorship. But, 
as a fact, the signatures of late editions are 
full of errors, and even in the earliest there 
are curious printers’ freaks. 

Thus 119, 127, which are elsewhere W. W., are anon = = en in England. Under Eliza- | tn iseu-1. ‘The ¢ a. 1v0th, elsewhere anon, is J. i. 
in 1664. The interchange of ¥. and M., common in restored to Walbrook, mad 

—_ = =f ae and held the late editions, Is favoured by NV. to Ps. 115 in 1563 (Liv.), 
and 129 in 1569 (Geneva), and JV, to 132 in 1664. Other 
instances will be observed in this and § rx. 

The verdicts here are based on the signatures Newsaw = > July 2, 1567. His works, in | of Sternhold’s Ist edition (Brit. Mus.), 2nd 
He 4. be f< > ~» ublished by the Parker Society. 
3 vols. a <— we we #m, 1560, he echoes the commun- 
Ia bis Cea eee —— time. “Let no filthy songs be 
‘ace f & a saweather songs of Holy Scripture 
ung. «eee Be = 20s of David set forth in metre 

ai the 
Dour Eo =10 part of the regular P ; 

ded at the end of Daye’s ed. 

(Lowndes and Cotton), 1551 (Bodleian), 1556 
Bodleian), 1560 (Ch. Ch.), 1561 (Morgan's 

ye, see § V.), 1562 (Livingston), 1564 (Brit. 
Mus), 1565 (Brit. Mus.j, 1569 (Bodleian and 
Lincoln Cathedral), 1579 ( Brooke), and several 

eek & = FB longue.” His 2 psalms (117th, | editions of the 16th and 17th cents, ‘The pealms 
of the English Psalter only ure noted: ? is 
attached to the doubtful psalms, und the 
reasons of the decision are given subsequently. 

T. Sternhold.— Pas. 1-5, 20, 25, 24, 29, 32, 34, 41, 49, 
73, 78, 103, 120, 123, 128, in the undated first edition; 
Pss. 6-17, 19, 21, 43, 44, 63, 64, added in 1549; Pas, 18, 

1561. 
J. Hopkins.— Pas, 30, 33, 42, 52, 79, 42, 146, in 1651; 

hey ee knowled Ims: but in the 
Ty 50-1, & tion i saeealy retain the 
eomph ie 2% tle, “ An Exhortation unto the 
aitero® <—»<«_% io be soonge before mornyng (or 
preyee ~°> ye >rayer.” The name 7. Becon is | 7, 23,101 
a’ ot azn the 1565 edition. ‘ 
give® larckant was incumbent of Clac- ha. ci0.) i> = <O -1559), and Shopland (1568-8). 
toP . gore, -~»— 70. He is known only as the 
Living t acacaane or two small picees: a political 
av on KE v«< =2e-d Wentworth, 1558-9; a New 

& watituled, With speed return to 
: ‘BE erses to divers good purposes, 

rca 18O— 2B «< Rev. H. F. Sheppard quoting 
Stationers” JES «= gisters), The 4 psalms he con- 

ted to BR S562 (118th, 11st, 132nd, 155th), 
were attri bo ese tead by conjecture, in the Censur 

Pss. 24, 26, 27, 31, 62, 64, 65, 60 (?), 67, 64-72, T4, in 
1561; Pes. 35, 36, 34, 39, 40, 45-44, 60 (2nd), 54-61, 
76, 77, 80, 81, 83-99, In 1562, 

W. Whittingham.—Pss. 23 (Ist), 51 (1st), 114, 130, 
133, 137, in 1566; Pss, 37, 40 (ist), 119, 121, 124, 127, 
in 1560; Ten Comm. in 1556 and sequ. 

J. Pullain.——Ps. 148 in 1560 and sequ. 
T. Norton.—Ps. 75, in 1561; Pss. 51 (2nd), 53, 101, 

102 (?), 105, 106, 108-110, 115-117, 129, 136 (Ist), 138— 
145, 147, 149, 150, in 1662; Quiet in 1661 and 

sequ.; Ten Comm. (* Hark Israel"), in 1561 and sequ. 
R. Wisedome.—l's. 125; “Those that do put their 

confidence,” in 1560 and sequ ; and “ Preserve us, Lord,” 
in 1561 and sequ. 

J. Marckant,.— Bsa. 118, 131, 132, 135, and the Lamen- 
Literara, t<> John Mardley, “who turned 24 | tation “Oh! Lord, turn not,” and “The Humble Sute.” 

msint<e> “ES mglish odes, and many religious 
,ongs- Ara eong the latter, “The Lamenta- 
4ion 7 (" (Seda tt rd, turn not Thy face’’), 

and * Thee E-# aamble Sute,” both marked “ M.” 
in ted b . ” ¢ 
ado > filler with a “?” in his Index, 
wd Lora S—-ZHorne. But the name is given 
in full * 2 ee z-< kant,” in 1565, and in later edi- | assigned to Hopkins which 

41008 * *>EE- <> times written “ Market.” 
Gu Pow zu Kathe 00 Seetteh 

n - e contributed 9 
sedis of 662. xx ot counting the Uld 100th ; they 
had *PPe* red previously, in 1561, Geneva. 
The imitwatie>sry of French metres is more con- 
»picuocus t¥azam in Whittingham’s; the 104th 

Ims to the | occurs as to 24th, signed 

W. Kethe.—Pss. 104, 107, 111 (?), 112, 113, 122, 125 (1st), 
126, 134. 

J. Craig.—Ps, 136 in 1541 and sequ. 
Anonymous.—Both versions of l0uth, and the Canti- 

cles other pieces not Hed in jj mx., x. “8.” is 
1562, w ot lel be classed. This conjecture is attached to“ Nane Deke ie 1562 ( Liv.) 

Comment.—In oe ist edition lage several 
misprints in the numbers: 19 (29), 27 (28), 33 (34), 

(128). The only psalm ic 121 (120), 122 (123), 138 
is doubtful is 66th, marked 

“T. S.,” in 1561, 1562, 1564, 1569; but in 1565, and 
Scottish 1664, 1565, “7. 4." As it has four rhymes, it 
is probably by Hopkins. A similar conflict of evidence 

“7. #4." im 1561, 1662, 
1564, 1565, But it is one of the Sternhold’s in 1551, 
1556, and “ 7. S." in 1566, 1569, 1579, and the double 
rhyme decides it for “Sternhold.” The l02nd is 
signed “7. H." In 1562, 1666, 1666, 1579; but “." in 
1564, 1569, 1579, and later editions. As it bas only a 

salm if Oxrae of the best in the Psalter, and aad rhyme, it is probably Norton's. The dit is 
ed “V." in 1562, 1564, 1566, 1566, 

ta mettre thie only surviving result that has | Sfitions we have compared ; but on its first a 
jeved Sia i 2 ebies aa of these attempts to naturalise 

ret 12.) F- G~. are the initials of John Craig. a> Scottish, Etymnody and Graig, John.) The Seth yaolmma signed 7. C. is evidently copied 
‘yrom the Seottish Psalter, and was not in- 

cd yg Seong _— 1581. “7. C..” as a 
= aor or J. C., was tuated i 

Te ish editions—one of dace A Med € he UWcertainty which attuches ti the evi- 
~ eve of the signatures. Tie English critics, 

ppearance, 
1561 (Gen.), and in the Scottish 1564 and 1565, it is 
W, &., as it is P.M, never used by Norton, except 
in the dissimilar 136th, and as there is*no trace of 
Norton's work in 1561 ((fenera), it is probably Kethe's. 
The authorship of the Old nome is discussed elsewhere 
under “ All people that on earth do dwell” (p, 43, ii.), 

XI. Authorization. 

A hot dispute, often biassed by party con- 
siderations, has raged as to the nature of the 
uuthority of the Version. It may be read at 
large in Heyliv’s Zecclesia Restaurata, Warton's 
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Hist. of Eng. Poetry, and Todd's Observations 
on the Metrical Versions. It is ayreed on all 
hands that it was not sanctioned by Conyoca- 
tion or Parliament; the dispute concerns the 
nature of the royal authority. This authori- 
zation is stated in three formulas of the title- 
pages, none of which there is any reason to 
distrust. In the Christ Church edition of 1560 
the book is said to have been * allowed accord- 
ing to the order appointed in the Quene’s 
Maiesties Iniunctions.” In 1562 the formula 
is “ Fuithfully perused, and alowed according 
to,” &e. And in 1566 (Bodleian) the formula 
is adopted, which remains in all subsequent 
editions, “allowed to be soong , . . . before 
and after morning and evening prayer: as 
also before and after the Sermon.” “The 
order in the Queen's Injunctions” refers to 
the 5lst in the Injunctions of 1559; which 
forbade the printing of all books except 
classics until they had been * perused and 
licensed” by certuin appointed officers of the 
Queen; books so licénsed were said to be 
“allowed.” ‘The titlepages of 1560 and 1562 
consequently prove no more than authorized 
and legal printing. The titlepage of 1566 
has been held (even by Heylin, who discredits 
it*in consequence,) to assert the royal permis- 
sion of use in eign worship. The assertion, 
however, may be more implicit than explicit. 
By a more celebrated clause of the Injunc- 
tions, any intelligible hymn “or song to the 
raise of Almighty God" might be sung be- 
tes and after Morning and Evening ie 
aud hence the Psalter among the rest. The 
use of it before and after sermons was not for- 
bidden by the Act of Uniformity, and had be- 
come a cherished custom; which may therefore 
not have needed express authorization, (It is 
curious, however, t the Lords Committee 
in 1641 suggested “to add lawful authority to 
have them sung before and after sermons” — 
as if the practice was illegal.) The bouk 
itself bore on its face the object of use in 
ublic worship; parts of it lad been so used 

for years, and in the words of Parker (Dee. 
1559, to Exeter, see Psalters, § vr.), “ per- 
mitted in this Church of England ;” if it was 
printed, its use in public worship was a cer- 
tainty. With the most vivid knowledge of all 
this, the Queen's officers “allowed” it, ie. 
licensed it to be printed; the permissive use 
in church was the corollary of that allowance 
rather than its gist. If the patents of 1560 
and 1568 to John Daye for printing the 
Psalms could be recovered, they might 
furnish decisive evidence; but we only know, 
from Barker's Report in 1582 (Stationers’ 
Registers) that “in priviledge or private 
license granted to John Daye are among 
other things the Psalms in metre with notes 
to sing them in the vhurches, as well in four 

rts as in plain song:” which is not more 
distinct than the title A comparison 
of the three other royal authorizations of 
Pealters seems unfavourable to the interpre- 
tation of “allowance” by “ permi use,”” 
Both in King James's Version, in the New 
Version, and Sir Richard Blackmore’s, the 
word “allowed” is used apparently in the 
sense of “licensed” or “approved,” but the 
permissive use is granted in other words, 
such as “recommended ' (King James) or 
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apa to be used” (Neu 
lackmore). Whatever be the le 

nical authorization, of its pract 
by the State, the State Services 
1580, which quote it as if it + 

book, are an evidence. (F 
reprints, Liturgical Services, 184 

XIL. Success. 

Few books have had so long a 
fluence. With the growing Purii 
singing came to be esteemed the 
part of God's public service; ‘ 

ms, with the first and second 
eard in many places with a c 

but all men sitting bare-heade 
m was sung” (Heylin). 

parentage, its use us a badge « 
and the illegal practice of “i 
Psalms” with the Liturgy brou, 
“ frowns of great people,” such as 
and Cosin. But the Restoratic 
change of feeling. The Puritans 
Conference petitioned in vain tha 
amended or superseded ; the Bish 
it lay outside their commission. 
antiquated words were changed 
alterations, drawn from Rous anc 
cording to Archd, Churton), mad: 
more modernair. In 1710 Bp. Bev 
a strenuous defence of it as a vene 
ment of the Reformation. 
superseded by The New Version, 
in a few churches within the men 
still living. : 

XIII. Merits. 
The chief claims to excellenc 

been put forward in behalf « 
Version are its fitness as an in 
instruction and spiritual good to 
nal and its fidelity to the |] 

found patrons in Beverid, 
and Romaine. We ought in fa’ 
member the times and the cond 
work. The great burst of Elizab. 
was still in the future; Sternhol 
was to make the Psalms the ba 
court and people; and this consi 
termined the metres and treatmen 
by contemporary ballads, or ever 
in Henry VIIL’s Primers, or t 

try of the age, they will | 
uller’s words “to go abreast w 

and this is the explanation of thi 
exaggerated estimates of Sternho! 
kins as quoted in § rx. W 
to this, that they were written for 
the mass; even Warton tempers | 
by confessing that “had they 
peels translated, they woul 

acceptable to the common pe 
bably style was a very subordinat 
tion to that of faithfulness to t 
This faithfulness has been acknc 
Keble: and Beveridge, contrastin, 
inaccuracy of the New Version (D 
Old Version, 1710), — out the 
pated some of the subsequent revi 
Authorized Version of 1611, Still 
use, it must be confessed to he al 
dead. The likeness to the Hebre 
the corpse to the living bedy (@ 
view). From the times of Dod the! 
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_—: §x.) the abuse lavished on it has} = xxvill. Thee oO O Lord, my Strength and Stay, 2 

== sed in the prefaces to new trans- 
Psalter, - ——— haga ater e xxix, Give to the Lord ats 

<_ =e Psalms. ‘ Their piety was better XXX. Al laud and pra he ap ag = T. 8. (?) we 
eee 2 

srcmea BS ~ mvetry;” “ they had drunk more of x. ; 
ationsuf of Helicon ;"” “sometimes they | **%i- 0 Lon, I put my trust in Thee. J. H. t, 
than tht? —- = = — te of tha to li (1) Great grief, doth me, O Lord, assatl 
Turdan tie —™ “ = ngue speak ittle 2) Lord, let me not be put te shame : 2 
ndeirang as barbarism, and have in many | — xxati. The man is blest whose wickedness, 7. 8 ary 
better tbat = poor rhime that two hammers on | **xiil. Ye mes in the Lord rejoice. J.H, 4 

vorecs acre —il would make better music,” says | oi) (ih give iad aud hones bem 8 f : , = , : . rh . 4 nor, both. T. 8. j 
a smitb's a —> ——— sarong 8 oP eh el eed passing with (0 Come near to me, my children, and. ' 
Fuller. t —eaviiile a parish clerk was singing, xxxv. Lord, plead my cause egainst my foes, J, H. 
Charle 11- om —n:— — Ba w aie ts iby) a unjust. J, H. ‘ 

— xvii. Grudge not to see wicked men. W,. W. { ‘ 
is well-kr agent = <1 fades reary Aenel pene — xxxvill. Put me not te rebuke, O Lord. 7, H. " : 

++ Sterca ES — a the tees oi! or xxxix. I said, 1 will look to my ways. J, Hy : y 
Whe = —oe* Kin David'state: () For all the sins that | have done. i Abate 7 
I-. = thes ing Davide Ste xi. 1 waited long and sought the Lord. J. H. 

But ra 2® = ‘er nahd pro eal ate, w I have not hid within my breast, : ‘ « 
Tohesa eet | . xi. The man ts vlest that careful is, T. 8, ‘ 8s 

mw ¢ whole, it is pleasant to think The man is blest that doth provide. 
still. or = = 10]d’s 23rd, ft My Shepherd is the xiii. Like as the hart doth breathe [pant) and bray. =—- J. H. 
tin ster =—=> in the Old 100th, * All people Hii. J cause, O Lord. thet’ rc S| B= do dwell,” in Kethe's 104th, . Ts. ee living = : “eat =_ ise the Lord,” and one or tw xliv, Our ears have heard our tathers tell, T. 8. 

jut on & =x : * « c o : ee * » 5. 

Le My soul = ES @ BEM retain some links with so sik ay py leona pac aaa as 

mor’ we = <> ok and history. (H. L. B.J xivi. zee Lord is our defence and ald. J, H, 
a 2 xivii. Ye people all in [with] one accord. J, H, 

ve ven tha ed — a — — xiviii. Great is the Lord, and with great praise. J. HL. 
w 9 # Bie hymn-b proper, their fall xlix. All people bearken, and give ear. T, 8, 

save We Be > the adoption in the hymu-books L. ‘The mighty God, the Eternal, &c. W. W, 
£ proke = : L. The God of gods, the Lord. J, E. 
was ive extracts from their contents. li. O Lord, consider my distress. |W. W. 
of ott ra e|s took the form, sometimes of 1) Cast me not, Lord, out from Thy sight, 
Thee esics== = of individual psalms, and again li. Have merey on me God (Lord), after, :. A 
entire ecm em <4 centos from the same, or from BR | dng temp widened nel mea ag 
of par® bax <== Of the N,V. 80 dealt with ure itil, The foolish man In that which be. x 
oven yuui<e = —Jew Version. It remains for us The foolish man within his heart. | 

given vide t Bm same infrmation with regard liv. God save me, for Thy holy Name. J. H. 
to Br. ou Wee es Kon. In doing this we shall give Ww. Daur give ron on pds th J. 8. 
a ) Thefirst 2 = me of each Psalm from the 1565 1) My heart doth faint for want of breath, 

i: (2 the == == me line, when altered, from the ivi Have mercy, Lord, on me, I pray. J. H. 
ed sen on EE we = ed. ; (3) the first lines of all im aed ity wl Thy promise sake. J, H. 

Carts takers om any Psslm; and (4) the it nanan erce ta 
Pritials of tE _<—_ author, not as in 1565, but as lx. O Lord, Thou didst us clean eer LE. 
si the fore src Sem er Key in § x. ha apo be ney for | complain. J, EH, 

i. The oe ee ee is blest that hath not bent. T, 8. Ixill. o Sod, cd Gok I waek bees t, Ph = ? 
i, Why <2 F< the Gentiles tamults raise? T. 8. O God. my God, | early seek dase = 
jit. O Loe =< 9. Brow are my foes increased? T. 8. Ixiv. O Lord, unto my voles give ‘ J. H. , 
iv. OF O<R — © Beat (Thon) art my righteousness. T. 8, ixv. Thy praise alone, O Lord, doth reign 
vy. Inchiem<= © Biine ears unto my words, T, 8. ixvi. Ye men on earth, in God eg ny - 

Inchirme= “EUhine ear, 0 Lord, and let. Ixvil. Have mercy on us, Lord et eta 
vi, Lloret. em “Phy wrath reprove me not. T. 8. Ixvili. Let God arise, and then His foes. 
vii, OL waray God, I put my trust, T. 8, tix. fave me, O Gon aud thes with opend. "3 

(Bar Ea ~ conse the hate of wicked men. mm O0GLvmenuen ci 
vill. OROcR <>ear Lord (God), how wonderful. T. 8. Ixxi. My Lond, my God, in all dint J jx. WitRy Bex emeert and mouth unto the Lord. T. 8. ixxli, Lord, give ’ Pelee ej eft agg 

y th = Bs<ezart and month to Thee, 0 Lord. , 1) Ag kin 7 ieee h king. 7.2. 
¢ , Sa ze ce Ima, therefore, unto the Lord. Ixxiil. However tbe t God i : a. re 

x. W —- as che cause, that Thon, O Lard. T. 8. Put the Leni'le a rs 
) Sa ba, God forgetteth this, saith he. Ixxiv. Wh fm Th Lord oy 

xi. we Ages God. how dare ye then. T. 8, “ay % G The ed ne oa? oe. 
Ly . <2 thee Lord | put my trust. lxxv ( to Se ae ee eee xii. Heky>, Meo, for guod and golly men. 7. 8. pe ae Core eve Sake, FB, 

xili- The R<>rage wilt Thou forget me, Lord? T, 8. Ixxvi To nen. O Ged, will wa give thanks. sie. r Te Rep s20 God, 0s [és] foolish mm. T. B. heal © all that now tn Jewry (Judah) dwell. J. Hy 

xv: Wickens = within Thy tabernacle. T. 8, Ixxvili. A ee et Yenee Ose oe Peel Tr: oH wi ta iza’ “hy tabernacle, Lord. “ahem Attend, my peo le, tomy law, T. 8. 
xvi. FA Beep ime, for! trust in Thee. 7.8. — Lor! (God), the Gentiles do inwade. J. H. 
awit. 0 Lora, qgive ear to my just cause, 5, - Ete Herd that Israel dost per, « J.#. 

QO). F3romn wicked men tbat troatie me, —_ hou Shepherd that dost Israe! ry 

x vill. cd, rxay strength and foriiide, T, 8. Ix ae? Be lighe and glad, in God rejoice. J. H. 
A Tre rin ¥ dintress [ songht my Ged. xxii, Amid the press, with men of might, J. H, 

mix. — heavens and the firmament. T. 8. Ixxxili pee the Seitons, save of wiley: @ ha arama cdl a sient on bigh. me » De not, 0 God, refrain Thy tongue. J. H. 

xx. IM trora ble and adversity, T, 8, “coat How pleasant is Thy «welling place. J. H. . 
xxi. 0 Lora, how joyful ks the King. 7.8 A XXxv. Thou hast been merciful indeed. J. H. 

Zul. CGO. "eny God, wherefore det Thou? T. 8. | laxevit, hee cee eee aa mny request, 3. HI. = asi. The Lord is only my support. W. W. ne iat city shall fall well endure, J. H. 
eS ut. My Shepherd ia the living Lord... g ; oe - Lord God of bealth, the “yr and Stay. J, H. 

A Av- THE Carty is all the Lord's with all. J, H, eS ek te te hans 1 te uny [mine] heat to Thea, Ts, . Ly Then. Lord, hast been our sure Defence. J, H. 
(\): Mever fer Thv boty Hane ci, He that within the secret place. J. H. 

xcll. It isa thing both good and meet. J. A. 
xvi. Lota, Be my Judge! aod Thou shalt see. J, H, xciil, The Lord as King aloft (alone) doth reign. 

= The Lord is both my bh wil. . - ¥ bealth and light. J, H, J. Hi. 
am QQ) Lord, bear the voice of my request, The Lord doth reign and clothed is, “4” 

8K ah 
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xciv, O Lotd, Thou dost revenge all wrong. J. H. 

») The Lord doth know the heart of man. 

xcv. 0 come, let us lit up our voice. J. H. 

xevi. Sing ye with praise unto the Lord. J H. 
1) Fall down and worship ye the Lord 

xevii. The Lord —— whereat [for which} the 

xcvili, O sing ye now unto the Lord. J. H. 

xeix, The Lord doth reign, al ait. J, BH. 

c. All people that on earth do dwell, W. KE. 

In (lod the Lord be glad and light. A. 

cl. I merey will and ju teeing. T. MN. 

cil, O hear my prayer, Lord, and let. T. H. 
Hear Thou my prayer, O Lord, and let. 

etil. as os give laud (praise) unto the Lord. 

civ. My soul, praise the Lord. W. EK. 
cv. Give praises onto God the Lord. T. MN. 

evi, Praise ye the Lord, for He is good. T. N. 

evil, Give thanks unto the Lord our God. W. K. 

cvill, O God, — prepared is. T. N. 
cix. In speechless silence do not hold, T. H. 
ex. The Lord did say unto my Lord, T. HN, 

exi. With heart I do (do I) accord, hatha] 

exii. The man is blest that (rod doth fear. . EK. 

exiii, Ye children which do serve the Lord. W. KE. 

exiv, When Israel by God's address. W. W. 
When Israel by God's command. 

exy. Not unto us, Lord, not tous. T. MN, 

exvi. Llove the Lord, because my (el voice, T, N, 
») L awd in my clistress fear. 

exvil. O all yenations of the world. T. N. 

exvill. 0 eee thanks unto [to} God the Lord, J. M. 
( I will give thanks to Thee, O Lord. 

oxix. are that perfect are. W. W, 
exx. In trouble and in thrall, T, 8. 

exxi. L lift mine (my) eyes to Sion hill, W,. W, 

exxil. I did tn heart . WE. 

exxiii. O ni ven dost (doth) possess. 

O Thou that in the heavens doth dwell. 

exxiv, Now Israel may say, and that truly. W.W. 

exxv, Such as in God the dotrust. W. K. 

OXXY. There os do put [place] their confidence. 

exxvi. When that the Lord, again His Sion had 
forth brought, W. KE. 

exxvii., Except the Lord the house do (doth) make. 
Ww. W. 

exxvill. Blessed art thou that fearest God. T. 8. 
exxix. Oft they, now Israel may say. T. N. 
exxx. Lord, id my. Thee I make my moan. W.W. 
exxxi. O Lord, f am not puffed fput) in mind. J, M. 

exxxii, Remember David's {trouble}, Lord. 
J. M. 

exxxiii. O how [what] happy a thing itis. W. W. 
exxxiv, Belo = have Tega. W. EK. - 
CXXXV. pe praise Him, praise m. 

0 . x. 

exxxvi. Praise ye the Lord, for He is good. T. iN. 
exxxvi. O laud (praise) the Lord . J.C, This 

exxxvii. 
lon. 

exxxviil. Thee will I praise with my whole heart. T. N, 
exxxix. O Lord, thou hast me tried and known. T. ¥, 

exl. Lord, save me from theevilman. T. N. 
exli, O Lord, — Thee doIcall. T. N. 
exlli. Before, {Unto} the Lord God with my voice. 

exilii. Lord, hear my prayer, hark the plaint. T. N. 
. my prayer my ve 

exliv. Blest bethe Lord, my Strength, that doth. T.N. 
exly. Thee will I laud, my God and King. T. N. 
cxlvi, My soul, praise thou the Lord always. J, H. 
exivii. Praise ye the Lord, for it is good. T. N. 

1) O praise the Lord, Jerusalem. 
exivili. Give laud unto the Lord. J, P, 
exlix. Sing ye unto the Lord our God. T, N. 

el. Yield unto God, the mighty Lord. T, N. 

Several of these Psalms demand fuller notice 
than could be given in this article; and accord- 
ingly, the more important are annotated under 
their respective first lines. [Various.] (J. J.] 

Olearius, Johann Gottfried, s. of Dr. 
Gottfried Olearius, pastor of St. Ulrich’s Church 
at Halle, was b. at Halle, Sept. 25, 1635. He 
entered the University of Leipzig in 1653, and 

OLEARIUS, . 

graduated m.a. 1656, rm 
riods at other German 

e was ordained as assist 
Mary's Church in Hal 
diaconus in 1602, and ir 
superintendent of the se ¢ 
trictof the Saale. He we 
1688, as chief pastor, suf 
eben - ——— 
heology in the Gymnas 

yysores, | 
some yrars totally bli 
Biog. xxiv. p. 280 ; Bods 

t, May 21, 1711, 

Olearius was the author of 
composed a number of m and 

His hymns appeared in his ( 
linge an geistlichen Deutsches 
len, Haile, 1664 (Berlin), anc 

and altered as (2) 
Arnstadt, 1697 [Wernigerode } 
age ge “y he B,, 1705, = ‘ 

. U. wo have passed into 
die ganze Welt") being note 
(92%). =—> other being :— 

St. Matt. xxi.9. 1st pub. 166- 
61, and entitled, “On Advent 
ed. 1863, No. 137. Tr, as :— 
Come, 0 Lord, our sacrifir 

omitting st. iii, as No. 10 
H. Bk, 1848, repeated in D 
1364, No. 2. 

Olearius, Johanne 
Olearius, — of St. I 
superintendent at Halle, w 
17 (x. 8.) 1611, He enter 
Wittenbefg in 1629 (a. 
where he became lecture: 
junct of the philosophica 
e became Superintendent 

in 1643, was appointed b 
Sachsen- Weissentfelsas his: 
and private chaplain at Hal 
in 1657 Kirchenrath, and i 
perintendent. When, on 
August in 1680, the admin 
bury fell to the Elector of | 
Johann Adolf gave Olearii 
ments at Weissenfels, whic 
death on April 24, 1684 (K 
Deutsche Bioy. xxiv. 279, & 
Olearias was the author of « 

whole Bible, and of various devo 
also the compiler of one of the 
portant German hymn-books of 
Geistliche Singe- Kunat, of whict 
at Leipaig in 1671, with 1207 ( 
second at Leipzig in 1672, with 1: 
tained 302 hymna by Olearius 
“Dp. J. 0." They may beat be 
being for times and seasons hither 
filling up many gaps in the variot 
man hymn-books. They are mw 
only two verses, simple and easy o 
happy in expression and catching 
concise form the leading ideas « 
= Many were speedily adopte 

5, and a considerable number 

Of Olearius’s bymns th 
passed into English :— 

i. Gelobet sei der Herr. 7 
of his best hymns, Founded 
Trinity Sunday. Included in 
709, in 5 st. of 81, and entitle 
from the Gospel to thankful 

t mystery.” Inthe Berlir 
No. 17. Tr. as:— 

1, Blest be my Lord and 
omitting st, v, by A. T. Russe 
his Ps. § Hys., 1851. 



the Lord! His name extol. A ver- 
x a iii., as No. 115 in the Ohio Luts. 

sion of on —==1 Christ, dein theures Blut. Pussion- 
Hyl.y 1388 s est hymn. Founded on I St. John 

ii. Be" = ao. as above, No. 578, in 4 st. of 41. 
tide. ie FF sc — Meditation on the Precious Blood 
i. - aoe =.” St. ii. is based on the hymn “ In 
an e —_ thlaf ich ein" ‘3 = wea schiaf ich ein” (p. 319, ii). In 
of Jesusch a ©. S., ed. 1863, No. 233. Tras :— 
pies ae- Christ ! Thy precious blood Brings 
the a so good and full tr. by A. T. Russell, 
i et Se Bis Ps. & Hys., 1851. 

to oa ams Obrist! Thy precious blood Is to 
as ae so =! by C. H. L. Schnette, as No. 77 

2. A. Hyl., 1880. 
my soul. E> ee ae 10 **Lord Jesus Christ, blessed 
jn the pape : ——¥ Manington, 1963, p. 43. a 
‘“ by a _ e mir die Herzensthir. /oliy 

< 2 —_ ter Sermon. In 1671 as above, 
iss. kn Se. = ©. and a doxology. Im the Berlin 

Scrhas, np & == 35, No. 422. The tr. in C, U. is— 
G a ua my heart to hear, And by Thy 
- cd, pee ——~aege near. In full by Dr. M. Loy in 

ject a= — as cen Kirehenjahr. Advent hie = neue . pent, 

= os Se Bove, No. 384, in 3 st. and a 
67) 9 _ he Berlin G. L. S, ed. 1863, No. 

145. The &7 ~=m_rch-year again is come. By E. 
Bee = Se. 15 in theOhio Luth. Hyl., 1880. 

cro? =_—=S=mteot meine Lieben, St. John Bap- 
w Be £571 a8 above, No. 733, jn 4 st. of 

tists DS tie RB <= <| “ Meditation on the Lesson of 

hee Ste BE ow waiah x1.” In the Berlin G. Z. 8, 
Fes ti the No. mw a4. = Tr. as :— 

ed- 1363; coxm=x= => =st yo my peopl. A full and 

tr. by IS & ses Winkworth, as No. 85 in her 
geod for ree 7 6 aud, 1863. Kepeated in full in 
C. BJ righ £2 —- Sk, 1865, and the Ohio Luth. 
the, * 1880, axm<@ ~~ omitting st. ii. in the Pennsyl- 

Hyb-> path, CH =~ Bh., 1868. 
ve" ther hy => = by Olearius have been tr. into 
pvglisb- mis. = 

* Gott lob. soem rain Jesus macht mich rein. /*resen- 

= on in the Freeware gore. In i671 as above, No. 607, as a 

tat on the E22 = # fication in 6 st., and entitled En- 
pyre nent Cree eae = the Gospel,” viz. St. Luke il. 22-32. 
ee erin Ce — Fo. S., ed. 1863, No. 1270. The form 

ao tPS, porch 7 ess exem kann ich auch mit Freud,” which 
S493 in Kee ee ge p's Fv. L. S., 1837, and is at. iv.-vi, 

is SA: T.22 “~ £ too, through Jesus, may in peace. 
a pTr- H. Mtiieae. & 53.45 (1456, p. 277). . 

BY ickxn) 2a einem Gott nicht trauen. Trust in 
* Jn 167L eee za Bove, No. 478, in 6 st., and entitled 

aod ‘cour ree from the Gospel,” viz. St. Matt. vi. 

«+ Bene © — ec the Lsth 5, after Trinity. In the 
nt G. LL. F>— <<. 1863, No. 857. Tr. os, **t all I not 

Berl my . E ty Miss Warner, 1853, p. 206. 
trust “aWvenn dich YW hat betreten. Cross and 

vi ation. Eee 16571 as above, No. 827, in 6 st., and 
oe lea “* Enea raegeement from the Gospel,” viz. St. 

ties. N-BVS. Ebbe Gospel for Reminiscere Sunday 
Matt: "in lerme>- In Porat's G. &., ed. 1855, No, 997. 
i rs. ore CRD ** WWhen afflictions sore o you.” 
“The iss Cor, Sau, . 129. (2) * When afhtetion renda 
"y,, peat.” By 7. y KB. Fortescue, 1843, p. 65. (J. M.] 

yivers. “K™homas, was b. at Tregynon, 
ar Newbowra, IMlontgomeryshire, in 1725. His 

me sper’s death, when the son was only four 
fat rs Of B82, followed by that of the mother 
ye aiy sterwards, caused him to be passed 
shor qhe c&re of one relative after another, by 
on rm he Was brought ig a somewhat care- 
who mner, and with little education, He 
tess rentice<d to a shoemaker. His youth 
wo pat of great ungodliness, through which | 
ws 

OLNEY HYMNS 867 

at the age of 18 he was compelled to leave 
his native place. He journeyed to Shrews- 
bury, Wrexham, and Bristol, miserably poor 
and very wretched. At Bristol he rail 9 
Whitefield preach from tle text “ Is not this a 
brand plucked out of the tire?” That sermon 
turned the whole current of his life, and he 
became a decided Christian. His intention at 
the first was to join the followers of Whitefield, 
but being discouraged from doing so by one of 
Whitefield’s preachers, he subsequently joined 
the Methodist Socicty at Bradford-on-Avon. 

, At that town, where he purposed carrying on 
his business of shoemaking, he met John 
Wesley, who, recognising in him both ability 
and zeal, engaged him as one of his preachers. 
Olivers joined Wesley at once, and 
ceeded as un evangelist to Cornwall. Pits 
was on Oct. 1, 1753. He continued his work 
till his death, which took place suddenly in 
Lendon, in March 1799. He was buried in 
Wesley's tomb in the City Road Chapel bury- 
ing ground, London. Olivers was for some 
time co-editor with J. Wesley of the Arminian 
Magazine, but his lack of education unfitt-d 
him for the work. As the author of the tune 
Helmaley, and of the hymn * The God of Abra- 
lam praise,” he is widely known. He also 
wrote * Come Immortal King of glory"; and 
*“O Thou God of my salvation,” whilst residing 
at Chester; and an Elegy on the death of John 
Wesley. His hymns and the Ei were 
reprinted (with a Memoir by the Rev. J Kirk) 
by D. Sedgwick, in 1868. {J. J.J 

Olney Hymns. A collection of hymns 
by the poet Cowper (p. 265, i} and John 
Newton (q.v.), sung originally either in the 
chureh or at the prayer-meetings at The 
Great House at Olney, and pub, as— 

olney Hymns, in Three Books. Book I. On Select 
Scripture. Book 11. Gn Occasional Subjects. 

Book 11, On the Progress and Changes of the Spiritual 
Life....london; Printed and sold by W. Oliver, No. 12, 
Bartholomew Close. . . MDCCLNXIX, The three 
“Poems” were added in later editions. 

They were probably given out verse by 
verse, like many of those by Watts and 
Doddridge, and often suggested by Newton's 
sermons. In the preface Newton says, that 
besides the princi motive of promoting 
the faith and comfort of sincere Christians, 
the hymns were designed “to perpetuate the 
remembrance of an intimate and endeared 
friendship” between himself and Cowper. This 
project was formed in 1771. Whether it was 
simply suggested by Newton’s perception of 
Cowper's poetical powers, or intended to 
oceupy @ mind in which there were symptoms 
of approaching madness, cannot be decided. 
Cowper contributed 67 hymns. Two of them— 
The Happy Chanae (“ How blest Thy creature 
is, oh! Gea ")and Retirement (“ Far from the 
world, oh ! Lord, 1 flee") had been written im- 
mediately on his recovery from his first attack 
of madness, at St. Albans, in 1764. “ Jesus, 
where'er Thy people meet,” had been written 
for the opening of the large room at The Great 
House as a place for prayer-meetings (April 17, 

1769). The only other hymn whose date is 
approximately known is Light shining out .of 
darkness (“ God moves ina mysterious way”), 

which, despite of its rational fortitude, was 

written under the most painful — 
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(see p. 433. 4,). The known hymns by Newton 
previous to 1773 are few, and during the 
early part of that year the shock of Cowper’s 
calamity made him “hang his harp on the 
willows.” In his Diary, Nov. 30 of that 
year, lie speaks, however, of then making 
one hymn a week: and there are memo- 
randa of composition at intervals to Jan. 
30. 1778 (see Newton's Life by Rev. Josiah 
Bull). Twelve hymns by Newton and-Cowper 
uppeared in the Gospel Magazine (1771-78): 
thirteen were attache | to Omicron’s Letters 
(1774); R. Conyers’s collection has several; 
and one or two others are found in obscure 
hymn-books. The complete Olney Collection 
— in 1779, arranged iu three books. 1. 

n Select Texts of Scripture”; 2. “ On ocea- 
sional Subjects”; 3. “On the Rise, Progress, 
Changes and Comforts of the Spiritual Life.” 
{t contained 348 hymns and 3 other pieces, and 
has gone through many editions. Except in 
refined tenderness, Cowper's Lymnes are indis- 
tinguishable from Newton's. Both follow 
Newton's stern yet wholesome caution, that in 
hymns the “ imagery and colouring of poetry, 
if admitted at all, should be admitted ve 
ng ger with great judgment.” Bot 
in their best picecs exhibit great excellence of 
structure. Both authors are vague as to the 
aim, capabilities, and limitations of hymns, 
Several pieces ure disquisitions or soliloquies 
(* What various hindrances we meet” is really 
not a hymn, but a fine instruction on prayer). 
With the splendid exception of “ Glorious 
things of thee are spoken,” there is scarcely 
a trace of jubilance, Out of the many themes 
of Christian praise one alone is tuuched—the 
su ing mercy of Jesus to His sinful elect : 
pl even the rapt contemplation of this droops 
away into sad reflection. Gloom is a charac- 
teristic of the book. The despondence, sense 
of exile from God, and not the gladness, of the 
Psalms, are selected for versification. The 
contemplation of nature suggests sorrowful 
resemblances to the work of e in the 
human heart, not the vision of God's majes 
wnd love. Hymns desvribing the heavy self- 
accusation, dejection, desertion of the re- 
generate, form the largest and most darkly 
real portion of the book, and those of Newton 
have more unrelieved dejection than Cowper's, 
But Newton's despondence urose from his 
sense of ingratitude for his election, never from 
doubt of it: and hence alongside of it there 
are hymus full of rational faith, stroug con- 
fidence, and, above all, fervent clinging love 
of Jesus. Verses often occur, which from their 
direct force, are Vigorous maxims: and, though 
there is a large quantity of tame, sernonlike 
doggerel, there are a considerable number of 
pure English hymns, of melodious cadence 
and Scriptural ring. The earlier hymn- 
looks that most nearly resemble them are 
Siepherd’s Penitential Cries aud the Collection 
by Newton's friend, Dr. Conyers. The intense 
love of the Suviour, which animates them, 
endeared them to numbers in the carlier part 
of this century, and tle finest of them are still 
in€, U. in all English-speaking countrics. (See 
Cowpe:, William; Newton, Toba} (H. L. B.] 

Omicron. In the Gospel Magazine, 1771, 
i.e. Jolin Newton. 

“ 

ON THE 

Omnes una . 
This has not beer 
Elucidatorium of ( 
178b; and his te 
Daniel, v. p. 216; - 
251; and Kehrein, 

1, In oar common 

in the Hymnal 5, 

1857, No. 14, &e. 
2. Come let us a 

Mrs. H. M. Chester 

signed “ H, M,C.” 

Omnipresent 
Wealey. (Brening 
Poema, 1749, vol. 
1868-72, vol. v. 
1780, st. i., iv.-vi, 
in the revised e 
added thereto. 
the hymu the fi 
C. U.:—(1) * He 
st. i. anel vi, alt 
tarian Hys. of ti 
and (2) °0O Th 
st. iv. and vi, 
Hys, of the Chur 
Piposeth Coll., 

Picco ‘ont, > 
Printed on a ke 
for the Sheffield 

Monday, May ' 
included in Mi 
1858, No. 324. 

On our ws 
ward [onwa: 
Joy.) Appear 
raise, 1863, | 

appointed for 
was rewritten | 
1873, No. 155, 
addition of the 
refrain to each 
made to adapt 
and appeared 
Hi ym as in 
1871, &c. Bo 

On Sinai’: 
J. Keble. (1 
the Gospel Deo 
pub, in his € 
41. It is bas 
8. after Trin 
Hymnal, 186 
poem beginni 

On the ¢ 
Ann Elliott, 
pub, in her | 
mously, and 
“LA. E” i: 
tions it is u 
Bk., 1853, + 
where st. i.—i 
st. v. from 1 
another ha: 
hymn is att 
but in error. 

On the ] 
H. Bickerst. 
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on a he Church Missionary Soci * Hoand up His sacred word, 
vub. in the broudsh rf rh sit | And feed thereon and grow ; € } : mdsheet of hymus Go on to seek, to know the Lord Jubilee rf 1 =—s ge ut vccusion. It was also included And practice what you know.” 1848, sl , = 1849; his Ps. & Hys., 1858; and | This ia in-C. U. in Spargeon'’s 0. 0. H. Bk., 1866, rinte.t fo oa a Brothers, &c., 1871, p. 257. In | and other collections. in ef ere =—_ = Hymno. Christ. Latina, 1871, | 8. Ones more before, we part. By 7 wert tat 2. p _» : te Pion i fawker. - er opened a Sunday Schuol —t Binghes* = _ into Latin as “In a ult | ot charles, Plymouth ; and then. or abortly shar, be it is renles = vcctng, | Sieh Parah eek cou Yue ant ‘ 

in church ©. a . ls . colle.” ee i ountain’s top appearing. | xp. In this Coll. Hart's hymn appeared in this form :— 
go sions.) ‘This hymn appeared in 

On he ee Se - & Hys., Dublin, 1802. No. 249, 
A 2 a ae 18 cro on a lii. is It 
iu 3 ~ aoe Rtly repeated in the uuthor’s 
in & at. of @ ee, and later editions (|, 1853, 

sS~otterill’s 1815 Appendix to his 
_Hymns, No. 203, st. i., iii., iv. 

an altered form, This wus re- 

7. Kelly Co 

was suber > = 

yen Sth ed. of the Sel., 1819, No. 162 
were § = 

t =o . : 
hevepguiel = Eel, whieh read -— 
lis gna of aw ed," thy God will now restore thee: 
th ~ ~~ “BHle Himee'f appears thy friend ; 
g. Kelly _ fm Bi thy foes flee before thee, 

BE lere their boasts and triumphs end; 
Great deliverance 

7 \on's King vouchsafes to send.” 

ee! thy sun is risen in glory! 
0d Timecif appears thy friend; 

a BB & thy foes shall flee before thee ; 
_2E-lere their boasted triumphs end ; 

Great deliverance 
A ion's King vouchsafes to send.’ 

a. cower 

when the =<«> 

take? 
ext Latin toe 
iu “at. late rece 

‘on tibus jar em Eancius.” {J. J.J 

aa pn what TEaas now been sown. J. 

(Cle>eee of Service.) This hymn is in 
News threes £<»>rms, as follows :— 

nak phe 
Be ig or <><-sllections. The stanza is the sixth 

few _°" Newton "= Ra womn * What contradictions meet, 
of inh a Sea the Olney Hymns, 1779, Bk. ti, 
w 
Neo- ae pe supe sf eee wa, with the addition of a doxology 

2. len in (ower re Praise, 1479. 
ivi ne same» sma, with the addition of J. Newton's 
+ rt Hymn. —~ “K’o Thee our wants are known,” from 

« Shot ncy Hywe ves. = 2 °779, Bk. lii., No. 103, This is No. 
= fA the Irish ©” Fe eee-ch Hymnal, 1873. (J. J.J 

once in toyal David's city. © F. 
nder, Taete= umphreys. [Christmas] 1st 

veared in bae=2 Ffyimne for Little Children, in 
Eys. p- 30. Et is on the words of the 

aecea, “Wines — ~was conceived by the Holy 

host. Bora Sf the Virgin Mary,” and is in 
qs t ¢ 6). Ke is usually given in a correct 
6 ~~ and ramiess as one of the most popular of 

Are. Alexanclese’ss hymns for children. (J. J.J 

ce MOre before we part. [Close o 
pate PE The details concerning this vaad 4 

Sery other Which have grown out of it, are as 
was 

follc once ™Te before we part. By J. Hart. in his 
1- sSuppewnt te his Hymns, &., No. 79, as follows -— 

3.762 “Once more, before we part, 
~~ Wee’ ll Bless the Saviour’s name : 

Record His« mercies every 
Sing every tongue the same, 

ae < unt, its use is found to be 
— Cpa © terill’s text has been rendered 

R. Bingham in his Hymne. 
1871, a8 “Stat ecce! in altis 

Sri 1 st. of 6 1. This is found ina 

“ Once more before we part, 
Bless the eemer's Meme ; 

Write it on every heart, 
Speak every longue the same, 

Chorus. Jesus the sinners’ friend, 
Hit Whom our souls adore : 

His praises have no end; 
Praise Him for evermore, 

“ Lord, in Thy grace we came ; 
That blessing still impart ; 

: We met In Jesus’ name, 
—_. “a Christian Psalmist, 1825, No, 

— = = «in later collections. Two texts, 
= === with the same opening stanza, 

437» gine © = FS intoO. U. They can be easily 
bot! = Ey the 3rd stanza of Kelly and 

In Jesus’ name we part. 
Jesus the sinners’ friend, &e. 

“ Still on Thy holy word, 
We'd live, and feed, and grow ; 

Go on to know the Lord, 
And practice what we know. 

Jesus the sinners’ friend, &e. 
“ Here, Lord, we came to live, 

And in all truth increase - 
All that’s ami-s forgive, 
And send us home in peace. 

Jesus the sinners’ friend, &e. 
“ Now, Lord, before we part, 

Help us to bless Thy name ; 
May every tongue and heart 

. aise and adore the same. 
Jesus the sinner’s friend,” &c. 

‘The portions above in ttalles are from Hart's hymns, 
and the last stanza is also Hart's st, i. rewritten; the 
rest of the bymn is by Dr. Hawker. This text waa 

two forms of the hymn are | ' in several later cullections. 
mA ae eee eer sme on Mio. Mae 
nthe Com sive /appow, 1344, ls composed of st. 

i. and il. oo ory the chorus from the Hart-Hawker text, 
and a new stanza as st. iil, This text is repeated in 
Spurgeon’s ©. &. MW, Hk, 1466, No. 1049: but in the 
ascription the fact that st. ili. is from the Comprehensive 
Rippon, 1444, is ignored. 

4. Come, children, ere we This text in some 
American collections for ch » and the lish 
Meth, S, 8. H, Bk,, }879, ts composed of st. i. and Lil. of 
the Comprehensive Rippon text slightly altered. 

[W. T. B.} 
Once more we meet to pray. Lent. 

We have traced this h to Matthew Wilks’s 
enlarged ed. of G. Whitetield’s Col. of Hys. . . . 
Corrected and Enlarged, with some Original 
Hymns, &e., Lond., 1798, No. 300. It is in 4 
st. of 41., and headed “ Distress.” It subse- 

| quently appeared in several collections, in- 
| eluding the American Baptist Psalmist, 1843; 
Spurgeon’s O. O. H. Bk., 1866, and others. 
In Spurgeon the text of st. iv. is slightly 
altered. This a rs to be one of the 
“ Original Hymns” numed in Wilks’s title- 
page, but whether by him or not we cannot 
say. (J. J.} 

Once Thou didst on earth appear, 
C. Wesley. [God manifest in the Flesh.) This 
is a cento thus composed: st. i. from Short 
Hys., 1762, vol. ii, No. 790; st. ii, iii, Short 
Hys., vol. ii, No. 649; and st. iv., Hys. for 
Families, 1747, No. 28. In this form it was 
iven in the Wes, H. Bk,. 1780, No. 401, and 
m thence has into several collections 

in G. Britain and America. In the 1875 ed. 
of the Wes. H. Bk, st. iv. is omitted, [J. J.) 

Onderdonk, Henry Ustic, p.p., was 
|b, in New York, March 16, 1789, and educated 
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at Columbia College. Taking Holy Orders, 

he was for some time Rector of St. Ann's 

Chureh, Brooklyn, New York. On the 27th 
Oct., 1827, he was consecrated at Philadelphia, 

and acted as Assistant Bishop of Philadelphia 
to Bishop White from that date to 1836, when 
upon the death of Bishop White, he entered 
upon the full charge of the diocese. He was 
suspended by the House of Bishops on the 
ground of intemperance in 1844, but restored 

in 1856. He d. in Philadelphia, Dec. 6th, 
1858. Without Bishop Doane’s commanding 
talents, he yet rendered large and useful ser- 
vice to hymnody as author and compiler. He 
was a member (and apparently a leading one) 
of the Committee which compiled tne American 
Prayer Book Coll. of 1826 | American Hymnody, 
§ 1.], and was by far the est contributor 
thereto. A from hymm-writing, so far as 
we know, he wrote nothing in verse. His 
original hymns contributed to the Prayer 
Book Coll., 1826, are :— 

1, Although the vine its fruit deny. Confidence in 
God, A paraphrase of Hab, til. 17-19. 
2. the God of Israel. Praise. A Blest be Thou, 

paraphrase of 1 Chron, xxix. 10-13. 
3 wondrous and Missions. A para- 

phrase of Rev. xv. 3, 4, being the Song of Moses and 
of the Lamb. 
4, On Zion, and on Lebanon. Missions. Based on 

the text, Is. xxxv. 2. 
5. Gosh, my soul, the narrow gate, The Narrow 

Way. A paraphrase of St. Luke xiii, 24-27. 
3 , rouse thee from thy sleep. Fxhortation 

to awake out of sin, Based upon . ¥. 14-17, 
7. The Spirit in our hearts. /nvilation. Based upon 

Rev. xxii, 17-20. This hymn may bly have been 
suggested by Dr. Gibbons’s “The Spirit in the word,” 
which appeared in Mys. adapted to Divine Worship, 
1769, 9. Bp. Onderdonk’s bymn is in extensive 
use. Cenetitaes sr as“ The Spirit to our hearts.” 

8. I seek to wash me clean. 
the Mediator, This is not only used in full, but sts iti 
vy. are also used separately as ‘* Ab, not like erring man 
is God.” 

9, When, Lord, to this our western land, Missions. 
This, and No. 4, were given in the /*rager Bk. Coll, 
Ped Missions to the new Settlements in the United 
s tes." 

In addition to these original hymna, Onder- 
donk contributed to the same collection the 
following adaptations from others :— 

10. Ah, how shall fallen man! This 
is L. Watts’s ** How should the sons of A ‘a race?” 
(p. 639. i.), rewritten from the form given to it in the 
Scottish Translations and Paraphrases, 1781. 

ll, Heirs of life. Trust in God. Of this 
st. i, is by Onderdonk, and st. il. and ili. are altered 
from Beddome's hymn “ That we might walk with God,” 
Sometimes given as “ Heirs of immortal life.” 

12. The gentle Saviour calls. Christ accepting 
Children. This is altered from Doddridge'’s “ See 
Israel's gentle Shepherd stand.” It is sometimes given 
as ** The Saviour kindly calls.” [F. M. Bj 

One there is above all others, O how 
He loves. Marianne Nunn. (Jesus the 
Friend.] The first st. of this hymn is :— 

** One there is above all others :— 
how He loves ! 

His is love beyond a brother's; 
O how He loves! 

Earthly friends tay fatl and leave us, 
This day kind, the next bereave us; 
But this friend will ne’er deceive us, 

© how He loves!" 

This hymn appeared in her brother's (J. 
Nunn’s) J’s, & Hymns, 1817, in 4 st., and was 
intended as an adaptation of J. Newton's 
hymn as below, to the Welsh air ‘* Ar hyd 
nos.” From Nunn’s Ps, & Hya, it has ims. 
inte numerous collections, and sometimes as 

Need of 

OPES 

“ One is kind 
Lyra Brit., i 

One ther 
deserves, & 
The first star 

“One t 

His i 
Cot 

The 
Find 

The hymr 
1779, Bk. i., 
“A Friend 
brother.” It 
often in an 
begins, “ The 
Orig. text in 

iw, 
Exeter Colle 
Holy Orders 
of Longdon, 
preferred to 
the Diocese 

incipally 1 
Pablished in 
tica, and ce 
being “ Har 
ii). Heisa 
of articles in 
&e. 

Onward 
ing-Gould, 
cessful proce 
and first pri 
during the s 

is omitted, 
the hymn. 
H. A. & M.. 
English-spe 

Open tl 
J. Austin. 
in the Ant: 

where it is a 
It is in 7 st 
reprints of | 
for Anglica 
1874 an alt 
Darling in 
as * Awake 
is repeated 

Opes d 
Urban VI 
This hymn 
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1631, p. 1 
Queen of 1 
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this Lyra Catholica, 1449, p. 161, and his 
1873, p. 88. It is used in Roman Catholic : =x iiisalons and Schools. 

y regal wealth . J. S Hys. of the Church. “Tere. ed. M) —_— 
e—mielia, née Alderson, daughter 

Opie, a aa a physician at Moewiaie was ¢ De 11 —  - 12, 1769. In May 1798 she was rs ther S <— ohn Eg the painter, who d. in ae ato Se ally Mrs. Opie was an Unitarian, 

1807. Oris she joined the Society of Friends. hut in 1S 2 -_ —-= subsequent life she lived at 

st . ——! <—wW, Norwich, where she d. Dec. 2, 
‘astle Mert *, Opie’s rose works were sume- 

1353. “3 us included Father and 
what 1x38 <= 1, a most popular tale; Temper, 
Paughtit. of Real Life, 1813; and others. 
1812; «le, works were Miscellaneous Poems, 

pti ag arrior’s Return and Other Poems, 
1302; The a ae the Dead, 1833, &e. Very few of 
1803; lags >= == Vecome into useas hymns. The 
her ge = “There seems a voice in every 
best know = (J. J.J 
ale. eee artin, +. of Sebastian Opitz, 

& itz. == = _-anzlau in Silesia, was b. at Bena. 
putcher oo = 597. He entered the University 
jau, DO ae |. Oder in 1618, and in 1619 went Preok 1b =, Where he acted as a private 
to Heide a == & widied literature and philosophy 

* —_—~ <—rsity, paying also short visits 
at the edi = gz and keh ge When the 
to ! ity ~e ts threatened by the Spanish 
Unive (thae=>y7 = sacked the town under Tilly in 
troops w22>- Opitz left Heidelberg in Oct. 
SePh and wer eB: his friend, H. A. Hamilton (a 
16 mber Of 2= Danish noble family), travelled 
ype sug) F<» BB eend, Friesland and Jutland, In 
thre springer <>» 1621 he returned to Silesia 
the ugh Lik tr<- ck, and at Easter, 1622, became 
th rofessor «>i Philosophy and Poeiry in the 
= mnasive a = S<csunuded at Weissenburg in Tran- 
GC yyania by Erince Bethlem Gabor (Gabriel 
Hethlen)- IE © resigned this post in the sum- 
yner of 1625S _ =a nd then for some time employed 
jpimeelf at Bae request of Duke Rudolf of 
Liegnitz- ES =a <- in versifying the Epistles for 
sundeys #xe< BR Brestivals according to the metres 
of the Frew -<=ba Psalter (see below), being re- 
warded WitRe € he title of Rath, but receiving no 
pe neat se g> pvintment. In 1625 he accom- 
panied laisse <"oousin, Kaspar Kirchner, on an 
exmbasy Tt NZ geuna, where he presented to the 
Emperor P&G ijnand IL.a 1 on the death of 
the Grmnc'cd aake Karl (Prince-Bishop of Bres- 
jau, one rot her of the Emperor), and was 
crowne as a t by the Emperor (who in 
1628 also weaised him to the nobility as Opitz 
you <-1qd). He then became, in 1626, 
private SOretary to the Burgrave Carl Hanni- 
Bal von XP oh na, president of the Supreme 
Court in Silesia. Yhen, in 1628, von Dohna 

: mn the = Counter-Reformation, by means of 
the Lichtexistein dragoons, against the Pro- 

mts Of SSilesia, Opitz wrote poems in lis 
praise, ®McG im 1681 pub. a fr. of the contro- 
versial WarAual of the Jesuit Martin Becanus, 
«« for the 2x version of the Erring” to help on 
this WK. He also executed a diplomatic 
yaission to Paris in 1630, on Dohna’s behalf, 
were he became acquainted with Hugo 
cx rote. = When Dobna was driven out of 
Breslau in Sept. 1632, by means of the 

sa SKedish troops, Opitz remained 
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In the autumn of 1633 he was sent by Duke 
Jolaun Christian of Liegnitz-Brieg as his 
plenipotentiary to Berlin, and also to the 
Swedish chancellor Oxenstjerna. When Wal- 
lenstein obtained the mustery over the Silesian 
duchies, Upitz accompanied Duke Joann 
Christian to Thorn in 1635. He then went to 
Danzig, where in June, 1637, he was defi- 
nitely installed as Historiographer to King 
Wladisluw IV. of Poland. Here, from this 
place of rest, he did his best, by correspondence 
and otherwise, to atone for the oppression of 
his brethren in Silesia. Daring the pestilence 
which visited Danzig in 163 he was accosted 
on Aug. 17 by a diseased beggar to whom he 
gave an als, and whose frightful appearance 
so uffected him that he returned home, sick- 
ened of the pestilence, and d. Aug. 20, 1639. 
(Allg. Deutsche Biog. xxiv. 370: Goedeke’s 
Grundriss, iii., 1887, p. 37, &e.) 

Opitz was pre-eminently a literary man of the world 
who knew how to ingratiate himself with people of all 
opinions. He was one of those writers who exercise an 
enormous Influence over their contemporaries, but whose 
works succeeding generations are content to leave un- 
read, A long list of his works is given by Gioedeke, 
some ninety (including a considerable number of tra. 
from the Greek, Latin, French, and Dutch), of which 
oe during his lifetime. In his poems originality 
and force are conspicuous by their absence, and the great 
majority have little but their style to recommend A omg 
He became a member of the great German literary union, 
the Fruitbearing Society, in 1629. His great werit was 
as a reformer of German prosaly by his eiample of 
terary style and by his Buch der deutschen Poeterey, 
an epoch-making work, pub, at Breslau in 1624. Here 
he laid down the rules of German verse, avd may be 
said 10 have piven it the form which it retains tw this 
day. Among his sacred poems his hymns are much the 
best (be also pub. a paraphrase of the Lamentations 
of Jeremiah in 1626; and of Canticles in 1627). He 
also pub. versions of detached Psalms in 1629, 1630, 
1634, 1635, and 1636, and a complete version in 1637 (eve 
Paalters, German). His hymns on the Epistles for the 
Church Year seem to have been written in 1624 (-ee 
above), but were apparently first pub. as Die Apisteln 
der Sontage und Jiirnemsten Freate des gantzen Jahre, 
auff die Weisen der rantzisachen Psalmen in Lieder 

asset, Breslau, 1628 (printed at Leipzig) (Weimar 
}. His hymns, Psalm versions, &c., to the num- 

ber 24%, are collected in his Gedstliche Poemata, 
Breslau, 1638. Twenty-nine are given by Afftzell, 16%, 
pp. 187-221. 

A few of Opitz’s hymns are found in recent 
Germen hymn-books, while two have passed 
into English, viz. :— 

i, Brich auf, und werde Lichte. Epiphany. 
In his Apistefn, 1628, p. 11, in 6 st. of 6 1, and 
entitled, “On the Holy Three Kings Day. 
Isaiah 60.” Repeated in the Geistliche Po&mata, 
1638, p. 132, and in the Ohio G. B., 1870, No. 
55. Tr. as :— 

Zion, awake and brighten, In full by E. Cro- 
nenwett, as No. 51 in the Ohio / uth, Hyl., 1880, 

ii, O Licht, geboren aus dem Lichte, Morning. 
His finest hymn, and a special favourite in 
Silesia, 1st pub, at the end of his Zehen ’salmen 
Davids, Breslau and Leipzig, 1634, p. 48, in 3 
st. of 10 1, and entitled “Morning Hymn.” 
Bunsen, in his Versuch, 1853, p. 865, speaks of 
it as “of singular beauty in form and contents, 
and asa “pious prayer for the Fatherland and 
for the Church in her sore troubles.” Repeated 
in his Geist, Péemata, 1638, p. 231, in the Breslau 

Kirchen- und Hausmusic, 1644, p, 762, and re- 
cently inthe Une. L 8, 1851,No.470, Jr, as:— 
Thou from Light A eternal springing. 

| good and full tr. by H. J. Buckoll, in his Hys. 
Saxon | from the German, 1842, p. 17 ; repeated, slightly 

behind. | altered, in the Dalston Hospital H. Bé., 1848. 
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Other trs. are: (1) “'O Holy Light, of Light engen- 
dered.” Hy C. W, Shields, in Sacred Lyrics from the 
German, Philadelphia, U.S. A. 1859, p. 164. (2) O 

Sun of Righteousness, thou Light.”" By Dr. G. Walker, 
1860, p. $8. (3) °O Light, who out of Light wast 
born.” By Miss Winkworth, 1469, p. 173. [J. M.)} 

Opprobriis, Jesu, satur. C. Coffin. 
Tergese ting! Given in the Paris Breviary, 
1786, as the Ferial hymn at Matins throughout 
Passion Week, and after till Maundy Thurs- 
day. It is also in Coffin’s Hymni Saert, 1736, p. 
50, and somemodern French Breva. J. Chandler 
in his Hys, of the Primitive Church, 1837, and 
Card. Newman in his Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 
and 1865, also give the text. Tr, as:— 

His trial o'er, and now beneath. By J. 
Chandler, in his Hys. of the Prim, Church, 1857, 

. 72, and his Hys. of the Church, 1841, No. 40. 
t has been repeated in a few collections, and 

also, altered as “From judgment taken, lo, be- 
neath” in the Hyl. for the Use of St. John the 
Evangelist’s, §c.. Aberdeen, 1870. In the Suppl. 
Hy. to MH. A. & M., 1889, Chandler's tr. is 
altered by the Compilers to “O scorned and out- 
cast Lord, beneath.” 

Other tra. are :— 
1. Up that dark hill funereal, faint with il. T. Wil- 

liams, in the /ritish Mag., April, 1834; and his Mys. tr. 
Jrom the Parisian Breviary, 1839, 

2. Like faithful Abraham's holy child, #&. Campbell. 
850. 

; 7 Now to the cruel scourge, the twined thorn. W. J. 
Blew, 1852-55. The Ist st. of this tr. of ** Et jam fia- 
gellis," which is st. vii. of * Fando quis aadivit, Dei,” 
p- 668. The (tr. of “Opprobus, Jesu, satur” begins 
with st. il. 

4. Jeau, by cruel taunts distressed, J, D, Chambers, 
1857. (J. J.) 

Optatus votis omnium. [ Ascension.] 
This hymn is probably of the 6th or 7th cent. 
It is found in two mss. of the 11th cent. in the 
British Museum (Vesp. D., xii. f. 746; Jul. A. 
vi. f. 506); ina ms. of the 11th cent. in the 
Library of Corpus Christi College, Cam- 
bridge (391, p. 249); and in the Lat. Hys. of 
the Anglo-Sazon Ch., 1851, it is printed from an 
11th cent. ms. at Durham (B. iii. 32, f.26). It 
was included in the Ambrosian Breviary, 1539, 
and some Carthusian and Cistercian Brevi- 
aries. The printed text is also in Mone, No. 
175, and Daniel, i., No. 55. (J. M.] 

Translations in C. U.:— 
1. Delight and joy of earth. By W. J. Blew, of 

st. i.-iv., in his Church Hy, & Tune Bk. 1852-55, 
and Rice's Sel. from the same, 1870. In the 
1860 Appendix to the Hymnal N., No. 135, st. 
i-iv. and viii. are from this fr., and st. v.-vii. 
are from Mrs. Charles's tr, of the same hymn 
altered. This cento begins * Delight of all the 
earth.” 

2. O mighty joy to all, This begins with st. v., 
“O grande cunctis gaudium,” and was tr. by 
W. J. Blew as above, 1852-55, 

3. At length the longed-for joy is given. By 
Mrs. Charles, in her Voice of Christian Life in 
Sony, 1858, p. 104. This is given in full or in 
part in several collections, and is the most 
widely used of the érs, of this hymn, 

4. 0 wondrous joy to all mankind. By J. Skin- 
ner, in his Daily Service Hymnal, 1864. 

5. The sacred day hath beamed. By R, C. 
Singleton, in his Anglican H. Bh. 1871, 

Translations not in C.U, :-—~ 
1, Olong-desired | O festalday, J. D. Chambers. 1857, 
2 Hail, day of hallowed birth. Jackson Mason. 1830, 

re 3.) 

ORBIS PATRATOR ( 

Opus peregisti tuum. 
cension.] Given in the Paris 
as one of the hymns for the A: 
also incinded in Coffin's Hy» 
p. 53; J. Chandler's Hys. 
Chureh, 1837, No. 72; and | 
Hymai Ecclesiae, 1838 and | 

1. Redeemer, now Thy worl 
Chandler, in his Hys, of the P 
p. 72; and his Hys, of the Ch 
This is in C. U. in its full, « 
breviatel form, in addition t 
rangements, which are based 

(1) 0 Saviour, Who for man ha 
in R. Campbell's Hys. a 
this arrangement st. i,, iv,, lL 1, 
Il. 1, 2, were from Chandler's tr. 
Campbell, In Murray's Hymnal 
is repeated in full, with the exce 
and st. ¥., where Chandler's 
slightly altered, instead of Caw 
of H. A. & M., 1861, No. 123 
No. 146, we have a cento, erick 
ray’s text, aml composed as fy 
altered by Camubell ; at, it, 1 
Campbell altered by Compilers 
ie.,, U1, 2, Chandler alteres 
Campbell altered by Compilers 
by flers; sf, vi. WL 1, 2,¢ 

lers; U1. 3,4, Chandler alter 
. 1,2, Chandler altered by ‘ 

pilers. Instead of reading asi 
that this ér, is by the * Comp 
by J, Chandler,” we should 
J, Chandler, (831; altered b 
again altered by the Compile 
amd beauty of this ¢r. owes 
Chandler or the Compilers 
to ignore bis claims as is dor 
in H. A. & M. is the most 
peregisti tuum "ia C. U., a1 

(2) Blest Saviour, now 
altered form of Chandler's f 
Scottish Epis, (oll, of Hy: 
the addition of Campbell 
pendiz to the Hymnal Note 

2. Redeemer, when T 
L. Alexander, in his Ai 
90, and later editions. 

3. Anointed One! Th 
Blew, in his Church hi 
and again in the Peoy 

4. Thy glorious wor 
C, Singleton, in his A 

Translations not in | 
1, Blest Saviour, nov 

liams, 1839, 
2. O Christ! Thy los 

Chambers, 1857. 

Orbis Patrato 
larmine? (Guard, 
of the Guardian 
Pope Paul V.in 1 
in the Breviarir 
Venice in 1612. 
“Custodes Lomir 
Vespers, at p. 98° 
optime,”’ for Lauc 
repeated in this for 
mant, Rome, 1629 
however, found i) 
prior to 1652, n« 

revised Pom. Ftr 
ub. at Venice i 

untas), it is in 
which is entitled 
recitanda ad libi 
and in recent 
Lauds hymn, ** € 
“Acterne Rectr 
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noted under this form of the text (see p. 26, i), 
The revised text is ulso found in Daniel iv. 

. B06. We may add that the copy of the 
yant Brer. Rom., Rome, 1629, in the Brit, 

Mus, (C. 28, f..1), lias numerous Ms. correction’ 
whieh, in a ms. note on the fly-leaf, ure as- 
cribet to Pope Urban VILL, whose pontificate 
extended from 1623 tu 1644. {J. M.) 

‘OpOpicwpev dpOpov Babéos. [Ava 
Ord ews nuépa.] 

OpOpros biSmpe TH Oe@ pov SeEuis. 
St. Gregory of Nazianzus. [Morning.) A 
Morning Prayer found in various editions of 
his Works, aud the Anth. Graeea Carm. Christ., 
S71, p. 28. It dates 324-389. From the Anth, 
Graeca Carm,. Ohrist, text Mr Chattield made 
his tr. *'Tis dawn: to God I lift my hand,” 
and pub. the same in his Songe & Hymns, 
187, p. 120, in 3 st. of 41. [See Greek Hym- 
nedy, § iv.) (J. J.) 

Ny Getios rotayos. [Time of Pesti- 
lence.) 'T'woCathismata from the Greek Office 
of Prayer Oil, given after the 8rd ode of the 
Cauov by St. Arsenius. The only tr. into 
English is “* Christ, mercy’s holy River,” b 
Dr. Littledale, first printed in the Church 
Times, Aug. 13, 1864, and signed “ R. F, L.” 
In 1867 it was transferred in im altered form 
to the People’s Hymnal, No. $22, and signed 
“A. L. PP.” It ts thercin appointed for a 
‘Lime of Pestilence,” for which it is most 
suitable. The doxology added by Dr, Little- 
dale is not in the vriginul {J. J.) 

Osler, Edward, was b. at Falmouth in 
Jan > 1798, and was educated for the 
medical profession, first by Dr. Carvosso, at 
Falmouth, and then at Guy's Hospital, Lon- 
don. From 181% to 1836 he was house sur- 
geon at the Swansea Intirmary, He then re- 
moved to London, and devoted himself to 
literary pursuits. For some time he was 
associa with the Society for Promoting 
Christian Knowledge, both in London and at 
Bath. In 1841 he became the Editor of the 
Royal Cornwall Gazette, and took up his 
residence at Truro. He retained that appoint- 
ment till his death, at Truro, Mareb 7, 1863. 
He Was aM.8.0.8, andar.t.a Forthe Linnwan 
Society he wrote Burrowing and Boring 
Marine Animals. He also pub. Church and 
Bible; The Voyage : a Poem written at Sea, and 
én the West Indies, and Illustrated by 
on Natural History, 1830; The Life Sf Gee 
Exmouth, 1837, &o. His hymuological work 
is mainly connected with the Mitre H. Bk. 
During 1835-36 he was associated with Pre- 
bendary W. J. Hall, the editor, in producing 
that collection, which was pub. in 1836 as 
I's. and Hys, adapted to The Services of the 
Church of England [see Hall, W. J., p- 481). 
He resided in Mr. Hall's house ‘luring the 
time. From the “HALL mgs.” we yather that 
he contributed 15 versions of the Psaulms (5 
being rewritten from others), and 50 lymns 
(a few rewritten). Most of these hymns and 
Psalm versions, together with others not in the 
Mitre Hf. Bk., were afterwards given in the 
monthly numbers of his Church and King, 
from Noy. 1836 to Aug. 1837. The best 
known of these hymns are, “O God, unseen, 
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oo ever near,” and ~ Worship, honour, glory, 
lessing.” Several of his hymns are anno- 

tated under their respective first lines (see 
Index); the reat in C. U. are :— 

1. Father, Whose love and truth fulfll. Holy 
Baptism. 

2. Glory tw God! with joyful adoration, Praise to 
the Father. 

3. (ireat (rod, o'er earth and heaven supreme, dMfen 
the Stewards of tiod's Kountics, 

4. Great God of hosts, our ears have heard, /s, zlir. 
Based on the V_ Version, 

5, Great God, Whose awful mystery. Holy Trinity. 
6. 1 hold the sacred book of God. Martyrs. 
7. Jebovah hath spoken, the nations shall hear. 

Second Advent. 
4. Lord, may the inward grace abound. Holy 

Baplism, 
9. May we Thy precepts, Lord, fulfil. Lave. 

10. Mighty Saviour, gractous am Advent, 
11, O God, the help of all Thy Saints. fs. x. 
12. O Thou, the Lord and Life of those, Christ the 

Life of Men. 
13, UO Saviour, Who didst come. aster. 
14. Saviour, Whose love could stoop to death, aster. 
15, See, Lord. before Thy mercy seat. For Schools, 
16. Set ina high and favoured place. Advent. 
17. Wake from the dead, vew life begin. Lent. 
Is, With trembling awe we come. Lent. 

Several of these hymns are not in Osler's 
Church and King. We have ascribed them 
and others to him on the authority of the 
“HALL uss.” It must be noted algo that 
the text in the Church and King often differs 
from that in the’ Mitre. i. J.) 

Oswald, Heinrich Siegmund, s. of 
Johunn Heinrich Oswald or Osswald, of Nim- 
mersatt, near Lieynitz, in Silesia, was b. at 
Nimmersatt, June 30, 1751. After passing 
through the school ut Schmiedebery he was 
fur seven years clerk in a public office at 
Bresluu. In 1778 he became Secretary to the 
Landrath von Prittwitz at Glatz, with whom 
he remained two years, and was thereafter in 
business at Hambury and at Breslau. Through 
J. D, Hermes, Oberconsistorialrath at Pot-dam, 
whose duughter he married, he became ac- 
uainted with King Friedrich Wilhelm LL. of 
russia, and in 1791] was appointed reader to 

the king. He accordingly removed to Pota- 
dum, and was in 1791 appointed also Geheim- 
rath. After the kings death, on Nov. 16, 
1797, Oswald received a pension, anil retires 
first to Hirschberg, and then to Breslau, where 
hed. Sept. 8, 1834. (Allg. Deuteche Biog, xxiv. 
528; Miller's Singers & Songs, 1869. p. 308; 
extracts from the Breslauer Zeitung, Supt, 12, 
1834, and the Schlesische Provinzalblatter, 
1835, p. 289, kindly communicated by Dr, 
Murkyraf of the Bresluu Stadt Bibliothek, &c.) 

Oswald's hymns, over 100 in all, appeared principally 
in nis (1) Unterhaltungen for gliutige Seelen, Berlin, 
1792. (2) (Felichte und Jacder fitrs Hevz, Berlin, 1794. 
(3) Letaten Mittheilungen mesmer der Wahrheit und 
Religion gewethter Muse, Breslan, i826. (4) Schewanen- 
gescenge, Breslau, ¥., (preface Aug, 1427). 

Three or four of Oswald’s hymns have 
sed into German hymn-books, One has 

ean tr. into English, viz. :— 

Wem in Leidenstagen. fir Mourners. In his 
Letzte Mittheilungen, 1826, p. 42, in 14 st. of 4 
1., and entitled “ An exhortation to Tranquillity, 
To the Suffering. Psalm 50, v. 15.” Bunsen, 
in his Versuch, 1833, No. $13 (Ally. G. B., 1346, 
No. 333), selects st. i.-iii., x, xii-xiv. The 
singing of this beautiful hymn (in Miss Cox's 
version) formed an impressive part of the service 
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in the church at Edensor at the funeral of 
Lord Frederick Cavendish, May 11, 1882. Zr. 
asi - 

1. O! Let him whose sorrow. A very good tr, 
from Bunsen’s text, by Miss Cox, in her Sacred 
Hys. from the (ferman, 1841, p. 181 U/L. from the 
‘Ger. 1864, p. 189), included in Alford’s Ps, 
Hys., 1844, and others. ince its reception into 
H. A. & M., 1861 (unaltered save st. vii. and 
the change to the plural), it has attained a wide 
popularity, and is found in many English and 
American collections. In the Unitarian Hys. for 
the Ch. of Christ, Boston, U.S., 1853, the Hym- 
nary, 1872, and others, it begins with st, ii., 
“Where the mourner weeping,” and in C. H, 
Bateman’s Sacred Melodies, 1872, with st. iii., 
“God will never leave thee.” In Dale's Enyjlish 
H. Bk, 1874 (in order to make up 4 double st.) 
four lines, beginning “On Thy truth relying,” 
were added from J. Montgomery's “ In the hour 
of trial” (p. 566, ii.). This form is also in J. L. 
Porter’s Coll., 1876, and Horder's Cony. /ys., 
1884, 

Another tr. is: “ When in thine hours of f,"" by 
lady BE. Fortescue, 1843, p. 71. [ . M.) 

Otfrid of Weissenburg, was b. about 
the beginning of the 9th cent., according to 
some in Franconia, according to others near 
the Lake of Constanz. After receiving the 
elements of his education in the Benedictine 
monastery of Weiss~nburg in Alsace, he went, 
about 830, to the cathedral school at Constanz. 
He afterwards studied at the school of the 
monastery of Fulda, where, under the care of 
Rabanus Maurus, he learned to love his 
mother tongue. In 846 he left Fulda, and, 
after a short stay at St. Gall, settled as a 
monk and priest at Weissenburg, where he 
became head of the monastic seliool. Here he 
wrote aud completed about 865 a German 
poetical Life of our Lord (or Harmony of the 
sy mg or Evangelienbuch, in 5 books of 
15,000 lines (first printed at Basel in 1571; 
recent eds. by E. G. Graff, 1831; J. Kelle, 
1856; P. Piper, 1878; O. Erdmann, 1882; 
tra. into modern German by G. Rapp, L858, F. 
Rechenberg, 1862, J. Kelle, 1870, &c.), a most 
interesting work philologically,and the carliest 
example of a long German poem in rbyme. 
(Allg. Deutsche Biog. xxiv. 529; ‘ke’s 
Grundrisa, vol. i., 1884, p. 22, &e.) Besides 
this he wrote a number of rliymed prayers in 

rman. ‘Two which have been ascribed to 
him, and have been tr. by Miss Winkworth, 
are noted under their first lines, see Du him- 
lisco trohtin (p. 315, i.), and Got, thir eigenhaf 
ist (p. 443, 1). They are in his manner, but 
appear to be of later date. Miss Winkworth 
also gives a tr. of a section of the Erange- 
lienbuch, which begins thus :— 

Minot unsih thisu fart. This is chapter xvili, of 
Book i., and is on the Epiphany. It is in Wackernacel’s 
imutsche Kirchenlied, ii. p. 8, in 23 st. of 4 1; in Erd- 
mann’s ed. of the Reangelienbuch, 1482, p. 47, &e. 
Erdinann, in bis notes at p. 370, speaks of this chapter 
as the ** first detailed mystical exolanation fof the 
Keturn of the Magi to their own land]. The removing 
of the Magi from their home and their Lome-going by an- 
other way reminds us of our Home, the glorious Paradise 
(lines 1-10); we have Jost ft by pride, self-will and 
disobedience, and sojourn {n sorrowful banishment 
(11-30). In order to reach Home hn, we mnust follow 
the new of purity, humility, ‘ ve and self-denial 
ae? J , , = tr, is “ Now warneth ua the Wine 
ens ' By @ Winkworth, 1969, p. 17. [J. M.) 
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OUR FESTAL MORN IS COME 

Peirs ear morn is come. W. H. 
avergal. tssionary Anniversary.)  Ap- 

pasted W. Carus Wilson's Bk. of Christion 
Psalmody, 2ud ed., 1842, No. 625, in 4 ut. of 4 1., 
and is based on Ps. Ixxxi.,3. Ln Mercer's C. P. 
«& H. Bk, Oxford ed. 1864, No, 125, at. ii. is 
from I. Watts’s version of Ps. xlviii,, Pt. ii, 
at. i, and at. vi. is also an addition. (J, J.J 

Our God is love: and all His saints. 
(Brotherly Love.) We have not been able to 
trace this hymn beyond Cotterill’s Se, 1819, 
No, 129, where it is given in 4 st. of 4 1., and 
headed, ** For Christian Love.” Ib is not by 
Cotterill, and although sometimes attributed 
to Wilkinson, its authorship is unknown, It 
is in somewhat extensive use. J. 5.) 

Our God, our God, Thou shinest 
here. T. H. Gill. [ened Written 
in 1846, and Ist pub. in G. Dawson's Ps. & 
Hys,, 1846, No. 119, in 7 st. of 41, In 1853 
it was given in Hedge & Huntington's H 
for the Ch. of Christ, No. 726, with the omis- 
sion OF st. vi, and thus came into American 
Cc. U. It was rewritten by the author for 
his Golden Chain, &c., 1869, No. 55, in 8 st. of 
4 1, is therein entitled “The Glory of the 
lutter days,” and is uceumpanied with the 
quotation from Milton :— 

“The power of Thy grace is not passed away with 
the primitive times as fond and faithless men imagine, 
but Thy kingdom is now at hand, and Thou standing at 
the door .** 

The Bapt. Hymnal, 1879, No. 756; Dale's 
English H. Bk., 1874, No. 364; Horder's Cong. 
Hymns, 1884, No. 185. and other modern 
English collections follow the 1869 text. The 
cento ** Come, Holy Ghost, in us arise,” in the 
Amencau Bapt. Service of Sony, Boston, 1871, 
is also from the 1869 text, and is composed of 
st. V.-vilil. The author says of the full text, 
“iT sprrore of both forms, but the earlier has 
more freshness and freedom.” J, J.) 

Our God, our help in ages past. 
I. Watts, (Ps. zc.) This is the first part of 
)i8 C. M, rendering of Ps. xc., in 9 st. of 4 1., 
which appeared in his Psalms of David, &c., 
1719, p. 229, and entitled * Man Frail, and 
(xod Eternal.” This version of Ps. xc. has 
come down to modern collections in the fol- 
lowing forms :— 

(1) The original, in a few instances in full, but 
ps yf in an abbreviated form of sts. 4, 44,, fil, ¥., vii, 
and ix. 
? The altered text by J. Wesley, Mt pub. in his 

Coll. of Ps, de iHys,, 1797, where it begins, “ 0 God, our 
help,” &c. In this text alterations are introduced in 
ets. 1. Hie. VL. and will. Thin arrangement in 7 st. was 
included in the Wes. 7. Bk., 1780, No, 39, and has been 
retained in all subsequent editions of that collection. 
A collation of an hymnal with the original and these 
changes by J, Wesley, will shew that in nearly every 
case the sts. taken are L., il., ill, ¥., vil., ix., and the 
alterations, if any, are by J Wesley. In Bigga’s An- 
notated 47, A. & M,, 1#67, o rendering Into Latin by 
.S. Calverley, 1966, * Auxilium quondam, nunc apes,” 
isgiven of the A. A. M. text which is the original, 
with J. Wesley's “0 God” for * Gur God." 

(3) A curious arrangement of Watts with Tate & 
—_ was given by spats in his Pe, & Hys, 1776, 
No. 308, in 10 st, of dt. This cento ts unknown to 
modern collections. 

(4) In Stowell's Manchester Coll, 1831, Ps, ze. is 
composed of wt, 1, ii, from this version by Watts; and 
iii.-v. by another band, It is repeated in the 1877 ed. 
ty his son. It is a most unequal cen h cd 
opening and a most feeble finish, eee 
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write too highly. It is undoubtedly one of his 
finest cumpositions, and lis best paraphrase. 
In the commonly accepted form of six stanzas 
it is seen to the fullest advantage, the omitted 
portions being unequal to the rest, and impede 
the otherwise grandly sustained flow of 
thought. It has been rendered into many 
languages, and its use is universal, Orig. 
text in modern editions of Watts. [Psalters, 
Eng., § xv.] KA J.) 

Our heavenly Father calls. /. Doi- 
dridge, {Communion with God.) This hymn 
is in the p. mss., but is undated. It was given, 
without alteration, in Job Orton’s posthumous 
ed. of Doddridge’s Hymna, &c., 1755, No. 346, 
in 5 st. of 4 1, with the heading, * Communion 
with God and Christ,” and again in J. D. 
ilumphreys’s ed. of the same, 1839, No. 372. 
It is in several hymn-bouks. (J. J.J 

Our ey hacied vag Bg our 
prayer. J. Montgomery. s Prayer. 
Written Feb. 28, 1835 | fat Mss.}, and bie 
as No. v., in the Churel: Missionary Society's 
Jubilee Tract of Hymas and Prayers, 1835, 
in Sst. of 41. It was repeated in Montgomery's 
Original Hymns, 1853, No. 63, (J. J.J 

Our Saviour’s words are, Watch 
and Pray. J. Montgomery. [ Watchfulness 
and Prayer.) Written in 1835 [s1. mss.], and 
printed on a broadsheet for use at the Anni- 
versury Sermons of the Red Hill Wesleyan 
Sunday Sehools, Sheffield, March 1 and 2, 
1885, in 6 st. of 4.1. It was also used by the 
Sheffield Sunday School Union, at the Whit- 
Monday guthering, 1841, Tn 1853 it wae in- 
eluded in Montgomery's Orig. /Tye., No. 162, 
and headed, ** Watch and Pray.” [J. J.J 

Our souls shall magnify the Lord, 
In Him our spirit shall rejoice. J. 
Montgomery, [For Friendly Societies.) This 
hymn is given in modern collections in three 
forme as follows :— 

1. The original, This appeared in Cotterill’s Sel., stb 
ed., IsI0, No, 150, in 4st. of 4 1., and headed * For unity 
and brotherly Jove,” It was repeated, unaltered, in the 
oth ed., 1420, No. 130, where it is given '* For a Friendly 
Soctety ;"" in Bickersteth’s Christian /salmody, 143-4, 
and others of the older collections. This ix the original 
of No, 305, in the S. P.C. K. Church Ifys,, 1871, and 
not No. 2as under. Both the teat and the date quoted 
in the note in Church Hys. follo ed. are incorrect, The 
alterations of the text in that collection are from an 
Appendix to the Cooke and Dental Hymne! 

2. Author's Kevised Text. In his CAristian Paalmist, 
1825, No. 540, Montgomery slightly altered the text of 
1819, added thereto three stanzas (i/., til. vi.), and gave 
the same as a hymn “ For a Female Friendly Society." 
Thia begins, * Our seul ehull magnify,” &c., and is 
repeated in his Original Iiys., 1653, No. 286. 

3. A Cento. In Hall's Mitre J7, Bk,, 1436, No. 285, 
is a cento com of #t. L, tif, iv. and v. of the is26 
text, slightly altered. Its use is Hmited. = (J. J.) 

Our times are in Thy hand, Father, 
we wish themthere. W F. Lloyd. [Re- 
signation.) The opening st. of this hymn is :— 

“ Our times are in Thy band, 
Father, we wish them there ; 

One life, our seul, our all, we leave 
Entirely to Thy care.” 

This hymn appeared in Hys. for the Poor o. 
the Flock, 1841. No. 257, in 6 st. of 41, sis 8 
stanza opening with the same first line This 
was repeated in Ps, Hys. and Spiritual 8., 
Lond., D. Walther, 1842, Pt. i, No. 64; and 

Of Watts’s original it would be difficult to , again in A few Hys. and some Spiritual Songs 
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selected 1856 for the Little Flock, No. 209. In 
Spurgeon’s (. O. H. Bk., 1866, the text ts 
slightly altured. Spurgeon's date, “ 1835” 
we cannot authenticate, (J. J.) 

Our times are in Thy hand, and 
Thou Wilt guide our footsteps, &c. 
Sir J. Bowring. (Divine quidance.} The 
first stanza of this hymn reads:— 

“ Our times are in Thy band, and Thou 
Wilt guide our footsteps at Thy will: 

Lord, to Thy purposes we bow ; 
Do Thou Thy purposes fulfil.” 

The hymn appeared in Beard’s Unitarian 
Coll. of Hys., 1837, No. 37, in 3 st. of 41., but 
is not marked, in common with other hymns y 
Sir J. Bowring, as “ Orizinal.” In the 3rd ed. 
of the author's Mating and Vespers, 1841, p. 
229, it was given in an unaltered form, In 
the American Unitarian Hys. of the Spirit, 
1864, it reads “ My times are in Thy hand,” 
&e. (J. J.J 

P 
P. C. E., in the People’s Hymnal, 1867, i.e, 

Dr. Littledale, “ Priest, Church of England.” 

P. P. Bk, ic. Priests’ Prayer Book. 
Pabst, Julius, s. of Karl Leopold Pabst, 

sometime I tor of the Royal Normal 
School at Erfurt, was b, at Wilhelmaruhe, 
near Eitorf on the Sieg (Rhenish Prussia), 
Oct. 18, 1817. From 1838 to 1842 he studied 
theology and Lotte at the Universities 
of Breslau and Halle; from 1842 to 1852 he 
acted as private tutor in Berlin, in the Neu- 
mark, ah in Dresden; and from 1852 to the 
end of 1855, was engaged in literary pursuits 
at Berlin. After New Year's Day, 1856, he 
resided at Dresden as secretary and teacher 
of the dramatic art on the staff of the general 
direction of the Court Theatre uud the Royal 
Orchestra, receiving, in 1860, the honorar' 
title of Hofrath. He d. Oct, 22, 1881 (F. 
Briimmer's Deutsche Dichter-lexicon, 1877, pt. 
ii. p. 123; ms. from his family, &c.). 

His hymns ap principally in bis (1) Die Purcht 
des Herrn ist Weisheit Anfang, Berlin, 1446, and 
bis (2) Christliches Schatzskdstlein, Hamburg, 1448. 
‘The ouly one in English C. U. is:— 
O Geist des Lichtes, . Whitsuntide, 

Schatzkistlein, p. 227, in 7 st.of GL, entitled “ Festival 
Hymn” bP | a 

o Light, we . in , oy 5 

R. Maguire, iu his, Melodies of the Fatherland, A p. 
73, repeated in R, Gault's Hymn Bk, 1986, No. 252, 
omitting st. v., vi. {J. M.} 

Pain and toil are over now. Cecil F. 
Alexander, née Humphreys. [Easter Eve.) 
Pub. in her Verses for Holy Seasons, &c.. 
1846, p. 59, in 6 st. of 6 L., and headed “ Easter 
Even. ‘And laid it in his own new tomb.’ 
St. Matt. xxvii. 60.” In ©. U. it is commonly 
abbreviated, one form being that in the 
American Protestant Episco. Church Hymnal, 
1871, where at. i., ii. and iv., are altered, and 
the two closing lines of cach stanza are 
omitted. These alterations and omissions 
have gone far towards utterly spoiling the 
hymn. (J. J.J 

Palgrave, Francis Turner, m.a., eldest 
s. of Sir Francis Palgrave, the Historian, was 
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composed of II. 16-22 of his * Hymn to Christ,” 
the full text of which is in Daniel, iii. p. 13. 
It is “imitated” by Dr. Bonar in his Hye, of 
Faith and Hope, 2nd series, 1864, in 4 st. of 
$1. ag, * Again the tempter comes! to Thee I 
cling.” (J. J.J 
Palmer, Horatio Richmond, avs. voc., 

was b. April 26, 1834. He is the author of 
eversl works on the theory of music; and the 
editor of some musical editions of hymn-books. 
To the latter he contributed numerous tunes, 
some of which have attained to great popu- 
larity, and 5 of which are in IL, D. Sankey’s 
Sucred Songs and Solos, Lowl., 1881. is 
publications include Songa of Love for the 
Bible School ; au Book of Anthems, the com- 
bined sale of which has exceeded one million 
on: As a hymn-writer he is known by his 
“Yield not to temptation,” which was written 
it 1868, and pub. in the National Sunday 
S. Teachers’ Magazine, from which it passes, 
with music by the author, into his Songs of 
Love, &e., 1874, and other collections. In 
America its use is extensive. “Dr. Palmer's 
ilegree was conferred by the Casey of 
Chicago in 1880. (J. J.) 

Palmer, Ray, p.p., 8. of the Hon. Thomas 
Palmer, a_Judge in Rhode Island, was b. at 
Little Compton, Rhode Island, Nov. 12, L808. 
His early life was spent at Boston, where he 
wus for come time clerk in a dry-goods store. 
At Boston he joined the Park Street Congre- 
gational Church, then under the pastoral care 
of Dr. S. E. Dwight. After spending three 
years at Phillips Academy, Andover, le en- 
tered Yale College, New Haven, where he ygra- 
duated in 1830. In 1835 he became pastor of 
the Central Congregational Chureh, Bath, 
Maine. During his pastorate there he visited 
Europe in 1847. In 1850 he was appointed tu 
the First Congregational Church, at Albany, 
New York, and in 1865 Corresponding Seere- 
tary to the American Congregational Union, 
New York. He resigned in 1878, and retired 
to Newark, New Jersey. He d. at Newark, 
Mar. 29, 1887. Dr. Palmer's published works 
in prose and verse include :— 

(1) Afemoirs and Select Remains of Charles Pond, 
1829; (2) The Spirit's Life, a Poem, 1837; (3) How to 
Live, or Memoirs of Mrs. C. L, Watson, 1839; (4) Doc- 
trinal Text Book, 1439; (&) Spiritual Anprovement, 
1439, republished as Closet Hours in 1861; (6) Whatis 
Truth? or Hints on the Formation of Religious Opinions, 
1460, (7) Remember Me, or The Holy Communion, 1965 ; 
(8) Hymns and Sacred Pieces, with Miscellaneous 
Poems, 1865; (9) Hymns of my Holy Hours, and Other 
Pieces, 1868 ; (10) Home, or the Unilost Paradise, 1875 ; 
and (11) Voices of Hope and tiladness, 1481, 

_ Moat of Dr. Palmer’s hymns have passed 
into congregational use, and have won great 
acceptance. The best of them by their combi- 
nation of thought, poetry, and devotion, are 
superior to almost all others of American 
origin. The first which he wrote has become 
the most widely known of all. It is :— 

1, My faith looks up to Thee. Fuithin Christ. This 
bymn was written by the autbur when fresh frum Col- 
vee, and during an engagement in teaching in New 
— This was in 1830, The author says concerning 

1 Pe cnition, * I guve form tw what I felt, by writing, 
with little effort, the stanzax. I recollect [ wrote them 
with very tender emotion, aud ended the last line with 
tears.” Ashort time afterwards the hymn was given 
to ae. Lowell Mason for use, if thought good, in a work 
t being compiled by him and Dr. T. Hastings. In 
1831 that work was pub, as Spiritual Songs for Social 
Worship: adapted to the use of Families, ac, Words 
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and Music arranged by Thomas Hastings, of New York, 
and Lowell Mason of Boston. It is No. 141 in 4 6, of 
4 1., entitled “ Self Consecration,” and accompanied with 
the tune by Dr. L. Mason, there given as “My faith 
looks up to Thee,” but subsequently know! as Olivet. 
(Orig. text of hymn in Thring’s Coll, 1882) It has 
passed inte mest modern collections in all English- 
speaking countries, and has len rendered into 
numerous languages, ‘That i Latin, by H. M. Macgill 
(p. 708, fi.)}, begins “ Fides Te mea spectat.” 

2. Fount of everlasting love. /’raize for renewed 
Spiritual Life. ‘This also appeared in Spiritual 
Songs, &e., 1831, No. 191, in 4 st, of 4, and beaded 
“ Praise for a Revival.” 

The hymns which are given below are all 
in Dr. Palmer's Poetical Works, N. Y., 1876, 
and the dates appended in brackets are those 
given by him in that work. 

3. Thou who roll’st the year around. (1852.) Close 
of the Year. In several American collectivns, 

4. Away from earth my spirit turns, (1833.) Holy 
Communion, Appeared in Lowell Mason's Union 
Hymns, in 4 st. of 4.1. In the Church Praise Bk., 
N.Y,, L882, it begins with st. li, * Thou, Saviour, art 
the Living Bread- 

. Before Thy throne with tearful eyes. (1434) 
Liberty of Faith, 

. from the world away. (1434.) we 
Written at New Haven in 1834, and ja very popular iu 
America. 
Pi Thine (Thy) holy day's returning. (1834.) Sunday 
Orne le 

8. Wake thee, 0 Zion. (1962.) Zion Axultant. 
9, We stand in deep repentance, (1434.) Lent. 

This last, No. 9, in common with Nos. 10, 
11, 12, is marked “original,” in the Preaby- 
terian Parish Hymns, 1843. Probably they 
were given to the editors cf that book in ms., 
and had not previously appeared. 

10. And is there. Lord, a rest? (1443,) Kest im 
Heaven. Written at Bath, Maine, in 1443, 

11. O sweetly breathe the lyresabove. Consecration 
to Christ. This was accidentally omitted from Dr. 
Palmer's Poetical Works, 1476. 8. W. Duffield says :— 
It was written in the winter of 1842-43, at a time of 

revival. At the previous Communion several had been 
received under circumstances that made Doddridge's 
hymn, ‘O happy day that fixed my choice ' a most ap- 
roptiate selection, Not caring to repeat It, and need- 
ng something similar, Dr. Palmer composed the present 
hymn.” Anglish Hymns, N, Y., 1886, p- 432. 

12. When downward to the darksome tomb. (1442.) 
Death Contemplated. Written at Bath, Maine, 1*42, 

From 1843 there comes a long break, and 
Dr. Palmer seems to have done no more hyinn- 
writing until called upon by Professors Park 
and Phelps, of Andover, for contributions to 
their Sabbath Hymn-Book, 1858. His hymus 
written for that important collection rank 
amongst the best that America has produced. 
This is specially true of the first four (Nos. 
18-16) from the Latin. 

13. Jesus, Thou joy of loving hearts. (1'58.) Tr. 
of a cento from * Jesu dulcis memoria” (p. 588, ii.). 

14. O Bread to Pilgrims given, (1454.) Tr. of 
«+O eseca viatorum " (q.¥.). 

15. O Christ our , Creator Lord. (15%.) Tr. 
of “ Rex Christe, factor omnium ™ (p, 828, il.). 

16, Come Holy Ghost,—in lowe. (1458.) Tr. of 
* Veni Sancte Spiritus" (q-v.) 

17. Jesus, these vo never seen. (1858, 
Christ loved, though unseen. This hymn is accounte 
by many a4 bext in merit and beauty to “My faith 
looks up to Thee.” : ; 

18, Lord. my weak thought in vain would climb. 
(1¥58.) God Unsearchable, This hymn deals with the 
mysteries of Predestination in m reverent and devout 
manner. 

19. Thy Father's house! thine own bright home. 
(1854,) Heaven, 

The next group, Nos, 20-27, appeared in 
Dr. Robinson's Songs for the Sanctuary, 1865, 
90. Lord, Thou wilt bring the oyful . (ies, 

Creams of Heaven. we in New York as 
21. Father, Thou hast said, (1#60.) Missions. 

“See 
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22. Jesus, Lamb of God, for me. (1863.) Jesus, the 
wi ¥ Saleation. Wriven in Albany, New York. 

2. ake me, O my Father, take me. (l#64.) Lent. 
24. Wouldst thou eternal life obtain. (1464. Good 

Priday. 
25. Some Jesus, Redeemer, abide Thou with me. 
a ei Communion, 

26. Lerd, Thou on earth didst love Thine own. 

as a processional on Co 
Votive Office of the Bles: 
Forty Hours, and oth 
“ Tantum ergo sacrament! 
nificent doxology, is sun 
in the office of the Bene: 

(1864,) Fellowship with Christ. Sacrament, or during Mi 
27. , Saviour, from Thy throne on high, (1#64.) | the Host, The text, in 

Prayer. will be found in Daniel, 

The next four (Nos. 28-31) present another 
up. They appeared in D. E. Jones’s Songs 

1 the New Life, 1869, and the Reformed 
Dutch Hys. of Church, N. Y¥., 1869. The 
dates of composition are from Dr. Palmer's 
Poems, 1876. 

to glow. 28. Lord, Thou hast taught our hearts 
(1865.) Ordination, or Meeting of Ministers. 
29. When inward turns my searching gaze. (1868.) 

Brening. 

30. 0 Jesus, sweet the tears I shed. (1467.) ood 

a ‘esus, this (my) heart within me burns. (1863.) 
re. 

Sariah., 1851, p. 121, aw 

‘The hymn Is found ina Ms. 
leian (Ashmole 1525, f. 175) 
13th cent. (Add. 23935 f. 3), 
viary (Reg. 2, A. xiv. f. & 
Maseum; in the St, Gail » 
Also in Wackernagel, 1., * 
Kénigafeld, 1. p. 46; Can 
siae, 1838 and 1865, and ott 

Translations in C, 
1. Speak, 0 tongue, 

Williams, in his Hs. 
Breviary, 1839, p. 16' 
Hys., 1850, st. iii, + 
from another were gi’ 
arrangement, with the 
“Sing we that blest B 
in Dr. Oldknow's Hymi 

2. Sing, my tongue, 
flesh the mystery sing 
Lyra Catholica, 1849, 
Hys. § Poems, 1873, 
altered in several Rot 
and a few othér coll 
Hys. for the Use of tt 
with the same first 
altered, especially in 
the New Cong., 1859, 
able, but in another 
ing line remains unc 
Service Hyl., 1864, i 
Body, ever glorious. 

3. Hail the Body 
Campbell, in his //) 
This is repeated in 
8t. Thomas the Ma 
St. Margaret's Hyn 
In the St. Marga: 

“ Fortescue ” in err 
4. Of the glorio: 

Neale, in hia Medi 
1863, p. 178, with 
peated in the 1860 
the People’s H., 18 
others, in most in 
from the original 
Christ in Song, N. 
tongue, the myst 
are by Dr. Schaff. 

5, Sing the glor: 
world to be. By 
Hyl., 1852, No. 2 
rewrote it as * 
glorious,” and in 
my tongue, a my 

6. Sing the ¢ 
precious Blood, &c 
Hy. & Tune Bh. 
Sel. from the sar 

7. Hail, each 
J.Irons. Contr 
Hys. for the 
1854, and repe 
1866, and his /° 
& Now, my 

The hymns which follow are from various 
sources. 

32. O Christ, the Lord of heaven, to Thee. (1467.) 
Universal Praise to Christ. A red in the author's 
Hye. of my Holy Hours, 1867. It is a hymn of great 
merit, and is widely used. 

33. Behold the shade of night is now receding. 
(1869.) A tr. of “ Ecce Jam noctis.” (p. 320, i., and 

VG. Mid evening shadows let us all be waking s us . 
(1s69.) A tr, of “ Nocte surgentes " (p, 809, i.). 

35. I give my heart to Thee, (Aug. 20,164.) Atr. 
of “ Cor meum Tibi dedo,” p. 262, ii. 

36. meaty aek, at came. (1873.) Whit- 
suntide, From the author's Poems, 1876. 

37, 0 Holy Comforter, I hear. The Comforter. A 
peared in the Boston Congregationalist, September 7th, 
1867. 

38. Lord, when my soul her secrets doth reveal. 
(1865.) Holy Communion, 

Most of the foregoing hymns are in C. U. 
in G. Britain, and all are found in one or more 
American hymn-books of importance. 

' [F. M. B.} 

Palmer, William. [Various.] 

Palms of glory, raiment bright. J. 
M mery. [Heaven in P’ Written 
rage 4 Staiticld Sunda Sohal Onion and 
first printed on a broadsheet for use at the 
Anniversary in June 1829, in 6 st. of 41, It 
then appeared in T. Russell’s Sel. of Hye... . 
An Appendia to Dr. Watts's Pa. & Hys., 8. D. 
(circa 1833, see p. 269, i}; again in Mont- 
gomery's Poet's vant foo 1835, p. 240; and 
again in his Original Hys., 1853, p. 160, where 
it is headed “ Heaven in prospect.” It is of 
more than usual merit, and is widely —— 

(J. 
Pange lingua gloriosi corporis mys- 

terium. St. Thomas of Aquino. (Holy Com- 
munion.] One of the finest of the mediaeval 
Latin hymns; a wonderful union of sweetness 
of melody with clear-cut dogmatic teaching. 
It was written for the office of the Festival of 
Corpus Christi, which St. Thomas drew up in 
1263, at the request of Pope Urban IV. The 
metre and the opening line are imitated from 
Fortunatus. It is found in the Roman (Venice, 
1478; and again, untouched, in 1632); Moz- 
arabic of 1502, Sarum, York, Aberdeen, Paris 
of 1736, and many other Breviaries. Where- 
ever employed it was always primarily for use 
on Corpus Christi, either at Matins (Sarum), 
or at Vespers (Boman). It has also been used 
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23 in AH. A. & M., 1861, and No. 309, revised 
ed,, 1875, is said in the Index to be by the Com- 
pilers, * based on fr. from Latin by E. Caswall.” 
This is, however, not strictly correct. An 
examination of the text shows that st. i, ii., and 
vi, are Dr, Neale’s tr, rewritten; st, v. Dr. 
Neale’s tr, very slightly altered; st. iii, Cas- 
wall’s tr, rewritten; and st, iv. a tr. by the 
Compilers. This tr, is repeated in the Lyra 
Lucharistica, 1863, without alteration; and with 
Atearer approach to the original in the Altar 
Hymnal, 1884. 

9. Of that glorious Body broken. This fr. in the 
Sarum, 1868, No, 123, is Caswall’s altered (except 
in st, ii. and iii.) almost beyond recognition. It 
is repeated in Thring’s Cof/., 1882, with slight 

* changes, except in the crucial st. iv. This is 
materially changed in the wording, although it 
remains the same in doctrinal teaching. 

10. Wake, my tongue, the mystery telling, By 
R. C. Singleton, in his Anglican H. Bh., 1868 
and [87 1. 

Translations not in 0, U. :-— 
1, Of Christe bis body glorious, Primer, 1604. 

io Sing thou my tongue with accent clear, Primer, 

3. Sing, O my tongue, devoutly sing. Primer, 1685, 
4. Sing, O my tongue, adore and praise. Primer, 

his Resound, wy tongue, the mystery resound. D. 

ery eee the wondrous Bp. Coxe in 6. Tell, . Bp. 
bia Christian Ballads’ 1840 and oa 

7. Of the glorious Body bleeding. A, D, Wackerbarth. 
1442. 

». Of the Body bright and gracious. In Dr, Pusey’s 
tr. of Horst’s Paniates of the Christian Soul, 1847. 

9, Loudly sing my tongue! proclaiming. J. R. Beste. 
1849. 

10, Speak, my tongue, the mystic glory. J. D. Cham- 
bers. 1852 and 1857, 

11. Sing, O [(my) tongue, the Body glorious. A. ™. 
Oxenham, In The Scclesiastic, Jan,, 1453; his Manwal 
af Devotions, 1854; and his Sentence of AKaires, 1864. 

12. Break we forth In high thanksgiving. W. Bright 
in bis Athanasius and other Poems, 1858. 

13. My tongue, the mystic doctrine sing. J. W. 
Ffewelt. 1869, 

14. Si and tbe mystery declare. Ray Palmer, tn 
Sebaff's Christ in Song, 1969. 
site, Let my tongue the mystery sing. J. Wallace. 

16. Now, my tongue, the mystery singing. W. T. 
Brooke, in his Churchman's Manual of Private and 
Pusey Denies, 1841, 

17. Sing, my tongue, the 1 mystery. J.D. A 
ward, in %. Sbipley's parades Sivoo 1884, ©: 

Tantum ergo sacramentum. This portion of 
the “ Pange lingua,” consisting of st. v. and 
vi,, and sung in the office of the Benediction 
of the Blessed Sacrament, &c., as noted above, 
has been tr. by all the above-named trans- 
lators, and each tr. is given as the conclusion 
of the orizinal hymn. In a few instances the 
stanzas (y.-vi.) are given as a separate hymn 
in English, os in Latin. These include (1) 
Caswall’s “ Down in adoration falling,” which 
appears in some Roman Catholic hymn-books 
for missions and schools; (2) a cento in the 
Altar Ffyl., 1884, in 2 st., the first being 
Caswall altered, and the second the doxology 
from H. A, & M., as “ Down in lowly worship 
bending >" and (3) Neale’s ¢r., altered to 

Bow we then in veneration,” in the 1863 
a to the Hymnal N. 

- Neale's estimate of this hymn is well 
known. His words are so few and to the 
point that we may quote them here: — 

* This hymn contests the second place hose 
the Western Church with the Vvexilla Regis, the Stabat 
Mater, the Jesu dulcis Memoria, the Ad Kegias Agni 
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Dapes, the Ad Supernam, and one or two others, leaving 
the Ines Ire in its unappruachable glory.” (Med. Hys. 
ard ed., 1467, p. 179.) 

Concerning translations, and of his own in 
particular, he says :— 
“It (the hymn} bas been a bow of Ulysses to trana- 

latora. The translation above given [his own) claims 
no other merit than an attempt to unite the best portions 
of the four best translations with which I am acquainted 
—Mr. Wackerbarth’s, Dr. Pusey’s, that of the Leeds 
book, and Mr. Caswall’s..... ‘The great crux of the 
translator is the fourth verse.” 

Before continuing Dr. Neale’s remarks it 
will be well to give the original Latin of 
at. iv., which reads :— 

| “ Verbum caro, panem verum verbo carnem efficit, 
_— — Christi merum, etsi sensus deficit 
Ad firmandom cor sincerum sola fides sufficit.” 

Dr. Neale continues, “I give all the trans- 
lations :— 

(1) * God the Word by one word maketh 
Very Bread His Flesh to be : 

And whose that Cup — 
Tastes the Fount of Calvary : 

While the carnal mind forsaketh, 
Faith receives the Mystery.’ [Leeds H. Bk.) 

“ Here the incarnation of the Word, so necessary to 
the antithesis, is omitted; and sd exact a writer as 
S. Thomas would never have used the expression by ons 

(2) * At the Incarnate Word's high bidding, 
’ Very Bread to Flesh doth turn : 

Wine becometh Christ's B 
And, if sense cannot discern, 

Guileless spirits, never dreading, 
May from Faith sufficient learn.” 

(Wackerbarth. Mr. Wackerberth’s |. 2 reads, ‘* Bread 
to very flesh," &c.) 

“Here the antithesid is utterly lost, by the substi- 
tution of Incarnate lor made ficsh, and bidding for 
word, to say nothing of Blood-s ng, for Blood. 

(3) ‘ Word made Flesh! The Bread of nature, 
Thou by word to Flesh dost turn: 

Wine, to Blood of our Creator : 
If no sense the work discern, 

Yet the true heart proves no traitor : 
Faith unaided all shall learn.’ [Pusey.) 

“Here the antithesis is preserved, though at the 
expense of the vocative case. And surely 5, Thomas, 
in an exact dogmatical poem, would not have spoken ot 
the Blood of our Creator, Mr. Caswall, following up 
the hint given by the last version, and substituting 
the apposite pronoun for the vocative, bas given, as 
from his freedom of rhyme might be expected, the best 
version. 

(4) ‘ Word made Flesh, the Bread of uature 
by a word to Flesh He turns : 

- Wine into His Blood He changes : 
What though sense no change discerns, 

Only be the heart in earnest, 
Faith the lesson quickly learns.” 

«+ In both these last translations [Pusey and Caswall), 
however, the panem verum of S. Thomas is not 
given; and Mr. Caswall brings in the worse than un- 
necessary article‘ By a word.” fit must be noted 
that Dr. Neale must have quited Caswall from memory 
or from some other svurce than Caswall’s Lyra Catho- 
lica, 1849, p. 112, where 1. 2 reads, “By his word to 
Flesh He turns; and 1, 6, ** Faith her lesson quickl 
learns.” These readings of 1549 are repeated in Caswall's 
Hys. «& Poems, 1875, pr. 63. Did Dr. Neale misread Caa- 
wall, or did Caswall publish a text distinct from that in 
his Lyra Catholica ?) 

“Since the first edition of my book [1851], Aymns 
Ancient and Modern have produced a translation put 
together from former ones,—bul nearer my own version 
than toany other. Their fourth verse is their weakest :— 

* Word made Flesh, True Bread He maketh 
Ry His word His Flesh to be: 

Wine His blood ; which whoso taketh 
Must from carnal thoughts be free : 

Faith alone, though sight forsaketh, 
Shows true hearts the Mystery.” 

“Tt is needless to observe that the Italicised line and 
a baif is not in the original, * #orsaketh,” tov, is scarcely 
English. I bave substituted an alteration of ace 
‘Ancient and Modern for my original Sth verse, (‘ There- 
fore we, before it bending.’]" 

et 
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After this exhaustive criticism by Dr. Neale 

we must give his rendering of the same pas- 

sage. It reads :— . 
“ Word made Flesh, by Word He maketh 

Very Bread His Flesh to be; 
Men (th wine Christ's Blood partaketh, 

And if senses fail to see, 
Faith alone the true heart waketh, 

To behold the Mystery.” 
These examples of translations could be 

increased to the total number known, The 
result, however, would be to add materially to 

the length of this article without increasing 
its historical value. {J. J.J 

Pange gloriosi proelium 
certaminis. V. H. C. Fortunatus. [Passion- 
tide.] This is one of tae fiuest of the Latin 
Mediaeval Hymns, and perlieps the best of its 
author, It bas been sometimes, apparently 
without 1eason, ascribed to Claudianus Ma- 
mertus, who d. ec. 474. In its fall form it 
consists of 10 stanzas of unrhymed trochaic 
tetrameter verse. In some of the Mss, there 
is added a doxology, but iu very various forme. 
F. Leoin his ed. of Fortuvatug’s Opera poetica, 
Berlin, 1881, p. 27, gives it from a St. Peters- 
burg ms. of the 8th or 9th cent, two Mas. 
of the 9th cent. in the Bibl, Nat. Paris (No. 
1153, and Lat. 9347), &c. Mone, No. 101, 
prints it from a ms. of the 8th cent. wow at 
Trier; a ms. at Trier of about the end of the 
Sth cent. or beginning of the 9th; a ms, of 
the Lith cent. at St. Gall, &. It is found in 
a 10th cent. Mozarabic service book in the 
British Museum (Add. 30846 f. 70); in four 
mss. of the 11th cent. there, viz. two English 
Hymnaries (Harl, 2961 f. 240; Veep. D. xii. 
f. 120 b); a Spanish Breviary (Add. 30848 
f. 109), and a Sequentiary written at St. Gall 
(Add. 19768, f. 51 6), &e. Also in Daniel, i, 
No. 140, and iv. pp. 67, 353, from a Bern ms. 
of the 10th cent., and other sourees. In his 
notes Daniel quotes the following stanza :— 

+t Quemte judex orbis alto vectus axe veneris, 

crucis tuae tropaeum irter astra fulserit, 

O sis anxiis asylum et salutis aurora.” 

Dr. Neale in translating this verse says it 

“seems ancient,” but the only source quoted 

by Daniel is the Corolla H. m, Cologne, 
1806. (‘The text of 1806, 1. +, reads, “ Salutis 
anchora.”) From the Trier ms. of about the 
end of the 8th cent, Mone prints four addi- 

tional stanzas, which are not by Fortunatus, 
but are probably of the 7th cent., and never 
really came into use. 

The hymn very early came into extensive use, and is 
found in most Mediaeval Hreviaries and Miseals. In 
the older /foman (Venice, 1478), Paris of 1643, Sarem, 
York, Aberdeen, and other Breviaries, it is appointed 
or use from Passion Sunday to Maunday Thursday ; 
Stanzas i.-v. being used at Matins: ond vi,-x. begin- 
ning “ Lustra sex qui jam peracta,” at Lauds, In the 
Homan, Sarum, and other Missals, it is appointed to be 
used on Good Friday at the Impro 
meus"), stanza viii, Crux fidelis inter omnes,” being 
tirst sung by the clergy, or a- a selo, then st. i.-vil., Ix,, x. 

by the people ; each stanza being followed by cither the 
first. or second (++ Dhalee tignam, dulce clavos” part of 
*t. vill, The Strum, York, Aberdeen, and other Bre- 
viaries also appointed st. vill.—x. (“Crux fidelis "") for 
the festival of the Invention of the Cross (May 3). In 
the Roman #rev. of 1602 it was altered, the first part 
beginning * Pange lingua glorios! Lanream certaminis 
(an tinfortunate change ; for, as Dr. Neale points ont, it 
is not to the glory of the termination of our Lord's con- 
filet with the Devil that the poet would bave us look, 
but to the glory of the struggle itself); and the second 
part beginning “ Lustra sex qui jam " (in the 
ttioman Brev., Antwerp, 1624, pt. ii. ns “ Lustris 

ria (see “ Popule |. 

/ 
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sex qui jam "). The t« 
eds, of that revision, in aretei 
Newman's Hymnai Ecclestae, 15 
ginal Is also in the Lat. My#.of t 
is51, p. 163 (from V o . 
Sarish,, in61, p. $45 Pt pli N 

il. PE 
G. 

Nos, 7s, 79; Adnigafeld, 
lat, Hys., 1875, p. 64; 
Mvissiacensis, 1885, p. 44 (from 
Macgill's Songs of the Christiar 
and others. 

We may add that sten: 
reference to the ancie mt be 
of Christ was made from 
which sprung from a seed 
Tree of Life; this seed or | 
according to one version giv 
his expulsion from Paradis 
another version, given to = 
who guarded the Garden 
Mediaeval forms of this leg 
Gould's Curious Myths of 
No. xv.,“ The Legend ot t 
suid that among the relics 
degunda for the Churel: ai 

icle of the (so-called) 
urther under Vexilla Regis). 

cross seems to be regarded. 
figure, as the ship in whic, 1 
ride over the waves of this tr 
after those waves have been s 
by the anointing oil that 
wounds of the Lamb of God. 

The older text as above, 
Breviary text have both bee 
English as follows :— 

i. The Original text :-— 
(i.) Pange lingua gloricai pr 

The first part of the bymn, st. 
tr. thus :— 

1, Sing, my tongue, the glorio 
M. Neale, in his Mediarral Hy 
in full. In the /ymnaf N,, 185 
altered, and divided into the 
Nos. 23, 24 (see ii.), the second 
years among us dwelling.” 1 
were given in H. A. § Al., 1861 
alterations as, “Sing, my tong 
battle,” and “Now the thirt: 
plished.” This form together 
are both in other collections. 
cellaneous Poenis, 1869, it is give 
Keble, “Sing, my tongue, of glor 

2, Bing the conflict great and g/ 
J. Blew, in his Church My, & Tum 
and in Rice's Sel. from the same, 

3. Spread, my tongue, the wond: 
Mrs. Charles, in her Voice of C/ 
Song, 1858, p. 133. Included in t 
1867. 
Other are i— 
1. Sing, my tongue, the glorious st 

Hys. for Occasional Ute in the Paris 
Peter, in Nottingham, 1619. 

2. Rehearse, my tongue, the gloriou 
Chambers. 1852. 
am O my tongue! rehearse the glory. | 

sat, Smee wy tenga, te war of glory. 

5. Sing the Cross! the conflict telling. 
in The Juvenile Miss. Mag. of the U.P. | 
May, 1868, and his Songs of the Christ 
Life, 1876, 

(ii.) Lustra sex qui jam peracta. [| 
this is not headed as a separat 
translators, but in the hymn-l 
usually given as such :— 
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1, Thirty years among us dwelling, By J. M. 

Neale, as above. 
2. Bix lustres past; His life in flesh, By J. 

Chambers, in his Psalter, 1852, 
3. Years thrice ten had He, completing. By W. 

J, Blew, as above, and Rice’s Sef. therefrom, 1870. 
4. Till the thirty years were finished. By Mrs, 

Charles, as above, and in the People's H., 1867, 
a“ When the thirty years were finished,” 
Other translations are :— 
1. Now are thrice ten years completed. J. D. Cham- 

1867. 
2. Thirty years e'en now fulfilling. J. W. Hewett, 1859. 

Macgill, 3. Thirty winters has He numbered. 2. M. 
Jame as Pt. i, above. 

ii. Roman Breviary Text :— 
(i.) Pange lingua gloriosi lauream certaminis, 

Of this text Pt. i, has been ¢r. thus :— 

Sing, my tongue, the Saviour’s glory. By E. 
Caswall, im his Lyra Catholior, 1849, p. 111, and 
his Hys. g& Puvems, 1873, p. 51. Found in a few 
collections in from 4 to 6 stanzas, In Schaff’s 
Christ in Sony, 1869, the opening line reads, 
“Sing, my tongue, the Saviour’s battle,” and 
several other changes by the editor are made in 
the text. 

Other translations are :— 
}. Sing, O my tongue, the glorious crown. Primer, 

1706. 
2. Sing, O my tongue, devoutly sing. Divine Office, 

3763 
3. Osing, my tongue, God's glory sing. C. Kent, 
4. Sing loud the conflict, O my tongue, J. D. Aylward. 
5, Sing, my tongue, with glowing accents, T. J. Potter. 
6. Sing, my tongue, the glorious combat. J, R. Beste, 

1849. 
q. — my tongue, the contest glorious. H. N. Oxen 

bam, in bis Sentence of Kaires, 1564. 
J. Wallgee, a. Sing, my tongue, the glorious laurel. 

1874. 
Nos. 2-5 are in O. Shipley's Annus Sanctus, 1884, 

(ii) Lustra sex, qui jam peregit, tempus implens 
corporis. ‘This part has been ér. as :— 

Thus did Christ to perfect manhood, By E, 
Caswall, as above. In a few hymn-books. 

Other translations are ;— 
1. Six Lusters past, the Sabbath came. Primer, 1706. 
2. Full thirty years were freely spent. Livine (fice, 

1763. 
3, The thirty years have all been passed. Bp. J. Wil- 

Tiams, 1845. 
4, Scarce six lusters are completed. 4. R. Beste, 1449. 
5. Soon the sweetest blossom wasting. F, Camptell, 

1866. 
6. Now fall thirty years are past. J. Wallace, 1874, 
7, Already thirty years have shed, (. Kent, 
8. Now, when full thirty annual suns, J. 2. Aylward. 
Of these érs, Nos. 2, 5, 7, #, are in O. Shipley’s Annus 

Sanctus, 1884. 

iii. Centos. 

_Beveral e-ntos are in C. U. and are formed 
either from the two parts, or from two or more 
translations, These are -—— 

1, Bee the destin'’d day arise, B .R. This is a y Bp. R. Mant. 
paraphrase or free tr. of portions of 

both parts. It appeared in his Ancient Hymns, 
Se. 1847, p. 52, in 7 st. of 4). (ed, 1871, p. 94). 
In its full or in an abbreviated form its use is 
extensive, 

%. Bing, O my tongue, devoutly sing, In Mur- 
= 8 jigs 1852, No, 43. = 

+ my tongue, the Saviour’s glory, This, 
in Pott’s Hymns fitted to the 0, of C. Prayer, 
1861, is compiled almost word for word from 
the tr. of both parts by E, Caswall, st. i-iii. 
being from Pt. j, and iv.vi. from Pt. ii. Its 
right designation is “ A Cente from E. Caswall's 
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fr.” It is given, with slight alterations, in the 
5. P.C.K. Church Hymns, 1871. 

4. All within « lonely manger. In Kennedy, 
1863, No. 577, Pt. ii, is st. i. from Caswall, and 
st. ii.~iv. from Neale, 

5. Bing, my tongue, the Saviour’s triumph. This 
in the Sarum, 1868, No. 106, is st, i.-y, from 
Caswall, and st. vi.-viii, from Neale. 

6. Now the thirty years accomplished. Inthe . 
Hymnary, 1872, No. 230. In this cento st. i., 
iii. and y. are from Neale, and st. ii, iv. and vi. 
from Caswall, 
7. © the Cross, above all other. 

English Hyl., 1861, No. 267, 
8, Faithful Cross! above all other. This in the 

Altar Hyl., 1884, is Dr. Neale’s tr. as above, 
with st. viii, as the opening of the hymn, and 
also as a chorus at the end of each of the other 
stanzas, aud the addition of the stanza noted 
above as in the Corolla Hymnorum, 1806, which 
Dr, Neale gave in his Notes as“ When, O Judge 
of this world, coming.” 

When these various translations and centos 
are all taken into account it is found that the 
use of this hymn in modern oe 

(J. J. 

In Johnson's 

extensive. 

Paracletice, The. [Greek Hymnody, § xiv.] 

Parent of good, Thy works of might. 
J. Fawcett, (Delight in God.) Appeared in 
his Hymns, &c., 1782, p, 81, in 9 st. of 6 L, and 
entitled “ Delight in God.” It is used in an 
abbreviated form, from 6 st.in Dr. Alexander's 
Augustine H. Bk., 1849, to 3 st. in the Ameri- 
ean Unitarian Hymn (and Tune} Book, Boston, 
1868. {J. J.J 

Park, Roswell, v.v., of the Protestant 
Episcopal Church, was b. at Lebanon, Con- 
necticut, Oct. 1, 1807, and educated at Union 
College and West Point, Previous to re- 
ceiving Holy Orders he wus in the urmy, 
and also held the appointment of Professor of 
Chemistry in the University of Pennsylvnnia. 
He was ordained in 1843, was President of 
Racine College, Wisconsin (1852-59), Clan- 
cellor of the same College (1858-63); and 
Principal of a school in Chicago from 1863 to 
his death. He d. at Chicago, July 16, 1869. 
He pub. Sketch of West Point, 1840; Pant- 
ology, 1841; Handbook for European Travel, 
1853; and Poems, 1836. His best known hymn 
is for Holy Communion. It begins “ Jesus 
spreads His banner o'er us,” and was pub. in 
his Poeme, 1836, It is in ©. U. in G. Britain 
and America. (F. M. B.) 

Park, Thomas, r,s.4., was b, in 1760 and 
d, in 1835. He was an engraver, but found 
more congenial work in literary pursuits. In 
aldition to publishing Nuge Moderne, an 
original work of prose and poetry, in 1818, le 
also edited &-veral works, including the Works 
of J. Hammond, 1805; Works af John Dryden, 
1806; the Works of the British Poets, in 42 
small volumes, 1808; Poetical Works of Isaac 
Watts, 1807, and others. His hymn :— 

praise . of His N 
Bo, Heer ny’ gay bred ol fom 
appeared in Ps. & Hys. Selected from Various Authors, 
with Occasional Alterations, for Use of a Parochial 
Church. By a Country ge eg aod, : Bulmer 
1407, p, 656,in Sst.of 31, There is appended thereto 
the following note: — 

** At the moment of closing this little Bina Tam 
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favoured with the above hymn from my obliging friend. 
This almost eztemporaneous effusion of his pecujiarly 
neat and tic pen was excited by my expressing (in 

a letter suliciting some psalmodic information) regret 

that | had only one set of words for Handel's simple, 
sublime tune for the 104th Psalm.” 

For these detuils we are indebted to Miller's 
Singers and Songs of the Church, 1869, p. 329. 
The opening line of this hymn is composed 

_ of the first two. lines of W. Kethe's version of 
Ps. civ. in the Old Version, 1561. [J. J.) 
Parker, Matthew, p.p., was b. at Nor- 

wich in 1504, and educated at Corpus Christi 
College, Cambridge, where he graduated in 
1523. His appointments were many and in- 
fluential, including that of Dean of Stoke, 
Chaplin to Queen Anne Boleyn and Hen 
VIIL, Prebendary of Ely, Master of his Col- 
lege, Vice Chancellor of his University, and 
Dean of Lincoln. On the accession of Mary 
he was deprived of everything, and lived in 
obscurity till Elizabeth aseended the throne. 
In 1559 he was raised to the See of Canter- 
bury. He d. in 1575, and was buried in his 
own chapel at Lambeth. His munificence is 
well known, as also his connection with the 
“ Bishop’s Bible.” He was well versed in 
Saxon Reveatsive and Early English history; 

blished several important works; an! left 
bis collection of ancient mss. to his Col- 
lege. His Psalter, written in 1555 (see Psalters, 
Eng., § vii.), was printed without date (about 
1460) and anonymously. This led Wood in 
his Athena Ozonienses to attribute the Psulter 
to John Keeper, of Wells Cathedral. This 
question of authorship is further discussed in 
Psalters, English, § 1x. (J. J.J 

Parker, Theodore, m.a., was b. at Lex- 
ington, Massachusetts, Aug. 24,1810 ; laboured 
with hia father as » farmer and mechanic; 
entered Harvard College in 1830, but con- 
tinued his work at home and attended the 
College for examinations; attended the Divi- 
nity School from 1834 to 1836, and became 

tor of the Unitarian congregation in West 
xbury, June 21, 1837. He received the 

degree of m.A. from his College in 1840. 
Changes in his theological views led him to 
undertake the pastorate of a congregation in 
Boston, in January 1846, He continued his 
writing, preaching, and lecturing till 1859, 
when Fieeding at the —— him to 
seek relief in Europe. d. at Florence, 
May 10, 1860. His publications were numer- 
ous, and have been republished in G. Britain. 
An extended rag Rep given, together with 12 

tic pieces, in Putnam’s Singers and Songs 
te the Liberal Faith, Boston, U.S. A., 1875, 
His life has been published by Weiss, and by 
Frothingham. A few of his poetical pieces 
are given in American Unitarian hymn-books. 
These include :— 

1, In darker days and nights of storm. Alm: 
love, ‘Introduced in a sermon which Mr, ied 

entitled ‘The Practical Effects of the Ecclesi- 
astical Conception of God.’" In Putnam as above. 

2. O Thou Friend of all the sons of men. Jesus 
the Way, the A, and the Life. This in the original 
is a sounet (see Putnam as above). Altered for use as 
a hymn it is widely used by American Unitarians; and 
is also given ia some English hymn-books. 

Parr, Harriet, was b. at York in 1828, and 
has published several works under the nom 
de plume of * Holme Lee,” including Maude 
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Talbot, 1854: Sylvan Hol 
Warp and Woof, 1861; MW 
1807 ; und several other we 
Parr is known to hymno 
only, viz. :— 

Hear my [our] . O heav 
This beantiiul pathetic hym 
The Wreck of the Golden Mary, 
mas number of Charles Dicke 
1456. The way in which the bh; 
the story has been often told, « 
The story sets forth how the sbi 
voyage to California, struck or 

gers, taking to the boats, 
several days, Tot ile the tim 
One of them, Dick Tarrant, a wil 
of bis experiences, in which he sa 

“ What can it be that brings a. 
my mind? There's a child’s byi 
to say at my mother’s knee, whe 
keeps running through my though 
be ; there was a little window by 
watch them at, a window in o 
Cheshire; and if I were ever afraic 
reading a good ghost-story. I wou 
till I fell asleep.” 
“That was a good mother of yc 

say that hymn now, do you thin} 
like to hear i.” 

“Tt is as clear in my mind at 
mother was here listening to me,” 
Tepeated 

“** Hear my prayer, O Heave 
Ere we lay us down to | 

Through the instrumenta 
it was included in the Neve ¢ 
Bk., 1859, No, 945, in 5 at. of 
it has reappeared in numerc 
G. Britain and America. In s& 
as in Thring’s Coll., 1882, i 
our prayer, O heavenly Fat! 
ology is added. Instead of ti 
Rev. W. J. Hall aided the 
(written in 1873). 

** Home of rest and peace ui 
Whither turns my long 

Home from whence thro’ ; 
Never more shall I depe 

This addition was given in 
Hymnal, 1875. Inthe Parish I 
and 1875, it is a Morning hymn 

“ Praise to Thee, Whose hosts hi 
Through the belpless hours of 

Parson, Elizabeth, née 
of the Rev. W. Rooker (for ne 
Con tional Minister at Tas 
at Tavistock, June 5, 1812, a 
1844 to Mr. T. Edgecombe P 
at Plymouth in 1873. Previo: 
riage (from 1840 to 1844) Mr 
ducted a class for y men 
the vestry of her father's chaz 
evenings, and to which was giv 
the “ Willing Class,” because th 
came “ willingly.” For this cl 
from 1840 to 1844 several hy 
which came into use through ° 
tions including the Baptist Ps. 
and others at a later date. A 
18 of these hymns were collecte 
for private circulation one 
scholarsas Willing Class Hymns. 

of these hymna haye foun 
children’s hymn-books, some fifte 
having one or more therein. Fo 
“Saviour, round Thy footstool 
the most pathetic; and for prai 
round the throne are praising,” 
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shall we render?” the most joyous. Mrs. 
Pun also wrote a few hymns for adults, 
whic: have been printed for private use only. 
lueddition to those hymns separately anuo- 
tated (see Index) there are also the following 
mt, U.:— 

|. Far above the lofiy sky. Prats. 
1, Father of spirits, we entreat. New Year, 
1 Hark! a distant voice ia calling. Missions, 
« Hark! ‘tis the Saviour calls. “The Invitation, 
4, Is there one beart, dear Saviour bere? Passiontide. 
6. Jesus, we love to meet. Sunday. 
7. Lord, we bend before Thee now. Home Missions, 

or Prayer Meetings. 
4 Lord, we stand before Thy throne. This is an 

altered form of No, T, 
9. Uur Saviour’s volce is soft and sweet. Aissions. 

te, This is God's most holy day. Sunday, 
11. Youthful, weak, and unprotected, Self Dedica- 

tion to Christ, J.J3.J 

Part in peace! Christ’s life was 
pence. Sarah Adama, née Flower. (Close of 

vice.) Ist pub. in her Viria Perpetua, 1841, 
udnmatic poem, in five Acts, where it is given 
as the close of Act iii. The perseeuted Chris- 
tians are represented as meeting in * A cave 
of sepulchre, dimly lighted,” where they learn 
that the edict is gone forth that they must 
perish. Before parting, possibly never to 
meet again, “they all sing” :— 

‘* Part in peace! Christ's life was 
- —_ us erence Set sme im! 
art in peace! Christ's death was peace,— 
ag the die our — in Him! 

‘art in peace! Christ promise gave 
Of a life beyond the grave, " 
Where all mortal partings cease. 

Pee che) Peace." 
In Act y. it is sung again after Vivia’s 

condemnation, with 1, 2 changed to * Let us 
live our life in Him.” This form is sometimes 
used «4s in the Bap, Ps. & Hys,, 1858, where 
1. 8 is lengthened as * Holy hren, part in 

-” This last line is again altered in 
some collections to * Brethren, sisters, back in 
peace.” The hymn is widely used. (J. J.) 

Part in peace! is day before us? 
Sarah Adama, née Flower. (Close of Service.) 
‘This is altogether a different hymn from the 
above. It wascontributed to W. J. Fox's Hye. 
and Anthems, 1841, No, 82, in 3 st. of 41. ‘It 
4 in peciiag here> collections. In the 

merican Unitarian n [and Tune) B 
1868, it begins with pyro e in Seal 
with deep thanksgiving.” (J. J.J 

TlapGéve, viudn Xpiggod. St. Gre- 
gory of Nazianzus. ie A of Christ.) ** An Admonitory A to a Virgin,” pub, 
in varlous editions of his Works, and also 
found in the Anth. Graeca Carm. Christ., 1871. 
From the latter Mr. Chatfield made his tr., 
“© O bride of Christ on high,” publishing the 
game in his & Hymna, &c., 1876, p. 125, 
in 250 lines. The original dates 924-989. 
(Greek Hymnody, § iv.) (J. J.J 

Parvum quando cerno Deum ist 
mas.) This hymn is found in the Biro She 
phoniacae, Cologne, 1678, . 41, the Psalteriolum 
cantionum cathaicarum, Cologne, 1722, p. 50; 
and in the Hymnodia Sacra, Miinster 1758, 

- 53. Also in Daniel, ii, p. 342, headed “The 
other with the Son.” It is a Christmas 

Hymn of the Blessed Virgin and her Child. 
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It may be remurked that it ends with a versi- 
fied aspiration for the personal fulfilment (in 
a spiritual and mystical sense) of Ps, cxxvii. 
3-5—arrows, or even one of them, desired to 
be distharged at one's own heart, such as the 
oung child could discharge at the heart of 
is mother. 7'r. as :— 
1, Oft as Thee, my infant Saviour. By E. Caswall, 

in his Masque of Mary, &e., 185%, p. 299; and his Hys. & 
Poems, 1873, p. 149, It is in use in a few 
Catholic bymn-books, 

%. When within His Mother's arms. By E. A. Wash- 
burn, 1565, and included in Schalf's CArist in Song, 1869. 

3. When I view the Mother holding, By H. R. Bram- 
ley, in Stainer and Bramley’s Christmas Carols, xp. 

W. A. 8.) 
Past is her day of grace. J. Keble. 

Sooty Weeping over Jerusalem.) The poem 
rom which this is taken is dated 1819, and 
was given in Keble’s Christian Year, 1827, in 
6 st. of 8 L, for the 10th S. after Trinity. The 
hymn, No, 195, in Hall's Mitre H. Bk., 1836, is 
com of st, i., based upon the first part of 
Keble’s poem, and st. ii.-iv. from the two 
concluding stanzas of the poem. {J. J.J 

Pastore percusso, minas. Guillaume 
de la Brunetiére. (Conversion of St. Paul.] 
This hymn was given in the Cluniac Breviary, 
1686. p. 914, oat in the Paris Breviary, 1736, 
as the hymn at Ist and 2nd Vespers on the 
Feast of the Conversion of St. Paul, It is also 
in several later French Breviaries ; J. Chand- 
ler’s Hye. of the Primitive Church, 1837, No. 
85, with omission of st. iii, iv.; and Card, 
Newman's Iymni Ecclesiae, 1838 and 1865, 
in full. Tr. as :— 

1, The Shepherd slain, the wolf returns, By J. 
Chandler, from his Latin text as above, in his 
Hys. of the Prim. Church, 1837, p. 96. It was 
included in Oldknow’s Hymns, 1850, and others. 

2. The Shepherd smitten is, and, lo. By I. 
Williams, in his ys. tr. from the Parisian 
Breviary, 1839, p. 176. It is used in an ab- 
breviated form. In Johnson's English Hyl., 
1861, No. 210, it begins, * The Shepherd smitten 

and laid low.” The rendering in W. J. Blew’s 
Church Hy. and Tune Bk. 1852-55, “ The 
spoiler fierce is lying low,” is mainly from this 
tr., beginning with st. v. 

3, The Shepherd now was smitten. By F. Pott, 
in his Hys. fitted to the Order of Common Prayer, 
1861, the People’s H., 1867, and others. In one 
or two American books st. vi.-viii. are given as 
4 Christ’s foe becomes His suldier.” The altera- 

tions in H. A, § J/., 1861 and 1875 were by the 
Compilers. 

4, © Lord, Thy voice the mountain shakes. This, 
in the Hymnary, 1872, is adapted from I, Wil- 
liams’s tr. as above, with a change in the order of 
stanzas, and several alterations. 

Translations not in 0. U. = = ; 
rn is Shepberd ~ R. . 1860. 

2 Tey ptt Shepherd! fired page ro 
Chambers. 1866. {J. J.J 

Pater re ie cae ras pe ie a 
larmine. [St. Mary } pen u 
in the Roman Dratey, fenice, 1603, f. 445, 
as the hymn at Vespers on the festival of St. 
Mary Magdalene (July 22), and repeated in 
luter eds, It is said to have been written 
while with Cardinal Silvio Antoniano he was 
spending a holiday in the sige at Frascati, 
as the guest of Pope Clement VIII. i the Pope 

8L2 

—e 
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having proposed to them to see which could 
compose the best ode in honour of St. Mar 
Magdalene. The text is in Daniel, iv. p. 308, 
and Card. Newman’s Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 
and 1865. Tr. as:— 

1. Father of celestial By W. J. Cope- 
land, in his Hys. for the Week, &c., 1848, p. 121. 
This is in C. U. without alteration; and also 
slightly changed, as, “Thou that art celestial 
Light,” in the Hymnary, 1872. 

2, Father of Light! one glance of Thine. By 

BK. Caswall, in his Lyra Catholica, 1849, p. 162, 
and his Hys ¢ Poems, 1873, p. 88. This is given 
in some hymn-books without alteration, and in 
others as “ O Lord of Light, one glance of Thine.” 

Other trs. are :— 
1. Father of light, that shines above. Primer, 1615. 
2. Sweet Father of su 1 t. Primer, 1685, 
3. Bright l’arent of celestial Flame. Primer, 1706. 
4. O Father of supernal light. D. French, 1839, 
6. O Father of resplendent light. J. Wallace, 1874. 

(J. M.] 

Patrick, 8St., the 2nd Bishop and Patron 
Saint of Ireland, was s. of Cal ius, a 
deacon, and grandson of Potitus, a presbyter, 
and great grandson of Odissus, a deacon, was 
b. most probably near Dumbarton, in North 
Britain, in 372. According to his epistle to 
Coroticus, his father was also a decurio, a 
member of the local town council, and « 
Roman by descent. Hence probably the 
name Patricius, St, Patrick alludes in Coro- 
tieus, § 5, to his having been originally a 
freeman, aud of noble birth. His birthplace 
is termed in his Confeesion, § 1, Bannavem 
Tabernie. Some have identified that place 
with Boulogne-sur-Mer, in France, His 
mother’s name was Conceasa, said to have 
been sister of St. Martin of Tours. Accord- 
ing to Tirechan’s Collections (circa a.p. 690 
Patrick had four names—(1) Magonus, whic 
Tirechan explains by clarus, illustrious; (2) | 
Sucat (Succetus), god of war, or brave in war, 
said to have been his baptismal name; (3) 
Patricius; and (4) Cothraige (Cothrighe), 
given because he had been a slave to four 
masters, At the age of 16 he was carried off 
with many others to Ireland, and sold as a 
slave. There he remained six years with 
Milcho, or Miliuce. He was engaged in feed- 
ing cattle (pecora), though the later writers 
say that he fed swine. In his captivity he 
became acquainted with the Irish language. 
His misfortunes were the means of leading 
him to Christ, and he devoted himself to 
prayer, and often frequented, for that pur- 
pose, the woods on Mount Slemish. Having 
escaped after six years, he spent some years 
with his parents, and then was stirred u 
when still a youth (puer), to devote himse 
to the evangelisation of Ireland. Accordin 
to Secundinus’s Hymn (St. Sechnall), whic 
is probably not much later than the age 
of St. Patrick himself, the saint received 
his apostleship “from God,” like St. Paul. 
No reference is made in that hymn, or in the 
later so-called Hymn of St. Fiace, to any com- 
mission received from Pope Celestine, as is 
asserted by later writers, St. Patrick does not 
in his own writings allude to the external 
source whence he obtained ordination, and, as 
he speaks of his Roman descént, it would be 
strange for him not to have mentioned his 
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Roman consecration, if i 
From some “suyings ’” of 
Be te of the Boo 
sebable thet he travelled 
taly, and that he was 01 

deavon, priest, and, afterwi: 
was probably a bishop wl 
his missionary labours it 
were, however, Christians 
that period. Palladius, 
who preceded our saint by 
according to the chronic 
secretary of Pope Celestin 
sent to the ots (the 
in Christ, by Pope Celest 
bishop.” Palladius’s miss 
while that of the second F 
quite independent of the 
cessful in a high degree. 
ever, has been greatly exa 
ied the close of or ¢ 
i , written in old i 

high probability of his havi 
life as a martyr for Christ. 
Patrick’s mission is not cei 
ternal evidence of his writin 
was most probably ahout a.p. 
mouth of his death (March 17 
[466] is mentioned in the Bc 

St. Patrick's claim to a re 
tionary is associated with the 
or “ Breastplate,” a history 
subjein. 

1. St. Patrick’s Irish Hyr 
in Tirechan's Collections (A. 
directed to be sung in “all 
churches through the whole o: 
ticum ejus ecotticum semper + 
a proof that it was at that 
ucknowledged to be his com 
regnlation was very naturally | 
the old Celtic Church la 
(a) The expressions in 
spond entirely with the circu 
which St. Patrick visited Tara 
although all the ancient bio 
Patrick (with the exception of 
sion, and «f Secundinus’s Hym 
os a worker of miracles, and 
furmed miracles at Tara, ther 
such a fact in St. Patrick’s H: 
ther, the phrase, “creator of 
twice occurs in it, according { 
proved translation, curiously co 
another fact that, “my God's ¢ 
doom,” or “ judgment of my Go 
ing to the ancient biographi 
Putrick’s favourite expressions. 

2. The first notice of the & 
resent time of an ancient ™ 
atrick’s “ Hymn or Breastpla 

known by the late Dr, Petrie in 
Tara, pub, in the Transaction: 
Irish Academy, 1839, vol. xvii 
ave the original in Irish charac 
in Latin version and an F 
himself, together with copiou: 
Petrie found the original in the 
orum, in the Library of Tri 
Dublin (ir, B. 4,2, fol 19d). 
respecting its primary use by the 
he recited it on. Faster Sunday, ¥ 
ing to encounter the druidical fire 
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with their pagan king, Laoghaire, and his 
curt, at Tara, the royal residence.” (Lyra 
Hibernica Sacra, 1878, p. 2.) 

8. Dr, Todd iu his work 8S, Patrick, Apoetle 
of Treland, 1364, gives a metrical rendering 
of the “ Breastplate,’ which begins ;— 
“d bind to myself two-day, 
The strong power of an invocation of the Trinity, 
The faith of the Trinity in Unity, 
The Creator of the elements.” 

The ¢r., which extends to 78 lines, was mainly 
the work of Dr. Whitley Stokes. A more 
torrect version by the same scholar ia given in 
the Rolls’s edition of the Tripartite Life, 1887 ; 
and that revised version, with a few mudifica- 
tions, accompanied with critical notes, ex- 
planwtory of the alterations made on the 
former version, is given in the 2nd and 3rd 
editions of the Writings of St. Patrick, by 
Dr. &. H. H. Wright. Dr, Whitley Stokes, 
therefore, is to be regarded wa the. real trans- 
lator from the original Irish. Dr. Petrie’s 
translation, though highly meritorious as a 
first attempt, has been proved in many par- 
ticulars to be erroneous, There is no men- 
tion of Tara in the hymn. An wicertainty 
yet exists as to the meaning of a few words. 

4. In Dr. W. MaclIlwaine’s Lyra Hibernica 
Sacra, 1878, Dr. Tudu’s tr, was repeated (with 
notes), together with a second tr. by Jumes 
Clarence Mangan, the opening lines of which 
are :— 

* At Tara to-day, in this awful hour, 
T call on the Holy Trinity! 

Glory to Him Who reigneth in power, 
The God of the elements, Father, and Son, 
And Paraclete Spirit, which Three are the One, 
The everlasting Divinity.” 

5. A popular version of the hymn for con- 
gational use was written by Mrs. Cecil F. 

Alexander, for St. Patrick’s Day, 1889, and 
sung generally throughout Ireland on that 
aiay. The opening lines are — 

* | bind unto myself to-day 
The strong Name of the Trinity, 

By invocation of the same, 
~ The Three in One and One in Three. 

“I bind this day to me for ever, 
By power of faith, Christ's Incarnation ; 

His baptism in Jordan river; 
His death on Cross for my salvation; 

His bursting from the spiced tomb ; 
His riding up the heav'nly way ; 

His coming at the day of doom ; 
I bind unto myself to-day.” 

Mrs. Alexander's version is given, along 
swith that of James Clarence Mangan, in the 
Be argon to the Writings of St. Patrick, 
edited by Dr, C. H. H. Wright (R. T.8.), 1889. 

6. Another metrical version of this hymn 
‘was given in the Irish Ecclesiastical Gazette 
for April 5, 1889. It is by Joseph John 
Murphy, and the opening lines are :— 

 T bind as armour on my breast 
The Threefold Name whereon I call, 

Of Father, Son, and Spirit blest, 
The Maker and the Judge of all." 

7. The ¢r, in Stokes and Wright's edition 
of St. Patrick's writings was set to music as 
® cantata by Sir R. Stewart, and was per- 

formed for the first time in St. Patrick's 
‘Cathedr.l, Dublin, on St. Patrick's Day, 1888, 

8. Mr. Thomas French, Assistant Librarian 
ot Trinity College, Dublin, writes as follows 
area this hymn :— 

a ™s, called the * Liber H . 1 
Arbp, Ussher, and forms one "ot tha vain ot tee 
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Ussher Collection now in the Library of Trin. College, 
Dublin. There is no interlineary Latin tr. in the ori- 

nal. It was given by Petrie in his account of the 
yun ‘fur the satisfaction of the learned.’ oe 

Patiick authorship is} tradition only, so far as 1 know, 
Dr. Todd in his S. Patrick, Apostle of Ireland, p. 426, 
says ‘It is undoubtedly of great antiquity, although it 
may now be difficult, it not im ble, to adduce 
in support of the tradition St. Patrick was its 
Te a era as Petrie and Todd muke the age of the 
Ms. 9th or loth cent., Whitley Stokes 11th or 12tb.” 

We may add that St. Patrick's Lutin works 
were pub. by Sir James Ware, 1656, in the 
Acta Sanctorum of the Bollandist Fathers, 
1668, by Villanueva, 1835, and by others, as 
R.S. Nicholson, 1868, Miss Cusack, 1871, and, 
above all, by Dr. Whitley Stokes, in the Rolls’ 
Edition of the Tripartite Life, 1887. The 
latter three works contain also translations. 
Tra. of the whole, or a portion of St. Patrick's 
writings, have been pub. by Rev. T. Olden, 
1876; Sir S. Ferguson, LL.D. Transactions 
of Royal Irish Academy, 1885, and more com- 
letely in the Writings of St. Patrick, edited 
< Prof, G. T. Stokes and Dr. C. H, H. 

‘right, Ist ed. 1887. 2nd ed. 1888, 3rd ed., 
edited, with notea critical and historicul, and 
an introduction by Dr. C. H. H. Wright re- 
vised und enlarged, London: et ee Tract 
Soc., 1889. (c. H. H. W.) 

Patris aeterni Soboles coaeva. Charles 
Guiet. [Dedication of a Church.) This hymn 
is appointed for use at Lauds on the Feast of 
the ication of a Church, in the Sense Bre- 
viary, 1702; the Paris Breviary, 1736; and later 
French Breviaries. It is based on the “ Christe 
cunctorum” (p. 296, ii.). The text is also in 
Card. Newman's Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 and 
1865. Tr. as:— 

1, 0 Word of God above, By 1. Williams, io 
the British Magazine, July, 1837, vol. xii, p. 33, 
and again in his Hys. tr. from the Parisian 
Breviary, 1839. This tr. is rarely found in its 
original form, In 1852 it was given, much 
altered, in Murray’s Hymnal as No. 8% This 
was the received text until 1861, when the 
Compilers of H. A. & M. produced another text, 
which superseded both it and the original. This 
text is thus composed; st. i., Williams; fi. Mur- 
ray, altered by the Compilers; iii., iv., Com- 
pilers; v., vi, Murray; vii, Murray and the 
Compilers. This cento is the most popular form 
of the text, but the wording of st, ii, has under- 
gone several changes, 

2. Jeau, most loving God, This rendering is 
in the Hymnary, 1872, and is attributed in the 
Index to “1. Williams.” Of I. Williams’s tr. 
three lines only are found in the hymn, and 
these are in the doxology. The rest of the hymn 
is the text of I. Williams rewritten, 

To translators the crur of this hymn has 
been st. ii., which reads :— 

** Hic sacri fontis latices ab ortu 
Inditi purgant maculam reatus ; 
Hic et infusum nova membra Christo 

Chrisma coaptat.” 

I. Williams translated this :— 
There dwells in this deep fount 

Anointing souls to lave, 
And from beneath this holy mount 

Goes forth the healing wave.” 

In Murray's Hymnal, 1852, it reads — 
** Grace in this Font is stored 

To cleanse eact guilty child ; 
The Spirit's blest anointing poured 

Brightens the once defiled.” 
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This is changed in H. A. & M. to:— 
* Here from the Font is poured 

Grace on each sinful child; 
The blest Anointing of the Lord 

Brightens the once defiled.” 

The rendering in the Hymnary is :— 
“ Here in the Font are streams 

es 
‘Badows rl aan child.” 

In addition to this stanza Williame’s tr. of 
st. vy. and vi. have been either subjected to 
great changes, or superseded altogether. They 
have not however the same doctrinal im 
ance as st. iv. (J. J.J 

Patris Sapientia, veritas pe 
divina, [Passiontide.] This is the 
most popular of the metrical Hours of the Pas- 
sion of our Lord, which were commonly used 
in mediaeval times. It is probably of the 
14th cent., and consists of 8 stanzas, viz. one 
each for Matina, Prime, Terce, Sext, None, 
Veapers, and Compline, with the contiading 
stanza— 

“ Has horas canonicas cum devotione 
Tibi Jesu recolo pia ratione, 
Ut sicut tu passus és poenas in agone, 
Sic labore consonans consors sim coronae.” 

Mone, No, 82, gives it from a Reichenau 
ms. of the 14th cent. (where it is ascribed to 
Pope Benedict XIL, who d. 1342); a ms. of 
the 14th cent. at Coblenz (where it is ascribed 
to Pope John XXIL, who d. 1834); a ms. of 
the 14th cent. at Lichtenthal (where it is 
ascribed to Aegidius, Abp. of Bourges, who d. 
1316), and other sources. It is in a ms. of the 
15th cent. in the British Museum (Harl. 2951, 
f. 132), a ms. c. 1400, in the Bodleian (Bodl. 
113, f. 406, &e.), a ms. of the 14th cent. in the 
Bodleian (Liturg. Mise., 251. f. 1516), and 
others. The text will aleo be found in Daniel, 
i, No. 483; Lhgpslge: idk i, No. 267 : Neale’s 
Hy. Eeel., 1851, p. 137; Bisder, No. 115; 
Kénigsfeld, ii. p. 318, Tr. a8: 
Circled by His enemies. By J. M. Neale, in his 

Mediwval fys., 1851, p. 65 (with a note), and 
in the People’s H.. 1867. Of this tr. st. i.-iii, 
and part of vii. were given in J, D, Chambers’s 
Lauda Syon, 1857, pp. 168-170, the rest of the 
tr. therein being by Mr. Chambers, 

Other trs. are :— 
1, He that ts the great profounde Saplence, Sarum 

i go Paris, 1532 
. The tata henge of the father, and trath divyne be- 

Primer, 1604 
3. The Father's wisdome ores Primer, 1615, 
4. The Father's wisdom uth divine, Primer, 

1654 
6. ‘As night departing brings the day. Primer, 1706. 
6. The wisdom the heavenly Father, ‘Truth 
— D, Prench, Te80. 

“Twas at the solemn Matins'-hour. J. D. Aylward, 
in 6. Shipley’s Annus Sanctus, 1854. 

This hymn has often been fr. into German, 
and through the following has passed into 
English, viz. :— 
Christus, der uns selig macht. A free tr, by M. 

Weise, in the New geseng Buchlen, = Bunzlau, 
1531, and thence in Wacke ‘1, iii, p. 259, and the 
Une, L. S., 1851, No, 89, the tre. wo this are ;— 
1) “Christ, by whose all-saving Light,” by J. ©. 
acobi, 1725, p. 1 (1732, p. 24). (2) “Christ owe bleseed 

Saviour,” ak No. 753 in pt. fi., 1746, of the Moravian 
4. ik VA. In the eds. 1769, 1789, 1801 it begins ; 

Cheist, who saves us by His cross," ‘In later eds. two 
stanzas are continued, viz.: et, vi., “* When the Lord of 
Glory died" (1549. No. 987), and st. vill., “Gran 
Christ, my God and Lord” (1886, No, 101). (3) Christ 
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Eventually he became a monk at Monte Cas- 
sino, where he d. cireu 799, He was the author 
of several works, including De Gest. Lango- 
bardorum. His hymn, “ Ut queant laxis re- 
sonare fibris,” in three parts, is annotated in 
fall under U. (J. J.) 

Paule doctor egregie. St. Peter Da- 
wiant, [St Paul.) In Damiani’s Opera, 
Paris, 1642, vol, iv. p. 11, entitled “On St. 
Paul the Apostle.” Also in Daniel, i., No. 
195; Migne, vol. 145, cul. 942 ; Bassler, No, 82, 
&e. In the Hymnal N., 1854, the tr. is 
heuded Tuba Domini (q.v.) in error, Tr. a8 :— 
Let Gentiles raise the thankful lay. By J. M. 

Neale, in the Hymnal N., 1854, No. 87, with the 
omission of st. ii. This is given in the Hymnury, 
1872, as “To Thee, O God, we Gentiles pay,” 
aod in the Antiphoner and Grail, 1880, and the 
HAymner, 1882 (with a tr. of st. ii), as “ From 
thee, JJustrious Teacher, Paul.” [W. A, 8.) 

Payson, Elizabeth. (Prentiss, £.] 

Peabody, Oliver William Bourne, 
twin-brother of W. B.O. Peabody (see below), 
was b. at Exeter, New Hampshire, July 9, 
1799; educated at Harvard College; followed 
the legal profession for a time; wrote for the 
ress; was Professor of English Literature in 
efferson College, Louisiana (1842); und 

finally Unitarian Minister at eg a 
Vermont, where he d. July 5, 1847. (J. J.J 

Peabody, William Bourne Oliver, 
D.D., twin-brother of the above, wus b. at 
Exeter, New Hampshire, July 9, 1799, and 
educated in his native town and at Harvard 
College. Leaving Harvard in 1817, he taught 
for ® year at an academy in Exeter, and then 
omanarreg to study theology at the Cambridge 

ivinity School. He began to preach in 1819, 
and became the Pastor of the Unitarian 
paigp sh, ey at Springfield, Mussaclusetts, 
in October, 1820. This charge lie held to his 
death on May 28,1847. His Memoir (written 
by his brother) was pub. witl: the 2nd ed. of 
his Sermons, 1849; and his Literary Remains 
followe+! in 1850. “He was u man of rare 
accomplishments, and consummate virtue,” 
whose loveliness of character impressed many 
outside his own sect. In 1823 ne published 
a Poetical Catechism for the Young to which 
were appended some origival hymns. He also 
edited The Springfield Collection of Ilys. for 

‘ Worship, Springfield, 1835. A few of 
his bymns also appeared in that collection. 
His liymne in C. re :— 

1, Behold the western — ht. Death of the 
Righteous, or autnaen Beening. 4 in his Catechism, 
1623, In 6 st, of 41, and again in his Springfield Coll., 
1835, No. 444. It is in C, U. tn its origina! form; also 
as altered in the Leeds H. Ak, 1853; and aguin as 
altered by George Rawson in the Bup. Ps & Hys., 185%, 
where it reads “ How softly on the western bills.” 
%. God of the earth’s extended plains. Hymn of 

_ This is in Griswold's Poets and Moetry 
of America, in 6st. of 81. This ts thought by some 
to be the production of his brother Oliver (see above); 
but Putmam ageigns it 1o Willlam. It is given abbrevi- 
ated In a few cullectlons. The hymn “God of the 
rolling orbe above,” In the Boston Unitarian Hy. (and 
Tune) Bk, 1868, and others, begins with st. v. 
me © when the hours of life are past, Th- Herrafter. 
— pera - 6 st. oy ay ola Stee in his Catechism, 

. nhawer =e i] > Fu 

Tearn of the Future State of Hep jes” nts oe 
jo its original form, «nd also altered as“ W 
the hours of life are past.” ove 

4. Visit, Lord, 
Sel. of Hymna, 1861, this is com 
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4. The moon is up: how calm and alow. Evening. 
A rather than s bymn, in 6 st, of 41, appended 
to his Cutechism, 1423, 

5. When ter suns and milder skies. Spring. 
Appended to his Gatechism, 1825, in 6 st. of 41, 

The full texts of all these hymns are iu 
Putnam's Singers and Songs of the Liberal 
Faith, Boston, U.S. A, 1875. (F. M. B.] 

Peace be on this house bestowed. 
C. Wesley. (Household Peace desired.) This 
hymn, although beginning in » similar man- 
ner and on the same subject as the next 
below by Wesley, is altogether a different 
hymn. It was pub. in the Hys. & Sac. Poema, 
1742, p. 157, in 3 st. of 8 |, and entitled “ The 
Salutation.” (P, Works, 1868-72, vol, ii. p. 
219.) It was included in the Wes. H. Bh. 
1780, No. 467, and bas since passed into 
several Methodist collections. (J. J.J 

Peace be to this habitation. C. Wes- 
M3 (Household Peace desired.) ‘This is No. 

of his“ Hys. for Believers,” which a 
peared in Hys. & Sac. Poems, 1749, vol. ii., in 
6 st. of 8 1, and headed “On entering an 
House.” (1. Works, 1868-72, vol. v. p. 53.) 
It is not in C. U. in its full form, but as 
follows :— 

1. Peace be to this habitation. This, as given in 
Cotterill’s Sel., 1819, No, 336, was composed of st. 1., il. 
from this bymn (st. 4. and vi.) altered, and st. fii. from 
J. Newton (" May the grace of Christ our Savfour''). 
This text, with slight changes, and the omlssion of the 
stanza from J. Newton, was banded down to modern 
hymn-books through mgs wagers. hytong Psalmist, 
1826 ; Conder’s Cong, Hf. ak., 1836; the Bapt, Ps. & ys, 
1858, and uthers. The doxology in W, F. Stevenson's 
Hys. for Church and Home, 1573, is Conder's ** Praise 
the God of all creation,” which appeared in the Cong. 
H. Bk., 1836, No. 662. It gives a stately finish to t 
bymn. 

2. Peace be to this sacred d 
American Sabbath J, Bk,, 168, and others, ix Cotte- 
rill’s et. {., {l.,"as altered in Montgomery's Christian 
Paalmist, 1825, —_ slightly altered to adapt it the 
better for Public Worship. 

3, Peace be to this tion. This is No. 2 with 
further changes. It is No. 25 in the American Unita 
rian /fys. ¥ the Spirit, 1864, The alteration of the 
first line is found in some of the earliest editions of the 
Lady Huntingdon (Collection. 

As these forms of the text are in extensive use, and as 
they differ somewhat widely from Wesley, we append 
ats. i. and vi. of bis original :— 

** Peace be to this habitation! 
Peace to every soul herein! 

Peace, the foretaste of salvation, 
Peace, the seal of cance!l'd sin, = 

Peace that speaks its heavenly Giver, 
Peace to earthly minds unknown, 

Peace Divine, that lasts for ever, 
Here erect its glorious throne ! 

o. 8 vii ee, aH me . 

« Prince of peace, if Thou art near ua, 
Fix in all our bearts Thy home, 

By Thy last ng cheer os, 
Quickly let Thy kingdom come ; 

Answer all our expectation, 
Give our raptured souls to prove 

Glorious, uttermost salvation, 
Heavenly, everlasting love |” 

. This, in the 

this habitation, In the Philadelphia 
fe of Wesley's st. 1., 

I, l-4; st. fib, 1. 1-45 and st, vi slightly ery 

Peace, doubting heart, my God’s I 
am. C. Wesley. [Peace with God.] Ist 
ub. in Hys. and Sac. Poems, 1739, p. 153, in 
st. of 6 1., and based a Isainh xlii. 1-3, 

(P. Works, 1868-72, vol. i. p. 135.) It was 
given in full in the Wes. H, Bk., 1780, No, 
264, und subsequently in other Methodist col- 
lections. In addition it is found in some 
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Church of England hymu-books in 5 sts, a 
form given to it in pe, me tbe Ps. & Hys., 1776. 
From it also the following hymns are de- 
rived :— 

1. For ever nigh me, Father, stand. This in Marti- 
neau’s Hymna, 1640 and 1673, is composed of st. iv., ii. 
and vi. slightly altered. 

2. Still nigh me, O my Saviour, stand. This, in the 
. Sel. of Hymns, 1835, No. 321, and the Bap. #s. & 

Hys., 1458, No, 427, is a cento, st. 1. being st. iv. of 
this hymn, while st. ii. is st. xvi. of J. Wesley's tr. 
from the German “Jesu, Thy boundless love to me.” 

G. J. Stevenson's note on Wesley's hymn in 
his Meth. H. Bk. Notes, 1883, p. 209, is of 
more than usual interest. (J. J.J 

Peace, perfect peace, in this dark 
world of sin. Bp. E. H. Bickersteth. 
[Peace.] Written in 1875, and first printed 
in a small tract of five hymns (all by Bp. 
Bickersteth), entitled Songe in the House of 
Pilgrimage (Ham J. Hewetson, s.p.), in 
Tst.of 21. It is upon the text, “ Thou 
wilt keep him in perfect whose mind 
ia stayed on Thee, because he trusteth in 
Thee,” Isaiah xxvi. 3. It was given, without 
alteration, in the H. Comp., 1876; and has 
been repeated in numerous collections, It is 
also in the author’s From Year to Year, 1883. 
In 1884 Bp. Bickersteth issued it, together 
with a companion hymn in the same metre on 
Prayer, printed on cardboard, as Prayer and 
Peace (Lond. Sampson Low), The hymn on 
Prayer begins “ Pray, always pray, the Hol 
Spirit pleads.” This was given in the author's 
Octave of Hymns, 1880, No. 1. (J. J.J 

Peace that passeth understanding. 
J. Mont . [For Peace.) This hymn is 
dated on the original ms. (‘ m. mss.) “ Sept, 20 
1837,” and is indexed as having been copi 
and sent to many persons. The earliest printed 
form with Original = have met a” in as 
gomery’s i ymna, 1853, No, 245, in 
3 st. of 8 L, and entitled “ Invocation to 
Peace.” It is in Kennedy, 1863, and other 
collections. {J. J.J 

Pearce, Samuel, s. of a silversmith at 
Plymouth, was b. in that town, July 20, 1766. 
Early in life he joined the Baptist Church in 
Plymouth, and, showing gifts for the ministry, 
was invited to preach. After a course of study 
at the Buptist College, Bristol, he became, in 
1790, pastor of the Baptist congregation in 
Cannon Street, Birmingham. There his 
ministry was remarkably successful ; but after 
a brief and bright course he d. on Oct. 10, 
1799. He was strongly dis to foreign 
mission work, and was one of the founders of 
the Baptist Missi Society, in 1792. His 
Memoirs, by A. Fuller, was pub. in 1800. 
Embodied in the Memoirs were eleven poetical 
pieces. In the 2nd ed., 1801, these pieces 
were arraeet together at the end of the 
Memoirs. He ia known to hymnology through 
the following hymna :— 

1, Author of life, with grateful heart. Arening. 
This in the Meth, Free Church 8S. S. H. Bk., 1860, is the 
ao with the omissions of st. iii.; that noted on 

3 i, is a cento for ‘“‘Morning.” Both are from the 

our morning song, Morning. 
From the Afemoirs, 1800, into the Meth, Free Church 
H. &Bk., 1260, with the omission of at. ii, 

3. In the floods of ion, in Affliction, His 
“Hymn in a Storm,” in the Memoirs, 1300, in 4st. of 
101. In the 10th ed. of Rippon's Bap. Sel., 1500, it is 
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Court of Exchequer, was b.in Merrion Square, 
Dublin, Feb, 5, 1816. He resided for a time 
fur educational purposes at Wesbury College, 
tear Bristol, and then at Levans Parsonage, 
near Kendal, Westmoreland. He entered 
Trinity College, Dublin, in Feb. 1832, and 
graduated p.A. in 1840. Tuking Holy Orders 
in 1841, he became curate of Ballymacugh, 
iincese of Kilmore. In July, 1844, he was 

ferred to the Vicarage of Mellifont, near 
heda. In 1848 he removed to England, 

where he held successively the Incumbency of 
Trinity Church, Walton, Aylesbury, 1848; of 
Christ Church, Barnet, 1852; and of St. 
Jude's, Mildmay Park, 1864, He d. April 30, 
1873. His work at Barnet and at Mild- 
5 (Fa Conferences began at the former 
and continued at the latter place—the large 
religious and charitable organizations which 
he instituted and superintended, are matters 
of history. Full details are given of the rise 

ogress of these and his other works in 
his Life and Letters, 1878. His hymns were 
written mainly for the Barnet and Mildmay 
“ Conferences,” and were pub. sometimes as 
leaflets, and again, as for the Conference of 
1872,as Hymns Original and Selected, By W. 
FP. In this co there are 25 of his com- 
positions. In the latter part of 1873 his 
Original Hymns and Thoughts in Verse were 
pub, posthumously. This work contains 71 
pieces, but few of which are dated. Of these 
the following are given in a few hymn- 
books :— : 

1. And may I really tread, Divine Worship. 
2. Help us, O Lord, to praise! Praise. 
3. How shall we praise Thy name. Christian Com- 

prac From this “0 for ten thousand harps,” is 

4. Jesus, in Thy blest name. Church ferences. 
S. Jesus, stand among us. Divine Worship. 
6. My blessed Jesus, u hast taught, Self Conse- 

<ration, 
7. 0 God of glorious majesty. For Retreats or 

Quiet a . rt he 
a. aste comii kingdom. The Second 

Advent desired, id ae 
9. Oboly, holy Father. Divine Worship. 

10. O Lord, with one accord. Divine Worship. 
11. OSaviour! we adore Thee. Jesus the Faithful One. 
12. Once more with chastened joy, J/ivine Worship, 
13. Praise God, ye seraphs bright. Praise. 

. Thousands and Denccuta stand. Communion of 
ints, 

15. Yon shining shore is nearer. Heaven Anticipated. 

Mr. Pennefather’s hymna possess much 
beauty and earnest simplicity; are rich in 
evangelical sentiment pa doctrine ; and are 
much more musical than is usual with lyrica 
of their class. They deserve greater attention 
than they have hitherto received. J. J-] 

Pentecostarion Charmosynon, The. 
{Greek Hymnody, § xiv.] , 

People of the living God. J. 
gomery. i Turning to God.) In Hatfield's 

orts of the Church, N.Y., 1884, 
author says, “At the close of 1814, he [Mont- 
semery] was publicly recognised, at Fulneck, 
28 a brother in the Lord, and a member of the 
(Moravian) Society. It was in all probability 
on this occasion that he wrote his beautiful and 
i ular hymn be nning with * People of the 
iving God!" This uncertainty in Hatfield's 
work becomes certainty in 8. W. Duffield’s 
English Hymns, N. Y., 1886, p. 455, where he 
says, This hymn describes Montgomery's feel- 

Mont- | 

p. 440, the | 
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ings at the prospect of being readmitted to the 
Moravian communion at Fulneck, November 
4th, 1814.” In Holland's Memoirs of Mont- 
gomery, pub. in 1854, the full details of Mont- 
gomery’s application to the Moravian commu- 
nity at Fulneck, the conseut of the authoritits 
there, and his admission in Dec, 1814, are 
iven, but neither there nor elsewhere in the 
lemoir is any reference made to this hymn. 

The original sa, is not amongst the M. mss., nor 
is there anything at our command which can 
fix the date of its appearance until 1819, when 
it was included in Cotterill’s Sel. as No, 160, 
in 3 st. of 8 L, and headed, “Choosing the 

rtion of God’s heritage.” Although there- 
ore we cannot say positively, with Duffield, 
that it was written at the period when Mont- 
pong ¢ rigger the Moravians at Fulneck, in 

-, 1814, yet we are prepared to admit with 
Hatfield that it wus in all probsbility written 
at that time. The text was repeated from 
Cotterill’s Sel. in Montgomery's Christian 
Psalmist, 1825, No. 466, and in his Original 
Hymna, 1853, No. 51. The use of this hymn 
is extensive. [J. 3] 

Perpetual Source of Light and Grace. 
Ase ae Inconstancy in Religion la- 
mented.] is hymn is No, 74 in the p, Mas., 
and undated, but is found between other 
hymns dated respectively, “Jan. 15, 173,” 
and “ Jan. 1, 173§,” thus fixing the date as 
1738. It was given, without alteration, in 
Job Orton's seb Site editivn of Doddridge’s 
Hymas, &c., 1755, as No, 151, in 6 st. of 41, 
with the heading “ Inconstancy in Religion. 
Hosea vi. 4,” and again, with slight changes, 
in J. D. Humphreys’s edition of the same, 
1839, No. 170. It is in a few modern col- 
lections, including Martineau’s Hymna, &c., 
1840 and 1878. In a few collections it begins 
“ Eternal Source of Light and Grace,” (J. J.) 

Perronet, Edward. The Perronets of 
England, grandfather, father, and son, were 
French émigrés. David Perronet came to 
England about 1680, He was son of the 
refugee Pasteur Perronet, who had chosen 
Switzerland us his adopted country, whee he 
ministered to a Protestant congregation at 
Chateau D’Oex. His son, Vincent Perronet, 
M.A., Was @ graduate of Queen's College, 
Oxford, though his name is not found in 
either Anthony Woods's Athenae Ozoniensea 
nor his Fasti, nor in Blise’s apparatus of 
additional notes. He became, in 1728, Vicur 
of Shoreham, Kent. He is imperishably as- 
sociated with the Evangelical Revival under 
the Wesleys and Whitefield. He cordially co- 
operated with the movement, and many are 
the notices of bim scattered up and down the 
biographies and Journals of John Wesley and 
of Selina, Countess of Huntingdon. He 
lived to the venerable age of ninety-one; aud 

thetic and beautiful is the account of John 
Wesley's later visits to the white-haired saint 
(b. 1693, d. May 9, 1785).* His son Edward 
was b, in 1726. He was first educated at home 
under a tutor, but whether he proceeded to the 
University (Oxford) is uncertain, Born, 

* Agnew's Protestant Eriles from France in the 
Reign of (omie XTV, confounds Vincent the father with 
Edward his son. 
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Imptized, and brought up in the Church of 
England, he had originally no other thonuglit 
than to be one of her cl But, thou 
strongly evangelical, he had a keen and search- 
ing eye for defects. A characteristic note to 
The Mitre, in referring to a book called 
The Dissenting Gentleman's answer to the 
Rev. Mr. White, thus rans:—“I was born, 
and am like to die, in the tottering com- 
munion of the Church of England; but I 
despise her nonsense; and thank God that I 
have once read a book that no fool can answer, 
and that no honest man will” (p. 235). ‘The 
publication of The Mitre is really the first 
rominent event in his life. A copy is 

in the British Museum (993a, 21), with title in 
the author's holograpl, und ms, notes ; and en 
the fly-leaf this: —“ Capt. Boisragon, from his 
oblig’d and most res ful humbleservt. The 
Author. London, March 29th, 1757.” The 
title is as follows:—The Mitre; a Sacred 
Poem (1 Samuel ii, 30). London: printed in 
the year 1757. This strangely overlooked 
satire is priceless as a reflex of contemporary 
ecclesiastical opinion an! sentiment. It is 
ungent, salted with wit, gleams with humour, 
its off vividly the well-known celebrities in 

Chur -hand State, and is well wrought in picked 
and packed words. Butitis a curious produc- 
tion to have come from a“ true son” of the 
Charch of England. It roused John Wesley's 
hottest anger. He demanded its instant sup- 
ression; and it was suppressed (Atmore’s 

Methodist Memorial, p. 300, and Tyerman, ii. 
240-44, 264, 265); and yet it was at this 

riod the author threw himself into the 
esleys’ great work. But evidences abound 

in the letters and journals of John Wesley 
that he was intermittently rebellious and ve- 
hement to even his revered leader’s authority. 
Earlier, Edward Perronet dared all obloquy as 
a Methodist. In 1749 Wesley enters in his 
diary : 
“From Rochdale went to Bolton, and soon found that 

the Rochdale lions were lambs in comparison with those 
of Bolton. Edward Perronet was thrown down and 
rolled in mud and mire. Stones were hurled and 
windows broken” (Tyerman’s Life and Times of the 
Hev. John Wesley, M.A., 3 vols., 1#70; val. il. 57). 

In 1750 John Wesley writes: 
“ Charles and you [Edward Perronet) behave as I want 

you to do; but you cannot, or will not, preach where I 
desire, Uthers can and will preach where | desire, but 
they do nut bekave as I want them todo I bave a fine 
time between the one and the other. I think Charles 
and you have in the general a right sense of what it is to 
serve as sons in the guspel; and if all our helpers had 
had the same, the work of God would have prospered 
better both in England and Ireland. I have not one 
preacher with me, and not six in England, whose wilis 
are broken to s rve me" (ibid. ti. 85, and Whitehead's 
Life of Wesley, ii. 259). 

In 1755 arrangements to meet the emer- 
gency created by its own success had to be 
made for Methodism. As one result, both 
Edward and Charles Perronet br.ke loose 
from John Wesley’s law that none of his 
preachers or “helpers” were to dispense the 
Sacraments, but were still with their flocks to 
atten! the parish churches, Edward Perronet 
asserted his right to administer the Sacraments 
as a divinely-called preacher (ibid. ii. 200). At 
that time he was resident at Canterbury, “in 
a part of the archibishop’s old palace” (ibid. ii. 
230). Tn season and out of season he “ evan- 
gelized.” Onward, he beeame one of the 

PERRONET, ED\ 

Countess of Huntingdon’s 
a chapel in Watling Str 
Throughout he was passio 
strong-willed; but always li 
vine Master. The student-re 
the Wesleys will be “ taken c 

ges that ever and anor 
e bursts in full of fire and 

ebullient and volatile. In th 
he is found as an Independe 
tional pastor of a small chure 
He must have been in easy 
stances, as his will shows. 
1792, and was buried in the 
great cathedral, Jan. 8. H 
published anonymously in : 
volumes. First of all came 
of the Old and New Testamen 

: Printed by H. Cock, 
British Museum copy of 
rare little book has the mx 
verso of title, “Cant? E. P. 
after a Detention of 16 y™ 
from A. J. A.on Sat. Ap 
by the binder) 1774." A 
volume is entitled A Sma 
Hymna, &c., Canterbury : prin 
DCCLXXXU. His most imports 
the following :—Occasional V: 
sacred. Published for the 
amusement of the Candidly & 
ligious. London, printed for | 
Sold by J. Buckland in Pater; 
T. Scollick. in the City R 
MDCCLXXXY. pp. 216 (12°). 

y has the two earlier volume 
this.) The third hymn in thi 
headed, “ On the Resurrection 
hail the power of Jesus’ name 
there are others of almost equ 
more thorough workmansiup 
ment, “The Lord is King” ( 
isa great and noble hymn. [1 

* Hail, holy, holy, bely Low 
Pow'rs immortal «in 

Adore the co-eternal Word 
And shout, the Lord ts | 

Very fine also is “The Mas 
Scholar's Lesson,” Matthew xi. 
opens :— 

“ O Grant me, Lord, that sw 
That sweetens every sta! 

Which no internal fears ca 
Nor outward foes abate.’ 

A sacred poem is named * 
Man: a Parody” (hp. 26, 27; 
“The Goldfish: a Parody.” 
one splendid line on the Cr 
share the glorions shame.” “ 
is striking, and ought to be | 
our hymnals; and also “ The ¢ 
quest over the Conqueror, Gen 
(pp. 30, 31). Still finer is 

ebrews xii,” opening :-— 
“ Awake my soul - ariee! 

And run the heavenly re 
Look up to Him who holds 

And offers thee His grace 

“A Prayer for Mercy on P 
is very striking. On Isoiah | 
46), is strong and unmistakab! 
ner’s Resolution,” and “ Tho 
thew viii. 2,” and on Mark x. 
worthy of being reclaimed for 

nn 

| 
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is a ETER ©¥ Sy. MAURICE- | PETERS, MARY 891 

t Pre Phen =" 8 pre-eminently suecess- 
ph ya Fe rite-& - © always sings as well as ee Pon Py Cony > le — ted that the brief para- "cho = ~ 62, given below, seems 
morta] ee west— wn lines in Gray’s im- oe *« . 

consecration of the Cloniac monk void, and the Prior of 
ane 9 a cousin of St. Bernard's, was consecrated in 

Once more the gentle Peter came into collision with 
the flery, dom: g St. Bernard in the matter of Abe- 
lard. latter had been condemned, if not altogether 
unheard, at any eee. oF the Council of 
Sens upon charges eresy brought a) him b 
St. Bernard, and the sentence upon bim been om 
— upon appeal, by Pope Innocent Il.—a mere echo 

© of human eyes, 
Ene. Many a soe EEE CA Tay, 

*\ sparkling embryo lies; 
How nb 'd in —_2a = t ba. . 

Blected as the gem, = ator, Abelard, silenced and broken down, 
So mam fta s ase fi — eae 3 rots upon its stem : took refoge at Cluny on his way to Rome, and remained 
Had or + Aig = —— ~S2 &t might a meteor shone, there for some two years, during which Peter so far won 
W hose sane oe a <>© its friend been known ; Upon the victorious Bernard as to bring about a recon- 
Still haunte © 2-= a= ee Be, TOM some maternal hand, ciliation between him and Abelard, if such can be called 

~ = = ®, or quits ite native land.” 4 reconciliation, which allowed Bernard still to do his 
fA. B. GJ utmost to set the minds of men against his old adver- 

Pete = sary. The | death of Abelard at Cluny in 1142 
also calles on MOE ea urice (Petrus Mauritius), | ®#l'y terminated this controversy - <—_— £_= ~~ . v2) | ‘The year 1143 saw a renewal of the correspondence 
ensis), or re]. se = of Cluny (Petrus Cluni- | between St. Bernard and Peter on the subject of the 
Venerabilis), —s~_ =, “the Venerable (Petrus | two reforms, in which the latter takes credit for a warm 
(Trench Sec was b. 1092 or 1094 | love for the Cisterclans, and reminds bis correspondent 

, - i eae of the shocks that love had withstood in the question 
a noble fami t= <=. Poetry. 1874, p. LOL) of | of the payment of tithes by a Cistercian monastery iti =k ; : s Ng . 

uvergne (* TJ <>» * ss « Counts of St. Maurice) in | the neighbourbowi of Cluny to the Cluniac monks, 
Fi rermne >> >a i genere natus fuit noster | which had led to a keen controversy and many appeals; 

= ———— . > ne | at well as in the contest about the Bishop of Langres. 
p- 425). Beer i == = ~~ 2 ser, Hist. Poem. Med. Xvi, It was at this time that Peter sent to St. Bernard a copy 

becana<— — == _g life as a soldier, he after- | of the translation of the Koran, which Peter had caused to 
pe er cfc = “Benedictine monk, and on | be made tn Spain by Robert, an Englishman, but Arch- 

had but the< ee Sh, Prior of Marcigny, who | “ret as tahigh thveur with Popes Celestine II. and 
fill the vacara<_—— athe befure been elected to ‘ ‘Sus . Lucius 11., and in 1146, in commen with St. Bernard, 

the better ka << <<a. used by the resignation of | took an active in discountenancing the slaughter o 
x= = i 2 the Jews in France and Germany, which had resulted 

Abbot of ck <= <_< Se ae picsalh em a from the preaching of St. Bernard against the infidels. 
ey at Chwom ae a af | But though Peter appealed w Lonis VII. to stay the 
e his ~_ mn 1122. From this time | massacre, it must be said that he made no effort to pre- 

youch ele - im =_——— “wwas spent in controversy, a | vent the plunder of the Jews, 
ummery © = FE <=. is an interesting piece of | Another matter in which Peter was fnterested and 

eS jastica Lo | - =< theory 5P engaged was that of Peter of Brueys, whe founded a 
. tect holding tenets strongly tinged with Manic s 

cio, by Eek ae : b ly =< eee, ee cere SEE gman, celetng oo Abts ot | tnd wnt orm cay, “Kener mney teming the 
joud of Te == -es tris pretensions, and the matter had | heretic, bis followers, and bis opinions is still extant, cleyed 1 Se meet th his resignation of his office, | Peter went, # Rome for five months te 1150, when 

t —— ee bee years insta Eugenius LLL. a nominee of St. Bernard, was Pope, and 
eS » ews a = as maatabichel Lamar as Samar Po gave an account of Eugentus to &t. Bernard by letter. 

otbetartet with Jes — ee ea erity at Treviso, in Italy, whevce The rest of Peter’s life was spent at Cluny, 
he She tempore. —_— t= <°f monks, and, taking advantage | where he d. early in 1156 or 1157, leaving the 
a bis old pei <a = iicme, al coe, calia bear impression behind him of “one of the most 
‘peter: cxcomes ee ae Sst. Bernani at their bead, After | attractive figures which monastic and medire- 

Sot gee a ne willage: ent ante ood ae | Pe nay ee Dee, aol) eLacking 
be bern waned = = <> fire and the sword, Pope Honorius Lives of the Saints, Dec., p. ). vigaes. 

, dec Erarties to Rome, and, having heard | the fire and power of bis great antagonist and 
xy 1 stand in — im: favour of Peer, envemmaaanionted correspondent, he succeeded by the gentleness 
Poe nae 0 od him in a dungeon, where be died | gn,] imperturbability of his disposition in 

wvpen es sic 23S. fi<om had been settled, another dispute gaining and retainimg an influence in the 

aroe: of Clan <a PT TROTIKS Of Citeaux or Clairvanx pte ie religious world second only to that uf St. Ber- 
9 orate... ee > i coma Telaxation of the rule of | nard. His writings were chiefly controversial, 

tbe, onK grace seta. hae. finding ih gray Hon agree and the poetry which he wrote was great neither 
ae ee directement A Cluny, and, on an appeal to Rome, | in quantity nor ¢ uality. Amongst his latter 

e Por of Bt. sium to remain at Cluny, much to the | were (1) Some R ythma, Proses, Verses, and 

Cap te edictine Wiese tiy ‘at rhe a the ee ae of Hymns eta the ane sehr 
* re OVJOCE EL ~Setmiy. Robe cenaia, 1614; ; ymn on e °° ransla tow 

oe i MOK, i ~ as sent Deck ‘ty Pour Clahvaun, of St. Benedict”—* Claris conjubila Gallia 
© |, em dttes o mi h a@ tame surrender, gut Wil: | cantibus,” in the Bibliotheca Floriacensis, 

be, » near Rbeimns, to write a | 7695. and (3) An “Epitaph on Peter Abe- 
spe is tbe needfaal = thre Claniacs ores Py resent lard.’ From the first collection, Archbishop 

det aig! Peter ae chen ©f monastic life, drew forth a | Trench gives two specimens: (a) On Christ’s 
resornce # te Of peace Tac teristic of “that gentle for- | Nativity, “* Coelum gaude, terra plaude,” and 
Pym Mughthis Gf oBous in mathe rea ——_ (b) one on the Resurrection of our Lord, 
> of Jesuss Chartate or the generation, . | “Mortis portis fractis fortis ” (Sac. Lat. Poetry, 

1874, p. 102), both of which have been trans- 
thi order, ™ 6 pecem Cs Dge of his order, not the 

4pir t3. ber, . 24 = Bari; Gould's Lives of the 
see ton Of bis flere >» 20m pe 4 lated. See Latin, Trs. from the, p. 655, ii. pert Wot invective. " Yet Rot male attack on St. Bernard's 

. her unfriendly, vebe- [D. 8. Wi . guleeq Der ¢ con toget! > J oan ee eee was ore Tey oa ae lsat Peter the Venerable. [Peter of 8t. 
© I = ss Edy, oC cessful. He opposed the 

wie st The Archivio ak rycund t - © of Bu ly, to secure 

ee i: ee OES or a3 me in 1138, for a Cluniac 

urice. 

re mary bas Bowly, daagister of 
= cecrated . ‘chard Bowly, of Cirencester, was b, in 1818, 

SE Aa ng aay Bi iaubsequently married to the Rev. Join 
pe ny infil uence grt the appointment of the | y¢-¢ William Peters, sometime Rector of Quen- 

= = SO "a eereemced toe nington, Gloucestershire, and d. at Clifton, - Bernard, 
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July 29,1856. Her prose work, The World's 
History from the Creation to the Accession of 
Queen Victoria, was pub. in seven volumes. 
Several of her hymns were contributed to the 
Plymouth Brethren's Pe., cy os and Spiritual 
Songs, Lond., D. Walther, 1842. These with 
others, 58 in all, were pub. by Nisbet & Co., 
London, 1847, as Hys. intended to — the 
Communion of Saints. Dr. Walker introduced 
several from these collections into his Chelten- 
ham Ps. & Hys,, 1855. Many of these have 
been repeated in Snepp’s e of G.& G., 
1872, and other Church of England hymn- 
hooks, These include, besides those annotated 
under their respective first lines :— 

i From Psalms, Hymns, & 8. 8., 1842 :— 
1. Blessed Lord, our bearts are panting, Surial, 

Given in later collections as “ Blessed Lord, our souls 
ee 

2. How can there be one boly thought! Holiness 
through Christ. 
y 3. Jesus, how much Thy Name unfolds. The Name 

af Jesus. 
4. Lord, we see the day approaching. Second Advent. 
a ee it matters not. Taught by the 

it. 
6, The murmurs of the wilderness. Praise to Jesus, 
7. Theasaints awhile dispersed abroad, God within us, 
4. Unworthy ts thankagiving. Jesus the Med dtor. 
9. Whom have we, but Thee, Christ Allin Au, 

lo. With thankful bearts we meet, O Lord. /ublic 
Worship. 

ii. From her Hymna, &c., 1847 :— 
11. Earth's firmest ties will perish. Burial. 
12. Enquire, my soul, enquire. Second Advent. 
13. Hallelujah, we are hastening. Journeying Heaven- 

' ward, 
14, Holy Father, we address Thee, Holy Trinity. 
15. Jesus, of Thee we ne'er would tire. Holy Com- 

Munson, 

16. Lord Jesus, in Thy Name alone. Holy Com- 
munion. 

17. Lord, through the desert drear and wide, Prayer 
Sor Perseverance, 

18. Many sons to glory bring. Security in Christ. 
19. O Lord, whilst we con the worth. Dead in 

Christ, Sometimes it begins with at. il., “ Dead to the 
world we here avow,” 

20. Our God Is light, we do not go. Christ the Guide, 
21. Praise ye the Lord, again, again, Public Worship, 
22. Salvation to our God, | 
23. The holiest we enter, Public Worship, Some- 

times given as “ The holiest now we enter.” 
on brough the love of God our Saviour. Security 

n Christ, 
25. Thy grace, s |. . 26. Were pilgrims Is the wikderneen. ea th 

grimage. (J. J.J 
Petersen, Johann Wilhelm, was b. 

June 1, 1649, at Osnabriick ; his father Georg 
Petersen, Kanzlei-beamter at Liibeck, having 
gone to reside at Osnabriick as representing 
Liibeck in the negotiations which ended in 
the Peace of Westphalia. Petersen matri- 
culated at the University of Giessen, in 1669; 
went in 1671 to Rostock,;and was then for 
short periods at Leipzig, Wittenberg, and 
Jena; the degree of m.a. being conferred on 
him by Giessen in absentia. He returned to 
Giessen in 1673, and began to lecture on phi- 
losophy and rhetoric a8 a privat docent. About 
1675 he visited Spener, at Frankfurt. This 
sete an important turning-point in his life. 
u 1677 he began to lecture at Rostock, as 

Professor of Poetry (p.p. from Rostock 1686), 
but in the same year accepted the pastorate of 
the St. Aegidien church at Hannover. He 
was then, in May, 1678, appointed by Duke 
August Friedrich of Holstein, as Court 
preacher at Eutin, and general superinten- 
dent of the diocese of Liibeck. In Advent, 

PFEFFERK OR! 

1688, he became 
and superintendent at 
made himself obnoxiou 
by refusing to take fex 
sions; received into hi 
amunde Juliane von . 
<rspies to teach her id 
ingdom. Being accu 

having his opinions con 
logical faculty of Helms 
from his office in the e 
Thereafter he resided at 
tours over Germany, Chair: 
_— his views, and ex) 

trines by books and pe 
bought a small estate at ’ 
and d. there, Jan. 31, 1 
Allg. Deutsche Biog. xxv. 

Apart from his importance 
Petersen deserves attention a 
gems A considerable numb 
his Ms. being entitled (CY¥tisar 
contributed 7 to Freylinghaus< 
1704. Two of these have pa 
“Cerne lapsum servulum ” 
crux beata, salve’ (q.¥.). 4 
pub. as (1) Slimmen aus Zion, i 
and 1701 [Wernigerode Li 
ar and not versions of the 
Teylinghausen’s @G. B., L704. 

Zion, XS. P. 1721 (Brit. Mus. and 
are obscure, mystical, and diffus« 
have come at all into use. J 
appeared in the Pietistic bym: 
1692-17u4. One of this last cls 
viz: ix :— 

Liebster Jesu, liebstes Leben. 
ness. In A. Luppius’s Anddchtiy 
Mund, Wesel, 1692, p. 150, in 5) 
linghausen, 1704, and the Berlin 
al, Tr. as, “ Jesus, Lord of lil 
as No. 1148 in the Suppl. of 180 
Bk., 1801 (1886, No. 980). 

Petri laudes exequan 
In J. Merlo Horst’s Parad: 
tianae, Col , 1644, sect 
a + eect hymn on ‘St. | 
briefly embracing his life anc 
peated in later eds. of the Pa: 

O sing the great apostle. [y 
tr. of Horst’s Paradisus, as t! 
Christian Soul, Lond., Burns, 
1877, p. 137), in 45 st. of 
st. were given in the 1863 ed 
to the Hymnal N., and agai 
H., 1867, as “Sing we the pra 

Petrum, tyranne, qui 
ruis. Jean Baptiste de Sant 
Appeared in the Cluniac 
p. 1026, in his Hymni Ser. 
r 49 (ed. 1698, p. 134), 
reviary, 1736. In the Pari 

hymn at Lauds on the Feat 
Chains, Aug. Ist, In later Fi 
it is also A gers for the same ! 
is in Card. Newman's Hymat 
and 1865, Tr. as :— 

Where the prison bars surround 
liams, in bis ys, tr, from the Parti 
p. 226, in 8.7.8.7.4.7, In the Hym 
to 6 of 8.7., and st. fil. is also omit! 

Pfefferkorn, Georg Mi 
March 16, 1645, at Ifta, near 
the Werra, where his father, @. 
(a native of Creuzburg, but 
there), had become pastor In 
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: P <_ 2 iving , FEIL., *{RISTOPH ©. L, PHILLIMORE, GREVILLE 893 ite Tus, 8 YORE. bury gnally ret bh Bet OF pee Oe Agta seed | Some, ate, tan pine et a Alen. Wag 2t CA8-~ 1 Gee) Ok ipzig, Pfeffer- Iter, by for =~ kao, 

von der offenbarten Herrlichkeit und Zukunft des Herrn, Exsiingen, 1741, 2nd ed. Mem- ©& time private tutor at roy nn zs ohh ie ee slg Tr a ‘ise! Gesan » Memmingen, 178 ith 

or the t= an<i ttre in 1668, became master | 264 hymns dating from 1730 to 1781, edited wie. 
“at 4 Ite Wo hi ge Ba <—est forms in the Gymnasium | bel! (3) Bvangelische Glaubens-und Herzens- 
Dak 2 burg. z= Ae. “* one gesange, DinkeisbObl, 1783, with 340 hymns dating 

e Tnst tia<c> . 43, he was a peiuted by from 1763 to 1783, In recent times a number of his 
arch 26, ‘Ous, of Gotha (who d, | hymns have come into German use (they originally « 

In 1 676 J lt =," tutor to his three sons, a be semebesl, ourins - Ratlonalistic 
a <_> . . . : 5 Snapp includes 26 of them iD his Be. L. S., 

~ mince, of Frie> =m _ =, ea iptinted i 1850. Two bbeve peond into English, viz. :— Aim 
i. Am Grab der singet . Burial, Writ- 

®UPCrin tender me en oer of the consistory and | ten in 17#0, ist pub. in No. 31783, as above, p. eh, to 
e d. at Garé =. =_ ~ Giriifen-Tonna, near Gotha, | 10 st., entitied, “We sing joyfully of Victory at the 

Tal<> == — nna, March 3, 1732 (Al Krave of the righteous: the “che Biogr — > — : : Henn Ing, Su — “*&. 619; Ms. from Pastor —_—S—> zz d " a Pfefferkurn's a4 mG ndent at Creuzburg, &c.). the Period, and ix t= = ee appeared in the hymn-books of Wochen- Lust ee oe panna’ —Puetisch- Phi M 
Gedichte, &c., 1 oe 

t band of the Lord hath gotten Him the victory.” In the Berlin GF, 1. 8, ed, 1863, No, 1433, Tr. as, “ The Christian's grave with Joy we see,” by Dr. @. Walker, 1860, p. 111. 
ii, Wohl einem Haus, da Jesus Christ. Family Fest- und | Prayer, 1st pab. in No. 2, 1782, as above, No. 61, in = -_ &» . en allerhand Arten Deutscher | & St. of 4 1, entitled, “ Delightful picture of a house second en -—_ <= “Bang, 1667 [Berlin Library}, and the | thatserves the Lord, On the Parents of Jesus.” It was brary). The moe = a — Altenburg, 1669 [Gottingen Li- | @Pparently written for the Ist S. after Epipbany, 1746. mame is ** Wer we <= oa WM rortant hymn associated with hig | In the Cne, 1. S., 1861, No, 682. Jr. an :— 330, i.). Anctiae~=— ge = ie nahe mir mein Ende" 

Was frag ick, Oh blest the house, whate’er befall, A good tr., 
omitting st. ti, vi -. by Mies Winkworth, in ber C. #. Jor England, 1963, No. 175. Including, omitting the trs, of st. iii, v., and aiding a tr. of st. vi., as No. 344 in the Ohio Luth. Hyl., 1840. 

(see p, ee n ascribed to him is: - Bchiitzen. Krewe pe <= B® der Welt. Und allen ihren J. Avenarias, t22 Roe Se Hon of the World. According to * 56, this hyawaa2e <=  -iedercatechizmus, Leipzig, 1714, Pe ondsheets t /~ ee = written In 1667, and sung from 
Gedichte, a6 ><> ~ 6 =_ > 

(1. MJ 
Surg. It to not however in hie P aes Charlotte Elizabeth. (Tonna, ithou t,. =; “> & Eher in 1667 or 1669. It is in- | 0. E. cloded. 0. == =< Wmame, in the Stettinisches voll. standiges —_ i So Me en-Sicttin, 1671, p. 415. and, Phelps, Sylvanus Dryden, p.p., was 

with ae patie =.= = Naumburg @. #., 1715, ed. by J. | b. at Suffield, Connecticu . ee ounded = @ Bes Berlin G. 1. 5, 0d. 1863, N at Ls each St. Rae ge -—_ u. 696, = “<> Bee 32 ii. 15-17, and is in & st. of #1, 
‘The only tr. Sam = = 

a = =~ Was frag ich nach der Welt,” 
mills, } e46 (18Ees 

t, May 15, 1816, and 
ersity, where he gra- educated at Brown Univ 

duated in 1844. In 1846 he became pastor of “se = I this world esteem,” by Dr. x, | the first Baptist Church, New Haven. Dr. —- Rox. (J.M.] | Phelps is the Editor of The Christian Secre~ pfeil, > m= a 5 toph Carl Lud tary, Hartford. His publications include, 
aronsat. zu = Sw eases b. January 20, 1712, at Gren i ea 

Eloquence of Nature, and Other Poems, 1842; Sunlight and Hearthlight, 1856; the Poet’ vy Heina | = = “Worms, where his father, | 2"" ar He iss the fad. Quirin =<—ia- ~ a : : : Song, 1867, &c. He is the author of the fol- : mal ~ aoe was then in the ser- lowing hymns :— wice ttl ——- x-at of Leiningen. He matri- ist, Who c 1 . ily Daption. cul sod of my SJ = aversity of Halle in 1728, ag by oer ges weep femer tia w Saption ray ae Vniw — Pitery i fter completing his course at = _~ 

ointed, nm is 3 &zty of Tiibingen, 
3. Saviour, Thy dying love. Passiontide. 

== wi 
* «on at Ne as tir ratio ef 

he was ap- 4. Sons of day, arise from slumber. 
ri blest Redee wns Pau, ttemberg secretary of | 5 This rite our blest yet rnialibse | . 

‘ — ; Paneer p Of these Nos. 1 and 4 appeared in the pa- eet Seer nthe Goeed a res Baptist ed. of the Plymouth Coll, 1857 ; Nos. qo BE "risident. in 1755 Kreisdireo- 2 and 5 in the Baptist Devotignal H. Bk., sori a eee fo the Svan, Diet ; in 1758 | 1864; and No. 3 in Gospel Hys., Ist series, Gene" He for. 22 25rath ? and in 1759 Geheim- | and Laudes Tomini, 1884, (F. M. B.) rath. alle <> <2 himself however at last no Phillimore, Greville, w.a., was b. in 
JOP eS. yj tism er a2. Fate in carrying out the 1821 and educated at Westminster, the Char- 
abe? rs on terse. = urttembery prime minister | terhouse, and Christ Church, Oxford (B.A, Cot cepted we tin. When his resignation 1842). Taking Holy Orders in 1848, he be- 763, he retired to the lon Vicar of Downe-Ampney, Cricklade, F; t«-tte . 2 3 4 est? ad purchy eg, ii ™. Near Crailsheim, which | Gloucestershire, in 1851, Rector of Henley-on- ne , epPinte<g 4 2" 1761. In Sept. 1763. he Thames, 1867, and of Ewelme, 1888. He d. Ss . Frederick the Great as Jan. 20, 1884. His Parochial Sermons were to the ited Prussian minister ub, in 1856. He was joint editor with H. W. 3 i bia and 

Fr ncoa. Ea. was th lets of Swa ¥ reine Empey, 1e rea rea don and J. R. Woodford ager Bishop 
fter created Baron | of Ely) of The Parish Hymn Book, 1863 ag DY, ved he cror of ther bh | a, and ~ hy re: me. and the enlarged ed., 1875 (274 

ce*" aeric eq : 1 Eagle Order from | 
ymns). The first ed. of this collection Was , Stunt ~~ intermittent fever | one of the first hymn-books which gave Dr. bis him to Vex at, August, 1783, con- | Neale’s tre. of Greek hymns for conxregational math, st Doufwtetian 7S, he remained till his | non ane the 1868 Cc. Mr. Phillimore con- 156; Alt Deretoche sree eb, 14, 1784 (Kock v. | tributed the following hymns, several of which 

475+ ou wes 0 Siac! Mpesdies 646). have been repeated in other collections :— pee n-wTtine began imate <45.."nd grouine Plety. His | 1. Christ, through — and toil = ott phany Beant poi it contintied soma ately ‘after the spiritual] 2. Darkly frowns astern sky, 4730 jy 10 his later > Bae 27) the loth 3. after Trinity, most Produced. "= vat “> favourite —o ¢s- ra the, byMNS beijry ge mt ri « 2 De ufatetten. He was one 
“ri peal veMions or 4 > ik 4 or tman bymn-writera, his hse “7 50, besides many in ms. 

“Te ‘hoted under Psalters, 

ive vide Evert nad Easter > 

a ears morning they are new. (See P- 389, i.) 
4. Lonely tn her virgin home. Annunciation of the 

ah ro not, little flock. Security of the Church in 
Christ. 
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6. O God, before the sun's bright beams. Morning. 
7. O God, the weary path of life. Public Worship, 
4. O Lord of bealth and life, what tongue can tell. 

ae ye be in the house of death, Evening, or An- 
(pation 0, th. 

a Saul, why stch nes hate, such blinded seal? 
ion . Paul, 

on en as gone up on bigh, Why gaze they, &c. 
Ascension, 

In addition some of Mr. Phillimore’s tra, 
from the Latin were given in the 186% ed. of 
the Parish H. Bk.; and other original hymns 
which are annotated under their respective 
first lines. His hymn for Saints Days, *O 
Lord of glory, King of saints,” was included 
in the 1875 ed. of that collection. Phillimore’s 
Sermons and Hys, were pub, in 1884. (J. J.J 

Dos ihapov ayias Sons. The author 
of this hymn, which is found in the Service 
Book of the Greek Church as a Vesper Hymn, 
is unknown. It was qnoted by St. Basil in 
the 4th century as of unknown authorship 
and date (De Sp. Sancto ad Amphilochium, e. 
29). Its varliest printed form is in Archbishop 
Usher's De Symbolis, 1647, his text being taken 
from two Grek mss., one supposed to be of 
the 12th, and the second ot the 14th century. 
Routh also gives it in his Reliqu. Sacer. iit. 
299, and Daniel in his Thes. Hymn. iii. p. 5. 
The form in which the original is printed 
varies in different works, as in the Lyra Apo- 
stolica, 1836, p. 74 (ed, 1879, p. 78); Little- 
dale's (ficea, &e., of the Holy ‘ern Church, 
1863, p. 277, but the text is the same. It is 
as follows, from Daniel :— 

as lAapdy ayias bdEns, 
*A@avdrov Matpds obpaviou, 
‘Aylov, udxapos, 
"Incov Xpicre, 
*EAOdyres ext thy HAlov Siow, 
"L3dvres pas dowepwody, 
‘Tuvotuey TMardpa, xal Tov, 
Kai &y.ov Mveipua Body. 
“Abidy owe dv waat 
Kaipois duvewrOar pwvais 
‘Oaiats, iid Geo, 
Zwihv 6 Bid0vs Bid 
‘O xdapos oe BotdCe. | 

This hymn was sung in the ancient Church 
at the Lighting of the Lamps, and hence is 
known as “ The Candlelight Hymn.” Its 
modern use as a translated hymn is at Even- 
song. It may be added that in modern 
Greek liturgical books it is attributed to 
Sophronius (see Greek Hymnody, § vi.), thirteen 
of whose compositions are given in Daniel iii. 
pp. 20-46. 

Translations in C, U. :— 
1, Hail! gladdening Light, of His pure glory 

poured. By J. Keble. This ¢r, appeared in the 
British Magazine, 1834; and again, together with 
the Greek text, in Lyra Apostolica, 1836, p. 73, 
in 1 st, of 10 1., and signed +. In 1868 it was 
given in the Appendiz to H. A, & M., and was re- 
peated in the revised ed., 1875. The sign y in 
the Lyra Apostolica is that of the Rev. John Keble 
(Card, Newman's Apologia 2nd ed., p. 297, and 
Lyra Apost., 1879, p. viii.). In some editions 
of the Lyra Apostotica, the signature is chan 
to & (i.e. Card. Newman) in error. This 
been corrected in the ed. of 1879. This ¢r. is 
very popular, and is in extensive use. 

$02 ‘LAAPON ‘/ 

2% Light of the Immort 
W. Bethune, pub, in his 
&ec,, 1847, p. 137, in 2s 
C. U. in America, inelud 
Flys, of the Church, 186) 

9, Gladdening Light, : 
J. Blew. First printed 
of his congregation, 1¢ 
Church Hy. § Tune Bi 
It was repeated in Ri 
1870; and the “ Twili 
fington College Chapel . 
with the omission of « 

4 Joyful light of hol 
in 1857, as No. 175 in 
Scottish Episcopal Chr 
152 in the Additional 
Episcopal H. Bk, 185 
Dr. Korison’s Hys. ad 
ed, 1860, as “ Gladde 

5. 0 Goodly light of 
bishop Benson. 1s! 
College Chapel H. B 
later editions. It hz 
monds, and is the mi 

6. 0 Brightness 
Father's face, By } 

given in the Irvingit 
Churches, 1864, in ¢ 
with slight alteratic 
Hys., 1871; Thring 

7. 0 joyful Light : 
Dix, given in the J 
3 st. of 41. 

8, Light of glad 
Bright, in ys. for 
Oxford, in St. Mar 

9 Li 
By W. Cooke. W 
given therein, 187 

10, Hail Gloriou 
Sire. By W. J. hi 
Church, 1875, in 1 

Translations not 
1. Jesus Christ, | 

of the ¢ 
2. Thou lightson 

H. Bk., 1754, 1. 190. 
3. Giver of life! 

Aull, 1452, 141. 
4. Very light th 

his Deeds af Faith, 
5. O gladsome L 

Longfellow, in The 
as 6. Joyful light 
tan ein Song. 

7. Joyful Light 
his Hys, & , 

8. ous L 
Songs a Hymns 

®. Holy Jesus, 
of the Christian ¢ 

10. Gladsome 1, 
day at Home, 147: 

it. Holy qed, ' 
" 

‘anon T. Cc 
aa, 

Card. Newn 
dering in his 
oa This is 

ix to St. . 
aaa also in tk 
tions of HT. A 

Pwrerv7) 

Pwrifov 
imeépa.) 



PIERPOS&N'Y, FOLLIOTT s. 
= S QV iia, Point. BDSM Act sandford, 1.4.8. 0f 

Pa yp; one BM eryoiy il point of Bath, was b. at 
2 ucen’ 18, Bat kn = Oct. 7, 1835, and educated at 
Cpeai Nese >- _ “™mbridge, graduating in 
heelys, one tae eS AX YRT1: He has pub. The 
Thi, .° Y Nateer— mS orn ) : 
The Ca pat repta Bot = == ta eae iattte Debotar Ton. 

Contrib _ rations feere. and Lyra Jesu. He has 
Compan tee —~ *3™ns to the Churchman’s 
Tistica — (E_-<> en< - asters), the Lyra Eucha- 
O Cross pe! ; z_ pony egg Tan on the Cross, ** O Cross, 
works. jy, — a =_—= =<.” appeared in both these 

wdearrn pe decenMceeat eh. widely known through :-— For the 
Flower 1 rola eal > os “She earth. Holy Communion, or 

se ng Pack ee ge charac, 168, nw ata 
o —_= . - “* 

munion. Inthise =< pee S=— at the celebration of Holy Com- 
sometimes inG, — ft .- = = —a it is not usually found, butin 4, or 
Services andas = <_— Bm ¢& + it isextensively used for Flower 

<Jren's bymn. (J. J.J 
erpor t. —T <> . 

PP ary cee Ean, «. of James Pierpont, of 
16, 18S = SS <sticut, was b. at Litchfield, 

Apri 6, 44 = = = =a «x i Yale C where he grea educated at Yale College, 
tnentes em SS Head in 1804. After fulfilling 

ener aes = =. “Tutor in New Haven, and in 
Chara — — aoe Bi Carolina, he was admitted 
tot atest im tt &% =2. Shortly after he retired 
and to pases “=m ssiness, only to leave it also, 
and nt in & <> == to Harvard College as a 
atude Tolley i. <>=<> & «<> szy. In 1819 he succeeded 
pr. I 93 oe = & = <=> pastor of the Unitarian con- 
gree* , og = <—w EB Ba = Street, Boston. At length 
bis ae bin rom = Se === intemperance and slavery 

1800 ve cage me Sssign his charge in 1840 (see 
gga of Shy epee as ———— s of an Eecl. Council in 

«odlis Street Meeting and the 
At this date he pub, his 

including his anti-slavery 
yProems and songs. In 1845 

0 ates ete ag ee Caren Oe 
P4 wate’ or a a. , 7 

SOOT S, ER SE EG “Tecgned fa 1850, Won 
™ =— ; j ov ne Uni ae mea eo Chaplain 

= ally * OS <S e rment a thy Tn khan are rimen = hi cler n © Lreasury 

pe qedvora, Poy » a sa shington. He d. suddenly 
at “ons incl wae a meee 1866. Pierpont’s publi- 
cet iat boolkes_ say = Ape Of Palestine, 1816, some 
scPS sh. ta x 118 Poems & Hymna, 1840 
pa = hymns j U. include : 2 on ie: _ n ©. U. include :— 

1. An Hye. “SE Sts course hath run, Fvening. Ap- 

em is 

¥ 2 B Writ. a song * fhe ter : Ye trees. Public Thanks 

Gi sileMe ne os BLS, Second Centennial Celebration 
of She POMS 27ers ©M, Sept, 17, 1830, and included pe -. 18 io t prek the bread parte | i 

unio ithe, windde 8 22Y8. For tet ay hes a J = Fi) ir, le 
7 4. ? we break th, bread. Holy Com- 

ated — Bad -sccing. Greatness of the 
7. ias 7 

as ot God of Nason’s Cong. H. Bk., 

a * for ua*Fer. do TH oe = 

inte” Nov. gy Ordination Ou never, (Ordination. 

Wire &c-. 1$40_ S. 2826, 4, °F Jobn B. P. Storer at 

yo". of our Fee. ™aQ pub. in the author's 

4+ O“esired. Thi 2s. in 
hy™? Writtes, p= de = ig Whose sight: | Love of 

e com t e a7 1830. . his rz 2 Spire. = Charlestown Centennial, 
SS Lege Sem 2564. ana 't was given in the Boston 

BG, Go art of Nae ee OE my thers, 
Pe abowe @ood, Burial. Written 

i 9 xqthitely tows Sead 
‘ e ing - & ‘ore, “ Apart 

2 beautiful poem of ten 

PILGRIM, BURDENED WITH 895 

sane originally printed in the Monthly Miscellany, 
ict. In4o."* 
10. Let the still air rejoice. Praise. 
1l, Mighty One, Whose name is Holy. Charitable 

Institutions. Written for the anniversary of the Howard 
Henevolent Society, Dec. 1826, and included In the 
author’s Poems, &c., 1440, 

12. My [0] God, I thank Thee that the night. Morn- 
ing. Appeared in his /oems, ke., 1440. In Martineau’s 
Hymns, &c., 1873, it begins “ O God, | thank Thee,” &c. 

13. O bow Thine ear, eternal One, Gpening of Divine 
Service. This is dated 1423, but was not included In the 
author's Poems, &c., 1840, although one of his best pro- 
ductions. 

14. O Thou to Whom in ancient time. Universal 
Worship. “ Written for the opening of the Independent 
Congregational Church in Barton Square, Salem, Mas- 
sachusetta, Dec, 7, 1824,”’ and printed at the close of the 
sermon preached by Henry Colman on that day. It was 
given in Pierpont’s Poems, &c.. 1840, and is found in 
several collections in Great Britain and America, It is 
widely known. 

16. O Thou Who art above all height. (rdination. 
“Written for the Ordination of Mr, William Ware, as 
Pastor of the First Congregational Church in New York, 
Dec. 18, 1921,"" and Included in his Poems, &c., 1540. 

16. O Thou Who on the whirlwind rides. Dedication 
of a Place of Worship, Written for the opening of the 
Seamen’s Bethel in Boston, Sept. 11, 1533. Sometimes 
given as “ Thou Who on the," &c. 

17. O'er Kedron’s stream, and Salem's height. 
Gethsemane. One of eight hymns contributed to Dr. T. 
M. Harris's Hys. for the Lord's Supper, 1820. It is in 
Martineau's Hymns, &c., Lond,, 1873, and others. 

18. On this stone, now laid with prayer, #ounda- 
tion-stone Laying. Written for the laying of the 
corner-stone of Suffolk Street Chapel, Boston, for the 
Miniatry of the Poor, May 23, 1439. 

19, With Thy pure dews and rain. Against Slavery. 
Written for the African Colonization Society, and in- 
claded in Cheever’s American Common FP Book, 
1831. Not in the author's Poems, &c., 1940. 

Pierpont’s talents as a hymn-writer, as in 

other fields, were respectable rather than com- 
manding, but so energetically employed as to 
make their mark. Thus, although he never 

wrote a single hymn that can be called a great 
lyric, yet he has attained to a prominent 
position in American hymnody. . M. B.) 

Pierson, Arthur Tappan, v.D., was b. 

in New York city, March 6, 1837,and educated 

at Hamilton College. He entered the Prea- 

byterian rang! in 1860, and was pastor 

successively in Binghampton and in Water- 
ford, New York, and Fort Street, Detroit ; 

his last charge being the Bethany Presbyterian 

Church, Philadelphia, (Duffield's English 
Hymns, 1886, p. 576.) Dr. Pierson’s hymns 

- inte was dead in sin, Praise for Salvation. 
2. The Gospel of Thy grace. The Love of God in 

ate Thee, O God [Lord], we raise. Divine Bene- 

foam ith hai and with viols there stand a great 
throng. The New Song. 

Of these hymns, No. 3 is in Hys. and Songs 
of Praise, N. Y., 1874, and the Laudes Domini, 
N. Y., 1884; aud Nos. 1, 2, 4, are in I. D. 
Sankey’s Sacred 8. and Solve. (J. J.J 

Pilgrim, burdened with thy sin. G. 
. [The Christian Pilgrim. In the 

preface to the 1807 ed. of his work, The Village, 
Crabbe says coucerning Sir Eustace Grey :— 
“In the ‘story of Sir Kustace Grey an attempt ts 

made tu describe the wanderings of « mind first irritated 
by the consequences of error and misfurtuve, and after- 

wards soothed by a species of enthusiastic conversion, 

still keeping him insane; a tesk very difficult; and, if 

the presumption of the attempt may find pardon, it will 
pot be refused to the failure o the poet.” 

The scene of this story is a madhouse, and 
the persons are 4 visitor, the physician, and 

the patient. Sir Eustace, the patient, gives 

ose © 8 tangs! OT yO dans er ee 
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his history in detail. He was the lord of the 
manor, had a wife, two children, and a friend ; 
the wife is seduced by the friend; a duel in 
which the friend is killed; wife pines away; 
both children die; is himself distracted ; 
lagued by two friends; found peace at last 
n the Sun of Mercy ; and gives a specimen of 
the preaching through which he was saved. 
This specimen is :— 

** Pilgrim! burdened with thy sin, 
—-= way to ooh rey 

Knock, and ween, and watch, and wait: 
Knock—He knows the sinner’s cry; 
wala ar the — tears ; 

—for sa 3 
Wait—uill beatenty Hatt appears. 

“ Hark! it is the m's voice, 
* Welcome, pilgrim! to thy rest.’ 

Now within the gute 5 
Safe, and sealed, and bought, and blest: 

Safe—from all the lures of vice; 

“ Holy pilgrim! what for thee, 
In a world like this remains ? 

From thy guarded breast shall flee 
Fear shame, and doubt, and pain: 

Fear—the hope of heaven shall fly ; 
Shame—from glory’s view retire , 

Doubt—in certain rapture dic ; 
Pain—in endless bliss expire.” 

These stanzas, when detached from their 
‘melancholy surroundings, form a somewhat 
-aeog hymn, and as such they are in use in 

reat Britain and America, (J. J.J 

Pirie, Alexander, was for some time a 
minister in connection with the Antiburgher 
Synod of the Presbyterian Church of Scotland, 

e was appointed in 1760 a teacher of the 
Philosophical Class in the Theological Semi- 
nary, New York city, but was suspended 
shortly after and expelled from the body. 
On joining the Burghers he returned to Scot- 
land and became the minister of a congrega- 
tion im Abernethy. In 1769 he joined the 
Independents, and was minister of a congrega- 
tion at Newburgh, Fifeshire. He d, in 1804, 
In 1777 he pub. Pealms, or Hymna founded 
on some important Passages of Scripture. 
From this work two well-known hymns have 
come down to modern collections through 
the Sae. Songe and Hys. on V. Passages o, 
Scripture for the New Relief Church, Campbell 

a 5 . These are :-— 
1, Come, let us join in four) songs of jae, To our 

ascended Priest. Ascension. = 
2. With Mary's love without ber fear, aster. 

(J. J.J 

Pistor, Henricus. Little or nothing is 
known of the life of this author, to whom is 
attributed the grand hymn on St. John the 
Baptist, “ Prewcursoris et Baptiste,” which is 
given by Clichtoveus (Elucidat. 1516, f. 192 b), 
and Trench in his Sac. Lat. Poetry, ed. 1874, 
p. 94, as well as by Daniel and others. Clich- 
toveus describes him as a Doctor of Theol 
in the University of Paris, and a Monk of the 
Abbey of St. Victor, and states that he took 
part in the Council of Constance (1414-1418), 
which would fix the time he lived to the end 
of the 14th and the beginning of the 15th 
centuries, Archbishop Trench says of him 
“that the writer” (of the poem mentioned 
above) “ was an accomplished theologian is 
plain; and no less so that he was trained 

PLASMAT'OR Hi 

in the school, and form 
Adam of St. Victor.” 
Victor, pub. at Paris it 
St. Sebastian, beginnin 
anus,” is also ascribed te 

Plasmator homin 
Evening.) This hymn i 
cent. me, No. 280, ¢ 
ms. of the 9th cent. at 1 
i. p. 372, cites it as in an 
giving it as his opinion t 
re the Great. Da 

i., No. 54, with the title, 
Sixth Day (of the Creati 
at iv. p. 52, ranks it am 
in the 7th or 8th cent., ar 
cent. Rheinau ms. Amon 
mas. it is found in three 
of the English Church 
Jul. A. vi. f. 30; Harl, 2: 
cent. Breviary of the 8 
30848, f. 736), &e. It ir 
cent. at Corpus Christi, ( 
237); in two mss. of tl 
Gall, Nos. 387, 414; anc 
the Anglo-Sazon Church 
1851, is printed from an 
ham (B. iii. 32, f. 9). 
mediaeval times was at 
In the Roman Breviary 
and begins Hominis Sw 
original form isin the o 
1478), Sarum, York, Aber 
and other Breviaries. Al 
No. 119; Hymnarium : 
and in G. M. Dreves’ 
siacensis, 1888, p. 33, fre 
The Roman Brev. text is 
Roman. Brev.; in Daniel 
Newman's Hymni Ecclesi 

This hymn has been 
follows :— 

i, Plasmator hominis Dei 
text are :-— 

1, Thou Fashioner of ma 
Blew, in his Church Hy. 
1855, and in Rice's Sel. fre 

2. Maker of man! from H 

J. D. Chambers, in his FP 
This was repeated in the 
Noted; in the People’s H., 

3. Creator! Who from ht 
J, D. Chambers, This is 
vised form of No. 2, pub, 
1857, p. 53, 

Other trs. are :— 

1. O God, which didest man 
2. God, from Whose work 

Primer. 1616, 
3. Great Maker of the humar 

Hymparium Anglicanum. 15) 

ii. Hominis superne Condit 

Breviary text, is tr. as:— 
1. Man's sovereign Framer, 

1645. 
2. Man's sov'reign God, to V 

1706. In 0, Shipley's Annus S 
3. Father of men, Whose & 

Mant. 1837. 
4. Holy Creator of Mankind. 
5. Lord! at Whose word all 

Williams, 1845, - 
6. Who madest man to live. 



br LEasaN xX ARE THY COURTS PLUNKET, WILLIAM C. 897 tag, Max 
oa SW, *rof mcr. Woo by Thyself. £. Caswall. Written for the a of. Queen Victoria, 1887, and 

mune - Lavington, It w ted, t lean a SES” Maker of man, ke. cand, New gether with the Nasional Anche niopled, tats Pie ane > (J. J.J ig > in Good Words, 1847. = . Lo, summer comes in! Harvest. Written in PG Lye ant SS oe = ‘Phy courts above. H. | 1811 for use at the Harvest'Featival in Pluckley Church, Fee - [Free ve tv.) Pub. in bis Spirit of | Kent, of which the author w late; (Alms, 2 2323 in yy 
as then rector, and pub. in fl. and again in ¢ sane year inthe Hymmnary, No. 466, " “ditions. Bets ee ee _— 4, . ) Onward soldiers true. Proces- SUN trigg —_ ee ratie cco in all English-speaking | sional at Choral festivals, Walton in’ eat for the Im an ur pee _ \ve, and it is usually given | tune of Costa's March of the Israelites in the Oratorio of S. p _, Usalte> e- <= “rm, as in H. A. & M. the | S14, at the request of the Kev, Henry White, Chaplain of Ff, Kk. Fae ee wo Pe dys. &e. In the 8. P iz K the Savuy, and first used in that Chapel. It was subse- Vins, 185=—=> <> 1 ¥ ae Coal ae oe O. K. quently pub. in the Savoy Hymnary, xp. [1870}, in 4 st. Was gi Ven izm -~ < ~ 462, a portion of this hymn | of 41.3; in a Choral Festival book at Peterborough, and find a 7° a =— tet. of 4 L, as “ Happy they that | in teed. P. x. Church Hys., usr. sh res . . O Light, Whose beams illumine all. ay. Paalters, English, § Xv “ the Truth, and the Life. Written in May 1864, and pub, 

{J. +] in his Lazarus, and Other Poems, 1864, a8 one of five Plum, 23en——_— Mrs. Gen nk: poe aaa =ecn N. D., & nom de 
Plumpt2-<» — 

Mr. E.H Pi=w=~ = 
182), and e¢ca ee x — 
apd Univer=3= 
as a double == = 
time Fellow <> = 
Orders in iss. => 
most poili<> m=, 
His appoint. ==> 
influential, 

wae b, in London, Aug. 6, 
at King’s College, London, 

College, Oxford, yraduating 
== in 1844. He was for some 

Srasenose. On taking Holy 

ace a Theologian and Preacher. 
— = Es have been important and 

her at ba — a ~_s include that of Assistant Sey pore == — = Bw aecculn’s Inn: Select Preacher 
at OX Col 1 = > Ee sor of Pastoral Theology at King’.  elteag —— _ London; Dean of Queen's, Oxford; a a= <Baary in St. Paul's Cathedral, pam; a So Sw eer of Exegesis of the New Testam. <= — Sa © g's College, London; Boyle Lectn xto SE Bield Lecturer on the Septua- gint- afer ee = ES wniner in the Theological schoo Com p> cd =; “Member of the Old Teasta- yoent te =— > for the Revision of the A. VY. of th? ie. —¥ S—> <= ei ptures; Rector of Pluckley, OF ie, i= ~<_- = ES ickley, Kent, 1873; and Dean of ak pm a ean Plumptre's literary pro- auctor <a el == R>een very numerous and im- Po sty. bita® —“—Fzabruce the classics, history, gaivim 2 ka.) SS! scriticism, biography, and 
poral Die 3 ast 5 Bet forth in Crockford’s Cler cal Weoe- 427 y is very extensive. His 
poet ise-= = = Fmeclude Lazarus, and Other i — Nesap = “Waster and Scholar, 1866: TP Sophocles we<Z Old, 1884; and translations - gg dee and Dante Asa 

reetry he ranks very high. - steel Sr sant in style, fervent “ha 
. ©atment. The subjects ede aly those associated with the Processs ie>yas,] rte OF the present day, from 

jtial Wor ke = - a at a Choral Festival to colleges. = the spiritual life in schools Pe cal attra gs : "rt Fh ythm of his verse has a roe ulturee, , 2 Srainl 1 Usicians, its poetry for 
4° oot and CArmnest S State) simplicity for the 

the nde . The two which attainecy 
pritain and — Most extensive use in 

Gy pew ened DARST ACS ste “Rejoin, ye pure 
*™™ the Latin (see Index), 

im d. is ¢ 
of oM of which,” gino Mek 

we de for the Hymnary, 
“Fy good and musical, 

< and ie 872. ptalere 

they ave ™m 
t £ ot be. , 

Dopo, ° their betes used in any way in 
Pye Us inclu gq erits His original 

—_—™, 

1- ion. W, the 

pgeren Hi Wri For racy Mely height. The youd 

2G, Fe Ow counties. Tat pub. in the 8. P.C. K. 

_ 

wen ate 

c 20-ved Chr 

pe’ € 
Meric 

Unties, National Hymn. 

plume of 

dward Hayes, p.p., 5, of 

Rae rapidly attained to a fore- | 

Hymns for Schvol «nd College, It passed into the 1868 
Appendiz to H. A. & M., and again into other collections, 

6. O Lord of hosts, all heaven pos: . For School 
or College. Written in May, 1864, and pub. in his 
fazarus and other Poems, #64, in & st. of 6 |. 

7.0 the Lord ourGod. Processional Thanks- 
| gietng Hymn. Written May 1864, and pub. in his 
Lazarus, and other Poems, st4, in 4 st.of 81. Itisa 
most suitable hymn for Sunday school gatherings. 

8. Rejoice, ye purein heart. Processional at Choral 
Festival, Written in May 1565, for the Peterborough 
Choral Festival of that year, and first used in Peter- 

| borough Cuthedral. In the sume year It was pub, with 
special music by Novello & Co; and again (without 
music) in the 2uded, of Lazarus, and Other Hoems, 
1865. It was included in the 1868 A qendiz to H. A, & 
Mf. with the change in st. 4.,L. 3, of «Your orient banner 
wave on high.” to Your festal banner wave on high.” 
lt is more widely used than any other of the author's 
hymns. Authorized text in A. A. & MM. 

9. Thine arm, O Lord, in days of old. Hovrpitals. 
Written In 1864 for use in King's College H.spital, 
London, aid first printed on u fiy-sheet as “A } yin 
used in the Chapel of King’s College Hospital.” 1t was 
included inthe 2ud ed. of Lazarus, and Other Poems, 
1¥65 ; in the 146s Appendiz to H. A, & M. ; the S. POC. K. 
Church Hys., 1871; Thring's Coll,, 1882; and many 
others, 

10. Thy hand, Q God, has guided. Church Defence. 
Included in the 1489 Supplemental Hymns to H. A. & M, 
The seeing line of each stanza, “Ome Church, one 
Faith, one Lord,” comes in with fine effect. 

Dean Plamptre’s Life of Bp. Ken, 1888, is 
an ex}. austive and excellent work. The chap- 
ter on the bishop’s three hymns is well 
written, but should be read with the article on 
the same subject in this Dictionary, p. 617, i, 

(J. J.) 
Plunged in a gulph of dark despair. 

I. Watts. [Praise to Jesus, the Redeemer, 
Ist pub. in his Hys. and Spiritual Songs, 1707, 
in S st. of 4 1, and headed “ Praise to the 
Redec mer.” In G. Whitefield’s Hys. for 
Socal Worship, &e., 1753, st. i-iii., vi., viii, 
were given a8 No. 104. This form of the 
text was repeated by M. Madan in his Ps. & 
Hys., 1760, with the change in st. ii, |. 4, 
of “He ran” to “ He came to our relief.” 
Through frequent repetition this became the 
recognised form of the hymn in Church of 
England hymn-books. Other forms of the 
text, all beginning with the first stanza, are 
also in C. U. in G. Britain and ai 

-J) 

Plunket, William Conynghan, p.»., 
4th Baron Plunket, eldest 8. of John, 8rd 
Baron, was b. in Dublin, 26 August, 1828 ; educated at Trinity College, Dublin, where 
he graduated in 1853; and took Holy Ordera 
in 1857. He was Precentor of St. Patrick’s 
Cathedral, Dublin, from 1869 to 1876, when he was elected Bishop of Meath. In 1884 he 
was translated to the Archdiocese of Dublin, 
His hymn “* Our Lord Christ hath risen ”* 
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(Easter), was first pub. in the Trish Church 
Hymnal, 1873, in 4 st. of 71. It was written 

for that collection in 1873, to suit the tune 

“© Ursprung des Lebens,” by T. Selle. So 

far as we are aware this is-Lord Plunket’s 

only contribution to hymnody. (G. A. C.] 

Plymouth Brethren Hymnody 

sect popularly known as the Plymouth 

Brethren was in its earliest stage called The 
Brethren, because its members professed to 

meet solely on the ground that they were 

brethren in Christ. Eventually, however, the 

branch of it which met at Plymouth, Devon, 

chiefly from the position, learning, and labours 

of its members, acquired so great influence 

in the society as to give its name to the whole 

body, and it was thenceforth known us The 
Plymouth Brethren. In giving an account of 

the hymns and hymn-books of The Brethren, 

it is necessary to refer somewhat to the his- 

tory of the sect. For the purpose of our 

article it will be convenient to divide thus :— 

Period I. From the commencement of the 
sect to the year 1848. Period IL From the 
year 1848 to 1889. 

Period I.—Between the years 1828-33 a 

custom arose in Dublin, Bristol, Plymouth, 

and elsewhere for certain persons, irrespective 

of creed, to meet together for prayer, the joint 

study of the Scriptures, and mutual aid in 

spiritual matters generally, The rinciple on 

which they acted is thus put forth by one of 

their _ associates, “the ion of the 
common life” ve Jesus Christ) and “ that 
disciples should bear us Christ does with 

many errors of their brethren.” At first the 

assemblies so formed did not in any way in- 

terfere with the worship of the members in 
the various churches and chapels to which 

they belonged; indeed their meetings were 
held at an early hour on Sunday morning 80 

that they should not do so, But soon the 
separatist ea began to make itself mani- 
fest. With many, separation from religious 
communitics was held to be the only means 
of ae unity amoug Christians, and 
finally Mr. Darby, an author of some repute, 
who at one time held an [rish curacy, gained 
so much ascendency as to bring the desired 
separation about, and their meetings have 
ever since been held as distinct from other 
religious denominations. They were united as 

a body and known under one name, Ply- 
mouth Brethren, till the year 1848, 

This period produced many hymn-writers 
who put forth a great number of hymns, some 
of which are very beautiful, and all of which, 
without doubt, helped either to form or to 
strengthen the Society. The principal hymn- 
writers during this —— were the follow- 
ing :—Chapman, K. C.; Darby, J. N.; Deck, 
J. G.; Danny, Sir Edward, Bart.; Kelly, 
Thomas (*) . i 8. Prideaux, LL.D.; and 
— G. V. 

he hymn-books put forward and used by 
the Plymouth Brethren during this period 
were many. They include :— 

(1) Lyme for the use of the Church of Christ, by 
R. (, Chapman, Minister of the Gospel, Barnstaple. 
A New Edition, to which is added an Appendiz selected 
from various sources by John Chapman. (First edition, 
1837.) Reprinted 1452, London. The number of hymns 
written by R. C. Chapman are in all 58, Those col 
number 157, and are, as the tithe sets furth, by various 

‘sented. x ke 
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authors, some of whom were Breth 
Amongst the Be denominations, 

Denny, and Kelly are found, 
2) A Selection of Hymns ly 

Bart Landen wl So ist 

over 20, 
(4) Pealms and Hymns « 

Two Parts, Part {, “ Intend 
worship of the Children of 6 
Private Meditation.” Lande 

of 1, G. Deck. 

Period I1.—In 184 
which ended in a di 
Brethren. The Lord 
favourite theme with 
ference of opinion o' 
two of their leaders 
cause of the ruptur 

1 the theory the 
is saints er be « 

coming to ju mt 
by all. Mr. Mose 
ments and who had 
tested inst these 
retaliated by accusi! 
years later) with te 
the Humanity of 
which the Brethre 

Mr. Newto 
t this did not 

followers. They s 
with Mr. Newton, 
called upon the I 
same. Mr. Darb 
the yreatest opr 
Mr. Miiller (the f 
Ashley bat foe 8 
They resolved ne 
this the Darby 
Miiller rty, a 
them. his the 
time the Plymou 
into two main 
or Execlurive I 
other Christian: 
conditions, unl 
Brethren ; thee 
The Open or I 
to fellowship, « 
to be Christiat 
This period 
ee a of 
rought forth 

and but few h 
Besides those 
division of th 
clusive sectio 
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hi the _,ttymns <ave«<d » tritual hymns were sometimes ve rents boo ettile ham Fe. Lace, PRevised Tak Tee «Assembly ‘of ainte *; scveral’ oe oy “into the ft oo Wu! com=Ertion Ly N Darby. Previous to | Appendix, not necessarily as inferior butof a differnee Pirie wl tainecd em. -B. Jeans, but at its revision an A racter.... Many hymns have been corrected on 

selene in re. ag ye = are ining 85 more. Many of the the principles referred to.’’ SOD8 ton ha | em ay, aor" one tag ais’ | Few hymns placed in those sections of their + Deck, Melly, Tregeiien, end | pooks for general use are written by the . Ides thre» f< >FSpoing work the following Brethren themselves, whilst many by them <alle Of poet. r> } ~~ baic), though they cannot be | 87° found amongst those for the use of “the b hymn— &><><-> Bx Pure on simple, yet con- | Assembly of the Saints.” In this latter class 
Baan of TPB =e © 2. Ihave boon written b mem- | 2Y™mns containing Confession of Sin and Prayer of the J>z SP Beth, Brethren 7 for Pardon are conspicuous by their absence. 184s. Fido aren wre yy, by Sir Bieard Den ny, Bart,, | Lhe doctrine such hymns teach is held to be troduction ens a ~~ _ =*4 aiiennal Hymns,” with an “In. | UNnecessary for the children of God, conse- wor oe ee Seve Hymns” “ Miscellaneous quently Gay are doomed yoy mpc ge - SPUritual Sa ae ee + 1N70. scmb orship. ymns to at the 

tered at Statone2—=— TA 7, Davey, Dublid. Bae | Tons Supper, and at Holy Baptism are found The rere eS 2), enw me forth two | 4 some numbers, as are also 1ymns concern- hymn-~-bovkes = ——____— aes P . ing the coming uf Christ to raise His saints, C1) Aymn: cree ae > oon. hye MB ritual Songs for the Children and the millennium. Hymns teaching the rein s > "~ arranged. sth ed. Stereotyped, | dreariness of this world and all belonging to —_ are of a = 2 im, celecton contains more than 4ee, it, the full assurance of faith, and the com- Exclusive scti<> ae == weeral in chasnctor than oe of the | pleteneas of the Christian in Christ, are strongly the ely, Ieee eS Ban lll oy Ce ‘Darby, | Tepresented. The efficacy alone of the Blood a of the wae ee * Ree Winn. te Index the | Of Jesus for Salvation is the theme of many Tarity worthy Of ee Sof the hymns are given, a pect- | of their best hymns. (W. 8.] liari ve either eee = 2. R <<, as it {# found in no other bymn- a ‘ P Ene. following be The Le for Wont unter | Iola tod Biouv tpudy): St. John of ture.” — eS ec ee Private User" « Meat | Damascus. (Burial.] From the Greek Burial + H me, .. > _ == ee w= ssivg | little Children to Jesus,” | Office of Priests, in the Euchologion. Stichera ++ Baptiom, Seas. i >" * Missions,” “The Gospel.” | Idiomela of great beauty, in which some of 
This bee Sse Ee he Open Brethren generally 2) op and Bete gee Seas ritual Spe comple’ tm hriato, | the strophes are supy to be spoken by the London an Moo = 5 2470. This collection is the work | dead, It ig given in Daniel, iii. p. 96. The of pong eg -_— > wamnd Craik, of Bristol, two of the only ér. into English is Dr. Littledale’s “ With 
leamoiic of all es ‘am ~~ ke pub Gore te ete eos ee — earth's joys ~ mingled,” made for the 
<ontains more Ss a S00 hymns, which are arranged under eople s H., 1867, No. 381, and transferred . folle ae — = ree a “The Land Jesus Christ,” | from thence on so F shh gloria bs 0. “a Phe . _ ee Christian Life,” “The Second is is one of Dr. Littledale’s tra, from ming, of, ° — eonod RS “> Christian Ordinances,” “ Special pg aren He onlin certain strophes of 

cc ters <= ge ee Amongst the Brethren no new ue * ‘s P 
Lyan-% dies =. - "Ee enee (Cha man, Deck, Denny, Kelly, | Similar meaning, and the Theotokia ( dresses ae Ca) and i‘ ST mene. This work is used chiefly | to the B. V. M.). The — is also given 4o Bt hyrm med eh bourhood. in Bassler, 1858, No. 17, with a tr. in German. hw = —" — £e<soks put forth by the Plymouth | [@reek Hymnody, § xvii. 2.) (J. JJ Bre psfor =< —— tise year of the rupture contain Pollio, Symphorianus, ori ginally called bY” Brethres we Re Mbly of the Saints,” i.e. iesser or Althiesser, was a native of 
+bpe ks Dun © Biremsel ves met in worship. But | Altbiesse i f a neta al ° 1 
the he aie = forth Since the rupture in 1848 | Strassburg, and was for some time in clerica nteal <> Selection, though a smaller one, | Work at Rosheim, near Strassburg. In 1507 <A wWerted,” te those who are not | we find him as one of the priests attached to io fue By S2352i0n with themselves. In the | St. Stephen's church at Strassburg. He was pooks 3 —— = xclusive Section these hymns | thereafter at St. age in tag and = Ps _- a a 4 * 7 beir very po 7uIar as a reache as ap 
ere ‘the Liter ok, 1SSt nee en saleted, in [530, by the Chapter as interim Ae 4. the tion, w here fuller arrangement is | preacher at the Cathedral. The Chapter for" 4” on = Placed under the heading | hoped he would counteract the influence of xosye’ « -~th its gs 5 iat “Pp Matthias Zell, but as he preached quite as eeing,’ *< ys rs ubdivisions “Prayer for 

e Hymne ey, a mony,” “ Invitation,” as in | evangelically as Zell, he was soon sent back 
=. - . . P ; in’s. When, in 1524, he married 

poe ia ; Spiritual Songs compiled in his housekeeper, sn Chap EEA: kent 
phe ©2©& on w 22 t his living, but the help of the will vihen Proms ‘ne tapi Given mbps barseen he continued in Rt. Martin's till the 7 =_> the : h had to be taken down in 1529. There. e ats h, as it i of the Books jant apg officiated as pastor of the church © Zu ae we (uote Somewhat Pe =e applicable to den guten Leuten,” outside the city walls, and nd are need y: still there at the Visitation of 1583. The ea einen doctrine oe ah. ——. iy ros phen of his death is unknown (G. H. A. Rittel. hh Boe eee alle tae oa ne eyer’s Die evangelischen Kirchenliederdichter ost atric, Fat and imagination of man; | 7.4 Kisasses, Jena, 1855, p. 17; Allg. Deutsche i, # Person gee WER. gt ® to find at all, that experi- Biog. xxvi. 395, &c.). In the carly Strassbu Prk ome) the vebins << ath in the ow —_ hyren-books there are phrases of the co an withe ckrace a, Steel Gwoughh ant lane Lord's Prayer and of the Magnificat by Pollio. Eine + y= sort ene i rath which ——— >= The latter 1s orem Bop HCD TOT uae, i even to the Father, Beel erhebt Herren mein. The Magni 7 
ge # sathors may “Rly wrorne mere Ler pie expe- x beer uns yahalt Settacher Mess r+ = se 0 of place... 624, fil, p. Serna? by knowing their | Strassburg, 1 ee ess 2” Poe, 
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in 4at.of 101. The frs, are: (1) “* My soul doth mag- 
nyfle the Lorde,” by Bp. Coverdale, 1539 ( Nemaing, 1846, 
p- 565). (2)**My saule dois magnifie the Lord,” In 

Gude and Godlie Hallates, ed, 1568, f. ete 1868, 

p. 125). (J. M.} 
Pollock, Thomas Benson, m.a., was b. 

in 1836, and uated at Trinity Coll 
Dublin, pa. 1859, M.A. 1868, where he u 
gained the Vice-Cliuncellor’s Prize for English 
Verse in 1855. Taking Holy Orders in 186], he 
was Curate of St. Luke's, Leek, Staffordshire; 
St. Thomas's, Stamford Hill, London ; and St. 
Alban’s, Birmingham, Mr. Poilock is a most 
successful writer of metrical Litanies. His 
Metrical Litanies for Special Services and 
General Use, Mowbray, Oxford, 1870, and 
other compositions of the same kind con- 
tributed subsequently to varivus collections, 
have greatly enriched modern hymn-books, 
These are ooeely noticed under Litanies, 
Metrical, p. 677, i. To the 1889 Supplemental 
Hys. to H. A. & M. Mr. Pollock contributed 
two hymns, * We are soldiers of Christ, Who is 
mighty to save” (Soldiers of Christ), and “ We 
have nut known Thee as we ought” (Seeking 
God), but they are by no means equal to his 
Litanies in beauty and finish. (J. J.) 

TloAunpare, xvdipe. Synesius, Bp. of 
Ptolemats, [To Christ.) A hymn to Christ, 
being No. ix. of his ten hymns. The full 
Greek text is found in the Anth. Graeca Carm. 
Christ,, 1871, p. 22, in 70 lines. From this 
Mr. Chatfleld’s tr., “To Thee, much loved, 
be honour paid,” was made, and pub. in his 
Songs & Hymns, &c., 1876, p. 84, in 66 lines. 
A. Stevenson's tr, “Thee, desire of all the 
nations,” was pub, in his Ten Hys. of Synesius, 
&c., 1865. [Greek Hymnody, § v.] (J. J.J 

Pont, Robert, son-in-law of Jolin Knox, 
was the s. of John Pont, Culross, Perthshire. 
He was b, at Culroas in 1524, entered the 
University of St. Andrew's in 1543, became, 
in 1562, minister of Dunblane; in 1563, Com- 
missioner «f Moray; in 1571, Provost of Trinity 
College, Edinburgh; and, in 1574, Joint 
Minister of St. Cuthbert’s, Edinburgh, He 
was one of the three who publicly protested 
at the Cross of Edinburgh inst the Pro- 
clamation, on May 25, 1584, of the Acts of the 
Scottish Parlinment against Presbyterianism, 
For this offence he was forced to flee the 
kingdom. After his return to St. Cuthbert’s 
he was offered, in 1587, but refused, the 
Bishopric of Caithness. He d, May 8, 1606, 
and was buried iu St. Cuthbert’s Churchyard, 
Six Psalm Versions iu the Seottish Pealter of 
1564-65 are by him, viz., Ps. 57, 59, 76, 80, 
81, 83. Their first lines are given under 
Scottish Hymnody 1, § 2. Being mostly in 
peculiar metres none were transferred to the 
Scottish Psalter of 1650. In 1601 Pont was 

uested by the General Assembly to revise 
the Psalter of 1564-65, but never accomplished 
the work. It is probable he was also one of 
its original compilers. (J. M.J 

Poor wanderer, return to the home 
of thy bliss. Margaret, Lady Cockhurn- 
Campbell. (Invitation) Written at Exeter, 
Aug, 27, 1839, in 3 st. of 6 L, and entitled 
“Toa Friend.” It was subsequently pub. in 
lithograph from the author's mss. In 1842 it | ashamed 

POPE, ALEXA 

_ 2 otek in ii. of 
ys, iritual Songs, wit 

thence into Walker's Chelte 
1855, and others. 

Pope, Alexander, tl 
wholesale linen merchant it 
London, was b. in Plough 
Street, Muy 21, 1688. Hi 
Roman Catholic, he was : 
the charge of Father Tav 
him the rudiments of Greek 
he attended a school at Wir 
at Hyde Purk Corner. Whi 
retired with his parents to B 
Forest, and from thencefo 
was mainly in his own h 
quent success as a writer an 
of history, and has been de 
by Dr. Johnson, in his Live 
by others. He d. May 3 
buried in a vault in Twi 
For distinet public use, + 
aware, P wrote no hyr 
sish”; his “ Universal P 
“Vital Spark oY have 
for cougregati purposes 
Catholic he had no object i 
in a Janguage which, at thut 
would refuse to‘use. In mo 
his name is identified wi 
pieces :— 

1. Father of all, in every 
Prayer. The Lord’s Prayer. 
pub. in 1738, asa conclusion tc 
in 13 st. of 4.1, Warburton 
ment of the 1748 ed. of the | 

* Concerning the Universal Pr 
the Essay, it may be or to o 

vi sages in the Eesay baving been o 
tendency towards Fate and Natur: 

system Was 

Piety: that the First Cause was 
Governor as the Creator of the | 
submission to His will (the gr: 
throughout the Zesay) was not m 
selves to be carried along with a 
but a religious acquiescenee, and « 
and immortality. To give all t 
and reality, the Poet chose for 
Prayer, which of all others best 
fixed to his Paraphrase.”* 

The title here referred t« 
Prayer, Deo Opt. Max.”? Th 
C, U. in the following forms 

(1.) Father of all in every 
= bene ange bas been = Bn, 
yinn-books, from an early date, 
(2.) Father of all, (and) ‘Thou | 

was n in 6 st. of 4 ll in th 
Sel., No. 2475; again in the 1#1{ 
Pi. & -, IRSL, No. 1795 and ay 

(3.) Not to this earth's contra; 
Coll,, 1812, No. 629, in 4 at. of 4 

(4.) Teach me to feel another's 
Coll,, 1412, No. 630, in 4 at. of 4 

(6) Great First Cause, ] 
in Collyer’s Moll., 1812, No. 62 

iw.) When Tam right Thy ) am 
Kennedy, 1863, No. 1166. e 

2. Ye nymphs of a | 
Messiah. In No. 878 of the 
nesday, May 14, 1712, Addis 
with the introduction :— 

“T will make no i furs 
with the following rane Ary 
genius, a friend of mine, in U 

to employ his wit, 10 Ui 
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in Mess: flow = the poem with the heading, | pillar of fire, the gift of manna, the living water that 
Beye tah, ~~ Sacred Eclogu : { | lullowed them, the expulsion of the Canaanite, the mighti- 

1, . es gue, composed uv ten al passe <= Of [Lninh the Prophet. Writ- ness of His love—these facia, with others, in their = 
2 ‘ ~ 

or Lop mutate i<>=e or y irgil’s Pollo.” It consists 

head; lines - “©n republished by Pope this 

“Ady § ME SS se Mcled into a paragraph as an 
‘rise zx ae e~ _ As a poem it is unknown to 

Cento, 28” bo«r he = 5 ‘but from it the following 
Shave Eee SE into CU (1.) ay Was the (3 <><><% heph i tends fle . 

4 i., ert Lm ——— —— “2r's Coll, tag ous, in 6 Ege 
rs abridge 2) <> ae a Bed in later hymnalr, but usually 

. - 

in Calin Se 228, behold « branch arise, No. 624 
a hynnal== _ 2812, in 6 st. of 4 1; and again In 

») ’ 
No. 625 in Ca> Ek 2 MEER xad voice the lonely desert cheers. 
Heber’s psti-= =m ga 2" ss Coll, 1812, in 4 st. of 41; in Bp, 
aguininiate:c <> <<.» — Sa. Hymns, &c., 1#27, p. lué; and 

ont tae ae Sa ee with im Balem rise ie — * + 

severa! tex <<» mee M., 1862, No. 687, in 3 st. of 8 1. and 
<= = 

Be hm —_. by ancient seers foretold. 
It may toa —_ =~ 6 H. Bk., 1864, and others. 

reads inthhae= = <> Ged that 146 of The Messiah 
ver (ore =< = = Szinol * He wipes the teurs for 
Po se at thre a. yes.” This was altered by 
FOF letter <2 — == = gestion of Steele, made to Pope 
iu a Ep pc wae Et 8 Je |, 1712, w * From every 
face es —<—— = «<>» every tear.” This latter is 
the ks, ancl — ae SB a rized reading, is given in his 
Wor’ ts Oo 2 == H<ound also in the book form 
roptit Se me Spectator. {J. J.J 

be =—=— <> Enard Thomas Pembroke, 
a ae ak = «<et Mr. Thomas Pope, of Cork, 

was y Alt <><» a Be, March 13, 1799, educated at 
Hyde Dubizs — ‘WW inchester, and at Trinity Col- 

{B22 - a == =A. Inv2); took Holy Orders 
iD a iss = sD. att: King-town, near Dublin, 
Feb." —> — EAis hymn “ In trouble and in 

self, and their cruel guilt in refusing Him ht home 
tothem. When sung in the Sistine Chapel, at 6, to 
music adapted thereto by Palestrina, in 1560, the effect is 
deeply solemn, (See Grove's Dict. af Music, art. /mpro- 

peri.) 

history, ure plaintively and sorrowfull —— to I 

The only metrical tr. into English in C, U. 
is the following :— 

O my people, tell to me. By G. Moultrie, in 
the Church Monitor, Bristol, 1866, p. 56. 
Kecast as “O my people, O mine own,” in 
Moultrie’s Hy, and Lyrics, 1867, p. 81, and this 
was included, with alterations, in the People's 
H., 1867; the Hymnary, 1872; and Thring’s 
Coll,, 1882. Of the alterations made in the text 
the greatest are in st. iii. This reads :— 

(1) In the Hymns and Lyrics -— 
“ Holy, holy, holy Gud, 

Holy, Almighty, whom we laud, 
Holy and Immortal King, 
Hear in mercy as we sing.” 

(2) In the People’s Hymnal :— 
* Holy God! O Holy Might! 

Holy, Immortal, Intinite ! 
Victor o'er the Crows and grave, 
Save us, Lord, in mercy save.” 

(3) In the Hymnary and Thring’s Coll. :— 
* God of holiness and might ! 
God Immortal, Infinite ! 
Holy and Immortal King, 
Hear in mercy as we sing.” 

A prose tr, of the Heproaches was given in 
the 186U Appendiz to the H, Noted, p. 187, 
In the 186% and later eds., No, 151, au anti- 
phon is added beginning with “ We venerate 
Thy Cross.” From this text a shortened 
form is included in the Altar Hymnal, 1884, 
p. 60, Canon Oakeley has ¢r. it in metre in 

,o <> i : 5a his Lyra Liturgica, 1865, as “ What, O my 
grich =»<«2 C Lord)” (Peace in Affliction) “ ” 

= Sly == meeorymously in Carus Wilson's pean, Dave Deen eee? U. M.) 
Pre an<cQ Se efor, June 1824, p. 72, in 4 st.| TloOev dpgopar Opnveiv. [Bondds xal 
re) weal & Bom qrsacdes! “A Hymn.” This text is| opexacrris.] 

1 te <= © Bac: [rish Church Hymnal, 1873, 
with . i= —_ 3. 4, °* Spread fragrance when Pott, Francia, ».4., was b. Dec. 29, 1832, 

and educated at Brasenose College, Oxford, 
B.A. 1854; M.4. 1857, Taking Holy Orders in 
1856 he was curate of Bisiopsworth, Glouces- 
tershire, 1856-8; Ardingly, Berks, 1858-61 ; 
Ticehurst, Sussex, 1861-t6; and Rector of 
Norhill, Ely, 1866. His 

Hys,. fitted to the Order of Common Pray-r, and 
Administration of the Sacraments, and other Rites and 
Ceremonies of the Church, According to the Use of the 
Church Bugland, To which are added Hymns for 

Certain Local Festivals, 

was pub. in 1861, and reprinted from time 
to time with a few additions. Mr. Pott con- 
tributed ¢rs..from the Latin and Syriue, and 
original hymus, including * Angel voices ever 
singing ” (p- 68. i.) and “ Lift up your heads, 
eternal gates” (Ascension). These original 
hymns, together with his frs., have been re, 
ceived with much favour and are widely used. 
In several instances in the preceding pages of 
this Dictionary (and elsewhere in other works), 
several tre. from the Lutin, and other hymno- 
logicul work, are attributed to Archdeacon 
Alfred Pott. We are autuorized to state that this aseription of authorship is an error. shee 
Index of Authors and Translators, } (J. Jj 

Potter, Thomas Joseph, was b. at Sear- 
borough in 1827, and joined the Roman 

Catholic Chureh in 1847, aud subsequently 

b +”” altered to “ Perfume the air 
ache? end aon. all and st. iv. 1. 2 “In other 

<. hw —— = ered to “ At other tims,” &e. ephis *Y'ea re is i a . . 
pritl® arace ~ igen saat te or" 

opule. 
ati Tz teus Quid feci tibi. [Good 

Frvshes, Qo fe proaches.) The Improperia or 
in alawy sed on Jeremiah ii. and Micah yi, 

anes. “Eps et, SIL Mediaeval Graduals and 
Mth cent. iva tho ere. found in two sags. of the 
4% », Hard. abe Bri tish Museum (Add. 19768 f. 
re the Bod leg f 207 b); an I1th cent. ws 
PL eViVE: dre eee ttUrg. Mise. 366 f. 20); and 
s gechlin, 1 S74 ac Trios ern Roman Missal (eg. 

Piet fund  » ” _ 1G5), In the Sarum use 

te idey Ona w_ePiBCe in the services on Good 
e trations ch PO inted to be sung during 

wo ia by two oe (FBade before a veiled cross 

roe highaltary. jen... Migher clergy in front of 
pa io the cross. 7» BOWwn ry the name of “ creep- 

tbe textwill be foun 26 elaborate rubrics and 
jnt Of the Sezrze> <t iy, the Burntisland res 

VP ne text is partly sh i cols. 327-330 
eC pares "=, + i nm ell, 

mii led wier yest SAtiy rtly in Greek. In i letd wier, Flin Fort: ee Son a 

cae ort. the leas teful: people, to whom He 

of Pte Sea, the lena tr Mim, not,” he remembrance 

ape = ex, fint-born, the overthrow in 
"2 protecting presence of the 
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took Holy Orders. For many years he filled 
the Chair of Pulpit Eloquence and English 
Literature in the Foreign Missionary College 
of All Hallows, Dublin. He pub. The Spoken 
Word ; or, The Art of Extemporary Preaching ; 
Sacred Eloquence, or, The ry and Practice 
of Preaching ; and The Pastor and his People ; 
together with several tales. He tr. the Vesper 
hymns in the Catholic Psalmist: contributed 
to the Holy Family Hymns, 1860; and pub. 

ls, Lyrica, and Hymna, 1862. His most 
widely-known hymn is “ Brightly gleams our 
banner” (q.v.). Several of his hymns and 
trs. are in use in Roman Catholic hymn-books 
for Missions and Schools. He d. at Dublin 
in 1873. (J. J.J 

F: — out ie eis from Olan 
- Montgomery. ‘or a Meeting o A 

There are two copies of this yuan in t 
author's handwriting amongst the m. mss. On 
one it is stated that it was written on Jan- 

=e, ENS, hg Rev. J. epg oy Rector 
of Newbury, Berks, who pub. a Sel. of Hi 
in 1833. Te was repeated in Bickerstoth's 
Christian Psalmody, 1833, No. 429, in 
5 st. of 4 1, and n in Mon "a 
Original Hymns, 1 No. 306. @ most 
popular form of the hymn is “ Lord, pour Thy 
Spirit from on high,” This is in very ex- 
tensive use. {J. J.J 

Powell, Thomas Edward, .a., s. of 
David Powell, of Loughton, Essex, was b. at 
Ham Middlesex, Aug. 22, 1823, and 
educated at Oriel College, Oxford (B.a. 1845), 
Ordained in 1846, he was Curate of Cookham- 
Dean, near Maidenhead; and then Vicar of 
Bisham, 1848. He pub., in 1868, The Holy 
Feast, and subsequently his Hys., Anthems, éc., 
for Public Worship. To this cullection he 
contributed the following hymns :— 

1. 7 epee the rng oe Harvest. 
ty Fount ve. 864.) Confirmation. 

Ly Aveuna Thy throne, 0 Goat ai? sore 
4 Sw Sore Thine ear, Almighty Lord. (1964.) 

5. God of hope and consolation. Holy Scripture. 
6. Hallelujah, hallelujah, Raise the bymn of thank- 
pee. Harvest. 

. Heavenly Father, King of kings. (1864.) Public 

Hyg a Thy heavenly dwelling. (1874.) Holy 
y. 

9. Jesus, Whom heavenly hosts adore, (1874.) Holy 
Communion. 

10. Let our hymos of prayer ascending. Ascension, 
11. Lord, when beside the grave we mourn. (1862.) 

Burial, 
12. Lord, with grief and sin oppressed. oo Lent, 
13. O God, eternal Fount of Light. (1880.) Holy 

Trinity. 
14, 0 Lamb of God fur sinners slain, (1880.) Holy 

Communion. 
15. O Saviour, from Thy heavenly throne, (1872.) 

Missions 
16. Redeemer, ever blest. Holy Baptism, 
11. Though bowed beneath Thy chastening rod. (1862.) 

Lent or Affliction, 
18. To 6, O holy King of saints. Al Saints. 
19. Until Thou comest, Saviour, in Thy might. 

(1874.) Holy Communion. 

Mr. Powell’s Hymns, Anthems, &c., have 
been privately printed as an Appendiz H. Bk. 
for use in his parish of Bisham, Berks. The 
compilation was begun in 1855, and has 

ear grown to 97 hymns, of which the 
above 19 are by the compiler. The dates 
given above are those of the composition of 
the respective hymns. (J. J.) 

ful 

PRAISE, O PRAISE 

Praecursor altus lun 
Bede. (St. John the Baptis 
of this hymn is found in 
Cassander (Col , 1556; 

263); of Ellinger (Fr 
1578, p. 275); and of Thome 
ii. p. 387). Also in the work 
Bede (Migne’s Patrol., vol. 9 
priuts it in his Jymnarius } 
P 52, from a 10th cent. 
80, gives only the first fow 

of ther 1. The great forerunner 
in the Hymnal V., 1854; and in #.. 
2. morn. 

the Hymnary, 1872. 

Praedicta Christi n 
Coffin. (SS. Philip and J 
in the Paris Breviary, 173¢ 
Matins on the Feast of SS. 
and aguin in Coffin’s Hym 
72, The text is also in J. ¢ 
the Prim. Church, 1837, anc 
Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 and - 

1, At length draws near the lo 
Chandler. 1837. 

2. Now the bour is drawing new 

Praise God, Who i 
dwells. Miles Smyth and 
el.) This is the second ve 
Smyth's The Psalms of Ki 
phrased, é&c., London, h 
in 2 st. of 61. In Churton’s 
1854, an altered version of t 
headed Pegs ype 
passed ce into Ken 
collections. 

n’s req 
cantata adapted to Mende 
Lauda — composed for 
at Liege, May, 1846. It is: 
tet, and Chorus as follows: i. 
C.; iv., v. Q. with C.; wi. C 
then a C. followed by a fin: 
popular form when in use | 
iL, iv., v., vi, as in the Net 
several others, 

Praise, my soul, the | 
A. F. Lyte. (Ps. ann 1 
mnost successful phrase 
and is more jubilant than 

his renderings. It 
Spirit of the Psalms, 1834, i 
st. iv. bracketed for omissio 
_ = 7 numerous ¢ 

glish-s ing countries 
is emia. 4 and sometimes 
are introduced. The princi 
of the fifth line in each at: 
Him, Praise Him,” to “A 
asin H, A. & M. and sever: 
addition of a doxology, 
Father,” as in Harland’s 
Hymnal, 1876. , 
_ Praise, O praise our 
Sir H. W. Baker. [Harvest 
based upon Milton's versio 
(“ Let us with a gladsome 
written for the lst ed. of | 
From H. A. & M. it has pas: 
collections in G. Britajm an 
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the Ei «xc> 
. a7 ae 

7) €ppemrre ak 
the 6,2 24 or = 1. 

il. 
us: 

: he i. Rr Aven, and heaven to earth 
- “Kare? =< kb "ders, siug His worth,” 

¥ “Aven exalt the strain, Raexy oe th — ¥en, to earth again. the 8. eG et S20 CU. but the fret, os ign — ‘rch Hymns, 1871; the H. wided, 1876 — yinns, a 

(J. J.J Cc. F-. tha <—_ 

+ Eis glories show. 
Ly te’s original version 

his Spirit of the Psalis, 
“and his revised version in tw, Sd e<'- of the same work in 1836. 2 4), xt mm =ry be distinguished by st. ii. 

JYudofrf £Baw pan others, is the more 

PRAISE THE LORD 903 

Praise the ye heavens adore 
- [Ps. exlviit.]) This hymn is given in 

a four- tract which is found d at 
the end of some copies of the 1 musical 
ed. of the Psalms, Hymna, and Anthems of the 
Foundling Hospital, London [see Kempthorne, 
J.], and again also at the end of the edition of 
words only, pub. in 1801. When this sheet 
was printed, and when it was added to the 
musical ed. of 179¢, and then to the copy of 
words only, 1801, is unknown. As the 1801 

in | ed. is only a reprint of the words of the 1796 
ed., it suggests that the sheet was added to 
copies of both editions at the same time, and 
that after the printing of the 1801 ed. The aley, PP one rd Who above. | *heet has this title :— 1743, in 4 = _ <1) Pub. in Ps. & Hys. “iymns af Praise. For Foundling Apprentices vol. viij p S=<_> <_> = 31 Works, 1863-43" Attending Livine Service to return Thanks," 

at. i, ii, anc i~ += In 1760 M. Madan gave | 8nd ped contents are :— aie i i 1. _** Father of les! de to bear,” t v. ok “a in bie 2 eS wg srbrks . ea be Mr. Hewlett. Music by “Shiela Toplady it ¢>em mae iyo, Ib No Se Ee, Macon. Muste ty Easeee TY Pe” By J. 2 eee tid iy a¥O. i. \ a 6 * f f 
the name ff <= into several collections with 3. * Soon will the evening star with silver ray.” By field’s Chure>7a, 
The fornin = = . => =. :. : ? . 1862, p- => -— — in the Islington Ps. & Hys, Som poy ty >a SL _ Which begins with the first ughout. = % wal, is considerably altered thr she revise = = <= full original text was given in - <a. H. Bk., 1875, for the firat time. 

[J. J.) 
Praise 2 <—, Lord, Whose mighty wonders. a Ary: : “ Parent” «x _= = cxzlviii.] This appeared in The Eng 2 << Leal Anthology, being a Selec tion of 2 Poems primarily dnlanes to Rr r fhe tastes and the sentiments of Yous. Se es, London, FC. 8D, Riving- +o1 se pragndy name on the = =a go pPen to the Preface. On the title peered = Brit, Mus. copy is written 

fant,” ie. the wife of Bp. 

ist in J 

ds 
= = <a - 

title = 
©, Cac 

. Rickrs ea, 
a ner oo. 

* 2 enn —=7 there is:— 
=< the Lord, &c. Ps, cxlvilt, 

' = te lord » Ww 
ae. = <2 ea hose mighty wonders 

a _ Raigch in tempests thunders, Al > Fm cou : i = Se <>rks of “Fer ple pga Heaw > B2< made you by His word ; Cee ee oe ting shout before Him; “In the ._ = Concert, Praise the Lord. | Oconee EE Beas ook les ascending aS > BKlorion ve alee” sg yassiene eit a 
Bee Shae eg oo OF thy boundions wt we 8 crow AN ¥q "2 Sten of wi Sony meuntens, Wart. ““Set a as 
Prin? thro: 

Se Ea ix nture’s drear dominions, 7 “rm Rag hg mere the wilds extend: 
Me eat cr, oo pa to Whose soaring pinions 

P, . Fr alee man ee, {iid fountains 

&reat Creator, 
“Unt of Love.” 

2/ mana, 1852, No. 64, the 
C ral ¢), ith the omiasion of 11, 

fOr” sligtey 2 * “ddition of four lines 
elite oe ga alte,’ Ve divine, all love ex- 
> d rage “4 as the conclusion of 

pee CU Tees? at of 81. This text 
hae ~*m hymnals, and is the ove i has not bes 

Ly” ™ te" Uthor of the original 
Sed, 0] 

aA sady as the author, asin Hat- =~ Bk. N.Y. 1873, No. 160, 
J. Mason, Music by ‘* Ebden.” 

4. ** Praise the Lord, ye beav'ns adore Him.” Music by * Haydn.” 

&. “ While bealth, and strength, and youth remain,” 
Music by “Gluck,” 
To these are added the words of a Sanctus 

to be sung “ Before the Communion Service.” 
The special hymn now in consideration is 
eciated ines 

Hyy rromw Psatm cxivint. Harpy, 

** Praise the Lord, ye heav’ns adore him ; 
Praise bim angels in the height: 

Sun and moon rejoice before him, 
Praise him all ye stars and light. 

u, 
** Praive the Lord, for he hath spoken ; 

Workis bis mighty voice obey’d: 
Lawa, which never shall be broken, 

For thelr guidance bath he made. 

1, 
“ Praise the Lord, for he is glorious ; 

Never shall his promise fall : 
God hath made his saints victorious ; 

Sin and death shall not prevail. 
iv. 

** Praise the God of our salvation ; 
Hosts on high his power proclaim ; 

Heaven, and earth, and all creation, 
Laud and magnify his name.” 

The same text is in found in Ps. & H ymns 
for Magdalen Chapel, 1804; in the Foundling 
Coll. of 1809, and then in J. Kempthorne’s 
Select Portions of Pa. & Hye, 1810. In the 
last case slight changes are introduced, ¢.¢. 
st. i. 1. 7,“ Laws which” to “ Laws that” ; and 
st i. I. 8, “ hath He,” to “ Hehas.” This form 
of the text was repeated very extensively to 
1853, when it appeared in the Cooke and 
Denton Church Hymnal, with the well-known 
stanza by E. Osler, from Hall's Mitre H, Bk., 
1836 :— 

“ Worship, honor, glory, blessing, 
Lord we offer unto Thee; 

Young and old Thy praise expressing, 
In glad homage bend the knee. 

All the saints in heaven adore Thee, 
We would bow before Thy throne; 

As Thine angels serve before Thee, 
So on earth Thy will be done.” 

use of this hymn in all English-speak- 
dia pectic rt sometimes with the addition of 
Osler’s stanza, and at other times withont, ig 

xtensive. 

othe question of the authorship of this 
hymn has been a matter cf serious inquiry for 

a 

a nape Bee = 

eee ee 
cal 
rats oan 
~ 

7 as ~ coe a Te a 
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some years, with the result that on the one 
hand it is attributed to John Kempthorne, and | hymn are 

in | those on the other to Bishop Mant, and 
error, The claim for John Kempthorne was 
made by D, Sedgwick; und this claim, we 
find from his Mss., was a pure guess ou his 

t. Mr. Kempthorne’s son (the Rev. R. 
empthorne, of Elton Rectory) said in the 

Guardian (Dec. 10, 1879) that it wae not 
written by his father, and he has repeated the 
same to the writer of this article during the 
rogress of this work. Kempthorne, in the 

Preface of the 2nd ed, of his Sel. Portions of 
Ps. & Hys., 1813, omits it from his list [see 
Kempthorne, J.]. It is clear therefore that it 
was not written by John Kempthorne. The 
ascription of authorship to Bp. Mant occurred 
through confounding the hymn “ Praise the 
Lord Whose ag Strang (9.¥-). which 
apperred in Mrs. Mant’s Parent's Poetical 

nthology, 1814, with thishymn.  [J. J.J 

Praise to God, immortal praise. 
Anna IL. Barbauld, née Aikin. ( Harvest.) 
This, the most popular and widely used both 
in Great Britain and America of Mrs. Bar- 
bauld’s Hymns, first appeared in Dr. W. En- 
fiekl’s Hys. for Public Worship, &c., Warring- 
ton, 1772, No. 36, in 9 at. of 4 1, and entitled, 
“ Praise to God in Prosperity and ronipmg 
In the following year it was repeated in . 
Barbauld's (then Miss Aikin) Poems, Lond., 
J. Jolmson, 1773, p. 115, without title, but 
with Habakkuk iii. 17, 18, “ Although the 
fig-tree shall not blossom,” &c., q as a 
note. It is not found in many collections 
until 1812, when it was included by Dr. Coll- 
yer in his Coll., No. 689. From that date it 
gradually increased in use, sometimes in its 
complete form, but more uently with ab- 
breviations, extending to the omission of 
varinus stanzas, until in one or two cases it 
has been reduced to twelve lines only. ‘The 
various centos, all beginning with the same 
first line, are too numerous to analyse, save the 
more important and such as have additions 
made thereto by others. ‘These are :— 

1. In 8S. P. C.K, Afymna, 1852, No. 172, this cento 
is in 4st. of 6 L, the first three of which are compiled, 
with alterations, from the text, and the last 
* Peace, prosperity and health,” from another source, 

2, In Morrell and How's Ps, & Hys,, 1854: the same 
three stanzas as above, ani a new fourth stanza by Bishop 
How of «|. This text is repeated in Church Hymns, 
1871, No. 240, with the last stanza by Bishop How 
reduced to 6 lines. 

3. In the Yew Mitre Hymnal, 1475, from the original 
Mitre H. Bk. of 1436, with a doxology. 

4. In Thring’s Coll, 1882, No. 405, the cento ls com- 
posed of 4 st. of 6. L, of which stanzas i., il. are from 
the 8, P. C. K. Hymns, 1862, altered; st. tli, is the new 
ae C. BR. as above, and 
st. iv, a doxology, 

Other centos may be traced out by consult- 
ing the original text in Lyra Brit., 1867, p. 
33, or Lord Selborne’s Book of Praise, 1 
and 1867, pp. 289-290, In addition to these 
centos, beginning with the original first line, 
there are also the following in C. U.:— 

5. Praise to God, unceasing praise. This, in Francis 
Pott'’s Hymns, &e., 1461, 1s the Ss. P. C. K. Hymns 
text as above, with an alteration of the opening line. 

6. Praise to ex . This, in Ty 
Darling's /fys., &c., 1887, is from the original with 
alterations by Mr. Darling. 

7 ald whirlwinds tear, This, in the 
Presb. Ps. & 3. for the Worthip of God, Richmond, 
Laer 1467, No. 441, Is com of st, iil.-vl. slightly 

vercd. 

PRAISE TO 

Most of the fo ing a 
sapistad ta otl 

, and their us 
extensive. The text renc 
R. Bingham, in his Hym 
1871, and beginning “ 
fine,” is a cento of 3 st. of 
the original. 

Praise to God, who 
M. Benson. [St. Michael 
Contributed to H. A. & M 
ment and alterations, w: 
1861. In the revised ed 
text (still abbreviated) wa 
exception of two minor ch 
account for the two tex! 
1861 and 1875. The line i 
through those Orders ni 
(1) Seraphim ; (2) Cherub 
Dominions; (5) Princes ; (6 
(8) Archangel ; and (9) 4 
st. ii, and iii, In the 
Pastorals, Boston, 1864, s 
1861 text are given a 
praises sing.” 

Praise to the Holie 
Card. J. H. Newman. [fF 
1865, and first publish 
Verees on Various Occa: 
forms part of a poem of a 
The Dream of Gerontius. 
scribes the journey of a dis 
the body to its reception in 
hymns are introduced thi 
and this is given as being 
Choir of Anyelicals ” as tl 
is conducted into the p» 
Emmanuel previous to p 
Purgatory. In 18638 it w 
Appendiz to H. A-. & 1 
being the repetitionm of t 
close. From Hf. A. & M. 
large number of hysmn-bc 

Praise to Thee, Thc 
(Praise.] This hymn is 
to J. Fawcett, but was o1 
by him, In 1782 he se 
the circumstances of ubi 
this vol. No. 56 is “ Lo! 
ott. # 7 6 st. of 8 |. 
stanza of which begins, “ 

t Creator.”" Jn the | 
(Unitarian) of 1806 

as @ separate Lymn. * 
Unitarian Coli. of Ps. & 
Private Worship, 1812, a 
found in modern collectic 

* Praise to Thee, The 
Praise be ‘Thine f 

Join, my soul, with 
Join the universa 

Pure, uypbounded 
Hail the Goad of oni 

Praise fim for 

= ~~ ten therseund bli 
or the Aepe of fi 

Sound His praise th) 
Sound Jehovah's P 

Myfutiy on earth ax 
i) in heaven our 

There, enraptured, St 
Lostin wonder, lov 

The portions of these 
printed in ordinary type ; 



" PRAISE: Warrs ror THEE ta 
Pari* of J. Fax~vcety, 
Pom * Whilet tisc Nin div;, 

-known hymn, “Love t 7e, all lowe e + ie » ae Praise ye the Lord ; ’tis good to raise. 
he fo lowing= <> <—rx, pecnon ei Ser 178 “8) I. Watts. (Ps. cxlvii.] 1st pub. in his Pealme 
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hymn divided into two | the lines which we have quoted. The 1853 

L Wonkens a scan 1D italics are mainly | text is in extensive use. (J. J.) 

cr «< aie ~- a2zraz. 
of David, &e., 1719, p. 385, in 8 et. of 4 1, and 

Yesy, athe =a Exeter Coll, 1912, prs “The Diving Nature, Providence, and 
Passi. 

m- Father, Source of all com- Grace.” It was included by J Weasley in th 

Pore = <3 passion, le t Was Incluc y J. ey in the 
Wins tee aS Ee = love Pure, unbounded grace | Ist ed. of his Ps. & Hys., published mm Charles- 

'sit 1, wreak “hy ' is Thine town, 1736-37, p. 10, with slight Variations, 
Ep Vittion, wel- estan of our Sal- ne omission of st. ii, and the addition of 
ba’ SZ = ==> EXabling Him for Histove | Ken s doxology, “ Praise God,” &c. Further 

“* Cha ae = vine. alterations were made by a adaptin 
Ppa == Se Ser y in « Joyfally on earth adore | it for the Wes. H. Bk., 1780, No. 216, an 

Til} in bea. => === Ww. Him, these latter readings are still retained in all 
Tuy C8 Place © take be mare “uF | collections of the Methodist bodies. The 

pt hog — a =< There, “oncaptined, fai | hymn in its original and altered forme is in 
Lost in w=. = = —___, before Him, extensive use. Orig. text in Watte’s Pealma, 

and pred = =~ love, in wonder, love, | late editions; Wesley’s Ist reading in the re- 
The crt<» a= ant prake.” —_sd| pwint of 1736-87 Coll., Loml., 1882 : and Wes- 

numerous 22 > 2 = the above form of 4 st. is in ey’s final reading in the Wee. H. Bk., 1875. 
few also cla=—<—> >. — Books in G. Britain, and in ry 

[J. J. times fuune2 = ey. In America itis some. Praise ye the Lord with joyful 
” Pram, _ oo An additions! stanza:— tongue. I. Watts. (J's. czlviii.] Pub. in his 
_S=. . “ae ty Gheee’” Hore Lyrice, 1706, in 14 st. of 4 1, and 

= a Se living creature, 
* ==. =. ee ead pte ih eoied host.” 

In the a re a ee doxology iss =e > ~~ 

headed “The Universal Hallelujah.” In Hatfield's Church H. Bk, 1872, st. i.-iv., vii, =~ nee N. Y., 1884, this | viii., and xiii, are given as :— 
i 

= taile ween st. iii, and y, * Praise ye the t imm choirs, 
whilst Prag ——_ = £5 <. Kd’s Church H. Bk., N, Yy.. That nit viper me 
1872, oor SE ~~ ee its legitimate position as | these lines being altered from Watta's— 
the clos =i=a-— 2, ymn. Taken as a whole the ** Gabrtel and all th’ immortal choir =_—=—=- + Baan average merit. [W. R. 8.) That fill the realms above.” ‘ 

See also “Praise ye the Lord! immortal 
ple) =~ >= = ~~ Thee in — reed. choir,” by G. Rawson. (J. J.J 

a. Fe. = a = % the version of the 65th Pa. in aig wie: a — #salter, 1650. It is in C. U. in Praises to Him Who built the hills. 
its fu — = See awn abbreviated form, and re. | H. Bonar. : Levee of the Trinity.) Pub. in his wr Ace a pF etore Thee, Lord, a people aaithed “Prete Pe. 1808, bn be fephadesbe 

i =—_ 2 . phi enti * Praise. i sreviously appearer 
ta74- . mee Pireeb, Hyeinal, valet ~ in the American Sabbath H. Bk., 1858, No. 409, ise It is also in the Americun Bapt. Service of 
Eg = =¥ @hovah, praise the Lord Song, Boston, 1871, in 5 st., beginning with s;. 4 Fad Cockburn-Campbell. [ P, . | iii, ** Praises to Him Whose love has given.” 

exlix) WER 2 ee.) at Exeter, Dee, ee In the a yong 1872, it is ugain altered ax 
27. h froma, = subsequently printed in litho- | “All praise to lim Who built the hills,” and 
oF ional ——— <= Writer's ms8., together with 31 | is appointed tor Septuayesima, (J. J.) ‘Deck't Pe. . 2 Se oo no sua | _ Priitorius, Benjamin, s. of Andreas y ti NO. Beypy ae ae ee Songe, ’ | Pristorius, pastor at Obergreisslau near Weis- 

: Fn - of 41 is Was re- 
e sigtatiae.. 7. bag 4 ens Ps. & Hys., 1855, with by rare Dura, © oF i - C.,” and subsequently in Suer? 8 Sevens oe. ¥™Mn-books. Orig. text in 

senfels in Saxony, was b. at Ober, reisslau, 
January 1, 1636. In 1637 his father was ap. 

inted pastor at Gross-Lissa near Delitzsc \ ta Saxony. Benjamin became a student of 
eneiaiay Pind  G., 1872. (J. J.J theology, a oferta Pi ree probably ut 

Yr © To ipzig. In the entry of his marriage in the 
yn ite hheighta oe oe be are of Gross-Lisea, for 1657, he is de- 
P* Xo. 32 © W rit en fn the Leeds HBL. seribed as “ regularly ordained substitute and 
355, Viena: in 9 st. of4). In the author's future successor of this parish"; and he is FAY extended” tes on hanks, 1876, it fa revined | Dever ten, ene or 

, ~abagay , 1 tor-substitute. is ninth child was b. in 
aera Pilebted i St. Mr. Rawson was scat on Jan, 8, 1675, his son Andreas Watts’s mraphrase of 

'Be ye the Lord with 

tbe al tone ne, =D. bis Pra 

*5 seen in Watte’s st, ii. 

Benjamin, on acting as godfather, is described 
¥ . -v.), jO%7 Rawson's, st. 7 : > ns “ gurviving son” of M. Benjamin Priito- 
n Sata 

rius, It is probable that he d. some time in 
awaits Gabriel, an$ mln... 1674, but as the register of deaths of this 

170 Sing 3 ra the ae immortal choir riod_is lost, we are unable to fix the exact Te f,, Alms above, leke’s Grundriss, vol. iii., 1897 
pt feeasx Yo, Med you of His fire, te (K. Goedeke’s rrundrias, Vol. I., 1887, 

pews ying Ye] the” 7p ™ With His love.” » 176; ms. from Pastor’ Moebius of Gross- 
1855 With 728vern by tt, immortal chotr issa, &c.). we igs above, - 

resem t Ot 1 souls of fire, Ce call care that Decne 
~~ wt 2 LO Ughout the reat of the 

a not so marked as in 

cording to Wetzel, i., 214, he was crowned as a poet on Se 15, 1661. In the registers for 1663 he firat designs himself ** porta Coes.” and “Kais. sekronter Poeta” (ive. imperial crowned fet ant in 1670 as « povta Caes. laur. coronatus.” His | yRINS Appeared fn 
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his (1) Jauchtzendes Libanon, Let 1659, and (2) | 

Spilende Myrten-Aue, Letpzig, 1664. In the to 

t latter he signs himself as *C. P. Caes. und am 

Wort daselbst ’ (minister of the Word), under dats 

++ Groas-Lissa, Dec. 14, 1663." The only bymn by him 

tr. into English is :— 

"Bel bis an das Ende, The Keward of the 
157, in 9 st. of 

“ul. Im 1659, as above, No. 64, i; 

#1,, and founded on Rev. il, 10. In fall in the (nv, L. 

S., 1881, No. 339, It is also often found as ** Sei getreu 

in deinem Leiden,” a8 in the Berlin G. L, S., ed. 1863, 

No, 749, This is from Lappiee® G.B., Wesel, 
1692, p. 22, 

where it is in 7 st. (iv., fl, fl., vo ix., i, and . 

which begins, “So wohlan, #0 will ich leiden” 

erroneously ascribed to J. ©. Schade, The 

- is tr. agi 

Be thou the end, Let not. By Miss Warner, 

in her Hys. of the Ch Militant, 1855, p. 362 — 
r s. . ’ + Pe * 

as No. 285, in Bp, Ryle’s Coll., 1860. (J. M.) 

Priitorius, Johann, was b. at Copen- 

hagen, Oct. 20, 1738. He was educated in the 

training schools of the Moravians, and after 

1761 held various itions in their schools 

and communities. In 1772 he was appointed 

reacher to the new community at Christ- 

iansfeld, in the north of Schleswig, and d. 

there, Dec. 12, 1782 ( Hist. Nachricht to the 

Briider G. B., 1778, ed. 1851, p. 224). In the 

Briider G. B., 1778, two hymns and part of a 

third are ascribed to him. The last is noted 

under © suisse Seclenweide, p. 467, ii, [J. M.] 

a Lewis Glover, was b. at Quincy, 

M usetts, Aug. 15, 1793. Removing to 

Boston in 1808, he entered into business there 

in 1815, and retired therefrom in 1838. He 
was for some time a member of the City 

Government of Boston, of the Board of Edu- 

cation, and of the State Legislature. From 

wn early date he was associated with Sunday 

schools, and ‘was for 34 years superintendent 

of the 8. School of the Twelfth Congrega- 

tional Society, Boston, In 1833 he pub. a 

Sunday School H. Bk., the first with music 

ever compiled for American Unitarian 8, 

schools. is was enlarged in 1844 as the 

Sunday School Hymn and Service Book. He 

also pub. a History of Sunday Schools, 1847; 

a Christian Catechism, 1849; and other works. 

His hymue and were collected and pub. 
in 1862, as The Sylphides’ School, and a second 
volume of a like kind orpewes in 1873, as 

Autumn Leaves. Most of his hymns —- 

in his collections of 1833 and 1844. Putnam 

(to whom we are indebted for these details) 

pee in his Singers and Songe, &c., 1874, p. 81, 
our pieces from his yolume of 1862, and two 

from that of 1873. One of these, “ When 

God upheaved the pillared earth” (Silent 
Work) was repeated in the American 7, 
of the Ages, 8rd series, 1864. {J. J.J 

Prayer Book. Hymns based on various 
portions of the Book of Common Prayer, and 
metrical paraphrases of other portions of the 
same book are somewhat numerous. In this 
article we purpose pointing out those portions 
of the Prayer Book which have been treated 
in this manner, and to indicate where these 
metrical versions may be found. Observing 

the order of the Services we Lave the follow- 
ing resulta :— ‘ 

i. The Lord's . Metrical versions are given 
in the Old and the ew Versions, and in part or in full 
in various works and collections of hymna. A tolerably 

full list will be found in the of Seasons and 

Subjects at the end of this Dictionary. 
U. Venite. See Index of 8. and 8, under Psalm xcv. 

906 

iv. Te us. See 
v. 5 opera. 8 

vi. Benedict 
vii. Jubilate Deo. See Inde 

Pealm c. 
viii. A Creed. Metric 
— New Versions. 

See 
x. Nunc Dimittis. "eee 
xi. Deus Misereatur. See I 

Paalm ixvil, 
xii, Quicunque vult. See Ind 

n versions of varying me 

1. ns for Occastonal 
I. How to Nottingham. 

6. The Collects, Paraphra: 
Sor the Use of Young People. 

t. emg of Short tg ' 

Holy London : vi 
4. Collects rom the Li 

paraphrased bya Churchman. 
9. Metrical Collects from the 

[Eliza Humphreys. } : 
io, The Choir and Oratory 
Jostah Conder, Lomdon: J 

Prayer, and Devout Maeditati 
1. Hymns for the Collec 

the Use of Ch 

Cam - 

lects and Prayers in the order 
in Verse, 

_ 13. The Collecta of the Chi 

into a Verse for the 

Mrs, . Jas, Smith. Lon 
4. The Round Servi 

London: Longmans. _1472- 

— of the Book of Come 
ormist Layman” (ao the #7 

15. Thoughts through the 
by the Collects. By J. E. A 
1#73, 

16. Psalms ang Hymns 
Rev. W. J. Irons, pp. Lor 
1483. His bymne on the Col 

tations on the Collects for t! 
17. Hymns ang Werses 

C..N. Streatfeila, Jvondon ; 
In addition to these, see a 

xv, The E es. In ade 

bered above, Now. 2, 12, th 
the Epistles in :— 

1, Several versions tn Dr 
2. Hymns on the i. qi 

on-Thames, 1868, 

xvi, In 8 cna tyme go he or 
HS. M. Tuber. 1846. 

ns [rom the on 
Rev, J. E. bide. M.A. OX! 

3. Miscellaneous Poems. 
Oxford: J. Parker & Co, 1) 

See also Index of 8. and 8 

rviil. Holy Bent se 
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2 . - - 2g, 2 = .¢ 
P 

2. Ym ——— A addition to Iting :-— Bicker: “The saint, " 
rel, Bn” ChE Eon, Lea 46.) yD New a ia wig wor, a doe, snd mind > lead. 2 $ 

wit ther, and the Son, 
“a2- i "onthe Cumte Sam. Hy the kev. 1. Williams, Their fellowabip they’ find." °°" o Phe “U2 in the =r a In his Christian Psalmist, 1825, No. 4 

he rac Bubjects and unde: an miat, » No. 480, 
Bammandet > SS clont Prayer;" “The Ten | Mon repeated the text as in Bicker. 
- aa. °* . ¥ Communion;" and “ Holy steth, with the change in st. vii. 1. 4 of « For 

+ and Contr sttenum = ~— 2 t ; Ind sinhers intercedes,” into “ For mourners inter- 
=i. s. V Matrimony. See ad cedes.” In his private copy of the Christian 

einer stn st — 3 Bick. Index of 8. and 8. | Psalmist Montgomery marked st. iv. and vy. to 
io fubiecce = Stlence," “Resignation,” and | be trang in case of a reprint, and this 

and « Deast See Fn hex of 5, and 8, uoder “ Burial” | ¥®8 Carried into effect in his Original Hys., * Qh —s_ 1853, No. 62. The altered line, st. vii. L. 4. is 
=. cies. _ Women. See Index of Band 8. | ulso restored to read “ For sinners intercedes,” 

: edisda = ee os TT ne saaee under 

- =~ >=— at the e f tiene = hymns found in the Supplement although often cz kh 2 “Salms in the old Prayer Books, men, Speakinge., 2m <—_—> = New 4s Ra Book hymns," = ersion, a2 =< <=—>== "~~. ee is are boted under The whie == S _ Version in Various. 

Onsecration of Bishops. See 

In addition to the extensive use of the hymn in its full form, it is also abbreviated. Some- times the abbreviated texts begin with the first stanza, and at other times with “ Prayer is the Christian's vital breath,” or with “ Prayer is the contrite sinner's voice.” (J. J. 
. Precious Bible! what a treasure. 

Latin Vere a Se >< Book was rendered into | Hy OCiOl Holy Scriptures] Pub. in his Liturgica = ==-ndolph Gilpin, as . | Twenty Siz Letters, &e. By’ Omicron, 1774, or ign se —_—= done ioe ae in 6 st. of 6 L, and agro BE The Word of 
Rand. Gilpin Sexe a iritualibus . | God more precious than Gold.” It Was re- ON St oe sian pucrts dyurtonde, “Gee | ponted ne Conyers’s Coll, 1774, No. 276, 4 

and in in the Olney Hymna, 1779, Bk. ii., 
Ae Pe eich dude ehh every por o ry tion of the 

to “ The Fifth ~~ <> -E3ook trom the “ Sentences ” 
No. 63. It is found in » few modern hymn- books. {J. J.) —_sE ~~ ber,” is :— A Companiora = gee —_ neck of Common Prayer, Being | _ Precious promise God hath given. 6 Om ope _ eee Ems and Hymns on the Collects, N. Niles. (The Divine Guide.) Concerning 

Epistles ine Wena = are - 4 Fasts, fod ie this hymn and its writer, 8S. W. Duffield Bays oof u 
: : s 

i 

rite Abgiasnens =— ae a ee tae in his English Hymns, 1886, p. 461 : Thi ae =—_ =< contains 8bowa ge 

¥ he lg =< : B.- t Halk fC 2 r-ayer.) This a ber ke a 2<ssthumous ed. of Hymns im = 17. N 

hymns. 

mace of Prayer,” 

thence has 
S<oRRs, sometimes <3 _» in error, 

ix = line chan Saini eres, Coast Go. 1 Ble. | eae 
¢ the oigirase 3 

_ yer ties the 
Ono <a~ 2p J- Aten in lisrsS 

[J. J.J 

SoOul’s 
[Pr 

at thet 

1819 it was published 
e Sth Bickersteth’s Treatise on 

‘ Coerild “ey text i, °, 2! Cotterill’s Se., No. jlet Bickersete. ¢), > 
1.4,“Aneg S is shat of yf gan 
10 '‘Bar™ . igrhtly different, asin eto Y ‘Behory > 2thop tl § pd d,’” &c., changed to “ce in cock = ©., and st. vi, which veri “In raver _ 

yh the a - one, 
+ and mind ; Bay Sther and His Son 

P they find.” 

compiled by a ese 

breath of God in man. 

goes way car while on his way to business, 
‘o. 405, in 5 st. of 4 1, and Lym = It was added | and again in P. ~ Sf Eeippon’s Sel., 1827, No. 353 

= ‘ po into | I. D. Sankey's Sacred S. and Solos, ated 1787 | the Gospel Bong 
and at other times 

to * Prayer ig 
hymn “ en 

to pray,” in Spurgeon’s 
Composed of st. iy., y. 

sincere desire, . 
-] perf s = 

ww r 
a fe. a 

uest o e v. 
yicke rinted alae? this Treatu on Prayer. Tt was ether with three other 

re fire,” “ Lord, teach us God it pray =! > t+, ** 2d « What shall we ask Sch *» © a broadsheet, for use > a2 Of Sheffield (Winco- 

“ This well-known * Moody and Sankey‘ bytmn was written by Mr. Nathaniel Niles, a resident of Morris- town, New Jersey, and, at that time, a lawyer ip New York City. Mr. Niles was born at’ South Kingston, Rhode Island, September 16th, 1835. He composed verses on nof a hewspaper in the rail- 

The hymn was — in The Episcopalian ; 
liss’s Gospel Songs, 1874, 

with music by Bliss. The text and music in 
are from 

s. (J. J.) 
Preis, Lob, Ehr, Ruhm, Dank, 

Kraft und Macht. [Glory to the Lamb.} 
In the Geistreiches G. B., Halle, 1697, p. 591, in 7 st. of 6 1, repeated in the Berlin G. L. 8S. ed. 1863, No. 1028. It is tr. as, “Thank.. iving, honour, praise and might,” as No, 628 
In pt. ‘i. of the Moravian H. Bk., 1754, and No. 653 in the ed. of 1888, (J. Mj 

Preiswerk, Samuel, s. of Alexander Preiswerk, pastor at Riimlingen., in the canton of Basel, was b. at Riimlingen, Sept. 19, 1799. After studying at the Universities of Basel, Tiibingen, and Erlangen, he was for some time 
curate in charge at Benken, in the canton of 
Basel. In 1824 he was appointed preacher at the Basel Orphanage, and in 1829 tutor of 
Hebrew at the Basel mission house. In 1830 he was chosen 48 pastor of Muttenz, near Basel, but on the outbreak of the Revolution 
of 1832 had to leave, After being from 1884 to 1837 professor of Old Testament Exeyesiy 
and Oriental lunguages in the Evangelical 
Theological Institution at Geneva, he re- turned to Basel, where he was instituted, in 1843, as pastor of St. Leonard's church, and in 1859 as antistes, or highest dignitary in the Cathedral. He d. at Basel, Jan. 13, 187] 
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O. Kraus, 1879, p. 400; . Deuteche Biog. ) various parts of the coun! 

Gi. 552, &e.). ” m north, adhered to the do 

Preiswerk was a disti preacher. He wasone | those documents; others 
of the editors of the Basel G. B., 1854, His bymns were | tionalists; but a consid 

written at various times, generally'to be used at Mission | wor. influenced by their 2 

and other meetings in which he was to take Sixteen | . 

were ineluded ins collection edited by two bie friends | in the course of 150 ye 
orthodox Church became and pub, at Basel, 184i, ax the Hvangelischer Lieder 

Kranz on hymns old and new). Nine of bis hymns During this period, th 

a 1650 was in use among: are in . L. S., ed. 1860, The oniy one tr. 

throughout England. 
into English is:— 

Das ist der Gemeine Stirke. Missions. In 1444, as af . 
iii. In 1836 a new era 

tion of ministers and eld 
above, No, 98, p, 124, inSst.of41. Included in Knapp's 

orthodux Presbyterians 
Bo, L. S., 1850, No. 1160 (1865, No. 1200). Tr. as:— 

aes Winkworth pel oe tg eee ina iT “* SeT., ’ s 

cad bor @ B. for E wn, 1863, No. 104 (she snlayaotes chester, when they agree 
the first line aa Jess ist der Gemeinde Starke). Repeated | into a Synod, in accord: 
in the Ps. & Hys., Bedford, 1859, and the Oblo Luth. | mendation of the Genel 

Church of Scotland, a 
“The Presbyterian Chur: 
forty years its progress v 

Hyl., 1880. (J. M.} 
Prentiss, Elizabeth, née Payson, 

youngest daughter of Dr. Edward Payson, 
was b at Portland, Maine, Oct. 26, 1818; | raging. The Home Mis 

married to George Lewis Prentiss, p.p., then in establishing | 
at Bedford, Massachusetts, April, 1845; and | many of the leading tow 
«l. at Dorset, Vermont, Aug. 13, 1878. Her | ally in Liverpool, Newea 
Life and Letters by her husband ap vared London, which became # 

sume time after. Dr. Prentiss remov from activity was also showr 

Bedford to New York in 1851, and was | work, especially in Chin: 
appointed Professor of Pxstoral i Ai For a few years the rec 
Union Seminary, New York, 1873. rs. | the Paalter of 1650 as 
Prentiss’s works include The Flower of the | a committee was appoint: 

Family; Stepping Heavenward, 1869; and | book for its use, which wa 
Keligious Poems, 1873. Of her hymns the | ¢ Hys., ce. 1857. In bi 
two following are most widely known :— Hamilton, of Regent Squ 

laid upon the table of t 
Hymns for Divine Worshi, 
of 521 hymns and versio 

1. As on a vast eternal shore. Thanksgicing. Con- 
tributed to Schaff's Christ in Song, +69. 

2. More love to Thee, O Christ. fore Love to Christ 
desired. Written in 1869, and first prised on a fly- 
sheet; then in Hatfield's Church H. Bk., N. Y., 1872. | with paraphrases of Ser 

fully edited, and set tor 
the latter being edited 
was accompanied by a 
its seope and design, and 

‘(F. M: B. 
Presbyterian Hymnody, English. 

nation of its contents. 
took a foremost position 

Preabyterianism in England presents in its 
history four distinct and sharply detined pe- 
riods, and in all of these it has been directly 
associated with English hymnody. 

i. It was the form of religion “as by law | versally adopted by the 
established ” in England from 1647 to 1652, | body in England, and al 
a period of five years. It was originally in- | tions of Presbyterians in 
tended to institute a Synod in each county, | especially in Australia, 
and a General Assembly for the whole king- | the Cape. 
dom. The usurpation of Cromwell, however. | iv. In 1876 a great 
and the interference of the army in ecclesias- | Presbyterianism in En 
tical as well as in civil affairs, prevented the | which then took place 
execution of this design, and it was only in| terian Church in Eng! 
London and Lancashire that Synods were | con tions belonging 
formed. In Lancashire there were nine | terian Church of Scotla; 
Presabyteries, and several must have been | England, and many of + 
formed in the neighbouring counties. The | from the last century. 
Presbyteries of Manchester and Neweastle-on- | now known as the “P 
Tyne were established in 1646 and 1648, | England.” 
under the ordinance of Parliament; and the At the Union in 187) 
first meeting of the Synod of Lancashire was | terian section continuc: 
held in 1649, which had been recent 
The Metrical Psalms, which were in use in | Mother Church in Scotl: 

the Presbyterian Churches during this period | Hymnal. [See Scottist 
Presbyterian Chureh i 
tions, mainly, the Pere 
Divine Worship of 1867 
arose that the time ha 

were those of Francis Rous (q.v.). Speaker of 
the House of Commons, and one of the lay 
deputies to the Westminster Assembly. [See 
Paalters, English, § X1.] 

ii. The overthrow of Presbyterianism was 
followed by a general decline. Having ceased 
to meet in Presbytery, many of the ministers, 
in the face of the Calvinism of the Westmin- 
ster standards, became tinged with Arianism 
which ultimately developed into Socinianism. 
A considerable number of congregations in 

hymnal, enriched with 
cent hymnody, should 
mittee was accordingly a 
of 1880, with instructi 
should be done with a v 
the materials for the + 
sanctuary, but to bring 
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a far as ible, i i i the possible, into unison in 

<i Loar tara “4&7 mder the convenership of the 
Rev. W. ; = g=zby Murray, Brunswick Street 
Church, Miscw =<} 2 <ster, that committee produced 
in 1882 tlhe axesent hymnal of the “Pres 
byterian C tha a22-<"b of England,” Church Praise. 

(Lond., N iss E><7t & Co.). It contains 535 hymns 
and 19 dos. <> b<osies, arranged in 15 sections, 
ae oi, « The Ba cly : Trinity i The Lord 

Jesus Christ ~~ 3 111- “The Holy Spirit”; iv. 
“The Gos p< i3-” * &ec. In the text of the hymns 
the origimzaakes Tnave been followed in every in- 
stance ¢x«c<«> 3 > & sw here a divergence seemed to 
exist in do<wt2- ize from that of the Presbyterian 
Church, “E°Ba<> section for the young forms a 
Prominent ‘f<<~sa ture, 63 hymns being supplied 
ae the pur pe<>ese> Of adapting the collection for | 
mie Sc Fa<s<>p is and Children’s Services. The 
aaaae 11s Eee ne - me revised by Dr. E. J. Hopkins, 
7 isofa B= = geka Order. The expression marks 
W enous ttac>s 93 collection are by the Rev. 

, Rigby IN warrey- 
tends *reat. xe reo ress has been made in Psal- 
withy tha tha <=> EE x ec-stb>yterian Church of England 
pe cao the _geeesst twenty years. The use of in- 
wma tee ntal ee m taessiat, strictly forbidden till 1870, 

come g2-e -eacoral. The practice of chanting 
also eprend a <>tf ze est hems in public worship, are 
Bibu Peale == aera pridiy. Sir Herbert Oakeley’s 
er of cons.) eS 1m Use ina considerable num- 

Murray (Ee 2 <> f= =e ft i« mas; and the Rev. W. Rigby 
P . “423 Ceoe- oof Church Praise, and School raise.) hem 
walter, Le =. EB rrb lished (1886) The Revised 
vised \ << 2. thre first attempt to adapt the =z = 

chant mugs 1 —_ «-f the Holy Scriptures to 
re . i a = z = : 

he Pres & t 22} rn-writer of note belonging Vote | i> SS te» 
“3. bb = == — Church of England is the Hay : 

J, pp ate ~~ = aoe ™1.a., sometime minister at 
Lied in 1864, [See Burns, 

Prich [W. R. M.) 
of Rhys P= - => 
and ihe ant Be Baca x p Card, M.A., Younger brother 

Carvey Cz avis = oF a an eminent Welsh poet 
"es miertherm -— Ea = 7-27 _ 16 well-known book called 
hod oa Fo =: ad Le was b. at Lianymddyfri, 

Oxfor lL ~~ = Pena a rut 157Y. His futher was 

\eavg, WE ie <>< e5qq Property in the neighbour- 

1 the 2518 : > >... Geated at Jesus College, 

Suffugan = - <> — <2, _ took his degree in June, 
ver he y =2, —A_ , Previously ordained Priest 

Ly in .~~=s <>}; Pri in that year by John, 

Om of T r Bag >a »£ Colchester: In tie same 
*ated to the Vicarage of 

- “ive parish, in whieh the 
4nd sneh _ ~~ soy is situated, and whence 

<—., "? of Llandovery, As & 
= i —o of the first of his day, 

a en + popularity that when he 

‘ = <=; . == Ren staid P Mo a of 

ne Deon] = aps , aga Prebendary, he was 
‘wl pronle te, > z a = wg Oveable pulpit, which wus 

’ a = <n Sard, the Cathedral being 

"OS Yeru eo ~ —= _ x Nsregations. Perceiving 

= SS ey SY ignorant, and also much 

; = _ ee = xy => he turned the substance 
Igy “wa zr ~~ >?>,= = na Verse which he gave to = 
ie la Pee EET thus originated most of 

=~ 
8 originated mos 

? mt Tiss <- <a Ea ed 40 great an influence 

alr ~~ ae] He d. at Llandovery 

™ 3. Pious Bishop Bull, who 

De *richard’s charac
ter ant 

*d done in Wales by his 
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poems, wished to be buried near him, his 
grave could not be found. [W. G. T.] 

Primers and Offices for the Laity—- 
i. Introduction. —1, The term Primer, i” 
its ritual sense, designates a series of devo— 
tional Looks for the laity, marked by certaix® 
general characteristics. The word is foamed 
thus us early as Piers Ploughman (before 
1360). The earliest known copy is a ms. & 
the end of the lith event. ‘Tne earliest printec 
Primer, according to the Sarum Use,'is of the= 

year 1444. Its contents are :— 

(1) The Kalendar. (2) Sumiry Prayers. (3) Maty32 = 
of our lady, with pryme and the boures, the houres of th«> 

—_—— of our lorde, and of the compassyon of our lady — 

(4) Profundis for all Crysten soules. (6) Sundr, 
doin (6) The fifteen houres ofthe passyon, C7 
‘rayers to the Saints. (8) The seven pealmes, fiftteexm 

—- with the letanye and suffrages. (9) Placebo ~ 
Tige and commendacyon. (10) Pealmes of the passyour — 

(11) The fifteen Oos in glysche. (12) Sunciry~ 

prayers. 

From this period to 1545 a number of 

editions of the Sarum Primer are extant— 

Additions sre made to the contents of the 

volume, which attains its greatest developmerm € 

in the editions of Regnault at Paris, 1526-34 

(Rev. Ed. Hoskins). From 1545 there is 

break in the Sarum series, but it is resumecd 

in 1551, and in Mary’s reign (1554-8). These 

Sarum Primers are of great interest in regarct 

to the provision of vernacular devotions for 

the laity in the Roman Chureh. 

2. The Reformation _—— another scries, 

which may be divided into three siages: C1> 

The illioit Primers of the Gospellers, com— 

menving as early as 1530. ‘The carliest_ ex— 

tant edition is that known os Marshal's Prié— 

mer (1534-5). The basis of these is still the 

Sarum book, but with alterations, omissions 

(e.g. in some editions, of the Litany and 

Dirige or Office for the Dead), and explana- 

tions in the Reformed sense. (2) The Pri- 

mers of Henry virr.and Edward vi. (3) The 

Revised editions of these, with the Orarium, of” 

Elizabeth. 
8. Finally, The 17th cent. (1599-1706) pro- 

duced a series founded no longer on the 

Sarum but on the Roman Breviary, for the 

use of English Roman Catholics. 

4. For the purposes of this Dictionary, 

these groups, with their numerous members, 
can only be considered with reference to the 

tre. of the Latin hymns, which they exhibit. 

As they extend over a lengthened period, 

they present 4 variety of renderings, changing 

with the change of poetical fashion, and are 

thus well worth attentive study with a view 

to securing the best representation of the 

Latin hymns for purposes of worship. They 

acem, except in a few cases, of which an eche 
remains in the fre. of this century, to have , 

sed almost into oblivion, even among 
man Catholics. 
ii. Sarum Primers.—1. The ms. Primer o 

Sarum (ce. 1400), printed in Mr. Maskell’s 

Monumenta Hitualia (vol. iii.), has prose ren- 

derings of the hymns. A ms. at Cambridge 
(c- 1430) has the memories of the hours in 

metre. In the Sarum Primers, 1538-44, and 

1555-8, not only the hymns for the hours 

| and the memories, but portions of the 

Dirige (the Office for the Dead), are versitied 

| in @ rude fashion; more, apparently, as an 

=i 
wid 

hamlet well Apa tet hy 
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indication of metre in the original than for 
singing. Such a verse as this could never 
have been sung to the tune of “ Veni Creator” : 

“Come holy Goost o Creatour eternall 

Abd fulfyl Hen eth arse cael 
Our hartes that be of thy creacion.” 

iti. Unauthorized Primers of the Reforma- 
tion.—Of the early aud illicit primers of the 
Reformation, the primer known as Marshall's, 
1535 (reprinted in Three Primers set forth in 
the reign'of Henry virr., Clarendon ), is 
a good type. The hymns for the hours are 
versified. In metre they are more regular 
than those of the Sarum series, and more 
conformed to Latin t The Latin origi- 
nals of the Sarum series are rejected ; and all 
hymns to the B. V. M. are omitted. The 
“Veni Creator” is translated in part, and 
robably many of the hymns have some 

Patin source of inspiration, but the feeling 
and the doctrinal cast is that of Coverdale’s 
Goostly Pealmes and the Gospellers. Bp. 
Hilsey s Primer (1539), which was drawn up 
at Thos. Cromwell's command, is based far 
more on the Sarum series, is similar to it 
in irregularity of metre, and retains with little 
modification the addresses to the B. V. M. 

iv. Authorized Primers, 1545-1559.—1. The 
Primer of ser! vill. (1545), which was re- 
printed frequent y with in modifica- 
tion of the worship of the B, V. M. up to 1553, 
and then revised under Elizabeth, in 1559, 
chooses from the Sarum Breviary an entirely 
new set of hymns, “Jam lucis”; “ Ales diei 
nuntius”; “Consors paterni luminis"; “ Re- 
rum Creator"; * Aeterna coeli gloria” ; “Sal- 
vator mundi”; and in two cases, apparently, 
joins centus from two Latin hymns so as to | days, 
form a new piece. They are chosen partly for 
allusions to the hours for which they are fixed, 
and partly as expressions of sober piety. The 
tre. are evidently intended to reproduce Latin 
measures, and are either tenciade or LM. 
(The sacred use of t.m. for our hymns springs 
from the Reformation Primer, as a representa- 
tive of the Iambic Latin.) The versification 
is a great advance on the Sarum Primers, and 
the trs. contain some good verses, The follow- 
ing me serve as a specimen of the sort of 
verse which might be still enshrined in the 
Prayer Book if the Latin hymns had then 
been ma:le part of Matins und Evensong. 

“ ch the flames of our debate ; 
oul and noisome beat abate ; 

Grant unto our body health, 
To our hearts true peace and wealth.” 

In the sanction if not the production of 
this book, Cranmer must have had a hand, 
and a letter of his (Oct. 7, 1544, Works, p. 412, 
Parker Society) shows that he had it in his 

- maind to translate the Latin hymns. But the 
Prayer Book of 1549 has no hymna, except the 
“Veni Creator” (c.m.), in the Ordinal; nor 
jas that of 1552. And as if the omission in 
both cases was the result of some change of 
view, perhaps connect! with Calvin's restric- 
tion of praise to the Metrical Psalter, the 
Primer of 1553, which has very little of the 
distinetive features of the other primers, and 
is bused on the Book of Common Prayer, has 
no hymns whatever, ; 

2. In connexion with the Primer of Eliza- 
beth, or more accurately with the Orarium 

PRIMERS AND ( 

(1560) should be mention: 
ours of Prayer, &c., 16 

_ er ustin’s “ye 
ay of Offices, 1668 [Aust 

framed on the model of the 
some Latin translations, | 
pieces are original Englis 
Hymnody, Early, § 111. 10). 

v. Roman Primera, 1599-1 
that some Primer was issu 
of aang ~ the earlier ps 
reign; but for the present « 
(Lambeth —- ae a 
preface sign . V. (prot 
stegan) must be considered 
series, founded no longer on 
the Roman Breviary. The 
the Primer of 1599, reprint: 
1658, all at Antwerp; the 
Mechlin (Brit. Mus.), repri 
1619, and again (place not 
Mus.); that of 1684, Rouen 
1687, printed a Henry Hi 
no place of publication or 
reprinted in 1717 and 1732. 

So far as the general contents 
concerned, it must suffice to say, 
Hours of p. v. u. and the ra 
books the Hours of the oan: 

offices, as well as other new mi 
Antwerp editions. The Londot 
Chapel and Brit. Museum) is of ¢ 
been  eagenmre by the ** printer 
Excel Majesty for his House 
the zenith of James's power. It 
of the Ant books, vi r 

the of The Mat 
devotions. The 1706 edition is s 
arrangement to the Antwerp, 164) 

2. The hymns in this « 
attracted well-deserved atte 
new features of these prime 
“Hymns throughout the ; 
originals chosen for trans] 
stant in all the edd. (speaki 
are, until 1706, Vesper hy 
whole of the Breviary hy 
In the case of the Vesper 
that are incorporated in t! 
there are consequently four 
from the same originale, cha 
from the Elizabethan fresh 
Drydenesque rhetoric of 1 
is the more gradual from 
some exceptions, especia 
metres remain the same. 
the reprint of 1604 itis said 
are so turned into English 
may be soong unto the tun 
these metres, with the ex: 
phics, approved themselvc: 
A good selection from the 
by side in pairs, for compa 
Shipley’s Annus Sanctus, 1: 
of t hymns of a 
hymn of 1604 should hay 
beautiful translation of * 
tus” (* Come unto us, Hols 
Mr. Shipley has publisl) 
1685. It is singularly lik, 
tion, “ Holy Spirit, Lord « 
H. A. & M. translation, “ 
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Spirit, -conme<—- 
in 4 2 <> - 

actual 2% gwxner of 1615 is examined under 

=> 4&7 treatment, and here and there | 
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earlier source. The new tr. of “ Stabat Muter_ ~~ 
(* Under the world’s redeeming rood”), 25 

notable as occurring ayaiyg in the succeeding 
3. == : 

The 3 = of its hymns being included | Primer of 1706, and later Office Books, 
Drummon«c® ~ 
in the17i 2 <_< of Drummond's poetical works. 

Mr. Orbs” — Ss = = | =! ; 
tes Drurasee<> eed "es claim. (See also Saturday Keview, 

= Yer Mr. W. _ Brooke, comaner still wi 
Aug. 2 _ — 
holda i a "= ae In the preface to t 

Ist ed., 1625 ckac fr. are said to have the work 

of “one moss 8cilful in English poetrie.” 

4. The v2 <2>et krown Primer is that of 1684. 
Butin a 1a @ tI book, examined by Mr. W. T. 

Brooke, <1” tatited Prison Pietie, by Samuel 

Speed, 1G7—7 —~ there are renderings of “ Christe 

<_deccus,” in om, and the “Dies sanctorurs2 
Trae,” ana ww f27-8- which: reappear in the Primer 
of 1685, =-<-Bic-s apparently of some lost 
Primer. “EO Bac- F’rimer of 1684 (Rouen) is in- 
flepender t = ea arrangement of the 1615 (Mech- 
‘mand &£ =D Antwerp), and has additional 
€votions _ “Khe hymns are generally the 

LEGL1S5. ~~ But in the additional | Roscommon. The tr. of “Veni Creator same as #2 
offices of << “= Bac Name of Jesus,” and “The 

<"coneeption,” there are new Immacula <> 

5. The Primer of 1706 demands somewha® 

<=, in the Annus Sanctus, strongly dis- | closer attention. Its place of publication #= 
not stated. In arrangement and contents = 
recalls the Antwerp series, not the Lond@=® 

Primer of 1687. The number of translatior™ = 

it contains is a great advance on precedim ee 
Primers. Not the Vesper hymns only bra ® 
those for Matins and Lauds are translated £2 ™ 
the series of hymns forthe year; the Breviary 
hymns are translated entire, together with tla< 

“Dies Irae,” and “Jesu dulcis memoria ;"” £22 

ali 120 pieces. Of these, the tr. of “ Stabe & 

Mater” is from 1687. The “Dies Irae *”* 

(“The day of wrath, that dreadful day "> 
was first published in a text that varies fromm 

this, in Tate's Miscellanea Sacra (1696, 2n<a 

edition, 1698), and was there ascribed to Lor«a 

“ Creator Spirit, by whose aid”) is Dryden” ss- 

o also is the fr. of “ Ut queant laxis” (-* <> 
hymns. "Eta < Eayimns in the office of the | sylvan Prophet”), the hymn for evensong Oem 
“4 

Blessed “EO =a er ity,” andof “The Holy Ghost,” 
ood tr. we ma the first of these offices is a 
aes eee pd << ~£Besu dulcis memoria” (part), in | grateful accents prai 
which Pa ts << -Fesu, the very thought of Thee), 
tional stas E><zatedi and furnished with addi- 

2 Sees, 6S as to represent tle entire 
‘The Primer of 1685 has, as |The tr. “O sylvan Prophet,” 

@re also ne 

3 bap in 2 SS en sam Ss _ 4 
“Veni 8 B<2. F pieces (tra. of “Te Deum” 
uctor”, << 

Sumanae == * Salvete =—s <<. -2, 

ier _ a 

ece; st : ef 
°f Cosin’ —™&_ want -*n original (e.g. containing | metre (o.M. 

probab| a, << Weni an 3 Quarles, and « variation | stella,” an 
— ” * . 

“ee hee to | fro rer ), these picoes are | is not 
te first - = a ™n some earlier Primer now viously A 

; ies 
those of lesa = > 

the tra ar >= Fa 

== >. 5 piritus”; “Memento salutis 
~* <=St2 dulcis memoria”; “ Salutis 

Ay" oe alme siderum”; 
» found in Speed’s Prison 

5 peed’s book is quite as much 

‘©um” is in the Primer for I 
“etre. The hymns for the | some lost edition. 

St. John ptist’s Day; and the fr. of the 

“Te Deum" (“ Thee, Soveraign God, owx 

se”’); both of which were> 

rinted by Scott in his Life of Dryden, 1808. 

hese two latter translations are in metres 

that had not occurred in previous Primera- 
is one Of 122 

pieces, chiefly representing the Sapphic ori- 

inals, which preceding Primers had always 

fealt with awkwardly, from an attempt to 

sroduce some syllabic equivalent of the Latin. 

Le tr. of the *'Te Deum” is one of o series 

of 8 piecea in heroic metre. A third new 

occurs in the fr. of “Ave maris 

“ Jesu dulcis memoria,” which 

found in any known Primer pre- 

though there are two OM. tra. im 

Speed's Prison Pietie, which may belong to 

A very full selection m 

rimer is given in Mr. Orby Shipley’s 
Pia len =~ > Ghost” are identical with | this P : 

unt ><>mea~, ' © “Veni Sancte Spiritus,” | Annus Sanctus, 1884; and it demands closer 
° us, <2 Face rps own from 1599, is revised 

, JAY ae : Appendiz, p. 38,‘* Come 
pid, Venom <— a ted Most » A few crate for : 

"a2 Taa, St. J f den. ¢ 
” cuph, Herma | ° is dealt with under Dryden, Johs., eresa) are added. The | authorship 

— et dah ficas of the | but one or two genera] remarks may be best 

analysis than the rest, because both Mr. W. T. 

Brooke and Mr. Shipley claim a very large 

roportion of these translations as the work 

The special question of Dryden’s 

MANET -og— == < : o : oe 
itself dics a = <= <x, re of 16382, and | given here. 

pcan UhGe— <= = n this Primer the new claim of Dryden will in great measure depend on 

Whos, a se ptlonsy _ Restoration try makes mi patent of unity of hand. The natural presump- 

Vigour, anos = felt. Th poetry tion in the several successive editions of the /rimers is 

the lap, eae >a =. —> : © ire, are some that cach new set of translations ts by a single band ; 

coy or ie = yaa "Wha there are stanzas and | (14 in the case of thee edition of tele this ia positively 

t : 0 «i in the preface. t it is not always safe to 

al = (gest norvounese ad — it. Thus the pieces in Speed's Prison Pietie 
bly be older than the other pleces combined 

= of its trs. in the Englisl 

* racer of 1687 
ae ante concerned, a revision 

‘ 

ro > 

* En =e, th edition, by James 
ze. !Y only quoted by 

Pal eee = 2 = <q eel ence is attested bf 

4 itp, = Lee : 
a = ~~ e. CSnt. The tr. of “ Coelestis 

a a SFr, celestial place”) is 

= don) is, 8° 

z ion of a few new hymns. <7 to the substitution of 
<ap © cases. Among the new <3 Di n «Day of e ies Irae” | y Sell a 2 ew! day > which appears 35 <> in The Great caer’ . 

dy- 

Mer or gome unknown 

a them in 1685, The “ Veni Sancte Spiritus" tr. of 

1599 is an instance of a piece of older date reproduced 

(1615) among later ones. More strongly #ttll suggestive 

of caution is the fact that the ¢rs. of “Stabat Mater” and 

* Dies Irae,” in this edition (1106) bad both appeared 

before; the latter, notwithstanding Mr. Shipley's im- 

achment, being with little doubt by Lord Roscommon. 

Re may be gilded that the free way in which the trans- 

lators of the Primers use up the lines and phrases of 

their predecessors shows that the idea of plagiarinm 

was not a restraining force with them. (The beautiful 

tr. of «+ Jesu dulcis memoria” (“*Jeeu, the only thought 

of Thee”) ts & striking Instance of this: it is often 

simply 4 re roduction in cm, of the lines and phrases 

of the S-syllable tr. of 1685.) But a very strong pre- 

sumption of unity of hand arises out of a close study of 

the (lortas of 1706, Large groupe of the Latin originals 
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have an identical Gloria: and this identity is faithfully 
reproduced in the English Glorias, The Latin Glorias 
have affinities with each other, and these affinities are 
constantly maintained in English by reproductions of 
the same phrases. The English Glorias have also 

their own, not found in the Latin. In style 
are very like one another; they are quite in 

keeping in their grandiose phrases with the — they 
close; and certain taanne: recur (e.g. use of 
“equal”), The repetition of common lines, the slight 
variations of phrase accompanying large ition, and 
other are such as a man would naturally 
practise in the use of his own material, and point very 
strongly to a common author, The number of pieces, 
which the Glorias that bear clear family likeness touch, 
comprises the bulk of the book; and links, of 
varying strength, connect most of the remainder with 
them 
The style of the Primer of 1706 is by no means 

always superior to that of 1655. It is often nervous, 
tov thetorical end too florid. The of 1685-7 
have consequently remained in at least equal circulation 
with those during the 18th cent, But as pieces of devo- 
tional poetry, the translations of 1706 are often of great 
merit; and the bold handling, the brilliance of single 
lines, and the frequent beauty of cadence, look far more 
like the work of a poet coming fresh to the task, than of 
a routine translator, 

vi. Manual of Prayers, and The Garden of 
the Soul. Two other devotional books for the 
laity, which passed through many editions, 
contain translutions of the Latin hymns, viz. ; 
the Manual of Prayers, and The Garden of the 
Soul; but perhaps in no instance are they 
independent trs., but transcripts from the 
Primers or English Offices current at the time 
of publivation.. An edition of The Manual, 
cirea 1596, has no hymns: perhaps the 
Primer of 1599 was the first to introduce 
translations of the Latin hymns An edition 
of 1618 reprints 22 of the translations of the 
Primer of 1599. Another of 1688 by He 
Hills reprints from the Primer of 1687, 
Another of 1699 reprints, sometimes revising, 
from Primers of 1685-7, That of 1733 retains 
the same Latin originals (28) os 1699, but 
adopts the translations of the 1706 Primer. 
The same thing occurs in the ed. of 1750 
(Ehipley). 

The hymns in the various editions of the 
Garden of the Soul apparently follow the same 
law, taking their Latin translations from the 
current edition of the Primer, or in the latter 

rt of the 18th cent, from the editions of 
espers or The Divine Office. This fact is 

important in its bearing on the question of Dry- 
den’s authorship of the 1706 Primer. Under 
the impression that Bp. Challoner (who im- 
proved both the Manual and The Garden of 
the Soul) selected hymns by Dryden for the 
editions of 1737 (Garden) and 1750 (Manual), 
Mr. ne ai has adduced these editions as 
er of Dryden's authorship. But all that 

», Challoner did, supposing there are editions 
which he superintended, was to substitute the 
neweat trs. for the previous ones, Thia, in the 
case of the Manual, had been done as early as 
1733. Dryden's authorship did not determine 
the choice, and is not attested by it. 

vii. Conclusion. The needs of the laity, which 
were supplied in the 17th cent. by the Primers 
and The Manual, produced in the 18th trans- 
lations of the Vesper Office, of the entire Bre- 
viary, and of the Missal. But they do not 
supply many fresh translations of the Latin 
hymns. The eds. of the Primers of 1685, 1687, 
and 1706, are drawn on in equal proportions. 
Sometimes the 1706 in one edition of the 

. 
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Evening Office will mak 
translations in the next. 
from 1706 are mixed wil 
Exx. will be found in t 
vening Office of 1710 in t 

Sometimes lines and phre 
up in Reger ger hg tra: 
ing O, of 1760); pro 
pe, Be sod for metre; anc 
revised, A few new tra 
(e.g. in the Avening 0, 
the Divine Office, 4 vols 
uires translations of th 
he Missals do not supp 

the Latin hymus are som 
in the original (e. g. in M 
1803). 

Primitive Methoc 
(Methodist Hymnody, § iv.) 

Primo Deus coeli gl 
able Bede. [The Creation 
lines, given by Mone, No. 
beginning of the 9th cer 
stadt, and written in an Ir 
in Mone is “ A hymn of tl 
priest on the work of the 
ginning, and on the six : 
Also in Thomasiue, ii. p. 4 

621, &e. So far as we ec 
ses has not been tr. it 
cento therefrom, beginni 
“ Post fucta celaa condito 
ended all the world’s arra 
and given in the Hymnal . 
repeated, abridged, and b 
servants while they dwell | 
Daily Service Hyl., 1864. 

Primo dierum omn 
the Great. (Sunday. Mo: 
of the eight hymns whic 
editors assign to St. Gre; 
1705, iii. col. 878). Mone 
in 8 st. of 4 1., and at i. p. 
ms. of the 8th cent. at Trie 
text in 8 st. of 41., at i, 
p. 35, cites it as in a 10tl 
Among the British Muse 
in three llth cent. Hymne 
Church (Vesp, D. xii. f. £ 
Harl, 2961, f. 218), in an 1 
Hymnarium (Add. 30851 
cent. Mozarabie Breviary 
&c. It is ina Ms. of the 
Christi, Cambridge (391, ; 
uss. of the 11th cent. at 
413, 414; and in the Lat 
Saxon Ch. (Surtees Societ 
from an Jlth cent. ms. at 
f.2b.) Inthe Roman B, 
recast, beginning, “ Primo 

The original form is includ 
(Venice, 1478) Sarum, Aberd« 
other Breviaries. In the York 
ports, part i). beginning with st 
claritas.” Its universal use w 
turns or Mating ; sometimes th: 
from the Octave of the Epiphan 
the Sunday nearest to the Ky; 
Advent, ¢ original text is 
nagel, 1, No. 89, the Hymnar: 
The text of the Roman Hrer, 1 

: that #rev., and al-o in Daniel, 
i. p. 74, and Card. Newman's 
and 1465, 
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Both tex t= <>f this hymn have been fr. into 

English as <i Lows :— 

i. Primo <’a<eo3 2 ™ omnium, The tre. of this 

text are :-—— 

1. On this Ree day that saw the earth, By J. 

M. Neale, 3=n BES Hymnal N., 1852. In Murray’s 
Hymnal, 1 82> > it was altered to ** On this blest 
day when faz-=t the light.” ‘This form of the ¢r. 
passed inte <>ther collections, as also has the 

original taza xe = lsation. 
8. On this tEece day when days began, By J. 
Ellerton, ma<i< for and lst pub. in theS. P.C.K. 
Church Hus, 1BT71- 

Other tres. ===] =— 
1. This ian c¢2e<> <’my when first of all, AHymnarium 

Anglicanum — =z +a. 
Hail! prixvexzael Gay. of days the first. W. J. Blew. 

3 First de aay! wherein w Chama = a »* m were made. J. WD. 

4. 1807, 7 sree day <2 <Says wherein arrayed. J.D. Chambers. 

& © Hewett. th £2 2 aee <tay. when earth stands forth. J. W. 

nd This hoe Saeeeasse | rer, time's eldest born, Wherein 
from ro Puente Ea. . 1869. Based on Copeland's tr. 

:. Wier ee CSee below.) 
1831. n= F we keacoea chaiefest of all days. 0.7. Morgan. 

quo Trinitas. The frs. of this 

: This 
wall. ; ei al Sec *lioriovs Trinity, By EF. Cas- 
. ey r-<2 Catholica, 1849, p. 3, and 
-=W collecti a 
in the iat oe =t is given without any change 

ae ps the Hymnary, 1872, where it 
==y the Slessed Trinity,” the 

trs, _ —*y Dumerous, 

2. On thi y, <a <2 2x. > 
Mane, $s 2 ah 4L1 soon disclose, Primer, 1706. 

“Len beaven and earth. sp. R. 
- af, == 

tea, Brat howe rece ~~ *2. time's eldest-born, When God, 
0 ww Baeeg, 244. (See also J. Keble, above.) 

arth's Creator spoke. A. Camp- 
tc Bae eternal Three, J, Wallace. 

Jun, in the’ <->, 77s (J. J.J 

pPreter, fag SE ea ee plume of W. Bhrabeole, 
b, in Ol <2 <=, eer TET, 1815. 

Beat =A. i 185 a = Sy, pains, doughter of 

dia. ~=_ jarry Cornwall), was 
lisplayeg = weg ee TE, London, Oct. 30, 1825. 

ots reg communion, 
ls By . Mise Procter 

Lowen z= = usual intellectual powers 
atheed. = Sg later years she. was 

Pub. in le =. languages. Her poetical 
. . = = _ Sev iddly appreciated. Her 

: = ar sm Book of Verse, b. 

Se n aaleceed’ oiisioe noe 
; a ymuns in C, U, from these 

“Balan — = life may be. Hesigna- 

<thand C 
= ine + 1862, It is one of the most 

Nat nya = 
ee Ay hymns, 

the a SS <.e! _~ ¥ God, Who made. Thankful- 
+ Cte = = = wc +» 1858, p. 207, In 6st. of 6 L 

ni Mding the ns 

PERT SE fer ee > - Thee, W 

2,32. => taour God, we saan rhee, Who 

== Sra 
tn his note on this hymo 

* This most beautifol hymn ~~ = ie 
== a. oa «) Ushes the chord of thankful- 

ge ot r hymn does, and is thas 
Of the sick,” 

are going (flowing). The 

i —— OP 243. J Poems, 1873, p.3. In a} 
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links of Life. In her Legends, &c., 1858, p. 20, in 89 &®~- 
of 41. 

4. Rise, for the day is Redeem the Time - 
In her Legends, &c., 155%, Sometimes given as “Arise « 
for the day is passing,” asin Holy Song, 169, 

5. Strive; I do not . Strive, Wait, Pray - 
In her £ 2, &e., 1858, p. 103, in 3 st, of 4 1. 

6. The way is long and . dife a Pilgrimage - 
In her Legends, &c., 1458, p. 136, in 3 st.of #l, and =™ 

tT The shadows of the evening . lows 0 hours. Evening. I= 
her f. , &e., LAB. " 

8. We ask for pence, O Lord. Peace with Gat. Tee 
her Legends, &c., 1468, p. 214,ind stofoh (J J.) 

Prome vocem, mens,canoram. Claude 
de Santeiiil, [The Five Wounds of Christ, ors 
Paasiontide.] TVhie hymn ap ed in the 
Paris Breviary, 1680; Cluniac Breviary, 1686. 
p. 414, and again in the Paria Breviary, 1736, 

and later French Breviaries, and is given im 

the Office of the Five Woundsof Christ, The 

text is also in J. Chandler's Hys. of the 

Primitive Church, 1837, No. 67, und Card. 

Newman's Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 and 1865~- 
Tr. as:— 

1. Now, my soul, thy voice upraising, sing 

aloud, &e. By J. Chandler, in his /ys. of the 

Prim, Church, 1837, p. 75, and again in his Hys- 

of the Church, 1841, No. 41, in 8.7.8.7.4.7~ 
It is found unaltered in a few collections, arecd 

also altered as: (1) “ Now, my soul, thy voice 

upraising, Sing the Cross,” &c., im 8.7.8.7.4.7 . 

in Murray’s Hymaal, 1852. This was repeatect 

in other collections, Im the Sarum, 1868, it 

was altered to 5 at. of 6 |. in 87 metre. (2) 

“ Sing we now, our voice upraising,” in Kennedy, 

1863, is the same text as Sarum with slight 

variations, 
2. Blow and mournful be our tone. By R. 

Campbell, in his ys. and Anthems, 1850, and a 

few collections of a later date. 

3. Now, my soul, thy voice upraising, Tell in 

sweet, &. By Sir H. W. Baker. This tr. is 

based upon the above by J. Chandler, more 

specially in the first and last stanzas, It is in 

6 sts. of 8.7. Its first appearance was in the 

trial copy of H. A. & M., 1859, and then in the 

Ist ed., 1861. It is in several hymu-books, and 

sometimes with slight alterations. 

4. Lift, my soul, thy voice harmonious. This 

was given in Mercer's Church Ps. & H. Bk,, 

| Oxford ed., 1864, No, 180, and ix probably by 
the Editor. 

5. Now, my soul, thy voice upraising, Bing in 

sweet, &c. This cento in the Hymnary, 1872, 
No. 243, in 6 sts. of 8.7, metre, is somewhat 

yeculiarly constructed. St. i, is by Chandler 

and the Editors; ii. is by Sir H. W. Baker and 
the Editors; iii. is by Chandler and the Editors ; 

is by Sir H. W. Baker and the Editors; and 
iv. aaa . 

is by the Editors alone. The result is not 
Vv. 

good. 
tra. are :— 

1. Draw out, sad heart, thy melody. /. Williams. 

2080. ot draw forth thy voice, deep-sounding. W, J. 
2. 

Blew, 1852-55. 5 O my soul! thy lamentation, J. 1. Chambers, 
* (J. J.) 1857. 

Ppromittis, et servas datam. (. Cofiin. 
Wednesday.) This. is the hymn on Wednes- 
Oy at Lauds in the Paris Breviary, 1736. It 
is ale in C. Coffin’s Hymni Sacri, 1736, p. 20; 

J. Chaniler’s Hys. of the Primitive Church, 
1837, No. 24: and Card, Newman’s Hymni 

Ecclesiae, 1838 and 1865, Tr. a8 :— :. 
' $2 
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1. A faithful promise Thou hast made. J. Chandler, 
837. 
2. Thy promise, Lord, is our sure stay. J, Williams. 

839, 
3. Thou, Lord, dost promise; firm and sure. J. D, 

Chambers, 1857. 
4. Thy truth, O God, stands firm in heaven. JD. T. 

Sforgan. 1830, {J Js 

Prose. A synonym for Sequence (q.¥.). re- 
ferring to the character of the composition, 
while * sequence’ refers to the position in the 
service. A Prose was originally in prose of a 
thythmical character, but nut in strict metre, 
while the word mee was used when the 
Prose assumed the form of a metrical Hymn. 
But a single quotation from a mediswval writer 
will suffice to show that the two words were 
used indifferently, and at the same time tells 
us on what festal days Proses or Sequences were 
appointed to be sung in the Missal of the 
Cloniac Order. : 

“ Prosa, vel quod alli sequentiam vocant, non cantatur 
nisi in quatuor festis principalibus, in Epiphania, in 
Ascensione Domini, to tone 5. Be cti, etin 
Nativitate S. Mauritli."--Udabricus de antij. Consuet. 
Monast, Cluniac, Lib. 1, cap. zi. 

The or Hymna sung in ion 
before High Mass and at other times were 
usually termed Proses in the mediwval Office 
Books of the English Church. (Sarum Proces- 
sional, ed. by Dr. W. G. Henderson, 1882, 

. 18, 20, 93, 124, 134. York 
Ee Soe., vol. 

E. W.] 
ed. by Dr. Henderson, Surtees 

63, 1875.) (F. 
IIpéceye odpavé cai Kadijow. St. 

Andrew of Crete. [Midnight.] St. Andrew's 
Midnight hymn commonly known as 1d amé- 
Sernvoy, from his works, and given in Daniel, 
iii. _ in 4st.of41. Itis tr, by Dr. Bonar 
in his Hys. of Faith and Hope, 2nd series, 
1864, as, * Attend, ye heavens,” in 4 st. of 6 L. 
[See p. 67, i., and 468, ii.) {J. J.J 

Protestant Methodist Hymnody. 
[Methodist Hymnody, § v.] 

IIp@ros vouoy etpopav. 
Bp. of Ptolemais. (Christmas: Epiphany.) 
A Christmas and Epiphany hymn, bein No. 
vii. of the ten hymns which he wrote durin 
various periods of his life. The full Gree 
text, dating 375-480, is given in the Anth. 

Carm. Christ., 1871, p. 20, in 42 lines. 
From this Mr. Chatfield made his ¢r., “I first 
invented in Thy praise,” and pub, the same 
in his Songs and Hymns, &c., 1876, p. 78, in 
50 lines. A. Stevenson’s tr. in his Ten Hys. 
of Synesius, &., 1865, is “ Jesus of Solyma ! 
God's Son.” [Greek Hymnody, § v.) [J. J.) 

Prudentius, Aurelius Clemens, with 
the occasional prefix of Marcus ‘ef. Migne, 
vol. lix. p. 593, and Dressel, p. ii. nm), is the 
name of the most prominent and most prolitic 
author of sacred Latin poetry in its earliest 
days. Of the writer himself we know nothing, 
or next to nothing, beyond what he has him- 
self told us in a short introduction in verse to 
his works. From that source we learn that he 
was a Spaniard, of good family evidently, and 
that he was b. a.p. 348 somewhere in the north 
of Spain, either at Sarmgossa, Tarragona, or 
Calahorra, but at which is left uncertain, b 
his applying the same expression to all, act f 
if applied only to one would have fixe | his 

PRUDENTIUS, A 

place of birth. After ree 
tion betitting his social st 
self for some years to 
iu the local courts of la 
promotion to a judgeshi) 
cessivel y :-— 

* Bis legum 
Frenos nobiltum reximus 
Jus civile bonis reddidim 

and afterwards to a post 
rity : 

© Tandem militie gra 
Evectum pietas prit 

Archbp. Trench conside 
been “a high military ay 
and such the t’s ow! 
to describe; but it m 
whether a civilian and 
eligible for such employ 
we may adopt the solut 
offered in the P: 
works (Miqne, vol. lix. p. 

** Evectus inde est ad superic 
rum militia civilis, palatine, « 
castrensis, aut cohortalia ; ns 
sultorum presidum, rectorum 
vulgo in cod. Theod. militare 
ascendere dicuntur.” 

It was ae pe lengt! 
com tively early age 
aad pewet that Prudenti: 
on account of the follies 
had marked hia youth ; 
determined to throw wy 
ign and devote 
ife to advancing the 
Church by the power o 
that of his purse and px 
cordingly we find that 

into poverty and p: 
that remarkable succes 
upon which his fame ne 
have no reason howev 
another St. A tine 
* wretchedness most 
this flight from the tem 
ing cares of official life i 
of a wholly devotional 
bably rather learnt fro 
emptiness and vanity fo 
the surroundings of ev: 
this world. As he him 

' Numquid talia proderunt 
Carnis post obitum vel bona, ° 
Com jam, quicquid id est, quo 

and sought, at the cost 
holds dear, those good t 

pared for them that b 
t of his retirement f 

way, and the fruits whi 
shape of his volumir 
sacred poetry, we have 
about our author. To j 
he wrote, his life musi 
many years after he 
but how long his life 5 
are not told. Probably 
works are :— 

(1) Liber Cathemerinon, 
call a" (WS. Lilly, Chap 
vol. {. p. 208). 

(2) Liber Peristephanon, 
(3) Apotheosis, A work o 

Deification of Human Nature 
(4) Hamartigenia, A tr 

directed against the Marcionit 
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that it should be the vehicle of truths which 
were altogether novel to it.” (Sac. Lat. Poetry » 
1874, p. 121.) 
The reader will find so exhaustive an ac— 

count of the various writings of Prudentiu= 
in the account given of him and them ir 
Smith and Wace's Dict. of Christian Bio- 
graphy, and Smith’s Dict. of Greek and Romare 
ch a that it is only unecessary in this 
work to refer very briefly to them as abowe- 
The fy have been constantly reprinted azach 
re-edited, till the editor who produced the beat 
edition we have of them, Albert Dressel (Lei p— 
hr 1860), is able to say that his is thesixty - 

ird. 
The use made of Prudentius’s poems in the 

ancient Breviaries and Hymnaries was very 
extensive. In tle torm of centos stanzas and 
lines were compiled and used as hymns; ane 
it is mainly from these centos, and not from 
the original poems, that the tru: slations into 
English were nade. Daniel, i., Nos. 108-115, 
vives 13° genuine hymns as having beer: 
in use for “Morning,” “Christmas,” “ Epi- 
j hany,” * Lent,” * Easter,” “Transfiguration ,”” 
* Lurial,” &c., in the older Breviaries. 
reference to the article Latin, Tra. from the, 
p. 665, i., will show that almost as many n.ore 
which were used in like menner have been 
translated into Englisi. When to these are 
addid the hymns which are annotated in this 
Dictionary under their respective first lines 
(seo Index of Authors and Translators), auc 
those which Lave not been translated into 
English, we realise the position and power of 
Prudentius in the hymnody of the Church.* 

[D. 8. W. 

Prynne George Rundle, m.a.,#.0f John 

Alleu Prynne, was b. at West Looe, Cornwall, 
Aug. 23, 1818, and educated at St. Catherine’s 

College, Cambridge, 8.a., 1839; .4. 1861. He 

tock Holy Orders in 1841, und became Vicar 

ot St. Peter's, Plymouth, in 1848. He has 

pub. Parochial Sermons, 1846 ; Plain Parochial 

Sermona, 1856; another series, 1876; The Dy- 

ing Soldier's Visions, and Other Poems and 

Hymns, 1881, &e. He also pub. Hymnal 

suited for the Services of the Church, 1858. 

cs Paychorre <r Fe En = Fuxouaxia, or ‘The Spiritual 
Com °*__arR | ss, , 

(6) Libre palm coe -Symmachum. A controversial work 

t the pass t< 2728 C400 in the Senate House at Rome of 
the altar of V a<> <3 which Gratian had removed. Sym- 
machus had << & t aarrre! Valentinian LI. for its restoration 
in 384, but tlae= #22 G2 wence of St. Ambrose had prevailed 
against him at © B22e= @_time. In 392 the altar was restored, 

bUt removed sagcam a == Bey Theodosiusinsa4. After the death 
<n latter —_ aa Semnrs © see ib was renewed, by 

cadius ane <a> eevrrius, was at that 2 t - 
== ®irst book, The second (for there are tius wrote= Ea ie 

tWO) was writee= == £22 206. Fagnet cousiters that the first 
may date in 39> — 

7) The peectexey Jeon = the double food or double Testa- 
Ment, ta wore’ «<><ol lection of 49 sets of four verses each, 
on Old and New? 7X ee st rent scenes, 

Of these <4 a €¥ erent werks the most important 
are the first # ~w<@. and it is from them that the 
cuturgical Ia > © xa xas ©runersted below have been 
eed coma gra Reeci- The general character of 
pedis entius "= ~w EPCiMEs it is not easy fairly to 
donate. aa< t<> judge by the wholesale lauda- 
gc: obtam eases 9 from some of his critics, aud 
jud equally 22a Ss parin censure of others, bis 
any have» =<> feund it. In venturing upon 
Mest enim. =a EProrm sucha pag the reader 
whieh, mame i= mxaizicd the peculiar pusition in 
‘comma “Sie eo Geo at which he was writin 

106 ies mn _><>«-t. The poctry of Psi 
p waved ite R@ess <-x act beauty of form had lo 
Ya style 2S * t+ Lian. and was being replace 

Which San ae = H<> Ba was yet in its infancy, but 
! 3 a 2 _ a x rf _ =e beauty in 

entius = ediaeval hymnologista. 
Was thoughe. ~<=2a= — be fore rbyraing Latin verse 
a: : ji «at after attention had ceased ~ianoes it wera” t= 72fities, Under such circum- 
fing, OU |= @ ewe, pallgsinda 7 to look for very finished Conca otth me Se See — such certainly ‘we do not 
cal ornen = Re-xew wood deal of what one must 

ve, ee Se — —_ Face ©rbiage or clumsy rhetori- 
Paden Uwe Bre aie VET Varied the metres he 

<-+ four Some 17—there are also 
a. 2c, not unfrequently, of 

ah titi rh oo — 
ar nsek am = uo with the nore musica 
uch from my a =rn coe date. He writes as a teh PB ag Ly RCT RSH and wo hy eater ® grea | Paw gt? ww 2 & concerning the points 

Port <>2 =f an ©re deemed the most im- Vig OT slea Ra tees: . : f 

at the <= > living at a time when ig most ular hymn is * Jesu, meek and 

rie wa tie lies — ‘aT "nankind were still the Hate,” > 881, iii His hymns “The day is 

tap sad morality which, heathen one; O God the Son” (Arening); and “Thy 

y fills the heavens” (The Glory of the 
Gather). have also been included in u few 

collections. 
(J. 3] 

, Edmund, Prys or Price, a learned 
sh divine and eminent poet, was b. about 

and Zz 
the spread of ™ <> ><. ~~ Ser and corrupted the 

Seely cheesy vesfully chall “iin SSF Seb ot Cot Te ther 
(rid = s way. 9 9 far in our author's 

emo diving = * <=>, join =.= eh giv ; - | we 
i Or — <= _ “Rencribes hic lavish Posta bhp in the parish of Llandeewyn, Merioneth- 

wh A bite Os , —~a *285 ot sanctissimne scriptor; | shire and educated at Leg tag pin College, 

fn . > ‘ r 7 ridge, Where he took his degree of ma. dep hye ao ae Fee us Christianis unquam | Cambridg inted Archdeacon of Merionsth 
He was appo Mt hig <= ~ « <* 2 y--not gi ise— a a 

weg N = —= = - Se and Virgil of the in 1576, and Canon of St. Asaph in 1602. He 
Ving WARS, Ee NE ae 1D be as loath, cnosidering | was one of the best Welsh pocts of his time, 
wet ta 3 “tances he wiete. to carp | and a great Inany of his compositions ure pre- 

: = a. served, mostly in manuscript. He is the 
f the Welsh metrical version of the 

that : ; 
ivy he ee Sh e 15g formed on the best 

still in use. He assisted 
ley \. : life oly ac, *<=., 7t “8 confessedly impure; 

Pale tartans y “<2 sh Pahens | Trench that it fs his 
| Wan] the t i= . am 2 z=. << QQ Conscioualy or uncon- 

2 we P the principle that the 
ee Rig 2™s in which to mani- 

author © 1 J 

Psalms, which is 
che ara 

* The earliest and best us. of Prudentius is one in the 

Bibliotheque Nathonale, Paris (Lat, 8084), written 
he end of the Sth cent. The Principal Librarian, tt 

= Not shrink fi helping abow ld Delisle, has kindly supplied references to 
= n = on rom be pe M. Leope the case of those * from which centos, = <7 formation of the Latin this war to ee ee ee ken ins 

. to undergo, now 
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Dr. Morgan, Bishop of St. Asaph, to translate 
the Bible into Welsh. ‘The latest of his com- 
positions, preserved, is a copy of elegant Latin 
verses in commendation of Dr. John Davies's 
Welsh Grammar. He was then 80 years of 

e, This Latin copy bears the date of 1621, 
He d. in 1624, and was buried at Maentwrog 

Church. [See Welsh Hymnody.) [W. G. T.] 

Psalters, American. [American Hym- 
nody. | ‘ 

Psalters, I. Introduction. A 
glance at the long list appended to this article 
will apprize many for the first time of the 
enormous number of efforts made to versify 
the Psalms. Among the authors will be found 
Queen Elizabeth, Lord Bacon, Fuirfax, and 
many of our pocts and theologians. The 
Psalter has been subjected to a great variety 
of experiments. Literal translation, para- 
phrase, evangelical expansion, the develop- 
ment of portions as themes, have been succes- 
sively attempted. The change of metrical and 
a expression is reflected in the history. 
n the Puritan period the versification of the 

Psalms even touches the history of the nation, 
But notwithstunding «ll this, partly from ex- 
treme reverence for the letter of Holy Writ, 

rtly from the fact that the bulk of the trans- 
ators were hampered by the secondary object 
of turning the Psalter into a hymnal, and most 
of all from the impossibility of representing 
Hebrew parallelism in English metres, no 
version approaches in merit such translations 
as Lord Derby’s Homer or Conin.ton's Virgil. 
With but few exceptions the ing pages 
are a comparison of mediocritics. © 

Il. Curious examples. 
Some experiments are very eccentric, such 

as Abraham Fraunce’s bexameters (1581), Pike's 
lyrics without rhyme (1751), Wheatland and 
Sylvester's heroies (1754), Dennis's blank verse 
(1808). The strangest is Pealterium Ameri- 
canum by Cotton Mather > ae like 
prose, but in reality simply the Authorized Ver- 
sion thrown into uurhymed o.s. for singing. 

Ill. Pre-Reformation Paalters. 
Metrical Palters existed in England at avery 

early date. Bp. Aldhelm of Sherborne (died 
A.D. 709) is said to have composed one | Bede): 
and Archdeacon Churton (see Preface to the 
Cleveland Psalter) uscribea to him the Anglo- 
Saxon Version editet by Thorpe (1835). 
Thorpe himself, however, assigns it to a later 
date. A Latin Psalter, with interlinear Anglo- 
Saxon gloss, and a translation into Middle 
Enzlish has been published by the Surtees 
Society. ‘l. Brampton’s Seren DPenitential 
Pealma (1414) have been printed by the 
Verey Society; and Holland (Pealmists of 
Britain, 1842) mentions a translation of St. 
Jerome's Gallican Psalter into English of the 
date of Henry UL. or Richard I. 

IV. Importance of Psalm-singing at the 
Reformation. 

The practice of versifying the Psalms 
a larger significance among the 

Reformers. The Psalm Versions of Luther 
and Justus Jonas, combined with their 
trans‘ations of the Latin Hymns and their 
original compositions, stirred the heart of 
Germany: the Psalms of Marot became the 

PSALTERS, 

badge of the French fF 
camp; and, completed 
sole hymnal uf Geneva 
Scotland, following th: 
the metrical Psalms u 
sively usin public wo 
the long tradition of th« 
form, set at first to bul 
special music of their 0% 

formation, the Psaln 
the people, not merely b 
Messianic import, and 
tion of human emotions 
living trust in God as: 
and even by their terril 
enemies. ‘They seemed. 
by a new-found Bible, 
ordained vehicle of In 
metrical furm was at tl 
sity for singing, and, « 
of that day concern 
Hebrew poetry, was ac 
sentative of the origit 
lust point is argued 
Hebrew treatises of th 
to the English Pealter, 
in 1556 (see p. 857, ii.), 
hold’s 37 Psalms, and 7 
7 fresh ones are added ! 

V. German influe 
The introduction o 

England probably spra: 
of the Gospellers with 
thon, and their familia: 
Three of these father 
Wisdom, Becon, and € 
Psalm versions bearing: 
Those of Wisdom and B 
in Sternhold and Hop 
and may possibly be 
that bouk, pres! not 
eilitions. The Goostly j 
dale contains fifteen | 
and parphrases (see | 
un, tv.) The German 
have been carefully tra 
All the Psalm versior 
146, wnd all the parap 
cept two, have been 
The metre of the unid: 
the 132nd, is also Ge 
46th is in the same m 
Feste Burg.” [For det 
The.} 

VI. Ballad Metres of 
In the Act, which 

Prayer Book of Edwa: 

oratories or other to 
prayer taken out of the Bibl 
thereby the service or any 
the enid book.” 

It has been generall) 
net an! others, that tl 
legality of Pealin-sing 
Psalms and godly 
and some have though 
the king for Sternhold’ 
(see Old Version, § 11.) 
least certain that sev 
versification of the F 
period, cmong which 
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es Seen Penitential Psalms (1549). | 

—> == <a ter was also now versitied by 
sometime Vicar of St. Giles's, 
-M., and set to a harmonized 

‘Thos. Wyu tt 

Lhe whiode- 
Robert Crow pos, 
40rippl = a =a , : : 
siete Asa >>- The German intlueuwe now 
©ease:, anct tkee irregular metres of Wisdom 

sw Eaich ore akin to some in the 
7x ters, give way to the ballad 

Eaewy Chace, which from this 
ate on Steruhold’s 

aim was nak a iant the “ amorous und obscene 
sougs " (Wok of the court ani people; and 
he probabl > seams his psalms to we l-kuown 
ballud tune =s- A discussion of the nature and 
churacteroftf 12 aos Ow «ork and that ot his coadjutors, 
a3 represen tesa A 222 thee Uld Version of Sternhold 
aud Hopkir:: = as, Ilrowever, too elaborate for 
this sectiorg «<2» ®° «<»tar work. It is fully treated 
elsewhere. { <~i2a ‘VW ersion. } 

Vv a. Gewceve aesteeccice on the Marian Exiles. 
oa he pu. a s< s-iesszing of psulms ceased of 
mare Uidea- IE cary. But the movement gained 
Park force ca we< B waew ideas among the exiles. 

: €T s0lacme=<3E Ba im self by versifying tic entire 
_ BPealterium versum metrice 

vuljem ae. E’arrker’s Diary, 1557). At 
Spe the ¥>=e212ms of Marot were part of 

period + eee sse-rvice; and it is from this 
structural; @Ee<= metres, the tunes, and the 
min te — G@eezres of the Genevan Psalter 
largely, of eS & tirat of England, and more 

Version, § 11_ = <—~<>@1iand. [For details see Old 

ana Becow = 

early Engli-= 
Measure of” < - 
time receiv <= 

gins at the accession of 
Zzabeth. 
of Elizabeth nothing #0 
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IX. Renderings by Abp. Parker, Sir Philép 
Sidney, the Davisons, and Spenser. 

Partial translations of Psalms «t this perioct 
are very numerous. The two most notuble com — 
pieve versions are dealt with el-ewhere. (See 
Old Version and Scottish Hymnody.) A thircl. 
entitled The whole Psalter, translated inte* 
English metre, with an argument and collec€ 
to each Pealm: John Daye, London, N.D-+ 
is only to be found in the great libraries 
(there is a perfect copy also at Lincolis 
Cathedral). It is the work of Abp. Paker, 
alluded tu above, written in exile: but the 
marked similarity of the book, in its intro— 
ductions, extracts from the Fathers, armel 

apparatus of appended Canticles, to the work 

of Sternhold and Hopkins makes it probable 

that these, and perhaps the metrical arga- 

ments at the head of each peulm and the 

appended collects were added after 1562. It 

is compose: with scholarly care, and, not only 

as a metrical version, but for the value of the 

collects, shoukl be reprinted. Besides the 

three usual metres (C.o., L.M., 6M.) he makes 

use of stenzas of 8's, and one or tWo curotls 

measures; and he supplies a doxology 1m 

each mete. The mitrical Introductiot 

“Ad Lectorem,” is a quaint apology for 

offering a new version. ere are vight tunes 

to it by Tallis; one being Tallis’s “Canon.” 

His c.m, has often a double rhyme in the thirel 

line ; and, even where this is not the case, the 

rhythm and stresses of the measure are entirely 

distinct from that of Sternhold, and the feet 

strictly regular, 80 as 10 facilitate singing. An 

example of his, unrhymed ¢.o. may be seen in 

of “ Veni Creator” (q.v.), which is Toused a 

Practiog «<p —* © Be eassiasm = his tr. 
or singing ae Se Bat from : a mre le cil the apparently simply the text of the first Prayer 

Suby at St. pe, 2B rxas Sbroad by the exiles’ | Book of Edw. vith, 1549, regulated into uni- 

Vishope ; Jew- saezE*ss <> « Strype). | They were form feet. The authorship of this book is 

8 present 4. —2 = Peal. ss after the sermons of given in Bp. Barlow's co to John Keeper of 
a uced at == a wre. ot? of six thousand people | ¢)¢ Cathedral of Wells. But Parker's autho r- 
stwarehe. in xatt were, Psalms were 1D- ship is established by external and internal 

arpa “con = = & maboaeers Kraciag in’s and spread to otler | Biience. In Bp. Kennet's copy itis said that 
eneo 7 <-<4j ->°'- The authorities not : i et, bis wi 

be <= zz , . the Archbishop permitted t, fe, to 

the ae = ape foci, CHeylin) at the fashion, nt his Psalter to some of t py a ; and 

f attitide oo —~& aes = copy at Lambeth has in a hand o that 

= nina We pene ee Se was one of the Visitors for tise, : To the vertuous and honorable Lady 

Cathe = & eae Fa's Injunctions, favoured tt 7 of Shrewsbury from your 
Srdral at Exex = x ~ is shewn by a curious set the Counterse ‘ _ 

toe Prohibited QE age BKC. Tilia, Dec, 1559, Certainmen | lovinge friende, Murgaret Parker.” Apart 

ertinenee ine =. 2. OG had sung psalms in the | from the a raised by this coinci- 

vance — ’ 4X.m., disturbing matin. 0 | Gonee in favour of Parker, it mukes-~Keeper’s 
Soce af the Ving =~.* = ==” © wel and other On : authorship unlikely, as be would only have 

= rant eae ae — 2s rad Chapter. Upon this the | been twenty-four at Mr». Parker's death (1570) 

of Fetiang =< an acy p Parker, who ra fled the sen- (Dibdin’s ‘Ames). But the conclusive evi- 

reel hg ee ay Oh aerial sathoritice | ence is the acrostick “Maitheus Parkerus”’ 

ship wien Ra and permitied tis say the | Wer hich the metrical argument to Ps. 119 is 

jivtin ~Y> Ree _~* oe fa" word “godiy prayer*.” | formed. kad te te 8 
Was ~ _ — = an . above, . a ‘ - 

ate en “=e Sm gzY Palms publicly, it “ Os eae Seti Philip sidney ( Pas. 

ing gf fe = ae ee pS tanted by the 49th, in- 43) and completed by his sister, the Coun- 

ol vet em = Patt = «=, *, (June 1559), which i8 | goss of Pembroke (pub. 1823). The metres are 

‘weg =< >= — *etined than the provi80 | « more rare La hse cng lor ese HT and varie- 
% ~~ Or carefully the Morn- | ,:.. *_-the fren tic and capricious measures 

Kies “~ . == Yer from vnterference, “ the lighter Elizabethan style; not intended 

Cent? Re r..* ~>- a ee fp caad withdrawing the probaly for aera use, ar ere 

aye ten eg Hie Composition was to uent freshness and spirit; and now that a 

Aisle ty "hy Tet a <.Y ipture — higher music no lant —_ to 

Oring a ch as delight in music, utine metres, a cr - Fy 
tru - <=», = guuch fc, | trea, a composer fond of the Eliza 
"ty t, Faee => = «Et ead beginning or end Of | 1 than poetry would find the 84th, 92nd, and 

* Fe 7% fe ae eae. Such we & Brent poses | the more regular 96th full of _— and 

t< we Beg, IKE mong tO Ov ic that rm. The same description may be given 

a Beet that the oe of the | or Divers Selected Psalms of David in verse, 

= 4 perceived.” 
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of a different composure from those used in the 
church: the work of Francis and Christopher 
Davison and others, found in a Harleian ms. 
of the British Museum. Full selections from 
both these versions may be seen in Farr’s 
Select Poetry ( Purker Society). To these may 
be added a lost version of the Seren Peni- 
tential Psalms by Edmund Spenser. 

X. Partial translations, Bacon, Herbert, &c. 
Versions by Dod, Wither, Sandys. 

Among the versifiers of * Selected Psalms” 
are found the eminent names of Denne, 
Dean of St. Paul’s (1633), ’hineas Fletcher 
(1633), George Herbert (1632), and R. Ora- 
shaw (1648). The first ten Psalms were 
rendered clearly and naturally by Bishop 
Hall (1607), and a few by Lord Bacon (1625), 
(see Fuller Worthies Library by Grosart), 
dedicated to George Herbert. The complete 
version of Henry Dod (1603-20) is utterly 
valueleas, and according to Wither was burnt 
by the hangman; the preface however shews 
the early dissatisfactio » felt with Sternhold and 
Hopkins, and there is appended to it a ludi- 
crous versification, intended apparently to be 
sung, of the Act of gi egal rE after 
the Gunpowder Plot! The led Version 
of King James (1631) is described elsewhere. 
(See Scottish Hymnody, 1. § 3.) The version 
vy Wither (1619-32) was a far more 

serious rival of the Old Version. He ubtained 
a privilege from the King, which ordered it 
to be bound up with every copy of the Bible, 
and walliiaed Wither to seize every Bible in 
which it was not found. But it met with the 
same fate as a similar privilege of Wither’s for 
his Hymns and Spiritual Songe of the Church. 
(See English Hymnody, Early, § viti.) The 
resistance to the privilege on the part of the 
Stationers’ Company, who owned the Old Ver- 
sion, ended fn the withdrawal of this mono- 
poly by the Privy Council (1633). (See Pre- 
face to Wither’s Hymns and Spiritual ao 
by E. Farr in Library of Old Authors.) The 
metres of this book are more varied than those 
of the Old Version, und yet more regular and 
even than thoge of Sidney, and tunes are set 
to them by Orlando Gibbons. The author of 
Anthologia Davidica, a compilation of Psalms 
from many sources (1846), considers this the 
test version he knew for fidelity, harmony, 
aud simplicity of expression. Judged, how- 
ever, by his copious extracts (the book itself 
is rare) there is a waut of force and spirit. 
The 137th, “As nigh Babel’s streams we 
sat,” is gracefully rendered; the beat is the 
150th, “Come praise the Lord, come praise 
Him” (8. P. C.K. Ps. and Hya., Ps. ol.. The 
version by George Sandys (1636), son of 
the Abp. of York, is of far greater literary 
merit. Though set to music by Henry Lawes, 
it was intended only for private devotion, and 
Lap: adixtid used otherwise. Baxter laments 
that Sandys's “ serapliic strain” was useless to 
the vulgar because not composed in the ordi- 
nary metres; but its poetical grace exercised 
a considerable influence on translators. The 
louger Psalms are often in L. M. couplets; 
some of his most graceful pieces are in coup- 
lets of 7’s, as Ps. 150, “ Praise the Lord en- 
throned on high” (8. P. C. K. Ps. and H., Ps, | 
cl.), and Ps, 148 “ You who dwell above the 
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skies” ( Wes. H. Bk. 639). 
by an eulogy by his frie 
In the opinion of Bu 
Conder, and Holland, it 
version. See, however, K 

XI. Puritan Versions ; 5 

To the psalm-loving P 
of the metrical version wa 
moment. The first boc 
Cambri N.E., 1640) ¥ 
‘salter, often called The 

i.), the editors of which | 
the mest rigorous literali: 
in England the Commit! 
spiritual, recommended it 
hgion that “ The meeter 
be corrected and allowe: 
first ed. (1641) of Frar 
Provost of Eton under 
was an attempt to satisfy 
by amendment of the « 
changes were made in |! 
which was ordered to 
House of Commons. 
the Directory (1645), i 
that can read” was « 

im - book,” made _ re 
us's third edition (1) 

be printed on the ree 
Assembly of Divines; 
year this Version “an 
ordered by the House 
sung in all churches ar 
kingd)m.” There wa 
at this time on both s 
agree on @ Version whi 
of uniformity in religic 
trated by two causes. 
inclined to a rival vers 
minister of St. Martin’ 
1644; 2nd, 1645): anc 
3rd ed. (1646) to the 
who, however, declined 
Rous’s version came uy 
they carla it toa 
apparently sanctioned it 
Gusentented with Rous 
of heterodoxy, sean adh 
introduced considerabl 
from other versions, i 
Psalter (1650), [See 8 
fidence in Rous was al 
It may have been dissa 
made Milton in 1648 a 
had a special significan 
of the war (Masson). His 
direct from the Hebre 
printed in the margin : 
the original is printed 
illustration of the lit 
Puritan translations ca 
ean say if Was success 
— in 1653, without t 
ing literalism, and in v 
to be sung; but the 
Portions of Pss, 82, 85, 
“The Lord will come 
= of Ps, n4, “ How lh 
air,” are found in some 
the only one of real no 
with a gladsome mind, 
age of fifteen. In 1651 
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fence] bw his version, sneers, from the; license to print was coneerned, the roy=t 

churchioa@ ==” = ss tand-pvint, at the failure of one | “allowance” was not atrictly necessary, a8 the 

ofour“ pr=== <> 22 ded Reformers" (probably 
Rous). | Licensing Act had recently expired; but it 

And in 1@=>—* <= ppeared a new edition of Barton, | was extremely politic, (See it again nnai<e_s 

which bore= <> ™2_It4 title-page a license for pub- | § xvi.) The “ permission” to use it inchurclae>®* = 

lication f2-<>=x== Cromwell. A version by Thomas | &ec., which is a distinct matter from the * allow — 

Lord Faés—F <4, 38 mentioned in the preface to} ance,” whether actually necessary or not i== 

Cotton’s Fo<# =< feo" of the Bible ; be quotes the | order to legalise its adoption, was of grees 

IS7th Pesan A em 227 Stanzas of four long lines. It | value. Under the sanction of the sovereign, a72< 

was nevex ge 22 blished. recommended by the Abp. of Canterbury axa<t 

XII, Fee ee, Miles Smyth, Denham, Patrick. Compton, Bishop of London, The New Vera®<orr= 

From —te-xmbold to Rous the prevailing presented — o a settlement of the lox 2= 

principle <> £& translation was literal exactness; dissatisfaction with Sternbold and Hopketx~am= ‘ 

ut the <€2<>se riness of all these efforts, and in Its sucoess wus not however universal. Bew <=" + 

some messes eare the grace of Sandys, now pro- ridge (1710) wrote a vigorous protest agri ret th 

duced a «8 a=xx2 and for some literary excellence. it, and in favour of the Old Version. He ca lise 

In the pre #ea<cre to his version (written probably it a “New Version in deed,” “fine az<t 
about thsies time. though not published till modish,” “ flourished with wit and fane ws 1° 

1692), Fee e-PFecev- ad Barter says, alter reviewing “gay and fashionable.” He dilates on t ia<_ i 

Preceding  ~> a= esiots, “ The ear desiseth greater | convenience of two versions; ass /- i 

melody, Beazaxe2 strict versions will allow.” And longi of uniformity ; “ in time we might haw <= 
ne secundum usum London, another seca 2=— 

in the pre 

im their wwe <sasurre the versions th . 2 ve at followed : ‘ ‘ ; 
in Rest->2-sm ticorm were an attempt in this diree- dum usum Richmond (see Brad below >= , 

on. Esc ee ere poles may be seen in 8. Woodford’s another secundum usum Sarum.” He recor«? = F 

xcrboee eee Rk =P ecorm pPous Psalter (1667) - in Miles the protests of congregations: one vestry hz<d% | 

ask sw Be dx kh is vlten smnooth and melodious cant it ont, after ils Setractnotion the clo i 

to wit = FZ eeFce Milbourne (1698), who tried | B78 ‘It was then only used in a few ce 

wh Pt Bade wxaetres to the music of Playford machen te Lancia, : 
vd Ohad wes<- <-xatly edited Sternhold rH , (3.) Character and Merits —The material <> 

Hla ne RELY site Sermo al Hp | ge ew Vernon say hrown inl Char ces ; 
mona. eee Sfer ; and in the satal th - h groups: 1. Psalms of an ornate charactes, th 

at Once == es 7 — of . ately yough with occasional vigour of rhythm, written ie 

this tj one - Of Sir John Denham (written aaa ni . Paty f 

But the Beee-L Hough ovly published in 1715 mostly in 1.4. and p.m. The best ts isvtIh, A 

>y whic & €FG a ez dk ty lay in A ts p per 7 : dg “ Thou, Lord, by strictest search hast know n.*” j! 

stricted - wee e>tres at a es —— 2. A large quantity of very spiritless C.M., cuss ; 

Words, by = se ter sdegucd spk ort pai 8 ted nor in language as the literal versions. 3. A f 

or Cm. 9: ~~ Beich | Ol UFACKS ‘ew exumples of sweet and simple verec, sucka fd 

#regation=s_ = — a ‘Or -3t could be sung ry pack. as the 34t 1, * Through all the changing 8ce-n es i Pepe 

iternry sey <~ >zart moareecly | ghorunt con-) of jife;” 42nd, * As pants the hart;” Slet, vit 

vablished = —— =e. _ rw the interest of “ Have mercy, Lord, on me ;” and 84h, * Olh, ie 

bi y ethne 2s + Foren P trick.” of Psalms Wa8 | God of hosts, the mighty Lord,” which retaira Clam 

“it (ree S> Brot atrick, Preacher to the | their hold on our bhymn-books. There is rat 

attained ~~. E> Bet, “her of the Bishop, in 1679; | nothing to shew certainly how the work w ie" Ts 

it was <> we Gey > Version in 1691-: ok | nothin a) o y was “, 

It hot Daa =Frab) > 1-2, which ; divided between Tate and Brady: both were he. 

tion of az baal 2 «> @ success for its fidelity, sis; it is plausible to attribute the ornate: gt: 

Which on 2 B<-3 eee Pe exectly « literal version. | work, in which some have even suggested am Migs 

ve § xy. a “ th...” of evangelical interpreta~ | o¢casional aid from his — ryden, to Chia a 

: — <i fee SO gree m Pats and | Tate. Another theory makes Brady the theo- Y-KY 

=~ = assed at large under Watts. | jogical, Tate the poetical workman throug) Pay 
a : x | loggieal, uM ' po irougrha- Se 

and } fine <> oo zx ee | out. Beveridge’s epithets suggest the general f 

without q a~S — _ ze New Version. im pression of the book. The artificial style of ; 4 

tint XX _ = . sa) hie first instalment of Tate | that period is applied to the Pealme: and im el 3. 

{Bodleian > a | <— yp “ter is a sheet and a half, | the hands of men of genius—far less in those gis 

he ctnp = = as *2deian); the next is “The of mere versifiers—so alien a form could not : ie 

4 New Ales . Ag by N. Brady and N. Tate” | have succeeded. “ Tate's poor page” (Pope) has 

a ryt an Seow “Ried as a specimen (1695). | bee been abused as roundly ws The Old Version. t 

Win id o> > gy ton followed (1696), entitled | And yet one condemned to tread the waste ; 

nbjectag L r= - “~—_ the Palme of David, Fitted of metrical oh wd —— it an ad- J paseats 

Chey = - oe ft . tor , » on its predecessors, suffering more fi ; srtlae 

we nS Edt ae Bits | Seow stern, thn compari ih chen i 
te i — Seeman =: hiis edition mts 7 varently And this merit is fairly theirs: they asserted 

coe ==. zy lism atid terelaga Ha in ite successfully, and with an ——— searcely ti 

Citing) Se SS ag Th differs from cach of the | know? before, literary and poetical excel- spake 

LW a = ag 18 some of the metres and | lence ‘according to their light) as a prin- : 

i i a Ge —— *‘ allowed” “wi he Ki , in | ciple of translation, and the precedent thus Yi 

New te =, = ae za. mMitted ‘i. be poe alk set was seldom ignored afterwards. It has i) Binet 

= ‘ ? : > rravely censured for want of fidelity by = 

ant < «=~, 5h Jive | been gravely censured for ¥ by 
hari 3" ™=- = tse. V6 al think fit 1 ean ae -eble and others. Traces of political alln- 7 ; 

Thy = - 28 - This second edition was | Ke | I : 

Q) ie xs « : =~ 1698 (Frit. M [See sion have also been pointed out. The curious ita ares ce 

ae == ~ ae oc rit. Mus.). wader may like to trace them in Pa. 18, 87-45. oli naese 
2 =z =. Su ale ‘ th 5 eto was re . 2 

—_ == _—B Pprement ther +, the courtly complexion given to I's, 11 : 
— <—s *™Me te the Psalter, | 1 y. plexi ’ 

— : €rms a8 the 2-7, in a possible allusion to the queen, Ps. > Uncil, July 30, 1703. 
So far 48 | 4 oul 5, 16, and in Ps. 107, 40 (* The prince, who > 68 

Grisation, —— = 
: 
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slights what God commands, exposed to scorn 
must quit his throne”). 

(4.) Authors. —The New Version was the 
work of two Lrishmen. Nahum Tate was the 
aon of Faithful Teate, an Irish clergyman, 
author of some religious verses. He was b, in 
Dublin (1652), and educated at Trinity College. 
He wrote, under Dryden's superintendence, 
the second part of Absalom and Achito 
with the exception of about two hundred lines. 
He succeeded Shadwell as Poet Laureate. 
Among his works are Characters of Virtue and 
Vice (1691), Miscellanea Sacra, a selection 
from various writers (1696-8), and Panacea, 
a Poem on Tea. He is said to have been a 
man of intemperate and improvident life. He 
wrotea reply to Beveridge, defending the style 
of the version on literary grounds. (Exsay on 
Pealmody, 1710.) He d. in London in 1715, 
Nicholas Brady was born at Bandon (1659), 
He was educated at Westminster, ancl went 
afterwards to Christ Church, Oxford, and to 
Trinity College, Dublin. From the latter he 
received the degree of p.p, for services to the 
Protestant cause. He was a Prebendary of 
Cork. In the Irish war he was an active ad- 
herent of William ; and three times saved his 
vative town from burning. Coming from 
Bandon with a petition to William, he re- 
mained in London, and was appointed Ag 
lain to the King; and afterwards (1702-5) 
Incumbent of Stratford-on-Avon. had 
previously been minister of St. Catherine 
Cree’s, aud Lecturer of St. Michael’s, Wood 
Stieet; probably holding some or all of these 
appointments in plurality. Notwithstanding 
the ineome derived from his appointments, 
his extravagance obliged him to keep a school, 
while incumbent of Richmond (1710) He 
died in 1726. Besides several volumes of ser- 
mons, he published a tragedy called The 

pe, or the Innocent Impostors, and a poetical 
translation of the Bneid of Virgil in four 
ols, 

* XIV. J. Addizon. 

In the Spectator of 1712, were published 
the well-known paraphrases of the 19th 
Ps. “The spacious tirmament on high,” 
and the 23rd Ps. “The Lord my ure 
shall prepare.” They have been attributed to 
Marvell, but (sec Addison, J., p. 16, ii.) are 
Adiison’s. They are found in many collec- 
tions, and have been admired by good judges. 
The style is more florid than the New Version. 
The fault in both is, that the sense of God's 
Presence, which is 80 vivid in the original, is 
subordinated to the somewhat unreal «dleserip- 
tion of landscape. 

XV. Watts's Version. 
The versification of the Psalms en 

the attention of Isaac Watts in his 
early days; a translation of Ps. 187, not 
included in his complete Psalter, is found 
in Reliquia Jureniles. Paraphroscs on Ps. 
148 were rag ebay in the Hore Lyricw 
(1705); and at least half of the Psalms had 
been versifie:| at the date of the publication of 
his Hymns (1707-9). Ps. 114 was published 
in The Spectator (1712); and the complete 
version (so far as his theory of eompletencas 
extende!) in 1719; entitled, The Psalm of 
David imitated in the language of the New 
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Testament, &c. Taken as 
better than Tute and Brady. 
of poner sb pes a a 
turgid epithets and gaudy 
‘ae shearle grandeur of the 
contains some of his choice 
Ps. 84, “Lord of the wo 
noble Ps, 90, * Our God, our 
Ps. 136, “ Give to our God 
and one or two more. I 
really complete. Watts 
enough to say, that there 
Psalter which could never t 
were therefore useless as hy 
ings are paruphrases rather 
He breaks up the Psalms 
tions; sometimes, especial] 
selects and groups verses + 
new hymn, and adds little 
He utilized lines from his | 
from Tate and Brady, mo 
ost of all from Patrick, Fi 
borrowed the new principl 
by Luther, and by Parker, 
out elaborately —evanyelica 
the Psalms. To this, wi 
notable characteristic of the 
great pains, embodying in ° 
Testament expositions of . 
Apostles, exhibiting the M« 
the light of the life of Chri 
sdunbration, type and pr 
fulfilments, Such a mode « 
course a new divergence fr 
a legitimate and fruitful 
has such promise of future 
adaptation of tle Psalter t 
hymnology, The tender m« 
H. W. Baker, * The King 
herd is” (H. A, & M., 197) 
and Watts’s version of Ps. 
reign where’er the sun,” 
ample of the principle and 
At the same time it requir 
and reverence, if it is to b 
When he tried to push it b 
of Scripture, Watts was hb 
vulgarity as the substitut! 
Israel, &e. A full exhi 
Psalter will be found in the 

XVI. Blackmore, Wesley, 
Basil Woodd, 1 

In 1721 ap la Vers 
Blackmore, which was dedi 
and on the recommendatio 
bishops and fifteen bishops 
mitted! to be used in all clius 
m Council, in preeisely the 
New Version. It is rather 
direction of naked literalis 
way, netwithstanding its 
Anne Steele’s Poems (1761 
seven renderings of Ps» 
at one time or other trai 
whole Psalter. Some were 
and 1743; again in the A 
1798-1801; und the whole 
Poetical Works of J. & € 
They are naturally expres 
and cultivated language w 
to C. Wesley, but they ure ; 
excellence. ‘I'he best are | 
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Good She p>? aed is”; Ps. 121,“ To the hills I 
lite ap nati = 8 Thy and especially os ere 
“Lord, if ~~ ks grace impart.” Charles 
Wesley ; saccB<>g>ts freely Watts’s system of 
evanyelicsa RB & 82 te€rpretation. Christopher Smart 
publishe«i Poe wersion (1765), in which the 
introductic>«ec= «of New ‘Testsment matter is 
s- grat, tha zat the characteristics of the Psalms 
MTG Crane<d- Em thiis book there is also a great 
Variety of =< w mectres, and among the rest 
that of C.w~we gore r’s Alexander Selkirk, found in 
Charles WH <=sshery. end im Shenstone. James 
Merrick p> ea E>dished « Poulter (1765) which 
“ttracted cx t teomtion from the known learning 
* ~~ aut ta <> ao seg eal ap rgerd the influence 

Pp. <~w ths theories of Hebrew poetry, 
and was == A <> = pproved by Secker, It is 
ine im <-<>nmtiruous lines, but was divided 
abail Qzem=ss for Congregational use by Tatter- 
st (L732 S> >. who added a prose paraphrase. 

ain weak ameze<i fell of epithets. Montgomery 
publics ‘ioe 2 eee Ss Urable verbiage.” Basil Woodd 
followed — f<ew pooaling in 17; other editions 
oon “BO tace final one (1821) contained his 
Toney with za lternative -renderings selected 
Dwi ghe ‘Cas se mec’ Fate and Brady, &. Timothy 
revi > — = Aw me rican th ologian, published a 
* en 00 ry Bee>en «of Watts (1800). A Version of 
1797, and eases by William Mason appeared in 
in the pel REKe AcAddcitions in 1811; and another 
A partiagn <Q — SY REY (1811) by William Goode. 
(i801 np YWrrsion by Richard Cumberland 
auth. r, nse Sebel for the sake of the 
XVI © book. 

- iia 
<P e fe7ormery, Mant, Harriet Auber, 

: James IWF «+x Lyte. 

sombre 'B<«>i122-] Seromen's Songs of Zion (1822) 
Jet ; =>. alf of the Psalter. The 

; "Ty ken > ww =* Eta tive vera: of Pa. 89, “ Lord, , | 2 > 

examples « s\g™ wee TM enl”; and Ps. 63, “Ob 
I31gt, «6 I <>, "tay God alone”; are fine 
te —<> z- <=] ’ Derer “2. €.5,_Y and sorrowful trust. The 
a ~ ver at Thy side,” is of & 
Pat lee, = Te ISK. Pa. 91, “Call Jehovah 

the Poe w 2! Ps. 103,“ Uh my soul, 
"S8ianie == — e ” . 

= = ©rs,” are soft and musical. 
Lane Prem F. 7 wot the rich and splendid 
Vttion (Ian. = Fa Qe Se 1ich few perhaps recognise 
fotidel >< eo Of Ps, 7 “Hail to the 
guAge : *a<- 3 a << _ —— Mant published a 
OF OF g¢7 - =» 1 poe! with re, an 

Spirit y — =. 2 <a" Towth's rp dese “But the 
a “and the Psalms assume the 

: *xtely odes, Harriet Auber's 

4 ees 2.4 ,0™ was published anony- 

zi wis ted by a clergyman. She 

Se Wey f etpretation frocly. Several 
ac. % gentle melody, such ns 

1 Spirte a 2 ears in love abounding "3 
vH FP I = ~~ = =a ==. ws We we, Lord, in heaven but 

= - - ~~ « &, Pie Praise our great — 

= wok with the same title, 

ites SS ~ ~~ pains, was published (1834) 

ten neg te it touches nearly ate 

Mesa — _ £& though there ure a few 

bein * —_ .— wae cen hci tone, such 
t <2 racy = ae ring of Ps 84, “ Pleasant 

Qe. Prove.” still it is with the 
* fulness of the Psalms that 

@,_ “Metmted. His renderines 
~ <1 8lations : they are either 

the expansion of a few 
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verses, as a theme, with free interweaving of 
his own thouglts and metaphors, aud perha >= 
for this reeson they are leas known than the» 
deserve, Ps. 55,“ Oh had I, my Saviour, ts <& 
wings of a dove,’ a successful treatment of 
an undignitied metre, illustrates his habit <* 
isolating the sad purt of a pselm. Ps, @ 1 = 
“There isa safe andl secret place,” is gooed = 
and “ Far from my heaveuly home,” exact 1 > 
represents his method and his tendeme=< - 
Few probably are aware that it is founded o3™ 
Ps, 137, “By the rivers of Babylon, the =< 
we sat down; yea, we wept, when we re=— 
membered Zion.” 

XVIII. John Keble. 
The Psalter or Pealma of David in Englte Fz 

verse, by a member of the University <7 ~ 
Ozford (1839) is the work of the revered Joka re 
Keble. That be sould have deemed such == 
thing worth doing, is, iv sume sort, 1 meas 
of the advance of the last forty years ip tha< 
matter of church music. There was * soase 2 EB 
hope,” he thought, that the custom of cham t— 
ing the psulms would come in; and therefor«, 
despite Lis conviction that the Hebrew weass 
intende. for chunting, not singing, and thsza t 
success was “impossible,” because the forza 
aud tone of English metre and Hebre w 
parallelism were irreconcilable, be set lima — 
self to improve the Metrical Versioms, 
“adhering reverentially to the meaning Of thre 
original.” He submitted the work to D>ar_ 
Pusey. ‘The adverse criticism which hus bee- ra 
iver had been anticipated by Keble himnsel #_ 
‘be cloee adherence to the terseness and the 

images of the Hebrew has produced soma 
constraint snd obscurity, But iu the judge— 
ment of the present writer no other version 
has such refinement of diction, sustuimedd 

merit, lyric foree and fire, and flashes of 

imaginative energy. There are occasional 
traces of the influence of Scott’s chivairowus 
phrasee. Ps. 93, “God the Lord wu kk rage 
remaineth,” ia one of the finest. Ps. 46, 
“ Gid our Hope and Strength abiding,” is of 
the sume order, but ieas chastened; the tro- 
ehaic, Ps. 96, * Sing the sung unheard before,’* 
is good; as also Ps 135, “Sound high 
Jehovah's Nawe”; Ps. 136, “Praise the 

Lord, for He is Love;* and Ps. 148. “ Praise 
ye the Lord frum heaven,” 

XIX. Churton, Sir R. Grant, Conder, 
Hookham Frere, Trower, &c. 

The Cleveland Psalter, by Archdeacon 
Churton (1854), is one of the best versions. 
It is written in firm, equal, and melodious 
verse, ond though inferior to Kelle in spirit 

and freshness, and high imugination, avoids 
his abruptness and compression by a slightly 
looser texture, and greater liberty of trans- 
lation. Though thoroughly an original 
work, it adopts ideas aud lines from the 
ancient Anglo-Sexon Version which Churton 

attributes to Aldhelm (see § 11), from Wyatt, 

Sidney, Sandys, Miles Smyth and Keble. 
Portions of Ps, 16, “ Lord keep me, for I trust 
in Thee”; Ps. 37, * Vex not thy soul for men 
of pride,” are in 8S. P. C. K. Pa. and Hys. : 
Ps. 67, “God of grace, oh let Thy light,” is 
in H. A. & M, (364). Ps. 64, * Lord, to my 
sad voice attending”; and Ps, 131, * Lord, my 
heurt is with the lowly,” wre like Herbert, 

% 

¥ 

— a 
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The best is Ps. 96, “Raise the psalm; let | 
earth adoring” in Aennedy, 1863, and the 
Wes. H. Bk. (604), 1875. A smooth, fairly- 
sustained Version, but deficient in spirit, hud 
been published (1831) by Bp. Trower (revised 
in 1875). Sir Robert Grant had published 
some renderings early in the century, among 
which is the fine ornamentation of the old 
104th, “ Oh worship the King.” J. Conder’s 
Ps, 115, * Hallelujah, raise oh raise,” is a lyric 
of great brightness and jubilance. A Selection 
of Psalms by Hookham Frere was privately 
printed, see his Poetical Works (1872). The 
Symmetrical Pealter by W. Vernon Harcourt 
appeared in 1856, and The Cambridge Psalter 
by Dr. Kennedy in 1860 (revised 1876), 

XX. Recent Versions, 

The reader of this sketch will have 
observed that in one aspect it is the history of 
the long tenacious struggle of the Metrical 
Psalter against the growing power of original 
hymns as the material of praise. This 
conflict has been now long ended, and the 
task of versifying the Psalms greatly simpli- 
fied by enfranchisement from the routine 
metres. But fresh efforts are still made under 
these freer conditions. A version of consider- 
able freshness, freedom, and spirit appeared in 
1863, with an irreyular structure of verse, by 
Mr. A. Malet. The Companion Psalter, by 
Rev. T. R. Birks (1874), is a valuable com- 
pilation of the choicest pieces of preceding 
versions, and contains several of his own 
developments of the meditative psalms. His 
lyric measures are often soft and melodious ; 
he introduces freely Evangelical ideas; but 
they are not always the legitimate unfolding 
of the psalm, and sometimes the groundwork 
is scarcely perceptible, Ps. 19, * The heavens 
declare Thy glory”; Ps. 20, “O Christ, whose 
intercession ”; Ps. 80, “Oh King of Merey” ; 
and Ps, 89,“ O comfort of the weary”; are 
good specimens. The Marquess vf Lorne pub- 
lished alternate renderings of the Scottish 
“ersion (1877). The late Dr. Irons promis d 

a complete version, written with special 
attention to H-brew purallelisms; an imstal- 
ment of it appeared in 1875. The latest 
versions are by Dighy Seymour (1882), and 
Digby 8. Wrangham (1885). 
Among the efforts to make the Psalter 

compete with original hymns may be noted 
Matthew Henry's Family Hymns (really 
selected Psalms, 1695); Dorrington’s Devotions 
in Psalms and Hymns and Spiritual Songs, 
arranged as a hymnbook for Sundays, ec. ; 
Select Psalms and Hymne for the use of St. 
James's Westminster (1697). The most 
interesting is an arrangement by Romaine 
(1775), to which is prefixed an essay in 
defonee of the Old Version, a strenuous 
protest against the growing power of Wesley's 
hymne. 

XXII. Conelusion. 
The quotations in the foregoing sketch 

shew that metrical psalms still contribute 
largely to our hymnals. The least successful 
renderings have been those of the Messianic 
psalms. Nor have the penitential psalms 
ielded much for Lenten use. In one or two 

instances the dauntless trust of the Psalmists 
las been uvbly reproduced. And for the 
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worship of the masses certair 
pealms are unequalled. 
fluence of the long tutela; 
must not be lost sight of. 
earlier hymns a severity 
objective tone, and a wide 
natural religion. Nowher 
God in his works so magn 
as in the Psalms, and tl 

tation is grounded on 
of the works in themsel 
single and perhaps sentim: 
works, Nowhere is the }) 
unchecked by the chillin 
thought—true and sad as i 
ness and imadequacy of 
majestic. These character 
deeply on Watts; and th 
value, as a counterpoise to t 
effeminacy, self-consciousn 
of motives, which make so 
so sickly. The influence 
English hymns is by no 1 
It may take new forms, + 
more freely from the ideas, 
that the Psalms can cease 
the deepest, teuderest, most 
in future hymns, 

Psalters, English. 3 
Biographical articles of the 
the Psalms named in the t 
are given under their resp 
Dictionary. In the note 
writers of less importance, ¢ 
or in the work which they 
phrasing the Psalms in 1 
together in alphabetical « 
ence number is added to 
each person's work in the 
Versions in English, p. 926. 

B.D., sot 

, Alfred. From 
we gather that he was an arch) 
(No. 227.) 

Beaumont, John. From his 
the following bave been trai 
0.0, H. Bk, ett;—(i) “1 
Ps, calie, (2) “ Lord, I daily « 
wy “Many times since days 

Taunton. [No. 127.) 

4)" Praise ye Jehovah, shout 
No, 243.) 
Bird, Charles Smith, was t 

Beer and other Poems, Liverpo: 
Blackall, Eli . author 

and Spiritual Songs, pub. in | 
tained, along with other poe: 
Palms. Her intention was * 

rase of the Psalms," as she 
however, s far as can 

carried out, [No. 244.) 

Bowring, Edgar |, was 
for Exeter, 1868. According t 
also “ translated two small vol 
selected by the Queen, and p 
Majesty's use." [No. 292.) 
Boyee, Samuel, *, of a disse 

1708. He received the rudinm: 
Dablin, and then passed on to 
gow. Asa port and man of br 
and esteemed; but bis manner 
his life most wretched. He 4 
ob-eure boaxigings, in May, 174° 
parish. [No. 133.) 

Thomas, was «© 

lators of the Psalms into En 
known of him, save what is re« 
the Seren Penifential Pealms, 
British Museum. At the bx 
written—“ Frater Thomas Bra 
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, xecond 6. of William Dav iso™= 

ison (see below), was @ yrae EBS z 

ae 
=u <> © <= pauperib’ confesso’ de Latino in Anglia Davison, Christopher 

dei honorem et incrementum devo- | and brother of Francis Dav 
We cannot ascertain the dates Doctor fr* aes = -S, ad 

LA ttle work is writtenon beautiful vellum, | ber of Gray's Inn. 
his birth or death. He is one of the “ other gentler « = Anno Doz - an 

pet _ ar Fone <> 2 F jous mixture of Anglo-Saxon characters, ‘ 

and old Fitz a= g% asks words, which tends to show that it was Teferred to in No, 51. 

‘eo meee When the language was in o state of Davison, Francis, cldest s. of William Davise< 2 — 

Secretary of State to Queen Elizabeth, and brother “2 
r> 

made at 
Cm~<- 122 

|, b. 1588, d. 1673, at one time | the above, was b. circa 1675, and Wasa member of G 

Inn. Hed.circa 1621. His Poetical Khapsodie was E> ** »- Oe. eam Mtichard 
Damen Tic at 2-reant of the county of Westmoreland, was 

the author <> several metrical works. Hazlewood, the | in 1602, [No. 61.) 

editor of BSx-athwaite’s Barnatee's Journal, ts of | The Harl. MS. referred to in No. 51 is one of thre 

opinion thas 2 o- 63 by “RK. B." ts his work. Mas. which ore thus referred to by W. T. Brooke fxs 22 3 == 

B , ne of the “ other gentlemen " referred ed. of Giles Fletcher's Christ's Victory and Trizwre et 

a eget sonecerning him we how nothing except | &c., Lond., Griffith, Farran, &c., 184#, p. 242:——*~ ~~ «< 

complete edition of the psalms of Francis and Chri - = sa 

ber Davison bas Litherto appeared; and for the 

time (with the hitherto unknown Introduction <-> 

Francis Davison himself) they ate bere cmplet< 2S 

given. Itis probable that Davison’s death interrua te-<«t 

e collection, and it remained unfiraies <3 — 
rati>™ 

ryan 
toin No. &=% - 
that his sasaacee<= iS prefixed to the Introduction to the us. 

named, aza< ekaat he wrote some of the versions therein. 

See Davisoxu=e. (-- we 

Byrd, Wr x dkaiarm, one of the “Gentlemen of the 
Bole Chappell,” s. of Thomas Byrd, was paern’s hore<u ra bie pion Jal Hq the plan of 

- Circa Leases, zanaci cl. in London, July 4, 1623. He was | Ae icast three mas. of It have survived [i.] the appare 
Paul's Cathedral; ist of Lincoln | voiginal ws, in the Harleian Collection; [1i.) fransex & —> © 

{referred to Ee b ph Crane with additional poerns 

Farr in bis Select Poetry, Ke., 1#45, Pp. XXX, unc = 

T. Carey, whose version of Ps. 9 is therein); and [222 - 3 

the anonymous ws., formerly Archdeacon Cotton's 2 =2<2 

the late Alexander Gardyne’s, from which we prtza® - 

Of the fellow-workers of the Davisons—Jose bh Bry «2. 

Richard Gi and Thomas Carey—little is know EB — 

Bryan contri twenty-two psalms to the collecti«or™ = 

Francis Davison eighteen; Christopher Davison «rac 

Richard Gipps each two; and T. Carey & single paalzee . 

Mr. Brooke reprints about one half of the us., 2ER «<> 

Bryan's but one being omitted. 

Dennis, Thomas. Coricerning this author our inf.>r- 

mation is limited to the titlepage of bis version. CIN «<. 

191.) 
Thomas, a schoolmaster at Chirnside, Ber - 

Dickson, 
wickshire, {No. 242.) 

Dod, Henry, ts called by G. Wither“ Ded the sili — 

man.” Beyond this, ard that his “late ridiculous trace s— 

lations of the Psalms was, by authority, Wort tad I~ 

condemned to the fire” (Le. burnt by coTm 11<> > 

hangmar), and that be turned the Act of Parlilarmec 2 t 

enjoining a Public Thankeg!ving oo the
 Filth of Noweraan — 

ber, into metre to be sung inc! urch, we know mothe ira gr 

of him. [No. 40.) 

Donald, Robert, an illiterate person of Woking. 

Surrey, was persuaded in his own mind that he baci aa 

divine call to prepare a new version of the Psalms, aract 

when done had to get the assistance of a friend to corre«<-t 

the grammar, [No. 196.) 

Ducarel, P. J. Our knowledge of this versifier ia 

the tithepage of No, 236, 

4“ choriste r 2 == sSt- 
pothedra. 2 = <463—1569; and Gentleman of the 1! 

knoe Ine = _ Bie ana composer of several well- 

art bs <P eras. 0, 32. 

Were, 2a - A gentleman attached to the court 
ing Cie em ew Bees LT. See Davison, C., below. 

oi eeziey. <-_ ES _. OA,, translator of Dante's Divine 
Comedy, meme Ba<ee «of F'ysche's Interludes, ke. [No. 296.) 

he RAmbes aE sm 57s James, composed a few poems that 
pub gol oo zzce t ——- too much _ time,” and 

rs —_—<> <>xe2 t ato—A Sac Poem on the 

ace, MS oe Lew, sreath, Sepulture, Kesurrection, and 
added 16 B= » £722 et Holy Jesus. 1680. To this were 
in verse See Beem VW ersions, the Lamentations of Jeremiah 

th tg emapacten C No. 93) 
pital, pub _——e eal. >. A., sometime Master of Christ's Hos- 
inlvis. 3 == 2B Ses, Poems on Several Occasions, Hed. 

CoN<«s. 24:53.) 

Fellow Be ee 5 em een ies $= Thomas Halcott 
Warbletu-s ae <mece Eater: College, Cambridge, ant —— 

A. at Tr, _—. =a TIE. BA. HOS, M.A. NUT. [No. 278.) 
from, ttt en ha=s. f) Hare, second Baron (Lrish Peerage) 

¢ eee B fw ee gt 9%. In addition to his paraphrases 
ee >, S=c., be was the author of a History 

an cldwet 2 ~ weg NO: 88.) 

ig OE BER crane’, mentions resident In Shelliels 0° 
2nd Morne > Oe “2rveyor, was a local preacher in the 

“OE nexion body. He pub. (1) Fables and Alluea 
{No. 204), " “7 ?* =~ a =20 “1 ifax 1818; (2) Hebrew Jiarmonies 

+ and (3) The Bk, of Praises, &. 

a dramati— eee 
Vain’ ~~ O's Exe =a —s the younger, 8. of Colman, | confined to the details on 

Fee? for some time the Lord Chamber- Eden, John, ».p., b. circa 1770, and d. in 1840, was for 
St. Nicholas and St. Leonard's, Brisst «>i _ 

1762, ang = i=a2— _ = 
= 
a zeoaq BE" lays, was b, at London, Oct. 31, 41 years Vicar of 

His version of the Psalms was pub. posthumously wit ba 
ee Somersetsm = a= [No. 177.) 4 

‘ Ccsowam—e =x_.3 7 -»y,, sometime Rector of Chedzoy, | @ Memoir, [No, 267.) ; 

One tO em ee ee a Pretendary of Wells. (No. 123.) , Fairfax, Thomas, Lord, eldest s. of Ferdinando, Laer 
Fairfax, was b. at Denton, Yorkshire, in 1611, amet «t_ 

is un- at New Appleton, Yorkshire, in 67h. Heis well know em 

im history as a general of the Parliamentary Army 
(No, 80.) during the Civil War, 

ward. Of this versifier we know nothing Farr, Ed 
beyond the information on the title page of No, 249. 

pp, Bb. in 1689, was rector of 
Fenwick. 

Haliaton, Bren aM for 37 years, and d. April Lo, 

1760. [No. 14.) 
Feilde, Edward, ™.4., b. in 1906, and educated at 

Cambr He wag for some time a master in a large 

achool at Ealing, and curate of Plaistow, 
he pub, Church af England Pralmody ; or, 

the Britintae a=. 
—\E =. =z <a), This versifier’s histo ot 

ms Cradoo: ‘ time Reet == =” ersion of Some Select Pi 
lea <—-= © Hari. 6906). [No. 37] 

~s2 k, =e -~ “3 native of Staffordshire, and some- Hed. in > eX = 

- cis Hromas’s Church, Baltimore County, 
—N — of the Palms as below. 

44. 
ont at a >= Arowe bet <>. 3” ~,. 
‘aris sale ge ©. 7+ tea } 

= <— 2 > Clifford, Ear! of, was b. in 1591, 
=» 1643. “In the dissension# wales hg « —= <— a ri ~ 

calle a ~ =~ <8 the First and his Parliament 
Wiss ae = “et distinguished himself more by his Whilst at Vir - 

a" «= i ane ee Shen by his activity or skills” Plaistow 

Cumbery ee EE OG our! in Clarendon's History, Where | pyytions of the New Version adapted to every Day of 

whe = <~<a Jt great honour and integrity;’ 894 | J, afonth, and fo the Services or Circumstances of 

a — a gt ® brief memoir of him into bis | Cry Sunday throughout the Year. Lond,, Rivingtons, 

Pacrur. Ceomienses" (Holland). (NO | agi, The Preface is signed * BE. F.” He was ineum- 
of Rock and Rennington from 1834 to 1844, and tt 

bent 
was during bis residence there that he pub. his /’s. of 

pavid, He ts sald by those who knew him to have been 

a learned man and 6 devuted parish priest. He d. at 

Harrogate, Jan, 25, i851. {No, 273.) 

. Robert, s. of Robert Fleming, a Scottish 

Presbyterian minister, was b. at Cambusiang, and 

studied at Leyden and Utrecht. He was jor a tinue 
tion at Leyden, and then is erofan -— congrega 

-_— . ventually he became pastor of the 

ety if 

Trade. — 
Mag Ot ag ny, WZ, 

ard, dramatic and miscellaneous wt * a. = <> 
Yuta, ew = > ea 

~~ * =" gD ridge, 1732, and d. at Tunbridge, 

>= Se Ct time Secretary to the of 

Taaty “= <=” yEbe latter part of his life he devoted 
~ = it. 2 , 

[Neti > ozs > & eee 
“he = —— *D., 

and 

J 2 = —> sometime Dean of Armee 23.) 
~Lieutenant of Ireland. 

w of St > <>~,? 

Fri 2 ~ _ “A-, was for some time Rector f° | El" 4 naterdam 

an o> <_ yond this we have uo detalls- at teish Charch in Lothbury, cad Sua den: Seviiaria' d4 

~——' a 
th Salters’ Hall. Hed. May 2), 1716. He was the author 

2, ™ (Davis), b. in 1570, d. Dec, ch ped of Ch y. in 3 vols, und of the ise and Fall af 

mares vols, in Dr. Grosart’s Fu Rome Papal, 170}. [No. 101.) 

76. (No. 38.) 
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Ford, Simon, p.»., b. in Devonshire in 1619, and d. in 1690. He was for some time Rector of Old Swinford, 
Worcestershire, amd pub. bis version of the Psaltus in 16s8. He wrote extensively on religious subjects, 
[No. 97.] 

Forrest, Sir William, Chaplain to Queen Mary during 
her short reign, was a polemical poet aud skilled 
musician. He pob, works from circa 1550 to 1560. 
His furtayne Pealmes of Lavyd are dated 1551, and bis latest ms. (Key. 17, A. xxi.) is dated 1572. Speci- 
inens from his Mss, are given in the Karly English Text Society's publications, and in the German periodical 
Anglia. (No. 12.) 

Franch, James. (No. 160.] The correct name is James Fanch, (See p, 364, i,) 
Fraunce, Abraham, a native of Shropshire, took his degree (.a.) at St. John's, Cambridge, in 1579; was 

elected Fellow in 1540; and removed to (iray’s Inn in 1553. He was living in 1633, but the date of his death we have nut been able to ascertain. [No, 35.) 
Frere, John Hoo! M.A, 6. Of Jolin Frere, some- time High Sheriff of Suffolk and M.P. for Norwich, was b. in London, May 21, 1769, and educated at Eton, asd Caius College, Cambridge (n,4., 1792). He was subse- quectly a Fellow of Caius, On leaving the University he entered the Foreign Office. He was MP. for West Love, Cornwall, 1796-1802; Under Secretary of State in the Foreign Office. 1799; Envoy Extri and Plenipotentiary to Portugal, 1800, to Spain, 1802, w Berlin, 1867, and to Spain again, 1808. He d., Jan. 7, 1846. (No, 261,] 
Gahagan, Henry, w.4., was a graduate of Christ Church, Oxfurd, and a Barrister-at-Law. (No. 231.) 
Gipps, Richard, is one of the “other gentlemen" referred t» in No. 51. We know nothing concerning him except that he wrote some of the versions in the us. named, See Francis Davison, above. 
Good, John Mason. .p., «ofan Independent minister, was b. at Epping, Essex, in 1764, and educated for the medical profession. He became ¥.n.s, 1405 and sp. in20, He wrote largely on medical, thevlogical, and classical subjects. He d. in 1827, and his Memoirs, by Dr. Gregory, were pub. in 1928, (No. 2224, } 
Gregory, George [No. 176), b. in 1754; d. 1808, 
Grymeston, Elizabeth, née a dau, of Martin Harney, or Bernye, of Grimeston, in iffolk, and wife of Christopher, tymeston, of Yorkshire, pub, , 8. of Thomas G 

her Miscellanea in 1604, and again enlarged it circa 

b, in 1529, He was a cele- 

1610, [{No. 41.) 
Hall, John, w.p., was 

&c. He resided at Maidstone brated writer on anatomy, 
in Kent. (No. 10.} 

Hall, J. D.D., was b. at Asliby-de-la-Zouch jn 1574, and educated at Cambridge. He was successively Rector of Halstead, Prebendary of SS earuempion, Dean of Worcester, Bishop of Exeter, and Bishop of Norwich, In July, 1616, be attended Lord Doncaster into France, aud on his return he was appointed by King James as one of bis divines to accompauy bim into Scotland. At the Synod of Dort he was appointed to preach the Latin Sermon to the Assembly. He d. iu 1656, His works ut, and include his versions of Ps, i-ix, 43.) His Works were pub. in London by Pavier, 1625. [Psalters, English, } x.) 
Hamilton, William, a native of Scotland, b. 1704, 4, 1754. (No. 136.] 
Hare, Francis, v.p., who d. 26th 

educated at Eton and King's College, 
April, 1740, was 

bridge. was for some time cha D-gencral to the army, 
He 
He Subsequently became in Of Worcester, then Bishup of Chichester, He also beld the Dea of St, Paul's with his bishopric. He was the author of several w rks. His version of the Psalms was pub. posthumously 

in 1755, [No. 150.) 

Hare, Julius Charles, wa 
at Trinity College, 
junction with his brot 

+» Was b. In 1796, educated 
; ona d, — Es In a 
ver Angustus Willlam he pub. the celebrated (uesses at Truth, He alao aabaed The. Thirlwall in translating Niebubr's History of Rome, His Essays, Sermons, anil other publications were numerous and important. He was a Fellow of Trinity Vollege, Cambridge, Rector of Hurstmoncenx, and Chaplain to the Queen. The toliowing of bis Pealm versions are in C, U. at the present time :—(1) “ Lo, I come to do Thy will (Ps, zl), and (2) * Lord God, my Saviour, day and night” (Ps. lezzviti,) [No. 263.) 

Harte, Walter. wa, 8 ofa clergyman, was b, at Taunton, cirea 1696, educated at Oxford, where he was for some time Vice Principal of st, Mary Hall. He | 
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} was also a canon of Windsor. He d 
774, He pub. History of the Lifeos ( 
and other works. [No 125, 

Holford, G. F. ‘he British Museu 
contains a Ms, note by a former owi 
ford’s versiun.”” The Holford here 
bably G. F. Holford, wor. 

Hunnis, William, a geutleman of 
under Edward VI., and atterwards 
dren in the reign of Elizabeth. In ad 
versions of 1550 and 1585, be pub. 4 
suckles and A Hive Full of ey, be 
various portions of Holy Setipture. 
are reprinted in E, Farr’s Select P 
tional of the Reign of Q. Elizabeth. 
(Me. 11.) He d. June 6, 1897. 

+§ vit.) See also Various. 

Jones, Abner, An American f° 
(No. 286.) 

Keith, James. H. A. Glass, p. 
versifier “‘was a bookseller at Thing 
309.) 

King, Henry, p.v., eldest 8. of Jol 
Bishop of Lotion, was born at Wor 
hamshire, 16 Jany. 1501-2, and educa: 
and Christ Charch, Oxford, where bi 
In January 1615-16, when only twe 
he was collated to the Prebend of 
Cathedral of St. Paul's, and also ** 
tentiary or Confessor in that Cathed: 
arc Patronage of Chigwell, Essex.’ 
was alvanced to the Archdeaconry 
subsequently to the sinecure Rectory 
in Feby. 1638-9 he was preferred 
Rochester, and on the 6th Feby. 16 
ctated Bishop of Chichester. In De 
prisoned by the Parliamentary Ax 
Chichester, On his release from pr 
time at Langley, Bucks, At the 
reinstated in his BishopFic at Chic 
Sep. 30, 1669. His Metrical Version 
pub. in 1651 (see Paalters, Eng. § 
1657, Extracts from these were 
elaborate Historical and Biographic: 
J. Hannah, &.., as Poems & Psalm, 
1843, [No. 78.) 
Leapor, » the daughter of a 

Blencour, of » St. Lawrenc 
was b. in 1722, and d. in 1746. EL 
posthumously in 1748 for the benet 
second volume appeared in LTS1. e 
Lok, » second s. of Henr 

London m . 
death we have ascertained 
otherwise called the P: 
in 1593.) (No. 36.] 
Lorne, John- " 

of, son of the Duke of Argyle, b. 
H.R.H. Princess Louise, I8T1 5 ¢ 
Canada, 1878, [No, 320.) 

Marsh, Edward G 

nothing 
reacher, was p 

M.A.. educated at Wadham College, *O: He was appointed Vicar of A > hes previously Minister of Ham, Sizty Ps. and Hys., ist set, ow entire Book of Psalms waa pub. rg his Ps, & Hys. (210in all) was pub. 1562. Mr. Marah di, Sept. 20, 1s62. 
Massereene and Ferrard, John } Massereene and Ferrard, b. 1812, 4 
Mather. Cotton, p.p., «. of Incr Puritan divine, was born at Bost. 

1663, and d.in 1728, He was ecir 
lege, and was for sometime a Past 
ceived bis pop, from Glasgow 1 ¥.n.8. (London.) His principal wo 
ricana, or, an Eeclesiastical Ffiste 
JSrom its Planting in 1620 to 169 
for his work on Witchcraft entitled 
Invisible World, &e.. 1736, [No 9 

Maule, John, “.v Concerning ¢ 
nothing beyond what is contaire< 
No. 216. 

MoClure, Samuel. [No, 242_} 
MeLaren. David, m.a., Minister, 

ton, b. at Dundee, and educated 
versity. [No, 324.] 

Milbourne. Luke, s. of Lukke 
jected ministers of 1662. He we, 
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Boott. Robert Allen, x.a., was b. 1804, and educates 

~ ie Sn eee ate eit Thomae s | at Halliol, Uxford Taking ¥ a 
ii <> e- __ His metrical paraphrase of Thomas a | at , Uxtord (ma., 1428). TD foly Orders + 

ditch,” Lore <8 So BS Zextion of Christ, was pub. in 1697 as The | wax succ-ssively Curate of Sheriffhales and. Woodcot =: 

ire, and of Church Eaton, Staffordshize, = =™ 
Inada it <P? Kempis’s ee 7eettern Paraphasel. He is sometimes Shropsh 

<_ritic: but his notes on Dryden's Virgil | Vicar of Cranwell, Lincolnshire. He d. 1870. —“ 
Se 

praised as _ ad : 
‘ 1 

are severe 38> _< -«>ridemned by Pope in bis Punciad, He | to his Paraphrases, he pub. Parish Rhymes for . 

d. in 1720- c mVo- 106.) ond Cuttages, a is4l, Twe of pls, paraphreses are eile 

Mobert Merbert, u.2., 2. of Dr. Moberly, | &-U.*—"“ All gluty be to hee,” #4. 115, and ** Bo<> = 

Bp. “a aR a Bury, b, Jan. 3, 1837, and educated v. Thou hast formed my every part,” J’. 139. (No- 26 -= 

Christ's Gre eax cb College, Oxford; na. in honours, 1869, , William Digby, 9.c., Lt.v., b. 18223 BE -S 

Sometim«e <= ee Llow of his college, Principal of Lichfield | for Sunderland, 1552, and for Southampton, =o; 

College m= Erreb. of Hansacre to Lichfield Cathedral, | Recorder of Newceastle-upon-Tyne, 1864, (No, 323- 3 

1880, edit<>= <tr —. Historia Keclesiastica, 1469, and Skurray, Francis, p.p., was b. in 1775, and educcen 

Sacrifice 2 cree rist, 1875. [No. 314.) at Lincoln College, Oxford, of which College he was* oaieo 

Montgom=e=zy- Alexander, died circa 1605. [No. 42.] 9 Veliow from 306 to 1894. He em Rector of Wirmt— =) 

Musgr aw George, ™.A., b. in 1794, and educated at rne Stcepleton, Dorsetshire. ‘erpetual ¢ are = 

Brasenna<e. <>< ford. &.4. in honours, i619, Taking Holy Horningsham, Wilts. He d. Mar. 10, 1s4s- His fe 

Orders fea" 25 2222, Lhe_ was Curate of Marylebone, London, herd’s Garland was pub. in 1832 and bis reales ® 

lsat Nearse wer esl, Norfolk, 1629; and Vicar of Horden, tes, (Be. 37) ; 
Kent, 1s 3e—S4. He d. Dec. 26, 1883. He published Slatyer, William, v.p., b. in Somersetshire irs & ons. 

several wor Bess, i12cl uding |.is version of the Paalms, 1433; He entered St. Mary Hall, Oxford, in the Lentterma 2 <& <* “. 

Hymns for <x Feral Parish, 1645; and others, (No. 235.) but afterwards migrated to Brasenose; #4, in Learns ;. 

Patricke = = fi a5 Fellow of Brasenuse; v.v, in 1623; and Kecte-—r <.t 

the Charte= 1 obn- 1 eee Me time “ Preacher to | Otterden, Kent, where be d., Feb. 13, 1646- He psa &-, 

=— Es<ouse- aaa [is Ps. of David contain | in 1621, a Miswry yf Great Britaine, in English «<awe<t 

Benedictus, Magnificat, Nunc | Latin Verse, in addition to his paraphrases of the Psa lx. 

burn, Kesce ©, 
yorsions<se ehae Fe 

Ma ee =. Baym.” be —__ mervents ot the Lord,” | (No. 64.) 

doxologic micem on velations,” and several |" gmart, Christopher, ™.a., Was b. at Shi 

roan FER ee eee eet erie | ‘2.1732, and edeeated st Tembroke Hall, Combrictles <>, 
where he gained the Seatonian prize for five years, 2<>ear 

(aa. 1747.) He rem<s ww «><! 
of which were in succession. 
to London in 1763, and gave some attention td literat «2 <=: 

but neglecting both his property and hisconstitutior:, Lae 

became poor and insane. je ud. in the King’s I}eaa<> Ea, 

1771. His Poems were pub. in 2 vols. in 1771. ir<orm 

that work “ Father of light conduct my feet (Divctivee 

Guidance), and ‘1 sing of God the mighty Sowure«« ~* 

(God the Author of All), bave been taken, [No. 1652.) 

ith, Sir Thomas, was born at Wahlen, Estex. 1G 5 =, 

ns' College, Cambridge, where Fae 

became a Fellow of his college tn 1531. He was Reget cas 

Professor of Civil Law at Cambridge, and, in 1 Gee, 

> he was knighted. Om thee 
Secretary of State, when 

downtali of the Protector Somerset, be lost his appotr c— 

ment as Secretary of State, and was confined im tive 

‘Tower for about a year. Subsequently be was rest«sme<ct 

to Court favour, and was thrice ambassador to Prarrce 

for Elizabeth. He died at Mounthall, Essex, in LOT 7 _ 

(No. 9.) 
secretary to Dr. Sheldon, Archbishogs. 

fia, 2 eee RTO. 
a Sc emcee pele of Christianizing the Psalms, (No. 92. 
a : 

tulle. See ee a ge eect, 2 ative of Perthshire, Scot 
dates <2» Eser birth and death are unknown oe The 

== «<-£ the Fsalms was suppressed by ber friends, Her 
(No. wu 

Peter. a casing’ Sa 2 2S eee. Concerning this versifier we know 
Pages = ss tkre Information contained on the title- 
Pitt, SS fw «xe wolumes, Nos. 219 and 239. 

shire, i a= to pher M.a., was b, at Blandford, Dorset- 
art fn — <mxea<d = _He tr. the #neid, and Vida's 

0 Pome oe = — . ‘as educated at N Coll , - 
~~ Etector of Pimperne, Sauer Ne. 137.) 

Prince b. in le Ss 
- <<2z - (No. 183.) AnA 

w= <eated at Harvard College, 7) ipo time ioe ine eae —F So 
"th Church, Boston, He d. in Oct., 

Smith, 
and educated at Quee! 

this writes— = CNeo = ~ 218.) We have failed to identify 
Smyth, Miles, 

of Canterbury. (No, 89.) 

§ e: member of a firm of wholesa Le- 
as b. in 1806, and d.in is= 7. 

p.p., sometime Minister of St. 
Thomas, 

stutioners in Drury Lane, w 
r of the Congregational body and « 

A ~- 

= ersen ts ae = Et <>xn ==. = <3<>m. and’ then Rector of Wrington, 
as Assistant to the Commissioners 

ww Diatery aa x15. 
dena divienesa, Bo t for the ejection of scandalous | He was a menmbe 

“= ee hee ers, aud was one of the Presby- | liberal contributor to its funds. (No. 276.) 

ton, been, = == <>) against the sentence of Stanyhurst, Richard, was b. at Iublin circa 1645 

Rowe = eel Hed in 1676.” (No. 86.) | and educated at University College, Oxford. He stuctiecd 

Singer, ‘ CRS BE -4 , sometime Rector of Blatching- | Law for some time at Furnival’s and Lincoln’s Inne ; 

Scmernetalm EE ==> men **)) put Joining the Roman Catholic Church, he removed to 

Kowe, a= =p>— née Wal Continent and took Holy Orders. lie pub. several 

inehide pp _- <<, ot ea Be Rm nt daughter of Walter | coxa, including the first four books of Virgil's free ecd 

tertatng, = =. 263" inister, was b. near Frome, | i7, English hexameters, 1582. Hie d. in 1618, (No. a0.) 

na Pe we Mai, Ee Bh Thomas | ““ gylvester, Tipping. Of this versitier we know nothings 
. in Feb., 1737. Her work? | peyond the fact that be Joined Stephen Wheatland its 

-" Ps. of David, &., in 1754. (No. 146.) 
publishing the 

Thurlow, Edward Hovell-Thurlow, 20d Baron, nephew 

rd Chancellor Thurlow, was b. June 10, 17s), and Lo 
june 3, 1429. (No, 193.) 

Tollet, Elizabeth, d. in 1694; d. in 17 [No. 145.) 

Towers, William Samuel, a layman, concerning whose 

history we know nothing. (No. 193.) 

Townsend, , Ma. Was b. at Ramegate, Sep. 12 

1788, and educated ut Trinity College, Cambridge, nm. a! 

18123 ™-A- save, — gg Be vga 1 pus, he 

became Curate ittleport in 1813, and o ackney 

fcal Master of the Royal Military College, 

orks in ~~, 
x 

husband’ om, * <2 —— m Death; Letter: 

f Pralins =<, Ew §, ute exercites of the Heart (which 

or ~ ee oe “Weel - Dr. Watts). Her Miscellancows 

= >a ‘erse, Which included some of ber 

bd > wa gether with her Bynes and Version’ 

Ashtoar Ee = ~ Josthumously in 1739. (No. 132-] 

eet fc => Bay St. b. circa 1743; was for.s time ® 

"Presta, ge Se arlisl : 5. 
Vorketine = => ie, and d. in 1824. [No. 215.) 

he Life g? 22 TT — Sng Tomas, was b, at Doveridge, 
neat 

injure Tan Eee, Ja. 20, 1780, and A. in S8- 
= years & merchant in s, He ™ Joy 1g 

Sand tea i . 
3 =. c at eee obet Trent, and then Aldboroogh, eon od 

ry = ==... —_ = <n 7 8 of M. r. oe. — peb- Sandhurst, 1416; Domestic Chaplain to Bp Barrington, 

try Sa —~— = #4) ; ates, 18245 ond Prebendary of —— . 1825. He er ; 

SU i: = = 2 -o 57. He pub, Chronologi rrangement ld Nase A 

LE TEST REN created | nl SP game pel tory Yon of ia 
Teper, ™ se. > at Corteti Collage, Oxford. oe aurea y of Ing 9 ce as to Keign of atte 

a. Sen > - as ong ce ses | wendery fa Yor 
Ceqecntly Trapp, Joseph, p.p., vicar of a parish in Londen, who Ly) be ep 

yet = ns tits, Hed. in 1629. (No. 47-] a. in 176), pe. a tr. of Virgil; Hxrplanatory Notes on he 

Pitre =. ? = _- Villiers, ae has County the Four orpels; a Latin version of Paradive Lost ; ) (ee 

oo =< =~ 
2797, 4, of age TE Thoughts upon the Four Last Things, &e, (No. 135.) t a 

Semis ~~ the 1837, [No. 214. lamy “8 Trower, Walter John, P.»., b. April 5, 1504, was 

= Omi eer of pe my er. | educated at Oxford, where he graduated in high bonours 

me TE pu Ueention in Westen fa 1826, and became a Fellow of Oriel College. After eet 

” b. in 1745, [No. 135-] | polding some minor appointments, be was cousecrated if 

No, 206.) 

’ 
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Bishop of Glasgow and Galloway in 1848. a 
1859, be was appointed Bp. of Gibraltar in 1463. b- 

uently he was Rector of Ashington, Chichester, He 
4. Oct, 24, 1887. He was the author of several works, 
including the S. P. C.K. Epistles and Gospels, &c. [No. 
228.) 

Turner, Baptist Noel, w.4., b. in 1739, and educated 
at the Oakham Grammar School and Emmanuel College, 
Cambridge. He was Rector of Denton, Lincolnshire, 
and of Wing, in Rutland. He was also for a time Head 
Master of Oakham Grammar School. Hed. May, 1826, 
His memoir and portrait are in Nichols’s JJ rations 
of the History of Literature in the Bighteenth Century, 
LNo. 212.) 

Turner, Thomas, ™.a,, sometime a Fellow of Trinity 
‘College, Cam) , Was b. in 1804. He was 2nd Wran- 
gler and Smith's Prizeman. [No, 2.] 

Usher, James. From the titlepage and the Preface 
of his version tg 210) we er that Usher was a 
layman, who, with a limited education and little or no 
preparation, t tris peer on the 14th of Aug., 
and completed it on the 15th of Dec. 1823, 

Vv Richard, a Roman Catholic, d. circa 1635, 
(No. 39.) He was possibly the editor of the 1599-1604 
Primer, printed at Antwerp, where he was at that 
time, and the Preface of which is signed “ R. V." 

Vicars, John, b. in London, 1582, educated at Oxford, 
was for some time an usher in the school of Christ's Hos- 
pital, and d. in 1652. He was a virulent writer 
the Royalists, and spared no one in his zeal. His 
England's Hallilijuh for God's Gratious Benediction ; 
—_ some Psalms of David in Verse was pub. in 1631. 
[No,. 55.] 

Wheatland, Stephen. Of this versifier we know 
i the fact that he joined Tipping Sylvester 
in pu ing the Ps. of David, &c., 1754. (No. 146.) 

White, John, ™.a., sometimes called * The Patriarch 
of Dorchester,” «here he was rector for 42 years, was b. 
in 1574, and d. in 1648. He was one of the Clerical 
Assessors of the Westminster Assembly of Divines, 1643. 
His verrion was pub, posthumously in 1664. (No. 41.] 

Winchester, Elkanan. A celebrated Universalist 
reacher who ministered in a chapel in Petticoat Lane, 

don, in 778-9. His version was on the basis of 
the teachings of the Universalists, and specially for the 
use of that community. (No, 184.) 
Woodford, Samuel, p.p., b. in London, 1636, and 

educated at Wadham College, Oxford. He was for 
some time Rector of Hartley Maudit, Hants, and Pre- 
bendary of Winchester. Hed.in 1700, [No, 87.] 
Wotton, Sir Henry, w.a., b. in Kent in 156%, and 

educated at New and at Queen's Colleges, Oxford, After 
spending nine years on the Continent, on his return he 
became secretary to Robert, Earl of Essex, with whom 
he continued until Essex was committed for high 
treason, when he retired to Florence. he became 
known to the Grand Duke of Tuscany, and was sent by 
him, in the name of “Octavio Baldi,” with letters to 
James VL., King of Scotland, in which the king was in- 
formed of a detian against bis life. On succeeding to 
the English throne James knighted Wotton and sent him 
as ambassador to the Republic of Venice, In 1623 he 
was made Provost of Eton (having previously taken 
Teacon’s Orders). He d. in 1639, His works include 
The Elements of Architecture, Parallel between the Kart 
of Essex and the Duke of Buckingham, Essay on Edu- 
cation, &c. His poems and other matters found in his 
ves. were pub. posthumously by Izaak Walton in 1661, 
us Keliquie Wottoniane, This has been several times 
reprinted, [No, 79.] 

W ham, Francis, v.p., sometime Archdeacon of 
Cleve , b. in 1769, educated at Magdalen and Trinity 
Colleges, Cambridge, and d, Dec, 27, 1843, [No. 259.) 
Ww ham, William, « tradesman of Louth, Lincoln- 

shire. ed, in 1832. [No. 223.) 

Wyatt, Sir Thomas, b. at Allington, Kent, in 1603, 
and d. at Sherborne, Dorset, loth or Lith Oct., 1542. 
He was educated at St. John’s College, Cambridge. He 
was knighted by Henry VIIL, and was sent by him on 
various embassies. His Songs and Sonnets were pub. 
with those of his friend, the Earl of Surrey. His 
Poetical Works were reprinted by R. Bell, 1855, and 
are also included in the Aldine Poets. [No. 3.} 

Young, Robert, m.a., says on the titlepage of his 
version that he was “ —, Classical ‘Teacher, 
\ilasgow, latterly for some time Minister of the Free 
Church, Chapleton.” (No, 299.] {J. T. B.] 

Psalters, Versions in English. In the 
subjoined list of Complete and Partial versions 

PSA 

ofthe Book of 
those pub. in § 
are all known 
also such rt 
because of thi 
importance, are 
versions are ve 
here the most a 
mens of the var 
These works, to; 
are — 

A. Select Psalms 
Ry Bishop Lowth a 
ties of Sacred Poet; 
work is by Lord As 

FP. Select Poetry 
Elizabeth (« 

fety by Fdward 
G. The Story of 

Metrical Versions of 
1549 to 1885. Ay . 

an Paul, 18488. 
. The Psalmists 

graphical and Liter 
authors, who he 

he Book of Psalms 
mens of the Differen 
duction. By J fi 
vols, 1443, (See p. 5! 

L, Ant. ia Dae 
is by Henry ham. 

In addition the vari 
the Bible and Parts | 
should also be consults 

List of Complete 
Psalins in English. 

p» 442, i. 
a. «1547. On 

Reign of Henry VIII. 
for the Percy Society, 1) 

4. 1647. Ho 
in the Aldine and oth 
Ps. 65, 73, 48.) CH. 1. 
¢ 5. 1648. ‘fe El 

evit.) entitled Certaigne J 
Translated into English 
Knight, then prisoner in 

Court of Virtue; contain 
a of tt — Pralms, 
as we! iy Scripture 
(F. p. 196; Hii. p. 178.) 

tl. 1550. i 
Certayne Pealmes chosen « 
and drawen forth into Br 
i. i. p. 152.) 

12. 1561. Williams For 
(Reg. 11, A. rzi.) Certa 
Mecatre, added to moister 
by William Forreste, 1551, 
Duke of Somerset, [HL 1. 

13. 1551, T. i 
Sternheld, in which 7 versi 
See Old Version, § 11. 

14. 1552, Jobn Bale. | 
his wlation, or compla 
mice of @ frantic priest in F 

15. 1658, Francis Seage 
his Certayne Paalwes select 
and drawa into Buglyate J 

Paliwne in itij to Syoge, by F 
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5 16. 1556, Anglo-Genevan Psalter. See Old Version, 
tlhe 

17. 1556, Miles Huggarde. A short treatise in 
metre on the 129th Psalm. 

18, 1558, William Kethe. In addition to his wer- 
sions noted under 0, Version, and Scottish H ’ 
there is one of Ps. 94 printed at the end of John Knox's 
Appellation. (See i.) 
No. 1589-61, £ Sternhold and others. See Old 

Version, Iv., ¥. 
20. 1560, c¢, Matthew Parker, p. 682, i. (6. p63.) 
ie Anglo-Genevan Pualter. See Ver- 

sion, § 11. 
22. 1562. Sternhold and Hopkins, The complete 

Erglish Psalter, See Old Version, } vit. 
A 1563. atte the ah hey 103 and pila his 

Comfortable i lo Afflicted People of trod, 
“Pecttiah Pealter. Geuctish Hiymnedy, § 24. 1564. See 

n. 
25. 1566. John Pits, Two psalms. (F. p. 347.) 
26. 1568. John Wedderburn (q.v.) 
27. 1870, ¢. Sir John " Version of the 

Psalms in ms, in the Douce Collection in the Bodleian, 
Specimens in Park's ed. of the Nuge Antique, 1304, 
CF. p. 6) 

2s. 1574. Lady Elizabeth Tyrwhitt. In ber tract 
Morning and Evening Praises with divers Psalms, 

a ets. 7 405, i.). Ps. 130 in 29. ie » 1). . 130 

= —— sundrie Metin sane 
20, . Richard Stanyhurat. Four versions (Ps. 

i.-iv.) at the end of his tr. of the #neid. ranges Ea 
H. i. p. 189. Copy of the Aneid in the Bodleian, 
Versions are in ish hexameters. 
on ue. Wi me Bs Pye ra Son- 

nels, and Songs and Piety. + p. 222, 
33. 1585, illiam Hunnia. (See ihe Ron a.) 

Seren Sobs of a So ul Soule for Sinne, compre- 
hending those Seven Psalmes of the Princelie t 
Javid, commonlic called Paenitentiall, &., 1585, py 
oe F. 19; Hi i. p, 148) - 

5 : ip Sidney, Mary, Countess 
q.v.). 

1589. Richard Robinson. [F. p. 364.) 
1691, Abraham Fraunce. Eight versions in 

M, 
48, S 

bis The Countess of Pembroke's Ivy Church, and Ema- 
nuel. OP. p. 297; H. i. p. 226.) 

36. 16 Lek. Sundry Psalms of David, 
tra into verse, as briefly and significantly as the 
scope of the text will suffer. (Bodleian, 1594.) Also 
Feclesiastes, otherwite called the Preacher; containing 
{elomon # Sermons, or Commentaries (as gd probably 
a, ected), tyen the 49 Psalme of Dauid, Ht father, 
a London: Rich. Field, 1597. [F. p. 136; Hi. p. 
| See also the Puller Worthies Miscellanies, ii, 1471. 

“a 1597. Michael Cosowarth, circa 1597. Some 
_ Psalms, (F, p. 406.] 

Pe ;_,2600, . Bir John Davies. His Metaphrase of 
when 22 Sd a few others remained in ws. until 1876, 
Petey. Were included in Dr, Grosart's ed. of Davies's 

39. 100k. “heat oe lobed Wersianen” es - we a or in 

Jnitation of the vii, Penitential Psabns, with Sundry 
2 and Ditties tending to devotion and piety. 

40 leos™ i. p. 232.) 
Paling . Henry Dod, Metrical versions of certain 
and rps “HD” (Cambridge University Library); 
anticter< Psalmes of David, with certene Songes and 

QF Motes, Debora, and others, not formert 
*Flant for Ms : c é » &e,, 1620. ~p. 3; Gp. Th; a P20.) ‘Boastena a. Ch ORE me. ag OE. Elizabeth Miscellanea: 
A Ws Weeelitations, memoratines. In this are Odes 
\MALAL iow af the euen Paenitentiall Psalmes, in seuen 

teueval Ieirade of verse, (F, p. 412.) 
Nt. 1605. “Alexander . The Mindes 

Melodie> Contayning certayne Psalmes of the Kinglie 
Prophete Dawid, applyed to a new and pleasant tune, 
verie comfortable to everie ome that is rightlic acquainted 
therewith. Fourteen versions. TH, i. p. 242.) 

43. 1607. Joseph Hall. Some fete of David's 
ao — in ae in his Works, 

vi. p. 188, ve jon. . . 29.) rinted in 
Singer's ed. of Rp. Hall's Poems, Pesan Por Hall's ed. of the same, isa9; and in Dr. Grosart's private re- 
print, (A. p.35; H. ii. p. 29. 
4. 1612. Henry Ainsworth. The Hooke of Pralmes : Englished both in” Prose and Metre. Printed at Am- *vrdam. [G, ty H. i. p, 245.) See p, 38, i. 4. 1612. ° Bir John Davies, of Hereferd. ‘The Peni- 

tentisl Psalme, as the “ loleful Dove,” in his 
Muses Sacrifice. Reprinted in Grosart's Chertsey Wor- 
tes Library. 
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46. 1613. Sir Thomas Leighton, Seven penitential 
Foaime in his Tears, or Lamentations of a Sorrowful 

47. 1615. Sir Edwin Sandys, Fiftie Select Psalms 
of David, and Others. (H. i. p. 271.) 

43. 1615. David Murray. A Paraphrase of Pa. 104, 
Reprinted fur the every Club, 1423. 
— ag em A Hing ah Preparation to the 

Psalter, the Spenser Society's reprint of 
Wither. See alao No. 56. is 

50. 1620. Henry Dod. See No. 40. 
Si. 1620. ©. Davison, F. Davison, J. . BR. 

Gipps. Versions by these four writers are given in a 
Ms, in the Frit. Mus. (/arl. 6930) entitled /Avers 
selected Psalms of David (in verse) > different cam- 
posure from those used in Church. By Pra. Davison, 
Etq., deceased, and other gentlemen. (CA. pp, 31, 223, 
245; F. . 318-337 ; - i. pp. 235-240.) All the 
Psalms of the two Davisons, with specimens of the 
other writers, and also of T. Carey, are printed from 
another us. in Brooke's edition of Giles Metcher, Lond. 
Griffith, Farran, &c., 1488. 

52. 1625. Francis Bacon, (¥rfain Pralmes in 
Verse, Reprinted in Grosart’s Puller Worthtes Mis- 
cellanies, vol, i,, 1470. . 1. p. 268.) 

63. 1630, c. Earl of Cumberland. A ws. in the 
Bodleian, Poetical Translations of some Psalms, and 
the of Solomon, with other Divine Poems. 
that 2 and religious Soule now sainted in Acaven, 
the right honowra Henry Earle of Cumberland, &c. 
Sixteen mas in metre. ii. . 269.) 

54. 1631. James I. See Gir W. Alexander, p. 39, i.; 
and Scottish Hynsedy, “1,3. (G. p. 74 

6S. 1631, John AL England's ‘awa Sor 
God's Gratious Henediction; with some ms of 
David in verse. Nineteen versions. iow pl ogg 

56. 1632. George Wither, q.v. (See No. 49.) 
The Pralms translated into Lyric Verse, —_- 
the scope of the Original ; and [Mlustrated with a short 
Argument and a brief Prayer, or Meditation, before 

Im. By Sectge and after Psa ‘ Wither, Imprinted 
in the Netherlands, &c. (A. p. 116; @. p. 76; H. fi. 
p. 11; L. af. 1.) 

57. 1632. Herbert, p. 511, ii. Seven ver- 
sions in Playford’s Music Book, Reprinted in Grosart’s 
Fuller Worthies Library, 1874. CHL 1. p. 279.) 

58. 1633. John Donne, Ps. 137 in his Poems, 1633, 
and later editions. 

59, 1633. Phineas Fletcher, p. 379, i. Six versions 
in Miscellanies appended to his Purple Island. (A. 
p. 218; and H. fi. p. 16.) 

60. 1634. Richard . aay pore Bae 
whole Psalter, and additional versions of more than 
100 pealms. (H. ii, 53. 

61. 1636. jand ¥. A Paraphrase 
~ the first eae, the rates David, (A. p. 6a; 

+p. TH ; H. 1. p. 284.) 
62. 1638. Kacnyinous. The Psalms in Metre, 

altered from the Old Version, 
63. 1638. BR. B. The Pealmes of David the King 

and P et and of other holy P ts, paraphrased 
in English: conferred with the Hetrrew verutie, set forth 
by B. Arias Montanus, together with the Latin, Greek 
Septuagint, and Chaldee Paraphrase, By R. BR. 
London: Printed by Kobert Young, for Francis Con- 
stable, and are to be sold at his shop wnder St. Martin's 
Church, neere Ludgate, 1638. The “R. B,” is some- 
times said to mean Hobert Burnaby (Mr. Taylor mr 
ports this view), and at other times Richard #Hrath- 
waite. We have no evidence which enables us to decide 
for either, and mustleare it an open question. (Gp, 41. 

64. 1638 A Rotterdam Version. The Hooke of 
Pralmes in English Meeter. Printed for Henry Tutill, 
Bookerller, Rotterdam, (Lambeth Library.) [G. } poe 
=. 1640, The Bay Psalter, p. 119, i., and . 

ymnody, § 1. +P. 82. 
ons, ies ; a oa. erties of the entire 
Psalms. In the Bodleian Library. Specimen in Cotton's 
Appendiz, p. 14. 
ue veal. © are Rous (Rouse). See Scottish 
ymnod '. . p. 34. 
64. 1642. Wiitias Slatyer. Pealmes or Songs of 

Zion, 1642, reprinted as The Psalmes of David, in 4 
Tanguages and in 4 Parts; Set to ye Tunes of our 
Church. Ww. Ss 4a.) Ps. i-xxii, in Hebrew, 
Greek, Latin, and English. . 1, 303.) , : 

69, 1642. F. Thorne. The Soul's Solace in Times 
cs Trouble, collected qut of the Psalmes of David. (3rd 

+» 1652.) 
a 1644. William Barton. See p. 116, ii. [G. 

. 87. 
. ne 1644. Francis Roberts. The Rook of Praises, 
&c. Afterwards embodied in bis Clavis Ai . the 
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Key to the Bible, unlocking the Richest Treasury of the 
Holy Scriptures, 1675 ii. p. 63.) See Now, #0, 91. 

72. 1 John Milton, p. 737, i. 
73. «1646. Bop». 167, ii. [G. p. 49.) 

. Ric Crashaw, p. 268, i. 
76, 1650. Scottish Psalter. Authorised edition. See 

Scottish H dau. (GC, p. 90, 
76. 16d. Mey feawiasl A Hymns, and 
iritual Songs of the Gld and New Testament, faith- 

ully translated into Knglish Meter, for the Edlification 
and Comfort of the Saints, in Pullic and Private, 
especially in’ Vew . London, Printed for 
Richard Chiswell, at the Hose and Crown, in St. Paul's 
Church Yad. (Brit. Mus.) This was mainly a revised 
version of Rous's Psalter made by President of 
Harvard College, Richard Lyon, and thirty others, It 
had a large circulation and was in extensive use for 
many years. [G, p. 91.) 

77. 1660. Vai (q. ¥.) 
78. 1661, Bp. . The Psalms of David 

JSrom the New nslation of the Bible turned into 
Meeter, Tu te sungafter the Gld Tunes used in the 
Churches. [G. p. 92.) 

79. 1661. alr Henry Wotton. Ps. 104 in Neliquie 
Wottoniane. (A. p. 185; HE. 1. p. ae Reprinted in 
Ur, Hannah's Gourlly Poets from Raleigh to Montrose, 
Aldine edition, 

40. 1661,¢, Thomas, Lord Fairfax, the Parlia- 
mentary General ‘not only versified the Psalms, but 
other parts of Scripture; ‘but it is probable,’ says 
Granger, ‘they were never thought worth printing.’ 
The ws, of Fairfax's version of the Psalms was formerly 
in the Museum of the excellent Ralph Thoresby, at 
Leeds, as he tells us tn his Jucatus Leodienais, p, 510," 
(H. il, 14, note.) This ws. passed through the collection 
of the Duke of Sussex into thatof Dr. Bliss. A detailed 
account of it is given in the Preface to Cotton's Bditions 
of the Bible, 1862. 

81. 1654, John White. David's Psalms in Metre, 
— to the Hebrew, to be sung in usual Tunes, to 
the benefit of the Churches of Christ. ay the Reverend 
Mr. John White, Minister of God's Word in Dorchester, 
lamdon, printed by &. —— Jor J, Rothwel, at the 
Fountain and Bear in ‘a Row in Cheapside, 
1655. [(G, p, 93; H. ii, p. 64.) 

§2, . Henry Lawes, Five versions in Select 
Paaims of a new Translation. 
cs ae | Abraham Oowley. Psalm 114 in his 

Davideis, and 6 in later eda. of his Poems, 
4. 1661. uel Samuclia Primitie, or 

An Essay towards a Metrical version of the whole Book 
of Psalmes. when attended = the dis- 
advantagious circumstances youth a sickness. 
By Samuel Leigh, ke. “Bodleian Library.) ([H. il. 
p. 55.) 

85. 1665. Lord Coleraine. (See also No, 99.) The 
Ascents of the Soul, on David's Mount towards God's 
House. ing Par on the Fifteen Psalms of 
Degrees, iften in Italian by the Mustrious Gio. 
Francesca Loredano, a noble Venetian, 1656. Rendered 
info English, Anno Dom., 1665 (Brit, Mus. ed. 1681 ). 
In the same volume there is, also by Lord Coleraine, La 
Scala Santa: or a Seale of Devotions, Musical and 
Gradual, Being Deacante on the Fifteen Psalms of 
Degrees, in Metre; with Contemplat and Collects 
upon them in Prose, 1670, (A. p. 225; and H, tl, p. 88.) 

#6. 1665. Francis Roberts, [His Clavis Aibliorum. 
The of the Bible, unlocking the Richest Treasury of 
the Holy Scriptures, a ety 1646 and 1649 without 
his versions of the ms. These were added in the 
oF gt ecm For fon nate da eerie A few copies 
of ti ms had previous! mab. anonymous! 
and ina form as 7) Book of Praises. Thie 
was ident as the work of Roberts by Mr. A. 
uh , of + See al-o Noa, 71, 91. TG. p, 99.) 
_ 81. 1667. Bp. wel Woodford. A Paraphrase 
in ish Verse, upon the Books of the Psalms, by Sam, 
Woodford, 8. K.S. The ws. is in the Brit. Mus, (Marl, 
1768.) (H. ii. p. 73.) The title of the lst ed., 16867, 
was, A Paraphrase upon the Pealmaaf David. Ry Sam 
Woodford, n: Printed by R, White for Octavian 
Pullen, near the Pump, in Little Britain. The title of 
the ed. of 1678 was much fuller; A Paraphrase u 
the Psalmes of David and the Canticles, with Select 
Hymns of the Old and New Testament, to which is added 
occasional Compositions in Verse, By Samuel Wood- 
ford, D.D. Printed and Sold by Samuel Keble, at the 
Turk’s Head in Fleet Street. [G. p. 95.) 

88. 1667, Mary Beale. Four versions of Paalms 
te nS Paraphrase as above (13, 52, 70, 130). 

#9, Tees. Miles Sm Psalms of King Da 
Paraphrasd and mene ate English wares, Soverteing 

Ps 

tothe Common J 
Churches. [(G. 

oo, - 

Complete Psalte: 
Clavis Biblioru 
the richest Treas 
unto are atided t 
of Pealmes, Imn 
Analytical Expo. 
diligently revises 

92, 1 . Joa 
Sor the Use of the 
the complete Psal 
1691, with the Tu 

93. 1680. Ja: 
on the Birth, Mir 
and Ascension of 
of David's Psalm 
of Jeremiah ; and 
Copy in the Cam 

a0, p. 80.) 
94. 1682, Richi 

Paraphras’d in Ve 
1635. (A. p. 34; 6 
also No. 60. 

95. 1683. John | 
6. 1687. John 

Collection af Misc 
p. 83.) . 

97. 1688. Simc 
Pralms of David, ii 
the most ordinary c 
(A. p. 170; G. p. ta 
os. a. ilis 

Spirit Somgs, int 
ae. 1689, Charl: 
(H. ti. p.93; Lip. 6 

ioo. 1691. t 
versions in his Spirit 

101. 1691, Robert 
rendered in his TAe 4 
a Poetical Paraphras 
of Solomon ; Wherewn 
other Poems, Sacred 
jun., V.D.M., 1691. [ 

102. 1692, Richa 
p. 105.) 
P= 1694. Daniel 

ms, int 
—_— 

104. 1694. John ¥ 
105. 1695. WN. Tat 

sion, p. 799, i., and Px 
106. 1698. Luke N 

in ish Metre. Ire 
suited to all the Tunes + 
Miltourne, a Presbyte 
Dedicated to His Higi 
Landon, printed for W 
at the Peacock, and FR i 
Fleet Street. [G. p. 109. 

107, 1698. John Phi 

104. 1700, Joseph £ 
with bis version of Soom 

109. 1700, Samuel ¥ 
Communicant ; and other 

110. 1701, James G 
af David, 

111. 1704. Charles D 
Singlish Metre, The New 
mon Tunes. London, pris 
the Rithe and Three Cravr 

112 1708, Basil Ker 
Paraphras om the Pealms 
u a Para « 

] 106 

i; Prolms 
conformed wate the (riginy 
Fitted unto the Sous com 
which pure offering is accom 
digging for Hidden Treosw 

some other portions 
enrich the cantional, . Burton 
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119, 1719. Isaac Watts (q.v.). 
120, 1720. Simon Browne, p. 196, ii. 
121, 1781, Sir Richard Blackmere, p. 144, i, [@. 
122. 1722. Richard Daniel, (See also No. 126, 

A Paraphrase (in some Select Pralms, Hy the Reveren 
Mr. Richard Daniel, bean of Armagh, the Chaplain of 
Ais Grace the Lord Lieutenant. London, Printed for 
Bernard Lintot, between the Temple Gates, in Fleet 
Street, 1724. (H. ti. p. 170.) 

123, 1722. Coney. Eighteen versions in his 
The Devout Soul. 

124. a Pog ihe bhp ns pomp 
Addison, . , in An ay Jor com, ng a 
Harmmy between the Pealms, and other parts of the 
Seripture. 

125. 1727. Walter Harte. Two versions in his 
Poems. » li, p. 220, 

126. A Richard Daniel. (See also No, 122.) 
The Seven penitential Pualms as The Royal Penitent. 

127. 17s0. Somme Atwood. The cxix. Ps, Para- 
phrased in English Verse. 

125, 1736, John Burton. Ps. 1, 137, in bis Sacra 
Scripturse locorum quorundam versio metrica, 

129. 1737, John W , Samuel Wealey, jun., and 
Charlies Wesley. See W F . 

130. 1738. William Tansur. . 1, 22, in his 
Heaven on Earth, or The Beauty of Holiness. 

133. 1738. Richard Lovelyn. Ps, 114, 137, in his 
Latin and English Poems. Hy a Gentleman of the 
Oniversity of Cambridge. 

132. 1739. Elisabeth Rowe. Several versions 
in 1m) Miscellaneous Works, (A. p. lid, HB. ii. 
p- 177. 

133. 1740. Samuel Boyse. Px. 4, 42, in his Poetry 
on Various Occasions, and in H, ti. p. 180. 

IH. 1740. Leapor. Various in her Poems, 
Pub. posthumously in 1744. 

145, 1745. Samuel Say, Ps. 97 in his Poems. 
136. 1748. William Hamilton. Ps, 65 in his /oems, 

a Five Christopher Pitt ) ted in * e ‘id. 1748). 
Anderson and Chalmers's britea Poets, (A. p. 38; 

wae tae Trapp. To the ard ed. of his 8. - J ot .o 
Thoughts wpon rey Last Things, 1749, are added 
Paraphrases of three Psalms. 

139. 1749. Thomas Blacklock, p. 144, ii. 

a Ten, La Betsy) Pike. Th . - Bamuel (sometimes 5 e 
Book of Pealms in Metre. [@. $18) 
mi 1751. Anon: . Six versions a ye. for 
Ped the Con tim in G le Street, Smuathade Meth edemd eee 

762. John Barnard. A New Version 
Prime of David, with several Hymns out of the Old 
and New Testament. Pitted to the Tunes wsed in the 
Churches, By John Barnard, Pastor of a Church at 
Lowen » Boston, N.E printed by J. Draper, for T. 

ett, ime Cornhill. (@. p. 119.) 
Peers 1754. Thomas Oradock. (H. ii, p. 199.) A 
Rat Translation of the Pralms of David, from 
TAL Man's Latin into English Verse. By the Rev, 
= Cradock, Rector of St. Thomas's Parish, Balti- 
Com, Maryland, By ission of the Stationers’ 
at hon: Land, printed for Mra, Ann Cradock, 

elle, im Somersetshire, and sold by R. Ware, on 
Ludgate “treit 1 - [G. p. 120, 
On See L754. Fiskieth Tolle. Ps, 96 in her Poems 

Zz * 

vel!®, 1754. Stephe Stephen ine ntta ta be "ind Ripping Sylves- 
fia as 2 7 F’salma of Navid translated into Heroic Verse, 

as feral a Manner as Rhyme and Metre will allow. 
+ Printed for S. Birt'in Ave Mary Lane, and 

J. Buckland in Paternoster Rowe. With Arguments to 
each Pashen, and ge Notes, Dedicated to His 
Roya Highness, George, lrince of Wales, etc., by 
mophen ba peatland ae saa Sylvester. (A. p. 60; 

.p. 121; HB. ii. p, 197.) 
147. 1754, ———— Ps. 23 in A Coll. of Hys, 

For the Ute of the Congregation in Margaret Street, 
ord peat. 

148. + Philip Doddridge, p. 305, i. 
149, 1755. Mary Masters. p. 718, i. 
150. 1765. Bp. Francis Hare. A New Bnglish 
nalation af the Psalms from the Original Hebrew, 

reduced to Metre by the late Bishop Mare;...... Ry 
Thomas Eiward, Myt., Fellow of Clare College, Cam- 

_o . printed by J, Bentham, Printer 
to the University, for H. Dod, in Ave Mary Lane, Lon- 
don, {@. R 1m. 

Vl. l 5 Dell (q.¥.). 

\s2. 1757. Anonymous, A Paraphrase of Pe. 119, 
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= 142, 120, 13, 144, 130, by an “ American Gentle- 

153. 1757, Thomas Prince. The Psalms, Hymns, 
and ritual Songa of the Old and New Testament, 
Jaithfully translated into Anglish Metre. Being the 
New England Msalm-Hook Kevised and fm |, by 
an Andeavour “hop? ox nearer Approtch to the In- 
See = da to the Rules of Poetry. By 

+ Prince. foston, N, E., printed by Thomas and 
John Fleet, at the Heart and Crmen in Cornhill. 
This was a revision of the Bay Psalter, p. 119, i. [@. 
p. 123.) 
154. 1768. Fenwick. The Pealter in its Ori- 

ginal Form, or the of Pealms reduced to Lines, in 
an Lasy and Familiar Style, and a kind of Blank Verse 
in Unequal Measures: answering for the most part to 
the Original Lines, as supposed to contain a sen 
tence, or some Antire t of ome, With arguments, 
ete. London, printed for T. Longman, in Paternoster 
Row. [G. p. 124.) 

155. 1760. Anne Steele (q.v.). 
186. 1760,c. William J Mickle. Ps.68. (A. 

p. 129; H. il. p. 236.) 
157. 1761. James Gibbs. The Mrat Fifteen Pealms 
——_ translated into Lyric Verse, Mc. [H. il. p. 

J 
163. 1761, John Robson. The First Mook af the 

Psalms of David, Translated into English Verse of 
rad Measure, with Arguments and Notes. (H. tl. p. 

159. 1763. Mrs. Wharton, Ps. & HHys. by Mre. 
Wharton, 2nd ed., with Appendiz, Dr. Bliss had a 
copy, but the book seems now to be unknown, 

160. 1764. James Fanch, p. 364, i, 
161, 1765, James Merrick, p. 725, ii. [G. p. 124. 
162, 1765. Christopher Smart, A Translation 

the Paalne of David, attempted in the Spirit af Chris- 
tianity, and Adapted to the Divine Service. Hy Chris- 
topher Smart, AM., Sometime Felloe of Pembroke 
Hall, Cambridge, and Scholar of the University, Lon- 
don, Printed by Dryden Leach for the author. [(@, . 
p. 125.) 

163. 1765. Christopher Collum and T. Vance, The 
Psalms in Verte, designed as an improvement on the 
old versions of the brwe. Dublin. A revi-ion of 
Rous’s Version, 

164. 1767. Reformed Protestant Dutch Psalter. 
The Pealme af David, with the Ten Commandments, 
Creed, Lord's Prayer, ete. in Metre, for the use of the 
Reformed Protestant Dutch Church of the City of New 
York. New York, printed by James Parker, at the 
New Printing Office, in Beaver Street, This is 
mainly from the New Version, “seme of the Pxalma 
peng transcribed verbatim ..... o bers altered 50 a8 to 
fit them to the Music In the Dutch Churches.” [G, 
p.1 . 127.) 

165. 1767. John Barclay. See Scottish Hymnody, 
gvur. a Pp. 129.) : : 

166. 1 Scott. The Psalms in Metre, 
Privately petnted in Edinburgh. 

167. 1769, Anne — (q.¥.), in Ash and Evans's 

16%. 1773. James Maxwell. [(G@. p. 128; H. ii. 
p. 230.) aa de 

169. 1 John wie. Ps. 148 in Bp. Horne’s 
Commentary on the . of Pealms. Previously in 
Oxgilvie’s Forms, 1769. 

170. 1780. Moses Browne, p. 186, i., where it is 
noted that his parapbrases previously appeared in 1752, 

itl. 1780. Anonymous. Sacred Odes on the I'salma 
of David, Paraphrased from the Original Hebrew, 

172. 1761. Benjamin Williams. The Hook of 
Psalms as Translated, Paraphrased, or Imitated by 
some of the most eminent English Poets, viz. ; Addison, 
Blacklock, Brady, de. (16 names in all), and several 
others. And adapted to Christian Lesa cg a form 
The most likely to give general Satisfaction .....- 
By Benj. Williams, Salistuery. Printed and sold by 
Collins and Johnson, MD CLXXXI, Various versions of 
each Psalm are given, There are several a 
Hymns sotne of these are by the editor. See U 

173. 1789. William Cowper, p. 265, i. Ps. 137 in 
his Poems, 

114, 1784. Robert Boswell, p. 164, i., and Scottish 
B 6 Ovi. 4. (G. p. 130. 

175. ibs. Joel Le. Thee American Hym- 
nety, re i, (Introduction). Suenal in 

176. + George b ec versions 
hia tr. of Bp. Lowth’s po oi Hebraic. (A. p. 
65; and H. ii. p. 253.) 

177. 1787. George Colman, Ps, 39 in blank verse 
in his Miscellaneous Works, (H, il. p. 235.) 

80 
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178, 1787, Rev.— Keen. Two versions in Afis- 
cellaneous Pieces by a Cle n of Northamptonshire. 

119. 1790. John Jon Rylaad,. ges. 
iso, 1780, Three versions in his 

Poems, + ti, i 254. ar fae 
Isl. 1791. athaniel Cotton, p. 264, i. Is. 15, 

42, in his Various Pieces tn Verse, (A. p. 445 ond 
HL. ii. p. 261.) 

182, 1794. The Version. The Pealms 
of David, A New a improved Version. London, 
printed for M. Priestly (late Trapp), laternoster Row, 
and J, Matthews, in the Strand, near Charing (rose. 
“This version was made from a translation of the Psalms 
by John Adam Tingstadius, D.p,, Professor of Oriental 
Languages at the University of U psal, hd command of 
Gustavus LI. of Sweden.” [G. p. 131. 

183. 1797, William Mason, p. 71 
1*4, 1797, Elkanan Winchester. "The Palma of 

Iucid versifiel froma New Translation, and ada 
to Christian Worship. Particularly intended for the 
useof such Christians az believe in the universal and wn- 
bounded Love of God, i fp sap = Poa ‘allen 
creatures by Christ Jesus, or the 
Author, and sold by Teulon, ae 100 Ft ter wrt ig ihe. 
(G. p. 122, 

Ish, 1 $16, ii. 
186. 1800. } retry Rial tr, i. 
187. 1801, Joseph — 2. 264 264, i Ay. . 133.) 
184, 1801, Richard Cum! Poetical ver- 

sion of Certain Psalma of gy Si eaniina: (A. p. 
42; ii. p. 269.) 

149, 1806, Anonymous. A Coll. of Psalms from 
tarions sources, with some Originals. 

190. 1806, Erasmus Middleton. Versions and Imi- 
tations of the Pealms, 

191. 1808. Dennis. A New Version of the 
Pealms in Blank Verse with a Latin Version of the 
Bighth Psalm in Alcaice Verse, by the Rev, Thomas 
Dennis, Curate of Haslemere, Surrey. London, printed 
‘or J. White, Horace's Head, Fleet Street. [@. p. 134; 

i. p. 270, 
Bal 1809, John Stow. A Version of the Pealms of 
David, attempted to be closely accommodated to the Text 

Seri ure; and adapted, by varte manne te to 
oe the Musia ay ly ~ iggy vo? Servi 

By a La: ~ Hopkins and y 
the Church Se Pag: ied 18. (G. p. 135. 

193. 1811, Towers. <A vers 
the Pealms, Fy the late Outen Samuel Towers, oa. 
Printed at the very particular request of several of 
Author's friends, London. [@, p. 134; H. iL p. 272.) 

194, Wiliam Goode, pe #41. i. | (G. 38) 
195. 1611. Robert Wolseley. ‘Para- 

paras of a Select Portion of the Dok of Pus (x. 
a4 

os. 1815. Robert Donald. The Psalms of David, 
on Christian retry By R. D., Woking, Surrey. 
(G. p. a Fl 

ist. 
198, 1819. 

Ps. 148 in the Gentleman's Magazine, 1819. 
305, 

1820. James Neligan. The Psalms Versified, 199. 
Dublin. 

200. 1820. a a Twenty versions in his 
Pr. & Hys. adapted to the Services of the Church of 

‘or hog 1 ta and Holiday throughout the 
Year. sae 

“P, Malor. The Book of Psalms in 201. 
Verse: hs =a a ya natory Preface to each 

taken from the Aleks of Different Writers on Pealm, ta. 
the Psalms, but chiefly from Bishop Horne's Commen- 
tar London, sold by Rivin, s and Hatchards, 

the Padlarts Society, St. George's Printed bh } 
= lal. 

er ee Additional lament 
ims or pire maria versions of more than 30 

pert ne a ae Sieh wih hymns, by various 
Unnamed Al ear was an unpul- 
lished ~~ t,and is noted und Seettiah or fi 

203, 6. James Edmeston, p. 321, ii Pe. 23, 
24 in bis veered L » 1820. 

204. 1821, W ‘Coldwell. The Book of Praises. 
The Psalms, or Sacred Odes of the Royal Psalmist 
David, and others, we sree of Jehovah, im metre, 
(G. p. 142; H. ii. p. 294) 

. ‘ Woodd G. p. 142. 
208. - thay AS gr) a 51, in tn. Acottiah 

hw Edinburgh, Privately 

PSs 

209. 1823. | 
and Ve. 1* 

210, 1833, . 
Pealme; princes 
By Janet Coker 
Buckley Street, 

211. 1824. 
aig, 1824. ¢ 

ora New Versw 

of Pralmody ; 
and Principal 
MLA. de. Lond 

213, 1834. 
ferael contains 
Paaluns; and hls 

214. 18265. 
the Pralms 
Cushel. By Mo 
J. io 

215. 1826. 
David, attempt 
way vf Parap 
10. p . 19; H 
aie. 1827. 

a Version of Pe. 
214. 1827. 

Lady, Edinbar 
Paalins. 

219, 1828. 
Songs ; being A 
some Portions 
pay 4 Con 
Sa Songs ty 

220. 1898. 3 
a New Version 
all Denominat 
p. 150; H. ii. p 

221, 1828. 
In bis Coll, 

222. 1828. 
the Rew. Willla 
allane. (See al 

2220. 1828, 
Ps. 2, 14, 49, 94 
Gregory. 

223, 1829. 
Version of the 
(G. p. 151; H. 

224. 1829. 
1829, 

226. 1831. 
227, 1831. 

an attempt to 
Parochial Pal 

. 228. 1831. 

Ci 7 
229. 1831. 

Other Poems. 
contains Versio 

230. 1832. 
Pealms transla 
with Practical 
H. ii. p. 323.) 

231. 
the Liturgy Pa 

232. 1832. 
British 

233. 1 

= vol, fi, 
1833. 

versions in bis 
1833. 

Paral of Davi 
Poetical Arran. 
(G. p. 156; H. 

236. 1833. 
Psalms, erecut: 
to the ‘Notes a 
Horne, de. By 
ton, Adams & 

237, 1833, 
p. 155.) 

238, 1834. 
p. 158.) 

239. 1834. 
240, 1834. 
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Curate of Kenilworth. Coventry, 
Author. [G. p. 157.) See also p. 90, 
M41, 1894." Thomas James Sudkin, p. 608, ii. 
242. 1834. Thomas Dickson. Puraphrascs and 

Hymns. Berwick. Fourteen versions. (H. ii. p.342.] 
243. 1834, John Beaumont, (riginul /'salms, or 

Sacred Songs, taken from the Psalms of David, and 
imitated én the language of the ‘New Testament, tn 
twenty different metres. Printed at Shrewsbury, (H. 
il. p. 341, 
as 1835. Elizabeth Blackall. Twelve versions 

in Psalms, Hymns, and Spiritual Songs, CH. ll. p. 351. 
5. 1835. Various. Metre sel wu Pealms in 

JSrom the Psalms of David Sanctioned by the Protestant 
‘ Church in the United States, 

246. 18635. Thomas Sadler. His Memoirs 
contain versions of & Psalms, [H, fi. p. 349.) 

247. 1835. William Allen, p. §0,i, [G. p. [59.] 
1836. Anonymous, Three (30, 96, 139) In 

iginal and Translated. 
249. 1836. Edward Farr. A New Version of the 

Psalms David in all the Various Metres suited to 
Psalmody, divided into Subjects, designated over 
to Bishop Horne, etc. By K. Parr. London, H. Fel- 
lows, Ludgate Hill. tnd ed,, 1847. [G. p. 161.) 

250. 1837. Nathan Drake, The Harp of Judah; 
or Songs of Sion: being a Metrical Translation of the 
Pratmes, &e.  (H. ti. p. 364.) 

251. 1837. Josiah Conder, p. 256, i. 
452. 1837. Robert Bruce well. About fifty 

versions in bis /salms and Hymns, Printed af the 
Mission Press, Calcutta, (CH. ti. p. 364.) 

263. 1888.’ 0. F, and B,0, 4 New Metrical Ver~ 
sion of the Psalms of David, by C. F. and B.C. Hull. 
This was by Catherine Foster and £lizabeth Colling. 
(G. p. 163; H. fi. pp. 361, 363.) 

James 264, 1838. Holme, p. 629, ii, J’salms 

Dh. tebe, Seseph usling. Trortions of th . . e *ortions 
Psalms of David. Priladelphia, 

256, 1839, John Keble, p. 610, ii. [G. p. 163.] 
287. 1839. 194, . (See No. 266.) 
258. 1839. Bir bert p. 440, i. 
259, Wi . The 137th Ps. in 

The ae Monthly Visitor. 

260. 1839, Eliza Pollen, p. 380, i. Several in 
ber Poems, pub. at Boston. 

26'. 1839. John Hookham Frere. Versions of 
Various Psalms, printed on ape side of the only. 

262. 1839, bert Allen Scott, Metrical Para- 
aa e Selected Portions of the Book af Pealms, &e. 

- Sivington. . li, p, 370, 
Par 1839. Fullas Charles are. Portions of the 
calms in English Verse, 

eer 18389. Edward Swain. Versions of several 
Ims in his privately printed work The Hand of God, 

a Py Peas ent, with Poems, Hymna, and Versions of 

265. 1839 George Burgess, p. 194, ii. (@, p. 165.] 
ae 1840 ‘Willem Veuon Harcourt, p. 484, ii. 
aio 1641, John Eden. The Book of Pealme in 
cae ewe, with Practical Reflections. Ae P 166. 

ven ve + Bichard W. Hamilton, p. “ 
269, yous im his Yugae Literarise, 1X41, ; 

Magazine, ee Ps. 137 in the Svangelical 

No. 71, 1842- ‘Bi€ichael Thomas Sadler, Memoirs, see 
av\. 1863. Francis Skurray f . . A Metrical Version 

of the Bonk Of I*salms compote for Private Meditation 
fe Worship. London, Pickering. Of these ver- 

slons 45 Aen roo, printed in The Shepherd's 
SR, ~p. 167; BH. it. p. 327. 

‘ZyL. VAS. Frederick Buseell, ag Medrtcat Vers’on 
of 5% Vealoos. 

“2V3. \wes. Edward Feilde, The Pralms of David, 
Metrically Paraphrased for the Inmates of the Cottage. 
(a. a cr tie Master of Arts. London, Whittaker, 

+ P. 168, 
274. 1044. Moses Montagu, See No. 283. 
275. 185. Anon . A Metrical Version of the 

Hebrew Psalter; with Explanatory Notes. London. 
Ward & Co, 

«76. 185. Thomas . A Metrical Version 
of the eh ith Erplanatory Notes. 

° Oo. 

277. 1846, A Metrical Version of the 
Hebrow 2 a aed sri 

27%. VAT. Benjamin Thomas Haloott Cole. The 
Pralm: of David: A New Metrical Version. London, 
Seeley. (0, p- 170.) 
mt (AT Joseph ‘rene, p. 871, {. (©. p. 169.) 
Zao. 1048- Henry Black. An Entirely 

” cia for the 
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New Metrical Version of the Psalms, written for the 
Music in Common Use. By W. H.R, London: Rod- 

asi. (160, Bendecte Fysh. 1. F The Pealms: AL 
literal Version, 2 vols., 1350-55. [@, p, 174.) smal 

252. 1850. Bamuel McOlure. The Psalms of Navid, 
and Songs uf Solomon, in Metre. By Samuel McClure, 
mr Pennsyleanta. (Philadelphia Lib.) [(@, 
p. 17. 

783. 1851, Moses Montagu. The Pealms in a New 
Version, Fitted to the Tunes used in Churches: with 
Notes on Examination of the Difficult Passages, By 
M. Montagu. London, Hatchard, (@. p. 174.) In 1844 
he issurd the seven Penitential Psalms as a specimen 
of his work. See No. 274. 

2eda. 1861, A. T. Russell, in his Ps. & Hys. (q.v.) 
244. 1858. » The Book of Praims. 

Translated info English Verse, from the Original 
Hebrew, compared with the Ancient Versions, ter 
editions corrected In 1958, and 1868. [@, p. 175.) Sy a 
Layman. London, Rivingtons, 

286. 1854. Edward Churton, p. 233, ii, [G. p. ae 
286. 1854. Abner Jones. ¢ Psalms of Davi. 

rendered into English Verse of Various Measures, 
divided according to their Musical Cadences, and Cum- 
rised in their own Limite; in which their sive 
ines are kept unbroken, the devout and exalted senti- 
ments, with which they everywhere abound, expressed 
in their own familiar and nepepeien language, and 
graphic imagery, by which they are rendered vivid, 

eserved entire. By Abner Jones, Professor of Music. 
New York, Mason Brothers, [G. p. 177.) 

247. 1865. Anna Shipton. Versions of 3 Psalms in 
her Whispers in the Palma. 

24a, 1856, Townsend, Solatia Senectutis, 
or the Book of Psalms, showing the Probable Origin, 
the leading Idea, and the Inference suggested by each 
ea versified in various metres. By G.T. [G. p. 
179. 

289. 1666. William Vernon-Harcourt, p. 484, ii. 
290. 1856. Various, Hymns Written for the ts 

of Helbreac Congregations. Charlestown, 8. C. Pub. 
by the Con, tion Heth-Klohim A. M. 6616. This 
is a metrical version made by Jews for the use of Jews. 

291, 1857. Anonymous. A New Metrical Transla- 
tion of the Bookof Psalms. Accentuated for Chanting, 
An attempt to Preserve as far as possible the leading 
characteristics of the Original, in the language of the 

ish Bible, London. Bagster & Son. alt abi 
792. 1868. Alfred tuber The Most Holy 

Book of Pralms. Literally rendered into English Verse, 
ing to the Prayer Book Version. Londou. J. W. 

Parker. (G. p. 142.) 
293, 1859. Anon . Hebrew Lyrics. an 

oalen, Saunders Otley on ce. Octogenarian. 
. 183. 

. ; 1859. Thomas Turner. A Metrical Version of 2H. 
the Rook of Psalms (Rhythmical). (GQ. p. 144, 
co \ Bonjsmix Hall Kennedy’ p. i. [(@. 

. 196. 
: 296. 1860. O.B. Cayley. The Psalms in Metre. (0. 

145. 
. mn 1862, W. ©. Yonge. A Vertion of the whole 
Book of Psalms in Various Metres, with Pieces and 
Hymns suggested by Yew Testament tions; also an 
Appendiz of various Translations, ele, London. Jack- 
son, Walford, and Hodder. [@. p. 186.) 

298. 1863, Arthur Malet. A Metrical Version of 
the Pealms. London. Rivingtoms, (G@. p. 187.J 

299. 1863. Robert Young. Emendations 
ome Metrical Version of the Psalms used in Scotland, 

i . T. Laurie, (G. p. 187.) 
300. 1863, William . A Revised Edition 

of the Pealms and Paraphrases, to which are added 
one hundred and fifty short Aymna, selected with care 
Srom nearly twenty former selections, Edinburgh. J- 
Mac Laren. [G. p. 148.) 

3ul, 1864. American Metrical Pealter, The Ame- 
rican Metrical Psalter, To the Bishops of the Protes- 
tant Episcopal Church of the United States, this attempt 
to preserve Metrical Psalmody in the Church, and to 
secure an entire Metrical Psalter, is imacribed with 
filial reverence and fraternal affection. New York: 
Honti . In this work 14 versions of the Psalms are 
tortured and mutilated. [(G@. p. 199.) , 

302. 1865, Viscount . A Metrical 
Psalter, Compiled from the MSS, of the late Viscount 
Massereene and Ferrard, By the Hon, L. P. Dublin, 
McGlashan. [G. p. ecg 

203, 1866. Charles . Spurgeon. Several versions 
in his Owr Oven Hymn Book, 

304, 1866. M. L. Hardy. 
306. 1967. Dalman Hapstone, The Ancient Psalms 

302 
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Aulouns Psec 
Strasbourg, } 
to introduce 
Strasburg—1 
the Song of 
mandments. 

in Appropriate Metres: a strictly Literal Translation 

{rom MSupeant. (0. p- 291 2 +p. 191. 
306, 1887. Joseph Stammers. 

Britannica, p. 516. 
307, 1867, I. 0. Wright and H. 8. Wright. Selec- 

tion of Psalms in Verse in their Poems and Translations. 

30 aad Hopes Versienat 4 pean : 
Paith a ype. Ve o cs 

09. 1868. James Keith. The Hook of Psalms 

rendered into Common Metre Verse, Srom the autho- 

vised Version. With @ repetition « Paalms I to Lin 

Miscellaneous Metres. London: Nis (G. p. 192. 

310. 1868, B. ©. Singleton, Versions of « 

Psalms in his Anglican Hymn Book, : 

3it. 1870. Slater. A Metaphrasis: A 

Metrical Version of the Hook of Psalms, made by Apol- 

linarius, a Bi L 7 in Syria, circiter 

‘A.D, 362. Translated by Thomas Slater, dc. London: 

—— ed. 

. 51, 103, 114, 11 

a4. 187%, G. H. itoberiy. be her Songs of the | (Ps. 113 and t! 

— from the Captivity, retra and versified, | (Pas, 25, 36, 46 

‘s. 120-14. 
! 

315. 1874. per whgy a Versions of a few Psalms 

in his Hymns. London; Groombridge & Son. 

316. 1875, William Josiah Irons, p. 571, ii. 

317. 1876. Lord Selborne. Ps. 36,in Dr. Rogers's 

Harp of the Christian Home, p. 67. 
31s. 1876, Thomas Rawson Birks, re 148, ii. 

319. 1876. Rawson, p. 952, i. 

320. 1877. The Lorne. T 

Psalms, literally rendered in Verse, hall 197.) 

321. 1878. D.C, McLaren, The 
Versified and Annotated, Geneva. New York. [G. p. 

1 98.) 
322. 1882. W. D. Seymour. The Hebrew Pealter, 

or the “ Book of Praizes,” commonty called the Psalms 

of David, A New Metrical Transiation. (G. p. ise.) Marot, anc 

323. 1883. Ben-Tebillim. The Book of Psalms in | authors, 
English Blank Verse; using the Verbal and Li versione of 

is m the p 
The conten 

Arrangements the Original. By Ben-Tchillim. 

Edin , A. Kitiott. [G. p. 199.) are named 
324. 1883, David . The Book of Psalms | of the othe 

in Metre, according to the Version « by the Marot, tho 

Church Scotlas Edinburgh: D. (G. |. ° 

p. 200.) “This is a revision of the Scottish Psalter. identical ¥ 

325. 1885. Di 8. Wrangham. Lyra Regis. | edition, di: 

The Hook of Psalms, and other ical Poetry of the | tion | 1542 

Old Testament, rendered into English Metres, Leeds, Al dre 

Fletcher & Co. [G. p. get 
exandre 

326. 1886. John De Witt, v.v. Praise Song of | from the € 

Israel. Anew Rendering in Verse, by John De Witt, DD. have obtai 

Extended as this list is, it can only be | Alexandre 
trines, anc 

rendered — by adding on the numerous 

versions of individual Psalms which are given 

in the Index to Seasons and Subjects, in this 

Dictiovary. It must be remembered, how- 

ever, that all which are given in that Index 

are not additional to those named above, as 

by far the greater number are taken from the 

foregoing works. (J. J. and W. T. B.) 

Psalters, French. The French Psalters, 

in common with the English, the German, and 

others, require a distinct history from the 
hymnody of the same nation. 

i. Clément Marot. 
1. Very few tre. of the Psalms have been 

found prior to the great Psalter of Marot and 
Beza. The germ of this work was Pa 6, 

_ attached to the Miroir de tres chrestienne 
Princesse Marguerite de la France Royne de 
Navarre, Duchesse dU’ Alengon (1533), At least 
13 others must have been tr. by 1539 (§ 2). 
In 1540 the psalms which Marot had then 
written and circulated in Ms., were in the 
highest favour with Francis I., Catherine de 
Médicis, the Dauphin, and the court. They 
were sung to ballad tunes. Charles V. re- 
warded Marot with 200 golden doubloons 
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privileges du Pape.” The internal evidence afforded by 
a comparison of the liturgical portions with subsequent 
liturgies at Geneva (1542) and Strasburg (1545) ts con- 
sistent with this assumption. The printer was very 
probably Jehan Knobloch, Pierre Brully, the pastor, 
was perhaps the editor, 

5. In the library at Stuttgart there is an 
unique copy of Calvin's first Liturgy pub. at 
Geneva, entitled 

** La forme des prieres et chantz ecclesiastiques avec 
fa maniere d'administrer les Sacremens, et consacrer 
le mariage, selon la coustume de I'Kglise Ancienne, 
1842." 

There is no name of — or printer; but 
the device of an olive branch, ending in an 
ornamental “ G.,” is known to be the mark of 
Jean Gérard or Girard, a Genevan printer. 
The liturgical contents of this volume are of 
great interest; but the only portion of them 
that concerns our subject is the preface, which 
exhibits Calvin's sentiments on the use of 
ausic in public worship. 

The Psalms are a reprint of those in the last-men- 
tioned ed., known as the /’seudo-Roman, with the 
omission of the prose 113th Ps., and the 4 by various 
authors (43, 120, 190, 142). The other pleces of the 
Psewlo-homan are also reprinted, with the exception 
of the prose Creed, which Is exchan fur Marot's 
Creed, pub. in the Mirvir, Some be alterations 
are e in the text of the Pealms. But comsider- 
able alteration is made in the melodies, Only 17 are 
common to this and the /seudo-Roman ed., and modi- 
fications which lessen their German character are made 
in these, There are 22 new melodies, 14 as sulb- 
stitutes for rejected tunes of the earller edition, 4 set 
to psalms, which previously had no melodies attached 
to them, This musical contribution is probably the 
work of Louis Bourgevis, 

A second ed, of this book, probably only a 
reprint with no material alteration, is known 
to have been pub. later in the year. These 
several editions show plainly that for nearly 
three years the psalms of Marot were in favour 
alike in the Catholic court and the Huguenot 
Worship, 
6. In 1542, Marot himself pub. his 30 Psalms, 
—— of the book is— 

te Peaul de Dauid, mis r s Cent saves ines St Powis, pis om Sronenpe rer 
Bit % Paris, x. p. (An unique copy f4 in the 

neque Nationale, Paris.) 
It contains the privilege from the King, 

to s Nov. 30th, 1541; an epistle dedicatory 
reli Mmncis I., not without evidences of real 

‘gious feeling, in which Marot contrasts the 
poche Inspiration of David with the fabled 

th, of Greece and Rome; and the 30 Pas, 
37 rod other editions (1-15, 19, 22, 24, 32, 
137, 1gqyt* 208, 104, 113, 114, 115, 180, 
pray peat _ At the head of some of the Pealms 

A gf tal indications of the nature of the 
metre, ut no suggestions of melodies, and no 
wause. "The text of this ed. varies, as has 
Ween waicl, greatly from that in the editions 
j™Miced In the last section. Whether both 
texts are by Marot himself, or whether the 
editions of 1539 and 1541 represent a text 
Tevised by other hands than his, it is difficult 
to decide. 

M. Deven has printed the I variations 
first 5 Psainis, ond» Sonane tank tee Base text ie ine 
finitely superior in elegance and rhyme; that in only 4 

ces (of thene x Pys,) are the variations in the uther 
editions more Hteral than in Marot’s: and that of these 
4 Mart \imself adopted 3 in his et. of 1543. On the 
ground of tts superiority, and of the phrases on the 
Antwerp title-page (“ recongnen etcorrigé ), which indi- 
cate rev ~ be. nyo ed. he dockins that the Paris ed. 

ime prin arot's 
relent exbibit a text that has = prey eae 
Alexandre and the Theolugians. To this verdict bow- 
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ever the 13 Pss. in the St ed. (1539) which are 
identical in text with those of lexandre’s book 
(1541) are a considerable o on. The imprimatur 
of Pierre Alexandre also in the Antwerp ed., does not 
_ prohtomr esd to indicate ss alteration, = he 

ys, ** nec reperi quo sures . 
dere:" and the other 4 Seales by = authors 
would share the revision with the 30 of Marut. 

7. The publication of the +0 Psalms drove 
Marot from France to Geneva, Though the 
privilege for it had been signed by three 
doctors of theology, the book was condemned 
by the Sorbonne, and Marot was only sayed 
from arrest by flight. In August, 1543, he 
pub., evidently at Geneva, 

Cinquante Pseaumes en francois par Clement Marot, 
item one Epistre par luy nagueres enwoyee aux dames 
de France. 

The contents of this book are :— 
An Epistle to the Ladies of France ; an Epistle to the 

King ; the 30 psalms already pub., revised corrected ; 
20 fresh pealtns (the Sung of Simeon counting as one) ; 
the Commandments, the Articles of the Faith (the 
Creed) ; the Lord's Prayer; the Angelic Salutation ; and 
two prayers, one before, one after meals, The Epistle to 
the King is very brief. It contains an allusion to the fact 
that Francis had commanded bim to continue the work 
of translation. The Epistle to the Ladies of France is 
in the courtier vein. He bids them quit their love- 
songs to Cupld to sing Him, Who ts love indeed, “0 
bien heureux qui volr pourra, Fleurir le temps que 
Von oira Le laboureur A sa charrue, Le charretier parmi 
la rue, Et Vartisan en sa boutique Aveques un Pseaume 
on Cantique En son Iabeur se soulager,” The new 
psalms are Pas, 18, 23, 26, 33, 36, 45, 45, 46, 50, 72, 79, 
46, 91, 101, 107, 110, 118, 128, 138. There ts no music 
to this ed. A few months later however an ed. (now 
lost) of these Fifty Psalms, with music, was pub. along 
with the Liturgy and Catechism by Calvin. The 5 
pealins, generally assigned to Calvin, which had hitherto 
come down from the Strassburg ed. (1539) were in this 
ed. replaced by Marot's. 

8. Marot’s death (1544) arrested the pro- 
gress of the Genevan Psalter. But his paalma 
were utilised in other quarters. Editions of 
them appeared in Paris, Lyons, Strasburg, 
and Geneva, 16 of which are extant. The 
Strasburg ed. of 1545, printed 10 of the new 

lms, together with the psalms and pieces of 
rot and others in the I’sendo-Roman ed., 

the Commandments by Marot, and a hymn, 
“Salutation & Jésus-Christ,” bexinving *Je 
Te salue. mon certain Rédempteur" (p. 579 i.) 
Louis Bourgeois pub. a harmonised ed. of the 
Cin '¢ Peeaumes in 1547, A compilation 
of Marot’s psalms, 29 by Gilles d’Aurigny, 
42 by Robert Brincel, 31 by “C. R.” and 
“CL. B,” forming an entire Psalter, was pub, 
in Paris (1550). And Poitevin’s 100 psalms 
(Poitiers 1550) were bound up, in later 
editions, with Marot’s 50 as a complete 
Psalter. 

ii. Completion of the Pealter by Beza. 

1. The Genevan Psalter was completed by 
Théodore de Beze, at the request of Calvin, 
who had found on his table a fr. of Ps. 16. 
The first instalment of them was principally 
written at Lausanne. On Mareh 24, 1551, be 
requested from the Council of Geneva per- 
mission to print “the rest (le reste) of the 
Psalms of David,’ which he “ has had set to 
music,” and asked for a privilege of exclusive 
sale. They were however very far from being 
completed at that date; and on June 24 
Calvin wrote to Viret asking Beza to send 
what psalms he had, without waiting for the 
versification of their companions. Accordingly 
before the year closed there appeared :— 
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Trente quatre pseaumes de Dauid neuuellement mis 
en vine franccise au plus pres de l'Hebreu, par Th. de 
Beare de Verelay, en Bourgogne. Genenwe, 1551, 

This volume contains a dedica epistle, 
“A l'Eglise de nostre Seigneur,” the new 
psalms by Beza. 
The Psalms are: 16, 17, 20, 21, 26, 27, 24, 29, 30, 31, 

34, 35, 39, 40, 41, 42, 44, 47, 73, 90, 119, 120, 121, 122, 
123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 129, 131, 132, 133, 134. The 
 meragee epistle is justly eulogised by MM. Douen and 
Bovet. It ilustrates the difference of standpoint and 
temper between the two poets, In place of the lighter 
grace, the classical and mythol allusions, and the 
courtier vein of Marot’s addresses to the King and the 
Ladies of France, we have the strong firm tone, the 
contempt of worldly poetry, the sense of endurance, 
hardness, even scorn, left by ution, which marks 

. Church to which he 
dedicates bis work is the “ petit troupeau,” which, de- 
spite its lowliness is the treasure of the earth, the kings 
he honours are net Francis the king of fiatterers, but 
the champions of the Reformation in Germany and 
Edward VI. of England. There is however a high 
eulogium of Marot, “ Las! tu es mort sans auoir auancé 
Que Je seul tlers de I'euure commencé, Et qui pis est, 
n’ayant laissé au monde, Decte potte homme, qui te 
seconde Voila, pour quol quand la mort te rauit, Auec- 
ques toy se tent cont Dauld.” 

2. In 1554, 6 new paalms (52, 57, 63, 64, 65, 
111), 4 of them without melodies, the other 
2 set to previous tunca, were added as an 
appendix to the combined ed, of Marot and 

which had been pub. under the title of 
* Peeaumes Octante trois in 1552. In an ed. 
without date, Ps. 67, the Song of Moses, the 
Song of Simeon, and the Ten Commandments 
are added. 

3. The various volumes extant show no 
further increase of pieces until 1562, when the 
complete Psalter appeared, entitled 

Les Preaumes mis en rime frangoise par Clement 
Marot et Theodore de Reze. 

The privil for this ed., obtained from 
Charles IX. (!), is dated Dee. 26, 1561. It 
was printed for Antoine Vincent at Geneva, 
Paris, Lyons, Caen, and other places, in 24 
editions at least of that year. are 60 
new — and 40 new melodies; the total of 
melodies is raised to 125. The Pater Noster 
and the Creed are no longer included; the 
Song of Simeon and the Ten Commandments 
are alone, appended. 

4. The music of the Psalter is beyond our 
It is treated fully in M, Douen’s work, 

in a series of articles in The Musical Times 
(1881), and in several articles of The Die- 
tionary of Music. The melodies in the Stras- 
burg ed. (1539) are of German descent. The 
editor of the Genevan pealtera (1542-5 pro- 
bably, 1545-57 certainly) was Louis Bourgeois. 
Only 11 of the Strasburg melodies are retained 
in the complete Psalter, most of them in a 
modified form; 74, the finest in the Psalter, 
are by Bourgeois; the 40 of 1562 are by an 
unknown hand, Side by side with the work 
of Bourgeoia, Guillaume Frane, cantor at Lau- 
sanne, wrote in 1551 melodies for the psalms 
then recently translated by Beza, and obtained 
a licence to print them at Geneva, together 
with the original melodies to Marot’s psalms. 
Nothing further however, as far as is known, 
was done until 1565, when a psalter was 
rinted at Geneva for use at Lausanne. The 
ulk of the tunes in this psalter were derived 

from that of Geneva, 4 melodies hy Bourgeois, 
and 15 by the unknown editor of 1562. The 
new tunes introduced by Franc were 46 in num- 
ber, of which 26 were by himself, one from the 
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England « volume entitled All the French 
Pealm Tunes with English Words (1632) is in 
the British Museum, Lambeth and Lincoln 
Cathedral libraries, At the end of a French 
tr. of the Liturgy of the Church of England, 
dedicated to George I. (1719, London), perhaps 
for the Savoy Church, the psalms of Marot 
and Beza are printed. In England's Halle- 
Iujah, by John Vicars (1631), are Divers of 
David's Psalmes according to the French forma 
and metre. The influence of the French on 
the 0, V. of England and Scotland is only 

rceptible in a few French tunes and metres ; 
Em of the Scottish, and a smaller number of 
the English melodies are French. Pass. 50, 
104, 120, 121, 124, 127, 129, in the English, 
and Pas. 102, 107, 110, 118 in the Scottish 
version are identical in melody with the cor- 
responding French Psalms. 

6, The: general. verdict of critics from the 
time of Voltaire to that of Sainte-Beuve has 
been severe. MM. Bovet and Douen are more 
kindly. Yet the former speaks strongly of 
the — a diffuseness, inversions, ob- 
security, and vulgar, even gross, expressions in 
the work of Boza, und the prosy commonplace, 
inversion and coarseness in the far better verse 
of Marot. The judgment of the 16th and 
17th cents., when the antiquated language 
was current, and the coarseness leas per- 
ceptible, was full of eulogy. Out of the wide 
variety of subject matter, emotions and poetical 
style which the Psalter exhibits, the simplicity, 
plaintivences, lyric grace, and subjective medi- 
lation are those best reproduced in Marot’s 
choicest pieces, descending him into 
the bedy of French hymns. The striking 
variety of n.etre evidently impressed Kethe 
and Whittingham, and an imitation of it 
was ineffectually attempted by them, as a 
relief to the humdrum monotony of the Eng- 
lish and Scottish versions. The solidity, the 
breadth, the celebration of God in nature, on 
the other hand, which _ from our Old 
Version into the work of Watts, has no counter- 
Partin the French Psalter, or the hymns that 
te eeded it. The contrast is due doubtless 

deeper differences in the ius of the 
uations, "Ihe merit of fidelity has been gene- 
= coneeded. The work of Marot was based 
Va direct translation from the Hebrew by 
stable, and perhnps other Hebrew studies. 

was « deep student of the Psalms, as 
a8 @ theologian. 

MW. The Eevised Psalters of the Reformed 
Cheerch aul lulependent Versions. 

\."Mhe version of Marot and Beza was the 
m-book of the Reformed Church. The 

tench Lutheran Church, which from the flrat 
used hymns in worship, felt less the necessity 
of acomplete Psalter. The Frankfurt Pseaumes, 
Hymnes, ef Cantiques (1612) contains 35 psalms 
by Matthieu Barthol. M. Douen also men- 
tions in his bibliography Les Pseaumes de 
Danid, auec lea hymns de D. M. Luther et 
autres docteura de [ Eqlise mis en vera francois 
selon la rime et composition allemande. Mont- 
beliard, 1618, More than 50 versions were 
pub. in the interval that preceded the revision 
of Marot and Beza. Two—a poor one by the 
Abe Philippe Dea Portes (1591), and that b 
Godeau, bishop of Grasse (1614), to whic 

well 
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Lonis XIII. contributed four tunes, and which 
was interdicted, because the Huguenots, for- 
bidden for the time to sing their own pr 
adopted it—were efforts within the Roman 
Church. Those of Baif (1587), J. B. Chas- 
signet (1613), Racan (1631), Desmarets de 
Saint-Sorlin (1680), were not intended for 
music. Louis des Mazuree (1557), Cardinal 
du Perron (1589), Malherbe (1630), Corneille, 
Racine, and his son Louis, have left partial 
translations. In the Reformed Church Charles 
de Naviéres, of the suite of the Prince of 
Orange, pub. (1580) a version, as an improve- 
ment in versification on Marot and Beza. 
taste « Poulter Secon testifies to the grow- 

¢ unpopularity “attiedissemens et desgoute- 
mens") of the French old version, i gnet ' 
not designed for public use. 

2. The great change in the French lan 
ergata the close of =~ 16th — m a the 
old version ue and antiquated. “ People 
feared,” ig “that the caus ot 
time would gradually make the Psalms un- 
intelligible, and that the reproach of being 
written in a dead i be as true 
of them as of the Latin.” general decision 
of the synods was for a revision, preserving the 
metres, and departing as little as possible from 
the old version. The author of it was Valen- 
tine Conrart, the eminent founder of the French 
Academy. The first ed. is entitled— 

Le Livre dea Psaumes en vers francois. Par (1. 
Marot et Th. de Bese. « par feu Monsieur 
Oomrart, Conseiller Secretaire du Hoy... Premiere 
partie, 1677. 

It contained only pyres which are ad- 
mitted to be the work of Conrart alone. The 
complete version— ; 

en vere is, refowcher sur lan- 
Pr coefpliewrney me falm. ¢ Omron, Oonseiller, dc. 

+ + 1679. 

was to some extent perfected by La Bastide, 
to whom Conrart had entrusted his mas. Gil- 

bert’s Psalter asserte in the preface that La 
Bastide had made such large changes in 
Conrart’s text, that the 99 new lms are 

only nominally his. But M. Bovet’s examina- 

tion of the evidence deeides—on the round of 
the expressions in the preface to the ed. of 1677, 

and the universal ascription of the version to 

Conrart alone, without mention of La Bas- 

tide, in letters and acts of synods of the time— 

that La Bastide’s alterations were probably 

trifling. Conrart’s Pealter, though called a 

revision, and preserving here and there some 

phrases, and ikseashont the metres of the old 

version, is in reality The French New Version, 

When allowance is made for the difficult con- 

ditions of production, M. Bovet pronounces it, 

though unequal and sometimes deficient in 

spirit, a remarkable work; recalling in parte 

the naive simplicity and lyric movement of 
Marot, in others the noble solemnity of the 

classic language of the 17th cent. 
3. The distressed condition of the French 

Hnguenots under Louis XIV. preventing the 

authorization of this book in France, the French 

exiles at Zurich appealed to the Chureh of 

Geneva as the chief of the French Reformed 

Churches, to take up the matter, In reply the 

Venerable Company of Pastors appointed three 

of their body, Benedict Pietet, De la Rive, and 

Calandrin to review the version, adding ae a 
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ial instruction, that they should remove 
all phrases that savoured of Jewish impreca- 
tions aguinst their enemies. The work was 
principally done by Pictet. Saurin, an avo- 
cat of Nismes, also assisted the editors. Com- 
pleted in 1693, = in 1695, the title of this 
edition seems to have been ; 

Les Psaumes de David mis en Vers francois. Revis 
de nouveau sur les ts editions, et approuw’s par 
les Pasteurs et Professeurs de U Eglise et de l' Academic 
de (reneve, (Title of 3rd ed. 1701, The Ist ed. is lost.) 

The text of Conrart is for the most part 
retained, with oceasional reversions to the 
language of the Old Version, and occasional 
excision of phrases of it, which Conrart had 
ra First used in public worship at 

* Geneva in 1698, it was sent (1699) by the 
Venerable Company to the other Reformed 
Churches, and generally adopted by the French 
refugees in Switzerland, and the national 
Churches of Erguel and Neuchatel. The 
Church of Berlin reserved to itself the right to 
make a few alterations, which were carried out 
by Beausobre, whom Frederick the Great called 
“the best pen in Berlin,” and his subsequent 
colleague in the translation of the New Teata- 
ment, Lenfant. The title of thia version is 

Les Preaumes de David en vers. Nouv. Bd. retouchée 
une derniere fois sur toutes celles qui ont precedé, 1702. 

The Church of the United Provinces, under 
the leadership of Jurieu, resenting the assump- 
tion of primacy by Geneva, made a longer re- 
sistance. Bitter recriminations and 
the adoption of the new version was stigma- 
tised as an act of schism. An unsuccessful 
attempt was made to produce a version of their 
own, and they fell back on the old version. 
After Jurieu’s death, Conrart’s version was 
made the base of a new revision, which is 
entitled :— 
Les Peoaumes de David mis en vers francois et reviis 
~ ordre du Synode Walon des Provinces-Cnies. 

It was authorized by the States General in 
1727 fel. 

4. The era of Conrart and Pictet marks the 
beginning of decline. The new versions never 
attained the popularity of the old. The un- 
suitability for singing, not only of the impreca- 
tions, but of other portions more plainly showed 
itself. They ceased to be sung asa whole; and 
the selection in actual use continually narrowed. 
Voltaire expended his ridicule on them. Even 
the music began to give way to new melodies. 
(The carliest substitution is by De Camus 
(1760), who abuses the old music roundly.) 
Hymns pushed out the Psalms more and more 
at the close of the 18th century. The collec- 
tions of St. Gall (1771) and Berlin (1791) have 
only from 50 to 60 Psalms. The Walloon 
Collection retained the whole Paalter, with a 
Supplement of hymns (1802). The ed. of 
Bourrit, resulting from several commissions of 
the Churches of France and Geneva (1823), 
contained the whole Psalter in an abbreviated 
form, with several new melodies and altera- 
tions of the old ones. That of Gallot of Neu- 
chatel (1830) was made on the same principle. 
Wilhem (1840) pub. a complete Pealter, with 
changes in the music, alteration of antiquated 
expressions and softening of the imprecations, 
The Recueil dea Psaulmes et Cantiques, Paris, 
1859, has only 70 psalms: some of these 
fragments, - 
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ment, and scarcely connected with this use of | to older stuges of Christian experience than 
Latin hymns. 
chronological order, the Schools represented 
are :— 

i. Rugby. — The earliest of our modern 
Public School ao is Psalms and 
Hymna for the Use o gw School Chapel. 

. There It was in use in 1 were Lage 
two editions during Arnold's lifetime; the 
text in this book of the hymn by J. H. Gur- 
ney, “ We saw Thee not when Thou didst 
tread” (q.v.), is said to bea revision of Gurney's 
original by Buckoll. The earliest accessible 
edition (1850) of this book contains a hymn, 
which could not have been added until after 
Arnold’s death. Small as it is (18 Pes. 68 
Hys.), and merely providing hymns for such 
Christian seasons as occur during tlie school 
period, this little book contained very few 
pieces that are devoid of merit. The Psalms 
are the best specimens of tle Old and New 
Versions, with some from Watts, Montgomery, 
and Henry Vaughan: the hymns are for the 
most part standard hymus at the present day, 
drawn from the Latin and German, from the 
Wesleys, Ken, Keble, Heber, and others. The 
hymns that are peculiar to it are those, partly 
original, pg fk from German and Latin, 
by Rev. H. J. Buckoll, who is believed to have 
edited the book. Two hymns of his—“ forthe 
first Sunday of the half year” (** Lord, be- 
hold us with Thy blessing”), and “ for the last 
Sunday of the half year” (“ Lord, dismiss us 
with Thy blessing ")—are found in every Pub- 
lic School hymnal. Shortly after Dr. Goul- 
burn’s entrance on the Tosdenieenbin: he 
sens ae teh Pagh Mr, — repens 

e Pealma a or ve of the 
gation of Rughy Minoo Chapel. All the pieces 
of the original book, except 4, are retained; 
10 new Psalm versions—from Milton, Keble, 

“wer and others; 33 hymns—from Isaac 
Williams, Neale, Caswall, Trench, and older 
sources ; and an A iz, containing a Latin 
Version of Ps. 117, “O omnes gentes unii- 
que” (taken from the Communion Office in 
the Liber gore Ch. Ch., Oxford, 1726), with 
"tr. “O all ye nations, praise the Lord,” and 
4 Selection of Pealms ¢. tin titles only) for 
©fanting’ between the Litany and the - 
fag non Service (really the Iutroits from the 
ou gs dr Book of Edw. VI.) are added: the 

Ject img to increase the — for the 
Msg vels and give a more decided Church tone 

the li ymnal. 

wore aegis See Bugis Saket . Jex-Blake. Sen Weed Be edi e ’ 

Masters. The division of the book into 
Yealms and Hymns was discarded, 14 pieces 
from the previous edition were omi and 
the total of pralma and hymns together raised 
to 339. The names of the authors were given 
in the index of first lines. The new pieces 
are chiefly from modern sources, and most of 
them the accepted hymns of our general col- 
lecticns. Some of the pieces are more of the 
class of devotional reg than of hymns; 
two or three of the Latin hymns are given in 
the original. The tone of the book is pure 
ani high: the hymns of praise full; but there 
ix a dejection in some of those on Prayer, 
Faith, and Hope, which seems more adapted 

aster, assisted by a Committee of 

aking the hymn-books in | that of the boy. 
ii, Harrow.—The next Public School to 

compile a Hymn-book for its own use was 
Harrow, Hymns for the Chapel of Harrow 
School were Ist pub. in 1855, edited by 
Dr. Vaughan (then Head Master). It is a 
far larger collection than either of the two 
prior hymn-books (240 hymns). Tie 
sources from which it is drawn are chiefly 
Watts and Doddridge, Cowper and Newton, 
the Wesleys, Heber and Milman, Ken, Keble, 
and the Metrical Psalms. It belongs to the 
older type of Church hymn-books; full of 
simple piety, with no great effort at relation 
with the Prayer Book ; often losing its direct- 
ness of address to God in reflection. The 
number of hymns on death seems out of pro- 
portion in a school collection. A few hymns 
(e.g. Buckoll's as for the opening and 
ending of the Half-year) are a tly taken 
from the R Collection. The 3rd ed. of 
this book (186t), edited by Dr. Butler (then 
Head Master), retained all the hymns of Dr. 
Vaughan’s book, and raised the number to 
851. Several of the new pieces are common 
to the newer series of hymnala, of which H. 
A. & M. is the type; others are from less 
obvious sources, ‘The book in its present 
shape might be considerably reduced without 
the loss of really good hymns: a pure ideal, 
an ardent thirst for holiness, and a vivid faith 
in the Unseen God are ita leading ideas. Some 
of the pieces are too reflective to be suitable 
for direct worship, though useful for private 
meditation. ‘ 

iii. Marlborough.—The Marlborough Series 
of hymn-books commenced in 1856, with 
Psalms and Hymns for Use in the Chapel of 
Marlborough College. About half of its 100 
hymns are from the Rugby prior editions; of 
the other hymns three demand special notice, 
a8 poe ae been included in most sub- 

uent Public School Collections; a hymn 
of Bp. Cotton's (apparently, from the descrip- 
tion of scenery, written at Marlborough), 
deeply imbued with the sense of the beauty 
of creation, “ We thank Thee, Lord, for this 
fair earth”; a beautiful hymn by Dr. Jex-Blake 
(then Assistant Master at Marlborough), on the 
gladness, fulnese, buoyancy of human life, 
which is so vivid to the boy, “ Lord, we thank 
Thee for the treasure that our happy lifetime 
gives"; and one for the Annive of the 
Consecration of The Chapel (St. Micliael and 
All Aa by Archdeacon Farrar, “ Father, 
before Thy throne of light, the guardian 
angela bend.” These three hymns are an 
excellent illustration of a principle that runs 
through the numerous editions that feilowed 
under the successive Head Masters of Murl- 
borough (see below)—the production of a 
book, not only in itself, and reproducing 
the hymns endeared by the associatious of 
home, but specially meeting the needs and 
aspirations of a Public School community. 
On the side of boyhood, this uim reaches 
its fullest achievement in the edition of 1869: 
it may be traced in the simplicity and clear 
reality, with which the Christian ideas of 
faith, penitence, frailty, dependence, and the 
stainlessness of heaven are presented, in the 
absence of morbid longings for death, in 

a 
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hymns of fortitude and endeavour, in jubilance 
and thanksgiving, and in celebration of God's 
glory in nature. The edition of 1869, and 
still more that of 1878 (which adds several 
rarer pieces, especially from the German, and 
has greatly enhanced the effect of the yeneral 
hymns by massing them more broadly, under 
the headings of Priise, Prayer, Faith, and 
Hope), recognize the further fact, that the 
atmosphere of culture at a Public School per- 
mits and demands a higher literary and poe- 
tical standard, careful editing, and such full 
indication of sources and authors, as may 
encourage and sug stndy of the history of 
hymns. Among the more choice pieces are 
some by Dean Stanley and PF. T, Palgrave. 
The names of authors are given ut the foot of 
each hymn, as well as in an index, The edi- 
tion of 1869 hasin an Appendiz some beautiful 
selections of devotional poetry, from the Chris- 
tian Year and other sources. Very little use 
is made of translations from the Latin. 

iv. Cheltenham. Swe § xiii. Bibliography. 
v. Repten.—The Repton Series of hymn- 

books began in 1859. The 103 hymns of the 
Ist ed. were reprinted in the 2nd ed., 1864 
(141 pieces), and in the 3rd ed., 1869 (154 
tag These three editions were compiled 
n Dr. Peara’s Headmastership. The 4th ed., 
1874 (211 pieces), and the Sth ed., 1881 (246 
es were ge ye under Dr. Huckin’s 
eadmastership. All but 20 from the original 

editions are retained in that of 1881; several 
of them ure of no particular merit, and might 
well be omitted in any new edition: and the 
alphabetical arrangement, nowhere so ineffec- 
tive as in a Church hymn-book, should be 
abandoued. This series shows no special con- 
nection with other Public School lymn- 
books, and has no very salient features. 

vi, Wellington.—The Ist ed. of The Hymn- 
book for the Use of —— College, ap- 
peared in 1860. The three editions published 
during Dr. Benson's Headmastership only add 
about 20 pieces to those of the Ist edition 
(162 pieces), which is always substantially re- 
tained. In the pace versions by Montgomery 
and Keble, and other pieces, and in the re- 
roduction of the Psalms (quoted by their 
tin headings ouly) from the Ist Prayer 

Book of Edw. VL, the book has affinities with 
the Rugby edition of 1850. But the sources 
from which the hymns are drawn are far 
wider. The hymns and frs, from the Latin, 
by I. Williams, Chandler, Caswall, and others, 
which reproduce the spirit of the Breviary, ure 
largely used. Pieces by our older poets, bi 
the Wesleys, Cowper and Newton, Heber an 
Milman, Keble and Newman, Professor Bright 
and Bp. Wordsworth, are combined with the 
familiar hymns of our general books. The 
principal picces that ure peculiar to the 
volume are the hymns and frs. from the Latin 
by Archbishop Benson himself. The special 
characteristic of the book is however by no 
means indicated by the range and judicions- 
ness of selection. The order in which the 
ios are to be used is fixed beforehand with 
elaborate care; so that morning. and night, 
each day of the week, each season of the 
year, each Holy Day, cach Festival, each Sun- 
day, by its own never varied cycle of hymns 
enforcing the great teaching of the Pryer 
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encouraged by an appendix of devotional 
poetry, containing some of singular 

sauty. The whole book is set to music, aud 
contains music for the Canticles and Respon- 
ses. Some of the tunes are by Mr. P. David. 
In 1888 tie Head Master of Sherborne, the 
Rev. E. M. Young, pe Hymna for the Vee of 
Sherborne School. It is a choice selection, 
well edited, and has been brought down to the 
latest date. 

ix. Rossall— Hymna for Use in the Chapel 
nag | 1880, is one of the best 

blic School hymn-books. It is imainl 
founded on the Marlborough edition of 187 
and draws largely from same sources— 
Watts and Doddridge, the Wesleys, Mont- 

mery, Heber, Keble, Mrs. Alexander, Dr. 
nar, and Miss Winkworth, Among the 

rarer pieces are some by Professor Bright, Bp. 
Walsham How, Mr. F. T. P ve, Dean 
Stanley, Dean Plumptre, Miss , the 
Rev. John Ellerton, and the Rev. H. A. 
Martin. The book is designed to express 
“the hopes and fears, the difficulties, trials 
and temptations of school-boys,” and it largely 
achieves its object by the full and buoyant 
praise, the sense of the gladness of life, and 
the glory of nature, and the bright Christianity 
it presents. Some of the pieces are more of 
the order of devotional poetry than hymns; 
but good pieces of this kind have more justi- 
fication in a school hymn-book than elsewhere. 
Hymns “of which the burden is the weariness 
of earth and the longing for death,” have been 
specially excluded. he book is carefully 

ited, as regards text, indices, and indication 
of the authors at the foot of each hymn 

x. New Hymn-Books.—New hymnals are in 
course of preparation at Westminster and Mer- 
chant Taylors’ Schools. The first, following 
the lead of the Abbey hytwnal, will enshrine 
hymns of old Westmiusters as one of its dis- 
netive characters. The latter will pay some 

attention to Latin hymns, 
ane aoe ef be _~ that an <- 

is ween the various — Ls] 
these books for private use, and often for- 
om Catena of hymns for private devotion, 
witch the Saram and Rebemalion Primers 
ad ©arly examples, and the Primers of the 

cent. Besides these there are Ken's 
Se hymns for the use of the Winchester 
Ra 8F8 ; @ book dedicated to Etonians by 
be tOPh os Liturgia — eurru Thes- 
ao o, ia spiritualia ... etiam 

on degustanda 1657; and the Latin hymns 
? €d_ to the edition of Herbert's Church 
orch with Notes, by Canon Lowe, and others. 
Warkers, 1867.) 

Wi. Conclusion,.—Some of the sims and diffi- 
culties of the task of compiling a School hymn- 
book can be easily gathered this review 
of the books. It should have some relation to 
childhood, so far ax the child’s devotion re- 
mains true and touching to the boy and even 
the man. It should express aa fully as pos 
sible those spiritual mouds—such as, on the 
one hand, the sense of dependence and frailty, 
young sorrow and penitence for fulls, purity 
wud the high vision of heaven, and on the 
other, stedfastneas, resolve, the facing of odds, 
the warrior and chivalrous aspect of the cross, 
the thrilling memory of prophet and apostle, 
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saint, hero and martyr—which vibrate in the 
boy’s soul and conscience. It should be rich 
in praise and jubilance, penetrated with the 
Inajesty of "s creation, aud the God-given 
beauty of human life. Its two preatest dan- 

Ts are puerility and unreality. To the 
boys, especially in the higher forms, are 

intensely opposed ; the second, by placing in 
their mouths expressions that are untrue tu 
their nature (such as a longing for deati), 
turns worship intu sumething little removed 
from acting. As designed tor a community, 
drawn from the higher ranks, and through its 
masters and older boys, full of culture, it 
should not only be thorouglily edited, in the 
matter of purity of text, exact indication of 
the source und authorship of each picee, 
effective grouping of the general hymns 
under declared headings and full indices, but 
it should aim at a higher mark of imagination 
and poetical form; and in schools of the 
Church of England, the bymn-book should 
be in the fullest sense the hand-maid of the 
Prayer Book, enhancing, not crossing her 
utterance of doctrine, illuminating her fusti- 
vals, and through the Latin hymns (some- 
times even in the original) attesting her deep 
root in the Catholic past. 

xiii. Bibliography. ‘he following is a full 
list of the hymu-books of the English Public 
Scliools :— 

1, Cheltenham. 1st ed. x¥.p. 212 Hys., 6 Dox. 2nd 
ed. x.p, 230 Hys., 6 Dox. This book is pu longer in use. 
(See Various. ) 

2. Clifton, Ist ed., Psalms and Hymns, 1863, 23 Ps. 
145 Hys. aud an Anthem, 2nd ed., Hymns and Tunes, 
1872, #4 Hys. 3rd ed., ns and Tunes, 1585, 114 
Hys, [Eds 1 & 2 compiled by Dr. Percival, the 3rd by 
Rev. J. M. Wilson; assisted in each case by a Com- 
mittee of Masters.) The Ist ed. independent, the 2nd 
ed. reprinted in the 3rd, the 3rd ed. reinstates 8 out of 

Hip. of the Int ed. rejected by the 2nd ed 
rrow. Ist ed., Yymna, 1455, 240 Hy. and a Dox, 

ed., 1857, a re ; Srd ed., 1866, 361 Hys., 3 Dox. 
(Ead. 1, 2 by Dr. Vaughan, ed. 3 by Dr. Butler.) 

4. Marlborough, ist ed., Pralms and Hymna, 1856, 
100 pleces (Ps. and Hys. tntermixed) alphabetically 
arranged. 2nd ed, Ps, and Hys., 1862. 24 Ps, 163 Hys., 
and an Anthem, 3rd ed., 7's, and Hys, 23 Pw., 175 Hye. 
and an Anthem. 4th ed., fs. and Hys., 1866. 23 Ps., 
183 Hys., andan Anthem. Sth ed., /ymnas, 1869. 268 
Hys. and an Anthem, and Appendiz for private devo- 
tion (19 Hys.). 6th ed., Hymns, te78. 304% Hys., 31 
Anthems, and Introite, [The Ist ed. belongs to Mf 
Cotton's Headmastership, eds, 2-6, to Dr, Bradley's ed, 
6 to Dr. Bell's, The bulk of the Ist ed. is retained 
throughout.) 

6. Hepton, isted., Hymna, 1859, 103 Hys, 2nd ed., 
Hymns, 1364. 141 Hys. 3rd ed., Hymns., 1869. 154 
Hys. 4th ed., Hymns, 1874. 211 Hys, Sth ed., Hymns, 
issl. 246 Hys. The bymns in all the editions are 
ss arranged. (Eds. 1-3 belong to Dr. Pears’s 
Headmastership, eds. 4, 6, to Dr. Huckins.] 

6, Rossall, Hymna, _ a Hys. Rev. H. A. 
. 1890. 

1. Rugby. Psalms and Hymns for the Use of Rugby 
- Ist and ed. prior to 1837. Ed. of 

1850: 18 Ps., 68 Hys. Ed. of 1467; 28 Pa., 101 Hys, 
A iz, Ed, of 1876, Hymns, 399 Hye, [ 
earliest ede, compiled by Dr. Arnold and Rev. H. J. 
Buckoll; one hymn, if not more, added in Dr. Tait's 
Headmastership; the edition of 1857 compiled Dr. 
Goulburn and Rev. H. J. Buckoll; the edition of 1#76 
by Dr. Jex-Blake and a Committee of Masters.) 

&, Sherborne School. Psalms and Hymns, 1667, 130 

107 
3. 

2ud 

devotional . with 22 Hya. 
the Head Masters, tev, ¥. Thring. and 

Rev. Dr. Harper. The music, by Mr. P, David and 
Mr. J. Sterndale Bennett, Music Masters of the Schools, 
extends to the Psalms and Canticles as well as the 
Hymns. A new selection was pub. in 1444 by the Rev. 
E. M. Young as Hymns for the Use of Sherborne School, 
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1888. It contains 390 hymns, and three carefully 
compiled Indices. 

10. . let ed., Book, 1860, 162 Hys. 
e of Wellington. 2nd 

ed., Mymn- Book, 165 Hys., Commemoration, 
{otroits (23). Ps. to be used in place of Introlts. 3rd 
ed, same tithe, 1873. 181 Hys., Commemoration, In- 
troits, and Pealms in place of ts. 4th ed, — 
of the 3rd, with an Appendiz, 56 Hys., 1876. 5th ed 
Reprint of 3rd, with an iz of 74 Hys. and Introits 
for the Festivals, 1s80. [Eds, 1-3 edited by Dr. Benson, 
then Head Master (Abp. of Cante ). Eds. 4, 5 by 
Rev. E. C. Wickham. The first edition, with very 
slight changes, is retained throughout.) 

At Charter House: City of London ; Dul- 
wich; Eton; Shrewsbury; St. Paul's; and 
others, there are no special hymn-books, 
H. A, & M. being that commonly in use. 

(H. 1. B.} 
Puchta, Christian Rudolph Hein- 

rich, s. of W. H. Puchta, then residing as 
Justizrath at Kadolzburg, near Niirnberg, was 
b. at Kadolzburg, Aug. 19, 1808. He matri- 
culated at the University of Erlangen, in 
1826, and completed his theological course at 
Berlin. In 1832 he was appointed Stadtvicar 
(general assistant preacher) at Munich, where 
he became acquainted with many men of 
light and leading; and in 1837 became re- 
petent in theology at Erlangen. In 1839 he 
was appointed professor of Philosophy and 
Religion in the newly organised Lyceum at 
Speyer (Spires), but his nervous system broke 
down in 1841, and he had to be confined in 
the lunatic asylum of Winneuthal, Wiirttem- 
berg. After ages he was able to take charge 
of the perish of Eyb, nvar Ansbach, and then 
became, in 1852, second pastor, and in 1856, 
first pastor of St. James's Church, in Augs- 
burg. He d. at Augsburg. Sept. 12, 1858 
(Koch, vii. 277; Ally. Deutsche Biog. xxvi. 
687, &c.). 

Puchta bad a genuine poetic faculty, and a mastery of 
style. His early ms were secular; his later were 
mostly hymns, His hymous were mainly meant for pri- 
vate use, and appeared principally in his Morgen- und 
Abend-Andachten am Christi Hausaltar in Gesdn- 
gen, Erlanges, 1443 (2nd ed, 1857, 3rd 1868), Besides 
these, 8—including 11 trs. from the Latin—were given 
in Knapp's Christoterpe, 1837-1852. A few others, with 
a selection of bis poems, edited by Knapp, appeared in 
his posthumous Gedichte, Stuttgart, 1400. Knapp in his 
Be. L. S., 1850, included 30 hymns by Puehta, and in his 
edition of 1965 no less than 42. Pochta was also one of 
the editors of the Bavarian @. #., 1454. Those of his 
hymns which have passed into English (all from his 

usaltar, sag are:— 
i, Ein neues Jahr ist New Year. In 

1443, p. 173, as above, in 6 st., entiiled, * New Year's 
Morning.” In Koapp’s Ee. L. S., 1450, No. 2104. Tr. 
as, ‘* Another year we now have enier’d,” by Miss Bur- 
lingham, in the Mritish Herald, January, 1966, p, 200, 

Rebi's Praise Bk., 1872. 
i, Herr Himmels, Gnade, Sunday. 

In 1343, p. 3, as above, in 6 st., entitled ‘Sunday Morn- 
ing.” In yore y 1850, No. 1171. Tr. as, “God of 
grace and Lord of heaven,” in L. Rehfuess’s CAurch at 

“il. Here ein guaser Leldenstag. for the Sick. In . : ick. 
1443, p. 227, as above, in 6 st., entitled, “In sickness, 
First a In & 1850, No, 2689. Tr, aa, 
* Lord, a w long day of pain,” by Afias Winkworth, 
1454, p. 81. Her st. i-iv. are No. 263 in Bp. Ryle's 
Coll, 1860, cw. M} 

Puer natus in Bethlehem. [(Christ- 
mas.) A beautiful and simple Christmas 
carol on the adoration of the Chitd by the ox 
and ass, and the visit to Him by the Magi—so 
equally appropriate for the Epiphany. It be- 
came a great favourite in Germany, and is 
found in many varying forms. The oldest 
text known is given by G. M. Dreves, in his 
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The text used by Miss ag Sag is that in the 
St. Gall Katholisches G. B., 1863. The tre. 
from the German are (1) “ A Child is born 
in Bethlehem, There's joy in all Jerusalem.” 
By Dr. H. Harbaugl) in the German Reformed 
Guardian, Dec. 1866, p. 310, (2) “A Child 
is born in Bethlehem, Therefore is glad 
Jerusalem.” By Miss Huppus, as No. 
in E. Paxton Hood's Children’s Choir, 1870. 

{J. M.J 

hg amen Christi milites. [All Saints. 
This hymn, in common with ws eehaete 
Jerusalem” (p, 240, ii.), is usually given as 
being in the Paris Breviary of 1736. This is 
however not the case, It is found in the Brev. 
of Chalons-sur-Murne, 173 (Hiemalis, p, 148), 
appointed for Saturday; in the Amiens Brev, 
ss 1746; the Paris Brev. of 1822, and other 
French Brevs. Also in Card, Newman's 
Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 and 1865, Tr. as:— 

1, Boldiers who to Christ belong. By I. Wil- 
liams, in his Hys. tr. from the Parisian Breviary, 
1839, p. 256, in 5 st.of unequal lines. This 
was rewritten for the Hymnary, 1872, and re- 
peated from the Hymnary in ‘lhring’s Coll. 
1882, 

2. Soldiers who are Christ's below. By J. H, 
Clark, written at Marston, Montgomery, on 
Palm Sunday, 1865, and pub, in the 1868 Ap- 
pendix to H. A. &§ M. Also in the revised 
edition, 1875. 

Soldiers ‘of Chtimt, fight mantal rs of Christ, t manfully. A. J, B. Hope, 

1644, mo (J. J.J 
Pullain, John. [Old Version, § rx. 4.] 
Pulsum stipernis sedibus. Jean Ba 

tiste de Santeiail. [Annunciation of B. V. M3 
Appeared in the Cluniae Breviary, 1686, p. 
949; in Santeiiil’s Hymni Sacri et Novi, 1689, 

P.3(ed. 1698, p. 88), and in the Paris Breviary, 
36, where it is appointed for the Feast of 

the Annunciation at Lauds. The text is also 
in J. Chandler's Hys. of the Primitive Church, 
1837; Card. Newman's Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 
and 1865; and H. M. Macgill’s Songs of the 
Christian Creed & Life, 1876. Tr. a8 — 
, Long time the fallen human race. By J. Chand- 
102 in his Hys. of the Prim. Church, 1837, p. 
90, _This is given in several collections, and 
ieee with alterations, In the Hymnary, 
en At begins “ Far from their home, our fal- 

son nce” ~The alterations in this case are 
“Mewhat numerous. \ 
Sthaw tre. are :— 

. Dri Willams im their home, thelr pathway lost. J. 

‘be Eaiva from Paradise and Heaven. W. Palmer. 

a “wanderers, banished from their home. R. 
Campbell. 1860, 

4, Cast out from Eden's happy home. In the Scottish 
l. of Hymns, ke. Episcopal Coll, . 

6. Down from the realms oa driven. H. MM. 
Macgill, 1876, (J. J.J 

Punshon, William Morley, .1.». 
This greatly and justly honoured name of 
recent Wesleyan Methodism finds a tiny niche 
in this work from a thin poetic vein, which 
gave him much enjoyment, if its working out 
aust be confessed to have yielded nothing of 
permanent value for hymnody, or at all com- 

ble with his splendid service to the Chris- 
tian Church as preacher and lecturer. His 
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contributions to J. Lyth’s Wild Flowers, or, a 
Selection of Original Poetry (1843) [see Lyth, 
J. p. 707 ij, though reprinted in 1846, 
speedily withered as “ flowers” in a hortus 
siceus. His 4, of Hope (1853) was no 
advance on the Wild Flowers. His Sabbath 
Chimes, or, Meditations in Verse for the Sun- 
days of a Year (1867), suggested inevitable 
comparisons with Keble’s classic of the Chirie- 
tian Year. Throughout, the thinking is 
bewilderingly meayre, the sentiment common- 
lace, the workmanship clumsy and poor. 

and inspiration are absent. His Life has 
been — and lovingly wiitten by F. W. 
Macdonald and A. H. Reynar (1887); and it* 
is a noble and beautiful story. He was b. at 
Doncaster on 29th May, 1824, only child of 
John Punshon and El.zabeth Morley. The 
latter was of a Digi family. He lost his 
parents in boyh Through maternal rela- 
tionship, young Punshon was introduced to 
commercial life in Yorkshire, Hull, &e. He 
marked 29th November, 1838, as the day 
of his spiritual birth. In 1842 he began to 
be heard of locally as a preacher, being still 
in business. In 1844 he proceeded to the 
Methodist Theological Institute at Richmond ; 
but remaine there only a few months. He 

eferred evangelizing to stated preaching. 
e leapt into popularity at a bound, probably 

not to his gain, cither intellectually or morally, 
though his diary breathes an ahtsitable 
humility, In 1854 he made his advent asa 
lecturer by his Prophet of Horeb. The impres- 
sion made by it was amazing. Then followed 
others, with ever deepening and widening im- 
pression. Contemporaneous with his abundant, 
over-abundant preaching und platform speak- 
ing, was such quantity and quality of effective 
work and service in raising large sums of 
money for Christian and other missionary 
and educational work as astounds a reader 
of his Life. He was five times President of 
the Canadian Methodist Conference (1868-72), 
and once of the English Conference (1875). 
His degree of L1.p, was conferred upon him 
by the Victoria University, Cobourg, Canada, 
in 1873. Throughout, in private and public, 
he was a large-souled, whole- true 
mun of God. “Weakened by the way” 
on the continent, he slowly worked his way 
home, and after a brief final illness, fell gently 
and softly asleep on April 14, 1881. His 
hymns in the Wes. H. Bk., 1875, und the 
Meth. S. 8. H. Bk., 1879, are :— 

1. a the Master beseccheth. Go, work in the 

2. Sweet t# the sunlight after rain, Sunday Morning, 
3, We woke today with anthems sweet. Sunday 

Evening. 
No. 1 is in une Meth. 8. 8. H. Bk., 1879; and 
2 and 3 are from the Sabbath Chimes, 1867. 

[A. B. G.) 
Pure spirit, O where art thou now ? 

Anna L. Rarbauld, née Ailkin. (Death and 
rated Pub. in The Works of Anna Letitia 
Barbauld, with a Memoir, 1825, vol.i. p. 224, in 
9 st. of 41., and headed, “Dirge. Written 
November 1808." From the Memoir we gather 
(p. xliv.) that the occasion was the death of 
her husband, “ whose latter days were op- 
pressed by a morbid affection of his spirits, in 
a great degree hereditary, which came gradu- 
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ally upon him, and closed the scene of his 
earthly usefulness” (p. xlix.). The“ Dirge” 
was repeated in Martineau’s Hymns, 1840, 
No. 623. In the same Hymns, 1840, No. 404, 
is a from this poem, and begins with 
st. ii., altered to “ Not for the pious dead we 
weep,” sometimes given elsewhere as“ Not for 
the dead in Christ we weep.” The original 
poem only is repeated in Martineau’s Hymns, 
&e., 1873. (J. J.J 

Pusey, Edward Bouverie, p.p., s. of 
Mr. Philip Pusey, was b. Aug. 22, 1800, and 
Incated at Christ Church, Oxford, where 

ie graduated in first class honours in 1822. 
Subsequently he became a Fellow of Oriel, 
a Canon of Christ Church, and Regius Pro- 
fessor of Hebrew in the University of Oxford. 
He d. Sept. 16, 1882. Dr. Pusey’s prose 
writings and frs.are very numerous. Amongst 
the latter was his tr. of a part of Horst’s 
Paradisus Anime Christione, pub. in 1847 as 
The Paradise of the Christian Soul, In this 
work there are several metrical rs. of hymns 
which in the early pages of this Dictionary we 
have attributed to Dr. Pusey. We have Dr. 
Liddon’s authority for stating that the hymns 
were not translated by Dr. Pusey. Some were 
ér. by W. J. Copeland, and others probably 
by J. Keble, {J. J.J 

Pusey, Philip, eldest s. of Mr. Philip 
Pusey, and brother of Dr. Pusey, was b, June 
25, 1799, and d. July 9, 1455. His father, a 
son of the first Viscount Folkestone, had as- 
sumed the name of Pusey instead of that of 
Bouverie. (G. A. C.] 

Pye, Henry John, ™.4., 8. of H. J. Pye, 
of Clifton Hall, Staffordshire, was b. circa 
1825, and educated at Trinity College, Cam- 
bridge. (B.4. 1848, m.a. 1852.) Taking Holy 
Orders in 1850, he was presented by his father 
in 1851 te the Reetory of Clifton-Campville, 
Staffordshire. In 1868 he, her with his 
wife (only daughter of eee . Wilberforce), 
joined the Roman Catholic Church. Mr. Pye 
pub. Two Lectures on the Church, 1852; Short 
Ecclesiastical History, 1854; wnd_ various 
Sermons. He also compiled a book of Hymns 
for use at Clifton-Campville in 1851. To 
that collection he contributed a few hymna, 
including :— 

1. In His temple now behold Him. Purification of 
#. V. M. This hymn was repeated, in a slightly altered 
form and an additional stanza (iv.), by Canon W. Cooke 
in the Cooke and Denton Hymnal, 1853; the Salisbury 
Hi. Bk, 1857; and many later collections. [1 is some- 
times given with the fourth stanza as in the Strum, 
168 ; "a Songs of G. & @., 1872, &e. The full 
E eolgreney text of 1853 Is in the SP. C.K. Church 

#., 1871; Thring’s Coll., 1x82 (slightly altered); and 
others, is is sometimes given #8 a tr. from 
Angelus Silesius (Scholes), but in error, 
2.0 ye the Lord, Ye nations rejoice. Annwn- 

ciation. This hymn was also repeated in the Cooke and 
Denton Hymnal, 1853, No. 169. (Wm. C.) 

Quae dixit, t, t. (St. John 
the Evangelist.) ga Bie the Cluniae 
Breviary, Paris, 1686, p. 187, in 5 st. and a 
doxology, as the hymn at Matins on the 
Festi of St. John the Evangelist; in the 
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No. 53; and © 
1838 and 186! 

1, What sta: 
shames the sun 
of the Prim, C 
Murray's Hym 
Salisbury H. 
Kennedy, 186 
hymn-book th 
agree upon th 
the worst. I 
remain unalte 
including Aen 
is this so stra: 

2. How lov 
Chandler, ano 
mostly Primi 
given in Stret 
in Alford’s VY, 
predicted sigr 

3. Hail the 
the Cooke a 
ford’s Year o 

4. What st: 

sun eclipsing, 
Anglican /. 
1871 it reads 
bright, And « 

5. What sti 
Thring. Ap 
and again i 
Chandler anc 

Other trs. a: 
1. What ist 

the British Afa 
the Parisian ij 
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2. What beauteous sun surpassing star. A. Campbell, 
1850, 

3. What star is this that beams abroad. WJ. Blew, 
1652-65. 

4. What star is this, whose orb of fame? J. D. 
Chambers, 1-57. (J. J. 

Quae te pro populi criminibus nova. 
Claude de Santeitil. | Passiontide.) This hymn 
is given for Lauds on the feast of the Five 
Wounds of Christ, in the Paris Breviary, 1650, 
the Narbonne Brev., 1709, the Paris Brer., 
1736, «nd in other and later French Breviaries. 
Text also in Card, Newman's Hymni Ecclesiae, 
1838 and 1865. Tr. as :— 

© wondrous love, that rends in twain. By H. 
Kynaston, made for and included in the Hym- 
nary, 1872. 

Other tras. are :— 
1. Say, what strange love works Thee this sad unrest, 

J. William, 1439, 
2, O Christ! what peerless love. J, D. Chambers, 

1457. 
3. O Thou Who, though art Victim made, High Priest, 

J. C. Karte, in O. Shipley’s Annus Sanctus, ‘. J } 

Quam nos potenter allicia. Jean 
Baptiste de Santeiiil. (Transjiguration.] Pub. 
in hia Hymni Sacri et Novi, ying! 11 (ed. 
1698, p. 138); and, again, in tie Paris Bre- 
viary, 1736. Text also in Card. Newman's 
Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 and 1865. In the Clu- 
niac Brev., 1686. p- 1035, it begins “* Quibus 
modis nos excitas.” Tr. aa: — 

1. How tenderly, how patiently. By W. Palmer, 
in his Short Poems, 1845, p- 68, and in Skinner’s 
Daily Service Hyl., 1864. 

2. 0 Christ, how potent is Thy grace. By C. 5. 
Calverley, made for and first pub. in the Hym- 
nary, 1872, 
Another tr. is :— 
“a strongiy and 2ow sweetly still. 7. our" 

Quando noctis medium. [Sunday.} 
f Poem of 65 lines given by Mone, No. 94, 
rom a Stuttgart ms. of the Mth cent., and entitled * On the life of Christ.” Tr. as :— 
When im silence and in shade. By J. M. Neale, in the Hiymnal N., ieee, and ths Byemnere, _— 

(W. A. 8) 
on get les, Francis. The life of this “fine 
Ravi welsh gentleman" and charming es- 
in * stand quaint singer, will be found in full 
edit; © Present writer's collective and complete 

io. ©f Isis works in verse and prose (3 vola. athe 2 81. Chertsey Worthies’ Library). His ad Rae James Quarles, of Stewards, Esq., 
% = 18 mother Joan Dalton. He was their “A800 and child. In the registera of Rom- 
ford, _Besex, is this entry, “1592, May 8. 
Waytizatus fuit Francisous filius i 
Jacobi Quarrilus.” He lost his father in 1599, 
His first school was Romford and his first tutor William Tichbourne, chaplain of Rom- 
ford. He lost his mother in 1606. He pro- 
ceoled to Christ’s College, Cambridge, and later was of Exeter College, Oxford. It is to be regretted that the College registers furnish noexact data. He passed from the University 
to Lincoln's Inn, where his widow -biographer 
tella us— 
“* He studied the laws of England: not ro much out derite to benefit himself thereby, as bin friends nod Jboure (showing therein his continual inclination to pesce) by cotap. sing suit. and differences amongst them.” 

QUARLES, FRANCIS 943 

Some years advance us from 1608 (at Linculn’s 
Inn) to probably 1612-13, or his 2lst year, 
His widow continues, 
“After he came to maturity he was not desirous to put 
himself into the world, otherwise -he might have 
greater preferments than he bad. He was neither so 
unfit for Court prefe ment, or so tll-beloved there, but 
that he might have ralse! his fortunes thereby if he had 
had aty inclination that way. But his mind was chiefly 
set upon his devotion and study ; yet not altogether so 
much but that he faithfully discharged the place of cup- 
bearer to the Queen of Bohemia" (p. 2). 

How long Quarles continued with the Queen 
is unknown. He accompanied Frederick and 
Elizabeth to Germany. He married Ursel 
= Learaegg! Pda ute, of St. Andrew's, Hol- 
ri, on y 25. 1618. In 1620 appeared 

the first and most cl.aracteristice of his poems, 
entitled, after the odd phrasing of the period, 
A Feast for Worms. In the epistle he 
says, “Wonder not at the title, for it is a 
Song of Mercy: what greater Feast than 
Mercy ? and what are men but worms” (vol. 
ii. p. 5). Kindred with the Feast followed 
Hadassa, or the vaiaighe Surana: Esther. In 
1621 he was in Dublin. He dated his Argalus 
and Parthenia, “ Dublin, 4th March, 1621.” 
He filled the office of Secretary to the illus- 
trious Ussher, on whose death John Quarles 
composed a memorable elegy. Ussher wrote 
to Vossius highly laudatory of our Quarles. 
His successive books are practically the only 
landmarks of his remaining years. (The 
reader is referred to our Life and the Works, 
ut a.) The Embl-ms appeared in 1684-35, 
and his Hieroglyphics in 1637. In 1639 he 
was appointed “Ci,ronologer” of the City of 

n, an office which he held till his death. 
From 1639 lia various prose books were written, 
and became as popular as his They 
are all in fine English, He was an out 
and out loyalist, and was with the king at 
Oxford. He had a numerous family. He d. 

t. 8, 1644, and was buried in St. Olave's, 
Silver Street, London, “11 Sup. 1644." His 
title to a place in this work reets mainly on 
his versified Psalms. These appear in the 
famous Bay Psalter. (See Bay Pealter, p. 119, i,] 
Quarles’s are Psalms xvi., xxv., li, Ixxxviii., 
exiii., cxxxvii. They were nmelaimed by us 
ed Quarles ate es “ John Joase- 
yn's Account of Two Voyages to New England 
(1674). In the year 1638 lhe says, on his 
arrivul in Massachusetts Bay, 

* Hoving refreshed myself for a day or two at Noodles 
Island, | crossed the bay in a smal) boat to Boston, which 
then was rather a vil than a town, there not being 
above twenty or thirty 6, and presented myself to 
Mr. Winthorpe, the Governor, and to Mr. Cutton, the 
teacher of Boston Church, to whom I delivered from Mr. 
Francia Quarles, the poet, the translations of Nos. 16,25, 
51, 88, 113 and 137 Psalms into English metre for his 
approbation,” &c, 

These “Psalms” are more curious than suc- 
ceasful. But besides them the arid of: 
Francis Quarles is a virgin field for the 
capable hymnologist. It is a mystery and a 
sorrow that few only have been adapted and 
adopted, There are many of his verae-Em- 
blems that fittingly married to music would 
be selemn and searching, and nobly displace 
accepted pious inanities. No xii. of Book iii. 
of Emblems (vol. iii. pp. 75, 76), “Oh that 
Thon wouldst hide pal the grave,” deserves 
@ supreme effort of highest genius to mate 
it worthily. In delightful contrast in its 
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vividness and sweetness is his “ Like to the 
damask rose you see " (vol. iii. p.285). Equally 
noticeable are his “ Backsliding ” (ibid. p. 66, 
xiv.), “ Vain Physicians” (ibid, p. 189, iv.), 
“Waste not Life” (chid. p. 194, xi), “A 
Little While ” (ibid. p. 196, xiv.). (See Critical 
Exsay in Works as above.) (A. B. G.] 

G.uarles, John, s. of the above, was b. in 
Eesex in 1624, and was educated at Exeter 
College, Oxford. He bore arms within the 
garrison at Oxford on behalf of Charles L 
and subsequently (it is said) he was ruised to 
the rank of captain in the King’s service. 
On the downfall of the King, Quarles retired 
to London, and devoted himself to literature 
for a livelihood. He d. there during the 

at Plague, 1665. He pub. several works 
including (1) Jeremiah’s Lamentations Para- 
oie a chase pny td a i and 

) Divine Meditations u Sub 
whereunto is annezed God's I Love to Man'e Une 
worthiness, with several Divine Ejaculations. 
Lond. 1655 (Wood's Athen Ozon.). From the 
Ejaculations, Mr. Durling adapted two hymns 
for his Hys. for the Church of England. Tn 
the 1889 ed. these are :—“O King of kings, 
before Whose Throne” (Holy Trinity); and 
“O Thou Who sitt’st in heaven and seest” 
( Visitation of Sick). (J. JJ 
Quem misit in terras Deus. Jean 

Baptiste de Santeiil. [Commemoration of 
A 4.) Appeared in the Cluniac Breviary, 
1686, p. vi.; Santeiiil's Hymni Sacri et Novi, 
1689, p. 191 (ed. 1698, p. 257); the Paris Brev., 
1736; J. Chandler's Hys. of the Primitive 
Church, 1837, No. 88; aud Card. Newman's 
Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 ond 1865. Tr. as :-— 

1. He whom the Father sent to die. by I. 
Williams, in the Sritish Maguzine, June, 1836; 
and his /ys. tr. from the Parisian Breviary, 
1839, p. 275. 

2, He whom the Father sent to earth. By T. I. 
Ball, in the Sth ed., 1873, of the Appendix to 
the Mymnal N., No. 361. 
Another tr. is :— 
His only Son the Father gave. J. Chandler, 1837. 

if Ue 
terra, pontus, aethera [sidera]. 

Oa rification of the B. V. Mi) This has been 
requently ascribed to V. H, ©, Fortunatus, 

and is included by F, Leo in his ed. of Fortu- 
natus’s Opera J’oetica, Berlin, 1881, p. 385, 
but wumong the hymns falsely attributed to 
him. It is found in four mss. of the 11th cent., 
in the British Museum (Jul. A. vi. f 386; 
Vesp. D. xii. f. 61; Harl. 2961 f. 231; Add. 
30848 f. 55); aud in the Lat. Hys, of the 
Anglo-Saxon Church, 1851, p. 74, is printed 
from an 11th cent, ms, at Durham (B. iii. 32 
f. 22). It is also in the St. Gall ms., No. 387, 
of the llth cent, Mone, No. 419, cites it as in 
a ms. of the 9th cent. at Admont. The second 
portion, “O glorivga femina, Excelsa super 
sidera,” is often given as a separate hymn, 
sometimes beginning “ O gloriosa Domina,” 
as ina 12th cent. ms. in the British Museum 
(Harl. 2928 f. 1206); in Mone, No. 420, and 
in G, M. Dreves’s Hymnarius Moissiacensia, 
1888, p. 38, from a 10th cent. ms. In the 
Roman Breviary, 1682, the first part be- 
gins Quem terra, pontus, sidera, and the second 
part © gloriosa virginum. The original, and 

Quem 
iT 

QUEM 

the Roman Brev 
Daniel, i, No. 14 
iv. p. 135, from 
10th cent. a Rhe 
The hymn, iu w 
in various Brevi 
Roman, ke.) for 
the B. V. M., 
Nativity, Anna 
Assumption. 

The full origi 
been tran 
in English. 

i. Quem terra, 
form of the t 
Breviaries in 4 
tr, thus :— 

The God, Whe: 
and land, &. J, 
1854; H. A. § 
H1., 1867; the 4 
sometimes with 
sively used than 

Other tra. are :- 
1. The gouvern 

Prymer, Paris, 16: 
2. Whome earth 

1604, 
3. He whome t 

1615. 
4. La, He Whe 

Chambers, 1852. 
5. Whom eartl 

and 1455, 
6. The God wl 

adore, &c. J. 2. 

ii. Quem terr 
ence between 
above is in th 

1, Him Who 
Bp. Mant, in 
It is given in 
English Hymn 
and sea, and s| 

2. The Lord, 
E. Caswall, in 
and his //ys. 
collections. 
Other trs. are 
1. He Whom 

R. Campbell, 15 
5. Hie we sl 

ham, 1454, 
6. The earth, 

1874. 

iii, O glor 
posed of 3 si 

1. O glori 
Littledale, yp 
the signatur: 

2. 0 glori 
Antiphoner 
1882, 
Other tre. a: 
1. Gloryous 

638. 
2, O Lady « 
3. O gloriou 
4. How glor 

1866, 

1 

iv. O glo 



<CEDIS AB UTROQUE 
_ == - e ‘ 

a j$%*™® several instances, It is tr. 

—_ ss the virgin choir. By E. Caswall, 
ge Fe Olica, 1849, p. 200; and his Hys. 

—_ |- 106. In the 1863 ed. of the 
eee Afimnal N., it is altered to 

of the virgin choirs.” 
ee geen 
<= a = sin, thron’d on high. Primer, 1685, 

s = ast thy Maker blest. Primer, 1706. 
+ ot the skies. Hp, Mant, 1837, 

= —_, _— great is thy glory. J. Wallace, 1474. 
= = 

, <_< mina, De cujus virgo genere, This 
° gloric gE < third form above, adapted to 

= # == given by G. M. Dreves in his 
= ¢ @wainen, 1888, p. 79, from a Ms. 
a the 16th cent. Ibis text is 

o—— ww all in his Masque of Mary, 
ee el his Hye. and Poems, 1873, 
<< > Lady, high in glory, Whose 

~ ——_ »” 

2Uughic: ow ee wt 33 
-_S— <a Bis ab utroque. Adam of 

prea = gs @” Piiteuntide.) A tine sequence, 
@ Booughts of the “ Veni Sancte 
3 Gautier in bis ed. of Adam's 

oe = Spe 1881, p. 56, gives it from 
as equentiary of the 12th cent. 

; = zx =, No. 1139), a Gradual of St. 

SSS 39 (B. N., No. 14452), a Paris 
13th cent. (B. N., No. 15615), 

It is in an early 14th cent. 
the British Museum (Add, 

Ss ™ritusy iT) (a 

tha 5” poet a 
S Linoe = 

CBibl Nat == 
ictor befor-<— 
Tradualof ££ =< 

“nd other «>= =_ 2=—<——-- *. 
aris Fe == 

16905 rier = a ne The use of St. Victor was for 
the TT ueed : ae EC aarits for the Friday, in Whit- 

Sur week. — me Bee = printed text is also in 
“remch, ed. = oS = Fi, p. 187 ; Daniel, ii. p. 78; 

Wehrein, No_ Sa OSS Fs Wrangham, saat p. 100. 
M.) 

azn Cc. U.:— : 
aamd union, By E. Caswall, in 

“3 58, p. 283; and his Hys. and 
4 36, in 15 st. of 6 1, and 

Translata <<, =— 
Spirit of ge 

Masque Of Meare = 
veems, 1873, z= — 

headed, “Pr2i=<< —< oft the Paraclete.” It is in 

Cc. - as:— 

2. O Holy <o e e  , Who with the Son. This is 
Neo. 418 jin th <= aE ee re siary, 1872, and is composed 
of st.i. bythe Bi< 2 a 2 <x s, and the rest from Caswall, 

2. Oo Holy <<] 2 ao ee EF Who ever One. No. 575 in 

the Hymnry. 2 eS == 3s compiled with alterations 

from st. i. vi. , =~ — =< ~ of Caswall’s tr. 

‘Translations == <> am iC. OU. 
1. Brom Keth 9> =< <>< ¥ 2 ng. as from One. In Dr. Pusey’s 

er. of Siersts Oe ee fone Anime Christians, 1847; 
arc aim in Caza <> == a Bo eley's tr. of the same, 1450, 

2. houfron -E "za 2 2s» <-— =~ Seon proceeding. PS. Worsley, 
1863, and /yra ee - 

2. O Comforter, a “a z = <<. 

4. Comforter, fr<> === 
18es8s1. 

- IHG. 
—— Bey _ D. T. Morgan, 18*0, 
><> t iy poder ol b. & a 

Qui regia x= ad, 

umncta. <> “E> tra forti dextra solus 

in Ss in Ct oy tg = = This nence is found 

written c. loo SE <8 De ian (Boll. 775 f. 1684), 
C Douce, 22f =~ = Fe cd a os of the 11th cent. 

the I1thecent. pe na ; —> = ina Winchester book of 

Cam bridge (No _ = Corpus Christi College, 

(Reg. 2 B. iw. ~~ =. =_ ina 12th cent. Gradua 
C Cala. A. xiw. gi <->. = > 

isece == ==> 2), and a ws, cirea 1199 

arin ae = —* _ >>. in the Brit. Mus., &c. 
Partsa,ana y i 

1 
<< in an early 14th cent. 

70; aod a <= Fit. Sens, i ibe British 
1370 ; and a Pre. 6. 1370: a Hereford, ¢ 
Bvdieian; in t3 

. ; 

——~= 1396—all now in the “rench Mis —_ wh —all D : French oT et. Andrews, and various 
thie English Missals it is | 

QUICUNQUE CERTUM § 

the Sequence for the third 8, in Advent. * 
printed text is also in Neale’s Se 
1852, p. 7; Daniel, v. p. 178; and. Kehr 
No. 4. (J. M. 

Translation in C, U. :-— 
Thou God, ‘mid Cherubim on high, By E. 

Dayman, made for and included in the Hymne 
1872. Mr. Dayman, in rendering the Seghe 
for the 3rd S. in Advent, prefaced it wat] 
stanza taken from the Gradual “Qui se 
Domine super Cherubim, excita potentiam tu 
et veni,” &c. The hymn isa very free ps 
phrase, rather than a translation; and Mr. D 
man has drawa out at some Jength the allusi 
which the Sequence seems to make to cert 
passages and personages of Holy Scripture. 

Other tre. are :— 
7 1. Thou Who rulest earthly sceptres. C. 3. Pear 
EH 
2, Thou Who dost each earthly throne. ¢. 8. P 

ton, 1871, (Wm. ©, 

Qui sacris hodie sistitur aris. 
Coffin. [Purification of the B. V. M.) Gi 
in the Paris Breviary, 1736, aud in Coft 
Hymni Sacri, 1736, p. 68. It is also founé 
some modern French Breviaries, and in Ce 
Newman's Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 and 18 
Tr. a3 :— 
Who now in helpless infancy. This tr. was give: 

I. Williams's Hys. tr. i the Parisian Brevie 
1639, p. 185, a8 “by a Friend" (see Preface there 
It was repeated unaltered in some collections, and t 
as ** Jesus, in helpless infancy,” in the Bymrary 

Quicunque certum quaeritis. [l. 
The Sacred Heart of Jesus.) This hymn 
probably of the 18th cent. It is the bymn 
Vespers in the Office of the “Most Sac: 
Heart of our Lord Jesus Christ,” which 
the Roman Breviary, Lisbon, 1786, pars Es: 
p. 447, is marked as a festival of the Seec 
Class, and appointed for the Sixth Day af 
the Octave of Corpus Christi. It is repeat 
in some more recent eds, of the Brevia 
e.g. Bologna, 1827; but in other eds. 
alternative Office for the same festival 
greater doub'e by deeree “ Urbis et orbi 
23 Aug. 1856), with the hymns “Aue 
beate saeculi,” and “Cor, areca legem ce 
tinens,” ia preferred. Text in Biggs’s Ant 
tated H. A. & M., 1867, p. 108. (J. Me 

Translations in C. U. :— 
1, All ye who seek a certain cure, By E. C, 

wall, in his Lyra Catholica, 1849, p. 121; a 
his ys. and Poems, 1873, p. 68, but a.tered 
“ All ve who seek a comfort sure.” This fr. 
in extensive use, and with several changes, esy 
cially in the first line, as follows :— 

(1) All ye who sock « certain cure, This is the origis 
as above. 

(2) All ye a certain cure who seek, ‘This ix in W- 
Blew’s Church Hy. and Tune Bie, 1852-55, and Ric 
Sel, from the same, 1870. In this st. t.-iil. are by ¢+ 
wall, and iv.-vi. are by Blew. 

(3) All ye who seek for sure relief. This is the 
A, « M, text, 1861 and '875. In it a few alterations « 
made, and st. iv. is omitted. This text is in several c, 
lections. 

(4) All ye who seek a sure relief. In Spurgeon's 0. 
A. Bk, 1866, 

(5) All ye who seek a comfort sure. This is ('asv al 
text in his Hys, and Poems, 1873, and ts found in a fe 
collections, 

(6) All ye who seek a refuge sure. In the 1470 4 
ndiz to the Hyl. for the wse of S. John the Kvang 

ist's, &« , Aberdeen. 3P 
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2. All ye who seek for sure relief, In every time, 
&o. By R. F. Littledale, made for and pub. in 
the People’s H., 1867, with the signature “ A. 
L. P.” 

Translations not in 0. U. :— 
1. All ye who seek a solace sure, J, Wallace 1874, 
2. Haste, all who ‘mid life’sthorny ways, T. J. Potter, 

in O. Shipley’s Annus Sanctus, 1444. (J. J.) 

Quicumque Christum quaeritis. 
Prudentius. Frog romp ny.) This is the 12th 
and lust poem in emerinon, anil in its 
full form consists of 208 lines, It is found i be 
a ms. of the 5th cent. in the Bibliot 
Nationale, Paris (8048. f. 391), and is a 
cluded in all eda. of his : eg. Halle, 
1703, P 75; and Aurelii Prudentii Clementia 
V. C. Opera Omnia... (Delphin and Vari- 
orum Classics), London, 1824, ol i. pp. 150- 
163, Though one of the finest poems of 
Prudentiua, it was com tively little used 
in the services of the Church until the re- 
vision of the Roman Breviary after the Council 
of Trent. In the ed. of that Breviary pub, at 
Rome, 1570, there are the following centos :— 

i. Quicumque Christum quacritis. Tranafigura- 
tion. 

ii, O sola magnarum urbium. J; 
iii, Audit tyrannus anxius. Hel tn Innocents, 

at Matins. 
iv. Salvete flores martyrum. Holy Innocenta, 

at Lauds. 
These centos are repeated in later eds. of 

the Roman Breviary, and also in Daniel, i., 
Nos. 107, 108, 112, and iv. p. 121. The 
earliest aid most beautiful cento is the 
Balvete flores martyrum, which is found in the 
St. Gall ms., No. 413, of the 11th cent, in 
a 12th cent. ms, in the British Museum 
(Add. 18301, f. 118), &e. J. 

These centos have been translated into 
ar as follows :— 

Quicumque Christum quaeritis. The Trans- 
Ptr This “begins with the first line of 
the poem. The Roman Brev. text is in Card. 
idee Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 and 1865. 

Tr. a8 :— 
1, All ye who seek in hope and love. By E. 

Caswall, in his Lyra Catholica, 1849, p. 167; 
and again in his Hys. § Poems, 1873, p. 90. 
This is repeated in several collections, and is 
usually given in an unaltered form. In J. A. 
Johnston’s English Hyl., 1852, it begins, “Ye 
who for Christ are seeking, raise,” 

2. 0 ye, who Christ are seeking, raise. In J. A. 
Johnston's English Hyl., 1856, based upon Cas- 
teal, 
setae are: — 
1. Whoso you be that Christe do seek. Primer, 1604. 

en 2. All you that seeke Christ, let your sight. Primer, 

= 3. Al, that seek Christ, your eyes erect. Primer, 

4 © All, whoseek with Christ to rise. Primer, 1706, 
6. All that desire with Christ to rise. Ceato from 

Primers, }706, 1748 1763. 
6, O ye who seek the Lorl. Card. Newman, tn 

Tracts for the Times, No. 75, 1836. 
7. Ye who Messiah seek. Ap. R. = 18ST. 
8, O you who truly seek your Lord. F, ¢ 

beth, 1845. 
saan Ye, whoe'er for Christ are seeking. W. J. Copeland, 

10. 0 et w f 
ik. Who seek the Grist am hance above, Ww. J. 

Blew, 1852-55. 
12." O ye who seek the Christ, H. Kynaston, 1862. 

| a. 

QUICU 

: All ye who 
M. Macgill, xi) 

16. All ye who: 
is74, 

16. 0 ye, who 
Churck Ti Ja 

ii. O sola mag 
cento begins w 
Roman Brev. t 
Eeclesiae, 1835 

1, Bethichem 
in his Lyru ¢ 
slight alteratic 
p. 30. This ¢ 

ginal form, bu: 
other times ¢ 
altered texts w 
line, there are 

(1) Earth has: 
Af. text, 1861 and 

2. Than mig 
Copeland, in 
p. 71. In Mu 
as, “ Thou Bet 

3. Fair quee 

Blew, in his € 
and Rice's Sel 

4. Of nobles 
Singleton, in 
again, after rv 

5. Earth hs 

Malden and 
England 8. § 
Other tra. ar: 
1. oa hepmed 
2 
3. Chief "mo: 

begina with th: 

iii, Audit 
This cento 
The Roman 
Hymni Ecei 

hast 1 
gilt, 1876. 4 
with the same 

iv. Salvet 
This cento 
The Romar 
Hymni Ecce 
The Hymn: 
text in 6 st 
No. 46. Tl 
with the en 

Ci.) Rom 
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nar ge IQUE CHRISTUM 

Quic = = of Christ's crown, By 
own = = his Hys. for the Week, kc, 

== »§ in several of the older col- 

x 
ww _* 

= J os = Zz - © SS = inst ee *tion, : ant martyr flowers. By J. M. 2 . ee Santee NN “ @ : —_— = seinal N., 1852, No. 16. The 
Sale, (ee and $ the Hymne, 1882, have 

ry, 13 —— =. 
A. 
4 enna R stanza. 

A additi <> =~ ssmrtyr blooms so bright. By R. 

<>. ~ 21 =a 

“=ia ch ai 

< Sin hail, Bm 8 Anglican H. Bh, 1868. This 
as x Eleton, == — ==asis- 
Oe Phras —_ 

< tres =_—_—_—_ « Martyrs flow’rs, Primer, [604 are = . . 
<= =e =— =<" the flowers. Primer, 1615. 

ee FS eS Of Martyrs, you. Primer, 1645. 
= Eo soms early blown. Primer, 1706, 

wee ace es Of martyrdom. A.J. B, Hope, 

AX hail to =— 
Hale you = nant holy > ==> 
~All: natty 

« en, —_— = = > — all ey Caswall, 1449, 
w t moartyr-t . TN, - Hat. a ee ase e yr nh. Oren 

Sa, 8 > wers, fresh from your early dawn, 
om em «i 1850. 

aail, ye 

=” See 
> e =— 

- > Morgen - = _ 
° eee «airy text. 

<> 2 martyrdom. By I. Williams, 
Re = ee ar cizine, 1835, p. 655; and his 

L3ritish a _ i —~aarisian Breviary, 1839, p. 72, 
= «= =< =. In the Parish Hymnal 

eee Begins, “ Hail, ye flowers of 

, new-born victims, hail. 

Sze oe his Mys. of the Primitive 

— S— __;; and Schafi’s Christ in Song, 
>29. In Chaa<xt x= — ==— ~ s Hys. of the Church, mostly 

v erratlire, &e  —— — =. No, 28, it is, rewritten as 
ail, flowrets <> <= <@ Be martyr wreath.” 

3. Hail, ye fie a ES ee martyr flowers, By W. J. 

Blew, in hie chee > — = ~—__—sy. and Tune Bh, 1852-55, 
end again in Rice Oe =_Sel. from the same, 1870. 

&. Sweet twes< = «=f the martyr band. By Sir 

W. Baker, im x =— — revised ed. of H. A. § M, 

Two sta oS oe mre omitted. 
Other trs. are :—__ 

os 7Tail, infam = 
Chandle a 

> 1857, Y- 

Sted 

as40 Ye flowers, yes Boe we a =) «oof martyrs, bail. J. 2. Beste, 

asne Sweetest flow << <= —<—- 2 early spring. FR. Camptell, 

= “Hail, mart Ea we ss, in childbood’s dawn, J. D. 
Chambers, inst 

Peg e flowrts of of Bowe aemartyrs, hail. J. W. Hewett, 

%. Edail, garland <> eee Ee rs. CG. S. Hodges, 1876. 

Ciit.) Centos. 

= an, marty) 2 <= flower'd. A. Xynaston, 1862. 
= aii, ow re« 

wit’, 1276. ais = —_ =wartyrs bright. H. M. Mac- 

Dr. H. M Macez= = BE “ss er. of this poem in his 
Songs of Chritttcave se - a and Life, Sc 1876, 
is broken upint@ © Be<_= £2 1 lowing parts:— 

1. ** CQuicumque CT Re = a 

2: <: Bal tell So SSS ety te ae from wumder Persic = bod <= eam -_— 
23. ** Sed verticens 

Ieractl’s destineg guicte _ » “So Moses 
S. ** Jure ergo se J eaee 

those wise men fron, aa 

Im addition D-_ 
the Tyra Messicz oe Oem xa 
Persici ex orbis ——eoe 

Tr. as: ** Well had 

z sen has a ome = 

: >>; . heginning, “ #D 

a“ pp tichnnre oo aa Which he ae tr. a8 

‘Phe use which ba em» == urning.” 
this fime poem is nag 

English. == £<=2o sive pl per 
{J. J.J 

QUOD CHORUS VATUM 947 
Quiet, Lord, my froward heart. 

J. Newton. (Resi nation.) A red in the 
Olney Hymns, 1779, Bk, iii., No. 65, in 4 st. 
of 6 1, and headed “The Child.” It has 

into a large number of hymn-books, 
| fh some it begins ‘Jesus, make my froward 
heart,” but this form of the text is not cere: 

J.J] 
Quis te canat mortalium?P Jean 

Baptiste de Santeiiil, [The Annunciation of 
the B. V. M.] Appeared in the Cluniae 
Breviary, 168, p. 1073. It is also in the 
Orleans Brev. 1693, both for the Conception 
and for the Nativity of the B. V. M. In 
Sauteiiil’s: Tymni Sacri, 1689, p. 30 (ed. 1698, 
p. 20), it begins, “Quis ore digno te canat,” 
and in this form it is in the Narbonne Brev., 
1709, and later French Breva. Tr. as:— 
What mortal tongue praiso! B i 

Caswall, in his Lyra Aretiong 74 268 5 ant his 
Hyt, and Poems, 1873, p. 170, Itisin C, U. in Roman 
Catholic collections for missions and schools. [J, M,] 

Quisquis valet numerare. [Eternal 
Life.] A fine poem “on the glory of the 
heavenly Jerusalem” given by Mone, No. 803, 
from a Karlsruhe ms, of the 15th cent., and 
in 16 st. of 6 1. In some copies of the 
Hymnal N., 1854, the first line reads “ Si quis 
valet numerare.” The fr. is usually given for 
All Saints. Tr. a8 — 

1, If there be that skills to reckon, By J. M. Neale, in 
the Hymnal .V,, 1854, in 7 st. of 6 1., Including a doxo- 
logy, being a part only of the hymn. This has been 
repeated in whole or in part in Xennedy, 1463; In the 
Hymnary, 1872; and as "Who of men heth skill to 
reckon?” inthe Sarum, 1868. In Dr. Neale's Hys..,.. 
on the Joys and Glories of Paradise, 1466, the Latin 

' text of 9 st. ia given, together with a fr. of which 6 at. 
| are from the H, Noted. This tr. ls divided in the St. 

t's Hyl., 1876 (East Grinstead), t © parts, 
ay gets fa) what : lendour, O wut beauty.” 

2. Is there man ever reckon? By J. A. John- 
ston, in his Ang. Hymnal, 1861. 

3. Who the multitudes can number, By T. B. 
Pollock, iu the 1889 Suppl. Hymns to H. A. “4 3] 

Quo sanctus ardor te rapit. Jean 
Baptiste de Santeiiil. [Visitation of the 
B.V.M.] Appeared in the Cluniac Breviary, 
1686, p. 997; and his Hymni Sacri et Nori, 
1689, p. 32 (ed. 1698, p. 110). Also in Card. 
Newman's Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 and 1865. 
Tr. as :— 
Whither thus in hol; raptere! By E. Caswall, in his 

Lyra Catholica, 1849, 4 0; and his Hys, and Poems, 
1873, p. 171. It was included in the 2nd ed., 1863, of 
the Appendiz to the Hymnal Noted, rw. A. 8.] 

Quo vos Magistri gloria quo salus. 
C. Coffin. [ Whitewntide. | Appeared in the 
Paris Breviary, 1736; and in Coffio’s Hymni 
Sacri of the same year. The text is also 
in Card. Newman’s Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 and 
1865. Tr. as:— 

1. Where thy Master's glory Calls thee forth abroad, 
I, Williams, 1539, 

2. Go where your Master's glory, W. J. Blew, 1852- 
55. 

3. Heralds of your God! Haste, where every nation. 
J. D. Chambers, 1857, (J. J.) 

Quod chorus vatum venerandus 
olim. St. Hrabanus Maurus(?) (Purification 
of the B. V. -) Included in Brower’s ed, of 
his Poemata, Mainz, 1617, p. 74, but not in 
E. Diimmler’s ed. of his Carmina, It is found 
in four mss. of the 11th cent. in the British 
Museum (Vesp. D. xii. f. 445; Jul. A. vi. 

3P2 
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f. 88; Harl. 2961, f. 281; Add. 30848, f. 58), 

and in the Lat. Hys. of the Anglo-Saxon 

Church, 1851, p. 54, is printed from an 11th 
cent. ms. at Durham (HB. iii. 32 f. 16). It is 

in the Sarum, York, Aberdeen, Paris of 1t:43, 

and other Breviarics, The printed text is also 

in Wackernagel, i. No. 132. Daniel, i, No. 222, 

gives st. i., and at iv. p. 371, cites it as in @ 

10th cent. us. at Bern, G, M. Dreves prints 

it in his Hymnarius Moiesiacensis, 1888, p. 8Y, 

from a 10th cent. ms, Tr. as :— 
That which of old the reverend choir of prophets. 

By T. I. Ball, in the 2nd ed., 1863, of the Appen- 
diz to the Hymnal Noted. 

Other tras. are :— 
1. What they of old, the reverend choir of prophets. 

W. J, Blew, 1952-55, 
2. Lo, what the reverend prophet seers of old. J. D. 

Chambers, 1866. 
3. That which the Prophets reverend Assembly. 

Antiphoner and Grail, 1880, {J . M.) 

Quod lex adumbravit vetus. (See 
Ex more docti mystico, p, 359.) Additional fra. 
are :— 

1. The law He came not to destroy. By W. J. Blew, 

in bis Church Hy. and Tune Bk,, 1852-55; and Rice’s 
Sel. from the same, 1870. 

2. The fast that in the ancient law. By ft. Camp- 
bell (from his wss.j, and J, C. Earle, in O. Shipley’s 
Annus Sanctu®, 1584, 

In Blew's Church Hy. & Tune Bk., 1852-55, 
Lent No. 2, there is another tr. beginning with 

st. iv Omnes ad aram cernuo, fr. as “ In prayer all 

prostrate let us fall.” We must also note that 
the form of J. Chandler's tr., * With fust and 

paabes for sinful man” (p- 389, i.), found in 
ennedy, 1863, and others, appeared in J. 

Chandler's Hys. of the Church, &c., 1841, 
No, 37. [J. J.) 

Quos in hostes, Saule, tendis. Jean 
Baptiste de Santeitil, (Conversion of St. Paul.) 
Included in his Hymni Sacri et Novi, 1689, 
p. 52, where it begins “ Saule, tendis quos in 
hostes.” In the Paris Breviary, 1736, it 
begins “ Quos in hostes.” It is wlso in the 

Lyons and other modern French Breviaries ; 
in J. Chandler's Hye. of the Primitive Church, 

1837, No. 8+; and Card. Newman's Hymni 
Ecclesiae, 1838 and 1865, T'r. a8 :— 

1. "Gainst what foeman art thou rushing, Saul, 

what madness, &o, By J. Chandler, in his Hys. 

of the Prim, Church, 1837, p. 95. It was re- 

ted, with several alterations, in Murray's 

Hymnal, 1852, the 1861 ed. of H. A. & M., and 

others. In Skmner's Daily Service Hymnal, 1864, 

No. 175, st. iv., ii., iii., v., are given as: ‘“ Christ, 

Thy power is man’s salvation.” 
2, 'Gainst what foeman art thou rushing, Saul, 

what frenzy, &c. By K. C. Singleton, in his 

Anglican H. Bk., 1868 and 1872. 

Another tr. is :— 
Whither, Saul, this raging sense. J. aaa 5 

R 
R., in Bristol Bap. Coll. of Ash & Evans, 

Ist ed., 1769, ie. Mra. Rowe. 

R., in the Christian Observer, 1811, &c. 

One of the signatures of Bp, Heber. 

R.A. B., in The Cavendish H. Bs. S64 

RAFFLES, 

Dale's English H. Bk., 
R. A. Bertram, p. 188, |. 

R—n., in the Bristo 
Evans, Ist ed., 1769, ie 

RB. M, in Coll 
Robert 8. McAll. 

Rabanus. [Variou 

“Papdos éx Tis 
virray’) 

Raffles, Thomas 
W. Raffles, solicitor, ¥ 
Spitalfields, London, 
he became a clerk in 
sbortly after retired, a 
of Dr. Collyer (p. 243 
Peckham he was for 
entered Homerton © 

on June 22, 1809. 
Liverpool, where h 
Spencer, and rem 
honoured pastor of 
Congregational Ch 
Aug. 18, 1863. F 
Dr. Raffles was 01 
ministers of the ¢ 
labours outside of 
very great, his aid 
missions and oth 
eagerly sought af 

ndent College 
im; and to mat 

l he gave gr 
egree of LL.D. 

versity of Aberde 
pn.p. by Union C 
1880. His work 
and Ministry o 
1813; A Tour 
several Sermons, 
ed. of Brown's 
joint author wit 
of Poems by T 
with Dr. Collyc 
Investigator, ® 
March &, 181% 
friend, Mr. Bro 
a collection « 
chapel:” but 
out until 1853 
to Dr. Watts's 
this Suppleme 

have published 
t M 

tional Hymn-th< 
book contained 
original form, 
one, but give 
without vanit: 
molern date 
have expected 
omitted from 
denomination. 
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when the im 
Cong. H. Lk 
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to its en. 
limited in «¢ 
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the respectiv: 
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a» ™tributed, in 1812, 8 hymns 

—_ gp seture “TR.” to the Coll. of 
—_ == gd former pastor, Dr. Collyer, ez, ymns came into notice, “ag Sdually ot x - = <-F8 t the number of 46, were tric? with <> = - Supplement, 1853. His liymns wae .Uded jp ee © - include :-— 

~ ou Swen mortal man retires. Prayer. 
@ =e is headed“ The Hour of Prayer,” 

Sent im 
= “a Biles =-_ = 
a, the .°st hoe =— 2S ee Witten by Dr. Kaftles, “ Printed in 

wand thence copied into the Chris- 
ehcd R. Mx. 

Sena for. = =, “gs dated * Jany. 26, 1823,” and is in 

Leib sco me SS BEE, EN 
ao *gors 1. >A peace 5 Fegae-r Peace of Mind, SS he See * —_ — 

== = <=; but underneath Dr, Raffles has 
A = 

Rafle== 
= 

he American tian Acepeake jor 

===, throned above, Pvrology, In 
& =m 1 st. of 41., and beaded © Dox 

» and underneath is written by 
—=— eB ate (the change in the ink proving 
——— a <—=nymously in the Congregational 
_ ss — Conder’s 1536 and 1442. 
—_—— Sos, God of love, 0 hear a humble, 
<_< in Collyer’s Cull., 1412, No, 909, 

Be we tied ** The Penitent's Prayer.” 
z << Sfospel to the poor. Hume Missions. 
eS = aot. of 4 |., headed * To the Agents 

Livy, ——— mission,” and dated * May 1449.” Tose Pool Soe ee Printed at the Printing Office of 
Streee!)*t Peo CL] = Mission Bazaar, Lycwum, Bold 

7. Hig <a See ee realms of light. Heaven. Con- 

yi beted a r et oll, 1912, No. 911, in 6 st. of & |, 

; sung at 1 >= alien's a Aug, 24, 388. It 
m . > ~~ re own of his bymns, but is usually 

Biven j a nee. a “2 «<< form. 
pane —weam Zlican I stand. Lent. Dated in 

Se ie oo ceebe, Oct. 4th, 1851," and beaded, 
xviii. 13." It is in 5 ot. of 4 1., 
ioc <a ions. 
Sa be in heaven! Mo i 3. Ww. gathering Sloom. area = == & st. of 4 double lines, headed Amd there shal 2 ae =e-20 night there,” Rev. xxii, 6, and 

“Aprilsaieae =a ~~ “++ 4, Ms.”") 
109. o Goa of diana aa 2 ane we own. Fumily Worship. 

Im the *: x. Ms." ie — = — <»F41,, entitled * The God of t fTarmilies: of Isract "= —m seme eR elated, “Jany. 15th, 1623." It 
a — Ser re ey, 1459. 

of time. New Fear. 

“red inthe ee. 
a. Rapid flow am - 

‘Khe last but one <>< = SE es New Year's hymns, in 6 st. of * entitled « hae 2 oe <> =” New Year's Morning,” aod 
lated, - Jany.lst 5s =<— = 2_--" (* R. s.") 

12. Saviour, let SO ee ce cecction rest. Holy Nutrimony. £m the *- Rw" ie «<> = = — <>f 6 1. entitled “ The Marriage enmst. — << “San ber 3rd, 1#52. On occasion 2 the marriage of £ f= <= Emey. J. F. and Mrs, Guenett.” Seminal im the Were —_— OS eg., 1459, with the omission of 

I> 
thin} teMes ata l= = 

n Pp Ublishe< ®t 
Book,” ee 
zm ther of === — 
t rar. API 

s. acts lLlas =< 2. 

4m the 2 Preach= 

is. Seo Ruwke ora s <“‘°3o ge Col...ish=a., « —— 2 = £. a a Cae 
am Sction ne = = yy Father hath given, in S . — eS _ ae es” in 2 ot. of 4 L, but without date. in the Mews «> 2 2 sw hymn from ir. Rete o_, ** Ashby -<le-la-Z«saza- 3 = @m irarmense “Ot = a= 

* 

He St. p. 272, the history of the 
=z Pieavyis this — 

= &e€eha (Oct., 1824.) I preached to 

wm OE wasstt night at Nottingham, and slept at Mr. Gilteeze¢ 
antic). a fine phage = —\ fF x-_ Rawson {of Nottingham 
has broken & bloodl — «nee SES ae ee ami but recently married, 

Se Eee al with bis wife and mother, amrd father and sist <_- 
te pass the winter, = 
ered begered me to 
.aressed in the morn, = =e 
which I sent ber juse a 

Mire. Rawson, Sore <> 
am (Fiall, near 
there im 1ss7. 

<< 22 & yesterday for Devonshire, 

&wson sent me her album, 
oo * Fx acthing appro or Edy 

=—— * = eaposed the following lines, 
ic 2s< = Racy setout: * The cup, &e. : 

She eRe gam ™ __ Widow, resided at Winco- 
= *2early 60 years, ard died 

Im the ** ‘pe 
** E§urnile 6 June 23rea x Race,0 Lord. The Hiding- 

4 st. of # 1, and dated 
‘ age ise = Pye * oie =* se. ° 168. of se = 
the foot is written by in se id. stream. Life. In = 
im the Jnvestigatos-_ Feagee _ . > ted in pencil 193%. 
42i ft, & poetical tcleme =< _ MHeg « Originally published 
Marshall, Hamiltors | i —= Se ray mously ind cetion's 

-_— = 5 sh : in an "> Fadon, hed by Simp 
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The “ Raffles ms.,” from which we have ar 
notated these hymns, was kindly lent by My T. 8. Raffles, B.4., Stipendiary istrate 
Liverpool. Mr. Raffles is the author of hi 
father’s Memoirs, 1864, and of hymn 25 in hi 
father's Supplement. Dr. Kaffles’s origina 
Hymns were pub. in 1868, with a Preface by 
J. Baldwin Brown. (J. J.) 
Raise the psalm, let Earth adoring 

E. Churton. (Ps. zevi.) 1st pub. in his Cleve 
land Psalter, 1854, in 13 st. of 4 1., with the 
refrain, “ Hallelujah, Amen.” In 1863 Dr 
Kennedy embodied in his Hymn. Christ. st 
i., ii., vili.-xiii., as a hymn, of 2 st. of 16 |. 
exch st. ending with “ Hallelujah, Amen.’ 
This successful arrangement was repeated ir 
the Wes. H. Bk., 1875, No. 604, but divided 
into 4 st. of 81, and with the omission of the 
tefraip. This rendering is one of the author's 
best and most vigorous versions of the Psalms, 
and is worthy of more extended use than is 
accorded to it. [Psalters, English, § xix.) [J.J.] 

Raise thee, my soul, fly up and run. 
I. Watts. [Heavenly Joys.) Appeared in his 
Hye. and Sac. Songs, 1707 (ed. 1709, Bk. ii., 
No. 33), in 8 et. of 4 1, and headed “ ‘The 
blessed Socicty in Heaven.” It is in C. U. 
in its full, and also in an abridged form. In 
some American collections, including The 
Baptist Praise Bk. N. Y., 1871, it begins 
“Arise, my eoul, fly up and run,” and st. ii. 
and vi. are alsu omitted, (J. J.) 

Raise your triumphant songs. J. 
Watts. Me Love and Work of Christ.) 1st 
vub, in his Hys. and S. Songs, 1709, Bk. ii, 
No, 104, in 6 at. of 41, as the second of two 
hymns on “Christ's Commission. John iii. 
16,17." It was extensively adopted by the 
older compilers. including G. Whitefield, M. 
Madan, A. M. Toplady, and others, Bicker- 
steth (1833), Elliott (1835), the Leeds H. Bk. 
(1853), &c., followed; and modern editors in 
G. Britain and America have, in very many 
instances, also included it in their collectiona. 
Notwithstanding this popatenty it does not 
rank with the best of Watts’s hymns, [J. J.] 

Rambach, August Jakob, s. of Johann 
Jakob Rambach (then pastor of St. Nicholas’s 
Chureh, at Quedlinburg, and, after 1780, chief 
pastor of St. Michael's Church, at Hamburg), 
was b. at Quedlinburg, May 28, 1777. He 
entered the University of Halle in 1796, passed 
his final theological examination in Nov. 1799, 
was appointed diaconus of St. James’s Clureh 
at Humburg, in May 1802, and on March 16, 
1819, preached his first sermon as chief pastor 
of St. Michael's, in succession to his father. 
He received the degree of p.p. from the 
University of Marburg, on the occasion of its 
tereentenary, Nov. 12, 1827; ond became 
senior of the Hamburg clergy in 1834. After 
1844 the burden of infirmities made him re- 
sign his public offices one after another. He 
finally resigned his pastorate in the beginning 
of 1851, and retin d to Ottensen, near Ham- 
burg, where he d, Sept. 7, 1851. (Die Familie 
Rambach. By Dr. T. Hansen, Gotha, 1875, 
p. 237; Allg. Deutache Biog., xxvii. 193, &e.) 

A. J. Rambach is better known as a hymnvlogist chan 
asa hymn-writer. His earliest work, entitled, Ceber 
p. Martin Luthers Verdienst um den Kirchengesang, 
Hamburg, 1413, is an essay on Luther as a hymn-writer 
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musician, &c. His greatest work is bis An 7 
christlicher Gesiinge aus allen Jahrhunderten der Ki 
Altona & Leipzig, vols. {., t., 1817 ; fii., 1819; tv., 1822; 
v., 1632; vi., 1833 (vols. v., vi., also pub. separately, as 
Der heilige Gesang der Deutechen , . . seit Gellerts und 
Klopstocks Zeit). Though this is now to a considerable 
extent antiquated, and is really of value only for the 
period 1600-1839, it still is of tuch use for the blographi- 
cal notes on many of the more obscure writers, and for 
the exceptional accuracy of the references to the sources 
from which the hymns are taken. (It ts occasionally 
referred to in this tonary as Rambach's Anthologic, ) 
During its compilation he ually gathered together 
an extensive and valuable hymnological brary, over 
2000 volumes of which are now a part of the Hamburg 
Town Library. He was also the principal editor of the 
Hamburg @. 8, of 1842, and in 1443 pub. a small volume 
of biographical notices thereto (Aurzgefasste Nachricht 
ton den Verfaseern der Lieder im Ha gischen Gesang- 
buche). 
Rambach does not seem to have pub. an 
— hymns. His fre. are given in vol. 1. 
of his A ie, as above, and five are in- 
eluded in the Hamburg G. B., 1842. The 
only one which has passed into English C, U. 
is noted at p. 227, i. (J. M.] 

Rambach, Johann Jakob, v.v., s. of 
Hans Jakob Rambach, cabinet maker at 
Halle on the Saale, was b. at Halle, Feb. 24, 
1693. In 1706 he left school and entered his 
father’s workshop, but, in the autumn of 
1707, he dislocated his ankle. During his 
illness he turned again to diis schoolbooks ; 
the desire for learning reawoke; and on his 
recovery, early in 1708, he entered the Latin 
school of the Orphanage at Halle (Glaucha). 
On Oct.’ 27, 1712, he matriculated at the 
University of Halle as a student of medicine, 
but soon turned his attention to theology. 
He became specially interested in the study 
of the Old Testament under J. H. Michaelis. 
In May 1715 he became one of Michaelis’s 
assistants in preparing his ed. of the Hebrew 
Bible, for which he wrote the commentary on 
Ruth, Esther, Nehemiah, &¢. His health 
began to suffer in the spring of 1719, and he 
ard accepted the invitation of Count von 
enkel to stay at Pdlzig, near Ronneburg, 

where he spent several months. By August 
he had quite recovered, and went to pay 
a visit to Jena, where a number of the 
students asked him tu lecture to them. For 
this pone he settled at Jena in Oct., 1719, 
and lived in the house of Professor Buddeus 
(J. F. Budde). He graduated v.a. in Murch 
1720. In 1723 he was appointed adjunct of 
the Theological Faculty at Halle, as also 
inspector of the et german, al in 1726 extra- 
ordinary professor of theology; and in 1727, 
after A. H. Francke’s death, ordinary pro- 
fessor us well as preacher at the Schulkirche. 
Here he was very popular, both as preacher 
and professor, but the jealousy of his col- 
leagues induced him to accept an offer from 
the Landgrave Ernst Ludwig of Hesse, who, 
in 1731, invited Lim to Giessen as superin- 
tendenut and first professor of theology (before 
leaving Halle he graduated p.p., , as 2k, 
1731), and in Aug., 1742, appointed him also 
director of the Paedagogium at Giessen. In 
1734 he was, for various reasons, greatly in- 
clined to accept the offer of the first professor- 
ship of theol in the newly-founded Uni- 
versity of Gottingen, but eventually, at the 
earnest request of the Landgrave, remained in 
Giessen, where he d, of fever, April 19, 1735 
(Die Familie Rambach. By Dr. T. Hansen, 

RAMBACH, JOH 

Gotha, 1875: Allg. Dh 
196; Blatter fiir ymno 
129, 145, 163, 186; | 
p- 13, &.) 

Rambaech was a voluminous 
ments of practical theology, ¢ 
meneuticae sacrae, Jena, 172: 
4 eds. in bis lifetime; bis 2 
Jiir Kinder, 1734 (see below), 5 
in 1736, and a l4th im 1766; 
sermons, &c. He justly earn 
thoroughness of his researches 
cise way in which he set forth ' 

tions, It is however as a h 
likely to be best known. W 

with the best hymn-writers o} 
turies, he yet takes a high | 
poraries, and de-erves to be | 
almost any of the 18th cent. bh 
is good and dignified; bis tl 
clearly ex While bis 
pomsce didactic, they are g 
churchly in tone, and are cha 
lively imagination, and earnest, 
in the strict sense, he “rote ove 
which passed into the German 
cent. (e.g. the Hannover G. . 
G. B., L167, contains 62 by hin 
still found in modern bymn-bo 
Pasig gives 165 in his ed. of 
Lieder, Leipzig, 1844, and thy 
Hansen as above, while the fir 
given in the #ldtler as above. 
ally ), made for the Lit! 
hausen's G, H., to replace simi. 
1705. The rest principally ap) 
works by Rambech, viz.: (1) A 
1720 (Brit. Mus.) ‘The first 1 
the Gospels for Sundays and fe: 
inclodes 2u hymns, mostly wri 
2) Poetische Fest-Gedancken. 
be ‘al Lib., orga Included « 

called hymns. he Zod ed. « 
28 new hymna ; and the 3rd ed., 1 
has 22more. (3) Erbauliches Ha 
Giessen, 1734 [Hamburg Library 
a new hymns. (4) Geistreic 
Frankfurt and Let » 1735 [Ha 
reface dated April 10, 1736 = T' 
> Rambach, of which 58 are 
these, however, bring recasts of 
¢s Wunder der bis zum Thode de 

Giessen, 1760 (Berlin Li 
27 new bymons, 

One of Rambach’s hy 
p. 560,i. The others whic! 
English are :— 

i, Auf! Seele, schicke dich. 
Written, by request for the 
Freylinghausen’s G. B., 17( 
16 st. of 6 1, in order to 
“ Aut, Seele, sey geriist.” 

This hymn, George 
Geistreiches G. Z. Halle, Hage 
1771, of the complete book forn 

i., 1704, and its suppl. of 170 
linghausen’s G. #., both br1 

as No. 524, Rambach’s as Ni 
being No, 229 in pt. i., 1704. 

Rambach’s hymn is in his 
No. 369; the Berlin G, Z, S, 
&c. In Pasig’s ed. of his @ 
P 112, entitled © Before the 
Jommunion.” It has been fr 
My soul prepare to meet, © 

6; ii, lL. 4-6; vii, xiv., a 
Moravian H. Bk, 1789 (1849, 
ed. of 1886, No. 979 begins v 
should 1, slaughtered Lamb 
with st. xi, “Lord, of Thy we 

ii. Mein Jesu, der du vor de: 
Communion, Appeared in Fi 
B., 11th ed., 1719, as No. 2. 
It was written to replace the | 
hier sind deine Briider”™ (4% 



aH, JOHANN JAKOB RANKIN, JEREMIAH EAMES 9 Res oo = —= 63), in the Ist ed. of Freyling- e 330, in 9 st.; his Haus G. B., 1738, No. 13; - *alj Et is in his Haus ( 7 Orttemberg @. #., 1442, No. 44: and Pasig, p. 
7 ~ 4@, 1607 — 18) 3n his Haus ¢, B., 1735, a , x. SS Usen » , Zz oe meserlin G. L. &, ed. 1863, No. | Fait, oon ets, Thy dwelling-place.” “By Dr. 2 6, °85 : th en's: 1844, p. 110, entitled, “On xii. O grosser Geist! 0 U: aller Dinge. Go Holiness. In his Geistliche sien, 1720, p, 327, 9 st.; his Hause G. B., 1736, No, 19; and Pi i, P. Tr, as, “0 mighty Spirit! Source whence all dis ey, B ry Beer gates 1854, p. 153, 

xiii, i eatat, anbetungs-wiirdigst Wesc God's Majesty. Founded on 1 Tim. vi. 16,16. In I Geistliche Poesien, 1720, p. 303, in 11 st.; bis Ha G. B., 1735, No. 7; and Pasig, p. 2. The form fr, * Anbetungewtirdger Gott,” a recast (probably by J. 
Diterich), which is No. 1 in the Berlin @. B., 1765, a) No.6 inthe Berlin GL. 8, ed, 1963, Tr. as, ‘* Dre, Majesty above.” By Dr. #1. Mills, 1845 (1856, p. 8), 

xiv. Wirf, bléder Binn, den Kummer hin. Chris 
mas. In his Haus @. #., 1735, No. 129, in 6 2 
(founded on Rom, viil. 31, 32). In Pasig, p. 6, and t] 
Tn. L. &., 1861, No. 60, Tr. as, “Throw, soul, I sa 

£¢ Grace in Holy Communion.” 

a 3. are: no ——Who before Thy passion. Omit- tang Zerg Jem = = as No, 1181 in the Suppl. of 2sc we. is,, = S ewe ravian H. Bh. 1801 (1886, 
2 3). _ om that last sad eve. A good 2s "o®, Leora, a 5 x.» by Mies Cos, ceaislonted to ittin = = a ica, 63, p. 15, and repea ix Kyra Bene eo. we Ae Ger., 1464, p- 75. fecteied, “mitt Flys. S—S>s m= == G. S. Jellicoe’s Coll., 1867. Ogstimsz-— > ecm kein Andrer gleich. Christ Sur p ea ~~ a ——_*. Ew is Haus G. B., 1735, No. 107, thy fea: By Miss Mani: , 1864, p. 28, in »s be . 2 we <= ntitled, “On the prophetical wees nana di. M.) “fice of Fee <= sat” Repeated in the —- ‘Pavdtwoav juiv dvwbev. PAvéorn 

Pp. SS Sa. 2s — Ne HO | rpchuepos.] 4 a ras = 
ix, B™@KOly none Ee ee hee cnn teach, By Miss Fry,| Randall, Thomas, s.a., was b. in 171) in 4 ' — Bher /Hys. of the Reformation, | aud studied at the University of Edinburgt 184 so2 yg a = serecast in gs of et, beata. where he graduated m.a. in 1730. In 1789 h Ring.” 7) s 26. =— mone like Thee can teach,” | became irish minister of Iuchtare, Perth Was inc], stink a — —B. Whittemore’s Suppl. to all shire, and in 1770 minister of the East Churck 4, 4 uded eS 0. 265, and repeated in the | Stirling, He d. at Stirling, July 21, 1786 Werth. » p haliaar PB, 1863, No. 62. He was one of those added in 1744 to th, iv. Wie} J = ists ein Schiifein Christi werden, | Committee of the General Assembly of thy Fo - = = In his Poetische Fest-Ged-| Church of Seotland which compiled — thy anche ee aie —" a “27, p. 131, in 6 st. of 6 L, Translations and Paraphrases of 1745, 'T eMtitled  « The a. EE Slessedness of the Sheep of | him is ascribed No. 11 in _the collection o “hrist. cae = =—=2 3, ‘I give my sheep eternal 1745, No. 49 in that of 1781. See Scottial life_> >> in his ee eo eas G. B., 1735, No. $25; the | Translations and Paraphrases, (J. M.] Berlin GL. Se we =. 1863, No. 645; and Pasig, Randolph, Anson Davis Fete, was b 1844, p. i39. els 2 at Woodbridge, New Jersey, Oct. 18, 1820 iow great t Bea “We Rise to be a shop of Jesus. A} and subsequently became a publisher and 2. of sat. ii, = _. ay C. J. Latrobe, as No. 293, | bookseller in New York. is Hopeful 4m the Moruria oe ae — £38k, 1789 (1886, No, 385). ‘aiting and other Verses were pub. in ise? FI y mons not oo reg lish C. U.:— His hymn “ Weary, Lord, of struggling here ™ All v- =_—. ~=——<Seli kommner Geist. Tie Omni- pene to Depart), was written in 1849, and the Te tino, 2s eee oe. Be Xe. 13 102 685 | first printed in the New York Independent, : Lb. Te —z 463; an . p 8 : ‘ : ars 4 as «« Thou Spire = ee ect and alates a By Dr. #,| It was repeated in his Hopefully W ailing, &e., 

1867, and is in a few collections. [F. M. B.] 
ATE zs, 1sS6, p. 17 — 

: 

=e 
Rands, William Brighty, was b. in 

- - somes 2. eee eee eon was fiir Hunden, Passion- tide. In his Pore ee Pt Geclancken, tnd ed., 1727, - 49, to 4 st. Bam Im 2 iaus G. B., 1735, No, 151, it | Chelsea in 1862 and d. at Dulwich on April Ae Ts Pecigs pee ee am, orc denen, Wunder” | 297d, 1882, He was a considerable ‘contr * = —_ ad Tow . . . 
imjur’d Jesus.” =, a th, 1845 (1456, p- 297), * | butor to literature, but published his works wii. Geset ure” =~ . Law and Gospel. In| under various names-—e.g “Matthew Browne, me srans o. *‘~s FS = 2 Boe do tg, the Bertin | “Henry Holbeach,” “Lilliput Levee,” &c. - &. S., . = — =< -e Fasi; 105, Tr. as, ** by him of great force and origi- 
boly law an goe_g ees E ‘asig, One hymn by bim of gr ree and origi C1856, p. 27.) R<>th. By Dr. H, Milks, We nalit found its way into recent hymnals, wiii. 

y . “One Lord there is all Lords above” (God a 
consuming fire to sin). It appeared originally 
in his “ Lilliput Lectures," 1872. it has 
been ineluded in Horder's Congregational 
Hymna, 1884, and in the Congregational 
Church Hymnal, 1887. [W. G. H.) 

in, Jeremiah Eames, p.p., was b. 
at Thornton, New Haven, Jan. 2, 1828, and 
educated at Middleburg College, Vermont, 
and at Andover, For two years he resided ut 
Potsdam, U.S. Subsequently he held pastoral 
charges a8 a Congregational Minister at New 

Hierr, du a ee ee 2 ,. a Se eed dem Fall, Aefore Work, 
= oo “Las —1 i — ey 565, in 4at.; and Pasig, 
Cprobebly bys. Se ee OS Nos 208 he ts altered 
Yirerr die icht.* > = =~f<- hh >, and ins “Du hast uns, us, labour, a es ae =#-. 55 er, os, = Lord, Thou ay 

Work. in his pn 3 du rufest mir, Christian 
NY Urttem ery G. ze_ — 2. 1735, No. 269, in 6 at. ; “Khe ¢rsa. am(1) <= ¢ =x = «2 —=_, "wo 306; and Pasig. p. 119, =<; Khou drawest wae >= — == 22s I Thou callest me, (2) ** Heream J, = z==~- Lord, 4.2 Be en. x van ~Riiss Warner, 1358, | Memes aaFaci. rs. . > 1 iw 

=: EiSchate vo ize = A 2 sa bag rap lage nots 1862. Afajesty. Writter: SS See ct, reineste Sonne. ‘“od"s hausen's G. 4, No = => <> =2. — llth ed., 1719, of Freyling- mous bymn in the ay = 90 wt.), to replace an anouy- W oli koa menteit, ala <= 2 704, Which began “' Hichste York, St. Albans, Churlestown, Washington <o- pt ~ = aan = E=Anem.” In his Haus G. By (District of Columbia), &c. In 1878 he edited reinste Sonne.” = —_-- =<... ~ SE <ed it to 12 «t,, and rewrote | the (Gospel Temperance Hymnal, and later zr. as ** If Heav-n a ee to begin * Hochstes hr a the Gospel Bells. His hymns appeared in able,” a tr.of st. a5’ “= = =< = ~™Ms are in Pasig, pp- 3-6- » collections, and in D. E. Jon:a's So Wo. 672, int.ijo¢ ¢it. = = = = ®<arths there were innumer- | these collections, and in D, E. Jones's Songs =i. O groser ~_ =< ar.» xv., xvii,, xix., XX. a8 | of the New Life, 1869. His best known hivmn Gmanipresen One, Zion i. Bk, 1754. is “Labouring and heavy laden” (Seeks ng = mie Wesen Alles fillet. The 
Geistliche Pocsien, 1720, | Christ). This was “written [in 1855] for a éstliche sien, 1729, 

—— i | 2 oe 



952 RAWSON, GEORGE 

sister who was an inquirer,” was fisst printed 
in the Boston Recorder, and then included 

in Nason’s Cong. H. Bk., 1857. Another of 

his hymns is “ Rest, rest, rest, brother reat” 

(Death & Burial). (F. M. B.] 

Rawson, George, was b. June 5, 1807, 

at Leeda, in which town he practised for 

many years as a solicitor. In 1853 he assisted 
the Congregational ministers of Leeds in the 
compilation of Psalms, Hymns, and Passages 
of Seripture for Christian Worship, a vol, 
commonly known as the ymn . Mr. 
Rawson was a member of the Congregational 
hedy. In 1858 he also assisted Rev. Dr. 
Green and other Baptist ministers in the pre- 

paration of Psalms awl Hymns for the use of 
the Baptist Denomination. A number of Mr. 
Rawson's own compositions firat a 1 in 
this and in the Leeds H. Bk, In 1876 he pub. 
his Hymns, Verses and Chants (Hodder and 
Stoughton, London), including his previously 
published hymns, and containing (exclurive 
of chants) 80 original pieces. In 1885 most 
of these, with several additional hymns, were 
pub. by the R. T. 8. under the title of 
Spiritual Thought. Mr. Rawson d. Mareh 25, 
1889. His hymns are distinguished by re- 

finement of thought, and delicacy and pro- 
pridty of language; and if they do not attain 
the first rank among the songs of the Christian 
Church, many are of great excellence. The 
most widely known are, “ By Christ redeemed, 
in Christ restored;” “Come to our poor 
nature's night;” “Father in high heaven 
dwelling ;” “In the dark and cloudy day ;” 
und “ _—, behold the fields are white.” 
In the H. Bk., 1853, and the Bap. Ps. & 
Hys., 1858, there are also several recasts of 
and additions to the hymns of other writers. 
These are noted in this Dictionary, and may 
be gathered from the Index of Authors and 
Translators. In addition to Mr. Rawson's 
hymns which are annotated under their re- 
> ea first lines, the following are also in 
Cc. U.:— 

i. From the Leeds H. Bk., 1853. 
1, Captain and Saviour of the host. Burial. 
2. Give dust to dust: and here we leave, rial. 
3. God the Lord is King—before him. Ps. xeiz. 
4, In the dark and — day. Consolation. 
5. Soul, thy week of toll is ended. Saturday Zvening, 
6, Though the night be very long. esignation, 

ii. From the Baptist Psalms & Hymns, 
1858. 

7, Beautiful. desired, and dear. Public Worship. 
8. Blessed are they who have not seen, Fuith, 
9. Blessed is the faithful heart. Faithfulness, 

10. Christ to heaven is gone before. Ascension. 
11. God the Father, be Thou near. Hvening. 
12, He fell asleep in Christ the Lord, A#urtal, 

Po Immersed beneath the closing wave. Holy Sap- 
jem. 
14. Lord, we bless Thee, Who hast given, Moly 

Communion, 
15. My Father God, with fillalawe. Abiding in God, 
Is. Our eyes we lift up to the hills, The Lord the 

Pastor's Keeper, 
17, Reaper, behold the fields are ripe (white). Afis- 

sions. 
18, Rise, heart, thy Lord arose. Sunday. 
19, Upon the holy mountains high. Security of the 

Church. 

iii. From the Leeds Sunday S. H. Bk., 
1858. 
6 2. And will [How shall) the mighty God. The Holy 

21. Jesus, the Lord, our Righteousness. Jesus, the 
children's Priend, 

REBUS CREA'TIS 

22. 0 Thon Good Shepherd. 7% 

iv. From Dr. Allon’s Su 
1868. 

23. My Father, itis good for m 
.%. Thou Who hast known 
Bvening. 

25. Walking with Thee, my G: 

v. From Mr. Rawson's . 
1876. 

26. God is our Refuge; God on 
27. La, a voice from heaven ha 
28, Lord, let me pray. FL kno 

Spirit desired. 
29, O pallid, gentle, grief-worn 
30, Out of the depths, thhe gulfs 
31. This, the vid world’s day 

Evening, (1854-7.] 
32. Thou who Tbyself didst . 

(1854-7. ] 
33. Voices of the deep blue | 

Ca 
34. With gladness we worship. 

When to these 3& hym 
which are annota unde 
first lines, and the rescasts 
Mr. Rawson's own ¢c-ompos 
sented by about 50 LAymns 
of the present day. Jt mus 
the Hymns, &c., 1876, and 
1885, the texts of the h 
revised by the author, and in 
been weakened thereby. 

Raymond, William 8S 
b. in 1832, and educated at 
lege, Cambridge, B.A. 1854 

ers, he was for sometime Ci 
Delamere, Herefordshire. 
became a Fellow of St. >} 
Lancing, Sussex. He d. in ) 
for Fuster Eve, “ Weeping : 
way,” was pub, in I, G. Smit! 
Services of the Church, &c., | 
in several collections. 

Rebus creatis nil eg 
[Septuagesima.} Pub. in th 
1736 ; and again in Coffin’s J 

. 45. Itis also in J. Chan 
rimitive Church, 1837, and 

Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 and | 

1, Our God, in His celestial se: 
in his Hys. of the Prim, Churc/ 
again, in his Hys. of the Churc 
1841, No. 34. It was repeated 
1867, and others. There are a) 
of Chandler—as (1) “ Blest i 
thing,” in Johnston's English 1 
and (2) “O Lord, who art en 
in the Hymnary, 1872. 

&. Thou dost not need creati: 
Campbell, in his Ays. and Ant/ 
and, again, in a few collections 

3. creation nought Thou 
Blew, in his Church H. & Tur 
and Rice's Sel. from the same, 

4, O Christ, in Thine all-blisafu 
Chambers, in his Landa Syon, | 
was rewritten by the Compiler 
1861, as, “O Lord, in perfect bli 
ted from H. A. & M. in 1875); 
altered in the Rev. F. Pott’s / 
“Thou, Who art All in All abo 

5. O God, the joy of heav'n abo" 
pilers of H. A. & M. in theit 
1889. ; 



a» RE SANOTAE CRUCIS 
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1. @°r try, goo = oe Bt NO created thing. 4. J. B. Hope. 
a ae = S44 ‘hou that @hings created nothing needing. J 2. = —_— : 4 teiliz hon of 2 A (3.3) a === HSanctae crucis. St. Bona- an: Sorisa- ep aetide. Holy Cross.) Included cn itera. (Ps a= 2Us de sancta cruce,” in a cul- 

is « Llauw« . = & 2 actates pub. at Puris ¢. 1510 Scr = os : : < By? of be oe 2a a). he text, in 90 linea, = iin === _> on ag tas agree 1609, vol. vi. 
» — _ “E=. Roth, in his Lat. 77 mnen, 423 _F. tie => form in 77 st. of 3 if from 

=m = sth cent. at Darmstadt. A 
= ee ee as beginning with the first, is *tion of oe wwebach, i. p. 315; Daniel, ii. a o fi Ven by _ > spe <>. 62, and others. Tremah, ot. 

1 S64, = Cra ew ee es a selection of stanzas from he 43 a — <—> f the poem beginning, “ Quam 
Alespectus : == <lejectus.” (J. M.j 

th .. —<— selections from the original 
have “rela — ae = er in full or in part, thus:— 
‘- i. Reg ee, ee ae me tae crucis. This, from @aniel’s 
ext, sti = ey =< V., as :— 
Pender tion eae res all holy. In Schatl's Christ 

€2 Son, : eae es made by Dr, E. A. Washburn, 
of N._ (hora a = —@& he Hymnary, 1872, No. 37, is 
Som piled wit i = EB = ght alterations, from this ¢tr,, 

in addition of the last stanza, they, with = = <—_ 

= tre, —[ ‘ 
- Make the = —— oa =“ your meditation. Dr. H. Harbaugh 

ee emg “eH rihurg Review, 1848, p. 481. 
ing. Dr. J. W. Alexander, Jesus’ ee SS aan fa his 7h, X= Crucible, &e., 1861, and Schaff’s 

Arise z -— e 7? Son Rae eS =| 
a . nad ; n eo" ok > —_ Sass delight. J. T. Morgan, 1471 

Zi. Quam dome << eas, quam dejectus. This from 
St. i.-iv., ay — = -neh, is tr. a8 :— 

KV. 80? of azd Man of sorrows, By H. 
YRaAston, in bas a ease nal Hymns, 1862, No. 43. 

ww... O what a= Mice cece eo 83 sand desolation. By P. 8. 
eorsley, in h a= ate ean and Trs., 1863, p. 185: 

and in Lyra Bee ee ae v2 een, 1564. 

44. Qui heeo em eee EE a. ingemisoe. This from the 
remaining sta. <> 2 ~_S™ wench, is tr. a8:— 
: h that cee ES 2 lwith His groaning, also by 

Tt. Kynaston, & xa ae Zs —reca-ional H., No, 43, Pt. ii, 
_ Krom these © ~—=w- <> B>=rrts in Kynaston, No. 36, 
in the Hymncwes>--,_ SL SS ?2, is compiled. (J. J.J 

oe eS Sees.) Slverax Deus. St. Am- 
tage aon 3 ~~ B= is hymn has been ascribed 

is not assigne< 2 A mex is certainly ancient, but 

tors. Danie? , = Bei xen by the Benedictine edi- 

Sond the exe” Se ee” por Bren 1695) 
minaieanue —— == E iw. p. 4, cites it as ina 

z= <> 2 Oth cent.; while at iv. 
££ Fac opinion that the hymn 

C<y.v.), is more probably 
Howr. Inall Ambrose for the Sixth 

SS a> ient Breviaries it is the lnyrmn at Sext, 
the F2oman CV <2 i IES = aa the Ambrosian of 1539, 

that written 

1632), Moaratse eo ste -&_-£78 and the revision of 
it a sUgcestencE i ae A502, Sarum, York, &e. 
m1 amesiv. KXLosea vii. 4, Ps. xci. 6, 

i 2 — i P apoio sd the Thick —« eo ion tas eae 

‘ eta x. 9), 1 
2 * as a prayer against 
== flesh, P rw. A. §.] 

in two sae. of the 8th = 
<=> =" —O = both assigning it to Sext. 

the lith cm. = the British 
<> 7723 Jul. A. 6f. 223 Har. 

1th cent. at Corpus Christi, 

Pt usemm (Vesp. rp 
Sel f. 220); ina agi 

—— | 
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Cambridge (391, Pp. 230); in the St. Gall. as., No. 4 
of the 1ith cent.,&c, In the Latin Hys. of the Ang 
Sazon Church (Surtees Society), 1861, it is printed frc 
an dith cent. xs. at Durham (1B. ili, 32 f. 4). (J. M.) 

Translations in C. U. :— 

_1, 0 God, the Lord of place and time, Car 
Newman, in Zracts for the Times, 1836, No. 7 
p. 68. In his Verses, &c., 1853 and 1868, 
begins, “O God, Who canst not change nor fail 
It is in several modern collections, including tk 
S. P. C.K. Church Hys. 1871 (1853 text), Ay 
for the Use of the University of Uxjord, 1872, & 

2. O God of truth, Almighty Lord. By J. Chandle 
in his Hys. of the Primitive Church, 1837, p. 1 
It was rewritten for the English Hyl., 1852, 3 
“Unchanging God, all-powerful Lord.” It 
also slightly altered in the Hymnary, 1872. 

3. Lord of eternal truth and might. By E. Ca: 
wall, in his Lyra Catholica, 1549, p. 115 an 
his Hys. ¢ Poems, 1873, p. 7. In Murray 
Hymnal, 1852, and others. 

4. Eternal Truth, eternal Might. By R, Campbel 
in his Hys, and Anthems, 1850, p. 40: the Sco 
tish Episco, Hymns, 1858, &c. 

5. O God of truth, O Lord of might. By J, } 
Neale, in the Hymnal N., 1852, No. 6, and late 
editions. In the Salisbury H. Bkh., 1857, sts. i., ii 
were considerably altered, and a new doxolog 
was substituted for that by Dr. Neale. It ws 
again altered by the Compilers of H. A. & Mf 
1861, and others. Mercer's text, in his Churc 
Ps. §& H. Bk. Oxford ed., is that of H. A. & 3: 
again altered. It begins, “ Zhou God of truth 
Thou Lord of might.” 

6, Thou Mighty Ruler, God of truth. By J. L 
Chambers, in his Psalter, &c., 1852, p. 137, an 
the People’s H.,1867. In Chambers's Lauda Syor 
1857, p. 37, it was altered to “ Almighty Rules 
God of truth.” 

Translations not in 0. U. :— 
1, Mightye Ruler, God most true. Sarum Primer 

545. 
2. All-ruling God, unerring Way. Primer. 1706, 
3. Mighty Sovereign, God Supreme, Ap, R. Mant 

1837, 
4. Ruler omnipotent, Whose might. T. Doubleday’ 

Hymnarium Anglicanum. 1844, 
6. Mighty Ruler, God most true, Guiding all, &c 

Bp. J. Williams, 1845. 
6. God of might, in truth and power. W. J. Copeland 

1848, 
7. Prince of all power, high God and true. WL 

Blew, 1952-55. 
&. God of truth and King of power. H. Bonar, Hys 

of Faith and —_ 1867. 
9, Strong Ruler, God Whose word is truth. J. Keble 

in his Miscell, Poems, 1869. 
10. O God of truth and Lord of might. J. Wallace. 

(J. J.J 1874, é 

Redeemed offender, hail the day. A. 
M. Toplady. (Passiontide.) 1st pub. in his 
Poems on Sacred Subjects, &c., 1759, in 8 st. of 
41. It was not included in his Ps. and Hye., 
1776, but is republished in D. Sedgwick's re- 
rint of his Hymns, 1860, p. 124. In its full 
orm it is not in common use, but a cento 
therefrom, “ For me vouchsaf'd th’ unspotted 
Lamb,” is given in Spurgeon'’s 0. O. H. Bk., 
1866, No. 285. It is composed of st. iii. iv., 
and viii. unaltered. (J. J.) 
Reed, Andrew, p.p., son of Andrew 

Reed, was b. in London on Noy. 27, 1787, and 
educated for the Congregational Ministry at 
Hackney College, London. He was first the 

astor of the New Road Chapel, St. George’s- 
in-the-East, and then of the Wycliffe Chapel, 
which was built through his exertions in 1830. 
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His «degree was conferred by Yule College, 
America. He d. Feb. 25, 1862. As the 
founder of “'The London Orphan Asylum,” 
“The Asylum for Fatherless Children,” “ ‘Phe 
Asylum for Idivts,” “The Infant Orphan 
Asylum,” and “ The Hospital for Incurables,” 
Dr. Reed is more fully known, and will be 
longer remembered than by his literary. publi- 
cations, His Hymn Book was the growth of 
years. The preparation began in 1817, when 
he pub. a Supplement to Watts, in which were 
a few originals. This was enlarged in 1825; 
and entirely superseded by his collection The 
Hymn Book, prepared from Dr. Watts's Ps. & 
Hye. and Other Authors, with some Originals, 
in 1842 (Preface). His hymns, mostly of a 
plain and practical character, numbering 21, 
were contributed to these various editions, and 
were republished with those of his wife — 
below) in the Wycliffe Supplement, 1872. The 
best known are “ Ah Jesus, let me hear Thy 
voice,” and “ Spirit Divine, attend our prayer.” 
All Dr. and Mrs, Reed's hymns are anonymous 
in The Hymn Book, 1842, but are given with 
their names in the Wycliffe Suppl., 1872. His 
hymns now in C. U. include, in addition to those 
annotated under their respective first lines :— 

1. Come, let us strike our harps afresh. Praise. 
2. Come, my Redeemer, come, Desiring Christ's 

Presence, 
ant ame Saviour, look on me. Christ's protection 

¥ i. 

4. Gracious Lord, as Thou hast tanght us. Public 
— 

5. Hark, bark, the notes of joy. Missions, 
6. Holy Ghost, with light divine (1817). Prayer to 

the Holy Spirit, Sometimes given as “ Holy Ghost. 
pe light divine; "* and again as “Holy Spirit, Light 

vine." 
7. Listen, sinner, mercy hails you. /nvitation, 

Generally given as“ Hear, O Sinner, mercy hails you.” 
8. Rich are the joys of solitude, Hetirement. Some- 

times given as ** How deep and tranquil is the joy.” 
9%. {comes} is an bour when I must part. 

Death anticipated. 
10. Ye saints your music bring. Praise of . Cross, 

J.) 
Reed, Eliza, née Holmes, was b. in 

London, March 4, 1794; married to the Rev. 
Andrew Reed (see above) in 1816; and d. 
July 4, 1867. Mrs. Reed entered fully and 
earnestly into her husband's extensive charit- 
able works. Her publications include Origi- 
nal Tales for Children; and The Mother's 
Manual for the Training of her Children, 
1865, Her hymna, 20 in all, were contributed 
to her husband’s cullection, and were repub- 
lished with his in the Wycliffe Chapel Supple- 
ment, 1872, They are only of average merit, 
and have not attained to a marked position. 
They include ;— 

1. Gracious Lord, as Thou hast bidden. Holy Baptism. 
2 bs — Thine, O take my heart. Jedication of 

2 ot . 

a O do not let the word depart. The Accepted Time, 
4, Otbat | could for ever dwell, Communion with 

God Desired. [J.J] 

Regina coeli laetare. [B. V.M.] An- 
elm Schubiger, in his Musikalische Spice- 
legien, Berlin, 1876, p. 57, cites it us in a ms. 
of 1372, now at Engelberg in Switzerland. 
It is given as an Easter antiphon in the 
fioman Brev., Modena, 1480, f. 512. Repeated 
in later eds, of the Roman Brev., and also 
in Daniel, ii. p. 319. Tr. as :— 
sty es thee, 0 queen of heaven. By E. Caswall, in 

his Lyra Cutholiea, 1849, p. 39; and bis Hys. and 

REINM 4 

Poems, 1873, p. 23. Repeated 11 
hymn-books for schools and mis 

Other tra. are :-— 
1, Rejoyce, thow Queen of hea 
2. O Queene of heaven, rejoyce 
3. yer, chast Queen of a 

Austin, in his Devotions, &ec. 1€ 
4, Triumph, O Queen of bes 

5. . O Queen of heave 
Tracts for the Times, 1836, No. ‘ 

6. Queen of heaven, now rejoic 

tem sempite 
susce [Advent. 
found in a Ms. in the 
f. 168), written c. LOOO: 
1070 ( Douce, 222 f. 82 b) ; in 
of the 1lti cent. now in C€ 
lege, Cambridge (Ne. 473) 
Gradual in the British Mou: 
f. 596), &e. Among Missa 
early Lith cent. Pares, and 
in the British Musecam ; ir 
a Hereford, c. 1370, and a 
now ithe Bodleians in th 
various French Miwssals. 
Missals it is the Sequsence fi 
Advent. The printed text 

tae, 1852, p. 5; in 
and Kehrein, No.2. T'r. as: 

Ohrist that ever reigneth. | 
made for and pub. in the //ym 

Other tra. are :-— 
1, Hit Who ruleth creation. 7. 
2. To welcome Him Who shall fi 

Hewett, in Lyra Messianica, 1464. 
3. nh giving tothe Kir 

son, in the Sarwm Missal in Knglis 
4. Let the choir devoutly bring 

his Sequences from the Sarum Miss 

Regnator orbis summ 
Jean ae de er 
All A ) A in 
1680; the diunteP Bree. li 
author's Hymni Sacri et Nor 
1698, p. 184); the Paris 5 
Card, Newman’s Hymni Ec 
1865. Tr. as :— 

Where the angelic hosts adore 
liams, in his Hys. tr. from the 
1839, p. 255. In the Hymnar;, 
the vngel-hosts adore Thee.” 
in W. J. Blew’s Church H. an 
1855. 
Another tr. is :— 
Omnipotent, infinite Lord. £. ¢ 

Reinmar, sometimes ci 
der Alte, or Reinmar \ 
seems to have been b. at S 
1160. He lived principally 
Duke Leopold VI. of Austrir 
taken part with him in the ( 
and wrote one of his finest pi 
on his death in 1194, Reinm 
(K. Goedeke’s Grundriss, vol 
&e.. He was one of the m 
the Minnesingers, and is said t 
inventor of most of the forms: 
the later Minnesingers. This 
by the fact that their pieces a 
sure variations on themes w 
employed by him. His pieces 
love songs, and songs of the ( 
only one ¢r. into English is :— 



—_ Ss = AZSSNER, ADAM 
daz Kriuze nam. Crusader’s 3 

Fe ts. F. H, v. der Hagen, in hie ate: 
a = = Pe BP. 157, gives this from the Maness 

= < Afinnesin er, now in the Biblio- 

NE oe Pe amr 8 - - * tam Ker a o day 
me By Miss Winkworth. 1560, dag fi 7 

(J. M.j 
Adam, was b. in 1496 at 

<= 2OW Mindelheim) in Swabian 
. ——> Hirst studied at Wittenberg, 

= —» emt 1521, he learned Hebrew 
a= ee «Ber Johann Reuchlin. He 

= = Avate sec to Georg von 
ren < ~~ Bho d. Aug. 20, 1528), and ac- ~ Rdsbhers=_ ——- <uring the campaign in Italy, 

1 S52 Snied = — =e the capture of Rome in 1527 
hy 7 c= gar fowege 6 and spent some 

= = eg. where he became a friend 
<>2® Caspar Scliwenkfeldt. He 
Been living at Frankfurt-am- 

— but thervafter returned to 
®@ » ere he was atill living in 1572. 

ze ww We Cd. there about 1575. (Koch, 
efsa<— <=> “#0 his Historia Herrn Georgen 

py pals oan ee tr von Fritndaberg’s {d. Aug. 
a, 1536) att =< s = und Sons. ... Kriegesthaten, 
Fankturt-as2s2 — == =n, 1568. The Brit. Museum 

SOPY is gna ee es Se eckably dated on title 1568, 
but the pr-fe.<— <> == = dated Jan. $1, 1572.) 

ree of Rei ——— = ~ searlier hymnsare in Zwick’s ¢. B., 
= hymns, including a tr. of the hymns 

His 2 A ee liected in two uas., both dated 1596 
See 14; — = — . 590, 694). That now at Wolfen- 

tte in oe ¥ a Peis Gesan, Ah... durch Adam 
48M], and «<_< ee ee ts over 40 hymns which may be 

oer asby Boe SSeS 2, the rest being by other wiiters 
fF the 8chool ofa Senckfeldt. Wackernagel, vol. ili., 
a Nos, 170_- 2 = ——™. =m nder his name. 
- he o ae ee by Reisaner tr. into English ae nly o> ee y g 

oe 

= 

Be hls Naa “Tose in ant. < —— am 

Was nee 

Gq reek => 
> becan= =_—_ 
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Herr. Ps. 2zzi. Ist pub. 
«srcinung Gaystlicher Gesang und 

233, and thence in Wackern 4 
—- sO is—‘(h—”, sits was included in V. Babat's 
=< gee azcted in almost all the German 

TAan-books up <o- = ee riod of Rationaliam. It is one 
OF the best Psa Ramee — ee ee rss Bons of the Reformation period. 
Coded in the= SSeS. S., 1851, No. 629. The tr. in 

gece. A= eee LE ES . VR. , = worth, In her C. #&. for 
Pngtand, 1863, IT <>» _ =x xmas” * — 

—= <—— 2 ee wer be confoundit.” In the Gude 
Other trs.are = 
C1) ** Lord, lee 

Balfice Cee —><¥. 1568, f. 82; ed. 1968, p. 141, arecdk Godly 
C2) **Great God r i= —-=—2> - 

- t my Trust.” By J.C. 

‘ameacen® be. <— 2 Soe, Pies, Repeated In the 
we trussed é oat a s.. pr. f, No. 18. (3) "Lord, I 

R- 171 «a “Omn =x —~_——s- FB eeime,” By Pr. H. Mills, 1456, 
NV. EL. FrothingPe 2 <= _ OO Lord, my hopes I lean.” By 

Maclin diencce. eo Oe [J. MJ 
has come 7 Be glad, the Redeemer 

= = el — 2 rp * J 

Written for K_ <avur. [Praise of pal 
an wakey's Sacred Songs an Solos, ctrea 1 => : 

lear hdl <7 ES xo that collection it has 1 into = 
aeanacioaake ao iar a <> = tamber of Sunday School ¥ Ss, 2 ze< Se <> 
Rejoice, 2% Bacn us 

Wesley. (Whee — «<==. ye fallen race. C. 
Sac. Poem, 17 q-> ~~ 7S See} Pub. in Hys. and 
headed “Hymars = 2 — = =—465, in 12 st. of 41. and 
CF. Works, ii. =—_— = the Day of Pentecost.” 

are in part, or =_— ~— —— I.) The following centos 
zs BE from this hymn :— 

Composed of st. <> 7 
=——_— the Wes, i, Bk., 1875. 

3 and ours, Composed of st. 
- y= = as a H for Ember Days 

composed of st 4S as = —_ 27 Bk, Tetad af. 1864. 

= rE <a et This cento is 
R. C. Brackenbury's Sac. 

e a — —— 

RERUM CREATOR OMNIUM’ 9: 

Poems  Hys., 1792: and the rest from this hymn 
C. Wesley. It was given in this form tn the Wer, 
Bk., 1630, bat omitted in 1875, {J. J.J 

Rejoice, the Lord is King. C. Weal: 
a or Ascension.) This is No. viii. of 
ymns printed in 1746 as Hys. for Our Lore 

Kesurrection. It is in 6 st. of 61. It hi 
previously appeared in J. Wesley’s Mor 
and Sacred Poems, 1744. (P. Works, iv. 
140.) It has been included, cither in full 
in part, in most hymn-books of any mome 
from Whitefield’s, in 1753, to Thring’s, 
1882, with the result that it is in extensiy 
use in all English-speaking countries, Cu 
ously enough, however, it was not given 
the Wes. H. Bk. until the revised ed. 
1875. A ceuto for harvest beginning wir 
the first stanzu is found in some Unitaris 
hymn-books both old and new, ineludir 
Ellen Courtauld’s Ps., Hys. and Anthem: 
1860. It ia in 5 st., the first stanza and 11. 5, 
of each of the others being from this hym 
whilst the rest are by John Taylor in Entiele 
Norwich Sel. of Hys., 1795. [See Taylor, Johr 
In R. Bingham’s Hymno, Christ. Latina, 187 
st. i. ii., iv., vi., slightly altered, are rendere 
into Latin as, “ Rex est Dominus! cme) 

Rejoice to-day with one accord. § 
H. W,. Baker. (General Thanksgiving.) Cor 
tributed to the Ist ed. of H. A. & M., 1861, an 
continued in the revised ed. of 1575. It 
also repeated in a large number of hynu 
books beth at home and abroad. It is just! 
regarded as & good example of the author 
jubilant style. (J. J.J 

Religion is the chief concern. . 
Faweett, (Pure Religion desired.) Pub. j 
his Hymns, &c., 1782, No. 78, in 8 st. of 41 
and entitled “The Nature and Necessity 
inward Religion.” It is in C, U. in an al 
breviated form, under the original openin 
line, and also as, “O may my heart, by grac 
renew'd.” (J. J. 

Remark, my soul, the narrov 
bounds. P. Doddridge. [New Year.) 1: 
ub. in J. Orton’s posthumous ed. of hi 
Sean, &e., 1755, No. 52, in 5 st. of 41, an 

in in J. D. Humwphreys'’s ed. of the same 
1839, No. 63. In each case it is heade 
“Reflections on our waste of years, Psal, xe 
9. For New Year's Day.” It isin C. U. i 
the following forms ;— 

1, Remark, my soul, the narrow bounds, The or 
ginal form in several collections both old and new, 

2. Remark with awe thenarrow bounds. In Stowell’ 
Manchester Ps. & Hys., 1831 and 1#77, &c. 

3. Behold, my soul, the narrow bounds, H. W 
Beecher’s Plymouth Coll., 1465, (J. J.J 

Reproaches, The. [Popule meus quid fec 
tibi.) 
Rerum Creator omnium. C. Coffin 
sa .) Appeared in the Paris Breviary 
736; and again in Coftin’s Hymni Sacri, 1736 

p. 30. Itisalsoin J. Chandler's Hys. of th 
Primitive Church, 1837, and Card. Newman’, 
Hymni Ecel., 1838 and 1865. Tr. as :— 

1. Creator of mankind. By J, Chandler, in hi 
Hys. of the Prim. Church, 1437, p. 30, It is in 
this form in a few collections; and also as, *¢ 
Saviour of mankind,” in Aenanedy, 1865, 

2. Maker of all things, aid our hands, [iy I 
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Williams, in his Hys. tr. from the Parisian Bre- 
viary, 1839, p. 39. Given in a few collections 
without alterations; and, in others, including 
the Sarum, 1868, and the Hymnary, 1872, as, 
“Creator of the world, do Thou.” 
Other tra. are :— 
1, O Thon by Whom the worlds were made, J, D, 
hambers, 1857, 

T. Morgan, 
(J. J.) 

Rerum Creator optime. St. (re 
the Great? [Wednesday raga 3 Mone, 
No. 275, gives this as ag a by St.G 
(it is not assigned to him by the Benedictine 
editors), and at i. p, 872, cites it as in an 8th 
cent. ms. at Trier. Daniel gives the textat i, 
No. 44; and at iv. p. 37, cites it ag in a Rhei- 
nau ms. of the 10th cent., and ranks it as a 
hymn of the 7th or 8th cent. Among the 
British Museum mss, it is found in three 11th 
cent. Hymnaries of the English Church (Vesp. 
D. xii. f. 176; Jul. A. vi. t 26; Harl. 2961 f. 
2226); in an llth cent. Mozarabic Hymna- 
rium (Add. 30851 f. 178); an 11th cent. Moza- 
rabie Breviary (Add. 30848 f. 76), &e. It is 
in an 11th cent. ms. at Corpus Christi, Cam- 
bridge (391, page 231); in three mas. of the 
11th cent. at St. Gall, Nos. 387, 413, 414; and 
in the Lat. Hya. of the Anglo-Saron Church 
(Surtees Sovcicty), 1851, is printed from an 
11th cent. ms. at tturham (B. iii, 32 f.7). Itis 
included in the Roman (Venice, 1478, and the 
revision of 1682), Sarum, York, Aberdeen, 
Paris of 1643, and other Breviaries ; uniformly 
for Wednesday at Nocturns or at Matina. 
The text is also in Wackernagel, i., No. 92; 
Hymnarium Sariah., 1851, p. 49; Kénigafeld, 
i. p. 10; Card. Newman's Hymni i 
1838 and 1865; and G. M. Dreves’s Hym- 
narius Moissiacensix, 1888, from a 10th cent. 
us. Tr. as :— 

1, O Creatoar, most benigne. Sarum Primer, 1545, 
2, 0 God, Whose power did all create. J*rimer, 1706. 
3. Dread Maker of whate’er we see. T. Doubleday’s 

Aymnarium Anglicanum, 1944. 
4. Creator, ever good and kind. W. J. Copeland, 1848, 
5. O blest Creator of the world. 2. Caswall, 1949. 
6. Creator, Lord of all, A. Campbell, 1850, 
7. Creator of all worlds, look down. J. D. Chambers, 

1852, In 1857 it reads: ‘Creator of the world, look 
down." 

8. Who madest all, and dost control. Card. Newman, 
1853. 

9. O great Creator of the orb. J. Wallace. 1874. 
10, Let us keep steadfast guard. American Meth. 

Episco. Hymna, 1474, 
Ll. Maker of all things, God of Love, Mymmer, 1442. 

{J. M) 
Rerum Deus tenax r. St. Am- 

brose? [The Ninth Hour.) This hymn is 
given by Birughi as one of the Inni sinceri e 
Carmi de Sant’ Ambrogio, 1862; but it is not 
one of the twelve received as genuine by the 
Benedictine editors of St. Ambrose. Daniel 
gives the text at i., No. 42, and at iv. p. 45, 
cites it asin a Rheinau ms, of the 10th cent. 
and ranks it a8 a liymn of the 7th or 8th cent, 
Mone, i. . 372, cites it as in mas. of the 8th 
cent. at Darmstadt and Trier; and Thomasiue, 
ii. 418, as in a Vatican Ms. of the 8th cent, 
It is found in three llth cent. Zymaaries of 
the English Church now in the British 
Museum (Vesp. D. xii. f. 9; Jul. A. vi. f. 22; 
Harl, 2961 f. 220); in an 11th cent. ms, at 
Corpus Christi, Cambridge (391, page 230); 
in the St. Gall ws. No. 413, of the 11th cent. ; 
and in the Lat. Hys. of the Anglo-Saxon 

18 
2. Maker of all, vouchsafe to bless. D. 

1880, 

RERUM DEUS TE> 

Church (Surtees Soc.), 1851 
an 11th cent. ws, at Durhan 
It is included in the Ron 
and the revision of 1632), 
deen, Paris of 1643, and 
uniformly for None. Th 
acer ms emilee ii 

1, p. 41 > Kénigefeld, ii. 
man's Hymni Bociatae, 182 

Translations in C. U. 
1. O God, ar 

Newman, in Tracts for the 7 
72, and his Verses, &c., 1 
ring’s Cull, 1882. 
2. Almighty God, Thy Th: 

Chandler, in his Yys. eof the 4 
p- 7. Repeated in the J/, 
other collections. 

3. God, of all the Strength a 
Copeland, in his Hys. for th 
the Salisbury H. Bk., W857, & 

4. O Thou, true Life of all th 
wall, in his Lyra Ca tholica, 
his Hys. and Poems, 1873, 
peated, with alterations, in . 
1853; and, again, in Jater cx 
without any change. 

5. O God, creation'’s secret 
Neale, in the Hymnal N., 1852 
editions of the same, 

6, O God, of all the Strength a 
Chambers, in his Psalter, §c., 1 
his Lauda Syon, 1857, p. 39. 
popular of the trs, of this hym 
several hymn-books, including 
1863; People’s H., 1867; Sarun 
Coll., 1882, &e. 

7. 0 God, of all the Strength 
tr. was given in H. A. gd M., 11 
of the revised ed. 1875, it is sa 
J. M. Neale, p.p., and compilers 
The rendering, however, is mu 
Caswall and Chambers than th 
in a limited number of hymn- 

8. O Strength and Stay, upl 
This popular tr, appeared in th: 
Hymns, 1871, and is by J. Ell 
Hort. It is repeated in sever 
H. A, § M., 1875, and Thring 
‘aie with the addition of a de 
erton. This tr. bids fair to sup 
Chambers in popularity. Its r 
its favour. It is in Mr. Ellert: 

§. O God, the Light of all that 
in J. A. Johnston’s 2nglish HH) 
American Songs for the Sanctw 
composed: sts. i., ii, Cuswal 
Nevwoman. 

ene ee 1. . 1. 
2. Nature'sdod, all’vullas Peter. 
3. Thou of the universe the Stay 

Hymnarium Anglicanum, 1844. 
4. Great God, o'er all things eve 

Williams, 1846, 
oa.3 Strength of the everlasting hi! 

6. Thou God of all, unmoved and st 
1852-55. 

7. God of heaven and earth, Whose 
Hys. of Faith and Hope, 1867. 

8. O God, th’ enduring Might of 
Miscell, Poems. 1869. 

9. Creator, whose almighty power. 



aJ™M THY LABOUR, REST 

Ry” Sry [( Ca ae received into the Moravian 
<= ™tgomer => == #t member of that Society by 
a —_ =stian Ranftler. Uniom wpe Rey. cl = —y <n Oct. 25, 1832. Inthe letter 
~~. ris &=— —_— to him the sad intelligence, Ar. Ch cony <> — ~—— £28 requested to write a suit- abi 2tgomer= the approaching Lovefeast at 
SS ire hymn _<——- =< Sponse was this lyymn, which 
was ‘9 a Tt. <= = public = nig (Memoirs, 
~~. rst su <m = nmeluded in Montgomery’s o,..°-S>. It rr @ B53, No. 307, in 5 st. of ‘1, ment ee — ae ee the death of a Minister.” On Jan . caded — en a <> e1tgomery wrotea hymn on the deans} <, 1855 ee eer 0D. Sation, Vicar of Sheffield, Whiiec} ofthe =e = wer Eh the me opening stanza. Th 2 == <> © in the Original Hys., nor in 

me «= 1849 st. iii—v. were given in 
Augustine H. Bk., No. 494, 

== <= ~=peated in several later cullec- 
<_ > irist, into Thy hands.” The 
—& Enis cento suggests that the 

2 mm = Bic: before it appeared in the 
Je SSS, andl teecry yin a maga- 

» brut ; — == = <>t been traced to any work of 

> Kind. * —EE_.ord ; fromh ore = ; from harps above. Ed al Sage eps [Holy Matrimony. 
Ety,. Bickut.—_e& z= = ==—ays in his Notes to his Com +1870, & EB oe ee This hymn was wriiten by 
the, | re | me a RE > 2s hymnal, and is especially lesioned to fase wae the air from Mendelssohn's Elijai,.. ok at eee athe Lord,’ which is so often 
Played a} th <= =< >lemnization of holy matri- 
sVeOny.” In sme SR ac A tion to the H. Comp. this 
hyimnn appeare=~<_ 2 a= 2m [3p. Bickersteth's The Two 4rothers, &e. Se SST 1, p. 242, and in several hy mn-books. (J. J.) 

Ftest, We 2S oe heart [soul]: The 
Penalty is ee Sere, the ransom paid. Jane Storthwie>Fa— &) PP assiontide.} Pub, in her DPReoughts fOr ie ee ey Fatful Hours, 1859, p. 83, in 4 -t.of7i re ee ee passed into several collec- tions, and son am < SE ow wees ns “Rest weary soul: Phe penalty,>* aa — It is a beautiful hymn, but better adew > ££ —:- FF for private devotion than for public wore: b= = 3%» _ (J. J.) EFtestore, C> == ™ == ther, to our times re- store. erp yple. (Christian Unity desired.) Cort == — 32 fe] to Beard'’s Unitarian Coll. of fy... & SEES Io 304, in 3 ot of 4 Land Sian “Ch To = = == 2. Unity ” It is signed 
7 iriarm. - F 

, F = Feassed into a few collec- tions in G. Brite. = == ax<] America. (J. J.) 
Reti = 

[ #7iome Mien  <>rid, awhile retire. 
3282YV ed. of tia = ~~ Fa is is found in the 1828- 
Finn) Ps. ¢ Fle, oe ee rican (Old Presbyte- 
J sat. of 41, ancy aos — ~_ — <sf the Presb, Church, in 
rnost cases it iss aS = = =e jn later collections. In 
Ihave failed te P Sfrcinees = 2 = Bau, ted to I. Watts, but we 
“E'wo centos tli ez prince Et to any of his works. 

poms Daring witha st _ SS are also in C. U., both 
meeutly down.*” ~ **Blest Jesu,come Thou 

wo EL a First is in the ren 5 

he seccnd. i a = =- SS ship of God, Richmond, 

Vas a aee5 * Sed Bee ii, iv.-vi. ; and 
“8 Church H. Bh. N. Y-» 

>~ Gy 11., iii, vi, vii. It 18 
al Services and Prayer 

2, tly date <—_— 

cnn Was pra ES 
?F€ginal Hye - = 

ee 
a ee 

thy labour, rest. J. Mont- Rest fr Se * end Burial of a Minister.) 

Mr. Ran‘tler 

= ge Eval is in « large number of 

REX AETERNE DOMINE 

Return, O wanderer, return. W 
Collyer, [Call to Repentance.} Appearec 
the Evangelical Magazine, May 1806, and 
his Hymne, &., 1812, No. 928, in 6 st. of « 
and headed “The Backslider.” It is in 
in its original form; as “ Return, my wanc 
ing soul, return And seek un injured,” ¢ 
in the Philade!phia Bap. H. & Tune Bk., 18° 
and as “ Wanderer from God, return, retur 
in a few of the American collections (J. J 
Reusner, Adam. ([Reissner, A.) 

Reusner, Christoph, was a booksel 
and biokbinder in Stuckholm, and was p 
bably born there, but date of birth is unknoyw 
In 1675 he oo and seems also to ha 
editcd, u collection of hymns for tle Germ 
congregation at Stockliolm, entitled Gottsels 
Haus- und Kirchen-andacht, zu Dienst a 
Gemeine der leutschen Kirche in Stoelchol 
This work contai..s a number of hymns sign 
“KR,” which hive been ascribed to Reusn 
By others this’ R" hos been takin to mey 
Ri gina, ie. the Queen of Sweden (Ulril 
Eleonore, dau. of King Frederiek i. of De 
mark, b. at Copenhagen, Sept. 11, 1656; b 
caine Queen of Sweden by her marriage wit 
Charles x1. in 1680; d. at Carlberg, July 2 
1693), but this aseription scems quite impr 
bable. One of these hymns has pussed im 
Enzgliali, viz. :— 

Bin ich allein ein Fremdling auf der Erden. Cro 
and Consolation, 1st pub. 1675 a8 above, A ry 
this work is in the Royal Litrary at Stockholm, and D 
G. E. Klemming, the librarian, bes kindly informed pn 
that the hymn in question is No. 441, and is in 13st. ar 
signed * KR.” He adds that in the ed, of 1643 ft has J 
st. (st. xi., xii. belng additional), and that in the Gede 
liches Handbuch, Stockholm, Wankijff, 1682, it has ) 
st. (xi.-xiv. being additional). As the German hymr 
books copied from Stockhulm, there is the sate varlet 
in them, ¢.g. the Frankfurt ed., 1678, of Crilger 
Prazis, No, 827, has the 13 st. of 1675; while the Hig 
G. B., 1680 (Andachts-Flamme), the 17 at. of 1692, an 
so in Freylinghausen's Newes Geistreiches G. B., 1714 
No, 440. Bunsen, in his Versuch, 1833, No, 881, follow 
the 1675, but omits et. ili, vi. The tr, in C. U. iss 
Am I a stranger here, on earth alone. In full fror 

Bunsen, by Miss Winkworth, in ber Lyra Ger., 1s 
’ Ser, 1855, p. 57. In her (. #8. for Bngland, 1863, Ne 
43, the trs, of et. v., vil, vili., x. are omitted, and it i 

ven altered in metre as “Am I on earth a lone an 
riendless stranger.” (J. M 

Revive Thy work, O Lord, Thy 
mighty arm make bare, A. Midlane 
Home Missions.) 1st pub, in the Britis? 
Messenger, (ict. 1858, again in the Kvangelica, 
H. Bk., 1860, and again in a large ner wl 
hymnals in G. Britain and America, The 
original text is usually given with the change 
of st. v. 1. 2, “Give pentecostal showers,” te 
“And give refreshing showers,” as in the H. 
Comp., No. 150. It is one of the most eee 
of Mr. Midlane’s hymns. (J. J.J 

Rex aeterne Domine.  [Kastertide.] 
This hymn is certainly ancient, being men- 
tioned in the Rule of Aurelianus of Arles 
(d. 555), and by the Venerab'e Bede (ad. 735) 
in his De arte metrica, It is found in a ms. 
ec. 700, in the British Museum (Veep. A. 
i. f. 153); in a ms. c. 890, in the Bodleian 
(Junius 25 f 1160); inan Lith cent. Moza- 
rabic Breviary, in the British Museum (Add, 
$0848 f. 181); in a us. of the 8th eent. at 
St. Gall, No.2; and in the Lat. Hys. of the 
Anglo-Sazon Church (Surtees Society), 1851 
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is priuted from an 11th cent. as. at Durbam 
(B. iii. 32 f. 9b). 

original stanzas andadoxology. This 
Ply pokey ig No. 80 (tor metrical nn but 
without any authority Daniel reads, O Rex aeterne); 
Wackernagel, i., No, 64; the Hymnarium Sarish., 1651, 
p. 95; and in G. M. Dreves's Hymnarius Motssiacensis, 
1488, trom a 10th cent. xs. In the older Homan 
Breviary (e.g. Venice, 1474), st. i.—vii. were given as a 

hymn for Matins on Low Sunday. At the revision of 
1564 it was altered t) Rex sempiterne and at 
the revision of 1632 to Rex sempiterne . The 
text of 1632 (appointed for Sunday Matins, ‘* Te 
Paschali,” i.e. during Eastertide), is in recent eds. of the 
revised Homan Bree. ; in Daniel, |., No. 80; and Card, 
Newman's Hymni Ecclesiae, 1835 and 1865. (J, M.] 

This hymn has been tr. as follows :— 
i, Rex acterne Domine. Of tlie full text there 

is une tr., that by J. D. Chambers in his Psalter, 
&c., 1852, p. 90, “O king Eternal, Lord of 
grace,’ and in his Lauda Syon, 1857, altered 
to, * Eternal Monarch, Lord of all.” 

ii, Rex sempiterne coalitum. This Roman 
Breviary text in 6 st. has been tr. thus :— 

1, O Thou, the heaven's eternal King. By E. 
Caswall, in his Lyra Catholica, 1849, p. 96, and 
his Hys. and Poems, 1873, p. 54. In a full or 
in an abbreviated form it has passed into several 
hymnals. 

2. O Christ, the heaven's eternal King. By the 
Compilers of H. A. & M., 1861, “ based on former 
translations.” It was repeated in Kennedy, 1863. 

3. Eternal King of heaven, Whose word. By G. 
Moultrie, in his Hys. and Lyrics, 1867, p. 125; 
and thence into the People’s H., 1867. 

not in 0. U. :— 
1. Eternal King, whose — Reign. Primer, 1706. 
2. Thou, Whom their Maker heaven and earth. Ap. 

R, Mant, 1837. 
3. Of heaven's high host, eternal Lord. W. J. Cope 

land, 1948, 
4. Eternal King of all the spheres. J. Wallace, 1874, 

iii. Qui pastor aeternus gregem. This, begin- 
ning with st. v. of the Roman Brev. text, is tr. 
by W. J. Blew, in his Church H. and Tune 

k., 1852-5, as “ Shepherd of life, Who dost 
Thy flock.” {J. J.J 

Rex lorum praepotens. ([Pas- 
siontide.] This is found ina ms. of the 11th 
cent, in the British Museum (Harl. 2961 f. 
239). Daniel, i., No. 224, gives st. i. only as 
ahymn ‘on the Invention or Exaltation of 
the Cross.’ Tr. as:— 

© King of Angels! Lord of power. By J. D. 
Chambers, in his Psalter, ¢c., 1852, p. 85, and 
altered to “O King, by angel-hosts obeyed,” 
in his Lauda Syon, 1857, p. 147, in 5 st. of 
41. In the Parish H. Bk, 1863 and 1875, and 
in Chope’s Hymnal, 1864, it is given, with altera- 
tions and the omission of st. ii., as, “ O King of 
angels, Lord of grace.” (J. M.) 

Rex Christe, factor omnium. St. 
Gregory the Great. [Passiontide.] ‘This is 
one of the eight hymns accepted in the Bene- 
dictine ed. of Gregory's Opera (Paris, 1705, 
vol, iii. col. 879), as his genuine productions. 
It is found in a ms. of the 11th cent. in the 
British Museum (Harl. 2961 f. 240); in a ma, 
of the 12th cent. in the Bodleian (Liturg. 
Mise. 297 f. 309); in three mss. of the 11th 
cent. at St. Gall (Nos 387, 318, 314), and 
others. In mediaeval times it was often used 
at the Tenebrae service on Good Friday, but 
does not seem to have been received into the 
more important Breviaries. It long survived 
in its original form in the Lutheran Chureh, 

REX OMNIPOTI 

| andiseg.in the Dresden ‘ 
as one of “Certain Latin |} 
sung from time to time at 
in the Holy Cross Church, 
of Divine service.” The 
Daniel, i., No. 151; Béasle 
feld, i. p. 72, and others. 4 

O Christ! our King, Oreat 
Palmer, in the Andover Saf 
No. 336. 

Other trs. are :— 
1. O Christ our King, Who «4 

Copeland, 1448. 
2. O Christ our King, by Whon 

Chambers, 1452 and 1457. 
3. Thou King anointed, at Who 

Inglis, \. York, 1568, in Schaff's 
4. O Thou by Whom the worl 

Morgan. 1880. 

Rex gloriose martyr 
Martyrs.) Probably of tl 
cluded in the Bern ms. 455 
in a ms. of the llth cent. 
College, Cambridge (391, p. 
uss. of the 11th cent. in 
(Vesp. D. xii. f£. 106; Jul. A 
2961 f. 248; Add, 30851 f. 
Lat. Hy. of the Anglo-Saxoi 
printed from an Llth cen 
(B. iii, 32 fF 38 6b). = Alsc 
ms, at St. Gall, No. 414; apn 
Sarum, York, A and 
The printed text is also in 
Daniel, i,, No. 237, and iv. p. 
man’s Hymni Ecclesiae, 1 
Dreves’s Hymnarius Moiasia 
a 10th cent, ms., &e. 

Translations in C. U. :- 
1. © Thou, the Martyr's gio: 

fessors, &o, By E. Caswall, i 
lica, 1849, p. 2143 and his 
1873, p. 115, In a few collec 

2. Glorious of martyrs. 
the 1860 Appendix to the Hy: 

3. 0 glorious King of marty 
Littledale, in the P, "s HH. 
signature of “B. T.": and, aga 
1882. 

Translations not in O. U, :— 
1. O King of Martirs glorious. J 
2. O Thou the glorious 

&c. Primer, 1615, 
a aoe of Martyrs and t 

4. O Christ, th, Mantyrv glorious 
: ral Glorious King of martyrs T 

6. O glorious King of 
7 All gtoriou King a omer 

bers, 1857. 
8. Jesus, the glorious martyrs’ 

1874. 

Rex omnipotens die h 
mannus Contractus(?). [Asce 
found in a ms. in the le 
145), written c. 1000, as a S 
Ascension of the Lord,” anc 
in the same Library, of cir: 
222, f. 101); in a Winches 
llth cent. now in Corpus 
Cambridge (No. 473); ina 
cent. (Harl. 2961 f. 254), : 
the llth or 12th cent. (Reg. 
both in the British Mu-eur 
Missals it is found in an earl 
and a 14th cent. Sena in the E 
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=70, a Hereford, c. 1370, and an = 

= Sary 11 now in the Bodleian: i =a, > a <- = in the leian; in 
t} Kors. i a“ s of = a4 and various French Missals, 
7 =] Se. a —— — 4 «2% ™ilformily for the Ascension. ata ndre - l 'y ; : yy, beirm « 15 also in Neale's eres 

retn, 
i Ss Print.d —  Oeeniel, v. p. 66, and 

B®. 967, ii). Tr. as:— 
6 quer <r and t, Mankind redeemed, Seq: pel =——=— -=i<y. im the 1871 ed. of the Hymnary, Wea. By Cs. . ae -<- Me eterary Hemains, 1496. 

2 2S, ana — == ————— He left, victorious. By E. H. zE,~- To = am 81d pub. in the Zymnary, 1872, No, 
es, iE te. ee Be above ~ te jta 
<_ *. The © = =———=s..— Sars Missal in English, ‘eos, 
mrad tess .=_— en rum Missal, 1871 his Segue — i ye J. M.) 

oa sj amin, b. at Mexborough, “W ori. des, = ——_ mo AS, «was brought under the ana, aire, ix —— A & srion by the preaching of z= nei ce f <=> 3B <i in 1766. He was the son 
oF _ Whit<= —_—_, ee  2oand received the elements 
=) a olna-= 2 = <—n in his youth. He was for a 
man Seod cdu PFS = asleyan oe having been 

ee ssech by John Wesley. He d. 
ar Se a = =, 1815. To Joseph Benson's 

Piya. o hire and Young Persona, 1806, 
ie #7 . ———— _swor Children selected chiefly 

TOrm the ye oe eee ions of the Rev. John and Phartes yeu ae ud Dr. Watts, &c., 1814 (an 
08 Fe ee me == to the first, and sometimes 

—=mit, he contributed several 
—~e= of these are now in C. U. 

~~ a a ew aaa will 
ee ee ee ee rds Parents), “Come, let us 

Jein PO = a= = aise” (Praise), and “ Thou 
Shalt Notsteal 2 ae —— se —eighbour’s right” (Against 
tealing.) ia = ee est known hymn is “My 

heart and voi<——— = raise” (The Ki of 
Arést). It = _ > oe sired as st. i. of his poem 
fessiah, 178s + =—t. ii. being “Jerusalem 

= > = 2rt is in use as aaah ie 

Ethys, Mo» See «36a famous Welsh hymn- 
Writer of the we ce oe . century. He published 
Several collect ian » == == ©/f hymns under quaint 
titles. Gol _ Pn se Nebo ar wlad yr Adewid 
CA View of thee Bom = =< 2~ of promise from the top of 
Mtr. Nebo). FB 2s—ae.> A Yebrydal (The Spiritual 
Warfare) Graz ee wean y Credadyn, &c. (The 
oe of Riza <> SE <= Ziever). He d. in 1776, 
znd was buried a _— & ex n fynydd Church, in Caer- rmmarthenshire. (Ww. G. T.] 

Etichards, «<= <= =~ Le, born near Newport, 

Ethode isha, ots-—<=—m FE 755. For some years he 
one Purser nck <> Boe == _g> Bain in the United States 
1789 "he. iwi. 2S= Fx t 4 school in Boston. In 
ministered at —— == zz Jniversalist preacher, 
1793-1809, ane <P Les emouth, New Haven, 

where, his mizacq = === 1809 in Philadelphia, 
trouble, he d. zk» = == w ing given way under 

1816. With s_ B= Ses own hand, March 16, 

sepals lames awe ROS See te the ‘This was on - 
that body. Te oa ieee 2 a<> arliest collections of | 
hymns. [1 lsoy —— © 2 Aimed 49 of Richards’s 
Dover, ew How wee =>— 2. _ Bub. A Coll. of Hys, 

22, which contained 6 wdditional hynars 

aimself, and in 1806, also at Dover, — 
greatly enlarg. <a, <>< r<an ame, 

or these the fl = ££. nal eS homes 
present time -—— <—_—> ~~ Szag er U. at the 

1. O Christ, w a are in C. U. @ 

_— =... . Rous words, The Gospel 

= = 

RICHTER, CHRISTIAN F. 959 

Messaye, This hymn appeared in the Boston 
Coll., 1792, and is the best of the early Uni- 
Versalist hymns. In the Andover Sabbath #, 
Bk., 1856, it is given as “ Saviour, what gracious 
words,” In this form and also in the original, 
it is found in several collections. 

2. Long as the darkening cloud abode. Fuster. 
This hymn in modern collections, as the Songs 
of the Sunctuary, 1865, No. 687, is composed 
thus: st. i, and ii, 1. 1-4, are from Richards, 
and the rest of the hymn, 3 st. of 8 1. in all, is 
anony mous. 

Additional hymns by Richards, from both 
the Boston and the Dover collections, are in 
modern Universalist hymn-books. [F.M. B.] 

Richardson, James, «. of the Hon. James 
Richardson, of Dedham, Massachusetts, was 
b. in that town May 25, 1817, and uated 
at Harvard College, 1837. After being en- 
gaged, first as a clerk of the county courts, and 
then in teaching, he entered the Divinity 
School at Cambridge, where he graduated in 
theology in 1845. Subsequently he was Uni- 
tarian Pastor at a Connecticut, and 
then of the Unitarian Society in Haverhill, 
Massachusetts, Ill-health compelled him to 
retire from his pastoral work to ham. Dur- 
ing the war he joined himself to the hospitals 
at Washington, where hed. Nov. 10,1863. Mr. 
Richardson was well known as an Eassayist, 
Poet, and Preacher. Two of his hymns, from 
Longfellow and Johnson's Book of Hys., 1848, 
are still in C.U.: “From Zion's holy hill 
there rose” (One én Christ), and “How glad 
the tone — summer's = ” (Summer). We 
are indebted to Putnam's Singers and Songs o 
the Liberal Faith, Boston, U8. A., 1875, hd 
these details. {J. J.J 

Richter, Anne, née Rigby, was the 
third daughter of the Rev. Robert Rigby, 
Vicar of St. Mary's, Beverley, Yorkshi 
from 1791 to 1823, and married the Rev. 
W. H. Richter, sometime Chaplain of the 
County Gaol at Kirton Lindsey, Lincoln- 
shire, and then Rector of St. Paul's, Lincoln. 
Mrs Richter d. at 23 Minster Yard, Lincoln, 
in 1857. She contributed to various maga- 
zines, and pub, The Nun and Other Poema, 
Hull, 1841. Her intimate literary acquaint- 
ances included Mrs. Hemans. Mrs. Richter 
was descended from the celebrated John 
Bradshaw, whose name is the first in the list of 
the signatures on tle death warrant of Charles 1. 
Her hymn, “ We have not seen Thy footsteps 
tread,” in its altered form as“ We saw Thee 
not when Thou didst come,” is widely used in 
G. Britain and America. (J. J.J 

Richter, Christian Friedrich, s. of 
Sigismund Richter, Rath and Chancellor to 
Count von Promnitz at Sorau, in Branden- 
burg, was born at Sorau, Oct, 5, 1676. At 
the University of Halle he was first a student 
of medicine and then of theology. In 1698, 
A. H. Francke appointed him Inspector of the 
Paedagogium, and then made him, in 1699, 
hysician in general to all his Institutions, 
n company with his younger brother, Dr. 

Christian Sigismun! Richter, he made many 
chemical experiments, for which he prepared 
himeelf by special prayer; and invented many 
compounds which came into extensive use 
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under the name of the “ Halle Medicines,” 

tue most famous being the Exsentia dulcia, 

which was a preparation of gold. He d. at 

Halle, Oct. 5, 1711 (Koch, iv. 354, &c.). 

Richter was one of the mo-t inperct hymn-writers 

among the Pictists of the earlier alle school; and bis 

hymns possess the defects as well as the excellences of 

his school. ‘They are emotional, and deveio) the idea 

of the spiritual union with Christ as the Bridegroom of 

the soul, with a minuteness that is hardly reverent (¢.g- 

No. xl. below). They are also frequently not arene 

thought out, and consequently romew tt obscure. 

Various of them are in unusual metres, and were wed- 

ded to tunes not very devotional in character. Apart 

from these defects there are various of his hymns wort hy 

ot note for their genuine, fervent piety, their childlike 

spirit of love to God, and the depth of Christian experi- 

enes embodied In them. They appeared principally in 

the varivus Pietistic hymu-books of the period, capeci- 

ally in Freylinghausen’s G. 8., 1704 and 1714, and were 

collected and appended (as his Geistliche Lieder) to att 

—— by bis brother (named above) amd pub, at 

Halle, in }71%, as Brbauliche Betrachiungen vom Or- 

sprung und Adel der Seelen. 

Two of Richter’s hymns are noted separatel 

—see p. 354, i. and p. §21, i. The others whi 

have passed into English are :— 

i. Gott den ich als Liebe kenne. For the Sick, 

Included in Freylinghausen’s Neues geistreiches 

G. B., 1714, No. 647, in 7 st, of 8 1, repeated, 

1718, as above, p. 420, entitled, “ Hymn in Sick- 

ness.” According to Ehmann, in his ed, of Gott- 

fried Arnold, 1856, p. xii. (see p. 81, i), it had 

previously appeared in Arnold's Heilsamer Rath 

und Unterricht fiir Kranke und Stechende, 2nd 

ed., 1709. It is in the Une. £, &, 1851, No. 

603. Tr. asi— 
God! whom I as love have known. A full and 

very good tr, by Miss Wiukworth, in her Lyra 

Ger,, Ist Ser., 1855, p. 236. Repeated, abridged, 

in L. Rehfuess’s Church at Sea, 1868, p. 53. A 

cento, in 5 st. of 41, taken from st. v., vi., ili., 

and beginning, “ Let my soul beneath her load,” 

is No. 398, in the Unitarian Hys. of the Spirit, 

Boston, U. 8. A., 1864. 

Another tr, is: ** O God, Whose attributes shine forth 
in torn.” By Miss Cox, 1564, p. 191. 

ii, Meine Armuth macht mich schreien. Suppili- 

cation, or Longing for Christ. In Freyling- 

hausen’s G. B., 1704, No. 662, in 7 st. of 6 1. 

Repeated, 1718, as above, p. 381, and in the 

Uno. L. S., 1851, No. 769. Tr, as s— 

Unto Him my spirit erieth. A good ¢r, of st. i., 
ii., vi., by A. T. Russell, in his Ps. & Hys., 1851, 

iii, Stilles Lamm und Friedefiirat. S:cnctisication. 

A hymn on the Following of Christ the Lamb 

of God, and founded on Rev. xiv. 4. In Frey- 

linghausen’s Neues geistreiches G, B., 1714, No. 

432, in 8 st.of 51. Repeated in 1718, as above, 

p. 364, entitled, “On the name Agneta, which 

may be derived from Agnus, which in German is 

called a Lamb.” In Burg’s G. B., Breslau, 1746, 

No. 922. Tr. as:— 
Thou Lamb of God, Thou Prince of Peace. A 

free tr., omitting st. iii, vii, by J. Wesley, in 

his J's. & Hys., Charlestown, 1736-7, p. 51, and 

Hys. & Sac, Hoems, 1739 (P. Works, 1868-72, 

ip. 129). Included in the Wes, H. Bk. 1780, 

No. 329 (1875, No. 358), and recently in the 

Meth. N. Conn. H. Bh, 1863, Mercer's C. P. 
H. Bk, 1857 and 1864, Holy Sung, 1869, the 
Amer. Meth. Epis, H. Bh., 1849, and others. 

Another tr. is: “ Holy Lamb and Prince of Peace.” 

By J. Gambold, as No. 38 in the Moravian #7. Bk., 1742 

(1886, No. 486). 

Eight others of his hymns have been ér. 
into English, viz :— 

A fine h 
on Isaiah xxi. 11. 
699, im @ st.; 1718, 4 
LS, 1851, No. 460. 
Night retiring.” By 4 
Watchman, will the n 

RICHT 

iv. Die sanfte Be 
suntide. in Freyii 
9et.; and im 1714 a 
in the Holy Ghost.”’ 
this Movement so | 
ano Hf. morn hd 

v. =. 
Life af ath. In Fi 
inst at.; amd im 171+ 
hidden life of believ 
inhi, No. 410. it. 

says Aoch, villi, 24 
hleiermacher. It 

gives a picture of 1 
ld be: describe 

The tres. are: (1) "7 

Moravia 
children of the light.’ 

vi, Hiiter! wird di 

saple ur. 
HA Bk, 1 

n, for use 
In 

1455, p. 1. Repeated 
Militant, 1858, the Gi 
1881, &e. 

vii. Jesu, gib mir | 
_ to Christ as the 

ns on's G. B., 1704, 
entitled * Answer.” = It 
““On Patience.” In B 
249. 
In the Suppl. to Ger. 1% 

Tr. as :-—** Jesu 

viii. Jesus ist das sc 
On 8t. John xii. 36. 
No. 49, in 9 et. : and in 
“On Desire towards Go 
G. fi, S&S, ed. 
light most fair," as No. 

1463, No. 

. Bk, 1751 (1886, No. 4 
ix. Mein Salomo dein 

in Relieving, A fine hy 
In Freylinghausen's Vew 
612, in 11 st. In 1718, 
Une. L. 8. 851, No. 424, 
thy kind and gracious Se 
the Moravian H. Rk, 175: 
my King, Thy kind and gre 

Fo omberder, tm foal y Dr. in Schal 
x. O Liebe die den Him: 

In Freylinghausen'’s Nenes 
34, in 9 st.; and in 1718, a 
the Incarnation of the Sou 
isbi, No.S2. Trias: *¢ 

xi. O wie selig aind di 
Founded on Hosea fi, 19, 5 
lingtiausen’s @, #., 1704, Ni 
as above, pam entitled, * 
levers,” z Ragan G. R. 
(says Koch, vili, 297) origin 
about 1700, that in the Hee 
truly Christ-like soul. Afte 
found an old neglected pati 
he convered, and whom he 
was serking Inspired by 
experience, he embodied her 
Tr. as:—"0 what Joy for | 
Bevan, 1855, p. 68. 

Richter, Gregori: 
Richter, then diaconns 
Girlitz, March 4, 1598. 
University of Leipzig, b 
master in the gymnasi 
ordained as diaeonus the 
Girlitz, Sept. 5, 1633 
Priesterschajt in dén... 
261; Blatter fiir Hymnolo 
the latter dating his de 
hymns lave been aserit 
which has passed into En; 

Steh doch, Seele, steh doch 
This 4s 2 byron on self ¢xaminai 
the world, and bs fownded on 1 
pearsd.io D. WOlffer’s Zot 
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—_ tx St., entitled “ To the son! that lex <—_ ad i 3 &, = == % signed Gregorius Kichter. It 

ter #542. ix =— ascribed to the father [b. Re? gon” worl <8 3  Primarius there, 1606, and d. there aon BB | Stine & ———— a also Jietmann, p. 174, and G. F. <-.™ke. * S80, ee ee gs erlausizischer Schriftsteller iii, p- 
cn wt," > 1624. == =< foably by the sn. In many hymn- 
PSOne but fe nae an eT ree. L. S., 1851, No. 343, ‘st. iv. is 

Say (ao <== “©. U-. is:— 
n heart. A good fr, of st. i, “¥Faittc, . = — »™ oo Wow gh <= «asseell, ae No. 180 in his Ps. & HHyz., 

2 ssp il. by A. “ee on ~ id. M.) 

samuel, s. of Thomas Rick- 
ZB TYG, and educated ut Oriel 
os B.A. 1817, Ma. 1820. He 

= mate Prizeman in 1815, and the Ne een oe Classical Honours in 1817. 
COnd <> =~ 33 he was a Fellow of his Col- re =z = + — 41819 tc» — oe oe = BPOrary with Keble, Newman, 

tend eh com ee— <> note. He was Curate of 
Dlecon = et ee ae ee os and became Rector of Stow- 

Ibe in] = —— 1882, and d. Aug. 24, 1865. lay 
=! ri io oe Ely— i = eee <oerks included The Christian 

ishie>< ook ami , ; fouseholier ee ae —_—— es) : Fe ely cs fa : yo . it Prayeo-— _? 
= vs. ‘2 * al ee Fon Wires MF Jevotion for the Sundays and 

hout the Year, were pub. a———_ 
im 18257 ys 4 ae atchards), Very few of 
these, h (Lox> = ae ee ES come intoO.U. That for 
Christe, —— ——~ Though rude winds usher 
thee. <8 Deseo = = has supplied two centos, Sweet ase OS — > Bi st. i. ani the second with 
>: kt Boe- A = 

st. > ee Soe a = the day when Christ was 
neat tide ces. —_, hymn, For Holiness, “O 

God, from Wh <> = = aealine proceeds,” is ay 
—_ (J. J. 

ita FLennedy, = <-> — 

Ride on, .—— <a <= on in majesty. HH. 
Wilma +e. ( Palawe ee —e ll niday. | Pub in Bp. Heber’s 
P¢esthumous fF es = ae ew, Ke. 1827, p. 58, in 5 st. 
or 41. and ass = = = im Milman’s Sel..of Ps. & 
FI ye..° 1837, a> — = —. for Palm Sunday. The 
@PeEMing: stanza , awe Ce ach reads :— 

“* Rideon! —# <2 —_— -_—.re in majesty! 
Hark: alk @G 2 awe a © i Bes Howanna cry! 
Thine burx @ = 2 ia es zast pursues his road, ; 
With palrecm =e oe eee SE ecatter’d garments strew'd," 

has failed to be<- ae ee ptable to most editors. 
Murray, in his 7a oer arr we weal, 1852, endeavoured to 
sottem down tha«<= == 2x ini line by making it 
renal -— 

- “ OSeviowa a ee eee Be © pursue Thy road.” 
This was adopte-< % z=» AY. A. & M., and others, 
fr. 2855 Mercer © =a <= another change :— 

<* With joye> wm sem _ = 2 = =~ <> Fags pursiie Thy road,” 
aaeat — has 2 e—  ¥ ~S<=1) but little attention. 
ee le Foe FS Baw the exnmple of Elliott's 
* 0: e& ys. iSBes =» © exc it sti. ‘These in- clude the S EE. <_T_ =< Orch 8 a“ HN 1871 
Original text ies Pa ~~ Church oC pi 

This hymnonmnks ~~ - =e: >, = of Praise, 1862- 7. 

Iyric=, andisthes zee a>» ~~ em the bestof the author's 
Sanday inthe Big, z — © oe <spular hymn for Palm 

Rin gwaldt ae eB = Renguage. (J. J-] 
Ringwald), was 1, a — == 2 Fe olomiius (Rinzwalt, 
a. Oder. He wares <> =. = _ 28, 1582, ut Frankfurt 
pastor of two yore es = pa te =H med in 1557, and was 

1566 as pestor of ==. __ before he settled in 
nenr Sonnenhug, =». feld (or Langenfeld), 
there in 159, bue go =< == =< <nburg. He was still 
1599. or at least me a Fw to i sre iD 

- a z have d. ther ii. I82: Goedeke.* ; =m Be-e 1) Koch 
7 = -<— than 1600, (AocA, 512: Fldtter fir lf xz ; ii, 1886, p. 

Ringwaldt CXCTCi mene gy ae Lenz ie, 1885, p. 109, &c.) 

> 

orate mm poraric¢s as « « = <>< .2, ! 
~ wet : : by enne propery mg Se Ee ea leratleintuence om bl 

a Fie ; saa 
Was a true German 

———S—————— 

at Giirlitz, | His style is as a rule clear 
are often enough halting ; 
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patrivt, a staunch Lutheran, and a man who was quite 
ready te face the consequences of his plain speaking 

and good, though bis rhyme: 
and he possessed considerable 

powers of observation aud description, After 1517 he 
pub, various didactle poems, the must important betrg, 
C1) Newezeittung: So Hanns Fromman mit sick auss 
der Hellen unnd dem Himel bracht, Amberg, 1582, and 
the later eds, enlarged and rewritten as Christliche 
Warnung des Trewen Kekarts, &e., Fraukfurt 4. 
Oder, 158%. In various forms and abridgments it passed 
through at least 34 editions upto 1700, This work is a 
mirror of the times and of the morals of the people, 
(2) Die Lauter Warheit, darinnen angeseiget, wie sich 
cin Weltlicker und Geistlicher Kriegeman in seinen 
Berw ff vorhalten soll, e., Erfurt, 1586. Of this again 
at least 18 eds. appeared up to 1700, In it he gives lively 
pictures of the life of the various ranks and orders of his 
time, and shows the temptations and failings of each, 
hot by any means sparing his own class, i.e, the Lutheran 
clergy. 

As a hymn-writer Rinywaldt was also of 
considerable importance. He was one of the 
most prolific hymn-writers of the 16th cent. 
Wackernagel, iv, pp. 906-L065, gives 208 pieces 
under his name, about 165 of which may be 
called hymns. A selection of 59 as his Geist- 
liche Lieder, with a memoir by H. Wende- 
bourg, was pub. at Halle in 1858. A number 
appesred in the various eds, of his Trewer 
Eckart aud Lauter Warheit as above. The 
rest appesred principally in his 

(1) Der dl, Pratim neben Siben andern schinen Liaters, 
te., Frankfurt a, Oder, 1577. (2) Avangelia, Auf alle 
Sontag unnd Feat, Durchs gantze Jahr, &e., Frankfurt 
a. Oder, s.p. The earliest ed. now known is undated, 
but Wackernagel, 1, p. 623, gives it as of 1582. [t is 
marked axa tnd ed., and has a preface dated Nov, as, 
1581, It contains hymns founded on the Gospels for 
Sundays and Festivals,&c. (3) Handbiichlin : yeistliche 
ldeder und Gebetlein, Auff der Reiss, be, Frankfurt a. 
Oder, 1556 (preface, Feb. 21, 1542). A good many of 
his bymns passed Into German collections of the [6th 
and 17th cents, and a number are still in German C. U. 

Those of Ringwalit’s hymns which have 
passed into Euglish are :-— 

i. Es ist gewisslich an der Zeit. Second Advent. 
The anonymous original of this hymn is one ot 
Zwey schone Lieder, privted separately circe 
1565, and thance in Wachernayel, iv. p. S44. W. 
von Maltzahn, in his Miichersehutz, 1875, No, 
616, p. 93, cites it as in an undated Niiroberg 
broadsheet, circa 1556. Wackernagel also gives 
along with the original the revised form in 
Ringwaldt’s Handbiichlin, 1586. Both forms are 
also in the Unr. 2. 8., 1851, No. 746, in 7 st. of 

7 1, It is based on the * Dies Irae,” but can 
hardly be called a version of it. The original has 

a picturesqueness and force which are greatly 
lost in Ringwaldt’s revision. It was much used 
in Germany during the Thirty Years’ War, when 
in these distressful times men often thought the 
Last Day was at hand. The érs. are all, except 
No, 2, trom Ringwaldt’s text. They are :— 

1. ’Tis sure that awful time will come. In full, 
by J. C. Jacobi, in his Psal, Germanica, 1722, 
p. 95 (1752, p. 202). Repeated, altered and 
abridged, in the Moravian H. Bh., W754 to 18st, 
It is also found in two centos. 

(1) The waking trumpets all shall hear («t. ii.) in 
Montgomery’s Christian Psalmist, 1625. 

(2) When all with awe shall stand arewad («. v.), 
from the Moravian H. Bk, 1801, in the Pennsylvania 
Luth. CA. Bk, 1868, 

2, Most surely at th’ appointed time, By A. T. 
Russell, as No, 38 in his /’s, § Hys,, 1851, re- 
peated in the College Hyl., N.Y¥., U7. It is 
marked as tr. from the “ Dies Irae,” but is really 

a good tr. of st. i., ii, v. of the German of 1565, 

8. Behold that awful day draws nigh. A tr. of 
3Q 
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st. i, ii. v.. by W. Sugden, as No, 129 in the 
Methodist Scholars’ H. Bh., 1870. 

4, The day is surely drawing near. In full by 
P. A. Peter as No. 457 in the Ohio Luth. Hyl., 
1880. 

5, Surely at the appointed time. By H. L. Hast- 
ings, made in 1878, and included as No, 722 in 
his Songs of Pilgrimage, 1886, It condenses iii., 
iv. as iii. 

6. The time draws near with quickening pace. 
By Miss Fry, in her Mys. of the Reformation, 
1845, p. 56, 
A hymn which has been frequently but 

erroneously called a tr. from — text, 
is noted as “Great God, what do I see and 
hear" (p. 464, i.). 
Hymns not in English C. U. 
ii, Allein auf Gott setzt dein Vertraun. The Christian 

Life. In many of the older German hymn-books this is 
ascribed to Ringwaldt, but it is not found in any of his 
works bow extant. faa eheee ¥. p. 327, gives it as 
anon us from the Greifaeald G. #., 1597, where it is 
enti “ The A. B. ©. wherein is very in- 
genlously com what a man needs to know in order 
to lead an honourable and godly life.” It is tn 24 st. of 
41., cach stanza beginning with successive letters of the 
alphabet. Also in Porst'’s G. B., ed, 1955, No. 784, 
Bdumker, il. p. 276, cites it as in the ms. collection of a 
nan called herine Tirs, written in 1548, in the 
nunnery of Niesing, Minster, There It is in Low Ger- 
man, and begins ** Allene up godt bope und truwe.” 
Rdumker thinks Ringwaldt may possibly be the 
who made the High German version. Tr. as (1) “ Alone 
in God put thou thy trust." By J. C. Jacobi, 1725, p. 29 
(1732, p. 110). 

iii. Herr ist mein Hirt, Hilt mich in 
seiner Hute. /’s. xxiii. , iv, p. 944, prints 
it from Ringwaldt’s Eva fa, ¥.D., 1542 as above, in 
Tst.of 71. The first four‘lines of st. i. are taken from 
the older version, “ Der Herre ist mein trewer Hirt.” In 
the Minden Ravensberg G. B., 1454, No. 512. Tr, as 
(L) “The Lord He is my Shepherd kind.” By Afiss 
Manington, 1863, p. 20. 

iv. Jesu Christ, du héchstes Gut, Du 
lent. One of the finest of German peni- 

tential hymns. Wae i, iv. p. 1028, gives it, in 
Sst. of 7 1, from Ringwaldt’s Christliche Warnung, 
1588, where it is entitled * A fine oo {of supplication] 
for the forgiveness of sins.” In Burg’s G, 8., Breslau, 

ny soversign quod.” ta the Bagel. to Ger, Pectmaty my sove! -" In > er. vy, 
od, 1708, p. 39. Rewritten as (2) “ Lord Jesus Christ, 

sov'reign . as No, 226 in the Moravian H. 
Bk., 1789. In the ed. of 1486, No, 278, it s * Jesus, 
thou source of every good." (3) “O Christ, thou 
chiefest good, thou spring.” By Dr. G. Walker, 1460, 

76. (4) “ Lord Jesus Christ, thou highest good.” By 
. W. Young, in the Fumily Treasury, wal sr 

Rinkart, Martin, s. of Georg iinkert or 
Riuckart, r at Eilenburg on the Mulde, 
Saxony, was b. at Eilenburg, April 23, 1586.* 
After passing through the Latin school at 
Eilenburg, he became, in Nov., 1601, a founda- 
tion scholar and chorister of the St. Thomas's 
School at Leipzig. This scholarship also 
allowed him to proceed to the University of 
Leipzig, where he matriculated for the sum- 
mer session of 1602, as a student of Theology; 
and after the completion of his course he re- 
mained for some time in Leipzig (he did not 
take his .a. till 1616). In Marcel 1610 he 
offered himself as a candidate for the post of 
diaconus at Eilenburg, and was presented by 
the Town Council, but the Superintendent re- 

* His own statement was that he “was born Anno 
1586, Jubilate Sunday, on St. George's day, which was 
the 23rd of April, between 6 and 7 aw." In 1686 how- 
ever Jubilate S. (3rd S. after Easter) fell on April a4, 
while St. George's day is April23. The entry in the 
Registers at Eilenburg says that he wna baptised 
Monday after Jubilate, the 25th of April,” which Is 
guite correct. : 

RINKART, 

fused to sanction this ari 
on the ground that KR 
musician than theologia 
he was unwilling to hav: 
anative of EKilenburg, a 
have a will of his own. 
to contest the matter, ; 
mastership in the gymna 
entered on his duties the 
June, 1610, as sixth ma 
of the St. Nicholas Chi 
this appointment for a fe 
diaconus of St. Anne’s ( 
stadt of Kisleben, and | 
May 28, 1611; and the 
Brlitecs and Lyttich« 
near Eisleben, entering c 
Dec. 5, 1618. Finally ty 
Town Council of Eilenb 
diaconus there, and in 
residence at Eilenburg. 
Dec. 8, 1649. A memorial 
affixed to the house whe 
veiled at Eilenburg on E 
26, 1886. (Martin Rinka 
ed., with a biographical 
extensive bibliography, 
and Johannes Linke, 1 
Perthes, 1886; K. Goede 
iii., 1887, pp. 169, 211, Ke 
The greater part of Rinkar 

amid the horrors of 
lenborg being a walled tow 

fugitives from all around, anc 
not ee eee es _— 

went away for pads atom. 4m 
to return; and ou’ Aug. 7 Rink: 
funerals of two of the town clerg 
leave their liv in the countr: 
time was the only clergyman Ir 
the service over some 40 to 50 
over about4,480. At last the re 
trenches without service, and dt 
some 8,000 persons died, includ 
who d. May 4, 1637. The next 
o to encounter, and 
June 24. Immediately thereaft 

Sp 
Eilenburg from the Swedes, 
1637, and again in 1639 (see p. : 
the services he to the 

.| made those in authority the mot 
latter he was much haras: 
and matters, and by the tip 
for peace came (Oct. 24, 1645) 
prematurely aged man. 

Rinkart was a volumi 
ood musician, but a con 
is books seem to have 

survive only in single copi 
to write try, and was « 

apparently in 1614. Amc 
wrote a cycle of seven sn-: 
or rather dramas, on the F 
suggested by the centenary 
in 1617. Three of these 
a in 1613, 1618, at 
them were acted in public. 
appeared principally in the 

(1) Jesu Hertz-B im. Th 
1630, and first pub, at Lei in 
known, The 2nd ed., pub. at | 
Royal Library at Hannover, (2) 
Saat, Leipzig, 1637, In the Re 
(3) zlv. Epithalami Salomoneo—* 
ticorum ... Leibliche Geistliche } 
Messe, Leipzig, 1642. In Wolf 
Catechismus-wolthaten, und Cate 
wig, 1645. In the Berlin Library. 
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Dr. Linke, 1886, as above, gives a list of the | 
first lines of all the hymns in the works of 
Rinkart which have =o Ping vot — 

d prints a selection from them, includin 

in al . The best of them ure procbicrecre | b 
a true patriotism, a childlike devotion to , 
and a firm confidence in God's merey, and Hig 
promised help and grace. A few passed into 
the German Iiyun-books. ‘lhose which have 
been tr. into E’nglish are :-— 

i. Alleluja, Lob, Preis und Ebr. This hymn, 
noted at p. 482, seems to be based on two hymna, 
beginning with the same first line, and both 
found in Rinkart’s Braut Messe, 1642. Dr. 
Linke does not print the full text. (See Bldtter 
fir Hymnologie, 1886, p. 91.) 

ii, Nun danket alle Gott. Thanksgiving. The 
oldest text now accessible is in J. Criiger’s Praxis, 
1648, No. 183, in 3 st. of 8 1. ; also in the Criijer- 
Runge .G. B., 1653, No. 187. It is also in 
Rinkart’s Jesu Hertz-Bichlein, 1663, where the 
text slightly varies, and is entitled “Grace” 
(* Tisch-Gebetlein,” ic. a short prayer at table). 
There does mot seem any good reason for sup- 
posing that it did not appear in the Ist ed., 1636, 
ot the Hertz-Bichlein, and in any case it has no 
connection with the Peace of Westphalia. (A 
ood specimen of the way in which stories of 
fymna are manufactured is in the Sunday at 
Home, Aug., 1888, p. 539, where a full and par- 
ticular account is given of its legendary origin 
in Nov, 1648.) It is founded on keclesiasticus |. 
22-24; and st. i., ii. are indeed little more than 
a paraphrase of these verses, st. iii. being a 
version of the Gloria Patri, The fact that the 
regimental chaplains, when holding the special 
service of thanksgiving for the conclusion of the 
peace, were commanded to preach from this pas- 
sage, may have suggested the theory that 
Rinkart’s hymn was written for the same oc- 
casion. It gradually came into general use, 
successfully survived the period of Rationalism, 
and is now to be found in every German hymn- 
book, ¢g. in the Berlin G. 1. &., ed. 1863, No. 
1022. It may be called the German Te Deum, 
and as such is used at all national festivals or 
special occasions of thanksgiving. It was recently 
used at the festal celebration of the completion 
of Cologne Cathedral, on Aug. 14, 1880, at 
the laying of the foundation stone of the new 
Reichstags building in Berlin, by the Emperor 
William, Juns 9, 1884, &e. 

The fine melody (set to the hymn in A. A. & 
M. and most recent English collections) appears 
in the Praxis, 1648 (Criiger’s Kirchenmelodien, 
1649, No. 94), and in the Criger-Runge G. B., 
1653, is marked with Criiger’s initials. It has 
been described as adapted from a melody b 
Lucas Marenzo (choirmaster at Rome, who iL 
1598), or as adapted from a motet by Rinkart; 
but to prove either statement, very little evidence 
is forthcoming. 

The ¢rs. of the hymn into English are :— 
1, Let all men praise the Lord. This is a tr. of 

st. i., ili, by Alfred Novello, as part of his version 
of the word-book to Mendelssohn's /.ohyesany, or 
Hymn of Praise, 1843, p. 89. This form has 
passed into a number of hymnals, including the 
4V. Cong. 1859; Dale’s Eng. H. Bk. 1874, and 
others. In the Baptist Hy, 1879, a tr, of st. ii. 
is added, of which 1]. 1-4 are from Miss Wink- 
worth's tr. 

2. Now praise the Lord on high, In full as No. 
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53 in the Dalston Hospital H. Bk., 1848. This 
appears to be the version which Kiibler, in his 
Hist. Notes to the Lyra Germanica, 1865, p. 247, 
says was made by Baron C.K. J. von Bunsen, for 
the opening of the German Hospital at Dalston, 
on Oct. 15, 1845. 

3. Now let us all to God. In full, by A, T. 
Russell, as No. 201, in his Ps. & Mys., 1851. 

4. O let us praise the Lord, From hearts by true 
lowe guided. This is No. 240 in the Winchester 
Ch. H. Bh., 1857, and seems to be intended as a 
paraphrase of the German. 

6. Now thank we all our God. A full and very 
good tr. by Miss Winkworth, in her Lyra Ger., 
2nd Ser., 1858, p. 145, repeated in her C. B. for 
England, 1863, No. 11, and her Christian Singers, 
1869, p. 181. It has been included in many 
recent English and American hymnals, e. g. 
H. A. & M., 1861; People’s Hyl., 1867; Cong. 
Hyl., 1887, &c., and in America in the pes. 
Hyl., 1871; Presb. Hyl., 1874, and many others, 
generally in full and unaltered. 

6. Now all give thanks to God, In full as No, 
264 in the Anglican H. Bh, 1868 (1871, No. 
307), marked a3 a versification by R, C, Single- 
ton. Repeated in J. L, Porter's Coll., 1876. 

7. Now all men thank ye God. In full by T-. 
k. Brown, as No. 37 in the Clifton College H. 
Bh, 1872. 

Other tra. are :— 
(1) * Now let us praise the Lord.” Io full by vw ©. 

Jacobi, 1722, p. 86 (1732, p. 144), repeated, altered, in 
the Moravian H. Bke., 1754 to 1486. (2) “Now all, 
to God give thanks.” By Dr. H. Mills, in the Awang. 
Jieview, Gettysburg, 1461, p. 293, and his Horae Ger,, 
1866, p. t4. (3) “ Lift beart, and hands, and voice.” 
By Miss Cox, 1564, p.239. (4) ** Now all give thanks to 
God.” By J. 1), Burns, 1469, p 262, (5) * All hearts 
and tongues and bands.” By ¥. L. ingham, L8TO, 
Pp. 212. 

iii. So fahr ich hin mit Freuden, Fur the Dying. 
In his Meissnische Thrinen-Saat, 1637, No. 24, 
p. 19, in 5 st. of 8 1,, entitled “ Even the same, 
and her soul-rejoicing Farewell Hymn. On May 
8." St. i. is, 

“ So fahr ich bin mit Frewden 
Aus diesem Jammerthal, 
Aus Angst, Gefabr und Leiden 
In Himmels-Frewden Saal, 
Da wir und alle Frommen 
Durch Gottes Wundermacht 
Zusammen wiederkommen : 
In des zu guter Nacht.” 

The title refers to the preceding hymn, which 
is in 19 st:, the initials of the sts. forming the 
acrostic Christina Rinckardia. Dr. Linke abridges 
it and misprints the title, which is :— 

“Die Teutsche Jobs-Schwester (Christina M, Rinckart's 
Hertzgetrewe Bhe- und Creutz ain) und ihr Thg- 
liches und behdgliches Trost Lied. Aus threm Li 
erwihlten und am 10. [not 30) Tuge des Trostk 
Meyen dieses 1637, Jahres sum letsien Ehrengedichtniss 
abgehandelten Leich-Text : des 77, Psalms.” 

From this it is clear that both hymns are in 
memory of his wife, that she died on May 8, 
1637, and that her funeral sermon was preached 
by her husband on May 10,1637. The form ¢tr. 
into English is the greatly altered, or rather 
practically new text which is noted under 
Sturm, Leonhard (q.¥.). 

A version of the “Jesu dulcis memoria,” 
made by Rinkurt, is noted at p. 689,i. (J. M.) 

Rippon, John, p.p., was b. at Tiverton, 
Devon, April 29, 1751, and was educated for 
the ministry at the Baptiat College, Bristol. 
In 1773 he became Pastor of the Baptist 
church in Carter Lane, Tooley Street (after- 

3Q2 
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warda removed to New Park Street), London, ' by G. Rawson (sce hi 
and over this church he continued to preside 
until his death, on Dee. 17, 1836. The degree 
of D.D. was conferred on him in 1792 by the 
Baptist College, Providence, Rhode Island. 
Dr. Rippon was one of the most popular and 
influential Dissenting ministers of his time. 
From 1790 to 1802 he issued the Baptist An- 
nual Register, a periodical containing an ac- 
count of the most important events in the 
history of the Baptist Denomination in Great 
Britain and America during that period, and 
very valuable now 18 a book of reference. But 
his most famous work is his Selection of hymns 
for public worship, which — in 1787. 
The full title of the Ist ed. is A selection of 
Hymns from the best authors, intended as an 
Appendiz to Dr. Watte's Psalms and Hymne, 
In 1791 he pub. a Selection of Pralm and 
Hymn Tunes from the Best Authors, adapted 
to Dr. Watts’s Psalms and Hymns, and to his 
own Selection, and from that time the names 
of tunes were prefixed to the hymns in the 
successive editions of hishymn-book. In 1800 
he pub, the LOth ed, of his Sel, containing 
more than sixty additional hymns In 1827 
it was still further enlarged, and in 1844, 
after his death, appeared The Comprehensive 
Edition, commonly known as The Com 
hensive Rippon, containing most of the addi- 
tional hymns, with about 400 then first added, 
making in all upwards of 1170, in 100 metres, 
A rival to the Comprehensive was also after- 
wards published under the old title, somewhat 
enlarged. In the preparation of the original 
book, and its subsequent improvement, Dr. 
Rippon performed an important service to 
Baptist Hymnody, and also, it is said, gained 
for himself “an estate” through its immense 
sale In the preface to the 10th ed, he claims 
for himself the authorship of some of the 
hymns, but as he refrained from affixing his 
name to any of the hymns it is impossible now 
to say with certainty which ought to be as- 
cribed to him. There can, however, be no 
reasonable doubt that hymn 535, 3rd 
“The at has dawned, pr iret comes ” (q.¥.), 
is one of his compositions. Other hymns, pro- 
bably by him, are, “ Amid the splendours of 
Thy state” (Love of God), 1800; and * There 
is joy in heaven, and joy on earth” (Joy over 
the Repenting Sinner), 1787. He also altered 
the texts of and made additions to several of 
the older hymns. Some of these altered texta 
(see Index of Authors and Translators) are still 
in C. U. In 1830 the additions given in the 
27th ed., 1827, of Rippon’s Sel. were re- 
printed, with notes by Dr. Slater, as :— 
Hymns Original and Selected; interspersed in the 

Twenty-seventh edition of the Selection, with Numerous 
boxologies, in the Usual, the Peenliar, and in the less 
Common metrea. Hy John Rippon, DD. 

A 2nd ed.of this pamphlet of 82 hymns and 
doxologies appeared in 1832, (W. R. 8.) 

Rise, heart; thy Lord is risen. Sing 
His praise Without delayes, (. Her- 
bert, [Kaster.] This is Herbert’s quaint and 
beautiful hymn for Easter, pub. in Temple, 
1633, in 3 st. of 6 land 3 st. of 4 1. (see re- 
prints of The Temple). The hymn in the Bap. 
Pe. & Hys., 1858 — 

« Rise heart! thy Lord arose 
With the first morning ray,” 

was suggested by th 
From Herbert's hymn 
used as a separate pir 
to straw Thy way.” 
tineau’s Hymna, 1840 

Rise, my soul 
J. Connick. [Moruis 
Hyps. for the Children 
7 at. of 41, thus :— 

Rise, my so 
Are 
Joi 

With them 

Tt wus repeated in s 
books, as Whiteflel 
Toplady’s, aud othe: 
it is not so widely 
in several collectic 
Church Hyl., 1887, . 

Rise, my 80! 
R. Seaq 

Appeared in his # 
&e., 1742, in 4 st. « 
Pilgrim’s Song": a 
reprint of Seagray 
Seacrave's intimat: 
eluded it, with tt 
No. 2 of Pt. ii. of h 
This was repeated 
lections, and is the 
ht in modern — 
ymin is extensive 

Original text in L 

Rise, my sou 
Wesley. Sage 
the Father) Pu 
1739, p. 219, in 
“John xvi, 24. 
that your joy np 
1868-72, vol. i. p. 
J. Wesley’s Serm 
Perfection.” Alt 
original form, tl 
several collection: 

1, Since the Bon | 
of st. vi., will. 

7s. H. Bk, 1780, ar 
tions. 

2. Heavenly Fath 
American Reformed 
1869, is com of 

3. Abba, Father, 
Tican collections, in 
1872, where st. viii. 

When these c 
the use of the | 

inconsiderable. 
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Years War almost emptied the University, and 
Rist himself sso lay there for weeks ill of the 
pestilence. Attter his recovery he seems to 
have spent some time at Hamburg, and then, 
about Michaelmas, 1638, became tuter in the 
house of the lawyer (Laudschreiber) Heiurich 
Sager. at Heide, in Holstein, There he be- 
trothed hinsself to Elizabeth, sister of the 
Judge Franz Stapfel, whose influence seems 
to have had « gvod deal to do with Rist's ap- 
pointment as pastor at Wedel. In the spring 
of 1635 he miurried and settled at Wedel (on 
the Elbe, a few miles below Hamburg). where, 
spite of various offers of preferment, he re- 
mained till his death, on Aug. 31, 1667, 
(Johann Rist und seine Zeit, by Dr. T. Hansen, 
Halle, 1872; K. Goedeke’s Grundriss, vol, iii., 
1887, p. 79; Koch, iii, 212; Bode, p, 135, &e. 
The statements of the various autiorities re- 
garding the period 1624-1635 vary greatly and 
irreconvilably.) 

During the Thirty Years War Rist had much to en- 
dure from famine, plundering, and pestilence. Other- 
wise he led a patriarchal and happy life at Wedel, close 
to the congenial society of Hamburg, and as years went 
«n more and more esteemed and honoured by his con- 
temporaries. ‘Che Emperor Ferdinand N11. crowned bim 
asa po-tin 1644, and in 1653 raised him to the nobility, 
while nearer home Duke Christian of Mecklenburg ap- 
pointed him Kirchenrath and Consistorialrath, Among 
other literary honours be was received in 1645 asa mem 
ber of the Pegnitz Ord-r (see p, 143, under Birken), and 
in 1647 a8 a member of the Fruithearing Society, the 
gwreat German literary union of the 17th cent. ; while in 
1660 be himeelf became the founder and bead of the 
Eibe Swan Order, which however did not survive his 

Hist was an earnest pastor anda true patriot, He of 
course took the side, and that with all his might, of the 
Protestanta, but he longed as few did fur the union of 
the elements of the body politic in Germany. 
He was a voluminous amt many-sided writer (see 
full bibliographies in Hansen and Goedeke as above). 
His secular works are of great interest to the student of 
the history of the times, and his occasional ms on 
anarriages, &c., to the genealogist and local historian. 
Perhaps the most interesting to the general reader are 
the Friede wiinschende Teutschland, 1647, and the 
Friedejauchtende Teutschland, 1653, two plays in which 
there are vivid pictures of the times, especially of the 
condition of the lower classes during the Thirty Years 
War. These plays, with selections from bis other 
secular poems and from his hymns, are incladed in bis 
Dichtungen, Leipzig, iss, ed." by Goedeke and E, 
ioetze. Hansen gives analyses of the secular works, 
with a few extracts from them; and in his second part 
gives a full selection from the hymns, often however 
greatly abridged, 

Asa hymn-writer Rist takes high rank. He 
wrute some 680 hymus, intended to cover the 
whole ground of Theology, and to be used by 
all ranks and classes, anc on all the oceasions 
of life. Naturally enough they are not of 

ual merit, and many are poor and bombastic. 
Ttist meant them rather for private use than for 
public worship, and during his lifetime they 
were never used in the church at Wedel. But 
they were eagerly caught up, set to melodies 
by the best musicians of the day, and speedily 
passed into congregational use all over Ger- 
many, While even the Roman Catholics rend 
them with delight. Over 209 may be said to 
have been in ©. U. in Germany, and a large 
number still hold their place. Unfortunately 
mnany are very long. But speaking of Rist’s 
better productions, we may say that their 
noble and classical style, their objective Chris- 
tia faith, their scripturalness, their power to 
console, to encourage, und to strengthen in 
trust upon God's Fatherly love, and their fer- 
went love to the Saviour (cspecially seen in the 
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best of his hymns for Advent, und for the 
Holy Communion), sufficiently justify the 
esteem in which they were, and are, held in 
Germany. The best known of Rist’s hymns 

| appeared in the following collections :— 
(1) Himlische Lieder, This contains 50 hymns 

The rate Zehen is dated LOneburg, 1641, the 2-5 Zehen 
are dated 1642 [Royal Library, Berlin}. To the later eds, 
Rist made various alterations, and also expanded the 
titles of the hymns, these being almust all for 
the worse. (2) Neier Aimlisze Lieder sonderbahres 
Buck, Llneburg, 1651 [Wernigerode Library]. 50 
hymns. (3) Sabbadtioche Seeleriust, Liineburg, 1651 
(Brit. Mus. and Gitungen). With 58 hymns on the 
Gospels fur Sundays, &c. (4) Frommer und gottseliger 
Christen alltdglic' Haussmusik, LAinebarg, 1654 (Brit. 
Mus. and Goitingen), With To bymus. (5) ele 
musilhalische Fest-Andachten, \tineburg, 1655 [Werni- 
gerade), With 52 bymns on the Sunday Is, (6) 
Neiie musikalische Katechismus Andachten, LOneburg, 
1656 (Brit. Mus. and Wernigerode). With 40 hymns. 

Seven of Rist’s hymns are separately noted 
under their German first lines (see Index of 
Authors and Translators), The others which 
have passed into English are: — 

i, Du Lebensbrod, Herr Jesu Christ. Luly Com- 
munion. In his J/aussmusit, L654, No. 7, p. 32, 
in 8 st, of 8 L, entitled * A devotional hymn, 
which may be sung when the people are about 
to take their place at the Holy Communion of 
the Lord.” Founded on Ps, xxiii, Included as 
No. 473 in the Berlin G. L. S., ed. 1863, Tr. 
asi— 

Lord Jesu Christ, the living bread. A good tr. of 
st. i., ii, iii, v., by A. T. Russell, as No. 159 in 
his J's, & Hys,, 1851. 

iL Ebr und Dank sei dir gesungen. On the 
Angels. In his Fest-Andachkten, 1655, No. +i, 
p. 304, in 9 st. of 10 L, entitled “ Another hymn 
of Praise and Thanksgiving on the same Gospel 
(S. Matt. xviii.) for St. Michael's Day. In which 
the great God who created the Angels, and ap- 
pointed them for our service, is from the heart 
adored and praised.’ Included in Burg's G. #., 
Breslau, 1746, No. 219, and in Bunsen's Versuch, 
1833, No. 233. The trs. in C, U. are :— 

1, Praise and thanks to Thee be sung. By Miss 
Winkworth, omitting st. iii-v., in her Lyra 
Ger, Ist Ser., 1855, p. 205, repeated in her 
C. B, for England, 1863, No. 85. 

2, Glory, praise, to Thee be sung. A fr. of st. i. 
as No. 1224, in the Moravian H, Bh., 1886, 

iii. Ermuntre dich, mein schwacher Geist. (/rist- 
mas, Founded on Isaiah ix. 2-7. Ist pub. in 
the Erstes Zehen of his Himlische Lieder, 1641, 
No. 1, p. 1, in 12 st. of 8 1, entitled “A hymn 
of praise on the joyful Birth and Incarnation of 
our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.” Included 
in Criiger’s Praxis, 1656, No, 87, and recently, 
omitting st. viii. as No, 32 in the Unr. L. &., 
1851. The trs, in C. U, are:— 

1. Be cheerful, thou my spirit faint, A ir, of 
at. i. by J. Gambold, as No, 138 in pt. i, of the 
Moravian I. Bk. 1754; repeated as st. i, of No, 
457, altered to “ Arise my spirit, leap with joy,” 
and with his trs, of st. ii., iv., ix. added. In the 
ed, of 1789, No, 46 (1886, No. 41), it begin-, 
“ Arise, my spirit, bless the day.” . 

2. O Jesu! weloome, gracious Name! This is 
a tr. of st. it, vi, xii, by A. ‘T, Russell, as No, 
55 in his /’s. & //ys., 1851. 

nother tr. is * My languid spirit, upward spring.” 
By Ln Frethinghan, 1470, p. ibs. tad eae 

iv. Gott sei gelobet, der allein, Joy in God. In 
his Neier Himliseher Lieder, 1651, p. 126, No. 9, 
in (3 st. of 7 L, entitled * A joyful hymo of 
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Thanksgiving to God, that He permits us to 
enjoy our daily bread in health, peace and pros- 
perity, with a humble prayer that He would 
graciously preserve us in the same.” Included 
in Olearius’s Singe-Aunst, 1671, No. 322, and 
recently in Knapp’s Bo. L. &., 1850, No, 1696 
(1865, No, 1766). The tr. in C, U. is :— 

Now God be praised, and God alone. By Miss 
Winkworth, omitting st. iii., vi., viii, ix., in her 
Christian Singers, 1869, p. 192. Repeated, 
abridged, in Statham’s Coll, Edinburgh, 1869, 
No, 63 (1870, No. 110). 

v. Jesu, der du meine Seele, Lent. In the 
Erstes Zehen of his Himlische Lieder, 1641, p. 
35, No. 7, in 12 st. of 81, entitled * A heartfelt 
hymn of penitence to his most beloved Lord 
Jesus, for the forgiveness of his many and mani- 
fold sins.” Founded on prayer viii. in Class 11. 
of J. Arndt’s Paradiesg@rtlein, 1612. In the Une. 
L, &., 1851, No. 382. The trs, in C. U.are:— 

1. Thou hast cancell'd my transgression. A fr. 
of st. vi., viii., as No. 1022, in the Suppl. of 1808 
to the Moravian H. Bh., 1801 (1886, No. 107). 

2. Jesu! Who in sorrow dying. A free tr. of 
st. i., iii, IL. 1-4, v. I. 5-8, xii, by A. T. Russell, 
as No, 78 in his Ps. & Hys., 1851. 

vi. O Jesu, meine Wonne. /foly Communion. 
This beautiful hymn appears in Rist’s Hauss- 
musik, 1654, No. 9, p. 42, in 14 st. of 41., en- 
titled “The heartfelt Thanksgiving of a pious 
Christian when he has partaken of the Holy 
Communion.” In the Une. Z. 8. 1851, Not 
285. The tr. in C. U, is:— 

© Sun of my salvation. A good tr. of st. i., iii., 
v., Vi. by A. T. Russell, as No. 160 in his Ps, § 
Hys., 1851. 
Another tr. is :—"‘O Christ, my Joy, my soul's de- 

light." By Dr, G. Walker, 1#60, p. 65. 
vii. Werde licht, du Stadt der Heiden. Eypi- 

phany. In his Fest-Andachten, 1655, p. 82, No. 
13, in 15 st. of 6 L, entitled “ Another festival 
hymn of the day of the Manifestation of Christ, 
in which the glorious, godlike, and eternal Light, 
which has graciously arisen on us poor heathen 
in thick darkness, is devotedly contemplated,” 
In the Une. Z. S, 1851, No. 82. Tr. as:— 

1, All ye Gentile lands awake. A good tr, of 
st. i-iv., vi, vii, xiv. xv., by Miss Winkworth, 
in her Lyra Ger, Ist Ser, 1855, p. 30. Re- 
peated, abridged, in Schatf's Christ in Song, 1869 
and 1870, and in Flett's Co'/., Paisley, 1871. 

2. Rise, O Salem, rise and shine. A good tr. of 
st. i, iii, vii., xiv., xv., based on her Lyra Ger, 
version but altered in metre, by Miss Winkworth, 
in her C. B. for Englant, 1863, No. 38. Re- 
peated in J. 1. Porter's Coll., 1876, and the 
Pennsylvania Luth. Ch. Bk., 1868. 

viii. Wie wohl hast du gelabet. Holy Com- 
munion, In his Neier Hindischer Lieder, 1651, 
p. 78, in 9 st, of 12.1, entitled “A hymn of 
heartfelt Praise and Thanksgiving after the re- 
ception of the Holy Communion.” In the Une. 
I. 8, 1851, No. 291. The tr. in C. U, is :— 

© Living Bread from Heaven, A good tr., 
omitting st. iv., by Miss Winkworth, in her 
Lyra Ger, 2nd Ser., 1858, p. 103; repeated in 
her C. B. for England, 1863, No. 94, omitting 
the trs. of iii, v., vi. Her trs. of st. i.-iii., ix. 
were included, slightly altered, in the Pennsyl- 
vania Luth. Ch. Bh, 1868. 

The following have also been (tr, into Eng- 
lish :— 

ix. Heut ist das rechte Jubelfest. Whitsuntide In 

i 
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his Fest-Andachten, 1655, yr. 21! 
on the Gospel for Whitsund 
Olearius’s Singe-Kunat, 1671, 
ed. 1855, No. 172. The tes 
Allg. ~grery 1846, No. ats, wl 
“Heut hat der > mir 
day sent forth Ht heralds bo 
Churchman's Siilling Magazi 

x. Ich will den Herren lot 
giving. Founded on Ps. xxxiv. 
Lieder, 1651, p. 132 (No. 10 | 
This form is in Burg’s G. 7., 
In his HManssmusik, 1654, p. 9 
it to 6 st. of 121, and of this f 
“ Man lobt dich in der Stille " 
in many bymn-books, as the 
No. 1018. The tr. from this 
praine ascendeth.” In the 
p. 265, repeated in Reid's /*rat 

Ritter, Jakob, s. of 
sessur of the Court of A 
the ig a administ 
b. at Halle, 7 29, 16: 
letion of his university © 
6 Was appuinted secretal 

administration, and Justic 
near Weissenfels. He d. 
1669. (Koch, iii. 352 ; Bla 
1886, p. 2. In the latter 
see below, is spoken of + 
hitherto inspected by any 
present writer had howe’ 
examined it at Wernigeroc 
earlier.) 

Ritter's hymns a in } 
Daniel Sennert (b. Hs —, N 
tenberg, July 26, 1637, as Profes 
tr. by Ritter is entitled, NwWtede 
berett-und Ulung eines christlic 
Sterbens, and was pub, at Leipz 
tion, dated Halie, 1666. The wo 
to each of which Ritter added 
these hymns are worthy or note 
conciseness and by living faith. ° 
_ in Germany, and one has 
v — * 

Thr, die ihr euch von Christ< 
anity, In 1606, a8 above, p. 150.) 
which is entitled, **On the calli 
Chrisdan.” The hymn ts in 6 st. + 
and concise delineation of trne 
Christianity. Included in the 
the Berlin @. L. 8, ed, 1863, No. 

0 7 = Saviour’s name w! 
full fr, by Miss Cox, fm her Sac 
1841, P- 121. Her st. itil, 
Alford’s Ps. & Hys., 1844, bis 
and others. The same cento, alte: 
ye who bear your Saviour’s name 

Another tr. is: “© ye who 
name.” By Lady E, Fortescue, 0 

Robarts, Frederick 
London in March 1835; stu 
College, London, and at 
Edinburgh, and commence 
1859 in Liverpool, when he 
of the Richmond Baptist C! 
and ‘in 1883 of the Hillhea 
Glasgow. «a position he at 
Robarts has written some h 
three of which have _— 
Hymns for School and Honu 
lines and respective dates al 

1. In the name of Jesus, Doin 
Jesus, (1877.) 
2. O bless the Lord, and prai 

God's goodness, (1881,) 
3. O Lon, our Strength and Ret 

(1880.) 

Robbins, Chandler, 
Lynn, Massachusetts, Feb. 1 
cated at Harvard College 
Cambridge Divinity School 
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he became Pastor of the Second [Unitarian] 
Church, Boston, suceeeding Dr. H. Ware, jun., 
and Ralph Waldo Emerson. He received his 
p.p. degree from Harvard in 1855, and d. at 
Westport, Massachusetts, Sept. 12, 1882. Dr, 
Robbins pub. several prose works. He also 
edited The Social Hymn Book in 1843, and 
H for Christian Worship, 1854. His two 
hymna, * Lo. the day of rest declineth ” (Aven- 
ing), and ** While thus [now] Thy throne of 
grace we seek” (The Voice o a 
in Dr. G@. E. Bilis’ Ps. A Hys. ym the 
Sanctuary, 1845. L. B. Barnes's tune, “ Bed- 
ford Street,” was written for the former. 

(F. M. B.) 
Robbins, Samuel Dowse, m.a., brother 

of Dr. Chandler Robbins, was b. in Lynn, 
Massachusetts, March 7, 1812, and was edu- 
cated for the ministry at the Cambridge 
Divinity School. In 1833 he became Pastor 
of the Unitarian congregation iu his native 
town, and su ently held pastorates at 
Chelsea (1840), Farmingham (1859), and 
Wayland (1867), and retired from the last in 
1873. Four of his hymns are given in the 
Boston Unitarian Hymn [and Tune) Book, 
1868 :— 

1. Dewn towards the twilight drifting. Sunset. 
2. Saviour, when Thy bread we break. Holy Cum- 

Tm rerion. 
3. hou art, O God! my East. In Thee I dawned. 

God, Allin AU. 
4. Thou art my morning, God of Light. Daily Hymn. 
5. Thou art our Master, Thou of God the Son. Christ 

the Master. 

These, together with other hymns and 
poetical pieces, are in Putnam's Si and 
Songs, &c., 1875, and the text of No. 3 is 
revised therein, We are indebted to Putnam 
for these details. J.J. 

Robert the Second, King of France, 
surnamed “ Le Page "and “Le Dévot,” b. cirea 
970, was the s. of Hugh Capet, the tirst of the 
line of kinys that sueceeded the Curlovingian 
monarchs on the French throne. After 
having been associated with his father in the 
poreeeet of the kingdom, iu 988 he became 
ing in his own right. The story of his lite, 

rather than of his reign, isa sad one; troubles 
both in his family and without so multiplying 
upon him that it needed all the consolation 
that he sought and found in religion to cnable 
him to bear up against them. Having in 095 
or 996 espoused Bertha, the widow of Eades, 
Count of Chartres, and daughter of Conrad 
the Pacific, his cousin in the fourth degree (a 
marriage at that time strictly forbidden by 
the Roman Catholic Chureh), le was com- 
manded by a decree of Pope Gregory V. to 
put her away. He was tenderly attached to 
her, and refused, whereupon he was excom- 
municated. ‘This sentence caused the un- 
happy couple to be abandoned by all their 
courtiers, and even their servants, with the 
exception of two of the latter. After living 
together for a while ina state of sore priva- 
tion, nay, almost absolute destitution, Bertha 
was delivered of a still-born infant, which was 
represented to Robert to have been a monster 
with “ head and neck like a goose.” On 
hearing this (for the fond husband was but a 
weak and credulous man), Robert repudiuted 
his wife, who thereupon retired into a nun- 
nery. Subsequently, probibly about 1002, 
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he married Constance, a daughter of the 
Count of Arlea, by whom le had four sous 
and two daughters. Much of the misery of 
his later life resulted from this marriage; for 
in addition to the antagonism which existed 
in their tastes and pursuits, Constance en- 
deavoured to secure the kingdom for her 
youngest son Robert, to the exclusion of the 
third son Henry (Hugh, the eldest, having 
died, and Eudes, the second, being an idiot), 
and this led to constant domestic broile which 
embittered the tle king's existence. In 
1024 he refi (and wisely) the Imperinl 
Crown of the House of Suxony, when the 
Italians offered it to him on the death of 
Henry IL., the last of the Saxon Emperors, 
Robert spent much of his time in the society 
of monks, assisting in the services of the 
Church, and engaging on pious pilgrimages. 
It was upon his return from one of the latter, 
to some of the principal sanctuaries of France 
that he was attacked by a fever, to which be 
succumbed at Thelun’in 103], in the 60th 
year of his age und the ‘34th of his reign— 
more deeply lamented by his people, to whom 
he had attached himself by the sweetness and 
simplicity of his character, than any other 
king, probably, who ever reigned in France. 
Robert had u great love for, and skill in, 
chureh music, and it is not improbable that 
compositions of his are even at thisday in use in 
the services of his Ciureh. DSW. 

It has been the custom to speak of King 
Robert as a hymn-writer. But when the dif- 
ferent authorities come to specify the pieevs 
which he is said to have composed, their state- 
ments are hopelessly at variance. For the 
La cag of this article we shall take tour 
ancient authorities :— 

{a) and (6) In the Recueil des Historiens des Gaules 
etdela France, vol. X., Paris, 1760, pp. 297-0, there 
are extracts “ex chronico Sithiensi" (a); and also “ex 
chronico Alberici ad annum 997" (6). 

(ce) In the Junius MS, 121, in the Bodleian there ts a 
list of authors of sequences, written about 1300. Thin 
list is given in the article (q.¥.)- 

(@) William trurandus (d- 1296) in his Kationale, 
Bk. iv., bas a section ** De prosa seu sequentia This 
cecurs in two Mss, of the Ith cent. in the 
Museum (Add. 18304, f. 206; Reg. 7 E., ix. f.53. An 
earlier and finer ws. than either (Add. 31032) has un- 
fortunately lost the leaf containing this section), 

By these four authorities the following 
hymns and sequences ure ascribed to King 
Robert :— 

1. Chorus novae Hierusalem. 
2. Rex omnipotens die hodlerna. 
3. Sancti Spiritus adsit nobis gratia. 
4. Veni Sancte Spiritus. 
6. Victimae Paschali. 

But of these a only ascribes to him No. 3, 
and does not mention Nos. 1, 2, 4 or 5, while 
b ascribes to him Nos. 2 and 3, and does not 
mention Nos, 1,4 0r 5. On the other hand ¢ 
ascribea to him No. 5, while No. 3 it ascribes 
to Hermannus Contractus, and Nos. 1, 2, 4 it 
does nor meution at all. Lastly d ascribes to 
lim Nos. 1 aud 4, but ascribes Nos, 2 and 3 to 
Hermannus Contractus, and does not mention 
No. 5. Taking these in detail, we find No. 1 
is only ascribed to King Robert by d, and 
seems more probably to be by Fulbert of 
Chartres (see p. 224,1.). No. 3. seems without 
doubt to be by Notker Balbulus (sce note on 
“ Sancti Spiritus adait”). For No. 5 ree note 
on “ Viectimae Paseliali.” No. 2 ia noted at 
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p- 958, ii,, and, according to the common opin- 
ion, is there ascribed to Hermannus Contrac- 
tas; but this ascription is very doubtful, -eeing 
that he d. in 1054, and was only b. in L013, 
while the Bodleian ms 775 was written in 
Englan.t about 1000, 80 that the aseription of 
} deserves attention. Ag to No. 4 the subject 
of authorship is treated more fully under 
“Veni Sancte Spiritus,” bat here it may be 
said that Darandus and these who followed 
him are alone in ascribing it to King Robert, 
for the French tradition was clearly against 
this, e.g. n-ither a nor 6 as-ribo it to him, 
and Clichtovacus in his Elucidatorium, Paris, 
1516, and the Augustinian Missal, printed at 
Paris, 1529 (see Sequences, Purt ii.), which may 
be taken t» represeat the later French tradi- 
tion, while agreeing in aseribing No. 3 to King 
Robert, agree also in treating No. 4 as of un- 
known authorship. To sum up then it seems 
tous that No. 2 is possibly by King Robert; 
that Nos. 3 and 4 «re clearly not by him; and 
that his claim to Nos, 1 and 5 is exceedingly 
doubtful. 

The French chronicles a and b as above 
also ascribe to King Robert other liturgical 
pieces, viz.:—(1) “O Constantia martyram,” 
(2) *Judaea (O Jula) et Hierusalem,” (3) 
« Eripe me,” (4) Cunctipotens genitor” (5) 
* Cornelius centurio,” (6) ** Pro fidei meritis,” 
(7) * Concede nobis quaesumus."" These ap- 
pear to be Responsories and Antiphons, bat 
whetber rightly or wrongly ascribed to Robert 
the present writer cannot say. No.7 is also 
ascribed to him by ¢ as above. (J. M.) 

Roberthin, Robert, s. of Gerhard Rober- 
thin or Robertin, pastor at Saalfeld, in East 
Prussia, was b. at Saalfeld, March 3, 1600. 
He entered the University of Kinigsberg in 
1617, went to Leipzig in 1619, and then to 
Strassburg in 1620, where he became uc- 
quainted with Martin Opitz. After 1621 he 
travelled, employed himsel! as a private tutor, 
&e. In 1637 he was appointed s-eretary to 
the Prussian Court of Appeal at Kouigsbery, 
anlin 1645 also Chief retary aud Kath to 
the Prussian Administration at Konigsberg. 
After a stroke of paralysis on Avril 6, he d.on 
April 7, 1648 (K. Goedeke’s Grundriss, vol. 
iii., 1887, p. 128; Valentin Thilo’s Orationes 
Academicae, Konigaberg, 1653, p. 349, &e.). 

Roberthin was an influential, cultured, and lovable 
man. He had a g-eat liking fo- poetry, was a liberal 
patron of talented youths (e.g, Simou ach, ses p, 277, i.), 
and was one of the founders of the Konigsberg Poetical 
Union (see P. 35,1.) His hymns and poems appeared 

incipally in H, Alberti's Arien. The only one tr. 
nto English is noted at p. 202, ii, {J. M.j 

Roberts, Martha Susan, née Blake- 
ney, ‘laughter of the Rev. J. E, Blakeney. p.p., 
Archdeacon of Suefficld, was b. at Sheffield, 
Doe 25, 1862; and married to Samuel Roberts, 
Jv.. Queen's Tower, Sheffield, Dec. 21, 1880, 
Mrs. Roberts's hyimn-writing has been eon- 
fined to local events. Her hymn on the 
Laying of the Foundation Stone af a Church, 
“ Be present, Holy Father, To bless our work 
today,” was written, in the first instanes, for 
use at the laying of the foundation-stone of 
the North Transept of the Parish Church of 
Sheffield, July 12, 1880. It waa subsequently 
revised by Mrs. Roberts, and is in frequent 
use in Sheffield and the mstgbhourkned 
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Another hymn, written 
foundation stone of St. 
12. 1882, begins, * O Sa 
Thyself." Her lymn fi 
servicer at the Parish © 
* Rise, O British Nation 
Mrs. Roberts's ballad + 
and tender. 

Robertson, Willi 
David Robertson of Lr 
fini-hing his University 
to preach in 1711. He 
assistant to the ministe: 
Church of London Wall 
settlement, in 1714, « 
Borthwick, Midlothian. 
pointed minister of Lady 
and in 1736 of Old Gr 
Edinburgh, Nov. 16, 17: 
appointed a member of t 
General Assembly of the 
which compiled the Tra 

rases Of 1745, and is 
tributed 3 paraphrases 
collection, are number 
receive with cordial fait 
“ Let not your hearts wit! 
(p. 672, i.), and 43 * You 
voice no more.”’ See 8ec 
Paraphrases. 

Robertson, Willian 
the Rev. John Robertson, 
Lanarkshire, waa b. at Ci 
1820. He studied and ¢ 
University of Glasgow. 
parish minister of Monz 
where he died June 9%, 
pointed a member of the 
of the Established Chure! 
1857, and contributed 2 | 
for Public Worship, 1861, 
their Scottish Hymnal, 18 
tained considerable popula 
child the Saviour came” 
version of the Te Deum, w 
God we praise, Thee Lord 

Robertson, Willia 
youngest s, of John Rol 
near Stirling, was b, at Gree 
After studying at the Uni 
(whieh: conferred upon |.in 
in 189), he became, in 
Trinity U.P. Chureli, Irvi 
ing from the active dutie 
1879. He d. at Bridge o 
1886. In 1870 le was aj! 
of the Hymnal Committ 
Church, and contributed a 
Dies Trae (see p. 299, i, 12), 1 
Presbyterian Hymnal, 1% 
viously appeared as No. 81 
or chaunte and hymns fr 
Trachers, Glasgow, M. 0: 
(Preface. dated Irvine, Au 
tains 102 for children and 
He also contributed poem 
Missionary Magazine of tl 
[such as * ‘Tie Departed ni 
“The Child's Anyel” (M 
Lord's Three Weepings” ( 
other periodicals, But he » 
one of the most eloquent Seu 
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A considerable number of his 

hymns and 4 are embodied in the inte- 

resting Life of William B. Robertson, v.D., 
Irvine, by James Brown, v.v., Glaszow, 1888, 

(J. M.} 

Robinson, Charles Seymour, v.p,, was 

b. at Bennington, Vermont, Maich 31, 1829, 

and educated at William College, 1849, and 

in theology, at Union Seminary, New York 
(1852-53), and Princeton (1853-95), He be- 

fame Presbyterian Pastor at Troy, 1855; at 

Brooklyn, 1860; of the American chapel in 

Paris (France), 1868; and of the Memorial 

Pre-byterian Cuurel, New York, 1870. Dur- 

ing 1876-77 he was editor of the IUustrated 

Christian Weekly. As an editor of hymn- 
books be las been most successful, His Songs 
of the Church were pub. in L862; Songs for the 
sanctuary, 1865, Spiritual Songs, 1878; and 
Laudes Domini, A Selection of Spiritual dongs, 
Ancient and Modern, 1884. His Songe for the 
Sanctuary has probably jad a wider sale than 
any otber unoiticial Ameriean collection of 
any denumination, and the Laudes Domind isa 
book of great excellence. Dr. Robinson has 
composed a few hymns, including, * Saviour, 
I follow on” (Following Christ), in his Songa 
of the Church, 1862, and “ Isles of the South, 
your redemption is nearing ” (Missions), in his 
Songs for the Sanctuary, 1865. The latter is 
given in Dr. Hatfield's Church H. Bk., 1872, 
us “* Lands long benighted.” [F. M. B,J 

Robinson, George Wade, b. at Cork in 
1838, and educated at Trinity College, Dublin, 
and New College, St. Joln's Wood, London. 
He entered the Congregational Ministry, and 
was co-pastor at York Street Chapel, Dublin, 
with Dr. Urwick; then pastor at St. Jolin’s 
Wood, at Dudley, and at Union Strert, 
Brighton. He d. at Southampton, Jan. 28, 
1877. He pub. two vols, of poems, (1) Senge 
iu God's World; (2) Loveland. His hymn, 
“Strangers and pilgrims here below” (Jesus 
Only), from his Songs in God's World, is in 
Horier's Cong. Hys., 1884, in an abridged 
form; and “Weary with my load of sin” 
(Coutrition), is in the 1874 Suppl. to the New 
Cong. . (W. G. H.j 

Robinson, Richard Hayes, was b. in 
1842. anil educated ut King’s College, London. 
Taking Holy Orders in 1866, he became curate 
of St. Paul's, Penge. He subsequently held 
various charges, including the Octagon Chapel, 
Bath. He beesme Incumbent of St. Germans, 
Blackheath, in 1884. His prose works include 
Sermons on Faith and Duty, 2nd ed., 1873, and 
The Creed and the Age, 1884. His hymn “ Holy 
Father, cheer our way” (Frening), was con- 
tributed to the 8 PL C. K. Church Hymna, 
1871. Tt was written in 1889 tor the congre- 
vation of St. Paul's, Upper Norwood, and was 
designed to be sung iNet the 3rd Collect at 
Evening Prayer. It has passed into several 
collections (sometimes in an altered form), in- 
eluding H. A. & M., 1875. and Thring’s Coll. 
1882. See the latter for the authorized text. 

(J. J.J 
Robinson, Robert, the author of “Come, 

Thou fount of every blessing,” and “Mighty 
God, while angels bless Thee,” was b. at 
Swaffham, in Norfolk, on Sept 27, 1735 | 

his time. 
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(usually misgiven, spite of his own authority, 
as Jan. 8), of lowly parentage. Whilst in 
his eighth year the family mizruted to Searn- 
ing, in the same county. He lost his father 
a few years after this removal. His widowed 
mother was left in sore straits. The uuiversal 
testimony is that she was a godly woman, 
and far above her circumstances. Her am- 
bition was to see her son a clergyman of .the 
Church of England, but poverty forbade, and 
the bey (in his 15th year) was indentured 
in 1749 to a barber and hairdresser in Lon- 
don. It was an uncongenial ition for 
a bookish and thoughtful lad. is master 
found him more given to reading than to his 
profession. Still he appears to have nearly 
completed his apprenticeship when he was re- 
leased from his indentures, In 1752 came an 
epoch-marking event. Out on a frolic one 
Sunday with like-minded evumpanions, he 
joined with them in sportively rendering a 
fortune-telling oll woman drunk and in- 
capuble, that they might Lear and laugh at 
her predictions concerning them. ‘The poor 
creature told Robinson that he would live to 
see his children and grand-children. This -et 
him a-thinking, and he resolved more than 
ever to “give himself to reading.” Coine: 
dently he went to hear George Whitefield. ‘Tie 
text was St. Matthew iii. 7, und the great 
evangelist’s searching sermon on “the wrath 
to come” haunted him bleasedly. He wrote tu 
tlic preacher six years later penitently and 
pathetically. For well nigh three yeurs he 
walked in darkness and fear, but in his 20th 
year found “peace by believing.” Hidden 
away on a blank leaf of one of his books is 
the following record of his spiritual experience, 
the Latin doubtless having been umd to hold 
it modestly private :— 
“Robertus, Michaelis Marieque Robinson filins. 

Natus Swaffham, comitatu Norfolcia, Saturni die Sept, 
27, 1735. Renatus Sabbatl die, Mall 24, 1762, per pre- 
dicationem potentem Georgii Whitefield. Ex gustatia 
doloribus renovationis duos annosque septem abeolu- 
tionem plenam gratuitamque, per sanguipem pretiosam 
Jesu Christi, inveni (‘Thesday, December 10, 1756) cui 
sit honor et gloria ju secula seculoram. Amen.” 

Robinson remained in London until 1754, 
attending assiduously on the ministry of Gill, 
Wesley, and otber evangelical preachers, 
Early in this year he wus invited as a Cal- 
vinistic Methodist to the oversight of a chapel 
at Mildenhall, Norfolk. Thence he remove 
within the year to Norwich, where he was 
settled over an Independent cougreyation. In 
1759, having been invited by a Baptist Church 
at Cambridge ‘afterwards made historically 
famous by Robert Hall, John Foster, and 

others) he accepted the eall, and preached 
his first sermon there on Jan. 8, 1759, having 
been previously baptized by immersion The 
“call” was simply “to supply the pulpit,” 
but he seon won such regard and popularity 
that the congregation again and again re- 

uested him to sceept the full pastoral charge. 
is he aceeded to in 1761, alter persuading 

the people to “open communion.” In 1770 
he commenced his alvandant wutborship by 
publishing a translation from Saurin’s ser- 
mons, afterwards completed. In 1774 ap- 

peared his masculine and unanswerable 
Arcana, or the Principles of the Late Peti- 

tioners to Parliament for Relief in the matter 
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of Subscription. In 1776 was published A 
Pree for the Divinity of owr Lord Jesus 
Christ ina Pastoral Letter to «a Congregation 
of Proteatant Dissenters at Cambridge. Dig- 
nitaries and divines of the Church of Eng- 
land united with Nonconformists in lauding 
thie exceptionally able, scholarly, and pun- 
gently written book. In 1777 followed his 
History and Mystery of Good Friday. The 
former work brought him — invitations 
to enter the ministry of the Church of Eng- 
land, but he never faltered in his Noncon- 
formity. In 1781 he was asked by the Baptists 
of Londen to prepare a history of their branch 
ef the Christian ge : is ana in 
1790, in his History o «m and Baptists, 
and in 1792, in his Lecloastioal Researches. 
Other theological works ure included in the 
several collective editions of his writings. He 
was aturely worn out. He retired in 1790 
to Birmingham, where he was somehow 
brought into contact with Dr. Priestley, and 
Unitarians have made muchof this, on exceed- 
ingly slender grounds, Hed. June 9, 1790. 
His Life hos been fully written by Dyer and 
by Williata Robinson respectively, both with 
a bias against orthodoxy. His three changes 
of ecclesiastical relationship show that he was 
somewhat unstable and impulsive. His hymns 
are terse yet melodious, evangelical but not 
sentimental, and on the whole well wrought. 
His prose has all, more or less of the epddpor 
nal évoveidorimoy, that vehement and en- 
thusiastic glow of passion that belongs to the 
orator, (Cf. Dyer and Robinson as above, and 
Gadsby’s Memoirs of Hymn-Writera (3rd ed., 
1861); Belcher's Historical Sketches of Hymne ; 
Miller’a Singers and Songs of the Church; 
Flower’s inson's Miscel. Works; Annual 
Review, 1805, p. 464; Kelectic Review, Sept. 
1861. [A. B. GJ 
Robinson, Robert, was b. in London in 

1814, and educated for the Congregational 
ministry at Highbury College, London. He 
was tor successively at Chatteris, Luton, 
and York Road Chapel, Lambeth, London. 
From 1865 to 1884 he was Home Secretary of 
the London Missionary Society, He d. at 
New Cross, Jan, 10, 1887. His hymns were 
mainly composed for Sunday School Anni- 
versaries at Luton and York Road Chapel. 
They include the following, which have passed 
into C. U.:— 

1, Beauteous scenes on earth » Written for 
the Sunday S. Anniversary at Luton, in 1850, 

. Hear, Gracious God, and from Thy Throne. 
Written for the 5. S.A. at Luton, 195), 

3. I love Thy house, my Lord, my King. Written 
for the 8. S. A., Lasen. red ad 

4. I've been in chase of . Written for the 
S.S. A. at York Road Chapel, 1x6), 

5. Now while sn A heart rejoices, Written in 1#69. 
Major's Hook of Praise, 1871, 

6. Once more with joyous greeting. Written in 
Iti, In Major's Bk. of Praise, 1871, 

7. The chi @ of Sabbath bells. Written 
for the 8. 8. A. at Luton, 1849. 

8. Thus in holy con 
Major's Hk. of Praine, 1871, 

9. While we on earth are raising. Written in 1#¢9. 
In Major's Ak. of Pratse, 1471. 

10. Years are . life is wasting. Written for 
the 8.5. A. at Luton, Is49. 

All these hymns are for children, and are 
specially adapted to anniversary services, 
Most of them are in Major's Bk. of Praise for 

Written in 1469. In 
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Home and School, 1871; am: 
Sunday Scholar's Companior 

Rock of ages, cleft fo: 
lady. cores In th 
of the G lagazine, 17° 
“Life a pastes and sig 
of Toplady’s signatures), th 
at p. 474 :— 

“Yet, if you fall, be humbled 
Pray afresh to God, who is able t 
set you on your feet again. La 
covenant; and say to the Lord, f 

: Rock , cle 
tet hy Fre A 3 
Foul, I to the founts 
wash me, Sariowr, 

Make those words of the apost! 
plexed, but pot in despair; cas 
stroyed.'" 

2. In the Gospel Magazin 
(of which Toplady was ther 
appeared a peculiar article « 

Calculation: Introd uc 
sake of the spiritual Impr 
Questions and Answers, relat 
Debt. The object and end 
tion” will be gathered from 
tions and answers :-— 

g. 4%. How doth the governme 
iy? 

A. By taxing those who lent 
others, 

Y. 9. When will the governme: 
neipal ? 
A. When there is more money j 
alone, than there is at present in al 

@. 10, And when will that be > 
A, Never. 

This artiole is signed “J, 
underneath, the subject is 
Spiritual Improvement of ¢. 
another Hand. The vim ot 
ment” is to ascertain how m 
the human race” is guilty 

‘reon was to break the Jaw | 
ours” ; (2) tivice in the sami 

every hour; (4) once in ever 
in every second, As this | 
we will give the question am 

Q@. May we not proceed abun 
Sixty seconds go toa minute, Nov 
present life, rise to the mark of le 
fairly tnferritle, that our Sing r 
second of oor shblunary durations ? 

A. ‘Tis too true, And in this 
our dreadfall account stands as fo 
old, cach of us is chargable with 
thousand sins. At feoenty, with ¢ 
thousand.—At thirty, with 946 m 
sand,—At forty, with 1261 million 
Jifty, with 1676 millions, and #00 t 
with 1492 millions, and 160 thousan 
2207 millions, and 620 thousand.— 
millions, 480 thousand. 

@. When shall we be able to p 
dein ? 

A. Never... .. 
@. Will not divine goodness com 

by accepting less than we owe? 
A. Tmpreesible. . ... 

Notwithstanding this frigh 
there is hope, as the answer 
on, makes clear :— 

A, “Christ hath redvemed us {r 
Law; being made a curse for us.” 
This, will not only cownter-balance, 

. ALL the sins of the whois 

Questions and Answers fol 
are framed to support Tupls 
creed. The last answer is :— 
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A. * Wecan only admire and bless the Farner, for 

electing us in Christ, and for laying on Him the iniqui- 

ties of us all :——the Son, for taking our nature and our 

debts upon Himself, and for that complete righteousness 
and sacrifice, whereby he redeemed his mystical Israel 

from ali their sims :—and the eo-wenal Spirit, for causing 

use (in conversion) to feel our need o! Christ, for in- 

pool and us with faith to embrace him, for es us 

with his sweet consolations by shedding abroad his love 

in our hearts, for sealing us to the day of Christ, and for 

making us to walk in the path of bis commandments. 
“A living and se RAYER for the Hotest Be- 

LIEVER int the Wor : 

“ Rock of Ages, cleft for me, 
Let me hide myself in Thee! 
Let the Water and the Blood, 
From thy riven Side which flow'd, 
Be of Sin the double Cure, 
Cleanse me from its Guilt and Pow'r. 

2. 
** Not the labors of my hands 

Can fulfill the Law's demands : 
Could my zeal no respite know, 
Could my tears forever flow, 
All for Sin could not atone : 
Thou must save, and Thou alone! 

3. 
** Nothing in my hand I bring; 

Simply to thy Cross | cling ; 
Nal come to Thee for 3 
Helpless, look to Thee for grace ; 
F i to the fountain fly : 
Wash me, Saviour, or I die! 

4 
** Whilst I draw this fleeting breath— 

ss When my eye-strings break in death—~ 
When I soar through tracts unknown— 
See Thee on thy Judgment-Throne— 
Rock of -_ cleft for me, 
Let me hide myself in Tare !—A. T.” 

3. In his Ps. & Hys., 1776, No. 337, this text 
was ted as * A Prayer, living and dying,” 
with changes given in italics in st. iv. 

“* While I draw this fleeting breath, 
When my eye-strings break in death, 
When I soar fo worlds unknown, 
See Thee on Thy judgment throne: 
Rock of Ages, cleft for me, 
Let me hide myself in Thee,” 

In tracing out the subsequent history of 
this hymn we shall deal weg Text, ita Use, 
its Translations, and its Merits and Usefulness, 

4. The Text. In the above quotations we 
have Toplady’s original, aud his revised text. 
Of these we must take the latter as that which 
he regarded as authorised, and indicate sub- 
sequent changes by that standard alone. 
‘These changes include :— 
(fs The change of st. iii. 1.2 from “ Simply 

to Thy Cross, &c.” to “ Simple to Thy Cross, 
&e.,” first appeared in Walter Row’'s ed. of 
Toplady’s Ps, and Hys., 1787. 
(2) “Rock of ages shelter me.” This was 

given in Rippon’s Bap. Selection, 1787, and 
others. 

(3.) In the 1810 ed. of Rowland Hill's Coll. 
of Ps. and Hys,, No. 111, st. i.-iii. are given 
as “Smitten on th’ accursed tree.” 

(4.) The most important rearrangement of 
the text, and that which has gained as great 
if not a sreater hold wpon the public mind 
than the original, is that made by T. Cotterill, 
its read teh in his Bal of Ps. & Hys., 1815. 

8 (the itulies indicate the alterations 
made by Cotterill) :— 

1. * Rock of ages! cleft for me: 
Let me hide myself in Thee: 
jet the a water oe blood, 

m Thy wonnderd side which i 
Be of sin the double cure; sli 
Save from wrath, and make me pure, 
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2. * Should my tears for ever flow, 
Should my teal no languor know, 
This for vin could not atone; 
Thou must save, and Thon alone; 
In im hand no price I bring, 
mply to Thy cross I cling, 

3. ** While I draw this fleeting breath, 
When mine eyelids close in death, 
When | rise to worlds unknown, 
And behold Thee on Thy throne, 
Rock of ! cleft for me! 
Let me hide myself in Thee.” 

(5.) In the 8th ed. of his Sel. of Ps, & Hys., 
1819, Cotterill repented this text with the 
ebange in st. i.1. 4, from “ From Thy wounded 
side which flow’d,” to “ From Thy aide, a 
healing flood.” This text was repeated in J. 
Montgomery's Christian Psalmist, 1825, and 
is found in a large number of hymn-books 
both old and new. 

(6.) The next important change was that 
made in the 1830 Supplement to the Wes. H. 
Bk. This text is — 

St. i. Cotterili’s of 1415, as above, ‘ 
St. il. Cofterill's, 1815, with 1, 1, * Could my tears,” 

&e. ( ly); 1. 2, Could my wal,” &. (Toplady); 
1, 3,“ for sin,” &c, 

St. iil. Cotterill’s, 1815, witb |. 2, When my eyes 
shall close in death.” 

This is the reongnised Methodist version of 
the hyn in moet English-speaking countries. 

(7.) In 1836 another version was given 
by W. J. Hall in the Mitre H. Bk., No. 99, as 
follows :— 

St. i, Cotterill, of 1415. 
St. ii, * Merit I have none to bring, 

Only to Thy crosa I cling : 
Should my tears for ever flow, 
Should my veal no languor know, 
All for sin could not atone ; 
Thou must save, and Thou alone.” 

St. lil. Cotferdll, 1815, with |. 4, See Thee on Thy 
judgment throne" ( Toplady). 

This text is repeated in The New Mitre 
Hymnal, 1875. 

(8.) The crucial line of the original, * When 
my eye-strings break in death,” has been 
altered as :— 

1, “ When mine eyelids close in death.” Cotterill, 
1415, as above. 

2. When my eyes shall close in death.” Wes. H. 
Bk., 1830, as above. 

3. * When my Acart-strings break in death.” Wil- 
liams’s and Boden's Coll., 1801. 

4. When my eyelids sink in death.” J. Kemp- 
thorne’s 8. & Hys., 1510. 

(9.) Other changes in the text of the hymn 
might be indicated ; but being of minor im- 
portance nothing will be gained by their enu- 
meration. 

5. Its Use. From 1776 to 1810 this hymn 
is found ina very limited number of hymn- 
books. After that date tle interest therein 
grew rapidly until at the present time it is 
omitted from no hymn-book of merit in the 
English language. Until Sir R. Palmer's 
(Lord Selborne) vigorous protest at the 
Charch Congress ut York in 1866, most of the 
altered texts as given above were in common 
use. Since then in most new hymu-books ‘Top- 
lady’s authorised text from his Ps. & Hys., 
1776, has been adopted. 

6. Translations. In translating this byron 
into other languages (and these translations 
are very numerous and in many languages), 
the text used has varied with the materials in 
the hands of the translator, some taking the 
text direct from Toplady, some from Cotterill, 
and others from the Wes. H, Bk., or other 
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sources. ‘The following are the first lines of 

some versions in Latin :—- 

(1.) “Jesus, pro me rforatus.”” a W. E. Glad- 

stone, made in beds, pub, in Tra tions by Lord 

Lyttelton, and the Ry At Hon. W. B. Gladstone, Lond. 

1461, This is from Toplady's text. 

(2.) * Mibl flasa, Rupes diva.” By C. 1. Black, in 

Bigus's Annotated ed. of H. A. & M., 1867. This is 

from the H. A. «. Af. 1461 text. 

(3.) “0 rupes aeterna. mihi percussa, recotsdar.” 

By R. Bingham from Toplady's full text, slightly 

altered. in his Hymno, Christi Latina, 1871. 

(4.) “Rupes aevum fissa quondam.” By H. M. 

Macgill, from Toplady’s full text, in Lis Songs of the 

Christian Creed and Life, 1876. 

(5.) *Seculorum, pro me fisea.” By G. 8S. Hodges, 

oar the H. A. & M. text, in his The County Palatine, 

176. 
(6.) “Rupes Seculorum, te.” By Silas T. Rand, in 

Burrage’s Haptist Hymn Writers, 1sHD. 

7. Merita and Usefulness, The merits of 

this hymu are of a very high order whether 

regarded as # sacred lyric, or as a metrical 

epitome of certuin well-known passages of 

Holy Scripture. The influence which it has 

had upon the minds of men, especially amon
gst 

the more learned, has been very considerable. 

The fact that it was quoted by and guve great 

consolation to the late Prince Cousort in his 

last illness is well known. This ia one, how- 

ever, of numerous instances of more than 

ordinary importance, where it has been a stay 

and comfort in days of Dkr and in the hour 

of death. No other English hymu can be 

named which has laid so broad and firm a 

grasp upon the English-speaking Pa 

t, Samuel, s. of Johann Rodi- 

gras’ at Groben near Jena, was b. at 

Groben Oct. 19, 1649. He entered the Uni- 

versity of Jena in 1668 (a1.a. 1671), and was 

in 1676 appointed adjunct of the philosophical 

faculty. In 1680 he became conrector of the 

Greyfriars Gymuasium at Berlin. While in 

this position he refuset the offers of a pro- 

fessorship at Jena and the Rectorships of the 

Schools at Stade and Stralsund. Finally, in 

1698, he became rector of the Greyfriars 

Gymnasium, and held this post till his death. 

His tombstone in the Kloster-Kirebe in Berlin 

says he d. “die xxix. Mart. a. MDCCVITL. .. 

actatis anno lix.” (Koch, iii, 420; Goedeke's 

Grundrisa, iii, 1887, p. 291 : Ms. from Dr. Nohl 

of the Greyfriars Gymnasium, &c.). Two 

hymns have been ascribed to him, one of 

which has passed into English, viz. :— 

Was Gott thut das ist wohigethan, Es bleibt 

gerecht sein Wille. Cross and Consolation, This 

hymn is one of the first rank. It is founded on 

Deut. xxxii. 4, and has reminiscences of an older 

hymn by Altenburg (p. 54, i.) begiuning with 

the same first line. Wetzel, ii. 306, says it was 

written in 1675, while Rodigast was at Jena, for 

his sick friend Severus Gastorius, precentor 

(cantor) there, and set to music by Gastorius. 

it appears in the Hannoversche G. B., Gottingen, 

1676, as No. 13 in the Appendiz, and is in 6 st. 

of & 1. Included in the Schleusingen G. B., 

1681, and most recent collections, ¢@.g., a 

No. 902 in the Berlin G. L. S., ed. 1865. It 

was, says Koch, viii. 44, the favourite hymn 

of Friedrich Wilhelm LL. of Prussia, and by his 

command was performed at his funeral on June 

11, 1840. 

The beautiful melody, gives in the C. B. for England, 

appears in the Nornberg G. #., 1600 (not in the ed. of 

ROH, JOHA 

1676), No. 1220. C. von Winter 
9, li. p. 587) considered th

at 1 

Gastorius, but was by Johanm | 

who was in 1675 ist at Fei 

to 1690 organist at rt, im “b) 

set it in motett form about 1650- 

The tra. in C, U. are :—— 

1, The will of God is on 

Russell, omitting st. iv.—vi-. 

Ps. § Hys., 1851. 

2. Whate'er my God ordai: 

is ever just. A good and ful 

worth in her Lyra Ger., 2nc 

Repeated in full in Bp- Ry! 

E. T. Prust’s Coll, 1869. 

Martineau’s Hymns, &ec. 1° 

Hys., 1884, the Amer. Epise. 

3, Whate'er my God ordai: 

will abideth. A very good 

and based on her 1858 ver: 

worth in her C. B, for Fong 

Repeated, omitting st. tii. int 

1869, Snepp’s Songs of G. 

Canadian Presb, H. Ba., 188° 

4. What God does, that is 

By Miss Borthwick, of st. i. 

in Dr. Pagenstecher’s Coél., 3 

5. Whate'er God does is gox 

but free tr. by E, Massie 

1866, p. 127. Repeated, « 

st. vin J. L. Porter’s Coll, 

6. Whate'er God does is r 

tr., omitting st. iii., iv., as J 

Hymnal, 1871. 
7. What God does, ever 

E. Cronenwett, omitting st 

the Ohio Luth. Hymna/, 188 

8. Whate’er God doth is rig 
In full by H. L. Hastings, 

Songs of Pilgrimage, 1886. 

Other tra. are :— 
(1) * What Thou my God dos 

the Supp. to Ger. Psalmody, 

“ Whate'er God docs is fitly dot 

1845 (1856, p. 164). (3) ** V hat 

done. By J. 8. Stallybrass, i 

porter, July, 1867. (4) ** Wha 

done.” By Miss Burlingbarm, © 

Feb, 1486, p, 216, and Reid's / 

+ All that God does is rightly ¢ 

1869, p2 234. (6) “ What God d 
By ¥, L. Frothingham, 1570, p. 

Roh, Johann, was a p 

near Leitmeritz, in Bohe 

name in Bohemian, but 

Latin he styled himself Co 

Horn. In 1518 he was ¢ 

uppointed preacher to the F 

community at Jungbunzla 

the Synod of Brandeis, it 

chosen as one of the three} 

Finally, at the Synod of 

1532, he was appointed B 
till his death, at Ju 

547. (Koch, ii, 114: We 

&e.) 
Roh was the editor of the / 

and is said to have written & 

Hobermian languege, but the ed 

with bis name. He also edi 

hymn-book of the Brethren, * 

Brider inn Behemen und Mer 

and seems to have been authe 

nearly all, of the #2 hymns ther 

“0 beiliger Vater, giltiger He 

is name in the Kirchengeseng. 
pp. 153-1 Bohemian ¥. PP: 

considerable number of Roh's 
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Lutheran hymn-books of the 16th and 17th centuries, 
and inte ‘net Moravian H. Bke. of the 1sth cent. Rather 
curiously im the last Moravian H. Hk. (the Kleines 
Gerangbuch, (3 madan, 1570), his name is not found ip the 
list of authors. 

Those of Roh’s hymns which have been tr. 
into English are:— 

i. Gottes Sohn istkommen. (Christmas. In 1544, 
as above, and thence in Wackernagel, iii. p. 350, 
in 9 st. of G L. The heading “ Ave Hierarchia ” 
refers to the melody, for it is not a ér. trom the 
Latin. Included in V. Babst’s G. B., Leipzig, 
1553, and recently in the Une, LZ. 5. 1851, 
No, 6. Strangely enough this fine hymn was 
emitted from the Airchenjeseny of 1566 and 
Jater eds. 3; and though it was included in the 
Herrnhut G. B., 1734, and the Briider G, B., 
1778, it has again been omitted from the Aleines 
G. B., 1870. The trs. are :— 

1. Lo! from heaven. A free é. of st. 
i.-iii., vi., by A. T. Russell, as No. 27 in his Ps. ¢ 
Hys., 1851. Included, altered, in Kennedy, 1863. 

2. Once He came in blessing. A good tr. of 
st. i-iii., v., ix., by Miss Winkworth, in her 
C. B. for England, 1863, No, 26. Included in 
J. Robinson's Coll., 1869, and the Pennsylvania 
Luth. CAurch Bh, 1868, 

3. God's Son once descending. This is No. 249 
in pt. i. of the Moravian H. Bh, 1754. 

Hymna net in English C. U. -— 
i. Betrachtn wir heut zu dieser Frist. Auster. 1544 

as above, and in Wackernagel, iii, p, 369, in 14 st, of 
G1. Tr. as:—(1)* The Saviour Jesus, Friend of Man.” 
As No, 332 in pt. i. of the Moracian H. Bk, 1754. This 
is from the recast “Der selge Heiland, Jesus Christ” 
(based on il.—v.}, as No, 1475 in Appendix xii, c. 1745, 
to the Herrnhut G, #., 1735. 

iii. Ein starker Held ist uns kommen, Christmas, 
1544 as above, and in Wackernagel, ti, p. 352, in 12 st. 
ofa). Tr. as (1) "God took our nature upon Him (st, 
iii.), as No. 251 in pt. b. of the Moravian H. Bk., 1754, 

iv. Lob Gott getrost mit m, Christian Church, 
1544 as above, and in Wackernagel, ill. p. 360, in 9 at. 
of 81. In the Kire , 1666, two st. were in- 
werted between ili, and iv. is form, in 11 #t., is No. 
563 inthe (ne, L. 8.1851. In the Briider G. #., 1778, 
No. 1014, fs acento in 3 st. (from st. vi,, viii, Le. of the 
1544, and iv. of the 1566), beginning “ Lass dich durch 
nichts erschrecken,” and this form been ér. as“ O 
be not thou dismayed, Believing little band,” as No. 596 
in the Moravian sf, Al., 1HH6, 

wv. O Mensch, thut heut hiren, Fassiontide. 1544 
as above, and in Wackernagel, ili., p. 355, in 20 st. of 
41. At p. 187 in this Dictionary it is marked as a tr, 
from the mian, The English version is ** 1am thy 
Lord and God” (st. Hi.) as No, 258, in pt. f. of the 
Moravian H. Bk, 1154, (J. M.)} 

Roman Catholic Hymnody, English. 
1. It is ry 4 during the last thirty or forty’ 
ears that the attention of Roman Catholics 

in Great Britain has become widely awakened 
to the subject of congregutional singing, and 
the treasures of hymnody in their own Office 
Books. There is even now room for much 
farther diffusion of aang. on the matter. 
Consi g how many are the hymns of sin- 
gular power and beauty, venerable, al 
through their long we, which are contain 
in the Roman Missal, (ices, and Breviary, it 
is surprising that Roman Catholic poets did 
not, long before the present century, render 
them more frequently into English verse. 

2. ‘The history of Roman Catholic Hymnody 
in Great Britain is beset with difficulties, 
arising from the rarity of the earlier books in 
which the little that was done at the first 
is found, and from the unsystematic use 
of the facts that are known. In the stormy 
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days of Elizabeth and James I, when the 
celebration of Divine Service according to the 
Roman Use exposed both priest and worship- 
per to the severest penalties, it was not to be 
expectel that Roman Catholic Hymnody 
could possibly flourish. Something, however, 
was done. “Jerusalem, my happy home” 
(p. 580, 4), and some noteworthy hymna and 
carols found amongst the poems of Robert 
Southwell, date from that period, Southwell, 
an English Jesuit, was born in Norfolk in 
1560, and was hanged, drawn and quartered 
under a charge of constructive treason againat 
Queen Elizabeth in 1595. He was the author 
of numerous sententious poems, an edition ot 
which was published in London in 1856; 
and more recently a critical and more complete 
edition has ben privately printed by Dr. 
Grosart. His “ New Prince, new Pomp,” is a 
ee specimen of his verse (p. 210, ii.). It 

ns :— 
* Behold a silly, tender Babe 

In freezing winter night.” 

It is fit to be sung as a Christmas hymn, 
and is far beyond much of the sacred poetry 
of Elizabeth's time. His translation of 
the “ Lauda Sion” is good, and the earliest 
translation of that hymn into English yet 
known. 

3. On the dispersion of the English Roman 
Cathalios, and their settlement at Antwerp and 
Brussels, at Paris and Rheims, and at St. 
Omer's and Rome, they ~— to issue books 
of devotion, and frs. from the Latin with ver- 
sions of the Old Church hymna. These fre. of 
the Primer were frequently reprinted. ‘That 
at Antwerp, for instance, waa issued in 1599, 
1604, 1650, and 1658, with the Preface signed 
“RV.” These initials are probably those of 
Robert Verstegan, a well-known printer then 
at work at Antwerp, and the author of The 
Restitution of Decayed Intelligence, ani a me- 
trical version of the Seven Penitential Pealme, 
1601. A Mechlin ed. of 1615, reprinted at 
St. Omer, 1619, and, again (place not given). 
in 1632, contained versions poasibly by William 
Drummond. William Habington wrote nothing 
that can be called a hymn. Two anonymous 
trs., however, of Cardiual Damiani’s Ad peren- 
nie vitae fontem, one issued in Paris in 1631 in 
a tr. of St. Augustine’s Manual, and the seeond 
ina fr. of the Confessions, 1679, show that there 
was no lack of power or poetic genius amongst 
the Roman Catholics of that period. The fol- 
lowing are specimens from each :— 

1631, 

“ The Fields are green, the Plants do thrive, 
‘The streams with Honey flow ; 

From Spices, Odeurs, and from Gums 
Moet OTS grow : 

Fruits hang upon whole Woods of Trees: 
And they shall still do so. 

* The Season is not chang’d for still 
Both Sun and Moon are bright, 

The Lamb of this fair City ts 
That clear, Immortal Light, 

Whose Presence makes eternal Day 
Which never ends in Night.” 

1679. 

Here Unguents, Spices, Liquors offer 
Scents aromatical ; i 

Still-bearing trees euch ie proffer 
at know nor cause no Fall. 

Here Cornfields seen, there meadows green, 
Honey streams glide between. 

al said 

? ete aoe 

a 
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"etiate tea 
Nor Sun, but the all-glorious Lambe 

Brings light to that blest sphere : 
Unse light, for ever 
Makes day without a night. 

The passionate and melodious hymns of 
Richard Crashaw (q.¥.) are hardly fitted for 
congregational use. He translated, amid a 
variety of other pieces, the * Lauda Bion” 
of St, Thomas Aquinas; and imitated, with 
some success, the mellifluous versification of 
the original, Austin’s hymns [see English 
Hymnody, Early, § x.) were published in his 
Devotions, in 1668, and in 1672, 1684, and two 
editions in 1685. Although these hymns are 
of some merit, they are used chiefly outside 
of Austin’s own communion, and in the form 
handed down by Dorrington and Hickes. 

4. John en, who in common with Cra- 
shaw and Austin, was originally a member of 
the Church of England, was the moat noted of 
a group of translators who in the Primers of 
the seventeenth century made translations of 
the Latin hymns from the Reformed Roman 
Breviary form of 1632. Some of these trans- 
lations are still found in a few Roman 
Catholic manuals and hymnals. Dryden's 
translation of the “ Veni Creator Spiritua ” :— 

* Creator Spirit, by Whose ald 
The world's foundations first were laid "* ; 

published as early as 1693, is the best known 
example. Two other translations hy him are 
given in Scott's Dryden, and repeated in the 
recent editions of Dryden's Poems. There is 
strong internal evidence and some traditional 
grounds for believing that these are but spe- 
cimens of his e:forts in this direction [see 
Dryden). The 1685 ed. of the Primer is of 
this class, although Dryden can scarcely be 
said to have had any share in the production 
of the work, A Roman Primer of 1687 con- 
tains these translations of the 1685 Primer, 
and afew which were new. 

5. During the eighteenth century very little 
was done, Alexander Pope held fast to his 
religion in the midst of much of the false 
philosophy of his day. He composed in the 
spirit of a true Christian the exquisite Ode 
which was suggested by the Emperor Adrian's: 

pes 

It is the well-known “ Vital of hea- 
venly flame.” His Messiah and his Universal 
Prayer have given several centos to modern 
hymu-books. (See Pope, A.) Amongst trans- 
lations not generally known is one by “T. 
P.,” published about 1740, of St. Thomas 
Aquinas's * Lauda Sion.” Although departing 
from the original metre, it is fairly meri- 
torious. The last stanza reads :— 

“ Gracious Jesus, Food divine, 
Preserve us, feed us, lest we stray ; 

And through the lonely Vale of Time 

Matchless goodness! boundless Might ! 
Fed by Thy Care, thy Bounty blest, 

Hereafter give thy Flock a place 
—— y Guests, a chosen 
The Heirs of everlasting Rest.” 

In 1753 a complete translation of the Roman 
Breviary was pub. in 4 vols, with new trans- 
lations of the hymns: but it was late in the 
century before anything approaching to the 
style and manner of the modern hymn-book 
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ractical purposes, and may be supplemented 
Py those ef the Rev. E. Caswall; of Cardinal 
Newman; and The Roman Breviary in 

English, by the Marquess of Bute, 1879. In 

this Inst are given versions of the hymns, 

antiphons, &c., by various 
8. The leading translatorsare Cardinal New- 

man, and the Rev. E, Caswall. Others might 
be named, but their productions are either 

limited in mumber, or inferior in quality. The 
art of translation is a very rare and difficult 
one. Many compositions which might pass if 
accepted as originals, would fail altogether if 
presented to critical eyes as versions of old 
and approved hymns of the Church, It is the 
brightness and delicacy of touch which dis- 
tinguish the work of a master in translation 
from the failures of an apprentice. The 
Verses on Various Occasions, 1868, by Cardinal 
Newman, contain a priceless collection of 
hymns for Matins, Lands, Prime, Tierce, Sext, 

one, and Vespers, on the different days of 
the week respectively ; for Compline, Mating 
and Lauds of Advent, and the Transfigura- 
tien, for a Martyr, and for a Confessor Bishop. 
These are full of music and sweetness, of 
energy and light, which could spring from 
nothing but genius and long practice in the 
art. Oardinal Newman is one of the great 
restorers of Roman Catholic Hymnody, not, 
indeed, oe publishing a complete lymn- 
book, but by being, one might almost say, in 
himself a type of rhythmical utterance, and 
the author of several hymns and translations of 
supreme excellence. The Rev. E. Caswall (q.v.), 
more than any other, has enriched E lish 
Roman Catholic hymnody with a inrge 
number of beautiful translations from the 
Latin. See, for example, his version of the 
hymn of Prudentius, “ Bethlehem of noblest 
cities.” How elegant is both the language 
and rhythm. How sags also, he bas 
translated that sweetest of mediaeval hymns, 
the hymn of St. Bernard, “Jesu dulcis 
memoria’ (“ Jesu, the very thought of 
Thee”), noted above. 

9. Amongst the original hymn-writers Dr. 
Faber takes the highest rank. His hymns, 
sung at the Oratory, are often remarkable for 
true poetry. Among these may be mentioned 
« Jesus is Risen,” “The Immaculate Concep- 
tion,” “'To our Blessed Lady,” “The Will of 
God,” and the “Evening Hymn.” Faber has 
done more than any other Englishman to 
— congregational singing amongst the 

man Catholics in Great Britain, The con- 
gregation to which he wns attached entered 
into his hymns fervently, and from them they 
spread to others. He certainly perceived and 
appreciated as a scholar, and from his stand- 
point 48 a Roman Catholic, the double advan- 
tage possessed by a Church which sings both 
in an ancient and modern tongue, making 
two-fold melody continually unto God. He 
did not prize the less the magnificent hymns 
of Christian antiquity in Latin, because he 
taught congregations to sing in the English 
of to-day. His indebtedness to the Olney 
ye . and to the bedroom he freely acknow- 
ledges in his Preface to Jesus and Mary, 1849. 
To these three—Cardinal Newman, wall, 
and Faber—the Roman Catholic H nody in 
England principally owes its ink 
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10. Other names of less importance from a 
hymnological point of view remain to be noted. 
If Thomas Moore could be regarded as a 
Roman Catholic, as he is reckoned by his 
friend and biographer, Lord John Russell, we 
should not be able to pass over sume Sacred 
Melodies of his which are well-known, and of 
extreme beauty. But the work published 
under the title of Sacred Songs, in 1816, has 
become so Lg age and they are so constantly 
claimed as the preductions of one who at- 
tended habitually the Anglican services, that 
we are unwilling to advance a disputable 
pretension. Besides, exquisite as they are, 
they have nothing in them that stamps 
them with any certain mark of the religion 
in which Moore was brought up in child- 
hood. “Thou art, O God, the Life and 
Light”; “O Thou Who dry'st the mourner’s 
tear"; “The turf shall be my fragrant 
shrine"; “Sound the loud timbrel,” and 
many others, are all of them steeped in that 
tenderness which touches deeply our human 
nature, when under the influence of Divine 
grace. Miss Adelaide Anne Procter had 
passed a considerable portion of her life before 
she entered the Roman Catholic Church. She 
wes born in 1835, but did not join the Roman 
communion until 1851. Sometimes she is 
truly lyrical, and her verses, Confido et Con- 
quiedo, would be suitable for congregational 
singing. The same may be said of Our 
Daily Bread. She does not write in the 
mere routine of pious verse. Her Sent to 
Heaven is lovely of its kind. She ia a 
thinker, but her Larrpe ig more —— to 
reading than to practical pealmody. ligion 
had taken deep root in her mind, and her 
days were passed in acts of self-denying cha- 
rity. Other translators and original writers 
include the Rev. T. J. Potter, who translated 
afresh nearly all the Vesper hymns in the 
Catholic Psalmist, 1858; Aylward, Porter, 
Rawes, Wallace, Coffin, Russell; H. N. Oxen- 
ham, a writer of known ability in eccle- 
siastical subjects in the Saturday Review ; 
Canon F. eley, a scholar of classical 
tastes ; i Vere, a true poet, author 
of Antar and .and many other volumes : 
Charles Kent, and Robert Campbell. Matthew 
Bridges bas ulso struck cre” Pye a note of 
adoration in his Hymns of Heart for the 
Use of Catholics, 1848, of which, “ Rise, 
glorious Conqueror, arise,” and The Seraph's 
Song, “Crown Him with many crowns,” may 
be taken as samples. 

11. In addition to the Oratory Hymns of the 
Rey. F. W. Faber, a cheap and popular Roman 
Catholic hymn-book, pub. by Burns ond Oates, 
has come into very extensive use. It is 
entitled, Hymns for the Year, a complete 
Collection for Schools, Missions, and General 
Use, 1867. It contains 288 of the best- 
known and most frequently used Roman 
Catholie hymns; and is found, together with 
the Oratory Hymns of Dr, Faber, to be an 
invaluable treasure to Roman Catholics. 
Some of the “Sacred Songs” touching the 
Communion of Saints are peculiar to Roman 
Catholic worship. Nothing, however. can ex- 
ceed the fervour and dopth of devotion and 
adoration to be found in the bymns addressed 

| tothe Father, the Word, and the Holy Spirit : 
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are. “My God, bow wonderful Thou ert”: | compliee Landon. 6) 

peaceful manger.” gah ed teed: 
iz. Oe ee ae | 2H, Annas Sanctus: £ 

Hymmody, ie the Anwus Sanctus, 1084. uf Uae 

roy Shiples. It is » work of great value. | ogo 
und the 4ppendiz. comtaining earler versions | ond - cad seven by Sty 
wen ogg erat a viyclgag ag. 
researc on Mr. Sbipley’s part. aro thie (3ePh Pati Prain 
pr ose solar be found the beads of families i" “na. Mpnas for the Te 

of Vesper byums taken from the | Sct: & 
Primers of 1604. 1615, 1685. and 1706. These Psese. 
versions of sume of the best-known _ Lawn | Ps a Pag 

Hymmnody (except the Primers, p. 909), which | 2%. (atholec Hys. w 
are noticed above -— Drublin, ».% 

1. A idlection of Spirt Somgt. By Bp. John In addition to ti 
Geddes. 1741, I~, jez. : lications of Matthe 

2A Odiectun of Catholic Hymns; or Feligwus . 
wngt, be. Eduued by the Rev. X. A. Gilbert, Whitby, | Adelaide A Pro 

1606; 2ud ed, Manchester, Inet: ard ed. edited by the Georgiana Faller 

wn, , Coltettion of Catholic Pe nd nea em * various hymn- bow! 
Anthems, and the Her. G. L. Haydock 
Whitby, 1+23. , Schools, 

r Catholic Pealter, . i 
Catholic Houwrt; 4 Family Prayer-Book with , 

#9. Romanus. T Hyman —< > i oS the By ' 
. Boman Missal for the Ure ye Dr. 

ne . Hasenteth. Derby, T. Richardson & fioue, 3668. of Greek hymn-v 
1. Vespers. By Ur. F.C. Husenbeth. | Emesa, 4 
+. Jexat and Mary. By F. W. Pater. Longe, ikon. j taebed to the cb 
9. Lyra Catholica ; cunteining all the Breviary and | ceary le. In 

Missal Hymns, with others from Various Svurces. epee re r 
Translated ty Edward ( M4. London, 1s49.  [ other « 

10. Church Hymns, in English, that may te meng to , of a roll (cartes) 
the Ch (harch Music. at hoe And other | hime lf endow] 
siiplons Feent. By J. Beste, Bog. Lemke. | Contakia (Nea 

att Cathedlic H order for the Menwa). He is 
vipal Pexivals Prams sof Sats, and the? cca of | sand of these ys 
Jevution th the year; with woudeuts. London. | 4 thousand of | 

Ser apttn esas = aay Faber. London, intercalated am. 
iz. 

se. ee ee Greek office bu 
eee ne one Oe ee By £. Cae | poems, which ¢ 

oT ae me The Holy with the Approbation under the mani 
Mf His Eminence Family mnt: ei London, 1-60. ; mined. The di: 

1S. Saint Wimifred’s Hymn Book: 4 Collection of | either as 491-2 

one ae Festivals, Retreats, BC) Anastasius the 
ras. A Selection of Catholic Hymns for the | 10 have come eae : D oro Sor td wa 

ae &. Patrick's Clabelée tngmn-Qeek London, 1-62. hymns had fall 
ls, Liturgical 7 the Chicf Pestivals of the 

Year, Selected from the Offices of the Catholic Church, | iD favour of 1 
and s translated into Englith as to be adapted to Ad | hymn of Met 
and New Church Music. By Francis er ee 
Priest. The Masic edited ty William " Maker, Sd. rd reece bg 
London 11465). poassousess : 

is. Lyra Liturgica; Reflections in Verse for Holy | Close of the ! 
Days and Seasons. London, 1-65. [F. Oakeley.> §xii. 1) Of 

20. Verses on Various Geecasions. London, 1564. rendere<l 4 
ae Newman. Mainly reprints from his esyeel short hymn, f 
Pri, me —_ Poems; Original ond: Translated. — | Day :—Tnrr “E 
y EB. Caswall (being Lyra Catholica, repu 

Mary, avd other gece samt bymns in oma Si & lis 
London, 1°72. a, SC.» +] 

22. Collection of Hymns for the Use of the Children . Littledal 
ws St. Andrew's Congregation, Glasgow, 1*75. lehern hath o 

The Catholic Hymn Book, Compiled by the Rev. " 

‘amnion George Vere, Londen, 1877. by This has beer 

a. Hymns arranged according to the Ecclesiastical by W. Chatt 

Year for use in Catholic Churches. Glasgow, 187s. leaxianica, ] 

Digitiz “Cy by 
( 200gle 
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Rooke, Thomas, ».a., was educute.| at | his bankruptey. His library had to be sold. 
rinity College. Dublin, .a. 1848, w.a, 1851, 

Taking holy orders in 1848, he held several 
curacies and Cchaplaincies in Ivelaud till 1881, 
when he was preferred to the Vicarage of 

Feckenham, Redditch, discese of Worcester. 

Three of his hymns appeared in A. J. Soden’s 

Universal Hi. Bk, 1885 :— 

1. Come to Thy Church, O Lord our God. Consecra- 

6 y fags gO Who of old. For use in 

enw y the Holy Ghost, from Pather and from Son, 
For use in Hospitals. [J. J.) 

Rooker, Elizabeth. [Parson, E.) 

Rorison, Gilbert, tp, « of John 
Rorison, a merchant of Gla , was b, in 

Renfield Street, Glasgow, Feb. 7, 1821. He was 
educated at Glasgow University, and at that 
time he was a member of the United Presby- 
terian Church. Subsequently he joined the 
Scottish Episcopal Chureh, und, after study- 
ing for the ministry at Edinburgh ander 
Bishops 'Terrot and Russell, was ordained by 
the latter in 1843. He was for some time 
corate of St. James's, Leith, anil of the Epi- 
«copal Church, Helensburgh, and then Incum- 
bent of St, Peter's Episcopal Church, Peter- 
heid. He d. at Bridge of Allan, Oct. I, 
1869. In 1851 he edited Hys, and Anthema 
adjusted to the Church Services throughout the 
Christian Year, Lond., Hope & Co. (Revised, 
1860; Appx. 1869. See Seottish Hymnody, 
§ vii. 2). This contains several of his tra. 
from the Latin. He is widely known through 
his * Three in One, and One in Three us ” 

Roscoe Family. In English Unitarian 
liymnody William Roscoe and three of his 
children hold honourable positions and are 
widely known. Taking the father and the 
children in chronological order we have :— 

Rostee, William, the father, was b. March 8, 
1753, in Liverpool, of humble origin. Alter 
very meagre schooling, and three years of 
work in his father’s market gurden, liv was 
articled to an attorney, and subsequently 
practised in Liverpool till 1796, when he with- 
drew from the profession. From the first 
literature was his chief delight, and through- 
outa long career of public usefulness he united 
its pursuit with the efforts of enlightened 
putriotism and the advocacy of higher educa- 
tion and reform, Liverpool was a centre of 
the old slave-trade, and was one of the 
firet to raise his voice ayainst the iniquity. At 
the age of 20 he hud already uttered a protest 
in his deseriptive poem Mount Pleasant, and 
in 1787 he pub. « longer poem, The Wrongs of 
Africa (Pt. ii. 1788), devoted to the subject. 
During his brief parliamentary experience as 
metober for Liverpool, in 1807, he had further 
opportunity of advocating the cause of liberty 
aud humanity. His first great historieal work, 
the Life of Lorenzo dé Medici, was pub, in 
17M. and the Life and Pontificate of Leo the 
Tenth, in 1805, After withdrawing from his 
legal practice, Roseve had hoped to be able 
to devote himself entirely to letters, but the 
claims of friendship induced him in 1800 to 
enter into a bankiny business, which involved 
him 1D commercial troubles, ending in 1820 in 

but part of it was bought by friends, and pre- 
sented to the Liverpool Athenwum, which in 
1789 Roseoe had been instramental in found- 
ing. In 1822 he pub Iilustrations of the Life 
of Lorenzo dé Medici, defending the views 
advupted in bik former history, and two years 
later edited a new edition ot Pope's works, with 
a lite of the poet. He died Juue 80, 183). 
(Cf. The Life of William Rowseoe, by his sun, 
Henry Roscoe, in 2 vols, London, T. Cwiell, 
1833.) Asa member of the congregution of 
Unitarians meeting in Renshaw Street Chapel. 
Liverpool, Roscoe took part in preparing A 
Selection of Psalms and Hymne for Publie and 
Private Worship, printed tor their use in 1818. 
He contributed eight hymns and the conelud- 
ing anthem. Of these hymns the following 
are iv C. U. at the present time :— 

1. Let our loud song of praise arise. Pratse. 
2. Go, suffering habitant ofearth. Life, a Warfare, 

| 3 Great Gud, beneath Whose piercing eye. Divine 
Providence. # 

4, Thus sald Jesus, Go and do. Love to our Neigh- 

5. What is the first and great command? The Com- 
mandments. 

These hymns are in several Unitarian col- 
lections, including Martinean’s Hymna, 1840. 
No, 3 was written in 1788, as a“ secular hymn” 
of ten stanzas, to be sung at the Benn’'s 
Garden Chapel on the Centenary of the 
Revolution, 

Roscoe, William Stanley, the son, was b, in 
1782, and d. in 1843. He was educated by 
Dr. Shepherd, of Gateacre, and at Peterhouse, 
Cambridse. He was in his father’s bank tell 
the fuilure in 1820, atter which he held an 
office in the Liverpool Court of Passage. His 
Poems were pub. in 1864. 9 His) hymn 
“Almighty God, in prayer to Thee” (Death 
anticipated) appeared in the Liverpool Ren- 
shaw Street Coll. 1818, It isulso in Martineau’s 
Hymus, &e., 1840, and later collections, 

Roscoe, Mary Ann, a duughter, was b. in 1795, 
married to Thomas Jevons, 1825, and d. in 
1845, She edited Poems for Youth, by a Family 
Cirele, Lond., 1820, te which her brothers and 
sister contributed. From 1831 she alsocdited 
The Sacred Offering, an Annual of original 
and selecte:! poetry (Liverpoul, D. Marple & 
Co.). Her 7 hymns were pub. in her Sonnets 
and other Poems, chiefly Devotional, in 1845, 
Of her hymns three are still in C. UL; — 

1, [Now] 0 let your mingling voices rise. Christmas, 
2 jou must go forth alone, my soul, /eath An- 

ticipated. 
a. When buman hopes and joys depart, Jn Trouble 

and Affliction, 

Of these No. 3 was first pub. in her Poems fur 
Youth, &e., 1820. 

Roscoe, Jane, ux second daughter, was b. in 
1797, murried to Francis Hornblower in 1838, 
and d. in 1853. Her Poems one of the 
Authors of Poema for Youth by a Family Cirele, 
were pub. in 1820, and her Poems in 1843. 
Her hyine in C, U, are ;— 

1, How rich the blessings, O my God. Gratitude. 
In the Liverpool Kenshaw Street Coll, l4l*, 

2. My Father, when around me spread, Peace in 
Afftiction. Appeared in the Monthly Repository, Dec. 
1szs ; and the Sacred Offering, 1802, 

3. O God, to Thee, Who first bast given.  Self-Con- 
secration. In Poems for Youth, 1*20. 

4. Thy will be done, | will not fear. Resignation. 

(Vv. D. D.} 
3 R 
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Rossetti, Christina Georgina, dangh- 
ter of Gabriel. and sister of Dante Gabriel 
and William Michuel Rossetti, was b. in 
London, Dee. 5, 1830, anid received her educa- 
tion at home. Her published works include :— 

(1) Goblin Market, and Other Poems, 1862; (2) The 
Prince's Progress, and Other Poems, 1866, (3) Poema, 
tmuiniy a reprint of Nos, L and 2, 1476; (4) A Pageant, 
and Other Poems, 1881, Ke. 

In addition, Miss Rossetti has published 
several prose works, as:—Anunus Domini (a 
book of prayers for every day in the year), 
1874; Letter and Spirit of the 1 ue, 
1883, aud others. She has written very few 
hymns avowedly for church worship, but 
several centos have been compiled from her 

ms, and have — into several hymn- 
ka. ‘These include :— 

1, Dead iy ' 
The Raising of Jairus’s daw 
Market, &c., 1462, into Lyra 

2. God the Father, give us grace. 
Holy Trinity, From L Mystica {nto the 
Hymnary, for use in the Chapel Koyal, Ravey (see No.3 
below), 
3. 1 ie with thee long days and nights, 

From her Coble Market, &e., The Love of Christ. 

or ye tap God bade stay. Resi . ve me . Resigna- 
tion. From her Poems, 1875, into Horder’a Cong. 
Hymns, 1844, &e. 

5. Once I thought to sit so high. A Body hast Thou 
prepared Me, or Passiontide. Contributed to Lyra 
Bucharistica, 1863. 

6. The Advent moon shines cold and clear. Advent. 
From her Goblin Market, &c., 1862. 

7. The flowers bloom in sun and shade. The 
mate! of God. In Mrs. C. Brock’s Children’s 

. Bk, el, 
R these that glow from afar! dartyrs, 

m ‘*We meet in joy though we part in 
sorrow,” which appeared in Lyra Mystica, 1465, and 
then in Miss Rossett!'s Prince's Progress, &c., 1966. It 
is the most widely used of ber hymns. No. 2 above is 
also from the same poem. 

Miss Rossetti’s ‘verses ure profoundly sug- 
gestive and lyrical, and deserve a larger _ 
than they occupy in the hymnody of the 
church. Her sonnets are amongst the finest 
in the English language. .G. HJ 

Rothe, Johann Andreas, s.of Aegidius 
Rothe, pastor at Lissa, near Gorlitz, in 
Silesia, was b. at Lissa, pe 12, 1688. He 
entered the University of Leipzig in 1708, as 
a student of Theology, graduated w.a., and 
was then, in 1712, licensed at Gérlitz as a 

neral preacher. In 1718 he became tutor in 
the family of Herr von Scliweinitz at Lenbe,a 
= — south = weer = ripe there 
requently preached in neig =— churches. 
During i722 Count N. L. v inzendorf, 
happening to hear him preach at Grosa- 
Hennersdorf, was greatly pleased with him, 
and when the pastorate at Berthelsdorf be- 
came vacant shortly thereafter, gave him the 
presentation. He entered on his duties at 
tertheledorf Aug. 30,1722. There he took a 

xreat interest in the Moravian community at 
Herrnhut, which formed part of his parish. 
Bat when, in 1737, he had to report to the 
higher ecclesiastical authorities regarding the 
doctrinal views of the Moravians, Zinzendorf 
showed his resentment in various ways, so that 
Rothe was glad to accept a call to Hermsdorf, 
near Gérlitz, Finally, in 1739, Count von 
Promnitz appointed him assistant pastor at 
Thommendorf, near Bunzlau, where he became 
chief pastor in 1742. ond d. there July ti, 1758. 
(Koch, vy. 240; Wetzel’s A. H., ii. TH6, &e.) 

ROTHE, JOHANN AY 

Rothe was aman of considerable gift 
Hee 2 ges —_ ane 

esate preacher, His hymns,» 
theagh they con handily be said tom 

fering, wl by deh of Clrisas mK. stian 
are somewhat akin to Zinzemdor{'s 
Dut thie reeemblance may arise { 
which Zinarnderf seems to have 1 
best known of them tires appeared ir 
books, and were for a time looked 
because as Zinzendorf did pot affiy 
pew hymns were at first all ascribe 

Those of Rothe’s hymns » 
into English are :— 

i, Ich habe sun den Gruni 
Beliceiny. 1st pub, in Z 
Catholisches Singe- wad Bet-I 
and in the 2nd ed, (N.D,, | 
end of 1727 or beginning of 
dung g. wl, Lieder (Ast ed. 
in 10 st. of 61.; and re 
Moravian H. Bhs. eg. the | 
No. 255, Brider G, B., 177 
tirst the Lutherans suspes 
it was by Zinzendorf, but 
it was by Rothe, soon 
powerful and beautiful hy 
recent German collections 
&., ed. 1863, No. 78), anc 
has found a very wide a 
a comfort and blessing to 
su by Heb, vi. 19. ope 
1778), ed. 1435, p. 176, it is « 
Zinzendort’s birthday, May 
a misprint for 1725, and the 
was in printin 1727. Kock 
written in return for the b 

wou 
cluded it in the Samm tn, 
be added, gives in his Dew 
written for Rothe's birth 

Du der Herzen Konig bist 
Rothe’s hymn unde 

nun”) has been fr. as 
1. Now I have fou 

fine but somewhat fr 
x., by J. Wesley. 3 
Methodist H. Bk. Nou 
regarding it:— 
“When the translat 

John Wesley sent a cc 
the German Moravian 
25 January, 1740, M. 
with his approval of al 
altered as sv in 
Love, thou bottomless 

rtions of this versi 
.W. Fletcher, vicar : 

Bickerateth, rector of 
In 1740 the tr 

in the Wesley Jf 
1868—72, vol. i., 4 
ferred to the Mor 
iii, of the Gerre 
being added in th 
also included in 1 
(1875, No. 189), 
many English an 
arule abridged : 
Mercer’s C. PP. 
and Boardman’s 
It has also appes 
the following firs 
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(1) Now I hawe found the blessed ground (st. i ). 
Lady Huntingdom’s Sel., 1780. 

(2) Now have I found the ground wherein (st. i.). 
W. F. Stevenson’s Flys. for Ch, & Home, 1873. 

(3) O Lord! Thy everlasting grace (st. li.). Horder'’s 

(4) Thine everlasting grace (st. ii.). J. 
Bickersteth’s x. & Hys., 1832. 

(5) O thou bottomless abyss (st. ili.) Anang. 
Union Myl., WATs. 

(6) Jesus, I know hath died for me (st. iv.). Penn- 
sylvanian Luth. Church Bk., 1868, 

(7) ‘waves and storms go o'er my head (st. v.). 
Andover Sabbath H. Bk., 1858. 

2. Inow have found, for hope of heaven. In full, 

by Dr. H. Mills, in the Eoang. Review, Gettys- 
burg, Jan. 1850, and in his Hore Germanice, 
1856, p. 68. Included in the Amer, Luth. Gen. 
Synod's Coll., 1852. 

3. My soul hath now the ground attained. A 
goo tr. of st. i, iii, v., x, by A. T. Russell, as 
No. 167 in his /’s. ¢ Hys., 1851. 

4. My soul hath found the steadfast ground. A 
good tr, (omitting st. v.-ix., and with a st. iv. 
not by Kothe), by Mrs. Bevan, in her rian 
Eternal Life, 1858, b, 55. Ineladed, abridged, 
in the Eng. Presb, fs, ¢ Hys., 1867, and the 
tbrox Hyl., 1871. 

5. Now I have found the firm foundation. By 
G. F. Krotel, as No. 251 in the Ohio Luth. yl. 
1880, omitting st. vi.—vili. 

6. Now I have found the ground to held. By 
J. Sheppard, in his Foreign Sacred Lyre, 1857, 
» O1. 

: Vor wahrer Herzensiinderung, The Forgive- 
ness of Sins. 1st pub. as Nu. 448 in the 3rd ed., 
1731, of Zinzendorf’s Sammluny as above, and in 
7 st. of 41. In the Brier G, B,, 1778, it is 
No, 392. The trs, are:— 

(1) * Toanks be to Thee, Thou slaughter'd Lamb!" 
a vil. Toisis No. 345 in pt, fi, 1746, of the Moravian 

. Bk. (23) ** Before conversion of the heart.” A tr, 
of st. i., iv., by B. Latrobe, as No. 266 in the Moravian 
Ht. Bk., 179, witb the above tr. of st. vil. added. In 
the 1801 and 
was alone 

iii. Wenn kleine Himmelserben. Death of a 
Chiud. Written on the death of one of his 
daughters. Appeared as No. 1028 in the 3rd ed., 
1731, of Zinzendorf’s Sammlung as above, and is 
m 9 st. of 6 1. Incladed as No. 1688 in the 
Brider G. B., 1778, and recently as No. 859 in 
the Une. L. S., 1851. The trs, are:— 

(1) “ When children, bleas'd by Jesus.” This is No. 
1196 im the Suppl. of 1808 to the Moravian H. Bk. 
1801 (1886, Nu. 1255), (2) “ When 

later eds. (1886, No. 426) the tr. of st. vil. 

summons hence 
Death is given.” By #, Massie, 1867, p. 105. (J. mM) 
Petar; the Sacred City gather. S../. 

jae Defence.] Written in 1874 
for the Church Defence Lnstitution, and issued 
as @ leaflet with musie for use at Church De- 
fence Meetings. Several hundreds of thou- 
sands ray been eee Ls this form. It was 

iven in the author's Knight of Intercession, 
3rd cd., 1874, in 7 st. of 8 wie the headin 
* Battle Hymn of Church Defence,” a 
** Dedicated to the ‘Church Society’ of St. 
Paul's Haggerston.” In 188+ it was enlarged 
to 12 at. o 8 1. for processional use at a grand 
Choral Festival in Salisbury Cuthedral, and 
began “Sacred city by the river.” In this 
form it Was given in the Monthly Packet, 1884. 
In its original form it is in several hymnals. 
Mr. Stone also adapted it for use in 1889 Suppl. Hymns to H. A. & M. (J. J.J 
Hous, Francis (Rouse), was b. 

Halton, Cornwall, in 1579, =F odmeatea as | 

979 

Oxford. He adopted the legal profession, and 
was M.l’. for Tro during the reigns of 
James and of Charles 1. He also represented 
Truro in the Long Parliament, and took part 
against the King and the Bishops. He was 
appointed a member of the Westminster As- 
sembly ; of the High Commission; and of the 
Triers for examining and licensing candidates 
for the ministry. He also held other appoint- 
ments under Cromwell, including that of 
Provost of Eton College. He d. at Acton, 
Jan. 7, 1659, und was buried in the Chapel of 
Eton College. Wood, in his Athenae Oxoni- 
enses, gives a list of his numerous works. 
The history of his version of the Psalme is 
given under Psalters, English, § x1., respecting 
its treatment in England, and under Scottish 
Hymnody, § t11., with regard to ite reception and 
use in Scotland. [J. J.J 

Row, Thomas, b. in 1786, was for many 
years a Baptist minister at Hadleigh, in 
Suffolk, and Little Gransden, Cambs., and 
was well known to most of the Calvinistic 
cougregations in the Eastern Counties. He 
was very singular and methodical in his 
habits, und for 30 years was a frequent con- 
tributor of hymns and other compositions to 
the & Herald. Hed. Jau. 3, 1868. Mr. 
Row pub. two vols. of hymns. The first was 
oe Spiritual ‘nas Se 
geli na on Various i ‘or 
pricate ss of Christians, and also adapted for 
Public Worship, London, 1817. This was 
called Book L, and comprised 520 hymna. 
Book IL, including 543 hymns, was pub, in 
1822, as Original and Evangelical Hymns on 
a great vartety of subjects, for Private and 
Public Worship, by Thomas Row, Minister of 
the Gospel, Hadleigh, Suffolk. Many of these 
livmns are to be found in Parrott’s Sel. From 
a Calvinistic point of view they are sound in 
sentiment, but possess little poetic merit, 

c[W. RB. 8.] 
Pe has eg! Concise Spiritual Poems, 1817, the 

wing hymns bave passed into Snepp’s 
Songs  d Grace and Glory, 1872 :— 

Jesus the Divine 

2, Awake, O heavenly Wind. 7b the Holy Spirit. 
3. God knows our secret thoughts and words. Omni- 

4. Gracious God of our salvation. Holy Trinity. 
5. How can a mortal tongue express, Holy Trimity. 
6. In the Godhead all perfection. Holy Trinity. 
7. In vain must sleepy sinners think. The Being af 

8 . Jehovah's will is found. The Will of God, 
¥, Like wind the Spirit gently blows. Power of the 

we Now, Thou faithful, gentle 10, Now, t. rit— nil®, Now gentle Spirit. Holy Spi 
oor Supremely sweet is sovereign love. The Love of 

12, The great eternal Spirit comes. The Holy Spirit. 
13. The Holy Spirit ‘ 
14, The Sacred Spirit comes to take, Work of the 

Holy Spirit 
15. Thou dear and great mysterious Three, Holy 

Trinity. 

ROWE, GEORGE 8, 

1. Awake, my warmest powers. 
Advocate 

16, Thou great, mysterious Lord. Holy Trinity. 
11. To God, the Holy Ghost. Personalityaf the Holy 

Ghost. 
14, You have not chosen me. lection. (J. J.) 

Rowe, George 5S rT, was b. at 
Margate in 1830, and educated for the Wes- 
leyan Ministry at Didsbury College. He en- 
tered the Wesleyan Ministry in 1853, and has 
since held important appointments at Ipswich, 

3 RA 
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Hull, Southport, Leeds, Edinburgh, London, | tr. of st. i, iii, ©. vii, x. xv. 
&e. Iu I-88 he was appointed to the chair of | in H.L. 1, Srl ser, 1458, p. # 
Pastoral Theology in Headingley College, | Included in Kewsedy, 185, 4 
Leeds. He is the author of ~ Life of Jobin | Dr. Pageastecner's Gall, 1864 
Hant, &e.” ; * At His Feet”; “On His Day”; | Hood's ur Hi, Be, Ise. 
“The Psalms in Private Devotion”; and id. Seblaf sasft und wobl! + 
“Alone with the Word.” His hymns in- | Crude Myms, Ip his Frik 
clude :-— } pe 29, in 15 st. of 4 4. as the 

1. Beboid Thy youthfal army. Hymns.” It is worthy of atte 

¢ foes ead ae ote Et re 
1 Wine they rout iti chibren. a a rikmi tee These hymns were written for Sunday School | pois ?y 1's ul tons 

Anniversaries, and were included in the Sleep well, aa Seat iia 
Methodist s. School H. Bk., 1879. [J. J.) good ir, omitting st. viii. 

ybi in hi Le y 
Rube, Johann Christoph, was b. Nov. = on an a 

20, 1665, his father being tren pastor at Hohen- | | G the Morurian H. i 
und Thal-Ebra, near Sondershansen. After L! aml. she: “abled < and 
completing bis stucies in law, and becoming | jy aged ib tebar a (iss 
a licentiate, he was appointed judge (Amt- In 1873 Dr, Martineau. i 
mann) at Burggemiinven near Alsfeld, and and P Ne 748 sy 
then, about 1704, at Battenberg ‘both in | {M | yer oO. i ate 
Hesee-Darmetadt), He d. at Battenberg, May | oF iitan Lib of Be 
30, 1746. (Bode, p. 137; F. W. Strieder’s 434), there ane ce 
Heasische Gelehrten- und Schrifteteller Ge- | ® *’) 
echichte, vol. xvi. p. 456. The latter dates | Ruben, Johann ( 
his birth Nov. 19 Ae writing to — —- J.C.) 
Weise has kindly informed me t no | 
cent. registers ure extant either for Hohen- PP yr dh at 
Ebra, or for Thal-Ebra,) Bavaria, was b, ot Sel: 
Rube was a must prolifie writer of hymns. In the He matriculated at ‘th 

Universal G. B. pub. at Homburg in 6 vols., 173%#-44, b Nov. £ Ps 
‘Lere are, according to the markings by Count Christian burg Nov. 9, 1805 (wl 

Brie aera niet ment ase | Sina of Bema von 
i md ig senpende r Christen- Mend, Weeal, lew2, and _ oP — shed 
the (Geistreiches G. #., Darmstadt, 169". in 1712 he | 1809. He graduates 
published a number (without place of pab.) as FPrih- | 1810, and on March 2 

imams eo soutien, Aree Hlambane | at Jean ae u privat lo 
his seriorlaw edited another callectiaa Ih 173720 | APF 16, 1812. Or 
Poetisch-christliche Kinder-gelanken (evidently meant | 4 pointed Professor 
tor Lieder-gedanken | aus den Smn-wad Pesttage-Eean- | Hanau, but resigne 
gelien, Freylinghausen tn his Nener geiatreiches GF, #., duties, and left Han 

then for some time 
man of letters, ther 
Hassfurt, &e. In — 

1714, incladed 7, most of which inte other books. 

at Stuttgart as join 

Many of his hymns are excellent, thought'al, Rood in 
ce and warm in feeling. Of Rube's hymus those 
¥ 

retiring from it Ja 
he travelled in Ita! 

ich have passed into ish are s— 

i, Der am Kreuz ist was ich meine, Und sonst 
nichts in aller Welt. Possiontide, In his Fri’- 
lings-Blamen, 1712, p.63, in 5 st. of 81. When 
repeated in the Anmuthiger Blumen-Kraatz, | of 1820 settled at 
1712, No. 92, it was altered to “ Der am Kreuz | On his appointme 
ist meine Liebe,” and this*form was included in| Languages at E 
the Wiirttemberg (. B., 1741, No. 51 (1842, | Nov. 1826; and t 
No. 152), and other collections, and is a great | Professor of Ori: 
favourite in South Germany, It is sometimes | During the Rew 
erroneously ascribed to J. E. Greding (b. 1676, | 1848, he left Be 
d. 1748). The older hymn beginning “Der am | received a pensic 
Kreuz ist meine Liebe, Meine Lieb ist Jesus | estate of Neuse 
Christ” is first found in Ahasuerus Fritsch’s | there till his dex 
Jesus- Lieder, 16ti8, No, 21, and is probably by | Riiekert. Ein 1 
Fritsch, It is quite different from Rube’s hymn | Dr. C. Beyer, F 
ond has not been ¢r.into English. The trs. from | Mittheilungen, 
Ktube are (1) “Him on yonder cross I love,” by | Nachgelaasene ¢ 
Miss Winkworth, 1858, p. 35, repeated in Rockert was on 
Schatf’s Christ in Song, 1869, p. 189. (2) More | One of the most th 
than all the world beside,” by R. Massie in his replay aes hae 
Lyra Domestica, 1864, p. 122, and thence in| Deutsche Gedichte 
Reid's Mraise BA,, 1872. 

ii, Der Herr bricht ein su Mitternacht. Second 
Advent. In his Frilings- Blumen, 1712, p. 88, 
in 15 st, of 4. In Knapp’s 2e, ZL. &, 137, 
No, 796 (1865, No. 772). Sometimes erroneously 
useribed to N. L. von Zinzendorf, Jr, as:— 

The Lord shall come in dead of night. This is a 

bi« farmeous ** Geha 
self or comtributed 
voluminous mass ; 
the full bilbbliogrra 
complete ed. of his 
am Main, 1865—s9, 
Werke. A cotnside 
and adaptations fr 
Chinese. Throug! 
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level of purity of thought and expression ; and displays: 
& Wondertul mastery of form and power of handling 
the German linguage, He was of deeply religious 
spirit, and wrote various epic poems ot Biblical history, 
e.8. Leben Jesu, 1830; Saul und David, 1443; and 
Herodes der (Grosse, 1844. He can hardly however be 
called «a hymn-writer: the second of the poems noted 
below being almost the only plece by him which has 
Passed into the German hiymn-books, A Lirge wumber 
«f his poems luve been 7, into English by Abp. Trench, 
fer, John Hant, Dr. N. L. Frothingham, br. C. T. 
#rooke, and various others. 

Of Riickert’s pieces we need here only note 
four, namely :— 

i. Das Paradios muss schiner sein. Eternal Life. 
I-t pub. as one of bis Neue dstliche Nosen in the Aglaja 
for 1823. Included in bis Gesammelte Gedichte, Er- 
langer, 1834, vol. Lp. 83, in L4st., entitled * Paradise.” 
Che ¢ra. are (1) Ob! Paradise must show more fair,” 
by Abp, Trench,in his Poems from astern Sources, 1842, 
Pp. 199. (2) ** Oh, Paradise must fairer be.” (itven, 
Without name of tranlator, in Dr. H. Bonar's New 
Jerusalem, 1852, p. #4, and in Schaffs Christ in Song, 

inéa, Pp. 657. 

ii. Dein Kinig kommt in niedern Hiillen. Advent. 
This seems first to have appeared in his (Geaammelte 
Gedichte, Brlangen, 1444, vol. 1. p. 95, in 6 st. of 6 1. (it 
certainly did not appear along with No. iit, in Is24), 
and entitled “ Advent Hymn.” It is based on St. Matt. 
XXi. 1-11, the Gospel the Ist S. in Advent, It ts 
included in the Berlin @, L. 8, ed. 1463, No. 1545, and 
in various other recent German hymn-books. he fre. 
are 1) “He comes, no royal vesture wearing.” By 
TY. C. Porter, Written April 5, 1564, for Hours at Home, 
N. Y., June, 1868. (2) "In lowly guise thy King 
appeareth.” By Dr. J. Troutbeck, as Schumann's 
advent Hymn, Novello, ¥. D., 1876. 

iii. Er ist in Bethlehem geboren, /ethichem and 
Watrary, Ist pub. as No. 5 of a series of “ Hymns for 
Festivals by rich Rickert,” in the Tuschenbuch 
zum geselligen Vergniigen auf das Jahr 1824, Lelpaig‘ 

4 in24, p. 276, in Lost, of & 1 Repeated in H. Ruete 
Anthologie geistlicher Lyrik, 1874, No. 44. The trs, are 
1) “In Bethtehem He first arose.” By V. L. Frothing- 
m, 1855, p. 168. (2) “In Bethlchem the lord «as 

born.” By Miss Winkworth, 1869, p. 334, (3) “Ip 
Bethlehem, the Lord of glory.” By tr. C. Porter for 
Hours at Home, N. Y., March, 1368. 

iv. Um Mitternacht hab ich Midnight. 
Ist pub. in Nicolaus Lenau's ralccmeilae Stutt- 
wart, 1835. Included in bis Maus- und Jahrslieder, 
vou. i., Erlangen, 1838 (vol. v. of bis Gesammelfe (e- 
dichte), p. 313, in Sat. of 6 |., a8 one of the poems 
written at Neuses. in the autumn of 1433. Repeated by 
Ruete, No, 66. The tre. are (1) ** At still midnight 
raise my sight.” By NV. L. Prothingham, 1855, p. 175. 
2) * Atdead of night Sleep took her flight’ By Mina 
inkworth, in Lyra Mysticu, 1465, p. 266,and repeated 

in her Christian Singers, 1469, p. 337. (J. M.j 

Rulers of Sodom! hear the voice. 
W. Cameron. (True Penitence.] 1st sk ri 
as No. 17 in the Draft Scottish T'ra ions 
and Paraphrases, 181,08 a version of Isaiah i, 
10-19, in 7 st. of 4.1. Thence, with st. vii. 
1. 1 altered, in the public worship ed. issued 
in that year by the Chureh of Scotland, and 
still in use. In the markings by the eldest 
daughter of W. Cameron (q.v.), it is aseribed 
to Cameron. Included in the Relief H. Bk., 
1835, and again in others. (J. M.) 

Russell, Arthur Tozer, w.a. He was 
the son of the Rev. Thomas Clout, who later 
changed his surname for Russell (Gent. Mag., 
IS45, p. 209; Cong. Hy., p, 259, i. § 6), an Inde- 
pendent or Congregational minister who won 
for himself a good reputation by editing the 
works of Tyndale, Frith, Barnes, and Dr. Jolin 
Owen, &c. He was b. at Northampton, March 
20, 1806; educated at St. Savionr's Sei.ool, 
Southwark, and at«the Merchant Tavlors' 
School, London (ef. Robinson's epister 
M.T.8 » ii, 217). In 1822-24 he was ry Hd 
chester College, York (see Roll of the M. C. 
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atudents). In 1825 he entered St. John’s 
College, Cambridge, as a sizar, and in his 
freshman year gained the Hulsean Prize, its 
subject being, “In what respects the Law is 
a Schoolmaster to bring men to Christ.” In 
1829 he was ordained by the Bishop of 
Lincoln (Kaye), and licensed to the Curacy 
of Great Gronsden, Hunts, and in 1830 waz 
oS to the Vicarage of Caxton, which 
sxe held till 1852. During his ministry here 
he published the following works: The Clain« 
of the Church of England upon the Affections 
of the People (882); Sermons for Fasts and 
Festivals; A Critique upon Keble’s Sermon on 
Tradition, in opposition, About 1840 ap- 
peared his Apology of the Church of England 
and an Epistle to Seignor Sapio concerning the 
Council of Trent, translated from the original 
Latin of Bp. Jewell. About the same time 
appeared I/ymn Tunes, Original and Selected, 
from Ravenscroft and other old Musicians. 
In 1841 was published A Manual of Daily 
Prayer. In 1844 Memorials of the Works and 
Life of Dr. Thomas Fuller. This Life has 
not been superseded by Builey’s later ani! 
over-bulky Life. It has fine things in tr. 
It is severe on Tract XC. In 1848 various 
of his own hymns, original and tr. from the 
German, appeared in Hymns for Pub. Wor- 
ehip, &c., Dalstou Hospital, London. His first 
appearayce as a hymn-writer was in the 3r/ 
edition of the hymn-book publisiied by his 
father (ist ed. 1813), and known amongst 
Congregationalists as Russell's A ix 
{see Cong. Hymnody, p. 259, i. § 67). fh 1847 
followed The Christian 0s Tn 1851 Psalins 
and Hymns, partly original, partly selected, 
Sor Psion of the Church of England. This 
most modest collection has not received the 
recognition that it indisputably merits. His 
original hymns and translations Lave found 
their way into many hymnals, e.g., Dr. Peter 
Maurice’s Choral H. Bk. 1861, where several 
appewred for the first time; Dr. Maurice's 

1 Harmony, 1854, contains two of his 
tunes; Dr. B. H. Kennedy’s Hymnologia 
Christiana, 1863; Loni Selborne’s Book o 
Praise, &c. (1862). In 1852 he was presented 
to the Vicarage of Whaddon, Cambridgeshire. 
This. in 1866, he exchanged for St. Thomas's, 
Toxteth Park, Liverpool. While at Whaddon 
he published Advent and other Sermons. In 
1859 appewred his best prose book, Memorials 
of the Life and Works of Bishop Andretres. 
With every deduction it is u living biography. 
In Liverpool he republished his am kek 
In 1863 he addresed a “weighty and 
powerful” Letter to the Bishop of Oxford 
on Dr. Stanley—virtually a trenchant review 
of the once netorious Essays and Heviewes. 
In 1867 he removed to Wrockwardine Wood, 
Shropsiire, where he remained until 1874, 
when he was presented to the Rectory of 
Southwick, near Brighton. Here he <., 
after a long and distressing illness, on the 
18th of November, 1874. In his earlier years 

he was an extreme High Churchman, but by 

the study of St. Augustine his views were 
changed and he became, and continued to the 
end, a moderate Calvinist. His origival 
hymns are gracious and tender, thoughtful 

and devout. His trenslations ov the whole 
are vigorous aud strony, but somewhat ultra- 
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faithful te the original metres, &c. He left }: 
behind him a History of the Bishops of 
England and Wales in os. sufficient to 
form three or four goodly octavos, and 
uumerous Ms. Notes on the Text of the 
Greek Testament; and also a large number 
of original chants and hymn-tunes in ms, 
Surely the last ought to be utilized ; and the 
former deposited in his College of St. John’s. 

[A. B. G.] 
Of Russell’s hymns a large number are in- 

cluded in Kennedy, 1863, and several also are 
in a few of the lesser known collections. The 
tre. are noted elsewhere in this Dictionary, 
and may be found through the Index of 
Authors and Translators, Of his original 
hymns, about 140 in all, including those in 
Dr. Maurice’s Choral H. Bk., 1861, the 
following are found in a few collections :— 
Pa Christ is risen! O'er His foes He reigneth, 
aster, 

2. Give praise to God our King. Praise. 
3. Great is the Lord; O let as raise, Ps. xleiti. 
4. Hail, O hail, Our lowly King. Praise to Christ, 

(Maurice, 1561.) 
5. Hail, O Lord, our Consolation, Christ, the Con- 

toler, (Maurice, 1861.) 
6. Holy Ghost, Who us instructest. Whitsuntide, 

an With cheerful bape, my eval, 

Prnise of Jens, 
60, Your adoration, O earth ; 

Cniversul Praise te Christ, 
Unless otherwise stated, | 

peared in Russell's Ps & | 
total number of original h 
by him to Maurice's Choral 

Russell, William, wa 
1798, and educated at the 1 

- Removing from So 
e Was at Savannah in 181 

ut other places in the Unit 
an active promoter of edu 
sociations, and kindred ot 
tolurther the cause of ed 
He was originally a Bupt 
to close communion. He 
sachusetts, Aug. 16, 187% 
the dark wave of Galilee 
begins with st. iii. of a 
ut the request of Dr. 
Unitarian Christian F, 
therein in 1826. 

7. Holy Spirit given. Whiteuntide, Russell, Willian 
8. Hosanna, bless the Saviour’s Name. Advent. rene 
9. In the mount it shall be seen. Consolation, hymns to William Car 10, In the tomb, behold He lies. aster ve. Some. | and to some minor colle 

times “In the might of death, He lies.” 
11. Jesn, at Thy invitation. Holy Communion, 
12, Jesu, Thou our pure (chief) delight. Praise for 

13. Jesu, when I think on Thee, Jn Afiliction. 
14. Jesu, Who for my transgression, Good Friday. 
15. Jesu, Lord most mighty, Lent. 
16, Lift thine eves far hence to heaven. Looking 

Onward, Sometimes ** Lit thy ing eyes to heaven. 
17. Lo, in mid beaven the angel flies: The Message 

of The Gospel. 
1k, teed. is Thou our Strength in weakness. Jn 

Afftiction. 
19, Lord, pa Bay in Thee abideth. F in Jesus, 
20. Lord, w our breath shall fail in . Death 

anticipated, 
21, Loni, Who hast formed me. Self-Consecration. 
22. My God, to Thee I fly. Jn Affliction, Some- 

times ** Great God, to Thee we fly.” 
23. Night's shadows falling. Hvening. 
24. Now be thanks and praise ascending. Pratee, 
25, Now to Christ, our Life and Light. Evening. 
26. O glorious, 0 triumphal day. Kaater, 
27. © God of life, Whose power benign. Trinity 

In the Dalston Hys. for Pub, Worship, &c., 1448, From 
this “O Father, uncreated Lord,” in L. W. Baron's 
Church Kk., N.Y, 1683, is taken. 

28. U Head and Lord of all creation. Passiontide. 
29. O Jesu, blest is he. Consolation. 
30, O Jesu! we adore Thee. (ood Priday. 
31. O Saviour, on the heavenly throne. The Divine 

Guide and Protector. (Maurice, 1461.) 
32, O Thou Who over all dost reign. Church Defence, 
33. Praise and blessing, Lord, be given. Praise to 

is * More murr'd than 
siontide), Ue must 
W. Russell, the Amer' 

Rutilius, Marti 
or Rutilius (who in 
Salza, near Magdebu 
pastor at Diiben on 
was b. Jan. 21, 1550. 
Universities of Witt: 
appointed, in 1575. y 

otha. In 15865 
Weimar, where, af 
archidiaconus, he 
Goedeke’s Grundri: 
articles by Dr. Lin! 
—_ . L887, pp. 8! 
has mn associatec 
man hymn which | 

i, Ach Gott und He 
The first printed forn 
sermon preached by 
Major in Various) i: 
June 2, 1613, Ik wi 
which burat over We 
devastation for miles 
“O bone Deus, hie + 
modo in alternum pe 

“* Sol 

Jesus. Da 
34. Praise the Lord: praise our King, Advent. Av 35. The Lord unto my Lord thus sald. Ps, ex, So 36, The Morning (promised) Star appeareth. Christ- ui was, 
37. The night of darkness fast declineth, Missions. 
38, The way to heaven Thou art, 0 Lord. Jesus the 

Way, Truth, and Life. Sometimes “Thou art the Way: 
Heaven's gate, O Lord.” 

+, Fhon Who hast to heaven ascended. Ascension. 
40. To Him Who for our sing was slain. / raise to 

Jesus, the Saviour, Written Friday, Jan. 24, 1861. 
41. We praise, we bleas Thee. Holy Trinity. 
42. What, my spirit, shonld oppress thee. Jn Affliction. 
43. What thongh through desert paths Thou leadest ? 

Security and Consolation in Christ, 
44. Whom shall I, my [we our) refuge making, Lent, 

Sometimes “ Whom shall we our Refuge making.” 
45. Whosoe'er in Me believeth. The eswrrection. 
46. Why, O why cast down, my spirit ? Jn Aftiction. 
47. With awe Thy praise we sinters sing. Lent, 

Sometimes * With trembling awe Thy praise we sing.” 

“Nu wolan der 
genommen, der Na 
alle Ewigkeit. 3 Ax 
suggests the stanz 
Hee forage version “ 
or the purposes « 

a bymn already ky 
printed at Jena, a 
1613, The title be 
digt, Von dem gra 
Gewdsser damit 7 
Sonnabend vor Tr 
Maji dieses instehr 
there is printed at 
61, mamely, 1. Ac 
weit. & Am dir 1 

| Herr Gedult. 6. FE 
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are all by Major seems at least highly probable, They 
pemea into Melchior Franck's ao a 
-ustgarten, Nirnberg, 1666, ax No, xvil. As No. xvi. 
Franck wee the fullowing: t. Gileich whe slch fem. 
2. Also Herr Christ. Both xvi. and xvii. are given 
wi name of author. In J. Clander’s Psalmodia 
nova, Altenburg, 1627, No. 67 is Franck's No. 16, but 
With four st. added, viz., 3. Meitur Hand \rbeit, 4. Die 
Seite mein. 5. Darinn ich bleib. 6. Ebre sey nun, 
The form now in use is found in B. Derschau's Ausser- 
lesene geistreiche Lieder, Kimigeberg, 1639, p. 79, where 
it is im 10 st., viz. st. L-vi. as in 1615, and st. vil.—x. 
from Clauder’s i., iL, v., vi. This furm passed tote most 
later books, and is No. 350 in the (ne. L. S., 1851. 

At first the hymn seems to have passed into the col- 
lections either as sor signed “J. G.," Le. 
Johann Grow. Then in Clauder’s 2nd ed., 1630, the 
firet part was signed “J. Gé.," which was forthwith 
taken to mean Johann Galiel, who was b, at Altdorf 
Aug. 31, 1556, became at Dienstedt, near Kranich- 
feld, in 1583, and d. at Diensted: in 164, i went on 
till 1726, when Caspar Binder, pastor at M edt, pub. 
at Jena his Historischer Erweiss for the pu of 
showing that the hymn was by Kotilius. In this book 
Binder declared that be bad in his possession an auto- 
| ht album which formerly be! 1 to Melchior 
‘rancke, sometime burgomaster at Weimar; and that 

in this album be bad found the hymn ** Ach Gott und 
Herr " (in the 6 st. form of 1613), entitled, ‘* A Prayer 
for the forgiveness of sins, for patience under the cross, 
and for deliverance from everla-tin ee He 
adds that it was subscribed :—“ M. Martinus Ruttlius, 
Iviaconmus Ecclesiae Vinariensis focit et propria manu 
scripsit. 

** Jeso, du Sobn Davids, erbarm dich mein, 
Lass mein Stind zngedecket syn, 
Im Sterben willet mein Beystand bleiben 
Vom Todt zum Leben bringn mit Freuden. 

Den 29, May 1604." * 
The date here is almost certainly a misreading or a 

m Le. instead of 1604 it should be 1614. If then 
op May 29, 1614, Kutilios was asked to write something 
in this album, what more natural than that on the 
anniversary of May 29, 1613, he should transcribe some- 

thing related to that calamity. If the “ fecit et propria 
manu seripsit ” means more than * 1] certify that this is 
wy autograph,” it can hardly refer to anything but the 
four lines quoted above. Hutilius was by no means of 4 
poetic nature, and these four very halting lines are much 
tore likely to be his composition than are the #ix stanzas 
of the original. 

On the whole then there seems no reason to 
ascribe any part of the hymn to Rutilivs, The six 
stanza form ix almost certainly by Major. Wherever a 
name has been attached to st. vil-x. they too have been 
ascribed to Major, So that there appears at least a high 
probability that the 10 stanza furm is by Major, 

1. 0 God my Lord! How great’s the Hoard. In | 
Tull by J. Cy Jacobi, in his Peal. Germanica, | 
1722, p. 56. In his ed. 1732, p. 8%, it was | 
greatly altered, and st. i.-iii., vili,, x. of this 
form were included in the Evang. Union Hf. Bk., 
1856. 

2. When rising winds, and rain descending. 
This is a free tr. in 8 1, of st. vii—x. by T. 
Dutton, as No, 250 inthe Moravian //. Bk, 1789 
(1886, No. 314), Included in Dr. Martineau's 
Hys. of Praise and Prayer, 1873. 

8. Alas! my God! My sins are great. A good 
tr. of st. ivi, by Miss Winkworth, as No. 107 
in her C. 4, for England, 1863, Repeated, 
omitting st. iv., iv the Ohio Luth. Hyl., 1880. 

Other trs. are :— 

(1) “ As stnali birds use A hole to chuse ™ (#t. vil,-x.) 
as No. 445,.in pt, i. of the Moravian H. Rk, 1754. 
(2) ** Alas! my ami God." By Miss Winkworth, 
1858, p. 130. {J. M.] 

Ryland, John, pp., s. of Rev. John Col- 
lett Ryland, was b. at Warwick, Jan. 29, 
1753. At that time his father was Baptist 
minister at Warwick, but in 1759 removed to 
Northampton, “J. Ryland, junior,” as for 
many years he was accustomed to subscribe 
himself, was in 1781 ordained co-pastor with | TS 
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his father at Northampton. In 1794 he ac- 
cepted the presidency of the Buptist College 
and the pastorate of the church in Broadmesd, 
Bristol, wud these offices he retained until his 
death on May 25, 1825. Thr. Ryland was a 
man of considerable iiterary culture, and re- 
ceived the degree of pp, from Brown Uni- 
versity, Rhode Island. He was one of the 
founders of the Baptist Missionary Society, 
and for the three years following the death of 
Rev. A. Fuller, in 1815, acted a2 its secretary, 
os works were Memoirs of Rev. R. Hail, 
Arnsby (2nd ed., 1852); A candid statement of 
the reasona which induce Baptista to differ from 
their Christian brethren; and many Sermons 
and Charges. After his death appeared 2 vols. 
of Discourses, selected from hi+ mss., und en- 
titled Pastoral Memorials. ‘To these discourses 
are appended ey of his hymns, with their 
dates. Dr, Ryland’s liymns were composed 
at different times, from his sixteentl year to 
the year of his death. The earliest were pub. 
when he was 16, in his Serious Exsaysx, 1771. 
These 36 hymns — _—, republished, 
Several appeared in the Gospel J ine from 
1771 to a2. and the deter a zine, 
1782-83; others in Rippon's Bapt. Selection, 
1787; 2 in the Collection for the Monthly 
Prayer Meeting at Bristol, \797 , 2 in Andrew 
Fuller's Memotra, 1831; and 25 in the Pastoral 
Memorials, 1825. His Hymne and Verses on 
Sacred Subjects, to the number of 99, were 
reprinted from his mss. by D. Sedgwick, 
and were pub., with a Memoir, in 1862. The 
hymns are dated therein from the mss. 

CW. R. 8.) 
Those of Dr. Ryland’s hymns now in C. U 

include :— 
1, For Zion's sake I'll not restrain. Afissions. 

Dated 1794, and printed by I. Sedgwick from Ryland's 
MBs., 1862. 

2. Had not the Lord, soul may [ Ps, 
ezzic. From his Serious vs, 1771, It is No, 124 
in Spurgeon’s O. 0. H. Rk., 1866, Not in Sedgwick's 
reprint. 

. Holy, holy, holy Lord, self-existent Deity, /fulw 
Trinity, Dated 1700. It was ae in the 10th ed, of 
Rippon’s Bap, Sel., 1860, FX, 2, No, 22; in the fastoral 
Memorials, 1925; and Sedgwick’s reprint, 1862, in 5 st. 
ofl itis in C. U. in G, Britain and America, 

4, Look down, my soul, on hell's domain. (/ratitude 
Jor escape. This is No. 841 in Spurgeon’s 0. 4. H. Bh, 
1366, amd dated 1777. We cannot trace it in any of 
Ryland's works or amongst his hymna, 

5. Lord, teach a little child to pray. A (hile's 
Prayer, Dated 1786. The note to this hymn by Dr, 
Ryland’s son, in Sedgwick’s reprint. Is62, p. 15, iss— 
“This and the following bymn [God is very good to 
me") was composed at the request of Mrs, Fuller, wife 
of the Rev, Andrew Fuller, of Kettering, for the use of 
Miss Sarah Fuller, who died May with, 1799, aged six 
years and six months.” It wax pub. in Andrew Fuller's 
Memoirs, 1831, p. 442, and in Sedgwick's reprint, 1462. 

6. Now let the slum church awake, -icticity 
in the Churcs desired. Dated “ Feb. 20, 1798." Pub. 
in the Pastoral Memorials, 1425, and in Sedgwick's 

rint, 1862. In Spurgeon’s 0. Oo. H. Bk, 866. 
T 0 Lord, I would in Thee. Prelight in 
Christ. Dated Dee. 3, 1777." Dr, Ryland added this 
note to the us,:—* I recollect deeper feelings of rind in 
composing this bymn, than perhaps 1 ever felt in 
making any other.” It was pab, in Rippon’s Se!., 70>, 
No. 2a; ‘in the Pastoral Memorials, 1825; and in 

Sedgwick’s reprint, 162, in T st, of 41, [t is in extensive 
nse im its ginal,or an abbreviated form; or as **() 
Lord we would delight in Thee" In the American 
Meth, Episco. Hymrs, 149, and their Itymmnal, 1975, 
st. i., fi., vi, VIL are rewritten in +. ™, as “ Lord, | 
delight in Thee.” 

8, Out of the depths of doubt and fear. /’s. x72. 
From the Serious Essays, 1771 (misdated in Spargeon’s 
0. 0, H. Bk., V5). Wt is not in the Pastoral Me- 
morials, 1825, nor in Sedgwick's reprint, 1#62. 
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9. Rejoice, the Saviour reigns. Missions. Dated 
Jan. 19, 1792." In the loth ed. of Rippon’s Sel., 
1xoO, 422 (2ud pt.) it is given in 6 st. of 6 L, as in 
the Ryland ™s., and then after the word “ Pause” two 
stanzas are added on, which are not in the ws, The 
6 ate. were Lin the Pastoral Memorials, 1625; 
in Sedgwick’s reprint, 1462; and in Spurgeon's @, 0. H. 
xk, 1466 (abbreviated), and other modern hymnals. 

10. Sove Ruler of the skies, (faidaner, Peace, 
and Security in God. Dated * Aug. 1.1777." Included 
in Rippon's Sef., 1747, No. 545; the Pastoral Memorials, 
1825; and Sedgwick’s reprint, 162, in 9 st. of 41. 

11, Thou Son of God, and Son of Man. /*raise to 
God, the Son, This ts undated. It was given in the 
Pastoral Memorials, 1425; and Sedgwick's reprint, 1562. 

12, When Abraham's servant to . Onward, 
Heavenward. Wr. Ryland’s son, under the date of 
Nov. 4, 1861, informed 1). Sedgwick that this hymn 
* was written with a slate pencil on a rusty iron blower 
by moonlight, past twelve o'clock, Dec, 40, 1773,” and 
he gives these words as a quotation from his father's 
ws. It is almest needless to add that this acoount does 
not agree with the generally received history of the 
hymn, as set forth in Miller’s Singers and Songs, 1469, 
p. 313. Inthe May number of the Gospet ine, 1775, 
p. 225, the hymn was given in 9 st, of 4 1, with 
the heading “ Hinder me not-—-Gen. xxiv. 56," and 
signed * Elachistoteros.” It was repeated in Rippon's 
Sel. L787, No. 4475 and § ick's reprint, 1862. In 
#ippen a note is added, ** This bymn may begin with 
6th verse,” This direction has been followed in some 
modern collections, the result being the hymn com- 
monly known as ** In all my Lord’s appointed ways.” 

13. When the Saviour dwelt below, (Compassion of 
Christ. Dated 1806. Incladed In the Pastoral Me- 
morials, 1*25, and Sedgwick’s reprint, 1862, 

Dr Ryland’s hymns are plain and simple, 
but they lack poetry and passion, and are not 
likely to be largely drawn upon for future 
hymnals, (J. J.) 

8., in the Bristol Bapt. Coll. of Ash and 
Evans, 1769, i.e. Elizabeth Seott. 

8. D., in the same. ic. S. Davies. 

8. B. Mahmied, ie. Nehemiah Adams, 
p. 16, i. 

8. M., in the Gospel Magazine, 1776, &c., 
Le. Samuel Medley, 

S——t, in the Bristol Bapt. Coll. of Ash 
and Evans, 1769, ic. 8. Stennett. 

Sabbath of the saints of old. 7. Whyte- 
head. prea ist pub. in his Poems, 1842, 

. 108, as one of his “ Hymus towards a Holy 
eek,” in 9 st. of 6 1, and appointed for the 

“Seventh Day.” In no instance is it used in 
its full and complete form. The fallest text 
is that in the Hymnary, 1872, No. 50, in 6 st., 
but usually it is given in a more abbreviated 
form, one of the shortest being the 8. P. C.K, 
Church Hymns, 1871, No. 60. One of the 
most popular forms of the hymn is a cento 
which is usually poy vas riage to * Easter 
Eve.” It opens: “ Resting from His work 
today.” One of the earliest, if not the 
eurliest, collection in which it appeared was 
Dr. Hook's Church Sunday School 
Appendiz, No. 232, This is composed of 
st. ili, iv.. vi, vii, of the original, This cente 
was repeated, with ulterations, in Murray's 
Hymnal, 1852, and has been adopted by 
various collections, including, with very slight 
alterations, A. A. & M., 1861, Sarum, 1868, 
— others. In Biggs’s Annotated HW. A, & M. 
( ’refaee), the 

. Bk. 1850, | 

SACER, GOTTE 

| viii. from what he hes gi’ 

tm cS LT 

editor has omitted st. y. and | 

poem. 

Sacer, Gottfried W 
dreas Sacer, senior burgon 
in Saxony, was b. at Naun 
He entered the Universi 
and remained there for fo 
of law. He was there 
secretary to Geheimrath 
lin: and then tutor, fil 
Swedish Kegiernngerath 
then to the sous of the 
mann von Binan. In 166 
tary service under Hert 
mundant at Liineberg, » 
secretarye and afterwar 
tiring cf this he went 
order to graduate Lup. 
undertook # tour in H 
with some young nobl 
In 1670 he settled dor 
appeal and chancery 
(graduating L..p. at Ki 
removed to Wolfenbii 
Amts-nadvovat, receiving 
Consulent in 1690. E 
Sept. 8 [18], 1699. () 
iii. 398, 1v. 562, &e.) 

Sacer began carly to wri 
Rist, in 1660, as one of bis | 
and in his Niteliche Brinne 
Poeterey, Altenstettin, 16 
alrearly described Limaelf a 
having been crowned as 
Austria. His hymns are a 
immediately succeeding 
siderable measure of poe 
dramatic force, and are ¢ 
His earliest hymns seem te 
triefende, siegende und ty 
ne copy of this work is no 
in pt. ii. 1665, of the Strol 
erneuerten Gesang-Buche) 
of the period. T were 
in-law as his Geistliche, li 

Those of Sacer’s | 
into English are :— 

i. Dureh Trauern und 
lavluded in 1665 as ; 
of BL, repeated 17: 
New Year.” It is al 
ed. 1863, No. 191, ‘I 

Through many char 
good tr. by Dr. F. 
Magazine, Jan. 185° 
1880 Suppl. to the BA 

ii. Gott fahret auf 
Founded on Ps. xlvi 
as above, pt. ii, p. 14 
peated 1714, p. 27, + 
of Christ.” It is als 
1863, No. 336. hh 
1842, it begins, “ 
trs. in C. U. are :— 

1. Lo! God to hea 

tr., omitting st. vi., 
Hys, from the Germ 

fermm, 1364, p. & 

Altord’s Ps. §& Hlys.. 
1867; in Dale's Fon 

2. While up to H 
version, omitting s 
asa leaflet for chu 
in his CA, FZy. & 74 
tien from Blew, 18 
sianicd, 1864, p. Ot 
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Other hymns by Sacer are ;— 
iii. Gott, der du aller Himmel Heer. Fur those af 

Sea. Lncluded in J. Criger’s Ernewerte GesangbiicMtein 

++. COR Peter Sokren, Frankfurt am Main, 1670, No. 874, 

in 10 st., and repeated, 1714, p. 75, in 11 st. entitled 
** Hyman for Seafarers.” Recently in Knapp's &e. 4. 8, 
1437 and 1865. Tr. as,“ Thoo whe hast stretched the 
heaven’s blue sky." In L. Rehfuesss ¢ hunch at Sea, 
1868, py. 34. 

iv. Lass mich nicht in Irrthum fallen, (Christ for 
all. Inectuded, ITM, a4 above, p. 53, in 10 st, of & 1, 
founded on Ps. li, 14, and repeated in the Hannover @. 

B., 1740, No, 848. Tr. a8 “* Lord, forbid that e’er such 
error.” By Dr. J. Gutha te, 1869, pr. 117. 

v. © dass ich kinnte Thrinen gung vergiessen. 
Passiontide. Included in 1665 as above, pt. i. p, 69, in 

16 st. of 41, and repeated, 1714, p. 20, entitled ** Con- 

temptation of the piteous death of Jesus Christ.” In 

the Berlin G. #., ls29, st. xiv.-xvi. altered and begin- 

ning, ** Mein Herr und Heiland, lass mins gehn za Her~ 
zen,” are included as No. 189, This form i+ f. as, 
** Lord, touch my heart with that great Consummation,” 

by .V. L, Prothingham, L570, p. 145. 
vi. So hab’ ich o t. Funeral of a Child. 

clude in 1665 as above, pt. li, p. 665, In 13 st. of 5 L, 
st. i.-xii. being given as «poken by the chiki in Paradise, 
and xiii, as the answer of the bereaved nts. 
peated in i714, p. 91, entitled * Comfort from the de- 

ft behind,” the 19th st. being entitled 
Recently as No. #55 

vo as (1) “Lo! now the vic 
In ber ed. 

Parted to thove 
** Farewell of the sorrowing ones.” 
in the Une, L. 8, 1851. 
tory’s gain’d me,” by Miss Cox, 1M41, p. 77. 
of 1864, p. 57, it ts altered and begins, 
completed.” 
last,” by Miss Winkworth, 1855, p. 243. 

Sachse, Christian Friedrich Hein- 
rich, p.p., was b, July 2, 1785, at Eisenberg, 
Sachse-Altenburg, where his father was _— 

n the 

yeurs 1804-1807 he was a student at the Uni- 
versity of Jena (p.p. from Jena 1841), and 
was, thereatter, for some time, a private tutor 
at Kleinlauchstedt, near Merseburg. In 1812 
he became diaconus at Meuselwitz, near Alten- 

He was appointed, in 1823, Court 

preacher at Altenburg; and also, in 18S), 

a After 1849 he hal many 

trials to endure. for seven children and his 
wife predeceased him, leaving him only one 
daughter; while his bodily intirmities com- 

pelled him, in 1859, to give up his duties in 
the consistory. and, in Feb. 1860, to resign 

He d. at 
Altenburg, Oct. 9, 1860 (Koch, vii. 22; 0. 

and also master in the town school. 

burg. 

Consistorialrath. 

even hia work us Court preacher. 

Kraus, ed. 1879, p. 418, &c.). 
By his earlier hymns, pub. in 1817, in connection with 

formation, Sachse bad a share 
in the reawakening of Churcbly life among the Lutherans. 
the Tercentenary of the 

The more important of bis other hymns a in bis 
Getstliche Geadnge zum Gebrauch bei Becroigungen und 
het der Todten feier, Altenburg, 1822 (Hamburg Library) ; 
and were written, to be used at funerals, during his resi- 
dence at Meuselwits; or for use at the special service 
introduced there in 141%, and held in memory of the 
departed, on the evening of the last day of the year. 
A number of his later hymns, together with selections 
from his secular poems, were | ope posthumously, a8 bi« 
Gedichte, Altenburg, 1861. considerable number of 
his bymns passed into the Hamburg @. #., 1542, Leipaig 
igs 1844, and other German hymn-books, prior to 

Those of Sachse’s hymns which have been 
tr, into English are :— 

i. Wohlan! die Erde wartet dein. Buriu/. 

entitled, “At the Grave.” Included in Knapp's 
Eo. L. 8. 1837, No. 3375 (1885, No. 2947), 

altered, and beginning. “Lebwohl! die Erde 
wartet dem.” The fr. in C. UL is + 

Beloved and honoured, fare thee well! This is a 
full and good tr., by Miss Borthwick, in A. Z. 

In- 

“My race ts now 
(2) “Then I have conquer’d; then at 

; (3) ** My 
course is run; in glory,” by fr. J. Guthrie, a 7 _ 

lst 
pub., 1822, as above, No. 2, p. 5, in 8 st. of 41, 
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L., 3rd Ser., 1858, p. 46 (1884, p. 176). It was 
repeated, in full, in Prust’s Suppl, Hys., 1869, 
and the 1869 Apps. to the 5. P. C.K. Ps, 
Hys. ; and, omitting st. ii, m Holy Song, 1869, 
and J. L. Porter's Coll., L876. 

ii, Wohlauf, wohlauf sum letzten Gang. Buriu!. 
Ist pub., 1822, ag above, No. i., p. 3, in 17 st. of 
5 |., entitled “Hyma during the funeral proces- 
sion.” Stanzas i.-v. seem to have been meant 
to be sung at the house of mourning ; st. vi 
xiv., on the way to the ehurebyard ; and st. xv.- 
xVii., at the-entrance to the “ place of peace.” 
it was sung at his own funeral in 1860. It was 
included, omitting st. iii., 18 No. 5404, in Knapp’s 
Ev. L. S, 1837 (1865, No. 2937), with the 
altered first line (as in Claus Harms's Gesdaje, 
1828, Nos, 288-290), * Wohlauf, wohlan zum 
letzten Gang;" and the same form is in the 
Wiirttemberg @. B., 1842, No. 617. Of this 
hymn, the late Dr. James Hamilton, in an article 
in the Fumily Treasury, 1860, pt. i, p. 116), 

wrote thus :— 
“On behalf of England, we have sometimes envied the 

brighter ho the look of Easter Morning—w hich seems 

to linger stillin Luther's land, With its emblems, sug- 

gestive of resurrection and heaven, its churchyard is not 

a Pagan burial ground, but the place where bellevers 

sleep,—a true cemetery, to which friendship can find it 

leasant to repair and meditate, At the ules of 

Yhristian brethren, it is net a funeral knell which strices 

slowly and sternly; bat from the village steeple there 

sheds a soft and almost cheerful requiem ; and thongl: 

there may be many wet eyes in the procession, there are 

not many of the artificial insignia of woe, as the whole 

parish convoys the departed tu his + bed of peaceful rest.’ 

Unce, in the Black Forest, we accompanied to the * place 

of peace,’ an old man’s funeral, and there still dwells on 

our ear the quaint and kindly melody which the parish- 

toners sang along the road; and we have sometimes 

wished that we could hear the like in our own land 
[Scotland], with its sombre and silent obsequirs,” 

The translation in C. U. is :— 
Come forth! come on, with solemn song. A 

good tr. of st, i-iii., v4, xv.-xvii,, by Miss Borth- 

wick, in A. L. £., 2ntl Ser., 1855, p. 68 (1884, 

p. 126). This version was included, in fall, in 

J. H. Wilson’s Service of Praise, 1865, No. 34, 

set to the melody to which it is sung in South 

Germany (Choral melodieen, Stuttgart, 1844, 

No. 103). In Dr. W. F. Stevenson's Hys. for Ch. 
§& Home, 1873, the tr, of st. v. was omitted. A 

greatly altered form, beginning, “ Come, tread 

once more the path with song,” appeared in ft. 

Brown-Borthwick's Select Hys,, 1871, No. 71; 

and in the S, P.C. K. Church Hys., 1871, No, 

242. Instead of adopting the melody of 1844, 

or the tune “Ich hab’ mein Sach’ Gott hein 

gestellt " (p. 671, i), for which Sachse wrote this 

hymn; the editors reduced the hymn toy. ™., 

altered it, and omitted the ¢rs. of st. iii. IL =, 

xv., Il, 3-5, xvi. This cento was repeated, omit- 

ting the fr. of st. xvii., in Dr, Martineau’s Ays. 

of Praise § Prayer, 1873. 

tae! ho seeks the prize" (st. vi.) 1 y man who seeks the * (st. vi). 

By in. i. Mills, 1845 (1486, p, 216) (2) “ Neighbour, 

accept our parting song.” By Dr, James Hamilton, it 

the amily Treasury, p. 116, ax above; and sting at his 

own funeral in 1867. [See his Life. 1570, p. 597.) (3) 

“0 corpse, thy dwelbng’s now without.” By Jer, tv, 

Watker, 1860, p. 110, (4) * Come forth, move on, with 

soleinn song.” Inthe Christian Azaminer, Boston, U.S. 

Nov. 1860, p. 414. ; 

Anvther hymn, partly by Sachse, 16 5 

jij, Der Herr der Ernte winket. Burial. Int pub., 

ya22, as above, No. vi, p. UI, in 6 st. of s 1. entinled, 

* At the funeral of an aged person,” Repeated in the 

Hamburg G. B., 142. It is founded on a pies Begin: 
ning, “Herr, nun llssest du im Frieden fahren.” by 
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Christian Ludwig Neuffer (b, at Stuttgart, Jan, 24,1769; 
pastor of the Cathedral Church, Ulm ; d. at Ulm, July 29, 
1839), in bis Christliche Urania, Leipzig, 1820, p. 220, 
where it is No. ix. of the ** Hymns tor the dying under 
*pecial circumstances,” and is in 11 st. of 4 1. Sachee'a 
version is (ras “ The reaper now is waiting.” By Dr, 
H. Mills, L#AS (1856, p. 261). _M. 

Sacris sollemniis juncta sint gaudia. 
St. Thomas of Aquino. [Holy Communion.) 
Written about 1263 fur the office for use on 
Corpus Christi (see * Pange lingua gloriosi 
corporis”), It is found in the Roman (Venice, 
1478; and again, untouched, in 1682); Mo- 
zarabie of 1502; Sarum; York; Aberdeen: 
Paris of 1736, and other Breviaries. It is 
generally appointed fur Matins on Corpus 
Christi, but in the Sarum for ist Vespers. 
The text in 6 st. and a duxology will be found 
in Daniel i., No. 240, in the Hymn. Sarish., 
1851, p. 119, and others. It is also found ina 
ms. eirea 1380 (Liturg. Mise., 370, f. 133), 
and another of the beginning of the Mth 
cent. (Laturg. Mise., 339, f. 65) in the Bod- 
leian; in a Ms, of the end of the 13th cent. 
(Add, 23,935, f. 3), and a Sarum Brer. of the 
4th cent, (Meg. 2 A. xiv., £. 93) in tie Brit. 
Mus.,&e. Itisal-oin Wachkernageli., No. 231; 
Bassler, No. 101; Card. Newman’s Hymni 
Ecclesiae, 1838 and 1865, &e. (J. M.] 
Translations in C. U.:— 
1, Let us with hearts renewed. By E. Caswall. 

Pub, in his Lyra Catholica, 1849, p, 113, and 
again in the 1860 Appendic to the H. Noted, 
No. 177. In Caswall's Hys. and Poems, 1873, 
p. 64, itis altered to “ Let old things pass away.” 
This form of the text is inthe Marquess of Bute’s 
Roman Brev. tr. into English, 187%, and O. Ship- 
ley’s Annus Sanctus, 1884. 

2, At this our solemn Feast. By R. F. Little- 
dale, in the Antiphoner and Grail, 1880, aud again 
in the Hymner, 1882. Altered in The Office H. 
ih. 1889, to “ May this our solemn Feast.” 

Translations not in ©, U. :— 
1. The solemn Feasts our joyful Songs inspire. 

Primer. 1706. 
2. Solemn rites arise to view. J. Williams, 1839, 
3. High be oar service—our hearts with joy bounding. 

W. J, Blew. 1852-55, 
4. Welcomed with Joy be our hallowed solemnity. 

#. Trappes. seh, 
5. Let this our solemn Feast. J. 0. Chambers, 1852. 
6. On this most solemn festival your Joyful anthems 

raise. J. Wallace, 1874, 
1. Welcome with jubilee This glad solemnity, J. Ja. 

Aylward, in O, Shipley's Annts Sanctus, 1834, {J. Jj 

Sacrosancta hodiernae festivitatis 
praeconia, [St. Andrew.) This is found in 
a Gradual written apparently in England in 
the 12th cent. (Jteg. 2 B. iv. f. 138); in a 
Ms. containing a collectim of Sequences 
written ¢, 1199 (Calig. A. xir., f. 88), both now 
in the British Museum, &. Among Missals 
it is found in a Sarum, circa 1870, a Hereford 
cirea 1370, and a York circa 1390, all wow in 
the Bodleian; in the St. Andrea, the Mag- 
deburg of 1480, the Angers of 1489, and other 
Missale, uniformly assigned to St. Andrew's 
day. The printed text is also in Mone, No, 
645, and Kehrein, No. 401. It was fr. by the 
editors of the Hymnary as “King of Saints, 
O Lord Tucarnate,” and appeared therein in 
1872. Another fr. is “The sacred honours of 
this festival,” by C. B. Pearson in the Sarum 
Missal in English. 1868. (J. M.) 

Sad and weary were our way. Julia 

SAFFERY,; MA’ 

A, Elliott. {Sunday Ere 
composed of Mrs, Elliott 
and sacred morn” (see p. 
“Soon, too soon the + 
appeared in her husbai 
in 2 st. of GL The 
8 at., is in the Oberli 
Praise, 1880. 

Saevo dolorum tw 
This is the hymn at 1 
the Passion of our Lo 
“ Maerentes oculi”). Ir 
Bologna, 1827, Pars | 
p. 276, in 8 at. and the 
also Biggs's Annotated 
1867. 

Translations in C. 
1. O'erwhelmed in dept 

in his Lyra Catholica, 1 
and Poems, 1873, p. 37, 
number of hymp-books, : 
tions, and in an abbrev 
most extensive use be 
H, A. & M. 

2. The storm of sorro’ 
J. Blew, in his Church 4 
Lent and Passiontide, Nc 
Sel, from the same, 187( 

3. O'erwhelmed beneat! 
C. Singleton, in his + 
No. 100. 

Translation not in C. U 
1. Amidst a whirl of w 

1865. 

2. A tempest of affliction. 

Joseph the Hymnogra, 
This hymn was giver 
the Eastern Church, 1 
“The Return Home. 
of 5. John Climacos.’ 
1866 ed. of the Hys. of 
cerning it, * Art thou 
band of pilgrims,” thi 
that is from the Gree] 
lave been included in 
in any future edition ' 
“ Appendix.” Dr Ne 
out his intention: b 
Hatherly has done » 
work, The most th 
hymn, then, is that 
based on the Greek o' 
grapher. In St. Jos 
Greck lines can be 
with those in the En; 
text is found in a | 
in Great Britain an 
Hymnody, §§ xviii. 3, i 

- Bafely through 
Newton. [Saturday 
R. Conyers's Ps. & 
5 st.of 61: and ag: 
1779, Bk. ii., No. 40 
modern collections ; 
breviated and altere 
1863, &e. 

' 

Saffery, Maria 
in 1773, and d. Mare 

the Rey. J. Horsey 
‘the Rev. Mr. Saffer 



SAGET MIR VON Chy 
Te n shoe 8t Salisbury, Early in life she pub. 

m and a romance, and in 1834, a 
fntitled Poems on Sacred Subjects 
amilton, Adams & Co.). Mrs. Saf- 

& 
md. 
w 

SOr, the sxestion of her husband, and of her 
t man, fo." P. J. Satfery, she wrote many 
ern 7 D, Special occasions. Sle contributed 

gbe pti, _jaifeh id's collection, and others to 
Om i «azine and other periodicals. 

4fou = jime before 1818 she wrote ‘a ena on 
Adore >> CPt “- "Tis the Great Father we 
S«Leetio Which was printed in the Baptist New 

» 1828, hhas since speened in most Bape 
= na eee hymn-books, and is now in ©. U,; 

‘> Ralo ™Mectimes as, “’Tis God the Father we 
Chila, « pitt Inymn of a Mother for her 
Row >: ; Fain. my babe, I'd have thee 

Her 75,,.%.'0 the Comprehensive Rippon, 1844. 
how ead wiymn, ** God of the ounlieat hours, 
and he, rom er Poems, &e., 1834, p. 1 

Good 8: erd, ** There is a little onely fola ” 
Cc. yr *O%9," from the same, p. ae nleo in 

feo One mir von keinem Lieben [Love 
ze £.] Included as No. 2057 in Kuapp's er. 

41. Sg 1887 (1865, No. 1829), in 9 at. of 
Miss Borth, he tne not of earthly love,” by 
RP. wick in H. L. L., 1862, p. 70 (1884, 232 1870. 2” TPeated in Schaff’s Christ in Song, 

Ba in . 

C Fleaven} ” Felted high in glory. J.Gabb. 
: Irst pub. in his Hys. & Songs of the y ae% é: » 

— 1e71, and 2 
tioms and the 
Songs oF G. & 
a8 above. P 
the author for 
iven therein w 
'OFrmne,”” No. 6 

or slory.” In 
the erizginal in 
Power. It form, 
ee g£Q0d hymn for 

Salisbu 
dae-la-Zouch, 5 
the University 

@, No. xxxix., in 5 st. of 6 I, 
Form thence, with slight altera- 
Mission of st. v., into Snepp, 
G.. 1872, No. 1014. Orig. text 

1875 it was rewritten by 
Jhis Welburn Appendix, and 
ith his spirited tune “Sel- 

> As ** Saints, in highest realms 
this form it is far superior to 

Construction, execution, and 
* With the omission of st. ii., 
** All Saints Day.” (J. J.J 

Tames, ».4., was b. at Ashby- 
"NM 15, 1821. He studied at 
Of St. Andrews and completed ais course fy 

College. He the Baptist ministry at Horton 

at Longford ;,'™S_ been successively pastor 

ir, = Etutland, ™2 Warwickshire, Barrowden 
Leicestershire. “Ee lescote und Hinckley in 
he contributeg Do the Baptist Hyl., 1879, 
is meted under a 47-_ from the German, which 

“i Creator Spiritus. 
Salus ae CW. R. 8.) 

vita. [Adreng Se, indeficiens mundi 
the Bodleian, Ca "This is found in o ms, in r 
1000 ; and alg, “22. 775, f. 167 b) written circa 
CMowuce 222, fF 2m 4 ms. of circa 1070, there 

ene 5 - cunt. cays : ina Wiroheater er of 
Saaam bridge (N in Corpus Christi Colle 

in the Britian’ 273): reer cent Gradant 

or<>- Among Are * Gseum (Reg. 2 B. tv. f. 56), 
14th cent. Pare. Seeds it is found ip an early 

British Museray, ~ @aada Mth cent. Sens in the 

Hereford circa a in a Sarum circa 1370, a 
; 370, and « York circa 1290, 

and various F “Alhian;: in the St. Andrews, 
Missala it is a ay Missals. In the English 
MAaivent. The P Becsinted for the first 8S. in 

inated text is also in Neale’s 

all mow in thy, 

De 

K 
as: 

D, Chambers. 1 

Watts. 3 
which passes under this first line is found in 
so many forms that it will be necessary to 
indicate not only the sources from whence its 
varying stanzas have been taken, but also to 
r the original text itself, 

Hye, and 
in 8 st. of 
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wentine 1852, p. 3: Daniel, ii. p. 185, and 
rein, No.1. All the verses end ina. Tr. 

Thou, the Saviour everlasting. By E. A. Day- 
® vifted and accomplished woman. | man, made for and pub. in the Aymnary, 1872. 

Translations not in C. U. :— 
1, Eternai health! Creation’s ever new vitality. J 

66. 
2. Life of the world unfailing. A.M. Morgan, in the 

Lyra Messianica, 1664, and his Gifts and Light, 1467, 
This begins with the words “ Indeficiens mundi vita,” 
in the sane y Hh ape 

3. Eternal Health of man. By C. B. Pearson, in The 
Sarum Missal in nglish, 1868, 

4. Thou for ever our aalvation. By C. B. Pearson, in 
his Sequences from the Sarum Missal. 1871. [J. M.] 

Salvation, O the joyful sound. /. 
[Praise for Salvation.) The hymn 

The original hymn appeared in Watts’s 
iritual Songs, 1709, Bk. ii., No. 88, 
1, and entitled “ Salvation " :— 

i, * Salvation! O, the joyful sound, 
“Tis pleasure to our ears; 

A Sov'reign balm for every wound, 
A cordial for our fears. 

2. * Bury'd in sorrow and in ain, 
At bell's dark door we lay; 

But we arise by grace divine 
To see a beav'nly day. 

+ iia — ! let the _ i 
ne opeous eart 

While all the armies of the 8 
Conspire to raise the sound.” 

Amongst the collections which are in com- 
mon use at the present day the following con- 
tain this text: the 8. P.C. Ko Ps. & Hymne; 
Bk. of Praise Hymnal; Bap. P's, & Hyas.; New 
Cong. ; Spurgeon’s O, O. i. Bk. ; Stevenson's 
Hys. for Ch. and Home ; and others, which 
can be readily asceriamed by reference tu the 
text as above. It is also found in numerous 
American collections. 

ii. About the year 1772 a cento appeared 
in the Countess of Huntingdon’s Coll. as 
follows :— 

St.i, Wetts’s st. i. as above, with “ What" for Tis.” 
St. il. Watts’s st. lil, as above, 
St. iii, ‘Salvation! O Thou bleeding Lamb, 

To Thee the praise bel 3 
Salvation shall inspire our hearts, 

And dwell upon oor tongues.” 

To these were added the following st. :— 
* Blessing, honour, praise and power 

Be unto the Lamb for ever : 
Jesus Christ is oor Redeemer, 

Hallelujah! Praise the Lord.” 

This arrangement is probably due to the 
Hon. Walter Shirley, who revised the Lady 
Huntingdon Coll, about 1774. It was exceed- 
ingly popular with the older compilers, and 
is found in many of their collections. In 
modern hymn-books it ix found, amongst 
others, both in Great Britain and America, 
in:—the Wes. H. Bk.; Meth. N. Con. H. Bh; 
Meth. 8S. 8S. H. Bk., &., with the “ Blessing ” 

of the chorus changed to “ Glory.” 
In addition, the following centos are in 

common use :-— 

(a) St. i. “Salvation, 0," &e. St, ii, * Buried,” &e. 
St. iid. ++Salvation let,” &c. St. iv, ** Salvation, O 

Thou.” Chorus. ; 
arrangement t# found in Mercer, Harland's 

Pa and others; and without the chorus in Windle’s 

Coll, and Stowell's Ps, & ifys., Ke. 
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(hb) St. i. “Salvation | 0," &e. — St. it Salvation t 
let,’ &e. St. iii, * Salvation! OrThou," &c. Chorus, 
Given in the Irish Charch Hymnal, &c. 

(ey St. f+ Salvation! 0," &e, St. ti, + Baried,” &e, 
St. til. “Salvation! let,” &e., and Chorus after each 
stanza. In /fy. Comp. Scottish Reoang. Union Hyl., &e, 

(d) St. i. “Salvation! 0." &e, St. ii.“ Buried,” &c, 
St. iil. “Salvation, O Thou,” Ae, St. iv. “Salvation 
let.” Chorus. Given in Kemble’s Vew Ch, H. Bk., 1873, 

ui. In Dr. Kennedy's Hymno. Christ., 1863, 
No. 624, is a cento thus composed ;— 

St. i. “Salvation! O,/ &e. Dr, Watts. St. di, * Out. 
worn with sorrow,” ke. lr. Aennedy. St. ili, “* Salva- 
tion! let,” Ac. Dr, Watts, St, iv. * Salvation! O 
Thou,” &c. Lady Hantingdon's Coll. St. v. ** Rejoice, 
Tejoice,’ &c, Dr. Kennedy. 

iv. Some curious and somewhat interesting 
eentos are also found in the older collections : 
as Ash & Evans's Bap, Coll, (Bristol), 1769; 
Urwick’s Coll. (Dublin), 1829; Bickersteth's 
Christian Psalmody, 1833; aud others. In one 
form or another, a8 an original hymn or as a 
cento, “Salvation! O the joyful sound,” has 
had and still hasa most extensive use. It has 
also been translated into several languages, 
sometimes one form of the text being used 
and then ancther. R. Bingham’s tr. into 
Latin, “Salus, Salus, O vox laeta,” in his 
Hymno, Christ. Lat., 1871, is a — of 
(a) as ubove. (J. J.J 

Salvator mundi Domine. [Advent. 
Evening.) This is found in a ms. of the 12th 
cent. in the British Museum (Harl. 2928 f. 
1106); in a Sarum Hymnary, circa 1300 
(Laud, Lat. 95, £ 1846); and a York 
Hymnary of the 13th cent. (Laud, Lat. 5, f. 
165), both now in the Bodleian ; in the Sarum, 
York, Hereford und Aberdeen Breviaries, &e. 
Also in Daniel, iv. p. 209, Mone, No, 32, and 
Card. Newman's Hy. Eeclesiae, 1838 and 1865. 
Mone thinks it is of the 6th or 7th cent. It 
was appointed asa hymn st compline: but the 
seasons during whicn it was used vary consi- 
derably in the various Breviaries, ranging 
from Saturdays in Advent to the First 8. in 
Lent; and again from Trinity to Christmas. 
The original was used at Eton, at the 8 pir. 
daily service, until about 1830. (J. M.j 

Translations in C. U.:— 

1. Blest Saviour, Lord of all. By Bp. Cosin, in 
his Cull. of Private Devotions, 1627 ( The Ap- 
probation,” Feb. 26, 1626... Geo. London), 
which was reprinted several times, the Lith ed. 
by Rivington in 1838. In W. J. Blew’s Church 
Hy. & Tune Bk, 1852-55, No. 6, from Trinity 
Sunday to Advent, begins with st. ii. of this tr. 
slightly altered, as “Ruler of the day and 
night.” In the Wellington College H, Bk, Bp. 
roe tr, is altered to “O blessed Saviour, Lord 
of all.” 

2. O Saviour of the world forlorn, This midnight, 
&o. By W. J. Copeland, in his Mys. for the 
Week, 1848, p. 154. Itis repeated in AH. A. f J. 
161, the Hymnary, 1872, &e., but almost always 
with varying alterations in the text, and another 
doxology. In the 1875 ed. of A. A. & M. it 
begins, “O Saviour, Lord, to Thee we pray"; and 
in the 1863 ed. of the App. to the Hymnal N, 
as * Thee, Saviour of the world, we pray.” 

8. Saviour of man, Whose kindly care. Ly J. 1) 
Chambers, in his /salter, 1852, p. S58. In 
Skinner's Daily Service Hyl., 1864, it is given 
as, “ Saviour of men, Whose tender care.” 

4. Redeemer of the world, we pray. By R. F. | 

SSS 

SALVE FE 

Littledale, made for and 
H., 1867, and signed “| 

Tranalations not in C. 
1. O Lorde, the wether 

served, Sarem frome 
2. 0 Lend, the Saviowr 

served. A.J. RB. Hope. 1 
3. Lord of the world W 

rium Anglicantm. 1544, 
4. Lord of the world, on 

Blew, 1852-66. 
5, O Saviour of the worl 

6. Lord, Who hast kep! 
7. 0 Saviour of the ww 

&c. Lord Braye, in 0. St 

Salve crux bea’ 
sen. [Glorying in | 
the diantae G.. 
16 st. of 4 L., entitled 
under the cross: B 
tribulations.” Reps 
G. B.. Vi04, No. + 
English through— 

* Glick zu Kreuz von 
by L, A. Gotter, ir 
Geistreiches G. B., t 
peated in Freyling! 
402. In Porst’s 
Vii., viil., ix. on spe 
omitted. In Bunse 
has st. i, ii., vi., xi., 
altered and beginni) 
von Herzen.” Tr. 

1, Welcome Cross 

i.-v., X., Xili., xiv., 
of the Morevian HH 

2, Cross, reproac! 
based on the 1754 
This is No. 307 i 
(1849, No. 510). 
Bée., 1845, and in 
Boston, 1848; Pi 
Domini, 1884, and 

3. O Cross, we hi 
from Bunsen, by | 
Ger., lst Ser., 18 

Kennedy, 1863, 
xiin-xv.3 and No. 
inning, “Up, br 
a Hys. of the = 

650 consists of 
“Pledge of our ; 
form beginning, 
isin the Berwick 

Salve fest: 
aevo. This li 
Fortunatus, wk 
gero.””) Two ce 

laure noted unde 
for Faster, whi 
begins “* Salve 
et astra tenet, 

another cento 
beginning “Ss 
scundit et astn 
has for the Asc 
coechum scand: 
Newman’s 7y 
and Daniel, ii. 
from Fortuna 
Both in Engl 
various) Proce 
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hyn, SALVE MI ANGELICE 
- Ng . 

« Ee tunantich take the opening line from 
theg, US but are otherwise quite different. 

se Say We note here ;— 
155 SE stenf,j,° + 2e Deus de covlo fulsit humo. 
1 a30 + and ji, This is found in the York Processional 0° 
Wa 5 ang tae also in Card, Newman's Hymni Ecclesiae, 

> 22g. The’, . Daniel, ii. p. 142; and in Kekrein, 
ai] , r. 18 5— 
. = FP, 7 

® fay, Stal Day! thro’ ev'ry divine, When 
~ Lach? from Heav'n on did shine. fy 
BSa),."* nthe Altar Myl., 1484, No. oll 

. Deus dicat honore suam. 
30; ino Tate is also in the York alge 
33 Newman's Hymni Ecclesiae, 1835 a 

“ fra. anor il. p. 183; and in Kehrein, No. 161. 

il! all slorious Feast, day hallowed for ever 
In the Avetiphoner and Grail, 1880, p. 63. 
inet ? age divine. By G. 

lBS4 Nos, Horner, 1482, No. 80; and the Altar 
Beis. . 

- - + Que sponso sponsa j Ecclesia. 
l27n et Church, This is ina Gradual, 

Seay. Add. 12194, f. #8), in the British Museum ; 
~_e Processional there, circa 1090 ( Harl. 2942); 

MR ra kel” 4g MAN'S HMymni Keclesiae, 183% and 1465 ; in 
re : * P- 1843 and in Kehrein, No. 876. The tre. 

- 
Hail 

ita” 
Semeke 
<* roe 

ra a 

im 
4 
a 

ungitur 
Sarum 

Hall’ ever sacred tide. By G. 
ATyl., Vets, No. 52. [J. M.] 

@Ngelice, spiritus beate. 
t7eqg. [Angele.) A hymn of 64 
Mone, No. 312, from a Munich 

one's and pacar to , 
b ™ own (ic. guardian) angel.” 
ii shen Chanbers, in his Lauda y noel 

P- 101, as, “ Hail, mine angel, Pure - 

-> 2Gay bright, and included in the /eople’s 
(WwW. A. 8.) 

. Balv is found i UPSi Domina. [B. VM) This 
BG2Z4. p. 38, gy) Parnassus Marianus, Douai, 
2 Spanish hea there marked as taken from 
<darmm valde An © of Hours (“ex horis quibus- 
Same text is f, iquis in Hispania”) The 
T.on«don, Iwe7. Nad in the Path to Heaven (ed 
Nakatenus's ¢»?P- 429-435), in reeent eds. of 
ESSQ,, p. 236), OC eeate palmetum (e.g. Mechlin, 
thelie manuals "Md other modern Reman Ca- 
ratmg “Salve q devotion. A portion begin- 

Pia foederis” is in Daniel, iv. P- Saaz. F. 
IS8S7., Nos. fe EZ. Roth, in his Lat. Hymnen, 

raver BiookK writ —97, prints it from a 
Maria Th _ for the use of the Empress 
Da rrnstait), whe Austria, about 1760 (now in 
mum 8 office for tro re it occurs in the cours: of 
the B. V.M. *€ Immaculate Conception of 
im his-Z peje t has been tr. by E.. Caswall 

2OLE ca, 1849, p. 255, and in his fiayzs. & Poem 
and thus divig a S73, p. 165, m 16 at. of 8 1, 

for Divine Service :— lL. AMfatina, « 

= srt me Hatt 2. Queen of the heavens.” 

me end.” a plain ” %, Virgin most wise." 

S. ‘None. « ail 3. SSO lomon’s throne.” 

6. Vesper uy 1 as final mother.” 

F. Fonkpllag Maga ey eta 
7 ese tort Pas 1, mother most pure.” 

‘rb rs <! These praises and prayers,” 
Jesus H. Bk re ted in the Crown o 

Other tr. u. 862, as ooparale hymns. f 
1. Hfail, Lady ©. 
ae 

1839. 

Salve muy, 
Clafrvauz? Ad po er 

nes Ssiontide.) The text of this 

Sha- world Of heaven bright Queen, 

"er all virgins bright. D. French 
’ (J. M.} 

St. Bernard of 
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sweet and beautiful poem, which has been 
muinly used by translators into English and 
German, is that found in St. Bernard's Opera 
Omnia, Paris, 1609, cols, 1655-56. Here it is 
entitled “A rhythmical preyer to any ove 
(unum quodlibet) of the members of Christ, 
suffering and hanging on the Cross,” and ix 
ilivided into seven parts, viz, :— 

\. Salve mundi salutare. TM the Pret. 
ii, Balve Jesu, Rex sanctorum. ,, Ances. 

ili, Salve Jesu, pastor bone. » Hands, 
iv. Salve Jesu, summe bonus. o» Side. 
v. Salve salus mea. Deus, » Freast, 
vi, Summi Regis cor aveto. +» Heart. 
vil. Salve caput cruentatum. 

Going a little further back, a somewhat 
similar text is in St. Bernard's uli, 
Venice, 1495, where it is entitled “ A divine 
and most devont prayer of the Abbot Sr. 
Bernard, which he made when an inuge ot 
the Saviour, with outstretched arms, embraced 
him from the Cross.” Here the last section 
is entitled “ To the whole body,” and begins, 
“Salve Jesu reverende.” In a ms. of 1454. 
now in the Town Lib at Niirnberg, there 
is a tr. into German entitled “St. Bernard's 
Lamentation,” and beginning “ Der welt 
heilant, nim min griiezen,” which is from the 
same text as that in the Opuseula; and here, 
after the third last stanzas, ia the note “ As 
now St. Bernord had spoken these words wit): 
great earnestness of desire, the image [Marter- 
bil] on the cross bowed itself, and embraced 
him with its wounded arms, as a sure token 
that to it this prayer was most pleasing.” The 
sume German fr. is also in a 15th cent. ys 
at Donaueschingen, with the title “ ‘This is 
the noble prayer of the devout doctor St. 
Bernard,” &c. (sce Wackernagel, ii., No. 454, 
and p. 1193). 

Clearly, then, there is tradition at least ax 
far back as 1450 (the tradition indeed seens 
to have come from Clairvaux), that the poem, 
as a whole, is by one author, and that this 
was St. Bernard. St. Bernard, however, d. in 
1153, and no mss. of the poem have yet been 
found of earlier date than the I4th cent. ‘lhe 
MSS., Noreever, present the greatest varictics 
of text and arrangement, ao that it is exceed- 
ingly difficult to say whether any part of the 
poem is 75! by St. Bernard, or to diserim- 
inate what is his and what is not his. Doubt- 
leas the remark which Archbishop Trene! 
made regarding other poems ascribed to Sr. 
Bernard, is true of this 1, Viz., that the 
internal evidence is in favour of him as its 
author; and that if he did not write it, it is 
not easy to guess who could have written it. 
But in the present state of the evidence we 
cannot say much more. The conclusions of 
Mone and Daniel may be thus summed up :— 

Mone, Nos. 125-126, gives parts 1-4, from 
uss. of the 14th and 15th cent. Inte the variety 
of texts and forms shown in his notes we have 

not here space to enter. In these notes he gives 
a mass of various readings, and mentions that 
at least two of the 15th cent. mas, which he used 

had also parts 5-7. He also says, that in a Lith 

cent. M8. at Amorbach, the complete poem is 
entitled. “Prayer of Bonaventura, on saluting 

the Five Wounds of Christ.” In his yudgment, 
the bewildering variety of forms and texts makes 

it impossible to come to any definite conclusions 

” 
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as to authorship; but he thinks that the original 
poem was probably by a French writer. 

Daniel, i, No. 207; ii, p. 3595; and iv., pp. 
224-231, gives the text of all the parts. In his 
notes in vol. iv, he expresses the opinion that 
only two of the parts, those to the Feet and to 
the Anees (1 and 2), are by St. Bernard. His 
principal reason for so thinking is, because the 
Lichtenthal ms. of the i4th cent., quoted by 
Mone, has only these two, with the title * Lamen- 
tation on the Passion of the Lord.” As Lich- 
tenthal was a Cistercian foundation, he holds 
that the Brethren there would be most likely to 
give the complete and correct text of a poem by 
the founder of their Order, He adds :— 

“Whoever reads the first part attentively cannot 
help seeing that it refers tothe whole frame of suffer- 
ing Christ; and that special mention is made of the Feet 
ooly for this reason,—that the poet places himself pros- 
trate on bis knees, at the foot of the cross, and em- 
braces the Saviour's Feet. And as far as 
Knees, they are only touched upon once in the second 
part, and that Incidentally: the poem, as a whole, is 
clearly concerned with the Passion asa whole. Such a 
poem was composed by St. Bernard: the titles of the 
members are the work of a later age.” 

Daniel holds that the aldress to the Hands is 
later than St. Bernard; that next was added, 
probably in the l4th cent., the address to the 
Side; and that those to the Breast, to the /eart, 
and to the Fie, were first added in the 15th 
cent, 

Mone and Daniel thus agree in thinking 
that parts 5-7 are not by St. Bernard, but are 
of much later date, probably of the 15th cent. 
And, apparently, they would have agreed in 
saying that these additions were made in Ger- 
many. If their conclusions be correct, then 
the finest part of all, the * Salve caput cruen- 
tatum,” must be by some one other than St. 
Bernard. 
Other texts may be briefly noted. (1) The is 

found in five was. of the 16th cent., at St. Gall (Nos. 473, 
482, 485, 519, 621). (2) F. W. RB. Roth, in his Lat, 
Hymnen, 1847, No, 141, gives the skeleton of a form in 
7 parts (beginning, Salve meum salutare"), the 
being respectively assigned to Matins, Prime, le 
Sert, None, Vespers, ani Compline. He cites it ax ina 
16th cent. ws. mannal of devotions, now at 
(3) G. Milchsack, in his Hymni et iae, 1886, No, 
110, gives a curlous form of parts 5-7, from a 15th cent. 
broadsheet in the Wolfenbitrel Library, (4) Wachker- 
nagl, \., Nos, 186-192, gives the text, in 7 parts, from 
Mone, and the Paris ed., 1719, of St. Bernard's Opera, 
(5) Archbishop ‘Trench, in his Sacred Latin Poetry, 
ge parts | ahd 7 from ‘he Opera, 1719, (6) F. A, 

arch gives.in his Lat, Mys,, 175, parts 1, 6, and 7. 
(7) The texts in Kénigsfeld, ii., p. 190; (8) Kamback, 
1, Pp. 275; and (9), Neale’s /ymni Aeclesiac, 1451, 
p. 122, are centos. 

In J. M. Horst’s Paradisus animae Chris- 
tianae, 1644, the text is given in 7 parts, but 
very greatly altered, thus :— 

\, Jesu summae Rex virtutis, 
il. Christe Jesu fons bonorum. 

til. Christe Jesu Pastor bone, 
iv. 0 Salvator summe bonus. 
v. O Lux Mundi Christe Deus. 

vi, Odivinum Cor areto, 
vil. Caput spinis coronatum. 

It may be added that the use of this noble 
poem seems to have been almost entirely con- 
fined to books of private devotion, and collec. 
tions of sacred poctry. No parts or centos 
appear to have pussed into Medtueval Brevi- 
artes, Missals, Graduals, or Processionals ; 
and the only portion we have been able to 
trace in similar modern books, is the greatly 
mutilated cento, “Jesu dulcis amor meus” 
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(p. 585, 1.), included ir 
Roman Breviary 

The whole poem ha 
German; und variou: 
also been made from | 
known set of tra, int 
Paulus Gerhardt, wh 
all the seven parts, 
1609, thus :-— 

1. Sei mir tameen: 

it al naar 
iv. kh grass dick 
ve We serat 

vi. 0 Were thes Kov 
vii. O Haupt voll 

Of these Nos. 1, ; 
English, as follows ;- 

i. Sei - . 
tr. appeared hth ed 
Frankfurt ed , 1656, No. 
melica, in Sst.of8l. lr 
Gerhardt’s Geistl. Liede 
No. 48, and tn the One. 
in C, U. are:— 

1, Thousand times by 
in pt. |. of the Morar 
later eds. (1886, No. 96). 

2. Ever by my love be 
by A. T. Russell, aa No. 

¥. seist du 
in 5 st. of 6 L, in the 
Prazis, No. U4. Incl 
hardt, No. 20; Bachma 
G. B., ed. 1865, No. #1. 

(1) “ All hail to Thee 
Mrs. Stanley Carr, in he 
hardt (ed, “ae = the 
and my God." By BR. 
Feb. 1865, p. 14. 

vi. O Herz des Kini 
y of 12 ie the Frank! 
No, 165. in 
No, 21; Pies secret e 
L. &, ed. 1863, No. 254 
Heart of Him who dur 

Salk B 
form sre given in the » 

The tre. of this 
English, in the v 
above, ure :— 

i. Salve mum 
this part are :-— 

1, All the world 
Charles, in her Voi 
1858, p. 161. 

2. Jesus, hail, t 
Kynaston, ia his Ox 

3. Life of the wor 
in the N. York Chi 
in8Sst.of 8 lL € 
the Laudes Domini 

ii. Salve Jesu 
This has been tr. 

1, Jesu, King of 
Whytehead, in h 
pt. is represented 
remaining sts.. v.- 
ning with line e 
duras.” 

2. Hail, Thou 1 
H. Kynaston, ma 
Hymnary, 1872. 

3. Hail! Thou 
DD. Chambers, in t 

iii. Salve Je: 



8 : ager ALVE MUNDI SALUTARE 
= : 
= fy ._“® Jesu, summe bonus. This 

= "eu, 
Fade fF Tent beyond . By H. Kynaston; 

v. » 4nd first pub. in the Hymnary, 1872. 
vi. gs, ¥° Salus mea, Deus. + 

7 eae i Regis cor aveto. This is 

ae 7 Wash Christ my King! I greet Thee. By E. 
™ Sch a fF, Urn, of N. Y., June, 1868, contributed 

a», Vii- Sa, Christ in Song, 1869. 
© bic. i ive caput cruentatum. This, nm 

= ee ead most popular part of the poem, 

~ that Head -with sorrows bowing. By H. 
r «c2>- or 2 his Ps. § Hys., 1844, No. 34; his 

Tye., 1868 rawe, 1867, No. 102; and the Sarum 
Smad nb? No. 130. It is composed of Il. 1-5 

of this part, See Daniel, i., No. 207. 
ru that Head all torn and wounded. By J. 

ne S_ pPP; inhis Ps. § Hys, 1853, No. 72; and 
*lhiche) - ©. K. Churca Hys., 1871, No. 377. It is 

¥ indebted to Dean Alford’s tr. as above, 
3 thou Head! so bruised and wounded. 

a th Charles, neé Rundle, in her Voice 
Perornictes if if’ *% Song, 1858, p. 159; and her 

BP. 201.” pf the Schédnherg-Cotta Family, 1862, 
furimnary 1874 'm a few collections. In the 
“sims. « HW 872, it is somewhnt altered, and 

Im rin ra enon Head, so bruised and torn.” 
£°om posed: to 1882, No, 173, is a cento thus 
AO, _tr>-s Chart '-» from the Hymnary, ll. 4, 6, 
st. iL. 37" Il. 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, Preb. Thring ; 
LOL Pres, "77,,2 5% 9, Mrs. Charles, \\. 3, 4, 5.8, 
CAarles, 11.9 077 %t. iii, I. 1, 3, 4, 8, Mrs. 
i and’ y.. i) 28> 7, 9, 10, Pred. Thring ; st. 

This ia 2? _2’re. Thring, li. 9, 10, Mfrs, 
Of the m..” Very fine combined tr. of this 

music by . It has been specially set 
* John Stainer; Lond., Novello 

saored 
This ¢,- * By Sir H. W. 

German 2°. ™! though it follows the metre 
*- Csee above), was made direct 
ene Ist pub. in H, A. & M, 

CArwrechs: FTyil., 1879 © new ed., 1875; the Irish 

&. EXead, all > &e, 
H. gore drops scattered. B ae i pla Hie Gene Hys., 1862, p. as. 

poareed in hie POPS. Degd on St Bernard ap a > on - . 

Thy Fathers Fs _ Hys., 1844, a8 “ Glory to 
Thyself didst 5;-@-"" and “Thou Saviour who 
sin in Dan eo The text, in a8 wk, as 
r. ¥ - T. Mos i., p. 359, also been 
Church, 1871, an, i his Hys. of the Latin 
“Sawviour of the, > sand the 1880 ed., p. 97, a8, 
(Jesu, how. JI bow Worl, to Thee, Blessed One 

1@ Poem,ag = ge 
a ee Christi we Panged in Horst’s gehen 
fr., probably b aa , as above, has Hn 
in Dr. Puse “d ba ex Goteland (see p. 948, i.), 
Canon Oakeley, j>- of Horst; and, again, by 
as follows :- 2 bois tr. of the same, 1850, 

mil 
Elizabe 

CAristia 

a. oa 
Baker. 
abd the 
rorm the Latin 
1861. It isin’ 

i. — eucoune Fe 

= + Prin re . 
2. Jem, Pr tutis. 

i. CAriste Jan At ECT Life and Power. Pusey, 
1. Jesu, Fon = 2k of saving wealth, Gakeley. 

2. Christ Jona ag Norum. 
iil. CAriste Jem, 7s endless pleasure. eae: 

1. Gracious 7% * oo of blessings rife. ey. 
« ot & 2. O Jesu Corny “Shepherd mes Pusey, 

“hou Shepherd good. Oakeley, 
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iv. O Salvator swmme bonwa. 
1. Saviour, Whose all-pitying care. Pusey. 
2. Saviour, supremely excellent, Oakeley. 

v. O Lax mundi Christe Deus. 
1, Glory of the heavens above. Pusey. 
2. O Christ, my God, earth's beacon-fire, Oakeley. 

vi. O divinum Cor aveto. 
1. Holy heart, divinely sweet. pee 8 
2. All hail, divinest heart, to Thee. ley. 

vil. Caput spinis coronatum, 
1. Ab, that Head with sharp thorns crowned. 

ri *M. le 

2. All bleeding with the tangled thorn. Oakeley. 

Although, taken as a whole, considerable 
attention been yiven to this poem in its 
various forms, yet some of the Parts have suf- | 
fered from neglect. This should be remedied 
by an able translator. {J. J] 

Salve, O sanctissime. ag John Baptist.) 
A hymn of 40 lines given by Mone, No. 650, 
from a ms. of 1449, at Karlsruhe, and a 1ith 
cent. ms. at Mainz. It laa been tr, by G. 
Moultrie in his Hys. and Lyrica, &e., 1867, 
p. 215, as “Huil, O thou of women born.” 
Also in the People's H., 1867, and signed “ M.” 

([W. A. 8] 
Salve regina. Hermannus Contractus (?). 

(B. V. M.] This famous antiphon has been 
attributed to a great variety of authors. The 
opinion of Durandus (d. 1296), in his Nationale, 
was, that it was by Petrus of Monsoro (Petrus 
Martinez le Mosoncio), Bp. of Compostella, 
who d. cirea 1000. It has also been ascribed 
to Adhemar, Bp. of Podium (Le Puy), who d. 
1098; to Bernard, Archbishop of Toledo, who 
d, 1124; to Anselm, Bp. of Lucca, who d. 
1086; to St, Bernard, of Clairvaux, who d. 
1135, &c. Tritheim (d. 1516) and others think 
that it was by Hermannus Contractus(d. 1054); 
and this seems, on the whole, the most pro- 
bable opinion. In any case it must have been 
known by 1100, for t are sermons on the 
first of it (down to valle), by Bernard of 
Toledo (see Migne’s P. P. Lat., vol. 184, col. 
1059). There is also a Meditatio upon it, 
which Migne, vol. 184, col, 1078, gives as by 
Anselm of Lucca; and at vol. 149, col. 588, 
among the Opuscula spuria ascribed to St. 
Anselm of Lucca. The text of the antiphon, 
which is embodied in the Meditatio, is pro- 
bably the original form, and reads thus :— 

“Salve, regina tmisericordiae, vita, dulcedo, et spes 
nostra, salve. Ad te Ream m: os ag ecg of nome Ad 

uA, gemen . rymarum 

walle’ Bia eron advocata nostra, itlos tuos misericordes 
oculos ad noe converte, et Jesum, benedictum fructum 
ventria tui, post hoc extllum ostende, O clemena, O pia, 
U dulcis Maria.” 

Almost the same text is given by Dantel, 
ii., p. 321, from a Munich ma. of the 13th cent., 
&e.; and by Schubiger, in his Sangerschule 
St. Gallen, 1858, p. 85, from the Einsiedeln 
ms,, No. 33, written about 1300. So in a 
Horae, in the Bodleian (Liturg, Mise. 104, f. 
122), written in Eugland about 1340, where, 
however, it begins, * Salve regina, mater mis- 

ericordiae™: and ends, *O dulcis Virgo Maria.” 
This last text is that found in the oman Bre- 
viary (e-8- Modena, 1480, f. 512, and later eds.), 
where it is appointed for use at Compline, 
from the First Vespers of Trinity Sunday, up 

to None on the Saturday before Advent Sun- 
day. According to tradition, the concluding 

art of the antiphon, “O clemens, O pia, O 

uleis Maria,” was first added from an ejacula- 

tion by St. Bernard of Clairvaux, in the cathe- 
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dral at Speyer i apie but, as will be seen 
above, these words are in the earliest forms 
of the text. [See Various. } 

In mevineval times, this antiphon became a 
vreat favourite, and in many churches money 
was left to provide for having it regalarly sung, 
It wax much used in Italy by the fishermen 
and sailors, when at sea, iu stormy weather. 
Oue result of its popularity was, that a large 
number of hymns were written upon it, em- 
bodying the words of the antiphon in their 
Various stanzas. Mone, Nos, 487-495, gives 
nine examples, more or less complete, from 
mes. of the 14th and 15th cents.; and a tenth 
is in Daniel, iL, p. 323. The fine plain-song 
melody (ziven by Sehubiger as above), has 
also been aseribed to Hermannus Contractus; 
aut the antiphon has teen set to music by very 
many com since his day. Luther spoke 
very sharply of the veneration of the B. V. M. 
in this anti . and of the honour paid to it 
by the ringing of the church bells while it was 
being sung. A Protestant version, beginning 
“Salve Rex acternae misericordias,” was in 
use at Erfurt in 1525. In the Appx. to the 
Kowan Cutholic Hymnarius, pub. at Sigis- 
mundlust, in 1524, there is an evangelical 
version which reads, e.g. :— 

“Salve Jesu Christe, miserloordia, vita. . . Advocate 
hoster... et teiprum beuedictum fillum lei Patris 
nobis... Oclemens, O pie, O dulcis Jewu fill Mariae.” 
(See Bdumker, 1, p. 63, and ti, p. 70.) 

The Roman Breviary form of the text has 
been fr. as :— 

1. Mother of mercy, hail, O gracious [gentle] 
Queen. By E. Caswall, in his Lyra Catholica, 
1849, p. 40; and his f/ys. g Poems, 1875, p. 23. 
This isin use in a few Roman Catholic collections 
for missions and schools, 

Other trs. are: ~~ 
1. Hayle Quene, mother of mercye. Sarum Primer, 

1538. 
2. All baile, O Queene mother of mercie. Primer, 1599. 
3. Al baile, O Quen= mother of Mercie. Primer, 

1615. 
4, Hail to the Queen who reigns above. Primer, 1685. 
5. Hail, happy queen; theu mercy’s parent, hail. 

Primer, 1i06. 
6, Hail, queen, we hail thee. J. A. Beste, 1849. 
7. Hail, boly queen, mother of mercy. Prose fr. in 

the Prémer, 1687, and The Crown of Jesus H. Bk, 1462. 
(J. M.] 

Salvete Christi vulnera. [’assiontide.] 
This is the hywn at Lauds in the office of 
the Most precious Blood of our Lord Jesus 
Christ (see “Ira justa Conditoris”), It is 
tound in the Roman Breviary, Bologna, 1827, 
Verna, Appendix, p. 239; and is repeated in 
later eds. of the Homan Breviary, and in 
Daniel, ii. p. 355. (J. M.] 

Translations in C. U. :— 
1, Hail wounds! which through eternal years. 

By E. Caswall, in his Lyra Catholica, 1849, 
p. 87, and his Ays. ¢ Poems, 1873, p. 49. It is 
ina few collections in full, and also altered 
and abridged to Sst. in Spurgeon’s 0. 0. H. Be, 
1866, as * How clearly all His torturing wounds.” 

2. Hail! holy wounds of Jesus, hail, Hy H.N. 
Oxenham, in his The Sentence of Kaires, and 
Uther Poems, 1854, p. 190; the 1860 Appendix 
to the Lf, Noted; Lyra Hucharistica, 1863; and 
O. Shipley’s Annus Sanctus, 1884. 

Translation not in C. U. :— 
o bail to you, sweet Jesu's wounds. J. Wallace. 

1 [J. J.) 
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Salvete clavi et 
This is the hymn at 
the lane» and wails of 
This Office hus been j 
viery since 1740. and 
said as a Greater Do 
the Ist 5. in Lent at 
the hymn, “ Tinetam 
being appointed tor 
Roman Breviary, Bo 
Supplement, p. 267; 
eds. of the Roman E 

Translation in € 

Hail spear and nail 
E. Caswall, in his Ly 
the fr. of “Tinctam 
“O turn those blesse 
on p. 77, and again 
both on p. 43. In th 
to the H. Noted, No.' 
parts, with the doxol) 

ii. for Lands, “O tu 
bathed,” is in O, Shi 

Translations not in 

1. Hail, bely nails, 
clavi"). J, Wallace. 

2. Turn on me then 
ergo”). J. Wallace. 

Sanctae Syon: 
cation of a Churei 

tiae, 1852, 
rontheim Mi 

been repeated by 
rein, No. 877. Tr 

1, Holy Sion's fer 
Appeared in Lyra 
again in the St. 
Grinstead}, 1875. 

2. Fair Sion's fei 
given in the Peop/ 
ture “D, P.,”” and 
pousals of “t. Dor: 

3. Glad Zion's hi 
in the Lyra Myst; 

Sancte Dei 
Stephane. [> 
form of this hy 
“Funide preces, 

This form is in 
the British Mus« 
2961, f. 229): 4 
Anglo-Saxon Ch 
cent. Ms. at Dur 
in the Sarum, 
other Breviaric 
Invention of S: 
is alao printed 
llth cent. Ms. 
Daniel, i., No 
stanzas, probaul 
and of much 1: 

Translatio1 

1. Saint of G 
Neale, of the < 
Noted, 18523 1 

2. Saint of 
Blew, in his ¢ 
Christmas, No 
same, LS7O, N 

from the text + 
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2. not in C, U, :— “The Editor has ventured to modify his (Neale’s 
2857 Holy Stephen . J. D. Chambers, | first line * Draw nigh and take the ody of the Lord, 2 * from ! Protomartyr. 
Qsan Firg, the text of Daniel. which contains no thought answering to Saneti, by 

Se, fro © martyr, Stephen, this ishe. J. W. Hewett, | thtroducing the words *by fulth*; and while thus ad- 
ma the early form in 3 st. (J. J.J bering more closely to the original Latin, he has ex- 

San. bak the teaching of our Church, ‘The Body and 

cytes Nother, “Hepiime adatt nobis gratia. | So 3 (tect ad ian depeCarehiany er, * > ‘s ce! ail a ard's Supper | (Catechiam 
( Whitsuntide.) This has fre- Ani rm ‘The means whereby the bay of Christ 

a 

Ren at! 
Pree Y been ascribe to King Robert of | received and eaten in the Supper is faith (Article 

ft une but apparently without ground, It | zzwiii.)'” 
~ 4. in a ss. in the Bodleian (Bodl. 775, | In addition to this alteration Bp. Bickersteth 
wi NChee 4pparently written cirea 1000; in a | has several others, all of which, with one excep- 
Corpus ster book of the 11th cent. now in | tion, deal more with the rhythm of the lines 
Im two Christi College, Cambridge, No. 473; | than with doctrine. The exception is st. x., 
Basen, Of the 12th cent. in the British | which reads in the Latin :— 

Cali “- (Add. 11,669 early 12th, f. 515; Alpha et Omega Ipse Christus dominus, 
Tradual + XIv. c. 1199, f. 62); in the Prim Venit venturus Judicare bomines.” 

> etree LOO, and the Echternach Gra- In Neale :— heeced 
Pasi: the llth cent., both in the Bibl. Nat, “* Alpha and Omega, to whom shall bow 
Gall No four sass. of the 11th cent. at St. All nations at the Doom, is with us now.” 
nd or Pt an 376, 378, 380, 381; in a ms. of the the Hy. Comp. -— 
Amo © 10th cert. at Einsiedeln (121, p.487). * O Judge of all, our only Saviour Thou, 
“ame = Missala it is found in an ae 14th In this Thy Feast of love be with us now.” 

ay ere and @ 14th cent. Sene in the ib {J. J.J Vseun, - ritish 
efron 23 In & Seerum circa 1370, a Hereford | Sanctorum meritis inclita gaudia. 
the y SAO, and @ York circa 1390, all now in aparrsae of aes) on —- ~ 
de ©lan: im the St. Andrews, the M quently referred to by Hincmar in his * L ez Of 1480, and ache other ‘Missale, pu una et non trina Deitate,” 857; but he dis- i f 

f+ obey ae im. The printed text is also in | tinctly siys he could not arity its a. 
“+ o. > Daniel, ii. p. 16, and Kehrei It is found in four mss. of the 11th cent. in the 

O- 224. Tr. as :— eal ht Britis: Museum (Jul. A. vi, f. 636; Vesp. D. 
©, O Holy Gh : _| xii, £104; Hurl 2961 f. 2476; Add. 80,851 

werley, made for and erin Hanae tung, | £. 1526); aud in the Latin Hys. of the Anglo 
ee ie ey, 1s Sazon Ch., 1851, is printed from an 11th cent. ©r tra. @re : 

1. The = tes ang : 
= race of the ms. at Durham (B. iii, 32, f. 39). Also in a 

ae og gh i Lemalnlebed RO re ae = “y the Hole < ? 8. vel ib Cont, a I~ 
te the surum Maly, Spirit Fag ad C. B. Pearson, | Jege, Cambridge (No. 391, p. 272); in the St. 
Pearson in 1w,the Holy Spirit's me. WOR Gell me 413 Ls #4, - —- ont. Tt 

ie Homa ° m, pork, deen, i 4. © Hoilys irit, ences From the Sarum Missal, 1871, i 
og Plog nt us grace, To make our hearts, | of 1643, and other Breriariex—the Sarum we &c. By EK 

1S84- Ptre, in his Things iar ae being at Ist Vespers wnd at Mating in the com- 
Samcti ve (J. M.) mou of many martyrs. The printed text is 

maite. [ Holy cute, corpus Christi su- | also in Daniel i. No. 170, and iv. p. 139, giving 
the A ntiphonarg 7R®munion.] This is found in | also the text of the Roman Breriary, 1632; 
merry written at? Benchorense, an antipho- | Wackernagel i, No. 125; G. M. Dreves's 
Bangor, Counte 2691 at the Monastery of | Hymnarius Moissiacenais, 1888, from a 10th 
the A mbrosian Down, Ireland, and now in | cent, 48.; and Card. Newman's Hymni Ee- 
has been print. -ibrary at Milan. The as, | clesiae, 1838 and 1865. (J. MJ 
vol. xi., pt. iii, A in LA. Muratori’s Opere,| Translations in C. U. :— 
westion is there, ~%zZo, 1770. anil the hymu in| 1, The triumphs of the martyr'd saints. By Bp. 

the priests vom), * p. 228 as “a hymn when | R. Mant, in his Ancient Hys., §c., 1837, p. 76, 
st. -> Il. 3 4, we *Bicate.” This title expluins and 1871, p. 133. It is given in several collec- 
dem pti, PANU Sanctum bibentes. Quo re- tions, including Kennedy, 1863; the J’eople's H. 
“m certain pio. 2”? “It has,” says Neale, | 1967; the Hymnary, 1872, &e. 
rem-lers it wel) 2 Simplicity about it which 2. The triumphs of the saints, Blessed for 
origrimal use Was Tthy of preservation.” Ita | gyermore. By J. M. Neale, in the H. Noted, 

ribably to be sung sa 1852, No. 3%. In the enlarged ed., 1854, it was Corarmunio in the 
i.>-. The Printecy ass (see Communic, p. 255, | civon as “The merits of the saints,” and this 
p- 1832; Daniet q@_ “ext is also in Rambach, i. | jatter reading is usually given in mocern hymn- 

books. In later editions of the i, Noted the 
apse er, No, 6) No. 160, and iv. 100; 

Translation ie, - (J. M.} 

—— 
i Transiati 

J. M. Neale, beng z ee eh aia eek By 1. Lat us that fellowes be the glorious joyes sound 

p. 13, in 10st, o6¢ Q™ Ais Medieval Hymns, 1851, out. £ ice oh Le Sask. 

H., 1367 7 sty I it passed intd the/eople’s | no: 1615. come 

Cin tull); thes. Pp ow gf M., 1868 and 1875 | 3 Let vs fam'd acta and trumpbs sing, Primer. 

ane 4 ee aah in “2 = K. nap eg foray 1685. when bleeding Heroes fill the tuneful Quire. 
wi « t St. and in 5 : as 

it is altered as ace rations: In the Ay. Comp, jo 17 eae 5 coc caad 

of your Lord.” ~¥aae, take by faith the Body | & Caswall. 1840. ee eam scan 

: _ Bi as 
f the J7, 6. Brethren, the pi y 

Comp- P- Bicke, as annotated ed. of the fy, eee res ‘8 | 

amended text;__  "Stegh has this note on his |“; The sraemein of ihe entnte, Their joys beyond 

. . i wid 

original reading was restored, 

not in 0. U. :— 

compare. 4: 

en 
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8. The wondrous Joys which crown the saints. J. W. 
Hewett. 1859. 

9. Let us proclaim the Martyrs’ bliss. J. Wallace. 
1974. 

The variations in the Roman Brev. text 
from the older form are very slight. The trs. 
by Neale, Blew, Chambers, anil Hewett, are 
from the older form ; the rest follow the Roman 
SBrev. form, There is an anonymous imitation 
rather than a tr. of the Latin text in Fa!low’s 
Hys. for Pub. and Private Worship, 1847; 
an dagain, with the addition of a doxology, in 
Johnston’s English Hyml., 1852, beginnin 
“ Blest Lord, the crown of greatreward.” [J. 34 

Sandys, George, s. of Dr. Edwin Sandys, 
Archbishop of York, was b. at Bishopthorpe 
Palace, York, in 1577, and eluented. at St, 
Mary Hall and Corpus Christi College, Ox- 
ford. For some years he devoted himself to tra- 
velling in Europe and Asia, and pub. in 1615 
a curious account of his experiences, After 
visiting America, where he was for a time the 
Treasurer of the British Colony of Virginia, 
he became, on his return, a Gentleman of the 
Privy Chamber of Charles L. He d. at Bexley 
Abbey, Kent, March 1643. His publications 
include! his Traveller's Thanksgiving ; the 
rose work on his travels, A tion of a 

journey begun in 1610, &c., 1615; a tr. of the 
sdamorskeses of Ovid; and Grotius's ~~ 
of Christ's Passion. His productions w ich 
most nearly concern hyimnology were :— 

1) A Paraphr u id, a 
pe the yee opereel dhvonghout tht O48, po pe 
Testaments, : at the in St. Paul's Church- 
a Py cir rites the Dé pers 

3) ‘araphrase u ivine George 
Sandys. pe at Bell in St. Paul's Church ard, 
M.pcxxxvirt. This volume contained the Paraphrase 
of the Psalms, paraphrases upon Job, Ecclesiastes, the 
Lamentations of Jeremiah. and the Songs collected out 
of the tag and New bp tg e . 

(3) His phrase Song of Solomon was pub. 
in 1642, Fie snost available form of these works ie the 
Rev. R. Hooper's reprint of Sandys's Poems, in Smith's 
Library of Oid Authors. 

A few only of Sandys's versions of the 
Psalms are found in modern hymn-books, al- 
though they were set to music by Henry 
Lawes. His influence, however, upon later 
paraphrasers was consider«ble. 
English, § x.} The following, together with a 
few others annotated under their respective 
first lines, are in C. U. :— 

1. How are the Gentiles all on fire. Ps, ii. 
2. Lord, for Thee I daily cry, Ps. lreziv, 
3. My God, Thy suppliant . Ps, leaxvi. 
4. Praise the Lord enthroned on high. Ps. el. 
5. Sing the Great Jehovah's praise. J’s. Levi, 
6. Thou, |, my witness art, Ps. cerned. 
7. Thou who art [dwellest) enthroned above. Ps, 

zeu, 

8. You, who dwell above the skies. Ps, calviii. 
These paraphrases as in C. U. are in the 

form of centos. (J. J.) 
Sankey, Ira David, was b. in Edin- 

burgh, Pennsylvania, in 1840, of Methodist 
parents, About 1856 he removed with his 

nts to Newcastle, Pennsylvania, where 
1¢ became a member of the Methodist Epi- 
seupal Church. Four yeurs afterwards he be- 
came the Superintendent of a large Sunday 
School in which he commenced his career of 
singing sacred songs and solos. Mr. Moody 
met with him and heard him sing at the Inter- 
national Convention of the es Men's Christian Association, at Indianapolis, and 
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through Mr. Moody's per 
him in his work at Chicaye 
or three years’ work in C 
for England on June 7, 1t 
first meeting at York a shy 
only eight persons being p 
sequent work in Great Bri 
well known, Mr. Sankey 
the singing of sacred so 
ligious erings, & pract 
in America for some tim 
it. His volume of Suc 
is a compilation from va 
American and mostly in 
known a8 Sankey and Mc 
song. “Home at last, tl 
Various), is by Mr. Sank: 
Mr. Moody, Mr. Sake 
the melodies, The E 
Sacred 8. & 8. has hy 
and the work as a whe 
Home Mission services. 
translated into several 

Santeiiil, Baptist 
of Claude, and J. B. 
author of two hymns 
1680 :—* O vos unanip 
and “ Adeste sancti 
repeated in his bro’ 
Novi, 1689, and the 
1698. 

Santetiil, Clauc 
Jean-Baptiste de San 
Paris, Feb. 3, 1628. |! 
siastic of the Semine 
whence he was alao- 
ized — “t his nar 
nus. ed, Sept. 2¢ 
he was a ll wri 
some hymns by h 
Cluniac Brev., 1686 
of 1680 and 1736. 
been translated int: 
in G. Britain. [ 
Tranalators. | 

Bice ere gan aris of a a 
was one of the re; 
at Paris, and, wi 
Victorinus, was ¢ 
Latin poetry. Me 
the Cluniac Brev. 
1680 and 1736, « 
lated into Engli 
Britain and Am 
and Translators. | 
position and sin; 
a journey he a. : 
Hymni Sacri et 
1689, and again 

Santolius } 
de. J} : 

Santolius 
Baptiste de. } 

Sass, Geor 
South Carolin: 
resided most ©: 
to the press a 1 
the nom de pili 
have not com«e 



=r.,,___ SAT PAULE, SAT TERRIS 
= i 
zs the sal purposes. 'The following are given 

pee 2 18s). & Gilman Library of Religious 
<A 5... Co . 

= <a mcs yt, sean, the sweet and solemn bour? 

“Pamore through storm and calm the changeful 
of Two Advents. 

Sou 1 dust and darkness, comes, Easter. 
fe’s sad ocean faring. Follow Me. > O'er Jif 

ss {J. J.J 

Faule, sat terris datum. Guil- 
> la Brunetiére. (Conversion of St. 

> _ Ta redi in the Sens Brev., 1726, and 
Mat Gris * Breviary, 1736, as the hymn at 
Zt is “ud second Vespers on the 30th June. 

SO in other French Breviaries and in 
It's HAlymni Ecclesiae, 1838 and 

l. gE has m tr. ag:— 
z “30. “Nough, o Paul, enough, and now, J, Williams, 

Bers. 

fara 
SG5_ 

En 
lses” O Paul, on earth no more. J. D. Cham- 

Il. wi 
By Cp liams's tr. hag been in C. U. but that 
Book vem bers bas not passed into on . 

Ss tur: 
~ baie i tus ferculis, [Holy Communion. 
thank. afte 15 st., and entitled “A giving 

one o _ Holy Communion,” is quoted by 
14th cent. 7. from a Reichenau ms. of the 
and a Muni. tcichenan ms. of the 15th cent., nich ats. : 
Cor s . ~ Of the 15th cent. It is also 
St Sepeonice 'n the St. Gall ms, No. 309, of the 

h *., The Munich ms. contains the mn 
wathaSriae 4, the Carttusian prior Konrad, of 

in Lowe A 
ass. aot Yr Austria. As the Reichenau 
Mt unich if Fa differing from the text of the 
= few altent ec? P@ble that Konrad only made 

2. Eea apr ©n an older hymn. Tr. as :— 
rs. im his Lauda from above. By J. D. Cham. 

vecal, Less, “Yon, 1457, p. 233; and the Altar 

Pais; BE the Altay “Sinton nourished. By a teen Dr Littiedale, "* No."sa, "and nay ‘A'S “ 
we raise. 7 EBin to Thy dear Name 
ims FSG6, ind sp *~ . (Evening.) Written 
Malpas, Midg]..Cf 4 1., for the festival of the 
Association of “Wich, and Nantwich Choral 
time **St.A that year, and adapted to the 
hymn there fren," in Thorne’s Of this 

1- The originay bes 2e erp — tes 

-ofah § No. 2- Mr. Ellerton¢ st . 4, 
App. to MH. A. & af "@viged and abridged text for the 
Peptutlar form of the >, 246s, in 4 st. This is the most 

= The same tex Bymn is in extensive use, ty t , and 
1. change re ith St. i. and Hi. transposed, and **<«jrant us Thy Or -— 

mat Lord, thro’ the coming night,” 
= y Pe and imcluded in 4)" &<e A the approaching night,” 

form of the hym, |?" throug u ‘4. The forget is pgt Hymns, 1871. The use of this 
wi 

the maecost delicate, Yer o_o Coll., 1482, to 5 st., 
original text, with 286 pul, and tender of all. It is the 
originally st. ii, the exceptions that st. tii. was first line of st. ij “™8<& ON ii, originally st. fil., and the through the comin, vais, “Grant us Thy peace, Lord, 

The success wh, eb a 
is vwery great, . lch A « has attended this hymn 
has attained to 

. »m position of Mr. Ellerton’s 
extensivenes (tx ything app hing it in 

n Mr,, *2se in Great Britain and 
“Aged "© tineau’s Hymns, &c., 1873, 

™ to Thee, our ae Cok, 

America. 
it begins, 
we raise.” 

Saviour, 

ee ree all. 7.) 

SAVIOUR, BY THY SWEET 995 

Kelly. (For a blessing on the Word.) Ap- 
red in the 2nd ed. of his Hymne, &c., 1806, 

in 8 at. of 4 1, (ed, 1853, No. 484). It is in 
C, U. in this form. In the American Uni- 
tarian Hys. for the Church of Christ, 1853, it 
is altered to “ Father, bless Thy word to all.” 
This text is repeated in a few collections ; and, 
sometimes, a8 in the Songs for the Sanctuary, 
N. Y., 1865, with C. oe stanza, “ Sing 
we to our God above,” us a doxology. [J. J.] 

Saviour, blessed Saviour. G. Thring. 
ee Onwards.) Written in 1862, and 
st pub, in his Hymns, Cong and 

Others, 1866, p. 36, in 8 st.of 81. In 1868 
it was repeated in the A dix to H. A, 
& M., with alterations by the author and the 
compilers of H. A. & M., in st. v., vii, and 
viii. When included in the 8. P. C. K 
Church Hymns, 1871, Prebendary T 
added the stanza ‘‘ Farther, ever farther. 
This full form of the text was repeated in his 
Hys. and Sac. Lyrica, 1874; and in his Coll., 
1882. It has been specially set to music b 
Sir H. 8, Oukeley, the Rev. J. Francis, J, D, 
Farmer, and othera, In several American 
hymn-books it is broken up as :— 

1. Brighter still, and brighter. In the Presbyterian 
Hymnal, Philadelphia, 1874, and others. 

2. Clearer and clearer, In the Songs of Chris- 
tian Praise, N. Y., 1880, - 

3. Nearer, ever nearer. In Laudea Domini, N. Y., 
1854. 

Through these various forms the use of 
this hymn is extensive. It is well suited for 
& processional, (J. J.J 

Saviour, breathe an ev bless- 
ing. J. Edmeston. (Evening. ppeared 
in his Sacred Lyrica, 1st set, 1820, p. 4, in 2 st. 
of 8 L, and thus introduced “ At night their 
short evening hymn, ‘Jesu Mahaxaroo’ = 
‘ Jesus forgive us,’ stole through 
Salte’s Travele in A nia.” One of the 
earliest to adopt it for con tional use 
was Bickersteth, who included it in his 
Christian Psalmody, 1833. It was repeated 
in the Leeds H. Bk., 1853, and others, until 
it has taken rank with the first Evenin 
Hynins in the English language. It is found 
in the hymnals of all English -speakin 
countries, and usually in its correct ont 
complete form. In the Hy. Comp., revised 
ed., 1876, Bp. Bickersteth has adked a third 
stanza of 8 1, beginning “ Father, to Thy holy 
keeping,” and in Thring’s Coll., 1882, the 
editor re-arranged the hymn, omitted the 
lines concerning sudden death, and added a 
fourth stanza in 4 L, beginning “Be Thou 
nigh, should death o’ertake us,” in which the 
same thought is contained iv a milder form, 
It has been tr. into several languages. The 
Latin rendering, by RK. Bingham, in his Hymno. 
Christ. Lat., 1871, ia“ Veepere, Salvator, spires 
benedicta, priusquam.” In Martineat’s Hye., 
1840 and 1873, the opening line is changed 
to “ Holiest, breathe an evening blessing.” 
Orig. text in the H. Comp., st. i., ii, (J.J f 

Saviour, by Thy sweet compassion. 
Ada Cambridge. (In Affliction] Pub. in 
her Hymns on the Litany, 1865, No. 17, in 

7 at, of 8 1, and based upon the words “In all 
time of our tribulation .... Good Lord, 
deliver us.” It is given in its full and un- 
altered form in the Lyra — 1867, 

the camp.— 
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996 SAVIOUR DIVINE 

p. 120. When used in public worship it is 
usually abbreviated. {J. J.J 

Saviour divine, we know Thy name. 

P. Doddridge. (Justification.) lst pub. in 

Job Orton’s postlrumous edition of Doddridge’s 
Hymna, &c., 1755, No. 132, in 6 st. of 41, and 

headed “ Christ, the Lord our Righteousness.” 
Also in J. D. Humphreys’s ed. of the same, 
183%, No. 150. It is in C. U. sometimes in an 

abridged form, and also forms part of a cento 

in Snepp’s Songa of G. & G., 1872, No. 417, 

where st. i. is the first stanza of this hymn, 

and st. ii-v. are st. iii-vi, of I. Watts’s 
“ Lord, we confess our numerous faults,’ from 

his Hys. and Spiritual Songs, 1709, Bk. i., 
No, 111. {J. J.) 

Saviour, I lift my trembling eyes. 
a the Guide and Advocate.] Lord Sel- 

rne’s note on this cento in his Book of 
Praise, 1862, No. lvii., is :—. 

“ This hymn as here given [in 3 st. of 4 1.) was intro- 

duced into the Marylebone € ion (1851). (Gurney, 

J. H.) from o poem of some length, published in 1831, 
in The Iris, a volume edited be the Rev, Thomas Dale 

[and signed *M. G. T.'), The text (which will be 
found at » 139 of that volume) is unaltered, except 
that the first word, *Savioar,’ has been brought down 

from a preceding line, in substitution for the words, 
* And then,’ so as to give to these stanzas an independent 

beginning.” 
These stanzas have passed into several 

collections, and are worthy of greater notice 
than they have received. We have seen the 
signature “ M. G. T.” written out as * M. G. 

pson,” but we have not authority to say 
that this is correct. oe — - a 

same poem appeared in the . of The 
Spirit of the Peelers, by H. F. Lyte, 1858, in 
5 st. of 4.1, beginning “Saviour, I think upon 
that hour.” ‘This, reduced to 4 st., is in the 
Baptist Praise Bk., N. Y., 1871, and other 
American collections. (J. J.J 

Saviour, I Thy word believe. A. M. 
Toplady. [Christ dwelling in Man.) A 
eared in his Poems on Sacred Subjects, 1739, 

No. 8, in 6 st. of 8 1., and based upon the 
words * He dwelleth with you, and shall be 
in you.” John xiv. 17. It is also in D. 
Sedgwick’s reprint of Toplady’s Hymns, &c., 
1860. In some American collections, including 
the Songs for the Sanctuary, 1865, st. iii., iv., 
are given as “ Blessed Conecier, come down,” 
asa hymn for Whitsuntide. (J. J. 

Saviour, like a Shepherd, lead us. 
[The Good Shepherd.) The authorship of 
this hymn is a matter of some doubt. The 
earliest source to which we have traced it is 
Miss D. A. Thrupp’s Hymns for the Young, 
4th ed. 1836, in 4 st. of 6 1, where it is un- 
signed. We next find it in the Rev. W. 
Carus Wilson’s Children's Friend for June, 
183% (p. 144), again in 4 st. of 6 1, and signed 
“ Lyte.” In the January number of the same 
magazine there is a National Hymn in the 
metre of * God save the Queen " (** Lord, Thy 
best blessing shed”), which is signed “H. 
Lyte,” and dated from “ Brixham ” (see Lyte, 
H. F., p. 706, i). “ Saviour, like a Shepherd, 
lead us” appears again in 1838, in Mrs. Her- 
bert Mayo's Sel. of Hys. and Poetry for the use 
of Infant and Juvenile Schools, No: 171; and 
again in the edition of 1846, but without 
signature. As in that collection several 

SAVIOUR, 

hymns and poems are 
clear that Mrs, Mayol 
as Miss Thrupp’s pro 
we can say is that th 
against Miss Thrupy 
tain with regard to L 
hymn. Its use is ext 
and America, 

Saviour of sin 
[ Meeting of Friends. 
Poems, 1749, in 12 
1868-72, vol. ¥. p. 4: 
not in C. U., but di 
centos, it is found i 
the following forms 

1, Saviour of sinful a 
the Wes. H. Bk,, 1780, 
editions, It la also in o 

2, Guardian of sinft 
tineau’s Hymna, 1840, 8 

3. Lord of the souls 
in Martineau 

text is altered from the 
4. O what a might; 

American Meth. Epise 

Concerning the 
of the hymn Mr. 
pleasing reminisce 
Notes, 1883, p. ! 
tineau’s Hymns 
Death and Burial 
Saviour of t) 

Kennedy. (Adve 
ia Christian 

4 1., divided into 
* Zion, at thy sh 
Alford gave st. i! 
Jesus, take Thy 
No. 26. In the t 
No, 73 is Pt. ii 
above. 

Saviour, r 
ing. Elizabet) 
This is the m 
Mrs. Parson’s | 
class for young 
plied to J. Cur 
Curwen's Chi 
uently prints 
Tymna, No 9, 
H. Bk. it is in 
forms of the © 
Child’s H. Bh 
Hys., in 3 8! 
1879, No. 26! 
original sligk 
from Hodde 
the Silver &: 
1880, which | 
these variou 
use. 
Saviour 

[Jesus the & 
appeared in 
1826, in 4 s 
several col 
Episcopal . 
well-know! 
blessing,” 
Bk. Call. - 
Saviou 

C. Wealey 
five others 
titled, A & 



Phe ry SAVIOUR, WE SEEK 
Se Fe. 7 AWwian Brethren lately in England, and . ey" ug John and Charles Wesley, in 6 st. I 749 “* an Py . ~. = > Vo) ;; *8in in Hymns & Sacred Poems, Bt, the | py it, No. 72. In 1780 it was ineluded 
Ja ter edit,” H. Bk., No. 449, and retained in 
matic lous. It is also found in other col- 
WU ber, Tt is on record that the special 
Ff. Sle °f the Moravians against whom 2}, "ea faye taught that if a person pro- 
hat .™Ith in Christ, there was no necessity 

Of sin, Ould manifest any sorrow on account 
=m ply a or present, but for him there was 
bh happy 46 acknowledgment that he was a 

4t ons Pinner,” a doctrine which could have 
St. Gig. . *Sical outcome. Hence the satire uf 

I 
“Lp tin, tilt Thou the power bestow, 
Ana. double power of quickening grace, 

Make the pre a sinners know 
Whol tempter with bis angel face, 
Sapte; eads them captive at his will, 

ve—but tiappy sinners still.” 
text, P. Works, 1868-72, vol. v. pp. 

(J. J.J 
EP arco ur, we seek Thy high abode. 

Khe ori and G. Fawn, (Life a Pi image.) 
What ee of this hymn is [. Watts’s * Lord, 
Fewritte, miohed land is this" (p. 696, i.), the 
\YFote it form being by G. Rawson, who re- 
Kt baw {Or the Bap. Ps. & Hys, 1858, No. 573. 

4tkto other collections in G. 

Sa ee 
Fz. Geant ~7hen in dust to Thee. Sir | some as “ Speak 
ttexre Observer, 4 Ist 
©frntinle “TS 
im El ase a ag Ai In 1835 it was included 
test in the PL, & Hy, No. 105, with a pro- 
found in aime “fee against its mutilation, as 

©Ollections then in circulation, 
oe eston eTAtion that the 

bly levelled ay Ure. This protest was pro- 
‘I’, Cotterill, who gave 4 st. 

red, as “By Thy birth and 
li ais Sel. in 1819. The only 
Ott's p,. & Hys. from tle Chris- 

Very much alte 
“ar oe yenrs,” i 

clhamee in E 
teieere Obnerre 

** angrnishd ai iS 4 5, was in st. iii, 1. 5., where 
Sish.** Grn ,”” was altered to “troubled 
Lord Glenelg ba ’¥rmns were republished by 
hyran is at . 
preceding, but 

< “A mor oa 
CP reface.) Itig 
Tord Selborne’, 
Lyra Brit. 186 
to its use in the 
Pe. & Hy, na 
the text, 

ie This text differs from the 
m 

th 
v2 

“et and authentic version.” 

. of Praise, 1862 

"se jhe original. In addition 

iti 
bir “pris i 

5 ers, as 

hyamra- Boake. 
birth * 

. wi 
collections. hen ax 

=. Jesus, 

hn many hymnals as :— 
2a carly years. In Cotterill’s Se, 
Bowe. 
2d by Thy tears. In several 

ust to Thee. In a few America 

Daily Service Hymn, 2ee te Thee. In Skinner's 
Im addition =e, rt : 

Varying forma? ts very extensive use in these 
languages. Th, t Tags also been tr. into several 

in hais Hymn, ** in Latin, by R_ Bingham, 
“ Quando geny,, Qhriet. Lat. 1371, ns 

ee ost ctentes.” 
Mant. « S. Jan, 

im his HMolyda,, * vad Jude,or Lent.) Appeared 
@2F the Church ; or Scripture | in her Do 

rinted in the Chris- | veal.” 
+ p. 735, in 5 st. of 8 1. and | greatest repute is :— 

SAXBY, JANE E. 997 

Narratives of Our Blessed Lord's Life and 
Alinietry, &e., 1828, vol. i. p. 586, in 10 st. of 
irregular lines, and appropriated to 88, James 
and Jude. The original text is not in C. U. 
From it, however, the following centos have 
been compiled :— 

1. Saviour, Who exalted high. In the 1464 Suppl. to 
the Ps, & Hys.. &e., Bedford, this cento is taken from 
ot. i., i., vil. and x. It is also in other collections. 

2, Bon of Man, to Thee we cry, This cento in 4 st, 
of 6 1., beginning with the first 1. of st. ifi., was given in 
the Cooke and Denton Aymnal, 1853; and is also tn 
several later collections, 

3. Bon of God. to Thee I ery. This cento, beginning 
with st. ii., appeared in the 1863 Appendiz to the 
5S. PB. C.K. Pe, & Hys., No. 90, in 4 #t. of 61, This, 
with the exception of the opening Ine, is {rot the Cooke 
and Denten 4 pana with a return, in several instances, 
to the original text, It is repeated in the 8. P. C.K 
Church Hymns, 1471, as * Son of Man, to Thee I ery.” 

Jesus . This, in T. Darling's 
Aymns, &e., 1887, is in 4 st. of 12.1, In the earlier 
editions of Darling's Hymns, &c., it began ** Jesus, now 
exalted high.” 

The popular form of this hymn is the 
cento as above, (J. 

Saviour, Who ready art to hear. C. 
bebe (The Divine Presence destred.) Ap- 
peared in Hys. and Sac, Poems, 1740, in 6 st. 
of 41, and headed “On a Journey.” (P. 
Works, 1868-72, vol. i. p. 304.) With slight 
alterations, and the omission of st. i, it was 
given in the Wes. H. Bk., 1780, as No. 205, 

into numerous collections as 
“Talk with us, Lord, Thyself reveal.” and in 

with us, Lord, Thyself re- 
The stanza which lias attained to the 

third 
JJ 

“ With Thee conversing, I forget 
All time, and toll, and care ; 

Labour is rest and pain is sweet, 
If Thou, my God, art there.” 

Possibly the ideas embodied in these lines 
text in that | 104 their origin in Milton's Par. Lost, bk. iv., 

ll. 639, 640 :— 
“* With thee conversing, | forget all time, 

All seasons and their change ; all please alike.” 

The hymn, as a whole, is very popular with 
the various Methodist bodies, Kee G. J, 
Stevenson’s Meth. H. Bk. Notes, 1883. [J. J.J 

Saxby, Jane Euphemia, née Browne, 
1839 as Sacred: Poems, This | daughter of William Browne of Tallautire 

Hall, Cumberland, and sister of Lady ‘Teign- 
Slaimed by Lord Glenelg to | mouth, was b. Jan. 27, 1811, and murried, in 

1862, to the Rev. 8. H. Saxby, Vicar of East 
is text which is reprinted in | Clevedon, Somersetshire, Her work, The Dove 

; andinthe | on the Cross, was pub. in 1849. It has passed 
into numerous editions, and from it several 

(hrietian Observer, Elliott's | hymns have come into C. U. This was fol- 
thie Sacred Poems, forms of | lowed by The Voice of the Bird, in 1875; and 

Aunt Effie’s Gift to the Nursery, 1876. Some- 
times Mrs. Saxby’s Dove on the Cross is dated 
1819, but in error, The compil«tion known 
as Hys. and spo ag or the Sick and Lonely, 

a Lady, Lond., J. Nisbet & Co. 1848, 
Potions it contains several of her hymns in 
an altered form, is ascribed to her in error. 
Mrs. Saxby’s hymna in C. U. include: 

1, Father, into Thy loving hands. esignation, 
2. O Jesus Christ, the holy One. Holy Communion, 
3. O Holy Ghost, the Comforter, Whitseuntide. 
4. Shew me the way, O Lord. Guidance desired. 

; Omy Father. God art with me, everywhere, 
6. Thow beneath Thy sheltering wings. 6. Thou God of love, 

ial, 
ean ner iaety Apenen Of these hymns, Nos. 1,3, 4, and 6, appeared 

ve on the Oroes, 1849. No, 2 appeared 



998 SAY, GROWS THE RUSH 

in the English Presbyterian Ps. d&- Hys. for 
Divine Worship, 1867, No, 340,in 5 st. of 41. 
It was supplied to Dr, W_ F. Stevenson in ms, 
in 6 st. for his Hys. for the Church and Home, 
1873. ‘The additional stanza (the 4th) given 
in his Notes is:— 

** As Thou hast placed beyond my reach 
Thy richest means of grace, 

Teach me without them, Saviour, teach 
My soul to see Thy face.” 

The point and meaning of this stanza is 
explained by the fact that this hymn “ was 
written for one who by illness was prevented 
joining in the Communion.” The hymn was 
inelnded in The Voice of the Bird, 1875. 
Mrs. Saxby’s hymns are very plaintive and 
tender. This is explained by her thus :— 
“I wrote most of my published hymns durin 
a very Jong and distressing illness, whic 
lasted many years. I thought probably thut 
I was then in the ‘ Border eae and wrote 
accordingly.” (J. J.J 

Say, grows the rush without the 
mire. [Fate of the Wicked. Job viii. 11-22.) 
Although sometimes attributed to Watts, to 
the present this lymn has nut been traced to 
his works, and the earliest date at which it is 
found is in the Draft Scottish Translations and 
Paraphrases of 1745, No. xxiv.. Therein it is 
given as a Paraphrase of Job viii. 11-22, in 
7 st. of 41. Copies of this draft being very 
rare, we subjoin the text :— 

1. 
“ » krows the Rush without the Mire? 
meee Flag without the Stream ? 
Green and uncut, it quickly fades; 

the Wicked's Fate's the same, 
2. 

“Si is his Hope, cat off and broke: 
est, entire terive, 

Yet, as the Spider's Web, when try’d, 
it yleldeth, breaks and flies, 

3. 
“ Fixt on his House te leans, his House 

and all its ; 
He bolds it fast, faster still 

the tott'ring Frame gives way. 
4. 

“ Tho’ in his Garden to the Sun 
his Boughs with verdure smile ; 

And, to the Center struck, his Roots 
unshaken stand a while : 

6. 
“Yet, when from Heav'n his Sentence flies, 

he's burried from his Place : 
It then denies him for its Lord, 

nor owns it knew his Face. 
6. 

** Lo, this the Joy of wicked Men, 
who Heav'ns Just Laws ise ; 

They quickly fall, and In their room 
as quickly others rise, 

1. 
“ But Gop his Pow'r will for the Just 

with tender Care employ ; 
He'll fill their Mouths pith Songs of Praise, 
and fill their Hearts with Joy.” 

The recast of this hymn, beginning :— 
“ The rush may rise where waters flow, 

and flags beside the stream ;" 

which was pub. in the authorized Trane. and 
Paraphs. of 1781, No. vi., in 7 st. of 41, is 
claimed for W. Cameron (p, 200, i. by his 
eldest daughter, in her list of authors and 
revisers, (J. J.J 

Say, why should friendship grieve 
for those ? [Death and Burial.) This hymn 
appeared in the Evangelical Magazine in 1820, 
'n 6 st. of 4 1., headed “ On seeing a mourning 
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ring inscribed with t 
gone before,” and | 
siznature, it is nid, 
the enlarged ed. of 
Morrell and How it + 
form in 4 st. of 41. 
with hopeless tears 
different form was 
1820 text is in P.! 
1861. 

Scales, Thomas 
1786, and educated : 
Fulneck, and at the 
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Songs of the Church 
is known as a cont 
Kditors of, A Sel. 
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Hymnody, p. 259, i. 
* Amazing was the 
is still in C, U. 
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the rest of the ch: 
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throughout the N 
for the productic 
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her awakening. 

I. The Reform 
sad — o — 
in together 
and Iceland und 
tavus Vasa on tl 
once declared fo 
preached by Lui 
the help of La 
bishop of Upsa 
the Chancellor, 
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opposition of B 
accept a reform: 
son and suecesrs: 
fortunate monar 
of Calvin; and 
the death of . 
rendered it easy 
of Gustavus) t 
ment, in which 
rence Petersen 
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in followed the first Lawrence at Upsala. 
zag POrmai ti was short-lived, and the Lutheran 
th the, 700 was finally established in Sweden 
ea = rej Ml Of Upsala, held in 1593, during 
ir. TA Cle, th of Sigismund (son of John), but 
wo fn lan a 4uspices of Charles Duke of Séder- 
tt? “rds kit the third son of Gustavus, after- 

#28 U8 under the title of Charles mx. At 
[malo the Confession of Augsburg was 

x_,>.: in adopted by the Church of Sweden. 
at they. enmark also, under Frederik 1, the 

Sferapy)” reformation was adopted, after con- 
yt Exc. S® Opposition; and Christiern TIL, 801 
rea Roderik, completed the task his father 

nisi, Not being able to persuade the 
SE noe | Prelates to officiate at his consecration, 
Wtiece, S ‘shing to avail himself of their ser- 
<la;, © was crowned, with a ceremonial 
Feuce, harm the Roman Pontifical, by John 
Eau «nD, a preacher from Wittenberg. 
ther, Mhagen was certainly not a bishop, and 
wen ,.5 Considerable doubt whether he had 
2 imselfr “1ved priest's orders: he took upon 
two meu rerer—as Weasley did a than 
Pisa Ties after—to orm the office of 
Be RcePal Consecration E537, and set apart 

Or “superintendents” to fill the an- 
Beoung 75° _A Diet at Odense, in 1539, finally 
=f the _ i Umark to the principles and practice 

state formed, or, more correctly speaking, 
3. Mt followers of Luther. 

Shion = year 1537 witnessed the final 
2523 @ Cf, Norway with Denmark, begun in 
read EE Norwegians had shown no great 
fhem 
Tiros, ahjony measures, The Arelibishop of 
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inted to another cure in Stockholm, He 
Kied in 1552. 

2. Lawrence Petersen was b. in 1499, and 
studied at Upsala, where he became professor 
in or about 1524. He was a man of more 

ntleness and discretion than his impetuous 
rother Olaf; and this, combined with his high 

reputation for theological learning, aud his 
known inclination towards a quiet and con- 
servative reformation, induced the clergy to 
elect him, and the king to appoint him, in 
1531, Archbishop of Upsala, and Primate of 
Sweden. It is not our business to enter into 
the vexed question of his conseeration. That 
he took a journey to Rome on his appointment 
seems tolerably clear; but the registers of 
the period have unhappily been burnt; and 
whether he really reveived the eae g on of 
hands there, or, like Bugenhagen, laid hands 
on others without having received the com- 
mission himself, is still a matter of doubt. He 
is certainly the father of Swedish hymnology. 
Besides his original compositions he made 
many translations from Latin and German ; 
and his hymns have been largely borrowed in 
emma ring Leengie J of the hi lan- 
guages, Danish and Swedish, especially iu 
their older forms, renders transference from 
the one to the other particularly easy. The 
Archbishop d., universally beloved and re- 
gretted, in 1573. 

8. The two Andersens, Lawrence Archdeacon 
of oe and Peter Bishop of Westerda, 

the Petersena in their poetical work as 
b 2 accept the Reformation as offered | well as in their reforming measures. The title 
Y King Frederik. Christiern, however, | of their hymn-book, published in 1536, was :— 

Swenske songor eller wisor nw pd nytt prentade, 
™ and hia followers made some re- | fordkade, och under em annan skick dn tilyérenna Sis 

mene but the king carried his point, and ni mad been i was established in Norway as it 
visatte, (** Swedish or Hymns, now new ly printed, 
— pnd | acs in a different form from the 

The first of the two, Lawrence or Lars (Lau- 2. & 
Einareen 4eeland the work was carried on by | rentius Andre), was b. at Strengniis in 1480. 
alte > Who in 1540 was elevated, at the 
ten ane 25, to the office of bishop, or superin- 
Hein. . t. of Skalholt. Jon Arasen, Bishop of 
“ndean Cor Holum), headed the opposition, and 

arFrrest voured to excite a rebellion, but was 
Er. “pi, 24 put to death in 1550. 

The fi Ymn-writers and Hymns.—Sweden.— 

were the t hymn-writers of reformed Sweden 
Gusta © two renowned brothers, coadjutors of vVus in the work of reformation, Olaf and 
th A 

Pot int names of Olaus and Laurentius 

1. Olas Pet geet piety 
the Swogiattin 1 
stu ay ae mivorsity of Upsala, preferred to 
thon and lene where be heard Melanch- 
Of reforming zea) } eturning in 1520, full 
im 1524 was. 2 he received Roly oniers, and 
Nicholas in Stocker rector of the church of 8. 
Victed of a guilty ©lm. In 1540 he was con- 
against King Goat OWledge of a-conspiracy 

Was b. in 1497. He was 
in favour of the Reformed 

He became in 1523 Chancellor of the Diocese 
of Upsala, and shortly afterwards Chancellor, 
or Chief Secretary, to King Gustavus. It was 
owing ina great measure to his influence that 
the Diet of the kingdom adopted the Refornu«! 
doctrines in 1527, In 1526 he brought out, with 
the help of Olaf Petersen, a Swedish version of 
the New Testament, based mainly upon Lu- 
ther’s German translation, and in 1541 a ver- 
sion of the whole Bible. He was aceused i) wren 

ie As Lars) Petersen, better known by 1540 of complicity in the plot in which Oluf 
Petersen was involved ; and, like him, was con- 
demned to death, but pardoned. He retired 
fo Strengniis, where he d. in 1552, Peter 
Andersen, nicknamed Swart (Petrus Andrem 517, instead of pone inwo.. be Niger), was b. about the end of the 15th 
cent, He became court chaplain to King 
Gustavus in 1549, Bishop of Weateris in 1556, 
and d. in 1562, leaving belind him the reputa- 
tion of an able and high-principled man, We 
may note also that the ill-fated king Erik (b. 
1533, d. by poison 1577) has also left a couple 
of hymns, beth of which seem to echo his un- 

death. vus, and condemned to | ind. One is a paraphrase of mever forgave hid? *4doned, though the king the “4 —s, ren ie 

- j 7 —— * "nd in 1543 he was ap- Beklaga af allt Sinne (Rewail with all oe ana 
-—-- ma jag min Spitla nod, | must I my soul's distress. ) - The two kingag 

when Norway was tea Were newly adj = in isi4, | the other is not much unlike it :— 
Petre ORE ee emmarle Peet from. Deninark, and united | OGud, vem skall Jag klnga | (O God, how shall bene ment still su Fetaining iceland. This arrange- the sorrow I must 

panty oy re © poor and sinful ?) och syndefall? 

-_— Agee 

| 
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Erik’s is, however, not the only royal name 
that appears in the Swedish hymnary. The 
great Gustavus Adolphus (b. 1594, d. 1632), s. 
of Charles 1x., is the author of the “ Battle 
Hymn,” his “swan-sng,’ as it was called, 
written just before, and published shortly after, 
his death at Liitzen, in 1632 (see pp. 54, iL; 
55,1.) It begins thus :— 

ras ej, du lilla Hop, Fear not, little troop, 
bic my tet fw though the foes’ shout 

and ¢ 

frin Phe Sidor skalla. ieoounes! from every side. 

4. The succession of hymn-writers, begun 
by Archbishop Petersen, was kept up in 
Sweden during the succeeding century. Olaf 
Martinsen (b. 1577, appointed Archbishop 
of Upsala in 1601, d. 1609) heads the list. 
He was followed by Jonas Petersen (b. 1587, 
d 1644), Bishop of Linképing in 1687; 
Count Lindslgéld (1634-1690), a distinguished 
professor in the university of Upsala, and 
chancellor of that of Lund, which was founded 
in 1666; Count de la Gardie (1622-1686), 
Swedish Ambassador at the French court, to 
whom the University of Upsala owes the 
priceless Codex Argenteus of the Gothic 
gespels; to whom we may add Peter Brask 
(d, 1690), son of a rector of St. Clara's in 
Stockholm, and a collateral descendant of the 
Bishop Brask who was so stout an antagonist 
of Gustavus Vasa. 

5. In the 18th cent. we find the hymnary 
enriched by a third Archbishop of Upsala, 
Dr. Haquin Spegel (1645-1714). He was a 
great traveller, having visited Denmark, Ger- 
pry mae and England ; anit was bishop 
of Skara, and afterw of Linkdéping, before 
he was elevated to the Primacy. Jacob Arr- 
henius (d. 1725), secretary of and professor in 
the Univer-ity of Upsala, was another sacred 

t; so was the renowned Olaf Rudbeck 
(1660-1710), professor of botany at U 
A yet more eminent name is that of Jasper 
Swedberg. He waa b. at Fahlun, in 1653, 
nnd studied at Upsala. After travelling, like 
Spegel, and serving as pastor of a parish, be 
was appointed (1692) professor of divinity at 
Upsala, and in 1702 became bishop of Skara, 
a post he held for 33 years. His name is 

to us as being one of 
the earliest on the list of our Society for the 
Phe ay tees of the Gospel. Later on we find 
S. L. Odmann, protessor of theology 
at Upsala, in 1806; S.J. Holborn (1768 1840), 
pastor of Askeryd; J. Astrém (1767-1844), 
pastor of Tuna; and a lady, Fru Lenn . 
wife of the of the Board of "Trade 
Lae a whose hymn begins with the sad 
words :— 
=o skall det Oja | Soon must death close the 

oom thage Sorgens Tarar 
gut sorrow. 

6. The last and greatest name in the 
Swedish hymnody, however, is that of Johan 
Olaf isle goood aT = me at — ss in 
1779, and early displayed his ical powera, 
In 1805, and again 2 1908, he waived the 
chief aie for poetry at Upsala. In the latter 
year he became pastor at Solna; here his 
ability as a preacher was so striking that he 
was transferred to Stockholm, in 1815, as 
“ pastor primarius,” a title for which we have 

thal ‘long shed tears of d 
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no exact equivalent. In 1818 he was made 
Dean of Westeris, and set about the taak of 
editing a revised hymn-book for the whole of 
Sweden. This task he completed in 1819, 
and pub. it as, Den Swenska Psalmboken, af 
Konungen gillad och stadfastad (* The Swedish 
hymn-book, approved and confirmed by the 

ing”). Toit he contributed some 150 hymns 
of his own, besides translations and recastings- 
and the book remains now in the form in whieh 
he brought it out. It is highly prized " the 
Swedes, and is in use everywhere. Those 
who desire to know more of Swedish hymn- 
logy, and can read Swedish, will find a full 
a exhaustive review of the book, with « 
saga? and critique on every hymn in it, 
in J. W. Beckmann's Féradk til Beensk Pealu- 
historia (Stockholin, 1845). 

ii. 1. The earliest bymuary of Denmark and 
Norway, and perhaps the earliest complete ox 
of the whole North, was brought out at Malmé 
in 1528, by Claus Martensén Téndetrinder 
(1500-1576), who deserves the name not only 
of the first evangelical _——— in Malmo, 
but also of the Father of Danish hymnology 
The book contained a number of translations 
from the original Latin, from German (Lu- 
ther’s), and from Swedish (Petersen's), as well 
as some originals, Martenson subsequently 
recast it, with the aid of his friends Arvid 
Petersen and Hans Spendemager; and the 
book was printed and published at Rostock, 
by L. Dietz, in 1529; just 10 years before 
that diet of Odense at which mark (as 
hus been said before) accepted the principles 
of the Reformation. The book contains a set 
of prayers, psalms, hymns, and canticles, and 
is entitled, 
Een ny igne af them hallige Schrift, nom me yt 

sange, wdragne aff then hellige Schrift, som mw y Chen 
Christne Forsemling (Gud till Lof oc Mennisten 6iT! 
Salighed) stunges (" A new hand-book, with and 
spiritual songs vi ee derived from Holy Writ, which 
how are sung in the Christian assembly to God's praise 
and men’s salvation ”).* 

This book was reproduced, with some changes 
and additions, by Hana Jansen, Bishop of 
Ribe, in 1544, und in 1569 by Hans Thomissia, 
rector of Vor Frue (Our Lady) in Copenhagen. 

2. This book, or rather these books, con- 
tinued to be the hymnary of the Danish and 
Norwegian Lutherans for more than a century. 
The poet who had the honour of beginning to 
re-edit it was Thomas Kingo. He was b. st 
Slangerup in 1634, and, after completing bis 
theological studies, became in 1668 pastor of 
his native ) ere Here he brought out, ia 
1674, his Aandelige Sjunge-chor (“ Spiritus! 
Choral-songs”). he book at attention; 
and in 1677 its author, who had published 
meanwhile other poetical effusions, was 
Bishop of Fyen (Funen). In 1683 he a 

ired to prepare a new hymn-book, to 
authorized for Denmark and Norway. The 
first part of it appeared in 1689, as Danmarks 
og Norges Kirkers forordnede Salmebog (“ The 
authorized Hymn-bovk of the Churches of 
Denmark and Norway”), and was received 
with a storm of disapprobation. There were 
many who admired the work, but an almost 
equal number exclaimed against it. Ther 

* It has been republished by C, W. Bruun in his oo!” 
lection of Danish hytmuaries (i868), part 1. 
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d. in 1764, leaving, like his renowned relative, 
a number of Works on natural history and 
antiquities. Another effort in the direction of 
a new hymn-book was made by 0. H. Guld- 
berg. secretary to Prince Frederick, who, aided 
by Bishop L. Harboe, Fru Brigitta Boye (b. 
1742, d. 1824), and others, produced in 1778 a 
hymu-book under the title :— 

Salmebog, eller en Samli le og ny Salmer, 
ti oede ie og Hans ple A Cnbenpeien, CA 
hymn-book, or a collection ot old and new —_ for 
the honour of Goxt, and the edification of His Church.) 

5. Towards the end of the 18th century a 
further attempt to effect a revision of Kingo's 
book was made by N. H. Balle, Bishop of 
Seeland; who wished, like Brorson, to see 
more unction and less stiffness in Danish 
psalmody. The book appeared in 1797 as 
parnagen cher ee 3 Salmebog, til B ved 
Kirke- og Hus-Andagt. (* Evangelical Chris- 
tian Hymn-book for use in Church and Home 
Worship.”) But the attempt was not suc- 
cessful. Balle’s hymn-book, though well- 
meant, was poor and unpoetical. The book of 
Kingo remained in use till an impetus was 
given to the tendency to revision by the great 
reformer of Danish liymnology and theology, 
the well known Pastor Grundtvig, an admirer 
of Balle and of Kingo too. Nicolai Frederik 
Severin Grundtvig was the son of a pastor, 
and was b. at Udby, in Seeland, in 1783. 
He studied in the University of Copen- 
hagen from 1800-1805; and, like some other 
eminent men, did not greatly distinguish him- 
self; his mind was too active and his imagi- 
nation too versatile to bear the restraint of 
the academic course. After leaving the uni- 
versity he took to teaching; first in Lange- 
land, then (1808) in Copenhagen. Here he 
devoted his attention to poetry, literature, and 
Northern antiquities. In 1810 he became as- 
sistant to his father in a parish in Jutland. 
The sermon he hed at his ordination, on 
the subject “ 2 has the Lord’s word dis- 
appeared from His house,” attracted much 
attention, which is rarely the case with * pro- 
bationers’” sermons. On his father’s death, 
in 1813, he returned to nhagen, and for 
eight years devoted himself mainly to litera- 
ture. cad aces f both secular and religious, 
that he produced, drew from a friend the re- 
mark that “Kingo's harp had been strun 
afresh.” In 1821 King Frederik vr. appoin 
him pastor of Priislée, a parish in Seeland, from 
which he was the next year removed to Copen- 
hagen, and made chaplain of St. Saviour’s 
church in Christianshayn. From the time of 
his ordination he had been deeply impressed 
with Evangelical church sentiments, in oppo- 
sition to the fashionable Rationalism and Eras- 
tianism of the day; and adhered to the anti- 
rationalist teaching of Hauge, whose death at 
this time (1824) seemed to be a vall to Grundt- 
vig to lift up his voice. An opportunity soon 
presented itself; Professor Clausen brought 
out a book entitled Katholicismens og Protes- 
tantizemens Forfatning, Lire, og Ritue (* The 
condition, teaching, and ritual of Catholicism 

= 
Posi thes said, too many of his own com- 
Plows, ts u it; the hymns were too high 
z= hee above the heads of the common people. 
Sm, Titicism was unfuirly severe. No doubt 
Beery, °f Kingo's hynms are cold; and some, 
=Atyy, vce what the Pietists of the next 

stern. Y Professed to find in them, a little ten- 
a eT hit to what they called Rationalism, and we 
<=> tla term undue breadth. But a rationalizer 
the _%*rcely merit the name given to Kingo, 

: ne of Easter-tide. 
Sup. 1690 a committee was appointed to 

Persede Kingo, and finish the Lemicbek. 
any Worked on Kingo'’s lines, and put in 

=pp ©f his compositions, and the book finally 
Ben red in 1699 as:— 

Kongai, J rordnede ny Kirke-Psalme-Bog, efter hans 
PT Men Mayestets allernaadigste befalning af de Potted att Geiatlige i Kjébenhafn til Guds ) Tjeneate 

Morag = ':. Ftsterne, Kededagene og til anden oudilig 
Sere, Strken udi Danmark og Norge af gamle 
ZS" mem 5 © Sange ordentlig indrettet og flitteligen ig- 
mi iveman og med mange ny Psalmer forbedret, og 
PF Orasc¢ ler efter Konglige befalning til Trykken be- 

C** 7, 2% Thomas Kingo, Biskop udi Fyens Stift. 
“da pte p tUthorized new Church bymn-book, vultably 
=S=na enrig! Old spiritual songs and carefully revised, 
™ Sty hed with many new Tenens, acoording to his 
Tler,, ¥. S most gracious command, by the principal 
Festi Val ™ Copenhagen, for the service of od on Sundays, 
“Shure, Piayer-days, and for other giatly uses in the 

Cordin,. ,enmark and Norway, and in Itke manner 
b> Thor te the royal command prepared for the press 

Ke i meas Kingo, Bishop in the I docese of Funen,"*) 
He. EO felt keenly the slight put upon him. 
mor Urvived it, however, some 12 yeurs or 
© ayi,,. 7'2S in 1703. Whatever may be said 

i 88 a hymn-writer and compiler, there 
to al) wie t he was u true poet, and superior 

how JoUed in use throughout Denmark; not, 
©ver, without attempts being made to re- 

<idoaz . The first effort was made by Hans 
druay rorson. He was b. in 1694, at Ran- 
the ry here his futher was pastor. He entered 
Misi, ety erity of Copenhagen in 1712. After 

us ia Sone theological course he first acted 
Preacher at Te, #ssistant, and then (1729) as 

fo display : 
nm co LY his powers and tastes ublishing 
arr ote ton of religious sntihed Troens 
Fis oy, ot: 1739 (The Faith's rare Jewel.”) 
Posed ten were of the Pietist school, op- 
the a the dry «* orthodoxy” (so-called) of 
Jiyrm ar > Which was said to prevail in Kingo’s 

ean of an few years after this he was made 
Vi. Cuho inn eee in 1741 King —: 
beins in the Pietist direction 4B charmed With his hymn “Op, al den 

! jort ” (“ Up, everything 

brases “rths are translations or para- 
ek epee ot teleecage Lutheran hymns. His 
is Called par one BTe most approved; and he 

Frorson, how ce celtence the poet of Christmas. The man-book, "YS poet mther than editor, 
which he lar 1 whic he projected, und to 
in 1740, jade t Mtributed was brought out 
“The new hymn-}, © title Den ny Salmebog | and Protestantism”). This book was replete 
mam Freliutive of t Ie *?), by Erik Pon idan, | with the Erastian Rationalism which was so 
LProndhjem, whe <3 . Well-known Bishop of especially distasteful to Grundtvig. who forth- 
1698, became Bish: in 1678. Erik was b. in| with,in his Kirkene Gjenmale (“The Chureh’s 

@P of Bergen in 1748, and | Reply,” 1825), strongly opposed its teaching, 
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and laid down truer principles of Christian 
belief, and sounder views of the nsture of the 
Church. This caused a sensation : Grundtvi 
(who had not spared his opponent) was fin 
100 rix-dollars, and the songs and hymns 
which he had written for the coming celebra- 
tion of the tenth centenary of Northern Chris- 
tianity were forbidden to be used. On this he 
resigned his post at St. Saviours, or rather 
was forced to quit it by a sentence of suspen- 
sion which was pronounced in 1826, and under 
which he was kept for 13 years. He took the 
opportunity of visiting England in 1829, 30, 
and 31, and consulting its libraries, mainly 
with a view to a further insight into Northern 
antiquities, and to help his stulies in the 
early English tongue. His edition of Cyne- 
wulfs beautiful poem of the Pheniz from 
the Codex Exoniensia,—the Anglo-Saxon (s80- 
called) text, with a preface in Danish, and 
a fri Fordanskning (free rendering in Danish), 
published in 1840,—is a result of this journey 
and enforced leisure. Tired of his long 
silence, his numerous friends and admirers 
proposed to erect w church for him, and form 
themselves into an independent congrega- 
tion, but this was not permitted. He was 
allowed, however, tu hold an afternoon service 
in the German church at Christianshavn. 
There he preached for eight years, and com- 
piled and wrote his hymn. book, aa Vark til 
den Danske Kirke (* Song-work for the Danish 
Church”). He still worked on towards his 
object of raising the Christian body to which 
he belonged from the condition of a mere 
state establishment to the dignity of a gospel- 
teaching national church, In 1839 (the year 
of the fleath of King Frederik vi, and the 
accession of his cousin Christiern vi.) the 
suspension was removed, and he was appointed 
chaplain of the hospital Vartou, a position 
which be held till his death, In 1863 the 
king (Frederik vu.) conferred on him the 
honorary title of bishop. The good old man 
died suddenly, in his 89th year, on Sept. 2, 
1872, having officiated the day before. As 
Kingo is the poet of Easter, and Brorson of 
Christmas, so Grundtvig is spoken of as the 
poet of Whitsuntile. 

6. With Grundtvig we caunot but join the 
prose writer und poet Bernhard Severin Inge- 
mann, He was b., he tells us in his Levneta- 
bog (an autobiography of his first seventeen 
yours). at the parsonage of Torkildskrap in 

alster, in 1789, the youngest of five sons. 
The death of his father in 1800 compelled the 
family to leave the parsonage tor Slagelse, 
where he was sent to school. This he left in 
1806 to enter at Copenhagen. A second auto- 
biography, Tilbageblik paa mit Liv og min 
Forfatter-Periode fra 1811-1887 (“A retro- 
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7. The impulse given by Grundtvig could 
not be resisted. In 1855 a clerical synod at 
Roeskilde (the Canterbury of Deumark) drew 
up and brought out a new Salmebo: , which 
has been sanctioned for general use. It ap- 
peared as Salmebogen til Kirke-og Hus-Andagt. 
* Hymnbook fur Church aud Home bebelars i 
he revision was intrusted to Ingemann. It 

is founded upon the old book of Kingo, but 
contains many new hymns, chiefly by Brorson, 
Grundtvig, Ingemann, and C. F. Boye ; and has 
already reached the dignity of an Appendiz, to 
which thoseauthors contribute about four-tifths. 

iii. The Norwegians have in the main fol- 
lowed the lead of Denmark in their hymns. 
Kingo’s book has been the authorized hym- 
nary, or the basis at least of those in use. But 
they have allowed themselves considerable 
freedom, and Pontoppidan’s, Guldberg’s, and 
still later on, Hauge’s revisions of it have been 
used largely in Norway. ‘lo give an instance, 
one of these popular rt sep (Christiania, 
1844) is Kingo’s,or rather Guldberg’s, book in 
the main, but the language is movernized. 
It is called, like Balle’s, Evangelisk-ciristelig 
Psalinebog (“Evangelical Christian Hymn- 
book”), and has bound up with it, as is the 
case with most of the Swedish and Danish 
lymn-books, the Collects, Epistles, and Gos- 
pels, a series of prayers for various occasions, 
and the oe Passion, as given in the 
official prayer- , or Alter-Bog. A note on 
the title-page declares it to be “ aftrykt efter 
original-Udgaven . .. .og udgivet efter Foran- 
staltning af det Kongelige Departement for 
Kirke-og Underviisnings- V esenet ” (“ printed 
according to the origiual edition....and pub- 
lished according to direction of the royal 
department for the conduct of the Church and 
education”). 

2. The book now most generally used 
throughout Norway was authorized in 1869 
under the title of Kirke-Salme- Bogen (“ The 
Church Hymn-book”). It was edited, on the 
basis of existing books, by Maguus B. Land 
stad, a clergyman b. in 1802 and still surviving. 
He served in several different cures, and always 
had a deep interest in church psalmody, One 
of the most popular home hymn-books is thot 
pub. in 1851 by Johan Nicolai Frantzen, & 
clergyman of Christiania (1808-68), and called 
Christelige Psalmer til Husandagt og Skole- 
brug (“ Christian hyains for domestic worship 
and the use of Schools"). But there is still « 
great desire in Norway for a general Salmebog 
for Kirke og Hjem (“ Hymn-book for Chure 
and Home’’). 

iv Iceland followed, but slowly, in the 
track of Denmark. For a long time the 
hymn-book consisted of translations of a few 
of the earlier hymns of Martensin’s collec- 

spect of my life and my time of authorship | tion: it was published under the name of 
from 1811 to 1837”), gives us an ac ount of 
twenty-five years more. It was intended 
as a preface to an edition of his works which 
was soon forthcoming. It describes a quiet 
ca“ life of continued literary occupation, 

gun by an interesting tour in 1818-19 
through France, Germany, Switzerland and 
Italy. Twenty-five years more passed, and 
the good man went to his rest in 1862 bya 
calm und painless decease, amidst the deepest 
regrets of ull who knew him. 

Graduale, which was explained to mean 
Messu-saungs bik (“The Mass-song book "). 
The last edition of the Graduale appeared 
with the name of Bishop Magnussen, in 1773. 
Since that time the Danish books have been 
used, in the Icelandic language. ne of the 
last, if not the last, of the attempts to follow 
the lead of 1855, is the hymn-book of Thor- 
dersen (Reykjavik, ma entitled Ayr rid- 
betir vid hina evangelishku sdélmubik (“ New 
contributions to the evangelical psalm-book”). 
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ayer Fay Mclusion, The hymnody of the Seandi- 
“racte, Th is decidedly subjective in its 

t, rather than objective. The earlier 
. bag riaialy, were doctrinal and invoca- 

the later are, to a great extent, ex- 
ps religious sentiments, hopes, and 

a w cena tian of detinite objective faith 
<i., Y2nta Ship. That we might borrow with 
C1 erbtea™ trom our kinsfolk is not to be 
ok S6x ac Mr. G. Tait’s Hymns of Denmark, 
ag Al as SPecially, suppliesa store from which to 

= -) Wers for transplantation into our own 
= ©2r Bel rose-yardeu.” The similarity of the 
t Any ti 4 Lutheran ritual and Chureli consti- 

2 © ours,—the tact, in short, that so much t - 

Semon: Hyatholic has survived the Reformation 
— @rth 1€m,— makes religious thought in the 
FlRCs wi, TU to some extent, on the same 

2. "Poteet ourown, On the other hand, they 
§Sion 5. CUShbly Erastian and Lutheran, Re- 

Huide ,- * State department, and Luther is the 
<ier th ther than primitive Catholicity. Un- 

want ae Circumstanees we find, unavoidably, 
mid ¢t backbone in their Church songs now 
Ss edhe”: But there is much affinity between 
am the + and English devotion, as will be seen 
Engl is) ©W translations which are available for 
*7eCer Fe ‘Use in Gilbert Tait’s Hymns of Den- 
2s Secean’® already mentioned, and his Hymns 
Mes of s. rendered into English ; three render- 
Voice or Swedish hymns by Mrs, Charles, in her 
Goul Y Christian Lise in Song, 1858 ; Baring- 
SOrroyw > Through the nigit of doubt and 
Spec jz, 221 4 few others. The following isa 
Style or; from the Danish poet Brorson, of the 
North --_BY mn which largely prevails in the 

*« Den G d b 

7 Er Christus og fone’ Dede 
I Jesu Pines Sky 

Er Sj@lens Hvile sid: 
Der har jeg fundet Livet ; 

Selv er Jeg intet vierd ; 
vad Jesus mig har givet 

ee odor mig: for Gud saa kjer. 
El Aanders Kraft og Even, 
Ei h Fyrstendémmers 

ved man veed at nwvne 
wt Haanhed og Foragt, 

Ei ‘So, of ef det Ringe, 
Et Dea trig eller Savn, 

Mig utare skal tvi a 
This _ Jesu Favn! 

ay be ren dered — 

** I build on o 
me foundation, 

On Christ Who died for me; 
Sheltered by Jean's jon 
Tis thet! @t rest shall be: 

ere the life of heaven 

bat my Lord bas given 
Fathers love 1 gain. 

No Prince ep invention, 
Nor aughbe thar oe ee 

ing or despite, 
ne peer nor ‘ane endeavour, 
Nor death, 4,5 OT sorrow's smart, 

My soul itself, shall sever 
The plainti frou Jesu’s Heart.” 

these orthern 7c" of a large proportion of 
of th ™ Ns is very marked, whilst 
The it writers’ personal faith is 

rea te tending of the two, as in 
tOn, often produces a most 

(R. T.} 

Rann Caspar, s. of Jakob 

Pastor and decan at Kiihn- 
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dorf, uear Subl, in Thuringia, was b. at 
Kiihndorf, Jan. 13, 1666. He entered the 
University of Leipzig in 1685 (where he be- 
came a great friend of A. H. Francke), and 
then went to Wittenberg, where he graduated 
u.A. in 1687. On his return to Leipzig Le 
began to hold Bible readings for the students. 
This soon raised ill-will against him among the 
Leipzig professors, and when, in 1690, he was 
invited to become diaconus at Wiirzen, near 
Leipzig, ot interfered and prevented his 

ileasent: n 1691 he was invited to become 
diaconus of St. Nicholas’s church, at Berlin 
(where P. J. Spener had just become probst, 
or chief tor), and entered on his work 
there on the 2nd 8. in Advent. In his later 
years he raised a storm of feeling against him- 
self by refusing to hear private confessions. 
The Elector of Brandenburg, in order to end 
the strife, appointed him, in June 1698, pastor 
at Derenburg, near Halberstadt. Meantime 
he was seized with a fever, which ended fatally 
at Berlin, July 25, 1698 (och, iv. 222, 468 ; 
Wetzel, iii. p. 23, &c.). 

Schade was a most earnest and faithful Tr and 
her, and specially interested himeelf in the chil- 

» of his flock. Asa bymn-writer he was not parti- 
eularly prolific, but of his 45 hymns a good many passed 
into the German bymu-books of the period. His bymns 
are clear and simple in style, are composed in a con- 
siderable variety of metres, and are full of fervent love 
to the Lord Jesus, and of zeal for a living and practical 
Christianity ; but they are frequently spun out, or are 
too subjective. A number appeared in A. Luppius'’s 
Andichtig singender Christenmund, Wesel, 1692-94, 
and in the Geistreiches G. B., Halle, 1697. They were 
collected and posthumously pub, as Fasciculus Cantio- 
num, Das ist zusammen getragene geistliche Lieder, &., 
Clstrin, x.p. [1699). 

Those of Schade’s hymns which have passed 
into English are :-- 

i, Auf! hinauf! su deiner Freude, Fiith. Ist 
pub. in the Geistreiches G. #., Halle, 1697, p. 
402, in 6 st. of 81.; repeated in 1699, as above, 
p- 83. Recently, as No. 403, in the Unv. L. S, 
1851. The ¢rs. in C. U. are :— 

1, Up! yes upward to thy gladness Rise, my 
heart. This is a good and full tr., by Miss Wink- 
worth, in her Lyra Ger., 2nd Ser., 1858, p. 171, 
repeated in full in Reid’s Praise Bk, 1872, and, 
omitting st, v., in Aenned, 1863, In her C. B. 
for England, 1863, No. 157, it is slightly altered, 
and st. iii, is omitted, 

2, Rise, my soul! with joy and gladness. A f(r. 
of st. i, ii., vi., by F.C. C., as No. 233 in Dr. 
Pagenstecher’s Coll., 1864, 

Other trs. are :— 
(1) “* Look ap, my soul, to Christ thy joy,” by J. B. 

Holmes, a8 No, 1099 in the Supp. of 1805 to the Mora- 
vian H, Bk, 1801 (1886, No, 600), repeated in Bp. 

Beech ‘aes 20. err, imyn i : : “Up! 
soem gH thy gladness, Rise, a one.” Se W.t id in 
his Praise Ak., 1872. 

ii, Meine Seel ermuntre dich, /ussiontide. In 
the Geistreiches G. B., Halle, 1697, p. 215, in 
15 st. of 6 1., repeated in 1699, as above, p. Y, 
entitled “Contemplation of the suflering of 
Christ and surrender of His will.” In the (Une. 
L. 8., 1851, No. 106, Tr. as, “Rouse thyself, 

my Soul, and dwell.” In the Suppl. to Ger, 
Psalinody, ed. 1765, p. 20, and in Select Hys, 
from Ger, Psalmody, Tranquebar, 1754, p. 31. 

iii, Meine Seele willt du ruhn, This hymn, 
frequently ascribed to Schade, is noted under 

Scheffler, J. Pp 1007, ii, {J. M.) 
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Schaff, Philip, p.p., tup., was b. at 
Chur, Switzerland, Jan. 1, 181¥. He studied 
at the Universities of Tiibingen, Halle, 
and Berlin. In 1843 he was appointed | 
a Professor in the German Reformed Thco- 
logical Seminary at Mercersburg, Pennsylva- 
nia, U.S.A.. and in 1870 Professor of Sacred 
Literature in the Union Seminary, New York. 
As translator, author, and editor, Dr. Schaff 
holds high rank, both in Great Britain and 
America. The various Histories and Ency- 
clopedias which he has edited are standard 
works. His knowledge of hymnology is 
extensive, and embraces hymns in many 
languages and of all ages, his speciality being 
German ages The hymnological works 
which he has edited alone, or jointly with 
others, are :— 

(1) Deutsches Gesan A, 1860; (2) Christ in Song, 
a most valuable collection of original English and 
American hymns, and translated hymns, N.Y. 1569, 
Lond. 1570; (3) Hys. and Songs Praise for Public 
and Social Worship, 1474, in which he was assisted by 
Roswell D, Hitehoock, and Zachary Eddy; (4) Library 
pr mas Poetry, 18*1, of which A. Gilman was joint 

Dr. Selmff las not com any original 
hymns. His fra, from the Latin are meritori- 
ous, und may be found through the Index of 
Authors and Translators, (J. J.] 

Schalling, Martin, s. of Martin Schal- 
ling, sometime pastor at Strassburg (after 
1543, pastor at Weitersweiler, near Saar- 
briicken), was b. at Strassburg, April 21, 
1532. He mutriculated, in 1550, at the Uni- 
versity of Wittenberg, where he became a fayou- 
rite pupil of Melancithon, und a great friend 
of Nicolaus Sclnecker (p. 1038, ii). After 
taking his m.a., he continued, for a short time, 
at Wittenberg as lecturer; and then became, 
in 1554, diaconus at Regensburg. The Super- 
intendent at Regensburg, at that time, was 
Nicolaus Gallus, a strong partisan of Matthias 
Flach ; and as Schalling thought it his duty 
to preach against Flacianism hie had to give 
up his post in 1558; but soon after was 
appointed diaconus at Amberg, in Bavaria 
(Oberpfalz). When, in 1568, after the Elector 
Friedrich m1, of the Palatinate, had a lopted 
Calvinistic opinions as to order of service, Ke., 
all the Lutheran clergy who would not con- 
form were expelled, Schalling had to leave 
Amberg. But as Duke Ludwig, the son of 
the Elector, continued a Lutheran, he allowed 
Schalling to minister to the Lutherans at 
Vilseck, near Amberg. After Ludwig became 
Regent of the Oberpfalz he recalled Schallin 
to Amberg, in 1576, as court preacher ai 
superintendent; and when, after his father's 
death, on Oct. 24, 1576, he beeame Elector of 
the Pfalz, he appointed Schalling as General- 
Superintendent of the Oberpfalz, and also 
court preacher at Heidelberg. But when the 
elurgy of the Oberpfalz were pres-ed to sign 
the Formula of Concord, Schalling hesitated 
to subscribe, holding that it dealt too harshly 
with the followers of Melanchthon. For this 
action he was banished from the court at Hei- 
delberg ; and after being confined to his louse 
at Amberg, from 1580 to March 1583, he was 
finally deprived of his offices.  Thercafter 
he stayed for some time at Altdorf, but was 
uppointed, 1585, pustor of St. Mary’s church 
in Niirnberg, where lic remained until blind- 
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ness compeiled him to retire. He d. at Nom- 
berg, Dec. 19 (29), 1608 (Koch, ii. 282, &c.) 

ough the ubove notice might seem w 
indicate that Sclalling was an ardent polemir, 
yet this was vot so. He was uaturally s 
moderate man, and a man of peace; bu 
during the period of 1550 tu 1600, Protestant 
Germany was rent asunder by all manner of 
controversies, in which bardly any one with a 
conscience or an opinion could avoid being 
involved, Only one hymn by him is known, 
but that justly ranks ainong the classic hymo 
of Germany. It is ;— 

Herzlich Lieb hab ich dich, O Herr, For th 
Dying. This was, apparently, written aboct 
1567, and was Ist pub. in Aurtze und sonder- 
liche Newe Symbola etlicher Firsten, &c. Nirv- 
berg, 1571; and thence in Wackernagel, iv, p. 
788, in 3 st. of 12 1. It is also in the (nr. L. Ss. 
1851, No. 561. Lauxmann, in AccA, viii. p. 265, 
says of it: “This hymn, ‘a prayer to Christ, 
the consolation of the soul in Fite and in death,’ 
after Psalms xviii. and Ixxiii., is a treasure be 
queathed to the church from the heart of Schal- 
ling ;" and adds, that it was a favourite hyma 
of P J. Spener, who sung it every Sunday evea- 
ing ; of Duke Ernst ut. of Sachse-Gotha; of (. 
F, Gellert, and of many others. The fine melody 
generally set to it, is from Bernhard Schmidt's 
Zwey Biicher einer neuen Kinstlichen Tabulater 
auff Orgel und Instrument, Strassburg, 1577; 
was embodied by J. S. Bach, in his Passions 
music according to St. John ; and is in the C2. 
for England, 1863 (see below). The trs. in C.U. 
are :— 

1. Thee, Lord, I love with sacred Awe. [a full, 
by J.C. Jacobi, in his Psalmedia Germanioa, pt 
ii., 1725, p. 51 (1732, p. 194); repeated in the 
Moravian H, B%,, 1754, pt. i., No. 312. In the 
1801, and later eds. of the Morarian H. Bi 
(1886, No. 448), trs. of st. iii, vi., of E. Nev 
meister’s “Herr Jesu Christ, mein hdchstes 
Gut” (p. 798, i.), were substituted for Schal- 
ling’s ii, iii, The 3rd st. of Jacobi’s version, 
beginning, “ Lord, let Thy blest angelic bands, 
was also given, as a separate hymn, in the list 
and later Moravian H, Bhs. (1886, No. 1248). 

2. My heart, O Lord, its love on Thee. A goo! 
and full tr., by A. T, Russell, as No. 185, i his 
Ps. ¢ Hys, 1851. 

3. With all my heart I lowe Thee, Lord 4 
good and full tr, by H. G. de Bunsen, for 
Mercer’s C. 2, and H. Bk., ed. 1857, No. 10°. 
In Mercer's Oxford ed., 1864, No. 198, st. | Wa 
omitted; and it thus began, “ My body, soul, apd 
all I have.” 

4. Lord, all my heart is fixed on Thee. A 
and full ¢r., by Miss Winkworth, in her 49” 
Ger, 2nd Ser., 1858, p. 164, Altered to the 
original metre in her C. B. for England, 1865, 
No. 119. 

Other tra, are :— 

uaa ie goa eee eo eet 
Thee fon my on™ In Sichaff's Garist in Song, 1*#9, 
f 60%. (3) “Lord, Thee I love with all my heart.” 
y R. Massie, in the Day of Rest, 1817. [J. M. 

Scheffler, Johann (Angelus Silesivs) 
was b. in 1624 at Breslau in Silesia. His 
father, Stanislaus Scheffler, was a mem i 
the Polish nobility, but had been forced 
leave his fatherland on account of his hed 
herence to Lutheranism, and had then sett 
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B= 
Gat” ee The son was thus educated as a 

Eqqpatheran. Alter passing through the 
A tricy pets Gymnasium at Breslau, be 

. = May rigs at the University of Strassburg, 
te, “Pex: ? 1643, ws a student of medicine. In 
<> Paddy year he went to Leyden, and in 1647 
=~ Fuly 7 Where he yraduated Pa. p. and M.D. 

S lesig” 9, 1648. Thereafter he returned to 
Riva and, on Nov. 3, 1649, was appointed 
a Physician, at Oels, to Duke Sylvius 
<> teens of Wiirttemberg-Oels. The Duke was 

> Bari, "Ch Lutheran, and his court preacher, 
rh Freitag, administered the ecclesias- 
“irs of ra district according to the 

“Fr. wh Lutheran churchly orthodoxy. Schef- 
ith tp © in Holland had become acquainted 

WBecon, 2€ writings of Jakob Béhme, and had 
& personal friend of Abraham yon 
berg, the editor of Béhme’s works, 
Ql that the spiritual aimosphere of 
a suit him. tare 7 we - 

46 were distinctly to Mysticism an 
Ra is ecotism. He was at no pains to conceal 
*Ubli« ‘timents, and withdrew himself from 

Worship, from confession, and from the 
—@mmupion. When he wished to pub- 

; gow and submitted a for this 
feo pri 0 Freitag, he was refused permission 
tenucr t them on the yround of thelr mystical 
fig > ce. He resigned his post in the end 
@cCquai; 4nd went to Breslau. Here he became 

er,.. _)'ted with the Jesuits, who in that place 
of Fa, 1 nest students of the mystical works 
duceg ©?r (q.v.), and through them was intro- 
©f the = the study of the medieval mystics 
1653 ®oman Catholic Church. On June 12, 

Cathol -© Was formally received into the Koman 
on tc communion, and at his confirmation 

day at St. Matthias’s Church in Bres- 
took the name of Angelus, probably 

John Panish mystic of the 16th cent. named 
Erm cee Angrlis.* On Marci: 24, 1654, the 

title ar Ferdinand 1m. conferred ov him the 
title Imperial Court Physician, but this 
mained sy fae honorary, and Scheffler re- 

“Ntered still at Breslau. ‘On Feb. 27, 1661, he 

1661 othe order of St. Francis; on May 21, 
and “in @s ordained priest at Neisse in Silesia, 

Marsa} 1664 Was appointed Rath and Hof- 

the ais his friend Sebustian von Rostock, 

After th y created Prince Bishop of Breslau. 

tired to Spe ahop’s cleath in 1671 Scheffler re- 

wher. enestery of St. Matthias in Bres- 
ere he d. July 9, 1677, from a wasting 

Which he used this charac- 
an Bria” “* Jesus and Christ, God and 

Joy, ‘'s weetne and Brother, Peace and 
dem ption Hon and Pleasure, Refuge an | Re- 
Time, Love . un S™. and Earth, Eternity and 
iv. 3. oo ° 82d AL, receive my soul.” (Koch, 

hd Goedeke’g + 4 one 8 
Pp. 197: emotr- | Grundriss, vol. iii., 1887, 

Scheffler’s Sim met 

Of Scheffier, as 
much need be said. 

m the Romans 5 
tractates, shows Tj 
which some hay 

t 

S dia 

that 
he 

as 

2, &e.) 

Convert and as a Controversialist, not 
andi Certainly became more Roman 
ttle -™ his more than 50 controversial 

Ye tho ©f the sweetness and repose for 
“ght that be left the Lutheran 

™~ Im ies later 
Angelus Silesiu, ~~ itin 
oa = order to diwe tenet thie. for lace iieclon 

eclogian, Johany ee himself from the Lutheran o~ 

™&elus, of Darmstadt. 
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cburch. In his Seclesiologia, pub. at Glatz in 1677 (Brit. 
Mus. has the 2nd ed., pub. at Oberammergaa and Kemp 
ten in 1735), he collected 39 of these treatises, of which 
e.g. No. 34 is eotitled, ** The Lutherau and Calvinistic 
Idol of the Understanding exhibited, laid bare, as well 
as the Likeness of the True God. In which also, at the 
sume time, the attacks aud objections of adversaries are 
repelled. 1 Cor. viii. 4, Idolum nihil est, an idol is 
nothing.” 

Atan early age Scheffler lad begun to write 
poems, and some of these occasional pieces 
were printed in 1641 and 1642. His most 
famous non-hymnological work is his Geist- 
reiche Sinn- und Schlussreime, &e., pub. at 
Vienna in 1657, but better known by the title 
prefixed in the 2nd ed. pub. at Glatz in 1675, 
viz. the Cherubinischer Wanderemann. [Both 
eds, in the Brit. Mus.) 

The Ist ed, contains five books, and a supplement of 
10 sonnets; and in the 2nd ed. a sixth book iv added, 
which includes the-e 10 sonnets. The work consists 
of Aphorisms, the majority being in two Alexandrine 
rhyming lives, often of considerable beauty and depth; 
throughout breathing the spirit of Mysticism, and not 
seldom verging very nearly on Pantheism. A few of 
those aphorisms have been tr. by Miss Winkworth, in 
her Christian Singers, ee . 262-53; and by E. 
Vitalis Scherb, in the Schaff<Gilman Library of Rel. 
Poetry, 1881. 

Scheffier's latest poetical work was the Sinn- 
liche Beschreibung der vier letzten Dinge, zu 
heilsamen Schriken und Anffmunterung aller 
Menschen inn Druck gegeben. Mit der himm- 
lischen Procession vermehrt, &c. Schweidnitz, 
1675. (Brit. Mus.) 

This is a 2nd ed., but no copy of the Ist ed, seems to 
have survived, It consists of poems, written in a some- 
what coarsely realistic style, on Death (20 st.), Last 
Judgment (60 st.), Hell (72 st.), and Heaven (157 st.). 
Then follows, at the back of p. 119, the hymn, MeAr 
als die Augen Lieb ich dich, with the note that it ought 
to have been added to the 1668 ed. of the Heilige 
Seelenlust. 

Scheffler’s most important hymnological 
work is his Heilige Seelenlust, oder geistliche 
Hirten-Lieder, der in thren Jesum verliebten 
Payche, gesungen von Johann Angelo Silesio, 
und von Herrn Georgio ar mit ausshiindig 
schinen Melodeyen geziert, &c. 

Of this the Ist ed. appeared at Breslau, apparently in 
1657, in three books, with Hymns 1-123, and a oorth— 
separately paged—book, with 32 hymns, appsrently also 
at Breslau, 1657. In the 2nd ed., pub. at Breslau in 1068, 
the paging and numbering are consecutive; and a fifth 
book is added, with Hymns 166-205, [Both eds, in Royal 
Library, tresiau ; ed. in Brit. Mus.) The first three 
books form a cycle of hymns, principally on the person 
and work of Our Lord, arranged according te the Christian 
Year, from Advent to Whitsuntide, and seem mostly 
to have been written betore Scheffler left the Lutheran 
church. Those of the fourth book were probably written 
1653 to 1656, and those of the fifth book between 1656 
and 1668, In the first three books he is most clearly 
under the influence of his predecessors, That ta, so far as 
the style and form are concerned, he was greatly influ- 
enced by the Pastorals of the NOrnberg Pegnitz Shep- 
herds, and of Friedrich von Spee (q.v.); and in the su 
stance of his poems—their longings fur mystical union 
with Christ, and their clinging love to the Savicur—he 
was influenced on the one side by Bibme, and on the 
other the earnest inner religious life which be bad 

im Dr. D. A. Rosenthal’s ed. of | found iY Holland. In his later hymns the tone is more 
manly, and the drfecta ard excesses of his earlier style 

have, in great measure, dis ppeared. 
Scheffler’s hymns were gladly received by the Lutheran 

Church a» a welcome addition to the store of * Jesus 

Hymns,” but many long passed current as anonymous ; 

the J. A., for Johann Angelus, being often interpreted as 

Incerti Autoris, and vice versa. Through the Narnberg 

G. B., 1676; Freylinghausen’s @. #., 1704 and 1714; 

Porst’s G, B., 1713; and Burg’s G. &., Breslau, 1746, a 

large number came into use — Lutherans, more 

indeed than among the Roman Catholics, They were 
great favourites among the Moravians, after Zinzendorf 

bad included 79 of them in his Christ-Catholisches 

Singe- und Bet-Biichlein, 1727 ; and, unfortuna’ely, pre- 
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cisely the worst were selected for Imitation, so that 
Scheffler has the doubtful honour of being the model of 
the spiritual-flesbly productions which disfigured the 
Moravian bymn-books between 1740 and 1755, 

Judging Scheffler’s hymns as a whole one 
must give them a very high place in German 
hymnody. Only a small proportion of the 
hymns bear a distinctively Rowan Catholic 
character. on one Of the rest, after setti 
side those in which Christ is set forth as the 
Bridegroom of the soul, with an excessive use 
of the imagery of Canticles; and those dis- 
tigured by the mannerisms of the Pastoral 
School, there remain a large number which 
are hymns of the first rank, These finer 
hymns are the work of a true poet, almost 
perfect in style and in beauty of rhythm, con- 
cise and profound ; the fruits inden it may be 
said of Mysticism, but of Mysticism chastened 
and kept in bounds by deep reverence and 
by a true and fervent love to the Saviour. 
Scheffler holds a high place in the first rank 
of German sacred poets, aud is much the finest 
of the Post-Reformation Roman Catholic 
hymn-writers, A complete ed. of his poetical 
works appeared, in two vols., at Regensburg, 
1862 (see above). 

A number of Scheffler’s hymns are noted 
under their own first lines (see Index of Authors 
and Translators). Two, which are tra. from the Latin, are noted at p- 70, ii, and p. 826, ii, The rest, which have passed into English, are as follows. 

i, Ach Gott, was hat fiir Hoerrlichkeit. God's Majesty. 1st pub. as No. 110 in Bk. iii., 1657, of his Heilige Seelenlust ( Werke, 1862, i. p- 185), in 6 st. of 8 1, entitled, “She (the soul] rejoices herself on the glory of Jesus.” In the Herrn- hut G. B., 1735, No. 67. The ér. in C. U. is: — Thy Majesty, how vast it is. This is a free tr, of st. i.-iv. as part of No. 189 in the Moravian H. Bk, 1789 (1886, No, 225), 
Another tr, is: “ My God! how vast a Glory bas,” oe a the Moravian H. Bk,, pt. ii, 1743 (1764, pt. 

ii. Der edle Schiifer, Gottes Bohn, The (ood Shepherd. Ist pub. as No. 185 in Bk. v., 1668, of his Heilige Seelenlust ( Werke, 1862, i, p- 307), in 5 st, of 8 1, entitled, “She tells of His Faith- fulness,” In Freylinghausen's G@. B., 1705, No, 701, beginning, “Der edle Hirte.” Tr. as:— The true good Shepherd, God's own Son. This is a tr, of st. i, v., by P. H. Molther, as No, 18 in the Moravian H. Bk, 1789. In the 1826 and later eds, (1886, No. 22) it begins, “ Christ the good Shepherd.” The version of 1801, slightly altered, is in Montgomery's Ch, Psalmist, 1825, ili, Grosser Kénig, dem ich diene. Love to God. Ist pub. as No. 161 in Bk. ¥., 1668, of his Heiline Seelenlust ( Werke, 1862, i. p. 274), in 10 st, of 8 1., entitled, “She presents to her Beloved her heart in diverse fashion as 4 morning gift.” In- cluded, greatly altered anil beginning, “ Grosser Konig den ich ehre,” as No, 737 in Frevlinghau- seo's (, B. 1705, and further altered in Knapp’s Ev. L. S., 1837 and 1865. The tr. in, U. is :— Make my heart « garden fair. This is a tr. of at. Vili, as st. ii, of No. 439 in the Moravian H, Bk., 1789 (1886, No, 588), 
trs, are: (1) ‘Lord, I Other 

Ing,” be op, furns, 1869, Pp. 227. (2) “ Almighe King. Eternal Sire,” by G. Moultrie, in bis Bepousala of NS. Dorothea, 1870, p. 69. 

iv. Jesus ist der sohdnste Nam’. Love to Christ. 

as 

Ly 

come, Thy grace ador- 

SCHEFFLER, JOHANN 

| Ist pub. as No, 35 in Bk. i., 1657, of his Heilixe 
Seelenlust ( Werke, 1862, i. p. 72), in 9 st. of 6 
entitled, “She praises the excellency of the 
Name of Jesus.” Included as No, 59 in Frer. 
linghausen’s G. 2., 1704, and recently as No, 44 
in the Berlin G, Z, S., ed. 1863. 7r. ag :— 

Jesus is the highest name. This is a good tr. 
of st. i., ii., viii., ix., by A. T. Russell, as No, 68 
in his Ps, & Hys., 1851; repeated, altered, x 
No. 148 in Kennedy, 18633. 

is: ‘‘Jesus is the sweetest Name, Unto Another tr. 
mortals,’’ by J. C. Earle, in O, Shipley’s Annus Sanctys, 
1844, pt. fi. p. 43. 

v. Keine Schinheit hat die Welt. Lore to Chriv, 
A beautiful hymn on Christ in Nature. st pub, 
as No, 109 in Bk. iii., 1657, of his Heilije Sceien- 
lust ( Werke, 1862, i, p- 183), in 16 st. of 41, 
entitled, “She ponders His charminguess to the 
creatures.” Included in Freylinghausen's G. f., 
1704, No. 204, and in the Une. Z. S&., 1851, 
No. 733. The trs. in C. U. are :-— 

1, Earth has nothing sweet or fair. This is a 
very good fr, omitting st. vi.-viii., x., ii, by 
Miss Cox in her Sacred Hys. from the German, 
1841, p. 165 (Hys. from the German, 1364, p. 
144). Varying centos have Appeared in numer. 
ous American collections, e.g. in Hedge and Huutingdon’s Hys, for the Cu. of Christ, 1853; 
Robinson's Songs for the Sanctuary, 1865; Duteh 
Reformed Hys. of the Church, 1869, &e. 

2. N fair on earth I see. This is a some 
what free tr. of st. i.-v., ix., xii.-xiv., xvi, by 
Miss Winkworth in her Lyra Ger., 1st Ser., 1855, 
p. 48; repeated, abridged and altered, in her 
C. B. for England, 1863, No. 158, 
Other trs. are: (1) All the beauty we can find,” ss 

No. 457, in pt. i. of the Moravian ‘x. Bk. 1734, (2) 
“Would you view the glorious face,"’ in J. A. Latrobe's 
Ps. & Hys,, 1841, No. 437, (3) “ Whate'er of beauty [ 
behold,” by Lady &. Fortescue, 1843, p,35, (4) “ Earth 
has nothing bright for me," by Miss Manington, 163, 

. 168, (5) ** The world with broadcast beauties sown,” y B. Massie, 1867, p. 14, 
vi. Morgenstern der finstern Nacht. Lore Christ. Ist pub. as No, 26 in Bk. i., 1657, of his Heilige Seelentust ( Werke, 1862, i. p. 63), in 6st. of 5 l., entitled, “She wishes to have the little Jesus as the true Morning Star in the heaven of ber heart.” Included in Freylinghausen's G. B., 1705, No. 752; in Knapp's £r. L. 8. 1837 and 

1865, &e. The tr. in C, U, is :-— 
Morning star, O cheering sight! This is a good tr., omitting st. ii., iv., as No. 28 in the Moravian H. Bk, 1886, 

Another tr. is; « M. me night,”, by ase Winkworth, ise peasant arksome it vii. Nun nimm mein Herz, und alles was ich bin. Self-surrender to Christ, Ist pub. as No, 102 in Bk. iii., 1657, of his Heilige Seetentust ( Werke, 
1862, i, p. 168), in 4 st. of 6 1, entitled, “She gives herself to her Bridegroom.” Included in Freylinghausen’s Nenes geistreiches G. B., 1714, 
No. 505, and recently as No, 767 in the Berlin 
G. L. &., ed. 1863. The tr. in C. U, is:— O take my heart, and whatsce'er is mine. This 
is a tr. of st. i., iv., by F, W, Foster, as No. 267 
in the Moravian H. Bk., 1789 (1886, No. 346). Another tr. is: ““ Now take my heart and all that is in me,” by Afiss Winkworth, 1858, p. 98. Repeated in Lyra Bucharistica, 1863, p, 211 (1864, p. 255), 

vill. Wollt thr den Herren fnden. Seeking for Christ. 1st pub. in Bk. iv., 1657, of his Heitige Seclentst, p. 31 (ed. 1668, Bk. iv., No. 130; Werke, 1862, i, p. 222), in 5 st. of 8 1., entitled, “She gives notice where Jesus is to be found.” 



Ze, SCHEFFLER, JOHANN 
eg PY linghausen’ ; 

ts Gq en’s G. B., 1704, No. 338, and 
wee EF yoy 2s ed. 1855, No. 777. Tr. a8 — 
2g Sion, Would find the Saviour, This is a tree 
— Seo vin Condensing st. iii, iv., as st. iii, in the 

2 Sat ly ae Bk, 1754, pt. i., No. 657. Included, 
= = Si vt tered, and begianing, “ Would you find 

< 
es 

=>. 

a 7 tnd 1852. 

°o —_ 
- 

+ 
“UViour 2” in J, A. Latrobe's Ps. §& Hys., 

=< . hin, weils Abend ist. Evening. 
1 Fist at a hymn founded on the Narrative of 

=7, a ~“Mmaus, 1st pub.as No. 69 in Bk. iii., 
=~ 12> his Heilige Seclentust ( Werke, 1862, i. 
ha > In 4 st, of 8 1, entitled, “She prays 

SY} nin. Nill abide with her because it has become 
>. e Included in Porst’s G. &., ed. 1855, 

Fatire). _ It has passed into English through an 
=; *Pea,. .Tewritten form, in 5 st. of 41, which 
F > 2- Oban.) 2 the Pion G. B., 1875, No. 59, and is 

Feite, 7, the work of Christoph Gensch von 
AGS358 at oe the editor of that book [b. Aug. 12, 
“Er hhis "ht Naumburg, d. Jan. 11, 1732, at Liibeck]. 
INo. 3.5°7™ is in the Berlin GL. S., ed. 1863, 

~~ The ¢r. in C. U. is :— 
Sy 4 “CS Wilt Thou got since night draws near. 
+. “LSsgull in full, as No, 93 in the Ohio Luth. 

= 

ye., 1 
=. igh, *-*her 

. 

tr. is: ** Where wilt Thou go? the eve draws 
t 's8 Manington, 1863, p. U4. 

Fende,.., 1¥mns by Scheffler which have been 
Bday into English are :— 
eo es Sagt mir nicht von Gold und Schitteen. 

Fleits rtst. 1st pub. as No. 89 in Bk. ill., 1657, of 
= iw. Seelenlust ( Werke, 1862, a a 151), in 7 st. 

36s, Wien, claded in Freylinghausen’s G. B., 1704, No. 
No, Ta7 “ea acditooal st. as iv., v., and this form is 
Fa, Pe mor e Une. L. S., 1851. The trs. are (1) “Tell 

© of golden treasures,” in the Suppl, to Ger. Fre cd res, 

FOAL mow” ed. 1765, p. 53; and Select pg, Ger, 
OF elite, 77, [ranquebar, 1754, p. 84. (2) “0 tell me not 
Ri 2 nm J rye " by Dr. H. SEs, Lees, p- vs Cts, 

sa a) *f me not of treasure,”’ 
R- P21) UF ngham, in the British: Herald, August, 1565, 
Pratse i a ** Ah, tell me not,” &c., in Reid's 

Ist Pup oy Was steh’st du auf der Au. Love to Christ. 
<< + a5 No, ae En tet C Werke’ 8%: 1D Bk. ili., 1657, of bis Heilige Seel- 

-Sc Basen 862, 1. p. 128), in 4st. of 81. In J. F. 
- 2 i" retecinle fsa Kirche in ihren Liedern, vol. il., 1852, 
mig.re ” “rE written and beginning ‘Jesu meine Sissig- 
ai a. are Dn an: as “ Jesus, end of my desires. 

- Pes ley’s Annus Sanctus, 1584. 
it Feat > auf,0 Seel’ aur auf, zum Streit. Christian 
Fleilige Sieelent pub. as No. 201, in Bk. v. 1668, of his 
S 1. entitiog it ( Werke, 1862; 1. p, 334), in 11 st, of 

ture, fou; © rouses to battle.” It is a beautiful 
unded on 2 Tim. ii, 3-5, and i a of 

and its reward, In the Getst- - #., Halle, 1697, p. 436, it is altered to “ Auf 
» md is entitled ** Ad arma fideles.” 

Fite “Up! Christian man, and join 
Mristian : rte Aca ington, 1963, p. 44. (2) “Up, 
7 the Arstish erate the strife,” by Miss Barlingham, 

» July, 1465, p. 106. 
ebe x "mich. Love to Christ, 

1862., B*- iil., 1657, of his Heilige Seel- 
Neues * i. p. 106) in4st.of 71. In Frey- 

two st. addeq 2O*streiches G. B., 1714, No. 409, 
doth me constrain, by 3 “ee Tr. as, ** LL tng love 

- Kelly, in the Family Treasury, is7s, p. 716. 
xiv. Die 

as No. 11 anne kommt heran, Morning. 1st pub. 
€ Werke, 1862, 1, 4:2. 1657, of his Heilige Seelenlust 
Sun will seon *ppear >» im 4 st. of 81 Tr. as “The 
aaa ea 2878, p716. ” “YJ, Kelly, in the Family Trea- 

Ist pub. as No. SS 2Rs hichste Gut. Love to Christ, * Ts 
Seelerleest (Werke in ris 

the Biterrsaaut G. a 1862, Bx. fil, 1657, of his — 

*« “. i. . a4 in 7 st. of 41. 

tr. . eo meh "335. Xo, ag altered and begin- 
- as, ** Ye Seraphjy,” “Tie in ennt.” This form is 

pt. i ft ita, t den kennt. 

xvi vif Pn ow'ge Bz = rate fall,” as No. 649 in 

‘ 72 = > 1754. 

©. Love to Christ, 1st pub. as 
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No. 93 in Bk. ili., 1657, of his Heilige Seclenlust ( Werke, 
1362, i. p, 156), in 7 st. of 4 1. Sometimes erroneously 
ascribed to G, Arnold (80 in Khmann’s ed., 1856, p. 79). 
Tr. as ‘Christ the spring of eudless Joys,” by J. Keliy, 
in the Family Treasury, 1874, p. 716. 

xvii. Kommt, meine und héretan, ternal 
Life. 1st pub. as No. 202 in Bk. v., 1668, of bis Heilige 
Seelenlust ( Werke, 1862, 1. p. 336), iu 16 st. of TL Tr. 
as, “Come hither, friends, and bear me say," by J, 
Kelly, in the Fumily Treasury, 1879, p, 271. 

xviii. Meine Seele willt du ruh'n., Love to God. 1st 
ub. as No. #3 in Bk, ili., 1657, of his Heilige Seelenlust 
Werke, 1362, i. p. 144), in 4 st.of 61. In A, Luppius’s 

Andichtig singender Christen-Mund, Wesel, 1692, p. 69, 
two st. by J. C. Schade were added as v., vi., this 
form is at ip in Schude's Fusciculus Cantionum, s.D., 
169%, In the Geistreiches G. #., Halle, 1697, p. 189, six 
new st. were added as vii.-xli., and this text is repeated 
in Freylinghausen'’s G. #., 1704, and in the Berlin @. LZ. 
S&, ed. 1863, No. $19. This last form is tr. as “O m 
soul, desir’st thou rest.” In the Suppl. to Ger. Psal- 
mody, ed, 1765, p. 56. 
xix. Mein Lieb ist mir und ich bin ihm. Love to 

Christ. Fd sory as No, 184 in Bk. v., 1668, of his 
Heilige Seelenlust ( Werke, 1862, i. p. 306), in 7 st. of 4.1L 
In the Herrnhut G. B., 1735, No, 761, beginning, ‘* Mein 
Preund.” This is tr. as, “My Friend’s to me, and I'm 
to Him,” as No, 467 in pt. i. of the Moravian H. Bk., 
1754. 

xx, O du allerliebster Gott. Christ in Gethsemane. 
1st pub, as No, 41 in Bk. if., 1657, of his Heilige Seelen- 
lust ( Werke, 1862, 1. p. 85), in 6 st. of #1. In J. F. H. 
Schlosser’s lie Kir in thren Liedern, vol. ii,, 1452, 

. 209, it begins “Jesu, du mein Herr und Gott." This 
rm is tr. as “Jesus, O my Lord and God,” by J.C. 

Earle, in O. Shipley’s Annus Sanctus, i. ES 
xxi, Schau’, Braut, wie hiingt i 

Passiontide. 1st pub. as No. 44 in Bk. ii., 1657, a his 
Heilige Seelenlust (Werke, 1862, i. p. 90), in 10 st. of 
41. Inthe Herrnhut G. B., 1735, No. 106. Tr. as, “O 
Bride! behold thy TOO "as No. 460 in 
git ig the Moravian H. Bk., 1754. 

. Tritt hin, o Seel'’, und dank’ dem Herrn. 
Thanksgiving. ist pub. as No. 196 in Bk. v., 1668, of 
his Heil ige nlust ( Werke, 1862. 1. p. 325), in 165 st. 
of 4 1., with a two line refrain. In ‘a G. B., ed, 
1855, No. 604. Tr, as “Come, O my soul, with thankful 
voice,” Dr, G. Walker, 1460, p. 70, 

eil ich achon sch’ die | -gglnag Wi 
Morning. ist pub, as No, 160 in Bk. v., 1668, of his 
Heilige Seelenlust ( Werke, 1862, 1. & 272), in 11 st. of 6L. 
In the Une, L. S., 1851, No, 476, The trs. are (1) * Be- 
cause I see red tints adorning,” by Miss Manington, 
1863, p. 119, (2) “1 see the golden light of morn,” in 
the mag | Treasury, 1877, p. 603. 

xxiv. Wie lieblich sind die Wohnungen. ternal 
Life. 1st pub. as No, 122 in Bk. jii., 1657, of his Heilige 
Seelenlust ( Werke, 1862, p. 203), in l4 st.of 81 Tr. as 
** How lovely are the mansions fair,” by J. Kelly, in 
the Family Treasury, 1879, p. 270, 
xxv. Zeuch mich nach dir, so laufen wir. Love to 

Christ. 1st pub. as No. 72 in Bk. til, 1657, of his Heil 
Seelenlust (Werke, 1862, 1. p. 130), in 6 at. of 61. In 
Freylinghausen's @. &., 1704, No, 144, st. v., “*O Jesu 
Christ, der du mir bist,” is given as st. i. and vi, Tr. as 
“ Draw us to Thee, then will we flee,” as No. 137 in pt. i. 
of the Moravian H. Bk., 1784 

It may be added that in some English books 
Scheffler apprars as a composer of hymn-tunes. 
This is however a mistake, for the melodies in 
the Heilige Seelenlust are, as the title dis- 
tinctly says, by Georg Joseph, a musician 
living at that time in Breslau. (J. M.j 

Schein, Johann Hermann, s. of Hier- 
onymus Schein, pastor at Griinhain, near An- 
na in Saxony, was b. at Griinhain, Jan. 
20,1586. He matriculated at the University of 
Leipzig in 1607, and studied there for four 
years. Thereafter he acted for some time as 
a private tutor, including two years with a 
family at Weissenfels. On May 21, 1615, he 
was appointed Capellmeister, at the court of 

Duke Johann Ernst, of Sachse-Weimar ; and 
in 1616 he os cantor of St. Thomas's 

h, and music director nt Leipzig, in suc- 

peeecti to Seth Calvisius (d. Noy. 24, 1615). 
This post he held till his death, at Leipzig, 
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Nov. 19, 1630. (Bode, p. 411; Monatshefte 
fiir Musikgeschichte, 1871, p. 26, &.) 

Schein was one of the most distinguished musicians 
of his time, both as an original composer, and as a 
harmoniser of the works of others. As a hymn-writer 
he was not so prolific, or so noteworthy. Most of his 
hymns were written on the deaths of his children or 
frieuds, e.g. on seven of his children, and on his first 
wife. They appeared rit in broadsheet form, and 
were included, along with his original melodies, in his 
Cantional oder (Fesang-Buch Augspurgischer Confes- 
sion, Leipzig, 1627; 2nd ed., 1645. [Both in Wernigerode 
Library, } 

Those of Schein’s hymns which have passed 
into English are :— 

i. Macha mit mir, Gott, nach deiner Giit, 
the Dying. 1st pub.,as a broadsheet, at Leipzig, 
1628, as a Trost-Liedlein @ 5 (i.e. for 5 voices), 
&e. [Berlin Library.] The words, the melody, 
and the five-part setting, are all by Schein. It 
was written for, and first used at, the funeral, 
on Dec. 15, 1628, of Margarita, wife of Caspar 
Werner, a builder and town councillor at 
Leipzig, and a churchwarden of St. Thomas’s. 
It is in 6 st. of 6 1.; the initial letters of II, 1, 3, 
in st. i.-iv., forming the name Margarita; and 
the W of st. v. 1.1 standing for Werner. In 
Schein’s Cantional, 1645, No. 303 (marked as 
Trost-Liedlein, Joh. Herm. Scheins, i 5), and 
later hymn-books, as e.g. the Une. L. S., 1851, 
No, 430, st. vi. was omitted, 

hymns for the sick and dying. Tr. as:— 
Deal with me, God, in mercy now. 

melody of 1628, 

ii. Mein Gott und Herr, ach sei nicht fern. For 
the Dying. Ist pub., with his name, in his Can- 
tional, 1627, No, 262, in 9 st. of 61. The initial 
letters of the stanzas give the name Margarita, 
probably one of the daughters who predeceased 
him. It is included, in 5 st., in the 1648, and 
later eds., of Criiger’s Praxis ; and recently, in 
full, in von Tucher’s Schatz des evang. Kirchen- 
gesangs, 1848, No. 555; and reduced to 6 st. in 
Layriz’s Kern des deutschen Kirchenlieds, 1844, 
No. 421. The tr. in C, U. is :— 
My Lord and God, go not away. A good tr, of 

st. i., ii,, iv., v., vii, by A. T. Russell, as No. 2 i 
in his Ps. & Hys., 1851, (J. M.} 

Schenk, Heinrich Theobald, s. of 
Simon Schenk, pastor at Heidelbach, on the 
Schwalm, near Alsfeld, Hesse, was b. at 
Heidelbach, April 10, 1656. He entered the 
idagogium at Giessen, in 1670, and then 

pursued his studies at the University (s.a. 
1676). In 1676 he returned to the Piida- 
gogium, as one of tle masters; and was, 
from 1677 to 1689, “ preceptor classiens,” On 
Dec, 27, 1689, he was ordained as Town 
preacher and “definitor,” at the Stadtkirehe 
in Gicssen, He d. at Giessen, April 11, and 
was buried there April 15, 1727. (FL W. 
Strieder’s Hessische Gelehrten und Schrifteteller 
Geschichte, vol. x., Cussel, 1795, p. 10; Ms, 
from Dr. Naumann, pastor primarius; and 
from Dr, Schiller, Gymuasial-director at 
Giessen. The registers at Giessen give the 
date of hiv funeral, but not of his death ; but 
say, thit at his death he was aged 71 years 
less 10 days, which would rather suggest 
April 21 as the date of his birth.) Only one 
hymn is known by him, but it is a hymn 

For 

It is Schein’s 
finest production, and one of the best German 

This is a 
good and full tr, by Miss Winkworth, in her 
C. B. for England, 1863, No. 191, set to Schein’s 

SCHIRMER, MICHAEL 

which is found in almost all recent German 
hymn - books; and, through frs., in maby 
recent English collections. It is:— 

Wer sind die vor Gottes Throne. Eternal Life. 
This is found in the Neu-vermehrtes Gesanj- 
bichlein, Frankfurt-am-Main, 1719, No. 362, 
p. S41, in the “ Anhang einiger Gesiinge " ; and is 
repeated in the Neuest-und vollstdndijste Frank. 
furter G. B., 1729, No. 568, in 20 st. of 61. Ip 
the Hesse-Darmstadt Airchen G. B., 1733, No. 
497, it is given, with a reference to Schenk as 
its author, and entitled, “On Kev. vii. 13-17." 
It is included in the Berlin G. Z, S., ed. 1863, 
No. 1617, omitting st. vii., viii. It is a beautiful 
hymn on the Church Triumphant (i.-xiii.), aod 
on the aspirations of the Church Militant to 
attain the same victorious glory. Tr. as:— 

1, Who are these like stars appearing. By Miss 
Cox, in her Sucred Hys. frum the German, 1841, 
p. 89, being a very good ¢tr. of st. i.-vi., ix-xi., 
xiv.-xvii., xx. This has come into extensive we 
in the cento adopted in Alford’s Ps. § Hys.,1 844; 
and repeated in H. A. ¢ ¥., 1861; being the 
trs. of st. i., iii.-v., ix. Other centos are found 
in Rorison’s Hys. ¢ Anthems, 1851, &c. Other 
forms may also be noted :— 

(1) Lo! a multitude a » This, in T, Darling's 
Hys. for Ch, of England, 1474, is based ou Miss Cox's 
et. & he dg hick agrnterre Ng serves : 

ie wa patea, This form, found, as No. 630, t6 
the Baptist Ps, & Hys., 145s, is by George Rawson, with 
st. 1, lil, based on Miss Cox’s éra. of st. ili., iv, In Mr, 
Rawson's Hys., Verses, & Chants, 1476, No. 56, it is re- 
written, so 48 to rank as an original hymn; and there it 
begins, ** Who ure these salvation singing.” 

In 1864 Miss Cox printed a revised text in 
her Hys. from the German, p. 91, This is found 
in a considerable variety of centos, in many 
English and American hymn-books ; some follow- 
ing the text of 1864 throughout, and some partly 
reverting to the text of 1841. It is included, 
e.g. in the People’s Hyl., 1867, Church Hys, 
1871, Hyl. Comp., 1876, Bapt. Hyl., 1879, 
Thring’s Coll, 1880 and 1882; and in America, 
in the Hys. y Songs of Praise, 1874, Laudes 
Domini, 18%4, and others. In H. L. Hastings's 
Songs of Pilgrimage, 1886, it begins with st. iii. 
“Who are these in dazzling brightness, These in 
God's own truth arrayed.” 

2. Who are these in light adoring, By A. T. 
Russell, as No. 145 in his Ps, & Hys., 1351; 
being a tr. of st. i., iv., xi., xv. 

3. Who are those before God’s throne, What the 
crowned host I see, This is a good ty. of st. 
h.—vi., 33.5 Xi Si¥.y Avi, 2, by Miss Wink- 
worth in her Lyra Ger, lst Ser., 1855, p. 207. 
Repeated, abridged, in Boardman’s Sel., Phila- 
delphia, 1861; Aennedy, 1863+: and the Sarum 
Hyi., 1868. In her C. B. for England, 1863, 
No. 77, Miss Winkworth repeated the trs. of 
st. i., iii, v., ix., x., Xiv., xvii, altered, and 
beginning, “Who are those that, far before me.” 

Other tra. are :— 
(1) “Who are those before God’s throne, What the 

countless,” By J. 1), Burns, in the Family Treasury, 
1559, pt. i, p. 307; and his Memoir & Remains, 1469, 

» 267. (2) * Who are those round God's throne stand- 
ng.” By Miss Manington, 1863, p. 90. (3) * What is 
this host that round the throne.” By Miss Warner, 1569, 
p. 20, (J. M J 

Schirmer, Michael, s. of Michael Schir- 
mer, inspector of wine casks at Leip ig, was 
b. at Leipzig apparently, in July, 1606, his 
baptism being entered as on Juty 18, in the 
registers of St. Thomus’s Church there. He 
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= za weiculated at the University of Leipzig, at 
S36 77 1619, and graduated M.a. in 1630, In 

os n tect &ppuinted subrector, and in 1651, 
Sr}i,, 7 of the Greyfriars Gymnasium at 

kaj Pf, 3) During his conrectorship the rector- 
ae — . 1 Vacant several times, and each time, 
>. BWCung. had officiated as prorector during the 
: nm ¢ ‘Y> @ younger man than he was set over 
*®Salthy oehly on account of Schirmer’s feeble 

Tec r > till, last of all, in May, 1668, the sub- 
Was promoted over his head. In the 

. Yeur Schirmer retired from office. The 
Nder of his life he spent in Berlin, where 

“Reig! in the end of 166%, a version of the 
2» 1 German Alexandrine verse, wrote 

i Occasional pvems, &c. He d. at 
=aiy 3 “pparently on May 4, und was cer- 

Eta? ‘ buried there, in the churchyard of the 
ch a irche, on May 8, 1673 (M. Michael 

Assy 7**? &e., by Dr. J. F. Bachmaun, Berlin, 
e. = AK. Goedeke’s Grundriss, vol. iii., 1887. Soni oO > Kock, iii. 888, &c. Kook speaks of 
=at > <8 as having been rector of the school 
St “1berg in Saxony, and then pastor at 
and eBitz on the Mulde, both between 1630 
Just ber, H and of his having been finally, 
at Ergj —" his death, appointed archidiaconus 
BP pen ‘berg. But for these statements there 
Mich FS to be no evidence whatever, The 

*©1 Schirmer who was rector at Freiberg, 
ieee Feb. 7, 1672, was appointeds archi- 

"ts there, but d. ut Freiberg on Oct. 25, 
Frevtorat.” only b. on March 26, 1635. The 
Schell te at Freiberg was held by Johann ae here 1603 a pa _ a 

= at Striegnitz was he ic Lilme, from 1623¢4, ieee). y Friedri 

Bear MET had many domestic and personal afflictions 
The oars His wife and: his two cuidsen, prodecoened bim. 
Aistr.., > Part of his life in Berlin was spent amid the 
Branden jo by the Thirty Years War, during which 

2 urg, and Berlin itself, suffered greatly from Pestilen 
= aa wd poverty. choly fell Porm tim, whith lannod a a deep melancholy fe 
“Fr th five years; and something 
a time a kind seems to bave returned to bim for 
Yas crow, ls Wife's death, in Feb. 1667. Schirmer 

Tied as a ¢ in 1637. His earlier proteeiions 
OMmal pieces in German and Latin. In 

Aktion. Pg me Berliny a metrical version of Heclesi- 
at Berl Luck Jesus Sirach, &.; and in 1660, 

Scholars or ry 4 <criptural play, which was acted by the 
Dawia ‘© Gyro nasium, and was entitled Der ver- 

© also pub., at Berlin, in 1650, ver- 
USS Of the Old and New Testament as, 

him whi “nd Lehrspriiche. The only composi- 
hh ch have come into use as hymna, are 

© Contributed to J. Criiger's Newes voll. = - #, Be ; : #7 tetatiz rlin, 1640; and to Criiger’s Prazis 
272. 4.>. Bt ee Aotin. 1648, &c, (See pp. 271, il. ; and 
I¥ymn_ ks of th ve _in all, passed into many German 

in use. hey wer, 12th cent., and most of them are still 
PP. 71s] togethe. ey inted by Dr. Bachmann, as above, fcr 1th various selections from his other Poetical < 

tive, Gauren pions, They are practical, clear, objec- 
Ferhardt - an f sine: Somewhat related to those 

t more closely to those of Johann ©eerimann, fro: 

©XPressions, = "Ro indeed Schirmer borrows a few 

Fhe onl h . - 
amass faite bie piped by Schirmer which has 

Ist pub., 1640, qq MPF bei unsein. Whitsuntide, 
entitled, thot POve, No. 75, in 7 st. of 10 1,, ee An t 

AM Michael Sch her Short hymn for Whitsuntide, 
Runge G. 2, less "*” Repeated in the Criiger- 
the mo. L. S,- 1sS=” ©, 162; and, recently, in 
New Testament > No, 179. It is a beautiful 

peF2Phrase of Is. xi, 2. The third 
©n st. vii. of J, Heermann’s 
©rr Zebaoth.” Zr. a8:— 

stamza is partly “* Wir wissen niche H 
> 
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1, © Holy Ghost, descend, we pray. This is a 
somewhat free tr. of st. i., v., ii., iii., by W. M. 
Reynolds, as No. 794, in the Amer. Luth, Gen. 
Synod’s Coll., 1850; and is repeated, with trs. of 
st. iv., vi, Vil., added, as No, 103, in the Ohio 
Luth. Hyl., 1880. The Ohio Hy. also gives, us 
st. ii., a tr, of the recast ot st. v., which was in- 
terpolated between st. i,, ii. when the hymn was 
included in the Hannover Gi. B., 1657. 

2, O Holy Spirit, enter in. This is a good tr., 
omitting st. ii., iv., by Miss Winkworth, in her 
C. B. for England, 1863, No. 70. It was re- 
peated, as No. 249, in the Pennsylvania uth, 
Church Bk., 1868. In Dr. Thomas’s Augustine 
H. Bk., 1866, it is Nos. 480, 481; No. 481 be- 
ginning, “O mighty Rock, O source of Life,” 
which is the tr. of st. v. (J. M.) 

Schlegel, Catharina Amalia Doro- 
thea von. Little is known of this aS 
According to Koch, iv., p. 442, she was b. 
Oct. 22, 1697, and was “ Stiftsfraulein ” in the 
Evangelical Lutheran Stift (i.e. Protestant 
nunnery) at Cothen. On applying to Céthen, 
however, the present writer was assured that 
her name did not occur in the books of the 
Stift; and from the correspondence which she 
carried on, in 1750-52, with Heinrich Ernst, 
Count Stolberg (p. 606, ii.), it would rather 
seem that she was a lady attached to the 
little ducal court at Céthen. (ms. from Dr. 
Eduard Jacobs, Wernigerode, &c.) Further 
details of her life it has been impossible to 
obtain. 

In the complete ed., 1744, of the Céthnische Lieder 
(see p. 50, ii.), Nos, 30 and 73 in pt. i, ; and Nos, 3, 20, 
2, 33, 43, 50, 84, in pt. ii.,are by ber. In the marked 
copies, at Wernigerode, of the Neue Sammlung geist- 
licher Lieder, Wernigerode, 1752, the following hymns 
in that collection are ascribed to her, viz. :—Nos, 19, 60, 
90, 149, 209, 279, 329, 457, 373, 396, 448, 479, 520, 54K, 
551, 640, 649, 694, 739, 751, 

The only one of her hymns which has 
passed into English is :— 

Stille, mein Wille, dein Jesus hilft si . Cross 
and Consolation. A fine bymn on waiting for God. It 
appeared in 1752, as above, No. 689, in 6 st. of 6 1. ; and 
is included in Knapp's Ev. L. S., 1837, No. 2249 (1865, 
No, 2017). The tr. in C. U. is :— 
Be #oul !—the Lord is on thy side. This iaa 

good tr., omitting st. ii., by Miss Borthwick, in HW, L. 
2nd Ser., 1855, p. 37 (1884, p, 100). It has been inclt 
in Bp. re Coll, 1460; Scottish Hyl., 1869; Canadian 
Presb. H. Bk., 1880; Church Praise, 1883, “J an 

Schlegel, Johann Adolf, p.p., s. of Dr. 
Johann Friedrich Schlegel, Appellationsrath 
at Meissen, in Saxony. was b. at Meissen, 
Sept. 17, 1721. After passing through the 
fameus school at Pforta Sageery jet’ near 
Naumburg, he studied, from 1741 to 1746, at 
the University of Leipzig, where he became 
acquainted with Cramer, Gellert, and Klop- 
stgell, and was one of the principal contri- 
butors to the Bremer Beitrige (Neue Bey- 
triige zum Vergniigen des Verstandes und 
Witzes). In 1746 he became a private tutor at 
Strelila, in Saxony, and tren returned to 
Leipzig, where he occupied himself in literary 
work, until he went, in 1748, to live with his 
friend er at Crellwitz, near Liitzen. He 
remained at Crellwitz till 1751, when he was 
appointed a master in his old schoo) at Pforta, 
and also diaconus of the church there. In 
1754 he became chief pastor of the Holy 
Trinity church at Zerbst, and also professor 
of Theology and Metaphysies in — 
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Gymnasium in that town. He removed to 
Hannover in 1759, as pastor of the Markt 
Kirche. In 1775 he was removed w the 
Neustadt Church there, as chief pastor, and 
also as Consistorialrath and Superintendent. 
While retaining his pastorate at Hannover, 
he was also appointed, in 1782, as General 
Superintendent of the district of Hoya. In 
1787 he exchanged this for the General 
Superintendentship of the Principality of 
Kalenberg. The same year he received the 
degree of p.p. at the Jubilee Festival of the 
University of Géttingen. He d., of fever, at 
Hannover, Sept. 16, 1793 (Heerwagen, i., P. 
214; Jérdens's Lezikon, iv., p. 521; Koch, vi., 
217; ms. from Pastor A. Kranold, Hannover). 

Schiegel was a most prolific writer, though to the 
literary world at large the names of his sons, August 
Wilhelm and Friedrich von Schlegel, are better known. 
He was ene of the most celebrated preachers of his time, 
and the author of many volumes of sermons, His hymns 
suited the taste of the Rationalistic period, and were 
exceedingly popular in the end of the 18th cent., but 
have now, in great measure, passed out of use. Many 
of them were merely polished and weakened versions of, 
or were founded upon, earlier hymns. In his strictly 
original hymns, he does not at all equal either Gellert 
or Klopstock. His hymns appeared in the following 
collections :— 

(1) Sammlung geistlicher Gesdinge zur Beforderung 
der Erbauung, Leipzig, 1766; 2nd ed., revised and 
enlarged, Leipzig, 1772, (2) Zweite Sammlung. Leipzig, 
1769. (3) Dritte Sammlung, Leipzig, 1172. (4) Ver- 
mischte Gedichte, 2 vols., Hannover, 1787 and 1739 {l, 
2, 4 in Brit. Mus.; 3 and 2nd ed. of 1 in Hamburg 
Library.) He edited, and contributed to, the 1792 Appz. 
to the Hannover @. 4., 1740. 

Oue of Schlegel’s hymns is a fr. of, and 
is noted under “ Veni Creator Spiritus.’ 
Another is noted under Gellert, 0. F., No. ix. 
(p. 407, ii.). The others which have passed 
into English are :— 

i, Wie herrlich strahlt der Morgenstern. Love 
fo Christ. 1st pub. in 1763, as above, p. 112, 
in 7 st. of 11 1, and entitled, “Longing after 
union with Jesus, on the model of the old hymn, 
Wie schin leuchtet der Morgenstern.” It is a 
recast of Nicolai’s hymn (see p. 806, ii.), but so 
thorough as to be almost independent of it. It 
was included in Zollikofer'’s G. B., Leipzig, 1766, 
No, 404; in the Hamburg G. B., 1842, No, 450, 
&e. The trs. in C, U. are :— 

1, How brightly beams the Morning Star! This 
is a good tr., omitting st. iv., vii., by Miss Wink- 
worth, in her C. B. for England, 1863, No, 36. 

2. How brightly shines the Morning Star' What 
eye desories it from afar. A good ¢r., omitting st. 
vii., contributed by J. M. Sloan to J. H, Wilson’s 
Service of Praise, 1865, No. 282, and repeated, 
omitting st. ili., iv., in Wilson’s Songs of Zion, 
1878. Mr. Sloan recast the frs. of st. i., ii., v., 
vi., for the Free Church H. Bk., 1882; and this 
form is repeated in Church Praise, 1883. In 
Laudes Domini, N.Y., 1884, the text of 1882 is 
given with the added st., “ Rejoice ye heavens,” 
from Mercer's variation of Jacobi’s tr. from 
Nicolai (see p. 807, i.). 

Hymns not in English 0, U. :— 
i die Welt. St. John Baptist’s Day. 

In 1766, ny Hose ag indst.of BL. It agama pegs 
hymn by J, G. Olearius (p, 866, ii.), Ist pub. 1664, p, 29, 
in 5 st. as “Es war dle ganze Welt;"and in Burg's 
G, R., Breslau, 1746, No. 336, The tr. from Schlegel's 
recast is * The world enslav'd to sin.” By Dr. #. Mills, 
1545, p. 193 (1866, p. 282). 

iii. Fauchst! es ist eine Ruh vorhanden. Sleeping 
in Jesus. 1st pub. in his Vermischte Gedichte, vol. i., 
1787, p. 124, in 2 at. of 10 1, dated 1777, and entitled, 
“Of the happiness of Heaven.” It is based on Kunth’s 
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“Es ist noch eine Ruh vorhanden (p. 634, ii.). Tr.» 
* Rejoice, that rest is not far distant.” By Miss Man 
ington, 1463, p. 89. 

iv. Mein Jesu, fiir dein Herz, Passiontids. oe 
{n 1766, as above, p. 65, in 14 st, of 6 1. Tr. “How 
trying to the heart." By Dr. H. Méils, 1545, p. 110 

Stiirme ! brauset nicht ihr Meere. Sun- 
mer, This is an Ode, Ist pub, in the Neue Beytrage, ke. 
Bremen and Leipzig, vol. i., 1744 (ed. 1747, p. 14), and 
entitled, “ Praise of the Godhead. On the model of the 
104th Psalm,” In C, C. Sturm’s aap DF aorerging 
Gesdnge tiber die Werke Gottes in der Neatur, Halle, 1775, 
p. 257, it is recast, and begins, ‘* Rund um mich ber ia 
nicht als Freude;" and this form is in the Hamborg 
G. B., 1842, No. Tu2. It is tr, as, * Around me all is oy 
—and oh, my God." By Miss Fry, 145 9, p. 1th. 
vi. a uns gebrackEnt. Whi 

Ist pub, in 1769, as above, p. 42,in9sm@. In some col- 
lections, as in the pee G. B., 1782, No, 232,h 
begins * O Tag, der uns des Vaters Rat-b.” ‘This is tr. 
as “O day! that hast unto our souls set forth” By 
Miss Pry, 1459, p. 94. (J. M) 

Schlosser, Ludwig Heinrich. [im«. 
meister, E., No. iii, p. 797, ii.) 

Schmidt, Johann Eusebius, «. of 
Johann Jakob Schmidt, pastor at Hohenfel- 
den, near Erfurt, was b. at Hohenfelden, Jan 
12, 1670, He matriculated at the University 
of Jena in the autumn of 1688, and in 1691 
went to Erfurt to attend lectures by Breit- 
haupt and Francke, Part of 1692 he spent in 
travelling in North Germany, and during the 
years 1693-96 he was mostly employed in pri- 
vate tpition at Gotha. On the 12th S. after 
Trinity, 1697, he began work at Siebleben, 
near Gotha, as substitute (curate in charge), 
and on the 4th S. in Advent, 1698, as pastor 
there. He d. at Siebleben, Dee. 25. 1745, 
with the character of “ An edifying teacher in 
his parish, a good example to his flock, anda 
methodical man in his office.” |G, G. Briick- 
ner’s Kirchen und Schulenstaat, vol. iii. pt. iv 
p. 59, Gotha, 1761, &c.). 

Schmidt's hymns were contributed to Freylinghas- 
sen's ree & Be gd and Neues Geistreiches 
G. B., 1714, In the latter linghausen ts as a 
Supplement (Zugabe) 17 eo-called = Paine for Festi- 
¥ ‘Ae being compositions in Ode or Psalm form and 
unrbymed, remarking in bis preface that the author of 
these (i.e. Schmidt), had written similar compositions 
for all the Sundays in the year. Of his hymns In 
rhyme (4, Ist pub. 1704; 21, Ist pub, 1714), some bare 
attained considerable popularity, being of moderate 
length, good in style, thoughtful and interesting. 

Of Schmidt’s hymns those which have 
passed into English are :-— 

i, Es ist vollbracht: vergiss ja nicht. Passiontide. 
This hymn on * it is finished,’” Ist appeared in 171448 
above, No. 72, in 6 st. of 51. Included as No. 96 in the 
Cnv. LS, 1851, The trs. in C. U, are:— 

1. All is fulfill'’d—my heart, record. By A. T. 
Russell, omitting st. Iv., vi, as No. 100 In his Psd 
Hys., 1851, 

2. 'Tis finished; O glorious word, A full but rathe: 
free tr. by Dr. Kennedy, in Be n. dg ny 
repeated, omitting st. ii., vi., in 8 Praise Bk., 1s 

i, eden Marsan. dav Alles te Alice, Thanks- 
iving, Ist pub. 1714 as above, No. 560, in 4st of §L 
neluded in napp's Ev, L. S., 1837 and 1865, Tr. a4 
“The praises of him who is Grace's Dispenser.” Tbi- 
is No. 550 in pt. L of the Moravian H. Bk., 1751. 

iii, Fahre fore, fahre fort. Fuithfulness, Founded 
on Christ’s Messages tu the Seven Churches in Asia. 1st 
pub. 1704 as above, No. 667, in 7 st,of 71. In the (ne. 
L. S., 1851, No, 223. The tre. are:— 

(1) ** Hasten on, hasten on,” by Miss Burlingbam, io 
the Aritish Herald, sei ge 1865, p. 143, and Reid's Prove 
Bk., 1872. (2) ** Hold thy course,” by E. Massie, 1867, 

. 31. (3) * Onward go, onward go," by ¥. L. Frothing- 
m, 1870, p. 238. ‘ eee 
iv. Ge r! mein Herze suc ide. 

Ist pub, 1714 as above, No. 73, in 6st.of 61. In Burg’é 
G, B., Breslau, 1746, No. 483. The trs. are — 

(1) “ Christ crucify'’d! my Soul by Faith Desires,” in 
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> BP. to G ue = City’ er. Psalmody, ed. 1765, p. 23. (2) “ Christ 

Ne the ener soul by faith, With,” as No 424, based 
~ 959)" Her tr, inthe Moravian H. Bk., 1789 (1886, 

°o 
prem der du Easter. 1st pub. 1704 as e, dich. 

a «7. 851, in 6 st. of 6 1., repeated in the Herrn- 
eo 3. 1738, No. 123, Tr. a0 Jesu, who now > 

"8 No. 552 in pt. L. of the Moravian H, Bk., 1754. 
(J. M. 

or sbmotcx, Benjamin, s. of Martin 
Ps Fauchs or Schmoleke, Lutheran pastor at 

a itzchdorf, near Liegnitz in Silesia, was 
|} reg | TeUchitzchdorf, Dec. 21, 1672. He en- 
>. Pent fi © Gymnasiam at Lauban in 1688, and 

~x<= pr te Ve years there. After his return home 
Struc *ched for his father a sermon which so 

the patron of the living that he made 
© hi 'D an allowance for three years to en- 

=t Wi ™ to study theology. He matriculated, 
ej 32 DaChnas, 1693, at the University of 
<_—>f & Where he came under the influence 
Pthroy 4 learius, J. B. Carpzov, and others, and 
tQhej, Shout his life retained the character of 
~<al “aching, viz. a warm and living practi- 
Piectis; Fistianity, but Churchly in tone and not 
Re hi ic. In the autumn of 1697, after complet- 

the, > Studies at Leipzig (during his last year 
Seed, . ‘© supported himself mainly by the ea 
<“itiz. ©f occasional poems written for wealthy 
Peet). hn for which he was also crowned asa 

is fath,. returned to Brauchitzclidorf to help 
*MSsSsista 4€r, and, iti 1701, was ordained as his 
Rosi, mt. On Feb. 12, 1702, he married Anna 
ie wy *, dau. of Christoph Reliwald, merchant 
of i. (see No. xvii below) ; and in the end 
Fried € year was appointed diaconus of the 
the , ™skirche at Schweidnitz in Silesia. As 
Silesj ©sult of the Counter-Keformation in 
Sc "™, the churches in the principality of 
VP weidnitz had been taken from the Lu- 

ofr "1s, and for the whole district the Peace 

©st phalia (1648) allowed only one church a allowed 0 
+ Seecal that only of eae and ey without 

build oor ells), which the Lutherans had to 
town sales Schweidnitz, outside the walls of the 

Chure} and the three clergy attached to this 

red » had to minister toa population scat- 

Morecyo.| some thirty-six villages, and were 

ims ver hampered by many restrictions, ¢.g. 

witli Souk con to communicate a sick person 

Priest Bonit from the local Roman Catholic 

©f his “ue Sch mock remained till the close 

1712 se? becoming in 1708 archidiaconus, in 
imspecto, Le inm_ 1714 pastor primarius and 
austin “ee robably as the result of his ex- 

on mate abours he had a stroke of paralysis 

for a time | (Mid-Tent) Sunday, 1730, which 

which he aid him aside altogether, and after 

hana. For fiv, recovered the use of his right 

to officiate v© years more he was still able 

Fastday in preaching for the Jast time on a 

i 735. But two more strokes of 
eed and then cataract came on, 

time by a successful operation, 
months of hic innein incurably. For the last 

the message one he was confined to bed, till 
@mMiversary of release came to him, on tle 

(Kock, v.463; 73218 wedding, Feb. 12, 1737. 
Ties, Vol. iii. 135 27* P. 144; Goedeke’s Grund- 

Ledderhise’s oa.” P. 306; sketch prefixed to 

Ltecder, Halle, 1857 Of Schmolek’s Geislliche 
_ ¢ mole wa > 

trict as a Populay Vol known in his own dis- 
Md useful preacher, @ dili- 
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gent pastor, and a man of wonderful tact and 
discretion. It was however his devotional 
books, and the original hymns therein con- 
tained, that brought him into wider popularity, 
and carried his name and fame all over Ger- 
many. Long lists of his works and of the 
various editions through which many of them 

are given by Koch, Bode and Goedeke. 
t is rather difficult to trace the hymns, as 
they are copied from one book of his into 
another, &c. ‘I'he most important books which 
are the first sources of his hymns are the 
following :— 

(1) Heilige Flammen der himmlisch-gesinnten Seele, 
&e. Of this the Ist ed. seems to have appeared at 
Striegau, in 1704, with 50 bymns; the 2nd, in 1705, with 
100; the 3rd, in 1706, with 140. The earliest we have 
been able to find are a pirated ed, of 1707, and the 4th ed., 
at Gérlitz and Lauban, 1709. [Both in Royal Library, 
Berlin.) This was his most popular book, and passed 
through 13 eds. in bis lifetime. (2) Der lustige Sabbath, 
in der Stille ru Zion, mit heiligen Liedern gefeyert, &c. 
Javer and Schweidnitz, 1712 (Berlin Library]. (3) Das 
in gelundenen Seufzern mit Gott verbundene Andiichtlige 
Hertze, &c., Breslau and Liegnitz, 1714 [Berlin Library), 
2nd ed., enlarged, 1715. (4) ines andachtigen Hertzens 
Schmuck und Asche, Ist ed., eer 1716; 2nd ed., 
Breslau and Liegnitz, 1717, is in Berlin. (5) Geistlicher 
Wander-Stab des Sionitischen Pilgrims, &c., Schweld- 
nitz and Javer, 1717 (Berlin Library}. (6) Preuden-Cel 
in Traurigkeit, &c., Breslau and Liegnitz, 1720 (Berlin 
Library]. (7) Schine Kleider vor einen betriibten Geist, 
&c., Breslau and Liegnitz, 1723 [Berlin Library}. (8) 
Mara und Manna, &c., Breslau and Liegnitz, 1726 
(Berlin Library]. (9) Bochim und Elim, &c., Breslau 
and Liegnitz, 1731 (Berlin Library and Brit. Mus.) 
(10) Der geistliche Kirchen-Gefahrte, &c., Schweidnitz, 
1732 (Brit, Mus, and GOttingen Library]. (11) Klage 
und Reigen, &c., Breslau and Liegnitz, x. p., 1734 
(Berlin Library]. The contents of these, and of his 
numerous other works, are collected in his Sdmtliche 
Trost- und Geistreiche Schriften, &c., 2 vols., Tibingen, 
1738 and 1740 (later ed, dated 1740 and 1761). Selections 
have been recently ed. by Ludwig Grote (Leipzig, 1855) 
and by K. F. Ledderhose, as above. 

Schmolck was the most a dae hymn-writer 
of his time, and was hailed as the “ Silesian 
Rist,”’ as the “second Gerhardt,” &c. Nor was 
he altogether unworthy of such praise, It is 
true that he did not possess the soaring genius 
of Gerhardt. Nor had he even Gerhardt’s con- 
cise, simple style, but instead was too fond 
of high-sounding expressions, of plays upon 
words, of far-fetched but often recurring con- 
trasts, and in general of straining after effect, 
especially in the pieces written in his later 
years. In fact he wrote a great deal too much, 
anil latterly without proper attention to con- 
centration or to proportion. Besides Cantatas, 
occasional pieces for weddiugs, funerals, &c., 
he is the author of some 900 hymns, properly 
so called. These were written for all sorts of 
occasions, abd range over the whole field of 
churebly, family, and individual life. Natur- 
ally they are not all alike good; and those in 
his first tiree collections are decidedly the 
best. A deep and genuine personal religion, 
and a fervent love to the Saviour, inspire his 

best hymus; and as they are not simply thought 
out but felt, they come from the heart te the 

heart. The best of them are also written in 
a clear, flowing. forcible, natural, populer 

style, and abound in sententious sayings, easily 

te be remembered. Even of these many are, 
however, more suited for family use than for 

public worship. Nevertheless they very soon 

came into extensive use, not only in Silesia, 

but all over Germany. Thus, for example, in 

the Hannover G. B., 1740, and a asia 
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G. B., 1767, there are 73 by Schmolck. In the 
Andere Theil, 1725, of the Gotha G. B., there 
ave 256, and the Neue Anhang, cirea 1732, has 

45 more; so that in the complete book, no less 
than 301, out «ef 1360, ure by him. In the 
recent German hymn-books many still remuin ; 
and the Berlin G. L. S., ed. 1863, so often 
referred to in this Dictionary, has in all 114 
of his hymns. 

A number of Schmolck’s hymns are anno- 
tated under their original first lines (see Index 
of Authors and Translators). The others which 
have passed into English are :— 

i, Der beste Freund ist indem Himmel. ove 
of Jesus. 1st pub. in his Heilige Flammen (ed. 
1709, p. 100), in 6 st. of 6 1., entitled “ The best 
Friend.” In the Berlin G. LZ. S., ed. 1863, 
No. 788. The tr. in C, U. is:— 

A faithful friend is waiting yonder. This is a 
good tr., omitting st. v., as No. 293, in Aennedy, 
1863. 

ii, Die Woche geht zum Ende. Suturday Even- 
ing. In his Andachtiye [ertze, 1714, p. 116, in 
10 st. of 8 1, entitled “Evening Hymn,” and 
appointed for Evening Prayer on Saturday. In 
the Berlin G ZL. S., ed. 1863, No. 1158. Zr. as:— 

The week draws near its ending. This is a good 
tr. of st. i, vi., vii, x., marked as by “A. G.,” 
as No. 81 in the Dalston Hospital #7. Bh, 1848. 

Other trs. are: (1) ** Though now the week is ending,” 
by A. J. Buckoll, 1442, p. 107. (2) * The week at length 
is over,” by Miss Manington, 1863, p. 137. 

ifi, Gott du bist selbst die Liebe. Holy Matri- 
mony. In his Schmuck und Asche, 1717, p. 289, 
in 6 st. of 8 1., entitled “Marriage Hymn"; 
and so in his Wanderstab, 1717, p. 70. In the 
Berlin G. L. S8., ed. 1863, No. 1407. Tr. as:— 

O God, Who all providest. This is a good tr., 
omitting st. iii, by J. M. Sloan, as No, 312 in 
J. H. Wilson’s Service of Praise, 1865. 

iv. Halleluja! Jesus lebt. aster. In his 
Bochim und Elim, 1731, p. 67, in 5 st. of 6 1., 
entitled “ Hallelujah ! at the grave of Jesus.” In 
the Berlin G. LZ. &., ed. 1863, No. 296. Tr. as :— 

Hallelujah! Lo, He wakes. By E. Cronenwett, 
omitting st. iv., as No. 79 in the Ohio Luth. Hy/., 
1880, 
Another tr. is: * Hallel ! Jesus lives! Life, im- 

mortal life, He gives.” is is « full and good ¢fr., by 
Miss Warner, 1855, p. 486, repeated in the Treasu 
Sacred Song, Kirkwall, x.p. 

v. Heute mir und Morgen dir. Funeral Hymn. 
In his Schmuck und Asche, 1717, p. 252, in 6 st. 
of 6 1., entitled “ Daily Dying”; UH. 1, 6 of each 
st. being identical, So in his Wanderstab, 1717, 

. 66. In Burg’s G. B., Breslau, 1746, No, 1010, 
he tr. in C, U, is:— 
To-day mine, to-morrow thine, This is a good 

and full tr., by Miss Warner, in her Hys. of the 
Church Militant, 1858, p. 260; repeated in Bp. 
Ryle’s Coll., 1860. 

vi. Je grésser Kreuz, je niiher Himmel. (ross 
and Consolation. In his Andaéchtige Hertze, 1714, 
p. 273, in 9 st. of 6 1., entitled “ Hymn of Cross 
and Consolation.” In the Berlin G. LZ. S., ed. 
1863, No, 1235. By its sententiousness and its 
manifold illustrations of the power of the Cross 
it has been a favourite with many. Tyr. as :— 

1, Greater the Cross, the nearer heaven. ‘This is 
a good ¢tr., omitting st. ii., iii, in the Dalston 
Hospital #/. B4., 1848. In Sacred Lyrics from 
the German, Philadelphia, U.S., 1859, p. 133, it 
is marked as by * J. J. Gurney,” but upon what 

authority we know not. 

yo 
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2. The more the cross, the nearer heaven. [By 
Miss Warner, in her Hys, of the Ciurch Militant, 
1858, p. 258, repeated in Bp. Ryle’s Coll., 1860, 
Another tr. is: ‘‘ The heavier the cross, the nearer 

heaven,” by J. D. Burns, in the Family Treasury, 159, 
p. 160 (Memowr and Remains, 1869, p. 242), repeated in 
the Schaff-Gilman Lib. of Rel. Poetry, od. 1883, p. 758, 
altered and beginning, ** Heavier the cross.” 

vii. Jesus soll die Losung sein. New Tear. Io 
his Mara und Manna, 1726, p. 201, in 9 st. of 
6 1., entitled “Jesu’s Name for the New Year, 
1725.” Inthe Berlin G. L. S., ed. 1863, No. 199, 
st. i.-iv. are given, with an added st. as st. iii. 
The tr. in C. U. is :— 

Jesus shall the watchword be, This is a good 
tr, of st. i-iv., by J. D. Burns, in his Memar 
and Lemains, 1869, p, 262; repeated (reading 
shall our) in the Ohio Luth. Hyl., 1880. 
Another tr. is; ‘'Jesu’s name shall be our wateb- 

word,” by J. Kelly, inthe Fumily Treasury, 1865, p, 689. 

viii. Licht vom Licht, erleuchte mich. Sunday 
Morning. This tine hymn appeared in his As- 
dichtije Hertze, 1714, p. 19, in 7 st. of 6 L., 
entitled “ Morning Hymn,” as one of the hymns 
for Morning Prayer on Sundays. In the Berlin 
G. L. S., ed. 1863, No. 1061. 7. as :— 

Light of Light, enlighten me. This is a very 
good tr., omitting st. vii., by Miss Wink worth, 
in her Lyra Ger., 2nd Ser., 1858, p. 66, and 
thence in her C. B, for England, 1863, No. 17. 
Repeated, in full, in Aennedy, 1863; Bapt. Hyl., 
1879, and others, and in America in the Penn- 
sylvania Luth, Church Bh., 1868; Dutch Ref. 

ys. of the Church, 1869; Presb. Hyl., 1874, &. ; 
and, abridged, in various collections. 

Other trs. are: (1) ‘Light of Light! ilumine me,” 
~ 4 H. J. Buckoll, 1342, p. 6. (2) “O thou blessed Light 
of Light,” by Afiss Dunn, 1857, p. 74. 

ix. Meinen Jesum lass ich nicht, Ach was wollt 
ich bessres haben. Love to Christ. In his Heilie 
Flammen (ed. 1707, p. 7; ed. 1709, p. 10), in 
8 st. of 6 1, entitled ** The constant fiithfulness 
of Jesus.” The initial letters of the various 
lines give the name “ Maria Helena von Hoh- 
berg, gebahrene Freiin von Biebrana.” In the 
Berlin G. ZL. S., ed. 1863, No. 818. Tr. as:— 

T'll with Jesus never part. This is a tr. of st. 
i., ii., iv., as st. iii-v. of No. 378 in the Mora 
vian //. Bk. 1789. In the ed. of 1886, No. 452 
(see p. 614, i.), the part from Schmol ck begins, 
“He is mine and I am His” (the tr. of st. ii). 

Another tr. is: “I'll not leave Jesus—newer, never,” 
by Miss Warner, 1858, p. 509, 

x. Mein Gott, ich weiss wohl dass ich sterbe. 
For the Dying, This seems to have first ap 
in the 9th ed. c. 1700, of the Breslaw Vollstén- 
dige Kirchen- und Haus-Music, p. 805. Also in 
Schmolek’s Heilige Flammen (ed. 1707, p. 74; 
ed. 1709, p. 199), in 5 st. of 6 1., entitled “ Daily 
Thoughts on Death.” Included in the Berlin 
G. L. 8. ed. 1863, No. 1478. Jr. as s<— 
My God! I know that I must die, B&y mortal. 

This is a good and full tr. by Mrs. Firadlater, in 
H. L. L., 1st Ser., 1854, p. 39 (1884, p. 41), re 
peated in Boardman’s Se/., Philadelphaia, U.S. 
1861; Pennsylvania Luth, Church Bh., 1868, and 
Holy Song, 1869. 
Other trs. are: (1) “ That I shall die full well 1 know,” 

by Dr. H. Mills, 1845 (1466, p. 232). (2) '* My God! I 
know full well that I must die,” by Miss Wae-ner, 1*58, 
P. 344. (3) “ My God, I know that I must die ; 1 know,” 
y G. Moultrie, in his Sspousals of S, DorotAea, 147¥. 

xi, Mein Jesus lebt! was soll ich  sterbex. 
Easter. 1n his Heilige Flommen (ed. 1707, p. 495 
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= Yist; 8, p. 78), in 4 st. of 61, entitled “The 

SL tian living with Jesus.” In the Berlin 
5. ed. 1863, Nu. 312. Zr. as:— 
on Viour lives; I shall not perish. This is a 

Rs .*- by A. T. Russell, omitting st. ii., as No. 
is #s. § Hys., 1851; slightly altered in 

x a ™ii, > 1863, 

| 

a 
| 

Trig 2, ie frblich, o wie selig. Eternal Life. 
8 ] Mura und Manna, 1726, p. 211, in 8 st. 

The B. Sotitled “ The best lot in God's hands.” In 
OL hia G. L. 8, ed. 1863, No, 718. Tr. as:— 

Se. oy (OW Joyous, oh how blesséd. ‘This is a good 
* 2 hig 95: i» ¥. viii, by A. T. Russell, as No. 262, 

2. = - & Hys., 1851. 
esi ether tr, is: “Ob, how blest beyond our telling.” 
eae ted j the British Herald, Nov., 1-66, p. 360; Te- | 
wan Pt Usspr, Reid’s Praise Rk., UsT2. It is from “0 wie | 

ch, as Ny cblich celig. a recast, probably by J. 5. Dite- | 
“‘©. 133, in the Berlin G. &., 1765, in 9 st. 

mn hi. iickt das Fost mit Maien, Whitsuntide. 
=f 10) <indichtiye Hertze, 1714, p. 246, in 9 st. | 
Bhe BF. *? CMtitled “ Hymn for Whitsuntide.” In 

erlin G, ZL. S., ed. 1863, No. 372. Jr. as:—| 
» deck our feast to-day. By Miss Wink- 
Omitting st. iv., in her Lyra Ger., Ist | 
55, p. 110. Abridged and recast in Hys. 

‘Spirit, Boston, U. S., 1864, No. 265. 
Thut mir auf die schéne Pforte. Sunday. 
AW irchen-Gefaurte, 1732, p. 47, in 7 st. of 

©Mmtitled “ Appearing before God” (in his 
tend Reigen, 1734, p. 89, entitled “The 

Step into the Church”). In the Berlin 
~ «5.5 ed. 1863, No. 1381. 7r. as :— 

-» on PER now thy gates of beauty, This isa good 
co witting st. ili., vii., by Miss Winkworth, in 

- 23, Jor t-ngland, 1863, No. 15. Repeated, 
Tally in full, in Dr. Thomas's Avw,ustine IT. 

Hora 1866 ; New Cong. H. Bk. Suppl, 1874; 
the phate S$ Cong. #ys., 1884; and in America in 
£422 ennsylvania Luth. Church Br., 1868; Lang. 

2 Y., 1880 ; Laudes Domini, 1884. 
Of ge_ POR Wide the gates of beauty. This is a tr. 
18aR5 *-> li. iv., vi.—vii., by H. 1. Hastings, dated 
1886" as No, 1076, in his Songs of Lilgrimage, 

Py 4fiss ao is ‘Throw the glorious gates wide open,” 

are ngton, 1863, p. 146. 

omariacn nicht, Gott lebet noch. Cross and 
>. tan fton. In hin Heilige Flammen (ed, 1709, 

erchi ), in 7 st. of 8 |., entitled “A little hand- 

In tie for tears.”” Founded on St. Luke vii. 13. 
as -__” Berlin G@. Z. 1S, ed. 1863, No. 1327. Tr, 

intes. aes Jesus lives on high. By Mrs, Find- 

pe 1s OMoitting st. iii, in H.L. L., lst Ser. 1854, 
maint ae in Bp. Ryle’s Coll., 1860. 

li _ ** * = «« med : 
ve,”” by pr. R. Anger ie — our God, doth 
xvi. W: 

In his Lustige m, Held im Streite, Easter. 
a Sabbath, 1712, p. 95, in 12 st. of 
™M iMdue cee “ Enster Triumphal Arch. At 
lau, 1746 he eee Day.” In Burg’s G. B., Bres- 

Welcome = 627. "The tr. in C. U. is:— ° 

gzood ¢rr., omission Victor in the strife. This is a 

in her Lyra Ge, = St- ii-iv., by Miss Winkworth, 
Fingland, 1863. %~15t Ser., 1855, p. 91 (C. B. for 
V-> viii., ix.). 7 re 61, omitting the ¢rs. of st. 

Fvang. Hyl, %. y- YS included, in full, in the 
Pennsylvania Leek 1880, and, abridged, gag 

Sercice of Son ~ Church Bk. 1868; Bapt. 

ose 1, and others. The trs. of St. wi., viii. 

ines of rg hored “nd beginning, “ The dwell- 
mot from th Go )“S°und” (and with three st. 

*™Man, added), are included as 
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No. 263 in the Hys. of the Spirit, Boston, U. S., 
1864, asa “Hymn of Peace.” 

Hymns not in English C. U. :— 
xvii, Ach wenn ich dich, mein Gott, nur habe. Love 

to Ged, Founded on Ps. lxxiii, 25,26. In his Heili 
Fiammen (ed. Pag y 29; ed. 1709, p. 49), in 3 st. of of. 
and Porst’s G. #., ed. 1855, No. 543. The initial letters 
of the various lines form the name “Anna Rosina 
Rehwaldin."” Tr. as ** My God, if 1 possess but Thee,” 
by G. Moultrie, in his sals of S. Dorothea, 1870. 

xviii, An Gott will ich gedenken. Aemembering 
Gods Love and Care. In his Heilige Flammen (ed, 
1707, p. 59; ed, 1709, p. 131), in 6 st. of 8 L., and Burg’s 
G. B., Breslau, 1746, No. 112. Tr. as “*My Ged will I 
remember,” by J. Kelly, In the Ftemily Treasury, 18ox. 

xix. Der Sabbath ist Sunday Evening. 
In his Anddchtige Hertze, 1714, p. 28, in 5 st, of 6 L, and 
the Berlin G. L. S ed. 1463, No. 1154, Tr, as “* The 
Sabbath now is over,” Dr. H. Mills, 1866, p. 226. 

xx. Du angenehmer . Sunday. In his Lustige 
Sabbath, 1712, p. 1, in 8 st.of 61. Tr. as “Thou ever 
welcome day,” by J. Kelly, in the Mamily Treasury, 
1968, p. 688. 

xxi. Endlich, mussesdoch. (ross and Con- 
sotation. In his Heilige Flammen (ed. 1709, p. 89), in 
4 st. of 6 L, and Burg’s G. #., Breslau, 1746, No. 1412. 
Tr. as ** Yes, at last, our God shall make,” in the CAris- 
tian Braminer, Boston, U.S., Sept., 1860, p. 251. 

xxii. Gedenke mein, mein Gott, mein, For 
In his Heilige Flammen (ed. 1709, p. 190), 

in@st.of 71, It t+ a conversation between the soul and 
Jesus; st. ix. being for the bereaved. In the Berlin @. 
L. &., ed. 1»63, No, 1446, Tr. as “Remember me, my 
God! remember me,” by Miss Borthwick, in #. L L., 

the Dying. 

1864, p. 9 (1884, p. 15). 
peal Geh, m Leib, au deiner Ruh. Avening. in 

his Wa stab, 1717, p. 60, in $ st. of 4 L, and Knapp's 
Bo. Ll. 8, kong — _— hel as Pate wearled body, to 
thy rest," by J. Keily, in the Family Treasury, 186s, 

xxiv, Gott der . Heiden. Epiphany. 
In his Lustige Sabbath, 1712, p. 35, in 10 st, of 6 L., 
Burg’s G. B., Breslau, 1146, No. 403. Tr. as “ King, to 
Jewa and Gentiles given,’ by Dr, H. Mille, 1845. 

xxv. Gott lebt, wie kann ich traurig sein. rust in 
God. In his Heilige Flammen (+d. 1707, p. 53; ed. 1709, 

. 116), in 6 st. of * 1., and the lin @. 4. S,, ed, 1863, 
o. 841, Tr. as **God lives! Can I despair,” by Miss 

Warner, 1469, p. 44. 
xxvi, Gott mit uns, Immanuel, New Year. In his 

Klage und Reigen, 1734, p. 20*, in 5 st, of 6 1., and 
the Berlin G. £. 8, ed. 1463, No. 192. Tr. as “God with 
us! Immanuel, Open with the year before us,” by Dr. R. 
P. Dunn, in Sacred Lyrics from the German, Philadel- 
phia, U.S., 1859, p. 166. 

ii, Hier ist Immanuel! New Fear. In his 
Schmuck und Asche, 1717, p. 333, in 6 et. of & L, and 
the Berlin @. L. S., ed. 1463, No. 196. Tr, as ** Here is 
Immanuel !"" by Miss Manington, 1464, p. 24. 

xxviii. Hilf, fer, hilf! ich muss Cross 
and Consolation. In his Heilige Flammen (ed. 1709, 

. 185), in 6 st. of 61, and Burg’s @. #., B u, 1746, 
o. 1418, Tr. as ** Help, Saviour, help, l sink, I die,” in 

the Monthly Packet, vol. xviii., 1459, p. 664. 
xxix. Toh habe Lust su scheiden. for the Dying, In 

his Heilige Flammen (ed, i707, p. 83; ed. 1709, p. 207), 
in 8 st. of & L. entitled “Testament.” Founded on 
Meditation Ixxx. (on the La-t Will of a Christian), in 
Dr. H. Milller’s Erquickstunden, In the Berlin G. L. S., 
+d. 1863, No. 1459. Tr. as ** Weary, waiting to de- 
part,” by Mrs. Findlater, in H. L. L., 1855, p. 39 (1862, 
p. 130; 1894 omitted); and thence in the Schaf-Gilman 
Lib. of Rel. Poetry, ed. 1833, p. 873, 
xxx, Ich sterbe tiglich, und mein Leben, For the 

Dying. In his Freuden-Cel, 1720, p. 25, in 9 st. of 6 L., 
entitled “Mournful thoughts on sudden death, H. A. 
¥: 4; A La pert for Herzog August von Sachsen, 

Albertinische asc}. In the Berlin @, L. 8, ed, 1863, 

No. 1464. Tr. as “Both life and death are kept by 
Thee“ (st. iv.), by J. Kelly, in the Family Treasury, 

1868, p. 689. 
xxxi, Mein Gott, du hast mich singtowen . Sunday. 

In his Lustige Sabbath, 1712, p. 259, tn 6 st. of 61, and 

the Berlin G. L. S, ed. 1863, No. 1065. Tir. as “My 

God, Thou hast the invite given,” by Miss Manington, 

1863, P. 150, : 

xxxii, Mein Gott! du wohnst in einem Lichte. Holy 

Scripture. In his Klage und Reigen, 1734, p 11, in 

lost. of 61. The tr. is a the ig ib bl y by a 

iterich, beginning ‘Mein Gott, du wohnest zwal 

Set as Xo. 150, in the Berlin @. B., 1765, and in 

7st. Tr. as ‘In glory bright, 0 God, Thou dwellest, 

by Dr. H. Mills, 1845 (1856, p. 25). 
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xxxiii, Mein Gott, ich klopf an deine Pforte. Sup- 
plication. In his Heilige Flammen (ed. 1707, p. 68; ed. 
1709, p. 129), in 10 st. of 61., and Berlin G. L. S., 
ed. 1863, No, 962. The fr. is from the recast, probably 
by J. S. Diterich, beginning “Wer kann, Gott, je 
Gutes haben” (st. ii. alte’ in the Berlin G. B., 1765, 
No, 174, and in Sst. In the Nassau @. H., 1844, No. 540, 
it begins **Gott, wer kann je.” Tr. as **Who, Lord, 
has any good whatever," by Jr. H. Mills, 1815, fF 91. 
rw Mein mein Alles liber Alles. rust in 

ed. In his Heilige Flammen (ed. 1709, 
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. 109), in 6 st. 
of 6 L, and the Berlin &. L. S., ed. 1863, No, 36, Some- 
times given as ‘*Mein Gott, mein Erstes und mein 
Alles.” Tr. as ** My God! the Source of all my bless- 
ing,” in the British Herald, August, 1866, p. 312; re- 
peated in Reid's Praise Bk., 1872. 
xxxv. Mein Gott, weil ich in meinem Leben. The 

Christian Life. In his Klage und Reigen, 1734, p. 14, 
in 10 st. of 6 1., as one of the Moral Hymns on the First 
Table of the Law (First Commandment). In the Berlin 
G. L. &., ed. 1863, No. 774. The ¢r. is from the recast, 
probably by J. S. Diterich, beginning ** Vor dir, o Gott, 
sich kindlich acheuen,” in the Berlin &. #., 1765, No. 164, 

i De ‘ae High! tat reverence to fear 
Thee,” . H. Mills, 1845, p. 114 (1856, p. 160). 

hab ich tiberwunden; Zu Wacht, 
o Welt. For the Dying. In his Heilige men (ed. 
1707, p. 73; ed. 1709, p. 193), in 12 st. of 41., and the 
Berlin G. L. S., ed. 1863, No, 1485, The ¢r. is from the 
form in the Hannover @. #., 1740, No, 926, which begins 
** Bald hab ich.” Tr. as ** Now soon | shall have con- 
quer’d,” by Miss Manington, 1863, p. 87. 

xxxvii, Seht welch ein Mensch ist das. Passiontide. 
In his Heilige Flammen (ed. 1707, p. 38; ed. 1709, p. 69). 
in 7 st. of 8 1., and the Berlin G. L. S., ed. 1863, No. 269, 
The ¢rs, are (1) ** See, what a man Is this! How tearful 
is His glance,” by J. rage. ig the British Messenger, 
Feb., 1868; repeated in Family Treasury, 1868, 
p. 691. (2) ‘*See what a man is this, O glances,” by 
Miss Warner, 1869, p. 32. 

bis in den Tod. Christian Faith- 
Julness. In his Schmuck und Asche, 1717, p. 260, in 
6 st, of 5 1., entitled ** Faithfulness without Repentance, 
1. E. V. 8." Founded on Rev. ii. 10. Tr. as ** Be thou 
faithful unto death! Let not troubles nor distresses,” by 
R. Maasie, in the 3 of Rest, 1878, vol. ix. p. 219. 
xxxix. ort aus Munde. ra rh a 

ture. In his Schéne Kleider,»1723, p. 74, in 9 st, of 6 1., 
and the Berlin @. L. S., ed. 1863, No. 441. Tr. as ** Word 
by God the Father spoken,” by Miss saan 1863. 
xl, Was Gott thu Cs Sen! bt und 

nimmt auch wieder. (n the a Child, In his 
Schmuck und Asche, 1717, p. 295, his Wanderstab, 
171%, R 82, in 7st. of 7L Also in the Hamburg G. &., 
1842, No. 772. The tra. ane) “What God does is 
well done, Who takes what He gave," by W, Graham, 
in his The Jordan and the Rhine, London, 1854, p, 251. 
(2) ** Whatever God doth is well done, He gives, &c.,”’ 
by J. Kelly, in the Family Treasury, oe 

xli. Wer will mich von der Lie! . Faith, 
In his Heilige Flammen (ed. 1707, 4 52; ed. 1709, 

114), in 5 st. of 6 L, and the Berlin @. L.S., ed. 1863, 
Vo. 828. Tr. as ** Who can my suul from Jesus sever,” 
by Miss Manington, 186.1, p. 39. (J. M.J 

Schmiicke dich, o liebe Seele. J. 
Franck. (Holy Communion.) Of this st. i. 
first appeared in J. Criiger’s Geistliche Kirchen 
cing pa No. 103, =e ata ping 
melody riiger given in the C. B. for Eng- 
land (see below). The full form, in 9 st. of 
8 1., isin the Criiger-Runge G. B., 1653, No. 
199, entitled “ re prey for Holy Com- 
munion.” Included in Criiger’s }’razis, 1656, 
No. 267, and most succeeding hymn-books, 
as recently in the Berlin G. L. 8, ed. 1868, 
No. 490, In Franck’s Geistliches Sion, 1674, 
No. 22 (1846, p. 55). 

This hymn is perhaps the finest of all German bymns 
for the Holy Communion. It is an exhortation to the 
soul to arise and draw near to partake of the Heavenly 
Food and to meditate on the wonders of Heavenly Love; 
ending with a prayer for final reception at the Eternal 
Feast. It soon attained, and still retains, popularity in 
Germany (in many German churches it is still the un- 
varying hymn at the celebration), was one of the first 
bymns (r.into Malabar, and passed into English in 1754, 

It has been ¢r. into English as :— 
1, Come, soul, thyself adorning, A free tr, by 

was: 
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E. Jackson of st. i., vii, viii, as No. 199 io 
Dr. Hook's Church School H. Bk., 1850. 

2. Deck thyself, my soul, with gladness. A good 
tr., omitting st. iii., vi., viii., by Miss Wink- 
worth, in her Lyra Ger., 2nd Ser, 1858, p. 94. 
Included in full in Cantate Domino, Boston, U. S., 
1859, the Ohio Luth. Hymnal, 1880, &c., and, 
omitting st. vi., in Snepp’s Songs of G. and G., 
1876. In Kennedy, 1863, st. iv.-vi. beginning 
“ Here I sink before Thee lowly,” were given as 
No. 660, and the same in the Christian H. Bt. 
Cincinnati, 1865. 

3. Deck thyself, my soul, with By 
Miss Winkworth, in her C. B. for England, 186:, 
No. 93, This is her Lyra Ger. version re- 
written to the original metre. This, form 1s 
found in the Clifton College H. Ble., 1872, and 
the Evangelical Hyl., N. Y., 1880. 

4. Boul, arise, dispel Thy sadness. A tr. of st. 
i., iv., ix, by Miss Borthwick as No. 259 in 
Dr. Pagenstecher’s Coll., 1864, repesated in H. L. 
L., 1884, p. 263, 
Other tre. are: (1) “Trim thy Lamgp, O Soul te- 

trothed,” as No. 468 in pt. |. of Morcavian H. Bk., 
1764. (2) “Soul, at this most awful seasmon,” rewritten 
from the 1754 as No. 558 in the Moravia-n H. Bk., 1789 
oan. No. 964). (3) ** Leave, my Sonl, the shades of 

kness,” in Bucharistica, n 
* Sister B.” ee 

Schneegass, Cyriacus, was b. Oct. 5, 
1546, at Buffleben, near Gotha. He studied 
and graduated m.a. at the University of Jena. 
In 1573 he became pastor of the St. Blasius 
chureh at Friedrichroda, near Gotha. He 
was also adjunct to the Superinmdendent of 
Weimar, and in this capacity sign ea the For- 
mula of Concord in 1579. He d. at Fried- 
richroda, Oct. 23, 1597 (Koch, ii. 252, &e.). 

Schneegass diligent pastor, mighty in the 
Scriptures, ond firme and rejoicing a his famith. je was 
also an excellent musician and fostered thes love of music 
among his people. His hymns reflect his exharacter, and 
are good and simple, setting forth in cleat amnd intelligible 
style the leading ideas of the festivals of the Christan 
year, &c.; and Psalm versions are also o=f considerable 
merit. They red principally in his (1) 20. Psalm 
graduum, &c., rt, 1695 Li . This con- 
tains the ivaetioa at Inaveea tabetha also Ps, 82 and 85, 
and three hymns. (2) Wethenacht und New Jahrs-Gesing, 
Erfurt, 1595. Koch ks of this as containing 9 hymns. 
The present writer been unable to trace a copy of 
the book. (3) Geistliche Lieder und Psalmen. Fir 
Binfeltige frome Herzen sugerichtet, Erfurt, 1597 (Berlin 
Library). This is the complete edition of his psalms 
and hymns, containing 72 in all. 

Of his hymns those which have passed into 
English are :— 

i, Das borne 
first pub. in So. 2 above. 
No. 1, in 4 st. of 41, 

. Christmas. Probably 
Included in 1597 as above, 

tled “ A beautiful little Christ- 
little Jesus.” K in 

No. 65 in the Une. L. &, 
j 

“The new-born Babe, whom Mary bore,” as 
pt. |. of the Moravian H. Bk., 1754. 

ii. Herr Gott Vater, wir preisen dich. New Year 
Probably ist pub. in No. 2 above. Included in 1597 4 
above, No, 7, in 4st. of 71, entitled “a New hay 
Hymp."’ Repeated in Wackernagel v. p. 

flalz G. B., 1859, No, 129, and Ohio G. B., 147% 
No. 54, The ¢r. in C. U. is :— 
© Lord our Father, thanks to Thee. In full, UY 

A. Crull, in the Uhlo Luth. Hyl., 1980. (J, M.] 

Schneesing, Johannes, sometimes called 
Cniomusus or Chyomusus, was a native 
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x Seti k tam-Main, He was appointed,| Other —— — es ‘ 
= r ore 1524, assistant to Johann | (1) ‘In Thee, Lord st, is fix’d my hope” By 

a <Sephayn, pastor of St. Margaret's church, | Ji 742 Seams Cnrise “Tike ie No, Soe, nt pert . : . tis is No. 308, in pt. L, 
HCCStrin & who had begun, in 1522, to preach the | Sf'the aoravian H. Bk, 1784, (3) “Iu Thee, O Christ, 

= bec. of the Reformation. Subsequently | js all my Hope.” This is based on Jacobi's tr., and is 
=, in te pastor at Friemar, near Gotha; | No. 539, in tate rp age perder =. lee 

2 ; sattatinn { ‘ No, 284). Included in the and later eds. of Lady = the records of the Visitation in 1534, | in st Selection. (4) “* According to Thy mercy, 

<1 “Scribed as a “ learned. diligent, pious, | Lord.” Tuis is a tr. of st. ili., by J. Swertner, as st. 1 
Cte . Aly man.” He d. at Friemar, in 1567. | of No. 120, in the Moravian H, Bk., 1789 (1886, No. 711). 

> i. 376, &.) (J. M.J nA rz Iu 

=—s wins Schneesing’s early years at Friemar, his ener- Schnesing, Johannes. [Schneesing, J.] <i. re 
Se tri > Breatly exercised in combating the Anabaptist 
ere Tomulgated in the neighbourhood by Nicolaus Scholefield, James, M.A., 8. an on rad 
= <Atly j,., 2Wickau. Throughout his incumbency, he | Nathaniel Scholefield, Congregational inis 
Sonne, L2terested himself in the children of his flock, | at Henley-on-Thames, was b, Nov, 15, 1789, 

hoo. orm he prepared a Catechism, taught them in : Yheiad? . i ea 
ava hised : and educated at Christ’s Hospitul, and at Cam 
Ba are Wagnnnal whem in church, and, a0 bie pupil, | Posse pa. 1812. Taking Holy Orders, he . Tans oe declares, taught them to sing man ge, y 
mheo Pon, tunes which’ be had bimself composed. He | was Curate to the Rev. Charles Simeon, 1813; 

Th some skill as # painter. Fellow of Trinity, Cambridge, 1613 : and In- 
Ss © onl : ascri cumbent of St. Michael’s, Cambridge, 1823. 

—bneesin) prgiilegerb ered lyna arb He was also om ie Pyne rd age Or 
: F Cambri 1825, an non 6 ys , 

a2 re earjj., MH Her Jem Christ. Penitence. | Fre 4. at ihtings, April 4, 1853, In addition 
=» me truce hymn-book to which this has yet | +) various learned works he pub. A Sel. of 

SF. 22. gh is the (Low German) Magdeburg | pyoims and Hymne, 1823 (11th ed., 1855), and 
™Md is. +2, where it begins, “ Alleyn tho dy,” | passion Week, a small devotional work includ- 
= wel. in*” “A Hymn of Penitence.” | Wac- | i> hymns, 1828. His Memoir was pub. by 
Sther fo; “> pp. 174-177, gives this, and three his widow in 1855, His hymns now in C. U., 

Urn bent (the oldest being from md peo all from Passion Week, 1828, are :— 
ate & broadsheet, circa 1540), and ascri ; Passtendida: Baap Beesing. It was included by Luther in <1 locked, ona to my raptared. eyes. Christ in 

= Glory. —_ 

ain ~> 25 repeated in many later collections, as 3. Once did the Ointment’s rich perfume. Anointing 

his — Onv. L. S., 1851, No. 361. Bunsen, in | *¢ Peet of Jesus. (J. J.) 
hh ersch, 1833, p. 85, calls it “an immortal| §chdner, Johann Gottfried, «. of J. G. 
af oy = Prayer of a confident faith.” Schéner, pastor at Riigheim, near Hassfurt, 

im Fy .X hy mes show that it was evidently written | Bavaria, was b. at Riigheim, April 15, 1749. 
far] iew hh German, and, therefore, apparently, | He studied at the universities of Leipzig and 
anda “a than 1542. In the earliest broadsheets | Erlangen. In 1772 he became tutor in the 
Schnee books, it appears without name. | family of Herr von Winkler at sig ng Sd 

“ ~ g's pupil, Marx Wagner (b. at Frie- | whose influence he was appointed, in Sept. 
Vic.” 7 in his £nfiltiger Bericht, wie durch | 1773, preacher at St. Margaret's chapel, in 
Jangen orken, der Aufruhr in Thiiringen sey ange- | the Kaiserburg, at Niirnberg. He was then 
it way 07rden, Erfurt, 1597, distinctly says that | appointed, in 1783, diaconus of St. Mary's 
him i. cormposed by Schneesing, and inserted by check: and in 1783 diaconus of St. Law- 
Which} "* ™8- Aérchenordnung (ie. Liturgy), | rence’s church, where, in 1809, he became 

© composed, in 1542, for the church at | chief pastor (Stadtpfarrer). After 1799 he oe 

outa Conrad Huober [b. 1507, at Berg-| euff greatly from nervous affections, and 
Seamed. *, Studied theology at the University of | in October 1817, he had to resign his offices. 
hom ai diaconus, and 1545, Canon of St. | He d. at Niimnberg, June 28, 1818. (Koch vi. 

April 2s church at Strassburg; d. at Strassburg, | 399; Heerwagen ii. pp. 32, 262, &c.) 
Gros kK > 1577}, to whom it is ascribed in the Schiiner was a popular preacher, and was specially 

se ssonen &. #3., Strassburg, 1560, does not | successful with children. He took a great interest in ©€rm to have had m hare in it than a few | the circulation of the Bible, and founded the Nilrnberg 
alterations in the t Siri: salt St Bible Society in 1805. His hymns are the fruit of 
burg fT. ar ©xt; and the ear lest Strass- | ponuine earnest plety, attained considerable 
aueseré. 7 ; 12 which it appears, is the New| popularity. A number were printed separately, or in 
™ —— Cesanghiichlein. 1545, where it is | magazines. The more important of the collected editions arked «<«N. N.”* and P_ h Hu her’s name are (1) Hinige Jdeder zur Erbauung, Ntrnborg, 1777 

The mel nes. wis = 4 (Berlin Library). (2) Vermischte geistliche Lieder und 
undated Erenk Fenerally set to it is first found in an | (Gedichte, Nirnberg, 1790. (3) Vollstdndige Sammlung 
Graphic, pang beet, which Wackernagel, in his Biblio. | der geisilichen Lieder und Gedichte von Johann Gott- 

Md ' P 172, No. coxxvitt dates as probably | fried Schiner, Nlirnberg, 1810, 
RS45. and many latest '* repeated in V. Babst’s GB. | Phoge of Schéner’s hymns which have 
nd ftand Fr boo ing the (. B. for : ager’ 7 eet ate below "gs a une oe rife | passed into English are :— 

is ascription seems decidedly i, Erhebt euch, frohe Lobgesiinge. //uly cyt 

The 2 mony. Included 1790, as above, p. 51, in 7 st. 
ve of Schneesing’s hymn are :— of @ i, entitled “After a Marriage.” It is one 

tr. of st. i.-iij, 4 ©» © Christ, my Lord. A good | of the best hymns on the subject. It was in- 
his ’s. $ Hee : > ALT Russell, as No. 194, in | cluded, but greatly altered, and in 12 st. (st. 

2. Lord Jeeus bate ° iii,—v., vii., ix.. being added), as No. 490 in J. kb. 
and full ¢r., by a Drist, in Thee alone. A good | Gossner’s Sammiung, 3rd ed, 1825, beginning 

Ger., 2nd Ser., tomse Winkworth, in her Lyra | “ Erhebt each, frohe Jubellieder. _This text is 

varied in metre, j,. "> P- 129 Repeated, slightly | repeated in full in Knapp’s Ev. L. S., 1837, No. 

No. 112. eae her C. B for England, 1863, | 2978; and, amitting the added sts., as No. 622 

— | in Bunsen’s Versuch, 1833, The tr. in C. U. is:— 
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Raise high the notes of exultation. A good tr., 
from Bunsen, by Miss Cox, in her Sacred Hys. 
from the German, 1841, p. 71. Included in full, 
but altered in metre, in Mercer's C. P. §& H. Bh., 
1857 and 1844, beginning “ Now let your notes 
of praise arise.” Miss Cox recast her tr. for her 
Hys. from German, 1864, p. 79, where it begins 
“ Rise high, ye notes, a glad ovation.” The form 
in Snepp’s Songs of G. § G., 1872, is mainly 
from the 1864 text, but begins with the original 
first line, and omits st. iv. The form in Thring’s 
Coll., 1882, is also mainly from the 1864 text; 
but it omits st. iii, and begins “ Kaise high in 
joyful acclamation.” 

Another tr. is: “Lift up yourselves, ye joyous 
strains.” In tne British Mag., Nov. 1837, | ees 

ii. Himmel an, nur Himmel an. nging for 
Heaven. Included 1810, as above, p. 198, in 
10 st. of 8 1., entitled “ Our Conversation is in 
Heaven, Phil. iii. 20. A call to all Christians.” 
It had previously appeared in the ACE 
jiir Liebhaber christlicher Wahrheit und Gottselig- 
heit, Basel, 1806, p. 222. It has been a special 
favourite in Wiirttemberg, and is No. 421 in the 
Wiirttemberg @. B,, 1842. The ér, in C. U. is :-— 

Heavenward, still heavenward. In full, by Dr. 
H. Mills, in his Horae Ger,, 1845, p. 165 (1856, 
p. 251), included, abridged, in M. W. Stryker’s 
Christian Chorals, 1885. 

Other hymns by Schéner are :— 
iii. Der Glaube fehlt, und darum fehlen. Faith. On 

the evils of feeble faith. In 1790 as above, p. 115, in 
6 st. of 6 1, entit ‘Feeble Faith.” In the Berlin 
G. L. S., ed. 1863, No. 552. Tr. as, “* Faith fails; Then 
in the dust,” by Miss Warner, 1558, p. 427. 

iv. Es : auchzt mein-Lied. 
Pilgrim Song. In 1810 as above, p. 112, in 12 st. of 
41, entitled ** Hymn of consolation on the pilgrim way 
to Heaven.” In the Wirttemberg (. #., 1842, it be- 
gins, “* Dir dankt mein Herz." Tr. as, “O Christ, in 
gladsome faith arise,” by Dr. G. Walker, 1860, p. 95. 

v. Friedefiirst, vernimm mein Flehen, /assiontide. 
In 1790 as above, p. 16, in 7 at. of 8 1, entitled “ Appro- 
riation of the sorrows of Jesus, Passion Hymn.” In 
is ed, 1810, p, 18, altered and nning, ‘* Friedeftirst 

zu dem wir fleben,” and in 8 st. is text isin Knapp’s 
Ev. L. S., 1837 and 1866, Tr. as * Prince of Peace! 
Thy Name confessing,’’ by Miss Burlingham in the 
British Herald, Feb., 1866, p. 216, repeated in Reid's 
Praise Bk., 1872. 
vi. Ich blick in jene Hthe. Longing for Heaven. 

In 1777 as above, p. 32,in 14 at. of 4 L., entitled “* Re- 
moval from the World.” Repeated 1790, p #4, and in 
Knapp’s Be. L. S., 1837 and 1x65. Tr. as ‘* Mine eyes 
are thither turning,” in the British Herald, July 1866, 
p. 297, and Reid's “raise Bk., 1872. {J -M.) 

Schonster Herr Jesu. [Love to Christ. 
In Icart Melodiea, No. 51, Lond., Morgan 
Chase, N. D. this is marked as “ Crusader’s 
Hymn of the 12th cent, This air and hymu 
used to be sung by the German pilgrims on 
their way to Jerusalem.” For these statements 
there does not seem to be the shadow of 
foundation, for the air referred to has not been 
traced earlier than 1842, nor the words than 
1677. In the Miinster G. B., 1677, p. 576, it 
appears as the first of * Three beautiful 
selected new Hymns” in 5 st., viz. :— 

i. Schonster Herr Jesu; ii. Allie die Schimbeit; fi. 
Schame dich Sonne; iv. Schiin seindt die Blumen; v. 
Er ist wahrhaftig. 

In the Schlesische Volkalieder, Leipzig, 1842, 
p. 339, it is given with greatly altered forms 
of st. i., iii., ii, v., with a second st. (* Schén 
sind die Wilder”) practically new. The text 
and melody (the melody that in C. U.) are 
both marked as taken down from. oral recita- 
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the Unv. L. S., 1851, is st. i., iii., and the new 
st., all nearly from the text of 1842: and this 
is the text which has been translated. 7'r. as:— 

Fairest Lord Jesu. Mr. Richard Storrs Willis, 
of Detroit (U. S. A.) informs me that. this tr. 
appears in his Church Chora/s, 1850, but that be 
does not know the name of the translator. It 
has passed into various American collections 
the Plymouth Coll, 1855; Dutch Ref. 1869, 
Robinson’s Songs for the Sanctuary, 1865, &., 
and in England into Wilson’s Service of Praiw, 
1865; Allon's Children’s Worship, 1878, &c. 
Other trs. are: (1) “Sweetest Lord Jesu, Lord,” by 

E. Massie, 1867, p. 203. (2) ** Beautiful Saviour ! King 
of Creation,” Dr. J. A. Seiss, in the Sunday Shoo 
Bk., Philad., 1473, of the Amer. Luth. Gen. MM) 

Schroder, Johann Heinrich, was }. 
Oct. 4, 1667, at Springe (Hallerspringe) near 
Hannover. He studied at the University of 
Leipzig, where he experienced tle awakening 
effects of A. H. Francke’s lectures. In 16% 
he was appointed pastor at Meseberg, near 
Neuhaldensleben ; and in the registers there 
records of himself (writing in the third per- 
son), “1696, on the 17th 8S. after Trinity, viz 
on Oct. 4, on which day le was born, with the 
beginning of his 30th year, he entered on the 
engin of this parish.” He d. at Meseberg, 
une 30, 1699 (Koch, iv., 381; Blatter fir 

Hymnologie, 1883, p. 192, &e.). 
Schréder is best known the four bymns which he 

contributed to the Geistreic: G. B., Halle, 1697; and 
which are repeated in the Geistreiches G. B., 
1698; and in Freylinghausen’s G. B., 1704. They are 
very good examples of the early hymns of the Pietists, 
being genuine and earnest outpourings of Love to Christ, 
not unmixed with Chiliastic hopes for the victory of Zion 

two byrne by ble wife ( Pranquilia Sophia nce Wey) tw mns s wife ia : y 
whe za Sanken, Apri 29, 1697. ee 

Two of Schréder’s hymns lave passed into 
English, viz. :— 

i, Eins ist noth, ach Herr, dies eine. Love to 
Christ. This is included in the Geistreiches 
G. B., Halle, 1697, p. 505, in 10 st. of 8 1, 
entitled, “One thing is needful. Luke x. 42. 
Jesus, Who of God is made unto us wisdom, and 
righteousness, and sanctification, and redemption. 
1 Cor. i. 30.” It is also in Wagner's G. 8. 
Leipzig, 1697, vol. iii., p. 437, It is repeated in 
Freylinghausen’s G. B., 1704, No. 325, and in 
many later collections, e.g. the Berlin G. L. 5, 
ed. 1863, No. 686, &c. 

Its popularity bas been due, not only to its own beauly 
wer, but also to the taking character of the melody 

to which it is set. This is by J. Neander, in his Hundes 
Lieder, Bremen, 1680, as the melody of Grosser Prophet 
>. 792, i.) ; and was altered in Freylinghausen to suit 

hroder’s hymn. The full form from Freylinghsusen 
is in Mercer's C. P. & ZH. Bk., and there called Lands- 
berg. The second part is given in the Bristol Tune Boot 
as Ams. A greatly alteret form, as /.atisbon, werd ae 
through W. H. Hay I's Old Church P into 
i Irish Church Hyl., the Scottish Jresb, Hyland 

Ts. 

The tr. in C. U. from Schroder is :— 
One thing’s needful, then, Lord Jesus. This 

a good and full tr., by Miss Cox, in her Sacred 
Hys, from the German, 1841, p. 137 (Hys. from 
the German, 1864, p. 217), repeated in Schafl» 
Christ in Song, 1869 and 1870, In 1857, Mercer 
adopted the trs. of st. v.-viii., x., as No. #11 
his C. P. § H. Rk, altered, and beginning, 
“ Wisdom’s highest, noblest treasure.” In be 
1859 ed., he omitted the tr. of st. x. and alteres 

tion in the district (Grafschaft) of Glaz. In | the others, now beginning, ‘ Wisdom’s highest, 
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Aoliest, treasure;” and this form is repeated, | 
reading * Wisdom’s unexhausted treasure,” in bis 
Oxford ed., 1864. 

Other translations are :— 
C1) **One thing is needful! Let me deem.” By Miss Wenicworth, 1855, p. 183. (2) “ One thing’s needtul :— 

this rich treasure.” By br. H. Mills, 1856, p. 92. 
ii, Jesu, hilf siegen, du Furste des Lebens. 

Christian Warfare. in the Geistreiches G. B., 
Halle, 1697, p. 509, in 14 st., of 6 l., entitled, 
“** Tearful sigh for the help of Jesus.” Also in 

aguer’s G &., Leipzig, 1697, vol. vi. p. 711, 
in 14 st., enticled, “For God's succour in order 
to overcome spiritual enemies.” In the Geist- 
reiches G. B., Darmstadt, 1698, p. 216, st. xv., 
XVi., are added, and this form is in the Berlin 
G. L. 8, ed. 1863, No. 667. It is said to have 
been written, in 1696, as a companion to 
his wife's hymn, “ Trautster Jesu, Ehrenkinig ” 
(Halle, 1697, as above, p. 301, and the G. Z. S., 
ed. 1863, No.771). It was accused of Chiliasm, 
by the Theological Faculty of Wittenberg, but 
still holds an honoured place in German collec- 
tions. The trs, are :—(1) “ Jesus, help conquer! 
Thou Prince ever-living.” By Dr. H. Mills, 
1856, p. 126. (2) “Jesus, help conquer, Thou 
Prince of my being.” By Aliss Manington, 1863, 
p. 2. 

The hymn beginning, “Jesus, help con- 
quer! my spirit is sinking,” by Miss Warner, 
in 6 st. in her Hys. of the Church Militant, 
N. Y., 1858, p. 161, borrows little more than 
the first line from the German. It is repeated 
in Boardman’s Selection, Philadelphia, 1861, 
No. 463, (J. M.]} 

Schubart, Christian Friedrich 
Daniel, s. of Johann Jakob Schubart, 
schoolmaster and istant clergyman at 
Obersontheim near Hall, in Wiirttemberg 
{after 1740, at Aalen), was b. at Obersont- 
heim, March 26, 1739, and in 1758 entered 
the University of Erlangen as a student of 
theology. Thereafter he was for some time a 
private tutor at Konigsbronn. In 1764 he 
was appointed organist and schoolmaster at 
Geisslingen, near Ulm. In 1768 he became 
organist and music-director at rite cg! 
but, in 1772, on account of misconduct, he 
was deprived of his office. After that, he 
led for some time a wandering life, and then 
settled down in Ulm, where he edited a 
political newspaper, entitled the Deutsche 
Chronik, with success. By his scurrilous 
attacks on the clergy, especially on the 
Roman Catholics, and in particular upon the 
Jesuits, and by a satirical ea on the Duke 
of Wiirttemberg, he made himself obnoxious. 
Unsuspectingly accepting an invitation to 
Blaubeuren, he was handed over to the 
Duke's adjutant, and, on Jan. 23, 1777, was 
imprison in the castle of Hohenasperg, 
where he remained, without even the shadow 
of a trial, till May 11, 1787. Asa recom 
for his long imprisonment, the Duke made 
him Court and theatre poet at re she 
where he d. of fever, Oct. 10, 1791 (Koch, vi. 
376; K. H. Jérdens’s Lexicon 
Dichter und Prosaisten, vol. iv. 1809, p. 639). 

Schubart was a man of versatile genius, who might have attained distinction in half a dozen lines of life, or he ouly stuck to any of them. He was a man who could make himself most popular, spite of the fact that he sess hardly any tact. His moral principles were any- 
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thing but st ; and the Ten Commandments (especi- 
ally the seventh) sremed to have little reetraining influ- 
ence over him. As a writer of secular , especially 
of lyrics, he displayed viguur and spirit ; but his iterary 
workmanship was often very careless. His hymns, over 
130 in all, were written during the two periods when be 
led an orderly and Christian life, viz., in the years 1764- 
66, immediately after his marriage, and in the years 
1777-87, during bis enforced absence from temptation. 
His captive state, his reading of the devotional! books in 
the commandant’s brary, and the visits which he then 
received from P. M. Habn, pastor at Kornwestheim, 
awakened in him a repentance, sincere if not altogether 
lifelong ; one of the principal results being the series of 
7 oan included in his so-called Gedichte aus dem Kerker 
a 1785). ‘These were composed at a time when 

was deprived of writing materials, and were dictated 
through a wall to a fellow er in the next cell. 
They were pub. without his knowledge or supervision. 
In self defence he asked the Duke's permission to pub. 
an authorised ed. of his poems ; this a red at 
Stuttgart, in 2 vols,, 1785-86, as his Sdmmtliche Gedichte 
a number of at go — beyond the subscription, 
‘a. the date 1787, the name of a remy _ 

this al orally the - in a ee. tort age = 
vet t 1 Todesge le nh 

b. at Ulm in 1767, Being alone at the ples pee dl 
ine office at Stuttgart, the poems were subjected to an 

cial revision. Schubart meant to issue a genuine 
author's edition, but did nut live to do so; and that pub. 
by his son, as his father’s Gedichte, in two at 
rankfurt, 1802, is really a selection, and contains only 

about half of his hymns. 
best of Scbubart’s bymns are those first pub. in 

1785, which are more genuine and spliitual than his 
earlier productions. A consi‘erable number became 
popular, and into the Wirttemterg @. #., 1791, 
and other collections, up to 1850; and a few +till con- 
tinue in C.U. They are, however, too personal and 
subjective, and not sufficiently natural in style for 
general use, 

Of Schubart’s hymns the following have 
been tr. intu English, viz. :— 

i, Urquell aller Seligkeiten. Supplivation for 
Spiritual Blessings. This fine hymn was written 
slot 1780, and Ist pub. in his Gedichte aus dem 
Kerker, Ziirich, 1785, p. 102, in 16 st. of 4 L, 
entitled, “Supplication.” The full text is in 
Koch, 2nd ed., vol. iv., p. 740. In the Wiirt- 
temberg G. B., 1791, No. 404, it is reduced to 
12 st.; and the same in the ed. of 1842, No. 21. 
In Dr. Schaft’s Deutsches G. B., Philadelphia, 
U. S., 1860, No, 274, it has only ten. 7r, as :— 

Though by sorrows overtaken. ‘Ihis can hardly 
be called a tr., but is rather a hymn suggested 
by the German, and is in 6 st. of 41. It appeared 
in A. R. Reinagle's Coll. of Ps. and Hy. Tunes 
as sung in the Parish Church of St. Peter in the 
East, Oxford, pub. at Oxford in 1840, p. 138. 
It is one of four hymns [for the others, see pp. 
699, i; 806, i; 1091 i), regarding which the 
Rev. Walter Kerr Hamilton (then Rector of St. 
Peter's, afterwards Bishop of Salisbury), says, in 
the preface, “ Philip Pusey, Esq., has allowed me 
to add to this collection some hymns which are 
partly translations and partly original.” From 
Reinagle this er passed, with alterations, into 
the Salisiury H. Bh, 1857, the Sarum Hyl., 1868, 
and various other collections. In Lord Selborne’s 
Bk. of Praise, 1862, it is No, 363, and is marked as 
by “Algernon Herbert,” who was Pusey’s brother- 
in-law ; and in the Sarum Hyi., as “German tr. 
by Algernon Herbert.” The ascription to Pusey 
seems the more probable. 

Other hymns by Schubart are :— 
ii, Alles ist ever! O Worte des Lebens. 

Thanksgiving. Written about 1784, and Isat pub, at 
Zirich, 1785, as above, p. 117, in 9 st. of 5 1.; founded 
on 1 Cor. iii, 21-23. ih the Berlin @. 1. S., ed. 1864, 
No, 1250, Tr, as, “ All things are yours! O sweet mes- 
sage of mercy divine,”” By Miss Borthwick, in #, 1. L., 
1855, p. 5 (1884, p. 73). 
iii’ Der SF todd Maak wiles iat wi: Re- 
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union in Heaven, On the sorrow of parting with friends 

whom one hopes to meet in heaven. Ist pub. at Zurich, 

1785, as above, p. 148, In 14 at. of 7 L, entitled, ** The 

meeting again of the righteous.” In the Wirttemberg 

G. B., 1842, No, 648, in 9 st. Tr. aa, ** I die and grieve 

from those to go.” By Dr. G. Walker, 1860, p. 55 

ier stand ein Mensch! Hier fiel er nieder. 

Sudden death of a Sinner. ist pub. at Ulm, 1767, as 

above, p. 199, in 12 st. of 6 1., entitled, “ A sudden 

death.” In the American Ev, Luth, o. #., 1786, No. 

G08 (1844, No. 569). Tr. as, ** Now one in health Death, 

instant, crushes.” By Dr. H. Mills, 1846 (1856, p. a 

yv, Kommt heut an eurem Stabe. Fur the 

the Presentation in the Temple; and founded on St. 

Luke ii. 22 -32. Ist pub, at Ulin, 1767, as above, p. 262, 

iu 12 at. of 4 1, entitled, *Simeon.” In the W irttem- 

berg G. B., 1791, No. lel, Tr. os, Ye who with years 

are sinking.” By Dr. H. Mills, 1845 (1556, p. a 
(J. M.) 

Schiitz, Johann Jakob, was b. Sept. 7, 

1640, at Frenkfurt am Main. After sadvting 

at Tibingen (where he became a licentiate 

in civil and canon law), he began to practise 

as an adyocate in Frankfurt, and in later years 

with the title of Rath. He serms to have 

been a man of considerable legal learning as 

well as of deep piety. He was an intimate 

friend of P.J. Spener; and it was, in + mea- 

sure, at his suggestion, that Spener his 

famous Collegia Pietatis (see Spener, p. 1071, ii. ). 

After Spener left Frankfurt, in 1686, schiitz 

came under the influence of J. W. Petersen 

(p. 892, i.); and — out Petersen’s prin- 

ciples to their logical conclusion, he became a 

Separatist, and ceased to attend the Lutheran 

services or to communicate. He d. at Frank- 

furt, May 22, 1690 (Koch, iv. 220; Blatter fiir 

Hymnologie, Feb. 1883). See also Various. 

Schtitz is known as an author by two tractates; one 

being his Christliche Lebensregeln, frankfurt, 1677; 

the other, that which contains bis hymns, Christliches 

Gedenckbiichlein, zu Befdrderung eimes anfangenden 

neuen Lebens, &c., Frankfurt am Main, 1675 [Library 

of the isterium at Frenkfurt). This work 

includes 5 hymns, in a separate section, which is headed, 

* Hierauf fo etliche Gesiinge.”” These bymns are:— 
i. Die Wollust dieser Welt. 

ii, Was mich auf dieser Welt betriibt. 

iii. So komm, geliebte Todes-Stund. 
iv. Scbeuet ihr, ihr matten Glieder. 
y. Sei Lob und Ebr dem bochsten Gut. 

Of these No. v. is undoubtedly by Schfitz, and the other 

four exhibit much the same style of thought as, and fre- 

quent parallels to, the prose portions of the work. None 

of these have been traced eurlter than 1675; and until 

this has been done, it is pretty safe to ascribe them all 

to Schiltz. 

Three of these hymns have passed into 
English, viz. :— 

i, Bei Lob und Ehr dem hichsten Gut. Pruise 

and Thanksgiving. 1st pub, in 1675, as above, 

No. v. It is founded on Deut. xxxiit. 3; entitled, 

“Hymn of idomapny 44 ;""and is in 9 st. of 61, 
and the refrain, “Gebt unserm Gott die Ehre.” 

It passed into the Minden G. B., 1689; Lup- 
pius’s G, B,, 1692, p. 48; the Geistraiches @. B., 

Halle, 1697, pp. 570 and 656; and is now found 

in almost all German collections, as in the Unc. 

L. 8, 1851, No, 721. 
Koch, iv. 220, speaks of this bymn as ‘ outwelghin 

many bundred others; and a faite hymn, wind 

from its first appearance, attracted unusual attention.” 
And Lauxmann, in Koch, viil. 334-339, relates how 
Welighted J. J. Moser was, when, on entering eburch 

the first Sunday after his captivity at Hohentwiel, be 

beard this bymn, and how heartily he joined in it; how 

it comforted the d 
Tuesday, in Kaster 
dents. 

Translations in C, U. :— 
1, All Glory to the Sov'reign Good. This is a 

full and good tr., by J. C, Jacobi, in his Psal. 

G. C. Rieger, of Stuttgart, on 
eek, 1743, and many other incl- 

In her C. B. 
Winkworth altered the metre and omitted st.vi; 

and this form was repeated in full in the Evang. 

Hyl., N. Y., 1880, and abridged (i.-iv.) in the 

Hymnary, 1871. 

good tr., omitting st. ix., 
Cox to Lyra 
cluded in her Hys. from 
p. 235. This ér. is 

in many English 
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Germanica, 2nd ed., 1732, p. 151, where it is 

entitled, 
Moravian H. Bk., 1754, pt. i., No. 156, it is 

entitled, “ Summar 
(1886, No. 646). 
Psalmist, 1825, No. 

nearly from the 1754; and from this, the frs. of 

st. i, 
lebone Coll,, 1851; 
in the 1873 Appz. to Mercer’s C. P. & H. Bt, 

No. 514, consists of st. i-iv., viii., 

from the 1801 Moravian, but 

Cox. In J. A. Latrobe's Ps. 

- i, ii., V., Vili, ix. were adapted for use on 

ri 

“The Malabarian Hymn.” In the 

of the Book of Psalms” 

ontgomery, in his Christian 

215, adopted st. i.-iv., 

ii., iv. were repeated in Gurney’s Mary- 

Windle’s Coll., &c. The form 

recast maiuly 
ly from Miss 

ys, 1841, No. 5, 

nity Sunday. 
2, All be to God most high. A good 

ir., by A. T. Russell, of st. i. iv., viii., for the 

Dalston Hospital //. Bh., 1848, No. 59. 

3. All praise and thanks to God most high. This 

is a good ftr., omitting st. ix., by Miss Wink- 

worth, in her Lyra Ger., 2nd Ser., 1858, p. 146. 

Repeated, in varying centos, 
ford, 1859; 

in Ps. & H,s., Bed- 

Harrow School H. Bk., 1866; Holy 

Irish Church Hyl., 1873, and others. , 1869 ; ! 

for England, 1863, No. 2, Miss 

God Who reigns above. A 

contributed by Miss 

Eucharistica, 1864, p. 33, and in- 

the German, 1864, 
iven in full in J. L. Porter's 

It is also found, in varying centes, 

and American hyma-books, iv- 

cluding H. A. § M., 1868 and 1875; Bapt. Hy!. 
1879; Thring’s Coll, 1882; and in America, 

in the Pennsylvania Luth. Church Bk., 1868} 

College Hyl., N. ¥., 1876; Ohio Lut, Ayl., 

1880, &e. 
5. To God a joyful anthem raise. A good tr. of 

st. i., ii, iv., v., viii, by J. M. Sloan, as No. 314, 

in J. H. Wilson’s Service of Praise, 1865. 

The following are also tr. into English:— 

ii. So komm, geliebte For the Dying. 

Ist pub. in 1675, as above, No. iil. in 12 at. of & 1, en- 

titled, “The thoughts un Death of a Royal Princess, after 

the usual interpretation of Jub xix. 25." This Princess 

was Sophie Elisabethe. daughter of Duke Philipp Lodwie, 

of Holstein-Sondirbure (b. at Homans 

May 4. 1653; married, in 1676, to Duke Morits, of 
Sachse-Zeitz; d. at Schleusingen, Aug. 19, 1654), who 

had been a regular attender at Spener’s conferences # 

Frankfurt, and thus associated with Schiltz. This hymo 

(a8 also No. iv. in the 1675 work) has often been 

to ber; and she had already chosen Job xix. 25, the 

text of her funeral sermon, Rut it is mere protable that 

both hymns were written by Schitz for her use, of in re 
honour. The text of No, ili., in 1675, is int 

Geistliche Lieder und Psalmen, Fronkfurt, 1676. P. Ler 

in Freylinghausen’s G. B., 1704; Porst’s @. B., ed. 189, 

No. 882, &c. The tra. are :—(1) ‘Come, happy hour of 

death, and close.” By 

4. Sing praise to 

Coll., 1876. 

Dr. G. Walker, 1860, P- vu. (3) 

“0 come, delightful hour of death.” By Dr. G. Wailers 

1860, p. 106. 
iii, Was mich auf dieser Welt betribt. Bot! 

Vanities. This bymn, on Renunciation of the i 

Ist appeared in 1675, a8 above, No. fi. in 4 st. of 1 te) 

and entitled ** From the World toGod." Re 7 —A 

Geistliche Lieder und Psalmen, Frankfurt, 1676, P- ae 

Porst’s G. B., ed. 1855, No. 768, &c. It has one ¥ 
been erroneously ascribed to Michael Franck (p- #9 hy 

It is tr. as “ The woes that weigh my beady down 

Miss Manington, 1863, p. 32. (J. MJ 

Schwedler, Johann Christoph, * of 
Anton Schwedler, farmer and : " 

at Krobedorf, near Lowenberg, in Silesia, **° 
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b. at Krobsdorf, Dec. 21, 1672, and matri- 
culated at the University of Leipzig. in 1695 
(1.4. 1697), In 1698 he was appointed 
Sssistant minister at Niederwiese, near Greif- 
fenberg, and began his duties there on the 
18th 8. after Trinity. On the death of the 
diaconus, Christoph Adolph, he succeeded 
him as diaconus, in December, 1698; and, 
ripe in 1701, he became pastor there. He 
d. at Niederwicse, suddeniy, during the night 
of Jan. 12, 1730. (8. J. Ehrhardt’s Preaby- 
terologie Schlesiens, 1780-89, vol. iii., pt. il, 
Pp. 254; Koch, v. 225, &e.) 

Sch wedler was a powerful and popular preacher, and 
peculiarly gifted in prayer. It is said that sometimes, 
-ecinning service at 5 or 6 A.M., he would continue the 
rervice to relays who in succession filled the church, till 
2 or 3 p.m. He also founded an orphanage at Nieder- 
wiese. He was a near neighbour and great friend of 
Johann Mentzer (p. 724, ii.) and N. L. von Zinzendorf. 
As a hymn- writer he was useful and popular. The 
principal theme of his hymns was the Grace of God seo een fcr ce - u ex . 

in bis Ie Léedwr Anes and deo Lawmes, odor nen ain 
Atetes Gesaug-Buch, Budissin, 1720, Nos. 345-806, 

ere are in his Wochentliche Hauss-Andacht, 1712, in 
his various devotional works, and in the hymn-books of 
the period. 

Tho only hymn by Schwedler tr. into Eng- 
lish is :— 

‘Wollt ihr wissen was mein Preis? Jesus the 
Crucified, or Love to Christ. Founded on 1 Cor. 
ii. 2, and Gal. vi. 14. Ineluded in tne Hirsch- 
berg G. B,, 1741, No. 233, in 6 st. of 4 1., and 
the refrain, “ Jesus, der Gekreuzigte.” This 
form is repeated, with his name, in Burg’s G. B., 
Breslau, 1746, No. 327; and is in many recent 
collections, as the Berlin G. Z. &, ed. 1863, 
No. 282. It was long the usual funeral hymn 
in Silesia. The trs. in C. U. are :— 

1. Ask ye what great thing I know, By Dr. 
Kennedy, in his Hymn. Christ., 1863, No. 620, 
being a good fr, of st. i-v., with a sixth st. sug- 
gested by st. vi. of the German. It is repeated, 
in full, in Thring’s Coll., 1882; and in Schaff’s 
Christ in Song, 1869 and 1870, Abridged forms 
are in Morell and How's Ps. § Hys., 1864; J. 
L. Porter’s Coll, 1876; and in America, in the 
Dutch Ref. Hys. of the Church, 1869; Bapt. 
Praise Bk., 1871; Laudes Domini, N. Y., 1884, 
and others. 

2. Do you ask what most I prize? This is a 
fairly close version, omitting st. vi., as No. 98, 
in the Moravian H. Bh., 1886. (J. M.} 

Schweinitz, Hans Christoph von, 
of Friedrichsdorf and Niederleube, s. of 
Baron Hans Christoph von Schweinitz, of 
Crane and Hilimichen, in Silesia, was b. at 
Crane, Feb, 1, 1645. After studying at 
Breslau, Strassburg, Leyden, and Paris, and 
taking a prolonged tour in Italy and else- 
where, he returned to Silesia in 1668, where he 
was appointed Landesiltester for the district 
of Gorlitz, and afterwards Ruth and Kam- 
merherr, by August 1, in his capacity of 
King of Poland and Elector of Saxony. He 
resigned his post as Landesiltester, in 1708, 
and retired to Leube, where he d. Nov. 10, 
1722 (G. F. Otto's Lexicon . . . Oberlansiz- 
ischer Schrifteteller, iii., P. 257, &e.). Only 
two hymns are known by him. One of these 
is :— 
Wird das nicht Freude sein! » Eternal Life. 

beautifal hymn, on the Jo 

the death of his first wife, 

This 
of Heaven, was written on 

& von Schwetnitz (nee | they would signify whose they are.” 
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| Festenberg). It was first printed, as a broadsheet, at 
Lauban in 1691, with music, in & parts, by Christoph 
Adolph, di.conus at Niederwiese, who d. in 1698 meludy 
from this broadsheet in Dr. J. Zahn's Psalter und Harfe, 
1886, No. 522). The broadsheet, of which there is a 
copy in the Town Library at Hres'au, is entitled Den 
letzten Liebesclienst, &c., and bas the note :—“ The fol- 
lowing hymn was composed from the late Fran von 
Schweinitz's own words, and from a conversation she 
held, shortiy before her happy end, and was sung after 
the end of the [funeral) sermon.” ‘The hymn was in- 
cluded in J. C. Schwedler’s Lieder Mose, 1720, No. 296 
(marked as “On the death of a little child. Joh, Christ. 
von Schweinitz”), and in the Kerlin G. L. &, ed. 1*63, 
No. 1539. Itisin Set of 61. The fr. in C, U, is:— 

‘Will that not j be? This is a full and very good 
tr., by Mrs. Findlater. in H. L. L., Ist Ser., 1454, p. 7 
(1884, p. 13); repeated, in full, in Bp. Kyle's Coll., 1560, 
and, omitting st. iii, in the american Sabbath H. Bk., 
1858, Stanzas i.-iv., altered, and beginning, * Oh, tha 
a atch be,” are in W. B. Bradbury's Golden Chain, 
N. Y., 1861 (ed. 1870, p. 48). Another tr. is, ‘ Will it 
not pleasure be.” By Dr, H. Mills, 1845 (1856, p. 259). 

(J. M.} 
Scott, Elizabeth, daughter of the Rev. 

Thomas Scott, Independent Minister at Nor- 
wich, and sister of Thomas Scutt, noted below, 
was b. at Norwich about 1708. In 1751 she 
was married to Elisha Williams, who had been 
from 1726 to 1739 Rector of Yale College, 
U.S8.A., and with him she proceeded to Con- 
necticut. On the death of Mr. Williams she 
was married to the Hon. William Smith, of 
New York, who also predeceased her. She 
died at Westersficld, Connecticut, June 13th, 
1776. In connection with Miss Scott’s hymns 
we are acquainted directly and indirectly with 
four mss., each of which is interesting in itself. 
These are as follows :— 

i. The first ms. is in the library of Yale College, New 
Haven, Connecticut. Mr. Franklin Bowditch Dexter, 
u.A., Assistant Librarian, has tabulated the hymns in 
this ms. for this Dictionary, He says (Jan. 29, 1889): 
“The label on the back of this volume is ‘Hymns & 
Poems Eliz, Scott.’ There is no title to the ms. 

28. fixed to the Hymns and Poems there is, 
ever, & long and very tenderly written dedication 

(in prose) * To my much Rever’d, much Lov'’d, Father,” 
this signed ‘ E. 8.’ and dated 1740. Then follows (with- 
out numbers) the Hymna with titles and firat lines as 
below.” Mr. Dexter adds on the first lines and the 
titles of 90 hymns. 

li. The second ma, isin our possession. It is beaded 
* Poems on Several Occasions > Miss Scott of Norwich, 
who married to Mr. Williams of New England, January 
1750/1." Then follow 26 hymns in full. At the end 
this is written, “ These transcrited from Mrs. W illlame* 
Manuscript, Feb. 27, 1751, the week before she left 
Norwich to go to New England.” The whole of these 
26 hymns are in the Yale College us. 
‘ ili. oe ee MS. we oe consulted contains & 
ymns which are prefaced with these words, “ Copied 

from a book of Mrs. Bury’s, written by her Aunt Miss 
Elizabeth Scott, afterwards Mrs. Williamson.” Of thes» 
hymns 6 arein the Yale Cullege ms. and 2 not therein, 
viz. (1) ‘* Arise and hail happy (sacred) day ” 
(p- 78, i-), and “ Hail, King supreme, all wise and 

= h of which are given anonymously in the 
nitarian Vew Col. of Ps. for the Use of a Cong. of 

Protestant Dissenters in Liverpool, commonly known a8 
The liverpool Liturgy, _ in 1763, Concerning the 
authorship of these two hymns there is great doubt. 

iv. In Dr. Dodd's Christian's Magazine tur Dec. 1763 
we find a writer who sigus himself ‘**CL—T.” He had 
at that time a Ms, of Miss Scott's hymns with a Dedica- 
tion to ber father prefixed thereto and signed * Eliz 
Sc—tt." From this us, he sent * Why droops my soul 
with guilt oppressed" (Christ, the Great Physician) to 
the Dec. number of the magazine; ‘ Evil and few our 
mortal days” 7 of human Life), to the Feb, 
number, 1764, and ‘ What finite power with ceaseless 
toll" (Praise for Temporal Blessings), to the April 
number of the same year. At the close of the last hymp 
he says in a note:—“N.B. “As some of your Corre- 
spondents have sent you some pleces out of the same 
collection, from which these are transcribed, that I have 
undertaken to send you (e.g. that on Gen. xvij, 1) it 
were to be wished, if they should do the like again, that 
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‘The bymn referred to in this note is, "Great God, Thy congregation meeting in St. Nicholas Street 

penetrating eye” (God pervading all things which | Qhapel. On the death of his senior in 1740 

in the January number of the Christian Mag., | wm In 1774 h 

1764, without signature or acknowled
gment of any kind. Hapion mi a _ ra Z| 775 or raat 

. ; . He was 

ut ‘All these hymns are in the Yale College Ms. 
; , ; 

From these facts it is clear that before | author of various poetical works, including :— 

departing for America Miss Scott allowed 

copies of her hymns to be made from her M8. 

and it was mainly from these copies that those 

of her hymns composed before her marriage 

were printed in the English hymn-books. 

None of those hymns date later than 1750. 

The collections in which they appeared, 

und through which they came into C. U., 

were the Bristol Bap. Coll. of Ash and 

Evans, 1769, and the New Sel., &e., by J. 

Dobell, 1806. In Ash and Evans there are 

19 hymns, signed “S.,” all of which are in 

the Yale College ms. under the same first 

lines except “ Was it for man, apostate man ” 

but this also may possibly be there under 

another first line. In Dobell there are 20 

hymns signed “ Scott,” of which 17 are in the 

Yale College ms., 2 are parts of hymns from 

Ash and Evans, also in that Ms., and “Sole 

Sovereign of the earth and skies,” also pro- 

bably in the ms. under another first line. Of 

the 90 hymns in the Yale ms., in addition to 

those annotated elsewhere in this Dictionary 

{sve Index of Authors and Translators), there are 

also in ©, U. :— 

i. From Ash and Evans's Coll. of Hymns, 1769. 

1, God of my life, to Thee belongs. On Recovery 

Srom Sickness. 
2. My God, shall I for ever mourn? Covenant-keep- 

ing God, From this “Shall e’er the shadow of a 

change?” is taken (st. iti, ). 

4. When Abram full of sacred awe. For a Fast Day. 

Sometimes, ** Thus Abram, full of sacred awe.” 

4. Why, O my heart, these anxious cares? Submis- 

sion. 

ii. From J. Dobell’s New Selection, &c., 1806. 

5. Dare we indulge to wrath and strife? Against 

(1) The Table of Cebes; or, the Picture of Human 

Life, in English Verse, with Notes, 1754; (2) The Book 

Job, in lish Verse; translated from the bab gm 

Hebrew, with Remarks, Historical, Critical, Ex- 

planatory, 1771; and ed, 17735 (3) Lyric Poems, ie- 

votional and Moral, By Thomas Scott, Lond, James 

Buckland, 1773. 

To Dr. Enfield’s Hymns for Public Worship, 

Warrington, 1772, he contributed * All-know- 

oo Thine to know (p. 48, i.) ; “Angels! 

roll the rock away” (p. 69, i.); “* As various as 

the moon ” (p. 85, ii.); and the followiug :— 

1. Absurd and vain attempt to bind. Persecution. 

2, Behold a wretch in woe. Mercy. 

3. Imposture shrinks from light. Private Judgment, 

its Rights and Duties. 

4. Mark, when tempestuous winds arise. Meekness. 

5. O come all ye sons of Adam and raise. Universal 

Praise to God. 
6. Th’ uplifted eye and bended knee. Devotion vain 

without Virtue. 
7. Was pride, alas, e’er made for man? Humility. 

8. Why dol thus perplex? Worldly Anxiety reproved. 

In hia Preface to his Lyric P’oema, 1773, he 

said that the object of his work: was :— 

“To form a kind of little poetical system of piety and 

morals. The work opens with natural religion. nee 

it proceeds to the mission of Jesus Chrast, his sufferings, 

his exaltation, and the propsgation of his doctrine, 

Next is the call to repentance, the neature and blessed- 

ness of a christian life, aod the entrance into it. These 

topics are succeeded by the various branches of de- 

votion: after which are ranked the moral duties, personal 

and social, the happy end of a sincere christian, and the 

coming of Jesus st to finish his meciatorial kingdom 

by the general judgment. The whole is closed with 

description of the illustrious times, when by means of 

the aventasns gospel, the earth shall be full of the 

knowledge of the Lord as the waters cover the sea.” 

Of Scott's better known hymus this volume 

contained most of those named ubove, and :— 

9, Hasten, sinner, to be wise. p- 493, ii. 

10. Who, gracious Father, can complain? The Divine 

Dispensation. 

tn the Coll. of Hys. and Ps., &c., 1795, by 

Kippis, Rees, and others, several of the above 

were repeated, and tlhe following were new > 

11. If high or low our station be. Justice. 

12. Happy the meek whose gentle breast. 

Doctrinally Scott might be described 83 an 

evangelical Arivn. Hymns of his appear in 

most of the old Presbyterian collections at the 

close of the last century, and in the early Uni- 

tarian collections. Several are still in c. U. 

in G. Britain end America. (Vv. D.D 

Scott, Sir Walter, Bart., was b. in 

Edinburgh, Aug. 15, 1771, and d. at Abbots- 

ford, Sept. 21, 1832. Although so successful 

and widely known as a poet, he made 0 

direct contributions to hymnody whatever. 

His condensed rendering of the “ Dies Irae” 

(p. 297, ii.), and his hymn of Rebecca in Iran- 

hoe, “When Israel of the Lord beloved” 

(q.v.) were utilized as hymns for congres?- 

tional use by others, but were nevet intended 

for such a purpose by himself. His work and 

rank as poet, novelist, and historgan ate fully 

set forth in his Life by J. @. Lock /art. [J. J.) 

Scottish Hymnody. After the Refor- 

mation in Scotland, the revulsion from che 

Roman Church and its services led at once to 

the establishment of services in the vernacular. 

As on the Continent recourse wes pacarally 

Wrath. 
6. Eternal Spirit, ‘twas Thy breath, Whitsuntide. 

7. For ever shall my fainting soul, Against grieving 

the Holy Spirit, Sometimes “Q Lord, and shall our 

fainting souls?” 
: — reat God, Thy penetrating eye. God AU and 

an . 

The glitt’ring spangles of the sky. The Mercies of 

6 
10. Thy bounties, gracious Lord. Offertory. 

iL. Where'er the Lord shall build my house. Family 

Religion. 
(J. J. 

Scott, Jacob Richardson, was b. in 

Boston, Massachusetts, March 1, 1815, and 

graduated in Arts at Brown University 1836, 

and in Theology at Newton Theological Col- 

lege, 1842. He entered the Baptist ministry 

in 1842, und was successively located at 

Petersburg, Virginia; Portland, Maine; at 

Fall River, Massachusetts; «nd Yonkers, 

New York. He d. Dee. 10, 1861. His hymn 

«*'fo Thee this temple we devote ” (Dedication 

of a Place of Worship) was contributed to 

The Psalmist, 1843. It is found in several 

American hymn-books. [F. M. B.) 

Scott, Thomas, s. of Thomas Scott, 

Independent Minister at Norwich, brother of 

Elizabeth Scott (see above), and nephew of 

Dr. Daniel Scott, was b. at Norwict), 1705. 

Asa young man he kept a school at Wortwell, 

und preached once & month at Harleston, 

Norfolk. Then, after a short ministry at 

Lowestoft, he removed in 1734 to Ipswich as 

co-pastor with Mr. Baxter of the Presbyterian 
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had to the Psalter, and, as easiest for popular 
use and also as reckoned nearer to the Hebrew 
structure, the metrical Psalm instead of the 
prose Psalm chanted. Metrical Psalmody 
Was thie only part of Divine worship in which 
the congregations in the Scottish Churches 
vocally joined till at least 1749, and in the 
three principal sections of Presbyterianism the 
singing of hymns, other than the Paraphrases 
of 1741-81, did not become at all general ti!l 
after 1852 in the United Presbyterian Church, 
after 1870 in the Established Church, and 
after 1873 in the Free Church. Consequently 
the use of the Hebrew Psalter has had a 
mighty influence upon the Scottish wind and 
heart. 

In tracing the history of Scottish Metrical 
Psalmody and Hymnody we find six stages :— 
I. The Preparatory; U. The Psalter of 1464- 
65; Il. 4 Peatter of 1650; LV. Scripture 
Songs, 1564-1708; V. The Translations and 
Paraphrases, 1741-81; VI. The Hymnal. 

I. The Preparatory Stage. 
The early congregational psalmody of Scot- 

land found its example, and much of its mate- 
rials in the work bezun on the Continent by 
Marot, and in England by Sternhold. 

1. Clement Marot had begun translating 
the Psalms about 1533, and seems to have 
completed his first 20 versions in 1539, but 
did not himself publish them till 1542, at 
Paris, a8 Trente Pseaulmes de Dauid. Mean- 
time John Calvin, then in exile at Strass- 
burg, had included in his Auleuns Pseaumes et 
Cantiquea, 1539, 12 of the Marot versions, but 
in the form given to them by Pierre Alexandre, 
who having obtained ms. copies of Marot’s 
Psalms made considerable alterations in the 
text, und published the whole 30 along with 
15 by various authors as Pealmes de Dauid 
translater de plusieurs autheurs, &c., Antwerp, 
1541. Murot, having fled to Geneva, was in- 
duced by Calvin to revise his first 30 versions 
and add 19, pub, in 1543 as Cinquante Psaumes 
including the Song of Simeon). After Marot’s 
eath Theodore de Beza at Calvin's request 

continued the work, publishing in 1551 Trente- 
quatre Psawmes de Dauid, reissue.| in 1552 
with Marot’s, as Peeaumes octante trois de 
Dauid, to which he added 6 in 1554 and 1 in 
1555, finishing the work after his return from 
Lausanne jin 1558, the completed Psalter 
appearingg as Les Pseaumes mis en rime fran- 
coixe par Clement Marot et Theodore de Beze, 
(seneue, pour Antoine Vincent, 1562—49 ver- 
sions beimg by Marot and the rest by Beza. 
(See Paalters, French, p. 982, i., and an interest- 
ing series of articles on Clement Marot and 
the Huguenot Psalter, by Major G. A. Craw- 
ford in the Musical Times, June to Nov., 1881.) 
In regard to the Scottish Psalter the influence 
is seen in the force of example, in the inclusion 
of French tunes and in the composition of 
versiovs in French metres, rather than in any 
versions directly translated from those by 
Marot and Beza. [Pasalters, French, § i.] 

2. Meantime in — Thomas Stern- 
hold had issued 19 Psalm versions in an un- 
dated edition not earlier than 1547, increased 
to 37 in 1549, and to 44 by the addition of 7 
by John Hopkins in 1551. These were carried 
by the English exiles to Geneva and there 
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included, with 7 versions by William Whit- 
tingham, in the One and Fiftie Peulmes of 
Dau/d, published in 1556 along with The 
forme of prayers, &c., used at Geneva (Advo- 
cates’ Library, Edinburgh). The Rev. William 
Dunlop, in the Contents to his Collection of 
Confessions of Faith, &e., vol. ii., Edinburgh, 
1722, says that his reprint of The forme of 
rayers follows the Genevan edition of 1558. 
his edition, which is now lost, probably con- 

tained the Psalter enlarged by the 9 versions 
by Whittingham and 2 by Pullain contained 
in the Psalter of 1560, now in Christ Church 
Library, Oxford. The next Anglo-Genevan 
edition now extant (St. Paul’s Cathedral 
Library) is the Foure Score and Seuen Psalmes 
of Dauid, Geneva, 1561. which adds to the 51 of 
1556 the 9 by Whittingham, and 2 by Pullain, 
mentioned above, with 25 new ones, (inclu;ling 
Ps. c.; by Kethe, Of this a revised edition 
was issued in the same year, probably printed 
in England (Britwell Library), which formed 
the basis of the Scottish Psalter of 1564-65, 
{For full details, sce Old Version, p. 857, i, 
§§ I., ILL) . 

8. The earliest Psalm versions used in 
Scotland were those included in the collection 
sometimes called the Dundie Psalmes, better 
known as the Gwie and Godlie Ballates, en- 
titled, in the edition of 1578, Ane Copendious 
buik of no Psalmes and spirituall Sangis. 
This collection seems, from the notice of David 
Calderwood, the Church historian, to have 
been  deemeps at least in a rudimentary 
form, before 1546, but the earliest edition now 
extant is represented by a copy in the posses- 
sion of Patrick Anderson, . Blackuess 
House, Dundee, wlio has kindly given a col- 
lation of it, The copy wants title , and 
begins with folio 5 at the words **sall be con- 
dempnit” in the article “of our Baptisme,” 
but is otherwise perfect. From the fact of its 
containing an advertisement titlepage of a 
Scottish Psalter of 1568, and also a song pro- 
hibited by the General Assembly of 1568, it 
may be dated 1568. It does not contain the 
Jast 5 ballads of the 1578 ed.; ending instead 
with the prohibited song, Welcum Fortoun. 
From tle copy in the Britwell Library of the 
earliest perfect edition, that of 1578, a careful 
reprint was edited in 1868 by the late Dr. 
Laing (see Appendiz to this article). 

The ed. of 1578 is in four parts:—i. The Catechisme, 
This includes a prologue, versions of the Ten Command- 
ments, Creed, and Lord's | T, wWithahymn on Bap- 
tism and another on the Lord's Supper, concluding with 
6 Graces—in all 12 pieces, 6of which are from the Ger- 
man, ii. Spirituall Sangis, 16 in number, of which 11 
are from the German and 1 from the Latin. iii, Mallatis 
of the Scripture, 20 in number, 1 being from the Ger- 
man. iv. Psalmes of Dauid with uther new pleasand 
Ballatis Translatit out of Enchiridion Psalmorum to 
be sung. These include 22 Psalm versions—of which 
13 are from the German—3 h 8 from the German 
and 1 from the Latin, 7 elaptations from secular 
ballads, and 36 other pieces, in all 69. The collection as 
a whole thus Includes 117 pieces, of which 34 at least 
are from the German (some being very close and others 
very free oa ape and 2 from the Latin. Some of the 
leces, though » have a wonderful pathos, and even 

uty. Reading the anti-papal satires one does not 
wonder at the rage they excited among the Roman 
ecclesiastics. Four pieces very closely resemble four of 
Bishop Coverdale's (roostly Psalmes, c. 1539, and were 
robably derived from it, The book as a whole must 
regarded as a poetical miscellany. Dr. Laing would 

assign the translations and Psalm versions to John 
Wedderburn (written probably 1539-46), and a number 

onaen 4 

_ .e rt ere 
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of the ballada to his brother Robert (see Wedderburn). 
If the collection was printed in book form before 1559, 
we may conjecture that it would not contain more than 
to p. 151 of the edition of 1574. The “ augmentation ” 
in 1568 and 157s seems to have been by various hands, 

4, From these beginnings, Scottish, Eng- 
lish and Continental, arose the Psalmody and 
subsequently the Hymnody, which have 
formed the sole part of Divine worship in the 
Churches of Scotland in which the congrega- 
tions have joined for more than 300 years, 
The first result of importance was the Psalter 
of 1564-65, 

Il. The Psalter of 1564-65. 
1. The Anglo - Genevan Pealters havin 

been imported into Scotland, the Genera 
Assembly of 1561 ordered the completion of 
the Psalter. The Committee appointed, un- 
like the editors of the English Psalter of 1562, 
took the whole of the 87 versions of the Anglo- 
Genevan of 1561, as these were given in the 
revised edition printed in England in the same 
year. These versions were :— 

37 by Sternhold, 1549 (Ps. 1-17, 19, 20, 21, 25, 28, 29, 
32, 34, 41, 43, 44, 49, 63, 68, 73, 7H, 103, 120, 123, 128), 
and 7 by Hopkins, 1551 (Ps, 30, 33, 42, 52, 79, 82, 146), 
to which were added at Geneva 16 by Whittingham (Ps. 
23, 61, 114, 115, 130, 133, 137, in 1556; Ps. 37, $0, 67, 71, 
119, 121, 124, 127, 129, probably in 1584); 2 by Pullain 
(Ps. 148, 149, probably in 1654), and 25 by Kethe( Ps. 27, 
36, 47, 54, 54, 62, 70, 45, 48, 90, 91, 94, LOU, 101, 104, 107, 
111, 112, 113, 122, 125, 126, 134, 138, 142), They then 
added the 15 by Craig and 6 by Pont, noted below. The 
remaining 42 versions were taken from the English 
Psalter of 1562, as follows :—2 by Sternhold (Ps. 14, 22), 
30 by Hopkins (Ps. 26, 31, 35, 38-40, 45, 46, 48, 55, 6u, 61, 
64-66, 69, 72, 74, 77, 84, 96, 87, 89, 92, 93, 95-99); 8 by 
Norton (Ps. 53, 106, 109, 116, 139, 144, 147, 150), and 2 
by Marckant (Ps. 131, 135). 

The complete version appeared as :— 
The Forme of Prayers and Ministration of the Sacra- 

ments, dc., used in the English Church at Geneua, 
and receiued by the Churche of Scotland, 

whereunto besydes that was in the former bokes, are 
also added sondrie other prayers, with the whole Psalmes 

Dauid in English meter. Printed at Edinburgh by 
bert Lekprevik, mpLxiit. 

Of this there is a copy in the Corpus Christi 
Library, Oxford, and another identical, but 
dated 1565, in the Advocates’ Library, Edin- 
burgh. The Advocates’ Library, it may also 
be noted, possesses. a copy of the Forme o 
Prayers printed by Lekprevik in 1562, but 
this does not contain the Psalter. 

2. This constituted the first Scoftish 
Psalter properly so called. Regarding it the 
General Assembly on Dec. 26, 1564, ordained 
that every minister, reader, and exhorter should 
have and use a copy. The most important 
reprints of it are those of 1596, 1611, 1615, 
1633, 1634, and 1635. 
The Psalms are all initialed with the names of their 

authors. The numbers are as follows:—To Sternhold 
are ascribed 40 (including the 23rd), to Hopkins 35, to 
Kethe 26 (including the 45th), to Whittingham 14, to 
Craig 15, to Norton 8, to Pont 6, to Marckant 2, and to 
Pullain 2, the 3sth being unascribed. But of these Ps. 
38 and 45 are by Iupkins, and Ps, 23 by Whittingham, 
thus leaving Sternhold 39, Hopkins 37, Whittingham 
16, and Kethe 25, The versions varying from those In 
the English Psalter of 1562 are in all 44, but of these 
Whittingham's 24rd and 50th, and Kethe’s 1oCth, were 
added as alternative renderings to the 1565, and Craig's 
136th, to the 1581 and later editions of the English 
Psalter, The first lines of the remaining 40 are here 
given, those of the 1561 Anglo-Geneyan from the Brit- 
well Library copy, and those of the 1564-65 Scottish 
Psalter from the edition of 1565. 

i. Versions from the Foure score and seuen Psalmes, 
1561, not included in the Buglish Paalter:— 
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By William Kethe. 
a7. The Lord my light and hbelth wil be 
36. The wicked dedes of the i] man 
47. Let all folke with ioye clap hads ad reioyca 
54. Saue me, o God, for thy names sake 
58. But is it true? o froward folke 
62. Alt my soule hathe sharply bene 
70. Make haste, o God, to set me 
a5. O Lord, thou loued hast thy land 
a8. O God of my saluacion 
90. O Lord, thou hast bene our refuge 
91. Who so with ful intent and minde 
94. O Lord, since ven doeth to thee 

. Of mercie and of judgement bothe 

. With my whole heart the lord now praise wil I 

. Unto the lord I crye did and call. 
By William Whittingham. 

67. Our God that is lord 
71. My trust, o Lord, in thee 

. Not ynto va, o Lord 

. Of israel this may now be the song, 
By John Pullain. 

149. Sing vnto the Lord. 
li. Versions first pub. in the Scottish Psalter, 1564» 

By John Craig Sg Ps. 136, see above). 
24. To God the doeth appertayne 
$6. O God to me thy mercie shewe 
75. O God, laude and praise 

. Lord to myne humble sute giue eare 102 
105. O praise ye the Lord 
108. O beholde, my heart and tongue 
110. The Lord moste high, unto my Lord thus spake 

. O praise the Lord, ye nations all 

. Glue to the Lord all praise and honour 

. Of Dauid, Lord, in mynde recorde 

. From the perverse and wicked wight 

. On thee I call, 6 Lord, therefore 
. Oh, heare my prayer, Lord 
. O Lord that art my God and King. 

By Robert Pont. 
57, Be mercifull to me, 6 God 
69. Deliver me, my God of might 
76. In Jury land God is wel knowne 
80. O Pastor of Israel, like shepe that dost leade 
81, O God our strength most comfortable 
83. God for'thy grace. 

Of these authors Craig, Kethe, and Pont were Scotamen. 
Until 1635 the melodies only of the proper tunes 

were given, but in that year Andro Hart published a0 
edition with the tunes harmonised in four parts. Be 
sides the pope tunes printed with the text of the 
Psalms, the edition of 1603 contained 3 Common Tunes 
(ie. tunes which could be sung to any Psalm of like 
metre), to which 9 were added in 1615, 2 in 1633, 3 in 
1634, and 14 in 1635, making in all 31. Of the 118 
Proper tunes 61 are Genevan, 32 French, 4 German, 2! 
English, and 10 Scottish ; while of the 31 Common tunes 
7 are English and 24 Scottish, the 3 tunes in Reports 
being also Scottish. See the Dissertations and notes in 
the complete reprint of the Psalter of 1635, edited In 
1864 by the Rev. Neil Livingston, D.D., cited in the 
Appendix to this article. 

3. Although this Psalter continued in use 
till the present version was issued in 1650, 
et in the meantime an attempt was made to 

im upon the Scottish Churel: the version 
published at Oxford in 1631 as The Psalmes 

King David, translated by King James. 
his version was in great measure the work 

of William Alexander, Earl of cpa [see 
p. 89, i.]. Under the authority of Charles I. 
an injunction was published by the Scottish 
Privy Council in December 1634 that no other 
Psalms sliould be printed or imported, Alex- 
ander having been on Dec. 26, 1627, granted 
the exclusive right of publishing it for 31 
= On account of the opposition it crested 
e in great measure rewrote the version. As 

thus reprinted at London by Thomas Harper 
in 1636 it was bound up and issued with 
Laud’s Service Book of 1637, the forcible 
introduction of which caused an uprising of 
popular feeling over the whole of Scotlund, 
which at once overturned all the ecclesiastical 
schemes of Charles, and led to the restored 
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General Assembly at Glasgow, 1638. The 
monopoly of course simultaneously ceased. 

his version, while ing felicities, is 
often harsh and stilted, and the circumstances 
of its introduction made it altogether unac- 
ceptable. We would add that Harper also 
reprinted the 1636 text in 12mo in 1637, and 
that in the British Museum (vss, Reg., 18 B. 
Xvi.), there are preserved ms. metrical ver- 
sions in Scotch by King James of 30 Psalms, 
Ecclesiastes xii., the Lord's Prayer, and the 
Song of Moses. 

III. The Pealter of 1650. 
1. The desire fur Uniformity of Worship 

between England and Scotland having led to 
the calling of the Westminster Assembly in 
1643, one part of the work recommended to it 
by Parliament was the preparation of a Psalter 
for use in both kingdoms. The Lords recom- 
mended the 3rd ed. 1646, of the version of 
William Barton, published in 1644 as The 
Book of Psalms in Metre, and finally revised 
in 1654; and the Commons the version of 
Francis Rous, HS peg 4 published in 1641 
and reissued in 1643 as The Psalmes of David 
in English Meeter set ieee by Francis Rous. 
The latter being preferred by the Assembly 
was revised by it and published by authority 
of the House of Commons as The Psalms of 
David in English Meeter, London, Lara by 
oper Flester, for tue Company of Stationers, 

46. 
2. The General Assembly of the Church 

of Scotland, not being satisfied with the West- 
minster revision, in 1647 appointed 4 persons 
to further revise it, viz., John Adamson to re- 
vise Ps. 1-40; Thomus Craufurd, 41-80; Johu 
Row, 81-120; and John Nevey, 121-150. In 
revising they were enjoined to use the versions 
of Zachary Boyd and Sir William Mure of 
Rowallan, as well as the Pealter of 1564-65. 
In 1648 their amended version was sent to 
Presbyteries to examine and report, and in 
1649 a final Committee was appointed, con- 
ria cn James Hamilton, John Smith, Hugh 
MacKail, Robert Traill, George Hutcheson, 
and Robert Lowrie to examine these reports 
and the corrections sent in, and to report to 
the Commission, which was authorised “to 
conclude and establish the Paraphrase, and to 
ublish and emit the same for publick use.” The 
mmission accordingly thereafter issued :— 

1650. The Psalms of David in Meeter. Newly trans- 
lated and Giligently compared with the Original Text 
and former Translations; More plain, smooth, and 
——— to the Text than any heretofore. Allowed by 
t Authority of the General As y of the Kirk of 
Scotland, and appointed to be sung in Congregations 
and Families. inburgh. Printed by Evan Tyler, 
Printer to the King’s Most Excellent Majesty, 1650, 
xuthorising it as the only version to be used 
after May 1, 1650. And, it may be added, it 
has survived all proposals to modernise it, 
save in orthography, and remains to this day 
the only version of the Psalms used by Pres- 
byterian Scotland. 

8. Though based on Rous not much re- 
mains as first versified by him. Even of the 
edition of 1646 hardly a version is retained 
without considerable alteration. In several 
instances the compilers adopted recasts from 
the 1564, while in many cases they have in- 
corporated stanzas and couplets from Zachary 
Boyd's version, and occdsionally have taken 
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lines and phrases from Sir William Mure and 
from the of Stirlins. William Barton's 
complaint that much «f the version was stolen 
from him seems — groundless. 

As issued in 1650 tle version may be called 
rude, but its associations have endeared it to 
the Seottis!: heart, and its faithfulness, vigour 
and terseness cannot be denied. These qua- 
lities become manifest when it is compared 
with other versions which, when faithful, have 
been failures, and when successful have been 
so expanded and adapted as to have ceased to 
be faithful. Under “ The Lord's my Shepherd, 
I'll not want,” will be found a note on a typical 
version. 

4. Although the Gaelic Psalms have a 
limited interest, a few details are necessary 
to the completeness of our work :— 

The first complete version of the Psalms in Gaelic 
was that by the Rev. Robert Kirk, of Balqubidder, pub. 
in 1684, 1659 _— 5 he vane ae — Lager ye 

ministers appoin' Vv ned o' s nh 
ies those appornted to prepare a complet version of 
the Psalms in Gaelic were instructed to have their 
version revised by that Synod and forthwith printed. 
i — the epee Assembly _ - 

aelic speaking congregations this version, prin n 
1694, should ™ u as being in the vernacular, and 
not the Psalter of 1650. In 1753 the version of 1694 
was revised by the Rev. Alexander Macfarlane, of 
Melfort, and published at Glasgow, along with the 
Gaelic version of the 45 Paraphrases of 1751, by autho- 
rity of the Synod of Argyle. His revision was slightly 
altered by the Rey. Thomas Rosa, and reissued in 1807. 
The Rev. Dr. John Smith, of Campbelton, rewrote Mac- 
farlane’s version, and published it at Edinburgh in 
1787, adding to it versions of the 67 Paraphrases of 1781. 
He also published a new version in 1801, From these 
versions a revised edition was [aa gates! by the Com- 
mittee of the General Assembly, a ublis' in 1826 
at Edinburgh—inclading the 67 Parap' of 1781—as 
the only version to be used in public worship. 

IV. Scripture Songs, 1564-1708. 

1. The Scottish Psalter of 1564-65 did not 
contain any Spiritual Songs, but in 1575 5 
were given, 10 in 1595,and 14 in 1634. They 
do not seem to have received direct ecclesias- 
tical sanction, and none of them were trans- 
ferred to the Psalter of 1650 or to the Trans- 
lations and Paraphrasea, 1741-81. 

2. By the same Act of General Assembly, 
1647, which —— John Adamson and 
others to revise Rous’s version of the Psalms, 
it was recommended 

“that Mr. Zachary Boyd be at the paines to translate 
the other Scripturall Songs in meeter, and to rt his 
travels also to the Commission of the Assembly, that, 
after their examination therof, bw flan send the same 
to ‘ries, to be there com till the next 
General bly.” 

Again, in 1648, the General Assembly re- 
¢ommended— 

“to Master John Adamson and Mr. Thomas Craufurd, 
to revise the labours of Mr. Zachary Boyd, w the 
other Scripturall Songs, and to prepare a report therof,” 

to be given in to the Commission, and by them 
to be examined and transmitted to the Assem- 
bly of 1649. But on account probably of the 
troublous times nothing further was then done. 

3. The question, however, came up again 
in 1696, when the General Assembly enjoined 
their Commission to revise the Spiritual Songs 
of Patrick Simson (p. 1058, ii.). Accordingly, 
after revision, the Commission recommended 
them for private use. In 1704 the Assembly 
renewed this recommendation, and in 1705 
enjoined the Commission to revise them for 
public use. The Commission accordingly 
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appointed two Committees, at Edinburgh and 
Glasgow, who united in advising— 
“That only such of the said printed copie as are 

purely Scriptural Songs’ should be recommended for 
publick use.” 

The Glasyow Committee (of which Simson 
was a member) proposed the addition of sume 
of his Ms. versions, and suggested that in all 
there should be given complete versions of 
Cunticles and Limentations, with 15 Old 
Testament and 10 New Testament Songs. In 
1706 the Assembly recommended— 

“to the several Presbyteries of the Church to endea- 
vour to promote the use of these Songs in privat fami- 
lies,” 

‘and recommended Presbyteries to buy copies 
of the edition of 1686 to compare with the 
amendments to be sent to them by the Com- 
mittee of revision appointed by the Com- 
wiission. In 1707 the Assembly sent the 
Songs again to the Committee for further 
revision, and enjoined Presbyteries which liad 
not yet reported to report to the General 
Assembly of 1708, The Assembly of 1708 
accordingly appointed 

“their Commission, maturely to consider the printed 
version of the Scripture Songs, with the remarks of the 
Preabyteries thereupon,” 

and authorised them 
“to publish and emit it for the publick use of the 

Church,” 

as in the case of the Pealter of 1650, And 
further 

“seeing there are many iy api of the said version 
lying on the author’s band, It is recommended to minis- 
ters and others to buy the same for private use in the 
meantime.” 

By the time that the stock of the 1686 edi- 
tion was exhausted all idea of issuing the 
selection authorised for public worship scems 
to have been abandoned, und no trace of such 
an issue cau be discovered. 

V. The Translations and Paraphrases, 
1741-1781. 

1. These efforts to provide a wider range 
of subjects in Praise having fuiled to attain 
the object sought, the matter was again brought 
up by an overturé to the General Assembly of 
1741, which referred it to the Commission. In 
1742 the Assembly appointed a Committee to 
“make acollection of Translations into English Verse 

or Metre, of Leon of the Holy Scriptures, or receive 
in Performances of that kind from any that shall trans- 
late them,” 

and desired the Presbytery of Dundee or Synod 
of Angus (whence tlie overture seems to have 
come) to transmit to this Committee “ what 
Collections they have made or shall make.” 
This Committee having made no report the 
Assembly of 1744 renewed their appointment 
and added some others to their number. They 
having appealed for help to the Presbyteries 
of the Church, received materials “ partly fur- 
nished by ministers of this Church,” and em- 
bodied these in a Draft entitled Translations 
and Paraphrases of several Passages of Sacred 
Scripture, which the Assembly of 1745 ordered 
to be printed and sent to Presbyteries that 
they might report. Presbyteries being en- 
grossed with the Jacobite movement hai to be 
again enjoined to report by the Assemblies 
of 1746, 1747, and 1748. 

Thus the Metropolitan Presbytery of Edinburgh after 
revising Nos. 1-9, on March 27 and April 3, 1766, did 
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not resume their revision till 1748, when on Jan. 27. 
March 30, and April 27 they went over the remainder, 

The Assembly of 1749 authorised the Com- 
mittee tu print the Paraphrases as amended 
and send copies to Presbyteries that they 
might report. None having done so the 
Assembly of 1750 transmitted the amended 
Paraphrases to them. ‘The Assembly of 1751 
uguin transmitted them to Presbyteries which 
lind not reported: adding— 

“In the meantime, the Assembly recommends the 
said Psalmody to be used in private families.” 

After this Presbyterics were aguin and again 
enjoined to report, but no further Act was 
passed. 

2. The collection of 1745, though thus 
reprinted with verbal alterations, was not 
enlarged in 1749. It consists of 45 Pam- 
phrases (but no Hymna), all of which were 
afterwards included in the collection of 1781, 
23 being by Isaac Watts,5 by Philip Dixdridge. 
aud 2 by N. Tate; while 3 have been attr- 
buted to Hugh Blair, 3 to William Robertson, 
and 1 to Thomas Randall — leaving 8 a- 
ascribed. 

8. Though never authorised for use in 
ae worship the 1745-51 collection had 
en introduced into some congregations, and 

in 1775 the Synod of Glasgow and Ayr 
overtured the Assembly to sanction it ior 
public use. Instead of simply granting this, 
the Assembly appointed a Commitee to revise 
and add to it. The Committee not having 
made any report the Assembly of 1780 added 
some new members to their number. At 
length in 1781 they presented a Draft, the 
Advertisement to which thus describes their 
work ; -- 

“ All the Translations and Paraphrases which bai 
appeared in the former Collection are here, in substance, 
preserved. But they have been revised with care. Many 
alterations, and, it is yp improvements, are made 
upon them. A considerable number of new Paraphrases, 
furnished either by members of the Committee, or 
Ministers with whom they corresponded, are added. The 
whole is now arranged according to the order in which 
the several poems lie in the books of Scripture. A few 
Hymns are also subjoined, of such a nature as is sup- 
posed will be generally acceptable." 

On May 26, 1781, the report of the Com- 
mittee wus given in and read to the Assembly. 
The Committee were then renewed, and some 
members added and be inted to report their 
opinion of the print ft, at a future diet 
of Assembly. Accordingly, on June 1, 1781, 
the Assembly appointed 

“these Translations and Paraphrases to be trane 
mitted to the several Presbyteries of this Church, in 
order that they may report their opinion ‘concerniog 
them to the ensuing General Assembly; and, in the 
meantime, allows this Collection of sacred Poems to be 
used in public worship in con fons, where the 
Minister finds it for edification. e General Assembly 
renews the appointment of their Committee; with 
| tata to judge of any corrections or alterations of these 

ma that may be 5 previous to the transmis 
sion of the same ; and with directions to cause a proper 
number of copies, with such corrections as they ap- 
prove, to be printed, for the consideration of Presby- 
teries, and for public use.” 

The Assembly further appointed John 
Dickson, the printer to the Church, to print 
and publish it, and gave him the sole right o! 
doing so for 5 years; his right being renewed 
in 1786 for 9 years, and in 1795 for 14 years. 
The Committee accordingly, after introducing 
a very considerable number of verbal altera- 
tions, published the collection in the sam 
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year for public use. After this the Para- 
Arases were brought before the Assembly in 

1786, 1795 and 1803, but only for the purpose 
of confirming the right of I barony 

4. Thus, unlike the Psalters, the Para- 
Phrases of 1781 have never received the 
formal sanction of the Church. They how- 
ever still continue to be used in the various 
sections of Scottish Presbyterianism, and sume 
of them far beyond its bounds. 

It may be noted that weile in England their use in 
hymnals other than Presbyterian has been comparatively 
limited (save Nus, 1%, 19, 30, 64, and the recast 66), in 
America they have been extensively used by all de- 
nominations, the five above, with Nos. 4,11, 16, being 
Special favourites. As they have come into use in 
many varied forms, they are all annotated throughout 
this Dictionary. 

The estimates taken of these Paraphrases 
have varied according to the ecclesiastical 
and spiritual standpoint of their critics. A 
common opinion has been that the collection 
of 1745 was too evangelical for the dominant. 
Moderate party in 1781, and that while gain- 
ing in smootiness the Paraphrases lost in 
vigour and spirituality. As a rule, however, 
the amendments of 1781 have been improve- 
ments. Of the Scottish contributions some 
are exceedingly good, others possess the merit 
of being faithful to the text. while some are 
poor both in thought and expression. Upon 
the whole the collection is hardly what might 
have been expected from the gifts and graces 
of the ministers of the Church of Scotland 
from 1741 to 1781. For details of the author- 
ship of the Paraphrases, the names of the 
Committees who compiled them, &c., see the 
article Scottish Translations and Paraphrases. 

VI. The Hymnals. 

In Sections following, i.-iv., are given the 
authorised hymmuls of the Established, Free, 
‘nited Presbyterian, and Evangelical Union 
Churches. In Sections v.-vii. are given the 
principal collections of Scottish origin used in 
the Baplist, Congregational and Scott:sh Epis- 
copal Churches. Section viii. contains lists of 
the Private Collections used in the first four 
Churches ; the less important Baptist, Con- 
qregational and Episcopal Collections; and 
hymnals Outside these seven denominations. 

i. The Established Church of Seotland.— 
After the publication of the Translations and 
Paraphrases of 1781, nothing further was 
done till 1807, when the General Assembly 
being overture] anent “the improvement of 
the Psalmody” appointed a Committee to 
consider ** the need of additional Psalm 
Versions and Paraphrases.” In 1811 the 
were authorised to print their Draft whic 
contained 17 entire Psalms and 21 Psalm 
portions and Paraphrases. In 1814 they were 
authorised to reprint their amended draft, 
containing 16 entire Psalms and 24 Psalm 
portions and Paraphrases, for transmission to 
Presbyteries. In 1820 the Committee were 
authorised to reprint 19 of the 1814 collection 
together with 20 or 30 others, and in 1821 
Presbyteries were enjoined to report on this 
new collection, which contained 32 Psalm 
versions, 17 Paraphrases and 2 Doxologies, 
In 1822 a Committee was appointed to ex- 
amine these reports, but no hymnal was 
authorised or issued. Again, in 1827, a Com- 
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mittee was appointed “for enlargms the 
collection of Translations and Paraphrases 
from Sacred Scripture, and otherwise im- 
proving the Psulmody,” but the matter 
dropped without resuit. The Assembly 
having been overtured in 1845, appointed a 
Committee on Psalmody, and in 1847 a 
second on Paraphrases. These Committees, 
with additional members, were united in 
1850. In 1852 the Assembly having been 
overtured anent “an authorised collection of 
sacred hymns” referred the matter to the 
Committee. They presented a draft of 123 
hymns in 1854 which was not sanctioned, 
though 25 of them, with Bp. Ken's morning 
and evening hymns, were reissued in 1855. 
A new Committee was appointed in 1855 
ar in 1857), who presented in 1856 a 
raft of 22, in 1859 of 33, and in 1860 of 85 

hymns. A special committee was then ap- 
inted to revise it, and the draft in 1861 
me 97, but as allowed in 1861 as Hymns 

for Public Worship selected by the Committee 
of the General Assembly on Pealmody, it 
contained 89 hymns, 22 oxologies, 3 thanks- 
vivings, 2 dismissions, Hosanna, and 4 sane- 
tuses. After a revisiou in 1864, in which 22 
hymns were omitted and 53 added, the need 
of a better selection with less altered texts 
was made evident, and accordingly what was 
practically a new Committec was appointed 
in 1866. ‘They presented successive drafts 
to the Assembly in 1868, 1869 and 1870, 
retuining finally from the 1864 revision only 
64 hymna, and these one r stored to 
their original forms. In 1870 the Committee 
was authorised “to revise the Hymnal, aud 
thereafter to publish an edition for the use 
of such congregations as may wish to avail 
themselves of it.” It was accordingly pub- 
lished in Sept. 1870 as The Scottish Hymnal, 
containing 200 hymns, selected with much 
judgwent and taste. Having come into 
very general use, it was after a time felt 
that an enlargement was needed. The Com- 
mittee accordingly in 1882 suggested the 
preparation of an Appendiz, aud in May 1883 
resented a draft tothe Assembly. This atter 
ing sent to ull the ministers of the Church 

for revision during 1883 was sanctioned by 
the Assembly in 1884 with hymns 201-358, 
and an Appendix of 86 liynms for children. 
Editions of the Hymnal have also been pub- 
lished with these additionul hymns incor- 
porated in their proper places, in al] 442. 

In 1862 the Assembly's Committee on 
Pealmo.ly issued a Hymn Tune Book, which 
was bag ay in 1865 and incorporated in 
1868 in Church 4 Scotland Psalm and 
Hymn Tune Book, This was, as the Com- 
mittee mention, the first authorised collection 
of tunes issued since 1650. In 1872 it was 
reissued, revised and enlarged by the Com- 
mittee under the musical editorship of 
William Henry Monk. Tue Scottish Hymnal 
has been issued with the tunes us a cut 
book, and also with fixed tunes, the complete 
tunes being issued in a cut form to the 
Pealms, Paraphrases and Scottish Hymnal in 
one volume. The enlarged Scottish Hymnal 
of 1884 bas also been issued (in 1885) with 
music ed. by Albert Lister Peace. 

ii. The Free Church.— After the fremation 
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of the Free Church by the Disruption of 1843 
no steps were taken to provide a hymnal till 
1866, when, after considerable discussion, the 
Feneral Assembly appointed a Committee to 
consider the subject. In 1869 the Assembly 
authorised its Committee to select from and 
add to the Translations and Paraphrases of 
1781. In 1870 they presented a Draft to the 
Assembly which was sent for further revision 
to Presbyteries in 1871, sanctioned by the 
Assembly in 1872, and issued in 1873 as 
Psalm- Versions, Paraphrases, and Hymns. It 
contains 21 psalm-versions and 123 hymna, 
including 40 selections from the Translations 
and Paraphrases of 1781. For this a tune 
book was published by the Psalmody Com- 
mittee as The Scottish Psalmody in 1878. 
This collection being found rather meagre, 
a Committee of enquiry was appointed in 
1877 on whose report a Committee was 
appointed in 1878 to revise and enlarge it. 

his Committee presented a Draft to the 
Assembly of 1880 which, after being revised 
by the Presbyteries of the Church, was 
sanctioned by the Assembly of 1881 and 
issued in 1882 as the Free Church Hymnbook. 
It contains 387 hymns (including 23 selections 
from the Paraphrases of 1781) and 30 serip- 
ture sentences. The indices in the larger 
edition without music are by the Rev. James 
Bonar, m.a., of Greenock, and are among 
the most accurate and useful yet issued. The 
Committee having been authorised to set 
tunes to the hymns, engaged Edward John 
Hopkins as musical editor, and under bis 
revision the complete book appeared in 1882 
as The Free Church Hymnbook with Tunes. 
One of the best recent hymnals, it owes 
much of its completeness and excellence 
as to hymns and music to the energy, 

taste, and musical knowledge of the 
v. Profeasor A. B. Bruce of Gl w, the 

Convener of the Committee. Under the 
revision of Mr. Hopkins the Psalmody Com- 
mittee then proceeded to set tunes to the 
Psalter of 1650, the Paraphrases of 1781 and 
portions of the prose Psalter, and their work 
was sanctioned by the Assembly of 1883, and 
tn as The Scottish Psalter, Being the 
salma in Metre, with the Paraphrases, and a 

Selection of the Prose Psalms. With appro- 
priate Tunes and Chants, 1883. 

iii. The United Presbyterian Church.—The 
United Presbyterian Church was formed 
in 1847 by the union of the United Associate 
(Secession) and the Relief Churches. 

1. As early as 1748 the Associate Synod 
had sequcated Ralph Erskine to versify the 
Songs of Scripture. In 1752 a Committee was 
appointed to revise his work, but it never 
met, and his death taking place shortly after- 
wards the Committee was dissolved in 1753. 
In May 1811 the session of Well Street 
Chureh, London (Dr. Alex. Waugh) asked 
leave to compile and use a collection, and in 
September the Synod appointed a Committee 
to consider the question. In 1812, on the 
recommendation of this Committee, the Synod 
formally permitted the use of the Transla- 
tions and Paraphrases of 1781, and appointed 
a small committee to compile a new collection. 
No collection was however thereafter issued. 

| 
| panying Tunes. 
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prepare a collection of Paraphrases and 
Hymns. They presented a Draft in 1844, 
and the same, further revised, in 1846, but 
in the prospect of the Union of 1847 nothing 
more was done. . 

2. In 1793 the Synod of the Relief 
Church was overtured to enlarge the 
Psalmody, and on May 20, 1794, a Committee 
of eight was appointed which recommended 
the selection compiled in 1786 by the Rer. 
James Steuart, of Anderston, Glasgow, with the 
additional selections made by the Rev. Patrick 
Hutcheson of Paisley, as united by the Rev. 
James Dun of Glasgow, all members of the 
Committee. This collection was sanctioned 
by the Synod on the 22nd, and forthwith 
published as Sacred Songs and Hymns on 
various Passages of Scripture approved by the 
Synod of Relief (Glasgow : J. Mennons, 17%) 
It contains 231 hymns and paraphrases, and 
is Dun's Collection (Dun having taken 
Nos. 1-180 from Steuart, and 181-231 with 
the preface from Hutcheson) with a new title- 
page. In 1825 a Committee was appointed 
to prepure a new selection, who wer 
authorised to print their work in 1831. It 
was finally sanctioned in 1833, and issued 
as Hymns adapted for the Worship of God 
Selected and sanctioned by the Synod of 
Relief (Glas.: Blackie & Son, 1833), It 
was an excellent collection for the time at 
which it was compiled. 

Such was the position of their Hymnody at 
the Union of 1847. 

3. In 1847 the Synod of the United 
Presbyterian Church appointed a Hymnal 
Committee, and in 1848 authorised them to 
repare a hymnal on the basis of the Relief 
ymnbook of 1833 and the United Associate 

Draft Hymnbook of 1846. They presented 
their first draft in 1848. In 1851 their final 
draft was approved, and they were a 
after considering suggestions, to publish it in 
time for the next Synod. The Synod of 1852 
a sanctioned it as the Hymnbook 
of the United Presbyterian Church (Edin: 
W. Oliphant & Co.), with 468 hymns and 23 
doxologies. As it contained many hymns 
which never became popular, and had intro- 
duced many alterations into the text of the 
bymns, a Committee was appointed in 1870 to 
revise it. In 1873 they were authorised to 
send their Draft to Presbyteries, and in 1874 
to Sessions, and in 1875 were empowered to 
publish their final draft. The Synod of 1876 
accordingly sanctioned it as The Presbyterian 
Hymnal. In 1874 the Psalmody Committee 
were authorised to set tunes to the hymns, 
and in 1875 engaged Henry Smart as musical 
editor, the completed work, with fixed tunes, 
being issued in 1877 as The Presbyterian 
Hymnal with Accompanying Tunes, and con- 
taining 366 hymns, 18 doxologies, and 24 
acripture sentences. Considering its size it 1s 
one of the best modern Hymuals, both as 
regards hymns and tunes, and their union. 
Under the same editor the Committee then 
prepared tunes for the Psalter of 1650, and 
Paraphrases of 1781, and issued their work in 
1878 us The Pre ian Psalter with Accom- 

n 1887 Notes on the indi- 
vidual hymns, by Mr. James Thin «.f Edio- 

Again in 1842 a Committee was appointed to | burgh, were added to the large type ed. of the 
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words, together with additional scripture 
sentences numbered 25 to 133. 

IV. The Evangelical Union, 

The Evangelical Union was formed at Kil- 
earnock in 1843 by James Morison of Kilmar- 
uock, Robert Morison of Bathgate, A. C. 
Rutherford of Falkirk, und John Guthrie of 
Kendal, whohad all been ministers of the United 
Associate Church in these places, but had been 
deposed by the Synod for the views they held 
ou the extent of the Atonement of Christ. In 
doctrine they are closely allied to the Wes- 
leyans, and in polity to the Congregationalists. 
Their first Hymnal was prepared by « Com- 
mittee appointed in 1852, and was issued in 
1856 as The Evangelical Union Humnbook. 
A desire having arisen for a more select and 
accurate collection, a committee was appointed 
in 1874 to prepare a new hymnal, and their 
work was issued in 1878, as The Kvangelical 
Onion Hymnal. This consists of 420 hymns, 
with names of authors and dates of publication 
affixed, 15 doxologies and 40 chants. ~ It also 
contains an Index of Authors, and, what is 
almost a unique feature, a list of original 
readings where the authbor’s text has been 
departed from. These were prepared by 
the Kev. William Dunlop, of Glasgow, the 
editor, the selection of hymns being made by 
the Committee as a whole. It is altogether a 
well selected and well edited collection. 

V. Baptist. 
The earliest Baptist Church in Scotland 

now existing is that of Keiss, founded in 
1750. No. 1 was composed for it; Nos. 2 and 
3 are the most important of the other Baptist 
Hymnals. 

1. A Collection of Hymns and Spiritual 
Songs. By Sir William Sinclair, Minister of 
the of God, and Servant of Jesus Christ 
(1751). Contains 60 hymns by Sir William 
Sinclair, Bart., of Dunbeath, who while 
residing in his castle of Keiss in Caithness, 
formed church there, of which he was 
pastor frem 1750 to 1763, at which date he 
left Keiss and went t» Edinburgh. It is still 
occasionally used in Keiss Baptist Chure!, and 
was reprinted, unaltered, by Peter Reid, Wick, 
in 1870. 

2. A Collection of Christian Songs and 
Hymns in Three Books (Glas. : D. Niven, 1786), 
containing in all 275 hymns. It took its final 
—— in the second ed., pub. by Niven in 1792 
as Psalms, Hymns, and Spiritual Songs, in 
Three Booka, with 330 hymns and an appendix 
of 28. Tothe ed. of 1813 (Edin. : J. Hay & Co.) 
# supplement of 33 hymns was added. The 
last form was Psalms, Hymns, and Spiritual 
Songs in Three Books, Selected for use in the 
Scotch Baptist Churches. A new impression, 
with enlarged Supplement (Glas. : A. Liddell & 
Co., 1841). This contains the 330 hymns and 
appendix of 28 from the ed. of 1792, a supple- 
rent, DUmbered 331-363, from the ed. of 
1813, and a second supplement numbered 364- 
449 from the ed. of 1830; and gives names of 
authors of hymns. 

3. The Christian Hymnal. A Collection of 
Hymns for Divine Worship. Selected and ar- 
ranged by Rev. Oliver Flett. 1871. Contains 
457 hymns and 9 acripture selections for 
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chanting, with authors’ names and dates, dateg 
of publication, &c. The compiler of tuis ex- 
cellent collection is minister of Storie Street 
Baptist Churel, Paisley. 

VI. Congregationalist. 
Congregationalism of the English type was 

introduced into Scotland in 1798. Its prinei- 
pal collections of Scottish origin are— 

1. A Collection of Hymns for the use of the 
Tabernacles in Scotland (Ediv.: J. Ritchie, 
1800), with 320 hymns Probably compiled 
by the Rev. John Aikman of Edinburgh, and 
Rev. seorge Cowie, of Montrose. In the 1807 
and later eds. (13th ed. 1844), entitled A Col- 
lection of Hymns for the use of Christian 
Churches, and énlurged to 326 hymns. This 
colle:tion is not of great value. 

2. A Selection of Hymns for Publie Wor- 
ship: Intended primarily for the Church in 
“Albion Street Chapel, Glasgow (Glas.: R. Wil- 
liamson. 1803). Compiled by Dr. Wardlaw, 
with 322 hymns, In the third, 1811, and 
later evis. it was entitled, A Selection of Hymna 
for Public Worship, by Ralph Wardlaw. A 
supplement was added in 1817, making the 
number in all 493 (13th ed. 1860). Of these 
11 are by Dr. Wardlaw. The book seems to 
have attained its popularity by the influence 
of its compiler’s reputation rather than by 
its own merits, 

3. A Collection of Hymns from the Best 
Authors, adapted both for Public and Famil 
Worship. Selected and arranged by Grevi 
Ewing and George Payne (Glas.: A. Duncan 
and M. Ogle, 1814, 11th ed., 1846), Ewing was 
mini-ter of West Nile Street Congregational 
Church, Glasgow, had been originally a mini- 
ster in the Established Church, and was oue 
of the founders of Congregationalism in Scot- 
land; while Payne was then minister of the 
Congregational Church meeting in Bernard's 
Rooms, Edinburgh, It contains 647 hymns 
aud doxologies. It is not a collection of great 
merit. 

4. A Selection of — F hog Public Wor- 
ship in Christian Churches. William Lind- 
say Alexander, D.D, (Edin, : H. Paton, 1849), 
This hymn-book (commonly called The A 
tine Hymn Book, from the name of Dr. Alex- 
ander’s church) as first pub., contained 553 
hymns und doxologies. Various changes were 
made in the 2nd, 1858, and subsequent eds., 
the 5th ed. of 1872 containing 616 hywns, 
doxologies, and anthems. Of these 7 are ori- 
ginal hymns and 5 translations by Dr. Alex- 
ander. While his contributions are excellent 
and useful, the collection as a whole is dis- 
appointing. 

. Hymns of Faith and Life, collected and 
edited by the Rev. John Hunter, Trinity Con- 
gregational Church, Glasgow. 1889. This 
contains 695 hymns, Nos. 696-865 being 
words of psalms, canticles and authems. 

This is a book of very different type from any of the 
preceding, being pronouncedly modern, meant as the 
exposition in so of a “progressive and Catholic 
Christianity,” and having a closer affinity to the collec- 
tion of Mr. Page Hopps (vii. Sect, xiv., No. 2) than to 
any other Scottish osketion. A considerable proportion 
of the pieces are — reli verse, 
often of considerable uty and signi , and 
gathered from a wide circle of Engli-h and American 
authors, but even less suited for public worship than the 

hymns in the ee a 
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VIL. Scottish Episcopal. 
1. General. —No attempt was made to pro- 

vide an auth rised Hymnal for general use 

till 1856, when, upon representations from the 
Diocese of Edinburgi, a committee was ap- 
pointed by the Episcopal Synod consisting of 
2 clergymen and 1 Inyuiun from cach of the 
7 dioceses. Of this committ.e the late Dean 
E. B. Ramsay wis chairman, and the late 
Arciideacon Philip Freeman, Professor William 
Bright, Canon Henry Humble of St. Ninian’s 
Cathedral. Perth, and the Hon. G. F. Boyle, 

afterwards Earl of Glasgow (who kindly leut 
a copy of the draft), were leading memlers. 
By i was prepared and printed, in 1857, 
a draft Hymnal for the Scottish Church, con- 
taining 289 bymns, 69 psalms and paraphrares, 
42 doxologies, and words of 29 anthems. As 

more than 150 were from the Latin, the Epis- 
copal Synod, instead of sanctioning this form, 
appointed Dr. Charles Wordsworth, Bishop 
of St. Andrews, to revise it, and his revision 
was sanctioned by them aud published as A 
Collection of Hymns to be sung in Churches. 
Approved and sanctioned by the Episcopal 
Synod of the Church in Scotland, 1858 (Edin. : 
R. Grant & Son), with 119 psalms and hymns, 
all taken from the draft of 1857. Being so 
small a supplement was at once compiled by 
the Edinburgt clergy, and isssued in 1858 as 
Additional Psalms and Hymns selected by 
several clergymen for the use of their own 
congregations (Edin. : R. Grant & Son). This 
brought the number up to 217, increased in 
the 4th ed. of 1866 to 236, with 20 duxelogies 
in pt. i. and 16 in pt.ii. Of tuese rg! le- 
mental Hymna, 75 are from the draft of 
The book being as a whole meagre, and weak 
in design, has long since given way to Hymns 
Ancient and Modern, which though never 
formally authorised by the Episcopal Synod, 
is now in almost exclusive use in the Scottish 
Episcvpal Church. 

2. Diocesan. 
1. A selection of Psalms and Hymna adapt- 

ed to the use of Protestant Epi C . 
gations (Edin.: R. Grant & Son). This collec- 
tion, which is of little value, was licensed by 
its priveipal compiler, Dr. James Walker, 
Bishop of Edinburgh, in 1830, and reached 
its 8th ed. in 1856. It contains 137 p-rtions 
of psalm versions, 74 hymns and 12 doxologies. 

2. Hymns and Anthems for use in the Holy 
Services of the Church, within the United Dio- 
cese of St. Andrews, Dunkeld, and Dunblane. 
(Edin. : R. Lendrum). This collection, licensed 
by Bishop Patrick Torry in 1850, contains 
128 hymns, the greater number of which are 
translations and original hymns by the com- 
piler, Robert Campbell (p. 208, i.), and a selec- 
tion of prose Anthems. This is the collection 
called S. \inian’s Hymns [as being used in 
St. Niuian’s Cath , Pertu) in the preface 
to The pg 

8. Metrical Psalmody, consisting of portions 
of the several Psalms; and also a collection 
‘of Hymns, recommended for use in Public 
Worship in the Diocese of Glasgow and Gallo- 
way (Edin.; R. Grant & Son, 1853). Licensed 
June, 1853, by its compiler, Bishop W. J. 
Trower, D.p. Contains 272 portions of Psalm- 
versions, 15 paraphrases of the Psalms, 150 
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a and 8 doxologies. It is of moderate 
value. 

4. Hymnal for use in the Services of the 
Church (Aberdeen: D. Wyllie & Son). This 
collection, known as the Aberdeen Hymnal, 
was compiled by Norval Clyne (p. 239, i, ani 
sanctioned by T. G. Suther, Bishop of Als 
deen, in 1857, and reached its 4th 1000 in 1 se 
It contains 154 hymue and 24 psalm-versiors 
—iull, save 8, taken from the draft Hymnal ui 
1857 (see above). 

3. Congregational, 
The more importunt collections, issue! 

mainly for individual congregations, are :— 
1, The Church af England Hymn Hook : containing 

a Selection of Psalms and Hymns for Public and Pr- 
vate Use. By the Rev. D. T. K. Drummond, #. A., (20, 
and Robert Kaye Greville, LL.D. (Edin. : W. Oliphant & 
Son, 1838). To this collection Mr. Drummond co- 
tributed 10 and Dr. Greville & hymns. It was com- 
iled for the use of that Evangelical section of Scottish 

janism which seceded in 1443, and whic 
recen! ly put itwelf under the care of Bishop Beckies 
contains 626 hymos and is a good hymn-book of the 
Evangelical school. 

2. Hymns and Anthems adjusted to the Church Sr- 
vices throughout the Christian Year (Lon.: Hop & 
Co., 1851), Contains 152 hymns, 30 I’salim-versions, ao¢ 
words of 18 Anthems. Compiled by Rev. Gilbert Rur- 
son, LL.wv., incambent of St. Peter's, Peterhead, and ic- 
cludes 24 translations by himself, and his well-koows 
bymn, * Three in Une, and One tn Three.” In 1868 be 
entirely recast it, omitted the anthenis, 10 Psalms, and 
78 hymns, and re-issued it as Hymns adapted to th 
Church Services throughout the Christian Year: with o 
Selection of Metrical Pealms (Peterhead : W. L. Taylor’. 
This form contains 250 psalms and bymns, enlarged br 
an Appendiz, 1869, to 310. It is upon the whole to 
best Scottish Episcopal Collection. 

3. Hymns, Introits and Psalms for the use of &. Join 
the Evangelist’s, Aberdeen (Aberdeen: A. Brown & Oo.) 
Contains 105 hymns and was edited in 1551 by the ev, 
Patrick Cheyne, the incumbent. Reissued, 1s65, & 
ees the use of S. John the Evangelists, Ate- 
deen, and Introits throughout the Year, The firet part 
there contains 111 hymns—not including the intrvits 
This is followed by an Appendiz, dated 1863, with hymns 
112-252. In the ed. of 1870, the second (compiled by 
the Rev. John Comper, incumbent of St. Margart > 
brings up the total to 255. The first part conse 
mainly of translations from the Latin, while the scvod 
contains a number of translations from the Greek and 
German, and a good selection of modern English bymm 
Mr. Comper also pub. in 1870 Mission Hymns Jor 5 
Margaret's Chapel, Aberdeen, with 394 bymns. 

4, Introits and Hymns, with some Anthems, compile 
for the use of the Collegiate Church, Isle of Cumbre: 
-_ : J. Masters & Co., X.p.). This consists of 3 part* 
’art L. was pub. in 1452 a8 Jatroits and H with 

sume Anthems adapted to the Seasons of the Christus 
Year (Lon.: J. Masters & Co.), and edited by the Ree 
George Cosby White, w.a., then Provost of the Collesr 
at Cumbrae, now of Great Malvern, and was also us 
in aret Street Chapel, London, and else* ber 
Pt, il. Chymne 176-287) was compiled mainly by ‘le 
Hon, G. F. Boyle, late Karl of Gla-gow, ard added alec! 
1863. Pt. iii. (hymns 288-311) was compiled mainly by 
Dr. J.G. Cazenove, then Provost at Cumbrae, now Chan- 
cellor of St. Mary’s Cathedral, Edinburgh, and adé~ 
about 169. In 1876 the book was superseded 0 t 
Ancient and Modern, Revised and Enlarged Baditwe 
with an Appendix. For use in the Cathedral and (x- 
legiate Church, Isle of Cumbrae. This consists of H. 4 
M. with an appendix of hynins numbered 474-561, frum 
the former Cumbrae book. 

VIL. Private Presbyterian and less important 
collections of other Churches. 

These we note in detail, beginning with— 
i. Established Church of Scotland. 

1. The Psalms of David methodized: being an 4! 
tempt to bring together (without the smallest aeration 
those Passages in them which relate to the same Sv 
jects. For the use of Churches and Families. 59 
Kobert Walker, r.ns.e, Senior Minister of Cane 
gate (Edin., W. Creech, — Contains 31 subject 
divisions and 154 pages. e Psalms are from the 
Pralter of 1650. ; 
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c srt — Min pba Doxologies, &e., sung in Scoonie Parish 
“as Scotland -ected from the General Assembly's Church 
Subjects 44 ymn-book, and arranged according to the 

weven. p ‘he Lord's Prayer and Apostles Creed aeme min ger: 1463). Compiled by Rev. John 
added : 23 ter there. 17 hymns selected, and 4 3 doxologies, 3 thanksgivings, 3 dismissio ey os 4s adapted for Public Worship, selected from pel sana Atthors iy the late Thomas rr baci me of ETP AArK, with an A iz consisti Eymas for 

att oe ton, Sabbat Schools, and Chil ren. (Kain. : 
Ge 4 Co... 1852), With 285 hymns. Meant for use in reornm Church, near Linlithgow. 

a.) The of Public Worship and Administration ERE Sacraments as used in the Church of Old Grey- Jriars, #2dinburgh. Compiled by Dr. Robert Lee, 
minister there, and pub. in 1565. The edition of 1873 (Redim., A. & C. Constable) has appended to it portions of Psalm versions numbered 1-2u3, —— 2u4-253, 
jot bymne +287, edited by Dr. Lee before bis duet 

a 3. IS77 a Supplement appeared, compil by Wr. Wallace, then minister there, with hymns 
265—316, and prose psalms 317-348. Both compilers were aided by Mr.G egan, recentor, 

5. #fym —— (Edin., Lorimer & Gillies, 1874). 
Edited by Rev. John Macleod for use iu his church at 
Dams Cwithdrawn from use after he removed to Govan, 
Glasgow), as an appendix to the Scottish Hymnal, 
Contains prose chants 2u1-219, and Hymns 220-366—a 
large proportion being from Anglican sources. 
'é. The Scottish Hook of Praise, being Selections 

Jrom the #salms in Prose and verse, and other parts 
of Sertpture, with a collection of Hymns, Paraphrases, 
and Arethems. The music edited by Henry A. Lambeth 
Lom. & Glas., Swan & Pentland, 1876). Edited by 
Jomald Macleod, p.v. for his Park Church, Glasgow, 

and fer general use as a book witb fixed tunes—the 
musical editor being his organist. Contains selections 
from the #’salter of 165u, the Paraphrases of 1751, and 
the prose /*salter, with 38 scripture selections for chant- 
ing, 25 Amthbems, and 155 Hymns, 1.0 taken from the 
Scottish Hymnal, 1870, being numbered as in that col- 
dection. segs 

ii. Free Church. 
yrns for the Sanctuary; also instructive Hymns 

for mous wee (printed by 1). Adam, Glasgow, 1859). 
Edited by the Rev. D.C. A. Agnew, of Wigton; with 
130 hymns in pt. i., and 60 in pt. ii, besides “ 

ents.”” Mr. Agnew also pub. 4 Hymn-book for Prayer 
Me et ings. It contains 150 Scriptural Hymns, selected 

si revised (Edin.: A. Elliott, 160). 
sa Hymns for Christian Worship, compiled by seve- 
ad * ya imisters of the Free Church in Glasgow (Glas., 
w Collins, Sons, & Co.). With 95 hymns, and in 2nd 
ed. of 1866 ne. hymns. Not authorised by the F.C. 

asia 9 selected for Divine Worship, by the Kev. 
Sliiame Knight, St! Enoch's, Dundee (1871). With 

aa Hymns. Enlarged and reissued (after be had 
215 eda the Established Chcesh) as The St. Bnoch’s 
sh ral, Dundee (1874), with Hymns 1-301 and prose 

Yoctions for chanting 302-339; many hymns from 
D itarian sources. The compiler was then minister in 
Dundes, and is now (1890) Professor in St. Andrews. 

1. 

iii. United Presbyterian. 

sSxacored Songs ani Hymns on various Passages of 
ee eere; Selected for the congregation at Anders- 

Scrip «<4las., D. Niven, 17*6), by Rev. James Steuart, 
ee tn Relief Church, Anderston, Glasgow. Contains 
aA Hiymons. Was the first Presb Hymn-book, 1 — formed the basis of the Relief H. Bk. of 1794. 
=r Songs and Hymns on various Passages of 

~ptesre. T oon in Se Worship of God (Paisley : 
Scr Peilson, 1793). Edited, with a preface, by Rev. 
J- rick Hutcheson, of the Relief Church, Canal Street, 
ee aiey- Hymns 1-180 are the same, and under same 
pa ya bers as Steuart’s save 16 exc for hymns in 
age es mmetres; with Hymns 141-231 added. * of 

~  seeecred Songs and Hymns on various Passages 
nae ‘trerc, Jor the new Relief Church, Campbell Street 

eS ae = J. Mennons, 1794). The Rey. James Dun, 
Co jater there, took hymns 1-140 from Steuart, and 
mT ce aand Hymns 181-231 from Hutcheson. Ad 
By cre Belief Synod in 1794 as their first hymn-book, 
¥ Collection of Paraphrases and Hymns, For the 
S- 7 the Relief Congregation, Roxburgh Place, Kdin- 

6 ee gh ( Fain.: J. Ruthven & Sons, 1810). Compiled by 
aus ro John Johnston, minister there, mainly the 
eee ef £7 Bk. of 1794. Contains 210 hymns. The ed. Fetish, ¢ Edin.: J. L. Huie) adds 19 doxologies. 

1- 
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5. A Collection of Sacred Songs and Hymns, selected 
Jrom various Authors, and recommen to be sung in 
Churches and Families (Cupar Fife: R. Tullis, 1811), 
With 210 hymn, — the Relief H. Bk., 1794. 
Compiled by the Rev. Robert Walker, minister of the 
Relief Church in Cupar. 

6. A Collection of Hymns on various Passages of 
rook gm Sor the use of the helief Chapel, Cinngate 
Megat Sanderson & Co., 1819), 197 hymns, mostly 
m the 1794, and 12 doxologies. Probably compiled 

by Kev. James Scott, then minister, 
(Edin.: J. Hume, 7. Hymns for Public Worshi 

1868), luv hyine, selected by Rev. Peter Davidson, 
D.D., for use of Queen Street U. P. Church, Edinburgh, 

8. Hymns for livine Worship. Selected’ from the 
United Presbyterian Hymn-book according to the 
rp ig authors; with an appendiz (Edin.: J. Grely & . 1470), by Rev. Willlam Ritchie, p.p., for nse in 
his church at Duns. Nos. 1-102 selected as above, and 
103-110 added. 

9. The Ibrox Hymnal (Glas. & Lon.: M‘Corquodale 
& Co., 1871). Compiled by Rev. Joseph Leckie, bop. 
of Ibrox U. P. Church, he as a supplement to 
the ( P. H. Bk, of 1862. Of its 104 hymns, mostly 
recent, 3 (Nos. #, 19, 100) are by himself. 

10, Hymns specially selected for the use of the IT. PB. 
Sehoot Congregation (undee, 1875), by Rev. 
George Gilfillan, minister there—106 Hymns and 5 
Doxologies, The Rev. David Macrae, who became 
minister to a section of the or, has reissued 
it as Gilfillan Memorial Hymn-book, being Mr. Gilfil- 
lan's Selection revised and enlarged by the Kev, David 
Macrae, 1880, with 170 bymns and doxologies, 

iv. Evangelical Union, 
1, Hymns and Er Songs collected by James 

Morison (Kilmarnock, 1844), one of the founders of the 
Union and the best living tish exegete. Contains 40 
hymns and was originally ee in two parts, in the 
second of which dag ymns by Dr, John Guthrie 
were first published. issued unaltered 1648. Super- 
seded by the Avang. Union H. Bk. of 1856. 

vy. Baptist. 
1, A Selection of Hymns adapted for Divine Worship 
= : Waugh & Innes, 1814), by Kev. Christopher An- 

, of Rose Street Baptist Church, Edinburgh. 
2. Hymns selected for Publicand Private use. (Glas. : 

D. Cameron & Co,, 1838) by Rev. James Paterson, b.b., 
of Hop: Street (now Adelaide Place) Baptist Church, 
Glasgow. 329 hymns, The 2nd ed. of 1467 (J. Macle- 
hose) contains 436 hymns and 27 chants. 

3. A new Selection of Hymns, adapted to Public and 
Private Devotion, (Edin.: W, Innes, 1843), 29u hymna, 
3 doxo and an a ix of & hymns. Compiled 
mainly by Rev. Jona Watson, co-pastor of Elder 
Street (now Dublin Street) Baptist Church, Edinburgh. 
Su 1861 by No. 5, 

» Hymns for Divine Worship, being a su t 
to the New Selection. For the use of the Raptist Con- 
gregation, South Street. (Perth: J. & W. Bayne, 1851), 
v9 hymus, probably sclected by Rev. John Cloke, then 
minister, 

5. Hymns and Spiritual Songs selected and arranged 
for Public and ial Worship, (Edin.: Turnbull & 
Spears, 1461.) Contains 366 hymns and 7 chants, and 
was compiled for use in Dublin Street Church, mainly by 
J. W, Urquhart, - one of the deacons. Superseded 
1879 by the English Baptist Pealms and Aymns. 

6. Church Song. A Collection of Hymns for Public 
Worship. (Paisley: J. & R. Parlane, 1475), by Rev. 
Jervis Coats, M.a., for use in the Baptist Church, Govan, 
Glasgow, with 200 hymns. 

vi. Congregational, 
1, The Congregational Psalmist ; or, a selection of 

Psalms and Hymns specially adapted for the use of the 
Congregational Churches of Scotland. By Christian 
Henry Bateman. Edin.; H. Armour, 1846.) [See 
Bateman, C. H., p. 116, ii.). Contains 350 hymns. 

2. A Selection of Hymns, a Watts’s, for use in 
Public Christian Worship; edited by S. T. Porter, 
minister of the Independent Church, Bath Street, Glas- 
gow, (Glas.: 1453). 400 hymns, 

3. ns and Passages a Scripture Jor inivine 
Worship. Selected and arranged by John Hutchison 
Dunfermline, 1861), then Congregational minister at 
unfermline, <A fair collection, hymns 1-479, doxolo- 

480-496; with 51 scripture passages and & ancient 
yinns. 

vii. Scottish Episcopal, 
1, A Collection of Hymns and Anthems for the use of 

the Epi Church of Scotland. (Edin.: Murray & 
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Cochrane, 1781), with 38 hymns and anthems, A sub- 
sequent edition was A Collection of Hymns and Anthems 
as used in St. Andrew's ey oe Aberdeen, and other 
Chapels of the Episco Church in Scotland, 14th 
edition. (Aberdeen: D. Chalmers & Co., 1826), with 
50 hymns and anthems, 

2. A Selection of Psaims and Hymns adapted to 
Public Worship in general, but chiefly intended to be 
used in the Episcopal Chapel, New Town, Edinburgh. 
Ry A. C. (Edin.: Gordon and Neill, 1786), with 37 
Psalm Versions (from Tute and #rady, and from 
Merrick) and 51 a oe Compiled for the congregation 
then meeting in West Register Street, afterwards in 
Charlotte Chapel, Charlotte Square, and now in St. 
Jobn’s, Princes street, to which Dean Ramsay long 
ministered. 

8, Selected Portions from the Old and New Version 
A the Psalms, &c., Hymns and Anthems. (Edin.: J. 
Taylor & Co., 1804). Compiled by Charles Vincent for St. 
George's Chapel. Part ii. enlarged appeared as Hymns, 
Anthems, c., used in St. George's Chapel, York Place, 
Edinburgh (Edin.: Caledonian Mercury Office, 1811), 
with 81 hymns and words of 34 anthems; while the 
edition of 1817 (Edin.: P. G, Buchanan), contained 84 
hymns. 

4. A Collection of Hymns and Anthems, for the use 
of the Epi. Chapel, Glasgow (Glas.: R. Ch 
1805), with 104 hymns and words of 24 anthems. Com- 
piled by the Rev. Wm. Routledge, incumbent, aided by 
the ist and some of the congregation. The ed. of 
1823 (Glas.: R. Griffin & Co.) contains 108 bh. 
words of 32 anthems, 7 doxologies, and Bp. Ken's 
morning and evening hymns. Superseded in 1845 by 
an English collection, and that again by No. 11. 

5. A Selection of Hymns for St. James's Chapel, Leith 
(Edin.: A. Alla , 1810), 71 bymns with anthems 
and doxologies, and an App. of 18 hymns. 

6. A Collection of Psalms and Hymns, arranged for 
the Public Worship of God in the Epi Chapel, 
Carruber’s Close, Edinburgh (Edin. : J. Gifford, 1820), 
with 47 psalm-versions, 1u9 hymus, 5 doxologies, and 
an appendix of 33 a 

7. A Collection of Psalms and Hymns, arranged for 
the Public Worship af God, in St. James's Chapel, 
Broughton-Place, Edinburgh (Edin.: Waugh & Innes, 
1824), with 47 Psalm portions, 109 hymna, 5 doxol . 
and an Appendix of 33 hymns. Probably compiled by 
Rev. Edward Craig, then Incumbent. 

8. Select Portions of Psalms from Modern Transla- 
tions and Paraphrases supplementary to the Old and 
New Versions; and Hymns from various authors 
porense for Public and Social Worship (Glas.: G. 
Brookman). — and pub, in 1827 for use in St. 
Mary's Episcopal Church, Glasgow. The 2nd ed. of 1837 
contains 141 m-versions, 161 hymus and # doxolo- 
gies, The 3rd ed. of 1845 is a reprint of the 2nd. 

9, A Selection of Psalms and Hymns, used in St, 
John’s i Chapel, Greenock (Greenock: Adver- 
tiser Office, 1835), with 108 gochey of psalms, 100 
hymns and an appendix of 83 hymns, 

10. A Collection of Hymns for the use of the congre- 
gation assembling for the Public Worship af God, in 
St. James’ Chapel, trroughton lace, Edinburgh (Edin. : 
Waugh & Innes, 1836), with 219 hymns. Probably 
compiled by the Rev. Daniel Bagot, then Incumbent. 

11. Hymns adapted for Congr: tonal Singing (Glas.: 
J, Graham, 1536). Edited by Sir Archibald Ed- 
monstone, Bart., of Duntreath and Colzium, with 120 
hymns, mostly from Bp. Heber's collection, the last 10 
being original. 

12, Hymns bahia e to the several Seasons of the 
Ecclesiastical Year. For use in Trinity Episcopal 
Cha, Dunfermline (lhunfermline: J. Miller & Son, 
1852), with 48 hymns, The 2nd ed., 1859, contained in 
all 61 hymns. Compiled by the Rev. William Bruce, 
Incumbent, as a supplement to Tate and Brady. Super- 
seded in 1866, by H. A. & M. 

13. Hymnarium, chiefly from ancient sources, used in 
the Holy Services of Matting and Evensong of St. 
Andrew's Church, Glasgow (Lon.: J. Masters. Glas. : 
M. Ogle & Son, 1857). Compiled by Rev. J. F. 8. Gor- 
don, p.p., the Incumbent, Contains 250 hymns and 
31 introits. Superseded in 166, by 7. A. & M. 

14. A Hymnal adapted to the Seasons of the Christian 
Year (Aberdeen: A. Witkon & Co., 1859). Compiled by 
Rev. Alexander Harper, for use in his church at Inve- 
rurie, with 168 hymns. First ed. 1856 had 79 hymns. 

15, The Supplementary Hymnal compiled by the Kev. 
H. J, Palmer, B.A., for use in S. Mary's Church, Aber: 
deen (Aberdeen: G. Davidson, ¥. D., 1866), 81 hymns, 
mostly recent hymns and translations, supplementary 
to H. A, & M., 1861, Almost all are incl in the re- 
vised H, A. & M. or the People’s Hymnal, 
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16, rnock, Ardeer and Carnbroe Mission 
Hymn-book (Paisley: N.p. [1866)). With 222 byw 
and * doxologies. Compiled by the Rev. F. Gracm 
Littlecot, 

17, Hymns authorised by the ( Aberdeer 
King & Co., 1468), 24 hymns, selected by -T.1 Bal 
for use in St. Mary's Chapel, The Cove, Aberdeen. 

18. Supplement to the “ Hymnal Noted with Apps 
diz" (Edin.: Home & Macdonald, 1882). The edits 
J to 1873 were edited by the Rev. H. A. Waker, 
of Hatcham, and the Rev. T. I. Ball. The Supp 
ment by Mr. Ball, with Hymns 372-584, contain » 
ae pregerven of English Hymns of the Evangeiic. 

00 
19. See also § xvi. 10. 

viii. Glassite or Sandemanian. 
The Rev. John Glas, M.a., minister of the parish ./ 

Tealing, near Dundee, having adopted Independeor 
views, was d in 1728. After Over CoD 

fons of his sympathisers at Dundee and Perth, & 
ied at Dundee, Nov. 2, 1773. In the meetings fr 

public worship of this sect (who have an unpaid ministry 
and literally observe Acts xv. 29)—sometimes fru 
Robert Sandeman, the son-in-law of Glas, called Se 
demanians — the Psalms only are used, the Scott: 
Psalter of 1650 having been first employed and then Ue 
revision of it by Robert Boswell, first pub. as The fut 
Uf Psalms in Metre; from the Original, compared with 
many Versions in different Lang ~ London, it-4. 
For their meetings for religious fellowship were com: 

the: Christian s s. To which is prefza 
Evidence and Import Christ's Kesurrection ver- 

sified for the help of the Memory. Of this the Ont 
. Was pub. at Edinburgh in 1749. A copy, withom 

title page, now in .Perth, seems to represent this, and 
contains 38 ; increased in the 2nd ed. (Edinburgb: 
A, Donaldson for W. Coke, Edin. : R. Morison, Perth, 
&c,) to 40; in the ard ed. (Leith: W. Coke, x. p.) te a, 
in the 4th (Dundee: D. Ogilvy, 1770) to 62; in the Sh 
Dundee: L. Chalmers for W. Coke, Leith, and 
orison, Perth, 1775) to 95 songs (No. #0 being after 

wards omitted), and 11 Elegies. he sth ed. Spent 
R. Morison, 1794) contains 94 Songs and 11 Elegies ; anda 
second part with 25 Songs, pt. ii. being in the ith at 
(Perth; R. Morison, 1847), enlarged to 63, and in the 
Lith ed. (Perth: K. Morison, 1472), to 114 Songs, the ad- 
ditions being mostly recent compositions of the brethren. 
The ed. pub. by George Waterston, 1875, for the Fain- 
burgh congregation, is a reprint, with one or two of the 
Songs abrid, of pt. i. and the Elegies of the 17é, 
with two itional songs, No, 95, by W. Buchanan, 
1851, and No. 96, by E. C. Anderson. Pt. Ii. is omitted, 
and the Airs to the Songs (such as ‘* The Flowers of 
the Forest,” &c.) separately printed and inserted in s 
pocket in the binding. 
A considerable number of these Songs passed in more 

or less altered forms into the hymnals of the ats, the 
Scots Old Independents, and the Con tionalist« in 
Scotland, 1781-1867. Such as are fo in nals 
included under main sections v., vi., or in Tis 
Hymnals since 183u, are here noted, the numbers being 
given from the 1794, but all had a in the 
edition of 1775, First lines in italics are altered, the 
rest are generally centos. 

mila haf oent Barnard. 
63. old! the t morning a 

The man, who was crown with thorns (st. ii.) 
91. Thus saith the Church's head 

By Robert Bosweil. 
57. Behold! what love the Father hath 
59. Hark! the trump of God doth sound 
55. Wherewith shall I, o’erwhelm’‘d with sin 

By Alexander Glas. 
1. Bless'd be day, Fair Charity 

Could I with elocution speak (st. vii.) 
A time shall come, when constant Faith (st. xi.) 

3. Shall earthborn man with God contend 
By John Glas. 

43. oe no name among men, nor angels, © 
t t 

15. This is the day the first ripe sheaf 
16. Thy worthiness is all our song 
86. We who need mercy every hour 

Elegy 1. What is our life in this vain world? 
Thomas Glas. 

38. Behold, my ant, whom I send 
49. The Love which thought on helpless man 
28, When to my sight, thou God, appears 

O Lord, when tempted to despair (st. iv.) 
By Daniel Humphries. 

49. When I my wicked heart survey 
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William Leighton, 
S. Eternal wee the darling song 

27~ In this one act redemption shines,! 
24. + the saints all rejoice and exult in their 

n 
33. 007 oom ! the glory, the wonder, and love 
28. Say, Faith, who bieeds on yonder tree? 
s. Where shall the guilty who hath lost 

20. While I my merit all explore 

By David Mitchelson. 
58. I’ve seen the lovely garden flow'rs 

By Archibald Rutherford. 
$6. Altho’ temptations threaten round 
71. Glory unto Jesus be 
7O. Fiail! blest scenes of endless joy 
78. Hail! hail! the happy wish’d for time 
75. Man like a flow'r at morn apeenes 
69. The glorious myriads round the throne 

The countless multitude on high 
SS. What tho’ these bodies shall decay 
6S. When Jesus comes again 

By Robert Sandeman, 
26. Awake, 0 Zion's daughter! rise 
37. See Mercy, Mercy, from on high 

Elegy s. tho’ I’m in pain, and tho’ a load 
60. To guilty mortals why so kind 
21. Ye nations bear, 'tis God doth call 

He who surveys the heart of man (pt. ii.) 

By William Waterston. 
90. How glorious is thy name. 

ix, Scots Old Independents. 
Founded in 1764 by Rev. James Smith and Rev. bert Ferrier, ministers of the ent parishes of adjac Newburn and Largo in Fife; and by David Dale and 

others, in G w. In 1s14 there were 12 churches in 
Scotland, of which only 3 now remain. 

+ The #salms Wf Isaiah, Paul, Peter, &e., para- Phrased in Metre,or, Hymns founded on some important Passages of Holy Scripture, and adapted to many oc- casions of Christian Live (Edin.: D. Paterson and W. pte A 1777). By Alexander Pirie (see p. 896, i.). Of its 95 hymns 11 passed Into the Relief H. Bk., 1794. 
2. Aymns and 5 sbora Songs (Gias.: Mrs. Orr, 1781), with 77 hymns. epublished as Hymns and Spiritual 

Songs, collected for the Christian congregation which 
meets tr the Grammar School pol ag Glasgow (Glas. ; 
I> Niven, A. Orr, &c., 1788), with Loo hymns. The 
sixth ed., 1794, was enlarged to 115 hymns, many being 
Glassite 5 and a seventh ed. appeared unaltered in 1798, 

3. #salms, Hymns, and Spiritual Songs, collected Jor 
@ Christian Church in Paisley (Glas. : D. Niven, 1797). 
In Three Books—i. with Hymns 1-101, ii. A. 102-226, 
fii. Hf. 227-285. From the Baptist H. Bk. of 1786, omit- 
ting those specifically Baptist, and adding 66 from 
Various seurces, 

@. A Selection of Hymns adapted to Christian Wor- 
ship (CGlas.: J. Graham & Co., 1419), Probably com- 
iled by the late James McGavin, of Paisley, with 962 

freravimals im alphabetical order, « number being Glassite. 
‘The second ed. of 1432 contains 365 hymns. In 145s 
a Su ent (Glas.: Mackay & Kirkwood), compiled 
by two of the Glasgow elders, appeared with Hymns 
366—433. Both are still in use. 

x. Berean, _ 
Founded by Rev. John Barclay, b, 1734, near Muthill, 

Perthshire, assistant of Fettercairn Parish, 1763-1772; 
died at Edinburgh, as pastor of the Bereans, July 29, 
1798. 

1. ice waqetraial dof Christ allinall. An original 
ublication consist Spiritual Songs, dc. By John 

carciay CGilas.; Ww. Bell, 1767). Contains, besides 
Pealrmms and a version of the Song of Solomon, 196 
hymns. Republished as 4 Select Collection of new original Spiritual : 8, Paraphrases and Tranala- tions. _Together with most useful and agreeable of 
those Sormerly published under the title of Rejoice 
Evermore, or Christ all in all. By Yohn Harclay, A. M., mintster the Berean Assembly in Bdinburgh, vol. ii. CEdin.: J. Donaldson, 1776), with 245 hymns 
and a Paraphrase of the Song of Solomon. Vol. {. con- 
tains his version of The Psaims paraphrased according 
to the New Testament Interpretation, &. Mr. Barclay also published oa collection entitled The Experien 

e Lord 

Idson, 1783), with a prefa- 
inating against the Scot- 

Psalm versions selected for a 
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MS. Version still more parapbrastic and splritualised 
than hia 1776, a complete metrical version of Hebrews, 
a and bymns from his 1776 volume, and 7 

itional paraphases, Appended are 12 pages of further fulminations, ar with definitions of Latin 
phrases used, the last of which is Rabies cleri, “You may call it the madness of the clergy; or, the real mad-~log-fury and fatal infatuation of false pretended 
priests, From which, may the gracious Lord of heaven 
and earth deliver us, and all hisown Elect! Amen.” In Songs of the Spirit, edited by the Revs. W. H. Oden- 
heimer and F. M. Bird, New York, 1871, two hymns are given by Barclay; “ Drink deep of the Spirit, and thou 
shalt be filled” (since included in the Library of 
Religious Poetry, ed. P. Schaff, p.v., and A. Gilman; 
M.A. ed. 1883, p. 802), and “Q love ye the Spirit in- 
dwelling,” at pp. 127-140, . 

xi. Roman Catholic. 
Hymn singing in public worship seems of recent 

introduction in , and the hymnals used seem 
mostly those popular elsewhere. We ave only been able 
to trace the following, of which Nos, 1-3 are edn id 
School hymnals but have been used in Church at 
Children’s Services, &c. 

1, A Selection of re Catholic Hymns, for the 
use of Schools (Glas.: H. Margey, 1861), 57 hymns and 

itany of Loretto. 
nbook published by the 

the 
2. St. Patrick's Catholic Hym 

Marist Hrothers with the approbation of the Right Kev. 
Lr. Murdoch, Vicar Apostolic of the Western Listrict, 
Stzteenth Thousand. (To be had of the Marist Brothers, 
St. Mungo Street and Charlotte Street, Glasgow, &c., 
1864), 169 bymns. Compiled in 1862 and contains 
“several original contributions, kind! “p Hed by the 
Rev. Canon Oakeley, Very Rev. F. W. Faber, Rev. F. 
Stanfield and others.” 

3. Collection of Hymns for the use of the Children of 
St. Andrew's Congregation (Glas.: H. Margey, 1875), 
with 105 hymns, of which 6 and the Litany of Loretto 
are in Latin. 

4. Hymns arranged according to the Ecclesiastical 
Year, Jr ane in Catholic Churches. Music may be had ae Cum permissu superiorum (Glas.: H. argey, eit? J with 107 hymns, 18 being in Latin and 
the rest mainly by Faber and Caswall. 

5. A very curious book was pub. at Aberdeen (J. 
Chaimers & Co.) in 1302 as A Collection of = Sigg — 
Hymns and Songs, on various religious subjects. The 
pieces occupy pp. 3-149, but are not numbered. They 
consist mostly of tre. from the Latin, and hymns set to popular song tanes. A number are b: Bishop Gerdes, 
eight are signed J.C., eight are sigued W. D., &c. It is hardly pop oy the book was ever used in the public services of the Roman Cathulic Church in Scotland. (See 
also p, 974, ii. ) 
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xii. Universalist. 
1, King David's Psalms in common use, with notes 

critical and explanatory, Dedicated fo Messiah (Glas, : 
printed and sold by N. Douglas, the author, 1815). 
Pealter of 1650 Paraphrases of 1781 with notes. 
The editor, who in 1780 became minister of the Relief 
Church at Cupar-Fife, and in 1793 at Dundee, resigned 
his charge in 1794 and finally settled in Gl Was a 
Universalist preacher, where Le d. in 1823. In his Sermons on Important Subjects with some Kesays in Poetry (Edin. : G. Caw, 1789), he gives 14 paraphrases 
of psalms and 24 hymns and poems—all original, 

. A Collection of Hymns fy use of Believers in 
God's infinite and immutaile love, manifested to the 
Creation in Jesus Christ (Glas.: W. Kaye, 1824), 116 
bywns. 

xiii. Theistic, 
1, Hymne selected = Divine — 

James Cranbrook (Edin.: Turnbull & Si 
formerly minister of Albany Street Congregational 
Church, Edinburgh. 34 hymns Recast as :— 

2. A Manual of Devout Song for Common Worship, 
led by the Nev. James Cranbrook (published = 

use in the Hopetoun Rooms, Edin.: 1465), with 
Ima for five Sundays and 34 hymns, No. 15 ing 

by himecis. Again recast as:— 
3. Hymns collected and adapted for Rational 

Worship, Temporary Issue (Edin. : x.r. 1869), with no 
ms, 68 hymns and 3 doxologies. After Mr. Cran- 
k's connection ceased it was enlarged and issued 

4. Hymns selected and adapted for Divine Worshi 
and ‘Sone Encou ent (Edin.: Printed for Free. 
masons’ Hall Congregation, 1870), by Mr. Statham, his 
Successor, Contains 165 hymns, words of 16 anthems, 
and 2 sanctuses. The final issue was :-— 

By the Rev. 
pears, 1867), 

rane 
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5. Hymns (Freemasons’ Hall, Edin., 1872), with 69 
hymns, of which, according to Mr. Statham's preface, 
“Many have been written expressly for this collection,” 
only $ being taken from No. 4. 

xiv. Unitarian, 
1. Hymns and Anthems for Private and Public 

Worship. Bdited by Charles Clarke (Glas. printed for 
the Unitarian Church, Union Street, by W. Rankin, 
1850), id ar ae and anthems with authors’ names, &c. 
Based on W. J. Fox's H. & Anthems, 1441. The ed. of 
1360 bas 320 hymns with an Appendix of 40 “ Hymns 
of Consolation " compiled by H. W. Crooskey. 

2, Hymns for Public Worship edited by John Page 
Hopps (Glas. ; The Unitarian Christian Churches, 1373), 
477 hytans with authors’ names, &c. The compiler was 
then minister of St. Vincent Street Unitarian Church, 
Glasgow, . 

xv. Brethren, 
1, Our Hymnbook, Compiled by Rice T. Hopkins. 

Fifteenth Thousand (Kdin,: Quigley & Reid, w.p.). 
Two hymns on back of titlepage, with gospel hymns 
1-67 and praise hymns 68-215. 

2. Aids to the Service of So espa A. Elliot, 
¥.D., c. 1868), Compiled by Dr. Naylor. 203 hymns. 

3. Gospel Hymnal. Compiled by W. T. P. Wol- 
ston (Lon. & Glas.: R. L. Allan & Co., 1871, ¥.D.). 
30u hymns. The compiler was leader of “‘ The Brethren" 
iu Edinburgh. 

xvi. Miscellaneous. 
1. A Collection of Hymns and Spiritual Songs (Glas, 

A. McLean, 1765). 12 hymns. 
2. A Collection of Hymns for Christian Worship 

(Edin.: G. Craufurd, 1762). 56 hymns and 5 sacra- 
mental bymns—in all 61, 

3. A Collection of Hymns and Spiritual Songs, 
extracted from various Authors, and published for the 
use of Christians of all denominations (Edin, : James 
Donaldson, 1778). With l47 hymns and z doxologies, 
mostiy taken from R, Conyers’s Collection (p, 33%, ii,). 

4. A select number of Spiritual Hymns, &c., cither 
for the use of the congregation, family, or the devout 
Christian's meditation, &ce. By David Mitchell (Glas, : 
W. Smith, 1741). To hymns. It is not likely that 
either this or Nos. 5-7, 11, were ever used in public 
worship. 

5. A Collection of Hymns and Sacred Poems. In 
Two Parts. For all Denominations. Published by 
James fordyce (Aberdeen: printed by A. Leighton, 
1787). Contains 200 bymns in pt. i. and 94 poems in 
pt. ii. The 2nd ed. of 1748 has 174 hymns, and the 3rd 
ed., 1789, has 147, 

6. Hymns and Scripture Paraphrases published at 
the request of a Congregation of Christians, By William 
Beli (din. : G. Caw, 1806), With 142 hymns, 

7. A Selection of Sacred Hymns for Social Worship 
(Dalry : apr by J.Gemmill for T. Watt, Nilwinning, 
1407), with 149 hymns, 

8. Hymns on Natural, Moral and Theological Sub- 
jects, for the use of the Theophilanthropist Society 
(Glas.; 1816) with 152 hymns. 

9% Ae tion of Psalms, Hymns, and Spiritual 
Songs, selected from a number of other collections, for 
the use of Christian Churches; and ada to New 
Testament Worship. By William Cullen, Dundee 
(Dundee: A. Colville & Co., 1817), with 219 hymns. 

10, A Miscellaneous Collection of Hymns, chiefly 
designed for fublic Worship (Aberdeen ; D, Chalmers 
& Co., 1825), with 204 hymns and the Benedicite. Com- 
piled for use in St. Paul's Episcopal Church, Aberdeen. 

ll. Morning and Kvening Hymns for every day o, 
the year, for the Family and Church ((las.: 7 Argyle 
Streer, 1857). With 732 hymns, edited by John 
Smith, £4.09, 

Note.—Two hymnals compiled by the Rev. J. H. 
Wilson, v.v., of the Barclay Free Church, Edinburgh, 
though never we believe used in public worship, are 
cited occasionally throughout this Dictionary and are 
thus here mentioned, (1) The Service of Praise (Edin. : 
T. Nelson & Sons, 1465), with 322 hymns, 35 chants, 
10 anthems and sanctuses, and 78 children’s hymns. A 
number of hymns by Mrs, Cousin, Mr. Sloan and 
others, first appeared here: (2) ¢ s of Zion (Edin. : 
T. Nelson & Sons, 1876), with 301 Hymns, &c., mainly 
from the 1865, from Songs of Zion, 1862, and from the 
hymns introduced by Mr. Sankey, 

LX. Appenprx. 

1. Scottish Hymn Writers. 
Scotland has produced a long series of 

minor poets. It would he both difficult and 
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useless to enumerate even those of them who 
have attempted to write sacred poetry. Notices 
will be found in this Dictionury under their 
respective numes of « very large number of 
these authors, including the following, who 
by birth or residence are connected with Scot- 
land, viz. :— 

William Alexander, Earl of Stirling; William Lind 
say Alexander, David Douglas Bannerman, Thomas 
Blacklock, Hugh and Robert Blair, William Blair, Jane 
and Sarah (Findlater) Borthwick, Robert 
Boyd, William Bruce, James Drummond «, Wil- 
liam Cameron, Elizabeth Cecilia Clephane, Norval Clyne, 
Anne Ross Cousin, John Craig, William Dickson, 
David Thomas Kerr Drummond, William Drummone, 
Mary (Lundie) Duncan, Thomas Dunlop, Ralph 
Erskine, Fergus Ferguson, Sarah Findlater (see Borth- 
wick), Robert Kaye Greville, Joho Guthrie, James 
Hamilton, James Hogg, George Jacque, William Ketbe, 
Robert Murray McCheyne, John Ross Macduff, Hamil- 
ton Montgomerie Macgill, Margaret Mackay, Norman 
Macleod, Samuel Martin, David Macbeth Moir, Jobe 
Morison, Sir William Mure, John Ogilvie, Robert Post, 
Thomas Randall, William Robertson Sg tng: hala 
liara Robertson (Monzievaird), William - 
son, G. Rorison, Sir W. Scott, Jane C, —— Patrick 
Simson, John Morrison Sloan, George Walker, Ralps 
Wardlaw, James, John, and Robert Wedderburn, 
Andrew Young, with various others. 

2. Principal Works on the Scottish Psalms and 
Paraphrases, and their authors. 

In this section we have grouped together 
those works which are of greatest value in 
tracing the history of Scottish Hymuody. 

1. The Scottish Metrical Psalter of a.1. 1635, reprinted 
in full from the original work, the additional matter 
and various readings found in the editions of 1565, d., 
being appended, and the whole illustrated by disserto- 
tions, notes, and facsimiles. Hilited by the Her. Nel 
Livingston. Printed from stone, by Maclure and Mac- 
donald, lithographers to the Queen, Glasgow, 1964. 
The most elaborate and careful work on the early Soottish 
Psalters, and the fruit of much labour and research. It 
contains a amount of interesting and curious infor- 
mation, and in fact exhausts the su . 
Principal’ af te Os Journals af Robert Baillie, am, 

Y University af Glasgow, MDCEXXTII- 
MD'LXU. Edited from the author's manuseripts by 
David Laing, Esq. In three volumes. Edin 
_— for Robert Ogle, 1841-1542. Edited for 

hnatyne Club. I[t is an important work for the period 
it embraces. In the ap ix to vol. iii, (pp. 525-656), 
Dr. Laing gives a valuable series of * Notices 
the metrical versions of the Psalms received by the 
Church of Scotland.” 

3. History of the Scottish Metrical Psalms, with an 
account of the Ferephrases and Hymns, and of the 
music of the Old Psalter. Lllustrated with 1% plates of 
Ms. music of 1566, By Rev. J. W. Macmeeken, Les 
ep Printed for subscribers only. Glasgow: 
McCulloch & Co., Printers, 7 Alston Street, 1872. A 
very useful work, containing most of the accessible 
information, and including reprints of many original 
documents and titlepages of rare editions. 

4. The Wedderburns and their Work, or the Sacral 
Poetry of the Scottish Reformation, in tts historical 
relation to that of Germany. By Alex. F. Mitchell, 
DD, Professor af Hebrew, St. Andrews. William 
Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and London, 1467. A 
very careful and interesting little book, tracing out the 
German originals of a number of the Gude and Godlie 
#allates, and giving all the information accessible # 
to their authors and their origin. 

5. A compendious book of Psalms and Spiritual Songs, 
commonly known as ** The Gude and Godlie Ballates.” 
Edinburgh, reprinted from the edition of 1578,%. P. [bat 
William Paterson, Edinburgh). 1868, A reprint from 
the earliest a edition now extant (but see I. $3 
of this article), edited by Dr. David Laing, with 4 
historical preface, a valuable series of notes, a glossary, 
and copies of the title-pages of the three editions thet 
known, viz. those of Henrie Charteris 1578, Robert 
Smyth 160", and Andro Hart 1621. . 

6. The Free Church zine for 1847, volume 4, 
Edinburgh, John Jobnstone. Contains four articles on 
the Paraphrases—interesting, but needlessly controver- 
sial. They raised a discussion on the subject of Robert 
Burns's connéction with the Pa rases, the writer 
baving in his hands a 8. copy of the Paraphrases pre- 
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party for the use of the Convener of the 1775 Committee, or #lterations in a hand which much resembled that 
in F tbl ete “*t which proved to be that of John Logan— 
thie Seac aile page being given. We have failed to trace 

7. The Onited Presbyterian Magazine, volume 18 
eden @rmal volume 19, 1575. Edinburgh, William ole 
P tant & Co. These include a series of a 

Tt Scettish Hymn-writes by the lute Rev. William 
homseon, of S tetord, near Edinburgh. Chapter i. is 

recy John WV edderburn, ij. on the Paraphrases of 1745, 
ca Bruce and Logan, and iv, on the Paraphrases of 

_S. Fiasti Keclesiue Scoticanue. The succession of 
mtnesters ire the parish churches of Scotland, from the 
fiesormation, 4 p. 1560, to the present time.” By Hew 
colt, Dy .. #s 4., Scot. minister of Anstruther Wester, 
¥dinburgh. William Paterson, 3 vols, in 6 parts, 1866- 

A most careful and elaborate work, the fruit of 
many years’ research among original documents, and of 
reat use im matters of biography. 

9. The Book of Common Urder of the Church of 
Scotland, commonly known as John Knozs Liturgy, 
and the Directory for the Public Worship of God 
“porn by the Assembly of Divines at Westminsterg with 
Aistorical introductions and illustrative notes by the 

wv. George W.: tt, pa. and the Heo, Thomas 
Letshman, 34.4. William Blackwod and Sons, Edin- 

zh amd London, 146. The notes on the Pealters are 
concise and good. 

10. The Scottish Paraphrases..., An account 
thei = e history, authors, and sources ; ther with 
muinutes of the General Assembly and extracts from 
Presbytery records relative thereto; reprints of the 
editionsay 1745, 1751, and 1781; information regarding 
Aymns contemporary with the Paraphyases; and some 
account of the Scripture Songs of 1706. Hy as 
J. Maclagan. ‘Edinburgh, Andrew Elliot, 1589. his 
work justifies its title, is weil and carefully done, and 

thers ether almo-t all the available inlormation. 
t is especially valuable as reprinting the full text of 

the very rare édition of 1745. 

In appending these authorities it may be 
stated that the article throughout is base! 
upon independent research, and that in almost 
every case (save Rous, 1641 and 1643, and the 
French Fsalters; the works wentioned have 
been examined by myself, or by others on my 
behalf. To Mr. Clark and tle librorians of 
tie A«clvocates Library, Edinburgh, and to Dr. 
Dickson, Mr. Lymbum, and the librarians of 
the G lasguw University Librury,I au specially 
indebted for the full facilities and courteous 
attention afforied in my researches; to Mr. 
William: Bonar of London I was indebted for 
the loan of early editions of the Paraphrases, 
&c.; to Mr. James Thin of Edinburgh, and 
Mr. W. T.. Brooke of London, I am indebted 
for kind nee in completing the lists of 
Hymnals; and to correspondents, of various 
denominations, too numerous to mention I am 
indebted for proms answers embodying the 
information they had to give on the oe 
submitted to them. (J. M.) 

Scottish Psalter. [Scottish Hymnody. } 

Scottish Translations and Para- 
phrases. These Translations and Para- 
phrases were originally prepared by a Com- 
mittee appointed by the General Assembly 
of 1742. They were presented in draft in 
1745, and in 1751 were authorised for private 
use. In 1775 Committee was appointed to 
revise and _ enlarge them for public use, by 
which a draft collection was prepared and 
printed in 1781, and after many verbal changes published as Translations and Para- 

rasea, én Verse, of several Passages of Sacred 
Scripture. — Collected and prepared by a Com- 
mittee of the General 4 of the Church 

med, in order to he Sco ’ in Churches, 
Yainburgb: Printed and id ty 3. Dichoon sold by J. Dickson, 
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Printer to the Church of Scvotlund mpcctxxx1 
(see Scottish Hymnody, vy. 1-4], 

The Paraphrases of 1781 ure made up of 45, 
taken—some with t ulterations—from the 
collection of 1745; and of 22 added in 1781. 

From the 1745 are the following, the numbers being 
given as in 1781, 23 (Nos. 1, 3, 7, 13, 20, 22, 24, 
40, 41, 46, 47, 50 (partly), 51, 54-57, 61, 63-67) by 
Watts, 5 (Nos. 2, 32, 3¥, 45, 60) by Doddridge, 2 
Nos. 36, 37) by Tate, 3 (Nos. 4, 33, $4) ascribed to 
lair, 3 (Nos, 25, 42, 43) ascribed to Robertson, and 

1 (No, 49) ascribed to Randall, leaving + (Nos. 6, 18, 23, 
26, Ss, 48, 52, 59) to which no probable ascriptions have 
been assigned. 
Of the 22 added in 1781, 2 (Nos. 5, 15) are by Watts, 

while 7 (Nos, 8-11, 31, 53, 58) are wssigned to Bruce or 
rg rok (Nos. 27, 25) are said to be joint productions 
of and Morison; 5 (Nos. 19, 21, 29, Su, 35) are 
ascribed to Morison; 2 (Nos, 14, 17) to Cameron, 1 (No, 
12) to Martin, 1 (No. 16) to Blacklock, 1 (No. 44, really 
a cento) to Blair, and 1 (No. 62) 10 Ogilvie. 

Deducting those by Watts, loddridge and Tate, we 
find of the 67 in 1741 there are 35 of presumably 
Scottish origin, 8 of which are still anonymous, The 

Blair Bruce Canin 3 rastio, Moriss _ Opilvie, , i. no, rison, le 

Randall, and Robertson. 
Of the Hymns appended in 1781, 3 (Nos. 

1-3) are by Addison, 1 (No. 4) by Watts, and 
1 (No. 5) by Bruce or Logun [see Bruce]. 
The Committees who compiled the Para- 

phrases were thus made up :— 
On May 13, 1742, the Assembly i «Ae the Reva, 

James Nisbet, William Gusthart, William Robertson, 
Robert Kinloch, Professor John Gowdie, Frederick Cur- 
michael, William McGeorge, Thomas Turnbull, Robert 
Blair, Principal William Wishart, Robert Hamilton, 
George Logan, James Bannatyne, Professor Patrick 
Cumming, Alexander Webster, Ge Wishart, Robert 
Dalgleish, James Nasmith, and Matthew Mitchell, 
ministers; with Messrs. John Wilson, Robert Baillie, 
and Alexander Nisbet, ruling elders, To these were 
added on May 1s, 1744, the Revs. Principal Thomas 
Tullidelph, Daniel McQueen, Hugh Blair, George Kay, 
and Thomas Randall, ministers; with Lord Arniston, 
Lord Drummore, the Solicitor General Robert Dunday, 
and Mr. Charles Erskine, ruling elders. 

On May 29, 1775, the Assembly 5° ees the Revs. 
Dr. Patrick Cumming, Dr. Alexan ebster, Principal 
William Robertson, Dr. Robert Finlay, Dr. Hugh Blair, 
Dr. Harry Spence, Dr, John Ogilvie, Thomas Linnin 
Andrew Hunter, Dr. Alexander Carlyle, Dr. Juseph 
McCormick, John Logan, James Brown, Samuel Martin, 
Robert Walker, James Campbell, and John Gibson, 
ministers; with Messrs. John Home, James Stoddart, 
John McLauren, Robert Cullen, and Professors Andrew 
Dalyell and tieorge Hill, ruling elders, To these were 
added on June 2, 17, the a Dr. Henry Grieve, 
Robert Walker, Jun., Sir Harry Moncrieff, Join Kemp, 
Dr. George Barclay, and Dr. Robert Dick, ministers; 
with Messrs. John Dickson, James Colquhoun, and 
Aleaander stevenson, elders. And finally, on May 26, 
1741, the Assembly added the Revs. Dr. William Dal- 
rymple, Dr. James Gillespie, William Burnside, Alexan- 
der Watt, Jobn Morison, and William Peebles, ministers; 
with Mr. Hardie, and Professors William Richardson 
and John Anderson, ruling elders, 

Throughout the body of this work these 
Paraphrases liave been annotated in full. 
For reference, the first lines are here given 
with the numbers as they appear in 1781, 
Where an alternative lin is given in italics 
the note will be found under that line. 

i. Originally published in 1745-51. 
47. And shall we then go on to sin 

Shall we go on to sin 
41, As when the Hebrew prophet rais‘d 

So did the Hebrew prophet raise 
23, Behold my servant! see him rise 
63, Behold th’ amazing gift of love 

Behold what wondrous grace 
65. Behold the glories of the Lamb 
18. Behold! the mountain ef the Lord 

In latter days, the mount of God 
59, Behold what witnesses unseen 
61,.Bless'd be the everlasting God 
33. Father of all! we bow to thee 
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60. Father of peace, and God of love! 
39. Hark, the glad sound, the Saviour comes 
66. How bright these glorious spirits shine! 

These glorious minds, how bright they shine 
25. How few receive with cordial faith 
20. How glorious Zion's courts appear 

How honourable is the place ' 
7. How should the sons of Adam’s race 
4. How still and peaceful is the grave 

56. How wretched was our former state 
Lord, we confess our numerous faults 

26. Ho! ye that thirst, approach the spring 
54. I'm not asham'd to own my Lord 
57. Jeans, the Son of God, who once 

With joy we meditate the 
38, Just and devont old Simeon liv'd 

Now let Thy servant die in peace 
13. Keep silence, all ye sons of men 

Shall Wisdom ery aloud 
48. Let Christian faith and hope dispel 

Now let our souls ascend above 
1, Let heav'n arise, let earth appear 

Now let a spacious world arise 
42, Let not your hearts with anxious thoughts 
67. Lo! what a gloridus sight appears 
55. My race is run; my warfare's o'er 

Death may dissolve my body now 
36. My soul and spirit, fil'd with joy 
3. Naked as from the earth we came 
2, O God of Bethel! by whose hand 

51. Soon shall this earthly frame dissolv’d 
6. The rush may rise where waters flow 

Say grows the rush without the mire 
40. The wretched prodigal behold 

Behold the wretch whose lust and wine 
49. — 7 eloquence adorn’d . 

ugh all men's eloquence adorn’ 
34. Thus spake the Saviour of the world 

With solemn thanksgiving our Lord 
64. To him that lov’d the souls of men 

Vow to the Lord that makes us know 
45. Ungrateful sinners! whence this scorn 
46. Vain are the hopes the sons of men 
32. What though no flow’rs the fig-tree clothe 

So firm the saints’ foundation stands 
50, When the last trumpet’s awful voice 

0 for an overcoming faith 
37. While humble shepherds watch'd their flocks 

While shepherds watch'd their flocks by 
night 

22. Why pour’st thou forth thine anxious plaint 
Whence do our mournful thoughts arise 

24. Ye heav’ns send forth your song of praise! 
Now shall my inward joys arise 

52. Ye who the name of Jesus bear 
You who the name of Jesus bear 

43, You now must hear my voice no more 

ii. Added in 1781. 
29. Amidst the mighty, where is he 
15, As long as life its term extends 

Life ts the time to serve the Lord 
28. Attend, and mark the solemn fast 
21, Attend, ye tribes that dwell remote 
44. Behold the Saviour on the cross 
30, Come, let us to the Lord our God 

. Few are thy days, and full of woe 
16. In life's gay dawn, when sprightly youth 
10. In streets, and op'nings of the gates 
62. Lo! in the last of days behold 
11. O happy is the man who hears 
17. Rulers of Sodom! hear the voice 
53. Take comfort, Christians! when your friends 
19. The race that long in darkness pin’d 
5. Tho’ trouble springs not from the dust 

Not from the dust affliction grows 
31. Thus speaks the Heathen; How shall man 
27. Thus speaks the High and Lofty One 

The High and Holy One hath spoke 
35. "Twas on that night when doom'd to know 
58. Where high the heavenly temple stands 
14. While others crowd the house of mirth 

Let such as would with Wisdom dwell 
9, Who can resist th’ Almighty arm 

12. Ye indolent and slothful rise 

iii. Hymns added in 1781. 
4. Blest morning! whose first dawning rays 

Bless’ morning, whose young dawning rays 
5. The hour of my departure’s come 
2. The spacious firmament on high 
1 
3 

* 

- When all thy mercies, O my God 
- When rising from the bed of death 

SCKIVER, CHRISTIAN 

The Paraphrases of 1751 had been printed 
at the end of some editions of the Psalter + 
1650 (e.g. by Colin Macfarquhar, Edinburg). 
1771), und though the right of printing the 
Paraphrases of 1781 was assigned to th 
Church printer up to 1809, yet before the ent 
of the century the King’s printer had beg 
to add them to the Psalter, and they are sti!) 
almost universally so printed. {J. M) 

Scriver, Christian, s. of Christias 
Scriver (Schriver, Schreiber), merchant a 
Rendsburg in Holstein, was b. at Rendsbury. 
Jan. 2, 1629; and was from his birth destinel 
for the ministry. His father d., of the plague, 
in 1629, but by the help of a rich great-uncle. 
he was able eventually to matriculate at the 
University of Rostock in Oct., 1647 (ma, 
1649). In 1650 he became tutor toa family 
at Segeberg, near Liibeck. W hile visiting « 
married half-sister at Stendal, he preached 
there with much acceptance, and was ap- 

inted, in 1653, archidiaconus of St. James's 
Yhurch there. He then became, in 1667, 

pastor of St. James's Church at Magdeburg, 
where he was also uppointed, im 1674, assessor 
at the consistory, in 1676 as Scholarch, is 
1679 as Senior; and in 1685 had also the 

rishes and schools of the so-called Holz- 
eis placed under his inspection, At length 

he found his work too heavy, and, in 16¥0. 
accepted an invitation to Qued]inburg as coo- 
sistorialrath and chief court preacher at the 
church of St. Servatius, and also as private 
chaplain to Anna Dorothea, Duchess of 
Saxony, and Abbess of the Lutheran Stift st 
Quedlinburg. After a series of strokes of 
varalysis, he d., at Quedlinburg, April 5, 
693 (Koch, iv. 78; Herzog’s Feal-Eneykle- 

padie, xiv. p. 1, &e.). 
Scriver was a most popular, useful, and infivential 

preacher ; his earnestness being deepened by the memory 
of bis many wonderful froin accident and pestl- 
lence. He was also the author of Various devotional 
works, which found much acceptance, e.g. his Goftholds 
300 Zufiillige Andachten, Magdeburg, 1663 (1671, and 
later eds., have 400 Andachten : English version, as (it! 
hold’s Emblems, by R. Menzies, p.v., Edinburgh, 1#57); 
his Seelen-Schatz, in 5 parts 1675-92: and his (ottheld’s 
Siech- und Sieges- Bette, in 2 pts., 1687-94. 

It is difficuit to say bow many hymns Scriver wrote, 
apparently about ten. He refers to ome or two in bis 
Seelenschatz and his Andachten, but does not give whe 
full texts. A number are included, as by bi, in © 
Weise's abridgment of the Seelenschatz, which was pub. 
at Wittenberg, in 1704, as the Seclenschatzcs ne und 
Saft; and C. 0. Weinschenk, pastor of St. Ulrich's to 
Magdeburg, in his Brbauliche Leben of Scriver (Magde 
burg and Leipzig, 1729), gives a list of those he considers 
genuine, 

Those of Scriver’s hymns which have passed 
into English are :— 

i, Auf, Seel, und danke deinem Herra, Aforniny. 
Included, 1704, as above, and in 1729, alse 
marked as by Scriver. But Scriver’s son-in-law, 
Johann Heinrich Hiivecker [b., 1640, at Kalbe, 
near Magdeburg, became diaconus, and, in 1695, 
pastor at Kalbe ; latterly, also, Inspector of the 
Holzkreis; and d. at Kalbe, in 1722}, in his 
Dreyfach schallond und nachhailend Kirchen-Ech, 
Leipzig, 1695, p. 3, claims it as his own. Iti 
in the Berlin G. L. S., ed. 1863, No. 1078. 7°. 
as, “To God, my Soul, Thank-offerings pa): 
By H. J. Buckoll, 1842, p. 30. ; 

ii. Der lieben Sonne Licht und Pracht. / ven. 
This is Scriver's best hymn. I seems to be 

earlier than 1671, as in-that year Scriver quotes 
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St. viii., in his Andachten, as above. According 
to tradition it was written one evening when 
Scriver was disturbed by hearing outside a pro- 
fane song sung to a beautiful melody; where- 
upon he, grieved that the melody should be so 
misapplied, composed this hymn for it. Ram- 
bach, in his Anthologie, iii. p. 205, prints the 
hymn from the Volisténdiges G. B., Hamburg 
and Ratzeburg, 1684, in 9 st. of 7 1. In the 
Liineburg Stadt G. B., 1686, No. 1907, it is 
marked as * M,C. 8.;” and in Hiivecker’s Kir- 
chen-Echo, 1695, p. 30, as M.C. Scrivers. It is 
also in the Berlin G, L. S., ed. 1863, No. 1153. 
Regarding it Lauxmann, in Koc, viii. 201, speaks 
thus ;—* Of the beautiful hymn of this true 
Teacher, the Chrysostom of our Lutheran church, 
in which the thoughts of Gerhardt’s evening 
hymn [p. 622, i.) ring and are powerfully re- 
echoed ; st. vi.-vili., are of the greatest force, 
and of these especially st. viii.” He also gives 
a portion of a sermon on Rogation Sunday, 1671, 
in which Scriver quotes st. viii. as expressing the 
deepest sentiments of his heart. 7. as:— 

1. With Thee I lay me down to sleep, ‘This is a 
tr. of st. v., Vii., viil., as No, 481, in pt. i. of the 
Moravian H. bk., 1754, It is also found in the 
following forms :— 

i. In peace I'll now lie down to sleep. In the Moravian H. Bk, 1789. 

iii. In peace willI lie down tosleep, In the Moravian 
H. Bk., 1886. 

2. My praise again I offer Thee. A tr. of st. iv., 
v-, by A. T. Russell, as No. 6, in his Ps. § Hys., 
1851. 

3. The lovely Sun has now fulfilled. This is a 
tr. of st. i., iv., v., ix., dated 1882, by M. W. 
Stryker, in his J/ys. ¢ Verses, 1883, p. 28, re- 
peated in his Christian Chorals, 1885, No. 16. 
In his Song of Miriam, 1888, p. 26, it begins 
“ The golden Sun has now fulfilled.” 

iii, Hier lieg ich nun mein Gott zu deinen Fiissen. 
Repentance, Lent. Included in Hiivecker’s Air- 
chen- Echo, 1695, p. 351, in 28 st. of 4 lL; re- 
peated in Burg’s G. B., Breslau, 1746, No. 1582, 
&e. It is included as Scriver’s, in 1704, as above; 
and so in Bury, and by Aock; but Weinschenk 
does not give it as his; and Hiivecker gives it 
without name of author. The fr. in C. U, is :—- 

Here, 0 my God, I cast me at Thy feet. This is 
a tr. of st. i, iii, v., vi, x. Xi XXL, xxiii, 
XXVi.y XXvili., by Miss Winkworth, in her Lyra 
Ger. 1st Ser., 1855, p. 63. In her C. B. for Eng- 
land, 1863, No. 45, it begins, “ Here, U my God, 
low at Thy feet I bend me ;” is altered in metre ; 
and omits the fr. of st. iii., Il. 3,43 v.3 vi, IL. 
1, 2; and xxiv. (J. M.J 
Scudder, Eliza, niece of Dr. E. H. 

(q-¥.), Was b. in Boston, U.S.A., Nov. 14, 1821, 
and now (1888) lives in Salem, Massachusetts. 
Formerly an Unitarian, she some time 
joined the Protestant Episcopal Church, Her 
hymne in C. U. are :— 

1, From regret and present [(faithlessness ———s Tpantntanas In the Quiet are. aoe 875, 
2. I cannot find Thee! Still on sostioss pinion. Seeking after Gol. Appeared in Longfellow and John- son's Unitarian Hys, of the Spirit, 1864. 
3 Thee and Faith ° my treasures live, and Jcy. In the Hye. of the Spirit, 1864. It is from a hymn of 10 st, nning, ** whosoever will en- quire,” entitled, “The New Heaven,” and dated 1856. . Life of our life, and of all 

» In the Boston Quiet ra, 1875. 
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6. The is done; the weary day of thought and 
toil is ag Evening. In Sermons and Songs of the 
Christian Life, by E, H. Sears, Boston, 2nd ed., 187s, 
p. 296, entitled ** Vesper Hymn," and dated * October, 
1874." This is possibly her finest hymn. 

. grace divine, encircling all, Divine Grace. 
Appeared in Dr. E. H. Sears's Pictures of the Olden 
Time, as shown in the Fortunes of a Family of Pil- 

ims, 1857. It was written in 1452, and included 
the Boston Hys. of the Spirit, 1864. It has some- 

times been taken as “An Ancient Catholic Hymn” 
ag ye Ps. & Hys, 1865), but in error. 

, ; x . The Spirit 
of Truth. In the Boston Hys. of the Rpirit, 1864. 

Of these hymns, Nos. 2, 6, and 7 are in 
Dr. Martineau’s Hymns, 1873. Some of Miss 
Scudder’s poeti ieces a red in Dr, 
Sears’s Monthly Religious Magazine. Her 
Hymns and Sonnets, by E. 8., were pub. by 
aig Lag Mata Co., Boston, 1880. From 
this her hymn “Thou hast gone u in” 
(Ascension), is taken. [F. Ae 3.) 

Xé xal viv ebroyodpev. Gregory of 
Nazianzus. (Evening.) This hymn is given 
in his Works, Paris, 1611, i.; 1m Daniel iii. 13; 
and in the Antho, Greca Carm. Christ., 1871, 
p. 29. _ It is ¢r. as * And now again at night” 
by A. W. Chatfield in his Songs and Hys. of 
Earliest Greek Christian Poets, 1876, p. 122, in 
8st.of 41. (See Greek Hymnody, § iv.) It 
dates 324-389, and contains 28 lines. [J.J.] 

Le pév apxonévas. Synesius, Bp. of 
Ptolemais, [Morning or Evening.) Hymn iv. of 
ten hymns composed by him at vurious periods 
of his life, 375-430. The full Greek text is 
found in the Antho. Greca Carm. Christ., 1871, 
p. 15 in 299 lines. It is tr. as “To Thee at 
evening a yt by A. W. Chatfield in his 
Songs a ys. of Earliest Greek Christian 
Poets, 1876, p. 56, in 27 st. of 81. (See Greek 
Hymnody, § v.) It isan Evening Hymn, and 
contains several ges of great beauty 
which might be utilized in the form of a 
cento for congregational use. Another fr. 
is “Thee at the break of sacred day,” by 
Alan Stevenson in his The Ten Hymne of 
Synesius, &e., 1865. O. J.) 

Xe tov abOirov povdpyny.  Gre- 
gory of Nazianzus. [Praise to Christ.] This 
hymn to Christ is given in his Works, Paris, 
1611, i.; in Daniel iii, 5: and in the Antho. 
Greea Carm. Christ., 1871, p. 23, in 51 lines. 
It is tr. as *O Thou the One supreme,” by 
A. W. Chattield in his Songs and Hys. ¢ 
Earliest Greek Christian Poets, 1876, p. 93, 
in 13 st. of 6 1. It is a fine hymn grace- 
fully translated. (See Greek Hymnody, § iv.) 
It dates 324-389. J.J. 

Seagrave, Robert, ma. 8. of Robert 
Seagrave, Vicar of Twyford, Leicestershire, 
was b. at Twyford, Nov. 22, 1693, and edu- 
cated at Clare College, Cambridge, where he 
graduated in 1714. ‘Taking Holy Orders he 
entered most earnestly into the movement 
then being carried forward by the Wesleys 
and Whitefield; and between 1731 and 1746 
he issued numerous letters and pamphlets, 
&c., designed to awaken in the clergy a deeper 
earnestness in their work. In 1739 he was 
appointed Sunday Evening Lecturer at Lori- 
ners’ Hall, London, where he continued to 
reach till 1750. He also occupied White- 
eld’s Tabernacle from time to tim». His 
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hymns, which were better known and more 
highly appreciated by the older compilers 
than those in modern days, and will still repay 
perusal, were included in his .olleetion, pub. 
by him for use at the Loriner’s Hall, as 
Hymns for Christian Worship, partly com- 
posed, and partly collected from Various 
Authors, 1742. The 4th ed. was pub. in 174s, 
and the originals were reprinted by D. Sedg- 
wick as Seagrave’s Hymns, in 1860, Two of 
these hymns ure still in C. U. :— 

1, Now may the Spirit's holy fire. Opening of a 
Place of Worship. This, from Hys. for Christian Wor- 
shep, &c., 1742, was given by G. Whitefield as the opening 
hymn of his ys. for Social Worship, &e., 1753. It was 
repeated in Toplady'’s (7s. & Mys., 1776; and again in 
Jater collections to modern hymn-books. 

2. Rise, ay henoy and stretch thy 
Song. Also from his Hymns, &c., 1742, into G. White- 
fleld’s Hymns, &., 1753; and again in others to modern 
hymn books, {J. J.] 

Searcher of hearts, before Thy face. 
BP. Doddridge. Sogrs Cate by Job Orton, in 
his posthumous ed. of Doddridge’s Hymns, &e., 
1755, No. 250, in 5 st. of 4 1, and headed, 
“Peter's Admonition to Simon Magus, Acts 
viii. 21-24." It was r-peated in J. D. Hum- 
Plreys’s ed. of the same, 1839. {J. J.J 

Sears, Edmund Hamilton, p.p., s. of 
Joseph Sears, was b. at Sandisfield, Berkshire 
County, Massachusetts, April 6, 1810, and 
educated at Union College, Schenectady, 
N.Y., where he uated in 1834; and at 
the Theological School at Cumbridge. In 
1838 he became pastor of the First Church 
(Unitarian) at Wayland, Massachusetts; then 
at Lancaster in the same State, in 1840; aguin 
at Wayland, in 1847; and finally at Weston, 
Massachusetts, in 1865. He d. at Weston, 
Jan. 14, 1876. He pub. :— 

(1) Regeneration, 1854; (2) Pictures of the Olden 
Time, 1857; (3) Athanasia, or Foregleams of Immor- 
tality, 1855, enlarged ed., 1872; (4) The Fourth Gospel 
the Heart of Christ; (5) Sermons and Songs of the 
Christian Life, 1476, in which his hymns are collected. 
Also co-editor of the Monthly Heligious Magazine. 

Of his hymus the following are in C. U. :— 
1. Calm on the —— ear of night. (Chrismas. 

This hyma “ was first published in its original form, in 
the Boston Observer, 1334; afterwards, in the Christian 
Kegister, in 1835 ; subsequently it was emended by the 
author, and, as thus emended, was reprinted entire in 
the Monthly Magazine, vol, xxxy." (Putnam, 1474, 
p. 306.) his emended text is given in Putnam's 
Singers and Songs of the Liberal Faith, p, 306, in 5 st. 
ofs |, Usually, both in G, Britain and America, the 

s abbreviated. bo use is extensive. 
. It came upon midnight clear, (Christmas, 

The ** Rev. Dr, Morison writes to us, ‘Sears’s 
Christmas hymn was sent to me as editor of the Chris- 
tian Negister, think, in December, 1449. I was very 
much delighted with it, and before {t came out in the 
Register, reas it at a Christmas celebration of Dr. Lunt’s 
Sunday School in Quincy. I always feel that, however 
Poor my Christmas sermon may be, the reading and 
singing of this hymn are enough to make up for all 
deficlences.” (utnam, p. 308.) It appeared in the Chri-tian Register, Dec., 1850, in 5 st. of 8 1., and is 
now in extensive nose in G. Britain and America. 

8, Ho, ye that rest beneath the rock, (Charitable 
Meetings on behalf of Children. Appeared in Long- 
fellow = eee Hys, af the Snrit, Boston, 1%64, 
in 2 st. of 8 1, 

Dr. Sears’s two Christmas hymns rank with 
the best on that holy season in the lish 
Janguage. Although a member of the Uni- 
tarian body, his views were rather Sweden- 
borgian than Unitarian. He held always to 
the absolute Divinity of Christ. [F. M. B.] 

SEDGWICK, DANIEL 

Sedgwick, Daniel, was b. in Leadennall 
Street, London, Nov. 26, 1814, of poor te. 
His education was of the scantiest. Althoagh 
apprenticed to a shoemaker at an carly age, 
the elements of the trade were not taught him, 
and through ill health and neglect, at the 
completion of his apprenticeship, he was u- 
uble entirely to earn his own living. During 
his rambles, he occasionally svlaced himself 
with the purchase of old hymnbooks, and 
in the study and comparison of these he 
began to find his chief delight. He joined 
himself to the strict Baptist con ion, 
worshipping in Providence Chapel, Grosvenor 
Street, Commercial Road, in 1839, having 

viously married a wife of his own hun- 
bie station and elucation. At the age of 3 
he began to dabble in the secondhand book 
trade, and ually worked up a ca- 
nection. About 1840 he taught himself 
writing by copying printed letters, aud ac- 
quired a singularly neat and clear hand. 
Hymnbooks then were a drug in the market, 
and he gradually acquired a noble collection. 
About 1852 he began the issue of reprints 
of the rarer hymn-writers of the 17th and 
18th cents.,and in his Library of Spiritual Song 
he republished the hymns of William Wil- 
liams, John Mason, Thomas Shepherd, Robert 
Seagrave, Joseph Grigg, Anne Steele, John 
Ryland, John Stocker, James Grant, Thomas 
Olivers, Bishop Ken, and others. This series 
brought him into communication with many 
clergy, and with ministers of all denomina- 
tions, and the humble bookseller of 81 Sun 
Street, Bishopsgate, would there receive men 
of high station and culture and teach them 
the rudiments of the then infant science of 
English Hymnol It was, however, on 
the publication of Sir Roundell Palmer's. 
(Lord Selborne’s) Book of Praise, in 1862, that 
Sedgwick first took his place as the foremost 
living English hymnologist. Witi: all his dog- 
matic ignorance and want of power to balance 
evidence, his industry and perseverance in fol- 
lowing up clues in every direction, led to the 
formation of an invaluable library, and to a 
unique correspondence. In the purchase, sale, 
and exportation of duplicates, and in assisting 
hymn-compilers in tracing dates, authors, and 
copyrights, he passed, from 1862 till his death 
in 1879, the happiest years of his life. He was 
consulted by men of all shades and opinions 
and Hymns Ancient and Modern owed, from 
its earliest days, something to his assistance. 
He was consulted at every step by the Rev. 
C. H. Spurgeon for his Our Oven Hyma- 
book (1866); and in Josiah Miller's Singers 
and Songs of the Church every article had the 
benefit of his knowledge and revision ; in fact 
the ee expert can detect in that work 
baseless suggestions and erronenns conclu- 
sions, which arose out of Mr. Miller's too 
close adherence to his guide, Sedgwick’s 
health began to fail rapidly in 1879, and 
exhausting and severe s 8 of heart disease 
followed to his death. On Sunday, March 9b, 
he asked in the afternoon for Cennick’s “Thou 
dear Redeemer, dying Lamb,” to be sung to 
him, the last verse, 

** When we appear 
With all the unseen th ta 

Then will we sing more sw more loud, 
And Christ aball be our wae 
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being specially dwelt on by him. It was in 
the very early hours of the following morning 
that, with the words, « Hullelujab, ise the 
Lord,” on his lips, he fell asleep; and on the 
15th March, 1879, he was buried at Abney 
Park cemetery. He may well be called the 
father of English Hymnology ; and it is to be 
specely remembered, to his honour, that, with 

1 drawbacks of education, temperament, and 
narrow theological prepossessions, he, by the 
collection and comparison of lymnsand hymno- 
logical literature, and by careful annotation, 
made it possible for others to reap a rich 
harvest, by bringing their education, critical 
acumen, Wide sympathies, and accurate know- 
ledge of Biblical, classical, ecclesiastical, and 
historical subjects to bear upon the stores of 
hymmnological wealth which he had accumu- 
lated, but which, to a very great extent, he 
could not use. [W. T. B.j 

Sedgwick, John, v.p., was b. at Wimble- 
don, April 24, 1823, and educated at Christ 
Church and Magdalen Colleges, Oxford; Bua. 
1846, p.p. 1859. He was a Fellow of Mag- 
dalen College 1855-63; Bursar, 1859-60; and 
Vice-President 1860-61. He was also suc- 
cessively Curate of Greinton, Somerset, 1854 ; 
Chaplain of High Legh, Cheshire, 1858; 
Rector of Great Houghton, Northants, 1862; 
of Stoke-Climsland, Cornwall, 1872; and of 
Birdbrook, Essex, 1s7t. He has pub. History 
a France, 1849: History of, Eu , 1850; 

ints of the Establishment of Public Industrial 
Schools, 1853; and sagt ap Prayers in 
Verse for Sundays a y Days, suggested 
by a Services of the Church of England, 
1852. From the last work his Quingua- 
estima hymn, “ Lord of love, Who-e words 

ve taught us,” in Kennedy, is taken, and 
many more of equal merit remain, {J. J.J 

Sedulius, Coelius. The known facts 
concerning this poet, as contained in his two 
letters to Macedonius, are, that in early life, 
he devoted himself to heathen literature ; that 
comparatively late in life be was converted to 
Christianity; and that amongst his friends 
were Gallieanus and (Se shay The place 
of his birth is generally believed to have been 
Rome; and the date when he flourished 450. 
For this date the evidence is, that he referred 
to the Commentaries of Jerome, who d. 420: 
is praised by Cassiodorus, who d. 575, and 
by Gelasius, who was pope from 492 to 446, 
His works were collected, after his death, 
by Asterius, who was consul in 494. They 
are (1) Carmen Paschale, a poem which treats 
of the whole Gospel story ; (2) Opus Paschale, 
a prose rendering of the former; (3) Elegia, 
a poem, of 110 lines, on the same subject as 
the Carmen; (4) Veteris et Novi Testamenti 
Collatio ; and (5) the hymn, “A solis ortis 
cardine ” (p. 4, i.). Areval (1794) quotes 16 mss, 
of Sedulius’s work, ranging in date from the 
7th to the 16th cent. The best ed. of his 

is that by Dr. J. Huemer, pub. at 
Vienna in 1885; and this text is printed in 
Migne’s PP. Lat. vol. xiz. This Sedulius 
must not be confounded with the Lrish, or 
with the Scottish Sedulivs, as is sometimes 
done. [J. 3] 

See amid the winter’s snow. £. Cus- 
wall. [Christmas.] Pub. in his Masque of 
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Mary, &c., 1858, p. 259, in 7 st. of 4 1, and a 
chorus. It was repeated in his Hys. and 
Poems, 1873, p. 280. It is given, in an abbre- 

1 form, in several hymn-books. It some- 
times begius with an altered form of at. ii. as, 
“See in yonder manger low.” (J. J.J 

See, gracious God, before Thy throne. 
Aune Steele. [Public Humiliation.) Written 
for the Public Fast, Feb. 6, 1756, in 7 st. of 
41., and published in her Poems on Subjects 
chiefly Devotional, 1760, \vol. i. pp. 248-9; in 
the new ed. of same, 1780, vol. i. pp. 248-9; 
and in D. er) es reprint of her Hymne, 
&c., 1863, p. 115. In its full form it is not in 
common use. From it, however, the following 
centos are taken :— 
a i God, before Thy throne. This, as given 

in Bick ‘s Christian Psalmody, 1833, No. 274, 
and some of the older collections, is the above slightly 
altered, together with the omission of st. v. The same 
first line begins a cento in 4 st. usually found in modern 
b als. fe is composed of st. 1, fl., vi. and vii., also 

tered, sometimes ax in Stevenson's Hys. for Church 
& Home, No. 5, and again as in Snepp’s Songs of 
G. & G., No, 860, 

2. Almighty Lord, before throne, is the same 
cento with further alterations; 5. P. C.K. Ps. & Hys., 
No. 138; and in a fuller form of 3 st. of 8 L., being st. i., 
i, fi., w.-wii. ¢e n altered), and a doxology. 

3. , before Thy Throne. This cento 
in the New Cong., 1859, No. 994, is composed of st. i., 
it., iil., vi., and a concluding stanza, ‘* Hear Thou our 
prayer,”’ which we have not traced, The second stanza 
of the original ‘Tremendous judgments from Thine 
band,” sometimes given as ** Dark judgments,” &c., and 
again as “ Dire Judgments,” &c., has, according to a nute 
to the original, a special reference to the Lisbon earth- 
quake of 1755. 

4. See, gracious God, before Thy throne. An abbre- 
viated form of the original in a few modern wo 

J.J. 

Wee, aor great Pd flame Y he Gospel. 
‘esley. [Praise for the Success of the | 

In Jackson's Pathe of the Kev. Charl. 
Wesley, small ed., 1848, p. 191, this hymn is 
referred to under the date of Nov. 1746, as 
follows :— 

* The nimated and h ing— reyigaipatedand emphaichymn bepaning 
Kindled by a spark of grace,’ 

was also written Mr. Charles Wesley on the joyful 
occasion of his ministerial success, and that of his fellow 
la , in Newcastle and ft» vicinity. Perhaps the 

was suggested by the lange fires connected with 
the collieries, which illuminate the whole of that part of 
the country in the darkest nights.”' 

The hymn was pub. in Hys. & Sac. Poems, 
1746, vol. i., No. 4, of 4 hymns, written “ After 
Preaching to the Neweastle Colliers,” in 4 st. 
of 8 1. (P. Works, 1868-72, vol. v. p. 120), It 
was given in the Wes. H. Bk., 1780, No, 209, and 
is found in numerous collections. {J. J.J 

See how the rising sun. Elizabeth 
Scott. Caray Appeared in J. Dobell’s 
New Selection, &c., 1800, No. 440, in 7 et. of 
41, and headed “Morning Hymn.” It is 
iven as “See how the mounting sun” in 

. W. Beecher’s Plymouth Coll., 1855, and as 
“See how the morning sun,” in the Meth. 
Episco, Hymna, 1849, and the Hymnal, 1878. 

ere is also a cento in C. U. beginning with 
st. iii. “ Serene I lay me down.” {J. J.J 

See in the vineyard of the Lord. 
The barren Fig-tree ; or, Close of the Year.) 

is hymn is given in 6 st. of 4 1. at the close 
of Sermon xvii. of Short Sermons to Children, 
to which are added Short Hymna suited to the 
Subject, By a Lady [Rebecca Wilkiueyn). 
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London: Printed and Sold by the Philan- 
thropie Society, St. George's Fields, %. D., 
[eirea 1795}. It appeared in an improved 
form in the 1815 Appendiz to T. Cotterill’s 
Sel., No. 208, in 5 st. of 4 L, and again in the 
1819 ed. of the same, No. 205. It is in several 
collections in G. Britain and America, and is 
sometimes said to tbe? by “ Cotterill, based 
upon Doddridge ;” and again by “ Cotterill, 
based upon Harbottle.”” It has, however, 
little or nothing in common with any hymn 
‘by Doddridge ; nor with Harbottle’s, “ See how 
the fruitless figtree stands,” which appeared 
in The Comprehensive Rippon, 1844, cactigh 
probably written sometime before that date. 
{See Harbottle, J., p. 484, i.) (J. J.J 

See Israel’s gentle Shepherd stand. 
P. Doddridge. (The Good Shepherd.] lst 
ub. by Joh Orton in his posthumous ed. of 

Doddridge's Hymns, 1755, No. 198, in 5 st. of 
4 1, and headed “Christ's condescending 
Regard to little Children ;” and again in J. D. 
Humphreys’s ed. of the same, 1839, No. 221. 
In addition to its use in its original form it is 
found as follows :— 

1. Lo! Israel's gracious Shepherd stands. This 
was Ni in Bickersteth’s Christian Psalmody, 1833. 

2. gentle Saviour calls. This altered form, in 
3 st. of 4 1., was made by Bp. Onderdonk for the 
American Prayer Bk. Coll., 1826, No. 87. It is in 
bic modern collections, and is suitable for Holy 

tism. 
. The Saviour’s gentle voice. This is in Kennedy, 

1863, No. 231. It is the American text rewritten by 
Dr, Kennedy. 

In these various forms this hymn has a 
wide circulation. (J. J.J 

See, sinners, in the gospel glass. C. 
Wesley. ([Invitation.] Pub. in Hys. on God's 
Everlasting Love, 1741, No. 10, in 18 st. of 
41, and again in the P. Works, 1868-72, vol. 
iii. p. 20. In the Wes. H. Bk., 1780, it was 
broken up thus :— 

1. See, sinners, in the gospel glass, st. i.-iv. 
2. Sinners, believe the gospel word, st. vi-ix. 
3. Would Jesus have the sinner die? st. xil., xiv., 

xvi., xviii. 

These hymns have been repeated in several 
collections. The centos, “ Behold the Lamb of 
God, Who bears The sins of all,” &c., in Mer- 
cer’s Church Psalter & H. Bk., 1855; and “ See 
where the lame, the halt, the blind,” in Dr, 
Alexander's Augustine H. Bk., 1849 and 1865, 
are also from the original hymn. (J. J.J 

See the Conqueror mounts in tri- 
umph. Bp. C. Wordsworth, of Lincoln. 
[Ascension.] lst pub. in his Holy Year, 1862, 
p. 99, in 10 st. of 4 double lines. In the latest 
editions of the Holy Year it has been divided 
into two parts, Pt. ii. beginning with st. vi. 
“Holy Ghost, Dluminator.” Usually these 
two parts are given as separate hymns for con- 
gregational use. In addition a cento, begin- 
ning with st. ii., “* Who is this that comes in 
glory?" is given as a hymn. The original is 
one of Bishop Wordsworthi’s finest com positions, 
and is the nearest approach in style and treat- 
ment to a Greek Ode known to us in the 
English language. The amount of Holy 
Scripture compressed into these 40 lines is 
wonderful. Prophecy, Types, Historical Facts, 
Doctrinal Teaching, Extatic Praise, all are 
here ; and the result is one grand rush of holy 
song: (J. J.) 
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Bee the [good] kind Shepherd, Jesus, 
stands. (The Good Shepherd.| This hywn 
is found in [Rebecca Wilkinsun's] Short Ser- 
mons to Children, To which are udded Short 
Hymns suited to the Subject [eirea 1795); later 
ed. pub. at Bath 1798, No. 1, in 4 st. of 41. 
In J. Benson's Hys. for Children, selected chiefly 
from the lications of the Rev. John ani 
Charles Wesley and Dr. Watts, &., 1814, it 
was given anonymously as No. 15. From that 
collection it has passed into a large number 
of hymn-books for children. In the Shor! 
Sermons there is nothing to show by whom 
the hymn was composed. It is sometimes 
given as “See the good Shepherd, Jesus, 
stands.” CW. T. B) 

See where the Lord His glory 
spreads. T. Kelly. [Ascension.] Appeared 
in his Hymns, &c., 2nd ed., 1806, in 6 st of 
4 1., and again in later editions of the same 
(ed. 1853, No. 46). In Hatfield's Church H 
Bk., N. ¥., 1872, and other American collee- 
tions, it begins with st. ii., altered to “ Around 
the Saviour’s lofty throne.” In this form it is 
a good hymn on “Christ as King.” [J. J.) 

Seelenbriutigam, O du Gotteslamm! 
N. L. von Zinzendorf. (Follow Christ.] Writ- 
ten in Sept., 1721. Ist pub. as No. 434 in the 
Sammlung g. und l. Lieder, Leipzig & Gor- 
litz, 1725, in 11 st. of 6 1; repeated in the 
Herrnhut G. B., 1735, and in Kuapp’s ed. of 
Zinzendorf's Geistl. Lieder, 1845, p. 22. The 
form which has attained the greatest popu- 
larity in German is a cento beginning “ Jesu, 
geh’ voran ” (p. 689, ii.). The only ér. in C. U. 
from the full form is :— 

© Thou to whose all-searching sight. A free tr. 
by J. Wesley, in the Wesley Ps. ¢ Ays., 1738, 
and H. and Sacred Poems, 1739 (P. Works, 1868- 
72, vol. i., p. 137), in 6 st. of 4 1. St. i-iii. 
are based on st. i., il. ; st. v.-vi. on x., xi; while 
st. iv. is from st. xii. of the hymn “ Wer ist wohl 
wie du,” by J. A. Freylinghausen (p. 396, ii). 
This tr. was included in the Wes. H. Bh., 1780, 
No. 330 (1875, No. 339), and has since appeared 
in many collections, e.g. recently in Church Hys. 
1871, Hyl. Comp, 1876, Allon’s Cong. Psalmut 
Hyl., 1886, &c. ; and in America in the Episcopal 
Hymnal, 1871; Pres. Hymnal, 1874 ; Evangelical 
Hyl., N. Y., 1880, &c. The hymn “ As throagh 
this wilderness we stray,” in the Marylebone /'s. 
& Hys., 1851, Irish Church Hyl. 1869 and 1875, 
Universal H. Bk., 1885, &c., consists of st. iil.- 
vi. of Wesley altered. Wesley’s tr. in whole or 
in part is in extensive use. (J. M. 

Selnecker, Nicolaus, p.p., 8. of Georg 
Selnecker (Selneccer, Schellenecker, who was 
rotonotarius to the Niirnberg magistracy, but 
ived at Hersbruck near Niirnberg) was b. at 
Hersbruck Dec. 5, 1532. In 1536 he was re- 
moved to Niirnberg, and became during his 
school time, when only twelve years 
organist at the chapel in the Kaiserburg there. 
He went to the university of Wittenberg = 
1550 (where he became a favourite fx of 
Melanchthon)}, uated ma. on July 31 
1554, and subsequently lectured as a privat- 
docent, sometimes to 200 students. In the 
end of 1557 he was appointed second court 
preacher at Dresden, and tutor to the heir 
apparent Prince Alexander, having also 
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supervise the education of the choirhoys of | called 1579 his “year of patience and silence.” 
the sy a chapel. He was orduined at Witten- 
berg Jan. 6, 1558. The principal theologians 
at the Suxon court at that time were inclined 
to follow Melanchthon’s lead and to approxi- 
mate to Calvin's teachings regarding Consub- 
stantiation. When therefore Selnecker thought 
it his duty openly to declare his adhesion to 
strict Lutheranism, he found his position 
almost untenable. When Martin Hoffmann 
of the Neustadt church in Dresden preached 
against the Elector August’s passion for game 
peoweeving, Selnecker took Hoffmann’s part. 

is enemies took advantage of this, and 
managed so that after Hoffmann had been 

ied from Dresden, in August, 1564, 
Selnecker wus requested to seck work else- 
where (see No. iii. below. The hymn more 
probably refers to Selnecker’s own troubles at 
this period). He preached his farewell ser- 
mon at Dresden on March 15, 1565, and on 
the 26th he entered on his new office of 
Professor of Theology at Jena. After the 
siege of Gotha, Duke Johann Wilhelm of 
Saxony recalled pide ee and other professors 

. of Theology who had been ary from Jena, 
in 1561, as adherents of Flacius; and Sel- 
necker, not being so extreme a Lutheran as 
they, had to leave Jena. Thereupon the 
Elector August again received him into favour, 
appointed him professor of Theology at Leip- 
zig, and also pastor of St. Thomas's church 
and Superintendent of Leipzig. He entered 
on his duties at Leipzig in August 1568, and 
for some time worked quietly and success- 
fully. In July 1570 the Elector acceded to 
the request of Duke Julius of Brunswick 
for Selnecker's services, and gave Selnecker 
leave of absence to go to Wolfenbiittel as 
court preacher and general superintendent. 
Here he succeeded in inducing the clergy to 
receive the so-called Saxon Confession, and 

arsevered in zealous visitations of churches, 
schools, &c. After 1572 he resided at Gan- 
dersheim, took an interest in the Gymnasium 
there, &c. In 1573 he also visited, and drew 
up a book of Church Order and Discipline 
for the district of Oldenburg-Jever. But 
in Brunswick, what with Martin Chemnitz 
the Superintendent of Brunswick, who was a 
High Lutheran, the Duke who wished for 

+, and the other General Superintendent 
at Wolfenbiittel, Selnecker found it a difficult 
matter to work comfortably, and was himself 
accused of Crypt»-Calvinism. He therefore 
gladly accepted the Elector August’s recall 
to Leipzig, and began to lecture there ugain 
in Feb. 1574. In 1576 he was once more 
appointed pastor of St. Thomas's Church, and 
Superintendent. At Leipzig the sacramental 
controversy broke out afresh, and Selnecker 
became deeply involved therein. He was 
then engaged in drawing up the Formula of 
Concord (meant to unite the Lutherans, but to 
exclude the Romanista on one hand, and 
the Calvinists on the other), which was 
finally revised on May 29, and pub. on July 
22, 1577. The Formula of meord was 
so far a success that it was very largely sub- 
scribed, but at the same time its authors, and 
specially Selnecker, were subjected to the most 
violent abuse both from the High Lutherans 
and from the Calvinists, eo much so that he 

For a few years immediately thereafter his 
life was a more peaceful one, and he fouud 
time to devote to poetry and music. At this 
time he assisted greatly in the building up 
of the fayous Motett Choir of St. Thomas's 
Church, which J. 8. Bach afterwards con- 
ducted. But on the death of the Elector 
August in 1586 the real direction of affairs 

ased into the hands of Dr. Nicolaus Crell, 
hancellor to the Elector Christian I, and 

under his rule the Lutheran clergy were 
radually displaced by Melanchthouians and 
rypto-Calvinists. When the new court 

erage Salmuth began to issue a German 
ible with notes in which he clearly taught 

Calvinism and impugned the Formula of 
Coneord, Selnecker published a pamphlet in 
Bree dag was in consequence deprived 
of hia offices on May 17,1589. For a time 
he stayed on in his own house in Leipzig, 
and used his pen in controversy. But after 
having received, on Oct. 22, notice to cease 
writing, he thought it prudent to leave Leipzig. 
He found many sympathisers, and after a 
short time spent in Halle and then in Magde- 
burg, he accepted the appointment of Super- 
intendent at Hildesheim. Here he had many 
anxious and weighty matters to settle, and 
was finally called on, in 1591, to arbitrate in 
matters of dispute at Augsburg. Returning 
from Augsburg in stormy December weather, 
and being worn out and seriously ill, he 
reached Hildesheim Jialf dead, and was con- 
fined to his room till April. Meantime the 
Elector Christian I. bad suddenly died, and 
his widow, after deposing tle Chancellor Crell, 
— to recall those whom Crell had 

ished. Selnecker, spite of his weakness, 
welcomed the idea of returning to Leipzig, 
left Hildesheim on May 9, and reached Leipzig 
on May 19; but only to die. He d. at 
Leipzig, May 24, 1592 (Koch, ii. 1917, v. 656; 
Herzog’s Real-Encyklopadie, xiv. 76; G. A. 
Will’s Niirnbergisches Gelehrten Lexicon, pt. iii. 
1757, p. 670, and Su ut, pt. viii. 1808, 
P. 198, &c.). Koch dates his birth 1530, 
ut Will quotes an apparently genuine auto- 

biographical sketch in which Selnecker gives 
the date 1532; and the reference which Koch, 
ii. 191, makes to Selnecker’s Paraphrasis 
Pealterii is full of misprints, for that work 
was pub. in 1578 ‘not 1583), and the date 
after Ps, cl. is “ Absolutum Gandesiue [i.e. 
Gandersheim}, Anno 1573, die Maii 25, qui 
est dies Urbani, Anno aetatis 42 (not 45).” 

Selnecker, as we have seen, was a prominent figure 
in the ecclesiastical history of Germany in the latter 
half of the sixteenth century, and a good illustration 
of the extremes to which theological controversies were 
then He was the author of some 175 theological 
and controversial works, in German and Latin, perhaps 
the most important being his Jnstitutio Religionis 
Christianae, Frankfurt, 1572-73 (see lists in Will's 
Lexicon as above). He also ranks, with Helmbold and 
Ki aldt, among the most important hymn-writers 
of the period. Amid the manifold changes and chances 
of his life he found inspiration and consolation in the 
— and recourse to the Psalter, and in his love of 
music. In Latin verse he pub. a Scriptural play on the 
Fall of our First Parents, entitled Theophania, &c., 
Wittenberg, 1560 [Brit. Mus.), and a version of the 
Psalms as Paraphrasis Psalterii, Heinrichstadt, 1573 
emai Library at Paderborn in Westphalis. Re- 
ference as above kindly verified by Gymnasiallebrer 
Richter of Paderborn]. His German hymns partake 
for the most part of the objective churchly character of 
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the hymus of the Reformation period, and indeed contain 
many reminiscences of them. Of the rest, many only 
tuo faithf Ny mirror the misfortunes and changes and 
confilets of his life, and are full of persoual matter and 
careless in style. Still there remain not a few worthy 
ef note, in which a genuine piety, a deep and fervent 
love to the Saviour, aud a zeal for the be-t interests of 
His Church on earth, are expressed ju clear, fowing and 
musical style. A large number first appeared appended 
to or interspersed in bis prose works e.g. his es tion 
of the Psalms (I's. i.-1., Ist ed, 1563; H.-c., Ist ed. 1564; 
ch-cl., Ist ed. 1506; complete ed, 15715; avd the popular 
el. (er Pralter mit kurteen Summarien, &c.) Ist pub. 
In 1572, and of which six eds, appeared iu his lifetime ; 
in his exposition of the Prophets (pt. L Ist ed. 1579; 
4. ii, Ist ed. 1579), Also in his sSichen Buss-Pralmen, 
clea 1ha5; in the Srey Predigten, Heinrichstadt, 
1472 (contains three sermons preached by Selnecker, by 
Martin Chemnitz, and by Ciristoph Vischer at the 
baptism of Auna Ursula, Duchess of Brunswick-Line- 
burg. Appended to Selnecker’s sermon are 6 hymns on 
Luther's Catechism) &c, They were coll®cted, together 
with other pieces by various authors, in his Christliche 
Psalmen, Lieder und Kirchengesange, &c., Leipzig, 
1587, where 130 German hymns are marked with his 
initials, and where various of the melodies and of the 
four-part settings seem also to be by him A selection 
from bis bymns, with a biographical sketch by Heinrich 
‘Thiele, appeared at Halle in 1855. The mo-t complete 
collection is that in Wackernagel’s Deutsche Kirchentlied, 
vol, iv. Nos. 303-475, and in the bibliographical notices 
in that work the particulars of the original works in 
which they are found are given at length. 

The liymns by Selnecker which have passed 
into English are :— 

i, Ach bleib bef uns, Herr Jesu Christ. Pevice 
and Orthodoxy. It has sometimes been said of 
this hymn that st. i, ii, are by Selnecker, and 
that the rest are a later addition, The opposite 
however is the case. The full form appeared in 
the Geistliche Psalmen, &c., Nurnberg, 1611, 
p- 597, in 9 st., viz. :— 

. Ach bleib bey uns, Herr Jesu Christ. 

. In diser schweren betribten Zeit. 
Herr Jesu, hilff, dein Kirch erhalt. 
Erhalt unns nun bey deinem Wort. 

. Ach tiott es gebt gar Obel zu. 
Den stoltzen Geistern webre doch. 

. Die Sach and Ebr, Herr Jesu Christ. 

. Dein Wort ist unsers Hertzens Trutz. 

. Gib dass wir leben in deim Wort. 

Of this arrangement st. 1, according to Mitzell, No, 
297, first appeared in 1579, on a broadsheet, along with 
N. Herman's hymn, Danket dem Herren heut und alle- 
ceit. It is a tr, of Melanchthon's ** Vespera jam venit, 
nobiscum Christe maneto Exatingui lncem nec patiare 
tuam.” (Corpus ag arin vol. x., col. 602, Halle, 
1x42), and is founded on St. Luke xxiv. 29, 

St. 2, says Miitzel/, first a red in Christliche Getet 
und Psalmen, welche die Ki tinder Jungfrau Schulen 
zu Freybergk zu beten und zu singen pflegen, Freiberg, 
1602. It resembles the rhymed prayer given at the end 
of Ps, xxix., in Selnecker’s Der Paalter, 1572. 

St, 5 is at. 2 of the hymn“ Wir danken dir, Herr Jesu 
Christ, Dass du unser Kinig worden bist," which is the 
rhymed prayer to I's. cxlix., in Selnecker's Der Psalter, 
1472, 

St. 3, 4, 6-9, form the hymn, “ Herr Jesu, hilff, dein 
Kirch erhalt,” which is the rhymed prayer to Ps. cxxii., 
in Selnecker’s Der Psalter, 1572. See also Wackernagel, 
iv., p. 286. 

The text of 1611 is in H. Thiele’s ed. of 
Selnecker’s Geistl. Lieder, L855, p. 31, and in the 
Berlin @. Z. 8. ed. 1863, No, 408, The trs. in 
C. U. are from this text :— 

1, Lord Jesus with Thy children stay. This is 
a tr, of st. 1, 2, 8, 6, 9, 3 by J. Swertner in the 
Moravian H. Bk. 1789, No. 6 (1886, No. 6), 

2. Ah Jesu Christ, with us abide. This is a 
good tr. of st. 1-5, 9, hy Dr. Kennedy as No. 41 
in his Hymn. Christ. 1863, repeated in J/oly 
Sony, 1869. 

3, Lord Jesu Christ, with us abide, For round us 
fall, &c, By Miss Winkworth, of st. 1, 2, in 
her C. B. for England, 1863, No, 19, repeated 
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in Bosworth’s Bh. of Church Hys., 1865. Ite 
slightly altered in Miss Winkworth’s Christus 
Singers, 1869, p. 152. 

4. Forsake us not, 0 Lord be near, By L. Hes!, 
in full, as No. 181 in the Ohio Luth. Hyl. Les. 

Other trs. are—(1) ‘* Abide with us, O Jesu‘ dear,” # 
No. 336, in pt. i. of the Moravian H. Bk, LiS4. (2) 
* Lord Jesu Christ, with us abide, "Tis now.” By 4. J. 
Buckoll, 1842, p. 69. (3) “ With us, Lord Jesas Ubriz 
abide.” By br. G. Walker, 160, p. 61. 

ii. Christus der wahre Gottes Sohn. //,, 
Baptism, This is No, 4 of the 6 hymns bs 
Selnecker, on Luther's Catechism, appended te 
one of Drey Predigten, 1572, and thence in 
Wackernayel, iv, p, 255, in 8 st. of 4.1. In the 
Ohio G, B, 1870, No, 239. Tr. as :— 
Now Christ, the very Son of God. By C. H. |. 

Schnette as No, 221 in the Ohio Luth. Ay. 
1880, st. iiii. are literal, ivvi. are based on 
iv.-viii. of the German. 

iii. Hilf, Herr, mein Gott, in dieser Noth 
Cross and Consolation. In his  Christlicke 
Psalmen, 1587, in 15 lines entitled ** Anno 1555. 
God knows why.” Thence in Wackernagel, iv. 
pp. 242-243 (with two other forms), sod 
H. Thiele’s ed. 1855, p. 45. It was probably 
written during his last months at Dresden. It 
has indeed been said to have been written to 
comfort Martin Hoffmann, diaconus of the Holy 
Cross Church at Dresden, on his expulsion atter 
preaching about the Elector August’s passivo 
for hunting and game preserving; but the hrmo 
is dated 1565, and Hlotfimann left Dresden in 
August, 1564. The form tr. into English is:— 

Hilf, Helffer, hilf in Angst und Noth. This is 
found in M. Moller's Manuale de praeparatione ad 
mortem, Girlitz, 1593, f 114, in 3 st. of 41, 
among the hymns “ composed by other spiritual 
persons.” This is Wackernagel’s second form, 
and is also in the Unr. L. 8S. 1851, No. 624. The 
reason why Moller did rot claim it as his own 
was, most likely, because it was based oa 
Selnecker, The trs. are:— 

1, My Helper, aid: Thy show, by 
A. T. Russell, in full, as No. 223 in his Ps, asd 
Hys. 1851, 

2. Help, Saviour! help, in fear and need, by 
E. Cronenwett, in full, as No. 410 in the Ohio 
Luth. Hyl. 1880, 

8. Help, Jesus, help! in woe, in need. By Miss 
Manington in her Footprints of the Holy Dead, 
§c., 1863, p. 8. 

iv, Lass mich dein sein und bleibem. (los? of 
Service. This is a beautiful st. of & 1. which is 
very frequently used in Germany at the close of 
Divine service, It was written as his dailr 
prayer and Ist pub, in his Passio, 1572, and 
thence in Wuchernagel, iv. p. 251, zand also in 
Thiele’s ed. 1855, p. 59. In the Uno. £. 8. 1851, 
No. 231, with two additional st. wh ich Wetzel, 
iii, 213, says appeared in the RudoKstedt (7. 2. 
1688. The ¢trs. are:— ; 

1. Let me be Thine for ever, My grascious. This 
is a fr. of st. i,-iii. by Dr. M, Loy as No, 230 
in the Ohio Luth. Hyl. 1880. 

2. Make me Thine own and keep me Thine. by 
Miss Winkworth in her Christian Singers of 
Germany, 1869, p, 152. 

v. © Herre Gott, in meiner Noth. Fur the 
Dying. Founded on Ps, exvi. 9. Ist pub. in 
his Der Psalter, 1572. Wackernagel iv. p. 2% 
quotes it from the ed. of 1578, in 3 st. of 61. 
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It is also in Thiele’s ed. 1855, p. 58, and in the 
Berlin G. L. S. ed. 1863, No. 969. Tr. as:— 

© Lord and God, I cry to Thee. This is a good 
and full tr. by A. T. Russell as No. 253 in his Ps. § Hys. 1851, 

In Bunsen’s Versuch, 1833, No. 885 (Alig. 
G. B., 1846, No. 388) there is a version of this 
hymn entirely re-written, and beginning 0 Herre 
Gott, ich ruf zudir. The tr. in C. U. from this 
form is :— 

© Lord my God, I ory to Thee. This is a good 
and full tr. by Miss Winkworth in her Lyra 
Ger, 2nd Ser. 1858, p. 212, and her C. B. for 
England, 1863, No. 192, Repeated in the Irish 
Church Hy!. 1873, Penysylvania Luth, Church Bh. 
1868 and others. 

vi. Wir danken dir, Herr Jesu Christ, Dass du 
gen Himmel gefahren bist. Ascension, A hymn 
beginning thus, and in 4 st. of 4 1. appeared at 
the end of Ps. Ixviii. in Selnecker’s Der Psalter, 
1572. 
the ed. of 1578. It is alsoin Thiele, 1855, p. 15. 
Miitzell, No. 277, gives this text, and also a 
form in 13 st. of 4 |. from the Geistliche 
Psalmen, §c., Niirnberg, 1611, where it is 
ascribed to Selnecker. The 13 st. form is also 
in M. Priitorius's Musae Sioniae, pt. vy 1607, 
No. 140; and in the Berlin G. Z. S. ed. 1863, 
No. 340. The tr. in C. U. is:— 

‘We thank Thee, Jesus! dearest Friend, that Thou 
didst. By Dr. M. Loy, in full, from the G. L. 8. 
text, as No, 96 in the Ohio Luth. Hyl. 1880. 

Other tras, are—(1) * Lord Jesus Christ! we thank 
Thee now.” ‘his is No, 334, in pt. i, of the Moravian 
@. Bk., 1754. (2)“To Thee, our Lord, all praise be 
given.” This is a hymn, in 6 st. of 41., by J. wertner, 
as No. 136 in the Moravian H, Bk, 1789 (1849, No. 178, 
po. oeomyy “To Thee, Lord Christ); based on this hymn, 

on Ernst Lange's ** Herr Jesu Christ zieh uns dir 
nach." Lange's hymn is in Freylinghansen’s Neues Geistreiches G. B., 1714, No. 117. 

vii. Wir danken dir, o treuer Gott. Absolution. 
This is No. 6 of the 6 hymns by Selnecker, on 
Luther’s Catechism, appended to one of Drey 
Predigten, 1572. . It is m 3 st. of 4 1. and a 
fourth st. of 2 ]., and is entitled “How one 
should comfort himself in Holy Absolution,” 
The complete form in 4 st. of 4 1., is im his 
Christliche Psalmen, 1587. Both forms are in 
Wackernagel, iv. p. 257; and in Mitzell, Nos. 
285, 286. The second form is also No. 274 in 
the Ohio Zuth. G. B., 1870. 

© Faithful God, thanks be to Thee. By 
C. H. L. Schnette, in full, as No. 246 in the 
Ohio Luth. Hyi., 1880, (J. M.] 

=nuepov cuvéxer tapos [’Agpacroy 
bata). 

Send out Thy light and truth, o 
God! J. Montgomery. [Missions.] This well- 
known hymn was first printed in a religious 
annual, The Christian Keepsake, in 1836; 
again in Montgomery's Original Hymns, 1853, 
No. 253; and again in Mercer’s Ch. Psalter & 
Hi. Bk., 1854, No. 381, in 4 st. of 8 L, the only 
change from the 1836 text being st. iii. 1. 9, 
« Then spring” to “Then be new born,” &c. 
From Mercer’s Preface it would seem that he 
was under the impression that it was written 
specially for his collection. Montgomery gays 
in a note in his Original Hys., p. 256, that it 
was written “in the metre and to suit the 
tune of the hymn said to have been composed 
and set to music by Luther, and sung by him 

: Primitive Church, 1837, and Card. 

Wackernayel, iv. p. 278, quotes it from, 
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‘atid his friends as they entered the city of 
Worms to appear before the Diet there.” The 
German hymn referred to is Ein’ feste Burg 
(p. 322, ii.). Montgomery's hymn, however, 
has nothing in common with Luther's save the 
metre. It has attained to somewhat extensive 
use in Great Britain and America. [J J.J 
Sensus quis horror percutit. Jean 

Baptiste de Santeiiil. [Ascension.] In the 
Cluniac Brev., 1686, p. 497, this hymn be- 
gins “Quid obstupendum cernimus,” but in 
Santeiiil’s Hymni Sacri et Novi, 1689, p. 22, 
and ed. 1698, p. 105, it is given as above. It 
is also in the Paris Breviary, 1736, as the 
hymn at Matins on the octave of the Ascen- 
sion, It is also in J. Crandler’s Hys. of the 

ewman’s 
Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 and 1863. Tr. as :— 

1. What is this horror? The sky is rended By 
I. Williams, in the British Magazine, Dec, 1834 
(vol. vi. p. 620, together with the Latin), and 
his Hys. tr. from the Parisian Breviary, 1839. 

&. What terrors shake my trembling soul! B 
J. Chandler, in his Hys. of the Prim. Charek. 
1837, p. 85, and again in his Hys, of the Church, 
&e., 1841, No. 49 It is No. 120 in the 1863 
Appendix to the I1. Noted. 

3. Awful thought of endless doom. By R. Camp- 
bell, in his St. Andrews Hys, and Anthems, 
1850, p. 78, and, with slight alterations, in the 
Hymnary, 1872, Some portions of this tr. are 
by Miss Jane Campbell, of Ravensdale, Scotland. 
It is given in O, Shipley’s Annus Sanctus, 1884, 
as “Fearful thought of endless doom,” 

4. What terror every bosom shakes. By J. D. 
Chambers, in his Lauda Syon, 1857, p- 201. 

Another tr. is :— 
Great God, what terror fills the eye. By W. Palmer, 

in his Short Poems, &e., 1845, p. 50. [J. J.) 

Sequences. The origin and structure of 
Sequences or Proses (p. 914, i.) have been re- 
ferred to under Latin #. (see pp. 648-650). 
The Gradual or Antiphon sung between the 
Epistle and Gospel in the Liturgy ended on 
festal days with the word Alleluia. ‘The last 
syllable of this word was prolonged to a 
number of musical notes (called neumes), 
which were entitled the Sequentia, as follow- 
ing the Alleluia. In the ninth century the 
custom of adapting words to suit ‘these 
notes; and these words came in their turn 
to be called The first author of 
this kind of ces was Notker Balimlus 
(p. 812, i.), a monk of St. Gall, who d. 912. 
He had many successors, one of the most 
voluminous and finished writers of Sequences 
being Adam of St. Victor, who d. 1177. 
One of the earliest mss. containing ne 

is an Anglo-Saxon Tropary written in the 
reign of Kthelred (979-1016), and now in the 
Bodleian (see ¢ below). In the Leofrie Mis- 
sal, an English service book in use at Exeter 
half a century later, and now in the Bodleian 
(Bodl., No. 579. Printed at the Clarendon 
Press, Oxford, in 1883) only six Sequences are 
indicated for use by their catchwords (the 
full text is not given), these Sequences being 
* Coelicn resonent” ; * Mater Sequentiaram,” 
i.e, * Pangamus Creatori ” ; “ Claris vocibus ” ; 
“ Lyra pulehra ” ; “ Omnes sancti ” and “ Sca- 
lam ad coelos.” The use of Sequences soon 
became very general. In most eer 
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Missals there are proper Sequences appointed 
for nearly every Sunday and Holy Duy, except 
from Septuagesima to Easter, when verses of 
Holy Scripture known as the Tract were sub- 
stituted for the Alleluia and the uence. 
Sequences or Proses are also found in Proces- 
sionals and Breviaries, where they were intro- 
dueed in lieu of the Versus after the Respon- 
sory attached to one of the Lections, generally 
the lust (York Brev., 1883, ii, 106), or in lieu 
of the Hymn at Vespers or Compline, er in 
connection with Procrssions on certain festi- 
vals, In the revised Roman Missal of 1570 
ull Sequences were abolished save four, viz. 
(1) * Vietimae paschali,” for Easter ; (2, “Veni 
Sancte Spiritus,” for Pentecost; (3) “ Landa 
Sion Salvatorem,” for Corpus Christi: (4) 
“ Dies irae, dies illa,” for Masses for the Dead. 
In comparatively recent times, about 1727, 
there was added (5) * Stabat mater dolorosa,” 
for Friday after Passion Sunday. 

A large number of Seyuences are included 
in the collections of Mone, Daniel, Morel, 
Wackernagel, and others. In 1852 Dr, Neale 
ublished 125 under the title pie, Dargie ex 
fissalibus germanicis, anglicis, gallicis, aliis- 

que medii aevi collectae. The most complete 
collection of Sequences is Dr. Joseph Kehrein’s 
Lateiniache Sequenzen des Mittelaltera, pub. at 
Mainz in 1873, with 895, including almost the 
whole of those previously edi by Mone, 
Daniel, Morel, Wackernagel and Neale ; and, 
many others, principally from Misaals of the 
16th cent. Of these many are only printed 
in part, and the number (895), large as it is, 
does not nearly exhaust the list of such com- 
p sitions; for even on comparing with the 
lists below, a large proportion will be found not 
included by Kehretn. 

An interesting collection of Sequences has 
just been pub. under the title Prosarium 
Lemovicense (Leipzig, Fues's Verlag, 1890). 
‘This is edited by G. M. Dreves, as pt. vii. of 
his Analecta Hymnica Medii Aevi, and con- 
tains 265 Sequences, taken from 16 Troparies 
of the 10ta, 11th, and 12th cent., which 
formerly belonged to the Abbey of St. Martial 
at Limoges, and are now in the Bibliotheque 
Nation ile at Paris. 

In Part i. we append a list of first lines of 
Sequences and Proses contained in the Arbuth- 
nott, Hereford, Sarumand York Missals, and a 
few important early ms. Service Books, mostly 
of English, French and German ori in. In 
Part ii, are given the first lines of additional 
Sequences in later English Service Books, in a 
few representative Frenc!: and German dio- 
cesan Missals not later than 1490, and in two 
Monastic Missals. In many cases there are 
slight variations of the text. We have given 
the various forms where the varieties of reading 
affect the alphabetical order. 

Part i. In compiling the first list of first 
lines of Sequences an exhaustive use has been 
inale of the following mss. and printed Service 
Books :— 

(a) The Arbuthnott Missal. This »s. is in the pos- 
session of the Arbuthnott family. It was written about 
the end of the 15th cent. for the use of St. Ternan’s 
Church, Arbuthnott, Kincardineshire, by Sy bbald, parson 
of Arbuthnott, who d. in 1607, It is a Sarwm Missal 
with Variations, and prohably represents the use of the 
linewse of St, Andrews 

st Borntisland, 1464 
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(b) Reg. 2 B.iv. Thisisams. Gradual in the Britia 
Museum, written in England about 1140. 

(c) Reg. 8 C. xiii. Also in the British Museum, con- 
taining a collection uf Sequeaces written about 116%, 
apparently in England. 

{a} ‘Ada. 11669. Also in the British Museum, and is 
a Gradual written in Germany about 109%. 

(¢) The Tropary of Ethelred. A ms. in the Bodleisn 
Soe 775) written at Winchester shortly after 950, snd 

in the Academy for Oct. 23, 1486, p. 280. The 

which are not included in the York Missal being printed 

the York Missal. 
A beautiful Service Book written in 

British Museum. ' 

now in the British Museum, The bymus of this ma are 

is known. This was written about 1390, belonss (» 

ences are made to the ed. printed at Rouen in 154 

are not contained in the Sarum 1370 and York 1390 xs. 

which contains them but without the 

br 
() Harl. 2961, This ms. is of the 11th cent. and is 

int 

xiv. This xs, is in the British Museo, 

Bin The Sens Missal. Of this there is a Ms. in the 

printed at Paris in 1529 by Nicolas Prevost, of which 

tish Museum written early in the 14th cent. (4dd. 

by Jcannes de Prato and Desiderius Huym, those 

rinted at Paris by Desiderias Maheu, and pub. in 1643. 

Masses to which they respectively belong. and not 

(#) The Sarum Missal. The Sarum Missal seems (0 

able !0 examine is a fine example in the Bodleian 

in bis Catalogus Missalium, London, 1886, enumerate 

Many of those printed abroad were apparently book- 

s marked s® are fonnd in the Mu 

reprint of the Sarwm Missal at Burntisland, 186! f, 

and the Sarum Processional, The index 10 the Barn'- 

Tractus, Offertorium or Communio; and these bave all 

uring the reign of Ethelred (979-1016). It is descrite! 

of this as. have been printed in vol. 2 of the 
Society's ed. of the York Missal (see y below) ; those 

in full, and the rest having their titles and first lines 
ven with references to the full text where they occar 

(f) Add. 23935, 
France in the end of the 13th cent., and pow in the 

(g) Add. 19768. A Tropary with a collection of &- 
&e., written at St. Gall in the Iith cent, asi 

not indexed. 
h) The Hereford Missal. Of this use only one us 

University Collegr, Oxford, bot is Kept in the Bodleian. 
The us. is very imperfect, and comsequently the refe- 

(Missale. . . ecelesie Helfordensis). It may be stated 
however that all the Sequences of the ed. which 

noted below are found in this “5. except two hg we 
prole,” and “ Missus est’), and the Ms. has Mast 

Sequences. The 
Hereford Missal was reprinted under the editorship of 

. W. G. Henderson, at Leeds, 1874. 

e British Museum. It is described under Hymaa- 

ee: 
and contains Py collection of Sequences written in Eng- 
land about 1199. 

thkh Museum written in the lath cent. (Add, 3005*) 
but unfortunately imperiect in eee a The 

uences marked n? are — in the MZ. Senonene. 

there is a copy in Durbam University Library. 
p) The Paris Missal. Of this there tsa ms. in the 

16905). The Sequences marked p* are found in the 
Missale .. . ecclesie Parisiensis printed at Paris in |4:! 

marked p? in the edition printed at Paris in 1501, by 
Thielman Kerver, and those marked p* in tbe edition 

the 1543 ed. the word Prosa is always used instead 
of Sequentia. The Proses are given in full in the 

grouped together at the end of the Missal as in som 
other cases. 

have been edited in 1085 by St. Osmund, Bi of 
Salisbury. The earliest complete copy we have 

(Barlow 5) written about 1370, The use of Sarvm 
became almost a national one. Mr. W. H. James Weale 

53 editions from 1447 to 1567, and in the bibliography «! 
the Burntisland reprint several others are mention™: 

sellers’ pve and differ considerably in heir cot 
fenta, Sequence: 

tale... ecclesie Sarum printed at London in 149 fer 
Winkin de Worde, Those marked s? are found in the 

which is made np from a great variety of editions. «up 
plemented by portions taken from the Sarum Gradual 

island ed, contains references to various composition: 
which in the text are marked as Gradual, Versiculu. 

been omitted from the list below save the “Dele 
nomen" (q.¥.), there marked asa Tractus, but by Keareis 
tanked as a or ae 

(w) CG. 0. 0, 473. A Tnpery with a collection of 
Sequences, apparently written at Winchester in the 1th 
cent., and now in the Library of Corpus Christi Collet. 
Cambridge. 

(xz) Douce 222. A with a collection of 
Sequences, written about the end of the 11th cent.. 3p The copy used is the ed. printed 

| parently in France, and now in the Bodleian. 
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Cy) The York Missal. This represents the use of the 
North of England. The ms. collated was written about 
1390, and belongs to University College, Oxford, but is 
kept in the Bodleian. The are mostly found 
collected ether wear the end of the volume, and a few 
weete are given in hee yr of Pra Bey dene ouaat 

ma ge mar are it in the re to 
the York Missat (Missale eccleste Kboracensis) by the 
Surtees Society, 1874, which is made up from the printed 
eds. (Rouen c. 1509, and again in 1516, 1517 1530 ; 
Varis 1533) and other sources. 

(2) Arundel 156, This »s.,in the British Museum, 
contains a collection of Sequences apparently written in 
Germany in the 13th cent. ‘Those marked 2? are written 
in the margins in a hand of the early 14th cent. 

A number of other mss. of interest have 
been collated throughout. References are 
made to them for all the additional Sequences 
which they contain, but they are not, as a 
rule, referred to in the case of Sequences 
already found in the mss. b, ¢, d, e, g, w, or x. 
They are as follows :— ; 

(a*) . Misc. $41. A Gradual, written about 
the end of the 12th cent., apparently in Germany, and 
now in the Bodleian. 

(o*) Liturg. Miso, 340, A Gradual, written about 
1200, apparently in Germany, and now in the Bodlelan. 

(e*) Add. 12194. A Gradual, written about 1275, 
apparently in England, and now inthe British Museum. 

(d*) . Misc. 27. A collection of 7 
apparently written in France in the end of the 14th 
cent., and now in the Bodlelan. 

In only a very few instances are the names 
of the authors of Sequences attached to them 
in the early mss. It may therefore be of 
interest to give here a list of authors of 

uences which is found in a ms. in the 
Bodleian (Junius 121, f. 1), and was written 
apparently about 1300. The ascriptions (which 
it must be added are indefinite, and ap- 

ntly oftener wrong than right) are as 
ollows :— 

First line of Sequence. 

A rea virga primae matris Evae . 

Where found. 

a. be A. km. p. 8.0. y. 
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3 Robert, King of France. Victimae i. 
2) Hermannus Contractus. Sancti Spiritus adsit 

nobis gratia, and Ave praeclara. 
(3) Gervasius Cestrensis (i.e. of Chichester, f. 1160). 

Laus devota mente, and Azsultemus in hac die. 
(4) Richard the Mon, Archbishop( Richard, Abp. of 

Canterbury, 1171-1184), Plausu chorus laetabundo, 
and Gaude Roma caput. 

(5) Gervasius, archdeacon of Gloucester (in 1148). 
Stola jucunditatis, and Jubilemus omnes, 

(6) Prior Montac. [Montacute, a Cluniac foundation 
in Somersetshire, dating from shortly after 1100.) 
Hodiernae lez diei, and Mitsus Gabriel de coelis, 

(7) Adam of St. Victor (see p. 14). Salve mater Sal- 
vatorts, and Ave virgo singularis, and Zyma vetus, and 
Luz jucunda, and Mrofitentes Trinitatem. 

(#) Robert of Winchester, see note below (? Robert, 
prior of Winchester in 1173). Potestate non natura, 

Anda) Fulbert of Chart 401). Stirps Jesse, and 9 res (see p. . 
ad poten p vicars and Solem Justetrae. pseisoae 
ob) mae of York (d. about 1263). rsultemus in 

hace die festiva, 
It seems not improbable that Robert of York and 

Robert of Winchester are tdentical. At least in Arch- 
bishop Gray's Registers (printed by the Surtees Societ y» 
Robert, canon and sometime precenter of York, who d. 
about 1263, is always designated Robert of Winchester, 
and in one case as Archdeacon of Winchester (Surtees 
ed., p. 232). 

In his Histoire de la Poésie Liturgique au 
Moyen 4 Les Tropes. Paris, 1886, pp. 111- 
136, M Leon Gautier describes (with many 
facsimiles) 40 important uss. containing Se- 

which are now found at Paris, St. 
ll, Berlin, Vienna, Munich, and Rome: 

also the mss, e, g, k, 2 noted above. In the 
Verzeichniss der Handschriften der Stiftsbib- 
liothek von St. Gallen, Halle, 1875, the St. Gall 
mss. are shortly described; and at pp. 509-530 
there is an index which esses to include 
the first lines of all the nees, With refer- 
ences to the mss, in which they are contained. 

The occasional references by numbers are to 
the printed Missals in Part ii, of this article. 

Use. 

.| Assomption B. V, M. 
A solis occasu usque ad exortum . . + g- . . . e « St. Columbanus. 
‘Ad celebres, Rex coelice, laudes cuncta | G@oadeahkk na y. + St. Michael. 
Ad haec colenda gaudia Alphegi . | & . ° . . + Ste Alphege. 
Ad bonorem Salvatoris Mens depromat |e e ‘| St. Eligius. 
‘Ad honorem tuum Christe Reculat ecclesia .| m. p. 2. ° . . «| St. John Baptist. 
‘Ad laudes Salvatoris, Ut mens incitetur) a*.3.4.6.7.8.9. . — .| C. of Martyrs (Confessora). 

humilis 
Ad matris Annae annua extollenda praeconia | k. 7. . . ’ . | St. Anne, 
Ad te pulchra cymbala hymnisona o| @ . ° e . -| To Chriat. 
Adest dies celebris, lumen . | f-d%. 6 we ~~! Bt. Peter, 
Adest dies celebris, Quo pacatus . ° | @MFE1& . 6 -| Tr ration. 
Adest nobis dies alma et magno gaudio «| a, BAL 8 y. . ° -, C. ot a Martyr or Confessor. 
Adoranda, veneranda Trinitatis est usia -| #7. 10. ‘ e ° « St. Killan. 
Adoremus Unitatem Etinea Trinitaem -|¥- + «© « « | « Sunday after Trinity. 
Agmina laeta plaudant coelica . | em . a . a -| SS. Peter and Paul. 
Agni paschalis eeu potuque dignas -| d,z.a*. 8, , . e «| The Resurrection. 
Agnus redemit oves, Christus innocens | P. ‘ 7 ‘ ; .| Pt. of * Victimae Paschali.” 
Agone triumphali militum regis summi “| dgra%.4a ° «| C. of Mart 
Alle—cantabile sonet chorus cantorum jek . e . . .| St. Bartholomew. 
Alle —coeleste necnon et perenne luja , | BOR awey .| Nativity B, V. M. 
Alleluia nune decantet univeraalis ecclesia «| @. A. 8, Hi ce. ‘ . -| C. of an Apostle, 
Alma chorus Domini nune pangat nomina «| @.¢.g.h. kon. p.s.w.y. «| Pentecost, &c. 
Alma cohorts una laudum sonora , ° | GeO Bee « ° ° +, St. Swithin (¢), C. of Confessor (8). 
Alma Del genetrix aeterni luminis aula | Ae yee é . . -| B. ¥.M. 
Altae coclorum turmae concrepent allelula.| ¢.w. . . . . | All saints. 
Alme Deus cul serviunt cuncta, Quigerit .| vw. are . «| To Christ, 
Alme Jesu qui gubernas cuncta, Luce tua «| w. ° ° ° e . C. 0} Virgins, 
Almi patris Terrenani attollamus Christiani | a. , P ° - .| St. Ternan. 
Almiphona jam gaudia coeli rutilant . «| Bak nm 2. . . .| Wed. after Pentecost. 
Altissima providente cuncta recte disponente | a. p*, #7. 2.3.6.9.10.. .| Presentation B. V. M. 
Altithron! vestigia =. P ; i «| & ‘ 7 7 x «| Pt. of “ Benedicta sit." 
Angelicae turmae pulcherrima celsa pracconia| ¢. ‘ . . . «| Holy Cros, 
Angelorum ordo sacer Dei * reno semper .|_g- e . e é «| Of the Angels. 
Animemur ad agonem, Recolentes passionem p Aww lw | «SH. Agnes. 
Anna stirpe generosa, Conjux diu sterilis .|&. 3. 3. oe) eS, Se Ane, 
Antoni pastor inclite Qui cruciatos reficia = .| a. a e e e .| 5t. Anthony. 
Antonius humilis, sanctitate nobilis . -mWiphi , ® ® .| St. Anthony. 

8X 2 
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First line of Sequence. Where found. Use, 

Arce summa ecce plebs aurea rutilans glorioga) e¢. . . . -| The Resurrection, 
— superna cuncta qui gubernas sidera €.W. 6 . . . -| St. Benedict. 

ta plectro syllaba concrepante —. €. Ww. «| Of Martyrs. 
Aula Christi psallat lacta triumpbans .« d, (in hand a C 1290) -| St. Margaret. 
Aulae celaae juxsumma o] €. e ° e ° «| To Christ. 
Aulae coelestis micantem jubare fratres ela .J ow. . ‘ e ° | St. —— (Hippo). 
Aureo flore primae matris Evae . ° i, . . . . +| =A rea vi 
Aureo flore primae matris Evae . CW. « . e . .| Assumption oy. M. 
Ave Dei genitrix, coelestium, terrestrium, oe ° * . . -+| BV. M, 

infernorum Domina 
Ave glonosa, virginum nm | y®. (Sion College MS.) . -| BV. M, 
Ave Maria, gratia plena, Dominus tecum 

1. Ben ror tu in mulieribus, Zora a*. b*, ° . . B. V. M. 
Filii tu 

2. Virgo serena, Benedicta ..., Quae pe-, a. b. f. Aken. p. sy. #. a*| B. V. M. 
risti 

Ave nuer Jesu Christi Quem de coelo . .| Purification of B. V. M. 
Ave mundi spes Maria Ave mitis, ave pla. z b. f. ap s. - ‘oy: ° Vv. M. 
Ave pater et patrone, Praesul, pastor . -| a . St, Ninian. 
Ave plena gratiac, mater misericordiae,) b®. . . .« «+ «| BV. M. 

sancta Maria 
Ave plena singulari gratia, Ave digna. be . . . . - BV. M. 
Ave pontifex Haedde (alme) rutilans in aula) w, +| St. Haedde of Winchester. 
Ave pracclara maris stella In lucem gentium! a b. k er y. ‘na% 4.8.) Assum, (s), Purif. (y.) of B. V. 
Ave virgo gloriosa, Coeli jubar, mundi rosa.) f. d*. 3. . i . BVM 
Ave virgo gratio-va, Viryvo mater gloriosa = * f. d*. 3. . e -| BV. M. 
Ave virgo siugularis Mater nostri Salutarig .)p.2. . 8. 6 ‘ -| Assumption B. V. M. 
Ave virgo virginum, Ave lumen luminum .| /. d*.. ° e e -| B. V. M. 

Balaam de quo vaticinans . y. . . . ° ° tg = * ne” 
Benedicta es coelorum regina Et mundi | Am played. e ° 
Benedicta semper sancta sit Trinitas, Deitas.| d. g. p. s7. 2.0% 4.8. , . Hoty Trinity 
Benedicta sit beata Trinitas Deitas aeterna .| a. b.¢. kA. kon. 8. wy. .| Trinity 
Benedictio trinae unitati, simplici Deitati z. b*.. e . . «| Holy Trinky: 

Campi floes et lillum Alta linquens colliam .} a. ° e .| St. Bridget. 
Condiia concio melos concrepa Tinnula «| C. @, @. * -« ° gre , of Paris (¢.w.). St. Mar 

n(¢ 
Cantemus cuncti melodum nunc allelula 6} 2.8. ° ° . .| Septuagesima, 
Cantent te Christe nunc nostrae camoenae ,| ¢, . . . ° «| St. Benedict, 
Cantu celebri et studio vigilanti . +| @ . . . . -) St. Quirinus, 
Carmen suw dilecto Ecclesia Christi canat | d. a*, io. ° . . «| Low Sunday, 
Castae et incorruptae pangamus jubila Mariae! 1. . . . . Christmas. 
Celebremus in hac die Festum domus . «| a, vt . . * -| Visitation B, V. M, 
Celsa pueri concrepent melodia Eia ss. a. eh. kn. Ps 2 » . . ay # aco gge 
Ceasat morbus, cessat pestis, Altari edificato n, p?., e ° 
Chori nostri Jubilent shee symphoniam ot & e « . . .| St. Andrew. 
Chorus noster jucundetur Et devote celebretur| y*. (0S. at "i Sussex C.,| St. John of Beverley. 

Christe dominator coelestis «t possessor aulae| gy. =. + « « «| Dedication of a Church. 
Christe Salvator Jesu Ec AetQ . . c. ° e . . -| To Christ. 
Christi Domini miliuis martyri ne fortissimi g- ° e ° . «| St. Stephen. 
Christi bodierna celevremus natalitia, Cuelica| a. s. y. ° ° e «| Christmas. 
Christi hodierna pangimint omnes una +| Am de . . . .| Christmas, 
Christicolarum sacrosancta lacrimentur $m . . . .| Contession of Sin, 
Christo canamus diei hujus pangendo gaudia | y. ° . . . .| St. Vincent, 
Christo hodierna pangimini omnes una Voce} z, . . e . .| Christmas, 

simu 
_—_ inclita candida nostra canunt melo- | a, A. n. p. 8 y.c% »| All Saints, 

d 
Christo regi cantica vocum per discrimina .| bk, . . e . » St. Nicholas. 
Cliristo vero Sulvatori decantent fideles chori! a. e e e e «| To Christ. 
Clara cantemus sonoriter cantica sancto | & ° . . . +, St. Andrew. 
Clara chorus dulce pangat voce nunc — n2 Py e . » Dedication of a Church, 
Clara gaudia festa paschalia “|B 6 6 «© « «| Easter, Fe 
Clare camoenas agmina Nunc regis. k. . e ° : Christmas, Pt. of “ Christi hodieras 
Clare sanctorum senatus apostol, orum, princeps a. be diegh. kn. p. 8. C. of an Apostle. 

orbis terrarum y. #. a*. 
Claris vocibus inclita cane turma sacra C6 tw. e ‘ -| Purification of B. V. M. 
Coeleste organum bodie sonuit in te:ra ahkonay. . -| Christmas. 
Coeli enarrant gloriam |) {1 Filii Verbi . -| dg. y. 2%. a*, 8. ° «| C. of an Apostle. 
Coelica resonent clare camoenas, agmiua .|_ ¢. w. 2. as. sé 2 «| Pt. of “* Christi hodierna.” 
Coelum, mare, tellus, et quie sunt cuncta .) éw. . ° . . | St. Birinus, 
Coenam cum discipulis, Christe celebrasti «| A. np s,y%  . =. «| The Five Wounds. 
Coetus nuster jucundetur, Dies laeta satietur | y. ‘ F ° e -| &. William of York. 
Concentu parili hic teMaria,veneratur populus) d. ¢, k. z, a*. 4, 8, ° -| Purification B. V. M. 
Cuncinat orbis cunctus, alleluia, Votis, voce .| a. b. ee A. RS. Y e «| Easter, 
Concordi jubilo cordis et oris Jubllemus 4 . ‘ . . «| St. Quirinus, 
Congandent ang-lorum chori gloriosae vingini | f d, g. 2. a*. 4, 8 -| Assumption B. V. M. 
Congaudentes exsultemus vocali concordia ./ a. ¢, : nh, P. &. 2. Ye a*. «| St. Nicholas. 
Consolator alme veri +| ¥ ; ; ° ° «| Pt. of * Lux jucunda.” 
Consona caterva plandente sacri concentus So * . . «| To Christ. 
Corde, lingua, enie tota, Armagilli . Se . . . | St. Armagillus, 
Corde, voce pulsa coplus, Triumphale . +) pled as << . -| Conversion of St. Paul. 
Cujus nomen beatum felicem tenet, +] Ce . . . . «| St. Benedict. 

De profundis exclamantes and! Christe. -|m™ ° . «| For the Dead. 
De profundis tenebrarom, Mundolumen- .| 7.1.3.6. « . 
Deo laudes gleriosae concinat praesens . * . * ’ . . 

St. Augustine (Hippo). 
Devollation of be. John Baptist. 
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Deo promat plebs nostra cantica pulehra le + « « «| Of Virgins, 
in tua virtute sanctus Andreas . . dg. 2a%. 4. & . .| St. Andrew. 

Dic nobis quibuse terri< nova, Cuncta mundo’ @.b.c.@.4. 8 Ye. 8s r. 
Diem festum Bartholomact, Christ! amict .' g. ° . e ° «| St, Bartholomew. 
Dies irne, dies ila, Solvet saeclum ® nie. * ° . -| For the Dead. 
Dies iste celebretur, In quo pie recensetur , pw). . e -| Conception B. V. M, 
Dies laeta celebretur, In qua pia recensetur .| n?. 7 (Dies festa) . ° +| Conception B. V. M. 
Dies sacra, dies ista, dics v glorioaa | Ge 6 . ° . «| St. Ethelwold. 
Dilecte Deo, Galle, perenni, Hominibus {| d.g.0*.3..  . . — .| St. Gall. 
Dilecto virtutum omnes pari concordia , A. ° . . . «| St. Katherine, 
Dilectus et bominibus et erit angelicus 6*.5.8.12. . « — .| C. of a Confessor (Martyr). 

aspectus 
Dixit Dominus: Ex Basan convertam . . ky a. at 4. 8. . +| Conversion of St. Paul. 
Dulce nomen Jesu Christi Felix omen . Sahni play. 1 .| Name of Jesus. 

is Jesus Nazarenus, Judacorum rex, @.A. nn? ps. y. 1. ‘ ‘| Name of Jesus, 

Ecce Det video admirabilem gloriam . |W . . . ‘| Pt. of “* Magnus Deus.” 
Ecce dies celebris, Lux succedit tenebris . p. 1. 2. ° e e . Easter. 
Ecce dies praeoptata (st. il, “Ortu, fide") , p.2. « . . ° . St. Vincent, 
Ecce dies triumphalis, Gaudeturmaspiritalis &. 2... . «  . St. Stephen (&.). St. Victor (2.). 
Ecce sacerd» ti, Mundi cordisetdevoti p. . ° . 7 . ot, Gendulphua, 
Ecce panis avgelorum . a” ata wet ew ew | Pt. of * Lauda Sion.” 
Ecce pulchra canorum resonet voce alleluia | beh ke wey. « «| C. of Martyra. 
Ecce sollemni hac die canamus festa. + G . ° ° ° «| Nativity B. V. M. 
Ecce vincit radkx David, Leo de tribu Juda .| cz. . ° e * «| Easter. 
Ela carissimi agamus cum guudio « of MH «s« « « + «| St. Jobu at the Latin Gate. 
Eia gaudens caterva, ovanter eia, . + ah. . ° . -| St. Alban. 
Eia musa dic quaeso pracclar: chorea , «| @. bee. ke & ° . +| Pentecost. 
Eia recolamus laudibus piis digua Hujus . a.d.h. k. 8.2. 2.0%.4.8.  .| Christmas. 

J jam Domino cansmus glorionam =, 4. ¢. tA 6. k,n. p. s.w. 2. y.) Epiphany. 
Exsulta coelum, laetare terra, Christiqne .)¢ kw. . . « «| Nativ. St. John Baptist. 
Exsultate Deo agmina fidelian, Tympano | ¢. : . . . «| To God. 
Exsultemus et laetemur, Et Andreae . np. a. . ‘ .| St. Andrew. 
Exsultemus et laetemur, Et devote veneremur y*. (AS. at = id Sussex C., | St. Jobn of Beverley. 

Exsultemus in hac die festiva Recolentes .| a.bALK. a. y.T. | C.ofa Virgin Martyr. 
Exsultent fillae Sion in rege suv Nesclentes .| d. z. a*. 4. 8. * . . C. of Virgins. 

seer, tite ethnics! areata, apr pdr -] d.a®.. ° . . -| BV. M. 
Festa Christi omnis nitas celebret . d.z.a®. 4, 8, ° . «| Epiphany. 
Fulgens pracclara rotilat per orbem hodiedies a. b. ¢. Ah. i. ken. p. 8. w.m. y.| Easter. 
Fulget dies jucuoda in qua Christi gaudet . ¢.w. . . F ‘ | St. Justus, 

Gaude caterva, diei praesentis celebrans eo} M1. . . * .| St. Jobn ae 
Gaude Christi Format virgo mater ecclesia <| ¢- Te hg e ° . +| 5S. James the Great and Christopher. 
Gaude Del genetrix Gaude vitae reparatrix . A. 8. y. . © @ | Acremeen B. V. M. 
Gaude Maria templum summae majestatia . @*.5.9 . 3. « «| BV. M. 
Gaude mater ecclesia fillorum tone =.) €. Py e e :| Pentecost. 
Gaude mater ecclesia In filiorum gloria. .)y . «© « « «| St. Jobn of Beverley. 
Gaude mater luminis Quam divini numinis . z.4%.5.  , : @ .| BV. M. 
Gaude mater Sion, Gaude corde . ° e| a ° . e * .| St. Kentigern. 
Gaude prole Graecia, Glofietur Gallia . A. , p. 1. 2, ® . +, St Dents. 
Gaude Roma caput mundi Primus pastor . 7. p. 2. ® ° ° »| St. Peter’s Chains. 
Gaude Sion et laetare Voce, votu Jucundare. n¥.p.2. . . .| St. Thomas a Becket. 
Gaude Sion quae diem recolis, Qua Martinus.' p. 1. 2. ° e . «, St. Martin. 
Gaude Sion, quod egrrasus, A te decor . + 2.8. . 6 . «| St. Elirabeth of Thuringia. 
Gaude superna civitas Nova mentans . p.2. . ° e e «| St. Marcellus. 
Gaude virgo conc] Gande clausa . | se - «© « «o «| BVM. 
Gaude virgo ecclesia Christi et tuas recolens..¢.4.w. . «  « «| Epiphany. 
Gaude virgo mater ecclesia Christo quae» be. Www . ger . 
Gaude virgo Venetreda, Vitiorum spernans . a. ‘ (eo @ > ow + St. Wmifred. 
Gaudeamus in Messia, Veritate, vita, via .| a. 9%. . . e e +, St. Palladtus (a.). St, Osmund (s.). 
Gaudeat fidelis pisbe universa, Clara. a] & ‘i ‘ ‘ ‘ | Holy Cross, 
Gaudens Christi praesentia Jncunda «| @ . ° ° . » St. owithin 
Gaudet clemens inussuperagminasacra ¢.W. . . «© « » All Saints, 
Gaudet hinc ecclesia . . ° ° | A. . . . . . Pt. of“ Mundo Christus.” 

Gaudete vos fideles, gentium parselecta =. AK 1. 8 ell pephany- 
Generosa coelorum regina rosa mater pla «| m1. . a) ce . | BV.M. 
Genovefae sollemnttas Sollemne parit. «| p. #2, 5 wwe, ‘St. Genevieve. 
Gloria resonante cymbalorum ecclesiae 0, 6 WH ¢ f A é «| Holy Cross. 
Gloriosa dies adest qua processit praepotens. ¢. w. z > 2) ft Christmas. 
Grates, honos, bierarchia et euphonizana . 4. . . - - .| Holy Cross. 
Grates nunc omnes reddamus ino Deo . dsa*.4.8. ° «| Christmas. 
Grates}Salvatori ac regi Christo Deo solvant. d. s. a*. 10., e . ° rT. 
Gratulemur ad feativum, Jucundemur . | p. i. 9. ® ® e . St. John Evangelist. 

Hac clara die turma festiva dat praeconis . @.¢.h. i. mn. p. & 
Hac in die recolatur Summa cum laetitia . y. ‘ P 
Haec est sancta sollemnitas sollemnitatum . c. d. 2. a*. 6. 10. 
Haec sancta cujus hodie . ° je ° 
Hanc concord! famulatu colamus, a » &aeza*. a8 
Hance diem tribus Dominus signis illustrat . 2. 
Heri mundus exsuitavit Et exsultans . + p.1. 2, 
Higanctiquorumhodie . 2. 4) ph OO, Hic exwulta plebs fidelis Jam exsultat. .!n?. ; 
Hic sanctus cujus hodie PL.6. . 
Hierusalem et Sion fillae Coetus omnis :| a. p. &, c* 
Hoc in natalitio martyri Georgio, Landes . @ 
Hodie puer natus est nobis, canat ecclesia ,! x, eeoecaneoeceseeooe g 
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Purif., &c., of B. V. M. 
le a and Paul. 
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Bt Reepin, ’ 
Rigetien 
Pt. of * matris.” 
gg aoe of a Church. 



bumidavit Et in fructum. P 
— puicher In decore 7 
Joannes Jesu Christo multam allecte virgo . 
Jubilans concrepa nunc 
Jubilemus Deo Trino, Qui jam fine 5 vesperting 
Jubilemus exsultantes, ' tre, corde 
Jubilemus in hac die Quam nae coeli e 
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Hodie Salvator mundi Per virginem . i g- .| Christmas. 
Hodiernae lux diel, Celebris In matris Dei at «+ BV. M. 
Hodierna resonent gaudia Virtutum pracclara! k. ° +, St. Dunstan. 
Hos ad laudes praeclara corona monet . -| pe . e Py «| Holy Relics. 

Ignem sacrum refr Se ‘ . | pe. . ° . -| Pt. of “ Genovefae.” 
In coelesti arene, owe sonet harmonia . ” d*.. St. Dominic. 
In hac die lactabunda, Nostri churi plebs = .| 87. y*. (48. in the Fitrwil- St. Anthony. 

— Cambridge). 9. ° 
In honorem Salvatoris, Sancti Rochi . | a2, ° ° . -| St. Roche. 
In octavis Pentecostvs ° “| ys * «© 8 « Pt. of * Pasti greges.” 
In omnem terram Deo laus personat dulcisona’ c. ° . . »| St. Benedict. 
In sollemni memoria apostolorum principis.| y. . ° +| C. of ae ty 
Interni festi gaudia, Nostra sonet harmonia .| n?. 2. * Minster i, 1489 =. | St. Augustine (Hippo 
Inviolata integra et castaes Maria, | wMpill . ° . -| Purific., &c., of B 

A. 
8. 
a. 
c. 
oe 
n? 
Je 
k. Jubilemus omnes una coi laetitia . 

Jubilemus omnes una Deo nostro qui creavit 
Jubilermus pla mente Voci corde concinente.| s*, . 

P.Y- L. 2, 8. . Jucundare plebs fidelis, Cujus Pater. ° 

Laetabunda paallat plebs cum mente munda. 
Laetabundus exsult*t fidelis chorus j 

1. Alleluia, Regem regum iutactae . 
2. Coeli curiae, Cum jucundus ornatur 

Laetabundus Francisco decantet clerus, 
Laetetur orbis die i-taIn qua nostrae . 
Laeto fano cantet plebs Saviniano alleluia 
Landerice inclite praesulum omnis caterva . 
Lauda Siow Salvatorem, Lauda ducem et 
Laudamus te rex Maria genite semplierne 
Laude canora vox pulchra Sileat nulla. . 
Laude celebret vox quoque Dominum . ° 
Laude Christo debita, Celebremus inclita . 
Laude Christum modulemor pulchra . . 
— condignissima dies «nnua reddit, ° 
Laude dignum sanctum canat Othbmarum . 
Laude Jncunda melos turma persona . . 
Laude pulchra, Vox omnis dulcisona . . 
— resonet te Christe devote supplex 

pier an dicite Deo martyrum turba . 
Laudemus omnes inclita lomael merita 
Laudent condita omnia pulchra . ° 
Laudes Christo decantemus Ejus matris 
Laudes Christo redempti voce modulemur 
Laudes crucis attollamus Nos qui crucis 
Laudes Deo concinat orbis ubique totus 
Laudes Deo decantemus Et in eo . ‘ 
Laudes Deo devotas Dulcl voce et sonora 
Laudes dicamus omnes cum cantibus almis . 
— primi attollamus Martyriset . . 
Pecos « Chri-to jucundat aurea coeli =. 

vatori voce modulemur supplicl . 
pom carmina creatori lyra plaude ela 
Laurea clara lactantem Laurentium . 
Laurenti, avid magni wartyr, milesque fortis’ 
Laus devota mente Chore concinente . 
Laus erumpat ex affectu! Psallat chorus . 
Laus et honor Trecoriae Decus et d-corGalliae 
Laus harmonise resultet alleluia . . . 
Laus honor sit Eloi cunciputenti. : . 
Laus inclita Domino etur nostra per) 
tympans 
oh jJucunda bigi PY j 

us surgat ubique Christo jucunda, 
Laus tibi Christe, cul sapit, quod ey Cafes 
Laus tibi, Christe, Patris opt mi nate . 
Laus tibi Christe, qui es Creator et 
Lucernae novae specula {llustratur . 
Ludovico pangamus corde pudico alleluia 
Lux advenit veneranda Lux in choria . 
Lux illuxit dominica, Lux insignis =. 
— illuxit triumphalis In qua cursos, 
Lux jucunda, lux insignis Qua de throno 
Lyra pulchra regem angelica canat per 

Magi sibi stella micante via . . 9 
Magnae lucem caritatis Mirae ducem . x, 
Magna sunt ¢jus omnia in coelo atque in terra! 
Magnum te Michaelem habentem pignus -| 
Magnus Deus in universa terra Magna sunt , 
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Mane sabbati Su Dei Filtus . abAkmi pany 2 bs 
Sierins gensseule Geevied outa a ndio. =. p12, ict os . . BV. M. oe re 
Mater matris Domini felix feliciselm! | + MI . . ° . St. Anne. 
Mater nati nata, $ advocata . f. d*.. * 7 e .» BV. M. 
Mirabilis Deus in sanctis Mirabiia dans. @.¢.n.p.s.w. . °. «| C. of many Martyrs, 
Mirandum commercium! Virginis in ‘ ° ° . . » BV. M. 
Missus est de suminis coelis Kaphael ut ° ° ° ‘ 5 aE 
Missus Gabriel de coelis Verbi arc fidelis a. A. 8. y. al. ° . B. V. M. in Advent, 
Mittit ad sterilem Non quemvis nuntium . #, . ° .| BV.M, 
Mittit ad virginem Non quemvis angelum .: oh he ‘hy 1.28 .| Annunciation of B. V. M. 
Moestae parentis Christi Mariae ariae lachrymas , . . . Compassion of B. V.M. 
Mulier laudabilis Fortis casta parens » P. 5 ° ° ° ’ . Holy Women. 
Mundi aetate octava Florebunt duplict i pH o . . ° ., C. of Confessors. 
Mundi renovatio Nova parit gaudia_ 3 epee . . ° e} i 
Mundo Christus oritur oct tet toes Sakon + . . . ° "| St. Thomas a Becket. 

Nardus spirat in odorem Et spinetom. = .| #. 11. " . «| &t. Anne. 
Nativitas Mariae virgins ‘Guas nos lavit = =.| f. d*. 3, ° « Nativity B. V. M. 
Nato canunt omnia ino pie ina. a. boc Ak. n, & w.y 1, 2 ., Christmas, 
Natus ante saecula Dei Fillusinvisibiis . d.a.2.a%.4.8.. F . Christmas. 
Nostra tuba nunc tua Rex clementia Christe | ¢. w. 1. ai-es . . Saturday before meg Fp 
Novi plausus incrementum Affert lux A Se ee - « Transl, of St. Thomas of Hereford. 
Nunc exsultet omnis mundus hodie Christo.;# . . .« «  « Easter. 
Nunc laetetur plebs fidelis Recolendo . | . ° e «| St. Gabriel. 
Nunc luce alma splendescit per orbem . "| as BL AL ke uy « ° .| St. Peter's Chains. 

O ancilla Christi, Maria mater Dei Z aT ee ‘ . - .| For Pregnant women. 
O beata beatorum martyrum sollemnia -| #2, 7, 8, 10, , . . .| C. of Martyrs. 
O Brici a — omnis caterva .  m% . ele «| Pt. of * Christo inclita.” 
O lachryma gloriosa Christi praeclariasima .)-p*. . oe e .| Tears of Christ. 
O Maria ste nae Pietate singularis = 5} p. 2, . west AM ton. Ac, of B. V. M. 
© miles inclite fortis-imi regis Christi . +) Ge . e e . .| C. of Martyr. 
Odas hac in die lactas Christo cant. | ®eeyec™, . . .| &. Katherine 
Omnes gente. plaudite, Festos choros ducite.| f.d*.3.  . e -| Ascension Day. 
Orones sancti ¢ , eraphim Thront ,, d.¢.g. 2. a*, 4. 8, . . All Saints. 
Omnestuagratiaquosa morte.  . «|RSS, Easter. 
Ompnes una decantemus Et martyris of 8% 6 oe . . .| St. Sebastian. 
Omnis fidelium ecclesia Christum collaudet ., Ak. . °* e . .| 8t. Edmund, 
Oramus te aeterna spes et summa 3 | kw. . e . .| St. John b vangelist. 
es eee ee en a. be. ADK np. 8. y. y-.  .| St. James (k,). St, John Evang » 

genis St. Stepben (p.). C.of a Martyr cs.) 

Pangamus creatori atque redemptori gloriam| d.z.a".6.7. ° .| The Resurrection. 
Pangat bymnum Augiensis ineula at g- ° . ° ° .| St. Januarius, 
Penge turma corde vultu Christo fH GM 6 el « «| The Resurrection. 
eats grages de pastore Discant sure. “| ¥ ° . ° . .| St. William of York. 
Aero ver eructavit Verbi rore germinavit) y. . ° . . .| St. Cuthbert. 
Petre, summe Christi pastor, et Paule . d24.8. . ° e | SS. Peter and Paul. 
Plangant filti jone una o] OG « . e . .| The Dying Swan. 
Plaudat choru-, plebs laetetur Et devote “ty . ‘ e ° .| St. William of York, 
Plausu chorus laetabundo Hos attollat | y.T . e e e .| C. of Evangelista. 
Plebs pistica prome laude« mane, +p ° ° . «| Seamless robe. 
Post partum virgo Maria Dei HGR ye™  . e .| Assumption, &c,, of B. V. M. 
Postquam hostem et interna Spottavit, ad ‘| p 2. « “9 ° +| &. after Ascension. 
Potestate non natura, Fit creator creatura .| *. . . ° ’ ., Conception of B. V. M, 
Praecelsa celebrantes sollemnia allelaia | @ . e oe .| Christmas. 
Praecelsa saecliis colitar dies omnibus fideli! nt. w.. . ° . .| St. Vincent. 

summi regis Et | pel. * ee e | Decoll. St. John Baptist. 
Praecursoris et Ba Diem istum . | pm, . e . Natiy. St. John Baptist. 
Precamur nostras animas et ew, . a ° lat S. in Advent. 
Profitentes Unitatem, Veneremur Trin! Spey, e ° Of the Trinity. 
Proloquium altum recitemus =, ue ae ee St. Gabriel. 
Promat pia vox cantoris Hujus laude: p. ‘ e- e * -| St. Aegidius (St. Giles), 
Prome casta concio cantica organa sy. a. b. c. €..h. ee 8. w. Yer . 
Promere chorda jam conetur intima =~ ew . p . . St. Martin. 
Prompta mente Trinitaticanamus . g- ° e ° . or the Trinity. 
Pronis datum admiremur, Laureatam . pi.2 e e e St. Laurence, 
Psallat chorus corde mundo. ? gl. o ° ° . = “ Plausu chorus,” 
Psallat ecclesia mater mente devota «| ¢.w. . : ° ° 7 St. Swithin. 
Psallat ecclesia. mater {ilibata et virgo = « . ag. Ae a% 4.8. Dedic. of a Church, 
Psallat plebs devota Christo cantica . a ° — 
Evaite _— carmina cae Domino + c. ae k.. : . 
Paallite nostro, te prudenter . g- e*, b*. 4.8. , ‘ eA 
Pura Deum laudet innocentia =, ° em , . e .| Holy Innocents. — 

dilecta tabernacula, = virtutum /a.p%.8.2.c%, 2. . = ,| Dedic, ofa —_ 
ttuor sunt ——, Faciesq) ee attest nt. ° ° . «| C. of Apostles 

non praevalent propria ne te . . . | E nee 
i benedict capiti«, huc oi oevine 10 ae se ° e ° ° icin, 
i procedis ab utroque, Genitore genitoque e ° * © ° 
purgat animas et corpora sancta . ° . . e . heer of B. Vv. M. 
regi: »ceptra forti dextra, solus cuncta @, he. Ak. mn. p. 8, w. x. y. | 3rd 8. in Advent. 
sunt isti rp tt eraticadl wot yen «| 0°. 3. 6, e e e . GofAa les. 
cunque vult salvus esse - ewe wan o| Yo « oa ss ° ° . Of the Trinity. 

ta virgo mater ploras, —— g. ° . * . «| C. of a Martyr. 
% . od in coena Christus geasit | yy 

Recolamus venerandam Mariae memoriam . | ke. e 
Regem regum veneremur Et de regis . St. pi. _- 

Pt, of ** Lauda Sion,” 

Annunciatior of B. V. M. 
St. Louls of France. 

. 
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First line of Sequence. | Where found. Use. 

| 
Christo applandat ecclesia Die isto - ¥ . ° ° . St, William of York. 

Ration vixioun praemaxima ° e . . ° ° . Pt. of * Christo inclita.” 

Regis et pontificia tiadema my-ticis - mR. Crown of Thorns, 
Regnantem sempiterna per saecula 
Kegnam tuum, regnum ompium saeculorum 

ine 
Representet ecclesia de Germani victoria 
Res est admirabilis Virgo venerabilis . . 
Resonet sacrata jam turma diva symphovia . 
Rex magne Deus ag intueris Abyssos et 
Rex omnipotens die hod'erna, Mundo . 
Rex regum, Deus noster colende, Tu . 
Rex Silomon fecit templum Cuju¢ in-tar 
Roma Petro glorietur, Roma Paulum . 
Komana Quirinus supe procreatus, In vera 

Sacerdotem Christi Martinum cuncta per 
Sacra Paule ingere dogmata . 
Sacrosancta hodiernae festivitati« praeconia 
Salus aeterna, indeficiens, mundi vita . 
Salvatoris clementiae dulcem pangat . 
Salvatoris mater pia, Mundi bujus spes 
Salve crax, arbor vitae praeclara. E 
Salve crux sancta, arbordigna . ° ‘ 
Salve crux, vitale lignum, arbor sacratissima 
Salve dies dierum gloria, Dies felix 
Salve mater Christi, Oinclita . . | 
Salve, mater Salvatoris, Vaselectum . 
Salve nobilis puerpera exaltata super aethera 
Sulve porta perpetuae lucis fulgida —. 
Salve proles Davidis, Salve virgo nobilis 
Salve sancta Christi as Salve virgo 
Salve sancta —_ yaa spinis carens | 
Sancta cunctis laetitia festa sunt celebranda’ 
Sancta tu virgo Maria, Mater Christi. . 
Sancti Baptistae Chri-ti prarconis . 
Sancti belli celebremus triomphum laude , 
Sancti merita Benedicti inclita, Venerandae . 
Sancti Benedicti merita, Pangamus 
Sancti Pauli conversio devote est recolenda . 
Sancti Spiritus adsit nobis | are — 

1. Quae corda nostra sibi faciat tabernacula 
ean fecundata Deum peperit virgo Maria 

visu columbino, Et ascensu aquitino . 
Sanctorum vita, virtus, gloria, Summi Patris 
Sanctus Petrus et magnus Paulus, Doctores 
Scalam ad coelos subrectam tormentis . 
Scrupulosa quorundam sententia . P 
Sexta passus feria, Die Christus tertia . 
Si vis vere gloriari, Et a Deo coronari . 
Simplex in es<entia, Septiformis 
Sollemne canticum resonet in terra 
Sollemnitas sancti Pauli devote est recolenda 
Sollemnitate rutilans apostolica lux adest 
Sonent regi nato nova cantica, Cujua . 
Sonet vox fidelium allelula, Christo regi 
Sospitate morbos lenit, olel lenitio ° 
Spe mercedis et coronae Stetit martyr . 

Splendor patris et figura Se conformans 
Stabat juxta Chri-ti crucem, Videns 
Stabat mater dolorosa Juxtacrucem . ° 
Stans a longe qui plurima perpetrarst facinora 
Stansa —_— soar facinora’ 
fps - 5, aria, Expers paris. p 

aria regia procreata regem 4 
Stola jucunditatis alleluia Induit a P 
Summa sollemnitas adest hodierna, Qua Dei. 
Summa stirpe genita virgo Maria. ° e 
Summa regis Archangele Michael, Intende . 
Summi Regis in honore— 

1. martyris sollemnia, Ethelbert! cam 
4. lis memoria, Sancti Thomae 
3. Virginia memoria, Matris Christi . * 

Summi triumphum regis uamur laude 
— boni eo mall . ° ° ° 
upernae matris a, ‘aesentet . 

Surgenti excelso Ms vasa Hymnos 
Surgit Christus cum tro} Jam . 
Su-pendentis aquas fill Pa-tor gregem . 

Templi cultus extat multus ° . 
Testamento veteri, Anna fuit genita . P 
Tibi cordis in altari Decet preces immolari . 
Trinitatem simplicem Trinum Deum non. 
Tu civium Deus conditor, Et sanctificator 
Tubam bellicosam quam Dei non verentes . 

Veni! mater gratiae, Fons misericordiae 

. 

. 

el 

. 

. 

. 

. 

e+ 8 © © & © 

“ee ee 

- 

b*. . 

a beh kn. p.s. w. 2. y. 2nd 8. in Advent. 
C. of Evangelists. 

Pp. .« . ° . St. Germain of Auxerre. 
p- ¢ ° . Nativ. of B. V. M. 
a. k. &. y. c* ° e ° tecost. 
k ° . e e . All Saints. 
a. b. c. eh, t, kee mW. p. & W, By, Day. 
d.g.#.a*.. ° P . C. of a Confessor. 
SJ. p..y. 1. 2. 3. 6, * . Dedic. of a Church. 
p. 1. 2. P . . ., SS. Peter and Paul. 
g. . * . . . St. Quirinus. 

a. b.d.g. hk. &. wy, &.a*. 8. St. Martin. 
n. ° a ° . » Pt. of ** Laude jucunda. 
Co a | Pe On. . St. Andrew, 
abueh kon, p. & wa, y., lst 5. in Advent. 

Wihes.: ce: ee. weg an “of B. VM . a... ° ° e ° nm 7 
p- ° ° . ‘ -| Exalt. of the Cross, 
a. buch. 8. y. #-a%. 4.8. «) Inv, of the Cross, 
k. ° ° ° ° «| Holy Cross. 

® ° e e e «| BV. M. 
f.p.2.3.7.9 . + «| Assumption, &c., of B. V. M. 
6*, . . . . . B. V. . 

| Ce, We 7 . ‘ ° ne 
| a®. . . . . . BV. . 

J. @&.. ° e . « BV. M. 
a . . * . * BR, Vv. M. 

C. . . . ° «| Easter. 

Haxasneke & || Baty Gh Sele Regite, a. & y. sa". ° v. St. 
g- 3. 6. ° ° . »| St. Maurice. 
e.g. v*. 4. . . . . ° 

g- . . . . -| St. Benedict. 

y. + . . * +| = “ Sollemnitas s. P.” 

a. de. fh kn. pe 8. W.Y. #.| Pentecost. 
p 2.. . . . -| Visit. BL VL M. 

nt, . . . . -| St. Jerome. 

. . . . . «| St. Blaise. 

et Ww . . ° -| SS. Peter and Paul. 
d. ¢. g. . . . . C. of Virgins, 

y. . . . . +| 11,000 Virgins 

p. 2. . . . . . Friday after Easter. 

pty. e e -| Crown of thorns. 
p. 1. 2. ° . . +| Pentecost. 
as . . . . -| St. Thomas A Becket. 
a, A, 8. ° ° . +| Conv. of St. Paul 
e. Py . e . +| St. Peter's Chains. 
a. é. m2, s,w. 1. . . . 

y- . . . . «| Frida: after Ascension Day. 
y. . . . . «| St. William of York, 

d. nt, y. 4. 8, * . «| C. of Martyrs (4). St. Thomas i 
Becket (y). 

p.2 « . . . -| §, after Christmas, 
ba 5 . . . * . ds ~ 

LB « e . . +| Com ion of B. V. M. 
ar ° . . . Canhasten of Stn. 
g.¥- « . . . -| Sanda: 

J.d* lo. e ° +| BV. M. 
d. Shek 4. nae 5. . . ag spill v. M. 

a. ns y. c*. . -| St. Laurence (k. y. . Vincent (2. 
a*. + . . . -| Easter. ss ¥-). * V (+) 

g- . . . . . Nativ. BR. v. M. 

d. i. a® 4.8 . . . St. Michael. 

AL . . . . ¢ St. Ethelbert. 

A. . . . . +| St. Thomas of Hereford. 
A. . . * . . Assumpt. B. V. M. 
d.2z.a%.4.8  . . +| Ascension. 
y- . . . . . Pt. of * Lauda Sion.” 

Jk nt pol . +| C. of Saints, 
z. . . . . . . 

nt, . . * - -| BVM at Easter. 

y. . . . . . * Ww. 

y- * ° . . | Pt. of “ Rex Salomon.” 
a. & y. * . . -| St. Anne. 
J. d®, ° e ° -| BV. M. 
¥. . *. . . «| Of the Trinit A 

g- . . . . «| Dedic. of a urch. 

g- . . . * +| C. of Martyrs, 

a, #,y7,2. ° e «| Visit. of B. V. M. 



SEQUENCES 

Firet line of Sequence. 

Veni praecelsa domina, Maria tu nos visita .| A. y?. (Syds 

Where found. 
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Use. 

ney Sussex, Cam-, Visit. of B. V. M. 
‘Ss. 

Veni Sancte Spiritus, Et emitte coelitus | f. A. n¥. p. a7. y. 1.2.4.8, ., Pentecost. 

Veni Spiritus seternorum alme, Mentes AkUe ® . -| Pentecost 
Veni virgo virginum, Veni lumen luminum. = ry ° . -| B.V. M, 

Verbi Dei parens alma ‘Virgo plena gratia .| k. . . . ° -| B. V. M. 

Verbum bonum et suave, Personemus . + aS. A, pts ye 1.8. | BV. M. 
Verbum Dei, Deo natum, Quod nec factum .) z..a", 8... ° ° .| St. John at Latin Gate. 
Verbum legibus nullis debens quicunque| w. . ° . «| Christmas. 

voluere venit 
Verbum manens ab acterno, Apud Patrem .| m7, . . * . | B. Vv. M. 
Vernat gemma Martinus, Minister bonus .| nm. . . ° : . St. Martin 

Viae plebs aethereae cuncta jJucunda . | ow s s . .| Pt. of “ Laude pulchra.” 
Victimae paschali laudes immolent Christian!) a. b. d. f.g. h. kon. 8. y. 2.) Easter. 

a*, 2. 4. 3. 

Vincat mentes, vincat mundum, Et repellat./ n?. . . ° . .| St. Victor of the Thebald. 

Virginalis turma sexus, Jesu Christi . | @2.3.5.6.9. . e «| 11,000 Virgins. 

Virgines Virginis sacratae . -| mpi. a. e e .| C. of Virgina. 

Virgines t, virgines tripudient «| Re ° . . * .| St. Faith. 
Virgini Mariae laudes concinant Uhristiani .| f. s. 1. 8. 10. ° * .| B. V. M. at Easter. 

Virgini Mariae laudes intonent Christian’ = .| m*. p%, y, 22.2.7. 10. . .| B. V. M. at Easter. 

Virginis in laude, Grex fidelis plaude . «| & . . ‘ * ‘| B. Vv. M 

Virginis venerandae de numero sapientum .| a.c. hay. a". « ° .| C. of Virgins. 

Virgo mater gratuletur fn orbe catholica = .| y. " a . .| St. John at the Latin Gate. 

Virgo mitis generosa, Gemma coeli preciosa.) n?. p’. * é ° «| St. Barbara. 

Virgo vernans velut rosa, Agni sponsa .| 8 (Sarum Mf, Venice, 1494) St. Winifred. 

Voce jubilantes summo . . ° a | Holy trinity. 

Voci vita fit unita, s armicitia . ° a k 
Voto, voce, cordis, oris Hujus sacri confessoris 
Vox sonora nostri chori, Nostro sonet . 

y. ‘ 
nt, p. | 

Zyma vetus expurgetur, Ut sincere celebretur a. p. s. y. 1. 2. 

Part ii. In this second part are given the 
first lines of Sequences which are not included 
in the first of this article. ‘These are 

rincipally en from certain representative 
rencl and German diocesan Missals printed 

not later than 1490; and from two monastic 
Missals, viz. an Augustinian and a Benedictine, 
A few more are taken from English service 
books other than Missals, the editions used 
being the following :— 

Sarum Processional, in a “5, written about the end 
of the 14th cent., and now in the British Museum (Hart. 

2942), com with the Antwerp ed. of 1523. 
Sarum , in the Paris of 1516 (Byrckman). 

The Paris ed. of 1531 was reprinted at the Cambridge 
University Presa, 1479-1886. 
York Processional, in the Rouen ed. of 1530 (reprinted 

in vol. 63, 1876, of the Surtees Society's publications). 
Yor! , in the Venice ed. of 1493 (reprinted 

by the Surtees Society, 1880-83, vols. 71, 75). 
. in the Rouen ed. of 1505. Of this 

the Pars Hiemalis isin the Worcester Cathedral Library, 
aud the Pars Aestivalis in the Bodletan. 

The Missals collated are the following:— 
(1) . The ed. used is the Afissale Andega- 

wense, printed at Paris in 1489 by Joannes de Prato. 

(2) A The ed. used is the Missale canoni- 
corum regularium ordinis Sancti Augustini, secundum 
ritum insignis ecclesie Sancti Victoris ad muros Pari- 
sienses, printed at Paris in 1629 by Nicolas Prevost. In 
tite of polo a Lace ede fi 
quentia, the Sequences are together at t 
end of the Missal in the fominaes Prosarum, The 
name of the composer is given in all cases known to the 

a 

8. in Octave of Pentecost. 
St. William of York. 

«| St. Katherine. 

Easter. 
‘ 

fon are ascribed to Adam of 
ictor, and two to Henricus Pistor, frater 8. Vic- 

toris; with one each to St. (Laetabundus), 
St. Thomas of Aquino (* Lauda Sion’), Peter Abelard 
“Mittit ad virginem"), and Robert, King of France 
s Sancti Spiritus... Quae"). The rest are anonymous. 

(3) Basel. The ed. used is the Missale Basiliense 
printed at Basel in 1448 by Michael Wenssler. 

i The ed. used is the Missale... (4) Benedictine. 
ordinis sancti Benedicti reformatorum ni 

—— A large p' 
St. 

mo- 
nachorum per Germaniam; printed at u in 

1518 by Thomas Anghelmus. In this ed. the word 
Sequentia \|s ages used instead of Prosa, and the 
anne Ee eee 
volume. 

(5) Breslau. Miseale Wratislaviense. The ed. used 
is that printed at Mainz in 1483 by Petrus Schoffer. 

(6) . The ed. used is the Missale secundum 
chorum Constantiensem printed at Basel in 1485 by 
Petrus Kollicker. 

(1) . The ed. used is the Liber Missalis .. . 
ecelesie Frisingensis printed at Bamberg in 1487 by 
Joannes Sensenschmidt. 

8) Magdeburg. The ed. used is the Missale 
burs } printed at Libeck in 1480 by Bartholomaus 
G and Locas Brandis, 

(9) Trier, The ed. used is the Missale Treverense 
nted at Basel by Michael Wenssler. Mr. W. H. 

‘ames Weale, in bis — Missalium, 1886, p. 208, 

dates this c®1488. In the British Museum Catalogue it 
is dated c. 1490. 

10) Wiirzburg. The ed. used is the Missale Herbi- 
ae ted at Warzburgin 1484 by Georgius Reyser. 

11) . The ed. used is the Missale Coloniense, 
printed at Basel 1487, without name of printer. 

(12) Regensburg. The ed. used isthe Liber Missalis 
...ectlesie Ratisponensis, printed at msburg in 

1435, by Joannes Sensenschmi it and Joannes Bekenbaub, 

First line of Sequence. Where found. Use. 

Ad honorem summi regis, Nos qui. +} 9. e . . «| St. Helena. 
Ad as suspirantes, In seterna | | . ‘ . | St. Bernard of Clairvaux. 

stan ‘ 
Aeternae virgo memoriae Quam sibi . -| Sarum Brev., 1516 . | St. Katherine. 
Affiuens delictis, David regis filla ° | 12 e e « .| Assump. B. V. M. 

Alleluia Christo decantet omnis lingua ./12 . P e ° .| St. Erhard of Regensburg. 

Alladat laetus ordo paallens ple . . el Le e . * . .| St. Maurice. 

Alme confessor et professor fidel triplicis «| 811. « « « «| St, Anthony. 
An mandatricem, Summ! Dei . »| 5 ‘. “ a .| Present. B. V. M. 

Astra coecli resplendeant, Nunc sol. ol 10 6 ° e e . Concep. B. V. M. 

‘Atblets Sebastianus accola Mediolanus = «| 2g wk ‘ St. Sebastian. 
Augustine pater cleri, Legis schola - . ik, ee: 8 Pa * .| St. Augustine (Hippo). 
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First line of Sequence. 

An ni magni patris, Atque suae piae . 
rei genitrix summl, virgo semper Maria 
Ave gemma confessorum micans in alta 
polorum a 

Ave ma confessorum, 0 N. pontifex 
Ave Jesu Christe, qui pro humans salute 
Ave mater qua natus est orbis Pater. 
Ave Matthia coell gemma, In lacem . A 
Ave praesignis martyr, dignia colenda . 
Ave, verbi a Virginum humilitas : 
Ave virgo generosa, Ut testatur gloriosa =. 9 
Ave virgo singularis, Porta vitae, stella. 

Beata es virgo et gloriosa =. . e « Fork Brev. 
Benedicti merita ut reboet inclita ° : 
Bone doctor et salutis vise ductor ° + 

Celsa lux Sion, ave martyr Pantaleon . ° 
Christe Domine, laetifica “amtuam =. 
Christe, tui praeclari militis Wencesl.i . 
Clangat pastor intubacornea =. . . 
Clira voce, pura conscientia Laetabunda =. 
Cleri decantet concio Dei famulo digna 
Clerus Andegavensium paallat cum turma .) 
Coelestis te laudat chorea, Christe, plorum . 
Coeli solem imitantes In occasum “> a 
Coell, terrae, maria, Et in eis omnia | 
Coelum sacrum ecclesiae Kmisit novam 
Collaudantes mente devota, voce serena e 
Collectionibus sanctis Christi pretiose martyr 
Concentus vox Jubilei Sollemnizans regam =. 
Conceptio Mariae virginis, Quae nos . el 
Confessor Christi, laudari qui meruisti. . 
Congaudeant bodie, Filiiecclesiae . | 
Congaudentes jubllemus, Christo regi gloriae 
Conserva pe ood hanc familiam . ° 
Consurge jubilans, Vox quaevis bominum | 
Cor angustum dilatemus, Ut senaius . . 
Cor devotum, vox sonora, Promant laudes 
Cordis sonet ex interno, Ttegum . el 
Crux fidelis, terras coelis, Miro nectens | 

De profundis clamantes invus, Et . ol 
De torrente pas-ionia, Bibens veri Salomonis.| 
Decet hujus cunctis boris, Festi voce . . 
Deus devrum vera sanctorum confessorum . 
Dic nobis, Maria: quid vidisti in via . * 

Ditosene sus poostinnn Maries Seapeales suae precibus 
Dulce lignum adoremus, Dulces a“ ® 
Dulce lignum, lignum vitae, Venerari . *j 
Dulce melos tangens coelos resonet ecclesia . 
Ihule! corde jubilemus, Voce plena ° | 
Dulcis sonet barmonia, Dulci dignum melodia 

Ecce dies celebris, Magnobodi praesulis . 
Ecce dies rtata (st. Hi. Quem Deus) 
Ecce die« ia, Confessorum gloria, e 
Eoce dies triumphalis, Dies in qua fit natalis 

a vocali consonantia repleatur , | 
Eia jubilemus carmina eo digna * . 
Ex Aceymo Pharaonis, In amplexum , 
Ex ice caritatis, Ex affectu pietatis . 
Ex virgulto de Jes-e, Deus adesse =, ° 
Exsultemus congaudentes, Sacrosanct! . e 
Exsultent in bac die cuncti famulantes 
Exsultemus et laetemur, Et in Deo gloriemur 
Exsultemus votu melodiam,Conco: 
Exsultet ecclesia, Ex Victoris victoria . " 
Exsultet ecclesia, Pro assumpta filia . . 

Factura dominans potestate atque princlpans 
Familiam custodi Christe a po te ae A 

. 4 

SEQUENCES 

2. 

2. 

12, 
7. 

5. 8. 

. 6. . 7 . 

.| York Brev., 1493. 
3. 7. 
7. 
12. 
&. 
12. 

7. 
12, 
2. 
9. 

Speier 

“ee ® © we we wee wee weeweee 

, 1493 

“ee 

Pee. : Res 

cma ee 

eee * eee eeee et ee eee ee 

M,, 1487 

_* ® ee ee ee ee ee 

York RBrev., 1493 
Sarum Process., c. 1390 

i 

129d, 

Felix n, O Germane, Nomen geris ol 1. e . 
Felix Maria mundi na. a : - Sarum Process., c. 1390 
Felix mater filiorum, Septem vere beatorum | 8, . . 
Felix virgo Barbara . . ° | 1m . 
Fons virtutam, 0 Burbara, Dulcis, mitis =| 1. ° . 
Frangatur mene vitiosa, Ut sit Deo gratiosa.|- 1. . . 
Fulget dies praecl rus, cunctis memorandus., 7, 12. . . 

Gaude coelestis » Summi regis jam .-9.10.11. . 
Gaude Dei genitrix, Quam circumstant «) Add, MS., 24680, 
mer um — canat —— | 6 + «6 . 
aude x Agrippina, sanctaque Colon! oP lle + e . 

Gaude jucunda melos turma persona. of 1. . . 
Gaude mater Anna gande, Mater omni, +) 10, . * 
Gaude turba fidelium, Mentis colens =. el . e 
Gaude virgo gloriosa, Ave paradisi rosa oj te e e eooeeoty see ew &@ 

- 

= ef F 

“+ «© 

St. Thomas A Becket. 

r of Minster. 

1012). 

leery if a Pope and Martyr. 

ck x Me Achatins, &e.). 

the Apostle. 
inianus, 

: J 
gee ul 
. iH ; 

greece lf if 
98 

ns & “i 3 

is 
og Fenere cg #e i : 

. 7 Brethren of Ephesus. 
= “O felix virgo.” 
St. Rarbara. cats 

‘ St. Gatian. 
.| St. Willibald, 

. C of Vi . 
e! atus ante.” Pt. of “ 
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First line of Sequence. Where found. Use. 

Gaudeamus hodie, Immensae laetitiae . +| 3. e ° P . . SS. Mary and Salome. 
Gaudet mater nobilis, Constans et immobilis | 6. *  « «©  «  « St. Conrad of Constanz, 
Gaudet omnis spiritus, Christum qui. | 6. o + « «| =** Laudet omnis.” 
Gaudet te Deus, Justus et rens . . + 6 . . . . +| = Laurdet te.” 
Gloriosa fulget dies, exeultet ecclesia . aes »  «  « « «| St. Lambert of Freising 
Gloriose martyr Dei, Nos orantes respice. . 7. . . . ° .| St. Erasmus. 
Gloriosus devote in sanctis Deus adoratur 9. . . . ° -| St. Wandelinus. 
Grates Deo et honor sint per saecula . -| 6% 12, « . ° + St. Afra. 
Gratulemur tn hac die, In qua sanctae . | 2 . ° . . .| Assump. B. V. M 
Gratuletur orbis totus, Praesens coetus «| 8 7 ° ° e +| St 

Hic est dies celebrandus, Landibusque . «| 9. . . . . + 10,000 Martyrs (St. Achatius, &c.). 

Hic oculis et manibus in coelum . . «| 7 e . e | Pt. of * Sacerdotem Christi.” ) 
Hodie prodit virga Jesse de radice . .| Hereford Brev., 1506 . ., Concep. B. V. M. 
Hodiernae festum lucis Est Acbactiluus = ,| 7.12... . . «| St. Achatius, &c. (10,000 Martyrs). 
Hodiernae festum lucis, Et sollemne vitae .| 3.6.7.9.10. + «| Of the Lance of Christ. 
Ho«diernae lux diei, Celebris ris Dei = .| 1. ° ° . . . C. of Martyrs. 
Hujus diei gaudia, devotio . .| 7. . . . . .| St. Augustine (Hippo). 

Tllibata mente sana, Abilit virgo . ° 5.8. ° . e .| Visit. B. V. M 
Imperator maxime Christe benignissime 1, . . . St. Sebastian. 
Imperatrix gloriosa, Potens et imperiosa 7.12. ° . e B. Vv. M. 
Inclite us omnes Ladgerum Miinster M., 1489". e St. Luidger of Minster. 

rantes 
In excelsis canitur, Nato regi gloria . . 
In natale Sil vatoris, Angelorum nostra choris 
In near roa jugi la Plebs devota Deo I. =. wks | St. Helena. 

ude 
In’ Wolfgangi canamus honorem Christo %213.. « ° . .| St. Wolfgang of Regensburg. 

Jesu Christe Rex superne, Deo Patri . «| 5. ° « «| St. Stanislens. 
Jesum Christum quem ndo . . «| York Brev., 1493 , . .| St. Gregory the 
Jubar lucis inoffense, Sidus spargit . .| 12. ‘ ‘ .| St. Godehard of Hildesheim, 
Jubar miri lominis, Sidus almi numinis | ‘ St. Castulus. | 7 
-lubilemus Salvatori, coelestes  . X “4 
Jubilemus Salvatori, Qui spem dedit . .| Conversion of St. Paul. 

Kyneburgae virginis sine fustu carnis , .| Lansdowne MS., 387, f.34 .| St. Kyneburga. 

Laetabundi cordis mundi, Demus melos ol % . ° ‘ . .| St. Barbara. 
Laetabundi —— Ac devote celebremus) 2,  . «. « ° .| Transfiguration. 
Laetabundi jubilemus, Laeta mente . of i + . .| C. of Martyrs. 
Laetabundus Bernbardo decantet chorus = .| 8. ° ° ° ° «| St. of Clairvauz. 
— exsultet virginum chorus) ll. . . ’ ° «| 11,000 Virgins. 

alle 
Laetare mater ecclesia cum sancta filia oS Ser ‘ -, St. Kun 
Laetetur ecclesia, devotione pia . - | 1. ° ° . e .| Pt. of * Plaudat urbs,” 
Laeto corde resonemus, Et in arce jubilemus.' 5.8 . . ° e ° Barbara. 
Lambertus martyr in en ai Domini .| Add. MS., 26788, f. 930, .| St. Lambert. 
Lauda plebs Alsatica Dominum . «0 w} 3 eee, Ste Theobald. 
Laude Sion quod us . s . | 1k. » ° . *) = “ Gaude Sion quod.” ‘ 
Laudes almo Wundelino personewus mirifico! 9 . . . + «| St, Wandelinus. 
Laudes xine cum gaudio, Nostra pangat Speter M., 1487. ° .| &. . 

Laudes Christo persolvamus, Nos, qui sanct! | 7. ° P ° e / St. Judocus, 
Laudes dignas attollamus, Cujus festum = «sid: . . 7 »  « St ere. 
Laudes egregias clerus omnis canat . | 8. ° ° . ° . | St. Adelheid. 
Laudet omnis spiritus Christum, qui divinitus 3. 6. (Gaudet) 12. - ay ie Henry II. (d. 1024), 
Laudet te Deus, ju-tus et reus, orbis totus .| 3.6.(Gaudet) . . . St hol , 
Laureata plebs fidelis Sacramentum carnis .| 7. oe, a. ais al Compan Christi, : 
Laus Deo Putri ejusque Nato pariterque . 7 « . « « «| St. Mary of Egypt. 
Laus Deo Patri filioque compari in unitate . 3.6. . e. %6 ° . Holy Trinity. ; 
Laus et gloria Deo sit in saecula, Qui nobis . 4. - « « « +! 8. Nicholas. 
Laus Patri gloriae, Quisuum Filium gentibus 7. er er | py Trinity 
Taste ot Teel glerian, Cajes formant caatiar ~ 36011 .° « »o «| & 8. 
Laus sit regi gloriae, Cujus rore gratiae - 10, Speier M., 1487. .| Five Wounds of Christ, 
lew tibi summe Deus quem praenoscens Speier M., 1487 . . .| St. Germain of Amiens, 

us ‘ 

Luce lucens in seterna, Lucis ductrix . -) 8 . e P ° | ia diees 
Luce mentis et decore, Virgo noctis in clam 6. . . ° ° ., St. Margaret. 
Lux praeclara, lux sollemnis,Inqua . .|7-12. . «. . «| St. Servatius, 

Majestati sacrosanctae, Militans cum tri 

gpg Lene n T Legion ereon, . tha pee im. - . . . . . * . beban St. G &e. 
2. Sic versetur laus in ore > ‘ | * . ° -| Three Ki pep ne CEpipheny) 

Majestati sit supernac, Lauset honor.  . 9% . . « « «| St Labentius, 
Margaritam preciosam, § Christi J 5. e ° ‘ ° .| St. Margaret. 
Martyr Christi Barbara, Mundi linquens . 6. e e e a .| St. Barbara. 
Martyrem um, Fortemque Gregorium.) 11, . . e «| &. Gregory of Spoleto. 
Martyris , Triamphos Vincentii | 6. ® e . ° .| St. Vincent. 
Martyria Victoris laudes resonent Christiani. 2. 3. 3 . «. ,  .| St. Victor. 
M decor, mundi forme, Qua vivendi | 6® 2. « « « «| St. Martha, 

MY | 

Nascitur ex patre Zebedaeo, matre Maria | Surwm Process.,c.1390 ,| St. John Evangelist. 
Nero plange, Roma gaude, Quae nunc Pauli.) 1.0. kg 5 St. Paul. 

O alma Trinitas, Deitas et individua . ; lL o2© « e« » it 5: ee O felicem genetricem, cujus pia viscera w} 9, www kt C2 MM 
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First line of Sequence. Where found, Use. 

O felix virgo Barbara, Ex sti oaae Le (Feliz virgo) . . St. Barbara. 
0 Materne pastor alme, Chrinique . ° 7 ‘| St. Maternus. 
© morum doctor egregie, Qui triumphas ‘| ais Brev.,1616 . | St. Andrew. 
© panis dulcissime, U fidelis auimae vitalis | 36.11 . . 4 «| Corpus Christi. 
© quam mira sunt, Deus, tua portenta. $10 6 . . 8. after Ascension. 
© regi summo mulier cara Deo. . +| York Brev., ‘1493, .  , St. Mary Magdalene. 
4) vere beata sublimis sponsa . . York Brev., 1493. . . 
Omnes devota mente veneremur digne . -| 6. . . F 7 | St. Pe 
Oportet devota mente sinceriter . . «| Sarum Brev., 1616 , | St. Nicholas. 

Pangat chorus in hac die Novum genus 7. 18. . . . * .| St. James the Great. 
Paulus Sion architectus Est a Christo . 360. 8. 6. )6hUw ~~) | St. Paul. 
Plaudat urbs Cenomanica honoretantt.  .} 1.0. °° .  « «  .| St. Julian. 
Potens virtutum tu sator rerum, moderator .} 7. . . . . .| St. Oswald. 
Protomartyr et levita, Clarus fide. =. lL. weg St, Stephen. 
Psallat concors symphonia, Laudes pangat .} 6.7.10, . « ; .| St. Dorothea. 
Psallat laeta concio, Recolenscum gaudio .} 8, . . . «  .| St. Donatus 
Psallat laete orbis coetus sactuta fide repletus} 10. . =. wg. | St. Burchard of WOrzbarg. 

2. ‘. . : * .| St. Nichasius, 
ate | ; : .| C. of Martyrs or Confessors, 

Puer natus in Bethlebem, Unde gandet.. .| Hereford Brev., 1605 , | Epiphany 

Quando conscientia, Respondet eloquio. —.} 1. -- « 6 eo ~— of St. Giles, 
4juem uethera et terra atque mare . +| Sarum Process., c. 1390 . 

oe plis digna, Laudibus mente} ll . . = «. « «| St. Barbara. 
ben 

Regi peahatetee, cytharistae, Tibi, Christe of % IZ. . . . . St. t. 
Kegi regum immortali Nostri regis |} 36. 6 6 «6 — ,| St. Oswald. 
Renes nostros praecin — ht lucernas 1. . . . . .| St. Maurilius of Angers. 
Rex Deus, Dei Agne, leo Juda magne . % is. P ° . .| 2nd 5. after Easter. 

Salvatorem concordi Laudemus Christum . 
Salve festa dies toto venerabilis aevo— 

1, caro Messiae fit cibus ecclesiae . 
. Chria'i mater visitat Elisabeth  . 

3. Deus ad coelus scandit et astra, 
4. Deus de coelo gratia fulsit humo . 
5S. Deus ecclesiam dicat honorem =. 
4 Deus in coelum svandit, et astra . 

Deus infernum vVicit, et astra 
a —- — nomen flectere cuncta « 

9. yneburga pia migrat a 
10. Sus Kyneburga suo tullitur ex tumulo 
= ne nova de coelo gra'ia fulsit humo . 

Qua sponso sponsa jungitur ecclesia. 
Salve lignum sanctue crucia, Salve ° ‘ 
Salve aria: Christi Parens intactu =. 
Salve pater Dionysi, Lux et decor ‘ 
Salve pater, flos doctorum, Salve flos decusque 

morum 
Salve sancta facies nostri Redemptoris, . 
Salve Thoma Didyme, Dux pugnae = , . 
Sanctae Annae devotus decantet clerus. 
Sancte Paule merita tua colv-ntes inclita refove 

clementius 
Sanctissimae virginis votiva festa ica 
Sancto Dei famul», Fridvlino merito  . 
Sedentem in supernac majestatis arcae . 
Sidus ave cella mellis, Mentis tenebras. 
Sit mens laeta, vox sonora, Plebs fidelis 
Sollemni vos induite filiae Sion chiamyde 
Sospitati dedit aegros ole perfusio 
Speciosus forma prae natis hominum Jesus 
Spoleti claro sanguine natus, Serenedus 
Stola laureatus,Summiregis . 
Summe bone et suavis, Qui letrum 
Summi Patris gratia, Coueternum per fillum. 
Super coelos sublimaris, Gratis gratans ° 

{ 

Psallat nostra concio, Coelesti tripudio . : 
Psallens Deo, Sion, gaude Laeta vore . 

al 

Te mundi climata yt laudant 
Templum cordis adurnemus, Novo corde =. 
Tu beatus es Barjona, Cui aspirat sua dona . 

Ut leonis testatur littera, Postquam Christus | 

Veneremur hac die sollemni sanctum . 
Veneretur Unitas, collaudetur Trinitas ; 
Verbum Dei Verbum berus, Summe s - ° 
Verbum Patris hodie, Processit ex vi 
Vernabatur hostia Christi suavissima . } 
Victima Christi victoris factus Eutro ‘ 
Virgo gaude speciosa, Benedicta ‘Gabe ° 
Virgo mater Salvatoris, Angelorum grata, 
Vito plaudat omnis aetas, Et pro Vito . 

Zona castitatis in signum privilegli , e 

11. Minster M., 1489. 

Sarum Process., c. 1390 
Sarum Process., 1523 . 
York Process., 1530 
York Process., 1530. 
York Process., 1530 
Sarum Process., c. 1390 

-| Sarum Process., c. 1390 
Sarum Process., 1623 . 

“* * © © © ® 

* 

-| Lansdowne MS., 387, f. 33b.. 
Lansdowne MS., 387, f. 34 . 
Sarum Process., ¢. 1390 

«| 5. 

Sarum Process., c. 1390 
1. ° . ‘ . 

Ses 2 sen 
ll. . 7 *. *. 

3. ° e . 
6. 

‘| 5. Milnater M., 1489 
Miinster M., 1489. 

3. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12, 

A 

{| Sarum’ Process. ¢. 1385 

| Speier, 1487 

Tork Bre. 403 

re. 2 
-y e . 

ie, : : 
“*e* ee 8 © © © eo 

Re ee ay ee we 
7. ° ° . . 
Hereford Brev., 1505 . 
ere Brev., 1505 . 

Ege a Se 
2. . . . . 

7. . . 7 . 

C. of a Martyr. 

Cor Christi. 
Visit. B, V. M. 
Ascension Day. 

Soomen thitits 18 . 
Ascension Day. 
Faster, 
Name of Jesus. 

rs Kya b . Kyneburga. 
Pentecost 

‘| Ded. of a Church. . 

. 

- 

. 

Exalt. of the Cross. 
a, = B. V. M. 

.| St. Jerome. 

“eee es seeee 

Face of Christ. 

St. Katherine. 
St. Fridolinus. 
Holy Innocents, 
St. Castor. 
St. George. 
St. Livinus, 
St. Nicholas. 
Transfiguration. 
St. Serenedus, 
_ Simon and Jude. 
St. Severus, 
St. Anne, 
St. Thomas of Hereford. 

St. Stephen. 
Purif. PeB. Y, M. 
St. Peter. 

St. James the Apostle. 

= Looneré. 
Margaret. 

Se Sigismund of Burgundy. 
Christmas, 
St. Vincent. 
*» Eutropius. 

B. V. M. at bany. & Vins pip 

. St. Licinius of Angers. 

—_——, 



SERGIUS 
Many of the Balls aq the in — only to 

4sts a consi erable rtion h 
» proportion have not CFeb. 1888) been edited in any way. Mr. 

Sequences which are ni 
m part, in Kehrein’s and hopes in about five years to work. (F. E. W. and J. M.] 
Sergius. [creek Hymnody, § xii 2. 
Servant of from thy loved [Death and Burial 

was pub. in 
Other Poems, 
the fol lowing heading :— 

“*"Fhe Christian Soldier, 

employ. 

his last Sermon, on a 

Sword im his hand. 
Mr. "Taylor, 

was found dead in his bed on the 
15, 1816. The 

the Sth ed. 
366 : 
1825, No. 534; 
No. 8311. 

of the last stanza:” 

stanza; and (3) “The voice at midni 
came,”” st. i. 1. 5. JJ. 
Servant of God, well done! Thy 

Weasley. 
This hymn, 

rinted at the end of the | 

glorious warfare’s past. ¢ 
[Death and Burial of a Minister, 
in 4 st. of 8 |., was 

Sequences in the English Mis- | school at 
" be found in these Missals. Of ™Maining Sequences in both of the abov 

w 

i “ames Weale, in his Analecta Liturgica, | says :— ‘Sinving the publication of all known 
% given, or only given 
Lateinische Sequenzen, 

complete the 

God, well done! Rest 
J, Montgomery 

of a Minister.) This poem rane . Montgomery’s Greenland and | ‘€Till’s Sel., 1819, in ars : 1819, p. 191, in 6 st. of 8 1, with | Published in Montgomery's Songs of Zion, 

books. Occasioned by th - er . feath of the Rev. Thomas Taylor; After scivtmeGeaheren of God! in joyful lays.’ ™! 
preceding evening, that he | of the hoped to die as an old soldier of Jesus Christ, with his 

who was a Methodist preacher, 
morning of 

poem is given as a hymn 
of Cotterill’s Sel., 1819," No. 

in tienen Christian Psalmist, | (Sunda 
und in his Original Hyzs., 1853, ‘ ‘ In addition to the uve of this hymn | and repeated in the Universal H. Bk., 1885 in its original, and in an abbreviated furm, three centos are also in CO. U, —(1) “ Soldier | Prayer on the Ist 8. of Christ. well done,” which begins with 1. 5 | *Xxviii. 1. 

(2) “The pains of death are past,’’ beginning with 1. i. of the same 8. of Jobn 
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Fulneck, he lived from 1788 to June 
19, 1789, with one Lockwood, at Mirfield, near 

e| Leeds. This person was a Moravian, He 
kept a small retail shop, and went by the 
name of the * Fine Bread Buker.” Hollaud 

“Of the conduct of Montgomery behind the counter | we never heard much; he did not remain there more 
than a year and a half; he had little to do, and still less. inclination for the employment, such as it was. While there he composed the dees part of the poem of Alfred, and amongst his smaller pieces a metrical version of the 113th Psalm, which, many years afterwards, was published, with some verbal alterations, in the collection (Cotterill’s Sel., 1819) now in use under the auspices of the Archbishop of York in various churches in his 
diocese and elsewhere,”— Memoirs, i. p. 73. 

This version of Ps. 113 is on p. 57 of Cot- 
5 st.of 4 1. It was re- 

. 

1822, and is found in several modern hynmn- 
It very frequently begins “ Servanta 

his is the first line 
last stanza, and is substituted for the 

original opening of the hymn. This is the 
earliest of Moutgomery’s hymns to which a 
date can be given. He was about 17 when it 
was written, (J. J.J 

Set thine house in order, H. Alford. 
after Christmas.) 1st pub. in his 

ear of Praise, 1867, No. 27, in 4 st. of 81, 

Tt is based on the first lesson at Evening 
after Christmas, Isaiah 

(J. J.J 
Seymour, Aaron Crossley Hobart, 

Crossley Seymour, m.a., Vicar of 
ht | Cahirelly, Diocese of Cashel (and elder brother 

of the Rev. Michael Hobart Seymour, author 
of several works on the Roman controversy), 
was b. in the county of Limerick, Dec. 19, 
1789. From an early age he gave much 
attention to literary pursuits, and at the age 

Funeral Sermon by John Wesley, on the death | &f 21 he pub. his Vital Christianity exhibited of G. Whitefield. 
vi. 316.) Whitefield: died en sate Ceo Subjects of Heligion, addressed to Young Per- 
and J. Wesley preached the Funeral Sermon 
at the Tabernacle, Tottenham Court Road, 

in a Series of Letters on the most Important 

sons, 1810, This work, written during an ill- 
ness, contains several of his hymns and other 
poetical pieces. He also edited a new edition and again at Moorfields on Nov. 18,1770. He siiecet Pe hepa : also preachel ther te ee ee «Memon pce yd Lab r tho Retiquee omen pradeny ever elas T WGK chao of Ancient Irish Poetry, by Miss Charlotte Brooke, Jour bie respect to 7,2 memory of that great | 1816. His mest important work was his Life poss! 4 man.” It must be noted that this and Times of Selina, Countess of Huntingdon, and 4 is a distinct piece from C. Wesle ’,| 2 vols., 1839. He resided for some time in h the Death of the Rev. George Wh ‘A Naples (circa 1839-1847), and then at Bristol, pes. {ala TS 34° | He a. Oct. 1870. A few of his hymns Sield. gts are still in C. U., including “Jesus, Immortal Servants of God, awake, arise. [Ez-| King, arise,” p. 599, 1, and others, For then, hortation.] This is analtered form of P. Dod- | details we are indebted to Miller's Singers and dridge’s “Awake, ye saints, and raise your Songs, 1869, pp, 410-12. (3. JJ SS Gian Se nn Ree an heavenly wisdom cry aloud? A ee flan! | (Ohetet, the Wiete, God.) This hymn egy aN st gape Senta ng a red in the Scottish Draft Translations Wiindle’s Ch. & Home Met. Ps. and Hymnal, and | ®PP€® e Sco . the . of his Sel. Cotteri}] | @4 Paraphrases, 1745, No. 36, in 10 st. of 

others. ae ie ee cat ve it pipe a 41., and based on Proy. viii., 22, &c. It wus 
a of God! liftup your heode; ”p.214. This | Composed of I. Watts’s “Shall wisdom cry 
form of the text is seldom aay in moder | loud?” (8. .) from his Hys. and Spiritual hymn-books, (J. J.) 

xvants of God, His praise pro. 
aa eaeee J. Mon mery. (Ps. extit.] Hol- 
land, in his Memoirs of Montgomery, says that 
after Montgomery ran away from the Moravian 

Songs, 1709, Bk. i., No. 92; and st. ii., iii. of 
his “Thus saith the wisdom of the Lord 
(L. M.) from the same work, Bk. i., No. 94; re- 
written in c. ». In the authorized issue of the 
Tre. and Paraphs., 1781, No. 13, this arrange- 

ment is given with alterations as “Keep 
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silence, all ye sons of men.” In the markings 
of the T's. and Paraphs. by the eldest 
daughter of W. Cameron (p. 200, ii.) this form 
of the text is attributed to him. J.J.) 

Shall we go on to sin? I. Watts, 
{Rom., vi. 1-6.] 1st pub. in his Hymns, &c., 
1709, Bk. i, No. 106, in 3 st. of 41, und en- 
titled * Death to sin by the Cross of Christ.” 
Its use is limited. Orig. text in modern edi- 
tions of Watts. In the Draft of the Scottish 
Translations and Paraphrases, 1745, it was 
given as “And shall we then go on to sin?” 
the alterations being contined to the change 
of metre. In adopting the hymn for the 
authorized issue of the Trans, in 1781, No. 
xlvii. (Rom. vi. 1-7), the first line oly of the 
1745 alterations was retained, the whole hymn 
heing rewritten in + st. of 41. This recast 
hus very little indeed of Watts, being to a 
great extent new. This form, accurding to 
tue markings of the eldest daughter of W. 
Cameron (p. 200, ii.), was by Cameron. It is 
given in several modern collections. [J. J.] 

Shall we not love thee, Mother dear. 
Sir H. W. Baker. (B. V. M.) Written for 
and first uppeared in the 1868 Appendiz to 
H. A, & M., and again, after revision, in the 
revised edition, 1875. (J. J.) 

Shelly, Martha Evans, née Jackson, 
daughter of John Jackson, of Manchester, 
b. at Stockport, Cheshire, and married in 1846 
to J. W. Shelly, of Great Yarmouth. Her 
hymns ap in Curwen’s Child’s Own 
Hyun Book, 1844-1874, and include ;— 

1. Father, let Thy benediction. On behalf of Chil- 
dren. Appeared in Curwen's Child's Own H. Bk., 1844, 
and is found in a few modern collections. 

rd, a little band and lowly, (hildren’s Prayer. 
Mrs. Shelly's account of this hymn is:—* At a Sunday 
School meeting in Manchester, the Rev. John Curwen, 
one evening, bert & lecture on singing. He sang a 
very pretty and simple tune, to which he said he ed ios 
suitable words, and wished that some one would write a 
hymn to it. I wrote these verses and gave them to 
him after the close of the meeting.” (Curwen'’s Hiog. 
Notes, p. 15.) The tune which Mr. Curwen sang was a 
German one, and was given In his Child's (ron Tune 
Sook under the name of Glover. The hymn was pub. in 
his Child's Gwn H. Bk., 1844, and bas passed into a 
large number of collections for children. 

3. Lord, help us, as we sing. Sincerity. Pub. in 
The Voice of Praise, 1886. [ ; 

Shepherd, Anne, née Houlditch, 
daughter of the Rev. E. H. Houlditch, some- 
time Rector of Speen, Berkshire, was b. at 
Cowes, Isle of Wight, Sept. 11, 1809; married 
to Mr. 8. Saville Shepherd in 1843; and d, at 
Blackheath, Kent, Jan. 7, 1857. Her Hymns 
adapted to the Comprehension of Young Minds 
were pub. (3rd ed. 1847 Sth ed. 1855), and 
contained 64 hymns. Of these the. following 
have come into C. U.:— 

1. Around the th f God I | ii, 
2. Glory to nearer a je sg then meinen 
3. Here's a nitasage of ve. Invitation. 
4. I have read of the Saviour’s love. The Love of 

Christ, 

Pind riya gentle Jesus reigns. Jesus, the 

Of these hymns the first has by far the 
widest acceptance, and is found in a large 
number of children’s hymn-books. Her reli- 
yous nevels, Mlen Seymour, 1848; and Rea- 
tty, 1852, attracted some attention. (J. J.J 

Shepherd of Israel, bend Thine ear. | 

SHEPHERD, THOMAS 

P. Doddridge. [During a Ministerial Vo- 
cancy.] In the p, mas. this is No. 63, in 5 st. 
of 4 1., and is headed, “ Of seeking a right 
way from God, from Ezra viii. 21, Ats 
meeting of ministers at Bedworth, during 
their long vacancy;” and is dated “ April 
10, 1735." It was pub. by Job Orton in bis 

thumous ed. of dridge’s Hymna, &., 
755, No. 370, in a slightly altered form; and 

the same text was repeated in J. D. Hum- 
phreys’s ed. of the same, 1839. It is usually 
given in modern bymn-books in a siliglitly 
altered form from that of 1753. In the 
Songs for the Sanctuary, N. Y., 1865, at. ii-is. 
are given as “O Lord, Thy pitying eye 
surveys.” [J. J.J 

_ Shepherd of the ransomed flock. 
[ae Good Shepherd.| In Miss Dorothy A. 
hrupp’s Thoughts for the Day, 1837, Is 

series, p. 8, are the following lines, sometimes 
given as a hymn in 2 at. of 4 1. :-— 

** Shepherd of the little flock, 
Lead me by the shadowing rock ; 
Where the richest pasture grows ; 
Where the living water flows ; 
By pes rv and silent stream, 
Sheltered from the scorching beam, 
Shepherd, Saviour, (iuardian, Cuide. 
Keep me ever near Thy side.” 

In the Rev. T. Darling’s Hys. for the Church 
of England, 1855, lines 1-4 of the above were 
given with alterations as the opening of the 
hymn “Shepherd of the ransomed flock." 
the remaining four stanzas being by Mr. 
Darling. This form of the hymn was re- 
peated, with the addition of a doxology, in 
the 1863 Appendiz to the 8. P. C.K. Ps. & 
Hys., and again in other collections, In Mr. 
Darling’s Hymne, &c., 1887, it is condensed to 
4 at. It ia specially adapted to the 2nd & 
after Eaater. (W. T. B.) 

Shepherd of Thine Israel, lead us. 
J. Conder. [The Good Shepherd.) In Conder's 
Hys. of Praise, Prayer, and Devout Meditation, 
1856, p. 201, this hymn is given in 3 at. of 6 L, 
together with the following note by the 
author's son, the Rey. E. R. Conder :— 

“Tt is not quite certain whether the Author designed 
this Hymn to be included. It originated in an attempt 
to render a well-known imitation from the Welsh 
(‘Guide me, O Thou great Jehovah,’ p. T7, i,j, the 
popularity of which far exceeds 118 poetical merit, more 
worthy of the place it has now In our psalmody. But 
so little is borrowed, beyond the form and leading 
thought, that the en seems fairly to rank as ao 
original composition, —E. R. C." 

This has failed to receive the attention of 
hymnal compilers, J.) 

Shepherd, Thomas, s. of William She 
herd, sometime Vicar of Tilbrook, Bedford- 
shire, and subsequently a Nonconformist Mi- 
nister at Oundle, and at Kettering, was b. in 
1665. Taking Holy Orders he held for some 
time preferment in Huntingdonshire. and in 
Buckinghamshire, Seceding from the Church 
of Englund, he became, in 1694, pastor of the 
Castle Hill Meeting House (Independent), 
Nottingham, of which Dr, Doddridge was 
subsequently pastor, In 1700 he removed 
to Bocking, near Braintree, Essex, where he 
began his work in a bam. A chapel wre 
erected for his congregation in 1707. He d 
Jan, 29, 1739. His publications o snsisted 
chiefly of Sermone, is Penitential Cries 
were a continuance of those by John Mason 
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versi >. who wrote the first six and the Bloomington, now Muscatine, Iowa, in 1838. Jon nom Of Ps. 86, and were pub. with Mason’s | Mr. Dana d. in 1839, and Mrs. Dana returned in bY Praise in 1693. It must be noted that | to South Carolina. seine Cag she was Pgs Sedewick’s reprint of the Songs, and the | married to the Key. Robert D, Shindler, who mtftential Cries, in 1859, Mason’s Cries are | was Professor in Shelby College, Kentucky, in 

1851, and afterwards in Texas. Mrs. Shindler, 

“Under the head of Songs, &c., pp. 49-61, and those une jae r Penitential Cries, are all by She originally a Presbyterian, was for some time an rp = - me of these Cries are still in C. Unitarian; but of late years she has been a cluding, « My God, my God, my Light, my | member of the Protestant Episcopal Church, Thon ae" ‘ ing for God); and “ When wilt | As Mary 8S. B. Dana she pub. the Southern God ’ nto me, Lord” (Communion with Harp, 1840, and the Northern Harp, 1841. od desired). (English Hymnody, Early, § Xi.) | From these works her hymns have been taken, 
(J. J.] | 8 of which are in T.O. Summers's Songs of Sherwin, William Fisk, an American | Zon, 1851. The best known are :— 

pPtist, wus b. at Buckland, Massachusetts, i eas ay 7 eae sweeping. Christ still- ret, 14, 1826. Hiseducational opportunities, | "Y ¢ #™. sats hristi SO far as schools were concerned, “te few, but Pilgrin “deh” ee ae ree he made excellent use of his time and sur- | 3. Osing to me of heaven. Heaven contemplated. roundings. At fifteen he went to Boston and {1sto.) ,, Sometimes given as “Come, sing to me of studied music under Dr. Mason, In due course ag (F. M. B.J he became a teacher of vocul music, and held| Shine, mighty God, on Britain several important appointments in Massa-| shine. J. Watts. Ps. levii, National chusetts ; in Hudson and Albany, New York | Hymn.] Appeared in his Psalms of David, County, and then in New York City. Taking | &c., 1719, p. 170, in 7 st. of 4 1, with the head- Special interest in Sunday Schools, he com-|ing, “The Nation's prosperity, and the posed carols and hymn-tunes largely for their | Church’s increase,” and with the following use, mmc was assoviated with the Rey. R. | note:— Lowry and others in preparing Bright Jewels, and other popular Sunday School hymn and 
tune books. A few of his melodies are known 
in Great Britain through L D. Sankey’s Sacred Songs and Solos, where they are given with 
his sigmature. His hymn-writing was limited. 
The following pieces are in @ U -— 

1. Gramder than ocean's story (1871), The Love of 

‘Having translated the scene of this Psalm to Great 
Britain, yp Bex borrow'd a devout and poetical Wish 
for the Happiness of my native Land from Zech. 2. 5. 
and offer'd it up in the 24 Stanza, ‘I will be a Wall of 
Lee round about, and will be the Glory in the Midst of 
er,’ 

This second stanza, which is bracketed as 
not being a part of the Psalm, is :— 

** Amidst our Isle exalted high 
Do Thou, our Glory, stand, 2. Hark, bark, the merry Christmas bells. Christmas And like a Wall of Guardian Fire Carol. ;. ; Surround the Favourite Land.” 3. Lo, the day of God is breaking. The Spiritual 

Warfare. This version of Ps. 67 is used (1) in its 
4. Wake the song of joy and gladness. S. School or original form ; (2) with oy omission . st ; 
Ey ee ta ake ae ai (3) as “Shine, mighty God, on this our land ” : Pigg hone is thy faith, ‘Child of God, 80 small, Safety (4) as “Shine, mickiy God, on Zion shine 8 

Mr. Bherwin d. at Boston, Massachusetts, and (5) as “Shine on our land, Jehovah 
April 14, 1888. (J. J,] || Shine. [i235 

. : Shipton, Anna. Concerning this writer Shew pity, Lord ; Oo Lord, forgive. we can ascertain no details beyond the fact IT. Watts. (Ps. li.) Pub. in his Psalms of that she pub, :— 
David, &c., 1719, p. 141, in three parts :— Ls 1) Whispers in the Palms, Hymns and Meditations. 1. *Sbhew pity, Lord; O Lord, forgive.” Pt. i. rad, W. Yapp, 1855; second edition, augmented, 2. ** Lord, I am vile, conceived in sin.” Pt. ti. 

3. **O Thou that hear’st when sinners cry.” Pt. til, 

th of these parts isin C.U. In addition 
in ‘he Wes. H. Bk., revised ed., 1875, the first 
part of No. 574 beginning, “ Shew pity, Lord,” 
&c.. is a cento from these three parts in 6 st. of 
41. The second part of the same version 
( Wea. H. Bk., No. 574), “ O Thou that hearest,” 
&ec., is Pt. iii. of Watts, as above, with the 
omission of st.v. This last arrangement was 
jneluded by J. Wesley in his Ps. & Hys., pub. 
at Charlestown, America, 1736-37, and was 
repeated Lah ae hae Suppl. : wg = a me 

22 J.C. Jacobi gave Il. 1-3 of st. i. o . : : 
Lin A by Watts as shoe. with Il. 2, 3, trans- ae God, ye gladdening smiles of Id. 

posed, as the opening of his ¢r. of “ Erbarm iiss coe 
dich mein, O Herre Gott” (p. 506, i), in his Shirley, Hon. Walter, M.A., = pte 
Psalmodia Germanica, p. 59. [J.J.] | the Hon. Laurence Shirley (. of the 1s 

- Ferrera, and cousin of the Countess of _Hunt- 
Shindler, Mary Stanley Bunce, née ingdon), was b, in 1725. He was a oat be 

Palmer, better known as Mrs. Dana. was b. | Whitefield and the Wesleys, and often preac = 

jn Beaufort, South Carolina, Feb. 15, 1810. | in their chapels. He was for sometime Ree . 
In 1835 she was married to Charles E. Dana, | of Loughrea, county of Galway. He d. pone 
of New York, and removed with him to | 7, 1786. A selection of his sermons was pu 

1857. (2) Precious Gems for the Saviour’s Diadem, 
1862. 3 The Brook in the Way; Original Hymns, 
1864. (4) Tell Jesus: Recollections of BE. Gosse, (5) 
The Cottage on The Rock, an Allegory. Also other 
smaller books. 

Her hymns in C. U. include :— 
i. From her Whispers in the Palms, 1855-57. 
1. Down in the pleasant pastures, The Good Shep 

2. Father, My cup is full. Gethsemane. 
3. How sball I praise Thee, O my God? Praise. 
4. Jesus, Master, hear my cry. Blind Bartimaeus. 

ii. From her other Works. 
5. Call them in, the poor, the wretched (1862), Home Mises 
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lished; also two 
Ode, and The Judgment. In 1774 he assisted 
the Countess of Huntingdon in revising the 
collection of hymns used in her chapels, and 
therein a few of his productions are found. 
In the Life of Selina, Countess of Huntingdon, 
1839, vol. ii, p. 291, the following note is 
given on Shirley's hy mn-writing :— 

‘Mr. Shirley was the author of several well-known 
hymns in Lady Huntingdon’s collection, ay _ 

* From heaven the loud angelic sung began.’ 
‘Hark! in the wilderness a cry.” 
‘Flow fast my tears, the cause is great.’ 
‘Sweet as the shepherd's tuneful reed.’ 
*Sou'ce of light and power divine.’ 

“ There are also some in other collections; and a few 
little poems scattered in various periodical publications, 
The lines on the departure of the Missionaries from Lady 
Hantingdon’s College tor America, in 1772, under the 
direction of Mr. Piercy, have been much admired ; they 
were re-published in the Evangelical azine, in 1796, 
on the departure of the ship Duff, for the South Sea 
islands... .. He likewise assisted ae Huntingdon tn 
the Selection of hymns now in use in 
in her Connexion.” 

The Missionary hymn li re referred to is :— 
“ Go, destined vessel, heavenly-freighted, go!” 
His hymns now in C. U. include :— 

1, Flow fast, tears, the cause is great. Good 
Friday. Pub. in Countess of Huntingdon’s Coll,, 
Pd i bli p. a in 3 st. ~ 8 o is in — ~~ 

n-books , and especially in America, includi at- field's Church H. Bhs 1872, sea ” 
. ven » Ascen- 

sion, Also in the C. of Huntingdon's font ninco 1773, 
Pp. 312, in 7 st. of 41. The bymn, “ Worthy the Lamb 
of boundless sway,” in Hatfield's Church H, Bk., 1872, 
and others, is composed of st. ii, and vil. 

3. Hark, in the a Be i St. John Baptist. 
Also in the C, of Huntingdon's Coil., circa 1773, p. 245, 
in 7 st. of 41. 

4. Source of and divine, ‘ore Sermon, 
Also in the C, bg phere tat Coll., pe ivicy p. 231, 
in4st.of 61. In Snepp’s Songs of G. & G., 1872, No. 
812, st i. and iy. are given in an altered form; and the 
first two lines of the hymn are added as a refrain. 

5. Bweet as the "stunefulreed, Peace Also 
in the above Coll., circa 1773, p. 126, in 4 st. of 61. The 
i) » ** Peace, troubled soul, whose plaintive moan,” 
in Laudes Lomini, N. ¥., 1884, and others, is composed 
of st. ii, and iii. 

For Shirley's popular recast, “Sweet the 
moments, rich in blessing,” see * While my 
Jesus I’m possessing.” (J. J.) 

Shrinking from the cold hand of 
death. ©. Wesley. [Death and Burial.} 
This cento was given in the Wes. H. Bk., 1780, 
No. 43, in 3 st. of 41. Of these st. i., ii., are 
No. 102, and st. iii. is No. 244, in vol. i. of 
his Short Hymns on Select Passages of H. 
Scripture, 1762 (P. Works, 1868-72, vol. ix. 
pp. 33 and 80). This text is repeated in the 
revised ed. of the Wes. H. Bk., 1875, and is in 
al number of collections in most English- 
speaking countries. The spiritual uses of this 
hymn have been great. Several instances are 
iven in G. J. Stevensun’s Methodist H. Bk. 
otes, 1883, p. 56. {J. J.) 

Shrubsole, William, eldest s. of William 
Sbrubsole, a master mastmaker in the dock- 
yard at Si.eerness, Kent, and a Lay Preacher, 
was b. at Sheerness, Nov. 21,1759. In his 
earlier years he was engaged as a shipwright 
in the dockyard, and then asa clerk. Ip 1785 
he removed to London, and entered the Bank 
of England asa clerk. He subsequently be- 
came the Secre to the Committee of the 
Treasury. He d.at Highbury, Aug. 23, 1829, 
Mr. Shrubsole was for some time a communi- 
cant at St. Anne's, Blackfriars, during the in- 

e congregations 
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in 1761—Liberty, an | cumbency of the Rev.W.Goode ; but during the 
last twenty years of his life he was a member 
with the Congregationalists, and attended the 
Hoxton Academy Chapel. He interested 
himself in religious societies, and pr coreg 
the London Missionary Society (of which be 
became a director and one of the secretaries), 
the Bible Society, and the Religious Tre 
Society. He contributed hymns to the Eras- 

lical Magazine, the Christian Magazine, the 
ical Miscellany, the Christian Obsercer 

and the Youths’ Magazine, at various date, 
from 1775 to 1813. To these works we 
have traced nearly twenty of his hymns A 
Memoir of Shrubsole was contributed by his 
daughter to Dr. Morison’s Fathers and Found- 
ers of the London Missionary Society, 2 vols., 
Lond., Fisher, Sons & Co., 1844. Seven of 
his hymns are also given, together with a por- 
trait, in the same work. His hymns ia C. U. 
include :— 

1, Arm of the Lord, awake, awake. Put on Thy 
the nations shake, Missions, This appeared 

in Missionary Hymns, 1795; and in Morison's Pathe 
and Founders, &c., 1844, vol. i. p. 461, in 6 st. of 41 
Dr. Rogers in his Lyra Britannica, 1867, attributes this 
hymn to Shrubsole’s father, and dates it 17#0. Against 
this statement we can only put the fact that it is claimed 
in Morison fur the son, orig. text, Lyra Arit., 1861, 

. 502. 
Ps. Height as the oun’s mesilian tas, Missions, 
Written Aug. 10, 1795, for the first meeting of the Lco- 
dou Missionary Society. It was printed in the Hean- 
rhe Magazine, 8. 1795, b “On the intended 

ission,” and signed ** Junior.” It is also in Morison, 
ls44, i. p. 449, together with the note that the hymna 
“was duly acknowledged by Mr. Shrubsole in his life 
time, and the fey age — ingseetiges ae 

possession \s in own autograph, 
that it bears date “ Angee 10, 1795."" Orig. text Lyra 
Brit., 1867, p. 604. 
‘3. In all the . Looking unto 

Jesus, Appeared in the Evangelical Magazine, 17%; 
in Morison, i., 1844, p. 454; and Lyra oe oe 1a 

Pub. in the Evangelical Magazine, 1795; and again In 
Morison, 1844, i, p. 452. 

5. When ing from the skies. Daily 
Duties ; or, Morning, Pub. in the Christian (bsercer, 
Aug., 1813, in 8 st, of 8 1, headed ** Daily Duties, De- 
pendence and Enjoyment,” and signed Probus. Also in 
Morison, 1844, i. p. 453; and Lyra Brit., 1867, p. 505. 
The well-known cento, “As every day Thy mercy 

res,” is from this bymn, and begins with st. if, 
6. Ye saints, praises bring. Praix 

In the eaugaiiell Sisartne, 1794; and Morison, 184/ 

a 5 Zions make the strength he Glory . a , Thy renew. T' q. 
the Church. Appeared in the vangelical Magazine 
1796 ; and in Morison, 1844, i. p. 450, It is sometimes 
given as, “Zion, awake, behold the day.” 

Of these hymns the most widely used are 
Nos. 1, 2, 5, and 7. {J. J.) 

Sic ter quaternis trahitur. [Leni. 
Evening.) This is found in a m8. circa 890 in 
the leian (Junius 25, f. 128); in two mss. 
of the 11th cent. in the British Museum 
(Vesp. D. xii., f. 506; Marl. 2961, f. 2366); 
and in the Latin Hys. of the Anglo Saron 
Ch., 1851, p. 61, is printed from an 11th cent. 
Ms. at Durham (B. iii. 32. f. 18). In the 
York Breviary of 1493 (where it begins “ Jam 
ter quaternis trahitur”) it is appointed for 
Vespers on the Saturday before the 3rd & in 
Lent. The text is also in Daniel i., No. 77. 
Tr. as: 

1, Now twice [thrice] four hours have passed 
away. By J. D. Chambers, in his Psalter, 1852, 
p. 344; his Lauda Syon, 1857; and the 1863 
Appx. to the Hymnal N.. 
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Be With ite thrice quaternioned hours, By W. J 
55.” in his Church Hymna und Tune Book, 1852- 

; (J. MJ 
m fidney, Sir Philip (b. 29th Nov., 1554; 
o th October, 1586) and Mary Sidney, 
on ess of Pembroke (b. 1550(?); d. 
; th September, 1621). This illustrious pair “Aum Notice in this work from their versifie - 
tion of the Psalms. These are fre uently 
noticed by contemporaries, memorably b 
Dean Doune (Poems, vol. ii, pp. 313-15 in 
Fuller Worthies’ Library); but they were 
not printed until 1823, as follows :— 

The FPsatmes of David, Translated i i 
pg ok J Kinds 4 Verse, More perce ap Roe go the Method and Varietie Than any yet hath been done 
om English. Begun by The noble and learned gent, Sir 
PHILIP Sipney, Knt., and finished by T Right 
Honorable The COUNTES Op PEMAKOKE, his Sister, seripiy Prd rcuce toed by dont birins of Gosport 
the reign of James the Pirst, —— . 

This ms of John Davies, the renowned cali- 
graphist, passed from the Bright Sale to 
Penshurst. Its exquisite penmanship is its 
chief value. It has many bad iexdings and 
gratuitous obscurities. A more accurate text 
is preserved in the Bodleian (Rawlinson, 
Poet. 25), written by Dr. Samuel Woodford, 
having been made from the ms. of a scribe 
who copied under the superintendence of Sir 
Philip Sidney himself, who in certain places 
has written *“* Leave a space here” for a variant 
stanza. "There are also occasional alterations 
in Sidney’s own autograph. This s. is the 
text of the  eoreey writer's reproduction in 
both of liis editions of the complete Poems of 
Sir Philip» Sidney in the Fuller Worthies’ 
Library €2_ vols.) and in Early English Poets 
(3 vols. ). The critical reader is referred to 
the ** Various Readings" from both the above 
mss., and from a third in Trinity College, 
Cambridge, and two in the British Museum 
(Add. mss. 12,048 and 12,047), and many 
notes and illustrations. It was for long 
doubted which portions belonged to Sir Phili 
and which to his sister (e.g. Dr. Macdonald 
in his Antiphon). But the evidence is multi- 
plied that to Sidney belong only the first forty- 
three; «.g- Lord Brooke’s Letter, which is 

repringed in our Essay (as above), names 
“about forty psalms,” and Dr. Woodford, 
at end of Psalm xiliii, notes, from the 
autogra h-corrected Sidney ms. “Thus far 
Sir Philip Sidney,” and the British Museum 
ms. (12,048) writes there “ Hactenus Sir Philip 
Sidney -’? and so elsewhere. Most will agree 
that the Countess excels her brother, and 
that, of its kind, the best poetry is found 
in her Paalmes. John Ruskin, in his Fors 
Clavigera, has dedicated a whole t ton 
brilliant eulogy of the Psalms of both. Some 
of Sir Philip Sidney's Songs and Sonnets 
deserve intr duction into the Church's Praise, 
Many are melodious and thought-laden, and 

me seem to set themselves to music. [See 
Guanes English, § ix.) [A. B. G.) 

ist mir lieb, die werthe Magd. 

Me Luther. (The Christian Church.) Founded 

Rev. xii. 1-6: Ist pub. in Klug’s G. B., 

Wittenbers, 1535, in 3 st. of 12 1.; and thence 
in Wackernagel, iii, p, 24, in Schircks’s ed. of 
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Luther's Geistl. Lieder, 1854, p. 80; an1 the 
Une. L. 8, 1851, No. 246. The tre. are :— 

(1) “ The worthy maid is dear to me.” By J. Ander- 
son, 1846, p. 26 (1447, p. 47). (2) ‘*She’s dear to me— 
the worthy maid.” 7, Dr. J. Hunt, 1853, p. 67. (3) 
“Dear is to me the Holy Maid.” By #. Massie, 1854, 
p. 27; and thence in Yr, Bacon, 1884, p. 63. (1) “To 
me she's dear, the worthy maid.” By Dr G. Mac- 
donald, in the Sunday Mag., 1467, p. 450; altered in 
his Brotics, 1876, p. 70. (6) “I love her dearly, pre- 
cious maid.” By #. Massie, 1867, p. 59. {J. ui 

Sieh hier bin ich Ehren Konig. J. 
Neander. [Supplication.} This beautiful and 
searching hymn is traditionally said to have 
been written in 1677 during enforced absence 
from his duties. Founded on Ps. lvii. 7 
(Ged, my heart is ready, to sing and to 
praise”). Ist pub. in his Glaub- und Liebes- 
iilung : augfgemuntert durch einfaltige Bundes- 
Lieder und Danck-Pealmen. Bremen, 1680, 
p. 139, in 6 st. of 6 1, entitled * Eucourage- 
ment to Praise.” Inthe Unv. L. S., 1851, 
No. 341. Tr. as :— 

1. Behold me here, in grief draw near, By 
Mrs. Findlater in the Ist Ser., 1854, of the 
H. L. L., p. 44 (1884, p. 46). This follows the 
text of Knapp in his Hv. Z. §., 1837, No. 2060 
(1865, No, 1682), omitting st. iv. St. ¥. of this 
version is not by Neander, and had appeared in 
the Wiirttemberg G. B., 1791, No. 464, thus:— 

“ Tief in Nothen Lass mich beten, 
Kindlich beten, Herr, vor dir! 
Ach, erschelne, Wenn ich weine, 
Bald mit deiner Hilfe mir! 
Lass dich finden { Lass dich finden ! 
Denn mein Herz verlangt nach dir!” 

Included in full in Cantate Domino, Boston, 
U. S., 1859, and omitting Mrs. Findlater's st. iv, 
in the Meth. N. Connexion H. Bh., 1863, 

2, Here behold me, as I cast me. A very good 
tr., omitting st. iv., v., by Miss Winkworth, in 
her Lyra Ger,, 2nd. Ser., 1858, p. 170; repeated 
in her C. B. for England, 1863, No. 122. In- 
cluded in Dr. Pagenstecher’s Co/ll., 1864 ; Christian 
H. Book, Cincinnati, 1865; Pennsylvania Lath, 
Church Bk., 1868, &c. In 1876 it was included 
in the Scottish /resb, Hymnal, with a tr. of the 
stanza quoted above made by Miss Winkworth 
at the request of the committee of publication. 
This form is repeated in Newman Hall’s Christ 
Church Hyl., 1876. The form in Spurgeon’s 
O. O. H. Bk. 1866, beginning “Look upon me, 
Lord, 1 pray Thee,” consists of st. ii. and iii. 
Other trs. are; (a King of glory, see before Thee,” 

from Anapp, by R. Massie in the British Herald, May, 
1865, p. 68, repeated in Reid’s Praise Bk., 1872. (2) 
“Now behold me, King of glory,” in the German 
formed Guardian, June 1865, p. 173, signed “ S. T.” 

(J. M.) 

Siynodtw aca capE Bporeia. 

[Holy Communion] This is the “ Prayer of 

the Cherubic Hymn,” from the Liturgy o 

St. James, a8 given in Neale and Littledale’s 

Translations of the Primitive Liturgies, 1865-9, 
but rendered into metre as “ Let all mortal flesh 

keep silence,” by G. Moultrie, in the 2nd ed. 

of the Lyra Eucharistica, 1864, in 4 st. of 3 

double lines. In 1867 it was transferred to 

the People’é H., for use * Before es 

Sigourney, Lydia, née Huntley. This 
distitguished iat stood at the head of the 
female poets of America a generation ago, 

and is still well remembered. Born in Norwich, 

Connecticut, in 1791, she conducted . school 
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in the same town from 1809 to 1814, when she 
removed to Hartford, where she was married 
to Charles Sigourney in 1819. Most of her 
subsequent life was spent at Hartford, and 
she d. there, June 10, 1865, Her first publi- 
cation was Moral Pieces in Prose and Verse, 
1815. This was followed by 58 additional 
works. A thorough exploration of these, or 
of such of them as are poetical, would be 
necessary to trace her hymus with accuracy. 
They, however, are more numerous than im- 
portant. Many have been used in the older 
collections; some are still in use, but few are 
extensively and none are universally so. The 
principal hymn-books in which they appeared 
were the Congregational Village Hys., 1824; 
rp sale Sel., 1829; and the Connecticut Ps, 
& Hys., 1845; the Baptist Additional Hys. by 
Winchell, 1832; and Linsley and Daviss 
Select Hys , 1836; and the Universalist’s Hys. 
for Christian Devotion, by Adams & Chapin, 
1846. Her best known hymns chronologically 
arranged are ;— 

1, When adverse winds and waves arise. In Afflic- 
tio. A _ lyric, possibly inspired by Sir R. 
Grant's “When gathering clouds around I view." It 
appeared with four others of less importance by Mrs. 
gourney, in Dr. L. Bacon's (p. 105, il.) Hys. and Suc, 

Songs for the Monthly Concert, Andover, Sept. 1823, It 
is widely known. 

2. Comforter divine. Whitsuntide. This is 
one of four hymns by Mrs. Sigourney, which appeared 
in Nettleton's Village Hymns, 1824, under the signature 
of ' H.” It is sometimes altered to ** Thou Comforter 
divine.” Her best hymn. 

3. We mourn for those who toil. Death and Burial. 
This poem on ‘* Mistaken Grief” appeared in Cheever’s 
Common Place Book, 1831. It is ina few English col- 
lections, including the Leeds H. Bk., 1453. 

. Cross to bear. UWoly Baptism. 
This was vou in Ripley's Se., 1829-31. , 

Winchell's Additional Hys., 1832. 
6. Onward, onward, men of heaven, Missions, This 

1833, including the Christian Lyre Supp., &c. It is 
in C. U. in Great Britain ( Kennedy, 1863, &c.). 

7. Labourers of Chri 
was contributed, with nine others, by Mrs. Sigaurney, 
to Linsley & Davis's Select Hymns, 1836. This is one of 

8. Pastor, thou art from us taken. Aurial of a 
Minister, Sung at the funeral of the Rev. G. F. Davis, 

9. Go to thy rest, my (fair) child. Death 
From a Selection from ber poems pub, in 

10. Not for the summer hour alone, Holy Matri- 
mony. In the same Selection as No, 9. 

God. In the Connecticut Cong. Ps, d& Hys,, 1845, 
12. Lord, may the spirit of this feast, Holy Com- 

13. We praise Thee if one rescued soul. Tem nee 
Anniversary. In Adams and Chapin’s Hys. for chris. 

In addition to these hymns there are several 
others in the collections named above. Aa, 

oo they are omitted from this list. 
e would add that two hymns, not noted 

of little things), and “* There was a noble ark,” 
are in C. U.inG. Britain ; and that a selection 

Lond., 1868. {F. M. B.} 

Silence in the house of prayer. A. 

Praise, or Hys. for Divine Worship, 1862, in 6 
st.of 41. In 1864 it was repeated, unaltered, 

Thy law we love. Holy Baptism. In 

missionary hymn appeared in three different books in 

arise. Home Missions, This 

the most widely used of ber hymns. 

D.D,, circa 1836, 

{{ondon in in 
1841. 

11, Where wilt thou put thy trust?! Leaning upon 

munion. In the same as No. 11. 

tian Devotion, 1846. 

however, they are not repeated in modern 

above, “ Little raindrops feed the rill’ (Power 

of her pieces is given in the Lyra Sac. Amer., 

T. Gurney. (Easter Eve.) Pub. in his Bk. of 

in Lyra Messianica, and again in the 1869 

SINAE SUB ALTO VERTICE 

Appendiz to the S. P. C. K. Ps, & Hys., with 
the omission of st. ii. Jd.) 

Simpson, Jane Cross, née Bell, dau. 
of James Bell, Advocate, of Glasguw, ms 
b. Nov. 12,1811. She contributed sever 
pieces to The Edinburgh Literary Journal, 
which her brother, Heury G. Bell, was ediwr, 
under the nom de plume of Gertrude; ani 
later to the Scottish Christian Herald. Sbe 
was married in 1837 to her cousin, Mr. J. B. 
Simpson, of Glasgow} and d. June 17, 18%. 
Her publications are :—(1) The Piety of Daily 
Life, 1836; (2) April Hours, 1838; (3) Wo 
man’s History, 1848; (4) Linda, or Beanty 
and Genius, 1859; (5) Picture Poems, 1879; 
(6) Linda, and other Poema, 1879. Het 
hymns in C. U. are :— 

1. Go when the morning shineth. Prayer. This 
appeared in The Adinburgh Literary Journal, Feb. %, 
1831, in 4 st. of 8 L., and again in her April Hours, 16, 
in 3 st. The full text from Mrs. Simpson's xs. wes 
given in Lyra Britannica, 1567, p. 507. It is exten- 
sively used. It is sometimes erroneously attributed to 
“Lord Morpeth ;” and again to ** Lord Carlisle.” 

2. Thad a lesson to teach them. The Death of (M- 
dren. Contributed to Dr. Rogers's Lyra Hritawnica, 
1867, p. 508, in 9st. of 41. It was repeated in full io 

Ma Bear of, morning,” brighth . Star . i 
Sea. Given in E. Prout’s Pralmist, 1878, 

4. Star of peace to wanderers weary. For thaw a! 
Sea. Written in 1830, and given in the Scottish Brarg. 
Union Hyl., 1878, {J. J. 

Simson, Patrick, b. Oct. 2, 1628, « 
New-Abbey, near Dumfries, studied at the 
University of Edinburgh, and was ordaine! 
Parish Minister of Renfrew in 1653. He was 
Moderator of the General Assembly in 1695-96, 
and d. at Renfrew, Oct. 24,1715. His poetical 
ieces were pub. as Spiritual Songs ; or, Holy 
‘oems. A Garden of true Delight. Edin- 

burgh, A. Anderson, for J. Gibson, Glasgow, 
1685-86. These poems are divided into sr 
books. A selection from this work, after re- 
vision, was formally sanctioned by the General 
Assembly of 1708 for use in public worship, 
but seems never to have been issued, [See 
Scottish Hymnody, Iv. § 3.] The Aberdeen 
reprint (1757) of the Spiritual Songs coutains 
a second part given as a Supplement, entitled 
Some Scriptural Hymna, selected from sundry 
P of Holy Writ, 61 of which are from 
the 0. T. and 48 from the N.T. These bymns 
are by the Rev. John Forbes, who in 1717 was 
ordained minister of the parish of Pitsligo, 
Aberdeenshire, became minister of Old Deer 
in 1719, and d. 1769. (J. M.) 

Sinae sub alto vertice. Jean Baptiste 
de Santeiiil. [For Evangelists.] Appeared 
in the Cluniac Brev., 1686, p. viii.; in his 
Hymni Sacri et Nori, 1689, p. 198 (ed. 1698, 
p. 241): and the Paris Brev., 1736, as the hymna 
at Lauds for the Feasts of St. Mark and &t. 
Luke. The text is also in J. Chandler's Hye. 
of the Primitive Church, 1887, No, 91; and 
Card. Newman’s Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 aod 
1865. Tr. as:— 

From Sinai’s trembling peak. By E. Caswall, in 
his Masque of Mary, 1858, p. 321, and his Hys. 
and Poems, 1873, p. 183. It is repeated in the 
1863 Appendix to the H. Noted, the Hymaary, 
1872, &e. 

Translations not in 0. U. :— 
1. When from the mount the Law was given. |. 

» Por use at 



- SINCE JESUS FREELY DID 

Williams, in the British Mag. Feb. 1837; and bis 
. : Th Jrom the Parisian Brev. 1839 

he La . ’ by a 7 

1837 and asa. on Sinai's flery beight. J. Chandler. 

3 Fr . Mane. est ering skies at Sinai’s rock. Sp, R. 

° ere Si |e 7 a Blew. 138 a towers, while thunder pealed. W. J, 

S. "Mia th Sinai’ . A, 
Johnston’s Bnatten we wei wre : j . 

Simce Jesus freely did appear. J. 
errédge. Holy Matrimony.) Appeared in 

the Gospel agazine for Aug. 1775, p. 380, in 
6 st. of + 1., headed with the text St. John ii. 
1, 2, followed by the words “A Wedding 

ymn,”’” and signed “Old Everton.” It was 
afterwards included in his Zion's Songs, 1785, 
as“ Over Jesus freely did appear.” It is given 
in modern hymn-books generally in an altered 
form, with varying number of stanzas. [J.J.] 
Since the dear hour that brought 

me to Thy foot. ([Fuith in Christ.) The 
closings Lines of W. Cowper's poem, entitled 
Truth, which was pub. in his Poems, 1782, 
read us follows:— 

** All joy to the believer! He can speak— 
Trembling yet happy, confident yet meek. 
“Since the dear hour that brought me to Thy foot, 
And cut off all my follies by the root, 
I never trusted in an arm but Thine, 
Nor hoped, but in Thy righteousness divine: 
uy prayers and alms, imperfect and defiled, 

ere but the feeble efforts of a child; 
Howe’er perform'd, it was their test part, 
That they proceeded from a grateful heart; 
Cleanmsed in Thine own all-purifying blood, 
Forgive their evil, and accept their good ; 
I cast. ther at Thy feet—my only plea 
Is what it was, =] SE upon Thee, 
While strugglit the vale of tears below, 
That mever fail'd, nor shall it fail me now,’ 

Angelic gratulations rend the skies, 
Pride talls unp'tied, never more to rise, 
Humility is crown'd and Faith receives the prize.” 

On these lines the Rev. J. G. Pike, Baptist 
‘minister at Derby, based a cento in 5 st. of 
6 1. the first of which reads :— 

** Jeseas, tf Thou hast brought me to Thy foot, 
And cut up all my follies by the root, 
Ne'er may I trust in any arm but Thine, 

Nor Aope but in Thy righteousness divine: 
in Life, tn death, be this my only 
That Thou on Calvary didst die for me!" 

The italics slow the changes made by Mr. 
Pike in adapting these opening lines for public 
worship. ‘The remaining lines are similarly 

treated, and the result is a most pleasing und 
devotional hymn. It was Ist pub. in a hymn- 
book compiled by Mr, Pike for the use of his 

own congregation, about 1830. From that 

collection it passed into the General Baptists’ 
New H. Bk., pub. aa by Mr. Pike's two 

; and agzain in the Bapt. Hymnal, 1879. 
ear (W.R. S.J 

img @ new song unto the Lord. J. 

OP eg pa [Praise to the Father.) Written 
for the Whitsuntide gathering of the Sheffield 

Church Sunday Schools in 1843, in 6 st. of 

41. and dated in the m. mss. “ May 6, 1843.” 

It was included in Montgomery's Original 
Hymns, 1853, No. 201. In Dale’s English H. 

Bi. 1874, it begins with st. ii., “God is the 

Lord : around His throne.” {J. J.J 

sing to God in sweetest measures, 
[St. Mark.) This hymn, No. 170 in the Cooke 
and Denton Hymnal, 1853, was adapted by 

Canon Cooke from R. Campbell 3“ Come, pure 
hearts, ip sWeetest measures ” (p. 250, ii,), in 
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8st. of 61. St. ii, and iii, are almost entirely 
new. This text, with slight alterations, was 
repeated in Kennedy, 1863, (J. J.J 

Sing to the Lord a joyful song. J. 8. 
B. Monsell. (Morning.}) This h , based 
on Ps. exly. 1, 2, appeared in his Hys. of Love 
and Praise, 1863, p. i. in Sst.of 81 Tt was 
repeated with slight variations in his Spiritual 
Songs, 1869, and again in his Parish Hymnal, 
1873, No. 13. Tie text in C. U., as in the 
8. P. OC. K. Church Hys., 1871: Thring’s Coll, 
1882, and others, is that of 1863. (J. J.J 

Sing to the Lord a new-made song, 
Great miracles to Him, &c. 3B. H. Ken- 
nedy. (1's, zeviii.) Appeared in his /'salter, 
or Pa. of David, &e., 1860, p. 155, in 7 st. of 
31, and again, with a doxology, in his Hymno, 
Christ., 1863, in 4 st. of 6 1. J.j 

Sing to the Lord a new-made song; 
Let all in one, &c. H. F. Lite. (Ps. 
zevi.] Pub. in his Spirit of the Psalms, 1834, 
as the 2nd version of the 96th Ps., in 3 st. of 
8 1., and again in other bymn-books. [J. J.) 

Sing to the Lord a new-made song, 
Who wondrous things, &c. Tate & Brady. 
Eg reviii.]) This N. V. (1696) paraphrase of 
8.98 is not in C.U. The cento given in 

Spurgeon’s O. O. H. Bk., 1866, as No, 98, is 
composed of st. i.-iv. from this paraphrase, 
and st. v., vi, of Bp. Mant’s version of the 
same psalm, 1824. [J. J.] 

Sing to the Lord of harvest. J. %. B. 
Monsell, [Harvest.} Pub, in the 2nd ed. of 
his Hys. of Love and Praise, 1866, in 4 st. of 
8 1. and, again, altered to “Sing to the Lord 
of bounty,” in his Parish Hymnal, 1873. Both 
forms of the text are in C. U. in G. Britain 
and America. In his Parish Hymnal, Dr. 
Monsell appointed this hymn fur Rogation 
Days. J.J.) 

Sing to the Lord with joyful voice. 
I. Watte. (Ps, c¢.) Ist pub, in his Psalms of 
David, &c., 1719, p. 256, in 6 st. of 4 L In 
this form its use in modern collections is 
limited; that which has attained to the 
greatest popularity being—* Before Jehovah's 
awful throve.” This arrangement is by 
J. Wesley, and was Ist pub. in his Ps. & Hys., 
at Charlestown, U.S.A., in 1736-7, p 5, and 
repeated in J. & C. Wesley's I's. & Hys., 1741, 
p. 74: the Wes. H. Bk., in 1797, a8 the first 
of the “ Additional Hymns,” and the revised 
ed. of 1875. Modern collections of the Church 
of England have received it through Madan’s 
Ps. & Hys., 1760, Toplady’s Ps. & Hys., 1776, 
and others of the last century. It consists of 
Watts, as follows, with alterations thus: st. i., 
Watta’s st. ii. altered, by J. Wesley, to :-— 

* Refore Jehovah's awful throne 
Ye nations bow with sacred joy.” 

St. ii, Watte’s st. jij, unaltered. St. iii, Watts’s 

st. v. unaltered, St, iv. Watts’s st. vi. altered, 

by an unknown hand, for the “ Additional 
ymns.” added to the Wes, H. Bk. after 

Wesley’s death, in 1797, thus :—“ Firm as o 
rock Thy truth shall stand.” In this last form 
this hymn is known in all English-speaking 
countries, and has been translated into many 
languages. A Latin fr. by R. Bingham, in 
his Hymno. Christ. Lat., 1871, begins, “ Ante 
Jehovwe tremendum.” 3 ¥ (. J] 
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Sing we the song of those who stand. 
J. ladeauity. ‘\oeaaiketin of Saints.) 
Written for the Whitsunutide gathering of the 
Sheffield Sunday School Union, 1824, and first 
rinted for that occasion, It was included 

in Montgomery's Christian Psalmist, 1825, 
No. 560: and, again, in his Original Hys., 1853, 
No. 200, in 6 st. of 4 1., and headed, in both 
instances, “ The Church Militant learning the 
Chureh Triumphant’s Song.” It is in some- 
what extensive use. See also, Worthy the 
Lamb for sinners slain. (J. J.) 

Sing, ye faithful, sing with gladness. 
J. Ellerton, (Christmas) 1st pub. in the 
Rev. R. Brown-Borthwick’s Sizteen Hys. for 
Church and Home, 1870, in 8 st. of 6 1., with 
the refrain, “* Evermore and evermore.” It is 
repeated, unultercd, in the Brown-Borthwick 
Select Hys. for Church and Home, 1871. This 
form of the hymn is the authorized text. In 
the 8S. P. C. K. Church Hys., 1871, it was 
given, with slight alterations, and the omission 
of st. ii-iv., and the refrain, This hymn is 
partly an imitation of Prudentius’s “ Da | 
plectrum” (p. 276, i.) (J. J.J 

Singen wir aus Herzensgrund. [ (race 
after Meat.) Wackernagel, i. p. 776, cites 
this as No. 6 of Schiner geistlicher Lieder achte, 
printed at Erfurt, 1563; but at iv., p. 579, he 
prints the text from the Hundert Christenliche 
Haussgesang, Niirnberg, 1569: and from J. 
Kichorn’s Geistliche Lieder, Frankfurt a. O., 
1569, in 6 st. of 71. The broadsheet, Niirn- 
berg, eds., which, in his ag gsr 1855, 
pp. 279, 308, he had dated 1! aud 1560, 

e afterwards said were of later date, Miitzell, 
No. 559, prints it from a 1568 ed. of Eichorn’s 
G. B. It is found in Porst’s G. B., ed. 1855, 
No. G81. It has sometimes been erroneously 
ascribed to E. Alber, to B. Ringwaldt, or to 
N. Selnecker. Tr. as:— 

(1) “* Now give thanks ye old and young.” By J. ¢. 
Jacobi, 1725, p. 62 (173%, p. 181). Included in the 
Moravian H, Bk,, 1754, pt. i., No. 316; but only partly 
repeated in later eds., e.g. 1846, No. 1197, where kz 
the st. beginning, ‘* Praise our God, it is but just,” 
from this hymn. J. M. 

Singer, Elizabeth. ([Psalters, English, 
p- 925, i.) 

Singleton, Robert Corbet, ma, was 
b. Oct. 9, 1810, and educated at Trinity Col- 
lege, Dublin; b.a. 1830; a4. 1833. He was 
for some time Warden of St. Columba College, 
near Dublin; und subsequently First Warden 
of St. Peter's College, Radley, from 1847 to 
1851. In 1851 he retired to Monkstown, near 
Dublin; aud then to York, where he d. in 
1881. In 1868 he Prag in conjunction with 
Dr. E. G. Monk, the Anglican Hymn Book 
(2nd ed. 1871). To that collection he contri- 
buted a lurge number of trs. from the Latin, 
a few from the German, and the following 
original hymns :— 

1. As James the Great, with glowing zeal. St. James. 
2. Beneath the fig-tree’s grateful shade. St, Har- 

tholomew. 
3. From out the deep, O Lord, on Thee. For those 
sea, 
4. Good Lord! who hast the weighty woes, Seza- 

ges 

cia 

at 

ima. 
‘ Hail! highly favoured, blessed Maid. Annun- 
wn, 

6. How blest the union, gracious Lord. SS. Simon 
and Jude, Tn 1871 it reads, * How bl 1 = est the unity, good 
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i ae, a Gee Be rein in hidden might, 
. Peter. 
&. Jesu, Child of mortal throes. A Litany. 
9. Lord, ever shew Thy blessed face. vening. 

10, Lord, give us of that fervent love. Si, Thomas, 
11. Lord, see how «welling crowds arise. Ps. iii, 
12. Lo, sea and land their gifts outpour. S’. Matthew. 
13, O all ye people, clap your Ps. zlvii, 

Phos O is it nought to you who tread? Twesday before 
ter 

15. O Lord, how excellent Thy name. Ps. viti. 
16. The Cross upraised on Calvary's height. Good 

Friday. 
17. The Father shew us, gracious Lord. SS. Philip 

and James. 
18, The Lord bath quelled the rebel powers. Zuster. 
19, The Lord, He gave the word. Septu i 
20. The morning t hath shed its beams. Morning. 
21. Thy dear disciple on the sea. St. John the Evan- 
ist 
22. When fairest Eve in Eden rose, Holy Matrimony. 
23. Who comes from Edom, with His robes. Monday 

before Easter. 
24. Why storm the heathen? Wherefore do thr 

ring? Ps. ii. 
25, Why, weary mourner, shed the ceaseless tear? 

Resignation, 
26, With gladsome feet we press. Processional. 
27, Within a chamber, calm and still. Si. Matthias. 
28, With me is Luke, alone of all. St. Luke. 

These hymns were all contributed to the 
Ist ed. of the Anglican H. Bh, 1868, and 
few of them are found elsewhere. (J. J. 

Sinner, O why so thoughtless grown. 
I. Watts and J. Rippon. (Ezpostulation.] In 
I. Watts's Hore Lyriow, 1706, Bk. ii., there is a 
poem, “To the Right Honourable John Cuts, 
at the Siege of Namur :” and entitled, “ The 
Hardy Soldier.” It begins, *O why is maa 
so thoughtless grown,” and extends to 6 st. of 
41. Dr. Rippon, in his Sel., 1787, No. 581, 
gave st. i., iv., v.,in a very much altered form, 
and succeeded in producing a hymn which 
has been somewhat pupular, as follows :— 

I. Watts, 1706. J. Rippon, 1787. 
“O why is man so thought-/| '* Sinner, 0 why so thougt- 

leas grown! less grown ? 
Why, guilty souls, in) Why in such dreadful 

haste to die? die? haste to 
Vent'ring the leap t' worlds | Daring to leap to worlds 

unknown, unknown, 
Heedless to arms and| Heedless against thy God 

blood they fly. to fly? 
“But frenzy dares eternal “ Wilt thou despise eternal 

fate, tate, 
And spurr’d with ho-| Urg'd on by sin's fan 

dreams, tastic dreams? hour's al 
Flies to attack th’ infernal | Madly attempt th’ infernal 

Aiea teen is ‘pews fo) et Shes diy gious orce a force 
the flames, the Semen? 

“Thus hovering o'er Na- |‘ Stay, sinner! on the got 
muria's plains, pel plains 

Sung heav'nly love in| Behold the God of love 
Gabriel's form: unfold 

Young Thraso left the |The glories of His dying 
morning strains, i 

And vow'd to pray before 
the storm.” 

Dr. Rippon’s form of the text was repeated 
in some of the older collections, and is still 
found in a few modern hymn-books in G 
Britain and America. {J. J.) 

Sinners, obey the gospel word. ¢. 
Wesley. eee Pub. in Hys. and Sac. 
Poems, 1749, vol. i., No. 145, in 10 st. of 4 1. 
and based upon St. Luke xiv. 17. (P. Works. 
1868-72, vol. v, p. 63.) In his note on this 
hymn, Mr. G. J. Stevenson says i— 
“In John Wesley’s ‘Plain Account of Christian 

Perfection,’ the author makes the following statement: 
‘In the year 1749, my brother printed two volumes of 
Hymns and Sacred Poems. As I did not see them 
before they were published, there were some things ia 

paing, 
For ever telling, yet un- 

told.” 



SINNERS, THE CALL OBEY, 
them which I 
pes the matn ae 

ard Perfect Love’ 

*nable hi 

© books.” — Meth. H. Bk. Notes, 1883, p. 20. 

In the Wes. H. Bk., 1780, the text of this 
ti given in full, and without altera- 
i as No. 9. It was repeated in later edi- 10ns, and also passed, in the same form, into 

ral collections in G. Britain und America. 
addition the following abbreviations and 

hymn was 

Seve 

In 
centos are in C. U.:— 

dL. obey the l word. This abbreviati in 5 st. (st. i.-iv. vi.) dy a in G@ Whitefield’s ys. Jor Soctal™ Worship. 1753, No. 6; M. Madan's [4.4 
4fys., 17605; Bickersteth's Christian Psalmody, 1833, 

others, to modern books. 
2. Come, now, ye wanderers, to your God. This begins with st. vi. with alterations,” and is given in Several Armerican collections, including the Pi outh 

ier Pe 1855, and others. : “a - Come, O ye sinners, to the Lord, This also begins 
with st. wi., altered, and is in several American co lec- 
tions, 

4. Come, weary souls, in Christ your Lord. This, in 
Bp. Bickersteth’s H. Comp., is composed of st. iv., vi., 
ix., x., sligghtly altered. 

5. O come, ye sinners, to the Lord, In the American 
ys. and Songs of Praise, N. Y., 1874, No. 433, is com- 

of st. vi.—x. slightly altered, 
6. Ye sinners, hear the gospel word. This, in Ken- 

nedy, 1463, is from the former _ of the bymn, with 
st. iii. 11. G—S, added by Dr. Kennedy, This cento is 
adapted for Holy Communion. 

This hymn has a wide acceptance (in its 
full form, and in these its several parts) both 
in G. Britain and America. (J. J.J 

Sinners, the call obey, The latest 

eall of grace. C. Wesley. (In Time of 

National Danger.) This hymn was written 
under the same circumstances as “ Sovereign of 

all, Whose will ordains” (p. 1069, ii), and was 

ub. in the same trict, Hymns for Times of 

rouble and Persecution, 1st ed., 1744, in 8 st. 

of 8 1. (P. Works, 1868-72, vol. iv. p. 12). In 

the Wes. H. Bk., 1780, st. v.-vii. from this 

hymn, and st. Vv. Vi. from C. Wesley's “ Tre- 

mendous Lord of earth and sky,” pub. in Hye. 

Qccasioned by the Earthquake, March 8, 1750 : 

Lond., 1750, were eee as No. 441, as 6 

hymn “ For England,” beginning, “ Terrible 

God ana true.” In the 2nd ed. of the Wes, 

H. Bk., 1781. this cento was replaced by st. i., 

ii : vi.—viii., a5 “Sinners, the call obey,” and 
shies was retained until the revised ed. of 1875, 

when it was replaced by “Jesus, the word 

bestow ’’ (Home Missions), which had been 

reviously pub. from the Wesley MSS. in the 

PegO Supplement to the Wes. H. Bk., No. 706 

CP. Works, 1868-72, vol. xiii., p. 22). (J. J. 

inners, turn; why will yedie? ©. 

sack. [{ Eapostulation.] Appeared in Hys, 
God’s Everlasting Love, 1741, in 16 at. of 

gr and based upon Ezekiel xviii. 31. (P. 

= “yea, 1868-72, vol. iii, p. 84.) In the Wee. 

ORK. 1780, 12 st. were given as three sepa- 

rate na oa ; il die? No. 6, 

1. SIMSTS yeasts thely breath resign. No. 7 
= qhat could your Redeemer do. No. 8. 

: se have been repeated in numerous 

And tone in G. Britain and America. In 

— American Meth, Episco. Hymna, 1849, 

id not approve of. But I quite approved 
the bymns on this head—/resent Salva- 

wacsce This bymn is the first 
umes ed [for the Wes. H. Bk., 1780] from those vol 
order tg. L2* work was published by subscription in 

teages money for the author's marriage, and to 
© commence housekeeping. @ had the 

Sranen, = 1145 subscribers, at twelve shillings each ; the 
tribute. tL acted as agents to collect the money and dis- 
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there is also a cento, “Sinners, turn while 
God is near,” beginning with st.xv. [J. J.J 

Skinner, James, ».a., son of the Very 
Rev. John Skinner, Dean of Dunkeld and 
Dunblane, and grandson of Bishop Skinner of 
Aberdeen, was b. June 28, 1818, and educate: 
at the University of Durham, b.a. 1837, m.a. 
1840, and subsequently a Fellow of his Uni- 
versity. Taking holy orders in 184], he 
became a Chaplain to Her Majesty's forves in 
1844. He was subsequently Curate of St. 
Barnabas, Pimlico, Vicar of Newland, and 
Warden of the Keauchamp Charity. Through 
ill-health he retired from paroci.ial work in 
1877, and d. in Dee. 1881, His pub. works 
include (1) A Guide to Advent ; (2) A Guide 
to Lent; (3) Warnings and Consolations ; 
(4) an Office of Spiritual Communion; and 
(5) Celestia, This last is a versified tr. of the 
so-called Manual of St. Augustine in 36 odes. 
Mr. Skinner’s Daily Service Hymnal, was pub. 
in 1863. To this collection he contributed 
several tre. from the Latin, and two or three 
original hymns, including “The Seven 
Canonical Hours of the Passion,” adapted 
from other sources :— 

Matins. Jesu, Lord, at dead of night. 
Prime, Jesu, Lord, at hour of Prime. 
Tierce. Jesu, Lord, for sins of mine. 
Sezt. Jesu, Lord, Who three long hours. 
Nones, Jesu, Lord, with bleeding brow. 
Vespers, Jesu, at the Vesper hour. 
Compline, Jesu, Whose pure limbs for me. 

These hymns were subsequently transferred 
to the Appz. of the Hymnal N. Usually 
Skinner's fre. are not found beyond the Daily 
Service Hymnal. (J. J. 

Slain for my soul, for all my sins 
defamed. H. Kynaston. [Good Friday.) 
Pub. in his Occasional Hymns, 2nd Series. 
Pt. ii. Chiefly on the Miracles : 1866, p. 11, in 
6 et. of 4 1., and headed “ Lord, remember me.” 
In 1872 it was repeated in the Hymnary, with 
the omission of at. iv. The same text is in 
the American Church Praise Bk., 1882. [J.J.] 

Slatter, James, was b. at Oxford in 1790, 
and spent his life in that city. He was a lay- 
man, in business, and a member of the 
Baptist church in the New Road. He d. 
May 22, 1862. Mr. Slatter wrote a book 
entitled ‘Rural Pictures,” which however 
was only circulated privately. He also wrote 
many hymns, which were never  Aesagga d, 
and two, which appeared in the Bap. New 
Selection, 1828: (1) “Great God, to thee, a 
lowly band” (Sunday Scholars’ Hymn). (2) 
“Through Nature’s temple, large and wide” 
(Divine Worship), cw. R. 8.) 

"Slavery and death the cup contains. 
L. M. Sargent, (Temperance.) Mr. Nutter 
says in his = he Studies, &c., N. Y., 1884, 
p. 347, “ This hy uring 

Washingtonian Tymperance Revival.” It 

apperees in Adams and Chapin’s Unitarian 
ys 

inn was written during the 

. for Christian Devotion, Boston, U.S.A. 
1846, No. 793, in 4 st. of 4 1. In the American 

Meth. Episco. Hymnal, 1878, it begins “ Bond- 

age and death the enp contains.” The author, 

Lucius Manlius Sargent (b. 1788, d. 1867) 

was an earnest advocate of Temperance, and 

the author of Temperance Tales, and other 

works. {J. J.) 
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Slinn, Sarah. In the Goapel Magazine 
for July 1779 a hymn in 9 st. of 4 1. was given 
beginning “ God with us! O glorious Name ;” 
headed * Emanuel; or, God with us. By a 
Lady,” and signed “ S. S—N.” In Rippon’s 
Bap. Sel. 1787, st. i. ii. vi. iii, iv. with altera- 
tions, and in the orjer named, were given as 
No. 174, but without signature. In J. Dobell’s 
New Sel., 1806, the same text is repeated as 

from Wood's Col. The same text*was again 
repeated to modern _hymn-books, and is that 
now in © U. From D. Sedgwick’s mas. we find 
the signature “S. S—N.” was filled in as 
Sarah Slinn by him, but his papers do not 
furnish any authority for the name, nor for 
the date of 1777 which he has attached there- 
to in his ms. note to Dobell’s New Sel. (J. J.) 

Sloan, John Morrison, »™.a., eldest s. 
of John Sloan, farmer of Stairaird, near 
Mauchline, Ayrshire was b. at Stairaird, 
May 19, 1835. He studied ut the Universities 
of Glasgow, Edinburgh, and Erlangen, and 
graduated m.a. at Edinburgh in 1859. In 
1864 he became collegiate minister of the 
Free Church, Dalkeith; in 1868 minister of 
the South Free Church, Aberdeen; in 1878 
collegiate minister of Anderston Free Church, 
Glasgow: and is now (1890) minister of 
the Grange Free Church, Edinburgh. He 
contributed 8 frs. from the German to the Rev. 
J. H. Wilson’s Service of Praise, 1865, 2 of 
which have since ap in Mr. Wilson's 
songs of Zion, 1877, and 1 in the Free Church 
H. Bk., 1882. The best known of these is his 
tr. of “ Wie herrlich strahlt der Morgenstern” 
(sce p. 1010, i.). He also contributed a hymn 
beginning “O Shepherd, good and gracious” 
The Good Shepherd) in 4 st. of 8 lines, as 
0. 126 to Wayside Songs for Young Travellers 

Zionward (Paisley : N.p. 1881) a hymnal com- 
piled by the Rev. Dr. J. J. Black of Inverness 
primarily for his own Sunday School. [J. M.] 

Smith, Caroline Louisa, néeSprague, 
was b. at Salem, Massachusetts, and married 
to the Rev. Charles Smith, pastor of the South 
Congregational Church, Andover. Mrs. Smith 
is the author of :— 
Tarry with me, 0 my Saviour. An Old Man’s Prayer. 

Mrs. Smith’s account of this hymn is ‘* About the year 
1853 [in the summer of 1852), I heard the Rev. Dr. 
H. M. Dexter b a sermon on ‘The Adaptedness of 
Religion to the Wants of the A * I went home 
and embodied the thought in the hymn ‘Tarry with 
me, O my Saviour!’ sent it to Mr. Hallock, for 
The Messenger, He returned it as ‘not ada to 
the readers of the egret Years after I sent it, without 
any signature, to the little Andover paper. ... I send 
it to you 1n its original form, in a little paper of 
which my sister, Mrs. T: Rochester, N -Y.}, 3 edi- 
toreas." (Hatfield's Poets of the Church, N.Y., 1884, 
p. 564.) Hatfield gives the full text in 7st. of 61. dn 
the 7 A Coll,, 1855, No, 1337, in 5 st. of 4 1, was 
compiled from st. L., il., vi., yil, This was repeated in 
The Sabbath H. Bk., 1853, and others. Of this text 
st. il, is sometimes omitted, (J. J.J 

Smith, Charitie Lees. [Banoroft, 0. L.} 

Smith, Elizabeth Lee, née Allen, 
daughter of Dr. W. Allen, President of Dart- 
mouth University (p. 50, i.), was b. in 1817, and 
married in 1843 to Dr. H. B. Smith, who 
became Professor in Union Theological 
Seminary, N. York, in 1850, and d. in 1877, 
Mre. Smith’s hymns. including trs. of “Je Te 
sale” (p, 579, i.),“O Jesus Christus ” (p. 666, 

SMITH, SIR JAMES E. 

\, are in Schaff’s Christ in , 1869 and 
1870. MB) 
Smith, George, p.p., Secretary of the 

Congregational Union, began his ministry at 
Liverpool in 1827. and passed on first to 
Plymouth, and then to Trinity Chapel, 
Poplar, London (1842). He is the author of 
The Domestic Prayer Book, 1848; Sermons, 
1851; Life Spiritual, 1855; Lectures on the 
Pentateuch, 1863, &c. He also compiled 
during his residence at Plymouth a Sx 
ment to Watts’s Ps. & Hys., to which he 
contributed :— 

1. Come in, ye chosen of the Lord. Admission of 
Church Members. 
2. Thou art, O Christ, the Way. Christ the Way, 

the Truth, and the Life. 

which were included in the New Cong. 1859 
(Miller’s S. and S. of the Church, 1869, 
p. 552). {J. J.J 

Smith, Isaac Gregory, m.a.,s. of Rev 
Jeremiah Smith, p.p., was b. at Manchester. 
Nov. 21, 1826, and educated at Rugby and 
Trinity, Oxford, where he held both the 
Hertford (1846), and Ireland (1847) scholar- 
ships, B.a. 2nd cl. Lit. Hum. 1849. Taking 
holy orders, he was preferred to the rectory of 
‘Yedstone-de-la-Mere,Hertfordshire, 1854 ; and 
the Vicarage of Great Malvern, 1872. From 
1852 to 1855 he held a fellowship at Brase- 
nose, Oxford, and was also Bampton Lecturer 
in 1873, his subject being The Characteristics 
of Christian Morality. In 1870 he became 
Prebendary of Pratum Minus in Hereford 
Cathedral, in 1882 Roral Dean of Powick, and 
examining Chaplain to the Bp. of St. David's, 
and in 1887 Hon. Canon of Worcester. Pre- 
bendary Smith has pub., in addition to his 
Bampton Lectures, an Epitome of the Life of 
Our Blessed Saviour, &c., Fra Angelico and 
other Poems, and other works. He has also 
contributed hymns to the collection of which 
he was co-editor, and to the Rev. O. Shipley’s 
Iyras. In preparing A Hymn Book for the 
Services of the Church, and for Private Read- 
ing, Lond., Parker, 1855, 2nd ed., 1857, he 
was assisted by his brother John George 
Smith, Barrister-at-Law, and the Rev. W. 5. 
Raymond. To this collection Canon Smith 
contributed : 

1. By Jesu’s grave on elther hand. aster Bve. 
2. tide of years [time] is rolling on. The Cir 

cumcision and the New Year. 

and a fr. of “ Adeste Fideles” (p. 22, i. 17). 
In addition to these the following are in the 
Westminster Abbey H. Bk., 1884 :— 
Pil a the river, year by year. Second Adres! 

4. Comes at times a stillness as of even. Death Anti- 
eae Written for the unveiling of the Alben 
emorial in Edinburgh, and set to music by sit H.5 

Oakeley. 
5. The day-beam dies Behind yon cloud, Wit 

Evening. 

There is also in Pt. ii. “For Readist ™ 
the Hymn Book of 1855, a sweet hy™ @ 
Heaven beginning “ Come away, where **” 
shadows in a glass.” [J- 3) 

Smith, Sir James Edward $m 
wich Dec. 2, 1759; d. March 17 Dp . 
distinguished botanist, and President a rie 
Linunaean Society from its foundation sud 

© Was ky sii 
to the time of his death. 
when the Prince Regent became, iy % 

| 
| 
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<,atrom of the Society. Smith studied medi- Paige ft E-dinburgh, and, in 1786, graduated as 
at. *ySician vat Leyden. After further travels ive 01 he finully settled down at Norwich in 
P bead 7. He pub. English Botany in 36 vols. 
ie S mning in 1790) and various other bota- 
to works. He was also a large contributor 
fais co 8s Enc edia. ‘The friend of Dr. Bu- 
of and John Taylor, he was also a member 
a the congregation meeting in the Octagon 
B tm pel, Norwich. and a subscriber to the ritish and Foreign Unitarian Association. 

© contributed 3 hymns to A Selection of Hys. 
Aa Public Worship, Norwich, 1814 (printed 
or the Octagon Chapel); and 6 others to the 
Suppl. aided to the 2nd ed., 1826. Of these 
the feilowing are in Dr. Murtineau’s Hymns, 
Xc., 1840; his Hymns, &c., 1873, und other 

Hnitarian collections :— 
1. Adore, my soul, that awfal Name (1814). Depend- 

Basar te 7 God, 
= 8 twilight’s gradual veil is 1814). 

and Jrmmortality. re airatpoud 
3. Eloly, wise, eternal Father (1826). The Mansions 
the #lessed. 

4. Eow glorious are those orbs of light (1826). Nature 
and Immernortality. 

5. F*raise waits in Zion, Lord, for Thee (1826). Public 
Worship. 

6. W ber power divine in mortal form (1526). Con- 
ere 

7. Who shall a temple build for Him (1826). God's 
Temple ire the Heart. v D. D.j 
Smith, Joseph Denham, was b. at 

Romsey, Hants, circa 1816. After studying 
for sorme time in the Dublin Theological 
Institute, he entered the Congregational 
Ministry in 1840. In [849 he became Pastor 
of the Congregational Church at Kingstown, 
near Dublin, and in 1863 be 
services at Merion Hall, Dublin, and sub- 
sequeutly at other places. His Evangelistic 
work in Eugland and Ireland is well known. 
In connection therewith he has published a 
Jarge number of tracts, pamphlets, and small 
books. One of these, Times of Refreshing 
élilustrated in the Present Revival of Religion, 

1860, included several of his hymus which 
were sung during that time at his special 
services at Kingstown. He also pub. Seven 
FT ns for the Present Time, circa 1870-6; 

and Whe New Times 8 Refreshing. Hys. for 

GQGenerat and Special Use. Compiled by J. Den- 
ham Smith.  ULond.: J. E. Hawkins, n.p. 
In this collection his signed hymns are 36 
im all, and deal with the subjects usually 
associated with what are known as “Gospel 
Hymns.” ‘There are several also in The En- 

darged London H. Bk.,1873. His hymn “ Just 
as hou art—how wondrous fair” (1860) is 
in Spurgeon’s O. O. H. Bk., 1866, and “ Yes, 
we part, but not for ever mae in several 
miner collections. Mr. Smith’s hymns have 
not been imecorporated into the leading hymnals 
of G. Britain or America, (J. J.J 

ith, Samuel Francis, p.p., was b, in 
Ra mem U.S.A., Oct. 21, 1808, and graduated 
in arts at rvard, and in theology at 
‘A ndover- He entered the Baptist ministry in 
1832, and became the same year editor of the 

Baptist Missionary Magazine. He also con- 
tributed to the Encyclopedia Americana. 
From 1834 to 1842 he was pastor at Water- 
wille, Maine, sud Professor of Modern Lan- 
guages im Waterville College. In 1842 he 

n a series of | 
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removed to Newton, Massachusetts, where 
he remained until 1854, when he became the 
editor of the publications of the Baptist 
Missionary Union. With Baron Stow he pre- 
pared the Baptist collection known as 
Psalmist, pub. in 1843, to which he con- 
tributed several hymns. The Psalmist is the 
most creditable and influential of the Ame- 
rican Baptist collections to the present day. 
Dr. Smith also pub. Lyric Gema, 1854, Rook 
of Ages. 1870, &e. A large number of his 
hymns are in use in America, and several 
have passed into some of the English collee- 
tious. Taking his hymns in ©. U. in alpha- 
betical order, we have the following :— 

- 1, And now the solemn deed is'done. (rdination. 
Given in The Psalmist, 1443, No. 954. In Dr. Hatfield's 
Ch. H. Bk. N. Y., 1872, it is altered to “The solemn 
service now is done." 

2. Asflowstherapidriver. Life Passing Away. In 
Christian rr 1833, No. 33; the Hys. for the 
Vestry and Fireside, Boston, 1841; and The &. ist, 
1843, No. 1059. Found in a few English hymn-books, 
and in Lyra Sac. Americana, 1468. 

Auspicious morning, American National 
Anniversary. Written for July 4th, 1841, and pub. in 
The Psalmist, 1843, No. 1007. 

4. where Cedron's waters flow. (Gethsemane. 
In L. Bacon's Appendiz, 1433; the Psalmist, 1843, 
No. 220, and later collections. : 

5. Blest is the hour when cares depart, Divine Wor- 
ship. In The Psalmist, 1843, No. 947, and otbers. 

. Constrained love we where, =_ 
Baptiem. Appeared in the Baptist ed. of the Piymou 
H. Bk, 1857. 

7. Down to the sacred wave. Holy Baptism. Con- 
tributed to Winchell’s Additional Hys. added to his 
Coll, of 1817, in 1832, No, 510; repeated in The Psalmist, 
1843, No. 818, and in several collections, Also in Lyra 
Sac, Americana, 1568. 

8. Hail! ye days of solemn meeting. Public Wor- 
ship. An altered form of No. 26 below, in Spurgeon’s 
0. O. H, Bk., 1866, a8 an ** American Hymn, 1840." 

9. How blest the hour when first we gave. ol. 
Baptism. a in the Buptist ed. of the Plymout 
#. Bk., 1857, No, 1468. 

. How calmly wakes the hallowed morn. Holy 
Baptism, Given in The Psalmist, 1843, No. 810, in 
later collections, and in Lyra Sac. Americana, 1864, 

. Jesus, Thou hast freely saved us. Salvation. In 
Winchell’s Additional Hys., 1832, No. 603, and others, 

. in Jordan's Holy Stream. //oly Baptism. 
Contributed to The Psalmist, 1843, Nu. 808. 

13. My country, ‘tis of thee. National Hymn, 
“* Written in 1452, and first sung at a children’s Fourth 
of July celebration in Park Street church, Boston.” _In- 
cluded in the Psalmist, 1843, No. 1000, and found In a 
large number of American hymn-books, but not in use 
in G. Britain, It is one of the most popular of Dr. 
Smith's compositions. Text, with note in Lyra Sac. 
Americana, 1465, 

14, O not my own these verdant hills. ought with 
red in Nason’s Cong, H. Bk., 1857, and @ Price. Ap 

eee a Laudes Domini, 1884, 
» Onward speed conquering flight. Afissions. 

Appeared in The pnts By 1843, No. 892, and is found 
in several modern collections in G. Britain and America. 
Also in Lyra Sac. Americana, 186%, 

16. Planted in Christ, the Vine, Christian 
Fellowship; or, For Unity. Given in The Psalmist, 
1843, No. 929, in Lyra Sac, Americana, 1863, and seve- 
ral hymn-books. Of the hymns contributed by Dr. 
Smith to The Psalmist this the best, and one of the 
most po 

17. ber thy Creator, Youthful Piety En- 
Sorced. In Christian Psalmody, 1832, No. 32; the Hys. 
for the Vestry and Fireside, 1841; The Psalmist, 1843, 
No, 778; Lyra Sac, Americana, 186%, and other 
collections, 

wast mild 

ar. 

18. Sister, thou and lovely. Death and 
Zurial, Written on the death of Miss J. M. C., of 
Mount Vernon School, Boston, July 13, 1833, and pub. in 
The Psalmist, 1843, No. 1096. 

19, Softly fades the twilight . Sunday Bvening. 
Written in 1832, and included in The /’saimist, 1843, 
No, 56. Also in Lyra Sac. Americana, and several 
hymn-books. S 

20. Spirit of holiness, descend. Whitswntide, Ap- 
peared in the Mys. for the Vestry and Fireside, 1841, 
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No, 295, and againin The Psalmist, 1843, No. 384, In 
the Unitarian /fys. for the Church of Christ, Boston, 
1853, St. ii, iil., iv. were given as “Spirit of God, 
Thy churches wait.” ‘This form of the text and the 
“_ are both in modern hymn-books. 

21, Spirit of peace and holiness, /nstitution of a 
Minister. Appeared i The Psalmist, 1843, No. 953, 
and Hatfield's Church H, Bk., 1872. 

22. The morning is b » Missions, Written 
in 1832, and included in Hastings's Spiritual Songs, 
1432-33, No. 253; and The Psalmist, 1843, No. 912, 
This hymn is very popular and has been translated into 
several languages, Dr. Smith Says of it that * it bas 
been a great favourite at missionary gatherings, and I 
have myself heard it sung in five or six different lan- 
San in Europe and Ads. It is a favourite with the 
urmans, Karens, and Telegus in Asia, from whose 

lips I have heard it Hoy yraang (Duffield's Anglish 
Hys., 1886, p. 534.) Full text in Lyra Sac, Americana, 
1868. 

23. The Prince of Salvation in triumph is riding. 
Missions. Given in Hastings and Mason’s Spiritual 
Songs, 1832-33, No. 274; The Pealmist, 1843, and later 
collections, 

24. 'Tis done, the (important) solemn act is done. 
Ordination, Appeared in The Psalmist, 1843, No. 951, 
and r hymn-books, 

&5. To-day the Saviour calls, Jnritation. First 
sketch by Dr. Smith, the revised text, as in Hastings 
and Mason's Spiritual Songs, No. 176, and The Psalmist, 
No. 453, by Dr. T. Hastings (p. 406, i, 19). 

26. Welcome, days of solemn meeting. Special De- 
votional Services. Written in 1434, and given in Dr. Hat- 
field’s Church H. Bk., 1872. See No, s. 

27. When shall we meet again} Parting. This is 
acento. The first stanza is from Alaric A. Watts's 
Poetical Sketches, &c., 1422, p. 158; and st. ii.-[v. are by 
Dr. Smith. In this form it was pub, in L. Bacon's 
Supplement to Dwight, 1833, No. 449. It is in several 
American hymn-books; and also the English Bap. Ps, & 
Hys,, 1858, &e, 

28, When the harvest is past and the summer is 
» Close of Worship. Contributed to Hastings and 

Geos Spiritual Songs, 1831, No. 244; and Tepeated 
in the Fuller and Jeter Supplement to The Pralmist, 
1847, No, 22, and later collections. 

; thy mortal life is fled, The Judgment. 
Contributed to Winchell’s Additional #Tys,, 1832, No. 
379, and repeated in The Psalmist, 1843, No. 455, and 
later bymn-bovks. Also in Lyra Sac. Americana, 156%. 

30. While in this sac rite of Thine. Holy 
Baptism. Appeared in The Psalmist, 1343, No, 403: 
Lyra Sac, Americana, 1868, &c. 

31, With willing hearts we tread. Holy Baptism. 
In The Pralmist, 1443, No, 798; and again in the Rapt. 
Praise Rk, 1871, 

82. Yes, my native land, I love thee. | Missionary’s 
Farewell, Contributed to Winchell’s Additional Hys., 
1832, No, 445, and found in later collectlons. Also in 
Lyra Sac. Americana, 186s, [F. M. B.) 

Smith, Samuel J., b. in the autumn of 
1771, and d. Nov. 14, 1835. He was a weulthy 
Quaker, resided at Burlington, New Jersey ; 
but followed no profession. His" Miscellaneous 
Writings with a short Memoir, were pub, 
posthumously in 1836. He is known to hymn- 
nology through his hymn— 

Arise, my soul, with rapture rise, Morning. The 
earliest date to which we have traced this hymn is 
Priscilla Gurney's Hymns, Lond. isis, It was included 
In the American Prayer Book Collection, 1826, No. 165, 
and tbence has passed into several collections, It is 
also in the Misc. Writings, 1836; but there are slight 
differences in the text. It is included, together with a 
second piece, on Christ stilling the Tempest, “ When on 
His mission from His throne in heaven,” in Lyra Sac, 
Americana, 186%, (F. M. B.] 

and of great merit. His principal works 
—— 

(1) The Rishop’s Walk, 1860; (2) Olrig Grange, 
1872; (3) Borland Hall, 1x74; (4) Hilda among the 
Broken Gods, 1878; (5) North Country Folk, 182; (6) 
Kildrostan, 1884; (7) Hymns of Christ and Christian 
Life, 1876. 

From his Hys. of Christ, &e.. 1876, the 
following, after revision. were included in 
Horder's Cong. Hymna, 1884 :— 
ry Immortal, Invisible, God only wise. God, All ia 

2. Lord, God, Omnipotent. Omni A 
3. Our portion is not here. Treasure in Heaven. 
4. There is no wrath to be appeased. God is Love. 

In Horder's Cong. Hymns a new opening stanza was 
added to this hymn by Dr. Smith at the request of the 
editor, and in that collection the hymn begins ‘‘[ vexed 
mne with a troubled thought.’’ 

Dr. Smith’s hymns are rich in thought and 
vigorous in expression. They deserve and 
shored will receive greater notice than 
itherto at the hands of hymnal compilers. 

CW. G. Hj 
Smith, Wharton Buchanan, M.A., Was 

b. March 15, 1848, and educated at King’s Col- 
lege, London(where he was McCaul and Trench 
prizeman in 1870), and Trinity Col lege, Dublin, 
B.A. 1878; M.A. 1883. Taking Holy Orders 
in 1871 he was from 1871-73 Curate of 
St. Mark’s, Surbiton; and from 1873-83 of 
St. Peter’s, Eaton Square, London. In 1883 
he became Chaplain to the Bishop of Grihams- 
town, He is the author of two hymns in 
Thring’s Coll., 1882 : « My God, I praise Thee for the light returning ** (Morning), which appeared in the Parish Magazine of St. Peter's, aton Square; and “Raised between the earth and heaven” (Dedication of Church Bellis). [J. J} 
Smyttan, George Hunt, B.A., 8, of Dr. Smyttan, of the Bombay Medical Board, was b, cirea 1825, and educated at Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, p.a. 1845, He took holy orders in 1848, and in 1850 Was preferred to 

the Rectory of Hawksworth, Notts, where he 
d.in 1870. He pub. Thoughts in Verse for the 
Afilicted, 1849: Mission Songs and tllads, 
1860; and Florum Sacra, n.p. He was the 
author of the well-known hymn, “ Forty davs, 
and forty nights” (p. 384, i), and of a second 
which is found in several collections, “ Jesu, ever present with Thy Church below ” ( Holy Communion), which appeared in the 2nd ed. of 

Eucharistica, 1864. (J. J.J 
So did the Hebrew prophet raise. [ Watts. [Passiontidg.] Pub. in his Hymns and S. Songs, 1709, Bk. i, No. 1 12, in 4 st. of 41 In the same work, Bk. i., No. 100, is the L. ». hymn, “ Not to condemn the sons of men,” in 4st.of41. These hymns are in C. U. in their original forms, but their Principal interest arises out of their connection With the Scottish Translations and Paraphrases. In 1745. st i.-iii, of “So did the Hebrew proj, ise,” Smith. Walter Chalmers, p.n., was b. | were adopted as st. i-iii. of the De. A Th eed at Aberdeen Dee. 5, 1824. and educated at | Paraphe. “Of old the Hebrew prophet rais'd.” 

the Grammar School and University of that | and “ Not to condemn the sons of men,” ike City. He pursued his Theological studics at | rewritten in c. M.,and given as gt. iv.-vii. of Edinburgh, and was ordained Pastor of the | the same hymn. In the Draft of 1751 this 
Scottish Church in Chadwell Street, Islington, arrangement was altered to “As when the 
London, Dec. 25, 1850, After holding several | Hebrew prophet rais’d,”’ the alteration hei pastorates he became, in 1876, Minister of the confined to st.i. The Draft of 1781 contai: Free High Chureh, Edinburgh, His contri- | further alterations, and tinally th butions to poetical literature have been many . forth iu the official Translations aunt come 



SO FIRM THE SAINT'S 
Phrases, 1781, 08 0 paraphrase (No. xli.) of St John iii. 14-19, “ As whet the Hebrew eke — a,” st. i being from the Draft of 1751, as 
oro + st. ii, lii, iv., new, but based upon the 
mrt rest of 1745; st. iv, from the Draft of 1745; 
Th V- new; st. vi. from the Draft of 1745. 

2s form of the hymn has been authorized for 
wane im the Church of Scotland for more than 
: GO years, and is also found in several modern 
ty rmn-books. In a list of authors and revisers 
ef the Scottish Tre. and Paraphs., 1781, made 
by the eldest daughter of W. Cameron 
&: 200, ii.), the 1781 revision is attributed to 

- Cameron. The designation of this hymn 
is Z. Watts, 1709; Scottish Trs. and Paraphe., 
1745-51; and W. Cameron, 1781. [J. 43 
So firm the saint’s foundations 

Ctamd. P. Doddridge. (Joy in Affliction. 
This hymn is No. 8 of the p. uss., in 4 st. 0 
41., and beaded, “ The impoverished saint re- 
jJeicing in God, from Habak. iii. 17.” It is 
undated, but is found between two hymns 
dated respectively “Oct. 29, 1735,” and “ Nov, 
16, A735.”" This associates it with the year 
1735. In 1755 it was pub. in Job Orton’s 

thurmous edition of Doddridge’s Hymas, 
©. 161, and again in J. D. Humplireyss ed. 

of the same, 1739, No. 182. Its use is limited. 
About 1741 (see Doddridge, P. : also Doddridge, 

P., im Warious), a copy of the above-named ms. 
was given by Lady 
Blair Cp. 1465, i.), of Athelstaneford, Scotland, 
who, im 1742, became one of the Committee 
by whom the Draft of the Scottish Translations 
and Faraphrases of 1745 was compiled. In 
that raft this hymn appeared as, “ Secure 
the saint’s foundation stands” In 1748 the 
Presbytery of Edinburgh proposed to add an 
alternative versiou of the same passage (Habak. 
iii. 17), im 4 st., and probably made by Dr. 
Hugh Blair. The Assembly's Committee, 
however, not seeing the need for two versions 
of the same passage of Holy Scripture, adopted 
st. i.—iii. of Blair’s version, and st. iii. from 

Doddridge’s hymn as st. iv., und gave the 
cento as ** What tho’ no flowers the fig-tree 

clothe,”’ in their Draft Trs. and Paraphe. of 

41751. In the Draft of 1781 it. was repeated, 

with slight alterstions, and a new stanza, 
beginuing, “ He to my tardy feet shall lend.” 

In the authorized issue of the Trs. and 

Paraphs. of 1781 it finally appeared as 
No. xxxii., the only alteration from the Draft 

of the same year being in ll. 3 and 4 of the 

new stanza. This last alteration is attributed 
by the eldest daughter of W. Cameron 
(p. 200, ii.) to Join Logan. The correct 

designation therefore of the authorized text 
is . Doddridge, 1735: Scottish Tra. & 
Paraphs., 1745; Dr. H. Blair, 1748 and 1751; 

and J. Legan, 1781, Miss J. E. Leeson re- 
wrote this hymn as “Although the tig-tree 
blossom not,” for her Paraphrases and Hymne, 
853. There is also a cento in T. Darling’s 

ye. or the Ch. of England, ed., 1889, in 3 st. 
of 6 I., beginning, “ What though the fig-tree’s 

path decay.” This is by Mr. Darling 
tana upon the 1781 text as above.- [J. J.] 
0 new-born babes desire the breast. 

T. Watts. [Christian Life] Pub. in his Hys. 
and Ss. Songs, 1709, Bk. i., No. 143, in 10 st. of 
41., and headed * 

necs Gardiner to Robert’ 
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of God from several Scriptures.”” In C. U. it 
is usually abridged. Modern hyymn-books also 
contain the following centos therefrom :— 

1. As new-born babes desire the breast. In a few 
collections, 

2. Dost thou the high and heavenly One? This, in 
the American Unitarian Hys. of the Spirit, Boston, 
1864, No, 427, is composed of st. ix., vi.-vill. with slight 
alterations. 

3, Father. I wait before Thy throne, An altered 
form of st. ix., x.,in the Meth. Episco, Hymns, 1849, 
and other American collections. 

4. an uncorrupted seed. This begins 
with st. v. and fs found in a few American hymnals. 

. principles forbid. This, in the Vew 
Cong., 1859, is composed of st. v.-x., with alterations. 

6, Lord, I address Thy heavenly throne. This, inthe 
Bap. Ps. & Hys., 1858, ls composed of st. ix., vi., v., 
vii., vill., in the order named. 

This hymn in these various forms is in 
extensive use. {J. J.J 

So wahr ich lebe, spricht dein Gott. 
J. Heermann, (Lent.] On Ezekiel xxxiii. 
11. Ist pub. in his Deroti musica cordis, 
Breslau, 1630, p. 1, in 7 st. of 6 1, entitled, 
“A true admonition from St. Augustine that 
one should not put off repentance.” It seems 
to be gested by chap. 2 in the mediaeval 
compilation known as the Meditationes of St. 
Augustine. It is in Miitzell, 1858, No. 13, in 
Wackernagel’s ed. of his Geistliche Lieder, 
No. 1, and the Une. L. 8, 1851. Tr. a8 :— 

As sure I live, thy Maker saith, In full by 
J.C. Jacobi, in his Psal. Ger., pt. ii, 1725, p. 21. 
In his ed, 1732, p. 93, altered and beginning 
“Sure as 1 live;” and from this st. i., ii, v., 
I], 1-4, and vi., I]. 1-2 were included in the 
Moravian H. Bi., 1754, pt. i, No, 470; and st. 
i., iv., v. in the Zrang. Union H. Bh., 1856. 

Other trs. are :—(1) * Sinners, your Maker Is your 
Friend,” a tr. of st. i. as No. 226in the Moravian H. Bk., 
1789. (2) “As truly as I live, God saith,” by Mise 
Burlingham, in the British Herald, Aug. 1865. (3) 
** Yea, as I live, Jehovah saith,” by A. Massie, 1867. 

(J. M.j 
Soden, Alfred James, s. of Thomas 

Soden, s.r. of Coventry, was b. at Coventry, 
Jan. 9, 1839, and educated for the legal pro- 
fession, in which he practised as a solicitor, at 
Coventry, for three years. With a prosperous 
career before him, yet the profession was dis- 
tasteful to him, and in 1864 he took Holy 
Orders; was successively Curate of King’s 
Norton, 1864; and of Blockley, 1866. In 1878 
he was preferred to the Vicarage of Aston 
Magna in the Diocese of Worcester, which he 
has since exchunged for Hogsthorpe, Alford, 
Lincolnshire. Mr. Soden pub. in 1875 The 
History of Blockley. He also edited :— 

The Universal Hymn Book, specially adapted for Sun- 
days and Holy Days, and Sor General Use in the 
Church. Lond., Iliffe & Son, 1883. It contains 620 
hymns, which are arranged mainly in the order of the 
B ok of Common Prayer, special attention being given 
to supply bymns based on the Collects, Epistles and 
Gospels throughout. This is a distinctive feature, and 
worthy of notice. There is-also a large 
hymns not found in other collections. T 
comprehensive and well edited, 

To this collection Mr, Soden contributed 
the following hymns :-— 

1. A quict eve at Bethany. The Barren Fig Tree. 
x. A Spirit, Mighty God, Thou art. God a Spirit. 
3. Almighty God, this truth we own. Collect for 

12th S, after Trinity, 
4 Almighty God, to Whom we owe. Flower Ser- 

weces, 

5. Citizens of heaven, Soldiers of the Cross. piste, 

percentage of 
he work is 

Characters of the Children | 23rd S. after Trinity. 
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6. Hark now, thou sinner, Jesus calls. Jnvifation. 
7. Hark to the words of Him like Whom. Gospel, 

4th Sunday after Trinity. 
8. Harsh were the notes of woe that rose. Death 

and Burial, 
9. Jesu, Chief Shepherd of the souls. Consecration 

' of a Bishop. 
10. Lord, Thine apostle asked of old. Gospel, 22nd 

S. after Trinity. 
11. Lord, when to Thee this Gentile came. Gospel, 

2nd S. in Lent, 
12. Our days are but a shadow. Life, as a Shadow. 
13. The deed is done—ended the strife. aster Eve. 
14. The martyr’s crown is wou to-day, St. 
15. This is the house of God. Public Worship. 
16. This night, O God, we lift our cry to Thee. For 

those at Sea in Stormy Weather. 
17, When Jesus on this earth. On behalf of the 

Sick, 
18. When near Jerusalem of old. 10th S. after 

Trinity. 
19. Within Bethesda’s porches five. arr or 

Hospitals. {J. { 

Sol praeceps rapitur, proxima nox 
adest. eee) This line is given in 
E. Caswall’s Masque of Mary, &c., 1858, p. 
381; and his Hys. & Poems, 1873, p. 237 as 
the opening of a Latin hymn, the tr. of which 
by Caswall (as above) began ;— 

« The sun is sinking fast 
The daylight dies ; 

Let love awake and pay 
Her evening sacrifice.” 

The Rev. L. ©. Biggs, who corresponded 
with the translator on the subject, says in a 
re to the tr. in his Annotated ed. of H. A 
& M.:— 

“ Beery effort has been made to discover the original 
of this hymn, but in vain. It was, the translator 
believes, in the n of one of the former mem- 
bers of the Edg' m Oratory; contained in a small 
book of devorions. It can scazcely have been older 
than the eighteenth century.” 

The search has been continued to our going 
to press; but still in vain. In Biggs’s anno- 
tated H. A. & M. a rendering of Caswall’s tr. 
into Latin by the Rev. C. B. Pearson is sub- 
stituted for the original. The fr.“ The sun 
is sinking fast,” is in extensive use in G. 
Britain and America. (J. J.) 

Soldiers of Christ, arise, And put 
your armour on. C. Wesley. (The whole 
Armour of God, or Confirmation.) Appeared 
in Hys. and Sac. Poems, 1749, in 16 st. of 8 1., 
being No, 28 of “ Hymns for Believers.” (P, 
Works, 1868-72, vol. v. p. 40.) In the Wes. 
H. Bk., 1780, 12 of the 16 stanzas were given 
as three separate hymns thus :— 

1, ** Soldiers of Christ, arise." No, 258. 
2. * But, above all, lay hold.” No. 269. 
3. “ In fellowship alone.” No, 260, 

All of these hymns have into other 
collections in G. Britain and America. The 
most popular arrangement, however, is a cento 
(beginning with the original first line), rang- 
ing from Br to 6 st. of 4.1, which is found 
in numerous modern hymn-books. It is de- 
scended from A. M. Toplady's Ps. & Hymna, 
1776, where No. 16 is composed of 16 st. of 
41, compiled from C. Wesley's 16 st. of 8 1. 
The doxology in H. A. & M., 1861 and 1875, 
in Thring’s Coll., 1882, and others, is not in 
the origmal. Alterations are also sometimes 
made in the text, as in the Leeds H. Bk., 
1853, which considerably weaken the hymn. 
The hymns: (1) “ Followers of Clirist, arise” ; 
(2) “Rise, Christian soldiers, rise”; (3) 
“Soldiers of Christ, lay hold”; and (4) 
“Pray without ceasing, pray,” given in some 
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American collections, are centos from the 
original, with alterations. (J. J) 

Soldiers of the Cross, arise. Bp. W. 
W. How. (Home Missions.] 1st pub. in Mor- 
rell and How’s Ps. & Hys., 1854, in 7 st. of 
41, When included in the 8. P. C. K. Chureh 
Hys., 1871, slight changes were made by Bp. 
How, in the text of st. vi. and vii. This form 
of the hymn is authorized. {J. J.) 

Solemne nos jejunii. [Lent.] Appeared 
in the Paris Brer., 1736, where it is appointed 
for Vespers on Sundays and Ferial days in 
Lent to the Saturday before Passion Sunday 
exclusively. The text is in J. Chandler's Hys 
of the Primitive Church, 1837, No. 61, and 

. Newman's Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 and 
1865. Tr. as i— 

1, The solemn season calls us now. J. Chand- 
ler, in his Hys, of the Prim. Church, 1837, p. 68, 
and again in his Hys. of the Church, 1841, 
ve 38. It isin C, U. in its original form, and 
also as:— 

(1) the solemn season calls. This is in Barry's 
Ps, & Hys., 1862, &. 

(2) Once more solemn season calls, An altered 
version of Chandler's tr, with this opening stanza was 
given in Murray's Hymnal, 1852. ‘This stanza and 
portions of the rest of Murray’s text have been re 
peated in later collections but without uniformity, the 

ncipal variations being :— 
(a) In H. A. & M., and Sarum, by Chandler, Murray, 

and the compilers of H. A. & Af. 
(b) In Mercer, by Chandler, Murray, and Mercer. 

c) In Aennedy, by Chandler, Murray, and Kennedy. 
ad) In Morrell & How, by Chandler, Murra 

pilers of 1. A. & M. 
In addition to these collections there are others of jes 

importance, in which variations are introduced. 
(3) The sacred season now doth call. This appeared 

in the Anglish Hyl., 1852-61. This opening line, bet 
not the rest of the Anglish Hyl. alterations was repeated 
in the 1863 Appendiz to the 8S, P.C.K. Ps. & Hys., 
No. 217. 

not tears alone. This, in Mar- 

y and com- 

(4) O sinner, 
tineau’s Hymns, &c., 1840 and 1873, and in a few Ameri- 
can collections, is composed of st. ii.-v. of Chandler's 
text. 

When these various forms of the text are 
taken into account, Chandler’s ¢tr. is found to 
be in extensive use, 

2, Weeping on God we wait. By W. J. Blew, 
in his Church Hy. and Tune Bk., 1852-55, Lent, 
No. 12, and Rice’s Se/. from the same, 1870. 

3. The solemn time of holy fast. By R. C. 
Singleton, in his Anglican H. Bk., 1868 and 1871. 

Translations not in C. U. :— 
1. And now the season grave and deep. J. Williams. 

1839. 
2. Again the time appointed see. 2. Cam , 1858. 

This owes a little to Chandler, and st. fi, ll. 3, 4, and 
st. iv. il. 3, 4, are by +r. Neale, and were supplied to 
Campbell in ms. is fr. is repeated with slight varis- 
tions in O, Shipley’s Annus Sanctus, 1a84. 
A The solemn fast of Lent is here. J. 2D. Chambers. 

1857. 

It must be noted also that although No. 208 
in the Hymnary begins with the aame lise a 
Chandler's ¢r., yet the hymn as a whole iss 
tr. by the editors of the Hymnary, based u 
Chandler. (J. J. 

Sollt ich meinem Gott nicht singen 
P. Gerhardt. {Thanksgiving.] One of Ger- 
hardt’s finest hymns, setting forth the eternal 
love of God in His creation, redemption, and 
sanctification of us, His kind preservation in 
all our troubles and crosses, even in our for- 
getfulness of Him; ending with a prayer thus 
rendered by Mr. Massie ;— 7 

ee 
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“ Great me 9 eye I pray Thee, Somno refectis gag St. —— 

yma (Monday Morning.) is hymn is ascri Ail the day sod chee Llanes to St. Ambrose by Hincmar in his “De unk And when this brief life 1s o'er, et non trina Deitate,” 857; and is one of the Love and praise Thee evermore.” twelve hymns received as genuine by the At is ineloded in the 5th ed. Berlin, 1653, and | Benedictine editors of St. Ambrose. Daniel, im the Frankfurt ed., 1656, of Criiger's Prazia, | i, No. 18, gives the text, and at iv. p. 36 cites ©. 230; reprinted in Wacke el's ed. of | it as in a Rheinau ms. of the 10th cent. He <Gerhardt's Geistl. Lieder, ‘No. 81, Bachmann’s | rauks it, however, among the hymns of the exd., No. 60, and the Une. L. 8., 1851, No. 722. | 7th or 8th cent.: and Biraghi does not include 
it in his Innié sinceri ¢ Carmi de Sant’ Am- 

Et is in 12 st. of 101, 1. 9, 10 in each at. ex- i 
brogio, 1862. Mone i. p. 372, cites it as a Ms. 

cept xii. being 
: : ** Alles Ding wahrt seine Zeit, of the 8th cent. at Trier. Among the British Gottes Lieb in Ewigkeit.” ee MSS. re Eanes in three 11th cent. orf j : iii. naries of the English Church (Vesp. D. owieermane in Kock viil. 888 relates | Hyms 12; Jul. A. vi, £236; Hark 2961, £ 

221); in an 11th cent. Mozarabic Hymnarium 
(Add. 30,851, f. 176b), an 11th cent. Moza- 
rabic Breviary (Add. 30,848, f. 74), &e. Itis in 
# M8. of the 11th cent. at Corpus Christi College, 
Cambridge (391, page 232); in two sas. of the 
11th cent. at St. Gall, Nos. 387, 413; and in 
the Latin Hys. of the Anglo Saxon Ch. (Surtees 
wseggers ts 1851, is printed from an 11th cent. 
ms. at Durham (B. iii. 32, f. 5). It is included 
in the Roman (Venice, 1478, and the revision 
of 1632), Sarum, York, Aberdeen, Paris of 
1643, and other Breviaries ; the universal use 
being at Matins on Monday. The text is also 
found in the Hymnarium Sarish., 1851, p. 42; 
Kénigafeld ii. p. 30, and Card. Newman’s 
Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 and 1865. (J. M.] 

Translations in C. U, :— 
1, Sleep has refreshed our limbs; we spring 

From off our bed, and rise, By Card. Newman, 
in his Verses on Religious Subjects, 1853, p- 59, 
and again in his Verses on Various I 
1868,.p. 206, It is in O. Shipley’s Annus Sanctus, 
1884. The cento in Martineau’s Hymns, &c., 1873, “ Be Thou the first on every tongue,” is 
composed of st. ii. and iv. 

2. Our limbs refresh'd with slumber sweet. By 
J. A. Johnston, in his English Hyl., 1852. 

3. Our limbs refreshed with slumber now. By 
J. M. Neale, in the H. Noted, 1852, No. 2; the Hymner, 1882, and others, 

Translations not in 0, U. :— 
1. O God, be present and inspire. Primer. 1706. 2. Our limbs refreshed with wholesome sleep. Sp. &. Mant, — ee LE 3. rning bed where lu lies. J. Doubleday’s Hymnarium A Sremnm, Usk. 4. With limbs refreshed needful sleep. Sp. J. 
—— . 1845, ttabe a I » ow are our limbs refreshed with quiet eep. I. Williams, in his Thoughts in past Years, enlarged ed. 

6. Our limbs refresht with healthful rest. W’. J. 
nd. 1848 

7. Our limbs with trangui tored. #. Cas- 
wall, 1849, a I sleep sin 

8. Our wearied limbs with tored. J, D. Chambers, 1852. asec 
%. Our limbs with gratefy) sleep refreshed, J. D, 

Chambers. 1857. 
10, Our limbs are now refreshed with sleep. J. W. 

Hewett. 1859. 
11. Sleep has refreshed our limbs: we spring Out of our beds as menin fear. J. Keble. 1866. Of this ¢r. st. i. ii. are altered from Card. Newman as above. 12. Now that our limbs, refreshed by sleep. J. Wallace. 

[J. J 

the fol lowing :— 
** At one of the Pastoral conferences, which the vene- Table Father of the Faith, Karl Helfferich, of Doffingen in WV Urttemberg, conducted from 1756 to 1785, a great ™aferay Little complaints were made at table about defi- ciemcy of tithes and such like matters. For a while he listemed in patience. At length, while still sitting at table, he suddenly began to sing with cheerful voice the last stanza of this hymn. At this those present felt ashamed of their petty complaints, and henceforth the con wersation‘was of more edifying matters.” 
Et is tr. into English as :— 
1. Shall I not his praise be singing. By Dr. 

Mills im his Horae Germanicae, 1845, p. 141(1856, 
p- L195). It is a poor version, altogether missing 
the characteristic points of the German. His 
St. ii., iv.—vii. beginning “As the eagle fondly 
hovers,”’ were jncluded in the Amer. Luth. Gen. 
Synod’s Coll., 1850-52, No. 85. 

2. Shall I not sing praise to Thee. <A full and 
good fr. by Miss Winkworth.in her Lyra Ger. 
Ist Ser., 1855, p. 200; repeated omitting st. 
iii.—vi., viii., as No. 10 in her C. B. for England, 
1863. Included in fult in Cantate Domino, 
Boston, U. S., 1859; and, abridged, in Kennedy, 
1863; Meth. N. Connex. H. Bk. 1863, and 
Flett’s Coél., Paisley, 1871. 

3. X will sing my Maker's praises. A good tr. 
omitting st. vi, viii. contributed by R. Massie 
to the 1857 ed. of Mercer’s C. P. § H. Bh, 
No. 185 (Ox. ed, 1864, No. 286, omitting ¢rs. ot 
st. ii., iv.), reprinted in his own Lyra Domestica, 
1864. In full in Reid’s Praise Bk., 1872, and 
abridged in the Meth. N. Connex. H. Bk., 1863. 

4. Can I fail my God to praise, A tr. of st. i., 
iii., iv. by F.C. C., as No. 218 in Dr. Pagen- 
stecher’s Coll., 1864. 

5. Should I not, in meek adoring, A tr. of 
st. i.—iii. by M. W. Stryker in his Hys. § Verses, 
1883, p. 38, and Christian Chorals, 1885, No. 36, 

Ones Gan ran my God, from singing,” in Lyra 
Pavidica, 1708, p. 22. (2) “Shan’t I-sing to my Crea- tor,” by J._C. Jacobi, 1732, p. 153. Repeated in the 

ravian HH. Hks., 1754 to 1856; in the 1789 and later 
ae Cisse. No. 179), hn ge will sing to my Crea- 
tor.”” (3) **Sball © not my God be prateingy” by J. 
Kelly, 1867, p- 240. (J. M.) 

Sometimes «6 light surprises. W. 
Pree _ [Joy and Peace in Believing.) Pub. 

4 st. of 8 1., and headed “Joy and Peace in 
Believing-” It is in C. U. in its full and in 

n abbreviated form. There are also two 
patra therefrom in modern collections —(1) 
«In holy contemplation, we sweetly then pur- 

ue,’”? in the American Sabbath H. Bk., 1858, 
snd later editions; and (2) “Thy children, 
Lora. lack nothing,” in Snepp's Songs - G.& 
G., 1870- (J. J.J 

1874, 

Son of God, Eternal Word. Bp. C. 
Wordsworth of Lincoln, [Morning.] _ This, 
together with Bp. Wordaworth’s Evening 
Hymn, “ The day is gently sinking to a close,” 
were printed separately from his Holy Year, 
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and were pasted into unsold copies of the 3rd 
ed, of that work, in 1863. In 1864 they were 
given as the opening hymns of the Holy Year, 
and have since come into somewhat ap 
use in G, Britain and America. (J. J.J 

Son of the carpenter, receive. C. 
Wesley. [To be Sung at Work.) Pub, in Hys. 
and Poems, 1739, in 5 st. of 4 1., and entitled 
“To be sung at work.” (P. Works, 1868-72, 
vol, i. p. 172.) Two centos from this hymn, 
and both beginning with st. ii., “Servant of 
all, to toil a man,” are in ¥ U, Ree - 
composed of st. ii-iv. appeared in the Wes. H. 
Bk., 1780, No. 313, Nar 8 second, st. ii.—iv. 
and i. in the New Cony., 1859. (J. J.J 

Sonent Regi nato nova cantica. 
Christmas.) This is fonnd in a Ms. in the 

lleian (Bodl. 775, f. 1294), written circa 
1000; in a Winchester ms. of the 11th cent. 
at Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, No. 
473; in a Sarum Missal, circa 1370, in the 
Bodleian (Barlow 5, f. 186); in the St. An- 
drete’s, Angers of 1489, Sens of 1529, and other 
Missals. In the Sarum use it wus the se- 
quence in the Mass at Daybreak (“ in aurora”) 
on Christmas Day. The printed text is also 
in Neale’s Sequentiae, 1852, i 9, Daniel v. 
p. 175, and Kehrein, No, 17, The tra. are ;— 

1. 0 come, new anthems let us sing. By E. H. 
Plumptre, made for and pub, in the Hymnary, 1872. 

2. Now to the new-born King. By J. W. Hewett, 

new- new praises ». B 
C. B. Pearson, in the Para inves in rath Ki , 

Songs of praisethe angels sang [sing]. 
J. Montgomery. [Universal Praise.) Pub. in 
Cotterill’s Sel., 1819, No. 168, in 6 st. of 4 1, 
and headed “(iod worthy of all Praise.” 
It was repeated in Montgomery’s Christian 
Psalmist, 1825, No. 562; and in his Original 
Hymna, 1853, No. 90. The heading in 1825 
and 1858 was changed to “Glory to God in 
the highest.” The opening line is sometimes 
changed to * Songs of praise the angels sing.” 
The use of this hymn is extensive. [J. J.) 

Songs of thankfulness and praise. 
Bp. C. Wordeworth, of Lincoln. (Epiphany.) 
Ist pub. in his Holy Year, 1862, No, 23, in 
5 st. of 8 1., with the heading :-— 

“ Sixth Sunday after the Epiphany.—Recapitulation 
of the Subjects presented In the Services of former 
weeks throughout the season of Epiphany; and Antici- 
pation of the future great and glorious mt pr at 
which Christ will appear again, to judge the World.” 

In Bp. Wordsworth’s revised and enlarged 
edition of the Holy Year, 1863, st. v., lL. 2, was 
cebanged from * Mirror’d in ‘Thy holy word,” 
to “Present in Thy holy word ;” and the head- 
ing expanded to the following :— 

“Sixth Sunday after the Epiphany.—A Recapitula- 
tion of the successive Epipbanies or Manifestations of 
Christ, which have been already presented in the Ser- 
vices of the former weeks throughout the season of 
Epiphany; and which are preparatory to that future 
great and glorious Epiphany, at which Christ will be 
manifested to all, when He will appear again to judge 
the World. See Cullect, Apistle, and Gospel for this 
week," 

This hymn is one of the most popular of 
Bp. Wordsworth's hymns, and is in extensive 
use in most English-speaking countries. 

(J. J.] 
Sons of God, triumphant rise. C. 

Wesley. [Spiritual Erultation ; or, Holy Com- 

SOON SHALL THIS EARTHLY 

munion.) Pub. in Hya. and Sac. Poems, 1739, 
Pt. ii., in 8 st. of 4 1., and headed, “ Hymn after 
the Sacrament.” (P. Works, 1868-72, vol. i. 
p. 170.) This hymn is known in three forms 
in addition to the original ;— 

1. The first was given to it by A. M. Toplady, in bis 
Ps. & Hys., 1776, No. 295, where it is ae of a. 

‘{.-iv. of the original, and st. fi., fff., of C. Wesley's 
“Lord and God of heavenly powers" (q.¥.)- In this 
form it is a hymn of Praise. 

2. The second is in Mercer, 1855-1864 (Oxford ed, 
No. 187). This is from Toplady’s cento; st. 1. being 
from * Sons of God, triumphant rise”; and_ st. iL, tlt. 
from “ Lord and God of heavenly powers."’ The refrain 
“ Hallelujah" is added to each line, and it is appointed 
for Easter. 

3. Inthe Altar Hymnal, 1884, No. 171, st. i.—ili., vii, 
vili., are given for Holy Communion. [ 

Sons of men, Sar from far. ¢. 
Wesley. iphany. ub. in Hys. and Sac. 
Pose A marie of 4 1, and entitled, 
“Hymn forthe Epiphany.” (P. Works, 1868-72, 
vol. ip. 184.) In M. Madan’s Ps. & Hymns, 
1760, it was given as No. 23, and was thus 
brought into use in the Church of England. It 
is seldom given in modern hymn books in its 
full form; and slight alterations are nearly 
always found in the text. It is in extensive 
use in most English-speaking countries, Not- 
withstanding this popularity it was excluded 
from the Wes. H. Bk. of 1780 and 1875. In 
the Cooke and Denton Hymnal, 1853, st. iv., 
y., vi, of this hymn, rewritten, together with 
an opening stanza and a doxology from another 
sourre, were given as, * Lo, the Gentiles bend 
the knee.” This cento was repeated in the 
Salisbury H. Bk., 1857, and other collections. 
Sometimes it reads, “Lo, the Gentiles hend 
the knee.” (J. J.J 

Sons we are through God’s election- 
Cees) This hymn was given in the Gospel 

agazine, April, 1777, in 8 st. of 6 1., based 
on the words, “*The godly consideration of 
Predestination and Election in Christ, is full 
of swect. pleasant, and unspeakable comfort 
to godly persons.’ — Chureh of England, 
Article XVIL[;” and signel *S. P. RR.” In 
J. Dobcll’s New Sel., 1806, it was repeated, 
with slight ulterations, and the omission of 
st. iii., and given as by “R -” From the 
New Sel, it has passed into other hymn-books 
in the same form. In the 8. mas., the Rev. s, 
Adams (sce p. 699, ii., “ Jesus is our great sal- 
vation”) says he believes this hymn to be his 
father's (see Adams, J., p. 15, ii.), but gives no 
i as he has done with others of his father's 
ymns. The hymn certainly reads like one of 

Adams's compositions; but his authorship is 
open to doubt. His usual signature in tbe 
Gospel Magazine was * J. A.” (J. J.] 

Soon shall this earthly frame, dis- 
solv’d. [The Resurrection.) This para- 
vhrase of 2 Cor. v. 1-11 first appeared in the 
raft of the Scottish Translations and Para- 
hrasea, in 1745, and was repeated in the 
raft of 1751. In the authorized issue of the 

Tre. and Paraphs. of 1781, No. 51, several 
alterations were introduced into the text by 
W. Cumeron. (See p. 200, ii.) Of this para- 
plirase, sts. v.-vii., are from 1. Watts’s ** There 
is & house net made with hands” (ys. & 8. 
Songs, 1709, iii.-v.), somewhat altered. Pog- 
sibly some of the remaining stanzas may have 
been suggested by other hymns by Watts on 

- 
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Kindred subjects, as, for example, Bk. i. No. 
100 ; and Bk. ii, No. 61, in the Hys. & 8. 
Songs, 1709; but the similarity between these 

y™m0s8 and this paraphrase is very a 

Sophie Elisabethe of Sachse-Zeitz. 
{(Schiitz, J. J. ii.) 

Sophronius.. (Greek Hymnody, § Vt] 
Souls in heathen darkness lying. 

Cecil FF. Alexander, née Humphreys. (Mis- 
vad sagt d This hymn is known in four forms, 
each by Mrs. Pte and beginning with 
the same first line, as fullows:— 

1. In E. Hawkins’s Verses in Commemoration of the 
=atee Jubilee of the 8, P. G., 1851-52, p. 55, in 9 st. of 
6 i. 

2. In the 8S. P.C.K. Ays. for Pub, Worship, 1952, 
No. 184, in 4 st. of 6 1, of Which st. i.-iil. are from 
No. 1 and st. iv. is new. This om in which it 
is usually given in modern hymn- . Pian 

This is 3. Im Mrs. Alexander's Legend of the Golden 
and Other Poems, 1859, p. 167, in 4 st. of 61. 
pon of the Verses, &c., 1851-52, with the omission of 

- iv. 

‘ 's Children's H. Bk., 1851, 
*o, on v ag nes Baer ay “ ii, vi, vifl., from The 
Legend af the Golden Prayers, &., a8 above. [J J.) 

Souls of men, why will ye scatter P 
F. W. Faber. (Invitation: The Divine Call.} 
This is »iven at p. 362, i. 21, as from his Hymna, 
1862. Lt really appeared in his Oratory Hys., 
1854, in 8 st. of 41, with the heading * Come 
to Jesus.’’ It is found in its full form in some 
collections; and the following centos there- 
from are ulso in C. U. :—(1) * There's a wide- 
ness in God’s merey;” and @) “Was there 
ever kindest Shepherd?” These are in 
several collections. [J. J.J 

Southey, Caroline Ann, née Bowles, 
daughter of Charles Bowles, of Buckland, 
North Lymington, was b. in 1786; married, 
in 1839, to Robert Southey, the get a 
d. in 1854. Her publications include Solitary 
Hours, 1826; The Birth-day, a Poem, 1836; 
and some prose works. Her Poetical Works 
were pub. in 187; and her correspondence 
with Southey in 1882. A few pieces from 
her works are in C. U. as hymns :— 

eep, but not rebellious tears. Fur the Aged. 
gan ge ” Solitary Hours, 1826; and, again, in her 
‘Poetical Works, 1867, p. 245, in 5 st. of 61. It is given, 
in full, in the Bap. /’s. & Hys., 1858, To the line, “ The 
faithful few perfect there (st. v., L 5), the fol- 

lowing note is appended In the /oetical Works :—** The 
cette * few ” is used here in no presumptuously exclusive 
bebe of the Author's, but are as being the scrip- 
taral brase, * Many are called, but few are chosen.’ 
ture: ‘word having been altered, lately, in two religious 
publications, where er poem was ooo a to 

is thought r to annex this note,” 
the Author, it ¥ oak, Aso wl . Fur Sailors. Given 2. Launc 

it Hours, 1926, p, 22, in 5 st, of 8 L., and 

So her Seltphe Mariner's Hymn ;" also in her Poetical 

nor a ob wile Waidner Wak ign of a e worlds on 
PoNidridge. [Adoption] This ie No. 78 
in the D. mss, in 5 st. of 4 1, is headed, = ion argu rom a filial temper, on 
oe , 6,” and is dated “June 17, 1739." 

It was repeated, without alteration, in Job 

Orton’s posthumous edition of Doddridye’s Hymna, &e., 1755, No. 281, but with the title 
hanged to A filial Temper the Work of the 
a irit. and a proof of Adoption. Galat. iv. 6.” 
mJ D. Homphreys’s ed. of the same, 1839, 
No 807, the 1755 heading is repeated, but the 
text is changed ip st. 1v, L 3, from “Thou 
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‘kmow’st, I Abba, Father, cry,” to “ And thus, 
I Abba, Father, cry.” It is in C. U. in its 
original form, and us, “ My Father God! how 
sweet the sound” (st. ii.). (J. J.J 
Sovereign of all, Whose will ordains. 

C. Wesley. {In Time of National Trouble.) 
This is from the tract of Hymns for Times of 
Trouble and Persecution, st ed., 1744, No. 10, 
in 9 st. of 4 1, and headed, “A Prayer for His 
Majesty King George, ‘ Fear God and honour 
the King.’” (P. Works, 1868-72, vol. iv. p. 21.) 
Jackson, in his Memoir of C. Wesley (ed. 1848, 
«ahead says that the dread of invasion by 

nee on bebalf of the Pretender, and the 
fear that Popery would be re-established, 
drove the people to many excesses, not the 
least marked of which was a common crusade 
against the Wesleys and tleir followers on 
the alleged ground (amongst other things, 
that they were secretly furthering the Preten- 
der's views, and were receiving money for 
their labours. It was under these circum- 
stances that the Hys. for Times of Trouble and 
Persecution were written and published, the 
finest being “Saviour of all, Whose will or- 
dains.” and “ Lord, Thou hast bid Thy people 
ray,” the latter being entitled “ For the 
‘ing and the Royal Family.” The former of 

these oe was given in the Ist ed. of the 
Wes. H. Bk, 1780, No. 458, and the latter in 
the 1830 Supp. thereto, an abbreviated form as 
No. 755. : (J. J.J 

Sow in the morn thy seed. J. Mont- 
gomery. a Under the date of June 
16, 1832, Montgomery, in a letter to his friend 
George Bennett, gives the history of this 
hymn in the following words :— 

* In the month of February last, on our return from 
Bath, as my friend Mr. Rowland Hodgson and myself 
were travelling between Gloucester and Tewkesbury, I 
observed from my side of the carriage, « field which 
been recently ploughed, and tly harrowed, for 
the surface lay not in furrows; upon it were several 
women and girls in rows, one behind another, laterally, 
as thongh they were engaged in Bernas lines, but did 
not keep pace with each other in their work. What the 
work was I could not guess; it was evidently not weed. 
ing, for the ground was perfectly clear and turned 
up. It seemed to be planting, all stooping down and 
appearing to put something into the earth, but they were 
too far off for me to distinguish what. I therefore de- 
scribed the scene and their mode of action to my friend, 
who, being blind, could not help out the imperfection of 
my eyes by the aid of bis. He immediately replied, «I 
dare say it is dibiling, a mode of husbandry by which 
two-thirds of the grain necessary in the ordinary way of 
sowing an acre is saved: holes are picked in lines along 
the field, and iuto each of these two or three ns are 
dropped.” ‘TI bave often heard of drilling or dibbling, 
but I never saw it before,’ | exclaimed ; ‘and I must 
if this be the latter, dibbling is quite in character wi 
everything else in an age of political economy. * * * * 
But for my part, give me broadcast sowing, scattering 
the seed on the right hand and on the left, in liberal 
handfuls; this dibbling is very unpoetical and unpic- 
tureaque; there is neither grace of motion nor attitude 
in it.’ * * * * I fell immediately into a musing fit, and 
moralised most magnificently apon all kinds of hus- 
bandry (though I knew little or nothing of amr but so 
much the better, perhaps, for my pu ) making out 
that each was excellent in its way, and best in {ts place, 
** * * By degrees my thoughts subsided ito verse, 
and I found them running lines, like furrows, along the 
field of my Imagination: and in the course of the two 
next stages they had already assumed the form of the 
following stanzas, which I wrote as soon as we reached 
Bromsgrove. This is the whole history and mystery 
of which | fear you have heard so romantic an account, 
‘Sow in the morn thy seed."" Memoirs, by Holland, 
vol, v. p. M4. 

The hymn written under these cireum- 
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stances, in February 1832, was a for the 
use of the Sheffield Sunday School Union, at 
their Whitsuntide gathering of the same year. 
It isin 7 st. of 4 1. It was pub. in Mont- 
gomery’s Poet's Portfolio, 1835, p. 248, and 
headed, “ The Field of the World,” and again, 
with the same heading, in hie Original Hys., 
1853, p. 258. It is given iu many modern 
hymn-books. J.J. 

Sowers went throughout the land, 
Emily E. 8S, Elliott. Harvest.) 1st pub. in 
the Church Missionary Juvenile Instructor, 
1872, p. 124, in 4 st. of 8 L, and then in her 
Chimes of Consecration, 1873, p. 146. It was 
included, as No. 362, in the Church 8. 8S. H. 
Bk., 1879, a8 a hymn for teachers as workers 
in the spiritual barvest. (J. M.] 

Spake the glorious Lord in heaven. 
Archlishop E. W. Benson. [Ps. ez.) Written 
for and first pub. in the Wellington Coll. H. 
Bk., 1860, and repeated in Kennedy, 1863, 
and others. Oy. J.J 

Spangenberg, August Gottlieb, s. of 
Georg Spangenberg, Lutheran r at 
Klettenberg near Nordhausen, was b. at Klet- 
tenberyg, July 15, 1704. He entered the Uni- 
versity of Jena in 1722, as a student of law, 
but soon abandoned law for the study of 
theology. He lived in the house of Professor 
Buddeus, uated M.A. in 1726, and for 
some time lectured there. In Sept. 1732 he 
went to Halle as adjunct of the Theological 
faculty and superintendent of the Orphana 
schools. Here he associated himself with the 
Separatists, aud by an edict from Berlin was 
deprived of his offices, and, on April 8, 1733, 
was expelled from Halle. He at once pro- 
ceeied to Herrnbut, and was received into 
the Moravian Community, with which he had 
become acquainted as early as 1727. In 1735 
he accompanied the Moravian colony which 
settled in Georgia, snd served also in Pennsyl- 
vania and in the Island of St. Thomas. He 
returned to Germany in 1739, and was for 
some time at Marienborn in Hesse. In Sept. 
1741 he was present at an important Moravian 
Conference in London, and was there ap- 
pointed a member of the Unity’s Direction, 
and also director of their financial atfuirs. 
While in England he founded, in 1742, the 
first English Moravian settlement, at Smith 
House in Yorkshire. He was tien, on June 
15, 1744, consecrated at Herrenhaag as 
Moravian Bishop for North America, and 
from that time till 1762 was for the most part 
in America, working principally in Pennsyl- 
vania, and among the Indiuns, and paying 
two visits to Europe. In 1762 he becanre the 
senior member of the Unity’s Direction as suc- 
cessor to Zinzendorf, and thereafter resided 
for the most part either at Herrnhut or at 
Barby. The last years of his life were spent 
at Berthelsdorf near Herrnhut, where he 
resigned his offices in Sept, 1791, and d. Sept. 
18,1792. (Koch, v. 337; G. F. Otto's Lexicon 
Oberlausizischer Schriftsteller, iii. 306; Her- 
zog’s Real- Encyklopadie, xiv., 460, &c.) 

Spangenberg was an earnest and able man, was much 
beloved and respected, and was entrusted by the 
Brethren with many important missions, being e.g. the 
a agent in the newotiations between the Muravians 
and the British Government (see p. 767, i.). He did 
goed service both in consolidating the Moravian organiza- 
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tion and by untiring labours in America. His Aut 
biography «@ red iu 1784, He also wrote a life of 
Zinzendorf, in 8 vols., pub, at Barby 1772-75. His 
other chief work is his Idea fide fratrum, &e., Barby, 
1779 (English tr, as An Exposition of Christian le- 
trine, as taught in the Protestant Church of the Cnited 
Brethren, &c., London, 1744), which is accepted as a 
authorised exposition of the Moravian theology. He 
only wrote a few hymns, which are of fervent bu 
rational piety, but do not entitle him to high rank ass 
hymnwriter. They were mostly written before 11. 
Ten of them are incladed in the Arider G. B. of 111s, 

Of these ten hymns the following may be 
noted here :— 

i, Der Kiénig rubt, und schauet doch, Christian 
Work. 1st pub. as No. 1004 in Appz., i., 1737,t0 
the Herrnhut G. B., 1735, and is in 8 st. of LOL 
Repeated in the Hrider G. B., 1778, No, 1385, 
and in the /fist, Nachricht thereto, marked as 
“On Zinzendorf, May 26, 1734,” i.e, as written 
for Zinzendorf’s birthday. Included in Knapp’s 
Ev. L. &, 1865, No. 1126. Tr. as :— 

High on His everlasting Throne. This is a 
spirited but free tr. by J. Wesley, in Hys. & Sa. 
Poems, 1742 (P. Works, 1868-72, ii. p. 61), in 
13 st. of 81. St. i-vi. are from st. i.-iii. of the 
German; vii. from iv, ; viii. from v. 3 ix., x, from 
vi.; and xi.—xiii. from vii, viii, This tr. was in 
cluded in full in the Moravian #7. Bé., 1742, No. 
37, and repeated abridged in later eds. (1886, 
No. 888, in 9 st.). Centos under the original 
first line are given in Montgomery's Christian 
Psalmist, 1825, the Amer. Meth. Epis. Hymas, 
1849, &c, Wesley's st. xi.-xiii., altered and 
beginning, “ What shall we offer our good Lord,” 
were facteded in the Wes. HM. Bh, 1780, No. 
479 (1875, No. 492), and repeated in the Mets. 
N. Conn. H. Bh., 1863, and others. 

ii. Die Kirche Christi ist hin und her. Unity of 
the Christian Church. Included as No, 2210 in 
the 2nd Suppl, circa 1746, after the 12 Ap- 
pendices to the Herrvhut G. B., 1735; and is it 
12 st. of 51. In the Briider G. B., 1778, No. 
959, st. ii., v.-vii., xii, are omitted, and it is 
altered to “ Die Kirche Christi, die er geweiht.” 
In the Hist. Nachricht to the 1778 it is 
marked as composed in North America in 1745 
{at a Union Synod at Lancaster, Pennsylvania}. 
The text of 1778 is in the Berlin G, /. S., ed. 
1863, No. 1362. In the Wiirttemberg (. B., 
1842, st. i.-iii. are as i.-iii. in 1778; iv., v. are 
based on v., vi. in 1778; while st. vi. is not 
even suggested by Spangenberg. St. vi. reads :— 

“O Geist des Herrn, derdas Leben schafft, 
Walt in der Kirche mit deiner Kraft, . 
Dass die Gotteskinder Geboren werden 
Gleich wie der Morgenthau schon auf Erden 

Zu Christi Preis.” 

The hymn has been tr. as :— 
The Church of Christ that He hath hallow'd 

here. ‘This is a good tr. of st. i.—iii, of the 1778, 
and of the st. printed above, by Miss Winkworth, 
in her Lyra Ger, 2nd Ser., 1858, p. 58; re- 
peated in Ps, § Hys., Bedford, 1859, No, 169. 

iii, Heilige Einfalt, Gnadenwunder. Christian 
Simplicity. This is an excellent picture of his 
ewn Christian character. It was Ist pub. as 
No. 1589 in Appx. x,, circa 1741, to the Herrnhut 
G. B., 1735, and is in 19 st. of 4 1. In the 

| Brader G. B., 1778, No, 835, reduced to 11 st. 
(st. iv. is by Zinzendorf), and this form is in 
Bunsen's Versuch, 1833, No. 823 (ed. 1881, No. 
441), and in some recent German collections, 
e.g. the Pfalz G. B., 1860, According to Bunsen, 
IsJJ, p. 904, it was written as a birthday hymna 
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for his sister. The date which Bunsen gives for 
Ly iti } . . 

ivan. Ont ae is probably a misprint for 

_ 1. When simplicity we cherish, ‘This is given 
Qo 14 St. as No. 387 in pt. ii, 1746, of the 

corawean H. Bk. In the 1789 and later eds. 
(1849, No. 605) it is redaced to 6 st., and is 
entirely rewritten, save the opening line, [See 
Various. | (J. M.] 
Spee, Friedrich von, s. of Peter § 

(of the family of Spee, of Langenfeid), judge 
at Kaiserswiortli, was b. at Kaisersworth, Feb. 
25, 1 591. He was educated in the Jesuit 
Eymmuasium at Cologne, entered the order of 
the Jesuits there on Sept. 22, 1610, and was 
ordained priest about 1621. From 1613 to 
1624 hie was one of the tutors in the Jesuit 
colleove at Cologne, aud was then sent to 
Paderborn to assist in the Counter Reforma- 
tion. Im 1627 he was summoned by the 
Bishop of Wiirzburg to act as confessor to 
persons accused of witchcraft, and, within two 
years, hac to accompany to the stake some 
200 persons, of all ranks and ages, in whose 
innocence he himself firmly believed (His 
Cautto criméinalis, seu de processilus contra 
sagas liber, Rinteln, 1631, was the means of 
almost putting a stop to such cruelties). He 
was then sent to further the Counter Refor- 
mation at Peine near Hildesheim, but on 
April 29, 1629, he was nearly murdered by 
some persons from Hildesheim. In 1631 he be- 
came professor of Moral Theology at Cologne. 
The last years of his life were spent at Trier, 
where, after the city had been stormed by the 
Spanish troops on May 6, 1635, he contracted 
a fever from some of the hospital patients to 
whom he was ministering, and d, there Aug. 7, 
1635. (CdKXoch, iv. 185; Goedeke’s Grundriss, 
vol. iii., 1887, p. 193, &e.) : 

Spee was the first important writer of sacred poetry 
that had appeared in the German Roman Catholic 
Chureh since the Reformation. Among his contem- 
poraries he was noteworthy for the beauty of his style, 
and his mastery of rhythm and metre. He seems to 
have corme independently to much the same conclu- 
sions regarding measure avd accent, and the reform of 
German prosody as did Opitz (see p. 871, ii), He was 
however of a much deeper and purer nature than Opitz; 
and far surpasses him in originality, in imagination. and 
in poetic im-=piration. His poems are characterised by 
a very keen love for the works of God in the natural 
world, and a = in all the sights and sounds of the 
country, © vecially in spring and summer; and at the 
sume time by 4 deep and fervent love to God, to Christ, 
and to his fellow-men. On the other hand his man- 

nerisms are very pronounced; the pastoral imagery and 
dialogue which he is fond of using jar upon modern 

ears when used on such serious subjects as the Agony 
in Gethsemane. In the hymus to Jesus he is too sub- 
lective and sentimental, and works out the idea of 

Christ as the Bridegroom of the soul with unn 
Fiis poems are often full of beauty, of pathos, 

nda of genuine religious warmth, but they cannot be 

considered as suitable for public worship, and hardly 

any really came inte use except as processjonals sung by 

the pe? te at the great festivals or at out-door gather- 
ings. mumber into the Homan Catholic hymn- 

eics of the 17th cent., and one or two still sarvive. 
Deoenthy Knapp, in his £r. ZL, S., 1450 and 1865, has in- 

Inded @ few. Spee’s influence on the hymnody of the 
Ch arch was not so much direct as through the lepeles 

his work yr? 1004, ii.). His earlier poems 
e included in his (1) Trutz Nacktigal, oder Geistlichs- 

roetisch Lust-W n, ee., Cologne, 1649. (Brit. Mas., 
Berlin Library, &c. The ms, of this work, completed 

1634, is in the Town Library of Trier) This is 
Ls *@ most important book ; reached a Sth ed, in 1683, 
Fd has been several times reprinted in this century, 
an . by Clemens Brentano (with selections from 
s. 2), at rlin, 1817; by Wilhelm Smets, at Coesfeld, 
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1845 (2nd ed., Bonn, 1849); by Karl Simrock, at Heil- 
bronn, 1876; by Gustav Balke, at Leipzig, 1877, Ke. 
A few of the hymns bad appeared in the Seraphisch 
Lustgart, Cologne, 1635; the Geistlicher Psalter, 
Cologne, 1638, and other Jesuit books. (2) Giildenes 
Tugend-Buch, &c., Cologne, 1649 Spare Library). 
This is a prose work on the Christian Graces of Faith, 
Hope, and Love, and has a few bymus interspersed. 

The hymns by Spee which have pessed into 
English appear to be only two, viz. -— 

i. Bei stiller Nacht, zur ersten Wacht., Passiontide. 
In the Trutz Nachtigal, 164%, p. 225, in 15 st. of 41, 
entitled **A mournful song on the agony of Christ on 
the Mount of Olives in the Garden.” Previously in the 
Seraphisch Lustgart, Cologne, 1635, p. 160, in 17 #t., 
beginning, ‘* Bei finster Nacht," and this text is fol- 
lowed in H. Bone’s (Canfate, 1847, No 83, where it 
begins “ Bei finster Nacht, vom Garten her,” and is re- 
duced to § st. The form which has passed into English 
is that in the Trier G. #. (R.C.), 1846, p. 56, in 13 st, 
entirely rewritten, badly anything save the first two 
lines being the same as in 1649. The ¢r, in C. U. is:— 

thin a Garden's bound, In full from the text of 
1846, by Miss Cox for Lyra Mystica, 1864, p. 119, and 
in her Hys. from the German, 1864, p. 45. Her trs, of 
st. i, ii, x.-xiii, are included in J. L, Porter's Coll., 
1876. 

ii, Der triibe Winter ist vorbei. Summer. In his 
Trutz Nachtigal, 1649, p. 35, in 12 st. of 10 1., entitled 
“Love Song of the Bride of Jesus in the beginning of 
sumrertime.’’ It is a beautiful im rather than a 
hymn. Included in Knapp’s £e, L. S., 1850 and 1865, 
her the teat of W. Smets. 7'r. as :— 

The gloomy winter now is o'er. By Miss Winkworth, 
1869, p. 242. (J. M.} 

Spener, Philipp Jakob, p.p., s. of 
Johann Philipp Spener, keeper of the archives 
of Count vou Rappoltstein, at Rappoltsweiler, 
near Colmar, in Alsace, was b. at Rappolts- 
weiler, Jun. 13 (25), 1635. He matriculated 
at the University of Strassburg, in 1651, and 

uated M.A. in 1658. From 1654 to 1656 
e had the oversight of the studies of two sons 

of the Pfalzgraf Christian 1. In 1659 he went 
to Basel, and then spent a year at Geneva. 
He left Geneva in 1661, and accompanied the 
oung Count von Rappoltstein to Wiirttem- 
rg, staying principally at Stultgart and 

Tibingen. During 1662 he gave some Uni- 
versity lectures at Tiibingen. He was then 
appointed, in 1663, as general preacher at 
Strassburg (p.p. from the University in 1664), 
and gave also University lectures there; 
preaching his farewell sermon in the Cathe- 
dral on July 3, 1666. He then became chief 
raced of the Franciscan church (Barfiisser- 
irche, now St. Paul’s), and Senior of the 

Lutheran clergy at Frankfurt am Main. Here, 
in Aug. 1670, he began to hold the Collegia 
pietatis or prayer meetings which are aria 
as the beginnings of Pietism., During this 
period he pub. his famous Pia desideria.* In 
1686 he was called to become senior comt 
preacher at Dresden, then regarded as the 
most important post in the German Lutheran 
church. Here, however, he found much in the 
court life which needed reformation ; and final- 
ly, on the general Fast day, Feb. 23, 1689, he 
addressed to the Elector Johann Georg 1., a 
respectful, but perfectly definite, remonstrance 
regarling his drinking habits. From this time 
forth the Elector planned his removal, and with 
his knowledge and consent Spener at last re- 

* First appeared, 1675, in his ed. of Arndt’s Postilla. 
First separate ed. in German, dated Frankfurt, 1676, 
with a dedication of t. 8, 1675, ia in the /rit, Mus. 

Latin ed. pub. 1678. In this work he set forth what 
he considered to be the great desiderata in the Lutheran 
church of his time. 
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ceived from the Elector Friedrich Wilhelm mt., 
of Brandenburg, an invitation to become Probst 
of the St. Nicholas church, Consistorialrath, 
and Inspector of Schools and Churches at 
Berlin. He preached his first sermon in Ber- 
lin on June 21, 1691, and his last on July 1, 
1704. In the last mouths of his life he was 
unable to undertake any duty. He d. at 
Lerlin, Feb. 5, 1705 (Koch, iv., 201, y., 663; 
Goedeke’s Grundriss, vol. iii., 1887, p. 204; 
Herzog’s Real-Encyllopadie, xiv., 500, &v.). 

Spener was a man of high personal character, and of 
unquestionable sincerity. By means of his official posi- 
tions, of his intercourse with men of light and leading 
all over Germany, and through the extensive correspon- 
dence on spiritual matters by which he became the con- 
feasor of hundreds of all ranks and classes of the German | 

ple, he greatly moulded the religious life of bis times, 
Sie came inte fame and influence as the leader of a great 
religious movement. During his latter years at Berlin he 
had the pleasure of seeing the Universi.y of Halle founded 
(formally opened in 1694), and of tinding bis triends and 
pupils, ike A. H, Francke (see p. 388, ii.) and P. Anton, 
appointed professors, and propagating hts teachings there, 
and bringing on the triump of the Pietistic movement. 

To Hymnology § f did not make Important contri- 
butions. Though be wrote a great deal of verse, hardly 
any of it could be called poetry. His hymns derive 
their interest from the fact of their autborship rather 
than from their intrin-ic value. In them we find the 
characteristic points of view of the Pietistic school, 
and they give the keynote to ope of the later Pietistic 
bymns. They are ouly nine in all, and ared in the 
rankfurt ed., 1674, of Crilger’s Praxis (see p, 272, i. 

Copy in the Hamburg Library), in the Frommer Christen 
erfreuliche Himmels Lust (copy in the GUttingen Library, 
without date or publisher's name, Aoch dates it 1676), 
and as his (eistreiche Gesdnge, at Halle, 1710. Six of 
them were included in Freylinghausen’s G. B., 1704 and 
1714. 

Those of Spener’s hymns which have passed 
into English are :— 

i. Nun ist auferstanden. aster. 1st pub. 1674, as 
above, No. 264, in 10 st. of 10 L., marked as wp, J. 
8.D." In the Berlin G. L. S. ed., 1863, No. 313. The 
fr. is from the text of the WOrttemberg G. #., 1842, No. 
169, which begius, * Aus des Todesbanden.” The tr. is 
“Lo! death's bonds are riven.” In the Aritish Herald, 
July 1866, p. 296, signed “* W. T. H.” Repeated in Reid's 
Praise Bk., 1872. 

ii, So ists an dem dass ich mit Freuden. For the 
Ist pub, 1674, as above, No. Dying. His finest hymn. ; 

755, in 6 st. of 8 1, marked, “*P.J.S.D." In Bunsen’s 
Versuch, 1833, No, 901 (Allg, G, B., 1846, No, +09), Tr. 
as‘ Then now at last the hour is come." By Miss Wink- 
worth, 1458, p. 218. 

iii, Sollich denn mich tiiglich krinken. Resignation. 
Ist pub. 1674, as above, No. 527, in 12 st. of 8 1., marked 
Pp. J. Spener DD.” In Knapp's #r. L. S., 1837 and 1465, 
Tr. as ** Shall I o'er the future fret.” By Miss Wink- 
worth, 1569, p. 270. {J. M.] 

Spengler, Lazarus, was the 9th of the 
21 children of Georg Spengler and Agnes his 
wife, and was b., March 13, 1479, at Niirnberg, 
where his father was clerk of the Imperial 
court of Justice (Landgerichtschreiber). He 
entered the University of Leipzig in 1494; 
but on the death of his father on Dee. 27, 1496, 
he returned to Niirnberg, obtained a position 
in the town clerk’s office, in 1507 beeame him- 
self town clerk (Raths Syndikus), and in 1516 
also Rathsherr, When Luther was passing 
through Niirnberg, in 1518, on his way to 
Augsburg, Spengler made his acquaintance. 
He warmly espoused the Reformation doctrines, 
pub. in 1519 his Schutzred in Luther's favour, 
and himself became one of the leaders in the 
Reformation work at Niirnberg. He was one 
of those condemned by name in the Bull of 
Excommunication launched by P 
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his friends. Dr. Eck sent the Bull to the 
Town Council of Nirnberg, and urged them 
to proceed against Spengler, but they ignored 
it, and then sent him as one of their represen- 
tatives to the Diet of Worms, in April 1521 
In 1525 rr went to Wittenberg to con- 
sult with Luther and Melanebthon as to turn- 
ing the Benedictine Aegidienstift (Schotten- 
kloster) into an Evangelical Gymnasium, and 
this was opened as such by Melanchthon on 
May 23, 1526. Spengler was also the prime 
mover to the Visitation of 1528, and upheld 
strict Lutheranism in the negotiutions at the 
Diet of Augsburg in 1530. Hed. at Niirnberg, 
Sept. 7. 1534 (Koch, i., 308; Will's Nérnberg- 
isches Gelehrten- Lexikon, iii., p. 731; Herzog’s 
Keal-Encyklopadie, xiv.. 516) 
Spengler was a trusty friend and valued counsellor 

of Luther and the principal Reformers of Germany. 
He also interested himself ig the improvement of the 
church services, and in 1532 was able to have anauthorised 
Liturgy (Xirchenordnung) printed. He wrote a consider- 
able quantity of verse, sacred and secular ; but only two 
hymns are ascribed to him. The one is an | erent 
version of Ps. cxzrii., beginuing * Vergebens ist all 
a hey host.” The other is — 

rch Adams Fall ist verderbt. Full and Re- 
demption, ist pub. in the Geystliche Gesangk Buck 
teyn, Wittenberg, 1524, and thence in Wackernagel, iti. 
p. 44, in 9st.of 101, Alsoin the Ume. L. S, 1651, No 
409. During the Reformation period it attained a wide 
poset as a didactic and confessiowal hymn of the 
Vangelical faith. It is one of the most characteristic 

hymns of the time, conceived in the spirit of deep and 
earnest plety, eminently Scriptural, avd setting forth 
the Reformation teachings in concise and antithetical 
form, but is however too much like a system of theology 
inrhyme. The frs. are :—1.** By Adam's fall was © 
forlorne.” By . Coverdale, 1539, reprinted in his Re- 
mains, 1846, 56. 2. “When Adam fell our total 
Frame.” By J.C. Jacobi in his Psalmodia Ge: manica, 
pt. fi, 1726, p. 17. In his ed. 1732, p- 86, it begins 
“When Adam fell, the Frame entire ;*’ and this form 
was repeated in the Moravian H. Bk., 1754, pt. i., No. 
304, and later eds, (1849, No.18). (3) ** Our nature fell 
in Adam's fall.” is a paraphrase, in 5 st. of L.™., 
by Dr. M. Loy, in the Ohio Luth. Hyl., 1880, No, 247. 

[J. Mj 
Spenser, Edmund (b. 1552: d. 1599), 

has a right to his place in this work ex- 
trinsically and intrinsically. Extrinsically his 
odes, entitled by himself Fowre Hymnes, give 
us a connecting link with Claneer; and in- 
trinsically they are of “the brave translunary 
things” that ought long since to have intro 
duced much iu them to the Churel:’s Hymo- 
vlogy. Spenser in the outset acknowl dged 
Chaucer for his“ dere maister;"’ and through- 
out there are echoes and re-echoes of him. 
Specifically in relation to the Foure Hymns. 
the Compleynt of Pite must have be n carried 
by the youthful Spenser to Hurstwood and 
the Pendle district, or was found in one or 
other of the contemporary cultured Spenser 
households there The Compleynt is of ** Love,” 
as is Spenser's first of the immortal four “in 
honour of Love.” Like Chaucer's, the metre 
of the new //ymnes is rlhyme-royal : and the 
meditative reader of the elder and later poets 
will catch notes and images common to Doth, 
e.g., in the “Hymne to utie ” (1, 257) we 
find — 

** Doe seeme like twinckling starres in frostie night.” 

So in the “ Prologue ” (1. 269) :— 
* His eyghen twinkled in his hede aright 

As don the sterres in the frostie night.” 
ope Leo the | Nor is it mere verbal resemblances that we Tenth, on June 15, 1520, against Luther and | come upon. The thought and emotion flow 
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in the same cha nnels, It were casy to multiply 
Sie fs Of the truth of Spenser's own grateful 
acknow leGpement in Colin Clout :-— 

“ "The Shepheari’s bo 2 y (best knowen by that name That after ‘Tityrus first sung his lay,” , 

i Imitation of, or as disciple of Chaucer, as 
he use the phrase of a painter “after Ruphael.” 
Mtrinsically the Foure Hymnes have the 
additional interest of having been (in “ 'T'wo 
Hymnes of Love and cf Beautie” at least) 
among thie enrliest of the “ newe poet's” verse- 
attempts, though delayed in publication until 
1596. here is a brilliancy, a charm, an ex- 
quisifeness of phrasing, « delicacy and dainti- 
ness of wording, und a pervading melodious- 
ness in therm that should simply have rendered 
anythingg of their kind meagre between Chau- 
cers Cormpleynt of Piteand them. His“ Rosa- 
lind” was their inspiring motif; but his * high 
mood ” lifted him to Incarnate Love and Pity 
and Beauty. All the more noticeable is it, 
therefore, tliat in tie epistle-dedicatory of the 
Foure Hymmnes to the“ Ladie Margaret, Coun- 
tesse of CCcumnberlani, and the Ladie Marie, 
Countesse of Warwicke,” the poet distinctly as- 
sigan the two of Love and Beauty to “the 
greener tirmes”’ of his “youth.” 5 i tu 
the Hymmnes themselves, the student-reader 
will be rewarded if he consult Professor F, 
T. Palgrave’s inestimable Exsuy (Grosart’s 
Spenser, vol. iv., pp. xevii.-c.) ou the * Minor 
Poems of Spenser.’ I cau only cull two bits 
on the two greatest of the ymnes. Of 
* Love” ;— ‘ 

“The love painted here is at once so idralized and so 
gen-ral the human and the —— aspect of passion 
so faintly presemt—that we feel as though this were 
rome splendid) procession unwinding itself before us tn 
progress to the Ca ftol, rather than a hymn sung in the 
jymeost shrine of Eros, What we Wear is far le-s the 

- of Love, than Love set to lovely music: a stream 
music OF oe Demuty, in which the chivalry of tue Middle of 
yf Jevds audibly with the wythology of the Renais- 

sance."" 

Then of ** Heavenly Love :”— 

«* Nowhere, I think, has Spenser written, in his larger 

pieces at least, with more uniformly equable dignity, 

“iinited with more serene melody, than here; and great 

js the gain in reasonableness and charm to the celestial 

vision and the pictures from the Gospel story which he 

resents, from the absence of that Platonic colouring 

pai far as Platonism it is — “hich tinges the earlier 

«~ompanion Ode. Spenser, in fact, now writes from the 

fulness of bis faith; and the poem has hence a reality 

which the most skilful art alone, in the most skilful 

hands, ler the artist strive as he will, must ever fal) to 

SS [A. B. G} 
Speratus, Paulus, p.p., was b. in Swabia, 

BS hningt 4 1484. Ina poem, written circa 1516, 
aby Dr. J. Eck, he calls himself Elephangiua, 

oe of Ellwangen; and in his correspondence, i.e. ed at Kanigsberg, he often styles him- 
P if «*a Rutilis” or “von Rétlen.” These RE 1a seem to indicate that he was b. at 

i ceaeie of Rothlen, near Ellwangen. This 
longed to the Probst of the eeclesi- 

property, corporation at Ellwangen, and Sper- 
iam father was probably their bailiff or agent. 
rtus t mily 1ame seems to have been Hoffer or 
The epi to have heen in later years, follow- 
Offer, jractice common in the 16th cent., Latin- 
ing OP himself into Speratus, He is probably 
ized 24 wl Offer de Ellwangen,” who m itri- 
the se a x . * . * 

t tle University of Freibury (Baden) 
enlaces a4 He ie also said to have studied at 
in- ' 
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Puria, and at some of the Italian universities. 
In 1518 we tind him settled as a preacher at 
Dinkelsbiihl, in Bavaria, In the end of that 
year he was invited to become preacher in the 
cathedral at Wiirzburg. He went to Wiirz- 
burg in Feb. 1519, but his preaching was much 
too evangelical for the new bishop, and he hed 
to leave, apparently in the beginning of 1520. 
Proceeding to Salzburg he preached for some 
time in the cathedral, until the archbishop 
there also would not tulerate his pronounced 
opinions. He left Salzburg in the autumn of 
1520, and went to Vienna, where he appears to 
have graduuted p.p. at the University. He was 
ainete married (probably as early as 1519), 
and was one of the first priests who had dared 

| to tuke this step. After a violent sermon 
| against marriage, delivered by a monk in St. 
pieced churel, at Vienna, the governor of 
Lower Austria (Count Leonhard von Zech) 
asked Speratus to make a reply. With the 
consent of the bishop he dul se, and preached, 
on Jan. 12, 1522, a sermon in the cathedral 
(St. Stephen’s), founded on the Epistle for the 
Ist S. alter the Epiphany, in which he ex- 
pressed his opinions very freely regarding the 
monastic life and enforced celibacy, and also 
clearly set forth the doctrine of Justification 
by Faith. This sermon (pub, at Kénigsberg 
in 1524) made a great impression, and was 
condemned by the Theological Faculty at 
Vienna, who also prevented Speratus from 
accepting an invitation to become preacher at 
Ofen, near Vienna. On his way from Vienna to 
the north he stayed «ut Iglau in Moravia, where 
the abbot of the Dominican monastery ap- 
alco him as preacher. Here the people 
vecame greatly enamoured of him and of the 
Reformation doctrines, and stood firmly by him, 
notwithstanding the remonstrances aud threats 
of the king, and of the bishop of Olmiitz. In 
the summer of 1523 king Ludwig came to 

Without even the form of a trial he put him. 
in prison, but after three months he release 

queen (Maria of Hungary, see p. 710, i.), and 
of his cousin, the Margiave Albrecht of Bran- 
denburg, but on the condition of his leaving 

Iglau aud Moravia. In the end of 1523 
| Speratus came to Wittenberg, where he worked 
with Luther, and assisted him in the prepara- 
tion of the first Lutheran hymn hook (the Atlich 
criatlich lider. Sve p. 708, 4. It contained 4 
German hymns by Luther, 4 by Speratus, and 
1 avonymous German hymn). Luther then 
recommended him to the Margrave Albrecht, 

Land about May 1524 the Marg,ave appointed 
| him as court preacher at Kénigsberg. Here he 
| had also charge of the Altstadt church till 
Graumann came ‘into residence, in Oct, 1525 
(see p. 451, i.). He seem» to have had the princi- 

| pal share in drawing up the Liturgy and Canons 
(Kirchenordaung or “ Book of Church Order”) 

_ for the Prussian church, which was presented t» 
the Diet in December 1525, and printed in 
1526. On Mareli 31, 1526, he was chosen as the 
clerical commissioner to visit the parishes of 
Prussin and see that the new arrangements 
were carried out; and in the end of 1529 he 
was appointed Lutheran bishop of Pomesania, 
with his residence at Marienwerder. Here he 
remained till his death on Aug. 12, 155). 

BZ 

SS 

Olmiitz and summoued Speratus to him. - 

him, probably through the influence of his. 
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(Paulus Speratus 
Cosack, Brunswick, 1861; Koch, i, 345; Her- 

zog’s Real-Encyklopadie, xiv., 518; Blatter 

fiir Hymnologie, 1886, p. 186; Altpreussische 

Monataschrift, 1887, p. 504, &c.) 

Speratus was the author of various works, but was 

lest known as the Reformer of Prussia. Feeling that for 

the working of ortinary parishes It was necessary to have 

pastors who had been brought up in Prussia, and could 

preach, if need be, in Polish or Lettish, be gladly wel- 

comed the foundation at Kénigsberg (1544) of the first 

Prussian usiversity. Among other imporiant events 

affecting his administration may be men wed the Visi- 

tations of 1828, of 1538, and especially that which lasted 

from Dee. 15, 1542, to the middle of February 1543; the 

Synods of 1529 (the § ical Constitutions were pub, 

in 1530), of 1530, and of 1531; the new Kirchenordnung 

of 1544; aed the welcome he extended, in 1544, to the 

exiled Bohemia» Brethren who settled in Prussia. 

As a hymn writer Speratus is principally 

known by the three hymns pub. in the Htlich 

ervstlich lider, 1524. He also pub. (no place 
or date but Koénigsberg, 1527), in_ 1527, a ver- 

sion of Ps. xxvii., beginning, “ Erzurn dich 

nicht, sei nicht neidisch;"” and a Hymn of 

Thanksgiving, to be used after the sermon, 

beginning, “Gelobet sei Gott, unser Gott.” 

These five are all that can be rade 8 

ascribed to him. The two collections which 

Cosack attributes to him do not bear ony 

indication of his authorship ; and Wackernagel, 

i, pp. xix., 386, 387, 388; iii, pp. 618-643, 

denies that they are his, and thinks that they 

are, much more probably, by Casper Lohner 

or Liner, who in 1524 became Lutheran pastor 

at Hof, in Bavaria; and in 1542, at Nord- 

lingen, in Bavaria, The Low German hymn- 

books which he was for some time supposed 

to have edited (1525 and 1526), were really 

edited by Joachim Sliiter, the Rostock Re- 

former. 
evang. 

mentioned above two have passed into 
lish, viz. :— 

i. Es ist das Heil uns kommen her. Lai and 

Gospel. This, his most famous hymn, is founded 

on Rom. iii. 28. It was probably written in the 

autumn of 1523, either during his imprisonment 

at Olmiitz, or else during his stay at Wittenberg. 

Included as one of the 8 hymns in the Etlich 

eristlich lider, 1524, dated 1523, and entitled, 

“A hymn of Law and Faith, powerfully fur- 

nished with God's Word. Doctor Paul Speratus.” 

In some eds, it has two pages of references to 

texts of Holy Scripture printed with it (Wit- 

tenberg, 1524), and signed “ Paulus Speratus.” 

it was repeated in the Erfurt Enchiridion, 1524, 

and thence in Wac , iii, p. 31, in 14 st. of 

71. Inthe Unv. L. S, 1851, No. 411, 

Lauxmann, in Koch, vili. 236, calls it ‘the true con- 

{ «sional hymn of the Reformation, or, as Albert Knapp 

puts it, ‘the poetical counterpart of Luther's preface to 

the Epistle to the Romays."” He relates — oe ances 

of the effects it produced. It is a Scriptural ballad, ret- 

ting forth, in what was, for the time, excellent verse,t be 

characteristic teachings of the Germa. Reformers; and 

is indeed of considerable bistorical im nee. But for 

present day use it is too long, somewhat harsh in style, 

and too much a compend of doctrinal theology. 

The only version we have found in English 
C. U. is— : 

To us salvation now is come. In full by Dr. 
H. Mills, in his Jorae Germanicae, 1845, p. 44 

(1856, p. 60). His trs, of st.1., ti, ¥., xiii., were 

repeated, with alterations, in the Amer. Luth. 

ng- 

| 
} 

(See Dr. J. Bachmann's Gesch. des 

bara “at At in Mecklenburg, Ros- 

tock, 1881, Bi , &e.) Of the five hymns 

SPIRIT OF GOD, THAT MOVED 

Leben und Lieder. By C.J. , Gen. Synod’s Coll., 1850, No, 842, and the Ohic 
Luth. Hyl., 1880. 

Other tra. are :— 
(1) * Now is our health come from above.” 

Coverdal-, 1539 (Remains, 1846, p. 552). (2) “Ou 
whole Salvation duth depend.” By J. ©. Jacobi, 17% 
p. 23 (1732, p. 101). Repeated in the Moravian H. Bi, 
1754 (1849, No. 19). (3) °* Now comes salvation from 
above.” By Yr. G. Walker, 1860, p. 7. (4) “Salve 
“a come down to us.” By Miss Winkworth, 169 

Pp. 
ii, In Gott gelaub ich, dass er hat aus nicht. [iy 

Apostles’ Creed, This is a free version, in 9st. 
of 19 1. Ist pub. in the Etlich cristlich lider, 
1524. Repeated in the Erfurt Enchiridion, 1524: 

and thence in Wackernagel, iii. p. 33. It wa 

included in V. Babst’s G. B., 1545, and many 

others, but on account of its length and its un- 

usual metre it has not found a place in recest 

hymnals, It is tr. as “In God I trust, for so | 

must.” By Bp. Coverdale, 1539. ( Remains, 

1846, p. 547.) (J. M} 

Spirit Divine, attend our prayer. 4. 

Reed, UN fo pruer a This Fog appeared, 
unsigned, in 7 st. of 41., in the Evangelical 

= oop for June 1829, with the heading, 
“Hymn to the Spirit. Sung on the late Day 
appointed for solemn Prayer and Humiliation 
in the Eastern District of the Metropolis” 
From the April number of the same magazine 
we find that the “ Day a sacha for Solemn 
Vrayer,” &c., was the riday of tliat year, 
and that it was “cordially recommended ... 

“asa day of humiliation and prayer, with 4 
view to promote, by the divine blessing, a r- 
vival of religion in the British churches,” by the 
Board of Con tional Ministers, resident 
in and about London, whose recommendation 

is dated “Tuesday, Feb. 10, 1829.” The 

hymn was republished in Dr. Reed's Hym 
Book, 1842 ; and again. in the Wy-liffe Chapel 
—_— 1872. It is the most wilely known 
of Dr. Reed's hymns, and is in extensive nse. 
It is one of his best productions. {J. J.) 

Spirit, leave thine house of clay. J. 
Mo: . [Death and Burial.) This, io 
its original form, is a poem in 14 st. of 41 It 
was printed in Montgomery’s Iris newspaper, 
July 14, 1803, and repeated in his Wanderer 
of Switzerland, and other Poems, in 1806, and 
again in his P. Works in 1828 and 1841. It 
origin is explained in its title, which reads:— 

“Verses to the Memory of the late J Browne. 
of Lothersdale, one of the le called Quakers, Whe 
suffered a long Confinement in the Castle of York, an’ 
Loss of all his worldly Property, for Conscience Sake.” 

To udapt the ea for congregutional u« 
at. i.-iv., xiii, and xiv., were slightly altered. 
wnd given in Collyer’s Coll., 1812. This form 
was repoa in J. Conder’s . A. Bk. 
1836; the Leeds H. Bk., 1853, and others, # 
“Spirit, leave thy house of clay.” (J. 3.) 

Spirit of God, that moved of old 
Cecil F. Alexander, née ry IE [ Whit- 
suntide.| Appeared in the S. P.C. K. Hym, 
1852, No. 70, in 4 «t. of 4.1. In Mra. Aler 
ander’s Hys. Descriptive and Devotional, 185% 
No. 15, it was republished in 5 st. of 4 1., the 
new stanza, the third, being ** Unseal the wel! 
within our hearts.” The 1852 text is the 
usually given in modern hymn-books. In Dr 
Martineau’s H . &e., 1873, No. 95 is 9 
altered form of st. ii-iv. of the 1852 text, au! 
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begins, ** IYhou Power and Peace! in Whom | 
we fina.” (J. 3.) 
Spirit of holiness, look down. W.H. | 

Batharst. (Divine Grace desired.] 1st pub. 
in his 2’s. & Hys., 1831, No. 59, in 5 st. of 41, | and headed ‘For healing an strengthening onl 
Grace.””) The hymn, “Lord, let Thy saving | 
mercy heel,” in the American Church Praise | 
Bk. N. Y., 1882, is a cento from this hymn 
(st. ili, ii., iv.). (J. J.) | 

i 
} 

Spirit of life, Thine influence shed. 
W. H. Bathurst. (Whitsuntide.) 1st pub. in 
his Ps. d& Hys., 1*31, No. 56, in 5 st. of 4 L, 
and headed, “Spiritual Strength and Wisdom 
desired.”" In modern hymnals st. v. is usually 
omitted, us in the New 41859. [J.J] 

Spirit of mercy, truth, and love. 
[Whitsuntide.) The earliest date to which 
this hyman has been traced is 1774, when it 
appeared in the Collection published for use 
in the Foundling Hospital, London, where it 
is given as follows :— 

** Spirit of mercy, truth, and love! 
Shed Thy sweet influence from above, 
And still from age to age convey 
The wonders of this sacred day. 

“In ev'ry clime, by ev'ry tongue, 
Be God's amazing glory sung ; 
Through all the list'ning earth be taught 
The acts our ris'n Redeemer wrought. 

** Unfailing Comfort! Heav'nly Guide! 
Still o’er Thy favour'd church preside ; 
Still may mankind Thy blessings prove, 
Spirit of mercy, truth, and love.” 

From the Foundling Collection it into 
those of Cotterill, Bickersteth, Elliott, Hall, 
and other compilers, beth old and new, 
Several, who copied from R. W. Kyle's Collec- 
tion, 1846, have uttribute! it to him. It was 
in print, however, before Kyle was born. 
Some of the slight chunges in the text found 
in modern hymnals are from Cotterill’s Sed., 
1819. In the Anglican H. Bk., 1868, it is 
altered to “ Blest Source of mercy, truth, and 
love.”’ (J. J.) 

Spirit of Truth! on this Thy day. 
Bp. R. Heber. (Whitsuntide.) Appeared in 
his posthumous Hymns, &c., 1827, p. 82, in 6 
st. ot 41. It is in several modern hymn-books 
in G. Britain and America, and usually in 
an abbreviated form. For the date 1812, 
sometimes assigned to it, we have no evidence. 

JJ 
Spirit of Truth, Thy grace impart. 

[ Whitsuntide.) This cento was given in the 33 Appendiéz to the 8. P. C.K. Ps. & Hys., 

No. 236, as follows :— ¥ 
** Spirit of Truth, Thy grace im . 

5 PTo guide our doubtful way “ili 
Thy beams shall scatter every cloud, 

md make a glorious day. 

This is an altered form of st. v. of J. Need- 

ham’s “Thy influence, mighty God, impart,” 
from his Hy7em, &c., 1768, p. 163. 

g. * Light in Thy light, 0 may we see, 
Thy grace and mercy B tic 

Revived and cheered and blest by Thee 
Spirit of peace and love.” 

Thie is IL 5-8 of C. Wesley's “Eternal 
Sun of Righteousness,” from his Short Hys., 

&c., 1762, No. 201. 
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3. * "Tis Thine to soothe the sorrowing mind, 
With guilt and fear oppress'd ; 

"Tis Thine to bid the dying live, 
And give the weary rest.” 

This is an altered form of st. ii. of J. Hart’s 
j * Bless'd Spirit of truth, eternal God,” from 
his Hys., &e., 1759, No. 5, slightly varied 

T. Cotterill’s Sel., 1810, No. 66, “ Eternal 
Spirit, Source of Truth.” 

4. “ Subddue the power of every sin, 
Whate’er that sin may be, 

That we, in singleness of heart, 
* May worship only Thee.” 

Also from T. Cotterill's Sel., 1810, No. 66, 
ubove. 
In Thring's Coll., 1882, this text is repeated, 

together with a doxology from Tate & Brady 
with |. 2 borrowed from C. Wesley. (J. J.J 

Spitta, Carl Johann Philipp, p.p., 
was b. Aug. 1, 1801, at Hannover, where his 
father, Lebrecht Wilhelm Gottfried Spitta,* 

as 

‘was then living, as bookkveper and teacher 
of the French language. In his eleventh 
year Spitta fell into a severe illness, which 
lasted for four years, and so threw him back 
that his mother (the father d. in 1805) 
abandoned the idea of a professional career, 
ond apprenticed him to a watchmaker. ‘This 
oceupition did not prove at all congenial to 
him, but be would not confess his dislike, and 
his family were ignorant of it till an old 
friend, who was trying to comfort him after 
the death of a younger brother, discovered 
his true feelings. The younger brother hid 
been preparing for ordination, and so Carl 
was now invited by the family to = this 
carver. He joyfully uccepted the offer, left 
the workshop in the autumn of 1818, and 
succeeded, by dint of hard study during the 
winter, in gaining admission to the highest 
e'ass in the Gymnasium (! yeeum) at Han- 
nover, Which he entered at Easter, 1819. He 
was thus able, at Easter, 1821, to proceed to 
the University of Gottingen, where he com- 
pleted his theological course, under profes- 
sors of pronounced Rationalistic opinions, at 
Easter, 1824 (p.p. from Géttingen, 1855). 
He then became, in the beginning of May. a 
tutor in the family of Judge (Oberamtmenn) 
Jochmuz, at Liine, near Liineburg. Here he 
remained till his ordination on Dee. 10, 1828, 
ns assistant pastor at Sulwalde, near Hoyu. 
In Nov., 1830, he became assistant chaplain 
to the garrison and to the prison at Hameln 
on the Weser, and would have succeeded as 
permanent chaplain there, in the beginning 
of 1837, had not the military authorities, 
alarmed by reports which described him as 
a Pietist and a Mystic, refused to sanction the 
arrangement. As a compensation. he was 
appointed pastor at Wechol|, near Hoya, in 
Cot., 1837, and married just befoe settling 
there. On his birthday, Aug. 1, 1847, he was 
instituted as Lutheran superintendent at Wit- 
tingen; in Oct., 1853, at Peine; and in July, 
1859, at Burgdorf—all his appointments 
having been in the kingdom of Hannover. 
A few weeks after removing to Burgdorf he 

* A native of Brunswick, and descended from a 
Huguenot family named de I'Hopital, who had settled in 
Brunswick after the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes. 
The French name was exchanged for the German 
equivalent, Le. Spital or Spittel, and this was modified 
into Spitta. 

3Z2 
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was seized with gastric fever, but had ap- 
parently recovered, when, on Sept. 28, 1859, 
while sitting ut his writing table, he was 
seized with cramp of the heart, and died io a 
quarter of an hour, (Karl Johann Philipp 
Spitta, Ein Lehenstild von Dr. Theol. K. AK. 
Miinkel, Leipzig, 181; Koch. vii, 282; Her- 
202'8 Real-Eneyklopédie, xiv., 539, &e.) 

spitta had begun to write in verse when be was 
eight years old, — with his brother Heinrich (see 
No. xliv. below), during his university course be 
continued to write songs and secular poems, and pub, 
a collection of songs anonymously as a Sangbiich- 
lein der Liebe fiir Handwerksleule. At Gittingen 
he formed a life-long friendship with Adolf Peters, 
afterwards professor in the St. Afra Gynmasium (Filr- 
stenschule) at Meissen, in Saxuny. He was also on 
intemate terms with Hetnrich Heine, who was a fellow 
member with them of the Burschenschaft, or student's 
patriotic union (see K, Goedeke’s Grundriss, vol. iil., 
Ik), p. 259); and this friendship continued till Heine, 
while visiting him at Lfine, so jested at things sacred, 
even in the presence of Spitta’s pupils, that thelr friend- 
ship came toanend. After the spiritual change, which 
began about the end of his university course, Spitta 
ceased to write secular pieces. His hymn-writing 
proper seems to have begun in 1824, In writing to a 
tiend on May 5, 1#26, be says, ‘In the manner in 
which I formerly sang I sing no more. To the Lord L 
consecrate my life and my love, and likewise my song. 
His lowe is the one great theme of all my songs; to 
praise and exalt it worthily is the desire of the Christian 
singer. He gave to me song and melody; I give it back 
to Him.” The most fruitful period of his hymn-writing 
was at Line, where many of bis most — hymns 
were composed in the quiet evenings, in his own room, 
often after fasting, an! when, sitting at the plano or at 
his harp, be had tuned his spirit to song. Many others 
were inspired by the beautiful scenery of the valley of 
the Weser, and by the intercourse with friends duri 
his residence at Hameln. In his later years bis ecclesi- 
astical duties absorbed his attention, and bardly any of 
bis hymns were written after 1847. A number of them 
were first printed in the Christliche Monatsschrift zur 
\diuslichen Erbauung fiir alle Stinde, which appeared 
from Jan. to June, 1426, and was edited by Spitta and 
by Pastor Deichmann, of Lilneburg. Seminarlebrer W. 
Bode of Lilneturg has recently found a copy of the 
Christliche Monatsschrift in the Town Library at Lilne- 
borg. This contains ten hymns, viz.: 1. “ Wir leiden 
Angst wir leiden Noth.” 2. * Ja, er hat dich stets 
geliebet.” 3. * Wie selig ist ein Herz das Jesum 
funden.” 4. ** Wirirrten wie zerstreut und ohne Leiter,” 
5. ** Wort des Lebens, lautre Quelle.” 6, * Es halt die 
Hand jetzt fest am Pflug.” 7. ‘ Selig, wer ins Reich der 
tinade.”” 4.  Hinzu, O Christ, zur offnen Quelle.” 9. * In 
der Angst der Welt will ich nicht klagen.” 10. “0 
Jesu meine Wonne, Die alle Noth.” Of these Nos. 1,2 
appeared in January; No. 3 in March; Nos. 5, 6 in 
April; Nos. 7, 4,9 in May; and No. 10 in June. They 
are probably all by Spitta (p, 838, ii.), but only Nos, 
5, 9, 10 are included in the Psalter und Harfe. No. 10 
being given as ‘*O Jesu meine Sonne,” 

be first separate collection was the resultof a selection 
and arrangement made by himself and Adolf Veters, and 
appeared at Pirna, in 1433, with the title, Psaller und 
Harfe. Rine Sammlung christlicier Lieder zur hdus- 
lichen Eroauung. This contained 61 hymns. In the 2nd 
pub. ed., at Leipzig in 1834, five were added, viz.:—({1) 
* Der Mensch hat bange Stunden.” (2) * Ein lieblich Loans 
ist uns gefallen.” (3)°* O dass mein Leben deine Rechte.” 
(4) “Was macht ibr, dass ibr weinet.” (6) * Wobl 
ons, der Vater bat uns lieb."" This work attained an 
unexampled popularity, and, year after year, editions 
followed (all reprints of the 2nd ed.), the 55th ed. being 
aoe at Bremen in 1489. The success of this first series 
ed Spitta to pub, a second series, consisting of 40 hymns, 
and entitled: /‘salter und Harfe, Zweite Sawmlung, 
&e., Leipz, 1843. This reached a 2nd ed. at Leipzig in 
1843, and a 42nd at Bremen in iss?. After Spitta’s 
death, bis widow banded over to Professor Peters (see 
alwve) a considerable number of pieces from her hus- 
hand's unpublished papers. to which Peters added others 
in bis own possession, and pub. them as Spittas Nach- 
yvlassene qeistliche Lieder, &c, at Leipzig, 1861. One 
of these pieces, hardly to be called a liymn. dates from 
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limited (Sth ed., Bremen, — and hardly any of tie 
hymns it contains have passed into the Church tras 
books in Germany, or even into collections of Gews 
sacred poetry, It is by his Pralier und Horie la 
Spitta is known and loved. 

Various causes doubtless contributed to the populany 
of Spitta’s /salter und Harfe. The bytne thetein a 
as a rule, of moderate length, are clear apd simpe = 
style, refined in diction, sweet, flowing and mebh« 
Their quiet beauty, their tone of earnest, sincer 0 
childlike piety, o: glowing devotion to the Savioer 
of calm resting on, what tu Spitta were, the eer. 
verities, endeared them to all ranks and classe. The: 
form a faithful mirror of bis inner life and Chriqw 
experience. They at once met and ministered to the» 
vival of Evangelical religion in Germany, and the < 
joye! somewhat of the same good fori une and popelany 
which the renewed churcbly life in England beougit » 
Keble’s Christian Year. As the title adopted shoe: 
Spitta meant them for family aud private use, and 
this they are best fitted, being, for the most part... 
tive and individnal. They aye 6 however, pas 
into the German hymnbooks for church use, lect a 
home and abroad, and translations of them are foo » 
almost all recent English and American collectoe 
An excellent version of both parts has been made | 
Mr. Richard Massie, and pub. as Lyra [omestics, 
ser,, London, 1860; 2nd ser., London, 1864, A glanyu 
the lists below will show their larity with tran 
lators. If (as already said at p. . di.) Albert Krug 
ranks higher than Spitta, both as a poet and as wrx 
of hymns for church use, yet Spitta at least cangbi Ue 
po alar ear as Knapp never did, and i much mr 
ually re ted in the English and American byma 
Another element of Spitta’s popularity in Germay 

has been contributed by the very numerous mudal 
settings which have appeared to his hymns. Adora, *.. 
246, gives a list of the more important of the collect 
editions, but, besides these, many of the separate perce 
have been set to music by various composer. (+ 
*“ Angel of Patience’ (see p, 355, i.) being one of th 
prontest favourites (see also Dr. J. K. Schaner’s trescticts 

biblischkirchlichen Dicht - und Tonkunst, 1%. 
p. 149). 

A number of Spitta’s hymns are annotat- 
under their original first lines (see Inde: « 
Authors and Translators). Of the rest we ti) 
note here the following :— 
I. From his Psalter und Harfe. 1st Sen 

Pirna, 1833, and the 2ud ed. Leipzig, 1s 
2ud Series, Leipzig, 1843. 

i, Allen ist ein Heil beschieden, Commu 
of Saints, 1st pub, at Pirna, 1833, as abere. 
p- 27, in 5st. of 7 1., entitled “ Unity in spirit” 
Repeated in Knapp’s Ee. ZL. 8.1650. Tr. ass 

Brethren, called by one vocation. [iy ht. Mew 
in his Lyra Domestic 1, 1860, p. 87. Thence, 18 
full, in Snepp’s Songs of G. and G., 1872, No.7+. 

Another tr, is :—* Salvation is a boon.” By Mer 
Fry, 1859, p. 75. 

ii. Es wird mein Herz mit Freuden wach. °° 
day Morning. 1st pub. at Leipzig, 1843, p. ¢- 
in 7 st. of 4 1, entitled * Sunday Morning.” | 
the German hymn-books, e.g. in Knapp’s Ev. /- 
S., 1850, it generally begins with st. ii.“ Heat 
halt der Herr ein offenes Haus.” Tr. as:— 

My heart wakes with a joyful lay. This ' ° 
good and full tr, by Mrs. Findlater, in /. 1. /. 
4th Ser. 1862, p. 82 (1884, p. 243). Repeated. 
abridged and beginning “ Awake! ali hearts © 
joyful say,” in G.S, Jellicoe’s (ofl, 1807, No. * 

Other trs. are: (1) “My heart awakes with del! 
glee.” By Miss Manington, 1863, p. 143. (2) * Awa 
my heart, this day of rest.” By A. Maseie, 1864, [) * 
(3) © My heart is bright with joy." By Lady 
1873, p. 25. . 

iii. Gottes Stadt steht festgegriindet.  (iris‘»!* 
Church. 1st pub, at Leipzig, 1843, p. 97, 8” 

1422, the rest of the 112 were written in the years of | st. of 12 1., entitled “The City of God,” av 
Npitta’s early manhood (from 1825 on), a fact which | founded on Ps. Ixxxvii. In Knapp’s Ev. L. 8.18 
rather suggests that neither Peters in 1839, nor S)itta 
himself in 1443, ranked them among his happiest efforts. 
The circulation of this work bas been comparatively 

I and 1865, the Hannover G. B., 1885. Tr. = 

By the holy hills surrounded. Ju full, by © 
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Massie, in his Lyra Domestica, 1864, p- 82, 
repeate<l in the Wes. I. Bk., 1875, No. 505, 

iv. EXochgesegnet seid ihr Boten. Foreign Missions. Ist pnb, at Pirna, 1833, ax nbove, 
bP 24. im 6 st. of 8 1, entitled “ The Missionaries 
te the Heathen.” Repeated in Knapp’s Ev. L. S. 1857 and Is60, Tr. as :— 

Blest mre ye, ye chosen bearers, [11 full, by R. Massie, in his Lyra Domesticu, 1860, p. 95, 
repeated in L. Rebtuess's Church at Seu, 186%, 
bP. 104, and the Bk. of Common Praise, 1863, 

Other trs. are: (1) “Ye me ; Him Comrminetuned rth By Mise Pry. | an ut 2) **O blessed are ye teegeen, . sent forth.” B ps Durand, 1873, on oii J 
v. Ich glaube, darum rede ich. Fiith. 1st pub. at Pirna, 1533, as above, p. 56, in 5 st. of BL, entitled ** I believe.” 7. as:— 

_  beliewe, and so have spoken. By R. Massie, 
in his Lyra Domestica, 1860, p- 55. Repeated, omitting st. iii, in Adams's Church Pastorals, Boston, U.S., 1864, No. 552, 

vi. Ich hire deine Stimme. /’s. criti. 1st pub, 
at Pirna, 1833, as above, p. 44, in 7 st. of 8 1, entitled ‘* The Lord is my Shepherd.” In 
Knapp’s £e. 1. S., 1837 and 1865. Tr. as:— 

1. I hear my Shepherd calling. This is a good 
and full ¢r. by R. Massie, in his Lyra Domestica, 1860, p. 44. His st. i. ii, iv. are repeated in 
Flett’s Codl., Paisley, 1871, No. 223. 

2. Jesu, my Lord, my Shepherd. This is a very 
good tr., omitting st. vi., in the Catholic Apos- 
tolic Hys. for the Use of the Churches, ¥.v. 
[ises), marked as tr. by “M. E. A, 1867.” 

Other trs. are: (1) “Shepherd of souls, Thy voice I hear, As stage.’’ y Dr. R. Maguire, 1472, p. 166, (2) **L know Thy voice, my Shepherd.” By Lady Durand, 
1S73, p. LL. 

vii. Ich und mein Haus, wir sind bereit. Fumily 
‘se. A fine hymn, founded on Joshua xxiv., 
1D Ist pub. at Pirna, 1833, as above, p. 110, 
in 6 st. of 10 L., entitled “1 and my house will 
serve the Lord.” Repeated in the Wiirttemberg 
G. &., 1842, the Hamnover G, B., 1883, and 
other German collections. 7. as :— 

I and my house are ready, Lord. In full, by R. 
Massie, in his Zyr« Domestica, 1860, p. 103, and 
thence in //ys. of the Ages, Boston, U.S., 1865, 
p. 107; and, abridged, in the Bk. of Common 
Praise, 1863, No. 223. 

viii. Im Osten flammt empor der gol'dne Morgen. 
Moraing. 1st pub, at Pirna, 1833, as above, 
» Yl, in 7 st. of 61, entitled “At Morning.” In Knapp’s Ze. L. 8. 1880, Tr. as:— 

1. Return, return! Poor long-lost wanderer, 
home. This is a free tr. by Miss Borthwick in 
H. L. £., 2nd Ser., 1855, p. 25 (1884, p. 94), 
Included, omitting st. iii, and altered, in Aen- 
nedy, 1863, and thence in the /brog Hyl., 1871, 

2. Turn, poor wanderer, ere the sentence. In 
full, by R. Massie, in his Lyra Domesticu, 134, 
p. 69, repeated, omitting st. ii., v. in the Meth. 
N. Conn. H. Bk, 1863. 

5] 

Other tre. are: (1) “Turn, turn, no more delay - 
ing.” By the Hon. S. RK, Maxwell, in his Sae, Poems, 
Is57, p. 104. (2) “ Return, return, thou lost one.” By 
lady Durand, 1873, p. 59. (3) “ Return again! return 
again.” By J. Kelly, in his Hys. of the Present Cen- 
tury, 1555, p, 60, 

x. Meine Stund’ ist noch nicht kommen. Crvss 
and Cunsolation, 1st pub. at Pirna, 1835, as 
above, p. 37, in 7 st. of 6 1., entitled “ The Lori’s 
Hour.” In Knapp’s #v. L. S. 1850. Tr. as :— 

Jesus’ hour is not yet come. This is a free ‘r., 
omitting st. v., by Miss Borthwick, in A. 1. L., 
2nd ser. 1855, p. 43 (1884, p. 102). Imeluded, 
abridged, in the Amer. Epis. Mys. for Church 
and Home, 1860, the Seottish Hrang. Union 
Ayl., 1878, &c.; and, in full, in Lyra Anglicana, 
1864, Miss Warner’s Hys. of the Church Militant, 
1858, &c. 

Other trs, are :—(1) ‘Tis not yet the time appointed.” 
By R. Massie, 1860, p. 47, and in Reld's Pratse Book. 
1872, (2) “ My times, O Lord, are in Thy hand.” By 
Dr. R. Maguire, 14#3, p. 99, 

xi. Nimm hin, was dein ist, Gott, nimms hin. 
Surrender to God. This beautiful hymn was Ist 
pub. at Leipzig, 1843, as above, p. 58, in 5 st. of 
10 L., entitled “ Resignation.” 7+. as :— 

I give Thee back Thine own again. A good and 
full tr. by R. Massie, in his Lyra Domestiva, 
1864, p. 49, repeated, omitting st. ii, in the 
Eng. Presb. /’s. & Hys., 1867, No. 101. 

xii. O du, der uns begegnet. Christian Service. 
Ist pub. at Leipzig, 1843, as above, p. 92, in 
4 st. of 4 1, entitled “The Blessing of the 
Blest.” Tr. as:— 

O Thou Whose grace first found us, Whose love. 
In full, by R, Massie, in his Lyra Domestica, 
i864, repeated in Horder’s Cong. Hys., 1884. 

xiii. O komm, du Geist der Wahrheit. Wji'- 
suntide, 1st pub. at Pirna, 1833, as above, p. 12, 
in 7 st. of 8 1, entitled “ Whitsunday.” In- 
cluded in the Leipzig G. B., 1844, and various 
later collections, 7. as :— 

1. Draw, Holy Spirit, nearer. In full, by R. 
Massie, in his Lyra Domestica, 1860, p. 27. Re- 
peated, in varying centos, in Snepp’s Songs of 
, § G., 1872; Harland’s C. P. § Hyl., 1876 ; 
Meth. N. Conn. //. Bh, 1863, &e. 

2. O come, Eternal Spirit, Of truth, diffuse Thou 
light. In full by E. Cronenwett, as No. 160, in 
the Ohio Erang, Luth, Hyl., 1880. 

xiv. O Vaterhand, die mich so treu gefibret. 
Holy Trinity. A fine hymn, Ist pub, at Pirna, 
1833, as above, p. 128, in 3 st. of & 1, entitled 
* Father, Son, and Spirit.” Included in Knapp's 
Ev. L. 3., 1850 and 1865. Tr. as :— 

1. O Father-Eye, that hath so truly. watch'd, 
By Miss Winkworth, in her Lyra Ger, 2nd Ser., 
1858, p. 63. Her st. i. Il, 1-4, and iii., altered 
to 3 st. of 10,10.10.10, were included in Ays. of 
the Spirit, Boston, U.S., 1864, No. 11, 

2. Father whose hand hath led me so securely, 
In full, by K. Massie, in his Lyra Domestica, 
1860, p. 124. Repeatel in Bp. Ryle’s Coil., 
1860; Snepp's Songs of G. ¢ G., 1872; Laudes 
Domini, N.Y., 1884, and others. 

The golden morn flames up the Eastern sky, 
This is a good and full tr, by Miss Winkworth, 
in her Lyra Ger., 2nd Ser., 1858, p. 74. Her 

st. i.iii. are repeated in J. L. Porter's Coil, 

sles eget (1) “The golde Other . are: (])* golden morn is in the Kast 
arisen. ro By the Hon. 8. R. Maxwell in his Sacred 
‘Poems, 1857, p- 114. (2) On the far East now flames 
the golden Morning.” By 8. A. Storrs, in her Thoughts 
and Sketches, 1857, p. 74. (3) “Lo! in the East the 

Iden morn appearing.” By Mtiss Fry 159, pl. (4) 
oT he purple morning gilds the Eastern skies.”’ a a peated in Jfys. of the Ages, 
homon, Us. 1865, p. 113. (5) ** Out from the “the riding,” Miss Mani F . golden oy Bee he the Kast the tv meen ‘ioe 

R. Maguire, 1853, DP. 2. 
al wieder, kehre wieder, Lent. Founded 

on Jer. iii. 12, 13. Ist pub, at Pirna, 1833, as 
above, p- 2%, im 5 st. of 10 1, entitled “Turn 

Included in the W iirttemberg G. J3., 1842, . ” ain. : " age recent German collections, 7. as:— and many 
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xv. 0 welche fromme schiéne Bitte. Spiritual 

Conversution. 1st pub, at Pirna, 1833, as above, 

p. 101, in 6 st. of 8 \., entitled “* The Blessing 

of Christian fellowship.” In Knapp’s Ev. L.S., 

1837 and 1865. Jr. asi— 

It is a practice greatly blest. In full, by R. 

Massie, in his Lyra Domestica, 1860, p. 89, ree 

peated, omitting st. iv., V., in Snepp’s Songs of 

xvi. 0 wie freun wir uns der Stund
e. Fellow- 

ship with Christ. st pub. at Leipzig, 1843, as 

above, p. 3, in 6 st. oF 8 1., entitled “ Thou hast 

the words of Eternal Life,” and founded on St. 

John vi. 68. In Knapp’s Eo. L. &., 1850 and 

1865, and other German collections. 7+. as:— 

Ob! how blest the hour, Lord Jesus. In full, by 

R. Massie, in his Lyra Domestica, 1864, p 5, 

Repeated, abridged, in the Eng. Presb. Ps. § Hys., 

1867, Wes. H. Bk. 1875, and others. 

Another tr. is: ‘‘How great the joy, how blest the 

hour.” By Dr. R. Maguire, 1872, p. 182. 

xvii. © wie manche schéne Stunde. Cross and 

Consolation, 1st pub. at Pirna, 18:53, as above, 

p. 130, in 10 st. of 4 |,, entitled “ Comfort.” 

Tr. a8 3— 
1. 0 how many hours of gladness, Hath the 

Lord. In full, by R. Massie, in his Lyra Domes- 

tica, 1860, p. 126, repeated, abridged, in the Ba. 

of Common Praise, 1863. 

2. O how many hours of beauty. This is a good 

and full tr., by Mrs. Findlater, in H. L. L., 4th 

Ser., 1862, p. 11 (1884, p- 185). Included, 

omitting st. vii, vii. and beginning “ O how 

many hours of gladness, Has the Master dealt 

around,” in G, 3S. Jellicoe’s Coll., 1867, No. 128. 

Another tr. is: “0 how many an boar of gladness.” 

By Lady Durand, 1873, p. 16. 

xviii. Behet, sehet, welche Liebe. The Love of 

the Holy Trinity. 1st pub. at Pirna, 1853, as 

above, p. 1%, in 3 st. of 8 |., entitled “See what 

Love.” Included in Knapp’s Ev. ZL, S., 1837, 

and other German collections. 7, a8 :— 

Bee, 0 see, what love the Father. In full, by 

R. Massie, in his Lyra Domestica, 1860, p. 50. 

Repeated in the Meth. N. Conn. Hi. Bk., 18635 

Snepp’s Songs of G. & G., 1872; Hatfield’s 

Church H. Bk, N. ¥., 1872, &e. 

Other trs. are; (1) “Behold the Father's love.” By 

Miss Pry, 1859, p. 9. (2) “ See! what wondrous love, 

how matchless.” By Miss Manington, 1883, p. 33. ®) 

«Behold what love the Fatber hath—how great.” By 

Dr. R. Maguire, 1872, p. 68. 

xix, Unser Wandel ist im Himmel! Wie ein 

Mensch in sich versenkt. Zhe Christian Life. Ist 

pub. at Pirna, 1833, as above, p. 75, in 7 st. of 

8 1, entitled “Our Conversation is in Heaven,” 

and suggested by Philipp. iii. 20. Tr. as :— 

As a traveller returning. In full, by R. Massie, 

in his Lyra Domesticu, 1860, p. 73. This is 

found in two centos :— 

1, Jesus, like the m raises (st. iif., v., vi.) in 

the Meth. N. Conn, H. Hk., 1863. 

2. Can we have our hearts in heaven (st. y., vii.) in 

A. ame’s Church Pastorals, Boston, U.S., 1864. 

Another tr. is: “ We are citizens of heaven.” In the 

British Herald, January, 1566, p. 205. 

xx. Wandle leuchtender und schiner. Laster. 

Ist pub. at Pirva, 1833, as above, p. 8, in 9 st. 

of 8 |., entitled “ Easter Festival.” Included in 

the Wiirttemberg G. #., 1842, and other recent 

German collections. 7, a8 :— 

Sun, shine forth in all thy splendour. This is a 
full and good tr. by R. Massie, in his Lyra 

Domestica, 1860, p. 24, repeated in Schafi’s Christ | 
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in Song, 1869. Two centos, both beginning wite 

st. iii, “Say, my soul, what preparation,” are is 

(1) the Bk. of Common Praise, 1863, and (2) 0 

the Ohio Heang. Luth, HHyl., 1880. 

Another tr. is:‘‘ With brighter glory, Easter Sos: 

By Lady Durand, |#75, p. 4. 

xxi. Wir sind des Herrn, wir leben, oder sterbes. 

Life in Christ. A fine hymn founded on Ron. 

xiv. 8 Ist pub. at Leipzig, 1843, as aber 

. 96, in 4 st. of 4 1. entitled “We are tt 

ra’s.” Tr. as:— 

1, We are the Lord's; His all-sufficient meri: 

This is a good and full tr, by C. T. Astley, i» 

his Songs in the Night, 1860, p. 32. Repeated » 

Bp. Ryle’s Coll. 1860, Canadian Presb. H. i+. 

1880; Laudes Domini, N.Y., 1884. and others. 

2. We are the Lord's, whether we live or ds 

Also a good and full tr. by R. Massie, in bis 

Lyra Domestica, 1864, p. 81, and thence i 

Schaff’s Christ in Song, 1870, and Horders 

Cong. Hys., 1884. 

Other trs. are: (1) ‘* We are the Lord's in living 9 

dying.” Miss Fry, 1859, p. 22. (2) “We are toe 

Lord’s !—in fe, in death remaining.” By Mrs. Findiatc, 

in Hf. L. L. 1862, p. 36 (1884, p. 203). 

Hymns not in English C. U. :— 

xxii, Ach, welche Marter, welche Christ: 

. Ist pub, at Leipzig, 1843, p. 22, in 6 st. of +i 

Tr. as **O Lord, what sorrows past expression.” fy 

R. Massie, 1864, p. 21, aud in Reid’s Pratse Bk, Us 

xxiii, Das Leben wird oft tribe. Spiritual Dryws. 

lst pub, at Pirna, 1833, p. 125, in 7 st. of 81. Their. 

are: (1) “How weary and how worthless this life « 

times appears.” By Miss Borthwick in H. L. £., is 

p. 41 (1884, p. 43). Thence in Bp. Ryle’s Coll. 1% 

and the Schaff-Gilman Lib, of Rel. Poetry, 881 * 

“Our life is often dark.” By A. Massie, 1560, p. '°! 

(3) ** This life is ofttimes loomy." By Miss Hens, 

ton, 1863, p. 179 (4) “Life often seems 60 drears ° 

By Lady Durand, 1273, p. 40. 

xxiv. Der du in der Nacht des Todes. Apip*") 

Ist pub. at Pirna, 1833, p. 4 in 5 st. of #1 The tr 

are: (1) * Thou Who in the night of death." By 

Miss Fry, 1859, p. 26. (2) ‘* Christ whose first appeth 

ance lighted.” By R. Massie, 156°, p. 18, repeate: i 

Schaff's (Christ in Song, 1869 and 1870. (3) * Thea 

who in death’s night of terror.” By Miss Maniwg' 

1864, p. 14. (4) “Christ, who in Death's night o! dare 

ness.” By y Purand, 1873, p. 1. 

xxv. Des Christen Schmuck und Ordensband. ‘+ 

joicing in Tribulation, st pub. at Pirna, 1833, p us 

n 4st. of 4 1. The trs. are: (1) “The Chnsien 

badge of honvur here.” By Mrs. bindlater in #. LL. 

1858, p. 11 (1884, p. 138). (2) “The bade, (2 

Christian wears on carth.” y R, Massie, |*60, p. |" 

(3) “The Christian's star of honout bere.” By ¥e 

Manington, 1863, p. 49. (4) ‘*’The sign of faith, aot 

jove’s true token.” By Dr. R. Maguire, 1883, p.** 

xxvi. Du schiine Lilie auf dem Feld, Trust in © 
Ist pub, at Pirna, 1833, p. 87, in 6 st. of 41, The f= 

are: (1) * Thou beauteous lily of the field, Whe rote’, 
By 8. A. Storrs in her Thoughts and Sketchet, |* 

"77. (2) ‘Thou beauteous lily of the field’ Wo 

b.” By the Hon. S&S R. Maxwell, in his Ser= 

Poems, 1857, p. 119. (3) ** Thou beautecus lily of 

field, Thou child to Nature dear.” By Miss Pry, 1°" 

p. 72. (4) “Sweet lily of the field, declare.” fy 

‘Massie, 1860, p. 14. (5) **Thou pretty lily ef” 

field.” By Jfiss Manington, 1863, p. 171. (6) “Ths 
lovely lily of the field." By Mrs. A. W. Jouns in 

Orig. Poems and Tre, 1882, p. 45. 

xxvii. Ein lieblich Loos ist uns gefallen. ™ 
Christian's Portion, let pub, in the and ed., Li 

1833, and not in the Pirna ed. 1833 (ed. 1836, P- 1," 

8 st. of 61. In the Leipzig G. B., 1844, and 
Tr. as “Our lot is fall’n in pleasant placer © 

R. Massie, 186", p. 106, and thence in Schalls (we 
in Song, 1869 and 1870. 

xxviii. Ein Pilger schickt sich an rur Fab 
the Dying. ist pub. at Leipzig, 1843,  F mER 
101. Tr. as (1) “A pilgrim stands on Joris’ tit ‘ 
By the Hon, 8. R, Maxwell, in bis Sacred 0" Ie. 
p. 107, (2) “A pilgrim for his new abode. By F 

Massie, 1»64, p. 78. 

Br 
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xix. Erhalt’ in mir den Lebenstrieb, das Sehnen. 

The Plant of Grace. Ist pub. at Pirna, 133, p. 123, 
in 3st. of 6B 1. The trs. are (1) “Maintain in me the 
Sap of life, the yearning.” By ihe Hon. S, R. Maxwell, 
in his Sa@ered Poems, 1457, p. 117. (2) “Excite in me, 
© Lord, an ardent thirst.” By A. Massie, 1860, p- 19. 
(3) ** Uphold in me a living wish and longing.” By Miss Manington, 1863, p. 111. 

xxx. Es bt ein Lied der Lieder. The Lord's Song. 
Ist pub. at Pirna, 1533, p. 23, in 2 st. of 61. The tre, 
are: C1) ** A Song of songs there is.” Ly Miss Fry, 
1859, p. 70. (2) “There is a song so thrilling.” By 
R. Massie, 1860, p. 33. (3) There is a song now 
mgings.”’ By Mrs, Findlater in H. L. /., 1862, p. 75 

(1884, p. 2:37, and in the South Piace Coll., 1873, No. 
170. (Ca) ** One song of songs —the sweetest.” By Miss 
Burlinggsham, in the British Herald, Sept. 1*65, p. 1 
repeated im Reid's Praise Bk., 1x72. (5) “ A bless 
ae of songs there is." By Lady Durand, 1873, 

Frreuet euch der schinen Erde. Joy in the 
of Nature. lst pub. at Pirna, 1833, p, s5, in 

In the Hannover (, #., 183, an) others, 
trs. are: (1) “O rejoice in Nature's beauties,” 

By S. A. Storrs, in her Thoughts and Sketches, 1457, 
- 76. C2) ** In the beauteons eurth rejoice ye.” By the 
on. S. R. Maxwell, in bis Sacred Poems, 1857, p. tz. 

3) ** Rejoice in the beautiful earth! For well may."’ 
ty Miss Fry, 1859, p. 163. (4) “Rejoice in the beau- 

tiful earth For well she,’ &. By A. Massie, 1560, 
Pp. 13. (&) ** Joy ye o'er this earth so lovely.” iby 
Afiss Manington, 1863, p. 102. (6) ** Rejoice in Earth's 
fair beauty.” 'y Lady Durand, 1873, p, 21. 

x=xii. hin in Gottes Namen. Hefore Work. 
ist pub. at Leipzig, 1843, p. 51, in 5 st. of 41. In 
Knapp’s ve. L. &, 1850. 
fully to work proceed.” By H. Massie, 1864, 
(2) **In the nsme of God advancing.” In Stat 's 
Coll, Edin. 1870, Nv. 120, and in the Schaff-Gilman 
Lib. af Ret. Poetry, 1881. (3) “tn the Name of God go 
forward."* By J. Kelly, 1885, p. 108, 

xxxiii. Ich nehme, was du mir bestimmst. Sub 
misston to God's Will. Ist pub. at Pirna, 1433, p. 49, 
in 4 st. of 6 1. The trs, are: (1) What Thou ap- 
pointest I receive.” By S, A. Storrs, in her Thoughts 
and Sketches, 1457, p. 67. (2) “Give what Thon wilt 
ob Lord! my teful heart.” By Miss Pry, 1-59, p. 78, 
(3) ** Thy will [ cheerfully obey.” By &. Massie, 
1860, p. 49. 

v. Ich steh’ in meines Herren Hand, Trwust in 
God. ist pub, at Pirna, 1833, p. 54, in 5 st. of # IL. In 
the Hannover G. #., 1883, and others. Tr. as‘ | place 
myrelf in Jesus’ bands.” By R. Massie, 1x60, p. 63, re- 
peated in Reid's Praise Book, 1872, 

xxxv. In der der Welt will ich nicht klagen. 
Christian Life. Included at Pirna, 1433, p. 132, in 6 st. 
of 6+. In prem» Hv. L. 8.1850 and 1465, The tra. 
are: (1) ‘** Amid the world’s vexations.” By Mise 
Pry, 1459, p. 41. (2) ** Uncomplaining, though with care 

wh beary." y R. Massie, 1960, p. 12s, repeated 
n Lyra Anglicana, 1864. (3) “In this earth—tlife's 
bitter anguish.” By Lady Durand, 1873, p. 55. 

xxxvi. O du, den meine Beele liebt. Holy Commu- 
nion. ist pub. at Leipzig, 1543, Re: 73, In 6 st. of 4 1. 
The ¢rs. are: (1)"0O Thou, Who holdest in my beart.” 
By R. Massie, 1864, p. 62. 1S) “Ob Thou, my loving 
thoughts employ. H ompson, in Lyra Suchar- 
istica, 1864, p. 327. 

xxxvii. Still an deinem liebevollen Herzen. The 
Love of Christ. 1st pub, at Pirna, 1833, p. 35, in 6 st, 
of sl. The rs. are: (1) “Safe on thy paternal breast,” 
By S. A. Storrs, in her Thoughts and Sketches, 157, 
p. 65. (2) ** With calm repose, Oh let me lie.” By Miss 
Fry, 1859, p- 129, (3) “Stil on Thy loving heart tet 
me repose. *" By R. Massie, 1260, p. 34, Thence in 
Bp. Ryle’s Coll, 1860, and in Scha Christ in Song, 
1869 and 1870. (4) “On Thy breast, so full of love and 
mercy.” By Aiss Manington, 1863, p. 35 (5) “My 
Jesus, on Saad — of Perfect Love.” By Lady 

nd, 1873, Pp. 
Dare. . Stimm’ an das Lied vom Sterben, For the 

Ist pub. »t Pirna; 1833, p. 136, in 5 st. of & L. t his own funeral on Su , Oct. 1, 1859. In Knapp’s. £- I. 8. 1850, &e. The tra. are: ame 
sing of death and dying.” By 2. Massie, 1860, p. 134, 
(2) ‘Sing now the Sung of Dying.” By Lady Durand, 
1873, = » 

ogt es nieder, Christ wee 
, xxx Jerusalem, ist pub. at Leipzig, 1843, p. 18, 
my et. of G1. In Knapp’s Fv. L. 8, 1850 and 1865. 

The trs. are: (1) Hark ! for loud notes of joy.” By 
Miss Fry. 1859, p. 87, (2) “ Where yonder mount, 
with olives clad.” By R. Massie, 1964, p. 65. (3) 

- 

Dying. 
Sung 4 

@ tre. are: (1) “Cheer. | 
. 43. } 
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at me ones the surging crowd.” By Dr. R. Maguire, 
1 . 37, 

xl. Was macht ihr dass ihr weinet. Communion of 
Saints, Founded on Acts xxi, 13. Ist pub. in the 2nd 
ed. Leipzig, 1832, and not in the Pirna et, 1833 (ed. 
1436, p. 149), in 6 st. of BL. sin Sehaff’s Deutsches G. 
4. 1860, a8 Funeral Hymn, ‘Ibe érs. are: (1) ** What 
mean ye by this wailing.” Hy Mrs. Findlater, in 
H. 1. [, 1855, p. 16 (1884, p. 82). (2) ** What mean 
ye, dearly loved ones.” By 8. A. Storrs, in her Thoughts 
and Sketches, 1857, p. 79. (3) “ What mean ve thus 
those tears tu weep.” By Mfiss Fry, 1859, p. 12. (4) 
‘‘How mean ye thus by weeping.” By R. Massie, 
1860, p. 130. (5) ** Why is it that ye’re weeping.” By 
Miss Manington, 1863, p. 185, (6) * What mecns this 
bitter weeping.” In L. Rehfuess’s Church at Sea, 1868, 
bp. 1. (7) “What mean ye, that ye weep.” In the 
Family Treasury, 1875, p. 687. 

xli. Weint nicht iiber Jesu Schmerzen. Hepen tance. 
Ist pub. at Pirna, 1833, p. 6, in 5 et, of 8 1, The tre. 
are: (1) “For Jesu’s ‘agony and death.’’ iy driss 
Fry, 1869, p. 159. (2) “ Wherefore weep we over 
Jesus.” By &. Massie, 1860, p. 22, thence in Schaff 
Christ in Song, 1869 and 1870. (3) ‘*Weep not over 
Jesn’s sorrow.” By Miss Manington, 1863, p. 50. 

xlii, Wie wird uns sein, wenn endlich nach dem 
schweren. Eternal Life. Ist pub. at Pirna, 1833, p. 
144, ins st. of 41 In Knepp's Av. L. S ed. 1850. The 
trs. are: (1) “How sbali it be with us, when we, 
frail mortals,” By the Hon, S, Ro Maxwell, in bis 
Sacred Poems, 1857, p. 110. (2) *O what will be the 
day, when won at last.” Ky Ars. evan, 1858, p- 71. 
(3). * What shall we be, and whither shell we go?" By 
R. Massie, 1860, p. 140, and thence in Schaff’a Christ in 
Song, 1870, and in Bp, Ryle's Coll, 1860. (4) “How 
will it be? when past the conflict heavy.” By Miss 
Mannington, 1863, p. 92. (5) *O what shall we be, 
when, the conflict o'er.” By Ur, R. Maguire, 1883, 
p. 158. 

xliii, Winter ist es. In dem weiten Reiche. Winter. 
Ist pub. at Pirna, 1833, p. 89, in 4 st. of 8 Ll In Kn pp's 
Ae. L. S&S. 1850, &. The trs. are: “ Winer is bere, 
end none may dare intrude.” By Miss Fru, 1859, 

115. (2) “it is winter, AIL seetns dead or dyine.”” 
y KR. Massie, 1860, p. 16. (23) ‘* Winter it is! o'er the 
ry | kingdom." Miss Manington, 1863, p. 178. 
4) “It ia Winter. ne wide realm of Nature.” By 

188 Burlin, in the British Herald, Feb. 1865. (5) 
“* Winter is here. In Nature's wide domain.” By Lady 
Durand, 1873, p. 60, (6) “It is winter; and the wide 
domain,” | By Dr. K. Maguire, 1883, p. 137, 

xliv. Wohl uns, der Vater hat uns lieb, The Love of 
God. Founded on Rom. viii. 32. Ist pub. iu the 2nd 
ed, Leipzig, 1434, and not in the Pirna ed. 1833 (ed, 
1836, p. 110) in Tat. of 8 1. This was, according to 
Koch vii, 243, une of the hymns which Spitta wrote 
between Easter and July, 1824, while studying the 
Epistle to the Romans, and which on July 7, 18z4, he 
sent to his brother Heinrich Spitta, professor of medi- 
cine at Rostock, but Ludwig Spitta dates it * Autumn, 
1833." In the Lei G, B. 1844, &c. It istr. as How 
blest are we ! that Giod of us." By #, Massie, 1860, p, 97. 

xiv. Wo ist Erbarmen, The (/race “4 
Christ. 1st pub. at Leipzig, 1843, p. 83, in 6 st of 10 
In Knapp’s £r. L. S. 1860 and i865. The tre, are: — 
(1) “Oh where doth mercy dwell.” By Miss Pry 1859, 
p. 36. (2) * Where bs and com rn.” By A, 
Massie, 1864, 69, repeated in Schafl's Carist in song, 
1870. (3) “ Where is Divine compassion, that." y 
Lady Durand, 1873, p. 67. 
xivi. Wort des Lebens, lautre Quelle. ioly Seri 

ture. Included at Pirna, 1833, p. 21, in 5 st.+f 51. fn 
Knapp’s &r. L. 8., 1850 and 1865, &c. The (rs. are; 
‘L) ** Word of Life! unsullied fountain.” By the Hon, 
S R. Maxwell in his Sacred Poems, 1857, p. 9% (2) 
* Thon word of Life, unsullied spring!" By Miss Fry, 
1859, p. 81. (3) “ Word of Live, eternal Fountain.” 
By #. Massie, 1860, p. 43. (4) “Word of Life, thon 
fountain bright.” In L. C. Biggs’s Anglish Hymnology, 
1873, p. 114, 

The whole of the rewaining hymns in the 
Pealter und Harfe, 1833 and 1843, have been 
tr. by R. Massie, in hix Lyra Domesticon, vol, j, 
1860, ii. 1864; and versions of many of then: 
are included in Miss Fry's Echoes of Eternity, 
1859; Miss Maningtou's Footprints of the 
Holy Dead, 1863; and Lady Durand'’s Iinj- 
tations from the German of Spitta and Ter- 
eteegen, 1873. To annotate them in full would 
exceed the limits of our space. 
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Il. From his Nachgelassene geistliche Lieder. 
Leipzig, 1-61. 
Hardly any of these have come into use in 

Germany ; and they bave cither remaived un- 
known to or have been almost entirely ig- 
nored by translators into Englisiu. We need 
only note two, viz. :— 

xlvii. Die erste Ruhestitte die die Welt.  Christ- 
mas. ist pub. at Leipzig, 1461, p. 154, in 3 st. of 5 L, 
as Nu. 4 of the Hymns fo. Coristmas. It is ¢r. as “* The 
cradle which the world bas direst.” In the Fumily Trea- 
sury, 1865, p. 251, and signed ** X, X.” 

viii. O Herbst, du Abendstunde. Autumn. Ist 
pub. at Leipzig, 1861, p. 181, in 7 st. of 41. It is tr. as 
**Oautumn, fair pensive evening.” 

ixé4, and included in ber 7 htful Hours, 1867, 
p. 181, (J. M.] 

Splendor paternae gloriae., Si. Ain- 
brose. [Morning.} A beautiful morning 
hymn, to the Holy Trinity, but especially to 
Christ as-the Light of the World, and a 
prayer for help and guidance throughout the 
day. It is the companion and sequel to the 
“ Aeterne rerum Condttor * (p. 26, i.), and, 
like it, 18 almost indi:putably by St. Ambrose. 
It has been ascribed to him by Fulgentius. 
Bp. of Ruspe, in North Africa (d. 538); by 
Bede d. 735), in his De arte metrica ; and by 
Hinemar, in his De una et non trina Deitate, 
857. It isone of the twelve hymns which the 
Benedictine editors of St. Ambrose receive as 
genuine; and is included by Biraghi as one 
of the Inni sinceri ¢ Carmi di Sant’ Ambrogio, 
Milan, 1862. It is mentioned in the Rule of 
Aurelianus, Bp. of Arles (d. 555). 

it is found in a Ms., circa 700, in the Brit. Mus. (Vesp- 
A., i. f 152); in a ms., cirea 490, in the Bodleian 
(Junius 25, f. 123); in four mss. of the 11th cent., in 
the British Museum (Vesp. D., xii., f. 126; Jul. A., vi., 
f. 24; Harl., 2961, f. 2215; Add, 30,84%, f. 75); ina ms, 
of the Lith cent., at Corpus Christi, Cambridge (391, 
p- 232); in the St. Gall mss., 387, 413, of the 11th cent. ; 
and in the Lat, Hys.of the Anglo-Sazron Church, 1851, is 
rinted from an Lith cent. Ms. at Durbam (B., lil., 32, 

. 56). Most of the mediaeval Breviaries include it, 
eg. the Ambrosian of 1539, Mozaratic of 1502, Aoman 
(Venice, 1478, and the revision of 1632), Sarum, York, 
Aberdeen, Ke. Its use was generally for Matins or 
Jawds on Monday, though some of the Monastic orders 
(e.g., the Benedictines- and Carthusians) used it daily. 
it is printed by Daniel, i., Nu. 17, and iv., p. 20, from a 
Rheinau Ms, of the 9th cent., a Rheinau os. of the loth 
cent., Ke. ; oy Mone, Nu. 272, froma Trier ws, of the 
Sth cent., a Trier ws. of the 9th cent., &c.; by Dreves, 
in his Hymnarius Mowssiacensis, 1848, p. 29, from a ms. 
of the 10th cent, Also in Wackernagel,i., No. 4; F. A. 
March’s Lat. Hys., 1875, p. 11; Card, Newmans Hymni 
Keclesiae, 183% and 1465; and others. The teat, with a 
full commentary, will aleo be found in the Abbé 8. G. 
Pimont’s Hymnes du Breviare Romain, vol. {., 1874, 
p. 139; and in Dr, J. Kayser’s Beitrdge zur Geschichte 
und Erkldrung der dltesten Kirchenhymnen, 1x1, 
p. 195. (J. M.) 

Translations in C.U. :— 
1. O Jesu, Lord of heavenly grace. By J. 

Chandler, in his Hys. of the Prim. Church, 1837, 
p- 32, in 8 st. of 4.1, and his Mys, of the Church, 
1841, No. 2. This ¢r. is found in « large number 
of hymn-books in G. Britain and America. In 
Mercer, 1864, Alferd, 1867, Barry, 1862, the 
People’s H., 1867, and others, the text is uns 
altered, but given sometimes with abbreviations : 
whilst in the Salistury, 1857, Kennedy, 1863, 
the Irish Church Hyl., 1873, and others, slight 
changes are introduced. See also Nos. 9 and 13. 

%. From the Father's glory shining. By W. J. 
Copeland, in his Hys. for the Week, &c., 1848, in 
9 st. of 4.1.5 and in Rorison’s Ays., &c., 1851, 

3, 0 Thou the Father's image blest. By E, 

By Miss Borthwick, 
in the Family Treasury; 1864, p. 191, dated September | 

SPONSA CHRISTI QUAE PER ORBEM 

Caswall, in his Lyra Catholica, 1849, p. 15, in 
9 st. of 41: and his Hys. § Poems, 1873, p. 1, 
This 1s given in several hymn-books, especially 
in those of the Roman Catholics. 

4. Thou Brightness of the Father's ray. Thi 
tr, was contributed to the 1854 ed. of the 4. 
Noted, in 8 st. of 4 1, Dut by whom we cannet 
determine. Its use is limited. 

5. O Christ with each returning morn, Th) 
cento, from J, Chandler’s tr., in the American 
Sabbath H. Bk, 1858, No. 46, is composed of 
st. vill, vii., v., and iv., in the order named, 
but considerably altered. It is given in other 
American hymuals, 

6. O Jesu, Lord of Light and Grace. This {r 
is given in H. A. & M., 1861, No. 3, in 7 st. of 
4 1, st. i-v., being Chandler's ¢r., as abore, 
slightly altered ; st. vi., Il. 1, 2, from Chandier, 
also altered; and 11. 3,4, from the H. Noted text; 
and a new doxology. In the ed. of 1875, toe 
text is thus altered : st. ii. 11. 3, 4—=st. iv., Il. 3,4 
—st. vi., from Church Hys., 1871, altered. 

7. O Splendour of the Father's Might. [yb A. 
Dayman, in the Sarum Hyl., 1868. 

8. 0 Splendour of the Father's Beam. [i U. 
Singleton, in his Anglican H. Bk., 186%. 

9. O Jesu, Lord of heavenly grace. This cent, 
in the S. P. C.K. Church Hys., 1871, is thus 
composed ; st. i.-iii., are from J. Chandler's tr, 
as above, and st. iv., v., are by Dr. F. J. A, Hort, 
and were made for Church Hys. 

10. Brightness of the Father's glory. This {r, 
in the Mymnary, 1872, is W. J. Copeland's tr, 
rewritten by the editors. 

11. O come, Thou Sun of Righteousness, This, 
in the 1874 Suppl. to the New Conq., is composed 
of st. ii, iii, v., and vii., of J. Chandler's tr., 3 
above: but considerably altered, 

12. Thou Image of the Father bright. by Hi. 
M. Maegill. This appeared in the 1874 draft of 
the Scottish Presb. Hymnal ; and, again, after te- 
vision, in the official issue of that Hymnal, 1875, 
and in his own Songs of the Christion Creed ad 
Life, 1876. 

13. O Jesu, Lord of heavenly grace. This cento, 
in Thring’s Coll., 1882, is st. i.-iii., and v., from 
J. Chandler, as above; and st. iv., altered from 
Church Hys., st. iv., by Dr. Hort. In Hys. for 

. Sherborne School, 1888, it reads, “O Jess, 
full of truth and grace.” 

Translations not in 0. U.:— 

1. O Splendour of Paternal Light. Primer, 1106. 
2. Image of the Father's might. Sp. Mant, 1830. 
3. Beam cf supernal glory bright. T. Deubleday’s 

Hymnarium Anglicanum, 1844. 
4. Thou Splendour of the Father's light. 8p. /. 

Williams, 1845. 
5. Splendour of the Father’sglory. A. Campbell, 1*5¢, 

in O. Shipley’s Annus Sanctus, 1584. 
6. Thou Brightness of Thy Father's worth. J. 0. 

Chambers, 1452. 
7. Of the Father Effuence bright. Card. Neomar, 

1853, 
8. O Brightness of Thy Father's face. J. 0. Chambers, 

1857, 
9, O Thou, who with the Father's glory crowned. 

ares Mmitor, Bristol, 1866, p. 25. A partial render- 
ng ouly. 

10. O Thou, the Splendour of the Father's glory. /- 
T. Morgan, 1471. " 

IL. Sple dour of glory all divine, J, Wallace, 1474. 
12. O Thou the Brightness of the Father's rt), 

T. Morgan, 1890, R 

Sponsa Christi quae per orbem. 
[All Saints.) This is one of the finest of 
the more recent French Sequences. It is 
found in the Paris Missal of 1665, p. 64. 
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= hy girtrd Missal of 1739, p. ot the name | years usher in schools at Newmarket and 
-© author is given in the i Y i : ini 

Joann. RB. ce Contes ‘TDecanus Paris.” ., meal Septet chek ut Ween .. ~e Ba ptiste de Contes, who became Dean of | Cambridge, and soon attained grent popularity, 
@ris in 1647; and, after holding this office | In 1854 he removed to New Park Street, 

for 3% years, d at Paris, July 4, 1679, aged 78, | London, the place where Drs. Gill and Rippon 
Vhe Sequence is alsv found in the Narbonne | had formerly ministered, and ere long the Breviary of 1709; in J. Chandler's Hys. of the thronging of peuple to | him led, first, t 
Prime. Church, 1837, No. 97, us “ Spousa | the ri easy casein at Exeter Hall, and 
(printer's error) Clristi quae per orbem;” in | of the Surrey Music Hall, avd then to. the 
ert Newmans Hymni Keclesiae, 183% und | erection of the great Metropolitan Tabernacle, 
Tl fee! Daniel, Me - 877. (J.M.] | where he still ministers. Mr. Spurgeon is 
fig poe ; - rtp oe =* preacher and as the gre! 

2: Spouse o t, to m 'tis given, By J. | Of many vols. of sermons, expositions, an 
Chandler, in his Hys. of the Prim. Church, 1837, other homiletical literature; but he is ulso a 
P- 110, in 10 st. of 10 |.; and, again, in his Hys. hyiwn writer, and the compiler of a well-known: 
of the Churoh, 1841, Nv, 63. It is found in a | hymn book. This book was prepared, in 
er col lections, but in an abbreviated form. rae bared for the use of the congregation 

+ Spouse of Christ in arms contending. By W. | at the Tabernacle. Hence its title Our Own 
Palmer, in his Short Poems and Hys., the Joc. Hymnbook, a collection of P's. & Hys. for pub- 
mostly Translations, 1845, No. 75, in 13 st. of | lic, social, and private worship. It. contains 
41. It speedily passed into several collections, | 220 versions of the Pralms, und 910 hymna. 
asually in an abbreviated form, including the | Of Mr. Spurgeon’s contributions noted below, 
People’s H., 1867, and others. See also Nos, 6 | uly one, “Sweetly the holy hymn,” can be 
and 7 below. It is the most extensively used of | Tegurded as possessiny any particular merit. 
the trs. of “Sponsa Christi.” The others do not rise above respectable 

3. Spouse of Christ, who, through the wide world | mediverity. His psalm-versions and hymns, 
Warring still, &. By W. J. Blew, in his Church | all dated 1866, are :— 
H. § Tune Bk, 1852-55. In two parts: Pt. ii., 1, Amidst us our Beloved stands. Holy Communion, 
beginning with st. vi. of the original, “ Prodigi . eater frame my Ms are —, Ps. zexiz. 
vitae, cruore;” tr. as, “ Martyrs, of their life- icened fo the man thet feareth. Fs. cxii. 
blood thrif tless.” In Rice's Sel from Blew, 1870, “9 ren Oe Thee Lona of —— 1 peal 
No. 127 is composed of st. i. and iv. of Pt. i. 3 and 6. Jesus, poorest of the poor. Ps. zli. st. iii. of Pt. ii. . ny oo dwell baba Nagar Vs, - ‘ 

4. Chri , nake my conversation chaste. Ps. lxviti, 

Saitiiars dock tx This, tn ri pieced Eng- Mauer ee ee, eee ee 
fish Hyl., 1856 and 1861, is an arrangement of _ eke beste, 0 —_ my meng gg ge : ° ror ° > n still. . i. = above trs., with special indebtedness to Mr.| 34° O God, Thou host cont Car Thy pO iy Ps. iz. 

my an af Cie; bo when "te given. Thi “i aaa aggre td a - i. _— 
. » fs is in . we with exultation, My whole heart, 

Kennedy, 1865, No. 1378, is an altered form of | 8, “* &. } 
J. Chandler's tr. as abeve. POT rigs lord, Thon hast received. Ble:tion of a 

6. Bride of Christ, through Him contending. | 16. Sweetly the holy hymn. Prayer Meetings. 
This, in the Sarum Hyl., 1868, is an altered 17. The foes of Zion quake for fright. Ps. liti. 

form of W. Palmer's tr. as above. P% FL Bely pa . here. A ch > : 
7. Spouse of Christ, in arms contending. This, 20. Thy strength “lord makes iad our ine in the 1860 Appendix to the H. Noted, No. 184, ical 

is thus composed: st. i—viii., and x., W. Palmer, 
ix., xi.—xiii., a new translation by an unknown 
hand. 

8. Church of Christ, whose glorious warfare, 

wai. 

In addition to these Mr. Spuryzeon re-wrote 
or ad:ed to the hymns of others, as “ Come 

By J. Ellerton ; written for and Ist pub. in the 
Ss. P. C. K. Church Hys., 1871, with the omission 
of st. ii. ; and in full in the Hys. fur Use in the 

ye who bow fo sovereign grace”; “ Great King 
of Zion, now”; “ O God, before whose radiant 

Church of S. Ethelburga, Bishopsgate, London, 
1873. In the 1889 Suppl. Hys. to H. A. & M. 

throne”; and “Woe's me thut I in Mesceh 
am”; and composed two Graces for before, 

RS) 

it is altered to “ Sride of Christ, whose glorious 
warfare,” and in Mr. Ellerton’s Hymus, &e., 

and two for after Meat. (W. R.8 

1888, this revision is dated “ 1887," 

Stabat mater dolorosa. Pope Inno- 
cent 11.% [Passiontide.]) This noble poem 
(used both as a sequence and ax a hymn) has 
been, not unjustly, styled the most pathetic 8 of Christ in warfare glorious. In the hymn of the Middle Ages. The vividness 

Antiphoner and Grail, 1880; and the Hymner, 

1882. 
In Kennedy, 1863, “ As the Church to-day 

rejoices,” is a cento from W. Palmer's fr, us 

with which it pictures the weeping Muther at 
the Cross, its tenderness, its beauty of rhythm, 

above, beginning with st. ii. in the original, 
« Hae dies cunctis dicata.” (J. J.J 

its melodious double rhymes almust defying 
reproduction in another language, and its im. 
preasivenees when sung either to the fine plain- 
song melody or in the noble compositions 
which many of the great masters of music have gpurgeocn, Charles Haddon, the world- | set to it, go far to justify the place it hoids, famous preacher, was b. June 19, 1834, at 

Kelvedon, in Essex, where his father was 
Congregational minister. He was educated 
at Colchester, and at an Agricultural College 
at Maidstone, after which he was for a few 

and has long held, in the Roman Catl.olic 
Church. It was not indeed officially sanc- 
tioned for general use, or regularly incorporated 
in the Roman Breviary or Missal, till by de- 
cree of Pope Benedict xu, in 1727; but long 
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before that date it was in popular use, es- 
iully atter the Flagellants in the 14th cent. 

ad brought it into notice by singing it on 
their Way from town to town. The pussages 
of Holy Scripture on which it is based are St. 
John xix. 25; St. Luke ii. 35; Zech. xiii. 6 
2 Cor. iv. 10; and Gal. vi. '7. 

Concerning the authorship of this poem 
there has been, and still is, « great amount of 
uncertainty. It has been ascribed to Pope 
Gregory the Great (dl. 604), to St. Bernard of 
Clairvaux (d. 1153), to Pope Innocent m1. (d. 
1216), to St. Bonaventura ‘d. 1274), to Jacobus 
de Benedictis (d. 1306), to Pope John xxi, 
(d. 1334), to Pope Gregory x1. (d. 1378), &e. 
The verse-form is, however, not earlier than 
about 1150, while Daniel, ii. p. 140, cites it as 
in a MS. not later than 1360, The only ascrip- 
tions which bear any impress of probability 
are those to Pope Innocent m1. and to Jacobus 
de Benedictis. 

For Pope Innocent tm. there is, it must be confessed, 
little positive evidence. Pope Benedict xiv. (d. 1758), 
who had made Hymnology a special study, in bis De 
festis Domini rostri Jesu Christi, Padua, 1754, as- 
cribes it to Pope Innocent i. So does F, E. von 
Hurter, in his Geschichte Papst Innocenz des dritten, 
Hamburg, 1834-42, So also does Mone in the notes to 
his No, 446. Certainly Pope Innocent 111. had quite 
sufficient ability to have written such a masterpiece, and 
the ascription is strengthened by the fact that to him 
has been attributed, with great probability, another 
masterplece of Latin sacred poetry, viz. the “ Veni 
Sancte Spiritus Et emitte " (q. v.). . 

For Jacobus de Benedictis my "4 the evidence 
at first sight seems more probable. In the Bibliotheque 
Nationale at Paris there is a Ms. of the beginning of the 
15th cent., which formerly was catalogued as No, 7743, 
but now bears the press-mark “ Fonds itatien, No. 
559." From a collation kindly sent by M. Leopold 
Delisle, the Principal Librarian, it appears that the title 
ef this ms. is “ Incipiuct laudes quas fecit sanctus frater 
Jacobus de Tuderto, ordi: is fratrum minorum,”’ &c. 
— poems in Italian this ms. bas the following in 
AtiD 3s — 

i. Jesus dulcis memoria, f. 106. 
ii, Verbum caro factum est. f. 107. 
iii, Crux de te volo conqueri. f. 10%. 
iv. Cur mundus militat. f. 108 b. 
v. Ave regis angelurum. f. 109. 

vi. Stabat mater speciosa. f. 109 b. 
vii. Stabat mater dolorosa. f. ili. 

The whole of these, save No. 1, are also included in 
the Laude of Jacopone, pub. at Brescia in 1495. Rut 
No. i, is certainly not by Jacopone (see p, 585, ii.) No. 
ii. is also certainly not by him (see “ Ferbam caro "*), 
His claim to No, iv, is also exceedingly doubtful (see 
e.g. the Ecclestologist, July 1888, p. 17). It may be 
added that no Latin poems are found in the ed. of 
Jacopone’s Laude, pub. at Florence in 1490, nor in the 
ed. of his Cantici, oe at Rome in 1556. In the com- 
pletest edition of his poems, that by the Franciscan, 
Giovanni Tressati (Ven ce, 1617), the ** Stabat mater 
dolorosa "is not included. The present writer, in view 
of all the evidence at his command, hes come to the 
conclusion that it is exceedingly doubtful if Jacopone 
wrote any Latin hymns; or alternatively that be was 
merely an alterer or imitator of earlier compositions, 
It is almost impossible to believe that the person who 
wrote the “Stabat mater dolorosa” could also have 
written the “Stabat mater speciora.” This difficulty 
— felt, it has been sought to meet it by asserting that 
the a is by Jacopone, and that the speciosa is by 
some imitator ot his style. To the present writer the 
contrary sg tion is much more probable, viz., that 
the speciosa is by Jacopone and that the delorosa is by an 
earlier writer. Indeed Jacopone does not seem to have 
been capable of writing such a poem as the ‘*Stahat 
water dolorosa.”” Certain of the expressions in. st. 
vi,-ix. of the dolorosa have been thought to refer to the 
Stigmatisation of St, Francis of Assissi, the inference 
drawn being that the bymn was by a Fronciscan, 
This, if true, would make it impossible that at least the 
current form should be by Pope Innocent in., for he d. 
in 1216, and the date commonly assigned to the confer- 
ting of the Stiemas on St. Francis is Sept. 15, 1224, It 
is however a little difflenlt to see how any ordinary 

} person could be supposed truly to 
} pass through such an ordeal (see 

| Jacopone given b 
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pray to be allowed to 
he Roman Breciary 

under Sept. 15). And in the Velgate there are verious 
close parallels, e.g. Zech. xiii. 6 (** Et dicitur ei, Quid 
sunt plagistae in medio manuum tnarum? Ft dicet, 
His plagatus sum in domo eorum qui diligehant me“), 
which the mediaeval writers relerred to the Passion of 

* | Our Lord; Gal. vi, 16 (**Ego enim stigmata Domini 
Jesu in corpore meo porto”), &c. As to the accouat of 

Luke ‘Waddiag in bis Scriptures 
ordinis Minorum, Rome, 165°, one must bear in mind 
that Wadding was an Irish Franciscan, and not unwill- 
ing to claim for his Order at least all that was its du . 
And in fact Wadding's account is mauch more of the 
nature of a series of pious imaginations than of a sober 
record of actual facts. 

Vrom the other a=. containing the poem one does not 
get very much help, for none of those yet described are 
earlier than the [4th cent. In a Ms, cirea 1380, or 
slightly later, and now in the Bodleian (Liturg. Misc. 
251, f. 242b°, it occurs with the note, ** Bonifacrus Paps 
concessit cul libet dicenti hunc planctum beatae Marne 
septem annos ¢t quadraginta quatuor dies indulgenti- 
arum.” This almost certainly refers to Boniface vin, 
Pope from 1294 to 1303, for Boniface 1x. did not become 
Pope till 1369. But if the accounts of the relations be 
tween Pope Boniface vit. and Jacopone are at al! trust. 
worthy, it is most improbable that this Pope (*bo is 
said to have shut Jacopone up in prison, from which be 
was only released after the ‘a death in 1303) would 
have thus honoured the poem bad he known that ft was 
by Jacopone ; though if he knew that it was by Pope 
Innocent 111, his action would be intelligible enough. 
In a ws. of the I4th cent. in the rit, Mus (Arundel, 
214, f. 101) it is headed, “ Quicunque recitaverit bunc 
planctum beatae virginis Mariae devuto corde consequatur 
septem annos et Xt karenas indulgentiarum a papa Boni- 
facio."” The poem Is also ina 15.h cent. ms. inthe Bodbeiwn 
(Ashmole 1291, f. 140); in a Horae, circa 1440, in the 
ritish Museum (Add. 18192, f. 2286); in three wes, ot 

the 15th cen'. at St. Gell (Nos, 309, 489, 519); in three 
mss. of the 15th cent. at Kinsiedeln (Nos. 98, 764, 765), 
&c. Mone, No. 446, prints it from a Lichtenthe), a 
Reichenau, a Mainz, and a Salzburg ms., all of the Lith 
cent., and from other sources. Mone thinks that the 
original form was by eA Innocent rm., and that 
J may have made alterati:.ns and additions. He 
says that the text of the Aoman Missal, with st. 
vi.-viil. omitted, would represent a form suited to the 
Seven Dolours of the B, V. M., and that this form ts 
found in some was. But the original torm would, be 
thinks, be represented by six stanzas of the text of the 
Koman Missal, with slight alterations, and arranged in 
the order 1, 4, 3, 5, 9,10. This proposed text is actually - 
printed by Wackernagel, i, No. 214, under the name of 
Innocent 111, (ax No, 262 Wackernagel prints the 
10 stanza form under the name of Jacopone); but it is 
— conjectural, and is not found in any >. yet. 
described. Haniel, ti, pp. 131, 385, iif. p. 291, v. p. 59, 
prints the text from a ws, at Munich ef cirea 135:, and 
from other sources, Daniel also prints the text given 
by Georgius Stella (d. 1420) in his Annales Genwenses, 
where Stella speaks of it as being sung by the Flagel- 
lants in 1388 (in the chronicle compiled for the 
trates of Lilbeck (etmarsche Chronik:) it is also men- 
tioned, under date of 1399. as in use by the F Hants, 
and also the text given by Bernardinus de Bustis (d 
1500) in his Rosarium Sermonum. it may be noted in 
passing that though Bernardinus was a Franc scan, bie 
evidently bad no i that the ** Stabat mrater dolorosa " 
was by ne ge The text is al-o in Aehrein, No. 
223; in Rdssler, No. 105; in Konigsfeld, i, p. 180; in F. 
A. March's Lat. Hys., 1875, p. 171; in Card, 
Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 and 1565, &c. 

Although, as stated above. this uence 
was brought inte notice by the hee 
and was well known at least as early us 1390. 
yet it only very gradually came into use in the 
services of the Church. It seems to have been 
added to the Breslau diocesan Missal shortly 
after 1414, and is found in the printed Breslan 
Missal of 1483. It is also in the Paris Mica! 
of 1481, and various other Missals of the Lith 
cent., but was not ineluded in any of the 
English Missals. (Tie York Missal has a 
sequence somewhat resembling it, beginning 
“Stabat juxta Coristi crucem,” and this is 
found inthe ms. York Missal, circa 1290, 0% 
in the Bodleian, as well as in the printed «ds. ; 

. Newman's 
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the text being also in Wackernagel, i., No. 
263, and in Kagser as below.) It was not re- 
ceived into the Homan Missal or Breviary till 
after 1727, and is there appointed for use in 
the office of the Seven Voloursof the B. V. M., 
l.e1d on the Friday after Passion Sunday (the 
office of the Seven Dolours appointed in the 
Breviary for the 31d 8S. in September uses 
ether hymns. In the Roman Breviary it is 
divided into three parts, viz. st. i-v. ut Vee- 
pers ; vi. vii.(“ Sancta mater, istud agas”), at 
Matin- ; and viii-x. (“ Virgo virginum prae- 
clara *’), at Lauds. 

There is quite a literature on the subject of 
the ** Stabat mater dolorosa.” The best and 
most complete summary of it is that by Dr. J. 
Kayser, in his Beitrage zur Geschichte und 
Erklérung der altesten Kirchenhymnen, vol. ii. 
Paderborn, 1886, pp. 110-192, where the dif- 
ferent forms of the text are printed in full, 
with an elaborate commentary und a full a 

ratus of vurious readings. See also Dr. b 
chaff, in [ours at Home, for May 1867. 
The *Stabat mater dolorosa” is also 

worthy of note by reason of the f ueney 
rig the 

By W. J. Blew, in his Church Hymn § Tune 
Bh. 1852-55. The tr. of the Vespers text is 
also in Rice's Sel, from Blew, 1870, No. 39, 
altered to—* Stood the woe-worn Mother weep- 
ing. 

8. At the Cross her station keeping. This, io 
the Roman Catholic Hys. for the Year, ¥.D. 
[1867], is composed of two parts: Pt. i. being 
E. Caswall’s tr. of the Vespers text, as above: 
and Pt. ii, “Fount of Love and holy sorrow,” 
a tr., probably by Dr. Rawes (the editor), of the 
rest of the hymn. This combined ¢r. 1s also in 
the Catholic Hyl., N.p. (1860). 

4. Plunged in grief the Mother stood. In 7he 
Crown of Jesus H. Bh, s.p, [1862]; a tr. of 
the full text as one hymn. 

5. Sorrowful the Mother stood. In Saint Wrini- 
Sred's H. Bk., ¥.v. [1860]; a tr. of the full text 
as one hymn. 

6. Close beneath the Cross that bore Him. By 
Francis Trappes, in his Liturgical Hys. for the 
Chief Festivals of the Year, &c., N.D. (1865). Ip 
full, as one hymn. 

7. Btood the mournful Mother weeping. Ly J. 
S. 1, Monsell, in his Parish Hymnal, 1873; and 
his Watches by the Cross, 1876. In full, as one 
hymn, . 

Other trs, are :-— 
1. The Mother stood in woful wise. Primer, 1599, 
2. The Mother stood with griefe confounded. Primer, 

sone The doloroas chest Mother stood, Primer, 1646. 
a — the World-Redeeming Rood. Primer, 1687 

5. Close by the ever-hallow'd cross that bore. D. 
French, 1839. 

6. See the Mother stands deploring. A. D. Wacker- 
barth, 1342. 

7. Bathed in tears, and deeply grieving. W. Palmer, 
5 
#. Tearful stood the Mother lowly. J. #. Beste, 1549. 
9. Lo the Mother standeth fearful. J. ), Chambers, 

1867. 

10, By the Cross sad l keeping. Lord Lindsay in 
Seven Great Hys. of the Church, 1865. 

11, Stood th’ afflicted Mother weeping. A. Coles, 
1867. 

12. By His Cross the Mother stood, Hanging on its 
futal wood. D. 7. Morgan, 1871. 

13. How sorrowful the Mother stood. J. Wallace, 
1874. 

14. By the Cross on which suspended. D. FP. Mac- 
Carthy, in 0. Shipley’s Annus Sanctus, 1884, 

15. Weeping sore the Mosher stood. J. J. Aylward, 
in Shipley, as above. 

16. By the Cross of expiation. A. de Vere, in Shipley, 
as above 

ii. The Vespers text. Stabat Mater. 
1. By the Cross sad vigil keeping, Stood the 

Mother, doleful, weeping. By Bp. R. Mant, in 
the British Magazine, Oct. 1833, p. 397, in 5 st. 
of 6 1., and signed “4.” It was repeated in 
Bp. Mant’s Ancient Hys,, 1837, p. 54, and 1871, 
p. 96. The original tr. was given in the People’s 
#., 1867; and, agam, with slight alterations, in 
the Hymnary, 1872, and other collections. 

2. By the Cross, sad vigil keeping, Stood the 
mourning [mournful] Mother weeping. This cento 
appeared in Murray's Hymnal, 1852, No. 50, yy 
5 st.of 6], Of these 30 lines, 15 are trom Mant, 
1 from Caswal/, and 14 altered from Mant, by 
the Editors. ‘ 

3. By the Cross her station keeping, This, in 
the Srrum Hymnal, 1868; the Porish HH. Bh, 
1863 and 1875; and Thring’s Col/,, 1882, js 
Murray's text; in each case with slightly ditfer- 
ing alterations. 

4. At the Cross her station keeping. This cento, 

with which it las been set to musi 
Kreat composers, such as Palestrina, Pergolesi, 
Haydn, Rossini, and, more recently, Dvorak. 
The particulars regarding their printed set- 
tings are given at lengtu by C. H. Bitter, in 
his Studie zum Stabat mater, Leipzig, 1883, 
See also the Cuecilien Kalender (Regensburg, 
Pustet), 1883, p. 59; 1886, p. 79; 1888, p. 97. 

It is also noteworthy on account of the very 
numerous translations in which it has passed 
into various European languages. Dr. F, G. 
Lisco, in his Stabat Mater, Berlin, 1843, prints 
78 versions in German, to which list u good 
many more might now be added. The list of 
English trs., as will be seen below, is also 
large. The fact that so much of the hymn is 
directly addressed to the B. V_ M. has limited 
its use in hymu-books outside those of the 
Roman Catholic Church. Perhaps the most 
skilful attempt to bring the hymn into greater 
harmony with 1 Tim. ii. 5, is by J. 8. B. 
Monsell, in his Harish Hyl.. 1873 (see below). 

(J M.) 
The ¢rs. of this poem into English are (1) 

of the full text, as in the Homan Missal and 
Breviary ; and (2) of the stanzas as appointed 
for Vespers, and are :— 

i. Roman Missal and Breviary text. 
This text is thus divided :— 

Vespers. Stabat Mater dolorosa, 
Matins, Sancta Mater istud agas, 
Lauds, Virgo virginum praeclara. 

and is ¢7. sometimes with these divisions, and 
again as one hymn, viz. :— 

1. At the Cross her station keeping, Vespers. 
Holy Mother, pierce me through. Matins. 
Virgin of all virgins best. Lauds. 

By E. Caswall, in his Lyra Catholica, 1849, Pp. 
138; and in his Hys. and Poems, 1873, p. 76. 

Some three or four lines are from Bp. Mant’s tr. 
as below. In these divisions, or as one hymn, 
this ¢r. i8 extensively used in Roman Catholic 
hy mn-beoks for Missions and Schools. 

2. Lo! her heart with anguish rending. Vespers. 
-This, 0 Holy Jesu, grant me. Matins. 
King of saints, all saints out-shining, Lauds. 

184 
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as given in //. A. § M., 1861 and 1875, is com- 
posed of 2 lines directly from Caswall, 21 Jines 
directly or indirectly from Mant, through Mur- 
ray, as above, and 7 lines by the compilers, Its 
proper designation, therefore, is A cento, based 
upon Ip. Mant and Eb. Caswall, from Murray's 
Hymnal, 1852, somewhat altered.” As Cas- 
wall’s tr. begins with the sume opening lines as 
this cento, it should be noted, to distinguish tie 
two, that st. 5 begins in each thus: 

Caswall. —“O thou Mother! fount of love! 
Touch my spirit from above.” 

Hf, A, & M.:—* Jesu, may her deep devotion, 
Stir in me the same emotion.” 

The #H. A. & M. cento is found in a few col- 
lections; but outside of that work it is not so 
extensively used as the Murray cento, as above. 

5. By the Cross, in sighing, This ¢r, 
appeared in the Rugby School Ps. ¢ Hys., 1850 
(probably betore), No. 62, in 4 st. of 6 1. (ed. 
1876, No, 105). It was possibly made by J. H. 
Buckoll, then Assistant Master in the School, 
and co-editor of the collection. 

6. Near the Cross was Mary, weeping. by 
J. W. Alexander, in his work, The Breaking 
Crucible, and Other Translations, 1861; and 
in Laudes Domini, N. Y., 1884. 

7. By the Cross her sad watch keeping, This 
cento, in Skinner's Daily Service Hy/., 1864, is 
composed of st. i-v., from Bp, Mant, and st. vi., 
vin, by the Editor, 

8. By the Cross sad vigil keeping. This ¢r., in 
the Anglican H. Bh. 2nd ed., 1871, is by KR. C. 
Singleton, the Editor, based upon Bp. Mant; and 
can be distinguished by st. v., which begins, 
“ Fountain of divine affection.” 

Other trs. are :— 

|, Forth pouring many a bitter tear. By “ 0," in 
the Hritish Magazine, July 1833, 

2. By the Cross in anguish weeping. By G. Rorison, 
in his Hys, & Anthems, 1x51. 

In addition to these metrical renderings of 
the Roman Missal and Breviary text, Mrs. 
Charles lias, in her Voice of Christian Life 
in Song, 1858, p. 208, a prose fr. beginning, 
“The mournful mother stood teurful beside 
the Cross.” There ure also two or three 
metrical renderings by American writers, 
which we have been unuble to verify. [J. J.J 

Stabat mater speciosa. Jacobus de 
Benedictis.¢ (Chriatmas.] As mentioned in 
the note above, this uence is found in a 
Sth cent. ms. in the Bibliothe ue Nationale 

at Paris (formerly No. 7783, now Fonds italien, 
599 f. 109 6), and in 13 stanzas. From this 
ms. it was printed by O. F. Ozanam, in his 
Poétes Franciscains ew Italie au troisiéme 
Siécle, 1852 ((Eurres Completes, Paria, 1855- 
1865, vol. v. p. 170), and his text is repeated 
in Kénigefeld, ii. p. 242; F. A. March's Lat, 
Hys., 1875, p. 173; and in Dr. J. Kayser's 
Reitrage zur Geschichte und Exklarung der 
ltesten Kirchenhymnen, vol. ii., Paderborn, 
1886, p. 185. Ozanam thouzht it had never 
been printed, but it had appeared in Jaco- 
pone’s Laude, Brescia, 1495. It has not been 
found in any other sources earlier than 1500, 
and for this cause, and for reasons mentioned 
in the preceding note, the present writer is 
inclined to think that it may possibly be by 
Jacopone. It las a certain beauty if looked 
at by itself. But on comparison with the 
“Stabat mater dolorosa” it is seen to be a 
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servile and rather tame imitation of that poem, 
giving, on parallel Jines, « picture of the 
B V. M., as she may be suppused to have 
stoud joyfully watching beside our Lord's 
cruileat Bethlehem. It never came into litur- 
gical use. The tra. into English iuclude :— 

1. Full of stood the Mother. Iy J. M. Neal 
en the Latin text), in his Stabat mater 
Andon, N.b. 1868, p 9. His tr. has been repeated in 

the St, Marguret'’s Hymnal (East Grinstead), 1575, in 
three parts, Pt. i. beginning ** Mother, fount of love 
still flowing,” and Pt. tii, Virgin, pecriess of condi- 
tion."" 
2, Stands that Mother more than beauteous. An 

anonymous tr. in the Roman Catholic Parochial H. Bk, 
N.D. (1480). (J. M.} 

Staffordshire Hymnbooks. In the 
early part of this century several collections 
were published in Statiordshire for local use. 
It will prevent confusion to treat these as a 
group. The tirst is:— 

A Selection of Psalms and Hymns for Public and 
Private Use, (ttozeter, Richards, 1405. 

This Sel. contains 27 psalms (to which the 
Oid 100th was added in later editions) and 
128 hymns, many of which are from Watts, 
Cowper, and Newton. It was edited by the 
Rev. Jonathan Stubbs, M.A., sometime kellow 
ot New College, Oxford, and Curate-in-charge 
of Uttoxeter from 1804 until lis death in 1810. 
He was assisted in soe ae the Coll. by the 
Rev. T. Cotterill (q.v.), the Rev. Thomas Gis- 
borne, and the Rev. Edward Cooper. Of Gis- 
borne and Cooper we append the tollowing 
biographical details :— 

: » Thomas, ».A., s. of Mr. Jobn Gisborne, of 
Yoxall, was b, civca 1760, and educated ut St. John's 
College, Cambridge, where he was 5th Wrangler of his 
year, and Chancellor's Medalist, Graduating wa. in 
1780, and M.A. in I7H3, Subsequently he became 
Prebendary of Durham. He was the author of Ser- 
mons; the Duties of Men; the Duct. Fomen . 
Poems Sacred and Moral, 1799 (to the later editions uf which his hymns were added), 3rd ed. 1803; and of another volume of poetry entitled, Walks ina Forest, 1795. The following hymns by him are found in the Uttoreter Sel. = 

Caria. "No.2, ie mot Lead in neve 
Nort bg aes hg bell with solemn toll. Deata. 
a ? Fasher. glority Thy name. Jp Sickness, No, 

sd," Bette ae cars 
* ¥ humblest works with full accord, t fo Seas hour of Peace. No. 116, in 4 st. of 4 1. ral ee Ponti on ‘erie 7 es except No. 2. are in Gisborne’s 

» Edward, 2.a., of Queen’s Col] " ae 
time Fellow of All Souls’ Coliege, Oxioed. oes hanent 
Hamstall-Ridware from 1799 to 1433, and of Yoxal) 
Staffordshire, from 1809 tu 1433. He Published sever) volumes of Sermons, and edited a small + Al, of Hymns (see No. 4 below). b. 1770, d. 1833 He contributed to the Mecaaagit Sel. — 

1, Father of heaven, whose luve profi und. No. 63 (See p, 969, 4.) ’ Pp ound. No. 67, 

2, is is the day the Lord hath b' ‘ 
No. 69, in 4 st. of 41. leet. Sunday. 

The hymns in the Uttoxeter 
Cotterill is believed to have 
are :— 

1, Almighty Father, God 
No, 64, in 4 st. of 4 1, 

2. Bless’d with the 

er Sel. which 
written or recast 

: of Brace. For Parden., 
See p. 52, ii. 

Presence of thelr God. See p. 147, i. 
3, Jesus, exalted far on high, No. 77, s - 
4, Not unto us, but to Thy name. Seep Sine u. 

5. When the archangel's trump shall sound (q.v. ). 
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2. Nex 1 owing t in order of time we have the fol- collection -— 

of the fsalms, chiefly selected from the 
‘ Merrick & Watts, with Occasional Hymns, >. © the Service of the Church, for every Sunday 
ear. Uttoreter, Richards, 1808. 

Pegs he 15, Cou. contains 174 Portions of Psalms ae tch may be added 8 second and third 
gaa asaya Sepurately indexed), 12 Doxologics, 
: 323 Ei yiins (with 9 second or third parts). 

heaw nts E. Cooper's hymn “ Father of 
= # ven ;” but with the exception of this and 
aa ©w psalm versions found in all collections, 
be a8 wholly different, both as regards con- 
piel “md plan, from the Uttoxeter Coll. of 
SO5, with which Mr. Ellerion in his Notes to 

rs 

the fol. ed. of Church Hymns has confounded | M it. also erroneous! assiguing the editorship of the latter to E. Chops whose own Coll, va 
mot published until 1811 (see iv.). A refer- 
mce im the Cull. of 1808 to Ashbourne (a parish 
im WDWerbyshire on the borders of Staffordshire), 
amd the statement that the music to which 
tive of the hymns were sung was adepted or 
composed by Edward Simms, then organist 
oft Ashbourne church, indicate that in all 
probability the Coll. was intended for use in 
that parish, and it is not unlikely that it was 
compiled by the Rev. Samuel Shipley, who 

me Vicar in 180%. 
3. Lhe third Sel. in this section is :— 
4 Selection of Psalms and Hymns for Public and 

P*r-twate Ose. Newcastle, Staffordshire, 1810. 

‘This Sel. was compiled by the Rey. T. 
Cotterill, and went through 8 editions. 
[See Cotterill, T., p. 263, ii.) 

4. The fourth Sel. is :— 

A Setection of Psalms and Hywns, Lichfield, Lomaz, 
1st. 

This Sel. was made by the Rev. Edward 
Cooper for use in his churelies of Hamstall- 
Ridweare and Yoxall. A 2nd edition appeared 
in 1823. _ It is « small book, containing only 
Ken’s Morning Hymn, 26 Psalins, and 19 
Hymns. Of the latter, “Father of heaven, 
whose love profound” and “This is the day 
the Lord hath blest” are respectively Nos. 3 
and 4. 

5. The fifth Sel. is :— 
Setection of Psalms 7 . 

s i parpiecetind Norris San, aa sill olais Ata 

6. The Uttoxeter Sel. of 1805 remained in 
use for many years, and passed through several 
editions (4th ed. 1814) unaltered, nutil 1843, 
when a revised ed. was pub. This contsins 
49 Psalms, ! Gloria Patri, 94 Hymns, and an 
Introductory Anthem, 145 pieces in all, of 
which 106 were taken from the older Sel. 
About 1851 this revised ed. was in its turn 
replaced at Uttoxeter by A Church Hymnhook 
or every Sunday and Holyday. ondon, 
Masters. One of the hymns (No. 126) in the 
Tittoxeter Sel, of 1805, “When heaves with 
siggise my anxious breast,” in 5 st. of 4 1., is 
b the Rev. he iy | Price, Cnrate and 
etter wards (1819-53) Incumbent of Christ 
Church, Needwood, but it does not appear that 
he had any further part in compiling the Sel. 
"Sais Wymn was included afterwanis in Mont- 
gomery’s Christian Pealmit. 

7- As connected with Staffordshire, though 
mot “#68 Compilers of Hymnals for local use, two | in 6 st. of 4 1 
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hymn-writers imuy be named here, the Rev. 
Jolin Waketield and Lady Lucy Whitmore. 

Wakefield. John, w.a., 8. of Mr. Thomas Wakefield 
was b. at Uttoxeter, Jan. 17, 1798: educated at St. 
Edmund Hall, Oxford, where be graduated na. 1524, 
M.A. 1827. Took Holy Orders in 1924, and after holding 
euracies at St. Alkmund’s and All Saints, Derby, becume 
Rector of Hughley, Shropshire, in 1861, He compiled 
A Collection of Psalms and Hymns, chiefly designed 

| for Public Worship. Belper, J. Mason, 1825, contain- 
| ing 100 Paulms and 210 Hymns; and in 161 printed 
privately a small vol, of 24 original hymna entitled 
Afymns and Spiritual Songs, recreations in age and 
seclusion of a Rural Pastor, W. Lawley, printer, 
— Wenlock ; and in 188%, an Appendix thereto of ¥ 
ymns, 
Whitmore, Lady Lucy Elizabeth was the 

only dau. of Orlando, 2nd Baron and ist Earl of Brad- 
ford, b. Jan, 22, 1792, married in 1810 to Mr. William 
Wolryche Whitmore, of Dadmaston, Shropshire, and d. 

ar. 17, 1840, She published, “ Family Prayers for 
Ecery Day in the Week,” &c., 1824, containing 14 ori- 
ginal Hymns; 2nd edit. 1827. No. vill. of these hymns, 
“ Father, again in Jesus’ name we meet” (p, . ii.) 
has passed into many collections, 

To information furnished by the Rev. J. 
Wakefield we are indebted for much of the 
materials employed in this article. (G. A. C.) 

Stallybrass, James Steven, fourth «. of 
the Rev. Edward Stallybrass, of the London 
Missionary Society, was b. Oct. 8, 1826, at 
Selenginsk, in the province of Irkutsk, Siberia, 
where his father was then stationed. He re- 
sided for many years in Stoke Newington, 
London, and d. there Dec. 2, 1888. He was a 
well known educationist, and tr. from the Ger- 
man a number of scientific and other works. 
He contributed a large number of ftrs. from 
German hymns and poems to the various pub- 
lications of Mr. Curwen, e. g. to the Songs and 
Tunes for Education, 1861; the Tonite Sol fa 
Heporter, &c. In 1859 he contributed tre. of 
4 German hymns to Mr. Curwen’s Sabbath H. 
Bk. (Nos. 234, 417, 418, 420). To Mr. Cur- 
wen's Child's Own H. Bk., 1862, he also 
contributed :— 

1, Who Heaven is riding. God the 
Child's Guide. ‘This was originally pub. In 6 st. of 5 L., 
as No. 117 in & se and Tunes, 1861, and marked asa 
tr., but Mr. Stallybrass in 1481 could not remember from 
what. It has since been included in the Congregational 
Bk. of Praise for Children, 1881. 

2. Hi heaven! my home and fatherland. Heaven 
Anticipated, ist pub. in 4 st. of 4 L, as No. 195, in 
a and Tunes, 1661, and marked as a tr., but Mr. 
Stallybrass in 141 regarded it as an original composition. 

For Mr. Stallybrass’s trs. from the German 
noted in this Dictionary see Index of Authors 
and Translators. (J. MJ 

Stammers, Joseph, was b. at Bury St. 
Edmunds in 1801, and educated for the legal 
profession. After practising in London as a 
solicitor for some time he was called to the 
Bur in 1833, aud joined the Northern Circuit. 
(Lyra Brit., 1868.) He d. in London, May 18, 
1885. His popular lhymn— 

the wave. Christian (/’erseverance) was con- 
tributed to the (olfage Magazine (a small serial edited 
by the Rev. John Buckworth, late Vicar of Dewsbury ) 

in 1830, It has Pg into several collections, including 
the Bap. /s. Hys., 1858; the People’s Hyl., 1867 
(altered), and others. 

Mr. Stammers also contribnted 4 hymns to 
Dr. Rogers's Lyra Brit., 1868, but these have 
not come into C, U. {J. J.J 

Stand, soldier of the Cross. By. E. H. 
Bickersteth. [Adult Baptiem.) Written for 
the let ed. of his Hymnal Comp, 1870, No. 291, 

It was also given in hia Two 
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Brothers, &c., 1871, p. 238. On its adoption by 
the 8. P.C. K. Church Hys., 1871, st. ii, iii., 
were slightly altered by the author. (J. J.} 

Stand the omnipotent decree. C. 
Wesley. (Trust and Confidence in God.] This 
is No. 16 of 17 hymns pub. in 1756,a8 Hys. for 
the Year, 1756, Particularly for the Fast- u 
Feb. t% in + st. of 8 1. CP. Works, 1868-72, 
vol. vi. p. 94). This Fast was held as a day 
of humiliation urising mainly out of a dread 
of an invasion the French. Miss Steele's 
hymn “See gracious God, before Thy throne ” 
(p. 1087, ii.), was also written for th same oc- 
casion. C. Wesley's hymn was republished, 
without alteration, in the Wes. H. Bk., 1780, 
No 60, and has since passed into a large 
number of collections in most English-speaking 
countries, It has received great praise at the 
hands of many writers. J. Montgomery in 
the preface to his Christian Psalmist, 1825, 
p. XXi¥, says :-— 
“The hymn on the Day of Judgment, ‘ Stand the 

Omnipotent decree’ ins with a note, a 
awakening like the sound of the last trumpet. is is 
altogether one of the most daring and victorious flights 
of our author. Such piece, prove that if Charles Wes- 
ley’s hymns are less varied than might have been desired 
for general purposes, it was from choice and predilection 
to certain views of the Gospel in its effects upon human 
minds, and not from want of diversity of gifts.” 

This was written by Montgomery in igno- 
rauce of the fact that the hymn was directly 
associated with Young's Night Thoughts. In 
his private copy of his Christian Psalmist, 
1825 (in our possession) he has written in 
pencil on the margin opposite the above quo- 
tation “a paraplirase from Dr. Young » Night 
Thoughts.” Jackson in his concluding chapter 
of the Memoirs of C. Wesley quotes this hymn 
as one of “two examples of the manner in 
which C. Wesley occasionally availed ~him- 
self of the writings of other men.” He says (small ed., 1848, p. 488) :— 

** The just and striking sentiments contained in the 
-Vight Thoughts, often proposed with great abruptness 
and force, were exactly suited to Mr. Charles Wesley's 
peculiar temper and mental habits. He therefore es- 
teemed this book next to the holy Scriptures. Yet could he when occasion served surpass Young himself in 
living energy both of thought and expression, as the 
following example demonstrates. The author of the 
Night Thoughts [Night vi. The Infidel Reclaimed, pt. i.) 
exclaine :— 

*O man immortal ! Hear the lofty style. 
If so decreed, th’ Almighty Will be done. 
Lat earth dissolve, yon pond'rous orbs descend 
And grind us int, dust! The soul is safe ; 
The man emerges; mounts above the wreck, 
As tow'ring flame from Nature's funeral pyre; 
O’er devastation, as a gainer, smiles ; 
His charter, his inviolable rights, 
Well pleas'd to learn from Thunders impotence, 
Death's pointless darts, and Hell's defeated storms.’ 

* Mr. Charles Wesley, taking up the theme, thus sings 
in still loftier strains, and with a greater power of ex- 
pression :-— 

* Stand th’ Omnipotent decree ! 
Jehovah's Will be done! 

Nature’s end we wait to see, 
And hear her fina! groan: 

Let earth dissolve, and blend 
In death the wicked and the Just, 

Let those pond’rous orbs descend, 
And grind us into dust ! 

* Rests secure the righteous man! 
At his Redeemer’s beck 

to emerge, and rise again, 
And mount above the wreck. 

Lo! the heavenly spirit towers, 
Like flames o'er nature’s funeral pyre, 

Triumphs in immortal powers, 
And claps his wings of fire!’ ” 
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Jackson quotes the remaining two verses of 
Wesley's hymn (see Wes. H. Bk., No. 61), but 
omits W point out that there is nothing cor- 
responding thereto in the Night Thoughts, aud 
that they are strictly Wesley's origi com 
sition. Young began his Night Thoughts after 
the death of his wife and daughter in 1744, 
and the Preface to pt. ii. of “The Infidel 
Reclaimed,” which begins a few lines after 
those quoted above, is lated ** July 7, 1744.” 
This would give the date ot his liues as quoted, 
circa 1744, C. Wesley's date is 1756. We may 
add that line 4 in st. iv :— 

“ Yield we now our bodies up 
To earthquake, plague, and sword,” 

refers in the earthquake to the great earth- 
quake which demolished the city of Lisbon 
on Nov. 1, 1755; the plague to the terrible 
mortality among the cattle which had been 
prevailing in various parts of England; and 
the sword to the invasion which was feared 
from France. These thiugs made tue strongest 
men in the land tremble. (J. J.J 
Stand up and bless ne Lord. ’ 

Montgomery. (Praise ond hanksgiving. 
Written for the’ Shetteld Red Hill Water 
Sunday School Anniversary, eld on Mar. 15, 
1824; and also used at the Whitsuntide 

ithering of the Shettield Wesleyan Sunday 
hool Union, on the Whit-Monday of that 

year. The opening lines of the original read :— 
“Stand up and bless the Lord, 

Ye children of His choice.” 
When Montgomery included it in his 

Christian Psalmist, 1825, No. 558, in 6 at. of 
4 1, he altered this opening to :— 

** Stand up and bless the Lord, 
Ye ¢ of His choice :** 

and this was repeated in his Original Hys., 
1853, No. 86. In J. H. Thom’s Hymns, &e., 
1858, it begins, “ Arise, and bless the Lord:” 
and in the Americin Songs fur the Sanctuary, 
N. Y., 1865, ““O Thou above all praise” (st. ii 
altered), It is in extensive use in all English- 
speaking countries, and usually the 1825 text is 
followed. (J. J.] 

Stanley, Arthur Penrhyn, p.p., was b. 
at Alderley, in Cheshire, Dec. 13, 1815. His 
father, Edward Stanley, was the s of Sir 
Edward Stanley of Alderley, and younger 
brother of the first Lord Stanley of Alderiey, and was rector of the parish until 1837, when 
he became Bishop of Norwich. His mother, 
Catherine Stanley, was daughter of th- Rev. 
Oswald Leycester, Rector of Stoke-u -Tern, 
Shropshire. Arthur Stanley recei ved bis early 
education under the superintendence of his 
father ; but in 1829 he was sent to Rugby to be 
under the direct charge of Dr. Arnold, wio had 
been appointed to the hea:-mastership the year 
before, and of whom Mr. Stanley had been an 
early friend and admirer. Arthur Stanley 
bore the stamp of Rugby and of its creat head- 
master to the end of his life. In 1834 he went 
up to Oxford, having won a Balliol scholar- 
ship, the “ blue ribbon of undergraduate life,” 
and commenced a career of unusual brilliancy 
at the University. He gained the Newdi- 

te prize for English Verse (the subject 
ing The (Gypsies); the Ireland scholar- 

ship (the highest test of Greek scholarship), 
and a First Class in Classical Honours, al! 
in 1837. He won the Prize for the: Latin 
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Easa i ana 4 1,22 18389, the Prize for the English Essay, 
Ee - “ad flerton Prize for the Theological 
te — gE a $40, and wus in the same yeur elected 
Was th bt lowship at University College. He 
thet off, @ppointed College Tutor, and held 
wie esl ce for twelve years. In 1845-6 he 
1S50 ae ©ct Preacher for the University, From 
ani 1852 he was Secretary to the Oxford 
ap mec Commissioners. In 1851 he was 
Shae ated Canon of Canterbury, and held 
Bagi Post until 1855, when he was elected 
i= foe Pr rofessor of Ecclesiastical History at 
me ee to which a Canonry at Christ Church 
acme tached. He was also chosen in 1858 

lua # pape Chaplain to the Bishop of London, 
ha % —s ‘ow Rugbeian, Dr. Tait. These offices 

by 1G a until 1863, when, on the elevation of 
ee French to the Archbishopric of Dublin, 

oat was appointed to the Deanery of West- 
nster. nm the same year he married Lady 

See: phigh Bruce, a sister of the Earl of Elgin, 
Wea personal friend and attendant of Queen 

I1cteoria. 
still closer 

This. warriage brought him into} natural 

relation with the Ovurt, at which | that from which he appears at t 
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decessor, It is a tortunat- circumstance that two of the 
most interesting places in England should have bad for 
their historian one who, both from his position and his 

wers, was, of all men, the most fitted to do justice to 
nis subject. Of the rest of Dr. Stanley's prose works it 
does not seem necessary tu do more than specify the 
titles. They include Lectures on the History of the 
Church of Scotland, 1863; Kssays on Questions con- 
nected with Church and State, 1470; a great number 
of single Addresses, &c., on Various subjects, and CArts- 
tian Institutions, Essays on Keclesiastical Subjects, 
pub, not long before his death. 

Dr. Stanley attained great eminence as a preacher, 
oa emerge in his own Abbey. His manner was most 
solemn and impressive, and his style of composition was 
exactly suited fur a sermon. It is fair to add that ser- 
mons would also, of course, be the species of composition 
in which what many considered the most unsatisfactory 
features of Dr. Stanley's Intellectual character, his vague- 
ness of doctrine and extreme breadth of statement, were 
most conspicnous. He pub. several volumes of sermons 
and single sermons. ‘The chiefare: Sermons and Essays 
on the Apostolical Age (1846), Sermons preached in 
Canterbury Cathedral (1857), Sermons on the Unity of 
Ecangelical and Apostolical Teaching (1959), Sermons 
in the Bast preached before the Prince of Wales (1863), 
Address and Sermons at St. Andrews, 1877. 

The point of view from which this sketch 
agenda Dean caer as a writer is 

1e least advan- 
a pd before been so highly valued, that he tage. Thirteen of his hymns which had been 

c been twice chosen to accompany the 
Pe mce of Wales in his travels in che Kast. 

© was singularly happy in his murried life, 
and felt the death of Lady Augusta, which 
ievn Re in 1876, 48 an irreparable loss. 

fress at Cologne; and at the close of the 

In j 
lhe took part in the Old Catholic Con- pry which 

published singly have been incorporated in 
the Westminster Abbey Hymn Book, but none 
of them have attained any extensive popu- 
larity; and, to tell the truth, they do not 

That exquisite taste and felicity 
distinguish more or less all 

his prose writings seem to desert him when 
same year he was again uppointed Select | he is writing verse. This is all the more 
Preacher, not, however, with ut considerable 
Opposition being made to the appointment on 
account of the Dean’s theological views; the 
vote, however, was curried by 349 avainst 
237. Ins 1875 he was installed Lord Rector 
of the University of St. Andrews, having re- 
ceived the degree of LL.p from that Univer- 

strange because one would have said that he 
regarded outwerd nature, as well as the works 
and history of mav, with a poet’seye. Like 
avother great writer, Jeremy Taylor, his prose 
ia poetical, but his poetry is prosaic. The 
divine afflatus is wanting. f course he 
always writes as a scholar; hence his transla- 

sity four years previously. He died at the | tions are more successful than his original 
Deanery, Westminster, on July 18, 1881, after 
a short illness. 

Jor. Stanley was a voluminous and very popular 

hymns; but in neither department has he pro- 
duced anything that can at all be termed clas- 
sical; and it is from hia general eminence 

writer. bis pure and picturesque style being singularly | rather than fr.m his contributions to hymno- 
fascinating. The first work by which he became 
te the literary world was the Life and Correaponden 
of mr. Arnold, pub, in 1844, is is an almost perfect 
rmodel of Leper Though the writer is distinctly a 
hero-worshbipper, be never allows his worship to violate 
the rules of good taste, while he brings out all the 
points in his hero's character most vividly, and exercis’s 
@ most wise discretion in itting him, as far as possi- 
ble, to tell his own tale. is was followed in 1450 by 
Memoirs of Edward Stanley, Bishop of Norwich, and 
Catherine Stanley, which is very interesting both for its 
imtrimnsic merits, and also as a pious tribute of filial affec- 
tion tut it does not reach the level of the Life of 
Arn In 1554 appeared the Epistles to the Corin- 
thtans, the value of which will be variously estimated 
according to the theological standpoint of the reader. 
But his mext two works will command the admiration 
of all = who are competent to judge. In his His- 
toritca Memorials of Canterbury, pub, in 1854, and 
Sinai and Palestine in connerion with their History, 

. 
> 

ub. im 1856, Dr. Stanley was again on his own will distinguish ft from Milton’s bymn. 
Pround where bis almost unique powers of deecrigtlen 8. O frail spirit, vital spark. Baster. 

pular | Macmillan’s Magazine, Ma 
Pales- | Future Hope.” An Easter 

faa their full scope, The former was a very work, reaching a 6th ed. in 1872; but sinai a 
tire was still more warmly welcomed, and may be con- 
sidered, with the Life of Pr. Arnold, as Dr. Stanley's 
pa —<d* arurre. Passing over for the present bis se 

Fastern Church, pub. in 1861; this also was very 
popular, reaching a Sth ed. in 1869. Then followed 
a series of Lectures on the History of the Jewish Church 
im 2 volumes (1863-5). His next publication again 
abowecd him at bis best. The Historical Memorials 
of Westminster Abbey, pub. in 1867, may be regarded 
as &® Companion volume to the Historical Memorials 
of cant ry, and is, at least, worthy of its pre- 

a 
k that he uires even the small space 

voted to him in this article. 
(J. H. O.) 

In addition to Dean Stanley's fra. from the 
Latin, and his popular hymns, “ He is gone! 
beyon:! the skies,” and “ Master, it is goud to 
be.” which ure annotated eleewlere in this 
Dictionary, the following are also in C. U. :— 

1. Let us with a gladsome mind, National Hymn, 
The Accession. This hymn is called ‘* Hymn for the 
Accession (June 20), An Accommodation of Milton's 
Version of the 136th Psalm,” and was pub. in Mac- 

which has been 

millan’s Magazine, June 1873, in 11 st.of #1. Lines 
3, 4, of at. i.:— 

*« Long our island throne has stood, 
Planted on the ocean flood ;"" 

Given in 
1878, and headed ** Our 

ymn. It bas been thought 
— for some expressions such as the that there may be a 
ymns endeavour to embody, of the following hymn or 

of another world, more hopeful than the touching rmons, | pros 
we mext come to his Lectures on the History of the | address of the Emperor Hadrian to bis soul, less vague 

and material than Pope's graceful version of it in his 

well-known lines, “Vitel spark of heavenly flame.” 
The hymn following this introduction is in two parts :— 

Part i. **O frail spirit, vital spark,” in 6 st, of 8 1., and 
Pt. li., ** Rise, my soul, and stretch thy wings,” also in 
Gator X 1. Of Pt. ih, st. L, UL. 1-4, are from Robert 
Seagrave’s brmn, noted on p. 964, ii. : 

3, Spirit unseen, our spirits’ home. Whitsuntide, 
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This hymn was pub. in Macmillan's Magazine, May, 
1879, in 7 st, of 8 L, and 1 st. of 9 1, with the fllowing 
note :—"* Manzoni’s Hymn for Whitsuntide. Of all the 
Sacred Hymns of Manzoni this is the one which breathes 
the most comprehensive spirit. The first part runs on 
the more mystical emblems of the Church. Hut the 
latter part, which alone is capable of — use, enters 
into the very heart of the doctrines of the spiritual nature 
of Christianity, and contains a meaning teyond the ori- 
iinal force of the words, which was intended te be cm- 
tned te the Himits of the Roman Church. It is in this 
wider sense that the following paraphrase has been 
attempted.”” Manzoni's poem on Mentecost was pub, 
ci Lazo. presage Smee me Oe ily) 
‘4. The is come! mr ph Advent, This 
hymn appeared in Macmillan's Magazine, Dec. 1872, 
in 6 st. of & L, with the following introduction: — 
“Hymn for Advent. The accompanying hymn is 
offered as asequel tu the two which have already 
appeared. in this Magazine, April 1870, [No. June 
Is62, see p. 500, ii.j, om the Ascension, and the Trans- 
figuration (April 1870, see p. 718, i,). The first four 
stanzas run parallel to the Gospels of the four Sundays 
in Advent, and the two last on the (Giospels and Epistles 
for Coristmas,” 

5. When the Paschal evening fell. Holy Communion. 
‘This appeared in Macmillan's Magazine, Nov, 1874, in 
Sst. of 1, I st.of 121, and 1 st. of & L, with this in- 
trodaction:—** This do in Kemembrance of Me. It is 
intended in the following lines to furnish a sacred bymn 
founded on the one common idea of commemoration 
which Hes at the basis of all views of the Eucharist, 
whether material or spiritual, and to express this un- 
doubted intention of the original institution apart from 
the metaphorical language by which the ordinance is 
often described.” 

6, Where is the Christian's Fatherland! The (hris- | 
tian’s Fatherland. This poem (it cannot be called a 
hymn) was given in Macmillan's Magazine, Nov. 1872, 
in 7 st. of & L, with the fullowing introduction :—** The 
‘Traveller's Hymn for All Saints’ Day. Being an adapta- 
tiun of Arndt’s Poem, * Was ist des Deutschen Vater- 
land.’"" 

7. Where shall we find the Lord! Hpiphany. Given 
in Maemillan's ine, March 1880, in 7 st. of &L, 
and introduced thus: -‘* The Divine Life. * Who lived 
amongst men.’ (In the original draft of the Nicean 
Creed) from the Creed of the Church of Palestine,” 

8. re shall we learn to die! (Goud Friday. This 
was pub in Macmillan's Me ine, March 1880, in 
7 st. of & 1, with the simple beading, “The Perfect 
Death. Disce mori.” 

9. Who shall be the last Seer? Si. John 
Baptist, Appeared in Macmillan’s Magazine, July 
1879, in 4 st, of 8 L, as a‘* Hymn for St. John the Baptist 
Day, June 24." . 

All these hymns were given in full, and 
without alteration, in the Westminster Abbey 
H. Bk., 1883. Their use is mainly contined 
to that collection. [J. J.] 

Star of morn and even. F T. Pal- 
f {Morning or Evening.) Written in 
1862, and given to Sir R. Puleser: (Lord Sel- 
borne) in ms., and included by him in his Bk. 
of Praise, 1862, in 4 st. of 61. It is also given 
in the author's Hymns, 1867, p. 7, where it is 
entitled “The Day Star’; in the Sa 
Hymnary, 1882; Thring’s Coll., 1882, and 
others. It has been set to special musie by 
Tilleard, Lond., Novello, 1868. {J. J.) 

Stars of the morning, so gloriously 
bright. St. Joseph the Hymnoyrapher. (St. 
Michael & All Angels.) In the Paracletice 
there are several Canons of the Bodiless Ones, 
an all are of an ornate character. In Dr, 
Neale’s Hymns of the Eastern Church, 1862, 
these stanzas appeared with the following title 
and note;—* Stars of the Morning. A centu 
from the Canon of the ‘ Botiless Ones.’ Tues- 
day in the Week of the Fourth Tone.” In 
omitting the opening line of the Greek, Dr. 
Neale, doubtless, intended it to be understond, 
that he had followed the spirit rather than the 
letter of the original. In fact, there is no 
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attempt to reproduce the sequence of though! 
as set forth in the Canon, although the ornate 
character of the orginal is imitated. Sino 
the adoption ot Dr. Neale s translation tor eop- 
gregutional us, in H. J. Palmer's Suppl. 
Hymnal, 1866, the People’s, 1867, H, A. & M. 
1868, and others, it has become most popular, 
and is found in a large number of hynin-b»k. 
The texts in use, however, vary ¢.nsiderab.y. 
Dr. Neale's authorized text is in the 3rd ed. of 
the H.of the EB. Church 1866. The original 
Greek Canon is found in modern editions of 
the Uctoechus. {J. J.] 

Statuta decreto Dei. C. Coffin. [Ad- 
vent.) Pub. iu his Hymni Sacri, 1736, p. 33, 
and also iu the Paris Breviary the sane year, 
where it is appoiuted as the Yorks! hyuin at 
Vespers iu Advent. It is iu several moder 
French Brees, in J. Chandler's Hys. of the 
Prim. Church, 1837, No. 38, und Card. Ne.- 
man’s Hymni Keclesiae, 1838 und 1865. 7. 
48 — 

1. The rolling years at length fulfil. [iy J. 
Chandler, in his Hys. of the Prim. Church, 1837, 
p. 42. Generally given in an abbreviated and 
altered form, 

2. Deep hidden by divine decree. By I. Wii- 
liams, in his Hys. tr. from the Parisian Brev., 
1839, p. 46. The tr. in the Hymnury, 1872, 
No, 104, “O Lord, the rolling years fulfil,” is 
by the editors based on I, Williams’s fr. 

3. And now, by God's sure word decreed. By W. 
J. Blew, in his Church Hy. and Tune Bk. 1852- 
55, Advent, Ne. 7, This is a fr. of st. i., ¥, 
vi. The Advent hymn, No. 8, in Blew, is at. 
of the remaining stanzas of this hymn, beginning 
with st. ii., “ Patris nefando crimine,” which is 
rendered as, “* While Adam's race sore wounded 
lay.” This is in Lyra Messianica, 1864. 

4. The fulness of the time ordained. By J. 4. 
Johnston, in his English Hyl., 1856. Based on 
J. Chandler, as above, 

Other trs. are :— 
a The times of old by God decreed. J. 1). Chambers. 

1857, : 
2. Sing we now redeeming love. D. 7", Morgan. 1s40. 
3. Predestinate of God most high. By W. MM. A. in 

0. Shipley’s Annus Sanctus, 1884. (J. J.J 

Stay, Thou insulted Spirit, stay. ¢. 
Wesley. [Lent.] Pub. in ys. and Sac. 
P » 1749, vol. i, No. 41, in 7 st. of 4 1 
(P. Works, 1868-72, vol. iv., p. 370.) It was 
included in the Wes. H. Bk. 1780, No, 155. 
with the omission of st. vi., and the change of 
st. ii, L 4, from, “For forty long rebellious 
years” (the forty referred to his own age at 
the time), to “ For many long,” &e. The Hs 
H. Bk, form of the text is in most of the 
Methodist collections, and a few others Other 
forms of the text are:—{1) “Stay, injured, 
grieved, Spirit, stay,” in Bickersteth's Chri-- 
sn Sage ome and later collections: 
and (2) “Stay, ou long-eufferi Spirit, 
stay,” in the American Meth. Seen Hees 
1878. (J. J.J 
Steane, Edward, pp., was b. at Oxford, 

Mar. 23, 1798, studied at the Baptist Cullege, 
Bristol, and at Edinburgh University. In 
1823 he became pastor of a Baptist church ot 
Camberwell, London, where he laboured with 
success until his death on May 8, 1882. Dr. 
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+ Was for ‘ : ; . ©rminiy. ; . , many years one of the most ; eventful, and occupied ch'efly in the dis- “me ac of the Baptist denomina- | charge of such domestic and social duties as 
Ba ptise iu one of the feunders of the | usually fall to the lot of the eldest dnughter of 
ana 1on ; the Bible Translation Society: | a village pastor. She was buried in Broughton Koa <n E-vangelical Alliance. He edited duanivant: cw. RS) Ppa Se gettcal Christendom; and pub. The Doe- ? OF Chri A large number of Miss Steele’s hymns are 
in 1872. ull enagens ed by — Apostles, | in C. U., the larger roportion being in Ame- 

ja Prepared the Baptist New Se @® | rican hymn-books. In addition to “ Almighty I1s2s. Rig: cats bene geval aasons pole Maker of my frame,” “ Far from these narrow 
composed by ies appeared in th rap ted P| scenes of night,” “ Father of mercies in Thy 
mi Prophetic tb PP ) (ape pe >| word,” and others annotated under their re- 
yo Christ canUlecwueaty TT ans anal one spective first lines, there are also :— Selection F2nlarged in 1838, (W. BR. 8.) Pi bs gall bara # Subjects Chiefly Devo- 

Steele, anne, b. in 1716, w 1, Come, let our souls adore the Lord. Pleading for of Mr. ‘Wim. Steele, « timber pobre roe Mercy. One of two hymns “On the Fust, Feb. “11, 
' - 1757," the fi | “While tiee yes he! - rigged > Without salary, of the Baptist Church verigefal nl = i pete ees : roughton, in Hampshire. At an early age 2, Come, tune ye saints, your noblest strains. Christ 

Se, BBO wed a taste for literature, and would | 2¥ing and Rising. often entertain her friends by her tical i eee are the wounds which sin has made. Christ, 
COM Positions. But it was not until 1760 that 4. Enslaved by sin, and bound in chains. Redemp- she could be prevailed upon to publish. In | ‘n- cs 
that year two wols. appeared under the title Pe ae. ea eet Se: Seen, ee 
of Peems on Subjects chiefly Devotional, b 6. Et-rnal Source of joys divine. Divine Assurance gg ~aicteonar After her death, which occu ew. ate teams ; pa am ovem r, 1778, a new edition was ub- . Great God, to Thee my evening song. ning. 
lished witl: an additional volume anda Pre. Besting ts free te ao ne oe 
(Bal ba a Rev. Dr. npr Evans, of Bristol 9. Hear, gracious (God) lord, my humble moan 

ristol, 80). In the three vols. are 144 | (prayer). ¢ presence of Go sired, - 

hymans, 34 Psalms in verse,and about 30 short | 12: Hear, O my God. with pity bear, | Ps. exliti . ng earth’s alluring toys? On Leng- stags aay They have been reprinted in one vol, | ing after unseen pleasures, 
y TD. Sedewick, 1863. Miss Steele's hymns 12. How lovely, how divinely sweet. Ps, lzzxiv. 

were first made available for congregational ine. How oft, alas, this wretched heart. Pardoning 
use im_ 1769, 62 of them being then introduced 14. In vain my roving thoughts would find. Lasting a the — Bap. Coll. of Ash & Evans, —, the apebag of lege divina. Christ the W, the etter T for “Theodosia ” leing affixed ; 47 15. Jesus, ng of joys divine. ial e Way. 

Were also given in Dr. Rippon’s Sel, 1787, and | 37. Lord. Toou Koes boon Thy Coan Gcas Bee 26 in Ir. . B. Collyer’s Coll, 1812. Among / 18. Lord, we adore Thy boundlss grace. Divine 
Baptist hymn-writers Miss Steele stands ut the | Zounty. 
head, if we regard cither the number of her | (1%, Lord. when my (our) raptured thought surveys. 
hymps which have found a place in the| 20. Lord. when my thoughts delighted rove. Passion- hymnals of the last 120 a or the frequency | tide 
with which they have been sung. Although 21, My God, wate Tey —_— seat, Divine Mercy. 

: 22. My God, to call, Lent. few of them can be placed in the first rank of 23. O for a sweet, inspiring ray, The Ascended Sa- lyrical Se they are almost uni- 3 ® : 
formly simple in language, natural and pleas-| 24. 0 Thou W acer mony Seam. Lent, 
image im imagery, and full of genuine Christian ietarccidee TAY fice. rangi and 
fecling. Miss Steele may not inappropriately | 26. ‘Should famine o'er the mourning field, During 
be compared with Miss F. R. Haveryai, our | Scaretty. 
** Theodosi«” of the 19th century, In both an” fades the lovely, blooming flower, Death of a there is the same evangelic-fervour, in both 
the same intens personal devotion to the Lord 
Jesus. But whilst Miss Steele seems to think 
of Him more frequently as her “bleeding, 
aying Word”—dlwelling on His sufferings in 
their physical aspect—Miss Haveryal oftener 
refers t«» His living help and sympathy, recog- 
nizes with gladness His present claims as 
“ Master ” and“ King,” and wuticipates almost 
with «cstusy His second coming, Looking at 
the whole of Miss Steele’s hymas, we find in 

them wider range of thought than in Miss 38, When I survey life's varied scene. Hesignation. 
H-~vergals i gg She treats of a ter ; 2. bop and fears prevailing rise. Christ the 
variety of subjects. On the other hand, Miss | “4/ of the Soul. 
Heverscul, living in this age of missions and eee Coat dees Ha native. Sreathing 

-neral philanthropy, has much more to say | "41. While my Redeemer’s near, The Good Shepherd. 
concerning Chretien work and personal service | > Why sinks my weak desponding mind? Hope in 
for Clirist anc for humanity. Miss Steele suf- . Reied. “deamrt 
fered from delicacy of health and from a great desis ee er ee eee 
sorrow, Which befell her in the death of ber “4. Ye glittering toys of earth adieu. The Pearl of 
betrothed under peculiarly painful’ circum- | #reat Price 
stumces- 10 other respects her life was un-| ¢A°,,*° bumble souls, approach your God, Divine 

4A 

_ 28, Stretched on the Cross the Saviour dies. Good 
29. The Lord, my Shepherd and my Guide. #’s. xxiii, 
30. The Lord, the Ged of glory reigns. Ps. xciii. 
31, The Saviour calls; let every ear. The Invitation. 
32. There is a glorious world on high. True Honour, 
33. Thou lovely [only] Source of true delight, De- 

string to know Jesus, 
PP ne Thou only Sovereign of my heart, Life in Christ 

lone, 
36, To Jesne, our exalted Lord. Holy Communion. 
36. To our Redeemer’s glorious Name. Praise to the 

Redeemer. 
37. To your Creator, God. A Rural Hymn, 
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ii, From the Bristol Bap. Coll. of Ash & 
Evans, 1769. 

46. Come ye that love the Saviour’s Name. Jesus, 
the King of Saints. 

47. How helpless guilty nature lies. Veed of Renew- 
ing Grace. 

48, Praise ye the Lord, let praise employ. Praise. 

iii. Centos and Altered Texts. 
49. How blest are those, how truly wise, True honour. 

=—_ “There is a glorious world on high.’ See 
No. 32. 

50, How far beyond our mortal view. Christ the 
Supreme Beauty, 
please the eye,” 1760, st. iii. 

51. In vain I trace creation o'er. True happiness. 
Lig “When fancy spreads her boldest wings,” 1760, 
st. Hi. 

52. Jesus, and didst thou leave the sky? Praise to 
Jesus. From “ Jesus, in Thy transporting name,” 1760, 
at. iv. 

51. Look up, my soul, with cheerful eye. Breathing 
after God. From No. 40, st. v. 

54. Lord, in the temple of Thy Christ His 
sc werly Joy. From ** The wo nations have 

held.” 1760, st. ii. 
55. My God, O could I make the claim. Part of 

No. 9 above, 
46. My soul, to God, ita source, eae (fod, the 

Soul's only Portion, From “In vain the world’s allur- 
ing stmuile,’’ st. iii, 

57. O could our thoughts and wishes fly. Part of No. 
11 above, st. iv. 

58. O for the eye of faith divine. Death anticipated. 
From ** When death appears before my sight,” 1760, 
st. ifi., vii. vill. altered, with opening stanzas from 
another source, 

59. O Jesus, our exalted Head. Holy Communion, 
From ** To Jesus, our exalted Lord.” See No. 35. 

60. O world of bliss, could mortal eyes. Heaven. 
— “Far from these narrow scenes of night," p. 

61. See, Lord, Thy willing subjects bow. Praise to 
Christ, From “O dearer to my thankful heart,” 1780, 
at. 5. 

62. Stern winter throws his icy chains, Winter. From 
“ Now aeogg stmnile day's hasty hours,”’ 1760, st. fi. 

63. Sure, the blest Comforter is nigh. Whitsuntide. 
a “Dear Lord, and shall Thy Spirit rest,” 1760, 
at. iil. 

64. The God of my salvation lives, In Affliction, 
From, * Should famine, &c.," No. 26, st. iv, 

65. The Gospel, O what endless charms. The @ 
of Redeeming Love. From ‘Come, Heavenly Love, 
inspire my song.”” p. 245, ii. 

66. The mind was formed 10 mount sublime. The 
Feltered Mind, From“ Ab! why should this immortal 
mind?" 1760, st. ii. 

67. The once loved form now cold and dead, Death of 
aChild, From “ Life is a span, a fleeting hour,” 1760, 
at. ill. 

64. Thy gracious presence, O my God. Consolation 
in Affliction. From ‘In vain, while dark affliction 

" 1780, at. iv. 
69. Thy kingdom, Lord, for ever stands. Ps. czlv. 
a “My God, my King, to Thee I'll raise,” 1760, 
st. xii. 

70. Triumphant, Christ ascends on high, Ascension. 
From “ Com*, Heavenly Love, inspire my song,” 1760, 
at. xxxii. See p. 245, ii, 

Tl. When blest with that transporting view. Christ 
the Redeemer, From “Almighty Father, gracious 
Lord,” 1760, st. xi. p. 52, ii. 

72. When death before my sight. Death Anticipated. 
From “ When death appears before my sight,” 1760. 

73. When gloomy thoughts and boding fears. Com- 
forts of Religion. From “O blest religion, heavenly 
fair,” 1760, «t. ii, 

74. When weary souls with sin distrest. Invitation 
to Rest. From ‘Come, weary souls, with sin dis- 
tressed,” 1760. See p. 258, ii. 

75. Whene'er the angry passions rise. Ezample of 
Christ, From “ And is the gospel peace and love?’ 
1760, st. ii, See p. 65, i. 

All the foregoing hymns are in D. Sedg- 
wick’s reprint of Miss Steele’s Hymns, 1863. 

{J. J.) 

Stegmann, Josua, p.p., s. of Ambro- 
sius Stegmann, Lutheran pastor at Siilzfeld, 
near Meiningen, and finally, in 1593, super- | 

From “Should nature’s charms to | 
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intendent at Eckartsberga 
was b at Sulzfeld, Sept. 14,1588. He entered 
the University of Leipzig in 1608, M.a. in 
1611, and was for sometime adjunct of the 
Philosophical Fuculty, In 1617 he was ap- 
pointed Superintendent of the district (Graf- 
schaft) uf Schaumburg, and also pastor at 
Stadthagen, and first professor of the Gym- 
nasium there; and before entering on his 
duties graduated p.p. at Wittenberg, on Oct. 
24,1617. When the Gymnasium wus erected 
into a university, and transferred (1621) to 
Rinteln, he became ordinary protessor of Theo- 
logy there. By the outbreak of war le was 
forced to flee from Rinteln, in 1623. After 
his return le was appointed, im 1625, Ephorus 
of the Lutheran clergy of Hesse-Schauimburg. 
By the Edict of Restitution, promulgated by 
the emperor on March 6, 1629, he was greatly 
harassed; for the Benedictine monks, after 
they had settled in Rinteln, in 1630, claimed 
to the rightful professors, and demanded 
the restoration of the old church lands, and 
especially the property formerly belonging to 
the nunnery at Rinteln, but which had been 
devoted to the payment of the stipends of the 
Lutheran professors. They sent soldiers into 
Stegmann’s house to demand that he should 
refund his salary, and on July 13, 1632, com- 
pelled him to hold a disputation, at which 
they annoyed him in every pussible way. Soon 
after he was seized with fever, and d. Auy. 3, 
1632. (Koch, iti., 128; Wetzel, iii., 251: Bin- 
ladungeschrift des Gymnasium Bernhardinam, 
Meiningen, 1888; ms. from Pastor A. Bicker, 
Rinteln; Dr. Forstemann, Leipzig), &ce. 
Stegmann was known as a writer of Latin verse while 

yet a student at Lelprig, and by his conte raries was 
reckoned as a hymn writer, [t is, however, very difficult 
to discriminate his productions. The bymns interspersed 
in his devotional works are given without any indica- 
tions of authorship, and many of therm are certainly by 

fueva ncaa rinct mally inble Ci) Sesaart pe hee pant 
Of t the 3rd ed., nteln, 1628, is in the Ketieons 
Library. (2) Arnewerte Hertsen-Sewu Pfizer, LUnebarg, 
MocXXX (colophon gives the correct date, viz., “Im Jabr 
1630"), Of this there is a copyin the Universit 
at Breslau. Inthe Blatter fir Hymnologie, iro Arner" 
a list is given of the more important mns in No. 
traving as far as possible those which iad thst hth 
appeared elsewhere. Two hymns, which are usually ascribed to Stegmann, and are not found earlier than in 
his works, have passe! into English as follows :— 

i, Ach bleib mit deiner Gnade.  Supplicution. 
Included in 1628, as above, p. 462. oe 1630 it 
is given, at p. 347,in 6 st.of 4 1., as a « Closing 
Hymn,” after the “ Prayer for the Preservation 
of the Doctrine, and of the Church of God.” 
Thence in Miitzell, 1858, No. 3374. lo J. Clau- 
der’s Psalmodtia nova, pt. ii., i631, p. 266, it is 
ascribed to Stegmann, and so in later collections. 
It is a simple and beautiful hymn, and is found 
in most recent German hymnals, e.g. as No. 208 
in the Unv. L. &., 1851. Lauxmann, in Kuch, 

viii., 146, relates various incidents regardin 
its use (it was,ey., a favourite hymn of ki s 
Friedrich Wilhelm tv. of Prus-ia), and thus 
analyses it :— 

“It has as its keynote the sayis 
at Emmans, *‘ Abide with ad se rb pled 
simply before the Lord Jesus ; ste if.-vd- deen Dave 
detali: Abide with us with Thy Word as sac gout 
(Hi.); with the fMlumination of Thy Spirit 2 eves 
guiding Truth (ili.); with Thy blessing as the Gea on 
in power (iy.); with Thy protection as th.. rick 
battle (v.); and with Thy Faithfuln uerer in 
the time of need (vi.). fu 

, near Merseburg, 
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Framslations are :-— 

The +r 
2- Abia wards in Pinners’ Hall; and in 1690 became tr. of st .2 Paes us, our Saviour. This is a free | its pastor, a position he retained tu his death, 

= “-—~All., as ae in the Dalston Hospital | July 4, hig a the meetings of oot 3 and repeated in the Pennsylvania | cong tion for worship were on the seventh Luth. Church ##h,, 1868. In Dr. Piceatecber's day pe gor week, he ea free to preach to 2.’0 > tr. of ot. iv., vi, were added. other congregations on the Sunday, which he ° 7 Saviour, Go beside us, This is a free tr, | did very frequently, especially to the General ac ae A-> Av., v., with an original “Shepherd” | Baptist Church in the Barbican, Such was 
’ = st. if., by J. 8. Stallybrass, in the Yoni: | Stennett’s repute for piety, learning and ron peep Porter, July 1857; and in Curwen’s | practical wisdom that his advice was very Paar 47. k., 1859, No. 420. Thence in Dr, | much sought by his Christian friends, and by > Poe acme 8 Coll, 1864, No, 116. the “great Whig Lords” of that day he was sine bide among us with Thy grace. This is a | occasionally consulted as to the feeling of the 

i wnd full ¢ér,, in co, by Miss Winkworth, | Dissenters concerning national affairs. His 
oC 7 Lyra Ger., 2nd ser., 1858, p. 84; and her | published works include :— + *, Sor England, 1863, No. 14. Included in| (1) Hymns in commemoration of the Syforeee of 186. > Suppl. Hys., 1868, Irish Church Hyi., | Blessed Saviour Jesus Christ, compos'd for the Cele- 369 and 1873, and others: : -."s | bration of his Holy Supper, 1697; 2nd ed. 1703 (This is the c” #3, and others ; and in America, in entitled in Stennett's Works, 1732, Hymns for the Lord's © Cantate Domino, 1859, Boardman’s Sel., 1861. | Supper). These were 37 in number, increa-ed to 50 in a) 2. Abide with us, Lord Jesus! Thy gtace, | the 3rd ed., 1709, (2) In 1700 he published a poetical This is = «complete tr. as No, 8 in the Ohio | Vé*#ien of Solomon's Song of Songs, together with the 
Luth. #/yZ., 1580, and marked as a compilation, XLVth Pealn. ag = — La " = 

3) In 1712 he . twelve Hymns com or the 5. Come, mbide with Thy grace, in our hearts; Cebration of the. © Lora. By Dr. R. Maguire, 1872, p, 197. 1722. 
Holy Ordinance of Baptism ; 2nd ed. 

ii. Wie schin leuchtet der Mo Stennett also translated Dacier’s Plato and rgenstern, Yom 
Firmament des Himmels fern. Morning. Included | other works from the French, and published in 16530, as above, p. 10,in 8 st. of 10 1., entitled, | several sermons preached on days of Nutional 
“* Morning Hymn.” (The text printed by Fischer, | Thanksgiving and other public occasions. His 

Works were collected after his death and pub. 
ii-, p- 485, as that of 1630, is really the greatly 

in 1732, in 4 vole. 8vo. They contain a 
altered form in the ed. of 1638); and repeated in 
the Leipzig Vorrath, 1673, No. 838, and others. | Memoir, Sermons and Letters, the Hymns and St. viii. is altered from st. ix. of “O Lebensbriinn- Poems mentioned above, and a few other lein, tief und gross” (see p. 775, ii.). It is an | poetical pieces. A controversial work, An imitation, but nota recast, of the hymn by P.| Answer to Mr. Russen's Book on Baptiem, Nicolai. noted at p. 806,ii The form in C. U. 1702, may be reckoned as a Sth vol. Of his was given to it by Burchard Wiesenmeyer, in| hymns, that whieh, in the form of varying 
Criiger’s Neves vollkimmliches G. B., 1640, | centos, is most widely known is, * Another six No. 111, and further recast in Criiger’s Praxis, days’ work is done” (p. 71, ii.), Others in 1648, No. 3, which begins, “Wie schin leucht | C. U. include:— 
uns der Morgenstern.” This form is No. 477, Ponligg reed groper ng Sine, ly Commu- fre the : inc, U. is — nion, ypeared in h s. for the as » ist in Lan gotiacalbordl gs eye A a in ea a. isa! Corks, ive uP. 2.) Unuly abbreviated 

fisermmament afar. ‘This was contributed by Philip | Pub. in his Hys. for The Lord’s Supper, ist ed., 1697. 
Pusey to A. R. Reinagle’s Ps. ¢ Hy. Tunes, | (Works, 1732, ii. p. 97.) From this * We'll praise our 
Oxford, 1840, p. 150 (see p. 1017, ii.). St. i. isa sg wy d ge divinely — cee 
fairly close version of st. i., while st. ii, iii., through Jesus. Pub. in Hys. for the Lord's Supper, 3rd 
are very sie tr. 9 st. vi., vii. Included, ed. 1709, No. 43, Werks, 1732, Up. 147.) te tail in 
slichtl waried, in the Salisbury H. Bk. 1857, | Spurgeon’s O. 0. H. Bk., 1566, rs. 
etal. | aivaieuee. with st. i, ll, 5, 6, altered in | a% » ot Thy Table I beheld. ity Commonton. . “| This h i t in Stennett’s Works. a i Kennedy, 1863. It was considerably altered in Rippon's Bap. ‘Sel, 1787, with his name rel ed, and 
the Sarrern F7y!., 1868; and this form is repeated | Wax probably supplied to Dr. Rippon by Dr. 5. Stennett, by a ’ ¢ J. Stennett’ grandson. From it “ With humble faith in R. Prag P= Nai Coll,, 1872, and J. L. and trembling benrt.” te token, 
Porter’s ” . 5. My blessed . My Saviour, is Thy love! Self-Consecration 

Other trs. are:—(1) “ How fair shines forth the Morn- | to God, Appeared in his Hys. for the Lord's Su . 1697, 
ing-star.’" By 4. J. Buckoll, 1342, p. 24. (2) “ How | No. 22. (Works, 1732, ii, p. a.) Usually abbreviated. lovely mow the morning-star.” By Miss Coz, 1864, p. 3. 6. Redeemer we adore. Pub. in his Hys. The os w =beantiful the morning star, § a ‘or ism, 1712. (Works, 1732, il. p. 163. 
er aaeee, in the “ay of Rest, 1896, >. aa My . a Wiener anche acer ol Baptizn. 

. Pub. in his Hys. for Baptism, 1712, No. 12. (Works, 
Stenmett, Joseph, the earliest English | 1732, ti. p. 165.) "From this “See how the willing con- 

Baptist hhymn-writer whose hymns are now in | Yet trace” is taken. It begins with st. iti «i. U., was b. at Abingdon, Berks, in 1663. Several of his hymus additional to these 
He received a superior education at the | ®t given in the older collections, Lut have 
Gramrmar-School of Wallingford, and at the sed out of use. We may add that the e of 22 removel to London, where for oseph Stennett, the subject of this article, 
several years he engaged in tuition. In 1688 | bad a son, Joseph Stennett, DD, who also 
he wmearried a daughter of George Guill, a ean eminent Baptist minister, and was 
French Protestant refugee, another of whose | the father of Samuel Stennett, DL. noticed 
daughters Was the wife of the celebrated low. (W.R. 8.) 
Presbyteman minister, Dr. Daniel Williams,| gtennett, Samuel, pp., grandson of 
who became a generous friend to Stennett. Joseph Stennett, named above, and s. of the 
In the f lowing year he was called to preach Rey. Joseph Stennett, p.p., was b., most pro- 
by the Bapibt Subbatarian congregation then | bably in 1727, at Exeter, where his futher was meeting i Devonshire Square, London, after- at that time a Baptist minister. Whin quite 

4A2 
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yous he remove: to London, bis father Laving | the 3rd ed. of the Bristol Bap. Sel. of Ash and 

ne pastor of the Baptist Church in Little 
Wild Street, Lineoln’s Inn Fields. In 1748, 
Samuel Stennett became assistant to his father 
in the ministry, and in 1758 succeeded him in 
the pastoral office at Little Wild Street. 
From that time until his death, on Aug. 24, 
1795, he held a very prominent position among 
the Dissenting ministers of London. He was 
much respected by some of the statesmen of 
the time, and used fis influence with tiem in 
support of the principles of religious freedom. 
The celebrated John Howard was a member 
of his congregation and an attached friend. 
In 1763, the University of Aberdeen con- 
ferred on lim the degree of pp. Dr. 8. Sten- 
nett’s prose publications consist of volumes of 
sermons, and pamphlets on Baptism and on 
Nonconturmist Disabilities. He wrote one or 
two short poems, and contributed 38 ymns to 
the collection of his friend, Dr. Rippon (1787). 
His poctical yenius was not of the highest 
order, and his best hymns have neither the 
originality nor the vigour of some of his grand- 
father’s. The following, however, ure pleasing 
in sentiment and expression, and are in C. U., 
more especiully in Baptist congregations :— 

1, And bave I, Christ, no love for Thee? Love for 
Christ desired, 

2. And will the offended God again? The Body the 
Temple of the H. Ghost. 

3. As on the Cross the Saviour hung. The Thief on 
the Cross, 
.. Bebold the leprous Jew. The healing of the 

My. Come, every pious heart. Praise to Christ. 
6. Father, at Thy call, come. Lent. 
7. Great God, amid the darksome night. God, a Sun. 
8. Great God, what hosts of angels stand. Ministry 

of 
9. Here at Thy Table, Lord, we meet. Holy Com- 

munion. 
10. How charming is the = Public Worship. 
11. How shall the sons of men appear? Acceptance 

through Christ alone. 
12. How soft the words my [the] Saviour speaks. 

Early Piety. 
13. How various and bow new, Divine Providence, 
14. Not all the nobles of the earth, Christians as 

of 
; aot Jordan's stormy banks I stand, Heaven anti- 

cipated, 
16. Prostrate, dear Jesus, at thy feet. Lent. Some- 

times, ‘** Dear Saviour, prostrate at Thy feet.” 
17. Should bounteous nature kindl ur, The 

greatest of these is Love. From this, ** I the gift of 
"at. dil, is taken, 

14. Thy counsels of redeeming grace. Holy Scripture. 
From ** avarice, from shore tu shore." 

19. Thy life 1 read, my dearest Lord. Death in 
st From this “Tis Jesus speaks, 1 fold, says 

e ” 

20. ‘Tis finished! so the Saviour cried. Good Friday. 
21. To Christ, the Lord, let every tongue. Praise 

Christ. From this, Majestic sweetness sits enthroned,” 
st. fil., is taken. 

22. To God, my Saviour, and my King. Renewing 
race, 
23. To God, the universal King. Praise to God. 
24. What wisdom, majesty, and grace. he Gospel. 

Sometimes, * What majesty and grace.” 
25. Where two or three with sweet accord. Sefore 

the Sermon. 
26. Why should a living man complain? — 

From this, ** Lord, see what floods of sorrow rise,” st, 
ili., i# taken. 

27. With tears of anguish I lament. Lent, 
28. Yonder amazing sight l see. Good Friday. 

All these liymnes, with others by Stennett, 
were given in Rippon’s Bapt. Sel., 1787, a 
few having previously appeared in A Coll. o 
Hya. for the use of Christians of all Denomi- 
nations. London. Printed for the Booksellers, 
1782; und No. 16, in the 1778 Supplemen' to 

| 
Evans. The whole of Stennett’s poctical 
ieces and hymns were included in vol. i. of 

his Works, together with a Memoir, by W. J. 
Jones. 4 vols., 1824. CW. B.S) 
Stephano primo martyri. [St. Stephen) 

This hymn is found in various forms. Mone, 
No. 1156, gives first what he professes to coc- 
sider to be the original text, and which be says 
is very probably by St. Ambrose trimsetf. Bur 
for this text (which begins ** Stephano coronae 
martyrum”) he gives no source, and seems to 
derive it from hiisown imagination. His second 
form begins “Stephani corona martyris.” If 
from this second form are rejected the addi- 
tions (including st.i., which is not found in 
other »ss.), from a Benedictine Ms. cited 
through Cassander, then we have what is pro- 
bably the original text, begimuiny “* Stephane 
rimo martyri.” This last form is found 

In two mss. cirea 1150, im the Bodleian 
(Liturg. Mise., 202, f. 144; Liturg. Mise., 297, 
f. 306); in a ms. of the 12th cent. in the 
British Museum (Add. 18301, f. 112); in the 
St. Gall ma, No. 413, of the llth cent.; ina 
ms. of the 10th cent. at Munich, &c. Also 
in the Ambrosian Breviary, 1539. In the 
Ambrosian Breviary, 1830, there is a recast 
beginning “Duci cruento martyrum”™; and 
this text is in Dr. Neale’s HTymni Ecclesiae, 
1851, p. 79. All these formss and variations 
are given by Daniel, i.. No. 82, and iv. pp. 89, 
90, 354-357. (J. M.} 

Of these forms of the text two have been 
rendered into English, viz. :—— 

i. Stephano primo martyri. 
1. To Stephen, first of martyrs, raise. By J. D. 

Chambers, in his Lauda Syon, 1857, p. 87. 
2. Blood is on the martyr’s palm. By W. J. 

Blew, in his Church Hy. and Tene Bk., 1852-55. 
This was altered by Canon W. Cooke, and given 
in the Cooke and Denton Hymmail, 1853, No. 30, 
as, “ Jesu, Lord, Thy praise we sing.” 

ii, Duci cruento martyrum. 

To Thee, O Christ, our hymn we raise. By E. A. 
Dayman, in the Sarum Hymmaid, 1868, No. 46. 
This is rather a paraphrase than a fr. of the 
hymn, (J. J.) 
Stephenson, Thomas Bowman, p.p. 

LL.D., 8. of the Rev. John Stephenson, was b. 
at Newcastle on Dec. 22, 1839, and educated 
at Wesley College, Sheffield, su uently 
graduating at the University of London. In 
1860 he entered the Wesleyan Ministry, and 
has since laboured in Norwich, Manchester, 
Bolton, and London. The great work of his 
life has been the establishment and mainten- 
ance of The Children’s Home at Victoria 
Park, London, and its branches at Bolton, 
Birmingham, and the Isle of Man. and in 
Canada. Dr. Stephenson has written for 
Magazines and Reviews, and pub. a small 
work on Sisterhoods, and a Memorial Sketch 
of the late James Barlow. He has written 
several hymns, of which the following are 
most widely known :— 

1. F like a lifetime ends p~ Eveniag. 

_ 8 SE. Written circa 1873, and pub. in TAe 
Bk. 1879, No, 487, in 2 st. ah 

Hear us. » bow fore Thee. Children’s 
Hymn, Written fora Festival at ¢ * : olea late. be Children's Home, 

3. © Father, Whose spontaneous lowe, aster, of 



=TEPEQZON ME, XPI3TE 
Missions 
sions, ee, +S PPeared in The General Hym ’ 
wi Oaner, z : No. 266, moe oft le te 

r t . er Time’ great ocean, cy - 

5. Swen ie Re voyage actos the kee —— 
Mornin g.- ~~ = wns Sabbath . Sunday 
< - #. tten circa 1475, and pub. in The Meth, %-. 1879, No. 504, in 4st. off 1, 

word . at hton, and 

a 1-, anda iz The oe a ge ary. 1888 a r - iy 

: 
: n Additional stanza (ste iv.). acces a =Tepéwss tore ov ¥Tes Aaol.) i Xp 

= 7 fPrew Mev Hyuas. [‘Eowse Aady.] 
— 7 oe = Thomas, (Old Version, 

Steuerlein, Johann ; 8. pista peepee 1, or Steurlein, diet Litnean tor Sieh gra mal kalden, was b. at Schmalkalden on a td . L546. After completing his course ag : tic ent of law, he was, about 1580, ap- | eee ‘Town-clerk of Wasungen (between : = = tmalkalden and M iningen), and then, in 2, secretary iu chancery (Kanzlei-Secretiir), ror ©iningen, to te Henneberg administra- Scent « was ulso Notary lublic, and, ubout 1604, Mayor at Meiningen. He d. at Mein- ings nm, May 5, 1613. (Koch, ii. 248, 267. 353 ; 2. Yorn Winterfelu’s Evang. Kirchengesang, 

[Acwpev 

3 

of Caspar 

1843, i. p. 418; K. Goedeke's Grundris 1 : 2 8; K. 8, vol, = 1 oe PP pad a 573; preface to his 
wrcdlliche und war Z Jeua, 1611, &.) silicone adceaii tk. 

Steuerlein was crowned as a by the Emperor Rudelph 11., avd was the author of « metrical version of Jesus Sirach Keclesiasticus), pub. at, Frankfurt am Main im 15581. was an excellent musician, and pub various works containing melodies and four-part sett ngs by bimself. His most im t work is his Sieben und 
poctoateant ter! — eistlic neerngne mit vier Stimmen 
componitiret, &c., » lhss (Guttingen Li 
Library of the Institut far ceeheaen at Breslea) at 
these 27 tbymns 3 are marked as by Steuerlein, 4 as by 
éSyriacus Schneegass, 2 as by Erasmus Alber, and | as by 

Luther. The otter 17 have no names of authors 
affixed. 

One of these 17 hymns is :— 
Das alte Jahr ist, Wir danken dir, Herr 

Jesu Christ. New Year. In 1544 as above, No. 1, in 
6 st. of 4 1., reprinted in full in the Bldtter fir Hymn- 
ologie, 1483, p. 15s. This is the earliest appearance, so 
far as is yet known, of the hymn in this six stanza 
form. <A shorter form, in + lines (st. {., ii. of the 1558), 
is in Clement meshont's Schiner ausserlessner deutscher 
Psatm, wnd anderer kiinstlicher Moteten und geist- 
lichen Jieder XX., ke., gr 1568 [Gottingen 
Library). and hited in the Aldtter, 1487,p. 142. It 
is thus very doubtful if steuerlein ts the original author 
of this hymn, and, as already pointed out, he did not 
claim it as his own tn 1588. It is quite possible that 
st. ili.—wi- may be by Steneriein, though they have been 
frequently ascribed to Jakob Tapp (q.v.), and indeed in 
M. Pratorius’s Musae Sionae, pt. vi.. Wolfenbittel, 
1609, No- 1 [in lidex marked as‘ Autor Textus Jacobi 
Tapplii ’"). the whole hymn is ascribed to Tapp. Wacker- 
maget, ~v- - 125, not baving seen the 156s, gives the 
six stanza form 4s an anonymous hymn, quoting it from 
the FE:isleben @. &, 1598.” The text in the Unr. L. 3. 
1851, No. 63, is nearly that of 1688. Steuerlein is pro- 
bably tbe author of the melody sometimes set to this 

bet in ar — set to N. Herman's 
nm, “*f ater der du ne Sonn” (see Dr. J, 

ns zsalter und Harfe, 1886, No, 44). “ ast— 
. With this New Year we raise new Songs. In 

full by J. ©. Jacobi, in his Pealmodia Germanica, 1722, 
p.m Q 732, Pp. 9, altered). Incladed in Hawker’s Coll., 
1447. No. 63, abridged, and beginving, + With this New 
Year we raise our songs.” 

This is a 2. The year now hath passed away. 

good amd full tr, by Miss Winkworth, as N, 171 in her 
B. for England, 1863, repeated in the Ohio Luth. 

Sent. 1ss0. 

3. The old year now is past and gone. In full by 

| _ Another tr. is: ** Another 
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: roing Sloan, as No. 187 in Wilson's Service of Pratse, 

year ts gone, and now.” 
By br. G. Walker, 1860, p. 64. (J. M.] 

Stevens, John, was b. at Aldwinkle, in 
Northamptonshire, June 8th, 1776. About the 
age of sixteen he went to London, where he 
joined the Baptist church in Gratton Street, 
whose pastor was at that time R. Burnham 
(p. 196, ii.). He began to preach, and in 1797 
became minister at Oundle, soon afterwards at 
St. Neots, and then at Boston. In 1811, after 
the death of Burnham, he was invited to 
succeed him at Grafton Street. Stevens had 

| popular gifts as a preacher: the place became 
| too small, and ultimately a new chapel was 
built in Meard’s Court, Soho, where he con- 
tinued to minister until he d., Oct. 6, 1847. 
Stevens was a High Calvinist in theology, 
and an ardent polemic. He wrote several 
controversial works, the most famous of which 
was entitled, d Scriptural Display of the 
Triune God & the early existence of Jesus’ 
human soul, Lond, 1812. From the theory 
advocated in this book he was called a Pre- 
existerian. In 1809 he pub. A New Sel. 
of Hymna, including also several Original 
hymns never before offered to the Public. 
This, and the 2nd ed. 1812, contained 
465 hymns. The 5th ed. 1825, had an 
Appendiz of 102 hymns, and the 12th, 1868, 
one of 365 hymns. The ed. of Stevens's hymn- 
book now in C. U. was edited, in 1881, by 
J.S. Anderson. It is described on the title- 
page as “enlarged and improved,” and con- 
tains 970 hymns. Of these a few are by Mr, 
Anderson, and 34 by Stevens, Many of the 
hymns of Stevens embody High Calvinistic 
views, strongly expressed; some, however, on 
the Lord's Supper would be accepted by most 
Christians. f his hymns the following are 
in Snepp’s Songs of G. & G., 1872. 

1. Christ has a chosen Church (1409). Election, 
2. Eternal election preserves me secure (1409), lec- 

tion 
3. Grace is Jehovah's sovereign will (1809), Section, 
4. Lung as I live I'll sing the Lamb WR Praise 

to Jesus. -R. 8.) 
Stevenson, George John, m.a., was b. 

at Chesterfield, Derbyshire, July 7, 1818. In 
early life he was connected with the printin 
and bcokselling business, and ailiaad 
therein until 1844, wheu he entered St. John's 
College, Battersea, where he was trained for 
an organizing Mastership under the National 
Society. In 1846 a Reformatory School was 
established in the Philanthropic Iustitute, 
Southwark, for the benefit of the better con- 
ducted criminals from the convict prisons, and 
Mr. Stevenson was the first Master, Thi 
school is now represented by the Farm Scl.ool 
at Red Hill, Reigate. In 1848, he was ap. 
pointed Head Master of the endowed parochial 
school at Lambeth, but resiyned in 1855, and 
established himself in Paternoster Row as a 
bookseller and publisher, where he continued 
the business until a few years before his death, 
on Aug. 16, 1888. His interest in education 
was shown in his publication of the perio- 
dicals, School and Teacher, The Pupil Teacher, 
and The English Journal of Education. In 
1861 he purchased the Wesleyan Times news- 

ver, and for six years he bore the editorial 
and financial responsibility. Mr, Stevenson's 
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literary work began with contributions to the 
Sheffield Patriot, in 1839, and the Norfolk 
News, 1841. Having joined the Methixlist 
Society in 1831, his interest in Methodism, 
and specially in Methodist history and Iitera- 
ture, became very keen, aud has liad much to 
do with his li,erary life. His publications 
outside of hymnelogy are numerous, and in- 
elude biographical works mainly on the Wesley 
Family, and Methodist Worthies; historical 
works on City Road Chapel; the Young Men's 
Christian Association ; Methodism in Chester- 
field ; Methodism in Hackney; and historical 
articles on Methodisin in several Encyelo- 
pedias, &.; Essuyson Education ; and smaller 
works on other subjects. His hymnological 
work began with his biograpuical +ketches of 
hymn-writers and notiecs of hymns in the 
Weslepas Times, which were subsequently 
largely used by Dr. Rogers io his Lyra Bri- 
tannica, and Miller in his Singers and Songs 
of the Church. His Methodist Hymn Book 
and ite Associations was pub. in 1869; and 
in an enlarged furm as The Methodist Hyian 
Book INustrated with Biography, Incident, and 
Anecdote, in 1883. The first of th se dealt 
with the writers and hymns of the Wes, H. 
Bk. of 1780-1831; and the second with the 
revised ed. of the same, 1875. The latter 
is the most complete account of Methodist 
hymnody extaut, and is indispensable to every 
Jover of the Wesleyan Hymn-book. Outside 
of Methodist hymuody, Mr. Stevenson's ue- 
quaintance with English and American hym- 
nology was very superticial; and of the vast 
stores of Greck, Latin, German, French, Lta- 
lian, Scandinavian, and other treasures he 
kuew almost nothing. His reputation entirely 
rests upon his researches as a student of and 
authority upon Methodist Hymnody. In that 
department he bad no equal. [J. J.] 

Stichéra. [Greek Hymnody, § xvi. 9.] 

Still with Thee, O my God. J. D. 
Burns. [Evening.] Included in his little work, 
The Evening Hymn, 1857, No. 23, in 6 st. of 41, 
It passed into the Bap. Ps. & Hys, 1858; and, 
subsequently, into other collections. In the 
Cong. Hyl., 1887, it begins * With Thee, m 
Lord, my God." Although mainly included, 
because of its beautiful simplivity, in chil- 
dren’s hymn books, it is yet better adapted fur 
congregational use. J.J.) 

Stock, Sarah Geraldina, b. Dec. 27, 
1838, has devoted much time to literuture with 
special reference to Mission work and Sunday 
Scliools. Her prose publications include Les- 
eons on Israel in Egypt, &e., 1874; The Child's 
Life of our Lord, 1879; Bible Stories from the 
Old Testament, &c., 1882, anil others, Her 
hymns in C, U. include :-— 

1. A debtor! For the love of God unbounded. sis- 
sions, Written for the Church Missionary Almanack, 
ints, and also issued as aC, M.S. leaflet. 

2. dand Before. Jeparture of Missionaries. 
Written for India’s Women, and sung for the first time 
at the dismissal of Church of England Zenana mission- 
aries, Sep, 30, 187, Since issued as aC, M, S. leaflet, 

3, Called to Thy service. Lord. Holy Matrimony. 
Written for the marriage of Mr. W. Merry and Mixs 
Grainger, of the ** Home of Industry,” Bethnal Green 
Road, ecragp, Renata i 18mg. 

4. Coldl wind ing. For Workers, Pub. 
in the Church S. School Magazine’ 1606. een 

5. Jesus! All-sufficiency. Teachers’ Devotioncl 
Sfretings, Vub. in the ChureA S, Sched Magazine, 18572. 
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6. Lord of light, and Fount of love, Home Missions. 
Pub. in the Church S. School Magazine, 1475; in Hy: 
Jor Special Services, &c, Bemrose & Sons, &c. 

7. Lord, Thy ransomed Church is ing. Low 
Missions. Written for the Londun Fe Mis-bo, 
1874, and pub. in the Church S. S. Magazine, Feb, tt, 
and sy aa see in several bymn-bouks, 

8. 0 Master! when Thou callest. Departure « 
Missionaries, Written for India’s Women, and fint 
sung at the Valedictory Meeting of te Ch, of Englane 
Zenana Society, Oct. 2, 1a8a_ 

9. Open stood the gates of heaven. (Christmas. Pub 
in the Church S. S. Musical Leaflets, No. 6, with ciusk 
by C. H. Nottingham. 

10, Shut out from heaven's glory. Harvest. fob. 
in the same Leaflets, as No. 9. 

11, The tender light of home behind. Peparture uf 
Written for India's Women, Sep. 167, 

and first sung at the Valedictory Meeting of the Charch 
of England Zenana Society, Sep. 30, 1537. 

12. There's a fight to be there’s a work to be 
Missions. Written for the Church Missionary 

G@leaners’ Annual Meeting, Noy. 1888, and tseued a 1 
C, M.S. leaflet. 

13, We know not how the that stream. Holy 
Trinity. Written for the Church S. S. Magazine. Pub. 
in an abridged form as “ We cannot read the mystery,” 
in the Church 8S. S&. io mas ga 

14, With voice singing. Thanksgicins. 
Written for the ope wd of Miss Aunle Macpberson’s 
“Home of Industry,” hnal Green Road, London, 
1887, and issued a8 a leaflet. 

Of these hymns, Nos. 1, 7, 8, 11, and 12 
were pub. in Eight Missionary Hys. ani 
Poems, ©. M. 38., 1889. Miss Stock cou- 
tributed 3 hymns to the “Golden Song: 
which appeared in the 8. 8. U. Sunday & 
Chronicle, 1875; 7 for children tu the Sunday 
at Home, She has also written several others 
on various subjects, which have been issued 
as leaflets. Her hymnsare bright and musical, 
and should be sought out by hymna! em- 
pilers. Her poems are pub. as Joy in Sorrow, 
1884. (J. J.] 

Stocker, John, some-time of Honiton, 
Devonshire, contributed, during 1776 and 1777, 
9 hymns to the Gospel Magazine. Thew 
hymns were collected and reprinted, in 1861, 
by D. Sedgwick, as Hys. and Spiritual Songs, 
and, with their dates, are :— 

1, Thy mercy, my (0) God, is the theme of my pong. 
Mercy. “J. 8." March, 1776, 

2, Of Jesus, my Saviour, I'll sing. Praise. ‘J. 
1” October, 1776. 

3. O come, ye poor sinners, with burdens opprest. 

Misstenarics, 

rig ee ** John sioner fH May, 1777. 
4 No sti b in myself I possess. Christ All and in 

AU, “J. S.,"" May, 1777, 
5. Awake, my soul, arise and sing. Praise of Jesu. 

“J, arenaiei ay, ae 
6. Jesus, my Saviour, I avow. ing in Christ. 

“* J. Stocker,” May, 1777, idee ike 
1. Jesus, my Rock, which cannot move, Confidence 

through Jesus. '* J. Stocker,” July, 1777. 
&. Away my doubts, begone my fears, Death anti- 

ot “J. Stocker,"" July, 1777. 
%. Gracious Spirit, Dove divine (p, 449, i). “¥. 

Stocker,” July, 1777, 

These varying signatures, “J. 8", “J. 
Stocker,” and “John Stocker,” led D, Sedg- 
wick to concluie that the signature “J. 5.” 
meant the same person as the other two. We 
doubt tiis: first, because Nos. 3, 4, 5, and ¢ 
above, were all printed in May 1777, in the 
order named ; and we cannot see why “J. 5.” 
should have been adopted in this manner; and. 
second, because other hymns signed “ 8.” are 
found in the same numbers of the magazine 4 
those signed “J. Stocker.” If “J. S." is John 
Stocker, why not“ S.” also? Sedgwick had 
no authority for saying that “ J, 8.” was Jobn 
Stocker ; we have no authority for saying thisi# 
not 80, There is no proof either way. [J. J.) 
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re ola. cHeeni laureatus. Adam of St. | Knight of Intercession, 1672, under the title of “ Light 

be OO a f° ree ue: toe, dealing of Sr prsgoe! Bec ler Beane 8. Deeply dark and deeply still, The Transfiguration. 
~ le ‘ 

‘ Danie Ci Written in 1871 and pub. in The Anight of Intercession, 
histories, tles, not with their individual | 1872. 

rs tis found in the Augustinian 9. Eastward, evereastward. Processional for Sun- ascel rint.. aa 9 Morning. Written at Haggerston in 1876, and Vistes” Printed at Paris in 1529, for use at St. po in the Monthly Packet, 144. ’ 
. t is given by Gautier, in his Venvres | "10, Faith, who sees beyond the portal. Furth, Hi aint Lttes cl’ Adam, 1858, vol. ii. p. 407. In his | and Charity. Written at Windsor in 1869, pose ; nee 

r Pacey 1831, p. 197, Gautier cites it as in a | the Monthly Packet, 1869, and The Anight of Inter- Fradualt of si. Victor before 1239 (Bibl Nat, | efits, — Parie, No. 1 ¢ ’ . Far off our brethren’s voices. Missions, Written 
St. wi - 14452), and a 14th cent. Missal of | for the First Day of Intercession for Foreign Missions, ae ctor (CB. N., No. 14448). Also in Trench, | 1871, aud pub. in The Knight of Intercession, 1872. 
AT. ( BG4. Pp. 202, with copious notes, and D. 8. | “* Fet Colonial Missions. leet , remeham’ r A 7 12, Give the word, Eternal King. Missions. Written 
OF St. Pp es The Liturgical Poetry of Adam | for the First Day of Intercession for Foreign Missions, 
St > #ctor, 188], vol. iii. p.150. Tue use of a is71, 

Victor was for Oct. 28 (“SS. Simon and 13. Glory in heaven to God. Christmas Carol. 
Jude ”*». Tr. as :— Written in 1882 for G. H. Leslie's Cantata The First 

2- EKemurelled with the stole victorious. Ly J. M. 
Christmas Morn, 1#82. 

N 1 7 y 14. God the Father, All, and One. For Unity. 
isa: €> 2m the enlarged ed. of his Medieval Hys., 

63, p- 153, in 10st. of 61. In an abbreviated 
Written in 1483 for Cunon G, Venables’ Service for 
Unity, and appeared in the Monthly Packet, 1844. 

form it is in the 1867 Appendix to the H. Noted, 
15, God the Father's Only Son. “fi'ces of Christ. 

Pub. in his Lyra Fidelium, 1866, on Art. ii. of the 
_— the //2mner, 1882. Apestiee’ c ** And in Jesus Christ His Only Son our 

e A 
Xm royal robes of splendour. By Jackson 

Mason and the Compilers of HW. A. §& Mf, in the 
1889 Suppl. Hymas to that collection. 

Other trs. are :— 
a ny ec: — ss D. T. Morgan. 1871. 

- erious cohort apostolic. . T. Morgan, 1880, 
3. Decked with robes such state betting D. S. 

(J. M. 

16, God the Spirit, we adore Thee. The Holy Ghost. 
ub, in his Lyra Pidelinm, 1866, ov Art. viii. of the 
Aposties’ Creed, “I believe in the Holy Ghost.” 

17. Great Captain of God's armies. For Purity, 
Writteu in 1884 for the Ch. of England Purity Society, 
and printed in Church Bells, April 10, 145. 

18, Homeward we pass in » Close of Divine 
Service. Written tn 1884 at Haggerston; and included 
in the author’s J/ymns, 1386, as a ‘Hymn after Bene 
diction.” 

19. How oan we Thee, Father? for the 
Patherless. Written by request fur The Ch. of Eng- 
land Central Home for Waifs and Strays,” 1852, and 
printed in the Monthly Packet, lnsd, 

20. Is there no hope for those who lie! Missions. 
Written in 1870 for the Monthly Packet ; and also in- 
cluded in The Knight of Intercession, 1572. 

21, Jesu, to my heart most precious. Jesus, All in 
All. A tr, of Thomas 4 Kempis’s ** De dulcedine Jesu,” 
made for the Rev. S. Kettlewell's Thomas a Aempisz, 
1482, 

22, Lo! they “were, and are, and shall be, 
St. Michael and All Angels. Written in 1875 for The 
Scottish Guardian, in which it was given in 1875. 

23. Lord Christ, my Master . Kor Church 
Workers. Written for the Sunday School Teachers uf 
St. Paul’s, Haggerston, 1545, and given in his Hymns, 
18486, 

24. Lord of the harvest, it is right and meet. Mis- 

Wrangham.  1#1. 

Sroyzelov rudov ddawy. [Clemens, 7. F.) 

Stome, Samuel John, ma., «. of the 
Rev. William Stone, ».a., was b. at Whitmore, 
Staffordshire, April 25, 1839, and educated at 
the Charterlouse; and at Pembroke College, 
Oxford, B.A. 1862; and w.a. 1872. On taking 
Holy Orders he became Curate of Windsor in 
1862, und of &t. Paul's, Haggerston, 1870, 
In 1874 he succeeded his father, at St. Paul's, 
Haggerston. Mr. Stone's poetical works are 
C1) Lyra_Fidelium, 1866; (2) The Knight of 
Intercession and Other Poems, 1872, 6th ed., 
1IS37 a C3) ag ai of = ghar Year, first 
rinte in the Letsure Hour, and then pub. d F sot Second 

Tine FR. ‘I. Society, 1875; (4) Hymns, ecelien, | ene Teen pin enn ree send, Day ot 
tion of his original pieces and translations, | Anight of Intercession, 1#T2. In the 1889 Appendiz 
1886. He hus also pub. Order of The Conse. | © 4. & Mf. it is somewhat altered. - ae nm A . 25, Most true, most ; OTrinity. Holy Trinity. 
cutive Church Service for Children, with Uri- | 4 ‘tr. of Thomas 4 Kempls's “0 vera summa Trinitas 
ginal Flymns, inge 7 r. Stone’s hymns, most | made for the Rev. 8. Kettlewell’s Taomas @ Kempis, 
of which «are in C.U., and several of which | 182 ; 

; ity. i . 26, My Saviour! I behold life, Passiontile. lhave a wide popularity, include :— Pob, tn Shia Lyra Pidelium, ink on Art. iv. of the 
1. A sower went to sow his seed. The Sower. In | Apostles’ Creed, ‘Suffered under Pontius Pilate, was 

bis fyrmns, 1556, the author says this bymn was | Crucified, Dead, and Buried.” 
«+ Written specially in allusion to the sixteen * work 27. Need hath the golden city none. Krening, 
ef the first Vicar (his Father) of St. Paul's, Haggerston, | Written at Windeor in 1869, and was pub, in the Monthly 
to whom the Parish was given in 185%, without Chureh, | Packet in 1870. Also in The Knight of Intercession, 
or School, or Vicarage, or Endowment.” 1872. 

2. Bear the troubles of thy life. Patience. A tr. of 28. None else but Thee for evermore. (iad the 
Thomas A Kempis’s “ Adversa mundi tolera” (p. 23, | Father. The opening hymn of his Lyra Fidelium, 
ii.> medio the Rev. S. Kettlewell’s Thomas 4 1866, on Art. 1 ee — — , "I —. in 
Kempt, . : God the Father Almighty, er of Heaven and Earth.” 

375 y Paul at war in Gentile lands, St. Afark. 29, 0 joy, the purest, noblest. Avening. A tr. in 
Written at Ww Indsor in 1870, and pub. in his Anight of | two pa of Thomas i Kempis's “0 qualis quan- 
Intercesston, 1872, taque laetitia " (p. 845, ii.) made for the Rev. S. Kettle- 

4. By Shepherds first was heard. Carol. Written | well's Thomas  Nemyris, 1882. Pt. ii, begins “ State 
in 1885, and pub. in the Parochial Magazine, 1485. of divinest splendour!" 

.- By Thy love which shone for aye, Litany of | 30, 0 Thou by Whom the saints abide. /itany of 
the Love of God, Written at Haggerston in 1883, and | the Holy Spirit. Written for a Confirmation at Hag- 
printed ixa the Monthly Packet, 1884. gerston, 1875, and included in the ard ed, of The Anight 

6. Christ the Wisdom and the Power. Fur Church | of intercession, 1875. 
workers. Written for the Chureb Society of St. Paul's, 21. O Thou Whose love paternal. Holy Matrimony. 
Haggerston it 1572, and pub. in The Knight of Interces- | Written at Windsor In 1863. 
stor, 2 Ty isth thet ee 32. On Olivet a little band. Asension. Pe. in his 

7. ar es overhangs my . Sorrow | 1, videlium, 1866, on Art. vi. of the Apostles Creed, 
succeeded by Joy, ‘Written at Windsor in 1869 for the He ronal into Heaven,” &c. a 
Monthly Pocket, oud printed therein 1¢69. Pub, in The 93, Peace: legacy of mystic power. Peace, Written 
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in 1489 for The teectery of 4. Katharine fr Invalides, and 
pab inthe Moathiy Purket, | 4. 
W. Remember Me. show forth 

Picket, \n (#70, and ineindet in The Zaight of Inter- 
comiom \«72. 

36. The Son formok the Father's home. iristmax. 
Pub. m bie Lora Pideliam, iv8A on Ast. ti. of the 

oof the Rerty. Pub. im hie Fidelio, 1444, on 
men, ah SOs Apeator Cred, The Kewurrection of the ay 

48. Ye faithful 
Seriphares, Written at Windaee for the 
in 17469, 

Some of Mr. Stone’s finer hymns, including 
“Round the Sacred City gather;” “The 
Charch's One Foundation ;" “ Weary of earth 
and lelen with my sin,” and others, are anno- 
tated under their respective first lines. These, 
together with the 44 above, are given in his 
Hymns, 1446, some of the tre. being recast. 
Additional tra. froma Thomas & Kempis are 
alao noted under his name. 

Another hymn, inseparably associated with 
Mr. Steme’s name ia -— 

49. Lord of our Soul's salvation. National Thanks- 
giving. This was ordered by cmnmand of Her Majesty 
the Queen to be sung at the ving for the Re- 
covery of H. KR. H. The Prince of Wales, on Feb. 27, 
1472. In ite original form it was in 7 at. of 41., and was 
ties sung throughout the country. Owing however “to 
the necessary restrictions as to time in the Cathedral 
service, a selecthm of four verses only—the Lat, a combi- 
nathm of the 2nd and 44h, the 6th, and the 7th—was 
adapted by the auther for use in St. Paul's.” The fall 
text was included in The Knight of Intercession, 1472. 

Mr. Stone's hymns vary considerably in 
toetre ond subject, and thus present a pleasing 
Veriety not always found in the compositions 
of popular hymn-writers. Hia best hymns 
are well designed and clearly expressed. The 
tone is essentially de tic and hopeful. The 
absence of rich poetic thought and graceful 
seed is more than atoned for by a master] 
condensation of Scripture facts and of Chure 
teaching given tersely and with great vigour, 
His changes and antitheses are frequently 

' 

STOWELL, HUGE 

abrupt, in many instances to morh » - 
coneregational purpases. and lis vorauner . 
somewhat limited. His chytim, exeent res 
broken either by long or by compound sur. 
i@ Perely wt fauit. eanct his rheme i wil 
perfect. A few of his bymns am pisanu» 
and pathetic, as the tender «Weary uf ar 
and laien with my am”: others am nes, 
musical. 2a ~ Lord of the harvest’ it & tor 
and meet”: but the greater pars arm amac: 
outepoken utterances of 4 manly faith vier 

much skill Usually the key-avte of ius «xy o py | it Hope. Iq ; 

' 

| 

| 

Stowe, Harriet, née Beecher, isa 
of the Rev. Lyman Beecher, pp... was bem « 
Litehteld, Couneetient. June Li, ltt b&b 

dent of Lane Semimary, Cineinaan, (hn, 
removed there with tie family: aad o [<2 
was married to the Rev. Calvin E. Stowe 3.0. 
Professor of Lancuages and Biblical Liteno- 
im the «me Institution. Her hich repamasa 

| #a an author is well known: and the mmec 
suceem of Encl- Tom's Cahia, which ix 
appearet in The National Era. m [Se 
ensures her a lasting reputation. She tassis 
written other well-known works Three of ter 
hymme appeared in the Plymouth Collectun, 

edited by her brother, H.W. Beecher. in 1555 — 
i. Still, still with Thee, w ben parpie auoming breabo. 

Resting in (peut. 
2 mystic word of Thine, 0 severegm Ltt 

fg” bai ne ne 

Another b by Mra Stowe, ~ Hw 
beautiful, «nid he of old * (The & Minss- 
try), i@ No. 231 im the Boston Hye. of te 
Spirit, is64. Her ital pieces were pab © 
ss igiows Poems, 1367: and from a poem 

therein the hymn, ~ K ing, knocking, whe 
ia there >" ( Christ in Sankes’s Sor 
Songs and Solos ia ade: LP. MB. 

Stowell, Hugh, ws, «. of Hugh Stowell. 
Rector of Ba ae hoe aka 
Dongies, Sele of Man, Dec. 3, 1799, and edt 

at St. Edmund Hall, Oxford, ps. 1822; 

be, Gloucestershire; 
oly Trinity, Huddersfield 

Subsequently he was Curate in charge of St 
Stephen's, Salford, and became rector of Christ 
Church, Salford, in 1831. In 1845 he was 
appointed Hon. Canon in Chester Cath dral; 
in 1851 Chaplain to the of Manchester; 
and Rural n of Eccles. He d. at Sul- 
ford, Oct. 8, 1865. His Memoir, by the Rev. 
J. B. was pub. in 1868. Canon 
towell was a popular and effective preacher. 

His publications included Tractarianim 
Tested, 1845; A Model for Men of Business 
1854 ; Pleasures of Religion and Other Poems, 
eee: Tee Pencgel Valley, 1826 ; Se 
num of single sermons, pamp 
His Sel. of Pe. & Hys. was pub. as:— 

A Selection of P. Suited to the Services 
of the Church of Garten on ie Bee H. Stowell, 
M.A., Manchester. Printed by Henry Smith, St. Ane! 
Square, 1431. - 

This Sel. contained 233 hymns, in addition 
to versions of the Psalms. Of the hymna the 
following were by the compiler :— 
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1. Almighty Shepherd, Who didst give. (1523. The 
Good Shepherd. F ‘ ) 

2. From every stormy wind that blows. See p. 390, i. 
3. Gracious God, look down in kindness. Sunday 

Svhool Anniversary. 
4. Great God, we dare not bow the knee. Holy Com- 

munition, 

5. Meek Lamb of (dod, on Thee. Lent. 
6. To Thee, 0 God, we raise. Sunday School Anni- 

versary. 
7. Tune every heart, wake every tongue. Sunday 

School Anniversary. 
5. When Jesus left the glorious sky. For an Infants’ 

9. ‘Yes, in the morning of our years. Sunday School 
Anniversary, 

The 12th ed. of this Sel. pub. by Canon 
Stowell in 1864, was repre 4 to 273 hymns, 
the additional hymns being in nearly every 
inst-»nee his own compositions. In addition 
to thoze ulready given we have :— 

10, Again our yearly strain we raise. 1864. 
11, Another year has glided past. (Before ets.) 
12. Another with mercies strown. (Before 1846.) 
13. Before y throne, O Lord, we bend. (Before 

14. By pressing dan compassed round. 1843 (?). 
15, Come, raise we ail the blessed strain. 1862, 
16. Hail, hallowed day of heavenly rest. 1544 Or 
17. Hark, bow sweet those infant voices. 1841 (7 
Is. How fruitless is the ploughman's toll. 1854. 
19. How gently in night's silent hours, 1950. 
20. Jesus is our Shepherd, Wiping, &c. 1849. 
21. Jesus, Lord, Who hast ascended. 1853. 

Jesus, Lord, we waiton Thee. 1#63. 
Jesus, our Saviour and our Lord. (Before 1846.) 
Jesus, Prophet of Thy Church. 1861. 
Lord, if our land be great and free. 1451, 
Lord, in this dark and stormy day. 1548. 
Lord, in Thy m hear our cry, 1855. 
Meek Lamb of God, Who dost impart. 1859. 
O God, the geld sign of 1856. 
Sailing o'er life's chan, ocean. (Before 1846.) 
Saviour, guide this little band, (Before 1846.) 
The day of rest {s passed away. (Befure 1846.) 

. The morn of our life-time is fast gliding by. 
(Before 1846.) 

34. Though our lot be poor and lowly. 1847. 

BEESEPSRSSES 

35. Thy cross, O Lord, the holy sign. 1840. 
36. Wake, wake our ly strain anew, 1852, 
37. Wake, wake the Joyful song. 1844. 
38. We, a little simple th . (Before 1346.) 
39. We, little pilgrims of aday. 1845. . 
40, We love the holy house of prayer. 1857. 
41. We will not weep as others do, 1842, 
42. What is your life ? It wlances by, 1860. 
43. What though our earthly lot be low. 1868. 

These hymns were all written for the Anni- 
vereary Services of Christ Church Sunday 
Schools, Salford, and are included with others 
in a special Ap iz in the 1877 ed. of the 
Sel. as above. Other hymns by Canon Stowell 
are :— 

44. Children of old, Hosannah sang. Sunday Schools, 
1830 

45. Lord of all power and might, Father of love, &c. 
Missions, Written for the Jubilee of the B. & F. Bible 
Society, March 7, 1453. 
5 Be Shepherd of the ransomed sheep. The Good Shep- 

47. Pilgrims in the narrow way, Sunday School Anni- 
versary. This was his last hymn, and was written for 
the Christ Church 8. School Anniversary, 1465. 

Of Canon Stowell’s hymns the most popular 
are Nos, 2, 3, 20 and 44. Asa writer for 
children he was very successful. All the fore- 
going hymns are in the 15th ed. of his Sel. 
edited by his son, Manchester, 1877; and in 
gg By the late Rev. Canon Stowell, 

-A, Manchester, 1868. {J. J.J 

Stowell, Thomas Alfred, ».a., 3. of 
Canon H, Stowell, was b. at Salford, July 
15, 1831. He was Bridgman Exhibitioner at | 
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1857, he becume Curate of Bolton, Diocese of 
Ripon, 1857-60; Incumbent of St. Stephen's, 
Bowling, Bradford, 1860-65 ; and then Rector 
of Christ Church, Salford, in succession to 
his father, 1865. He was also appointed Rural 
Dean of Salford in 1876, and Hon. Canon in 
Manchester Cathedral in 1879. Canon T. A. 
Stowell has pub. The Church Catechism simply 
and clearly explained, 1882, various Sermons, 
pupers on Education, &c. Most of his hymna 
were written for the Anniversary Sermons of 
Christ Church 8. Schools, Salford (nearly 
2000 children), and include :— 

1. Blessed Saviour, hear us when we cry. 1872, 
2. Happy were those mothers. 1866. 
3. In God's holy dwelling. 1873. 
4. Lord, on day, within Thy boly dwelling. 1877. 
6. Lord, Thy children lowly bending. 1875. 
A My Saviour, be thou near me, When I lie down, &c. 

1874. 
7. O Jesus (Saviour) we have promised Henceforth to 

be Thine Own. rmation, 1877. 
8. Sweet day of rest which God has given. Sunday. 
86. 

: 4 While the sun is shining. Work, 1469. 

These 9 hymns are in Canon T. A, Stowell’s 
1877 ed. of his father’s Sel., and of these 
Nos. 8 and 9 are the most popular. He is also 
the author of :— 

10. Come, Christian ths and maidens. S. School 
peor ln Mrs. k's Children's H. Bk., Lal, 

era. 

11. Early the holy women came. Suster. In the 
Church Monthly, April, 1388. 

12. Remember Youthful Piety. In the thy Z 
Church 8. School Mag., Feb. 1488. 

13. Saviour, we are y and weak, The Christian 
Race. In Mrs. Brock’s Children’s H. Bk., 1881. 

Several of these are popular hymns for chil- 
dren, and will no doubt gradually come into 
somewhat extensive use. (J. J.J 

Strafford, Elizabeth, daughter of H. 
Strafford, of Belper, b. in London, Oct. 30, 
1828; d. at Belper, April 4, 1868. Her 
hymns appeared in Hymns for the Collects 
throughout the Year, for the Use of Children, 
1857 (W. F. Stevenson's Hys. for Ch. and 
Home. 1873), From this, “God Almighty 
heareth ever” (Love of God), “ Once to our 
world there came” (Passiontide), and “ We 
raise Thee, we bless Thee, O Father in 
eaven” (Praise for Salvation), have come 

into C. U. (J. J.) 

Strauss, Victor Friedrich von, was 
b. at Biickeburg, Schaumburg-Lippe, Sept. 
18, 1809. He became a student of Le at the 
Universities of Erlangen, Bonn, and Gat- 
tingen. In 1832 he married Albertine von 
Torney, daughter of a Hannoverian landed 
proprietor ; and, in 1872, at the request of her 
relations, added her name to his own (Strauss 
und Torney), having been previously, in 1851, 
raised to the Austrian nobility. Having 
entered the diplumatic service of Schaum- 
burg-Lippe, in 1832, he was appointed, in 
1840, Archivrath at Biickeburg; and attended 
the Frankfurt Diet as Geheimrath, in 1850, 
as the accredited representative of Schaum- 
re aoe. He was also, from 1853 to 1866, 
the regular representative of Schaumburg- 
Lippe, at the North German Diet. There- 
after he retired on a pension, aud -went at 
Easter, 1869, to Erlangen, where he wrote a 
tr. of the works of the Chinese philosopher 

Queen's College, Oxford, 1858, and b.a. in Lad-tst, with a commentary (pub. 1870). In 
honours in 1855. Taking Holy Orders in , 1872 he removed to Dresden, where he still 
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[1889] resides. Tn 1889 he pub. the Ist vol. 
of a work on Altdigyptische Gitterglaube (Koch 
vii. 270: O. Kraus, 1879, p. 525, &e.). 

Both as a secular and as a sacred poet, Strauss holds 
high rank among his contemporaries in Germany ; not 
so much for popularity, as for wealth of ideas, breadth 
of culture, beauty of form, and clear, simple expression. 
The impulse which he received to the study of theology 
and to. n-writing, was mainly through the impres- 
sion of manifest unfairness left — him by reading 
D. F. Strauss’s Leben Jesu, 1835, This led him to study 
the New Testament for himself; and to find, in the old 
Gospel, the satisfaction of the needs of his spirit. His 
bymns, while, like most modern hymns, in the main 
subjective, ofien catch the ring and noble simplicity of 
the older objective classical hymns, but are more finished 
in form. Many have passed {nto recent German hymn- 
books. They appeared principally in Knapp’s Christo- 
lerpe, 1844-44; and in his own—(1) GedicAte, Bielefeld, 
1841; (2) Lieder aus der (femeine fiir das (hristliche 
Kire r, Hamburg, 1843; and (3) Weltliches und 
Geistliches, Heidel Fogo The — In ra are 
in the second » whic rately paged, en- 
titled Gelatliche tna Gedichicn und i.teder 1 n. The work 
entitled Das Kirchenjakr im Hause, Heidelberg, 1845, 
is @ series of poetical! meditations, and not of hymns 
properly so called. 

The hymus by Strauss which have passed 
into Engti-h are :— 

i, Lobjauchzt und mehret Gottes Ruhm. Advent. 
Ist pub. in 1856, as above, pt. ii, p. 8 in 16 
st., entitled “ Advent.” Tr. as, “The Lord 
doth in His Kingdom come.” By J. Kelly, 1885. 

ii. Nun gingst auch du. Easter Eve. 1st pub., 
1843, as above, p. 126, in 7 st. of 5 1., and en- 
titled, “The Lord in the Grave.” Included in 
Knapp’s Ev. L. S&, 1850, No. 560. Tr. as:— 

Thou sore- ‘d. A good tr., omitting st. v. 
by Miss Winkworth, in her Lyra Ger., 2nd Ser., 
1858, p. $45; and thence in her C. B. for Eng- 
land, 1863, No. 56. Included in the Hymnary, 
1872, Parish H. Bk., 1875, Evang. Hyl., N. York, 
1880, and others. 

iii. O mein Herz, gieb dich zufrieden. Waitin, 
on God. Ist pub., 1841, as above, p. 160, in 5 
st. of 8 1, and entitled, “Tranquillity.” In- 
cluded in Knapp’s Ev. Z. &, 1850, No, 1955. 
The ¢r. in C. U. is :— 

O my heart, be calm and patient. A ¢r. of st. i., 
ii., v., by Miss Borthwick, as No, 243 in Dr. 
Pagenstecher’s Coll., 1864. 

‘ 

Other trs. are ;— 
(1) '* 0 my heart, be calm, confiding.” By Miss Bur- 

lingham, in the #ritish Herald, June 1866, Pp. 287; and 
in d's Praise Bk.. 1872. (2) “O my heart, be thou 
content.” By J, Kelly, 1885, p. 75. {J. M. 

Streatfeild, Charlotte, née Saint, 
eldest daughter of the Rev. J.J. Saint, Rector 
of Speldburst, was b. at Speldhurst, Dee. $1, 
1829, and married, in 1862, to Charles N, 
Streatfeild, Lieutenant, Royal Navy, eldest s. 
of Major General Streatfeild, Rvyal Engineers. 
Mrs. Streatfeild has pub. :— 

(1) Hymns and Verses on the Collects: Lond., Long- 
Mans, 1865. (2) Hymns on the Love of Jesus, and the 
Home above; Lond., Skeffi & Son, 1877, (3) A 
Little Garland of the Saints, and Other Verses ; Lond., 
Mowbray, 1877. (4) The Story of the Good § ; 
Lond., Skeffington, 1485. Mrs. Streatfeild also contri. 
buted to Mrs. Brock’s Children’s H. Rk, 1881. 

The following include Mrs. Streatfeild’s 
hymns in C. U. :— 

1, And didst Thou by 
Lent. 
1865, 

anger then, O Lord, ist & in 
Appeared in her Hys. and Verses on the Collects, 

2. Brothers, tread the portals, For the Dedica- 
tion of a Church, Pub. by Skeffington, with music by 
M.S. Skeffington. A Processional. 

. scarcely felt the cruel stones, S?. Stephen, 
Pub. inher ys. and Verses on the Collects, 1365. 

4. High o'er the temple, Gospel for ist 8. 
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in Lent. Contributed to Mrs. Brock’s Children's H. Bi., 
1ss81, 

5. How beautiful the hills of God. 
Lent. Contributed to Mrs. Brock’s 
188). 

6. I round the fold of God, ent. Pub. in 
The Story of the Good , 1885, 

7. In the Paradise of Jesus, Heaven. Appeared in 
her ay. on the Love of Jesus, &c., 177. 

8. Jesus, ing for Thine ows. tender Seeking 
The Good Shepherd. Pub. in The Story of the God 
She, 1885. 
Sheen eweet Shepherd, Thou hast me, The God 

. —— in her Hys. on the Love of Jesus, 
&c., 1877 The 0 Shepherd, 1425. 

10. There is j ceonlh Pela Joy in Heaven 
over Repenting Sinners. Pub. in Hys. on the Love 
.os &c., 1877; and The Story of the Good Shepherd, 

Mrs. Streatfeild hus also a “Litany for a 
Children’s Service,” in A Little Garland of the 
Saints, 1877. Nos. 1,3, 4, 5 and 7 of the ubove 
hymns are in Mrs. Brock’s Children’s H. Bk, 
1881, and they all rank with the sweetest and 
most tender of modern verses for chiliren. 
Some have been arranged as songs, and have 
been set to music by M.S. Skeffington. Mrs. 

» Gospel, lit Sra 
Children's H. Bk., 

Streatfeild’s prose works include Meditations 
on the Seven Vast Words, 1874; and Words of 
Comfort, 1875. (J. J.) 
Strong, Nathan, pp., a leading Congr- 

gational divine of his day, was b. at Coventry, 
Connecticut, Oct. 16, 1748, and educated at 
Yale College, where he graduated in 1769. 
He first studied law, but soon turned bis 
attention to the ministry. In January 177+ 
he became the Pastor of the First Congr- 
gational Church at Hartford, and remained 
there to his death in 1816. In 1796 he won 
much repute through his essay on The Doe- 
trine of Eternal Misery consistent with the 
Infinite Benevolence of God. He founded The 
Connecticut Evangelical Magazine, in 18M, 
and also took a prominent part in estublishing 
the Connecticut Home Mission Society in 1801, 
His degree of p.p, was conferred by the Usi- 
versity of Princeton. His services to American 
hymnology, as the principal editor of the 

artford Sel. (American Hymnody, p. 57, ii.), 
1799, have been very great. As in that Sel. 
the author's names were net given, most of 
his numerous contributions thereto cannot be 
identified. Six of these hymns, however, ar 
reproduced in Nettleton’s Village Hymna, 1824, 
with his name attached thereto. 2 are — 

1. Alas, alas, how blind I’ve been. The Sinver 
wakened a y 
2. Blest Lord, behold the guilty scorn. Prayer fw 

opposers to Revivals, 
3. Long have I walked this dreary road. The Sinners 

Complaint. 
4. Sinner, bebold, I've heard thy groans. The Par- 

doning (fod. 
Pry by the law, I’m justly slain. The Law, and 

6. The summer harvest spreads the fields. The Great 
Harvest. 

In addition to these the following are from 
the Hartford Sel., 1799 (but not in the Village 
Hys.) They are the best known and moet 
widely used of Strong’s hymns :-— 
1, Almighty Sovereign of the skies. ational Thauks- 
ring. 

"e. Sell the anthem, raise the song. National Thanke- 
giving. (F. M. BJ 

Stryker, Melancthon Woolsey, 0. 
8. of the Rev. Isaac Piersou Stryker, was b. st 
Vernon, New York, Jan. 7, 1851, and educated 
at Hamilton College (1872) and Auburn The 
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logical Semi 21.nary (1876). In 1876 he entered = = Seb yterian ministry as Pastor wt Auburn, 

Sage nay eae ae cmeves to Ithaca, 
= ek n to Holyoke, Massachusetts, ig aL B85 to Chicago, Lilmois. He received Say ©eree of v.pv. from Hamilton Coilege in N - Efe iias edited Christian Chorals, 1885; 2 nel <Alleuéa, 18-0-8; and Church Song. 

see - fe was alsy joint editor with H. P. = *1M Of The Church Praise Book, 1882. He MAS alae ub. Hymns and Verses, 1883. und 
ar 4 oF <4-réam, and Other Hymns and Verses, = $8. Fo uwo of thee works which have been mem, med Jon a use Bo pp worship Dr. 

©r contribu to igi wins owing origins! 

i- The Church Praise Book, 1882. 
1. Efursc f..rth, 0 Brid room, from Thy chamber Deight. — Advent phon ory (1880, f 

- Dea cannot make soul afraid. Death Con- tem plated. (1881.) : 
ae rernel dey bath dawned. Heaven. 

c1esi.5 #&hty God, Thy Church recover, 

S. Atimge again, yes chime. Christmas. (1881. G6. Siege, Israel, tor ie Land your strength. Pate 

(1881,) 

the Red Sea. (1878,) 
7. Khe tribes of faith from all the earth. Heaven, Ciss2. 
S. hy Kingdom come, 0 blessed Son of God. Second Acivent red. (1880,) Ke-written in Church Song, 

1889, as + Thy kingdom come, 0 everlasting Lord.” 
9. When the everlasting Lord. Morning. (1840.) 

ii. Church Song, 1889. 
10. Arouse Thy Churcb, Almighty God. Missions, C1ss7. 

, ee as here webow. Holy Trinity. (1886.) 
have sped 

a 
'2. Feour bundred years their course 

American National Hymn, (1888) 
13. God of our Fat our God . National 

Af yrrere. ¢ - 889.) _— — 
14. LT, where that spotless Limb for sin provided. 

Passtontide. (1884, 
15. My Maker, at Thy holy throne. Holy Baptism, 

(isss._> 
16. QO God, Thy judgments give the King, Thy Son. 

Afisstorns. 1883. 
i7.- O ‘hou, Eternal, Changelees, Infinite. Praise to 

God. (18s82.) 
18s. © Thou, Onmnipresent. Omnipresence of the 

Father. 1885.) 
19. ‘hou Shepherd of Thine Israel, hear us, 

Fs. looowe. ( 1883.) 
20. Our God, and our Redeemer. Gpening of a Place 

of Worsht : 1883,) 
21. aeotes” bruised, and dying, once I lay. The 

Gout Samaritan. (1##6.) : 
22. Simg. every bey and maiden. Praise to God, 
S85 

pags ou, Lord of my life, by the words Thou hast 
said. emt. (1887. 

24. Thy ace is allof grace. Divine Grace. (1886.) 
25. To ey - God, these babes we bring. Holy 

ism. 18H6. 
or 8 ee a sutity: slowly, solemnly, lowly. Aurial, 
(1884.) : 

. We close Thy blessed Word. Sunday Evening. 

€ oe all the night-stars fade and wane. Faster, 
(1 884.) 

In addition to these original hymns Dr. 
Stryker has several translations from the Ger- 
man which are in C. U,, and are noted in this 
Dictionary (se Index of Authors and Translators). 

One of iris hymns, No. 513,“ Now I lay me 

aown to sleep” (Child's Evening hymn), in 
Church Song, 1889 (dated 1884), begins with a 
stanza by another hand. In the same work 
there are also several of his tunes. Dr. 

ker’s hymns are massive and rugged, full 
ara og matism and fire, but they lack unity and 
purity of rhythm. In some instances words 

stand for thoughts, and exclamations for ideas. 

STURM, CHRISTOPH C. 1099 

Nevertheless a few will live. (See slso 
American Hymnedy in Various.) (J. J.J 

Stubbs, Jonathan. [Staffordshire Hymn- 
books. } 
Sturm, Christoph Christian, ». of 

Johann Jakob Sturm, lawyer (Imperial notary) 
at Augsburg. was b. at Augeburg, Jan. 25, 
1740. He studied at the universities of Jena 
(M.4. 1761) and Halle. He was tien appointed, 
in 1762, a8 one ‘of the masters in the Paeda- 
gogium at Halle, and in 1765 beeame Con- 
rector of the school at Sorvu, in Brandenburg. 
In 1767 he returned to Halle us fourth pastor of 
the Market Church, wind became third pastor in 
thesume year. He left Halle in 1769, to become 
second r of the church of the Holy Spirit 
at Magdeburg where he passed the happiest 
part of his professional life, and where he wrote 
wost of his devotional works. Finally, in 1778. 
he was appointed chief pastor of St. Peter's 
Church «ut Hamburg. Here he at first lived 
happily. beloved and -cted as a preacher 

author, until, in 1782, his views on the 
Salvation of the Heathen led J. M. Goetze, 
chief pastor of St. Katherine’s Church in Ham- 
burg, to accuse him of Rationalism, &e. The 
resulting controversy embittered and shortened 
Sturm’s life. In his Jatter years he suffered 
from a weak chest; and in the night of Aug. 
10-11, 1786, he was seized with an attack of 
spitting of blood, from which he never re- 
covered, He d, at Hamburg, on Aug. 26, 1786 
(Koch, vi., 357; Bode, p. 158, &e.). 

Sturm is best known to English readers by his devo- 
tiona) works, which were for some time very popular, 
viz., his ** Conferences with God in the Morning Hours ‘* 
(Unterhaltungen mit Gott in der Morgenstunden, &c., 
Halle, 1768), and bis “ Reflections on the Works of God" 
(Betrachtungen tiber die Werke Gottes, &c., Halle, 1772- 
76). He was one of the most prolific bymn-writers of 
the Rationalistic period, being the author of more than 
400 hymns. His productions are less dreary than most 
of the time, and are not without earnestness, devoutness, 
and lyric r= ; but they are often tou rhetorical, and not 
sufficiently simple. They foun) great favour with the 
compilers of bymn-books from 1765 to 1445, but not many 
of them are retained in later collections, His specialities 
were bh on the Works of Godt in Nature, and hymos 
for Children, Long lists of bis works are given by Aoch 
and Kode, We need only note the following:—{t) Der 
Christ am Sonntage, Halle & Leipzig, 1761-05 (Haniburg 
ented This was a weekly payer, which contained ss 
bymns Sturm. (2) Sammlung geistlicher Gesdnge 
iber die Werke Gottes in der Natur, Halle, 1775 (Brit, 
Mus. and Wernigerode Library}. Over 40 of the hymns 
are originals by Sturm. (3) Vollstdndiges Gesangbwch 
Jiir Kinder, Halle, 1777 [Hamburg Library). More than 
60 hymns seem to have been written by Sturm for this 
work. (4) /redigtentwiirfe, Hamburg, 1779-86 (Brit. 
Mus.). An eight years’ course of sermon outlines on the 
Gospels for Sundays and Festivals; with over 40 hymns 
by , some being recasts from other authors. (6) 
Lieder und Aire: Hambuig, 1740 fRoyal 
Library, Hannover), With 64 hymns, many being re~ 
casts of bis earlier hymns, made by himself or by J. S. 
Diterich. () Gesanghuch far Gartenfrennde und Lieb- 
haber der Natur, burg. 1741 a wet Library), 
More than 66 of the hymns seem to have been written by 
Sturm for this work. 

The hymns by Sturm which have passed into 
English are :— 

i, A . Ist der Herr, der une 
Easter. In his Predigtentwiirfe, vol. iii. 

1781, p. 144, in 5 st. of K1. It is based on J.C. Lava- 
ter's ‘‘Auferstanden, auferstanden "(in bis Zwetfes Fiins- 
zig christlicher Lieder, Zitrich, 1776), and on Jobann 
Friedrich Danneil'’s [b. Nov, 21, 1719, at Quedlinburg < 
d. there, Feb. 10,1772, a8 Consistorialrath and pastor of 
St. Giles’s (£gidius) church), ** Hallelujah ! Jesus lebet 
in his Christliche Bupfinduagen, Quedlinburg, 1762), 
urm's hymn is in Hamburg G. #. 1787, No. 109 
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1842, No. 198), and has been fr. as “‘ Christ is risen, 
Yhrist ts risen, He by Whom.” By ¥V. L. Frothingham, 
1870, p. 191, repeated in the Schaff-Gilman Lib. of Rel. 
Poetry, 1881. 

ii. Dank, Dank, sey dir fiir dein Erbarmen. This is 
noted at p, 279, ii. 

iii, Ein bin ich in der Welt. 
grimage. In his Christ am Sonntage, vol. ti. 
(number for Sunday, Nov. 18, 1764), in 7 st. of 7 L, en- 
titled ** The Consolation of Eternity.” Tr. as ** I'm but 
a weary pilgrim bere.” 

iv, Gott, wenn mein Aug’, der Welt entriickt. 
the Dying. In his Christ am Sonntage, vol. iii., 
at the end of a meditation in a churchyard on the t 
udgment, for Sunday Dec. 9, 1764), in 5 st. of 121. In 

the Berlin @. #., 1765, No. 124, it begins, “ Mein Hel- 
land, wenn mein Geist erfreut."” This form is repeated 
by Sturm, in 1740, a8 above, p. 15, and has been fr. as 
** Dear Saviour, while [here am blest.” By Dr. H. Mills, 
1845, p. 1:31 (1856, p. 144). 

v. Heut Gffnet sich die neue Bahn. New Year. In 
his Predigtentwirfe, vol. vi., 1784, p. 40, in 4 st. of 7 L., 
given for New Year's Day, 1764. In the Hamburg 
G. B., Vist, No. 357 (1842, No. 691), The trs, are :— 
(1) “ Life’s course must recommence to-day.” By Miss 
Cox, 1841, p. 49. (2) “1 now commence a separate 
stage.” By Lady &, Fortescue, 1843, p. 14, 

vi. Schmal ist der We. auf welchem Christen 
Christian Pilgrimage, In his Christ am Sonntage, vol. 

Christian Pil- 
. 359 

By Dr. H, Milla, 1845, p. 164. 

. 30 

iP. 130 (for ~unday, Jan. 22, 1764), in 9 st. of 41., en- 
titled, "The Way to Heaven.” Repeated 1780, as above, 
p. 50, in 5 st., st. fil-v. being new, and 
“*Sehmal ist der fad.” ted thus in the WUrttem- 
berg @. B., 1791, No. 397. Tr. as ** The way of Chris- 
tians leads through deserts dreary.” 
1845, p. 110 (1856, p. 154). 

vii, Wenn der Erde Griinde beben. Second Advent- 
In his Lieder und Kirchengesdn, 
of 5 L., entitled, “ The Day of the World's Judgment,” 
and beginning. * Wenn der Erde." In the Wirttemberg 
G. #., 1791, No. 363, Tr, as “ When the solid earth is 
uaking.” By C. W. Shields, in Sacred Lyrics from the 
yerman, Philadelphia 1859, p. 215. {J. M.) 

Sturm, Julius Carl Reinhold, was b. 
July 21, 1816, at Koetritz, in the principality 
of Reuss (younger line). After being a stu- 
dent of theology at Jena, from 1837 to 1841, 
he was for two years a private tutor at Heil- 
bronn on the Neckar, and then, for a year, 
at Friesen, in Saxony. In 1845 he became 
tutor to Prince Heinrich xiv. of Reuss; and 
after the Prince’s contirmation, in 1848, acted 
as tutor to him for three years more at the 
Gymnasium in Meiningen. He was then 
uppointed ees at Goschitz, near Schleiz, in 
the end of 1850; and pastor at Kdstritz, in 
1858, where he still (1889) lives as Kirchen- 
rath and Court preacher (Koch, vii. 284; ms. 
from the author, &c.). Sturm is one of the 
most important of modern German sacred 
poets. Among his works of this nature may 
be mentioned :— 

1) Gedichte, Leipzig, 1860; 3rd ed,, 1962. From 
Ps i Leipzig, 1162.’ 6th ed., iseT, (3) ei em, 
oler das Lied der Liehe, Leipzig, 1854: a version 
of Canticles. (4) Neue fromme Lieder und Gedichte, 
Leipzig, 185%; 2nd ed., 1870, (5) Israel's Weg zur Herr- 
Jichkeit, Erlangen, 1854; 2nd ed., as /sraelitisch- Lieder, 
Halle, 1467. (6) on der Pilgerfahri, Halle, 1868, 
2) Gott griisse dich. Religidse Gedichte, Leipzig, 1876. 

8) dufwarts, Leipaig, 1881. (9) Ich bau auf Gott, Neue 
religiise Gedichte, Bremen, 1883. (10) Palme und Krone, 
Bremen, 1888, 

From these works a large number of pieces 
have goure into recent collections of German 
sacred poetry, and a few into recent German 
official hymn-books. A considerable number 
have been tr. by Lady John Manners, the Rey. 

nning, 

By vr. H. sills, 

1730, p. 73, in 5 st. 

SUMMAE DEUS CLEMENTIAE 

George’s Church, at Nordlingen, . Bavaria, in 
1635. In the church eon at Nérdlingen 
he is described as “of Fehlburg in the Pfalz" 
(? Pfalzburg in Alsace). He d. at Nordlingen, 
Sept. 11, 1682, aged 74 ( Blatter fiir Hymno- 
logie, 1886, p. 62; 1888, pp. 17-19, 178, &e.). 

Eight bymns, by Sturm, are included in the Appz. » 
the pat baa be christliche Seele-harpf, Onol tabech 
Ansbach), 1664-65 (Heidelberg University Library ; 

and eleven in the Noérdlingischer Kirchen-Schall, oder 
Goran Ppacneyseoyee thay nace ey be olor gy 

brary). one of these bas passed inte English, 
Toh fabr dahin mit Preuden. For the Dying. The 

first stanza is taken almost verbatim from a piece by 
Martin Rinkart (see p, 963, ii.). Sturm to this 
seven stanzas, which carry out Rinkart's idea without 
borrowing almost anything more from bim. The initial 
letters of Sturm’s eight stanzas form the acrostic Jace 
bina; this being the name of his second wife, Mara 

to whom he was married in 1646, and who ¢. 
in 1687. Possibly the hymn was written at some period 
when she was dangerously ill. Sturm’s bymn appeared 
in the Nirdiingen @. #., 1676, as above (it f# pot in 
the Ansbach (7. B., 1664-65); and in the Satter, [s+ 
p. 18, is reprinted, in full, from the N&rdlingen @. & 
of 1644. It is also in the Leich-(esang-Hicklein, 
Rothenburg on the Tauber, 1679, p. 10%, in the Wirt- 
temberg G. B., 1741, No. 321, and others. Tr. as-— 

I journey forth rej . This is a somewhat free 
version of st. i.-tii., vi, vil, by Miss Borthwick, in 
H. 1. L., ist Ser., 1854, p. T1 (1484, p. 71). 
in full, in Bp. Ryle’s Coll., 1860; the Cristian H. Bk, 
Cincinnati, 1865, &c. ; and, omitting st. ili., in Xemmedy, 
1863, The trs. of st. fli., vi., vii., beginning, “ Why 
thus so sadly weeping,” are No. 63, in J. H. Wilsons 
Service of Praise, 1865. (J. M.} 

Sublime numen, ter potens, ter 
maximum. [Holy Trinity.] Appeared in 
the Sens Brer., 1726, and the Paris Brev., 1736, 
as the hymn at Matins for Tiinity Sunday. 
Text in Card. Newman's Hymni Ecclesiae, 
1838 and 1865. Tr. as :— 

1. God most high, thrice mighty God. By 
W. J. Blew, in his Church Hy. and Tune Bk, 
1852-55, Trinity, No. 8; and Rice's Seé. from 
the same, 1870, No. 90. 

Other trs. are :— 
1. All-good, all-great, all-mighty, Three in (ne. 

I. Williams, in the British Mag. . 1839, and his Hy. 
tr. from the Parisian Brev., 1437, p. 161. 

2. Godhead sublimest, Thrice great, ke. J. J). 
Chambers. 1887. (J. J] 
Summae Deus clementiae. St. ii. Da 

dexteram surgentibus. {Trinify Sunday.) 
This cento was added to the Roman Breviary 
at the revision of 1568, and is found at p. 433 
of the ed. pub. at Rome in 1570. as the hyma 
at Matins on Trinity Sunday. It consists of 
st. i. of the hymn noted below, and of st. ii. of 
the hymn, “ Aeterna coeli gloria,” with au 
added doxology. At the revision of 1628-32 st. 
i. «as rewritten, beginning, “ Summae Parens 
clementiae” (st. ii. “Da dexteram surgentl- 
bus”), and this form is repeated in the editions 
of this revision, and in Newman's Hymn 
Ecclesiae, 1838 and 1865. (J. M.) 

Transiations in C VU. :— 
1. Parent of all, Whose love displayed. By Bp. i. 

Mant, in his Ancient Hys., &c., 1837, p- 65, ed. 
1871, p. 113. In the English Hyl., 1852 ani 
1861, it is altered to“ Almighty God, Whose love 
displayed.” 

2. O Thou eternal Source of love. St. ii. Be 
nigh tous,&., By E. Caswall, in his Lyra Cathe 
lica, 1849, p. 109, and his Hys. § Poems, 1875, 

J. Kelly, and others, but none have passed | p. 62. It is given in a few collections only. 
into English hymn- books. (J. M.] 

Sturm, Leonhard, became Master in the 
Latin School, and Cantor (precentor) in St. 

Translations not in C, U, :— : 
1, O God, by Whose command is sway'd. Pruw- 

1706. In 0. shipley's Annus Sanctus, 1454. 
2. Parent of highest clemency. A. J. B. Hope. 134+ 
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lama Sa audiess love Parental Source, W. J. Cope- 2. O God of gracioueness, Maker of all we see. 
a @#- Great Source f goodn ead bi St. ii oe yong vaivi Wow. of goodness, Godh est. St. ii. 3. s re divine. we 7 

ive Thy right Hands, Wallace. 1876. 1 Source of love divine Copeland aa (J. J.J 
MImimae Deus clementiae Mundique fac to Morn ing.) 

¥ 
x ° x xrmachinae. Saturday, “x his has been ins to St, Aeakinen: is 
{Mcmar, in his“ 

857. but it is nt ©ceiveda as 

brose, 
2S One of the Inn 
simbrogio, 18%2. 
this 
Csece tb 

‘inau ms. 
Rmon t} 
Moana <. P- 
cent. at TT 
MSs. it is 
of thie: 
Jul. A. vi. 
Mozuarab 
SOS5S1, F. 
ith cent. 

rier. 

C Add. 30848, f. 80), &e. 

Cent. art 

Porman 
Parens 
wareres.*” 

at Niat:i nea. 

I=S1,. p. a7; 

cent... &c. 

that rewision, in Daniel, i. No. 24, and Card. 
Newman ’s Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 and 1865. 
See also note on the previous hymn. (J. M.j 

Both forms of this hymn have been rendered 
into English, viz. :— 

i. Summ«mae Deus clementiae, Mundique. 

1. © God of mercies infinite. By W. J. Blew, 
in his Church Hy. and Tune Bh., 1852-55, 

2. Thou Framer of earth's fabric! hear. By J. 
Db. Chambers, in his Psalter, 1852, p. 248. 

3. Great God of boundless mercy, hear. By J. 
D. Chambers, in his Lauda Syon, 1857, p. 31. 
This is given in the Hymner, 1882, with extensive 
alterations, as, “0 God of mercy passing thought.” 

ii. Suxsnmmae Parens clementiae, Mundi. 
1. O Thou eternal Source of love. St. ii. For 

Thy dear mercy's sake, &o. By E. Caswall, in his 
Lyra Catholica, 1849, p, 33, and his Hys. and 
Poems, 1873, p. 20. In limited use. 

2. Great God, eternal Source of love, In Hys, 
Jor the Year, 1867. No.214. E, Caswall, altered, 

3. Father of mercies infinite. By Card. New- 
man, in his Verses on Religious jects, 1853, 

68; and his Verses on Various Occasions, 
1868, p- 215. It is in the Marquess of Bute’s 
Roman Zsrev., into English, 1879, O. Shipley's 
‘Annus Sanctus, 1884, &c., and several other 

collections. 
Othe . are :— 
1. oO par by Whose command is eway’d. Primer, 

1706. 

De uni et non trina Deitate,” 
~ of the twelve hymns re- 

of enuine by the Benedictine editurs of St. Am nor is it incluled by Biraghi 
i sinceri e¢ Carmi di Sant’ 
Daniel, i. No, 24, wives both 

text and that of the Roman Brev., 1632 
«-low), and at iv. p. 38, cites it as in a 

of the 10th cent., ranking it 
:€ hymns of the 7th or sth cent, 

372, cites it as ina Ms. of the Sth 
Among the British Museum 

found in three 11th cent. Hymnaries 
E£nglish Church (Vesp. D. xii. f. 24b; 

f. 30; Harl. 2961, f. 224b): in a 
ée Hymnarium of the 11th cent, (Add. 

175); a Mozurabie Breviary of the 
It is ina Ms. 

of the 11 th cent. at Corpus Christi College, Cam- 
bridge (391, p. 237); in three mss. of the 11th 

St. Gall, Nos. 387, 418, 414; and in 
the Latin Hys. of the Anglo-Sazon Ch. (Sur- 
tees Society), 1851, is printed from un 11th 
Cemt. ms. at Durham (B. iii 32,f.9). In the 

Breviary, 1632, it begins “Summae 
«<-lementae, Mundi reyis qui machi- 
Lhe original form is included in the 

elder Roman (Venice, 1478), Sarum, York, 
Aberdeen, ani other Breviaries, for Saturday 

This text is also to be found in 
Waeckernagel, i. No. 5; Hymnarium Sarisb. 

G. M. Dreves's Hymnarius 
Motsstiacensis, 1888, from a ms. of the 10th 

The revised text of the Roman 
Breviary, 1632, is given in the recent eds. of 

1R45, 
: = Father, Thou Whose love and care. R, Campbell, 
850. 

5. Great Source of goodness, Godhead blest. St. H., 
May we Thy mercy, &c. J. Wallace, 1874. J, J.J 

Summae, Deus, clementiae, Septem 
Dolores Virginis. [Doloursof the B. V. M.} 
This is the hymn at Lauds in the office of the 
Seven Dolours, which was declared in 1814 to 
be of obligation. he office is found in the 
ie es offietorum ordinis servorum 
B. M. V. in Germania, Prague, 1720, and 
includes three hymns, viz. :— 

Vespers. O quot undis lachrymarum. (See Various.) 
Matins, Jam tote snbitus. (p. $78, ii.) 
Lawls, Summae, Deus, clementiae, 

In the Kempten ed., 1746, of the Roman 
Breviary, this hymn is at p. elx. The text 
is to be found in recent eds. of that Breviary, 
and also in Daniel iv., p. 308. Tr. as -— 

1, God, in Whom all grace doth dwell. k, Cas- 
wall, in his Lyra Catholica, 1849, p. 173; and 
his Hys. and Poems, 1873, p. 93. It is given in 
a few Roman Catholic hymn-books for Missions 
and Schools, 

2. God of mercy, let us run. By F, W. Faber, 
in as hg the use of the Schools and Cong, of St. 
Wilfrid’s Staffordshire, 1849; Jesus and Mary, 
&e,, 1849; Uratory Jlys., 1854, and his //ymns, 
1862. 

Another trs, is :— , 
Great God of clemency supreme. By J, Wi fo 

1874. (J. M.] 

Summe Pater, O Creator. [Life of our 
Lord.) This appears in J. M. Horst’s Para- 
disus Animae Christianae, Cologne, 1644, pp. 
866-71, in the Section “On the Life and 
Passion of our Lord.” It is entitled, “ Ro- 
sarium D. N. Jesu Christi, praecipua vitae ac 
Passionis ejus puncta, grata brevitate com- 
plectens : et uberem meditandi materiam, facil- 
emque praxin suppeditans.” It opens with 
an introduction in 19 lines, the rest being 
divided into decades i.-v. There are three tre. 
of the complete m, made in this order, 
viz. :—(1) In Dr, Pusey’s tr. of the Paradisus 
Animae Christianae, 1847, where, accordin 
to Canon Liddon, the tr. is probably by W. J. 
Copeland ; (2) by F. W. Faber, in his Jesus 
and Mary, &., 2nd ed., 1852, and (3) by Canon 
F, Oakeley, in his tr. of the Paradisus, 1850. 
These tra., in the order of the poem, are :— 
Summe Pater, 0 Creator, 

1, Father, All-creatiog Mind. Pusey, 
2. Father! Creator! most high. Fuber. 
3. Father most high, Who didst us make. Oakeley, 

og pope prenenl sake. Pusey + Je@8 . * 

x Sonam, Whol rom Thy thron» didst come. Faber, 
3. Jesu, Thy throne of glory Thou. Gakeley. 

Jesu, fonte . 
1. Jesu, as the waters crown Thee, Pusey. 
2. Jesus, the Father's words approve. Faber. 
3, Jesu, baptized, the Father's voice. Oakeley. 

Jesu Deus et i 
1, Jesu, Lord and Master great. Pusey, 
2. Jesus, Who deemedst it not unmeet. Puaber. 
3, Jesus, our Lord and Master, Thou, Oakeley. 

Jesu crucem dum portabas. 
1, Jesu, now the hard cross bearing. Pusey, 
2. Jesus, along Thy proper road. Faber. 
3. Jesus, along Thy tearful road. Oakeley, 

J by that Death of pai Pusey. 1, Jesu, at Death o' in. fe 
2. Jesus, Hf hail, Who for my sin. Faber, 
3. Jesu, because of all our guilt, Oakeley. 

Jesu nostros ob 
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Frm these fra the following hymns have | “Sting the Srethere Chrustuce 46 wore. | prt rb 
. CE: ot mame im the Chdef's Department. & + oped 

erhoe inte ©. Lit the relignes papers generally. ani nme bene = lly 
t. Father, |'reator. 1101 moet high. Pater. secnt! chit = an burn im 1967. amd for oer [ era: Ty 
2. Jeame. siner ts) rery reed = Paler. 4ayticht fates,” a0 far ae [ cas reenciect. abyar [s49, 
2. Seems, ail nau. We temy sin. Pale. Both 
6. Joma, Whee froma + al ara. Fale. | Oye singing hilletujehe with the anges.” .Newaan: 

The: appeared in tle Cooke and Denton 4 s7 

Church Hymnal, 1555. Another series of These hymns have attained to great pope- 
cents is in the Remun Catholic Parcehial | larity ae children’s bymms and are found in 

A. Bk., 3.0. (999) -— numerous collections beth af Q 
of i, Jesus Thera dviet a Maree ogee Paler. Great Britain. The 3rd i. ae the 

2. Jeane’ ‘he ems weeviwes Thine. Father. | 2 - wake 
3. Jemma’ the Peter's wits approve. Falher. Morning Hymn sould read: ~ Has . 
4. Jenan' term dled Thy biemed feet. Paher. me up from sleep.” and not a3 found m many 
5. Jeane! Whe saw'st «mi that -ad might. Faber. | collections. (FP. MB: 
6. Jesus’ Whe the Father prayed. Faster. ee s 
7. Jesus’ Whe in th> garden felt. Faher. Summi largitor praemii ([l[-') 
a 
>. Jeans! Whe from the dead aruse. § Faher. but not « 1 to him br Benedictiv- 

There ia ulsoacento from Faber:—"O Lord | editurs. It is found in three xe. of the It. 
slong Thy chosen road.” J. Austin gives, in | oent. in the British Museum (Vesp D. xi. 

hin Devotions in the Antiont Way of Offices, | ¢ 54h; Harl. 2961, £ Z37h.; Add. S648 f 
168, two centos from this poem :—* Jesu, 95h): and in the Latin Hys. of the Angle 
Who from Thy Fathers throne;" and (2) | azon Ch. (Surtees Society), IS31. p 6. is 

“Jean, Wheme grace inspires Thy priests.” | printed from an 11th cent ms at 
These, tr. by Austin, are reprinted m Griffith, | (pm iii, 32, f. 196). In these mss. it begins 
Farran, & Co.'s Ancient and Modern Library | & Summ largitor.” Among the St. Gall ny 
(Giles Fletcher's Chriat's heave and Tri- it is in No. 95 of the 10th or 11th cent, and 

umph), 1888. From the cento “ Jesu, Whose | Ni... 414 of the 11th. It is ale> ins 10th cent 
ace inspires Thy priests, as given in| ys at Bern, Nu. 455. Also in the Sarea, 

lickes’s reprint of Austin’s Derotions, L687 (see | Yor): Aberdeen, and other Breriaries, the 
p 97, i, J. Wesley took st. ii-vii, and gave | Sarum use being at Matins on the Ist 5. and 
them, with slight alterations, in his Charles- duily up to the 3rd 8. in Lent. The printed 
Town I's, and Hys., 1736-37, and again in the | ¢.x¢ ig also in Mone, No. 75; Daniel, i. No 
Wesley Hys. & Sac. Poems, 1739, as: —* Jesu, | 153. iy, p. 217; Wackernagel, i. No. 98; Biggs's 
behold the wise from far ' (Wesley, P. ges anniated H 42 1867; G. M. Dreves’s 
1864-72, vol. i. p. 116). This is repeated in i “esi, aca frum a us. of 
Lord Seiborne’s Bk. of Praise, 1862. (J. 5.) | Heiner Me Hovgeiacensts S88 Fmt ML) 
Summer ended, harvest o’er. G. Phil-| Translations in C. U.:— 

limore. (Harvest.) Contributed to the Parish 1. © Thou Who dost to man accord. By J. W. 
H. Bk., 1863, No. 180, in 8 st. of 4 1.; of which | Hewett, in his Verses by a Country Curate, 185%, 
lines 3, 4, of st. i, and the whole of st. iii, were | p. 34, from the text as in Duniel. It was ia- 
by the late Bp. Woodford, of Ely. The hymn | claded in an altered form in #. A. § M. op 
was repeated in the Sarum Hyl., 1868, the | The H. A. & M. text was repeated in the 1309 
Hymnary, 1872, the 1875 ed. of the Parish | Appendix to the S. P. C; K. Ps. § Hys. &e- 
H. Bk. and other. (J. J.J 2. Giver of the perfect gift. By J. Ellertoa, 

i S. PC, K. Churek 
Summers, Thomas Osmond, p p.,.1.p,, | ™** for_and first pub. in the s , 

wn of James Summera, was igi Corfe ead 1, and again in Mr. Ellerton’s yess 
Castle, Dorsetshire, England, Oct. 11, 1812. J 2 bel 4 
Prececding to the United States in alter years, ‘“ » oe ae pees pat Grail argc grt 
he was admitted to the Baltimore Conference Th S63 aur * : , 
in 1835. From 1840 to 184% he was a mis- | “/ymner, 1882, 
siouary in Texas; removing to Tuscaloosa, Translations not in C. U.:— J, Blew. Alubama, 1844, and Churleston, South Curo- | , 4 Thee Giver of august reward. WF 
lina, 1846. From 1845 he acted as Secreta 2. the gifte of beaven. J. D. Chamlert. 
oi ponding = the Methodist Epise vei 1852, and 1881. me (J. 5.) 
Church, South, and was also Book Editor. 
Subsequently he was Professor of Theolozy Summi Parentis Filio. ree in 
and Pastor of Vanderbilt University, ¢ | Sacred Heart of Ferus.|_ Probe tide TR. 
was Chairman of the Hymn Book Com- | Cot In the Roman Breviary, Ub olny 
mittee of the Methodist Episcopal Church, and | P@t# estir. p. 461, it is the gone of our 
edited the Songs of Zion, 851, and the Wesleyan the office of the Most Sacrec a casio 

Paalter, 1855. He d. in May [882, Dr. Sum- | Jesus Christ. Text also in cage cer 
mers it the author of several original works, H. A. & M., 1867, (See note on 
and of the following hymns ;— tum quaeritis.) Tr. a8 :— 

t. The morning bright, With rosy light, Morning, To Christ, the Prince of Peace. 
4, The daylight fades, The evening shades. Krening. | in his Lyra Catholics, 1849, Pp. 1 t many 
Concerning these Morning and Evening | and Poems, 1873, p. 69. It is m8 grea ra 

hy:nns Dr, Summers says :— molern hymn-books, usually unalte made 
“My first child was born in January, 1845, When | sometimes with the changes in the tes 

ane was bons a your ou, as | was erceneing the Tom- | in #7. A. & AL, | 
Klee ver in a little steamer, | wrote a morning Rusther tr. i92— ea, ath 

Iiymo for her on the back of a letter, transcribed it 
when | reached Mobile, and sent it to her at Tuscaloosa, To Jesus, Son of God most bigs. 7 wir M.! 
Paat was the origin of ' The tuorning bright.” When 

— Gogg 

JS-was' all hall, Who for my sin, Pater. Sometimes ascribed to St. G ¥ the Great, 

Br E. Caswall, 

23, and his Hs. 



SU MMI PUSILLUS 

Su 7A wMi pusillus grex Patris. Guil- 
<—™ yee he ta Brunetiere (Common of a Just 

bi 7e- cette” Lays.) Appeared in the Paris 
R Dashade: 16380 and 1736. Also in the Narbonne 
vec 2... id a9, as the hymn for first and second 
is ie ae rs. tn the Common of Just Persons. It 
le se Astee tra later French Breviaries ; in J. Chand- 
on 3 #4 ys. of the Primitive Church, 1837, No. 
aan watacdh Curd. Newman's Hymni Ecclesiae, 
S33 and 1865. Tr. as:— 

Be mot afraid, ye little flock. 1. Williams, as 
the first of a series of irs. fiom the Paris Brev., 
contributed by him to the British Magazine. 
a his p> peared in Dec, 1833, It was republished 
am his Afys. tr. from the Parisian Breviary, 1839, 
P- +314, and in the 1863 ed. of the Appendiz to 
the #f. Noted, No. 21. 

Other trs. are :— 
1. Fhou Little flock whose Shepherd is above. J. 

Chandler. 1837 . 

2. “Lo Goa, your mightiest dear. J. D. 3 
Der-2. sac.” your mig Father, dear D. Cham 

3S. Little flock, be not afraid. D. T. ae i 37 

Sutrmnri Regis potentia. (St. Andrew.] 
"“Khhnis is found in a ms. of the early part of the 
1+4tti cent. in the Bodleian are Bai 1523, 
ff. 2366). as a hymn in 6 st. and a doxology for 
the: ** "Pranuslation.f St. Andrew.” Mr. Cham- 
bers erroneously quotcs the first line as 
 BEtex Jesu _ potentissime.’§ Mr. Chambers’s 
fr. ** © Wing Supreme, of boundless might,” 
appeared in the 1863 Appendiz to the H. 
Noted, No. 168, and agai in his Lauda 
Syor, Pt. ii. 186. (J. M.) 

Supernae matris gaudia. Adam of &t. 
Victor. [AU Saints) This uence ix, as 
Dr. Neale justly remarks, “ one of the loveliest 
that Adam ever wrote.” In it, contrary to 
the wsual practice, the church triumphant is 
spoken of as the mother, the church militant 

as the daughter. Gautier, in bis ed. 1881 of 
Adam’s Ocuvres pocttaets ives it at p. 200 
from a Gradual ot &t. Victor before 1239 (Bibl. 

WNat.. Paris, No. 14452), a Paris Gradual of 

the 13th cent. (B.N. No. 15615), and says it 

is also in a 12th cent. Antiphonary now in the 

Library at Chavumont, and formerly of the 

monastery of Montierender. It is also in a col- 

lection of sequences written circa 1199 (Calig. 

A. xiv. f. 85). and a French Missal of tue end 

of the 13th cent. (Add. 23935, f. 439 b), both 

in the British Museum: and in a Ms. of the 

latter half of the 13th cent. in the Bodleian 

(Rawlinson, C., 510, f. 25 6), Among Missals 
it is found in an early 14th cent. Paris in the 

British Museum (Add. 16905, f. 232 b), the 

Saintes of 1491, and others. The printed text 

is wlso in Mone, No. 623: Daniel, v. p. 109; 

Kehrein, No. 338; and D.S. Wrangham’s Lit. 
Poetry of Adam of St. Victor, maa hk . 

_ 170. .M. 
ad Translations in C. U.:— 

1. The Church on earth, with answering love. By 

J M. Neale, in the eularged ed. of the H. Noted, 

Jan4, and again in his Mediwral Hys., 2nd ed, 
1863. It has passed into a few collections, in- 

cluding the People's H., 1867, the Hymner, 

c. 
seeing strains of joy that ceaseless flow. By 
Harriet MI. Chester, made for and first pub. in 

the Aywnay, 1872, and signed “H. M. C.” 
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3. Christ's Church in heaven to-day, Rejoioeth. 
By C. S. Calverley, also made for and first pub. 
in the Hymnary, 1872. In the 2nd ed. 1872, it 
was considerably altered, and begins, “ Christ's 
Church in heaven is glad to-day.” 

Translations not in 0, U. :— 
1. Set forth, O Church, exultingly. Anon. in the 

Afonthly Packet. July 156s. 
2. Those endless joys the Church on earth pourtrays. 

LD. T. Morgan, 187) and 180. 
3. The Church on earth those joys pourtrays. 

Wrangham. 1881. J. 

Supreme High Priest, the 
Light. A. M. Toplaiy, (Christ the High 
Priest, or Lent.) Ist pub. in his Poems on 
Sacred Subjects, Dublin, 1759, p. 20, in 12 at. 
of 4 1., and again in Sedgwick’s reprint of Top- 
lady's Poetical Works, 1860. In Drummond 
and Greville’s Ch. of England H. Bk., 1838, 
at. v.-viii. were ziven, unaltered, as“ Ah, give 
me, Lord, the single eye.” These stanzas 
have passed into later collections. (J. J.) 

Supreme Motor cordium. C. Coffin. 
(Saturday Evening ; or Quinguagesima.] A 

red in the Paris Breviary, 1736, and hha 
ymni Sacri, p. 31, the same year. It is the 

bymn for Suturdays at Vespers from Trinity 
to Advent. The text is in J. Chandler's Hys. 
of the Primitive Church, 1837, No. 34; Card. 
ewman’s Jiymni Ecclesiae, 1838 and 1865, 

and L. C. Biggs’s annotated ed. of H. A. & M., 
1867. Tr. as:— 

1, Supreme Disposer of the heart. By J. Chand- 
ler, in his Hys. of the /’rim, Church, 1837, p.31, 
and a few hynmals. 

2. Great Mover of all hearts, Whose hand. By 
I. Williams, in his Hys. tr. from the Parisian 
Breviary, 1839. This is the most popular and 
widely used of the érs. of this hymn. It is in a 
large aumber of hymn-books, including H. A. § 
M., 1875, Thring's Col/., 1882, and others. 

3. Lord of the hearts of men. Bp. J. R. Wood- 
ford, in the Parish H. Bh., 1863, No, 30, and 
again in the enlarged ed., 1875. It is alsoin the 
Sarum Hyl., 1868, and the Hymnary, 1872. 

Other trs. are :—~ 
no Great Mover of the heart, Alone, KR. Campbell. 

ps Thou Roler of the human heart. J. D. Chambers. 

3. O Sovereign Mover of the heart. D. T. Morgan. 
1840. (J. J.J 
Supreme quales, Arbiter. Jean Bap- 

tiste de Santeiiil (Festival of an Apostle}. This 
is given in the Cluniac Brev., 1686, p. ii.; lis 
Hymni Sacri et Novi, 1689, p. 190 (ed. 1698, 
p. 236); the Paris Brev., 1736; and later French 
Breve. It is also in J. Chandler's Hys. of the 
Primitive Church, 1837, No. 8, with the omis- 
sion of a stanza; Card. Newman's Hymni 
Ecclesiae, 1838 and 1865; and L. C. Biggs’s 
annotated ed. of H. A. & M., 1867. Tr. as:— 

1, Disposer Supreme, And Judge of the earth. [. 
Williams, pub., together with the Latin, in the 
British Magazine, June 1836 (vol, ix, p. 627), 
and again in his Hys. tr. from the Pain 
Breviary, 1839, p. 271. It has passed, either in 
its full form or abbreviated, into a large number 
of hymn-books. Of the altered texts the most 
popular is that in //. A. g& MW, 1861-75. For 
congregational purposes this is one of the most 

successful of the translator's efforts, 
2. What feeble instruments, 0 Lord. 

D. 8. 
J. 

"8 

ton 

By J. 
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Chandler, in his J/ys. of the Prim. Church, 1837, 
p. 97, and again in his Hys. of the Church, &e., 
1841, No. 55. Ina few of the older collections. 

3. Imperial Monarch! Judge divine. By J. 1). 
Chambers, in his Lauda Syon, Pt. ii., 1866, p. 3. 

4, O Lord, through instruments how weak. U.5. 
Calverley, mate for and pub, in the Hymnary, 
1872. (J. J.) 
Supreme Rector coelitum. [Whiten 

Eve.) This anonymous hymn is in the Cluniae 
Brev., 1686, p. 506; the Paris Brev., 1734, 
and later French Brevs, The text from the 
Paris Brev, is also in J, Chandler's Hys. of 
the Prim. Church, 1887, No. 78: Card. New- 
man’s Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 and 1865; and L. 
C. Biggs's annotated ed. of II. 4. d& M. Tr. as :— 

1. Ruler of the hosts of light. By J. Chandler, 
in his Hys, of the Prim, Church, 1837, p. 88. It 
is found in a few collections. The popular tr. 
of this hymn is the cento in H. A. & M., 1861 
and 1875, It is thus composed: st. i., Chandler ; 
st. ii. 11, 1, 2, Chandler, ll. 3, 4, Compilers; st. 
iii,, Compilers ; st. iv. v., Chandler, rewritten by 
the Compilers. 

2, Dread King, to Whom the angelic hosts do cry, 
By I. Willtuns, in his J7ys, tr. from the Parisian 
Breviary, 1839, p. 148; and Lyra Messianica, 
1864. 

3. Sovereign of heaven, Who didst prevail. By 
C. S$. Calverley, made for and pub, in the 
Hymnary, 1872. 

Other trs. are :— 
tr. O King, most high, of earth and sky, W. J. Blew, 

1452-55. 
2. Celestial Monarch, strong to quell, J, D, Cham- 

bers. 16§7. {J. Ji 

Surrexit Christus hodie. [Easter.] 
This lynn, or rather Easter Carol, exists in 
a great variety of forms. For the determina- 
tion of the original text we have three mss. 
of the 14th cent., viz. a Munich ms. of the 
lth cent., citel by Mone, No. 143; a Pray 
ms. of the l4th cent. cited by G. M. Dreves 
in his Cantiones Bohemicae, No, 183, and an 
Engelberg ms. of 1372 cited by Baumker, i. 
p. 517. From these we obtain the following :— 

1 5 
* Surrexit Christus hodie = ** Mulieres o tremulae, 
Humano pro solamine, Tu Galilaeam pergite. 

2 6 
“Mortem qui passus cor- “ [secipulis hoc dicite, 

pore Quod surrexit rex gloriae. 
Miserrimo pro homine. 7 

3 * Paschali pleno gandio 
* Mulieres ad tamulum Benedicamus Domino. 
Dona fernnt aromatum. a 

4 “Laudetur sancta Tri- 
* Album videntes angelum nitas. 
Annunciasntem gaudium, Deo dicamus gratias.”’ 

Of these eight stanzas 1-4 and 6 are found 
in all three wss., 5 in the Engelberg and Prag 
mss., 7 in the Engelberg and Munich, 8 in the 
Engelberg and Prag. The text above is from 
the Munich ms,; the only variations of im- 
portance in the Prag ms. being ii. |. i, passus 
pridie and vii. 1. i., Ergo eum dulei melodo. 

Dreves gives two additional st. which are 
probe of Bohemian origin, and are not 
ound in the later printed books, viz. :— 

8 16 
“ Ubiqne praecedet suos, = ** Sit benedictus hodle, 

Quos dilexit, discipulos. Qui nos redemit san- 
guine.” 

He quvtes them from two gs. now at Prag, 
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viz. a Hohenfurt ms. circa 1410 (st. i-x. ; and 
the Gradual of Jistebnicz circa 1420 (at i-iii. 
v.-vii., ix.. x.), The later stanzas are ap 
perenty all interpolations. Those given by 

aniel 1., No, 390, are :-— 
i 12 

“ Qawrentes Jesum Domi- ‘* Petro dehine et cacteris 
num Apparuit apostolis. 

Qui est Salvator homi- 
bum, 

1a 
+ Gloria tibi Domine Qui surrexisti a morte.” 

Of these st. 12 is found in the second part 
of Leisentritt’s G. B. (R. C.), 1567; st 1) in 

(the Dilingen G. B. (R. C.), 1589; and st. 13 
| in the Speier @, B. (CR. C.) printed at Cologne. 
1599. The erder of stanzas in Daniel's text 
is 1-3, 11, 4-6, 12, 7, 13, 8; and he gives 4.7, 
1, 1, as “In hoe paschali gaudio.”” The Ih- 
lingen G. B, 1589, gives four additional s. 
which need not here be printed. Wacker 
nagel, i., Nos. 276-280, gives various forms of 

| the text. See also Hoffmann von Fallersebes 
ed. 1861, Nos. 201-204. Also see uniler 
Jesus Christ is risen to-day, p. 596, ii. The In. 
from the Latin include :-— 

1, To-day the Victor o'er His foes. By J. M. Nest, 
in his Mediaeval Iys., 1861. : 

2. Lo! Christ is risen this day, and brings. J. W. 
Hewett, in his Verses by a Country Curate, 59; and 
Lyra Messianica, 1864. 

It has also often been translated into Ger- 
man. One of these trs. has passed into 
English, viz. :— 
Erstanden ist der heilige Christ. This is found ins 

great variety of forms. at which is tr. is given by 
Wackernagel, ii. p. 737, from a broadsheet priotel # 
Niirnberg, 1544, and is No. 135 in the Unr, L. &, 18). 
It is in 19 st. of 2 1. with Hallelujah, St. L-vi. are 
narrative, vii.-xvil. a dialogue between Mary and the 
angel, xviii, Mary to the chorus, xix. the chorus. It + 
hare on “ech ts xi. of er aw lew — 

‘ly originally formed part of an Easter play. Tr s: 
‘Christ our Lord is risen to-day,” in Lyra Dardis, 
1708, p. 12. (J. MJ 

Sutton, Amos, p.v., was b., at Sevenoaks, 
Kent, on Jan. 21, 1802, Though educated 
with a view to secular business, when about 
the age of 21 he felt constrained to offer 
hhimeelf for service in connection with the 
General Baptist Foreign Missionary Society. 
He was sent to India; and in the year 1% 
was stationed at Cuttack, in the province 
of Orissa, where, with intervals during which 
he visited England aod America, he labours 
most usefully until his death on Aug. li, 
1854. He was gifted as a translator; 
compiled an Uriya Dictionary, besides trot 
lating a number of English books into that 
language. He also prepared the first Uns 
Hymn Book, 179 of the hymns being of Ms 
own composition.  [Missiona, Foreigs-] ie 
degree of p.v. was conferred on him a ‘ 
College of Waterville, U.S.A. On his — 
England in 1833 he cempored ® fareyel 
hymn to the tune of “Auld lang » Part: 
“Hail sweetest, dearest tie that binds. v ail 
ing.) It soon became very popular, al es 
in C. U. Another hymn written rag 
rame time, entitled “The Macedonie g) 

is now almost forgotten. ale 

Sutton, Henry Septimus, b. at 4oM 
ham, 1825, the pa a bookseller an 

per proprietor. He was articled toa SUEY 
tot abandoned medicine tor literature. 

Sutton’s connection with newspupe 
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been life-long and for u ja of thi 7. pwards of thi ears 
no pes ma Silitor of the Alliance News.” His 
Revs volume of Poems was issued from the 
sluodect ©thce, Nottingham, 1848. This in- 
tivn ead Clifton Grove Garland, a long descrip- 
<hue amd narrative porm. In 1854 appeared 

p cee @272ergéta, a prose work of mystical reli- 
> the autior being a member of the New 

aurch. "To this was appended a series of 
Poems, eEratitiled Rose's Diary, written in me- 
fnOry Of an early friend of the author's, who 
pes am 2850. In suevssive cantos the chang- 
- a & moods and aspirtions of personal religion 

<= _depicted, with occasionally a touch of 
quaeintiess in the language and imugery which 
reminds one of the best of the devout poets 
of the seventeenth century. An enlarged und 
revised edition of the Poems was published 
by David M. Main, Glasgow, 1886. In Mar- 
tin’ au’s Fiymns, 1873, appear the following 
five pieces, selected from Rose's Diary :— 

1. IL have a little trembling light, which still. ; Th 
Sreemcredt Light. Canw | f 
= to 

. and the last two stanzas of 

2- O Father! [ have sinned: I have done. Under the 
Servese OF stre. Cant XI. 

3. Pet not on me, 0 Lori, this work divine. Self 
distrust amd self-surrender. Canto VII. 

. aay with light its genial self engirda, The 
outer ard trener sunshine, Canto VI. 

S. Winat maiean these slow returns of love; these days. 
The steep that tongs for waking. Canto X. [V, D. D.] 

_ £wain, Joseph, was b. at Birmingham 
im 1761, and after being apprenticed to an 
engraver, removed to London. After a time 
he became a decide! Christian, and being of 
an ermotional poetic temperament, began to 
ive expression to his new thoughts and feel- 
ings im hymos. In 1783 he was baptized by 
the Rev. Dr. Rippon, and in 1791 became 
minister of i Huptist congregation in East 
Street, Walworth. After a short but ular 
and very useful ministry, he d. April 16, 1796 
Swain pub. the following :— . 

(1) <A Collection of Poems on Several Occasions, Lon. 
17813 C2) Medemption, a Poem in fire Books, Lon. 1791; 
(3) Beperimental Essays on Divine Sulgects, Lon. 1791; 
C4) Walworth Hymns, by J. Swain, Pastor of the Baptist 
Church Affecting there, Lon, 1192, 129 hymns; with a 
Ss gh re parte 1794, 192 bymns; (5) A ¢ Companion 
rte. Directory, Lon. 11. 

In addition to a limited number of Swain’s 

hymns, annotated under their respective first 

lines, the following, from his Walworth Hys., 

1792z, and the 2nd ed., 1796, arealso in C. U. :— 

1. Brethren, while we sojourn bere. Mutual En- 

agement. 

cantar Children of the King of grace. Holy Baptiem. 

3. Christ the Lord will come in. Rcond Adeont. 

Come, ye souls, by sin icted. The Yoke of 

— &. ,o— aweet, how heavenly isthesight. Communion 

we = 5g eee sweet. Second Advent. 

7. Lift up your beads, ye gates. Ascension. 
- [lowe is the sweetest bud that blows. A Flower an 

ss. rs 
blem Christ. 

ae O bow the thought that I shall know. Heaven An- 

tictpa ted. Sometimes it — with at. fi., “* For ever 

behold Him ahine ” (p. , 4). 

—_ earth the song begins. Heaven Anticipated. 

aa. On the wings of faith upspringing. Passiontide. 

13. Pilgrims we are to Canaan bound. Pilgrimage of 

Affe. Praise ye the Lord, the eternal King. Divinity 
12, 

DS CP Pi Siwe your Redeemer, praise His Name. Praise 
Redemptton. 

vor Tis beaven begun below. Heaven Anticipated. 
6. Wrae is it for a saint todie? Death and Burial. 

1S- what maust [will] it be to dwell above? Heaven 
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18, When firm I [we] stand on Zion's bill. Confidence. 
Sometimes as ‘I stand on Zion’s mount,” in American 
collections. 

19. Who can forbear tosing? Praise of Jesus, 

From his Redemption, a Poem in Five 
wT 1791, the following hymns are also in 
C.U.: . 

20. O Thou in whose presence my soul takes deligut. 
In Affliction. 

21. Ye daughters of Zion, declare, have you seen? 
Comfort in Affliction. 

Of these hymns the most widely known are 
Nos. 1, 5, 6, and 20, We may add that several 
of Swain’s hymns appeared in The Theological 
Miscellany, 1784-1789. (W. RK. 5.) 

Swain, Leonard, p.p., was b. at Concord, 
New Haven, Feb, 26, 1821, and educated at 
Dartmouth College and Andover. In 1847 he 
became a Congregational minister at Nashua, 
New Haven; and in 1852 of Central Church, 
Providence, Riode Island. He d, July 14, 
1869. His hymns, * My eoul, it is thy God” 
(The Christian Race), and “ My soul, weigh 
not thy life” (The Good Fight of Faith), 
appeared anonymously in The Sabbath H. Bk., 
1458, and gheir authorship las only recently 
been determined. The second hymn is the 
more widely used of the two. [F. M. B.] 

Swaine, Edward, b. at London, Sep. 21, 
1795. He was for about 40 years a deacon of 
Craven Chapel (Congregational) under the 
pastorate of Dr. Leifchild and others; one of 
the directors of the London Missionary Society, 
and founder and chairman of the Pastors’ 
Insurance Aid Society. He d. April 22, 1862. 
(Miller’s Singers ani Songs, 1869, p 441.) 
Mr. Swaine wrote several tracts, and also 
printed for private circulation The Hand of 
God, A Fragment, with Poems, Hymns, and 
Versions of Psalms, 1859, His hymns, 
“Hail! blessed communion of love” (Holy 
Communion), ant “ Lord Jesus, let Thy 
watchful cate” (For Emigrants), were written 
in 1855 for the New Cong. H. Bk., and given 
therein, 1859. See also, * OU how the thought 
that we shall know ” (p. 887, is). {J. J 5 

Swedenborgian Hymnody. The hym- 
nody of the religious body known as The New 
Church signified by the Jerusalem in the Reve- 
lation, or briefly, The Neve Church, commenced 
with the Rev. Josep) Proud. Proud was the 
son of a General Baptist minister, and was b. 
at Beaconsfield, March 22, 1745. Entering 
the Baptist ministry, he became tor suc- 
cessively at Knipton, Fleet, and Norwich. In 
1788 hia religious views underwent a change, 
and the following year he openly adopted those 
of Emanuel Swedenborg. He at once broke 
out into song: and it is told us by his bio- 
grapher, the Rev. E. Madeley, that his first 
volume of more than 300 original hymns 
occupied him only some three months in its 

uction, This volume Lage in 1790 ; 
again, with additions, in 1791; and, again in 
1798. The title of the 3rd ed. is :— 
Hymns and Spiritual Songs for the Use of the Lord's 

New Church, signified by the New Jerusalem in the Reve- 
lation, by Joseph Proud, N. H. M. London, Printed by 
B. Hodson, and sold at the New Jerusalem Temple in 
Cross Street, Hatton Garden, 1795, 

This volume contained 359 original hymns 
of decided merit. After leaving Norwich 

Proud went to Birmingham, where - waffored 
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great misfortunes. He passed on to Man- 
chester, but in a few months again returned 
to Birmiogham. Subsequently London was 
the scene of his labours tor a time. During 
his residence there he printed a small book of 
Hymns and Songa for Children in 1810. Three 
years later he returned to Birmingham, where 
i d. on Aug. 3, 1826. The esteem in which 
his hymns are held by The New Church ix 
seen in their authorised hymn-book of 1880. in 
which of a total of 750 liyinns, 164 are by him, 

2. The next hymn-writer of note in The 
New Church was the Rev. Manoah Sibly 
(b. 1757), whose Hymns and Spiritual Songs 
appeared, in 1802. from the press of the same 
printer as Proud’s book ; but also“ sold by the 
Author, No, 35, Goswell Street.” It contained 
222 original hymus and 11 doxologies. The 
literary merits of this volume are below that 
of Proud's work. The hymns are solid and 
practical, and are more akin to those by Bed- 
dome and Doddridge than to those either by 
Wesley or Watts. Sibly died in 1840. 

3. The first Swedeuborgian minister in 
Manchester was the Rev. William Cowherd, 
a man of high scientitic attainments, who 
had been for some time a clergyman in the 
Chureh of Enzland. Shortly after joining the 
Swe lenborgiun body he established a cause | 
in Manchester, which he called * The Bible 
Christiau Church.” The membera of this 
society held the doctrine uf Swedenborg in a 
modified form, with the additional obligations 
of total abstinence from animal food and in- 
toxicating liquors, (See Various.) For their 
use Cowherd compiled Select Hymns for Chris- 
tian Worship. By the Rer. W. Cowherd, Man- 
chester. Printed by Smoler & Russell, 1800. 
The 3rd ed., pub. at Stourport in 1810, con- 
tained 218 hymns; the Sth ed., printed at 
Salford in 1818, wus increased to 221 lynne, 
a few of which were by Cowherd, but the 
sreater purt were taken from Proud, Sibly, 
Vattsa, Wesley, und others, 
4. In 1813, the Rev. Robert Hindmarsh, 

then minister of the Swedenborgian cougre- 
gation in Salford, compiled « small volume of 
hymns, chiefly selected from Proud and Sibly, 
which he published as :— 
Hymns for the Use of The New Church, signified by 

The New Jerusalem in the Apocalypse. Carefully cor- 
rected, and arranged under proper heads. Manchester. 
F. Davis, 1813, It contained 153 hymns and § doxolugies, 

5. Next, in order of date, came a small 
volume as :— 

Original Hymns, for Family and Congregational Wor- 
ship, chiefly designed for the use of those who acknow- 
ledge the Supreme Iivinity of the tireat Redeemer. Ay 
* M. Hodson. Manchester, J. Gleave, 1819. 

This volume contains only 45 hymns and 
2 doxologies. Whilst some of these hymns 
do not rise above mediocrity, others have cer- 
tainly higher literary and poetic merit than 
those of either Proud or Sibly, and one or 
two are not unworthy of C. Wesley. Of his 
hymns 6 are in the authorised hymn-!ook of 
1880. Of his life little is known. He was at 
one time with the Rev. Richard Jones, as joint 
minister of the Manchester and Kadcliffe 
Swedenborgian Societics. Afterwards he 
preached in St. George’s Chapel, near Old- 
hum Road, Manchester; and, at a later period, 
he settled in Hual, 

f}, In 1822 2 new departure was made, 
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General Conference of The New Church, in 
session, respectively, at Manchester and Lop. 
don, authorised » Committee to prepare a 
hytunal tor veneral use, “adapted not only 
for public devotion, but als» for private medi. 
tation und instruction, and which should torm 
a useful and agreeable companion on ever: 
day of the week, at home as well as iv th 
public assemblies of the Church.” The out- 
come of this was the tirst authorised hymo- 
book of the Swedenborgians. It was pub. as:— 
Hymns for the Use of the New Church signified by thr 

New Jerusalem in the Hevelation, Ch. rzi. 1,2. Gee 
piled by order of the General Conference. London, 7. 
Goyder & H.C. Hodson, 1824. 

This collection contains 600 hymns and 7 
doxologies. While borrowing largely fmm 
Proud and Sibly, it is at once catholic and 
eclectic. The alterations made in the texts 
of the hymns of Watts, Wesley, and «thers, 
toadapt them to the creed of The New Church 
are less frequent and distasteful than in many 
similar cases. A singular feature in this eoi- 
lection is the large number of Unitarian hymns 
found therein, when doctrinal differences 
would have suggested the necessity for the 
exclusion. This hymn-buok was mainly cow- 
iled by the Rev. William Mason (b. 1790, 
1863) of whose original hymns about 60 ar 

included therein. Mason subsequently pub- 
lished a separate collection as :— 
Hymns of Spiritual Experience, eminently calculated 

fo promote the growth of individual piety. Chiefly 
selected, with a few originals, London, 1840. 

This volume contains 166 hymns, of which 
23 ‘are by Mason. We may add that Mas 
possessed musical gifts of no mean onder, and 
that he composed a number of hymn tunes 

7. In 1872 an authorixed Supplement to th: 
1824 collection was published as :— 
Supplement of Hymns for the New Church, Compiled 

by Order of the General Conference. London, James 
Speirs, 1872, 

In this Supplement translations of Latin and 
German hymns are found for the first time in 
Swedenborginn hymnody. This blending of 
the old and the new was hardly successful, 
and the hymns were more didactic than lyrical. 
The general result was felt to be most un- 
satisfactory, and led to the appointment of « 
Committee, to whom was entrusted the cov- 
pilation of a new hymnal. Of this committee 
the Rev. Jonathan Bayley, D.p., was the chair- 
man, and the Rev. John Presland, the secre 
tary. The result of their labours was pul- 
lished in 1880, as :— 
Hymns for the Use of The New Church rignified by 

the New Jerusalem in the Revelation. Com ty 
Order of the General Conference of The New Church ix 
Great Britain. London: James Speirs, 1480, 

This collection contains 750 hymns, and 
deserves the attention of compilers of ymnals 
To it Dr. Bayley contributed 5 hymns, the 
Rev. Joseph Deans 9, and“ J..C.""3. Frow 
this collection a selection for miss.on servic * 
was publisiied in 1883. 

8. The Swedenborgiuns have been amongst 
the foremost in recognizing the value of hymns 
and music in Sundav schools. As alresdy 
noted, Proud’s Hymns and Songs for Childres 
(1810) were published contemporaneously with 
the early efforts in the same direction by 
Anneand Jane Taylor. In 1835, an excellent 

The | little collection was published by the Rev, E. 
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Madeley, 
Im 1868 

which went through several editions. 

from a at was greatly enlarged and revised 
Mr. 3 PCetical and musical point of view, by 
Vv ime os ohn Bragg, of Birminghaw. To this re- 
ee "lc edition, 73 modern hymns were added, 

1 i857, by ** "Phe New Chureh Sunday School 
Union.” ’ 

yrans. [See Various, | 

Sweet 
reed. we. 
Coll. of 

dons Ch 
No. 86 

(W. 'T. B.] 

as the Shepherd’s tuneful 
Shirley. [Spring.] Pub. in The 

caprels, Bath, W. Gye, N. D. (eireu 1773), 
> im 4 st.of 61 In common with all 

the hymns in that Coll. it is anonymous; but 
ara the Live of the Countess, 1839, vol. ii. p. 
291, it is definitely stated to be by W. Shirley. 
Che most widely known form of this hyum 
begius with 

st. ii., iii-, and appeared in the American 
Prayer Bike. Coll., 1826, No. 130. It is repeated 
il several American hymu-books, LJ. J.J 

Sweet day, so cool, so calm, so 
bright. G. Herbert. (Virtue. Spring] Ap: 
peared im his posthumous work, The Bx 9 
16335, im +4 st. of 41, as a poem on “ Virtue.” 
(The Chandos Classics, e. 1887, p. 140.) It 
is a beautiful poem, but is commented as a hymn 
for congregational use. although found ine few 
collections for that purpose. I. Walton's re- 
feremce to it in his Compleat Angler, 1653, is 
very tender and just: — “* Piscaton —And 
now, scholar! my direction for thy fishing is 
ended witb this shower, for it has dove rain- 
ing. <a nd now look about vou, and see how 
pleasar:tly that meadow looks; nay, and the 
earth srmells as sweetly too. Come, let me tell 
you what holy Herbert says of such days and 
showers as these; and then we will thank God 
that we enjoy them. “Sweet day, sv cool,”’ 
&c. (J. 

Sweet feast of love divine. Sir E 

Denny. { Floly Communion.) Pub. in his Sel. 
of Hymns, 1839, No. 295; and again in bis | 

ys. f& F’oems, 1848, p. 96 (3rd_ ed., 1870, | 

p. 66), in 6 st. of 4). It is in C. U. in its 

original form ; but much more extensively as 

« Blest feast of love divine.” In America 

especially, this is the popular form of the 

hymn. {J. J. 

In its complete form it contains 346 | 

FL ys. sung inthe Countess of Hunting: | 

st. ii, “Peace, troubled soul, |) 
whose plaintive moan.” It is composed of | 

{and} King. I. Watts. 
day. | 
p. 237, in 7 st. of 4 1., and headed, * A Psalm 
tor the Lord’s Day.” In G, Whitefield’s Hye. 
Jor Social Worship, &e., 1753, No. 20, st. i. 

| li, iii., wii. were given as * Sweet is the work. 
O God 
M. Madan’s Ps. & Hys., 1760, No. 105. A. M. 
Toplady yave the same stanzas in his P's, & 
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In the American Sabbath H. Bk., 1858, it 
begins, * Sweet is the scene when Christians 

On the death of Mr. Barbauld, Noy. 11, 
1808, Mrs. Barbauld wrote the “ Dirge,” 
beginning “ Pure Spirit! O where art thou 
now” (p. 941, ii.). From the date of ti.e publica- 
tion of * Sweet is the scene when virtue dies” 
(1809), it is probable that it was the outeome 
of the same sad event. The popular form of 
this hymn is, “ How blest the righteous when 
he dies,” which appeared in Cott rill’s Sel., 

| 1819, No. 190. In the Sheffield Jris for 
| January 13,1824, James Montgomery gave an 
account of the Rev. T. Cotterill’s funeral, in 
which he says concerning “How blest the 
rizhteous when he dies,” which was sung on 

| that oceasion :— 
| “This hymn was not the composition of the deceased, 

as has been inistakenly reported. It was extracted 
| with some mudifications from a longer copy of verses 
| Which appeared in the Jris many years ago, the author 
of which we understood to be Mr. Robert Barnard, 
formerly of this town, and one of the Society of Friends. 
The opening of the original lines being ‘Sweet is the 
scene when virtue dies,” was altered [to “ How blest, 
&c.,"] for an obvious reason when the stanzas were 
adopted for Mr, Cotterill’s bymn-book. We can further 
say that be was peculiarly delighted with them. The 
following exquisite poetical stanza follows the first as 
they stand in the hymn-lsok -— 

“* So fades a summer cloud away, 
So sinks the gale when storms are o'er, 

So gently shuts the eye of day, 
So dies a wave slong the shore.’ 

From this extract it is evident that the 
alterations in the text of the puem to adapt it 
for congregational purposes were made hy 
Montgomery for Cotterill. Montgomery's 
guess as to the authorship of the original 
was disproved by the publication of Mrs, 
Barbauld’s Works in 1825 with the poem 
therein. This form of the hymn is in C. U. 
in all English-speaking countries. (J. J.) 

Sweet is the work, my God, my 
Ps. xeii. or Sun- 

Ist pub. in his Ps, of David, &c., 1710 

, our King.” This was repeated in 

Hys., 1776, as No. 34, but with other changes 
in some stanzas. and the opening line nas 
“ Sweet is tie work, my God and King.” This 
reading is found in some modern collections 
in the Church of England. Other arrange- 
ments of the text are given in hymn-books in 
G. Britain and America. It is a good and 
popular hymn. {J. J.J 

Sweet Saviour, bless us ere we go. 
F. W. Faber. lst pub. in his [ Evening. ] 
Jesus and Mary, 2nd dLcusiaed 1852; and 

Sweet is the last, the parting ray. 
(Saturda Evening.) This bymn is usually 
attributed to Charles Jenkins, for some years 

a Congregational Minister in Portland. Muine, 
but upon insufficient evidence. D, C. Cols- 
worthy (p- 242. ii.) says that it was repeated 

bv Mr. Jenkins in a sermon, and the*congre- 

gation supposed it to have been his own. No 

other claimant having appeared it is often 
: om this uncertain ground. “wget attributed to Se ee Ce ee ari again in his Hymne, 1862, p. 251, in 7 st. of 

J. Curtis, «wes it as from the “American | 6& |. It was written in 1849 for use as an 
No. 519, mA >” (F.M.B.) | Evening Hymn at the Brompton Roman 
Monthly &- ; Catholie Oratory, of which Dr. Faber wis 
Sweet is the scene when virtue dies. | then the Superior. In most hymnals the last 

Anna L.- FBearbauld, née Akin. (Death and | stanza is usually omitted, or if retained, the 
PRurial-} Appeared in the Leisure Hour | second line, “ Mury and Philip, near us be,” 
Tmpr . pub. at Ironbridge, 1809, in 5 st. of | is altered. In seme collections it opens with’ 
4 1. and again ip The Works of Anna [aetitia |“ Dear Saviour, bless us ere we go,” or “ O 
Barbauld, with Memoir, 1825, p. 315, with &e.; and in others, “0 | Saviour, bless,” 

“The Death of the Virtuous.” | Father, bless us ere we go.” In the Welling- 
4B2 

the hcading 
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ton College H. Bk., 1860-80, it begins with 
st. ii., “* The day is done; its hours have run,” 
and the text is somewhat altered. The use of 
this hymn in its various forms is extensive. 

(J. J.) 
Sweet the time, exceeding sweet. 

G. Burder. (Christian Fellowship.) Pub. in 
the Gospel Magazine, April, 1779, p. 220, in 
5 st. of 41., headed * An Hymn f.r Christian 
Company,” and signed “A. R.” In 1784 it 
was given, unaltered, in G. Burder’s Coll. of 
Hys., as No. 66, and in the Index it is signed 
“G. Burder.” In Cotterill’s Sel., 1810, No. 46, 
it is altered to “Great the joy, the union 
sweet.” This form is in extensive use. In 
the 8th ed. of his Sel. Cotterill altered it 
again to “Great the joy when Christians 
meet.” This, also, is well known. In one or 
two collections it is also ultered to “* Gladsome 
‘tis when Christians meet.”’ (J. J.) 

Sweetest Saviour, if my soul. G. 
Herbert. (Redeemed in Christ.| First pub. 
in his Temple, &c., 1633, in 4 st. of 8 1, asa 
“Dialogue ” between the Soul and the Saviour. 
(Works in the Chandos Classics, 1887, p. 168.) 
In 1739, it was rewritten by J. Wesley, and 
ub. in Hys, & Sac. Poems, as “Saviour, if 
hy precious love,” in 4 st. of 8 1, and again 

in P. Works, 1868-72, vol. i. p. 107. In 1875, 
at. i.-iii. were given in the revised edition of 
the Wes. H. Bk., No, 24*, where it replaced 
“Ye that pass by, behold the Man,” In this 
form it is suited for private reading, or as the 
words of an anthem, but does not make a god 
hymn for congregational use. (J. J.J 

cdo dg the angels, In the clear, 
calm night. J. Julian. [Christmas.) Written 
Nov. 7, 1873, and first printed in the Preston 
Herald [Lancashire], Nov. 11th, 1873, in an 
article entitled * Table Talk.” It was in 5 st. 
of 8 1, with a refrain of 41. In 1874 it was 
included in the Hymn Book pub. for the use of 
St. Mary’s Church Sunday School, Preston; 
in Dec. 1874, in an article on “ Christmas 
Hymns” in the Churchman’s Shilling Maga- 
zine ; — in Horder’s Cong. Hys., 1884, and 
other collections. It is also set as a part song 
by A. J. Caldicott. Mus. B., No. 147 of The 

Handbook, Lond., J. Gurwen. [J. J.) 

Swift, James Frederick, s. of Jose 
Swift, was b. at Manchester, Dec. 28, 1847. 
In 1851 he removed with his parents to Liver- 
pool, where he was educated at the Com- 
mercial School of Liverpool College. At an 
early age he displayed a talent for music, and 
performed in public as « pianist as early as 
1859. In 1863 he was appointed organist at 
the Cranmer Wesleyan Chapel. Subsequently 
he was orgarist at St. Andrew’s Church, Liver- 
pool, for 10 P go and then, from 1826 to the 
pire at St. Bride’s, in the same city. He 
8 composed a large number of songs and 

instrumental pieces under the nom-de-plume 
of “Godfrey Marks.” He has also written a 
number of hymns and sacred odes, for which 
he has composed music. From these eight | 
were pub. with the music, in 1875, as Hys. | 
for Home and Sacred Festivals (London, 
Novello), From this small collection the 
following hymns have come into C. U. :— 

ows . Kvening. Written 1, When evening shad 
in 1873, and first sung in public at the Wesleyan Choral 

| 
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Festival in St. George's Hall, Liverpool, in 1874, It was 
included in bis Hys. for Home, &c., No. 4, in 5 at. of s! 
It then into Thring’s Coll., 1842, the Prim, Met. 
Hymnal, 1887, and others. It is a very beautify 
Evening Hymn. 

2. Have heard the sweet, sweet story? Li/: 
of Jesus. Written in 1874, and pub. in bis ys. for 
Home, &c., 1875, No. 4, in 5 st. of & L, with a chorus of 
4 lines, 

3. life is gay with sunshine. A«fugr is 
Trouble, Written in 1874, and pub. in his Ays. for 
Home, d&c., 1875, No. 7, in 3 st. of & L. 

Of these hymns Nos. 2,3 have been largely 
used at Sunday School Anniversaries an: 
similar gatherings. (J. J.] 

Sylvestris, in the Gospel Magazine, 1776, 
&c., ic. Jehoida Brewer. a 

8 n, Andrew James, «. of K 
B. raiece, of Paisley, Scotland, was >}. 
there on July 27, 1825. After receiving bu 
education at the Grammar School of his native 
town he entered into business with his father 
and brother. During the intervals of busi- 
ness he has dev himself to literature. 
His publications include Harebell Chime, 
1848; Genevieve, and Other Poems, 1851; The 
Beautiful in Nature, Art, and Life, 1837: 
Pen and Pencil Sketches of Farde and Iceland, 
1862 ; The Reasonableness of Faith; with Ap- 
pendiz containing Hys. and Verses of Console- 
tion and Hope, 1870; Hints to our Boys, 1341. 
Poems, and other works. He also edited 
Blackie’s series of Men of Light and Learning. 
and has contributed to a large number 0 
magazines in Great Britain and the United 
States. Several of his hymns have been pub. 
by J. and R. Parlane, Paisley, as leaflets, and 
include :— 

1, Hear Jesus say to Thee. Jesus the Way, the Truth, 
and the Life. (1469,) 

2. Hemmed in, armed hosts behind, on either side 
Israel at the Red Sea. 

3. How much ow’st thou? Debtors to Mercy. (Sp 
1870, 

4. — rest. Rest desired, (1869.) 
5. Lord in love and mercy save us. AMforning ¢7 

Evening, (1869.) 
6. Near Jordan's ford. Christ's Invitation. 
7. Tossing through the starless night. Rest. (166?.) 
8. When anguish overwhelms the . Comfort 

Of these hymns No. 5 is the best known and 
most widely used. Taken as a whole Mr. 
Symington’s hymns are better suited for a 
devotion than for public worship. _[J. J.] 

us, a native of Cyrene, b. cur 
875. His descent was illustrious. His pedi- 
gree extended through seventeen centuries, 
and in the words of Gibbon, “could not be 
equalled in the history of mankind.” He 
became distinguished for his eloquence 
philosophy, and as a statesman patriot be 
took a noble stand. When the Goths were 
threatening his country he went to the court 
of Arcadius, and for three years tried to rouse 
it to the dangers that were coming on the 
empire. But Gibbon says, “The court of 
Arcadius indulged the zeal, applauded the 
eloquence, and neglected the advice of §y- 
nesius.” In 410 he was made Bishop 
Ptolemais, but much against his will. Hed.i® 
430. Synesius’s opinions have been various!) 
estimated. That he was imbued with the 

| Neo-Platonic philosophy there is no doubt 
| (see Greek Hymnody, v. and viii.], but that he 
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was @ semi-Christian, as alleged by Mosheim 
Leoe _ Zool. peaks Lond, eu. isis, vol. i., 
: roe 1O, 439 and Notes], or that he denied the 
“e een of the Resurrection as stated directly 
ina Gibbon [see Decline and Full, vol. ii), and 
1. oe y by Bingham [see Christian Antiq., 
MM, -> 1845, i. pp. 464-5) is very doubtful. 

_r. Chattield, who hus translated jis Odes in 
Pee Orgs and Hymns of the Greek Christian 
=a ors 1876, contends that his tenth Ode 

ra Jesus, think on me,” proves that he 
be dageny Mot « semi-Christiau, und that he held the 
aoctrine «f the Resurrection. The first is 
clear: but the secon is open to doubt. He 
_certainly prays to the Releemer: but there is 
mothing in _ tie hymn to shew that he looked 
upon the Redeemer as being clothed in His 
risen body. This teuth ode is the only Ode of 
Synesius, which has come into C. U. The 

erizinal Odes are found in the Anth. Graeca 
Cearm. Christ. 1871, p. 2 seq., and Mr, Chat- 
fie ld’s tras. in his Songs, &&., 1876. [Greek 
a yy. § v. and Mrweo Xpioré.] Synesiuss 
Odes have also been tr. by Alan Stevenson, 
amd included in his The Ten Hymns of Syne- 
sées, Eishop of Tyreore, a.v. 410 in English 
Verse. And some Occasional Pieces by Alan 
Stevenson, LL.B. Printed for Private Cireu- 
lation, 1865. [See Various.) (J. J.J 

_ Byriac Hymnody. Ne history of Chris- 
tian hymnody can be deemed complete which 
fails to give some account of the hymns and 
other metrical compositions of the ancient 
churches of Syria, Upper Mesopotamia, and 
Western Persia. At an early period in Chris- 
tiam hiistory a fountain of sacred poetry and 
song: burst forth iv that region, from which 
for @ time there flowed a stream of marvellous 

fulmess; tut soon the stream dwindled, and 
its) flow became intermitient, until, by the 
rmiddale of tire 14th century, like a river lost in 

Aesert sands, it had ulmost, if not entirely, 

dlisappeared. 
Syrtac, the language of these ancient hymns 

and mas, is akin to the Hebrew, and re- 

sermbliecs, if it is not identical with, the lan- 

pruage spoken by the common people of Pales- 

time in the time of our Lord. It is still used 

im religious services, like Latin in the Church 

of Rome ; but, us a vernacularin Syria proper, 

it laas lows been supplanted by the Arabic ; 

whilst, im Mesopotamia and Persia, the Chris- 

tiam inhabitants, though they call themselves 

Saraye or Syriaus, speak a dialect termed 
Sartth, which differs alwost as much from the 

old Syriac as Italian from Latin. 

i. Fiéstory of Syriac Hymnody. 

ncerning the hymns sung in Syria in the 

first cemtury after Christ we have no certain 

formation, although tradition connects the 
= igin of responsive singing in Christian wor- 

peel ig with Ignatius, the martyred bishop of 

A wLioeh.- But the commencement of Syriac 

hyrmnody-, so far as known to us, was on this 

ww ise- 

1- 

Edaesss, 

Bar-Daisan, or Bardesanes, b. a.p, 151, at 
mow called Urfah, in by san Meso- 

tarmin, wast religious teacher, who sought 
Pe mbine with the truths of Christianity cer- 
to 7 = pec ulations of the Gnostics. Being a 
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man of poetic genius, he was led to compose 
hymne or songs, which, set to music and sung 
by his disciples, became very popular. His 
son, Harmonius, followed in lis steps, com- 
posing ad:litional hymns and introducing. new 
metres. But of their compositions only a few 
fragments have been preserved. 

2. Simeon bar Sabbae. The next Syrian hymn- 
writer of whom we have any metition was of the 
orthodox school, Simeon bar Subbdé, bishop of 
Seleucia, who suffered martyrdom A.v. 296. 
Two hymus composed by lim are said to be 
found in the sucre.! offices of the Chaldeans. 

3. Ephraem Syrus. But about 4.p, 307 there 
was born at Nisibis, in northiern Mesopotamian, 
Ephraem or Ephraim Syrus, the most cele- 
brated father of the Syrian church, aud famous 
not only asa theologian, but also as a poet 

and hymn-writer. Historians differ as to 
the details of his life; but it is known that 
having first been a pupil of James, bishop of 
Nisibis, he finished his education at Edessa, 
where for the rest of his days he chiefly re- 
sided. He visited Basil at Caesarea, in Cappa- 
docia, and by him he was ordained to the 
ofice of deacon. He d. at Edessa in June, 
373. Ephraim was a most voluminous writer 
of commentaries, expository sermons, hymns, 
and metrical homilies. Metrieal Homilies, 
first mentioned in connection with him, are a 
ae kind of composition, to which we 
now of nothing in other literature exactly 

similar. The tracts iu verse explanatory of 
the Christian religion, circulated by mis- 
sionaries in some parts of India, and which 
the people like te read »loud in a kind of 
chant, seem most nearly to resemble them. 
The Homilies are in metre, i.e. in lines cou- 
taining a fixed number of syllables, e.g. 4, 5, 6, 

7, 8, or 12, as the ease may be, and are divided 
into strophes, but differ from hymns proper 
in their greater length and more decidedly 
didactic character. We might have supposed 
them to be poems intended to be simply read, 
but from notes found on mss. giving direc- 
tions as to the singing, it appears as though, 
at least in some cases, they were actually 
sung or chanted in connection with religious 
services. In neither the hymns nor the homi- 
lies is any regard . to accent or quantity, 
and only occasionally does there seem to have 
been an attempt at rhyme or assonance. The 
main characteristics of Syriac poetry are (1) a 
certain elevation of style, (2) division of the 
verses into strophes, and (3) the use of lines 
or verses with a fixed number of syllables, 
The following are illustrations of some of the 
metres, taken from the writings of Ephmim, 
the translations being those of Dr. i. Bur- 
gess, in his Select Metrical Hiyans and 
Homilies of Ephraem Syrus, translated, with 
Notes, &e., London, 1853, a work to which 
reference may be made for further examples, 

- a, Tetrasyllabic Metre. Two verses from an “* Even- 
ing Hymn.” 

laos oarsas Bkalban ramshé 

» Huanel ~ Lok théshbakthé 

* Inall evenings 
To Thee let there be praise.” 
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b. Pentasyllabic Metre. Two verses from the 11th 
Homily concerning the ** Paradise uf Eden." 

° ’ ° 4 

fens ?329 311 O'Gr'd phirdiysd 
, 

+ (Sacas> w0T Lasso Mbfynéy'd baaémd 
* ‘The air of Paradise 

1s a fountain of sweetness.” 
<. Heptasyllabie Metre, which bas traditionally borne 

the name of Ephraim, as being his favourite metre. 
Two verses from a hymn on * Death.” 

las Sas uitaold WA bo 

25 130] Ao yo Ajo}? 
Mor l6'th kimndy ham bishé 
Daaddith bok Mor andé biy. 

* Lord! appoint me not a place with the wicked : 
Do Thou, Lord, confess me, who have confessed Thee." 

The poetical compositions of Ephraim. so 
fur as printed, are as follows, beginning with 
his works edited by J. 8. Assemani and P. 
Benedict at Rome, in 1732-46. 

(1) Eleven metrical expositions, in heptasyllabie and 
pentasyilable metre, of portion< of Scripture treating of 
the Creation, the Temptation of Eve, the Mission of 
Jonah, and the Repentance of the Ninevites. The last- 
named isthe most striking and the longest, extending 
to between 600 and 600 strophes of four lineseach, Of the 
use mule of it by the Nestorian Christians of the present 
day we shall speak in the second part of this article. 

(2) Thirteen discourses on Christ's Nativity. These 
are of various lengths and metres. The last is tetra- 
syllabic, in strophes of 10 lines, every tenth line being 
a doxology. The life of | hrist is supposed by the 
author to have extended to thirty years, and to every 
one of these years is assigned an act of praise from some 
created beings, beginning with the cherubim in the first 
year, and pec | with the dead who have lived again, 
the living who have repented, and heaven and earth, 
which through Christ have been reconciled, in the 
thirtieth. Dr. Burgess aays that this is ‘+a very beauti- 
ful production, tastefully conceived, and carried out in 
a masterly manner,” 

3) Next come 56 homilies in various metres against 
*Falxe Doctrines,” especially those of Bardesanes, 
Marcion, and the Manic In the first homily of 
this collection ig 2 pays the following compliment 
to the skill and influence of Bardesanes, whilst he con- 
demns his use of them :— 

“In the resorts of Bardesanes 
There are songs and melodies. 
For seeing that young persons 
Loved 44 eet music, 
Le the harmony of his songs 

e corrupted their minds.’ 

Elsewhere we are teld that it was Ephraim’s desire to 
counteract the influence uf these heretical songs, as well 
as to provide a substitute for profane games and noisy 
dances, which prompted him to compose bymns and 
train choirs, ‘tin the midst of whom he stood, a spiritual 
harper, and vob ap for them different kinds of songs, 
and taught them the variation of chants, until the whole 
city was gathered to him and the party of the adversary 
was put tu shame," 

(4) Then follow “7 homilies against Itatlonalists or 
Free Thinkers, in ‘shich occur many curious and highly 
artificial arrangements of metres, “These are succeeded 
by a collection of seven homilies, forming a separate 
work, entitled “The Pearl, concerning Faith.” This 
= is tetrasyllabic, in strophes of 10 lines each, and 
ighly fanciful in conception, though not without pas- 

sages of beauty. A pearl is treated as suggestive of 
truths connected with Christ and His Church. 

(5) Four other controversial homilies follow, after 
which come the pieces which may be more properly 
called Hymns. Of these perhaps the most interesting 
are 85 relating to ‘* Death,” apparently intended to be 
used in funeral services, One of these we may cite, in 
Dr. Burgess's translation, both as short and as a good 
specimen of Ephraim’s style. 

On the Death of Children, 
“How bitter ix the grief 

For the death of childhood ; 
How grievous the separation 
Of the infant from its mother :— 

Train st up, Lont, in Thy dwelling! 
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** This day afflicts 
The fathers through their sons; 
And death now breaks 
The staff of their old age -— 

Lord! may they lean on Thee! 
** This day removes 
The beloved one from its mother, 
And cuts off the arm 
Which would have been her stay -— 

In Thee, Lord, may she trust! 
* This day separates 

The little one from its parent, 
And leaves ber in the wilderness 
Of snffering and grief :-— 
Do Thou, Lord, comfort ber! 

“ This day divides 
The sucking-child from the breast ; 
And the mother wails and grieves 
Because her intercourse with it bath peraba = 
May she see it in the Kingdom! 

**O happy infancy 
Which hath gained laradise * 
Alas! for old age 
Which still remains in sorrow ‘— 

Lord! be Thou its helper :" 

(6) This collection of Funeral Hymns is follows ty 
four short pieces on the * Freedom of the Will,” ue 
strophes of which have an alphabetical 
like the Hebrew of the 119th Psalm. The saccrediez 
76 homilies have the general title ** Exhortations |. 
Penitence,”” but among them are found morning s! 
evening hymns, and a hymn for the Lord's day. 

(7) Next come twelve homilies on the * Paradis « 
Eden," and finally, in the Roman edition of Ephran’s 
works, 15 discourses on various subjects in pentasy! ali 
and hexasyllabic metres, But in 1866, Aickell ped 
“Carmina Nisibena,” 21 in number, the ig we 
most of them being the struggle between the aa 
monarch, Sapor, and the ns. The rest are an t» 
* Overthrow of Satan,” the * Resurrection of the Body, 
and kindred topics. 

In 1882 and IS86 Lamy pub. 2 vola, e- 
litled 8. Ephraemi Syri Hymni et Sermonei, 
containing hitherto unpublished — metrical 
homilies and 5 ae on the Epiphany, the 
Nativity, the Blessed Virgin. the Passover, 
the Crucifixion, the Resurrection, &c. [For 
translations see end of this article. ] 

4. Various. Ephraim was followed by a svc- 
cession of authors of metrical homilies, hymns 
and anthems, most of whom our limited space 
forbids us todo more than mention. Among 
these were Balai or Balaeus : Cyrillénd, who, 
ubout the year 396, wrote a poem on the 
Invasion of the Huns; ‘Absamya, son o 
Ephraim’s sister; Rabbala, bishop of Edesss, 
A.D. 411, some of whose hymns have beer 
printed by Overbeck: Thibha, or Tbas, ¥ho 
succeeded Rabbali in the see of Edess 
Maritha, bishop of Maiperhat, a learne 
physician, who wrote hymns in honour of the 
martyrs; and Jeane of Antioch, commonly 
called the Great, and’ styled by Dr. Wm 
Wright (Encyelop. Britan., vol. xxii. p. 82%) 
“one of the stars of Syrian literature.” He 
was abbot of a convent near Antiveh, and 
died about a.p. 460. His works were almost 
a8 voluminous and varied as those of Ephraim 
One of his metrical homilies may be me- 
tioned as u literary curiosity, a poem of 2157 
lines, on a parmt which’ proclaimed 
6 Geos in the streets of Antioch, Isaac we 
followed by Barsanma, bishop of Nisibis (484- 
4116), author of compositions of the class called 
Turgamé, hymns calling on the faithful t 
give ear to the words of the New Test 
ment. Inthe Nestorian worship of the present 
day the Turgamé are chanted responsively by 
the officiating deacons around the altar, sl 
that part in the service when the Epistle aod 
Gospel are ubout to be read, 
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5. Waearsai. A fellow-worker with Ba mi. - rsauma, 
~~ at Eidesea and Nisibis, was Nursai, or 
OF Ay Ceallect by his co-religionists the “ Harp 

farm ere Png _ Spirit.” He was especially 
num ©r his metrical homilies, 360 in 
iatvintd 2er, and his hymns, two of which are 

a ate the Nestorian psalter. 

Bg lh pL pede ot the >. ost ce rate writers 
iw 3a5 yrian Church (b. 451, d. 521), styled 
2 *kis Contemporaries “the Flute of the Hol 
Spirit and the Harp of the believing Chureh.” 

siddes comamentaries, he wrote odes, hymns, 
amd imetri ilies, i Fical homilies, 760 in number, mostly 
PRE Eee toe ee Serre a5 _ eae mote 

= lcce repeated. r Hebraeus says that 
fees Fhiacl ZO amanuenses to copy out his howilies. 
Moore than half of his homilies hive perished, 
buat mearly 300 are preserved in European 
collections. A _ liturgy in use among the 
Ba Tinta roar is ascribed to him. 

“- mmeon Kukaya. The deacon Simeon 
#lvkayad was « potter by trade, as his name de- 
notes. WV hilst working at his wheel, he com- 
Pesedi hymns, which he wrote down on a 
tablet or seroll by his side. Bishop Jacob of 
— oe a admired his compeatians 
amc) «mcouraged him to continue bis labours. 
= i = of his =o ag mace ae * Nativity of our 
2Ored,”” are now in the British Museum. In 

tie same treasury of antiquities ure to be 
fourm) x2 few livmns out of a rather large num- 
ber cornposed by the abbot John bar Aphténya, 
whic <i. a.p. 528, at Kenneshré, on the 
ESuphrates. Also a few hymns are extant of 
MarahRhdad the Elder, Catholicus of Seleucia, 
fromm 536 to 552, one of which commences 
**€alory to Thee, Lord, how good Thou 
art!” 

S. Seventh Century. With the seventh cen- 
tury began the slow decay of the native 
literature of the Syriens, one cause being the 
dreadful sufferings of the people during the 
great war with the Persians, and another the 
conquest of Syria by the Muhammadans in 
633—636, from which time the Arabic lunguage 

began to su om nig Syriac. rigs ea 
Protessor . right, uu.p., in his admirable 

and exbaustive article on “ Syriac pein 

im the ia Britannica, vol. xxii.— 

am article eit = —— ager Py are wget 

-lves rea indebted—pives the names o 

eat ontoan wiiters between the beginving of 

the 7th century and the end of the 12th, who 
were xwuthors of cither hymus, or metrical 

homilies, or both. In most a = 
i writings «wre extant in the libraries o 

ne “British SMuseum, the Vatican, or Berlin, 

and not unfrequesty their hymns are found 

in Nestorian FP'saiters. : 
Hfebracus. The thirteenth century 

Sena a ice of literary revival with the Nes- 

torians. #ar Helrraeus or Abul Faraj Gregory, 
«one of the most learned and versatile men 
Syria ever produced,” lived at this time. He 

as almost e ually eminent as philosopher, 

hi toriun, theo ogian and poet, and to him we 

ant inde = —— of ae information we 
i regard to Syriac hymn-writers. 

rio Wards. in this century too lived 
Warda (the Rose) of Arbél, whose 
ma other pems huve entered so 

the use of the Nestorian Chureh 

10. 

<Jeorge bi 
hymns : 

largely into 
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tliat one of their service books is to this day 
called the Warda. 

11, Mus‘ud, a Syrian, who was pliysician to 
the Caliph al Musta‘sim in the years 1242- 
1258, wrote hymns for the Feast of the 
7 eg one of which is in the Vatican 

rary. 
12. Khanis bar Kardahe, of Arbél, is another 

favourite hymn-writer of this period, whom 
we shall have occasion to mention again when 
speaking of the service-books of the Nes- 
torians. But besides the hymns of this author, 
to which we may then muke reference, others 
are found in the great libraries of Europe. 

13, Abhd-isho bar Berikha. Lastly, there was 
Abhd-isho bar Berikha, or, us he ts called by 
some, Mar Abd Yeshua, Metropolitan of Nisi- 
bis and Armenia, a.p, 1298-1318, who has 
rendered valuable service to literature by a 
catalogue of nearly 150 Syrian authors and 
their works, beginning with Simeou bar Sab- 
baé, in the Srd century, und ending with one, 
whom in his humility he calls his “vile 
self.” This last he describes as the author of 
a commentary on the Bible, Consolations, 
Antiphons and Anthems for various occasions, 
and « number of other works. Turgame, 
written by him, are in ms. in the library of 

rlin. 
14. Dr. Wright says that after Abhd-isho 

there are “hardly any names worthy of a 
place in the literary history of the Syrian 
nation.” The fount of sacred song no more 
poured forth sweet waters. It remained for 
the men of succeeding ages to make use of 
the compositions of their predecessors. 

ii. The present use of Syriac hymna. 
In order to a clear understanding of this 

part of our subject it will be needful to ex- 
lain the various sections into which the 
yrian branch of the Christian church is 

divided, a division which in at least three 
instances is of ancient date. 

(1) Nestorian,—One section, once very numerous, 
and sending. ita missionaries even to Tartary and China, 
but whose members, now few in number, are at present 
fuund chiefly in KGrdistan and Western Persia, i+ 
known by the name of Yestorian, It is 50 called from 
Nestorius, who was condemned by the Council of 
Ephesus, A.p. 431, because, as it was alleged, he held 
that in the one Christ there were two Persons, Divine 
and human, and with this doctrine these Syrian Chris- 
tians are supposed to sympathise. 

2) Jaco Another section, called Jacobites, in- 
habiting both Syria and Meso ia, received their 
name from 4 certain Jacob Burdé‘and, bishop of Kdessa 
in the middle of the 6th century, who was the chiet 

nt in organising them into a distinct community, 
ir ullar belief is that in Christ the buman nature 

was a bed Into the Divine. Hence they are called 
Monophysites. 

(3) Maronites.—The date and occasion of their origin 
48 a sect are disputed, but most probably they received 
their name from a certain abbot of a monastery near 
the Orontes, called Join Maroun, who lived in the 7th 
century, and favoured the doctrine of Christ's person 
known as Monothelite. However, this may have been, 
the Maronites in 1180 acknowledged the authority of 
the Roman Pontiff, and are at the present time in 
nominal communion with Rome. In the district of 
Mount Lebanon they bave now #2 convents, containing 
2000 monks and nuns. 

(4) —In Mesopotamia and Persia are 
Syrian Christians, who were originally Nestorian, but 
about the year 1680 made their submission to Rome and 
have since been known by the name of Chaldarans, 

(5) Christians of St. .~In South India, both 
on the Malabar coast and in the neighbourhood of 
Madras, are the so-called Christians of St. Thomas, 
speaking Malayalam or Tamil as their vernacular, but 
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using in their worship Syriac hymus and 
They are probably descendants of Syrians, who centuries 
agu came from Western Asia by way of the Persian 
Gulf and settled in these parts. are Nestorian in 
their creed, others Jacobite, and yet others, through the 
influences brought to bear upon them by the Portuguese 
at Goa, have adopted the faith of Rome. 

Now all these differing sections of Syrian 
Christians have their respective service books 
and liturgies, and all use hymns, The fol- 
lowing are the facts we have been able to 
ascertain with respect to their use of hymns: 

(a) The Nestorians. In 1852, an Anglican 
clergyman, the Rev. G. P. Badger. p.p., pub- 
lished two volumes (London, J. Masters) con- 
taining a narrative of visits paid by him to 
the Syrian Churches of Kurdistan and Meso- 

tamia, with an account of his researches 
into the condition of the Nestorians, Syrian 
Jacobites, Papal Syrians. and Chaldaeans. 
The work is entitled The Nestorians and their 
Rituals, and is full of information concerning 
the Nestorian service books, 

(1) First, he mentions a book called Turgadmd, or In- 
struction, containing hymns chanted before the readin 
of the Epistle and Gospel. To this we have eehereed 
when ing of Barsanma, of Nisibis. 

(2) Another book Is the Ahudra, or Cycle of Services 
for all the Sundays in the year and for cértain fast days. 
Dr. Badger describes this a8 a collection of anthems, 
responsories, hymus and collects, comprised in a large 
folio volame of more than 800 pp. 

(3) The Gezza, or ateneg! i contains the services for 
all testivals throughout the year, Sundays excepted. 
It also comprises anthems, hymns and collects, and is a 
volume equal in size to the Ahudra, 

(4) The Baootha ad’ Ninwdye, or — of the 
Ninevites, is described as “a collection of hymns in 
verse ascribed to St. Ephraim Syrus,” and from the 
account given of its contents is evidently the metrical 
homily mentioned in our notice of the writings of 
Epbraim. The Nestorians use it in connection with an 
annual commemorative service, having reference to the 
Ninevites, lasting for three days and accompanied with 
ars 

(5) The Ahamis is a collection of bymns chiefly in 
exposition of the Life, Parables and Miracles of the 
Saviour and on the duty of Repentance, It has its name 
from its author, Khamis bar Kardahé, whom we have 
mentioned as a writer of the 13th century. A fong 
hymn from this collection, which has been translated by 
Dr. Radger, is appointed in the Gezza to be used on the 
feast of the Holy Nativity, 

(6) The Waruvda is a collection of hymna written and 
compiled by George Warda, already mentioned, They 
were rently prepared for use at church festivals, 
the cular occasions for which they are fitted being 
noted at the head ofeach. Dr. Badger bas translated a 
hymn from the Warda, five pages in length, in praise 
of the Virgin Mary, and intended to be used on any of 
the festivals commemorative of her. 

In the services for Marriages and Burials, 
anthems and hymns are introduced. The 
following is a translation by Dr. Badger of 
a short and rather beautiful hymn sometimes 
sung in the part of the marriage service called 
“The Setting up of the Bridal Chamber.” 
It seems intended to be sung responsively. 

* Blessed is He who hath built for His Church a 
house not made with bands, and hath raised and set 
her up on high according to His promise. 

* The elect Church saith to Christ in her supplica- 
tions: * Show me from the Scriptures what dowry Thou 
wilt give unto me.’ 

“QO lovely Spouse, incline thine ear and hearken to 
my voice; leave thy father and thy mother, and come, 
follow me, for 1 am thy Bridegrooi. 

“Behold, I flee to Thy love, and contemn all the 
idols of the heathen, and leave off worshipping them, 
and flee to Thy cross, 
*Thave espoused thee through water and the Spirit, 

and have saved thee from Satan and from death: beware 
that thou become not another's, for there is none other 
that can help thee as I can. 

“If thou art faithful unto Me, O thou daughter of the 
poor, 1 will make ready for thee a bridal chainber above, 
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~_ call prophets, apostles, and martyrs to thy 
w ne. 

Thy commandments are dearer unto m¢ than coll 
or pearls: and the words of Thy mouth are sweeter me 
me than honey and the honey-comb,” 

From all this it will be seen that hymns 
are largely used by the Nestorians, besida 
which they chant Psalms from the Daweedio, 
or David, in connection with nearly ever 
service, But it must be added that only tly 
clergy and a few of the more educated layma 
fully understand the meaning of the wor 

or sung. Indeed, says Dr. Badger, 
“many even of the clergy have no certain 
knowledge of what they read in the churches: 
8o great is the difference between the moden 
Sirith and the ancient Syriac, and such the 
present backward state of education. 

(8) The Chaldaean services appear to resemble 
those of the Nestorians, excepting that « fer 
expressions lave been moditied in accordance 
with the Roman doctrines they nave embnwed. 

(y) The Jacobites and Maronites. J. W. 
Etheridge states, in his book on the Syrim 
Churches (Lond,, 1846), that, among the 
liturgies in use among the Jacobites and 
Maronites, the favourite one is that ascribed 
to St. James, the brother of our Lord. Now 
in the public or preparatory part of this 
service a hymn is appointed to be sung after 
the prayer for all believers, and this hymn is 
said to be frequently a composition of Mar 
Ephmim, as he is termed—Mar signi‘ying 

ter or Lord. A letter, also, with which 
we have been favoured from the Rev. Dr. 
Carslaw, missionary of the Free Church of 
Scotland at Shweir, on Mount Lebanon. 
informs us that the hymns of Epliraim ar 
now ueed in thut region by both Jacwites 
and Maronites, though not to any great extent. 
But they are simply read by the priest, sot 
sung ei by priests or people. Dr. Carsiaw 
adds that most of the service of the Marowite 
is in the ancient Syriac, but as a rule neither 
— nor people understand it. The pricsis 

m to read it, and that is all] that is con- 
sidered necessary. 

The Rev. Dr. Daniel Blisa, President of 
the Protestant Culleze at Be it, has alo 
obtained for us the following list of first lines 
of hymns now used in the Maronite churches 
of Mount Levanon, with the names of their 
reputed uuthors. All are in the ancient 
Syriac language. 

1. By St. Peter the Apostle :— 
“O Lord God of Peace and Master of Safety.” 

2. By the Twelve Apostles ;— 

“0 Lord, merciful God, who hast prepared for 
us this spiritual table.” 

3. By St. James, Brother of our Lord :— 
“0 Lord, our God and our Master, Lover of 

mankind.” 
4. By St. John, the Apostle and Evangelist -— 

*O Lord, mighty God, Thou art the troe Love.” 

5. By St. Mark, the Evangelist :— 

“0 Lord God Almighty, Thou art the Holy Une, 
who hast true love.” 

6. By Pope Sixtus of Rome :— 
“0 Lend, grant Thy chareb, and the sheep of 

eon? ‘ = 
7. Pre b r of the Cath 

Church Mother Bin pedro Ace oe 
“O our Lord Jesus Christ, who hast said to Tuive 

Apostles ‘ Peace, | leave with you, my pee 
I give unto you.’"” 
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By_ St. Fobn Maroon, Patriarch of Antioch — 
© Lord God, merciful and holy God, who bast 

through Thine only Son, our Lord and 
Saviour Jesus Christ,’ &c. 

tne Christians of St. Thomas. With regard to 
Cn. ase of Syriac hymns by the so-called 

restians of St. Thomas, on the Malabar 
ae ©f India, we have been kindly furnished 
ane imformation from agents of the Church 

Omary Society, whose head-quarters are 
at Cottayam, in Travancore, whicl: is also the 
cone OF the district inhabited by the Syrian 
= ATistiams. One of our correspondents is the 

©v. 3B. Ei. Bishop, n.a., the other the Ven. 
ArchdQeacon Keéshi Késhi, who is himself of 
Syrian rentage. 

Mr. ishop informs us that 
** "Phe Syrian Christians of Travancore have no choral 

or com ational singing,or musical instrument in their 
worship. Ts e ancient liturgies of St. James and others 
Aare EROMmotomed by the Cottanars or Priests, and the 
People standing in the nave repeat the responses from 
memory. Im many Syrian churches the services are 
conducted in the Malayalam language’ (the vernacular 
of the tog mal “though formerly they were always 
Performed in the Syriac tongue, which is still used more 
er less, especially in the celebration of the Mass.” 

A rehdeacon Kishi states that 

** Khe boymns used in the Syrian church are too many 
to be mumbered. They are so scattered throughout 
their service books that it is impossible even to form a 
—wess respecting their number. The Syrians have no 
separate collection of hymns such as we have. They 
have mmere than 600 tunes, and everyone of their hymns 
is so syaadie that it can be sung to eight different tunes, 
Al the great poss of old, such as Mar Epbraim, had 
each his own eight tunes distinct from the eight belong- 
ing te every other, and on hearing any hymn sung, the 
priests imstruacted in these matters could tell who the 
auther of it was. Hymn« composed by poets of inferior 
racic, who were unable to invent new tones, are never 
cre<iited te their rea) authors, bot go under the names of 
these to whose tunes they were adapted.” 

Khe Archdeacon then proceeds to give a 
list of lrymn-writers, a number of his names 
coimciding with those we have given in the 
former part of this article. Lf at first view 
there seems to be some disagreement between 
the acceounts of our two correspondents, the 
explanation is doubtless to be found in the 
fact already stated, that the Syrian Christians 
of Imdia are divided among themselves, and 
consequently, in all probability vary in their 

usage as regards singing. es 

We have seen the past and present of Syriac 
iymnody ; ove word may be permitted with 

respect to its future. It is then, we think, 

morally certain that Syrian Christians, in 

whatever country living, will, with the pro- 

gress of enlightenment, come to realise the 

fact that acceptable worship must be intel- 

ligent and spiritual, and will therefore cease 

to ernploy in_their religious services a dead 
language. Nevertheless the large-minded 

student of Christian history will always feel 

an interest in the great collection of old- 
world metrical compositions, lyrical and 

hortatory, noticed ip this article, remembering 
that for a thousand years or more they were 

the medium of prmyer and praise, consolation 

and ad monition, to successive generations, con- 
fessing the One Saviour, and having hopes and 
fears, joy¥® and sorrows, duties and temptations 

cormnmon to man. (W. 8.8) 

of the Syriac hymns of Ephraem 
been translated into English as 

Several 
Syrus have 

follows :-— 
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Of his hymne 35, and of his metrical bomilies 9, have 
been rendered into prose, printed as blank verse, by Dr. 
Henry Burgess, in his Select Metrical Hymns and Homi- 
lies of Ephraim Syrus (Lond., 1453), and from these 
versions the Kev, T. G. Crippen rendered 4 into English 
metre in his Ancient Hymas and Moeme (Lond, ixée). 
Mrs. Charles, in her Voice of Christian Life in Song 
(Lond., 1858), gives 6 versions from the tre, into Ger- 
man in Daniel, Hi. (1446), where are given 10 of bis 
hymna in the Syriac, with German frs. taken from Pius 

ngerle’s Heilige Muse der Syrer. The Rev. J. B. 
Morris, in his Select Works of 8. Sphraem the Syrian 
Oxford, 1447). There is alse 1 tr. in the Rev. J. W. 
leweti's Verses by a Country Curate, 1859. 

As for the majority of our readers it would 
be useless to give the trs. under the first lines 
of the Syriac, they are here given together. 

\. Versions by Horatius Bonar. 
1. Glory to the One. For the Lord's Day. 

(Canon 41.) Tr. in 2nd series, 1861, of his Hys. of Faith 
and /ope, in 1] #t. of 6 lines. Fro this st. 1,3, 4, 10, 
11 were taken, slightly altered, with 2 st. adapted from 
Dr. Honar’s t. 5, 6,7, 8, as No. 18 in the Hymnary, 1871. 
Dr. Burgess quotes the hymn from the ed. of 8. Eph- 
taem’s (pera, in 6 folios, pub. at Rome, 1732-43 (vi. 
r: 499), =ye it Is tetrasyllabic, with strophes unequal in 
ength. a gr his version at p. 83. 
2.7 " my cause. Hattle Song against 

Satan, (Canon 59.) In 9 st. of 4 lines, in the znd 
series, 1861, of his Hys. of Puithand Hope, Dr. Burgess 
quotes it from the Opera, vi. p. 526, says it ie hepta- 
syllabic, in strophes of 4 lines, and gives bis version at 

94. 
i li. Versions by Mrs. Charles. 

1, To Thre, 0 God, be On the Children in 
Paradise. (Canon 44.) In 5 st. of 4 lines = 46, ed. 
1856). Syriac and German texts in Daniel, iii. pp. 
165, 156. 

2. Salem is shouting with her children, Palm Sun- 
day. In 6 st. of 4 lines 47, ed, 1868), Syriac and 
German texte in Daniel, li, pp, 162-164, 
3 He calls us toa day of gladness. (Christ's Entry 

into Jerusalem. In 11 st. of 4 lines (p. 48, ed. 185»). 
Syriac and German texts in /aniel, iii. pp. 169-162. 
4. A eta chines South in, benwen oubieniy. Apiphany. 

A in 45 Hines (p: 51, ed. 1858), since given in 
Schalfs Christ in & ed, 179, p. #5). Syriac and 
German texts in Daniel, iti, pp. 149-161. 
5. Child by God's sweet iven. Death of a 

Child. A beautiful lament of a ron the death of 
his little son, (Canon 36, “In fanere puerorum") in 
Bet. of 12 lines Cp. $2, ed. 1458). Syriac and German 
texts in Daniel, lil, pp. 151-152, Dr, Burgess aays it ix 
tetrasy labic, in attoy ben of 14 lines, and gives his ver- 
sion at p 1. 

6. Then because they fled from him, Ave and Mary, 
Part of a on Eve and Mary, being a tr, of lines 
26-44 of Zingerle. Syriac and German texts in Janel, 
ii, pp. 164, 165, 

fil, Versions by the Kev. T. G. Crippen, 
1, Bleased be Messiah's name. aster. (Canon 4%.) 
In # at, of 6 lines, given at p. 1. Dr. Burgess quote. ic 
from the (pera, vi, p. #05, says it is tetrasyllabic, in 
strophes of 6 lines, and gives his version at p. 77. 

2, When softly breathes the Resurrection air, Nesur- 
rection. (Canon 42, ‘In funere poerorum.”) In 9 st. 
of 4 lines, given at p.4. Syriac and German texts in 
Daniel, tii, pp. 152-155. Tr. Burgess says it is octo- 
syllabic, in strophes of 4 lines, and gives bis version 
at p. 31. 

Pn the time of let Thy ascend, 
(Canon 65.) In 17 st. of 2 lines, given at Evening. 

p. 7. "br. Burgess quotes it from the Opera, peal 535, 
says it ia tetrasy! . in strophes of 4 lines, tives 
his version at p, 73. 
4. me, Father, for Thy merciessake. /ast Judy. 

ment. (Canon 60.) In 6 st. of 4 lines, given at p. 11, 
Dr. Burges< it from the Opera, vi. p. 326, en. 
titles it “* Newessity for Preparation for ."" ka it 
is hexasyllabic, in strophes of 8 lines, and gives bis ver- 
sion at p. 56. 

iv. Version by J. W. Hewett. 

O my child, my best beloved one. Death of a Child, 
In his Verses by a Country Curate, 1859, p. 167, from 
Dr. Burgess's ¢(r., bat adapted for a mother instead of q 
father. 

v. Versions by Dr. Henry Burgess, 

Besides those al: mentioned Dr, Burgess gives 14 
hymns on the Death (a) of children (pp. 4, 6), (6) of 

youth (pp. 9, 11), (c) of a Private Person (pp. 14, 26), 
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d) of a Presbyter (pp. 17, 53, 58), (¢) of a Bish 
f ri 20). YY) of a Deacon (p, 23), (g) of a Monk (p. 44 
th) of a Woman (p. 45), (1) of an Aged Man (p. 51). He 
also ow 4 bymns on the /*respect and reparation for 
Dea Bh a pp. 25, 29, 41, 63). The rest are on the 
Funeral of a Prince or Rich Man (yp, 34), in Pestilence 
{p. 61), for Morning (p. 67), before retiring to rest, 
Gvening (p, #0), fer the Whole Church (pp. 89,93), tothe 
Trinity oy for the whole (Convent (p. 100), a 
General Invocation (p. 103), ond the Praises of Noah | these little couplets formed themselves, and chimed in 
(p. 105). Also of 9 Metrical Homilies (pp. 113-173). my heart one after another till they finished wih 

 sbetee for, some converted, but not rejoicing Christhans 
e 

See also “Glad sight, the Holy Church, * Beer, Oxy, ALL for Thee !*” 

gave me the prayer * Lord, give meal in this house 
And He just did, Before [ left the house every one bat 
gota blessing. The last night of my visit after | hs 
retired, the governess asked me to go to the tx 
daughters, They were crying, &c, ; then and there trth 
of them trusted and rejoiced ; it was pearly midzigh:, 
I was too happy to sleep, and passed most of the aight 
in praise and renewal of my own consecration; ani 

The music to which Miss Have in- 
ne Wy variably sang this hymn, and with sient it 

was always associated in the publicutions over 
which she had any influence, was her father's 
tune Patmos, and the family’s desire is that this 
course may be followed by others. [J.J] 

Tam. The assumed name of Thom: 
Mackellar, in Neal’s (American) Gazette, 1845 

Tandem audite me. [Love to Chrid] 
Probably of the L7th cent., and founded on 
Canticles ii. 5. It is found in the Mainz 
G. B. (R. C.) 1661, p. 434, in 6 st. entitle! 
“ Hymn on the love of the Mother of God in 
her dying hour.” It is also in Wagner’ 
G. B., Leipzig, 1697, vol. iii, p. 745; the 
Hymnodia Sacra, Miinster, 1753, p. 211; 
Daniel, iy. p. 344; and Trench’s Sacred Latin 
Poetry, ed. 1864, p. 249. In R. Campbell's 
St. Andrew's Hyl., 1850, the hymn “Mary 

T 
T., ic. Theodosia, the initial of Anne Steele 

- the Bristol Bap. Coll., 1769, of Ash & 
vans, 

T. C. and J. C., in English and Scottish 
Psulters. [Old Version, } 

T. R., the initials of Dr. Thomas Raffles, in 
Collyer’s Collection, 1812. 

T. W. C., the initials of the Rev. T. W. 
Carr, in the People’s Hymnal, 1867. 

Take comfort, Christians, when | mourner, sad, forlorn,” for St. Mary Magdalen, 
your friends. J. Logan. [Serrow, but not | is partly derived from this hymn. = (J. MJ 
without Hope.) Ist pub. in the Seottish 
Translations and Paraphrases, 1781, No. liii., | ‘Tandem peractis O Deus. €. Cofin 
in 8 st. of 4 1,und based on 1 Thess, iv. 13-18. Fos rgtey a Apprared to the Paris Brer. 
In many American collections a cento begin- | 1796, and in his Hymni Sacri, p. 29, of the 
ning with st, iii, “As Jesus died and rose | Same year. In the Paris and ater Freneli 

again,” is given for Easter, and is most suit- Brevs. it ia the hymn at Matins for Saturday: 
able for that purpose. It is given in Hat-| from Trinity to Advent. The text is 1 
field's Church Hys., N. Y., 1872, &. We| J. Chandler's Hys. of the Primitive Church. 
have uscribed this paraphrase to John Logan, | 1837, No. 32; Curd. Newman's Hyaw 
and not to Michael Bruce, on evidence set forth | Zeclestae, 1838 and 1865; and L. C. Biggs: 
on p. 188, ii. i [J. J.J annotated ed. of H. A. & M, 1867. Tr. as:— 

Take my heart, O Father, take it.| 1. At length creation's days are past. By J 
(Holiness Desired.) This hymn was yiven | Chandler, in his Hys. of the Prim. Church, 185i. 
anonymously in Dr. C. A. Bartot's Hys. for the | P- 29, and again in his Hys. uf the Church, &. 
Sunetuary, commonly known as the West Bos- | 1541, No. 16. In the Hywmal for St. John the 
ton Unitarian Coll., 1849, No. 290, in 5 st. of | Evangelist, Aberdeen, 1870, it begins, “* And nou 
+1. ‘This was repeated in the Sabbath H. Bk., | the sixedays’ work 1s done.” In one or tre 
1858; the Laudes Domini, 1884, and other | others it is given without alteration. 

American hymu-books. Another form of the 2 And now Thy labours, Lord, are done. By |. 
textis, * ‘Take my heart,O Father, mould it,” | Williams, in his Hys. tr, from the Paris 

in 3st. It appeared in the Unitarian Hys. of | Breviary, 1839, p. 38. In the Hymnary, 18i-. 
the Spirit, Boston, 1864. This is altered from | N°. 4%, this ¢r is rewritten as * At length si 
the former. (F. M. B.] days their course have rup.” 

3. Six f labour are past. This (r. was 
Take my life, and let it be. Frances given in ran ¢ M., 1961. It was based on J. 

KR. Havergal. [Self-Consecration to Christ.] Chandler's tr, as above. {n the 1875 ed. ot 
This hymn was written at Areley House, Feb. | 77 4 § M. it begins with the same tirst le, 
4, 1874, in 11 at. of 21, and pub, in Ler Loyal but several other lines have been rewritten 400 
Jiesponses, 1878; the musical ed. of the same, much improved thereby 
1881 ad i in life Chords, 1880. It hasalso| ga ere ares 

en printed as u leaflet, in various forms for at ae sos Polmer 
Contirmation, Seli-Consecration, and for en- an At length the six days’ course ts past. W- : 
closing in letters, some being accompanied by | 2. At length, © God, Thy work is done. J.P. Cham 
her father’s tune atmos. It has been fr. into | bers, 1857. (J. J.) 
French, German, Swedish, Russian, and other : at 
European languages, and into several of those padhe tations On tn 
of Africa and Asia. Tho history of its origin | ya, apprenticed 40 w clockwnalcer at Hoses i 

preci so aalanor ye aa the origin or | L810: In 1815 he removed to Philadelphia 
ie o y the . some: 

the comssaraiion hymn ‘Take my life.’ [ went i: a rhage pgm dc np 
Httle visit of five ce [to Areley House}. ‘There were “ 
ten persona in the house, some uncon\erted and long | the American Sun ay School Union. In 134! 
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he was licensed to preach with the Congre- 
grational body, his sphere of usefulness on 
" fhalf of Sunday Schools being thereby con- 
erably widened. He d. suddenly, of 
= Olera, at West Needham, Massachusetts, 
une 18,1849. His poctical works include :— 

‘ C1) -Vew Angland and Other Poems, 1819; (2) Yoems, 
S223 (3) Lyrics, 1822; (4) Poetry of the Heart, 1845; 

Sacred and Miscellaneous Poems, 1844; (6) Poetry 
Poa Ver 8455 (7) The Sunday School and Other 

eemes, 1845; (8) Late and Karly Poems, 1349; (9) Sacred Poems, 1849; (10) Gems of Sacred Poetry, 1460. 
Of these works the earliest are the most 

important. His hymns in C. U. include the 
fol owing :— s 

1. Holy be this as was the place. Public Worship. 
included in his Lyrics, 1822; and given in Lyra Sac. 
“lmericana, 1868. 

2. The ransomed spirit to her home. Love. Ap- 
poaree im Nettleton’s Village Hys., 1824. This is pro- 

bly his best hymn. 
3. There is an hour of hallowed peace. Heaven, a 

Place of Hest. Given in his New England and Other 
aie be isig. 

+ There is an hour of peaceful rest. Heaven a Place 
of Rest. ‘he author's account of this hymn in his 
Gems of Sacred Poetry, 1360, is that it “ was written by 
ine, in Philadelphia, in the summer of 1814, for the 
Franklin Gazette, edited by Richard Bache, Esq., and 
was introduced by him to the public in terms sufficiently 
flatteringg to a young man who then certainly lacked 
confidence in himself. The piece was republished in 
England and on the Continent, in various newspapers 
and magazines, and was also extensively circulated in 
my own mative land, where it has found a place in seve- 
ral bynam and mousic-books. It was pub. in my first 
volume of 0ems, at Philadelphia, in 1519, and soon 
after was Set to music by A. P. Heinrich, Esq., in the 
same city.°’ It is in Lyra Sac. Americana, In6%, p, 265. 

5. "Tis midnight, and on Olive’s brow. Gethsemane. 
Appeared in his /’cems, 1822, and repeated in Lyra Sac. 
Amer., 1362, atid several bynmais. 

6. Wake, isles of the south, your redemption is near, 
Mission s. Appeared in the Lyrics, 1422. It was sung 
atthe wharf in New Haven at the embarkation of Mis- 
sionaries for the Sandwich Islands, 1422. 

* J. When sorrow casts its shades around us. Hesig- 
nation. From bis New England and Other Poems, 
1819. It is in Lyra Sec. Americana, 1868. 

8. While the solemn note of time. Saturday Ecen- 
ting. Pub. in his Poems, 1822; ed in igre Sac, 
Americana, 1263, and thence into Thring’s Col/., 1582, 

(F. M. B.) 

Tas €Spas tas aiwvias. St. John 
of Damascus. [All Saints.) Tu his Hymns of 
the Eastern Church, 1862, Dr. Neale entitles 
this ** ITdiomela for All Saints.” According to 
this it should be found in the Pentecostarion, 
Various editions, however, have been searched 
in wainm. Dr. Neale’s tr, * Those eternal 
bowers,” was given in his Hys. of the E. 
Church, 1862, in 4 st. of 8 1. It has since 
appeared in various collections, and ranks with 
the more popular of his translations from the 
Greek. (J. J.J 

Tate and Brady. [New Version; also 
Psalters, English, § 13.) 

Tate, Nahum. [Pasalters, English, § 13.] 

Tauler, Johannes, was b. at Strassburg 
about 1300, and seems to haye been the son of 
Nikolus Tauler or Taweler, of Finkweiler, 
who in 1304 was a member of the Strassburg 
Town Council (Mitglicd des Raths). About 
the year 1318 he entered the Dominican con- 
vent at Strassburg. He studied for eight 

ears at Strassburg, where the famous Meister 
Eckhart (d. 1327) was Dominican Professor of 
Theology from 1312 to 1820. He then went 
.to Cologne to undergo a further training, in 
theory and practical work, extending over four 
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years. Thereafter he returned to Strosburg, 
where he soon came into note as an eloquent 
and practical preacher. When much of Ger- 
many was laid under interdict by Pope 
John xxii, because of resenting his inter- 
ference with the election of the German Em- 
peror in 1324, the Dominicans at Strassburg 
still continued to preach, to celebrate n ass, 
and to administer to the people the consola- 
tions of the Church, even though Strassburg 
was wider the Papal bann. After the Diet of 
Frankfurt in 1*8 the strife between Em- 
peror and Pope (now Benedict xu1., Pope since 
1334) became more pronounced. Up to 1339 
the Dominicans at Strassburg still continued 
to sing mass, but were then compelled tu 
ecase doing sv by command of the superiors of 
their Order, As the Strassburg magistracy 
still remained fuithiul to the Emperor, they 
resented tlis submission, and a 
closed the Dominican convent in 1389, and it 
stood empty for three years and a half. About 
the beginning of 1339 we find Taulerin Basel, 
where he remaind for some years, in close 
eonnection with Heinrich of Nordlingen and 
others of the se-ealled “ Friends of God” in 
that city and neighbourhoud. About 1346 he 
was again in Strassburg, and he spent mest of 
the 1emainder of his life there and at Cologne. 
He d. at Strarsburg on June 16, 1361. (Her- 
zog's Heal-Eneyklopidie, xv. 251; Gocdeke's 
Grundriss, vol. i., 1884, p. 210; Tauler’s Bek- 
ehrung, by P. H. 8. Denifle, Strassburg, 1879 ; 
Zeitschrift fiir deutsches Alterthum, 18>0, 
p. 200, &e.) 

The »bove notice embraces what seem to be the beet 
authenticated details of Tauler's life. It differs greatly 
from the account which till recently was regardid as 
historical, and which has been made accessible to Eng- 
lish readers by Mits Susanna Winkworth (see below), 
and by Miss Frances Bevan, in her Three Friends of 
God, London, 1s#7. The besis of the common account 
was a work by Rulmann Merswin, which Denifie's in- 
vestigations have shown io partake much more of the 
nature of a novel with a purpose than of authentic his- 
tory (see also the Allg, Leutrche Biog., xxi., 459). 

auler was one of the.most celebrated of the Mediaval 
Mystics, and one of the most famous of all German 
preachers. Much uncertainty still exists however, not 
only as to the details of his life, but also as to what 
writings may safely be ascribed to him. The best 
authenticated are bis Sermons, which were first printe: 
at Leipzig in 149% (good recent ed. by Julius Ham- 
berger, Frankfurt, 1864, and Prog. 1872, English ver- 
sion of 25, with an account of his life, tr. and ed. by 
Miss Sussnna Winkworth, London, 1867). The weil- 
known Nachkfolge des aomen Lelens Christi has gene- 
rally been aseribed to Tauler, but Denifle, who edited 
the most recent critical ed. (Munich, 1877), is of opinion 
that it is not by him (a recent English version by J. R. 
Morell, as The Jollowing of Christ, London, 18*6), The 
famous Theologia Germanica (geod English version by 
Susanna Winkworth, London, 1454, with an interesting 
introduction on the * Friends of God "') has also often been 
ascribed to bim, but on no good grounds; though in its 
working out of the idea that a gedly Ife is the renuncia- 
tion of self and self-will and complete devotion to the 
will of God, and that In this inner union with God we 
again become God's children, as at the first, the Theolegia 
Germanica bas much effinity with Tauler’s teachings. 

The hymns attributed to Tauler were printed 
in his Werke, Cologne. 1548, and by Danie! 
Sudermann, in bis Schéne auaserlesene stnn- 
reiche Figuren. Stressburg, 1620, and bis 
Etliche hohe geistliche Geriinge, Strassburg, 
1626. Sudermann seems to have rewritten 
them, or at least considerably altered therm, 
Wackernagel, ii. pp. 302-307, gives 11 (really 
9) pieces under Tauler’s name. Tinee of 
these have passed-into English, viz. :— 

ee ee ee eee 
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i. Eskommt ein Schiff . Christmas, Wacker- 
nagel, ii. p. 402, gives three versions of this hymn. The 
first, in ¥ st., is from a 15th cent. Ms. in the Royal 
Libra y at Berlin, and the third, in & st. (beginning 
“Ons Yommt ein Schiff gefahren’"') is from the Ander- 
nach G. B. (CR. C.), Cologne, 1608, The trs. follow the 
second version, in « st, taken from Sudermann’s (fe- 
sange, 1626 ; and this text is in H. one's Cantate, 1847, 
No. 34 (1879, No. 26). See al~o Hoffmann von Fallers- 
leben's (Geschichte deutschen Kirchenliedes, 1861, 
pp. 107-109. In the text of 1626, st. i., ii., nearly agree 
with st. |., iv. of the ws., while st. iii.-vi. borrow nothin 
from the oller text, but are closely allied to the texto 
2 The tr, in C. U. i¢:— meant and fell 

re comes & sailing. $a good wl 
tr. by Dr. R. F-. Chittledale jor the People’s Hyl., 1867, 
No, 37, ant signed * D. L.", 

Other trs, are :— 
(1) There comes a bark full laden.” By C. W. 

Shields in Sacred Lyrics from the German, Philadel ia, 
U_S., 1859, p. 109. (2) ** There comes a galley laden.” 
By Dr. E. V. Kenealy, in his Poems and Trs., London, 
1864, p. 441, repeated in Lyra Messianica, ed, 1865, 
p. 98, in Schaff's Christ in Song, 1869 and 1870, &ec. 
(3) “ A ship comes sailing onwards.” By Miss Wink- 
worth, 1869, p. 34. 
ii, muss die Creaturen fliehen. Self Renuncia- 

tion. Wackernagel, li, p. 302, gives two versions, the 
first from two Strassburg Mas. of the 15th cent., the 
second from Daniel Sudermaon’s Figuren, pt. li., 1620, 
both being in 3st.of 41. 7’. as “* From outward crea- 
tures I must flee.” By Miss Winkworth, 1869, p. 74. 

iii. O Jesu Christ, ein lieblichs Git. Love to Christ. 
Wackernagel, ii. p. 304, gives this, in 15 st. of 4 1, from 
Daniel Sudermann’s G. B. of 1600-1601, a us. now in the 
Royal Library at Berlin. It is tr. as ‘*O Jesu Cirtst, 
most Good, most Fair.” By Miss Winkworth, 1469, 
p. 75. . (J. M.jJ 

Tayeiay kai ata@npav didov. se. 
John Arclas. [Whitsuntide.] This forms a 
“stanza " in the office for the Sunday of Pente- 
cost in the Greek Church. The original text 
is in Dr, Littledale’s Offices from the Service- 
Books of the Holy Eastern Church, 1863, 
p. 111, and Dr. Littledule’s fr. in blank verse, 
beginning “ O Jesu, give unto Thy servants,” 
at p. 242 of the same. Mr. W. ©. Dix’s 
metrical arrangement of this tr., “ Jesu, give 
Thy servants,” was originally printed in the 
Church Times. It was then included in Mr, 
Dix’s Seekers of a mar i and Other Veraea, 
1878, and the People’s H., 1867, in 8 st. of 41. 

(J. J.J 

Taylor, Ann and Jane. These names 
are associute.! together here for convenience of 
reference, and because many of their hymns 
were published under their joint names. 

Gilbert, Ann, née Taylor, the elder of the two 
sisters, and daughter of Isaac ‘laylor, was b. 
at London, Janu. 30, 1782, her father at that 
time being engaged in London as an en- 
graver. peri rit her father beeame a 
Congregational Minister, and resided, first at 
Colchester and then ut Ongar. In 1813 she 
was married to the Rev. Jos-ph Gilbert, Clas- 
sical and Mathematical Tutor at the Con :re- 
gational College, Masboroug!, near Rother- 
hum, Yorkshire. From Musborough they 
pissed to Hull, and then to Nottingham, where 
Mr. Gilbert d. in 1852. Mrs. Gilbert re- 
mained at Nottingham, and d. there Dec. 20, 
1866. In addition to contributing hymns to 
the joint works of herself and her sister, a few 
were given in Collyer’s Coll., 1812, signed 
“A.” or“ A.T.,” and about 100 of her hymns 
appeared in Dr, Leifchild’s Original Hymus, 
1842, and a few in the Nottingham H. Bk. 
(1812, 20th ed, 1861). She pub. independently, 
Hymns for Sunday School Anniversaries, 1827; 
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Hymns jor Infant Schools, 1827; and The 
Wedding among the Flowers. Her Memoir, 
by her son, Josiah Gilbert, were pub. in 1814. 

Taylor, Jane, the younger of the two sister, 
was also b. at London, Sept. 23, 1783. Her 
gift in writing verse displayed itself at on 
early age. Her first piece was printe:l in the 
Minor’s Pocket Book for 1804. Her pulbticw- 
tions included Display, a tale, 1815; Esuy: 
in Rhymes, 1816; and the postlumons work 
edited by her brother, entitied The Contriln- 
tions of Q. Q., 1824, being pieces in prove api 
verse from the Youth's Magazine, w wh.ci 
she had coutribute! under the signature « 
“Q.Q.”) She d. at Ongar, Essex, April 13, 
1824. Her Memoir and Poetical Remaius, 
were pub. by her father in 1825. 

The joint productions of the two sisters 
were— 

(1) Original Poems, 1805; (2) Hymna for the Ner- 
sery, 1406; (3) Hymns for Infant Minds, 1909; Dx 
ed, 1810; 5: ed. 1877. To the 35th ed., 1844, Mr 
Gilbert interspersed 23 additional hymns by bersf, 
thereby raising the total to 93. In 188s Josiah Gilbert 
revi these bymns, added thereto from the works 
named above, supplied the initials ** A.” and J," r- 
7 ee and pub. the same under the original trt!r « 
the ** Author Edition.” (4) Original Hymns for 
Sunday Schools, 1612. 

In addition to the hymns which are noted 
under ther respective first lines, Mre. Gilbert 
and Miss Taylor are the authors of the tollow- 
ing (the date in brackets indicates the book 
in which each hymn appeared) :— 

i, Mrs. Ann Gilbert's Hymns. 
_1. Among the deepest shades of night (1812). Omnt- 

sete nce, 
2. As Mary sat at Jesus’ feet (1809). On repeating 

the a rg 
3. Father, my spirit owns (1542). Hesignation. 
4. God is in heaven! Can be hear? God's care 

of Little Children. 
5. Good Daniel would not cease to pray (1512). 

Prayer. 
6. Hark the soundof joy and gladness (1842). Cni- 

versal Peace 
7. How long, sometimes a day appears (1809). Time 

and Rternity. 
8. I faint, my soul doth faint (1842). Contrition 
9. [thank the goodness and the grace (1809). Praise 

By Jesus, that condescending King (1809). Coming 
lexus. 

li. Jesus waa once despised and low (1809). The 
Lave of Jesus. 

12. Jesus Who lived above the sky (1812). The Lore 
of Jesus. 

13, Lo, at noon, ‘tis sudden night. Good Priday. 
14. Lord, help us as we hear. Opening of Jririne 

s . 
15. Lord, what is life?'tis like a flower [the box) 

(1809), se 
16. My Father, I thank Thee for sleep (1809), Morn- 

ing. 
PP (How) happy they who aafely housed (1842). 

18, Spared to another spring (1827). Spring. 
19. God of heaven is pleased to see (1469). 

Brotherly Love. 
20. This vear is just going away (1810). New Fears 

21. Wearied with earthly toil and care (1843). Swn- 
day. 

22. When I listen to Thy word. Comfort of the 
Scripture. 

23. When little Samuel woke (1809). About Samuel 
4. Why should we weep fur those who die (1642). 

ii. Miss Jane Taylor’s Hymns. 
1. A sinner, Lord, bebold I stand (1809), 4 Child's 

Humble Confession. 
2. Almighty God, Who dwellest high (1808), Praise 

to God, ; 
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3. Come, my fond, fluttering ‘heart (Collyer’s Coll. 
aon Renunciation of the World. sass 

. is BO i that He will bear (1809). Sn- 
coteragement to pony ‘ ) 5. God!—Wt . i Cor ae dat a great and awful name (1809). God's 

6. How drea 8 ‘i Seems Stomtreadful to be turned away (1 12). Bepulsion 

ba rd, T wontdown thy tendee care 1809), Thanks or Daily Mercies ( 

3. ve and kindness we may measure (1809), 
<A Wainst Selfishness. 

3%. Now condesceni, Almighty King (1809), Bveni 4fy-mn for a Small Family. ng Sy 10. ‘thi ( Marigetesre 6 is a precious book indeed (1809). Holy 

1t. Wh . - hat is there, Lord, a child can do? Repent 

12. When daily I kneel down topray (1809). Against wandering thoughts in Prayer, . ie 
, Fi A gas for some little insult given (1809). Against 

i4. When to the bouse of God we go (1809), Public Worship. 
Mr. Giilbert’s ed. of the Hys. for Infant 

Minds, 1886, together with ms. notes, are our 
authorities for the foregoing ascriptions of 
authorship. Mr. Gilbert cannot distinguish 
the authorship of the following hymns by one 
or both sisters :— 

1. Good David, whose Psalms bave so often been 
SUNK (IBI2). Concerning David. 

2. If Jesus christ Was sent (1812). Repentance. 3. King Solomon of old (1412). Concerning Solomon, 
In literary excellence Mrs. Gilbert's hymns 

surpass those of her sister. They are more 
elevated in style, ornate in character, broader 
in grasp, and better adapted for adults. The 
best are ** Great God, and wilt Thou conde- 
scend ? ”” (Cp. 452, ii), “ Jesus, Who lived above 
the sky,” and “Lo! ot noon ‘tis sudden 
night.”” Miss Taylor's hymns are marked by 
great simplicity and directness. The most 
popular and one of the best is, “ There is a 
path that leads to God.” Taken asa whole, 
the hymans of both sisters are somewhat de- 
pressing in tone. They lack brightness and 
warmth. {J. J.J 

Taylor, Dan, was b. of humble parentage, 
at ireawehuverics: near Halifax, Dec. 21, 1738, 
Early in life he came under the influence of 
the Methodist movement, and in 1761 began 
to h. Presently he became a Baptist, 
and for 20 years ministered to a congregation 

thered by himself at Birchcliff, near 
eptonstall, Yorkshire. Thence in 1783 he 

removed to Halifax, and in 1785 to Church 
Lane, Whitechapel, London, and of this con- 

egation he continued pastor until his death 
i Tec: 1816. 

Mr. Taylor was the leader of the movement among 
the General Baptists, which, in 1770, resulted in the 
formation of the New Connexion, and for many years 
he was the guiding spirit in the new body, his remark- 
able soundness of ent causing him to be regarded 
almost or — use in sae, whey mong 
a hymn- * ng e Hymns & rt s 
moatly collected from Various Authors ; with a few that 
have not been published before, Halifax, Printed by 
E. Jacob, 1772, Among “the few” hymns here re- 
ferred to are three by Taylor himself, of which the fol- 
lowing are the first lines :-— 

1. Behold, to what a wretched case. Justified by 
Faith. . 

2. Condemned are all the sons of men. Jesus the 

3. Jesus, Redeemer. Saviour, Lord. Peace by Jesus 
Christ. 

This book contains 292 hymns, with a few doxologies. 
In 1791, J. Deacon, having been requested hy the G. B. 
Association to prepare a new collection, his work waa 
submitted to a committee, of which D, Taylor was the 
chairman, and the new book appears to have been edited, 
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and probably was greatly modified by Taylor, since a 
copy now before us has on its back the title Yan Taylor's 
Hymns, The title-page runs Hymns & Spiritual Songs, 
selected from Various Authors, London; printed for 
the Editors and sold by D. Taylor, Union “reel, Bishope- 

Street, 1793, This book contains 632 hymna, and 
neludes the three by D. Taylor cited above. Since 
J. Deacon, in 1800, pub, a hymn-book bearing his own 
hame, it 1s probable that he disapproved of the treatment 
his work bad received, and regarded the book of 1793 as 
the auction of D. Taylor rather than his own, 
{v. John.) (W. R.8.] 
Taylor, Emily, b. 1795, was the daughter 

of Samuel Taylor, of New Buckenham, Norfolk, 
niece of John Taylor, of Norwich, the hymn- 
writer, aud great grund-daughter of Dr. John 
Taylor, the Hebraist. Miss Taylor was the 
writer of numerous tales for children, chiefly 
historical, and of various books of instruction, 
and of descriptive natural history. Amongst 
her publications are :— 

(1) Letters toa Child on Maritime Discovery, 1820; 
(2) Vision of Las Casas, and other Poems, 1825; (3) 
Poetical IMustrations of Passages of Scripture, 1826 ; 
(4) Tales of the Saxons, 1832; (5) Tales of the English, 
1833; (6) Memoir of Sir T. More, 1834; (7) The Boy 
and the Birds, 1835. She also edited Sabbath necrea- 
tions, 1826; and Flowers and Fruit in Old English 
Gardens, 1436; and contributed to the Magnet Stories, 
1860, &c.; and the Nainbow Stories, 1870, 

Miss Taylor wrote several hymna, which ap- 
peared as follows :—To the Unitarian Colleo- 
tion of Ps. & Hys., printed for the Renshaw 
Street Chapel, Liverpool, 1818, she contributed 
anonymously :— 

1, Come to the house of prayer. Jnvitation to Public 
Worship. Sometimes given as ‘* 0 come to the house of 

r.” 
2. God of the changi ear Whose arm of er, 

Lessons of the Changing Year. ais 
3. O Father, though the anxious fear. Sunday. 
4. O here, if ever, God of love. Holy Communion. 
These, and the following 6 hymns, were 

iven anonymously in the 2nd ed. of the 
orwich Unitarian Hymn Book, 1826 :— 
5. Here, Lord, when at Thy Table met. Holy Com- 

"6, One for these alone I Holy Com 6. for a munion. 
Sometimes, ** Yo, not for doeus alana I pray.” 

7. The Gospel is the light. | Worth Und f af the 
. Sometimes ‘* It is the one true light.” 

8. Thus shalt thou love the Almighty God (Lord). 
consecration to God. 3 C 

9. Who shall behold the King of kings? Purity. 
10. Who that o'er many a 70 ee Missions. Sometimes it begins with st. ii, «« ptr come | 

The beathen Poe Thy Kington 
Of the above No. 6 is part of a lo T poem 

which was given in her Poetical Tiedvoslens 
of Passages of Scripture, 1826. This work 
also contains :-— 

. 0 Source of ! » ff ss ver good! around me spread. Seek, and 

“i. Truly the light of morn Is sweet. Karly Piety. 
13. When summer suns their radiance fling. Resig- 

nation with Praise, 

In the Rev. J. R. Beard’s Coll. of Hys. for 
Pub. and Private Worship, 1837, several of the 
above are repeated, and also :— 

14. If love, the noblest, purest, best. Communion 
with Jesus. 

Of these 14 hymns 10 arein Dr. Martineau’s 
ef , &c., 1840, and 9 in his Hymna, &c., 
1973... Several are also found in other collec- 
tions, as Horder’s Cong. Hymna, 1881, and 
some American and other hymn-booke. Al- 
though for the ter part of her life Miss 
Taylor was a Unitarian, latterly, under the 
influence of F. D. Maurice, she joined the 
Church of England. She d. in 1872. 

(Vv. D. D.) 

$a 
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Taylor, Helen, daughter of Martin Tay- 
lor, was the author of The Child's Book of 
Homilies, S. v.; Sabbath Bells, A Series of 
Simple Lays for Christian Children, S. D.; aud 
Missionary tiymne: for the Use of Children, 
1846. From her Sabbath Bells, “1 love that 

holy Scripture” (Concerning Heaven) is taken. 
The following are all frown her Missionary 
Hymns, 1846 :— 

‘A feather’d seed that lifted is. 
Things. 

4. And shall we dwell together? Concerning Heaven. 
3, Father, the little offering take. Offertory. 

Value of Little 

4. There is a happy land on bigh, Concerning 
Heaven, ad J. J. 

Taylor, Jeremy, v.p. This poet of 
preachers was born of very humble parentage 
on both sides, at Cambridge, in August, 1613. 
His father was a barber. He must have had 
a good achool as a boy. He entered Caius 
College, of his native city, ue a “sizar” 
in 1626. His career at the university was a 
brilliant one. He was made felluw of All 
Souls College, Oxford, in 1632; and rector 
of Uppingham, Ratlandshire, in 1638, as is 
still proudly remembered there. He was in- 
evitably “sequestered ” by Parliament in 1642. 
Inexorable necessities of circumstance put him 
in prison. During the opening of the great 
Protectorate he kept a school in Wales along 
with William Nicholson, und ucted us chap- 
Jain to the Earl of Carberry at Golden Grove, 
Carmarthenshire, one of the pilgrim spots of 
our country, because of this and of his im- 
perishable book named after it. In .1658 he 
is found in Ireland. He preached at Lisburn 
and Portmore. He returned to London early 
in 1660, and signed the loyalist or royalist 
Declaration of the Nobility and Gentry, on 
April 24th, thirty-tive days before the * Re- 
storatiou.” H+ was not overlooked, as so 
many faithful rovalists were. He was con- 
~ecrated bishop ot Down and Connor in 
January, L661; made a member of the Irish 
Privy Council in February; entrusted with 
the diocese of Dromore in March: and in the 
same year was chosen Vice-chancellor of the 
University of Dublin. He d. at Lisburn, 
August 13th, 1667, and was interred in the 
choir of the cathetral of Dromore. Bishop 
‘Taylor's Pig works have been repeatedly 
edited, e.g. by Henry Rogers, Pitman, Bp. 
Heber, Eden; and manifold Selections and 
tingle books, as his Holy Living and Holy 
Dying. Notwithstanding his rich and im- 
perial intellect, and enthralling eloquence, 
and absolute command of words, Bishop Tay- 
jor holds only a very small place in the Anti- 
phon of England. It has been admirably 
suid by Dr. Rowland Williams, * Poetry differs 
from eloquence, as love differs from friend- 
ship” (Stray Thoughts, 1878). His attempts 
at verse ure eloquence, not poetry, and even 
the eloquence hampered and sh.llowed. The 
present writer collected his entire poems and 
verse-translations in the Miscellanies of the 
Fuller Worthies’ Library (1870). In the * In- 
troduction” the reader will find a critical ac- 
count of the various hymns; and also therein 
un account is furnished of a flagrant misap- 
propriation of 3 Taylor's Hymns by Samuel 
Speed. in his Prison iety, or Meditations 
divine and moral. Digested into poetical 
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heads on mizxt and rarious subjects (1677) 
The following is the original title-page of 
the volume in which all the Festival Hy ms 
save one, first appeared :— 

The Golden Grove, or @ Manuall of Daily Preyer 
and Letanies Pitted to the dayes af the Week. Contain 
ing a short Summary of what us to be Believed, Pre 
tised, Denied. Also festival Hymns According t the 
manner of “The Ancient Church.” Composed for the 
Use af the Devout, expecially of Younger Person; 3; 
the Author of ** The Great Exemplar.” London: Printed 
by J. F. for R. Royston, at the Angel in Irie Lane, ies 
—_ A tnd ed, appeared in 1657 with the Author+ 
name thus, ’y Jer. Taylor, .D., Chaplain in Oramary 
to his late Majesty—a couTageous announcement ib tie 
circumstances. A 3rd ed. seems to have disappeare: 
The 4th ed. appeared in 1659; and from {i is wertved 
the second Christmas Hymn, ** Awake, ty soul,” whea 
was not in either the Ist or 2nd ed. Heber, Minas, 
and Eden overlooked this hymn. [A. B. Gi) 

From Bp, Taylor's Golden Grove, 1695, tue 
following hymns ure in C. U.:— 

1. Full of mercy, full of love. Prayer for Charity. 
From the G. Grove, p. 116, where it is given ip 20 lines, 
and headed, “*A Prayer for Charity.”’ It was gives 
Bp. Heber’s posthumous //ymmns, dc., 1827, p. 10, ans 
thus came into later hymn-books. 

2. Lord, come away, why dost Thoa stay. Adres‘, 
see p. 686, ii. 

3. Lord, let Thy flames of holy charity, Whiteedey 
tiymn in the @, (row, This begins with line 12 of b 

On the Feast of Pentecost, or Whitsunday,” p. 157. 

His Christmas Carol, * Where is this blessed 
Babe,” and his Prayer, “ My soul doth pant 
towards Thee,” are alsv from the Golden Grore. 
[See English Hymnody, Early, § 4.) {J. J. 

Taylor, John, b. July 30, 1750, was the 
s. of Richard Taylor, of Norwich, an: grand- 
son of Dr. John Taylor (1694-1761, the em- 
nent Hebrew scholar, who was for many years 
ininister of the Octagon Chapel, Norwich, and 
afterwards Divinity tutor at the Warrinztet 
Academy. Dr. Taylor published A (oll. o/ 
Tunes in Various Airs, one of the first col- 
lections of its kind, and his grandson was 
oue of the most musical of Unitarian liymo- 
writers). Young Taylor, after serving his 
apprenticeship in his native sate waa for two 
years in a banking house in Lowlon, at whieh 
‘time he was an occasional poetical contributor 

to the Morning Chronicle. In 1713 he re 
turned to Norwich, where he spent the rest of 
his life, first as a manufacturer, and after 
wards as a wool and yarn factor. For nearly 
fifty years he was a deacon at the Octagon 
Chapel. At the time of the French Revolu- 
tion he joined in the support of Te Cabinet, 

& periodical brought out by the Lilemls et 

Norwich, in conjunction with Dr. Enflel, 
William Taylor, Mies Alderson (Mrs Opie), 
and others, and, as a “ poet of the olden time, 
he contributed five poems thereto. These, 
and other potitical songs and poems relative 
to family events, &c., together with 50 hymns. 
were collected in Hymna and Mircellancow 
Poems, Reprinted for Private Distribution 
1863, with a Memoir taken from the Monthly 
Repository of Sept. 1826, by his son, Edward 
Taylor, then Gresham Professor of Music. Ao 
earlier and less complete edition, coitainine 
43 hymns, he had himself caused to be printed 
by his sons, Richard and Arthur Taylor, Lov- 
don, 1818. He d. June 23, 1826. Of bis 
hymns the following 9 were contributed to 
lir. Eufield’s Sel. of Hymns for Social Worehip, 
Norwich, 1795 (see p. 331, ii.) :-— 



‘TAYLOR, REBEKAH H. 
1. Far from mortal cares retreating. icine Worship. 
2. Father divine, before Thy view, Divine Provi- 

foo Father of our feeble race. Christian Love. This 

ii Stns in Horder’s Cong. Hys., 1854, and others, with st. 
os Lord, what offering shall we bring 2” 

Pe tre: xen to Gord on high. | Divine glories celebrated. 
nza is by ©, Wesley (see p, 487, ii.), an rest are by Taylor. 'y y (see p. % 

5. God of mercy, God of love grace}, Hear our sad repentant song. "Senthenes: iy «2: O sing to the Lord a new song. Praise to the ““Mpreme Ruler and Judge. 7 7. Praise to God, the great Creator. Praise to the ‘ ather. The hymn “* Saints with pious real attending” nm Hattiela’s Church H. Bk., N.Y., 1872, begins with line 4 of st. i. of this hymn. 
rag Rejok — b pa bpd a Ae ce etme 

asl oice, the ing. Providence acknowledged 
tn the Seasons. The Svat saees and Il. 5 and 6 of all 
are by C. Wesley (956, ii.), and the rest are by Taylor. 

J. Taylor edited Hymns intended to be wsed 
at the mmencement of Social Worship, Lon- 
don, 1802. ‘To that collection he contributed 
10 hymns, including :— 

10. At the portals of Thy house, Divine Worship, 
in afew American collections a cento from this bymn ts 
given as, ** Lord, before Thy presence come.” 

11. Blessed Sabbath of our [the] Lord. Sunday. 
12, O how delightful isthe road. Divine Worship. 
13, Supreme o'er all Jehovah reigns. Divine Worship. 
All the foregoing, except No. 8, were re- 

published in the Norwich Coll. of 1814. That 
edition contained 33 of Taylor's hymns. To 
the 2nd ed., 1826, he added 9 more. To R. 
Aspland’s Sel. of Ps. and Hys. for Unitarian 
Worship, Hackney, 1810, he contributed 26 
hymns, old and new, including :— 

i4. Like shadows gliding o'er the plain. Time and 
Fternt 

‘: The Mighty God who rolls [rules] the spheres. 
God the FPreserver of Man. 

These 15 are the best known of Taylor's 
hymns. and are largely found in Unitarian 
collections. See especially Dr. Martineau’s 
Hymns, &c., of 1840, and of 1873. [V.v. D.] 

Taylor, Rebekah Hope, nee Morley, 
eldest Gau. of 8. Morley, M.P., and wife of 
H. W. Taylor, a member of the Plymouth 
Brethren, is represented in the Hnlarged Lon- 
don H. Bk., 1873, by :— 

1. Blessed Saviour, | would praise Thee. Praise to 
Jesus. 

2. My Saviow. on own a — 

3 Thou art the Way O Lord. The Way, Truth, and 
.tfe. 
ire. Traylor d. Nov. 8, 1877. Her Letters 
were pub. in 1878. (J. J.J 

Taylor, Thomas Rawson, s. of the Rev. 
Thomas ‘Taylor, some time Congregational 
Minister at Bradford, Yorkshire, was b. at 
Ossett, near Wakefield, May 9, 1807, and edu- 
eated at the Free School, Bradford, and the 
Leaf Square Academy, Manchester. From 
the age of 15 to 18 he was engaged, first ina 
merchant’s, and then in a printer's office. In- 
fiuenced by strong religious desires, he entered 
the Airedale Independent College at 18, to 
prepare for the Congregational ministry. His 
first and only charge was Howard Street 
Chapel, Sheffield. This he retained about six 
months, entering upon the charge in July 
1830, and leaving it in the January following. 
For a short time he acted as classical tutor ut 
Airedale College, but the failure of health 
which compelled him to leave Sheffield also 
cereus his resigning his tutorship. He d. 
March 7, 1835. A volume of his Memoirs and 
Select Remains, by W. S. Matthews, in which 

TE DEUM LAUDAMUS 1119 

were several poems and a few liymns, was pub. 
in 1836. His best known hymn is * I’m but 
a stranger here” (p. 562, ii). The rest in 
C. U. all from his Memoirs, 1836, are :— 
pa Earth, with ber ten thousand flowers, The love of 

2. Saviour and Lord of all. Hymn to the Saviour. 
Altered as** Jesu, Immanuel” in the Leeds H. Bk., 1853. 

3. There was a tim: when children sang. 8. Schoo! 
Anniversary. 

4. Yes, it mgeed to worship Thee. Divine Worship. 
From this “ "Tis sweet, O . to sine Thy praise,” be~ 
sinning with st. ii, 

5. Yes, there are little ones in heaven, Sunday S. 

(J. J.) 
See pp. 

Anniversary. 

Te decet laus = col xpére: alvos. 
1121, col. iii., 1125, 1127, ete. 
Te Deum laudamus, the most famous 

non-biblical hymn of the Western Church, in- 
tended originally (as it appears) for daily use 
asa morning hymn. It is not now known to 
the Eastern Church in u Greek form, though 
the first ten verses exist in Greck. In the 
West it is known to have been in use from 
the beginniny of the 6th cent. as a hymn for 
the Sunday service for mattins before the 
lesson from the Gospel. 

The subject will be treated under the 
following heads: i. Authorities; ii. Text ; 
iii. Title ; iv. Date and Authorship ; v. Origin 
and Intention; vi. Versions; vin. Liturgical 
use; viii. Musical Settings. 

i, Authorities. Of the Authorities the most 
important are :— 

1. For the earlier literature it is sufficient to refer to 
Bart. Gavantus's Thesaurus Sacrorum rituum aa edited 
by ©. M. Merati in 2 vols. fol. Venice, 1744 (vol. 2, 

. 147-153), and to Cardinal J, M. Thoma-ius’ Opera, 
4 Vezzosl, Rome, 1747, vol. 2, p. 345 foll. and vol. 
3, 614 foll. In the former the question of the 
Ambrosio- Augustinian authorship is carefully discussed 
by Merati; in the latter several MS. texts are given 
with various readings. The dissertation of W. KE. Tent 
tel, Exercitationes Sacrae, Leipsig and Frankfurt, 1692, 
is also frequently referred to, 

2. Till recently the best modern authority was Daniel's 
Thesaurus Hymnologicus, vol. 2, Halle, 1813, pp. 276~ 
299, but considerable advance has been made on this 
by Prebendary Edgar C. S. Gibson, of Wells, in his 
able and learned article on the Te Deum tw the Church 
Quarterly Review, of April, 1884 (vol. 18, pp. 1-27); 
supplemented by one on the Gloria in Ercelsis, ibid., 
Oct., 1885 (vol, 21, pe 19, 20), which have been of the 

teat service to the writer of this article. Dr, Swain- 
son's article in Cheetham's Dict. of Christian Antiquities 
(1880) is ill-arranged, but touches some points not 
noticed by the Later writer. 

3. A small volume by Ebenezer Thomson called 4 
Vindication of the Hymn Te Deum laudamus, &c., 
London, J. Ru-sell Smith, 1458, contains a certain rum- 
ber of versions, not readily accessible elsewhere, and 
some notes which are occasionally valuable. 

4. W. Palmer's Origines Liturgicae contains several 
acute remarks, i. p. 226 foll,, Oxf., 1832. W. Maskell’s 
Monumenta Ritualia, vol, ii,, 1846, pp. 12-14 5 229-232, 
has some early English versions. 

5. Dom G. Morin in the Maredsous Reoue Benddictine, 
April, 1890, discusses the authorship. 

6. Thanks are also due to the Lsbrartene of the Pusey 
House (Messrs, Gore and Brightman), to Mr. Gibson 
and to Canon T. L. Kingsbury for important private 
letters; and to M. i Delisie and Prof. S. Berger of 
Paris, Dr. Ceriani of Milan, Dr. Idtenson of St. Gall, Ir. 
Leitschuh of Kamberg, and Rev. H. J. White for copies 
and collations of M<S.; to Mr. W. J. Birkbeck, of Mag. 
dalen College, Oxford, for valuable hints, and copecially 
for the sections on the Russian version, and on the musical 
settings (see below, vi. 6, and viii.). 

ii. The Text. As it is impossible to disouss 
the Date and Authorship and Origin and In- 
tention of the liymn without a minute analysis 
of its text, we here present, in lel columns, 
four of the most ancient forms which we 
possess. 
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1122) TE DEUM LAUDAMUS 

iii, Title (ep. esp. Thomasius, 1. c. 3, p. 614 
foll. note, C. Q. BR. pp. 5-7, 11). The hymn 
is found in many Mss, without any title and 80 
in some printed hooks. In earlier literature 
it is generally cited by its first three words, 
Later it is simply, as with ourseives, the Te 
Deum, and sometimes, though less commonly, 
the Hymnus Ambrosianus, The titles found 
in Psalters and early printel books may he 
divided into three classes: (1) those whieh 
define or describe its ritual use; (2) those 
which refer to its character or contents; 
(3) those which assign it to a particular 
author or authors. Sometimes 2 and 3 may 
be combined. The first class appears to be 
the earliest, which would harmonize with the 
early method of c?tation and with the un- 
certainty as to its authorship. 

1. Titles denoting its ritual use are, Ymnus 
matufinalis (Bamberg Quadruple Psalter, 
copied from one dated a.p. 909, A. 1, 14), 
Hymnus ad matutina dicendus die dominico 
(Queen Christina's Psalter in the Vatican, 
ascribed to the 7th cent., Cod. Vat. Alex. xi., 
ef. Thomus, 2, p. 345, and 3, p. 614 n.) and 
many similar titles. e.g. Lambeth 427; Hym- 
num dominicale (Alcuin, officia per ferias, 
tom. 2, p. 116=Migne’s PP. Lat. 101, p. 597), 
Ymnum in die dominica (Bangor Antiphonary, 
late 7th cent., now at Milan, Bib. Ambros. C. 5 
infra, rather incorrectly printed in P. P. Lat. 
72, p. 587), Hymnus dominicalis pro nocturnis 
hoe est ante lectionem evangelii (8. Gall. 20, 
Sth cent.), Hymnus domiinije(a) nocturna 
laude can(endus) (B. M. Arundel 155, 11th 
cent ). 

2. Titles descriptive of contents are, Lau- 
datia det (Book of Cerne, 8th or 9th cent., 
Camb, Univ. Ll. 1, 10), Hymnus et oratio in 
laude domini (Corbie Psalter, 11th cent., Paris 
Bib. Nat. Lat. 11550), Hymnus SS. Patrum in 
honorem aunctae Trinitatis and Hymnus in 
honorem sanctae Trinitatis (Thomas. 2, p. 345, 
and 3, p. 614). More colourless titles are, 
Hymnus optimus (Bacon's Psalter, Camb. 
Univ., quoted by Swainson, 1. ¢.): Oratio pura 
cum laudatione (B. M. Reg. 2 B. v.); i 
angelica (Camb. 8. John's, C. 15), and simply 
Ymnus (Bodl, Douce 127, prob. 11th cent., a 
Lombard Psalter), 

3, Titles indicating authorship are numerous 
but inconsistent. Indeed they may not all 
have been intended at first positively to assert 
the authorship of the person named, but 
oes to ascribe the introduction of the 
iymn to him, or possibly its musical setting, 
or it may be even to refer to his frequent use 
of it as a favourite hymn. Some however 
distinctly assert composition. 

(a) The oldest of these titles as far as MSS, are con- 
cerned, would appear to be Hymnus quem S. Hilarius 
primus composuit (Cod. S. Emmerami, sth or 9th cent., 
©. Ixvii., now at Manicn, Daniel’s M, 1), Cp. the Quaes 
tienes Gramma. of Abbu Floriacensis (4.1, 985), PP, 
fat, 139, p. 532 $18, “in Dei palinudia quam composult 
Hilaria- Dirtaviensis epixcopus non iuxta quorumdam 
imperitorum errorem suserpisti, sed potins suscepturis 
Jegenduin est.’ 

(6) Next would seem to be those which incorporate 
the tradition with tegard te 5. Ambrose and S. Augus- 
tine, Hymnus quem S Ambrosius et S. Auguetinns in- 
vicem condiderunt (S. Gall. 23 and 27. 4th cent, ; 
Vienna Psalter, No, 1861, suid to bave heen sent by 
Cheiles the Great to Pope Hadrian, bur perhaps in this 
part in a Jater hand; K. M. Cot on Vitellins, E. xvili.: | 
Todi. Laud, 98, 11th cent., rrceded by the older title, | 

i port -octurn; 1 ouce 496, cirea a,ph1050), Hymnus | 
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san)e(tjoru(m) doctoru(m) Ambrosi & Augustini Eps. 
coporum (‘Tournai Psalter, Paris, Lat. nouvelles equiv. 
tions 2195, with Greek version of verses 1-11); Hae x 
laus sancte trinitatis quam Auyustinns sanctu ¢ 
Ambrosius composuit (Lrish Book of Hymns, Wb cer, 
Tr. Coll, Dublin, E.4, 2): Aymnus Augustini (salrber: 
P-alter, A. V. ago by Swainson). 

(y) Several Mss. refer tu S. Nicetus of Nicetius bur 
whether the Bp. of Vienne or Treves or some ub. 
Meant is not clear. Such are the Florence Laure 
tian Plut. XVII. fli, and viii. of 11th cent., Bra, We. 
Harl. 863, 10th or Lith, and a Cotton MS, cited by 4 
Ussher, but not now identified. In the [th ceate: 
Arundel Ms., No. 60 of the same library, with a Su 
gloss, is the title (fol. 127) Fmmns stncti Viceti pu 
diebus dominicis ad matutinis, which is probably mesor 
for the same person. In the very scarce Paulteron 
Havidicum ad usum «celesic Sarishuriensis, printed lr 
Kyngston and Sutton, Lond. 1555, ts the rubric “Cao. 
cum beati Niceti,” and a note stating that the traditie. | 
account respecting S. Anguatine’s baptism i untrue 
“Quod non est verum sed decantaverant usnm pos 
compveitum per beatum Nicetum episeuj tim Vieni > 
sem quod innuit cassiodurus de institutione san. taron 
scriptorarum,” on which see below. 

(4) The titles Hymnus S. Abundii ( Breviariom Me 
nasticum, Vat, 492s, cirea 1166; cf. Merati in Garants 
p. 152, No. ill. and Thomasius, od 615 n.), and Hymnas 
S. Sisebusit or Stsebuti monachi, &c. (Areviary «! 
Monte Cassino, circa a,p, 1046, ap. Merati, Le, od 
Hasilicae Vatic. No. xi. ap. Thomas, |.c.} are putsling. 
Abundius, Bp, of Como, who d, in 469 a.p., is probebiy 
the one meant. |om G. Morin connects this name wits 
that of his contemporary Nicetas uf Aquileia (whem be 
identifies with the Nicetus of the sss )}, and thinks thet 
they together introduced the bymn into Northern Italy. 
4y Bie re monachus ’’ was naturally so called t+ dir 
tinguish him from the well-known Spanish king, th 
contemporary of Isidore in the 7th cent, The mak 
may have belonged to Monte Cassino, or have been le 
Benedictine Abbot of Cardefias, who d. In 1082, 

In the printed Breviaries the reference t» 
8. Ambrose and 8, Augustine is general iu 
some form or other, though the hymn son 
times has no title. 

iv. Date and authorship. The considerati«: 
of these tith-s naturally leads us to the 
question of authorship. The traditions! 
attribution to 8. Ambrose and 8. Augustine 
has been traced up as far as the year 8, 
when Hincmar of Rheims published bis 
second dissertation On Predestination, \ 
which he refers to it (c. 29= PP. Ist 
125, p. 290): 

“Kt quomodo intelligi debeat quod sanctus dixit Aw 
brosius, Tu ad liherandum snecepturus hominem (quit 
ut a maloribus nostris audivimus tempore baptismat> 
sancti Augustini hunc hymnum beatus Ambrosins fect 
et idem Augustinus cum eo confecit) in capite ibe /- 
bono coniugtt exponit diens," etc. 

The tradition however tovk fuller shape iu 
a Milanese chronicle, now ascribed to Landu- 
phus senior, who wrote in the 11th cent. (Hit 
Mediolunensia, i. 9 = PP. Lat. 147, p. 835). 
After mettioning the place of Augustines 
buptism, the Church of S. John (now de 
stroyed), he goes on: 

“In quitus fontibus prout Spiritus sanctus dabe! 
eloqui eis Te dewm laudamus decantantes, cunctis 
aderant audientibus et videntibus simulque mirantibus 
in posteris ediderunt quod ab universa ecclesia Cathoilea 
usque hodie ten-tur et religioge decantatar.” 

The attribution of this part of the chronicle 
to Datius, Bp. of Milan (who d. A.D, 552 or 

558), by a large number of writers, apparently 
copying from one another, naturally gave 
ereat credit to this tradition; but it is now 
destitute of any other authority than that 
which may be given it by the reference «I 
Hinemar above quoted. me 

2. The absolute disproof of such a tradition 
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is not easy nor perhaps possible, especially | Te deum as it now appears in our prayer- 
tin internal evideuce tends to fix the composi- 
‘Sine to a period very near tie time suguested. 

ut the comparative lateness of its appear- 
#mCe, the variety of other claims to authorsuip 
«t about the same date, and the apparent use 
: 2f S. Jerome's revision of the Psalter in the 
ast 8 verses, pointed out by Mr. Gibson 

Cp. 22 foll.) combine to deprive this tridition 
of auy real probability. The coincidences 
“are rather with S. Jerome's second revision, 
the so-called Gallican Psalter, dated 388 A.D., 
than with the Roman Psalter, his first revision 
of 382. As 5S. Augustine was baptized in 385 
the conclusion is fairly strong as regards the 
hymn in its present form, although it is just 
possible that these sentences from the Psalter 
might isave been modified afterwards to 
agreement with the current use; and the 
Verses 1m question, as we shall see presently, 
do not belong to the body of the hymn. The 
disproof of the claims of 8. Ambrose will 
carry with it those of S. Hilary of Poitiers 
d. A.D. 368), and probably also of Nicetius of 
lenne (circa 4.p. 379). Cassiodorius praises 

highly a de fide on the doctrine of the 
frinity by a certain Nicetus or Nicetius, men- 
tioning’ it im connection with wnuther book by 
Ss. Am (de inst. div. lit. 16). It is probable 
that the Nicetius meant js the contempo- 
rary at Vienne of the great Bishop of Milan, 
but there is no hint in this passage that he 
was a hymn-writer. Another Nicetius, Abp. 
of Treves, circa a.v. 527-566, has left two 
treatises or sermons, De vigiliis servorum dei 
and De Fsalmodiae bono, but they do not 
touch Our subject: and the Te deum is clearly 
older than his time. Under these circum- 
stances Dom G. Morin’s conjecture (above, 
iii. 3) that Nicetas of Aquileia is meant, and 
that he and Abundius introduced the hymn 
into Northern Italy, is very plausible. Si 
butus ommay have done something for the 
musical setting. 

3. If therefore we take the date of the 
Gallican Psalter as a probable terminus a quo 
for the origin of the hymn in its present form, 
we have next to ask what is the superior limit 
of date which can be fixed for it? The first 
actual reference tothe hymn is in the rule of 
S. Caesarius of Arles, drawn up, it is said, 
before his elevation to the episcopate in 
502 a.w. It is here ordered as part of the 
Sunday morning service (Regula ad Monachos, 
xx. = PP. Lat. 67, p. 1102), It is ordered 
also by 8S. Aurelian of Arles to be said “omni 
Sabbato ad matutinos” (PP. Lat. 68. p. 396), 
and by 8. Benedict to be said on Sunday “and 
vigilias,’ when it is to precede the Gospel 
which is to be followed by the little hymn 7s 
decet laus ( ,» Cap. xi. = PP. 66, 
p. 436). All these cite the hymn simply by 
its first three words. 

4. These indications point to the 5th 
century as the date of the hymn, and to its 
first rather than to its second half, since by 
the end of the century it had gained a recog- 
nized position almost equal to that of the 
ancient Psalms. Fifty years is not too long 
to alluw for the growth of this popular accept- 
ance, and allowing some time for the aoa 
acceptance of 8. Jerome's Gallican Psalter at 
the beginning of the period, we may date the 

books about 400-450 a.p. 
5, An attempt las been made to define the 

date more precisely by an ingenious comment 
on the 16th verse. Dr. Swauson wrote (Diet. 
Chr. Ant. IL p. 1950 B.), “The phrase 
auscepit hominem was current in tlie time of 
8. Augustine, but went out of favour after the 
Nestorian controversy; it gave place to the 
phrase adsumpsit humanitatem or humanam 
naturam.” Mr. Gibson accepts this dictum 
C. Q. R.18, p. 10) as a second proof of the 
ate already suggested, and possibly as 

throwing the date further back in the 5th 
century. 

lt is certuinly @ priori uot unnatural to 
suppose that hominem suscipere would be a 
— viewed with suspicion. since the 
Souncil of Ephesus in 431 condemned a creed, 
attributed by the presbyter Charisius to 
Theodore of Mopsuestia, in which the crucial 
oe descriptive of the Incarnation is 6 

anxdrns Beds Adyos SvOpwrov elAnpe TEAtiov, 
éx omépuatos bvyTa "ABpaau Kal Aavtd, «.7.A. 
(ap. Labbe, Coneil. iii, pp. 677 and 689). The 
words &v@pwrov «fAnge could only be rendered 
hominem suscepit oradsumpsit. The text also 
ot the different forms of the Te Deum shows 
more variation in this 16th verse than in any 
other, and that of a kind which suggests that 
a difficulty was felt as to the propriety of the 
language. The original rea . appears to 
have been that preserved in the Irish text (as 
Bp. Lightfoot is said to have been the first to 
suggest, C. Q. #., vol. 18, p. 10, note 2) which 
runs as follows: * Tu ad liberandum mundum 
suscepisti hominem,” There is a Johaunine 
and Pauline fulness about this (reminding us 
of John iii. 16,17, iv.42; 1 John iv. 14; Rom. 
viii. 21; Eph. i. 10, &c.), and it is alse so 
elearly intelligible, that it is difficult not to 
believe it the true reading. The other read- 
ings are easily explicable us derived from it, 
possibly through the loss of “mundum” on 
account of similarity of ending with “ liberan- 
dum,” possibly from a wish not to lay so much 
stress on the phrase “suscipere hominem.” 
which might be misinterpreted in a Nestorian 
sense. In the Milan text and in one of the 
early English versions the verb ** suscepisti” 
is omitted altogether, and the two parallel 
clauses are united into one sentence, “ ‘Tu ad 
liberandum hominem non horruisti virginis 
uterum.” Iv the common text of the old mss. 
the parallelism is preserved, * Tu ad liberan- 
dum suscepisti hominem: Non  horruisti 
virginis uterum,” but the ambiguity is intro- 
duced us to whether “suscepisti” is to be 
rendered “thou tookest man upon thee to 
deliver (him),” which is a hursh ellipse; or 
“thou tookest upon thee to deliver man ”— 
as we render it (since tle last Primer of 
Hen. yu., 1546)—which is scarcely good Latin. 
The modern printed text again, which was 
used by Hinemar in the 9th, and insisted 
upon by Abbo of Fleury in the 10th century, 
reals in one sentence, to avoid the anaco- 
luthon, “Tu ad liberandum  suscepturus 
hominem non horruisti virginis uterum”—but 
this is of inferior wuthority, and appears to 
be u mere correction for the sake of supposed 
elegance. such as is often made nowadays by 
editors of hymns. is 
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6. What then are the facts as to the use 
of the phrases “suscipere” or “ assumere 
hominem” by the Fathers? This question 
has been discussed by Gerhard, Loci theologici 
IV., vi. § 96, in opposition to Bellarmine who 
accused Brentius of Nestorianism for having 
said, * Filius dei assumpsit filium hominis. 
Though it is not easy to verify Gerhard’s 
quotations, it is possible to add many to them. 

S. Cyprian does not seem to use either phrase exactly, 
though Ne twice employs the idiom “ hominem induit” 
(quod idola dii non sunt, LL and 14). Others however do 
not shrink from it, having on their side Biblical autho- 
rity in two striking phrases; (1) the old version of 
Hebrews Ii. 16 (Sabatier), “ nec enim statim angel..s ad- 
sumpsit sed semen Abrahae s it” (¢ Tar); 
and (2) the frequent use in the ter of “ susceptor 
meus "= ayriAnurrwp wou, answering to various Hebrew 
words, which was sometimes taken literally as “ he who 
takes me up” or ‘upon bimself.” Much stress cannot 
be laid upon the use of the Latin version of S. Irenaeus, 
though it was bably made early and widely read. 
Here we find “facere ut et Deus assumeret hominem,” 
&c. «ai Oe@ wey rapacricat Tov avOpwrrov, x. 7.A. Lil. 18, 
7). 5S. Hilary of Poitiers comes very near the usage of 
the Te Deum jn his note on “ susceptor meus," Ps. Lxi, 
(Heb. Ixil.) § 2, 3, and he actually uses ** assumere " 
(though not “suscipere”) “hominem,” de Trin. lix. 
38. Ambrose too goes closely up to it, but scarcel 
touches it, so far as has been as yet observed. In 
Fide, +i. $69, he has the remarkable phrase “ quamvis ex 
personae inis incarnati susceptione loqueretur” (or, 
as variously read, ex hominis in carnis 
tione): but in his treatise de /ncarnatione, while 
constantly uses the verb ‘* suscipere ” and less frequently 
“assumere,” it ig always apparently with ‘ carnem,” 
“corpus,” “animam,” ‘‘sensum,” ‘‘nostram naturam,” 
“naturam humanam,” &c., and never with the concrete 
“bominem.” Indeed the guarded lan of this treatise 
would seem by itself to make it highly improbable that 
he could have been the author of the Te Deum. 
On the other hand, the phrase appears to be widely 

used by S. Augustine and with great boldness, repeatedly 
for instance in his de stinatione Sanctorum, 
where he does not shrink from asking the question, “Ile 
homo, ut a verbo Patri coseterno, in unitatem personae 
assumptus, Filius dei unigenitus esset, unde hoc meruit? 
(see cap, xv. § 30, 31). Taken alone, it is obvious how 
open such a speculation is to a Nestorian misconstruction. 
Other instances are Sermo ad Catech, 8, de Fide et Sym- 
bolo 8 (“ut totum hominem suscipere in utero 
virginia") and 18, Anchiridion 36, cp. de Trin. I. vii. 14, 
**propter acceptum hominem,” and de Civitate Dei xi. 2, 
“assumpto homine.” Probably S. Au ne's use is 
the instance, but we find phrase used 
by writers in the midst of the Nestorian controversy 
and later, Such are Leporius, in his recantation made 
about a.p. 420, quoted by Jobn Cassian, and Cassian 
himself (de /nc. contra Nestorium, i. 5 and li. 3, where | 
he also uses the phrase “ bomo unitus Deo”) and S. Leo, 
Serm. 28, 6 and 12, 6 (cp. Dr. W. Bright, Sermons of 
S. Leo, p. 165, ed. 2). It may be that, as Mr. Gibson 
suggests, both jan and Leo are more cautious in 
their later books, but they are not the latest writers who — 
use the phrase. Vigilius Tapsensis (circa a.p. 484) 
writes: ‘‘Ingressus est virginis uterum dei filius, 
et suscepit totum hominem qui iam habebat a 
plenissimam deitatem” (de Unitate Trinitatis xiv.= PP. 
Lat, 62, p. 343). Another sufferer from Vandal persecu- 
tion in Africa, Fulgentius of ee uses the phrase fre- 
quently, both with * hominem " alone and qualified by an 
epithet, in his books ad Trasimundum m, writien 
abont a.p, 520 (e.g. lil, 12, 13, 16, and with a qualifica- 
tion ib. 7, 8, 27, parallel naturally with a similar use of 
“humanitas” and “caro"), Florus Lugdunensis de &r- 
positione Missae in the cent. 965 (/P. Lat., 119, p. 
21 c) is the last autbor that need be quoted for “suscipere ” 
with “totum hominem” and “mortalem."” The use of 
**assumere hominem " by Boethius, de Persona et duabus 
Naturiz, cap. T,and by Ratramnus, de Corpore et San- 
guine Domini 26, is of course closely parallel. Thomas 
Aquinas in the Summa, pars iil. qu. 4, art. 3, says, 
“non possumus dicere quod homo sit assumptus,” though 
he is obliged to admit that many fathers used the phrase 
without offence. Cp. Billuart, Tract. de Jnc. dissert. iv. 
art. 1. 

It seems, then, that Dr. Swainson’s assertion 
is much too sweeping, and that though some 
authors may have grown shy of the phrase 
“suscipere hominem,” during or soon after 

coer! 
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the Nestorian controversy, others iid not fel 
‘scrupulous about it. The names of Augustine, 
Leporius (and with him Cassian), Vigilive 
and Fulgentius —— that the African schoo 
especially accepted the plirase as a convenient 
and telling one und without any fear of bei 
misunderstood. ‘The use of the double phne 
“totum hominem suscipere in utero virginis” 
by 8. Augustine, and of * ingr-asus eat virginis 
uterum . . . et suscepit,” by Vigilins, is ali « 
point of contact with the hymn. How far dees 
this fall in with other probable evidence? 

7. Merati long ago su that the 7 
Deum originated in Southern Gaul and par- 
ticularly in the schoo! of Lerins, though his 
further conjecture that 8. Hilary of Arles ex 
the author does not seem a happy one. This 
suggestion is adopted by Daniel in geneni 
terius (p. 288) and is also considered probable 
by Mr. Gibson, as far as Gaul and Lerins ar 
concerved. The evidence in favour of Gaul 
drawn by the last writer from the Conteso- 
tiones or prefaces of the Gallican Sacn- 
mentaries is certainly very striking, and is 
one of the most important of his contributions 
to the history of the hymn. Such are jer 
ticularly : “ Dignum et iustum est... ut& 
dominum ac deum totis visceribus humasa 
conditio veneretur” (Missale Gothicum, p. OH. 
and Gallicanum, p. 753); “ Omnis terra 
— te et confetur tibi; sed et caeli 
caclorum et angelicae potestates non cessant 
laudare, Pr Sanctus,” &c. (Miss. Goth., 

518); “Quem angeli et archangeli quem 
hroni et dominationes quem Cherubin 
Seraphin incessabili voce mant, dicentes 
Sanctus,” &c. (Mone’s Missa, ii.); and others 
in the later verses which deserve to be read, 
though none of them touch verse 16. The 
early adoption of 8. Jerome's revision of the 
Psalter by Gallican writers points also in the 
same direction; and the fact that Caesariu: 
of Arles, who was a disciple of the famous 
school of Lerins (in the little island of &t. 
Honoratus between Antibes and Fréjus), is 
the first person known to have used the hymn, 
gives a certain plausibility to the conjecture 
of Merati with regard to the specific locality 
of its origin. But verse 16 is a difficulty. 
since the phrase “suscipere hominem” oy 
to be African rather than Gallican. It i 
natural then to think of Cassian, who 
monastery at Marseilles was probably the 

_model for that of Lerins, and whose inter- 
course with 8. Honoratus is well known, » 
the intermediary link in this as he was it 
some other greater matters. It is not sug- 
gested that Cassian himself was the author 
or compiler, but some one under his influence. 
Perhaps it is impossible to go any nearer than 
this, at any rate with our present imperfect 
analysis of the writings of the Latin fathers. 

v. Origin and Intention.—If therefore it # 
impossible to fix the authorship of the Tr 
Deum, can we go any further in the enquiry 
as to its origin ’ 

1. A careful comparison of the four paralle! 
columns given under the head of Tezt (§ ii) 
will suggest at any rate some interesting 000- 
clusions. In the first column we have place 
the Irish text. mainly from the Bangor Anti- 

ry, which is by internal evidence date 
tween a.p. 680-691 (Warren's Liturgy and 
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Fitual of the Celtic Church, p. xiii.). This text 
appears to be tie must primitive. In the 
second we huve a version which is that of a 
Sreviary of Milan Catiedral (kindly collated 
for this article by Dr. Ceriani) and of au 
early Psalter iu the Vatican library described 
by A ius. In the third is the ordinary 
version found in mss.; and in the fourth a 
G version extending to the first cleven or 
twelve verses found in four or five mss., three 
from the school of 8. Gall (at S. Gall, Bam- 
berg and Cvlogne) and one from Tournai (at 
rid ae rs ce — of the Mozarabic Breviary 

restiug, but seems to require more care- 
ful editing. - his 
. 2. The hymn in its current form consists of 
29 verses. “ The other forms bave only 26 
each. The three forms agree very closely for 
the first 21 verses, with some interesting 
Variations of reading, especially, as we have 
seen, im verse 16, But they differ consider- 
ably, particularly as tu the order and arrange- 
ment of the concluding portions, which never- 
theless are all of the sume antiphonal cha- 
racter. ‘rhe last verses in all] three forms are 
sentemces mainly from Holy Seripture, seven 
from the Psalter,* and one from Daniel. Only 
one (** Vouchsafe, 0 Lord, to keep us this day 
without sin”) is non-biblical, and that is 
taken, together with a number of the sen 
tences from the Psalter, from the very similar 
antiphonal sentences at the close of the Greek 
mornin: go laece generally called the Gloria in 
cxcelsia. “hese facts were first fully brought 
out by Mr. Gibson, who has shown the simi- 
larity of tlhe conclusions of the two hymns 
both of which he has oo, analysed in the 
two articles above named. The conclusion to 
the Gloria in Erxcelsis exists in at least five 
different forms in Greek (the earliest being 
in the famous Alexandrine Bible), one of 
which is here given from a x1vth cent. Ms., in 
the British: Museum (Harl. 5541) as printed 
by Mr. Gibson, to which we have prefixed verse 
numerals and suljoined references to the Te 
Deum llels for the purpose of comparison. 
A list of other ms. forms will be found in 
the C. Q. R., xxi. p. 20— 

1. Ka’ éxdorny jpuépar eb ve =. 
2. wai aivdow To ovoua gov cig Tor aimwva Kai eis TOY 

aigva Tov aiaves (1, 2 = Te Deum LL. (22, 23), 
1 TET. 24, 26). * int ; 

3. catraftiwoopr xipe dv épq Ta avauapTyrous 
GvAaxOaval uae A te es 

4. «tA O¢ «i xupte > Geds Tww waTépwY HMwr. 
wai aiveror «ai dedofacneroy To Svomad Tov eis TOUS 

aimvas* dury. (cf. IL. [26] and exp. Vat. Alex, 
_ xi. on TID, 21.) eran 

- YErOLTO Kvpic TO ¢ ab” ¢ « - 

. Tos ef KUpie 6 va din Ta gov. 
7. cbacynres rd at Coe pe Ta Siac 

Ta goV. 

8. cbhavete al Gye Gotiody we trois Sixacauaci gov. 
9. cupie TO ie Tou tis Toy aiava, KUpte Ta épya ov 

waprins. 

10. coi spéres alvos coi wpe: iuvos vo Séfa wpdwer 
TOV TETPOS Kai TOV ViOU Kai TOU a TyEUpaTOS 
cig Tovs aidvas + auyy (ILI, ad fAinem). 

Thus all of these additions have parallels 
in one or other form of the Te Deum and its 
appendage Te deret laus, with the exception of 
6-9, evAcynTtis el—uh wapidijs. 

* The references are to the numeration of the Hebrew 
Psalter familiar tous in our own Prayer-books. The 
LXX. and Vulgate are generally one number shorter, 
eg. Pel. LEX. and Vg. = Ps. 1) Heb, and Eng. 
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3. Mr. Gibson's suggestion that these an- 
tiphons were transf from the Greek morn- 
ing hymn Gloria in excelsis to the Latin 
morning hymn, when it took its place in the 
daily service, is very plausible (C. Q. &. 21, 
Pp. 20). This accounts for the variety of the 
liree endings, since these antiphons did not 
tego the original hymn and were felt to 
be public property to be used as liturgists 
thought most fitting. It is also noticeable 
that a similar antiphon, * Laudate pueri do- 
minum: laudate nomen domini,” precedes the 
hymn in the Irish version in the Bangor 
Antiphonary and in the Dublin Book of Hymna, 
being the antiphon to the short Greek evening 
hymn at the end of the vuth book of the 
Apostolic Constitutions, which hymu closes 
with the ooi apérer alvos, &e. Hence we 
conclude that the Te Deum as first used as a 
whole in the Latin Church consisted of verses 
1-21, ending with the words “aeterna fac cum 
sanctis [+ tuis’) gloria muncrari” =“ make 
them to be eo in compeny with the saints 
with eternal glory,” The musical evidence 
given below strongly confirms this. 

4. Can we analyse any further? Not with 
any certainty; but the Greek version of the 
first part, existing iu four Mss., suggests prima 
facie that verses 1-10 down to “sancta con- 
titetur ecclesia” were originally a separate 
Greek hymn and were an address to Christ 
as God; that the Trinitarian passage (11-13) 
is an insertion, a sort of doxology added 
at the end like that in the Ve decet laws; 
and that 14-21 is an exclusively Latin com- 
position (“Tu rex gloriae Christe .... gloria 
munerari ”’). 

5. That hymns were addressed to Christ as 
God as early as the Ist and 2nd centuries is 
not only suggested by the well-known passage 
of Pliny’s litter to Trajan (x. 96), but asserted 
apparently by 8. Hippolytus (ap. Euseb. Hist. 

y. 28) who speaks of Psalms and Odes of 
the brethren “ written by faithful men from 
the beginning, which hymn Christ the Word of 
God calling him God” (rdv Ad-yor tov Bead Thy 
Xpirrby iuvota: Ceodroyotrres). There would 
be nothing historically improbable in the 
supposition that verses 1-10 were a Greek 
hymn dating back to the 2nd cent. and known 
in a Latin form to 8. Cyprian in the 3rd cent. 
The passage of his de Mortalitate (ch. 26, 
written cirea A.D. 252) seems, as Abp. Benson 
remarks, something more than a coincidence, 
He is speaking of course of the joys of heaven : 

** Tilic apostolorum gloriosus chorus, ilke prophetarum 
exultantlum numerws, illic martyrem Jomumerabilis 
populus ob certaminis et passionis gloriam et victoriam 
coronatus, triumphantes virgines... remunerati mise- 
ricordes,” &e, 

It is not however close enough to suggest 
that the first part of the hymn, as we have it, 
was known to him by frequent usage, else we 
should expect some other epithet than * ex- 
ultantium,” and some reference to the white 
robes of the martyrs. On the whole it seems 
safest to conclude that verses 7-9 are a 
reminiscence of 8. Cyprian, not vice verea; 
and that the Greek form of verses 1-10 is a 
translation from the Latin, not an original 
composition. Yet this is to be observed (1) that 
the Te decet laus and the Gloria in execleis are 
both from a Greek original ; (2) that the other 
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canticles in the Quadruple Psalters have their 
Greek originals, in parallel columns, in just 
the same writing eal ipdare as the T'e Deum; 
and (3) that there is nothing in verses 1-10 
which reads like a translation except the form 
of the Tersanctus and a phrase which we shall 
‘liscuas below, verse 8. tt is only necessury to 
read them in a form which is more easy for 
ourselves than the Latin characters into which 
the Greek of the Psalter is (aa usual) trans- 
literated, to be couvinsed of their genuine ring 
of strength and simplicity,* 

1, 3é Gedy (Beds B.) aivoduev - 
éfopudoyotper * 

- Xt aldviov warepa raca h yh [oéBerar). 
» Zol wdvres GyyeAo, gol obpavol Kai raga: 

éfouclai, 
. Xol xepouBix xal cepapiu dxararatary 

pwrjj avaxpaCovaww * 
. “Ayios Ayios yios xdpios 5 Beds caBadd * 
. TAfpers obpavol wal 4 yi Tis peyadwowrns 

TH Botns gov. 
» Bb BeBofarpévos dxoardAwy xopds * 
Zé rpopntay aiverds dpiduds * 
Xe wapripwy keAaumpos aivel atparés * 
Zé Kara wacay Thy olxovnérny 7H oyla 

eLouodroyel exxaAncia. 

ot Kipuov 

an & wr 

ee 10. 
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; Alexandria), then the well-disciplined and 
therefore praiseworthy regiment (vomerus) of 
prophets, then the bright-clad army of martyrs, 
then the universal Church. Now there is no 
doubt that “numerus” constantly means 4 
regiment, from the time of Tacitus onwards 
but this use of dpi@uds is not so common. It 
is found indeed in the LXX. in Isa. xxxiv. 
24=tsib&, in 1 Mace. ix. 65, and in later 
writers us noticed by Sophocles, Lezioun, « ¥., 
and it may be remarked that dSedofacpevos ani 
alverds occur together iv the Greek Song of 
the Three Children and in the Antiphoss t» 
the Gloria in excelsis. We are however bound 
to notice that the Tersanctua follows the word- 
ing of the Latin Mass (God of hosts an 
heavens instead of heaven), and not that of the 
Greek Liturgies. ‘This is an almost onnclusive 
argument aguinst the originality of the Greek 
poem, at any rate as it has come down to us 

6. But this version, if not original, is the 
work of one to whom Greek was thoroughls 
familiar, and implies that verses 1-10 are 4 
separate hymn. For the peculiar form of 
verse 1] in all three mss., and of verse 12 

‘in the S. Gall. ws., und the absence of 
verse 13 (see Text, § ii. p. 1120) betray ao 
incompetent and bungling hand attempting 

In verse 2 we notice the absence of a verb | to translate at a later date and dropping the 
after y7, such as oéSera. ‘This is an argument, 
it may be, for the mutilation of the Greek 

attempt. The barbarous word “ enmeso” or 
“emmeso” can scarcely be anything else than 

eopy from which the scribe wrote, but does | a puerile transliteration or vague representa- 
not suggest (as verses 11 and 12 do) an 
attempt at translation by an ignorant person. 
For any one who could (ez Aypothesi) trans- 
late so freely, using for instance the compound 
words which this writer does, would have 
been able to find an equivalent for “ veneratur.” 
Its absence might indeed be explained us an 
omission from carelessness on the part of a 
seribe who was making an interlinear gloss, 
such a8 seenis occasionally to be met with in 
the versions about to be examined, But such 
omissions of words may equally be set down 
to carelessness of transcription, e.g. the Mur- 
bach O.G, ms, omits to gloss “ redemisti” in 
verse 20; which is probably merely an acci- 
dent in copying. The only other verse which 
calls for remark in point of style is the 8th, 
where the use of dpi@uds is rather peculiar. 
The verses after the Trisagion rise to x gradual 
climax in point of extent. First comes the 
small and well-detined band of Apostles (ep. 
Xopos xpopnray, | Sam. x. 5, 10, and yopds 
eiphens at the close of the hymn of Clement of 

* thf differ very much from the Greek translation 
in the Ambrosian MS, of the 15th cent. (C. 13. inf.) 
which Mr. Gibson has kindly transcribed for this article, 
which appears to be simply a very rough and un- 
scholarly attempt at rendering inte Greek from the 
Latin, and which is only a fragment. It runs as follows 
literatim :-— 

24 Gow aivovper oe xvpiov duwAoyoumer. 
Ze row dibwy marepa race 7 yn weverat. 
Sot Mavres dyyeAoe coi ovparor eai wacras éfovaias. 
Xo. ra xepoub hy Kai Ta cepadiu dxatardcrw pwiy 
~ Aysos Aytos Aysos aupios > Beds caBawe 

NPNE CLT LY OF OUPAKOL THE MEeyaAompETAS 
Sofns cov Le b erdatos Es weet thy 
= Tpodmtiov 6 éweveros apnOuos. Le ror wapripwy 
1 €xAgutpos érern orparia. 
The rendering of the Greek Prayer-book printed by 

Field, Cambridge, 1655, is naterally better than this 
Milan text, but is not so good as that of our four MSS. 
The article is less exactly used. In verse 4 éxBocrary is 
Hot Bo good 05 avaxpagova.y, aul in verse 6 MeyaAcorns 
is net go natural a8 peyadwovrn 

tion of “ inmensae,” remembering the length 
of ¢ in Latin before ns und the forms Keerss, 
Kphaxys, &c., for “ Constana,” “ Crescens,’ 
which show how easily the n was dropped in 
such a position. No true Greek word cau be 
thought of (such as auérpov) of which “en- 
meso” could be a corruption. 

The next verse in the 8. Gall ms. on the 
other hand, might be a bad copy of a correct 
but mutilated or blotted line, but on the 
whole it is most probable that the “ali th 
eikon” represents a barbarous dAndudr, not 
a blurred dAn@wdy, formed on the analogy of 
such words as do@evixds, eim@ixds, ke. The 
absence of the last line would then be due t» 
the interpreter's consciousness of failure, or st 
any rate to his self-~distrust, unless the theory 
of an incomplete doxology be resorted to, a 
in the grace after meat at the close of the 
Apostolic Constitutions. 

7. The menta in favour of the theory 
that this eanty: part of the hymn is in intention 
an uddress to Christ are chicfly based on the 
first verse and on the use of the accusative 
case in it. * We praise thee who art God; we 
acknowledge thee who art the Lord.” Th: 
parallel of the Gallican Contestatio quoted 

| above, which is addressed distinctly to our 
Lord, is very striking, and we are also neces 
sarily reminded of the confession of 8. Thomas, 
“My Lord and my God.” The application 
of the Trisagion to the second person of the 
Trinity is also justified by the quotation from 
Issinh, chap. vi. 10, made by 8. John, and by 
his description of the scene from which it ts 
taken, “ These things said Esnias when he 
saw his glory and spake of him” (Jobn mu. 
41). The only real difficulty is in the aidvwr 
watépa or “acternum patrem,” which #¢ 
should expect to find as an equivalent t 
abi-'ad in the versions of Isaial ix. 6, but do 
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not exactly find, the nearest ieing Sym- 
Machus’s warhp aiavos. 

S. As to the doxology, the Milan version of 
Verse 11, ~ Pater immeusoe maiestatis,” is 
Yery remarkable. It may possibly be rendered 

© Father of an infinite majesty, (we praise) 
thy Son,” &c.; summing up the praises of the 
Previous verses, and o eripg them as it were 
to the EF tl “r, ; j Sick dig ier, asza gift made to Him through 

= eae Versions. 1, Old German. The old- 
Geriuan version is possibly the earliest that 
has come down to us, unless the Anylo-Saxon 
tuuy be con-idered earlier. It is contained in 
= MS. assigned to the earlier part of the 
9th century, where it formed the last of a 
series of twenty-seven hymns. The first 
twenty-five are metrical Latin hymns (all in 
Paniel), with an interlinear old German or 
Theotise gloss. No. 26 is the “’l'e decct laus” 
to which reference has been frequently made 
in this article, which was wrongly attached 
by Grimm, following Junius snd Price, to 
NO. 25. No. 27 (Grimm, 26) is the Te Deum 
whici, like all the rest, isin the form of un 
anterlinear gloss. 

The volume in which this important collection is 
bound up is No. 25 in the library of F. Junius, since 
A-, 1673 im the Bodleian library. From a note on fol. 
103 b. Cp. 33 of the Gi tin known to have belonged 
to the Abbey of Murbach (M. Morbacense, Munsterthal), 
in yvouthern Alsace, in the middle of the 15th century 
4A-D. 1461). Whether it was written there or at the 
mether house of Reicbenau (M. Augiense) is, of course, 
matter Of conjecture; but there are reasons for inclining 
to the latter opinion. Through the temporary disappear- 
ance of this volume, or throngh the carelessness with 
which ita contents were haventiguied—ie hymns 22-27, 
in a differemt but hardly later hand, have long been 
bound Before hymns 1-2i—this collection bas been 
chiefly kmown from a transcript made by Junius _—. 
74). Amother transcript (No, 110) is said to have been 
stolen when Dr. Owen was librarian (A-p. 1747-1768). 
tour of the pymns, including the Te Deum, were printed 
by Dr. Geo. Hickes in his Grammatica franco-theotisca, 
Oxf. 17033 the Te Deum was printed alone by J.G, Eccard 
at Helmestade in 1713, and the others in his Franca 
Orientalés at Wrsburg in 1729. The first com- 
lete edition of the 26 (27) hymns was published by 

Sakob Grimm at Gottingen in 1430, but based, as he 
tells us in pee Eee eS made for him 
Dr. Price, Bodicy's li an, who died in 1413. Th 
copy was unfortunately not from the Morbach MS., but 
from Jwnius’s transcript, No. 74. From this edition of 
Grimm's otbers have reprinted, such aa K. E. P, Wacker- 
nagel (Das deutsche Kirchenlied von Martin Luther bis 
anf ph acer Herman, &c., No. 70, p. 40, Stuttgart, 1441), 
whe is followed by Vaniel Il. 277; and lastly Thomson, 
Wiuckernagel bas a few useful notes, 1841, RP S64. He 
did not reprint these old German hymns in his great col- 
lection Das deutsche Kirchenlied von der dltesten Zeit bis 
zu Anfang des xvii. Jahrhunderts, vols. i-v., Leipz. 
1864—1877. 

im 1874, however, Prof, Ed. Sievers edited the whole 
from the original MS, (Die Murbacher Hymnen nach 
der Handschrift heraus at Halle), printing, like 
Grimm, the Latin and German in parallel columns, with 
a useful Introduction and g! . He, like others, 
assigns the MS, to the early part of the 9th century, but 
the interlinear is very probably older, inasmuch as 
over some w there are two glosses standing side by 
aide, showing that the MS. was upon a double tra- 
dition of the German version. It is also remarkable that 
in many cases only the termination is written, while the 
stem of the word is left to be supplied by the reader— 
which implies a rather unusual condition of knowledge ot 
languages. These stems are supplied by the editors in 

uare brackets ; the contractions are indicated by italics, 
The following are the double glosses in the Te Jewm, 
Verse 2 weneratur=uuirdit eret; verse 17 dewiclo= 
kerihtemo, but ubaruunnomo is alse written in the 
margin; verse 22 populum=folh liut, 

The following are the most important verses :— 
1 thih cot (lobo }mes. 

thib (truhtijnan gehemes ; 
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2 thih enuigan fater eokiuuelil erda uuirdiit eget : 
11 fater ungimezenera meginchrefti, 
12 erbaftan thinan uoaran einagu(n) sun ; 
13 uniban auh trost aturn ; 
16 tho za arlosanne anfingi mannan. 

ni leithlichetos thera magidi ref 
21 eunigero tua mit uuihem thinem tlurida lonet (/at. 

mmuverare ). 

In verse 9 the word “ kasconnot for “ candidatus" 
appears ty mean “ adorned" or “* jd." The same 
word is found as a translation of “ ornavit ” in st. iil, in 
No. xi. in this as. 
Thomson prints a High German Te Deum from a 

Psalter printed at Basel (1502) ning: 1‘ Wir loben 
dich Got: wir bekennen dich Her. 2 “ Alle erd eret 
dich ewigen Vater.’ Verse 16 runs “ Du zu erlisung an 
dich zenemen den menschen, hast nit verschmecht den 
leib der (15a and 21 ** Haisz sy begabet werden, 
mit den hail » mit der ewigen ere.”" Other notices of 
German versions may be found in Daniel (LI, pp. 292, 3). 
Luther loved the hymn and strongly recommended its 
use; and his translation (made tn 1529) ** Herr Gott dich 
loben wir" p 1186, i,) is etillin-use, Another version 
by H. von Meyer, beginning like Luther's, is much 
ais by Yamel and printed by him at il. pp. 278-9. 

following lines show its character : * Uns zu erlis-n 
hast | Du dich in's Fleisch gesenkt, | Uns durch dein 
ee | Himmilische Freud geschenkt,” and ** La-s sie 
nach r Noth | Haben in Friede Theil | Mit deinen 
Heilgen all'n | Dort an dem ewgen Heil.” 

2. Old-French. Three versions are printed 
by Thomson, pp. 45-52, one from MS. Harl. 
1770 and two from Harl. 273, in verse and 
prose, Both mas. appear to be of the 14th 
century, amd the latter to come from Ludlow. 
Prof. Sumuel Berger, of the Protestant Theo- 
—_— Faculty at Paris, has kindly supplied 
other copies; (1.) from the Psalter of Eadwin 
(Tr. Coll, Camb, R. 17.1, copied at Canter- 
bury cirea a.p. 1120); (2.) from the so- 
called “ Psalter of Corbie” (Paris B. Nat. 
Lat. 768); (3.) from the Anglo-Norman 
Bible copied for John de Welles, d. 1361 (Paris 
B. Nat. Frang. 1, ep. Berger, La Bible Fran- 
gaise an Moyen Age, p. 324, 1884). He has 
also made notes on a number of others, from 
which it is clear that there was a very large 
variety of French versions of this hymn 
current in England and France in the middie 
uges. We give select verses from those not 
readily accessible. 

(1) HZadwin, 1. ‘Sire tel Dew lofims, tei seignur 
isums;" 2. * Tel parmenable Perre henoured tute 

terre. ..;" 16. “Tu receus boume a delivrer le, ne 
turnas a hisdour le ventre de la Virgne ...;" ui, ** Fai 
les eitre gueredunez de parmenable gloire od tes sainz.” 
(2.) “Corbie" Psalter. 1. ** Tel deus loums ; tei seignur 
regehissums;"" 2. * Tei le perre; tote terre 
honure .. .;" 16. “ To a deliurer a sosceiure le home ; 
ne enberdis de la uirgene le ventre...;" 21. “ Par- 
durable (=aeternam ?) fai et tes sainz reguerredoneec li 
glorie.” (3.) Anglo-Norman Bible, 1. “Nous toy 
looms dieu nots toy regoroms seignor;” 2, ** Tote la 
terre toy honure ata pardurable...;" 16. “Tu a 
prendre a deliuerer ne doubtas point le uentre de ta 
uirgine...;" 21. “Fal tes serfs estre rewardee en 
glorie tut dis duraunt.” Mr. Berger remarks on the 
whole question, “Cette multiplicitée des traductions du 
Te deum, contraire i ce pe nous observons pour le 
Psautier, me parait assez facile A expliquer, [’abord 
c'étalt un texte liturgique que chacun avalt en memoire 
et d'aprés lequel le copiste retouchait et rajeunissait 
resque instinctivement son texte; en ontre, tous les 

Pasutiere ne contenalent pas cet —_ en sorte que 
le copiste ne trouvait peutétre pas la traduction francais 
da a dana son original et il y suppléait comme || 
pouy | Mag 

In the French Protestant churches there are 
in use two versions, one in prose and the other 
in verse. The prose version is the older 
being found in the Liturgie de Montbeliard, 
Strasbourg, 1844. It is reprinted in ihe 
Liturgie dans U Eqliase de la Confession a’ Augs- 
bourg, Nancy, 1887, p. 20 Its first words are 

a 
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“ Nous célébrons tes lonanges, 6 Dieu, et nous 
reconnaissons que tu es Je Seigneur.” It is 
not very exact (e.g. “ La glorieuse assemblée 
des apétres, des prophétes et des 
célebre tes louanges”) or 7 and it is, 
says M. Berger, rarely used. On the other 
hand the hymn in verse * Grand Dieu nous te 
bénissons, Nous célébrons tes louanges,” 
which is by the famous Genevan pietist, H. L. 
Empeytaz (d. 1853), is sung at all national 
festivals and thanksgiving services in all the 
churches in which tie neh language is 
used. It may be —_ in Réecueil de Can- 
tiques &@ Tusage eylises évangéliques de 
aa Paria! Rue Chauchat, 1876, be It is 
not however so much a translation as a partial 
adaptation. It is curious that it wholly omits 
the central doxology (verses 11-13) and there- 
fore, perhaps by accident, reproduces what we 
have supposed to be the original intention of 
the hymn. Verse 16 is also wholly omitted. 
The last three stanzas, 8-10, have a very faint 
resemblance to the original. The last is a 
doxology often used at the end of the ordinary 
service ;— ‘ 

“Gloire soit an Saint- ! 
Gloire soit & Dieu le Pere! 
Gloire soit & Jésus-Chriat 
Notre époux et notre frtre ! 
Son immense charité 
Dure & perpetuité."’ 

Another metrical rendering is given, to- 
gether with that of Empeytaz, but anony- 
mously, in il de Paaumes et Cantiques a 
Vusage des Eglises Réeformees, Paris and Stras- 
burg, 1859, in 14 sts., beginning :— 
“ Grand Dieu, nous te counons, nous t’adorons, Seigneur, 

Et nous voulons chanter un hymne en ton bonneur,” 
3. Anglo-Saxon and English. (1.) Thomson 

rints two Anglo-Saxon versions, one from 
B. M. ms. Arundel, No. 60, of the 11th 
century, the other from the Brit. Mus. ms. Ve 
A. 1, ascribed in the catalogue to the 
century. There is also a tenth century MS. 
Psalter (Lambeth, No. 427), which contains it. 
They vary considerably from one another, but 
in such a Way as to suggest a common origin. 

The version of the Lambeth ms., Fol. 195, 
is here given as it appears never to have been 
printed. Some words are unglossed, and the 
gloss is supplied from the context or the 
margin or from the Arundel ms. [in square 
brackets}. 

Hymnum ad matutinis died: dominicis, 
1. |e god we herlad. [pe dribten) we andettap 
2. pe ecne fader call corde arwyrSap 
3. pe ealle wnglas pe heofonas & ealle maegena 
4. Pe [cherubin & seraphiun)] mid unablinnendre 

stemne clypiad (mg. also hleoSrigS), 
. balig (halig b 5 - Aw alig) [drihten) god weoroda, oppe 

- fulle synt heofonas & eorSe magenSrymnesse 
wuldres Pines, 

7. pe P(t) wulderfulle para apostola werod 
8. De witegana (wt) heriendlice getel 
9. pe martira se scinenda [herap mg.] here 
0. pe gynd ymbhwyrft ecorSan sebalige andett 

gelapung 
11. feder ormettre megenpbrymnysse 
12. pone arwyrSan pinne so¥an & anlican sunu (Fol, 195 nj 
13. haligne eacawylce frofer gast, 
14. [Pu eart mg.) cinge wuldres crist 
15. Pu pws feeder ece eart sunu 
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16, pu to alysanne to underfonne (suscepturus’ 2:9. 
nan ne “Kaper Sperry innop 

3. ofswySdum deaSe sticelse Pnadest g's. 
Sy or pe me ee 
18, pu to swySran godes sitst on wuldre pes fete 
19. dema pu eart gelyfod wesan to weard 
20. pu eornostlice we biddaS pinum peowum pies 

pa pe mid pinum deorwyrSlicostan blots bs 
alyadest 

21. mid soon do mid halgum pinum wade bc 
ge 

22. gehal (do) fole pin {dribten) & gebletss erfey. 
nysse pinne 

23, & gewissa hig & upahe hig 08 (on ecnesse] 
24. gynd wenlipie dagas we bletsiap pe 
25. & we beriaS naman pinne on weorule ft a 

seculum secull) 
26. gemedema (drihten} dwege on Pyssum batan syne 

us geb at. gemiltea usa (dribten) [gens 
tsa usa) 

28. beo mildbeortnys pin ofer us 
swaswa we hopedan on pe 29. [on pe dribten) 
ic hopade pet ic ne beo gescend 
Hymnum trium puerorum, ete, 

(2.) The latter part of the 14th and the 
dpe of the 15th century saw a cousider- 
able spread of English prayers and devotions 
as well as of versions of the Scripture. Mr. 
Maskell has printed three of in hue 
Monumenta Ritualia Eccl. Anglic. 1846, viz. in 
vol. ii. pp. 12-14, trom a ms. of about 1410 in 
his own possession, ib, pp. 229, 230, frow the 
Bodleian Douce MS. 275, and pp. 231, 23%, frow 
the Douce MS. 246, both probably a few yeurs 
later than 1410. The British Museum al» 
contains two in Add. MSS. 10046 aud 310+. 
and others are mentioned by Maskell in is 
preface, pp. xxxiii. xxxiv. ~ The relation of 
these versions to the Wycliffite movement is wv 
difficult a question to be discussed here, w it 
belongs to the general history of the Priswr 
in English. A few readings from these tlre 
Mss. however will be of interest. 
MS. 1 reads in verse 1, 2. ** We berien thee God, ¥+ 

knowlechyn thee lord. Thee, everlastynge fadir : 0! tbe 
erthe worchipith.”” 16. “* Thou wert not skoymus of the 
maidens wombe to delyuer mankynde” [=the Milan 
version om, suscepisti), 21. « Make hem to be rewardhl 
with thi seyntes: in blisse with euerlastinge glorie” 
(perhaps « conflation of two versions), 
Other remarkable phrases in it are: §. “Lord gol of 

vertues;" 13. ‘*Oure counfurtour "(and so MS. %. MS 
3); 14 “ Thou, crist, kyng of giorie” (similarly MS 
and MS. 3}; 17. “For thou ouercamest the sharpnesse 

death"; 18. "On goddis rizt syde" (so MS. 2 and 
MS. 3); 19. “ Thou art bilenved to be juge to conte” j 
= Pw I not schent withouten ende" {similarly Ms. 2. 

MS. 2 and MS. 3 much together and with the British Museum MSS. MS, 2 begins, “ Thee, Go, 
We preisen: thee, Lord, we knowlechin” [similar 
MS. 3). Verse 14 ** Thou wert not skoymes to take th 
maidenes wombe: to delivere mankynde” [nearly= 
MS. 3 and B. M. MSS.); 21. “Make bem to bt 
rewarded with the seyntes in endeles blisse ” (so MS. i 
and B.M. MSS.J); 25. “And we preisen thi name inte 
the world: and into the world of world” {so MS. 3. 
The B. M. MSS, read, * And we preisen thi name ist» 
the world of world.”") 
The two Brit. Mus. Add, MSS. 10046 and 31044 act 

closely with one another as well as with MS. 2 and MS. 3. The most remarkable Phrases in those o¢ 
already noticed are; verse 2," every erthe worshipith ; 
13, ‘‘and the holy goost counfortour ;" 14, “Thou et 
k of glorie” (om ** Christ,” but 31044 reads “Thee rist kyng of glurie,” om “ art"), 

(3.) Another interesting text is that of The 
Myzoure of oure Ladye, a devotional treatis 
in English written for the use of the nuns 
of Sion (a house founded in the reign of 
Henry v.). It is in the form of a commenters 
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on the services to be said by the nuns, and is | @ misreading, as we have seen, of somewi.at 
apparently rod independent of the preceding | earlier date. (See Notes ou the Metrical 
versions. he modern editor, Rev. J, H. Blunt | Versions at the close of this article.) 
eeery English Text Society, extra series, No. 5. Thomson prints a modern Swedish ver- 
xix -» 1873, p. ix.) inciines to the belief that | sion beginning “O Gud! wi lofwe dig; O 
the author was Dr. Thos. Gascoign, Warden | Herre! wi tacke dig.” Verse 16 runs * Till 
of Merton, &e., in the middle of the 15th | ménniskones forlosning togst du i Jungfru 
century. There is «certain beauty and free- | lifwe mandom” and vy. 21 “Och gifwer dem 
dom about the version of the Te Deum, den ewiga batligheten med din Helzom.” 
e. ** We praise thee, God, we knowledge the Lord, And | Quotations from the Icelandic version are 
aticene Bi wore worahippeth thee: cailiens Father, Al given below. 
Cue panei a kbd celia ol xis pag a 6. Russian. The Te Deum, though uu- 
ican dwqe oer en —— that | known in the ae churches (which 

ology,’ thea Se white and fair in their own blood praise | use the * Great Doxology,” or Gloria in Ex- 
~" «= + - 16. ** When thou shouldest take upon thee | eelata j ‘ i yopular i 

tuankind for the deliverance of man, thou nBho ree not in some form or other) is very popular in 
the Virgin’s womb." ... 21. “Make thy servants to be | Russia. It ia not sung at Mattins, but at whet 
rewarded im endless bliss with thy saints”... 23, 24, | are called * molebni,” which are short thanks- 
“Govern them here by grace and enhance them into | giving services connected with anniversaries, 
bliss without end. And we 3 thy Name from time farthlays, &e. The “Great Doxology" is in 
ena. Seen ERR SRST RO Woes AOE: AIL OOM | Giese ces allowes| as an alternative It is 

(4.) The next text that has come to our | #!ways called the“ Song of St. Ambrose,” and 
notice is from the Prymer in Englyshe and in | 2PPeaTs to be translated almost word for word 
Latin sette out alonge; after the use of Sarum, from the Latin, very much in the manner of 
Robert Valentin, 1504, where it is headed | &" interlineur glows. As the mes. in which it 
“The Songe of Austyn and Ambrose.” Thig | 0&°TS (according to the testimony of Prot. 

curious Version is the first to read * We rayeo Pokroffski, of the Arademy of 5. Alexander the (oh God),” &c., as well us “ Pitas sxe in | Nevski at St. Petersburg) appear not to be 
v. 5, and *O ; pee in the have 1 trusted.” older than the 17th century, it : not eet 

te a ar "| that it is of comparatively modern introduc- 
eee eee ee eens tect nate: | 00. Mz. W. J. Birkbeck, to whom this in 
fall throughe all the world magnyfy the. They know. | formation is due, suggests that it was intio- 
ledge the np the father an infinite maiestye. They | duced vi Pah Mogila, who was at first a 
knowledge thy honorable and very onely sonne. And | yniat, and was cdue t Ro 1 ari 
the Holye Ghoste also to be a comforter.” Verse 16, 2 . sated at Rome and Paris, *: Thou (when thou shouldest take upon the our nature and who, as Metropolitan of Kieff (cirea 1630) 
to delyver man ) dydest nat abborre a virgynes wombe.” | introduced many useful reforms and practices 
Verse 21 has the modern mistake, for the first time, | from the West, while he guarded agninst cv r- 
**Make them to be numbered with thy saints in joy m t 2 tain Roman errors in doctrine. The Te Deum 

Sere renee Vill, Ontent, Leste p- 82) nich |My be found on p, 220 of the Moliteostof’. or 
agrees generally with the preceding, but bas some pu book of prayer for the City of St. 
curious peculiarities of its own; e.g. verses 5, 6,“ Holy | Petersburg, Press of the holy Synod, 1886, 
art thou. Holy art thou, Holy art thou. Thou art : 
ore Lord God of hosts. Heaven-and earth are falfied | 824 in leaded, * A sony of praise of St. Am- 
with the glory of thy majesty ;" v. 9, ** The fair fellow- brose, Bishop of Milan. In verse 1 the ac- 
ship of martyrs praise thee.” Inv. 16 it agreesgenerally | cusative Béga (“God”) answers to Deum. 
with the preceding, but reads" the virgin's,” and pro- In the Tersanctus the fuller Latin form is used 
eeds, ‘' Thou bast opened the kingdom of heaven to the | ; e : 

telievers, death's dari sounouaa af . Pbou art believed instead of that of the Liturgies and tic 
to come our judge.” This version is probably pre- | copula (sulj) = sunf would have been omitted 
pe tren ca ga two pray Gow axay os 1539 a ast ood in Slavonic except in a literal tr. ln verse 16 
ri r. Burton in the same volume, pp. a TOT : = wekurcas Shin Sout wack only aré gi ame LP tne fire, | the —_ mean * Thou for deliverance about 

case with the title, The Song of Augustin and Ambrose, | tO e upon Thee man didst not, &c.” In 
Te Deum laudamus—ip the second, Te Deum laudamus, | verse 21 the words seem to represent “ Dig- 
The praise of God, the Father the Son and the Holy Ghost. | nare (eo8) cum ganctis tuis in wterna gloria * 

(5.) The version of the last Priwer of | tua regnare,” which is the only serious de- 
Henry viit. 1546 (reprinted in facsimile at the parture from the original. The last verse runs 
end’ of the 17th or beginntfny of the 18th | “O Lord iu thee have we trusted let us never 
century), and of the first Prayer Book of | be ashamed (postydims «).” 
Edward VT. (1549) is practically the same as vii. Liturgical Use. 1. The ancient Litur- 
that in our Prayer-books. We have seen that | gical use has been touched upon in passing in 
the later versions gradually approuch to the | noticing the varliest references to the hymn, 
present, which is not a new one but merely a in the monastic rules of Cwsarius, Aurelian 
revision, based apparently upon a collation | and Benedict. Palmer remarks that the 
or reminiscence of several existing forms, prescribed by the first and second, who 
which may plausibly be ascribed to Cranmer, | both appoint the hymn to be sung in the 
1t cannot said to be successful in point of | morning, is a kind of argument for their bett-r 
accuracy, though it is beautiful in its smooth- | acquaintance with the author's design than 
ness and rhythm. It appears to be the first | the rule of Benedict » ho ordered it to be sung 
to introdnece the inaccurate renderings “ when | at the nocturnal office on Sundays, i.e. ov 
thou tookest upon thee to deliver man” and | Saturday night (Orig. Lit. p. 228). From 
“thou didst open the kingdom of heaven to | Sundays its use seems gradually to have ex- 
all believers.” the last evidently merely for | tended to Saints’ Days, and from the regular 
the sake of euplony; and it stereotypes the | to the secular clergy. : 
misrenderings “* We praise thee, 0 God,” and : 
‘make them 10 be numbered with thy saints |» 22h fl. p. 281, quotes Amalarius to shew that in 

3 . ” Rome, in 831, it was not yet aung even on Sundays, ** In 
in glory everlasting,” the later, however, being | terrugayisicanerent per Dominicas noctes Te /ictem : e- 

_ 
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spensum st: Tantum in Natalitiis pontificum Te Deum 
cauitmous.” On the «ther hand, the old Benedictine 
use mide no exception to tLe singing of the bymn on all 
festivals througheut the year. ctines were accused 
in the xith century of reciting the hymneven in Advent 
or Lent, when the rest of the Courch usually dropped 
it franiel, p, 291). Technicaliy speaking, its ordinary 
use if oe a ag srg J to the ninth (or third) lessun at 
tue +nd of Matins and just before Lauds, but in the 
Benedictine use the respomeory is said as well, “ In the 
ancient English offices.” says Palmer (Or. Lit. p. 31), 
“tie mains (necturns) terminated with the Te Deum, 
end were immediately followed by lauds (ancient 
matins)." Asa general rule, it was said on all Sundays 
and Festivals; bat in the Sarum Breriary it is noted 
that it is not to be said in Advent or Lent (from = 
gesima to Easter), or on vig ls, or generally in the ber 
seasons. the Advent rubric is as follows: “Non 
dicatur Te Deum per totam Adventum, de quocumaque fit 
servitiam; sed nonom a reincipiatur, et 
noe flat in Dominicis et in festis ix. lectionnm tantum. 
Non dicatur etiam per totum annum Te Dewm landamus 
in vigilils, nee im Quatuor temporibus nisi in Vigilia 
Epipuantae quando in Dominica contigerit et praster- 
quam in quatuor temperibus ebdomade Penthecostes” 
(Procter and Wordsworth’s Sarum rer. fasc. L, p. 30). 
The Septuagesima rubric runa,‘* Ab hac die usque ad 
Pascha non dicatur Te Deum, sive de Temporali, sive de 
Festis Sanetorum fit servitium: sed semper nonum 
Kesponsorium reincipletur: et hoc in Festis ix. Lec- 
tienum tantum. Non enim repetatur um 
in Commemoratione Beate Maria, nec de Festo loci.” 
In agreement with this,there are special notes for S. 
Andrew's Day (Nov. 30), and the Conception of B, V. M. 
(Dec, &) that it is not to be said. For the Purification 
(Feb, 2), the note is “Si Dominica Septuagesima hac die 
contigerit, totum servitium fiat de Festo;, sed sine 
Alleluya et Te Deum.” 

The order as to saying the Te Deum in the Homan 
Rreviary (Rubrice generales, xxxi.) is very similar 
te the Sarum order :— 

Hyunus, Te Deum, dicitur in omnibus festis per 
anium, tam trium quam povem Lectionum, & per 
eorum Octavas, —_ festo sanctorum Innocentium, 
nist venerit in nica! dicitur tamen in efus die 
(ctava, Dicitur etiam in omnibus Dominicis, a Pascha 
Hesurrectionis inclusive, usque ad Adventam inclusive, 
et a Nativitate Domin! inclusive, usque ad Septua- 
ce-imam inclusive: in omnibus feriis temports Pas- 
chalis, seilicet a Dominica in Albisusque ad Ascen- 
sionem, excepta feria ii. Rogationum, in qua non dicitur. 

2. Non dicitur autem in Dominicls Adventus, & a 
Septuagesima usque ad Dominicam Palmarum inclusive, 
neque in feriis extra tempus Paschale, 

3. Cum docitur, omittitur semper nonum, vel tertium 
Responsorium; & statim dicitur post ultimam Lec- 
lenem. ? 

4. Cum non dicitur, elus loco ponitur nonum vel 
tertium HKesponsorium quo dicto statim inchoantur 
Loudes. Similiter quando dicitur Te Deum, eo Hymno 
dicto statim inchoantur Laudes, preterquam in nocte 
Nativitatis Domini: quia tune dicitur Dratio, postes 
celebratur Missa, ut suo loco notatur. 

Asageneral rule we may say Te Deum is sung at 
a only whenever the Gloria in excelsis is sung at 

aps, 

2. As tothe method of recitation we have 
the following statements and directions :-— 

\1) Daniel says (p. 294, 5) “Si recitatur officium 
divmum in choro inchoatur canticum a Celebrante vel a 
preside chori: prosequuntur reliqui stando in plurimis 
ecciesiis alternatim canentes. Ad primum versiculum 
denudantur capita, ad verba Sanctus etc. et: Von hor- 
rutsté virginis uterum profunde inclinatur. Quum per- 
ventum sit ad ultimam cantici partem: Tr erge quaesu- 
mus etc. genuflectunt omnes usque ad finem.” 

(2) The rubric of the first Prayer-book of Hdward VI. 
(1549) is as follows, at morning prayer: ** After the 
tiret Lesson shail follow Te Deum laudamus, in English, 
daily throughout the year, except in Lent, all the which 
time, in the place of Te Deum shall be used Heneddicite 
omia Opera Domini Domino in English as followeth,” 
a order the Te Deum daily, but permit 
the icite aa an alternative. 

(3) The following is from Wetzer and Welte 6, v.: 
“The Te Deum is sang exceptionally to thank CGiod for 
any great blessing. In such a case the Te Deum con- 
stitutes by itself a religious solemnity, or it is attached 
twa solemn celebration of the masa, and is sung at the 
end of the office. The Homan Pontifical enumerates 
several occasions on which the Te Deum ought to be 
sung, for —_ at the consecration of a bishop, the 
coronation of a king, the consecration of a virgin. The 
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Roman Caerimoniale adds the election of a Pop, u 
canonization of a saint, the publication of a treaty « 
peace, the conclusion of a treaty of alliance in favour ~ 
the Church. In Bavaria it is sung on the fesuval « 
the king and of the queen. In France ft bs asd ain © 
the festival of a sovereign, after confirmation, fx 
Communion,” &. ** The officiant vested in a cope ant 
wearing as ole stands before the altar on which ux je 
than tour wax lights burn, surrocnded by bis sasisuns 
When they sing the verse Te ergo quaerwmus all ined, 
except when the holy sa rament ts exposed. The cobe 
is usually white, except when it tollows a mass, whe 
is that o: the day.” 

(4) “ After the conclusion of an alliance in favor ¢ 
the Church the joman (serimoniale gives tbe following 
“a Pater Noster then V. Salvos fac servos toes domix ¢ 
Deus meus sp-rantes in te ¥. Dissipa gentes que bis 
volunt. & Uc berentur dilecti tai et comfiteantor sumiz 
tuo. V, Concede domine tuo ut «it ei cor wen 
étanima una. & ln observantia mandaterum toorun 
¥. Mitte nobis domine anxiluum de Sancto. § E & 
Sion tuere nos. The office ends with the prayers Arlene 
tue (oratio contra persecutores Ecclesix ) and the pot- 
communion Deus auctor pacis of the votive mass pr 
pace. 

(5) In the old English services the Te Deum my 
used. It is a well-known feature in tr 

Coronation Service of our kings and queens, though ¢ 
does not appear in the oldest forms that have come dues 
tw us, the Missa pro in the Pontifical of Aby 
Egbert (*th cent.) and the similer form in the Lefre 
Missal ( Maskell ji, pp. 74-81, Warren Leo/re Mises! 
230-232). In the service for the consecration of Kine 
Ethelred a.m, 978 (B. M. Cotton Ms. Clawd. A. if.\, \* 
forms the first act after the procession enters the Chant 
“ Perveniens rex ad ecclesiam prosternat se coram aller 
et bymnizetur. Te Dewm faudamus: t¢ dominve 
confitemur.” Then follows the triple oath to keep t> 
burch in peace; to suppress robbery and iniquity ; & 
command equity and mercy in all judgments. ‘er 
time or other the Norman C.nquest the place of 
the Te eum was changed from the beginning w ter 
latter part of the service. It is mentioned in this plac 
in the account of the coronation of King Kichard Il 
22 Jan. 1377, tc. after the coronation itself, follvwed by 
the investiture with globe and scepire, the benediction 
and the kiss, and before the mass ( Maskell, iii. p. xxxih 
This is practically where it is found at present, thour’ 
the t of the parts has been some#t 
altered (cf. T. Silver, The Coronation Service, & 
Oxford, 1831, p. 14; J. F. Russell, The (oronaten 
Service, &c. pp. 19, 20). It is reterred to by Stukspere 
at the coronation of Anne Boleyn (Hen. vit. act fv, #. | 
It ts ble that the use at the coronation of Ethelr 
may have been im imitation of a continental comm. 
since the Te Deum is said to have been sung at th 
corunation of Louis I. (the Pious) by V 
in 416 at Kheims, on his entry into Church, an! 
again at thatof Charles the Bald in #69 at Metz. Low 
also concluded the assembly of bishops at Tribur in “= 
with a Te Deum. It is noticeable that Amalarius, ¥b 
is quoted above, was sent by the same Emperot of 4 
mission to Rome in 431. 

In England it was iy sung immediately after th 
election of a bishop, In the office for the enthronisstie 
of a bishop it accompanies the central act (Jaskell, bil 
p. 288). It is also appointed at the on of a 
archbishop's pall (ib. p. 294) and before he is sctually 
vested in it (ib. p. 294). 

(6) Other early instances of such cocasiona! use 4 
the translation of S. Germanus (740), the restoratne 
of Pope Leo LIL. to his See by Charles the Great, and tr 
restoration of Ebbo, Abp. of Rheims ( Daniel, p. 29!) 

(7) The use of the hymn as a song of vict«y * 
referred to by Shakspeare, Hen. v. act iy, se. 8 (takeo 
from Holinshed) :— 

“Do we all holy rites; Let there be sung 
Von nobis, and Te Dewm.” 

Handel's Lettingen Te Dewm will also occur to every one 

Lastly the more than hazardous act of § 
Bonaventura in travestying the Te Deum inte 
a canticum Marianum may just be mentiove! 
(*Te matrem Dei laudamus, te onmmis term 
veneratur, terni patris sponsam *). It is 
however, satisfactory to he informed that thie 
had never been admitted into any public 
devotion, to the best of Daniel s knowlelg 
(p. 293). ‘ (Joun Sancx, 

viii. Musical Settings. —One musical settin: 
only of the Te Deum is to be foun! 1 
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be rps choro-liturgical books of the Western | nant, is certainly Gregorian rather than An- ha ‘rote Although slight differences appear | brosian in character, und would seem to belong 
oo *@FioOus dioceses, these are never more than | to a distinctly later period than the first. 

<Fre local embellishments ur variations, such | It is continued down to the end of verse 20; 
soon mre constantly to be met with in local | but for verse 21 we have the following setting : 
Nea oe the meludy —— Pretace, eae cece ieee a oe arene 4 fer, «l other invariable portions of the SS —E—E————=_aeeeeseS I-atin services. Indeed, as na Pothier has SS eS 
Pointed out in his Mélodies Gregoriennes #- ter - na fac. .. cum sane - tis 
Cp. 238), there is the 2 a cluse connection between % : noe ne —— 
a melodies and that of the Te Deum, as ee ee 

“y be seen by comparing tu-i; in glo-ri-= bu-me-ra - - ti. 
a= —— ——_—__ —________—*___*..,. | the music of which is in the form of an 
a antiphon of the fourth mode, and stands in 

LF ee . * 

Per om-ni-a se-cu-la ee-cu-lo-rum_ | the same relation to the previous seven verses 
ais _aA_ as an ordinary wntiphon might to its Psalm, 

and oe with the open- | bringing it to a complete close with a regular 
os > cadence ending upon the final of the mode. 

3 Se es: ee After this, although no fresh melody is 
-——--~ =. | introduced, the music fully bears out the 

ing phrase, (}— 4-5-9 94 | conclusion to which a ps ee of the 
Te De-wm lau - da - mus: | Various texts leads. First come two verses 

aa (22 and 23) set to the antiphon melody, and 
SSS or, to then five verses (24-28) to the Psalm tone, 
—— EEE when the whole is brought to a fit close once 

te Do-mi -nuw con-h - te- mur; z more by the antiphon form: 
take a portion of another melody belonging | ,, 
to the same class: ——————— — a ae eee oe 

——-@¢ — a“ —— eo -9 * 0S tee eS 
= es * Oa) o— — -- 2-3 — > 

= —_._.s_ > * 2-3 ¢ ¥ ied ~ + = - et es | In te do-mi-ne spe- ra - - - vi 

Fix-al - tet. jam an-gé-li-ca tur-ba c#-lb- rum x ————— eS 
: a a — ood a a 

with the first half #--—.—.--.—— 7g | — OO 
of the verse, it @ non con -fun-dar in @- ter - - num. 

Te «-téer-num Pa-trem: | The placing together of the three antiphon 
= This last forms (verses 21-23) is musically as well as 

is last | jiturgically extremely unnatural, and points 
to some different earlier arrangement in which 
the-e verses were either u separately, or 
else divided by some verses of the Psalm 

om-nise ter-Ta ve-ne - Ta tur 

quotation from Te Deum has been purposely 
taken from another version of the melody to 
show the nature of the variations between | melody, as indeed No. 2 of the Latin versions 
different dioceses. The former is undoubtedly | suggests, where verses 24 and 25 come between 
the older of the two, but the lutter (Sarum) is | 2] and 22. At the end of the last verse there 
u natural development of the original melody, | appears in almost all copies, both ancient and 
with the addition of an intonation after the | modern, a long string of notes to be sung 

pause in the middle of the verse, analogous | upon the last syllable, known as the pnewma : 
to that which appears above on the words | , OL 

Per omnia or Te Deum. This melody is use:l, tS ———————— 

with only such variations us the cl.anges In -e-e*. : 2 ——= os 
— —— yy oe 

the number of syllables or in the position of num. eo = Ni" os 
the accents necessitate, till the end of the | This is not part of the original melody, but 
13th verse: and its obvious connection With | jg one of a set of eight similir passayes 
the Preface music would seem to indicate its | com by Guido of Arezzo, one for each 
very early appeurance in the Western offices: | mode, and which were much used during the 
for apart from the early date which the | middie ages at the end of the principal 
absence of a fixed dominant suggests, the | antiphons, in order to give greater dignity 
melody appears in portions of the Ambrosian | to the services on festivals, much in the same 
and Mozarabic uses, and is therefore clearly | way asa short voluntary is sometimes played 
Pre-Gregorian. At verse 14 Tu rex gloriz, | at the present day on the organ between (¢.g.) 
Christe a fresh melody is introduced, which | the Te Deum aud the second Lesson. Their 
closely resembles the ordinary Psalm tone of the | yse has now almost entirely ceased, except in 
fourth Gregorian mode in a somewhat ornate | the case of the Te Deum, which being used on 
form, of which the following verse cout:ining | Festivals alone, and therefore always with the 
a full complement of syllables is a specimen : uma, Was pever written without it, and so 
po | has retained it in nearly every diocese of tie 

= soo 82 | Boman Charch. 
To ad li-ber-andum suscep-tu-rusho-mi-nem:| Lhe above examples have been taken 

. m» | (With one exception) from the Sarum version, 
a aS “J ; . , ’ ws ———— = not only because it represents an extremely 

eae pure form of the melod , but also for the sake 
ee u-te-rum. | ofcomprringit with its adaptation by Merbecke 

‘This melody, with its clearly defined domi-! to the English text. Merbecke’s setting of 

— ———— 
non hor-Tu-is- ti vir - gi- nia 
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the First English Praver Book was drawn u 
under the direction of Cranmer, and publish 
in 1550. In it the Archbishop's aim (as stated 
in. his well-known letter to Henry vin. 
uoted by Strype), to avoid the use of more 
hen one note to each syllable in the er 
tation of tha ancient melodies to English words, 
is fully carried out; and in some instances it 
will be seen from the following examples, that 
he was thus uncon-ciously going back to 
earlier forms. The following passages give 
Merbecke’s version of the verses already quoted : 

be the lorde. All the earthdoth wor - 

“So sbipp the, the fa- tber e- ver - last- ing. 

a ee 

Whenthon tokestup-on the to de -li- uerman, 
aN 

thou didest uot ab- borre the  uir-gin’s wombe. 

Make them to be aom- bred wytn thy 

coy 

—— = — oe = 

saints, in glo - rye e - uer - last - ing. 

eee OOS Fp oa 
0 lord in the have I trust - ed, 

on 
— eS 

lett me ne- uer be con- found - ed, 

It seems that the ancient melody was known 
to the musicians of some of the Lutheran 
Churches down to at least the middle of the 
Isth og We come across fragments of 
it amongst Buxtehude’s Vorspiele, and also in 
those of Bach. In Iceland a remarkable 
metrical version was retaived down to the 
beginning of this century; it disappeared 
when (a.p. 1801) the independent Icelandic 
service books were moditied in order to 
assimilate them to the more modern Danish 
forms. The following extracts from the 19th 
edition of the Icelandic Graduale, printed at 
Holar in a.p. 1779, will show how the ancient 
melody was still made use of : 

_ Frasers Koon. 
te = 

Her- ra Gud pig. beidr - um vier, 
, AxNwvae Koor. 

Her - ra Gud vier pock - um pier. 

Pig Fad-er Ei - lijf-e Veg sa - mar 
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Alldr-ei laat’ pu oss verd - a ad . . Smss, 

_ Baader Korar til samans, a 

This version was sung by the sides of the 
cboir alternately, each side taking half a verse. 
In the pneuma, here set to the word Amen, 
both choirs united. JI. B) 

The metrical trs. of the Te Deum into Eng- 
lish are in almost every instance the prose tr. 
in the Book of Common Prayer turned mv 
metre. That tr. beginning “ We praise Thee. 
O God” was given in the Book of Common 
Prayer in 1549. (See § vi. 3. (4)). The 
translator is unknown. ‘The metrical render- 
ings therefrom in English include :— 

1. O God, we praise Thee, and we own. Jp, 
J. Patrick. This was given in his Ps. of Dari 
in Metre, &c. 1679, in 12 st. of 4 1. and began :— 

“0 God, we praise Thee, and we own, 
Thee to be and King alone.” 

This version of the Ze Dewm has had a some- 
what strange and eventful history, as the fol- 
lowing facts will show :— 

(1.) In Tate & Brady’x Supplement to the 
New Version, circa 1700 (2nd ed. 1702), it was 
given in a rewritten form as :— 

“0 God, we praise m confess 
That Thou the on Lord.” 

and this remained in C. U. in the Church of 
England until the New Version was superseie( 
by the modern hymn books. In an abbreviate! 
form it is still in use amongst Nonconformists ir 
G. Britain and America, as in the New (ow 
1859, the Hys. § Songs of Praise, N. Y., 1874, 
and others, 

(2.) In the English Moravian H. Bk. pub. is 
London in 1754, No. 209, Bp. Patrick’s tr. was 
given in an expanded form, the additions being 
trs. of portions of Luther’s German rendering 
“Herr Gott, dich loben wir!” as below. I 
begins :— 

“0 God, we praise Thee, and we own 
Thee, the Almighty Lord alone.” 

This was in 5st. of 121. and chorus of 41. 
In the 1789 and later eds. (1849, No. 663) & 
begins “Lord God, Thy praise we sing, To 
Thee.” From this the fo lowing hymns have 
been manipulated :— 

(a.) In the American Reformed Dutch Church 
H. Bk. 1789, is a hymn beginning :— 

Soars Tara fiaieay Ring! we own 
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bs “ aot ts taken from the Moravian H. Bh. 1754, 
pal t bh Se€veral lines rewritten. This is No. 193 
™ the American Reformed Dutch Hys. of the 

CAwrch, N.Y. 1869. 
or <a dol®, the American Ref. Dutch Ch. H. Bh. 

792, there is another hymn from the same source which begins:— 
“* Almighty God, we se and own 

: hee our Creator King alone.” 
—_ Several of the lines are altered, the whole _ ~ *tas from the first part of the Ze Deum. This 
1s Ne. 47 of the American Ref. Dutch Hys. of 
ne Soar oe N. Y. 1869. 

c- m the 1815 Appendix to T. Cotterill’s Sel. of Ps. in ire, N heoine co & Hys. pub. in Staffordshire, No. 214 

** Thee we adore, eternal Lord! 
We praise Thy name with one accord.” 

This has no connection with the version in the 
Moravian H. Bh, of 1754. It embraces st. i.-ix. 
ef the Prayer Hook version of the Te Deum, ani 
was probably by Cotterill. When Cotterill 
issued the 8th ed. of his Se/. in 1819 he was 
incumbent of St. Paul’s, Sheffield, In the 
preparation of this edition he was assisted by 
the Moravian poet, James Montgomery, at whose 
press it was printed. In this edition “Thee we 
adore, eternal Lord” is given as No. 25. This 
was followed by two hymns based on the re- 
maining stanzas of the Te Deum as follows :— 
No. 26. ** Thee, King of glory, Christ we own 

The Father's everiasting Son.” 

No. 27. ** Khe Church on earth confesseth Thee, 
“Fhe Father, throned in majesty." 

These two hymns are adapted from the tr. in 
the Moravian H. Bk. 1754, and were probably 
moulded into their present form by Montgomery. 

(@.) Im the American Hys. § Songs of Praise, 
N. Y. 1874, No. 5, beginning “ Thee we adore, 
eternal Lord,”’ is a cento from the above three 
hymns im Cotterill’s Sel. st. i—iii. being from 
No. 25; st. iv. from No. 26; and st. v. from 
No. 27. 

(e.) Im the Leeds H. Bh. 1853, No. 207, and 
some other collections, a cento in 5 st. of 4 |. is 
taken direct from the Moravian H. Bk. 1754, 
and, with = slight alterations, is given as :— 
+* Both heaven and earth do worship Thee.” It 
forms a most successful hymn, 

-(f.) Im James Montgomery's Original Hys. 
1853, No. 13, there is a rendering of the Te 

Deum im 5O lines. Of these 11 are word for 

word from the Moravian H. Bk. 1754; 9 are 

partly therefrom; and the rest are only the 

Moravian ¢7. rewritten. From this Moravian- 

Montgomery text (which begins as in the Mora- 

vian HW. BB.) the cento in C, U. in America :— 
« Hail King of Glory! Christ the Lord,” is 

taken. 
2. We sing to Thee, Thou Son of God. J. Cen- 

nict. Pub. in his Sacred Hys. for the Use of 

Relisious Societies, $e, Pt. i. 1743, No. 2. This 
has been abbreviated and altered by various 

hands, beginning with Whitefield’s Coll. 1753; 

then Toplady, in his Ps. ¢ Hys. 1776; J. Con- 
der, in the Congregational H, Bk. 1836; and 

others. The text now commonly in use is that 

of the Cong. AT. Bk. 1836. It is in the Leeds H. 

Ik. 1853, &c. 
3. Infinite God, to Thee we raise, (. Wesley. 

Appeared in Hys. for those that seek and those 
that hare Redemptwn, 1747, No. xiii. in 14 st. of 
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6 1. In the 1830 Supplement to the Wes. H. 
Bk. it was broken up into three hymns, and 
given as Nos. 564-5-6, as follows:—1. * ntinite 
God, to Thee we raise" (sts, i.—v.). 2. “ Messiah, 
joy of every heart” (sts, vi.-xi.), 3. * Saviour, 
we now rejoice in hope” (sts. xii.-xiv.), The 
first line of No. 3 is altered from the original 
to adapt it as the opening of a separate hymn. 
There are also other alterations in this and No. 2 
as above. (Orig. text in P. Works, 1869-72, 
vol. iv. pp. 224-27.) The hymn in some 
American collections To Thee to laud in songs 
of praise,” is a cento from this version of the 
Te Deum. 

4, How can we adore, Or worthily praise} W. 
Hammond. Pub. in his Ps. § Hys. ge. 1745, 
p. 193, in 17 st. of 81.) An abbreviated form of 
this rendering of the Ze Dewm is in Hatfield's 
Church H. Bk. N.Y. 1872. 

5. We praise, we worship Thee, 0 God. This 
anonymous version of the first part of the Te 
Deum is traced to P. Gell’s Ps. § Hys, 1815. 
It is also in W, Urwick’s Coll. of Hymns, 
Dublin, 1829; the Leeds H. Bk. 1853, the New 
Cong. 1859, the Prim. Meth. Hymnal, 1887, and 
others. In some books it is given in 5 sts, and 
in others in 6 sts. The doxology is later than 
Gell’s Coll. 

6. God eternal, Lord of all. J. E. Millard. 
Written for and first pub. in the Rev. T. F. 
Smith's Devout Chorister, 1848, p. 106, in 8 st, 
of 41. and entitled “ Hymn for Choristers.” It 
was subsequently republished in Hys, and Jn- 
troits, Lond, Masters, 1852; Lord Selborne’s BA, 
of Praise (original text), 1862, and others, An 
abbreviated and altered form of the text was 
Sobre in H. A. & M. 1861, as:—* God eternal, 

ighty King,” and this has been repeated in 
several collections in G. Britain and America. 

1. Holy God, we praise Thy Name, Lord of all, &c. 
C. A. Walworth, This is dated 1853 in the 
American Evangelical Hymnal (Half and Lasar), 
Barnes & Co., N. Y. 1880. 

8. Thou art the Son. This anony- 
mous rendering of the latter part of the Te 
Deum appeared in the American Sabbath H. Bk, 
1858, No. 335, in 3 st. of 6 L. and has been 
repeated in a few American collections. 

9. Thee God we praise, Thee Lord confess. W. 
Robertson. This rendering of the first part of 
the Je Deum was given in the Hys. for Public 
Worship, 1861, and the Scottish Hymnal, 
1870. 

10, Thee, Thee, we praise, O God, and own, 

E. F. Ratfield. Written in 1871 for, and pub. 
in 1872 in his Church H. Bk. in 6 st. of 4 1. 

Other translations are :— 
1. We prayse thee God, we knowledge thee. Old 

Version. 1560. 
2. We praise thee, O God, with one accord, W. 16: 

. 1639, 
3, O God, we praise Thy Holy Name. W. Barton, 

1639. 
4. We praise thee, God, we acknowledge thee. W, 

Barton. 1639. 
5. We give thee praise, 0 God, with one accord, WwW’. 

Barton. 1639. 
6. Great God, we praise thee, thee our Lord. Afiles 

Smyth, 1668. 
7. Thee Sovereign God! our grateful accents praise. 

J, Dryden, 1701. Repeated in The Christian's Mag. 
1760. 

8, Thee Sov'reign God! our anthems praise. 2. 
Woodd. Circa 1#0v. 

9. We praise Thee God, before Thee fall. By “ M. 
A.C." in Almond’s Hys, for Occasional Use in the 
Parish Church of St. Peter in Nottingham. 1819, 
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10. Before Thee, Lord of all, we bow. 

girs Thee Giod! we praise, and Thee our Lord confess, 
i French, 1539, 

12. We praise Thee as our God. W. W. Hull, 1862, 

The above four renderings of the Te Deum 
by W. Barton were written ut the request of 
Richard Baxter (see p. 116, ii.), J. R. Beste 
la» a kind of blank verse rendering in his 
Church Hys, 1849, as :—* Thee we praise, O 
Giod + we own Thee our Lord Almighty.” W.H. 
Jewitt (p. 603, ii.) pub. in 1874, twenty-three 
hymns on the various clauses of the Te Deum 
ot which four have come intoC. U. [J. J.) 

Many German versions of the Te Deum 
have been made at various periods. Of these 
oné is noted on p. 515, i., “* Herr yrosser Gott,” 
Another is :— 

Herr Gott, dich loben wir! Herr Gott, wir danken 
dir. This is a free version, by Martin Luther, 
in 52 lives arranged for antiphonal singing. 
It apparently was first pub. in Klug’s G. Bb. 

Ww. W. Hull, 

Wittenberg, 1529, und from this passed into! 
the Rostock G. B. (Low German) of 1531. 
Wackernagel, iii. p. 19, prints it from the 
Geistliche Lieder, Wittenberg, 1531. It is 
also in Schireks’s ed. of Luther's Geistliche 
Lieder, 1854, p. 1, and in the Une. L. S. 
1851, No. 189. The tr. in C, U, is:— 

Thee Lord, our God, we praise, This is No. 556 
in the Ohio Luth. Hyl. 1880, marked as a 
venta, 

Other trs, are :— 

1) “Ob, Lord our God! Thy name we praise,” 
Miss Fry, 1*45, p. 83. (2) shard God, to Thee we 
raise.” By J. Anderson, 1846, p. 33. In his ed, 1847, 
p. 4, altered tu ‘* Lord God of hosts, to Thee we raise,” 
(3) “ We praise Thee, Giod—Thy name we praise.” By 
fr, J, Hunt, 1853, p. 166. (4) “ Lond God, Thy praise 
we sing, Lord God.” By K, Massie, 154, p. 86, repeated 
by Dr. Bacon, ee 55. (5) ** Lord God, Thee praise 
do we.” By Dr. G. Macdonald in the Sunday Magazine, 
1X67, p. S41, repeated, altered, in his Exotrcs, 1476, 
p. 152, . M.j 

Te Deum Patrem colimus. [Gruce 
after Meat.) The earliest text known isin a 
tolio volume of 17th cent. ms. music in the 
Library of Christ Church, Oxford (H. i. 21). 
It is given there with the following note 
(kindly commuricated by the Rey, T, Vere 
Bayne, the librarian) :— 

“This bymn i sung every day, in Magdalen Coll 
Hall, Oxon, Dinner at Saniats hromebs the sas 
for the after Grace, by the Chaplains, Clarks, and 
Choristers there, Composed by Benjamin Rogers, Doc- 
tor of Musique of the University of Oxon, 1645." 

The ms. is in the autograph of Dr. Rogers, 
but whether he was the author of words as 
well as music docs not clearly appear, The 
hymn is still sung every year on the first of 
May yo choristers from the tup of Mag- 
dalen College Tower, and is annually sung as 
the after grace in Magdalen College Hall on 
Gaudy Day, viz. St. Mary Mugdalen'’s Day. 
The text is :— 

“ Te Deum Patrem colimus, 
Te laudibus prosequimar ; 
Qui corpus cibo reticis, 
Coelesti mentem gratia. 

“ Te adoranmus, o Jesu, 
Te fili unigenite, 
Te qui non dedignatus es 
Subire claustra virginis, 

Actua in crucem, factus es 
Irate Dvo Victima; 
Ver te, Salvat 

Vitae apes nybis 
t unice, 

reciilt. 

TE LAETA MUNDI CONDITOR 

“ Tibi, Eterne Spiritus, 
Cujus afflatu peperit 
Infantem |}com Maria, 
Aeternum benedicinus, 

* Triune Deus hominum 
Salutis auctor optime, 
Immensum hoc mysterium 
Orante Iingudé canimus." 

Dr. Rogers’s music is given in the Serve 
Hymnal, 1868, No, 181 (a tr. of the Latins 
above), and is dated in the Index, 1660. I; 
as * et 

1, Father of all! To Thee we raise, By Wi. 
Palmer, in his Short Poems §& Hys., the later 
mostly Ti ransilations, 1845, p. 21, and heai- 
“Hymna of Thanksgiving after Dinner. Song u 
Latin in the Refectory of St. Mary Magdaict- 
College, in the University of Oxford.” In 1s 
it was included in Dr. Oldkpow’s Hys. for th 
Service of the Church, and later in several othe: 
collections, as the Sarum (where it is attribated 
to J. Chandler in error), and others, In the 
Hymnary, 1872, it is altered to “To Thee. 
Father, here we raise.” 

Other trs. are :— 
1. Thee, mighty Father, we adore. Bp. G. Horne, » 

his Memoirs, by William Jones, 1795, p. 233. 
2, Almighty Father, just and good. J. (handiv, 

1837 and 1841. (J. M.] 

Te laeta mundi Conditor, ©. Cojix. 
[Se esima.| Appeared in the Paris Brer., 
1786, and in Coffin’s Hymni Sacri, p. 44. the 
same year. It is also in later French Bree 
It is the hymn at Vespers on the Saturdays 
before Septuagesima, Sexagesima, and Quadn- 
gesima. The text is in J. Chandler's Hye. 0 
the Primitive Church, 1837, No. 56; Card 
Newman's Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 aud 1865; 
and L. C. Bigga’s annotated ed. of H. A, & VM. 
1867. Tr. as:— 

1, Thou great Creator, art possessed. By J. 
Chandler, in his Hys. of the Prim, Church, 1937. 
p. 62, and again in his Hys. of the Church, 1841. 
No, 33. Kepeated without the doxology in ti 
Sarum Hymnal, 1868, &, 

%. Thou, Creator, art possessed. By R. Camp- 
bell, in his St, Andrews Hys. and Anthems, 18>". 
p- 60, and the Hymnal for St. John the Evangetist. 
Aberdeen, 1870, 

3. Thee, Maker of the world, doth rest. By W 
J. Blew, in his Church Hy. and Tune Bk., 1852- 
1855, Septuages. 9, and Rice’s Sel. from the 
same, 1870, No. 32, 

4. Maker of earth, to Thee alone, by J. M. 
Neale, in an article in the Christian Remem- 
brancer, It was repeated in Murray's Hymnal, 
1852, the People’s H., 1867, and other col- 
lections. 

5. Creator of the world, te Thee. This fr. was 
given in #7. A, & M., 1861, and repeated in 1875. 
In the ludex to the latter ed. it is stated to be br 
the “Compilers: based upon older translation- 
from Latin.” These “ older translations " were 
specially the two by Chandler and Neale noted 
above. This text was repeated in Pott's Hymas. 
&c, 1861, the 8. P.C, K. Church Hymns, 1871. 
&c., sometimes with, and at other times without 

the doxology. In the Hymnary, 1872, the text. 
slightly changed, begins, “Creator of the earth 
to Thee.” 

Other tras. are :— 
1. Thou, Lord, In endless reat. J, Williams. 1539. 
2. Creator, Majesty divine, J. 2. aes a] 
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‘Ke lucis ante terminum. [FEveni 
soe has sometimes been aecribed eae 
ti mabrose ; but it is not assigned to him by 
hd 4& Benedictine editors, by Biraghi, or even 
ae tcasius. Mune, es 372, cites it as in 
rye = the &th cent. at Darmstadt. Among 
33 +t ritish Museum mss. it is found in three 
x. a cent. H yninaries of the English Church 

. med ae D. xii: f. 101; Jul. A. vi. f. 23; Harl. 
Fe 32 =f. 220 1); in an Ith cent, Mozarabic 

rewecary (Add. 30848 f. 66 b), &c. It is ina 
pear of the 11th cent. at Corpus Christi, Cam- 
PF iclse (391, pare 231); ina ms. of the ith 
cent. at St. Gall, No. 387; and in the Latin 
4iTys. of the Anglo-Saxon Ch. (Surtees Society), 
 litaeho Atis printed from an 11th cent. ms. at Dur- 
tarm CB. iii. 32 f.45b). It is included in the 
#iloman (Venice, 1474, and, with slight differ- 
ences in the text, in the revision of 1632), 
Sartwm, York, Aberdeen, Paris of 1648, and 
other Breviaries, generally aa a hymn at 
Compline. The text is ‘also in Daniel i. 
Wo. 43 (the older, and the Rom. Brev. texts), 
Wackernagel, i. No. 9, the Hymnarium Sarisb., 
1851, p. 3; Card. Newman’s Hymni Ecclesiae, 
1838 and 1865, and L. C. Biggs’s annotated 
ed. of FZ. A. & M., 1867 (Rom. Brev.). (J. M.) 

Tramslations in C. U.:— 
1. Now that the daylight dies away, By all Thy 

grace and love. By Card. Newman, from the 
fiom. Brew., in the Tracts for the Times, 1836, 
No. 75, p. 84, his Verses on Religious Subjects, 
1853, p. LOS, and his Verses on Various Occa- 
sions, 1868, 252, In O. Shipley’s Annus 
Sanctus, 1884, and others. 

2. Ere the waning light decay. By Bp. R. 
Mant, from the fom. Brev., in his Ancient 
Hymns, Sec.,-1837, p. 28; ed. 1871, p. 53. This 
tr. is im a large number of hymn-books, includ- 
ing the farish H. Bt, 1863-1875; Thring’s 
Cotl., 18823; and others. 

3. Thee before the close of day. By W. J. 
Copeland, in_ his Hys. for the Week, 1848, p. 18, 

and the ffl. for the Use of St. John the 
Fvangetist, Aberceen, 1870. . ; 

4. Now -with the fast departing light. By E. 
Caswall, from the Hom, Brev., in his Lyra 

Catholica, 1849, p. 37, and his Hys. & Poems, 

1873, p- 22.- This tr, is m several Roman 
Catholic collections for Missions and Schools. 

5. Before the ending of the day, By R. Camp- 

bell, from the om. Brev., in his St. Andrews 
Hys. and Anthems, 1850, p. 27. 

‘6. Before the of the day. By J. M. 
Neale, 1n the H. Noted, 1852, No.9, In this tr, 

Dr. Neale took the opening lines from RK. ge 

bell, as above, as the first stanza from each will 

show :— 
«« Before the ending of the day Campuett. Creator of the world, we pray, 

Beneath Thy kind protection take 
And shield us for Thy mercy’s sake.” 

+* Before the ending of the day 
= — Creator of the world, we pray 

That with Thy wonted favour, Thou 
W ouldst be our Gua'rd and Keeper now.” 

The popular form of the hymn under these 

cua lines is that in H. A. ¢ M., 1861 and 

1275, st. 2. of which reads :— 
jlers «* Before the ending of the day, aap M. Creator of the world, a Aue. That Thou with wonted wouldst keep Thy watch around us while we sleep." 

This tr. which is by the Compilers of H. A. 
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§ M., based upon Neale, has passed into several 
collections, but usually with slight alterations, 
as Pott'’s Hymns, gc. 1861; the Surum Hy, 
1868; the S. P. C. K. Church Hymns, 1871; the 
Hymnary, 1872, and others. 

7. Father, at the close of day. By G. Rorison, 
from the Kom. Brev., in his Hys, and Anthems- 
1851, No, 6. 

8. Now that the daylight dies away. By W. 
J. Blew, from the Surum Brev., in his Churcé 
Hy. §& Tune Be., 1852-55, and Rice's Sel. from 
the same, 1870), No. 100, 

9. To Thee before the close of day, Creator of 
the world, &e. By J. D. Chambers, in his Psalter, 

&c., 1852, p. 356, and his Lauda Syon, 1857, 
and the People’s H., 1867. 

10. Ere darkling wanes the day. By <Arch- 
bishop Benson, from the Rom, Brev. Written 
for and first pub, in the Willington College H. 
Bk, 1860, and appointed for Tuesday evening 
in Summer, 

11. Before the waning light decay. This cento 
was given in Hennedy, 1863, No. 1451, and is 
thus composed:—st. i, ii., By. Mant’s tr. as 
above altered ; st. 1ii., from C. Wesley’s “ Forth 
in Thy name, O Lord, I go,” st. v. (p, 888, ii.) : 
st. iv. probably by Dr. Kennedy; st. v., 
doxology. 

12, As now departs the light of day. This is 
No. 15 in T. Darling’s Hys. for the Ch. of Eng- 
land, 1887. In the Index it is said to be by “J. 
Mason Neale.” It 15 really the H. A. & WW, ver- 
sion from Campbell and Neale as above, with 
alterations by Mr. Darling. 

Tmoalations not in C. U. :— 
1, Before the lightaome day expyre. Primer. 1599. 
2. Maker of all, we Thee fntreate. Primer. 1605. 
3. Before the closing of the day, Creator, Thee, &c. 

Primer. 1686. 
4, O God, before the close of day. Primer. 1706. 
6. To Thee, before the close of day, Creator of all 

things. Avening Office. 1748, 
6. Ere vet the shades o’erwhelm the light. D. French. 

1839, 
7. The evening pales; the dying day grows wan. 

T. Doubleday'’s Hymnarium Anglicanum. 1844. 
8. Thee, before the daylight dies, Bp. J. Willtams. 

1845, 
9. Before the closing of the day. H. ¥. Ozenham. 

1854. 
10. Ere now the daylight fades away. J. W. Hewett. 

1859, 
1}. Creator, ere the fall ot day. F. yrepens. 1965. 
12, Creator of the earth and sea. G. Moultrie, in his 

Hys. & Lyrics, 1867, 
13, Before the waning of the light. J. Wallace. 1874. 

(J. JJ 
Te matrem Dei laudamus, te omnis 

terra veneratur. Sf. Bonaventura (?). 
So V. M.) This travesty of the * Te Deum 
audamus,” referred to in the previous article 
thereon as the production of St. Bonaventura 
(which is open to question), is known to us 
in two forms. The first form is in Daniel, ii. 
p. 293; and the second in Mone, ti. p. 229, 
where it is given from two mss. of the 14th 
century, and begins, “Te matrem luudamus, 
te virgimem confitemur.” Mone's text is tr. by 
Mrs. Charles in her Voice of Christian Life in 
Song, &e., 1858, p. 210, as, * We praise thee, 
O Mother, we acknowledge thee to be the 
Virgin.” (J. J.J 
Te Redemptoris Dominique nostri. 

[B. V.M.] This is the hymn at Lauds on 
the festival of the B. V. M. under the title of 
“ Help of Christians.” ‘his office bas been 
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added to the Homan Breviary since 1740, and 
is now said as a Greater Double on May 24. 
The hymu is in the Roman Breviary, Bologna, 
1827, Pars Verna Supplement, p. 339, in 7 at., 
and is repeated in later eds. of the Breviary 
and in Daniel iv. p. 303. Tr. as:— 

Mother of our Lord and Saviour, By E. Cas- 
wall, in his Lyra Catholica, 1849, p. 152, and 
nis Hys. and Poems, 1873, p. 83. Repeated in 
a few Roman Catholic hymn-books for Missions 
and Schools. 

Another tr. is :— 
Mother of our Redeemer and our Lord. J. Wallace. 

1874. 

Teach me, my God and King. G. 
Herbert. (Duty.] This hymn is found in 
modern hymn-books in two forms, the first as 
written by Herbert, and the second as altered 
by J. Wesley. Herbert's text was printed in 
his Temple, 1633, p. 178, under the title “ The 
Elixir”; and J. Wesley’s in his Coll. of 
Psalms & Hymna, 1738. The two texts are :— 

Ry G. Herbert, 1633. 

“Teach me, my God and 
King. 

In all things Thee to 
wee | 

And what I do in any- 
thing, 

To do it as for Thee. 
* Not iy as a beast, 

ny To run into an action ; 
But still to make Thee 

And give it his per- 
fection. 

“A man that looks on 
g . 

On It may stay his eye, 
Or, “ he pleaseth, through 

t 

dina’ think ‘the beav'n 
espy. 

“Al of Thee partake; 
Nothing can be so 
mean 

Which with his tincture 
i Thy sake), (a) 

Will not grow bright 
and clean. 

“A servant with this 
clause 

Makes drudgery divine; 
Who sweeps a room as 

for Thy laws 
Makes that and th 

action fine. 

* This is the famous stone 
t turneth all to 
id; 

For ae which God doth 
touch and own 

Cannot for less be told.” 

By J, Wesley, 1738, 

“ Teach me, my God and 
King, 

In all things Thee to 
see; 

And what I do in any- 
thing 

To do it as for Thee. 

“ To scorn the sensc's sway, 
While still to Thee I 
tend: 

In all I do be Thou the 
Way ; 

In all be Thou the Bnd. 

“A man that looks on 
glass, 

On that may fiz his 
eye; 

Or ou may 
thr it 
nd heaven behind 

“ All may of Thee partake ; 
Nothing so mean can 

be, (6) 
But draws, when acted 

for Thy sake, 
Greatness and worth 
JSrom Thee. 

** Uf done to Thy laws, 
Bven prot A labour 

shines ; 
Haliow'd all toil, if this 

the cause (c) 

“ This is the 1 sought 
stone Oa tte 

That converts to 
gold; 

For that which God for 
His doth own 

Cannot for less be told.” 

In modern hymn-books, as in Mercer and 
others, J. Wesley's text, with the omission of 
the last stanza, is usually followed. We must 
vote that in Herbert's text the line (a) reads 
in the 7th ed. “Which with thie tincture for 
Thy sake,” and that in later editions of J. 
Wesley’s Coll. of Ps. & Hya. the following 
changes are also made :-— 

(6) * Nothing so smadl can be.” 
(c) ** Hallow'd és toll, if this the cause.” 
(d) “ Me elizir this the stone.” 

This rugged, but beautiful hymn is well 
adapted in its original form for private use. 

{J. J.J 

Teacher of hearts, ’tis Thine alone, 

TELLURIS INGENS CONDITOR 

C. Wesley. (Ordination.> Printed from te 
Wesley MSS. in the P. Works, 1868-72. vol, v1 
p. 140, in 2 st. of 81. The Oopeniug sans 
reads :— 

“ Teacher of hearts, ‘tis Thine alone 
Thi to ordain, ne 

Point out Thy instruments, unknown 
To undiscerning men; 

Our ‘oor guides apprize 

And air thoes op tp sopate 
The men design'd by Thee.” 

In the 1875 ed. of the Wes. H. Bk., No.3) 
ll. 5, 6, read :— 

“ The pastors of Thy Church apprize 
Of Thine unseen decree " 

and this reading was repeated in the Prim 
tive Methodist Hymnal, 1887. By this chan: 
Charles Wesley's well-known convictions n 
specting Holy Orders are completely sup 
pressed, ct I 

Tell it out among the heathen that 
the Lord is King. Frances R. Havergal. 
( Missions.) Written at Winterdyne, April |!) 
1872, and first pub. in Evening Hours, 187%, 
and subsequently in her Under the Surface, 
1874, Life Mosaic, 1879, &. The may. wx. 
tell us that it 
“was written at Winterdyne, when unable to mt 
church one snowy morning. She asked for her Prayer: 
Bouk (in bed), always liking to follow the services af the 
day. On Mr. Shaw's return from church, he beard be 
touch on the piano, ‘Why, Frances, | thought yoo 
Were upstairs |‘ Sant Pes. hod may’ Prayer Bok, mt 
in the lms for to-day I read, ‘ Teli it out among 
heathen that the Lord is King.’ 1 thougbt, ‘Whats 
splendid first line !' and then words and music cam 
rushing in to me. There it’s all written out. Wit 
copperplate neatness she had rapidly written out tb 
words, music and harmonies co Su 

The words and music are issued by Parla 
of Paisley as a leaflet. Both are also in the 
musical ed. of Snepp's Songs of G. & G., 18% 
The hymn is also repeated in Maes iy F 

J.J.) 

Telluris ingens Conditor. &. Gregory 
the Great.? (Tuesday. Evening.] Mone. No 
274 and i. p. 372, gives this as probably by St 
Gregory (it is not assigned to him by the 
Benedictine editors), and cites it as in a ms of 
the 8th cent. at Trier, one of the 9th cent. sl» 
at Trier, &c. Daniel, i. No. 51, gives it as 5 
hymn On the Work of the Third Day [of the 
Creation]; and at iv. p. 50, cites it as ins 
Rheinau ms. of the 10th cent., and rauks it 
a hymn of the 7th or 8th cent. Among tie 
British Museum mss. it is found in three !Ith 
cent. Hymnaries of the English Chur 
(Vesp. D. xii. f. 166; Jul. A. vi. f. 26; Hal 
2961 f, 222 6), m an 11th cent. Mosarobi’ 
Breviary (Add. 30848 f. 73), &e. It is in 4 

e 11th cent. at Corpus Christi, Cam 
bridge (391, page 234); in a ms. of the 
cent. (No. 20), and three mss, of the 1th 
cent. (Nos. 387, 413, £14), at St. Gall; and 
in the Latin Hys. of the Anglo-Saron Ch 
(Surtees Society), 1851, is printed from 0 
11th cent. ws. at Durham (B. iii. 32 f 65) 
In the revised Roman Brev. 1632 it begit’ 
‘“ Telluris alme Conditor.” The original form 
is included in the older Roman (Venice, 1475) 
Sarum, York, Aberdeen and other Breviarie 
as a hymn at Vespers on Tuesday. A 
in Warkernagel, i, No. 91, the Hymnarie 
Sarish, 1851, und G. M, Dreves's Hymnaris' 
Moissiacensi«, 1888, from a 10th ceut. us. The 

ms. of 
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Fe. oman Breviary text is in recent eds. of that 
revrtiary, in Daniel i. No. 51, and Curd, New- 

man’s Hymni Eccles. 1838 and 1865. (J. M.] 

ze Both forms of this hymn have been tr. into 
nelish and are in©.U. The variations in 

the Latin text are very slight, and are :— 
St. £11, ** Telluris ingens conditor, 

: i, 2, Mundi solum qui eruens." 
St. iv. 1. 4. + Ke mortis actam nesciat.” 
#oman ** Telluris alme conditor, 
rev. Mundi solum qui separans.” 

St. iv. 1.4. “Et mortis ictum nesciat.” 
‘Translations in C. U. :— 
2. All-bountiful Creator, Who. By Card. New- 

man, from the Rom. Lrev., in his Verses on 
4 eligious Subjects, 1853, p. 96, and again in his 
Verses on Vurious Vccasions, 1868, p. 243. It is 
repeated in the Marqness of Bute’s Homan 
reviary tnto English, 187%. It was partly re- 
written by W. J. Blew, and given in his Church 
4FIy. J Tene Bk., 1852-55, a3 “ Almighty Builder 
of the earth.” This form of the text is in Rice’s 
Set. from /slew, 1870, No. 26. 

2. © bounteous Framer of the globe. FE. Cas- 
wall, from the om. Brec., in his Lyra Catholica, 
1849, p. 21, and again in his Hys. § Poems, 
1873, p. 13. It is in several collections, includ- 
ing the //ynnary, 1872, and others. 

3. Creator, great and good. By W. J. Cope- 
land, from the Rom. Brec., in his Hys. for the 
Week, 1848, p. 28, the Hyl. for the Use of 
St. John the Evangelist, Aberdeen, 1870, and 
others. 

4. Thou Framer of this earthly sphere. By J. 
b. Chambers, in his Lauda Syon, 1857, the 
People”*s $Fi1., 1867, &e. 

5. EZarth’s mighty Maker, Whose command, Con- 
tributed to the enlarged ed. of the //, Noted, 
1854, by ‘“* a friend” of Dr. Neale’s. Itisin the 
Flymrner, 1882. 

Tramslations not in 0. U.:— 
1. O wmightie Maker of the Land. Primer. 1599. 
2. Great Maker of man's earthlie Realme. Primer. 

1615. 
3. Most bright Crestor ofthe land, Primer. 1655. 
« © Goda, ho when at nature's birth. /rimer, 

1706 and 1782. In 0. Shipley’s Annus Sanctus, 1854, 

5. All bounteous Framer ofthe earth. Bp. &. Mant, 
7837. 

T. Doubleday’s Hym- 
1844. 

6. 
nartwurre Anglicanum. 

7. Creator of the Universe. A J. B, Hope, 1544. 
8. Creator eternal, Who fram'd the earth Hp. J. 

Williams. 18465. 
9. Great Creator, wiseand . R. Campbell. 

10. Atrmigshty Founder of the Worlds. J. D. 

bers, im his #°salter, 1552, p. 301. 
ll. © Blest Creator of the earth. J. Wallace. 1574. 

12. Ktkouw mighty Maker of earth's frame 5S. W. 

Duffiela, in his Latin Hy. Writers, ke. 1449. (J, J.) 

Tellws ac saethra jubilant. Flavius. 
Passtiontide.) A hymn for Maundy Thurs 
ay, on tlre Last Supper and the washing of 

the disciples’ feet. It is found in two mss. of 
the Lith cent. in the British Museum (Add. 

19768 f. 37.5: Vesp. D. xii. f. 67); and in 

the atin Hye. of the Anglo-Suzon Ch., 1851, 
is printed from an 11th cent, ws. at Durham 

CB. iii. 32, f- 23). The printed text isalxo in 
Daniel i. No. 208, with notes at ii. p. 383, iii. 

p. 286, iv. p- 70. (Daniel quotes two mss. a8 
‘of the 1Oth cent. but does not seem to have 
seen either): Mone, No. 79, and Biissler, No. 
ag. Tr. by J. D. Chambers in his Pealter, 
&c.. 1852, p. 212, und his Lauda & 1857, 
p- 152, nnd repeated in Skinner's Daily Ser- 

Eternal Architect sublime, 

1850. 

Cham- 
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vice Hyl., 1864, as “ Let earth and skies re- 
joicing sing.” {J. M.] 

Tellus tot annos quid tegis. Jean 
Baptiste de Santeiiil. (Invention of Hol 
Cross.) Pub. in his Hymni Sacré et Novi, 
1689, p. 25 (ed. 1698, p. 90), and again in the 
Paris Brev., 1736, and later Freneh Brevs, 08 
the hymn for first Vespers at the Feast of the 
Holy Cross. Hymn No. 249 in the People's 
H., 1867: “ Wherefore, © earth, while years 
flow by,” is a tr. by “S. ML" [J. JL} 

Temperance Hymnody. The Tem- 
perance movement Jus produced abundant 
stores of verse, consisting of hymns, odes, 
ballads, and compositions descriptive, imagi- 
native, humorons, pathetic, ratirical, and ele- 
giac. America has furnished much of this 
material, but its principal sources have been 
Scotch and English. The department here 
treated, Hymnody, may be considered as to 
its rise and progr ss, with brief netices of some 
of its chiet contributions and contributors. 
The Temperance Reform, which began in 
America early in 1826, took root in Ireland 
and Scotland in the autumn Of 1829, and in 
Englaud carly in 1830. The first societies, 
founded on the basis of abstinence trom dis- 
tilled spirits only, do not appear to huve made 
use of uny speci.l hymns bearing upon the 
Temperance question. In a few years they 
took the position of abstinence from all in- 
toxicating liquors; and in 1836 a collection 
of Temperance Hymns and Songs was issued 
from the office of the Temperance Advocate at 
Preston, a town which had been for some 
years the chief centre of total abstinence pro- 

ndism. Before the middle of 1837, the 
ev. F. Beardsull, of Manchester, brought 

out the first general Temperance Hymn Look, 
containing nearly 200 hymns, which the 
editor hel cnlled from temperance periodicals, 
American and British. In a second edition 
the number of hymns wus increased to 226, 
and afterwards to 255. Subsequently ap- 
——— the Hymn Book of the New British and 

‘oreign Temperance Society, X. D.; Temperance 
Hymns and Sonys, edited by J. W. Green, 
n. p. (enlurged in 1853); and the Scottish Tem- 

nee League Hymn Book, x. v. (edited by 
the Rev. F, C. Wilson). Collections were als 
issued by Rev. R. G. Mason, and by others 
under the names of Gwyther Kendal, Not- 
tingham, [icester, aud Bristol. The demands 
of the Juv nile Temperance movement, espe- 
cially in the Bund of Hope form, stimulated 
the publication of poetical pieces with music 
attached: but hymns, strictly so called, did 
not multiply in the same proportion. Among 
works, largely but not exclusively used in 
meetings of young persons, may be named, 
The Orystal Fount, x. v.; The Crystal Spring, 
x. p.; The British Band of Hope Melodist, x. v. ; 
The National Temperance Hymn Book, x. v., 
compiled by the Rey, H. A. Hammond ; Hymns 
and Melodies of the Band of Hope, N.D.; The 
New Penny Temperance Hymn +N. D., by 
J. W. Kirton; The Book of Song of Bande of 
Hope, %. D.: and Odes for Good Templar, 
yn. b.; und W. Hoyle’s Hymns and Songs, N. D. 
The Committee of the United Kingdom Band 
of Hope Union have published a handsome 
volume of 176 Hymns and Songs - a of 
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Hope, x. bd. In connection with the Church 
of ae ae Temperance Socivty a book of 254 
Hymns and Songs has been published, but 
only a small number are on temperance topics, 
Iu intd. Mr. G. H. Graham, of Maidstone, puv- 
lished the National Band of Hope and Temper- 
ance Meloilist, comprising 250 pieces, the pro- 
duction of above 70 writers. — Ln suevess:on to 
this, andas the result of much labour, Rev. John 
Compston edited for Mr. Graham the National 
Temperance Harmoniat, 1870. containing 550 
hiymus aud songs. The musical edition con- 
tained 341 tunes. In 1878 this work was re- 
issued in an improved form, under the name 
of the National Temperance Hymnal, the editor 
as bef..re being the Rev. John Compston, The 
hymns in this collection are 490. In 1878 
also appeared the Stanlard Book of Song for 
Temperance Meetings and Home Use, edited by 
Mr. tr Bowick; followed in 1881 by an ele- 
guut volume containing these hymns with 
music, by Mr. A. J. Burch. All the more 
resent works can b» obtained from the National 
Temperance Publication Depot, 33, Pater- 
noster Row, It may be observed that all these 
collections abound in soags as well us hymns, 
and it is difficult to judge of the numerical 
roportion they boar to each other in the whole 

y of metrical compositions. Perhaps it will 
he an upproach to accuracy to estimate the 
number of distinct hymns at about 300, and of 
hymn-writ. ra at from 60to 70. In the earlicst 
collectious many hymns by the same writer 
are printed; but in the later compilations no 
writer, witl rare exceptions, is represented by 
more than a few specimens of his poetic powers, 

ii, Amongst the most popular and widely 
used of Temperance hymns are the follow- 
ing :— 

1. A glorious light has burst around us. Watker. ‘alker. 
2. Abstuiners, wake, there is work to be done. J. An- 

derson. 
3, All gracious Lord, we look to Thee. W. J. 
4. Almighty Father, while we own, Thy saving 

power, &. Vernon, 
5. Am I my brother's k ? Yes. American, 
6. Christian, awake, for still the foe. A. Anderton. 
7. Come all dear children, sing a . Vv. Tunnicliff. 
8. Come, gentle daughters of oor land Clara L, 

Balfour. 
9, Come, lovers of mankind. Vernon. 

10. Come, ye men of rank and station. Vernon. 
11, Father of the human race. 8. G. Mason. 
12, Friends of Temperance, onward go. J. B. 
13. Give mea dranght from the crystal spring. fT. 

Hastings, 
14. Great God, Thy presence we implore. Jabes 

15 Hail, Temperance, bright celestial ray. J. W. 
Green 

Burns. 

16, Lo Zion ; in vain, in vain. #f. Anderton. 
17. Lord of heaven and earth, defend us, Anon. 
18, O Thou trom Whom all gifts proceed. Vernon. 
19. Onwards the animating sound. American. 
20, Parent, who with speechless feeling. Sigourney. 
21. Pledged ina noble cause, Hf, P. 
22. Rise, and shine throngh every nation, 7. J. 
23. Round the Temperance standard rally. Jabez 

urns. 

24. Wake, for the time of slumber. Pawson Burns. 
25. We praise Thee, if one rescued soul. Sigourney. 
26, Who hath sorrow? who bath woe? American, 
27. Who the sacred page pursuing. Vernen. 
24, Who will tell of strength and freedom ? Fliza 

Cook. 
29, Wine is a mocker; it beguiles. J. B, 

iii. In furnishing a tew biographical details 
of Temperance hymnewriters we confine our- 
selves to the following, who have all passed 
away :— 

TEMPLI SACRATAS PANDE 

1, Anderton, Henry, was b. at Walton-le-Dal, we 
Lancashire, Dec. 3, 1404, and was ome of & 

early Preston abstainers. He was a popular speaker, anf 
his poems were widely recited and sung, A. .omple 
edition of his Poems, with a Memuir by E. Grabv, by 
been published. 

a; , Clara née Lucas. was b. [ec 5), 
1803. She edited several Temperance Journals, and 
the Garland of Water Flowers, and many other Tes. 
perance works. On Literary as well as on Tempera 
subjects she was an elegant writer and charming spale 
Shed July 3, is7s, 

3. Bea Francis, a Minister of the Baptix 
denomination, was b. at Sheffield, Sept. 6, 1199, wi 
entering the Ministry he became an active friend of th 
Temperance cause fn Manchester, and edited the Trm- 
Pperance Star or some me. Ln 1837 he pab. the firs 

Temperance Hymn Book, which passed turooch 
several editions, Hed. June 23, 1442, while oo 4 rope 
to America, 

4. Burns, Jabez, p.p., the well known Baptist Minister, 
was b. at Oldbain, Lancashire, Dec. 14, lsu, and 5H 
one of the first Ministers of Religion in London the 
vigorously advocated Total Abstinence. He edited seven! 
Temperance gage and employed a yrreatile ant 
forcible pen in the cause of Temperance, bath ip prow 
and verse, Hed. Jan. 31, 1876, 

5. Green, John William, was b. in 1753, and ren ered 
marked service to the Temperance cause as editor, write, 
and speaker. His collection of Temperance Hymns oni 
Songs, had o large sale in London and the neigsbar- 

. Hed. Sec 1, 1864. ‘ 
Mason, Robert Grey, was b. Nov. 14, 1792. fe 

was engaged for many vears in the ion of the 
Temperance cause both in the pulpit and op the platform. 
He edited the Temperance Hymn Book, x.» He 
d. Ang. 31, 1867. 

7 . Jabez, a Minister of the Baptist denoni- 
Feb. 7, 1809, and was the ofa 

Baptist con tion in Leeds, where be founded ur 
first Band of Hope, in 1847, the outcome of a visit w 
Leeds of Mrs. Carlile of Dublin. He wrote many songs 
and hymns for children. He d. June 15, 165. 

iv. When it is remembered that Temperany 
hymns have been necessarily restricted to one 
topic, the variety of expression found therein 
may be justly regarded as being somewhat 
remarkable, And although not one hymn cut 
be named which ranks with the highest pro- 
ductions of sacred song, yet the literary api 
devotional merits of not a few are ienous 
Several of those named above would make no 
unworthy addition to modern hymn-books de- 
signed for special use in divine worship. They 
might be embodied in a separated section 00 
Temperance. (D. B.] 

Templi sacratas pande, Bion, fores. 
Jean Baptiste de Santeiiil. [Purification of 
B.V.M.) Appeared in the Paris Brev., 168%, 
the Cluniac Brev., 1686, p. 924, and the 
author's Hymni Sacri et Novi, 1689, p. 6 (ed 
1698, p.65). It is also in the Paris Brer., 1735 
and later French Brevs., as the hymn at Ist 
Vespers of the Feast of the Purification. Text 
in Card. Newman’s Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 and 
1865, and L. C. Biggs’s annotated H. A.¢ M. 
1867. Tr. as:— 

1. Sion, ope thy hallowed dome. Appeared in 
I. Williams's Hys. tr. from the Parisian Bret. 
1839, p. 182, as having been contributed 
thereto by “a friend,” who is usually under 
stond to have been J. Chandler, although it dif 
not appear in Chandler's //ys. of the Churh. 
1841. In addition to being in C. U. in its origi- 
nal form, it 1s also found as:— 

(1) © Sion, ope thy hallowed dome, in the £)- 
lish Hyl., 1852 and 1861. 

(2) © Zion, open wide thy gates, The Lord before, 
&c., in Pott’s Hymns, §c., 1861. 
sate Zion, ope thine hallowed dome, in Kenadd)), 

nation, was b. 
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2. ©O Bion! open wide thy gates ; figure: entitled Gemeinen Mans Prozessgesang. It seems to 
“disappear. By E.c = ral “el his Z. : _ Ile . bave been used in Pre-Reformation times at processions 

1849 » OF y &. Caswall, in his Lyra Cuthulica, | ang pilgrimages. The text in the Une. L S., 1851, 
27a" P27 1, and his //ys. and Poems, 1873, p. | No. 123, is nearly that of 1550 (see also Mitzell, No. 
pa =. Repeated in H. A. § M, 1861; the Sarwin | $34, and Hoffmann, Nos. 114, 115). It is tr. as @ 

Edes 1368 ; the Hymnary, 1872, and others, * Hallow we with praise the day.” A tree ér. by A. T. 
‘SOmIe times with d h ‘ " Russell, ax No, 106 in his Ps. & Hymns, 1861; and as 
gQeaw<c ogy with, and at other times without, a | (9) «So holy is this day of days,” by Miss org 

zy: 1569, p. 88. : 
3. The forty ae F ohne 

tod days are past. By Jane E. Leeson, | The renderings into English from this poem @m the l rvingite Hys, for the Use of the Churches, 
1834 and 1871, with the signature “J, E, 1,” are ee eran See ee waren Daniel, i. No, 148, or to selected portions of 

@- Siom, open wide thy gates, Christ before His 
et beg y = An anonymous fr. in the Parish —— = raise bitte aove 

- “> 63-75. » festa ° onera g 
S. O Sion, noe ‘otim- 1, Hail, festal day, for evermore adored. By J. 

Priest, &c. = BrR C ae rie ede rvs M. Neale, in the enlarged ed, of the H. Noted, 
IT.” a (eae a 1854, It is a tr, of a selection from Daniel, Its 

©ther trs. are ;— 

2 aaa Sion, to the approaching King, W. Palmer. 

2. om, th " ass 5. ine hallowed gates unfold. W. J. Blew. 

3. Sion, or . ID. hcnebesa, — os Thy sacred temple gates. J. D. 

#4. Set wide the temple gate. D. T. ony Fal 

‘Tem pora filorigero rutilant distincta 
soeoreno. V. H. C. Fortunatus. (Eaater.) 
Ehis is No. 9 in Bk. iii. of his Poems. It isa 

m oom the Resurrection, addressed “ad 
elicem E:piscopum” (Felix, - of Nantes, 

<i. 582), and is in 110 lines. The full text 
28 in EF. Leo's ed. of Fortunatus’s Opera 

-ttca, Berlin, 1881, p. 59; from a St. Peters- 
urge ms. of the &th or 9th cent.,a Paris ms. 

of the 9th cent. (Lat. 9347), &c. Also ina 
Ms. of the 9th cent. in the Brit. Mus. (Add. 
24193, f. 45. “In this sweet poem,” says Dr. 
Schatf (Christ in Song, ed. 1870, p, 185), “ the 
whole Nature, born anew in the Spring, and 
«rrayed im the bridal garment of hope and 
romise, welcomes the risen Saviour, the 
rinmnce of spiritual and eternal life.” In the 

Middle Ages varying centos beginning with 
dl. 39, 40: Salve festa dies toto venerabilis acevo, 
Qua Deus infernum vicit et astra tenet came into 
extensive wse as Processionals from Easter to 
the Ascension. Thus the form given by 
Daniel, i. No. 143, in 14 couplets, is found in 
an Echternach Gradual of the end of the 10th 
or beginming of the llth cent. now in the 
Bibl. Nat., Paris (Lat. 10510; printed by 
A. Reiners in his7 Prosen- und Prifa- 
tions-Geadnge, Luxemburg, 1884, p. 73) und 
Daniel, at ii. p. 382, cites it as in a Munich 
ms. of the ILl1th cent. Other early forma, 
beginnings with |. 39, are in a us. circa 1200, 

in the Bodleian (Laud Mise. 4, f. 140), iv a 
ms. of the IL1th cent. at St. Gall, No. 381, 
&e. In the Sarum and Yorks Processionals it 
appears in various forms, and several hymns 
im imit..tion are also included in them, all 
beginning ** Salve festa dies.” (See Sequences, 
pt. ii.) Other centos from Fortunatus are in 
Wackernagel, i. No. 83; Trench, ed, 1864, p. 152 
10 lines); desler, No. 57 (10 lines), and others. 
t would appear that Cranmer had made an 
English ¢r. in 1544 (see p, 344, i). There 
are versions from the “Salve festa dies” in 
German as early as the I4th cent., one of 
which has passed into English as follows :— 

Also heilig ist der Tag, Wackernagel, in bis D. 
Kirchentied, ii. p. 742, gives three, really four, forms of 
ahis, i—fii. in 1 st. of 6 1.5 iv. in 3 st.of 61. The tra, 
follow the text given by Wackernagel in 8 lines from 
the Psaltes Acclesiasticus, Mainz, 1650, where it is 

use is limited. 
2. Hail, festal day, ever exalted high. By 

Elizabeth Charles, in her Voice of Christian Life 
in Song, &c., 1858, p. 135. This is a literal tr. 
of the text, as in Daniel. 

3, Hail, Day of days, in peals of praise. By W. 
J. Copeland, in Lyra Messianica, 1864, p, 287 ; 
the People’s H., 1867, and Schaff’s Christ in 
Song, 1870. 

4, Weloome, happy morning, age to age shall 
say. By J. Ellerton, contributed to R. Brown- 
Borthwick’s Suppl. Hy. and Tune Bk., 1868, It 
was republished in the S, P, C. K. Church Hys., 
1871; the Aymnary, 1872; Thring’s Coll., 1882, 
and several other hymn-books in G. Britain and 
America, sometimes in an abbreviated form, It 
is a vigorous and popular paraphrase rather than 
a direct translation, Full text in Mr. Ellerton’s 
Hymas, §c., 1888. 

6..Hail! festal day, to endless ages known. 
By T. A. Lacey. In the Altar Hymnal, 1884, 
there are two paraphrases by this translator, 
one for Easter day and one for the Ascension, and 
both beginning with the same first line. (J. J.) 

Tempted oft to go astray. J. S. B. 
Monsell. (SS. Philip and James.) The first 
stanza of this hymn was given in the Ist ed. 
of his Parish Musings, 1850. In his Spiritual 
Songs, 1857, three st. were added, thus form- 
ing a hymn of 4 st. of 8 1. In the revised 
and enlarged ed. of the Hy. Comp., 1876, st. 
i., ii. and iv, were given as No. 358. {J. J.J 

Tiyv jpépav SveAOwv. (Evening) 
The usually peg ge history of this hymn 
is that given by Dr. Neale in his Hymns of 
the Eastern Church, 1862, as follows :— 

«* This little hymn, which, I believe, is not used in the 
ublic service of the Church, is a great favourite in the 
jreek Isles. Its peculiar style snd evident antiquity 
may well lead to the belief that it is the work of our 
resent author (St. Anatolius). It is, to the scattered 

famlets of Chios and wa, doen what Bishop Ken's Even- 
ing Hymn is to the villages of our own land; and its 
melody is singularly plaintive and soothing.” 

In 1874, under date of May Ist (13th), The 
Very Key. 8. G. Hutherly, then Priest of the 
Greek Church, Wolverhampton, and subse- 
quently of that at Hristol, pub. Dr. Neale’s 
tr.“ The day is past and over,” with slight 
alterations; a tr., by a friend, of the original 
Theotokion, in the same metre; an original 
tune by himself, and a note in which he pointed 
out that the hymn was taken from the Great 
After-Supper service (in Slavonic “Greut 
After-Vespers ”), and was a cento from two 
parts of that service. Dr. Neale took his 
cento from Daniel iii. p. 127, — 1. My given 
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tA iu the origital rhytlmical prose bot im a] 
taetrvai forte; and in his onginw tr. of 1833, 
aa viven telow, be closely fulwowed that form. 
The «iginal Grek ww in the Horslssion 
(Lporsyuw Te ph 72, Venus al 1551. 134, 

137 ; ed. 1570, pp. 157, 1). The Greek text 
reeore in the Great After-Supper service as 
folleree — 

It ie imtralneesd by the stich, “Or: uel 
fuwy 6 Oeds (* Fer God ig with us”), apd then 
proceeds -— 

“Tor quspay derbior Eiyanate cow, cope Tor ée- 
Fipar aitowmas TH rears aragaptyror, Dlapacxov 
OL, TwTHp, Has Cwrow me. 

** Sofa 

“Tay nuspae wapestiew Sotcioys ot, Lerrora- Tar 
arteucror, Mapa- domipar airocuas Luv ry rver: age 

CXOV pr, TwTnp, aa Cugiw we. 

Kas viv. 

“Thy nuépay dcafas, Yurodoye oe, ay’ Thy condpay 
sirecnas tov Hh vvers  doerthiehany Unghayes po, 
TwrTnp. 401 Twoov pa Z . . 

* tatiaoy Tous SbBadpovs wow Xpore & Oeds, unrore 
brrwge Kis Gavaroy, uqwore cixy 6 © Op6s pov "lone 
pos autor. 

 Séfa. 
‘AvriAnwtwp Tit Yuxns wou Tévov 6 Beds, or péoror 

Siafairw tay wv wohAwy Poca we df avrer cat cwoor 
we ‘Ayatlé, ws GiAarOputos. 

* Kae vor. 

“"Ore oie tyouer rappnciay iay ba Ta wWoAAa usr 
jpara, uae «x gow yorirte bucumngor Geo- 

tone lap@eve- Deeg ed taxa benors Mytpos mpos 
eUmevecay Seowetov. Mi rape a wy imeriag F 
Mavoeuvos’ OTe fAchumwy date xai oud uv Suvduevos, 
wai wabeiv irep hum earadefaueros.” 

It must be noted that these stanzas are not 
signed. (Sce below concerning authorship.) 
It will possibly be of interest to the English 
reader to have a literal translation of these 
stanzas together with the Theotokion omitted 
by Daniel ond the translators who have fol- 
lowed his text. It is as follows, with the 
portions known as the hymn “The day is past 
and over,” in élalics :— 

God is with us, let the nations know and be discom- 
fited: for God is with us, 

“* The day is passing on, { thank Thee, O Lord: that 
the evening with the night may be sinless, I beseech, 
—(frant lo me, Saviour, and save me, 

* Glory W the Father, and to the Son, and to the Holy 
Ghort, 

The day ts oa away, I glerify Thee, O Master: 
that the evening with the night may be offenceless, I 
beseech,—Grant lo me, Saviour, and save me, 

* oth now, and ever, and to ages of ages. Amene, 
“The day has passed away, | hymn Thee, @ Holy: 

that the evening with the night may be plotless, / be- 
seech,—tirant to me, Saviour, and save me, 

@) Then the two choirs sing together :— 
The Cherubim, of nature bodiless, with loud bymns 

glorify Thee, 
“The Seraphim, the six winged living ones, with 

ceaseless volces exalt Thee. 
‘And all the Angelic host, with thrice-holy songs 

praise Thee, 
**For betore all things Thou art the Father, I Am,» 

and hast Thy co unoriginate Son, 
* And dost bear the equa!-honoured Spirit of life, and 

manleatert the undivided Trinity, 
* All holy Virgin, Mother of God; ye eyewitnesses 

and ministers of the Word; 
All ye choirs of Prophets ant Martyrs, baving life 

as inomortal: 
‘*Intercede earnestly for all, that we may be sup- 

ported in all dangers, 
* That being delivered from the wandering of evil, we 

may cry aloud the Angelic ode: 
“Holy, Holy, Holy, Thrice Holy Lord, have mercy 

and pave us, Amene, 
“@) And straightway in a low voice :-— 

"Thatieve m One Gel, the Father, Almighty, &c, 
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“@ Then the Sclbowing Stichri the fru of wht s 
eas thrice, ctl the rese two. -toepeoee Oe 
wack ts eid emer vey. Tie scund oe eee 
“e, that mm tie oe ort amt schegqem Soe > 
firet chix tr aesy tease ms pie © 2s reder” 

“A.-Heas Mistrem Tbet.te, ate fc 5 
sinne-*. 

“i all ye beaven ty Powers of bely Amps ma ini 
| angele, interced $< bs eemeere 

“wtoly Jues, Popeet amd Foreremee, and ges 
cA tax Lord Jesus | irost, b tetonde bor & aes 

“O boly gi twes Apestcs, Propeets, aad Mecm, 
and all ye Sain’s, it4se-crd> for us saeers. 

“() devoted ated Gud-bearing Fathers, cor Past oi 
(Ecumenical teachers, imteroede for w amaers. 

“Let oA Ve cxevoqoered, end tedieccttt wi 
; divine puwer of the «ncurabde end infemek xg (rey ie 
ever wanting \ oF smpete 

“() God, be gracious to a- signers. 

, “And ase uetTcy Gpon Ge 
| “@© Then—Hole Goad: three times Giery. Bed 
| ‘new. All-Hedy Trinity. Lord, pave mercy; tre 

tims. Glory. Bah now. Cur Father. Fe 
Thine is the ky And these Troparia:— 

- Lighten mine epes, Christ the God, let I dep is 
death: lest mine enemy say, | Aare prevailed ages 
Aim. 

“« Glory to the Pather, and to the Sum, and to the Hely 
Ghost.” 

«* Be the Defender of my soul, 0 Ged, for | pou 
through the midst of emarcs: deliver me from them, oad 
sace me, O Gord, as Lover of men. 

** Both now, and ever, and to ages of ages. Ame 
” THE Toros. 

* As we have not bokiness through our many sins, 
thou, O Virgin Thectokos, supplicate Him who ts bore 
from thee, for the prayer of Motber availeth mach 
to procure the clemency of the Master. Disregard mt. 
O all-pure, the sep of sinners, for He Wh» 
vouchsafed to suffer us is merciful, and powerfal » 
save.” 

On turning to the hymn as known to the 
English sa through Dr, Neale’s tr, and 
comparing it with the above, it is clear tlat 
it is not a complete hymn in itself, buts 
cento composed of three stanzas from one 
part of the Greek Great After-Supper #t- 
vice, and two stanzas from another part uf the 
same service with the omission of the Theo 
tokion. (This cento form of the text is taken 
from O. Pelargus’s Enchiridion, Frankfurt, 
1594.) Another point which is equally clear 
is that the whole of the stanzas are anonymous 
in the Greek service-bo.k. Dr. Neale attn- 
butes them to St. Anatolius, wlio died in 458 
The Anatolius, however, of the Greek servic 
books, has his name appended to hymns i 
commemoration of martyra of the latter part 
of the sixth and the early part of the seventh 
centuries. (See Anatolius, p.63,i.) There mus 
have been therefore two hymn-writers of the 
same name (Anatolius), one as stated ly Dr. 
Neale, and another, wh» wrote in the 7th 
cent. In the Greek service-books the sub 
ject matter or nature of a hymn is often in- 
dicated by a kind of heading or EE to 
the hymn, as for instance Erixnod araroAixd; 
Erixnpa dvacrdoliya; and so on. In the case 
of the first three stanzus of this cento there 
no such heading, nor is there any author? 
name given in any Greek service-book wi 
which we are acquainted. In fact, no heading 
including the words Zrixnpa dvarodud (the 
natural title of a Morning lymn) could have 
been attached to an Evening hymn, Whilst 
therefore we cannot determine the authorship 
of these Stichera, we re them as very 
ancient, aud possibly of the sixth or seveutl 
centuries. ; 

2. The first fr. of this hymn into English 
was by Dr. Neale, and was evidently 
from the text as given in Daniel, This {r. ¥a 
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paren Pub.in The Ecclesiastic and Theologian, ph z: > Pp. 161, As both in this instance and - ag Ist el. of his Hys. of the Eastern Church, Fase > the tr. is more fuithtul to the original @m his revised tr. in the 2nd ed. of that work in the same year, we subjoin the text as Stven in The Ecclesiastic:— 

** The day is past and over! 
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back into the original tongue of what had 
previously been translated from it. 

“ "Arodeurvor, 

“ Tlepdvas thy qudpay 

3 "Kvpn’ evaoye 
Na e 

*Piga gu’ éf épywv axoreray, 
Kai cwoor we row rarerdv. 

When this ¢r. is com 
text by Dr. Neale in 
Of the FE. Church, 1862, and which is followed 
in the hymn-books, it will be seen that the 
latter is much more smootl:,and musical, than 
the former (although less literal), and on that 

tter suited for public worship, 
Amongst the eurliest hymnals in which it 

ey was ‘I’. Darling’s Hys. ras fing 

account is 

found a 
Church o 
1863, and othtiers, in some cases st. iv. being 

At the present time it is found in 
almost every hymnal of note in all English- 
speaking countries. 

In addition, Mrs, Charles has a tr. (from 
Daniel) in her Voice of Christian Life in Song, 
1858, p. 25, the tirst of which reads :— 

“omitted. 

Some twenty-five 
wrote a tune in double counterpoint whic 
was published in Our Own Fireside in Nov. 
1865, to a * Fountainside Hymn,” but was in- 
corporated with the 6th ed. of the Rev. W. H. 
Havergal’s Old Church Psalmody in 1867, in 
alliance with Dr. Neale’s fr, of the present 

It subsequently became popular in the 
To adapt the original Greek to 

ritten in the following 
own hand, and is one of the 

wery few current instances of a rendering 

4he tune it has been rew 

form by an unkn 

All thanks, O Lord, to Thee! 
pray Thee now that sinless 
The eve and nigh: may be; 

Grant that I crave, 0 God, and save! 
“* ‘The day bath parted from us! 

All glory, Lord, to Thee! 
I pray Thee that offenceless 

The eve and night may be ; 
Grant that I crave, 0 God, and save ! 

** The toils of day are over, 
1 raise the hymn to Thee; 

And pray that eve and night-time 
Without attack may he ; 

Grant that I crave, O God, and save! 
** Lighten mine eyes, O Saviour! 

sleep in death sball 1; 
And he, mine adversary, 

‘Triumphantly shall cry 
I bave assailed and have prevailed. 

** Be Thou my soul's preserver! 
O God! for Thou dost know, 

The snares and sins are many 
Through which I have to go: 

Lover of men. oh hear my call, 
And guard and save me from them all!" 

red with the revised 
is 2nd ed. of the Hya, 

England, 1862; the Parish 

** The is passing on, 
I thank Thee, 0 Lord. 
I beseech Thee this evening and this night 
Keep me without sin, 
Saviour, and save me!" 

Dr. H. Bonar has also rendered it into Eng- 
lish (Cfrom Daniel), and included it in his 
Hymns of Faith and Hope, 2nd series, 1864. 
The opening stanza is:— 

** The day is done! 
I thank Thee, Lord, alone. 

"Tis evening, and I cry, 
O Saviour, be Thou nigh, 
This night from sin me kee 
Preserve me while I sleep.’ 

ears ago Mr. Hatherl 

“ TlAnpicas thy tye, 
Xe Thy evAoyw wea 
*O bos Kai thy éowdpay 

a Xe a. 
Nu«r’ accardadioroy po dds, 
Kai oxetre cwrnpiwéws. 

“"Ametbas ry Hue avin ini ep 
“OD S05 nai thy éomépay 
Na Xe dofodoya 

"Evixepat pe cuunwabirs, 
Kai gwoov ue ws dyabds."”” 

For mavy and important details in this 
article we are indebtei tothe Very Rev. 8. G. 
Hatherly, Mus, Bac., editor of the 4th ed. of 
Dr. Neale's Hys. of the Eastern aa a 

Tip gutpar THY ppixtyy. St. Theo- 
dore of the Studium. [Sexagesima.] This is 
the opening line of Ode i. of the Canon for 
Apocreos. ‘The Apocreos answers to the Sexa- 
— of the Anglican Church, and on that 
ay the Greek Churen commemorates “ The 

Second and impartial Coming of Our Lord 
Jesus Christ.” 

“This commemoration the most Divine Fathers set 
after the two parables " (i.e. the Gospels of the two pre- 
oding Sundays, The risee and Publican, and the 
Prodigal Son), “lest any one, learning from them the 
mercy of God, should live carelessly, and say, ‘God ia 
merciful, and whenever [ wish to relinquish sin, it will 
be in my power to accomplish my pul ." They there- 
fore here commeniorated that fearful day, that, by the 
consideration of death, and the expectation of the dread- 
ful things that shall hereafter be, they might terrify 
men of negligent lite, and bring them back again to 
virtue, and might teach them not simply to put confi- 
dence in God's mercy, considered by itself, but to re- 
member also that the Judge is just, and will render to 
every man according to his works.” Dr, Neale adds 
to the above tr.: ** As the Eastern Church has no such 
season as Advent, this commemoration becomes more 
peculiarly appropriate.” Hymns of the E. C., 2nd ed, 
1862, pp. 101, 103. 

This Canon is found in the Triodion, and 
dates from the beginning of the ninth century, 
As a Judgment hymn, for majesty and power, 
it has been regarded by Dr. Neale and other 
competent judges as second only to the Dies 
Ira, which it anticipates some four hundred 
years. Four Odes only have been tr. into 
English. These are by Dr. Neale, and were 
ub. with notes (from which we have quoted) 

in his Hys. of the Eastern Church, 1862. The 
variation of metre in the fr. follows that of the 
original ; but Dr. Neale omits the @eorémoy 
(address to the B. V. M.) which closes each 
Ode. The contrast in Ode iv. with human 
courts of jnstice, is much more vivid in the 
original. [“ Orator persuasion” = xAerrouga 
xGavdrns.) In the first three eds., Ode ix., 
st. 3, 1. 1, Dr. Neale has the curious misprint of 
* David” for “ Daniel” This has been cor- 
rected in the 4th ed. He also omits st. y. of 
that Ode. The untranslated Odes repeat the 
same ideas as those translated, which are as 
follows :-— 

Odei, Thr tue 7 ie. 
That fearful day that dee of speechless dread. This 

was repeated in Messianica, 1864; the Hymnary, 
altered 1871-2; and later collections. 
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Ode iii. ‘O mipios Epyera. 
God comes, aa4 who Shall stand before His fear, Re- 

published in Schaffs Christ in Song, 1870. 
Odeiv. ‘Edeornxer  Hudpa. 
The day is near, the Judgment is at hand. Repeated 

in Schaff’s Christ in Song, 1870. 
Ode ix, ‘O xvipsog épyeras. 
The Lord draws nigh, the righteous throne’s As- 

ees-or, Also in Lyra Messianica, 1564. [J wa. 

Ten thousand times ten thousand. 
H, Alford. (Processional for Saints’ Days.] 
Appeared Ist in his oo Praise, 1867, 
No, 229, in 3 st. of 8. In 1870 it formed part 
of the poetical setting of F. R  Pickersgill’s 
illustration of the Lord’s Prayer, which was 
pub. as The Lord's Prayer INustrated by F. R. 
Pickersgill, R.A.. and Henry Alford, D.D., 
p. 16. On Jan, 17, 1871, it was sung at the 
author's funeral, with the additional stanz., 
“ Bring near Thy great Salvation.” In this 
full form it was printed in the author's Life, 
é&o., 1872, p. 483; in H. A. & M., 1875, aud 
again in other collections. (J. J.J 

Ter sancte, ter potens Deus. Claud 
de Santeiiil. [Holy Trinity.) Appeared in 
the Cluniac Brev., 1686, p. 517. In the Paris 
Brev., 1680, and later French Brevs. it is the 
hymn for the Ist and 2nd Vespers on Trinity 
Sunday. The Paris text is in J. Chandler's 
Hys. of the Primitive Church, 1837, No. 82; 
and Card. Newman's Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 
and 1865. 7'r. us :— 

1. Thrice holy, thrice Almighty Three. By I. 
Williams, in the British Mayazine, Sep., 1837 
(vol. xii., p. 267), and again in his Hys. tr. from 
the Parisian Brev., 1839, p. 160. 

2. Thrice holy God, of wondrous might. By J. 
Chandler, in his Hys. of the Prim. Church, 1837, 
p. 92, and again in his Hys. of the Church, gc., 
1841, No. 53. It is in several collections. The 
form in the S, P. C. K. Church Hys., 1871, and 
Thring’s Coll., 1882, is a cento in which st. i., ii., 
and lj. 1, 2 of st. iii. are by J. Chandler, slightly 
altered, and the rest of. the hymn is by J. 

8. Lord, thrice holy, and supreme. By E. Cas- 
wall, in his Masque of Mary, §c., 1858, p. 279, 
and altered in his Hys. § Poems, 1873, p. 130, 
to “Lord, thrice holy! Lord of might!” Given, 
with slight alterations, in the Hymnary, 1872, 
as “ Lord, thrice holy, God of might.” 

4. Thrice holy and thrice potent God. By W. 
L. Alexander, in his Augustine H. Bkh., 1849, No. 
198 (ed. 1865, No. 205), 

5. God thrice holy, God of might. By W. J. 
Blew, in his Church Hy. and Tune Bh. 1852-55; 
Trinity, 7; and Rice’s Sel. from the same, 1870, 
No. 89. 

6. Thrice holy God, of sovereign might. By 
C, Singleton, in his Anglican H, Bh., 1868. 

Other trs, are :— 
1, O threefold holiness and might. W. Palmer, 1845. 
2, Thrice blest, thrice mighty Deity. J. D, Chambers. 

1857. (J. J.J 

Tersteegen, Gerhard, s. of Heinrich 
Tersteegen (otherwise ter Stegen or zur Btiege), 
merchantat Mors (Meurs), in Rhenish Prussia, 
was b. at Mors, Nov. 25, 1697. His parents 
intended that he should become a minister of 
the Reformed Church in Germany. His father 
however d. in 1703, and his mother found that 
after giving him a thorough classical training 
in the Latin school at Mérs sie was unable to 
afford the cost of his University course. He 
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was ncconlingly apprentiond, in VINA, Wis 
brother-in-law, & merchant ut Miblhein rm 
the Ruhr, and in 1717 started in busines 
his own account, at Mihibein, As be ti, 
his time much broken wp, and his opysetuitis 
of meditation few, he gave up his busines i 
1719; and, after « shots trial of linen seven 
took up the easier and much more lost 
occupation of weaving silk ribbuna Dury 
the years 1719-24 he passed, through 
of spiritual depression, at the end of s! 
his faith in the reconciling gruce of (i 
became assured (wee No. xxxiv. below) 
on Maundy Thursday, 1724, he wrote 
solemn covenant with Gol whieh he: 
with his own blood. Previous to ti) 
before 1719, he had ceased to attend t! 
uury services of the Reformed Chur 
also absented himself from Holy Cor 
on the ground that he could not in 
communicate along with open sinner 
the beginning of 1725 he began \ 
the prayer meetings (styled “U, 
which had been held at Mihliein, 
by Wilhelm Hoffmann, who was 
of theology (licensed preacher) 
formed Church. Tersteegen 
known as a religious teacher 
“Stillen im Lande,” as the atter 
meetings were called, and in \7! 
handicraft in order to devote hin 
the tr. of works by medieval and 
and Quictists, including Maso 
others, and the compo-itior 
books, to correspondence on ri 
and to the work of a spiritur 
“awakened souls.” rom 
death he was supported by a 
come which was subserbe 
and friends. About 1727 a 
between Peete and 
apart as a “ Pilgerhinte? 
kened souls” pas go int 
under the direction of Ter: 
with accommodation for 
retained until about 18 
ever, did not confine him: 
travelled over the A\six 
ings of like-minded ©} 
attention to Elberfeld, 
Crefeld. From WW 
regularly hed J ear 
spiritual kins olk at 
where. From W739 
venticles was strictly 
could not hola meeti 
Holland. Durin 
ahouse which had 
where he preache 
simple medicines i 
resumed his poublix 
he overstrained h 
himself to the sr) 
In 1769, dropsy s 
durance for a scas, 
Mihlheim ( Hoch, 
klopddie. xv. BB4; 
christl. Lebems tm < 
Evang. Kirche, w« 
Up to the ena 

mained outside 
never set w I a Ss 

' death his followe« 
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selves with it, i preparat 5 especially when a less formal jon for the vision of God, are the keynotes of ty pe of religion ens rd prevail therein ishymns. To his intense power of realising the un- «or ersteegen’s public add aa a seen, his clear and simple diction, and the evident sin- tween 1753 ge addresses given cerity with which be sets forth hi. own Christian expe- th 3 and 17 reports were taken of | rience, his bymns owe much of their ttractiveness and =o. eer by im —— Baring ia hayt egy: they did ae come much ree of « . onaRe nto use except UK e Harfenspiel, as above, and Seon tom Pigg bi Sieg &s Geistliche Brosu- | they did nor meet the testes couples during the titer + 8 flerrn Tisch gefallen, &c. Sevenof | Rationalistic period. But since Bunsen in his Versuch, aan oF been tr. b 8. acksou as Spiritual a and — his ae ms wll brought his 2 ard rom the ‘a a 7 p YMns once more into notice they have nh received in @<Aditicn he pub. in ie w ecllectton of Gare -scniges Sa te ac areen mare all the Goresan hymn ce LY eo der Wahrheit. A large wumber of his ©Ffrman letters were pub. in 1773-5, at Solin- 

portant, and in 1769-73, thirty- 

among the Lutherans as well ss among the Ke- 
formed, the most popular of all being bis * Gott ist Begenwhrtig " (p. 443, ii.). 5 pin > und of his Dutch letters, at Hoorn, in A number of Tersteegen’s hymns are noted cae under their own first lines (sce Index of Authors ot rsteegen’s most important hymnological So was his Geistliches Blumen-Gartlein, of or ich Maatiy editions were published, details of the morc important of which we subjoin. 

“a Ist ed. was pub. in 1729; 2nd, 1736; 3rd, 1738; tr 745 ; Sth, 1751; sth, 1757; Tth, 176s; and the sth in i Ciecds. 1-4, 6, pe. by pry ok at Frankfurt and ms Hate : 5. 7. 8, by Schmitz, at Solingen.) Of these eds. We oyal Library at Berlin has the 2nd and 4th, and the 
e Library has the lst and 3rd. The Sth is In 

Ber im the possession of Professor Ur, Kleinert, in rlirs. No copy of the 7th ed. has been accessible to the present writer, but be possesses a copy of the sth ed., 1778, which professes to be s reprint of the 7th ed, So far asthe hynins proper are concerned the dates at which 
they appe ared in the successive editions (the numbers in cach case being as in Bk. fii, of the ed. of 1768 , are as follows: The 1729 has Nos. 1-28, 107-111; the 1735, 
1-58, LO7—111 ; the 1738, 1-65, 107-111; the 1745, 1-84, 106-1115; the 1751, b-O!, 106-111; the 1757, 1-93, 106~ 
1115 the 1768, 1-111. In Dr. Kleinert’s copy of the 1757 ed. the additional hymns of the 1768 ed. are appended in the sha of several separately printed —— but none o these seem earlier than 1760, far as the 
shorter pieces of the Alumen-Girtlein are concerned, the 
1729 has 220 pieces in Bk. 1., 220 io Bk. fi., and 60 in Bk. iii-, amd the bymns proper in Bk. iv. In the later 
eds. Bks. i., ii., are united and enlarged; and eo ¢. the 
1738 ed. has 513 in Bk. i., and 120 in Bk, ij., while the 
1768 ed. has 584 in Bk. i. and 120 with en Appx. of 16 
im Bk. ii. “Phe 1729 ed. does not contain the #rommen 
Lotteric. This was ist pub. separately at Elberfeld, in 
1732, with 235 ** Lots,” and added to the later eds. of the 
Hlumen—-Gdartlein, the 1134ed.,, e.g. containing 244 aphor- 
isms or ** [.ots,” and the 1768 ed. containing 381. Inthe 
most accessible recent ed. of the Slumen-(irtlein, viz, 
the sterewtype ed. pub. 5! J. F. Steinkopf, of Stuttgart 
6th ed., 1479), n os, 585-606 in Bk. i., the Ar- 

liche Werse der Madame Guion, appended to Bk.ii. 
(ist puto. separately in 1749), Nos. 113-122 in Bk. ili., 
nor Os. 362—412 in the Frommen Lotteric, are in any of 
the firsé eigght editions; and some of these pieces are cer- 
tainly neitber criginals nor trs. by Tersteegen. : 

The bhyrnn- book used at the meetings of Hoffmann and 
Tersteegen bas often been as Tersteegen's. The 
lst ed. appeared at Elberfeld, in 1721, as Joachimi 
Neandrt verrnehrte Glaubens- und Liebes-Ubung . . . 
nebst cinmem Anhanyg, &c., and was ed, a Adolph Weber 
of Haan, near Elberfeld. The and (Duisburg, 1736), 
3rd (Muisburg, 1747), 41h (Solingen, 1760), and Sth (So- 
ligen, 1768) eds. were edited by Tersteegen, the title 
being enlarged in 1760 »s Gott-geheiligtes Harfen-Spiel 
der Kinder Zion, &c. These eds. contain many 

hymns b ‘Tersteegen. but none of the hymns of the 
Blumen-Gdrtlein seem to have been first pub, therein. 

Tersteegen ranks as one of the three most 
important hymnwriters associated with the 
Reformed Church in Germany, the other two 
being F. A. Lampe (p. 636, 4i.), and Joachim 
Neander Cp. 799, i.). 

He is however more closely allied, both as a M 
and as a Poet, with Johann ea 1004, ii.), than 
with either of his co-religionists, a almost eqnuls 
Scheffier in wer of expression and beauty of form, and 
if Scheffler more pictorial grace, and a more vivid 
imagination, Te has More definiteness of teach- 
ing, @ firmer grasp of the Christian verities, and a er 
«<\earness in exposition. Inner union of the soul with 
God and Christ, the childlike simplicity and trust which 
this brings, renunciation of the world and of self. and 
dally endeavour to live 4s in the presence of God and in 

and Translators). They appeared, almost all 
for the first time, in the sucecssive editions of 
his Geistliches Blumen-Gartlein, viz., in the 
Ist ed., 1729; 2nd ed., 1785; Brd ed., 1788; 
4th ed., 1745; 5th ed., 1751; 6th ed., 1757; 
7th ed., 1768; and in each case (after 172¥. 
See above) in the Third Book of that work. 
Those which have passed mto English and 
are not noted elsewhere, are as follows :— 

i, Freue dich, du Kinder-Orden. Christmas. In 
the 5th ed., 1751, as above, Bk. iii, No. 87, in 
6 st. of 6 L., entitled “Christmas Day's awaking 
for the Children.” Repeated in Bunsen’s Ally. 
G. B., 1846, No. 47, omitting st. ii, 7. as :— 

Little children, God above. ‘This is a free tr., 
omitting st. vi., by Mrs. Bevan, in her Songs of 
Eternal Life, 1858, p, 78 Her trs. of st. i., 
ii, v. are in Dr, Pagenstecher’s Coll., 1864. 
Another tr. is: “Children rejoice, for God is come to 

earth.” By Miss Dunn, 1857, p. 30. 

fi. Jedes Herz will etwaslieben. Lore tu Christ, 
In the 4th ed., 1745, us above, Bk. iii, No, 70, 
in 8 st. of 4 1, entitled “The Soul wishes to 
take Jesus as her best Beloved.” Repeated in 
the Harfen-Spiel, 1747, as above (ed, 1768, 
No, 544). Tr. as:— 

1, The heart of man must something love, This 
isa and full tr. by S. Jackson, 1m his Life 
of Tersteegen, 1832 (1857, p. 426). Repeated 
in full in Leifchild’s Orig, Hys., 1842. A cento 
beginning with st. ii, “Though all the world 
my choice deride,” is in Spurgeon’s 0. 0. H. Bh., 
1866, and also in the Plymouth Coll, 1855, and 
other American hymnals, 

2. Something every heart is loving. A full and 
good tr. by Mrs. Bevan, in her Songs of Eternal 
Life, 1858, p. 58. Repeated, abridged, in the 
Eng. Presb. /’s. § Hys., 1867; Hatfield's Church 
H. Bh., N. Y., 1872; Hys, & Songs of Lraise, 
N, Y., 1874, &e. 

iii. Jesu, der du bist alleine, Communion of 
Saints. In the 2nd ed., 1735, as above, Bk. iii., 
No, 43, in 11 st. of 6 1., entitled “ Prayer on 
behalf of the brethren.” Previously in the 
Hesse-Homburg @. B., 1734, No. 1461, and evi- 
dently as early as 1731, for in that year Ter- 
steegen quotes part of it in one of his letters 
(see (Goebel, as above, iii. p. 347). Repeated in 
the Une. Z. &, 1851, No. 318. Zr. as: — 

Jesus, whom Thy Church doth own. By Miss 
Winkworth, omitting st. iii, in her Lyra Ger., 
2nd Ser., 1858, p. 99; repeated, omitting the 
trs. of st. v., vii, in her C. B. for England, 1863, 
No. 106. The trs. of st. i., ii, iv. are included 
in the Ohio Luth, Hyl., 1880, 

iv, Jesu, mein Erbarmer! hire. Lent cr Peni- 
tence. In the 2nd ed,, 1735, as above, Bk, iii., 
No. 41, in 12 st. of 6 1, entitled “In outward 
and inward sufferings and Temptations.”  Pre- 
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viously in the Hesse-Homburg G. B., 1734, No. 
1664. Auch, vi. 50, speaks of it as written be- 
fore 1724. In the Elberfeld G. B., 1857. 7r. as:— 

In full, by 
Miss Winkworth, in her Lyra Ger., 2nd Ser., 
1858, p. 133, repeated, omitting st. ii.-iv., ix., 
in her C. B. for England, 1863, No. 109. In 
her Christian Singers, 1869, p. 298, she gave 
st. ii, v., vi, beginning “Lost in darkness, 

Jesus, pitying Saviour, hear me. 

girt with dangers.” 
v. Nun so will ich denn mein Leben. Se/f-Sur- 

In the 2nd ed., 1735, as above, Bk, iii,, 
No. 37, in 10 st, of 6 1. entitled “ Thorough re- 

Pre- 
viously in the er aparns » G. B., 1734, 

nv. L, 8,, 1851, 
No, 718. According to Koch, vi. 68, it was 
originally in 9 st., and st. 10 was added at the 
suggestion of his friend Wilhelm Hoffmann (see 

render. 

solution to give oneself wholly to God,” 

No. 960, in 10 st. Also in the 

above), Zr. (omitting st. ii., iii, vi., x.) as:— 
1, Lo! my choice is now decided. By Miss 

Cox, in her Sacred Hys. from the German, 1841, 
p. 125 (Hys. from the Ger., 1864, p. 215, altered), 
Her ¢trs. of st. viii., ix., vii., altered and begin- 
ning, “ One thing first and only knowing,” are 
repeated in Hedge & Huntington's Hys. for the 
Church of Christ, Boston, U.S., 1853, 

2. Now at last I end the strife. By Miss Wink- 
worth, in her Lyra Ger., 2nd Ser., 1858, p. 165, 
repeated (omitting the tr. of st. viii,), 1s No. 131, 
in her C. B, for England, 1863. 

vi. O liebe Seele! kénntst du werden. 
Childlike Spirit, In the Ist ed., 1729, as above, 

- Bk. iv., No. 7, in 18 st. of 41., entitled “ Picture 
of Christian childhood.” Repeated, abridged, in 
Bunsen's Versuch, 1833, No, 824. It is a beau- 
tifal description of ideal childhood. 7+, as :— 

Boul! couldst thou, while on earth remaining, 
By Miss Cox, omitting st. ii-iv., ix., xi, xv., in 
her Sacred Hys. from the German, 1841, p. 113, 
Her ¢trs. of st. i., xvii., xviil., were repeated, 
altered, in Hedge & Huntington’s Hys. for the 
Church of Christ, Boston, U.S., 1853. In Miss 
Cox's Hys. from German, 1864, p. 197, it begins 
“‘Soul, while on earth thou still remainest.” 

Other trs. are: (1) ‘* Wouldst thon, my soul, the secret find.” By B. Fortescue, 1843, p. 47. py 
0 By Miss “ Dear soul, couldst thou become a child,” 

Winkworth, 1855, p. 22. 
vil. Siegesfirste, Ehrenkinig, Ascension. In 

the 2nd ed., 1735, as above, Bk. iii., No. 54, in 
7 st. of 8 L, entitled “ Prayer to Jesus on His 
Ascension.” Repeated in the Berlin G. Z, 8, 
ed, 1863, No. 1031. Tr, as:— 

Conquering Prince and Lord of Glory. By Miss 
Winkworth, omitting st. ii., in her Lyra Ger., 
2nd Ser., 1858, p. 48. In her C. B. for England, 
1863, No, 63, considerably altered; a tr. of st. 
ii. being added, and the trs. of st, jii., iv., omitted, 
This form is repeated in the Pennsylvania Luth, 
Church Bk,, 1868. 

viii. Wie gut ists, wenn man abgespehnt. Lent 
or Self-Renunciation. In the 1st ed., 1729, as 
above, Bk. iv., No, 21, in 9 st. of 6 L, entitled 
“ Of the sweetness of the hidden life of Chris- 
tians.” = 7. as :— 
How sweet it is, when, wean’d from all. ‘This 

is a good and full tr. by S. Jackson, in his Life 
of Terstecgen, 1832 (1837, p. 417), His trs. of 
st. i., iii, v., ix. are repeated in the Christian 
Hyl., 3rd ed., Adelaide, 1872, No, 225, 

Other hymns by Tersteegen which have 
be. n re udered into English are -— 

The 
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ix, Ach Gott, ha tech 
Vanity of Karthly Things, 
above, Bk, ili, No. Wa, in 4) 
the supplemental Hymns « 
6th ed. (see above). Ty, ngs 

t to ‘se Mar) 
~~ Kiant ich hin ei 

Tr, as(t) "Ob! could Lt) 
1859, p. 134. (2) * Ab, cou 
Durand, 1873, p. 11. 
xi. We , ‘teen, 

the Lst ed., 1729, as above, 2 
The trs. are (1) “Thou Al 
By Miss Warner, Inds, p. | 
Ages, Boston, U.S,, 1465, } 
love unshaken."” In the & 
463, signed “B.A” Le Joo, 

"By br. J. F. Hor, 
bach's Hist. of the Churei 
N. Y., 1869, vol. 1 Pp. 142. 

xii, Bald endet sich mei 
In the th ed., 1768, as atx 
of Sl. Previously in the « 
to some copies of the 6th 
not By Lac 

xiii. Beelen! 1 
4th ed., 1745, as above, i 
= tra. are (1) “* Yeslee 

carnal ¢ase.” By 8, 
teegen, 1832 (1837, p. 415 
God awakened.” by La 

xiv. Das dussre Sonr 
the Ist ed., 1729, as abo 
41, Tr. as (1) “The \ 
high.” By HW. J. Bucko 
sunlight now is there.” 

xv, Das Kreuz ist de 

xvi. Die 
Garten. On the Grac 
Tth ed,, 1768, as above 
It is one of the supple 
cupies of the 6th ed. 
Jesu's garden have a | 
of Tholuck’s Stunder 
flowers, in my Lord 
Menzies in his tr. of 

xvii. Die Liebe wi 
secration. In the a1 
&,ingst.of 51. 
part—desire.” By J 

xviii, Fiir dich ea 
secration to Christ 
Bk. ili., No. 98, ims, 
is that in Gossner’ 
Berlin G. L. S., ed. 
sists of st. iv.—vi., i 
bete an die Macht 
strain’d by love so 
the British Herald 
Praise Bk., 1872, 
might of loving.’* 
British Herald, S« 
Praise Bk., 1872, 

xix. Grosser G< 
gence. In the at 
in 16 st. of 4 1. 
being.”” By Lad. 

J 4 
Chéren. Christy 
Bk. lii., No. 29, j 
ed. 1863, No. 16 
rejoice ye with ) 
Sept., 1566, p. 

xxi. Jesu, de: 
ed., 1729, as ab 
as ** Jesus, w lic 
p. 92. 

xxii. Jesus-} 
Jesus. In the 
in # st.of 8 1. 
1734, No. 351. 
name.” By s_ 
(1837, p. 415). 

Lieb . wo 

tion to the Wrers 
Bk lii., No. 1%, 
sweet belowed 
p. i4. Of this 
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2 ao Jj, Mountain's Hys. of Consecration and Faith, 
ill of God, all ot perfect.” wawed, teres od, sweet and ct.” By Lady 

Pg Sinn, Lent. Turning to God. 
ee — yy ee = iv., No. 25, in 6 st. of 

: Tr. as“ who ire Doth de ply taru away.” By Afiss Warne, 1869, p. 30, is : =v. Mein . Gott, mein wahres Leben. 
~ ~Dedication, In the sth ed., 1751. a8 above. Bk. iil., 
ie n anon 3 at. ot ot Tr. as‘**My tiod, my God, my Yinet" 8. a! 9 

ixse3a2 (1837, p. aia. en en TAR ree x 2Vvi. Herz, ein Eisen grob und alt, Cross and 
77" s0elation, in the 6th ed. 1757, as above, BK. lil 
7S 92, in 8 st. of 61. Tr. as ‘A rough and shapeless 
oe of iron is my heart.” By Lady Durand, 1873, 

2&2 vii. Mein’n ersten Augenblick. Morning. Inthe 
. ha ed., 1729, as above, p. 231, in 2 st.of 61, Tr. as 
cio” sch moment [turn me.” Thisis No, 692 in pt. i. of 

“-  .Horavian HH, Bk, V154 (marked as from * Ein’n 
J «den Augenblick “"). 
1 xviii. Nun lobet alle Gottes Sohn. Praise to Christ. 
™ the 4th <«d., 1745, as above, Bk. iil., No. 84, in # st. 

«or 61. Tr. as “Give glory to the Sou of God.” By 
“rs. Bevan, 185%, p. 7. 

=xix. O Seau, Ks , hoch guehren, Sel/-surrender, 
Im the 2nd ed., 1735, a8 above, Bk, ili., No, 34, in 12 st, 
ef 41. Previously in the Hesse-Homburg G. #., 1734, 
No. 962. Tr. as “0 Jesus, Lord of majesty.” By Miss 
“ ee 1858, p. 156. 
=x. gehts von Schritt zu Schritt. For the Dying. 

In the 4th ed., 1745, a5 above, Bk. ili, No. 73, in tes 
of 4 i. Tr. as ** Thus, step by step, my journey to the 
Infinite.” By Lady urand, 1473, p. 105, 
cei. So ist denn doch nun abermalein Jahr. New 

rear. Ite the ith et., 1768, as above, Bk. ili., No. 97, 
im 7 st. of 4 1., entitled Sincere disposition on New Year's 
Day or on one’s Birthday, and with the note: * This I 
wrote for my birthday, when I was 63 gener old, and 
then the first live ‘So ist dann auch mein ones 
Stuffenjabhr.”"" It is one of the supplemental — 
pe ruta ed to some copies of the 6th ed., 1757. - a 
“* Thus, then another year of pilgrim-life.” By Lady 
Durand, 1&73, p. 73. 

xxxii. Sollt ich nicht sein. Crvss and Con- 
solattion. Im the ist ed., 1729, as above, Bk. iv., No, 17, 
in 8 st. of 4 1. Tr, as “Should I not be meek and still.” 
By Afrs. Bevan, 185%, p, 45, 
xxiii. Von allen ab. Turning to God. In 

ed... 1751, as above, Bk. fil., No. #6, in 9 st. of 
** From all created things.” By Lady Du- 

vyand, 1873, 
xi 

- 100, 
ww. Wie bist du mir so innig gut, The Grace of 

CAritiast. Im the 2nd ed., 1735, as above, Bk, iil, No. 39, 
in 14 st. of 4 1. Previously in the Hease-Homburg @. 4#., 
1734. Ne. 1120. In Bunsen’s Versuch, 1433, No, 757, 
and Krapp’s £v. L. S., 1837 and 1565. Written in 1724 
at the close of his time of spiritual des y. “This 
state of spiritual darkness continued five years; until at 
length whilst ona journey toa neighbouring town, the 
day-spring from on high in visited bim; and the 
atoning: mercy of Jesus Christ was made so deeply and 
convincingly apparent to him, that his heart was set 

eutirely at rest. On this occasion he composed that bean- 
tiful hyvrmn, a se S. Jackson’s Life of Tersteegen, 

ed. 18237, p- 7). . as * How gracious, kind, and good, 

My reat High Priest art Thou” (st. 1.-v.), No. 74 in 
Dr. Peirchila’s Original Hys., 1842. 
xxxV. iederum ein Augenblick. The Flight of 

Time- In the Ist ed,, 1729, as above, p. 232,in 61. In 

the 7th ed., 176%, Bk, lil, No. 109, in 2 at.of 61 Tr. 
as (1) ** Of my Time one Minute more.” As No. 601, in 

t. i. of the Moravian H, Rk, 1154, (2) “One more 
hying moment.” By Lady Durand, 1873, p. 26. 

xxxwvi. Willkomm's, verklirter Gottes Sohn. Faster, 

In the ist ed., 1729, 18 above, Bk. iv., No. 22, in Lo st, 

of 6 1. The form ¢r. into English is that in Bunsen’s 
Versuch, 1833, No, 727, which is st. vil.-x., beginnin 
«<* Verkinrtes Haupt, nun lebest du.” This ts tr. as * 

Gloriovs Head, Thou livest now,” By Miss Winkworth, 
1855, p- 39- Repeated in Schaff's Christ in Song, 14.0, 

The first Book of the Blumen-Giértlein con- 
tains short poems, more of the nature of 
aphorisms than of hymns. In the ed. of 1765 
there are in oll 568 pieces in Bk. i., and of 
these Miss Winkworth has tr, Nos. 429, 474, 
565. 573, 575, 577 in her Christian Singers, 
1869. Others are fr. by Lady Durand, in her 
Imitations from the German of Spitta and 

the Sth 
61. Tr. as 
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a 37 1873, as above, and by 8. Jackson, 
in his Life of Tersteegen, 1832. 

‘Yo the 2nd and later eds. of the Blumen- 
Gartleina coll. ction of aphorisms, entitled Der 
Frommen Lotterie, was appended. This was 
enlarged in the successive eds, till the ed. of 
1768 contained 381 in all, Of these 200 were 
selected and fr. by Lady E, A. Durand, and 
pub. in 1874, as The Spiritual Lottery. A 
selection translated from Gerhard genic Bi 
Frommen Lotterie. (J. M.] 

Thank and praise Jehovah’s Name. 
J. Montgomery. (Ps. cvii.] This version of 
Ps. 107 was given in his Songs of Zion, 1822, 
in five numbers as follows :— 

1, Thank and praise Jehovah's name. 
2. They that mourn in dungeon-gloom, 
3. Fools, for their tran On, Bee. 
4. They that toll upon the deep. 
5, Let the elders praise the Lord. 

In his Original Hys., 1853, numbers 14 
were given as one hymn in four parts, with 
No. 3 altered to “Sinners, for transgression, 
see,” and muking 24 st. of 4 1. in all. The 
most widely u rt is No.1. It is some- 
times altered to “ Magnify Jehovah’s Name,” 
as in the American Baptist Praise Bk., 1871, 
and other collections. {J. J.) 

@avparos vreppuovs. [Xpords -yer- 
varas. | 

That holy rite, that solemn vow. 
E. Osler. pilot Baptism.) 1st pub. in Hall's 
Mitre H. Bk., 1836, No. 107, in 2 st. of 61. 
aud again in Osler’s Church and King, March, 
1837, as the conclusion of an article on 
“ Easter Even.” In 1858 it was adopted by 
the Bap. Ps. & Hymna, No. 711, but the 
stanzas were transposed, st. ii. being placed 
first, and thus opening, “ Baptized into the 
Saviour's death.” In this form it is found in a 
few collections. (J. J.J 

That we might walk with God. 
B. Beddome. ei of the Holy Spirit.) 
This is No. 188 of Beddome’s posthumous 
Hymns Adapted to Public Worship, &e., 1817, 
in 4 st. of 4 lines, and heades * Leadings of 
the Spirit.” In its original form it is not in 
C. U.; but it has supplied the following to a 
large number of Americun hymn-books : — 

1. Heirs of life. This appeared in the Ame- 
rican Prayer Bk, Coll, 1826, No. 2lu, in 3 st. of 4 L, 
Of these st. fii. is from Beddome (st. iv.) ; st. fi, Bed- 
dome (st. ii.) altered; and st. i. new. American autho- 
Titles say that this cento was arranged fe Onderdonk, 
who also wrote st. i. It is in several collections, 

@. "Tis God the Spirit leads. This is composed of st. 
il.-iv. from Beddome, with the alteration of the first line 
only. ita red in this form, anonymously, in Bicker- 
steth's Christian Pralmody, 1833, atm! is in extensive 
use in America. 

Sometimes Beddime’s hymn is dated 1795, 
the year of his death. (J. J.) 

The angel comes: he comes to reap. 
H. H. Milman, [Second Advent.) 1st pub. 
in Bp. Heber’s posthumous Hymns, &e., 1827, 
p. 40, in & st. of 4.1, and again in Dean Mil- 
man's Sel. of I's. & Hys, 1837. 1t is given in 
several modern hymnu-books, nalecing Dale's 
English H. Bk., 1874, and others. (J. J.J 

The apostle slept, a light shone in 
the prison. [Burial of the Dead.) J. D. 
Burns. Appeared in his Vision of Prophecy, 
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&c., 1858, a8 a paraphrase of the account con- 
tained in Acts xii. of the deliverance of St. 
Peter from prison, It was repeated in his 
Poems, 1865, p. 248, in 9 st. of 41., and en- 
titled “ The death of a Believer.” Asa whole 
this hymn is not in ©. U., but the cento for the 
Burial of the Dead, ‘A voice is heard on earth 
of kinsfolk weeping,” in the Hy. Comp., 1876, 
is composed of st, vii-ix, fi J.) 

The ark of God in safety rode. Bp. 
C. Wordsworth of Lincoln. (For use at Sea.) 
Appeared in The Holy Year, 1862, p. 216, in 
20 st. of 41., and entitled, * Prayers at Sea— 
The Sailors’ Hymn.” In later editions it is 
divided into four parts tuus .— 

Pt. i. “ The ark of God in safety rode.” 
Pt. ii. * O Thou Whose way is on the waves.” 
Pt. iii, ** Our bodies are with earthly food.” 
Pt. iv. * The stars will fall, the sun be dark.” 

These parts are in the 1869 Appendiz to the 
8. P.C. k Ps. & Hys., st. vi. of the original 
being omitted. This revision was made by 
the author. In the 8. P. C. K. Church Hys., 
1871, is a ceuto composed of st. i., ii, v., xi, 
XV.~XX. {J. J.J 

high” ae *vTen the bare are 
A T. emptation. ppeared 

in the Olney Hoane 778, Bk. “id. No. 18, in 
5 st. of 4 1, and entitled “Temptation.” It 
was extensively adopted by the older collec- 
tion, but is somewhat restricted in its modern 
use (J. J. 

7 bird tool 7 nite wing. 
J. Montgomery. umility.) This poem a 

. his Poet's Port thio, 1835, 179, a 
3st. of 61, and headed “Humility.” It is 
given as a hymn in several collections, includ- 
ing Martineau'’s Hymns, &c., 1840; the Prim. 
Meth. S. School Union H. Bk., 1879, and others 
in G, Britain and America. {J. J.) 

The chariot! the chariot! its wheels 
roll on fire. H.H. Milman. [Advent.} 1st 
pub. in Bp. Heber’s posthumous Hymna, &c., 
1827, p. 7, in 5 st. of 41. but not included b 
the author in his Sel. of Ps. & Hys., 1837, It 
is in several modern hymn-books, including 
Kennedy, 1863; Snepp's Songs of G. & G. 
1872, &e. (J. J.J 

The Church has waited long. H. 
Bonar. [Advent.] Pub. in the Bible H. Bk., 
1845, No. 299, in 5 st. of 8 1., with the refrain 
* Come then, Lord Jesus, come.” It was re- 
peated in the 3rd ed. of the author's Songs for 
the Wilderness, Kelso, 1850, p. 39, and again 
in his Hys. of Faith and Hoos 1857, p. 31. 
It is in extensive use in G. Britain and 
America, sometimes without the refrain. [J. J.) 

The Church of God lifts up her voice. 
W. C. Diz. ( Easter.) This hymn is based 
upon a tr. in blank verse by Dr. Littledale of 
a short hymn near the end of his fr. of the 
offive of the Greek Church for Euster Sunday, 
as pub. in his Offices from the Service Books of 
the Holy Eastern Church, e., 1863, p. 222, 
and begins in the original Ndeya rd reprvdv. 
Mr. Dix's rendering was made in 1864, and 
pnb. in 6 st. of 51., in the St. Raphael (Bris- 
tol) Hys. for Public Worehip, No, 203, as one 
of six adJitional hymns given at the end of 
the collections, and headed, “Founded on 
translation from the Greek. Written by W. 

THE CHURCH) 

C. D. for St. Raphaels | 
must be prvi je b 

©. 202 {another hymn by 
to No. 203, the present hy: 

The Church's one F 
Stone, (Proceasional for | 
Sg ta u 
ishop Gray's (Capetow: 

the Catholic Fait apni 
Bishop Colenso, was in ¢ 
magnificent hymn. It | 
of historical value, to w) 
is inade in the stanza :- 

“* Though with as 
Men see het & 

By schisms rent 
By heresies di 

Yet saints their 
Their cry gue 

And soon the 
Shall be the | 

The hymn WAS Wrill 
on the ninth article of 
is known in three forms 
was pub. in the autho 
in7 st.of 8 l.,and hea 
Church: The Commu 
the Head of the Bi 
the revised form in 5 
for, and pub. in the 
No. 320 (the form i 
the expanded text | 
1885 fur Provession: 
dral. We give here 
notes in the margin 
of each stanza in 18 
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That she who did not choose 
Came, chosen, at Thy call, 

Never to leave or lose Thee 
Or from Thy favour fall. 

** For Thy true word remaineth ; 
No creature far or nigh, 

No fiend of il! who reigneth 
In hell or haunted sky; 

No doubting world's derision 
That holds her in despite, 

INew in > 
1Ss5. 

Shall hide her from Thy vision, 
Nw Shall lure her from Thy light. 

ew in 8. “* Thine, Thine! in bliss or sorrow, i5Ss5. As well in shade as shine: 
Of old, to-day, to-morrow, 

To all the ages, Thine ! 
Thine in her great commission, 

Baptized into Thy Name, 
And in her Jast fruition 

Of all ber hope and aim, 
St. vi. in 9. ** As sbe on earth hath union 
IS66 5 st. With God, the Three in One, 
w-» Li. 1-4, So hath she sweet communion 
im 18638 ; With those whose rest is won; ll. 5—s With all her sons and daughters, omitted Who by the Master's hand im 1868. Led through the deathly waters, 

in Eden-land. 
St. wii. 10. ** O bappy ones and holy ! 
im 1866; Saad. iva ts aeocn than ie 
Ll. 1-4 Like them, the meek and lowly, 
in 1568. On high may dwell with Thee ; 

There past the border mountains, 
Where, in sweet vales, the Bride 

With Thee, by living fountains, 
For ever shall abide, Amen.” 

A collation of the above text of 1885, with 
those of 1866 and 1868, gives the following 
results : ; 

i. The in all. 
ii. In 1866. line 1 reads ** She is from every,” &c, 
fii. “he same in 1566 and 1885. 
iv... v. The same in all. 
wi., vili., viii. New in 1486. 
ix. Im 1866 and 1564, Il. 1-4 read:— 

** YFYet she on earth hath union 
With God the Three in One, 

And mystic aweet communion 
With those whose rest is won.” 

ix., Hl. S—8, same in 1866, not in 1868, 
St. x»... Hl. 1—4, same in all; ll. 5-#, same in 1866 and 

1885, not im 1868. 

This collation and further reference to the 
full text shew that the 1868 version of the 
“hymn is the finest of the three, and that which 
will live in the hymn-books of the future. 
The use of this form of the text ia most ex- 
tensive rm all English--peaking countries. It 
has also been tronslated into several European 
and other languages. The versions in Latin 
include ‘** Nobis unum est fundamen,” by the 

St. 
St. 
Se. 
St. 

St. 

St. 

Rev. E. Marshall, 1882 (and circulated asa 
ecard) ; and “ Qui Ecclesiam instauravit,” by the 
late I. G.Godfrey-Faussett,in Memoriala, 1878. 

In reference to the fact that this hymn was 
chosen as the Processional at each of the three 
great services at mee pig? Cathedral, at 
Westminster Abbey, and St. Paul's Cathedral, 
when all the Bishops of the Lambeth Con- 
ference of 1888 assembled, the following lines 
were written by Bishop Nelson, of New Zea- 
Janda. ‘They «appea in Church Bells of 
Nov. 30, 1888. 
« Bard of the Charch, in these divided days 

For words of bermony to thee be praise: 
Of love and oneness thou didst strike the chords, 
And set our thoughts and prayers to tuneful words, 
"The Church’s one Foundation thou didst sing, 
Beauty and Bands to Her thy numbers bring. 
‘Through eburch ani chancel, aisle, and transept deep, 

Ln fullest melody thy watch-notes sweep; 
Now in the de-ert, now upon the main, 

in mine and forest, and on citied plain : 
From Lambeth towers to far New Zealand's coast, 

Bard of the Church, thy blast inspires the host.’" 
(J. JJ 
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The city paved with Gold. Bp. W. 
W. How. oo New Jerusalem.) “ Written 
for Church Hymns, 1871. Designed specially 
as 4 counteractive to the merely materialist 
and futurist tone of many of the ordinary 
* Jerusalem’ hymns " (Notes on Ch. Hymna, 
p. lxxxiii.). This is attempted to be accom- 
plished by giving a spiritual meaning to the 
“gold” and “ gates of pearl,” &c., of the New 
Jerusalem, as for instance :— 

* The gates of pearl are there 
In penitential tears, 
ak ver ees sich ; 

We track the ath anions trod of old, 
And lo! the pavement is of guld!” 

is said of the “true kingdom” within the 
man. Although well conceived, and executed 
in style, it has failed to gain attention, 
and is very limited in its use. {J. J.J 
The day is past and gone, Great 

God, we bow to Thee. W. J. Blew and 
J. Ellerton. (Evening.) This is a cento from 
Mr. Blew’s tr. of * Grates, peracto jam die” 
(p. 451, i.), with orizinal additions by Mr. 
Ellerton. Mr. Blew’s tr. appeared in his 
Church Hy. and Tune Bk., 1852-55, in 6 st. of 
41. In 1868 Mr, Ellerton compiled the cento 
for the Nantwich Festival of Choirs. It was 
composed of 4 st. from Mr. Blew’s tr., 3 origi- 
nal st. by Mr. Ellerton, and a doxology, 
thus :— 

i. The day is d gone. Slew, 
li, O when shall thes det encas. mid: 

iil, Where all things shall be peace. Blew, 
iv, Faint are our voices here. #Ulerton, 
¥. Yet, Lord, to Thy dear will. llerton, 

vi. This Thine each soul to calm. #llerton. 
vii. Until at rest beneath. Blew. 
viii. One God, the Father, Son. Dozology. 
In 1869 this cento wus rewritten in 6 st. as 

* The day uf praise is done,” and pub. in the 
Rey. R. Browu- Borthwick’s Supplemental Ay. 
& Tune Bk., and again in his Select Hymns, 
1871. This text was revised by Mr. Elierton 
for the 8. P.C.K. Church Hys., where it 
was given in 1871 as “Our day of praise ig 
done.” In this form it has nothing of Blew’s 
hymn except that the line of tuought is the 
same. It is a hymn of great merit, and ip 
popularity and extensiveness of use it is un- 
equalled by any of Mr. Ellerton’s original 
hymns except his “Saviour, again to Thy 
dear name we raise,” which was ulso written 
fur a Nantwich Uhoral Festival. (J. J.) 
The day, O Lord, is spent. J. M. 

Neale. [Hvening.} Ist pub. in his Hymne 
for Children, lst series, 1842, No. XViil., in 
4 st. of 4. 1., ani given as a daily hymn for use 
at 6 P.M. It is in a large number of hymn- 
books, and usually unaltered, as in Thring’s 
Coll., 1882. In the Cooke and Denton Hymnal, 
1853, No. 199, in 4 st. of 4 1, beginning, 
“Saviour, abide with us,” is a cento, of which 
st. i. and iv. are by Canon W. Cooke, aud 
at. ii. and iii, the corresponding stanzas of 
this hymn, by Dr. Neale. ‘Ihis cento is re- 
peated in the 8. P. C. K. Church Hymna, 1871, 
with the omission of the doxology. [J J.] 
The days of old were days of might. 

Jane E. Leeson. [The Days of Old.) Pub. in 
her Songs of Christian Chivalry, 1848, No. 2!, 
in 4 st. of 6 1, and entitled, “The Days of 
Old.” In Kennedy, 1863, No. 1396, it ia 
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altered to “The ancient days were days of 
might.” It is a plaintive poem mourning 
departed greatness. It in answered by No. 
22, “ Yea, watch und wait a little while,” 
which is entitled “ Rejoinder,’ and is a poem 
of faith in and hope for the future. [J, J.J 

The deluge, at the Almighty’s call. 

THE GLORIOL: 

ses in several Ainerica 
ng The Church Hymnal, 
and in 4 st. in the Prote 
Hymnal, 1871. 
The first sad hot 

Alford. [Annunciation 
in bis Ps. & Hys,, 1844, 

P. Doddridge. [Safety in Christ.) Pub, in | and again in his Year 
Job oan posthumous ed. of dridge’s | 253. Its use is limited 
Hymna, &e., 1755, No. 336, in,7 st. of 4 1., and The foe behind, t 
again in J. D. Humphreys’s ed. of the same, 
1839, No. 362, and in each case with the hend- 
ing, “Noah preserved in the Ark, and the 
Believer in Christ.” In H. W. Beecher’s 
Plymouth Coll., 1855, st. ii., iii. are omitted, 
whilst in the Presby. Ps. & Hya. for the Wor- 
ship of God, 1867, st. vi., vii. are given as 
* Enter the ark, while patience waits.” (J. J.) 

The eternal gates lift up their heads. 
Cecil F. Alexander, née Hum reys, [Ascen- 
sion.] Contributed to the 8. P. C. K. ne, 
1852, No. 62, in 5 st. of 41. In 1858 it was 
ublished in a revised form in Mra. Alexander's 
r Descriptive and Devotional, No. 14, as 

“ The Golden gates are lifted up.” It is in 
C.U. in both forms : but the earlier is the more 
widely used of the two. In addition st. iii., 
iv. are given in the American Unitarian Hys, 
of the Spirit, Boston, 1864, as “ O, ever on our 
earthly path.” (J. J.J 

The fabric of nature is fair. S. Pearce. 
[Puriag Sickness.) This poem, for it cannot 

called @ hymn, unless taken as such for 
private devotion, appeared in A. Fuller's Me- 
motr of Samuel Pearce, 1800, and again in the 
2nd ed., 1801, at the end of the Memoir. It is 
in 15 st. of 41., and entitled “On being pre- 
vented by sickness from attending on Public 
Worship.” It was added to Rippon's Sel. in 
1800, No. 540, Pt. ii., through which it passed 
into other collections. (J. J.J 

The faithful men of every land. 
Cecil F. Alexander, née Humphreys. (Holy 
Catholic Church.) 1st pub. in her Hys. for 
Little Children, 1848, No. 16, in 8 st. of 4 | be 
and headed with the words from the Apostles’ 
Creed, “The Holy Catholic Church.” In 
many instances where the hymn is in C. U. 
the following stanzas are omitted (iv., v.):— 

* All members of one body vast 
* With Jesus for their Head, 
nd Sacraments whereby their souls 
Are born again and fed; 

“ And Bishops good to order them, 
And Priests to train and teach,— 

This is the Holy Church, wherein 
We have our places each,” 

The hymn in full or in part is in several 
collections. J.J. 

The festal morn, my [0] God is 
come. J. Merrick. (Ps. exzii. Sunday 
Morning.) Pub. in his Poems, 1763: and 
again in his Psalms Translated or Para- 
phrased in English Verse, 1765, p. 327, in 7 st. 
of 61, It was given in several of the older, 
and is still retained in a few modern collec. 
tions, but usually in an abbreviated and 
slightly altered form, as in Hattield’s Church 
Hl. Bk. N. ¥., 1872: §. Prout’s Psalmist, 
1878, and others. In the American Prayer 
Bk. Coll " 18246, at. i.-v. were given ns * With 

Joy shall L behold the day." This form ig re- 

M. Neale, (Easter €, 
Easter was pub. in hii 
1854, p. 55, in 12 st. 
modern hymn-books, 
breviated form. It 1 
Greek Canon, and is 
As Dr. Neale tr. the 
John of Damascus, * 
tion” in 1858, and th 
_ in 1854, it is r 
irect source of insp 

St. John, although n 
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The glorious un a Christian ¢ ALontyoneiohons universe around. J. | colt «Ciraian darcer, and Thave calidon Len 
hymn &ppeare.! in the Lette Sy ie | it here is the tune, and it is to be called Leoni.’ “mpiled and Original, de, by E. P tseng | , OB Communicating with the late Rev. Dr. 12d others, 1822, No 899, in 5 ot of 4b 1, | Adler, the Chief Rabbi of the British Empire, Tontgomery’s Clrtetinn Puskeder 1895, No. | ¥e find that this account of the origin of this aT7G, it was given with a slight revision and | 2Y™® is as near the actual facts as possible. the addition of the stanza OThe sasiks ‘the The hymn is a free rendering, with. as Olivers ocean, and the sky "as st. ii. in its revised | PUts it, as decided “a Christian character” 
form of 6 st. The sune text was repented in | 9# he could give to it, of the Hebrew Yigdal or 
hais Original Hys., 1853. In Spu nwa 0, o, | Doxology, which rehearses in metrical form the 
FT. Fk., 1866, st. iv.- vi. of the 1825 text are | titirteen articles of the Hebrew Creed. The 
Siven as * In one fraternal bond of love.” [J.J] Yigdal is supposed to have been composed by 

Daniel ben Jwiah, a Mediwval writer, the date 
Tr. Pe Slory of the Spring, how Sweet. | of whose birth and death is unknown. The 
suntide. 1se7 on ing.) “Composed at Whit- | thirteen articles were drawn up by Moses 
Chain, fc. 19 and Ist printed in the Golden | Maimonides (1130-1205), the first who formu- 
entitled oo} 869,” No. 112, in 9 st. of 4 1, and | Jated the Dogmas of Judaism. [See article 
Newest th a Divine Renewer. * Thou re-| on the Dogmas of Juduism in the Jewish 
im the spit me” Of the cath” ‘Be renewed | Quarterly Review, October, 1888.) The Yigdal 
lyric E 1d it of your mind.’” Itis an exquis-l@ | is contamed in the Hebrew daily Prayer 
Sue a has been somewhat widely used, | Books, and is sung at the conclusion of divine 
poh Tcreopeaa A with the omission of one or more | service on the eve of Sabbaths and Festivals. 

B.. 1 a G, Britain it is in Dale's English | Leoni, or rather Meyer Lyon. was chorister at 
1879. WN ae No. 1143; the Bapt Hymnal, | the Great Synagogue, Duke's Place, Aldgate, 
No. 6292 = ade Broad be : pg - aeveagl bars: coadon, pa ghd the leat comtaey. Leoni 

= ae > i@ | sang ebrew Yigdal to the me now Songs of the Spirit, N. Y., 1871, &. [J.J] gine paper, i known as Leoni. It is still chanted on Friday 
The God of Abraham praise. T. | evening in every Synugogue of the Britis 

Olivera. Praise to and Trust in the God of Empire, and at the family worship in Jewish 
Abraham. Concerning the origin and first homes (Dr. Adler's MS.) 
publication of this hymn somewhutcontlicting | As this hymn, both in its Hebrew form, and 
accounts are in circulation. The most cir- | 88 4 paraphrase by Olivers, is of world-wide 
cumstantial is that quoted by Miller from an | interest, we append (1) The Hebrew Text, 
unauthenticated source. (Singers & Songs, 28 used in the Jewish Synagogues, supplied 
1869, p. 24 5) :— by Dr. Adler, (2) A literal translation, as ap- 
The son of a Wesleyan Minister said a few years pended to the Hebrew text in the printed form 

ago, ** I remember my father telling me that be was | as used in some of the Synayogues, supplied 
once standing in the aisle of City Road Chapel, during a | hy Dr. Adler, (3) the Paraphrase by Olivera, 

| 

conferen i ‘ a i} A Pr preacher, came dovnthm slats bak aries? | aud () The Melody, ax sung in the Jewish 
ve rendered it from the Hebrew, giving it, as farasI Synagogues. : 

i. The Hebrew Text. 

: imweyn Oy ny pe xyN?D * MARCY DVN 733, 
: invan? AAD PR DI 72 * Tam? TT TY THRE 
: invlap woe pwr > + mp WY ANT MDT ND Te 

: IMCD mee pe feed 8732 We IT2? Ho? 
$ imabos inda apy ° ay¥iobad obi sine tan 

: TEM) InPID We * “og Sanz ingsaz Dey 
: inaorny wan RY) ¢ TW AYO? Oetina op add 
: i'2 7OR? WD) by De jepd in? nx nin 
: indard ovmbivd © ing Woy ND Sen pom ND 

: inp WI PZ AIP BBD IND YIM Mpls 
3 inves wa wad into Yoppns tpn ehxd dna 
: invwh yp. vamp nis? amen oy 7R2 Novr 
: inbaa oy suns pn + fron aha Sy mem on 

ii, A literal Translation of the same. 
Extolled and praised be the living God, who exists unbounded by time. 
He is one of unparalleled unity, jnvisible and eternal. 
Without form or figure,—incorporeal,—holy beyond conception. 
Prior to all created things,—the first, without date or beginning. 
‘Lo! He is Lord of the world and alj creation, which evince His greatness and dominion. 
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The flow of His 
No one has a 

THE GOD OF ABRAHAM PRAISE 

ic spirit has He imparted to men selected for His giory. 
in Israel like unto Moses; a propbet, bebolding His embl 

(od has given the true law to His people, by the hands of his trasty 
This law, God will never alter por change for any other. 
He perceives and is acquainted with our secrets,—sees the end of all things at their very 
He rewards man with kindwess according to his work ; dispenses punishment to the 

misdeeds 
At the end of days by Him appointed, will He send our Messiah, to red-em those «bo b 
God, in His great mercy, will recall the dead to life. Praised be His glorious name for ¢ 

iii. The Paraphrase by T. Olivers. 
“ PART THE FIRST. 

1. 
“ The God of Abrah'm * 
Who reigns enthre above; 

Antient of everlasting days, 
And Gid of Love: 

Jenovan Geeat I am! 
By earth and heav'n confest ; 

1 bow and biess the sacred Name, 
For ever bless'd. 

i. 
“ The God of Abrah’m praise, 

At whose supreme command, 
From earth I seek the Joys 

At his tight band; 
T all on esrth forsake, 
Its wisdom, fame, and power; 

And him my only Portion make, 
My Shield and Tower, 

Itt. 
“* The God of Abrah'm praise, 

W howe all-sufficient 
Shall guide me all my happy days, 

In all my ways: 
He calls a worm his friend ! 
He calls himself my God! 

And he-+shall save me to the end 
Thro’ Jesu's blood. 

Iv. 
*“ He by Himself hath sworn, 
: lon his oath ees 

shall, on eagle's w up-borne, 
To heaven ascend ; 

I shall behold his face, 
I shall his power adore, 

And sing the wonders of his grace 
For evermore. 

“ PART THE SECOND. 
. Te 

“ Tho’ nature's strength decay, 
And earth and hell withstand, 

To Canaan's bounds I urge my way, 
ate At ay — 

wat" pass, 
With p oda my A view ; 

And thro’ the howling wilderness 
My way pursue. 

vi. 
“ The goodly land I see, 

With peace and plenty bless‘d ; 
A land of sacred liberty, 

And endless rest 
There milk and honey flow ; 
And of] and wine abound, 

And trees of life for ever grow, 
With Mercy crown'd. 

vin 
“ There dwells the Lord our King, 
Tue Lorp ove RicHrrovswess 

(Triumphant o'er the world and sin), 
The Prince of Peace , 

On Sion’s sacred height, 
His Kingdom still maintains ; 

And glorious with his saints in light, 
For ever reigns. 

vult. 
“ He keeps his own secure, 

He guards them by his side, 
Arrays in garments, white and pure, 

His spotless bride : 
With streams of sacred bliss, 
With groves of living joys— 

With all the fruits of Paradise 
He still supplies. 

“PART THE THIRD. 
IX. 

“ Refore the great Taken-Onxg 
They all exulting stand ; 

And tell the wonders he hath done 
Thro’ all their land; 

The list’ning spl 
And swell the gx 

And the song: 
wont 

x 
“ The God who re 
The archs 

And * Holy, holy 
* ALMIGE 

‘Who Was, an 
* And everimor 

‘Jenova Far 
‘We w 

“ Before the Sa 
The ransom 

O’erwhelm'd at 
For ev 

They kindie ie 

And sound thr 
The s 

“ The whole ' 
Give thank 

* Hail, Farner 
The: 

Hail, Abra 
1 join the 
Might ar 

An 
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THE GOD OF GLORY 

YEUuld use the language of it with any trath, my beart 
Pe 4 little at ease. There was something peculiarly 
1. emn and affecting to me in this hymn, and particu- 
tah. f at this time. he truth of the sentiments | knew 
« euough. Bat, alas! IJ felt that the state of mind 
i *Pressed in it was above mine at the time, and I felt 
ath to forsake all on earth.” 

Phe opinion of James Montgomery as 
©Xpressed im the “Introductory Essay” to his 
Chriwan Peatmist, 1825, is just and discrimi- 
Dating, Had te known, however, that this 
. Noble ode ”” by “an unlettered man” had 
Its inspiration in, and was built up from, 
the metrical form of the Hebrew creed, his 
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astonishment at the result would have been 
somewhat modified. His note is :— 

“That noble ode, page 365, ‘The God of Abraham 
praise,’ &c., though the essay of an unlettered man, 
claims especial tonour. There ts notin our lan 
alyric of more majestic style, more elevated thought, 
or more glorious imayery, its structure, indeed, 15 un- 
attractive; und, on account of the short lines, occa- 
sionally uncouth ; but, like a stately pile of architecture, 
severe and simple in design, it strikes less on the first 
view than after deliberate examination, when its pro- 
portions become more graceful, its dimensions expand, 
and the mind itself grows greater in contemplating it.” 
Preface, p. xxviii- 

iv. The Melody. 
The following melody has been supplied by the Rev, Francis L, Cohen, Minister of the 
rough New Synagogue, Londun :— 

YIGDAL 

PREC ENTOR. Andantino. 

“ LEONI,” 

we 
Mr. Cohen accompanies the me 

“In Leowmi’ss time {t is most unlikely that its [The 
pMeloy's) Sy ‘ogue version was written in score at all, 
for ica carb ledge of the condition of Synagogue muaic 
in * a i leads us to believe it was then sung in 
aoe 2 S20 doubt an improvised accompaniment by 
he “he ack * singer’ (i.e. soprano), who as * meshor- 
ces > *Ccompanying singers) sustained the Hazan, 
pa of th >- give you, however, the most correct 
orm ‘© "Be lody at present in use.”” 

In Mee stion with this hymn and the 
abort ©lody, it may be of interest to note a 
few cts concerning Leoni bimself. Leoni 
js omCtl tyes said to have been the uncle of the 
ele oe Braham, but for this statement 
pias a1 denier egg ohors shone at 

re imme in the Great Synagogue, Duke's 
Bea London. Braham left ‘the synagogue 
for the Stage. Leoni was also a public singer 
either at Drury Lane, or Covent Garden. It 
is id that ‘his voice surpassed that of 
Braham in sweetness and melody. In every 
othe? TESpect he was unsuited for the stace, 
and his @ppearance was a failure. Sub-e- 
quently he became the first qualified chazan 
of the English and German Synagogue in 
Jamaica, Leoni died in Jamaica. (See 
Jewish Chronicle, Dec. 26, 1873.) (J. J-] 
The God of glory walks His round. 

Bp. R. Heber, [Septuagesima.] Pub. in his 
posthumons Hymna. &e., 1827, p. 44, in 6 st, 
of 4 1., and is based on the Parable of the 
Labourers in the Vineyard. It is in C. U. in 
its Original form; as “The God of mercy 
warns Usall,” in Kennedy, 1863; and as“ The 
God of Glory looks around” in others. [J. J.J 

The God of harvest praise, J. Mont- 
omery, (Harvest | The original ms. of this 
4y™MN is dated 1840. From Holland's Me- 
moirs of Montgomery we find that in August, 

lody with the following note :— 

1840, the poet visited the widow of R. C. 
Brackenbury (p. 168, i.), of Raithby Hall, 
Spilsby, Lincolnshire, and that on his return 
pale he wrote this hymn. On reaching 

Sheffield he gave the stanzas to Holland. say- 
ing, * You muy do what you lke with them.” 
Holland adds, “The hint was well under- 
stood, and the authors townsmen had the 
pees of reading his beautiful harvest 

‘mn the next day in the Sheffield Mercury”’ 
(Memoirs, vol. v. p. 407). It was also printed 
in the Evangelical Magazine of Nov. 1840, as 
“ A Harvest Hymn for 1840,” and dated “ The 
Mount, Sheffield, Sept. 1840.” Montgomery 
included it in his Original Hys., 1853, No. 
279, in 7 st. of 71. It is a spirited hymn, and 
in an abbreviated form would be of some 
Value. [J. J.J 

The God of love my Shepherd is, 
‘LPs zriit.) Various versions of Ps. 23, each 
beginning with the same first line are in O. U, 

ese are -— 
1. George Herbert's version, pub. posthu- 

mously in his Temple, 1683, in 6 st. of 41., 
and repeated in all subsequent editions of the 
same. The first stanza is:— 

** The God of love my Shepherd is, 
And He that doth me feed : 

While He is mine and | am His, 
What can I want or need?” 

2. George Rawson's rendering in the Leeds 
H. Bk., 1853, No 26, is based upon the above 
by Herbert, and the first stanza is ;— 

** The God of love my Shepherd is, 
To watch me and to feed; 

Since He is mine and I am His, 
What can | ever need?" 

This text was slightly altered by Mr. Raw- 
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son for the Bap. Ps. & Hya, 1858, and again 
for his Hymna, Verses and Chants, 1876. 

3. G. Ruwson lias a second version of Ps. 23 
in his Hymns, &c., 1876, the opening stanza 
of which is :— 

** My Shepherd is the Living Lord, 
So I can never need ; 

In pastures green 
Still streams between 

. l lay me down to feed.” 

4. G. Rawson's third version in his Hymna, 
é&e., 1876, in 6 st. of 4 L, begins :— 

« The God of love my Shepherd is, 
My gracious constant Guide ; 

J shall not want, for I am His; 
In all supplied.” 

This was given in Thrinz’s Coll, 1882, with 
a new verse by Prebendary Thring in the place 
of Mr. Rawson's st. vy. The latter reads :— 

“ grace astounds my demon foes ; 
rue oll of joy is mine; 

My cup of mercy vvertiows 
With care divine,” 

Prebendary Thring’s substitute is :— 
“« Thon spread’st my table ‘mid my foes, 

The oil of grace is mine, 
My cup with mercy overflows 

And love divine.” 

5. Mr. Rawson, not content with his original 
version, supplied us with the following in 
MS, :— 

* God is m 
The féstal oil is mine ; 

My board is spread, my cup o'erflows, 
By care divine,” 

To our mind Prebendary Thring’s version 
is the most acceptable of the three renderings 
of the fifth stanza. (J. J.J 

e God of Gave ley * grace. 
. Montgomery. ry 0 in Creation. 

Pub. in his Gr nd and other Poems, rar 
. 174, in 10 at. of 4 1., and headed, “The 
fisible Creation.” It was repeated the same 

year in Cotterill’s Sel., No. 331, in 8 st. of 4 1.; 
again in Montgomery's Christian Paalmist, 
1825, No. 520, also in 8 st. of 4 1. (slightly 
altered); und ayain, in the same form, in his 
Original Hymna, 1853. In Kennedy, 1863, No. 
338, st. i, and st. ii, IL. 1-4, are from this hymn 
—the rest of the cento being by Dr. Kennedy. 
The cento begins with the same first jine as 
above. In addition there are in C. U. two 
centos from the original: (1) “ Behold this 
fair and fertile wlobe”’ (st. ii.), and (2) “ How 
excellent, O Lord, ‘Thy Name.” (J. J.) 

The golden gates are lifted up. Cecil 
F. Alexander, née Humphreys. reeset 
Pub. in her Hymns Deseriptice and Devotic 
&e., 1858, No. 14, in 5 at. of 4 1, and repeated 
in later editions. [tis in C, U. in its full form, 
and also as “Thou ait gone up before us, 
Lord,” beginning with sat. ii. (J. J.J 

The great Apostle called by grace. 
H. Alford. (Conversion of St. Paul.) 1st pub. 
in his Ps. & Hys., &c., 1844, No. 79, in 4 st. of 
41, and again in his Yeur of Praise, 1867, 
No. "250. It is given in several hymnals in 
G. Britain and America. [J. J.] 

The ground on which this day we 
stand. J. Montgomery. Ge ying the Founda- 
tion Stone of a Church.) Written for the lay- 
ing of the foundation ree of Holy Trinity 
Church, The Wicker, Siu ffield, erected by the 
Misses Harrison (coipilers of the Weston H. | 

host, His welcome glows ; 

THE KING 0 

Bk.) which took place on 
was written at the earns 
cumbent, though much a 
own wish, as he judge 
he had written envugli 
more to say" (Memuire, 
hymn was inelnded in } 
Hymns, 1858, No. 294, it 

The head that c 
with thorns. T. / 
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given as from tle ISH 
This is not so. It app: 
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The heart of c 
J. Keble. (2nd Su 
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41., and based up: 
of Galilee, the Ge 
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“The silent joy, tl 
“Fathers may hat 
these no other use 
for congregational 

The heathen 
Montgomery. (M 
Sheffield Iris new: 
was the propriet 
April, 1824, in 3 
in Mont good > 
551, an 
No. 256. t as 
modern hymn-l« 

The highes 
H. Alford. [st 
Pa. & Hys., &e.. 
and again in } 
252. It is als 
collections. 

The hour 
J. Logan. [De 
No. 5, in 6 st 
pended to the 
phrases, 17381 
assigned this 
Logan rathe) 
which are in 
The hymn i: 
in G. Britain 

The hou 
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1858. In tl 
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the 1868 App. to H. A. & M, in 6 st. of 4 1, | again in his posthumous Poems, 1847, p. 107, “nd from thence has passed into numerous ! in 4 st.of 4]. It is in a few modern ymon- “Ollections, and usually in an unaltered form. | books only, including the Songs for the Sanc- N r. engl hate vy ar ee thereou in | tuary, N. Y., 1865. (J. J.) ~‘Otes to the 8S. P. C.K. Church Hymna, says | rise truly anil sympathetically, “It may interest pocre as ao ra Me Col ef Powe: qnany to know that the third verse (‘ Perverse | he Dublin 1802 No. 268, in 7 st. of 41 pat nd foolish oft a, wmayed' of this lovely then in his Hymne, &., 1804, and later eda. In 
¥mn, perhaps the most peautiful of all the e latest eds. it was expanded to 8 st. as in that 

countless versions of Psalm xxiii. was the last | of 1853, the addition there being st. vi. It is audible semtence upon the dying lips of the | found in full or in an abridged form in @ “mented muthor. February 12, 1877” (p. 107, large number of hymu-books. oie (J. Jj A fr. of this paraphrase into Latin, by a ae . saad J. P. MM... appeared in Blackwood's Maga-| The Lord Jehovah calls. P. Dod- sine, Feb., 1887, as “ Rex, Rex amoris, ut | dridge. .[{ Warning to Sinners.) This hymn astoris.”” . is Nu. 64, in the p. mss. It is in 4 st. of “4 l, The last and greatest herald of | aid headed, “On hearing God's Voice im- caven’s EFoing. W. Drummond. [St.John | mediately; from Heb. iii. 13.” It has no the Baptést. ‘This in 14 lines is No. 9 of his | date; but being found between one hymn lowers o Zion; or, Spiritual Poema, 1628, | dated “ April 10, 1735,” and another * Jan. 1, Alsoin Zhe Works of ih: 
Hawhornaen, &c., Edinburgh, Janes Watson, | certainty. In Joh Orton’s posthumous edition 171l. It was repeated in Bp. Heber’s post- | of Doddridge’s Hymns, &c., 1755, it was given humoux FZamnes, &c., 1827, p. 131, in 2 st. of | in a slightly ditterent form as No. 309, and 61L,und agemin in later collections. [J. J.J with the entae chunged to * ae ee The Lord ascendeth u ’ Attention to God’s Voice required,” Heb. iii. T. Russe?Z. (Ascension) Pub. fw the Sipe i 15. The sume text and heading were Te- ub. Worn Pee ities tin . “Yor | peated in J. D. Humphreys’s edition of Dod- 
Pr reRip and lrivat Devotion, pub. ‘for | BEBE £3 © 5.3 
thekenefit of the London German ospital, dridge's Hymns, &c., 1839, No. 336. UV. J. Dalston, 1848, in 4 st. of 6]. In 1854st.i,/ The Lord Jehovah reigns, His ii, and &@ thaird stanza by Bp. How, were given | throne is built on high. I. Watts. [Pe. in Morrelt samc] How's Ps, & Hys., No. Sl,each | exloiié.] Although given in his Hys. and 8. stan” beim in 71. This text was repeated | Songs, 1709, Bk. ii., No. 169, as a version of in the S. EO. K. Church Hys., 1871. See | Ps, 148, in 4 st. of 8 1., it did not appear in his folio ed. of the same, 1881, for-note thereon, | Palins of David, 1719, nor in any subsequent and for the ©riginal text. (J. J.] | edition of the same. It is in somewhat exten- pe forgets His wonted grace, | sive use. (J. J.) eke. = [Divine Compassion.} 1st pub, Ligh jn her Poems ‘on 5 ubjects chiefly Dev ilbear The Lord, my Saviour, is my Light. : -.? | Anne Steele. [Ps. zzvii.) Appeared in her Selec oe bcopPy, 80: in. 7 at. of 4 I, and again in | pn, om Bubjecte Chis y Hevotional, 1760, as sone A 8 reprint of her Hymna, 1868. | vol, ii, p. 150, in 15 st. of 41., and again in oe mn bepeys rican hymn-books a part of this D. Sedgwick's reprint of her Hymna, 1863, mother marge ping with st, iv. is given ae A | 1. Gonewick Sel., 1810, Ps. 27, st. i, iv., v., me r Ri -aee forgetful be,” and again in others, xi., xv. were given in an altered form ag « Forget ful, can a mother be ?” [J. J.J Thor. x * Thou Lord, our Guide, our Light, our Way.” i J xd is King; He wrought His | This was repeated in the 1819 ed. of the same, i Feeble, (Christ the King.) “ Com- p- 16. In Kennetly, 1863, No. 260, Cotterill’s itis M the occasion of the Visit of the | form of the text is altered to “O Lord, our rt Ssociation for the Promotion of Guide, our Light, our Way.” {J. J.J Science, to ¢ ‘ be sung in the Parish Church of st. Nicholas, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 1863,” and puts. ,'™ the author's posthumous Miscel- janeous 7 Gems, 1869, in 6 st. of 41. In 

The Lord of might from Sinai’s 
brow. Bp. R. Heber. [ Paasiontide.] Pub. 
in his posthumous Hymns, &c., 1827, p. 60, in Thring’s 7 1882, and others (J. J.J 6 st. of 7 1. as the second hymn for the 6th Sun- The X< : ee é a day in Lent. It has passed into numerous eol- voice, > 74 is King! lift up thy (your) lections in G. Britain and America. (J. J.) 

> pvadier, | Churiet the King.) Pub, The Lord of Sabbath let us praise, 
in his Stary in the East, éke., 1824, p. ty} > e., 1824, p. 50, in 8 st, : haan of 41., ang based upon the w “ : S. Wesley, junr. [Sunday.] Appeared in jig ys ne words * Alleluia | Poems a) yh Occasions, 1736, in 4 st. 
forthe Lord G : ” 
was repeatey sig ie Gee De tek ng of 4.1.; again in J. Wesley’s Coil. of Ps. & 461; in Conder's posthumous Hya. of Praise, | Hye, 1741; and again in Nicholl’s reprint of Prayer, &e., 1856, p. 196. It is sometimes given | the Poems, &c., 1862, p. 364. It was included a’ “The Lord is King ! liftup your voice.” In | im the Church of England collections at an addition there are also centos in C. U. begin- | ©@tly date; and is found in its original form ning (1) “The | ord is King! Child of the | @ several modern collections, including the dust” (st, iii.), and “He reigns! ye snints, 1875 ed. of the Wes. H. Bk., No, 950, In exalt your strains.” Through these various | me hymn-books, as Mercer and others, it is forms this hymn is in extensive use. (J. J.) | Siven as aie the Sabbath, Thee we : raise.” The well-known e — 
The eS my Shepherd, He makes prai 1own couplet: 

“ '— a s k j 5 
me repose. W. Knox. (Ps. zxziii.) Ap- “Twas greater to recess —! peared in his Songs of Israel, &c., 1824, and concludes this hymn, (J. J.J 

4H 

iliam Drummond of 173},” we may date it circa 1736 with tolerable _ 

ee) 

* 

oe 

med 



1154 THE LORD SHALL COME 

The Lord shall come! the earth 
shall quake. Bp. R. Heber. [Second Ad- 
vent.) Of this hymn there are three forms in 
C. U. as follows :— 

1, The Lord shall come! the earth shall » This, 
the original form of the hymn, was given in 5 st. of 41. 
in the Uct. number of the Christian Observer, 1411, a4 
a hymn for the ith 8. in Advent, In its original form 
it is not inC.U. In the 1815 Appendiz to Cotterill's 
Sel., st. i.-iil. and ¥. were given in an altered form as 
No. 240, In the sth ed, of his Sel., 1819, No, 196, Cot- 
terill restured st. iv. in an altered form, This form of 
the text was repeated in J. Montgomery's Christian 
Psa/ mist, 1825, No. 310, and is given in several modern 
hymnals including the Leeds H, Bk, 1853; the Bapt. J’, 
a Hys., 1854; the People's H7., 1867, and others. 

2. The Lord will come, the earth shall quake. This 
revised form of the hymn appeared in Bp. Heber's post- 
humous Hymns, &o,, 1827, p. 5. Lt is in extensive use 
in most English-speaking countries, and is by far the 
most popular furm of the hymn. Usually the text is 
unaltered as in the Hy. Comp., 1876. 

3. The Lord will come; the earth shall quake. In 
Murray's Hymnal, 1952, the 1427 text was given with 

. slight alterations, and the addition of a doxology. In 
Chope's Hymnal, 1857 and 1864, st. i.-fii. of Bp. Heber’s 
1827 text, olny altered, were given with a new stanza 
beginning, “ O King of Mercy, grant us power,” and the 
doxology as in Murray’s Hymnal, 1852. This arrange- 
ment of the text, with slight variations, is No. 111 in 
Thring's Coll,, 1882. 

In other hymn-books there are variations 

THE MORN 

“ Thy grace anc 
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port,” Ist pub. in tie 
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“« Goudne: 

shall 
_ And in 

my ¢ 

The version p 
from the above forms of this hymn. These | of this, the var 
variations can be tested by the works already 
named. Of Bp. Heber’s 1827 text a render- 
ing into Latin is given in R. Bin ham’s 
Hymno. Christ. Latina, 1871, as “ Adveniet 
Dominus! Tellus tremefacta labascat;” and 
another of the same text in H. M. Maogill’s 
Songs of the Christian Creed & Life, 1876; 
as “ Deus veniet; ,trementes.” {J. J.] 

The Lord will happiness divine. W. 
Cowper. (Lent.] Pub. in the Olney Hymna, 
1779, Bk. i., No. 64, in 6 st. of 41, and en- 
titled “The contrite heart.” It is in a large 
number of hymuals in G, Britain and America, 
and is specially suited for private use. (J. J.) 

The Lord’s my Shepherd, I’ll not 
want. Scottish Psalter, 1650. (Pa. xziii.). 
We have selected this for treatment as a 
specimen of the so-called Seotch Version, 
seeing that it is the most familiar of all in 
Scotland; and is also included in many 
English and American hymnals of the present 
day. It is founded on the version by Francis 

His Ist ed. of 1641 has not been 
accessible, but the text of his 1643 ed. is here 
quoted from Dr. Laing’s Letters and Journals 
of Robert Baillie, vol. iti., 1842. 

“ My Shepheard is the living Lord, 
and he that doth me feed; 

How can I then lack anything 
whereof I stand in need. 

“In pastures green and flourlahi 
 aycarte me down to lye: = 

And after drives me to the streames 
which run most pleasantly. 

“ And when I feele my selfe neere lost, 
then home he me doth take; 

Conducting me in bis right paths, 
even for his owne Names sake. 

“ And though I were even at death's doore, 
yet would I feare none ill; 

Thy rod, thy staff do comfort me, 
and thou art with me still, 

“ Thou hast my table richly stor'd 
in presence of my foe ; 

My head with ofle thou dost anoint, 
my cup doth overflow. 

IL 2-4, and at. i 
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THE MORNING FLOWERS THE RACE THAT LONG 1155 
The 1825 text was repeated with slight | Martineau’s Hymne, &c., 1878, No. 378, as “Q y gations in Montgomery's Original Hymns, | God, most merciful and just.” (J. J.J 3, No. G1, and is that usually given in the The race that long in darkness 

hymn-books both in G. Britain'and America, a “al : pined. J. Morisiom. (Epiphan -] This fine t 
umes the text is abbreviated. J. 9] hymn appeared ax No. 19 in the Draft Scottish 
The morning flowers display their | Translations and Paraphrases, 1781, as a 

=Weets. as. Weasley, jun. (Death.]) A . f Tenia ix. £-8 thus” Peared in David ‘Lewis's collection L inh. version of Isaiah 
“*laneous F’oems, 1726; in Wesley’s Poems On Several Occasions, 1736: and in the 1862 reprint of the same, 1862, p. 81, in 6 st. of In the Poenis it is headed “ Verses on Isaiah x1. G, 8. Oceasioned by the death of @ Youug Lady.” It was also given in the Wesley Hys. and Sac. Poems, 1743, and in the es. H. Bie -» 1780, No. 44 (ed. 1875, No. 46). It isin extensive use in G. Britain and America. 

(J. J.) 
The morning stars in concert sang. J. Eatpomeer, - [i vatee, Written for the Shefiedd Sum y School Union Whit Monday gathering of 1849, and printed on a broad sheet for wase on that occasion, In Mont- gomery's Orginal Hymns, 1853, in 6 st. of4 1, it is giverm ** Bor the Opening of an Sh idl 

(J. J.J 

ee. 

a 

I 
* The race that long In darkness pin'd 

have seen a glorious light ; 
The people dwell in day who dwelt 

in Death's surrounding night. 

. aaa am 

u. 
“ To hail thy rise, thou better Sun! 

the gath’ring nations come, 
Joyous, as when the reapers bear 

the harvest-treasures home, 
1m, 

“ For thou our burden hast remov'd, 
and quell'd th’ oppressor’s sway; 

Quick as the olanghs red squadrons fell 
in Midian’s evil day. 

Warrior urges 
The light’ning’s speed, great Saviour! marks the conquest thou hast won, 

Iv. 
“ Through shrieks of woe, and scenes of blood, 

on; 

¥. 
“ To us a Child of hope is born . 

to us a Son vd adel 
Him shall the tribes of earth obey, 

bim, all the hosts of beav'n, 

for which it is well adapted. 
Th night is come; like to the day. Sir T. Browe ne. arg Ist pub. in the 1642 wl Of his Religio Medici, Pt. ii, § 12 oud 8thuas imtroduced in speaking of sleep :— «It ppd aa iss that death which we may be literally said todie ALY 5 a death which Adam died before his In the public worship ed. issued in that 
tality; @& Aemth whereby we live a middle and mode- eng 

= 
by the Ch. of Scotland, and stil] in use 

ting POINT bene i death, year by ppllboocnan 
Breath —_ € aoe tren hone, plow he re st. iv. was omitted and st. vi, rewritteu thus ;— 

oO ono with Geneg JY Otld, and take my farewell in a cul- 

vr 
“ His name shall be The Prince of Peace; 

the Wise, the Mighty One ; 
With justice shall he rule the earth 

from his eternal throne.” 

v. 
** His name shall be the Prince of Peace, 

“The might is come ; like to the day,” &c for evermore ador'd, extering to 30 lines). “This le the dormitive I take The Wonderful, the Counsellor, ne alate Med no other laudanum than this to the great and mighty Lord, emt sleey, ; after which I close mine eyes in sec , cutene to. : y = ue 
4 rection ene my leave of the sun, and sleep unto 

From the above-named 30 lines, the cento gn cOMMOM wise has been compiled. It is also eometMes given in an altered form as “The gun aT > like to the day,” as in Bap. Ps. & He 1858. Original text in The Camelot Class, Lond. W. Scott, 1886. (J. J. 
The Might is wearing fast awa y. fseomd Advent.) This appeared aap a mously im the Plymouth Brethren’s Hye. for Bk., 1871. Omittin iii, i i ; . ag ‘ § st. ili. it lias been in- the Por of the Kick, 1838, No. 86, in 5 st. of | cluded im the American Baptist Psalmist, 4 }., and “ein in several later collections. In 1843, XK, d ; , 

: . - » Kennedy, 1863, the Baptist Hymnal, The frristian Hyl. (x. D.) it is attributed to 1879, and other collections. It is also found Poems, LSA y? but it is not in his Hye. and in the following forms :— Pert S48 or 1870. In J. Denham mith’s | 1. The race which long in darkness pined. Pratt's New 1*mes of Refreshing, 1888, the author's | coli, 1820; Liverpool Coll., 1641. mame 18 Liven as “ Hoare.” (J. J.J ak: The race long in darkness lay, Urwick’s «5 1829, The Poorest of the poor are we. J. 3, The race that long in darkness walk'd. 8.P. C.K. 
Montgomer, i d 8 U Hymns, 1462: Common Praise, 1879, &e. 

¥- [Ragge chools. | nder the 4 that in ‘. 
ate of Ixqgy aba . » The ness sat, greatly 

«l + Holland says in his Memoirs of | altered version by the compilers of #. A. & M.. 1861, 
Montgomery, yuj, vii. p. 216 :— (No. 61, with an added duxolovy). This jhas been in. # "s nal, 1867, entrance had Zehir and himself} und tat our | Guat! fe arrays Moma han tt mea ° - “ , 2 
scribing & hymn which be bad been Fequested paler 1869, No, 52, is st. i, il., iv., v. of H. A. dé M., and vi, of the 1781—the 1473 ed. (No. 102) givi ot. Vv. near] 

Use of Ragged Schools, On being requested | as in the 1781. In America it = appeared in the ine _— Written, but with such an involuntary accom- — " mporverag ede “ye work 1880. sat. Thring’s Col! 
iaawares of — feeling that we felt more pain than 1842, No. 146, the revised text of 1751 sli htly altered 
Pp ._ 1 the affecting incident. and a doxology by Mr. Thring added ; with st. if. 1.3, 

This hymn is in 9 st. of 41. in Montgomery’s | *- Uil.. and st. iv. 1. Lasin Wd. & i. Original YW ns, 1853. In its full form it is | ,° , Sun of life. American Brut, C. -» but st. ix. vi.—viii, are given in Epls. Jtymnal, 1871, No. 27, beginning with st. ti. 

4E2 

‘* His pow'r increasing stit! shall spread , his reign no end shall know; 
Justice shall his throne above, 

and peace abound below,” 

In the markings by the eldest daughter of W. Cameron [p. 200, ii.}, ascribed to Morison, The revised text of 1781 is included in full and unaltered as No. 85 in lord Selborne’s Bk. of Praise Hymnal, 1868, aud slightly altered as No. 47 in the American Eplzcopal Coll., 1826, and as No. 80 in the Anglican H. ° 



.1156 THE RADIANT MORN 

7. To usa Child of is born. St. iv.-vi. Incladed | 
in England in Curwen’s and various other children’s 
hymn-Looks, and in America in the Andover Sabbath 
H. Bk, bos Robinson's Songs for the Sanctuary, 1865; 
Dutch Reformed H. Bk, 1869; Baptist Praise Bk. 
1871, and various others. ' 

8. Lo! unto us a child is born. St. iv., v. altered in 
Mercer's C. Pt WH. BK, Ox, ed., 1864, No. 417. 

The text should also be compared with 
Watts’s Hymns, 1709, Bk. i., No. 15, * The 
lands that long in darkness lay;” and “The 
prone that in darkness walk’d,” in Miss 
eeson’s Paraphrases & Hymns for Conqrega- 

tional Singing, 1853, No. 45. {J. i 
The radiant morn hath passed away. 

G. Thring. (Afternoon.] | Written in 1864, 
and Ist pub. in his Mys. Congregational and 
Others, 1866, p. Gti; and again in Ins Hys, & 
Lyrics, 1874, p. 137, in 5 st. of 41. It was 
adoptees as the roe hymn of the 1868 
Appendiz to H. A. & M., and lias since then 
been included in numerous collections in G, 
Britain and America. In H. A. & M. it is set 
to special music by Sir F, A. G. Ouseley, Bart. 
This tune is known as “St. Gabriel.” (J. J.J 

The roseate hues of early dawn. 
Cecil F. Alexander, née Humphreys. (Even- 
ing.) Mrs. Alexander has published this 
hymn in two forma as follows :— 

1, The first form appeared in the 8. P. C. K, 
Hymns, 1852, No. 155, as :— 

“ The roseate hues of early dawn, 
The brightness of the day, 

The crimson of the sunset sky, 
How fast they fade away ! 

Ob! for the pearly gates of heaven, 
Oh! for the golden floor, 

Ob! for the Sun of Righteousness, 
That setteth nevermore | 

“ The highest hopes we cherish here, 
Ge fast they sire aad faint! 

How many a spot detiles the robe 
That wraps an earthly saint! 

Oh! for a heart that never sins, 
Ob! for a soul washed white, 

Ob! for a voice to praise our King, 
Nor weary day or night. 

Here faith is ours, and beavenly hope, 
And grace to lead us higher ; 

But there are perfectness and peace, 
Beyond our best desire, 

Oh! by thy love, and anguish, Lord! 
Ob! by thy life laid down ! 

Oh! that we fall not from thy grace, 
Nor cast away our crown.” 

This text was repeated in Mrs, Alexander's 
end of the Golden Prayers, &e,, 1859, p. 139; 

and is also found in a large number of hymn- 
books in G. Britain and America, including 
H. A. & M, the 8. P. C. K. Church Hys., 
Thring’s Coll.. the Hy. = and others. 
Sometimes st. ii., 1. 8, reads“ Nor weary day 
nor night,” ax in H. A. & M. In some collec- 
tions the hymn opens with st. i. 1.5,“ O! for 
the pesrly gates of heaven,” and in others with 
at. ii., “ The highest hopes we cherish here.” 
In Biggs’s annotated ed. of H. A. & M., 1867, 
the full text is rendered into Latin by Lord 
Lyttelton (1866), us, “ Aurorae roseus primi- 
genae color.” 

2. Mrs. Alexander’s recast of this hymn 
appeared in her Hys. Descriptive and Devo- 
tional. For the Use of behools, 1858, No. iv., 
as :— 

“ The crimson of the sunset sky, 
The last guld lines of day 

\iong the mountain's rosy verge 
How fast they fade away! 
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THE SCENE AROUND ME 

in view.” 
original. 

The scene around me disappears. 
J. Mo . (Christmas.) Pub. in his 
Christian Peatmist, 1825, No. 488, in 4 st. of 
7 1, and headed,“ A visit to Bethlehem in 
Spirit”; and repeated, without alteration, in 
his Original Hymns, 1853, No. 52. In Holy 
Song for All Seasons (Bell & Daldy), 1869, it 
“oie Bs “ Fair Bethlehem’s star again a rs,” 
It is limited in use. oo J.) 

The secret of the Lord, From sin- 
ners, &c. [Covenant of Free Grace.) This 
hymn appeared in the Gospel Mag. for March, 
1778, p. 151, in 7 st. of 4 L, headed * Psalm 
xxv. 14,” and signed “Ingenuus.” In Snepp's 
Songs of .G. & G., 1872, st. v.-vii. are given 
as “ The covenant of free grace.” We have not 
found this extract elsewhere. (J. J.J 

The shadow of th’ Almighty’s cloud. 
J. Keble. apayemea Written on Feb. 21, 
1827, and lst pub. in his Christian Year, 1827, 
in 10 st. of 4 if The cento, “Spirit of might 
and sweetness too,” in Kennedy, 1863, begins 
with st. vi. of this poem, the doxology being 
an addition by Dr. Kennedy. In most other 
collections, ux the Wellington College Chapel 
Hymna, 1860 aud 1880, the doxology is “sy. 

The sick man in his chamber. Cecil 
F. Alexander, née Humphreys. eg Sick- 
ness.) This poem in 14 st. of 4 1., was contri- 
buted to Rutherford’s Lays of the Sanctuary 
and other Poems. 1859, p. 89, under the title 
“The Sun of Righteousness.” It appeared 
also in the same year in Mrs. Alexander's 
Legend of the Golden Prayers, 1858, p. 11. 
From it the cento ** The sick man licth weary,” 
in Kennedy, 1863, No. 15, is taken. It is com- 
posed of st. vii., viii., xi.-xiv. (J. J.) 

The Son of David bowed to die. J. 
Anstice. (Easter.]) Appeared in his post- 
humous Hymns, pub. by his widow in 1836, 
No. 15, in 4 st. of 61. It is sometimes given 
in its full form, and at others abbreviated to 
3 st. as in Thring’s Coll., 1882. It is a spirited 
hymn and worthy of more attention than it 
has received. {J. J.J 

The Son of God goes forth to war. 
Bp. R. Heber. (St. Stephen.) Pub. in his 
posthumous Hymna, &c.. 1827, p. 17, in 8 st. 
of 41. It is usually given in an unaltered form 
as in the 8. P. C.K. Church Hymns 1871, and 
is often accompanied by a fine musical setting 
43 in the same hymnal. (J. J.) 

The Son of God in mighty love. H. 
Bonar. [(Christmas.] This hymn is given on 
® 161, ii, as first appearing in Bonar's Mys. of 
Faith and Hope, 1857, in error. It was pun, 
in his Songs for the Wilderness, 1st ed., 1843, 
in8 st. of 4 L, with the heading “The Word 
made Flesh.” It was repeated in his Hys. of 
Faith and Hope, 1857, in the suine form, In 
addition to being in C. U, in its original form, 
it is abbreviated as “In love, the Father's 
sin-less Child” (st. ii); and “Jesus, Whom 
angel-hosts adore.” (J.23 
The Spirit breathes upon the word. 

W. Cowper. (Holy Scripture.) Tucluded in 
the Olney Hymne, 1779, Bk. ii., No. 62, in 5 st. 

THE VIRTUES OF THY 1157 

This begins with st. iii. 3 i l of 41,, and entithd “The Light and Glory of 
(J. J. the Word.” It is in use in its originel form, 

and also as “ A glory gilds the sacred page” 
(st. ii.). In the litter form it is found in a 

large number of hymn-books, especially in 
| America. It is also often found as “ What 
| glory gilds the sucred page!” (J. J.J 

The starry firmament on high. Sir 
R. Gravt. (P's. ziz.] This was given in Lord 
Glenelg’s posthumous edition of Grant's 
Sacred Poems, 1839, p. 28, in 4 st. of 8 L, and 
headed with the following words :— 

** This is intended as a sequel or counterpart to Addl- 
son's hymn, ‘The rinament.’ It corres! spacious 
to the latter portion of the 19th Psalm, as A ‘s 
does to the former.” 

The use of this paraphrase in its full form 
is confined to a few American collections. 
The last stanza, “Almighty Lord, the sun 
shall fail,” is given in Laudes Domini, N. Y., 
1884, as No. 233. (J. J.J 

The sun is set, the twilight’s o’er. 
Bp. E. H. Bickersteth. (Holy jon.} 

ritten in 1869 for the author's LHy. Com- 
panion, in which it was pub. in 1870 in 5 st. 
of 41, It was also included in his Two Bro- 
thers and Other Poems, 1871. Outside of the 
Hy. Comp, ite use is limited. J.J.) 

The Sun of Righteousness appears. 
8S. Weasley, jun. (Easter Day.] Ist pub. in 
his Poems on Several Occasions, 1736, in 4 st. 
of 41, and again in Nicholl’s reprint of the 
sume, 1862. At an carly date it appeared in 
the Ps. & Hys. of J. & C. Wesley, and other 
collections. It has into a limited 
number of modern hymu-books. The fourth 
stanza is noteworthy as being that upon which 
C. Wesley based his st. iii, in “Christ the 
Lord is risen to-day.” The two stanzas are 
as follows :— 
8. Wesley, jun, “ In vain the stone, the watch, the seal 

Forbid an carly rise 
To Him Who breaks the gates of bell, 

And opens paradise.” 
** Vain the stone, the watch, the seal; 

Christ bas burst the gates of hell ! 
Death in vain forbids His rise : 
Christ has open’d paradise.” 

8. Wesley's hymn was given in Bp. Heber's 
—— Hymna, &e., 1827, p. 69, as Anon. 
n a few collections st. iii, iv. aré given as 

“ Alone the dreadful race He ran.” [J. J.] 

The th my God doth hate. C. 
Wesley. a iness Desired.| This cento was 
yiven in the Wes. H. Bk., 1780, No. 331, in 8 
st. of 8 |., and is composed of No. 1240 as at. 
i, and 1232 as at. ii. iii. of his Short Hymns 
on Sel. Passages of Holy Scripture, 1762, vol. 
ii. (P. Works, 1868-72, vol. x., Nos. 1362, and 
1354). Several times it has been pointed out 
that the line (st. iii, 1.5) “Soul of my soul, 
remain!” is evidently taken from Sir Richard 
Blackmore's “Ode to the Divine Being,” 
where we bave the same expression thus :— 

* Blest object of my love intense, 
I Thee my Joy, my Treasure call, 

My Portion, my Reward immense, 
Soul of my soul, my Life, my All.” 

One can hardly thipk that this is accidental. 
This hymn is in several collections in G. 
Britain and America. 

The virtues of Thy saints, O Lord. 
Bp. C. Wordeworth of Lincoln. [St. Mark.) 

C. Wesley. 

ee 
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Ist pub. in his Holy Year, 1862, p. 168, in 14 
st.of 41. In the 1863 ed. of the Holy Year, 
it was divided into two parts, pt. ii. beginning 
with st. ix., * Taught by St. Mark, the Morians 
land.” To this line the following note is 
appended in both editions :— 

“St. Mark was Bishop of Alexandria in Egypt, and 
died there as a martyr, and the celebrated Catechetical 
School which produced Clement, . and other famous 
ancient Teachers of Christianity, bore his name.” 

In the Hymnary, 1872, No. 357 is composed 
of st. viii. of pt. 1, and the whole of pt. ii. 
It begins * Jesu, we praise Thee for his work.” 
The text is altered. (J. J.J 

The voice of one that cries. UH. 
Alford. [Advent.] 1st pub. in his Ps. & Hys.. 
1844, No. 1, in 4 st. of 4 1,, for the Ist Sunday 
in Advent; and again in his Year of Praise, 
1867, for the same Sunday. As a 8. mM. hymn 
it is an acceptable change of metre in the 
Advent hymns. (J. J.) 

The voice that breathed o’er Eden. 
J. Keble. Fre Matrimony.) Written for 
and first pub. in the Salisbury H. Bk., 1857, 
where it was given as No. 187, in 8 at. of 41. 
In the author's posthumous Miscellaneous 
Poems, 1869, it is headed “Holy Matrimony. 
To be sung ut the Commencement of the Ser- 
vice,” and is dated ay 12, 1857." In 
Biggs’s annotated ed. of H, A. & M., 1867, it 
is rendered into Latiu by Lord Lyttelton (1866) 
as“Ille Edenaeas qui Patris Deus.” The 
original is in extensive use, and is one of the 
most beautiful of modern hymns for Holy 
Matrimony. (J. J.) 

The winds of God have changed 
their note. [Easter.] In a volume of verse 
consisting of English spre by H. Vaughan 
and some Latin verses - his brother Thomua, 
put forth by one “J. W.” in 1678 as Thalia 
Rediviva; the Pastimes and Diversions of a 
Country Muse, short poem in 14 |. was given 
under the motto, “The Revival.” In Bell & 
Daldy’s ed. of H. Vaughan’s Sacred Poems, 
&c., 1858, it was repeated at p. 226. From it 
the following lines were taken by the Rey T. 
Darling, and, after being el-borated into 
the hymn, “ The winds of Goi have changed 
their note,” were given in the Ist ed. of his 
Hys. for the Church of England, 1855, and 
continued in later editions :— 

“ Hark! bow the winds have changed their note, 
And with warm whispers call thee ont, 
The frosts are past, the storms are gone, 
And backward life at last comes on. 
The lofty groves in express joyes 
ery § unto the turtle’s voice ; 
And here in dust and dirt, O bere 
The lilies of His love appear,” (J. J.J 

The winds [are] were howling o’er 
the deep. Bp. R. Heber. (Epiphany, 4 8.] 
This hymn in 10 st. of 4.1. was given in the 
1828 ed. of Heber's posthumous Hymne, &c.. a8 
the 5th hymn for the 4th Sunday after the 
Epiphany, and is based on the stilling of the 
tempest, the Gospel for that day (St. Matt. 
viii. 23). The cento “How loug the time 
since Christ began,” in the Leeds HK Bk. 
1853, and several others in G. Britain and 
America is from this hymn. The original in 
an abbreviated form is in several American 
hymnals, including the Plymouth Coil, 1855, 
and others, (Ww. i Ig B.) 
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THEBESIUS, ADAM 

Thebesius, Adam, s. of Peter Thebes or 
Thebesius, pastor at Seiffersdorf near Lieg- 
uitz in Silesia, was b. at Seiffersdorf, Dee. t, 
1596. After studying at the University of 
Wittenberg (11.4. 1617) he was instituted, on 
Nov. 24, 1619, as pastor at Mondschiitz, near 
Wobhlau, and in 1627 became pastor at Woh- 

Finally, in 1639, he was appointed 
pastor of SS. Peter and Paul, the te 
lau. 

church in Liegnitz, and in 1612 he also 
came assessor of the consistory. 

Schlesiens, 1780-89, vol. iv. p. 265, &e.) 
Thebesius was a diligent, faithful and popular preach- 

ns (his wife 
and four childrep predeceased him), and by the misfur- 

lence. He was 
ed vet in 1638, Miifzell, 1458, prints two 

pieces #0 bie." ich, according to Aoch, 

er. He was much tried by family 

tunes of these times of war and 

pieces as his. One of these, wh 
t all his other teal productions, is :— 

is yg el agg tg gtoaser This 
appears in Martin Janus’s Passionale melicum, Gorlita, 

¥ i No. 239, in 7 st, of 8 L, 1663 [Wernigerode Library), 
oe ts as by ** Mf. py te Thebesius,” Included in 

tzell, 1858, No. 314, and in the Berlin G. L. &, ed. 

No, 89 in his Ps, & Hys., 1851. [J M.) 

Thee in the lo bloom of morn. 
H. Bonar. (God in all, and all in God. 
Pub. in his Hys. of Faith and Hope, 3 
Series, 1867, in 12 st. of 4 1. Re in full 
in the Westminster Abbey H. Bk., 1883. [J.J.] 

Thee we adore, eternal Name. I. 
Watts. [Life frail, “ang | unending, or New 
Year.) 1st pub. in his Hys. and Spiritual 
Songs, 1707 (2nd_ ed. 1709, Bk. ii., No. 55), in 
7 st. of 4). It is found in a large number of 
hymn-books in all English-speaking countries. 
The form of the text which is in the most ex- 
tensive use is that given in the Ps. & Hymns 
of J. and C. Wesley in 1738, and continued in 
the revised ed. of the Wes. H. Bk., 1875, in 
which there are four slight changes from the 

The original came into use in the original. 
Church of England through M. Malan’s Ps. 
«& Hys., 1760. In Dale’s English H. Bk., 1874, 
it begins with st. ii., “Our wasting lives ri 
shorter still.” (J. J.J 

Their hearts shall not be moved. 
Jane E. Leeson. [Ps cxxv.] Pub. in her Hys. 
and Scenes g ildhood, 1842, No. 57, in 6 
st. of 61. In the Leeds H. Bk., 1853, No, 
174, st. i-iii. are given in an altered form, 
and opening with the same first line. These 
alterations were made by G. Rawson. This 
text was repeated in the Bap. Ps. & Hys., 
1858, and other collections in G. Britain and 
America, and is that in C. U. (J. J.J 

Theoctistus of the Studium. A monk 
of the great monastery of the Studium at 
Constantinople, circa A.p. 890. Neale calls 
him a friend of St. Joseph. [See Greek Hym- 
nedy, § xvit. 1.) His only work known to the 
lurch is his “Suppliant Canon to Jesus,” 

Which is found at the end of the Paracletice or 
Great Octoechus, a volume in eight parts, eon- 
taining the Ferial Office for eight weeks, 
Frm that canon Dr. Neale compiled a cento 
beginning, "Inco® yAuxutate, and pub. its 
translation, “ Jesn, Name all names above.” in 
bis Hy. of the Eastern Church, 1862, in 6 at. 

He d. at 
Liegnitz suddenly, after a double stroke of 
paralysis, on the evening of Dec. 12, 1652. 
(Kock, iii. 64; 8. J. Ehrhardt’s Preshyterologie 

. Tr. as “ Thou Man of Sorrows, hail!" 
tr. of st. i,. iv., vil., by A. T. Russell, as 
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of 8 1. In 1867 it was included in an un- 
altered form in the People's U.. and subse- 
uently repented in the Hymwnary, the Parish 

ii. Bk., and other collections, $4 the 1889 
Suppl. Hys. to H, A. & M. there is another tr., 
“Sweet Saviour, in Thy pitying id 
(Lent). This was coutributed thereto by the 
Rev. R. M. Moorsom. (J. J.J 
Theodore, 8t., of the Studium. One 

of the Greek hymn-writers. He was b. at 
if oe circa 759, and educuted by 
his uncle, St. Plato. He wus banished by 
Constantine, for his resolute refusal to ack- 
nowledge the Emperor’s illicit marriaze with 
Theodora, in 797. On the accession of Irene 
(798), he was recalled, and enjoyed the favour 
of the Empress. In 809 he was again banished, 
for the ald caus, refusal to acknowledge the 
legitimacy of Constuntine’s marriage. Ke- 
called once more in 811, he was imprisoned 
and again banished for his defence of the 
Icons, under Leo the Armenian. He was re- 
called a third time at the death of Leo, and d. 
Nov. 11, 826 (Dr. Neale adds, “in banish- 
ment”). He succeeded his uncle, St. Plato, 
as Hegumen of the Monastery of The Studium. 
See further Greek Hymnody, § xviu. 1, and 
Ceillier’s Auteurs sacrés. (H. L. BJ 
Theodosia, the nom de plume of Apne 

Steele. iis 

Theophanes, 8t. The third in, rank 
poem the Greek ecclesiasticul poets called 
Melodists, circa 800-850. He was a son of pious 

rents, aud a native of Jerusalem, He may 
ave been educated, as his elder brother Theo- 

dore was, in the Laura of St. Sabas, und thence 
have imbibed his taste for the composition of 
hymns. He was sent, witi: his lrother, by the 
Patriarch of Jerusalem, to Constantinople, 
to remonstrate with the Emperor Leo the Ar- 
menian (reg. 813-820), against iconoclasm. 
They were scourged and banished from Con- 
stantinople. After the murder of Leo they were 
allowed to return, but were again banished. In 
the reign of Theophilus (reg. 829-842) they 
were again at Constantinople, and were then 
branded on their fuces with some opprobrious 
Iambic verses (from which they were after- 
wards known as “ Grapti”’), and a third time 
banished. After 842 Theophanes was recalled, 
on the triumph of the defenders of the Icons at 
the accession of Theodora, and was male Arel)- 
bishop of Mida, where he died. The brothers 
are commemorated in the Greck calendar on 
Dec. 27. The sketch here given will be found 
quite different from that prefixed to the trans- 
lations from Theophanes in Neale’s Hymns of 
the Eastern Church. Dr. Neale mistook the 
pvet for an earlier saint, Theophanes of Syn- 
griana. who continued the Chronicon of George 
Syncellus. The identification of the poet 
with Theophanes Graptus is however univer- 
sally attested by the Greek writers, and the 
Canon of Theophanes of Syngriana is written 
by Theophanes Graptus on the accrostial, @¢co- 
gdens usdwes te Toy Beopdyny. (Sve Dict. Greek 
and Roman Biography ; Ceillier’s Auteurs sa- 
eré ; an‘l Greek Hymnody, § xvirt.2. [H. L. B.) 

cos av eipyvns. 
@cotoxiov. [Greek Hymnody, § xvii. 2.) 

[Xpirrds -yervaras.] 
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There came a little Child to earth. 
Emily FE. S. Elliott. (Christmas.] lat pub. 
in 1856 in Matty’s Missionary Box (Loud. : T. 
Nelson & Son), and since included in Miss 
Elliott's Chimes for Daily Service, 1880, p. 97, 
in 4 st. of 8 lives. It has appearel in the 
Church S. 8. li. Bk., 1868, Scottish Preshy- 
terian Hymnal, 1876; Allon’s Children's Wor- 
ship, 1878, &c.; and is included in full and 
unaltered (save st. ii. |. 8) as No. 378 in the 
Scottish Free Church H. Bk., 1882. Its use is 
+xtensive, (J. M.} 

There is a blessed home. Sir H. W. 
Baker, Bart. (Heaven anticipated.) Written 
in 1861, and pub. in H. A. & M. the same 
ear as No. 182, in 4 st. of 81. It Se pace 
nto several collections, and is a beautiful and 
touching hymn. It was sung over the author's 

ve. In Biggs’s Aunotated ed. of I. A. & 
+» 1867, there is a renderivg in Latin by 

Lord Lyttelton (1866) beginning “ Est beato- 
rum Domus incolarum.” (J. J.J 

There is a book, who runs may 
read. J. Keble. [Septuayesima.] Written 
in 1819, and pub. in his Christian ear, 1827, 
as the poem for Septuagesima Sunday, in 12 
st. of 4 1. It is in several collections in G. 
Britain and Amcrica, but usually in an abbre- 
viated form. In a few collections it begins 
with st. ix. “One Name above all glorious 
names.” The original, which is very beau- 
tiful, is based upon the words, “The invisible 
things of Him from the creation of the world 
are clearly seen, being understood by the 
things that are made:” Rom. i 20, with a 
distinct reference to Gen. i., which is the first 
Lesson for Septuagesima Sunday Morning. In 
R. Bingham'’s Hymno. Christ. Latina, 1871, 
st. i-v., xii, as in H. A. & M, are rendered 
into Latin as “ Est liber, atque illum qui currit 
perlegat, omnem.” +. J.) 

There is a calm for those who weep. 
J. Montgomery. [Death and Burial.) This 
is the opening of Montgomery's poem “The 
Grave,” which first appeared in his Sheffield 
Newspaper, the Iris, June 20, 1805, in 80 st. 
of 41., and signed “ Alewng:” again in his 
Wanderer of Switzerland and Other Poems, 
1806; and again in various editions of his 
Poetical Works. In the 1854 ed. of his P. 
Works rg rome has dated it 1804. Vari- 
ous centos from this poem are in ©. U. as 
hymns, and all but one begin with st.i. In 
Martineau's Hymns, &c., 1840, No. 865 is 
composed of ot. i., ii., xvi, xix., xxv., xxvii, 
tlightly altered ; and No. 366 of st. xXviii.— 
xxx. It must be noted that st. xxviii, is a 
repetition of st. i. with the third line re- 
written. The centos in American hymn-bonks 
differ from these, and from cach other, (J. J.J 

There is a Fountain filled with 
blood. WW. Cowper. [Passiontide.] This 
hymn was baobably writes in 1771, as it is 
in Conyers’s Coll. of I’s. and Hys., 1772, 
in 7 st. of 41. It was republished in the 
Olney Hymne, 1779, Bk. i., No. 79, with the 
heading “Praise for the Fountain opened.” 
It is hased on “Zeel), xiii, 1, “In that day there shall be a Fountain opened to the house of David and to the inhabitants of Jerusalem 
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THERE IS A GOD 

mind when he wrote this hymn. Our positive 
knowledge of the poet’s frequent depression 
of spirits and despair is painful enough with- 
out this gratuitous and talse addition thereto. 

Five stanzas of this lymu, taken from the 
roe rage received text, are rendered into 
Latin in R, Bingham’s Hymno. Christ. Latina, 
187], as:“ Fons est sanguine redundans.” 
Dr. H. M. Maegill has however taken the 
original text for bis rendering into Lutin in 
his Songs of the Christian Creed and Life, 
1876, where it rends:—* Sanguis en Emma- 
nuelis.”” In addition to Latin, various forms 
of the text have been translated into many 
other languages. * {J. J.J 

There is a God, all nature cries. 
J. Montgomery. (Nature's witness to the Exist- 
encs of God.) e ms. of this hymn is dated 
“ January 8, 1838.” It was included in Mont- 
gomery’s Original Hymna, 1853, No. 6, in 7 
st. of 41, and headed “ The Guilt and Folly 
of denying God.” It must be distinguished 
from Miss Steele's “ There is a God, all nature 
speaks,” which is also in C. U. (J. J.) 

There is a green hillfaraway. Cecil 
F. Alexander, né Humphreys. (Good Friday.} 
Ist published in her Hys. ae ittle Children, 
1848, p. 31, in 5 st. of 4 1, and based upon 
the words * Suffered under Pontius Pilate, was 
Crucified, Dead, and Buried,” of the Apostles’ 
Creed. It is an exceedingly popular children’s 
hymn, and is in extensive use. (J. J.J 

There is a happy land. A. Young. 
(Heaven.] In 1838 Mr. Young was spending 
an evening in the house of Mrs. all, the 
mother of some of his pupile. Among other 
pieces she played one air which caught his 
attention. On inquiry he found it was an 
Indian air called * Happy Land.” With the 
air ringing in his ears he composed this hymn 
to it. It was sung in his classes at Niddry 
Street School, Edinb and there heard by 
the Rev. James Gall, who included it in the 
first series of the Sacred Song Book, 1843 — 
Bateman, ©. H., p. 116, ii.}, from whence it has 
passed into many bhymn-books. It has been fr. 
into Chinese, many Indian and African dia- 
lects, &c., and in these and its original form 
is now to be heard in Sunday Schools all over 
the world, In 1876 Mr. Young included it in 
his The Scottish Highlands and other Poema, 
ae in 3 st.of Slines. Originally st. iii. 1 8 

gan * We reign,” but subsequently, and in 
his volume of 1876, Mr. Young altered it to 
“ Reign, reign.” The text of 1876 is included 
unaltered in the Hy, Comp., 1876, the Scottish 
Free Church H. Bk., 1882, and others. In the 
Cottage Melodies, N. Y., 1859, an imitation 
beginning “O send the word divine” as a 
hymn on Sending the Bible to the Heathen 
is included as No. 545. It may be noted 
that the Rev. John Inglis, p.p., Presbyterian 
missionary in the New Hebrides ¢r. it in 1854 
(as his first attempt), into the Ancityumese 
language, beginning “Et eteue incediaig.” 
This version was a great success and continues 
to be a favourite. Dr. Geddie and Dr. Inglis, 
assisted to some extent by others, tr. 51 Psalms 
and Hymns (of which this is No. 23) into 
Ancityumese, included as part of the Noh- 
ruutat Itap, pub. by the Religious Tract 
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| Society of London in 1880, a 
| p. 741, ii., § ii., tii, 2.) _M. 

There is a holy sacrifice. Charlotte 
Elliott. (The Contrite Heart.) This hymn is 
usually attributed to J. Montgomery on the 
grounds that its first appearance as far as 
yet traced wus in the 1819 ed. of Cotterill’s 
Sel., to whieh me eral largely contri- 
buted; and that in the 2nd series of W. Oli- 
phant & Son's Sacred DPvetry, x. Dd. [eirea 
1839], pp. 291-2, it is attributed to Mont- 
gomery. In 1836 Miss Elliott pub. her Hours 

Sorrow, with an Introduction *To the 
ler” which begins :-— 

** Not for the gay and thoughtless do | weave 
These plaintive strains ;" 

These words to our mind clearly intimate 
to the Reader that the entire contents of the 
book were by Miss Elliott. At p. 10 this 
hymn is given in 5 st. of 31., with the refrain 
“The contrite heart!” as in Cotterill’s Sel., 
1819, No. 341. Seeing that in 1819 Miss 
Elliott was 30 years of age, that it is in her 
Hours of Sorrow as above, and that in style 
and metre it is the same as a large number of 
her hymns, and that it is not in any known 
work by Montgomery, we have no hesitation in 
ascribing it tober. It is a sweet hymn for 
private use, and is found in several a ee ' 

There is a land of pure delight, 
I. Watts. (Heaven antici, -] Ist pub. in 
his Hys. and 8S. Songs, 1707, and again in the 
2nd 1709, Bk. ii.,as No. 66, in 6 st. of 41, 
with the heading “A of Heaven 
makes Death easy.” In the older collections 
very many variations in the text were intro- 
duced, but most of these have gone out of use. 
Of those which remain the following appeared 
in Hall's Mitre H. Bk., 1836, No. 182 :— 

St. 4. ** Infinite day " to“ Bternal day.” 
St ii. * Never with'ring "to Never fading.” 

* This heavenly ” to ** That heavenly.” 
St. v. “ Could we make” to * could we all.” 
St. vi. “ We but climb” to “ we but stand.” 

The last alteration was made x be Blom- 
field, to whom the “proofs” of the Mitre H. 
Bk. were submitted. Other variations are 
found in the text in some hymn-books: but 
latterly a strong reaction has taken place in 
favour of the original as given in Lord Sel- 
borne’s Bk. of Praise, 1862-7. The use of 
‘this hymn has extended to all English- 
speaking countries, and it has been translated 
into many lan ‘$08 In his Hymno, Christ. 
Latina, 1871, k ingbam las reudered four 
stanzas into Latin as, “Extat terra procul 
sanctis habitata beatis.” This hymn is one of 
the earliest of Watts’s compositions. A tra- 
dition exists in Southampton that it was sug- 
gested by the view of the Isle of Wight as 
seen from that town. (J. J.) 

There is a path that leads to God. 
Jane Taylor. (A Child gag Ist pub. in 
the Hymne for Infant Minds, by A. and J. 
Taylor, 1810, in 7 st. of 4 |., and entitled “ The 
Little Pilgrim.” It is one of the best ex- 
amples of the writer's clear, simple, nervous 
style, and exceeds in popular use all of her 
other compositions. It is found in numerous 
collections for children in Great Britain and 
America, but often in an abbreviated form, 
Orig. text in the Hy. Comp. J, 

ee | 
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There is a safe and secret place. 
H. F. Lyte. (Ps, zeit.) Appeared in his 
Spirit of the Psalms, 1834, as lis c, mM. version 
of Ps. 91, in 5 st. of 41. It is very simple and 
tender, and is in somewhat extensive use in 
G. Britain and America. In the enlarged ed. 
of the Spirit of the Pealma, 1836, st. 1, Ll, 1, 2, 
are altered from :— 

The least, the feeblest there may Aide 
Uninjured and anawed ; 

to 
** The least, the feeblest there may bide 

Uninjured and unawed.” 

The change of thought from hiding in terror, 
to abiding in calm repose is a decided poetic 
improvement; and is certainly more in accord 
with the Psalmist’s declaration “Thou shalt 
not be afraid for the terror by night; nor for 
the arrow that flieth by day; nor for the pesti- 
lence that walketh in durkness, nor for the 
‘lestruction that wasteth at noonday” (vere. 
5, 6), than the original reading. [Pasalters, 
English, § xvii.]. J.J.) 

Pacts is an platen seg se : 
ridges, [Christ, the Rock o i ub, in 

his Hys. of the Heart. For ean of Catho- 
Tica, 1848, in 6 st. of 4 1., and entitled “* Latus 
Salvatoris.” In its full or abbreviuted form 
it is in several collections, including the 
People’s H., 1867, &e. The tune Mitford, by 
T. Woolsey White, was specially composed for 
this hymn. (J. J.) 

There is no night in heaven. F. M. 
Knollis. [Heaven.] Contributed to the Lays 
of the Sanctuary, &c., 1859, in 10 st. of 4 }., 
and entitled “The One Family. Thoughts 
for the Feast of St. Michael and All Angels,” 
In the edition of 1861 it is given in 5 st. of 
81. In this form it wag included in Kennedy, 
1863, No, 1104. Its well-known and popular 
form appeared in the & P. C. K. Church 
Hymna, 1871, where to sts. i., iii, vii, ix. of 
the original of 1859 are given with altera- 
tions, and an additional stanza was added by 
the Rey. J. Ellerton. In ‘Thring’s Coll. the 
orig. text of these stanzas is restored. [J. J.) 

There is no sorrow, Lord, too light 
(slight). Jane Crewdeon, née For. (Divine 
Sympathy.) Given in her A Little While and 
Other Poema, Manchester, N.p. (circa 1860), 
p. 19. In Kennedy, 1863, it begins, “There 
is no grief, however light,” and in one or two 
others the words “too light” are changed to 
** too slight,” in the opening line. It is some- 
times also given as * There's not a grief how- 
ever light.’ {J. J.J 

There were ninety and nine that 
safely lay. Elizaketh C. Clephane. [The 
Lost Sheep.) This beautiful poem was pro- 
bably written in 1868 ut Melrose, where the 
authoress tlien resided, and first pub. in 1868, 
in @ smell magazine for the young, entitled, 
The Children's Hour, pt. ii. p. 15, in 5 st. of 
61. Subsequently it appeared as No. 8 of the 
series of her hymns entitled Breathings on the 
Border, in the Fumily Treasury, 1874, p. 595. 
Thence it was copied into the Christian Age, 
May 13, 1874, where it was seen by Mr. I. D. 
Sankey, who set it to musie and sang it with 
great effect at his gospel mectings, He in- 
cluded it in 1878 in his Sacred Songs and 
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THESE GLORIOUS MINDS 

the Meth. S. 8. H. Bk., and many others, in- 
cluding American collections, may easily be 
traced, and a reference to Aspland’s and 
Beard’s works, a8 abvve, will correct the text. 
In Major's Bk. of Praise for Home & School 
the author is said to be John Aikman Wallace, 
and in the Prim. Meth. 8S. School H. Bk., 1879, 
Heber, but both are in error. _ (J. J. 

' These glorious minds, how bright 
they shine. J. Watts. toa ae Ist pub. 
in his Hymns, &c., 1709, Bk. i., No. 41, in 6 
st. of 4 1, and entitled “The Martyrs glori- 
fied. Rev. vii, 13, &c.” In this form it is 
rarely used. 

In the Draft of the Scottish Translations 
and Paraphrases cf 1745, it is yiven us No. 
xliii. As from this recast the »-odern form of 
Watts’s hymn has mainly come, we give it in 
full, indicating the alterations in italics :— 

** These glorious Minds bow bright they shin! 
whence all their white Array? 

How came they to the happy Seats 
of everlasting Day. 

“Ie! —— they, to — Joy, 

de oacn't thete Kansat tn the blood 
of Cuutst, the dying Lau. 

“N h a holy Gop, 
pty are hie Throne; 

With Hearts enlarg'd to serve him still, 
and make his Glory known. 

His Presence fills each Heart with Joy ; 
tunes ev ry Mouth to sing ; 

By Day, by Night, the blest Abodes 
with glad Hosans as ring. 

“* Hunger and Thirst are felt no more, 
nor Suns with scorching = 

Gop ts their Sun, whose chearing Beams 
diffuse eternal Day. 

“ The Lamb shall lead his heav'nly Flock 
where living Fountains rise ; 

And Love divine shall wipe away 
the Sorrows of their Eyes.” 

The author of this recast is unknown. This 
text was repeated, with slight changes, in the 
Draft of 1751, but in the authorized issue of 
the Trans., &c., of 1781, it underwent consider- 
able changes. It opens, as No. lxvi., as :— 

** How bright these glorious spirits shine ! 

and is derived thus :— 
St. i. Watts altered in 1781 Draft; st. fi. from 1745 

altered ; st. iii. new in 1781; at. iv. from 1745, with 
sacred courts, for” blest abudes;"" st. v. from 1745 un- 
altered; st. vi. new in 1761, based on Watts’s st. vi.; 
st. vii. new in 1781, 

This text has been in authorized use in the 
Church of Scotland for more than 100 years. 
It is also in extensive use in all English- 

king countries, and sometimes with a 
oxology added thereto, as in H. A. & M. It 

has been tr. into several languages, e.g. into 
Latin, by H. M. Magill, in lis Songs of the 

ian Creed and Life, 1876, a8:—* Animae 
lucentes.” The 1781 version is claimed 

by the eldest daughter of W. Cameron (p. 
200, ii.), us his. His indebtedness, however, to 
the recast of 1745 was very great. Its right 
designation is I. Watts, 1709; Scottish Draft 
Tre. and Paraphs., 1745; and W. Cameron, 
se From the 1781 text we also have :— 
A bered behold. By Jane E. 

in ae Parephrates ant 1 Fy: 1853. Piste tp a ee 
» How saints in glory shine. In T. 

Darling’s #ys. for the Church of England. 1857-88, 
3, those saints in In J.B. 

Whiting’s ys. for the Church Catholic, 1882. 
These altered versions of the text are not in 

extensive nse, [J. J.) 
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They are all into the world of 

light. H. Vaughan. [Death and Burial.\ 
Pub. in his Silex Seintillans, 2nd ed. 1655; in 
H. F. Lyte’s reprint of the same, 1858; and 
in Grosart’s Fuller Worthies, 1868. In some 
cvllections, us in Martineau’s Hymns, &c., 
1878, it begins as above; but in the American 
Unitarian Hys. for the Church of Christ, Boston, 
1853, it opens, * Dear, beauteous Death! the 
jewel of the just.” (J. J.J 

They come, God’s messengers ot 
love. KR. Campbell, [St. Michael and All 
Angels.) Written for, and Ist pub. in bis Hys. 
and Anthems, 1850, p. 94, in 6 st.of 4.1. In 
1852 it was apchiied. with alterations, in 
Murray's Hymnal, No. 79. ‘This was repeated 
in several collections, including H. A. & M., 
1861, and has become the accepted form of 
the hymn. Sometimes it is abridged to four 
stanzas. It is the most widely adopted hymn 
for St. Michael and All Angels of any in the 
English language. {J. J.) 

They ‘whom the Father giveth. J. 
Conder. [Perseverance.] 1st pub. in his Star 
in the East, 1824, p. 54, in 8 st. of 6 1, and 
based upon John x. 27, 28, “ My sheep hear 
My voiee...and I give unto them eternal 
life, and they shall never perish.” In 1856 it 
was repeated in his Hye. of Praise, Prayer and 
Devout Meditation, pp. 155-57, In its original 
form it is not in common use, but st. v., vi., 
vil, and viii., beginning, ** Christ watches o’er 
the embers,” were given in Kennedy, 1863. 
This arrangement is adapted to “ Burial,” or 
@ service assuciated therewith. (J. J.) 

They whose course on earth is o’er. 
J. M. Neale. [Communion _ Saints.) 1st 
pub. in his H for the Young, 1844, No. 
xv., in 9 st. of 41. and based on the article 
of the Creed “The Communion of Saints.” 
In 1866, Dr. Neale revised the text on his 
death-bed, and made alterntions in st. iv., v. 
and ix. This text was pub. in his posthumous 
Original Sequences, Hymna, and Ecclesi- 
astical Verses, 1866, p. 64, and given there 
for All Souls at Vespers. The same text was 
repeated in the People's H., 1867; and, with 
the omission of st. ii. in the 8. P. C.K. Church 
Hymns, 1871. {J. J.J 

Thilo, Valentin, s. of Valentin Thiel or 
Thilo [b. Jan. 2. 1579, at Zinten, became 
diaconus of the Altatadt Church in 1603, and 
d. of the pestilezice at gag - in 1620), 
diaconus of the Altstadt Church in Koénigs- 
berg, was b. at Konigsberg, April 19, 1607. 
He matriculated in 1624 at the University 
of Koénigsberg as a student of theology, 
but devoted himself more especially to the 
study of rhetoric. When the Professor of 
Rhetoric, Samuel Fuchs, retired in 1632, he 
recommended Thilo as his successor. The 
post was, at Thilo’s desire, kept open for two 
years. during which he pursued his studics at 
the University of Leyden. On returning to 
Konigsberg, he graduated m.a. there on April 
20, 1634, and was thereafter installed as Pro- 
fessor of Rhetoric. During his 28 years’ tenure 
of office he was five times elected as dean of 
the Philosophical Faculty, and twice as Rec- 
tor of the University. He d. at Kénigsberg, 

a 

eae: — .- 
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July 27, 1662. (Koch, iii, 202; K. Goedeke’s 
Grundrias, vol, iii., 1887, p. 135, &e.) 

Thilo was a Fret friend of Heinrich Albert (p. 35, i.) 
and of Simon Dach (p. 276, ii.), and was with them o 
member of the Kini «@ Poetical Union. He was the 
author of two text books on Rhetoric, pub. in 1635 and 
1647. Some of bis separately printed occasional poems 
are noted by Goedeke as above. His hymns were almost 
all written for various Festivals of the Christian Year. 
They are as a rule short and vigorous, and are sumewhat 
akin to those of Dach. They mF gee principally in 
the Preussische Feat-Lieder, Elbing, 1642-44 [Berlin 
Library), and in the New Mreussisches vollstandiges G. 
&., Konigsberg, 1650 (Hamburg Library). A of 
their first lines is printed in the Altpreussische Monats- 
schrift, Konigsberg, 18#9, p. 308, where evidence is 
given to show that they are by the younger Thilo, and 
not, as bas sometimes been said, by the father. 

_ The only hymn by Thilo ¢r. into English 
is :— 

Mit Ernst, o Menschenkinder, Advent. This 
is a fine hymn founded on St. Luke iii, 4, 5, and 
was Ist pub, in pt. i., Elbing, 1642, of the 
Preussische Fest- Lieder, as No, 8, in 4 st. of 8 1., 
entitled “On the Fourth Sunday of Advent. 
Parate viam Domino,” and marked as by “ Valen- 
tinus Thilo.” Thence in the Kinigsberg G@. B., 
1650, as above, p. 27, also marked as by “ Valen- 
tinus Thilo.” Inthe Hannover G, B., 1657, st. iv. 
was re-written, and this form, passing through 
Freylinghausen’s G. B., 1704, is found in most 
recent German hymn-books. Inthe Unv. L. S., 
1851, No, 15, both forms of st. iv. are given. 
Lauxmann, in Aoch, viii, 8, considers st. iii. the 
finest, and thinks that it may have been sug- 
gested by the remembrance of his beloved sister 
wife of Pastor Kuhn, of the Rossgart Church in 
\Onigsberg), who d. of ise grag on Aug, 16, 
1639, and as a picture of her character, Tr. 
As :— 

1, O sons of men, your spirits. This is a good 
tr. of st. i-iii, by A. T. Russell, as No. 35 in his 
Ps. § Hys., 1851. 

2. Ye sons of men, in earnest. This is a good 
tr, of the original form, by Miss Winkworth, as 
No. 84 in her C. B, for England, 1863. It is 
repeated, omitting st. iii, in the Ohio Luth. Hy, 
1x80, No. 121. {J. uM. 

Thine for ever! thine for ever! C. 
Wordseorth, Bp. of Lincoln. (Confirmation. ] 
Contributed to the 1869 Appendiz to the 8. P. 
C.K. Ps. & Hymns. It was originally in 4 st. 
of 8 1, but in later editions of the 8. P. C. K. 
Ps. & Hymns it is given in 6 st. of 41. In 
1871 it reappeared in the 8. P. C. K. Church 
Hymna, in 8 st. of 4 L, this last being the 
authorized text. (J. J.) 

Thine, Jesus, Thine. A. Midlane. [Self 
Dedication to Jesus.) A birthday hymu 
written on the author's 36th birthday, Jan. 23, 
1861, and pub. in the Things Old and New 
magazine, in May the same year. It las 
passed into a large number of whut wre com- 
monly known as * 1 bymn-books,” in- 
cluding The Enlarged London H. Bk., 1873: 
The Little Flock, 1880, aud others. (J. J.) 

Thine, O Lord, our quiet trust. B. 
H. Kennedy. [Ps. lev. Harvest.) ‘This ver- 
sion of Ps. 65 appeared in Dr. Rennesly’s | 
Psalter in 1860, p. 95, in 10 st. of 41. From 
this Dr. Kennedy compiled the hymn, * Thou 
Who henrest human prayer,” and included it in 
his Zymno. Christ. 1863, No. 1290. The same 
text was again altered for the Wea. H. Bh., 
1875, No. 579, where it ts civen as *O Thou 
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THIS IS THE DAY 

3. No. 138 in Chope’s Hymnal, 1864, with the Ist st. 
of the original, and the remaining stanzas with many 
alterations. This version is repeated in Thring’s Coll, 
Ims2, No. 69, It has not the author's authority. 

4. ‘* This duy by Thy creative word." In addition to Slight alterations this text has Bp. Ken's dox. added 
thereto, It was given in the Hymnary, 1874, No. 14, 

5. ** This vay at Thy creating word. The Church 
dTymans text by Bp. How, 1571, No. 6, with the doxology 
from H. A. & M., 1461, No. 3. This is the authorised 
text of the hymn. 

When these various forms of the text are 
taken together, it is found that the hymu is in 
extensive use, (J. J.J 

This is the day of Light. J. Ellerton. 
[Sunday.] Written in 1867, and Ist pub. in 
Hymns for Special Services and Festicals in 
Chester Cathedral, a collection of 100 hymns, 
art a by Dean Howson, 187 (Chester: 
Phillipson & Golder), No. 51, in 5 st. of 41. 
From thence it passed into the 1868 Appendix 
to H. A. & M.; the 8. P. C.K. Church Hymna, 
1871; Thring's Coll., 1882, and several uther 
hymunals both in G. Britain und America. It 
is @ good hymn, and ranks in popularity with 
some of the best of Mr. Ellertou’s com 
sitions. {J.J si 

This is the day the Lord hath made, 
He calls the hours His Own. I. Watts. 

THOLUCK, FRIEDRICH A. G. 1165 

For the Use of the University of Oxford in St. Mary's 
Church, 1872, and others, 

4. This is the month, and this the bappy morn, From 
the Introduction to the hymn. [J IJ 

This livelong night we've toiled in 
vain. J. Keble. [Obedience.] This 1 
is date] 1821. It appeared in the Christian 
Year, 1827, for the 5th Sun. after Trinity, and 

upon a portion of the Gospel of the 
day, St. Luke y. 1, &. In its o1 iginal forin 
it is unknown to modern hymnuls, but «u cento 
compiled from its 15 st. is given in the New 
Cong., 1859, beginning with st.i. (J. J.) 

This night I lift my heart to Thee. 
W. Bartholomew [Evening.] Written in 1854 
for Costa's oratorio Eli, aud 1st pub. therein, - 
1854, as one of the songs appropriated to the 
Prophet Samuel. It is m 8 st.of 4 Land was 
repeated in the New Cong. H. Bk., 1859, and 
subsequently in other collections. — (J. J.) 

This place is holy ground. J. Mont- 
gomery. Sea and Burial.) This is the 
opening line of Verses to the Memory of the 
late Richard Reynolds, of Bristol. London: 
Longmans, 1816. The Verses were given in 
three parts: i. “ The death of the Righteous” : 
ii. * The Memory of the Just”; iii, “A Good 

[Baster-day, or Sunday.) First pub. in his Man’s Monument.” Mr, Reynolds was an emi- 
salms of David, 1719, 

of @ portion of the 118th Psalm, in 5 st. of 4 L, 
and headed, “ Hoswnna; the Lord’s Day ; or, 

p. 309. as a paraphrase | 2€Dt Quaker philanthropist ; and the “ Monu- 
ment” referred to was the Society for the 
relief of persons in necessitous circumstances 

Christ’s Resurrection, and our Salvation.” It | Which was founded in Bristol in his memory. is in several collections and usually unaltered 
and unubbreviated. In the Hymnary, 1872, 
the cento “ Beliold the tomb its prey restores,” 
is composed of st. i new, ii.-iv. from this by 
Watts, slightly altered, and vy. new. It is a 
suecessful yen for Sunday. {J. J.J 

This is the day the Lord hath made, 
Let young and old rejoice. J. Mont- 
‘ . [Sunday.} Written for the Sheffield 
ud Hin undxy School Anniversary, held on 

Marel, 26, 1820, and printed on a fly sheet for 
that occasion. It was repeated in Montgomery's 
Christian Psalmist, 1825, No. 467; and again 
in his Original Hys., 1858, No. 95, in 5 st. of 
41. Ite use is limited. (J. J.J 

This is the feast of heavenly wine. 
W. Cowper, {Holy Communion.] Ist pub. in 
the Olney Hymns, 1779, Bk. ii, No. 53, in 5 
st. of 4.1, and headed “Welcome to the 
Table.” Sometimes it begins with st. ii, “O 
bless the Saviour, ye that eat.” See also 
“ Bless’d with the presence of their God.” 

(J. J.J 
This is the month, and this the 

happy morn. J. Milton. (Christmas,| This 
is the ope ye, te Milton’s great ode On the 
Morning of Christ's Nativity, written in his 
21st year (1629), and found in all editions of 
his Works. It has an introduction of 4 st. of 
71, and then follows the hymn proper in 
27 st. of 8 1. beginning, “It was winter 
wild.” From this the following centos have 
come into C. U, :— 

1. It was the winter wild (st. {.). This fs In a few 
collections, 

%. No war or battle’s sound (st. iv.). This is in 
1855, and other Ame- 

H. W. Beecher’s Plymouth Coll., 
hymn- books, 

2. Rls out ye orystal spheres (st. xili.) In Hye. 

The Verses were repeated in all the complete 
editions of Montgomery’s Works.. The cento 
given in severul American hymn-books, in- 
cluding Hatfield’s Church H. Bk., 1872, is 
com 1 of st. i., ii., vii.-ix. of pt. i. on * The 
death of the Righteous.” The original is in 
9 at. of 6 1. (J. J.) 

This stone to Thee in faith we lay. 
J. Montgomery. [Laying Foundation-stone of 
a Church.) "Written in 1822, for the laying 
of the Foundation-stone of Christ Church, 
Attercliffe, Sheffield, and sung at that cere- 
mony on Oct. 30, 1822. It was printed in 
Montgomery's newspaper, the Sheffield Iris, 
Nov. 5, 1822, together with a full account of 
the whele ceremony. Subsequently it was 
ub. in Montgomery's Christian Psalmist, 1825, 
Ro. 474, his Poetical Works of various dates, 
and his Original Hymne, 1853, No, 800, in 6 
st.of 41. It is in extensive use in its full or 
in an abbreviated form, and also as :— 

1. Here, in Thy Name, eternal God. ‘This form is 
gree in Hatfleld’s Church H. Bk, N. Y., 1872, and 
others. 

2. When in these courts we seek Thy face. In the 
American -abbath H. Bk., Andover, 1458, it begins with 
an altered form of st. fi. 
Te Chet was Mek beneeniy peace, In the 

American Church Praise Bk., N. ¥., 1882. Of this 
text in 3 st., st. i. is from J. Newton's “O Lord, our 
languld souls inspire,” Olney Hys., 1779, Bk. li., No. 
43, st. ¥., amd st, fi. and ili. are from this bymn by 
Montgomery. 

4. When here, O Lord, we seek Thy face, ‘This form 
of the text, beginning with st. if, is in the Plymouth 
Coll., U.S.A., 1455, od: 

Tholuck, Friedrich August Gotttreu, 
D.D., was b. at Breslau, Marcl) 80,1799. He 
studied at the Universities of Breslau and 
Berlin. He became a University lecturer 
(Privatdocent) at Berlin, in Dee. 1821, and 
extraordiuary professor of Theology there in 
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Apr.l, 1823 (p.p. from Berlin in 1826). In| with the Indepenc 
Noy., 1825, he was appointed ordinary profes- | at Carmarthen in 
sor of Theology at Halle, and entered on his Thomas, Jo 
duties at Easter, 1826. He was also appointed Jean E.] 
as University preacher, in 1839, and a member 
of the Mapas urg consistory in 1829. From| Thomas of 
Michaelmas, 1828, to Euster, 1829, he offici- doctor.-commonly 
ated as chaplain to the German Embassy at | “on account of,” 
Rome, having gone there on sick leave. Other- | extraordinary gif 
wise, after 1826, his life was spent almost | God had blesse: 
entirely at Halle. He d.at Halle, June 10, parents, his fath 
1877 (Koch, vii. 26; Herzog’s Real-Encyklo- | Aquino, and hi 
padie, xv., 560, &e.). lady, named The 

Tholuck was a celebrated preacher, and a great lin. | birth is not kr 
gulst. He is perbaps best known to English readers by , authorities give 
Ais Commentaries, as e.g, on Romans. 124 (Sth ed., | five he Was sent 
1#963 Eng. fr, 133 and 1436); on St, John’s Gospel, | at Mois Chania 
1827 (7th ed., 1457; Eng tr, 1459); on the Sermon on ! nicttiod. 
the Mount, 1433 (5th ed., 1872; Eng. ér. 1834 and 1837, | Which in the t 
improved in 1859); on Hebrews, 1436 (3rd ed., 1550; | God-fearing mi 
Eng. tr. 1842); on the Psalms, 1443 (2nd ed., 1473; Eng. mind with knov 
tr, 1856), &c.; and by his Jie LeAre von der Stine und hat it j id 
dem Versihner, oder die wahre Weihe des Zweiflers, that it is sai 
1823 (enlarged ed., 1425; work ae 4831), a sort of reli- | often sb 
gious novel which has powerfully influenced many, e.g. | words o iets 
C. J. P. Spitta (see ps 1076, ii.) and has been tr. into | the line cf th: 
English (two versions as Guido and Julius, &c., by J. E. ps ot 
Ryland, 1436, and by J, Martin, 1855), French, Danish and versing with 
Swedish. He was a many sided man, who exercised a | maining at M. 
great and fur-reachiiig influence over his contemporaries, enga in st 
and who, by the charm of his personal character as well intly of th 
as by bis learning, drew crowds of siudents to Halle, not | Saintly of the — 
only from all parts of Germany, but also from Great | of the saints, 
Britaio and America. His hymns appeared in his Stun- consequence o| 
den christlicher Andacht, Hamburg, 1439-40, This is Imperial soldi 
# volume of Meditations which has passed through many pe 
eds. in German (8th ed., 1870), and of which at least | by his parent 
two versions have appeared in English (as Hours of | then at the } 
Christian Devotion), a partial one by the Misses Ann becoming inti 
ani Catherine H. Dunn, pub. at London in 1853; 2nd Domini oO 
ed., 1857 ; and a nearly complete one by Dr. R. Menzies, minican 0) 
pub. at Edinburgh in 1870 doartiy pub. as The Circle of | by the devote 
Human Life, Edinburgh, 1847; and completed by The | yican Profess 
Vtrele of the Church's Life, London, 1873). In the Pre- | induced to 1 
face to the Stunden, Tholuck mentions that he had Z 
intended to Introduce many quotations from German | Order, thoug 
hymns and sacred poems, but could find few that suited | than seventec 
his urpose. So he adds “I therefore myself spoke in such umbrag 
the language of poetry; only a very few of the verses hi to be 
here interspersed are by other authors.” He does not | IM 
however indicate in any more definite way which are his | (whither he ° 
own compositions, A few pieces from this work have her}, and to 
asaya into American-German hymn-books, and the in prison, d 
ave all been tr, by Dr. Menzies, as above. Two whic P i b: 

have not been traced earlier, and ate probably original, | prompted b: 
may be here noted, viz. :— even the mo 

}, Einst wird’'s geschehn, dass auf der Erde. second | religion. 
Advent, In his Stunden, 1440, p. 470, as the conclusion At last th 
of Med. Levil,, in 2 st. of & 1., and founded on Rom. viil. P ind 
21-23, Tr. as:— ope Induct 
A day will dawn when from on high. In full by | Frederick 

Dr, R. Menzies, 1870, a8 above, p. 551. Included by H. | Thomas wa: 
L, Hastings In his Songs of Pilgrimage, Boston, U. 8. | by the deli; 
1880, No. 193, 

. WAB & Twi 
ii. O siisser Hirte, unter deinem Stabe, The Good and ge 

Shepherd. In his Stunden, 1840, p. 161, in 7 st. of 41,, ‘ 
as the conclustun of Med, xxvi., aod founded on Ps xxiii, | Studies wer 
The érs. are (1) *O gentle Shepherd, guided by Thy | Albertus 2 
band, My soul hath found her everlasting rest.” By was sent bi 
Miss Dunn, 1553, as above, p. 110, (2) “O gentle Shep- . 
herd by Tiy staff directed.” By Burlingham (o | to Paris for 
the Bristol Herald, Sept., 1865, p. 143, repeated in | University 
Keid’s Praise Bk, 1872, (3) * Beneath Thy gentlecare, | hia three 
O Shepherd dear,” By Dr. R. Afenzies, 1870, as above, Thomas w: 

aie (J. M.j three yearn 
Thomas, Joan, of Rhaiadar, was b. 1730, gister stud 

in the parish of Myddfai, Caermarthenshire. | at the ne. 
One of the first hooks he ever read was the | of that at 
Welshman's Candle. He published several the Dom! 
books of hymns, Thé first appeared in 1771, | There he | 
The Golden Treasury, a translation of C. H. yon tation aa 
Bogutzky, with some of Dr, Watts’s hymns. | confined 1} 
In the same year appeared Flewyrchiadan | and wrot« 
Gras,and in 1788, Caniadan Sion. Flis hymns | are, were 
inall number about 200. He was a minister promise o 
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his Liter productions. His sermons also at 
tiat time enabled him to attract large con- 
gregations into the Dominican church. In 
1248 he was directed to take his degree at 
Paris; and though his modesty and dislike 
of honour and distinction made the proposal 
distasteful to him, he set vut and begged his 
way thither; but it was not until October 23rd, 
1247, that he took his degree. The interval 
was filled by such labours in writing, lecturing, 
und preaching, as to enable him by the time 
he became a doctor to exercise an influence 
vver the men and ideas of his time which we 
at this time can scarcely realise. So much 
was this the case that Louis IX. insisted 
upon St. Thomas becoming a member of his 
Council of State, and referred every question 
that came up for deliberation to him tie night 
before, that he might reflect on it in solitude. 
At this time he was only thirty-two years of 
age. In 1259 he was appointed, by the Domi- 
nican Chapter at Valenciennes, a member of 
a Commission, in company with Albertus 
Magnus and Pierre de Tarentaise, to establish 
erder and uniformity in all schools of the 
Dominicans. In 1261 the Pope, Urban IV., 
immediately upon his election to the Pontifical 
throne, sent for St. Thomas to aid him in his 
= a for uniting into one the Eastern and 
estern Churches. St. Thomas in that same 

year came to Rome, and was at once appointed 
y the General of his Order to a chair of theo- 

logy in the Dominican College in that city, 
where he obtained a like reputation to that 
which he had secured already at Paris and 
Cologne. Pope Urban being anxious to re- 
ward his services offered him, first the Patri- 
archate of Jerusalem, and then a Cardinal’s 
hat, but he refused both. After lecturing, at 
the request of the Pope, with great success at 
Vitervo, Orvieto, Perugia, and Fondi, he was 
sent, in 1263, as “ Defiuitor,” in the name of 
the Roman Province, to the Dominican Chapter 
held in London. Two years later Clement IV., 
who succeeded Urban as Pope, appointed him, 
by bull, to the archbishopric of Naples, con- 
ferring on him at the same time the revenues 
of the convent of St. Peter ad Aram, But 
this appointment he also declined. In 1269 
he was summoned to Paris—his last visit— 
to act as “ Definitor” of the Roman Province 
at the General brary en of his Order, and he 
remained there until 1271, when his superiors 
recalled him to Bologna. In 1272, after visit- 
ing Rome on the way, he went to Naples to 
lecture at the University. His reception in 
that city was an ovation. All classes came 
out to weleome him, while the King, Charles L., 
¥8 mark of royul favour bestowed on him a 
pension, He remained at Naples until he was 
stimmoned, in 1274, by Pope Gregrey X., by 
4pecial bull, to attend the Second Council of 
Lyons, but whilst on the journey thither he 
was called to his rest. His death took place 
inthe Benedictine Abbey of Fossa Nuova in 
the diocese of Terracina, on the 7th of Mareh 
1274, being barely forty-eight years of age. 
St. Thomas was a most voluminous writer, 

his principal work being the celebrated Summa 
heologiae, which, although never completed, 

Was accepted ag such an wuthority as to be 
placed on a table in the council-chamber at 
the Council of Trent alongside of the Holy 

“Newman's if 
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Scriptures and the Decrees of the Popes. But 
it is outside the province of this work to en- 
large on his prose works. Though not a 
prolific writer of hymns, St. Thomas has con- 
tributed to the long list of Latin hymns some 
which have been in use in the services of the 
Church of Rome from his day to this. They 
are upon the subject of the Lord's Supper. 
The best known are :— 

Pange lingua gloriosi Corporis Mysterium; Adoro 
te devote latens Leitas; Sacris sollemniia juncta sint 
gaudia; Lauda Sion Salvatorem; and Verbum super- 
num iens. The Ist, 3rd, and Sth of these are 
found in the Hum, S#rev., the 2nd, 4th, and 6th in 

ni Ecclesiae; the 4th in the Hom. 
Missal ; all of them appear in Janiel ; the 2nd and 4th 
in Mone; and the 2nd, 4th, and Sth in Adnigaseld. 
Various other hymns have been attributed to St. Thomas, 
but in error, as :—0 esca viatorum, (p. 828, i.); and the 
Ut jucundas cereus undas (4.¥.). also Mone, 
No. 199, and i, p. 257. 

Of these hymns numerous translations have 
been made from time to time, and amongst 
the translators are found Caswall, Neale, 
Woodford, Morgan, and others. Each of these 
hymns is annotated in this work under its 
original first line. (D. 8. W.] 
Thomas of Kempen, commonly kuown 

as Thomas & Kempis, was b, at Kempen, about 
fifteen miles north-west of Diisseldorf, in 1879 
or 1380. His family name was Hammerken, 
His father was a nt, whilst his mother 
kept a dame’s school for the younger children 
of Kempen. When about twelve years old he 
became an inmate of the povur-scholars’ house 
which was connected with a “ Brother- 
House” of the Brethren of the Common Life 
at Deventer, where he was known as Thomas 
from Kempen, and hence his well-known 
name. There he remained for six years, and 
then, in 1398, he was received into the 
Brotherhood. A year later he entered the 
new religious house at Mount St. Agnes, near 
Zwolle. After due preparation he took the 
vows in 1407, was priested in 1413, became 
Subprior in 1425, and d. according to some 
authorities on July 26 and others on Aug. 8, 
1471. Much of his time was oceupied in copy- 
ing Miseals, Breviaries, and other devotional 
and religious works, His original writings 
included a chronicle of the monastery of St. 
Agnes, several biographies, tracts and hymna, 
and, but not without some doubt as to his 
authorship (for a résumé of the controversy 
see Enc. Brit., 9th ed.) the immortal Imitatio 
Christi, which has been translated into more 
languages than any other book, the Bible 
alone excepted. His collected works have 
been repeatedly published, the best editions 
being Niirberg, 1494, Antwerp in 1607 
(Thomae Malleoli a Kempis . . . Opera omnia), 
and Paris in 1649. An exhaustive work on St. 
Thomas is Thomas a Kempis and the Brothers 
of the Common Life, by 8. W. Kettlewell, in 2 
vols,, Lond., 1882. In this work the following 
of his hymns are ér. by the Rev. 8. J, Stone :— 

i. From his Vita Boni Monachi, ii. :— 

See 

1. Vitam Jesu Christi, Jmilation of Christ. Be the 
life of Christ thy Saviour. 

2, Apprehende arma. Christian Armour. Take thy 
weapons, take thy shield. ° 

3. Sustine dolores. Resignation, Bear thy sorrows 
with Laurentiua, 

ii. From his Cantica Spiritualia :— 
4. U dulcissime Jesu. Jesus the most Dear. O (Child) 

Christ Jesu, closest, dearest. 
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5. O Vera summa Trinitas, Moly Trinity. Most | Winterdyne. 
true, most High, O Trinity. | the Roek ew 

5, Adversa mundi tolera. Resignation. Bear the | Sra 
troubes of thy life (p, 23. i). Parlane’s len 

7. O quails quantaque laetitia (p. 645, ii.). Kternat face, S74; 
Life © joy the purest, noblest. | of the most !! 

OF these trs. Mr. Stone has repeated Nos. 5, Sometimes it 
6, and 7 in his Hymns, 1886, and No. 4 ina with * Thou : 
rewritten form as“ Jesus, to my heart most | Havergal’s t 
precious,” in the same. [Sec also Index of hymn; but + 
Authors and Translators.) Pastor 0, A Spitz n | Lr. Monk's 
has recently published from a ms, efrea 1480, (Hav. Mss. | 
ten additional hivmns by Thomas, in his Thou-art 
“Nulezing op mijn Thomas a Kempis,” will not < 
Utrecht, 1881. Six of these lind previously Death eas 

By ‘al and 4 been printed anonymously by Mone. The best 5 181%: on 
known are “Jerusalem gloriosi" (p. 879, Ba ich cect 

: Saar i hs. and “Nee quisquam oculis vidit” (p. 793, i), | 8 mont 
We may add that Thomas's hymn- writing is nog = i iy 
not regurded as being of the highest standard, Vi os f . 
and that the modern use of his hymns in with seth ae 
any form is very limited. {J. J.J Poetry, Edit 

Thompson, Alexander Ramsay, v.p., | text, asin t 
a minister of the American Reformed Dutch | in Bp. Heb 
Church, was b. at New York, Oct. 22, 1812, It is render 
und graduated at the New York University, | his Hymn. « 
1#42, and the Princeton Seminary, 1845. He | inter resides 
was Reformed Dutch Pastor at various laces, Thou ar 
including East Brovklyn, St. Puul’s (R. P. D.», mansions 
New York City, North Reformed Chureh, [Ascension } 
Brooklyn (i874), and others. Dr. Thompson cadavmaiel 
Was joint editor of the Reformed Dutch Hys. Public Wor 
of the Church, N. Y., 1869. and the Hys. of 
’rayer and Praise, 1871. He has contributed re etre sh original hymns and fre. from the Latin to lish-speakit 

these collections, to Schaff’s Christ in Song, giiased a 
1869, and to the Sunday School Times, Phila- however, 1} 
delphia, 1883, &. His trs. will be found in } 
the Index of Authors and Translators. In ad- “sete relas 
dition two original hymns :— einstoue™ 
So Thou Whose filmed and fading eye. Good In 1871, 

Friday. 

2. Wayfarers in the wilderness, Life a Pilgrimage, for the Rey 

are in the Hys. of the Church, 1869, with the He aoe 
signature * A. R. T.” (F. M. B.) | 

in Judd’s ¢ 
Thompson, Henry John, m.a., 8, of ‘ 

John Northon Thompson, was b. at Kings- 
clere, Hants, 1830; was Tylney Exhibitioner | 
Queen's College, Oxford, 1850: and gradu- | 
ated B.A. in 1853, wa. in 1856. On taking 
Holy Orders, he became curate of St. Mary's, 
Warwick. In 1859 he was instituted to the 
vicarage of Dodford, near Weedon, Northants. 
In 1878 he became chaplain to the R.A. gar- 
rison at Weedon, and in 1879 was appointed Thou 
rural dean of Weedon. Mr. Thompson has bold. 7. 
written, “ Christ, we come before Thee” (Holy | of God.) 
Matrimony), to be sung at the commencement | author, cc 
of the office of Holy Matrimony. It was Ist | G. Daweor 
printed, with music by the Rev, T. R. Mat- | st. of 4 1. 
thews, by Novello & Co.; and again, together | & Huntin 
with the same music, in the 8. P. C.K. Church | Boston, U 
Hymns, 1871, No. 238, in 4 double st. of 8 J, | 8t- M.. Vili 
Mr. Thompson has also written a few hymns American 
for “ Harvest,” “Confirmation,” and other author's G 
occasions, and some carols, These, with other | 88 No. 13: 
poetical pieces, were pub, in his Hymne and| “The glo 

u 

This stanz 
pilers, and 

other Verses, and form a pleasing vo cee 633, at, tay 

Thompson, Jemima. [Luke, Jemima.] pec a 
Thou art coming, O my Saviour. stand unt« 

Frances R. Havergal. [Advent.] Written at biddest, L 
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Thou boundless Source of every 
ood. [Divine Guidance desired.) This 
yin is acento, and as such it appeared in 
- Cotterill’s Sel. of Ps. & Hys, ist ed. 1810, 

in 6 st. of 4.1, and headed “ For the right 
improvement of the dispensations of Provi- 
dence.” It was repeated in Cotterill’s Sel., 
1819 and 1820; Bickersteth’s Christian 
Pesalmody, 1833; and again in a great many 
modern hymn-books, including the 8. P. C. K. 
4s. & Hys. &. It is sometimes abbreviated 
to 4st. Of the original cento st. ii., iii., iv., 
vi. are from O. Heginbothom’s (p. 506, i.) 
““ Father of mercies, God of love," which was 
No. 9 of his Hymns, &e., Sudbury, 1794, but 
in an altered form; aud st. i. and v. are pro- 
bably by T. Cotterill, (J. J. 

Thou child of man, fall down. J. 
Alford. (Adult Baptism.) 1st pub. in G. 
Stevenson de M. Rutherford’s Lays of the 
Sanctuary, and Other Poems, 1859, p. 7, in 8 
st. of 4 1., and headed “Lines for an Adult 
Baptism.” In 1868 it was included by the 
#uthor in the revised ed. of his Poetical Works, 
P. 256, with the simple heading “1846,” the 
date of its composition, and probably of a 
Special Baptism for which it seems to have 
been composed. In Kennedy 1863, No. 771, 
“* Servant of God, go forth,” is composed of 
st. iv.—viii. It isa hymn of some merit, and 
migeht be divided with case into two parts ; the 
tirst to be sung before, and the second after, 
the administration of the Holy Rite. [J. J.J 

‘Thou dear [great] Redeemer, 
Lamb. J. Cennick. {The Holy Name fac | 
Pub. in his Sacred Hymns, &c., Pt. iii, 1743-44, 
ge a orp in rg tie ed. - the 

es. « Bk. as“ Thou t Redeemer, dying 
Lamb.”" In the Engieh Moravéan H. Bk., 
1886, it ie given in 3 st., and begins with the 
rigimal first line. (J. J.) 
Thou didst leave Thy throne and 

. Kingly crown. Emily E. 8. Elliott. Christmas.) 1st privately printed, 1864, for 
the use of the choir and schools of St. Mark's 
Church, . 
iuthoress 

Instrree 
Chimes 
. 61. a 

oe MM 

Brighton, and first pub. by the 
in the Church Missionary Juvenile 

» 1870, p. 188; and again in her 
Jor Daily Service, 1880, p. 99, in 5 st. 
It was repeated in Wilson's Service of 
1865; Allon’s Children’s Worship, 
rs. Brock’s Children’s H. Bk., 1881 ; 

hha Praise, 1888, &e., and is given in full, 
Soo almost in the 1880 text as No, 374 in the 

‘tish Free Church H. Bk., 1882. (J. M.] 
Thou glorious Sun of Righteous- mm; Charlotte Eliott. (Sunday te Riba 4 mon is in C. U. in two forms, and bot oft y Miss Elliott. The firat torm is in 3 st. the « peginning as above, and a in Pié hird Thousand” of H. V. Elliott's 
: FT ys., 1839, No. 291. This text is re- Iie ima the Leeds H. Bi. 1853, and others, 
Rt form is that given in Miss Elliott's 
4, “"@ and Evening Hys, for a Week, 1839, ri = 11 - of 41. , this = — wet 
“1. sand xi. are the eding hymn, the MAlNin gy stanzas being new. This form is 

Borth a? sometimes abbreviated, in Brown- 
C Kicks Select Hys., &., 1871: the 8, P. 

Church Hy, 1871; Suepp's Songa of 
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Grace and Glory, 1872; Thring’s Coll., 1882, 
and others. (J. J.J 

Thou God art aconsuming fire. J. 
Montgomery, (Prayer.] Written in 1818, and 
first printed on a broadsheet with Montgo- 
merys “ Prayer is the soul's sincere desire,” 
and “What shall we ask of God in prayer?” 

| for use in the Nonconformist Sunday schools 
| in Sheffield. It was included in Cotterill's 
Sel, 1SLY, No, 279, in 4 st. of 8 1.; in Mont- 
gomery's Christian Psalmist, 1825, No. 481, 
with alterations, and in 8 st. of 4.1L. ; and again 
in his Original Hymns, 1853, No. 68, without 
further alteration, ‘This last is the text usually 
given in the hymndals. 

Thou God of glorious majesty. C. 
Wesley. (Death and Judgment.) 1st pub. in 
Hymns and Sacred Poeme, 1749, vol. i, in 6 
st. of 6 1., and entitled * An Hymn for Serious- 
ness” (2. Works, 1868-72, vol. iv. p. 316), 
In 1780 it was included in the Wes. H. Bk., 
as No. 58, and from thence las | into 
many collections. The hymnale of the 
Church of England however received their 
text from M. Medan, who included the hymn 
in his Ps. & Hymns, 1760, and appended to 
the lines :— 

** Give me to feel their solemn weight, 
And tremble on the brink of fate 

And wake to Righteousness,” 

and a long note, thus introduced :— 
" Opportunity to r this signifi- 

cant Word Cruse) oat of the g whe “< the Initala whe 
use it t with Luck, Fortune, Chance, Destiny, to 
promote their favourite Scheme, of excluding the - 
cular Providence of the Wise Disposer of all Events 
from the Government of the Affairs of Man.” 

He then proceeds to justify the use of the 
word by first giving its derivation from the 
Latin, Fatum, and then quoting classical 
authorities for its use in the same sense ag 
that in which it is used by Wesley. Fate is 
that which God has spoken concerning man. 
In this verse of the hymn that word is, * Dust 
thou art and unto fer sbalt thou return.” 
Hence its truth. 
Concerning the second stanza, “Lo! on a 

narrow neck of land,” much controversy has 
arisen as to whether or not it was written “on 
& narrow neck of laud” at the Land’s End, 
Cornwall. Mr. T. Jackson, in his Life of 
C. Wesley, asserts that there is no proof of 
its having been written under these cireum- 
stances; and Dr. Osborn, the learned editor 
of the Poetical Works of J. & C. Weasley. ia 
silent on the subject. Failing to find else- 
where any evidence of value in fayour of the 
common belief, we must join the above autho- 
rities in pronouncing against it. 

The literary merits of this hymn won the 
praise of Montgomery :— 
“*Thou God of glorious majesty !' is a sublime con- 

templation in another vein; solemn, collected, un- 
impassioned thonght, but thought occupied with that 
which is of everlasting import to « dying man, stand- 
Ing on the lapse of a moment between ‘two eternities.’ ” Christian Psalmist. Introductory Essay, 
An abbreviated form of this hymn is found 

in a few collections including Major's Book of 
Praise, &e., No. 65. It is composed of st. 
iii.-vi., beg nning “O God, mine inmost soul 
convert.” The same stanzas, considerably 
altere:!, are given as “O God, Thy saving 
gtace impart,” is in Kennedy, 1863. a J.J 

4 
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Thou knowest, Lord, that they. 
J. Anatice. (In Temptation.) First privately 
printed in Hys. by the Rev. Joseph Anatice, 
u.a., Lond.: 1836, and ufterwards pub. in The 
Child's Christian Year, 1841, in 5 at. of 6 L, 
and appointed for the 19th S, after Trinity. 
In 1863 Dr. Kennedy gave in his Hymno. 
Christ., an altered version, beginning “ Help, 
Lord, Thou know’st that they,” in 4 st., the 
fourth stanza being omitted. {J. J.J 

Thou, Lord, delights Thy saints to 
own. J. Allen, [Holy Baptism.) This im- 
perfect line is the opening of a hymn out of 
which a rene goud lyric has been made. The 
original, by J. Allen, appeared in A Collectson 
of Hymns for the use of those that acek, and 
those that have Redemption in the Blood of 
Christ. Kendal; Printed by Thomas Ash- 
burner, Mpce.vu, No, 114, as follows :— 

** At 46 sage 
“1, Thon, Lond, delights ‘Thy saints to own 

In Thy appointed ways; 
This ordinance with blessings crown, 

Aud tokens of Thy grace, 
‘+2. Jointly we raise our hearts to Thee, 

Thy powerful Spirit breathe ; 
And let the littl+ infant be 

Baptiz’d into Thy death. 
3. O let Thy unction on Aim rest, 

With grace Ais heart bedew ; 
And write within his tender breast 
Thy name and nature tov. 

4. If Thou shouldst Kec end Ais race 
His place with Thee pre ; 

Or if Thou eo gous out Acs days, 
Continue still Thy care. 

6. Thy faithful soldier may Ae prove, 
rt with trath divine ; 

A sharer of Thy dying love, 
A follower of Thine.” 

In 1782 Thomas Beck included it in an 
altered form in his Hymns Caleulated for the 
Purposes of Public, Social, and Private Wor- 
ship, &e., Rochester, 1782, as No, 105, thus:— 

** Dedicating the Child to Giod in Baptism, 
"1. Thou, Lord, art pleased Thy saints to own, 

And wilt their children bless ; 
This ord’nance now with mercy crown, 
And tokens of Thy grace, 

“2, Jesus, we raise our souls to Thee 
[And, as in orig, above.] 

3, O let Thy anction on Aim rest, 
Thy grace his soul bedew ; 

{And, as in orig. above.) 

“4. [As above with |. 1 race” to ‘'days;" and 
1. 3, days” to * race," 

“5. [As above with |, 2 '* Begirt,” to '' Girded ;” 
and |, 3 sbarer of” to ** sharer in,”} 

6, A new stanza, being :— 
* Plant us into His death, 

That we His life may prove; 
Partakers of His cross beneath, 

And of Ilis crown above.” 
from Hys. on The Lord's Supper, by J. and C, Wesley, 
1745, No. cxlviil, 4, rewritten in e.st. as:— 

* Lord, plant us all into Thy death, 
That we Thy life may prove ; 

Partakers of Thy cross beneath, 
And of Thy crown above," 

In 1833, this cento took the form in which 
it is kuown in modern hymn-books, appearing 
in Bickersteth's Christian Pealmody, No. 351, 
as “ Jesus, we lift our souls to Thee,” in 5 st., 
beginning with the second stanza altered, hy 
Allen, and concluding with the stanza, also 
altered as above, by Wesley. In the Irish 
Church Hynnal, st. 4. os in Biekersteth, is 
oniitterd The eento shonld therefore be sub- 

seribed *.7. Alen, C. Wesley, T. Reck, and EB. 
Bickersteth.” CW. T: B.) 
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THOUGH HOLY, HOLY, HOLY 

T. Randall. (Love.] First appeared as No. 
11 in the Dra't Scottish Translations and 
Paraphrases, 1745, a3 a version of 1 Cor. xiii. 
in 14 st. of 4 lines. In the Draft of 1781, 
No. 49, slightly altered, und beginning 
~ Though perfect eloquence adorn'd.” ‘Thence 
with st. iv, and st. ii. 1. 2, rewritten in the 
public worship ed. issued in that year by the 
<Church of Scotland and still in use. In the 
mnarkings by the eldest daughter of W. Came- 
vom (p. 200, ii), the original is ascribed to 
T. Randall, and the alterations in 1781 to 
W. Cameron. Iu the Eng. Presb. Ps. & 
FT ymua, 1867, the text of 1781 was included 
us Nos, 281-283, No. 282 beginning * Love 
suffers long, love envies not” (st. v.), and No. 
283 beginning with st, x., “ Here all our gifts 
in perfect are.” It is also found in the follow- 
ing forms :— 

1. Though grace apeoeh adorn'd, begin- 
muing with st. i. aed in the Springfield Coll., 1835, 
No. 247 uo an). 

an endless reign, 
Xii.—xiv. in Rorison's Hymns, 1860, No, 161. 

3. " Love bt. ix., Re, js an reign, 
Xiii., xiv. in Twickenham Chapel Coll., 1845, p. 64, 

4. Faith, and love, now dwell on earth, st. 
Xiii., xiv. in Montgomery's Christian Psalmist, 1825, 
No. 104, and in America in Adams & Chaplin's Coll., 
1846, No. 387. (Compare Watts’s Hymns, Bk. i., Nos. 
133, 134.) [J. M.] 

st. ix., X., 

‘eo holy, holy, “i ,» Lord. J. 
lontgomery. rinity. is appeared 

in Bickorsetis Christian Pealmody, 1833, 
No. 12, in 7 st. of 4 L, and based on Isaiah 
vi. 3. It is given in a few modern hymn-books 
in G. Britain and America, but is not found 
in Montgomery's Original Hys., 1853. (J. J.] 

Though troubles assail, And dan 
affright. J. Newton. (Security in God} 
Written in February, 1775, for the service at 
the Great House at O (Bull’s Life of 
Newton, 1868, p. 208), and first pub. in the 

Z Magazine, Jan. 1777, p. 42, in 8 st. of 
81, mand headed “Jehovah-Jireh, ie. The 

rd will provide, Gen. xxii. 14.” It was in- 
tlided in a Olney Hymna, 1779, Bk. i., No. 7, 
with the title “ The Lord will provide.” It is 
usually given in an abbreviated form. (J. J.) 

Thought on thought in solemn train. 
E. Caswall. [Man Perfect, Fallen, Redeemed.] 

is poem of 222 lines appeared in his Masque 
of Mary, &c., 1858, p. 232, as “Musing ina 
“lemn ~ train,” in rts as follow :—i. 
Nature in Paradise; ii. Nature Fallen; iii. 
ature Comforted; iv. Nature Redeemed; 

.. Nature Warned; vi. Nature Restored; 
WEN ature Glorified. In his Hys. and Poems, 

13, D>. 259, it was repeated in full with the 
one Civisions, and the general heading 
I Amiga Nature before and since the fall.’ 
? he FT ymnary, 1872, two centos were given 

it as (1) “Hail, O Thou of grace di- 

The "3. C2) “If thou wouldest life attein.” 
he latter of these has been repeated else- 

yee J.J) L 

dg OUsands, © Lord of hosts, this 
Pub, =,77-_ Montgomery. [During Sickness.) 
1883 4m = Bickersteth’s Christian Psalmody, 
the LN ©, 185, in 8 st. of 4 1, and again in 

. ©&fon H. Bk., compiled by the Misses 
Ihre zz of Sheffield, 1834, No, 198. It was 

"M™>lisstied in Montgomery's Poet's Port- 
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rp 1835, p. 255, with the title “*The 
risoner of the Lord’ A Sabbath Hymn 

for a Sick Chamber ;" and the addition of two 
stanzas (“I, of such fellowship berefi,” and 
“O make Thy face on me to shine”). This 
text was repeated in his Original Hymna, 
1853, No. 183. It isin C. U. in Great Britain 
and America usually in an abbreviated form ; 
and also as follows :— 

. In T. Darling's 
1874-87. 

In the 

1, Many, 0 Lord, my God, 
Hys, for the Church of Eegland. 

a of souls this . usands, O day. 
— Unitarian Hys: of the Spirit, Boston, 1864, 

3 at. 
3. The dew lies thick upon the In the 

American Church Pastorals, 1964, st. vi-viil, [J. J.J 

Three in One, and One in three. G. 
Rorison. (Holy Trinity.) The ms. of this 
hymn was sent in 1849, with seven others, to 
R. Campbell for insertion in his St. Andrews 
Hymnal, but they were not included therein, 
although the mss. were retained and now 
form purt of the c. mss. The heading of 
this special ms, is * Trinity Sunday, An imi- 
tation and combination from the Roman 
Breviary ‘Tu Trinitatis Unitas,’ and ‘Jam sol 
recedit igneus.’” The hymn was first pub, in 
Dr. Rorison’s Hys. and Anthems, 1851 (Preface 
dated “All Saints Day, 1850"), p. 97, a3 
follows :— 

** Three in One and One tn Three! 
Ruler of the earth and sea! 
Hear us while we lift to Thee 

Holy chant and pealm. 
** Light of _— with m-rning-shine 

Lift on us Thy light divine ; 
And let charity benign 

Breathe on us her balm. 
* Light of lights! when falls the even 
Let it sink on sin forgiven : 
Fold us in the peace of heaven ; 

Shed a vesper calm. 
* Three in One, and One in Three! 
Darkling bere we worship Thee : 
With the Saints hereafter we 

Hope to bear the palm." 

In Murray’s Hymnal, 1852, it was repeated 
with “ Dimly here,” &c., for “ Darkling here,” 
&c., in at. iv., 1.2. This text was given in 
Hi. A. & M., 1861, with the additional change 
of “Shed a vesper calm,” “to shed a holy 
calm.” Other, but slight, alterations have 
been introduced in modern hymn-books, in- 
cluding :— 

1, Ever blessed Trinity, In the 1890 Appendix 
the Bap. Ps. & Hys. = 

in Three. * , One In the Roman 
Catholic Hys. for the Year 1867. 

3. Lord of 5 ! as and free. In J. Hunter's 
Hys, of Faith and Pry Amd 1889, 

It must be noted that most editors of 
hymnals have misquoted st. ii. by printing the 
compound substantive “morning-shine” as 
two words, followed by a semicolon, an over- 
sight which destroys the whole point and 
meaning of the stanza, and goes far towards 
spoiling the entire hymn. ‘The text, usually 
agin i. A. & M., is in extensive use in G. 
Britain and America. The H. A. & M. text 
is also tr. into Latin by G. 8. Hodges, and is 
iven in his County Palatine, 1876,.as, “ Una 
‘rina Deitas.” (J. J.J 

Threlfall, Jeannette. This sweet singer 
of hymns and other sacred poems, was born 
in the town of Blackburn, Lancashire, on 
24th March, 1821. She was the daughter 
of Henry Threlfall, wine merchant, 

4F2 
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Catherine Fecles, the latter a somewhat | The sacred 
noticeable local family, who disapproved of nor at all 
the marriage. She was early left au orphan, | ment. Bu 
and became the “beloved inmate” (as a! spirit utter 
memorial-card bears) of the households sue- | ber, 188%), 
ce-sively of her uncle and aun: Bannister and | Cemetery, 
Mary Jane Eecles, at Park Place, Blackburn,| of Mix 
and Golden Hill, Leylund ; and later of their) jpejudy :— 
daughter, the late Sarah Alice Aston, and | 1. jpocann 
her husband, of Dean’s Yard, Westminster. | palm sient 
Latterly she met with a sad accident that} 2 ! think 
lamed and mutilated ber for life, and a second | + to 
rendered her a helpless invalid. She bore| 5, We pr 
her long slow suff-rings brightly, and to the} 6 When 
end retained a gentle, loving, sympathetic | % PHgrim 
heart, and always a pleasant word and smile,| These | 
forgetful of herself. Throughout she was a | Threlfall 
great reader, and at “idle moments” threw | Was writ 
off with ease her sacred poems und hymns. | dictation 
These were sent anonymously to various | Widely w 
periodicals, They were first collected and| Thre: 
issued in a small volume, entitled Woodsorrel; | Mra. Yar 
or, Leaves from a Retired Home. By J.T.)  Thric 
Lond. : J. Nisbet, 1856. * Tuere are thirty-tive | above. 
poems in all. They do not appear to lave won | jn his H 
apy notice except among friends. Years later | jn 10 st. 
she selected 15 pieces from Woodsorrel and | Jy its fu 
added 55 others, and js them as er ea ateth’s | 
Shadow. Poems vd eannette Threlfall. Wath) vii, viii 
Introduction by the Lord Bishop of Lincoln} the da: 
[ Wordsworth). Lond. : (Hunt), 1873. <A 8rd been r 

ed, (1880) is eutitled New Edition. With) in @. 1 
In Memoriam from the Sermons of the Dean Thr 
of Westminster and Canon Farrar. The two heave 
memorial tributes are very tender and sweet. Gol 
A few words from each will be acceptable. ‘lL j 
Dean Stanley, amongst other things snely put, Hk ‘ 
says :— 1787." 

“If I may speak of one who has been taken from drids 
these precincts within the last week: when a lire, bright | GEIB 
and lovely in itself, is suddenly darkened by some ter- | With 8 
rible accident; when it has been changed from the | headin 
enjoyment of everything t the enjoyment of nothing; bein 
when year by year, and week by week, the suffering, ‘ng 
the weakness, have increased ; and when yet, in spite of | XX11- 
this, the patient sufferer has become the centre of the | of the 
househwld, the adviser and counsellor of each; when | differs 
there bas been a constant stream of cheerfulness under | ¢y 17 
the severest pain; when there has been a flow of grati- C, U. 
tude for any act of kindness, however slight; when we | 1858, 
recall the eager hope of such au one, that and | as, “* 
improvement, not stagnation or repose, will be the Both 
destiny of the newly-awakened soul; then, when the 
end bas come, we feel more than ever that the future ig | 8@VCT: 
greater than the present,”’ TT 

So Canon Farrar :— Thrit 
“A few days ther resident of this Fi 

parish, a caenee pat Apron Ao whose name keg 
many of the poor well know; who was their friend and 
their benefactor: who bad the liberal hand and the 
Jarge heart; who helped the charlies of this parish with 
& Spontaneous generosity which is extremely rare ; 
whose purse was ever open, unasked, to every 
work of which sbe heard; whose delicate mind was 
alive with Christian sympathy ; who had pre-eminently 

*** The faith, through constant watching wise, 
And the heart at leisure from itself, 
To svothe and sympathise.’ ” 

Bp. Wordsworth praises her poems, and 
observes :— for 

‘Tt is an occasion for great thankfulness to be able to Sele 
point to such as many of thore in the present sii 
volume, In which con-iderable mental powers ro graces ; 
of composition are blended with pure tcligious feeling, | Aut 
and hallowed by sound doctrine and fervent devotion.’” hyr 

ee 
* The title Woodsorred was chosen from its name in h é 

Italian ‘* Alleluia,” and because Fra Angelico puts it, = 
with daisies at foot of the Cross in one of his most | BTEC 
lovely paintings. Sct 
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Thring, Godfrey, ua. s. of the Rev. 
J. G. D. rg of Alford, Somerset, and 
brother of the Rev. E. Thring (we above), 
was b. at Alford, March 25, 1823, and edu- 
cated at Shrewsbury School, and at Balliol 
College, Oxford, Ba. in 1845. On taking 
Holy Orders he was curate of Stratfield-Turzis, 
1846-50 ; of Strathfieldsaye, 1850-58; and of 
other parishes to 1858, when he became rector 
of Alfordowith-Eoenblottes, Somerset. B.D. 
1867-76. In 1876 he was preferred as prebend 
of East Harptree in Wells cathedral, Pre- 
bendary Thring’s poetical works are :—Hymna 
Congregational and Others, 1866; Hymna and 
Verses, 1866; and Hymns and Sacred Lyrica, 
1874. In 1880 he pub. A Church of England 
Hymn-book Adapted to the Daily Services of the 
Church throughout the Year; aud in 1882, a 
revised und nuch improved edition of the 
same as The Church of England Hymn Book, 
<€c. (for details concerning which see England, 
Hymnody, Church of, p. 331, § vi). A great 
many of Prebendary Tiring’s hymns are an- 
notated under their respective first lines (see 
Index of Authors and Translators); the rest in 
©. U. include :— 

1, Beneath the Church's hallowed shade. Consecra- 
tion of a Burial Ground. Written in 1870. This is 
“one of four hymns set to music by Dr. Dykes, and first 
pub. by Novello & Co., 1873, It was also included (but 
without music) in the author's Hys. & Sacred Lyrics, 
1874, p. 170, and in his Coll., 1892. 

Titessed Saviour, Thou hast taught us. Qui 2. ud~ 
gestma, Written in 1866, and first pub, in the a . 
ifys. Congregational and Others, 1566. It was repub- 
lished in his Hys. & Sac. Lyrics, 1874; and his eoll., 
1882. It is based uo the Epistle for Quinquagesima, 

3. Blot out our dine of old. Lent. Written in 1862, 
and first pub. in Hys. Cong. and Others, 1866; Hys. 
& Sac. Lyrics, 1874; and his Voll., 1882. It is in several 
collections in G. Britain and America, and has heen 
Specially set to music by H. H. Pierson (Novello & Co.), 
and in other bymnals. 

- with sorrow, sin, and shame. / ent. 
Written in 1880, and first pub. in his Coll., 1882, as a Processional during Lent. It is of more than usual merit, 

&. Bulwark of a nation, Church Con- 
ferences, kc. Written in 1876, and first pub, with 
Music by the Rev. 8. M. Barkworth (Novello), 1877, and 
by many others. In the author's Coll., 1882. 

6. to life, yet loath to die. Invitation to the Wear-zy, Written in 1862, and first pub. in Morrell & 
How's 75. ¢ Hys., 1964; and again in the author's Hys. 
Cong. cand Others, 1366; and in his Coll., 1882, and in 
ther hy mnals. 

* ‘or , Lord, ITery, Lent, Writeen in 1862. = first pnb. a his Hye. Cong. and Others, 1866, and 
Jf us. & Sac. Lyrics, 1874. 

tn 8. the eastern mountains. Epiphany. Written 
aay 3: and first pub. {n his ys, & Sac. Lyrics, 1874, tnd pass _ Cou, 1882. Tt is a Processional for Epiphany, Ava found in several collections. osm . we, soldiers, for the battle. Purity. ten Mette White Cros Army, and pub. in the Bath and 
lo” Fréocesan Magazine, July, 1884. 

in 04, . Ped the Father, God the Sen, Holy Spirit, Three ane. Litany for Close of Service. Written in 1871, rst pub. in lis Hys. & Sac. Lyries, 1874; and in bis (lt, 182, and in other b . $2, ‘Ymnals, 
ll. Grant us, 0 our hea Father. Growth in Rey esired. Written in 1891, at the request of the be i Feb. W. Michell, Diocesan Inspector of Schools throsttt: and Wells, to set forth the growth of religion the as the ordinances of the Church, and first pub. in 
12 Uthieor’s Cbll., 1982. 

. unknown. Joly of worlds 
fritten in 1872, and first pub. in his Hys. & 

at pidge lk lp his Coll,, 1882. 
sac ° — rest. Sunday. in wre rte in his Hys. Cong. and 

1866, in 13 st. of 4], Originally ft was not in- J Fubite Worship ; but from ft st. i.-Hii., vil., a xii. were adapted by the author and Bp, 
the 8. P. C. K. Church Hys., lsii, st. i, ee, 
&: 

Writte 
Others. 

Hamre §, 
4, for 
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* Hail! day of light, that bringest light 
And joy to me,” 

eT ee “ 
ie ! qui rit, bringing 

iste @ on" ey 
Although the altered fourm is in the autbor’s Coll., 1882, 
the | is his authorized text for the future. 

14. ! hear ye not the angel- + Christmas 
Carol, Written in 1864 at the request of the Rev. R. R. 
Chope, and pub. in the author's Coll., 1882, in 2 st, of 
81. Of this ae. st. ii., Il. 1-4, are by George Wither. 

15. Hark! vault of heaven is . Ascension. 
Written in 1873, and first pub. in his Mys. & Sac. Lyrics, 
1874: again in his Coll, 1882; again in other 

‘ tabtcand toe on fe gery ig 7 467, rst pub, Tye. & Sac. » 1874. 
In C, U, in Awerton. 

17. Have we no zeal for Him Who died} Conversion 
of St. Paul, Written in 1876, and pub. in his Coll., 
1880, and again in L482. 

18. Heal me, O my Saviour, heal, Lent. Written in 1866, and first pub. in his Hys. Cong. and Others, 1366, in 
5st. of 4 |., and, enlarged to 8 #t., in bis Ifys. & Sac. 
Lyrics, 1874, and his Coll., 1882, also in other hymnals. 
Ithas been specially set to music by H. H, Pierson in his 
Hymn Tunes, 2nd series, 1472. Its use has extended to 
A . 

19. Hear us, Thou who broodedst, Processional Jor 
Whitsuntide, Written in 1873, and first pub, in his 
fiys. & Sac, Lyrics, 1874; and in his Coll., 1882, also 
in other hyninals. The latter is his authorized text. 

20. In the Name of God the Father, /oly Baptism. 
Written in 1869, and first pub. in his Mys. & Sac. y 
1s74, and again in his (oll., 1482. ‘The second stanza 
begins, “ Washed beneath the mystic waters.” 

1. Jeau, hea 8 » The Good § 
Written in 1472, and first pub. in bis Hys. & Sac. 
1474, and a in his Colf., 1440; also in other bymnals, 
hey omi from the 1882 ed. of the same, although it is 

ne m cans an indifferent hymn. 
22. Lord God Almigh . Who hearest all, &e. God 

the Hearer of Prayer, ritten in 1*75, and first pub. 
in his Coll., 1880, and ted in the ed. of 1862. 

23. Lord of Power, Lord of . Collect, Tth &. 
after Trinity. Written in 1862, and first pub, in i) 
Hymnal the same year. It was repeated in Morrell & 
How's #’s, & Hys., 1864; in the author's Hya. Cong. and 
Others, 1866; bis Hys. & Sac, Lyrics, 1x74, and his Coll,, 
1882, It is also in a large number of collections, and 
ranks in popularity with most of the author’s best hymns. 
It has heen specially set to music by Dr. Monk, and 
by H. H. 

24, Make me holy, 0 my Saviour. Holiness desired. 
Written in 1867, and first pub. in his Hys. & Sac. Lyrics, 
1874; and again in his Coll., 1882 (Private Use). 
25. O death, art no more, Jeath anticipated 

with Joy. Written in 1862, and pub. in Chope's /Tym- 
nal the same Also in the author's Hys, Cong. and 
Le 1866 i _ Hys. & Sac, Lyrics, 1874; and tt 

+» 1882. It has been specially set to music by H. H. Pierson and W. T. Best. eso! ad 
26. O for the faith that knows no doubt. Unfailing Paith desired. Written in 1864, and first pub. in his Hys. and Verses, 1866; his Hys. & Sac, Lay ics, 1874; 

and his Coll., 1480; but omitted from the ed. of 1882, 
87. O God of mercy, God of t, in love and pi 

. again 

Lyrics, 

infaite, Bog Friitten in 1877, and first pot ag 4 
oll. nm 18%2. Specially set to music 

28 0 God the glory d of , Who. Collect, &. after the Ascension. Written in ay, 1863, and pub. in his Hys. Cong. and Others, 1866: bis Hys. & Sac. Lyrics, 1874; and his Col/,, 1850; but omitted from the ed, of 1882. 
29. O Mighty God, Creator, King. Por those travel- ling by Land or by Sea, Written ‘in 1878 for his Coll., 

852, 

of 

and pub, therein, 1880, and 

psalm . 
Written in tev and pub, a 

30. O sing to the Lord with a 
Church Conference. 
Hymns, set to music by Dr. Dykes, 1873, in the author's Hys. & Sac. Lyrics, i874, and his Coll, 1882. A floe Thymon for Church gatherings of various kinds. 81. 0 Thou Who dwellest in realms of light. raise for Divine Mercies. Written in 1862, and first pub. in his ys. Cong. and Others, 1866; hia Hys, & Sac, Lyrics, 1874; amd his ¢oll., 1842. Specially set to music by H. H. Pierson in bis Hymn Tunes, 2nd Series (Simpkin 
& Marshall), 1872, 

32. 0 Thou. Who every o of human life. St. Thomas. Written in 1875, and first pub, in his Coll. 1880, and also in the 1882 ed. of the same. 
33. O Thou, Who from one blood didst make. Fur 
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Unity. First pub. in his Coll., 1880; again in 1882, and 
in a hbymnals. 

A, 
Written in 1881, and included in his Coll., 1882, 

85, 0 Thou, Who sitt’st enthroned above all worlds 
both great and small. Consecration of a Church, 
Written in 1867, and pub. with music by Dr. Dykes in 
Four Hymns, 1873, and used at the consecration of Horn- 
blottou Church, Feb. 19, 1874, Also ly set to 
music by H. 8. Irons (Novello), 1874. It was re 
in the author's Hys. & Sac. Lyrics, 1974; and bis Coll., 
1882, also in other hymnals. ; 

36, See the Sun heaven ascending. Mid-day. 
Written in 1864, and tirst pub. in his Hys. Cong. and 
Others, 1866; in his Hys. & Sac. Lyrics, 1874; and in 
his Coll., 1882. 
37. The ocean hath no danger. For Use at Sea, 

Written in 1862, and first pub. in his Hys, Cong. and 
Others, 1866; his Hys. & Sacred Lyrics, 1874, and in 
his Coll., Ls82, 

38, Thou that sendest sun and rain. Times of 
Scarcity. Written in 1862, and first pub. in his Hys. 
Cong. and Others, 1866, a8 a hymn for a" Bad Harvest.” 
It was in his Hys. & Sac, Lyrics, 1874; his Coll., 
1882, in several bymnals. 
39. Thou to Whom the sick and dying. On behalf 
4 Hospitals, Written in 1870, at the request of Preb. 

utton of Lincoln, and first pub. in his Supplement, 
Lincoln, 1871; and again with music by H. H. Pierson 
in Hymn Tunes (Simpkin & Marshall), 1872. It is also 
in the author’s Hys. & Sac, Lyrica, 1874; his Coll., 1882, 
and several other bymn-books. 

40. Thrice he whose tranquil mind, Content- 
ment. Written in 1863, and first pub. in his Hys. Cong. 
and Others, 1466; and bis Hys. & Sac, Lyrics, 1874, Itis 
given in one or two American bymn-books. 

41. Thy love for all Thy creatures. AMid-day, Written 
in 1864, and first pub. in his Hys. Cong. and 1866 ; 
again in bis Hys. & Sac. Lyrics, 1874; his Coll., 1482, 
and several hymn-books. : 

42. To Thee, 0 God, we render Holy Scrip- 

pray. 

thanks. 
ture. Written in 1880, and pub. in his Coll., 1882. 

43. Watch now, ye Christians, watch and . 
Written iu 1861, and first pub. in Chope's 

Hymnal, 1862. Afterwards re in the author's 
Hys. . and Others, 1866; Hys. & Sac. Lyrica, 
1874; his Coll., 1882, also in other bymnals. 
44, We know not, 0 we know not, how far a prayer 

may go. Prayer. Written in 1866, and first pub. in 
Hys. & Sac, Lyrics, 1874; and again, abbrev in his 
Coll,, 1882 (Private Use). 

45, With tears and hearts bowed down with sorrow. 
Death of a Child, Written by request in 1881 for the 
funeral of a little boy, William Holmes Orr, son of the 
Rev. W. H. Orr, Rector of West Lydford, Somerset, who 
was killed by the fall of a shed, which he with five 
other boys had taken refuge during the great storm on 
Oct. 14, 1881. It was included in the author’s Coll., 1582. 
The special metre was adopted that the hymn might be 
sung to Neumark's Chorale, ““ Wer nur den lieben Gott 
lisst walten.” (See p. 796, ii.). 

46. Work is sweet for God has blest. Work. Written 
in 1863, and first pub. in bis Hys. Cong. and Others, 1866; 
bis Hys. & Sac. Lyrics, 1874, his Coll., 1982, and other 
hymn-books. 

In addition to the above, and those an- 
notated under their respective first lines, Pre- 
bendary Thring wrote in 1868 a series of 
“Hymns on the Creation,” as set forth in the 
first chapter of Genesis, and pub. the same 
in his Hys. & Sac. Lyrics, 1874, and in his 
Coll., 1880 and 1882, ese hymns have also 
passed into other collections. They are all in 
the same metre (8.8.8.8.8.6), and are certainly 
very fine. The first lines are :— 

47. When o'er the water's misty deep. Sunday. 
48. The earth in roves of lightarrayed. Monday. 
49. With azure girdle circled round, Twesday. 
50, So grass, and herb, and fruitful tree. Wednesday. 
Si. Four days bad come and gone to rest. Thursday. 
52, The last great day of work had come. Friday. 
53. And now, ‘nid myriad worldsenthroned. Soturday. 
Although, as is natural, Prebendary Thring’s 

hymns are more fully represented in his own 
Coll. than elsewhere, yet a fair proportion are 
found in « large number of hymn-books in 
Great Britain and America. His hymns are 
mainly objective, and are all of them of a 
strong and decided character. The poetical, 
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THROUGH ENDLESS YEARS 

‘Through endless Thou art the 
Same. [Ps. cii.} This cento is found in 
several English and American hymn-books; 
sometimes in four and at other times in five 
stanzas; and in most cases differing somewhat 
im the text. The earliest date to which we 
have traced it is the English Bap. New Sel. 
FT ys., 1828, No. 17, in 5 st., the first of whic 
is taken from Watts’s version of Ps. cii., and 
the rest from the New Version, 1696, and in 
both instances with alterations. This text, 
With ulterations and the omission of st. v., was 
iven in the American Congregational Church 

Pacats: by Mason and Greene, Boston, 1831, 
No. 102. In some later American liymu-books, 
st. v., asin the English Bap. Nerw Sel., 1828, 
or altered, is restored. The text of the 1880 
Suppl. to the English Bap. Ps. & Hys., is fro 
the New Sel., slightly altered, (J. J.J 

Through the day Thy love has 
spared us. T. Kelly. [(Evening.] Pub. in 
the 2nd ed. of his Hymns, &c., 1806, in 2 st. of 
6 1. (ed. 1853, No. 500). It has come into ex- 
tensive use in all English-speaking countries, 
and has been tr. into several languages. R. 
Binghaw’s tr. into Latin in his Hymno. Christ. 
Latina, 1871, begins :—* Per hune diem tre- 
Pidum.” {J. J.) 

Throw away Thy rod. G. Herbert. 
| page Ist pub. in his posthumous work 

emple, 1633, under the title * Discipline,” 
thus :— 
“* Throw away Thy rod, 
oe away Thy wrath : 

my 
Take the gentle path. 

“ Then let wrath remove; 
Love will do the deed; 

For with love 
hearts will bleed. 

* Love is swift of foot; **For mpy heart's desire 
Love's a man of war, Unto ine is bent; Jide are 

To full consent. And can hit from far, 
** Who can “scape his bow ? “Not a word or look That which wrought on I — * Se opel Thee 

4 . , ° ‘Thee low, 
- And Thy book alone. Nei min wanen me. 

; Thoaeh I fail, weep; | « Throw away Thy rod; Thow T halt in pace, Thow man frailties 
et I creep - 

To the throne of grace. Thon art God; 
Throw away Thy wrath.” 

The earliest attempt known to us to adapt 
this poem for congregutional use was made by 
John Wesley. In his Coll. of Ps. & Hye, 
Printed at Charlestown, America, 1736-7, it 
“a8 @ltered from its 5.5.3.5 metre to 8.M. and 
given ass No. vii. of the “Ps. & Hys. for Wed- 
Meday and Friday.” The first stanza begins : 

** © throw away Thy rod! 
O throw away 
y Saviour and my God, 

O take the gentle path.” 

The ©riginal poem, usually in an abbrevi- 
i form, is found in several modern hymn- 

ks, including the People’s H., 1867; the 
Cg. Ce, Hymnal, 1887, and others. [J.J.] 

pp, Dorothy Ann, daughter of 
weeph "Thru p, of Paddington Green, was b. 
Dec ©ndon, June 20, 1779, and d. there on 
havout> 1847. Her hymns, a few of which 
s Comme into extensive use, were contributed 
Viect® Rev. W. Carus Wileon’s Friendly 
Wilor wand his Children’s Friend, under the 
ne @e dlume of Iota; to Mrs. Herbert Mayo's 
Ff EX ys. and Poetry for the use of Infant 
Schools cand Nurseries, 1888 (3rd ed. 1846, with 
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change of title to A Sel... .of Infant and 
Juvenile Schools and Families), in which her 
signature is “D. A. 'l'.’’; aud also to the 
Hys. for the Young, which she herself edited 
for the R. T. 8. cirea 1880, 4th ed., 1836. In 
1836 and 1837 she ulso pub, Thoughts for the 
Day on a in on she em 
many hymns which previously appeared in 
Friendly Visitor. In addition to her hymns, 
which ure annotated under their respective 
first lines (see Index of Authors and Transla- 
tors), there are also in OC. U. :— 

1. Come, Holy Spirit, come, O hear an infant's 
» Child's Prayer, A in Mrs. ‘o's 

Sf oe and Postry, Ee Ne. Paget a 
“ pr. 

2. God loves the little child that prays. God's love 
for Children, Given in Miss Thrupp'’s Hys. Jor the 
Young, 4th ed,, 1836; and again tn Mrs. Mayo's Sel. 
dTys., &c., Ind ed., 1840, al “DAT. Itfs 
sometimes given as “God loves the child that humbly 

. Have you read the wondrous story? Life and 
Death of Jesus, This appeared aponymously in Miss 
Thrupp's Hp for the Young, R. T. 8., 1830, No. 12, in 
5 st. of 4 1. In Miss Thrupp’s later publications this 
hymn is omitted, a fact which suggests that it was not her composition, but possibly that of a friend, It is in 
the I S. 8S. Union Ii, Bk., 1833-78, 

4, Let us sing with one accord, Preise _— 
This bh is usually sssocisted with Misa Thrapp's 
name, on insufficient evidence. We find it in the 
4th ed. of her ys. for the Young, 1836, and again in 
the 3rd ed, of Mrs. H, Mayo’s Sel. of Hys. and Poetry 
Sor the Use of Infant and Juvenile Schools, ke., i846, 
and in both Instances without signature. We know of 
ho evidence which justifies us in ascribing the authorship 
with certainty to Miss Thrupp. The hymn is in the 
Leeds S. 8, Union H. Bk., 1833-78, and several others. 

6. Poor and needy though Ibe. Divine Providence. 
Appeared in Miss Thrupp’s ys, for the Young, 4th ed., 
1836, No. 22; and fool in Mrs. Mayo's Sel, of Hys., 
&c., 2nd ed., 1840, and signed “ D. A. T.” 

6 ild, the mi of God \ child, ocean. Love 
compared to the Sea. Given"! ay hs R. T. 5S.’ Hys. for 
the Young, 4th ed., 1836, No. 26, and In Mra. Mayo's Sel, 
4 Hys., ke., Ist ed., 1838, and signed “*D. A. TL” In 
‘ennedy, 1663, it begins ‘* Have you seen the mighty 

ocean.” 
7. Thou Guardian of my earliest Jesus the 

Children’s Friend. This bymn we have traced to her 
Hys, for the Young, 4th ed., 1836. It Is sometimes 
given aa * Thou Guardian of our earliest days.” 

8. a a story. Life and 
Death of Jesus. This hymn is found without signature 
in her Hys. for the Young, 4th ed., 1836, and a in 
Mrs. H. Mayo's Sel., 1838, No. 174, in4 st.of 4], We 
have found no authority for ascribing ft to Mise T'brn Pp. 
In the Ch. S. 8. H. BK, ¥.D., 8 lines have been a8 
a concluding stanza _ unknown hand. 
mo What led the af Goat see So & Care, 

appeared anonymously in her Hys. for the You 5 
1930, and again in the Leeds s,s, one i. Bk, less 
In modern collections it is attributed to Miss Thro Pp, oD 
the ground thet It is found in the ys. ror the oung, 
which she edited, 

10, Who are they in heaven who stand? All Saints, 
Pub. in Mrs. Mayo’s Sel., 3rd ed., 1846, No. 64, in 5 st, 
of 4 1, and «i “A.D. T.” Tt is in the Prim. 
Methodist SS, UC. H. Bk, 1879, and others, 

Several additional hymns to those named 
above have also beenattributed to Miss Thrupp 
on insufficient authority. This has probably 
arisen out of the fact that all the hymns in 
the Hys. for the Young, including her own, 
were given anonymously. (J. JJ 
Thrupp, Joseph Francis, w.a., s. of a 

solicitor, was b. May 20, 1827, and educated at 
Winchester School and T rinity College, Cam- 
bridge. At Winchester he gained the Heath- 
cote and Duncan prizes, and the Queen's gold 
medal for an English poem, and was Head 
Prefect during his last year. He gradua'ed 
in 1849 as 7th Wrangler, and Lith in the lst 
class of the Classical Tripos. In 1850 he wae 
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elected a Fellow of hiscollege. Taking Holy 
Orders in 1852, he was appointed Vicar of 
Barrington, Cambridge, in 1853, and Select 
Preacher before the University in 1865. He 
was also for some time a member of the Board 
of Theological Studies, und was associated 
with the 8. P. C. K. some 20 years. He d. at 
Barrington, Sept. 24, 1867. His published 
works include An Introduction to the Study and 
the Use of the Psalms; A Revised Tranelation 
4 the Song of Songs; Ancient Jerusalem; and 
’salms and Hymns (Cambridge, Macmillan), 

1853. This last contains prefaces, indices, 
with authors’ names, 93 psalms, 236 hymns, 16 
doxologies. Of these 28 psalms and 18 hymns 
are by Mr, Thrupp. The beat known of his 
hymns are, “ Awhile in spirit, Lord, to Thee” 
(p. 104, ii.); “ Hail, that head, all torn and 
wounded”; “O Son of Man, Thyself once 
crossed.” Mr, Thrupp’s versions of individual 
psalms have not come into common use be- 
youd his own collection. They are therein 
signed with his initials, “J. F.T.,” but are 
not separately annotated in this Dictionary. 
His hymns are mainly on the special Festiva 
of the Church, and, in addition to those an- 
notated elsewhere are :— 

1, Abide with us, O Saviour dear. Avening. 
2. Eternal Word! Incarnate Light. Christ our All, 
3. Eternal Word ! Who ever wast. Annunciation. 

‘ 4. How beauteous are their peaceful feet. Ordina- 
tion, 

5. Lord of majesty and might. School Festival. 
6. Master, the Son of God art Thou. St. Bartho. 

lomew, 

race, St. Luke, T. O Saviour of our earth! 
8. O Thou, Whom upward to the =< Ascension, 

. Lent, 9. O, where shall we deliverance see 
PP Ope, Salem, ope thy temple gates. The Presenta- 

11. Saviour of men, Almighty Lord. St. Mark. 
12, Thou Who didst Thy brethren twain. SS. Simon 

and Jude. 
13. Thou Whose voice upon the border, St. Andrew, 
14, To David's Son hosannas sing. Palm Sunday. 

P 15. Twoandtwo, Thy servants, Lord. SS. Philip and 
ames. 

16. What, though the ground all good at first. Lent. 
Mr. Thrupp contributed several articles to 

Smith’s Dictionary of the Bible, and was one 
of the selected writers on the staff of the 
Speaker's Commentary. (J. J.) 
Thus far on life’s bewildering [per- 

plexing) path. J. Mont . [Safety 
in God.) 1st printed on a Dmeadlenaat for use 
at the Anniversary Sermons, on behalf of the 
Red Hill Sunday School, Sheffield, March 28, 
1819, in 4 st. of 6 1., and signed “J. M.” In 
Montgomery's Greenland and Other Poems, 
1819, p. 171, it was given in 6 st. of 6 1., the 
new stanzas being st. iv. and v. of the text as 
included in his Christian Psalmist, 1825, No. 
479, and his Original Hys., 1853, No. 55. The 
1819 text was altered in 1825; and again, but 
very slightly, in 1853. In modern collections 
the text is usually abridged. (J. J.J 
Thus speaks the heathen: How 

shall man. J. Logan. [Mercy rather than 
Sacrifice.) 1st pub. in the Scottish Transla- 
tions and Paraphrases, 1781, No. xxxi., in 6 st. 
of 41.,0n Micah vi. 6-9. It is rarely found 
outside of that work. This paraphrase is 
ascribed to J. Logan, on evidence given in 
the memoir of M. Bruce (p. 118, ii.). [J. J.J 
Thus speaks [saith] the high and 

lofty One. J. Logan. [God with the Hum- 

qT 
ble] Pub. in t 
Paraphrasea, 17 
in 5 st. of +1. 
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the 11th cent. at Corpus Christi, Cambridge 
(391, page 266); in the Bern ms. 455, of the 
1Oth cent.; and in the Latin Hys. of the Anglo- 
Sazon Ch. (Surtees Society), 1851, is printed 
from a as, of the 11th cent. at Durham (B. iii. 
32, f. 354). Also in Mone, No, 307; and in G. 
ML. Dreves's Hymnarius Moissiacensis, 1888, 
p. 64, from a 10th cent. ws, It is inciuded in 
the older Roman (Venice, 1478), Sarum, York, 
Aberdeen, and vther Breviaries. In the 
FRtoman Breviary, (632, it is recast greatly for 
the worse, und begins Te splendor et virtus 
Patris; and this recast is repeated in later eds. 
of that Breviary, in Daniel i. No. 189, and 
others, In some of the more recent eds. of 
the Roman Breviary (e.z. Kempten, 1746, and 
Lyons, 1852), tie original form is repeated, 
with slight alterations to suit the festival of 
St. Raphwel (Oct. 24); and this text is in 
KGnigafeld ii. p. 136. (Various. ] (J. M.j} 

This hymn has been tr. from both forms of 
the text as follows :— 

i. Tibi Christe splendor Patris, 

1. Thee, O Christ, the Father's splendour. By 
J. M. Neale, in his Medieval Hys., 1951, p. 25, 
and the H. Noted, 1852, No. 42. It has passed 
into a few collections, including the Hymner, 
1882. 

2. Christ, to Thee, the Father's glory. By W. J. 
Blew, in his Church Hy. § Tune Bh., 1852-55, 
H. Seasons, No. 47, and Rice’s Sel. from the 
Same, 1870, No, 124. Altered in J, A. Johnston’s 
English Hyl., 1856-61, to “ Christ, to Thee the 
Father's brightness.” 

3. Christ, the Father's mirrored brightness. By 
J. Db. Chambers, in his Lauda Syon, 1866, p. 95, 
and the People’s H., 1867, No. 284. 
Other tra. are :— 

jane “by father’s brightnes, Christe to thee, Primer. 

‘ane To thee, 0 Christ, thy Father's light. Primer. 

_ ti. Le splendor et virtus Patris. 
1. Thee, the Father's power and light. By Bp. 

R, Mant, in his Ancient Hymns, &e., 1837 (ed. 
1871, p. 121), Dr. Oldknow’s Hys. for the Ser- 
tices’ Of the Ch., 1850, and later eds., &e. 
.%. Thee, Who the Father's brightness art. By 

W. J. Copeland, in his Hys. for the Week, &c., 
1848, pp. 197, and subsequently in a few hymnals. 

3. © Fesu! life-spring of the soul. By E. Cas- 
wall, im his Lyra Catholica, 1849, p. 145; and 
his eye. and Poems, 1873, p. 79. Given in a 
few collections, including Pott’s Hymns, §c., 
61, c. 

ti’ Life and strength of all Thy servants. By 
Som pilers of H. A. §& M. in the 1889 Suppl. 

*that collection. 

! ww. tra. are :— ; 
ig, | © Braise thee, Christ, among the Quires. Primer. 

ma? Tord of Hosts, whose Beams impart, Primer. 

. 43,2 Ss, the Father's ray'and might, /ivine Office, 

: We Praise Thee ‘mid the Angel hosts. A. J. B. 
’ 44. 

mis? Brightness of the Father's Light. W. Palmer. 
6. 

bis paler of the dread immense. J. F. Thrupp, in 
lation” © F7ys.,1853. A Paraphrase rather than a trans- 

" Splewdour of glory all divine. J. Wallace. 1874. 
(J. J.J 

Prop. he come, O let the words. Bp. 
©reteth. (Holy Communion.) Written in 
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1861 and first pub. in his work The Blessed 
Dead, 1862, and subsequently in his Supp. to 
Psalms and Hymna, Nv. 41; The Two B , 
1871; and the 1870, 1876, and 1890 eds. of 
the Hymnal Companion. The author says that 
it is given in his Hymnal Comp. as presenting 
“one aspect of the Lord’s Supper which is 

od over in many hynunals, ‘ Ye do show 
orth the Lord’s death till He come’; and 
alsv our communion with those of whom we 
say 'We |hes Thy holy Name for all Thy 
servants departed this life in Thy faith and 
fear.’” (Note in the annotated ed, of Hy. 
Comp.) It is in several hymn-books, [J. J.} 

Time is earnest, passing by. er 
and New Year.) This popular Sunday School 
hymn appeared in three publications in the 
same year, and in each ease anonymously. 
(1) It is found in Sidney Dyer’s American 
South-western Pealmist, 1851 (p. $17, ii.), and 
signed “ Anon.”; (2) again in an American 

er called Independent, 1851; (3) and again, 
in England, in The Bible Class Magazine, 1851, 
with the signature “Indep ndent.” the name 
of the American paper from which it was 
taken. It was in 4 st.of 41. Subsequently 
it wes reprinted in The Bible Class Magazine, 
with music by Mr. Joseph Dyer, the Sehool- 
master of the Wesleyan School, Pocklington. 
Miller says (Singers & Songs. &e., 1869, p. 
551) that “it also appearcd in Select Music for 
the Young (Sunday School Union), where it is 
headed, * All Things Earnest; composed by 
Joseph Dyer.” This curious association of 
two men of the name of Dyer with the hymn, 
the first in America, and the second in Eng- 
land, has led to its authorship being attributed 
at one time to Sidney Dyer, and at another tu 
Joseph Dyer,and ineach case without authority 
ofany weight. Usually the hymn is given in an 
abbreviated form of 5 st. as in the Universal 
H. Bk., 1885, the Cong. Church Hyl., 1887, 
and others. [J. J.J 

Time is winging us away. J. Burton, 
sen. [New Year.) Pub. in Hys. for the Use 
of Sunday Schools selected m Various 
Authors, Nottingham, J. Dunn, 1812, No, 305, 
in 2 st. of 8 1, and entitled “ Brevity of Life.” 
It has passed into a very large number of 
hymn-books in G. Britain and America. Of 
Burton's bymns it ranks next to his “ Holy 
Bible, book divine,” in popularity. (J. J.) 

*Tis a point I long to know. J. New- 
ton. [In Doubt and Feur.] Appeared in the 
Olney Hymns, 1779, Bk. i., No. 119, in 9 st. of 
41. It isin C. U. inan abbreviated form, and 
opening with the first line as above. In some 
collections it begins, * Lord, my God, I long 
to know”; and in others, “Could my heart 
80 hard remain” (st. iii). These altered 
forms of the text are in use privcipally in 
America, J.J. 

*Tis enough, the hour is come. J. 
Merrick. [Nunc Dimittis.] This paraphrase 
of the Nune Dimittis was pub. in his Poems 
on Sacred Subjects, 1763, p. 13, in 22 lines. 
As given in Kennedy, 1863, No. 185, some of 
the lines are transposed, and the whole are 
expanded into 8 st. of 8 1. (J. J.J 

*Tis finished, the Messias dies, Cut 
off for sins, &c. C. Wesley. [Good Fri- 
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day.) In 1762 this hymn, in 2 st. of 8 L, | omission of 
appeared in C. Wesley’s Short Hymna, vol. ii. | alloy.” It 
p. 234. These stanzas are :— Wate took 

Tis finished! the Messias dies, eart w 
Cut off for sins, but not His own! "Tis sel 

Accomplish’d is the sacrifice, Sir I. B 
The great redeeming work is done; wr J. OU 

Finish’d the first transgression Is, hymn is i: 
And purg'd the guilt of actual sin, the Poor of 

And everlasting righteousness f4i. it 
Is now to all the world brought tn. . 

“*Tis finish’d, all my guilt and pain, always tre 
I want no sacrifice de, ven in D 

For me, for me, the Lamb is slain, 855, No. : 
And | am more then justified ; Index, Sc 

Sin, death, and hell are now subdued, Seth aa 
All grace {s now to sinners given, Elliot; 

And, lo, I plead th’ atoning blood, 1869, p. 42 
For pardon, holiness, and heaven." him persot 

It is from the first four lines of this oe sition, It 
that Blair formed st. iv. of his cento, “ Behold | date, incl 
the Saviour on the cross,” p. 130, i, The ori- | Hyl., 1886. 
inal, as above, was given in A. M. Toplady’s | jn Americ 
8. & Hys., 1776, No, 223, and thus came into | way.” It is 

use in the Church of England. Charles Wes- | 1855, and 
ley, however, was not satisfied with these Tis sv 
stunzas, aud at his death he left in ms. another T. Davis. 
hymn on the same text, “It is finished,” in Bak te hic 
8 st. of 4.1, of which st. i. and viii. are st. i. p. 23, in 4 
ll. 1-4, and st. ii. IL. 5-8 (slightly altered) re- 1858, it ws 
spectively of the 1762 text, and st. ii.-vii. are early mor 
new. This text was given in the 1830 ss a New, 1864 
to the Wes. H. Bk., and again in the P. Works, | 977 p. Ik 
1868-72, vol. xii. p. 99. (J. J.}] | earth to 

"Tis gone, that bright and orbed | authorised 
blaze. J. Keble. (Evening. | Datel Novy. Titius, 
25, 1820, and Ist pub. in his Christian Year, | o, Tietze, 
1827, in 14 st. of 4 1., and headed with the Silesia, we 
text “ Abide with us, for it is toward evening, | entered th 
and the day is far spent. St. Luke xxiv. 29.” | 0+ Brosla: 
The centos from this poem in ©. U. are:— Giles) Gy 

1, Bun of my soul, Thou Saviour dear, This cento matriculat 
was given in three stanzas in Elliott's Ps, & iys., 1435, Uni vt 
‘This was repeated in numerous hymnals, sometimes | Universit; 
in the same form, but usually with additional stanzas, eting hi 
until it has become one of the foremost hymns in the 1664, 
English language. It has been fr. into several lan- tutor. O 
guages. Those in Latin include, **Sol animae vitaeque . 
meae, praedulcis Jésu" (4 st.), by R. Bingham, in his tor of 
Hymne, Christ, Latina, 1871; and “Sol meus! Omi! in Franco 
Salvator !'’ (4 st.), by H. M. Macgill, in his Songs of the tor at Hi 
Christian Creed an iif 1876, } 

2, The Rulers of Christian land. This cento, | @ Was ay 
For those in Authority, is in limited use. Niirnberg 

3. Thou Framer of the light and dark. ‘his cento | and in Nx 
“For the High Court of Parliament” is in the 1863 and ins 
_—- tothe SP. C.K. Ps, & Mys.; the Hy. Comp., pe 

others, and is admirably suited for the purpose. Feb. 21, 
. the soft dews of kindly sleep, ‘This cento | G. A. Wil 

for Feening was given in the Salisbury A. Bk. 1857; pt. iv p 
the Sarum Hyl,, 186, and others, (J. J.) 1887 p < 

"Tis my happiness below. W. Cowper. | 10, 1641, 
In Affliction.) Appeared in Lady Hunting- | authority 
on’s Coll., 1774, No 143, in 3 st. of 8 1, and ‘Titius he 

in the Olney Hymns, 1779, Bk. iii, No. 16, | berg Gymn 
In the Lady Huntingdon Coll. it precedes, | *ither then 
and in the Olney Hymna it follows Cowper's | ‘Todten-Ke> 
“God moves in a mysterious way” [see p. | Christophe 
433, i.}, and seems to have been written at, or ra 
about the same time, and under the same cir- Wein — 
cumstances. Its modern use is mainly confined | (Berlin Lit 
to America where, in its foll,orinan abridged | enlarged « 
form, it is somewhat popular. (IJ) | (auninges 

"Tis pure delight without alloy. J. ahd 
Watts. (Divine Love Desired.) Pub. in his | (yn ure 
Hore Lyrice, 1706, Bk. i., n 6 st. of 41. and | of them « 
headed, “* Ascending to Him in Heaven.” In | scriptural 
the American Meth, Episeo, Hymns, 1849, and Two « 

‘in their Hymnal, 1878, it is given with the | English, 
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i. © du Schépfer aller Dinge. Holy Communion. 
This is a hymn of penitence before Holy Com- 
mM union, and was lst pub. in +1663, as above, as 
No. ii., in 9 st. of 8 1. Repeated in Criiger’s 
Prasxis, Frankfurt, 1676, No. 153; but recently 
in the Berlin G. L. S., ed. 1863, and erroneously 
ascribed.to Johann Heinrich Keulisch or Calisius 
Cb. 16383, at Wohlau, in Silesia; d. March 30, 
1696, as chief pastor and superintendent at 
Gaildorf, in Wiirttemberg], This possibly arose 
from the fact that in Calisius’s Hausskirche, 
Niirnberg, 1676, p. 388, there is a hymn begin- 
ning “Odu Schipfer aller Dinge, Dem bei dieser 
Morgen-Zeit,” in 7 st., but it is entirely different 
from thishymn. 7+. as “ Bow Thine ear, | now 
implore Thee.” By Dr. H. Mills, 1845, p. 38. 

ii. Sollt es gleich bisweilen scheinen. Cross and 
Consolation. His most popular hymn, lst pub. 
im 1663, as No. vi, in 10 st. of 4 1., entitled 
** Hymn of Consolation.” Included in Criiger’s 
Prawis, 1675, the Niirnberg G. £., 1676, Frey- 
linghausen’s (. B., 1704, the Berlin G. L. 5., 
1863, No. 856, and many others, sometimes 
printed as 5 st, of 8 1. 

Lauzmann relates (Koch, vill, 488) that C. A. Dann, 
chief pastor of St. Leouard’s Church, at Stuttgart, having 
Spoken somewhat freely at the tuneral of one of the 
Court pluyers, had been relegated in 1512 to the — 
©f Oieschingen in the Swabian Alb [in 1819 to the neigh- 
bouring viliage of Méasingen). The king at last granted 
the earnest desire of the Stuttgart people for bis return, 
4nd on Feb. 5, 1824, recalled him to Stuttgart. That 
Night four friends walked over to Missingen, and in the 
*arly morning conveyed the news tu Dann by singing 
this hymn at the door of bis room. 

The tr. in C, U. is:— 
Seems it in my anguish lone. This is a good tr., 

omitting st. vi., by Miss Winkworth, in her 
Lyra Ger, Ind Ser., 1858, p. 201; repeated in 
her C. B. for England, 1863, No. 146. Included 
in full in the Ohio Luts. Hyt., 1880, and abridged 
nthe St. Aidan’s College H. Bk. 1864. 
Other trs. are :— 
(1) ** Yea should it ev'n to man appear.” This isa 

fr, of st. i., asst. v. of No. 1062, in the Suppl. of 1408 
to the Aforavian H. Bk., 1801 (1886, No. 505). (2) 
Deem we spi ken.” In L. Rehfuess’s 

Churets @t Sea, 1868, p. 44, only st. £., vi. being from this 
yan. (J. M.) 
Te Baotre? cal Acorrorn. St. Ana 

tolius. (St. Stephen.) These stichera are ap- 
inte in the Greek Service Books in the 

yuce for 8t. a toy Day, to be sung at 
‘pers. The probable date is the latter part 

ofthe Sth or the beginning of the 9th cent. 
Anatolius, p. 63, oy The hymn is found 

an the Mrenwra, and the Anth. Graeca Carm. 
(wrist. P. 117. Thetr. by J. M. Neale, “The 
Th amc King of all things,” appeared in 

¢ Eeetesiastic and Theologian, 1853, vol. 
Dh gr 2338, and again in a revised form in 

‘enle’s Hys. of the Eastern Church, 1862, 
P7,im & st. of 81. These texts are :— 

€S8terstic: “The Lord and King of all things 
By 2853. aa the earth is bern.” - 

* OF the E.C., “ The Lord and King of all things 
M sez. Bat ye-terday was born. 

th EF Hi atherly, in the 4th ed. of the Ays. of 
Den fern urch, notes that “the Vespers 
Ini * occurring on the evening of the 26th, 

Lt aia of the word ‘ yesterday’ being used 
reference to Christmas Day.” [J. J.) 

To Chri : st the Son Almighty. R. F. 
dale, [Adult Baptism.) This is a tr. by “ltt ledale of a Syriac hymn given, together 
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with a fr. into Latin, in Daniel, iii. Pp. 225. 
It appeared in the People’s H., 1867, with the 
signature “ F.” (J. J.) 

To day we’re bidden to a feast. J. 
Cennick. [Holy Communion.) Pub. in his 
Sacred Hys. for the Children of God, &., 1741, 
No. vi., in 8 st. of 41., and entitled, “ Befure 
the Sacrament.” In afew hymn-booksa cento 
theretrom is given as “ Together with these 
symbols, Lord ” (st. vi.). (J. J. 

To God belongs the eternal sway. 
J. Merrick. (Pe. zevii.) 1st pub. in his 
Psalms Translated or Paraphrased in English 
Verse, 1765, p. 239, in 48 lines. In 1797 
Merrick’s Psalms were republished by W. D. 
Tattersall “divided into stanzas for Parochial 
Use,” and this version was given therein in 
18 st. of 4 1, two lines being added to st. v.i, 
and two lines to st. x. to make = the re- 
quired number of stanzas. In this form it is 
unknown to modern hymn-books. In Cot- 
terill’s Sel., 1819, Ps. 97, it is given in an 
abbreviated and rewritten form ua, ** The Lord 
is King! let earth obey.” This is given in 
some modern hymnals, including Kennedy, 
1863, with alterations and the omission of st. 
ii., iii, {J. J.J 

To God most awful and most high, 
J. Montgomery. (In time of Scarcity.) Writ- 
ten for the laying of the foundation stone of 
a Corn Mill at Sheffield, on Nov. 5, 1795, 
which was “built for the common use and 
benefit of the people.” It was printed in 
Montgomery's Sheffield Jris newspaper the 
same day, and signed “ Paul Positive,” a nom 
de plume of the author. It subsequently ap- 

‘ared in Cotterill’s Sel., 181%, No. 260; 
ontgomery's Christian Psalmist, 1825, No. 

532; and his Original Hymns, 1853, No. 276. 
In the last two it is headed, “ The poor prayin 
for bread in the time of scarcity.” It is foun 
in a few modern hymn-books. J.J.) 

To God the only wise, Our Saviour 
and our King. J. Watts. Laerebase 
Grace.) 1st Yay in his Hys. and Spiritual 
Songs, 1707 (2nd ed, 1709, Bk. i., No, 51), in 
5 st. of 4]. 1t is found in most of the early 
hymn-books, especially those of a Culviuistic 
type, as the collections of G, Whitefield, M. 
Madan, aod othera, but to modern hymnals, 
except in America, it is not so well known, 
although still found in several books. (J. J.) 

To God the only wise, Who keeps us 
7 His word. [Dozology.} This doxology, 
whichis in somewhat extensive use in America, 
is usually ascribed to I. Watts. One stanza only 
—the svoond, “ Hosannah to the Word”—is 
from his works, and this is altered from his c. M. 
doxology in Hys. and 8. Songs, 1707. Stanzas 
i, and iii. we have not traced. The latter is 
2 Cor. xiii. 14 turned into metre, {J. J.J 

To God with mournful voice. Tate 
& Brady. (Psalm cxlii.) In the New Version, 
1696, in 7st. of 4.1. In 1836 it was re-written 
by J. Hall or E. Osler, probably the latter 
and included in the Mitre H. Bk. as, 

“In deep distress to God 
I poured my care and grief,” 

in 4 st. of 41., and from thence passed, with- 
out alteration, into the Wes. H, Bk., 1875, 
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No. 634. The version of Ps. cxz. in the Mitre | of use. Th 
H. Bk., in 3 st. of 4 1., beginning, text are in s 

** In deep distress to God I cried 1. To the hil 
And He aveng’d my wrongs,” tlon of et. v., « 

was by E. Osler, and is also found in his pol po peee 
Church and King, 1836-37, p. 137, for tive 2nd See the ] Sun. after Trinity. [J. J.J 

2, 
tineau's Hy 
We 14s; itis tL. __ To Him that loved us for Himself.| 3. Ged sul J. Mason. [ Praise.) This is No. xxxiii, of his oo Pre Songs of Praise, 1683, in 4 st. of 8 1. and en- Tap irgirery 

titled, “ A Song of Praise collected from the This vers Doxologies in the Revelation of St. John.” ley’s rende It is very unequal in merit, some lines bein Stevenson’: 
very fine, whilst others are of little worth. It Paalters, En has, however, the elements of a splendid 
hymn of Praise. In modern hymn y it is To the known as the hymn to which Watts is sup- | H. Bathur posed to have been indebted for his “ Now to | Psalms & the Lord that makes us know ” (.v.) a sup- | and entith position which cannot be maiutain Orig. included | text in D. Sedgwick’s reprint of Mason's | later i a Songs, 1859, p. 65. (J. J.) — rf 
To keep the lamp alive. W. Cowper. | 0.0. H. ] In Trial and ra | Pub. in the Iney Hymns, 1779, Bk. iii., No. 74, in 6 st. of | To Th 4 1.,and headed, “ Dependence.” In its original | B- Monse form it is in limited use. The extract from it | in his Hy beginning with st. iii, “Beware of Peter's in 5 st. 0 word,” is much more popular, and especially | “To The in America, where it appeared in Nettleton’s | pening Village Hymns, 1824. (J. J.] | mercy fe 

Scottish To me a sinner, chief of all. H. Al- To T Sord. vont] Written for and pub, in his P. Doda Year of Praise, 1867, No. 191, in 4 st. of 41, | ** e and aguin in his Portical Works, Sth ed.,| Ret) Brigg nas passed into Dale's English H. | Where it Bk., 1874; Thring’s Coll., 1882, &e. (J. J.) ‘Althous 
To me peg let it be Oni} z Cray attr gomery. Image of Christ. is is} o c dated in iis M. Mss, “ Aug. 30, 1835." We| No. 172 have not traced it in print earlier than his | ms. O Original Hymns, 1853, No. 122, where it is hreys’ given in 3 st. of 41; but probably it was | It is in published before that date. (J. J.J Americ 
To péya pvorrpiov. St. Andrew of | To Crete. (Passiontide.) This is the 3rd Ode of | 7®i8e- a Canon, containing 8 odes, found in the St ie Compline for Great Thursday (the Thursday - Ch of Holy Week) in the Triodion, and is ing | te Ch stanzas. It dates about 700, and was first | * ich rendered into English by Dr. Neale, and | Whic a pub in The Keelesiastic and Theologian, 1854, | 203, * p. 44, and again in his Hymns of the Eastern | (11 Church, 1862, in 6 st. of 6 1. as, “O the hase inystery, ing wonder.” In this ¢r. st. iv. HA is omitted, and st. vi. and vii. are fused to- Thri ‘ther. In 1863 it was included in Lyra | 7") ucharistica, aud the Parish H. Bk., and D ¥ subsequently in numerous collections, (J. J.J - “ , in tt T@ travravaxros. [Eowee Aady.] - 
T@ mpd tév aldvor. [Xpords yer- | gor : 

Coll paras.) title To the hills I lift mine eyes. C. Wes- | in € ley. (Ps. exzi.] Pub. in Ps. & H, #, 1743,in | gorm 6 st. of 8 1. (P. Worka, 1868-79. vol. viii., | and p. 235). In A. M. Toplady’s Ps. & FTys., | is ir 1776, st. i., ii. and iv. were given with altera- pres: tions, as No. 227. This cento has gone out | as ‘ 



TO US THE VOICE 

Eenglish H. Bk., 1874. In R. Bingham's 
E{ymono. Christ. Latina, 1871, the original, 
With the omission of st. v., is rendered into 
Latin as, “Sacratam Domini domum.” [J. J.J 

Tro us the voice of wisdom cries. 
J. Montgomery. (Invitation of Wisdom.) 3 
peared in Cotterill’s Selection, 1819, Nu. 147, 
in 3 st. of &1., and entitled “The voice of 
Wisdom.” Ip 1825, on its republication in 
Montgomery's Christian Psalmist. No. 501, it 
Was partly rewritten, und given in 7 st. of 4 1, 
the title being also changed to “ The Invita- 
tion of Wisdom.” This litter 
Were repeated in his Original Hymns, 1853, 
No. 29. It is the text in ©. U. {J. J.J 

'T’o Whom but Thee, O God of grace, 
W. J. Irons. [Seven Words from the Cross.) 
In his Hys. for Use in Church, 1866, Dr. 
Lrons included seven hymns on the words on 
the Cross, and repeated them in his Ps. & Hys., 
1873-75, as follows :— 

1. Yo whom but Thee, O God of grace. St. Luke 
radi’. 44, 

2. Thy presence, Lord, is heaven to those. St. Matt. 
Baois. 46, 

3. Jesu! Who for us didst bear. St. John xia, 28. 
4. O Thou, Our God, Who hearest prayer. St. Luke 

rR. thom of Cod bi pics riiquing. St. Joba nia. . 0 i . . * a 

6. It is ss hetseat Laok of grace (1866). Lord, is 
it finished? God of grace (1873). St, John zix, 30. 

7. Faithful Creator, Lord divine. St. Luke xeiii. 46, 

Most of these hymus have passed into other 
collections, but their use is limited. (J. J.J 

'To whom, my Saviour, shall I go? 
[Clinging to Christ.) This hymn is found in 
the Panoplist, 1815, where it is signed | Aca 
“Carus.” It was repeated in Nettleton’s Vil- 
lage F£ymona, &e., 1824, No. 408, in 4 st. of 41, 
and without signature. Subsequently it ap- 
Pearec] in several collections, and amon 
Modern hymnals it is found in Hatfield's 
Church Hz Bk., N. ¥., 1872, and several 
others. [F. M. B.j 

To-day the Lord our Shepherd 
leads. J. Montgomery. [The Good Shep- 
sey E Printed on a heet fur the use 
of Sheffield Sunday School Whit-Monday 
fathering, June 11, 1821, in 6 st. of 4 1., and 
signed ** J. M." There is also a copy in the 
™. MS3. in Montgomery's handwriting, dated 
Sep. 14, 1833.” The text in his Original 

Hymns, 1853, No. 161, is slightly altered from 
the broadsheet of 1821. Ina few collections 
it beim “ Now may the Lord our Shepherd 
lend. (J. J.) 
To-day Thy mercy calls me [us]. 0. 

Allen. [invitation Ay in his Hy. 
Y the Christian Life, 1862, p. 102, in 4 st. of 

l., aad headed “To-day.” It is found in 
“eral  eullections in Great Britain and 
Th Tica, and sometimes altered to * To-da 
ae, Mercy calls us,” as in the 8 P. C. 
urch Flymns, 1871. It is the most widely 

wed Of the authors hymns. [J. J.) 
To in ke, Emma, née Leslie, daughter of 
tH, Teslic, p.p., Bishop of Kilmore, was b. 
tholY wood, Belfast, Aug. 9, 1812: married 

Asi te Rev. Nicholas Toke, Godington Park, 
k ord, Kent, in 1887; and d. in 1872. Mrs. 
©'s early hymns were written in 1851, “at 

west of a friend who was collecting for 

text and title | 
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the Committee of the 8, P. C. K.” (Miller, p. 
573), and they appeared in the 8 P. C.K 
Hymne for Pub. Worship, 1852, as follows :— 

1. Glory to Thee, O Lord (see p. 429, ii,). 
2. Lord, of Thy mercy, hear our cry. 

Thanksgiving. 
= 0 , in all our trials here. Saints’ Days, Gene- 

ral, 
4. O Lord, Thon knowest all the snares. Lent. 
5, O Thou, to Whose all seeing eye. Annunciation. 
6. O Thou, Who didst with love untold, St, TAomaa. 
7. Thou art gone up on high. Ascension. 

The most popular of these hymns are, 
“Glory to Thee, O Lord"; *O Lord, Thou 
knowest all the snares”; and “ Thou «rt gone 
up on high.” ‘These hymus us a whole are 
simple and pleasing. ‘They seldom rise into 
passionate fervour, and are weakened in 
several instances by faulty construction, They 
have been widely adopted in G, Britain and 
America. Anotler series of hymns by Mrs. 
Toke was contributed to the Sunday School 
Liturgy... and Hymn Book, arranged by the 
Rev. R. Judd, B.A., Incumbent of St. Mary's, 
Halifozx. Halifax, t. King, 1870. Tiese hymns 
have failed to attract attention, although in 
literary merit they full little short of her earlier 
efforts. They are :— 

8. Jesu! by Whose Almighty Grace, St. Andrew. 
9. Lord God, the strength and stay of all. General. 

10. Lord of all power and might General. 
11. Lord of light and life. St, Mark. 
12. O Father, Whom in trath to know. SS. Philip 

and James. 
13. O God of comfort, Thou alone, St, Barnabas, 
14. O God of mercy, chill and dark. St. John Avang. 
15. O God, the strength and stay of all. General, 
16. O God, upon this solemn day. St. Matthias, 
17. O Thou, Who didst through heavens, &c. Purt 

ton B. Ve M. 
18, The joyful day at Iast is come. Easter. 
19. This is the day when Jesus Christ. Christmas, 
20, Upon this sad and solemn day. G. Friday. 
21, We bless Thee, Lord, for that clear light. Con- 

version St. Paul, 

In addition to these hymns Mrs. Toke re- 
wrote and expanded some of her earlier com- 
positions. In their new form, however, they 
are almost unknown. [J. J.) 

National 

Tov dyapti@vy pou thy mAnOvr. 
St. Joseph the Hymnographer. (Lent.] This 
is the opening line of a cento taken from a 
long Canon for the Monday of the First Tone 
in the Paracletice. It is virtually, as com- 
piled by Dr. Neale, a new poem, representin 
neither the form nor the idea of the ori inal, 
Dr. Neale’s tr, beginning, “And wilt Thou 

on, Lord?” was pub, in his Hymns of 
Eastern Church, 1862, in 5 st. of 4 1. In 

a slightly altered form as, “ O wilt ‘Thou par- 
don, Lord?” it was also given in the Parish 
H. Bk., 1863, and repeated subsequently in , 
various collections. Tie Hymnary text opens, 
“ And wilt Thou hear, O Lord?” The origiual 
dates from the middle of the ninth cent. 

(J. J.J 
Tov év mpo Tats. St. Andrew of 

Orete. (St. John ag Three Idiomela 
from the Vespers of the Nativity of St. John 
Baptist, by St. Andrew of Crete (q. v.). The 
poems are in the form of an address to St, John, 
each of them closing with an appeal. It is 
found in the Menwa. The fr. «The first of 
all Apostles,” by Dr. Littledale, was made 
for and Ist pub. in the People’s Hymnal, 
1867, signed “L.," and appointed for the 
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Festival of St. John Baptist. St. i-v. repre- 
sent the Ist idiomelon, st. 6 the 2nd, and 
verses 7,8 the 3rd. ‘I'he doxvlogy added by 
translator. face L. BJ 

Tav iepav dOroddpwv. St. Joseph 
the Hymnographer. [Martyrs.] The original 
from which this cento is taken is the Canon 
(see Greek Hymnody) for the Deacon St. Timothy 
und his wife St. Maura, whose martyrdom 
is commemorated by the Church of Constanti- 
nople on May 3, The Office for that day is 
included in the service-books of the Greek 
Church. The tr. of this cento was made by 
J. M. Neale, and first pub. in his Hymne of 
the Eastern Church, 1862, in 4 st. of 8 L, 
and beginning, “ Let our Choir new anthems 
raise.” As a hymn for congrevational use 
it was included in the People’s H., 1867, the 
1868 Appendiz to H. A. & M., and muny 
others, and usually with the omission of st, 
iii, and sometimes altered, as, “Let the 
Church new anthems raise,” and “Let the 
Church new anthems sing.” The martyrdom 
of SS. Timothy and Maura has been popu- 
lurized fur the English reader by Canon 
Kingsley, in his poem “ Santa Maura,” and Dr. 
Neale’s tr. of the cento from the Canon ranks 
with the most popular und widely used of hia 
érs. from the Greek, Stanzas i. ii. represent 
Ode i.; the remaining stanzas give rather the 
spirit than the letter of the original. [J. J.) 

Tov mpd HAvov HALov Svvavra rroré 
€v tadw. ([Easter.] This is an Olkos, or 
short hymn, in honour of the holy women who 
brought spices to anoint the body of Jesus, and 
follows in tle Greek Office for Easter Day, a 
xovrdxioy (another short hymn), by St. Ro- 
manus (q. ¥.). to whom, possibly because of 
this close association, it is sometimes as- 
eribed. It dates probably about 500, and is 
found inserted between Odes vi. und vii. of 
the Golden Canon of St. Jolin of Damascene in 
the Pentecostarion. The original text, to- 

ther with a blank verse ¢r., are given in Dr. 
ittledale's Offices, &e., of the Holy Eastern 

Church. 1863, p. 92 and p. 216, and the same 
ér. rendered into 8. 7s. measure by W. Chat- 
terton Dix, in Lyra Messianica, 1864, p. 292. 
The two translations begin :— 

Seeking aa those who seck theday. R. #. Littledale. 
As those who seek the break of day. W.C. Diz, 

(J. J.) 
Tonna, Charlotte Elizabeth, née 

Browne, commonly known as “Charlotte 
Elizabeth,” was the only daughter of Michael 
Browne, Rector of St. Giles, Norwich, and was 
b. in Norwich, Oct. 1, 1790. She was firat 
inarried to Captain George Phelan, of the 
60th Rifles (who d. in 1837), and secondly to 
the Rev. Lewis H. Tonna Her death took 
place at Ramsgate, July 12, 1846. Under 
the name of “Charlotte Elizabeth” she 
pub. several works, including Chapters on 
lowers, Derry, a Tale of the Revolution, 
L’ersonal Recollections, &e. Her hymns in 
C. U. include :— 

1. Holy Father, heavenly King (1832), God Man’s 
only Hefuge. 

2. Otiod of Israel, deign to smile, For Resignation, 
3. O Thon Who didst prepare. For Use at Sea. 
4. Sinner, what hast thou to show? Christians’ Joy. 
4. Soldier go, but not toclaim, The Good Fight of Faith, 
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® song of grace that has given him a deeper 
and more inward place in millions of human 
hearts from generation to yeneration than 
almost any other hymnologist uf our country, 
not excepting Charles Wesley. Besides the 
“< Rock of Ages” must be named, for power, 
intensity, and higher affatus and nicer work- 
manship, “Object of my first desire," and 
** Deathless principle arise.” It is to be re- 
gretted that the latter has not been more 
widely accepted. It is strong, firm, stirring, 
and mastertul. Regarded critically, it must 
be stated that the affectionateness with which 
"Toplady is named, and the glow and passion of 
his faith and life, and yearning after holiness, 
have led to an over-exaltation of him as a 
hynon-writer. Many of his hymus have been 
widely used, and especially in America, and 
in the Evangelical hymn-books of the Church 
of England. Year by year, however, the num- 
ber in use is becoming less. The reason is 
soon found, He is no poet or inspired singer. 
He climbs no heights. He sounds no depths. 
He has mere vanishing gleams of imaginative 
light. His greatness is the greatness of good- 
mess. He is a fervent preacher, not a bard. 

(A. B, G.j 
Toplady's hymns and poetical pieces were 

published in his — 
€1) Poems on Sacred Subjects wherein The Funda- 

Doctrines of Christianity, with many other 
tnterest Points, are occasionally introduced... 
Dublin : Printed by 8. Powell, in Crane-lane, MPCCLIX. ; 

‘ee (3) in The G steel neue, me ayreitte; and as 
in Fiys. and oral Pens ee variety of Divine ‘ne 
jects, &c. D. ick's reprint, 1860. His Works, 
with a Memoir by W. Row, were pub. in 6 vols, in 1794, 
Walter Row was also the editor of the 2nd and some 
later eclitions of the Ps. and Hys. He was a most care- 
less editor, and attributed several hymns by C. Wesley 
4nd others to Toplady. 

A vies nuinber of Toplady’s hymns are 
Aunota in this Dictionary under their re- 
Spective first lines. (See Index of Authors and 
4 rs.) The following additional hymns 
mC. O., together with centos indicated in the 
*ub-lines, are from :— 

i. EXis Poems on Sacred Subjects, 1759. 
1. Can my heaven-born soul submit? All for Christ 
2c duineg me on high, my King and God. Holiness 

3 S-> O might this worthless heart of mine. 
: est of future bliss. The Witnessof the rach 

nig toma Thy supreme tribunal, Lord. Christ's 
Meera sreess a Refuge. 
5 4* -) The spotless Saviour lived for me. 

Per reat God, Whom heaven, and earth, and sea. 

. . ; . Saints’ Days. 
Orm in the Gospel Magazine, 1774, p. 449. 

ae Immovable our hope remains. Divine Foithful- 

1, 208s, God of love, attend, Divine Worship. Pt. 
: perayer can mercy's door unlock.” 
% I esus, 7 _s I fain would feel. Lent. 
pp FA, I feel a carnal mind. Mind of Christ 

ll. ME 
of sriane > fekding beart dissolves as wax. On behalf 

> O Jesus, manifest Thy grace. 
to myself lowe. Praise for Conversion, 

1. Not to ourselves we owe. 
is, 4@:3 Tne Father's grace and love. 

tn God dea at my heart was right with Thee. Dedication 
Sse red. KO Bou that hearest the prayer of faith. Christ 

en Tho Wh didst Th sing ae inate y glory leave, Thanks- 

Reedy and lo! a countless throng 

C when wilt Thou my Saviour be. Trust in Jesus. 
-> Jesus, the sinner’s Rest Thou art. 

TRACT. 1183 

1%. Redeemer, whither should I flee? Safety in the 
Cross. 

18. Remember, Lord, that Jesus bled. Pardon. Pi 
ale nn 4 Lg thy griefs hath borne. Redemption, 

Vv text —— aay aa lii4, p. G48. 
} We nner, keep thine eyes. 
(2.) Weeping soul, no longer mourn, 

ii. From the Gospel Magazine. 
20. Compared with Corist, In all besides. Christ AU 

in All, Feb, 1772. 
21. Eternal Hallelujahs Be to the Father given. Moly 

Trinity. Dec. 1774, : 
22. From whence thia fear and unbelief. Reviving 

Puith. Feb, 1772. 
23. How vast the benefits divine. wage rege Dec. 

1774, From this “ Not for the works which we have 
done " is taken. 

24. Whom have I in heaven but Thee? Christ AI 
and in All, Feb, 1772. From this “If my Lord Him- 
self reveal " is taken. 

25. Jesus, immutably the same. Jesus, the True 
Vine. June, 1771. 

All these hymns, together with “O precious 
blood, O glorious death” (Death of Christ), 
are in D..Sedgwick’s reprint of Toplady’s 
Hymna, &c., 1860, We have met with several 
other hymns to which Toplady’s name is 
appended, but for this we can find no authority 
whatever. {J. J.) 

Toss’d with rough winds, and faint 
with fear. Elizabeth Charles, née Rundle. 
Cag cscs in Affliction.) Appeared in her 

ree Wakings, &c., 1859, p. 190. It was 
given in an abbreviated form of 6 st. of 3 1, 
and the refrain, “’Tis I, be not afraid,” in the 
Hy. ., 1870, and again in other collections. 
The slight change in the text of st. iii. was 
made by Mrs. Charles. {J. J.) 

Tourneux, Nicolas le, was born of poor 
parents at Rouen, April 30, 1640. The un- 
common ability he dis i at an early age 
attracted the notice of M. u Fosset, Maitre des 
Com at Rouen. who sent him to the 
Jesuits’ college at Paris, where he made re- 
markable progress in his studies. He then 
retired to Touraine, where he passed some 
time with a pious ecclesiastic in the practice 
of prayer and penitential exercises. His 
friend, observing that he had a gift for 
prosching, advised him to return to Rouen, 

is he did, and adopted the cleri¢al pro- 
fession, and was in 1662 admitted to priests’ 
orders by special dispensation, though still 
under canonical age. He subsequently re- 
moved to Paris, where he employed his time 
in study, and in 1675 obtained the prize given 
by the French Academy for prose composition. 
He was appointed to a canonry ut the Sainte- 
Chapelle, and later became prior of Villiers 
sur Fere in the diocese of Soissons, and d. 
suddenly on the 28th Nov., 1686. He was 
the author of several theological and religious 
works, and wrote some hymns [see Index of 
Authors and Translators], whieh were inserted 
in the Cluniac Breviary of 1686, and the Paris 
Breviary of 1680. In the Cluniac Brev., 1686, 
his signature is “ N.T.P.B.”" [G. A. C.J 

Tract. Verses of Holy Scripture, originally 
always of the Psalms, sung after the Gradual 
instead of the Alleluia, in all massis from 
Septuagesima till Easter Eve in the Roman 
liturgy. The Tract was so called either be- 
cause it was sung “tractim” by the cantor or 
cantors, without the interruption of ether 
voices, or because, according to Durandus, it 
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was sung inn slow, sad voice. In some of the | __ & Tot, Lont of all, on 
later English Missals the Tract assumed a ¢ 9%. Thou, 0 God, Thy lo 
metrical form, as e.g. the followng :— Jesus (1861). 

* Dulce nomen Jesu Christi, 10. Thy Name alone, 0 
Felix omen ferens tristi Strength ane Sefety (186) 

Jocundans menteem Jubilo ; 
Tollit luetum, affert fractum, 
Et oluctum et sedactam 

Purgat cor a nubilo, 
Tam peccatum quam reatum 
Condonatum, expurgatum, 

Reddit mulcens leniter 
Hostes ferit, mores serit, 
Mala terit, graves gerit, 

Plenum est presidium ; 
Nos defendit, pos acoendit, 
Nos intendit, et extenddit 

Hoe nomen in gaudium. 
Nominatum, invocatium, 
Honoratum, prardicatum 

Semper sonat duiciter,” 

This Tract in the Masses of the Name of 
Jesus is found in three ws. Missals now in the 
Bodleian, viz., a Sarum (Barlow 5), a York 
is Coll.), and a Hereford (Univ. Coll.),each 
ating about the end of the l4thcent. (F. E.W.] 

Tregelles, Samuel Prideaux, .u.p., a 
of a Quaker, was b. at Wodehouse Place, Fal- 
mouth, Cornwall, Jan. 20 (sometimes dated 
Jan. 30), 1813, and educated at the Falmouth 
Grammar School, From 1838 to 1844, he was 
employed in the Neath Abbey Iron Works. 
In 1836 he became a private tutor in Fal- 
mouth. His deep interest in biblical studies 
developed in an earnest desire to produce 
the most perfect edition of the Greek Testa- 
ment it was possible to publish. The first 
specimens of his work were pub. in 1838, 
and the first instalments of his task for 
mgd use, in get His —_ Testament 
thus begun was pub. in parts, Pt. vi. a - 
ing in 1872. The work was hindered Ee his 
two attacks of paralysis (1861 und 1870); and 
the Prole na bad to be added by Dr. Hort 
and A. W. Streane in 1879. Dr. Tregelles 
received a Civil List Pension for some years. 
He was one of the Revisers of the New Tes- 
tament, but ill-health prevented him from 
taking an active part in the work. He d. at 
Plymouth April 24, 1875. His hymn-writin 
began, so far us wevan gather, before 1837, an 
extended to 1861 or later. The earliest were 
pub. in the Plymouth Brethren’s Hymns for 
the Poor of the Flock, 1838; their Psalme, 
Hymna, and Spiritual Songs, 1842; and their 
Few Hymns and some Spiritual Songs, selected, 
1856. Some also were contributed to Dr. 
P. Maurice’s Ch. of England Choral Hymn- 
Book, 1861, in which they are marked as having 
been supplied in “ms.” Some of those so 
marked were, however, in print before. His 
hymns now in C. U. include the following, 
the date of each as given being that of the 
collection named in which it appeared :— 

1, Father, we Thy children bless Thee. Thandca- 
giving for Divine Mercies; and the Second Advent 
(1834). In the Few Hymns of 1856, st. iv., v. were 
given as No. 3106, ** Father, O how vast the biessing."” 

2. Holy Saviour, we adore Thee. The Second Advent 
desired (1#38), 

3. Lord Jesus, we believing. Peace in Jesus eae 
4. O God of grace, vur Father. raise for Electing 

Grace (1856). 
5. O look not on the Cross of Christ. Christ the One 

Wn tis pon II {shall past. 6. oomy night will [sha soon be 
Heaven anticipated (1842). F ‘ 

7. Thou God of grace, our Father, Praise for 
Hlecting Grace (14#38). J 

M1, Thy Name we bh 
Name over all (1538), 
oh "Tis sweet, 0 God,” 

Praise (1461), 
” "Tis sweet to think 
Christ; or, All Saints (1 

4, "Twas parr i 
tide (184) Appendix to 1 

16. Worthy the Lamt 
of Saints (1861), 
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TRENCH, RICHARD C. 

ided as to his calling, Law rather than Divi- 
mity colouring his thoughts and plans. He 
left Cambridge on February Ist, 1829, and 
rejoined his widowed father at Elm Lodge, 
near Southampton. He married, at the Abbey 
Church, Bath, on May Slst, 1832, his own 
«ousin, Frances Mary Trench, daughter of his 
uncle, Francis Trench (2nd son of Frederick 
Trench, of Woodlawn, co. Galway, Lreland, 
and next brother to the Ist Lunl Asutown). 
On October 7th, 1832, he reeviver! Deacun’s Or- 
ders in Norwich Cathedral ut the Lands of 
the aged Bishop Bathurst of Norwich. His 
tirst curacy was at Hadleigh, Norfolk, with 

. J. Rose. He was ordained priest early in 
July, 1835, by Bishop Sumner, of Winchester. 
He pub. in 1835 The Story of Justin Martyr, 
and other Poems (Moxon... This was (practic- 
ally) his tirst book. In 1838 followed Sab- 
ation, Honor Neale, and other Poems, with 
Notes. In 1840 uppeared his first prose work, 
Notes on the Parables of our Lord, subsequently 
companionel with Notes on the Miracles of 
our Lord (1846). In 1841 “the loving dis- 
<ipline of pain” visited his heart and hearth 
by the death of his ellest born, a deep 
Serrow which gave its subtlest and finest in- 
Spiration tu his Wale Poema, A third volume 
of poetry, Poems from Eastern Sources, the 
Steadfast Prince, and other Poems, was pub. 
early in 1842; and a fourth, Genovevu, later in 
tiie same year. Early in 1843 he delivered 
his Five Sermons before the University of Cam- 
triage, pub. in 1844. In 1844 alsv was pub. 
Exposttion of the Sermon on the Mount, drawn 
from the Writings of St. Augustine, with Obser- 
cations. In this same year he became Vicar 
of Itehen Stoke. In 1845 he delivered a 
lecture “On Language as an instrument of 
Know ledge,” which expanded inio his famous 
and suggrative Study of Words. In 1846 he 
“as a pspointed Professor of Divinity at King’s 
Collesre, London, later chan into “ Pro- 
fessor of tue Exegesis of the New Testament,” 
Which he held util 1858. The friendship be- 
‘ween ‘Trench and Maurice here was very 
vautifal. In he also came the ee 

ures, their subject being Christ “the Desire 
all Nations.” ig 1849 appeared his Sacred 

me . . This is an inestimable book, 
7 ese. Lessons on Proverbs and Study of 
ords, and in 1855 English Past and Present 

*ppeared. His Synonyms of the New Testa- 
ei C1854) was a permanent contribution and 
De etion to Philology and Theology. Life's 
ante + the Great Theatre of the World, from 
rf parish of Calderon, with an Essay on his 
1 ao Genius, was pub, in 1856; 2nd ed. in 
rete Ihe Crimean war drew from him his 
sat verse, Poems written during the Russian 
el €1854-55). In 1856 he was appointed 
(1 OF Westminster. In 1861 was pub. his 
hee retary on the “oe to the Seven 
le tte a in Asia. On New Year's Day, 1864, 
Ch helo consecrated Archbishop of Dublin in 

' Church Cathedral, He instantly took 
a ren, t ! s : . ©st place in the regard of the entire 
hi Seo zity. His pub. Sermons, including 
Steck Zes on the Gospels (1867), are amongst 
host thoughtful and saicttt el erst ia 

(1873), Seage i = are _ Lectures on Plutarch 
> and others. Timolem (1881) was his 

Wt Poem, His fina oral 
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St. Bartholomew's Church on May 16th, 1854. 
On November 28th, 1884, he resigned his 
Archbishopric. He d. in London, Murch 28, 
1886. Few have left behind them a more 
stainless, a more loveable, a more enviuble 
memory. He was sweetness and light em- 
bodied. [A. B. G.j 

In the strict seuse of the word Archbishop 
Trench, although a poet, was not a hymn- 
writer. Some of his pvetical pieces are used 
as hymna, but their use is limited. These 
include :— 

1, High hts at first, and visions high, Ordina 
tion. Appeared in his Story of Justin Martyr, &e., 
1436, p. 63, in 7 st. of & L, ond entitled * To a Friend 
entering the Ministry." (Poems, 1885, i. p, 30.) Its 
use as a hyn is in an abbreviated form. 

2. I aay to thee, do re Safety in Divine 
Guidance, Pub. in bis Story of Justin Martyr, &c., 
1835, in 10 et. of 31, in in his Poems, I-65, p. 9s, 
and ed. 1985, 1. p. 140. “Te is beaded, * The Kingdom of 
God." 

3. Let all men know that all men move. /are of 
God. Pub. in bis Story of Justin Martyr, &ec,, 1835, 
Fi 111. It is given in Dale's Anylish H. Bk., U8T4, 

order's Cong. Hys., 1834, and others. 
4. Lord, wi of a — way, Avening. Ap- 

peared in bis Sabbation, or Neale, &c., 1838, p. 1175 
and /orms, 1885, 1. p. 207. 

$. Nct Thou from us, O Lord, but we, Divine Love. 
Pub. in bis Story of Justin Martyr, &c., 1835, p. 62, in 
141., and in his Poems, 1885, i. p. 109. 

Pour the oil, pour baldly forth. The Law of 
Love. A; peared in his Sabbation, Honor Neale, and 
Other Poems, 1834, p. 133, in 5 at, of 4 1, and entitled 
“Tie Law of Love,” also in his Poems, 1865, p. 150, 
and ed. 1885, 1, p. 215. From this is taken the | ymnh, 
“ Make channels for the stream of love." 

> murmur when is clear, Con- 
tentment. Pub. ta the Sabbation, Honor Neale, and 
Other Poems, 1834, p. 116, in 2 st. of 8.1L, in bis Poems, 
1865, p. 113, and ed. 14+5, i. pr. 142. . 
8. Thou inevitable day, Leoth. From his Sa! bation, 

Honor Neale, &c., 1838, p. 99, in 14 st. of 31, and 
beaded, ** The Day of Deatu.” Also in Poems, 1885, i. 
P. 213. (J. J.J 

Trestrail, Elizabeth Ryland, née 
Dent, was b, at Milton, near Northampton, 
March 24, 1813, and is t-granddaughter 
of the Rev. John Collet Ryland, a.m., grand- 
niece of the Rev. John Ryland, p.p. (v. Ry- 
land, John), and sister of Miss Caroline Dent 
oe 298, ii). Her first husband was Joln 

by, banker, of Rochdale. In 1858 she was 
married to the Rev. F. Trestrail, p.p., an 
eminent minister of the Baptist Denomination. 

Mrs. Trestrall contributed a few ape to the Thoughts 
and Sketches in Verse, pub. by sister. She also 
wrote the Sketch of the Life & Character of John 
Roby, prefixed to his Le ry & Poetical Remains 
¢ 1854). She waa also joint authoress with 
her sister of a small vol. of consolatory verses printed 
for private circulation, and entitled Our Darling (1861). 
Only one of Mrs. Trestrall’s hymns is in C. U.—* Halle- 
Injah! Praise the Lord” (Pravse), It was written in 
1864, in celebration of the Jubilee of the Baptist mission 
in Jamaica, and is No. 5 in the Bap, Ps. & Hys, for 
School and Home, 1832. CW. R. sf 

Trinitas, Unitas, Deitas aeterna. 
{Trinity Sunday.) Given by Mone, No. 6, 
from a Munich ms. of the 12th cent. and 
arranged in 36 lines, and repeated in Daniel v. 
p. 206, and Kehrein, No. 141. Tr. as:— 

Trinity, Uv ‘ Deity, Eternal j . A iA M. 

Neale, in bt ed. of he pe, - the 
Hymnary (with alterations), 1472; the ymmner, 1882, &c. 

W. A. 8) 
Triodion. [Tpiddiov.) [Greek Hymnody, 

§ xiv., xvi. 10.] 

Tpipeyyins Movas Oeapyixy. [Me- 
1 confirmation was in | trophanes of Smyrna, p. 732, i] 

4G 

= 
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Trisagion. [Tpiodyov.] [Greek ym: | ¢, %), imperfect 
nody, § x. 7.) tains 101 dequen 

Tritton, Joseph, was b. at Battemea, | of the same dat 
Surrey, Sept. 21, 1819, educated at Charter- | 65, See ain I 
house und other schools, «nd was for upwards | cent. aud articl 
of 40 years @ partner in the banking-house of | Trope, Tro 
Barclay, Bevan, Tritton & Cu., Lombard Street. | or added to, ot 
He was a member of the Buptist Denomina- | the Introit, Glo: 
tion, and for many years Treasurer of the parts of High | 
Baptist Foreign Missionary Society, and of a | intricacy of ths 
number of other important philanthropic and | jn use in the 1 
religious institutions, During the latter part 
of life his residence was Bloomfield, Norwood. 

but they were » 
Missal in the 

He d. May 1, 1887. Mr. Tritton was for seem occasion: 
many years an occasional writer of hymnsand 
poems. Two of the hymns sung at the open- 

shape. The { 
Tropes in an 

ing of the Metropolitan Tabernacle, in 1361, | the recently |) 
were com 

afterwards incorporated by Mr. Spurzeon in 
0. O. A. Bk., 1866. These are :— 

1, Sing to the Lord with heart and voice. Opening 
of a Place of Worship. 

2. Spirit of glory and of grace. Opening of a Place 
of Worship. 

A third hymn in the same book, 

by him for that ocession, and | jg an instance 
“sy 

4, 
1 
Lf 

True Bri 
%, Behold He comes! the glorious King (Second Ad- | er] merc 

vent), 

was composed in 1856. In the 1880 Su 
Communion. 

pple- | Hope, 2ud | 
ment to the Bap. Ps. and Hys. are two hymns | entitled “I 
yrepared for use 
lissionary Sovicty in 1880. These are :— 
4. Head of the Church and Lord of all. 
5. Lord God of our salvation. Missions. 

Other hymns of merit by Mr. Tritton have 
appeared from time to time in The Missionary 
Herald. (W.R. 8.) 

Triumphe! plaudant maria. [ Ascen- 
sion.) Probably of the 17th cent. Included 
in the Sfrenes symphonineae, Cologne, 1678, 
p. 108; the Psalteriolum cantionum catholica- 

Missions. 

at meetings of the Baptist | given in 4s 
of Life, in ¢ 
ling’s Hye. ; 

Try ur 
und, 

ub. in th 
1742, in 4 

i, us. 
is in 6 st. of 
st. v., in G. 
Madan's Ps. 
tiona to the 

rum, Cologne, 1722, p. 114: in the Hymnodia | given in th 
sacra, Miinster, 1753, p. 118; and in Dan¢el ii, 
p. 365. Tr. us 

1. victory, 0 ye seas and lands. By J. M. 
Neale, in his Mediaecal Hys., 1851, p. 157. 

2. With all your floods attending. By H. Ky- 
naston, in his Orcasional Hys,, 1862, p. 106, and 
the Hymuary, 1872. 

8. 0 clap your hands, ye oceans. By R. 
Littledale, in the People’s /., 1867, with the 
signature, * B. T.” In The St. Michael's Hyl., 

+ 
— 

Teignmouth, it begins, “O clap your hands, 
great ocean.” (J. M.] 

Troparia. [Tpordpioy.] (Greek Hymnody, 
§ xvi. 10.] 

Troparium. ‘The Tropary was a mediae- | jy, 
val service-bouk, of which epecimens exist 
from the 9th century onwards. It contained 
the Tropitags or farses prefixed to or inserted 
into the Introit, Kyries and other choral parts 
of the service. It ulso contained the Sequences 
or Prosae ad Sequentiam. an extension of the 
last a hye of the Alleluia preceding the 
(tospel. These non-scriptural and complicated 
widitions to the Ordinary and Canon of the 
Mass mostly fell out of use in the thirteenth 
century. Those which survived beeame incor- 
porated in the Gradual or Missal. But the 
word Troparium still appears from the 18-16th censiac 
century, with an altered meaning, as a book 
merely containing the Sequences. Alitheent. | J. D. ¢ 
M8. Troparium in the Bo ileian Library (Ruw. 
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TU QUI VELATUS FACIE 

1882, it begins “O Christ, Thou art our joy | 
alone.” 

2. O Christ, our joy, gone up on high. DD. T. 
Morgan, in H. A. & M., 1875, and his Hys. and 
Uther Poetry of the Latin Church, 1880, 

Other trs. are :— 
1. Lord Christ, our living Joy art Thou. W. J. 

Blew, 1852-55, 
2. © Christ, the Source of our delight. J. C. Earle, tn 

©). Shipley's Annus Sanctus, 194. (J. J J 

Tu qui velatus facie. [Passionti:le.] 
Mone, Nos. 87-91, vives this from a 14th cent, 
Reichenau ms. where it bears the title “ Hours 
of the Passion of our Lord Jesus Christ, com- 
piled from the Prophets and the New 'Testa- 
ment by the blessed Pope Urban.” [The 
pope meant may possibly be Urban the 4th, 
pope 1261-1264; more probably Urban the 
Sth, b. 1302, d. 1370.) It is in tive parts, 
viz.: i.“ Tu qui velatus facie,” for Prime; 
ii. “Hor& qui ductus tertia,” for Terce; 
iii, “Crucem pro nobis subiit,’ for Sezxt; 
iv. “ Beata Christi passio,” for None; v. * Qui 
jacuisti mortuus,” for Compline. Mone’s text 
is repeated by Daniel iv. p. 220, who adds 
that an office with this hymn was in use at 
Halberstadt till the beginning of this century. 

V. A. 8.) 
The tre. of this hymn into English, and as 

divided for divine service, are :— 
i, Tu qui velatus facie. Prime. 
1. Thou, Who though veiled Thy glorious face, By 

J, D, Chambers, in his Lauda Syon, 1857, p, 164, 
3. © Thou, Whe though with veiled thee. By 
— bog og in her Voice of Christian Life in 
Song, 1868, p. 176. 

3. Sun of Righteousness, blest face. Hy F. Oakeley, 
in his Devotions Commemorative of the Most Adorable 
Passion of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, 1842, 

ii. ductus tertia, Terce. 

sean wane eetargneae sm a asa , with t v 
as “Tu qui ese here orth ik tip acacia koe 

2. Thou Who at the third hour wast led. By Afrs. 
#. Charles, as above, p. 177. 

3. Who to die, along the road. By F. (akeley, as 

iii, Crucem pro nobis subiit. Sext. 
1, The Cross for us the Saviour bore. By J. D. Cham- 

bers, as above, p. 165. 
2. For us the bitter cross He bore. By Mrs. B. 

Charles, as above, p. 177. 
3. The Cross for us see Jesus bear. By F. Oakeley, 

as above. 
iv, Beata Christi » None, 1, Now may Christ’s blissful Passion ever. J. D, 

Chambers, as above, p. 166, 
2, Christ's blessed Passion set us free. By Mrs. B. 

Charles, as above, p. 178. . 3. Suffering Christ, we pray to Thee. By F. Oakeley, 
as above, 

¥. Qui jacuisti mortuus. Compline. 
1. Thou siniess King, Who stark and dead. By J. D. 

Chambers, as above, p. 167. 
2 O Thou Who layest dead, the King. By Mrs. 3. 
Charles, as above, p. 178. 

3. Who in the grave. By F. Oakeley, as above, 
Of these fre, those by Mrs, Charles are in Thring's 

Coll, 1882; and those by Canon F. Oakeley, in Skinner's 
Taily Service Hyl, 1864. {J. J.) 

The Compline hymn “ Qui jacuisti mor- 
tans” has also been rendered into English 
through the German as follows :— 
Der du Herr Jesu, Ruh und Rast. Included in the 
Kinigaberg G. #., 1650 (preface 1643), p. 157, in 3 st., 
tharked as by Georg Werner. [tia also in Criiger’s 
Praxis, 1648, No. 126, the Une. 1. S.. 1861, No. 92, &c, 
The trs, in C. U. are:— 

1, Lord Jesu, Who with ely rest. In full, as No. 
25, in the Dalston Hospital H. Hk., 1848, 

esus, our souls to save. A full and 
food tr., by Miss Winkworth, in her Lyra Ger., 2nd 
Ser., 1858, p. 36, and her C. #. for England, 1563, No, 
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55. Repeated in the Irish Church Hyl., 1869 and 1873; 
Boardman’s Sel., Philadelphia, 1861; Pennsylvania 
Luth, Ch. Bk, 1968; Ohio Luth. dyna, 1880, &c. 

[J. M. 
Tu Trinitatis Unitas, Si. Gregory the 

Great? (Friday. Morning.) (St.ii, is “Jam 
(Nan) lectulo consurzimus.’) Mone, No, 279, 
and i. p. 372, gives this as probably by St. 
Gregory (it 18 not assigued to him by the 
Benedictine editors), and cites it as in a Ms, 
of the 8th cent. at Trier, one of the 9th cent., 
also at Trier, &e. By Hincmar in his De und 
et non trind Deitate, 857, it is ascribed to St. 
Ambrose; but it is not assigned to him by 
the Benedictine editors nor by Biraghi in his 
Inni sinceri e Carmi de Sant’ Ambrogio, 1862. 
Haniel gives the text at i. No. 25, and at iv. 
p. 38 cites it as in a Rheinau ms. of the 10th 
cent. ranking it as one of the hymns of the 
7th or 8th cent. Among the British Museum 
mss, it is found in three 11th cent, Hymnaries 
of the English Church (Vesp. D. xii. f. 22; 
Jul. A. vi. f. 28 b; Hurl. 2961 f. 224 ; in an 
llth cent. Mozarabie Hymnarium “Add. 
30851 f. 174 by an Ith cent. Mozarabie 
Breviary (Add. 30848 f. 78 b), &e. It is in 
a ms. of the 1th cent. at Corpus Christi, 
Cambridge (391, page 236); in two mas. of the 
llth cent. at St. Gall, Nos. 387, 413; and in 
the Latin Hys. of the Anglo-Saxon Ch, (Sur- 
tees Society). 1851, is printed from an 1Ith 
cent. Ms, at Durham (B. iit. 32 f. 8b). It is 
ineluded in the Roman (Venice, 1478, and the 
revision of 1632), Sarum, York, Aberdeen, 
Paria of 1643, and other Breviaries, as a 
hymn on Friday at Matins and Nocturnes. 
The text is also in Wackeraagel i.. No. «, 
Hymnarium Sarisb.. 1851, p. 54; in Card, 
Newman's Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 and 1865; 
and G. M. Dreves’s Hymnarius Moissiacensia, 
1888, from a 10th cent. ms. See also note on 
following hymn. {J. M.J 

Translations in C. U.:— 
1, Dread Unity in Trinity. By W. J. Copeland, 

in his ys. for the Week, &e,, 1848, p. 40. This 
is given in the Hymnary, 1872, in an abridged 
and altered form, as “ Dread Trinity in Unity.” 

2. O Three in One and One in Three. In the 
Antiphoner and Grail, 1880, p. 20. 

Translations not in C, U. :— 
1. Thou great mysterious Three and One. Primer. 

1766, 
2. Holy Being, One and Three. Ap. R. Mant, 1837. 
3. Yhon Unity of Trinity. J. D. Chambers, in his 

Psalter, 1852. 
4. May the dread Three in One, Who sways. Card. 

Newman, 1853. 
6. Dread Triune Mystery. Hymnariam Anglicanum. 

1844. 
6, O Thou, Who dost all nature sway. F. Caswall. 

#49, 
7. Thou Trinity of Unity, J. D. Chambers. 1857. 
8, O Three in One, eternal Cause, F. Trappes, 1565, 
9. Thou Godbead One in Persons Three. J. Wallace. 

1873, (J. J 
4 

Tu Trinitatis Unitas. [Trinity Sunday.) 
This cento was added to the Homan Breviary 
at the revision of 1568, and is found at p. 436 
of the ed. pub. at Rome in 1570, as thy hymn 
at Lauds on Trinity Sunday. Lt consists of 
st. i. of the hymn noted above, and of st. iii. 
of the hymn “ Aeterna coeli gloria” (“ Ortus 
refulget lucifer’’); with an alded doxology. 
This form is repeated in the 1632 and later 
eds. of the Roman Breviary, yh ro Card. 

4 

ee nee ee cages 
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Newman's Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 and 1865. | gmduated 
Tr. as:— 

1. Thou great mysterious Three and One. Primer. 
1708. 

2. Three in One, and (ne in Three, Sov’retgn of the 
universe, Mp. Doane, |*24. 

3, Thon Trinity in Unity. J. Williams, 1845, 
4. Thrice-boly One, All-gloric Trin, Wid. 

Copeland. ise. 
5. O Thou! Whe dost all nature sway. A. Caswall, 

1349, 
6. Thou Three in One, Who mightily. WW. J. Blew, 

1452-55, 
7. Thou Godhead One in Persons Three. J. Wallace, 

lat4. 
4. Blest Three in One, and One in Three. FR. Camptell, 

circa 185", from the Campbell mse. into O. Shipley's 
Annus Sanctus. 1454, (J. M.) 

Tuba Domini, Paule, maxima. Peter 
Abelard. [Conversion of St. Paul.) Cousin 
in his ed. of Abelard's a, Paris, 1849, 
vol. i. e 320, xives this from a Ms. in the 
Royal Library at Brussels. This ms. is of the 
12th cent. and is probably the collection of 
hymns which Abelard prepared for the use of 
the Abbey of the Paraclete, of which Heloise 
was abbess. The text is given with fuil notes 
in Trench, ed. 1864, p. 207. Also in Neale’s 
Sequentiae, 1852, p. 98, Daniel v. Pp 234, und 
Kehrein, No, 385. It is tr. as * Mightiest of 
our militant Lord,” in the Monthly Packet, 
1869. The tr. which in some copies of the 
Hy. Noted is marked as from this hymn, is 
really from the “ Paule doctor egregie”: 
p- 887, i. [J. M.] 

Turner, Daniel, w.a., was b. at Black- 
water Park, near St. Albans, March 1, 1710. 
Having received a good classical education, 
he for some years kept a boarding-school at 
Hemel Hem , but in 1741 became 
pee the tist church, Reading. Thence 
e removed, in 1748, to Abingdon, and con- 

tinued pastor of the Baptist church there 
until his death on it 5, 1798. He was 
much respected throughout his denomination, 
and was the friend and correspondent of 
Robert Robinson, Dr. os and other 
eminent men of that day. He probably re- 
ceived the honorary of wa. from the 
Baptist College, Provi Rhode Island. 
Turner was the author of works on Open Com- 
munion and Social Heligion; also of Short 
Meditations on Select Portions of Caters. 
His Divine 8, Hymns and other Poema 
were pub, in 1747, and his work, Poems De- 
cotional and Moral, was printed for private 
circulation in 1794. Four of his hymns are 
in the Bristol Bap. Coll. of Ash & Evans 
(1769), and eight (including the four already 
named, in Rippon’s Bap. Sel. 1787). Only 
the following are now in C, U.:— 

1. Faith adds mew charms to earthly bliss (1769). 
Excellence of Paith. 

2. Jesus, full of all compassion (1769). Sinner’s ap- 
peal to (hrist, 

3. Lord of hosts, how lovely fair (1787). Divine 
Worship, Altered in Baptist Ps. and Hymns, 1858, to 
** Lord of hosts, how bright, bow fair!" 

The well-known hymn “ Beyond the glit- 
tering starry skies,” in its enlarged form of 
28 stanzas, was the joint production of Turner 
and his brother-in-law, the Rev. J. Fanch, for 
details of which see p. 139, ii. (W. R.8.] 

Turney, Edward, p.p., an American 
Baptist minister, was |. at Easton (then 
Weston), Connecticut, May 6, 1816, ani 
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"TWAS ON THAT NIGHT 

hymns are annotated under their respective 
tirst lines (see Index of Authors and Translators), 
the most popular of which are, “ Father, let 
me dedicate"; “Go forward, Christian sol- 
dier”; and “ O quickly come, drew! Judge of 
all.” Mr. Tuttictt’s hymns are characterised 
by smoothness of rhythm, directness of aim, 
simplicity of language, and deep earnestness, 
Those for special services and seasons are of 
great merit. (J. J.J 

"Twas on that night when doomed 
to know. John Morison. [Holy Communion.) 
First appeared as No. 35 in the Draft Seottish 
Translations and Paraphrases, 1781, in 6 st. of 
41, a8 aversion of Matt, xxvi. 26-29. Here 
st. iv. Il. 1, 2, read:— 

* Then taking In his bands the cup, 
To Heav'n again he thanks sent up.” 

The rewriting of these lines was the only 
change made in the public worship ed. issued 
in that year to the Church of Scotland, and 
still in use. The hymn bears a cluse resem- 
blance to a Latin hymn, beginning, “ Nocte 
u& Christus rabidis Apellis” (Private 
*rayers, p. 405, Parker Society, 1851, quoted 

in full in the notes to the larger ed. of the 
Free Church H. Bk., 1882), by Andreas El- 
linger, who was b. 1526 wt Orlamiinde, on the 
Saale, a little above Jena, aud d. March 12, 
1582, at Jena, where he lind become Professor 
of Medicine in 1569. Mr. William Bonar, of 
London, considered it a tr, from Ellinger by 
William Archibald (ordained parish minister 
of Unst, Shetland, in 1735, d. there Mareh 7, 
1785), and that Archibald’s text was altered 
by Morison for the Translations and Para- 
phrases. In th’ markings by the eldest 
daughter of W. Cameron (p. 200, ii.), it ‘is 
ascribed to Morison. It is very generally 
used in Scotland as a Communion hymn. 
Ineluded in Bur, & Money's I's. & Hys., 
1857; Common Praise, 1879; Church Praise, 
1883, and other collections; and iu full and 
unaltered, as No. 35 in the Free Church 
H. Bk, 1882. The resemblance to Watts’s 
“'Twas on that dark and dvleful night,” 
in his Hymns, 1709, Bk. iii, No. 1, often 
referred to, is but slight. (J. M.] 

‘Twas silence in Thy temple, Lord. 
J. Keble. (Ordination.] Dated March 28, 
1828, and pub. in the 4th ed. of his Christian 
Year, 1828, in 13 st. of 4 1. The following 
centos therefrom are in C, U. :— 

1. of Christ, Thine earnest st. vili.). In 
Besaate toe Hymns, 1854, ee , 

2. Spirit of Christ, be earnest given (st. viil.). 
the Cong, Church Hymnal, 1887, 

. Spirit of Light und Truth, fo Thee (st x.). In the 
"s. & Hys., 1858; the New Cong. H. Bk., 1859, Ba) 

Po others. 

It is somewhat curious to note that whilst 
this poem has been thus made use of by Non- 
conformista, the Church of England, upon 
whose Office for Ordination it is based, ia 
utterly ignored it in ber hymnody for public 
worship. {J. J.J 

Twells, Henry, ».a., was b. iu 1823, and 
educated at St. Peter's College, Cambridge. 
B.A. 1848, w.a. 1851. Taking Holy Orders in 
1849, he was successively Curate of Great 
Berkhamsted, 1849-51: Sub-Vicar of Strut- 
ford-on-A von, 1851-54 ; Master of St, Andrew's 
House School, Mella, Somerset, 1854-56; and 

In 
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Head Master of Godolphin School, Himmer- 
smith, 1856-70. In 1870 he was preferred to 
the Rectory of Baldock, Herts, and in 1871 to 
that of Waltham-on-the Wolds. He was Select 
Preacher at Cambridye in 1873-74, and be- — 
came an Honorury Canon of Peterborough 
Cathedral in 1884. Cunon Twells is best 
known by his beautiful evening hymn, “ At 
even ere the sun was set”' (p. 88, 1). He'aleo 
contributed the following hymus to the 1889 
Suppl. Hys. to H. A. & M. :— 
a Glorious is Thy Name, 0 Lord. The Name of 

2. Know ye the Lord hath borne away? Ascension, 
3. Not for our sins alone, lea for Divine Mercy. 
4. The voice of God's Creation found me, The Word 

af God a Light. Js ae 

Two brothers freely cast their lot. 
Card. Newman. [SS. James and aa 
Written at sea, June 22, 1833, and printec 
anonymously in the British Magazine, 1835, 
vol. vii. p. 661, in 4 st. of 4.1. It was repeated 
in zyra Apostolica, 1836, p. 81, and egain in 
Card. Newman's Verses on Various Occasions, 
1868. Usually in modern collections it is ap- 
propriated to St. James, and a doxology is 
usually added, us iu the Wellington College H. 
Bk, (860, er as in the S. P. C.K. Church 
Hymne, 1871. (J. J 

Two clouds before the summer gale. 
J. Keble. (St. Luke. Written April 6, 1822, 
and Ist pub. in his Christian Year, 1827, in 
20 st.of 41. It is also given iu all subsequent 
editions of the same work, In 1854 a cento 
from this poem, consisting of st. ix.—xii., xix. 
and xx. were given with slight alterations, in 
Hys. for the Christian Seasons, pub. at Gains- 
burgh, No, 143, as, “ Behold and see Christ's 
chosen saint.” This cento is also given in the 
same form in Chope’s Hymnal, 1862. (J. J.J 

Tye, Christopher, mus. p., b. at West- 
minster in the reign of Henry vin. He was 
celebrated a8 a musician, and was granted the 
degree of mus. p at Cambridge in 1545. He 
was musical tutor to King Edward v1, and 
orgunist of the Chapel Royal under Quern 
Elizabeth. Besides composing numerous an- 
thems, he rendered the first fourteen chapters 
of the Acts of the Apostles into metre, which 
were set to music by him and sung in Edward 
6th’s Chapel, and pub, in 1552, [English Hym- 
nody, Early, § vi.) Hé d. erea 1580. [J. J.) 

Tyers, John, was b. at Wymeswold, in 
Leicestershire, Oct. 14, 1788. For a number 
of years in the earlier part of his life he lived 
at Loughborough, where he was in business as 
a lace manufacturer. In 1835 he removed to 
Leicester, where he d. Sept. 11, 1848. Mr. 
Tyers was a General Baptist, widely known 
and much respected, and though never the 
pastor of a church, was cften engag.d in 
preaching. Seven of his bymns are in the 
1830 ced yrmcage to the General Baptist J/ymn- 
nee and two as below in the Baptist Hymnal, 

9 s— 
1, Come, Holy Spirit, from the throne. The Joly 
rit. 

2. Great God, avow this house Thine own. Opening 
@ Place of Worship, 

Besides these Mr. Tyers wrote a numbcr of 
hymns for Sunday Schools, which appeared in 
the school rating ara of his day, but are no 
longer in use. He was also the author of a 
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(Friday.) Appeared in the Paris Breriary, Ung 
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2. Lord, when Thine avenging dart. By G. | SUC 
Rorison, in his Hys. and Anthems, 1851, No. 58. | text 
In the 1864 Appendix to the same No. 307, the from 
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Other trs. are -— the 1 
1. While Thine avenging arrows, Lord. J. Chandler, Cam 

1837. hym 
2, When Thou, 0 God, Thine own elect. JS. Dp 
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Hye. for Pub. Worship, Boston, 1845, in 4 st. 
or 41. It was repeated in Hedge an | Hunt- 
ington’s Hys. for the Church of Christ, 1853, 
and later American collections; and in Mar- 
tineau’s Hymna, &e., 1873. In Stopford A. 
Brooke’s Christian Hyas., 1881, No. 177, it is 
slightly altered, and another stanza (iv.) is 
added. Tiis text is repeated in Horder’s 
Cong. Hys., 1884, No. 438. (J. J.J 

Unitarian Hymnody, American. 
[American Hymnody, § VII.} 

Unitarian Hymnody, Scottish. 
[Scottish Hymnody, p. 1032, i.] 

Unitarian Hymnody, Welsh. [Welsh 
Hymnody, } 

Unitarian Hymnody.—For the right 
understanding of English Unitarian Hymnody 
a few words of historical introduction are 
needed. 

1. The English Presbyterians, after close 
fellowship with the Independents during the 
early decades of last century, ually moved 
into a separate position. Through force of 
circumstances they had become as much con- 
gregational in their system of church govyern- 
ment as their neighbours, but after the Salters’ 
Hall controversy of 1719 they were more and 
more confirmed in the principle of non-sub- 
scription to any formula statement of 
belief, the Bible only being their standard of 
authority in matters of doctrine. The conse- 
quence was that while the Independents at 
the close of the century occupied much the 
same doctrinal position as at the beginning, 
the Presbyterians had pussed through various 
changes. Their originul Calvinism had been 
abandoned for a form of Arminian doctrine, 
and then, through the influence of such men 
as ke and Dr. Samuel Clarke (their 
teachers, though not of their fellowship), they 
gradually adopted the scheme of Arianism. 
This wos held in various d of precision, 
until it passed into Uni nism, as in the 
person of Dr, Priestley and those who thought 
with him, towards tlie close of the century. A 
similar change had taken place in a portion 
of the General Baptist churches, especially in 
the south of England, and these two groups of 
non-subscribing congregations were naturally 
drawn together by their common sympathies. 
Then there was the congregation of Unitarians 
organised in Essex Street Chapel, London, b 
Theophilus Lindsey. on his l-aving the Chure 
of England, as early as 1774; and to these 
have been added during the present century 
other congregations, either throngh doctrinal 
development (as with certain Methodist 
Societies under Joseph Cooke, early in the 
century, or later through the influence of 
Joseph Barker), or h fresh missionary 
effort on the part of established societies of 
Unitarians. i Rev. a J. El aielal — 
spect of the Religious Life of England. chap. 
Sand 4, and Rev. eke Herterd's Story of 
Religion in England, chap. 30, 82 and 33.) 
In Wales and Ireland there are also similar 
gtoups of non-subscribing churches, in which 
Unitarianiem is now the prevailing doctrine. 
Taken together, all these are popularly known 
as the Unitarian body of this country. bnt it 
iaa body which has not always been Uni- 
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tarian, and is in fact a group of Free Churches, 
pee hold by os ear ego principle of 
the liberty of prophesying, and impose no re- 
straint of furmulated creed on further doc- 
trinul development. It is of the hymn-books 
and hymn-writers of this group of churclies, 
various in their origin, but united ‘in their 
broud principles, that the present article is to 
speak. [See also references to special articles 
on p. 1191, i] : 

2. The marked individualism which from 
early times has characterised the members of 
these churches appears also in their hymn- 

. From the time when the various de- 
partures from the use of Dr, Watts began, 
about the middle of the last century, to our . 
own day, there has been a long succession of 
books, often two or three appearing ina single 
year; and although occasionally a book has 
mace its way into very general use, there has 
never been any one recognised hymnal of the 
whole body of churches. The Psalms and 
Hymns of Dr. Watts were as popular for 
some time with the Presbyterians as with 
the Independents. The Psalms on their ap- 
pearance, quickly superseded the books pre- 
viously used, and in many congregations re- 
mained in use even to the close of last century, 
when various other books had already been 
rovided. These others had their origin at 
rst in the needs of special congregations, As 

the doctrinal movement into Arianism became 
more decided, and os Watts himself hai not 
lived to make ti.at revision of his work, which 
his own reported change of opinions would 
have required, ministers of Presbyterian con- 

gations in various perts of the country took 
in hand to supply the want. They either 
made a selection from Watts, with the neces- 
sary alterations, or compiled a supplement to 
the Psalms from his hymns and other sources, 
or made an entirely new collection, in which, 
while Watts remained predominant, his psalms 
and hymns were mingled with those of other 
writers. This last was the course most fre- 
— adupted. 

8. Thus in 1757 there appeared 
A Collection p Serpe and Hymns for Divine Wor- 

ship, London, nted and sold by J. Noon, at the White 
Hart, in Ci ide, near the Poultry; James Waugh, 
at the Turk’s Head, Lomburd Street ; and Aaron Tozer, in 
Exeter, This was a collection of 214 psalms and hymna, 
the authors in addition to Watts being Addison, Tate & 
Brady, Browne & . [tis said to have been edited 
by Rev. Micaiah Towgood, Arian Minister of James's 

eeting, Exeter, and was certainly used by bis congre- 
gation. A second ed., enlarged to 345 psalms and hymns, 
was printed in 1779, by W. Grigg. at Exeter. In the 
year following the first appearance of this book, it was 
reprinted with alterations and additions for the Presby- 
terian congregation of Lewin’s Mead, Bristol. 

In 1760 the Rev. Michael Pope, minister of 
the Leather Lane Meeting, in London, fol- 
lowed the same example, though in mure 
independent fashion. His book is entitled 
Psalms and Hymns for Divine Worship. Londm : 

Printed for J. Waugh, in Lombard Street; J. Ward, in 
Cornhill; J. Buckland, at the Buck; T. an, at 
the Ship; W. Fenner, at the Angel and Bible, in Pater- 
noster How; and KF. Dilly, in the Poultry, 1760, and is 

known as Pope's (oll. It is divided into two (i.) 
229 paalms, of which 176 are by Watts, 24 %, Tate & 

¥, others by Patrick, Addison, Doddridge, Fle xman, 

&e. ‘(il,) 203 hymns, nearly half being by Watts, other 

authors being Doddridge, Addison, A. Bove, wie, 

Grove Kippis, Flexman, and Amory (?). This collec- 

tion was the first in which the hymns of the four last 
authors (all Presbyterian ministers) appeared. The 
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alterations and omissions from the psalms and hymns of 
Watts and others, due to the editor’s Arianism, or 
to his poetical taste, are considerable. 

A similar, though smaller collection, ap- 
peared in Liverpool in 1764, edited by Revs, 
John Breckell and W. buftield, ministers of 
the Key Street and Benn’s Garden chapels 
respectively :— 

A New Collection of Psalms proper for Christian 
Worship, in Three Parts. I. Psalms of David, &e. II. 
Psalms of Praise to God. I1f, Psalms on Various Sub- 
jects. Liverpool, Printed in the Year 1764. There are 
242 psalins, more than half by Watts, and in addition to 
names mentioned alove, Gibbons, Carter, Rowe, Cotton, 
Ogilvie, Heginbotham, and Steele, are represented. There 
were later editions in 1767 and 1770; in 17#7 a new edi- 
tion was printed (for J. Gore), with 60 ae added to 
the third , inelnding some by Mrs. Barbanld and T. 
Scott. This edition, entitled merely A Collection of 
Psalms, &c., was reprinted in 1798 and 1806. A few 
years after it was superseded by new collections sepa- 
rately made for each of the two congregations. 

4, Different in character from the above 
collections was Dr. Eutield’s second book :— 

Hymas for Public Worship, selected from Various 
Anthors, and intended as a@ supplement to Dr. Watts's 
Psalms. Warrington, Printed for the Editor, 1772. 
Later editions 178] and 1749, Its character is indicated 
by the title. There are 160 hymns, more than a third 
heing selected from Watts’s hymns, while after Dod- 
dridge, Mrs. Barbauld and Thomas Scott hold the chief 

lace. Some of their hymns appeared for the first time 
n this collection, 

5. Different again was a book issued with- 
out date, but probably in 1780, by two Presby- 
terian ministers, Revs. W. Wood and Benj. 
Carpenter :— 

An Abridgment of Dr. Watts's Psalms and Hymns, 
with some alterations. To which is added an appendiz 
containing some hymns, selected Jrom other authors, 
Birmingham. Printed by Piercy and Jones, and sold 
“ them and by the editors at Dudley and Stourbridge. 

his collection is notable for the very slight alterations 
of Watts, when compared with what he has undergone 
at other hands. It contains 163 psalms and then 110 
hymns, Only the last 14 hymns form the appendix, b 
Addison, Doddridge, Kippis, and T. Scott. A ‘third edhe 
tion considerably enlarged, with an entirely new title- 

was issue! in 1802 a8 A Selection of Sacred Poetry, 
adapted to Publicand Private Worship, In Three Parts. 
Stourbridge. Printed and sold by J. Heming. The 
former appendix of 14 hymns is enlarged to a third part, 
and ieee hymns by Wesley, Cowper, Beddome. Steele, 
Iyer, &c, 

6. These are examples of various departures 
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from the exclusive use of Dr. Watts in the old | Whateve 
Presbyterian congregations The collection |“The pre 
of Theophilus Lindsey was of other origin. To | COBtAIn: 
the second edition of his phrases 

Book of Common Prayer Reformed according to the the chis 
Plan of the late Dr. Samuel Clarke, the boo 

prepared in 1774 for use in Essex Street | four bo 
Chapel, he appended— short a 

that of A Collection of Hymns and Psalms for Public Lables 
landon., Printed for J. Johnson, No, 712, St. Paul's 
Chureh Yard, 1774. Work 

Tt contains only 127 hymns and psalms, of | sect. W 
which more than half are by Watts. In sub- | and :— 
sequent editions, 1784, 1793, 1805, 1822 (the @yr 
last two by Rev. T. Belsham), it was gradue | ing in 
ally enlarged. In the editions of 1835 and | Thom»: 
1849, by the Rev. T. Madge, it became Thi 
practically a new collection, Willi: 

7. The method of appending hymns to the | minis 
forms of liturgical service had already been | they 
adopted in Liverpool in 1763 hy the congre- ‘oa 
gation which met fora few years in the Octagon | tions | 
Chapel, To their “Form of Prayer” was | timen 
added A New Collection of Psalms, for the use | Proper 
of a Congregation of Protestant Dissenters en ah it 
Liverpool. It contains only 150 psalms, and | even: 
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The alterations are very freely made in 
accordance with Priestley’s theological views, 
but often apparently only from difference of 
taste, nut always to the advautuge of the 
poetry. 

In 1791 the larger number of the new books perished 
in the fire by which the mob destroyed not only Priest- 
ley’s house, but both the Old and the New Meetings. 
Part of the issue had been provided for the congregation 
of Cross Street Chapel, Manchester, and remained in use 
there until the introduction of Aippis; but the Bir- 
mingham con jon, ogee | for a time in common 
w p with their friends of the Old Meeting, returned 
to the use of Watts's Psalms and Hymns, which the 
latter congregation had not yet relinquished. After- 
wards a fresh collection was made for the New Meeting, 
issued in three books successively in 179%, 1806, and 
1430. The Old Meeting adopted Aippis. 

9. Among the Presbyterians in the North 
of Ireland the Scottish Psalms aud Paraphrases 
oceupied the same place as Watts’s Psalms and 
Hymne with their brethren in England. The 
first book of their own seems to huve been the 
Hymns for the use of the Presbyterian Congre- 
gation in Lisburn. Belfast, 1787,—a« collection 
of 100 hymns taken from much the same 
sources us the English books, altered in the 
same way. A somewhat larger collection, but 
of similar character, was A Collection of Psalms 
and Hymns by oe od Christian Worship. In 
two parts, I, Psalma of David. II. Sacred 
ITymns. London- Derry, 1788, Second ed, 1794. 
This book was afterwards discarded by the 
sass ik eg as not sufficiently orthodox. 

10. The collection known variously as Kippis 
or Rees, from two of its editors, was the first of 
the Unitarian books to attain to any very 
extended circulation. It went through many 
editions, and has remained in use in some out- 
of-the-way places until quite recently. It may 
be taken as typical of the kind of Unitarianism 
most prevalent in England at the beginning 
of the present century, before the deeper 
spiritual influence of Channing made itself 
felt on this side of the Atlantic. ‘lhe title of 
the book is :— 

A Collection Hymns and Psalms for Public and 
Private Worship; selected and prepared by Andrew 
Kippis, DD, FRS., & F.S.A.; Abraham Rees, D.D., 
PRS, PLS; The Rev. Thomas Jervis, and the Kev, 
Thomas Morgan, LL.D. London, 1795. The editors 
were all Presbyterian ministers resident at that time in 
London. The preface states that hitherto the Presby- 
terian societies in the Metropolis and its vicinity have 
been contented with Dr. Watts’s /salms, with the ex- 
ception of one congregation, which bas a book of its 
own (Pope's Coll,, 1760, at the Leather Lane Meeting). 
To remedy this defect the present compilation is made 
on the same principles as the earlier Presbyterian collec- 
tions. Aiteration and adaptation are freely resorted to, 
in order to avoid whatever might clash with the senti- 
tMents, or hurt the feelings of any sincere Christian.” 
There are 690 hymns by more than Sv authors, Including 
Watts, Mrs. Steele, Doddridge, Merrick, Jervis, Mrs. 
Harbauld, Thomas Scott. Other weil-known names are 
Milton, Dryden, Addison, Pope, Cowper, Burns, besides 
inany less remarkable, common to the early Presbyterian 
books. In 1807 a Supplement of 94 hymns was added, 
and in 1*52 a much enlarged Supplement, edited by Rev. 
Edmund Kell 

The veneral impression made by Kippis is 
of € Somewhat cold and external piety. Though 
very excellent in moral tone and exhortation, 
too much of its celebration of the attributes of 
God and the greatness of His works touches no 
spring of living emotion, und the redemptive | 
work of Christ seems to Le viewed rather from | 

. 

outside than expressed in the kindling words 
of actual experience. It must be added how- | 
ever that the hymns of Cowper, J. Wesley's | 
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“Commit thou all thy ygriefs,” and others 
which spring from the deeper sources of 
inspiration, are included in the volume. 

11. In spite of the considerable popularity 
attained by Kippis, it is not tuo wuch to say 
that during the 45 years between its »ppear- 
ance and the publication of Martineau’s 
Hymns for the Christian Church and Home, 
on an average one Unitarian |,ymn-book, 
large or small, was issued every year. It was 
a period of considerable activity in Unitarian 
ropagandism, and several of the books are of 
portance. Only a few can be so much as 

named here, e.g. :— 
Dr. Enfield’s Norwich Coll, of 1795; the Exeter Coll., 

1801; Dr. Estlin’s (Bristol), 1406; Rev. W. Turner's 
(Newcastle). 1406; Norwich, 1814; Liverpool, Paradise 
Street, 1815; Samuel Dobell’s, 1516; Liverpool, Renshaw 
Street, 1418, and again 1836; Warrington, 1419 (the curi- 
ous book in which the editors object to ‘* the introduction 
of the term soul, in connections where it necessarily im- 

lies an immaterial and separable a in man"); 
kinfield, 1822 (still in use); RK. Wallace’s, #22; 

Rev. J. J. Tayler’s (Mosley Street, Manchester), 1529; 
Dr. Carpenter's (Bristol), 1#31; Rev. Benj. Carpenter's 
(Nottingham), 1838. 

In Ireland appeared the Psalms, Hymne and 
Spiritual Songs ; selected for the First Congre- 
gation of Presbyterians in Belfust, 1801, which 
In that congregation superseded the use of the 
Psalins and Paraphrases, and was itself super- 
seded by A Selection of Psalms and Hymne for 
the use of the Preshytery of Antrim and the 
Congregation of Strand Street, Dublin. Belfast, 
1818, really « new ed. of the earlier book, 
There was also Rev, A. G. Maleom's Newry 
Coll., 1811. 

12. In 1810 Rev. Robert Aspland of Hack- 
ney published A Selection of Psalms aud 
Hymns for Unitarian Worship, which passed 
through several editions, ani to which in 1824 
a supplement was added. This is said to be 
the first instance of the term Unitariau up- 

uring on the title-page of a hymu-hook. To 
old such doctrine was still & penal offence. 

This collection contains 500 hymns for private 
and domestic as well as public worship, by 
more than 60 authors. There is greater 
variety and fresliness of devotional expression 
than in Kippis. 

13, The two books between Kippis and 
Martineau whicl had the widest circulation 
were those known as the Mzeter Coll. and 
Howse's Coll. The former was A Collection 
of Psalms and Hymus for Social and Private 

orship, Exeter, 1812, edited cinefly by Dr. 
Lant Carpenter, at thut time minister of the 
George’s Meeting. Many editions were printed, 
not only at Exeter, but also at Glasgow and 
London, the 12th ed. being London, 1835. It 
is a collection of 313 hywne, and while strictly 
Unitarian in doctrine, it a med “to increase the 
number of suitable hymns especially referring 
to Christian privileges and requisitions.” The 
same may be said of A Selection of Hymus and 
Psalms for Christian Worship. By H. E. 
Howse, jun. Bath, 1830. Of this nine edi- 
tions were printed, and it was extensively used 
by the congregations uf Gen. Baptists who 
had become Unitarians, as well +s by others. 
in some cases until quite recently. ‘There are 
528 hymns by about 80 authors. 

14. One other book of this period must be 

A Collection of Hymns for Public and Private Wor- 
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ship, Compiled by John R. Beard, London: John 
- Green, Manchester: forrest & Fogg, 1837. 

The peculiarity of this collection was that 
only hymns by Unitarian writers were ad- 
mitted. ‘The result was a collection of 560 
hymns by 55 authors, the chief contributors 
being : Juhu Bowring, William Gaskell, J. O. 
Wallace, J. RK. Wreford, John Johns, 8. G. 
Bultinch, J. Brettell, and Mrs. Barbauld. Only 
afew of these hymns have passed into gencral 
use in G. Britain, and the principle of selection 
hus not found favour among the Unitarians of 
the English non-subseribing churches. Many 
of these hymns have however passed into 
American Unitarian collections. 

15. In 1840 appeared the book which has 
made the most striking epoch in the history 
of Unitarian hymnody. As Kippis fairly 
represents the condition of English Gnitariave 
at the end of last century, so the 

Hymna for the Christian Church and Home. Ool- 
lected and edited by James Martineau. London, 1340, 

may be taken as the best expression of the 
new spirit of devotion which, largely through 
the influence of Channing, bal for some time 
been making its way in their societies. When 
the new hymn-book appeared Dr. Martineau 
was minister at Paradise Street Chapel, Liver- 
pool. It was to some extent only a prophecy 
of what was to be, for the book was received 
at first with objection in some quarters; but 
quickly made its way, and, far more gene- 
rally than Kippis at the beginning of the 
century, superseded all earlier collections. It 
is now the book most widely used among 
Unitarians in England. It was a collection of 
650 bymns, Mrs. A:lams’s * Nearer, my God, 
1o Thee ” being added as hymn 651 to the 10th 
ed. of 1853. The preface develops the thought 
of worship as being the natural expression of 
emotion, awakened in the mind “ possessed 
with the religious or mysterious conception of 
God, of life and death, of duty, of futurity,” 
and shows how the substance of the devotion 
of the various writers, whose hymns are 
adopted, is preserved, while the special dialect 
of their dogmatic theology is changed into a 
more universal language, 
Of the 161 authors from whom selection is made not a 

third could be rightly classed as Unitarians ; the chief 
of these being Adams, Barbauld, Bowring, Bryant, 
Butcher, Enfield, Estiin, Furness, Gaskell, Johns, Norton, 
Pierpoint, the Roscoes, J. E. Smith, Jotin and Emily 
T or Ware and Wreford. But the chief contributors 
are members of other Churches, Catholic, Lutheran, An- 
lican, Wesleyan, Baptist, Independent, and others; Dr, 
Vatts standing first with 77 hymns. and after him 
Montgomery with 67, Deddridge 53, Charles Wesley 43, 
Heber 28, Cowper 14, Newton 14, Conder 12, Hemans 11, 
Swele 10, Milman 10. The hymns are divided into six 
books according to their subjects. 

16. From 184 until the appearance of Dr, 
Martineau's last collection in 1873, was a 
period not so prolific as the preceding in 
Unitarian hymn-books, This was natural, 
since the need of the churches had been so 
well supplied. Various books for individual 
congregations were however issued. Among 
these may be name :— 

(1) W. J. Fox's Hymns and Anthems, Iamdon, 1841, 
to which were first contributed the hymns of Sarah 
Adams; (2) the Plymouth Hymns for Public and 
Private Worship, 1856; (3) the Liverpool Renshaw 
Street Hymns, Chants, and Anthems,: selected and ar- 
ranged by John Hamilton Thom, 1858, (4) a new Exeter 
Collection, 1863, edited by Rev. T, W. Chignell ; (5) the 
Rev. Charles Clarke's Book of Prayer and Praise, Bir- 
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adaptation from common sources than a col- 
lecting of new material. There are however 
a considerable number of original writers 
among Uniterians in England as well as 
America, some of whom are well known 
beyond the borders of their own immediate 
circle. 

20. In the old Arian days there were several 
liberal ministers whose hymns occur re- 
peatedly in the earlier collections and less 
uniformly in the modern books, who stand 
naturally in the line of development which 
has resulted in modern Unitarianism. Such 
were Henry Grove. Thomas Scott, Roger 
Flexman, John Breckell, and somewhat later, 
Benj. Williams, Henry Moore, and the editors 
Kippis, Jervis, Walker and Enfield. Amon 
Unitarian hymn-writers in the latter part o 
last ceutury the first pluce must be given to 
Mrs. Barbauld, with whom are naturally as- 
sociated the Norwich group of the Taylors and 
Sir J. E. Smith, William Roscoe of Liverpool, 
and his gifted children. Other contemporaries, 
passing gradually on to a new generation, 
were Dr. Estlin, Pendlebury Houghton, Ed- 
mund Butcher, William Lamport, John Rowe, 
George Dyer, Helen Maria Williams, and in 
freland Dr. Drennan and William H. Drum- 
mond. Of those born later in the last century 
were John G. Robberds, Sir John Bowring, 
W. J. Fox, J.C. Wailace, Jacob Brettell, Hugh 
Hutton, and in Irelsnd David Whyte and A. 
G. Maleom. Belonging entirely to the present 
century ure the Murtineaus, Sarah Adams, 
John Johns, Dr. Wreford, William Gaskell, 
Samuel Greg, Thomas Hincks, John Page 
Hopps, and others. 

f the chief of these further uotice will be 
found elsewhere in this Dictionary. In the 
alphabetical list given below brief notes are 
added concerning the rest. 

[Abbreviations :—K. = Kippis. M.1 = Mar- 
tineau’s Hymns for the Christian Church and 
Home. M. 2 = Martineau’s a, Praise 
and rey H. = J. P. Hopps’s Coll., 1877. 
B. = Belfast Coll., 1886.) 

Aikin, John, m.p., 1747-1822. The brother of Mrs. 
Barbauld, son of Dr. Aikin of the Warrington Academy. 
As a physician he practised at Warrington and Yar- 
mouth, and from 1798 till the time of his death lived at 
Stoke Newington. Author (with his sister), of Aven- 
ngs at Home, editor of the General Bioyraphical Dic- 
tionary, and for some time of the Monthly Magazine. 
His hymn Jn time of war,“ While (what) sounds of 
War are heard around,” was very popular. It is in A. 
and W. 1, 

Poe » Robert, 17#2-1845. Minister at Hackney, 
, F and for many years editor of the Monthly Repo- 

atlory and the Christian Keformer. In his Psalms and 
nde Cnitarian Worship, 1810, are three hymns 

” A.” 

1. Almighty Father of mankind! Jehovah, self- 
the One God, existent Lord. Tb 

.2. Sons of Adam! join to raise, (Creation, Redemp- 
tion, and Restoration. 

3. Welcome, the hope of Israel’s race! The glory of 
Man Jesus. 

Astley, Francis Dukinfield, 1742-1525. Layman, of Dukinfield, author of a volume of poems (no relation of 
¥. Richard Astley who edited the Gloucester Coll, 

ee Two of his ymns are in the Dukinfield Coll., 

1. Blest is the man whose pitying eye. Of Charity. 
an Thou Conse unknown! whose secret word. God 

Atkins, Hugh, b. 1838. Of Hinckley, manufacturer, H. includes his hymn Of the pure in heart, « Jesus, on the Mount of Olives.” “This, with two others, is in J. - Lunn’s Leicester Coll., 1880. 
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Bache, Sarah, 1771-1844. 
ters, who kept a school for ma 
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A relative of the Carpen 
ny years in Birmi ngham. Her hymn, “*See how he loved,’ exclaimed the Jews,” Love of Christ, was contributed to the Exeter Coll,, 1812, It is in MW. 1 and &., and most of the early books after its appearance. 

Barmby, Goodwin, 1x20-1841. Minister at Wakefield, author of the Neturn of the Swallows, and other %, 1X64, &c. Hf. gives a hymn of his on The Jollowing of Christ, “ Beside the shore of Galilee.” 
Barnes, Thomas, v.v.. 1747-1510, b. at Warrington 

and educated for the ministry at the Warrington Aca- demy. Settled first at Cockey Moor, near Bolton, and in 
1780 at Cross Street Chapel, Manchester. In 1786 he 
became first Priucipal of the newly founded Manchester 
Academy, now Manchester New College, ‘Two hymns of 
his on The Christian's Hope, are in the Dukinfield Coll., 
1822. 

1. I hope ere long to leave behind. 
2. While darkness reigns beneath the pole. 
Breckell, John, 1696-1769. Minister of Key Street 

Chapel, Liverpool, and co-editor with Dr. Enfield of the 
old Liverpool Cull., 1764, which gives his hymn for a 
Fast Day, ** O Lord of hosts, Almighty King!" Cappe's 
York Coll., 1786, gives a version of Psalm 19 as his, 
“ The glory of their bu Ider, God.” 

Bright, Henry Arthur, 1430-1844. A Liverpool mer- 
chant and man of letters. A friend of Nathaniel Haw- 
thorne, and a contributor to the Athenaeum, &. Thom’'s 
Renshaw Street Coll., 1858, contains his hymn, * To the 
Father through the Son.” 

Carpenter, Lant, Li.p., 1781-1440. Minister at Exeter 
| and Bristol, a distinguished writer and teacher amoung 
the Unitarians of his day. To his Exeter Coll, 1812, he 
contributed the hymn of Kererence and love Jor Jesus, 
“Father of Jesus, God of Love.” He also pub., under 
the signature “ L,” in his Collection of Hymns for the 
use of Unitarian Christians, Bristol, 1831 :— 

1. Behold the Guspel mercy-seat. Christ, the Mercy- 
seat. 

2. O God, all holy and all just. The mercy of God in 
Christ Jesus. 

3. The hour must come, the closest ties, 
here, reunion hereafter. 

Carpenter, Mary, 1807-'877. Da 
Carpenter, of Bristol, best known for 
lanthropy, but also a devotional writer in prose and 
verse. Her Morning and Evening Meditations (1845) 
has passed through several editions. it contains her 
hymn of Dedication, given in 4.,“ To thee, my God, to 
thee.” Anoth r hymn by Miss Carpenter is in the Supp. 
to Martineau’s Hys. for use at Lewin'’s Mead Cha I, 
Bristol, 1849 and 1859. It begins * Father, here Thy 
glory praising.” (Sunday Svening.) 
Chignell, T. W., b. 1824. Minister of George's Meet- 

ing, Exeter, and editor of the Breter Coll., 1869 and IHH4, . 
which contain several of his own h ns, and various 
translations from foreign authors. The South lace en- 
largement of W. J. Fox’s Coll., 1873, gives from 1463 :— 

1. -seakelgt, hniper eg on thee, Aforning aspiration, 
2. Happy they who are not weary, Progress. 
Conway, Moncure Dana, b. 1432. For many years 

minister at South Place oe a Finsbury, and calior of 
the enla edition of W. J. Fox's Hymns & Anthems, 
1873, which contains his hymn of Music 
storm, “ A storm sped over sea and land.” 

Cox, James, d. 1825. An Exeter layman, who con- 
tributed several hymns to the Areter Coll, 1812. Of 
these B. and H. give :— 

1. Homage pay to God above, Thanksgiving. 
and #. al-o:— 

2. See from on high a light divine. The baptism of 
Jesus, 

Cross, John, d. 1830. An Exeter layman, who con- 
tributed three hymns to the Ezeter Coll., 1812; al-o in 
the Dukinfield Coll., 1822, and Bristol Coll., 1831 -— 

1. The morn of life, how fair and gay. The word of 
God the guide of youth. 

2. With warm affection let us view, Reflections on 
the death of Christ, 

3, With warm delight and grateful love. The charac- 
ter of Christ. 

Parting 

hter of Dr. Lant 
r works of phi- 

out of the 

Darwin, Erasmus, .p., 1732-1402. Physician and 
ports of Lichfield, author of The Botanic Garden, 1781, 

. He was a friend of Dr, Priestley's, and in sym- 
pathy with many of his views, although not permanently 
connected with any church. Hi- hymn on God, the dis- 
aged of events,**The Lord, how tender is bis love,” is 

A, M21 & 2. H. gives another hymn on Immortal 
Nature, * Koll on, ye stars, exult in youthful prime 
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Daye. Elizabeth, 1733-1829. Daughter of Rev. James 
Daye, Presbyterian minister at Lancaster (d. 1770). 
Published a volume of | ays at Liverpool, 1798, and 
contributed to the Monthly Repository. Her hymn Of 
Worship ix in K.& #., TU bless Jehovah's glorious 
name.” Wallace gives another hymn for Sunday Even- 
ing. **O may the truths this day has taught.” 

Drennan, William, M.p., 1754-1820. A Belfast phy- 
sician, author of Fugitive Pieces, in verse and prose, 
Belfast, 1815. He contributed 7 hymns to Aspland’s 
Coll., 1810. 

1. The heaven of heavens cannot contain. God pre- 
sent to sincere worship. 

2. In this fair globe with ocean bound. The love of 
God, 

3. Humanity! thon sent of God. Charity, Faithand 
Hope. 
qa nature feels attractive power. The law of love. 
5. O sweeter than the fragrant flower, The luxury of 

6. 1¢ husbandman goes forth afield. Fruits of bene- 
ce. 

7. Why dves the will of heaven ordain, The use of 
affliction. 
Some of these are still in C. U. 
Dyer, . BA., 1755-1841. Educated at Christ’s 

Hospital and manuel College, Cambridge. The friend 
of ries Lamb, of Priestley and Wakefield, and biogra- 
pher of Robert Robinson of Cambridge. In 1792 he 
moved to London, to chambers in Clifford's Inn, Fleet 
Street, supporting himself by private tuition and literary 
work. He was a contributor to the Gentlemin’s and the 
Monthly Magazine, for which he wrote the introductory 
Ode in 1796. From 1809 to 1830 engaged upon Valpy’s 
edition of the Classics, in 141 vols. Author of a History 
of the University and Colleges of Cambridge, 1814, and of 
several volumes of verse. Three of his hymns are in &., 
and frequently in other books. 

1, Greatest of beings, source of life. Hymn to the 
Deity. 
eo aaa of beings, source of life. The same con- 

tinued. 
3. Great Framer of unnumbered worlds. Hymn for 

a Fast. 

Estlin, John Prior, p.p., 1747-1817, b. at Hinckley, 
and educated at the Warrington Academy. For many 
years minister at Lewin’s Mead, Bristol; author of 
Familiar Lectures on Moral Philesophy, &c.; editor of 
the Psalms & Hymns, adapted to Public and Private 
Worship, Collected for the use of the Society of Lewin's 
Mead, Bristol, 1806, to which he contributed two hymns, 
also in M.1& 2. 

1. Gracious source of every blessing. For the close of 
Boening Service. 

2. Thon art the First, and thou the Last. Ascription 
of Praise. 

3. Eternal source of life and light. Prayer for 
_ Spiritual blessings. in K&. & BR. 

Flexman, a a b.D., 1708-1795, b. at Great Torring- 
ton, Devon. Educated for the ministry at Tiverton by 
Rev. John Moore, ordained at Modbury, 1730, and from 
1747 to 1783 was minister at Rotherhithe. In 1770 ap- 
pointed one of the compilers of the Index of the Com- 
mons Journals. He contributed 4 bymns to /’ope’s Coll., 
1760 :-— 

i, Great God, to thee my grateful tongue, God the 
Benefactor. 

2. Jn realms of everlasting light. Saint's Conflict and 
Reward. 

3. Jesus, adorned with grace divine. Second Advent. 
4. To God mv grateful soul ascend. Ps. cxzi. 

Freckelton, Thomas W. , b. 1827. Minister of 
Unity Church, Islington. His bymn, “The toil of 
brain, or heart, or haud” (Christian Service), is in H. 
and in Horder’s Cong. Hymnal, 1884. 

Greg, Samuel, 1404~1576. Member of a family closel 
associated with Manchester industries, and social wor 
ef various kinds. Selections from his papers, in prose 
and verse, with a memoir and a prefatory letter by Dean 
Stanley, were published posthumously as A Layman’s 
ae ies is77. The best known of his hymus are :— 

\. [Now] slowly, slowly darkening. The Light of 
God in darkness, 

2. Stay, Master, stay upon this heavenly hill, Wore 
ship preparing for work. 

3. My soul in death was sleeping Strong in his 
strength. 

4. Awful Power, whose birth-place lies. The mystery 
of pain. 

Grove, Henry, 1683-1738. Presbyterian minister at 
Taunton, his birth-place, and conductor of a Dissenting 
Academy there, a contributor to Addison's Spectator 
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Ham Willi 
three of whose figi 

1. Daughters of 
in Amand. Is10,4 

2. The Lord of i 
surrectton Chrisi 

3. The toil has cei 
Day. 

Hancox, Joseph, . 
of fine poetical taste 
MH. 2, also in the Nor 

1. Father in heav: 
Prayer. 

2. How welcome t 
4- 

3. O for a faith in 
4. Yon glorious orbs 

and new earth. 

Houghton, Pendleb 
Octagon Chapel, Norwi 
Street Chapel, Liverpoc 
of friends after death 
shall meet,” is in Af, | 
*Blest hour when virtu 

Hutton, Hugh, 1795~1 
under Dr. Bruce, and 4 
Warriugron, and f um / 
Old Meeting, Birmingha 
chiefly on devotional and 
of a Selection af Hymn 
mingham 1835, whicli in 
Lamport, William, 177 

Lancaster; author of & 
Hymns and other Devot) 
the hymns contained in th 

1. As bis flock the shep 
2. If in a temple made 

altur of God. 
3. Father, Universal Lor 

pub. in the Liverpool Sacn 

Lunn, John Calbraith, ). 
&c., editor of Hymns for ! 
1880, which includes hymn: 
Grundy ), authoress of Poem 

Malcom, Andrew George, 
at Newry, and editor of A ( 
and Spiritual Songs, proj 
Newry, 1411, which contains 
of these are retained in #. 

Mitchell, William, b. 153) 
and other places. His hymn 
we thy children,” Is given it 
Faith, “The herds of hill a 
Lunn’s Leicester Coll , 1880. 

Moore, Henry, 1732-1#02. 
minister of the same name at 
Doddridge’s Academy at Nor 
1788 minister at Modbury, and 
of Lyrical and Miscellaneous 
humously with 4 memoir by Dr 
which are vent in the be 
Dukinfield Coli, 1822, gives 5. 

1, All earthly charms, bowen 
beauty of Aoliness. 

2. Amidst a world of hopes ar 

3. Assist us, Lord, to act, 
Solicited. 

4. My God, thy boundless love 
Love 

5. Soft are the fv showers | 
spring and New Life 

6. Supreme and universal light. 
excellence. 

New, Herbert, b. 1820. Solicito 

hymn of Aspiration, “lie open 

| press,” is given in A, Mt appeste 
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** Ope, ope, my soul!”) in George Dawson's Cull., 1883, 
and 1a also in the American Disciples’ Hymn-book, 

Patterson, Robert, F.L.s., 1402-1872, A Belfast mer- 
chant and distinguish d zoologist. #. gives his hymn 
on the Power of Religion, “There is a power which 
soothes the soul.” Lt is also it Beard’s (oll., 1437. 

Hunt, 1752-1564, minister at Norton, | Piper, 
near Sheffield, four about 40 years, and then at Banbury. 
Author of a hymn of Heavenly Hope, in Beard’s Coll. 
“ Vhe seed may perish in the earth.’ 

Po . Maria, d. 1847. Daughter of Rev. Miles 
Pupple, vicar of Welton, near Hull, who as Afiriam 
coutributed to Beard’s Coll., 1837, and to Unitarian perio- 
alical literature. 

Robberds, John Gooch, 1749-1454. Minister for many 
years at Cross Street Chapel, Manchester. Author of a 
Sunday Evening hymn in M. 1 & 2, ** Now your pleasant 
labours close.” 

Rowe, John, 1764-1833. Minister at Shrewsbury and at 
Lewin's Mead, Bristol. His hymn on the Anticipation 
of old Age, which appeared in the Bristol Coll., 1806, 
is also in 4f.1, “* When in the vale of lengthened years.” 
Another and somewhat popular hymn by Rowe from 
the same Coll. is “ From the Table now retiing.”” After 
H. Communion. For fuller details see Duftield’s Anglish 
Hymns, &c,, 1886, p. 162. 

Tayler, John James, 8.A., 1797-1469. Professor of 
theology and ecclesia-tical history, and Priucipal of Man- 
chester New College, London; also minister successively 
at the Mosley Street Chapel, Manchester, and Little 
Portland Street Chapel, London. Author of A Retrospect 
of the Keligious Life of land, 1445; An Altempt to 
ascertain the character of the Fourth Gospel,.1867 ; and 
many contributions to the Christian Teacher, Prospective 
and Vatlional Reviews, besides other lectures and ser- 
mons. In his Selection of Hymns Pad Christian Worship, 
Manchester, 1829, made for th osley Street congrega- 
tion, are two hymns signed “T.” :— 

1. Unchanged, O rah through changing years. The 
merciful tC) 

2. rodned wai’ tne favour, God of Grace! 
Year. 

New 

Thomson, John, ™.p., 1783-1818. A Leeds physician, 
who contributed to Aspland’s Coli., 1310 :— 

1. To God, the universal King. 1b the One God. 
we hppa God ! thy gracious power. Omnipresence 

God, 

3. To thee my heart, eternal King. Praise, 

Wallace, James Cowdan, 1793 (?)-1841. Minister at 
various places in the south of Eng finally at Ware- 
ham, author of a considerable number of hymna, to be 
found in bis brother Robert's Selection of Hymns for 
Unitarian Worship, Chesterfield, 1822, enlarged ed., 
1826, and in Beard’s Coll., 1837. In the Baptist Hymnal 
is, “There is an eye that never sleeps” (The /rivine 
ar fulness). See ‘* There’s not a star whose trembling 
gbt.” 

Whyte, David, w.a., 1782-1872. Minister at Ballee, 
North of Ireland. Of his hymns #. gives, “O for a 
heart, a stronger heart,” A Prayer’ for Grace. 

Williams, Benjamin, 1725-1795. Presbyterian minis- 
ter at Sal'sbury, who in addition to a volume of Sermons, 
1770, and the Salisbury Hymn Book, 1778, published 
The Book of Psalms as translated, paraphrased or 
imilated by some of the most eminent English poets, &c. 
Salisbury, 1781, His best known hymn, “ Holy, holy, 
boly Lord,” in celebration of the Divine Goodness, is 
in his own Coll., X., Mf. 1 & 2. and B. 

, Sarah Johanna, 1805-1841. Daughter of 
the biographer of Belsham, Rev. John Williams, minister 
at Mansfield. She contributed various poems to the 
Liverpool Sacred Offering. In the vol. for 1834 is the 
poetn, ‘Quiet from God! it cometh not to still The vast 
and high aspirings of the soul,” from which the hymn, 
“Quiet from God! how blessed ‘tis to keep,” Rest in 
God, is adapted in Mf. 2, also in H. 
Wright, F. B., 1769-1837. Of Liverpool, printer. 

Author of a History of Religious Persecution ; brother 
of Rev. Richard Wright, Unitarian missionary. 8. in- 
cludes his hymn of Adoration, ** Jehovah! great and 
sscred name !"' which first appeared anonymously in 
the Liverpool Renshaw Street Coll., 1818. 

Yates, Richard Vaughan 
Merchant and philanthropist, author of a hymn on The 
Benefit of A fiiction, “*O God, to thee my sinking soul,” 
in M. 1, and the enlarged ed. of W.J. Fox’s Colt, 1873, 

(V. D. D.) 
United Methodist Free Churches 

Hymnody. (Methodist Hymnody, § v.] 

sung by the Mourners.” 
several hymn-books in Great Britain and 

.| America. 

UNVAIL THY BOSOM 

United prayers ascend to Thee. W. 
B. Collyer. (Fanely Worship.) This hymn 
is given in his Coll, 1812, No. 975, in 6 st. of 
4 1., to be used atter the Administration of 
Holy Baptism, in private, for the welfare of 
the Family; the hymn, also by Collyer, given 
for use “ Before the Administration,” being 
“ Saviour, Father, Brother, Friend.” [J. J.J 

Unprofitable all and vain. C. Weasley. 
[Trust in God.] This is a cento composed of 
= of four hymns, Ist pub. from the 

esley Mss. in P. Works, 1868-72, vol. x. pp. 
189-190, thus :—St. i, ii, No. 124, St. Matt. 
vi. 27; st. iii., No. 125, St. Matt. vi. 28 ; st. iv., 
No. 128, St. Matt. vi. 32; st. v., No. 126,St. 
Matt. vi. 30. In this form it was given in the 
Wes. H. Bk., 1875. (J. J.] 

Uns strahlt das Licht der Ewigkeit. 
[Eternal Life.) In the Stollberg bei Aachen 
G. B., 1802, this is No. 1196 in 8 st. of 41. in 
the section entitled “ Happiness of Christians 
in this life.” In J. H. D. Zschokke’s Stunden 
der Andacht, 9th ed., Aarau, 1824, it appears as 
the heading of Meditation 24 in pt. ii., which is 
entitled “On the value of religious festivals 
in civic and household life. Psalm ec. 1-5,” 
and is in 5 st. This form is ¢r., as 

Behold that bright, that hallowed ray. Ry Misa Fry, 
in her Hys. of the Reformation, 1845, p. 117. Included 
beginning ** Religion’s hallowed ray,” as No. 18, in J. 
Wohittemore’s Suppl. to all H. Bks. 1860, (J. M.] 

Unsar trohtin hat farsalt. [S¢. Peter.) 
Wackernagel, ii. p. 22, givea this from a 
Munich as. of the 9th cent., in 3 st. of 41. with 
the refrain “ Kyrie eleyson, Christe eleyson.” 
It has been, apparently without ground, 
ascribed to Otfrid (p. 874, i). Tr. as “Our 
dear Lord of grace hath given” by Miss 
Winkworth, 1869, p. 28. (J. M. 

Unto Him Whose Name is holy. 
Emily E. 8. Eltiott. [Praise to Christ.) 
Written for the German chorale, “Warum 
sollt ich mich denn mang and contributed 
to the Additional Hymns, issued in 1866 by 
her father for use in St. Marks Church, 
Brighton, as No. 34, in 5 st. of 6 lines, and re- 
printed in Ler Chimes for Daily Service, 1880, 

. 101, St. i., ii., v., are included as No. 266 
n the Irish Church Hymnal, 1873, and as 
No. 80 in the Psalmist, 1878, in both cases 
ascribed to Charlotte Elliott in error. [J. M.] 

Unus bonorum fons, Deus, omnium. 
C. Coffin. (B.V.M.] Appeared in the Paris 
Brev., 1736, and in Coffin'’s Hymni Saeri of the 
same year, p. 64. In the Paris and later 
French Brevs. it is the hymn at 2nd Vespers 
on the Feast of the Nativity and Conception 
of the B. V. M. Tr. as:— 
0 Thou sole Fountain, of all good. By I. Williams, 

In his Hys. tr. from the Parisian Brev., 1839, p. 174. 
Also in the 1860 Appendiz to the H. Noted, and others. 

[J. J.J 
Unvail thy bosom, faithful tomb. 

I. Watts. (Burtal.) This is the last of five 
odes which are appended to a letter “To 

1197 

. 1785-1856. A Liverpool | Lucius, on the death of Serena,” pub. in his 
Reliquie Juveniles, &c., 1734. It is in 4 at. of 
41., and headed, “Ode v. A Funeral Ode at 
the Interment of the Body, supposed to be 

t has passed into 

(J. J.] 
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‘Trraxon. [Greek Hymnody, § x¥i.8.) | 
Upham, Thomas Cogswell, v.v., was 

b. at Durfield, New Haven, Jan. 3U, 1749, and 
educated at Dartmouth College (1818), aud at 
Andover (1821). Having entered the Con- | 
gregational Ministry le b came Professor of 
Mental and Moral Philosophy at Buwdon Col- 
lege, in 1825, and retain e same to 1867, 
He dl. at New York, April 2, 1872. His pub- 
Jicutions were numerous and included Mental 
Philosophy (which was long and widely used) ; 
American Cottage Life; a volume of Poems, 
1852, &e. Five of his liymns are given, with 
uccompanying dates, in Hymns and Songa of 
Praise, &c., N. Y., 1874, as follows :— 

1, Fear not, poor weary one. Help in Sorrow (1872). 

SO tice grees Ralor of tasthy. Meewh g cis 
:. oO Thou ie Teacher from the skies. "4 ‘oe 

Christ (1872). 
5. 'Tis thus in solitude I roam. Ommnipresence (1853). 

These hymus are limited in their use. In 
1847 Upham pub. the Life and Religi 
Opinions and Experiences of Madam de la 
Mothe Guyon... Two vols. N. Y. In this 
work the anonymous trs. from Madam Guyon’s 
hymns given at p. 476, ii, are found., viz., 
(1) “ By sufferings only can we know”; 
(2) “I would love Thee, God and Father” ; 
(3) “*Tis- not (by) the skill of human art.” 
There are also additional tre. of two of her 
hymos in the same work. [J. J.) 

‘Tro Sapiov dppoyav. Synesius, Bp. 
of Ptolemais. [For the Family.) A sweetl 
beautiful and tender prayer to Cnrist on behalf 
of his wife and children. It is No. viii. of his 
ten lymns written at various periods of his 
life, and dates 375-430. The full Greek text 
is found in the Anth. Graeca Carm. Christ., 
1871. From this Mr. Chatfield’s tr. “O! ’tis 
no theme of common things,” was made. It 
is in 56). and was first published in his Songs 
and Hymna, &c., 1876, p. 81. Also tr. by 
Williams, in his Thoughts in Past Years, 1852, 
p. 368, as “ To the harmonious Doriun sound.” 
[See Greek Hymnody, § v.] [J. J.J 

. piean baggy pel’s ra oe a Sir 
. Bowring. rogress of the Gospel.) Con- 

tributed to Beard’s Unizarion Colt. of Hys., 
1837, No. 206, in 5 st. of 4 1, and headed, 
* Progress of Gospel truth.” It was included 
in the 3rd ed. of the author's Matins and 
Vespers, 1841, p. 240, and subsequently in 
several hymn-books, especially m America. 
Iu the American Unitarian Hys. of the Spirit, 
1864, No. 698, “On mightier wing, in loftier 
flight,” is composed of st. ii, iv., v. (slightly 
altered) of this hymn. [J. 5) 

Urbem Romuleam quis furor in- 
citat. Jean Baptiste de Santeiiil. [St. John 
at the Latin Gate.} Pub. in the 2nd ed. of 
his Hymni Saeri ef Novi, 1698, p. 32. In 
1736 it was included in the revised Paris 
Bree. for the Feast of St. John at the Latin 
Gate. It was repeated in later French Breva., 
and also in Card, Newman's Hymni Ecclesiae, 
1838 and 1865. 7'r. as :-— 

1. What doth the city move! By W. J. Blew, 
tn hie Church Hy. & Tune Bk. 1852-55. 

1, Rome's infuriate city. By R. F. Little- 
dale, in the People’s H., 1867, with the signature “ F. R.” 

(J. J.) 

URBS BEATA 

Urbs beata Hie) 
ivisio. [The Dedicut 
“rugged but time old 
Trench calls it, is) pre 
cent., and is bused on 
and Eph. ii. 20. It is 
the llth cent. im the } 
oue of the Early Engi: 
f. 119), and im two 
Churets (Add. 30848, 
f. 155+). Also in the & 
the llth cent. In the 
Saxon Church (Surtees 
it is printed from the 
Dreves, in his Hyrnari 
p. 73, priuts it from a » 
is also in Daniel, i. No. 
Wackernagel, i. No. 12 
Hys., 1875, p. 208, &c. 
been printed from com 
it is here given from th 

_ noted above, viz. (a) Vi 
igtous | 30848, (c) Add. 30851. 

(1) “ Urbs beata Hierusalen 
1ae construitur in coe 
angelis coornata ut « 

(2) “ id veniens e coelo nt 
-Taeparata ut sponsata 
Plateae et muri ejus ex 

(3) “ Portae nitent margaritic 
Et virtute meritorum i! 
Omnis qui pro Christ, 

premitur. 

(4) “ Tonsionibus, pressuria e 
Suisque aptantur locis p 
Disponuntur permansuri 

(5) * ee fundamentur 
es 

Qui com parietis in 
Quem Sion sancta susce’ 

manet. 
(6) “ Omnis illa Deo sacra et d 

Plena modulis in laude et 
Trinum Deum unicumqu 

(1) “ Hoc in templo, summe D 
Et clementi bonitate prec 
Largam benedictionem bi 

(8) “ Hic promereantur omnes 
Et wiepta possidere cum s 
Paradisum introire, trans! 

(9) “ Gloria et honor Deo usque 
Una Patri, Filioque, incly 
Cui laus est et potestas, pi 

The principal variations 

i. 1. 3, ** Et angelico ornata,” 4 
comitur’ c. ii. 1. 3, ‘ Vortae 
iii. 1. 2, ** illic,” boc. fii, 1. 3, ** 
iv. L. 2, ‘Suis coaptantur locis,” 
quoque,” a. vii. 1. 1, “ Deus su 
“acquirere,” a. ix. 1.1, “Deo, \ 
ix. 1.2, * Una Patri inclytoque Fi 
and c. st. vi. precedes st. v. In, 

In the Moissac MS. there is an 
before st. vii, and another inserte: 
are not found elsewhere, and clea! 
original hymn. Otherwise the . 
tically the same as the above, exct 

A discussion has arisen a: 
of sts. vii., viii., the sum.of | 

Daniel, No, 219, suggests that st 
addition meant t) adapt a hymn 0 
salem for use on a Dedication Fest 
not seem to be any foundation for | 
stanzas are found in the oldest “= 
his own showing there are hymns fi 
Church probably ax old as this (see 
p. 226, ii.). He adds the statem-r 
Antiq. Eceles, inisciplina, p. 431), 
fical of the 10th cent. of the dice 
hymn is directed to be sung at the 
ont on Holy Saturday. For this p 
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gests that st. vii.. viii. are inapprdpriate: but how any 
ene examining these stanzas can say so it puzzles us to 
wee. Trench (Sacred Latin Poetry, ed. Ist4, p. 313), 
says: ‘“*The bymn coheres intimately in all its 
and in ceasing to be a bymn Jn Dedicatione Keclesi 
it would lose its chiefest beauty. It is most truly a 
hymn ‘of degrees’ ascending m things earthly to 
things heavenly, and making the first to be interpreters 
of the last. The prevailing iutention in the building 
and the dedication of a church, with the rites thereto 
i uning, Was to carry up men’s thoughts from that 
Temple + uilt with hands, which they saw, to that other 
built of living stones in heaven, of which this was but a 
weak shadow (Durandus, Rationale. i. 1) .... This 
poem witnesses for its own true inspiration, in the fact 
that it has proved the source of manifold inspiration in 
circles beyond its own.” 

Dr. Neale’s opinion on this matter is set forth in his 
Mediaeval Hys, 1851, p. 20. 
. “ Daniel imagines these stanzas to be a later addition, 
when the hymn, originally general, was adapted to the 
Dedication of a Church. Mr. Trench, on the contrary, 
will have the whole poem to be of one date: and al 
very truly, that this mixture of the earthly and heavenly 
temple is usual in bymns and sequences on a similar 
su . Nevertheless, | think that Daniel is right. 1. 
Because there is a clear difference in the style and lan- 
guage of the two last and seven first stanzas. 2. Be- 
cause the transition from one part to the other is so 
unusually abrupt. 3, Becaus>, at the end of the sixth 
stanza, there is a hapa re as if to point out that 
the hymn originally concluded there.” 

This hymn passed into many mediaeval 
Breviaries, always for the Dedication of a 
Church, and sometimes given as a whole, but 
often divided into two parts, with sts. v.-viii., 
as a separate hymn, beginning Angularis funda- 
mentum. So in the older Roman (Venice, 1478), 
Paris of 1648 and 1736 (in both cases begin- 
ning Urbs Jerusalem beata), Surum, York, Aber- 
deen, and others. Occasionally st. vii., viii. 
are given separately as Hoc in templo, summe 
Deus. 

2. In the revised Roman Brev., 1632, it is 
recast, very much to its disadvantage, as 
follows :— 

(1) * Coelestis urbs Jerusalem, Beata visio, — 
Quae celsa de viventibus Saxis ad astra tolleris, 
Sponsaeque rita cingeris Mille angelorum millibus, 

(2) “ O sorte nupta prospera, Dotata Patris gloria, 
rsa nsi Regina formosissima, 

Ch jugata principi Coeli corusca civitas. 
(3) * Hic margaritis emicant, Patentque cunctis ostia; 

Virtute namque praevia Mortalis illuc ducitur, 
Amore Christi percitus Tormenta quisquis sustinet. 

(4) “ Scalpri salubris ictibus, Et tunsione plurima, 
Fabri polita malleo Hanc saxa molem con-truunt, 
Aptisque juncta nexibus Locantur in fastigio. 

(5) “ Alto ex Olympi vertice Summi Parentis Filius, 
Ceu monte desectus lapis Terras in imas decidens, 
Domus supernae, et infimae Utrumque junxit 
angulum. 

(6) * Sed ila sedes coelitum Semper resultat laudibus, 
Deumque trinum et unicum Jugi canore praedicat: 
lili canentes jungimur Almae Sionis aemull. 

(7) * Haec temple, Rex coelestium, Imple benigno 
umine ; 

Huc o rogatus adveni, Plebisque vota suscipe 
Et nostra corda jugiter Perfunde coeli gratia. , 

(#) * Hic impetrent fidelium Voces precesque supplicum 
Domus beatae munera, Partisque donis ga’ t: 
Donec soluti corpore Sedes beatas impleant. 

(9) “ Decus Parenti debitum Sit usquequaque altissimo, 
Natoque Patris anico, Et inclyto Paraclito, 
Cui laus, potestas, gloria, Aeterna sit per saecula.” 

This form is in Daniel, i. No, 219, Card. 
Newman’s Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 and 1865, &e. 
Both in the ye Breviarii Romani, Rome, 
1629 (p. 87), and in the Breviary of 1632 the 
doxology is printed at the end of each part. 

3. The Paris Breviary text of 1643 and 
1736 differs but slightly from the original as 
above. The 1736 text begins thus :— 
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“ Urbs Jerusalem beata Dicta pacis visio, 
Quae construitur in coelis Vivis ex lapidibus, 
Et ovantum coronata Angelorum agmine!”’ 

This text is given in full in J. Chandler’s 
Hys. of the Primitive Church, 1837, Nos. 105, 
106. 

4. Another form of the text is given in the 
Breviarium Metropolitanae ac primatialis ec- 
clesiae Senonensis .. Senonis mMpccxxvi. 
Pars Hiemalis, p. lrxzviii. as follows :— 
“ Urbs beata, vera pacis Visio, Jerusalem, 
Quanta surgit! celsa saxis Conditur viventibus ; 
Quae polivit, haec coaprat Sedibus suis Deus. 

** Singulis ex ma is Singulae portae nitent : 
Murus omnis fu auro, Fulget unionibus - 
Angularis petra Christus F t urbis moenia. 

++ Ejus est sol caesus Agnus, Ejus est templum Deus : 
Aecmulantes hic Beati, Puriores Spiritus, 
Laude jugi numen unum Terque sanctum concinunt. 

#“U uaqne sunt aperta Civitatis ostia ; 
Quisquis ambit buc venire, Lnserique moenibus, 
Ante vuris hic probari Debuit laboribus, 

“ Sit perenuis laus Parenti, Sit perennis Filio : 
Laus tibi, qui nectis ambos, Sit perennis. Spiritus : 
Chrisma cujus nos inungens, Viva templa consecrat."" 

This is the text to which Dr. Neale refers 
in his Mediaeval Hy<., 1851 and 1867, as: 

“ There is in the Paris Breviary, a rifacimento of this 
hymn; very inferior, it is true, to the original, but much 
superior to the Roman reform.” 

It is however an error to call this the Paris 
Brev. text, us it is neither in the Paris Brev. 
of 1648, 1736, nor 1778. This form has been as- 
cribed to Sebastian’ Besnault (p. 138, ii.), many 
of whose hymnsare included in the Sens Brev. 
of 1726. (J. M. 

The translations of the various forms of this 
hymn are :— 

i. Original Text: (i.) Urbs beata Hieru- 
salem ; (ii.) Angularis fuxdamentum. 

1. (a.) Blessed city, heavenly Salem, Vision dear 
of peace and love, &c. Pt. i. 

(5.) Christ is made the sure Foundation. Pt. ii. 

By J. M. Neale. This was given as one hymn 
in Mediaeval Hys., 1851, but in the H. Noted, 
1852, it was revised and divided into two parts 
as above (Nos. 43, 44). The tr. as thus divided 
was given in the Salisbury H. Bk., 1857, and in 
H. A, § M., 1861, with alterations in each case. 
Dr, Neale’s comment on some of these altera- 
tions in the 3rd ed. of his Mediaeval Hys., 1867, 
p. 22, is :— 

“ This hymn, divided as in the Breviary, after the 
fourth verse, was inserted, with some corrections, in the 
Hymnal Noted. Thence, with a good many alterations, 
it was copied in the Sarum Hymnal [Salisbury H. Bk.,. 
1857}; one of these changes seems true and bappy: v. 
27— 

Who, the two walls underlying, 
Bound in each, binds both in one, 

In Hymns Ancient and Modern it is very slightly 
altered : and some of the changes can hardly be thought 
improvements, ¢.g., ‘Thither faithful souls do soar.’ 
{Neale ‘Thither faithful souls may soar’). It is curious 
to observe how both one and the other soften the second 
line of the second verse: [Neale * Ready for the nuptial 
bed’) the Sarum has :— 

* Grace and glory round her shed.’ 
Hymns Ancient and Modern (much better )— 

* Bridal glory round her shed.’ 
The second part of the translation, ‘Christ is made the 
sure Foundation,’ has been adopted asa dedication hymn 
with so much general favour, that it would be unthank- 
ful not to mention the fact," 

Amongst those collections which include both 
parts of this tr. as in the H. Noted, but giving in 
almost every instance variations, chiefly from 
H. A. & M., are Pott’s Hymns, §c., 1861; Aen- 

nedy, 1863; People's H., 1867; Sarum, 1868; 
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the Hymnary, 1872; Thring’s Col/., 1882, and 
several others in G, Britain and America. There 
are also a tew collections which take only Pt. i, 
and others, greater in number, Pt. ii. There 
are centos also from both parts in C. U., begin- 
ning with the opening line of Pt. i, as in the 
Parish H. Bk., 1863-75; the Hy. Comp., and 
others. The position taken by Dr. Neale’s tr. of 
this hymn is thus prominent and important. In 
popularity and extensiveness of use it is unap- 
proached by any other. 

2. (a.) Happy city, holy Salem. Pt. i. 
(.) Christ, the key-stone of the corner. Pt. ii. 

By W. J. Blew, in his Ch. Hy. and Tune Bk, 
1852-55, H. Seasons, 1, 2, and Rice's Sel. from 
the same, 1870, Nos. 114, 115. 

3. ( +.) A blest city is Jerusalem. Pt, i. 
(*) Christ is laid the sure Foundation. Christ 

is the tried [And the precious], &c, 
Pt. ii. 

[nese renderings in the English Hymnal, 1856 
and 1861, are by the editor, J. A. Johnston, based 
upon Dr. Neale, as above. 

4. (a.) Blessed City, Heavenly Salem, Peaceful 
vision, &c. Pt. i. 

(4.) Deeply laid a sure Foundation. Pt. ii. 
By Archbishop Benson, tr. at Rugby, and used 
at the Dedication of Wellington College Chapel, 
July 16, 1863. It had previously appeared in 
the Wellington College H. Bh., 1860. It is also 
given in the S. P. C. K. Church Hys., 1871. 

5. (a.) Blessed Salem, long expected. Pt. i. 
(5.) Christ is laid the sure Foundation, Christ 

the Head, &c. Pt. ii. 
By W. Mercer, in the Oxford ed. of his Church 
H’salter and H. Bk., 1864. 

6. (a.) Blessed City, Heavenly Salem, Vision fair 
of peace and rest. Pt. i. 

().) Christ is laid the sure Foundation, Corner- 
stone from, &c. Pt. ii. 

By R. C. Singleton, in his Anglican H. Bh. 
1868 and 1871. 

7. Built on Christ, the firm Foundation. Pt. ii, 
Aron, in the Ohio Eeang, Lutheran Hyl., 1880. 

Other tra. are :— 
1, Jerusalem O cittie blest, That of peace, &c. Pri- 

mer. 1599, 
2. Jerusalem, that place divine, The vision, &c. 

Primer. 1615, 
3. God hath laid the sure Foundation, Pt. ii, A. 7 

Aussell, 1851. 
4. Bleased City, og oe Vision fair, &c. J. D. 

n . Chambers. 1857. 
5. (a) O Jerusalem, the bieas'd. Pt. £ () Christ 

the C: rner-stone is made, Pt. i. J. W. Hewett.” 1859, 
6. Vision's Joseetel eoneumation. Ht, Kynaston. 1862. 
7. Blessed City, holy Salem, Home of peuce, &c. 

H.R, R., in Lyra Mystica, 1865. In part only. 
%. Hail Jerusalem the blessed, peaceful city, vision 

dear. D, 7, Morgan. 1871 and 1880. In full. 
ii. The Roman Breviary Text: (i.) Coelestis 

urbs Jerusalem ; (ii.) Alto ex Olympi vertice. 
1, («.) City of heaven, Jerusalem. Pt. i. 

(5.) From loftiest peak of heavenly light. 
Pt. ii. 

By W. J. Copeland, in his Hys. for the Week, 
&e., 1848, p. 133, In 1850 pt. 1. was given in 
Stretton’s Church Hys. In Johnston's English 
Hyl., 1856, both parts are altered as, (1) 
“Celestial seat, Jerusalem,” (2) “* Christ for the 
Corner-stone is giv'’n,” 

2. (a.) Jerusalem, thou city blest. Pt. i. 
(.) From highest heaven, the Father's Son. 

. ii. 
By E. Caswall, in his Zyra Catholica, 1849, 

UT JUCUN 

. 225, and his 47x 5s. 
his tr. passed into M 

others, 
3, Thou heavenly, nm 

W. J. Irons, in the AV. 
was repeated in Lr. [ro 
altered in his F?s. ¢ 
several other collection 

4. City of peace, Jer 
the Hyl. for the Use 07 
Aberdeen, 1870. 

Other trs. are -—— 
1. Jerusalem, Celestial p 
2. (a2) Hierusalem whe 

Primer. 1706. 
3.(b) From high Olym 

Primer. 1706. 
4. Jerusalem, whose Nau 
60 
5. (a) City of heaven, J 

i844. In part only. 
6. Promised home of peac 

bell. 1850. 
1. (a) Jerusalem, then c: 

Potter, in the Catholic Peal 
8. (a) Celestial City, Sale 

lofty summit of high heave 

iii. The Paris Brevia: 
Jerusalem beata ; (ii.) A 

1, (a.) The holy Jerusa. 
(b.) Christ is set the 

By 1. Williams. Of the 
the British Magazine, A) 
the same, July 1837 (vo 
parts were included in \ 
the Parisian Breviary, 18 

2. (a.) O City of our Ga 
().) Christ is our Cor 

we build. Pt. 
By J. Chandler, in his 
Chui ch, 1837, p. 119. P 
but Pt. ii. is the most pop 
portion of the hymn, an: 
use in G. Britain and A 
begins, “ O Christ, our Cor 
“ Here, Gracious God, do 
Hymas, §c., 1840 and 15 
beginning with st. iii. 

3. O heavenly Queen, hi; 
W. J. Blew, in his Churc 
1852-55, H. Seasons, 53, a) 
from the same, 1870, No. | 

iv. The Sens Breviar, 
vera pacis. 

A tr. of this text, by 
given in’ Duffield’s Latin 
as, “ Blessed city vision t 

Ut jucundas cervus 
desiderat. Bernard of € 
This is the opening of a p 
of poems or hymns, kno’ 
Up to 1600 it generally 
name of Bernard or of § 
it was also ascribed to St. 
t 1274); to Hildebert. « 
d. 1134), and to others. 
rather a vento from it bes 
dic Mariae™) passed curre! 
of St. Casimir of Poland 
recently heen ascribed to S! 
who, in 1063, was appoin 
1078, Abbot of Bee in N 
Archbishop of Canterbary 
April 12, 1109. The ascrip 
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thas been upheld by Father Ragey of the 
Marist Order, who in 1884 pub. an ed. of the 
full text as Sancti Anselmi Cantuariensia Archi- 
episcopi Mariale, &c. (Loudon, Burns & Oates), 
with a preface and introduction dated April 21, 
1883. This ed. is out of print, but Father 
Ragey kindly presented the present writer 
with a copy, and also with copies of his articles 
on the Mariale in the Annales de Philosophie 
Chrétienne (Paris), May and June 1883, and 
in the Controverse et Contemporain (Lyons), 
Nov. 1887. There, in the Revue des Ques- 
tions historiques (Paris), Oct. 1886 and July 
1887, and in the works referred to in these 
articles, the subject may be studied in detail. 
Here we can give only a brief outline of the 
subject, dealing (i.) with the MSS., (ii.) with 
the Authorship, and (iii.) with the Centos and 
Translations. 

Ci.) MSs. The Mariale exists in at least 
five mss. not later than 1200. Two of these 
are in the British Museum, viz., the Add. 
21927, und the Harl. 2882. 

The former of these (a Psalter apparently written for 
a Benedictine monastery in the province of York) con- 
tains only a portion of the text, beginning at f. 406 with 
the words ** Omni die dic Mariae,” and is entitled “* Laus 
et oratio de sta Maria.” This ws. has sometimes been 
assigned to the end of the Lith cent., but the British 
Museum authorities, on being requested by the present 
writer to re-examine it, agree in considering that {t is not 
earlier than 1175. The Harleian MS. (a complete and 
excellent one, apparently written in England), is dated 
in the Catalogue as of the 12th cent., but the similarly 
elicited opinion of the British Museum authorities is that 
it is not earlier than 1200, 

The other three mss. are in the rT pe age Sg 
Nationale at Paris, viz., Lat. 2445 A. . 
10522, and Lat. 16565, 

M. Leo Delisle, the Principal Librarian, has kind! 
voanentea there and has eer ts the conclusion chat 
none of them {s as early as 1140. The 2245 A. is the 
earliest, and may possibly date soon after 1150. 

The Mariale is also found in a considerable 
variety of mss. of later date, in the Brit. Mus. 
and in various French and German librarics, 
but these need not here be mentioned in detuil. 

€ verse form, a variety of the trochaic cata- 
lectic tetrameter, is not earlier than about 1050. 

(ii.) Authorship.—These facts, and the other 
evidence adduced in the works noted above, 
clearly point to the conelusion that the poem 
Was written, either in France or in England, 
hot earlicr than 1050 and not later than 1150, 
‘he possible authors are thus reduced to four, 

viz.: St. Anselm of Canterbury, St. Bernard of 
Clairvaux, Bernard of Cluny, and Hildebert 6 
Tours. St. Thomas of Aquino (to whom it is 
aecribed in a 14th cent. ms., cited by Mone, ii. 
P. 258) was only born in 1225. 
() Hildebert. For Hildebert there ts only the aserip- tion in a miscellaneous Ms. volume of the [ath or L4th 

cent., formerly belonging to the monastery of St. James at Liege, and now in the Darmstadt Library (No. 2777. The text of this ms., which contains near y the whole of the Mariale, is printed by F. W. E. Roth, in his Lat. dyanen, 1887, No. 203). The Mariale is not con- tulned in the Benedictine ed. of Hildebert's Opera (Paris, 10s), and M. Haoréau, who bas recently interested him- telfin the stud of Hildebert, ascribes it not to him, but to Bernard of Cluny. 
Bernard of Clairvaux. The ascription to St. 
also rests on a very slight foundation. The ard to whom the early Mas. ascribed the Mariale was clearly not the abbot of Clairvaux, but the monk of ny. (! M. Hauréau’s articles in the Journal des Savants for 1882, reprinted as the Poémes Latins attri- te) agp edger t Paris, 1890. 

. of Canter . tincipal fic Teasons (beyond the general pon i chet it cecmeames 
Fa 

? 
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in sentiment and ex on with St. Anselm's character, 
and with his works), which led Ragey to think that it 
was by him are :-— 

(1) The tact of tts being in very early uss, But, as 
Shown above, no ms. of it is as early as 1140, and con- 
sequently it cannot be adjudged from Bernard of Cluny 
ov that ground. (2) The fervour of its devotion to the 
B. But St. Anselm was not alone in bis devotion 
to her. (3) The frequent resemblances to passages in 
the works undoubtedly by St. Anselm. In the tirst ed. of 
the Mariale these paralle] passages are printed at the foot 
of the pages containing the corresponding po tions of the 
text. But the parallels are not very close, and even if 
they were cluser they might be accounted for otherw ise, 
for it is tolerably certain that Bernard had access, in the 
library at Cluny, to at least a fairly complete set of the 
works of so well-known an ecclesiastic and theologian as 
St. Anselm. (4) The fact that in the Harl. MS. 2882 it 
occurs in a section which otherwise contains nothing but 
pieces which are undoubtedly by St. Anselm. This is 
bot a very conclusive argument, especially as the other 
feces are all in prose. (5) Certain allusions which 
Rage thinks were meant to refer to contem events 
in England, under the rule of William Rufus (1078- 
1106). The allusions are however not distinct enough 
to found an argument upon. 
To the present writer the great difficulties in the way 

of asctibing the Mariale to St. Anselm are firstly that 
ile, 2A relies too much on subjective evidence, and 

y that the other poems ascribed to him are of such 
small importance, and nowhere show any evidence of 
poetical talent or of the power to compose such a long 
poem in so difficult a metre. 

The Mariale had indeed been ascribed to St. Anselm 
much earlier than by Father Ragey, viz., in a ms. of 
about the end of the 13th cent., now in the Bibl, Nat. 
at Paris (Lat. 16499, f. 343), where it is entitled ‘* Medi- 
tationes Anselmi de beata Vi "But the mere fact 
of its iereace with that title in this solitary, and not 
very ancient, ms., has not convinced M. Huuréau (1-90, 
P. 87) that it is really by St. Anselm, nor is the present 
writer inclined to regard it as conclusive evidence of his 
authorship. 

(d) Bernard of Cluny. The earliest us. 
now known is the Lat, 2445 A. at Paris, written circa 
1150. Here it is entitled “ Invocatio divinae Sapientise 
facta a Bernardo in laudem monacho uae Vir- ginis.” The epithet * monachus’ ts evident y Meant to | point to Bernard of Cluny, for long before 115u St, Ber- nard, from a simple monk, had become Abbot of Clair- vaux. The ascription to Bernard is found in various 
other of the early mss. As time went on and the fame of St. Bernard of Clairvanx increased, while the name of Bernard of Cluny was forgotten, we find the ss, ascribe 
the Mariale distinctly to St. Bernard. So in two Mss. of the 14th cent., written in France, and now in the Brit, Mus, (Reg. 7 A. vi., aud Reg. 8 B. 1), the author is styled * Bernardus doctor," and in a ms. of the 15th cent., now also in the Brit. Mus. (Add. 30935, J. 363b), the — are styled ‘Orationes sancti Bernardi divest 
octoris,”” and »ppointed for the Octave of the Assump- 

tion of the B. V. M. 
To show the structure of the poem we print here the 

opening of its best-known part :— 
“Omni die, dic Mariae, mea, laudes, anima ; 

Ejus festa, ejus gesta cole splendidissima, 
Contemplare, et mirure ejua celsitudinem ; 
Dic felicem Genitricem, dic Beatam Virginem.”* 

On comparing this with the De contemptu mundi (pp. 
137, ti. and 533, fi.), which is the undoubted work of 
Bernard of Cluny, we see in both an equal mastery of a difficult and somewhat similar metre. The poet who could write the one was certainly capable of writing the other. Whatever may be the theological prepossessions of the critic it is altogether unfair to deny that the De contemptu and the Mariale are both the work of a first- Fate poet, and it is idle to depreciate the De contemptu in order to exalt the Mariale. The De contemptu indeed 
contains much that might well have been Spared, but the first part, for hundreds of lines, has in {ts way nothing to equal it in beauty in the whole runge of Latin sacred poetry. If the De contemptu: may be 
accused of want of progress and of eddying round its subject, then this is precisely what may justly be said of 
the Mariale. 

Therefore, on the grounds of the early ascription to Bernard of Cluny, of the fact that no -s. can be found which are sufficiently early to disprove the ascription to 
him, and of his talents as a poet and master of Latin 
verse, we incline to regard the Mariale as his. St, 
Anselm was indeed a distinguished theologian and 
ecclesiastic, but we have really no reason to regard him 
43 & poet of any merit. 4H 

of the poem 
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(iii.) Centos and Translations. ' 
plete text of the poem is, in R y's edition, 
arranged in 15 parts, viz. a Prooemium, o 
Praevia Meditatio, and 13 Hymns, It is not 
necessary however to print the first lines of 
these as Ragey’s 2nd ed. (Tournay: Desclée, 
Lefebvre & Co., 1885) is easily accessible, as 
well as cheap, and very prettily printed. 
Here we give only the beginnings of the dif- 
ferent forms or centos which we have noticed, 
adding the references to Ragey's 1885 
ed. These forms and centos are :— 

i. Jesse proles, pelle moles. p. 104. 
fi. Jesu Christe, per quem iste. p. 123. 
ili. Jesu Verbum, qui superbum. p 170. 
iv. Lingua mea, dic trop . ple 
v. Lux sancturum, spes lapsorum. 
vi. O felicem genitricem. p, 93. 
vii. O Maria, vitae via. p. 107. 
viii. Omni die, dic Mariae. p. 15. 
ix. Pulchra tota, sine nota. p. 28, 
x, Splendor Patria, factor Matris. p. 44. 
xi. Ut jucundas cervus undas. p. 3. 

Of these Nos. i., ii., iii, v., vii, x. are given 
by Mone (Nos. 566-571) from various Mss. of 
the 14th and 15th cent., and seem to have 
been meant for use at private devotions. The 
other forms may be here noted somewhat more 
fully, viz. :— 

iv. Lingua mea, dic trophaea virginis puerperac. 
A cento beginning thus was tr. as :— 

© my tongue, the praise and honours. By T- I. 
Ball for the 1863 Appz. to the H. Noted, No, 205. 
This is repeated in the Office H. Bk., 1889. In 
the St. Margaret's Hyl. (East Grinstead), 1875, 
it is in two parts, the second beginning “ O thou 
ever pure, yet fruitful.” 

vi. O felicem genitricem, cujus sacra viscera. 
This is the only portion of the poem which 
seems to have come into public use in Pre- 
Reformation times. It is included in various 
Missals of the 15th and 16th cent., such as the 
Liibeck, c. 1480; the Trier, c. 1490; the Prag of 
1507; the Naumburg of 1517, and others. Also 
in Wackernagel, i. p. 192; Daniel, ii, p. 205; 
Kehrein, No. 315, &c. = It is tr. as:— 

Blessed Mother o'er all other. By A. D. Wacker- 
barth, in his Lyra Ecclesiastica, 1842, p. 27. 

viii. Omni die, dio Mariae, mea, laudes, anima. 
The popular form of this is the cento made from 
the poem by St. Casimir of Poland (b. 1458, d. 
1484). A Ms. copy of this arrangement is said 
to have been found in his grave when that was 
opened in 1604; and in the 17th cent., and in- 
deed till recently, he was generally thought to 
be its author. It is given in his life in the Bol- 
landist Acta Sanctorum (1668), for March 4; in 
the Parnassus Marianus, Douay, 1624, p. 364 ; 
in J. M. Horst’s Paradisus animae Christianae, 
Cologne, 1630, p. 500 (1644, p. 462); in Daniel, 
ii. p. 372, &c. Various frs.,of it are included in 
German Roman Catholic hymn-books from 1613 
on, it was tr. into French at least as early as 
1630, and there are also ¢rs. in Italian, Spanish, 
Polish, Hungarian, &c. It has also been ¢r. 
into English as :— 

1. Each day, my soul, Tell Mary’s praise. By 
Canon F. Oakeley, in his fr, of Horst’s Para- 
disus, 1850, p. 593, and divided, as in Horst, 
into six decades. 

2, Daily, daily, sing to Mary, Sing, my soul, her 
praises due, This is in the Oratory Hys., 1854, 
and the Catholic /'salmist, 1858, p. 141. It is 

pv, 71. 

UT QUE. 

The com- | repeated in the Catho/ 
rt of No. 63; and, | 

in the Crown of Jesus 
3. Bing, sing each ¢ 

Cardinal Wiseman, in 
London, 1859. 

ix. Pulchra tota, sine 
This is really part of 
Casimir. It is ft. as :— 

Holy Queen! we be! 
divine. By E. Ca 

Mary, 1858, p. 312, a 
p. 176; repeated in the 
and the Purochial H. B 
Hyl., 1860, No. 63, p 

‘| Mary, we implore thee 
and this form is repeate 
H. Bk., 1862. 

xi, Ut jucundas cervus 
This is found also in . 
Trench’s Sac. Latin Poet 
is tr, as :— 

The thirsty hart pants 
Morgan, in his //ys. of i 
p. 94. 

These various forms 
the popularity which th 
Roman Catholic circle: 
beautiful; but is, as a 
Marian to lond itself fo: 
of the Reformation, unl 
tion as would almost de: 

Ut queant laxie 
i. the Deacon. dag 

.] This hymn I 
of None is found 
1ith cent. in the British 
f. 54; Vesp. D. xii. f. 81! 
and in the Latin Hys. o/ 
1851, p. 102, is printed fi 
at Durham (B. tii. 32 f.3 
Gall ms. No. 387, of the 
of the I]th cent. at Co) 
Cambridge (391, p. 26€ 
Bern mas. it is found in 
cent.; No. 303 circa 900 
10th cent. Ernest Diino 
Latini aevi Carolini, Ber 
gives it in the Appendia 
orum” of Paul the Dea 
a Vatican ms, of the 10t 
others. It is in the Re 
Aberdeen, and other Bre 
rum use part i. was assig 
Antra deserti teneris sub am 

© nimis felix, meritique celsi 
has often been quoted b 
(from Guido of Arezzo it 
wards) as indicating the n 
notes :— 

* Ut queant laxis Re 
Far Mira gestorum 

Boive polluti Labii 
Sancte Johannes.” 

The printed text is 
No. 183, with readings a 
citing the Bern ms. No. 4 
nagel, i. No. 127; Biissle 
Dreves’s Hymnarius Moise 
from a 10th cent. wa. ; and 
Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 avd 
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The three parts of this hymn have been ér. | Anon. in the Antiphoner and Grail, 1880, and the 
into English as follows :— Hymmer, 1882, Altered in the Office H. Book, 

~ i, "Wt queant laxis resonare fibris, 1889, to “O Saint most blessed, merit high 
1, © that, once more, to sinful men descending. By | attaining.” 

T. I. Ball, in the 1863 Appendiz tothe H. Noted. Other trs. are :— 
“In the Office H. Book, 1889, it is given as “O ni Hail Prince of Prophets, Prince of Martyrs, bail. 
that to sinners once again descending.” mer ; 

2. Greatest of prophets, 2. O, all too blest, and of transcendent worth. W. J. p Messenger appointed, Copeland. 1848. 
By R. F. Littledule, in the 1860 Appendix to | 3. Baptist thrice blessed, John august and holy. W. the H. Noted, in the Day Hours of the Church J. Blew. 1862-55. 
of England, 1864, and again in the People’s 4. Most blest, most excellent in holiness, J. D. 

f., 1867, with the signature “ B,” Chambers. 1866. 
5. Thrice happy, thou exalted saint, J. Wallace. 

3. © heavenly Father, cleanse our lips. By W, 
Cooke, in the Hymnary, 1872, with the signa- 

1874. (J. J.J 

ture “A.C. C.” and again in Thring’s Coll., 
1882. 

V 4. 0 for thy spirit, holy John, to chasten. Anony- 
anous in the Antiphoner and Grail, 1880, and the 

V. In the New Golden Shower, N. Y., 
1870, i.e. Mrs. Van Alstyne. 

Hymner, 1882, It is based upon W. J. Blew’s 
-tr. as below. 

Other trs. are :— Vain are the hopes the sons of men. 1. That thy rare doings, O S. John we pray thee. | 7 pasts, (Justification by Faith.) Pub. in ey gg en joy declare. | his Hys. and 8. Songs, 1709, Bk. i., No. 94, in Primer, 1615. 4 st. of 4 1, and headed “Justification by Pe Le me with deep-tun’d strings may sound. Faith, not by Works; or, The Law condemns, : . . Grace justities, Rom. iii. 19-22.” In the Draft , » wh . Primer. on” avon Bil any ce ee oe eee of the ish Translations and Paraphrases, Phe De - » Samet Notes may sound thy Life. | 1745, it pel ane unaltered; in that of 1751 Bvening Office. 7 it was slightly changed ; and in the authorised Gapdaal sole, ek ae ee S| a of the The: gar Paraphs., 1781, No. xli., 7. Unloose, great Baptist, our sin-fetter'd lips. #. | at. i, ii, were rewritten, but began with the 
original first line as above ; st. iii. was taken 
from the Draft of 1751; and st: iv. unaltered 
from Watts. In the markings by the eldest 
daughter of W. Cameron (p. 200, ii.) these al- 
terations are attributed to him. The use of 

Caswall. 1849, 
8. O for thy spirit, holy John, to chasten. W. J. Blew. 

1852-65. 

the 1781 form of the text is far more extensive 
than that of the original. (J. J.J 

9. That with glad voices, we thy matchless virtues. 
T. J. Potter in Catholic Psalmist. 1858. 

10. In flowing measures worthily to sing. J. D. 
‘Chambers. 1866. 

11. That we may worthy be in tuneful strain. J. 
Wallace. 1874. 

ii, Antra deserti teneris ab annis. Van Alstyne, Frances Jane, née 
Crosby, a member of the Methodist Epis- 
copal Church, was b. at South East, Putnam County, New York, March 24, 1823. When 
six weeks old she lost her sight. About 1835 
she entered the New York City Institution for 
the Blind. On completing her training she 

1. In caves of the lone wilderness thy youth. 
By E. Caswall, in his Lyra Catholica, 1849, p. 

became a teacher therein from 1847 to 1858. 
In 1858 she was married to Alexander Van 

156; his Hys. ¢ Poems, 1878, p. 85, and a few 
Roman Catholic hymn-books for Missions and 

Alstyne, a musician, who was also blind. Her first poem was pub. in 1831; and her first 

Schools, 
%. Thou, young in years, in desert caverns hidest. 

volumes of verse as A Blind Girl. and Other 
Poems, 1844; Monteresy, and Other Poems, 

By T. 1. Ball, in the 1863 Appendir to the H. 
Noted. Inthe Office Hy. Book, 1889, it is greatly 
altered as, “Thou, in the wilds, thy tender years 
art hiding.” 

8. Thou in thy childhood to the desert caverns, 
Anon. in the Antiphoner and Grail, 1880, and the 
Hymner, 1882. 1849; and A Wreath of Columbia's Flowers, Other tra, are :— 1858. Her first hymn was “ We are ing, ‘- re tOm, Boley crowds your early years Recess. | we are en ee Burial), which was nde . , written for Mr. Bradbury and pub. in the 

at in tenderest years withdrawn from haunts of’ men. Golden Censer, 1864. Pron 1853° to 1858 she 

wrote 20 songs, which were set to music by 
G. F. Root. Her songs and hymns number 
some 2,000 or more, and have been published 
mainly in several of the popular American Sunday school collections, and often under a nom de plume. About 60 have come into 
C.U. in G. Britain. The majority of these 

W. J. Copeland, °1848. 
3. In the lone desert, to the caves and coverts, Wid. 

are taken from the following American collec- 
tions :-— 

ew. 1852-55, 
‘. Thou in the desert caves thy tender youth. J. D, 

i. From The Shining Star, 1864. 
1. Softly on the breath of evening. Evening. 

Ss. 1866, 
5. Thy childhood’s home the desert was. J. Wallace, 

ii. From Fresh Laurels, 1867. 
2. Beautiful Mansions, home of the blest. Heaven. 

1874. 

ili, O nimis felix meritique celai. 

ue the Water of Lite has given. The Water 
e 

4. Light and Comfort of my soul. In Affliction, 
4 

Caswall, in his Lyra Catholica, 1849, p. 158, and 
his Hys. & Poems, 1873, p. 86. It is given in a 
few collections, In Hys. for the Year, 1867, it 
begins, “© Saint of snow-white purity.” 

%. © blessed saint of high renown and honour, 
ByR. F. Littledale, in the Day Hours of the 
Church of England, 1864, and the People's H., 
867, where it is signed “ B.” 

1. © blessed saint, of snow-white purity. By E. 

% © more than blessed, merit high attaining. f 
2 
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6. There’s acry from Macedonia. Missions, 
6. We are marching on with shield and banner 

bright. S. S. Anniversary. 

iii. From Musical Leaves, 1868. 
7. O what are you going to do, brother ? Youth for 

‘od, 

iv. From Sabbath Carols, 1868. 
8. Dark is the night, and cold the wind is blowing. 

Affliction anticipated. 
9. Lord, at Thy mercy seat, Humbly I fall. Lent. 

v. From Silver Spray, 1868. 
10. If [come to Jesus, He will make me glad. Peace 

in Jesus. 
11. "Twill not be long—our Journey here. Heaven 

anticipated, 

vi. From Notes of Joy, 1869. 
12. Little beams of rosy light. The Divine Father. 
13. Press on! press on! a glorious throng. Pressing 

towards the Prize. 

vii. From Bright Jewels, 1869. 
14. Christ the Lord is risen to-day, He Is risen indeed. 

Easter. 
15. Holy, boly, holy is the Lord! Sing O ye people, 

&c. Holiness of Godt. 
16, Jesus, keep me near the Cross. Near the Cross 

of Christ. 
17, Saviour, bless a little child. A Child's Prayer, 

Written Feb, 6, 1869. 

viii. From Songs of Devotion, 1870. 
1X, Pass me not, O gentle Saviour. Lent. Written 

in 1868. 
19, Resene the perishing, care for the dying. Home 

Missions. 

ix. From Pure Gold, 1871. 
20. Greatis Jehovah. King of kings. Greatness of 

God 
21. I would be Thy little lamb, The Good Shepherd. 
22. me to Jesus, lead me to Jesus, Desiring 

Jesus. 
23. To the work, to the work, we are servants of God. 

Home Missions. 
24. Why labour for treasures that rust and decay? 

The Fadeless Crown. 

x. From the Royal Diadem, 1873. 
25. Lam Jesus’ little friend. For Infant Schools, 
26. Jesus I love Thee. Loving Jesus. 
27. Mourner, wheresoe’er thou art, To the Sorrowing 

and Penitent. Written Oct. 3, 1871, 
28. Never be faint or weary. Joy in Jesus. 
29. Only a step to Jesus, Jnvitation. 

xi. From Winnowed Hymns, 1873-4. 
30. Loving Saviour, hear my cry. Lent. 

xii. From Echoes of Zion, 1874. 
31. Say, where is thy refuge, my brother? Home 

Missions. 

xiii. From Songs of Grace and Glory, 1874. 
32. Thou my everlasting Portion. Christ the Portion 

of His People. 

xiv. From Brightest and Best, 1875. 
Pri the way my Saviour leads me. Jesus the 

34. I am Thine, O Lord: I have heard Thy voice. 
Holiness desired, 

35, O come to the Saviour, believe in His name. 
Invitation, Written, Sep. 7, 1874. 

36. O how sweet when we mingle. 
Saints. Written in 1466, 

37. O my Saviour, hear me. Prayer to Jesus for 
blessing and love. 

38. Only Jesus feels and knows. Jesus the Divine 
Friend 

Communion of 

39. Revive Thy work, O Lord. Home Missions. 
Yo cca more than life to me. Jesus AU and 

tin AU. 
fndate byte! a ® glory, great things He hath done. 

xv. From Calvary Songs, 1875, 
42, Come, O come with thy broken heart. Jnvitation. 

xvi. From Gospel Music, 1876, 

43. Here from the world we turn. Dreine Worship, 
44. When CUuINEs to reward His servants, 

Watching 
Jesus 

VAN ALS 

xvii. From Weleoni 

45. 0 bear my cry, 
Pardon and Peace. 

xviii. From The F 
46. Lord, my trust | | 

Jesus. 

xix. From Good a 
47, In Thy cleft, 0 Ko 
44. Sound the alarm ! 

Missions, 
49. Tenderly He leads 
50, "Tis the blessed 

Prayer. 

In addition to thi 
in C. U. in G, Brit: 
Sankey’s Sacred Si 
dist 8. S. H. Bk.. 
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by a bewilderin 
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Glenn; Mrs. Kate 
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Main, of New Yor 
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copies, Notw 
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51. Suppose 
Things. . 

62. Sweet ic 
These are in FR 

63. Newer la 

bours. Im Bra 
54. I will ga, 

bury’s £-, 
55. Praise f 

of Jesus. Iw 
56. Mesre 14) 

Perkins & ‘Ta 
57. Behotle | 

Door. Ix, Way, 
58. If . —< >»: 

59. Jesus. 

Si ragzi x 

Jor Jesus. { 



VARIOUS 

2. There is a Name divinely sweet, Aoly Name of 
~Jesus, 

Of these hymns Nos. 58-62 we have not 
en able to trace. [J. J.J 

Various. It was originally intended that 
additions to and corrections of articles in this 
Dictionary should come under this heading. 

he expansion of the work far beyond its 
a limits, the accumulation of hymns 
nd hymnological works of great value, the 
discovery of mss. and books heretofore un- 
own to the hymnologist, the passing away 

‘Of a large number of hhymnwriters since the 
Printing of this Dictionary was begun in 1880, 
#nd the late arrival of some important articles, 
4ave however necessitated an Appendix, which 

Will be found at p. 1907. In every case where | 
the reader is referred to Various in this Dio- 
tionary the information will be found in that 
A ppendix. (J. J 

Vater unser, der du bist. [Lord’s 
ie rayer.) In an Erfurt G. B. of 1527, and 
hence in Wackernagel, iii. p. 545, in 9 st. of 
l.,and Kirioleyson. Tr. as “O oure Father 

2 lestiall,”” by Bp. Coverdale, 1539 (Remains, 
846, p. 549). (J. M.J 

Zz Vater unser im Himmelreich. [M. 
my iter. The Lord's Prayer.) This was in- 

Uded in V. Schumann's Geistliche Lieder, 
1, tig, 1539, in 9 st. of 6 1, entitled “ The 
q,0rd’s Prayer briefly expounded and turned 
wee metre ”’ (apparently first as a broadsheet 
x 'th the same title, in 1539; see Wackerna- 
i, Us Bébléiographie, 1855, p. 156); and thence 
ed ackernagel, iii. p. 24. Also in Schircks’s 
€n, of Luther's Geistliche Lieder, 1854, p. 52; 
%.7 inthe One. L. 8, 1851, No. 572. It is a 

Utifual rendering, and has been by some re- 
Tded as Iluther's finest hymn. Each of the 
teight stanzas amplifies one of the clauses 

. he Lord's Prayer (omitting the doxology), 
te,, the nimth is on the Amen. C. von Win- 
Lag, 4, in’ his ed. of Luther's Deutsche Geist- 
of ° déeder, Leipzig, 1840, gives a facsimile 
Ri What lke believed to be the autograph ori- 

"aldraft of thishymn. Tr. as:— 

‘ 

Of 

@nj° Our E’ather in the heav’ns above. A good Da) full £2- by A. T. Russell, as No. 121 in the 
in reg Hospital 4. Bh., 1848, repeated as No. 4, 
mit e Appx. to his own Ps, & Hys., 1851, and 

H ting st. ix., in Maurice's Choral H.Bh., 1861, 
‘ Our Father dear, fu which art in heaven. In 
by R. Massie, in his Martin Luther's Spir. 

Ziyi. ABo+> P- 61, repeated in the Ohio Luth. 7 = 

3. Our Father 
and good zt. sf 

A inglaraet, 
ban. FT 2, 

Thou in heaven above. A full 
by Miss Winkworth, in her C. B. 
Noe mpi 114, Repeated in the 

his fys, o meet 0, and by Dr. Bacon in 
<<. “Wartin Luther, 1884, p. 64. ' 

(i) “Oar Evathn a 
Goulit balta eon ee G04 omaLpotent,” In the Gude and 
Father Which: ify Free folio 7 (1séx, p. 19). (2) “Our Cox, Inthe Leer ge tetven art, And mak'st.” By Dr. R 
peated in the arvea oes 1560-61, Psalmes of David. Re- to the Nott ix Pe Stsh Psalter of 1562, and added in 1595 Wb» from iH f° alter of 1564-65 Ga “ Our Father ! 

CiH,p. 17>. Metre.” By v0, Jacobi, 1722, p65 
Morstian H. fez. Sapenen as No. 156 in pt. |. of the 
realm.” By agys et 1ot (4) “* Our Father in the heavenly Whom heaven i745. p. 45, (5) “Our Father, 
(184), p. 73). C6) a Father of all 4 miereom, 1846, Pp. 59 

heaven above.” By 
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Dr.J. Hunt, 1853, p.88. (7) “ Gur Father in the heave? 
Who art.” By Dr. G, Macdonald in the Sunday Maga- 
sine, 1867, altered in his Exotics, 1876. (J. M.j 

Vaughan, Charles John, v.p., s. of 
Mr. Vaughan, Vicar of St. Martin's, Leicester, 
was b. in 1817, and educated at Rugby, and 
at Trinity College, Cambridge, where he gra- 
duated in 1838 as Senior oe He was 
for sometime Fellow of his College, and suc- 
ceasively Vicar of St. Martin’s, Leicester ; 
Head Master of Harrow; Vicar of Doncaster > 
Master of the Temple; aud Dean of Liandaff 
(1879). He has also been Chaplain in Ordin- 
ary to the Queen, and Chancellor of York 
Cuthedral. In 1882 he was appointed Deputy 
Clerk of the Closet, Although so widely 
known as a Scholar, Theologian, and Preacher, 
his hymn-writing is very limited. Practically 
he is known by one hymn only: “Lord, 
Whose temple once did glisten” (Laying 
Foundation Stone of a Church), whieh was 
written at Cambridge about 1837, to the tune 
“The German Emperor” (1. A. & M., 1875, 
No. 292, Ist tune), and was used at the laying 
of the Foundation stone of Trinity Church, 
Chesterfield. It was pub. in Alford’s Ps. & 
Hys., 1844, No. 115, in 4 st. of 81., and was 
given for “ The Consecration ofa Church.” It 
is in several modern collections. (J. J] 

Vaughan, Henry, m.p., commonly called 
“The Silurist,” was one of twin-brothers born 
of a titled fumily at Newton, Llansaintftiad, 
in 1621. After studying under the Rev. 
Matthew Herbert, Rector of Llangattock, he 
roceeded to Jesus College, Oxford, in 1638; 
ut through the national troubles of those 

days, his studies, in common with those of his 
brother, were interrupted, and they had to 
leave the University, Subsequently he en- 
tered the medical profession, and practised at 
Brecon and at Newton. He d. April 23, 1695. 
_His published works include, Poems with the 
Tenth Satire of Juvenal Englished, 1646 ; Olor 
Iscanus, 1651; The Mount of Olives, 1652, &c. 
As a religious poet he followed very closely 
the peculiarities of George Herbert, of whose 
writings he was a great admirer. Hig best 
and most devotional poems were written dur- 
ing a severe affliction, and were pub. in his 
Silex Scintillans. After being almost for- 
gotten for more than 200 years, his quaint, 
thoughtful, devotional, and,in many instances, 
beautiful poems, are receiving attention at the 
hands of hymnal compilers and others. The 
title of the work in which these pieces ap- 
peared is :— 

Silex Scintillans: or Sacred Poems and Private Fiacu- 
lations. By Henry Vaughan, Silur-ist. London. 
Printed by J. W. for H. Blunden, at ye Castle in Corn- 
Aill, 1650, This contains 110 pages. This was re- 
printed as Silex Scintillans: or Sacred Poems and 
Private Kjaculations. The Second Edition, In two 
books; By Henry Vaughan, Silurist. London, Printed 
Sor Henry Crips, and Lodowick Lloyd, next to the Castle 
in Cornhill, and in Popes- Head Alley, 1655. The Rev. 
H. F. Lyte republished this work as, The Sacred Poems 
and Private Kjaculations of Henry Vaughan, with 
Memoir. London, Pickering, 1847. It is also reprinted 
in Grosart’s Fuller Worthies, 1468. 

From the Silex Scintillans several pieces 
have been taken as hymns for public worship. 
In addition to those annotated under their 
respective first lines (see Index of Authors and 
Translators), the following, all from the Ist ed. 
of 1650, are in C. U. :— 
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1. As travellers when the twilight’s come. Lifea G) p. 27. Under date 
Pilgrimage. 

2. Bright shadows of true rest! some shoots of bliss, 
Su s. Sometimes as ‘'Types of eternal rest, fair 
buds of bliss.” 

3. Joy of my life, while left me here, Guiding 
rs. 
4. King of mercy, King of love. God our King. 
5. Lord, with what courage and delight. Cheerful- 

ness, 
6. My God and King, to Thee I bow my knee. Lent. 

_ 7, Since in a land not barren still. Love and Dis- 
cipline. 

8, UP to those bright and gladsome hills. Ps. crzi. 
9. What needs a conscience, clear and bright? 

Conscience. 
10. When one loud blast shall rend the deep. Advent. 

Judgment. 
11. Zion's true glorious God! on Thee. Praise. 

Of Vaughan’s hymns the most widely used 
are :—“ Bright Queen of heaven,” *“* My soul, 
there is a countrie,” aud “ Up to these bright 
and gladsome hills.” {J. J. 

Vaughan, Rowland, was a member of 
an ancient Welsh family in Merionethshire. 
He received his University education at Jesus 
College, Oxford. His name stands pre-emi- 
nent among the contemporary gentry of Wales, 
for devoting his talents to the improvement 
of his poorer countrymen. He translated 
several excellent ~—: and besides being a 
ore e was also a good poet. 

is tr. of the Veni Creator Spiritus, “ Tyr'd 
¥sbryd Glan,” and his Galarnad Pechadua are 
still in great favour in Wales. His mansion 
at Caergai was burnt to the ground by thie 
Republican forces from Montgomeryshire, and 
part of his estates confiscated. His attach- 
ment to the King’s cause brought ES him 
great sufferings. - [W. G. Tj 

Venez Jésus, mon salutaire. Antoin- 
nette Bourignon. [Renouncing all for Christ.) 
This hymn was written, circa 1640, and ex- 
pressed her determination to live for Christ 
alone, a resolution which she came to whilst 
suffering from her father’s anger because she 
refused to marry a man whom he had chosen 
for her. It is given in her Works, Amster- 
dam, 1686, in 5 st. of 81. Tr. as :— 

Come Saviour, Jesus, from above. Dr. Osborn, 
in The Poetical Works of John and Charles Wes- 
ley, 1868-72, vol. i. p. 110, says in a note to this 
tr., which is given there from the Wesley Hys. 
and Sac. Poems, 1739, p. 123, in 10 st. of 4]. 

“This, and the ‘ Farewell to the World,’ p. 17, were 
poy furnished to the compilers by Mr. Byrom, of 

anchester (see ‘ Kyrom and the Wesleys,’ the Rev. 
Dr. Hoole (1864), pp. 17, 27), and translated by him from 
the French of Madam de . The copy of ‘A 
Hymn to Jesus,’ which is found in his * Miscellaneous 

* (Manchester, 1773), vol. li. p. 211, differs from 
ven above only in the title [‘ wancing all for 
*), and in such verbal alterations os the superior 

and judgment of the Wesleys would dictate. The 
10th verses, in both Byrom's and Wesley's copies 

ged with that mysticism to which the face [to 
s, and Sac, Poems, 1739) refers; and Wesley bas 

proved on himself as well as on Byrom in the last 
edition of v. 9 (that in the Large Hymn-Book, 1780), 
where, instead of ‘Nor heaven nor earth,’ we read 
* Nothing on earth,’ ”’ 

The references to Byrom and the Wesleys are 
these :-— 

(1) p. 17, Under date, ‘‘ Manchester, March 3rd, 
1738,” Byrom writes to C. Wesley, and in his letter 

:—** As your brother (J. Wesley) has bronght so 
many hymns translated from the French, you will have 
a sufficient number, aud no occasion to Increase them by 
the small addition of Mademoiselle Bourignon'’s two 
little pieces, | desire you to favour my t weak- 
ness, if | judge wrong, and nut tu publish hem.” 

ESseé Hitt 

i 

to bis son:—“Th 
together printed a book wo! 
1739), amongst which th 
Bourignon's, one of wh 
World,’ translated from 

evidence in support 
withstanding that 
himself but by anot 

In 1780 J. Wesle 
sion in 8 st. of 4 |. 
Since then it has | 
tions in G, Britain : 
varying from 4 t 
Wesley's text. 

Veni Creato: 
rum visita. [| 
this great hymn 
MSS. and the vai 
with its Authors 
(iii.) with the difl 
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wards mss. of this 
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&c., of almost all 
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plentiful. In o 
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In other earl 
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of Offices, &c., circ 
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thus :-— 
(a) The Ori 

The text of tl 
follows : 

“Veni Creator S 
Mentes tuorun 
Imple superna 
Quae Tu creas 

fl. 

“Qui Parachtus 
mum Dei al 

Fons vivus, ig 
tas, 

Et spiritalis u 
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= v. { vi. 
~ Host las “Per T iamu 
Foun Gan eal ten 

Noscamus atque Filium, 
Te utriusque Spiritum 
Credamus omni tem- 

pore.”’ 

These six stanzes clearly form the original 
ext, and in some of the mss. cited (e.g. Add. 

. and Palat. 30), in the Add. 18301, 
©. 1285 (a Collectarium and Hymnal of the 
A2th cent.), and in some of the early printed 

reviaries, e.g. the Augsburg Brev. of 1493, 
Basel Brev. of 1498, &e., &c., nothing more is 
“added, Many mss. indeed contain a doxology, 
the most usual being :— 

“ Sit laus Patri cum Filio, 
Sancto simul Paraclito, 
Nobisque mittat Filius 
Charisma Sancti Spiritus.” 

. The extraneous character of the doxology 
48 however betrayed by the quautity of the 
> ultimate of Paruclitus, and by the great 
on, of such doxologies, almost every 
a Urch having its own special one, Thé 

©Xology in the Durham Hymnal is :— 
** Sit laus Patri cum Genito, 
Amborum et Paraclito, 
Proles ut hunc promiserat, 
Nobis modoque tribuat.” 

a In the Roman Brev. of 1570 and 1682 the 
©Xvlogy reads :— 

¢* Deo Patri sit gloria, 
Et Filio, Qui a mortuis 
Surrexit, ac Paraclito, 
In sempiterna (saeculorum) saecula.”’ 

mm Bu: whatever the form was it was, asa rule, 
Pel a general doxology common to all the 
Ca. tecostal h ara as indeed is often indi- 
ted by @ rubric such as “Sic terminantur 
r¢ Fz, Ui usque ad Vesperas Sabbati sequentis” 
the, ragery In the Arundel MS. 155, only 
th, Words “* Sit laus Patri.” are added ; and in 

pep. D., xii., “Deo Patri sit gloria.” 
Pro, he variations in the six stanzas of the text 
be) Pe? are few and of small importance, viz. 
ang” ii, 11. 3B, +, some mass. give “ promissum” 

“ditaves,’” and in st. iv. 1. 4, some Mss. the” 

nus, 
Ductore sic Te praevio 
V itemus omne noxium. 

e ,, erpetizn.” Inthe Roman Brev. of 1632 
Variatioms introduced are :-— 

li a Qui diceris Paraclitus 
iil. 2. A ltéssimi donum Dei. 
ji, ae Pigitus Paternae . vid. Be. Teque utriusque Spiritum. 

thc Variations however rest on no MS. Visi rity, baat are merely due to the tasteless 31 sg of the Breviary hymns made in 1628- What der Urban vil, and are simply some- an a emit attempts to improve the set ar ms “hat im st, il. 1. 1, is specially be regretted, as it destroys one of the moet ratte : oo features of the hymn, viz. the of ich it preserves the correct quantity the penta l timate of Paraclitus, contrary to c free _ Practice in Latin. hs ane to the Original Text. In some a Py «litional stanza is given between - oD beled — follows :—_ 
®& audio @ gratirum ee Dissolve litis vincula. Astringe Pacis foedera.” 

Thi is contai ed ; 

Bodleitn ( Fuceesc? an, © &-_ in two mss. in the 
Cent, and on eck Misc., 468 f. 4, of the 12th : furg. Misc., 370 ; andit®ome of the early tale yeh go 
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the Basel Brev. of 1493. But it is wanting in 
the earliest mss. (e.g. it is not in the Durham 
Hymnal ; Vesp. D., xii.; Jul. A.. vi.; Ldturg. . 
Misc., 320; Palat. 30; C. C. C., 391), and the 
true ending of the hymn is st. vi., which forms 
the real doxology, no other being needed. 

Another extraneous stanza is sometimes 
inserted after st. vi., viz. :-— 

** Dudum sacrata pectorg 
Tua replesti gratia, 
Dimitte nunc peccamina, 
Et da quieta tempora.” 

This is found in the Durham Hymnal, but 
it has no business in the text, and really be- 
longs to the “ Beata nubis gaudia” (p. 120, i.). 
In the Sarum Brev. it is attached, along wi 
the doxology, “ Sit laus Patri cum Filio,” to 
other Pentecostal hymns. 

There is thus no doubt that the hymn 
should reully consist of the 24 lines printed 

ther as above, ending with the stanza 
“ Per Te sciamus, da, Patrem.” We may add 
that in a ms. circa 1100, in the Brit. Mus. 
(Add, 18302, f. 24), a rubric regarding the 
“Veni Creator Spiritus” is followed by a 
hymn in four st., viz. :— 

i. Te nunc Deus plissime. 
ij. Jyudum sacrata ra. 
iii. Hic, Curiste, nunc Paraclitus. 
iv. Sit laus Patri cum Filio. 

Of these at. ii., iv. are noted above, at. i. is 
from the “ Beata nobis gaudia,” and st. iii. is 
given in the Durham Hymnal as part of the 
“ Jam Christus astra ascenderat ” (p, 676, i.). 

ii. Authorship and Date. It is curious how 
very little is known of the authorship of this 
hymn, which has taken deeper hold of the 

estern Church than any other mediaeval 
hymn, the Te Deum alone excepted. The 
real uuthor is as yet unknown, but it has 
been ascribed (a) to the Emperor Charles the 
Great (Charlemagne), (8) to St. Ambrose, 
(y) to rie the Great, and to (8) Rhabanus 
Maurus. We may discuss these in this orde:. 

(a) Charlemagne. The best known and most widely 
accepted opinion |s that which ascribes it tothe Emperor 
Charles the Great. Even Dom Gueranger (Jnstitutions 
Liturgiques, 2nd ed., vol. 4. p. 179, Paris, 1878) repeats 
it without qualification, This is however a legend, and 
falls to pieces at once when traced to ita source, The 
original authority is Ekkebard v., Monk of St. Gall, in 
his Vita Sancti Notkeri, wiitten circa 1220. There, in 
chapter xviiil., Ekkehard says :— 

“ It is told of the blessed man [Mesicer) that one day 
when he went through the dormitory he listened, for 
there was hard by a mill, whose wheel was revolving 
slowly for lack of water, and, groaning, gave out sounds 
something like words. And the man of God, hearing 
this, straightway was in the spirit, and produced that 
most }eautiful hymn, and gave utterance to the honey- 
sweet melody from the same kind Spirit which possessed 
him: I mean the Sequence on the Holy Spirit ‘Sancti 
Spiritus adsit nobis gratia’ [p. 993, i). And when he 
had completed it he sent it as « present to the Emperor 
Charles the Great, who was then y staying at 
Awhen. And the same Christian Emperor sent back to 
him by the messenger that with which the same Spirit 
eirt inspired him, viz., the hymn ‘Veni, Creator 

tus,’ ”* 
Here we have the original story which has spread so 

widely, and has been so generally acce . The words 
in italics above are really fuund in Ekkehard’s auto- 
graph ms, at St. Gall (No. 556, p. 342), but are a mani- 
fest blunder, for Charles the Great (Charlemagne) died 
in 814, and Notker was born about 26 years after, circa 
840. The Charles to whom the St. Gall tradition really 
referred was Pgs Charles the Fat, and such an 
interchange of courtesies is not at all unlikely to have 
taken place between Notker and that Emperor. Charles 
the Fat Notker special attention during bis visit to 
St. Gall in 883, and the incident which Ekkehard relates 
may well have taken place soon after. [hat the hymu was 
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actually composed by Charles the Fat does not seem 
probable. If bowever this tradition bas any foundation 
of fact ic implies that the hymn was at that time newly 
com 1, or at least bad lately come into the Emperor’s 
band. This suggests that it was written in the last 
quarter of the 9th cent., and by a person who was in 
sume way connected with the court of the Emperor of 
Germany. 

(B) 8t. Ambrose. J.ike most other important Latin 
bymns this also has been ascribed to St. Ambrose, e.g. by 
Gavanti. It appears as his in some early priuted books, 
e.g. in the Hreviarium Christianum, Leipzig, 1575, and 
is included in some of the earlier editions of his works, 
e.g. Paris, 1614. It is not however claimed for him by 
the Benedictine editors of bis works, nor by Biraghi in 
his Inni sinceri ¢ Carmi di Sant’ Am to, 1862, and 
there is really no evidence whatever of his authorship. 
It is true that it bears traces of his influence. The 
lines :— 

* Accende lumen sensibus, 
: infunde amorem cordibus,” 

recall the words ** Infunde lumen cordibus " of the bird 
ancient bg **O lux b-ata Trinitas " (p, 842, ii.), whic 
is probably his work; while Il. 3, 4o0f st. iv. are bor- 
rowed directly from the ** Veni Redemptor gentium” 
(p. 1211, ii.), which is certainly bis. But the mere fact 
that it borrows two lines from a well-known hymn of 
his is no evidence whatever that as a whole it is bis 
work. The bymns of St. Ambrose soon became the 
common property of the Church, and later writers had 
no scruples about making free use of them in their own 
compositions. The “* Veni Creator” is ascribed to St. 
Ambrose by no ancient writer, and the ascription to him 
may be set paca alg a: saucers 

Grego Great. Mone, i. p. 242 (followed by 
rk, i. p. 143, ascribes it to Gregory the Great, on the 
following grounds :—(1) Its correspondence with his 
known hymns and his other works. (2) Its classical 
metre, with occasional rhymes. (3) Tbe correct quantity 
of the penultimate of Paraclitus, as showing a knowledge 
of Greek. These arguments have a certain value, and 
Gregory is in himself not an unlikely person to have 
written the hymn. But had it been the work of a writer 
of such repute as Gregory in the 6th cent. we might 
fairly have expected to come across some early notices of 
it. It is however attributed to him by no early writer, 
it is wan in the earliest hymnals which we ype 
and is not alluded to by Bede (d. 735) in his ** arte 
metrica,” where many early hymns are mentioned. 
It is quite precarious to sssign it, on purely subjective 
grounds, and in the absence of any external testimony, to 
so early and so celebrated a writer as Gregory. 

(8) banus sometime Archbishop of 
Mainz (b. circa 776, d. 856). ing ese Brower, a 
learned Jesuit, included the “ Veni ator” in his 
edition of thabanus’s Poemata, Mainz, 1617, p. 74. But 
he was evidently not at all certain that it was really by 
Rhabanus, and does not print the text in full. He gives 
no definite Information regarding the Ms. which he used, 
and it does not seem to have been of any great anti juity. 
Some of the hymns in this ms. are certainly not by 
Rh«banus, and his claim to the rest is very shadowy, 
Vhems contained 29 bymns, but of these Professor E. 
Dilmmiler, in his critical edition of the Carmina of 
Rhabanus ( Poetae Latini aevi Carolini, vol. il., Berlin, 
1484), has only seen reason enough to accept two, both of 
which he gives among the pieces ‘* incertae originis,” and 
he did not find sufficient ground to include the ‘' Veni 
Creator" even among the poems doubtfully ascribed to 
Rhabanus, It is indeed true that in Rhabanus’s prose 
work De Universo, Bk. i., chapter ili. (Migne’s PP, Lat. 
cxl. cols. 23-26) there are some phrases which resemble 

rtions of this hymn; but Mone, 1. p. 251, and Abp, 
Trench, in his Sac. Lat. Poetry (ed. 1664, pp. 175, 185) 
give quite as close parallels from the writings of St, 
Augustine and others. 

Here we are compelled to leave the ques- 
tion. The evidence is too scanty to draw a 
positive conclusion. The hymn is clearly not 
the work of St. Ambrose nor of Charles the 
Great. Nor is there sufficient evidence to 
allow us to ascribe it either to Gregory the 
Great, to Rhabanus Maurus, or to any of the 
ecclesiastics connected with the court of 
Charles the Fat. The references to the hymn 
do not help us much in determining the 
authorship, as the following facts will slow. 
The earliest definite allusion to it (apart from the 
statement of FLiehard), ie that ft was used at a Synod at 
Rheims in 1049 (see C.J. Hefele’s (neil renorschichte, 
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4853), nor in numerous ancient services given 
»y Martene and by Morinus; while in some 

™ss. the reference to it is added, by a*later 
hiand, in the margin. It is however in at 
east three Pontificals of the 11th cent., viz. 
~wne of Soissons given by Murtene (Ordo vii., 
ol. ii. p. 396) ; that in the Bodleian ms. cH 3 
~Mise. 359; and Samson’s Pontifical C. C. C., 
146, f. 119, perhaps the earliest instance of its 
“occurrence in a Pontifical. Inthe Sens Missal 
Of 1529, f. clvii., it is given as part of the 
Priest's preparation for celebrating Mass ; and 
SO in the Sarum Missal of 1497 (Burntisland 
Teprint, 1861, ff. col. 577); while in the York 
“nd Hereford Missals it is ordered to be sung 
“fter the Lavabo (see W. Maskell’s Ancient 
Liturgy, pp. 4, 92, 93). In modern Roman 
ervice-books it is given in the Breviary, for 
epers and Tierce at Pentecost; aud in the 

£ @ntisical for the Ordination of Priests, Con- 
S€cration of Bishops, Laying the foundation 
Stone of «a Church, the Consecration of a 
‘Churet), the “ Ordo ad Synodum,” and various 
“ther services. 
th It may be added that a full commentary on 
th;. theological bearjngs, and ritual uses of 
%>./8 hymn, will be found in the Abbé 8. G. 

>. Mont'’s Hymnes du Bréviaire Romain, vol. ii., 
Pt. ij, Paris, 1884, pp. 125-143. [E. C. 8. G.] 
tr The « Veni Creator Spiritus, Mentes” has 
ty, iuently been tr. into German. Through 
Ee, of these versions it has passed into 

28lish as follows :— 
a, a sz Komm, Gott Schipfer, heiliger Geist. This is 

Pup! and faithful version by M. Luther, Ist 
in ; in Kym £nchiridion, Erfurt, 1524. Thence 
of Wackernagel, iii. p. 14; also in Schircks’s ed. 
t Uther’s Geistl. Lieder, 1854, p. 25, and in 

: Une, Z. SS. 1851, No. 172. Tr. as:— 
lin * Come, Thou Creator God. As an ode of 63 
tio, * by Miss Fry, in her Hys. of the Reforma- 
me hg 1845, p- 26. From this a cento, in 5 st. of 
ing)’ begimming “O Holy Spirit now,” was 
Lgylded in ~Wohittemore’s Suppl. to All H. Bks., 
2” and the Afeth. N. Conn. H. Bk., 1863. 

R_“\ Gratoxr Spirit, Holy Dove. In full by 
1g, Massie am his Martin Luther's Spir. Songs, 
183,” p 35. Repeated in Reid's Praise Bk., 
. 2, and the Ohio Luth. Hyl., 1880. 
Qa trs. are :— 

Ry") “Come God, Creator! 

Lggheiter Spee thee on? 85- r Spir ! ear our pr ” . J, Hunt, 

And’? ot. €3) **Come, oa eeeker Holy Ghost ! 
Ys edge pal By Miss Manington, 1863, p. 18. 

ome, God, Crete, Holy Ghost, Visit.” by Dr. 
can in hiss Atrotics, 1876, Ag a (5) voame : Gea’ 

By, "; Holy Ghost, And visit Thou.” In Dr. Bacou's 
Mase Mor teze 4-uther, 1884, p. 24, partly based on Mr. 

ii, Zu dir Geis - — 
t iting t Schipfer, fiehen wir. This is a Pre rian im 8 st. of 4 1., by ord Schlegel, 

Otis Gore 2nd ed., 1772, of his Sammlung 

“On the ME ge (Ist ed. 1766), p, 99, entitled 
The od A and Gifts of the Holy Ghost. 
Spiritus, x brosian hymn, ‘Veni Creator 
hymn” Thee WLY translated.” 4 Whitsuntide vm. © form tr. is that in the Berlin a. B., 287, which ; t 
and rluced to Ss ge ee altered 

Salary, ton. eeeee, Ort, now we flee. By J. 
in the Bape. ty? 1879. lst pub. “ih ML) 

Holy Ghost! Thy, &c.” 
21 (1847, p. 23). (2) 
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The trs. of the Veni Oreator Spiritus direct 
from the Latin into English have been 
numerous and important. They include the 
following :— 

1. Come Holy Ghost, eternal God. This tr. in 
c.M. in the Ordering of Priests in The Book of 
Common I’rayer, was apparently printed in the 
Ordinal of 1549, and certainly in the 2nd book 
of Edward 6th, where it is given in 7 st. of 8 1. 
(Brit, Mus.). As it is too long to reproduce in 
full, we give the first and last stanzas only :— 

(1) ‘Come holy ghost eternall god Proceeding from 
bov: above, 

Bothe fré the father and the sone, the God of 
e and lone. 

Visite our myndes, and into vs thy heavenly grace 
inspire, 

That in all truthe and Godlinesse, we Maie have 
“true desire. ; 
* 7. * * * - * e 

(7) * Laude and praise be to the father, and to the sonne 
equall, 

And to the holy Spirite also, one God coeternall, 
And praie we t the onely Sonne, vouchsafe 

his Spirite to sende, 
To al that do professe his name unto the worldes 

ende.” 

A tr. which seems to be a variation of this 
text (but regarded by some as an older tr.) is 
found in Yne whole Psalter, translated into 
English metre, §c., John Daye, London, N.p. 
(Brit. Mus., Lincoln Cathedral Library, §c.). 
[Psalters, English, p. 917, § ix.] This is known 
as Archbishop Parker's Psalter, and was written 
by him whilst in exile, 1553-1558 (Absolvi 
Psalterium versum  metrico lingua vulgari, 
Parker’s Diary, 1557). The tr. seems to be the 
preceding rendered into more even feet. It is 
in 16 st. of 41., of which st. i, ii., and xv. and 
xvi. are as follows: 

(1) ‘Come holy Ghost: eternall God, 
Which doost from God proceede. 

The father fyrft: and eke the sonne, 
One God as we do reade. 

(2) ** Oh visite thou: our minds and harts, 
Thy heauenly grace inspire : 

That we in truth: and godlineffe, 
May fet our whole desire.” 

* * * * . * « 

(15) ** Be laude to God: the father bye, 
And God bis fonne prayfe ye: 

ipirte, Be prayfe to God: the holy 

(16) “ sig 8 we that Chrit: the faviovr, 
ouch 

One God in Trinity. 

fafe his fptrite to fend: 
To all which true: profeffe his name, 

Till all the world doth ende.” 

The next form of this ¢r. is that in “The 
Ordering of Priests” in Zhe Book of Common 
Prayer, and given therein in 1662. This is 
also in 16 st. of 4 1., of which st. i, ii, and 
xv. and xvi. read as in modern copies of the 
Prayer Book :— 

(1) “Come, Holy Ghost, eternal God, 
Proceeding from above, 

Both from the Father and the Son, 
The God of peace and love; 

(2) “* Visit our minds, into our hearts 
Thy heavenly grace insptre; 

That truth and godliness we may 
Pursue with full desire,” 

. * * + * * ™ a 

(15) ** To God the Father laud and pratse, 
And to His blessed Son, 

And to the Holy Spirit of grace, 
Co-equal Three in One. 

(16) “ And pray we, that our only Lord 
Would please His Spirit to send 

On all that shall profess His Name, 
* From hence to the world’s end.” 
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From this text two or three centos, all ! Chandler's Hys. of 
beginning with st. i, have been adopted by a | p. 91, with alteratio 
few hymnal compilers. 

In Mercer’s Ch. Psalter & H. Bh., 1854 and 
later eds, this tr, is divided into three parts, Pt. ii. 
beginning with st. vii., “O Holy Ghost, into our 
minds Send down Thy heavenly light,” and Pt. 
iii. with st. xii., “ Of strife and of dissension.” 
Pt. ii. is sometimes used as a separate hymn. W, 
J. Blew reads, “O Holy Ghost, into our sou/s.” 

%. Come, Holy Ghost, our souls inspire. By Bp. 
John Cosin. This is in his Collection of Private 
Devotions in the Practice of the Ancient Church, 
called the Hours of Prayer, §c., 1627. This 
book was modelled on the Primers which were 
extensively used during the reigns of Henry VII. 
and Elizabeth. It contains devotions and a 
hymn for each of the Canonical Hours, together 
with other devotions, hymns, and prayers (see 
Reprint by J. G. & F. Rivington, London, 1838). 
This ér. is appointed for the “ Third Hour,” and 
is given in 18 lines. It was also given im an 
unaltered form in ‘Tne Otdering of Priests” 
and “ The Consecration of Bishops” in The Book 
of Common Prayer, 1662. This and the C. M. 
tr, above are the only metrical hymns which 
have been legally sanctioned in the Church of 
England by both Church and State. In the 
hymn books of the last century Bp. Cosin’s tr. 
is rarely found; but in modern collections it is 
largely used, and in almost every instance in an 
unaltered form. In the Gospel Magazine for 
1774, p. 449, it is given as a“ Hymn to the 
Holy Spirit, modernized from the Office for 
Ordination.” The opening lines are :— 

+ Holy Ghost, our souls 
iat ware, Wak uncreated — 

The signature “ Minimus” is that of A. M. 
Toplady. This “ modernized” form of the text 
has never come into use, and was excluded, even 
by Toplady himself, from his Ps, § Hys., 1776. 

8. Creator Bpirit, by Whose aid. By J. Dryden. 
This appeared in his Miscellaneous Poems, pt. iii., 
1693, and the Primer of 1706 and 1732, in 7 st. 
of uneqaal length, numbering 39 lines in all. 
It is found in numerous collections, both of the 
past and the present centuries, but always in an 
altered and abbreviated form. One of the first 
to adapt it for congregational purposes was 
J. Wesley, who included it in his Ps. ¢ Hys., 
1741, in an abbreviated form. He was followed 
by G, Whitefield, 1753, A. M. Toplady, 1776, 
and others, until the adoption of the hymn 
became general. The variations which have 
been introduced into the text are so many and 
various that it is almost impossible to set them 
forth in an intelligible manner. The text of 
given hymnal which may be consulted should 
be compared with the original in the Lyra 
Brit., 1867, p. 209. In some American collec- 
tions it begins “O Source of uncreated light.” 

4. Come, Holy Ghost, Creator come, And visit all 
the souls of Thine. [by Tate and Brady in the 
Supplement to the New Version of the Psalms, 
¥c., circa 1700 (3rd ed., 1702), See p, 801, i. 
This is in LM, in 28], It is given in the 
Scottish Hyl., 1870, as a tr. by Miss Winkworth, 
in error. It is also in J. Chandler's Hys. of the 
Church, mostly Primitive, 1841, No. 50, 

5. Come, Holy Ghost, Creator, come, Inspire the 
[these] souls of Thine. Tate and Brady. This is 
the c.M. version in the Supplement as above, circa 

1700 (3rd ed., 1702). It alsy appears in J. 

and again in his Ji 
Primitive, 1841, No 
without any indicati 
is usually attributec 

6. Holy Spirit, gen 
in his Ps., Hys., an 
p- 205, in 5 st. of 
unaltered form in 1 
Psalter § H. Bh. > 

7. Come, Holy Gh 
Thou each willing br 
Ancient Hys., 1837 
1871, p. 110), Its 

8. Come, Holy @ 
stanza of this tr. 
Churches, 1864 an 
1845,” ins: “ 
Paraclete, The he 
not found it elsew 

9. Come, Holy 6 
ness of our minds | 
Jesus and Mary, | 
in his Hymns, 18¢ 
1875, it is given 
come,” from the 
No, 40, and abrid 

10. Come, 0 Or 

souls take up Th 
Lyra Catholica, © 
and in his Hymna 
several modern h 

11. Come, 0 ©: 

soul of Thine. 
slightly different 
from the Rom. | 
Catholica, 1849, 
p. 133. 

12. Creator, 8; 

bell, in his Hys. 
in 7 st. of 4 
Dryden. This 
few modern hy1 
Annus Sanctus, 

13. Come, Ho 
every faithful »b 
Paraphrases & 
Pt. ii. beginni 
sacred fire.” 

14. Come, Hc 

Thy heavenly 
Irvingite Hys. 
asa “Tr. by J 
as above, No. ° 

15. Come, H 
souls serenely 
1858, p. 65, a 

16. Come, F 
within our sou) 
& M., 1861, a 
the latter edi' 
E. Caswall an 
however, we) 
Campbell for 

17. Come, ] 
Thine. This 
Parish H. B. 
Caswall’s fr. 
in S.M. It 
Creator with 
repeated in t 

18. Come, 
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wight heav'nly throne. This appeared anony- | Augustine (Venice, 1558, f.11). The passage mously in the Hys. for the Yeur, 1867, and | in St. Anselm is :— 
everal later Roman Catholic collections, “ Veni jam, vent, benignissime dolentis animae con- 

solator in opportunitatibus, et in tribulationibus adjutor. 
Veni, mundator scelerum, curator vulnerum. Veni, 
fortitudo fragilium, relevator labentium ; veni, humi- 
lium doctor, superborum destructor. Veni, orphanorum 
plus pater, viduarum duicis Judex. Veni, spes paupe- 
rum, refocillator deficientium. Veni, nay tium sidus, 
naufragantium portus. Veni, omnium viventium sin. 
gulare decus, morientium unica salus. Veni Sanctis- 
sime Spiritus, veni et miserere mel,” &c. 

It is tr. as — 
1. Come Thou, © come, Sweetest and Kindliest. By G. Moultrie, in his Hys, and Lyrics, 1867, p. 143; the 

¢’s H., 1867, No, 157; and the # way 1872, 
Come, yea and quickly come. By 8. if OM) 

Other trs. _ 
1. Come, holy ghost, o creator eternall. Prymer 

om), 1555. 
nig holy Ghoste that us hath made. Primer 

; erp), 1599. 

sag eg oe holy Ghost descend, Visite our minds. 
Primer (Mechlin), 1615 1619. 
abe Cickias Creator, Spirit divine, Visit now, &c, 

Primer (Antwerp), 1685. : 
5. Sp Creator of Mankind. Primer (London), 

1687. : 
6. Creating-Spirit, come, . Bvening Office, 

1710 and Sten” Also in O. Eiipley’s Annus Sanctus, 
1884. 

7. Come, Holy Ghost, Creator come, From Thy 
celestial home. (Garden of the Soul, 1737, . 

8. Come, Creator divine. vening Office, 
1748, 

9. Come, Spirit, Whose creative power. Anon. in 
R. W. iT Occasimal Use in the Parish of St. 
Peter, Nottingham, 1819, 

10. Come Holy Ghost, Creator, come, And make these 
souls of ours Thipeown. Bp. Doane, 1824. 

11. Creator Spirit, come, Visit these souls of Thine, 
Bp. Doane, 1834. 

12. Come Thou Creating Spirit blest, And be our 
Guest. J. Williams, 1839, 

13. Come, Holy Ghost, O Thou aloné. D. French, 
1839. 

14. Creator-Spirit, from Thy throne, Descend to make 
our souls Thine own. ¥. C, Husenbeth, 1841, 

15. Come Spirit come! Thy dwelling-place. Sp. J. 
Williams, 1645. 

16. Come, Holy Ghost, Creator come. St. {i., Thou, 
that art call’d the Paraclete. W. J. Copeland, 1848. 

17. Creating Spirit, come! control And visit every 
willing soul. J. R. Heste, 1849. 

19. Creator irit! Power divine. J. D, Chambers, 
in his Psalter, 1852, and Lauda Syon, 1857. 

19. Come, Spirit blest, Creator come. W. J. Blew, 
1852-55, 

20, Creator Spirit, come and rest Within the souls, &c, 
W. Bright, in bis Athanasius, &c., 1858, 

21, Creator Spirit! come and bless us; Let Thy love 
and ft ee : i 008. ae ae 

22. Spirit, Ho uest. F, Trappes, e 
23, Spirit, heavenly life bestowing. #. C’, Benedict, 

1867. 
24. Spirit creative, power divine. E. C. Benedict, 1867. 
26. Come Thou Spirit, life bestowing. £.C. Benedict, 

1867. 
26. Creator Spirit, come in love, Our struggling souls, 

&c. DP. 7. Morgan, 1871. 
27. Creator Spirit, come im love, And let our hearts, 

&c. D.T. Morgan, 1871 and 1880, 
28. O Come, tor Spirit, come. W. J, Irons, 1873, 
29. Creator Spirit! be our Guest, J. Wallace, 1874, 
30. Creator, Holy Spirit! come. A.M, Macgill, In 

The Juvenile Miss, Mag. of the U. Presb, Church, Jan. 
1866, and his Songs, &c., 1876. 

31. O Spi w,come. G, S. H 1876. 32. Gunther mainen divine. J.D. A pense 1886, 
33. O Holy Ghost, Creator, come. 8S. W. /uffield in 

8 History of the Christian Church, vol, iv., 1586, 
p- a and Duffield’s Latin Hymn-Writers, &c., 1889, 
p- * 

We have also seen two or three additional 
references to American frs., but have been 
unable to verify them. 

The great similarity which is found in the 
majority of these trs. suggests that nay of 
the later translators were very much indebted 
to their predecessors for the terseness and 
vigour of their renderings. This suggestive- 
ness is most apparent in the more striking 
passages of the hymn. (J. J.J 

Veni, jam veni, benignissime. [ Whit- 
suntide) Mone, No. 188, gives this, in 26 
lines, from a 12th cent. ms. at Mainz. It is 
almost identical with a portion of the Oratio 
ziv. of St. Anselm of Canterbury, which is 
also found as No. ix. in the Mediaeval com- 
pilation known as the Meditationes of St. 

in his Latin Hymn Writers: ke., 1889. 
Veni Redemptor gentium {omnium}. 

St. Ambrose. (Christmas.] This is one ot the 
twelve hymns assigned to St. Ambrose by the 
Benedictine editors. It is plainly referred to as 
the work of St. Ambrose by Bt. Augustine 
Sermo 372), and is definitely cited as his by 
ope Celestine, at a Council held at Rome, 480; 
7! Faustus, who in 455 became Bp. of Rhegium 
(Riez in France), in his Epistola ad Gratum 
diaconum ; by M. A. Cassiodorus (d. 575), in 
his commentary on the Psalms; and by other 
early writers. The text in 7 st. is in Daniel, i. 
No. 10, with further notes at iv. pp. 4, 353 
(quoting at length the references by St. 
Augustine, Pope Celestine, Faustus and Cas- 
siodorus, and citing it as in a 9th cent. ms. at 
Bern); in Mone, No. 30, and others. Some- 
times a stanza is prefixed, as follows :— 

**« Intende qui regis Israel, 
Super cherabin qui sedes, 
Appare Ephraem, coram excita 
Potentiam tuam, et veni.” 

Celestine and Cassiodorus however cite the hymn as 
beginning “ Veni Redemptor gentium”; and this stanza 
does not appear to be found in any ass. earlier than the 
14th cent., and has obtained no currency save in the 
Cistercian Breviaries. In any case these lines are not 
oy St. Ambrose, for they are simply the Vulgate of Fs, Ixxx., which begins: “Qui regis Israel intende; qui 
deducis velut ovem, Joseph. Qui sedes super cherulnm, 
manifestare coram Ephraim, Benjamin et Manasse 
excita potentiam tuam, et veni, ut salvos facias nos.” 

The hymn is found in the Sarwm, York, 
Aberdeen, Mozarabie of 1502, and other 
Breviaries; generally assigned to Christmas 
Eve or Christmas Day. But it is not in the 
Roman Breviary, and can hardly be said to be 
in use at the present day, a somewhat un- 
fortunate evelesiastical prudery having set 
aside this noble composition. It must how- 
ever be confessed that a strictly literal Eng- 
lish version _ ts oo for modern congregational use. e imagery is part] 
borrowed from Ps. xix. (Ww. A|8) ” 

Mone, No. 30, gives the “ Veni Redemptor ” 
text from a Reichenau ms. of the 9th cent., a Trier of the 8th or 9th, a Munich of the 10th 
cent, &e. (prefixing the st. “Intende qui regis” from mss. of the 14th cent. at Karlsruhe 
and Lichtenthal). Thomasius, ii. p. 371, cites it as in two Vatican mss. of the 8th cent. It is 
in five mes. of the 1ith cent. in the British 
Museum, viz. in three of the early English 
Church (Vesp. D. xii. f. 32b; Jul. A. vi. f 33, 
and. Harl. 2961, f. 226), and two of the early 
Spanish Church (Add. 30848, f. 24: Add. 

851, f. 120). Also in the Bern ms. No. 
455, of the 10th cent., and in a ms. of the 11th 
cent. at Corpus Ohristi, Cambridge (391, p. 
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239). In the Latin Hys. of the Anglo-Sazon 
Ch. (Surtees Society), 1851, p. 43, it is printed 
from an 11th cent. ms. at Durham (B. iii. 32, 
f. 13). The text is also in Béssler, No. 26; 
Wackernagel, i., No. 12; Hymn. Sarisb., 1851, 
p. 71; Trench, ed. 1864, p. 87; Migne’s PP. 
Lat. \xxxvi., col. 114; G. M. Dreves’s Hym. 
Moissiacensis, 1888, from a 10th cent. ms.; 
Card. Newman's Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 and 
1865, and others. 

This hymn has been rendered through the 
German into English, as follows :— 

1, Nun komm der Heidenheiland. A full and 
faithful tr. by M, Luther, Ist pub. in Zyn 
Enchiridion, Erfurt, 1524. Thence in Wacker- 
nagel, ili. p. 12, in Schircks’s ed. of Luther's 
Geistl, Lieder, 1854, p. 4, and the Uno. L. S., 
1851, No. 17. Tr. as:— 

Come, Thou Saviour of our race. Omitting st. 
iv., by W. M. wet lpg as No. 776 in the Amer. 
Luth. Gen. Synod’s Coll., 1850. Repeated omit- 
ting the fr. of st. viii. in the Pennsylvania 
Luth. Ch. Bh., 1868. 

Other trs, are :— 
(1) * Now the Saviour comes indeed,” by J. C. Jacobi, 

1722, p. 1. (2) “Saviour of the Nations, come,” as No. 
340 in pt. fi., 1743, of the Moravian H. Bk, (3) “ Re- 
wie, our nature Christ assumes,” by J. Gambold (?), as 

©. 1001 in the Suppl. of 1408 to the Moravian H. Bk,, 
1901 (1886, No. 35). (4) “Now the Saviour of the 
heathen,” by Miss Fry, 1845, p. 1. (5) “Now comes 
the world’s Redeemer,” by J, Anderson, 1846, p. 1 (1847, 
p- 28). (6) ** The time draws nigh, swift fly the years,” 
y Dr. J. Hunt, 1853, p. 25. (7) “Saviour of the 

heathen, known,” by R, Massie, 1854, p. 1, repeated by 
Dr, Bacon, 1884, p. 16. (8) ‘Come, Saviour of nations 
wild,” by Dr. G. Macdonald, in the Sunday Mag., 1867, 
p- 153, and his Brotics, 1876, p. 39. 

ii, Komm Heidenheiland, Lisegeld (sometimes 
altered to “Komm Himmelsfiirst, komm Wun- 
derheld ”). See Campanus, J., p, 201, ii, [J. M.] 

The trs. direct from the Latin into English 
are :— 

i. Come, Thou Redeemer of the earth, Come 
testify. By J. M. Neale, in the H. Noted, 1852, 
No. 12. Included in the Hymnary, 1872, as 
‘* Hail, blest Redeemer of the earth,” and others. 
In the Ofice H. Bi, 1889, it begins, “* Come, 
blest Redeemer of the earth.” 

2. Redeemer of the nations, come, Pure offspring, &0. By Elizabeth Charles, in her Voice of Chris- 
tian Life in Song, 1858, p. 97. The tr. in Mer 
cer’s Church Psalter § H. Bk., Oxford ed. 1864, 
No. 73, is by W. Mercer, based upon this tr. by 
Mrs. Charles. The first two lines and one or two 
others are taken verbatim. 

3. Redeemer vf the nations come, Appear from 
out, &o, By R. F. Littledale, in the People’s H., 
1867, with the signature “A, L. P.” 

_ 4. 0 come, Redeemer of mankind, appear. By 
D. T. Morgan, This tr. was given in the revised 
ed. of H. A. § M., 1875, and again in the tran- 
re Hys. and Other Pvetry of the Latin Ch., 

Other trs. are :— 
sear’ Come, Redeemer of the nations, Bp. J, Williams. 

2. Come, Saviour of the earth. I. Williams, i Thoughts in Past Years. 2nd ed., 1848, sha 3. Come, blest Redeemer of the eart le a A 
ue eee rof theearth. W.J. Cope- 

4. Come, Thou Redeemer of the earth, The 
&e. W. J. Blew. 1852-55. ss 5. Redeemer of the nations, come, Appear, Thou Son &c. J.D. Chambers. 1852 and 1857, . " . ae. Come, high Redeemer, Spotless one. J. W. Hewett. 
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Bartsch’s Lat. Sequenzen, 1868, pp. 213, 235). 
Every third line, we may add, ends in ium, and 
rhymes with every other third line throughout 
the Sequence. to the hands of any but a 
first-rate writer such a verse-scheme would 
certainly have produced a sense of coldness 
and artificiality, but here “art conceals art,” 
aud the glow of devotion so transfuses an 
(ransfigures all that one is content to admire 
the beauty and hardly thinks of the skill. 7 

ii. MSS. The mss. also show that this | 
Sequence does not date from the earliest period 
of Sequence-writing. It is indeed found in 
four mss. at St. Gall, which, for the most part, 
date from the llth cent. (Nos. 376, p. 434; 
378, p. 232; 380, p. 28; 382, p. 250); but 
Herr Idtensohn, the librarian, having kindly 
examined these mss., informs me that in no 
case is this Sequence in a hand earlier thun 
the 13th cent. He adds that it is “ every- 
where a piece inserted by another, later, hand 
than that of the ms. volumein general.” ‘This 

es with what we have otherwise observed. 
p to the present time this sequence has not 

been cunt in any Ms. earlier than 1200. 
For example, it is not In any of the early mss. indexed 

under the article Sequences (p, 1042), nor is it included 
in any of the 16 Troparies of Limoges, written prior to 
1200, the sequences of which are printed by G. M. 
Dreves, in his Prosarium Lemovicense, 1889, It is found 
in two Mss. of the 13th cent., now in the Brit, Mus., one 
written in Germany about the beginning of the century 
(Add, 24680, f. 62), the other written in France about 
the end of the century (Add. 23935, f. 4366), It is also 
in two early Mth cent. Paris Missals, now in the Brit. 
Mus. (Add. 16905, f. 181b; Harl. 2891, f. 3496); io a 
Hereford Missal, circa 1390, and a York Missal, circa 
1390, both now in the Bodleian, &c. It is not in the 
fine Sarum Missal, of circa 1370, now in the Bodleian 
aang 5); but it is in the London ed, of 1498, f. 241. 
n the Lincoln Missal of circa 1400, now in the Brit, 

Mus. (Add, 11414, f. 303b) it is not found in the offices 
for Whitsuntide, but is in an appendix of Sequences, 
the use of which was permitted, but not of obiigation 
“ ad placitum”). Also in an early as. in the University 
ag | at Cambridge (1. 1. 10), but in a section of that 

Ms., which was written about the beginning of the 15th 
cent. The printed text is given in Mone, No. 186, from 
the St. Gall ws., No, 378, and later sources; Daniel, ti. 
PP. 35, 384, iii. p. 237, v. p. 69, from a Rheinau ms. of 
the 13th cent., &c.; Wackernagel, i., Nu. 160; Béssler, 
No. 80; Kehrein, No. 125; Card. Newman's Hymni 
Feclesiae, 1438 and 1865; F. A. March's Lat. Hys., 
N. Y., 1875, p. 92, &c. In regard to the statement of 
Mr. Duffield (see below) that it is contained in the 
oldest Reichenau and Einsiedeln mss, we may remark 
that Mone does not seem to have found it in any of the 
Reichenan was. now at Karlsruhe, and that the earliest 
Elnsiedeln x8, which Morel (1868, p. 52), who was libra- 
rian there, clres as containing it, is one of the 15th cent, 

iii. Authorship. Here critics are very far 
from being et one. The French tradition as 
a rule has not attempted to affix any author’s 
name to the sequence, and so e.g. M. Leon 
Gautier, in his Tropes, 1886, pp. 7, 130, 
and his Poésie Religieuse, 1887, pp. 17, 18, 46, 
speaks of it us an anonymous sequence of the 
second period, written not earlier than the 

ning of the 13th cent. It has, however, 
by others been ascribed to a variety of authors, 
e.g. (1) to Robert 7. of France, (2) to Her- 
mannus Contractus, (3) to Archbishop Stephen 
Langton, and (4) to Pope Innocent 111. 

(1) Robert II, of France. During the last fifty years 
the ascription to King Robert has the usual one. 
It rests however on no foundation whatever save the 
statement of Durandus in bis Rationale, Bk. iv., in the 
section “ De sen sequentia "” (see ahs  ii.). That 
section contains less than a dozen lines, in these suc- 
ceeds in conveying a surprising amount of dubious in- 
formation, Thus to Robert it ascribes not only the 
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Hierusalem " (p. 224, i.), which is much more likely to 
be by Fulbert of Chartres. Then by a strange per- 
versity it ee go the “ Salve regina " from Hérmannus 
Contractus, and in compensation ascribes to him the 
**Sancti Spiritus adsit," which is certainly not his. As 
will be seen by referring to p. 967, ii., Durandus is the 
only ancient authority who ascribes the * Veni Sancte 
Spiritus" to King tt. Neither of the two ancient 
chronicles cited there do s0, nor does the Chronicon 
Turonense (to 1226, see Robert um. in Various); and 
while William of Malmesbury (d. circa 1142) ascribes to 
Robert the ** Sancti Spiritus adsit,’’ he does not menti: n 
the ‘* Veni Sancte Spir.tus " (ed. Bp. Stubbs in the Aolls 
Series, 1887, p. 196). And, as noted above, the verse- 
form is much later than Robert's time. It is possible 
that Durandus, when he said that Robert composed 
“sequentiam illam Veni Sancte Spiritus,” really referred 
to the ** Veni Sancte Spiritus : Reple” (q.v.). Whether 
or not there can be no doubt that the ascription of the 
“ Veni Sancte Spiritus, Et emitte coelitus " to Robert is 
without any sufficient reason. 

(2) Hermannus Contractus (b. 1013, d. 1054). 
Equally little, or even less, reason exists for ascribing 
this sequence to Hermannus Contractus. Cardinal Kona, 
in his Rerum Liturgicarum, Rome, 1671, p. 336, says 
that it “has been by some attributed to Hermannus 
Contractus.”” “This attribution has recently been warm! 
espoused by S. W. Duffield, in the New Anglander, vol. 
xlv., 1886, af: 613-632, and in his Lat. Hys. 1889, pp. 
149-168. Mr. Duffield took great pains 10 make out a 
good case, but be altugether fails to produce anything 
that can be called proof in support of his assertions and 
conjectures, The sequence is ascribed to Hermannus 
Contractus by no ancient writer, nor by Anselm 
Schubiger (Sa@ngerschule St. Gallens, 1458), who has in 
recent times devoted most attention to him. It is more- 
over entirely different in style from any of the pieces 
which have with some show of reason been ascribed to 
him (see K. Vartsch’s Lat, Seyuenzen, 1868, pp. 61, 90, 
106; also the note on * Veni Sancte Spiritus : le"); 
and these are all composed in the verse-form of the first 
period of pa Spe nga while, as stated above, this 

uence is In the verse-form of the second period. 
3) Langton (consecrated Archbishop of 

Canterbury by Innocent 111. on June 17, 1207 ; performed. 
his first episcopal act in England at Winchester on July 
20, 1213; d. Jnly 9, 1224). The ascription to Langton 
is found in a commentary on the’ Clavis de Hominibus 
of Melito of Sardis fa. circa 170), pub. by Cardinal J. B, 
Pitra in his Spicilegium Solesmense, vol, ili,, 1855, p. 
130, where it is said, ‘* Nevertheless let it suffice to ad- 
duce as testimony, what Magister Stephanus de Lange- 
tunn, & man venerable in life and doctrine, by the grace 
of God Archbisnop of Canterbury, says in the praise of 
the Houly Spirit, in that excellent sequence which he 
composed concerning the Holy Spirit, thus’ (then are 
quoted lines 7-12, 19-24, beginning * Consolator 
—— "). Pitra re this commentary as the work 
of an English Cistercian who flourished about 1210, and 
Says that this statement “of a contemporary and a 
fellow-countryman,” who was clearly a careful writer, 
and skilled in literary matters, ought to carry great 
weight. It is to the present writer certainly’ worth 
recording, but hardly conclusive in the absence of 
further —— _ 

(4) Pope ocent - The ascription to Innocent 
m., is found in chapter xviii. of the Vita sancti Not- 
keri, by Ekkehard v,, of St, Gall, as follows :—“ There 
may fitly be added here 4 conversation which, in our 
times, took place with the Roman See (* sedem Roma- 
nam’) concerning the blessed man (worker), 
venerable Abbot of St. Gall, Ulrich, of pious mem 3 
the sixth of this name (Ulrich v. d. 1199, and Ulrich v1. 
d. 1219), came to Rome to Pope Innocent t., having 
been sent on an embassy by King Frederick the Second, afterwards Emperor (crowned as King at Mainz, Dec. 9, 1212; crowned as Emperor at Aachen on July 25, 1215). 
After they had talked together of inany things, and 
conferred in turn on various matters, it happened that 
Mass, concerning the Holy Spirit, with the Sequence 
**Sancti Spiritus adsit nobis gratia,” was celebrated 
before the Pope Coo), the abbot also being 
present. That Pope himself bad also composed 
a Sequence on the Holy Spirit, viz.: Veni Sancte 
Spiritus, When the Mass and the prayers were over, 
they met again for conversation, and among other things 
the Pope asked the abbot, saying ‘Who was your 
Notker, and in what way do you his anniversary ?’ 
For there were at Rome certain th ngs written of ‘him 
in the books of Sequences, which the Pope himself had 
read. The abbot replied that he was a simple monk... 
though certainly learned and holy. To whom the 
Pope rejoined, ‘Do you not keep his festival, &c.?’” “Veni Sancte Spiritus,” but also the “Chorus novae | {Notker was not however beatified till 1513. See p. 
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$12, i.) This peereess with the words in italics, is con- 
‘tained in Ekkehard’s ae Re copy, written about 
1220, and now at St. Gall (4fS. No. 556, p, 342). From 
other sources we know that Ulrich v1, was sent to Rume 
by the Emperor Frederick to attend the Lateran Council 
(1215), the conversation recorded above probably 
took place either then or at Whitsuntide, 1216, for 
Innocent 11. d. July 16, 1216 (see the Mittheilungen tur 
vaterldndischen Geschichte, St. Gall, vols, xi. p. 130, 
and xvii. (1479), p. 114). Doubt has been cast on 
Ekkehard’s statement on the ground that he blundered 
in ascribing the ‘ Veni Creator” to Charlemagne. But 
in the present case it must be remembered that he was 
a mack at St. Gall at the time of which he speaks, and 
there is every reason to believe that he heard the story 
from the lips of Ulrich himself on his return from 
Rome. The facts above stated concerning the St. Gall 
mas. afford a strong presumption that the ** Veni Sancte 
Spiritus " was unknown at St. Gall till Ulrich brought 
it back with him from Rome, and that it was at his 
instigation that it was inserted in the early sequentiaries 
at St. Gall. And finally Innocent 111, was undoubtedly 
a man of great ability, and much mote competent to 
have written such a poem than any of the others to 
whom it bas been asc (see also pp. 1081-1088), 

The whole evidence as to authorship may 
be summed up thus. The Sequence is clearly 
not earlier than about the beginning of the 
13th cent. It iscertainly neither by Robert 1. 
nor by Hermannus Contractus. The most pro- 
bable nuthor is Innocent m1. 

iv. Use. As already stated the “ Veni 
Sancte Spiritus” is not found in any of the 
very early Miseals or Sequentiaries. When 
it began to come into use it did not at once 
displace the older Whitsuntide sequence, i.e. 
the “Sancti Spiritus adsit,” for that con- 
tinued, as a rule, to be used on Whitsunday 
up till the revision of the Roman Miseal in 
1568-70. uently the “ Veni Sancte,” 
though occasivnally used on Whitsunday (as 
in the Breslau Missal of 1483), was almost 
universally appointed for use on one or more 
of the immediately succeeding week days. 

So e.g. the Langres Missal, circa 1491, ass it to 
the Monday; the Angers of 1489 to TT y; the 
Miinster of 1489 to Tuesday, Wednesday and Saturday ; 
the Liege circa 1485 to Tuesday and Saturday; 
Rouen of 1499 to Wednesday ; the Augsburg of 1489 to 
Wednesday, Friday, and Saturday; the Chalons sur 
Marne of 1489, the Hereford of 1502 to Thursday ; 
and the Paris of 1481 to Saturday. In other Missals it 
is given only in the Votive Mass of the Holy Spirit, e.g. 
in the Magdebury of 1430, the Brizen of 1493, the Sarum 
of 1498, &. The Langres, circa 1491, gives it also in a 
Mass in time of pestilence. Martene (de antigua ec- 
clestae disciplina) says that in some places such as 
Limoges and Chalons sur Saone, it was sung as a carol 
in the Cathedral close after Vespers or Compline on 
Ascension Day. 

Finally it had the honour of being chosen 
as one of the four (see p. 104%, i.) sequences 
which were alone retained in the Roman 
Missal of 1570, and is there appointed for use 
on Whitsunday and als» throughout the week, 
the text mepeny being left unaltered both at 
that time and at the subsequent revision under 
Urban vin. (1634). We may add that the 
text, with a full historical and theological 
commentary, is given in Dr. J. Kayser’s 
Beitriige zur Geschichte und Erklarung der 
ditesten Kirchenhymnen, vol. ii., 1886, pp. 61-76. 

The Veni Sancte Spiritus, Et, has frequently 
been tr. into German. Through two of these 
versions it has passed into English as fol- 
lows :— 

i, Heilger Geist, du Tréster mein. This is a full 
and good tr. by Martin Moller, in his Medita- 
tiones sanctorum patrum, Gérlitz, 1584, where 
it is entitled “A very beautiful prayer to God 
the Holy Ghost ;” and thence in Wackernagel, v. 
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_ Coll., at. 1, ii., lil., 1.6) a recast of Cas- 
rin te tant Thring, wus would have been 
better in Caswall’s own words, 

In its various forms Caswall’s tr. is the most 
widely used of the numerous renderings of the 
Veni Sancty Spiritus. 

6. Come, Holy Spirit, from the height. By F. 

W. Faber, in his /esus and Mary, \849, and his 

Hymns, 1862. Itis given in a few Roman 
Catholic hyiwnals for Missions and Schools. 

6. Come, 0 Spirit, Lord of grace. By R. Camp- 

‘bell, in his Hys. and Anthems, 1850, p. 80, in 

7 st. of 3 |. This is in one or two hymnals only. 
In Orby Shipley’s Annus Sinctus, 1884, it is 

‘expanded into 10 st., the additional stanzas ii., 
-iv., and vi. being by J. C. Earle. 

7. Holy Spirit, from on high, On our deep 

obscurity. By G. Rorison in his Hys. and An- 
thems, 1851, No. 95, in 5 st. of 6 1. 

8. Come, Thou Holy Paraclete. By J. M. Neale, 
in the Hii. Noted, 2nd ed., 1854, in 10 st. of 
31. This ¢r. has passed into a large number of 
hymnals, and ranks next in popularity to that by 
E. Caswall noted above, 

9, Come, Holy Ghost! in love, Shed on us from 

above. By Ray Palmer. First pub. in The 
Sabbath H. Bk., Andover, 1858, No, 451, in 5 st. 
of 71. It is given in several collections in G. 
Britain and America, including Allon’s Cong. 
Psalmist Hyl., 1886; Martineau’s Hymns, &c., 
1875, in 4 st.; Laudes Domini, N. Y., 1884. 

10. Holy Spirit, come, we pray. By W. Mercer, 
in the 1864 ed. of his Church Ps. and H. Bh., 
No. 222, in 10 st. of 31. 

11. Come, Thou Holy Spirit, nigh; Leave Thy 
blissful throne on high. By R. C. Singleton, in 
his Anglican H, Bk, 1868, in 5 st. of 6 1. 

12. Holy Spirit, God of light! Come, and on our 
inner sight. By H. M. Macgill, in The Juvenile 
Miss. Magazine of the United Presb. Ch., Jan., 
1868 ; the United Presb. Hyl., 1876; and his 
Songs of the Christian Creed and Life, 1876. 

13. Holy Spirit, Fire divine. By F. H. Hedge, 
in the Unitarian Hymn [and Tune] Bk., Boston, 

- 1868, in 5 st. of 6 1. 
14, Come, Holy Spirit, from above, And from the 

realms of light and love. By A. P. Stanley, in 
Macmillan’s Magazine, June, 1873, and the 
Westminster Abbey H. Bk., 1883, in 5 st. of 6 1. 

15. Holy Spirit, come and shine Sweetly in this 
heart of mine. By S. W. Duffield, contributed to 
Laudes Domini, N. Y., 1884. Another rendering 
by the same translator is given in his Latin 
Hymn- Writers, &c., N. Y., 1889, as “Come, 
Holy Spirit, And send forth the heavenly, &c.” 

16. Holy Spirit, on us rest. This in T. Dar- 
‘ling’s Hys. for the Ch. of England, revised ed., 
‘ 1889, is a cento from Copeland and Caswall. 

- Other trs. are :— 
1. Come unto us holy Goste, Send us fré the heavély 

coste. Primer (Antwerp), 1599 and 1615. 
2. Shine heav’nly Dove, descend, and dwell, 

{London ?), 1706. 
_ 3. Come, Holy Ghost, and send forth the Beams. Prose 

fr, in the Evening Office, 1760. 
4. Come, O Holy Spirit, down, Send from heaven, &c, 

A. D. Wackerbath, 1843. 
5. Come, Holy Ghost, to us send down, Like rays of 

_ light, &e. J, R. Beste, 1849. 
6. Come, Holy Spirit, from above, In fulness of the 

Father's love. Jane &. Leeson, 1853. 
7. What is impure, rectify. By W. 4 

partial tr. in his The Jordan and the Rhine, 1854. 
4%. Come, O Holy Ghost! inspire Hallowed thought 

and pure desire, J. D. Chambers, 1954 and 1857. 
9. Hely Spirit, come, we y, Come from heaven 

and soed the ray. Slizabeth Charles, 1858. 

Primer 
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10. Come, O Spirit! Fount of grace. E. A. Wash. 

burn. Written in 1860, and pub. in bis Voices of a Busy 
oe 1883. Also in Schaff's History of the Ch. Church, 
886. 
11. Come, O Holy Spirit, come; Earthward from, &e, 

P. 8. Worsley, in his Poems and Translations, 1863. 
12. Dwelling bigh in endless day. #. Truppes, 1865. 
13. Holy Spirit from above, Shine u us, &c. E.C, 

Benedict, in his Hy. of Hildebert N. Y., 1867. 
14, Come, O Holy Ghost, inspire Hallowed thought, 

C. B. Pearson, 1868. 
15. Come, Holy Spirit, nigh, And from the heaven on 

high. D, T. Morgin, 1871 and 1880. 
16. O Holy Spirit! deign to come. J. Wallace, 1874. 
17. Come, Holy Spirit, come, Down from Thy radiant 

home. In W. Cowan's Poems, Chiefly Sacred, 1879. 
18. Holy Spirit, come and shine On our souls with 

beams divine. J. D, Aylward, in O. Shipley’s Annus 
Sanctus, 1884. 

Although these frs. do not st those of 
the Veni Creator Spiritus in number, yet they 
indicate a long and profound interest in this 
magnificent hymn. [J. J.) 

Veni Sancte Spiritus: Reple. [ Whit- 
suntide]. The text of this antiphon is printed 
at p. 681, ii, It is found in a ms. of the 11th 
cent., now in the Brit. Mus. (Harl. 2961, f. 

102), appointed for use at Vespers on the 
Vigil oF Pentecost, and reading “in unita- 
tem.” Also in another Brit. Mus. ms. of circa 
1100 (Add. 18302, f. 14, and f, 25). In many 

mas. only the first part (“ Veni... accende”) 
is given, as in a ms. of the 11th cent., now in 
the Brit. Mus. (Harl. 4951, f. 246), and this 
form is found in the Sarum Missal of 1498, ap- 

inted for the Tuesday and Saturday after 
itsunday, and in the present Roman Missal 

for Whitsunday and also throughout that 
week. When Durandus and the earlier 
writers on Hermannus Contractus ascribed 
the “ Veni Sancte Spiritus” respectively to 
Robert um. and to Hermannus Contractus, it is 
not unlikely that they really meant to refer 
to this antiphon and not to the “ Veni Sencte 
Spiritus, Et emitte”; and the Add. 18302, 
which wes apparently written in Swabia, is 
also one of the earliest sources of the “Salve 
regina” (p. 991, ii.) which is most probably by 
Hermannus Contractus. But there is not 
sufficient evidence to allow us to assign the 
aptiphon definitely to either of these authors, 
This antiphon has passed into English 

through the German (see p. 631, ii.), and also 
directly. Among the versions directly from 
the Latin may be mentioned :— 

1. Come, O Holy @ it! fulfil the hearts of Thy 
faithful ones. By J. D. Chambers, in his Psalter, &ec., 
1852, p. 180. 

2. Some, Hol Ghost, fill the hearts of Thy faithful. 
In the Homan Hyl., ed. J. B. Young, N. Y., 1*84, p. 41. 
See alo the Crown of Jesus, 1862, p. 4, and the Altar 
Hyl., 1884, p. 103. (J. M.] 

Veni, superne Spiritus: Purgata 
Christi sanguine, C. Coffin. [Whiteun- 
tide] Ap in the Paris Brev., 1736 
and in Coffin’s Hymni Sacri the same year, 

. 55. Inthe Paris and later French Breva. 
it is the hymn for the Ist Vespers of Whit- 
sunday. Text in J. Chandler's Hys. of the 
Primitive Church, 1837, and Card. Newman's 
Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 and 1865. Tr. as:— 

1, Come, Heavenly Spirit, come. By W. J. 
Blew, in his Church Hy. & Tune Bk., 1852-55, 
Ember, 9, and Rice’s Se/. from the same, 1870. 

2. Come, 0 Spirit, from on high. By C. S. Cal- 
verley, in the Hymaary, 1872. 
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Other trs. are :— 
1. Come, Spirit from above. I. Williams, in the 

British Mag., May, 1834; and his Hys. tr. from the 
Parisian Brev., 1939. 

2. Come, Holy host, Thou Source of good. J. 
Chandler, 1837. 

3. Descend, Celestial Spirit blest. J. D. Chambers, 
1857, 

4. Spirit Superne, come down again. “J. M. H.” in 
Lyra Messianica, 1464, J. 

Veni, veni, Rex gloriae. [ Advent.) 
Mr. Crippen says he ¢r. this “ from a Ms. of the 
15th century (with music) at Karlsruhe.” This 
text is in Mone, No. 35. Mr. Crippen’s tr. ap- 
peared in his Ancient Hys. and Poems, &c., 
1868, in 23 st. of 41. as“*O come, O come, 
Thou glorious King.” In Martianne’s Hymna, 
&c., 1875, st. xii., xiii., xvii., xviii., and xix., 
are given as “Give us, O Fount of Purity.” 
These stanzas form a most acceptable hymn 
on Desiring Holiness. Also tr. by Dr. H. 
Bonar as “Come, O come, Thou King of 
glory.” (J. J.) 

Venit e coelo Mediator alto. [Passion- 
tide.) This is the hymn at Lauds in the office 
of the Prayer of our Lord Jesus Christ on the 
Mount of Olives, See a note on this office 
under Aspice ut Verbum Patris (p. 87, ii.). This 
office appears to be of very recent date, viz. 
since 1830, It is found in the eds. of the 
Roman Breviary, pub. at Lyons, 1852, and 
Tournay, 1879, but not among the offices for 
universal use. 7'r. as :— 

1. Daughter of Sion, cease thy bitter tears. By 
E. Caswall, in his Lyra Catholica, 1849, p. 61, 
and his /lys. and Poems, 1873, p. 34. It passed, 
with slight alterations, into the Hymnary, 1872, 
and others. 

2. Sion's daughter, weep no more, By Sir H. 
W. Baker, in the trial copy of H. A. & I., 1859, 
and the ed. of 1861, It was revised for the ed. 
of 1875, Also in Aennedy, 1863, &e. 

8. Come from the heavenly thrones above. ‘In the 
1860 ed. of the Hy. Noted, No. 152. 

Another tr, is :— 
From high heaven, the Mediator. J, Wallace. 1874. 

[W. A. 8.} 
Verborgne Gottesliebe du. G. Ter- 

steegen. [The Love of God.] Jst pub. in his 
Geistliches Blumengirtlein, 1729, Bk. iii., No. 
26, in 10 st. of 7 1., entitled, “The longing of 
the soul quietly to maintain the secret draw- 
ings of the Love of God.” Although a fine 
hymn and much used in English, its German 
use has been almost contined to the early 
Moravian collections. Included in full in 
the 3rd ed., 1731, of the Sammlung geist- und 
lieblicher Lieder, and omitting st, iv., v., as 
No. 542, inthe Herrnhut G. B., 1735: but not 
repeated in the Briider G. B., 1778, or the 
Kleine Briider G. B., 1870. Tr. as:— 

1. Thou hidden love of God, whose height, A 
spirited tr. by J. Wesley, omitting st. iv., v. 
[trs. of these sts. by S. Jackson were incor 
rated when he reprinted Wesley’s fr. in his 
Life of Tersteegen, 1832 (1837, p. 409)], in Ps, 
& Hys., 1738, and Hys. & Sacred Poems, 1739 
(P. Works, 1868-72, vol. i. p. 71). Written 
while at Savannah, and in 6-line st. Included, 
somewhat altered, as No, 3 in the Wesley Hys. 
gy Spir. Songs, 1753; as No. 335 in the Wes. 
Hi. Bh, 1780 (1875, No, 344) ; and in the AfetA. 
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Adam pomo vesci- 
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1, The Word, Who dwelt above the skies. by 
J. Chandler, in his Hys. of the Prim. Church, 
1837, p. 56. In the Ist ed. of Af. A. M., 1861, 
it was extensively altered by the Compilers, and 
was included as ‘“*The Word, with God the 
Father One.”” This was omitted from the re- 

21. 23. Serpens ille callidua, 
tur. 24. O prompta humilitas. 

22. Noe pro dilavio. 25. Ergo nostra concio. 
_ The second, written about 1510, has 1, 3, 21, 22, 23, 9, 

13, 14, 19, 26, 4. 
v. Mone, No. 337, has a form in 29 stanzas from 

mes. of the 15th cent. at Venice, and the same form 
is in a ms. in the Bibl, Nat., Paris (/unds IJtaliens, ‘ : 

No. 559, f. 107). also written in Jtaly in the 16th | vised ed. of 1875. 
cent. Lo the Paris ms. it is riven as by Jacobus de 
Benedictis, ‘The text, as Mone prints it, has stanzas 1,3, 
O, 2, 4, 7, 11, 17, 18, 14, 19, 12, 15, 24, 10, 20, 4, n8 above. 
"The remaining 12 st. of this text need not here be noted, 

vi. Wackernage!, 1541, No. 54, gives it from Leisen- 
tritt’s G@. A, (R.C.), 1567, There it is in 14 st., viz. 1, 
3, 21, 22, 23, 9, 4, 13, 7, 10, 11, 18, 17, 25. 

From this summary it is pretty clear that 
No. i. is the original, and that Nos. ii. and iii. 
are forms which were current in Germany in 
the 14th cent. Stanzas 21-25 seem also to 
belong to the 14th ceut. Stanza 25 miglit be 
attached to any hymn of the same metre, and 
is found in some forms of the “Puer natus” 
(p. 940, i.), The remuining 12 stanzas of No. v. 
were probably written in Italy. It may be 
added that ii. is also in Daniel, iv. p. 157; and 
vi. in Daniel, i. No. 477, and Neale’s Hy. Eeel., 
1851, p. 74. See also Wackernagel, 1., Nos. 
264-266. The text as in Daniel, i. No. 
beginning In hoc anni ciroulo, was ¢tr., omitting 
st. vii, x. xi, by Dr. Neale, in his Med. Hys., 
1851, p. 106, as “In the ending of the Yeur.” 
This was repeated in the 1867 ed. of the Hy. 
Noted, and in The Office H. Bk, 

Verbum Dei, Deo natum. [St John 
the Evangelist.] Archbishop Trench remurks 
justly, “This sublime hymn, though not 
Adam of St. Victor's, . . . is altogether worthy 
of him.” It is found in a ms, of the end 
of the 12th cent. in the Bodleian ( Liturg. 
Mise. 341, f. 42), and another circa 1200 
¢ Liturg. Mise., 340, f. 141); also in a ms. of the 
13th cent. in the British Museum (Arundel, 
156,f.95). Among the St. Gall mss. it is found | ® 
in Nos. 376, 581 of the llth cent., No. 66 of 
the 12th cent., and others. It is included in 
the Magdeburg Missal, 1480, and many later 
German Missals, generally assigned to the 
festival of St. John at the Latin Gate. Pt. ii. 
begins with st. ix. Volat avis sine meta. The 
printed text is also in Mone, No. 709; Daniel, 

ii. p. 166; Trench, ed. 1864, p.75 ; and Kehrein, 
No. 408 Tr. as :— 

1, God begotten, God the Word, Pt. i. 
still his pinions soar, Pt. ii. 
Occasional Verses, 1862, p. 17. 

2. Word of God, so | awaited, Pt. i. her soars 

his eagle, higher, Pt ii. By E. A. Dayman, in the 
Sarum Hyl., 1863, In Pt. fl. st. iii. is 
Dayma n. 
—- Word of God, eg — i. as 

eag: winging loftiest flight, Pt. ii. By E.H. Plamptre, 
in the Vew Test, Com. for Eng. Readers, ed. Bp. Eilicotts, 
vol. 1, 1877, p. 366, and 
Old, 1834, p. 169. 
4. Not made, nor yet created, came, /’t. i. With 

boundless our flew, Pt. ti. By D. T. 

477, | olim exiens. 

the translator's Things Newand | No. 39; and Card. N 

The original ¢r., with slight 
alterations, is in the Hymnary, 1872. &c. 

2. Word of Life, the Eternal Son. By I. Wil- 

liams, in his //ys, tr. from the Parisian Brev., 

1839, p. 94. In J. A. Johnston's English Hyl., 
1861, it begins, ** Word of God, Eternal Son, 
Ere the march, &c.” 

3. Word of God, Eternal Son, From Thy throne. 
By R. Campbell, in his Hys. and Anthems, 1850, 
p. 57. This is based upon the ¢r, by 1, Williams 
as above, and several lines are taken from that 
tr. It is in O. Shipley’s Anaus Sanctus, 1884. 

Other trs. are :— 

1, Word that, ere creation’s morn. W. J. Blew. 
1862-55. 

2. Word! from the Father's bosom born. J. J. 
Chambers, 1857. [J. J.J 

Verbum Supernum prodiens, A Patre 
[Advent.} This hymn, a 

short und good summary of the leading ideas 
of Advent, is given as No. 33 in Mone, with 
the remark that it is probably of the second 
halfof the 5th cent. Daniel gives the text 

1889. [J. M.] | at i. No. 74, and at iv. p. 144 cites it as in 
a Rheinau ms, of the 11th cent, ranking it as 
a hymn of the 11th cent. Among the British 
Museum mas. it is found in three 11th cent 
Hymnaries of the English Church (Veap. D. 
xi. f. 29; Jul. A. vi. f. 31b; Harl. 2961, f. 
225b); in an 11th cent. Mozarabie Hymnarium 
(Add. 30851, f. 112); an 11th cent. Mozarabir 
Breviary (Add. 30848, f. 3), &c. It is in G. 

. Dreves's Hymn. Moissiacensis, 1828, from 
10th cent. ms.; in a ms. of the 11th cent. at 

Corpus Christi, Cambridge (391, p. 239); in a 
ms. of the 11th cent, at Sr. Gall, No. 413; and 
in the Latin Hys. of the Anglo-Saxon Ch. 
(Surtees Society), 1851, is printed from an 
llth cent. ms. at Durham (B. iii. 32, f. 11). 
It is included in the older Roman (Venice, 
1478), Sarum, York, Aberdeen, and other 
Breviaries, the Sarum use being at Matins on 
the Ist S. in Advent, and daily up to Christ- 
mas Eve, The text is also in Wackernagel, i. 

By H. Kynaston, in his | No. 55; the Hymnarium Sarésb., 1851, p. 4; 
L. C, Biggs’s annotated H. A. & M., 1867, &e. 
In the Roman Brev,, 1632, it is considerably 

ginal, by Mr. | altered, and begins, Verbum Supernum prodiens, 
E Patris aeterno sinu. This text is in recent 
eds. of that Breviary; in Daniel, i. No. 74; J. 
Chandler's Hys. of the Primitive Church, 1837, 

ewman’s Hymni Ecclesiae, 
1838 and 1865. (J. M.} 

Both forms of this hymu have been fr. as 
Morgan, in his Hys. of the Latin Church, 1871, p. 114 | follows :-— 
1880, p. 71). 

‘ 5. He the Weed of God, the fated, Pt. i. Asan eagle 
unmolested, Pt. ii. By S. W. Duffield, in his Latin 
Hymn- Writers, 1889. (J. M.J 
Verbum quod ante saecula. [Hpi- 

phany.} Given in the Sena Brev., 1726, and 
the Paris Brev., 1736, a8 the hymn for lst 

Vespers for the Sundays after the Epiphany. 
The text is in J. Chandler's Hys. of the Primi- 

tive Church, 1837; Card. Newman’s Hymni 
Ecclesiae, 1838 and 1865: and L. C. Biggs’s 

annotated ed. of H. A. & M., 1867. Tr. a8 :-—— | Chambers. 

i. The Original Tezt, 
1, To earth descending, Word sublime. By J. 

M. Neale, in the H. Noted, 1852, No. 11, the 
Hymner, 1882, &c. 
2. O Word Supreme, created not. By R. F. 

Littledale, in the People’s H., 1867. 
Other trs, are :— 

1. Word from the Sire, supernal. W. J. Blew. 
1852-55. 

2. Supernal Word! Thou Effluence bright. J. D. 
1852 and 1367. 

41 
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3. Word of the Father, Coming from high. J. W.| Sacrament. Th 

Fewelt. iri. : of the 13th cen 
ii. The Roman Breviary Tezt. 1525, £175); it 
1, Word of th’ eternal Father's might. By W J. | cent. Add. 239 

Copeland, in his Hys. for the Week, 1848, p. 55. | Sarum Brev. (I 
In Murray’s //ymnal, 1852, it is given in an | British Museu 
altered form. Gall, 503, i., an 

2, O Thou, Who Thine own Father's breast. By |i, No 232; Ki 
E. Caswall, in his Lyra Catholicu, 1849, p. 45, | man's Hymai 
and his /ys. and Poems, 1473, p. 25, It is re- | others. 
peated in a few modern collections, sometimes as | The tre, of t 
“Eternal Word, Who dost reside,” as in the i. Vert 
English Hyl., 1852-61, where it is changed from . The =a 
C.M. to L.M.; and again as * Thou Who didst eet 
leave Thy Father's breast.” wall, in his L 

8. Supernal Word, proceeding forth. By Card, his Hys. y P 
Newman, in his Verses on Religious Subjects, Peuple’s H., Le 
1853, p. 108, and his Verses on Various Occasions, | ¥™tten 4s, “ 
1868, p. 255. Thisis repeated in the Aymnary, | % The Wor 
1872, and others. M. Neale, in 

4. 0 Heavenly Word, Eternal Light. By the | 1854. From 
Compilers of H. A. & M. It was given in the | several collec 
trial copy of that collection in 1859, the Ist ed., | With alterati 
1861, and the revised ed., 1875. It is also in | it begins, *'] 
other hymn-books, ‘The first stanza is based | Another alt 
upon Copeland's tr. as above. Heavenly W 

5. 0 Word celestial, Who Thy rest. By R.C.| 4 A., 1861 
Singleton, in his Anglican H, Bh., 1868. Neale’s ¢r. i: 

Other trs. are :— Other trs. 
1. The Period’s come; and lo, to Day. Primer, 1706. 1. The ete 
2. Eternal Word, Who dost proceed, Ap. G. W. | and 0. Shipk 

Doane. 1824. 2. The 
3. Word uncreate, belovedone. Ap. R, Mant. 1837. | J. Williams. 
4, The Father's bosom Thou didst leave. J. Chand- 3. The W 

ler. 1837. A, D, Wacke 
5. Dread Word, Who erst, when time was not. 4. Word 

Hymnarium Anglicanum. 1844. 1850, 
6. O gracious Word, that issuing forth from Heav'n. 6. The ° 

W. Palmer. 1845, Blew. 145: 
7. Lo the Word from God proceedeth, W. Bright, 6. The 

1R5R, 1856 and 18 
8. O Thou, the Word, Supreme and blest, F. Trappes. 7. The 

1865, D, Chambe 
9. Dread Word, Who from the Father hast. J. | 1464, it is 

Keble, in bis Mise. Poems, 1869. proceeds.”’ 
a. O Word, proceeding from Thy home. J. Wallace. 8. Achi 

1874, 1865, 
11. Supernal Word, Who didst proceed. J. C. Karle, 9, The 

in O. Shipley’s Annus Sanctus, 1884, {J. J.) 1874, 
10, The 

Verbum Supernum prodiens, Nec | ©. Xent, i 
Patris linquens dexteram. St. Thomas | 11. br 
of Aquino, [Holy Communion.] Written about <6 
1263 for the office for use on Corpus Christi Th : 
(see Pange lingua gloriosi Corporis). It is found th tis 
in the Roman (Venice, 1478, and, unchanged, | j; ue a 
in 1632), Mozarabic of 1502, Sarum, York, sta < 
Aberdeen, Paris of 1736, and other Breviaries, | 4.44 °: 
its primary use being at Lauds on Corpus | that the 
Christi. in the 

** Most appropriately, says Daniel (i. No. 241), has = S008 
St. Thomas made his hymn like the well-known hymn Hostia. 
for the Nativity of the Lord (‘Verbum Supernurm Benedic 
prodiens, A Patre olim exiens’)}, for asto the Festival of iteelf, t 
the Eucharist, by which the Word made Flesh will | %,PTev 
dwell with us for ever, what need is there to explain at DERE W 
length the relationship that exists between it and the Chaunt 
Nativity of the Lord?” ae 

‘5 vv 

The text, in 5 st. and a doxology, is in 1, 
Daniel, i. No. 241; Hymnarium Saris, 1851. | 4,0 
p. 123, and others. St. iv. is « fine instance of _— 
perfect form and condensed meaning :— ae 

** Se nascens dedit socium, the i: 
Convescevs in edulium, The | 
Se moriens in pretium, I... 
Se regnans dat in praemium.” 1706. 

The last stanza, O salutaris hostia, has often 2.: 
been used al ith the doxol ee een used along with the doxology as a separate 3. 
livin, e.g. at the Benediction of the Blessed | 1763. 
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4. O hallow’d fount of bliss! to Thee. D. French. 
1839. 

5. O Lord, Who didst a willing Victim die. 7. Wil- 
liams, 1839. 

6. O! Victim of Salvation’s cause, <A. D. Wacker- 
barth, 1842. 

7. O saving Victim! opening wide The gate of 
heaven, &c. FB. Caswall, 1849. 

8. Mighty Victim, earth's salvation. #. Campbell. 
1850. 

9. O saving Victim, slain to bless. J. M. Neale. 
1854. 

10. © healthful, saving Sacrifice. J. D. Chambers. 
1852 and 1857. 

11. O Saviour victim, Thine the power. H. NV. Ozen- 
ham. 1854. 

iz. O Lamb of God! the Victim slain. J. A. John- 
sten. 1856 and 1361, 

13, O Christ, most willing Victim slain. Salisbury 
H. Bk, 1857. Altered from Neale. Thisin the Sarum 
Hyt., 1968, was again altered to “ O salutary Victim 
slain.” 

14. Hail, saving Host! Hall, source of love. 7. J. 
Potter. 1858. 

15. O saving Victim, worthy deem’d. F. Trappes. 
865. 
16. O Thou health giving Sacrifice. W. J. Lrons, in 

his Hymns, 1866, and his s, & Hys,, 1873-75. 
17. O Victim of redeeming grace. J. Wallace. 1874. 
18. O Host, salvation bringing. C. Aent, in O. Ship- 

ley’s Annus Sanctus. 1884. 
19. O Victim of the world’s salvation. J.D. Aylward, 

in O, Shipley’s Annus Sanctus, 1884, (J. J. 

Vere, Thomas Aubrey de, third s. of 
the late Sir ope de Vere, Bart., was b. in 
1814, and educated at Trinity College, Dub- 
lin. Whilst Dr. Newman was Rector of the 
Roman Catholic University, Dublin, he was 
one of the Professors there. His first volume 
of Poems appeared in 1842, and since then he 
has also pub. more than thirty distinct works, 
many of which are in verse, including Poems, 
1855; May Carols, 1857; Poetical Works, 
1884; and others. A few pieces from his 
poetical works are given in Roman Catholic 
collections, (J. J.J 

Very, Jones, was b. at Salem, Massachu- 
setts, Aug. 28, 1813, his father, Jones Very, 
being a ihisicostae, He graduated at Har- 
vard College in 1836. He remained at his 
College, as tutor in Greek, for two years, and 
then entered the Unitarian Ministry (1843). 
He has been engaged in the work of a preacher 
without a pastorate from the first, a great part 
of his time being devoted to literary pursuit. 
In 1839 he “= a volume of Kesays and 
Poems, from which several pieces have been 
taken as hymns, including :-— 
FE pl I wait Thy word, The sun doth stand. 

ailin ‘ 
2. Father tee is no change to live with Thee. 

Peace in the Father's Care. 
3, Father! Thy wonders do not singly stand. ~The 

Spirit- Land, 
4. Wilt Thou not visit me? The Divine Presence 

desired, 

These hymns were included in Longfellow 
and Johnson’s Unitarian Book of Hymna, 1846. 
In the same collection also appeared :— 

5. [saw on earth another light. The Light Within, 
6. The bud will soon become a flower. Sowing and 
caping. 

re, not from him who asks of thee. Kind Words. 

In addition the following hymns appeared 
in Longfellow and Johnson’s Hymns of the 
Spirit, 1864 :— 

8. One saint to another I heard say, ‘‘ How long?” 
The Future anticipated. ; 
ign Pa is a world eye bath not seen. The Spirit 

Most of these hymns are in the Lyra Sac. 
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Americana, 1868 ; and in Putnam’s Singers and 
Songs of the Liberal Faith, 1874. [F. M. B.} 

Very, Washington, brother of Jones 
Very, was b. at Salem, Massachusetts, Noy. 
12, 1815. After following mercantile pursuits 
for some time, he entered Harvard College, and 
graduated there in 1843. Subsequently he 
conducted’ a private school in Salem, where he 
d. April 28, 1853. Putnam gives three of 
Very's tical pieces in his Singers and Songa, 
&e., 1874. one of which, “ There cometh o’er 
the g prin (Spring), appeared in Longfellow 
and Johnson's Book of 5 ina 1846. (J. J.) 

Verzage nicht, o frommer Christ. 
[Trust in God.) Included as one of 
achine qeistliche Lieder, Constanz, 1607, in 22 
st. of 5 1., and thence in Miitzell, No. 584; 
Wackernagel, vy. p. 427; and the Unv. L. 8, 
1851, No. 581. Sometimes erroneously as- 
eribed to Nicolaus Herman. Tr. as :— 

Ye who the name of Jesus bear, Yield not yourselves 
&c. A good tr, of st. i., iv., v., vii., xvii. by A. T. 
Russell, as No. 228 in his Ps. & Hys., 1951. [J. M.] 

Vexilla Regis prodeunt. V. H. C. 
Fortunatua. [ Passiontide. This “ world- 
famous hymn,” as Dr. Neale calls it, has been 
ascribed to ‘Theodulph of Orleans, to Sedulius, 
&c. Butit is found in all the mss. of the works 
of Fortunatus, as well as in all the printed 
editions, and there is no ground whatever for 
questioning his authorship. In further anno- 
tation it will be most convenient to treat 
(1) of its Text, then (2) of its Origin and some 
of the allusions contained in it, and lastly 
(3) of the variations in its Use. 

i. Text, MSS., &c. We print first the full 
original text trom Professor F. Leo’s ed. of 
Fortunatus’s Opera poetica, Berlin, 1881, p. 34, 
where it is given as No. 6 in Bk. ii., entitled 
“ Hymn in honour of the Holy Cross,” and in 
8 st. as follows :-— 

i. vy. 

** Vexilla regis prodeunt, | « Arbor decora et fulgida, 
Fulget crucis mysterium, Ornata regi 
Quo carne carnis conditor | Electa dian tipite, 
Suspensus est patibulo. ‘Tam sancta membra tan- 

gere! 

“ Confixa clavis viscera 
Tendens manus, vestigia | 
Redemptionis gratia 
Hic immolata est hostia, 

iii, 
** Quo vulneratus insuper | 
Mucrone diro lanceae, 
Ut nos lavaret crimine, — 
Manavit unda et san- 

guine. | 

vi. 
“ Beata cujus brachiis 

Pretium pependit saeculi, 
Statera facta est corporis 
— tulitque T'ar- 

vil. 
** Fundis aroma cortice, 

Vincis sapore nectare, 
Jucunda fructu fertili 
Plaudis triumpho nobili.. 

vili. iv. 
“Impleta sunt quae con- |“ Salve ara, salve victima . 

ctinit De passionis gloria 
David fideli carmine, ua Vita = 
Dicendo nationibus: e tulit pasties 
Regnavit a ligne Deus, Et moi te vitam reddidit."’, 

This text Leo prints from a St. Petersburg 
Ms. of the 8th cent., a Laudun ms. of the 8tii 
or 9th cent., a Vatican ms. of the 9th cent. 
(Regiae, 324), and others. It agrees with the 
original readings of a th cent. ms. of Fortuna- 
tus, now in the Brit. Mus. (Add. 24193, f. 18). 
In the earliest Hymnaries, &c., it is found in 
much the same text, e.g. :— 
In the so-called Durham Ritual, an ancient Ms. in the 
Chapter Library at Durham (4A. iv. 19, f 655, written iu 
England in a handof the 10th cent, ), im two Hymnaries, 

412 
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written in England in the 11th cent., and now in the | his choice of 

Brit. Mus. ( Yeap. ., xi. f. 64, and Harl., 2961, f. 238), sous thes! 

ke. Pring the 1th cent. it began to be customary to dentl a | 

omit st. iL, vi, vili.. and so in the Vesp. D,, xii. st. ib. ent y had j 

was subsequently scratched through, st. vii., vill, being the old leget 

erased (in the Vesp, D., xii., the Latin text of almost all | yonder “ Par 

the hymns is repeated along with an Anglo-Saxon inter- 880, i.) 

linear gloss, the Latin being arranged to suit the onder P rt , al 

of the gloss. In this form, at f. 65), the original st. ii, word * patil 

vii., viii, are still toip ton Soph Aah olen origi
nal nor | erogs, forme 

loss of st. ix., X.}, and the two following stanzas, not by 

ortunatus, inserted in their place :— form repres 

io x. the branche 
« O crux ave, spes unica, | * Te summa Deus Trinitas, | MAnsOm of 

Hoc passionis tempore, | Collaudat omnis spiritus, | The most i) 
Auge plis justitiam, Quos per cruci myst | she yse mas 

Reisque dona veniam. rium Z , 
Salvas, rege per saecula.” | Neither in 

Among other was. which omit st. vii. vill. and give gint, the pr 
ix., x., are the Add, 30844, f. 109, a Breviary written in | Versions, d 
Spain in the 11th cent., and now in the Brit. Mus.; the | Fortunatu: 
‘Arundel, 155, f. 1546, a Hymnarium written in Eng- God as rei: 
land in the 12th cent., and now In the Brit. Mus., &, rey 
S) also the Hymnarius Moissiacensis, a ws, written in Cross. 
France in the 10th cent., and ed. by G. M. Dreves in Justin Ma 
188%, p. 45. In the Harl. 2961, as above, the hymn is | and regarde 
divi into two parts, pt. i. being st. i.-iv., vili., and | the original | 
pt. li, beginning “* Arbor decora et ulgida,” being st. v., | PP. (raec., 
vi., vii. Ina Ms. of the 11th cent. now at Corpus | Bk. tii, ¢. 
Christi College, Cambridge (391, p. 246), st. iv. also im- | the words “ 
mediately precedes st. V Other early Mss. which con- | These word 
tain this hymn, include one of the 11th cent, now in the | Italic versi 
Brit. Mus, (Jul. A., vi., f. 466); one of the Lith cent. at | Lith cent. 1 
Durham (B., ili., 32, f. 23) ; one of the Loth cent. at St. | where the 
Gall, No. 196, &c. The variations in the text are some- regoavit a 
what pumerous, but we need only menuon two, viz. st. | snother Ps 
vii., 1. 3, where the Add, 24193, reads * Foecunda,” and | Add. 10546 
at. x., 1. 2, where the Arundel, 155, reads “‘collaudet.” | dominas tr 
Daniel, i., No. 139, ii. p. 382, iii. p. 244, iv. p. 70, prints | the Vitelli, 
the text with readings from a Fleury ms. of circa 800, a | also survis 
Rheinau Ms. of the 11th cent., &c. The printed text is | for use ou 
also in Wackernagel, i., No. 80; the Hymn. Saris- | the Inven 
buriense, 1551, - 79; F. A. March's Lat. Hys., 1876, | quia Dom 

. 66; Card, Newman's Hymni Ecclesiae, 1335 and e preset 
1865, &c. In the revised Roman Arev, of 1632 the text | Cross (ed 
is of st. i., dii-vi., ix., x., slightly altered, Roman B 

ii. Origin and Allusions. ‘Yo appreciate | PM, 
this hymn we must bear in mind the circum- | zg Gaia 
stances under which it was written. The | Bute’s R 
details are of more than usual interest, as a | M. Leon 

ill show :— a Limog short summary will show : 1338). as 
Fortunatus was then living at Polctiers, where his | as parap 

friend, Queen Rhaéegund, founded a nunnery. Before | in gent: 
the consecration of the nunnery church she desired to | spiciens 
present certain relics to it, and amon these she ob- roprio 
tained from the Emperor Justin 1. a onsale of the cu 
so-called True Cross, from which circumstance the 
nunnery received tts name of the Holy Cross. This 
relic was sent in the first instance to Tours, and was | 85 & Pp! 
left in charge of the Bishop, in order that he might 
convey it to Poictiers. (See the Historia Francorum, lowing 
by Greeny of Tours [d. 594), Bk. ix., Chapter 40.) In 
the Abbe K. Briand’s Sainte Radegonde, Poictlers, 1887, | _ The 
pp. 123-130, its journey to Poictiers is thus described : and dai 
“Escorted by a numerous body of clergy and of the . ah 

0 faithful holding lighted torches, the Bishop started in the 
midst of liturgical chants, which ceased not to resound | Homar 
in honour of the hallowed wood of the Redemption. 
A league from Poictiers the pious cortége found the | 0? the 
delegates of Rhadegund, Fortunatus at their head, re- | @0d in 
joicing in the honour which had fallen to them; sume | SUDE < 
carrying censers with perfumed incense, others torches of the 
of white wax. The meeting took place at Migné, at the the ac 
place where, twelve centuries and a half later, the cross since 
appeared in the air. It was on this occasion taat the called 
hymn *Vexilla Regis’ was heard for the first time, the | ©" th: 
chant of triumph composed yf Fortunatus to salute the oO} 
arrival of the True Cross... . It was the 19th November, w 
569." 

et 

Th 
The hymn was thus primarily a Proces- | pei 

sional hymn, written for use at the solemn | his . 
leh ej pe of a relic of the Holy Cross, In- | Lim» 
spire the occasion the poet composed this | $4’ 
neti of the Crucified tin, . as OF the — 
grandest hymns of the Latin church, in which | Ron 
in glowing accents he invites us to contem- 
plate the mystery of love accomplished on the 
Cross. The occasion thus gives the key to 
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Peter de Gaveston, the favourite of Edward 11. of Eng- 
land. (Wright, at p. 259, ub, a second soug on the 

same occasion, beginning “ Pange, lingua, necem Petri 

qui turbavit Angliam,”” which is a parody on the ** Pange 
lingua gloriosi \jium."”) 

We may add that the text of Fortunatus, 
with a full eritical and theological com- 
mentary, will be found in the Abbé 8. G. 
Pimont’s Hymnes du Bréviaire Romain, vol. ii., 
pt. ii., p. 30, Paris, 1854; and iu Dr. J. Kay- 
ser’s Beitriige zur Geschichte und Erklérung 
der Gltesten Kirchenhymnen, vol. 1, Paderborn, 
1881, pp. 395-411. (J. M.) 

The tre. into English of the Vezilla Regis 
include :— 

1. A Broad the Regal Banners flie. This fine 
rendering is in The Office of the Blessed Virgin 
Mary in English, &c., 1687 (Brit. Mus.) an ac- 
count of which is given in the Churchman’s 
Shilling May. for July, 1876. Hymn No. 169 in 
Thring’s Coll., 1882, is taken from this ¢., the 
text being slightly altered. It is based on the 
tr, of 1545 noted below, and is by far the best 
rendering of the Vexrilla Reyis in UC. U. 

2. The royal banner is unfurled. Ly J. Chand- 
ler, in his Hys. of the Primitive Church, 1837, 
p. 74, in 5 st. of 41., and again in his Hys. of 
the Church, mostly Primitive, 1841, No. 42. It 
is given in a limited number of hymnals only. 

3. Now onward move the standards of our King. 
By W. J. Copeland, in his Hys. for the Week, &c., 
1848, p. 79, in 7 st. of 4.1. Its use is limited. 

4. Forth fames the standard of our King. by 
Bp. J. Williams, in his Ancient Hys., 1845, p. | 
61. This is repeated in a limited number of 
collections, including Schaffs Christ in Song, 
1869, and others. 

5. Forth comes the standard of the King: All 
hail, Thou Mystery ador’d. 
Lyra Catholica, 1849, p. 89, and his ys. ¢ 
Paems, 1873, p. 50, in 7 st. of 4.1. It is given 
in several Roman Catholic hymn-books for 
schools and missions. 

6. Forth goes the standard of the King, The sign 
of signs, the radiant Cross, This ¢r. appeared as 
No. 36 in Stretton’s Church Hys., 1850, in 6 st. 
of 41. In the Index it is said to be by Chandler, 
but its similarity to Chandler's tr. is so faint 
that the most which ean be said of it is that it 
is Chandler’s tr. re-written. It is a most suc- 
cessful rendering of the hymn. In its full, or 
in an abridged form it is found in later collec- 
tions, as Murray's Hymnal, 1852, Lowe's Gains- 
burgh Coll., 1854, and several others, 

7. The King of Kings His banner rears. By 
R. Campbell, in his //ys. and Anthems, 1850, 
p. 55, in 6 st. of 41. 

8. See the royal banner . By G, 
Rorison, in his Hys. and Anthems, 1851, No, 
5, in 6 st. of 4 1. 

9 The royal banners forward go. By J. M, 
Neale, in his Mediaval Hys., 1851, p- 6, in 7 st. 
of 41., and again in the Hy. Noted, 1852, with 
the omission of st. vi. It is in C. U. both in its 
fall and in several altered forms, Amongst the 
latter are (1) H. A. & ML, altered by the Com- 
pilers, 1861, and repeated in other collections ; 
(2) F. Pott’s Hymas, §c., altered by the Editor, 
L861; (3) Nicholson’s Appendix Hyl., 1866, be- 
ginning with st. iii., “ Fulfill’d is all that David 
told”; (4) The Hymnary, altered by the Editors, 
1872, and others. When these various forms of 
Dr. Neale’s tr, are taken into account, it is found 

By E. Caswall, in his. 
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that his rendering of the Vexrilla Reyis is more 
widely used than all others put together. 

10. The royal banner forward goes, The Cross's 
mystery shines to view. By J. A. Johnston in his 
English Hyl, 1852. In the 1856 ed, he altered 
it to “See forward the King’s banners go,” and 
in the 1861 ed. to * Before us our King’s banner 
oes,”” 

F 11. The royal banner is unfurled. This, in the 
Cooke and Denton Hymnal, 1855, is a cento of 
which st. i. is from J. Chandler as above, and 
st. ii-v. are from Stretton’s Church H/ys., 1850, 
somewhat altered. 

12, Forth goes the standard of our King, The 
sacred banner gleams on high. This rendering, 
which appeared in Chope’s /fymual, 1857, and 
again in other collections, is an arrangement 
made from older collections, the principal source 
being Stretton’s Church Hys., 1850, as above. 

13, The King’s bright banners forward go. This 
in Kennedy, 1863, No. 601, is J. A. Johuston’s 
1856 text as above, in a slightly altered fourm. 

14, The royal banner is unfurled, And lo! the 
Cross is reared on high. This rendering in Mcr- 
rell and How's /’s, § J/ys., 1864, in 4 st. of 4 1., 
is an altered and abbreviated form of the text in 
Stretton’s Church /ys., 1850, as above, with a 
slight resemblance to Chope’s text of 1857. In 
the 8S. P. C. K. Church Hys., 1871, No. 118 is a 
cento beginning with st. i. of this text, and con- 
cerning which Mr. Ellerton says in his Notes to 
the Church Hys., 1881, p. xl.i— 

“Hymn 118... . Free imitation, written for Church 
Hymns in 1871 by Bishop William Walsham How, cf 
the Latin hymn Verilla Kegis proteunt, by Venaotius 
Fortunatus. . . In the present imitation, littie except the 
first two verses of Fortun.tus’s bymn remain. The 
original contsins eight verses, the last four being an 
impassioned sy strophe to the materlal cross, an alleged 
fra of which wes amongst the relics for the recep- 
tion of which the hymn wes written. ‘These verses being 
considered by the Editors of Church Hymus wholly un- 
suitable for the use of the congregations for which their 
book was prepared, have been replaced by others,” 

The text of this Church Hymns cento 1s thus 
composed ; st. i. from Jforrell & Jlow, 1864, un- 
altered; st. ii. from Stretton’s Church Hys., 
unaltered; st. iii., Morrell § How, 1864, st. iii, 
rewritten; st. iv., v. new by Bp. How. 

15. The Kingly banners onward stream, By Rk. 
C. Singleton, written in 1867, and pub. in his 
Anglican H, Bk., 1868, 

16, The King’s bright banners forward go, By 
E. A. Dayan, in the Sarum Hyl., 1868. The 
opening lines (1 and 2) are from Aennedy’s 1863 
text, hence the first line of st. ii, “With ont- - 
stretched hands, transfixed and torn,” must be 
noted, 

Other trs. are :— 
1. The banners of the King come foorth, The mi 

&c. Primer (Antwerp), 1599, : sia 
2. Now forth the Kingly banners goe, 

(Mechlin), 1615. 
3. Atroad the Regal Ranners fly, Now shines the Crosses mystery. Primer (Antwerp), 1685, 
4. Vehold the Royal Ensigns fly, The Crosses shining 

high (oe a mdon 7), 1706, 
oA dl the royal Banners fly. A partial ¢r. 

the Evening Office, 1748. ? = sidan 
6. Behold the Royal Ensigns fly, Bearing the Cross's 

Mystery, Avening Office, 1760, 
i. 7. Ix this the standard of a King? 7. Williams, 

39, 
8. The great King’s banner shines above, 

Husenbeth, 1841. 
9. Mysterious sign of Royalty. W. Palmer, 1845, 

10, See, see the royal banners fly. J. H, Beste, 1849, 
11. The Royal Banner forward gves, The mystic Crome 

refulgent gluws. J. U. Chambers, 1852 and 1857, 

Primer 

F (". 
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12. The banners of the King go forth Outshines the 
mystery of the Rood, W. J. Hlew, 1652 and 1855. 

13. The banners of tue King appesr, ‘The mystery of 
the Cross shines clear. J. Aebvle, written in 1857, pub, 
in his (posthumous) Misc. Moems, 1459, 

14. Behold the royal ensigns fly, which bear the Cross’s 
mystery. By T. J. Potter in the Catholic Psalmist, 
1858, 

16. The Banner of the King goes forth, ‘The Cross, the 
Tadiant mystery, Alizabeth Charles, 1858. 

16. The Royal Banner floats on high. R. Massie, in 
Lyra Messianica, 1864, 

17. The Kingly banners prondly fly. ¥. Trappes, 
1865, 

1s. The King’s bright banners onward bear. H. ¥, 
Macgill, in The Juvenile Miss, Magazine of the U. Presb, 
Church, April, 1866, and his Songs of the Christian 
Creed and Life, 1876, 

19, The banners of our King advance, J. Wallace, 
1874, 

20. Ranners of our King are streaming. C. Kent, in 
0. Shipley’s Annus Sanctus, 1884, 

21. The royal banners forward fly ; The cross upon 
them cheers the sky. S, W. Duffield, in his Latin 
Hymn-Writers, &c., 1889, 

This extensive list of tra. marks in a strik- 
ing manner the strong hold this hymn has 
upon many men. In translating the stanza 
which has called forth the greatest diversity 
and skill is the fourth as above. 

The finest rendering of these lines which 
we have seen is that in the Service Book of 
1687 (see above), which reads :— 

“ That which the Prophet-King of old 
Hath in mysterious Verse foretold, 
Ls now accomplisht, whilst we see 
God Ruling Nations from a Tree.” 

The nearest approach to this in dignity and 
force is Dr. Neale’s tr. of 1851. (J. J.J 
Victimae Paschali. Wipo(?). Teor grt, 

This Sequence is an excellent example of the 
transition from the rhythmical, irregular, un- 
rhymed Notkerian sequences to the regular 
rhyming sequences of Adam of St. Victor and 
later writers, It presents several points of 
interest, and demands a somewhat detailed 
examination. We shall treat (1) of the Text 
and MSS., (2) of the Authorship, and (3) of 
the Uses made of this Sequence. 

i. Text and MSS. To show its structure 
we print the full text, which reads :— 

i. | “Sepulchrum Christi vi- Victimae Paschali ventis, 
Laudes immolent Chris- Et gloriam vidi resurgentis ; tiani. Angelicos testes, 

ii. Sudarium et vestes, 
Agnus redemit oves ; Surrexit Christus 
Christus innocens Patri Praecedet suos in Galiles.” 
Reconciliavit 

v. Peccatores. a | Credendum est magis soli 
Mors et vita duello ) oo bard rbae ae ti mirando ; id rr ie ux vitae mortuus | Sei : Sieea Hirax | Scimas _Christum resur- 

ai - oy i 1 a mortuis vere, 
¢ nobis, Mar | Tu nobis, victor rex Quid vidisti in via?" '  miserere, : 
The text as above is printed from the fol- lowing mss., all now in the British Museum, 
(a) Add. 19768, £. 23h, written in the lith cent., mainly at St. Gall; (6) » 2 #., lv., f. 2100, written in England, etrea 1140; (c) Calig. A., xiv., £. 57b, written in England, ctre@ 11995 (d) Add, 23935, f. 4356, written in France, circa 1275; (¢) Add. 11669, f. 51, written in Germany, cirea 1099 ; (f) Arundel, 156, f. 92b, written in Germany in the 13th cent. The variations are rt Poe ep Ps Paschalis ina; {., 1. 2, immolant ine; fii, 1. 2, con- Hixerunt in a; iv., 1. 7, spes nostra inc; iv., L. 8, vos in band c; iv., |. 8 Galileam in « and fj v., lL 4, sur- rexisse in a and d; v., 1. 5, A mortuis in +, This sequence is also found in a ms. written in Ger- many ctrea 1199, and now in the Bodleian (Liturg. 

\ 
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‘dinary church services during the period of 
meter. : : 
Of the sss. from which the text as above is taken, f 
arks it simply as ‘'a sequence on the Resurrection ”’ ; 
assigns it to Easter Sunday, Monday, aid Tuesday ; 
ad ¢ te Thursday in Easter week ; while a, l, and cdo 
ot indicate its use. 
Neither the Sarum, York, wor Hereford Missals used 
on Easter Sunday or on Low Sunday; the Sarum 

ppointing it for Friday in Easter week, aud for the 2nd 
nal later Sundays up to the Ascension, and the Hereford 
nd York for Wednesday in Kaster week, as also on the 
nd and later Sundays. In the Angers Missal of 1489 
» is however appointed for Easter Sunday and for Low 
sunday, as well as for Tuesday and Wednesday in Eas- 
er week; in the Hamburg Missal of 1509 for Easter 
sanday, for Thurstay, Friday and Saturday in Easter 
week; in the Uzes Missal of 1495 for the B. V. M. at 
Kastertide, &c. Other Missals present various combina- 
tions or modifications of these uses, which need not 
be mentioned in detail. In the Homan Missal of 1570 
it is one of the four sequences which were alone re- 
tained in that revision, and is appointed for use on 
taster Sunday and daily up to Low Sunday inclusive, 
but not for the later Sundays. Inthe Paris Brev, of 
1680 it forms part of the service for Vespers on Easter 

ay. 

The dramatic possibilities of this Sequence 
also early attracted attention. It formed a 
striking feature in many of the Easter Miracle 
or Mystery Plays, but these we have not space 
to describe in detail. 

(For its use there see e.g. F. J. Mone's Schauspiele des 
Mfittelalters, Karlsrube, 1846, pp. 17-27, 128, &c.; Re- 
“egies Antiquae, ed. T. Wright and J. 0. Halliwell, 
vol. il., 1843, p. 159; b. de Coussemaker's Drames Litur- 
geques du Moyen Age, Rennes, 1*60; G. Milchsack’s 
Oster- und Passionsspiele, Wolfenbilttel, 1880, &c.) 

It was also frequently employed at Matins 
on Easter Sunday, in the ceremony of the 
Easter Sepulchre, which was intercalated in 
the service between the Third Lesson and the 
“Te Deum.” Various forms of this function 
are found both in England, and on the con- 
tinent. Dr. Carl Lange, in his Die Lateinischen 
Osterfeiern, Munich, 1887, gives the results of 

is examination of 224 ms, and printed service 
ks(Breviaries, Anti tries, Processionals, 

iries, &c.), ranging from the 10th to the 
18th cent., and used in France, Holland, Ger- 

many, Austria, Switzerland, Italy, Spain, and 
England, all of which contain longer or shorter 
forms of this function, and 68 of which em- 

y the “ Victimae Paschali,” either in full 
or beginning with “ Dic nobis, Maria.” The 
earliest forms in which he has found tlie “ Vic- 
timae Paschali”’ included date from the 13th 
cent. 

At p.62 Lange prints from a 13th cent. Ritual for use 
at ‘halons-sur-Marne. There, after the Third Re- 
Sponscty, two boys vested in white took their places 
one on the right and the other on ssi beri altar, 
to represent the angels at the Holy Sepulchre ; followed 
by three deacons in white dalmatics, coming from the 
right side and standing before the altar, to represent the 
Three Marys. The Angels ask the ‘Three Marys “ Whom 
seek ye in the sepulchre?" and they answer “ Jesus of 
Nazareth.” The ngels, taking off the white altar-cloth, 
as renresenting the grave c » reply “He is not 
here." The Marys, turning to the choir, sing “ Alleluia. 
The Lond has risen.” Then, passing down towards the 
choir, the First Mary sings * Victimae” (st. {.), the 
Second sings + Agnus redemit” (st. if.), the Third 
sings “Mors et vita” (st. iil.). Then the succentor, 
coming to the first step of the altar, asks the First Mary 
+ Hic nobis ** (st. iv., I. 1, 2), to which she replies 
*Sepulchrum ” (st. iv., Il. 3, 4), the Second replies 
“ Angelicos testes” (+. iv., ll. 5, 6), and the Third 
“ Surrexit” (st, iv., UL 7, 8 the succentor, turn- 
poy tw choir, and pointing to the First Mary, sings 
“ ndum " (st. v., 11. 1-3), and the whole choir sing 
**Scimus" (st, v.11, 4-6). In the meantime the Ma 
have returned to the vestry, and the ceremony ends 
the bishopor the succentor beginning the “Te Deum.” 
This is one of the many varieties in which the complete 
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seqnence is included. Even in the use of the “ Victimae 
Paschali” there were great variations. So in a Nirnbery 
Antiphonary of the 13th cent. (Lange, p. 140), Mary 
Magdalene sings st. i.—tit., then er and John ask ber 
“Die nobis” (st. iv., ll. 1, 2), to which she replies 
*Sepulchrum” (st iv., Hl. 3-8). Then the choir sing 

|“ Credendum ” (st. v. IL. 1-3), Mary alone the ‘*Scimus ” 
(et v., Il. 4, 5), and the choir “Tu nobis "St: v., 1. 6). 
n the later service books the more dramatic n of 

the sequence beginning with the ** Dic nobis” is alone 
retained (eg. in the Meregford Breviary of 1505). So in 
the Prag Breviary of 1572 (Lange, p, 122) the rubrics 
provide for a we Easter sepulchre and for two Marys. 
There the Bishop asks Mary Magdalene “ Dic nobis, 
Maria?" the choir singing “ Quid vidisti in via?” and 
Mary replying ‘Sepulchrum ” (st. iv., Il. 3-8), and the 
choir then singing ‘*Credendum " (st. v,, ll. 1-6). As 
Dr. Lange requires 171 large octavo pages to print and 
describe the variations of these service-books, we must 
beg our readers who wish for further information to refer 
to his interesting work. 

As a final proof of the popularity of the 
* Victimae Paschali,” we may meution some 
of the numerous imitations of it. 

Thus M. Leon Gautier, in bis 1858 ed. of Adam of 
St. Victor, prinis two sequences, one on St. Victor 
(‘* Martyris Victoris laudes resonent Christiani Mortem 
ei’) at ii. p. 94, and the other for the B. V. M. at Easter 
(“Virgini Mariac laudes intonent Christiani! Eva tristis’) 
at li. p. 348. Both of these are servile imitations of, 
and indeed borrow a deal directly from, the ** Vic- 
timae Paschali,” and in bis 1841 ed. of Adam of St. 
Victor (pp. 236, 245) Gautier says that in both cases the 
ascription to Adam is a mistake. Other {imitations may 
be consulted in Aehrein, e.g. his Nos. 152, 177, 216, 232, 
233, 525, 565. 

The varying forms of the text, together 
with a full critical and theological commentary, 
will be found in Dr. J. Kayser’s Beitrage zur 
Geschichte und Erklarung der dltesten Kirchen- 
hymnen, vol. ii., 1886, pp. 37-60. (J. M.] 

Translations in C. U. :— 

1. Forth to the paschal Victim, Christians, bring 
Your sacrifice of praise. By FE. Caswall, in his 
Lyra Catholica, 1849, p. 233; and his Hys. and 
Poems, 1873, p. 122. In a few collections only. 

2. The holy Paschal work is By R, 
Campbell, in his Hys. and Anthems, 1850, p. 72. 
It is mainly from a Ms. tr. by Dr. Neale (so the 
Campbell mss.) It is in O. Shipley’s Annus 
Sanctus, 1884. In Dr. Rorison’s Hys. and An- 
thems, 1851, No. 76, it was altered to “ The 
Paschal work is wrought.” 

3. Christ the Lord is ris’n to-day! Christians, 
haste your vows to pay. By Jane E. Leeson, in 
the Rev. H. Formby’s Roman Catholic Hymns, 
1851, No. 10, in 4 st, of 81,, and signed in the 
Index “M. L.” This tr. has passed into several 
collections in G. Britain and America, including 
H. A. § M., 1861, &c. Usually Miss Leeson’s 
third stanza is omitted. Subsequently Miss 
Leeson retranslated the hymn in two forms, and 
included the same in her Par. and Hys., 1853, as:— 

Sacrifices of Thanksgiving. ‘This is repeated iu 
wos Ovineite pag the T ey hie Churches, er and 

1871 as “Tr. by J. E. L., 1854." We have bere a slight 
error in the date, but a certain indication that the anony- 
mous Paraphrases and Hys. of 1853 were by Miss 
Leeso D. 

2) Sacrifice praises meet. This we have not 
PS cewhes. 

4. To the Paschal Victim, Christians, bring the 

sacrifice of praise. By J. M. Neale, in the Hy. 
Noted, 1852, No. 28. This is a prose tr. In the 
Hymnary, 1872, it is given in a metrical form 

as “ Unto the Paschal Victim bring.” Line 3, 

“The Lamb, the sheep, &c.” 
5. To the Paschal Victim raise Gift and sacrifice 

of praise. By W. J. Blew, in his Hy. and Tune 
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Bk., 1852-55; and again in the Parish H. Be,| In 1819 
14053 and 1875. Tparried. 

6. Praise to the Paschal Victim bring. By! of the Ii 
K. F. Lettledale, in the Peogde’s Hyi., 1867, ciples ar 
No. 111, and signe! * D. L.” tion of i 

7. Christians, to the Paschal Victim. inenor- | side. H 
mous, in the Antiphuner and Grail, 1850, apd | of tolera 
the Hymner, 182. freedorn 

Other tra. are -— liherté 4 
1. Bring, all ye dear-bonght nathns, bring. W. K. | Chureh 

Blount, 1670; the /ricine Office, 1763; and O. >hipley’s P RA 
Annus Sanctus, 1444. 

2. Let Christians gratefal hymns of praise. F. C.| de U El 
Husenteth, 1at5, and Lyra Messianica, 1864, more yx 

3. The Paschal Victim calls for pralee. J. R. Beste, th: 
iK49. than 

4. Christians, raise yvur gratefol strain. E. C. Bene- | its cone 
dict, in his Hy. of Hild-tert, 1%67. In 1837 

5. Unto the Paschs! Victim bring. Line 3, “The occupy 
Lamb redeemed, kc.” ('. #. Pearson, 1664, 

6. Christians, come and lift your voices. J. Wallace, | the Aca 
[aT4. he resi; 

7. Christians, your voices raise. Anon.in 0. y pers game ti! 
Annus Sanctus, 1#44, {J. J a prom 

Victis sibi cognomina. [Cireumcision,] | tees for 
This anonymous hymn was given in the Paris | Canton 
Brev., 1736, for the F; ast fae Circumcision | largely 
at 2-d Vespers, and beyond that date we have | to bis 
been teen to trace it. The text is in J.] to with 
Chandler's Hys. of the Primitive Church. 1837, ing he: 
No. 49; Card. Newman's Hymni Ecclesiae, gave Ww 
1838 and 1865; and L. CU. Biggs's annotated | 10, 184 
H. A. & M., 1867.) Tr. ag -— only fi 

1, "Tis for conquering kings to gain. By J, | freedor 
Chandler, in his Hys. of the Prim. Church, 1837, | Cours « 
p. 55, and his Hys. of the Church, &e., 1841, No. Etudes 
30. It as given in a great many hymn-books, ; 88 @ di 
sometimes in full, and at other times in an| trait 
abbreviated form. the Se 

2, Tyrants their empty titles take. By J. D. | literat 
Chambers, in his Lauda Syon, 1857, p. 102. | truth. 
This is given in the //ymnury, 1872, as “ War- | works 
‘ior kings their titles gain.” ude 

3. Conquering kings their titles take. This | neur.. 
cento ae in the trial ed. of 1. A. & M., | hymu 
1459, and the eds. of 1861 and 1875, and has| a tew 
passed into several other collections. It is | revea 
composed of st. i., v., vi., by the Compilers, and | from 
at. $i, iii, iv. from J. Chandler as above, | tion, 
slightly altered. Three or four lines in st. v.,] as fe 
vi. are also from Chandler. This cento is given lace 
in Pott's /ymns, dc., 1861, as “ Earthly kings ym 
their titles take,’ and in the Sarum Hyl., 1868, 
as, “ Warrior kings fresh glory gain.” hd 

4. Let tyrants take their haughty names. By | lau 
KR, O. Singleton, in the Anglican I, Bk, 1868," | Nov. 

Other trs, are :— Mar 
1, Tet earthly tyrants title claim. 7, Williams. | such 

1K39, the | 
2, From conquered realms let tyrants claim. W.J. | 796 Blew, 1862-55. 

pe 3. Let earthly monarchs titles gain. J. A. Johnston, sg 
1852-61, Bre 

4. To earthly kings fresh names accrue, Lord Braye, | of t! 
In O. Shipley’s Annus Sanctus, 1884. [J a «J by t 

Victorinus, Santolius. [Santeiiil, Jean- cen’ 
Baptiste de. } 173 
Vinet, Alexandre Rodolphe, b. June te 

12th, 1799, at Ouchy, near Lausanne. His hir 
father, a man of somewhat stern religion, was ful 
schoolmaster of the village, und held) a ( 2 
small appointment in the Canton du Vaud, ee 
Alexandre was uppointed Professor of the i 
French language at the gymnasium of Basle, SSE, 
at the age of 20, and occupied this office, with 
wome work for the University, for twenty years. ° 



VIRGINIS CASTAE 

By. R. Heber. (Lent.) Appeared in his post- 
humous Hymns, &., 1827, p. 54,in 4 st. of 
4 1., and appointed for the 3rd S.in Lent. As 
siven in the People’s H., 1867, No. 373, the 
lines ‘** Mary, Mother meek and mild”; are 
altered to “Mary, Maid and Mother mild.” 
It is otherwise unchanged. {J. J.) 

Virginis castae virginis summae 
decus praecinentes. [Common of Virgins.] 
Morel, in his Lat. Hymnen, 1868, p. 180, gives a 
part of this seqreuce with the note, * This is 
only the beginning of a rambling and some- 
what burbarous sequence in the ms. collection 
of BP. Brander [St. Gall ms., No. 546, written 
in 1507], where it bears the title ‘a prolix 
sequence of some monk of St. Gall’” Neale, 
in his Sequentiae, 1852, p. 237, uscribes it to 
Godescalcus or Geltechalek (d. 1050); but the 
earliest source he quotcs is the Tournay Mis- 
sal of 1540, and there does not seem to be any 
reason for accepting this ascription, which is 
evidently a conjecture. The earliest text 
known is in the St. Gall ms., No, 383, of the 
13th or 14th cent. The printed text is also 
in Daniel, vy. p. 344, and Kehkrein, No. 475. Tr. 
us “To-day let Christian maidens.” In the 
People’s H., 1867, No. #21, and signed “8, 
M.” [i.e. Sister Marion). [J. M.] 

Virginis Proles, Opifexque matris. 
[Common of Virgins.) This is found in four 
Mss, of the llth cent. in the British Museum 
(Jul. A, vi. f. 67; Vesp. D. xii. f. 110; Harl. 
2961, f. 2496; Add. 30851, f. 155); and in 
the Latin Hys. of the Anglo-Saxon Ch., 1851, 
18 printed from an Lith cent. us, at Durham 
(B. iii. 32, f.40b); and ina ms. of the 11th cent. 
at Corpus Christi Coll., Cambridge (391, p- 
274), and the Bern ms. 455 of the 10th cent. 
It isin two mas. of the 11th cent. at St. Gall, 
Nos. 8387 and 413. Also in the Mozarabiec, 
Roman, Sarum, York, Aberdeen, and other 
Breviaries, tie Sarum use being for one virgin 
ind martyr ut Ist Vespers and at Matins. 
Daniel, i, No, 238, gives the original, and the 
form in the Roman Breviary, 1632, citing it 
at iv, pp. 140, 368, us in a 9th cent. Ms. at 
Bern, a 10th cent. Rheinau ms. &e. The 
priutel text is also in Wackernagel, i., No. 
138; G. M. Dreves’s Hymn. Moissiacensis, 
1888, from a 10th cent. us., ke. (J. M.] 
Translations in C. U.:— 
1,0 Thou, Thy Mother's Maker, hail. By E. 

Caswall, in his Lyra Catholica, 1849, p. 222, and 
his Hys. ¢ Poems, 1873, p. 117. This has been 

repeated in the 1863 Appendix to the H. Noted, 
No. 197, and others. 

2, Offspring, yet Maker. of Thy Mother lowly. 
By T. I. Ball, in the 1867 Appendix to the H. 
Noted, No. 344. 

8. Child of {a} the Virgin, Maker of Thy Mother. 
sy G. Moultrie, in the People’s H., 1867, No. 
219, signed “M.’ In the Hymner, 1882, No. 
99, which hegins with the same first line, is 
based upon this tr. 

Trs. not in Cc. Uv. :-— 

1.0 Virgin's Offspring Christ, Who wert alone. 
Primer. 1706. 
caldh and born of Virgin blest. #. Trappes. 

3. OVirgin born. That Mother's Fram . J.D. Pret tue “hoor er Thou D. 

4. 0 Virgin’s Offepring, Who Thy Muther didst create. 
J. Wallace. 1874, 
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The foregoing tre. are, of the text for a 
“Virgin and Martyr.” There ore also trs. of 
au arrangement of the text for a “ Virgin, but 
not a Martyr.” These include one in the 
Primer, 1706, and a second by J. Wallace, 
1874, each beginning with the same first line 
asubove. In the Rom. Brev., st. viii., of the 

| Latin text, Hujus oratus Deus alme nobis, ix 
c together with a doxwlogy, for “ Holy 

omen.” This is tr. : (1) “O God of bountie, 
at thy saints intreating,” in the Primer, 1599; 
2) “Permit, great God, this Saint with 
ray’rs may free” in the Primer, 1706; and 

(3) “*O God, for this Thy servant's sake, we 
humbly Thee implore,” by J. Wallace, 1874. 
In the Marquess of Bute’s Roman Breviary 
into English, 1879, Wullace’s tr. is given as 
“When she pleads for us at her sweet peti- 
tion,” &c. {J. f 

Virgo vernans velut rosa, Agni 
sponsa speciosa. [St. Winifred.| This 
is the Sequence on St. Winifred of Wales, in 
the Sarum Missal, Venice, 1494, f. 255. It 
does not appear to be in any otLer ed. of the 
Sarum Missal, nor to huve been received into 
other English or Continental Missalk, It will 
be found in a note at col. 960 of the Burnt- 
island reprint of the Sarum Missal, 1861. 
Tr. 18 :— 

More fair than all the vernal flowers. By E. Caswall, 
in his Masque of Mary, &c., 1858, p. 337; and bis Hys. 
and Poems, 1873, p. 202. It was repeated in 
Rawes’s Hys. for the Year, 1867, &c. M.} 

Vischer, Christoph, s. of Jukob Vischer 
or Fischer, burgess at Jouchimsthal, in Bo- 
hemia, was b. at Joachimsthul in 1520. He 
matriculated at the University of Wittenberg 
in Novy. 1540 (m.4. 1544), and was ordained 
at Wittenberg on Feb. 10, 1544, as pastor and 
probst at Jiiterbogk, near Wittenberg. He 
was then appointed (in 1552) cathedra} 
reacher and superintendent at Schmal- 
salden ; in 1571 pastor an! general super- 
intendent at Meiningen; in 1574 court 
preacher and assistant superintendent at 
Ceile (Zelle); and in 1577 chief pastor of St. 
Martin’s Church at Hatberstadt. He re- 
turned to Celle in 1583, 18 genetal superin- 
tendent of Liineburg, and d. at Celle in 
October, 1597 (Koch, ii., 265; Wetzel, i. p. 
235, and A. H., i., pt. v. p. 48; Rotermund’s 
Gelehrte Hannover, vol. ii., 1823, p. 40; J. K. 
F. Schlegel’s Airehen- und Reformations- 
Geschichte Hannover, vol. ii., 1829, pp. 399- 
402 ; ms. from Dr. Ebeling, Celle, &c.) 

Vischer was a somewhat voluminous writer. 
Rotermund gives the titles of 29 works by 
him. Only one hymn is kuown as his, viz. :— 
Wir danken dir, Herr Jesu Christ, Dass du fiir uns 

gestorben bist, Passiontide. This is included in pt. ii. 
of the Dresden ¢. #., 1597 (thence in Fechenage, ve 
p. 248), marked as by 7. C. F., and in 4 st. of 4 1., viz. 
st. i. as above, and 

ii. Und bitten dich, war Mensch und Gott. 
iii. Bebfit uns auch fr Sind und Schand, 
iv. Und draus schipffen die Zuversicht. 
The only portion we bave been able to find In any 

work of Viecher’s is st. ii. This eccure in iis CArtet- 
liche unnd einfeltige Erklerung der gnadenreichen Hiz- 
torien des Leydens und Sterbens hochtristlicher Auffer- 
stehung und siegreicher Himelfart unsers lieben Herrn 
Jhesu Christi, auch der Sendung des Heiligen Geistes, 
&c., Schmalkalden, 1585 [Brit. Mus.), and is given there 
in Sermo x. of those on the Resurrection ( Auferstehung) 
as follows :— 
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**Solche Seufftzer erwecket der heilige Geist, stonet in 
uns wir beton, 

** Ach Herr Christe, war Mensch und Gott, 
Durch dein heilig Flinff Wunden rot, 
Erlés mich von dem ewigen Tod, 
Und tréet mich in meiner letzten Not.” 

Tbe same stanza is found in the ed. Schmalkalden, 
1568 [Berlin Library). The sermons on the Auferste- 
hung seem to have <peceiee at Frankfurt am Main in 
1564 (preface 1562, title 1663, culopbon 1564. So the 
copy in the Vatican Library at Rome). AMiitzell, No. 
344, prints the four stanza form from the text given b 
J, C. Olearius, Jena, 1710, as a reprint of the ori 
and as entitled * A children’s hymn composed by M, 
base Vischer for the Christian community at 
Schmalkalden, upon the strengthening uses of the bitter 
sufferings and death of Christ Jesus our Saviour.”” It is 
also in the Une. “1. S., 1851, No. 122. The ¢rs. are :— 

1. We bless Thee, Jesus Christ our Lord; For ever 
be Thy name adored. This is a good and full tr. by 
Dr. Kennedy, a8 No. 622 in his Hymn, Christ., 1863. 

2. With we glory in Cross. ‘This is No, 
331 in pt. i. of the Moravian H. Bk., 1754. [J. M.) 

Vital Spark of heavenly flame. A. 
Pope. [The Soul Immortal.) In the Spectator 
for Nov. 10, 1712, Steele gives a letter sent to 
him by Pope on the words spoken by Hadrian 
on his death-hed. This letter, in The Works 
of Alexander Pope, Esq... . Printed verbatim 
from the Octavo edition of Mr. Warburton. 
London, C. Bathurst, 1788. Vol. v.. p, 185, is 
dated Nov. 7, 1712, and begins :— 

“T was the other day in company with five or six men 
of sume learning; where chancing to mention the 
famous verses which the Emperor Adrian spoke on his | 
death-bed, they were all agreed that ‘twas a piece of 
pale unworthy of that prince in those circumstances. 
could not but differ from this opinion; methinks it 

was by no means gay, but a very serious soliloquy to 
his soul at the point of bis departure ; in which sense I 
naturally took the verses al my first reading them, 
when I was very young, and before | knew what inter- 
pretation the world generally put upon them, 

“* Animula vagula, blandula, 
Hospes comesque corporis, 
Que nunc abibis in loca? 
Pallidula, rigida, nudula, 
Nec (ut soles) dabis joca?’” 

The letter then proceeds with a prose tran- 
slation of these lines, and a vindication of the 
same. At the foot of the letter, and after his 
signature, Pope added the following metrical 
rendering :— 

“ ApniaNt morientis ad ANIMAM 
TRANSLATED. 

* Ah fleeting Spirit! wand'ring fire, 
That long hast warm’d my tender breast, 

Must thou no more this frame inspire ? 
No more a pleasing cheerful guest ? 

“ Whither, ah whither art thon flying ? 
To what dark, undiscover'd shore ? 

Thou seem’st all trembling, shiv'ring, dying, 
And Wit and Humour are no more.” 

In the Spectator, Nov. 10,1712, Steele gives 
this letter verbatim, with the exception of 
the metrical version at the end. On Novy. 29, 
1712, Pope wrote to Steele expressing regret 
that as this letter was giveu in his name he 
bad not an ah id of setting forth his 
ideas more fully and accurately. This letter 
did not appear in the Spectator. On Dec. 4, 
1712, Steele wrote to Pope :— 

“This is to desire of you that vou would please to 
make an ode as of a cheerful dying spirit, that is to say, 
the Emperor Adrian s ‘ Animula vagula’ put into two 
or sites Mets music. If you comply with this, 
and send me word so, you will ve rticularly ob! -: 
Yours, &c."” (Works, vy. p. 189.) 2 —— 

To this Pope gave answer in the following 
letter, which is undated in his Works, vol. v. p. 
190, but was probably sent within a post or 

two after th 
tion :— 
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with the signature “ Mrs. Vokes,” in W. B. 
Collyer’s Coll., 1812. Of her hymns the fol- 
lowing, all pub. in 1797, are atiil in C. U. :-— 

1. Behold the expected time draws near. 
2. Behold the heathen waits to know. 

This begins with st. fii. of No. 1. 
3. Proud Babylon yet waits her doom. 

Babylon predicted. 
4. Ye messengers of Christ. Aissions. 

Missions, 

(J. J.J 
Vom Himmel hoch da komm ich 

her. M. Luther. (Christmas.] This beautiful 
Christmas hymn tirst appeared in the Geist- 
liche Lieder, Wittenberg, 1535, in 15 st. of 41.; 
and thence in Wackernagel, iii. p. 23. Also in 
Schircks’s ed. of Luther's Geistliche Lieder, 
1854, p. 12, in the Unv. L. 8., 1851, No. 55, &e. 
iu Klug’s G. B., 1543, it is entitled © A Chil- 
dren’s Hymn for Christmas Eve on the child 
Jesus. taken from the Second Chapter of the 

It has sometimes been 
said to be derived, at least in part, from the 

‘To the “ Parvulus nobis nascitur” its 
resemblance is very slight; and this Latin 
hymn has not been trace! carlier than the 
1579 ed. of Lucas Lossius’s Psalmodia (1st ed. 

To the * Nuutium vobis fero de snper- 

Gospel of St. Luke.” 

Latin. 

1558). 
nis” (Brit. Mus. ms. of the 12th cent., Harl 
2928 f. 114), it has no relationship whatever. 
f the origin of the German dea Laux- 
mann, in Koch, viii. 21, thus spea 

** Luther was accustomed every year to prepare for bis 
Christmas Eve's entertainment... and 

for this festival of his children he wrote this Christmas 
ning lines are modelled on a song, ‘ Aus 

un komm ich ber;” and throughout he suc- 
cessfully catches the ring of the popular sacred song. It 
ts suid that Lutber celebrated the festival in his own 

By his orders the first 

family a bapp 

hywn. Itso 
Tremden La 

house in this original fashion. 
Seven verses of tuis hymn were sung by a man dressed 
as an angel, whem the children greeted with the eighth 
and following verses." 

We may add thut Luther took the first stanza almost 
entirely from the song, which Ds :— 

“Tech komm aus fremden Landen her, 
Und bring euch viel der neuen Mahr, 
Der neven Mibr bring ich so viel, 
Mebr dinn ich euch hier sigen will.” 

From the rest of the song Luther did not borrow any- 
thing. 

In Klug's G. B., 1535. it is set to the melod 
of “Aus fremden Landen,” or rather, as F. M. 
Béhme. in his Altdeutsches Liederbuch, 1871, 
No. 271, gives it “Ich komm aus fremden 
Landen her.” Inthe Geistliche Lieder, Leip- 
zig, V. Schumann, 1539, this was superseded 
by the beautiful melody still in use, which is 
sometimes ascribed to Luther, and is set to 
this hymn in the C. B. for England, 1863 (set 
also to No. 57 in H. A.& M.,1875). Tr. as :— 

1. Prom highest heaven good news I bring. By 
A. T. Russel), as No. 17 in the Dalston Hospital 
H. Bh, 1848. There st. i. is condensed from 
i, ii; and st. ii-v. are from iii., iv., viii., xv. 
In his own Ps. §& Hys., 1851, No. 43, Mr. 
Russell omitted the tr. of st. xv. and added a 
tr. of st. vii, 

%. From yonder world I come to earth. 
by Dr. J. Hunt in his 
Luther, 1853, p. 30. From this st. Vi.-ix., Xiii., 
riv., beginning “Oh! let us all be glad to-day,” 
were included in the Manchester S. S. /1. Bh, 
1855, the BA, of Praise for Children, 1881, and 
the Cong. Church Hyl., 1887. 

4. From heaven above to earth I come. This is 
a good and full tr., by Miss Winkworth in her 
yra Germanica, Ist Ser., 1855, p. 12, and in 

her C. B. for England, 1863, No. 30. Repeated 

In full, 
Spir. Songs of Martin 

Fall of 

Garratt in his Hys, & Trs., 1867, p. 37. 
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in full in the Ohio Luth. Hy/., 1880. Varying 
ceutos, beginning with st. vii., “Give heed, my 
heart, lift up thine eyes,” are in ax Bicker- 
steth’s Ps. y Hys., 1858, aud his Hy. Comp., 
1876, in the Church S. S. H. Bk., 1879, and others. 

4. Good news from heaven the angels bring. Thi» 
is No, 131 in the Pennsylvania Luth. Church 
Bk., 1868, in 7 st. (answering to st. i, iii., iv., 
Viii., x., xiii., xv.), of which st. i.-iv., vii. are 
altered from A. T. Russell, and v., vi. from Miss 
Winkworth, Repeated in Schait’s Christ in Sony, 
1869, p. 54. St. i-iii., v., vi., of this form are 
in the Hys. and Songs of Praise, N. Y., 1874, 
and the Church Praise Bh., N. Y., 1882. 

Other trs. are :— 
(1) “I come trom hevin to tell.” In the Gude and 

Godlie Ballates, ed, 1568, f. 26 (1868, p.43). Rewritten 
a H. R. Bramley, as No, 66 in the Bramley-Stainer 
Christmas Caruls, New and Old, phing ‘ From 
highest beaven [come to tell.” (2) * 1 come from beaven, 
to declare,"’ as No. suv in pt. i, of the Moravian H. Bk., 
1754. From this st, vii, viii, x., xiii, were given in the 
Bible H. Bk., 1945, beginning “ Awake, my heart, my 
soul, my eyes.” (3) * To-duy we celebrate the birth,” 
of st. iv., vil., vili., xiii, (partly founded on the 1754 "a 
as No, 50 in the Morav.an i. Bk, 1789 (1886, No. 47). 
¢ “T come, | come! from yon celestial clime.” Ry 

we Fry, 1845, p. 7. (5) * Little children, all draw 
near.” By J. pF 1846, pp. &. (6) “From highest 
heaven, on joyous wing.” By KR. Massie, 1854, p. 3. 
7) “From heaven high I wing my flight.” By Dr. H. 

- Duleken, in his Rk. of German Songs, 1856, p. 264. 
? “From beaven high I've wandered forth.” Dr 

- W. Dulcken in his Golden Harp, 1864, p. 137. (9) 
“From heaven on high I come to you.” By Dr.G, Mac- 
donald in the Sunday Magazine, 1467, p. 255 ; altered in 
his Hrotics, 1876, p.45. (10) “* From heav'n on high te 
earth I come.” In the Ch. of England Magazine, 1872, 
p. 44. (4) “From heaven so high I come to you.” By 
al Rev. J. G. Tasker, in the Wes. Meth. Magazine, 

-, 1843, 
We may note that in J.C. Jacobi’s Pral. Ger., 1722, 

. 13, there is a bymn in 5 st., beginning “ He reigns, 
¢ Lord our Saviour reigns,” which is set to the melody 

of 1539. It is not: however a tr. from Luther, but is 
merely a selection of stanzas from Isasc Watts’s version 
of Ps, xevil, ' (J. M.} 
Vom Himmel kam der Engel 

Schaar. M. Luther. [(Christmas.] This is 
founded on St. Luke ii. 10, 11, and St. Matt. 
ii. 6; and was Scag written in 1543, and 
meant for use when lis other Christmas hymn 
(“ Vom Himmel hoch”) was thought to be 
too long. It was Ist pub. in the Geistliche 
Lieder, Wittenberg, 1543, in 6 st. of 4 1, and 
thence in Wackernagel. iii. p. 25. Also in 
Schirck’s ed. of Luther's Geistliche Lieder, 
1854, p. 15, and in the Unr. L. 8.1851. Tr. 
as :— 

1, From yon ethereal heavens. This is a para- 
phrase, in 54 lines, by Miss Fry, in her Hys. of 
the Reformation, 1845, p.20. From this a cento 
in 5 st. of 8.M., recast and beginning, “Let all 
our hearts rejoice,” is No. 5 in Whittemore’s 
Supp. to A H, Bhs., 1860, 

2. To shepherds as they watched by night. In 
full, by R. Massie in his Martin Luther's Spir. 
Songs, 1854, p. 7. Included in the Ohio Luth. 
Hyl., 1880, and by Dr. Bacon in his Hys. of 
Martin Luther, 1884, p. 66. 

Other trs. are :— 
(1) “A band of angels from the sky,” as No. 145 in 

pt. i. of the Moravian H. Bk, \754, (2) “Sing! sing! 
ye ransomed mortals, sing.’ By Sir John Bowring in hts 
Hymns, 1825, No. 41. (3) “*The humble shepherds, 
tending.” By J. Anderson, 1846, p. 7 (1847, p. 31). (4) 
** From heaven there came an angel throng.” By Dr. J. 
Hunt, 1853, p. 33. (5) ‘From heaven angel hosts did 
fly.” By aise Manington, 1864, p. 32. (6) * The 
angela came down in thelr cohorts so bright.’ By 3. 

(7) “From 
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Leaven the angel-troop came near."" By Dr. G. Mac- | 
donald in the Sénday Magazine, 1467, p. 256; altered in 
lis Airotics, 1476, p. 48. (J. M.] 

Vom Himmel kommt der starke 
Held. (Christmas.] This hymn appears in 
the Neues Hildburghiéusisches G. B., 1807 (ed. 
1808, No. 170), in 10 st. of 41. The two 
opening lines, but not much more, are taken 
from 3 Ree by Dr. Johann Christoph Stock- 
hausen [b. October 20, 1725, at Gladenbach, 
Hesse ; became in 1769 Lutheran superinten- 
dent at Hanau; d. at Hanau, Sept. 4, 1784), 
found in the Neve Hanau Miinzerberasche G 
B., 1779, avd included in the Wiirttemberg 
G. B., 1791,in 6 st. The rest is a paraphrase, 
apparently by J. C. Wagner (q.v.), of the 
same passage of Holy Scripture as that used 
by Luther in his “Vom Himmel kam der 
Engel Schaar,” but it has very little resem- 
blanee to Luther. The tra. from the text of | 
Bunsen’s Versuch, 1833, No. 118, in 9 st., are:— | 

(1) “ The men haart comes from heaven.” By 
Miss Coz, isl, Sy oly (2) ‘From Heaven comes the 
mighty Lord.” By Lady &. Fortescue, 1843. (J. M.} 

Vos ante Christi tempora. C. (ofin- 
[Septuagesima. oy Appeared in the Paris Brev. 
1736, for the Sundays from Septuagesima to 
Lent at Vespers: and in Coffin’s Hymni Saeri, 
1736, p. 48. The text is given in J. Chand- 
ler’s Hys. of the Primitive Churen, 137, No. 
58; Card. Newman’s Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838 
aud 1865; and in L. C. Biggs’s annotated 
ed. of H. A. & M., 1867. Tr. as :— 

1. O ye who followed Christ in love. By J, 
Chandler, in his Hys. of the Prim. Church, 1837, 
p. 64, and his Hys. of the Church, 1841, No. 35. 
In 1852 it was given in an altered form (but 
opening with Chandler’s first line) in Murray’s 
Hymnal, No. 32. Murray's alterations were re- 
peated in great part in the trial copy of H. A. 
¥ J., 1859, and in the Ist ed., 1861, where the | D3 
tr. began fa 

2. How blest were they wha walked in love. In 
this rendering additional changes were made by 
the Compilers of /, A. g¢ ML, thus rendering it a) 
cento by Chandler, Murray, and the Compilers | 
of MA § HH, This was repeated in a few | } 
collections, but omitted trom the 1875 ed. of | = 
Be A. GM. In Mercer's CA. Psalter g¢ H. Bh., 
Osford ed., 1864, No, 430, the opening line is 
“O yew ho follow Christ j in love,” but the hymn 
as a whole is from Murray and H. A. 4 J. The 
Hymnary, 1872, is the JE A. y M. text with 
additional alterations. 

3. Ye patriarchs all, and ancient sires. This, in 
Kennedy, 1863, No, 434, is a cento of which st. 
ii, IL, 1-4 are from Chandler; st. v., vi, from 
Murray's /fyl., 1852, the doxology trom Bp. 
Ken, and the rest by the editor, partly from 

| 

J. A. Johnston’s Enylish Myl., 1856. 
Other trs, are :— 
1. Ye patriarchal saints and sires, J, Williams. 

1M39. 
2. Ye patriarchs and ancient sires. J. A. Johnston. 

1656. 
3. Oye, ere Christ bad sojourned here. ./, D. Cham- 

bers, 1957. [J. J.J 

Vos O virginei cum citharis chori. 
[Common of Virgins.) An anonymous hymn 
at Ist Vespers on the Feast of a Virgin not 
i Martyr, in the Sens Brev , 1726, and the Paris 
Brev., 1736. Also in Curl. Newman's Hymni 
Ecclesiae, 1838 and 1865. Tr. as:— 

1, Ye V 
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Museum (Add. 16905, f. 309), the Saintes 
1491 ; the Sens 1529, and others. The printed 
text is also in Neale’s Sequentiae, 1852, p. 205; 
Daniel, y. p. 324; Kehrein, No. 812: and D. 8. 
Wrangham’s Liturgical Poetry of Adam of St. 
Victor, 1881. Tr. a8 :— 

1. Let our choir with voice sonorous. Br R. F. 
Littledale, in the Church Times, Nov. 19, 1864, 
in 12 st., and again in an altered form in the 
People’s H., 1867, No. 304, 

2. Loud and true our full-voio'd chorus. J. M. 
Neale, in the St. Margaret's Hyl.(East Grinstead), 
1875. 

Other trs. are :— 
1, Come, let our choir with full accord. D. 7. Mor- 

gan. 1871 and 1880. 
2. Let our chorus’ voice sonorous. D. S. Wrangham. 
$1. 

2. Hark, an awful voice is . By EB 
Caswall, in his Lyra Cathulica, 1849, p. 46, and 
his Afys, and Poems, 1873, p. 26. It isin a large 
number of hymn-books. In Kennedy, 1863, it 
is given in a recast form as “ Voice of mercy, 
voice of terror.” 

3. Hark, a gladsome voice is thrilling. By W. 
J. Blew, in his Church Hy. and Tune Bh., 1852- 
55, and Rice’s Sel. from the same, 1870, No. 1. 
it is based upon Card. Newman's fr. as above. 

4. Hark to the voice that loudly cries. By J. A. 
Johnston, in his English Hyl., 1852, 1856, 1861. 

5. Hark, a thrilling voice is sounding. This, 
which appeared in Murray's Zymnal, 1852, No. 
2, is an altered forni of Coswall’s tr. as above. 
It was repeated with variations in the Salisbury 
H. Bk., 1857; H. A. §& M., 1861 and 1875, and 
many others. The text inthe S.P.C. K. Church 
Hys., 1871, beginning with same line as H. A. 

18 
uv. 

& €M., is a nearer approach to the original than 
ing’s text, also beginning 

with the same line, is Caswall with an adaptation 
that collection. 

of the best emendations of various editors. 

6. Voice of mercy, voice of terror. By B. H. 
Kennedy, in his Hymno. Christiana, 1863, No. 
47, is a recast of E, Caswall’s tr. as above. 

7. Hark, a trumpet voice of warning, By K. C. 
Singleton, in his Anglican H. B+., 1868. 

_ 8. Hark, the Baptist's voice is sounding. 

wall’: ér. as above. 

Other trs. are :— 
1. A heavenly Voice and early Ray. Primer, 1706. 
2. Hark, a voice of warning, hark. Sp, 

3837, 

#lope. 
4. Hark ! how that voice swells clearly out. Bp. J. 

Williams. 1846. 

5. Hark, louder through surrounding gloom. W. 
Palmer. 1845, 

6. What thrilling voice through midnight peals. W. 
8 J. Copland, 1848. 

1865, 

1874 

Vox 

(J. J.) 

by Daniel, v. p. 207, and Kehrein, 

Moyen Age, 1847, p- 305, 
us. in the Bibl. Nat., Paris ( 
beginning of the 13th cent. T'r. as:— 
With hearts renewed, and cleansed from guilt of sin, 

By D. T. Morgan, in the revised ed. of H. A. & M, 1875; 
nd i 

/ Chard "wep, “7% aNd Oer Poetry a the Hatin 
Vox sonora nostri chori. Adam of St. 

Victor ¥ St. aro! A graceful sequence relating the history of St. Catherine of Alex- 
andria, to be used on her festival, Nov. 25. 
Gautier, in his 1858 ed. of Adam’s Ocuvres Poétiques, vol. ii., p. 320, gives it among the 
— proses of Adam, but in his ed. 1881, p. 245, he ranks it as doubtful for rhythmical reasins, and 80 does not print the text, but cites it 48 In a Gradual of St. Victor before 1239 (Bibl, Nat., Paris, No. 14452), a Paris Gradual of the 13th cent. (B. N. No. 15615), and other sources, Among Missale it is found mm an early 14th cent. Paria in the British 

In the 
+lymnary, 1872, is an altered version of Cas- 

R. Mant. 

3. Lo, loudly hath the voice proclaimed. A. J. 2. 
1844 

1. Behold, a chiding voice and clear, F. Trappes, 

& Hark, hark, the voice of chanticleer, J. Wallace. 

clarescat, mens purgetur. 
[Trinity Sunday.) Dr. Neale in his Sequentiae, 
1852, p. 67, gives this from the Saintes Missal 
of 1491, where it occurs in the Votive Mass 
for the Holy Trinity. Neale’s text is repeated 

No. 149. 
Da Meril, in his Poésies Populaires Lat. du 

rints it from a 
t. 5132), of the 

Welt. J. Rist. 
in his Neiier Himlischer Lieder sonderbahres 
Buch, Liineburg, 1651, p. 248, in 13 st. of 8 L, 

W 
W., in Bristol Bap. Coll., by Ash & Evans, 

Ist ed., 1769, ie. I. Watts. 

W. B., in the Evangelical Magazine, 1795, 
Le. William Budden. 

W. HL D., i.e. Mrs. Van Alstyne, in various 
of the American hymnals. 

W. L., in the Bristol Bap. Coll., 1769, by 
Ash & Evans, i.e. L Watte’s Hore Lyrica. 
W. L. A., in Dr. Alexander's Augustine 

H. Bk., 1865, ie. W. L. Alexander. 

W. 8., in the Bristol Bap. Coll., 1769, i.e. 
Watts's Sermons. 

Wach auf, mein Herz! und singe. 
P. Gerhardt. { Morning ] Included in the 3rd 
ed., 1648, of Criiger’s Prazis, as No. 1, in 10 
st. of 41. Thence in Wackernagel’s ed. of 
his Geistliche Leider, No. 99, aud Bachmann's 
ed., No. 1. Repeated in the Criiger-Runge 
G. B., 1653, No. 1, and recently in the Berlin 
G. L. 8., ed, 1863, No. 1132. It is one of the 
finest and most popular of German morning 
hymns, and soon passed into universal use, st. 
viii. being a special favourite. Tr. as:— 

My Soul, awake and tender, In full, by J. C. 
Jacobi, in his Psalmodia Germanica, 1720, p. 33 
(1722, p. 104), repeated as No. 477 in pt. i. of 
the Moravian H. Bk. 1754. In the Moravian 
H. Bk., 1789, No. 744 (1886, Nos. 1158, 1159), 
begins “My soul awake and render,” st. i., ii., 
iv., v. being from i.; v. ll. 3, 43 vi. IL. 1,2; 
x.; vViii.; while st, iii, (“* Bless me this day, 
Lord Jesus,” 1886, No, 1159), is st. iii. of No. 
189, in pt. i. of the 1754 (a tr. by J. Gambol i 
from the early Greek hymn, xaé’ éxdorny Tpépay 
ebAoyhow oe, p 1125, i). From this 1789 text 
st. i., iii, 11. 1, 2; iv. Il. 3, 4, were given in 
Bickersteth’s Christian Psalmody, 1833. 
Other trs. are: (1) “‘ Thy Thanks, my Soul, be rais- 

ing,” by H. J. Buc , 1842, p- 24. (2) ** Wake, my 
heart, and sing His praises,” by #. Massie, 1867. (3) 
* Awake, my beart, be singing,” by J. Ke'ly, 1867, 
(4) “ Wakeup, my heart, elater,” by V. 4, Frothingham, 
1870. (J. M.J 
Wach’ auf, wach’ auf, du sich’re 

[Seeond Advent.) 1st pub. 
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entitled, ** True hearted Exhortation and| Wackernage 
Warning to the careless world that with genu- | Elberfeld (7. 4 
ine repentance she may prepare aud secure her- | the original cv 
self inst the near approaching Last Day.” | the so-called | 
Founded on the Gospel for the 2nd $, in Ad- | Koch, vii. 112. 
vent (St. Luke xxi. 25-$6), and is one of the | hymn-book for 
tinest of Rist’s hymns. Repeated in Frey- | Germany), bu 
linghausen’s G. B., 1704, No, 14 (8 st.); and | canons of his 
in Bunsen’s Versuch, 1833, No. 493 (Allg. G. B.,| wards pub. « 
1846, No. 426), omitting st. ii-v.  T'r.as;— | German hym 

1. Awake, thou careless world, awake! The day | *istlicher Liv 
shall, &e. By A. T. Russell, in 3st. ‘The ¢r. of | Stuttgart, 1st 
st. i. appeared as No. 108 in the Dalston Hos. | ¥48 the beau 
pital Hf. Bk., 1848; the trs. of st. vii, xiii, were | Wake th 
added in his Ps. ¢ Hys., 1851, No. 39. [Palm Sunda 

2, Awake, thou careless world,awake! The final | W padis’s I) 
day, &. A good tr. of st. i., vii, xii, vi., ix., Churches, in 
xi, xiii, by Miss Winkworth, in her Lyra Ger, |) «J BL." 
Ist Ser., 1855, p. 4. gies aioe 
From this the trs. of st. vi., ix., xffi,, altered and St.i. Origin 

beginning, ** The Lord in love delayeth long,” were in- | 407i. Glen. 
cluded a8 No. 113 in the Irvingite Hys. for the Use of the |" “Gone 
Churches, 1864. A cento in 5 st. of Lm. from the trs. NX al with 8 
of vii., Ix., xiii., Sc Ree: P "Lo, He, on whom all | * Sib iI ty 
power is laid,” is in H. L. Hastings’s Hymnal, 1880. of Huntingdor 

For her C. B. for England, 1863, No, 27, Miss | Neale, as abov 
Winkworth rewrote the fr. to the original metre, | This cent 
beginning * Awake, thou careless world, awake! | and might | 
That final Judgment day,” omitting the trs. of 
st. vii, xi. ¥ = 

Other trs. are: (1) '* The last of days will come in- 
ee by Miss Coz, 1841, p. >. bene st. i., vil., xii, Walke: 
vi. In her ed. 1464, p. 33, she a second part, af 
* Lift up, ye saints, your joyful heads,’’ being st. ix., = apie 
xi, xiii, (2) Awake! awake ! from careless ease,” by er, cl 
Lady E. Fortescue, 1843, p. 1. (J. M.] after furt 

academy 4 
Wackernagel, Carl Eduard Philipp, | Glasgow, 

D.D., was b. at Berlin, June 28, 1800. He | From Dur 
studied and luated px. D. at the University mouth, an 
of Berlin. In 1829 he became a master in Academy. 
the technical school (Gewerbeschule) at Ber- } of the Spl 
lin, and in 1839 master in a private school at | Sections 
Stetten in Wiirttemberg. He was then (1845) | works. | 
appointed professor in the Realgymnasium at | at the H 
Wiesbaden, and in 1849 director of the Real- | and took 
schule at Elberfeld. He received the degree | of the tor 
of p.D. from the University of Breslau in 1861, | of the tir 
and in the same year retired to Dresden, | did his 
where he d. June 20, 1877 (Herzog'’s Real peal of i 
por adr xvi. 588; Dr. Ludwig Schulze’s | and Rel, 
Ph ipp Wackernagel, Leipzig, 1879, eo. ). Laws. 

Wackernagel was an enthnsiastic and successful hilosop 
teacher, and the author of various works on mathema- P leat 
tics, on crystallography, on German literature, &c, Hig | “218 ee 
claim to notice here is through his editions of German Subjects 
reece (P. Gerhardt, et M, Luther, 1848; J. | of Serm 
fercrmann, 1856): his work on tch Hymnody ( Bei- i » 

trdge zur niederlaindischen Hymnologie, Frankfurt. SaaS ; 
1867), but more especially through his works on German rst ap 
hymnpody me 1600. His Veutsche Kirchentied first ap- | Mainistr 
peared at Stuttgart in 1841, and was supplemented by | as Pri 
his Bibliographie zur Geschichte des deutschen Kirchen- f le 
liedes tm xvt. Jahrhundert, Frankfurt am Main, 1855, bidocinsieaaaa 
in which the original works were described. The per- | Came 
manent edition appeared in 5 vols., at Leipzig, 1864-77,a8 | Litera 
bas deutsche Kirchenlied von der <iltesten Zeit bis zu spent t 
Anfang des xvi. Jahrhunderts, the preface to the last nt 
volume being all that he did not live to complete. ourh¢ 
Volume i, contains 656 Latin hymns, and a Supplement | OM @ 
to the Bibliographic of 1855; ii. (1867) has 1448 pieces, | Bunhi 
which are (14 exce ) by German writers prior to the ti 
Reformation ; iii. (1470) has 1487 pieces of the Reforma- eae! 
tion period ; iv. (1874) has 1587 pieces, all (3 excepted) by A Co, 
German writers from 1554 to 1544; and v, has 1606 pieces | ship, us 
by German writers from 1578 to 1603, This work is a Warrt: 
——— of care = Nrcoeachg and is indispensable to | 1788. 
the student of early German hymnody. é@ present i 
writer has gladly availed himself of it, and it is only in Thi 
a very few cases that he has been able ty supplement or made 

correct its results the p 
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tarianism. Of the 387 psalms and hymna 141 
are taken from Watts, and of the rest the 
names of 24 authors are given, including 'T’. 
Scott, Barbauld and Kippis. Wulker him- 
self, holding a “ tempered Arianism,” freely 
altered the hymns adopted, both for doctrinal 
reasons, aul “to improve the style” of the 
compositions. He also contributed hymns of 
his own, Of these the best known are :— 

1. Enough of life’s vain scene I've trod. 
2. Though many faults do me reprove. 

Part of “How foolish to oppose to God.” 
3. The earth proclaims its Lord. [ V. D. D.) 

Walker, George, p.p., 8. of Arthur Wal- 
ker, a farmer at Hillton of Pitbladdo, near 
Cupar, Fife, was b. at Hillton, Jan. 6, 1783. 
He studied at the Universities of St. Andrews 
and Edinburgh ; and after being licensed by 
the Presbytery of Cupar, in 1806, was ap- 
pointed in 1813 parish minister of Kinnell, 
near Arbroath. In 1867 he received the de- 
gree of D.D, from the University of Edinburgh. 
He d. at Kinnell on Sept. 11,1868. He wasa 
scholarly and devout man, with great taste and 
modest and retiring manners. He pub. ;— 

(1) Hymas translated or imitated from the German: 
Lond., Partridge & Co., 1860. This contains 89 hymns 
from the German, with a tr, of the “ Dies Irae,” in all 90. 
Many are given in abridged form, and Dr. Walker did 
not bind himself to reproduce the metre, or even uni- 
formly the ideas, of his originals. By the kindness of 
bis representatives his ss. copy bas been used to identify 
his trs., most.of which are indexed throughout this 
Dictio , though none are in C. U. (2) Prayers and 
Hymns : Edin., W. P. Nimmo, 1866, Besides 73 Prayers, 
&c., this contains 92 original hymns and 14 versions of 
the “Gloria Patri." A number of the prayers and 42 
of the hymns had appeared in his Prayers and Hymns 
for the Mornings and Evenings of a Weels, 1462. (J. M.) 

Walker, John, b.p., s. of Matthias 
Walker, was b. at Silvermines, county Tip- 
perary, in 1769, and educated at Trinity Col- 
ege, Dublin. He graduated in 1790, and was 
elected a Fellow on taking Holy Orders in 
1791. Seceding from the Church of Eng- 
land he resigned his Fellowship in 1804, and 
founded the sect called “ Walkerites.” He d. 
Oct. 23,1833. He was the author of several 
mathematical, classical, and other works. His 
Essays and Corr ence were pub, in 1838. 
Of two hymns written by him for the opening 
of the Bethesda Chapel, Dorset Street, Dublin, 
on June 22, 1794, and which appeared in the 
Sel, of Hys. for use there, 1814, one, * Thou 
God of Power and God of Love” (Opening of 
a Place of Worship), has passed into several 
collections, including the Irish Church Hyl., 
1873; the American Meth. Episco. Hymnal, 
1878, and others. (G. A. C.] 
Walker, Mary Jane, née Deck, 

daughter of Mr. John Deck, and sister of J. G. 
Deck (p. 285, ii.), was married in 1848 to Dr. 
Walker, for sometime Rector of Cheltenham, 
and editor of Ps, & Hys. for Public and Social 
Worship, 1855. Several of her hymns ap- 

4s leaflets ; others in her husband's Ps. 
& Hys., 1855. In that Coll. 9 bear her signa- 
ture“M. J. W.” These are :— 

1. He came, Whose embassy was peace. Passiontide. 
2 I journey through a desert drear and wild. The 

Journey of Life. 

lady’s Ps, & Hys., 1776. 
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6. O joyful tidings let us sing. Sunday School Anni- 
versary. 

7. O spotless Lamb of God, in Thee. Passiontide. 
8. The wanderer no more will roam. Heconciliation 

with God, 
9. We are not left to walk alone. 

the Divine Guide. 

Of these hymns Nos. 3 and 5 appeared in 
the 1864 Appendiz to Dr. Walker's Coll., and 
Nos. 2 and 8 are the most popular. [J. J.] 

Wallace, James Cowden, wus b. at 
Dudley, cirea 1793. He was brother of the 
Rev. Robert Wallace (1791-1880), Professor of 
Theology in Manchester New College, and 
author of Antitrinitarian Biography. J. C. 
Walluce was Unitarian minister at Totnes, 
1824, and afterwards at Brighton and Ware- 
ham. He d. at Wareham in 1841. He was a 
prolitic hymn-writer, and contributed various 
other poetical pieces to the Monthly Repository. 
In a Sel. of Hys. for Unitarian Worship, by 
R. Wallace, Chestertield, 1822, there are 13 of 
his hymns, and in the 2nd ed. of the same, 
1826, there are 29 more. There are also 10 of 
his hymns in the Dukinfield Sel. of Ps. & Hys. 
for Christian Worship, 1822 (still in use), and 
64 in Beard’s Coll. of Hys., 1837. Of these 
hymns the following are still in C. U. -— 

1, Is there no balm to soften grief? The Efficacy of 
Prayer (1837). 

2. It is not rank, or power, or state. The Universality 
of the Gospel. 

3. There's not a place in earth’s vast round. (od 
seen in Hverything. 

4. Through every clime God's care extends, Divine 
Care of All, 

5. There is an eye that never sleeps. The Divine 
Helper in Need. D. Dj 

Wallin, Benjamin, s. of Edward Wallin, 
pastor of the m5 > Chureh, Maze Pond, 
Southwark, was b. in London in 1711. He 
received a good education under the care of 
the Rev. John Needham, of Hitchin (father of 
the hymn-writer of that ne and was for a 
time engaged in business. But in 1740 he 
responded to an earnest uest to become 
pastor of the church over whieh his father had 
presided, and this position he retained until his 
death on Feb. 19, 1782. Mr. B. Wallin pub- 
lished nearly forty sermons, charges, and other 
small religious books and pamphlets. In 1750 
he pub. a volume entitled, 

Evangelical Hymns and Songs, in Two Parts: Pub- lished for the Comfort and Entertainment 

The Holy Spirit as 

of true 
Christians ; with authorities at large from the Scrip- 
tures. The hymns in this vol. are 100 in number, and 
the texts of scripture illustrated in each stanza are quoted 
in full in the lower part of the op _— The versification 

omely and the rhymes are o faulty. 
Two hymns from the work are in ©. U. :-— 
i Hail, mighty Jesus (Saviour) how divine. Divine 

2. When I the holy grave survey. aster. 
These, with others, a peared in A. M. Top- 

They are usually 
ven with alterations, chiefly introduced b 
oplady. (W. R.8.] 
Walther, Johann, was b. in 1496 at a 

. 

village near Cola (perhaps Kahla, or else 
Colleda, near Sachsenburg) in Thuringia. 
In 1524 we find him at Torgau, as bassist at 

4, Jesus, | ad ro Tatil trust Thee, trust Thee with my soul. 

a Thou didst love Jerusalem. Mission to the 
5. 0 God, our Saviour, from Thy birth. Passiontide, 

the court of Friedrich the Wise, Elector of 
Saxony. The Elector Johann of Saxony made 
him “Sengermeister” (choirmaster) in 1526. 
When the Electoral orchestra (Kapelle) at 
Torgau was disbanded in 1530, it was recon- 
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stituted by the town, and in 1534 Walther] War Gott nic 
was also appointed cantor Sia Sp ome to | M. Luther. (Ps. c. 
the school at Torgau. On the accession of | exxiv. was Ist put 
the Elector Moritz of Saxony, in 1548, Walther | Buchleyn, Witten 
went with him to Dresden as his Kapell-| and thence in Wi 
meister. He was pensioned by decree of } in Schircks's ed. 
Aug. 7, 1554, and soon after returned to | 1854, p. 79,in the 
Torgau, still retaining the title of “ Senger- | Lauxmans, in Kor! 
meister.” He d. at Torgau, perhaps on March | Jobann Friedrich of | 
25, or at least before April 24,1570. (Monats- | (We penton: 
hefte fiir Musikgeachichte, 1871, p. 8, and 1878, | release on May 12, 
p. 85; Archiv fiir Litteraturgeschichte, vol. xii. | grateful heart, as a1 
1884, p. 185; Dr. Otto ‘Taubert’s Plege der| The tr. in C.1 
Musik in Torgau, 1868, and his Gymnasial| wad Goad not c 
Singe-Chor zu Torgau, N.v., 1870, Ke.) R. Massie, in his 

Walther was more distinguisbed as a musician than 1854, p. 35. Rey 
as ahymn-writer. In 1524 he spent three weeks in the Ohio Luth 
Luther's house at Wittenberg, helping to adapt the old | | simisphe 
church music to the Lutheran services, and harmonising | ia his Hys. of J 
the tunes in five parts for the Geystliche gesangk Huch- 
teyn, pub. at Wittenberg in 1524 (p. 708, ii.). He was se A sstaieh 
also present in the Stadtkirche at Wittenberg, when, 1848 %. (2) 
on Oct. 29, 1525, the service for the Holy Communion, thea’ B J 0 
as rearranged by Luther and himself, was first used in lad ban on wes 
German. His hymns appeared mostly ip his Das christ- 4) “Had God 1x 
lich Kinderlied D. Martini Lutheri, Erhalt uns Herr, andenala. 4 tt 
&c, Auffs new in sechs Stimmen gesct2l, und mil et- his Brotics 1216 

lichen Christlichen Texten, Lateinischen wnd | | oi the time,” 
Teulschen Gesengen gemehrt, &c., Wittenberg, 1566 : 

‘preface dated Torgau, St. Michael's Day, 1566). The Wardlaw 
are cllected by Wackernagel In his D. Kirchentied, til. | ang (in his 

pp. 187-206 (Nos. 219-229). divine conti 
Those of Walther’s hymns which have praise of the 

passed into English are :— to live in 1 
i, Herzlich Lieb hab ich dich, mein Gott. having so « 

Trinity Sunday. 1st pub. in 1566 as above, and | goliections 
thence in Wackernagel, iii. p. 204, in 4 st. of 8]. | ponour in Ul 
In the Une. L. S., 1851, No. 190, 7r. as :— as literatur: 

© God, my Rock! my heart on Thee. This isa} jin. them: 1 

good tr. of st. i., iii, iv., by A. T. Russell, as | soul heave 
No. 133 in his Ps. & Hys., 1851. plainly the 

ii. Herslioh thut mich erfreuen. ternal Life. experience 
Ist pub. separately, in 33 st., at Wittenberg, in | jts etheria! 
1552, entitled “ A beautiful spiritual and Chris- | ¢4 God th 
tian new miner’s song, of the Last Day and | pnown: ; 
Eternal Life” (Kénigsberg Library}. Thenceia | olangour 
Wackernagel, ili. p. 187, in 34 st., st. 33 being 

iy 

added from the Dresden reprint of 1557. It is paces 
set to the melody of a popular song on the Joys though it 
of Summer. It is a fresh and beautiful hymn, morning 
but 1s only partially available on account of its appointe 
length. Wackernagel, in his Aleines G. B.,| Christ!’ 
1860, selects 21 st. as No. 219. The most popu- | divine,” 
lar form is that in the Berlin G. 4. S., ed. 1863, light an: 
No. 1530, beginning “ Der Brijutgam wird bald good thi 
rufen.” This form has in order st. 31, 8, 9, 16, 
18, 17, 13, and appeared in Melchior Franck’s 
Rosetulum musicum, 1628; in Freylinghausen’s 

of plain 
truth a) 

G. B., 1705, No. 749, &. Tr. as :-— eet 
1. Now fain my joyous heart would sing. This ing sic’ 

is a tr, of st. 1, 4 5, 17, 33, 34, by Miss Wink- | fairly 
worth, in her Lyra Ger., 2nd Ser., 1858, p. 223. | yRa08 a 
Her trs. of st. 1, 4, 5, were included inthe Eng. | was ca 
Presb. Ps. § Hys , 1867, No. 325. been u 

2. Soon will the heavenly Bridegroom come. [see § 
This is by Dr. Kennedy, in his Hymn. Christ., |) tribut 
1853, No, 1009, and follows the text of the G. | the k 
L. S., omitting st. 16, 18, 13. It 1s repeated in | Ghar! 
the Laudes Domini, N. Y., 1884, &c. taine: 

8. The Bridegroom soon will call us. By Dr. | was ; 
M. Loy, from the G. L. S. text, but omitting st. | tq 49 
18, 13, as No. 24 in the Ohio Luth, Hyil., 1880. were 
ine tr. star = ee La ast Sap bosce es vious 

voice resound,’ ss F i 
Reformation, 1845, p- 38. Her senna att alteresi ancl Maga 
beginning, ‘* Rejoice, the Lord doth guide us," is in J. very 
Whittemore's Suppl. to ald H. Bks., 1sso. (J, M.) writir 
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nd thoroughly-equipped controversialist on 
he chief problems of the riod, as to make it 
ecessary to refer the reader to his remarkable 
wife, by the Rev. Dr. W.L. Alexander, entitled, 
HWemoirs of the Life and Writings of Ralph 
¥ Vardlaw, D.D. (2nd ed., 1856). Wardlaw was 
>». at Dalkeithon December 22, 1779, where he 

stlasgow University. 
atlusgow. 

eceived his early education, later attending 
His only cliurch was in 

Hed. at Easterhouse near Glasgow 
on Dee. 17,1853, und his public funeral is still 
remembered for the representative character of 
the vast multitude who attended it. [A. B. G.} 

~» % *& 

"Dated March! 15 
God, 

Of Dr. Wardlaw’s hymns the following are 
still in C. U.:— 

1. Glad when they saw the Lord. Easter, 
2. Hail, moming known amongst the blest (saints). 

Sunday Morning. 
3. Lift up to God the voice of praise. Pratse to the 

Fathe r. 
4. O Lord our God, arise. Missions. 
5. Remember Thee, remember Christ. H. Com- 

munition. 
6. See the Sun of Truth arise. Christ the Light. 

Of these Nos. 3-5 appeared in the Taber- 
nacle Coll. (noted above), 1800. [J. J.) 

Ware, Henry, v.p., s. of Dr. H. Ware, 
yastor of the Unitarian congregation at Hing- 
vam, Massachusetts, und afterward Hollis 

Professor of Divinity at Cambridge, U.S.A., 
was b. at Hingham, April 21, 1794. Before 
going to Harvard College, in 1808, he was 
under the care of Dr. Allyn, at Duxbury, and 
then of Judge Ware, at Cambridge. He 
graduated at Harvard in high honours, in 
41812; and was then for two years an assistant 
teacher in Exeter Academy. He was licensed 
to preach by the Bostun Unitarian Association, 
July 31, 1815; and ordained pastor of the 
Second Church of that city, Jan. 1, 1817. In 
1829, in consequence of his ill health, he re- 
ceived the assistance of a co-pastor in the per- 
son of Ralph Waldo Emerson. In the same 
year Ware was appointed Professor of Pulpit 
Eloquence and Pastoral Care in the Cam- 
bridge Theological School. He entered upon 
his duties in 1830, and resigned in 1842. He 
removed to Framingham, and d. there, Sept. 
25, 1843. His pp. degree was conferred upon 
him by Harvard Coliege in 1834. Dr. Ware’s 
ublications as set forth in his Memoir, pub. 
y lis brother John Ware, m.D., were numerous 

and on a variety of topics. He edited the 
Christian Diaciple, which was established in 
1813, and altered in title to the Christian 
Examiner in 1824, for some years before the 
change of title, and gave it his assistance 
subsequently, The Rev. Chandler Robbins 
collected his works and pub. them in four 
volumes, in 1847. His hymns, many of which 
are of more than usual excellence, are given 
in sarin Of these the following are in C. U. : 

» All nature's works Hi ise d . i 
tat Organ. Dated nore eee is te a sarin 

lish Cong, Hymns, 1884. 
_ 2. Around the throne of God The host 
Univertal Praise. | 

tian op vol. 
mn of praise, 

” 3. Father of 

throngs. 
Jated 1823, and printed in the Chris- 
v., and in Putnam, 1874. A fine 

earth and heaven, Whose arm upholds creation. Thanksgiving for Divine Mercies. Appeared 
in Cheever’s American Common Place Boole, 1831; and 
in Lyra Soe. Americana, 1868, 

Thy gentle chastisement. In Sickness, 

5. the followers of Thy Son. 
36; and in Lyra Sac. Americana, 1368. | 

Ordina- | 
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tion. Written for the Ordination of Jared S rks, the 
historian, as pastor of the Uniterion Church, Balttmore, 
1819. Given in Lyra Sac. Americana, ists, and Put- 
nam, 1874. 

6. In this glad hour when children meet. Fumily 
Gatherings. ted Aug. 20, 1835. In Lyra Sac. Ame- 
ricana, 1868, and Putnam, 1874. 

7. Lift your glad voices in triumphon high. Fuster. 
Dated 1817, and was pub. in the Christian Disciple of 
that year, in 2 st. of 8 lL. It is in Lyra Sac. Ameri- 
cand, 1864; Putnam, 1874, and numerous hymn-books. 
Sometimes st. li. is given separately as, ‘Glory to God, 
in full anthems of joy." 

. Like Israel's hosts to exile driven. American 
National Hymn. Written forthe Centennial Celebration 
of the Boston Thursday Lecture, Oct. 17,1833, and given 
in Lyra Sac. Americana, 1864, and Putnam, 1874. It 
is a quast American National Hymn in praise of the 
Pilgrim Fathers. 

. O Thou in Whom alone is found. Laying Foun- 
dation Stone of a Place of Worship. In Lyra Sac. 
Americana, 1868, and Tbring’s English Coll., 1582. 

10, 0 Thou Who on Thy chosen Son. © Ordination, 
Written for an Ordination, March, 1829. In Putnam, 
1874, and Dale's English H. Bk., 1874. 

. ion not always reign. Against 
Slavery. ‘* This was Mr. Ware's last composition in 
verse. It bears date March 15, 1443. In its original 
form it is longer than as presented here [in 3 st. of # 1), 
and is unsuited to achurch-book. The following stanzas, 
taken from one of the Collections [st.i., ii. are in Long- 
fellow and Johnson's Book of Hys., 1445] are a part of 
the original, altered and transposed, and thus adapted to 
sacred worship.” (Putnam, ghd « 113.) 

for the morning breaks. 12. To , to prayer ; 
Prayer. Tab pom of 10 st, of 6 1. is dated 1826, and 
is given in Lyra sac. Americana, 1864, and Putnam, 
1874. Two centos therefrom are in C. U. The first 
begins with st. i., adapting it for Morning, and the second 
with at. fi., ‘‘To prayer, for the glorious sun is gone,” 
for Evening. 

13, We rear not a temple, like Judah of old. Dedi- 
cation of a Place of Worship, This is dated 1839, and 
is given in Putnam, 1874. 

14, Wah peoien and peg: ou gifts we bring. 
‘orship. In Dale's English Opening af a Place of 

Hymn Bk. 1874, 

With American Unilarians Dr. Ware ranks 
very high, and by them his hymns are widely 
use [F. M. B.) 

Waring, Anna Letitia, daughter of 
Elijah Waring, and niece of Samuel Miller 
Waring, was b. at Neath, Glamorganshire, in 
1820. In 1850 she pub. her Hymns and Medi- 
tations, by A. L. W., & small book of 19 hymns. 
The 4th ed. was pub, in 1854. The 10th 
ed., 1863, is enlarged to 38 hymus. She 
also pub. Additional Hymne, 1858, and con- 
tributed some pieces to the Sunday Magazine, 
1871. Her most widely known hymns are: 
“ Father, I know that all my life,” p. 367, ii. ; 
“Go not far from me, O wy Strength,” p. 430, 
ii.; and “My heart is resting, OQ my God,” 
p. 781, i, The rest in C. U. include :— 

1. Dear Saviour of a dying world. Resurrection. 
1854. 
. 2, In heavenly love abiding. Safety in God. (1850. 

3. Jesus, Lord of heaven above. Love to Jesus desire 
(1854.) 

4. Lord, a happy child of Thine. Hvening. (1850.) 
5, My Saviour, on the [Thy] words of truth. 

in the Word of God. (1850.) Sometimes st. iv., 
is not as Thou wilt with me,” is given separately. 

6. O this is blessing, this is rest. Rest in the Love of 
Jesus, (1854. 

7. O Thou Lord of heaven above. The Resurrection. 
#. Source of my life’s refreshing springs. Rest in 

God. (1550. 
9. Sunlight of the heavenly day. New Year (1854.) 

10. Sweet is the solace of Thy love. Safety and 
Comfort in God, (1850.) 

11. Tender mercies on my Way. Praise of Divine 
Mercies. (1850.) 

12, Thanksgiving and the voice of melody. 
Year (1*54). 

13, ‘Though some good things of lower worth. Love 
of God in Christ. (1850.) ‘kK 

New 
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Sachs, of Ntimberg, 
The hymn bas not | 
works of Sachs, and 
without foundation, 

In the 1560 2 
at.: in the 156. 
(Nos. viii. ix. no 
usual text as in 
but st. v.-ix., in 
amples of Eliji 
Three Holy Chi 
some collections 
man hymns of ( 
almost universe 
Why art thou 

Miss Wink wort! 
Ger., 2ad Ser., 
C. B. for Engla 

Other trs. are: 
(1) “ Why thu: 

C. Jacobi, 1725, p 
ravian 8. Bk, 17 
my soul, God car: 
143, in the Mora 
* Why vex thys« 
1845, p. 69. ( 
breast,” by Madi 
of Germany, 1% 
art thou trouble 
(6) Why dost 
Frothingham, \ 
lament, my hea 
Quiver, 1881. 

These hymns are marked by great simpli- 
city, ‘concentration of thought, and elegance 
of diction. They are popular, and deserve to 
be so. (G. A. C.] 

Waring, Samuel Miller, s. of Jeremiah 
Waring, of Alton, Hampshire, and uncle of 
Anna L. Waring, was b. at Alton, in March, 
1792, and d. at Bath, Sept. 19, 1827. His 
hymns appeared in his Sacred Melodies, 1826; 
and from that work the following, which are 
in C. U., were taken :— 

1. Now to Him Who loved us, gave us. Praise to 
Jesus. Sometimes, ‘Unto Him Who loved us.” 

2. Plead Thou, O plead my cause. Jesus, the Ad- 
vocate Implored. (G. A. C.) 

Warner, Anna, daughter of Henry W. 
Warner, and sister of Sarah Warner, author 
of Queechy, and other novels, was b. near 
New York city about 1822. She is the author 
of the novel, Say and Seal, 1859, and others 
of a like kind. She also edited Hys. of the 
Church Militant, 1858; and pub. Wayfaring 
Hymns, Original and Translated, 1869. Her 
original hymns in C. U. include :— 

1. Jesus loves me, this I know. The Love of Jesus, 
In Say and Seal, 1859. 

2. O little child, lie still and asleep. A Mother's 
Evening Hymn. ; 

3, One more day's work for Jesus, Evening, From 
Wayfaring Hymns, 1569. 

4. The world looks very beautiful. A Child Pilgrim, 
circa 1860. 

For her translations see Index of Authors and 
Translators. [F. M. B.] 

Warren, William Fairfield, p.p., was 
b. at Williamsburg, Massachusetts, in 1833, 
and graduated at the Wesleyan University in 
1853. After spending some time in Germany, be 
was appointed Professor of Systematic Theo- 
logy in the Methodist Episcopal Mission Insti- 
tute at Bremen, in 1861. Returning to America 
in 1866, he held some important appointments 
there, ultimately becoming President of Boston 
University, in 1873. His hymn, “I worship 
Thee, O Holy Ghost” (Whiteuntide), was 
contributed to the American Meth. Episco. 

Warum 
P. Gerharc 
Founded on 
Criiger-Run 
of 81. The 
Geistliche L 

difficult to 
burg emig 
in 1732; it 
Wilbelm 1 
villi. was t 
June 7, 16 
479. Tr. 

Hymnal, at the request of the editorial com- Pe a sag 
mittee, in 1877, and was pub. therein in 1878 | th. Angi, 
(Nutter’s Hymn Studies, 1884, p. 111). It | Ruy aves 
has passed into other collections. (J. J.] Why 
Warum betriibst du dich, mein | by J. Ke! 

Herz. (Cross and Consolation.) Wacker- | 1867, p. ‘ 
nagel, iv. pp. 128-1380, gives three forms of the | repeated i 
text of this anonymous liymn: No. 190 as the Other tr: 
first of Zwey schiine newe geistliche Lieder, | » the Su: 
Niirnberg, n.p., c. 1560; No. 191, from an Bai ee 
Enchiridion printed at Hamburg, 1565; No. ornnian 
192, from the Psalmen und Leder, Liibeck, rps ape 
1567. In his Biblioqraphie, 1855, p. 279, he | *!terec. a 
had cited it as in” Nowe schine ‘asd tilts 2) ats 
Lieder, Niirnberg, n.p., which he then dated | gloomy,” 
155t—probably too early. According to Koch, 
y., 653, it had already appeared as “ Czemu Wae 
sic trosezyss,” in a Polish hymn-book ed. by So der 
Pastor Scklucyan, and pub. at Kénigsberg in | (#Zarve 
1559. Prauri 

This hymn has often been ascribed to Hans Sachs. So 6 st. of 
Ambrosius Hannemanuin his Prodromus Hymnologiae, | & Scant 
Wittenberg, 1633, Second 10, No. 4, entitles it ‘*Conso- | Bresla’ 
lation against Tearfulness. Hans Sachs’’; and in Jere- in 9 st. 
tmias Weber's G. &., Leipzig, 163%, p, 578, it is entitled, ae <n 
**On Famine, A good family hymn. Written for the it Th 
use of heads of bouseholds and their famil es, by Hans ’ I7Si:** 
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rlin G. L. S., ed. 1863. The German has 
lergone various recensions, and so ¢.g. Miss 
« follows that in Bunsen’s Versuch, 1833; 
ss Warner that in the Berlin G. B., 1829. 
e text followed in H. A.& M. and the Hym- 
‘y is that in Biggs’s annotated H. A. & M,, 
i7, which is based on st. i, iii., vii., viii. of 
:1734. Tr. as:— 

L. What our Father does is well. <A free tr. 
m Biggs’s text, by Sir H. W. Baker, as No, 227 
H, A. & M., 1861, with an original doxvlogy. 
is has been repeated in the Irish Church Hyl., 
73, in Porter's Coll., 1876, the S. P. C. K. 
wrch Hys., 1871, Bapt. Hyl., 1879, &c.; and 
America in the Pennsylvania Luts. Ch. Bh., 

368, Presb. Hyl., 1874, &c. 

2. What God does is done aright. By Mrs. H. 
1. Chester, as No. 471 in the Hymnary, 1872, 
rom the text of Biggs, with an original dox- 
logy. Repeated in the Westminster Abbey H. 
Bk., 1883. 

Other trs, are: (1) “ Whatever God does is well done,” 
by Miss Warner, 1558, 255, repeated in Bp. Ryle’s 
Coll., 1860. (2) ** What God hath done is done aright,” 
by Miss Cox, 1864, p. 125. 

Washburn, Edward Abiel, p.p., was 
». April 16, 1819; graduated at Harvard, 
1838 ; studied theology at Andover and New 
“Haven, and entered the Congregational minis- 
“try. In 1844, having been ordained in the 
Protestant Episcopal Church, he became 
Rector of St. Paul’s, Newburyport, Mass., 
‘where he remained till 1851. Spending 
1851-42 in Europe, on his return be became 
Rector of St. John’s, Hartford, 1853-62, and 
Professor of Church Polity in Berkeley Divi- 
nity School, Middletown, Connecticut; also 
Rector of St. Murk’s, Philadelphia, 1862-65 ; 
and Calvary, New York, 1865-81. He d. 
Feb. 2, 1881. His works include Social Law 
of God, 1874, and tra. of Latin hymns. A 
selection from his poems was published in 
New York in 1881. Some of his trs. are given 
in Schaff’s Christ in Song, 1869, and other 
collections. For these trs. see Index of Authors 
and Translators, (F. M. B.) 

Washburn, Henry 8., was b. at Provi- 
dence, Rhode Island, June 10, 1813; spent 
his boyhood at Kingston, Massachusetts, and 
was educated at Worcester and Brown Uni- 
versity. Subsequently he was a manufacturer 
at Worcester and Boston. Since 1875 he has 
been the President of the Union Mutual Life 
Insurance Co, Mr. Washburn has held some 
prominent posts, and has been active in public 
matters. He has written various hymns and 
songs, the best known of which is :— 

Let every heart rejoice and . National Hymn. 
This “was written for 4 calsbeatin in Faneuil Fall, 
Boston, July 4, 1842, and sung by the Sunday School 
Children of the city.” It was set to music by Garcia, 
and often subsequently used at bome and abroad. The 
author altered it for The Psalmist, 1843, No. 1005; and 
in that form it has been generally known. (F. M. B.] 

Waterbury, Jared Bell, p.p., was b. in 
New York city, Aug. 11, 1799, and graduated 
at Yale College, 1822. He was for some time 
stor of a Congregational church at Hudson, 

- York, and then of Bowdoin Street Congre- 
gational church, Boston. He d. at Brooklyn, 
Dee. 31, 1876. He pub, Advice to a Young 
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Christian; The Officer on Duty, and other 
works. To the Rey. J. Leavitt's Christian 
Lyre, vol. i., 1830, he contributed the follow- 
ing hymns, each of which was headed, “‘Writ- 
ten for the Lyre,” and signed “ J. B. W.” :— 

1. My Jesus, Thou hast taught. The Love of Jesus. 
2. Met, O God, to ask Thy presence. Repentance, 
3. O fly, mourning sinner, saith Jesus to me. 

Promise of Pardon, 
4. See Sodom wrapt in fire. Warning. 
5. Sinner, is thy heart at rest? The Voice of Con- 

science. 
6. Soldiers of the Cross, arise! Lo! your Leader from 

the skies, Soldiers of the Cross, 
7. When, O my Saviour, shall this heart? Desiring 

Jesus, 

In vol. ii. of the same work, 1830, also :— 
8. [have fought the good fight ; 1 have finished my 

race. Martyr's Death Song. 

Another of his hymns is given in the Songs 
for the Sanctuary, 1865, as :— 

9. Infinite love, what precious stores. Riches of 
Divine Grace. Sometimes dated 1862. 

Of these hymns, Nos. 5, 6, and 9 are the 
best known. (F. M. B.J 

Waterston, Robert Cassie, m.a., s. of 
Robert Waterston, was b. at Kennebunk, in 
1812, but has resided from his infancy at Bos- 
ton, Massachusetts. He studied Theology at 
Cambridge; had for five years the charge of 
a Sunday school for the children of seamen; 
was associated for several years with the Pitts 
Street Unitarian Chapel, Boston; and then 
pastor for seven years of the Unitarian Church 
of the Saviour in the same city. Much of his 
time has been given to literature, and a loug 
list of his papers of various kinds is given in 
Putnam’s Singers and Songs of the Liberal 
Faith, 1874. He also interested himself 
largely in educational matters. He contri- 
buted one hymn to the American Unitarian 
Cheshire Pastoral Association Christian Hymna, 
1844; 8 to bis own popular Supplement to 
Greenwood’s Psalme je Hymns, 1845, and 
others to various works. Putnam gives 20 
poetical pieces in his Singers and Songs, &c., 
1874, amongst which are the following, which 
are in C. U. at the present time :-— 

1. In darkest hours I hear a voice. Lovking unto 
Jesus. Contributed to Putnam's Singers and Songs, 
&c., 1874, and found in a few cullections. 

2. In each breeze that . free. Nature and 
the Soul, Pub. before 1453, and again in Putnam, 
1874. The hymn “Nature, with eternal youth,” in 
Hedge and Huntington’s Hys. for the Ch. of Christ, 
1853, No. 185, is com of st. iv-vii. of this piece. 

3. One sweet [ } flower has drooped and faded. 
Death ef a Child. Appeared in the American Uni- 
tarian hire Pas. Association Christian Hys. 1844, 
No. 668, and again in Putnam, 1874, as “ One bright 
flower, &c."' It is in several collections. In the Chris- 
tian Hys. the heading is * Death of a Pupil;” and 
Putnam, “On the Death of a Child, Sung by her 
classmates,” 

In Putnam there are other pieces by him 
which are worthy of attention. ([F. M. B.] 

Watson, George, s. of F. Watson, b. at 
Birmingham, 1816, and until the year 1866 
was in business in London asa printer. From 
his office and with his co-operation originated 
the well-known publications, the Band of Hope 
Review, in 1851; and The British Workman, 
1855, which were the pioneers of cheap illus- 
trated publications. Mr, Watson’s hymn- 
writing has been limited. Two (see below) 
appeared in Paxton Hood's a Book, 

. 2 
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1868; the rest have been issued as fly-leaves, 
or are still in ms. ‘Those in C. U. are :— 

1, O the deep mystery of that love. The Love of 
Jesus. 1st pu. in P. Hood’s Our H. Bk, 1868, No. 
736, in 4 st, of 41. 

2. With the sweet word of peace. Parting. Written 
in 1867 to be sung at a meeting held in Brighton to cd 

On 
Farewell to the Rev. Paxtou Heod on bis leaving 
church for a considerable time for change and rest. 
hia return Mr. Hood included it in his Our H. Ak. 1868, 
No. 572, in 6st. of 41. It was given with considerable 
alterations in the 8S. P. ©. K. Church Hys. 1871. This 
text was repeated in the Scottish Hvangelical Union 
Hymnal, 1s7s, and is the usually accepted form of the 
hymn. It has much tenderness and beauty, and is 
worthy of wide circulation. J.J 

Watts, Alaric Alexander, was born in 
London, Mar. 19, 1797, and educated at the 
collegiate school of Wye, Kent. After a 
short engagement as a private tutor, he de- 
voted himself to literary pursuits. He was 
for some time editor of the Leeds Intelligencer, 
and then of the Manchester Courier. Subse- 
quently returning to London, he edited 10 
vols. ot The Literury Souvenir, and 3 vols. of 
The Cabinet of Modern Art. He was ulso 
engaged for some time as editor of the United 
Service Gazette, and contributed to the Stan- 
dard, and other newspapers. In 1853 he 
received a rvyal pension of £100 a year, and 
an appointment in Somerset House. He d. at 
Kensington, April 5, 1864. His hymns ap- 
peared in his Poetical Sketches, 1822. 3rd ed. 
1824. Of these, * When shall we meet again,” 
is found in a few collections. (J. J.] 

Watts, Isaac, p.p. The father of Dr. 
Watts was a respected Nonconforwist, and 
at the birth of the child, and during its in- 
fancy, twice suffered imprisonment for lis 
religious convictions. In his later years he 
kept a flourishing boarding school at South- 
ampton. Isaac, the eldest of his nine children, 
was b. in that town July 17, 1674. His 
taste for verse showed itself in early child- 
hood. He was taught Greek, Latin, and 
Hebrew by Mr. Pinhorn, rector of All Saints, 
and headmaster of the Grammar School, in 
Southampton. The splendid promise of the 
boy induced a physician of the town and other 
friends to offer him an education at one of the 
Universities for eventual ordination in the 
Church of England: but this he refused; and 
entered a Nonconformist Academy at Stoke 
Newington in 1690, under the care of Mr. 
Thomas Rowe, the pastor of the Independent 
congregation at Girdlers’ Hall. Of this con- 
paren he beeame a member in 1693. 

iving the Academy at the age of twenty, 
he spent two years at home; and it was then 
that the bulk of the Hymns and Spiritual 
Songs (pub. 1707-9) were written, and sung 
from mss. in the Southampton Chapel. The 
hymn * Behold the glories of the Lamb” is 
said to have been the first he composed, and 
written as an attempt to raise the standard of 
praise. In answer to requests, others suc- 
ceeded. The hymn “ There is a land of pure 
delight ” is said to have been suggested by the 
view across Southampton Water. The next 
six years of Watts’s life were again spent at 
Stoke Newington, in the post of tutor to the 
son of an eminent Puritan, Sir John Hartopp ; 
and to the intense study of these years must 
be traced the accumulation of the theological 
and philosophical materials which he pub- 
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ii-tory beyond the date of their ag moreigaer te Ween hither, all ye weary souls. Invitation to “hese we have grouped together here an 2 hall preface the list with the books from | cji;,Come let 08 lif our voices high (1707). Holy 
rhich they are taken. 32. ee we hese see Sent solemn word? Holy Baptism. : , : +. be 33. Down ong from their native skies. The Fall. 

1) Horae Lyricae, Poems chiefly of the Lyric kind. ane a‘rhves Books Sacred: i. To Devotion Sat Piety ; ii. T |, 3h Eternal Sovereign of the sky. Submission to ode ig ha ak St Mae TES | “Se Bera Sp eaten Wadena 2) liymns and Spiritual Songs. In Three " cooks : 36. Faith is the brightest evidence. uith. , Collected From the Scriptures ; ii. Composed on Divine |, 37- Father, I lung, 1 faint, to see (1707). Heaven tubjecta; iit. P for the Lord's Supper. ing eee . Watts, 1707. ‘This contained in Bk 1. 7s hymns; | 35° Fi heagetl ay are they (1707), Pe. cary. sk. ii, 110; Bk. iil. 22, and 12 doxologies. ind e and Christ, SHO earth Thy Goepel stands. safety in -d. pub. in 1709, Bk. i. was increased to 150; Bk. ii. to : ito; Bk. iil. to °25 and 15 doxologies. (3) Divine and Boston Aste God, my Joys shall rise (1707). 
“ Ps f Thild ° . We on " = —— ae at A yey Ai of Dead tiene ae 4 LS ventiee by nature we belong. Abraham's blessing the Langua oy the New Testament, And apply'd to | °™ Me ventiles. the Christian State and Worship. By 1. Watke” Lon. (1) Now let the children of the saints, ‘lm: Printed by J. Clark, at the and Crown in 42. Glory to God that walks the skies, Joy in God, the Poultry, &c., 1719. (5) Sermuns with hymns (1) When shall the time, dear Jesus, when ? appended thereto, vol. i., 1721; i, 1723; i.1727. In 43. Glory to God the Father’s Name. Holy Trinity, the 5th ed. of the Sermons the three volumes, in duo- 44, Go, preach my Gospel, saith the Lord. Missions. decimo, were reduced to two, in octavo. (6) Aeliquiae 45. Go, worship at Emmanuel’s feet. Divine Worship, Juveniles : Miscellaneous Thoughts in Prose and Verse, 46. God is a Spirit, just and wise. God, the Searcher on Natural, Moral, and Divine Subjects; Written | of hearts. chiefly in Younger Years. By I. Watts, D.D., London, 47. God, the eternal, awful Name. Praise to God the 1734. (7) Remnants of Time. London, 1736. Father, ; 
From these works the following hymns and | ,,,4%. Gd who in various methods told. Holy Serip- versions of the Psalms liave been taken, The | 49. Great God, how infinite art Thou (1707). God's sublines indicate altered texts or centos which | eternal Dominion. 

have been taken from the original hymns. A §2 oa oe oernal ages stood, 
0. Great God, I own ‘| sentence Just. Trium i. From the Horae 1 yricae, 1706-9 :— j . - 

1. Alas, my aking heart. Lent, 
over Death. 

51. Great Gud, Thy glories shall employ. The Divine @) My sorrows like a flood. 
2. Fairest of all the lights above. Praise to God 

Perfectione. 
52. Great God, to what a glorious height. Ministry desired from Nature. 

8. How long shall death, the tyrant reign? The 
of Angels. 

53. Great King of glory and of grace. Lent. Resurrection. 54. Had I the tongues of Greeks and Jews. The 
0) Lo, I behold the scattering shades. 

4. Infinite Power, Eternal Lord. Lent 
5. It was a brave attempt! adventurous be. Launch- 

ing into Eternity. ; 
6. Keep silence, all created things. Predestination. 
7. mf ‘tis an infinite delight. Death of Moses. 

Greatest is Charity, 
55. Happy the Church, thou sacred place (1707). God, the I once af the Church is , 
66. rk, the Redeemer from on high. Invitation to Christ, 
57. Hear what the voice from heaven proclaims (1707). 1) Sweet was the journey to the sky. Death and Burial. 

8. sae immense, =o beight- The God of 58. Hence from my soul sad thoughts be gone, thunder Restoration of Joy. 
9. Of all the joys that mortals know. Love to Christ 

10, Oft have I sat in secret —_. Peace in Affliction. 
pas Praise ye the Lord with joyful tongue. Ps. 

viti, 
(1) Praise ye the Lord in Joyful choir. 

12. Some seraph, lend your heavenly tongue. Afystery 
the Being of God. 

1) thy names, how infinite they be. 
qrtee) ¢ heavens invite mine eyes. Looking upward 

09). 
14. The Lord! how fearful is His Name. God, Sove- 

reign and Gracious. 
18. What is our God, or what His name. God Supreme 

and cient, 
cit Wie bel Thy lovely face be seen? Desiring 

1. Who dares attempt the Eternal Name? Worship- 
ping with fear, " 
a From Hymns and Spiritual Songs, 

16. And [Soon] must this body die? Triumph over death in the Hope of the Resurrection, - a Behold the blind their sight receive. The Miracles . rist, 
20. Behold the grace appears (1707). Christmas. 21. Behold the potter and ne clay. Election, 22, Behold the woman's promised seed. Christ, the fulfilment of 
nt Blest are the humble souls that see. The Beati- 

U4. Bright Kj : ful God (1707). Divi- ane wet ing of glory, dreadfu (1707). Divi 
wen Broad is the road that leads to death. The Broad 

59, High on a hill of dazzling light. Ministry of Angels. 
60. Hosanna to our conquering King. Praise to Christ. 
61. Hosanna to the Prince of grace. Dozology. 
62. Hosanna to the Prince of Light (1707). aster 

and Ascensiontide. 
63. Hosanna with a cheerful sound, Morning or i 
64. How beauteous are their feet (1707). dfissions. (1) How beautiful the feet of those, 

2) How welcome is their voice, 
= ow can I sink with such a prop? Security in G 
66. How condescending and how kind (1707). Christ our Redemption. 
Sp ay Tull of anguish is the thought (1707). Christ our Life. 

1) Lord, when I quit this earthly stage. 
68. How heavy is the night. Christ our Righteous. ness, 
69. How honourable is the place (1707), ¢ the Church. See also ‘ig c eed 

@) — : the ai Load ever trust. 
70. How large the promise, how divine, Kol Baptism. 1) Jeaen the ancient faith confirms, : 
71. How oft have sin and satan strove, Hope in the Covenant. 

1) The oath and promise of the Lord. 
72. How rich are Thy provisions, Lord (1707). Holy 

Communion. 
1) What shall we pay the Eternal Son? 

73. How shall I praise the eternal God. The Divine 
Perfections, 

74. How short and hasty is our life (1707). Shortness . 
and Vanity of Life. = oe mong the carnal wise. : Election. 75. How erons Thine arm is, mighty God. Song of » vist and His Cross is all our theme. Success Moses and the Lamb. the Gospel, v 76. How vain are all things here below (1707). Love of 
God desired, 

77. How wondrous great, how glorious bright (1707), 
Divine Glories above Reason. 

- ome rt barmonious tongues (1707). ge Prior hlmgion, * “PRIOR FORE Gos (17 
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78. I cannot bear Thine absence, Lord. Divine 

Presence desired. 
79. I love the windows of Thy grace. Desiring to 

see Christ, 
80. I send the joys of earth away (1707). Consecration 
God 
81. I sing my [the] Saviour’s wondrous death. Good 

82. Hm not ashamed to own my Lord. Not ashamed 
of Christ. oedppnctl “Pay 

1) Jesus, my God fLord) I know His Name. 
83. a. th Gabriel's hand a shri stone, Babylon fallen. 
84. In vain we lavish out our lives. The Promises of 

God, 
1) Come, and the Lord shall feed our souls. 

86. nite grief, amazing woe. Good Friday. 
86. Is this the’ kind return? (1707). Jngratitude 

towards God. 
87, Jehovah reigns, His throne is bigh, The Divine 

Bi grec 
. Jesus, in Thee our eyes behold. Jesus, our Great 

High Priest. 
89. Jesus invites His saints (1707). Holy Communion. 
90. Jesus is gone above the skies (1707). Holy Com- 

munion. 
§d The Lord of Life this Table s 

91. Jesus, ag blessings are not few (1707). None 
excluded from 

92. Jesus, wie all Thy saints above (1707). Re- 
demption. 

93. Jesus, we bless Thy Father's love (name), £lec- 
tion. 
hairs Join all the Names of love and power. Offices of 

Christ. 
95, Laden with guiltand fullof fears. Holy Scripture. 
96, Let all our tongues be one. Holy risyranencl 
97. Let everlasting glories crown. Holy Script 
98. Let every mortal ear attend (1707). The Gospel 

Banquet. 
99. Let God the Father live. Holy Trinity. 
100. Let Him embrace my soul and prove (1707). 

Holy Communion. 
101. Let me but hear my Saviour say (1707). Christ 

our Strength. 
(1) Since I have beard my Saviour say. 

102. Let mortal tongues attempt to sing. Full and 

ment) Now is the bour of darkness pas 
103. others boast how strong i be (1707). 

Human Frailty. 
tte Let gg Seventh angel sound on high. The Day 

ag pyr the whole race of creatures lie. God's 
Decrees. 

106. Let them neglect Thy glory, Lord (1707). Crea- 
tion and Redemption 

107. Let us adore the eternal Word (1707). Holy 
Communion. 

108. Life is the time to serve the Lord. Life the Day 
of Grace and Hope, See also p. 675, ii, 

7 Life is the hour that Pood hath ist abies 
109, Like sheep re went astray. epee a 
110. Long have I sat beneath the so Onfruit- 

ulness lamented. 
(1) Long have I heard the joyful sound. 

111. Lord, bow divine Thy comforts are (1707). Holy 
Communion. 

112. Lord, how secure my conscience was. Lent. 
y bounteous hand. Holy 113. Lord, we adore 

Communion. 
114, Lord, we adore Thy vast designs (1707). Dark- 

ness of Providence. 
el Lord, we are blind, we mortals blind. God In- 

vis 
116. Lord, when my thoughts with wonder roll, 

Desiring to Praise Christ. 
117. Man has a soul of vast desires, Man not content 

with Earth. 
118. My dear (blest, great] Redeemer and my Lord. 

Christ, cae Ezample. 
119. My drows wers, why sleep ye 50? (1707). ativan © y sleep y (1707) 

120, ik God, my Life, my Love (1707), God, AZ 
and in A 

121. My God, permit me not to be. Retirement. 
122. My soul, come meditate the day (1707). Death 

anticipated. 
(1) 0 could we die with those that die. 

123. My soul forsakes her vain delight. Parting 
with Carnal Joys. 

(1) There’s nothing round this spacious earth, 
124, My thoughts on awful subjects roll, Death of a 

Sinner. 
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64. That awful day will surely come (1707). Second 
went. 
.65. The glories of my Maker God (1707). Praise 
ym ali Creatures. 
166. The God of mercy be adored. Dozology. 
167. The Law by Moses came. The Law and the 
‘spel. 

168. The Law commands and makes us known. The 
te and the Gospel. 
169. The Lord declares His will. 
270. The Lord descending from above. 
col im the Gospel. 

Holy Scripture. 
God glori- 

171. The Lord on high proclaims. Christ our 
tghteousness. 
172. The majesty of Solomon. Ministry of Angels, 

(1) Now to the Hands of Christ our King. 
173. The promise of my (the) Father’s love (1707). 

foly Communion. 
174. The true Messiah now appears. Christ the ful- 

ereney the Law. 
275. There is a bouse not made with hands. Heaven 

wtticipated, 
476. This is the word of truth.and love. Power of 

Di-wine Truth. 
it PO a tol a my soul admires above (1707). The 

478. Thus did the sons of Abraham pass. Circum- 
cision and Holy Ba 

179. Thus far the 

=) 
* 

Me Lord has [hath] led me on. 

: 180. Thus saith the mercy of the Lord. oly Bap- 

181. Thy favours, Lord, surprise our souls. Divine 
ti, 

182. Time, what an empty vapour ‘tis. Shortness 
of Life. 

23 Yet, mighty God, our fleeting days, 
ta Our life is ever on the wing. 

183. "Tis by the faith of joys to come. 
Guide 

a) It is by faith in joys to come. 
184. ‘Tis from the treasures of His word. Titles 

(1) From the rich treasures of His word. 
185. To Him that chose us first. Holy Trinity. 
186. "Twas on that dark, that doleful night (1707). 

Holy Communion. 
187. "Twas the commission of our Lord (1707), 

Missions. 
188. Up to the fields where angels lie. Vision of God 

desired. 
189. Up to the Lord that [who] reigns on high (1707). 

Condescension af God. ; = , 
Pa eats We are a garden walled around. The Church of 

rist. 
191. We bless het of the Lord. (Offices ao the prophet o ifices of 

192. Welcome, sweet day of rest. Sunday. 
193. Well, the Redeemer’s gone. Ascension; Christ, 

the Interceasor. 
(1) The great Redeemer’s gone. 

194. What equal honours shall we bring? Christ's 
Humiliation aa &zaltation. 7 

195. What happy men or angels, these. Saints in 
Heaven. 
Spirit What vain desires and passions vain. Flesh and 

Pate When in the light of faith divine. Tempta- 

198. When st . Christ’ Omnipr strangers stand and hear me tell. Christ's 

(1) My best-beloved keeps His throne. 
- 199. When the Eternal bows the skies. Grace of God. 

200. When the first parents of our race. Redemption. 
t3 Behold what pity touched the heart. 
. Infinite pity touched the heart. 

201. Who can describe the joys that rise? Joy in 
heaven over the Repenting Sinner. iid 

202. Who is th ? Christ’ the Church. is fair one in distress? Christ's spouse, 

(1) O let my name engraven stand. 
203. Who shall , , of Faith (ron, the Lord’s elect condemn? Triumph 

(1) He lives ! He lives, and sits above. 

204. ri we mourn departing friends? Death 

1) 

Faith our 

and Burial (1707). 
® hy do we mourn for dying friends? 

205. Why does your face, ye humble souls? Sugi- 
cvency of Pardon 1702). ” 
. 206. is m rt so far from Thee? Fluctuatin 
Love (nor), : : 
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ay Why should this earth delight usso? The Judg- 
men 

208, Why should we start and fear to die? Death 
contemplated (1707). 

. Zion rejoice, and Judah sing. Thanksgiving for 
Victory. 

iii. From the Divine and Moral Songs, 1715. 
210. Blest be the wisdom and the power. Praise for 

Redemption. 
211. Great God, to Thee my voice I raise. Love of 

one’s Country. 
212, Great God, with wonder and with praise. Holy 

Scripture. 
213. Happy the child whose youngest [tender] years. 

Youthful Piety. 
1) When we devote our youth to God. 
2) Youth when devoted to the Lord. 

214. How doth the little busy bee. Jndustry. 
215. How fine has the day been, how brigut was the 

sun. Summer Evening. 
216. How glorious is our heavenly King. Praise to 

God the Father. 
PR Hush, wy dear, lie still and slumber. Cradle 
ymn. 
218, Let dogs delight to bark and bite, Against 
asc ot 

(1) Let love through all your actions run. 
219. Lord, bow delightful ‘tis to see. Divine Worship. 
@ O write upon my memory, Lord. 

220. Lord, I ascribe it to Thy grace. Praise for the 

221. M God, Who makes the sun to know. Morning. 
222. O ‘tis a lovely thing for youth. Youth and Piety. 
223. Our tongues were made to bless the Lord. 

Against Scoffing. 
224. The sie, of my tongue. Praise to God for 

learning to read. 
1) Now I can read and learn. 

225. ere is a God Who reigns above. Death anti- 
cipated. 

226. This is the day when Christ arose. Sunday 
—* 3 

227. We sing the Almighty power of God. Praise 
Sor Creation and Providence. 

228. What blest examples dol find. arly Piety. 
229. Whatever brawls disturb the street. Brotherly 

Lave. 
230. Whene’er I take my walks abroad, Praise for 

Temporal and Spiritual Mercies. 
231, Why should I deprive my neighbour? Against 

theft. 
232. Why should I join with those in play? Against 

evil “gg 
233. y should I love my sport so well? The 

Child's Complaint. 
234. Why should I say, ‘Tis yet too soon? Danger 

of Delay. 
235. Why should our garments, made to hide? 

Against Pride, 
(1) How proud we are, how fond of show. 

iv. From The Pealms of David, 1719, 
236. Behold the morning sun. Ps. ziz. 

@. I bear Thy word with love, 
237. Behold the sure Foundation-Stone, Ps. crviii, 
238. Behold Thy waiting servant, Lord. #'s. criz. ~- 
239. Blest are the sons of peace. Ps. crxrziii, 
240, Blest are the undefiled in heart. Ps, crix. 
241, Blest is the man who shuns the place. Ps. 4. 
242. Come, sound His praise abroad. Ps. zcev, 
243. Consider all my sorrows, Lord, Ps. crix. 
244. Deep in our hearts let us record. Ps, lziz. 
245. Early, my God, without delay. Ps. Iziii. 

Sunday Morning. 
246, Exalt the Lord our God. Ps. xetz, 
247. Far as Thy Name is known, Ps. zlviii, 
248, Father, I Thy gentle hand. Ps. criz, 
249. Father, I sing Thy wondrous grace. Ps. lxiz, 
250. Fools in their heart believe and say. /’s. xiv, 

(1) The Lord from His celestial throne. 
251. From deep distress and troubled thoughts. 

Ps, crzz. 
252. Give thanks to God; He reigns above. Ps. evit, 
253. Give thanks to God ; invoke His Name. Ps. cv. 
254. Give thanks to God the Sovereign Lord. Ps: 

crzrrrt. 

255. Give to the Lord, ye sonsoffame. Ps. rxiz. 
256. God in His earthly temple lays. Ps. lzzzvii, 
257. God, my Supporter and my Hope. Ps. lzziit. 
258. God of my childhood and my youth. /s, lad, 
259. God of my life, look gently down, Ps. wrxiz. ¢ 
260. God of my mercy and my praise. J's. ciz. 
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261. Great God, attend, while Zion sings. Ps. 
leazxiv. 

262. Great God, the heavens well-ordered frame. 
Ps. xiz. 

(1) I love the volumes of Thy word. 
263. Great is the Lord, exalted high. Ps. crrzv. 
264. Great is the Lord, His works of might. /’s. cxi. 
265, Happy the man to whom his God. Ps. zzzti. 
266. Happy the man whose cautious feet. /s. 7. 

@) Wow blest the man whose cautious feet. 
267. He lives, the everlasting God. #s. crzt. 
268. He reigns, the Lord, the Saviour, reigns. Ps, 

xevii, 
269. He that hath made his regs oe God. Ps. xet. 
270, Hear me, O God, nor hide Thy Face. Ps. cit. 
271. High in the heavens, eternal God, /’s, xxrxvi. 
272. How did my heart rejoice to hear, Ps. crxti, 

(1) Peace be within this sacred place. 
273. How long, O Lord, shall I complain. Ps. zti#. 

+274. How pleasant, how divinely fair. Ps. lrzziv. 
275. How pleasant 'tis to see. Ps. crzrziti. 
276. How pleased and blest was I, Ps. crztt. 
277. How shall the young secure their hearts? Ps. 

cxiz. 
278. I love the Lord, He heard my cries. Ps. cxvi. 
279. I waited patient for the Lord. Ps. zl. 
280. I will extol Thee, Lord on high. Ps. z2rz. 
281. If God succeed not, all the cost. Ps. crzvit. 
282. I’ll bless the Lord from day to day. Ps, z2rziv, 
283. Tl 7 pace the honours of my King. Ps. ztv. 
284. In all my vast concerns with Thee. Ps. crzzriz, 

(1) Lord, where shall guilty souls retire. 
Pe In God’s own house pronounce His praise. 

5. cl. 
226. In Judah, God of old was known. Ps. Izzvi. 
287. In robes of judgment, lo, He comes, Ps, zevit, 
288. Is there ambition in my heart? Ps. crzzt. 
289. It is the Lord our Saviour’s hand. Ps. cit. 

(1) Spare us, O Lord, aloud we pray. 

290. Jehovah reigns, He dwells in light. Ps. xctit. 
291, Jesus, our , ascend Thy throne. Ps. cz. 
292. Judge me, O Lord, and prove my ways. Pé. 

ervi, : 
293. Judges who rule the world by laws. Ps, lviii, 
294. Let all the earth their voices raisy. Is. xcvi, 
295. Let all the heathen writers join. Ps. cxiz, 
296. Let children bear the mighty deeds. Ps, 

297. Let every creature join. Ps, cxlviii. 
ag Let every tongue Thy goodness speak. P%. 

v. 
299, Let God arise in all His might. Ps. leviti. 

(1) Kingdoms and thrones to God belong. 

300. Let sinners take their course, Ps, Iv. 
301. Let Zion, and her sons, ce. Pa, ott. 
302. Let Zion in her King . Ps, elvi. 
301. Lo, what a glorious Corner Stone, Ps. cavtit, 
304. Lo, what an entertaining sight. Ps. crxrzitt. 
305. Long as [live I'll bless Thy Name, Ps, calv, 
306. Lord, I have found it good for me. Ps. exiz. 
307. Lord, I will bless Thee all my days. Ps. zxxtv. 
308. Lord, in the morning Thou shalt hear. Ps, v. 
309. Lord, Thou hast called Thy grace to mind. 

Ps. lrzzv. 
310. Lord, Thou hast searched and seen me through. 

Pi. cazziz, 
311. Lord, Thou wilt hear me bringer Eo Ps. iv. 
312. Lord, "tis a pleasant thing to stand. Ps, zcii, 
313. Lord, what a feeble piece. Ps, xe. 

(1) Our moments fly apace. 
Ree Lord, what a thoughtless wretch was I. Ps, 

ti. 
315. Lord, when I count Thy mercies o'er. Ps. 

cxaziz. 
: 316. Lord, when Thou didst ascend on high. Ps. 
eis. 
317. Loud hallelujahs to the Lord. Ps. calviit, 
318. Makerand sovereign Lord, Ps, ti. 
3 Now He's ascended high. 
2) Why did the Gentiles rage. 

319. Mine eyes and my desire. Ps. zxv. 
320. My God, accept my early vows. Ps. cali. 
321. My God, my everlasting Hope. 2s. laxé. 
— My God, my King, Thy various praise. Ps, 

v. 
323. My God, permit my tongue. Ps, lriii. 
324. My God, the steps of pious men. Ps. rrzvit, 
325. My heart rejoices in Thy name. 7's. oxrd, 
326. My never ceasing songs shall show, Ps, lzzxiz. 
327. My Refuge is the God of love. /s. zi, 
_ My righteous Judge, my gracious God. Ps, 

caliii, 

and worms, &c. 
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329. My Saviour and my F 
330. My Saviour, my almi; 
331. My ee will sup 
332. My soul, how lovely | 

(1) With His rich gift 
333, ot pte lies ee 
334. My soul repeat His p 

qy ipheed og Srachrg Le 
335. My spirit looks to Ga 
336. My spirit sinks witht 
337. Not to ourselves who 
33%. Now be my heart ins 
339, Now let our mournft 
340. Now may the God o! 
341, Now sball my solem: 
342. O all ye nations, pra 
343. O bless the Lord, my) 
344. . blessed souls capche 
345. O Britain, thy 
346. O fora bh vig phan 

(1) Now raise a shou 
347. O God of mercy, hea 
348. O happy man whose 
349. O happy nation whe 
350. O how S leve Thy b 
351. O Lord, how many : 
352. O Lord, our heaven! 
353. U Lord our Lord 

354. O that the Lord » 
ewig. 

355. O that Thy statutes 
356. Of justice and of gr 

(1) Mercy and judg: 

357. Out of the deeps of 
358. Praise waits in Zior 
359. Praise ye the Lord, 
360. Praise ye the Lor 

361, Praise ye the Lord, 
362. Preserve me, Lord, 
363. Rejoice, ye righteo 
364. Remember, Lord, 
365. Return, U Ged of 1 
366. Salvation is for evs 
367, See what a living § 

(1) This is the glor 
_ 368, Sing, all ye nation 

369. Sing to the Lord J 
370. Sing to the Lord, - 
371. Songs of immortal 
372. Soon as 1 beard m 
373. Sure there’s a rigt 
374. Sweet is the mem. 
375. Teach me the mea 
376. The A hty rei 

(1) Jehovah reign: 

377. The earth for eve 
378. The God (great) J 
379. The God of our s 
6 At his comma 

2) On God the ra, 

380. The heavens dec! 
(1) Great sun of » 

381. The heavens, © } 
Pies The King, O Le 

383. The King of sain 
384. The Lord can cle 

387. The Lord Jehovs 
tains. Ps, recite. 

388. The Lord may She 
Ps. ~sagd os 
339, e rd of c 
390. The Lord of i 

Ps. soles. : ~ 
391. é Lord, the . 
392. The Lord, a. 4 393, The praise of 7: 
304. The starry hea: 
395, Think, mighty 
396. This spacious ey 

A Ps. 
(1) Rejoice, ays 

398. Thrice hap: 
399. Through avee 
400. Thus saith 

(1) No Sanaa on 
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401. Thy mercies fill the earth, O Lord. Ps. criz. 
(1) When I confess'd my wandering ways. 

402. Thy Name, almighty Lord. Ps cevit. 
403. "Tis by Thy strength the mountains stand. 

#8. lav. 
404. To God I cried with mournful voice, Ps. lzxvit, 

(1) Will God for ever cast me off? 

To God I made my sorrows known. Ps. cxlii. 
To God the great, the ever blest. Ps. coi. 
To beaven 1 lift my waiting eyes. Ps. oxzi, 
To our Almighty Maker, God. Ps. xcviti. 
"Twas in the watches of the night. Ps. lxtii. 
Unshaken as the sacred hill. Ps, cxxv. 
Up to the hills 1 lift mine [my] eyes. Ps. cxzxt. 
Upward I lift mine eyes. Ps. crzt. 
Vast are Thy works, almighty Lord. Ps. ctv. 
We bless the Lord, the just, the good. Ps. 

We love Thee, Lord, and we adore. Ps. xviii. 
What shall I render to my God, Ps. cxvi, 
(1) Among the saints that fill Thine house, 

417. When God is nigh my faith is strong. Ps, xvi. 
414, When God restored our captive state. Ps. crxvi. 
419. When God revealed His gracious (precious) Name, 

#s. cxzvi. 
420. When I with pleasing wonder stand. Ps. 

ocrrziz. 
421. When man grows bold in sin. Ps. zravt, 

) But there’s a dreadful God. 
hen overwhelmed with grief. Ps. lxt. 

1) O lead me to the Rock. 
423. When the great Jodge, supreme and just. Ps. iz. 

(1) Rise, great Redeemer, from Thy seat. 
424. Where’er the man is found, Ps. zzv. 
425. Where shall the man be fuund. Ps, zav. 
426. Where sba!l we go to seek and find. 2s. czawti. 
427. While men grow bold in wicked ways. Ps. 

were. 
(1) Above the heaven's created rounds, 

428, Who shall ascend Thy heavenly place? Ps. ov. 
(1) Who shal] ascend to the heavenly place. 

429. With all my powers of heart and tongue. Ps. ti 
crzerviti. 

(1) Grace will complete what — begins. 
2) To God | cried when troubles rose. 

430. With earnest longings of the mind. Ps. alit. 
431. With my whole heart I'll raise my song. Ps. iz. 
432. With reverence let the saints appear, Ps. 

ay With wonder and with awful fear. 
ann With songs and honours sounding loud. Ps. 

vit, 
434. Would you bebold the works of God? Ps. cvit. 
435. Ye holy souls, in God rejoice. Ps. zrxiit, 
436. Ye islands of the nerthern sea. 2s. covit. 
” Ye lands and isles of every sea. 
@ Ye shores and isles of every sea, 

437. Ye nations round the earth rejoice. Ps. c. 
438. Ye servants of the Almighty King. Ps. catii. 
439. Ye sons of men, a feeble race. I's. xei. 
440. Ye that delight to serve the Lord. Ps. catié, 
441. Ye that obey the Immortal King. Ps. cxrzziv. 
442. Ye tribes of Adam, join. Ps. cxzlviii. 
443, Yet, saith the Lord, if David’s race. Ps. leawiz. 

vy. From Sermons, 1721-1727. 

444. Do flesh and nature dread to die. Death. 
445. Do | believe what Jesus saith. Courage and 

Honour. 
446. Father of glory to Thy Name, Holy Trinity. 
< How is our .nature spoiled by sin. The Atone- 

ment. 
448. Must friends and kindreds droop and die. Death. 
oa O happy soul, that liveson high. Christian Life 

n. 
450. O that I knew the sacred place. Lent. 
451. Questions and doubts be beard no more. Witness 

om Averett i ospel . at shall the dying sinner do? The G the 
Power of God to Salvation. 

vi. From Reliquiae Juveniles, 1734. 

453. Where shall the tribes of Abraham find. Christ 
our Life, 

(1) Jesus, our Kinsman and our God. 

405. 
406. 
407, 
40%. 
4:9. 

410. 

411, 
412. 

413. 
414. 

tzviit. 
415. 
416. 

( 
422. 

( 

vii. From Remnants of Time, 1736. 
ant The mighty frame of glorious grace. Redemp- 

(1) Proclaim inimitable love, 
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These 454 Hymns and Versions of the 
Psalms, in addition to the centos which are 
indicated by the sublines, are all in OC. U. at 
the present time. The more important and 
best known of Dr. Watts’s Hymns and versions 
of the Pealms have separate annotations under 
their respective first lines. [See Index of 
Authors and Translators. | {J. J.J 

Waugh, Benjamin, was b. at Settle, in 
Yorkshire, Feb, 20, 1839, and educated for the 
Congregational Ministry at Airedale College, 
Bradford. He has held torates at New- 
bury, Berkshire, Greenwich, and New South- 
gate. He has been for several years editor of 
The Sunday Magazine, and a large contributor 
to its pages. He has pub. (1) The Good 
Cradle, Who rocks it; (2) Sunday Evenings 
with my Children ; (3) The Children’s Sunday 
Hour ; (4) The Child of the English Savage ; 
(5) Imperial Legislation and Street Children. 
Mr. Waugh’'s hymns have appeared from time 
to time in The Sunday Magazine, and have not 
been separitely published. Those which have 
come into C. U. include :— 

1. Jesus, the Friend of friendless men. Jesus the 
Sinner’s Friend. 1874. 

2. O happy pair of Nazareth. The Child Jesus. 
3. O let me see Thy beauty, Lord. The Beauty of the 

Lord. This is given in a revised form as ‘‘ Now let us 
see Thy beauty, Lord,”’ in Horder's Cong, Hymns, 1884. 

Mr. Waugh’s hymns are for children’s use, 
and are exceedingly fresh and unconventional. 
Several others of merit might be selected 
from the Sunday Magazine with advantage 
to children’s hymnody. (W. G. H.) 

We all had sinned and gone astray. 
G. Thring. (The Good Shepherd.) This was 
the author's first hymn, and was written to 
the tune “ Cambridge New,” at his mother’s 
request, in 1861. It was pub. in Morrell & 
How's Ps. & Hya., 1864; and in his own 
Hys. Cong. and Others, 1866, p. 11, in 4 at. of 
6 fi and entitled, ** The Love of Christ.” Also 
given in his Hys. & Sac. Lyrics, 1874, p. 86, 
and in his Coll., 1882. (J. J. 

We all, O Lord, have gone astray. 
i Shepherd and His wandering Sheep.) 

is is based upon J, Merrick’s version of the 
last (Tau) of Ps. exix., pub. in his Ps. of 
David, &c., 1765. It was given in Cotterill’s 
Sel., 1819, p. 64, and has been repeated in a few 
collections in G. Britain and America. It was 
arranged from Merrick by Cotterill. (J. J.] 

We are but little children poor 
weak}. Cecil F. Alexander, née Humphreys. 
Holy Baptiem.] Pub. in Dr. Hook's Leeds 

urch S. 8. H. Bk., 1850,in 9 st. of 41. It is 
in use, sometimes abbreviated, in its original 
form ; as“ We are but little children weak,” in 
the 1868 Appendiz to H. A. & M., and numerous 
other collections ; and as, “O Lord, the Holy 
Innocents” (at. ii.), in the American Protes- 
tant Episcopal Hymnal, 1871. In these various 
forms it is in extensive use. (J. J.J 
We bid Thee welcome in the Name. 

J. Montgomery. (Induction of a Minister.) 
This hymn isin the m. mss., but is undated. It 
was pub, in Montgomery's Christian Psalmist, 
1825, No. 535, and again in his Original 
Hymna, 1853, No. 305. in 6 st. of 4 1, and 

hdaded, “ On the Appointment of a Minister.” 
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It is found in many collections, but usually in 
an abbreviated form. {J. J.J 

We bow before Thy gracious Throne, 
This, in the American Unitarian Hys. for the 
Church of Christ, 13853, No. 518, i. a cento 
from two hymns by C. Wesley, st. i., iv. being 
from “ Thou Son of God, Whose flaming eye” ; 
and st. ii, iii. from “Come, O Thou all- 
victorious Lord (p. 249, ii.), as in the Wes. H. 
Bk. 1780. [J. J.) 

_ We come, Lord, to Thy feet. [Open- 
of Sunday School.| ‘This hymn, together 

with the companion hymn for the Closing of a 
Sunda School, - O Lord, our hearts would 
give Thee praise,’ ’ appeared on a card printed 
for Sunday-school use by Bp. Pelham, when 
Incumbent of Christ Church, Hampstead. 
Both hymns were adapted by him from 
another and now unknown source. The Rev. 
E. H. Bickersteth included both hymns, with 
slight alterations, in his Ps. & Hys., &c., 1858, 
from thence they have passed into several 
collections. W. F. Stevenson attributes the 
former in his Hys. for Church and Home, 1873, 
to Lady Lucy Whitmore, 1824, but we have 
failed to find it in her Family Prayers, &c., 
1824 (see p, 1085, ii.), and know of no authority 
for the ascription. (J. J.) 

We give Thee but Thine own. Bp. 
W. W. How. [Offertory.] Written about 1858, 
and Ist pub. in the e calansed ed. of Morrell & 
How's Psalms & Hymns, 1864, No. 197, in 6 st. 
of 41 From thence it has passed into nu- 
merous collections, and now ranks in popu- 
larity with some of the best of modern hymns. 
Of the author's pearing in extensiveness 
of use it is exceeded only by his “ For all Thy 
Saints who from their labours rest.” Orig. 
text, Church Hymns, 1871. The doxology in 
H. A. & M. and others is an addition. [J. J.J 

We have not seen Thy footsteps 
tread. Anne Richter, née Rigby. [Faith] 
The complicated nature of the various forms 
of this hymn in C. U. requires the reproduc- 
tion of the original poem, and the texts of 
some of the hymns adapted therefrom. 

1. The earliest date to which we have traced 
me original poem is 1834. In that year it 
—— anonymously in Songs from the 

A Collection of Sacred Poetry. pots 
le, 18mo. This volume was com _ 

by the elder daughters of the Rev. W. 
Wilson. [e. mss.) At page 130 it reads :— 

‘Fata. 

BR te Blessed are they who have not seen, and yet have 
teved 

We have not seen Thy footsteps tread 
This wild and sinful earth of ours, 

Nor heard Thy voice restore the dead 
Again to life's reviving powers : 

But we believe—for all things are 
The gifts of Thine Almighty care. 

“We have not seen the billowy sea 
Grow calm and still at a command, 

Nor the dim orbs again to 
Beneath the healing of Thine hand : 

But we believe the Fount of Light 
Again could give those eyeballs sight. 

“* We did not see Thee tread the wave ; 
We did not hear the voice from heaven, 

Which once with awful warning gave 
That God's own Son for us was given. 

But we believe—oh ! strengthen Thou 
The faith which to Thy Name we owe. 

WE HA 

“ We did n 
Steal to 

And watc 
Then q 

But we tt 
Alone cou 

« We did mn 
With ar 

Nor the fi 

Of heaven 

* We did no 
Within 

Of the all- 
Slow tra 

But we be 
Bursting t 

* We were r 
Who sav 

“ Chase ever 
* Light o 

Illume wit! 
We wou! 

Bring us to 
-Apnd make 

This text wa 
number of The 
rinted at Kirkb 

v. W. Carus ' 
R. Kirton-Linds 

No. 148 (2nd ed. 
of this work was 

2. The first a 
congregational wu) 
Lutterworth Coll 
1838, No, 264. 
i.e. from an Ame 
and additions. f 
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xt is :— 
“ We saw The 
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And wake 
But We REL 
And leave fo 

“ We were not 
When Thc 
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But WE BEL! 
Could give tt 

“ We did not n 
When Tho 

First lift to bh 
Then to th 

But We BELL 
Beheld that }: 

“* And now tha! 

Yet WE AELIF 
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WE HAVE NOT SEEN THY 

** We were not with the faithful few, 
Who stood Thy bitter cro«s around, 

Nor heard the prayer for those who slew, 
Nor felt that earthquake rock the ground : 

We saw no spear-wound pierce Thy side; 
Yet we believe that Thou hast died. 

** No angels’ @ met our ear, 
On that first glorious Easter-day, 

* The Lord Is risen, He is not here, 
Come see the place where Jesus lay!’ 

But we believe that Thou didst quell 
The banded powers of Death and Hell. 

** We saw Thee not return on high, 
* And now our longing sight to bless, 

No ray of glory from sky 
Shines down upon our wilderness : 

Yet we believe that Thou art there, 
And seek Thee, Lord, in praise and prayer.” 

4. The next form of the text appeared in 
J. H. Gurney’s Ps. & sage +d Public Worship, 
Selected for some of the Churches in Mary 
borne, Lond. 1851, No. 269, and reads :— 

1. ** We saw Thee not when Thou didst come 
To this poor world of sin and death, 

Nor e’er beheld Thy cottage-home 
In that despised Nazareth ; 

But we sevieve Thy fvot trod 
Its streets and plains, Thou Son of God. 

‘* We did not see Thee lifted high 
Amid the wild and savage crew, 

Nor beard Thy meek, imploring oy, 
* Forgive, they know not what they do’; 

Yet we BkLIEVE the deed was done, 
Which shook the earth, and veiled the sun. 

** We stood not by the _— tomb 
Where late Thy eacred body lay, 

Nor eat within that upper room, 
Nor met Thee in the open way; 

But we BELIEVE that els said, 
* Why seek the living with the dead?’ 

“ We did not mark the chosen few, 
When Thou didst thro’ the clouds ascend, 

First lift to heaven their wondering view 
Then to the earth «ll prostrate bend; 

Yet we pevieve that mortal eyes 
Bebeld that journey tu the skies. 

“ And now that Thou dost reign on high, 
And thence Thy waiting people*bless, 

No ray of glory from the sky 
Doth shine upon our wilderness ; 

But we sevieve Thy faithful word, 
And trust in our Lord.” 

Tt will be noted that st. iv., v. are from the 
Lutterworth Coll., 1838. In a note to this 
hymn in the “Table of first lines” to the 
Marylebone Ps. & Hys., Gurney says concera- 
ing it :— 

“* This hymn k, * Yes 
God is ate fagedla pin ed ty teen paras ant 
American volume, wh were well conceived, but 
a ag executed. Successive alterations have le 

ing of the original compositions remaining but the 
Es four words, and the repeated words, in each hymn. 

ith this acknowledgment, the writer bas not scrupled 
to put his name to them—J. H. G.” 

The“ small American volume ” here referred 
to has not been identified. In the American 
Sabbath H. Bk., 1858, No. 861 begins with 
st. ii. of this text, “We did not see Thee 
lifted high.” 

5. On the death of Buckoll in 1871, a ms. 
in his handwriting, but undated, was found 
which contained the Lutterworth text of 1838 
expanded into 14 stanzas. With the aid of 
this Ms, we are enabled to say with tolerable 
certainty that of the Lutterworth text st. i. 
i. were by Buckoll, and st. iii., iv. were by 
Gumey ; the Rugby text, 1850, was by Buckoll; 
and the Marylebone text, 1851, by Gurney. 
_ ¥L After the publication of Gurney’s text 
in the Marylebone Ps. & Hys., 1851, compli- 
cations soon arose mainly in the form of centos. 
Some of these are :— 
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1) In the Hys. for the Chapel Harrow School, 
1086) No, 90 is thus natal at. 1., il. Buckol!l from the 
Lutterworth Coll, ; st. iii., iv., Buckoll, from the Rugby 
Hymns ; st. v., vi., Gurney, from the Lutterworth Coll, 

(2) In the American Sabbath H. Bk., 1858, and ot 
is composed of st. ii.-v. of Gurney's 1851 text, an 
begins “ We did not see Thee lifted high.” 

(3) In Pott’s Hys. Fitted to the Order of Common 
Prayer, &c., 1861, No. 182, we have Pt. {. st. i., Gurney, 
from the Marylebone ; st. ji., iii., Buckoll, from the Lutter- 
worth Coll.; Pt. il, “ We did not see Thee lifted high,” 
Gurney, from the Marylebone text. 

(4) The text of the 8. P. C. K. Church ns, 1871, 
No. 541, is: st. 1, ii, Buckoll, from the Lutterworth 
Coll. ; st. ili., Buckoll, from the Rugby Hymne: st. iv., 
v., Gurney, from the Lutterworth Coll. 
& In the American Unitarian of {and Tune} Bk., 

1868, No, 428, is composed of st. ii.-iv. of Buckoll's 
Rugby text alone, and begins ‘* We were not with the 
faithtul few.” 

The text by bg & as in the Marylebone 
Ps. & Hys., 1851, is the most popular form of 
the hymn. It is found in H. A. & M., 1875; 
the Hy. Comp., 1876; Thring’s Coll., 1882, 
and many otlers. [J. J.) 

We in the lower parts. [Holy Com- 
munion.) This cento appeared in the 1874 
Suppl. to the New Cong. H. Bk., No. 1242. 
It is thus com : st. i, and iii. are from 
No. 97 of C. Wesley’s Hys. on the Lord's 
Supper, 1745; st. ii. from No. 81 of the same; 
and st. iv. and y. from another source. [J. J.J 

We limit not the truth of God. G. 
Rawson. (Profound Depth of Holy Scripture.} 
This hymn was given in the Leeds H. Bk., 
1858, No. 409, in 5 st. of 8 1., and headed 
with the following extract upon which it was 

= He charged us before God, and His blessed angels, 
if God should reveal anything to us by any other instru- 
ment of His, to be as ready to receive it a8 any truth by 
his ministry; for he was very contident the Lord had 
more light and truth yet to break forth out of His holy 
word,” Narrative of Pastor Robinson's Address to the 
Pilgrim Fathers, 

This note, together with the har also 
peg in’ Mr. Rawson’s Hys., Verses, and 
hants, 1876. [{J. J.) 
We love the place, O Lord [God]. 

W. Bullock and Sir H. W. Baker. (The House 
of God.) In its original form this hymn ap- 

red in Dean Bullock’s — of the Church, 
lifax, N. Scotia, 1854, pp. 37, 38, as follows : 

** Tarrp SUNDAY AFTER EPIPHANY. 
“ Lord, I have loved the habitation of Thy house.”’ 

Psalm xxvi. 8. 
“« We love the place, O Lord, 

Wherein Thine honour dwells; 
The of Thy abode 

AH other joy excels. 

““ We love the house of prayer, 
Wherein Thy servants meet; 

For Thou, O Lord, art there, 
Thy chosen ones to greet. 

“We love the sacred font 
Wherein the Holy Dove 

Pours out, as He is wont, 
The effluence from above. 

‘* We love our Father's board, 
Its altar steps are dear; 

For there in faith adored, 
We find Thy Presence near, 

** We love Thy saints who come 
Thy mercy to proclaim, 

To call the wanderers home, 
And magnify Thy name, 

“ Our first and latest love 
To Zion shall be given— 

The House of God above, 
On earth the Gate of Heav'n.” 

2. This text, which has many features of 
excellence, underwent the following changes 
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at the hands of Sir H. W. Baker, in 1860, and 
was pub. in H. A. & M., 1861, as follows, the 
italics being Sir H. W. Baker's alterations and 
additions :— 

“We love the place, O God, 
Wherein Thine honour dwells; 

The joy of Thine abode 
All earthly joy excels. 

“« It is the House of prayer, 
Wherein Thy servants meet ; 

And Thou, O Lord, art there 
Thy chosen flock to greet. 

“ We love the sacred Font; 
For there the Holy Dove 

To pour is ever wont 
His blessing from above. 

** We love Thine Altar, Lord ; 
Oh what on earth so dear? 

For there, in faith adored, 
We find I'hy Presence near, 

“ We love the Word » A Life, 
The Word that tells of peace, 

Of comfort in the strife, 
And joys that never cease. 

“ We love to sing below 
For mercies freely given ; 

But Oh! we long to know 
The triumph-song of heaven, 

“ Lord Jesus, give us grace 
On earth to love Thee more, 

In heaven to see Thy Face, 
And with Thy saints adore.” 

This form of the hymn has passed into most 
extensive use in all English-speaking coun- 
tries, and has been translated into several 
languages. 

8. A third form appeared in Harland’s 
Church Pealter and Hyl., enlarged ed. 1867, 
the opening stanza of which begins :— 

**O Lord, we love the place 
Wherein Thine honour dwells ; 

The sweetness of Thy grace 
All other joy excels,’ 

This is based upon the H. A. & M. text; 
but is very inferior asa piece of literary work- 
manship. 

4. A fourth form is given in Thring’s Coll., 
1882. Of this st. i, ii. are by Bullock, with 
“God” for “ Lord,” in st. i. 1. 1; st. tii. UD. 
1, 2, Bullock, 1. 3, Bullock altered by Thring, 
1.4, Bullock altered by Baker ; st. v. by Thring; 
st. vi. ll. 1-3, by Thring, 1. 4, Bullock altered 
by Baker. This is a good cento and worthy 
of more extensive use. [J. J.) 

We love Thee, Lord! yet not alone. 
Julia A. Elliott, née Marshall. (Love for 
Christ.) This appeared in her husband’s Ps. & 
Hys., 1835, in 6 st. of 4 double lines, Al- 
though not separately numbered as such, it is 
really a hymn in two parts, Pt. ii. beginning 
with at. iv..““ We love Thee, Lord! because 
when we, &.” It has passed into a few 
collections, (J. J.) 

We plan foundations for the dead. 
J. Montgomery. (Foundation Stone of a 
reread Some eet ‘he ms, of this hymn is 
dated ‘“* May 5, 1848.” The hymn was written 
for the laying of the foundation-stone of the 
chapel for the Church of England portion of 
the Sheffield General Cemetery. Mont- 
gomery’s hymn, “Father of glorv, God of 
grace,” was written for the Opening of the 
same, and is dated “June 27, 1850.” Mont- 
gomery d. on April 30, 1854, and was buried 
noder the shadow of the spire of this oy 
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om Day, 1887.” It is No. 286 in the 1890 ed, | some of the heme. In conjunction with the 
the -. Comp. J.) Rev. Canon W. Cooke he was editor of the 

Weary of earth, and laden with my | 4ymnary, 1872, for which office his habitual 
n. S.J. Stone. [Lent.) Written in 1866, | reconstruction and composition of the words 
1d Ist pub. in the same year in his Lyra| of the anthems used at St. Andrew's, Wells 
idelium, p. 44, in 8 st. of 4 1. It is based | Street, as well as his connection with the 

2» Art. 10 of the Apostles’ Creed, “The For- | Hymnal Noted, eminently qualified him. His 
iveness of Sins,” and was written, originally, | origival hyuns contributed to the Hymnary, 
xy a parochial mission. In 1868 Mr. Stone | 1871 and 1872, were :— 
evised it for the Appendix to H. A. & M. Pomme hy thy King. St. Bartholomew. In the 

‘rom H. A. «& M. it has passed into numerous , . 
ollections in G. Britain and America, It | ,2:,Behold He comes, thy King most holy: Advent. 

ie Originally written to be sung in St. Andrew's Church, 
a one of the most tender and plaintive of | Weils Street, as an anthem to the music of Schumann’s 
Wr. Stone’s hymns. In the American Laudes | Advent-lied, and afterwards pub. in the Hymnary, 1872. 
Domini, 1884, it is divided into two parts,| 3. Praise God, the Holy Trinity. Hymn of Faith. 

st. i. being of i-v.: and pt, iL ob vi—vill., | Gopeally wittion ioe cee ls Ke. Anceey 5, Wells Mire, 
. 2... mie ar : ubsequently , 1872. tered to “ O Jesus Christ the righteous! live | “"§. “Braiss the Rock of our salvation, Dedication of 

rm me.”’ {J. J.) a Church, Pub. inthe Hymnary, 1872. Mr. Webb's 
: : authorised text is in the Westminster Abbey H. Bk., 

Weary of this wordy strife. O. Wes-| jxs5, si y 
ley. (For Unity.) 1st pub. in 7 st. of 61. at 5. Ye angel hosts above. Universal Praise to God. 
the end of J. Wesley’s Sermon on 2 Kings x. | In the Hymnary, 1872. 
15,in 1755. (P. Works, 1868-72, vol. vi. 71.)| Mr. Webb’s trs. are annotated elsewhere- 
Two centos are in C. U. (1) “ Weary of this | (See Index of Authors and Translators.) He d. 
wordy strife,” in the Westminster Abbey H. Bk., | in London, Noy. 27, 1885. (Wa. C.] 
1883; and (2) “My brethren, friends, and Wedderburn, James, John and Ro- 
kinsmen these,” in the American Church bert, were the three sons of Sarasa Wadden: 

Praise Book, N. Y., 1882. [J. J.) burn, a Dundee merchant. James, the eldest, 
Webb, Benjamin, «.a., was b. in London | entered the University of St. Andrews in 1514. 

in 1820, and was educated in St. Paul’s| He afterwards went to France, and on his 
School; whence he passed to Trinity Coilege, | return produced tragedies and comedies in 
Cambridge, in 1838, B.a. 1842, M.A. 1845. | Scotch which roused the rage of the evccle- 
Ordained by the Bishop [Monk] of Gloucester | giastics, who forced him to flee, in 1540, to 
and Bristol he was Assistant Curate of | France, where he d., probably at Dieppe, about 
Kemeston in Gloucestershire, 1843-44; of | 1550. John, the second son, graduated m.a. 

Christ Church, St. Pancras, 1847-49; and of | at St. Andrews in 1528, Having entered the 
Brasted, Kent, 1849-51; at which date he | priesthood and officiated at Dundce, he fell 
was presented to the P.C. of Sheen in| under suspicion of heresy, and fled in 1539 to 
Staffordshire, which he held until 1862, when | Wittenberg, where he associated with Luther, 
he became Vicar of St. Andrews, Wells Street, | Melanchthon, aud other Retormers. There in 
London, In 1881 the Bishop [Jackson] of | his exile, doubtless under Luther's influence, 
London collated him to the Prebend of Port- | he wrote and translated many of the psalms, 
pool in St. Paul's Cathedral, Mr. Webb was | hymns and ballads commonly known as The 
one of the Founders of the Cambridge Cam- | Gude and Godlie Ballates. After the death 
den, afterwards the Keclesiological Society; | of James v. (Dec. 13, 1542), he returned to 
and the Editor of the Ecelesiologist from 1842 | Scotland, but was forced in 1546 again to 
to 1868, ag well as the General Editor of the | flee. He d. in England in 1556. Robert, the 
Society’s publications. His first appearance | youngest son, graduated m.a. at St. Andrews 
in print was as joint editor of Bp. Montague’s | in 1530. He entered the priesthood, and was 
Articles of Inquiry in 1841; in 1843 he was | Vicar of Dundee in 1553. He seems to have 
joined with Mr. J. M. Neale in An Essay on} written a number of the “ Ballates” proper. 
Symbolism, and A Translation of Durandus;| To him br. Laing would ascribe the remark- 
in 1847 he put forth his valuable work on | able Complaynt of Scotland, a satirical poem 
Continental Ecclesiology ; in 1848 he was joint | first pub. at St. Andrews in 1549. (See 
editor with Dr. Mill of Frank’s Sermons, for | Scottish Hymnody, § 3; and the works by 
the Anglo-Catholic Library, aud with the | Dr. Laing and Dr. Mitchell mentioned in the 
rr J. Age vetiongpe < ee rem lye Appendiz to that article.) (J. M.] 

er the decease of his father-in-law r. 
Mill), he edited Dr. Mill's Caterhetical Lec- |p, WO°P:;, Mournes, for the joys ‘hat 
tures, 1856; a second edition of Dr. Mill's | 7, e. Zi ap eee f 1 a ; " s 

. . . 4 > aly . of? Christian Advocates Publications on the My- thea fe pas dag iti i zn " J “pars 96. 
thical Interpretation of the Gospels, 1861; and . 7 " ng her daa hes hi Poon “t =} 
of Dr Mill’s Sermons on our Lord's Tempta- S was ae iy take = +h eae 43 tl t 
tion, 1873. He was also one of the editors of p 202, OE me | nore oe a dager cera agar 
the Burntisland reprint of the Sarum Missal. | "O™™- As early as 1844 it was given in on 
One of his most valuable works is Inefruc- | *ltered form as: “O weep not for the joys 

. : . that fade,” in the American Uuitarian Chris- tions and Prayers for Candidates for Confir- |}. he C . +i 
mation, of which the third edition was pub. in | ¢n Hymns, of the Cheshire Pastoral Associa- 1882. "Mr. Webb was one of the original tion, and, later, In other American collections, 
editors of the Hymnal Noted, and of the sub- in most of which it is ascribed to Enowie in 

Committee of ‘the Ecelesiological Society, | &T™ (J. J.) 
appointed to arrange the words and the music Wegelin, Josua, pp, s. of Johann 

that book; und was also the translator of | Wegelin, or Wegelein, then superintendent 

ee - 
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(Ephorus) of the Evangelical college at 
Augsburg, was b. at Augsburg Jan. 11, 1604. 
After studying at the University of ‘l'iibingen 
(m.a. 1626), he was for a short time pastor 
at Budweiler, and was appointed in 1627 
fourth diaconus of the Franciscan (Barfiisser) 
ehurch at Augsburg. In 1629, along with 
13 other Evangelical pastors, he was com- 
elled to leave Augsburg by the decree of 
estitution (see p. 1090, ii.) enacted by the 

Emperor Ferdinand ut. After Gustavus 
Adolphus had become master of the city, in 
1632, Wegelin was recalled to the Barfiisser 
Kirche as archidiaconus. In 1633 he was 
oe preacher at the Hospital Church 
of the Holy Ghost, but in 1635, as a result 
of the battle of Noérdlingen (Sept., 1634), 
he was again forced to flee from Augsburg. 
He found refuge at Pressburg, in Hungary, 
where he became pastor, and afterwards 
Senior, Inspector, and Doctor of Theology. 
He d. at Pressburg, Sept. 14, 1640 (Koch, 
iii, 169; Goedeke’s Grundrissa, vol. iii. 1887, 
p. 161, &c.). - 

Wegelin’s hymns are simple and natural, and are the 
productions of an earnest, true-hearted and good pastor 
ratber than of a skilful poet. Goedeke, as ve, gives 
lists of their first lines from his (1) Augspurger Bet 
Kiichlein, Ntirnberg, 1636 [copy in possession of Pastor 
E. Krause of Greifswald. There are also eds. which 
have the engraved title dated 1636, and the printed title 
dated 1644, a copy of the 8vo ed. being in the Gittingen 
Library, and a copy of the 12mo in the Library of the 
Prediger Seminar at Hannover), and from his (2) Hand- 
Land- uit Stand-Biichlein, Nirnberg, 1637 (Gottingen 
Library]. Some 20 of his hymns were included in J. M. 
Dilherr’s G. B., NOrnberg, 11654 (p. 301, ii.), and other 
collections of the 17th cent. 

The only hymn by Wegelin which has 
passed into English is :— 

Allein auf Christi Himmelfahrt. Ascension. This 
is his most popular hymn. Ist pub. 1636, as above, p. 
609 (Gottingen copy p. 552, Hannover copy p. 581), fn 
3 st. of 71. entitled, “iv. Short Psalm of on the 
Ascension of Christ ;"’ repeated in Dilberr's G. &., 1654, 
p. 394. In the Lflneburg @. &., 1661, No. 112, it is re- 
cast and begins, ‘“‘ Auf Christi Himmel-Fart allein”; 
this recast being probably made by the compiler Ernst 
Sonnemann (1658 conrector of the n school at Celle, 
1661 pastor of St. Alexander’s Church at Einbeck or 
Eimbeck, in Hannover; d. at Einbeck, Nov. 17, 1670). 
Both forms are given in the Leipzig Vorrath, 1673, Nos. 
388 and 389, and in the Unv, L. 8., 1851. Tr, as:— 

1, Raise Devotion, mortal Tongues. By J. C. 
Jacobi, in his Psal, Ger., 1722, p. 24; repeated, altered, 
in his 2nd ed., 1732, p. 41. In 1722 it is marked as ¢r. 
from the second form of Wegelin’s hymn; in 1732 as 
from J. Zwick’s Auf diesen Tag bedenken wir. It may 
be regarded as a very free tr. irom Wegelin; with the 
first stanza taken from st. v., vi. of Isaac Watts's * Ho- 
sannah to the Prince of Light.” The 1732 text was in- 
cluded as No, 443 in pt. i. of the Moravian H. Bk., 1754, 
with a new tr. of st. iii. added. This tr. of st. iii. was 
omitted in the 1789 and later eds. In the edition of 
1886, No. 170, only st. i., ii. of Jacobi are retained. 

2. Since Christ is gone to heaven, His home. This 
is a good ¢r, from the second form, by Miss Winkworth, 
in her Lyra Ger., 2nd ser., 1858, p. 47; and in Schafl's 
Christ in rig 1369, p. 314. Inher C. B. for England, 
1863, No. 64, it is altered in metre. [J. M.} 

Wegleiter, Christoph, s. of Leonhardt 
Wegleiter, book-keeper at Niirnberg, was b. 
at Niirnberg, April 22, 1659. In 1676 he 
matriculated at the University of Altdorf, 
and so distinguished himself by his poetic 
gifts that he was, in 1679, received by 8. yon 
Birken as a member of the Pegnitz Shepherd 
and Flower order, and in 1680 was at once 
capped M.a. and laureated as a poet. After 
studying at other German universities, and 
making a lengthened tour (1685-88) in Ger- 
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WEISSE, MICHAEL 

Z. S., 1851, No. 694, st. 1.-iv., vi. are as in 1607, and st. 
Vv. is one of the st. added in C. Demantius’s Threnodiae, 
Freiberg, 1620. Thetrs. in C. U. are:— 

1. On God in all my woes. ‘This is a good fr. of st. 
i.—iv. of the 1607, by A. T. Russell, as No. 231 in his 
Fs. & Hys., 1951. 

2. In God my faithful God, This is a good and full 
tr. from the 1607, by Miss Winkworth, in her C. B. Jor 
a gland, 1863, No. 147, slightly altered in her Christian 
Stngers, 1569, p. 156. Repeated, omitting st. iv., in the 
Ohio Luth. Hyl., 1880. 

Other trs. are :— 
(1) ** In God the Lord most just,” by J. C. Jacobi, 

1722, p. 82; repeated in the Moravian H. Bk., 1164, 
pt. i., No. 474. (2) “I trust my blessed God,” by 4. L, 
Frothingham, 1570, p. 219. (J. M.) 

__ Wreisse, Michael (Weiss, Wiss, Wegs, 
Weeys, Weyss), was b. circa 1480, in Neisse, 
Silesia, took priest’s orders, and was for some 
tirme a monk at Breslau. When the early 
writings of Luther came into his hands, 
W eisse, with two other monk@, abandoned 
the conyent, and sought refuge in the Bohe- 
mian Brethren’s House at Leutomischl in 
Bohemia. He became German preacher (and 
apparently founder of the German commu- 
nities) to the Bohemian Brethren at Lands- 
kron in Bohemia, and Fulnek in Moravia, and 
ad. at Landskron in 1534 (Koch, ii. 115-120; 
Wackernagel’s D. Kirchenlied, i. p. 727; 
Fontes rerum Austricarum, Scriptores, vol. ii. 
pt. ii. p. 227, Vienna, 1863, &c.). 

Weisse was admitted as a priest among the Brethren 
at the Synod of Brandeis, in 1531, and in 1532 was ap- 
pointed a member of their Select Council, but he had 
previously performed important missions for the Breth- 
ren. He was, e.g., sent by Bishop Lucas, in 1522, along 
with J. Rob or Horn, to explain the views of the Bohe- 
mian Brethren to Luther ; and again, in 1524, when they 
were eoeored more esp<cially to report on the practices 
and holiness of life of the followers of the German Re- 
formers. He was also entrusted with the editing of the 
first German hymn-book of the Bohemian Brethren, 
which appeared as in New Gesengbuchlen at Jungen 
Bunzel Gung Bunzlau) in Bohemia in 1531 (see pp, 156, 
‘L., and 167). This contained 155 hymns, all ap tly 
either translations or else origina | himself. The 
proportion of trs. is not very clear. In the preface to 
the 1531, Weisse addressing the German Communities at 
Fulnek and Landskron says, ‘I have also, according to 
my power, put forth all my ability, your old hymn-book 
as well as the Bohemian hymn-book (Cantional) being 
before me, and have brought the same sense, in accord- 
ance with Holy Scriptyre, into German rhyme.” So 
Johann Roh in the preface to the 1544 ed. speaks of him- 
self as correcting ahymne which he (i.e. Welsse) trans- 
ferred from Bohemian into German”; and the 1639 ed. 
Speaks of Weisse as having “begun to translate the 
(Sobenian) Cantional, and rendered 143 hymns into 
erman.” Mr, Miller, however (see p. 157), has only 

been able to. identify 12 as ¢rs. from the Bohemian. 
Luther called Weisse ‘‘a good poet, with somewhat 

erroneous views on the Sacrament” (i.e. Holy Commu- 
one and, after the Sacramental hymns had been re- 

‘vised by Roh (1544), included 12 of his hymns in V. 
Babst's G. #., 1545. Many of his hymns possess con- 
siderable merit. The style is flowing and musical, the 
Teligious tone is earnest and manly, but yet tender and 
truly devout, and the best of them are distinguished by 
A certain charming simplicity of thought and expression. 
At least 119 passed into the German Lutheran bymn- 
books of the 16th and 17th centuries, and many are still 
‘in use, Three are annotated in this Dictionary at pp. 
395, ii.; 822, i.; and 886, i. 

The following hymns by Weisse have also 
passed into English :— 

i, Christus ist erstanden, Von des Todes Banden. 
Easter. 1st pub. 1531 as above, and thence in 
Wackernagel, iii, p. 273, in 7 st. of 4 1. It is 
Suggested by the older hymn, “ Christ ist erstan- 
den” (p. 225, i.). Inthe Unr. L. S, 1851, No. 
129. The ér. in C. U. is:— 

Christ the Lord is risen again! This is a full 
and very good tr., by Miss Winkworth, in her 
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Lyra Ger., 2nd Ser., 1858, p. 37, and her C. B. . 
for England, 1863, No. 58. It has been included 
in many recent English and American hymnals ; 
enerally omitting st. ii.,as in H. A. ¢ M., 1861; 
ymnary, 1872; Thring's Coll., 1880-82; Cong. 

Ch. Hyl., 1887, and in America in the Epis. yl, 
1871; Bapt. Service of Song, 1871, &c. Further 
abridged forms are in the S. P. C. K. Church Hys., 
1871; and in the Laudes Domini, N. Y., 1884, 
and many others, especially in America, 

tra are :— 
(1) “ Christ (and ‘tis no wonder”). This is No. 260 in 

t. 1, of the Moravian H. Bk., 1754. (2) ** Christ our 
rd is risen,” by Dr. H. Mills, 1856, p. 322. 

ii. Es geht daher des Tages Schein. Morning. 
1531 as above, and thence in Wackernagel, iii. 

. 318, in 7 st. of 4.1. In the Une. L. &, 1851, 
No. 455. The trs. in C. U. are:— 

1. The Light of Day again wesee. In full, by 
H. J. Buckoll in his Hys. from German, 1842, 
p. 14. His ftrs. of st. iii., iv., vi., vii., beginning 
“Great God, eternal Lord of Heaven,” were in- 
cluded in the Rugby School H. Bh., 1850. 

2. Once more the day-light shines abroad. This 
is a full and very good ¢r., by Miss Winkworth, 
in her Lyra Ger., 2nd Ser., 1858, p. 69, and her 
C. B. for England, 1863, No. 18, Repeated in 
Thring’s Coll., 1880-82. 

iii. Gelobt sei Gott im hochsten Thron. Faster. 
1531 as above, and thence in Wackernagel, iii. 

. 265, in 20 st. of 3.1., with Alleluia. In the 
falz G@. B., 1859, No, 19, five st. are given, 

and in Lavriz’s Kern, 1844, No, 139, there are 
six st. At p. 157 it is marked as from the 
Bohemian (1st pub. 1501), the Bohemian being 
suggested by the “Surrexit Christus hodie ” 
(p. 1104, i.), and the German being based on both. 
The ¢trs, in C. U. are :— x 

1, Praise God upon His heavenly throne. This 
is a free tr. of st. 1, 4, 10, 19, 20, by A. T. 
Russell, as No. 112, in his Ps. § Hys., 1851. 

2. Glory to God upon His throne. By Mrs. H. 
R. Spaeth, in the Southern Lutheran Service and 
Hys. for Sunday Schools, Philadelphia, 1883. 

iv. Gott sah zu seiner Zeit. Christmas, 1531 
as above, and thence in Wackernagel, iii. p. 244, 
in 10 st, of 91. The tr. in C. U, is:— 

When the due Time had taken place. By C. 
Kinchen, omitting st. v., as No. 169 in the Mo- 
ravian-H, Bk., 1742 (1849, No. 20). In the ed. 

of 1886, No. 954 consists of st. x., beginning 
“ Ah come, Lord Jesus, hear our prayer.” 

v. Lob sei dem allmiichtigen Gott. Advent. 
1531 as above, and thence in Wackernagel, iii. 
p. 230, in 14 st. of 41. Included in V. Babst’s 
G. B., 1545, and recently as No, 12 in the Unv. 
L. &., 1851. In the larger ed. of the Moravian 
H. Bk., 1886, it is marked as a tr. from a Bohe- 
mian hymn, beginning “Cirkey Kristova Boha 
chval.” The trs, are :— 

1. Praise be to that Almighty God. By J. Gam- 
bold, omitting st. xi—xiii., as No 246, in pt. i. 
of the Moravian H, Bk, 1754. In the 1789 and 
later eds. (1886, No. 31), it begins “To God we 

render thanks and praise,” 
2. O come, th’ Almighty’s praise declare. By 

A. T. Russell, of st. i.-iii., v., as No. 26 in his 
Ps. § Hys., 1851. 

vi. O Herre Jesu Christ, der du erachienen bist. 
For Children. On Christ's Example in His early 
years on earth. 1531 as above, and in Wacker- 
nagel, iii. p. 326, in 7 st. of 71. The first three 
st. are fr. as “ Christ Jesus, Lord most dear,” in 
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the Moravian H. Bk., 1754, pt. i., No. 278. The 
form in C. U, is that in Knapp’s Ev. L. S, 1837, 
No, 2051 (1865, No, 2601), which begins “ Nun 
hilf uns, o Herr Jesu Christ,”’ and is in 3 st. of 
4 1., entirely recast. This is tr, as:— : 

Lord Jesus Christ, we come to Thee. In full 
from Knapp, by Miss Winkworth, in her C. B, 
Sor England, 1863, No. 179, 

Hymns not in English C. U. :— 
vii. Den Vater dort oben. (Grace after Meat. 1531, 

and thence in Wackernagel, lii., p. 321, in 5 st. of 71. 
In the Berlin G. L. S., ed. ls6s, No. 1136. Tr. as, 
‘Father, Lord of mercy,” by J. C. Jacobi, 1722, p. 117. 
In his ed., 1732, p. 183, slightly altered, and thence in 
the Moravian I, Bk., Bloat gy i., No. 290. 

> Sonne wird ihrem Schein. . 
1531, and thence in Wackernagel, iii., p. 323, in 6 et. of 
41. In the Unv. LL, S,, 1851, No, 517. Tr. as, “Soon 
from our wishful eyes awhile,” by H. J. Buckoll, 1842. 

ix. Komm, heillger wahrer Gott. Whitsun- 
tide. 1531, and in Wackernagel, iii., p. 282, in’ 9 st. of 
51, From the Bohemian as noted at p. 157, and ly 
Suggested by the ‘* Veni Sancte Spiritus reple ” (q.v.). 
The ¢trs. are: (1) ‘*Come, Holy Ghost, Lord in- 
deed.” This is No. 285 in pt. 1. of the Moravian H. 
Sk,, 1754, (2) Thou great Teacher, Who instructest.”’ 
This is a tr. of st. vii., as No. 234 in the Moravian H, 
Bk,, 1801 (1849, No. 267). 

x. Lob und Ehr mit stettem Dankopfer, The ('rea- 
tion: Sepluagesima, 1531, and in Wackernagel, tii., 

- 287, inSst.of 161. Tr. as, ** Praise, glory, thanks, 
ever paid,’ by Miss Winkworth, 1369, p. 137. 

xi. O Jesu C der Heiden Licht. Epiphany, 
1531, and in Wackernagel, fii, p. 24%, in 2 st, of 141, 
Tr. as, **O Jesus Christ, the Gentiles’ Light.” This is 
No. 253 in pt. i. of the Moravian H. Bk., 1754. In the 
Briider G. B., 1778, No, 1467, st. ti. was rewritten. This 
form begins, ‘‘Erscheine allen Auserwablten,” and is 
in4st.of 41, Tr. as, ‘* Lord, to Thy chosen ones ap- 
pear,” by Miss Winkworth, 1869, p. 139. 

xii. § lieben Leut. <sedemption by Christ. 
1531, and in Wuckernagel, ill. p. 243, in 16 st. of 4 1. 
Tr, as, '' Sing, be glad, ye happy sheep.” This is a tr, 
of st. x'v., by CU. G. Clemens, as No. 299 in the Jora- 
vian H. Bk., 1789, In the 1801 and later eds, (1849, 
No. 403) it begins, ** O rejoice, Christ's happy sheep.” 

Besides the above the following in pt. i. of 
the Moravian H. Bk., 1754, are also from Weisse 
(the numbers in brackets being references to 
the complete hymns in yol. ii. of Wacker- 
nagel, in cases where the fr. does not begin 
with st. i. of the original), viz. Nos. 247, 248, 
250, 255, 256 (iii, 294), 257, 261, 270, 271 
(iii., 351), 272, 278 (iii, 401), 280 (iii., 355), 
284, 288 (see p. 157. Tres. from the Bohemian, 
No. 2), 289 (iii., 378), 292. (J. MJ 
Weissel, Georg, s. of Johann Weissel, 

judge and afterwards burgomaster at Dom- 
nau, near Koénigsberg, was b. at Domnau in 
1590. He studied at the University of K6- 
nigsberg, frum 1608 to 1611, and thereafter, 
for short periods, at Wittenberg, ae 
Jena, Strassburg, Basel and Marburg. 
1614 he was appointed rector of the school at 
Friedland near Domnau, but resigned this 
i after three years, and returned to 
onigsberg to resume his studies in heulon: 

Finally, in 1623, he became pastor of the 
newly erected Alt t church at Konigs- 
berg, where he remained till his death, on 
August 1, 1635 (Koch, iii. 180; Altpreussische 
Monatsschrift, 1867, p. 430; Goedeke’s Grun- 
driss, yol. ili., 1887, p. 122, &c.). 

Weissel was one of the most important of the earlfer 
hymn-writers of Prussia. His hymns, about 20 in all, 
are good in style, moderate in length, and varied in 
metre. The earliest seem to have been written for use 
at the consecration of the Altrossgart church on the 2nd 
5. in Advent, 1622. The majority are for the greater 
festivals of the Christian year, The best are No. ii, 
below, and those for the dying. They appeared nvostly 
in the Konigsberg hymn-books, 1639-1650, and in the 
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Preussische Fest-Lieder, 
Konigaberg, 1644 [Berlin 

Those of Weias 
passed into English 

i, Im finstern Stall, 
Ist pub. in B, Dersel 
Lieder, Kénigsberg, 
In the Prenssische . 
14, it is entitled “¢ 
in tenebris Jucet,” » 
as by Georg Weisseli 
berg a. B, 1630), yp 

Berlin GL. 8. ed! 
O miracle of love 

what free tr,, omit 
as No, 104 in his hi 

ii, Macht hoch 
Advent, This is 4 

Entry of the King « 
and is one of 4he t 
Ist pub, in the / 
1642, No. 2, in 5: 
Ist S. of Advent,’ 
by Georgius Wei: 

Pravis, Frankfu 
later books, as ¢.g 
No. 1599, The fi 

1, Lift up your 
a good and full 
Lyra Ger., lst $ 
for England, \86: 
Hyl., 1887, the 
others, the orig 
Bapt. Ps. § HH 
Horder’s Cong. 
of each stanza 
in Sung, L869, 
given, and then 
a sixth st.—thi: 
§ Songs of P: 
Ayl., 1878, an 
forms are :— 

In the American 
(4) O blest the 

Hys. of the Spi 
(5) i wit 

the American 

2. The mig) 
W. Mercer, | 
his Church | 
1864, No, 71 

Another tr. i 
by G. Moultrie 

iii. Wo ist 

Founded on 
in pt. ii., 16 
in 5st. of 8 | 
and in the i 
lius. Then 
p- 193, and 
into Englis! 
No. 74, in 
Berlin G. / 
Tod, wo is 
written, pr 

O Death 
full and go 
in the Ohi 
pilation. 



WEISSENSEE, PHILIPP H. 

W7 eissensee, Philipp Heinrich, was b. 
“eb. 6, 1673, at Vichberg, near Gaildorf, 
VV iirttemberg, where his father was pastor 
emd consistorialbrath. He studied at the 
(imiversity of Tiibingen, and, after acting as 
1ssistant to several clergymen, became, in 
1697, a tutor to the court pages at Stuttgart. 
Im 1703 he was appointed a tutor in the clergy 
training school at Maulbronn, and in 1708 in 
that at Blaubeuren. He was then appointed, 
im 1722, prelate at Blaubeuren, and in 1727 
took up residence at Stuttgart ax prelate of 
Hirsau and member of the Wiirttemberg con- 
Sistory. For political reasons he was removed, 
im 1740, to Denkendorf near Esslingen, as 
Probst and General Superintendent. He d. 
at. Denkendorf, Jan. 6, 1767, being then the 
father and Senior of the Lutheran Church 
ira Wiirttemberg (och, y. 79; B. Haug’s Jie- 
derdichter des wirtenbergischen pre Antasod 
beachs, 1780, p. 42, and Appz. ii., &c.). 

Weissensee was one of the earliest friends of Foreign 
Mlis-ions, being specially interested in that to Malabar. 
He was a good poet, and in 1715 pub. a German metrical 
version of Thomas 4 Kempi-'s Imitation. The most 
important of his hymns were contributed to the 2nd ed. 
of J. A. Grammlich’s Viertzig Hetrachtungen von 
t"hristi Leiden und Tod, auf die Viertzig Tagen in den 
Fasten, Stuttgart, 1727 (Berlin Library. The lst ed., 
1722, bas no hymns]. 

Those of Weissensee’s hymns which have 
passed into English are :— 

i. Der Tod kommt an: da soll ich ringen. For the 
Dying. ist pub. 1727, »s above, p. 144, in 4 st. of 61, 
as the companion to Meditation on St. Luke xxii. 44, 
Included in Kuapp's Kv. L. S., 1837 and 1865. In Bun- 
sen’s Versuch, 1433, No. 884, it begins ‘* Komme an der 
Tod, da ich soll ringen,” The fr. in C. U. is: 

When the last agony draws nigh. This is a good fr. 
of st. i., iv., by Miss Winkworth in her Lyra Ger., Ist 
Ser., 1855, p, 239; repeated as No. 643 in the Pennsyl- 
vania Luth, Church Bk., 1868. 

ii. Jesu, hilf beten! und bete du Treuer. Prayer. 
ist pub. 1727 as above, p. 124, in 4 st. of 6 1, as the 
companion to Meditation ix. on St. Luke xxi. 40. In- 
cluded in the Wlrttemberg G. B., 1742, No. 94 (1442, 
No. 265), Tr. as ‘*Help me to pray, Lord! and make 
supplication,” by J, D. Burns in Memoir and He- 
mains, 1469, p. 232. [J. M.) 

Welsh Hymnody. No reasonable doubt 
can exist as to hymns being sung in the early 
British Church. People whose muse always 
sang the praises of men, whether kings, war- 
rior, or patriots, would scarcely fail to pour 
forth their feelings of devotion, and to give 
the highest scope possible to their muse in the 
form of hymns or sacred lyrics, In the works 
of Taliesin, who is supposed to be a bard of 
the sixth century, reference is made to the 
hymuology of that period, “ Nid cerddor cel- 
fydd'ni molwy ydd; nid oywir ceiniad ni 
molwy y Tad”; that is, “No musician is 
skilful unless he extols the Lord, and no singer 
18 correct unless he praises the Father.” 

In the works of LJawdden, a bard who took 
4% prominent part in the reformation of Welsh 
poetry in the year 1451, some reference is also 
made to the hymnology of the mediaeval 
period 

** Mi a luniaf fun lanwaith, 
Gywyddau a Salman saith ; 
A naw emyn o newydd, 
A phawb gair i Fair fydd."” 

Mice Aled, also, says that in heaven it will 
art of the saints’ supremest joy to sin 

the Virgin’s praises :— : ce . 
* Cawn wynfyd, cawn y Wenfair, 
* Cawn y nef oll, canwn i Pair.” 
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In the year 1340, Davydd Diu o Him ddug 
Vicar of Tremeirchion, and Canon of St. 
Asaph, composed sume hymns, perhaps the first 
We.sh hymns, since the early Church hymns 
were lost. He also translated the Te Deum, 
in the Welsh metre known as Hypynt or 
Vaulted Strain. His sacred poem, Am 
Ddiwedd Dyn «wi Gorph, is printed in the 
Myvyrian Archaeology ot Wales. Also a 
very poetical translation of the Officium B. 
Mariue from Latin into Welsh by him, fills 
thirty columns of the first volume of the 
Myvyrian Archaeology. 

At the time of the Protestant Reformation 
the Welsh appeared to have lost the spirit of 
sacred song. On the Continent the Reforma- 
tion was the signal tor an outburst of verna- 
cular hymnoluzy. Luther's hymns and psalms 
fired the hearts of his followers, so that his 
opponents feared his hymns more than his 
sermons, and Enyland aud Wules caught the 
fire. 

i. Established Church.— In the years 1449-62, 
Sternhold and Hopkins gave to the English 
people the Metrical Pralms; but Wales had 
tou weit many years for the appearance of 
a pret whose name is now fumiliar to all 
Welshmen, a> well us the task he so admirably 
performed—Salmau Edmund P1 ys. 

1. Vicar Prichard, commonly known as 
Vicar Rees Prichard (p. 908, i.), did good ser- 
vice as a hymnologist. It appears that his 
book called Canwyll y Cymry ; or, the Welsh- 
man’s Candle, was at one time much ueed, and 
so've of its quaint verses sung as hymns, pro- 
bably for the want of something better, for in 
his days the voice of sacred song and praice 
was scarcely heard in Wales. His compositions 
were in use before Archdeacon Prys’s Psalms 
were published. Ou the decay of religion in 
Wales, according to one author, when the re- 
cognised teachers of the people neglected their 
duty, The Welshman’s Candle ap d and 
was extensively circulated. Much of it was 
sung, for it served as a kind of Welsh hymn- 
book. It was the beginning of a new era. 
The following is one of his hymna, that was 
much used before and after Archdeacon Prys's 
Psalms ate 4 corpo The title is:—Mawlgan 
am gariad Crist at y byd (or, Praise for Christ’s 
love fur the world) :-— 

“* Rhyfedd fawr gariad Mab Duw at y byd, 
Pan ddaeth ef o'r Nefoedd i'n prynu mor ddrud; 
rey bog i gofio am gariad Mab Duw, 
A‘l foli’n wastadol tra byddom ni byw, 

wnodd y Gyfraith, boddlonodd ei Dad, 
e <p rte pardwn, fe'l seliodd 4'i waed ; 

Fe'n ni eilwaith i beddwech 4 Duw, 
Mollanwn yr lesu tra byddom ni byw. 
Fe ddug ar y Croesbren ein pechod bob un, 
Fe'n golchodd o'n beiau a’i wir waed ei bun; 
Fe'n gwnaeth 7 frenhinol offeiriaid | Dduw, 
Molianwn yr lesa tra byddom ni byw. 

niant a gallu a diolch bob pryd, 
A fo i’r Glan Drindod o’n prynu mor ddrud ; 
A mawr-glod a moliant i'n Prynwr a’n Pen, 
A d'weded pob Cristion yn wastad, Amen.” 

This may be taken as a specimen of his 
style, and of the early hymns that were heard 
from every mouth in the Principality before 
the time of Archdeacon Prys. 

“It is scarcely credible,” says Canon Wil- 
liams, “ with what avidity and pleasure the 
work was received. read, repeated, and it may 
be said, sung by the people.” 

41 
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2 Archdeacon Prys (p. 915, ii), however, is | however, differ, th 
the connecting link between our Hymnology 
and the Reformation period. It was in the 
year 1621 that he tumed the Psalms into 
a metrical shape, in order, as he quaintly 
puts it, “that the Welsh people might be 
enabled to praise God from their hearts.” 
It was a glorious task. His version of the 
Psalms is still used. Some have thought 
it dry and stiff, but on the whole the task 
was admirably performed. The Ven. Arch- 
deacon Prys was a man of deep learning 
and piety. He was educated at St. John’s 
College, Cambridge, where he took his degree. 
He assisted Dr. Morgan in the translation of 
the Welsh Bible; aad from his Metrical 
Psalms, Englynion, Cywyddau, and other 
things composed by him, we have abundant 
evidence that he was a man of culture, taste 
and capacity, and that he possessed the reli- 
gious spirit that could enter into sympathetic 
relations with the authors of the Psalma, 
and interpret them frum his inmost soul. 
In some cases, indeed, his rendering of the 
Psalms, and his recasting them as it were 
in his own mould, sheds a flood of light on 
their meaning. His version of the latter part 
of the 110th Psalm has been pointed out as 
an illustration of this: “ He shall drink of 
the brovk in the way, therefore shall he lift 
up the head.” 

« O wir frys i'r gyflafan hon, 
Fe ff o'r afon nesa 

A gaffo, ar ei ffordd yn rhwydd 
yr Arglwyd:l a'i dyrchafa.” 

That of itself is a sufficient commentary on 
the Psalm, and its reference to the sufferings 
and exaltation of the Messiah. It has been 
said that the Archdeacon’s translation of the 
Psalms is dry and rugged, and that in several 
places he is guilty ot breaking the fixed rules 
of poetry, and of frequently ignoring the 
principle of metres so thoroughly developed 
in Welsh poetry. This, I believe, is a mistake. 
The old poet, if fairly dealt with, shows that 
he understood and recognised the principles 
of rhyme and metre, and the various ways of 
measuring and adorning Welsh poetry, and 
their development into a system and rules of 
art. I do not say that his metrical Psalms 
are faultless, but I hald that he is not so 
guilty of the fault called camaceniad, as some 
have accused him of being. I believe he has 
respected the rules of rhyme and rhythm, 
and where ho is thought guilty of trampling 
on those of metre, he is skilfully avoiding 
doing so by changing the metrical feet and 
autometers [(eyhydeddau a'r corfannau). The 
ninety-second Psalm, in which occurs the fa- 
mous stanza :— 

" Y rhai a blannwyd yn nhy Dduw, 
Yn goedwig fyw y tyfant ; 

Ac yn nghynteddan ein Duw ni 
Y rheiny a flodenant,” 

is an excellent translation. 
3. Next to the Archdeacon’s comes the name 

of Rowland Vaughan (p. 1206, i.), a gentle- 
man, a scholar, and un excellent poet, although 
his chief mark was made as a translator of 
hymns, &c. His translation of that beautiful 
hymn, “* Veni Creator Spiritus,” is well-known. 
Whether he transla the original Latin or 
the English of Bishop Cosin we are not able 
to decide. The English and Welsh metres, 
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tave been sung, and are still sung with une- 
ion by many Welsh congregations. Most of 
1is hymns are tender and pluintive. His col- 
ections of hywns and tunes are not in use in 
the Welsh Church now, but in every edition 
>f hymns published in Wales by Churchmen 
atid Dissenters, since his time, his bymns 
always appear among the choicest. 
Beet hymn-books have appeared for use 

im the Established Church in Wales, from 
time to time, since the days of the Rev. 
Griffith Jones. Often clergymen composed 
and collected a number of hymns for one or 
two or more parishes. This seems to have 
been the state of things during the greater 
part of the seventeenth century. After that 
larger collections were published, but with 
ne efforts to secure for the Welsh Church 
ome general hymn-book. The hymna sung by 
the Church were much the same as those sung 
bey Nonconformists throughout Wales. 

7. The Rev. Robert Davies, M.a., published 
a collection of hymns which proved useful in 
parts of North Wales. It was called :— 

Hymnau ar Wyliau ac Ymprydiau Eglwys Loegr, 
wedi eu casglu allan o waith gwahanol awdwyr, yn 
nghyd ag amryw rai newyddion; that is, ** Hymns on 
the Feasts and Fasts of the Church of England, collected 
from the works of different authors, with several New 
Hymna, by the Rev. Robert Davies, ».4., of Cambridge, 
and Curate of Rhuddlan, in Flintshire.” 

Singularly the book hns no date. It was pub- 
lished at Denbigh. Several of its hymns ure 
found in the collections of the present day. 

Another hymn-book which was im use in 
many churches, was called Daniel Jones s 
Book. ‘Vhe Rev. Daniel Jones was a celebrated 
clergyman in South Wales. He was Vicar 
of St. Dogmell’s in Pembrokeshire. His book 
is still used in some parts of Wales. Another 
collection was called The Bishops’ Hymn-book. 
This was collected and published under the 
direction of the four Bishops, and was an 
attempt to provide a book for the general use 
of the Church in Wales. The attempt was 
not successful; for some reason or other the | 
work failed to commend itself to the universal 
favour of the Welsh Church. 

8. There are three collections which have 
had a large circulation, and are now used 
throughout the Principality. (1) Hymnau 
Hén a Newydd, or “Hymns Ancient and 
Modern,” London, Haddon, 1868, 555 H.; 
enlarged in 1875 to 596 H., not to be con- 
founded with the English hymn-book of the 
same name, though the Introits are added, 
and it is of a similar school. (2) The Rev. 
Canon Daniel Evans's book, Hymnau a 
Thonau, London, Novello, 1865, 504 H.; and 
the (3) Emynydd by the late Rev. T. Williams, 
Rector of St. George, dedicated to the Lord 
Bishop of St. Asaph. 

These three books contain many of the 
same hymns, being selections from the works 
of Williams of Pantycelyn, Morgan Rhys, Ann 
Grifiths, Rey. E. Evans, and translations from 
English collections. These hymns as yet be- 
long to no aa in the Church, but are hymns 
that may be sung by all. Complaints are 
made by some clergymen that many of the 
hymns are of too subjective a cast, and that 
they should be replaced by hymns more objec- 
tive in character, and there is also a demand 
for more Sacramental Hymns. There is now 
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fine in course of preparation, by the Rey, 
tlis Roberts, Vicar of Llangwn; and the Rev, 
W. G. Thomas, Vicar of St. Asaph, a new 
hymnal which is intended, in accordance with 
the Bishop of St. Asaph’s desire, to be a good 
and acceptable hymnal for the use of the 
Church in Wales. 

ii. Calvinistic Methodists, 
1, During the latter part of the eighteenth 

| eentury a complete change came over the 
country, The cold negligent spirit which had 
characterised the first half, disappeared, the 
people were shaken from a long deep sleep, 
and with the revival came a love for hymns 

}and spiritual songs. The Methodist revival 
| isa starting point from whieh has been un- 
, folded a rich and pure literature that will bear 
comparison with anything of the same nature 
produced by the most cultured nations. Fore- 
most jn the rank of religious poets stands the 
Rev. W. Williams (b. 1717, d. 1791) of Panty- 
celyn. He was a most prolific writer. It is 
a matter of history that his sacred songs and 
hymns did more than anything else to 
arouse the people and create a taste for 
reading in all parts of Wales. The extensive 
circulation and the universal reception given 
to his hymns published at different times 
between the years 1744 and 1758, must lead 
us to believe that they carried a mighty 
influence, and were a great factor in the 
education of the people of Wales. People 
who could not themselves read soon learnt the 
hymns. and thousands of people knew a great 
many of them by heart. All his works ap- 
peared in one volume in 1758, and contained 
upwards of 800 hymns. They are still in 
general use in the Established Church, and 

/ among the different denominations. 
2. Morgan Rhys, of Lianfynydd (d. 1776), 

worked well to build up Welsh hymnody. 
There are about two hundred of his hymns 
now extant. Many of ‘them are the favourite 

| hymns of Welsh congregations. The follow- 
ing :— 
5 “ O agor fy llygaid i weled " 

*« Dyma Geidwad i'r colledig " 
« O gariad, o gariad, anfeidrol ei fraint,” &c., 

have found their way into every collection of 
hymns by Churehmen and Nonconformists. 

e was a contemporary of Williams of Panty- 
celyn, and belonged to the same religious body. 

3. The Rev. David Morris, David Charles, 
and Thomas Charles, have contributed to the 
hymnology of Wales. The well-known hymn, 
“Q fryniau Caersalem: ceir gweled,” by the 
Rey. D. Charles, of Caermarthen, is to be found 
in. all Welsh hymnals. The Rev. Thomas 
Charles, of Bala, the eminent divine, and one 
of the founders of the British and Foreign 
Bible Society, and organizer of the Sunday 
School as it now exists in Wales, has left be- 
hind him only one hymn, but of such a beau- 
tiful character as to make Welsh people wish 
he had done more in that direction. This 
hymn is in the Calvinistie Hymn-book, now in 
use among that body throughout the country. 
It begins, ** Dyfais fawr trag’wyddol gariad.” 
In that book it is divided into two parts with 
five verses in each part. The Rev. D. Charles, 
jun., is the translator of “ Jerusalem, my happy 

home,” as * O Salem, fy anwy! gartrefle.” 
4. The Calvinistic Hymn-book that we bave 

4L2 
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just referred to, was published by the autho- | of Pantycelyn; D. Jones, 
rity of the General Assembly of the Calvinistic | Ann Grifliths, Edward Jc 
Methodists, und is 
hymnal in Wales. It is the only hymn-book 
used among the congregations of that body 
throughout the Principality. A list of the au- 

srhaps the most perfect) others. 

iv. Baptiste, 
1. The first collection 

thors from whose works the hymns are selected | to the — denomins 

is given in the beginning of the book, and_ 
the number of authors is over fifty, but by far 
the greatest number of hymns is taken from 
W. Williams of Pantycelyn. The book was 
prepared by a committee appointed by the | 
General Assembly, and bears the date of 
1869. 

iii. Congregational. 

1. One of the first editions of hymns, if not 
the first ever published, for the Congregation-’ 
alists in Wales, was by the Rev. T. Baddy, in 
1703, about 14 years before Williams of Panty- 
celyn was born, and about 82 years after the 
appearance of Archdeacon Prys’s Psalma. 
Baddy published an edition of hymns under 
the title of Sacramental Hymna, and also a 
translation of Thomas Doolittle’s Christian's 
Passover, to which were added six hymns to 
be sung after receiving Holy Communion. 

2. In the year 1714, the Rev. D. Lewis, New- 
port, published Heavenly Senge and Spiritual 
Hymns. Nothing is known of him beyond the 
fact that he was a minister of the gospel in 
South Wales. 

3. In 1742, the Rev. Herbert Jenkins issued 
his Hymnau Duwiol. Mr. Jenkins was & 
minister at Maidstone, where he d. in 1772, 
after a ministry of more than 24 years. 

4. David Jonea, of Caio, is known as the 
translator of Dr. Watts’s works. He published 
his translation of Watts’s Psalms in 1753, and 
soon afterwards a translation of Watts’s Di- 
vine Songs. 

5. The Rev. Ioan Thomas, of Rhaiadr, pub- 
lished many editions of hymns between the 
years 1776 and 1786, under the titles of Can- 
iadau Sion, and Hymnau yn perthyn tr Dry- 
sorfa Euraidd (or, “Hymns relat to the 
Golden Treasury” [a Magazine] ). There are 
extant about 187 of his hymns, many of which 
are still used in many co tions. 

6. The Rev. Thomas Williams (q.v.), of 
Bethesda’r Fré, was a prolific hymn-writer. 
He published his first collection of hymns in 
1812. They became very popular among the 
Independents, and other denominations in 
Wales. ; 

7. The Congregationalists have had several 
collections of hymns since the publication of 
Watts’s Hymns, &c. In 1840, Mr. Evan Ed- 
wards, of Mold, brought out a collection, and 
Dr. Rees published the Perganiedydd (or, 
“The Sweet Singer”) in 1847. Another col- 
lection by the Rev. E. Griffiths, of Swansea, 
appeared in 1857; and Caledfryn’s Collection, 
in 1861. Their best collection is Aberth Mo- 
—s pub. in Liverpool (?), chief ed. Dr. W. 

ees. 
8. The collection known as S. R., published 

in 1841, is still used by some congregations. 
9. The collection of hymns and tunes in 

general use among the Congregationalists at 
present, is Jones & Stephens, published in 1868 ; 
and a 2nd ed. by Stephens in 1869. This last 
book contains the principal hymns of Williams 
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1. The first book to be used in their con- 
regations appears to have been the trans- 
lation of Watts’s Psalms, by David Jones, of 
Caio, 1753. 

2. In 1796 Rev. Josiah Rees, of Gellionen, 
pak. a collection of hymns, and the year 
following a selection from Watts’s Psalms. 
he bulk of these are D. Jones’s translations, 
but hymns ure added from other authors, the 
editor himself, his father, Owen Rees, Sol. 
Harris, of Swansea, who contributed a trans- 
lation of Addison's “Spacious firmament,” 
Jenkin Jones, D, Lloyd, Bavid Davis, &c. A 
new ed. was pub. in 1834 with considerable 
additions. 
_ 3. The great hymn-writerof the Unitarians 
is Edward Williams (Jolo Morganig), (1745- 
1826). He pub. in 1812 a collection of 204 
original Psalms, and in 1834 his son brought 
out a further collection, 211 in number. 
‘There was a new ed. 1857. Iolo has also left 
a collection of about 2000 hymns in ms, 
besides those published, 

4. In 1857, Rev. John Jones, of Aberdare, 
brought out a collection of hymns, 208 being 
by Edward Williams, 68 by Thomas Evans. 
and some by the editor and his brother Rees 
Jones. 

5. But this and other earlier collections 
are now superseded in congregational use by 
the collection of his son, Rev. R. J. Jones, 
minister at Aberdare. 

“ Bmynau o Fowl a Gweddi; or, Hymns of Praise 
and Prayer,” collected by R. J. Jones, Aberdar. Jen- 
kin Howell, Printer, 1878. Seconded, 1843. 

This collection of 379 hymns is excellent, and 
is modelled on the plan of Dr. Martineau's 
Hymns of Praise and Prayer. It contains 
hymns from many sources, including transla- 
tions of several in C. U. The translations of 
Dr. Newman’s hymn, “ Lead, kindly light”; 
** Nearer, my God, to Thee,” and of “ For 
ever with the Lord,” are specially good. The 
names of the 64 authors from whom the 
hymns are taken, and a very useful glossary, 
form a part of the book. "The bulk of the 
hymns are by Edward Williams. Other 
authors of original hymns are Thomas Evans, 
Owen Rees, Josiah Rees, Jenkin Jones, 
David Davis, Rees Jones (Amnon), William 
Thomas, the Editor, &e. In style, order and 
Spe icuity, it is second to no book of the 
ind) ever published in Wales. 
vii. General Survey.—Passing from the Col- 

lections to the Hymns, we tind that Welsh 
liymnody is, to a great extent, a home produc- 
tion, and is almost, but not entirely, confined 
to home use. There are a dozen or two of 
Welsh hymns which have become the favourite 
hymns of English congregations, most of which 
are by Williams of Pantycelyn. We give the 
first lines in Welsh and English. Some were 
composed in English, and have not been trans- 
lated into Welsh, such ag: — 

(1) “ Hark! the voice of ‘YJ (2) “ Jesus, lead us with Ti, yore (3) “ 0 for a strong foundation ” (Author unknown). (4) “ Jesus is all my hope,"" 

‘The last is one of W 
The following We 
also by Williams: 

(5) “ Iesu, Iesu, "rwyt ti" ” "Jesus, Thou art all sugegey 

illiams’s English hymns. 
Ish and English hymns are 
— 
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6) “ Arglwydd, arwain trwy’r anialweh."’ 
. ** (ruide on O Thou Great Jehovah," 

(7) ** O lachawdwr pechaduriaid.”” 
* Great Redeemer, friend of sinners," 

(3) * Gosod babell yn ngwlad Goser.” 
“ Piz, O Lord, a tent in Goshen.” 

(9) “ Pa'm y caiff bwystfilod rheibus.” 
“ Why should cruel beasts be suffered.” 

(10) ** Dros y bryniau tywyll niwliog.” 
* O'er the gloomy hills of darkness.” 

This last hymn is famous in the Missionary 
fields, and has been translated into many lan- 
guages. In the Cashmere districts, in India, 
most successful Mission work is carried on 
under the care of We sh Calvinistic Methodist 
Missionaries. The Khassi Hymnal, 1877, con- 
sists of 242 hymns, some original, but mostly 
translations from the latest collection of the 
Welsh Calvinistic Methodists, is the official 
hymn-book of the Mission. 

Ewald says that Hebrew poetry has a sim- 
plicity and transparency that ean scarcely be 
found anywhere else, and a natural sublimity 
that knows but little of fixed forms of art; 
that even when art comes into play, it ever 
remains unconscious and careless of it. Com- 
pared with the poetry of other nations and 
ancient peoples, it appears to belong to a simple 
and child-like age of mankind, overflowing 
with an internal fulness and grace that troubles 
itself but little with external ornament and 
nice artistic law. Much of this is applicable 
to Welsh religious poetry. In spirit, character, 
figures of speech, and emotional language, it 
may be aptly compared with the Hebrew. 
Williams of ‘Pantycelyn, Morgan Khys, D. 
Williams, and Glangeirionydd, and Islwyn, 
especially turned to the world of nature, at- 
tentively regarded it and used it; and eftered 
into deep fellowship with it in its various 
hases, not for itself alone, but (like the 
ebrew prophet), on account of its relation to 

their own souls, Nature to them spoke the 
language of heaven ; all forces—animal, vege- 
table, and physical, attracted them to God, 
Williams of Pantycelyn, in some of his hymns, 
makes the most beautiful use of the floral 
world, as well as of the physical. Nothing 
could excel the faithfulness to nature, the 
vividness and the graphic powers of these 
hymns :— 

** Planna'r egwyddorion byny, 
Yn fy ngbalon bob yr un, 

A sydd megis — 
n dy natur di hun; 
Blodau bh d, &c, 

Fo'n disgleirio dae’r a nen, 

"Rwyf yn caru’r pererinion 
Ar y creigiau serth y sy, 

Ar eu traed ac ar eu dwyiow 
"N ceisio dringo i fyny fry ; 

Ar fy neulin, 
Minau ddof i ben y bryn.” 

Williams's true and intense admiration of the 
beauties of nature, and his reverence for its 
sublimities, may be seen in the use he made 
of it to express his own experience, which in- 
deed has been the experience of humanity in 
all ages of the world. 

Next to Williams of Pantycelyn comes an- 
other Williams, almost his equal as a poet— 
David Williams, of Llanhedr-y-Fro. Many 
of his hymns are popular, and some of them 
are very beautiful. Morgan Rhys.as a hymn- 
writer, stands almost abreast with those we 

| have named. Several of his hymns have a 
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sacred interest for thousands of Welshmen; | Thee, 0 Lord, I : 
and many have a grand martial sound which | In full in the H. 
is most inspiriting. T. Williams, Bethesda’r- | 1864, and omitti 
Fro, is another writer of great merit; often in | Pastorals, 1864, t 
his hymns we have the utterances of penitence | others. St. iv., v. 
and prayer, the breathings of a weary pilgrim, | grave remain,” ar 
and the “yearning plaintive music of earth’s Aennedy, 1863. 
sadder minstrelsy,” followed by jubilant | 4 When my app 
strains and peals of victory, as in :— earth, &o, A gow 

** Mae pren wedi ‘i gael Ps. & Hys,, 1867, 
Mewn dyrys anial dir, Eng. H. Bh, 187: 
Yn plygu ‘It frig, yn cymhell pawb Hylay 1876, St. | 

I fwyta ‘i ffrwythau pur.” 

Welsh hymn-writers, in common with others, 
differ in style, but meet on the wide field of | 
subjects suggested by the Gospel. Their works 
are rich in narrative and seriptural allusion, 
in praises for redemption, in utterances of peni- 1869. p. 143. | 
tence and self-abasement, and in vivid deserip- J papal 
tion of the Christian warfare. Williams of | ,, tert. are! 
Pantycelyn surpasses all in the expression of | (2) “When now t 
the yearnings of the heavenly home-sickness ; | fills, 1856, p. 24: 
in devout tenderness, often rising into rapture, | ™Ut 89" by Dr. ¢ 
wherewith his faith clasps the crucified’; werge mu: 
Saviour, when wrapt in contemplation of the ‘ihr Sinnen g 
glory of Jesus as the Head of the Church | ing.) Probab 
militant and triumphant; and also in the depth bal “ Dritte 
and maturity of his theological wee. te | der, Liineburg 

Varions.) entitled, * A ( 
Wenn mein Stiindlein hea whieh to com 

ist. N. Herman. (For the Dying.] This | the Most High 
beautiful hymn, probably the finest of its | 1656, No. 26, : 
author, appeared in his Historten von der | in the Unv. 1 
Sindfludt, &c., Wittenberg, 1562, in 4 st. of | stanza has be 
7 1, entitled, “A spiritual song, in which | many, and wa 
supplication is made for a happy final hour, | their last mon 

version, No, 3. 

5, When my ls 
must, &e. A goo 
worth, in her (. 
rewritten and im 

on the saying of Augustine :— Mecklenburg, 
* Turbabor, sed non perturbabor, Duke of Sach 
Quia vulnerum Christi recordabor.’ "’ 1. Reuse th 

Thence in Wackernagel, iii. p. 1211, and in by J. C. Jac 
Ledderhose’s ed. of Herman, p. 104. Wacker- | 1722, p. 113. 
nagel also pives the hymn as lengthened in the altered. and 
Bonn G. B., 1575, to 11 st., being the above 4, | the Morarian 
the 5 st. of Herman’s hymn, “Da nun Elias | 77 Be. 178) 
seinen Lauff,” and 2 st. not by Herman, as v. | st. vii. ix. v 
and x. This st. v. (which Miitzell, No. 247, Creation — 
quotes from Drei schine qeistliche Lieder, 1184), ead 4 
Céln, 1574), as nltered in the Leipzig G. B. | Christian Ps 
1582, is yenerally attached to Herman's ori- | 1941. and P. 
ginal 4 st., as in the Une. L. S., 1851, No. 843,] ‘Sink nc 
in 5st. Tr. as:— good tr., on 

1, When Thou shalt close my fleeting day. <A worth, in hy 
good tr. of st. i.-iii., by A. T. Russell, as No. 247 | Fyrom this st 
in his Ps. §& Hys., 1851. In Aennedy, 1863, it Hys., Bedfor 
begins, “ When death shall close our fleeting | ps & Huys. 
day,”’ and this form is in Dr. Thomas’s Augustine | Ohio Luth. : 
H. Bk., 1866, and the [brox Hyl., 1871. (1.) Father 

2. Mine hour appointed is at hand. A full and | 1863. and Dr. 
very good tr. by R. Massie, contributed as No, (2.) Have | 
482 to the 1857 ed. of Mercer's C. 2. § H. Bk, | Thomas's An 
(Ox, ed., 1864, No, 385), and thence in his Lyra In her C. 

beautiful n 
Winkworth 

3. Now. 
st. i., Ve. Vi 
to Dr. Pag 

Other trs. 
be raising || 
thou glad, | 

Domestica, 184, p. 134. Repeated in the Wes, 
H. Bk., 1875, and the Moravian H, Bkh., 1886. 

3. When my last hour is close at hand, My last 
sad, &. A full and very good (r, by Edgar 
Altred Bowring, made at request of the Queen 
for use at the funeral of the Prince Consort in 
St. George's Chapel, Windsor, Dec. 23, 1861, aud 
printed as the first of the Zwo Chorales then 1870 169 
sung. St. iv., v., beginning “J shall notin the | ~” * v- 
grave remain,” are set to music and were sung. We’re 
The full tr. is printel, without music, between | ceté. [L# 
the two chorales. The second chorale is, “To | Adapted 

i a ce ee 
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ship, &v., 1782, No. 26, in 7 st. of 4 1., and 
headed, “'Thro’ much tribulation we must 
enter the king.lom of God: Acts xiv. 22.” In 
Couder’s Cong. H. Bk., 1836, st. i—iii. are 
S'veu as, “As strangers here below.” This form 
has been repeated in later hymnals, [J. J.] 

Wesley Family, The.—This very remark- 
able fainily is almost as interesting from the 
hymnologist’s as from the Church historian’s 
point of view. The father and his three sons 
all wrote hymns which are suited for public 
“orship, while one of the daughters, Meheta- 
bel. though not strictly speaking u bymn- 
writer, wrote poetry of a religious tendency, 
which sometimes rises to a higher level than 
that which her father or any of her brothers— 
with the possible exception of Charles—ever 
reuched. The well-known history of the 
Wesleys at Epworth gives us a vivid picture 
of tie good side of the life of a clergyman's 
family in the early part of the eighteenth 
century. Though the admirable wite and 
mother was unquestionably the central figure | 
of the group, and perhaps the ruling spirit in 
tie household, yet from the stand-point of 
this work, tie futher holds the more pro- 
tainent place, because it Was lhe and ‘not Mrs. 
Wesley who both set the example of writing 
pom himself, and transmitted the taste to 
1is children. ‘To him also, no less than to 
Mrs. Wesley, may be traced some of the 
characteristics which are more or less common 
to all the family. The chief of these charac- 
teristics were clear, vigorous, common-sense, 
a# high standard of faith and morals, an acute- 
ness of intellect sharpened to the finest possible | 
poiut by education, a certain manliness and 
robustness of character, which is as conspicuous 
in the females as in the males, and an out- 
sp okenness und even brusqueness of manner 
which, did we 
relationship which ulways subsisted between 
all the members, we might huve expected to 
have led to ruptures between them. Owing 
to the great reputation which John Wesley 
has attained, and the vast numbers of those 
who revere him as their spiritual leader, the 
history of the Wesley family is tolerably 
familiar to most people, und it will therefore 
be sufficient in this urticle to touch briefly 
upon the leading events in the lives of those 
members of it who were writers of sacred 
poetry. 

i. Samuel Wesley, M.A., the elder, was b. in 
1662 at Whitchurch in Dorsetshire, of which 
parish his father, John Wesley, was Vicar 
until the Act of Uniformity caused him to 

resign his living. He was educated at a Dis- 
senting academy by a Mr, Morton, and was 
designed for the Nonconformist Ministry. But 
having been, on account of his talents, selected 
as a champion to defend the dissenters against 
some severe invectives, and having commenced 
a course of controversial] reading for this pur- 
pose, he was led by his studies to embrace the 
opposite views, and me, and continued 
through life, ® pronounced churchman. With 
the impetuosity which was a family trait, he 
set forth on foot to Oxford, and entered him- 
self at Exeter College, In spite of his 
straitened means, hp : 
terms and take his S tuanagel to keep his 

' 

not know the uffectionate | 
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He then received Holy Orders and took a 
curacy of £28 a yeur. Having held this curney 
for « year, he obtained a naval chaplainey, an! 
then took another curacy in London. Atout 
the year 1690 he married Susanna, daughter 
of Dr. Annesley, a famous Nonconformist 
minister, and a scion of the noble house of 
Anglesey. ‘The wife, like the husband, had 
been brought up as a dissenter, but at the 
early age of 13 she had come over to the Church 
of England, and- was ufterwards a Jacobite in 
politics. In 1693 Mr. Wesley was’ presented 
to the living of South Ormsby in Lincolnshire. 
He was also chaplain to the Murquis of Nor- 
munby, afterwards Duke of Buckingham. In 
1697 he was appointed by the Crown to the 
Rectory of Epworth, and there he spent the 
remainder of his life, nearly forty years. The 
first part of his residence at Epworth was 
marked by a series of troubles arising partly 
from his pecuniary embarrassments, which in- 
creased with his increasing family, partly from 
the animosity of his parishioners, who resented 
the part which he felt it his duty to take, asa 
staunch: churchman, in politics, and partly from 
unfortunate accidents. These troubles reached 
their climax in 1705, when he was thrown 
into Lincoln gaol for debt. ‘They are graphic- 
ally described by his own pen. 

*“T have been thrown behind,” he writes to his good 
friends at Oxford, “ by a series of misfortunes. My 
Parsonage Barn was blown down ere | had recovered 
the Taking my Living; My House great partof it burnt 
down about 2 years since. My Flax, great part of my 
Income now in my own Hands, I donbt wilfully fir'd 
and burnt in y¢ night, whilst I was last in London. 
My Income sunk about one half by the low price of 
Grain and my credit lost by the taking away my 
Kegiment. I was brought to Lincoln Castle June 23rd 
last . About 3 weeks since my very unkind People, 
thinking they had not yet done enough, have in y* 
night stabbed my 3 cows, we were a great part of my 
poor Numerous Family’s Subsistence.— For we> God for- 
give them.” 

Some points in this letter require explana- 
tion. When he speaks of being in London, 
he means on Convocation business; for le 
was elected Proctor for the Diocese, and in 
one of his absences Mra. Wesley instituted 
those religious meetings at the Rectory which 
are thought by some to have been the pre- 
cursors of the Wesleyan Society Meetings. 
“ His Regiment” was a Chaplaincy in the 
army which had been given him in reward 
for a poem in praise of the Duke of Marl- 
borough. The last and worst of the many 
fires through which he suffered was in 1709, 
when the rectory wus entirely burnt down, 
und the present house erected in its place. 
The latter part of his time at Epworth was 
more free from troubles. He met with many 
generous friends who enabled him to emerge 
from his pecuniary difficulties, the firmest 
and most constant of these friends being the 
admirable Archbishop of York, Dr. John 
Sharp ; his sons grew up to be a comfort and 
a credit to him: his income was slightly 
increased by the addition of the neighbouring 
a ae Wroot ; and his parishioners gradu- 
ally became more tractable. ‘The annoyance 
caused by the famous Epworth CGihost can 
scarcely be reckoned among his serious 
troubles. In 1731 be met with an accident 
which probably hast: ned his end, und in 1735 
he passed away and was buried in Epworth 

degrees at the University. | churchyard, leaving behind him the character 
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of an excellent e 
and futher, and a man of very considerable 
abilities und uttainments. 
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rish priest, a good husband ; in the Duneiad. 
| the service ot vi 
| words of his relat. 

Mr. Weasley was a somewhat voluminous writer. His | drunk more of oi 
first publication was a volume of aring the 
unpromising, not to say repulsive, title of Maggots. It 
appeared in 1645. In 1691 he became the clerical cor- 
respondent to the Athenian Gazetle (afterwards Mercury) 
pub. by his brother-in-law, John Dunton. In 1693 
appeared an Heroic Poem on the Life of Our Blessed 
Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. This was dedicated 
to Queen Mary, and led to his appointment to the living 
of Epworth. In 1695 he pub. Hlegtes on Queen Mary 
and Archbishop Tillotson; and in 1698 A Sermon 
preached before the Society for the Reformation of 
Manners. The K'egies are rather fulsome and in bad 
taste according to the standard of the present day; but 
it should be remembered that high-flown panegyrics 
were the fashion of the age. The Sermon is a spirited 
and energetic defence of the * Societies,” which were 
regarded with some suspicion 2 many high-churchmen, 
but of which Mr. Wesley, like his friend Kobert Nelson, 
was a warm supporter. In 1700 he published The Pious 
Communicant rightly prepared; or a Discourse con- 
cerning the Blessed Sacrament, &c., With Prayers and 
Hymns suited to the several parts of that holy ofiice, 
To which is added A short Discourse of Baptism. 
In this work appeared his version of the ‘+ Great Hallel ” 
or “ Paschal Hymn.” In 1704 he pub. The History of 
the Old and New Testaments in Verse, in three volames, 
which he dedicated to Queen Anne. This, like his 
Life of Christ, was illustrated with numerous and costly 
engravings. In 1705 he pub, a poem of nearly 600 lines 
on the ** Battle of Blenheim.” entitled Marlborough, or 
The Fate of Europe. For this he was rewarded with 
the Chaplaincy of Colonel Lepeli’s regiment; but his 
political enemies at Epworth soon succeeded in getting 
him deprived of this office. In 1707 appeared A Reply 
to Mr. Palmer's Vindication of the Learning, Loyalty, 
Morals, and most Christian Behaviour of the Dissenters 
towards the Church of England. This originated in 
the publication, without bis consent or knowledge, of a 
Letter he wrote to a friend Concerning the Education of 
the Dissenters in their Private Academies. The letter 
was attacked anonymou-ly and defended by Mr. Wesley 
in a pamphlet (1704). ela a hlet was answered by 
Mr. Palmer. Alter this, Mr. Wesley's pen seems to 
have rested for some time ; but during the last ten years 
of his life he was engaged in his elaborate Dissertation 
on the Book of Job, his incessint labours upon which 
are said to have hastened his end. This work was 
dedicated to Queen Caruline, the wife of George m., and 
presented to her by John Wesley some months after the 
author's death. 

Thus Samuel Wesley lad the honour of 
dedicating works to three Queens. There is 
yet one more poem attributed to Mr. Wesley, 
but it seems very doubtful whether he was 
the real, or at any rate, the sole author. It is 
entitled Eupolis’ Hymn to the Creator, and is 
a sort of Cnristiay Pindaric Ode of consider- 
able length, written in the classical style 
affected in the 18th century. Dr. Adam 
Clarke tells us that the a8. is partly in’ the 
hand-writing of Mehetabel Wesley: and in- 
ternal evidence certainly points to her as the 
chief author ; for it bears traces of a far more 
delicate and elegant touch than Mr. Wesley 
ever showed tliat he possessed; while Mehe- 
tabel’s other writings are fully equal, if not 
euperior, to it. In fact, it must be confessed 
that the bulk of Mr. Wesley’s poetical writings 
are tedious and prosaic. He had the disad- 
vantage of being over-praised at the outset, 
and of winning a reputation which he was 
unable to sustain. Nalium Tate, the Laureate, 
and others luuded his Heroic Poem in ab- 
surdly extravagant terms; Ralph Thoresby 
refers to him as * that noted poct Mr. Wesley,” 
and Thomas Hearne alludes to him in similar 
terms, The reaction was sure to come, and 
his poetry began to be laughed at. Swift and 
Pope thought very slightly of it, and he ap- 
pears to have narrowly escaped being pilloried 
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Through fear of being involved in dangerous compliances; 
And avoided the usual ways to preferment As studiously 
«8 tnany others seek them.” 

Samuel Wesley pub. in 1736 A Collection 
of Poens on several occasions, some of which 
are full of a rather coarse humour, but all of 
u good moral and religious tendency. This 
work was reprinted in 1743, and again by W. 
Nichols in 1862. Dr. Adam Clarke specifies 
eight hymnsof 8. Wesley's composition which 
were in use among the Methodists of that 
time (1823). ‘The Wesleyan Hymn-book of 
the present day contains five, the best-known 
of which is “The Lord of Sabbath let us 
praise.” His other writings are scarcely of 
sufficient importance to claim a notice in this 
brief sketch. 

iii. John Wesley, m.a. The life of the next 
brother is, or easily wight be, so familiar to 
every one in its every detail that it will suffice 
to give the barest outline of his career. John 
Wesley was b. at Epworth Rectory in 1703, 
and, like the rest of the family, received his 
early education from his mother. He narrowly 
cscaped perishing iu the fire which destroved 
the rectory house in 1709, and his deliverance 
made a life-long impression upon him. In 
1714 he was nominated on the foundation of 
Charterhouse by his father's patron, the Duke 
of Buckinguam, and remained at that school 
until 1720, when he went up, with a scholar- 
ship, from Charterhouse to Christ Church, 
Oxford. Having taken his degree, he received 
Holy Orders from the Bishop of Oxford 
(Dr. Potter) in 1725. In 1726 he was elected 
Fellow of Lincoln College, and remained at 
Oxford until 1727, when he returned into 
Lincolnshire to assist his father as curate at 
Epworth and Wroot. In 1729 he was sum- 
moned back to Oxtord by his firm friend, 
Dr. Morley, Rector of Lincoln, to assist in the 
College tuition. There he found already es- 
tablished the little bund of “ Oxford Metho- 
dists” who immediately placed thems lves 
under his direction. In 1735 he went, as a 
Missionary of the Society for the Propagation 
of the Gospel, to Georgia, Where a new colony 
had been founded under the governorship of 
General Oglethorpe. On his voyage out he 
was deeply impressed with the piety and 
Christian courage of some German fellow- 
travellers, Moravians. During his short mi- 
nistry in Georgia he met with many dis- 
couragements, and returned home saddened 
and dissatisfied both with himself and. his 
work; but in London he again fell in with the 
Moravians, especially with Peter Béhler; and 
one memorable night (May 24, 1738) he went 
to a meeting in Aldersgate Street, where some 
one was reading Luther's preface to the Epistle 
to the Romans. There, “ About a quarter 
before nine, while he was describing the change 
which God works in the heart through faith 
in Christ, I felt my heart strangely warmed, 
I felt I did trust in Christ, Christ alone, for 
salvation; and an assUran.e¢ was given me, 
that He had taken away my sins, even mine, 
aud saved me from the law of sin and death.” 
From that moment his future course was 

ect Sgn for more tian half a century he 
= = ; through evi! report and good report, 
iy oT ca her he believed to he t..e everlust- 

ne Mosel, ravelling more miles, preaching 
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more sermons, publishing more Looks of a 
practical sort, and makinz more converts than 
any mun of his day, or perhaps of any day, 
and dying at last, March 2, 1791, in harness, 
at the patriarchal age of 88. 

In this sketch we are only concerned with 
one of the many phases of his infinitely varied 
life; but that, by no means the least impor- 
tant phase. The popular conception of the 
division of labour between the two brothers in 
the Revival, is that John was the preacher, 
and Cliarles the hymn-writer. But this is not 
strictly aceurste. On the one hand Charles 
was also a great preacher, second only to his 
brother and George Whitefield in the effects 
which he produced. On the other hand, Jolin 
by no means relegated to Charles the exclusive 
task of supplying the people with their hymns. 
When he speaks of the Evangelistic work, his 
general expression is, “* My brother and I;" 
and when he speaks of the hymns, it is still, 
“My brother and I.” John Wesley was not 
the sort of mun to depute any part of his work 
entirely to anvther: and this part was, in his 
opinion, one of vital importance. With that 
wondertul instinct for gauging the popular 
mind which was one element in his success, 
he saw at once that hymns might be utilized, 
not only for raising the devotion, but also for 
instructing, and establishing the faith of his 
disciples. He intended the hymns to be not 
merely a constituent part of public worship, 
but ulso a kind of creed in verse. They were 
to be “a body of experimental and practical 
divinity.” “In what other publication,” he 
asks in his Preface to the Wes. H. Bk., 1780 
(Preface, Oct. 20, 1779), “have you so distinct 
and full an account of Scriptural Christianity ; 
such a declaration of the heights and depths 
of religion, speculative and practicul ; 80 strong 
cautions against the most plausible errors, 
particularly these now most prevalent; and so 
clear directions for making your calling and 
election sure: for perfecting hvliness in the 
fear of God?” The part which he actually 
took in writing the hymns, it is not easy to 
ascertain; but it is certain that more than 
thirty translations from the German, French 
and Spanish (chiefly frem the German) were 
exclusively his; and there are some original 
hymns, admittedly his composition, which are 
not unworthy to stand by the side of his 
brother’s. His translations from the German 
especially have had a wide circulation. Al- 
though somewhat free as translations they 
ewbody the fire and energy of the originals. 
(For further information see the article on 
Methodist Hymnody. ) 

iv. Charles Wesley, M.A. But, after all, it 
was Charles Wesley who was the great hymn- 
writer of the Wesley family,—perhaps, taking 
quantity and quulity into consideration, -the 
great hymn-writer of all ages. Charles Wes- 
ley was the youngest son and 18th cuild of 
Samuel and Susanna Wesley, and wus b. at 
Epworth Reetory, Dec. 18, 1707. In 1716 he 
went to Westminster Scheol, being provided 
with a home and board by his elder brother 
Samuel, then usher at the school, until 1721, 
when he was elected King’s Seholar, and as 
such received his board and education free. 
While he was at Westminster, his father re- 
ceived a letter from a wealthy Iris! man, ask- 
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ing him if he had a son named Charles, and | which rise to the 
if so offering to adopt him and make him his | His feelings on « 
heir. ‘The nee of the offer was left to | whether private 
Charles himself, who declined it. In 1726 | expression in a 
Charles Wesley was elected to a Westminster | his own marrias 
studentship at Christ Church, Oxford, where | rumoursof an in 
he took his degree in 1729, and became a} of Prince Char! 
college tutor. In the early part of the same | Gordon riots, ey 
year his religious impressions were much | Chureh, every ( 
deepened, and he became one of the first band | striking seenes 
of “ Oxford Methodists.” In 1735 he went | scenes whieh c: 
with his brother Jolin to Georgia, as secretary , deaths of friend 
to General Oglethorpe, having before he set one, before him 
out received Deacon's and Priest’s Orders on | exercise of hij 
two successive Sundays. His stay in Georgia | forget his hym 
was very short; he returned to England in | of sacred poet 
1736, wud in 1737 came under the influence of | Watts seems 
Count Zinzendorf and the Moravians, especially | would be sity 
of that remarkable man who had so large a | to cnumerate 
share in moulding John Wesley’s career, Peter | have become r 
Bohler, and also of a Mr. Bray, a brazier iu | a really good 
Little Britain. On Whitsunday, 1737, he | as that of ac 
“found rest to his soul,” and in 1738 he be- | Charles Wesk 
eame curate to his friend, Mr. Stonehouse, 
Vicar of Islington, but the opposition of the 
churchwardens was sv great that the Vicar 
consented that he “should preach in his 
church no more.” Heuceforth bis work was 
identified with that of his brother John, and 
he became an indefatigable itinerant and 
field preacher. On April 8, 1749, he married 
Miss Sarah Gwynne, His marriage, unlike 
that of his brother Johu, was a most happy 
one; his wife was accustomed to accompany 
him on his evangelistic journeys, which were 
as frequent as ever until the year 1756, when 
he ceased to itinerate, and mainly devoted 
himeelf to the care of the Societies in London 
and Bristol. Bristol was his head-quarters 
until 1771, when le removed with his family 
to London, and, besides attending to the 
Societies, devoted himself much, as he had 
done in his youth, to the spiritual care of 
prisoners in Newgate. He had long been 
troubled nbout the relations of Methodism to 
the Church of England, and strongly dis- 
approved of his brother John’s “ ordinations.” 
Wesley-like, he expressed his disapproval in 
the most outspoken fashion, but, as in the case 
of Samuel at an earlier period, the differences 
between the brothers never led to a breach of 
friendship. He d. in London, March 29, 1788, 
and was buried in Marylebone churchyard. His 
brother John was deeply grieved hecanse he 
would not consent to be interred in the burial- 
ground of the City Road Chapel, where he had 
prepared a grave for himself, but Charles said, 
“ T have lived, and I die, in the Communion of 
the Chureh of England, and I will be buried in 
the yard of my parish church.” Eight clergy- 
men of the Church of England bore his pall. 
He had a large family, four of whom survived 
him ; three sons, who ull became distinguished 
in the musical world, and one daughter, who 
inherited some of her father’s poetical genius. 
The widow and orphans were treated with the 
Serer kindness and generosity by John 

esley. 
As a hymn-writer Charles Wesley was 

unique. He is said to have written no less 
than 6500 hymns, and thongh, of course, in 80 
vast a number some are of unequal merit, it 
‘s perfectly marvellous how mauy there are 
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When deadly dimps, impending now | i, Samuel Wesley, the Elder. Two of hi 
Shall how ned : Dm . is 
fulualtaaey nek cdaeseten hymns are in C. U, and are annotated as 
And with the blossom blast the tree !” follows :— 

bee is @ great temptation to go on quoting | 1. Behold the Saviour of mankind, p. 180, i. 
1s exquisite writer. Her “Lines written! 2 0 Thou Who, when I did complain, p. 852, i. 

when in deep anguish of spirit”; her “ Epitaph + , Mi Py ii, Samuel Wesley, the Younger. Six of hi on herself”; “The Resignation: a penitent heer be ether ‘ Ags 
heart hoping in God” artiioh really eiaht be | = ray in C. U., and are annota = 
used as a hymn); her “Farewell to the 
world ”: her “* Address to a Husband "—all | 1. From whence these dire portents around, p. 400, ii, 
matntain the same high level. But it must be 2. Hail, Father, Whose creating call, p. 477, ii. 
remembered that Mehetabel Wesley was a 3. Hail, God the Son in glory crowned, p. 477, ii. 
hymun-writer only “in posse,” not “in esse,” 4. Hail, Holy Ghost, Jehovah, Third, p, 477, ii. 
and can therefore only claim a passing notice. ; 5: The Lord of Sabbath, let us praise, p. 1158, ii. 

(J. H. ¢ ».) 6. The morning flowers display their sweeta, p. 

The hymns by the Wesley family are) °”™ 
naturally most extensively used in the Metho John and Charles Wesley. I the article on 
dist Societies throughout the world. Usually | Methodist Hymnody, p. 726, ii., a full and detailed 
they are given in the hymu-books with little | account of the hymns published by the two 
or no alteration. The American Methodist | brothers is given. Asa guide in indicating the 
ppimcopelinn Hymne of 1849 is an exception. | sources of their hymns now in common use, 
The texts in that collection are more mutilated | and not annotated under their own first lines, 
than in all other Methodis’ hytn-books put | we subjoin a Table of Titles, Dates, and 
together. A large number of the Wesley | Contents of their works which was compiled 
hymns are annotated under their respective | by the writer of the article on Methodist 
first lines. (See Index of Authors and Trans- Hyanods: The Title-pages of those works 
lators.) The followiny lists will complete | which contain hymns by writers other than 
the number in C. U. :-— | J. & C. Wesley are printed in italics. 

THE POETICAL WORKS OF JOHN AND CHARLES WESLEY. 

Date of No. of 
t.rat Pob- Tithe. Size. | Hymna, 
lication. 

1738 Collection of Psalms and Hymns, by John Wesley. . . 12mo 70 
2 1739 Hymns and Sacred Poems, by John and Charles Wesley, 3 

| editions same year. . . ° . ° ° . . 12mo 139 
3. «1740 Hymns and Sacre! Poems, by John and Charles Wesley. . 12mo 96 
4 1741 Collection of Psalms and Hymns, by John and Charles Wesley . 12mo 165 
S:| 1741 Hymns on God's Everlasting Love, two parts, by Charles 

Yesley. . A . F ° ° os e . 12mo 38 
6 , 1742 Hymns and Sacred I’oems, by John and Charles Wesley. ° 12mo 155 
7 1742 Collection of German Hymns, by John Wesley . . . : 12mo 24 
8 1742 A Collection of Thirty-six tunes, set to music, as they are sung at 

the Foundry . F P . . . $ ° . ° 12mo es 
9 1742 Elegy on R. Jones, Esq., by Charles Wesley . 2 se se 1 

10 1743 Collections of Psalms and Hymns, enlarged, by John and Charles 
| Wealey. . ° ° ° « * e . . ° 12mo 138 

ll 1743 Poems on several occasions, 2nd edit., by Samuel ee a. : 12mo 104 
12 1744 Hymns for Times of Trouble and Persecution, by John and 

Charles Wesley. . . A . P . . . 12mo 33 
13 1744 A Collection of Moral and Sacred Poems, 3 vols., by John 

siamacen: SRE On ae oes ener ine TC, peer Oe igmo | 213 
14 1744 | Hymns for the Nativity of our Lord, by Charles Wesley . ° 12mo 18 
16 1744 Hymns for the Watch-night, by Charles Wesley ° . ° 12mo ll 
16 1744 Funeral Hymns, by Charles Wesley . . ° Pp P ° Izmo | 16 
17 | i745 Hymns for Times of Trouble, for the year 1745, by Charles 

; Wesley. “ ‘ . ‘ A P . e . ‘ 12mo | 15 
18 1745 «=| A short view of the Differences between the Moravian Brethren | 

| and Jobn and Charles Wesley ‘ . . a ee . 12mo 6 
191745 Hymne on the Lord’ Supper, by Charles Wesley. * . 12mo 166 
20 |° 1745 A Word in Season, &c., by John Wesley. . e * ° 12mo 2 
21-1745 | Hymns for Times of Trouble, &c., 2nd edit., additional, by 

Charles Wesley. . ° . . * ° ° ° 12mo 15 
22 1746 Hymns for Times of Trouble, by Charles Wesley —. ° * i2mo_ , 6 
23 1746 Hymns (9) and Prayers (4) for Children (John and Charles Wesley} 12mo b 
24 1746 Gloria Patri, &c., Hymns to the Trinity, by Charles Wesley . 12me Pry 
25 | 1746 Hymns on the great Festivals and other occasions, by Charles 

| Wesley, with music by es . > a . . ‘ 4to uu 
26 1746 Hymns of Petition and Thanksgiving for the Promise of the ' 

| | Father, Whitsunday. by Jobn and Charles Wesley . : ° 12mo 32 
27 «1746 Hymns for Ascension Day, by Charles Wesley . x ; ° 12mo | 7 
28 | 1746 | Hymns for Our Lord's Resurrection, by Charles Wesley. . 12mo 16 

_ 2% | 1746 | Graces before and after Meat, by Charles Wesley =... itm % 
300 1746, Hymns for the Public Thanksgiving, October 9, 1746, by Charles i 
afl eM ele ie) sis el ka 12 | 12mo | 

| «17 Hymns for those that seek und those that have Redemption in the | 
2 f lood of Jesus Christ, by Charles Wesley. . : ‘ 72 l2mo , 52 
33 1749 Hymns on his Marriage, by Charles Wesley. . a ° oo 7 

| ing Hymns on occasion of pains prosecuted in Ireland as a . 
@gabond Charles Wes . . . . e ae oe 

a Hymns and Sater Poems, 2 vols., by Charles Wesley —. . | 668 12mo 455 
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THE POETICAL WORKS OF JOHN AND CHARLES WESLEY—« 

Date of N 
firat Pub- TITLE, Pp 
lication. 

35 1749 "Hymns extracted from the Brethren’ 8 Book, by John Wesley . 
36 | «1750 Hymns for New Year's 1751, by Charles Wesley F a 
37 1750 | Hymns occasioned by the quake, March &. . 
38 | 1753 Select Hymns for the use of Christians of all Denominations, } 

| by John Wesley. ' 
39 s«d:783 Hymns Gnd Spiritual Songs intended for the use of "real Chris- mi 

| tians 
40 1755 An Epistle to the Rev. Mr. John Wesley, Charles Wesle we 
41 1755 An Epistle to the Rev. Mr. George oer te by — esley 

_ [first published in 1771). ° 
1756 Hymns occasioned by the Earthquake, and edit. 42 | 

43° (1756 Hymns for the year 1756, particularly for the Fast Day, February 6, 
| by Charles Wesley 

44 1758 Hymns of Intercession for all Mankind, by Charles Wesley 
45 1758 . Hymns for the use of Methodist Preachers, by Charles Wesley . | 
46 1759 Funeral Hymns enlarged, by Charles Wesley . 
47 1759 «=| Hymns on the ex! invasion, by Charles Wesley. ‘ 
438 1759 =, Hymns to be on the T ving day, November 29, and 

after it, by Charles Wesley 
49 1761 | Hymns for those to whom Christ is all in all, by Charles Wesley | 
50 1761 Select Hymns, with tunes annext 
51 1762 Short Hymns on Select Passages of Holy Scripture, ‘2 vols., by 

__ Charles Wesle. ° 
62 1763. «= Hymns for Children, “by Charles Wesley é . 
63 | 1765 | Hymns on the Gospels in MS., by Charles Wesley . 
64 1767 Hymns for the use of Families, and on various occasions by 

Charles bo ag! Pr 
55 1767 Hymns on the nin (including Hymns and Prayers ‘to the 

' rinity), ae Charles Wesley . 
66 | 1572 ‘or Death, in several Hymns, by Charles W esley ° 
67 , 177- | A Hymn praying for his Brother's long life, by Charles Wesley . | 
58 1780 Collection of Hymns for the use of the People called Methodists. 
59 | 1780 Hymns written in the time of the Tumults, June, 1780, by 

Charles Wes 
60 1781 Protestant Association, written in the midst ‘of the Tumults, 

June, 1780. 

ebruary 8, 1782, by Charles Wesley. 
62 1785 Prayers for condemned Malefactors, by Charles "Wesle 
63 1786 i Pocket Hymn Book iui the use ad acheter of ail Denomi- 

nations. é e . ° 

61 1782 | Hymns for the Nation, and Hymns for the National Fast Day. 

It must be noted that the Wesleyan | simile reprints of the ti 
authorities, in the revised edition of their of Titles; Introductio: 
Coll. of Hys. for the Use of the People called Osborn; the usual li 
Methodists, 1875, decline to distinguish the | vols. i-viii.: and an Ir 
bymns which appeared in the joint works of | every verse (except th 
the two brothers. They say :-— 'extending to 239 

“ The letter W, is affixed to those hymns which first Rev. Julius Brigg, the 

Wiosly respousitle; in inte cas h cannot be determined | ony nee otiam, Bagi 
with certainty to which of the two brothers a hymn — | of the Wesleyan Norm 
should be ascribed.” (Preface to the “Index to the | Westminster. The a 
Hymns.”) ness of the latter In 

It has been the common practice, however praise. 
for a hundred years or more to ascribe all In addition to a 1: 
translations from the German to John Wealey, | from the above work 
as he only of the two brothers knew that elsewhere in this Di 
language ; and to assign to Charles Wesley all | Authors and 
the original ogee except such as are trace- in C, U. The subline 
_ to ser a pages his Journals and | of or centos from the } 
other works. In this Dictionary this course i. s 
has been adopted throughout. j 1789 re oy 
Two works remain to be noted: (1) Collee- .. t 

tion of Psalms and Hymns, Charles Town. | the ait of Life. mere 
Printed by Lewis Timothy, 1737; and (2) The | (1) Steel me to shan 
Poetical Works of John and Charles Wealey : | 2. Come, Holy Ghost, a 
Reprinted from the Originals, with the last he ap Wits 
corrections of the Authors; together with the 4. 0 Filial Te reer Poa 
Poems of Charles Wesley not before Published, he Son. 
Collected and Arran by G. Oxborn, DD. 5. Peace. fluttering Ss 
Lond. : Wesleyan- Methodist Conference Oflier, eNrt EY When on tive ins 

1868-72. In 13 vols. The first of these . Saviour, th 

works las been reprinted in facsimile from | 7. See the day-opring 1 
the only known copy now existing, bgetier | 8, Sons of Goa, triump 

with «a Preface by Dr. Osborn. Lonc (1) Ye that rouna « 
Woo'mer, 1882. “Phe second contains fac- | at eo  ** ™Y tbo 
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Weahein Thee, 0 my God and King. Thanksgiving to the 

ll. Weary of struggling with my pain. Lent. 
1) Lord, I déspair myself to heal. 

With hamble faith on Thee I call. 
12. y do the deeds of happier men? Against 

Indi ference 
ql) God of my life and all its powers. 

ii. From No. 3, Hymns and Sacred Poems, 
1740 :— 

13. Brethren in Christ, and well beloved. Admission 
into @ Keligious Society, 

i4. Come, Holy Ghost, our hearts inspire, Let us 
‘Tine influence prove. Before reading Holy Scripture. 

15. Father of all, in Whon alone. Before reading 
Holy Scripture. 

16. Ho! every one that thirsts, draw nigh (near). 
fa vitation to the Living Waters. 

17. roy Aad i mercies close me round. Tauiiad: 

33 White T Thou art ou art fatinately, aoe 
18. Sonn, if still the same Thou art. Faith in the 

Tener Jesus. 
gv hile dead in trespasses I lie. 

19. Jesus in Whom the Godhead’s rays. Jesus, full 
of Truth and Grace. 
ae ga in Whom the weary find. Parting with 

x Parted from God, and far removed. 
21. Jesus, my Life! Thyself apply. Holiness desired. 
22. Jesus, the all-restoring word. Mornin 
23. My God, my God, on Thee I call. Lent. 

(1) My my God, to Thee I cry, Thee only, 

2) O could I lose myself in Thee ! 
24. Out of the depth of it dewpiir. Ps, cxxx, 
25. Saviour Who ready art to hear. On a journey. 
8 apd He me Thyself reveal. 

k with me, Lord, Thyself reveal. 
ea are with me, Lord, "Thyself reveal. 

erd Divine, our wants relieve, In temptation. 
ea) Fatber Divine, our wants relieve. 

27. repel oe ur Saviour see. Looking unto Jesus. 
y ‘Author r of faith, appear. 

— e chal I lay my weary head? Desiring 
Christ. 

iii. From No. 4, Coll. of Psalms and Hymns, 
1741 :— 

29. O Sun of Righteousness arise, with healing, &c. 
“ie of Life desired. 

Sy ae our hearts to Thee, O Day-star from on 
Morning. 

iv. From No. 5, Hys. on God’s Everlast- 
ing Love, 1741 :— 
Pe Glorious Saviour of my soul. Thanks for Sal- 

a all that pass by, To Jesus draw near. Invi- 

33. O my Offended God. Lent. For Pardon. 

Beds From No. 6, Hys. and Sacred Porm, | 
1742 

34. Be it according to Thy word. Holiness desired. 
35. Behold how good a thing, It is to dwell in peace. 

Fs. carziti. 
36." Father of our dying Lord. Whitswntide. 
31. Fountain of Life, to all below. On entering a 

Religious 
38. Giver and Guardian of Jpeg sleep. 

39. Sia iaey bots Word oe pac bal of Christian 

40. ho : nd eg gg sees the day. Pardon a 

41. Hearken to the sol Midnight. 43. I will bearian whet ee, ee Lord. 
stl gi Friend of sinners, hear. i autering Grace 

desi 

44. Jesu, take my sins Lent. For Pardon. 45. Jesu, the Life, the Tro: Jesus, 
Way, Truth, and Life. Truth, the Way. - 

46. Jesu, Thy wandering sheep behold. The Good Shepherd. 
47. Jesu, my ‘King, to Thee I bow. The Fight of 

Pray Tt Thou bast bia us pray. Importunate 

Faith, 

ayer. 
49. J Now ha @ ye ransomed sons of grace. Old and 

| Fight 
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50. Let the world their virtue boast. Anowledge of 
Christ and Him Crucified. 

51. Lord, I believe Thy work of grace. J’eace and 
Holiness in Christ. 

(1) O joyful sound of gospel grace. 

52. Lord, and is Thine anger gone? Renewed Grace 
and Pardon. 

63. Lord, I believe ‘Thy every word. Renewal of 
Spiritual Strength. 

54. Lord, and am I yet alive? Thanksgiving. 
55. Lord of the harvest, bear. Missions, 
56. Lord, regard my earnest cry. Lent. 

Petit O but must 1, Lord, return? On approaching 

a0) 0 Almighty God of love. 
58. O God of my salvation hear, Thanksgiving. 

§? I soon shall bear Thy quickening voice. 
Ps great mountain, who art thou? Indwelling 

«0. 83 Who hath slighted or contemned ? 
esu, full of truth and grace. Trust in Christ. 

a1. O Jesu, still, still shall I groan? Groaning for 
Redemption. 

‘(1) Jesu, Thou knowest my simpleness. 
(2) Break, stubborn heart, and sigh no more. 
3) Saviour from sin, 1 wait to prove. 
Love, I languish at Thy stay. Holiness desired, 

<3. O my false, deceiful heart. “The heart's deceit- 
ess. 

1) O my God, what must I do? 
that my load of sin were gone. Pardon and 

Holiness desired, 
(1) Rest for my soul [ long to find. 

65. O that the life-infusing grace. Peace with God 
devired 

a Behold He comes, and every eye. 
I am the First and I the Last. 

ae Say, which of you would see the Lord? 
the cruel power of sin. Waiting for the Pro- 

ime 
§2 O might I this moment cease, 

467. O the dire effects of sin. The Backslider. 
68. O Thou Whom fain my soul would love. Lent. 
69. O what shall I do my Saviour to praise? Thanks- 
vt 
re O heavenly King, look down from above, 
mpORS My Father, my jets r rd for Thy love. 

e I cursed day. Bir y. 
Ae Founteln of Life oy ait ad v4 

meni I in my heart have said ighteousness by 

7 Omnipotent Lord, my Saviour and King. The 
Fait 

be to this house bestowed, Pastoral Salu- 

ey pM nape of hope, lift up your heads. The Word 
unchangeable. 

“o ) Frisoners of hope, er. be bold. 
15, era, your hearts lift up hitsuntide, 
76. Son of God, if Thy free grace. Recovery 

. 13. 
ion. 

yon") 
1) By me, O my Saviour, stand. , 

Lord unto my Lord hath said. Ps. ox 
1) Come, Lord, and claim me for Thine own. 

Po Ag ee, Jesu, Thee the sinner’s Friend, Desiring 

)oO L ghpshen hope of perfect love 
79. mo) will be done, Thy Name be ‘blest. On Re- 

covery from Sickness. 
1) If, Lord, I have acceptance found. 
0 the haven of Thy breast. Christ, the Raok of 

(1) Now to the haven of Th 
2) Saviour, now in me per! a 

81. Vain, delusive world, adieu. Faith in the Grass. 
(1) Other knowledge | disdain. 

82. Welcome, friend, in that great Name. Reception 
of a Friend, 

(1) Jesus is our commen Lord. 
83. What shall I do, my God, my Lord? Matth in 

Christ. 
ws. Wi ) Jesus hath died that I might live, 

bat shall I do my God to love? Holiness 

— “When, dearest (gracious) Lord, when shall it be ? 
Lent. 

(1) Whom man forsakes Thou wilt not leave. 
86. When, my Saviour, shall Ibe? Submission, 
87. Who is this gigantic foe? David and Goliath. 
88, Woe is me! what tongue oan tell? The Good 

Samaritan, 
‘89. Ye bappy (ransomed) sinners, hear. Rejoicing 

in Hope. 
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vi. From No. 10, Coll. of Ps. and Hys., 
1743 :-— 

90, Clap your hands, ye people all. 
91. Have pce fe rd, for man bath none. Ps. Levi. 

(1) Through God I will His word proclaim. 
92, How long wilt Thou torget me, Lori? Ps. xiii. 
93. My heart is full of Christ, and longs. Ps. zlv. 
94. Remember, Lord, the pious zeal, /’s. crraii. 
95. See, O Lord, my foes increase, Ps. iit. 

(1) Thou, Lor], art a shield to me. 
96, Shepherd of souls, the Great, the Good. Ps. lrrz, 
97. The earth with [and] all her fulness owns, Ps. 

xxiv. . 
, 1) Our Lord is risen fro 

Ps. xleii. 

the dead. 
98, When Israel out of ye.came. Ps. cziv. 
99. When our redeeming Lord’ Ps. cxrzvi. 
100, Who in the Lord confide. crn. 

vii. From No. 14, Hys. for the Nativity, 
1744 :— \ 

101. Glory be to God on bigh, And ypeace on earth 
. Christmas. . 

102. Let earth and heaven combine. Chréstmas. 

viii. From No. 16, Funeral Hys., Lat Series, 
1744 :— 

103. Happy who in Jesus live. Burial. 
— w shall we sweetly remove? Death and 

Burt 
(1) Not all the archangels can tell. 

105. Hosanna to Jesus on high. Burial. 
106. Rejoice [weep] for a brother deceased. Burial. 
107. We know, by faith we know, Death and Burial. 

(1) We have a house above. 

ix. From Nos. 12, 17, 22, Hys. for Times of 
Trouble, &e., 1744-6 :— ; 

108. Lamb of God, Who bearest away. For the 
Nation. 1745. 

109. Lord, Thou hast bid Thy people pray. For the 
King. 744. . 

110. Safe in the flery furnace. Confidence amid 
National Peril (1746). 

x. From No. 19, Hys. on the Lord’s Supper, 
1745 :— 
Ll. Ty pe to God above. After Holy Communion. 

(1) O what delight is this? 
112, Come all who truly bear. The Invitation to Holy 

Communion. 
113, Come, Thou Everlasting Spirit. Before par- 

taking dl Holy Communion, : 
114, Father, into Thy hands. tion, 
115. Happy the souls to Jesus joined. Communion of 

Saints 
116. Hearts of Stone, relent, relent. Passiontide. 
117. How happy are Thy servants, Lord. After Holy 

Communion. + 
(1) Who Thy mysterious Supper share. 

118, In that sad memorial night. Jnstitution of the 
Holy Communion, 

119, Jesu, we thus obey, Before Holy Communion. 
120. Let all who truly bear. Jnvitation to Holy 

Communion. 
121, Let Him to Whom we now belong. After Holy 

Communion. 
122. Lift your eyes of faith and see. All Saints 

Day: or The Church Triumphant. 
123. O Thou Whose offering on the tree. Holy Com- 

munition at Passiontide. 
124, See there the quickening Cause of all. Good 

Friday. 
(1) He sleeps ; and from His open side. 

125. See where our Great High-Priest. Jesus, the 
Great ar aory Thy bent 

126. God, ant. ‘ore Hol 
Communion, : oat 7 J 

127. Thee, King of Saints, we praise. Holy Com- 
munition. 

128, This, this is He that came. Good Friday. 
129. Thou as Paschal Lamb. Passiontide. 
130. Victim Divine, Thy grace we claim. Holy 

Communion. 

i31, What [Who] are these arrayed in white? All 
Saints. 

xi. From No, 26, Hys. of Petition, &c., 
1746 :— 

132. Come, Holy celestial Dove. Wahitsuntide. 
133. Father, glorify aoe Son. Whitsuntide. 
134, Father of ever grace, Thy goodness, &c. 

Whitsuntide. ig ; i 
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135. Jesus, we on the wor 
136. Sinners, lift your hea 

(1) To God we liit ou 
137. Spirit of Faith [Trut 

tide. 

xii. From Nos. 27, : 
e., 1746 :-— 

138, Come then, [0 Th 
Ascension. Christ the Inte 

139. Father, God, we glor 
140. God is gone up on 

noise, Ascension. 
141. Jesus, to Thee we fly 
142, Sinners, rejoice, you 

xiii. From No. 31, . 
and those that have Re 

143. Father of Jesus Ch 
demption. 

144. Glory be to God on 
and move. Burial. 

145. Infinite God, to The 
(1) When Thou bast 

146. Jesus, accept the pr 
(1) Now, Lord, we } 

147. Jesus, my Lord, att 
J44. Jesus, my Strength 

Mintater’s Use. 
149. , take all the ¢ 

demption 
150, Ow power « 
151, Out o deep Lc! 
152. Rejoice : 

or Redemption. 
153. Shepherd © sou! 

Missions. 
154, Still out of ‘Like 
155. Thou great mys& 

ance of Faith desired. 
156. Thou hidden (God, 
157. Weary souls who 

seek Christ, 
158. What shall I do 

loved, &c. Lent. 
159. Ye simple souls tb 

Sinners, 
(1) Riches unsearc 

xiv. From No. 34, 
1749 :— 

160. Come all whoe’er 
1) Nearer and ne: 

161. Come, let us ane 
vigour arise, &c. Ona, 

162. Come, let us arise 
ness enjoined, 

163. Come, let us arise 
journey to the eternal lic 

164. Come, Thou omr 
desired. 

165. Father, to Thee | 
1) O would’st Th. 
2) The slumber f 

166. God of all grace : 
desired, 

167. God of my life, 
nation. 

168. Hearken to Me, \ 
of Abraham, 

(1) Thus saith the 
169. Head of Thy Chu 

cession. 
(1) Come, Lord, t 

170. Help, Lord, to W 
tion. 

171. How can a sinner 
ance af sean 

172. How y are 
For one Pullen Frm Gr 

173. How bappy, gray 
New Year. 

174. How shall a lost 
JSrom Grace. 

“ M O Jesu, in pit 
175. I want a principl 

desired — 
(1) Almighty God 

*176. Jesu, cast a ityi 
(1) Saviour of the 

177. Jesu, let Thy pit: 
(1) Saviour, Princ 

178. Jesu, Lord, we lo. 
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179. Jesu, my Truth, my Way. io a Shepherd of the Sheep. 

Pray. 

Leaning on Jesus. 
The Good S 

esu, Thou sovereign Lord of all. Desiring to 

C1) Our Father God, Who lovest all. 182. Jesu, to Thee our hearts we lift. Meeting of 

183. Jesu, we look to Thee. Meeting of Friends. 
(1) Father, we look to Thee. 
(2) Not in the name of pride. ae — comes with all His grace. a age 7 . t: . 

ga —_ great Shepherd of the sheep. The Good 

186. Jesus, I believe Thee near. For one Fallen 
AG tee 87. Jesus the Conque . t to 
Pa : queror reigns Encouragemen 

(1) Urge on your rapid course, 188, Jesus, Thy far-extended fame. The Name of 

(1) Though eighteen hundred years are past. 189. Jesus, was ever love like Thine? Jn sickness. (1) Whate’er my Heavenly Father wills, 190. Jesus, with kindest pity see. For Purity in fp, and in Married Life. 
191. Let all men rejoice By Jesus restored, Sim- plicity of the . 
192. Lift up your hearts to things above. Praise of Jesus, 
193. Master, lown Thy lawful claim. Kesigning all Jor God. 
194. My brethren beloved, Your calling ye see, The — bee _— the Poor. 
95. |, ™ ope, my heavenly Rest. The Divine Presence desired edad ¥ 

196. O God of all » Th ess we ise. Praise to the Father. ei sf cpg i 197. O God, Thy faithfulness I plead. Jn Temptation. 198. O God, Thy righteousness we own, Judgment is at Thy house begun. For one fallen from Grace. 199. O how shall a sinner perform? After renewal 
of the Covenant. 

200. O Jesu, at Thy feet we wait. Holiness desired. 
201. O Jesus, my Hope, For me offered up. Lent. 
202. O my Advocate above. Jesus, the Advocate. 

fter all that I have done. 
263, O my old, my bosom foe. Prayer against the World, the Flesh and the Devil. 

Pons © that I could repent, O that I could believe. 

(1) This is Thy will, I know. 
205. O that I could repent, With all my idols part. 

206. O that I could revere. Lent. 
207. O Thou our Husband, Brother, Friend. Jnter- 

cession, 
208. O Thou Who hast in mercy sought. Lent. 

(1) Fain would we love the God we fear. 
209. O Thou, Whom once they flocked to hear. Lent. 210. O what an evil heart have I. After Recovery 

JS rom Backsliding. 
2 Come quickly, gracious Lord, and take. 
2) Infinite, unexhausted love. 

1 ers of Hope arise. The Offer of Salvation. 
212, Saviour, cast a pitying eye. Lent, 
Po Saviour of all, what hast Thou done? Trial of 

(1) Thy every suffering servant, Lord. 
214. Saviour, Prince of Israel's race. Lent. (1) Jesus, seek Thy wanderi _— Phas See how great a flame aspires, The spread of 

1) Saw ye not the cloud arise ? 216. See, Jesus, Thy disciples see. For Religious Meetings. 
217. Ay odo ae, hear, For Unity. 

Ot all power and grace. Pa an Lord, I languish for Thy grace. Desiring 
(1) O Jesu, let me bless Thy Name. f O conquer this rebellious will, | 219. Surrounded by a host of foes. Trust and Con- a rt Jesus, 

° earth j > ’ Seek jirtt the Kin . a Lord’s, And all it contains. 

+ Phe Lord of earth and sk The New Year, 222. The y. d 
Smee of Fo aa of the Lord, my [our] God. 

1) Sinners, obe the hea 
: venly call. : 

ihe Thee, Jesus, full of truth aa grace. In Afftic- 
224. T » P 225. The i ftrath and jove, sor Family Unity. 

Confidence. 

The 

M Source of calm repose. Trust and 

Jes 
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226. Thou Judge of quick and dead. Advent, 
227. Thou very present aid. For Widows. 
22s. To Thee, great God of love, I bow. The Divine 

Presence desired. 
229. Two are better far than one. For Onity. 
230. Vouchsafe to keep me (us), Lord, this day. Trust 

and ag morgen 
231. What am I, O Thou Gracious God? Believers 

icing. 
232. Wherefore should I make my moan? /eath of 

a@ Child. 
233. Weary of wandering from my God. Lent. 
234. Ye now, My chosen servants, hear. The Message 

of Christ, 
(1) Thus saith the Lord of earth and heaven. 

235. Ye virgin (waiting) souls, arise. Old and New 
Year. 

236. Yet hear me, for Thy people hear. For use bya 
Minister, 

(1) Forgive us for Thy mercies sake, 
xv. From No. 36, Hys. for N. Year's 

1750 :— 
237. Wisdom ascribe, and might, 

Day, 

and praise. The 

238. Ye worms of earth, arise. New Year. 

xvi. From Nos. 37 and 42, Hys. occasioned 
by the Earthquake, March 8, 1750, 2nd ed. 
1756. 

New Year, 

239. How weak the thoughts and vain. Uncertainty 
of Life. 1750. 

240. Woe to the men on earth who dwell. Uncer- 
tainty of Life. 1756. 

1) By faith we find the place above. 
2) Jesus, to Thy dear wounds we flee, , 

xvii. From No. 43, Hys. for the Year 1756, 
Cc. — 
241. How happy are the little flock, Security in us. 
242. Righteous God, Whose vengeful phials. National 

Humiliation, 

xviii. From No. 44, Hys. of Inter cession, ke., 
1758 :— 

243, Father of faithful Abraham, hear. For the Jews. 
244. He comes! He comes! the Judge severe, Advent. 
245. Let God, Who comforts the distrest. Missions, 
246. Lift your heads, ye friends of Jesus. Advent. 
247. Lord over all, if u hast made, Missions. 
248. Our earth we now lament to see. For Universal 

Peace. 
249, Sun of unclouded righteousness. Missions. 
xix. From No. 47, Hys. on the Expected 

Invasion, 1759 :— 
250. Let God, the mighty God. National Danger. 
xx. From No. 51, Short Hymns, &c., 

1762 :— 
roar gg it my only wisdom here. The Fear of God 
tred, 

252. Blest be our everlasting Lord. Praise, 
oe gle of Jesse's stem, arise. The Holy Spirit 

red. 
254. Brightness of the Eternal Glory. The Divinity 

of Christ. 
cag faith I to the Fountain fly. Christ the Foun- 

tain Life. 
256. Called from above, I rise. Christ the Open 

Fountain, 
257. Calmer of the troubled heart. Rest in Jesus 
% . 

258. Chastized and afflicted below, Jn affliction, 
259, Chastized by an indulgent God. Chastisement. 
260. Christ, our Passover, is slain. Christ our Pass- 

over, 
261. Christ, Whose glory fills the skies, That famous 

Plant Thou art. The Plant of Renown. ; 
262. Come, Divine Interpreter. Before reading Holy 

Scripture. 
263. Coming through our Great High Priest. Chris¢ 

the Interpreter, 
264. Deepen the wounds Thy hand has made. Lent. 
265. Entered the holy place above, Crist the Advo- 

cate. 
266. Expand Thy wings, celestial Dove. Holy Spirit's 

enlightenment desired, . 
267. Father, if Thou must Teprove. Chastisement. 
264, Father of boundless grace. Missions, . 
269, Father of everlasting grace. Divine Worship. 
270. Father, to me the faith impart. Fuith desired. 
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271. Forgive my foes? It cannot be? Forgiveness. 
272. Holy as Thee (Thou) O Lord, is none. Holiness 

273. How happy the -orrowful man. Chastisement. 
274. I call world’s Redeemer mine. The Resur- 

rection, 
276. I long to behold Him arrayed. Heaven desired, 
276. I seek the Kingdom first. Seeking the Kingdom 

of God first. 
277. I the good fight have a The fight of Faith. 
278. If death my (our) friend and me [us) divide. 

Bereavement. 
279. Inspirer of the ancient seers. Inspiration of 

Holy Scripture. 
280. It is the Lord, Who doth not grieve. Chastise- 

ment, 
281. Jesu, th’ irrevocable word. Lent. 

(|) Lask the gift of righteousness. 
282. Jesus, the First and Last. Present Peace; an- 

ticipated joy. 
243. Jesus, Thou dear redeeming Lord. Fulness of 

divine Grace desired. 
® Jesu, Thou great redeeming Lord. 

esus, descended from the sky. The words of 

255. ineth Life Thy heavenly place. On behalf of 

236. Jesus, I fain would find. Zealousness. 
287. Jesus, kind, inviting Lord. Holy Baptism. 
288, Jesus, the gift divine I know. The Water of 

Life. 
289. Jesus, the word of mercy 
290. Jesus, was ever love like Thine ? wig 
291. Let not the wise his [their) cudses tae boast. 

Lord our Righteousness 

ve. Sn 

292. Lord, I adore Thy gracious will. Chastisement 
and Submission. 

293. Lord, I believe Thy mercy’s power. Security in 
Jesus. 

294. Lord, in the strength of grace. Personal Conse- 
cration, 

295. TF I throughout this of Thine, Sunday. 
— this nay of Thine. 

Me, me, Thou justly may’st apheaid. Desiring 
to know Jesus. 

7 O would'st _ now Thy Spirit breathe. 
297. Messiah, full of grace. For the Jews. 
298. Messiab, oraca fees | Por Peace. 
299. My soul, through my Redeemer's care. Personal 

Consecration 
300. No, Lord, it cannot shortened be. The Hand of 

God. 
(1) Thy hand, Lord, cannot shortened be. 

301. Not for a favoured form or name. Prosperity 
of the Church desired 

302. Now, even now, 1 yield, I yield. Holiness 
desired. 

303. O come, Thou radiant Morning Star. Missions. 
304. © for that tenderness of heart. Humility desired. 
35. O Ged, at Thy command we rise. Praise to 

God. 
306. O God, most merciful and true. Holiness desired, 
at O God of peace, and pardoning love. Holiness 

308. “05 ay the os Good Friday. 
ct eed might : med) powerful word. Holiness 

310. O Thou faithful God of love. For the Use of a 
dying Father. 

311. Pass a few swiftly-fleeting years. #urial. 
a Prince of universal peace. For Peace. 

3. Quickened with our immortal Head. Pardon, 
ad Liberty in Christ. 
Poe etal of mankind. Jesus the Advocate and 

tend, 

315, Saviour, I now with shame confess. 
316. Saviour, on me the grace bestow. 

God desired. 
1) Father, on me the grace bestow. 

Ps Saviour, on me the want bestow. The Beati- 
8 

318. Send then Thy servants forth. For the Jews. 
319. Shall foolish, weak, short-sighted man? 

Greatness of the Father. 
320. She saw, she took, she ate. The Full. 
321, ey self-existent God and Lord. Omnipotent 

love of 
322. That blessed law of Thine. The Divine Law in 

the Heart. 
323. That voice which speaks Jehovah near. The 

Still Small Voice. 
69) The voice that speaks Jehovah near. 

he Church in her militant state. Advent. 

The 
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men who slight 
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name we stil 

329. 
enemies 
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331, The past no longer 

and Security. 
332. The people that in 

&e. Christ the Light of th 
333. The saints who dic . 
334. The thirsty are call 

Life. 
335. Their earthly task » 
336. Thou God, that a 

337. Thou God unsearch: 
338, Thou, Lord, on W! 

anticipated, 
339. Thou Man of griefs, 

hou Shepherd. of” 340. u of 
Good 
341. without num 
342. To me, Almighty 

Heart desired. 
343. Too strong I was to 
344. True and Faithful ° 

Witness. 
346. Trusting in our L 

High Priest. 
346. Upright both in bh 

its ences. 
347. Us who climb Thy 
348, Watched by the w: 
~~ in the fear of God. 

What now is my 
Prins iP 

350. When quiet in n 
ture. 

351. Where is the He 
the Fire. 

352. Who can worthily 
353. Who now His Fis 

Communion. 
9 Why not now, my 

. Ye faithful pdb 
carist. 

356. Ye thirsty for God 
by Christ. 

357. Yes, from this in= 

xxi. From No. 
17638 :— 

358. But who sufficie: 
School, 

359. Come Father, So: 
&c. On of Child 

360, Come, us emb 
361. Come, let us join 

Praise. 
362, Come, let us join 
363. Come, let us with 
364. Give me that enl, 
365. Glorious God, ac. 

of God, 
366. God fa Goodness 

butes of God. 
367. Hail, Father, 

Trinity. Lent. 
Image of |, 368. Happy berond ocx 

369. Happy the wel} 
Lying 
370, Let all that b& 

Creation. 
371. Let children pre 
Christ, the Children’s A 

372. Maker, Saviour « 
373. O all-creating <3 < 
374. Othat L, like “¥ 

Scripture. 
375. Terrible thou, 

Punishment. 
376, Thou, my Gow 

giving for Temporal a», 
1) For my life, 
2) Gracious Gox 
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ast. Thou, the great eternal Lord. Praise to the 
r. 

1) Good Thou art, and Thou dost. 
2» Thou great eternal : 
$) Thou, the eternal Lord. 

378, Where shall true believers go? Saints glorified. 
379. Young men and maidens, raise. Praise to Jesus 

as King. 

xxii. From Hys. for Use of Families, &c., 
1767 :— 

380. Cast on the fidelity Of my redeeming Lord. 
Childbirth anticipated. . 

381. Come, Thou all-inspiring Spirit? Pardon and 
Holiness desired. 

382. Come, wisdom, power, and grace divine. For 
Unity. 

383. Except the Lord conduct the plan. Family 
Worship. 

3e4. Facher, by saints on earth adored. vening. 
385. Father of all, by Whom we are. <A Parent's 

Prayer. 
386. Father of lights, Thy needful aid. A Parent's 

Prayer. 
387. Father of omnipresent grace. Private Worship. 
a Full of trembling expectation. Childbirth anti- 

cipated. 
(1) Suffering Son of Man, be near me. 

389. God only wise, almighty, good. A Parent's 
Prayer. 
- 390. Holy Lamb, who Thee confess. Christ the 
Fae , 

391. How good and pleasant ‘tis to see. Meeting of 
Families, 

392. How happy are we Who in Jesus agree. Divine 
Worship, 

393. fiow shall I walk my God to please? Head of 
a Fousehold. 

394. I, and my house will serve the Lord. Head of 
a Household. 

395. Let the redeemed give thanks and praise. Par- 
don before Praise. 

396. Master supreme, I look to Thee. Por the 
Houschold, 

397. Meet and right it is to praise. Praise for Divine 
Mercies. 

398. O Saviour, cast a gracious [pitying) smile. For 
the Family. 

(1) Jesus, fulfil our one desire. 
399. O that I could my Lord receive. Lent. 

(1) In answer to ten thousand prayers. 
400. O that I, first of love . Lent. 
401. O Thou Who hast our sorrows borne. Passion- 

tide. 
402. O Thou, Whose wise, Paternal love. Im sickness. 
403, The power to bless my house. Head of the 

Household, 
404, Thou Son of God, Whose flaming eyes. Evening. 
4065, With glorious clouds encompassed round. Len. 

xxiii. From No 55, Hys. on the Trinity, 
L767 -— 

406, Come, Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, Whom one, 
ke. Holy htt S 

407. God, the offended God most high. Ministers as 
dan bassadors. 
408. Hail, co-essential Three. Holy Lider, 
409. Hail, Father, Son, and Spirit, great, Before the 

virth of time. my & ; . 
410. Hail, holy, holy Lord, One in Three, &c. Holy 

rranity. 
41 L. . Holy, holy, holy Lord, God the Father, &c. Holy 

Prinity. 
412. Jehovah, God the Father, bless. Holy Trinity. 
413. Jesus, Jehovah, God. Ascension ; or, The Divi- 

ity of Jesus. ; 
414. Spirit of truth, essential God. Inspiration of 

yoly Scripture. 
416. The day of Christ, the day of God. Advent. 
416. The wisdom owned by all Thy sons. Anowledge 

oncerning the Trinity desired. 
ait. Whither shall a creature run? Omnipresence of 

pe Holy Spirit. 

xxiv. From No. 56, Preparation for Death, 
EC-s 1772 _— 

. .8. Jesu, Thou hast to hoary hairs. a 
419. Tremendous God, with humble fear. th and 
r . 

"a0. Warned of my dissolution near. Death anti- 
gpaated. 
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xxv. From No. 61, Ays.. for the Nation, 
1782 :— 

421. Saviour, Whom our hearts adore. Universal 
Reign of Christ desired. 

xxvi. From The Wesley mss. 
422. Christ is the one foundation laid. Christ the 

Foundation, 
423. Far off we need not rove. Providence. 
424. Great is our redeeming Lord. /s. 2lviti. In 

the Arminian Mag., 1797. 
425. He lost his ancient colleague's aid. Missions, 

(1) Lord of the Jsospel harvest, send. 
426. His Name is Jesus Christ, the Just. Trust in 

the Name of Jesus. 
427. How lovely are Thy tents,O Lord. Ps. lzzziv. 

In the Arminian Mag., 1798. 
5 428. I know in Whom I have believed. Security in 
esus, 
429. I know the power was Thine. Festraint from 

Sin. In Dr. Leifchild’s Original Hys., 1842. 
(1) My God, the power was Thiue. 

430. I seem desirous to repent. Lent. 
Pte if but one taithless soul be here. St. Thomas's 

y. 
432. In every time and place. The Narrow Path. 

In the Suppl, to the Wes. H. Bk., 1830. 
433. In true and patient hope. Ps. Izii. In the 

Arminian Mag., 1798. 
434. Jehoval reigns on high. Ps. zetii. Pub. by 

Rev. H. Fisk, 1854. 
435. Jehovah’s Fellow and his Son, Divinity of 

Jesus. 
436. Jesus hath left His house below. Parable of the 

Man who went into a far country. 
(1) Master, Thy grace vouchsafed to me. 

437. Jesus I humbly seek. Passiontide. 
438. Jesus, in earth and heaven the same. Holy 

Baptism. 
439. Jesus the Good Shepherd is. The Good Shepherd. 

In the Arminian Mag., 1800. 
440, Jesus, the infinite Am. Divinity of Jesus. 
441. Jesus, Thee Thy works proclaim. Divinity of 

Jesus seen in His works. In the Arminian Mag., 
1790. 

442. Jesus, Thy servants bless. For Ministers. In 
the Suppl. to the Wes. H. Bk., 1830. 

443, Jesus, to Thee I would look up. Jn Temptation. 
444. Justly Thou mightest in helpless age. Death 

anticipated. 
445. Lead me not into temptation. Against Tempta- 

tion. 
446. Lord, I believe Thon wilt forgive. ent. 
447. Lord, if at Thy command. The Sower. In the 

Suppl. to the Wes. H. Bk., 1830. 
448. Lord of earth, and air, and sea. On going to 

Sea, Inthe . tothe Wes. H. Bk., 1830. 
449. L-rd of hosts, our God and Lord, Missions. 
450. Lord, Whotn winds and waves obey. On going 

to Sea. In the Suppl. to the Wes. H. Bk., 1630. 
451. Lord, with open heart and ear. Word of God 

gladly received. 
452. Made by persecution strong. Boldness in Preach- 

ing the Gospel. 
(1) Bold in our almighty Lord. 

453, Not from a stock of ours, but Thine. Jesus the 
Giver of Gifts. 

454. O Lord, Thy faithful servant save. Ps. xvi. In 
the a al ia a ie os 

455. O that I could in every p ic nipresence 

God, In the 1830 Suppl. to the Wes. H. Bk. 
456. Omnipotent Kedeemer, Our ransomed souls, &c. 

Praise for Success of the Gospel. 
457. se, O God, attends on Thee. Ps. lev., and 
rvest, 

(1) Full of Providential love. 
458: Prostrate, with eyes of faith [ see. Good Friday. 
459, Pure baptismal Fire divine. Whitsuntide. 
460. Saviour, I still to Thee apply. Aefore reading 

Holy Scripture. 
461, Saviour, Thy balmy grace impart. The great 

Physician. 
(1) That bealth of soul T gasp to know. 

462. Saviour, Thy sacred day. Sunday. 
463. Sing we to our conquering Lord. Ps. geviit. In 

the Arminian Mag., 1793. 
464. Stupendous ht of heavenly love. Christmas. 

In the 1830 Suppl. to the Wes. H. Rk. 
465. Stupendous love of God most high. Rest for the 
Weary. 

466. Taught by our Lord, we will not pray Te be, &c. 
Resignation. In the American Meth. Boiaco. Hywne 
1849. +M 

es 
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467. The Church in ancient days. Christ Unchange- 
able. In tbe 1530 Suppl. tothe Wes. H. Bk. 

(1) Saviour, we know Thou art. 
468. The holy unconcerned, Steadfastness. 
469. Thee will 1 praise with all my heart. Ps. tz. 
470. Thou art gone up on high, Our Saviour in the 

sky. Ascension. 
47). Thou bidd’st me usk, and with the word. Lent. 

Use of Privileges. 
Holiness 

In 

472, Though God to Christ reveal. 
473. To-day, while it is called to-day. 

desired. 
474. To us a Child of Royal birth. 

the 1830 Suppl. to the Wes. H. Bk. 
475. Two or three in Jesu'’s Name. Open-air Service. 
476. Unclean, of life and heart unclean. The issue of 

Blood ; or Lent. 

Christmas, 

477. We know by faith, we surely know. (Christ 
realized by Fuith. 

478. When ministers make known. Thanksgiving 
Sor the success of the Gospel. 

(1) Thy messengers make known. 
479. When Thou hast disposed a heart. Preaching 

the ar 
480. Who Jesus our Example know. Divine Worship. 
441. Whom Jesu’s blood doth sanctify. Security tn 

Christ. In the 1430 Suppl. to the Wes. H. Bk, In the 
P. Works, ix. p. 112, it is prefaced by 4 new stanza from 
c, Wesley's was., beginning “ The people out of Egypt 
brought’ 

482. Why should I till to-morrow stay ? 
readiness to Forgive. 

The translations by John Wesley from the 
German are given in vols. i. ii. of the Poetical 
Works, and number 32. They can be easily 
identified and their history, together with the 
history of the originals, traced through the 
Index of Authors and Translators. 

The foregoing list of original hymns, in 
addition to those by the Wesleys aunotated 
elsewhere, all of which are in C. U. at the 
present time, and most of which have formed 
an important part of Methodist hymnody for 
more than a hundred years, shows the enor- 
mous influence of the Wesleys on the English 
hymnody of the nineteenth century. [J. J.) 

Wesleyan Methodist Association 
Hymnody. [Methodist Hymnody, § 5.] 

Wesleyan Methodist Hymnody. 
[Methodist Hymnody, § ii.] 

Wesleyan Reformers Hymnody. 
[Methodist Hymnody, § v.] 

West, Robert Athow, an editor and 
author, was b. in England in 1802. In 1843 
he went to America, and was the official re- 
porter of the General Conference of the Metho- 
dist Episcopal Church in 1844. He was also 
one of the committee appointed by that Con- 
ference to prepare a Standard edition of the 

DInivine 

Methodist Hymn Book, ‘That collection ap- 
peared as Hymna for the Use of The Methodist 
Episcopal Church, in 1849. To it West con- 
tributed two hymns—(1) “ Come, let us tune 
our loftiest song” (Praise of Jesus), and (2) 
* Now, Lord, fulfil Thy faithful word” (On 
behalf of Ministers). (Nuiter’s ITymn Studies, 
1884, p. 32.) (J. J.) 

Wetzel, Johann Caspar, s. of Johann 
Michael Wetzel, shoemaker at Meiningen, 
was b. at Meiningen, Feb. 22, 1691. He 
matriculated, at Easter, 1711, as a student of 
theology at the University of Jena, and after- 
wards went to Halle. After varied tutorial 
work, &c., he was appointed, in 1727, diaconus 
at Rémhild, where he eventually became 
archidiaconus, While returning from a visit 
tu the Bad Licbenstein he was unable to pro- 

’ 

ceed further 
Aug. 6, 1755 
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ing note :— 
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What is earth 



WHAT IS THE THING OF 

Missions.| Appeared anonymously in W. 
Trwick’s Coll. of Hys. adapted to Cong. Wor- 

ship, Dublin, 1829, No, 343, in 6 st. of 41., 
and headed ** The dark world enlightened by 
the Saviour’s glury.” In addition to an abbre- 
viated form beginning with st. i. there are also 
** Earth is but the land of shadows” (st. ii.), 
and “O Thou Sun of glorious splendour” 
(st. iii.) m C. U. [J. J.) 

What is the thing of highest [great- 
est] price? J. Montgomery. [The Soul.) 
Pub. in his Christian Psalmist, 1825, No. 
504, in 6st. of 41.; and again in his Original 
Hymna, 1853. It is found in a few modern 
books in G. Britain and America, (J. J.) 

What is the world? a wildering 
maze. J. pag we Holy Scripture a 
Light.) In his Poetical Works, 1851, p. 304, 
Montgomery dates this hymn “1815”; 
but in his newspaper, the Sheffield Iris, of 
1817, he printed it in 3 st. of 6 1., and dated 
it “February, 1817.” Under these circam- 
stances it is difficult to say which of these 
dates is correct. The bymn was repeated in 
Montgomery's Greenland and Other Poems, 
1819, p. 187; his Christian Psalmist, 1825, 
No. 548; his Poetical Works, 1828, and his 
Original Hymns, 1853, No. 26. It is also 
found in Cotterill’s Sel., 1819, and in several 
of the older and modern hymn-books, It is 
not, however, a good example of Montgomery's 
powers as a writer of hymns. [J. J. 

What liberty so glad and gay? J. 
reble. [Forgiveness of Enemies.) Written 

Feb. 7, 1826, on the words “ Lord, how oft 
shall my brother sin against me, and I forgive 
him?” St. Matt. xviii. 21, and pub. in his 
Christian Year, 1827, in 12 st. of 4 1. as the 
poem for the 22nd 8. after Trinity. In Elliott’s 
Ps. & Hys., 1835, st. x.-xii. were given as 
** Thou ransomed sinner, wouldst thou know?” 
This has’ been repeated in later collections, 
but is not in extensive use. {J. J 

What! never speak one evil word? 
C. Wesley. [Holiness desired.) This cento 
is thus composed: St. i., ii. are from Wesley's 
Short Hymns, 1762, vol. ii., No. 753, on James 
iii. 2; and st. iii., iv. from the same, vol. i., 
No. 854, on Ps. ciii. 3. In this form it ap- 

din the Wes. H. Bk., 1780, No. 353, and 
1as been repeated in several collections. Ori- 
ginal texts in P. Works, 1868-72, vols. xiii. 
and ix. [J. J.) 

What shall we ask of Godin prayer? 
J. Montgomery. ( Prayer.) Written iu 1818, 
and first printed on a broadsheet with Mont- 
gsomery’s “ Prayer is the soul’s sincere desire,” 
** Lord, teach us how to pray,” and “ Thou, 
God, art a consuming fire,’’ for use in the 
Nonconformist Sunday schools in Sheffield 
and the neighbourhood, It was included in 
Cotterill’s Sel., 1819, No. 281, in 4 st. of 8 1, 
and headed, “Ask and ye shall receive that 
your joy may be full.” In Montgomery's 
Christian Psalmist, 1825, No, 483, and in his 
Original Hymns, 1853, No. 64, it was given 
with the change, in st. iv., 1.1 of “with” to 
by; aud in 8 et. of 41. It is usually given 
iu an abbreviated form. In some American 
Jnymin-books a cento from this hymn is ae 

J.) as ** Father of all our mercies, Thou.” 
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What shall we render. LF. larson, 

née Rooker. [Praise.) 1st pub. in J. Cur- 

wen’s Child’s Own H. Bk., 1840; and subse- 
uently in Mrs. Parson’s Willing-Class Hymns. 
t was composed for the Air by Mozart, com- 
mouly known as “ Life let us cherish,’ and is 
given in several collections. (J. J.) 

What sudden blaze of song. J. Keble. 
(Christmas.} Pub. in his Christian Year, 
1827, in 11 st. of 61, as the poem fur Christ- 
mas Day. In the American Church Pastorals, 
Boston, 1864, st. i, v., ix. are given in an 
altered form, but beginning with the same 
first line. (J. J.] 

What tho’ my frail eyelids refuse. 
A. M. Toplady. [At Night.) Pub. in the 
Gospel Magazine, Dec. 1774, in 6 st. of 8 1, 
entitled “A Chamber Hymn,” and signed 
“Minimus.” Also in Sedgwick’s reprint of 
Topludy's Hymns, &c., 1860. It was given in 
its original form in several of the older hymn- 
books, but in Collyer's Coll., 1812, it was 
divided into two parts, Pt. i. being cumposed 
of st. i-iii., and Pt. ii., beginning, “ Inspirer 
and Hearer of prayer,” of st. iv.-vi. From that 
date the first part fell gradually out of use, 
whilst the second part rose to great popularity, 
and has been rendered into several languages. 
The tr, into Latin by R. Bingham in his 
Hymno. Christ. Latina, 1871, begins, “* O Tu 
precum inspirator.” J.J.) 

What various hindrances we meet. 
W. Cowper. (Exhortation to Prayer.) Ap- 

ared in the Olney Hymna, 1779, Bk. ii. 
No. 60, in 6 st. of 4 1, and headed * Ex- 
hortation to Prayer.” It has passed into 
numerous collections, and sometimes in an 
abbreviated form. Dr. Hatfield, in his Church 
H. Bk., N. Y., 1872, dates it 1772. By this 
he probably meaus the date of its composition. 
We cannot, however, find g authority for 
that date. In R. Bingham’s Hymno. Christ. 

| Latina, 1871, 5 stanzas are rendered into 
Latin as “Si precibus solium Genitoris adire 
velimus.” {J. J.) 

Whate’er to Thee, our Lord, be- 
longs. (Holy Baptism.) ‘This is the first of 
13 “Single Verses on Baptism” given in 
Rippon’s Bap. Sel., 1787, Nos. 455-476. The 

authors of these ‘stanzas are; st. i., iii.—v., 

B. Beddome; ii. xi. J Stennett; vii.—ix., 

H. F.; x. H.; xii, G.; and vi. and xiii. 

anonymous, but possibly by Rippon. Lhe 
object of this arrangement of these stanzas is 
thus stated by Rippon in a note :— 

* As it is now pretty common to sing by the water 
side, and as some of our brethren in the country give out 
a verse or two, while they are administering the ordinance, 
it is hoped these single verses will be acceptable.” 

In the American Bap. Hymn (and Tune) Bk., 
Philadelphia, 1871, st. iii, iv. and vi. are 

given as “ Behold the grave where Jesus lay.” 
The same arrangement with the addition of 

st. vii. had previously appeared in the Baptist 
edition of the Sabbath H. Bk., 1858. [J. J.] 

When at this distance, Lord, we 
trace. P. Doddridge. [ Transfiguration. | 

This hymn is No. 90 in the p, mas., but is un- 

dated. It was included, without alteration, 1% 

J. Orten’s posthumous edition of Doddridge’s 

Hymna, &e., 1759, No. 183, in 6 st. of 4 1.; and 

4M 2 
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again, but with alterations, in J. D. Hum. 
phreys’s edition of the same, 1839, No. 204. 
The original text isthatinC.U. = {J. J.J 

When bending o’er (on) the brink of 
life. W. B. Collyer. [ h anticipated.) 
Pub. in his Coll., xc., 1812, No, 827, in 6 st. 
of 4.1. It is found in several modern hymnals, 
but usually in an abbreviated form It pre- 
sents death in its saddest form, and embodies 
a prayer for divine assistance. In several 
American collections, including the Meth. 
Episc. Hymna, 1849 ; their new Meth. Hymnal, 
1878; and others, it is rewritten in s. M. as, 
* When un the brink of death.” (J. J.) 

When blooming youth is snatched 
away. Anne Steele. [Death and Burial of 
a Young Person.) 1st pub. in her Poems on 
Subjects Chiefly Devotional, &c., 1760, vol. i. 
F. 106, in 6 st. of 4 1., and hended “ At the 
uneral of a Young Person.” Also given in 

the 1780 ed, of the Poems, and in D. Sedg- 
wick's reprint of her Hymna, &c., 1863, p. 66. 
The form of the text usually found in Ame- 
rican hymn-books is “ When those we love 
are snatched away.” This was given in the 
Prayer Bk, Coll., 1826, in 5 st., and is found 
in later hymnals. Another arrangement in 
3 st. is in use in G, Britain. It appeared in 
Bickersteth’s Christian Psalmody, 1833, as 
“When youth or age is snatched away.” The 
text in Common Praise, 1879, is in 5 st., the 
last of the original being omitted, and the 
rest somewhat altered, (J. J. 

When brothers part for manhood’s 
race. J. Keble. (St. Andrew.) Written 
Jan. 27, 1822, and included in his Christian 
Year, 1827, in 11 st. of 4.1. Two centos from 
it are in C, U.; the first beginning with the 
opening stanza, and the second with st. vi., 
“ First seek thy [the] Saviour out, and dwell.” 
Their use is limited. {J. J.J 

When came in flesh the Incarnate 
Word. J. Anstice. (Christmas.] Pub. in 
his posthumous Hymna, 1836, p. 17, in 6 st. of 
41. It is given in Hys. for the Use of the 
University of a in St. Mary's Church, 
1872, and several other modern collections in 
G. Britain and America. (J. J.] 

When Christ His body up had 
borne. H. More. [Whitsuntide.]) This is 
the opening line of a hymn in 14 st. of 41, 
entitled “ An Hymn upon the Descent of the 
Holy Ghost at the Day of Pentecost,” which 
appeared in More’s Divine Hymns appended to 
his Divine Di &c., Lond. 1668. This 
hymn was rewritten in 15 st. by J. Wesley, 
and included in the Wesley Hys. and Sacred 
Poems, 1739, ene “When Christ had 
left his flock below.” From this revision, st. 
vi-xy., slightly altered, were given in the 
Wes. H. Bk., 1730, as, “ Father, if justly still 
we claim” (No. 444); and “On alt the earth 
Thy Spirit shower” (No. 445). These hymns 
have n repeated in many collections in 
G, Britain and America. Wesley's full re- 
vised text is in the P. Works, 1868-72, vol. i. 
p. 165. The first stanza of “ Father, if justly 
still we claim” is by J. Wesley (1739). 
Dr. More’s original text of the remaining 
stanzas of the two hymns is :— 
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vi. ‘* The Spirit of holy . 
And of Difcerning 
The Spirit of Powe 
Of Unity and good 

“ The Spirit of convi 
Such as will every ¢ 
And to the heart of 
And sin and Errour 

“ The Spirit of refini 
Searching the inme 
To purge al! foul w 
rea kindle Life m 

ix. ‘“* The Spirit of Faith 
Of Power againft ul 
That through this | 
Against our Lufts 

x. “* Pour down thy Spi 
Which in our hear 
That without any 
We naturally may 

“ On all the Earth tt 
In righteousness it 
That Satan's King 
And to Curtst’s & 

“ Like mighty Winc 
Let it Withflander 
And every wicked 
That Faith and ln 

“« Let Peace and Joy 
And Righteoufne1 
With Meeknefs, F 
That with ths Chr 

. “ Grant this, O hols 
Who th’ ancient I 
Hafte to perform 
As all thy Servant 

A comparison of Wes! 
original shows most fore 
ceived but indifferently 
may be turned to goo 
perienced hand. The r 
six in all, are worthy of 

When Christ the - 
come on earth hf 
Baptist.} In the Auth 
days and Festivals thro 
this hymn was appointe 
Day : but on its transfea 
1844, it was given for t 
No. vi., and marked in 
ub. in that collection 

is found in his Year 
Poetical Works, in the 
dated 1835. Orig. te» 
Church Hymns, 1871. 
tensive use, and sometit 
as in the Murray's H: 
same first line, but muc 
addition of a new stan2 

vil. 

viii. 

xil. 

xiii. 

R. Conyer’s Coll., 177: 
headed “ Trials overco 
included in the Ol 
No. 23, it was expande. 
headed, ** Peace after : 
or in an abbreviated for 
h -books in G. Brit 
old and new. Althot 
far a8 we can find, in C 
evidently written at o 
as his “God moves i 
(p. 433, i, ). 

When gathering 
view. Sir R. Grant. 
tion. ] =A. gpep first. 
server, Feb. 1806, in 6 
“E. Y. D. R-”; and a; 
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zine in Feb. 1812, accompanied with a letter 
explaining that it hid been sent in an altered 
form, and signed as before. In 1835, Elliott 
included it in his Ps. and Hys., No. 342, with 
« note in the Preface to the effect that it had 
been revised by the Author for that Collection. 
It was also given in the Author's Sacred 
Poems (pub. by his brother) in 1839, p. 3, the 
text being that of 1812. ‘Three texts of this 
hymn tlius exist, and all by the author: (1) 
the first in the Christian Observer, 1806; (2) 
the second in the same, 1812, and in the Sacred 
FP. , 1839 ; (3) and the third in Elliott’s Ps. 
and Hys., 1835. Of these the second text is 
that usually received as authorized, and is 
sziven us such in Lyra Britannica, 1867, and 
im Lord Selborne’s Book of Praise, 1862. The 
hymn is based on Heb. iy. 15, “* For we have 
not a High Priest,” &c., and is often given 
im an abbreviated form. In R. Bingham’s 
Hfymno. Christ. Latina, 1871, 4 stanzas are 
rendered into Latin as: “Quum circumcirca 
glomerantia nubila cornam.” [J. J.) 

When God of old came down from 
heaven. J. Keble. ( Whitsuntide.] 1st pub. 
in his Christian Year, 1827, in 11 st. of 4 1, 
as the poem for Whitsunday. In an abbre- 
Viated form itis iu extensive use. A cento 
therefrom is given in a few American hymn- 
books as “ Lo, when the Spirit of our God.” 
In Bp. Wordsworth’s (St. Andrews) Series Col- 
lectarum, &c., 1890, sts. i., iii., iv., vi., vil., ix., 
and xi. are rendered into Latin us “ Olim cum 
Dominus supe: descendit ab arce.” [J. J.) 
When His lost sheep the Shepherd 

finds. [The Lost Sheep.| This appeared 
im the Uttoxeter Sel. of Ps. & Hys., 1805 
Cp. 1084, ii.), and is also in Cotterill’s Sel., 1819, 
and later hymnals, and is sometimes given 
(but in error) as an altered form of J. Need- 
ham’s “When some kind shepherd from his 
fold” (p. 793, ii.). [J. J.J 

When I can read my title clear. 
I. Watts. [Assurance of Faith and Hope.) 
Appeared in his Hys. and Spiritual Songs, 
1707, in 4 st. of 4 lL. It is leaded “ The 
Hopes of Heaven our Support under Trials on 
Earth.” Its use in G. Britain and America is 
very extensive. The text has undergone seve- 
ral alterations at the hands of Bickersteth in 
his Ps. & Hys., 1833; Elliott in his Ps. & 
Hys., 1835, and others. The most important 
is Bickersteth’s rendering of st. iv.:— 

“* There, anchor'd safe. my weary soul 
Shall find eternal rest, 

Nor storms shall beat, nor billows roll, 
Nor fears assail my breast.” 

It is hard to see that this is an improve- 
ment upon Watts’s original :— 

“ There shall I bathe my weary soul 
In seas of heavenly rest, 

And not a wave of trouble roll 
Across my peaceful breast.” 

The original text of the whole hymn, as in 
the Hy. Comp., is that most commonly used. 
Miller (Singers and Songa, 1869, p. 140) points 
out that the opening lines of the hymn,— 

“ When I can read my title clear 
To mansions in the skies,” 

are ured Cowper in his poem on Truth 
(pub. in 1782), in his comparison of the lot of 

oltaire and that of the poor and believing 
cottuger, who 
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* Just knows, and knows no more, her Bible true— 
A truth the brilliant Frenchman never knew : 
And in that charter reads with sparkling eyes, 
Her title to a treasure in the skves.” {J. J. 

When I can trust my all with God. 
J. Conder. (Resignation.) Written on the 
death of one of his children, Jan. 1818, and 
included in his Star in the East, &., 1824, 
p. 113, in 5 st. of 6 1., headed “ On the death 
of an Infant Son,” and accompanied with tle 
footnote “©. J. C. ob. Jan. 1818." In Con- 
der’s Cong. H. Bk., 1836, 3 st. were given as 
No. 311; and these were repeated in his post- 
humous Hys. of Praise, Prayer, &c., 1356. 
This form of the hymn is that in CU. in 
G. Britain and America. (J. J.J 

When I resolved to watch my 
thoughts. Aune Steele. [I’s, zeziz.) Pub. 
in her Poems on Subjects chiefly Devotional, 
1760, vol. ii., p. 168, in 13 st. of 41.; in the 
2nd ed. of the Poems, 1780; and in Sedgwick’s 
reprint of her Hymns, 1863, p. 171. It is 
not in C. U. in its original form; but from it 
the following are taken :— 

1, Almighty Maker of my (our) frame. This cento, 
composed of st. iv.-vii. was given In Rippon’s Bap. Sel., 
1787, a8 a hymn on “ The Shortness of Life.” It is 
found in many hymnals in G, Britain and America, 

2. O God, to Whom my life I owe, This, in the 
Primitive Methodist Hymnal, 1887, is the above cento 
with the opening stanza rewritten. {J. J 

When I survey life’s varied scene. 
Anne Steele. [Resignation.] 1st pub. in her 
Poems on Subjects chiefly Devotional, 1760, 
vol. i, p. 134, in 10 st. of 41., and entitled 
“Desiring Resignation and Thankfulnese.” 
It was repeated in the new ed. of her Poema, 
&c., 1780; and again in Sedgwick’s reprint of 
her Hymns, 1863. Asa whole it is not in 
C. U. From it, however, the following centos 
are found in modern hymn-books :— 

1, When I survey life's varied scene, in the Irish 
Church Hymnal, 1873, is composed of st 1., il, viii, and 
ix., slightly altered. 

2. Father, whate'er of earthly bliss. This was given 
in Toplady'’s Ps. & Hys., 1176, No. 214, and thus came 
into use in the Church of England, From Toplacdy ft 
passed into Rippon's Bap, Sel., 1787, and thence into 
modern Nonconformist collections. Its use is exten- 
sive. It is composed of st. viii., ix., slightly altered. 
A Latin rendering, “* Quidquid optatum famulo pre- 
canti,” by the Rev. R. Bingham, was pub. in bis /4ymno. 
Christ. Latina, 1871. 

3. Lord, teach me to adore Thy Name. No. 178, in 
the Scottish Pres. Hymnal, 1876, is composed of st. ii., 
viii., ix. and x. unaltered. 

4. My God, whate'er of earthly bliss. In T. Dar- 
ling’s Hys. for the Ch. of England, 1887. It is com- 
posd of st. vili.—x., and a duxology not in the original. 

Taking there centos together this hymn 
has a wider circulation than any other of 
Miss Steele’s compositions. (J. J.J 

When I survey the wondrous Cross. 
I. Watts. [Good Friday.| Thies, the moet 
popular and widely used of Watts’s hymns. 
appeared in his Hys. and Spiritual Songs. 
1707, and in the eularged ed. 1709, as :— 

“ Crucifizion to the World, by the Cross of Cunist. 

Gal. vi. 14. 
1, “ When I survey the wond’rous Crofs 

On which the Prince of Glory dy'd, 
My richest gain I count but Lofs, 
And pour Contempt on all my Pride- 

2. “ Forbid it, Lord, that I fhould boaft 
Save in the Death of Cuxist my GOP; 

All the vain Things that charm me moft, 
I facrifice them to his Blood. 
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3. * See from his Head, his Hands, his Feet, 
Sorrow and Love flow mingled duwn! 

lid e’er fuch Luve and Surruow meet, 
Or Thorns compose fo rich a Crown! 

4. ‘' (His dying Crimfon, like a Robe, 
Spreads o'er his Body on the Tree; 

Then am | dead to all the Globe, 
And all the Globe is dead to me.) 

5. ‘* Were the whole Realm of Nature mine,,. 
That were a Prefent far too fmall ; 

Love fo amazing, fo divine, others, The paraphr 
Demands my Soul, my Life, my All.” Pe. of David, 1713, 

The first to popularize the four-stanza form | at, ii. Il. 3, 4 from— 
of the hymn (st. iv. being omitted) was The streams of | 
G. Whitefield in the 1757 Suppl. to his Coll, With backward 
of Hys. It came rapidly into general use,|&— — 
n common with most of the older hymnsa jevices tearm 

few alterations have crept into the text, and 

Spectator, in which it a} 
August 19, 1712.” No, ‘ 
a rendering of Ps exiv 
explained the origin of 
to show the force and 5 
Name of (rod to the « 
in the Psalm, and not 
beginning as had be 

in some instances have been received with Faire as 
favour by modern compilers. These include: - : 

St. if. 1. 2. " Save in the Cross,” Madan, 1760. When Israel, 
St. iii. 1. 2. Love flow mingling,” Salisbury, 1851. 
St. iv. 1. 2. ‘* That were a tribute," Cotterill, 1819. 

» « “ That were an offering,” Stowell, 1831. | Tt ig thus introdu 

The most extensive mutilations of the text | «© 1 was in the twi 
were made by T. Cotteri!] in his Sel., 1819; | it could be called » 
E. Bickersteth in his Christian Psalmody, | knock was beant at 
1833; W. J. Hall in his Mitre H. Bk. 1836; | (be) not the tn 
J. Keble in the Salisbury H. Bk. 1857; and | Concioved with a by 
T. Darling in his Hys. for the Church of | \ate into English, 
England, 1857. Although Mr. Darling's text Bah 
was the only one condemned by Lord Sel- be ee 
borne in his English Church Hymnody at the | 2b€ bymn ext 
York Church Congress in 1866, the mutila- the Some aod 
tions by others were equally bad, and would the Hetgr 
have justified him in saying of them all, as iy epee bed 
he did of Mr. Darling’s text in particular :— | 8" bhi 

“ There is just enough of Watts left here to remind 
one of the K 

one of Horace’s saying, that you may know the remains the rules of 
of a poet even when he is turn to pieces.”” these romanti 

In the 1857 Appendix to Murray's Hymnal ; 

Sir W. Scott. (0 
appeared in Scott 

striking hym 
in the Salisbury H. Bk. 1857; in H. A. & M. found in seve 
1861 and 1875; in the Hymnary. 1872; and | been renders 
in one or two others a doxology has been | 12 his Song: 
added, but this practice has not been received | 1876, as “1 
with general favour. One of the most curious deli.” In : 

examples of a hymn turned upside down, and | the Spirit, 
mutilated in addition, is Basil Woodd’s ver- | still, thoug 
sion of this hymn beginning “ Arise, my soul, When 
with wonder see,” in his undated Ps.of David, | stood. J 
ke. (circa 1810), No. 198. being rese) 

The four-stanza form of this hymn has | Christian 
been translated into numerous languages and | of 4 1., a1 
dialects. The renderings into Latin include: | Society fi 
“ Quando admirandam Crucem,” by R. Bing- | Drowned 
ham in his Hymno. Christ. Latina, 1871; and Hys. 183 
“ Mirabilem videns Crucem,” by H. M. Macgill 
in his Songs of the Christian Creed and Life, \ - “2® 
1876. The five-stanza form of the text as in J. Era 
H. A. & M. (st. v. being by the compilers) is a | 
tr. in Bp. Wordsworth’s (St. Andrews) Series - 7 Lf 
Collectarum, 1890, as “ Ciim miram intueor, ee Oe 
de qua Prwstantior omni.” In popularity and | 2°*™ bi 
use in all English speaking countries, in its seth 
original or in a slightly altered form, this I eh 
hymu is one of the four which stand at the aa 
head of all hymns in the English language. Ch ae 
The remaining three are, “ Awake, my soul, sitla. ; 
and with the sun;” “Hark! the herald : a” I 
angels sing :” and “Rock of Ages, cleft for nao ., 
me.” (See English Hymnody, Early, §§ X11. the aa 

sal J.J Cotter 

hand. J. Watts. [Ps. czriv.] Written in 
1712, and sent by Watts, with a letter, to the 
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When languor and disease invade. 
M. Toplady. (Affliction and Death} In 

e Lady Huntingdon Coll. of Hys., 1780 
ere is as No, 238, “ When languor and 
sease invade,” in 8 st. of 4 1, and headed 
Meditation on Go.l’s Love,” and as No. 263 
Sweet to rejoice in lively hope,” in 6 st. of 4L, 
ul iieaded “ Funeral,” the two hymns thus 
aking I4 st. of 4l These two hymns, with 
» additional stanza (x.), were given im the 
oapel Magazine, Oct. 1796, as a singiw poem, 

ith this note appended thereto :— 
** This hymn was written for the late Countess of 
uscatingdon, at her request, when in illness, by the Rev. 
rs fel ge and kindly given to the publisher as it 
igcinally stood, by the Right Hon. Lady Ann Erskine.” 

From the poem as thus printed we find that 
‘oo. 238 above was cumposed of st. i.—vii. and 
iv., and No. 263 of st. viii., ix., xi.—xiii. and 
v. Stanza x. was not used. The centos from 
ais poem now in C. U. are:— 
1. How blest to rest in lively hope (st. wiii.). In 

Vv inmdle’s Met, Psalter and Hyl. 
2. Sweet to reflect how grace divine (st. iv.). In some 
american collections. 
3. Sweet to rejuice in lively hope (st. vééi.). In a few 

.imerican collections, 
4. 'Tis sweet to rest in lively hope (st. viii.). In 

*. U. in G. Britain and America. 
S. When languor and disease igvade (st. i). In 

xtensive use iv must a 1g countries. 
‘The full text of the poem isin I). Sedgwick’s reprint 

ft Toplady’s Hys. and Sacred Poems, 1860, {J. J.J 

When like a stranger on our sphere. 
7. Mon ry. (Public Hospitals.) Of this 
aymn there are two texts, details of which 
are as follows:—(1) It was written for the 
opening of the Sheffield Infirmary, October, 
1797, und printed in Montgomery's Jris news- 
paper, Oct. 6, 1797. In 1819 it was included 
tm Cotterill’s Sel., No. 246, in 4 st. of 8 1, and 
entitled * At a Sermon for an Infirmary.” In 
1825 this text was repeated, with slight altera- 
tions, in Montgomery’s Christian Psalmist, 
No. 531, broken into 8 st. of 41., entitled 
** For a Public Hospital.” (2) Amongst the 
mM. Mss. there is a ms. of this hymn in 10 st., 
and thus dated: “ Revised, June 2, 1844.” 
It is this revised text which was given by 
Montgomery in his Original Hymns, 1853, 
No. 286, under the heading “ Hymn for the 
Opening of the Sheffield Infirmary, October, 
1797,” and from which Dr. Kennedy, in his 
Hy mw. Christ., 1863, and other modern editors 
have taken their text. The older hymn-books 
have the text as in Cotterill’s Sel., whilst 
most of the modern collections follow that of 
the Original Hymna, 1853. {J. J.) 

When marshall’d on the nightly 
plain. H. K. White. (The Star of Beth- 
lehem.] Appeared in Collyer’s Sel., 1812, 
No. 862, in 6 st. of 4 1., and headed “ The Star 
of Bethlehem.” It bas much biographical 
interest, in that it gives u poetical version of 
the author’s change of mind from a species of 
scepticism to the faith of Christ, The special 

-rsunal interest is introduced with at. iii. 
« Once on the raging seas [ rode.” This also 
forms the beginning of « cento from this 
hymn given in one or two American hymn- 

books. P 

When my love to Christ [God] 
ws cold [weak]. J. It. Wreford. [Pas- 

giontide.) Contributed to J. R. Beard’s Uni- 
tarian Coll. of Hys. 1837, No. 140, in 6 st. of 
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4 1. and headed “Christ's Agony and Cruci- 
fixion.” In the American Unitarian Bk. of 
Hys. 1848, No. 144, it was given ‘in a re- 
written form of 5 st. The alterations were 
made hy 8S. Longfellow, one of the editors. 
This text hus passed into several hymn-books 
in G. Britain, as in Thring’s Coll., 1882; with 
a doxology. Hor.Jer’s Cong. Hys. 1884, &e. ; 
and as “When my love to God grows cold,” 
in Martineau’s Hymna, &c., 1873. (J. J.) 

When on her Maker’s bosom. Bp. 
R. Heber. [(Epiphany.) Appeared in his 
posthumeus Hymns, &c., 1827, p. 33, in 6 at. 
of 4 1. und appointed for the 2ud 5S. after 
Epiphany. tt is found in a few modern 
hymnu-books only. (J. J.J 

When on the giddy cliff I stand. 
T. Haweis. [The Sea in the hands of God.) 
Pub. in his Carmina Christo, 1792, in 6 st. of 
41.,and based on Jeremiah v. 22. It passed 
into Collyer’s Coll., 1812; H. W. Beecher’s 
Plymouth Coll., 1855; and a few hymnals. in 
G. Brituin of a later date. (J. J.) 

When our heads are bowed with 
woe. H. H. Milman. [Litany in Lent. 
Burial.) Appeared in Bp. Heber’s posthumous 
\Hymns, &e., 1827, p. 114, in 6 at. of 3 1., and 
the refrain, “Gracious Son of Mary, hear.” 
It was appointed for the 16th S. after Trinity, 
und is based on the Gospel of thut day, the 
raising of the widow's son at Nain, but deals 
only with the sad side of that event. Although 
it has become one of the most popular and 
widely used of Milman’s hymns, yet it was 
not included by him in his Ps. and Hys., 
1837, nor in any ee edition. In 
Bickerateth’s Christian Pralmody. enlarged 
ed, 1841, No. 122, the bymn begins with 
st. v., ‘When the heart is sud within,” and 
the text is re-arranged thus, st. v., vi. i, ii., 
iii, and a new stanza. This last stanza is re- 

ated in Bp. Bickersteth’s H. Comp., 1870. 
Whe refrain “Gracious Son of Mary, hear,” 
has exercised the ingenuity of many editors 
of hymu-books. The following list of changes 
in that one line, although not complete, is 
yet sufficiently long to illustrate tlie difficulty 
of maintaining uvity in these matters. 

1. ‘* Gracious Son of David, hear.” Zlliott. 1835. 
2. ‘* Jesus, Son of David, bear.” Bickersteth. 1841. 
3. “Son of Man, O Jesu, hear.” Anglish Hyl. 1862. 
4. ** Jesu, Son of Maury, hear.” Murray's Hyl, 1852. 
5. ‘*Gracious Lord of Mercy, hear.” 7. Lowe's Hys. 

4 

: ae Jesu, born of Woman, hear,” 8S. P. C. K. ed., 

ne Jesu, Man of Sorrows, hear." Alford. 1867. 
8. “ Jesu, Loving Saviour, hear."" Windle, 1844. 
9. “Gracious Saviour, hear.” Scoltish U.P. C. 1852. 

10. “Gracious Son of David, hear."" Horder. 1884. 

The text of this hymn as in H. A. & M,, 
1861, has been ¢r. into Latin by the Rev. C. B. 
Pearson in Bigge’s annotated ed. of H. A. & M., 
1867, as ** T'ristes, orbos lacrymantes.” [J. J.) 

When spring unlocks the flowers. 

Bp. R. Heber. (Spring.] Ist pub. in the 
Christian Observer, 1816, »». 27, in 4 st. of 8 1. 

headed “ Spring,” and signed “ k.”” In Hebe r’s 

posthumous Hymns, &c., 1827, p. 98, it was 

repeated, after revision by himself, in 4 8t. 
of 4 double lines, and appointed, without any 

apparent reason, for the 7th S. after Trinity. 

he text in C. U. is that of 1827. (J. J.) 
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When the Architect Almighty fash- 
ioned had the heaven and earth. Bp. 
C. Wordsworth of Lincoln. [Consecration o 
a Church.] Appeared in his Holy Year, 186: 
p. 221, in 10 double st. of 41, and headed 
* Consecration of Churches, or Laying the 
First Stone.” In the 3rd ed. of the Holy 
Year it was repeated in two parts, Pt. ii. be- 
ginning “O'er the Font’s baptismal waters 
may the Holy Spirit move.” Usually this 
hymn is given in an abbreviated form, that 
adopted by the 8. P. C. K. Church Hymns, 1871, 
being the most popular. For its special pur- 
pose, for use at the Consecration of a Church, 
it is one of the finest hymnsin C.U. (J. J.) 

When the earth was full of dark- 
ness. J. M. Neale. (St. Margaret.) Written 
for the use of the Sisters of St. Margaret's, 
East Grinstead, as a hymn for St. Margaret’s 
Day, at Lauds, probably for the Festival of 
July 20, 1805, and first printed in the Church 
Times, July 15, 1865, where it is signed 
“J.M.N.” In 1866 it was included, with 
slight alterations, in Dr. Neale’s Original 
Sequences, Hymns, and Other Ecclesiastical 
Verses. With further alterations and the 
omission of st. vy, it was also given in the 
People’s H., 1867, No. 263. J.J. 

When the Lord of Hosts ascended. 
Bp. C. Wordsworth. [{ Whitsunday.) 1st pub. 
in his Holy Year, 1862, p. 103, in 9 st. of 8 1. 
In the 3rd ed. of the Holy Year, 1863, it was 
given in two parts, Pt. ii. being “ Not in fire 
from heaven descending,” the text throughout 
being revised by the author. Three centos 
therefrom are in ©. U.: (1) Opening with 
st. i.; (2) “ Guide of sinners, go before us;” 
(3) “ Holy Ghost, Divine Creator.” (J. J.) 

When the wild Soa waves round 
us roll. Bp. W. W. How. [St. Peter.) 
Pub. in the enlarged ed. of Morrell and How’s 
Ps. and Hys., 1864, in 6 st. of 41. In the 
8. P. C. K. Church Hys., 1871, Thring’s Coll., 
1882, and others, it reads, “ When the dark 
waves round us roll.” It is a very popular 
hymn and is found in many collections. [J.J.] 

When this passing world is done. 
R. M. MeCheyne. { Vebtor to Christ.) Printed 
in the Scottish Christian Herald, May 20, 
1837; and repeated, in his Songs of Zion 
appended to his Memoir and Remains, 1844, 
in 9 et. of 6 L, and headed “I am Debtor.” 
As a whole it is not in C. U.; but the follow- 
ing centos therefrom are in C. U. :— 

1, When this world is done, Various centos 
of unequal length, with this as the opening stanza are 
in C. U. in G, Britaiu and America. 

2. When I stand before the throne. This cento, in 
Kennedy, 1863, and others begins with st. ili. 

3. Chosen not for good in me. This cento is in exten- 
sive use, It begins with -t. vi. 

4. Oft I walk beneath the cloud. In use in G. Britain 
and America, It opens with st. vi. 

When these centos are taken into account 
it is found that this is the best known and 
most widely used of the author's hymns, 
Original text in Lyra Brit., 1867. {J. J.) 

When thy faith is sorely tried. J. 
Conder, [Divine Footprints.) This bymn 
appeared in his posthumous Hys. of Praise, 
Prayer, &c., 1856, in 8 st. of 41., and headed 
“Divine Footprints.” The idea is to devote a 
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WHERE HIGH THE HEAVENLY 

i. ii; st. v. from Song 27, st. iv., ll. 5-8 re- 
written. The result is a pleasing hymn of 
Praise und Joy. (J. J.) 

Where high the heavenly temple 
stands. M. Bruce. [The Divine Mediator. 
This hymn, which we have ascribed to 
Bruce on evidence given in his Memoir in 
this work (p. 187, i.) was written probably 
about 1764-65, for a singing class in Kinness- 
wood, Scotland, and was first published by 
J. Logan in his Poems, 1781, p. 117, No. 9, as 
his own. In the same year (1781) it was 
given, with slight alterations, in the Scottish 
Translations and Paraphrases, No. 58, a8 a 
second rendering of “Heb. iv. 14 to the 
end.” The alterations extended only to the 
following :— 

St. i., L 4, ‘* The Guardian,” for “ The Patron.” 

a get BE lg Pon, 
** The oles ant the friend of nan hee “ The 
Guardian God of human race.” 

In the markings of the Trs. and Paraphs. 
by the eldest daughter of W. Cameron (p. 200, 
ii.), the text of 1781 is ascribed to J. Logan. 
The hymn is found in numerous collections 
in G. Britain and America, and is of great 
merit. The hymn * He,,Who for men their 
Surety stood,” in Kennedy, 1863, No. 953, 
is st. li, iv.-vi., in a re-written form, [J. J.) 

Where shall my wondering soul 
begin? C. Wesley. [Praise for Pardon and 
Peace.) Written in May, 1738, together with 
the hymn, “And can it be that I should 
gain?” (p, 64, i.), on the occasion of the great 
spiritual change which the author then under- 
went. Minute details of the event are given 
im the author's Diary, May 21-23, 1738. Ite 
biographical interests, together with that of 
** And can it be,” &c., are not inconsiderable, 
showing as they do the struggles and triumphs 
>f a sincere and cultured man. This hymn 
was Ist pub. in the Hye. and Sacred Poems, 
1739, in 8 st. of 6 1, and again, with the 
omission of st. vi., in the Wes. H. Bk., 1780, 
No. 29, from whence it has passed into other 
‘onections. Original text P. Works, 1868-72, 
vol. i. p.91. Dr. Osborn’s note on this hymn, 
7ol. i. p. 91, is:— 

** Probably the hymn written on his conversion by 
tharles Wesley. Compare his Journal, under date May 
13, 1738; ‘Least of all would he (the enemy) have us 
ell what things God bas done for our souls..... In 
fis name, therefore, and through His strength, I will 
yerfurm my vows unte the Lord, of not hiding His 
ighteousness within my heart, if it should ever please 
dim to plant it there’ (vol. i. p. 94), The same hymn 
was probably sung n-xt day, when his brother Jolin was 
ible to declare, ‘1 believe’ (1b. p. 95).”" 

Further extracts from the Journal are given 
n G. J. Stevenson’s Meth. H. Bk. Notes, 
1883, p. 40, together with other comments 
which are worthy of attention, but are tuo 
Lengthy to transcribe. (J. J.J 

"Where’er have trod Thy sacred feet. 
~ Lent.) In the “ Notes and Illustrations” to 
Church Hys., 1881, Mr. Ellerton says of this 
bymn, “It is hymn 205 in the enlarged 
-Aition of Morrell & How's Psalms and Hymns, 
1864. Bishop How found it in a small 
tawmnal compiled for All Saints’ Church, 
Blackheath, where it is attributed to ‘ Neale,’ 
But it is not in any publication of Dr. Neale’s.” 
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Beyond this we have no information, and the 
hymn must remain “ Anon.” (J. J.J 

Where’er the Patriarch pitch’d his 
tent. J. Montgomery. (Abraham, the Father 
of the Faithful.) Written “Jan. 5, 1834" 
mM. mes.j], and pub. in Leifchild’s Original 
Hymns, 1843, No. 25, in 6 st. of 4 1; and 
again in Montgomery’s Original Hymna, 185%, 
No. 39. It is given in « few modern hymn- 
books only. [J. J.] 
Wherefore so heavy, O my soul? 

E. Caswall. ([esignation.} Pub. in his 
Masque «f Mary, &c., 1858, p. 226, and again 
in his Hys. and Poems, 1873, p. 255, in 4 st. 
of 4.1, and entitled * Resignation.” In sume 
hymn-books it is given as, ‘*O why 80 heavy, 
O my soul?” Its use is limited. [J. J.] 

Wherefore, we sinners mindful of 
the love. W. Bright. [Holy Communion.) 
This hymn was pub. in The Monthly Packet 
for October 1873, in 6 st. of 6 L. without 
signature, and entitled *“ Fhe Eucharistic 
Presentation.” In the following year Canon 
Bright included it in his Hymns and Poems, 
2nd ed., 1874. From thence st. iii—vi. passed 
as, “* And now, O Father, mindfal of the love,” 
into the revised ed. of H. A. & M. in 1875. 
Full original text as above. (W. T. B.] 

Wherewith, O God, shall I draw 
near? C. Weasley. (Lent.] 1st pub. in the 
Hys. & Sacred Poenas, 1739, p. 88, in 13 st of 
4 1]., and based on Micah vi. 6, &. (P. Works, 
1868-72, vol. i. p. 276). It is given in centos 
in the hymn-books as follows :— 

1. Wherewith, 0 God, shall I draw near? In the 
Wes. H. Bk., 1780, No. 123, and several modern collec- 
tions. It is composed of 10 stanzas, st. iv., vii, and xi. 
being omitted. 

2. Wherewith, 0 Lord, shall I draw near? In A. M. 
Toplady'’s Ps. & Hys., 1776, No. 47, and later hymn- 
bouks in the Church of England. It embodies st. i.-iii., 
vili.-xili. slightly altered. 

3. Jesus, the Lamb of God, hath bled. In several 
modern collections. It begins with st. x.; but the 
choice of stanzas varies. 

4. See, where before the throne He stands. 
composed of st. xil., xill. {J 

Which of the {mighty} petty kings 
of earth? C. Wesley. (Guardian Angels.) 
Given from the Wesley mss. im Dr. Leifchild’s 
Original Hys., 1842,and ayaiu in the Wesley 
P. Works, 1868-72, vol. xiii., in Gst.of 8). It 
is based on Heb, i. 14. A cento therefrom 
is sometimes found beginning with st. iii., 
“Angels, where’er we go, attend.” (J. J.J 

While carnal men, with all their 
might. B. Beddome. [Zeal and Diligence.) 
This hymn appeared in Rippon’s Baptist Sel., 
1787, in two parts as follows: Pt. i. consisted 
of 3 st. of 4 1.; Pt. ii, beginning “If duty 
calls and soffering too,” in 7 st. of 41. From 
Pt. ii. the hymn “ Alike in |.appiness and 
woe,” in the Bap. Ps. & Hys., 1858, is taken, 
the stanzas having been re-written throughout. 
In Beddome’s posthuinous Hymna, &c., 1817, 
portions of the hymn as in Rippon are given 
as Nos. 161 and 216. [J. J.J 

While conscious sinners tremble. 
W. Jowett. [The Judgment.] This is in 
Verses written on Various Occasions for 
Friends. London, 1843. Printed for Private 
Distribution, p. 4, in 2 st. of 41. In a note to 
four hymns, of which this is the last, reads :— 

Usually 
a5 
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* The four preceding hymns were written (by William 
Jowett) a' the request of the late Dr. Jowett, w ac- 
company some selections made by his dear and intimate 
friend, the Rev. C. J. Latiobe, from compositions of 
Michael Haydn.” 

This hymn has appeared in a few collections, 
as Kemble’s Ps. & Hys., 1853, and other. 
The Verses, &c., 1843, also include * Thoughts 
suggested by the Collects.” (J. J.] 

While for Thy saints who poured 
abroad. Bp. R. Mant. [Thankagiving for | earthly | 
the Church Reformers.) Appeared in his | Te this! 
Ancient Hymns, &c., 1837, p. 138, in 4 st. of | Cvansel! 
8 1, and headed * Hymn of Thanksyiving for | «since « 
the Chureh’s Reformers” (ed. 1871, p. 233). 
In Common Praise, 1879, No. 364, * Lord, in 
Thy truth Thy church delights,” is a cento 
from this hymn. (J. J.J 

While health and youth and strength 

J. Weal 
ii.,and) 
Memoir 
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remain. [Karly Piety.) This hymn ap-| qj, 
peared with three others including “ Praise | with 
the Lord, ye heav'ns adore-Him,” on a sup- | polow 
plementary sheet uppended to the musical ed. | G yyy 
of the Foundling Coll., 1796, and to the book |” 
of words issued in 1801. In the 1809 ed.| W) 
of that Coll. it was included in the body of | (Good 
the werk, and thence passed, in 1810, into | Kend. 
J Kempthorne’s Ps. & Hys., No. exeviii. in | 1757. 
4 st. of 41., and somewhat considerably altered. | form 
Although still retained in the Foundling Coll., | From 
it has almost altogether fallen out of common | W. Ss 
use. On the authority of D. Sedgwick this | the C 
hymn is usnally ascribed to J. Kempthorne, | a8 :— 
but there is no evidence whatever in his| in 3) 
favour. Its ascription is Anon. Foundling| 
Coll., 1796. (W. T. B.) : 

While in sweet communion feeding. 
Sir E. Denny. {Holy Communion.] 1st pub. 
in his Sel, of Hys., 1839, No. 292, in 2 st. of 
81. It wus repeated in his Hys. and Poems, 
1848, and 1870, and has also passed into Se 
several collections in G. Britain and 
America, including Snepp’s Songs of G. & G., 
1872; Hatfield’s Church H. Bk., N. Y., 1872, 
and others. {J. J.] 

While justice waves her vengeful 
hand. Anne Steele. [National Humiliation.] - 
This hymn was written for the National Fast | > 
of Feb. 11, 1757, and pub. in her Poems on 
Subjects Chiefly Devotional, 1760, vol. i. p. 
250, in 9 st. of 4 1. und headed “ National St 
Judgments deprecated. On the Fast. Feb. 
11, 1757.” It was also given in D. Sedgwick’s 
ed. of her Hymns, &e., 1863, p. 116. This : 
hymn is usually given in an abbreviated form | | : 

in as in the American Presby. Sel. of Hymna, 
Philadelphia, 1861. [J. J. 

While midnight shades the earth 
o’erspread. (€. Wesley. (Midnight.] Pub. 
in the Hys. and Sacred Poems, 1739, p. 35, in 
6 st. of 6 lL. (P. Works, 1868-72, vol. i. p. 49), 
and entitled “A Hymn for Midnight.” In 
the P. Works, Dr. Osborn adds this note on 
the title :— 

‘In some editions this title was one to‘ A Mid- 
night Hymn for one under the Law.’ esley saw how 
this phrase had been misapprehended ; and in a as of 
the 5th edition now before me, it is corrected with his 
oan hand tw ‘A Midnight Hymn for one convinced of 
> n.* Mi 

The hymn was written about 1787, and sets 
forth the unsettled state of his mind at that 
time. In the Wes. Hf Bk. 1780, No. 148, 
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May I still enjoy this feeling, 
In all need to Jesus go; 

Prove His wounds each day more healing, 
And Himself more deeply know!" 

In Cooke and Denton’s Church Hymnal, 
1853, No. 78, Shirley’s st. i. and ii., IL 1-4 
were given, with slight alteration, and the 
following lines were added to complete the 
hymn in 3 st. of 8 1. :— 

“ Lord, in ceaseless contemplation 
Fix our hearts and eyes on Thee, 

Till we taste Thy whole salvation, 
And unveil'd Thy glories see. 

«For Thy sorrows we adore Thee, 
For the griefs that wrought our peace; 

Gracious Saviour ! we implore Thee, 
In our hearts Thy love increase. 

Unto Thee, the world’s Salvation, 
Father, Spirit, unto Ther, 

Low we bow in adoration, 
Ever-blessed One and Three.” 

This text, with one or two slight alterations, 
was repeated in the Hymnuary, 1872. The 
alterations and additions in 1853, and the 
changes in 1872, were by Canon William 
Cooke und Mr. Webb. In H. A. & M., 1861, 
Canon Cooke's arrangement, reduced to 4 st. 
of 41.. was given as No. 95, st. i.-iii. being 
from Shirley, und st. iv. part of the additions 
by Canon Cooke as above. This text was 
repeated, with slight changes and the addition 
of st. iii, 11. 1-4, from Shirley as above, in the 
Hy. Comp., 1870; in the 8. P. C. K. Church 
Hymns, 1871; Turing’s Coll., 1882, and many 
others. Other arrangements from Shirley's 
text are in C. U. in G. Britain and America, 
and can be tested by Shirley as above. The 
H. A. & M. text has been rendered into Latin 
by the Rev. R. Thornton, p.p., in Gittley and 
Thornton's Fasciculus, 1866, and L. C. Biggs’s 
annotated ed. of H. A. & M., 1867, as “ Sauve 
tempus cet serenum ;" und by Hodges in his 
The County Palatine, &c , 1886, as “ ‘Ter beatw 
dulces hore ;” and the Hy. Comp. text, with 
tlie omission of st. iii.. by the Rev. R. Bingham 
in his Hymno. Christ. Latina, 1871, as, “O 
quam due et beatum.” Both these forms 
bave also been rendered into other languages. 
The full original text by J. Allen of “ While 
my Jesus I’m possessing,” is in Lyra Bri- 
tannica, 1867. [J. J.) 

While saints and angels, glorious 
King. J. Montgomery. (Charitable Objects.] 
Pub. in Dr. Sutton’s Ps. & Hys.,. 2... , Sung 
at the Parish Church, Sheffielbi, 2nd ed., en- 
larged, 1816, No. 102, in 6 st. of 41. It was 
repeated in Cotterill’s Sel., 1819, No, 255; 
in Montgomery’s Christian Psalmist, 1825, 
No. 540, and in his Original Hymne, 1853, 
No. 345. In the last two works it is headed 
«For the Children in a Charity School.” It 
was probably written to be sung at an anni- 
versary of one of the S!.effield Charity Schools 
Sometimes it begins with st. iy. os “ Father 
Thy heavenly gilts afford.” J. J.) 

While shepherds watched their 
fiocks by night. N. Tate. (Christmas.] 
Appeared in the Supplement to the New 
Version (p. 801, i.), in 1702, in 6 st. of 41, and 
in all later editions of the same, In full, or 
in an abbreviated form, it is found in most 
bymn-books in English- poking countries. 
Original text in the Hy. mp. In addition 
to = é original, two additional versions are in 
C. U.: 
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1, While humble Shepherds watched their flocks. 
This waa given in the 1745 Draft of the Scottish Trans- 
lations and Paraphrases, the opening stanza reading :— 

** While bumble Shepherds watch'd their Flocks 
in Betblei'ms Plains by Night, 

An Angel sent from Heav'n appear’d 
and fill’d the Plains with Light.” 

The alterations were confined to this stanza. On its 
adoption in the revised Draft of 1751, and again in the 
authorized issue of the Trs, and Paraphs., 1781, the 
concluding lines of the last stanza read :— 

** Good-will Is shewn by Heav'n to men, 
and never more shall cease.” 

This arrangement of the text has been In C. U. for 
more than 100 years. 

2. On Judah's plains as 8 erds kept. This is 
found in one or two American collections only. 

The original has been fr. into several lan- 
guages. Those in Latin include; (1) “ Pas- 
torum in pecudes nuctu vigilaute caterva,” by 
Lord Lyttelton, 1866; and (2) “ Noctivagos, 
acclinis humo, pastoria pubes,” by C. 5. Cal- 
verley, both in L. C. Biggs’s annotated ed. 
of H. A. & M., 1867; (3) “Oves dum cus- 
todientes,” by R. Bingham, in his Hymno. 
Christ. Latina, 1871; and (4) “Pro grege 
Pastores vigilabant nocte silenti,’ by Bp. 
Wordsworth (St. Andrews) in his Series Col- 
lectarum, &c., 1890. * [J. J.J 

While with ceaseless course the sun. 
J. Newton. [New Year.) Pub.in his Twenty 
Six Letters on Religious Subjects, &c., by Omt- 
cron, 1774, in 3 st. of 8 1., and headed, “ For 
the New Year.” It was repeated in R. Con- 
yer's Ps. & Hys. the same year, and again in 
the Olney Hymna. 1779, Bk. ii., No. 1. It is 
in extensive use in G. Britain and America. 
In some collections st. ii., iii. are given as, “ As 
the winged arrow flies,” but this is not so 
popular as the full text. (J. J.J 

White, Henry Kirke, remarkable both 
for the early development of his genius and 
for the untimely termination of his brief life 
of splendid promise, was b. at Nottingham, 
March 21, 1785. His tather was a butcher, 
but his mother must have been a superior 
woman, since for a numberof years she success- 
fully conducted a bourding-schoel for girls. 
The writing-master in her establishment was 
for some time Henry’s teacher, and under his 
instruction he made remarkable progress in 
Lutin and other subjects. At the age of 13 
he composed the lines “To an early Prim- 
rose,” which were subsequently printed with 
his poems. At 14 he left school, an) was put 
to the stocking-frame, in order to learn prac- 
tically the business of a hosier; but, disliking 
the employment, he was removed to an attor- 
ney’s office in Nottingham, with a view to the 
legal profession. All his spare time was now 
devoted to literary pursuits, the acquisition of 
langunges, and the composition of poetical 
and other contributions for the periodicals of 
the day. At the age of 15 he obtained from 
the Monthly Preceptor a silver medal for a 
translation from Horace, and a pair of globes 
for the best description of an imaginary tour 
from London to Edinburgh. When only 17 
he was encouraged to publish his Clifton 
Grove and other Poems, which were ceitainly 

excellent as the compositions of a mere boy. 
About this time he was inclined to scepticism, 
but through the perusal of Seott’s Force of 
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Truth and the arguments and appeals of a 
young friend, R. W. Almond (afterwards 
Rector of St. Peter's, Nottingham), he was 
led to carnest faith in Christianity. His well- 
known hymn “When marshall’d on the 
nightly piain” is understood to be a fi 
tive description of hia spiritual experience 
at this period. He now desired to become 
a Christin minister, and through the gene- 
rosity of his employers he was released from 
his articles in 1804. With the help of the 
Rev. C. Simeon and other friends, he became 
a student of St. John’s College, Cambridge. 
There he speedily distinguished himself, and 
the highest honours seemed within his grasp: 
bui over application to study destroyed his 
health, and he fell ill and d. Oct. 19, 1806, 
in the 22nd year of his age. Universal 
regret was expressed at his untimely end. 
Southey published his Remains, accompanied 
by a short memoir. Lord Byron composed 
some beautiful lines on the sad event. Josiah 
Conder and others wrote commemorative 
verses. The entire literary young manhood 
of England and America seemed moved with 
sympathy. A monumental tablet, with a 
medallion by Chantrey, was erected in All 
Saints Church, Cambridge, at the expense 
of a citizen of Boston, in the United States. 
Ten hymns are ascribed to H. K. White, which 
were printed by the Rey. Dr. W. B. Collyer in 
his Suppl. to Dr. Watts’s Psalms & Hymns 
Lond. 1812. Of these four of the most popular 
are annotated as follows: “Awake, sweet 
harp of Judah, wake,” p. 103, ii. ; “ Christians, 
brethren, ere we part,” p. 281, ii; “ Much in 
sorrow, oft in woe,” p. 773, ii; ** When mar- 
shalled on the nightly plain,” p, 1271, i, These 
are all in extensive use. ‘I'he rest, all in 
C. U. at the present time, are :— 

1. O Lord, another day has flown. Fvening. From 
this the bymn "'O let Thy grace perform its part” is 
taken. 

2. & Lord, my God, in mercy turn, Penilence and 
Faith. 

3. The Lord our God is full [clothed in} of might. 
Divine Sovereignty. 

4. The our God is Lord of all. Divine Sove- 
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reignty, . 
5. Through sorrow’s night and danger's path. The 

Resurrection. Sometimes given as “ When sorrow’s 
path and danger's road." 

6. What is this passing scene? Human Frailty, 
This bymn consists of selected stanzas from his ** Ode | 
on Disappointment.” (W. R. 8.) ane 

Whitfield, Frederick, pa., s. of H. 1 
Whitfield, was b. at Threapwood, Shropshire, ton 
Jan. 7, 1829, and educated at Trinity College, Cle 
Dublin, where he took his B.a. in 1859. On | o¢ 
taking Holy Orders, he was successively Hi 
curate of Otley, vicar of Kirby-Ravensworth, u 
senior curate of Greenwich, and Vicar of St. ws 
John’s, Bexley. In 1875 he was preferred to ae 
St. Mary’s, Hastings. Mr. Whitfield’s works | 4, 
in prose and verse number upwards of thirty, | \,. 
including Spiritual unfolding from the Word | 45° 
. Life; Voices from the Valley Testifying of 
Jesus; The Word Unveiled ; Gleanings from Ps 
Seripture, &c. Several of his hymus appeared 
in his Sacred Poems and Prose, 1861, 2nd 
Seric#, 1864; The Casket, und Quiet Hours in | in, 
the Sanctuary. The hymn by which he is 
most widely known is “I need Thee, precious | ¢}- 
Jesu” (p. $57, i), Other hymns by him in 
C. U. include :— | z&: 
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4. Lord God Almighty, Everlasting Father. Holy 
rag 
5. Now the harvest toil is over. Harvest. 
6. O Father of abounding grace. Consecration of a 
urch. 
7. We thank Thee, Lord, for all, All Saints Day. 

iu. To The Hymnary, 1872. 
%. Amen, the deed in faith is done. Holy Baptism. 
9. Jesus Christ our Saviour. For the Young. 

10. Now the billows, strong and dark. For Use at 
a. 5 

11. O Father, Who the traveller's way. For Travellers 
Land 

12. When Jesus Christ was crucified. Holy Baptism. 

Mr. Whiting’s hymns, with the exception 
his * Eternal Father,” &c., have not a wide 

‘ceptance. He d. in 1878. (J. J.J 

Whitmore, Lady Lucy E. G. [Staf- 
rdshire Hymn-books, § v.] 

Whittier, John Greenleaf, the Ameri- 
.n Quaker poet, was b, at Haverhill, Massa- 
nusetts, Dec. 17, 1807. He began life asa 
itm-boy and shoemaker, and subsequently 
vecame ua successful journalist, editor aud poet. 
n 1828 he became editor of the American 
fanufacturer (Boston), in 1830 of the New 
ngland Review, and sin 1836 (on becoming 
ecretary to the American Anti-Slavery 
iociety) of the Pennsylvania Freeman. He 
ras also for some time, beginning with 1847, 
ie corresponding editor of the National Era. 
n 1840 i removed to Amesbury, Massa- 
‘husetts, where most of his later works have 
evn written. At the present time [1890] he 
ives alternately at Amesbury and Boston. 
His first postical piece was printed in the New- 
juryport Free Press in 1824. Since then his 
sublications have been numerous, including :— 

Voi Preedom, ; , and other 
Poems, 1000; Delieds and other Pocus Land, 19h; Phe 
Panorama, and other Poems, 1856; In War Time, 
‘863; Occasional Poems, 1865; Poetical Works, 1869; 
Complete Poetical Works, 1876; The Bay of the Seven 
(stands, and other Poems, 1883, &c. 

From his numerous ms the following 
hymns have been compiled, and have come 
into ©. U., more especially amongst the 
American Unitarians :— 

1. All as wisely heeds. Trust. 
This begins wie en. ce Whee poem, “ My 
Psalm.” in his work The Panorama, and other Poems, 
1856 (Complete P. Works, Boston, 1876, p. 179), and is 
given in Lyra Sac, Americana, 1868; Horder’s Cong. 
Hys., 1884, &c. 

: have we. Opening 2 are Thine : no 
7 @ Place of Worship. Written for the Opening of 
lymouth Church, Minnesota, 1872 (Comp. P. W., p. 

261). In Horder’s Cong. Hys., 1894. 
3. Another hand is ” us. Bereavement. 

From his ‘*Gone,” written in 1845 (Comp. P. W., 
Pp. 106), Horder’s Cong. Hys,, 1884. 

#. Dear Lord and Father of mankind. Calmness in 
God desired. From his poem “ The Brewing of Soma,” 
beginning with st. xii, (Comp. P. W., p. 266). In 
Horder’s Cong. Hys., 1884. 

- God giveth qui at last. Death and Burial. 
This begins with st. xvii. of his poem, “ The Singer," 
written In 1871 (Author’s MfS.), and included in the 
Comp. P. W., 1876, p. 265. in Martineau's Hymns, 
1876. 

6, Hast thou, "midst life’s empty noises. The Pur- 
pore of Life. Written in 1842. [tis in Longfellow and 

of Hys., Boston, 1846, and Jobneon's Unitarian Bk. 
several other later American collections. Also in Lyra 
Sac. Americana, 1864. 

From toes _ for § f > ated 
1068 (Author ace te tem of Toney. ritten in 

: MS.). In Hedge and Huntingdon’s 
Unitarian Hys, for the Ch. of Christ. Boston, 1853 ; the 

Oh mmetel Lone Se en ee Tle Loved hy for ever . The Lore of Jesus. 
‘This poem, entitled “Qur Master,” appeared in Whit- 
tier's work, The Panorama, and other Poems, 1856, in 
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35 st. of 4 1; in Schaff's Christ in Song, 1869-70, 
Pp. 117; and in the Comp, P. W., 1576, p. 231, and 
rareghy bam this poem the following centos have come 
nto C. U.:— 
(1) Immortal love for ever full. In the 1890 ed. of 

the Hy. Comp. and others. 
(2) hg Lord and Master of us all. Begins with 

at. xvi. 

(3) O Lowe! O Life! our faith and sight. ua 
with st. xxiv. In several American hymnals, includ- 
ing the Unitarian Hymn (and Tune Bk.}, Boston, 1868, 
and others, 

(4) Our Friend, our Brother, and our Lord. Begins 
with st. xxxiv. In Horder’s Cong. Hys., 1884, &c. 

(5) We faintly hear, we dimly see. Begins with 
. Church Hyl., 1887. 

Begins 
st. xxvi. In Barrett's 

(6) We may not climb heavenly steeps 
with st. v. In Laudes Domini, 1884; the Prim, Meth. 
Hyl., 1887, &c. 

The use of these centos shows that the hymnic element 
in the original poem is of a high and enduring order. 

9. It may not be our lot to wield. Duty and its 
Reward. This begins with st. iv. of his poem “ Seed- 
time and Harvest.” Written circa 1850 (Author's MS.). 
Given in bis Comp, P. W.,-p. 114. The hymn is in 
Laudes Domini, 1384, and other American collections. 

10. May freedom onward, wherever the blood. 
Freedom. In the 1848 Supplement to the Boston Bk. of 
Hys., Boston, No. 582, Hys. of the Spirit, 1864, and 
other collections. In Whittier's Poetical Works, Bos- 
ton, 1869, p. 68, it is given as, “ Right onward, O speed 
it! Wherever the blood,” 

11. Now is the seed-time; God alone. Self-Sacri- 
fice. In the Boston Hys. of the Spirit, 1864, No. 683. 

12. O backward- ng son of time. New and Old. 
This begins with st. xix. of his poem “ The Reformer,” 
and is given in this form in the Boston Hys. for the 
Church of Christ, Boston, 1853, No. 836, and — in 
later collections. In full in the Comp. P. W., p. 78. 

13. O beauty, old yet ever new, The Law of Love. 
This in the Boston Hys. of the Spirit, 1864, begins with 
st. xxi. of his poem on “ The Shadow and the Light,” 
given in tull in the Comp, P. W., p. 173. 

14. O fairest-born of love and light. American 
National Hymn. This is from his poem “ Democracy,” 
which is dated “Election Day, 1343," and is in his 
Ballads and other Poems, Lond., 1844, p. 214, and his 
Comp. P. W., p. 82. 
1s. O, he whom Jesus loves has truly spoken. 

True Worskip. This in the 1848 Supplement to the 
Boston Bk. o, 8., 1848, No. 578, be ns with at. xi. of 
his poem on “ Worship,” given in full in his Comp. P. 

. 96. The poem is dated by the Author, 1848 W., 
(Author's MS.). 

16. 0 my by wit just and true. Freedom. ‘‘ Lines 
written for the Celebration of the third Anniversary of 
British Emancipation at the Broadway Tabernacle, N. Y., 
First of August, 1837." (Comp. P. W., p. 47.) It was 
included {n the Uniturian Christian Hys., Boston, 1844, 
and has been repeated in later collections. 

17. O Maker of the Fruits and Flowers. Flower 
Services. This ns with st. iv. of his “‘ Lines for the 
Agricultural and Horticultural Exhibition at Amesbury 
and Salisbury, S»p. 28, 1858," as given in his Comp. 
P. W., p. 183. It is in the Moston Ays. of the Spirit, 
1864, and as “O Painter of the fruits and flowers,’’ in 
Horder’s Cong. Hys., 1884. 

18. O not alone with outward sign. Divine Invi- 
tation. This begins with st. fi, of his poem, ‘* The Call 
of the Christian,” given in his Ballads and other Poems, 
Lond., 1844, p. 185, and his Comp. P. W.,p. 73. The 
hymn appeared in the Boston Bk. of Hys., 1846, and 
gain in Theor collections. 

19, 0 rage Reformers, not in vain. Freedom. This 
begins with st. xii. of his poem ‘To the Reformers of 
England,” as given in his Comp, P. W., p. 17. The 
hymn was included in the Boston Bk, of Hys., 1846, and 
has been repeated in luter collections. 

20. O sometimes gleams upon our sight. (Old and 
New. This is taken from his poem * The Ll of the 
Hermits,” 1852 (in 94 st. of 4 1.), and begins with st. xi. 
Comp. P. W., p. 115.) The cento was given in the 

ton Hys. af the Spirit, 1864, and repeated in later 
collections. 

21. O Thou, at Whose rebuke the grave. Mercy. 
This was given in the Boston Bk. af Hys., 1848, No. 441. 

22. O (God) Thou, resence went before. 
National Hymn. This hymn is dated by the author 
1834 (Author's MS.), and was written for .the Anti- 
slavery Meeting at Chatham Street Chapel, New York, 
“on the 4th of the 7th month, 1834.""" It is No. 760 in 
the Unitarian Christian Hys., 1844. It ia sometimes 
given as ‘*O God, whose presence went before.” 
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23. O, what though our feet may not tread where | of Eccle 
Christ trod. Presence of Christ's Spirit. The author | nary N 
dates this 1437 (4 ¢ MS.). It is No. 150 in the | D&TY: 
Boston Bk. of Hys., 1846. In their Hys. of the Spirit, erated ] 
Is64, No. 652, it begins: ‘*O, wherefore the dream of | For tal 
the earthly abode.” Both centos are from his poem | Wj,jttin 
- Poledom.” t A 

24. Shall we grow weary in our watch! Patience, | BTCA 
or Resignation, This begins with st. x. of his poem | His cor 
** The Cypreas-Tree of Ceylon.” (Comp. P. W., p. 54.) | mena of 
This furm of the text was given in the Boston &k. of and tw 
Hys., 1846, No. 278, in 7 st. of 4.1., and again in Horder’s | ° 
Cong. ai. Doe 3 st. ¥ re 

. ° changeful multitude. /ersecution. | o ( 
This vue with line 6 of st. x. of his poem ‘ Eze- 
kiel,” and was > in the Boston Alys. of the Spirit, Wh 
In64, No. 651. In full in Comp. 2. W., p. 67. T. Kel 
26. The green earth sends its incense up. Worship : 

of Nature, The author dates this 1445 (Author MS.). iy pr 
t is from his **The Worship of Nature,” and 

was given in form in the Boston Hys. for the | aTrangt 
sounds 
the 1&( 
1853, > 

Church of Christ, 1853, No. 193. The cento “ The harp 
at Nature's advent strung,” in the Unitarian Hymn [and 
Tune] Bk., Boston, 1868, No. 195, is from the same 
poem. The cento No. 321 in the Boston Ays. of the 
Spirit, 1864, is ry (altered) from this poem. 
27. The life we walk to-day. The Shadow- Miasi 

ing Rock. This in the Boston Hys. of the Spirit, 1864, | JUtssic 
begins with st. xi. of his poem on “The k in El ng 
Gh'or,” which the author dates 1859 (Author's MS.). | and gi 
In full in Comp. P. “g) 180. Nett! 

28, Thine are all ifts, O God. Children's | NEW 
Missions, of Ragge | . Written for the Anni- | and su 
panne the Children’s Mission, Boston, 1478. Itis | that « 
giv Horder’s Cong. Hys., 1884. Churei 

29. Thou hast fallen in thine armour, Death. From Bk 
his poem ‘*To the memory of Charles B. Storrs, late H. 
President of Western Reserve College,” pub. in bis Wk 
Ballads and other Poems, Lond., 1844, p. 84. Dated by 
the author 135 (Author's MS.), Abridged form in J. Lon 
he i, 0 gg Spirit, 1864. Par Scotti: 

» 40 ’ chastening t 

Rest. This begins with st-iv. of his prem, * The Wish parap! 
of To-Day,” dated by the author 1847 (Author's MS.), | 18 rare 
and given in full in his Comp. P. W., p. 114. Thecento | We h 
is in Martineau's Hymns, 1875, and Ts. given 

31. We see not, pple Sper meee, Resigna- 
tion. “ Written at the opening of the Civil War, 1861” wi 
\Author’s MS.), and inclu in bis Jn War Time, Bp. ¥ 
1863, and his Comp. P, W., p.190. In full inthe /rim, This ° 
Meth. Eranel, 1887. ; 
32. on my day of life the ht is falling. | tion a 

Old Age. Written in 1482 (Author's MS.), andinclnded | Bless: 
in bis work The Bay of the Seven Islands, and other ment 
Poems, 1883. In Horder’s Cong. Hys., 1854. £8] 
33, With silence only as their benediction. Death, | Of 8 

“1845, Written onthe death of Sophia Sturge, sister of | S. P. 
Joseph Sturge, of Birmingham, Eng.” (Author's MS.). | in a] 
It is in several collections, including Martineau’s Hymns, 
&c., 1875; Horder’s Cong. Hys., 1884, and others, Ww 

Notwithstanding this extensive use of por- oe 
tions of Mr. Whitticr’s poems as hymns for f th 
congregational use, he modestly says concern- | ° a 
ing himself: “I am really not a hymn-writer, ak 
for the good reason that I know nothing of h = 
music. Only a very few of my pieces were Ben 
written for singing. A good hymn is the best | °°“* 
use to which poetry can be devoted, but I do 9 
not claim that I have succeeded in composing 1398 
one.” (Author's MS.) We must add, how- a 
ever, that these pieces are characterized by It 
rich poetic beauty, sweet tenderness, and deep 7a 
sympathy with human kind. (See also Index | “™ 
of Authors and Translators. ) {J. J.) Vv 

Whittingham, William. [ola Version, | ©* 

Whittingham, William Rollinson, | 9) 
D.D., LL.D., was b, in New York, Dec. 2, 1805. y 
He received his early education from his | ¥'* 
mother, and subsequently graduated at the oT 
General Theological Seminary, New York, 
1825. He was for some time Rector of St. a 
Mark’s, Orange, New Jersey; then of St. ch: 
Luke's, New York; and afterwards Professor | a 
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ginal Sequences, Hymns, and other Keclesiastical 
Verses, 1866, p. 75, in 4 st. of 9 ]., and headed, 
‘At a Funeral.” The hymn for Burial at 
Sea, “We give his body to the surge,” No. 
516, in the Hymnary, 1872, is based there- 
upon. Itis one of a very limited number of 
hymns adapted to that occasion. {J. J.J 

Why should I fear the darkest hour ? 
J. Newton. [Jesus All and in All.) Printed 
in the Gospel Magazine, June, 1771 in 8 st. of 
3 1., headed “In uno Jesu omnia,” and signed 
** Omicron.” It was included in the Olney 
Hymns, 1779, Bk. iii., No. 46, with the heading 
“Jesus my All.” It hus passed into a large 
number of hymn-books both old and new. It 
is usually abbreviated. {J. J.) 

Why should I sorrow more? [Con- 
Jidence in the Promises.] This hymn in Spur- 
xeon’s O. O. H. Bk., 1866, is W. Williams’s 
hymn “ My God, my Life, my All,” rewritten 
for that collection by Mr. Spurgeon. Williams's 
original appeared in his Gloria in Excelsis, or 
Hys. of Praise to God and the Lamb, Carmar- 
then, 1772, No. 67, in 4 st.of 81. (J. J.J 

Why should our tears in sorrow 
flow? [Death of a Minister.| Appeared in 
the Missionary Minstrel, Lond., 1826. It was 
by “0. P.,” the anonymous compiler of that 
collection of missionary hymns. It was re- 
printed in Pratts’s Ps. & Hys., 1829, No. 569, 
in 6 st.of 41. From that collection it passed 
into many hymn-books, especially in America, 
and is in somewhat extensive use. [W.T. B.] 

Why should the children of a [the 
King. I. Watts. [Assurance through Faith. 
Pub. in his Hys. and Spiritual Songs, 1709, 
Bk. i., No. 144, in 4 st. of 4.1, and headed, 
“The Witnessing and Sealing Spirit.” It 
was adopted by G. Whitefield in his Coll. of 
Hys., &c., 1753; A.M. Toplady in his Ps. & 
Hys., 1776, and others amongst the older com- 
piers. It is also widely used in G. Britain 
and America. {J. J.J 

Why will ye lavish out your years. 
P. Doddridge. [Care of the Soul.) In the 
D. Mss. this hymn is undated, but is placed 
between two bynes which are dated respec- 
tively Oct. 29, 1735, and November 16, 1735. 
It was pub. in Job Orton’s posthumous ed. of 
Doddridge’s Hymns, &c., 1755, No. 206, in 
5 st. of 41, and again in J. D. Humphreys’s 
ed. of the same, 1839, No. 229. It is given in 
most American hymn-books as “ Why will ye 
waste in trifling cares?” 
,_Whytehead, Thomas, ».A.,8.of H. R. 

Whytehead, Rector of Crayke, and Prebendary 
of Lincoln, was b. at Thormanby, Nov. 30, 
1815, He was educated at Beverley Grammar 
School, and St. John’s College, Cambridge. 
He was Bell University Scholar twice; won 
the Chancellor’; medal for English Verse 
twice; the Hulsean prize of 1835; and other 
distinctions. He was also twenty-second 
senior optime in the Mathematical Tripos, 
and second in the first class in the Classical 
Tripes; B.A. in 1837, and Foundation Fellow 
of his college the same year. In 1838 he was 
classical lecturer at Clare College, but left the 
University for the Curacy of Freshwater. Isle 
of Wight, on taking } oly Orders in 1839. 
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In 1841 he was appointed Chaplain to Dr. 
Selwyn, Bishop elect of New Zealand, and 
sailed for that country in 1842. He was 
appointed the first Principal of the College 
which: the Bishop established in New Zealand ; 
but owing to the rupture of a blood vessel 
shortly after Janding in New South Wales, Le 
never took any duty in New Zealand. The 
little time and strength which remained to 
him he spent in correcting the Maori transla- 
tion of the Bible and Prayer Book. The end 
came, however, only too soon, and he d. at 
Waimate, N. Zealand, March 19, 18483. The 
esteem in which he was held is emphasised 
by the fact that 
“When the new chapel of his college (St. John’s 

Cambridge} was erected and the vanlted roof was en- 
riched with a series of figures, beautifully executed, 
according to the several successive centuries of the 
Christian era, the five which received the distinguished 
honour of being selected to represent the nineteenth 
century, all members of his college, were Henry 
Martyn, William Wilberforce, William Wordsworth, 
James Wood, and Thomas Whytehead."—{ Mission Life, 
July 1873, p. 390.) 

Whytehead’s Poems were pub. by Rivingtons 
in 1842. and his College Life, posthumously in 
1845. In the former there are seven “ Hymus 
towards a Holy Week.” Of these “ Last of 
creation’s days” (Sixth day) and the widely 
known “Sabbath of the saints of old” (q.v.). 
Five days before he died he wrote to a 
friend :— 

“I took up the translation of the Evening Hymn 
four verses for service) into Maori rhyming verse, the 
rst of the kind of the same metre and rhythm as the 

English. Two hundred and fifty copies have been 
printed, and sung in church and school by the natives, 
and several of them came and sang under my window. 
They call it the ‘new hymn of the sick minister.’ 
Bishop Ken’s lines [‘Glory to Thee, my God, this 
night’) it is very hard for one to compress within the 
same bounds in a rude language, However it is done, 
and people seem pleased with it; and it is a comfort to 
think one has introduced Bishop Ken's beautiful hy nin 
into the Maori’s evening worship, and left them this 
legacy when I could do no more for them.” 

A life so short and holy could have had no 
more beautiful ending. (J. J.) 

Wie ein Vogel lieblich singet. 
(Morning.] This hymn, which Miss Wink- 
worth ee entitles “ A Morning 
Song of Gladness,” is included as No, 207 in 
the Geistreiche Psalmen und Gesiénge, Mar- 
burg, 1722, in 6 st. of 81, It had previously 
appeared in the ed. of 1690 (Marburg Univer- 
sity Library}. In J. Kobner’s Christliche, 
Harfentine, Hamburg, 1840, p. 239, st. 1, iv., 
vi. are given, marked as “from the year 
1580”; and this text is in Knapp’s Ev. L. 8., 
1850, No. 2255 (1865, No. 2323). We have 
failed to trace the hymn earlier than 1690. 
The ¢r. in C. U. is:— 
As a bird in meadows fair. A good tr. from Xnapp, 

by Miss Winkworth, in her Lyra Ger., 2nd Ser., 1858, 
. 73; repeated in Mrs. Brock’s Children's H. Bk., 1881, 

Feataning. * As the bird in meadows fair." In her C. 
B. for England, 1863, No. 161, Miss Winkworth re- 
wrote it to the original metre, and there it begins, ‘ As 
a bird at dawning singeth.” [J. M.] 

Wie gross ist des Allmichtgen Giite. 
C. F. Gellert. [Praise ] A beautiful hymn 
of thanksgiving for the goodness of God, one 
of the finest and most popular of Gellert’s 
productions. First pub. in his Geistliche Oden 
und Lieder, Leipzig, 1757, p. 34, in 6 st. of 

1., entitled, ‘‘The Goodness of God.” In- 
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cluded in the Berlin G. B., 1765, No. 20, in| J. M. Wig: 
almost all subsequent collections, and recently | has been { 
in the Berlin G. L.S., ed, 1863, Tr. as: | Civil Ser 

How bounteous our Creator's blessing! A good | father’s cl 
and full tr. by A. T. Russell, as No. 204 in his | mote the « 
Ps. & Hys., 1851. is the aut! 

Other tra. are: (1) ‘‘ How great the goodness of the | &fé in the 
Lord,” in Madame de Pontes’ Poets and Poetry of Ger- | and Home 
many, 185%, vol. oS 473. (2) ** How great Jebovab’s| 1 «Cony 
love, how tender,” by Mrs. Findlater, in 4, L. L., 1862,! 9° « Log 
*, 47 (1884, p. dg (3) ** My God, how boundless is| gig 
Thy love,” in the Day of Rest, 1877, p. 405, marked a8) 4 4 Lo, 
by “ A, B, HL” {J. M.} Jesus, 

Wie soll ich dich empfangen? P.}| The first 
Gerhardt. Geral Ist pub. in the Criiger- | 1880, anc 
Runge G. B., 1653, No. 77, in 10 st.of 81,) Wign 
reprinted in Wackernagel’s ed. of Gerhardt’s | Harwich 
Geistl. Lieder, No. 3, Bachmann's ed., No. 22, youth | 
and the Une. L. S., 1851, No. 21. It is founded | where } 
on St, Matt. xxi. 1-9, the Gospel for the first | church. 
S. in Advent. The allusions in st. vi-ix.| ag a st 
would suggest that it was written during the | became 
Thirty Years’ War. It is one of Gerhardt’s) Lynn b 
finest productions, and is probably the best| London 
German Advent hymn. Tr. as :— was bu 

1. How shall I meet my Saviour. In full, by J.| ministe 
C. Jacobi, in his Psalmodia Germanica, 1722, p.3 | mittee 
(1732, p. 3, slightly altered), Included in the | known 
Moravian H. Bk., 1754, and repeated, altered, | was th 
in later eds. (1886, No. 33). Varying centos| which 
under the original first line, but from the Mora-| of the 
vian text, are found in Montgomery's Christian | Home, 
Psalmist, 1825, Dr. Pagenstecher’s Coll., 1864, | were ° 
Latrobe's Ps. g Hys., 1841, and Bp. Ryle’s Coll., | heave 
1860. Other forms are (see also No. 3):— Christ 

(1) We go to meet Thee, Saviour (st. i. alt.) in| (Pray 
Reid’s Praise Bk., 1872, mainly from the Moravian H, appea 
Bk., 1801. is wn 

Walker's (nll, 1066, and Soop’ know Mil., . epp’s Songs of G. - 
1872, from the Moravian H. Bk., 1801. the 

2, Oh, how shall I receive Thee. A good tr. of | Awal 
st. i., ii., vii., viii.,x., by A. T, Russell, as No. 36 Ww 
in his Ps. § Hys., 1851. Repeated in Kennedy, | Wei 
1863, and the People’s H., 1867; and abridged | Wei) 
in J. L. Porter’s Coll., 1876, H. § Smgs of Praise,) Apri 
N. Y., 1874, Laudes Domini, N. Y., 1884, &c. the] 

8. Oh! how shall I receive Thee. This is No.5 | cial] 
in the ed., 1857, of Mercer’s C. P. & H. Bk. | outt 
St. i., ii., are based on Russell, and st. iii.-v. (re- pou 
presenting iv.-vi.), are based on Jacobi, as altered | tina 
in the Moraviim H. Bk., 1801. i, had altered | nea 
in Mercer, 1859, and thence in the Pennsylvania | wor 
Luth. Ch. Bk., 1868; and (omitting tr. of st. iv.) | loh 
in Mercer’s Ox. ed., 1864. 

Thine Incarnation (st. v. alt.), in 

st. i., ii., v., Vi., viii., x., by Miss Winkworth, in 
her C. B. for England, 1863, No. 71, 

5. Say with what salutations. In full, by J. 
Kelly, in his P. Gerhardt’s Spir. Songs, 1867, 
p. 10; repeated, abridged, in the Ohio Luth. Hyl., 
1880, 
Other trs. are: (1) ‘‘ Lord, how shall I be meeting,’’ 

by Dr. J. W. Alexander, in Schaff’s Kirchenfreund, 
1850, p. 176, andthis Christ in Song, 1869, p. 20, and his 
own Breaking Crucible, 106}. p. ll. (2)‘*How shall Ij Y® 
meet Thee ? How my heart,” by Miss Winkworth, 1855, | fi! 
p.7. (3) ‘*How shall I come to meet Thee,"” by Afiss | hh 
Manington, 1863, p.65. (4) “ Lord, how shall I receive | w 
Thee," by R. Massie, 1864, p. 93. (J. M h 
Wigner, John Murch, second s. of J.T. | p 

Wigner (see cane! was b, at Lynn, June 19, | r 
1844. He was educated at the Grammar | a 
School of Lynn, and afterwards graduated | 4 
b.A. and B.8c. in the London University. Mr. 
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mar, May 17, 1662 (Koch, iii. 110; Wetzel, iii. 
426; Bode, p. 172, &e.). 

Wilhelm joined, in 1617, in founding the Fruitbearing 
Society, the great German Literary and Patriotic Union 
of the 17th cent.; and, after the death (1650) of Lud- 
wig, Prince of Anhalt-Cithen, became its head. Weimar 
thu~ became the centre of its operations, in the direction 
of which the Duke was assisted by Georg Neumark 
(p. 796, i.). Neumark, in his Palmbaum, 1680, p. 449, 
speaks of the Duke as having “ composed several hymns, 
as well-known in this place, especially the short Hymn 
of Peace ‘Gott der Friede hat gegeben.'” 

; Besides this hymn on Peace only one other 
is known ag Wilhelm’s, viz. :— 

Herr Jesu Christ, dich zu uns wend. Public 
Worship. This was included as No, 124 in the 
2nd ed., 1651, of pt. i. of the Cantionale Sacrum, 
Gotha (Ist ed. 1646), in 4 st. of 4 1, entitled 
“To be sung before the Sermon.” As no au- 
thor’s name is there given, and as it did not 
appear in any of the three parts of the original 
ed. of 1646-48, the Duke's authorship is deci- 
dedly doubtful, So far as yet traced the Duke's 
hame was not attached to it until in the Altdorf 
Liederfreud of 1676 (Fischer's Supplement, 
p. 71). In J. Niedling’s Handbiichlein, 4th ed., 
1655, p. 746, it appears without author’s name 
(Niedling, be it observed, was living at Alten- 
burg), and entitled “ A heartfelt petition of pious 
Christians for grace and the help of the Holy 
Spirit, during Divine Service, before the Ser- 
mon.” Koch says it was in the Ist ed., 1638, 
of Niedling, but this appears to be merely a 
guess, for the earliest ed. of Niedling which he 
describes at iii., 109, is that of 1655; and if it 
were in Niedling’s 1638 ed., this circumstance 
would make the Duke’s authorship still more 
unlikely. Whoever the author was the hymn 
soon became justly popular, and in 1678 was 
formally directed to be sung in all the churches 
in Saxony on all Sundays and festivals. It is a 
simple and forcible hymn, which survived the 
Rationalistic period, and is found in all recent 
German hymn- books, e.g. in the Berlin G. L. 8, 
ed. 1863, No. 356. Tr. as :— 

1. Lord Christ, reveal Thy holy Face. In full 
by J.C, Jacobi, in his Psal. Ger., 1722, p. 42 
(1732, p. 69). Repeated as No, 322 in pt. i. of 
the Moravian H. Bk., 1754 (1886, No, 724), and 
as No. 54 in J, F. Thrupp’s Ps. ¢ Hys., 1853. 

2. Lord Jesu, to our prayer attend. This is a 
good and full tr, by A. T. Russell, as No, 12 in 
his Ps. § Hys., 1851. 

8. Lord Jesus Christ, be present now! ‘This is 
a good and full ér. by Miss Winkworth, as No. 13 
in her C. B. for England, 1863; repeated in the 
Pennsylvania Luth, Ch. Bk., 1868, No 49, 

4. Christ Jesus Lord, to us attend. In full by 
L. Heyl, as No, 3 in the Ohio Luth, Hyl., 1880. 

Other tra. are :— 

(1) “ Lord Jes: . and down,” . G. 
walker, 1860, p, rr "2) “Lord pot Christ, ta tel 
bend,” by Miss Manington, 1863, p. 19, (3) “Lord 
Jesus Christ, n a” by NL — 

ham, 1870, p. ala teas us bend,” by .V. L. Frothing 

Ww Emma C. [née Hart). <A 
teacher and educational writer, b. at Berlin, 
Connecticut, 1787; resided in 1888 and some- 
time after at Hartford. and for many years 
conducted & well-known school at Troy, New 
York. She d. at Troy, 1870. Her hymn— 

Rocked in the cradle of the deep (Suilor’s Hymn), is 
sometimes said to have been pub. in 1830. It is found 
in Beecher’s Plymouth Coull., 1455, No. 1285. Its earlier 

« othe 
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appearance has not been verified. It is a successful 
sailor's hymn, It’ is included in several modern col- 
lections. (KF. M. B.] 
Williams, Dawid, a contemporary of 

William Williams (1717-1791) and author of 
numerous Welsh hymns. He also wrote Eng- 
lish hymns, some of which were pub. in a 
small tract of 24 pp., entitled, Joy in the Tents 
of Zion, or a Few Gospel Hymns, Brecknock, 
1779. These hymns are rough, and in the 
style of W. Williams. There is a wild Welsh 
be:uty about them which makes itself felt 
under the restraints of a gloomy Calvinism 
and a halt foreign language. The original 
tract is very rare, CW. T. B.) 

Williams, David, of Bethesda’r Fré, 
was a minister with the Independents in South 
Wales. He was b. at a farm-house, called 
Trehedyn, near Cowbridge, Glamorganshire. 
In 1812 he published a collection of hymns, 
which he called Llais y Durtur, or The Voice 
of the Turtle Dove. In 1824 he published a 
new edition under the title of Duyfroedd 
Bethesda, containing 143 hymns and 10 songs. 
Many of his hymns are still used by all deno- 
minations in Wales. (W. G. T.J 

Williams, Edward, or Iolo Morganig, 
the greatest Welsh scholar of his time, pu 
lished two vols. of hymns under the title 
Saimau yr Egl yn yr Anialwch, “ The 
Psalms of the Church im the Wilderness.” 
He is the chief author of the Myvyrian Ar- 
chaeology of Wales. His hymns were chiefly 
used by the Unitarians. (W. G. T.) 

Williams, Helen Maria, daughter of 
Charles Williams, an officer in the Army, 
was b. in the North of England in 1762. 
Through the influence of Dr. A. Kippis (p. 
625, i.) whose help she sought in London, her 
first poem, Edwin and Eltruda, a legendary 
tale, was pub. in 1782. This was followed 
by An Ode on the Peace, 1783, und Pern, a 
Poem. These were all included in her Poems, 
2 vols., 1786, 2nd ed. 1791. Being connected 
by her sister's marriage with a French Pro- 
testant family, she resided in Paris during the 

riod of the Revolution and the reign of 
Terror. There she became well known as a 
political writer of strong republican sympa- 
thies, but her too independent expressions of 
opinion led to her temporary imprisonment by 
Rebespierre. Her Letters from France, 1790, 
were pub. in England and America, and in a 
French translation, in France. She also pub. 
Letters containing a Sketch of the Politics o 
France from the 31st May, 1793, till the 28th 
of July, 1794, 2 vols., 1795, and other works 
of a like kind; some additional Poems, and a 

tr. of Humboldt’s Personal Narratives of his 
Travels, 1815. The closing years of her life 

were spent at Amsterdam, in the house of ber 
nephew, Athanase Coquerel, @ pnstor of tie 
Reformed Church there. Miss Williams d. 
in 1827. Fromher Poems, 1786. the fullowing 
hymns have come into C. U.:— 

1. My God, all nature owns Thy sway. 
speaks cf God. In Martineau’s Hymns, 1840, 
2. While Thee I , protecting Power. Sufety in 

God. This bymn was in Dr. Priestley’s Birmingham 
Coll., 1790; in Kippis’s Coll,, 1795; the Exeter Coll, 
1801; and almost every other Unitarian collection tu the 

present time. In the New Cong. H. Bk., 1859, it begins 
* While Thee | seek, Almighty Power; and in several 

4 4 

. 

Nature 
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collections a cento beginning ‘Father, in all our (my); beauties, W 
comforts here,” is given as in Stowell’s Ps. & Hys., 183) | paced alarm 
and 1877, and several others. . D. D. the Vicar o 

Williams, Isaac, 8.p.swas b. at Cwmeyn- | brouglit the 
felin in Cardiganshire, Dec. 12, 1802, where | greatly shocl 
his ymother happened to be staying at her | of Mr. Keble 
father’s house at the time of his birth. But] duce him tc 
his parents’ house was in Bloomsbury, Lon- | person there 
don, his father being a Chancery barrister at | evangelical : 
Lincoln’s Inn. He received his early educa- | Church Mis 
tion from a clergyman named Polehampton, | he doubtles 
with whom he was at first a day pupil in| to Keble’s 
Lon:lon, but whom he afterwards accompanied | Williams w 
to a curacy at Worplesdon, near Guildford. | though he ' 
All Mr. Polehampton’s he (15), with the | he spent mi 
exception of Isaac Williams and his two | thither, no 
elder brothers, were being Yip eng for Eton, | college, but 
where great stress was laid upon Latin-versi- | there, the 
fication ; and it was in these early years that | forces, Ryd 
Isaac Williams acquired his fondness for, and | son), Hurr: 
proficiency in, this species of composition. In | an accomp! 
1814 he was removed to Harrow, where Mr. | of Keble’s 
Drury was his private tutor. He gained | that he we 
several school prizes; and became xo used, not | doubt, he 
only to write, but to think, in Latin, that | attempted 
when he had to write an English theme he | ings of | 
was obliged to translate his ideas, which “double 
were in Latin, into English. In 1821 he pro- | were not ' 
cecded to Trinity College, Oxford, that | congenial 
college being chosen on the advice of Mr. | preparatic 
Drury ; and in his second term he was elected | severe fo 
scholar of Trinity. In 1823 he won the Uni- | he was | 
versity Prize for Latin Verse, the subject | degree. 
being Ars Geologica. The gaining of this | curacy of 
prize was indirectly the turning point of his | Fairford 
life, for it brought him into close relationship | twenty f 
with John Keble, who may be termed his | Sir Geo: 
spiritual father. He had been previously | was cur 
introduced to Mr. Keble by the Vicar of | Windru: 
Aberystwith, Mr. Richards, whom he bad met | compete 
at his grandfather's house. But there was no | ship, an 
intimacy between them until he had won the | year as 
Latin Verse Prize, when Mr. Keble came to | great i 
his rooms and offered to look over the poem | Fellow 
with him before it was recited and printed. | to J. 1 
This led to an intimate acquaintance which | attracte 
ripened into a warm friendship of infinite | into co: 
benefit to Isaac Williams's spiritual life. Mr. | attract 
Keble offered to take him with him into the | Williw 
country and read with him during the Long | Mary’: 
Vacation, without any payment. Robert | village 
Wilberforce, then an undergraduate of Oriel, | 1842 | 
was also to be of the party. They settled at | of Art 
Southrop, near Fairford, a name familisr to | Devor 
the readers of Keble’s Life. Here Isaac | curat 
Williams made the acquaintance of Hurrell | life w 
Froude, who was also reading with Mr. Keble, | seems 
and this acquaintance also ripened into a | cours 
friendship which was terminated only by | 1841. 
death, Keble was like a boy with his pupils, | Poet: 
entering with zest iuto all their amusements, | natu 
but he also exercised a deep influence over | shou 
their religious characters, especially that of | a wi: 
Isaac Williams. Williams spent this and all | sym) 
his subsequent Long Vacations at Southrop, | all vu 
and became more and more influenced for | scor 
a by Mr. Keble. He also became a great | him 
riend of Sir George Prevost, then an under- | alre 
graduate of Oricl, who afterwards married his | wor 
only sister. During one of these sojourns at | was 
Southrop, Keble showed Williams and Froude | But 
au Ms. copy of the Christian Year, but, strange | wit 
to say, the young men did not appreciate its | wri 
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able Tract 90, had given the greatest offence 
of all, viz.: Tract 80, or Reserve in the Com- 
munication of Religious Knowledge, and he 
was also known as the especial friend and late 
coadjutor of Newman. Ut is not, therefore, 
surprising that vehement opposition was 
raised against his election. A rival candidate 
was found in the person of Mr. Edward 
Garbett, of Brasenose, a First Classman, but 
uite unknown in the domain of poetry. 

There was really no comparison whatever 
between the fitness of the two candidates, but 
that counted for little when men’s minds 
were heated by the “ odium theologicum.” 
lt became simply a party question; but a 
public contest was haceaty averted by a 
private comparison of votes, when it was 
found that there was a large majority of votes 
in favour of Mr. Garbett. Mr. Williams was 
much hurt—not by the opposition of the Low 
Churchmen, for he expected that,—but by 
the desertion of several whom he counted 
upon as friends. He withdrew from Oxford 
and from public life (which had_ never 
possessed much attraction to a man of his 
retirmg and studious habits) altogether. He 
remained at Bisley until 1848, when he 
removed to Stinchcombe; and there he lived 
until his death. From time to time some 
cultured and thoughtful work from his pen 
was given to the world, but that was all; 
and when the announcement that he had 
quietly passed away on SS. Philip and James’ 
pay, May 1, 1865, appeared, the outer world 
had almost forgotten that he was still living, 
though it had not forgotten, and will not, it 
is hoped, while the English language lasts, 
ever forget his writings. He died of a decline, 
the seeds of which had long been sown. 

As « devotional writer Toth in prose and 
verse the name of Isaac Williams stands 
deservedly high, but as a writer of hymns for 
‘congregational use, he does not, either for 
quntity or quality, at all reach the first 
rank. Indeed, it would have been very dis- 
tressing to him if he had done so, for he 
shared the distaste which most of the early 
loaders of the Oxford movement felt for the 
congregational use of any metrical hymns 
apart from the Psalter, and it is said that he 
purposely mide his translations of the Hymne 
Jrom the Parisian Breviary rough, in order to 
prevent them from being so used. His poetical 
works are :— 

C1.) The Cathedral, his first publication in verse, 
issued in the early part of 1838. It was written abont 
the same time as the famous Tract on Keserve, and “ in 
pursuance of the same great object we had undertaken” 
(in the Tracts for the Times). What that object was is 
intimated in the alternative title, The Cathedral, or the 
Catholic and Apostolic Church in England. It followed 
very much the same lines as George Herbert's Temple, 
only it worked out the ideas far more in detail, connect- 
ing each part of the edifice with some portion of church 
doctrine or discipline. The whole volume is written in 
the true spirit of poetr , and some of the sonnets in it 
are good specimens of that difficult form of composition ; 
but it contains scarcely any verses out of which even 
centos of hymns can be formed. (2.) later on in the same year (1838) he published a 
volume, entitled Thoughts in /’ast Years, though, as the 
title implies, many of ita contents were written at an 
earlier date. In ‘fact the composition ranged over a 
neriod fl at least twelve years. In the writers own 
ag br aaa Was more true poetry in this volume than 

ral some: itten on” but the latter had the advantage of 
in Bee. n One systematic plan, while the Thoughts 

of detached poems. The connexion 
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between the four divisions of the volume was, that they 
were all suggested by the writer's surroundings. Thus 
the “Golden Valley’ was the beautiful district in the 
neighbourhood of Stroud known by that name; * The 
Mountain Home” was the writer’s own birthplace, 
Cwmeynfelin in Cardiganshire; ‘*The River's Bank” 
was the River Windrush, on the banks of which was the 
writer's first curacy; ‘‘The Sacred City” is Oxford. 
In a later edition (1852) there is an additional division 
entitled ** The side uf the Hill,” that is, Stinchcombe 
Hill, Gloucestershire. Like The Cathedral, this is 
rather a volume of sonnets and sacred poems for private 
use, than of hymns in the popular sense of the term. 
The sume volume contains his Religuia Latina; or 
Har:ow School Exercises, and his Oxford l’rize Poem, 
Ars Geologica. The Latinity of these ms fully bears 
out the writer's own remark, that in his carly years he 
was more at home in Latin than he was in his own 
language. It also contained a translation of the ‘ Dies 
Ire, Dies Illa,” to which, in the revised and enlarged 
edition of 1848, were added, under the title of Lyra 
Xeclesiastica, a number of translations from other Latin 
and Greek Hymns. ‘These translations are for the most 
part very free, and are not adapted, as they were 
certainly not intended, for congregational use. 

(3.) His next publication was — translated from 
the Parisian Breviary, 1839. e thought that “the 
ancient Latin hymns were the best source from which 
our epenptche a deficiency in metrical psalmody 
should be supplied, as being much more congenial to the 
spirit of our own J.iturgy than those bymns which are 
too often made to take part in our ancient services;" and 
he had already published many of the translations which 
Sg in this volume, at intervals from 1833 to 1837, in 

the #ritish Magazine, the church organ which was 
edited by Hugh James Rose. A few hymns from this 
volume, eg. “O Heavenly Jerusalem,” “ Disposer 
Supreme,” **O Word of God above,” bave been adopted 
for congregational use, but most of these are, perhaps 
purposely, done into such irregular metres, that they 
are not available for the purpose. Indirectly, however, 
per have been highly serviceable to the cause of congre- 
a onal psalmody, for Mr. Chandler tells us in the 
Preface to his Hymns of the Primitive Church that Mr. 
Williams’s translations in the British Magazine led him 
to produce that work. 

4.) The next little volume, Hymns on the Catechism, 
was written at Bisley and published in 1842, Its object 
was strictly practical; it was intended as ‘“‘an aid 
towards follow! out that catechetical instruction 
which is so essential a part of the church system.” It 
cannot be said that these hymns are likely to be so 
attractive to children, as, for example, those of Mrs. 
Alexander, but they are suitable for congregational, or 
at any rate, for Sunday school use, and one of them, 
“Be Thou my Guardian and my Guide,” has found its 
way deservedly into most colleciions, 

(5.) In the same year (1442) a much more ambitious 
work, The Baptistery, aloo saw the light. Une seems to 
hor ie in this work the pupil of John Keble, for its 
lead gs keg ia very much the same as that of Tract 84, 
viz. : that earthly things are ashadow of heavenly. It is 
divided into thirty-two “ Images,"’ as the author terms 
them; it is not easy reading, but it well repays the 
careful attention which it requires, for both in form 
and matter it is the product of atrue poet. One of the 
“Images,” the 20th, ‘The Day of Days, or the Great 
Manifestation,” has supplied our well-known hymn, 
“Lord, in this, Thy mercy’s day,” but the general 
tenour of the work ts quite apart from hymnody. 

(6.) The same may be said of The Altar, published 
in 1849, which takes the second great Sacrament of the 
Gospel, a8 The Baptistery took the first, for the basis of 
a series of devout meditations, 34 in number, The lst 
ed. was illustrated by 34 pictures, one to each medita- 
tion, after the fashion of a foreign book which the writer 
had seen; but the illustrations were thought unworthy 
of the subject, and the later editions appeared without 
them. The object of the work was to connect the 
various events which occurred at the time of our 
Blessed Lord's Passion with the Eucharistic Service. It 
consists exclusively of a series of sonnets, and supplies 
no hymns for congregational use. 

(7.) In the sathe year (1849) appeared another work 
of avery different type. It is entitled The Christian 
Scholar, and its object is “to render the study of the 
classics subservient to a higher wisdem.” it incl- 
dentally gives us an interesting insight into the author's 
own training under Mr. Keble, for he tells us in the 
Preface that he himself “ derived, not merely moral bene- 
fit, but actual religious training from this indirect mode of 
instruction in another to whom he owes everything that 
renders life valuable.” The plan of = Nes is, in a 

2 
+ 
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word, to take passages from all the chief classical authors, | 1. How sob 
and to give Christian comments on each. (1842.) 

8.) His only other poetical work was Ancient Hymps | 2. Jesus, m 
je Children, 1842, which consisted of a reprint, with) 3. Lord, Th 
slight alterations, of 30 of Lis frs. from the Latip, pre | 4. Memben 

viously published in 1835 and 1539 as above. 5. The chil 
God, (1842. 

Although Isaac Williams’s prose writings} 6. The Hi 
are as valuable, and perhaps more popular) The dat 
than his verse, yet from the point of view of | which the 
this article it will suffice to enumerate the ili 
principal of them. They include— Willia | field, Mas 

Several reviews for The British Critic at various | at Trinit 
dates; Thoughts on the Study of the Gospels, 1842; ) «yo. 
Sermons on the Characters of the Old Testament, 1886; | 1D 1838. 
The Beginning of the Book of Genesis, with Notes and | Schenect: 
Reflections, 1361; The Psalms interpreted of Christ, | Trinity ( 
vol. i., 1864 (no other volumes were published); 4 1848 to 
Memoir of the Rev, R. A. Suckling, late Perpetual . ; 
Curate of Bussage, 1852; A Hurmony of the Four Assistan 
Gospels, 1850; Sermons on the Epistles and Gospels, 3 | 1865, thi 
vols., 1853; Sermons on the Female Characters of Holy | Wijliam 
Seripture, 1859; The Apocalypse, 1851, and many other butions 
minor works, Holy Ch 

Besides these, he edited a large number of the’ Lal 
Plain Sermons at different dates by various | gy _j97 
writers, and he also wrote some of the Tracts | Latin b 
for the Times, notably Tract 80 (1838), and 87 liemeda 
(1840), on Reserve in Communicating Religious | y thors 
Knowledge. It is difficult to see why these. 
should have given so much offence. The| Wij 
principles on which the conclusion is based | the S) 
are obviously correct. Perhaps the title | Cefn-y 
Reserve was alarming when men’s minds were | year | 
excited by the fear that they were being led | 9 deac 
by the new Oxford school they knew not | by Dr 
whither. These two Tracts, with Tract 86, | three 
also by Isaac Williams, would fill an octavo | wrtyd 
volume of more than 200 pages. Both the | receiy 
character and the writings of Isaac Williams | aequ: 
are singularly attractive. They both present | lands 
a striking combination of qualities which are | once 
not often found in union. He was as firm as | [Jan 
a rock in the maintenance and expression of | took 
his principles, but so quiet and retiring that | eld 
his personality came far less before the public | pis 
than that of any of the other leaders of the | titk 
Oxford movement. His writings are so Chris- | thre 
tian and unaggressive in their tone that we are | oth 
won over to his side almost without knowing | wh 
it. He was a most valuable ally on this very | gon 
account to his party, and the hymnologist may | hy; 
well regret that he did not devote his exquisite | Ww, 
poetical taste, his refined culture, and his | py 
ardent piety more to hymn-writing than he 
did. (J. H. 0.) 

Isaac Williams's position in hymnody does 
not lie so much in the actual work which he 
did, as in the influence he had over others. 
His trs. from the Latin, mainly through the 
metres which he deliberately adopted, have 
not had a wide acceptance in the hymnody 
of the Church. J. Chandler, however, has 
left it on record that Williams’s tre. in the 
British Magazine \ed him to undertake 
kindred work, and Chandler's tra. are amongst 
the most popular in the English language. 
Williams's Hymna on the Catechism, 1842, were 
with Dr. Neale’s Hymns for Children of the 
same year the forerunners of the more popular 
Ss on the same lines by later writers. 

illiams’s tre. together with the more im- 
portant of his original hymns may be traced 
through the Index of Authors and cadualatcice, 
Of his original hymns the following are also 
in C. UL :— 
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7. Jesus, lead us with Thy power. Divine Guidance 

Desired. Sometimes given as “ Father, lead us with | hy 
jpower.” 

&. Jesus, Whose Almighty sceptre. Jesus as King. 
9. Saviour, look on Thy beloved. The Help of Jesus 

sired. 
10. White and ruddy is my Beloved. Beauties of 

Jesus. 

Williams is most widely known through his 
two bgmwns, “Guide me, O Thou great Jeho- 
vah,” and “ O’er those gloomy hills of dark- 
ness.” Williams d. at Pantycelyn, Jan. 11, 
1791. [See Welsh Hymnody. } LW. G. T.) 

Willis, Nathaniel Parker, was b. at 
Portland, Maine, Jan. 20, 1807, and educated 
at Yale College, graduating iu 1826. After 
writing for a time for the American Monthly 
Magazine, which he established, and the New 
York Mirror, into which the former was 
merged, he was attached to the American 
Legation at the Freuch Court. His stay in 
Europe extended from 1831 to 1837. On his 
return he became in 1839 one of the editors of 
The Corsair. His works are numerous, and 
include Sacred Poema, 1843. Hed. Jan. 29, 
1867. His sister, Mrs. Parton, is the well- 
known “Fanny Fern.’ His hymn — “The 
perfect world by Adam trod” (Dedication 
of a Place of Worship), was “ Written to be 
sung at the Consecration of Hanover Street 
{Unitarian} Church, Boston,” in 1826, and 
ajnce then has been widely used, although of 
no exceeding merit. (F. M. B.j 

Willkommen unter deiner Schaar. 
N. L. von Zinzendorf. (Christian Church.] The 
origin of this hymn was somewhat remarkable. 
On May 10, 1737, Zinzendorf had’ been conse- 
‘crated, at Berlin, by Daniel Ernst Jablunsky 
(see p. 766, ii.), as Bishop and Ordinary of the 
Moravian Brethren’s Unity. In 1741 J. L. 
Dober, who had officiated as General-Elder 
(General-Aelteste) of the entire Moravian con- 
nexion, resigned his office. Zinzendorf then 
held (from Sept. 11 to Sept. 23, 1741) a note- 
worthy synodical conference at London at 
which the assembled brethren agreed that no 
suitable successor to Dober could be found in 
their midst. On Sept. 16, 1741, they there- 
fore resolved to beseech the Lord Jesus Christ 
Himself to take the office of General-Elder of 
the entire Unity, and, as on casting lots the 
result was favourable to their wishes, they 
took for granted that He had assumed this 
position, and appointed 12 Assistant-Elders 
{Vice-Aeltest«) to form the directing General 
Conference of the Unity, Zinzendorf’s power 
of general superintendence being abolished 
(see Koch, y. 264). It was on this occasion 
that Zinzendorf wrote this hymn. Albert 
Knapp in his ed. of Zinzendorf’s Geistliche 
Gedichte (1845, p. 288), entitles it “ When 
Jesus assumed the position of Generul-Elder,” 
and dates it Sept. 16, 1741. It was included 
in Appz. xi., cirea 1743, to the Herrnhut G. B., 
as No. 1778, and in 14 st. of 81. In the Bri- 
der G. B., 1778, No. 1099, st. vi—-viii. were 
omitted, and in the Hist. Nachricht thereto 
(ed. 1851, p. 188) it is dated “In London, 
16 Sept., 1741." Tr. as:— 

1, Welcome of : 
a free Pagers Cea =e v., ee xiii, Roly Ay 
n the Moravian #, Bk., 1789 (1#56, No. 834). It was 

adopted, slightly altered and beginning, We hail Thee, 
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Lord, thy Church's Rock,” as No, 278 in the 1857 ed. of 
Mercer's C. P. & H. Bk. (Ox. ed., 1864, No. 493, in 6 st.). 
From Mercer st. i., v., vill. passed into the Pennsylvania 
Luth. Church Bk., 1868, No, 272. 

2, Welcome thy chosen Flock. This is No. 
234 in the Appz. of 1743 to the Moravian H tsk., 1742 
(ed. 1754, pt. ii., No. 222). iJ. M.) 

Wilson, Caroline, né Fry, daughter 
of a farmer, was b. at Tunbridge Wells, Dec. 
31, 1787. In 1831 she was married to a Mr. 
Wilson, and d. at Tunbridge Wells, Sept. 
17, 1846. Her publications were somewhat 
nnmerous, and inclu led a History of England 
in Verse, 1801; a Poetical Catechism, 1821 ; 
Serious Poetry, 1822; Death, and other Poems, 
1823, &c. Her Autobiography, Letters, and Re- 
mains were pub. in 1843, and her Table of the 
Lord in 1859. Her best known liymns are :— 

1, For what shall I praise Thee, My God and my 
King? Thanksgiving in Affliction. In C. U. in G, 
Britain and America. 

2. Uiten the clouds of deepest woe. Affliction leading 
to Glory. From her Poetical Catechism, 1821, p. 25. 
In Kennedy, 1463, it begins ‘* Full oft the clouds of 
deepest woe.” (J. J.J 

_ Wilson, Jane, known as Sister Beatrice, 
the Mother Superior of the Sisterhood of St. 
Thomas the Murtyr, Oxford, was the daughter 
of a clergyman, and d. in 1872 aged 36 years. 
She pub. Legenda Monastica, and other 
Poems (Oxford : Mowbray), which has passed 
through several editions. This work includes 
16 hymns, originally written for Hymns used 
at Church of S. Thomas the Martyr, 
Ozford, edited by the Vicar, the Rev. T. 
Chamberlain, 1861; enlarged ed., 1870, as 
follows :— 

1, A Fast before a Feast. Shrove Tuesday. 
= A virgin heart she brought to Christ. St. Fride- 
1de. 

3. Again our Lent has come to us. Lent, 
4. At eventide was light. Avening. 

‘ oe she comes, in silence. 

6. Calm the saint's slumber. St, Peter ad Vincula; 
or, Lammas Day. 
‘ '. — thoughts were in her breast. Visitation of 

~. Llove the courts of Jesus, Love for the House of 

Conception of 

9. Jesu, ever present With Thy Church below. Holy 
Communion, 

St. George. 10. Loud in exultation, 
11. Love and death have wrestled fiercely. St. Mary 

Magdalene. 
12, "Midst the bitter waters Moses. The Holy Cross. 
13, ‘The Church and world for once. SS. Philip and 

James. 
14. 'Tis good, O Jesu, that alone with Thee. Advent. 
15. We hail renowned Alban. St. Alban. 
16. We cry to Thee, O Jesu. Evening. (J. J.J 

Wilt Thou forgive that sin when I 
began. John Donne. [Lent.] Concerning 
this lyymn, to which special reterence is made 
in the article on Early English Hymnody, 
Izaak Walton says, in his Life of Donne, after 
quoting the hymn in detail :— 

** T have the rather mentioned this hymn for that he 
caused it to be set to a most grave and solemn tune, and 
to be often sung to the orgun by the Choristers of 
St. Paul's (Cathedral) Church in bis own hearing, mp 2 
elally at the evening service, and at bis return from his 
customary devotions in that place, did occasionally say 
to a friend, ‘the words of this hymn have restored to me 
the same thoughts of joy that possessed my soul in my 
sickness, when I composed it. And, O the power of 
Church-music! that harmony added to this bymn bas 
raised the affections of my heart, and quickened my 
grace of zeal and gratitude; and | observe that I always 
return from paying this public duty of prayer and praise 
with an unexpressible tranquillity of mind, and 4 
willingness to leave the world.’"— Walton's Lives, 1670. 

” 
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The special sickness during which this|p. 248, in é 
hymn was com fell upon the author | My soul is 
during the earlier part of his life. It was | Freylinghaus 
sung at St. Paul’s Cathedral, at intervals from | L. s., 1851 
1621 to 1631, when Donne died. It was pub- | patient wait 
lished subsequently in Donne’s Poems in 1633;| Yea, my 
again in 1635, and in later editions, and is | Miss Winks 
usually entitled, “A THymn to God the | 1855, p. 19 
Father.” Orig. text in Walton’s Lives, 1670 | No. 138, i 
(1850, pp. 53-4). (English Hymnody, Easly, | Thy heart : 
§ vi1.] {J.J.] | is No. 419 

Winchester, Caleb Thomas, ™.a., was mgmt 
b. in 1847. He is Professor of Rhetoric and| 4 9 gu, 
English Literature in the Wesleyan Uni- | ginpjicity, 
versity, Middletown, Connecticut. His hymn, | x, 642), 
“The Lord our God alone is strong” (Dedi- | jausen, 17 
cation of a Science Hall), was written for the | 435) No. 

ning of the Orange Judd Hall of Natural | 4.‘ gy 
ience, Wesleyan University, Middletown. ting st. ii 

It was included in the Meth. Episco, Hymnal, | 77 “pi. 1 
1878 (Nutter’s Hymn Studies, 1884). (J. J.J ‘ 2. 0 dbl 

Winckler, Johann Joseph, s. of Gott- | of st}. 
fried Winckler, town clerk of Lucka, Sachse- | 8% No. 4 
Altenburg, was b. at Lucka, Dec. 23, 1670. 
He became a student of Theology at the Uni- 
versity of Leipzig, during the time when A. 
H. Francke and J. ©. Schade were holding 
their Bible readings, and his sympathies 
henceforth were with the Pietistic movement. 
In 1692 he was appointed preacher to the St. 
George’s Hospital at Magdeburg, and after- | sages ot 
noon preacher at St. Peter’s Church there. | Ist pul 
He became chaplain to the Prince Christian | Johann 
Ludwig regiment in 1695, and went with it | Berlin. 
to Holland and Italy. After the Peace of | xiii. 2 
Ryswijk (Oct. 30, 1697) he made a tour in | **11. ¢ 
Holland and England. Returning to Magde- 1. 8 
burg, he was appointed, in 1698, diaconus of | & goo 
the Cathedral, and in 1703 also inspector of | by Mi 
the so-called Holzkreis. Finally, in 1714, | 1855, 
he became chief preacher at the Cathedral, | 1865: 
and in 1716, also Consistorialrath: He d. at | Rugb 
Magdeburg, Aug. 11, 1722 (Wetzel, iii. 437; 
esha Nicene: Nachricht to Freyling- 
hausen, p. 53; Koch, iv. 383; Blatter fiir | Miss 
Hymnologie, 1888, p. 170, &c.). verst 

Winckler was a man who had the conrage of his | 1862 
opinions, and his hymn No. iv. below is a picture of the | AZ. 2 
stand he was willing to make when conscience bade him. 3. 
Not that he was fond of controversy, but rather the re- 
verse. Twice however he raised considerable feeling 
against himself in Magdeburg, first by the position he | No. 
took up against theatre going, and afterwards by his well- 

iii, Ri 
Warfare 

included 
23 st. of 
No. 336 
as a hy 

meant attempts tu bring about a closer union between the by 
Lutheran and Reformed churches in Prussia. But the 1 
Sc arg he encountered he bore patiently, and in the P- 
spirit of his hymn No, i. below. His hymus, some 27 i 
in all, ap mostly in the Appz. to the 2nd ed., 1703, | Aad 
of H. G. Neuss's Heb-Opfer (p. 798, ii.), in Porst’s G. B., agt 
Berlin, 1708,* and in Freylinghausen’s Neues geistreiches s 
G. B, 1714. They rank among the better productions . 
of the earlier Pietistic writers, and are distinguished by | of 
firm faith, earnestness, and picturesqueness; but are | 54 
somewhat lengthy and frequently in unusual metres. 

Those of Winckler’s hymns which have 
passed into Engltsh are :— or 

i, Meine Seele senket sich. fesignation. 1st | x- 
pub. in the 1703 ed. of Neuss’s Heb-Opfer, | 

* Dr. J. F. Bachmann in his Zur Geschichte der Ber- 
liner Gesangbiicher, 1856, was only able to describe the 
3rd ed. of 1713. The present writer hasexamined the 
2nd ed. of 1711 (.Neu-vermehrtes geistreiches G. B.). 
The references to the Ist ed. of 1708 are from the mark- 
ings by Professor Mittzell, in a copy of the 1556 pre- 
sented to him by Dr. Bachmann, and now in the posses-~ 
sion of the present writer. Pb a oe th 

Ss 
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Bk., 1857, and abridged in Mercer’s Oxford ed., 
1864 ; Spurgeon’s 0. UO. H. Bk., 1866, and others. 
It is also found in the following forms ;— 

(1) Awed a mortal’s frown, shall I (Wesley's 
st. ti.). In W. Carus Wilson’s Gen. Psal., 1842. 

(2) Saviour of ing eye (Wesley's men, Thy searching 
st. vi.). In J. A. Latrobe's Ps, & Hys., 1841, and vari- 
ous American collections, 

(3) Our Lives, our Blood, we here present (Wesley's 
st. ix. alt.). In M. Madan’s Ps. & Hys., 1760. 

(J. M.) 

Winkler, Edwin Theodore, pv.v., was 
b. in Savannah, Nov. 13, 1823, and educated 
at Brown University. He entered the Baptist 
ministry in 1846, and subsequently filled 
several important literary and other appoint- 
ments in addition to his pastorates. He d. at 
Marion, Alabama, Nov. 10, 1883. He com- 
piled The Sacred Lute, a Collection of popular 
FTymns, 1855 (enlarged ed., 1860), to which he 
contributed 8 hymns, the first lines of which 
are given in Burrage. (Burrage’s Baptist H. 
Writers, 1888, p. 416.) Some of these have 
passed into ee American collections, in- 
cluding “Our land with mercies crowned.” 
(National Hymn.) (J. J.J 

Winkworth, Catherine, daughter of 
Henry Winkworth, of Alderley Edge, Cheshire, 
was b. in London, Sep. 13,1829. Most of her 
early life was spent in the neighbourhood of 
Manchester. Subsequently she removed with 
the family to Clifton, near Bristol. She d. 
suddenly of heart disease, at Monnetier, in 
Savoy, in July, 1878. Miss Winkworth pub.:— 

Trs. from the German of the Life of Pastor Fliedner, 
the Founder of the Sisterhood of Protestant Deaconesses 
at Kaiserworth, 1861; and of the Life of Amelia Sieve- 
king, 1863. 

Her sympathy with practical efforts for the 
benefit of women, and with a pure devotional 
life, as seen in these trs., received from her 
the most practical illustration ible in the 
deep and active interest Sich ake took in 
educational work in connection with the 
Clifton Association for the Higher Education 
of Women, and kindred societies there and 
elsewhere. Our interest, however, is mainly 
centred in her hymnological work as embodied 
in her :— 

(1) Lyra Germanica, Ist Ser.. 1855. (2) Lyra Ger- 
manica, 2nd Ser., 1858. (3) The Chorale Book for 
on (containing trs, from: the German, together 
with music), 1863; and (4) her charming biographical 
work, the Christian Singers of Germany, 1869. 

In a sympathetic article on Miss Wink- 
worth in the Jneui of July 20, 1878, Dr. 
Martineau Bays et : , . 

id bd The translations contained in these volumes are in- 
variably faithful, and for the most part both terse and 
delicate; and an admirable art isa P ied to the manage- 
ment of complex and difficult versification They have 
not quite the fire of John Wesley's versions of Moravian 
hymns, or the wonderful fusion and reproduction of 
thought which may be found in Coleridge. But if less 

ng they are more con+cientious than either, and 
attainaresult ag ical as severe exactitude admits, 
being only a little short of * native music.’ ” 
_Dr. Percival, then Principal of Clifton 

College, also wrote concerning her (in the 
Bristol Times and Mirror), in July, 1878 :— 
aa Was a person of remarkable intellectual and 

ae ee and very unusual attainments; but what 
- ly distinguished her was her combination of rare 
ability and great knowledge with a certain tender and 
qyuratintic Tefinement which constitutes the special 
€ - gh the true womanly character.” 
= ; Martineau (a8 above) says her religious life afforded 

« ™ppy example of the piety which the Church of 
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England discipline may implant..... The fast hold 
she retained of her discipleship of Christ was no ex- 
ample of ‘feminine simplicity,’ carrying on the childish 
mind into maturer years, but the clear allegiance of a 
firm mind, familiar with the pretensions of non-Christian 
schools, well able to test them, and undiverted by them 
from her first love.” 

Miss Winkworth, although not the earliest 
of modern translators from the German into 
English, is certainly the foremost in rank and 
popularity, Her translations are the most 
widely used of any from that language, and 
have had more to do with the modern revival 
of the English use of German hymns than 
the versions of any other writer. {J J.J 

Winter reigneth o’er the land. Bp. 
W. W. How. ( Winter.) Written for and first 
ub. in the 8. P.C.K. Church Hymns, 1871, 
vo. 64, and from thence has passed into 
numerous collections. In a few hvmn-books, 
including Sir Josiah Mason's Birmingham 
Orphanage Hymnal, st. iii.-vi. are given asa 
hymn, ‘*Sunny days are past and gone,” but 
this mutilated text is not popular. [J. J.J 

Wir glauben all an einen Gott, 
Schépfer Himmels und der Erden. 
M. Luther. [Nicene Creed.) This very free 
setting of the Nicene Creed was Ist pub. in 
the Geystliche gesangk Buchleyn, Wittenberg, 
1524, in 3 st. of 10 1., and thence in Wacker- 
nagel, iii. p. 16. Also in Schircks’s ed. of 
Luther’s Geistliche Lieder, 1854, As 55; the 
Une. L. 8., 1851, No. 253, &c. Daring the 
Reformation period it was generally sung 
after the Sermon. Luther included it among 
the Christliche Geseng . . . zum Begrebnis, 1542. 
It had been used at the funeral of the Elector 
Friedrich the Wise of Saxony, on May 9, 
1525, and was often in later times sung before 
funeral sermons. Tr. as :— 

1, We all one only God believe. By A. T. 
Russell, for his Ps. ¢ Hys., 1851, No. 15. 

2. We all believe in One true God, Maker of the 
earth and heaven, Who hath. By R. Massie, in 
his Martin Luther’s Spir. Songs, 1854, p. 59, 
Repeated in the Ohio Luth. Hyl., 1880. 

3. We all believe in One true God, Maker of the 
earth and heaven; The Father. By Miss Wink- 
worth, in her C. B. for England, 1863, Appz., 
No. vi. Repeated, recast, by Dr. Bacon, in his 
Hys. of Martin Luther, 1884, p, 47. 

Other trs. are :— 
(1) “ We believe all upon one God.” B 

dale, 1539 ( Remains, 1846, p. 546). 
God allanerlie.” In the Gude and Godlie Rallates, ed. 
1568, folio 6, (1868, p. 9). (3) ‘“* Relieve we alt in our 
Lord God,” as No, 185 in part |. of the Moravian H. Bk., 
1754. (4) ‘In One God we all believe.” By Miss at 
1845, p. 50. (5) “* We believe in Gol the Father."" By 
J. Anderson, 1846, p. 57 (1847, p. 72). (6) ** We all 
believe in God Most High.” By Dr. J. Hunt, 1853, 
p. 86. (7) “In One true God we all believe.” By Dr. 
G. Macdonald, in the Sunday Magazine, 1867, p. 571. 
Repeated, altered, in his Bzotics, 1876, p. 89. (J. M.) 

Wir legen, Herr! in deinem Namen. 
[Laying the Foundation Stone of a Church.) 
neluded as No. 140 in the Ohio G. B., 1870, 

in 4 st. of 6 1. entitled, “ For the Festival of 
the Corner Stone laying.” No author's name 
is given. Tr. as:—“In Thy dear name and 
by Thy favour.” in full by C. H. L. Schnette. as 
No. 126 in the Ohio Luth. Hyl , 1880. [J. M.J 

Wir singen dir Immanuel. P. (Ger- 
hardt. (Christmas.) Included in the Berlin 

iy Bp. Cover- 
(2) “* We trow in 
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ed. of 1653 of Criiger’s Praxis, No. 100, in| Church of 
16 at. of 41. In Ebeling’s ed. of Gerhardt’s | lady's Ps. 
Geistliche Andachten, Fiinffte Datzet, 1667, | alterations 
No. 52, four st. were added as iv., viii. ix., | sources of 
xvii. The complete text in 20 st. is in Wack- | ateth, 183: 
ernagel’s ed. of Gerhardt’s Geistl. Lieder, No. | with man 
10; Bachmann's «d., No. 42, and the Unv. L.8., | forma of 
1851, No. 58. It is a beautiful Lymn of praise | number at 
to Emmanuel, the longed for by the Fathers | siderably. 
and the Prophets. Jr as .— edition ot 

1. Emmanuel, we sing Thy praise. This tr. of Harland’: 
st. i-iii., vi-vii., xviii-xx., appeared in the | “ With jo 
British Magazine, January, 1838, p. 35. Re- | Down an 
peated, omitting the tr. of st. xix., and begin- contem ple 
ning, “Emmanuel, Thy Name we sing,” in Aen- Anothi 
ned ;, 1863. the 1745 

2. Immanuel, we sing to Thee. A fr. of st. i- and Par 
iii., v., by A. T. Russell, as No. 12 in the Dalston | the Lord 
Hospital H. Bk., 1848. posed of 

3, Immanuel, to Thee we sing, Of life, &e, A | St. |.-Iv. 
tr. of st. i.-iii., vi., xx., based on the earlier ver- In the 

sions, as No. 35 in J. F. Thrupp’s Ps. § Hys., | Slightly 
1853. Son of ( 

4. Thee, 0 Immanuel, we praise. A good tr, of | Tewritte' 
st. i.-iii., v.-vii., xviii.-xx., by Miss Winkworth, | have be 
in her Lyra Ger., 1st Ser., 1855, p. 28. In her | text wai 
Qnd ed., 1856, p. 24, she added a tr. of st. ix., | Tra. an 
and thus in her C. B. for England, 1863, No. 35, | Vill. Tev 
Repeated, abridged, in the Hyl. for St. John’s, daught 
Abe deen, 1870, and Flett’s Coll, Paisley, 1871; | alterati 
and, beginning, “ With all Thy saints, Thee, Lord, E. Lee 
we sing” (st. ii.), in Boardman’s Se/., Philadel- reduces 
phia, 1861. human 

5, We sing to Thee, Emmanuel, The Prince, &o, ager F ba Wil 
A good tr. of st. i-iii., v.-vii., xviii-xx., by begaz 
Miss Cox, contributed to Lyra Messianica, 1864, | 5. the 
p- 55, and in her own Hys. from Ger., 1864, | Qgtech 
p- 35. In Schaffs Christ in Song, 1869, p. 56, on th: 
it is in full, and in Jellicoe’s Cull., 1867, omitting | « And 
the tr. of st. v. In the Amer. Bapt. Hy. § Tune | pentos 
Bk., 1871, it begins, “ All glory, worship, thanks that 1 
and praise” (st. ii., 1i1., xix., xx.). ma), ‘ 

6. We sing to Thee, Immanuel! Thou Prince of Thee 
Life. A tr. of st.i., 1i., xix., xx., signed “ F. C, of me 
C.,” as No. 26 in Dr Pagenstecher’s -Coll., 1864, now | 

Other trs. are: (1) “‘We sing to Thee, Immanuel, 
Thou Prince of Life,” &c., as No, 109, in pt. iii., 1748, of ww 
the Moravian H. Bk. (1154, Es i., No. 436). (2) “*Im- |] J Fy 
manuel, to Thee we sing, Thou Prince,” &., by L. E. a 
Schlecht, in the Moravian H. Bk., 1189, No. 45 (1886, | 80d 
No, 45). (3) “Immanuel! Thy preise we sing,”’ by | 1869 
Miss Fry, 1359, p. 163, (4) To . Immanuel, we | “ Ka 
sing, The Prince,” &c., by Miss Manington, 1864, p. 36. Chri 
(5) * Immanuel! to Thee we sing, The Fount,” by J. : 
Kelly, 1867, p. 37. (J. M.} Dal 

ve Wisdome, Robert. [01d Version § ix. 5.] el 
Witb heart, and soul, with mind, | tex! 

and might. J. Montgomery.: [Sunday Schools. Printed on a broadsheet for use at | 77” 
@ gathering of Sunday schools on Whit Mon- 
day, 1851, and included in Montgomery’s rd 
Original Hymns, 1853, in 6 st. of 41. (J J.) | Or" 
With joy we meditate the grace. | 17! 

I. Watts. (Our High Priest.) Pub. in his | an 
Hys. and Spiritual Songs, 1709, Bk. i., No. 125, | th: 
in 6 st. of 4 1. J. Wesley included it with | ii. 
the omission of st. iii. in his Charlestown Ps. 
& Hys., 1736-7, and again in the Ps. d& H 8.5 
1743, From the latter it passed intoG. White- | in 
ficld’s Coll. of Hys., 1752. M. Madan’s Ps. & | of 
Hys., 1760, and others. This text, with slight | er 
alterations, was given in the Wes. H. Bk., | C 
1875. Another text, found mostly in the | st 
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Presb. Ps. & Hys., 1867, and slightly altered, 
and omitting st. iii, iv., vii, in Miss Jane E 

Lee:on’s Paraphs. & Hys. for Congregational 
Singing, 1853, as pt. i. of No. 64. In the 
American Sabbath H. Bk., 1858, No. 505, and 

Martineau’s Hymns, 1873, No. 122, beginning 

with st. v. altered, “Come unto me, all ye who 
anourn.” (J. M.} 

With thankful hearts our songs we 
raise. [Holy Baptism.) This hymn is No. 

278, in the 4th ed., 1832, of J. Bickersteth’s 

Ps. & Hymns, in 4 st, of 41. In common with 

- all the hymus in the collection, it is unsigned, 

and there is nothing to determine its author- 
ship. It is sometimes attributed to “ Bicker- 

steth,” but for this ascription we know of no 

authority whatever. It is in somewhat ex- 

tensive use in America. (J. J.) 

With Thee, Lord, will I walk by 

day. T. Davis. (Morning.) 1st pub. in his 

Devotional Verse for a Month, 1855, in 4 st. of 

4 1., and based upon the words “ When I 

awake I am atill with Thee,” Ps. cxxxix. 18. 

In 1858 it was included, unaltered, in the 

Bap. Ps. & Hys., No. 911, and continued in 

later editions. When given in the author's 
Family Hymnal, 1860, and Hymns Old and 
New, 1864, at. iv. 1. 3, “give” was changed to 
grant. This rendering was repeated in his 
Annus Sanctus, 1877, p. 246, as the authorized 

text. (J. J.) 

With years oppressed, with sorrow 
worn. Sir R. Grant. (Ps. lexi.) Pub. in 
his posthumous Sacred Poems, 1839, p. 31, in 

5 st of 6). It is in C. U. in its full or abbre- 

viated form, and also as “ Thy war heard 
my infant prayer” (st. ii.). (J. J.) 

Wither, George, or Wyther—spelled in 
both ways by himself, the first usually, the 
gecond occasionally, e.g. in Prince Henrie’s 
Obsequies (1612), and erroneously Withers, 
wast. on June llth, 1588, at Bentworth, 
near Alton, Hampshire. He was the only 
son of George Wither, of Bentworth. His 
early education was at the Grammar School 
of Colemore or Colemere, under its celebrated 
master, John Greaves. After thorough train- 
ing and discipline here he was entered in 1604 
at Magdalen College, Oxford. His tutor was 
John Warner, subsequently p.p. and Bishop 
of Rochester. He had only been three years 
at the University when malicious and ignorant 
persons persuaded his futher that more learn- 
ing was not required. And #0, as he modestly 
tells us in his Abusea Stript and Whipt (1613), 
he was withdrawn “ without taking any de- 
gree,” being now destined, as he moderately 
puts it, “for the plough,”’ that is, for rustic 
employment on che paternal estate. This 
proved utterly uncongenial. He is found next 
at one of the Inns of Chancery, afterwards 
at Lincoln’s Inn, and intimate with William 
Browne, the poet, of Britannia’s Pastorals. 
His title-pages from 1617 to 1620 self-describe 
him as “Gentleman,” and as “of the Societie 
of Lincoln’s Inne” (Fidelia (1617), and Ist 
Psalme (1620), and Workes (1620)). But 
Anthony a-Wood informs us :— 
«still his geng after things more smooth and delightful, 
he did at length make himself known to the world (after 
he had taken several rambles therein) by certain speci- 
mens of poetry, which being dispersed in several hands, | 

he became shortly after a public author and most 
admired by some in that age for his quick advancement 
in that faculty ” (Athens, Oxon, 6. D.), 

How uncritical was this miserable criticiam, 
will be understood when it is recalled that 
amongst these “certain specimens” was the 
Shepherds Hunting under the first form of 
“ A new song of a young man’s opinion of the 
difference between good and bad women” 
(Tepysian, ad Percy MS.), Prince Henrie’s 
Obsequies (1612), Epithalamia (1612), and his 
stinging and patriotically outspoken Abuses 
Stript and Whipt. The last drew down upon 
him the wrath of the monarch (James 1.) and 
nobles, and cast him prisoner into the Mur- 
shalsea. Four large editions within a year, 
and numerous others up to 1622 and continu- 
ously onward (exclusive of the reproductions 
in his Workes) was the answer of the People 
to the Upper Ten. While in prison he wrote 
some of the most delicious of his verse. He 
likewise composed A Satyre to the King (1615). 
The wisest fool in Christendom was shrewd 
enough to perceive that it would be safer to 
make such a subject a friend than an enemy. 
He had deftly signed the dedication to the 
king “ his Majesty’s most loyall Subiect. and 
et Prisoner in the Marshalsey.” It procured 
ies his release. From this time onward he 
was perpetually printing something, now in 
verse «nd now in prose, until the ag te 
exceeded a hundred of books and pamphlets. 
There are several fairly accurate enumerutions 
of them, e.g. British Bibliographer, i. 174-205, 
805-32. 417-40; ii. 17-32, 378-91 ; Sir Egerton 
rv bral phy (1807 ~~ Restituta ; Hazlitt’s 

ibli y (1867). e Spenser Society re- 
printed © Jarge portion of a Works in aia 
and verse; but there was really no editing 
and no annotation. His successive books 
are the main facts of Wither’s life; yet was 
he an active member of the nation. Spite 
of his hard usage and imprisonments, he was 
loyal as any cavalier. When Charles 1. pro- 
ceeded to declare and carry war into his native 
Scotland against the Covenanters in 1639, 
George Wither served his Majesty as a captain 
of horse and quarter-master of his regiment 
under the Earl of Arundel. How sorrowful 
the wrong-headedness of the king who com- / 

lied such a true man as Wither to forsake’ 
1im and prefer the kingdom to the king, as 
many others who with pathetic reluctance 
became Roundheads! In 1641-2 he sold his 
hereditary estates and raised a troop of horse 
for the Parliament, in whose army he was 
promoted to be major. On his colours he 
carried this motto, Pro Rege, Lege, -Grege. 
Having been taken prisoner by the Royalists, 
a good-humoured jest of Sir John Denham 
it is alleged saved his life, to wit, that “his 
Majesty really must not hang George Wither, 
for so long as he lives no one will account 

him [Sir John] the worst poet in England.” 
He was set free. Not long after he was 

constituted by the Long Parliament a Justice 
of Peace in quorum for Hampshire, Surrey 
and Essex. This he held for six yeurs, and 
afterwards was made by Cromwell Major- 
General of all the horse and foot in the 
County of Surrey. On the title-page of his 
Bin Ominis Vatum (1656) in the British 
Museum there is a contemporary ms. note, 
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‘lately male Master of the Statute Office.” 
At the Restoration he was shamefully dealt 
with, and by a vote of the Convention Parlia- 
ment, was committed to Newgate because of 
his Vox Vulgi—a noble piece of fiery and 
idiomatic English, and manly pleading for 
respect to popular rights and liberties. For 
his Prisoner's Plea humbly offered (1661) he 
was again imprisoned, this time in the Tower, 
He married (Aubrey informs us) Elizabeth, 
eldest daughter of H. Emerson of South 
Lanuk, who, he says, was “a great wit and 
could write in verse too,” and was of the 
same English Emersons from whom the great 
American Ralph Waldo Emerson descended. 
He had issue. He was at liberty when he 
died on 2nd May, 1667. Aubrey states that 
he wus buried within the east doorway of 
Savoy Church in tlie Strand, having apparent! 
lived near it, and either died in the chur 
or in his own house (the phrasing being 
ambiguous). 

This Dictionary is not a fitting place for 
any detailed criticism of the superabundant 
writings of Geo Wither. James Mont- 
gomery, in his admirable Lectures on Poets 
and Poetry, thus sums up his estimate of him 
and them :— 

“ There are scattered throughout his multifarious and 
very unequal elgg many passages of great 
beauty and excellence. He was avowedly a Christian 
poet. though he frequently lost bis Christian meekness 
n the heat of polemics; but his zeal carried with it 
every evidence of honesty ; and he was a sufferer almost 
to martyrdom, both for ei dys | and ‘his orthodoxy, 
in the troublous times in which he lived. That he was 
a poet can never be questioned by any reader who has 
taste and sensibility enough to understand and enjoy the 
exquisitely affecting confession of his obligatious to the 
Muse, That he was a Christian will be as little ques- 
tioned by those who are most extensivel acqu nted 
with the character of bis religious compositions” (s, n.). 

Archbishop Trench, in annotating a charm- 
i ga song entitled Vanished Blessings 
(* No voice which I did more esteem, Than 
music in her sweetest key,” &c.), thus anno- 
tates :— 

“TI have detached these two stanzas from a longer 
poem of which they constitute the only valuable por- 
tion [?}. George Wither (‘a most profuse pourer forth 
of English rhyme,’ Philips calls him) was indeed so — 

d 

cense infuse 

It is discr 

of whom 
of his life 
many, ve 

Spiritual 
their hyr 
reader W 
musical, 
Willmott 

intolerable a power in verse, so overlaid his good with 1. ¢ 
indifferent or bad, that one may easily forget how real | Amer 
a gift he possessed, and sometimes showed that he 2. 
possessed "(Household Book of English Poetry, 1865). eK 

Mrs. Masson says of him—“he is remem- | #. 
bered now-a-days as pre-eminently the Puritan | | 4: 
poet, whose irrepressible Muse made herself ss 
eard even amid the din of civil war” (Three T 

Centuries of English Poetry, p. 375). She | Tsai 
quotes his delightful “ Christmas” (“So now | 186 
is come our joyfullest part”), and “ Of N 
Poesy” (which Milton did not disdain to | 9, 
utilize), and his “Shall I, wasting in despair.”’ 
With reference to the “ irrepressible Muse ” of | Sc] 
Wither, it is a felicitous characterisation | Re 
however regarded, inasmuch as so “ irrepressi- | 18: 
ble” was he that he actually set up the types | Se 
and printed off at least one of his bulkier | M 
books. Wither’s contributions to hymnology | pc 
are to be found chiefly in the following :— 
“(a) Exercises Vpon the First Psalme..... ; (1620). ba 

At the close is a metrical paraphrase of Ecclesiastes xfi. | YW” 
1-8; (6) Paraphrase on the Creed and the Lord’s ' 
Prayer (in Workes 1620; separately 1688 and mis- n 
asserted to be now “ first printed’); (c) The Songs of the cle 
Gld Testament, Translated inta English Measures : e- pa 
serving the Naturall Phrase and genuine Sense the | on” 
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Woher kommt mir doch diese 
Zeit. [Cross and Consolation.] F. Hommel, 
in his Geistliche Volkslieder, ipzig, 1864, 
No, 147, prints this, in 4 st. of 4.1, from the 
Neue aufgerichtete Sing-Schul, a Roman Catho- 
lic collection which he describes as “ ap- 
rapa of the second half of the 17th cent,” 
t is tr. as “ Why is it that life is no longer 

sad?” By Miss Winkworth, in her Christian 
Singers of Germany, 1869, p. 255 (she quotes 
the first line as “ Woher denn kommt es zu 
dieser Zeit"). (J. M.)} 

Wohl dem, der in Gottes Furcht 
steht. M. Luther. (Ps.cxrzviii.) This ver- 
sion of Ps. cxxviii, was Ist pub, in Eyn 
Enchiridion, Erfurt, 1524, in 5st. of 41, and 
thence in Wackernagel, iii. p. 8. Also in 
Schircks’s ed. of Luther’s Geistliche Lieder, 
1854, p. 82, in the Unr. L, 8., 1851, &c. Being 
the description of a pious household it was 
often sung at weddings. Tr, as :— 

(1) ‘* Blessed are all that feare the Lord.” By Sp. 
Coverdale, 1539 (Remains, 1846, p. 573). He also gives 
a second version of Ps. cxxviii., 3 st. of 9 1, which 
contains many lines identical, but in form rather follows 
the version Peginning **Wohl dem, der den Herren 
frchtet,” which Wackernagel, iii., p. 553, gives, in 3 st. 
of 7 1, from the Ndrnberg Enchiridion of 1527. (2) 
** Blessit ar thay that sit in Goddis dreid,” In the Gude 
and Godlie Ballates, ed. 1568, folio 66 (ed. 1868, p. 113). 
3) “Blest man! who walks in wisdom’s way." By 

. Anderson, 1446, p. 51 (1847, p. 68). (4 ** Blest is 
the man who walks alway.” By Dr. J, Hunt, 1853, 
p. 81. (5) “ Happy the man who feareth God.” By &. 
Massie, 1x54, p. 51. Repeated by Dr. Bacon, in his 
HTys, of M. Luther, 1884. (6) “* Happy who in the fear 
of God.” By Dr. G. Macdonald, in the Sunday Maga- 
zine, 1867, In his Brotics, 1876, altered and begin- 
ning ‘‘ Happy who in God's fear doth stay.” (J. M.) 

Wolcott, Samuel, p.p., was b. at South 
Windsor, Connecticut, July 2, 1813, and 
educated at Yale College. 1833, and Andover 
Theological Seminary, 1837. From 1840 to 
1842 he was a missionary in Syria. On his 
return to America he was successively pastor 
of several Congregational congregations, in- 
cluding Belchestown, Massachusetts; Provi- 
dence, Rhode Island ; Chicago, &c. He was 
also for some time cottage of the Ohio 
Home Missionary Society. He d. at Long- 
meadow, Massachusetts, ‘eb. 24, 1886, His 
hymn-writing began late in life, but has ex- 
tended to more than 200 hymns, many of 
which are still in ws. Those of his hymns 
which have come into C. U. include :— 

1, All realms in ht shrouded. Missions. 
In the Uberlin Manual of Pratee, 1880. 

2. for the world we sing. Missions. Written 
Feb. 7, 1869. Its origin is thus recorded by the author: 
«The Young Men's Christian Associations of Obio 
met in one of our Churches, with their motto, in ever- 

n letters over the pulpit. * Christ for the World, and 
the World for Christ.’ This suggested the hymn 
*Christ for the world we sing.’” It was when on his 
way bome from that service that he composed the 
hymn. It is'in several American collections, including 
Laudes Domini, 1884, &e. 

8. Father, I own Thy voice. Trust and Aspiration, 
This, his first hymn, was written in 1864, more as an 
experiment in hymn-writing than anything else. It 
was pub. in the Rev, Darius E. Jones’s Songs for the 
New Life. Chicago, 1869. It has since passed into 
other collections. 

4. were thy tents, O Israel. Missions. 
Written May 31, 1881, and included in Laudes Domini, 
1884. 

5. Lo! the faith which crossed the ocean, Missions. 
In the Oberlin Manual of Praise, 1880. 

6.0 Redeemer! O Jesus our Lord. The 
Love of Jesus. Written in 1881. 

7. On the Works of His creation. God the Creator. 
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In the Ohio Evangelical Association's Hymn + ok- 
1881. 

8. Pitying Saviour, look with ing. Prayer for 
the Penitent, In the Ohio Evangelical * Association's 
Hymn Book, 1881. 

9. Tell me Whom my soul doth love. Opening 
Divine Service. A paraphrase of Cant. i. 8. Written 
Feb. 6, 1870. Included in Laudes Domini, N. Y., 
1884, 

10. To us have distant 
Dale's English H. Bk., 1874. 

11. This house, most Lord, is Thine. Opening 
of a Place of Worship. In Dale's English H. Bk., 1874. 

For most of the information given above we 
are indebted to Duffield’s English Hymns, 
N. Y., 1886. {J. J.J 

Wolfe, Aaron Robarts, was b. at Mend- 
ham, New Jersey, Sep. 6, 1821, and educated 
at Williams College, 1814; and tke Union 
Theological Seminary, New York, 1851. On 
April 9, 1851, he was licensed by the Third 
Presbytery of New York. For some time he 
had charge of a school for young ladies at 
Tallahassee, Florida; und in 1859 he esta- 
blished “ The Hillside Seminary for Young 
Ladies” at Montclair, New Jersey. In 1858 
he contributed 7 hymns under the signature 
“A. R. W.” to Hastings’s Church Melodies. 
These are :— 

1. A Parting hymn we sing. Close of Holy, Com- 
munion. 

2. ee in Thee, no work of mine. Complete ir 
Christ. ub. in the N. Y. Bra ist, 1850 or 51. 

3. Draw near,O Holy Dove, draw near. 

ages, Saints Days. In 

Holy Com- 
munion. 
_ How blest indeed are they. In the Likeness of 

Christ. 
6. My God, I thank Thee for the guide. Conscience, 
6. Mysterious influence divine. The Cross of Christ. 
7. Thou Maker of our mortal frame. Chief end of 

Man. 

The most popular of these hymns are Nos. 
1, 2, and 3. [F. M. B.] 

Wolff, Jakob Gabriel, Lu.p., s. of Jakob 
Wolff, sometime conrector at Greifswald, was 
b. at Greifswald in 1684. He matriculated, 
in 1702, at the University of Greifswald, as 
a student of law. In 1705 went to Halle, 
where he graduated LuL.p. In 1716 he was 
appointed extraordinary, and in 1724, ordinary 
professor of law at Halle, and afterwards re- 
ceived the title-of Hofrath. He resigned his 
professorship in 1744, and d. at Halle. Aug. 6, 
1754 (Koch, iv. 375; Bode, p. 174; the Gris- 
chow-Kirchner Kurzgefasste Nachricht, Halle, 
1771, p. 54, &c.). 

Wolff's hymns*were mostly written early in life, prin- 
cipally during his student years at Halle. He was in 
thorough sympathy with the characteristic teachings of 
the Halle Pictists, ond his hymns share in their excel- 
lences and defects. Some of them are of considerable 
merit, elegant in style, earnest and glowing in devotion, 
and have attained considerable popularity in Germany. 
Nineteen were contributed to Freylinghausen’s Neues 
geistreiches G. B., 17145 and these, with nine others, 
were included in his autograph Ms. (see No. iv. below). 

Those of Wolff's hymns which haye passed 
into English are :— 

i, Es ist gewiss cin késtlich Ding. Patience. 1st 
ub, 1714 as above, No. 481, in 6 st. of 71. In the 
annover G, B,, 1740, No. 653, with a new st, as st. vil. 

Tr. a8 ** It is, indeed, a precious thing,” by afiss Man- 
ington, 1863, p. 59. 

0 wie ist die Beel, Love to Christ. 
1714 as above, No, 418, in 12 st. of 41. In the Berlin 
G. L. S., ed, 1863, No. 1257. The trs. are: (1) ‘*O how 
happy is the soul.” As No. 688 in pt. i. of the Mora- 
vian H, Bk., 1754. (2) “O those souls are highly blest.”” 
As No. 294 in the Moravian H. Bk., 1789. = the 1803 
and later eds, (1886, No. 390) it begins ** Bleat are they, 
supremely blest.” 

let pub. 
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iii, Seele, was ermiidst du dich. Heavenly Minded- 

ness. 1st pub. 1714 a8 above, No. 401, in 12 st. of 6L, 
ll. 5, 6 of each st. being the popular refrain, 

« Suche Jesum und sein Licht ; 
Alles andre hilft dir nicht.” 

In the Unv. L. S., 1851, No 338. Tr. as ‘*O soul, why 
dost thou weary,” by Afiss Warner, 1869, p. 14. 

iv. Wohl dem der sich mit Fleiss bemiihet. Christian 
Warfare, On True and False Christianity. This h 
is ascribed to Wolff, by Count Christian Ernst of Stol- 
berg Wernigerode (d. 1771, see p. 606, ii.), and by Auch, 
iv., 570. In the Nachricht as above, p. 54, it is given 
under Wolff's name; but Airchner s that it was not 
to be found in the autograph ms. of Wolff hymns 
which he had bought at Wolff's sale in 1755. It ee 
in the Berlin G. &., 1711, No. $25, in 11 st. of 6 1., and 
was repeated (reading ‘‘ mit Arnst’") as No. 235 in Frey- 
linghausen, 1714 as above, In the Berlin @. L. S., ed. 
1863, No. 646. The tr. in C. U. is: “O well for him 
who all things braves.” This is a good and full fr. by 
Miss Winkworth, in her Lyra Ger., |st Ser, 1855, p. 167, 
Her st. li.-iv., x. xi., beginning, “ Who follows C 
whate’er betide,” are included in the Rugby School H. 1853: 
Bk., 1816, No. 309. [J. M.] ri - 

a) 

Woodd, Basil, m.a., was born at Richmond | fhe S; 
in Surrey, Aug. 5, 1760. The influences of | Engh 
his home and of his widowed mother were | joine 
most salutary, and produced the best results. | in ed 
As a boy he studied under the Rev. T. Clar (enla 
of Chesham Bois, and at seventeen he ente ginal 
Trinity College, Oxford. Taking Holy Orders | contr 
in 1783, he was chosen lecturer of St. Peter’s 

bridge, 
ime 

e Wal 

Master 
Curate 
in tha 
Saviou 
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Cornhill, in 1784; morning preacher at Ben- : i 
tinck Chapel, Marylebone in 1785, and Rector | 3. ( 
of Drayton Beauchamp, Buckinghamshire, in| * 
1808. Bentinck Chapel being a proprietary | By 
en he purchased the Ivase in 1793, and | thei 
beld the Incumbency, together with the | Auth 
Rectory of Drayton, from 1808 to his death | pop 
on April 12, 1831. He took a deep interest | ador 
in the great religious societies, and in the Vv 
anti-slavery movement. His prose works were 
not numerous or important. Mie is associated 16. 
with hymnody through the publication of the . 
following :— 

(1.) The Psalms of David... .. Adapted to the 
Services of the Church of England, &c., 1794. 2nd ed, 
1400. (2.) The Psalms of David and other portions of 
the Scriptures arranged according to the Order | hyr 
af the Churchof England, for every Sunday in the Year, nin 
&c., London: Printed and sold by Watts and Bridge- ‘ 
water, N.p. circa 1810-20. The Preface is signed | S18t 
“B.W." (3.) 4 New Metrical Version of the Psalms | fly- 
af David; with an Appendiz of ‘select Psalms and | gas 
Hymns, adapted to the service of the United Church 
England and Irdand.... By the Kev. Basil We 
™.a., &c., London: Printed and sold by E. Bridgwater, 
1521, Dedicated to the Bp. of Durham. A portion of 
the preface of No. 2 was repeated ; but the preface as a 
whole, was more historical than the . With 
the exception of 4 hymns, and 4 doxvlogies at the end, 
this collection is a repriut of No. 2, with a new title- 
page, a dedication, and an enlarged preface. 

Very few of Basil Woodd’s hymns and | tic 
rape of the psalms are now in C. U. | Hi 
he best known is “ Hail, Thou Source of | ap 

every blessing” (p. 480, i.). The rest in- | Pi 
clude :— 

1. Blest be Jehovah, mighty Lord. Ps. czliv. 1794. 
2. Holy Ghost inspire our praises. Whitsuntide. | to 

circa 1810-20. 
3. In Thee, O Lord, I trust, My hope is in Thy Name. N 

Ps. cari. 1794. 
4. Lord of glory and salvation. Praise. circa 1810- | ge 

A short Memoir of the Rev. Basil Woodd, 
M.A. By the Rev. S.C. Wilks, M_A., was pub. 
by Hatchard & Son, London, 1881. [J. J.] ss 
Woodford, James Russell, p.p., was | 7 

b. April 30, 1820, and educated at Merchant | h 
Taylors School, and Pembroke College, Cam- | in 

20 

K 
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his annotated ed. of H. A. & M., 1867, has 
drawn attention to the similarity between this 
hymn and a Sequence of the 11th cent., “ Ver- 
bum Dei, Deo natum,” which, according to 
Mr. Keble, “ probably suggested some of his 
ideas.” It has also a trace of Adam of St. 
Victor's “ Verbi vere substantivi.” In his an- 
notated ed. of H. A. & M., 1867, Mr. Biggs 
has rendered Keble’s hymn into Latin as, 
** Verbum Dei, Increatum.” (J. J.] 

Wordsworth, Christopher, v.p., was 
b. at Lumbeth (of which parish his father was 
then the rector), Oct. 30, 1807, and was the 
youngest son of Christopher Wordsworth, after- 
wards Master of ‘Trinity College, Cam'ridge, 
and Priscilla (née Lloyd) his wife. He was 
educated at Winchester, where he dis- 
tinguished himself both as a scholar and as an 
athlete. In 1826 he matriculated at Trinity 
College, Cambridge, where his career was an 
extraordinarily brilliant one. He swept off an 
unprecedented number of College and Uni- 
versity prizes, and in 1830 graduated as Senior 
Classic in the Classical Tripos, and [4th 
Senior Optime in the Mathematical, won the 
First Chancellor’s Medal for classical studies, 
and was elected Fellow of Trinity. He was 
engaged as classical lecturer in college for 
some time, and in 1836 was chosen Public 
Orator for the University. In the same year 
he was elected Head Master of Harrow School, 
and in 1838 he married Susan Hatley Freere. 
During his head-mastership the numbers at 
Harrow fell off, but he began a great moral 
reform in the school, and many of his pupils 
regarded him with enthusiastic admiration. 
In 1844 he was appointed by Sir Kobert Peel 
to a Canonry at Westminster; and in 1848-49 
he was Hulsean lecturer at Cambridge. In 
1850 he took the small chapter living of 
Stanford-in-the-Vale cum Goosey, in Berk- 
shire, and forthe next nineteen years he 
bis time as an exemplary parish priest in this 
retired spot, with the exception of his four 
montlis’ statutable residence each year at West- 
minster. In 1869 he was elevated to the 
bishopric of Lincoln, which he held for more 
than fifteen years, resigning it a few months 
before his death, which took place on March 
20th, 1885. As bearing upon his poetical 
character, it may be noted that he was the 
néphew of the poet-laureate, William Words- 
worth, whom he constantly visited at Rydal 
up to the time of the poet’s death in 1850, and 
with whom he kept up a regular and lengthy 
correspondence. Christopher Wordsworth was 
& very voluminous writer, bis principal works 
being — 

(1) Athens and Attica, 1836 ; (2) Pompei 
tions, 1837; (3) Greece Pictorial sou Deteriptton: 1858 
(4) Xing Edward vith's Latin Grammar, 1841; 5) 
Bentley's ae a enaence, 1842; (6) Theophilus ABO, 
canus, 1843; ( 2. Wr * 

1851; (8) & icy Memes OF William Wordsworth, Hippolytus, 1853 ; (9) Notes at Paris, 1854; ent A Commentary on the Bible, 1856-1870; (11) The Holy Year, 1862; (12) Church History, 1881- 
1883; Many volumes of Sermons, and an enormous amount of Pamphlets, Addresses, Letters, Speeches, on 
almost every subject in which the interesta of the burch were concerned, and also on subjects connected with classical literature. 
Of his many works, however, the only one 

which claims notice from the hymnologist’s 
pont of view is The Holy Year, which con- 
tains hymneg, not only for every season of the 
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Church’s year, but also for every phase of that 
season, as indicated in the Book of Common 
Prayer. Dr. Wordsworth, like the Wesleys, 
looked upon hymns as @ valuable means of 
stamping permanently upon the memory the 
ary doctrines of the Christian Church. He 
eld it to be “the first duty of a hymn-writer 

to teach sound doctrine, and thus to save 
souls.” He thought that the materials for 
English) Church hymns should be sought (1) 
in the Holy Scriptures, (2) in the writings of 
Christian Antiquity, and (3) in the Poetry of 
the Ancient Church. Hence he imposed upon 
himself the strictest limitations in his own 
compositions. He did not select a subject 
which seemed to Fim most adapted for poetical 
treatment, but felt himself bound to treat im- 

rtially every subject, and branch of a sub- 
ject, that is brought before us in the Church’s 
services, whether df a poetical nature or not. 
The natural result is that his hynns are of 
very unequal merit; whether his subject in- 
spired him with poetical thoughts or not, he 
was bound to deal with it; hence while some 
of his hymns (such as * Hark! the sound of 
holy vaices,” &c., “See the Conqueror mounts 
in triumph,” &e., “O, day of rest and gladness”) 
are of a high order of excellence, others are 
prosaic. He was particularly anxious to avoid 
obscurity, and thus many of his hymns are 
simple to the verge of baldness. But this 
extreme simplicity was always intentional, and ° 
to those who can read between the lines there 
are many traces of the “ars celuns artem.” It 
is somewhat remarkable that though in citing 
examples of early hymn-writers he almost 
always refers to those of the Western Cliurch, 
his own hymns more nearly resemble those of 
the Eastern, as may be seen by comparing 
The Holy Year with Dr. Mason Neale’s ns 
of the Eastern Church translated, with Notes, 
&c, The reason of this perhaps half-uncon- 
scious resemblance is not fur to seek. Chris- 
topher Wordsworth, like the Greek hymn- 
writers, drow his inspiration from Holy Scrip- 
ture, and he loved, as they did, to interpret 
Holy Scripture mystically. He thought that. 
“the dangers to which the Faith of England 
(especially in regard to the Old Testament) 
was exposed, arvse from the-abandonment of 
the ancient Christian, Apostolic and Patristic 
system of interpretation of the Old Testament 
fur the frigid and servile modern exegesis of 
the literalists, who see nothing in the Old 
Testament but a commcn history, and who read 
it (as St. Paul says the Jews do) ‘ with a veil 
on their heart, which veil’ (he adds) ‘is done 
away in Christ.’” In the same spirit, he 
sought and found Christ everywhere in the 
New Testament. The Gospel History was 
only the history of what “Jesus began to do 
and to teach” on earth; the Acts of the 
Apostles and all the Epistles were the 
history of what he continued to do and to 
teach from Heaven; and the Apocalypse 
(perhaps his favourite book) was * the seal and 
colophon of all.” Naturally he presents this 
theory, a theory most susceptible of poetical 
treatment, in his hymns even mure pro- 
minently than in his other writings. The 
Greek writers took, more or less, the same view ; 
hence the resemblance between his hymns and 
those of the Eastern Cuurch. (J. H. O.) 
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During the time that Bp. Wordsworth was| 2%. 7 
Canon of Westminster, and Vicar of Stanford- | %& % / 
in-the-Vale cum Goosey, he published his . 
collection of hymns as :— 

The Holy Year; or Hymns for Sundays and Holy. | Stanzas 
days, And other Occasions. Lond. Rivingtons, 1362, | the by 

This work contained an extended Preface; 
a Calendar of Hymns; 117 Original Compo- | was ad 
sitions; and a Supplement of 82 hymns from | being ° 
other sources. In the 3rd ed., 1863, the Sup- | ** %* 
plement was omitted, and the Original hymns | _3!:¥ 
were increased to 127. Several of these 
hymns are annotated under their respective | gg. 1 
first lines, the rest in C. U. are :— * “y 

From The Holy Year, 1st ed., 1862 :— smoke 
1. Five pebbles from the brook. Temptation. Stanza bi 

ix. added in 1863. ’ 
2. Giver of law is God's (Thy) dear Son. Circum- 33. 

cision. Doxol added in 1863. In ext 
3. Gracious Spirit, Holy Ghost: Quinquagesima. 

A 'y Trinity. 
6. Holy of Holies! awful name, Hpistle Sth S. in | 

Zant. 
6. How blest are hearts which Christ the Lord. | This) 

Holy Matrimony. In 1863 in two pin Pt. ii. being | 84¥°- 
** Bless these Thy servants, gracious Lord.” 36 

7. How blessed is the of prayer. St. Peter, | the S 
In 1863, in two parts, Pt. 1. being ‘* Bebold! at hand is | Life. 
Herod's doom." 37 

8. How R wondrous and mysterious are. Holy 
Baptism. In the 1863 ed. it is divided into four parts :— | kings 
Pt. ii. “In Jordan Thou didst sanctify ” , Pt. ill. “ Thee, 38. 
risen in triumph from the grave’; Pt. iv. “ Baptized in | tation 
Christ we put on Christ.” The cento, ‘By Water and | Ppt. {i 
the Holy Ghost,” is also from this hymn. 39 

9. In sorrow and distress. Ash Wednesday. A be 
10, In Thy Resurrection. aster. In the 

1863 ed. it begins, “ Lord, Thy glorious Resurrection,” 40. 
and the doxology was added. Righ 

11. Lord, may we never, save to One. Against False | right 
Worship. Stanza vil. was added in 1863. befor 

12. Lord not with (by) poor and paltry gifts. Offer- | glori 
tory. ; 

13. Lord, Who didst the ets teach, and s.in| 1 
Advent, or, Holy Scripture. doxology was added | 186 
n 1863, 

14. Man fell from grace by carnal appetite. Gospel . 
lst 8S. in Lent, 

5. Mankind in Adam fell, (Good Friday. In the 4 
1363 ed. it is divided into three parts: Pt. il. being 
** We fell by Adam's sin; and Pt. iii. ‘Thy Cross a | of 
bi is. 173 

16. Not bound chains, nor pent in cells, The el 
Gifts of the Holy Ghost. This hymn is preceded by a rl 
special note on the Holy Spirit and His gifts. De 

17. Not gifts of prophecy can save, Self Discipline, | to 
or, Sth S. after lg of 

18. O Jerusalem vel, joyfel morn has dawned. on 
Purification of B. V. M., or, The Presentation. Be 

In the 1863 ed. it is divided into two parts, Pt. li. being | Eo 
tat the Gentile world to lighten, and thy glory | qy 
srael.” . 
19. 0 Saviour, Who at Nain’s gate. The Raising of | bi 

the Widow's Son. at 
20. O Son of God, the Eternal Word, The Queen’s | N, 

Accession, 
21. Once all the nations were as one. Babel and 

Sion a Contrast. th 
22. Sing, O sing this blessed morn. Christmas. In 

the 1863 ed. a doxology was added, and the hymu was 
divided into two parts, Pt, ii, being, ‘*God comes down on 
that man may rise.” It 

23. The banner of the Cross, Missions. In the 1863 | }, 
ed. it isin three parts, Pt. ii., ‘* Now for the Lord our 1s 
God"; Pt. iii. “The earth from East to West.” 

24. The Galilean Fishers toil. Collect 4th S. in 
Advent. From this “O Lord, when storms around us | T 
howl” is taken. is 

25. Thou bidd'st us visit in distress. The Promise o vA 
the Comforter, or, S. before Ascension. In the 1863 ed. | & 
it is in two parts, Pt. fi. being “At Thy first birth, | ir 
Thou, Lord, didst w ait.” tl 

26. Thou hast a Temple founded. The Christian 
Temple ; or, Epistle 19th S. after Trinity. 

27. To-day, O Lord, the Holy James. St. James. In the 1863 ed. in two parts, Pt. ii, being “God in His | ¢ 
word does not display.”’ = 



WORTHY THE LAMB 

first appeared in Hymns for those that Seek, 
and those that have aanaenton: &e., 1747, in 
6 st. of 101. Of these st. i-iv. and vi. were 
given in the Wes. H. Bk. iu 1800. In an 
edition subsequent to that of 1809, st. iv. was 
also omitted, and in the revised ed., 1875, this 
form in 4 st. is retained. Orig. text P. Works, 
1868-72, vol. iv. pp. 237-9. It has been 
sugyvsted that tle “ tumult” referred to was 
that which took place at Wednesbury, October 
26, 1743. Although this is quite robable it 
yet lacks certain proof. See G. J. Stevenson's 
Meth. H. Bk., Notes, 1883, p. 211. (J. J.) 

Worthy the Lamb for sinners slain. 
Praise to Jesus.) This cento appeared in the 
teneral Baptist New Hymn Book, edited by 

the brothers J. B. and J. C. Pike (Baptist 
Hymnody, p. 113, i.], in 1851: and was repeated 
in the Bapt. Hymnal, 1879, in 5 st. of 41. 
Of the cento st. i., ii. are from J. Montgomery’s 
“Sing we the song of those who stand” (p. 
1060, i.), and the rest (iii—v.) are anonymous, 
The Rev. W. R. Stevenson, editor of the Bapt. 
Hymnal, is strongly inclined to think that 
these stanzas were by the Rev. J. G. Pike, of 
Derby (with whom le was co-pastor for some 
time), who was the father of the brothers Pike 
named above: but he was not quite satisfied 
with his authority. iJ. J.J 

Wreford, John Reynell, p.p., b. Dec. 
12, 1800, educated at Manchester College, 
York, and in 1826 succeeded the Rev. James 
Yates as co-pastor to the Rev. John Kentish 
at the New Meeting, Birmingham. In 1830 

he pub. a tr. of Cellerier’s Discourse on the 
Authenticity and Divine Origin of the Old 
Testament. In the following year, in conse- 
uence of failure of voice, he withdrew from 

the Ministry, and in conjunction with the 
Rev. Hugh Hutton, Minister of the Old Meet- 
ing, opened a school at Edgbaston. In 1832 
he pub. a Sketch of the History of Presbyterian 
Nonconformity in Birmingham ; und in 1837, 
Lays of Loyalty, in celebration of the Queen's 

accession. He also contributed, in 1837, to 
the Rev. J. R. Beard’s Coll. of Hys. for Public 
and Private Worship 55 hymus, of which the 
following are still in C. U. :— 

1. God.of the ocean, earth, and . God seen in 
His bt rae In various collections, including those by 

Page Hopps, G. Dawson, and others. 
2. Lord, I believe; Thy rI own. For increase 

af Faith. In Martineau’s Hymns, &c., 1840. 
3. Lord; while for all mankind we pray. National 

Hymn. This is in a large number of collections of 
various denominations, and is by far the most ular 
of bis hymns. Sometimes it begins with st. iii, “O! 
guard our shores from every foe.’ 

4. When my love to (God] grows weak. 
Passiontide. ts Longfellow and Johnson's Unitarian 
Hys. of the Spirit, Boston, U. 8. A., 1864,“ When my 
love to God growa weak." This is repeated in Mar- 
tineau’s Hymns, &c., 1873 (p. 1871, i.). 

Dr. Wreford was also the author of several 
volumes of verse, chiefly devotional. ‘The 
latter years of his life he spent in retirement 
at Bristol, and d. there in 1881. ° 

(Vv. D. D.j 

Wretched, helpless, and distressed. 
C. Wesley. (Lent.] 1st pub. in Hys. & Sacred 
Poems, 1742, p. 43, in 8 st. of 8 L, as a second 
hymn on Rey, iii. 17. In 1780, st. ii. was 
omitted when the hymn was given in the Wes. 
Hf. Bk., No. 105, and in the same form it is 
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still retained. Orig. text P. Works, 1868-72, 
vol. ii. pp. 92-94. The somewhat peculiar 
lines :-— 

** My whole heart is sick of sin, 
And my whole head is faint " 

is furnished with this note by Dr. Osborn 
(P. Works as above). 

“ This singular transposition of the Prophet's words 
Isaiah i. 5) though found in all the editions, must still 

regarded as an oversight.” 

No evidence, however, of its being such is 
fortheoming, and the revised ed. of the Wes. H. 
Bk., 1875, retains the old reading. ([J. J.J 

Wright, Philip James, was b. in Lon- 
don, May 1, 1810. His nts belonged to 
the old section of the Methodists, but not 
agreeing with the form of government he found 
there, he withdrew, and became a member, 
and subsequently a minister, with the New 
Connexion Methodists. After labouring most 
successfully for several years in various cir- 
cuits, he ef in 1863. His pub. works in- 
clude :—The Study of Creation, 1848; The 
Way of Salvation, 1848; the Gathered Rose, 
1858; Revival Hys. and Spiritual Songs, 1860, 
&c, The Rowieat Hys., &c., is composed of 
91 of his original compositions, Of these a 
few were included in the Meth. New Con. Hys. 
or Divine Worship, 1863. * The Lord of glory 
eft His throne” (Redemption), and “ Soldiers 
of the Cross, Servants of the Lord” ( Young 
Men's Societies), are stillinC.U. (J. J.] 

Wyatt, Henry Herbert, m.a., was edu- 
cated at Queen's College, Oxford (p.a. 1844, 
m.A. 1847), and took Holy Orders in 1845. 
He was travelling secretary for the 8. P. G., 
1852-56 ; incumbent of Holy Trinity Chapel, 
Brighton, 1856-66; principal of the Brighton 
Training College, 1863-86; and vicar of 
Bolney, Sussex, 1872-86. In 1886 he became 
rector of Conington, Ely. Mr. Wyatt has 
pub. Principal Heresies relating to our Lord's 
Incarnation, 1881; The Gospel according to St. 
Matthew, with Explanatory Notes for the Use of 
Teachers in Schools, 1884; and Ps. and Hys. 
for Public Worship, 1859 (4th ed., 1868). To 
this Coll. he contributed in 1859 his well 
known hymn for National Thanksgiving, “ God 
the Lord has [hath] heard our prayer.” It is 
iven in several collections, including the 
. P. C. K. Church Hys., 1871; Thring’s Coll., 

1882, and others. {J. J.] 

Wyn, Elis, the Author of Bardd Cwag, 
was b. near Harlech, Merionethshire, in the 
year 1670. He stands unrivalled as a Welsh 
nrose writer. He was induced by Bishop 
umphreys to enter Holy Orders, and was 

ordained deacon and priest on the same day, 
and on the next presented to the Rectury of 
Llanfair. He held at the same time other 
parishes. In 1703 appeared his admired 
work, Gweledigaethau y Bardd Cwag, or the 
“Visions of the Sleeping Bard,” which m 
style is one of the most beautiful works 
written in the Welsh language. In 1710 he 
was charged by the Bishops of Wales to super- 
intend a new edition of the Book of Common 
Prayer. His “* Emyn Cynhebrwng” or Fune- 
ral Hymn is found in all Welsh hymnals. 
He 4. in July, 1734, and wag buried under 
the communion table in Llanfair Church. 

(W. G. T.) 
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1296 XAVIER, ST. FRANCIS 

x 
Xavier, St. Francis, the great mission- 

ary saint of the Roman Catholic Church, was __ 
the s. of Don John Giasso and Donna Maria | P 
d’ Azpilqueta Rebbe he was b.at the castle | 
Xavier, near Pampeluna, Spain, on April 7, | pi 
1506, and is known to history by his mother’s | 2 
name. At the age of eighteen he entered the | 
University of Paris, where in due course he | 
graduated, and then devoted himself to teach- | © 
ing. It was here that he became acquainted | *" 
with Ignatius Loyola the founder of the | ®' 
Jesuits, who was then planning the colossal | ¥ 
work which he afterwards accomplished. | “ 
Xavier became one of the first nine of Loyola's 
converts, and the most enthusiastic of the | 4, 
little band. The date of the formation of the | is 
Order of the Jesuits is given as Aug. 15, 1534, 
and the place as Montmartre near Paris. We | “° 
find Xavier at Venice with Loyola in 1537, | «, 
where the visitation of a hospital for in- | 4 
curables was assigned to him. Here in the | @ 
discharge of his duties he gave early evidence 
of his enthusiasm and self-devotion. He sub- 

uently visited Rome, where with Loyola | “ 
and others of the Order he was brought, 
through the influence of the Rector of the 
University of Paris, who was then at Rome, 
to the notice of John ut. of Portugal, who 
desired some of them for mission work in 
India. Circumstances led to the selection of 
Xavier for the work. He left Rome in March 
1540, and set sail on April 7, 1541, for Goa, 
the chief city of the Portuguese possessions, 
where he arrived on May 6, 1542. From that 
time to the day of his death at Sancian, near 
Canton, on Dee. 22, 1552, he devoted himself 
to his work in a most heroic and devoted 
manner, visitipg Travancore, Ceylon, Malacca, 
Japan, and other heathen lands with Cross 
in hand, and a burning zeal in his heart. 
Xavier's life has been written by many hands. 
The roll of deeds which he is said to have 
done, and the miracles he is said to have 
wrought, even to the raising of the dead, is 
long, but many of the alleged facts are open 
to the gravest doubt, and others are beyond 
belief. The hymns which are associated with 
Xavier's name are, “O Deus ego amo Te, 
Nam prior Tu\amasti me” (p. 826, i.), and “O 
Deus ego amo Te, Nec amo Te ut salves me” 
(p. 826, ii.). That the first was written by 
him is most improbable, the evidence in his 
favour La 3 absolutely nil. The second may 
possibly be his (see as above), it breathes his 
abnegation of self in every word, his spirit in 
every line. See Murray's Mag. for Oct. 1890, 
for an interesting account of Goa and its 
Cathedral, where Xavier lies buried. (J. J.) 

Y 
Ye boundless realms of joy. Tate & 

Brady. (Ps. czlviii.]) Appeared in the New 
Version, 1696, in 8 st. #3 8.1. It is seldom 
if ever found in its full form in modern col- 
lections, but usually asa cento, The metre, 
which is now somewhat common, is an imi- 
tation of John Pullain’s version of the same | 
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YE PRINCIPALITIES 

and in hearing the word of life and mercy.” (Smalled., 
1848, p. 191.) 

The hymn is in 12 st. of 4 double lines. In 
the Wes. H. Bk., 1780, sts. i., ii., viii-xii. 
were given as No. 38, and this has become its 
recognized form in later collections. (J. J.) 

Ye principalities and powers. 4G. 
Rawson. (Burial.] 1st pub. in the Leeds H. 
Bk., 1853, No. 858, in 5 st. of 41, and again 
in the author's Hymns, Verses, &c., 1876, 

. 114. In the Bap. Ps. & Hys., 1858, 
o. 616, it was given with the omission of 

st. i., and began “ Though tears will fall and 

hearts are stirred.” ‘his form of the text is 

repeated in later collections. {J. J.) 

Ye royal priests of Jesus, rise. C. 
Wesley. (Holy Comz:anion.] _1st pub. in his 
Hys. on the Lord's Supper, 1745, No. 137, in 
7 st. of 4 1.; again in later editions of the 

same; and in P. Works of J. & C. W esley, 

1868-70, vol. iii. pp. 319-820. Its use is not 

extensive. This hymn is one of the most 
ronounced of C. Wesley’s hymns on “ The 

Lord's Supper.” It is based on a portion of 
Dr. Breviut’s work on The Christian Sacrament 
and Sacrifice, sect. vi. 2. ‘“Coneerning the 
Sacrament, as it is a Sucrifice. And first, of 
the Commemorative Sacrifice ” :— 

“« Nevertheless, this sacrifice, which by a real obla- 
tion was not to be offered more than once, is by a devout 
and thankful commemoration to be offered up every 
day. This is what the apostle calls, to set forth the 
death of the Lord: t» set it forth as well before the 

eyes of God His Father as before the eyes of men: and 
what St. Austin explained, when he said the holy flesh 

of Jesus was offered in three manners: by prefiguring 
sacrifices under the law before His coming into the 

world, in real deed upon His cross, and by a commemo- 
rative Sacrament after He ascended into heaven. All 

comes to this: (1) That the sacrifice in itself can never 
be repeated ; (2) That nevertheless this Sacrament, by 
our remembrance, becomes a kind of sacrifice, whereby 
we a before God the Father that ious oblation 
of His Son once offered. And thus do we every day 
offer unto God the meritorious sufferings of our Lord, as 
the only sure ground whereon God may give, and we 
obtain, the blessings we pray for,” &c. P. Works, 
1868-70, vol. fil. p. 203. 

It is curious to note how faithfully C. Wes- 
ley reproduces Dr. Brevint’s views not only of 
this aspect of the Holy Communion, but also 
of its daily administration. It is desirable 
that all C. Wesley's Hys. on the Lord’s Supper 
be read with the extracts trom Dr. Brevint’s 
work, iy which they are based, and with 
which they are published in the P. Works, as 
above. [J. J.) 

Ye saints! in blest communion. J. 
S. B. Monsell. [Saints Days, Special and 
General.] Pub. in his Hys.of Love and Praise, 
1863, p. 186, and composed of 5 opening 
stanzas of 8 1.; 19 st. for special days, as St. 
Andrew, St. Thomas, and others; and a con- 
eluding doxology. In this form it was re- 
peated in his Parish Hymnal, 1873, and in 
both instances directions were given in a note 
as to the use which might be made of these 
28 st. for special festivals. ‘This hymn sug- 
gested to Earl Nelson his well-known “ From 
all Thy saints in warfare, for, all Thy saints 
at rest,” p, 398, ii. [J. J.J 

Ye servants of God, Your Master 
proclaim. C. Wesley. [Missions.] Pub. 
in Hys. for Times of Trouble and Persecution, 
1744, in 6 st. of 4 1, a8 No. 1 of “Hymns to 
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be sung in Tumult” (P. Works, 1868-72, 
vol. iv. p. 51). 
abbreviated form in several of the older col- 
lections, and especially those of the Church of 
England. In 1830 » cento was included in 
the Supplement of the Wes. H. Bk., No. 557, 
st. i.—v. 
C. Wesley’s Funeral Hys., 1746, No. 6, st. v. 
In the :evised ed. of the Wes. H. Bk., 1875, 
this last stanza was omitted. 

It is given in its full, or in an 

ing from this hymn, and st, vi. from 

(J..0.) 
Ye servants of the Lord, Hach in his 

office wait. P. Doddridge. (Christian Ac- 
ot and Zeal.] Appeared in J. Orton’s 
posthu mous ed. of Doddridge’s Hymna, &c., 
1755, No. 210, in 5 st. of 4 1, and headed, 
“The active Christian"; and again in J. D. 
Humphreys’s ed. of the same, 1839, No. 234. 
It is in extensive use, and usually in its ori- 
ginal form. Sometimes, however, st. v. 1. 3, 
“ And raise that favourite Servant’s head,” is 
altered to “ And raise that faithful servant's 
head.” J.J. 

Ye simple souls‘that stray. C. Wes- 
ley (?). (Exhortation.] Ist pub. iu Hys. for 
those that Seek and those that Have Redemption, 
1747. in 7 st. of 81. In 1780 it was given in 
the Wes. H. Bk., No. 21, with considerable 
alterations, and the omission of st. iii. ‘The 
authorship of this hymn has been a matter of 
dispute for many years, some claiming it for 
John Wesley on the authority of Mr. Henry 
Moore, and others for Charles on the word of 
Dr. Whitehead. The work in which it ap- 

red is known to have been pub. by the two 
rothers, and the contents were unsigned. 

Under these circumstances the difficulty of 
determining the authorship is great. There 
is some probability in the suggestion that it 
was written by Charles, and that the extensive 
alterations made therein for the Wes. H. Bk., 
in 1780, were the work of his brother. Ori- 
ginal text, P. Works, 1868-72, vol. iv. p. 230. 

(J. J.) . 

Ye sons of earth, prepare the plough. 
W. Cowper. [The Sower.] Pub. in the Olney 
Hymne, 1779, Bk. i., No, 85, in 6 st. of 4 1, 
and entitled, “The Sower.” It is in several 
modern collections, but it does not rauk in 
popularity with many of Cowper's hymne. 

(J. J.) 

Ye that pass by, behold the man. 
C. Wesley. (Good Friday.) Ast pub. in Hya. 
and Sacred Poems, 1742, in 18 st. of 41. and 
entitled, “A Passion Hymn” (P. Works, 
1868-72, vol. ii. p. 70). In the Wes. H. Bk., 
1780, 15 st. were given as No. 24, the omitted 
st. being ii., iv., and vii. In the 1809 ed. of 
that collection the hymn is divided into two 
parte, pt. ii. beginning with *O Thou dear 
suffering Son of God.” Many expressions in 
the hymn, such as “Give me to feel Th 
agonies,” and others, ave been much criti- 
cised from time to time, and this may possi- 
bly account for the omission of the hymn from 
the revised edition of the Wes. H. Bk., 1875. 
Both parts, however, are still in use in G. 
Britain and America. {J. J.J. 

Ye that put on the heavenly crown. 
G. Rawson. (Burial. Easter.] Contributed 

to the Leeds H. Bk., 1853, in 6 st. of 4 1, 
No. 856. In 1858 at. iii-vi. were given 88 

40 



1298 YE WHOSE HEARTS 

“Glory to Him Who tasted death,” in the 
Bap. Ps. & Hys., No. 273; and have "been con- 
tinue! in later editions. The reason of this 
curtailment of the hymn probably arose from 
objections to the opening stanzas, and espe- 
cially to the lines :— 

“ Brethren in glory, bend ye down, 
And aid our faltering hymn.” 

The abbreviation has however changed a 
funvral hymn into one for Easter. In 1876 
Mr. Rawson republished the full text in his 
Hymns, with the simple change in st. ii. 1. 4, 
of * beside” to ‘so near the grave.” [J. J. j 

Ye whose hearts are beating high. 
J. Keble. (Palm Sunday.) Given in his 
Christian Year, 1827, as the Poem for Palm 
Sunday, in 6 st. of 8 |., and based on St. Luke 
xix. 40.’ In the Leeds H. Bk., 1853, No. 206, 
it is given in an alterd form as “ Come, all 
grateful human hearts.” (J. J.) 

Ye wretched, hungry, starving poor, 
Anne Steele. [The Gospel Feast.] 1st pub. in 
her Poems Chiefly Devotional, &c., 1760, vol. i., 

17, in 7 st. of 41, and headed * Longing 
Boal invited to the Gospel- -Feast, Luke xiv. 
22: also in the ed. of 1780, and D. Sedg- 
wick’ s reprint of her Hymna, &c., 1863, p. 10. 
From this hymn the following abbreviated 
texts and centcs have come into C.U. :— 

1. Ye ee h Re” ge In Ash and 
‘oll. 1769, 14, Evans's Bristol ~~ * and later 

a re Usually st. vil. is omitted 
2. Ye wretched, starving poor, This in the American | 

Church Pastorals, Boston, 1864, is composed of st. i.-iv. 
rewritten from c.M. into 5.M. 

, Jesus stands with open arms. In the Ame- 
rican Bap. Service of Song, 1871, beginning with st. ii, 
In the N. Y. Church Praize Bk., 1882, st. iv. is also 
omitted. 
4. Lo, Jesus stands with open arms, This in the 

American Protas. rate. Additional and Selected a 
Jrom H, A. & M., &c., N.Y., 1869 is composed of st. 
v.-vil. slightly altered. 
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J somewhat widely used. 

age thou hast drained thy Master’s | fa 
cup. ta St. Paul.] This cento | 4 

hu is in wi 7 Blew’s rch Hy. and Tune Bk., th 

1852-55; and Rice’s Sel. from the same, 1870, | 
No. 120, in 7 st. of 41 St. i-iii. are a tr. 
from ‘*“‘Sudore sat tuo fides”; and iv.—viii. 
from “Sat Paule sat terris datum.” Both | %t 
hymns are by G. de la Brunetiere, in = st 
Paris Brev. of 1680. ‘the tra. are by Mr 
Blew. (J. ae 

Yes, God is good ! in earth and sky. 
[Goodness ° God in nature; or, Flower 
Services.] The history of this popular hymn 
is somewhat curious and intricate, It is of 
American origin and came into modern hymn- 
books in the following manner :— 

1. The original hymn appeared in Hys. for 
Children, Boston, U.S.A., 1825, in 6 st. bs 41., 
the opening stanza reading: — 

** God is good! each perfumed flower, 
The smiling fields, the dark green wood, 

The insect fluttering for an hour; 
All things proclaim that God is good !°” 

The editor of this collection is not named. 
Possibly it may have been Mrs. Follen, the 
writer of the hymn. The false metre of the 
opening line (7's instead of 8’s) was probably 
a misprint. In several instances this line has 
been republished, notwithstanding the clear- 
ness «f the error. (See p, 380, i. 4.) 
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YET A LITTLE WHILE 

apjcared in the Protestant Dissenters Juvenile 
Magazine, 1833, and again in T. R. ‘Taylor's 
Memoirs and Select Remains, 1836, p. 245, in 
5 st. of 61. It is found in C. U. in its original 
form; and also rewritten as “ Children’s voices 
high in heaven,” in the Buapt. Ps. & Hys., 
1858, No. 959, and later collections. The re- 
written form of the text is by Mr. George 
Rawson, and was made for the Bapt. Ps. & 
Hys., 1858. (J. J.) 

Yet a little while: the Lord Gave 
His saints this precious word. Lad 
Campbell, née Malcolm. [Second Advent. 
The first stanza was written early in Nov., 
and the remaining two on Dec, 26, 1830, 
and subsequently pub. in lithograph from 
the author's mss. ft was included in J. G, 
Deck's Ps. and Hys., Lond., D, Waltier, 1842. 
Pt. i., No. 189; in Walkers Cheltenham Ps. 
«& Hys., 1855 ; in Harland’s Ch. Psalter & Hyl., 
and others. (J. J sf 

Yet there is room! The Lamb’s 
bright hall of song. H. Bonar. [Parable 
of the Marriage ene This most appro- 
printe hymn tor Home Missions appeared in 
1873. It has been somewhat widely adopted, 
and is given in the collections of Snepp, 
Sankey, Thring, and others, and is worthy of 
this attention. (J. J.) 

Yonge, Charlotte Mary, dau. of Wil- 
liam Crawley Yonge of the 52nd Regiment, 
was b. at Otterbourne, Hants, in 1823. Miss 
Yonge is widely known as the author of The 
Heir of Redelyffe, The Daisy Chain, and other 
popular novels; of a series of historical works 
for the young, including Stories of English 
History, 1874, Stories of Greek History, 1876, 
&e.; of the Life of Bi Patteson; and as 
the Editor of the Monthly Packet. In 1841 
Miss Yonge contributed two hymns to The 
Child’s Christian Year, which was edited by 
her mother (see below). The hymns are:— 
(1) “Into Christ’s flock we are received” 
{Holy Baptism); (2) “ Why lived I not in 
those blest days?” (St Thomas). (J. J.J 

Yonge, Frances Mary, né Bargus, 
was b. Jan. 18, 1795, was married to William 
Crawley Yonge of the 52nd Regiment, and 
d. Sep. 28. 1868. Mrs. Yonge pub. in 1841, 
The Child’s Christian Year, with a Preface by 
John Keble. The contents are mainly by 
J. Anstice, J. H. Newman, L. Williams, and 
Mrs. Yonge, with a few hymns by Miss Yonge, 
Mrs. Mozley, T. Whytehead, J. Keble, and 
others. Mrs. Yonge’s hymms are :— 

1. Behold a Prophet,—yea, and more. St. John 
Baptist. “i 

2. His are the cattle on the bills. All things for God, 
3. Not only as a sacrifice. Jesus the Example. 
4. Put far from us, O Lord, we | of Advent. 
5. The Assyrian King in splendour came. Defeat o 

the Assyrians, — oil d 

The use of these hymns is limited. [J. J.] 
You now must hear my voice no 

more. W. Robertson. [Ascensiontide.] First 
appeared as No. 15 in the Draft Scottish 
Translations and Paraphrases, 1745, a8 a 
version of John xiv., 25-29, in 6 st. of 41 
and slightly altered in the revised ed. issued 
in 1751. In the Draft of 1781 it was included 
as No. 43, considerably altered, and with 
st. v., vi. omitted. In the public worship ed. of | d. Nov. 30, 1889. Many of re Young’s 
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the Tra. & Paraphe. issued in that year by 
the Cnurch of Scotland and still in use, st. il. 
was re-written, and st. i. 1l. 3, st. iii., 1.1, 
were altered from the Draft. In the markings 
by the eldest daughter of W. Cameron (p. 200, 
ii.) the original is ascribed to Robertson, and 
the alterations in 1781 to Cameron. The 
revised text of 1781 is included in the Eng. 
Presb. Ps. & Hys., 1867, and a few other 
modern hymnals. (Comjare the version of 
the same passage of Holy Scripture * Peace— 
it was our Saviour’s blessing,” No. 73, in 
Miss Leeson’s Paraphs. & Vin for Cong. 
Singing, 1853.) (J. M.) 
You who dwell above the skies. G. 

Sandys. (Ps. cxlviii.| This fine rendering of 
Ps. cxlviii. appeared in his Paraphrase of the 
Pesalmes, 1636, in 401. It was republished in 
his Paraphrases upon the Divine Puane 1638, 
and in later editious. Also in the Library of 
Old Authors. -In the Wes. H. Bk., 1874, 
No. 639, it is given in 9 st. of 4 1. as “Ye, 
who dwell above the skies,” where the text 
is but slightly altered. It is worthy of more 
extended use than is accorded to it in modern 
hymnals. [See Psalters, English, §x.] ([J. J.] 

You who the Name of Jesus bear. 
[Humiliation and Ezaltation of Christ.) First 
appeared as No. 7 in the Draft Scottish 
ranslations and Paraphrases, 1745, as a 

version of Phil. ii., 6-12, in 7 st. of 41. The 
author is unknown. In the revised edition, 
issued in 1751, st. iii. vii. were ultered, and 
this form was included, slightly altered, as 
No. 52 in the zh of 1781 beginning “ Ye 
who the Name of Jesus bear.” In the public 
worship ed. of the Trs. and Paraphe. issued 
in that year by the Church of Scotland, and 
still in use, st. v. was re-written, and st. ii., 
ll. 2-4, st. vi. 1. 1 altered. In the markings 
by the eldest daughter of W. Cameron, (p. 200, 
ii.) the original ix ascribed to Isaac Watts (in 
whose works it is not to be found) and the 
alterations of 1781 to Cameron. The revised 
text of 1781 is included in Pratt’s Coll., 1829, 
the Eng. Presb. Ps. & Hys., 1867, and a few 
other modern hymnals. 8 v.- Vii. beginning 
“Hence God this generous love to men,’ 
were included, with an added doxology, in 
the Twickenham Chapel Coll., 1845, p. 58. 
In Miss Leeson’s Paraphs. and Hys. for Cong. 
Singing, 1853, it is slightly altered as pt. i. 
of No. 81; her pt. ii, beginning “ Hail, name 
of Jesus! glorious name,” being partly from 
“ All hail the power of Jesus’ name.” [J. M.] 

Young, Andrew, second s. of David 
Young, for more than fifty years a most 
efficient teacher in Edinburgh, was b. at 
Edinburgh, April 23, 1807. After passing 
through a distinguished eight years’ literary 
and theological course at the University ot 
Edinburgh, he was appointed in 1830, by the 
Town Council, Head Master of Niddry Street 
School, Edinburgh, where he began with 80 
pupils, and left with the total at 600. In 
1840 he became Head English Master of 
Madras College, St. Andrews, where he was 
equally successful. He retired from St, An- 
drews in 1853, and lived in Edinburgh, where 
he was for some time the Superintendent of 
the Greenside Parish Sabbath School He 
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hymns and poems were contributed to peri- 

odicals. A collected edition of these was Soe 

in 1876, as The Scottish Highlands and Other 

Poems. His poems entitle him to rank in the 

first order of Scottish minor poets. Some of 

his hymns are very sweet. His “There is 

a happy land” (q. v.) has attained great 

popularity. {J. M.J 

Young children once to Jesus came. 

Jane Taylor. (Christ receiving little children.) 
This hymn was given in the Ist ed. of Hys. 

for Infant Minds, 1810, as “ As infants once 
to Christ were brought.” In the 4th ed. 

1812, the opening line was altered to “ Young 
children once to Jesus came,” and this is 
repeated in the revised ed. of 1886. It is in 
6 st. of 4 1. and based upon the words “ Suffer 

little children to come unto me.” It is given 
in several moderu collections for “es ' 

Your harps, ye trembling saints. 
A. M. Toplady. (Encouragement to Believers.) 
Printed in the Gospel Magazine, Feb. 1772, 
in 8 st. of &1., and headed “ Weak Believers 

Encouraged.” It was included in his Hys. on 
Sacred Subjects, &c., London, W. H. Colling- 
ridge, 1856; and in D. Sedgwick’s ed. of his 
Hya. and Sacred Poems, 1860. Several ab- 
breviated forms of the text, all beginning 
with the original first line, are in C. U. in 
G. Britain and America, There is also in 
American use a cento beginning “ If through 
unruffled seas,” in 4 st. of 41., of which st. 

ii.-iv. are from this hymn, and stanza i. is by 
another hand. It is given in the Songs for the 
Sanctuary, 1865, the Laudes Domini, 1884, 
and others. [J. J.] 

Zage nicht wenn sich der Himmel. 
ea and Consolation.) Included in J. 
Sbner’s Christliche Harfenténe, Hamburg, 

1840; p. 150, in 6 st. of 41, entitled “ Guid- 
ance.” No autbor’s name is given. The tr. 
in C. U. is “Tremble not, though darkly 

ther.” A tr. expanding st. ii. as ii., 
lii., by Miss Borthwick, in H. L. L., lst ser., 
1854, p. 19 (1884, p. 24). Included in Gil- 
fillan’s Sel., Dundee, 1875, No. 51. (J. M.) 

Zeller, Christian Heinrich, s. of 
Christian David Zeller, Hofrath at Hohenen- 
tringen, near Tiibingen, was b, at Hohen- 
entringen, March 29, 1779. He matriculated | 
at the University of Tiibingen in 1797, as a 
student of law. After completing his studies 
he chose, however, the profession of teaching. 
He became director of the Latin School at 
Zoffingen, Switzerland, in 1809, and finally 
removed in April, 1820, to Beuggen on the 
Rhine (Baden), near Basel, as director of the 
newly ivunced Institution there, meant for 
the education of poor children and for the 
training of teachers for poor children. He d. 
at Beuggen, May 18, 1860 (Kock, vii. 188, &c.). 

Zeller was best known as an educationist, and in con- 
nection wi bh the working of the Institution at Beuggen. 
His hymns, which are simple, Scriptural and earnest 
were written alge A for use at Beuggen, and mostly 
appeared in the Monatsblatt ( In in 1828), and othe! 
publications of the Institution. They came into notic# 
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Zihn, Johann Friedrich, was b. Sept. 
7, 165u, at Suhl, in Thuringia. After study- 
ing for some time at the University of 
Leipzig, he went to Wittenberg, wihbre he 
graduated m.a. in 1675; and in 1679 was 
appointed rector of the school at Subl. In 
1690 he became diaconus, and in 1708 archi- 
diaconus at Suhl, and d. there, Jan. 16, 1719 
( Wetzel, iii. 470; Koch, v. 419, &e.). Zihn 
contributed five hymns (Nos. 526-530) to the 
Schleusingen G. B., 1688, the title of which 
begins, Der himmliacher Freude ceitlicher 
Vorschmack. One has been ftr., viz.:— 

Gott lebet noch, Seele was verzagst du doch. 
Cross and Consolation. 1688 as above, No. 529, 
in 8 st. of 10 1., marked as by Mf. J. F.Z. In 
each stanza ll. 1, 2 are as quoted above, and Il. 
9, 10 are the refrain, 

“ Seele ! so gedenke doch ; 
Lebt doch unser Herr Gott noch." 

It is a fine hymn, founded on Jer. x. 10. Hoch 
says it was written in 1682. Included in Frey- 
linghausen’s Neues geistreiches G. B., 1714, and 
recently in the Berlin G. LZ. S., ed. 1863, No. 844. 
The tr. in C. U. is :— 

God liveth ever! This is a good and full ver- 
sion, by Miss Winkworth in her Lyra Ger., 1st 
Ser., 1855, p. 33. Repeated in tull in Miss War- 
ner’s Hys. of the Church Militant, 1858, and in 
Bp. Ryle’s Cull, 1860. Varying centos are in- 
cluded in the Cumbrae Hi. Bh.; Flett’s Coll., 
Paisley, 1871, and the Jbrox Hyl., 1871. The 
form beginning “Our God is good; in every 
place,” in the Hys. of the Spirit, Boston, U. 5S., 
1864, is from 1]. 3-6 of st. i., iii., vi., vili. 

Other trs. are :— 
(1) “God liveth still! Trust,” &c. By Miss Cox, 

1864, p. 129; repeated in the Gilman-Schaff Lib. of Rel. 
Poetry, 1881. (2) “God Iveth still! Wherefore,” &c. 
By R. Massie, in the Day of Rest, 1877, vol. vi. p. 326, 

(J. M.) 
Zinzendorf, Christian Renatus, 

Count von, second s. of Nicolaus Ludwig 
von Zinzendorf, was b. Sept. 19, 1727, at 
Herrnhut, in Saxony. He received his 
education from his parents, and from Johann 
Langguth and others of the Brethren. He 
was the only son that survived his boyhood, 
early accompanied his father on his journeys, 
and was, e.g., in 1743, for sixteen days im- 
prisoned with him at Riga. From 1744 to 
1750 he lived mostly at Herrenhaag in 
Wetteravin, ministering specially to the single 
Brethren. When the community at Herren- 
haag was dissolved in 1750, his father sum- 
moned him to London. He brought with him 
the seeds of consumption, which developed 
in England. He d. in London, May 28, 
1752 (Koch, y., 312; Hist. Nachricht (to the 
Briider G. B., 1778), 1835, p. 192, &c.). 

C. R. von Zinzendorf’s hymns were principally written 
during his residence in London. They are by no means 
free from the faults and mannerisms of that sentimental 
and fantastic period of Moravian hymn-writing; and 
their range of subjects is very iimited. Thetr burden is 
a decp and intense personal devotion to the crucified 
Saviour; the spirit being that of his favourite saying, 
“I have but one ion, and that is He, only He,” 
They were collected by. his father, and pub. (with a pre- 
face dated March 18, 1755), as the Ist Appendiz to the 
London G. 8. of 1754, with 53 (54) pieces, 9 of which con- 
sist of only one stanza, 2nd ed. 1760 (See p, 768, ii.), Most 
of them passed Into the Hriider G. RB, of 1778. Few have 
passed into English use in non-Moravian hymn-books. 
oe of these hymns may here be referred 
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i, Ach lass auf allen Tritten. Sxnctification, 
Written in 1751. Included in the Aleine Briider 
G. B., London, 1754. It is No. 64 in the 2nd 
ed., 1760, of the Appx. of 1755, and repeated as 
st. ii. of No. 380, in the Briider G. B., 1778. 
The tr. in C. U. is — 

Lord Jesus, Thy atonement. ‘This is No. 427 in 
the Moruvian H. B., 1789 (1849, No. 588), re- 
peated in Bickersteth’s Christ. Psulmody, 1833. 

ii. Fur uns ging mein Herr in Todesnéthen. 
Passiontide, This is included as No. 166 in the 
Briider G. B., 1778, in 10 st. of 81. It is a 
cento from three hymns in the Appx. of 1755, 
as above, viz, st. 1-5, 8, 9 are st. 12-15, 17, 11, 
18, of No. 28 (this hymn begins “Ach du un- 
aussprechlich nahes Herze "); st. 6, 7 are st. 2, 
3, of No. 10; while st. 10 is No. 17. The text 
of 1778 isin the Berlin G. Z. S., ed. 1863, No. 
230. The ¢r. in C. U. is:— 
My Redeemer, overwhelm'd with anguish. By J. 

Swertner, in full, from the 1778 text, as No. 78 
in the Moravian H. Bk., 1789 (1849, No. 93). 
The ¢trs. of st. 1, 2, 6-8, were included in Wal- 
ker’s Coll., Cheltenham, 1855. In the Moravian 
H. Bk., 1886, No. 82, it begins with st. vi. “Our 
enraptured hearts shall ne’er be weary.” 

iii. O siisse Seelenweide. This is noted at 
p. 467, ii. 

Not including the above the English 
Moravian H. Bk., 1886, gives seven hymns 
with his name, and ascribes portions of four 
others to him. (J. M 

Zinzendorf, Nicolaus Ludwig, Count 
von, was b. at Dresden, May 26, 1700; was 
educated at the Paedagogium at Halle (1710- 
1716), and at the University of Wittenberg 
(1716-1719); became Hof- und Justizrath at 
the Saxon court at Dresden in the autumn of 
1721; received a license to preach from the 
Theological Faculty of the University of 
Tiibingen in 1734; was consecrated Bishop 
of the Moravian Brethren’s Unity at Berlin, 
May 10, 1737; and d. at Herrnbut, May 9, 
1760. 
An adequate sketch of the life and labours 

of this remarkable man would far exceed the 
limits of our space, The details of his life 
are fully given in his Leben, by A. G. Span- 
genberg, 8 vols., Barby, 1772-75 (English 
version, abridged, by Sawuel Jackson, London, 
1838); and good sketches, with references to 
the fuller biographies, will be found in Koch, 
v. 248, Herzog’s Jeal-Encylklopidie, xvii. 513, 
&c. The English reader nuy also consult 
T. Kiibler’s Hist. Notes to the L Ger- 
manica, 1865, p. 107; Josiah Miller's Singers 
and Songs, 1869, p. 160; Miss Winkworth’s 
Christian Singers of Germany, 1869, p. 305, &c. 
It is impossible to speak of Zingendorf apart 
from the religious Communion of which he 
was the Second Founder; and accordingly an 
account of his life and“ labours is given in 
this Dictionary in the article Moravian Hym- 
nody (see pp. 765-769). 

Zinzendorf's first hymn was written at Hulle 
in 1712, und his last at Herrnhut, May 4, 
1760. Between these dates he wrote more 
than 2000 hymns. He himself pub. an edition 
of his poems as his Teutsche Gedichte at 
Herrnhut, 1735 (2nd ed., Barby, 1766), but 
this only contains 128 hymns. The fullest 
representation of them is in Albert Knapp's 
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Geistliche Gedichte des Grafen von Zinzendorf, 
pub. at Stuttgurt in 1845 (hereafter, in this 
article, referred to as Knapp, 1845). This 
contains 770 pieces, arranged in three books, 
with an introduction and a_ biographical 
sketch by Knapp. 

In preparing this edition Knapp bad access to much 
unpublished material in the archives at Herrnbut, and 
found there many of the hymns in Zinzendorfs auto- 
graph, But too much of the labour he bestowed thereon 

except 
with 
gomer 
includ 
and |: 
The v 

since 
the 3 

was spent in endeavouring, not so much to reconstruct Ai 
the text from the original sources, as to modernise it. | jn t), 
In various instances the bymns are altogether rewritten, lines 
so that the form in which they appear is not that in 
which, as a matter of fact, Zinzendorf did write them, the ls 
but that in which he might bave written them had he | of 18 
been Albert Knapp, and lived inthe year of grace 1545. | 6a.i). 
So much is this 84 case, that comparatively tew of the h : 
bymns are given in Knapp’s ed. in their original form. them 
th not altered they are often either abridged or else | preti 
combined with others. use ¢ 

The keynote of Zinzendorf's hymns, and of his heen 
religious character, was a deep and earnest per-onal 
devotion to and fellowship with the crucified Saviour. | follo 
This is seen even in his worst pieces, where it is bis} i, 4 
perverted fervour that leads him tuto objectionable famili- | Heaw 
arity witb sacred things both in thought and in expression, | Inclu 
If his sell-restraint had been equal to bis imaginative | 1761, 
and productive powers, be would have ranked as ove | friia 
of the rman bymnwriters. As it is, most 1. 
even of his best pieces err in some way or other, for if | vers 
they are reverent and in good taste, they are apt to 2. 
luck concentration and to be far too diffuse. His best | sore 
hymns, and those which have been most popular in ii, 
German and English beyund the Moravian connection, | Chr: 
are those of the prior to 1734. Among the | pub. 
claracteristically Moravian bymns of the period 1734 to 0. 
i742 there are also varicus noble pieces, The later | 1775 
productions, especially from 1743 to 1750, are as a rule a 
une-sided, unreal, and exag ted in sentiment. and | Anc 
debased in style; exemplifying a tendency inherited | high 
from Scheffler (see p, 1 i,), and suffered to run to riot. | 174: 
Without doubt he wrote too much (expecially consider. | alte 
ing the limited range of subjects treated of in his | con 
hymns), and gave too little care to revision and con- ii 
densation. Yet many of his bymns are worthy of note, | Wr 
and are distinguished by a certain noble simplicity, true | 4p, 
sweetness, c grace, unshaken faith iu the reconciling | in 
grace of Christ, entire self-consecration, willin to | Pre 
spend and be spent in the Master's service, and fervent 4 
brotherly love. P. 

The hymnbooks in which Zinzendorf’s pro- 
ductions mainly appeared, or with which t 4 Tt 
have been ueseciated, are described at len ed 
at pp. 767,768. The more important may for | 1 
convenience be brietly noted here, as follows :— Ge 
@) Sammlung geistlicher und lieblicher Lieder, 

Leipzig, 1725, with 489 bymns, The 2nd ed, was pub. | 5 
circa 1728, and contains an Anhang with Nos, 890- | ¢¢ 
1078 (Berlin Library, Ei, 2017); while some copies 
have a Zugabe with Nous, 1079-1149 (Berlin, Ei. 2016 
and others have also an Andere Zugabe, circa 1730, wit 
hymns 1-41, buund up with them [Berlin, Ei, 2014, and 
Brit. Mus.). The 3rd ed., with 1416 hymns in all, was 
ub, at Gorlitz in 1731. A copy of this, now in the 
amburg Library, has bound up with it a Nachlese 

etniger geistlicher Lieder, dated 1733. 
(2) Herrnhut G. B, 11735 (Das Gesang-Buch der 

Gemeine in Herrn-Huth) with its various Anhange 
and Zugaben up to 1748. 

(3) London G. B. 1753-54 (Etwas vom Liede Mosis 
ses ist: AM- und neuer Briider-Gesang, &c.), pub. 
at London, vol. i, 1753, ii, 1754, 

(4) Ariider G. B. 1774 (Gesangbuch zum Gebrauch der 
evangelischen Briidergemeinen). pub. at Barby in 1778. 

Zinzendort’s hymns ed into German 
non-Moravian use mainly through the Ebers- 
dorf G. B., 1742 (Evangelisches Gesangbuch 
tn einen hinldnglichen Auszug der Alten, 
Neuern und Neuesten Lieder, &¢.), and in 
recent times through Knapp’s Ev. L. 8., 1837—- 
1865. Comparatively few are found in non- 
Moravian English hymnbooks prior to 1840, 
save in the versions made by John Wesley. 
The translations made by the English Mora- 
vians have been very little used by others, 
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circa 1741, to the HerrnAut G, B., as No. 1426, in 27 st. | 
of8l. In the Briider G. B., 1778, No. 603. Tr, as:— 

Lord, when Thou saidst, So let it be. This is a tr., 
by C. G. Clemens, of st. lii., as No, 156 in the Moravian 
HI. Bk., 1789 (1849, No. 190), Included in the Cong. 
Hi, Bk, 1836, and in Dr. Martineau's Hys., 1840 and 
1873. 

ix. Heiliger, heiliger, heiliger Herr Zebacth. Eternal 
Life. Heaven Anticipated, The Rev. J. T. Miiller, of 
Herrnhbut, informs me that this was written in 1723 on 
the occasion of the birthday (Oct.6) of Zinzendorf’s grand- 
mother, H. C. von Gersdorf. Anapp, 1445, p. 193, dates 
it Oct, 14,1723, 1st pub. as No, 1078 (2) in the 2nd 
ed., circa 11728, of the Sammlung in 7 st. of 7 1., entitled, 
Closing Hymn. In the Sriider G. B,, 1778, st. ii, iii, 
beginning “ H&tten wir,” are included as st. i., ii., of 
No. 1739. Tr. as :— 

we had we nought. This is a (fr. of 
st. ii, ili., by W. O. Keley, as No. 1189 in the 1808 Suppl. 
to the Moravian H. Bk., 1801 (1819, No. 1186), and 
repeated in J. A. Latrobe's Ps. & Hys., 1841, No, 475. 

x. Ich bin ein kleines Kindelein, Children. This 
is No. 1022 in the 3rd ed., 1731, of the Sammlung, 
in 13 #. of 41. In the Britder (7. B., 1778, No. 1214, 
and in the Mist. Nachricht thereto (1835, p. 188) marked 
as a catechetical hymn for children, and dated 1723. 
“Ex 4 1845, p. 40, dates it June, 1723, and alters it to 
“ Ich bin ein Kindlein, arm und klein.” It is a simple 
and beautiful hymn, «nd is contained in a number of 
recent German non-Moravian collections, e.g. in the 
Berlin G. L. S., ed. 1863, No. 1408, Tr. as:— 

1, Baviour, who didst from Heaven come down. This 
is a free tr. of st. li., ili.,v., made by James Bullivant 
Tomalin in 1860, and contributed to Lord Selborne’s Bk. 
of Praise, ed, 1866, Appx., No. 27, with the note at p. 500, 
“Tam indebted for this to the kindness of the trans- 
lator.” Repeated in S. D. Major’s Bk. of Praise for 
Home & School, 1869, and in America in the Bapt. 
Service of Song, 1871, &. In M. W. Stryker’s Christian 
Chorals, 1885, and Church Song, 18*9, it is altered, be- 
ginning, '‘O Saviour, Who from Heav'n came down.” 

2. I am a little child see. By C. Kinchen, as 
No. 49 in the Moravian H. Bk., 1742. This form {a 
followed in the ed. of 1886, No. 1038, and in the Bible 
#, Bk., 1845, In the Moravian H. Bk., 1789, it begins 
with st. li., ‘Thou, gracious Saviour, for my gvuod;”’ 
and this form altered to,“ My Saviour dear, Thou for 
my good," isin Montgomery's Christian Psalmist, 1825. 

xi. Kommt, Siinder, und blicket dem ewigen Sohne. 
Repentance or Lent. Mr. Miiller informa me that this 
was written in Aug. 1736, at Bernau, near Berlin, while 
Zinzendorf was journeying .between Berlin and Kinigs- . 
berg. Knapp, 1845, p. 130, dates it Nov, 22,1738, lst 
pub. in Appz. viii., cirea 1739, to the Herrnhut G. B., 
as No. 1308, in 9 st. of 41. In the Briider G. B., 1778, 
No. 32). Tr. ag:— 
Sinners! come, the Saviour see. This a good and 

full tr. by C. Kinchen, as No. 120,in the Moravian H. 
Bhe., 1742 (1886, No. 259). Of this st. i., ii. are included 
in Spurgeon’s 0. 0. H. Bk., 1866. Other forms are 
@ * Are you formed a creature new” (st. vi.). In the 

foravian H. Bk, 1769 (1886, No. 1280), Montgomery's 
Christian Psalmist, 1425, &c. (2) ‘Rise, go forth to 
meet the Lamb” (st, viii. alt.). In J. A. Latrobe's 
Ps. & Hys., 1852, No. 457. 

xii. Kron’ und Lohn behertster Ringer. 
tudes. Founded on St. Matt, v. 3-12. In bis Teutsche 
Gedichte, 1735. p. 41, dated, Sept. 7, 1722 (his marriage 
day), and entitled, *‘ Thoughts on my own marriage.” 
Ist pub. as No, 700 in the Sammlung, 1725, in 16 st. of 
121. In Knapp, 1845, p. 30. In the Brider G. B., 
t ag 513, beginning, “ Jesu, der du uns erworben.” 

Jesu! Lord so great and glorious, This, omiitin 
st. xiv., XV., is No, 226 in pt. ii. of the Moravian H, Bho 
1754 (1886, No, 799, as ‘ Jesus, Lord most great and 
glorious ). The versions of +t, 4, Ix., xvi, from the 
Moravian H. Bk, 1789, were included in the Dalston 
ar a A. Bk, 1848. 

» Naht heran, ihr lieben Glieder. 
munion. Written in 1731 (Knapp, 1845, p. 212). Ist 
et in the 3rd ed., 1731, of the Sammlung as No, 1416 
n 16 st.of 41. Also in the srider G. B., 1778, No, 
es Tr. as:— 

' in Jesus, now draw near, This is a free 
tr., omitting st. v., vi., viii.-x.,xiv., by Miss Borthwick 
= H. L. L, 4th ser., 1862, p. 57 (1884ep. au), the 
Ged eg quoted as “ Kommt herein, ihr fieben 
moron This tr. is reposted in full in Lyra Eucha- 

ru . 1863, p. 34, and abridged in G. S. Jellicoe’s Coll. 
gar yp ge) No. 480, and Harland, 1876, No. 451. 
AB me, approach to Jesu'stable. This is No, 556 
n the Mor-wian H. Bk., 1789 (1849, No, 965). 

The Beati- 

Holy Com- 
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xiv. O du Hiiter Ephraim, Supplication for Grace. 
In his Teutsche Gedichte, 1735, p. 158, dated 172%, entitled, 
“On his wife’s 28th birthday ” (she was b. Nov. 7, 1700, 
see p. 769, ii.), and with the note, “I his poem was wriiten 
for the birthday festival of the Countess, was sung by a 
company or coterie of friends, each member of which 
was according to their circumstances at the 
time.” It had previously appeared, without the first 
stanza, and this form, which ns, Herz der gott- 
lichen Natur,” is noted at p, 617, 1. 
xv, Kraft, und Held, und Wunderbar. Christ- 

mas. Founded on Is, ix. 6. In his Teutsche Gedichte, 
1735, p. 25, in 9 et. of 6 1, entitled, ** Christmas 
Thoughts,” and dated 1721: and in the Herrndut G. B., 
1735, No. 827. In Anapp, 1845, p. 21. In the Ariider 
G. B,, 1778, No. 488, it with st. vi., ‘‘ Mein alles! 
mehr als alle Welt.” 7'r. as:— 
My all things more than earth and sky, This isa 

tr. of st. vi, by C. G. Clemens, as No. 306 in the 
Moravian H, Bk., 1789. In 1801 altered to ** My all in 
all, my faithful Friend;” and to this in 1826, tre. of 
st. ii., vii.-ix., by P. Latrobe, were added (1846, No. 399). 
From this form a cento in 6 st. of L. M., beginning, “* O 
Lord! Thou art my rock, my guide,’’ was included in 
Dr. Martineau's Hys., 1840. 
xvi. aus von eurer Miihe. Christian Church. 

Written in 1737 (Anapp, 1845, p. 232, a8 Du gestern 
und auch heute). lst pub. in Appz. vi., circa 1737, to 
the Herrnhut G. #., a8 No. 1183, in 8 st. of 6 1, entitled, | 
“Hymn of the witnesses.” In the Briider G, B., 1778, 
st. iv. is given as No. 1042. Jr. as:— 
0 Jesus Christ, most . This is a tr, of st. iv. by 

C, G. Clemens, as No, 487 in the Moravian H. Bk, 1789 
ee No. 807 ; 1886, No, 795, beginning, ‘ Lord Jesus 

") Included in Spurgeon’s 0. O. H. Bk., 1866. 
xvii, Seligs Volk der Zeugenwolk. Holy Communion. 

Written in 1739 (Anapp, 1845, p. 138, beginning, 
“Christi Blut, Die Segensfluth,” and p. 256, “ Selig 
Volk.) Ist pub. in Appx. viii., circa 1739, to the 
Herrnhut G. B., a8 No. 1340, in 14 st. of 8 1., entitled, 
“Hymn at the Feast of Love.” In the Briider G. B., 
1778, as Nos. 1127 and 1422, the latter beginning, 
“*Werther Tod und Wunden roth;" and including st. 
xi. (** Wiset ihr was? So helast der Pass''), xiii., xiv. 
Tr, ag :— 

1, Would the world our see. This is a tr. 
of st. xi., xiii. as No. 1152 in the 1808 ~—— to the 
Moravian H, Bk, of 1801 (1886, No. 895). Included as 
No, 212 in J. A. Latrobe's Ps, & Hys., 1841. 

2. Flock of Grace, ye Witnesses, This is No. 40 in 
pt. fi. 1748 of the Moravian H. Bk. 

5 race of witnesses. By C. Kinchen as No, 
651 in the Moravian H. Bk., 1789. In 1886 four st. are 
given as No, 951, and the other two beginning, “ Eat 
and rest at this great feast" (st. vill.) as No. 1022, 
xviii. Was hatten wir fiir Freude oder Ehre. Ae- 

pentance. Written in 1739 (Anapp, 1846, p. 139). Ist 
ub. in Appz. vill., circa 1739, to the Herrnhut G. B. as 

Ko. 1349, and in 48st.of 21. In the Ariider @. B., 1778, 
No. 396, reduced to 19 stanzas. Tr. as:— 

What Joy or Honour could we have. In full as No. 
161 in the Moravian H. Bk., 1742; abridged in 1789 to 
12, and in 1801 to7 st. The 1801 version, which repre- 
sents st. i-iv., vill., ix., xl was included in Mont- 
gomery'’s Christian Psalmist, 1825; and with the tre. 
of st. iii., xi. omitted, and a bhortatory stanza added, as 
No, 268 in J. A. Latrobe's Ps. & Hys.,1441. In the 
Moravian H. Rk., 1846, No. 322, it begins with the tr. 
of st. ili., ** None is so holy, pure, and just.” 

xix. Wenn sich die Kinder . Christian Work. 
Written about 1752 (Anapp, 1845, p. 179, as “* Wenn 
wir uns kindlich freuen"). Included as No. 2101 in the 
London G. B, (Btwas vom Liede Mosis, &c.), 1753, in 
15 st. of 41. «In the Briider G. B., 1778, No. 490 
consists of st, i.-iii., vi., ix., xiil.-xv. beginning, ‘* Wenn 
wir uns kindlich freuen.” Tr. as ;— 

‘ we seek ith loving heart. By Miss 
Borthwick, in full from the 1778 (with an original st. 
as st. ix.) in the Family Treasury, 1861, pt. ii., p. 112, 
and in H. L. L., 1862, p. 89 (1884, p. 250). Repeated, 
abridged, in E. T. Prust’s Suppl. WH. Bk., 1869. 

2. the children j are. This is No. 312 in 
pt. ii. of the Moravian H, Bk, 1754. 

. When children are <r This is at p. 373 of 
pt. fi. inthe Moravian H, Rk., 1154. 

xx. Wir sind nur Christian Warfare 
Written in 1734 (Anapp, 1245, p. 113). Ist pub. in 
Appz. iil., circa 1737, to the Herrnhut G. B., as No, 1075, 

and in 21 st.of 61. In the Briider G. B,, 1778, No. 
1330 has 13 st.; while st, xvii. (“ Die Streitertreue’ ) is 
given asst, v.of No. 1394. Tr. as: ~ 

Warrior, on thy station stand. Thisisatr. of st. xvii- 

| as No. 1161 in the 1808 Suppl. to the Moravian H. Rk., 
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rrix, 0 du Hilter E 
This ts included at p. 
3rd ed. 1731 of the Sa 
entitled, “Of departar 
Teutsche Gedichte, 1135 
of the community.” 1 
hut G. B., 1735, be 
“ Todten ist dem Herre 
1778, No, 1715, it beg 
gestorben sein,” and 
Cras, p. 190) is ma 

atthius Linner in 
as “Once the sent 
Borthwick in H. 1. L 

xxx, 0 Liebe, die 
the Teutsche Cedich 
entitled, “On the Se 
No. 198 (b) tn the | 
the G. B1 
“Der du noch in ¢ 
separate hymn, ar 
G. B., 1778, No. 7 
No. 1037, &c. In J 
st, ix., x., are: (1) 
By P. H. Molther 
Moravian H. Kk, 
“Lord Jesus, in 
for all and each.” 
Thou, Who with 
Fortescue, 1843, 7 

night.” By Miss 
who in that last : 
6) “Thou who 
‘amily Treasur 

didst on that las 
Herald, Feb. 1% 
last sad eve.” 

1801 (1886, No, 896), Adopted by Dr. Martinean in bis 
Hys., 1840 and 1873, altered to “ Warrior! to thy duty 
stand.” 

Hymns not in English C. U.:— 
xxi. Auf, auf, es ist geschehen. Holy Communion, 

This is No. 166 in the Sammlung, 1725, in 12 at. of 41, 
and in the Teutsche Gedichte, 1735, p. 2. In the Brilder 
@. RB. 1178, No. 1188 it begins, “Ich eil in Jesu 
Armen” (5 st. being added, and st. viii., xi. omitted 
and in tbe Hist. Nachricht thereto (ed, 1851, p, 138) 
marked as written on the occasion of his first com- 
munion in 1714. In Anapp, eee 3 6, it ns, ** Ist's? 
ja, es ist geschehen.” Tr. as “ Happy, thrice mppy 
hour of grace.” By L. T. Nyberg, of st. i., xil., as No. 
593 in the Moraman H. Bk., 1789 (1886, No. 1021); 
repeated in C. H. Bateman’s Cong. Psalmist, 1846. 

xxii. Christen ein go Volk. Christian 
Life. in the Teutsche Gedichte, 1735, p. 231, dated 
1731, and entitled, “Hymn for a Royal Princess- 
apparent,” viz. for Charlotte Amelia, daughter of King 
Christian v1. of Denmark. It had appeared in the 
Nachlese of 1733 to the 1731 ed. of the Sammlung, at 
p- 10, in 8 st.of 81. In Anapp, 1845, p. 97, and in the 
#riider G. B., 1778, No. 491. Tr. as ** Christians are a 
holy band, Gathered by the Saviour’s hand.” This is 
by Dr. J. F. Hurst in his tr. of K. R. Hagenbach’s 
Hist. of the Ch. in the 18th and 19th Centuries, N. Y., 
1869, vol. i., p. 434. 

xxiii, Das Schiffiein wiilgert sich. For those 
at Sea, Ist pub. in the Zugabe, circa 1744, to Appz, xi. 
to the Herrnhut G. #. a8 No. 1855, in 16 st. of 4 L 
entitled, “*Hymn for the ship's company, February, 
1743.” Written during a stormy passage from America 
to Germany. In Anapp, 1845, p. 164. The ¢rs. are: 
(1) “Our ship upon the surging sea.” In the British 
Herald, Aug. 1866, p. 313, repeated in Reid's Praise 
Bk, 1872. (2) ‘Our little bark, it rocks itself." In 
L. Rehfuess’s Church at Sea, 1868, p. 18. xxxi. O wie 

xxiv. Die Christen gehn von Ort zu Ort. Burial of | “Ari#!. On th 
the Dead. In the Teutsche Gedichte, 1735, p. 113, as | PUb. in Appz. » 

Yo, 1237, anv 
1778, No, 829, 
p. 186) marke 
and dated 173 
full our cup o' 
the British F 
Praise Bk., 1 

xxxii, 
Holiness. W 
cluded in th 

partof No, 45, which is entitled ‘ Over the grave of the 
grandmother ” (Henriette Catharine von Giersdorf. She 
ad. March 6, 1726), and dated March, 1726. The bymn 
itself is entitled, “ Air after the funeral rites.” It had 
appeared in the Andere Zugabe, circa 1730, to the Samm- 
lung, as Ne. 6 (ed. 1731, No, 1246)), in 3 st. of 8 L 
entitled, ‘Funeral Hymn.” In Anapp, 1845, p. 72, 
and in the Briider G. B., 1778, No. 1701. The trs. are: 
(1) ‘Believers go from place to place." By Dr. J. 

unt in his Spiritual Songs of Martin Tr, 1853, 
p. 146. (2) “Through scenes of woe, from place to | No. 1001, a 
place.” By Dr. @. Walker, 1860, p. 50. (3) ** From rc gaa p. 
lace to place the Christian goes." By J. D. Burns in 

bis Memoir & Remains, 1869, p. 263. (4) From land | ™y heart 1 
to land the Christian goes.”" This is No, 1251 in the rate, 
Moravian H. Bk,, 1*86. 1736-7, and 

xxv. Du innig geliebter Erldser der Siinder. Headi- | 1868-72, vo 
ness to serve Christ, Written in 1735 (Anapp, 1845, | & Sptr. So 
p. 222). Ist pub, in Appr. iv.,cirea 1737, tothe Herrn- Sel., Manch 
ut G. B., as No. lusu, and in 6 st, of 4.1. In the xxxiii. § 

Written in 
the Lorvd’s 
6 st. of 6 1} 
By J. We 

Briider G. B., iis, No. 1335. Tr. as “ Sinners’ 
Redeemer whom we inly love.” This is aftr. of st. i., 
iv., v., by C. Kinchen, as No, 121 in the Moravian H. 
Rk. 1742. In the 1749 and later eds. (1486, No. $61), 
it begins, ** Sinners’ Redeemer, gracious b of God,” 
The text of 1742, sligh.ly.altered, is No. 206 in Lady XXXiv. 
Huntingdon’s Sel., 1780. mility. 

xxvi. Du Vater aller Geister. Avening. In the | Aut G. B 
Teutsche Gedichte, 1735, p, 15, entitled, ** Evening | informs 
Thoughts,” and dated Oct. 1721, It is No. 497 in the | cated to 
Sammlung, 1725, in 6 st. of 8. In Anapp, 1845, p. 16, | March & 
and in the Briider G. B., 1778, No. 235. Tr.as*t Father | Cp. 107C 
of living Nature.” By H. J. Auckoll, 1842, p. 102. ii. are + 

xxvii, Gesinde des Heilands des seligen . | Tichkt ti 
Christian Work, Written in 1737 (Knapp, 1345, p. 234), | 1845. 
Ist pub. in Appz. vii., circa 1738, tothe Herrnhut G. BR, | the Kir 
as No. 1216, and in 10 st. of 41. In the Brider G. B., | the Me 
1778, No. 1391. Tr. as “Ye blest Domestics of the | (2) * 
slaughter'd Lamb.” In full as No. 178 in the Moravian | This 
H. Bk, Vi42 (1754, pt. ii, Np. 250). Repeated, © “*3 
abridged, in the Bible H. Rk., 1845, No, 256, iss | 

xxviii, Ich bitt dich, herzliches Gottes-Lamm ! xxx 
Love to Christ, Written in Oct. 1741 (Anapp, 1845, ° reg 
p. 152, as * Ein selig Herze ffihrt diese Sprach "*). Ist | as No 
pub. in Appz. Xi., circa 1743, to the Herrnhul @. #., No. 1: 
as No. 1724, and in 12 st. of 61, In the Ariider G. A., and ir 
1778, No. 704, it begins, with st. ii., altered to ** Ein 1734. 
selges Herze fbrt diese Sprach.” Tr. as ‘* When whose 
heavenwards my best affections move.” By Miss P. ¥ 
Borthwick (from the 1778), dated April, 1861, in the brist 
Family Treasury, 1861, p. 328. In H. L. L., 4th ser., man’s 
1462, p. 60 (1884, p. 223), altered to “ When towards with s 
heaven." wian 
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xxxvi. Vor seinen Augen sachweben. Living to 
Christ. In the Teutsche Gedichte, 1735, p. 233, entitled 
** Enoch's Life,” and dated 1731, Ist pub. in the 3rd ed., 
1731, of the Sammlung, as No. 435, in 5 st. of & L, as a 
hymn on Holy Living. In the Herrndut G. B., 1735, 

©. 216, it begins ** Vors #rdutgams Augen," and in the 
Sriider G. B., 1778, No. 1557, it begins ** Vor Jesu Au- 
gen.” In the Hist. Nachricht to the 1778 (1835, p. 190), 
it is dated 1730, and marked as written for ‘theodora 
Countess Reuss (she was bis cousin, née von Castell, and 
first love, but married Count Heinrich xxix. of Reuss- 
Ebersdorf, whose sister [see Nos. xii., xiv. above) became 
Zinzendorf’s wife in 1722). In Anapp, 1445, p. 100. The 
text of 1778 is in the Berlin G. L. s., ed. 1463, No. 1188, 
In Knapp’s Ev. L. S., 1865, No. 1635, dated Sept., 1731. 
Tr. as, ‘Beneath the eye of Jesus.” In the British 
Herald, May, 1866, p. 267, and in Reid’s Praise Bk., 
1872. 
xxxvii. Was sag’ ich dir, die mit viel tausend 

Schmerzen. Penitence. Written in 1737 (Knapp, 1845, 
. 122). ist pub, in Appz. vii., circa 1738, to the Herrn- 
ut G. Pipl 1251, in 10 st. of 61. In the Brider 

G. B., 1778, st. li, x., beginning ‘‘ Du treues eggs ol 
ich sag’ es mit Empfinden,"’ were included as No. 752 
This form is tr. as “Ob, faithful God! with deep and sad 
emotion.” By Mrs. Findlater, in H. L. L., ae 45 
(1884, p. 211). [See alao Appendix. ] 

Zion stands by hills surrounded. 
T. Kelly. (The Security of the Church.) 1st 
ub. in the 2nd ed. of his Hymns, &., 1806, 

in 5 st. of 61. (ed. 1853, No. 136). It is in 
C. U. in its full form, and also in centos, as :— 

1, human tie may perish. This cento, be- 
ginning with st. il., is given in a few American collec- 
tions. 

2. On the Rock of Ages founded. Inthe 1874 Sup- 
plement to the New Cong., No. 1216, is st. i., il, iv., 
¥. rewritten. 

3. Sion stands with hills surrounded. This slightly 
altered text isin a few American bymn-books, 

Taking the original text and these centos 
together, it is found that the use of this 
hymn is somewhat extensive. It is based on 
Ps. cxxv., 2, and is a vigorous hymn on the 
Security of the Church of Christ. (J. J.) 

ZLobepas Tpixupias. St. Anatolius 
(i hrist Stilling the Tempest.) The Very Rev. 

. G. Hatherly, in his ed. of Dr. Neale’s Hys. 
of the Eastern Church, 1882 (4th ed.) says :-— 

** These Stichera are not in use in the Church Service, 
They are probably taken by Dr. Neale from the work of 
some German antiquarian, Sundays of the First Tone 
are the Ist after ter, and the 2nd, 10th, 18th and 
every eighth following Sunday after Pentecost until the 
Sunday next before Easter.” 

It is more probable, however, that Dr. Neale 
got his text from the “ dateless Constantino- 
politan book” from whence he said he got 
his “Art thou weary” (see p. 632, ii.) than 
that he secured it “from the work of some 
German antiquarian.” Dr. Neale’s fr., “ Fierce 
was the wild billow,” was pub. in his Hys. of 
the Eastern Church, 1862, in 3 at. of 8 1., and 
headed “ Stichera for a Sunday of the First 
Tone.” It was included in the Parish H. Bk., 
1863; and subsequently in numerous collec- 
tions in G,. Britain and America. In some 
hymnals it reads, ‘Fierce the wild billow 
was,” and in others “ Fierce wus the Cialilee;” 
but Neale’s text is that which is most exten- 
sively known, (J. J.J 

Zwick, Johann, s. of Conrad Zwick, 
Rathsherr at Constanz, was b. at Constanz, 
circa 1496, He studied law at the Universities 
of Basel, Freiburg, Paris, and Padua (where 
he graduated ut.p.), and was for some time 
a tutor in law at Freiburg and at Basel. In 
1518 he entered the priesthood, and in 1522 
Wis appointed parish priest of Riedlingen 
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on the Upper Danube. Being accused of 
Lutheran tendencies, he was forbidden in 
1523 to officiate, and in 1525 his living was 
formally taken from him. He returned to 
Constanz, and was appointed by the Council 
in 1527 as one of the town preachers. Here 
he laboured unweariedly, caring specially for 
the children, the poor, and the refugees, till 
1542. In Aug., 1542, the people of Bischofs- 
zell, in Thurgau, having lost their pastor by 
the pestilence, besought Constanz to send 
them a preacher; and Zwick. proceeding 
there, preached and visited the sick till he 
himself fell a victim to the pestilence, and d. 
there Oct. 23, 1542 (Koch, ii. 76; Herzog's 
Real-Encyklopédie, xvii. 578, &c.). 

Zwick was one of the leaders of the Swiss Reforma- 
tion. He ranks next to Blaurer as the most pnpovtens 
of the early hymn-writers of the Reformed Church. 
His hymns are collected in Wackernagel, iii., Nos. 672- 
696. The best appeared in the Niiw gsangbiichle von 
vil schdnen Psalmen und geistlichen liedern, pub. at 
Zurich, 1536 (2nd ed. 1540 is the earliest now extant), 
of which he was the chief editor, and which was the 
first hymn-book of the Reformed Church. 

The only hymn by Zwick which has 
passed into English is :— 

Auf diesen Tag so denken wir. Ascension. This 
probably appeared in the Niiw gsangbiichle, Ztrich, 
1536 ; and is certainly in the 2nd ed. of 1540, from which 
it is quoted in Wackernagel, lil. p. 608, in 6 st. of 7 L., 
with “ Alleluia.” It is alsu in (2) the Strassburg Psal- 
men und geystliche Lieder, 15317, f. 99b, and in (3) 8. 
Salminger’s (J. Aberlin’s?) Der gantz Psalter, &c. 
(Zttrich ?), 1537, f. 146 (Brit. Mus,). In each case it ts 
entitled ** Another hymn on the Ascension of Christ,” 
while in 1540 the first line is given as “ Uff disen tag 
so denckend wir,” in 1537 (2) as “Uf disen tag so 
dencken wir,” and in 1537 (3) as ‘* Auff disen tag so 
dencké wir.” Iis the finest of Zwick’s bymna, and its 
spirit of joyful faith, its conciseness, and its beauty of 
form, have kept it in use among the Lutherans as well 
as among the Reformed. It is No. 153 in the Unv. L.S., 
1851. The ¢rs. are :— 

1, Raise devotion, mortal tongues, This is 
noted under Wegelin, J. (q. v.). 

2. To-day our Lord went up on high. By Miss Wink- 
worth, omitting st. iii.,in her Lyra Ger., 2nd Ser., 1853, 

. 46. Repeated in Schaff's Christ in Song, 1869 and 
1870, and the Schaff-Gilman Lib. of Rel. Poetry, 1881. 

8, Aloft to heaven, we songs of . is a 
free tr., in 4 st. of 6 1, by Dr. G. Walker, in his Hys. 
Srom German, 1860, p. 30. (J. M } 

Zyma vetus expurgetur. Adam of 
St. Victor. _( Easter.) Gautier, in his ed. of 
Adam's Oeuvres poetiques, 1881, p. 42, gives 
this from a Gradual of St. Victor before 1239 
(Bibl. Nat. Paris, No. 14452), a Paris Gradual 
of the 13th cent. (B. N. No. 15615), and a 
Missal of St. Genevieve, c. 1239. It is also 
found in an early 14th cent. Paris Missal in 
the British Museum (Add. 16905, f. 146 b); 
in a Sarum Missal, c. 1370, anda York Missal, 
c. 1390, both in the Bodleian; in a St. Gall 
ms. No. 383, of the 13th or 14th cent., &e. 
The printed text is given with full notes in 
Trench, ed. 1864, p. 165; also in Daniel ii., 

. 69; Kehrein, No. 91; D. 8. Wrangham’s 
The Liturgical Poetry of Adam of St. Victor, 
1881, i. p. 80, and others. Of this grand 
sequence Clichtovaeus says with accuracy :— 
“The wonderful mysteries of the Resurrection of our 

Lord are here set forth, as foreshadowed in the Old 

Testament by many types, and through the goodness of 
God explained more chariy to usin the New. And ofa 

truth this prose is almost divine, embracing much 10 

few words, and all distinctly taken from the Sacred 
Scriptures.” 

In this eulogy Abp. Trench agrees. The ex- 
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planation of the Scriptural allusions is given | torical events record 
by Abp. Trench, Dr. Neale in his Med. Hys., | referred to in the seq 
and 
of Adam of St. Victor. 
this was the Sequence on Monday in Easter 
Week; Paris on the Tuesday; York on the 
Friday; St. Victor and St. Genevieve on the 
octave of Easter. (J. M.) 

The trs. of this Sequence include .— 

1, Purge we out the ancient leaven. By J. M. 
Neale, in his Mediaeval Hys., &c., 1851, p. 88, 
in 13 st. of 6 ]., the text used being that in 
Daniel ii., 69. Interesting- notes are added ex- 
planatory of various and in some cases obscure 
references in the sequence to figures applied by 
the early Fathers to Christ and His holy work; 
and also of the typical teaching of certain his- 

In the Sarum we 
r. Wrangham in his Liturgical Poetry 1, Purge out the le 

Plamptre, made for at 
1872, in two parts 
stanzas to be sung at 
ii, begins “ Shadows 
This rendering is | 
and the obscure p 
Plamptre tr. from t. 

Other tre. are ;— 
1. Let the old leave: 

son in the Sarum JM 
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I. CROSS REFERENCE INDEX OF FIRST LINES 

FRENCH, GERMAN, LATIN, 

IN ENGLISH, 
AND OTHER LANGUAGES. 

N.B. For Bohemian and Latin First Lines see also the Articles :— 

Bohemian Hymnody: Breviaries; Hymnarium ; 

Latin, Translations from the; and Sequences. 

A BABE 

A Babe in Bethlehem is born, 940, ii., Puer natus in 
Bethlehem 

A babe is born, all of a Maid, 218, ii., Carols 
‘amg of how agian lan ae Himmel 

gel Schaar 
A band o maiden 431, ii., Goadby, T 
A of songs there ts, 1079, i., Spitta, 6.5.P 

you, will you take la 1204, ii., Van 

song aloud we sing, 326, ii., Ein neues 
Lied wir heben an 

A broken heart, my God, my Xing, 861, i, O Thou 
that hear’st when sinners cry 

A car of fire is on the air, 542, i., Hull, W. W. 
A castle ts our God, a tower, 325, (a Ein feste Burg ist 

unser Gott 
A celui qui nous a sauves, $91, ii., French hymnody 
A Child is born in Bethlehem, And joy is in Jerusalem, 

040, ii., Puer natus in Bethlehem 
A Child is born in Bethlehem, ae is Jerusalem, 

940, ii., Puer natus in Bethlehem 
A Child is’ born in Bethlehem ; Exult for joy, 940, ii., 

Puer natus in Bethlehem 
A Child is born in Bethlehem, Rejoice and sing, 940, 

ii., Puer natus in Bethlehem 
A Child is born in Bethlehem, Rejoice, rejoice, Jerusalem, 

940, ii., Puer natus in Bethlehem 
A Child is born in Hethlehem, Ther ald is glad Jeru- 

salem, 941, i., Puer natus ip 
A Child is born in Bethlehem, There's oy in all Jeru- 

salem, 941, i., Puer natus in Beth] 
A child of sin and wrath I'm born, 215, ii., Cawood, J. 
A Christ I have, O what a peda have I, 674, i., I’ve 

found the Pearl of greatest p 
A oa Jills the court of the rion 431, ii., Goadby, 

At, 214, i., Cary, Alice 
A 4 day fall Fue ous, 299, ii., Dies ieee, dies illa 
a - of rt is done, 1172, ii., Thri 
ge we wrath, a dreadful day, rs Dies irae, 
es 

A day of wrath and woe, that day, 300, ii., Dies irae, 
dies illa 

A day of wrath that day shall glow, 300, i., Dies irae, 
dies illa 

A we A of wrath, that dreadful day, 299, ii., Dies irae, 

A “a sl dann when from on high, 1166, i., Tholuck, 

A debtor! For the love of God unbounded, 1094, i., 
Stock, Sarah G 

A dread hath come on me, 277, i., Dach, 8. 
A fairer sun is risen on earth (Paschale mundo 

udium), 95, ii., Aurora lucis rutilat 
A ul friend is waiting yonder, 1012, i., Schmolck, 

A faithfut promise Thou hast made, 914, i., Promittis, 
€t servas datam 

A Fast before a Feast, 1286, ii,, Wilson, Jane 
A Jest firm fortress i is our God, 325, ii., Ein feste Burg 

A LAMB 

A fast-set Bulwark is our God, 325, ii., Ein fest Burge 
ist unser Gott 

A foe. with reverence we, 181, ii., Behold 
tnesses unseen 

A feathered seed that lifted is, 1118, i., Taylor, Helen 
‘ae leaders of her host, 762, ii., Monsell, J. 

A few more conflicts, toils, and tears, 619, ii., Heusser 
(née Schweizer), Meta 

A fe Salata a few more years, 408, i., Gellert, 

A . ie years shall roll, 161, ii., Bonar, H. ; 758, ii., 
Missions 

A few short days of trial here, 408, i., aaliert, C.F. 
A few short — of trial past, 408, i., Gellert, C. F 
ae eet hours of transient joy, 408, i., Geli, Cc. 

A firm defence our God is still, 326, ii., Ein feste Burg 
ist unser Gott 

A fitly spoken word, 190, ii., Bubier, G. B, 
A Fortress firm and steadfast Rock, 325, i., Ein feste 

Burg ist unser Gott 
A fortress firm is God our Lord, 824, ii,, Ein feste Burg 

ist unser Gott 
A fortress strong is God our God, 324, ii., Ein feste 

Burg ist unser Gott 
A Fortress sure is God our King, 324, ii., Ein feste 

Burg ist unser Gott 
‘ 355, ii, Es zieht ein stiller 

A Come — wendeth, 355, ii., Es zieht ein stiller 

A pladame hymn of praise we sing, 145, i., Blatchford, 

A Bt light has burst arownd us, 1188, i, Tem- 
nce se egg 4 

A glory gilds the sacred page, 1187, ii., Tue Spirit 
rasioes ween the word nats 7 

A great and dehy wonder, 232, ii. 
Sofdcare; 728, i., Méya xai 

4 greater, holier work this day, . 
moves opus 

A happy, happy Christmas, 762, ii., Monsell, J. 8. B. 
A happy New Year! Even such may it be, 497, i., 

vergal, Frances R. 
A heavenly Voice and early Ray (€n clara vox redar- 

t), 1229, i., Vox clara ecce intonat 
A holy air — round, 680, ii,, Livermore, A. A. 
A holy anda happy youth, 117, i., Bateman, H. 
A holy, pure, and spotless Lamb, 326,i., Ein Lammlein 
ape und tragt die Schuld 

y state is wedded life, 269, i., Cronenwett, E. 
4 home in heaven; what a joyful thought, 643, i., 

Hunter, W. 
A hymn for martyrs sweetly sing, 565, i., Hynmnum 

canentes martyrum 
A hymn of glory let us sing, 655, i., Hymnum canamus 

Dom 

 yervarace 
‘ov Gavpa 
+ Jam sanctlus 

A hymn of martyrs let us sing, 655, i, Hymnum 
canentes martyrum 

ares seareal urnée, 892, ii. French hymnody 
A Lamb parece its guilt away, $26, ii,, Ein Lammlein 

geht ae die Schuld 
A Lamb goes forth and bears the guilt Of Adam's, 326, i+ 

Ein Lammlein gebt und tragt die Schuld 
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a — s forthand bears the guilt Of all the world [ A ship comes sailing ome 
Si. oi in Lémmlein geht und wie die ay 4 tiles 

A Prores ge Sorth—for all the dues, 326, i, Ein Engel 
Lammlein geht und t die Schuld 4 tinn-r, Lord, behold 

A Lamb goes forth, the sins He sent $25, ii, Bin atl Jane 
Lammlein geht und triigt die Schuld A small and feeble band 

A Lamb goes uncomplaining forth, $25, ii., Ein Lamm- | A soldier's course from 
lein geht und trigt die Schuld Staffordshire hymn! 

mee "RS forth and bears the guilt Of all the world, A soli: cocasu waque ad 
L&mmlein geht und triigt die Schuld | A solis ortis carding 

Al 1) ' arene downward bam the sky, 626, ii, cardine Et usque, 
insdale (nee Haddock), Grace W. hytanody ; i 

A little child in bulrush ar. 388. 85, ii, Fox, W. J. dimptorem polo ; 
A little child may know, 670, i, Leeson, Jane E. A ton), song of gla 
A little child the Saviour came, 968, ii., Robertson (of niprow gdnw ; 465, 

Monzievaird), W. A Song of songs there 
A little flock! 'Tis well, ‘tis well, 2, ii, A little flock! | A souer went to sow ) 

So calls He me. 256, i. C 3p —_ its 
A little pilgrim on life's way, gg A spicial theme 
A little while and every fear, 470, i., Gre ville, R. K. Salvatorem 
A little while! so spake our gracious 520, i., yiorhring, sew 

Heusser (née Schweizer), Meta 
A little word in kindness spoken, 242, ii., Coleswortby, peo 

b.c, A stor shines forth 
A living stream 7. clear, $49, i., lish, h y 

hymnody ; 782, mit, soul doth magnify the A stilly angel way 
Along time [ wandered ie detrlonant. 160, ii., Bliss, P. Engel 
A lost and sinful world to save, 470, i., Greville, R. K. | A storm sped o'er 
A merry, merry Christmas, 762, ii., Monselt, J. 8. B, bymnody 
A mighty bulwark is our God, $25, ii., Ein feste Burg | A stranger in th 

ist unser Gott every child of 
A mighty castle is our God, $25, i., Ein feste Burg ist | A sirong tower is 

unser Gott feste Burg ist 
A mighty Fortress is our God, A bulwark, 6s ae A strong tower is 

ps te Burg ist unser Gott; 604, ii., Hedge, F Ein feste Bur 
A mighty fortress is our God, A panoply, 325, Bin A stronghold fire 

feste Burg ist unser Gott Ein feste Buy 
A mighty Fortress is our God, A shield, $25, ii, Ein | A stronghold suo 

este Burg ist unser Gott Burg ist uns 
A mighty: fortress is our God, A trusty, 324, ii, Ein | A sure defence, a 

feste Burg ist unser Gott ist unser Go 
A mighty fortress is our God, To shelter, 325, ii., Ein | A sure strongh 

feste Burg ist unser Gott Burg ist: un 
A mighty stronghold is our God, 326, ii, Ein feste Burg | A sure strongh 

ist unser Gott Burg ist un 
A mother may forgetful be, 1153, i, The Lord forgets | A sweetly solem 

His wonied grace A tempest of a} 
A mountain fastness is our God, $84, ii, Ein feste | A thought is br 

Burg ist unser Gott A thousand bi 
A moveless Fastness is our God, $25, ii., Ein feste Burg ‘.H 

ist unser Gott 
Am ng Sein goal and wondrous (Muoryjpiov Eévor), 

332, e9 ords yervara ' dofacare 

A thousand o 
choir we 1 

A thousand y 
Tk A new and aver heart create, 799, i., Neuss, H. G. 

A new song here shall be begun, 326, ii,’ Ein neues Lied A thousand y 
wir heben an de la Mot 

A new song I design to sing, 326, i., Ein neues Lied wir | A time shall c 
heben an bymnod. 

Anew song now we raise and sing, 326, i., Ein neues | A Tower an 
Lied wir heben an Burg ist 

new song to the Lord we'll raise, 326, i., Ein neues | A Tower of 
Lied wir heben an Burg is 

A noble river, wide and deep, 117, i., Bateman, H. A tower of 
A numbered company behold, 1168, i., These glorious feste 

minds, how rg ted — ~. A — of 
A ou mandtu ipo nei en i surve e wondrous cross, urg ji 

Watts), 741, i., Missions : chads 
A parting Aymn we sing, 1291, ii., Wolfe, A. R. feste | 
A pebble in the water cast, 117, i., Bateman, H. A tower 0} 
A Pharisee unwisely stood, 165, ii., Bourne, H. Burg 
ren and a stranger, 560, i., Teh bin ein Gast auf | A tower 

Erden feste 
7g lah his new abode, 1078, ii., iene C.J. P. 
Be hoe here I wander, 560,i., Ich bin ein Gast auf Bure 

rden er 
A pilgrim stands on Jordan's brink, 1078, ii., Spitta, Ein 

C. 5, P, A trang 
A pilgrim through this lonely world, 288, i., Denny, H. 

Sir E. A tree g 
A quiet eve at Bethany, 1065, ii., Soden, A. J. A tree = 
A quiet heart, submissive, meck, 708, i., Macdonald, G. A triple 
A rest here have I never, $60, i., Ich bin ein Gast auf and 

Erden A type 
A Rock and Refuge is our God, 325, i., Ein feste Burg for 

ist unser Gott A Virg 
A rough and shapeless block of iron is my heart, 1145, i., Cat 

ersteegen, A Virg: 
A safe stronghold ‘our God is still, A trusty shield and | A virg? 

werpon, 205, i.. Carlyle, T. 324, i., Ein feste Jar 
Burg ist unser Gott A wvotce 

A safe roe our God is still, A sure defence, | A voice 
325, i., Ein feste Burg ist unser Gott A woice 

A saint !'O would that Icould claim, 715, i., Marriott, J. Dre 



A VOICE 

A voice from Ramah there was sent, 566, i., Hym- 
num — eT ofolt 1148 i 

A voice is heard on eart in weeping, e9 
‘The Apostle slept, a light shone in the praen 

A votce of one that loudly cries, 234, i., Clamantis ecce 
Vox sonans 

A voice upon the midnight air, 716, ii.. Martineau, J. 
A witness-host by us unseen, 181, ii., Behold what wit- 

nesses unseen 
A = change He with us makes, 514, i., Herman, 

A wondrous Child the Virgin-born, 295, i., Dies est lae- 
titiae In ortu regali 

A wondrous mystery this day, 764, i., Mysterium mi- 
rabile, Hac luce nobis itur 

A year’s swift months have passed 
ractis mensibus 

Abba Father, God of love, 427, i., Glorious in Thy saints 
a r 

Peng ne ! hear Thy child, 964, ii., Rise, my soul, 
with ardour rise 

Abba Father, Lord we call Thee, 499, i., Hawker, R. 
Abba, lieber Vater, hére, 417, i., German hymnody 
Abend ist es, Herr, die Stunde, 628, i., Knapp, A. 
Abend und Morgen, 294, i., Die gilldne Sonne 
Abgrund wesentlicher Liebe, 525, i., Hiller, P. F. 
Abide among us with Thy grace, 1091, i., Stegmann, J. 
Abide in Him, abide, 239, i., Cling to the Crucified 
Abide with me, fast falls the eventide, 706, ii., Lyte, 

H. F. ; 748, ii., 756, i., ii., 758, ii., Missions 
Abide with us, Lord Jesus ! 1091, i., Stegmann, J. 
Abide with us, O Jesu dear, 1040, ii,, Selnecker, N. 
Abide with us, O Saviour dear, 1176, i., Thrupp, J. F. 
Abide with us, our Saviour, 1091, i., Stegmann, J. 
Above me hangs the silent sky, 706, li., Lyte, H. F. 
Above the clear blue sky, Beyond our, 164, ii., Bourdillon 

(née Cotterill), Mary 
Above the heavens’ created rounds, 1241, i., Watts, I. 
Above the starry spheres, 576, ii., Jam Christus astra 

ascenderat 
Abroad the regal banners flie, 1221, i, Vexilla Regis 

prodeunt 
Abroad the regal banners Five Now shines the Crosses 

mystery, 1221, ii., Vexilla regis preteest 
— royal banners fly, 1221, ii., Vexilla regis 

unt 

A ted will ich dir geben, 611, ii., Herberger, V. 
Abstainers, wake, tone is work to be done, 1138, i, 

Temperance hymnody 
Absurd and vain attempt to bind, 1020, ii., Scott, T. 
Accept oo glad thanksgiving, Lord, 234, ii., Clapham, 

Accepted in His Holy Name, 41, i., All hail, Redeemer 
of mankind 

Accepting, Lord, Thy gracious call, 481, ii., Hall, C. N. 
According to Thy Gospel, we, 675, ii., Liebster Jesu wir 

sind hier Deinem Worte nachzuleben 
According to Thy mercy, Lord, 10165, ii., Schneesing, J. 
According to Thy will I part, 760, i., Mit ' und 

Freud ich fabr dabin 
Ach alles was Himmel und Erde wmachliesset, 560, ii., 

Ich rfihme mich einzig der blutigen Wunden 
Ach Bein von meinen Heinen, 1 ii., Zinzendorf, 

N. L. von 
Ach a bei uns, Herr Jesu Christ, 1040, i,, Selnecker, 

Ach bleib mit deiner Gnade, 398, ii., French hymnody ; 
, ii., Sugmesn, J. 

Ach das Herz verlassend alles, 82, i., Arnold, G. 
Ach du unaussprechlich nahes Herze, 1301, ii., Zinzen- 

dorf, Cc. R. von 

Ach Gott, es taugt doch draussen nicht, 1144, iL, 
Tersteegen, G. 

Ach 7 gieb in des deine Gnad, 64, ii., See Altenburg, 

Ach Gott und Herr, wie s und schwer, 982, ii. Rutilius (Radel) Me , 
Ach Gott verlass mich nicht, 387, ii., Franck, 8. 
Ach Gott vom Himmel sich darein, 414, i., German 

hymnody ; 442, ii., Goostly Psalmes and Spiritualle 
3 704, i Luther, MM. 

Ach Gott, was hat fiir Herrlichkeit, 1006, i., Scheffler, 

Ach 
ch 

away, 70, ii., Anni 

Gott, wie lang vergissest mein, 470, i., Greitter, M. 
Gott, wie manches Herzeleid, 589, i., Jesu duicis 
Memoria ; 762, i., Moller, M. 

Ach Herr Christe, war Mettsch und Gott (Wir danken 
dir, Herr Jesu Christ, st. li.), 1226, i., Vischer, C. 

Ach Jesu! desten Treu, 505, ii., Heermann, J. 
Ach komm, du siisser Herzens-Gast, 724, i., Mencken, L. 
= kénnt ich stille sein, 1144, ii,, Tersteegen, G. A _ auf allen Tritten, 1301, ii., Zinzendorf, C. R. 
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Ach lieber Hérre Jesu Christ, 607, i, Heinrich of 
Laufenburg 

Ach mein Herr Jesu, dein Nahesein, 417, ii., German 
hymnody ; 468, i., Gregor, C. 

Ach! mein verwundter Fiirste, 9, ii,, According to Thy 
mercy, Lord, st. fi., iif. ; 558, i., 1 thirst, Thou 
wounded Lamb of God; 1302, ii., Zinzendor!, N. L. 
von 

Ach, nach deiner Gnade schmachtet, 667, i., Lavater, J.C. 
Ach, sagt mir nicht von Gold und Schétzen, 1007, i., 

Scheffler, J. 
Ach sagt mir nichts von eiteln Schdtzen, 417, i., Ger- 

man hymnody 
Ach treib aus meiner Seel’, 430, i,, Gmelin, 8. C. 
Ach treuer Gott! ich ruf zu dir, 287, ii., Denicke, D. 
Ach Vater unser, der du bist, 442, ii., Goostly Psalmes 

and Spiritualle Songes ; 761, ii., Moibanus, A. 
Ach wann werd’ ich von der Stinde, 777, ii., Mtlnter, B. 
Ach was ist doch unsre Zeit, 388, i., Franck, 8. 
Ach was soll ich siinder machen, $79, ii., Flitner, J. 
Ach, was steh’s du auf der Au, 1007, i., Scheffler. J. 
ae, eee Marter, welche Plagen, 1078, ii., Spitta, C. 

Ach wenn ich dich, mein Gott, nur habe, 1013, ii., 
Schmolck, B. 

Ach wie fliichtig! ach wie nichtig, 387, i., Franck, M 
Ach a hat mein ‘Herz gerungen, 626, i., Klopstock, G 

Ach wie so sanft entschldfest du, 795, ii., Neumann, G. 
Ach wundergrosser Siegesheld, 681, ii., Homburg, KE. C. 
Achieving what His wisdom planned, 1218, ii., Verbum 

Supernum prodiens Nec Prtris linquens 
Acquaint thee, my child, 11, i., Acquaint thee, O mortal 
Acquaint thee, O mortal, 680, i., Knox, W. 
Acquaint thee, U Spirit, acquaint thee with God, 11, i, 

Acquaint thee, O mortal 
Acquaint thyself quickly, O sinner, 11, i,, Acquaint thee, 

O mortal 
Across the sky the shades of night, 482, ii., Hamilton, J. 

of Doulting) 
Act but the infant's gentle part, 354, i, Es ist nicht 

schwer ein Christ zu sein 
Ad celebres, Rex coelicr, laudes cuncta, 814, i,, Notker 
Ad coenam Agni providi, 13, ii., Ad regias Agni dapes; 

629, ii., Knorr von Rosenroth, C, 
Ad honorem tuum Christe recolet ecclesia, 647, i., Latin 

bymnody 
Ad matutinum gemide, 650, i., Latin hymnody 
Ad nuptias Agni Pater, 382, ii., Fortem virili pectore 
Ad nutum Homini, 1043, ii., Sequences 
Ad perennis vitae fontem mens sitivit arida (Damiani), 

278, ii., Damiani, P.; 580, i., Jerusalem, my happy 
home ; 640, i., Lasset Klag und Trauern fahren ; 
645, i., 646, ii., 650, ii., Latin hymnody; 978, ii., 
Roman Catholic bymnody 

Ad regias Agni dapes, 11, ii., Ad coenam Agni . 
879, i., Pange lingua lorios corporis Bee rod alge 

Ad supernam, 879, ii., Pange lingua gloriosi corporis 
™ rium 

Ad te levavi, 73, ii., Antiphon 
Adam, descended from above, Thou me canst, 14, ii, 

Adam descen from above, Federal Head 
Adam did, in Paradise, 794, ii., Neumann, C. 
Adam hat in Paradies, 794, ii,, Neumann, C. 
Adam hatte sieben Sohne, 207, i., Carols 
iam vetus quod polluit, 30, i., Agnoscat omne saecu- 

um 
Adeste Christi vocibus, 125, i., Bede 

Adeste fideles, lacti triumphantes, 150, i., Blew ; 589, i., 
Jesu dulcis memoria; 855, ii., Oakeley, F.; 974, ii., 
Roman Catholic hymnody 

Adeste fideles, mecum complorantes, 825, ii., O come and 
mourn with me awhile ° 

Adeste tancti coelites, 994, ii., Santeflil, B. de 
Adore, Md soul, that awful name, 1063, i., Smith, Sir 

Adoro te devote, latens Deitas, 30, ii., Agnus Dei, 660, 
i., atin 7 1167, ii. Thomas of Aquino 

Adoro Te supplez, latens Deitas, 22, ii., Adoro Te 
devote, latens Deitas 

Adown the river, year by year, 1062, ii., Smith, I. G. 
—_— —— chori, 846, ii., O qualis quantaque 

t 
Adveniet Dominus! Tellus tremefacta labascat, 1154, i., 

The Lord shall come! the earth shall quake 
Advent tells us Christ is near, 483,i., Hankey, Katherine 
Adversa mundi tolera, 1096, i, Stone, S. J.; 1168, i, 

as of Kempen 
Aestimavit ortolanum, 242, ii., Collaudemus Magdalenae 
Aeterna Christi munera, Apostolorum, 24, ii,, Aeterna 

Christi munera, Et martyrum 
ao Christi munera et martyrum, 66, ii,, Ambro- 

us 
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bus; st. iii., Ortus refulget lucifer, 1187, i, Tu 
Trinitatis Unitas 

Aeterne Rector siderum, 274, ii., Custodes hominum 
psallimus angelos ; 872, ii., Urbis a oo 

Aeterne rerum Conditor, 56, ii., Ambrosius; 108, i. 
Splendor paternae gloriae 

Aeterne Rex altissime, 1186, ii., Tu Christe nostrum 
gaudium 

Aeterni Patris Unice, 662, i., Lauda, mater ecclesia 
A ae € eastern sky is glowing, 486, i., Hardenberg, &. 

. Pr. von 

Afar while Jesus passeth by, 200, ii., Callaway, W. F. 
Aiicted saint, to Christ draw near, 28, ii., Afflicted 

soul, to Jesus dear 
Afflicted saint, to God draw near, 28, ii., AMicted soul, 

Mencken, L. 
Ah, could I but be still, 1 
Ah dearest Lord! to fee 

Gregor, C. 
Ah! fatthful God, com 
Pn treuer Gout, barmhe 

fleeting Spirit! u 
Spark of lad { 

Ah, give me, Lord, the si 
. the Pilgrim 

to Jesus dear Ah from heaven 
Affliction is a stormy deep, 264, ii., Cotton, N. Gott vom Himme 
After all that I have done, 1263, i., Wesley family, The | 4h God, from heaven 
After clouds we see the sun, 410, i., Gerhardt, P. Gott vom Himm« 
After me! Christ our Champion s, , 737, ii, Mir | Ah! God in heaven, 

nach, spricht Christus, unser Hel 
After the of night is passed away, 876, ii, Ta 

; . aA ais 
After three days Thow didst rise, 68, i, Avéorys 

TpLmee pos a ; 
Again, amid the circling year, 120, ii., Beata nobis 

gaudia Anni reduxit orbita 
Again, asevening’s shadow falls, 685, ii., Longfellow, 8, 
Again my Saviour Jesus lives, 703,i., Iuise-Henriette 

of Brandenburg 
Again, O Lord, I ope mine eyes, 706, ii., Lyte, H. F. 
again our Lent has come to us, 1285, ii., Wilson, Jane mann, J, G. 
Again our weekly labours end, 71, ii., Another six days’ | Ah! Head 30 pie: 

work is done voll Blut und 
Again our yearly strain we raise, 1097, i., Stowell, H. | AA! how empty i 
Again returns the day of holy rest, 29,i., Again the Herz so leer 

day returns of holy rest Ah how MapCen: 
Again the circling seasons tell, 120, ii., Beata nobis | Ah, how s d 

gaudia Anni reduxit orbita sons of Ada: 
Again the circling year brings rownd, 120, ii., Beata | Ah! hush now 

nobis gaudia Anni reduxit orbita Deus ignee 
Again the dawn gives warning meet, 14, ii, Ad templa | Ah! Jesu Chris 

nos rursus vocat of Laufenb 
Ah Jesu Christ 
Ah Jesus, let m 
Ah Jesus, Lorc 

Again the day returns of holy rest, 717, ii., Mason, W.; 
903, ii., Praise the Lord, ye heavens adore Him 

Again the daylight fills the sky, 577, ii., Jam lucis orto 
side Ah! Jesus! L re 

Again the holy morn, 14, ii., Ad templa nos rursus vocat mann, J. 
Again the Lord of life and light, 114, i., Barbauld (née | AA Jesus, the 

Aikin), Anna L. Ah! Lord, Ah 
Again the Lord's own day is here, 330, ii., En dies est hymnody 

Dominica Ah! Lord, e1 
Again the slowly circling year, 120, ii., Beata nobis wounded 

gaudia Anni reduxit orbita Ah! Lord, f 
Again the solemn season calls, 1066, ii., Solemne nos vom Hh 

Jejunii Ah! Lord, 
Again the Sunday morn, 14, ii., Ad templa nos rursus ich dic] 

vocat Ah! Lord 
Again the tempter comes ! to Thee I cling, 877, i., TladAcw Heerm 

mpoonAGer 6 dpaxwy Ah me, whi 
Again the time appointed see, 1066, ii, Solemne nos stock, 

jejunii AA! mour 
Again the trumpet sounds, 709, ii., Maclagan, W. D. R. 
Again to Thee, our rdian God, we raise, 996, i., 

Saviour, again to Thy dear Name we raise on 
Again upon the gladden'd earth, 902, i., Powell, T. E. Ah, not 
Again we hail the opening morn, 867, ii, ade beyyos, H.U 

Tad as Ah! quo 
Again we meet in gladness, 181, ii., J. ham 
Again we meet in Jesus’ name, 286, i., k, J. G. Ah! reg 
Against, See also ‘Gainst Mot 
Against all those that strive with me (Ps, xxxv.), 800, | Ah! rei 

i., New Version de 
Against the Church of Jesus, 351, ii., "EréBn ws Acwy AR! sii 
Against Thee, Lord, Thee only my transgression, 40°7, i., € 

Gellert, C. F. Ah, tel 
Against Thee only have I sinned, I own it, 407, i., | Ah the 

Gellert, C. F. i 
Age after age shall call thee (her) blessed, 213, ii., | AAR, th 

Charles (née Rundle), Elizabeth co 
Age jam precor mearum, 647, i., Latin hymnody 4h! ti 
Aye por Yuya, 457, i., Greek hymnody AA! ¢t 
Aghast the tyrant racked with care, 946, ii., Quicumque dz 

Christum quaeritis AA tre 
Agneau de Dieu, 712, ii,, Malan, H. A. C. AA! wu 
Agni paschalis esu potuque dignas, 813, i., Notker be 
Agnoscat omne saeculum, 383, ii., Fortunatus, V. Hl. C. Ah, w 
Agnus Dei, qui tollis peccata mundi, 285, ii., Decius, N. ; le 

414, ii., German hymnody Ah! wu 
Agnus redemit oves, 1222, ii., Victimae Paschali AA! u 
Ayone triumphali militum regis summi, 813, i., Notker A 



AH 

Ah wounded Head! must Thou, 8365, ii., 0 Haupt voll 
Blut and Wunden 

Ah wounded Head, that bearest, 835, ii., O Haupt voll 
Blut und Wunden 

Affe fat nla ed Os rts M, j jak jeou mili tvoji pribytkove, 98, i., Augusta, J. 
7 Pig wg blind i've been, 1098, ii., Strong, N. 
Alas, dear Lord, what evil hast Thou done, 517, ii., 

Herzliebster Jesu, was hast du verbrochen 
Alas, dear ford, what law then hast Thou broken, 

517, ii., Herzliebster Jesu, was hast du verbrochen 
Alas for my sorrow, 853, ii., O we des smerzen 
Alas, how changed that lovely slower, 628, ii., Knight, 

J. A. 
Alas, how poor and little worth, 685, i., Longfellow, H. 

Ww 
Alas, how swift the ee 16, i., Adama, J. Q. 
Alas, my aking heart, 1237, 1., Watts, I. 
Alas! my God! my sins are great, 963, i., Rutilius 

(Ridel), M. 
Alas! my Lord and God, 983, i., Rutilius (Radel), M. 
Alas! my Lord my Life is gone, 536, i., Hoskins, J. 
Alas: poor world, I loved thee , 545, ii., Husband, E. 
Alas! that I not earlier knew Thee, 561, i., Ich will 

dich lieben, me ne Stirke 
Alas! the Lord my Life is gone, 536, i., Hoskins, J. 
Alas, the outward emptiness, 421, ii., Gill, T. H. 
Alas these pilgrims faint and worn, 421, ii., Gill, T. H. 
Albeit my steps are on my native strand, '773, ii., 

Mowes, H. 
Ales diei nuntius (Prudentius), 643, ii., Latin hymnody ; 

910, i., Primers 
’ Alike in happiness and woe, 127%, i., While carnal 

men, with all their might 
All after pleasures as I rid one day, 210, ii,, Carols 
All =o wills who wisely heeds, 1277, i., Whittier, 

All, all is vanity below, 689, i., Lord, I am Thine, but 
Thou wilt prove 

p, Eliza T. All before us lies the way, 234, ii., Cl 
Au ing with the tangled thorn (Caput spinis coro- 

natum), 991, ii., Salve mundi salutare 
All blessing to the Blessed Three, 134, ii., Benedicta sit 

beata Trinitas 
All earthly charms, however dear, 1196, fi., Unitarian 

ymnody 
AU fair within those children of the light, 960, ii, 

ichter, Cc, F. 

All glories of this earth decay, 473, i., Gryphius, A. 
All glory be to God most high, 1018, ii., Schfitz, J. J. 
All glor ag to God on high, And, 425, ii., Gloria in 

excelsis 
AUl glory be to God on high and peace on earth likewise, 

425, ii., Gloria in excelsis 
All park be to God on high, Who, 4265, ii., Gloria in ex- 

celsis 
AU glory be to Him who came, 122, i., Beddome, B. 
AU glory be to Thee, 925, ii., Psalters, English 
Bea! A to Thee, Redeemer blest, 426, ii., Gloria, laus, 

et honor 
All glory, Jesus Christ, to Thee, 409, i., Gelobet seist du 

Jesu Christ 
AU gery. laud, and honour, 426, ii., Gloria, laus, et 

or 

AU glory to the Eternal Three, 720, ii., Maxwell, J. 
Au glory to the Eternal Three (tr. J. Wesley), 1904, 

. Zinzendorf, N. L. von . 
All glory to the Father be, Who made the earth, 424, i., 

Give glory unto God on high 
AU glory to the Lord's Epiphany, 361, ii., Epiphaniam 

mino canamus gloriosam 
All Glory to the Sovere‘gn Good, 1018, i., Schtitz, J.T. 
All glory, worship, thanks, and praise, 1288, i, Wir 

singen dir Immanuel 
All hail. See also All haile 
AU hail, adored Trinity, 98, ii., Ave, colenda Trinitas 
Alt hail, all hail, to the natal day, 235, ii., Clarke, 8. C. 
Aull hail! dear Conqueror! all hail (Jesus is risen, 

Faber), 975, i., Homan Catholic hymnody 
All hail, divinest heart, to Thee (O divinum Cor, aveto), 
m a, ii., Salve mundi Le gpg - 

wu! my Saviour and my G Gegrfisset seist 
du Gott, mein Heil), 990, ii., Salve Sete salutare 

AU hail, redeeming Lord, 167, i., Boyce, (S. ?) 
All hail! the great Immanuel’s [Hmmanuel's) Name, 

42, i., All hail! the power of Jesus’ Name 
All hail! the great latoner’s Name, 42, i., All bail! 

the power of Jesus’ Name 
AU Ane eres Anointed, 480, ii., Hail to the Lord’s 

n 
All hail the r of Jesus’ Name, 244, ii., Come, 

children, hail the Prince of Peace ; & Come, children, 
Join the angelic throng; 477, ii., Hail, holy, holy, 
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holy Lord, Let angels; 478, i., Hail, Name of 
Jesus, glorious Name; 743, i., Missions; 890, ii., 
Perronet, E.; 1299, ii, You whoahe Name of Jesus 
bear 

All hail to Thee, my Saviour and my God, 990, ii. 
Salve mundi salutare 

Ali hail to you, swect Jesus’ wounds, 992, i., Salvete 
Chris? vulnera 

All hail to you, ye martyrs flowers (Salvete flores mar- 
tyrum), 947, i,, Quicumque Christum quaeritis 

AU hail ye flowers of martyrdom (Salvete flores mar- 
' tyrum), 947, i., Quicumque Christam quaeritis 

All hail, ye infant martyr-/lowers (Salvete flores mar- 
tyrum), 947, i., Quicumque Christum quaeritis 

All hail, ye martyr-blooms so bright (Salvete flores mar- 
tyrum), 947, i., Quicumque Christum quaeritis 

All haile, O Quene mother of mercie, 992, i., Salve regina 
tmisericordiae 

All haile, O Quene mother of Mercie, 992, i., Salve regina 
misericurdiae 

AU hearts and tongues and hands, 963, ii., Rinkart, M. 
AU His a join to bless, 482, i,, Hallelujah! 

Raise, se 
All hosts above, beneath, 785, i, Nato canunt omnia 
All hosts with one accord, 786, i., Nato canunt omnia 
AU human succours now are flown, 621, ii., Ken, T. 
All is bright and cheerful round us, 43, ii,, All is bright 

and gay around us 
All is dying, hearts are breaking, 145, ii., Bletbt bel 

dem, der euretwillen 

fellow, H. W. 
Au - Sa aeaata heart record, 1010, ii., Schmidt, 

All kings shall see’ with one accord (Ps, |xxil.), 865, ii., 
Old Version 

AU laud and praise, with heart and voice (Ps, xxx., 
Hopkins), 865, ii., Old Version 

All = is thine, O Spirit, 1800, ii., Zeuch ein zu deinen 
oren 

Au rod ° outwardly desert and gloom, 471, i., Grin- 
e 

All men’ are equal in their birth, 715, ii., Martineau, 
Harriet 

AU men to speak and to dream are prone, 364, ii., Es 
reden und triumen die Menschen viel 

All must die! there's no exception, 36, ii., Albinus, J. G. 
AU must die! there's no redemption, 36, ii., Albinus, J. 

G. 
Al ~~ belief and confidence (The xli Articles), 858, i., 

Old Version 
All my desires are fixed on Thee, 798, i., Neumeister, E. 
All my heart this night rejoices, 396, i., Frohlich soll 

mein Herze springen 
All my heart to Thee I give, 262, ii,, Cormeum tibi dedo, 

Jesu dulcissime 
AU my heart with joy is springing, 396, i., Frohlich soll 

mein Herze Yr geen ar 
All my hope and consolation, §85,i,, Jesu deiné tiefe 

Wunden 
All my hope is firmly grounded, 791, ii., Neander, J. 
All ie hope is fized and grounded, 791, ii., Neander, 

All my hope is grounded surely, 791, ii., Neander, J. 
AU my world was struck with storm, 486, i., Harden- 

G, F. P. von 
All nature dies and lives again, 376, ii., Few are thy 

days and full of woe 
All nature feels attractive power, 311, ii., Drennan, W. ; 

1196, i., Unitarian hymnody 
Au apy works his praise declare, 1233, i., Ware, 

., jun. 
All other pleas we cast aside, 476, ii., Had I ten 

thousand gifts beside 
AU our sinful words and ways, 678, i., Litanies 
AU people hearken, and give ear (Ps. xlix., Sternhold), 

865, ii., Old Version 
AU people that on earth do dwell (Ps. c., Kethe), 684, i., 

Lobwasser, A.; 756, i., Missions; 858, i., 859, i 
860, i., ii., 863, ii., 865, i. 866, i., Old Version 

All ise and thanks to God most high, 1018, ii, 
Schfitz, J. J. 

All praise be Thine, O risen Lord (Gloria Tibi Domine), 
94, ii., Aurora lucis rutilat 

All praise to God above, 1262, i., ester Hasty, The 
All praise to Him of Nazareth, 190, i., Bryant, W. C. 
All praise to Him who built the hills, 905, ii., Praises 

to Him who built the hills 
All praise to Jesus’ hallowed name, 408, ii,, Gelobet 

seist du Jesu Christ 
All praise to Thee, eternal Lord, 408, ii., Gelobet seist 

du Jesu Christ 
All praise to Thee in light arrayed, 621, i., Ken, T- 

+ dns 
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Au ise to Thee, my God, this 488, i., 
the herald angels sng 618, as Ch Ken, T. aia 

All — to Tyee, U Lord, Who by, i20, i., Beadon, 

All grate to Thee! O Lord, Who from, 429, ii., Glory 
to Thee, O Lord, Who from 

All praise to Thee whp safe hast kept, 621, i., Ken., T, 
AU praise to Thee Whose powers word, 429, ii., Glory 

to Thee whose  pewertat word ; 693, i., Lord of the 
wide-extended main 

All saints of the Lord, 280, i., Darling, T. 
Au — lights, all hues divine, 820, 1,, Nox atra rerum 

it 
All that ire with Christ to rise, 946, i, Quicumque 

Christum quaeritis 
All that Ged dees Ss regret does, ES. ii., Rodigast, S. 
All that in this wide world we see, 190, i., rire W.C. 
All that seek Christ, your eyes erect, 946, i., Quicumque 

Christum quacritis 
All that we re bs of saints above, 1288, ii., With praise 

to Thee my strain 
All — s human still must perish, 36, ii., Albinus, 

All the beauty we can find, 1006, ii., Scheffler, J. 
All the saints will meet on high, 287, i., Deiner Kinder 

Sammelplatz 
All the way my Saviour leads me, 1204, i., Van Alstyne 

née Crosby), Frances J. 
All the world exalt the Lord, $07, ii., Held, H. 
All the world give praises due, 607, ii., Held, H. 
AU the world’s salvation, hail, 990, ii, Salve mundi 

salutare 
All whose hopes on God depend (Ps. cxxv.), 801, ii., 

New Version 
All things are ours; how abundant the treasure, 529, 

ii., Holme, J. 
All things are ready! Jesus waits to give, 46, i, All 

things are ready! there's a place of rest 
Ali things are Thine, no gifts have we, 1877, i, 
y* Pesca J. a. ; 

ings are yours! O sweet mes mercy divine, 
1017, ii., Schubart, C. F. D. — 

All things bright and beautiful, 38, ii., Alexander (née 
Humphreys), Cecil F. 

All oe hang on our possessing, 51, i., Alles ist an 
ottes n 

Au — praise Thee, Lord most high, 266, i., Conder, 

- epagatere that are on earth, 190, ky w.c. a 
n angels ’ ii., Austin, ; 

212, se Carls ong 
All this night shrill Chauntecleere, 97, ii., Austin, W. 
All those who seek a throne of grace, 529, i., Holden, 0. 
All Thy realms in midnight shrouded, 1291, i,, Wol- 

cott, 5. 
AU unseen the Master walketh, 709, i., Mackellar, T. 
Aull _— Zion's God depend (Ps. CXXV.), 801, ii., New 

ersion 
All with Jesus are delighted, 47, i., Alle Christen 

singen gerne 
AU within a lonely manger, 881, ii., Pange lingua gloriosi 

proelium certaminis 
All ye a certain cure who seek, 945, ii., Quicunque certum 

quaeritis 
All ye Gentile lands awake, 966, i., Rist, J 
All ye prep te achr the Lord, 46, ii, rng ye Gentiles, 

praise the 
Aull ple, — and clap your hands, 622, i., 

All ay ‘that "hear the Lord, A aga 621, ii., Nun freut 
euch lieben 

All ye who faith ang tereants are (Hymn for Holy Com- 
munion), 801, ii,, New Version 

Aaa ye ate reve ihe Lord, rejoice, 48, ii., All ye that 
ve the Lord, rejoice 

All ye who seek a certain cure, 945, ii, Quicunque 
certam quaeritis 

All ye who seek a comfort sure, 945, ii., Quicunque 
certum quaeritia 

All ye = refuge sure, 946, ii., Quicunque certum 
quaeritis 

AR ye who seek a nz solacere, 946, i,, Quicunque cer- 
tum quaeritis 

All ye who seek a sure relief In trouble, 945, ii., Qui- 
cunque certum quaeritis 

All ye who mg sure seabe f Fr In every time, 946, i., 
cumque Christum quaeri Qui q ist 

All ye who reek for sure rlief - trouble and, 945, ii., 
2 pager med a ar eles i, 

A who in and cumgue 
Shristum quaeritis ai as . 

oF es 946, ii., Quicumque 

INDEX. 

AU ye who tock the 
ue Christ: 

All you that in this bo 
All that — ‘ 

ne Christ 
All you oe seek the 

946, ii., Quicumg: 
All who tw the ho 

New Version 
ing with the 

natnm), 991, iL, ! 
All-bounteous Prame 

ingens Conditor 
All-bountiful Create: 

1137, i, Telluris 
AlL-circling Infinite, : 
Alle oo hiren | 

Alle iss wieder, ky 
Hey, J. W. 

He Menschen mise 
Alle-cantabile sonet 

dulcibileduya, 4 
Alle-coeleste neenon ¢ 
Allein, See also Alley 
Allein auf Christi i 
Allein auf Golt st 

962, ii., Ringwa 
Allein Gott in der H 

high; 414, ii., | 
in excelsis ; 42. 

Allein ag He 
Thy mercy, le 
1016, i., Schnee 

Alleine God jn deri 
Alleluia, See also . 

luia, and Halle 
Alleluia, andes, . , 

luia ; 829, i., ( 
Alleluia! Alleluia. 

Finita jam sun 
Alleluia, Alleluia, 

Finita jam sur 
Alleluia, Alleluia, 

48, i., Alleluis 
Alleluia ! best and 

48, i., Alleluia 
Alleluia Christo d 
Alleluia dulce car 
Alleluia ! fairest 
Alleluia! Gloire 
AUleluia! Jesus 
Alleluia! let the 

49, ii., Allelo 

Alleluia let = ni 
Alle 

Alleluia ! ng 

Alleluia nunc de 
luia ; 661, i. 

Alleluia, peace ti 
Alleluia piis edit 
Alleluia, schine 
Alleluia, sing to 
— 

i., 

aude uta! 
48, ii., A 

Alleluia, song | 
48, ii., Alle 

Alleluia, son 
49, 

Alleluia ! 
48,i., Al 

Alleluia ! 
48, i., Alle 

Allel ‘ 
48, ii., All 

Alleluia ! 
48, ii., A 

Alleluia! swee 
. ii., All 
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In strains of holy laud (tr. 
Chambers), 49, ii., Alleluia piis edite laudibus 

Alleluja, Lab, Preis, und Ehr, ' . i, Rinkart, M. 

Alleluja achiner Morgen, 633, ii., Krause, J. 
Alleluya ! of sweetness, Voice of everlasting joy, 

48, ii, Alleluia, dulce carmen 
Alien ist ein Heil beachieden, 1076, ii., 8 pitta, C. J. P. 
Allene up git hope und truwe, 962, i, Ringwaldt, B. 
Aller Gléiub’gen Sammelplats, 286, ii., Deiner Kinder 

Samme!platz ; 417, i., German hymnody 
Alles ist euer! o Worte des ewigen Lebens, 1017, ti. 

Schubart, C. F. D. 
Alleyn tho dy, Herr Jesu Christ, 1016, i., Schneesing, J. 
All-faded is the glowing light, 706, ii., Lynch, T. T. 
Aligemach gus Diimmerung und Nacht, 634, i., Krum- 

macher, F. A. 
Aligenugsam Wesen, 417, ii., German bymnody ; 1144, 

ii., Tersteegen, G. 
All-glorious King of martyrs Thou, 958, ii., Rex gloriose 

martyrum 
All-good, all-great, all-mighty, Three in One, 1100, ii., 

Sublime numen ter potens ter maximum 
All-gracious, all-victorious Lord, 250, i., Come, O Thou 

all-victorious Lord 
All-gractous Lord, Iown Thy right, 781, i., My gracious 

Lord, I own Thy right 
All-gracious Lord, we look to Thee, 1138, i., Temperance 

hymnody ; 
All-gracious Spirit, Fount of love, 829, ii, O fons 

amoris, Spiritus 
All-holy, ever-living One, 624, i,, Hill, T. 
All-holy God on high, 241, i., Coell Deus sanctissime 
AU-holy Sovereign of the sky (Rom. Brev. text), 241, i., 

Coeli Deus sanctiasime 
All-knowing God, 'tis Thine to know, 1020, ii., Scott, T. 
All-present Framer of the sky, 563, i,, Immense coeli 

Conditor 
All-ruling God, unerring Way (tr. in the Primer, 1706), 

953, ii., Rector potens, verax Deus 
All-seeing God, '’tis Thine to know, 43, ii., All-knowing 

God, ‘tis Thine to know 
All-sufficient Being, 1144, ii., Tersteegen, G. 
a? kommner Geist, 961, i., Rambach, 

Alma chorus Domini compangat, 814, i., Notker 
Alma Lux, inter media tenebras, 669, i., Lead, kindly 

light, amid the encircling gloom 
Alma eiomoteris Mater quae pervia coeli, 73, i,, Anti- 

on 5 
bymacdy 

Alleluias sound 

, li,, Ave regina coelorum ; 660, ii., Latin 

Alma Kedemptoris mater quam de coelis misit Pater, 
52, i., Alma Redemptoris mater quae pervia coeli 

Alma virgo Maria, 73, i., Antiphon 
Almighty and immortal King, 356, i., Eternal and im- 

mortal Kin 
mr Builder of the earth (Telluris alme Conditor), 

137, i., Telluris ingens Conditor 
Almighty Father, gracious Lord, 1090, i., Steele, Anne 
Almighty Father, God of grace (Cotterill), 1084, ii., 

hire hymnbooks 
cao | Father, hear our cry, 142, i., Bickersteth, 

E. H.; 692, ii., Lord of the ocean, hear our cry 
— Father, heaven and earth, 282, ii., Dayman, 

Almighty Father, just and good, 1184, i., Te Deum 
Patrem colimus 

Almighty Father of mankind! Jehovah, self-existent 
Lord, 1196, i, Unitarian bymnody ; 

Almi anf Father of mankind, On Thee (Bruce), 188, ii., 

Aim Father, while we own, Thy saving power, 
tise, i., Temperance hymnod 

Almighty Founder of the world, 1187, i., Telluris ingens 
conditor 

Almighty Fount of love, 902, i., Powell, T. E. 
Almighty God, apply, 169, ii., Breay, J. G, 

Almighty God, be Thou our guide, @49, fi., O that Thou wouldst the heavens rend 
Almighty God, before Thy throne, 1087, ii., See, gracious 

tod, before Thy throne 
Almighty God! I call to Thee, 97, i., Aus tiefer Noth 

schrei ich gu dir 
Almighty God, in prayer to Thee, 9T7, ii., Roscoe, W. 8. 
Almighty God, in Whom combine, 617, i., Herz der 

guttlichen Natur 
yee rd me of love divine, 168, ii., Bourne. He ; 

@ " poe The of truth and love, 1262, esley 

Almighty God, our King, 488, i., Gregory, J. @. 
sh ar God, this touth we own, 1066, ii., Soden, 

wr a Aig, thy piercing eye, 221, i., Children’s 
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Almighty God, Thy throne above, 956, ii,, Rerum Deus 
euax vigur 

Almighty God, Thy truth shall stand, 9, ii., Ach Gott 
vom Himmel si¢h darein 

Almighty God, Thy word is cast, 215, i., Cawood, J. 
Almighty God, Thy works abound, 1298, ii., Yes, God 

is good In earth and sky 
Almighty God, to Whom we owe, 1065, ii., Soden, A. J. 
Almighty God, we cry to Thee, 122, i., Beddome, B. 
Almighty God, we praise and own, 1183, i, Te Deum 

laudamus 
aga 4 God, Who dwellest high, 1116, ii., Taylor, 

nn and Jane 
Almighty God, Who from the flood, 711, i, Mugnac 

us potentiae 
as y (od, Whose love displayed, 1100, ii., Summae 

us clementia,—st. ii., Da dexteram 
Almighty God, Whose sceptre sways, 26, i, Aeterne 

Rector siderum 
_—- God, Whose sovereign will, 711, ii., Magnae 

ns tiae poten 
Almighty, hear us while we raise, 189, ii., Bryant, W. C. 
Almighty King, Kternal Sire, 1006, i., Scheffler, J. 
Almighty King, Whose wondrous hand, 448, i, Graces 
Almighty, listen while we raise, 189, ii., Bryant, W. C. 
anges Lord, before Thy throne, 1087, ii., See, gracious 

God, before Thy throne 
Almighty Lord of earth and heaven, 287, ii., Denicke, D. 
Almighty Lord, the sun shall fail, 1187, ii,, The starry 

ament on high 
Ali, ynty Maker of my frame, 1089, ii., Steele, Anne; 

, ii., When I resolved to watch my thoughts 
Almighty Maker of our i 1269, ii., When I re- 

solved to watch my thoughts 
Almighty Maker of the heaven, 663, i,, Immense coeli 

Conditor 
Almighty Ruler, God of Truth, 958, ii,, Rector potens, 

verux Deus 
Almighty Saviour, bow Thine ear, 169, ii., Breay, J. G. 
Almighty Saviour, here we stand, 108, ii., Baldwin, T. 
Almighty Shepherd, Who didst give, 1097, i., Stowell, H. 
Almighty Sovereign of the skies, 1098, ii., Strong. N. 
Almost persua now to believe, 150, i., Bliss, P. 
Aloft to heaven, we songs of praise (tr. G. Walker), 

1305, ii., Zwick, J. 
Alone in Gol put thou thy trust, 962, i., Ringwaldt, B. 
Alone the dreadful race He ran, 1167, ii., The Sun of 

Righteousness appears 
Alone to God on high raise, 426, i., Gloria in excelsis 
lone with Thee, with Thee alone, 421, ii., Gill, T. H. 
Alone, yet not alone, so ke, 804, ii., Nicholson, H. L. 
Along my earthly way, , i., Edmeston, J. 
Along the mountain track of life, 214, i., Cary, Alice 
Already the bright sun departs, 843, ii, O Lux beata 

Trinitas, Et principalis Unitas 
Already thirty years have shed, 681,i., Pange lingua 
— proelium certaminis 

Als betriibte Tag zu Ende kommen, 473, i., Gryphius, 
A. 

Also hat Gott die Welt geliebt, 411, ii., Gerhardt, P. 
Also heilig ist der (Salve festa dies toto venerabilis 

aevo), 1139, i., Tempora florigero rutilant distincta 
severo 

Altho’ temptations threaten round, 1081, i., Scottish 
o hgreenge 

Althogh my soule hathe sharply bene (Pe. Ixii., Kethe), 
1022, ii., Scuttish hymnod 

Although, See also Altho' and Althogh 
Although the fig-tree blossom not, 1066, i., So firm the 

saints’ Foundation stand 
Although the fools say with their mouth, 356, i, Es 

spricht der Unweisen Mund wohl 
Although the mouth say of the unwise, 355, i., Es spricht 

der Unweisen Mund wohl 
sa the vine its fruit deny, 870, i., Onderdonk, 

Alto ex Glympi rertice Summi Parentis Filius, 1199, i., 
1200, i., Urbs besta, Hierusalem 

Altus Prosator, vetustus dierum et ingenitus, 644, ii., 
Latin hymnody 

Always by day, always by night, 117, i., Bateman, H. 
Always with me [us], always with me (us), 799, i., 

Nevin, E. H. 
Am rt pi der Christen singet man, 893, ii., Pfeil, C. 

C. L. von 
Am A a stranger here, on earth alone, 957, ii., Reusner, 

Am called, and can it be ?, 451, ii,, Gray (née Lewers), 

Am amy es keeper? Yes, 1138, i., Temperance 

Am Rand —- lone and friendless stranger, 957, il., 

4P 
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Ama Jesu ¢l tuo sposo diletto, 141, i., Bianco da Siena 
Amazing sight, the Saviour stands, 61, i., Alline, H, 
Amaziny was the grace, 998, ii., Scales, T. 
‘Amen, the deed in faith is done, 1277, i., Whiting, W. 
Amen, this the conclusion, 614, i., Keinen hat Gott 

verlassen 
Amid life's wild commotion, 86, ii., Aschenfeldt, C. C. J. 
eae ee gloom and waste, 217, ii., Chapin, 

Amid the heaven of heavens, 116, ii., Bartrum, J. P. 
Amid the press, with men of might (Ps. lxxxil., Hop- 

kins), 865, ii., Uld Version 
Amid the splendours of Thy state, 964, i., Rippon, J. 
Amid the various scenes of ill, 264, ii., Cotton, N. 
Amid the world’s verations, 1079, i., Sag C.J. P. 
Amid this world’s commotion, 86, ii., Aschenfeldt, C. 

C. J c. 
Amid Thy wrath remember love, 61, ii., Amidst Thy 

wrath remember love 
Amidst a world.ef hopes and fears, 1196; ii,, Unitarian 

hymnody 
Anis a world of woe oppressed, 986, ii., Saevo dolorum 

turbine 
Amidst the mighty, where is he, 1034, i., Scott'sh trans- 

lations an Lb arate es 
Amidst this world’s profaneness, 631, ii., Kolross, J. 
Amidst us our beloved stands, 1081, ii., Spu n, C. H. 
Among the deepest shades of night, 1116, ., Taylor, 

Ann and Jane 
Among the princes, men of might (Ps. lxxxil.), 865, ii., 

Old Version 
Among the saints of God, 216, ii., Chamberlain, 
Among the saints on earth, 672, ii., Let party names no 

more 
Among ag saints that fill Thine house, 1241, i, 

Watts, 1. 
Amongst the shades of night, 61, ii., Among the 

deepest shades of night 
Amor Jesu dulcissime, ii., Lux alma Jesu mentium 
Amor Jesus dulcissimus, 587, i., Jesu dulcis memoria 
Amor meus crucifizus est, 761, ii, My Lord, my Love 

was crucified 
Amour que mon dme est contente, 476, i., Guyon (née de 

la Mothe), Jeanne M. B. 
An awful mystery is here, 700, i., Loy, M. 
An oon an dir hab’ ich gesiindigt, 407, i., Gellert, 

An ezile for the faith, 609, i., Juasu tyranni fide 
An Gott will ich gedenken, 1018, ii., molck, B. 
An Jesum denken u i 

memoria; 963, ii., Rinkart, M. 
An Wasserfliissen Babylon, 277, ii., Dachstein, W.; 

442, ii., Goostly Psalmes and Spiritualle Songes 
“Avagrdcews jucps, 464, ii, Greek hymnody 
Anbetungswiirdger Gott, 961, ii., Rambach, J. J. 
And are there then celestial habitants?, 274, ii., 

Custodes hominum psallimus angelos 
And art thou nigh despairing, 80, i., Arndt, E. M. 
And he it so, that till this hour, 420, ii., Gibbons, T. 
—— I yet delay, 67, i., And wilt Thou yet be 

found ?° 
And can it be that I should gain ?, 1278, i., Where shall 

my wondering soul begin ? 
And can mine eyes without a tear’, 506, ii., Hegin- 

botham, O 
And can we forbear, In taking our food, 447, ii., Graces 
And can we forget, Jn tasting our meat?, 447, ii., 

Graves 
And canst thou, sinner, slight, 646, i., Hyde (née Brad- 

ley), Abby B. 
And didst Thou hunger then, O Lord, 1098, i., Streat- 

feild (ne Saint), Charlotte 
And didst Thou, Jesus, condescend ?, 696, i., Jesus, and 

didst Thou cundescend ? 
me Thou, Lord, our sorrows take ?, 421, ii., Gill, 

And ae Thou always love proclaim, 80, i., Arndt, 

And dost Thou ask me, dearest Lord, §46, ii., Husband, E. 
And dost Thou come, O blessed Lord, 687, ii., I sojourn 

in a vale of tears 
And dost Thou say, Ask what thou wilt?, $62, i., If 

Solomon for wisdom prayed 
And have I, Christ, nolove for Thee ? 1092, i., Stennett, S. 
And is it true as J am told, §42, i., Hull, Amelia M. 
And is it true that Jesux came’, 117, i., Bateman, H. 
And is it yet, dear Lord, a doubt ?, 272, ii., Cruttenden, 

. And is my soul and Jesus one, 66, i., And is my soul 
with Jesus one 

And is the gospel peace and love, 1090, i., Steele, Anne 
And is therea — Jar away from sin and woe ?, 470, ii., 

Grinfield, T. 

INDEX. 

nd viel, 689, i., Jesu dulcis | And 

AX 

And is there, Lord, a cross J 
And is there, Lord, a rest, 8 
And may I really tread, 88° 
And must this body die’, 12 
And now again at night, 10: 
And now another day is ge 

J.F. 
And now another day is go» 

hymns; 516, i, Hertaog 
And now another day is p. 
And now another week b 

begins 
And now, beloved Lord, 

Alderson (nee Dykes), 
And now, by God's sure w 

decreto Dei 
And now emerging from 

undis et Deo 
,And now heaven's growi 

Christus tenebris obsi 

Bright, W.; 1278, 
mindful of the love 

And now, O God, Thy 
sanctius moves opus 

And now the day is pa. 
Grates, peracto jam 

And now the day is pe 
Grates, peracto jam 

And now the saint by 
Chamberlain, T. 

And now the season gr 
nos jejunii 

And now the sinking 
solis roté 

And now the six-days 
peractis, O Deus 

And now the solemn de 
And now the solemn 
And now the sun’s m. 

excelsum jubar 
And now the wants a» 
And now this holy da 
And now Thy laboui 

dem peractis, © \ 
And now we go awe 

575, i., Jackson, 
now we rise ; th. 
O my Lord, 1 see 

And now with sha: 
noctis umbra des 

And oft I think, ¥ 
406, ii., Geh aus 

And shall I shun th 
refi in my Ge 

And shall I sit alow 
And shall we dwell! 
And shall we sit alc 
And shali we then 

Shall we go on 
And Thou art gro 

Divine cresceb: 
And what though 

bodies part 
And will the God ° 

194, ii., Burde 

And will the migh 
And will the offen 
And wilt Thou he 

ov Thy TA 
And wilt Thow, ; 

at Eternal 
And wilt Thow, 

OV THY TAG 
| Andraes pie, JO, 
Avéorns Teinme 
Angel bands ir st 
Angel af Got, th 
Angel! roll the » 
Angeli, rupem 

Angels roll 
Angeli, sancte 

Angels fror 
Angelorum ord« 
Angelorum si Pee 
Angels bending 

joyful mor 
Angels, come or 

chori 
Angels from tiv« 
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Angels holy, high and lowly, 134, i., Benedicite, 144, ii., 
Blackie, J. 8. 

A ngels, lament, behold your God, 701, ii., Lugete, pacis 

Angels, look down ‘and weep, 702, i,, Lugete, pacis 
i 

angeli 

Angels marked with wondering gaze, 358, ii., Ever round 
Thy glorious throne 

Angels of peace, bewail, 702, i., Lugete, pacis angeli 
Angels of peace, lament, 701, ii., Lugete, pacis angeli 
Angels of peace, look down from heaven and mourn, 

701, ii., Lugete, pacis angeli 
Angels <7, ye seraphs born, 702, i., Lugete, pacis 

an 
Angels our march oppose, 488, i, Hark! how the watch- 

men cry 
Angels rejowe o'er sinners saved, 734, i., Midlane, A. 
Angels rejoiced and sweetly sang, 646, ii., Hurn, W. 
Angels round the throne are praising, 882, ii., Parson 

(née Rooker), a “en 
Angels singing, Chu ls ringing, 514, ii., Herna- 
ae (nee Ibotson), Claudia F. 

Angels to our Jubilee (tr, Blew), 20, i,, Adeste, coelitum 
chori 

Angels, where’er we go, attend, 1273, ii., Which of the 
petty kings of earth ? 

aingels who the throne surround, 283, i,, De Courcy, R. 
ngels your march oppose, 488, i., Hark, how the watch- 

men cry 
Angel-voices ever singing, 901, ii., Pott, F. 
Angenchmes Krankenbette, 625, i., Hiller, P. F. 
Angula:e Fundamentum, 136, i,, E. W. 
—— ris fundamentum, 1199, i., Urbs beata Hierusa- 

em 
Angularis fundamentum (Paris Brev. text), 1200, ii., 

Urbs beata uenateat 
Animae clare lucentes (tr. Macgill), 1163, i, These 

glorious minds, how bright they shine 
Animemur ad agonem, 15, i., Adam of St. Victor 
Animula vagulg, blandula, 1226, i, Vital Spark of 

heavenly flame 
Anne Jundens sanguinem (tr. Bingham), 34, i, Alas! 

and did my Saviour bleed 
Anni recurso tempore, 584, ii,, Jesu corona celsior 
Anoint us with Thy blessed love, 62, i., Arnold, G. 
— One, Thy work is done, 872, ii., Opus peregisti 

uum 
Avwéev, wapOévar, Bons ivexpos Hyos, 458, ii., 

Greek hyranedy pidnialeaia cigs 
Another day is at an end, 6285, ii., Klantendorfer, P. Another day is ended, 407, ii., Gellert, C. F. Another sant t Daet and gone O God we bow, 450, ii., - imap peracto jam die 5 nother day its course hath run, 895, i., Pierpont, J. Another fleeting day is gone, 248, ii., Collyer, W. B. Another hand is beckoning us, 1277, i., Whittier, J. G. Another Sabbath closes, 1 , ii., Bell, C. D. 
Another Sabbath ended, 1190, i., Tymma, T. V. 
Another siz days’ work is done, 111, ii., Baptist bymnody 
Another step is made with God, 389, i., Francke, A. H. Another week is past, and I, 623, i., Kennedy, B. H. 
Another week its course has run, 71, ii., Another six 

+ days’ work is dune 
Another year, R = a Gnother year, Hath sped, 307, ii., Down 

Another year, another i , ii. eron ae year, The unceasing rush, 810, ii., 

Another — has fled: renew, 72, i., Another year hath : renew 
Another year has glided past, 1097, i., Stowell, H. 

,i,, Ainger, A. ts ended, 
Another year is gone, and now, 1093, ii., Steuerlein, J. ea cd ts swallowed by the sea, 328, ii., Elliott, r 
Another year is well nigh gone, 216, ii,, Chamberlain, T. —_— year o mortal life, 419, i., Gersdorf (née von riesen), Henriette C. von 
wr we now have entered, 940, i., Puchta, C. 

Another year with mercies strown, 1097, i., Stowell, H. Answer me, burning stars of night, 509, ii., Hemans 
(née Browne), Felicia dD. 

Jehovae tremendum (Before Jehovah's awful nto); 1059, ii., Sing to the Lord with joyful voice Antra deserti: teneris sub annis, 1202, ii., Ut queant 
Axis resonare fibris 

Apart from every worldly care, 794, ii., Midlane, A. 
Apoile and Evangelist, 216, ii., Chamberlain, T. ‘potolorum gloriae, 125, i,, Bede 
Apparebit repentina, 644, ii., Latin hymnody Apparuit benignitas, 650, i., Latin hymnody 
Haas Ym ~ Thee, we meet in Thy Name, 688, i., How 

PPy the pair whom Jesus unites 
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Apprehende arma, 1167, ii., Thomas of Kempen 
Approach, all ye faithful—st. iv. To Thee, who in this 

joyous, 21, i., Adeste fideles 

Everlasting, Approach all ye faithful—st. iv. The Son 
21,i., rg rr sg a ied: a _ 

Approach, ye fait , and with glad accord, 2 . Adeste fideles pie Approach, ye faithful, come with exultation, 21, ii,, 
Adeste fideles ‘ ; 

Appropinquat enim dies, 619, i, Heu! Hed! mals 
mundi vita 

Ar lan Iorddonen ddofn (E. Evans), 1250, ii, Welsh 

Arabia's desert ranger, 480, ii., Hail to the Lord’s 

hymnody 

Anointed 
Arbor decora et fulgida, 1220, i., Vexilla regis prodeunt 
a ! fold your wings, 129, ii., Behold the Lamb 

0 

Archangelum mirum magnum, 645, i., Latin hymnody 
Are our toils and woes increasing ?, $82, ii., Ei nai ra 

waportra 
Are the saints predestinated, 671, i., Irons, J. 
Are there no wounds for me?, 526, ii., Hinsdale (née 

Haddock), Grace W. 
Are thy toils and woes increasing ?, 322, i., Bi nai ra 

Taporta 
Are we the sare af he: Cress, 6h, ii, Am la 

soldier of the Cross 
Are = formed a creature new, 1803, i., Zinzendorf, 

. L. von 
Arglwydd, arwain trwy'r anialwch (W. Williams . 

1253, ii., Welsh hymnody ¢ ) 
Arglwydd grasol, elyw fynghri-ain griddfanau, 386, i., 

Arise again, arise again, 98, i., Auferstehn, ja aufer- 
stehn wirst du 

ooo the Lord, 1086, ii., Stand up and bless 
the 

Arise and hail the happy day, 1019, ii., Scott, Elizabeth 
ag hail the sacred day, 78, i., Arise and hail the 

ppy day 
Arise, arise, with joy survey, 783, i., My soul with sacred 

joy survey. - 
water + he day is passing, 913, ii., Procter, Ade- 

Arise, great God, and let Thy grace, 874, ii., Our eyes, 
great God, have seen Thy grace 

Arise in all Thy splendour, Lord, 106, i., Bacon, L. 
Arise, my fae arise, The Saviour’s i 78, ii., 

Arise, my soul, arise, ‘hy Saviour’s sacrifice 
Arise, my soul, fly up and run, 949, ii., Raise thee, 

my soul, fly up and run 
Arise, my soul, on wings sublime, 817, ii,, Now let our 

souls on wings sulflime 
Arise, my soul, with rapture rise, 1064, i, Smith, 8. J. 
Arise, my soul, with songs to own, §71, i., Irons, J. 
Arise, my soul, with wonder see, 1270, i, When 1 

survey the wondrous Croas 
Arise, my spirit, bless the day, 966, ii., Rist, J. 
vs — leap with joy (tr. Gambold, alt.), 965, 

, Rist, J. 
Arise, U God, and let Thy grace, 874, ii., Our eyes, 

great God, have seen Thy grace 
Arise, 0 King of grace, arise, 808, ii., No sleep, no 

slumber, to his eyes 
Arise, O Lord, and shine, 645, ii,, Hurn, W. 
Arise, O Lord, with healing rod, 622, i., Kennedy, B.H. 
Arise, O Zion, from the dust, 280, ii., Daughter of Zion, 

from the dust 
Arise, O Zion, rise and shine, 165, ii, Bourne, H. 
Arise, the kingdom is at hand, 92, i., Auf, auf, thr 

Reichsgenossen 
Arise, Thou bright and morning Star, 122, i., Beddome, 

B. 
Arise we in the nightly watches waking, 609, i., Nocte 

surgentes vigilemus omnes 
Arise, ye heirs of glory, 92, ii., Auf, auf, ihr Reichs- 

genossen 
Aris: ! ye lingering saints, arise ! 445, ii., Gotter, L. A. 
Arise, ye , and adore, 90, ii., Auber, Harriet 
Arise, ye saints, arise and sing, 644, ii., Hurditch, C. R. 
Arise, yes, yes, arise, O thou my dust, 92, ii., Aufer- 

stehn, ja auferstehn wirst du 
Ark of the Covenant! not that, 262, ii., Cor arca legem 

continens 
Arm, arm for the conflict, soldier, 615, i,, Hernaman 

(nee Ibotson), Claudia F. 
Arm of the Lord, awake, awake. Put on Thy strength, 

1056, ii., Shrubsole, W. 
Arm of the Lord, awake, awake, Thine (2), 79, i., Arm 

of the Lord, awake, awake, Thine (1) 
Arm of the Lord, awake! Exalt the Saviour slain, 

544, ii., Hurditch, C. R. 
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Arm these Thy ——s — Lord, 368, i., Father of 
all, in Whom we 1 

Armies of God! in nl 161, ii., Bridges, M. 
Around Bethesda’s healing wave, 116, i., Barton, B. 
— me os = joy —and oh, my God, 1010, ii., 

Around mop gtd EdPao s lofty Pe 1038, ii., See where 
the Lord His glory spreads 

Around the throne in circling band, 82, ii,, Around the 
throne of God, a band 

Around the throne of God in heaven, 1054, i, Shepherd 
(nee Houlditch), Anne 

Around the throne of God the host angelic throngs, 
1233, i., Ware, H., jun. 

Around Thy throne, O God, 902, i., Powell, T. E. 
Arouse thee up! my Heart, my Thought, my Mind, 

143, ii., Birken, S. von 
Arouse hag Church, Almighty God, 1099, i., Stryker, 

M. 
an in majesty divine, 239, i., Clothed in majesty 

ivine 
ie railbog mortal flesh, 606, i., Join all the glorious 

anna in all thy foiling (Divitlis exutus es), 541, i., 
uc ad montem Calvariae 

Art thou a child of tears ?, 1158, ii., The year begins 
with Thee 

Art Thou still with us, gracious Lord, 64, i., And art 
Thou with us, gracious Lord 

Art sen hy“ 4 art thou languid ?, a i., Coster, 
get , i Greek hymnody; 631, i., Kolbe, 

“tse, ii., Korov re kai xa Pesan 7 Ss 
Maca, H ; 749, ii., Missions ; 788, ii,, Neale, 
J 834, i 0 happy band of pilgrims eat i., 
Safe home, safe bome in port; 
Tpicy, mins 

Asa ird at dawning singeth, 1279, ii., Wie ein vas 
lieblich singet 

As a bird in meadows fair, 1279, ii, Wie ein Vogel 
lieblich singet 

As a traveller returning, 1078, i., Spitta, C. J. P. 
As an eagle unmolested (Volat avis sine metu), 1217, i, 

Verbum Dei, leo natum 
As at morn’s golden ray (Lux ecce surgit aurea), 821, i., 

Nox, et tenebrae, et nubila 
As blows the wind, and in its li, ee hers Mike 

ms yi As — the star of morning g' 

As by the light of opening day, 673, ii., Let worldly 
apd the world eed i‘ bl 

As windrous working of the scoad holy Dove, 
" , li, Bennett (nce Dampier), 

As calmly in the sewing west, 1188, 4 ii., _ L. 

Art 

As changing as the moon, 85, ii., As various as the 
moon 

As chief among ten thousand see, 280, i., Darling, T. 
As chi. we are owned by Thee, gtr bead —~ fie 
As down in the sunless retreats of the ocean, 7665, i., 

Moore, T. 
As —_ happy a gual fuoh «dee Vola » J. bab 

é winging test flight (Volat avis sine metu 
17, i., Verbum Dei, Deo nat ‘ 

As earth's ant passes by, 121, i Beaumont, Joseph 
As even (feless stone was dear, 826, i., 0! day of 

days ! shall hearts set free 
As = day Thy mercy spares, 1056, ii., Shrubsole, 

As flows the id river, 1063, ii., Smith, S. F. 
As for some amiliar strain, 641, ii., Hues of 

the rich’ unfolding morn 
As God doth lead me will io et i., a L. 
As God leads me, fied oops cke, L. 
As God shall lead rll my way, _ i,, Gedicke, L. 
As helpless as a child who clings, 83 Poy As helpless as 

the child who clings ; 197, i., Burns, J. D, 
As his flock the shepherd leads, 1196, ii., Unitarian 

_bymnody 
Asin a lands afar, 86, i., As with gladness men 

of o| 
As in soft silence vernal showers, 85, i., As showers 

on meadows newly mown 
As infants once to Christ were brought, 1300, i, Young 

children once to Jesus came 
As gress tard Great with glowing zeal, 1060, i., Single- 

ton. 
As Jesus died and rose again, 1114, i., Take comfort, 

Christians, when your friends 
As Jesus song ine wandering sheep, 377, ii., Flagrans 

amore, 

As Jonah, set from his three days’ tomb (SmAdyxvew 
"Iweav), 232, i. Xpioros yewwarar dvare 

As kings anid priesis we hope to shine, , i, Bertram, 

INDEX. Al 

As long as life its term ex 
time to serve the 

As long as life its term . 
translations and paraphr: 

As _ sat at Jesus’ feet, 
ane 

As mourns a widowed bride, 
As mounts on high the orb 

orto sidere 
As new-born babes desire the} 

babes desire the breast ; 
As pan Batel's streams 

n nigh rting bring: 
Sapieotia, veritas diving 

As now departs the light of 
terminum 

As now — sun's declining, 
solis 

As now the sun's departi 
solis rota 

As - past my memo 

As on a vast eternal shore, 
Elizabeth 

As on the Cross the Savivu 
As on the night before this 
As once the Saviour took 

Hinsdale), Pharbe 
As panting in the sultry t 
As pants the hart for co 

i., New Version, 919 
As pants the hind Jor : 

nedy, B. H. 
As pilgrims here we wa 

auf Erden 
As rain and snow on ea? 

thirst, approach the 
As Saint J lay as 

Ibotson), Claudia F. 
As shadows cast by clouc 
As small birds use A 

fein Ein Vogelein), 
As ere here below 

ow 
As sure I live, thy Ma 

lebe, spricht dein G 
As the bird in meador 

lieblich singet 
As the Church to-day r. 

et i., rr a 

Gefieder), O67, : 
singen 

As “ = hills a> 

As the gardener Him 
num), 243, i., Col 

As is Here shepher. 

As ae er wa 
Lavater, J. C. 

As the hart with lo 
aller Gfiter 

As 

ningham, J. WW. 
As the tree falls, . 

moments quick] 
As the winged arrow 

course the sun 
As those who seek 

nAiov HAtcow Sire 
As didst rest. 
As Thou wilt, my © 

E. 
Ast through this wit 

brautigam, © < 
A’ Thy chosen peo; 
As Thy mercy last: 
As Thy will, O 772, 

Lodensteim , me 
Asto Thy cross, 

Thy dear cros 
As travellers eoh 

Vaughan. Ei. 
As truly as I Liwe, 

spricht dein « 
As To gras 
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<8 various as the moon, 1020, ii., Scott, T. 
<1s when in silence, vernal showers, 85, i., As showers 

on meadows newly mown 
As when the Hebrew prophet raised (Watts, alt.), 1033, 

ii., Scottish ¢ ations and paraphrases ; 1064, ii., 
So did the Hebrew prophet raise : 

4s when the weary traveller gains, 817, ii., Now let 
our souls on wings sublime : 

As with gladness men of old, 302, ii., Dix, W. C. 
~4s you gather round the family board, 218, ii., Charles- 

worth, V. J. 
Ascribe we to the Father praise, 424, i., Give glory unto 

God on high . . 
Ashamed of Christ! my soul disdains, 798, ii., Need- 

ham, J. 
Ashamed of Jesus! Can it be?, 596, ii., Jesus, and 

shall it ever be? 
Ashamed of Jesus! Shall it be, 595, ii., Jesus, and sball 

it ever be? 
Ashamed of Thee, O dearest Lord, 696, i., Jesus, and 

shall it ever be? 
Ashamed who now can be, 43,i., All hail, ye blessed 

band (st. viii.) 
isk, and ye shall get the blessing, 641, ii., Huie, R. 
Ask ye what great thing I know, 1019, i., Schwedler, J. 

A in Jesus! blessed sleep, 708, li., Mackay (née 
ackay), Margaret 

a in Jesus, wondrous sleep (Thring), 87, i., Asleep 
Jesus, blessed sleep 

Agwpmer ravres Aaci, 464, ii, Greek hymnody 
Aspice, infami Deus ipse ligno, 710, i., Maerentes oculi 

Spargite lachrymas 
Aspice ut Verbum Patris, 1216, i., See Venit e coelo 

Mediator alto 
Aspire, my heart, on high to live, 625, i., Hiller, P. F. 
Aspire, my soul, to yonder throne, 571, i., Lrous, J. 
Assemble, ye Saithful, 21, ii., Adeste fideles 
Assembled at Thine altar, Lord, 185, ii., Brown (née 

Hinsdale), Phabe 
a at Thy great command, 243, ii., Collyer, W. 

Assembled in our school to-day, 191, ii., Buckworth, J. 
Assembled in Thy temple, Lord, 876, i., Jackson, E. 
Assembled round Thine altar, Lord, 185, ii., Brown 

(née Hinsdale), Phabe 
Assessor to Thy King, 1246, ii, Webb, B. 
Assist us, Lord, Thy name to praise, 420, ii., Gibbons, T. 
Assist us, Lord, to act,to be, 1196, ii., Unitarian bymnody 
Assist us, 0 Almighty Lord, 165, ii., Bourne, H. 
— angelorum chori, 845, ii., O qualis quantaque 

aetitia 
At anchor laid, remote from home, 330, ii., Empty'd of 

At dead of night Stand bok her flight,081, i., Rickert, F ¢a ni. Steep took her i ’ p Any Be 

At early Ain agg amie Sound, 280, i., Darling, T. 
At eve appears the Morning Star, 687, ii., Lange, E. 
At even, ere the sun did set, 88, ii., At even ere the sun 

Was set 

At even, ere the sun was ret, 1189, ii., Twells, H. 
At even, when the sun did set, 88, ii., At even ere the 

BUN WAS Set 
At even, when the sun was set, 88, ii, At even ere the 

sun Was set 
At evening time when day is done, 88, ii., At evening 

time let there be light 
At eventide was light, 1285, ii., Wilson, Jane 
At a) ee hand in countless numbers (stanzas {i. 

iii.), +» Molther, P. H. 
At his command the morning ray, 1240, ii., Watts, I. 
At Jesus’ feet, our infant sweet, 700, i., Loy, M. 
At Jordan John baptizing taught, 117, i, Bateman, H. 
At last all shall be well with those, His own, 135, ii., 

Bernstein, C. A. 

At last he's blest, 136, ii., Bernstein, C. A. 
At last he’s well, who through the Blood of Jesus, 

135, ii., Bernstein, C. A. 
At length appears the glorious day, $14, i., Herman, N. 
At oy by certain proofs, ‘tis plain (Ps. Ixxiii.), 

’ ii., ow V ersion 

At length Creation’s days are past, 1114, ii., Tandem 

at length dram gh «rdwe near the long ¢ ted day, 902, ii., 
a4 Prtnagey pee mors on — 

, a Th ki . ii., Tande “ee rite 0 een y work is done, 1114, m 

engts released from many woes, 795, ii., Neumann, G. 
At length siz days their course have run, 1114, ii., Tan- 

dem actis, O Deus 
At length the lon . . 

votis omnium ged-for joy is given, 872, i., Optatus 

At length the Master calls, 649, ii,, O the vastness, O the 
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At length the siz days’ course is past, 1114, ii., Tandem 
peractis, O Deus 

At still midnight I raise my sight, 981, i., Rickert, F. 
At supper of the Lamb prepared, 12, ii., Ad coenam 

Agni providi 
At Tara to-day, in this awful hour, 886, i., Patrick, St. 
At the Cross her station keeping, 1083, i., ii., Stabat 

mater dolorosa 
At the cross her station keeping, 1188, ii., Stabat mater 

dolorosa 
At the door of mercy sighing, 709, i., Mackellar, T. 
At the feet of Jesus, 150, ii., Bliss, P. 
Al the great a of the Lamb, 12, i., Ad coenam 

he Landis high fi 18, ii, Ad regias Att "8 high feast we sing, 13, ii, Ad Agni 
dapes ; 202, i., Campbell, k. ' 

At the Lamb’s regal banquet where, 14, i., Ad regias 
Agni dapes 

At ae Lamb's right royal feast, 14,i,, Ad regias Agni 
pes 

At the portals of thy house, 1119, i., Taylor, John 
At the rivers of ylon, 277, ii,, Dachstein, W. 
At the ryvers of Babilon, 277, ii., Dachstein, W.; 442, 

ii., Goostly Psalmes and Spiritualle Sunges 
At the solemn midnight hour, 722, i., Mediae noctis 

tempore 
At the time by God appointed, 1232, ii., Wardlaw, R. 
At this High Feast the Lamb hath made, 18, ii, Ad 

coenam Agni providi 
At this our solemn Feast, 986, i., Sacris solemniis juncta 

slut gaudia 
At Thy Birth, Incarnate Lord, 531, i., Holy Jesus, 

Mighty Lord 
At Thy feet, O Christ, we lay, 182, ii., Bright, W. 
At Thy feet, O God, our Father, 89, ii., At Thy feet, our 

God and Father 
At Thy first birth, Thou, Lord, didst wait, 1294, i., 

Wordsworth, C. 
At times on Tuabor’s height I stand, 624, ii.,, Kimball, 

Harriet McE. 
Athleta Sebastianus, 896, ii,, Pistor, H. 
Att?, tupaleritse okpertut, 739, i., Missions 
Attend, and mark the solemn fast, 1034, i., Scottish 

translations and phrases 
Attend, my people and give ear (‘The x Commandments, 

Whittingham), , i, Old Version 
Attend, my people, to my law (Ps, lxxviii., Sternhold), 

865, ii., Uld Version 
Attend, O Lord, and hear, 424, i., Give ear, 0 Lord, to 

hear 
Attend, O Lord, my daily (oil, 185, i., Benigna-Maria of 

Re 88 
Attend, ye children of your God, 502, ii., Hearken, ye 

children of your God 
Attend, ye heavens, 914, i., Upogeye oupave xai AaAjow 
Attend, ye people, Jar and near, 90, i., Attend, ye tribes 

that dwell remote 
Attend, ye tribes that dwell remote, 1034, i,, Scottish 

translations and paraphrasea 
Auctor beate saeculi, 262, ii., See Cor arca legem conti- 

néns ; 945, ii., See Quicunque certum quaeritis 
Auctor salutis unicus, 645, ii, Latin hymnody 
Audi benigne Conditor, 303, ii., Doane, G. W.; 470, i., 

Gregory the Great ; 840, ii., O Lord our God with 
earnest care 

Audin'’ ? Adest Dominus (tr, Hales), 488, ii,, Hark, my 
soul, it is the Lord 

Audin’? clara vor amoris (t-. Bingham), 491, i., Hark, 
the voice of love and mercy 

Audit tyrannus anzius, $14, i., Dryden, J.; 946, i, ii., 
Quicomque Christum quacritis 

Audite, omnes amantes Deum, sancta merita, 644, ii., 
Latin hymnody 

Audite! tollunt carmina (tr. Bingham), 488, i,, Hark, 
the herald angels sing 

Audite vocem hymni, 1186, ii., Trope 
Auf. See also Auff, Uf, and op. 
Auf, auf, es ist geschehen, 1 i,, Zinzendorf, N. L. 

von 
Auf, anf mein Geist, erhebe dich zum Himmel, 791, ii., 

Neander, ‘ 
Auf, auf mein Hers mit Frenden, 412, i., Gerhardt, P. 
Auf, auf, mein Herz und du mein ganzer Sinn, Wirf 

alles heut, 143, ii., Birken, 8. von 
Auf, auf, O Seel! auf, auf, zum Streit, 1007, i., 

Scheffler, J. 
Auf, auf, weil der Tag erschienen, 396, i., Freyling- 

hausen, J. A. 
Auf, Christen, auf und freuet euch, 302, i., Diterich, J. 5. 
Auf, lg , auf, auf, sum Streit, 1007, i, 

Scheffler, J. 
Auf Christi Himmel-Fart allein, 1246, i., Wegelin, J 
Auf den dunklen Bergen, 639, i., Lange, J. P. 
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Auf den Nebel folgt die Sonn, 410, i., Gerhardt, P. 
Auf dich, mein Vater, will ich trauen, 667, i., Lavater, 

J.C. 
Auf diesen Tag bedenken wir (Zwick), 1246, i., Wegelin, 

J Af diesen Tag so denken wir, 1808, ii., Zwick, J. 
Auf einem Berg cin Baumlein stand, 115, ii., Barth, C. 

G. 
Auf Erden Wahrheit auszubreiten, 302, i., Diterich, J.S. 
Auf Gott, und nicht auf meinen Rath, 407, ii., Gellert, 

C, F.; 418, i., German hymnedy 
Auf, hinauf, zu deiner Fre 1008, ii., Schade, J. C. 
suf ihr Christen Christi Glieder, 368, li., Falckner, J. 
Auf, ihr Christen, lasst uns singen, 62, ii., 

wanger, J.C. : 
Auf, Jesu Jiinger ! freuet euch, 302, i., Diterich, J. S. 

' lasset Gott uns loben, 237, i., Claudius, M. 
Auf, schicke dich, 407, ii,, Gellert, C. F. 
Auf, Seel, und danke deinem Herrn, 1034, ii., Scriver, C. 
Auf, Seele, auf, und sdume nicht, 776, i., Mller, M. 
Auf, Seele, schicke dich, 960, ii, Rambach, J. J. 
anh ee , sey geriist (G. Heine), 950, ii., Rambach, 

Aufer immensam, Deus, aufer iram, 762, i,, Moller, M. 
Auferstanden, auferstanden (Lavater), 1099, ii,, Sturm, 

C,C. 
Auferstanden, auferstanden, Ist der Herr, der uns 

versdhnt, 1099, ii., Sturm, C. C. 
Auferstehn, ja, auferstehn wirst du, 418, i., German 

hymnody ; 626, i., Klopstock, F, G. 
Auff disen tag su dencken wir, 1305, ii., Zwick, J. 
‘Auff Jesum Christum steht all mein Thun, 1246, ii., 

Weingartner, 3. 
Auff meinen lieben Gott, traw ich, 1246, ii., Weingirt- 

ner, S. : 
Aurea luce et decore roseo, 70, ii., Annue Christe saecu- 
— Domine; 329, i., Elpis; 644, i, Latin bym- 

Aurora sium purpurat, 94, ii., Aurora lucis rutilat 
‘Aurora veils her rosy face, 353, ii., Erskine, R., ; 834, 

ii., O happy saints who dwell in light, And walk 
Aurorae roseus primigenae color, 1166, i., The roseate 

hues of early dawn 
“gus deiner Eltern Armen, 628, i., Knapp, A. 
‘Aus dem Himmel ferne, 621, i., Hey, J. W. 
‘Aus des Todesbanden, 1072, i., Spener, P. J. 
‘Aus fremden Landen komm ich her, 1227, i., Vom 

imme! hoch da komm ich her 
Aus irdischen Getiimmel, 86, ii., Aschenfeldt, C. C. J. 
mK Stamm ein Stern sehr klar, 54, ii., Altenburg, 

Aus meines Herzens Grunde, 719, i., Mathesius, J. 
‘Aus tiefer Noth schrei ich zu dir, 414, i,, German 

hymnody ; 442, ii., Goostly Psalmes and >piritualle 
Songes ; 704, i., Luther, M. 

Auspicious morning, hail, 1063, ii., Smith, S. F. 
Airn 9 KAnTy Koi ayia judpa (Ode vill. ), 63, i., “Avac- 

Tacews NEPA 
Author of alt things, Christ the world’s Redeemer, 847, i., 

O sator rerum, reparator aevi 
Author of faith, appear, 1261, i., Wesley family, The 
‘Author of faith, to Thee we cry, 98, i., Author of faith, 

to Thee I cry 
Author of good, to Thee I turn (come), 138, i., Behold 

on new-born Infant grieved 
tute of good, to Thee we turn, 132, i., Behold yon 

new-born Infant grieved ; 726, i., Merrick, J. 
Author of good, we rest on Thee, 182, i., Behold yon 

new-born Infant grieved 
Author of life, with grateful heat, 888, i., Pearce, S. 
‘Author of lost man’s salvation, 593, i., Jesu nostra 

redemptio, Amor et desiderium 
Author of the whole creation, 1254, ii., Werde munter, 

mein Gemiithe, Und ihr Sinnen geht herfir 
Auzilium quondam, nunc spes, 875, i., Our God, our 

Help in ages past 
Ave caro Christi cara, 660, ii., 
‘Ave Christi Corpus carum, 98, ii., 

verum 
Ave Christi Corpus verum, 100,i., Ave veram Corpus 

nataum 
Ave Dei genetriz summi, vir, 
Ave Jesu Deus, 212, ii., Carols 
Ave maris stella, $14, Lis Dr en, ae H 645, fy 646, is 

~ §650, ii., Latin bymnody ; 911, ii., Primers 
Ave Mary, full of grace, 99, ii., Ave plena gratia, cujus 
Ave mundi spes Maria, 649, i., Latin bymnody 
Ave praeclara maris stella In lucem gentium, 1043, ii., 

Sequences 
Ave Regina coelorum, 51, ii., Alma Redemptoris mater ; 

73, i., Antipbon ; 99, ii., 650, ii., Latin hymnody 
Ave regis angelorum, 1082, i., Stabat mater dolorosa 
Ave sacer Christi sanguts, 125, i., Bede 

Latin hymnody 
Ave Christi Corpus 

semper, 814, i., Notker 
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AWA 

Ave verum Corpus Christi, 9 
v erum 

Ave verum Corpus natum, > 
verum 

Ave, Virgo singularis, Mater 
Adam of St. Victor; 104 

Awake! all hearts and jou! 
CJ. P. 

Awake, all-conquering arm, ( 
gee ecstasy 

A and sing the song, 48 
Awake, arise, tt is the wari 
Awake, arise, the voice gives 

FE: 
Awake, awake, each drow 

awake, my sluggish sou 
Awake, awake, for night is 
Awake! awake! from caret 

wach’ auf, du sich're W 
Ae awake, my heart ar 

Awake, awake, O Zion, 448 
Awake! awake! the watch» 
Awake, awake, Thou might 
Awake ! awake! to holy th 

S. von 
Awake, awake, ye saints 0) 
Awake, my heart, be singé 

Herz! und Singe 
Awake, my heart, my & 

Himmel hoch da kom 
ame Ms heart, this da. 

Awake, my soul, and ble 
our souls, and bless F 

Awake, my soul, and + 

y 
Awake, my soul, and hat 
Awake my soul, and rise 
Awake, my soul, and : 

many crowns 
Awake, my soul,and wi 

the herald angels 5 
New Version ; 936, 
1270, i., When I su 

Awake my soul—arise ! 

Awake, my soul, awah 
eyes, my soul, and 

Awake, my soul, awak 
621, ii., Ken, T-. 

Awake my soul, dism 
souls, away our fe. 

Awake, my soul, lift 
nee Aikin), Ann: 
my soul, stretc 

Awake, my soul, to h 
majesty divine, ¥ 

Awake, my soul, to jo 
in joyful lays 

Awake, my soul, to so. 
ave my tongue, t 

Awa 

Awake my warmest 
Awake, O heavenly + 
Awake, O man, and 

[Crasselt], B. 
Awake, UO sword! t} 
Awake, OU Zion's 

hymnody 
Awake, our lute, t? 

Keoupor vupcbas 
Awake, our souls, a 

soul, stretch ev 
Awake our zeal, au 

awake my love 
Awake! rise up, % 

Awake! sons of 
Reichsgenosse 

a sweet har 
.-K 

Awake, the voice 
Awake, thou care 

ment day, 12 
Welt 

Awake, thou ca? 
1230, i., W a. 

Awake, thou ca 

Cc. H. von 
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Awake, Thou Spirit, Who of old, 158, i., Bogatzky, C. 
vo . Yon 

Awake to the duty, prepare for the strife, 146, i, 
Blatchford, A. x. " 

ye saints, and lift your eyes, 103, ii,, Awake, 

€ saints, and raise your eyes ; 
ye saints, and raise your eyes, 1053, i., Servants 

of God, awake, arise 
Awake, ye saints, awake, And hail, 108, i., Awake, our 

drowsy souls 
Awaked by Sinai’s awful sound, 855, ii., Occom, S. 
Awaken, 0 chosen and faithful, 665, ii., Laurenti, L. 
Away from earth my spirit turns, 877, ii., Palmer, R. 
Away my doubts, begone my fears, 1094, ii., Stocker, J. 
Away with all our trouble, 447, ii., Graces 
Away with all sorrow ond fear, 104, ii., Away with our 

sorrow and fear 
with our fears! The glad morning appears, 

04, ii., Away with my fears 
Away with sorrow’s sigh, i., Jam desinant suspiria 
‘Arved by a mortal’s frum, shail J, 1287, i., Winckler, 

J 
Awful doomsday, day of anger, 300, i., Dies irae, dies 

Awful Power, whore birth place lies, 1196, i., Unitarian 
bymnod 

Awful thought of endless doom, 1041, ii., Sensus quis 
horror percutit 

Awhile His consolation, 126, i., Befiehl du deine Wege 
Awhile in spirit, Lord, to Thee, 1176, i., Thrupp, J. F. 

Balaam de quo vaticinans, 361, ii., Epipbaniam Domino 
capamus gloriosam 

Bald endet sich mein Pilgerweg, 1144, ii,, Tersteegen, G. 
Bald hab ich tiberwunden; Zu guter Nacht, o Welt, 

1014, i., Schmolck, B. : 
Banners of our King are streaming, 1222, i., Vexilla 

regis prodeunt 
Baptist thrice blessed, John august and holy (O nimis 

felix meritique celsi), 1208, ii., Ut queant laxis 
resonare fibris 

Baptized in Christ we put on Christ, 1294, i., Words- 
worth, C. 

Baptized into our Saviour’s death, 257, i., Conder, J. 
Baptized into our Saviour’s death, Our souls (Dod- 

dridge), 502, ii., Hearken, ye children of your God 
Baptized into the Name, 281, ii., Davis, T. 
Baptized into the Saviour’s death, 1146, ii., That holy 

rite, that solemn vow - 
Baptized into Thy name most holy, 560, ii., Ich bin 

getantt auf deinem Nomen ; 
BaociaAed ayiwy, A rarbapatwp, 238, ii., Clemens, T. F. 
Bathed in Eternity’s all-beauteous beam (Decora lux), 

93, i., Aurea luce et decore roseo 
Bathed in tears, and deeply grieving, 1083, ii., Stabat 

mater dolorosa 
Be blyith, all Christin men, and sing, 821, ii., Nun 

freut euch lieben Christengemein 
Be brave, my brother, 161, ii., Bonar, H. 
Be — thou my spirit faint (tr. Gambold), 965, ii., 

R 
Be = now, all ye christen men, 442, ii., Goostly 

mes and Spiritualle Songes ; 821, ii., Nun freut 
euch lieben Christengemein 

Be ‘Tone to Thy word, 1261, i., Wesley family, 
ie 

Be it Fg only wisdom here, 1263, ii., Wesley family, 

Be known to us in breaking bread, 448, i., Graces 
Be light and glad, in God rejoice (Ps. 1xxxi., Hopkins), 

865, ii., Old Version 

Be merciful, O God of grace, 256, ii., Conder, J. 
Be merciful to me, O God, 622, i., Kennedy, B. H. 
Be merciful to us, O God, 706, ii., Lyte, H. F. 
Be mercifull to me, o God (Psalm Ixvii., Pont), 1088, ii., 

Scottish hymnod 

Be mine the wings of faith to rise, 424, ii., Give me the 
wings of faith to rise 

Be near us, Triune God, we pray, 183, ii., Bell, C. D. 
Be not afraid to Pray: to pray ts right, 242, i,, Cole- 

ridge, H 
ve little flock, 1108, i., Summi pusillus Be not afraid, 

a Se e not disheartened, Little k, 56, i, Altenburg, J. M. Be not dismayed —in time uit 412, i., Gerhardt, P. 
Be not dismayed, thou little flock, Although the foes (tr. Mrs. Charlies), 55, i., Altenburg, J. M. 
Be not dismayed, thou little flock, Nor (tr. E. Massie), 

55, i., Altenburg, J. M. 
He not weary, toiling Christian, 794, ii., Midlane, A. 
Be of good cheer in all your wants, 411, ii,, Gerhardt, P. Be our God with thanks adered, 607, ii., Held, H. 
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Be present atour table, Lord, 216, i., Cennick, J.; 
447, i., Graces 

Be present, Holy Father, 19, ii., Ades Pater supreme 
Be present, Holy Father, to bless our work to-day, 968, i, 
ae Blakeney), Martha S. 

Be present, Holy Trinity ; ¢ ual Light, 22, i., Adesto 
Sancta Trinitas vee - ; 

Be present, Holy Trinity; Like Splendour, i., Adesto 
Feancta Trinttas - ma 

Be present, ye faithful—st. ii. God of God, 21, i,, Adeste 
fideles 

Be present, ye faithful—st. ii. Very God of Very God, 
21, i., Adeste fideles 

Be silent, O sad lamentation, 291, ii., Deus ignee 
fons animarum 

Be still, be still, impatient soul, 269, i., Croly, G. 
Be _ my heart, these anzious cares, 804, i., Newton, 

Be ail my soul, for God is near, 708, ii., Maclagan, 

Be stilt my soul, Jehovah loveth thee, 161, ii., Bonar, 

Be still, x soul! the Lord is on thy side, 1009, ii., 
Schlegel, Catherine A. Ll), von 

Be strong, my heart, be high thy aim, 354, i., Es ist 
nicht schwer ein Christ zu sein 

Be the Cross our theme and story, 664, ii., Laudes crucis 
attollamus 

Be the life of Christ thy Saviour, 1167, ii., Thomas of 
Kempen 

Be the lidings By the Choir, 636, ii., Laetabundus 
exultet fidelis chorus; Alleluia. Regem regum 

Be thou content: be still before, 412, i,, Gerhardt, P. 
Be thou contented! aye relying, 412, i., Gerhardt, P. 
Be Thou exalted, O my God, F0, i., My God, in Whom 

are all the s rings 
Be thou faithful to the end, Let not, 906, i., Prittorius, B. 
Be thou faithful unto death, 445, ii., Gough, B. 
Be thou faithful unto death! Let not troubles nor dis- 

tresses, 1014, i., Schmolck, B. 
Be thou glad, my inmost being, 1264, ii., Werde munter, 

mein Gemuthe, Und ihr Sinnen gebt berfllr 
Be Thou my Friend, and look upon my heart, 639, ii., 

Lange, J. P. 
Be Thou my Guardian and my Guide, 119, ii., Be Thou 

our Guardian and our Guide ; 1283, ii., Williams, Is. 
Be — my Judge, and J will strive, 622, i., Kennedy. 

Be Thou the first on every tongue (Te lingua primum 
concinat), 1067, i., Somno refectis artubus 

Be Thy word with bat ay 705, ii., Lye, Kode 
Be tranquil, O my soul, 4965, ii., Hastings, T. 
Be with me, Lord, where'er I go, 216, i., Cennick, J. 
Be —_ = all for evermore, 378, i., Faussett (nee Bond), 

essie 
Be with us, gracious Lord, to-day, 183, ii,, Bell, C. D. 
Be with us, Holy Trinity (tr. Johnston), 22, i,, Adesto 

Sancta Trinitas 
Be with us, Lord, where’er we go, 216, i,, Cennick, J. 
Beam of supernal glory bright, 1080, ii., Splendor pa- 

ternae gloriae 
Bear Jesus Christ the Lord in mind, 474, i., Gtiuther, C. 
Bear me on Thy rapid wing, 616, i,, Kempenfelt, R 
Bear the burden rag alge ret 709, i., Mackellar, T. 
Bear the troubles of thy gr (Adversa mundi tolera), 

1095, i., Stone, 8. J.; 1168, i, Thomas of Kempen 
Bear Thou my burden, Thou Who bar'st my sin, 162, i., 

Bonar, H. 
Bear thy sorrows with Laurentius, 1167, ii, Thomas of 

Kempen 
Beata Christi passio, 1187, i., Tu qui velatus facie 
Beata nobis udia, Anni reduxit orbita, §22, ii., 

Hilary ; , ii,, Latin hymnody; 1207, ii., Veni 
Creator Spiritus, Mentes 

Beata notis gaudia dant militum solemnia, 120, ii., 
Beata nobis gaudia Anni reduxit orbita 

Reate pastor l’etre clemens accipe, 93, i., ii, Aurea 
luce et decore roseo 

Beauteous scenes on earth appear, 970, i,, Robinson (of 
London), R. 

Reautiful, desired, and dear, 952, i., Rawson, G. 
Beautiful mansions, home of the blest, 1208, ii,, Van 

Alstyne (nee Crosby), Frances J. 
Beautiful Saviour! King of Creation, 1016, ii., Schin- 

ster Herr Jesu 
Beautiful Star, whose heavenly light, 189, ii., Betts, H. J. 
Beautiful valley of Eden, 274, i,, Cushing, W. 0. 
Because for me the saviour prays, 672, i., Let me alone 

this only year 
Recause I see red tints adorning, 1007, ii., Scheffler, J. 
Recause this day is at an end (tr. Moravian H. B., 

i 1754), 626, ii., Klantendorfer, P. 
| Bed of sickness! thou art sweet, 525, i., Hiller, T. F 

. 
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Bedenk, o Mensch, die grosse Gnad, 414, ii., German | Behold an Israelite indeed, 

hymnody Behold, and have regard ( 
Befieht du deine Wege, 416, i., German hym Old Version 
Before conversion of the heart, 979, i., Rothe, J. Behold and sw, forget not 

ore Jehovah's awful throne, 10659, ii., Sing to the Lord Songes 
with joyful voice Behold and see Christ's cho: 

Before the all-creating Lord, 608, i,, Jubilemus omnes before the summer ga 
una Behold! at hand is He 

Before the Alinighty gan, 623, 4 —_ J. worth, (). 
Before the Almighty power began, +, Cobbin, 1. | Behold, behold, He cometh 
Before the closing of the day, 1138, i "Te lucis ante son), Claudia F, 

terminum Behold, behold! what wo 
Before the closing of the day, Creator, Thee, 1186, ii., | Behold Christ's heralds | 

Te lucis ante terminum PO cy reer tect nuntil 
Before the cross of Him Who died, T78, i., My God, accept ioe Saceaipe 

my heart this day ptorem nie 
a the day drawe near its ending, 327, i., Ellerton, say - — an 

y, 
pif ihn aiding of Gata. 3, Beneath Thy kind, | Behold He comes, the g 

1135, i., Te lucis ante terminum Behold He comes, Thy 
Before the ending of the day—l. 3, That with Thy | Behold He comes! yor 

wonted, 1186, sth Te lucis ante terminum that Papa ap 
Before the ending of the day—l. 3, That Thou with poate 

wonted, 1135, ii., Te lucis ante terminum Behold ro glorious i 
Before the great Three-One, 1160, i., The God of Abra- P, 

ham pruise Behold how good a 0) 
Before the heavens were abroad, 352, ii., Ere the i, Wesley famil 

blue heavens were stretch Behold how abroad aa 
ore the lightsome da #, 1136, ii., Te lucis ante da thing it j 

si terminum Y PIT Behold how how sweet it 
Before the Lord God with my voice (Ps. cxlii., Norton), | Behold I come, and 

866, i,, Old Version i 
as’ the Lord our Maker we, 1196, ii., Unitarian hym- yl 

it shines, 
Before the Lord we bow, 894 in Key F. 8. aurea), 820, ii 
Before the throne of an 216, ii., hamberlain, T. Behold! wish 
Before the throne roe above, ‘109, ii,, Bancroft (nee winter is sube 

Smith), Charitie L Behold me here, ir 
Before the waning light decay (tr. cento), 1135, ii., Te bin ich Ehren 

lucis ante terminum Behold me, Lord, 
Before the ied of the light, 1185, ii., Te lucia ante | Behold me standi 

terminu (née Crosby) 
Before Thee, J Lord, a Poy waits, 905, i., Praise waits | Behold my Serve 

for Thee in Zion, Servant! se 
mS Sot AOS we bow, 1134, i., Te Deum Beeld we Sor 

. 

Before Thine awful presence, Lord, 540, ii., How, W. W. phrases 
Before Thy cross, my dying Lord, 117, ii., Bathurst, my Serr 

W.H. hold my Se 
Before Thy Face, O God mg gy i, Neale, J. M. Behold my Sey 
Before Thy footstool ing, 494, ii., Hastings, T. hymnody 
Before Thy mercy-seat, O Lord, 117, it, Bathurst, W.H. | Behold, my so 
Before Thy never # throne, 7138, ii., Mant, R. my soul, ' 
Before Thy throne, eternal King, 385, ii., Francis, B. Behold, my so 
_— ane throne I now appear, 528, i, Hodenberg, B. | Behold! nigh 

tenuatur 

efor iy throne, O Lord, we bend, 1097, in Stowell, H. 
Before Thy throne of grace, O Lard, 268, ii. Cotterill, T. 
Before Thy throne with tearful eyes, 877, ii., Palmer, R. | Behold, O G 
Before to His sad death He went, 601, ii,, Jesus setat New V. 

ein vor seinem End Behold, O ¢ 
Before us our King's banner goes, 1221, ii., Vexilla Christe 

$ prodeunt Behold, 0 1 
Begin a joyful song, 215, i., Cawood, J God, b 
Begin, my soul, some heaven! a 126, ii, Begin, my | Behold, 0 

tongue, some heavenly t Cc. H. 
Begin, my soul, the exalted lay, 856, ii., Ogilvie, J. Behold, © 
Begin the in the glorious lay, Worthy the Lamb, 575, i., Jack- sieh bh 

Begin fm the glorious lay, The Lord to-day, 429, i Behold, 23 lard is risen 5 ‘ & 
Glory to God on high, Let praises fill . c Behold th 

Begone, dark night, ye mists disperse, 820, ii., Nox, et | Behold t 
tenebrae, et nubila 

Begone, O load of care, begone, 510, ii., Hensel, Luise | Behold ¢ 
Be , unbelief, my Saviour is near, 804, i., Newton, J. idor 
Behalte mich in Deiner P , 418, i, German hymnody | Behold ; 
Behind and Before, 1 i, Stock, Sarah G. ii., 
Behold, a chiding voice and clear (En clara vox redar- 

guit, tr, Trappes), 1229, i,, Vox clara ecce intonat wh 
Behold a humble train, 491, ii., Harland, E. Behold 
Behold a Lamb! so tired and faint, 326, i., Ein L&imm- my 

lein geht und die Schuld Behold 
Rehold a little child, 541, i, How, W. W. 
Behold a “4 oe eae ‘and more, 1299, i1., Yonge (mee | Behold 

Bargus 
Behold, a silly poe He tender Rabe, 210, ii., Carole ; dar 

973, ii., Roman Catholic hymnody 
Behold a stranger at the door, 470, ii., Grigg, J. Behoid 
Behold a wretch in woe, 1020, ii., Scott, T Kor Behold, according to Thy word, 818, ‘hy ‘Now let Thy | Behold, 

servant die in peace 
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Behold, the Bridegroom cometh, 561, ii., 'Idov 4 Nuuduos 
*pyera r 

Beholi! the bright morning appears, 1030, ii., Scot- 
tish hymnody 

Behold the Christian warrior stand, 764, ii,, Mont- 
ery, J. 
the day is come, 122, i., Beddome, B. 

en the day, the glorious day, 1294, ii., Wordsworth, 

Behold the Bunuch, when baptized, 122,i., Beddome, B. 
Behold the everlasting Son, 421, ii., Gill, T. H. 
Hehold the expected time draw near, 1227, i, Vokes 

née ), Mrs. 
the Father's love, 1078, i,, Spitta,C, J. P. 

Behold the fiery sun recede (Jam sol recedit igneus), 
843, ii., 0 Tas beata Trinitas, Et principalis Unitas 

#ichold the gloomy vale, 306, i., Doddridge, P. 
Behold the glories the Lamb, $46, ii., English 

hymnody, 1236, i., Watts, I. 
Behold the glories of the Lamb (cento, 1745), 129, i., 

Behold the glories of the Lamb; 1083, ii,, Scottish 
translations and paraphrases 

Behold the glories of the Lamb (cento, 1781), 129, i, 
Behold the glories of the Lamb ; 

Behold the glorious dawning bright, 546, i., Hyde (nee 
Bradley), Abby B. 

Behold the golden dawn arise (Lux ecce surgit aurea), 
821, i., Nox, et tenebrae, et nubila 

Behold the giden morn arise (Lux ecce surgit aurea), 
821, i., Nox, et tenebrae, et nubila 

Behold the Gospel mercy-seat, 1195, 1i., Unitarian hym- 
¥ nod 

Rehold the grace a ra, 1237, i., Watts, I. 
Behold the grant the King of kings, 624, i., Key, F. S. 
Behold the grave where Jesus lay, 1267, ii., Whate’er 

to Thee, our Lord, belongs 
Behold the Great Physician stands, 306, i., Dastridge, P. 
Behold the heathen waits to know, 1227, i, Vokes 

(née Mrs. 
Behold the Lamb of God, Who bears the sins of all, 

1038, i., See, sinners, in the gospel glass 
Behold the Lamb God, Who bore, 499, i., Haweis, T. 
Behold the Lamb! Oh Thou for sinners slain, 129, i, 

Behold the Lamb of God; 181, ii., Bridges, M._ 
— the Lamb with glory crowned, 616, ii., Kelly, 

Behold the leprous Jew, 1092, i., Stennett, S. 
Behold the lilies of the field, 200, i., Caddell, Cecilia M. 
ees ~ = of the field, How gracefully, 529, ii., 

olme, T. 
Behold, the lofty sky Declares its maker God, 129, ii, 

Behold the lofty sky 

Behold us long predicted sign, 942, ii., Quae stella sole 
pulchrior 

Behold the Man! how heavy lay, 777, ii.. Mitnter, B. 
Behold, the Master passeth by, 640, ii., How, W. W. 
Behold es messengers of Christ, 281, i., Christi perennes 

nunti 
Behold the morning sun, 129, ii., Behold the lofty sky ; 

1289, i, Watts, : 
Behold the mountain of the Lord (Anon.), 188, i, 

Bruce, M.; 566, i., In latter days the mount of 
God ; 1033, ii., Scottish translations and paraphrases 

Behold rapt eg which mortals tread, 130,i., Behold the 
th that mortals tread ; 1237, i., Watts, I. 

B the potter and the clay, 720, ii., May not the 
sovereign Lord of all 

Behold the radiant countless host, 811, ii., Not to the 
terrors of the Lord 

Behold the radiant sun departs, 948, ii., O Lux beata 
Trinitas, Et principalis Unitas 

Behold the radiant sun on high, 578, ii., Jam solis 
Behold the voyntent ensigns fly, Bearing the Cross’s Mys- 

tery, 128, a Venitley sadn rodeunt e 
ensigns fly, The Crosses shining Mys- 

tery, ts ii., Veni regis prodeunt os 
q igns iy. rape l a the Cross’s 

Yexilla regis prodeunt 
Behold the sacred rite, 675, i., Jackson, E. 
Behold the saints of God, 181, i., Bridgman, I. 

Saviour of the world (Stennett), 180, i., Behold the Sa 
Behold the Savion eur % the cross 

my 

on the cross, 144, ii., Blair, H.; 
10%, i., Scottish translations and para ; 

; phrases ; trl i, Tis finished, the Messias dies, Cut off for 

ii., Wesley fam 

Behold the Saviour of mankind (S. Wesley, sen.), 1259, 
y, The Behold the shade of night departs, 320, i., Ecce jam noctis tenuatur um 

Behold the shade Of night is now receding, 878, i, 
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Behold a to move (Sed verticem puert 
supra), 947, i., Quicumque Christum quaeritis 

Kehold the sin-atoning Lamb, 373, ii., Fawcett, J. 
Behold the sons, the heirs of God, 76, ii., Are we not 

sons and heirs of God? 
Behold the stone is rolled away, 89, ii,, Atchinson, J. B. 
—_ _ that seemed but now, 347, ii., English 

y 
*Behold the sure Foundation-Stone, 1239, ii., Watts, I. 
Behold the Temple of the Lord, 615, i., Kelly, T. 
Behold the tomb its prey restores, 1166, i., This is the day 

the Lord hath made, He calls 
Behold the traveller fed, 828, i., O esca viatorum 
Behold the vineyard of the Lord, 280 i., Darling, T. 
Behold the western evening light (sky), 887, i., Pea- 

body, W. B. 0. 
Behold the woman's ised seed, 1237, i., Watts, I. 
Behold the wretch — and wine, 1034, i., Scottish 

rase translations and para 6 
aa a” gain the lonely height, 897, i., Plumptre, 

Behold this fair and fertile globe, 1168, i., The God of 
nature and of grace 

Behold! Thy goodness, oh my God, 407, ii., Gellert,C. F. 
Behold Thy servant drawing near, 556, i., I have re- 

newed, O Lord, my vow 
Behold Thy servant, Jord, 138, i., Bertram, R. A. 
Behold Thy waiting servant, Lord, 1239, ii., Watts, L. 
Behold Thy youthful army, 980, i., Rowe, G. 8. 
Behold, to what a wretched case, 1117, i., Taylor, D. 
Behold us, Lord, a little space, 327, i., Ellerton, J. 
Behold us, Lord, before Thee met, 182, ii., Bright, LG 

Lord ne Behold us, Lord, with humble fear, 840, i., 
cline Thy gracious ear 

Behold we come; good Lord, 181, i., Behold we come, 
dear Lord 

Behold what awful pomp, 493, i., Hart, J. 
Behold what heavenly prophets sung, 829, ii., O for an 

overcoming faith 
Behold, what the Father hath, 1080, ii., Scottish 

hymnody 
Behold what love the Father hath—how great, 1078, i, 

Spitta, C. J. P. 
Behold, what pity touched the heart, 1239, i., Watts, I. 
Behold what unspeakable love, 117, ii., Bathurst, W. H. 
Behold what witnesses unseen, 1088, ii 

lations and paraphrases 
Behold what wondrous grace (Watts), 1083, ii., Scottish 

translations and paraphrases 
Behold, where breathing love divine, 114, i., Barbauld 

(nee Aikin), Anna L. 
Behold, where in a mortal form, 331, ii., Enfield, W. 
Behold, where in the Friend of Man, 132, i., Behold, 

where in a mortal form 
Behold, ye souls that mourn for God, 689, ii., Lord, I 

confess my sins to Thee 
Behold yon bright and countless throng, 285, ii., Deck, 

J.G 
Behold yon bright array, 764, ii., Montgomery, J. 
Behold yon rous star, 215, i., Cawood, J. 
Bei Dir, Jesu, will ich bleiben, 418, ii., German hym- 

nody 
Bei finster Nacht, vom Garten her, 1071, ii., Spee, F. 

von 
Bei finster Nacht, zur ersten Wacht, 1071, ii., Spee, F. 

von 
Bei stiller Nacht zur ersten Wacht, 1071, ii., Spee, F. 

yon 
Being of ne God of love, 447, ii., Graces 
Beklaga af allt Sinne, 999, ii., Scandinavian hymnody 
Beliece we all in our Lord God, 1287, ii., Wir glauben 

an einen Gott, Schipfer Himmels und der Erden 
Believers assemble, come with songs to Bethlem, 21, ii., 

Adeaste fideles 
Believers go from place to place, 1304, i., Zinzendorf, 

N. L. von 
Believers now are tossed about, 662, i., If I’anl in 

Ce@ear’s court must stand 
Bells are ringing, Birds are singing, 521, i., Hey, J. W. 
Bellis do ring, birds do sing, 621, i., Hey, J. W. 
Beloved and honoured, fare thee well !, 985, i., Sachse, 

Cc. F.H 
Beloved disciple, illustrious name, 491, ii,, Harland, E. 

Beloved disciple of thy Lord, 609, ii., Jussu tyranni 
ro fie 

Beloved, it is well, 304, i., Doane, G. W. 
Beloved, let us love, 162, i., Bonar, H. 
Bend to our hymns, Redeemer of Thine own (Nevoor 

mpos Umvous, dveerwr evepyéra), 355, ii, "Eowoe 
Aadv, Gavuaroupywr Aeororns ‘- 

Bending before A throne on high, 188, ii., Bertram 
(nee ), Mary Ann 

Beneath a mighty arm, 883, i., Forti tegente brachio 

., Scottish trans- 
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Beneath Moriah’s side, 707, ii., M , R. M. 
Beneath our feet, and o'er our head, 604, i., Heber, R. 
Beneath the altar of the Lord, 358, ii., Everett, J. 
Beneath the Church's hallowed shade, 1173, i., Thring, G. 
Beneath the cross of Jesus, 238, ii., Clephane, Elizabeth 

Cc. 
Beneath the eye of Jesus, 1305, i., Zinzendorf, N. L. von 
Heneath the fig-tree's grateful shade, 1060, i., Singleton, 

R. C . 
Beneath the shadow of the Cross, 685, ii., Longfellow, 8. 
Beneath the star-lit arch, 381, i., For ever with the 

Lord 
Beneath this starry arch, 716, ii., Martineau, Harriet 
Beneath Thine hammer, Lord, f lie, 604, ii., Hedge, F. H. 
Beneath Thy Cross, 1 lay me down, 1284, ii., Williams, W. 
Beneath Thy gentle care, UO Shepherd dear, 1166, i., 

Tholuck, F. A. G. 
Beneath Thy wings, 0 God, f rest, 1190, ii., Under Thy 

wings, O God, I rest 
Benedicta semper sancta sit Trinitas, 614, i., Notker 
Benedicta sit ta Trinitas, 648, i., Latin b y 
Renedicto gratias Deo, Nos referamus, 814, i., Notker 
Beni soit a jamais le grand Dieu d' Israel (Benedictus), 

391, ii., French hymnody 
Renign Creator, hear, 91, ii., Audi benigne Conditor 
Benignitatis fons Deus, 49, i., Alleluia piis edite laudibus 
Berufne Seelen! schlafet nicht, 1144, 1i., Tersteegen, G. 

runs, Herr, das tdglich Brod, §13, ii., Herman, 
N. 

ee Herz, leg ab die Sorgen, 1246, ii., Weg- 
eiter, C, 

Beside the dark grave standing, 56, ii., Am Grabe stehn 
wir stille 

Beside the shore of Galilee, 11965, ii., Unitarian hym- 
nod 

Besprinkle with Thy blood, my heart, 546, i,, Hutton, J. 
Bestow, O Lord, upon our youth, 138, ii., Bestow, dear 

Lord, upon our youth 
Bete nur! bete nur (Kohler), $16, i., Dunn, Catherine H. 
Betet an, verlorne Siinder, 625, i., Hiller, P. F. 
Bethlehem, above all cities blest, 613, ii., Keble, J. 
Bethlehem ! earth's noblest cities, 946, ii., Quicumque 

Christum quaeritis 
Bethlehem hath opened Hden, 976, ii., Romanus 
Bethlehem! of noblest cities, 946, ii., Quicumque Chris- 

tum quaeritis; 975, i., Roman Catholic hymnody 
BethUhem, not the least of cities, 946, ii., Quicumque 

Christum quaeritis 
Betimes O learn, ye children, well, 628, ii., Knapp, A. 
Betrachtn wir heut zu dieser Frist, 973, i., Rob, J. 
Betrothed in love, ere time began, 623, i., Kent, J. 
Beware, O man, lest endless life, 277, ii., Dach, S. 
sr of Peter's Word, 1180, i., To keep the lamp 

ve 
Beyond, beyond that boundless sea, 139, ii., Beyond, 

beyond the boundless sea ; 256, ii., Conder, J. 
Beyond, beyond the starry skies, 140, i., Beyond the 

glittering starry globes 
Beyond the bounds of time and space, 250, ii., Come 

on, my partners in distress 
— the dark and stormy bound, 166, i., Bowdler, 

Beyond the — river a land I behold, 261, is Con- 

greve, G. T. 
Beyond the glittering starry skies, 140, i., Beyond the 

nino starry globes ; 364, i., Fanch, J.; 1188, 
, Turner, D, 

Beyond the holy city walls, 140, ii,, Beyond the wicked 
city walls 

B the eval skies, 140, i., Beyond the glittering, 
globes 

Beyond tne veil, 348, i., English hymnody 
Beyond this glittering starry sky, 140,i., Beyond the 

glittering, starry globes 
aves Saad Cedron's waters flow, 1063, ii., Smith, 

Bid me of men beware, 696, i,, Jesus, bestow the power 
Big with events, another year, 499, i., Haweis, T. 
Bin ich allein ein Fremdling auf der Arden, 957, ii., 

Keusner, C. 
Bind us to Thee, Lord, we pray, 468, i,, Gregory, J.G. 
Birds have their quiet nests, 762, ii,, Monsell, J. S. B. 
Bis dereinst mein Stundlein schlagt, 467, i., (iregor, C. 
Bishop of the souls of men, 772, i., Moultrie, G. 
Bkithtin ramshe, 1109, ii., Syriac hymnody 
Blandts vocibus laeti celebremus, 814, i., Notker 
Kleeding hearts defiled by sin, 494, ii,, Hastings, T. 
Bleib, Jesu, bleib bei mir, 798, i,, Neumeister, E. 
Bless God, my soul ; Thou, Lord, alone (Ps. civ.), 800, ii., 

New Version 
Bless God, that towards eternity, 389, i., Francke, A. H. 
Kless God, ye servants that attend (Ps. cxxxiv.), 601, i, 

New Version 
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Bless, Lord, Thy holy € 
bumbly pray 

Bless me this day, Lord Je 
Herz! und singe 

Bless, 0 bless, the openi 
fervent prayer arise 

Bless, © Lord, each oper 
fervent prayer arise 

Bless, 0 lard the openin 
vent prayer arise 

Bless, 0 Lord, this oper 
fervent prayer arise 

Bless the Lord of glory, 
Bless these Thy servan 

Wordsworth, C. 
Bless ye the Lord, His 

Kennedy, B. H. 
Bless’d, See also Alesse 
Bless'd are the feet whit 

are the feet which bi 
Bless'd be the day, fa: 

ymnody 
Bless'd be the everlasting 

translations and par 
Bless'd is the man wh 

800, ii., New Versic 
Bless'd Jesus, ever at w 

at my side 
Bless'd Lord, my wand 

God, where’er we p 
Bless'd morning, whose 

Scottish translation 
Bless'd Spirit of trut) 

Spirit, Source of t 
hy im 

Blea d tho with gener 
Bless’'d with the pres 

Thy table, Holy 
hymnbooks; 116§ 
wine 

Blessed, See also Ble: 
Blessed, See also Hly 
Blessed acts of blessea 

rum 
Blessed Anna, Judah’ 
Blessed are all that 

Psalmes and Spir 
Blessed are all that 

Psalmes and Spi 
Wohl dem, der in 

Blessed are the dead 
cae are the het 

G 

Blessed are the humb 
the humble sou]. 

Blessed are the pure 
ing, W. M. 

Blessed are the sons 
Blessed are they the 

ham), 866, i., © 
Blessed are they to 1 

Old Version 
Blessed are they wh 
—_ are they wh 

Blessed art thou t 
hold), 866, i., ¢ 

Blessed Sor eve 
raise 

Blessed be God, He 
Blessed be God, ou» 
Blessed be Me-siah 
Blessed be the eve 

everlasting Ge 
Blessed be the Lop 
Blessed be Thy !« 

time returns 
Rlessed be Thy Na 
Blessed city, hear 

beata Hieru~. 
Blessed City, Hea 

Urbs beata, I 
Blessed city, hear 

love, 1199, ii. 
Blessed city, heas 

rest, 1200, i.. 
Blessed city, holy 

ate spoken 
Blessed city, hol 

beata, Hieru 
Blessed city, hoi 

beata, Hieru 
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tessed city, vision true (Urbs beata, vera pacis), 
1200, ii., Urbs beata, Hierusalem 

lessed ‘orter, come down, 996, i., Saviour, | Thy 
word believe 

##lessed Father, Great Creator, 215, ii., Cawood, J. 

##lessed feasts of blessed martyrs, 824, ii., O beata bea- 
m 

42fessed Fountain, full race, 615, i., Kelly, T. 
wea that = pd Fallen (sinful), 762, ii., Mone 

sell, J. S. B. 
+#tlessed is He who hath built a His ——— a house not 

made with hands, 1112, i., Syriac bymnod 
#tlessed is the faithful heart, 952, i., Rawson, G. 
Stlessed is the man that feareth, 1081, ii., Spurgeon, C. H. 

sed Jesus, at Thy word, 237, ii., Clausnitzer, T. 
#tlessed Jesus, blessed Jesus, 1188, ii., Turney, E. 
#tlessed Jesus, ere we part, 98, ii., Ave Jesu! Ere we part 
#tlessed Jesus, here we stand, 675, ii., Liebster Jesu, wir 

sind hier Deinem Worte nachzuleben 
Stlessed Jesus, Lord and Brother, 498, i., Havergal, 

W.. H. 
#tlessed Jesus, Lord and Master, 218, ii., Charlesworth, 

Blessed Jesus, we are here, 238, i., Clausnitzer, T. 
Blessed Jesus, we are here, Faith and and love 

p ptreieoty , 676, ii., Liebster Jesu wir sind bier 
inem Worte nachzuleben (Schmolck 

Blessed Jesus, wilt Thow hear us, 164, ii., Bourdillon 
(nee Cotterill), Mary 

Lord, our hearts are panting, 892, i., Peters 
(nee Bowly), Mary 

Blessed Lord, our souls are longing, 892, i., Peters 
(née Bowly), Mary 

Blessed Lord, Thy servants see, 675, ii., Liebster Jesu, 
wir sind hier Deinem Worte nachzuleben : 

Blessed Lord, who Thee receive, 305, i,, Dober (née 
Schindler), Anna 

Blessed morning, whose young dawning rays, 146, ii., 
Bless‘d morning! whose young dawning rays 

Blessed mother o’er all other, 1 i., Ut Jucundas cer- 
vus undas aestuans desiderat 

Blessed night, when Bethlchem’s plain, 147, ii., Blessed 
night, when first that plain 

Bles Sabbath of our (the) Lord, 1119, i., Taylor, John 
gate Salem, long expected, 1200, i., Urbs beata, Hieru- 

salem 
— Saviour, hear us when we cry, 1097, ii., Stowell, 

. A. 
Blessed Saviour, I would praise Thee, 1119, i., Taylor 

(nee Morley), Rebekah H. 
Blessed Saviour, Thee I love, 315, ii., Duffield, G. 
Blessed Saviour, Thou hast taught us, 1173, i., Thring, G. 
Blessed souls in heaven 7 joice (Harum laudum prae- 

conia), 28, i., ‘Actern! foot! gxudia 

—_ Sun, whose splendour, 838, ii., O Jesu, meine 
ne 

Blessing and honour and glory and power, 669, ii., 
Into the heaven of the beavers hath he gone 

Blessing and honour, praise and love, 868, ii., Father 
of all, Whose powerful voice 

Bteseing. Soneur, praise, and power, 987, ii., Salvation, 
O the joyful sound . 

Blessing to God, for ever blest, 447, ii., Graces 
Blessit ar thay that sit in Goddis dreid, 1291, i., Wohl 

dem, der in Goddes Furcht 
Blest. See also Bless’d and Blessed 
Blest aid of Thine afflicted congregation, 699, i., Lawen- 

stern A. von 
Blest angele whe adoring wait, 140, i., Beyond the 
pled are te A eoag Moultrie, J are , 172, ii., Moultrie, J. 
Blest are the i umble souls that sec, 146, i., Bless’d are 

the humble sunls that see; 1287, i, Watts, L. 
Blest are the pure in heart (cento), 146, ii., Bless'd are 
a... rae in heart I 

are sons of peace, 1239, ii., Watts, I. 
Blest are the souls ‘who hear and know, 148, i., Blest 

are the souls that hear and know 
Blest are the undefiled in heart, 1239, ii., Watts, I. 
sar iw o'er all creation, 228, i., Christe, qui 

Nyt po 
—_ kd Sey. supremely blest, 1291, ii, — - ba 

» we bearers, 1077, i., Spitta, C. J. P. Blest be Jehovah, Mighty Lord, 1292, i., Wood, B. 
Blest be my God that I was born, 717, ii., Mason, J. 
Blest bemy Lord and God, $66, ii., Olearius, Johannes 
Blest be, U Lord, the grace of Love, 71, i., Annue Christe saeculorum Dorine 
— “ol our everlasting Lord, 1263, ii., Wesley family, 

Blest be the ta 
celeertasting Gad, 146, iin, Bless'd be the 

Blest be the God of Love, 190, ii., Bubier, G. B. 
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Blest be the hour when friends shall meet, 1196, ii,, 
Unitarian hymnody 

Blest be the Lurd, my Strength, that doth (Ps. cxliv., 
Norton), 866, i., Old Version 

Blest be the Lord Who heard my prayer, 317, i., 
Dwight, 'T. 

Blest be the tie that binds, 112, i., Baptist hymnod : 
873, ii., Fawcett, J. St Seat 

Blest be the wisdom and the r, 1239, ii., Watts, I. 
was a fasta the [0] God Israel, 870, i., Onderdonk, 

Blest be Thy love, dear (good) Lord, 691, i., Lord, now 
the time returns 

Blest Comforter! come; Lord our God !, 631, ii., Komm 
POD rs ay Geist, Herre Gott 

t oy fala Divine, 1058, i., Sigourney (née Hunt- 
ley), Lydia xs de 

Blest Creator of the light, 700, ii., Lucia Creator optime 
Blest day ef God, how calm, how bright, 148, ii., Blest 

day of God, most calm, most bright 
Blest day on which the Saviour shed, 387A, ii., Felix dies, 

quam proprio 
Blest day when doom'd to die no more, 374, i., Felix 

dies mortalibus 
Blest day when from the Saviour flowed, 374, ii., Felix 

dies, quam proprio 
Blest day when our ascended Lord, 149, fi,, Blest 
- season when our risen Lord 
a of love divine, 1107, i., Sweet feast of love 

e 
Blest Framer Sf the starry height (Creator alme 

siderum), 258, i., Conditor alme siderum 
_ Me whose timely mercies heed, 622, ii,, Kennedy, 

Blest hour, when mortal man retires, 949, i., Raffles, T. 
Blest hour when virtuous friends shall meet, 1196, ii., 

Unitarian hymns 
Blest in Thyself, created thing, 952, ii., Rebus creatis 

nil egens 
Blest inhabitants of Zion, 427, ii., Glorious things of thee 

are spoken 
Blest Instructor, from Thy ways, 440, ii., God, the hea-~ 

vens aloud proclaim ; 726, ii., Merrick, J. 
Blest is our joy! The time hath come once more, 120, ii,, 

Beata nobis gaudia Auni reduxit orbita 
Blest is the hour when cares depart, 1063, ii., Smith, 8.F. 
Blest isthe man that (who) fears the Lord, 198, i., 

Butcher, E. 
Blest is the man who knows the Lord, 706, ii., Lyte, H. F. 
Blest is the man who shuns the place, 1239, ii., Watta, I. 
Blest is the man who walks alway, 1291, i., Wohl dem, 

der in Gottes Furcht steht 
Blest is the man who walks with God, 636, i., How blest 

the man who never trod 
Blest is the man whose heart doth move, 149, i,, Blest 

is the man whose bowels move 
Blest is the man whose mercies move, 149, i., Blest is the 

man whose bowels move 
Blest is the man whose pitying eye, 1195, i, Unitarian 

bymnody 
Blest is the man whose softening reart, 132, i., Behold 

where breathing love divine 
Blest is the man whose spirit shares, 706, ii., Lyte, H. F. 
Blest is the man whose tender heart, 182, i., Behold 

where breathing love divine 
Blest = tie that binds, 148, ii., Blest be the tie that 

binds 
Blest is the work in wisdom's ways, 149, i., Blest is the 

man whose heart expands 
Blest Jesu, come Thou gently down, 987, i,, Retire, vain 

world, awhile retire 
Blest Jesu, to Thy gracious Board, §84, i., Jesu, at 

Whose supreme command 
Blest Jesus! what delicious fare, 364, ii., Far from my 

thoughts, vain world, begone 
Blest Jesus, when my soaring thoughts, 606, i., Hegin- 

bothom, 0. 
Blest Jesus, while in mortal flesh, 781, ii., My Jesus, 

while in morta! flesh 
Blest joys for — wonders wrought, 120, ii., Beata 

nobis gaudia Anni reduxit orbita 
Blest Lamb of God, Whose dying love, 686, ii, Lamb of 

God, Whose bleeding love 
Blest Light, eternal Frinity, 843, ii, O Lux beata Tri- * 

nitas, Et principalis Unitas 
Blest Lord, bevold the guilty scorn, 1088, ii., Strong, N- 
Blest Lord, the crown of great reward, 994, i., Sanc- 

torum meritis inclita gaudia 
Blest Maker of the light, 701, i., Lucis Creator optime 
Blest saker of the light, by Whom, 701, i,, Lucis 

Creator optime 
Blest Maker of the radiant light, 701, i., Lucis Creator 

optime 
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Slest man, who walks in wisdom's way, 1291, i., Wotl 
dem, der in Gottes Furcht steht 

Blest martyr, nobly hast thou trod (Invicte martyr 
unicum), 716, ii., Martyr Dei qui unicum 

Blest morn, when earth's Creator spoke (Primo die 
quo hires bvioeed 913, i., Primo dierum omnium 

Blest morning! whose first dawning rays, 147, i, 
Bless'd morning whose young dawning rays; 10%, 
i,, Scottish translations and paraphrases 

Blest morning, whose young dawning rays, 146, ii, 
Bless'd morning ! whose young dawning rays 

Blest morning, whose young dawning rays, 147, i., 
Bless'd morning! whose young dawning rays 

Blest Hedeemer, how divine, 147, ii., Blessed Redeemer, 
how divine 

Blest Saviowr, let me be a child, 770, ii., Morris, A. J, 
Blest Saviour, let our evening song, 311, i., Dread 

Sovereign, let evening song 
a lana all, 968 i,, Salvator mundi Blest Saviour, 

Domine 
Blest Saviour, now Thy work is done (tr. Chandler, 

alt,), 872, ii., Opus peregist! Tuum 
Blest a now Thy work is done (tr. Is. Williams), 

872, ii., Opus peregisti tuum 
Blest Saviour, we Thy will obey, 352, i., Ere Christ 

ascended to His ir daa 
Blest Saviour, Who in days of old, 472, i., Groser, W. H. 
Blest season! which with greener fraught, 120, ii, 

Beata nobis gaudia Anni reduxit orbita 
Blest soul, how sweetly dost thou rest, 795, ii., Neu- 

mann, G. 
Blest Source of mercy, truth, and love, 1075, i., Spirit of 

mercy, truth, and love 
Blest hi by Whose heavenly dew, 667, i., Lavater, 

Js 
Blest (Spirit: from the Eternal Sire, 193, ii., Bunting, 

Blest Spirtt, One with God above, 623, ii, Nunc Sancte 
nobis Spiritus 

Blest Spirit, Source of” Sears divine, 149, i., Blest 
Jesus, Suurce of grace divine 

Blest Three in One, and One in Three, 1188, i., Tu Tri- 
nitatis oe : ots 64 

Blest Trinity from mortal sight, 842, i., uce quae 
tud lates i 

Blest truth, the Church and Christ are one, 149, ii., 
Blest truth, my soul and Christ are one 

ss yc of love, O Word divine, 571, ii., Irons, 

Blest with the presence of their God, 147, i., Bless'd 
with the presence of their God 

BSlest work, the youthful mind to win, 149, i., Blest is the 
man whose heart expands 

Blick, aus diesem Erdenthale, 628, i., Knapp, A. 
Blind Bartimeus at the gate, 685, i., Longfellow, H. W. 
Bliss beyond compare, 88, i., Arnold, G. 
Blowd is on the martyr’s palm, 1092, ii., Stephano primo 

mart 
Blood of Jesus, Stream of life, 70, i., Anima Christi 

sanctifica me 
Blood of sprinkling, healing tide, 475, i., Sua, J. 
Blot out our sins of old, Py i., Thring 
Bluw ye the trumpet, blow, , 262, ii me a: shines the 

spised be That maple Irs (ees Die Blys ma lary (see Thesu, hodie}, 
208, ii., Carols ; 

Body of Jesus, sweet Food, 266, ii., Coxe, A. C. 
Bondos nat oxeractys, 464, 3 Greek hymnod y 
Bold in our almighty Lord, ‘1265, ii., Wesley family, 

The 
Bondage and death the cup contains, 1061, ii., Slavery 

and death the cup contains 
Book of grace, and book of glory, 709, i., Mackellar, T. 
Born of God the Father's bosom, 276, ii., Da puer plec- 

trum, choreis ut canam fidelibus 
Borne upon time's noiseless wing, 472, ii., Groser, W. EE 
Both heaven and earth do worship Thee, 1188, i., 

Deum laudamus 
Both life and death are kept by Thee, 1018, ii., Schmolck, 

B. 
Bound by a holy charm, 388, i., Forti nte brachio 
Bound upon the accursed tree, 737, i., Milman, H. H. 
Boundless glory, lard, be Thine, 615, i., Kelly, T 
Boundless stil! his 

1217, i., Verbum Dei, Deo natum 
a Blesser of the seed-time, 763, i., Monsell, J. 

eM engi, From your glorious state, 214, i., Cary. 

a Thine ear, Almighty Lord, 902, i., Powell, 

Bow down Thine ear, and hear my cry, 622. i., 
Kennedy, B. H. 

INDEX. ] 

Joe Thine ear, | pow img 

Bread of Life, the ang 
Bread of our life in m 

stg why Ser 
Bread angels eat 

664, i., Landa Sior 
Break forts in song, 
Psioar abe hepape 
Break forth, 0 Sion 
Lauda Sion Selva 

Break forth, ye heave 
a rae aah 

Break, stubborn he. 
Wesley family, 

Break the bread ane 
Break Thou the bre 

re 
Break we forth ir 

Breath of the Lord 
Breathe from th 

A. 
¢ 

family, Th: 
Brethren, let us 
Brethren, the- 

Sanctorum 
Brethren, we 

E. H. 
Brethren, wha 
Brethren, whi 
Brich an d 

pinions soar (Volat avis sine metu), Bright « 
Vl; 
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F?right Parent of celestial Flame, 884, i., Pater superni 
luminis 

sittin” > Presence ! may my soul have part, 421, ii,, Gill, 

Fright Queen of heaven, 1206, i., Vaughan, H. 
=a Gas of saints, 182, i., Bright Queen of 

eaven 
right rose the sun that Easter-day (Paschale mundo 

Zaudium), 96,i., Aurora lucis rutila 
re ec adh of true rest! Some shoots of bliss, 

06, i., Vaughan, H. 
right Source of sverleeting love, 151, ii., Boden, J, 
#right sunbeams deck the joyful sky (Aurora coelum 

Purpurat), 95, ii., Aurora lucis rutilat 
#right the vision that delighted, 696, i., Lord, Thy glory 

fills the heaven ; 713, ii., Mant, R. 
right Thy presence when it breaketh , 421, ii,, Gill, T. H. 
pie was the guiding star that led, 90, ii.,, Auber, 

arriet 
il were the mornings first impearled, 181, ii., 

ri M s, M. 
pee sich all His crowns of glory, 288, i., Denny, 

r 

Brighter still, and brighter, 995, ii., Saviour, blessed 
Saviour 

Brighter than meridian splendour, 496, i., Havergal, 
W.H 

Brightest and best of the sons of the morning, 603, ii., 
eber, R 

Brightly beams our Father’s mercy, 150, ii,, Bliss, P. 
Brightly gleams our banner, 902, i., Potter, T. J. 
Brightly eful for the future, 763, i., Monsell, J. 8. B. 
Brightly shines the morning star, 577, ii., Jam lucis 

orto sidere 
on of Eternal Day, 630,i., Knorr von Rosenroth, 

Brightness of the Eternal Glory, 1263, ii., Wesley 
family, The 

Brightness of the Father's Face, 483, i, Hammond, W. Brightness of the Father's glory, 1080, ii., Splendor 
Paternae gloriae 

Brightness of the Father's glory, Light of Light, 261, ii., 
Consors Paterni Iuminis; 304, i., ane, G. W. 

Brightness of the Father's glory; Of His light, 849, i, 
O Splendor aeterni Patris 

Brillante ¢toile du matin, 393, ii., French bymn 
Bring. all ye dear-bought nations, bring, i, 

ictimae Paschali 
near Thy great salvation, 1148, i., Ten thousand 

times ten thousand 
Bring the infant to the font, T72, ii., Moultrie, J. 
Bring to Christ your best oblation, 411, i., Gerhardt, P. 
Bringt her dem Herren Lob und Ehr, 474, i., Gtinther, 

Cc 

Broad is the road that leads to death, 1237, i., Watts, L. 
Broken-hearted, weep no more, 304, i., Doane, G. W. 
Brother, hast thou wandered far ?, 235, ii., Clarke, J. F. 

' Brother, now thy toils are o'er, 819, i., Now the labourer’s 
task is o'er 

Brother, thou art gone before us, 737, i., Milman, H. H. 
Brother, though from yonder sky, 110, i., Bancroft, J. 

H. 
the holy portals, 1098, i,, Streatfeild 

. 

Bri 

Brothers, tread 
(née Saint), Charlotte 

Briinninde lieb, du siiesser Flam, 170, i., Brennende 
Lieb du sfisse Flamm 

Laller Giiter, 386, ii., Franck, J. 
Pén Bik nad pochvdlen, 93, i., Augusta, J. Built on Christ, the firm foundation, 1200, i., Urbs 

a — Hierusalem 
wark of @ mighty nation, 1178, i., Thring, G. 

Rurden = A shame and woe, 192, i., Bulfinch, 8. G, 
—— _ guilt, and pale with fear, 122, i,, Bed- 

e, B. 
Burdened goes Quilt, wouldst thou be blest ?, 262, i., 
Buried beneath the yielding wave, 121, ii., Beddome, B, Burst forth, 0 , 1099, i., Stryker, M. W. 

re ent lay, 285, i., Deat principle arise. drop thy clay, 285, i., hless 

Berek gates, and bring, 616, i., Kempen- 

But, above all, lay hold, 1066, i., Soldiers of Christ, arise But few among the carnal urise, 1237, i., Watts, I. But is tt truer © froward folke (Ps. Ivill., Kethe), 1022, ii., Scottish hymn 
241, i, Watts, I. Fut there's a dreadful God, 

he glorious day, 765, i., Moore, T. But who shall see t 

But ~ sufficient is to lead ?, 1964, ii., Wesley family, 

442, ii., Goostly By Adam's fall was % for 
1072, ii., Spengler, 

Bru 

lorne, 
mes and Spiritualle’Songes ; 

le 
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By Caries redeemed, in Christ restored, 962, i., Rawson, 

By Christ redeemed, to God restored, 198, ii., By Christ 
redeemed, in Christ restored 

By cool Siloam’s shady rill, 199, i., By cool Siloam’s 
shady fountain 

By faith from day oon 280, ii., Darling, T. 
By faith Iam united, 165, ii., Bourrie, H. 
By faith I see the land, §96, i., Jesus, at Thy command 
sit I to the Fountain fly, 1263, ii., Wesley family, 

e 
i day to day, 1150, i, The God of Abraham 

ra 
By Jaith we find the place above, 727, ii., Methodist hympody ; 1263, ii., Wesley family, The 
By God's right arm stretched forth to save, 383, i., Forti 

tegente brachio 
By healpe of Saints, come let our tongues relate, 998, ii,, 

Sanctorum meritis inclita gaudia 
By help of God I fain would tell, 326, i,, Ein neues 

Lied wir heben an 
By His Cross the Mother stood, Hanging on its Satal 

wood, 1083, ii., Stabat mater dolorosa 
By Jesus’ grave, on either hand, 1062, ii., Smith, 1. G. 
By ) OG my Saviour, stand, 1261, ii., Wesley family, 

e 
By mystic lessons wisely taught, 359, ii., Ex more docti 

mystico 
By no new path untried before, 789, ii., Neale, J. M. 
By our own strength there's nothing done, 325, i, Ein 

feste Burg ist unser Gott 
By pain, and weariness, and doubt, 790, i., Neale, J. M. 
By Paul at war in Gentile lands, 1096, i., Stone, S, J. 
By precepts taught in ages past, Again the fast, 859, ii,, 

Ex more docti mystico 
By precepts taught of ages past, Now let us, 859, ii,, Ex 

more docti mystico 
By eee dangers compassed round, 1097, i., Stowell, 

rite religious bound, 359, ii., Ex more docti mystico 
By ‘ erds first was heard, 1096, i., Stone, 8, J. | : 
By sufferings only can we know, 476, ii., Guyon (nee 

de la Mothe), Jeanne M. &.; 1198, i., Upham, T. C. 
By tasting the forbidden fruit, 1294, ii., Wordsworth, C. 
By the angel's word of love, 678, i., Litanies 
By the blood that flowed from Thee, 678, i., Litanies 
By the Cross her sad watch keeping, 1084, i,, Stabat 

mater dolorosa 
By the Cross her station keeping, 1088, ii,, Stabat mater 

lorosa do 
By the Cross, in anguish sighing, 1084, i., Stabat mater 

dolorosa 
By the Cross in anguish weeping, 1084, i,, Stabat mater 

dolorosa 
, By the Cross of expiation, 1083, ii., Stabat mater dolorosa 
By the Cross on which suspended, 1083, ii,, Stabat mater 

dolorosa 
the Cross sad vigil keeping (tr. Lord Lindsay 

“7 1083, ii., Stabat mater dclorona » 
the Cross sad vi, ing, Stood the Mother, doleful, 

= weeping (tr. ant), toes ii., Stabat mater dolorosa 
By the Cross, sad vigil keeping, Stood the mourning 

[mournful] Mother weeping, 1083, ii,, Stabat mater 
dolorosa 
the cross sad vigil keeping, Stood the mournful 

- tr. Singleton), 1084, i,, Stabat mater ao 
By the Cross upon thy brow, 1292, ii., Woodliouse, C. G. 
By the first bright Kaster-day, 678,i., Litanies 
By the holy hills surrounded, 1077, i,, Spitta, C, J. P. 
By the Name which Thou didst take, 678, i., Litanies 
By the poor widow's oil and meal, 804, i., Newton, J 
By the prayer that Jesus made, 678, i., Litanies 
By the word to Mary given, 678, i., Litanies 

Thee, Jesus, will I stay, 188, ii., Bet dir Jesu, will 
ich bleiben 

By Thee, Thou Lord of Heaven, 408, i., Gellert, C. F. 
By Thy birth, and by Thy tears, 997, i., Saviour, when 

in dust to Thee 
By Thy birth and early years, 997, i., Saviour, when in 

dust to Thee 
By Thy birth, 0 Lord of all, 677, ii., 678, i., Litanies 
By Thy love which shone for aye, 1096, i., Stone, S. J. 
By vows of love together bound, 877, ii., Fitch, E. T. 
Ry Water and the Holy Ghost, 1294, i., Wordsworth, C. 
By whom shall Jacob now arise, 615, i., Kelly, T. 

Call all who love Thee, Lord, to Thee, 107, i., Bailey, P.J. 
Call Jehovah thy Salvation, 921, i., Psalters, English 
Call me, O God ; I come ; for I, 75, ii, Anton-Ulrich of 

Brunswick 
Call the Lord thy sure salvation, 200, i., Call Jehovah 

thy salvation 
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Call them from the dead, 385, ii., Fox, W. J. Cease, weary mortals, c 
Call them in, the poor, the wretched, 1066, ii., Shipton, desinant suspiria 

Anna Cease, ye tearful mourn 
Called from above, I rise, 1263, ii., Wesley — animarum 
Called to Thy service, Lord, 1094, i, Stuck, Sarah G. | Celebra Juda festa Chris 
Calling, calli —— ever we 515, i,, i, eens (née Latin hymnody 

Tbotson 4 in hac die, 6 
Calm me, blest Spirit, hae me calm, 200, ii., Calm me, | Celebrons ry par w 

my God, and keep me calm 
Calm on the bosom 4 thy ‘od, 609, ii., Hemans (née | Celestial Cy, Salem 

Browne), Felicia 1200, ii,, Urbs beat 
Calm on the listening ear of night, 1036, i., praia Celestial Monarch, str 
Calm the saint's slumber, 1285, ii., Wilson, Jane Kector coelitum 
Calm they sit with closed door, 293, ii., Dickinson, W. | Celestial seat, Jerusa 
Calmed be our griefs, hushed every sigh, $77, i., Jam Pade; Urbs beat 

desinant suspiria sd pueri concrepen 
agree _ soul, and closed each door, 293, ii., Dickin- Cienen civium inc 

civium inclita gar 
Calmer a4 the troubled heart, 1263, ii., Wesley family, 

he 
Centre of our hopes 

unknown 
Calmly, calmly, lay him down, 406, i., Gaskell, W. 
Camp-meetings God has richly owned, 165, i., Bourne, H. = y I will be u 
a, mr oe with success are crowned, dy 

jurne 
Can any say, J do believe ?, 734, i., Midlane, A. 
Can earthly voices fitly beet ok 571, ii., Irons, W. J. 
Can guilty man indeed believe ?, 90, ii., Auber, Harriet ar 
Can I cease, my God, from singing, 1067, i., Solltich | C’est un vampert 

meinem’ Gott nicht singen hymnody 
Can I fail my God to praise, 1067, i., Sollt ich meinem | Change is our porti 

Gott nicht singen Chant your hymns, 
Can I my fate no more withstand, 710, i., Mag ich virginel cum c 

Ungltick nicht wiederstehn Chastized and aff 
Can I this world esteem, 893, i., Pfefferkorn, G. M. The 
Can it, Master, can it be?, 790, i., Neale, J. M. Chastized an 
Can it then be that hate should e’er be loved, 379, i., family, The 

Flemming, P. Cheer up, desponi 
Can mA heaven-born soul submit, 1183, i,, Toplady, Thee 

A Cheer up, my $0: 
Can sinners hope for heaven, 122, i., Beddome, B my 
es have our hearts in heaven, 1078, i., Spitta, C. | Cheerfully to wo 

Can you tell the countless number, 521, i., mt JW. | Ci ‘mongat t 
Oanst thou count the stars that ‘twinkle, 521, i., Hey, cumque Chr 

J. W. Chief oe marty 
Canst Thou reject our fhe, tn a sale 861,i., O Thou dux marty? 

that hangedst on the Chief Shepherd 
=“ = sum up each Mprilliant star, 524,i., Hey, pie A — ere 

Cantemus Christo regi terrae, 814, i., Notker ons amidst { 
Cantemus cuncti melodum nunc Alleluia, 40,i., Alford, | + Browne), | 

H.; 648, i., Latin dears AS 614, i., Notker Child born wi: 
Cantemus Domino Deoque nostro, 647,i., Latin hym- 305, i., D 

nody Child by God’ 
Cantemus in omni die concinentes varie, 644, ii., 650, ii., | Child of a 

Latin hymnody Virginis © 
Capitan Herr Gott, 409, i., Genad mir, ewiger Gott Child Goc 
Captain and Saviour of the host, 952, i,, Rawson, G. 19, ii., A 
Captain of my ‘salvation, hear, 1260, ii, Wesley | Child of sin 

family, The Hasting: 
Captain of salvation, 680, i., Littledale, R. F. Child of sin 
Captain of Thine enlisted host, 118, i., Batty, C. Hasting 
Captains of the saintly band, 240, i., Coelestis aulae | Childof sor: 

rinci Child of th 
Ca: Cen cage wale oe nee Br 
Caput spnis coronatum, 990, i,, 991 Salve mundi | ¢ of ti 

salutare Oy ee 
Care, O Father, care for me, 701, = Ludémilla- | Child that 

Elisabeth of Schwarz -Rudolstad Childhood’ 
Carmen suo dilecto Ecclesia Christi anak 613, i., son, V 

Notker Children, 
Carol, brothers, carol, T74, ii., Muhlenberg, W. A. Children 
Carol, carol, Christians, 267, i., Coxe, A. C. plebs 
Cast me not in wrath away, 37, i., Albinus, J. G. Children 
Cast me not, Lord, out from Thy sight (Ps. li.), 866, ii., w. 

Old Version Children 
Cast on the fidelity Of my redeeming Lord, 1265, i., soul 

Wesley family, The Children 
Cast out from Eien'’s happy home, 941, i, Pulsum | Childrer 

supernis sedibus CGhildres 
Cast thy burden on the Lord, 216, i., = J. 829 
Cast thy burden on the Lord, 524, i. H 1, R. Childres 
Cast thy net again, my brother, 118, it, Baxter (nee Bov 

L; Childre: ), Lydi 
ate JI expers anvils 329, ii., Emergit undis et | CAdidre: 

Childres 
cumeae matrum imme hae nocd Herodes impic), 6, i., | CAtldre: 

A solis ortfis cardine / Rex 
Cause of all causes, and the pa. 949, i., Raffles, T. Childre: 
Cause us to see Thy "goodness Lord, 737, i., Milton, J. Childres 
Cease here longer z detain me, 215, ii., Cecil, R. Childrei 
Cease, my soul, thy tribulation, 395, i., Freu dich sehr, Childres 

o meine Seele Ten 

“ 
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© mitiren, think on (of } Jesus’ love, 191, ii., Buckworth, 
<“hildren who are gone to glory, 197, ii., Burton, J., jun. 

. you have gone Gavan. 197, ii., Burton, a 
Children, your parents’ will obey, 959, i., Rhodes, B. 
Children's voices high in heaven, 1299, i., Yes, there 

_are little ones in heaven 
tldren’s voices strive not vainly, 165, ii., Bourne. 
W. St. H. 

Choir. See also Quire 
Aoose ye His Pa to bear, 1058, i., Sigourney (née 

Huntley), Lydia 
Chorus novae Hierusalem, 11, ii., Ad coenam Agni pro- 

vidi; 401, ii., Fulbert of Chartres; 645, i., Latin 
hymnody ; 967, ii., Robert 1. of France; 1213, i, 

eni Sancte Spiritus, Et emitte coelitus 
Chosen not for good in me, 1272, i., When this passing 

world is done 
Christ, See also Christe 
Christ above ali glory seated, 27, ii, Aeterne Rex 

altissime 
Christ and His Cross is all our theme, 1287, i., Watts, L. 
Christ, and 'tis no wonder, 1247, ii., Weisse, M. 
Christ ascends with songs exultant, 183, ii., Bell, C. D. 
Christ baptist was be Johne in Jordan flude, 226, ii., 

Christ unser Herr zum Jordan kam Sees 
Christ before thy door is waiting, 613, ii., Keble, J. 
Christ being raised from death of yore (Hac die surgens 

Dominus), 331, i., En dies est Dominica 
Christ bids us knock and enter in, 98, i., Author of 

faith, to Thee I cry 
Christ by heavenly hosts adored, 484, ii,, Harbaugh, H. 
Christ, by Whose all-saving Light, 886, i., Patris 

Sapientia, veritas divina . 
Christ crustfy’a 7 my soul by Faith desires, 1010, ii., 

Schmidt, J. E. 
ee aes my soul by faith, With, 1011, i, 

Schmidt, J. E. 
Christ dyed and suffred t payne, 225, ii., Christ 

in whereas aig, ii Goustly Psalmes a 
Spiritualle Songes 

Christ enthroned in highest heaven, 283, i,, De pro- 
fundis exclamantes 

Christ, everlasting Source of light, 227, ii., Christe, qui 
lux es et dies 

Christ exalted is our song, 628, i., Kent, J. 
Christ for the corner-stone is given, 1200, i., Urbs beata, 

Ch rig tay 1291, i., Wolcott, 8. rist for world we sing, yy, WO 
Christ from the dead is poses and made (Easter hymn), 

801, ii., 802, i., New Version ’ 
Christ from the Father sent to bring us healing, 226, ii., 

Christe coelestis medicina Patris 
Christ, from Whom all blessings flow, 372, i., Father, 

Son, and Spirit, hear 
Christ had regained the sky, 576, ii., Jam Christus astra 

ascenderat 
Christ has a chosen Church, 1093, ii., Stevens, J. 
Christ has come for our salvation, 786, i., Nato nobis 

Salvatore 
Christ has done the mighty work, 161, ii., Bonar, H. 
Christ has risen Jrom the dead (Xpords davérr), 

62, ii., ‘Avarrdcews Hpépa e3 
Christ has risen ! let the tidings, 183, ii., Bell, C. D. 
Christ hath arisen! Joy to our buried Head, 441, i., 

Goethe, J. w. von; 504, ii., H e, F. H. 
Christ He sits on Zion’s hill, 730, i., Methodist h 
Christ Aus own apostles chooseth, 772, ii., Moultrie, J. 
Christ, in highest heaven enthroned, 228, i, Christe, 

qui sedes Olym 
Christ in His word draws near, 706, ii., Lynch, T. T. 
Christ in the bands of death was laid, » i,, Christ 

lag in Todesbanden 
oe . the Father's glory bright, 149, ii., Blew, 

Christ is arisen, 266, ii., Coxe, A.C.; 441, i., Goethe, 
J. W. von 

wale = borane our Paschal Lamb, 383, i., Forti tegente 
achio 

Christ ts born! exalt His name!, 988, i, Xpuords yer 
varat’ 6ooacvare 

Christ is born, dim glorify, 28%, i., Xprrds yervaras: 
acvate 

Christ is born, teli Sorth His fame, 232, i., Xpiord¢ 
yervarar’ Sofdgare; 355, ii, "Eowoe Andy, Gav- 
Havoupywr Meomnéorns 

Christ is coming, let creation, 708, i., Macduff, J. R. 
Christ is gone—a cloud of light, 600, ii., He is gone— 

beyond the akies 
Christ & gone up ; ii.,; Now to our Sevices let ns ~~ He passed, 619, 

Christ is laid the sure Foundation. Christ is the tried 
(And the precious), 1200, i., Urbs beata, Hierusalem 
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Christ is laid the sure Foundation, Christ the Head, 
1200, i., Urbs beata, Hierusalem 

Christ is lai sure Foundation, Corner-stone from, 
1200, i., Urbs beata, Hierusalem 

Christ is made the sure Foundation, 1199, ii., Urba 
beata, Hierusalem 

Christ is merciful and mild, 191, ii,, Buckworth, J 
Christ is my light and treasure, 283, i., Christus der 

ist mein Leben 
Christ is now rysen yne, 225, i., Christ ist erstanden, 

Von der Marter alle 
Christ is our Corner Stone, On Him alone, 217, ii 

Chandler, J.; 1200, ii., Urbs beata, Hierusalem 
Christ is our great High Priest, 135, ii., Bennett (nee 

Dampier), M. E. 
Christ is risen! Alleluia !, 768, i., Monsell, J. 8. B. 
—s ts risen, Christ is risen, 474, i, Gurney, A. 

Christ ts risen, Christ is risen, He by Whom, 1100, i., 
Sturm, C. C. 

Christ ts risen! Christ is risen! Tell it, 601, i, He 
is risen! He is risen! Tell it with a joyful sound 

Christ is risen from the dead, 446, ii., Gough, B. 
_——, - Hen o'er His foes He reigneth, 982, i., Rus- 

ne ay iS 
Christ is set the corner-stone (Angularis Fundamen- 

tum), 1200, ii., Urbs beata, Hierusalem 
Christ is the Eternal Rock, 493, i., Hart, J. 
Christ is the one foundation laid, 1266, ii., Wesley 

family, The 
Christ is the onlie Son of God, 271, i., Cruciger (née 

von Meseritz), Elisabethe 
Christ is the only Sonne of God, 271, i., T (née 

von Meseritz), Elisabethe ; 448, ii., Goostly mes 
and Spiritualle Songes 

Christ is o vine, we branches are, 775, ii., Mthl- 
mann, J. 

Christ ist erstanden! Freude dem Sterblichen, 266, ii., 
Coxe, A. C.; 441, i,, Goethe, J, W. von 

Christ ist erstanden, Von der Marter all, 413, ii., Ger- 
man hymnody; 442, ii, Goostly Psalmes and 
Spiritualle Songes; 1247, i., Weisse, M. 

Christ Jesu, Fount of blessings rife (Christe Jesu, fons 
bonorum), 991, i., Salve mundi salutare 

Christ Jesu, Lord most dear, 1247, ii., Weisse, M. 
Christ Jesus, ere the world began, 860, i., 0 Thou Eternal 

Victim slain 
Christ Jesus is that precious grain, 397, i., Freyling- 

hausen, J. A. 
Christ Jesus lay in Death's strong bands, 225, ii., 

Christ lag in Todesbanden 
Christ Jesus Lord, to us attend (tr. Heyl), 1281, i., 

Wilbelm of Sachse-Weimar 
Christ Jesus, our Kedeemer born, 598, i., Jesus Christus, 

nostra salus 
Christ Jesus was to death abased, 226, ii,, Christ lag in 

Todesbanden 
Christ Jesus, who with love untold, 862, i., O Thou, who 

didst with love untold 
Christ lag tn Todesbanden, 442, ii., Goostly Psalmes 

and Spiritualle Songes; 704, ii, Luther, M.; 
1222, ii., Victimae Paschali 

Christ lay awhile in Death's strong band, 225, i., Christ 
lag in Todesbanden 

Christ leads me through no darker rooms, 788, ii., My 
whole, though broken heart, O Lord 

Christ, Light unfailing, with Thy Flesh, 233, i., Christus, 
Lux indeficiens 

Christ, mercy's holy River, 873, i., ‘Ns Ociog worauds 
Christ, my Lord, is all my hope, 703, i., Luise-Henriette 

of Brandenburg 
Christ, my Rock, my sure Defence, 702, ii., Luise- 

Henriette of Brandenburg 
Christ of all my hopes the ground, 1232, ii,, Ward- 

R law, R. 

Christ of the holy angels Light and Gladness, 230, i., 
Christe, sanctorum decus angelorum 

Christ, of Thy argel-host the Grace, 229, ii., Christe, 
sanctorum decus angelorum 

Christ, of Thy saints the Head, the King, 229, ii., 
Christe! Sanctorum caput atque custos 

Christ, on Whose Face the soldiers, 680, i., Littledale, 
R. F 

Christ, our blessed Saviour (Christus der uns selig 
macht), 886, i., Patris Sapientia, veritas divina 

Christ, our Head, gone up on high, 872, i., Father, Son, 
and Spirit, hear 

Christ, our Leader, and Redeemer, 232, ii., Christum 
ducem, Qui per crucem 

Christ our Tord cad Saviour, 698, i., Jesus Christus, 
nostra salus 

Christ, our Lord, enthroned on high, 468, i,, Gregory, 
J.a. 
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Christ our Lord ts risen (tr. H. Mills), 1247, ii., | Christ to the young 
Weisse, M. 6865, i, Longfel’ 

Christ our Lord ig risen to-day (Erstanden ist der | Christ, fo Thee, the 
heflige Christ), 1104, ii., Surrexit Clristus hodie Christe, epi 

Christ our Lord is risen to-day, Sons of men (C. Wealey, | Christ, to Thee, ¢ 
alt,), 226, i., Christ the Lord is risen to-day, Sous of Christe, spiend 
men Christ to Whom en 

Christ, our Lord, who died to save, 598, i., Jesus qui sedes Olym 
Christus, unser Heiland, Der den Tod fib-rwand 

Christ, our Passover, is slain, 1263, ii., Wesley family, 
Th e 

cries our song we lift to Thee, 680, i., Littledale, R. 

Christ, our Sun, on us arose, 680, i., Littledale, R. F. 
Christ, Kedeemer of our race, 229, i,, Christe, Re- 

demptor omnium, Ex Patre 
Christ that ever reigneth, 964, ii., Regnantem sempiterna 

per saecula susceptura 
Christ, that only begotten, 271, i,, Cruciger (née von 

Meseritz), Elisabethe 
Christ, the Author of our peace, 886, 1., Patris Sapl- 

entia, veritas divina 
Christ the Corner-stone ts made Lai al Funda- 

mentum), 1200, i., Urbs beata, Hierusalem 

Christ unser Herr 
M. 

Christ was laid 
Christ lag in 

Christ was merci 
Christ was to DD 

Todesbanden 
Christ watches o'¢ 

Father givett 
Christ, we come b» 
Christ, we sing T 

gow Xpore, » 
Christ, we turn ¢ 

87, i, "Acw 
Christ! wenn « 

Ww 

Christ, the eternal Lamb of God, 170, i., Breithaupt, | Christ, who art 
J.J. Christ, Who a: 

Christ, the Father's Son Elernal, 244, i,, Come, and hear Christe, qu 
the grand old story : Christ, who caw 

Christ, the Father's mirrored brightness, 1177, i., Tibl, | Christ, Who dix 
Christe, splendor Patris R. F. 

Christ, the glory of the sky, 26, ii., Aeterna coeli gloria | Christ who free 
Christ the good Shepherd, God's own Son, 1006, i., Christus, n 

Scheffler, J. Christ, who in 
Christ, the holy angels’ Grace, 229, ii., Christe, sanc- Spitta, C. . 

torum decus angelorum Christ! Who 
Christ, the key-stone of the corner a Angularis Funda- Christe qu 

mentum), 1200, i., Urbs beata, Hierusalem Christ, who of 
Christ the King, the world's Creator, 229, i., Christe sanctorurm 

Rex, mundi Creator Christ, Who o 
Christ the Life of all the living, 531, ii., Homburg, E.C. | Christ, Who 
Christ, the Light that knows no waning, 233, ii,, Sapientia. 

Christus, Lux indeficiens Christ, Who 
Christ, the Lion of royal Judah, 608, ii., Jewitt, W. H. *Adpag ro 
Christ, the Lord, in death-bonds lay, 225, ii., Christ | Christ, whon 

lag in Todesbanden Sollen), 4 
Christ the Lord is risen again!, 1247, i., Welsse, M. Christ whose 
Christ the Lord is risen, Out of, 225, i., Christ ist CJ. P. 

erstanden, Von der Marter alle Christ, Who 
Christ the Lord is risen towlay, Christians, haste, 597, 82%, i., € 

ii, Jesus Christ is risen to-day; 670, i., Leeson, | Christ, Who: 
Jane E. ; 1223, ii., Victimae Paschali thou art 

Christ the Lord is risen to-day, He is risen indeed, | Christ, Who 
697, ii., Jesus Christ is risen to-day; 1204,i, Van | Christ, Whe 
Alstyne (nee Crosby), Frances J. Christ, who 

Christ Lord is risen to-day, Our triumphant, 6977, a 
ii,, Jesus Christ is risen to-day Christ wi 

Christ the Lord is risen to-day, Sons of men, 597, ii., Samme 
Jesus Christ is risen to-day ore, ava 

Christ the Lord to-day is risen, 98, ii., Jesus Christus, | Christe, ct 
unser Heiland, Der den Tod Uberwand W hose 

view _ Lord, Whose mighty hand, 680, i., Littledale, _—, cu 
8. ymine 

Christ the Lord will come again, 1106, i., Swain, J. Christe, de 
Christ, the Rock on which J build, 703, i., Luise-Henriette lux es 

of Brandenburg Christe L 
Christ the Saviour, our Prince all-hailed, 598, ii., 813, i 

Jesus Christus, unser Helland Der den Tod Christe, a 
Christ the Son Of God most high, 760, ii., Mvweo Xprore man ° 
Christ the spring of endless joys, 1007, ii., Scheffler, J. Christe, « 
Christ the Wisdom and the Power, 1096, i., Stone, S. J. Chris 
Christ, the woman's promised seed, 678, i., Litanies hym 
Christ, Thou the Champion of the band who own, 699, | Christe, 

i., Lowenstern, M. A. von i 
Christ, Thou the Champion of that war-worn host, 689, | Christe, 

i., Léwenstern, M. A. von : tolli 
Christ, Thou who art the Light and Day, 227, ii., Christe, | Christe 

qui Lux es et Dies and 
Christ Thou'rt Wisdom unto me, 81, ii., Arnold, G. Christe 
Christ, thow art the licht, bot and the day, 227, ii., sali 

Christe, qui lux es et dies Christe 
Christ, through grief and toil we come, 698, ij., Philli- sal 

more, G. Christe 
Christ, Thy holy Wounds and Passion (Jesu deine 351 

heilge Wunden), 585, i., Jesu deine tiefe Wunden Christe 
Christ, Thy power is man’s salvation, 948, i., Quos in 35 

hostes, Saule, tendis Christe 
Christ, oh sacred wounds and sion (Jesn deine 41 

heilge Wunden), 585, i., Jesu deine tiefe Wunden 73 
Christ, Thy wounds and bitter passion, 685, i, Jesu Pa 

deine tiefe Wunden Christ. 
Christ to heaven is gone before, 952, i., Rawson, G. Christ 
Christ to my heart true joy can give (Mein Herzens- Re 

trost), 10, ii., Ach Gott, wie manches Herzeleid Christ. 
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Christe sanctorwm decus angelorum, Auctor humani, | 
229, ii. ; 645, i., Latin bymnody ;911, i, Primers 

Christe sanctorum decus angelorum, Gentis, 229, ii, : 
Parise Sanctorum decus angelorum, Rector human, 

ii., 230, i. , Christe, summi Rex Olympi, 228, i., Christe, qui sedes 
Olym 

Christe, is wilenher gloriae, $25, ii., O Christe, splendor 
Gloriae 6 fee 

Christen erwarten in allerlei Fiillen, $21, ii., Edeling, 
Cc. L. 

Christen sind ein gottlich Volk, 1304, i., Zinzendorf, 
aX. . you 

Saal 3 Blut, Die Segenspluth, 1803, ii., Zinzendorf, 
N. L. von 

Christi Blut und Gerechtigkeit, 319, ii., Eber, P.; 417; 
i., German hymnody ; 

Christi Domini militis martyrisque, 818, i., Notker 
Christi hodierna pangimini omnes una, 230, ii,, C 

hodierna celebremus natalitia 
Christi nam resurrectio, 330, ii., 331, i., En dies est 

Dominica 
Christian, awake, for still the foe, 1138, i., Temperance 

bymnody 
Christian, be thou content, 282, i., Davis, T. 
Christian brethren! ere we part, 281, ii., Christians! 

brethren! ere we part 
—— ! dost thou see them, 788, ii., Neale, J. M.; 

4, ii, OF yap BAdres rovs Tapdrrovras 
Christian, ever jd, in mind (Cultor Dei memento), 

19, ii., Ades Pater supreme 
Christian hearts in love united, §17, ii., Herz und Herz 

vereint zusammen : 
Christian love, in wondrous ways, 738, i., Miris probat 

modis Rese 
Christians all, with me rejoice, 821, ii., Nun freut euch 

lieben Christengemein 
Christians all, with one accord, 411, i., Gerbardt, P. : 
Christians are a holy band, Gathered by the Saviour's 

hand, 1304, i., Zinzendorf, N. L. von 
Christians, attend! our Champion cries, 737, ii., Mir 

nach, spricht Christus, unser Held 
Christians, awake! salute the happy morn, 199, ii., 

Byrom, J.; 211,i., Carols ; 739, i., Missions 
Christians, awake to joy and praise, 498, i,, Havergal, 

Christians, brethren, ere we part, 1276, i., White, H. K. 
Christians, come and lift your voices, 1224, i., Victimae 
" Paschali ‘ J 

Christians, dismiss your fear, 493, i., Hart, J. 
Christians, if your hearts are warm, 671, i., Leland, J. 
Christians, in your several stations, 493, ii., Hart, J. 
Carteians may Jind in each scene of commotion, 321, 

7 ing, C. L. 
Christians, prayer may well y you, 77, i. 

Arends, ty E. . _ oe 
Christians, raise your grateful strain, 12%, i, 

Victimas Paschalj 
Christians, the glorious ye know, 215, ii., Cawood, J. hope 
Christians, to the Paschal Victim, 1224, i., Victimae 

Paschali 
Christians to the ! Gather from afar, 362, i., cw er ee 
Christians, your voices raise, 1294, i., Victimae Paschali 
Christo profusum sanguinem, 25, i., Aeterna Christi 

munera, Et martyrum 
ead 7 wt regum virgo canat ecclesia, 814, i., 

er 
Xproros avéarn ex vexpwr, 62, ii., "Avarrdcews qudpa 
Xproros yervaras: Sofdcare, 355, ii, "Eowoe Aadv, 

Bavpartoupyay Accrorns ; Christ's blessed Passion set us Jree (Beata Christi 
passio), 1187, i. Tu qui velatus facie 

Christ's Church in’ heaven is glad to-day, 1103, ii,, Supernae matris gaudiae Christ's Church in ven to-day Rejoiceth, 1108, ii., 
Supernae matris gaudia Christ's crimson blood and righteousness, 230, ii., Christi Blut und Gerechtigkeit 

Christ'severlasting messengers, 231, i., Christi perennes 

Christ's for becomes His soldier, 883, ii., Pastore per- 

sani path was sad and lowly, 669, i., Ingolstatter, 
cusso, Minas 

Christ's peerless crown is pictured in, 900, ii Exite — Sion, Regis pudicae virgines Christ's servants wohile they dwell below (Post facta ‘ \. mo Deus coeli globuin Christum cruce mortuum Nostros ob defectus, 856, ii., 
Christum uber alles 1 ody ; 

978, ii., Rothe, J. _ 417, i., German bymnody ; 
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Christum vom Himmel ruf ich an, 418, ii., German 
bymnod 

| Christum wir sollen loben schon, 4, ii., A solis ortés 
cardine Ad usque; 704,i., Luther, M. 

Christus der ist mein Leben, 277, ii., Dach, S. 
Christus, der uns selig macht, 886, i., Patris Sapientia, 

Veritas divina 
Christus, der wahre Gottes Sohn, 1040, ii., Selnecker, N. 
Christus hunc diem jucundum cunctis, 813, i, Notker 
Christus, in nostra insula quae vocatur Hibernia, 

644, ii., Latin hymnody 
Christus ist erstanden, Von des Todes Banden, 1947, i., 

Weisse, M. 
Christus Lux indeficiens, 650, ii., Latin hymnod 
Christus surrexit mala nostra texit, 418, ii., 

hymnody 
Church bells ring, 521, i., Hey, J. W. 
Church of Christ whose glorious warfare, 1081, i, 

Sponsa Christi quae per orbem 
Church of God, beloved and chosen, 497, i., Havergal, 

Frances R. 
Church of God, by Christ's salvation, 599, i., Jesus, I 

my cross have taken 
Church of the everlasting God, 2, ii., A little flock! So 

calls He thee 
Church of the everliving God, 2, ii., A little flock ! 

*Tis well, ‘tis well 
Circled by His enemies, 886, i,, Patris Sapientia, veritas 

divina 
Cirkev Kristova Boha Chval, 1947, ii, Weisse, M. 
Citizens of heaven, Soldiers of the Cross, 1065, ii., 

Soden, A. J. 
City of God, how broad, how far, 604, ii., Johnson, S. 
City of heaven, Jerusalem (Coelestis urbs, Jerusalem, 

te Beresford-Hope), 1200, ii., Urbs beata, Jeru- 
salem 

City of heaven, Jerusalem (Coelestis urbs, Jerusalem, 
tr. Copeland), 1200, i., Urbs beata, Hierusalem 

City of peace, Jerusalem (Coelestis urbs, Jerusalem), 
1200, ii., Urbs beata, Hierusalem 

Clap er hands, ye people all, 1262, i., Wesley family 

Clare sanclorum senatus apostolorum, 649, i., Latin 
hymnody ; 814, i., Notker 

Claris conjubila Gallia cantibus, 891,1ii,, Peter of St. 

nD 

Manrice 
Claris vocibus, 1041, ii., Sequences 
Claro Paschali gaudio, 94, ii., Aurora lucis rutilat 
Clarum decus jepunti, 470, i., Gregory the Great 
Clavos pedum, plagas duras, 990, ii, Salve mundi 

salutare 
Clay to clay and dust to dust, 166, ii., Bowring, Sir J. 
Clear rings @ voice ; it chides the world, 1228" ii., Vox 

clara ecce intonat 
Clear through the silent night, $77, i., Jam desinant 

suspiria 
Clearer yet, and clearer, 996, ii., Saviour, blessed 

Saviour 

Clemens — Regnator, 692, i., Lord of mercy and 
of might K 

Climb we the mountain afar, §21,i,, Hie tothe mountain 
ar 

Cling to the Mighty One, 135, i., Bennett, H. 
Clod i'r bendigedig Oen-a oddefodd, 386, i., Francis, B. 
Close beneath the Cross that bore Him, 1088, ii,, Stabat 

mater dolorcea 
Close b the ever-hallowed cross that bore, 1083, ii., 

Stabat ee “vag c 
Close softly, fondly, while ye weep, 190, i., Bryant, W. C. 
dag es O Lord, with strength that I may dwell, 

408, i., Gellert, C. F. 
Clothe me with Thy saving grace, 641, i., Howitt (née 

Botham), Mary 
Clouds and darkness round about Thee, 328, i., Elliott, 

Charlotte 
Coelestis ales nuntiat, 4, i, A solis ortis cardine Ad 

usque : 
Coelestis forma gloria, 650, i,, Latin b y 
Coelestia formam gloriae, 846, i,, O nata lux de lumine 
Coelestis O Jerusalem, 941, i, Pugnate, Christi milites 
Coelestis urbs, 911, i., Primers 
Coelestis urbs Jt em, Beata pacis (Rom. Brey. text), 

1199, i., 1200,1., Urbs beata, Hierusalem 
Coeli Solem imitantes, 661, i., Latin hymnody 
Coelica resonent, 230, ii,, Christi hodierna celebremus 

natalitia; 1041, ii., Sequences 
Coelum gaude, terra plaude, 891, ii., Peter of St. Man- 

; scl in Thy Father's Light, 261, ii., Consors Paterni 
uminis 

Cogita anima _fidelis, 296, i., Dies irae, dies ila 
Cold and cheerless, dark and drear, $33, i., Hopps. J. P. 
Coldly the wind is sweeping, 1094, i., Stock, Sarah G. 

4#Q 
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Come, at ee ee in our hearts, © Lord, | ] Cone Cavieiton youth ¢ 
1091, i., ann, J TA 

a ae Fe dead to, BHD Suds meen 
euch lieben Christen 

Come ‘a dear children, sing @ song, 1188, i., Tem- | Come, Christians, pray 
perance hymnody ii., ) B 

Come, all grateful human hearts, 1298, i., Ye whose Come, condescending & 
hearts are beating high indalgent Saviour, 

Come, all harmonious tongues, 1287, i., I. | Come Crea Spirit 
Come, all that heav of Seg y are, 670, ii., Lehr, L. F.F Spiritus, a 
Come all who truly r, 1268, i., Wesley family, he Come Creator, 5 
Come all whoe'er have set, 1268, ii., W family, The Creator § <4" 
Come, all ye faithful, jo: rr 22,i., Adeste fideles darkness, spre 
Come all ye saints of 161, ii., Boden, J. am toto subltus 
Come, and Satan the Lord be praising, 411,i, Ger- oo” dear Desire 9, 

hardt, | 

Come and deck the grave with flowers, 763, i,, Monsell, dain dail tae a 
J.8. B, | Come, dearest Lord, 

Come and hear our blessed Saviour, 287, ii., Denicke, D. Lord, my Love 1 
Come, and hear the sacred story, 287, ii., Denicke, D. | Come death, released 
Come, and let us Christ revere now, 411, i., Gerbardt, | Come, deck our feas 

P. Come, Desire of nat 
Come, and let us drink of that New River (Acire how all the wel 

Tlépa Uliwuer), 62, ii., "Avacravews Come, divine and p 
Come, and let us praises sing, 678, ii., pratt, Let us with a | Saviour’s pray 

frat | Come, Divine Inter giadsome m 
Come, and let us sweetly join, 367, i., Father, hear our | Come down, U Low 

humble claim da Siena 
Come, and let us sweetly join emneiy, Hym. Chr.), | Come, enter Thine 

i., Come, and let us sweetly join Zeuch ein 2u | 
Come, and let us sweetly join (Leeds H. Bk.), 944, 1, | Come, ever blessed 

Come, and let us sweetly join Whom we liv 
Come, and let us sweetly join (N. Cong. Supp.), 244, 1, | Come, every pious 

Come, and let us sweetly join Come, every yout 
Come, and the Lord shall feed your souls, 1238, i, heart 

Watts, I, Come, faithful a 
Come and welcome to the Saviour, i., Midlane, A. Adeste fidel 
Come, a to Jesus’ table, 1 i, Zinzendorf, | Come, faithful 

N. L. von 20, ii, A 
Come, arise, and let us one 233, ii., Churton, E. Come, faithful 
Come at the morni ur, Come in thy love (tr. Miss eg age 
~~ 36, i., Albertini, J. B. Come Father, S 

‘ome the morning hour (J. Montgomery, alt.), Wesley far 
253. i. Come to the morn pie Come, Father 

Come away from the train, P. i., Wesley 
Come away where are no shadows in a glass, ‘Toes, ii., | “ Come, follor 

Smith, I. G. nach spric 
Come, behld a great expedient, 284, ii., Death is sin’s Come forth, cx 

tremendous wages FLW. 
Come, bless Jehovah's name, 496, i., Hatfield, E. F. Come forth, 
Come, bless the Lord, whose love assigns, 71, ii., Another c. F. H. 

six days’ work is done Come Jorth, 
Come, blessed Lord! bid every shore, 676, ii., Light of aus, mei 
Coins verge hs win cng 8 heart Come forth, 

of the earth (tr. Neale, alt.), 1212, pega + bart 
ee Veni Kedemptor gentium 
Oume, blest Redeemer of the earth (tr. Copeland), 1218, Gaon 

i., Veni Redemptor gentium coelo M 
Come, ‘brethren, as we march , 150, ii., Bliss, P. Come, gen! 
Come, brethren, ere we part, 1 ii., Once more before © 

we part Come God, 
Come, trrethren, let the song arise, 614, i., Herman, N. i., Vea 
Come, brethren, let us go, 638, i., Kommt, Kinder, lasst | Come, God 

uns geben i., Ve 
Come, brethren, let us hurry, 688, i., Kommt, Kinder, Cu 

lasst uns geben Creat 
Come, brethren, let us sing, 218, ii., Charlesworth, V.J. | Come Go 
Come, brothers, let us onward, 638, i., Kommt, Kinder, Crea! 

lasat uns geben Come, gr 
Come, children all, and praise, 980, i., Rowe, G. S, dear 
— eg and join with ardour divine, 446, ii., —* g 

ough, 2 ¢ 
Come, children ere we part, 869, ii., Once more before on 2 

we part 
Come, children, join the heavenly throng, 244, ii., Come, | Come, g 

children, join the angelic throng Sp! 
Come, children, join to sing, 117, i, Bateman, C. H. Come, ; 
Come, akan lace your God to praise, 249, ii., Come, Ss. 

little children, learn to sir 
Come, children, let us go, i, Kommt, Kinder, lasst | Come, 

uns geben ou 
Come, children, let's be going, 682, i.. Kommt, Kinder, | Come, 

lasst uns geben “A. 
Come, children, lift your voices, 614, ii, Hernaman Come, 

(nee Ibotson), Claudia F. m 
Come, children ! on; this way, 632,i., Kommt, Kinder, Come, 

lusst uns geben Come, 
Come, children, ‘tis Jesus commands, 168, ii, Bracken- Sc« 

bury, R.C. Come, 
Come, Christian brethren, ere we part, 231, ii., Chris- 

tians ! brethren! ere we part Ww 
Come, Christian children, come and raise, 245, ii., Come, Come, 

happy children, come and raise , 
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— Heavenly Love, inspire my song, 1090, i., Steele, 
nne 

Come, heacenly peace of mind, 949, i., Raffles, T. 
Come, heavenly Spirit, come (tr. Bonar), 23, ii., Adsis 

superne Spiritus ' 
“ome, Heavenly Spirit, come:—Cleansed by Christ's 

blood (tr, blew), 12165, ii., Veni, superne Spiritus: 
Purgata Christi sanguine 

Come, high Redeemer, Spotless one, 1212, i., Veni Re- 
dem gentium 

Come hi. , all ye weary souls, 1237, ii., Watts, I. 
Come hither, friends, and hear me say, 1007, ii, 

Scheffler, J. 
Lome hither! saith our blessed Lord, 472, ii., Grilen- 

wald, G. 
Come hither, says our blessed Lord, 472, ii., Grilen- 

wald, G. 
Come hither, says the Son of God, 472, ii,, Grtlenwald, G. 
Come oe ye faithful (tr. Caswall, alt.), 21, i., Adeste 

es 
Come, Holy celestial Dove, 1262, i., Wesley family, The 
Come, Holy Ghost. See also Come Holy Goost 
Come, Holy Ghost, all-quickenin ‘fre, Come, in me 

delight, 1260, ii., Wesley family, The 
Come, Holy Ghost, all-sacred fire, 164, i., Bottome, F. 
Come, Holy Ghost, and send forth the beams, 1216, i., 

Veni Sancte Spiritus, Et emitte 
Come, Holy Ghost, and through each heart, 823, ii, 

Nunc Sancte nobis Spiritus 
Come, Holy Ghost! Come Lord our God! Spread, 

631, ii., Komm beiliger Geist, Herre Gott 
Come, Holy Ghost! Come, Lord our God! Thy, 638, i., 

—— nettions Geist, Herre Gott A 
Come, y Ghost, come, mi, God, 632, i., Komm 

heiliger Geist, Herre Pe ae 7 
Come, Holy Ghost, Creator blest, And in our souls 

serenely rest, 1210, ii, Veni Creator Spiritus, 
Meites 

Come, Holy Ghost, Creator blest, And visit every faith- 
Jul breast, 1210, ii., Veni Creator Spiritus, Mentes 

Come, Holy Ghost, Creator blest, Come, visit Thou each 
mere breast, 1210, ii., Veni Creator Spiritus, 

en 
Come, Holy Ghost, Creator blest, Vouchsafe within our 

souls to rest, 1210, ii., Veni Creator Spiritus, Mentes 
Come Holy Ghost, Creator, come, And make these souls 

of ours Thine own, 1211, i., Veni Creator Spiritus, 
entes 

Come, Holy Ghost, Creator come, and visit all the souls 
of Thine (Veni Creator, 1.m.), 801, i, New 
Version; 1210, i., Veni Creator Spiritus, Mentes 

Come, Holy Ghost, Creator, come, Down from Thy 
heavenly throne, 1210, ii., Veni Creator Spiritus, 
Mentes 

Come, = Ghost, Creator come, From Thy bright 
y throne, 1210, ii., Veni Creator Spiritus, heaven 

Mentea 
Come, Holy Ghost, Creator come, From Thy celestial 

home, 1211, i,, Veni Creator Spiritus, Mentes 
Come, Holy Ghost, Creator come, Inspire the souls 

Vent Creator, p.c.m.), 344, ii., English hymnody; 
il, i, New Version; 1210, i., Veni Creator Spiri- 

tus, Mentes 
Come, Holy Ghost, Creator, come! The darkness of 

cor monde illume, 1210, ti., Veni Creator Spiritus, 

Come, Holy (fhost, Creator come,—st. ii., Thou, that art 
coties the Paraclete, 1211, i., Veni Creator Spiritus, 

Come Holy Ghost, Creator, come,—st. ii., Thou, Who art 
named the Paruclete, 1210, ii., Veni Creator 
Spiritus, Mentes 

Come Holy Ghost, eternal God, Proceeding from above, 
1209, ii., Veni Creator Spiritus, Mentes 

Come Holy Ghost : eternal God, Which doost from God 
: » 1209, ii., Veni Creator Spiritus, Mentes 

Come, Holy Ghost, fill the hearts of Thy faithful, 1215, 
ii., Veni Sancte Spiritus, Reple 

Come, Holy Ghost! in love, Shed on us from above, 877, 
potato er, K.: 1215, i, Veni Sancte Spiritus, Et 

Come, Holy Ghost, in us a y Bee God, ou 
God, Thou shinest bere pene Te See . 

Come, Holy Ghost, inspire our songs, 245, ii., Come, 
heavenly love, inspire my song 

Come, Holy Ghost! Lord God, and fill, 682, i., Komm 
go] a Herre Gott 

Come, Holy Ghost! Lord ¢ ulfil (full fill}, , i 
Kemm hetliger Geist, Thee Go pan Sen 

a ty Ghost, Lord God indeed, 1248, i,, Weisse, | 

Come Hily Sheet, my soul inspire, Spirit of, 718, ii., | 
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Come, Holy Ghost, my soul inspire. This one great gift 
impart, 794, ii., Nettleton, A. 

Come, holy ghost, o creator eternall, 1211, i. Veni 
Creator Spiritus, Mentes 

Come, Holy Ghost, V Thou alone, 1211, i., Veni Creator 
Spiritus, Mentes 

Come Holy Ghost, our hearts inspire, Let us Thy in- 
JSluence prove, 1261, i., Wesley family, The 

Come, Holy Ghost, our souls inapire, And lighten, 263, i., 
Cosin, J.; 344, ii, English bymnody; 1210, i., 
Veni Creator Spiritus, Mentes; 1260, ii., Welsh 
bymnody 

Come Holy Ghost, our souls inspire, And warm with 
uncreated fire (tr. Cosin, alt.), 1210, i, Veni Crea- 
tor Spiritus, Mentes 

Come, Holy Ghost! rule Thou within, 632, i., Komm 
beiliger Geist, Herre Gott 

Come, Holy Ghost, send down those beams, Which sweetl 
Jlow in silent streams, 1214, ii., Veni Sancte Spi 
tus, Et emitte 

Come, Holy Ghost, the Comforter, 523, ii., Hill, R. 
Come, Holy Ghost, Thou Source of good, 1216, i., Veni 

superne Spiritus: Purgata Christi sanguine 
Come, Holy Ghost, to us send down, Like rays of light, 

1215, i1., Veni Sancte Spiritus, Et emitte 
Come, Holy Ghost, Who ever One Art with the Father 

and the Son, Come, 823, i., Nunc Sancte nobis 
Spiritus 

Come Holy Ghost, Who ever One Art with the Father 
and the Son E’en now, 823, ii, Nunc Sancte nobis 
Spiritus 

Come, Holy Ghost, Who ever One Reignest with Father, 
803, i., Newman, J. H.; 823, ii, Nunc Sancte 
nobis Spiritus 

Come, Holy Ghost, with God the Son, 823, ii., Nunc 
Sancte nobis Spiritus 

Come, Holy Ghost, with sacred fire, 1210, ii., Vent 
Creator Spiritus, Mentes 

Come, holy Ghoste that us hath made, 1211, i., Veul 
Creator Spiritus, Mentes 

Come holy Goost o Creatour eternall, 910, i., Primers 
Come, holy holy Ghost, Lord our God, 632, i, Komm 

heiliger Geist, Herre Gott 
Come, Holy Spirit, And send forth the heavenly, 1215, 

i., Veni Sancte Spiritus, Kt emitte 
Come, Holy Spirit, come, Down from Thy radiant home, 

12165, ii., Veni Sancte Spiritus, Et emitte P 
Come, Holy Spirit, come, Inapire the souls of Thine, 

1210, 1., Veni Creator Spiritus, Mentes 
Come, Holy Spirit, come, Let Thy, 492, ii., Hart, J. 
Come, rig tet come, Mercies revealing, 281, ii., 

Davis, T. 
Hol _—— come, O hear an infant's prayer, 

1175, i. brupp, Dorothy A. 
Come, ae come; With energy, 128, i., Bed- 

Come, Holy Spirit, Dove divine, 609, i., Judson, A. 
Come, Holy Spirit, from above, And from the realms of 

light and love, 1215, i., Veni Sancte Spiritus, Et 

Come, Holy a rom above, In fulness of the 
Father's , 1216, i., Veni Sancte Spiritus, Et 
emitte 

Come, Holy Spirit, from the height, 1216, i., Veni Sancte 
Spiritus, Et emitte 

Come, Holy Spirit, from the throne, 1189, ii., Tyers, J. 
Come, Holy Spirit, God and Lord, 682, i., Komm heiliger 

Geist, Herre Gott 
Come, Holy Spirit! gracious Lord! Help us, 682, i., 

Komm heiliger Geist, Herre Gott 
Come, Holy Spirit, guide my song, 245, ii., Come, 

heavenly love, inspire my song . 
Come Holy Spirit, heavenly ove, My sinful, 186, ii., 

Bro whe, 5. 
Come, Holy Spirit, heavenly Dove, With light, 246, ii., 

Come Holy Spirit, heavenly Dove, My sinful 

Come, Holy Spirit, Lordand God, 632, i., Komm beiliger 
Geist, Herre Gott ; 

Come, Holy Spirit, Lord our God, And pour, 632, i., 

Komm heiliger Geist, Herre Gott 

Come, Holy Spirit, nigh, And from the heaven on high, 
1215, ii., Veni Sancte Spiritus, Et +mitte 

Come, Holy Spirit, raise our songs (st. iil. Bracken- 

bury), 965, i., Rejoice, rejoice, ye fallen race 

og ras ie Ds Yad Oe 
‘ie kel dette pol blessed Lorde, 442, ii., Goostly 

treat nny maT 
Come, humble sinner, in whose breast, 111, ii., Baptist 

Guna hanes coat Ll oy 700, e os M. 

4 
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Come, humble souls, ye mourners, come, 606, i., Hegin- | Come, let us tune our loft 
bothum, ©. Come, let us with glad 

Come, Immortal King of , 682, i., Lo! He comes attollamus 
with clouds descending ; , ii, Olivers, T. Come, let us with our 

Come in, thou blessed of the Lord, O come, 247, i, family, The 
Come in, thou blessed of the Lord, Enter in Jesus | Come, little child, with 

Come in, ye chosen of the Lord, 1062, ii., Smith, George | Come, Lord, and claim 
Come, Jesus, come ; for here, 715, ii., Martineau, Harriet | fesley family, Th 
Come, Jesus, come, return again, 847, ii., O Saviour, is | Come, Lord, and tarry 

Thy promise fied 7 Come, Lord, in mercy, 
Come. Jesus, heavenly Teacher, come, 122, 1., Beddome, 3. | Come, Lord Jesus! & 
Come, Jesus, Redeemer, abide Thou with me, 878, i,, mortal King of G) 

Palmer, R. Come, Lord Jesus, taki 
Come, join the hosts above, 544, ii., Hurditch, C. R. nations, come 
Come, join the Kingly banquet, free, 14,i,, Ad regis | Come, Lord, the glori 

Agni dapes : family, he 
Come, join ye saints, with heart and voice, 722, i, | Come, Lord; Try sai 

Medley, 5S. and tarry not 
Come, King of Glory, come, 386, i., Francis, B. 
Come, Kingdom of our God, 604, ii., Johns, J. 
Ceme, Labour on, 168, ii., Borthwick, Jane whole, though ly 
Come, let our choir with full accord, 1229, ii., Vox | Come, lovers of mai 

sonora nostri chori nody 
Come, let our souls address the Lord, 247, ii., Come | Come, mighty Spiri| 

let our voices join to raise Come, my fond, flu 
Come, let our souls adore the Lord, 1089, ii., Steele, and Jane 

Anne Come, my Redeemer 
Come, 'et our voice ascend, 191, ii., Budden, W. Come, my soul, as 
Come, let our veices join, 191, ii,, Budden, W. F. R. L. von 
Come, let the young unite and raise, 245, ii., Come, | Come, my soul, cus 

happy children, come and raise Come, my soul, th 
Come let us all arise, and keep the watches of the night, F. R. L. von 

809, i., Nocte surgentes vigilemus omnes Come, my soul, th 
Come, let us all unite to sing God is love, 545, i., Hur- 203, i., Canitz 

ditch, C. R. Come, my soul, (« 
Come, let us all, with fervour (tr. Jacobi), 319, ii, 

Eber, P. 
Come, let us all with one accord, 868, ii., Omnes una | Come nearer, ne 

celebremus Id 
Come let us anew, our journey pursue, 727, ii, 

Methodist hymnody ; 1262, ii., Wesley family, The 
Come let us arise, and aim at the prize, 1 iL, 

Wesley family, The 
Come, let us arise, And press to the skies, 1262, ii., | Come, now, ye + 

obey the ¢ Wesley family, The 
Come, let lis valerate the morn, 785, i., Nato nobis | Come, 0 come, 

Come, Lard, to carth 
Come, Lard, when gr 

Come now, my § 
t, P. 

Come now to t 
18, i., Adc 

Salvatore Rex gloria 
Come, let us embrace, 1264, ii., Wesley family, The Come, O come. 
Come, let us gladly sing, 496, i., Hatfield, E. F. eternity, | 
Come, let us join in songs of praise, To our ascended | Come, 0 come 

Priest, 896, i., Pirie, A. 608, i., H 
Come let us join our cheerful songs, 129, i., Behold the | Come, O come 

glories of the Lamb; 346, ii., 350, ii., Held, H 
bymnody Come, O cm 

Come, let us join our friends above, Whose glory is hymnod 
begun, 248, ii., Come let us join our friends above Come, O cor 

Come, let us join our God to praise, 959, i., Rhodes, B. Alstyne 
Come, let us join our songs of praise, To our ascended | Come, O ('r 

Priest, 696, i., Pirie, A. up Thi 
Come, let us join our souls to God, 361, i, Enquire, ye entes 

pilgrims, for the way Come. O Cr 
Come, us join the hosts above, 1264, ii., Wesley Thine, 

family, The Come, O | 
Come, ee wan eee accord, 1264, ii, Wesley fideles 

family, T Come, O 
Come, let us keep this solemn fast, 359, ii., Ex more Geist, 

docti mystico Et em 
Come, let us lift our heart and voice, 165, ii., Bourne, H. | Come, O 
Come, let us lift our voices high, 1237, ii., Watts, I, Pears 
Come, let us ise the Name of God, Who on the second emitt 

sg p hes a gies Wb ign: tne Oo 
Come, let us praise Name of G t ure 

lofty skies, 286, i., Dei canamus gloriam Epi 
Come, let us praise the Prince of Peace, 244, ii, Come, | Come, 0 

children, hail the Prince of adsi 
Come, let us search our hearts and try, 248, ii., Come, | Come. O 

let us search our ways and try Ver 
Come, let us seck the grace of God, 249, i, Come, let | Come, € 

us use the grace divine Ve 
Come, let us sing of Jesus, 189, i., Bethune, G. W Come, ‘ 
Come, let us sing our Maker's praise, 197, ii., Burton, on: 

J., jun. Come, | 
Come, ‘et us sit and weep, 710, i, Maerentes oculi R. 

spargite lachrymas Come, 
Come, let us sound her praise abroad, 313, i., Drum- | Come, | 

mond, W. H. Come, 
Come, let us stand as Ralaam stood, 726, i., Methinks I ™)} 

upon the rock Come, 
Come, let us strike our harps afresh, 964, i., Reed, A. ar 
Come, let us taste the utne’s new fruit, 68, i., Come, ‘ 

"Avactagews Hudpa zi 
Come, let us to the Lor! our God, 1034, i, Scottish | Come, 

translations and paraphrases Sp! 
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Come, O Saviour, long expected, 252, ii,, Come, Thou 
long ex Jesus 

7) ! Fount of grace, 1216, ii., Veni Sancte et. 
Spiritus, Ecemitte é 

Come, O Spirit, from on re 1215, ii., Veni, superne 
Spiritus: Purgata Chr cengaine 

Come, 0 Spirit, graciously, , li, Adsis superne 
ritus 

Come, 0 Spisit, Lord of grace, 1215, i., Veni Sancte 
Spiritus, Et emitte 

Come, O Thou all-victorious Lord, 58, i., Almighty God, 
eternal Lord ; 1242, i., We bow before Thy gracious 
Turone 

Come, © Thou greater than our hearts, 1290, ii., Witness 
Divine, the Just and True 

Come, O Thou Holy Dove, 1800, ii., Z-uch ein zu deinen 
oren 

Come, O Thou King of all Thy saints, 252, i., Come, 
Thou desire of all Toy saints 

Come, O ye sinners, to the Lord, 1061, i., Sinners, obey 
the gospel word 

Come on, blessed of the Lord, 247, ii., Come tn, 
thou blessed of the Enter in 

Come once more, with sungs descending, 20, i., Adeste, 
coelitum chori 

Come, our Father's voice is calling, 1188, ii., Tuttiett, L. 
Come, our indulgent Saviour come, 851, ii., O Thou the 

hope of Israel's host 
Come, pay the worship God requires, 168, i., Boyse, J. 
—_ poor sinners, come to Jesus, 680, ii., Lloyd, W. 

Come praise the Lord, come praise Him, 918, i., Psalters, 
it 

Come, praise your Lord and Saviour, 641, i., How, 
Ww. W. 

Come, pure hearts, in sweetest measures, 202, i., Camp- 
bell, R. ; 608, ii., Jucundare plebs fidelis ; 1059, 1., 
Sing to God in sweetest measures 

Come, quickly come, dread J of all, 847, i., O 
quickly come, dread Judge of all 

Come Coerasg, 9 tgp Lord, and take, 1263, i., Wesley 
family, The 

Come, vein we all the blessed strain, 1097, i., Stowell, H. 
Come, Kansom of our captive race, 201, ii. aan, J. 
Come, Redeemer of the nations, 1212, i., Veni Ke- 

demptor gentium 
= sacred peace, delightful guest, 322, i., Edmeston, 

Come, said Jesus’ sacred voice, 114, i., Barbauld (nee 
Aikin), Anna L. 

—. —— adore your Saviour God, 524, i., Hill, 

Come saints and shout the Saviour’s praise, 506, i., 
Heginbothom, O. 

Come, saints, and sing in sweet accord, 623, i., Kent, J. 
Come, Saviour, come, to all the earth, 1212, ii., Veni 

Redemptor gentium 
Saviour, Jesus, from above, 1206, i, Venez 

esus, mon salutaire 
Come, Saviour of nations wild, 1212, i, Veni Re- 

demptor gentium 
Come, — of the earth, 1212, i, Veni Redemptor 

gentium 
Come, says Jesus’ sacred voice, 114, i., Barbauld (née 

Aikin), Anna L, 
Come, see the place where Jesus lay, And hear, §18, i., 

He's gone, see where His body lay ; 614, ii., Kelly, T. 
-— - the place where Jesus lies, 483, ii,, Hankinson, 

Come, : 

paw sheet alsin’ the Father ‘8 "8 » i, 
bothom, 0. eS ee oe Se 

Come, sing the gospel’s joyful sound, 160, ii., Bliss, P. 
Come, sing to me of ely 1055, ii., Shindler (née 

Palmer), Mary S. B. 
Come, sing with holy gladness, 279, ii., Daniell, J. J. 
Come, sinner, in whose guilty breast, 605, ii., Jones, E. 
Come, sinners (sinner), to the Seast, Jesus invites, 

en i., Come, sinners to the gospel feast, Let every 

- Come, sinners, to the gospel feast; O come without 

, come, "tis just a year, 498, ii,, Haver- 

delay, 251, i, ’ ariel , Come, sinners, to the gospel feast, Let 

Come, sinners, wash away, i,, All hail, essed 
band (st. ix., x.) sins dein cme: — of God, awake, 108, i., Awake, our drowsy 

Come, soul, thyself adorni . ° ny Ben y if a ing, 1014, i., SchmUcke'dich, o 

pny spirit rs Lynas 1239, ii., Watts, I. 
é le: i "Goteee, ome ‘or come, 1211, i., Vent Creator 
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Come, Spirit, come! Thy dwelling-place, 1211, i., Veni 
Creator Spiritus, Mentes 

Come, Spirit from above, 1216,i., Veni superne Spiritus : 
Purgata Christi sanguine 

Come, Spirit, Source of light, 244, li., Come, blessed 
Spirit, Source of light 

Come, Spirit, Whose creative power, 1211, i., Veni 
spiritus, Mentes 

Come, sweet harp, resounding, 29, ii.,"Aye wou, Aiyna 
dopuryE 

Come, sweet-voiced lyre, to the soft Teian measure, 29, 
il., “Aye pou, Atyeca F ag td 

| Come, take by faith Body of your Lord, 993, i,, 
Sancti venite, corpus Chrisii sumite 

Come, take His offers now, 16, i., Adams, N. 
Come the rich, and come the poor, 166. ii., Bowring, Sir J. 
Come then, our heavenly Adam, come, 361, i., Enslaved 

to sense, to pleasure prone 
| Come then, Prophet of the Lord, 1262, ii, Wesley 

cua, thee a 1265, i, W Come, ou ~inspiri irit, i, esle family, The nspiring Spt ' y 

Come, Thou almighty King, 440, i., God save the King 
Come, "ast blest angelic throng, 20, i., Adeste coelitum 

c 
Come, Thou bright and morning Star, 629, ii., Knorr 

von Rosenroth, C. 
Come Thou Creating Spirit blest, And be our Guest, 

1211, i,, Veni Creator Spiritus, Mentes 
—. Thou Creator God, 1209, i., Veni Creator Spiritus, 

entes 
Come, Thou Eternal Spirit, come, 122, i., Beddome, B. 
Come, _ Everlasting Spirit, 1262, i., Wesley family, 

I 
Come, Thou Fount of every blessing, §44,i., Hunti i 

Selina Hastings (née Shirley), Countess of; ae ‘ 
Robinson (of Cambridge), R.; 996, ii., Saviour, 
Source of every blessing ~ 

Come — heavenly Spirit pure, 23, ii., Adsis superne 
Spiritus 

Come, Thou meh and Lofty One, 244, i., Come and 
let us sweetly join 

Come, Thou Holy Paraclete, 1216, i., Veni Sancte 
Spiritus, Et emitte 

Come, Thou Holy Spirit, come (Caswall, alt.), 910, ii., 
Primers; 1214, ii., Veni Sancte Spiritus, Et emitte 

Come, Thou Holy Spirit, nigh; Leave Thy blisaful 
— on high, 1216, i., Veni Sancte Spiritus, Et 
emitte 

Come Thou now, and be among us, 824, ii., O beata 
Hierusalem, praedicanda civitas 

Come Thou, 0 come, Sweetest and kindliest, 1211, ii., 
Veni, jam veni, benignissime 

Come, Thou omniscient Son of Man, 1262, ii., Wesley 
family, The 

Come Thou, our heavenly Adam, come, 447, ii., Graces 
Come, Thou, our heavenly Father, come, 447, ii., Graces 
Come, Thou Kedeemer of the earth, Come testify, 1212, 

i, Veni, Redemptor gentium 
Come Thou Redeemer of the earth, The Virgin's, 1212, i., 

Veni Red: mptor gentium 
Come, Thou Saviour, ta expected, 263, i., Come, Thou 

long expected Jesus 
Come, Thou Saviour of our race, 1212, i, Veni Re- 

demptor gentium 
Come, T: soul-transforming Spirit, 368, i., Evans, 

Jonathan 
Come, Thou Source of sweetest gladness, 827,i., O du 

allersilaste Freude 
Come, Thou Spirit ever living, 608, i., Held, H. 
Come Thou Spirit, life bestowing, 1211, i,, Veni Creator 

Spiritus, Mentes 
Come, Thou Spirit of all light, 1214, ii., Veni Sancte 

Spiritus, Et emitte 
Come Thou Who dost the soul endue, 64, i., Almum 

Flamen, vita mundi 
Come to Bethichem and see, 445, ii., Gough, B. 
Come to Calvary's holy mountain, 764,i.,, Montgomery, J, 
Come to Jesus, He invites you, 218, ii,, Charlesworth, 

J Vv. J. 
Come to Jesus, little one, 1188, ii., Turney, E. 
Come to Jesus, O my brothers, 264, ii., Come, ye sinners, 

poor and wretched ; 

Come to me, dreams of heaven, 609, ii., Hemans (nee 
Browne ), Felicia D. 

Come to me, thoughts of heaven, 509, ii., Hemans (née 
Browne), Felicia D. : 

Come to our dark nature’s night, 253, i., Come to our 
r nature's night 

Cunt to our poor natere’s night, 952, i., Rawson, G. 

Come to the Saas of prayer, 117, ii., Taylor, Emily 

Come to the Lamb's right royal feast, 14, i., Ad regiag 
Agni dapes 
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ame ost of peace, 609, ii., Hemans (nce Browne), Come, yea and quickly coi 
elic 

Come to the royal feast, ee sag ge 
Come to the Saviour now! 1280, ii., W »J.M. lt below 
Come to the Saviour, make no delay Root), 756, i, Cees 6 nes 9 eae 

Cond to Th Thy Church, O Lord our God, 977, i,, Kooke, “ma iain the 

rae ‘to Thy -temple here on earth, 1300, ii., Zeuch ein Comes once more the av 
zu deinen Thoren He dwelt below 

vans trembling sinner, in whose breast, 605, ii., Jones, | Cometh sunshine after 1 
So 

Come, tread once more the path with song, 985, ii, 
Sachse, C. F. H. cme —e ye, 

Come tune, Pa saints, your noblest strains, 1089, ii, 
Steele, Anne Pe ange ye apron 

Come, tune your heart, 212, ii., Carols; 407, ii, “my sins to Thee 
Gellert, C. F. | Comfort ye, pope of 

Come, unite in praise and singing, 411, i., A i ae WW. 
Come unto Me all ye who mourn, 1289, i., With solemn | Comforter from both 

thanksgiving, our Lord Qui procedis ab u 
Come unto ie, and rest, T70, ii., Morris (nee Goffe), | Gumforter, possess an 

Eliza F 705, ii., Lux juc 
Come unto ~~ the Saviour speaks {said}, 108, i., | Coming through or 

Balfern, W. P. 908, ii., Dix, W.C \ ey family, ' 
Come unto Me, ye wea: > . Cc, Commend thy way, 
Come unto Me, ye parwig come, 318, i. East, J. Wege ‘ 
Come unto us, — Ghost, 910, ii,, 911, i., Primers Commit the way be, 
Come unio us ¥ Goste, Send us from the heavenly v Wege 

cost, 1216, i., Veni Sancte Spiritus, Et emitte | gs “7 thou all t, 
Come up hither, come away, 799, i., Nevin, E. H. ege; 1193, i 
Come, we shepherds, whose blest ft cnalion 211, i., Carols | Commt thou all t 
Come we that love the Lord, 350, ue bymnedy deine Wege 
Come, weary sinner, in whose breast, ae ii., Jones, | Commit thou ever 
Come, sory & souls, in Christ your Lord, 1061, i, 126, i., Bete 

the gospel word 
“Come, weary sapere dn th with sins reali 253, ii., Come, deine Wege 

weary fa with sin distressed ; 1090, i., Steele, Commit thy cou! 
Anne deine Wege 

Come wisdom, power, and grace divine, 1265, i., | Commit thy secre 
parr family, The Commit thy wa 

sea wi ur sore disease, 165, ii., Bourne, H. Wege 
rigs dacs list to me, 622, i., Kennedy, B B. H. Commit thy wa 

came 8 children, sweetly sing, 201, ii., Campbell, Etta WwW ege 
one. ms Gemereiats, where'er ye languish, 765, i., | vente thy wa 

deta. ye ve fatihfut ck choirs on earth, 636, i., Laetabundus | commits thy u 
exultet fidelis chorus: Alleluia: Regem regum Wege 

Come vera eet fay the anthem, 112, ii., Baptist | Commit thy 
y; 254, i., Come, ye saints, and raise an Befiehl du 

7, ms er. 4 — thy wu 
Come, ye aithsut . raise the strain, 87, i., "Acwmer vege 

mavtes Aaoi; 466, i,, Greek hymnody Commit thy u 
ee heavenly choirs descending, 20, i., Adeste Wege 

itum chori Commit wha 
Cn 3 ye humble, contrite souls, 122, =e Beddome, B. Wege 
Come, ye lofty, come ye a 212, ii., Carols Compared wi 
Come, ye men of rank and station, 1138, i., Temperance A. M. 

hymnody Complete in 
Come, ye nations, thankful own, 30, ii., Agnoscat omne A. R. 

saeculum Comrades 0} 
Come ye saints Bnet raise an — 112, i., Baptist not 

hymnody ; ii., ot ° : Conceived ¢ 
Come, ye pe Bh oko wonder, 254, ii., Come, ye Proles, 

saints, look here and wonder Concentu p 
Come, ye saints, draw nigh und wonder, 254, ii., Come, Notke 

ye saints, look here and wonder Condemns: 
Come, ve sinners, heavy laden, 254, ii., Come, yesinners, | Confido et 

poor and wretched fear, 
Come, ye sinners, poor and wretched, 492, ii., Hart, J. 
Come, ye sinners, sud and weary, 254, ii, Come, ye 

sinners, aie and wretched Notk 
Come, ye souls, by sin afflicted, 1106, i., Swain, J. Conqueri 
Come, ye thankful people, come, 39, ii., Alford, H.; cogn 

667, ii., In token that thou shalt not fear Conquer: 
Come ye that fear the Lord, 764, ii., Mon ae stee, 
Come ye that lenow and fear the Lord, 194, ii, Burder, G. | Comside: 
Come ye that love the Lord, 258, ii., Come, we that love | Consola 

the Lord insi 
Come ye that love the Saviour's Name, 1090, i., Steele, Consors 

Anne Doi 
Come, ye weary, heavy laden, 254, ii., Come, ye sinners, Consor 

poor and wretched lur 
Come ye who bow to sovereign grace, 1081, ii,, Spurgeon, Const r« 

Cc. H, T 
Come ve who love the Lord, 253, ii., Come, we that love Constr« 

Ss. 
Come, ye who love the Lord, And feel His, 245, i., Come, Contem 

every pions heart lav 
Come ye yourselves apart and rest awhile, 142, i., Conten 

Bickersteth, E. H. Cor, a 
Come ye yourselves — and restawile. The way is er 

weary, 1276, ii., Whiting, Mary 8. | Cor me ' 



COR 

Meseritz), Elisabethe; 276, i., Da puer 
choreis ut canam tidelibus ; 668, ii., 

Cornelius centurio, 968, i., Robert i. of France 
Corporis formam, 276, ii., Da puer plectrum, choreis ut 

canam fidelibus 
Could I with elocution speak, 1080, ii., Scottish bym- 

nod 
Could ay heart so hard remain 7, 1177, ii., “Tis a point 

I long to know 
Couldst thou inherit life with Christ on high?, 277, i., 

Dach, 5. 
Count not, the Lord’s apostle saith, 789, li., Neale, J. M. 
Cou . my heart, press cheerly on, 290, ii., Dessler, 

c. 
Cour my sorely tem, heart!, 160,i., Botumer, J. H. 
Grade (A) syma Vitesk! my dear, lie still and slumber, 

Watts), 221, i., — rw Sie. & 
Cradled in a manger, meanty, " e, G. 8. 
eC ing Spirit, come! control And visit every willing 

soul, 1211, i, Veni Creator iritus, Mentes 

Creating Spirit, come, possess, 1211, i, Veni Creator 
Spiritus, Mentes 

Creating Spirit, Holy Guest, 1211, i., Veni Creator 
Spiritus, Mentes 

Creator alme siderum, 256, i., Conditor alme siderum ; 
911, i., Primers 

Creator, ere this fall of day, 1135, ii., Te lucis ante 
terminum 

Creator eternal of earth and of heaven, 26, ii., Aeterne 
rerum Conditor 

Creator eternal, Who framed the earth, 1137, i., Tel- 
luris ingens Conditor 

Creator, ever good and kind, 966, i., Rerum Creator 
optime 

Creator, God immense and wise, 663, i,, Immense coeli 
Conditor 

Creator, great and good (Telluris alme Conditor), 
1187, i., Telluris ingeus Couditor 

Creator, Holy Spirit! come, 1211, i, Veni Creator 

mary ee rr 966, i., Rerum Creator opti Creator, 0 m me 

1135, i, Te laeta mundi Creator, Majesty divine, 
Conditor 

Creator of all! through Whose all-seeing Might, 291, i., 
Deus Creator ormnium Polique rector 

Creator of all worlds, look down, 966, i., Rerum Creator 
ime 

‘ieianier of earth and heaven, 35, ii,, Alberti, H. 
Creator of mankind, 965, ii., Rerum Creator omnium 
Creator of the earth and sea, 1136, ii., Te lucis ante 

terminam 
creator of the earth to Thee, 1136, ii., Te laeta mundi 

Conditor 
Creator of the heavens, Whose arm, 663, i., Immense 

coeli Condrtor 
Creator of the light, supreme, 700, ii., Lucis Creator 

me 
Creator of the rolling flood, 504, i., Heber, R. 
Creator of the warty JSrame (Creator alme siderum, 

tr. Caswall), 258, i., Conditor alme siderum 
Creator of the starry frame (Creator alme siderum, 

tr. G. W, Doane), 258, i., Conditor alme siderum 
Creato v8 of the starry height, 267, ii., Conditor alme 

siderum 
Creator of the starry height, Of faithful hearts, 257, 

ii,, Conditor alme siderum 
Creator of the starry height, Of hearts believing (Creator 

alme iderum), 258, i., Conditor alme siderum 
Creator of the starry height, The faithful’s, 257, ii, 

Conditor alme siderum 

lectrum 

Creator of the starry height, Thy people's, 257, ii., 
m Conditor alme siderw 

Creator of the sta 
siderum ), 258, i,, Conditor alme siderum 

Creator of the starry pole, God of all worlds, 291, i., 
Deus Creator omnium Polique rector 

Creator the starry poles (Creator alme siderum), 
258, 1., Conditor alme siderum 

Creator of the stars above (Creator alme siderum), 
258, i., Conditor alme siderum 

Creator of the stars of night, 257, ii., Conditor alme 
um 

Creator of the Universe, 1187, i., Telluris { 
Conditer — 

Creator of the world, do Thou, 966, i., Rerum Creator 
omnium 

sabaaren tf the world, look down, 956, i., Rerum Creator 
ime 

Creator of the world, to T. 1136, i., Te ] veel ‘hee, e laeta mundi 

Creator of yon circles bright (Creator alme sidern 
258, 1., Conditor alme siderum ™), 
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Corde natus ex Parentis, 271, i., Cruciger (née von | Creator, Saviour, 

tin ymnody | 

rry pole, Saviour (Creator alme | 
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strengthening Guide, 618, 1., Keble, 

Creator Spirit, all-divine, 1811, i., Veni Creator Spiritus, 
Mentes 

Creator Spirit! be our Guest, 1211, i., Veni Creator 
Spiritus, Mentes 

Creator Spirit, by Whose aid, 314, i., Dryden, J. ; 346, 
i., English hymnody ; 686, ii., Lord at Thy word the 
constant sun; 911, ii., Primers; 974, i., ti., Roman 
Catholic hymnody ; 1210, i., Veni Creator Spiritus, 
Mentes 

irit, come and bless us, 270, i., Crosswell, 
W.; 1211, i., Veni Creator Spiritus, Mentes 

Creator Spirit, come and rest Within the souls, 1211,i., 
Veni Creator Spiritus, ‘Mentes 

Creator Spirit, come in love, And let our hearts, 1211, 
i., Veni Creator Spiritus, Mentes 

Creator Spirit, come in love, Our struggling souls, 
1211, 1., Veni Creator Spirituc, Mentes 

Creator Spirtt, come, Visit these souls of Thine, 1211, i, 
Veni Creator Spiritus, Mentes 

Creator Spirit, from Thy throne Descend to make our 
souls Thine own, 1211, i,, Veni Creator Spiritus, 
Mentes 

Creator Spirit! hear our prayer, 1209, i., Veni Creator 
Spiritus, Mentes 

Spirit, Holy Dove, 1209, i., Veni Creator 
Spiritus, Ment+s 

Creator Spirit, Lord of grace, 1210, ii., Veni Creator 
Spiritus, Mentes 

Creator Spirit! Power divine, 1811, i, Veni Creator 
ritus, Mentes 

oer Spirit, Thou the first, 16, ii, Adams (née 
ower), 

Creator! when I see Thy might, 407, ii., Gellert, C. F. 
Oreator! Who from heaven Thy throne, 896, ii., Plas- 

mator hominis Deus 
Creator, whose almighty power, 956, ii., Rerum Deus 

tenax vigur 
Creatour, Ghost, descend, Visite our mind-, 1211, 

i., Veni Creator Spiritus, Mentes 
Creature of God, tmmortal man, 532, i., Homo, Del 

creatura 
ales” ta ta how sad they are, 117, i., Bateman, 

Cross, reproach and tribulation, 988, ii., Salve crux 
beata, salve 

Crown Him with crowns of gold, 270, ii., Crown Him 
with many crowns 

Crown Him with many crowns, 975, ii., Roman Catholic 
hymnody 

Orown His head with endless blessing, 442, i., Goode, W. 
Crown of the angels, Thy sweet Name, 688, i., Jesu 

dulcis memoria 
Crown with Thy benediction, 466, ii,, Greenwood, J. B. 
Crowned with immortal jubilee, 241, ii., Coelo datur 

quiescere 
Crowned with Thy favour, God of gracé!, 1197, i., 

Unitarian hymnody 
Crucem s subtit, 1187, i., Tu qui velatus facie 
Crudelis Hersdes Deum, 4, i., 6, i., A solis ortés cardine 

Ad usque 
Oruel Herod, wherefore fearest thou ? (Crudelis Herodes 

Deum), 5, ii., A solis ortis cardine 
Cruz benedicta nitet, Dominus qua carne pependit, 

$84, i., Fortunatus, V. H. C. 
Cruz de te volo conquert, 1082, i,, Stabat mater dolorosa 
Crux fidelis inter omnes, 880, i,, Pange lingua gloriost 

proelium certaminis 
Cruz, mundi benedictio, 279, i., Damiani, P. 
Cruz tua, Christe, salus hominum, 650, i., Latin hym- 

nod y 
jus Laus secundem nomen, 651, i., Latin hymnod 

Cultor Dei memento, 19, ii,, Ades Pater supreme ; e483, ii., 
Latin bymnody 

Cum, See also Quum 
Cum heir, sayis Goddis Sone to me, 472, ii., Grilenwald, 

G 
Cum me tenent fallacia, 34, i., Alard, W. ; 
Cum miram intueor, de quad Prestantior omni (tr. 

\Wordsworth), 1270, i., When | survey the won- 
drous Cross 

Cum revolvo toto corde, 618, ii., Heu! beu ! mala mundi 
vita 

Cum sit omnis homo foenum, 18/,i., Bernard of Clair- 
vaux 

Cunctipotens genitor, 968, i., Robert 1. of France 

Cur OT edad tntilies sub vand glorid, 187, ‘., Bernard 

of Clairvanx; 675, ii,, Jacobus de Benedictis; 1082, 

i,, Stabat mater dolorosa 
Custodes hominum psallimus angelos, 26, i., See 

Aeterne Rector siderum; 872, ii., Orbis Patrator 
uptime 
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Cut it down, sadladgr ot teagtr seg cee xs, poche ye tel 
Cremu sic trosceyss, arum r vy -“— Sion, cea 

mein Herz enit e coelo Mediat 
1 { pity, ten 

Da, Christe, nos tecum mori—Qui victor ad coelum redis, 
309, ii., Doxologies _ 5 uae Ro 

Da Christe, nos tecum mori—Sit laus Patri, laus Pilio, 
$09, i., Doxologies Pig ton, yee 

Da yr ren war Frowden sick der Engel shar, | Dawn, far eastward o 
565, ii., In natali Domini berg, G. F. P. von 

Da Israel aus aoe zog, 470, i., ee M. Dawn purples all the 
Da Jesusandem Kreuse stund, 164, i,, Boschensteia, J.; oe spargit polum 

412, i., Gerhardt, J., No. xxii. Dawn sprinkles all t. 
Da — an des Kreutecs Stamm, 164, i , Boschenstein, jam spargit polun 

; Dawning was the fir 
Da nun Blias seinen Lauf, 1264, i., Herman, N. ' Sabbati 
Da Peckace ene 204, ii., Capito, Ww. 3 704, i, Luther, —_ day, the de 

M.; ’ 9, ii., 862, > Old Version 

Da spe pa um, 1060, i., Sing, ye faithful, sing with | Day again is dawni 
gladness Day Aa iene a. 

Daily, daily sing the praises, 114, ii., gorangy Baga 8. ux insignis 
Daily, daily whee agp to pe een Sing, my soul, her praises Ph and yea 

we (‘tmni die, dic Mariae, mea, laudes, anima), | Day by day the mar 
1202, i., Ut jucundas aves undas aestuans desidetat Lori's (The) pr 

Daily, O Lord, our prayer be said, 448, i., Graces Day by day we m 
Daniel was right as right could be, 117, i., Bateman, H. | are over 
Dank, Dank, sey dir fiir dein Erbarmen, 1100, i, | Day Seany ar bey de 

Sturm, c. Cc. ux insign 
Dank sei Gott in der Hohe, Lie ii., MihIimann, J. pay divine! wher 
Danket dem Herren heut und aliezeit (N. Herman), eS “epi whe 

1040, i., Selnecker, N. 
Danket um Alles, thr Kinder der _—e Liebe, Day foretold, that 

519, ii., Heusser (nee Schweizer), Day is dying in 
Dankt Gott dem Herren, $79, i., Jelecky, J. Day is and 
Dans Uabime des miseres, 392, ii., French hymnody Day of anger, « 
Dans le desert, oi: je poursuis ma route, 392, ii., French ila ; 968, ii 

hymnod oOF Day af anger, a 
Dare we indulge to wrath and strife?, 1020, i., Scott, ii., Die 

Elizabeth Day of ers 
park oe dim the daylight rose, 762, ii., Monsell, J. Dies irae, d 

Day of anger, a 
bark; dark indeed the grave would be, 406, ii., Gaskell, | Day of anger, c 

Day of anger, 
pee is the night, and cold the wind is blowing, Day of anger, : 

1204, i., Van Alstyne (nee Crosby), Frances J. Day of anger. 
Dark is the "shy that overhangs my soul, 1096, i., Stone, es irae, 

8. J. Day of anger 
Dark, mighty Ocean, rolling to our feet, 385, i., Dies trae 

Fouqué, F. H. C. de la Motte Day of anger 
Dark night arrays in hueless vest, 820, i, Nox atra aes awe 

rerum contegit 
Dark night, seeeets her sable wings, 820, i., Nox atra ia. - days 

rerum contegi principe 
Dark river of on that is (art) flowing, 322, i., | Day of dea 

Edmeston, J. terrore * 
Dark was the night and cold the ground, 499, i., Ha- | Day of doon 

weis, T. Day of door 
Dark was the night, and cold the wind was blowing, | Da doo 

1204, i., Van Alstyne (née Crosby), Frances J. es ill 
pares were the paths our Master trod, 406, ii., Gaskell, - a 

es 
Darkly frowns the ae sky, 898, ii., Phillimore, G. Day of Su 
Darkness o'er the world was ing, 405, ii., Gaskell, illa 

Ww. Day of i 
Darkness overspreads us here, 804, i,, Newton, J. dies i 
Darkness reigns—the hum of life's commotion, 519, ii., | Day of ir 

Heusser (nee Schweizer), Meta Day of J 
scape shrouded Calvary, 16, ii., Adams (née Flower), illa 

Sar ¥ . 
Darkness was on the deep, O Lord, 701, i., Lucis Creator illa 

optime Day of . 
Das alte Jahr vergangen ist, Ww danken dir, Herr ex 

Jesu Christ, ‘1083, Be Steuerlein, J. Day of 
Das dussre Schiffiein walgert sich, 1904, i., Zinzendorf, e 

N, L. von Day of 
Das diussre Sonnenlicht ist da, 1144, ii, Tersteegen, 51% 

G. Day of 
Das Briinnlein quilt, das Lebenswasser fliesset, 50, i., lu: 

Allendorf, J. L. C. Day of 
Das furchtbar ru den frohen Tischen trat, 486, ii., Day ay 

Hardenberg, G. F. P, von Day a 
Das Grab ist leer, das Grab ist leer, 236, ii., Claudius, ili 

M. Day oars 
Das ist der Gemeine Starke, 908, i., Preiswerk, S. dis 
Das ist mir lieb, dass meine Stimm und Flehen, 185, i., | Day o. 

Benigna-Maria of Reuss is 
Das Kreuz ist dennoch gut, 1144, ii., Tersteegen, G. Day o. 
Das Lamm am Kreuzesstamme, 525, i., Hiller, P. F. clie 
Das Leben ist gleich wie cin Traum, 792, i., Neander, J. Day o, 
Das [eben wird oft triibe, 1078, ii., Spitta, Cid: ie ie 
Das neugeborne Kindelein, 1014, ii., Schneegass, Day of 
Das Paradies muss schéner sein, 981, i, Rackert, F. Day «, 
Dar walt Gott Vater und Gott Sohn, 127, i i,, Behoo, Mi. ie 

es oe | 
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Day of vengeance, without morrow, 300, ii., Dies irae, 
es illa 

Day of wrath and consternation, 300, ii., Dies irae, 
dies illa 

y of wrath and doom of fire, 300, i., Dies irae, 
a ila 

Day Ca wrath and —a (cento in Rorison's coll.), 
299, i., Dies irae, dies illa 

rey be wrath and tribulation (tr. Hoskyns-Abrahall), 
i, Die Dies irae, dies illa 

beneath whose thunder, 300, i., Dies 
. dies ‘es itl 

of wrath, y day long expected, 300, ii., Dies irae, 
dies illa 

Day of wrath, dread day of wailing, 300, ii., Dies 
irae, dies Illa 

Day of wrath, O day dismaying, 298, ii., Dies irae, dies 

Day of wrath, 0 day of blaming, 301, i., Dies irae, dies 

Day i 4 wrath, O day of days, 300, i., Dies irae, dies 

wrath, O day of ga (tr. W. J. Irons), 

Day of wrath! Oday of mourning (cento in Rorison’s 
pap dm 299, i,, Dies irae, dies i la 

Day of wrath, O direful day, 300, ii., Dies irae, dies ills 
wey. a wrath, “oO dreadful day, 299, i., Dies irae, dies 

ner ‘ef ra wrath, of days that day, 300, ii., Dies irae, 
dies | 

Day of ono oh day of burning, 301, i., Dies irae, 
Y ales illa 
y of wrath on which earth's framing, 300, i., Dies 
irae, dies illa 

Day yd — portentous morning, 300, ii,, Dies irae, 

Day “o wrath, that awful day (tr. Anketell), 301, i, 

Dies trae, dies illa 
oe wrath, that awful day (tr. in = Par. of the 

r. Soul), 299, ii., Dies irae, dies illa 
Day ey wrath, that awful day (tr. I. Williams), 298, i., 

Dies irae, dies illa 
. in the Marl- Da wrath, that awful da 

vo coll), 298, 1. Dies Irae. dies illa borough Coll 
Day of wrath! awful day, Earth in ashes (tr. 

Singleton), 299, i., Dies irae, dies illa 
bays wrath, that day appalling (tr. Phelps), 300, ii., | 

es irae, ‘dies illa 
Day , wrath, that da ny sate | (tr. Anon, in Hours 

at home), ’300, ii,, Dies irae, dies illa 
Day of wrath, that day dismaying (tr. Johnston), 

299, i., Dies irae, dies illa 
Day of wrath, that day dismaying (tr, W. R. Williams), 

, ii., Dies irae, dies illa 
Day~uf wrath, that day ——. (cento in the Hym- 

nary), 299, ii., Dies irae, dies illa 
aed = that day foretold, 300, ii., Dies irae, 

es 
Day Bs Bla that day is hasting, 300, ii., Dies trae, 

Day a wrath, that td of burning (tr. Coles), 300, ii,, 
Dies irae, dies illa 

Day of wrath, that day 7 aoe (tr, F, Johnson), 

Da rx eee tek ae at s be M. H. y of wrath, that day o rni tr. ht), 
300, ii., Dies irae, dies illa mat _— 

sad 4 wrath, that day of days, 300, ii., Dies ifae, dies 

cat: wrath, that day of dole, 300, ii., Dies irae, dies 

Day —— that day of mourning, 300, ii., Dies irae, 

Day _. wrath! that day of woe, 299, ii., Dies irae, dies 

Pe, “fra wrath, that day of wonder, 300, ii., Dies irae, 

Day Cd ak, that day undying, 301, i., Dies trae, dies 

Day 3 egtny that day whose knelling, 300, i,, Dies 
irae, 

Day of wrath, that dreadful day (tr. F.G. Lee 
‘ge eek ae 4 fh pete 

ee dreadful day, Shall the earth (tr, 
ony ee Lloyay, 300, i., Dies irae, dies illa cw 
Day of wrath, that d ul day (tr. in the Primer, ‘earn 59, i Dies irae, dies ies 911, i., Primers | 

of wrath readfu tr. Sch tz), Dies irae, dies illa de eeeeenan Day a wrath, that final day, 300, ii., Dies irae, dies 

¥ of wrath! the heart dismaying, 299, ii., Dies | Bay dies illa 
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Day FA —— the sinner dooming, 300, ii., Dies irae, 

Day , Mea the world illuming, 301, i., Dies irae, 
dies illa 

Day KA Bo soge, thine awful morning, 301, i., Dies irae, 

Day of matt, thou day of thunder, 298, i., Dies irae, 

Day a upon whose dawning (tr. Sweet, 1873), 
ra ii., Dies trae, dies illa ¢ 

Day of wrath, upon whose A paren (tr, Sweet, 1866), 
300, i., Dies irae, dies illa 

Day fA —— whose vengeful fire, 300, ii., Dies irae, 

Day e, wrath, with vengeance glowing, 300, ii., Dies 
‘ Fe dies illa 
Day =a that has no morrow, 300, ii., Dies irae, 

es 

Day, Ng ireful day affrighting, 301, i., Dies irae, dies 

Day unto day uttereth B30, 195, ii., Burleigh, W. H. 
Day-dawn of preening my i,, Knorr von Rosenroth, C. 
Daylight fades away, 708, i., Macdonald, G. 
Day's —— bird with descant clear, 38, ii,, Alea diei 

nuntius 
sees | of eternal day, 630, i., Knorr von Rosen- 

Dayspring of Eternity, Brightness of the Father's 
ie glory, 630, i., Knorr von Of the Ligh P 

y: n Eternity, Brightness 0 t t divine, 
00, hy Sees von Rosenroth, C. 

———— of Blernity! Dawn on us this morning- 
ide, 629, ii., Knurr von Kosenroth, C. 

Da ing of Eternity ! Hide no —e ov radiant 
ing, 630,i., Knorr von Rosenrot 

ss of Eternity, Light of uncreated P Laght, 630, i., 
norr ven Rosenroth, C 

Daystar from Eternity, 630, i., Knorr von Rosenroth, C. 
De cruce depositum, 255, i., Communio 
De dulcedine Jesu (Thomas of Kempen), 1085, ii., 

Stone, 8. J. 
De Patris ergo lumine, 676, ii., Jam Christus astra 

ascenderat 
De i talarmes-tu, mon caur?, 393, i., French 

ymnody 
De gi aes source pure et féconde, 391, ii., French 

m 
Dead is fie daughter, trouble not the Master, 978, i., 

Rossetti, Christina G. 
Dead to life, yet loath to die, 1178, i, Thring, G. 
Dead to the world we here avow, 692, i., Peters (née 

Bowly), Mary 
Deal with me, God, in mercy now, 1008, Schein, J. H. 
mie" a wert [wast] and justly dear, 278, i., 

° 
Dear beauteous death, the jewel of the just, 1163, ii, 

They are all gone into the world of light 
Dear Christian , all rejoice, 821, ii., Nun freut 

euch lieben tengemein 
Dear Christian eons now rejoice, 82%, i, Nun freut 

euch lieben Christengemein 
Dear Christians, let us now rejoice, 821, ii., Nun freut 

euch lieben Christengemein 
Dear Christians, one and all rejoice, 821, ii., Nun freut 

euch lieben Christengemein 
Dear Crown of all the virgin choir, 684, ii., Jesu, 

Corona virginum 
Dear, dear soul, awake, awake, 299, ii., Dies irae, dies illa 
Dear Father, to Thy mercy-seat, 781, i., My God, ‘tia to 

Thy mercy-seat 
Dear Friend of friendless sinners, hear, 528, ii., Hill, 

Dear "Friend, whose presence in the house, 285, ii., 
Clarke, J. F. 

eer is za day which God hath made, 193, ii., Bunting, 

pam is the eye of earthly love, 281, ii., Davis, T. 
Dear is the hallowed morn to me, 273, ii., Cunningham, 

J. W. 
Dear is to me the Holy Maid, 1057, ii., Sie ist mir lieb 

die werthe Magd 
Dear is to me the Sabbath morn, 273, ii., Cunningham, 

J. W. 
Dear Jesu! wherein wert Thou to be blamed, 517, ii., 

Herzliebster Jesu, was hast du verbrochen 
Dear Jesus, ever at my side, 284, i., Dear Angel, ever 

at my side 
Dear Jesus, when I think of Thee (O Jesu sflss wer dein 

gedenkt), 589, i., Jesu dulcis memoria 
Dear Jesus! wherein art Thou to be blamed, 517, ii., 

Herzliebster Jesu, was hast du verbrochen 

Dear Lamb, from everlasting slain, 808, i., Nitsch- 

mann, J. 
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Dear Lord, a lonely life was Thine, 772, ii., Moultrie, J. | Decked with robes such ¢ 
Dear Lord, amid the throng that pressed, 288, in Denny, | —regni laureatus 

Sir E. Decora luz aeterwitatis 
Dear — and Father of mankind, 1277, i., Whittier, PB cacln 

J.G Decus saerati nominis, 64 
Dear Lord and Master mine, 421, ii., Gill, T. H. 
Dear Lord, and shal Thy Spirit rest, 1000, i., Stele, | 

[Pe meroree ir 
Dear lard, and wilt mie wancase eee Deep are wen 

love ; Lom, Thy condesce ; 375, i., Fellows, J. 
Dear Lord, in Thee alone, 694, it, Kimball, Harriet | Deep 

Dean et that they are 

H. 
‘Dear ra Thou art not —e 421, ii, Gill, T. H. ita by divine 
Dear Lord, though bitter is the cup, 123, i,, Beddome, B. 
ear [ae Thy light Thou dost not hide, 421, ii, Gill, | Pte, ee let 

Dear Lord, to hear Thee and Thy word, 288, i, 
Clausnitzer, T. 

Dear Maker of the starry skies (Creator alme siderum), 
258, i., Conditor alme siderum 

Dear Master, what can children do, 719, i., Matheson, 
Anni 

Dear Redeemer, we are here, 238, i., Clausnitzer, T. 
Dear Refuge of my weary soul, 780, i., My God, my 

Father, blissful Name 
Dear Saviour, bless us ere we go, 1107, ii,, Sweet Sa- 

viour, bless us ere we go 
Dear Saviour, ever at my side, 284, i., Dear Angel, ever 

at my side 
Dear Saviour, tf these lambs should stray, 106, i,, 

Bacon, L. ; 546, i., Hyde (née Bradley ), aw B. 
Dear — of a dying world, 1283, ii., Waring, 

Anna 
—_ Saviour, prostrate at Thy feet, 1098, i., Stennett, 

haar Saviour, Thou my faithful Shepherd, come, 5065, ii,, 
eermann, J. 

Dear Saviour, to Thy little Lambs, 670, i., sahara Jane EK, 
Dear Saviour, we are Thine, 306, i., Dodd ty 
Dear Saviour, we Thy will obey, 352, i., Ere Christ 

ascended to His throne 
Dear Saviour, while I here am blest (Mein Helland, 

wenn mein Geist erfreut), 1100, i,, Sturm, C. 
Dear —_ Who for me has borne, 505, i., Heer- 

n, J. 
Dies Ghagherd of Thy people, hear, 840, ii., O Lord, our 

languid souls feoar top tal 
soul, couldst become a child, 1144, i., Ters- 

G. 

sorrow on the A; Deep 
toli), 96, i., Auror 

Deep thoughts were & 
han 

Decpen the wounds 
Wesley family, T 

Deeply dark and deep 
Deeply laid'a sure 

tum), 1200, i., U 
— Lord, fr 

Version 
Defend the poor and 
Defer not, 0 our Go 
beffro — ni 

Francis, 
Dein cigne | siebe Fa 
Dein Heil, o Chri 

Dein Nam ist gre 
wahrer Spiege 

Dein sind wir ¢ 
F.G, 

Dein Wort, o B 
Cc. B. 

Deine heilige Ge 

Delight of all teegen, 
Dear ties of mutual succour bind, 190, i., Bryant, W.C. | Delightyul is ti 
Dear to Thee, O Lord, and precious, 620, i., Heusser 

(née Schweizer), Meta 
Dearest Immanuel, Prince of the lowly, 676, ii., Lieb- 

ster Immanuel, Herzog der Frommen 

iver me, m 
Scottish hiy 

Deliver me, € 
ersion 

Dearest Jesu, we are here, for to hear (tr. Moravian | Deluded souls 
H. B., 1754), 238, i., Clausnitzer, T. 

Dearest _— we are here, Thee to hear, 288, i., Claus- 
nitzer, 

Dearest Jesus, come to me, 590, i., Jesu, komm’ doch 
selbst zu wir 

Dearest Jesus, we are here; On Thy oo ing, 
675, ii., Liebster Jesu wir sind hier nem Worse 
nachzuleben 

Dearest of Names, our Lord and King, ogee ii., Medley, 8. 
Death cannot make my soul afraid, 284, ii., Death can- 

not make our »ouls afraid 
a make my soul afraid, 1099, i., Stryker, | 

Death has no bidding to divide, 422, ii., Gill, T. H. 
Death held our Lord in prison, 225, ii., Christ lag in 

banden ones) T 
ana in all this world prevaileth, 36, ii., Albinus, 

G. 
Death is an awful word, 122, i., Beddome, B. 

souls tha’ 
Dem blut’'gen 

Naverofs 
Demeure dan 

393, ii., 
Den Grund | 

dina viat 
Den Himmel 

Neande 

ae of . 

Dunthe 4 of 
jejuni 

Der am K 

Death is no more a frightful foe, 535, i., —— W. W. | Der am 
Death is no more among our foes, 722, i., Medley, S Chat 
Death may dissolve my body now, 1034, i, Scottish | Der am 

translations and paraphrases alle, 

_— o'er all his sway maintaineth, 36, ii, Albinus, Der best 
G. bh yu 

Death shall be thy birthday morn, 518, ii,, Heri mundus | Der #ré 
exultavit 

Death shuts the gates of paradise, 1172, ii, Thring, E. 
Death, ‘tis an awful word, 122, i., Beddome, ei 
Deathless principle, arise, 1182, ii., Toplady, A . M. 
Deathless spirit, now arise, 285, i., Deathless principle, Der du 

arise 

Der dv 

118 
Deck thyself, my soul, with gladness—l. 5. Unto Him, | Der du 

whose boundless grace, lvié, ii, Schmiicke dich, o Der Lu 
liebe Sele Der du 

Deck thyself, my soul, with gladness—1.5. Unto Him, dor 
whose grace unbounded, 1014, ii., Schmficke dich, | Der dee 
© liebe Seele Cne 

_—_—_  — ==, eee 
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Der edle Hirte, Gottes Sohn, 1006, i., Scheffler, v 
Der edle Schiifer, Got{es Sohn, 1006, i,,Scheffier, J. 
Der ersten Unschuld reines Glick, 418, i., German 

hymnody : 
Der Frihling ist erschienen, 194, i., Blirde, 8. G, 
Der Glaube fehit und darum fehlen, 1016, i., Schiner, 

J.a. 
Der Glaubd’ ist ein lebend'’ge Kraft, 612, ii., Herbert, P. 
Der Gott von unserm Bunde, 558, ii., I thirst, Thou 

wounded Lamb of God; 1302, ii, Zimzendorf, 
N. 1. von 

Der heil'ge Christ ist kommen, 79, ii., Arndt, E. M. 
Der Herr bricht ein cu Mitternacht, 980, i., Rube, J.C. 
Der Herr der Ernte winket, 985, ii. Sachse, C. F. H. 
Der Herr fahrt auf gen Himmel, 9A, ii., Sacer, G. W. 
Der Herr ist auferstanden, 418, ii., German hymnody ; 

639, i., Lauge, J. P. 
Der Herr ist mein getreuer Hirt, Dem ich mich gans 

vertraue, 121, i., Becker, C. 
Der Herr ist mein reuer Hirt, Halt mich, in seiner 

Hute, 732, ii., Meusel, W. 
Der Herr ist mein getreuer Hirt, Halt mich, 962, i., 

Ringwaldt, B. 
Der ao ist treu, der Herr ist ewig treu, 405, i., Garve, 

Cc. B. 
Der Herre ist mein treuer Hirt, Halt mich in seiner 

Hute, 732, ii., Measel, W.; 962, i., Ringwaldt, B. 
Der Himmel hiingt voll Wolken schwer, i,, Mowes, 

H 
Der Hirt, am Kreus gestorben, $25, i., Hiller, P. F. 
Der Kinig ruht, und schauet doch, 1070, ii., Spangen- 

A.G 
Der letzte meiner Tuge, 7Ti, ii., Minter, B. 

Der lieben Sonne Licht und Pracht, 416, ii., German 
hymnody ; 1034, i., Scriver, C. ; 

Der Meister ist ja lobenswerth (tr. Roberthin), 208, ii., 
—— D. R.; 968, i,, Roberthin, R. 

Der Mensch hat ba Stunden, 1 i., Spitta, C. J. P. 
Der Mond ist gegangen, 236, ii., Claudius, M.; 

418, i., German hymnody 
Der rauhe Herbst kommt wieder, 35, i., Alberti, H. 
Der Sabbath ist vergangen, 1013, ii., Schmolck, B. 
Der seige Heiland, Jesus Christ, 978, i., Rob, J. 
Der sich auf seine Schwachheit steurt, 492, ii., Hars- 

durffer, G. P. 
Der oo an, die Nacht ist hin, 321, ii., Edeling, 

Cc. L. 
Der Tag bricht an und zeiget sich, 321, ii., Edeling, 

Cc 
Der Tug der ist so freudenreich, 205, i., Dies est laetitiae, 

In ortu regali ; 325, ii., Ein Kindelein so lobelich 
Der Tag ist hin, 396, i., Freylinghausen, J. A. 
Der Tag ist hin, mein Jesu, bei mir bleibe, 792, i, 

Neander, J. 
Der ist wieder hin und diesen Theil des Lebens, 

, ii, Gellert, C. F. 
Der Tod klopft bei mir an, 605, ii., Heermann, J. 
Der Tod kommt an, da soll ich ringen, 1249, i, 

Weissensee, P. H. 
Der Trennung Last liegt schwer auf mich, 1017, ii., 

Schubart, C. F. D. 
Der tribe Winter ist vorbei, 406, ii., Geh aus, mein Herz, 

und suche Freud ; 1071, ii., Spee, F. von 
Der aoe Menschheit an sich nahm, 402, i., Funk, 

Der Vater kennt dich, kenn auch thn, 396, ii., Freu- 
dentheil, W. N. 

Der Waizen wiichset mit Gewalt, 406, ii., Geh aus, mein 
Herz, und suche Freud ; 

Der Weltvheilant, nim min griiezen, 989, ii., Salve 
mundi salutare 

Des wee Schmuck und Ordensband, 1078, ii., Spitta, 

Des Herren Wort bleibt in Ewigkeit, 12, ii., Herbert, P. 
Des Lebens abgestecktes Ziel, 1302 ii., Zinzendorf, N. L. 

von 
Des Maurers Wandeln, 441, ii., Goethe, J. W. von 
Jes tages do ich daz Kreuze nam, 965, i, Reinmar of 

agenau 
Descend, celestial Dove, 375, i., Fellows, J. 
Descend, Celestial Spirit blest, 1216, i, Veni superne 

Spiritus: Purgata Christi sanguine 
Descend from heaven, celestial Dove, 492, ii., Hart, J. 
Descend from heaven, ye angel choirs, 20, i., Adeste 

coelitum chori 
a, 0 Lord, from heaven descend, 725, ii., Merrick, 

Descend to Thy Jerusalem, 0 Lord, 686, ii,, Lord, come 
away; why dost Thou sta 

Descend, ye heavens, in gentle dews, 201, ii., Cam- 
panus, J, 

Desynsed is the man of grief, 288, i., Cleft 
rocks, the earth doth quake its 
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Dewpond, not, little band, although, 66, 1., Altenburg, 

Deus Creator omnium, 66, ii., Ambrosius; 647, i., 
Latin hymnody 

Deus — Jons animarum, 828, i., Nun lasst uns den 
Leib begraben 

Deus in tua virtute sanctus Andreas, 614, i., Notker 
Deus mundum, en, molitur (tr. Macgill), 483, ii., God 

moves in a mysterious way 
- rele ingenite, 622, ii., Hilary; 642, i., Latin 

y 
Deus qui perenni, See O qui perenne residens potes- 

tatis solis, 814, i., Neskae baat i P 
Deus terras qui polosque (tr. Bing , 440, i., Go: 

that madest darth and Geren ) 
Deus tuorum militum, 120, i., Beadon, H. W.; 314, i., 

Dryden, J. 
Deus venict; trementes (tr. Macgill) 1154, i, The Lord 

shall come! the earth shall quake 
Acbre awavres wigro:, 465, i., Greek Lymnody 
Acdre woua wiper (Ode iil.), 62, ii., Avarrdcews qudpa 
Aedre reAevtaioy dgwacpor, 464, ii., Greek hymnody 
Devoted unto Thee, 809, ii., Noel, B. W. 
Devoutly I adore Thee, Godin figures veiled, 23, ii., Adoro 

Te devote, latens Leitas 
Devoutly I adore Thee, unseen Deity, 28, i., Adoro Te 

devote, latens Deitas 
ing nectar on earth rs down from the 

heights of Olympus, 623, i., Hildebert 
Dic nobis, ‘Maria, 1983, i., Victimae Paschali 
Dich Frau com Himmei, ruf ich an, 418, ii., German 

hymnody 
yeist der Wahrheit, Geist der Kraft, 79, ii, 

Arndt, E. M. 
Dicimus grates, 318, ii., Eber, P. 
Dicta de Te sunt miranda (tr. Bingham), 427, ii., 

Glorious things of Thee are spoken 
Did Christ o'er sinners weep 7, 122, ii., Beddome, B. 
Did I perhaps Thee somewhat grieve, $14, i., Herman, N. 
Did Jesus die, but not for me ?, 272, ii., Cruttenden, R. 
Did Jesus weep for me ?, 893, ii., Phelps, 8. D. 
Didst Thou, dear Jesus (Saviour) suffer shame, 720, ii., 

Maxwell, J. 
Die Asche will nicht lassen ab, 326, i., Ein neues Lied 

wir heben an 
Die Béume bliihen ab, 467, ti., Gregor, C.; 1802, ii., 

Zinzendorf, N. L. von 
Die Bliimlein klein und gross in meines Herren Garten, 

114, ii., Tersteegen, G, 
Die Christen gehn von Ort zu Ort, 417, i., German 

hymnody ; 1304, i., Zinzendorf, N. L. von 
Die erste Ruhestatte, die die Welt, 1080, i., Spitta, C. 

J.P, 
Die Gottes Cherubim, 467, i., Gregor, C. 
Die Gottes a 467, i., Gregor, C. 
Die helle Sonn leucht jetzt herfiir, 614, i., Herman, N. 
Die Herrlichkeit der , 473, i., Gryphiua, A. 
Die ihr des Lebens edle Zeit, 267, ii., Cramer, J. A. 
Die Kirche Christi, die er geweiht, 417, ii., German 

hymnody ; 1070, i., Spangenberg, A. G. 
Die Kirche Christi ist hin und her, 1070, ii., Spangen- 

berg, A. G. 
Die Liebe darf wohl weinen, 525, i., Hiller, P. F. 
Die Liebe will was ganzes haben, 1144, ii., Tersteegen, 

G. 
Die Nacht ist kommen, drin wir ruhen sollen, 612, i, 

Herbert, P. 
Die Nacht ist nun vergangen, 492, ii,, Harsdorffer, G. P. 

Die sanfte Bewegung, die liebliche Kraft, 960, ii., 
Richter, C. F. 

Die Seele Christi heil'ge mich, 70, ii,, Anima Christt 
sanctifica me 

Die Seele ruht in Jesu Armen, 60, ii., Allendorf, J. L. C.; 
417, i., German hymnody 

Die Sonne kommt heran, 1007, i, Scheffler, J. 

Die Sonne tint nach aller Weise, 441, i., Goethe, J. W. 

von 
Die Sonne wird mit ihrem Schein, 1248, i., Weisse, M. 

Die Welt kommt einst zusammen, 525, i., Hiller, P. F. 

Die Welt thut thre augen cu, 79, ii,, Arndt, E. M. 
Die wir uns all hier beisammen finden, 417, i., German 

hymnody 
Die Woche geht rum Ende, 1012, i., Schmolck, B. 

Die Wollust dieser Welt, 1018, i., Schfitz, J. J. 

Die Zeit ist nunmehr nah, 410, i,, Gerhardt, P. 

Diem festum Bartholomaci, Christi amici, 814, i., 

Notker 3 

Dies est lactitiae, In ortu regali, $26, ii., Ein Kindelein 

so libelich; 650, i., Latin hymnoty 

Dies illa, dies vitae, 619, i., Heu! Heu! mala mundi 

vita ; 

Dies trae, dies illa (Thomas of Celano), 76, i., Appare- 

bit repentina dies magna Domini: 196, i., Benson, 
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E. W.; 314, i., Dryden, J. ; 344, ii., —— a | Doud du langage des ange 
nody ; see, I — dulcis memoria; 649, ii, Dove of 

gloriosi Scan ii, ng 
a tearm wil, rt A Prieta; 08 961, ii. ae Down from the realms 

surely at the appointed time), =| om ii, Buln SU sedibut 

fone, Day of anger, ~d gs eg Swe bert, Wb W.B.; from 
i. Scott, Sir f Watts, I. 

1, i, Walker, G. (ot Hinton); thes Wik Down in adoration | 

nen, Ee mentum), 879, i., 

Bit i at emcee a mysterium 
Dies mirandorum ! dies (tr. en) 282, i., Day of | Down in lowly worsh 

Judgment, day of wonde mentum), 879, i., 
mysterium 

Down in the pleasant 
Down in the valley wi 

C W.0, 
Down life's dark vale 
Down the dark fu 

. Dies sind die Aeilgen zehn Gebot, 442, ii., Goortly 
Psalmes and Spiritualle — 

Diess ist der Gemeinde Starke G Das ist der Gemeine 
Stirke), 908, a Preiswerk, 

—_ ist wre Tag, den Gott Eons, 418, i., German 

Diess ist ‘din Nacht, da mir erschienen, 784A, i., Nach- 685, i., Longfello 
tenhofer, C. F. Down to the sacred w 

eee Ak ee ee ee Down towards the t 

5, Mery me laudare, 78, i., Anti 8. D. 

te Deo, Galle, perenni, 813, mg? Down with the rosew 
Dim and dark our vision, 1 16, i., Barton, B. Draw, Holy Spirit, | 
Lrim eyes for ever sed, 998, ii, Clephane, Elizabeth Elizabeth C. | Draw me, 0 draw 1 
Dimitte nos, Deus, Tuis, 688, ii., Lord, dismiss us with J. 

Thy blessing Draw me, O Fath 
Dir dankt mein Herz, dir jauchst mein Lied, 1016, i., (Crasselt), B. 

Schoner, J. G. Draw near, all 
Dir, dir, du Geber aller Gaben, 674, ii., Liebich, E. Draw near, 0 
Dir, dir, sehevek will ich singen, 268, i., Crasselius 

Cras Dir ich mich ergeben, 527, i., Hippel, T. G. von 
Diri patria, 1048, ii., Sequences 
Dirige, 73, ii., Antipbon 
Discendi, ‘Amor santo, 141, rer Bianco da Siena 
Dismiss me not Thy service, Lord, 705, ii., Lynch, T. T, | Draw nigh, all 
Dismiss us with Thy blessing, Lord, 498, i., Hart, J Draw nigh, ani 

688, ii., Lord, iain us with Thy blessing Sancti venits 
Disowned of Heaven, by man opprest, 607, ii., Joyce, J. | Draw nigh, dre 

Dispenser of the gifts of heaven, 1102, ii., Summi lar- manvel, 74, 

. - 

tor praemii Draw nigh, dri 
Dis a BY in both wings over, 822, ii., Nun rahen alle Antiphon 

Draw nigh to t) 
Phas oupreine, And Judge a earth, 1103, ii, | Draw nigh to 

Supreme quales, Arbiter ; 1 Williams, Is. come away 
Divine objet, a tg: objet n'est fat pare , 476, i., Guyon | Draw out, sad 

(née de la Jeanne M mens, cance 
Divine pasekran the soul, 502, i., Heal us, Emma- | Draw us, Savi 

nuel, here we are Draw us to Ti 
Divine Protector, Lord, and Sire, 204, i., Capitan, Herr F. 

Gott, Vater mein Draw us to 7 
Divitiis exutus es, 641, i, Huc ad montem Calvariae Draw us to T 
Do stage i, tapatter war Fréwden sick der Engel schar, | Draw us to T 

natali Domini Dread Fram 
pe Sak ee nature dread to die, 860, ii., English rerum 

hyimmnody ; 1241, i,, Watts, I. Dread King, 
Do I believe what Jesus saith, 1241, iL, Watts, I. Suprem: 
Do I delight in sorrow's dress, 90, "ay Attend and mark | Dread Ma je 

the solemn fast J.J. 
Do T ust love Thre, Lard, mest high, 826, i.,0 Deus ego | Dread Make 

amo Te, Nam prior Tu amasti me me 
Do Thesus an dem creiitze stiiund, 164, i, Boschenstein, J. Rul 
Do not I love Thee, oh! my Lord *, 305, ii., Doddridge, Condit: 

P. ; 350, ii., English hymnody Dread Tris 
Do not, O God, refrain Th Ps. Ixxxiii., H Dread Tri 

kins), 865, ii., Old Bia. Boge P| Dread tn 
Do the right, never fear, 144, i., Blackhall, C. R. Dread Wa 
Do Thou, O God, in mercy help (Ps. lvi.), 800, ii., New Super 

Version Super 
eae nee fer Sree eee; 639, i, Lange, | Dread W 

Supe 
Do we not know that solemn word ? 1237, ii., Watts, I. Supe 
Do we only give Thee heed ?, 421, ii., Gill, T. H. Dreiciny 
Do you ask what most I prize, 1019, i., Schwedier, J.C. Frat 
Do you see the Hebrew captive 7, 150, ii., Bl P. Drink di: 
Doctor egregie, Paule (Elpis?), 98, i., Aurea luce et i., $ 

decore roseo Driven 
Does one small voice within the soul ?, 7 ii., Davis, T. Pul 
Does the Gospel-word proclaim, 804, i., Newton, J. Droopi» 
Joes the Lard m yfit seek ?, 122, ii., Beddome, B. Drop, a 
Dees the Lord of epeak ?, 117, ii, Bathurst, W H. | Drop ti 
Done is the work that saves, 162, i,, Bonar, H. Dros 
Dormi, Fili! dormi, Mater, 213, i,, Carols w 
~~ thou bow beneath the burthen ?, 263, i., Coster, G. | Drtimb 

bu 
Dost aad my profit seek ?, 122, ii., Beddome, B Du an; 
Dost Thou, the High and Heavenly One ? . 1065, ii., So | Du bis 

new-born babes desire the breast Du bis 
Doth Jesus live? why am I sad, 401, i., Fribmorgens 

da die Sonn aufgeht Du blu 
Doubt it not - thou too shalt come (tr. Miss Borthwick), La 

19, ii., Heusser (née Schweizer), Meta Du, de 

‘sy, 
4 
* 
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i., Christe cunctorum Dominator alme; 9650, i., 
Rawbucb, A. J. 

Du Priedefiirst, Herr Jesu Christ, 319, ii., Ebert, J. 
Du geballies Weltgebdude, 387, i., Franck, J. 
Du gehest in den Garten beten, 725, i., Mentzer, J. 
Du gehst zum Garten um zu beten, 725, i., Mentzer, J. 
Du gestern und auch heute, 1308, ii., Zinzendorf, N. L, 

von 
Du grosser Schmerrensmann, 1159, i., Thebesius, A. 
Du hast, o Herz, geweinet, §19, i,, Heusser (née Schwel- 

zer), Meta 
Du hast uns, Herr, die Pylicht, 961, i., Rambach, J. J. 
Du himlisco trohtin (Otfrid 7, 874, i., Otfrid of Weis- 

senburg 
Du heiliges Kind, 305, i,, Dober (nee Schindler), Anna 
Du Hiiter Israel, 153, i., Bogatzky, C. H. von 
Du innig geliebter Erliser der Siinder, 1804, i., Zinzen- 

dort, N. L. von 
Du keusche Secle du, 196, i., Burmeister, F. J. 
Du klagst und fihlest die Beschwerden, 407, ii., Gel- 

lert, C. F. 
Du Lebensbrod, Herr Jesu Christ, 966, ii., Rist, J. 
Du lentze Gut, des jares tiurste quarte, 261, ii,, Conrad 

of Queinfurt 
Du, meine Secle, singe, 412, i., Gerhardt, P. 
Du, o achines Weltgebdude, 387, i., Franck, J. 
Du Yes der alle Herzen tranket, 477, i., Hagenbach, 

Du Rocher de Jacob, 712, ii., Malan, H. A. C. 
Du schéne Lilie auf dem Feld, 1078, ii,, Spitta, C. J. P. 
Du selbst, o Herr, bist ja mein Hirt und Hiiter, 320, i., 

Ebrard, J. H. A. 
Du sollst, so hea der Herr, du sollst ermatten, 773, ii., 

Mowes, H. 
Du Stern in allen Néchten, 418, i., German hymnody 
Du treues Haupt, ich sag’ es mit Emp/sinden, 1305, i, 

Zinzendorf, N. L. von 
Du Vater aller Geister, 1304, i., Zinzendorf, N. L. von 
Du Vater aller Kreatur, 1302, ii., Zinzendorf, N. L. von 
Du weinest Jiir Jerusalem, 605, ii., Heermann, J. 
Du wesentliches Ebenbild, 302, i., Diterich, J. 8. 
Du wesentliches Wort, 417, i., German hymnody; 6665, 1., 

Laurenti, 
Du oa erhéren Gott, thr Flehn, 626, i., Klopstock, 

Due nos, Genitor coelestis (tr. Bingham), 669, i., Lead 
us, heavenly Father, lead us 

Duci eer martyrum, 1092, ii,, Stephano primo mar- 
ty 

Due praises to the incarnate Love, 408, ii., Gelobet seist 
PR 3 Jesu Christ na 

jomen Jesu Christi, iz omen ferens tristi, 
1184, i., Tract A 

Dulcis amor, paz, veritas, 650, i., Latin hymnod 

Dulots Jove oe ease or atin nymmnod esu, spes pauperum, +» Lat 
Dum preimurts a aerumnis se gemit obnoziam, 647, i, 

Latin hymnody 
Dunkel ist's! des Lebens laute Tine, 619, ii., Heveser 

(née Schweizer), Meta 
Durch Adam's Fall ist ganz verderdt, 414, ii., German 

hymnody ; 442, ii., Goostly Psalmes and Spiritualle 
Songes ; 1072, ii., Spengler, L. 

Durch Jesum kann ich auch mit Freud, 867, i., Olea- 
rius, Johannes 

Durch Trauem und durch P , 984, ii., Sacer, G. W. 
Incell in Christ, who once descended, 146, ii., Bleibt 

: dem, der euretwillen 
Dwelling high in endless day, 1215, ii., Veni Sancte 

Spiritus, Et emitte 
pa aur trag’ wyddol gariad (T. Charles), 1251, ii., 

Dying a guilty world to save, 268, i., Cramer, J. A. 
Friend of sinners, hear us, 367, i., Father, hear 

_ the blood of Jesus 
Dying powr they — in sin, 406, ~t Hastii T. 

"y " . . om Spanier colledig ( ¥8), 1, ii, 

E ko makou Makua iloko o ka lani (Our Father, which 
Pay, rhs pay ide i, Missions 

¥, my soul, tell Mary's praise (Omni die, d 
Mariae, mea, laudes, anima), 1202, i‘ Ut Saariaae 

Boh nea wie 1145 rT mome urn me, , i, Te Ga. 
Each other we have owned, 128, ii., srr iony 
Each worrowful mourner be si 291, ii., Deus ignee 

nya dawn of day, 521, ii Priest rose, ere v, +, Hi 
or sinners, Jesus, Lord : 

Barly, my God, without delay, 1239, ii., Watts, I. Early the holy women came, 1097, i., Stowell, T, A. 

Barly with the blush 4 dawn, 614, ii., Hernaman (née 
botson), Claudia F, 

Earnest of future bliss, 1183, i., Toplady, A. M. 
Earth! guard what here we lay in holy trust, 509, Il,, 

Hemans (née Browne), Felicia D. 
sander h a a joy unknown to heaven, 626, ii,, Hillhouse, 

Barth has engrossed my love too long, 318,i., Earth 
hath detained me prisoner long 

Earth has many a city (O sola magnarum urbium), 
946, ii., Quicunque Christum quaeritis 

Zarth has nothing bright for me, 1006, ii., Scheffler, J. 
Karth has nothing sweet or fair, 1006, ii., Scheffler, J. 
Sarth hath many a mighty city (O sola maguarum ur- 

bium), 946, ii,, Quicumque Christura quaeritis 
Earth in beauty smiles again, $32, i,, Hood, EB. P. 
Earth is but the land of shadows, 1267, i., What is 

earth with all ite treasures ? 
£arth, rejoice ; our Lord is King, 318, i., Earth, rejoice ; 

the Lord is King 
Earth to earth, and dust to dust! Here the evil, 318, i., 

Earth to earth, and dust to dust, Lord we own 
Barth to earth, and dust to dust, Lord we own, 474, ii,, 

Gurney, J. H. 
Harth very evil is; Time through the last of his 

journeys is hasting, $34, ii., Hora novissima, tem- 
pora pessima sunt, vigilemus 

Earth, with all thy thousand voices, 233, ii., Churton, E. 
_— — her ten thousand flowers, 1119, ii,, Taylor, 

Earth, with its dark and dreadful ills, 214, i., Cary, 
Alice 

Barthly Kings their titles take, 1224, ii., Victis sibi cog- 
nomina 

Earthly pilgrim, joyful see, 663, ii., Lauda Sion Salva- 
torem 

Earth's boasted joys and r, 473, i., Gryphius, A. 
Farth's but a sorry tent, , li., Crossman, 5. 
ee why so slow, 486, ii,, Hardenberg, 

. F. P. von 
Barth's firmest ties will perish, 692, i., Peters (née 

Bowly), Mary 
SZarth's mighty Maker, Whose command, 1187, i., Tel- 

luris ingens Conditor 
Barth's transitory — decay, 166, ii., Bowring, Sir J. 
Easter-day is here, and we, se i, Moultrie, G. 
Zastward, ever eastward, 1095, ii., Stone, S. J. 
Basy it ts for us, as free from risk (Srépyev piv 

huas ws axcivévvor dofgs), 355, ii., "Eowou Aadv, 
Gavparovpywr Aeowotns 

Eat et rest at this great feast, 1303, ii., Zinzendorf, 
. L. von 

Eece! iterum Dominus vitae lucisque revelat (tr. Bing- 
ham), 29, ii,, Again the Lord of life and light 

Eece jam noctis tenuatur umbra, 470, i., Gregory the 
Great; 809, i, Nocte surgentes vigilemus omnes ; 
819, ii, Now, when the dusky shades of night 
retreating ; 878, i., Palmer, R. 

Ecce lingua Britanniae, 208, i,, Carols 
Ecce panis angelorum, 662, ii., 663, ii., Lauda Sion 

Salvatorem : 
Ecce quem vates, 276, ii., Da puer plectrum, choreis ut 

canain fidelibus 
Eece sollemnis diei canamus festa, 320, ii., Ecce sollemni 

hac die canamus festa; 814, i., Notker 
Ecce tempus est vernale, 660, i., Latin hymnody 
Ecce tempus idoneum, 470, i., Gregory the Great ; 640, ii, 

O Lord our God, with earnest care 
Ecce vocibus carmina comparibus, 814, i., Notker 
Edele Lieb, wo bist so gar bei uns verstecket, 67, ii, 

Andreae, J. V 
Bden from edch bed, 493, i., Hart, J.; 603, i., 

Jesus, while He dwelt below 
Bren now vouchsafe, Good Spirit, One, 823, ii, Nunc 

Sancte nobis Spiritus 
Erer since the day this Cross was mine, 955, i., Rein- 

mar of Hagenau 
Egregie doctor Paule mores instruc, 93, i., Aurea luce 

et decore roseo 
Bheu! cheu! mundi vita, 187, i., Bernard of Clairvaux ; 

$18, ii., Heu! Heu! mala mundi vita 
BFheu, quid homines sumus ?, 108, ii., Balde, J. 
Ehmals sollts gestorben sein, 1304, ii., Zinzendorf, N. L. 

von . 

Ehr und Dank sei dir gesungen, 965, ii., Rist, J. 

Ehre dem Seitenmaal, 467, i., Gregor, C. 
Ei «ai ta wapovra, 732, i., Methodius LI. 
Bi, wie so sanft entschlafest du, 796, ii, Neumann, G. 
Ei, wie so sanft verschlafest du, 322, ii., Ei wie so selig 

echlifest du; 795, ii., Neumann, Ga. 
Ki, wie so selig schlifest du, 795, i., ii., Neumann, G. 
Kia fratres cari festivitatem sancti Otmari, 814, i., 

Notker 

e ; 
y 
A 
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E’a harmoniis, socii, laudum resonis, 614, i., Notker | Bnslaved by tin, and bo 
Kia recolamus laudibus pits digna, 614, i., Notker; Anne 

648, i., 649, i., Latin hymnody - Enslaved to sense, to ple 
Kighteen hundred years ugo, 734, ii., Midlane, A. Kntendons-nous toujours 
Fite, eile, meine Secle, 607, i., Heinrich, E. hymoody 
Bin ander stelle sein Vertrauen, 708, i., Luise-Henriette | Enter our hearts, Red: 

of Brandenburg indulgent Saviour, 
Bin feste Burg ist unser Gott (Ps. 46, Luther), 205, i, Bnter the ark, while 

Carlyle, T. ; 405, ii., Gaskell, W.; 414, i, (ierman deluge, at the Alm 
hymnody ; 448, ii., Goostly Psalmes and Spiritualle | Enter with thankagie 
Songes; 504, ii., Hedge, F. H. ; 589, i., Jesu dulcis » Bntered the holy plac 
memoria ; 704, i., Luther, M.; 751, i., Missions; he 
1041, i., Send out Thy light and truth, O God Enthroned in heaven, 

Ein Jahr der Sterblichkeit, 419, i., Gersdorf (nee von Olympo redditus 
Friesen), Henriette C. von Enthroned is Jesus n 

Ein Kind geborn zu Bethlehem, 940, ii., Puer natus in | Bnthroned on high, . 
Bethleuem Entonnons dans ce ; 

Ein Kindelein so libelich, 295, i., Dies est laetitiae In| = French hymnod 
ortu reguli oT "Exapare rvAas, 68, 

Ein lieblich Loos ist uns gefallen, 1076, i., 1078, i, | "Epéorqeer % hucpa 
Spitta, C. J. P. : ¥ 

Ein neues Jahr ist angefangen, 940, i., Puchta, C, R. H. | ‘Emi ris @eias gua 
£in neues Lied wir heben an, 414, i., German bymnody; utpa 

704, ii., Luther, M.; 821, ii., Nun freut euch lieben | Hquip me for the vw 
Christengemein Er ist in Bethlehen 

Fin Pilger schickt sich an cur Fadrt, 1078, ii., Spitta, | Sr ws —— 
Cc. J. P. ert, C. 

Bin Pilgrim bin ich in der Welt, 1100, i., Sturm, C.C. | Frbarm dich me 
Bin reines Hera, Herr, schaff in mir, 799, i., Neuss, Paalmes and ‘ 

H. G. EB. ; 1085, i., 
Bin selges Heree fiihrt diese Sprach, 1304, i., Zinsen- | Bre darkling wx 

dort, N. L. von terminum 
Bin selig Herze fihrt diese Sprach, 1304, i., Zinzendorf, | Ere earth's four 

N, is von worth), 515, 
Ein starker Held ist uns kommen, 973, i., Roh, J. Ere I sleep, for ¢ 
Sine Leerde und ein Hirt, 418, i., German hymnody; | #re now the da 

634, i., Krummacher, F. A. ante termin 
Sinen jeien ns oe 1145, i., Tersteegen, G. Ere on my bed n 
Biner bliebt Kénig, wenn alles erlieget, 163, L, | Are that solemn 

Bogatzky, C. H. von Ere the wanin 
Bines wiinsch oa hi allem Andern, 418, i., German ‘a as ~ 

hymnody ; i., Knapp, A. wo 
Bins Christen Herz, 160, i, Bohmer, Maria M. W.H 

hymnody ; 1016, ii., Schrider, J. H. every fave 
Einst fahren wir vom Vateriande, 628, i., Knopp, A. Ere yet the a 
Einst wird's n, dass auf der Erde, tee, i, morgens « 

Tholuck, F. A. G. Ere yet the sh 
"Bx vuxrds ipyw écxorvenems tAarns (Ode v.), 355, ii, ante term 

“Eowoe Aacv Savparovpywr Aeororns Erect your kh. 
"Ex vuxrdés opOpiorres (Ode v.), 87, ii., Aowuer ravres Version 

Rot ac. s tude SALA, Gol in LAN, taimetay | Spleen € “EAdncoy uas. 6 Beds, , i, God rd, in tta, 
bending Erhalt uns 

Blisabeth, thy regal wealth and fame, 871, i., Opes Da pac 
decusque regium reliqueras 606, ii., 

Hmbrace your full salvation, 422, i., Gill, T. H, Version 
Emerging, lo! from Jordan's flood, 329, ii,, Emergit | Erheb, erhe 

undis et Deo Brhebe der 
Bmitte Christi Spiritus, 125, i., Bede Schmic 
Enmanuel, Thy Name we sing, 1288, i, Wir singen | Erhebe dic. 

dir, Immanuel Brhebt euc 
Rmmanuel, we sing Thy praise, 1288, i, Wir singen | Erhett euc 

dir, Immanuel Erinnre d. 
Fn clara voz redarguit, 1228, ii. Vox clara ecce | Eripe me, 

intonat ucht 
En mitten in des lebens seyt, 721, i., Media vita in morte w. 

sumus Ermunte 
En Persici cz orbis sinu, 947, i., Quicumque Christum nody 

quaeritis Ermunt> 
En regnator coelestium et terrenorum, 813, i, Notker ick, 
#n ut superba criminum, 262, ii., See Cor arca legem | Erscheir 

continens Erachei: 
Encore cette journée J’éléverai la voia, 392, ii., French Erachic: 

bymnody Erstane 
ncouraged by Thy gracious word, 165, ii, Bourne, 11¢ 

H. Brwaci 
Encumbered heart ! lay by thy sorrow, 1246, ii., Weg- sel 

leiter, C. Erwac 
Endlich, endlich, muss es doch, 1018, ii., Schmolck, B. Erzur-: 
Endlich, endlich, wirst auch du, $19, ii, Heusser Sp 

(ne Schweizer), Meta Brwer 
Enlighten me, my Light, 191, i., Buchfelder, E. W. #s da» 
Enough, enough, Thy saint had lived, 823, i,, Nunc Se 

dimittis es fii 
Enough, 0 Paul, enough, and now, 995, i., Sat Paule, tu 

sat terris datum Es geh 
Enough, O Paul, on earth no more, 996, i., Sat Paule, 3 geh 

Sat terris datum £s giei 
Enough of life's vain scenes I ve trod, 1231, i., Walker, s gie 

. (of Newcastle) va 
ire, my soul, enquire, 892, i., Peters zs é. a quire, ; (née Bowly), ge 
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Es glinzet der Christen inwendiges Leben, 
German hymnody ; 960, ii., Richter, U. F, 

Es Aalt die Hand jetst fest am Pflug, 1076, i., Spitta, 

Es ist das Heil uns kommen her, 414, ii., German hym- | 
nody; 442, ii, Goostly Psalmes and Spiritualle 
Songes ; 1074, ii., Speratus, P. 

Es ist cin Kos entsprungen, 619, ii., Heusser (nee 
Schweizer), Meta 

Es ist gewiss ein Kostlich Ding, 1291, ii., Wolff, J. G. 
Bs ist gewisslich an der Zeit, 415, i., German hym Fy 

454, i., Great God, what do | see and héear?; 961, ii, 
Ringwaldt, B. 

Es ist in keinem andern Heil, 418, ii., German h 
Es ist nicht schwer ein Christ su sein, 186, ii., Browne, 

M. : 416, ii,, German hymnody; 960, i., Richter, 
Cc. F. , 

Ess ist noch eine Ruh vorhanden, 634, ii., Kunth, J. 8. ; 
1010, ii., Schlegel, J. A. 

Eis ist noch nichts verbrochen, 639, i., Lange, J. P. 
Bs ist vollbracht ! Gottlob es ist vollbracat (ry hius 7), 

316, ii., Daun, Catherine H.; 473, ii., Gryphius, A. 
Es ist vollbracht: vergiss ja nicht, 1010, ii., Schmidt, 

: J. E. 
Es kummt ein Schiff nm, 1116, i., Tauler, J. 
#s kostet viel ein Christ zu sein, 354, i., Es ist nicht 

achwer ein Christ zu sein; 416, ii., German hym- 
nody 

Es lag die ganze Welt, 1010, i,, Sc 1, J. A. 
£s lebt ein Geist, durch welchen lebt, 78, iL, 

Arndt, E. M. 
EBs ruht - Nacht auf Erden, 607, i., Josephson, 

Cc. L. 
Es spricht der Unweisen Mund wohl (Ps. 14, Luther), 

443, i., Gonstly Psalmes and Spiritualle Songes ; 
704, i., Luther, M. 

Es war die ganze Welt, 866, ii., Olearius, J. G.; 1010,i,, 
Scblegel, J. A. 

Es ie — Herr mit Freuden wach, 1076, ii., Spitta, 

Zs wollt uns Gott —7 sein (Ps. 67, Luther), 
443, i., Goostly Imes and Spiritualle Songes ; 
704, i., Luther, M.; 862, i., Old Version 

Esprit notre Créateur, 391, ii., French hymnody 
Esprit Saint, viens dedans nos ceurs, 476 i, Guyon 

(née de la Mothe), Jeanne M, B. 
Est beatorum Domus incolarum, 1160, i., There is a 

blessed home 
Est liber, atque illum qui currit perlegat omnem, 

1160, i., There is a book, who runs may read 
Ft eteuc incediaig, 1161, i., There is a happy land 

£t jam ji is, 872, i., robriis, Jesu, satur 
Et sicut liliorum candor, 814, i., Notker 
Bterna, See Aeterna 
Eternal Architect sublime, 1187, i., Telluris iogens 

Conditor 
Bternal day hath dawned, 1099, i,, Stryker, M. W. 
Eternal depth of Love divine, 314, ii., Da ewiger Ab- 
.  grund der seligen Liebe 
— election preserves me secure, 1093, ii., Stevens, 

Eternal Father, God of love, 183, i., Being of beings, 
God of love 

Eternal Father, hear, we pray, 183, i., Bell, C. C. 
Eternal Father, strong to save, 692, ii., Lord of the 

ocean, hear our cry; 742, i., Missions; 1276, ii,, 
Laden th . 

#ternal Father, Thou hast said, 877, i., Palmer, R. 
Eternal Father, throned above, 949, i., T. 
Eternal Father, when to Thee, 404, i., Ganse, H. D. 
Eternal Founder of the worlds, 26, ii,, Aeterne rerum 

Conditor 
Bternal gifts of Christ our King, 231, i., Christi 

perennes nunti{ 
Eternal gifts of Christ the King (Aeterna Christi mu- 

hera Apostolorum gloriam, tr. Blew), 24, ii,, 
Aeterna Christi munera, Et Martyrum v' 

Bternal glory of the heaven, 25, ii., Aeterna coell 
gloria 

pa aa of the heavens, 25, ii., Aeterna coeli 

Eternal glory of the skies (O gloriosa virginum), 945, i., 
Quem terra, pontus, aethera 

Bternal glory of the sky, Blest hope, 25, ii., Aeterna 
coeli gloria 

Eternal glory of the sky, Hope, 25, ii., Aeterna coeli 
gloria 

Rternal God, Almighty Cause, 186, ii., Browne, S Bternal God, before Thy throne, ions, 33 = Bimesion ¢ Thy throne, Three nations, 322, i., 

ernal God, eternal King, 714, i., March, H. 
Eternal God, of beings First, 186, ii,, Browne, 8S. Eternal God, our wondering souls, 306, i., Doddridge, P, 

INDEX. 

416, ii., | Sternal God, the primal Cause, 26, ii., Acterne reram 
tor 
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Condi 
Eternal God, Thou Light Divine, 356, i., Eternal Beam 

of Light Divine 
rut —— Thy dwelling-place, 961, ii., Rambach, 

Eternal God, Thy word was light, 26, ii., Aeterne rerum 
nditor 

Eternal God, we look to Thee, 132, ii., Behold yon 
new-born Infant grieved ; 726, i., Merriek, J. 

Bternal God, Who buiut the sky, 26, ii., Aeterne rerum 
Conditor 

Eternal Hallelujahs Be to the Father given, 1183, i., 
Toplady, A. M. 

Eternal health! Creation’s ever new vitality, 987, ii., 
Salus aeterna, indeticiens mundi vita 

Eternal healthof man, 967, ii., Salus aeterna, indeficiens 

por gy dopht ll the (Ri i li al Ain, all the spheres (Rex sempiterne coeli- 
tum), 968, i, Rex aeterne Domine 

Eternal King of heaven on high, 27, i., Aeterne Rex 
altissime 

Eternal King of heaven, Whose word (Rex sempiterne 
coelitum), 958, i., Rex aeterne Domine 

Bternal King, whose equal reign (Rex sempiterne coeli- 
—_. Rex aeterne Lomine 

Bternal ife, how sweet the sound, 420, ii., Gibbons, T. 
Sternal life! how will it reign, 420, ii., Gibbons, T. 
Sternal Light, Divinity, 26, i., Aeterna Lux Divinitas 
Bternal Light! Eternal Light, 143, i., Binney, T. 
a love's the darling song, 1081, i., Scottish 

ymnody 
ne , at Whose will, 26, ii., Aeterne rerum 

J tor 
Blernal Maker of the world, 26, ii., Aeterne rerum 

Conditor 
Eternal Monarch, King most high, 87, i., Aeterne Rex 

altissime 
Lae of all, 958, i., Rex aeterne 

sine 
Eternal Monarch, Lord supreme, 27, ii., Aeterne Rex 

altissime 
Bternal Power, almighty God, 1089, ii., Steele, Anne 
Eternal Rock! to Thee I flee, 708, i., Macduff, J. R. 
Eternal Ruler of the ceaseless round, 216, ii., Chad- 

wick, J. W. 
mes Hi Neecatae God most high, 680, i., Littledale, 

Bternal Son of God, O Thou, 227, i., Christe cunctorum 
Dominator alme 

Eternal Source of every good, 128, ii., Beddome, B. 
Eternal Source of every joy, 360, ii., lish hymnody 
Eternal Source of joys divine, 1089, ii., le, Anne 
sgt Sourre (fe and light, 1196, i., Unitarian 

ymnody 
Bternal Source of life and light, Unutterable, 623, i., 

Kennedy, B. H. 
— Source of life and thought, 306, i., Doddridge, 

Eternal Source of light and grace, 689, ii., Perpetual 
Source of light and 

Eternal Source of Light Divine, 366,i., Eternal Beam 
of Light Divine 

Eternal Source of light’s clear stream, 701, i., Lucis 
Creator optime 

Bternal Sovereign, Lord of all, 722, i., Medley, S. 
Eternal Sovereign of the sky, 1837, ii., Watts, 1. 
Bternal Spirit, by whose power, 117, ii., Bathurst, W. 

Bternal Spirit, God of all, 42, i., Hull, W. W. 
Eternal Spirit, God of grace, 572, i., Irons, W. J. 

Spirit, God of truth, 357, i., Eternal Spirit, 
Source of truth 

Eternal Spirit, Source of light, 281, i., Davies, 5. 
Eternal Spirit, Source of Truth, 1075, ii., Spirit of 

Truth, Thy grace impart 
Bternal Spirit, ‘twas Thy breath, 1020, i., Scott, Eliza- 

beth 
Bternai Spirit, we confess, 1237, ii,, Watts, I. 
Eternal, spotless Lamb of God, 368, ii., Father of all, 

Whose powerful voice 
Eternal Sun 4 righteousness, 245, i, Come, Father, 

Son, and Holy Ghost, One God; 1075, i., Spirit of 
Truth, Thy grace impart ; 

Eternal Truth, eternal Might, 963, ii., Rector potens, 
verax Deus 

Eternal Wisdom, God most high, 680, i., Littledale, 
k. F. ‘ 

Eternal Word! Incarnate Light, 1176, i., Thrupp, 
J. F. 

Bternal Word, Who dost proceed (Verbum Supernum 
prodiens, E Patris), 1218, i, Verbum Supernum 
prodiens, A latre olim exiens 
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Eternal Word, Who dost reside. (Verbum Superpum | prodiens, E Putris), 1218, Owen Supernum | ey aha prod.ens, A Patre olim exiens 

the Lorde had Eternal Word ! Who ever wast, 1176, i,, Thrupp, J. F. | mes and Spirit See Acterne the Lord the h Eterne Patris Unice, 28, i., Aeterni Patris Unice | hittingham ), 84 Bternel, tendre Pére, 392, ii., French hymnody | Bacite in me, O Lord, Bterni, See Acterni } C.J. P. Bternity! delightful sownd, §19, i., Heunisch,(, | Beeunte faracle Ser Eternity! Kternity! How long art thou, Eternity ! 1270, ii., When I And yet to thee, 828, ii.,O Ewigkeit! o Ewigkeit Baile sion Afiae Vid —— Fternity!—For still, 828, ii, O Ewigkeit! o | Bziled Jrom Parad 
Ewigkeit supernis sedibus Eternity! Kternity !—Life hasteth, 828, ii., O Ewigkeit! | Bxpand Thy wings, o Ewigkeit | family, The Eternity! Eternity ! —Swiftly, 688, ii., O Ewigkeit! o | Besultemus in hac Ewigkeit uences Eternity ' Eternity '— Yet hasteth, 828, ii., O Ewigkelt!  Bzsultemus in ista o Ewigkeit | Brsultet omnis aeta Sternity! Eternity!—Yet onward, 828, ii., O Ewig- | Extat terra procul keit ! o Ewigkeit ham), 1161, ii, Eternity! how long art thou, 828, ii, O Ewigkeit! 0 | Bz ona cur 
Ewigkeit Leben Eternity! how long! how vast, 828, ii., O Ewigkeit! o | Bzult all hearts Ewigkeit rdiis Rternity is F ee at hand, 510, i., Hence, vain intruding t, all hearts, 
world, depart —— Bternity! most awful word, 828, i., O Ewigkeit, du | Bzult, thou work Donnerwort coeluny laudit Bternity! O word of joy, 619, i., Heunisch, C. Erultet coelum la Hternity ! terrific word, 828, i.,O Ewigkeit, du Donner- —— jam ang wort 

ymnody Eternity ! — word, that joyful word, 519, i., Heu- | Brultet orbis gar nisch, C. Ezulting, trium &ternity, thou word of fear, 828, ii,, O Ewigkeit, du Adeste fidele Donnerwort Eyd, Thesu hodie Eternity ! tremendous word, Home-striking point, heart- mayde Mary piercing sword, 828, ii,, O Ewigkeit, du Donnerwort Eye hath never Eternity, tremendous word, The womb of mysteries yet 793, i., Nec 
unheard, 828, ii., O Ewigkeit, du Donnerwort Eye of God's ¥ 

"Evdparveade Sixacr, 464, i., Greek hymnody thy mirror Europe, speak the ary 4 name, 667, i., Lawson, J. Evening and Morning (Abend und Morgen), 294, i., Die | gf Sonne Fade, fade, ¢ Evening comes, may we, O Lord, 151, ii., Blunt, A. G. W. Lundie), J Evening hymn (§ weet Saviour, bless us ere we go, | Fuder that ar 
Faber), 975, 1., Catholic hymnody Prayer Ever — Trinity, 1171, ii., Three in One and One in a thi 

ree 
. . 

Beer by my love be owned (Sei mir tausendmal gegrtisset Fading like 
, ii., Salve mundi salutare » Stephensc ver find I joy in reading, 610, ii., Hensel, Luise Fadir ur, th Ever, Lord, on Thee relying, 387, i., Franck, J. Prayer 

Ever, O my God —a 622, i., Kennedy, B. H. Fahre fort, fi Ever patient, loving, , 358, i., Ever patient, gentle, | Fain, Omy 
meek (nee Hor Bver sparkling, ever mounting, $21, i., Hic reparandum | Fuin would 

. generator fons animarum midnigh 
Ever will J bless the Lord, 622, i., Kenned , B. H. Fain would 
ver would I fain be reading, $10, ii., Hensel, Luise family, 
Hverlasting arms of love, i., Macduff, J. R. Fain would Bverlasting, changing never, 421, ii., Gill, T. H. Deus eg Everlasting ises To the Father be, 161, ii., Bonar, H. | Faint not, Beery bird upward springs, 790, i., Neale, J. M. J.H Every hour is passing, 468, i., G ry, J. G, Faint not, Hvery human tie may perish, 1308, i,, Zion stands Nortor hills surrounded i Faint the 7 king shall bow before Him, 622, i., Kennedy, Heave .H. = a Fair as 2 

morn the ing sun, ) i, E m receiv ne red sun seas pon iil on Fair Bethi Bvery morning mercies new, , i., Every morning aroun 
they are new Fair Fra: Every morning the red sun, 222, ii., Children’s hymns alme 

Every morning they are new, 893, ii., Phillimore, G. Fair is ti 
Bvery year that endeth, 621, i., Hey, J. W. Fair que Bvil and few our mortal days, 1019, ii., Scott, Elizabeth urbir Bw'ge Weisheit, Jesu Christ, 81, ii., Arnold, G, Fair Sion 
Ez more docti mystico, 948, i., Quod lex adumbravit enca 

vetus ‘ Fair Six Bralt, exalt, the heavenly gates ('Ewapare midas), King y i, "Ave TpLrmepos Fair Sp: Kzalt, O mother Church, to-day, 662, ii., Lauda, Mater Conr 
Ecclesia Fair war 4izalt the Lord our God, 1239, ii., Watts, I. Futrest 1 

Exalted high at God's right hand, 42,~ii,, All hail! the Fairest o 
wer of Jesus’ Name Fatrest o fzalted o'er angels doth Jesus now reign, 468,i.,Gre- | Futsons « 

Bip JG, Fatisons + #ralted Prince S Life, we own, 306, i., Doddridge, P. Fatth ac £ the Lord conduct the plan, 1265, i., ‘Wesley Turn ‘amily, The Faith alo Except the Lord do build the house, 144, i., Birks, T. R. i Faith fai 
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Faith, hope, and love now dwell on earth, 1171, i., | Mather, All-creating Mind (tr. Anon.), 1101, ii., Summe 
Though all men’s eloquence adorned Pater, O Creator 

Faith isa living power from heaven, 512, ii., Herbert, — -— ee Thy light, Thy love, 166, ii., Bow- 
Pp, ng, Sir J. . 

Faith is a precious gift, 363, i., Faith, 'tis a precious | Father and God, how sweet to see, 046, i., O quam juvat 
ft fratres, Deus 

Faith is a precious grace, 316, ii., Dutton, Anne 
Faith is the brightest evidence, 1237, ii., Watts, L. 
Faith is the Christian's evidence, 624, i., Key, F.S. 
Faith hag the gift of God, 363, i., Faith, ‘tis a precious 

rath ts wisdom from on ng hk, 269, i., Cronenwett, E. 
Faith, looking on this ground, 400, i., 

Jesus’ eyes, beside the grave 
Faith, tis a precious gift, 121, ii., Beddome, B. 
Fuith, who sees beyond the portal, 10965, ii., Stone, 8. J. 
Faithful chorus, Loud exult, 636, ii., Laetabundaa ex- 

ultet fidelis chorus: Alleluia, Regem regum 
Faithful Creator, Lord divine, §72, i, Irons, W. J. 5 

1181, i., To whom but Thee, 0 God of 
Faithful Cross, above all other, 881, ii, ge lingua 

ety proelium c+rtaminis 
Faithful flock, in whose possessing, 608, ii., Jucundare 

ebs fidelis 
Faithful Gd! I lay before Thee, 505, ii., Heermann, J. 
Faithful hear our cry, 515, i, Hernaman 

fat Usnephord of Th ch 515, i., H ine own, , i, Hernaman 
(nee Tbotson), Claudia F. 

Fall down and worship ye the Lord (Ps. xcvi.), 866, i, 
Old Version 

Fall down, ye nations, and adore, '764, i., Montgomery, 
J. 

Fallen is thy throne, O Israel, 765, i., Moore, T. 
Fando quis audivit Dei, 872, i., Opprobriis, Jesu, satur 
Far above: the lofty sky, 883, i., Parson (nee Rooker), 

Elizabeth 
For and near, Almighty Word, 106, ii., Bahnmaler, 

J.F. 
Far as creation’s bounds extend, 725, ii., Merrick, J. 
Far as the isles extend, 442, i., Goode, W. 
Far as Thy Name is known, 1239, 1i,, Watts, L. 
Far be sorrow, tears, and sighing, 215, ii., Cedant 

justi signa luctus 
Far, far beyond these lower skies, 722, i., Medley, 8. 
Far from mortal cares retreating, 1119, i., Taylor, John 
Far from my heavenly home, 706, ii., Lyte, H. F. ; 921, 

ii., Psalters, English 
Far from my thoughts, vain world, be gone, 589, i., Jesu 

dulcis memoria 
Far from our heavenly home, 364, i., Far from my 

heavenly home 
rom the world, oh! Lord I flee (Cowper). 867, ii., 
ney hymns 

Far from their home, our fallen race, 941,i., Pulsum 
supernis sedibus 

Far from these narrow scenes of night, 1089, ii., 1090, i., 
Steele, Ann: 

Far from these scenes of night, 365, i., Far from these 
narrow scenes of night 

Far from us be grief and sadness, 615, i., Kelly, T. 
Far greater than one thought or could suppose, 306, i., 

Dober (nee Schindler), Anna 
Far more excerding, 399, i., From glory unto glor 
Far o'er yon horizon, 384, i., Forward be our watchword 
Far off our brethren’s voices, 1095, i., Stone, 8. J. 
Far off we need not rove, 1265, ii., Wesley family, The 
Far too often men are crying, 284, ii., Clapham, J. P. 
Fu , bright soul, a short farewell, 488, ii., Hark, 

she bids all her friends adieu 
Farewell, dear friends, I must be gone, 365, ii., Fare- 

well, poor world, I must be gone 
Farewell, delightful day, 422, i., Gill, T. H. 
Farewell henceforth for ever, §11, ii., Herberger, V. 
Farewell I gladly bid thee, 611, ii., Herberger, V. 
Farewell, my child, 528, ii., Hoffmann, G. 
Farewell, my friends, beloved, time passes fleetly, 484, 

ii., Harbottle, J. 
Farewell, our blighted treasure, 604, ii., Johns, J. 
sia ts poor world, I must be gone, 269, ii., Crossman, 

Farewell, thou once a mortal, 365, ii., Farewell, thou 
once a sinner 

—- the present, farewell, 644, ii., Hurdftch, 

Fast climbe the sun Sucr's ‘Gear aoial ois ii 

Po vhtcaehy rer g nag came a a ‘ Clarum decus jejunii wre 
Fade. eset ta tame wear ene Wak... a fordshire hymn-books Poe: 

Far 

Father and God of all mankind, 370, i., Father of me 
and all mankind 

Pather, and is Thy table spread ?, 779, i., My God, and 
is Thy table spread ? 

Father, as here we bow, 1099, i., Stryker, M. W. 
Father, at the close of day, 1136, ii., ‘Te lucis ante 

terminum 
Father, at this altar Lending, 217, ii., Chapin, E. H. 
Father, at Thy call, I come, 1092, i., Stennett, 8. 
Father, before Thy throne of light, 365, ii., Farrar, 

F. W.; 987, ii., Public School hymn-books 
Father, before we hence depart, 366, ii., Father, ere we 

hence depart 
— — Thy sheltering wing, 196, ii., Burleigh, 

Father, bless the heavenly message, 734, i., Midlane, A. 
Father, bless Thy word to all, 996, ii.,, Saviour, bless 

the word to all 
Father, by saints on earth adored, 1265, i, Wesley 

family, The ; 
Father, by Thy love and power, 72, ii., Anstice, J. 
Father! Creator! Lord most high, 1101, ii., 1102, i., 

Summe Pater, 0 Creator 
Father, direct my ways, 735, li,, Miles (née Appleton), 

Elizabeth 
Father divine, before Thy view, 1119, i., Taylor, John 
Father divine, our wants relieve, 1261, i, Wesley 

familv, The 
Father Divine, the Saviour cried, 306, i,, Doddridge, P. 
Father Divine, Thy piercing eye, 306, i., Doddridge, P. 
Pather, for Thy kindest word, 381, ii., Ford, C. L. 
Father, for Thy promised blessing, 794, ii., Midlane, A. 
Father, Friend of human race, 447. ii., Graces 
mee Thee my grateful heart, 667, i., Lavater, 

Father, from Thy heavenly throne, 678, i., Litanies 
Father, from Thy throne in glory, 181, ii., Brigg, J. 
Father, from Thy throne on high, 678, i., Litanies 
Futher, give Thy benediction, 668, ii., Longfellow, 8. 
Father, glorify Thy name, 166, ii,, Bowring, Sir J. 
Father, 9 y Thy Son, 1262, i., Wesley ool The 
Futher, glorious with all splendour, 422, i, Gill, T. H. 
Father, glory be to Thee, 406, ii., Gaskell, W. 
Father, God, we ify, 1262, ii., Wesley family, The 
Father, gracious Father, 698, ii., Jesus, gentlest saviour, 

God of might 
Father, hail, by all adored, 244, i., Come, and let us 

sweetly join 
Father, hast Thou not on me, 422, i,, Gill, T. H. 
a ! hear me humbly praying, 208, i., Canitz, F. R. 

. von 
Father, hear Thy children's call, 678, i., Litanies 
Father, here Thy glory praising, 1196, ii., Unitarian 

hymnody 
Father, here we dedicate, 368, i., Father, let me dedicate 
Father, I bless Thy gentle hand, 1289, ii., Watts, I. 
Father, I know that all my life, 1233, ii., Waring, 

Anna L. 
Father, I long, I faint, to see, 1287, ii., Watts, I. 
Father, a Thy house of prayer, 670, i., Leeson, 

Jane 
Father, EY may not ask for less, 313, i., Drammond, 

w 

Father, I own Thy voice, 1291, i., Wolcott, S. 
Father, 1 sing Thy wondrous grace, 1289, ii., Watts, I. 
Father, 1 wait before Thy throne, 1066, ii., So new-born 

babes desire the breast 
Father, I wait Thy word, The sun doth stand, 1219, i., 

Very, J. 
pers | well may praise Thy Name, 708, i,, Macdonald, 

G. 
Father, if I may call Thee so, 1264, ii., Wesley family, 

Th e 
Father, if justly still we claim, T70, i., More, H.; 

ee s.2 When Christ His ry mg had borne 

Father, if that gracious name, , i, Elliott (nee 
Marshall), Julia A. 

Father, if Thou must reprove, 1263, ii,, Wesley family, 
The : 

Father, in all our {my} comforts here, 1282, i., Wil- 
liams, Helen M. 

Father in heaven, for Jesus’ sake, 234, ii., Clapham, J. 

PP se in heaven! Thy glory, 807, ii., Nil laudibus nos- 

tris eges 
Father py heaven, Thy sacred name, 1196, ii., Unitarian 

hymnody 

4R 
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Father in heaven, to Thee my heart, 402, ii., Furmess, | Mather of all, Wher vo 
Ww. H. 

Father in sAcacen, to Whom our Acarts, 402, ii., 
Furness. W. H. 

Father, in high heaven dwelling, 758, ii., whiteness | 
952. 1... Rawson, &. 

Father, in my life's young morning, 708, i., Mackeliar, | 
TT. 

Father, in the Name I pray, 690,i., Lord, ] magnify 
Thy power 

Father, in these reveal Thy Son, 245, i.. Come, Father, 
Sen, and Holy Ghost, Honour the means 

#ather, in Thy mysterious presence kneeling, 604, ii., 
Johnson, S. 

Father, in us Thy dwelling be, 443, ii., Gott der Vater 
wobp uns bei 

Father, into Thy hands, 1262, i., Wesley family, The — 
Father, hands, 997, ii., Saxby (nee 

 paempcrchbebager Peeping 
T. ; 453, ii., Great God, the nations of the earth 

Father, "lead me day by day, 583, i., H SoP: 
Father, lead us with Thy power, , i., Williamea, 

4 ge 
Father, let me dedicate, 1189, i., Tuttiett. L. 
Father, let no day to come, 626. ii., Ki» ete 
Father, let Thy benediction, 1054, i., lly (mee Jack- 

son), Martha E. 
Father, let Thy kingdom come, $33, i., Hopps, J. P. 
Father, let us Thy mercy see, 355, i., Es wollt’ uns Gott 

gen&Sdig sein 
Father, lo, we consecrate, 217, ii. i) aga8s i W 
Father, Lord vane (tr. Jacobi), ee Weisse, M. 
Father, Lord, Who seest in me, 366, ii., Father, God, 

Who seest in me 
Father, make me Thy child, 135, ii., Bernstein, C. A 
Father, merciful and holy, 1254, ii., Werde munter, 

mein Gemfithe, Und ihr Sinnen gebt herfr 
Father most high, Who didst us make, 1101, ii., Samme 

Pater, O Creator 
Father most holy, merciful and loving, @45, ii., O Pater 

sancte, mitis atque i 
Father, my cup is full, 1065, ii., Shipton, Anna 
Father, my lifted eye, 434, i., God of almighty love 
Father, my spirit owns, 1116, ii., Taylor, Ann and 

Jane 
Father, Yame of love and fear, 327, i., Elierton, J. 
Father, Oo hear me, 187, L. Bruce, Cc. 

Father, O hear me, Pardon and re me (Gott, 
meine Krone), 294, ii., Die gildne Sonne 

Father, O how vast the blessing, 1184, i., Tregelies, S. P. 
Father of all, and God of love, 900, Ae 
Father of all, before Thy throne, 527, i., Hi inton, J. H. 
Father of all, by Whom we are, 1265, i., Wesley family, 

the 
Father of all created (tr. F. C. C.), 405, i., Garve, C. B. 
Father of all, from Whom we trace, 713, ii., Mant, R. 
Father of ali! in every age, 697, ii., Lord's (The) 

Prayer . 900, ii., Pope, A. 
Father of all in heaven above, 1205, iL, Vater unser im 

Himmelreich 
Father of all in Whom alone, 53, i., Almighty God, 

eternal Lord; 1261, i., Wesley family, The 
Father of all, omniscient mind, 144, ii., Blacklock, T. 
Father of all our mercies, Thou, 1267, i., What sball we 

ask of God in prayer? 
Father of all, Thou (rod of love, 900, ii., Po A. 
Pather of all, aay core we bless, 370, ii., Father of men, 

Thy care we 
Father of all, to Thee Let endless, 368, i., Father, in 

Whom we live 
Father of all, to Thee we bow, 368, ii., Father of all, 

we bow to Thee ; 697, ii., Lord’s (The) Folded 
Father of all, to Thee we pray, 698, i., Lord’s (The) 

Prayer ; 772, i,, Moultrie, G. 
Father of all, to Thee we raise, 1134, ii., Te Deum 

Patrem colimus 
Father of all, we bow to Thee, 144, ii., Blair, H. ; 697, ii., 

Lord's (The) Prayer; 1033, ii., Scottish translations 
and paraphrases 

Father of all, where shall we find, 198, ii., Butcher, E. 
mus of all, Who dwell’ st above, 697, ii., Lord's (The) 

rayer 
ase v all, Who from Thy throne, 542, i.,, Hall, 

Father of all, Whose love from heaven, 369, ii., Father 
of heaven, Whose love profound 

Father of aul, Whose powerful voice, 447, ii, Graces; 

697, ait Lord’ 8 (The) al 

*rayer 
Father of all, Whose wondrous grace, 369, ii., Father 

of heaven, Whose love profound . 

of beaven, W bose jo 
ee 

everlasting 
W family. Ths 

Father of glory, that 
mortalibus 

Father of , to Thy 
Pather of heaven above 

Father of Jesus Chri. 
with gracious ey. 

Father of Jesus Chrvs 
The 

Father of Jesus, Goo 
nod ¥ 

Father of Jesus, Lor 
Father of life confe. 
Father of light and 
Father of light, con: 

English 
Father of Light’ . 

su i lamini-« 
Father of light, tha 

luminis 
Father of lights | 

Creator optime 
Father of Lights, f 

Il wanta ne 
Father of li 

family. © 
Father of lights, : 

Father of men, V 
Conditor), 89 

Father of mercie 
122, ii., Bede 

Father of merc 
prayer, 667. 

Father of mercie 
Father of merci 
tin ye hes 
bier Hing sige hia 

Father eps ee 

Father of rm 
Heginbothea 
ofevery gxx 

of mer 
Beddome, | 

Father of me: 
Flowerde w 
love 
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Father of mercies, in Thy house, 370, ii., Father of 
mercies, in Thine house 

father of mercies, in Thy word, 1089, ii., Steele, Anne 
Father of mercies infinite (Summae Parens clementiae, 

Mundi, 1101, i., Summae Deus clementiae, Mun- 
dique factor machinae 

Pather of mercies! let our songs, 263, ii., Cotterill, T. 
—, eat let our way (ways), 263, ii,, Cot- 

Father of mercies, pitying hear, 91, ii,, Audi, benigne 
tor 

Father of mercies, send Thy grace, 306, i., Doddridge, P. 
Father of mercies! Who of old, 9T7, i., Rooke, T. 
ae: of omnipresent grace, 1266, i., Wesley fainily, 

° 
Father of one and all mankind, 369, i., Father of earth 

and sk 
Father of le d ~ Lord, 1261, i, Wesley family, The 
Sather of our Jee race, 1119, i., Taylor, John 
Father of peace, and God of consolation (@eds av 

cipnens), 232, i., Xptoros yervarar* Sofacare 
Father of peace, and God love !, 1 i,, Scottish 

translations aud paraphrases 
Father of spirits, gathered now before Thee, 166, ii., 

Bowring, Sir J. ’ 
Father of spirits, God of heaven, 698, i., Lord's (The) 

Prayer 
Father of spirits, humbly bent before Thee, 166, ii., 

Bow Sir J. 
Father of spirits, Nature's God, 90, ii., Auber, Harriet 
Father of spirits, Thee we pray, 804, ii., Nicholson, 

H. L. 
Father of spirits, we entreat, 883, i., Parson (née 

Rooker), Elizabeth 
Futher of the glorious light, 701, i., Lucia Creator 

Father of the human race, 1138, i., Temperance hym- 
nod 

Suthar, asi me the grace bestow, 1264, i., Wesley family, 
The 

Father, our child we place, 198, ii. ne Ww. M. 
Father, our children keep, 162, i, Bonar, H. 
Father, Redeemer, i r, mine, 422, ii., Gill, T. H. Qu 
Father, Refuge of my soul, 690, ii., Jesu, Lover of my 

sou 
Father, see the victim slain, 367, i., Father, God, Who 

seest in me 
Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, Bless the young, 307, i, 

Itring, C. A. : ; 
Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, I'm baptized in Thy dear 

Name, 660, ii., Ich bin getauft auf deinem Namen 
Father, Son, and Spirit, hear, 367, i,, Father, hear our 

humble claim 
Father, supply my every need, 434; i., God of all power, 

and truth, and love ~. 
Futher, that in the olive shade, §09, ii., Hemans (nee 

Browne), Felicia D. 
Father, the little offering take, 1118, i., Taylor, Helen 
sina the sweetest, pe Ht Name, 362, i., Faber, 

Ww 
Pather, there is no change to live with Thee, 1219, i., 

ery, J. 
Father, these souls of ours have been, 708, i., Mac- 

Father, they who Thee receive, 305, i., Dober (nee 
Sebindler), Anna 

Father, Thine elect Who lovest, 422, i., Gill, T. H. 
Father, Thine eternal kindness, 445, i., Gotter, L. A. 
Father, Thine everlasting grace, 979, i., Rothe, J. A. 
Father, ine slumber dl 82, ii., Ah, what a wretch 

am 
Father! Thou needest not our praise, 807, ii., Nil lau- 

dibus nostris eges 
Father, Thou whose love and care, 1101, ii,, Summae 

Deus clementiae, Mundique factor machinae 
Father, though storm on storm appear, 478, i., Hail, 

boly martyrs, glorious names 
Father, throned on high, 372, ii., Father, Who on high 
Father, through Thy Son receive, 447, ii., Graces 
— throughout the coming year, 406, i., Gaskell, 

Father, Thy all-victorious love, 779, ii., My God, I 
know, I feel Thee mine 

a Thy gentle chastisement, 1233, i., Ware, H., 
un, 

Father, Thy heavenly gifts afford, 1275, i., While saints 
: a ae ones reine ba 
‘ather, Thy name be ised, Thy ki 

$18, ii., Herbert, P. i aa a 
Father, Thy thoughts are peace towards me, $12, i. 

Dreves, J. F. 1. 
not mine, 1176, ii., Thy way, not | 
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seat Thy wonders do not singly stard, 1219, i. 

Pather. tis Thine cack day to yield, 968, ii., Father of 
all, Whose powerful voice; 447, ii., Graces 

Father, to me the faith impart, 1263, ii., Wesley family, 
The 

Father, to seck Thy face, 286, i., Deck, J. G. 
Father, to Thee I lift mine eyes, 1262, ii., Wesley family, 

The 
Father, to Thy kind love we owe, 189, ii., Bryant, W. C. 
Father, to Thy sinful child, 698, i., Lord’s (The) 

Pra er 
Father, to us Thy children, humbly kneeling, 235, ii., 

Clarke, J. F. 
Father, unitel by Thy grace, 1186, ii., Try us, O God, 

and search the ground 
Father, Cniversal Lord, 1196, ii., Unitarian hymnoty 
Father, ¢ us grace divine, 281, ii., Davis, T. 
Father, we adore Thee, 468, i., G ys J.G, 
Father, we bless the gentle care, 275, 1., Cutting, S. 8. 
Father, we glory in Thy choice, §71, i, Lrons, J, 
Father, we look to Thee, 1263, i., Wesivy family, The 
ae 3 ws love Thy house of prayer, 670, i., Leeson, 

ane BF. 

Father, we render Thee Thine own, 447, ii,, Graces 
Father, we Thy children bless Thee, 1184, i,, Tregelles, 8. 
Father, what treasures of sweet thought, 613, i., Keble, J 
Father, whate’er of earthly bliss, 1269, ii, When IL 

survey life's varied scene 
Father, when in dusi to Thee, 997, i., Saviour, when iv 

dust to Thee 
Father, when Thy child is dying, 328, ii., Elliott, 

Charlotte 
Father, while we break the bread, 895, i., Pierpont, J. 
father, Who art on high, 509, ii., Hemans (nee Browne), 

Felicia D. . 
Father, Who didst fashion me, 294, ii., Die parente tem- 

porum 
Father, Who dost Thy children feed, 152, i., Body, G. 
Father, Who givest us now the New Year, 502, ii., 

Hearn, Marianne 
Father, Who hast created all (tr. Miss Winkworth, as 

in Adams's Ch. Pastorals), 628, i., Kuapp, A. 
Father, Who hast created all (tr. Miss Winkworth, as 

in the Pennsyly. Luth. Ch. Bk.), 628, i., Knapp, A. 
Father, Who in heaven art dwelling, 368, i., Father in 

high heaven dwelling 
Father, Who the light this day, 462, i., Great Creator, 

Who this day 
Father, Whose hand hath led me so secure'y, 1077, ii. 

Spitta, C. J. P. 
Father, Whose heavenly kingdom lies, 644, ii., Hun- 

tington, F. D. 
Father, Whose love and truth fulfil, 878, ii., Osler, E. 
Fathers may hate us or forsake, 1152, ii., The heart of 

childhood is all mirth 
Fear no more for the torturer’s hand, §78,i., Jam non | 

te lacerant carnificum manus 
Fear no more the clanking chain, §78, i., Jam non te 

lacerant carnificum manus 
Fear not, children, though the road, 362, ii., Faint not, 

Christian, though the road 
Fear not, Jacob, tribulated, 116, i., Barton, B. 
Fear not, little flock, the foe, 5, i., Altenburg, J. M. 
Fear not, poor weary one, 1198, i, Upham, T. C. 
Fear not the foe, thou flock of trod, 161, ii., Bonar, H. 
Fear not the foe, thou little flock, 161, ii., Bonar, H. 
Fear not, Zion's sons and daughters, 116, i., Barton, B. 
Fear was within the tossing bark, 609, ii, Hemans 

(nee Browne), Felicia D. 
Fearful thought of endless doom, 1041, ii., Sensus qui« 

yorror percutit 
Fearless, calm, and strong in love, §75, i,, Jackson, E. H. 
Fed with dainties from above, 995, i., Saturatus ferculia 
Feeble, helpless, how shall I, 402, ii,, Furness, W. H. 
—— omnes festum, 645, ii., Latin hymnody 
Fenced by a strong right arm, 383, i., Forti tegente 

brachio 
aie Osten wird es helle, 486, i,, Hardenberg, G. F. 

. von 
Festa Christi omnis Christianitas celebret, 813, i., 

Notker 
Festa. manent, protomartyris Christi, Sancta, 814, i., 

otker 
Festum matris gloriosae, 777, i,, Mundi salus affutura 
Few are our days and sad below, 671, ii., Leon, J. 
Few are th days and full of woe (Bruce), 188, i., Bruce, 

M.,1 i., Scottish translations and paraphrases 
Few, few and evil are thy days, 636, ii., How few and 

evil are thy days 
Few understand the mystery of love, 486, i., Harden- 

berg, G. F. P. von 
Fides Te mea spectat (tr, Macgill), 877, ii., Palmer. R. 

#R2 
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Piend Herod, why those frantic Sears? (Was fiirchst 
du Feind Herodes sehr), 5, i., A solis ortas cardine 
Adu 

Fiend sere! ! why with fears art torn (Was frchst 
du Feind Herodes sehr), 5, i., A solis ortis cardine 
Ad usque 

Fierce raged the storm of wind, 376, ii., Fierce was the 
storm of wind 

Fierce the wild billow was, so i., Zobepas rpixuuras 
Fierce was the Galilee, 1305, i. . Lodepas Magers 
Fierce was the storm of wind, 120, i,, Beadon, W. H. 
Fierce was the wild billow, 63, i., Anatolius; 788, ii, 

Neale, J. M.; 1805, i., Zopepas rar 
Fiercely came the tempest sweeping, 1055, ii., Shindler 

(née Palmer), Mary 5S. B. 
Fight ie ae - with all thy might, 763, i., Mon- 

sell, . 
Pilii Regis teers, cantatis (tr. Bingham), 219, ii., 

Children of the heavenly King 
Fill Thou my life, O Lord my God, 162, i., peers H. 
Finding no place of rest, 466, ii,, Greenwood, J. B. 
Finish thy work, the time is short, 162, i., Bonar, H. 
Finished is the battle now, 377, i., Finita Jam sunt 

raclia 
Fire, and unmoved are they, 1237, ii., Watts, L. 
Firm as the earth Thy Gospel stands, 1237, ii, Watts, 1. 
Firm is my hope of future good, 408, Ans Gellert, C. F. 
First day of days wherein arrayed, 913, i., Primo 

dierum omnium 
First day of days! wherein were made, 913, i,, Primo 

dierum omnium 
First martyr, Stephen, this is he, 998, i, Sancte Del 

pretiose, protomartyt Stephane 
First of martyrs! thou whose name Answers to thy 

crown, 846, i ii, O qui tuo, dux martyrum 
First of thou whose name Voth thy golden 

crown, barf A ii., O qui tuo, dux martyrum 
First of seer ic whose own name, 846, ii., O qui tuo, 

dux martyru 
First eo the iwelve-fold band that trod, 790, i., Neale, 

J 
First seek the Saviour out, and dwell, 1268, i, When 

brothers part for manhood’s race 
Pirst seek thy Saviour out, and dwell, 1268, i., When 

brothers part for manhood’s race 
First-born of many brethren, Thou, 558, i., I thirst, 

Thou wounded Lamb of God, st. viii.; 6808, i, 
Nitschmann, Anna 

Fit porta Christi pe 5, ii., 6, i., A solis ortiis cardine 
Et usque ; 56, ii., Ambrosius 

Five pebbles from the brook, 1294, i., Wordsworth, C. 
Fiz my heart and eyes on Thine, 804, i., Newton, 3. 
Fiz, 0 Lord, a tent in Goshen rw. Williams), 1258, ii, 

"Welsh hymnody 
Fixed firmly God's foundations keep, 377, ii., Fixed 
mtr His foundations keep 

Fliesst thr Augen, fliesst von Thrdnen, 665, ii., Lau- 
renti, 

a out the banner, let it float, 304, i., Doane, G. W. 
Fling wide re atta of your heart (tr, Miss Wink- 

worth), 1 Weissel, G. 
wens Grace, ye Witnesses, 1308, ii., Zinzendorf, 

. von 
Flock of ‘Jesus, be united, §17, ii., Herz und Herz 

vereint zusammen 
Floods of waters, high in air, 568, i, Immense coell 

Conditor 
ae“ — around me, angry, appalling, 321, i., 

dy, 2. 
Flora meine Freude ; Meiner Seclenweide, 591, ii., Jesu 

meine Freude 
Flos pudicitiae Aula munditiae, 651, i., Latin hymnody 
view Js wy tears, the cause is great, 1056, i,, Shirley, 

on. W 
a my contrite tears, flow faster, 665, ii., Laurenti, 

Flow my tears, flow still faster. 665, ii., Laurenti, L. 
Flowers of martyrdom, all hail (Salvete flores marty- 

rum), 947, i., Quicumque Christum quaeritis 
Flowers that in Jesus’ garden have a place, 1144, ii, 

Tersteegen, G. 
Flung to the heedless winds (Die Asche will nicht lassen 

ab), 326, i., Kin neues Lied wir heben an 
Muxit labor diet, 19, ii,, Ades, Pater supreme 
Fly, ye seasons, fly still faster, a. i., Kelly, T. 
Follow me, in me ye live, 380, i,, Folget mir, ruft uns 

das Leben 
Follow the paths of Jesus, 144, i,, Blackall, Cok. 
Followers of Christ, arise, 1066, i., Soldiers of Christ, 

arise, And put your armour on 
Followers of Christ of every name, ge ii,, Conder, J. 
Following Thy words of grace, 675, ii., Liebster Jesu 

wir sind hier Deinem Worte nachzuleben 

E 

For. 
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vr the Fount i life eternal me, PeTennia v en (tr. Littledale), 18, i, Ad 
the Fount : ss perenmis Be Min Tatas Is my thirsting, 18, i., Ad 
the Fount of life eternal la the soul (tr. 
13, An Ad perennis vitae at a : sie 

for 

For Ke ount fh irsti Perennin Viti clea Thirstily, 13, ii., Ad 

For i sumenne of living waters (tr. Kynaston, 1862), 13, Por a, O4 pereamie vitae fontem 
tving waters Panting (tr. Kynaston, 

For eet), 13, ii., Ad perennis vitae Suse 4 / Se iy hres of the morning, 165, ii,, Bourne, W. 
For the am mercies ; Z bathe ch of the day, 352, i., Ere another Sab- 

or eee © dear, dear country (O bona patria), 634, i, 
7 00.1 = Minter? ae pessima sunt, vigilemus; 

e Se, aN ule, * 
For Thee, © God, our constant praise (Ps. Ixv.), 800, ii., 
in New Version 
or cnawe © heavenly country (0 bona patria), 534, i, 

r ora novissima, tempora pessima sunt, vigilemus 
or thee, sweet, heavenly country (O bona patria); 534, 
a i., Hora novissima, tempora pessima sunt, vigilemus 
4 v Thee we long and pray, 161, ii., Bonar, H 
road Thee we Pray and wait, 332, i., Edmeston, J. 
‘or eeee who first proclaimed Thy word, 713, ii., Mant, 

fur this Thy saint, 0 Lord, 380, ii, For all Thy 
_ Saints, O Lord 

For —_ — bonds as bound with them, 696, ii., Hast- 
ngs, T. 

or those in Christ who calmly sleep, 771, i., Moule, H. 
for Thy dear saint, 0 Lord, 380, ii, For all Thy 

saints, © Lord 
Kor Thy mercy and Thy grace, 307, ii., Downton, H. 
For Thy true servants, Lord, 380, ii., For all Thy 

sainta, O Lord 
For us the bitter cross He bore (Crucem pro nobis subiit), 

1187, i., Tu qui velatus facie 
For us Thou spread'st a table, Lord, 448, i., Graces 
For what shall J praise Thee, my God and my King? 

1286, ii., Wilson (nce Fry), Caroline 
For Zion's sake I'll not restrain, 983, ii., Ryland, J. 
Forbid them not, the Saviour cried, 495, i., Hastings, T. 
Férfaras ej, du lilla Hop (Gustavus Adolphus of 

Sweden), 55, i, Altenburg, J. M.; 1000, i., Scan- 
dinavian bymnody 

—- not ahat my ransom cost, 297, ii., Dies trae, dies 
a 

ox thyself, Christ bids thee come, 495, ii., Hastings, 

Forgetful can a mother be’, 11538, i,, The Lord forgets 
His wonted grace 

Forgive me, © long-suffering God, 689, ii., Lord, I con- 
feas my sins to Thee ° 

—— my foes? It cannot be, 1264, i., Wesley family, 

O Lord, our frailties past ; , Kempthorne, J. 
Forgive us for Thy mercy’s , 1263, ii, Wesley 

family, The 
Forgive us, Lord, to Thee we cry, 494, ii., Hastings, T. 
Forgiveness, ‘tis a joyful sound, 420, ii,, Gibbons, T. 
Forsake me not, my (rod, 387, ii., Franck, 5. 
Forsake me not! U Thou, my Lord, my Light, 529, i,, 

Hohlfeldt, C. C. 

e 
Forgive, O Lord, our apart t, 382, i,, Forgive, 

16,1. 
sake 

Forsake us not, 1) Lord be near, 1040, ii., Selnecker, N. 
Fortgekampft uni fortgerungen, 418, i, G-rman 

ymnody 
Forth comes the standard of the King: All hail, Thou 

Mystery adored, 1221, i., Vexilla regis prodeunt 
Forth flames the standard of our King, 1221, i., Vexilla 

regis prodeunt 
Forth goes a@ dear, devoted Lamb, 326, i., Ein Lammlein 

geht-und trigt die Schuld 
Forth goes the standard of our King, The sacred banner 

gleams on high, 1221, ii., Vexilia regis prodeunt 
Forth goes the standard of the King, The sign of signs, 

the radiant Cross, 1221, i., Vexilla regis prodeunt 
Forth in Thy name, © Lord, I go, 1185, ii, Te lucis 

ante oe * 
Porth in T’ ve » O Lord, we . ” 

Thy Name, 0 ford, I go ido biaitin 
Forth ring many a bitter tear, 1 . — y 064, i., Stabat mater 

she came to seek where He did roam, al2, ii., Ca 
Forth to the Paschal Victim, Christians, bring Your sacrifice Praise, 1223, ii., Victimae P, 
porch went the heralds of the Cross, 408, ii, Gaskell, 
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| Forty days, and forty nights, 1064, ii., Smyttan, G, H 
Forward be our watchword, 38, ii., Alford, H. 
Forward, Christians, forward, T72, i., Moultrie, G. 
Forward, gospel heralds, 431, ii., Goadby, T. 
Fount of all good, toown Thy love, 600, li., Jesus, my 

Lord, how rich Thy grace 
Fount of everlasting love, 877, ii., Palmer, RB. 
Fount of love and ho'y sorrow (Eia mater, fons amoris), 

1083, ii., Stabat mater dolorosa 
Fountain of all salvation, we adore Thee, 189, i., 

Brunn alles Heils, dich ehren wir 
Fountain of blessing, ever blest, 122, ii., Beddome, B. 
Fountain of comfort, Source af love, 384, ii., Fountain 

of comfort and of love 
Fountain of good! all blessing flows, 315, i, Du 

unvergleichlich’s Gut 
Fountain of good, to own Thy love, 600, ii,, Jesus, my 

Lord, how rich Thy grace 
Fountain of life and all my joy, 1961, ii., Wesley 

family, The 
Fountain of life and God of love, 385, i,, Fountain of 

mercy, God of love 
Fountain of life, to all below, 1261, i., Wesley family, 

Th e 
Fountain of love, Thyself true God, 362, i., Faber, 

F. W 
Fountain of mercy, God of love, 379, ii., Flowerdew, 

Alice 
Fountain of truth and grace and power, 667, i., Law- 

son, J. 
Four days had come and gone to rest, 1174, i., Thring, 

G 
Four hundred years their course have sped, 1099, i., 

Stryker, M. W. 
Four streams through happy Eden flowed, 790, i,, Neale, 

M J. M. 
Fra deip, O Lord, I call to the, 97, i., Aus tiefer Noth 

achrei ich gu dir 
Pramer of the earth and sky, 26, ii,, Aeterne rerum 

Conditor 
Pramer of the light, 236, ii., Clarke, 8. C. 
Framer of worlds! Keslorer of our days, 847, i., O 

sator rerum, reparator aevi 
Free from the law, O happy condition, 160, ii., Bliss, P. 
Pree grace, melodious sound, 196, ii., Burnham, R. 
Free grace to every heaven-born soul, 310, i., Dracup, J. 
Free, though in chains, the mountains stand, 389, ii., 

Free, yet in chains, the wountains stand 
Prequent the day of God returns, 186, ii,, Browne, S. ; 

1172, ii., Thrice res 2 saints who dwell above 
Fret not, poor soul; while doubt and fear Listurb thy 

breast (Confido et conquiedo, Miss Procter), 975, ii,, 
Roman Catholic hymnody 

Freue dich, du Kinder-Orden, 1148, ii., Tersteegen, G. 
Freuet euch der schinen Erde, 1079, i,, Spitta, C. J, P. 
Freuet euch, ihr Christen alle, 614, i., Keimann, C. 
Freund, komm in der Friihe, 36, i., Albertini, J, B. 
Freut euch thr Gottes Kinder all, 35, i., Alber, E. 
Freut euch thr lieben Christen, 395, ii., Freut euch ihr 

Christen 
Friedefiirit, vernimm mein Flehen, 1016, i., Schiner, 

J.G 
Friedefiirst zu dem wir ficken, 1016, i., Schiner, J. G. 
Freut euch, Siinder, allerwegen, 412, i., Gerhardt, P. 

Friend of sinners, hear my cry, 481, ii., Hall, C. N. 

Friend of sinners, Lord of glory, 481, ii., Hall, C. N. 
Friend of the friendless, and the faint, 435, ii., God of 

my life, on Thee I call 
Friend of the friendless and the lone, 762, ii., Monsell, 

. 8S. B. 
Priends and parents lingered weeping, 772, ii., Moultrie, 

: in Jesus, now draw near (tr. Miss Borthwick), 
1303, i., Zinzendorf, N. L. von 

Friends of Temperance, onward go, 1138, i., Temperance 
bymnody : ; 

Friends of truth and liberty, 181, ii., Brigg, J. 

Prisch, frisch hinnach, mein Geist und Herz, 290, ii., 

Dessler, W 
From, See also Fra 

From all created things, 11465, i., Tersteegen, G. 
From all evil, all temptation, 166, ii., Bowring, Sir J. 
Prom all her foes Thy Church, O Lord, 353, i., Erhalt 

uns, Herr, bei deinem eh ob ai oe ; 

From all Thy saints in warfare, for y saints at 

rest, 704, i., Nelson, H., Earl; 1297, i., Ye saints! 
in blest communion : 

From blest, unconscious sleep I wake again, 76, ii., 

Anton-Ulrich of Brunswick 

From Hoth proceeding, as Jrom One (tr. Anon.), 945, i., 

Qui procedis ab utroque 

From Calvary a cry was heard, 273, ii., Cunningbam, 

J. W. 
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From Caloary’s cross a fountain flows, 1160, ii., 
—- a fountain eagentig-m ae tis ie 

From cleft in oe . ) i, , T. 
From ctiaas ich see the sun arise, rie A solis 

ortis candine Ad usque 
From conquered realms let tyrants claim, 1234, iL, 

Victis sibi cognomina 
From day to day, before our eyes, 673, i., Let there be 

light’ Thus speaks the Word 
From day-light’s portals, burning (En Persici ex orbis | 

sinu), 947, i., Quicumque Christum quaeritis 
From deep —— and troubled thoughts, 1239, ii., 

Watts, I. 
Prom deep distress I cry to Thee; Lord, listen, 97, i., 

Aus tiefer Noth schrei ich zu dir 
From deep distress I cry te Thee, Oh, 97, i., Aus tiefer 

Noth schrei ich zu dir 
From deep distress to Thee I pray, 96, ii., Aus tiefer 

Noth schrei ich en dir 
Prom dceps so wild and drear, 613, ii., Keble, J. 
From depths of woe I raise to Thee, 96, ii., Aus tiefer 

Noth schrei ich zu dir 
From depths of woe to God I cry, 706, ii., Lyte, H. F. 
ee ee ee eee rom distant . 

corners of our 
From East to West, from North to South, 12%, ii, 

Wordsworth, C. 
From cast to west, from shore to shore, 4, ii., A solis 

ortds cardine Ad usque 
Prom Ryypt lately come, 614, ii., Kelly, T. 
Prom Egypt lately freed, 804, i., Newton, J. 
Prom Egypt's bondage come, 398, ii., From Egypt lately 

come 
Prom every part o'er which the sun, 4, ii., A solis ortas 

cardine Ad usque 
ene stormy wind that blows, 1097, i., Sowell, 

From far sunrise at carly morn, 4, ii., A solis ortas 
cardine Ad usque 

From forth the glorious eye of morn, 94, i, Aurora jam 
spe polum 

From God J will wot sever, §09, i., Helmbold, L. 
a a my Lord and Saviour, $09, i.. Helmbolkd, 

From (od shall t divide me, 508, i., Hetmtold, L. 
From Gad the Put comes to carta, §, ii, A Patre 

Unigenitus 
Prom Ged the Lord my Stricer, 508, ti.. Helmteid, LL 
Prom tod, te visit earth forlorn, §, ii, A Patre Uni- 

genitus 
rier ests west on Sutiering wing, 117, i. Kateman, 

Prom tireenland’s tcy mowniains, 316, G., Dutton, D.; . 
$03. ti., Heter, R.; 739. L. Missions 

Prom heres aghor te earth | come, 12897, i, Vom 
Himm-) <h di komm ich ber 

Prom bea-vs asge!-hosts did *y, 1287, i, Vom Himmel 
kam der Emeril So haar 

Prom Hoares comes the mighty Lord, 1238. i. Vom 
Hineme, ke cumt det starke Held ° 

Prom fetres Aigh Dre eomieret ‘orth, 1287, i. Vor 
Humme. x«* da Kom ich ber 

Prom terres bist Deg my Sight, 188T, G. Vom 
Heme! beet ha Koen bc® ber 

Prom heares. in glories Seasty shows, 296. i. Clarcm 
da as wefan 

Prom teres os bie Fo wm te pes, 1887, GB. Vom 

Hour me. beh che kh mm +h ter 
Prem betes © f.28 & até 7 ome, LRP. . Vom 

Hy re: sod is keemm > > Ser 
Prem iets mm bash I-m- + woo, 1997. 2. Vee 

Hiv mw. Ram der bo ee. Saat 
Prem te we. tie w ees ofe comes, BS i. Le, what 

Sc OS wot appeas 
Brim ‘ervs the > oi aewe ee Seore, 1056 iL 

vores He W 

Pes teo eRe mime te tend-‘hree *r_ Hees’) 
1987. a V oc Hew. bam & Eze Sheer 

Prem ts ees oe hes meek ooes woes, 359. 2. 
Ex > 7 $672 mre 

Prem) ¢fre @ ame wos: ee GOB i. Licshecdale. BR. F- 
Pom * 8 tetowe, Cae Meri ren, IDE LT. Vecst ¢ ork 

we. arat 
Prem) 0 fC emsens So the Qe A> ox hrm ver. 

toe MR a fs +ene Hermes 
Frew ke apt eet ee es SS peg, LS i, Ven 

Russe, yeh te & me om be 
Porm 0 rte bears 5 see +e “el, IST, 3. Vem 
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Perm tte berwe, 2 wet wee, isa? s. Vee 
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‘ hymenoas now retiring, 1197, i., Unitarian | Full oft my chafing thoughts would scan, 622, i., Ken- rom the t ; » B. H, Omninrent, Of God there springs, 441, i., God, the | Full off the clouds of deepest woe, 1288, ii., Wilson Pro, zea (nee Fry), Caroline Mm the wast and veiled throng, 404, i., Ganse, H. D. the ton d thr Pull salvation, full salvation, 164, i., Bottome, F. iro.ft Deo” behold Him rise, $29, ii., Emergit undis | Pull thirty poole were freely spent (Lustra sex, qui jam 
TOM the persit, tempus implens corporis), 881, i., Pange 

ingua glorivsi proelium certaminis ; 
7 persuaded, Lord, I believe, 89, ii., Atchinson, J, 

3 
Fiir alle (riile sei gepreist, 407, i., Gellert, Cc, F, 
Fir allen Freuden auf Erden, '704, ii., Luther, M. 
Fiir a Thron tret ich hiemit, 528, i., Hodenberg, 

von 
sa ano sei ganz mein Herz und Leben, 1144, ii,, 

, G. 
Fiir uns ging mein Herr in Todesnéthen, 1901, ii., Zin- 

zendorf, C. R. von 
Fiirchtet Gott, olieben Leut, 512, ii,, Herbert, P. 

world’s remotest 2 

¥ slorious throne prime, 358, ii., Ever round 
¥rom thee, ii : ‘cure oe St “strious teacher, Paul, 887, i., Paule doctor 

Watts, 1.""% God, my joys shall rise, 1987, ii, 
Mm Thine all-seei Spirit, Lord, 263 ‘otteril From = ng “ rit, ii., Cot e As 

Chega CLEAK hill of storms, 161, i, Bouar, He ’ we ’ se (nee B Saat; ng world’s control, 263, ii., Cotterill 
sub 4 aie 2 = A oe at Sinai’s rock, 1059, i., Sinae 

¥ dear pierced side, 122, ii., Beddome, B. a aay habitation holy, 708, i., Macduff, J. R. ¥ heavenly throne, 715, i., Marot, S a a supreme tribunal, Lord, 1183, i., Toplady, . 

From ver unexampled, 372, ii., Father, Who art in 
From trouble deep J] to Thee, schrei ich eadis 7 sseeriencsccs m whence does this union rise, 108, ii., Baldwin, T. From whence doth this union arite, 108, ii., Baldwin, T. From whence these dire portents around (S. Wesley, jun.), 1259, ii., Wesle family, The whence these direful omens round ¥, 400, ii., From whence these dire portents around whiner na jas this fear and unbelief, 1183, i,, Toplady, 
From where the rising sun ascends, 4, ii., A solis cardine Ad usque’ sdandennnsiane From where rising sun or i,, A solis ortiis cardine Et usque ee rere Te 

where the sunrise (sunshine) hath its birth, 4, Pe a A i pole Ragen Ad usque . 
wic men t. trouble Ps, > Old Version oo ene winter's burren clods, 420 ii., Gibbons, T. From worldly clogs bless'd Matthero loose, 129, ii., Be- hold, the Master passeth by ° yon ethereal heavens (tr. Miss Fry), 1287, ii., Vom Himmel kam der Engel Schaar 
yonder world I come to earth (tr. Hunt), 1227, i., Vom Himmel hoch da komm ich her From Zion’s holy hill there rose, 959, ii., Richardson, J. #rommes Lamm, durch dessen Wunden, 951, i,, Ram- 

Gabriel's message does away, 790, i., Neale, J. M. 
"Gainst what rere n art —_— rushing, Saul, what 

renzy, +» Quos in hostes, Saule, tendis 
gate what foeman art thou rushing, Saul, what 

madness, 948, i., Quos in hostes, Saule, tendis 
Gales from heaven, if so He will, 686, i., Lord, and 

what shall this man do? 
Gar mancher Weg, gar manche Bahn (Anon.), 82, i., 

pe pene vide, $25, ii., Ein LAmmlein Gate of my heart, fly open wide, » i., Ein Lammile 
pA und triigt die Schuld 

Gather up, O earth, thy dead, 166, ii., Bowring, Sir J. 
Gat tn this sacred place, 575, i., Jackson, E, 
Gathered in this upper room, 575, i., Jackson, E. 
a oa sponsa, virgo mater ecclesia, 814, i., 

otker 
Gaude Maria virgo, Dei genetriz, quae, 813, i., Notker 
Gaude prole Graecia, Glorietur Gallia, 1042, ii., 

Sequences 
Gaude Roma caput mundi Primus pastor, 1043, ii,, 

Sequences 
_—— — serena felizque genetriz ecclesia, 814, i., 

Notker 

Gaudens ecclesia hanc dieculam, 813, i., Notker 
Gedenk an dein Sohn's bittern Tod (tr. Moller, st. vi.), 

92, ii., Aufer immensam, Deus, aufer iram 
Gedenke deiner Kinder (Rubt aus von, st, iv.), 1303, ii., 

Zanzendorf, N. L. von 
Gedenke mein, mein Gott, gedenke mein, 1013, ii, 

Schmolck, B. 
Geduld ! Geduld! ob's stiirmisch weht, 405, ii., Garve, bach, J. J. Cc, B. 

a Lamm, von was fiir Hunden, 961, i., Rambach, | Geduld! wie sehr der Sturm auch weht, 405, ii., Garve, 7 J. Cc. B. Fulfil Thy promise, s Lord, $86, ii., 1 am, saith | Gegangen ist das Sonnenlicht, 80, i., Arndt, E. M. wae ae, your glorious Head 
i ts all that David told, 1221, i, Vexilla Regis 
prodeunt 

FPulgens praeciara rutilat, 649, i.. Latin hymnedy many a smile, full many a , 422, i., Gill, T. H, Full many @ way, full ——. path, 82, i., Arnold, G Full many gf et has sped, 189, i., Bethune, G. W. 
man owers, in my Lord’s rden bloomi 1144, i. Tersteegen, @” sis — Full of beauty stood the Mother, 1084, ii., Stabat mater speciosa 

Full of gladness, Let our faithful choir, 636, i., Laeta- bundus exultet fidelis chorus: Alleluia. Regem regum 
Putt OY Slory: fut of wonders, Majesty divine, 362, i., 

Full of Joy in sweet accord, 636, ii., Laetabundus ex- ultet fidelis chorus: Alleluia. Regem regum Full of love to man's lost race, 493, i., Hart, J. ; 603, i, Jesus, tehesy He dwelt below ‘ mercy, full af love, 348, i,, English b ; 1118, ii., taylor, Jerem , : we Full of Providential live, 1265, ii., Wesley family, The Full oF sik ag at Thy Word, Lord, I near, T77, ii, 
* nter, bd 

, Full a. trembling expectation, 1265, i., Wesley family, 

Pull Of wonder, fll of art A Balla hist Cie hr aa Pullof weer alt 1 Gerbarte, P. hale . igs 

putt af wer Fa a witon el ne sony iat might (tr. H. Mills), 412, %., Gerhardt, Po’ 2 | Gentle Jeans, full of grace, 718, iy B 
' 

Gegriisset seist du, Gott mein Heil (Salve salus mea, 
Deus), 990, ii., Salve mundi salutare 

Gegriisset seist du meine Kron (Salve Jesu, Rex sanc- 
torum), 990, ii., Salve mundi salutare 

Gehhin! der Herr hat dich gerufen, 628, i., Knapp, A. 
Geh, miider Leib, zu deiner Ruh, 1018, ii., Schmsick, B, 
Geh zum Schlummer ohne Kummer, 628, i., Knapp, A. 
Gehe hin in Gottes Namen, 1079, i,, ni C.I.P. 
Gehoben ist der Stein, 486, ii., Harden , GF. P. von 
Geht, erhdht die Majestat, 506, ii., Heh, M. G. 
Geht hin, thr glautigen Gedanken, $15, ii., Herrmann, IG 

. &. 

Geht nun hin und grabt mein Grab, 80,i., Arndt, KE. M. 
Geist! das ist mein hoher Name, 268, i,, Cramer, J. A. 
Geist dea Lebens, heil’ge Gabe, 628, i., Knapp, A. 
Gekreuzigter! mein Herze sucht, 1010, ii., Schmidt, 

J 
Gelavet systu Jesu Christ, 408, ii., Gelobet seist du Jesu 

Christ 
Gelobet set der Herr, 866, ii., Olearius, Johannes 
Gelobet sei Gott, unser Gott, 1074, i., Speratus, P. 
Gelobet seist du Jesu Christ, 442, ii., Goostly Psalmes 

and Spiritualle Songes ; 704, i., Luther, M. 
Gelobt sei Gott im héchsten Thron, 1247, ii., Weisse, M. 
Gen Himmel aufgefahren ist, 241, ii, Coelos ascendit 

hodie 
Genad mir, Herr, ewiger Gott (Anon.), 204, i, Capi- 

tan, Herr Gott, Vater mein 
Generous Love; why art thou hidden so on earth, 67, ii., 

Andreae, J. V. , : 
Genial Spirit, earth's emotion, 54, i,, Almum fiamen, 

vita mundi . 2 
Tévous Bpoteioy thy avartAagw — (Ode iv.), 355, ii., 

Eow jv, Favparoy, v Lerromes 
ab . Ae “Watts, I. 

athams, W. J. 
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Gentle Jesus, heavenly Lamb, 409, i., Gentle Jesus, 
lovely Lamb 

(rentle Jesus, meck and mild, ane ii., Children’s bymns 
Gentle Saviour, look on me, 954, i., Reed, - | 
—— nes Thou hast stilled, 728, ii., Meinhold, 

ieaile pirit, waft me over, 616, i,, Kempenfelt, R. 
Gentle Star of ocean, 99, i., Ave maris stella | 
Gently fall the dews of eve, 16, ii, Adams (née Flower), 

Gently, gently lay Thy rod, 706, ii., Lyte, H. F. 
. F orestha t» Thee, Jesus, my prayer, 804, ii., 

icholson, H. L. 
Gently, Lord, U gently lead us, 494, li., Hastings, T. 
Gently, my Father, let me down, 409, ii., orale 

Saviour, let me down 
Gently, my Saviour, let me down, 624, i,, Hill, 
Gently swell, ye white sails, driven, 628, ii., nope: A. | 
al 3 ioe shades of night descend, 166, ii., Bowring, | 

penity think, and gently speak, 1164, ii.,, Think gently, 
and as geatly speak | ' 

Geschwister ! wir geben uns Herzen und Hande, 1302, ii., 
Zinzendorf, N. L. von fa 

Gesetz und Ecangelium, 961, i., Rambach, J. J. 
Gesinde ves Heilands des seligen Gottes, 1302, ii, | ¢ 

1304, i., Zinzendorf, N. L. von 
Gesit Christo amoroso, 141, i,, Bianco da Siena 
Gethsemane, can I forget, 9, i,, According to Thy gra- | 

cious word 
Geue peace in these our dayes, O Lord (Gieb Fried zu 

unser Zeit, o Herr), 276, i, Da pacem, lomine 
Geve thanks to god with one accord, 447, ca Graces 
(ib deinen Frieden uns, 4065, i., Garve, C. 
Gib Fried zu unser Zeit, o Herr (Roptel” or Capito), 

862, i,, Old Version 
Gieb dass keiner meiner Tage, 626, ii., Klopstock, F. G. 
Gieb dich zufrieden, und set stille, 412, i., Gerhardt, P. | 
Gieb Pried zu unser Zeit, o Herr (Kipfel or Capito), 

204, ii., Capito, W. ; 276, i., Da pacem, Domine al 
Giteb mir, o Gott, ein Hera, 408, i., Gellert, C. F. 
Gieb unserm Fursten und aller Obrigkeit, 276,i., Da | @! 

m, Domine 
Grd on Thy conquering sword, 698, i., Loud to the | ¢/ 

Prince of heaven | Gi 
‘rird thy loins up, Christian soldier, 498, i., iyi ‘ al 
Gird we, soldiers, for the battle, 1178, i,, Thring, G. 
Giue to the Lord all praise and honour (Ps. cxviil.,  @h 

Craig), 1022, ii., Scottish hymnody 
Give, See also Geue, (reve, and (riue Gl 
Give dust to dust ; and here we leave, 962, i,, Rawson, G. 
Give ear! the voice rings clear ene true (tr, Keble), | Gk 

1228, ii,, Vox clara ecce intona 
Give ear, Thou Judge of all the earth (Ps. lv.), 800, ii., | Gle 

New Version 
Give ear, ye kings, bow down, 146, ii., Bless’d are the | @la 

pure in heart 
Give glory to God in the highest, 764, i,, Montgomery, J. | Gla 
(ive glory to Jesus our Head, 104, ii., Away with our 

om 

Ss © aA «ae 

sorrow and fear Gla 
Give glory to the Son of God, 1145, i., Tersteegen, G Gla 
Give heed, my heart, lift up thine eyes, 1227, ii,, Vom 

Himmel hoch da komm ich her Glie 
Give Him then, and ever give, 447, ii., Graces Glor 
(ive laud unto the Lord (Ps. cxiviil., Pullain), 866, i, 

Old Version 
Give me a draught from the crystal spring, 1138,i., | Glor 

Temperance hymnody 
Give me, my child, the Father saith, thy heart, 354, ii., ' 

Es ist nicht schwer ein Christ zu sein Glor 
Give me, 0 Lord, a spirit lowly, 700, i., Loy, M. Glor 
= that enlarged desire, 1264, ii, Wesley family, 1 

Glori 
Give me the fasith that can remove, 849, i., O that I was I 

as heretofore filori 
Gtve peace in these our days, O Lord, See Da pacem, | Glori 

Domine, and Geue peace in these our da a 
(ive praise to God our Aing, 982, i., Russell, A. T. Glori 
webs ry unto God the Lord (Ps. cv.), 866, i, Old | Glori, 

5 
(ive thanks for all things, children of your God, 619, | Glori 

ii., Heusser (nee Schweizer), Meta Gloric 
Give thanks to God ; He reigns above, 1239, ii,, ule T 
Give thanks tu God ; invoke His Name, 1239, ii., | Gloria 

Watts, I. Gloria 
(ive thanks to God the Lord, 318, i., Drummond, W.H. | Glorio 
Give thanks to God, the Sovereign King, 424, ii., Give gh 

thanks to God, the Sovereign Lord Gloriv 
Give thanks to God the Sovereign Lord, 1839, ii, ii. 

Watta, I. Gloria 
Give thanks unto the Lord our Cod (Pa, evil., Ketbe), | Glorio 

866, i., Old Version (Th 
Give the word, Elernal King, 1095, ii., Stone, S. J. | Florio 
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th Ss oa 

Clore ines of nee ane spre, SPoken, 487, ii., Glorious 
the act! of thee are spoken, 689, ii. How sweet 868, j of Jesus sounds ; 808, ii, Newton, J Glorious 4-. Olney hymns a +ee§ 

Clore b*Flotte that primaecal light, 328, i., Elliott, 
was the ¢ 

G gp loriosus % 
ay laud, and honour, 426, ii., Gloria laus et Glory to 

. Redecen  oours and laud be to Thee, King Christ the 
G and » 426, ii., Gloria laus et honor 

t unt ttt 6 God we give, 444, ii., 
Glory arret Bo benedeiet 
Glory and "prates i ae vah on high, 706, ii., Lyte, H. F. 
a du aon Christ esus name, 408, ii, Gelobet seist 

° and praise to T Bus et. tenis (0 Thee, Redeemer blest, 426, ii, 

and numbers Glory be to God on high 
‘ 262, ii., Wesley family, The Glory be to God on high, God Whose 428, i., Glory be to God on 

holy, holy Lord, Ever be Thy Name adored Taylor, Jobn 
be to Him Who loved us, 428, the Father 

Glory be to Jesus (Viva, viva, Jesu), 742, ii., Missions Glory be to The Trinitie, The Father, Son. and Spirit 7 ting, 309, i., Doxologies Glory, glory everlasting, 615, i., Kelly, T. Glory, glory to God in the hi. est, 719, fi. Matson, W. T. Glory, glory to our King, 616, i., Kelly, T. Glory, honour, praise and power, 987, ii., Salvation, O the joyful sound 
Glory tn heaven to Gud, 1096, ii., Stone, S. J. Glory in the highest to God, 425, ii., Gloria in excelsis 

high ii, 

Glory, 
Thee, 426, ii., Gloria laus et honor 

Glory, love, and praise, and honour, 447, ii., Graces Glory of the eternal heaven, 26, ii., Aeterna coeli 
_. gloria . Glory of the heavens above (O Lux mundi Christe Deus), 

991, ii., Salve mundi salutare 
Glory of the heavens supernal (tr. Copeland), 25, ii,, 

Aeterna coeli gloria 
Glory, praise, and honour be, Christ, Redeemer, 426, ii., 

Gloria laus et honor 
Glory, praise, and honour be, Jesus Lord, 426, ii., Glo- 

Tia laus et honor 
Glory, praise, and honour be, Our Redeemer Christ to 

Thee, 426, ii,, Gloria laus et honor 
Glory, praise to Thee be sung, 966, ii., Rist, J. 
Glory to Christ, the virgin-born, 408, ii., Gelobet seist | 
= du Jesu Christ 

G to God, and peace on earth, 680, ii., Livermore "Barah W. , 
Glory to God, for the Dayspring is dawning, 720, i., 

aurice, Jane 
Glory to God in full anthems yoy. 1233, ii., Ware, H. 

08, ly Adfa ey vhieros 
Glory to God in the highest, 

eq, Kai emi ys ccprwn; 425, ii, Gloria in excelsis Glory to God on high! Let earth and skies reply, 429, i, 
Glory to God on high, Let praises fill 

Glory to Ged on high! Let earth to heaven reply, 429, i, Slory ind or ae high, Let praises fill 
C to God on high! Let heaven and earth r , 428 

it. Glory to God on high, Let praises fill wy Glory to God om high, Our peace, 498, i., Hart, J. Glory to God on high, Upon this, 286, ii,, Dei canamus 
gloriam 

Glory to God that walks the skies, 1237, ii., Watts, I, Glory to God the Father's Name, 1237, ii., Watts, L. Glory to God upon His throne, 1247, ii., Weiase, M. Glory to God, Who reigns above, 793, ii., Needham, J. are God, Who when with light, 286, i., Dei canamus gloriam 
Glory to pike phe Spirit draws, 
Cc to Goce "hose witness train, 289, i, maf Ao durch Stahl und Stein + Ber Glouhe Glory to God! with joyful adoration, 878, ii., Osle E Glory to Him Who lasted death, 1298, i.. Yo th on 

the heavenly crown i Zo that 7 
Shepherd (née Houlditch), 

Glory to Jesus, glory, 1054, i., 
Anne 

809, ii., Noel, B. W. 

INDEX. 

Gott sei gelo- | Glory to Thee, 

Gloria | Gloryous Lady, 

) 308, i., 

on high, And peace on earth descend, 

), 450, ii., Grateful notes 

+ God in Whom we live and die, 

“py Pgs the sky, 
; § Holy, 

; i119, r | Go behold the tomb of Jesus, 218, i., 

i., Glory be to God 

laud, and honour be, Our Redeemer, Christ to 
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ne to the Almighty Father, 117, ii,, Bathurst, W. H.; 
| 180, ii., To the source of -< blessin 
Glory to the eternal Aing, 385, ii., Francis, B. 
Glory to the glorious One, 1113, ii., Syriac hymnody 
Glory to Thee in light arrayed, 621, 1., Ken, T. 
Glory to Thee, Lord, how good Thou art, 1111, i., Syriac 

hymnody * oes Py . y as hristian warrior, 231, i., Christi Glory to Thee, my God, this night, 619, ii., Ken, T. ; 
hytehead, T 2, i., New Version; 1279, ui., Whyt , I. 

Thee, O Lord, Who by, 120, i., Beadon, H. W. 
Glory to The, © Lord, Who from this world of sin, 

1181, ii., Toke, Emma 
Glory to Thee Who safe hast kept, 621, i., Ken, T. 

Whose powerful word, 693, ii., Lord of the 
wide-extended main 

Glory to Thy Father's face, 991, i, Salve mundi 
salutare 

Glory unto Jesus be, 1031, i., Scottish hymnody 
stellyfyed (O gloriosa femina), 944, ii,, 

Quem terra, pontus, aethera 
Glick zu Areuz von ganzem Herzen, 988, ii,, Salve crux 

beata, salve 
Gnade ist ein schines Wort, 478, i., Griinbeck (née 

Naverofsky), Esther 
| Go and dig my grave to day, 80, i., Arndt, E. M. 
Go! and let my grave be made, 80, i., Arndt, E. M. 
Go and sow beside all waters, 214, ii., Cary, Phabe 
Go and search the tomb of Jesus, 218, i,, Chapman, R. C. 
Go, and the Saviour's grace proclaim, 770, i., Morell, T. 
Go, and watch the autumn leaves, 16, ii, Adams (nee 

Flower), Sarah 
Cha , R.C. 

Go, destined vessel, heavenly-/ veighiel oo! 1056, i., 
Shirley, Hon. W. : 

Go forth, my heart, and revel in Joy's Jlow, 406, ii., Geb 
aus, mein Herz, und suche Freud 

Go forth, my heart, and seek delight, 406, ii,, Geh aus, 
mein Herz, und suche Freud 

Go forth. my heart, and seek delight, In this summer, 
406, ii., Geb aus, mein Herz, und suche Freud 

Go forth, my heart, and seek for praise, 406, ii., Geb aus 
mein Herz, und suche Freud 

Go forth, my heart, and seek the bliss, 406, ii., Geb aus, 
mein Herz, und suche Freud 

Go forth, my heart, nor linger here, 406, ii., Geh aus, 
mein Herz, und suche Freud 

Go forth, my heart, the year’s sweet prime, 406, ii., Geh 
aus, mein Herz, und suche Freud 

| Go forth on wings ef faith and prayer, 494, ii., 
Hastings, T. 

| Go forth on wings of fervent prayer, 494, ii., Hastings, 
T 

Go forth, thou mighty word of grace, 107, i., Bahn- 
mailer, J. F. 

Go forth to life, O child of earth, 685, ii., Lonefellow, S. 
Go forth to toil; to spend, be spent, 430, ii,, Go, labour 

on, spend and be spent 
Go forth, ye heralds, in my Name, 720, ii., Maxwell, J. 
Go forth, ye saints, behold your King [Lord], 182, ii., 

Beddome, B. 
Go forward, Christian soldier, 1189, i,, Tuttiett, L. 
Go hence, my child, 628, ii., Hoffmann, G. 
Go hence ! the Lord hath called thee home, 628, i., 

Knapp, A. snore 

Go, labour on while it is day, 430, i,, Go, labour on, 
spend and be spent 

Go, labour on while yet ‘tis day, 430, i., Go, labour on, 
spend and be spent 

Go, labour on ; your hands are weak, 430, i., Go, labour 
on, spend and be spent ; 

Go, messenger of love, and bear, 185, i,, Brown (née 
Hinsdale), Pharbe 

Go not far from me, O my God, 430, ii,, Go not far from 
me, O my Strength . 

| Go not far from me, 0 my Strength, 1233, ii., Waring, 
Anna Ll. 

Go now, my friends, and dig my grave, 80, i., Arndt, 
E. M. 

Go out, my heart, and pleasure seek, 406, ii., Geh aus, 
mein , meng und suche Freud 
reach My Gospel, saith the Lord, 1237, ii., Watts, L 

on ereach the Son stieatuas, $17, ii., Dyer, 8. 
Go, preach the gospel in my name, 604, ii,, Johnsen, 5. 
Go, preach the Gospel to the poor, 949, i., Raffles, T. 
Go, saith the Lord, proclaim my grace, 306, i., Dod- 

dridge, P. ; 
Go sound the trump on India’s shore, 408, ii., Gall, J. 
Go, spiril of the sainted dead, 185, i., Brown, J. N. 

Go, suffering habitant of earth, 977, ii., Roscoe, W. 
Go, teach the nations and baptize, 375, i., Fellows, J. 
Go to dark Gethsemane, 764, ii., Mon ry, J. : 
Go to thy rest, my (fair) child, 1068, i., Sigourney (nce 

\ Huntley), Lydia 
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Go, tune thy voice to sacred song, 495, ii., Hastings, T. Goe 
Go up, go up, my heart, 161, ii., Bonar, H. Gow 
Go, wearied body, to thy rest, 1018, ii., Schmolck, B. 
Go when the mining shineth, 1058, ii., Simpson (née | Goc 

Beil), Jane C. 
(Fo where a foot hath never trod, 764, ii,, Montgomery, J. | Goce 
Go where your Master's glory, 947, ii., Quo vos Magistri | Goo 

gloria quo salus Goa 
Go, work for God, and dou not say, 718, ii., Mathams. 

W.J 
Go, work in my vineyard, there's plenty to do, 118, ii., | God 

(nee ), Lydia God 
Go, worship at Emmanuel’s feet, 1237, ii., Watts, I. 
Ged Almighty and All-secing, 895, i., Pierpont, J. God 
God Almighty heareth ever, 1097, i., Strafford, Elizabeth | God 
God Almighty, Aing of nations, 497, i., Havergal, | God 

Frances R. 
God and Father, t and holy, 365, i., Farrer, F. W. | God 
God and man i 811, ii., , A. ; 373,i., Father, | God 

Who on high 
Ged, avert the Noadi blow, 622, i., Kennedy, B. H. 
God be blessed, and (fod be praised, 444, ii., Gott sei | God 

gelobet und gebenedeiet 
God be gracious to a sinner, 734, i., Midlane, A. 
(od be merciful to me, 764, i., Montgomery, J. Gud 
God be mercyfull unto us, And grant, 355, i., Es wollt’ 

uns Gort genidig sein God 
God be mercyfull unto us, And sende, 355, i., Es wollt’ | God 

uns Gott geniklig sein ; 443, i., Goostly Psalmes and ‘ 
Spiritualle Songes (od 

God begotten, God the Word. See God-begotten God 
God bless our dear old England, 481, ii., Hall, C. N. 
trod bless our native land, 184, i., Brooks, C. T.; 439, | God 

ii., God save the King . 
(fod bless our noble King, 438, i., (tod save the King God 
God bless our Sunday School, 784, ii., Midlane, A. 
God bless the brave and true (Neale), 212, i., Carols God 
God bless the Church of England, 514, ii., Hernaman | God . 

cove Ibotson), Claudia F. God « 
(sod bless the little children, 533, i., Hopps, J. P. God 
God calling yet !—and shall I never hearken ?, 163, ii., 1 

Borthwick, Jane; 444, i, Gott rufet noch, solltich | God , 
nicht endlich héren God 

God calling yet '!—shall I not hear, 444, ii., Gott rufet t 
noch, sollt ich nicht endlich héren God ¢ 

God cares for me; why need I sorrow, 1266, ii., Wetzel, | God 
A BY 6 

God comes, and who shall stand before His fear ('O | God | 
xUptos épxerac), 1142, i., Thy nucpay thy dpixriv F 

God comes down that man may rise, 1294, ii., Words- | God ¢ 
worth, C. Cc 

God cometh! and e'en now is near, 569, i., Instantis | God i 
adventum Dei God ¢ 

God cometh, let the heart prepare, 303, i., Dix, W. C. God 
(rod counts the sorrows of His saints, 862, ii., O Thou, K 

Whose justice reigns on bigh God 
tod, Creator and Preserver, 327, i., Ellerton, J. H 
God does not judge as we must do, 117, i., Bateman, H. | God i, 
God doth not bid thee wait, 497, i., Havergal, Frances R. fe 
(fod doth not leave His own, 444, ii., Gott verlisst die | God i: 

Seinen nicht ! i> 
God draws a cloud over cach gleaming morn, 239, ii., | God ¢ 

Cobbe, Frances P. BK 
God ended all the world’s array eri facta celsa con- | God iz 

ditor), 912, ii., Primo Deus coeli globum G 
God eternal, infinite, 680, i., Littledale, R. F. God i 
(fod eternal, Lord of all, 1133, ii., Te Deom laudamus xl 
trod eternal, mighty King, 735, ii., Millard, J. E. ; 1138, | God i 

ii., Te Deum laudamus fe 
God for thy grace (Ps. Ixxxiii.), 1022, ii,, Scottish | God 

hymnody 3% 
God Wane on high hath heard, 577, i., Jam desinant | God is 

suspiria God %: 
God, from Whose work mankind did spring, 896, ii., is 

Plasmator hominis Deus God i: 
ffod gave His word to holy men, 700, i., Loy, M. fe: 
God giveth power unto the faint, 1272, ii., Whence do | God is 

our mournful thoughts arise 7 
God giveth quietness at last, 1277, i., Whittier, J. 4. God is 
(od turned my grief to gladness, 615, i., Kelly, T. 
God hath laid the sure foundation ( Angularis Funda- | 

mentum), 1200, i., Urbs beata, Hierusxlem | God is 
God His perfect glory hides, 432, i., God in heaven His an 

glory hides God is 
God, hold us up by Thy strong word, 353, ii., Erbalt ist 

uns, Herr, bei deinem Wort is 
God Holy Ghost, in mercy us preserve, 821, i,, Nun ne 

bitten wir den heiligen Geist God ix 
God in every place is near me, 1800, ii., Zeller, C. H. my) 
God in His Church is knmon, 706, ii., Lyte, H. F. | God ix 
God in His earthly temple lays, 1239, li., Watts, [, bil 
God in His word does not display, 1294, i, Words | God is 

worth, C, chi 
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God knoweth ne” operty, 443, i., Got thir eigenhaf ist God of migit, in truth and power, 953, ii., Rector 

die seinen ts people, 354, ii., Es kennt der Herr potens, verax Deus 
God knows our God of my childhood and my youth, 1239, ii., Watts, 1. Row, T. Secret thoughts and words, 979, li., | God of my life and all its powers, 1261, i, Wesley 
God knows our haa . family, The J souls in all their fears, 672, i., Let | God of my life and Author of my days, 114, i., Bar- b to his M Goa ly ee aker si 
God liveth ani despair, 1018, ii., Schmolck, B. Mina Winton fr soul, despair thou never (tr. 
God & ne } still , pe 301, i, Zihn, J. F. 

_F. Trust (tr, Miss Cox), 1301, i., Zibn, 
God liveth still: ‘ Z Wherefore, 1801, i., Zihn, J. F. he QF Sabaoth! King Who’ ordainest, 440, i., dled te the all-terrible! King, Who ordainest ves tAtle, children, 200, ii., Callaway, W. F. God Dorey r — that humbly prays, 11765, ii., Thrupp, 

L ~o boadl x e aes child that prays, 1175, ii, Thrupp, 

loves little rrows, 718, ii., Mathams, W 
, ; : .W. J. od made the sea, the wide, deep sea, 117, i, Bateman, 

God might have made the earth bring forth Howite (nce Botham), Mary Rcateainulins 
God mos tgh, thrice mighty God, 1100, ii., Subli 

pDumen ter tens ter et oon = ent mighty, sovereign Lord, 484, ii., Harbaugh, 
God moves tm a mysterious way, 417, i, German bym- 

nody ; 867, ii., Olney hymns; 1178, i, Tis o happiness below ; 1268, ii, When darkness long has Veiled Gute my mind 

tiod 

bauld (nee Aikin), Anna L. 
God of my life, how good, how wise, 1262, ii., Wesley 

family, The 
God uf my life, look gently down, 1239, ii., Watts, I. 
God of my life, my #, my joys, 800,i., New Version 
God 4 my life, my morning song, 692, i., Lord of my 

life, U may Thy praise 
God of my life, my soul defend, 368, ii., Father of all, 

my seul defend 
God af my life, O Lord most high, 800, ii., New Version 
God of my ne through all its days, 306, i., Dod- 

dridge, P. 
God - A my life, through all my days, 436, i., God of my 

life, through all its days 
God of my Wey to Thee belongs, 1020, i,, Scott, Elizabeth 
God of my life, what just return, 65, ii., And live I 

yet by power divin 
God of my mercy and my | ta 1239, ii., Watts, I. 
God of my righteousness, i., Kennedy, H. B. 
God of hagas tl the wise, the just, 725, ii., Merrick, J. 
God of our beg rs, by Whose hand, 832, i., O God of 

hel, by Whose hand 
God of our fathers, in Whose sight, 895, i., Pi J. 
God Ve = Jathers, our God to-day, 1099, i., Stryker, 

God of our fathers, to Thy throne, 106, i., Bacon, L. 
God of our life, at Thy command, 1186, ii,, Try us, 0 

and search the ground 
God of our life, our souls defend, 368, ii., Father of all, 

my soul defend 
God of our life, Thy constant care, 435, ii., God of my 

life, Thy constant care 
God of our life! Thy various praise, 506, i., Hegin- 

y Father, hear me pray, 529, ii., Holme, J. 
ted hope, my strength, my King, 233, ii., Churton, 

God, my King, Thy might confessing, 718, ii., Mant, R God, my y Supporter and my Hope, 1939, ii, Watts, I. God, na Love, whose foun thou art, 187, i., Brown- ing (nee Barrett), Elizabeth bothom, 0. 
God needeth not the cleansing wave, 810, i., Non abluunt | God of our Hye. to Thee we call, 435, ii., God of my life, 

lymphae Deum to Thee | call God of ages and of nations, 685, ii., Longfellow, S. 
God of Ages, great and mighty, 795, i,, Neumann, C. 
God of Ages never ending! All creation, 795, i., Neu- 

mann, C. 
God of Ages never ending, Kuling, 794, ii., Neumann, 

c. 
God # all grace and majesty, 1262, ii., Wesley family, 

ie 

God of all grace, we come to Thee, 694, ii., Lord, teach 
us how to pray aright 

God of all nature, great and good, 711, i., Magnae Deus 
potentiae 

God ~ all power and grace, 1263, i, Wesley family, 
e 

God, of ail the Strength and Stay, Who, unmoved, 
dost motion sway (tr. Copeland), 956, ii., Kerum 
Deus tenax vigor 

fod ay sternal truth and love, 727, i., 728, i., Metiso- 
dist hymnody 

God of Eternity, from Thee, 306, i., Doddridge, P. 
God glory, at Thy feet, 169, i,, Brawn, Mary Ann 
God of God, and Lig tof Light, 678, i., Litanies 
God a ar and of heaven, 940, i., Puchta, C, 

God of grace. 0 let Thy light, 233, ii., Churton, E. ; 921, ii., Psalters, English iis 
God of grace, Whose word is sure, 700, i., Loy, M. 
God - di heaven and earth, Whase might, 966, ii., Rerum 

us tenax vigor 
God of heaven, enthroned in might, 161, ii., Bode, J. KE. 
God of heaven, hear our singing, 497, i., Havergal, 

Frances R. 
God of holiness! to Thee, 721, ii., Media vita in morte 

sumus 
God of hope and consolation, 902, \., Powell, T. E. 
God of Israel, we adore Thee 615, i., Kelly, T. 
God saa hear me now, 594, ii., Jesu, shall I never 

God of love, Who hear’st the prayer, 435, i., God of love 
that hear’st the prayer : God of mercy and of might, 35, ii., Alberti, H. God of mercy, do Thou never, 895, i., Pierpont, J, God of mercy, God of grace, 706, ii, Lyte, H. F. hath said God of mercy, God of love {grace}, Hea ‘ t Creator, 35, iis, Alberti, H. 

pentant song, 1119, i,, | temas r our sad re- | Gad, omnipoten ‘or. , 

God of our lives, our morning song, 888, i., Pearce, S. 
God of our salvation, hear us, 615, ii., Kelly, T. 
God of Peace, Father of Compassion (@eds dy dipivns), 

, i. Xpeoros yervarar: dofacare 
God of pity, God of grace, 710, ii, Morris (née Goffe), 

Eliza F. 
God of salvation, we adore, 306, i., Doddridge, P. 
God 7. that glorious gift af grace, 762, ii., Monsell, J. 

B 
God of the boundless space, 563, i., Immense coeli 

Conditor 
God of the changing year Whose arm of power, 1117, ii., 

aylor, Emily 
God of the carnest heart, 401, i., Frothingham, 0. B.; 

604, ii., Johnson, 8. 

God of the earth and sky, 431, ii., Goadby, T. 
God 4 the earth's extended plains, 887, i., Peabody, 

B, O. 
God of the morning, at Thy voice, 436, ii., God of the 

morning, at Whose voice 
God of the morning ray, 495, ii., Hastings, T. 
God of the nations, bow Thine ear, 495, 1., Hastings, T, 
God of the ocean, earth, and sky, 1295, i., Wreford, J. R. 
God of the passing year to Thee, 1292, ii, Woodhull, 

A. A. 
God of the rolling orbs above, 887, i., Bourne, W. B. 0. 

God of the sea, Thine awful voice, 436, ii., God of the 
seas, Thy thundering voice 

God of the sunlight hours, how sad, 987, i., Saffery 

(nee Horsey), Maria G. ; 

God of the world, near and afar, 275, i., Cutting, 8. 8. 

God of the wold, Thy glories shine, 275, i., Cutting, 

8. S. 
God of the world, we praise Thy name, 470, i,, Greville, 

God of Thy soldiers The Portion eternal, 292, ii., Deus 
tuorum militum 

God of truth, all faithful Lord, 233, ii., Churton, E. 
God of truth and King of power, 958, ii., Rector potens, 

verax Deus : 
God of union, God of love, 234, ii., Clapham, J. P. 
God of un ted purity, 57, iis Amen to all that God 

wise, almighty, good, 1265, i., Wesley family 
God of mercy, hear our prayer, 495, i., Hastings, T. er ea —aereby dwell within, 443, ii, Gott der Vater 
God mercy, let us run, 1101, ii, Summae, Deus, wohn uns bei 

clementiae, Septem dolores Virginis God our Hope and Strength abiding, 613, ii., Keble, J. 
God of ——— ypobrra hee high, 793, ii., Neele, H. 921, ii., Psalters, English | ‘ 
God A ais e¢, 721, ii., Media vita tn morte God, our kind Master, me as just, 114, i., Bar- 

bauld (ne Aikin), Anna 
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God our Light and Comforter ( Heilger Geist, du Trister | Gc 
mein), 1214, ii., Veni Sancte Spiritus. Et emitce 

God, our own God, is a strong tower, 325,1., Kin teste | Ga 
Burg ist unser Gott Ga 

God reveals His presence, 444, i., Gott ist gegenwartig Go 
cod rules in realms of light, 233, ii., Churton, E. 
God sanctifies and blesses, 836, ii., O bochbegltickte | Go 

Seele 
(od save great George our King, 438, i., God save the 

King Go 
God save me, for Thy holy Name (Ps, liv., Hopkins), 

665, ii., Old Version Go 
God save our King! O shed, 439, ii., God save the King | Gm 

: God a our Lord the King, 437, ii, God save the | Gu 
ing 

God save the King, 642, i., Hull, W. W. Fo 
God save the King, I pray, 439, i., God save the King 

° (rod save the Prince Wales, 440, i., God save the | Go 
Kin Co 

God poe OF sun, He sendeth shower, §01, i., He sendeth 
sun, He sendeth shower Go 

God shall bless thy going out, 1180, ii., To the hills I 
, : lift mine eyes Goa 

= * God shall cha His angel legions, 200, i; Call Jehovab 

thy salvation : Goa 
God shall ree my soul from fear, 831, i., O God, 

my Refuge, bear my cries God 
God so guides us, what betides us, 616, i., Herrn- | God 

schinidt, J. D, 
God spake these words, O Israel, hear (Ten Command- | God 

phy as gee eheriag He speaks, 704, i. God 
God 8 rom ven; in le m 

Miilape. A. "| Gad 
God speaks the word; the floods obey, 607, ii., Jubes; 

et in praeceps aquis God 
God that madest earth and heaven, 503, ii., Heber, R. God 
God the Almighty One, aig 4 ordaining, 440, ii., God | God 

the all-terrible! King, Who ordainest 
God, the eternal, awful Name, 1237, ii., Watts, I. God 
God, the everlasting God, 450, i., Granted isthe Saviour’s 

prayer 
God the Father, AU, and One, 1095, ii., Stone, 5. J, 
God the Father, be our stay, 443, ii., Gott der Vater | God/ 

wohn uns bei 
God the Father, be Thou near, 952, i., Rawson, G. od’ 
God the Father, dwell us by, 442, ii., Goostly Psalmes 

and Spiritualle Songes; 443, ii, Gott der Vater | God’. 
wohn uns bei God’ 

God the ether, frat on high, 678, i., Litanies; 680, i, 
Littledale, R. F. God’. 

God the Father, from Thy throne, 678, i., Litanies God’; 
God the Father, full of grace, 446, ii., Gough, B, « 

God the Futher, give us grace, 978, i., Kossetti, Christina | God’: 
G. 

God the Father, God the Son, Holy Spirtt, Three in One, | God's 
1173, i., Thring, G. ? 

. God the Futher, hear and pardon, 678, i., Litanies God's 
‘ God the Father, hear our cry, 678, i., Litanies I 

(rod the Father, in the sky, 678, i., Litanies God's 
Gud the Father of all might, 678, i., Litanies ) 
God the Father, our Defence, 443, ii,, Gott der Vater | God's 

wohn uns bei G 
(od the Father, seen of none, 678, i., Litanies God's 
(rod the Father, Son, and Spirit, 434, ii., God of life, and | God's 

light, and motion God's 
' - God the Father, throned on high, 678, i., Litanies God's 

God the Father, with us be, And, 443, ii,, Gott der Vater 8 
wohn uns bei God's 

God the Father, with us be, Let, 443, ii., Gott der Vater | God's 
wobn uns bei u 

God the Father! with us be. Shield us, 443, ii., Gott | God's 
der Vater wohn uns bei Golde 

tod the Father, with us stay, 443, ii., Gott der Vater | Golde; 
wohn uns bei Golde: 

God the Father's Only Son, 1095, ii., Stone, S. J. Gone ¢ 
God the Holy Ghost, by Whom, 678, i., Litanies Good ¢ 
tod the Lurd a king remaineth (Ps, 93, Keble), 921, ii, | Good ¢ 

Psalters, English Good ( 
God the Lord has (hath) heard our prayer, 1296, ii, | Good | 

Wyatt, H. H. A 
(od the Lord is King—before Him, 952, i., Rawson, G. | Good 
God, the Lord of the Creation, 35, ii., Alberti, H. ll 
God, the Lord of what's created, 35, ii., Alberti, H. Good h 
God, — offende 1 God most high, 1265, i., Wesley famity, | Good 1 

he th 
tod the Omnipotent! Mighty Avenger, 440, ii., God the | Good i, 

all-terrible! King, Who ordainest 35 
God the Spirit, we adore Thee, 1096, ii., Stone, 8. J, Good L 
tod, Thou art , each perfumed flower, 380, i, | Good L 

Follen (nee Cabot), Eliza L.; 1298, ii., Yes, God is | Good /. 
good! in earth and sky tor 

ace Lord of earth and heaven, 3§, ii., Alberti, ant ® 

oe A 
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Good Thou 
<.,,imaty, 
Good-nighe? thy tents, 0 fsrael, 1291, i, Wolcott, 8. i ~~ J Good-night, our song is said, 452, i., Gray, Good-nx 

; mare, yp 2Cenight, the day is done, 117, i,, 
Fosod yn ngwlad Gosen (W. W 
Got, am by muody : preg Cott, aug FORMS tat, 874, i, Otfrid of Weissenbu 

INDEX. 

Hers der Batt Grace 
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Th, 74 900d Thow dost, 1965, i, Wesley | Grace, how exceeding sweet to those, 473, i., Griinbeck 
(née Naverofsky), Esther 

' how good, how cheap, how free (tr. Kinchen), 
1302, ii., Zinzendorf, N. L. von 

Grace, how melodious is the sound, 167, ii., Boyce (S. ?) 
Bate | Grace is Jehovah's sovereign will, 1093, ii., Stevens, J. 

Grace is the sweetest sound, 616, ii., Keily, T. ; 
Grace, like an uncorrupted seed, 1065, ii., So new-born 

babes desire the breast 
Grace ‘tis a charming sound, 306, ii., Doddridge, P. 

liche quillt alles Leben, $17, i., ! "tis a joyful sound, 446, ii., Grace, ‘tis a charm- 
Gott bei ee near . ing soun 
ott, : an jedem Orte, 1300, ii., Zeller, C. H. Grace will complete what grace begins, 1241, i., 41s. ec (tite reicht so weit, 407, ii., Gellert, C. F.; 

tch als Liebe ken 9001 Ba oO Go ne, », Richter, C. F. sete ee” Att aller Himmel lieer, 988, i.. Sacer, G. W. Wet tou hat gegeben, 1281, i., Wilhelm of Sachse- Gracious r 
Go 

. tecten, Gott der Heiden, 1013, ii., Schmelck, B. Gott der Fteichthumb deiner Giiter, 702, i., Luise-Hen- ote hay of Brandenburg 
r Vater, wohn uns bei, 442, ii., Goostly Psalmes ee Spiritualle Songes ; 704, i., Luther, M. ; = Himmels und Erden, 35, i., Alberti, H. r u bist selbst die Liebe, 1012, i,, Schmolck, B. Gott, du ldssest mich erreichen, 7 Pra von 

zat, ‘u Licht, das ewig bleibet, 388, i., Franck, S. —— Séhret auf gen Himmel, 984, ii., Sacer, G. W. 
rott hab’ ich mich er, , 527, i,, Hippel, I. G. von Gott ist gegenwadrtig! Lasset uns anbeten, 417, ii,, Ger- 

man hy manody ; 1143, ii., Tersteegen, G. Gott ist getreu! Sein Herz, sein Vaterhers, 675, i., _,__ Liebich, E. 
Gott tat mein Hort, 407, ii., Gellert, C. F. 
Gott ist mein Lied, 407, ii., Gellert, C. F. 
Gott ist mein Trost, mein 
eiaaene Frandenvurg 

tet Crew, der Herr ist ewig treu, 405, i., Garve, Gott lebet moch, Seele was verzagst du doch, 1301, i., 
Zibn, J. F. 

tt(der J 

Watts, I. 
Gracious Creator, hear, 91, ii., Audi beuigne Conditor 
Gracious Father, we beseech Thee, 515, i., Hernaman 

(nee Ibotson), Claudia F. 
Gracious God, Almighty Father, 107, i., Bailey, E. 

God, look down in kindness, 1097, i., Stowell, 
H. 

Gracious God, my sins furgire, 1264, ii., Wesley family, 
The 

Gracious God of our salvation, 979, ii., Row, T. 
Gracious God, our children see, 448, ii., Gracious Lord, 

our children see 
Gracious God, Thou scest me, 366, ii., Father, God, Who 

seest in me 
203, i., Canitz, F. R, | Gracious Jesu! in Thy name, 237, ii.,Clausnitzer, T. 

Gracious Jesu! we are here, 237, ii., Clausnitzer, T. 
Gracious Jesu, Shepherd good (Christe Jesu, Pastor 

bone), 991, i., Salve mundi salutare 7 
Gracious Lord, as Thou hast bidden, 964. i., Reed (née 

Holmes), Eliza 
Gracious Lord, as Thou hast taught us, 954, i, Reed, 

A. 
Gracious Lord, my heart is fixed, 615, i., Kelly, T. 
Gracious Power, the pervading, 385, ii., Fox, 

Ww. J. 
4uversicht, 37, ii., Albrecht | Gracious Redeemer, grant to us while here, 468, i., 

Gregor, C, 
C.B. | Graciots Redeemer, how divine, 1091, ii., Stennett, J. 

Gracious Redeemer, shake, 32, ii., Ah, what a wretch 
am I 

Gott ay wie Kann ich traurig sein, 1018, ii., Schmolck, | Gracious Redeemer, Thou hast me (Ich liebe Gott, und 
Gott Lob’, ein Schritt zur Kwigkeit, 416, ii., German 

bymnody 
Gott Lob, mein Jesus macht mich rein, 867, i., Olearius, 

Johannes 
Gott, meine Krone, 294, ii,, Die gldne Sonne 
Gott mit uns, Immanuel, 1013, ii., Schmolck, B. 
Gott wee wns! mit uns auf Erden, 639, ii., Lange, J. 

Gott rufet noch, solit ich nicht endlich hiren, 417, ii., 
German hymnody : 

Gott vie fs der Sonn, und schafft den Mond, 407, ii,, 
Gellert, C. F. 

Gott sah zu seiner Zeit, 1247, ii., Weisse, M. 
Gott set Dank durch alle Welt, 507, ii., Held, H. 
Gott sei gelobet, der allein, 965, ii., Rist, J. 
Gott set gelobet und gebenedeiet, 584, i., Jesala, 

Propbeten, das geschah ; 704, i, Luther, M 
Gott sorgt Jiir mich, was soll ich sorgen, 

Wetzel, J.C. 
Gott Vater der du deine Sonn (N. Herman), 

Steuerlein, J. 
Gott Vater, hire unser Bitt, 163, ii,, Bornschtirer, J. 
Gott Vater, Sohn, heiliger Geist, Durchs Sprechen gut 

Erz wachsen heisst, 719, i,, Mathesius, J. 
Gott verlasst die Seinen nicht, Ki so fahret hin ihr Sor- 

gen, T97, ii., Neumeister, E. 
Gott verldsst die Seinen nicht, Nach dem Seufzen, nach | Grand iieu, nous te louons, nous t’adorons, 

dem Weinen, 797, ii., Neumeister, E. 
on — erquickt. dein silsser Friede, 698, ii., Lowe, 

Gett, “wenn mein Aug’, der Welt entriickt, 1100, i, 
Sturm, C. c. 7 

Gort wer kann je was Gutes haben, 1014, i., Schmolck, 

Gott will'’s machen, Dass die Sachen, 416, 
hymnody ; 516, i., Herrnschmidt, J. D, 

Cott woll’n wir loben, 93, i, Augusta, J. 
Gottes Sohn tst kommen, 973, i., Rob, J. 
— — steht festgegriindet, 1076, ii., Spitta, ©, 

Gottlob cin Schritt sur Ewigkeit, Ist abermals vol le » 389, i., Francke, A. H.; 416, ii. Pe hymnody ; 

zwar umsonst), 626, ii, O Deus ego amo Te, Nec 
amo Te ut salves me 

Gracious Redeemer, Who for us, 808, i., Nitachman, J. 
Gracious Saviour, — on high, 164, ii., Bourdillon 

(née Cotterill), Mary 
Gracious Saviour, gentle Shepherd, 117, ii., Bateman, 

H. 
Gracious Saviour, holy Shepherd, 449, i., Gracious 

Saviour, gentle Shepherd 
Gracious Saviour, thus before Thee, 117, ii., Bateman, 

H 
Gracious Saviour, we adore Thee, 275, i., Cutting, S. 5. 
Gracious Source of every blessing, 1196, i., Unitarian 

bymnody 
Gracious Spirit, Dove divine, 1094, ii., Stocker, J. 
Gracious Spirit, dwell with me, 705, ii., Lynch, T. T. 

dem | Gracious Spirit, Holy Ghost, 742, i,, Missions; 1294, i., 
Wordsworth, W. 

1266, ii., | Gracious Spirit, love divine, 449, i., Gracious Spirit, 
Dove divine 

1093, i., | Gracious Spirit, power divine, 449, i., Gracious Spirit 
Dove divine 

Grand Dicu, mon Seigneur, mon Pére, 392, ii., French 
hymnody . 

Grand Dieu nous te bénissons, Nous célébrons tes lou- 
anges, 392, i., French bymnody ; 1128, i., Te Deum 
laudamus 

Seigneur 
tr. Pictet), 391, ii,, French bymnody; 1128, i., Te 
eum laudamus 

Grand Dieu, sauvez le Roy !, 437, i., God save the King 
Grander than ocean's story, 1055, i., Sherwin, W. F. 
Grant in the bottom of my heart, 511, ii., Herberger, V. 
Grant, Lord, that with Thy direction, 517, ii., Herz und 

Herz vereint zusammen 
ii., German | Grant me, efernal God, such grace, 409, i., Genad mir, 

Herr, ewiger Gott 
Grant me grace, O God, I pray Thee (Weil denn weder 

Ziel noch Ende), 1067, i., Sollt ich meinem Gott 
nicht singeu ya 

Grant me, Acavenly Lord, to feel, 256, ii., Conder, J. 
Grant me, Lord, Thy graces three, 304, i., Doane, G. W. 

German | Grant me, Lord, to walk with Thee, 471, i, Grinfield, 
T Gottlob ein Schritt zur Ewighkeit Ist abermals vorbei Grant me, O God, a tender heart, 408, i., Gellert, C. F. ( Andre®), 389, i., Francke, A. H. 

Gottlob, nun tst erschollen, 410, ii,, Gerhardt P Grace! Grace! O that’s a charming sound, ‘473 i Griinbeck (née Naverofsky), Esther aia 

Grant me within Thy courts a place, 764, i, Mont- 
mery, J ad Grant, most gracious Lamb of God, 688, i., Htchster 

Priester, der du dich 
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Grant, O Christ, my God and Lord (Christus, der uns 
as macht, st. viii.), 886, i., Patris Sapientia, veritas 
divina 

Grant, O Savwur, to our prayers, 256, ii,, Conder, J. 
Grant the abundance the sea, 185, ii., Brown (née 

Hinsdale), Phoebe 
bic us, Lord, due preparation, 626, i., Klopstock, 

G 
Grant us, Lord, sume gracious token, 856, i., Of Thy 

love some gracious token 
(frant us, Lord, Thy gracious presence, 616, i., Kelly, T. 
(rant us, O our heavenly Father, 1178, i., Thring, G. 
Grant us Thy light, that we may know, 1188, ii, 

Tuttiett, L. 
Grateful hearts and voices bring, 450, ii., Grateful notes 

and numbers bring 
Grates nunc omnes reddamus Domino Leo, 408, i., 

Gelobet seist du Jesu Christ ; 814, i., Notker 
Grates, peracto jam die, 1147, ii, The day is past and 

gone, Great God we bow to Thee 
Grates Salvatori ac regi Christo Deo solvant, 813, i, 

Notker 
Grates tibi Jesu novas, 56, ii, Ambrosius 
Gratia nostri Salvatoris, 720, ii., May the grace of 

Christ our Saviour; and the Father's 
Gratia, quam dulcis vox nostris auribus illa (tr. Bing- 

ant, 446, ii., Grace, ‘tis a charming sound 
Gravi me terrure pulsas vitae dies ultima, 1%, ii,, 

Benedict, E. C.; 278, ii., Damiani, P. 
Great Al and Omega, hail, 477, i., Hail! Alpha 

and Omega, hail 
Great Architect of worlds unknown, 1173, i., Thring, G. 
Great author of the immortal mind, 793, ii., Needham, 

J 
Great Captain of God's armies, 1096, ii., Stone, S. J. 
Great Captain of Salvation, 286, i., Deck, J. G. 
Great Creator of the sky, 663,i., Lmumense coeli Conditor 
Great Creator, who this day, 329, i., Elliott (née 

Marshall), Julia A. 
Great Creator, wise and good, 1187,i., Telluris ingens 

Conditor ‘ 
Great day of wrath, of days the day, 300, i., Vies irae, 

dies illa 
Great Father of mankind, 306, i., Doddridge, P. 
(Great Father of our pa race, 462, ii., Great Father 

of each periect gift 
trreat Father of our race, 281, ii., Davis, T. 
trreat Father! we Thy children, 1196, ii, Unitarian 

hymnody 
Great First of beings, mighty Lord, 186, ii., Browne, 5S, 
Great Framer of unnumbered worlds, 317, ii., Dyer, S. ; 

1196, i., Unitarian hymnody 
ao sped on wings of light, 540, ii., How, 

Great 5 ver of all good, to Thee again, 235, ii., Clarke, 
8. C. 

Gres God, amid the darksome night, 1092, i., Stennett, 

Creat God, and wilt Thou condescend, 1117, i., Taylor, 
Ann and Jane 

Great God, as seasons disappear, 198, ii., Butcher, E. 
(reat God, at Thy command, Seasons in order rise, 

420, ii., Gibbons, fe 

Great God, attend, while Zion sings, 1240, i., Watts, I. 
Great God, avert from us the thought, 604, ii., Johns, J. 
Great God, avow his house Thine own, 1189, ii, Tyers, 

i 

Creek eh. beneath whose piercing eye, 977, ii., Roscoe, 

Great God, create my heart anew, 689, i., Lord, I am 
vile, conceived in sin 

Great God, eternal Lord of heaven, 1247, ii., Wei-se, M. 
(reat God, eternal Source love (Summae Parens 

clementiae, Mundi), 1101, i., Summae Deus cle- 
mentiae, Mundique factor machinae 

Great God, how infinite art Thou, 1287, ii, Watts, I. 
Great God, I bow before Thy face, 408, i., Gellert, C.F. 
Great God, Jown Thy sentence just, 1237, ii., Watts, I. 
(reat God, impress our trifling minds, 194, ii., Burder, 

G, ; 694, i,, Lord, solemnize our trifling minds 
(reat God! in heaven and earth supreme, 458, i, 

Great God. o'er heaven and earth supreme 
trreat God ! in Thee I put my trust, 955, i., Reissner, A. 
Great God, in vain man's narrow view, 625, ii,, Kippis, 

A. 
Great God, is not Thy promise pledged, 458, ii., Great 

God, the nations of the earth 
(reat ‘od, let all our (my) tuneful powers, 506, i., 

Heginbothom, O. 
Great aoe, let children to Thy throne, 142, i., Bicker- 

steth, we 

Great God, my Father and my friend, 592, i., Jesu, my 
Saviour, Brother, Friend 

Gre 

Gre 

Gre 

Gre 

Gre 
Gre 

, 

Gre 

Gre 
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reat God 

quis pa tapi hah eg fills the eye, 1041, ii., Sensus | Great Spirit, by Whose mighty power, 499, i., Haweis, T. 
Great God, wi hid jee Great Spirit of’ immortal , 306, i., Doddridge, P. 

Creat adh a Dor talibus mortal sight, 842, ii., O 

Gira ee tua lates Thy light dost rest, 842,i,, O luce 

Tome; IV hom heaven, and earth, and sea, 1188, i. 
plady, A. M ' 

Great Goa, Ww 
Great God, WwW yo —~ mystery, 878, ii., Osler, E. 

en y martyrs steeled (lnvicte Orend ter unicum), 716, ii., Martyr Dei qui ds 
od, with wonder and with praise, 1239, ii., 

Orent ttt x Gries doth , i ae on Version me, O Lord, assail (Ps, xxxi.), 866, ii., 

en ee driest, we view Thee stooping, 492, ii., 
Great nat J. 3 673, i., Let us ask the im t question 

i pe we deign' st to be, 628, i., Hichster 
¢ rs . er du c 
?reat is Jehovah, King of kings, 1204, i., Van Alstyne 
anus Crosby), Frances J. 

The our redeeming Lord, 1265, ii., Wesley family, 

Great is the Lord, and with . great ize (Ps. xivili., 
ae Hopkins), 865, ii. Old Version - ; 
rreat is the Lord, and works unknown, 108, ii., Awake 
a ye saints, to praise your Ki 
aoe ts the Lord, exalted high, 1240, i., Watts, L 
oe ts the Lord, His works of might, 1240, i., Watts, I. 
rreat is the Lord; © let us raise, 982, i., Russell, A. I’. 

soul thy great Creator praise 
Great ts Thy mercy, Lord, 190, ii., Bubier, G. B. 
Great Jehovah's love endureth, 196, ii., Burnham, R. 
reat Jehovah, Sovercign Lord, 1665, ii., Bourne, H. 
Great King of glory and of grace, 1237, ii., Watts, I. 
Great King of glory, come, $6, i,, Francis, B. 
Great Ki of nations, hear our prayer, 474, ii,, Gur- 

ney, 1. A itt a 
Great King of Sion, 

_ Of saints, enthroned on high 
(reat King of Zion, now, 386, i., Francis, B. ; 1081, ii., 

Spurgeon, C. H. 

Great is the Lord, what tongue can frame, 783, i., My nie 
Id 

@reat Leader of Thine Israel, 456, i., Great Shepherd | Guide me, 0 thou 
of Thine Israel 

Great Leader of Thine Israel's host, 306,i., Doddridge, P. 
Great Light Vv life, Thou nature's Lord, 636, i 

Hoskins, J. 
sees — ata of all thy churches, hear, 625, i., Kingsbury, 

“— Lora of earth and seas and skies, 186, ii., Browne, 

Great Lord of earth and time, 472, ii., Groser, W. H. 
Great Maker of light, Who called forth its ray, 701, i., 

Lucis Creator optime 

gracious (rod, 455, ii., Great King | Guardian of sinful men, 

Great sun of righteousness, arise, 1240, ii., Watts, I. 
Great — of Thy Church, we own, 306, i., Dod- 

Great the joy, the union sweet, 1108, i., Sweet the time, 
exceeding sweet 

Great the joy when Christians meet, 194,di., Burder, G. ; 
1108, i., Sweet the time, exceeding sweet 

Great Thy sorrows, injured Jesus,951,1., Rambach, J. J. 
Great waves of plenty rolling up, 214, ii., Cary. Phoebe 
Greater tha Cross, the nearer heaven, 1012, i., Schmolck, 

Greatest High-priest, Saviour Christ, 628, i., Hoichster 
Priester, der du dich 

Greatest of beings, Source of Life, 1196, i, Unitarian 
bhymnody 

Greatest of a aprons nang al appointed, 1203, i., Ut 
queant laxis resonare fi 

Green pastures and clear streams, 764, ii., Montgomery, 
J. 

Grosser Bundes-Engel, 1802, ii., Zinzendorf, N. L. von 
Grosser Gott, indem ich schwebe, 1144, ii., Terateegen, G. 
Grosser Gott, von alten zeiten, 794, ii,, Neumann, C. 
Grosser Konig, dem ich diene, 1006, i., Scheffler, J. 
Grosser Kénig, den ich ehre, 1006, i., Scheffler, J. 
Grosser Mittler, der cur Kechten, 417, i., German 

hymnody 
Grosser Prophete, mein Herze begehret, 792, i., Neander, 

J 
not to see the wic'ed men (Ps. xxxvii.), 865, ii., 
Version 

Guadendum nobis suadent hujus diei festa, 814, i., 
Notker 

Guard us waking, guard us sleeping, 440, i., God that 
madest earth and heaven 

Guard well thy lips; none, none can know, 328, ii., 
Elliott, Charlotte 

Guardian of Israel, Thou, 153, i., Bogateky, C. H. von 
996, ii., Saviour of sinful men 

Guests at the banquet of the Lamb, 18, ii., Ad regias 
Agni dapes 

Guide me, 0 Thou great Jehovah, 1286, i,, Williams, W. 
t Jehovah (tr. P. Williams 

77, i., li., Argiwydd arwain trwy’r anialwch ; 613, 
i., Keble, J.; 1253, ii., Welsh hymnody; 1286, i., 
Williams, W. 

Guide of my steps along life's way, 234, i., Clapham, 
Emma 

Guide of sinners, go before us, 1272, i., When the Lord 
of Hosts ascended 

Guide us, Jesu, Holy Saviour (tr. Williams, alt.), 77, ii., 
Arglwydd arwain trwy’r anialwch 

Guide us, O eternal Saviour (tr. Williams, alt.), 77, ii, 
Arglwydd arwain trwy’r anialwch 

Great Maker of man's earthlie realme, 1137, i., Telluris | Guide us, Thou great Deliverer (tr, Williams, alt.) 
ingens Conditor 

Great Maker of the glittering stars (Creator alme side- 
rum, ¢r. Porter), 258, i., Conditor alme siderum 

Great Maker of the human race, 896, ii., Plasmator 
hominis Deus 

Great Maker of unnumbered worlds, 317, ii., Dyer, 8. 
Great martyr, who thyself didst show (invicte Martyr, 

unicurm ), 716, ii,, Martyr Dei qui unicum 
Great Mover of all hearts, Whose hand, 1103, ii., Su- 

preme Motor cordium 
Great Mover of the heart, Alone, 1103, ii., Supreme 

Motor cordium 
Great, mysterious Trinity, 678, i., Litanies 
Great Prophet of my God, 605, i., Join all the glorious | gabakkuk in ancient song (Tévous 

Names 
Great Hedeemer, Friend 

1253, ii., Welsh hym 
Great Ruler of the earth and skies, 304, ii., Dobell, J. 
Great Ruler of the earth and sky, 186, ii., Browne, 8S. 
Great Huter of the land and sea, 162, i., Bonar, H. 
Great Searcher of our hearts, Whilst Thy, 1190, i,, U1. 

tricibus nos undique 
Great Shepherd of the sheep, No longer, 158, i, 

Foga rele i. vou . 
Great Shepher y ¢, hear, 841, i,, 0 

languid souls inepive Pt Lord, our 
Great Source of boundless power and grace, 1089, ii., 

Steele, Anne 
goodness, Godhead blest, at. ii, Give 

of sinners (W. Williams), 

Great Source 
Thy right Hand, 1101,i., Summae Deus 
st. fi., Da dexteram surgentibus 

Great Source of goodness, Godhead blest,—st. ii., May we | Had not the Lord 
Thy mercy, 1101, ii., Summae 
Mandique factor machinae ~- 

Great Source of my being, 706, ii., Lyte, H. F. 
mdr tiles Lord, 

.f 

Deus clementiae, 

77, ii., Arglwydd arwain trwy'r antalwch 
Guide us, O Thou great Jehovah, 77, ii., Arglwydd 

arwain trwy’r anjalwch 
Guide us, O Thou great Redeemer (tr. Williams, alt.), 

77, ii., Arglwydd arwain trwy’r anialwch 

Guide us, Thou whose Name is Saviour (tr. Williams, 

alt.), 77, ii., Arglwydd arwain trwy’r anialwch 

Guilty and vile, I call on Thee, 97, i., Aus tiefer Notb 

schrei ich zu dir 

Guter Hirt, du hast gestillt, 723, ii., Meinhold, J. W. 

Gwyn fyd y dyn a gred yn Nuw, 386, i., Francis, B. 

iov THY ava- 

raagw wad), 855, ii.,"Eowoe Aaov, Oavparovpywr 

< 
Hac Hie rurgens Dominus, 880, ii., 381, i., En dies est 

Dominica a a : 

Had God not been with us this time, 1232, ii., War 

Gott nicht mit uns diese Zeit 

Had God not come, may Israel say, 1232, ii., Wir Gott 

nicht mit uns diese Zeit 

Had I the gift of tongues, 1092, i., Stennett, 8. 

Had I the — of Greeks and Jews, 

Watts, |. 

Had I the wings of a dove, I would fly, 38, ii., Aird, 

h m P. 
peel been on our side (tr. Hunt), 1232, ii., ‘ad not the Lord 

Wir Gott nicht mit uns diese Ze it 
clementiae, | Had not the Lord been with us then, 1232, ii., War Gott 

nicht mit uns diese Zeit 

a thankful Israel say) (Ps. cxxiv.), 
801, ii., New Version 

Had not the Lord. may Israel say (Ps. cxxiv.), 801, i., 

New Version 
human eye, 167, ii., Boyce | Had not the Lord, my soul may say (cry), 983, ii., Ry- 

land, J. 
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Had we nought, had we nought (tr. Okeley), 1303, i., 
Zinzendorf, N. L. von 

Haec est sancta sollemnilas sollemnitatum, 813, i., 
Notker 

Haec illa sollemnis dies, 825, ii., O come, Creator Spirit, 
Inspire the souls 

Haec rite mundi gaudia, 594, i, Jesu Redemptor 
omnium, Perpes corona praesulum 

Heil, olf hott, Fhe Lord of Glory, 267, i. Coxe, A. C Hail, 7 u . i xe, A. C. 
Hail! lorious Feast, day hallowed for ever and 

ever, 989, i., Salve festa dies toto venerabilis aevo 
Qua Deus ecclesiam 

Hail! blessed communion of love, 1106, ii., Swaine, E. 
Hail, blessed morn, when forth from heaven (tr. Cooke), 

240, i., Coelestis ales nuntiat 
Hail, blest Hed-emer of the earth, 1212,i., Veni Re- 

demptor gentium 
Hail! Dest scenes of endless joy, 1031, i., Scottish 

hymnody 
Hail, Body born of Mary, 230, ii,, Christi Corpus ave 
Hail, boundless love, that first began, 478, i., Hail, 

sovereiga love, that first 
Hail, bright star of ocean, 99, ii., Ave maris stella 
Hail, city of refuge, 989, i., Salve mundi omina ‘ 
Hail, co-essential three, 1265, i., Wesley family, The 
Hail, day of days, in peals of ‘tse (Salve, festa dies, 

toto venerabilis aevo), 1139, ii., Tempora florigero 
Tutilant distincta sereno 

Hail, day of hallowed birth (tr. J. Mason), 872, i, 

tus votis um 
Hail, dial of Achaz, 989, i., Salve mundi Domina 
Hail, each tongue with adoration, 878, ii., Pange lingua | / 

glories! corporis mysterium 
Hail, everlasting Prince of Peace, 306, i., Doddridge, P. 
Hail, Father of the poor, 23, ii., Adsis, superne Spiritus 
Hail, Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, 1267, ii., Wesley 
yw The a Def “ 

Hail, Father, Son, and Spirit, great, ore the birth 
af time, 1266, i., Wesley family, The . 

Hail, Father, Whose commanding call, 477, ii., Hail, 
Father, Whose creating call 

Hail, Father, Whose creating call (S. Wesley, jun.), | 4% 
1259, ii., Wesley family, The 

Hail, festal day, ever exalted high (Salve, festa dies, toto | 7; 
venerabilis aevo), 1139, ii, Tempora florigero 
rutilant distincta sereno 

Hail, festal day! for evermore adored (tr, W. A.), 
, i, Salve festa dies toto venerabilis aevo Qua | He 

sponse sponsa jungitur 

Ai 

7) 
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Hail, festal day, for evermore adored (Salve, festa dies, | Ha 
toto venerabilis aevo, tr. Neale), 1139, ii., Tempora 
flurigero rutilant distincta sereno Ha 

Hail, festal day! Hail ever sacred tide, 989, i., Salve 
festa dies toto venerabilis aevo Qua sponso sponsa | Ha 
jungitur Ha 

Hail! festal day! in every age divine, 989, i., Salve 
festa dies, toto venerabilis aevo Qua Deus ecclesiam | Ja 

Hail! Festal day! through every age divine, When 
God's fair grace from Heaven on earth did shine, | Ha 
989, i., Salve festa dies toto venerabilis aevo Qua | Ha; 
Deus de coelo Hai 

Hail! festal day, to endless ages known (Salve, festa 
dies, toto venerubilis aevo), 1139, ii., Tempora | Hai 
florigero rutilant distincta sereno 

Hail, festal morn, whose sacred ray, 477, i., Hacc illa | Hai 
solemnis dies Hat 

Hail, First and Last, Thou great I Am, 477, i, Hail! | Hai 
Alpha and Omega, hail 

Hail, af the martyr-train (Salvete flores marty- | Hail 
rum), 947, i., Quicumque Christum quaeritis 

Hail flowrets of Christ's martyr-crown (Salvete flores 
martyrum), 947, i., Quicumque Christum quaeritis | Hail 

Hail, flowrets of the martyr wreath (Salvete flores ‘ 
inartyram), 947, i., Quicumque Christum quaeritis | Hail 

Hail, garland of martyrs (Salvete flores martyrum), | Hail 
947, i., Quicumqnue Christum quaeritis 1 

Hail! gladdening Light, of His pure glory poured, | Hail, 
894, i., dws iAapdy ayias dens Hail, 

Hail, glorious Body of The Jord, 262, ii., Corpus ave I 
clarum Domini I 

Hail Glorious Light, pure from the Immortal Sire, | Hail, 
04, ii., Dios iAapor ayias bofns Hail, 

Hail, God the Son in glory crowned (8S. Wesley, jun.), | Hail, 
1259, ii., Wesley family, The J 

Hail, gracious Source of every good, 90, ii, Auber, | Hail, 
Harriet Hail, 

Hail! hail! the happy wished for time, 1081, i., Soot- | Hail, 
tish hymnod aC 

Hail, hallowed day of heavenly rest, 1097, i, Sowell Kail , 
: vi 

Hail, happy day, the (thew) day of holy rest, 186, ii, | Hail! 
Browne, 
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Tail, 

h : 4 Tait, ytnnody ; 1104, ii,, Sutton, A 
Perance, bright celestial ray, 1138, i, Tem- Trance Haile here | byw Head ate torn and wounded (Salve caput The htatum), 991, i., Salve mundi salutare ; 1176, i., hrupp, J. ¥. ign te Head with sorrows bowi .T Uentatum), 991, i., Salve mundi salutare 4fa “i ythe, blest oe See 

t 
Hew". esl €st and best of the sons of the morning #tody bright and glorious, 878, ii, Pange lin 1 Hait. 3 pe &lvriosi corporis mysterium 

4fail the da 
that se Haus es Him rise 

Haat eson,. Jane E 

ulchrior 
Hait the fe 

; Pbalis 
4fail the hea 

_death, away 
Hail the Joyful day's return, 

faudia Anni reduxit orbita Fail, thou 
Marshall), Julia A. ; 986, ii., Sad and our way 

ffail, Thou eternal Priest, 680, ii 
t 

i., Falk, J.D 
Hail ! 

Hail, thou Head! so bruised and torn 
cruentatum), 991, i., Salve mundi salutare flail, thou Hi ! 80 bruised and wounded 
cruentatum), 991, i, Salve mundi salutare 

Fail, Thou King 
sanctorum), 

flail, Thou 
long expected Jesus 

, ii., Salve mundi salutare 

Fail, thou mighty queen of heaven, 99, ii., Ave regina coelorum 
Ffail! Thou Monarch of confessors 

Sanctorum), 990, ii,, Salve mundi salutare fail Thou once despised Jesus, 108, i., Bakewell, J. fait, thou resplendent Star, 99, ii., Ave maris stella Hail, Thou Source of blessi 
4fail, thou Star of ocean, 99, i., 
fail Thou, Who man's Redeeme 

deside: jum 
4fail to anorher year, 706, ii., Ly 

Hastings, 

te, H F. fail to the brightness of Zion's glad morning, 494, ii., 
ons -; 755, ii., Mis 

Ffail to the day! so rich in Joy, 295, i., Dies est lae- titiae In ortu regali 
4fail to the holy morn, 575, i., Jackson, E Hail to the Lord Who comes, $27, i., Ellerton, J, #fatl to the Lord's Anointed Pe. 72, Mon ii., Montgomery, J.; 92 i, Psalters, Ffail tothe Prince of lifeand peace, 306, i, Hail to the Queen who reigns above, 992 

sminericetdios 4fail to the Sabbath day, 191, ii., Bulfinch, 8. G. #iatl to Thee, 0 Jesus, $15, i., Hernaman (née Ibotson) Claudia F, , Fail to Thee! true Bod sprung, Corpus natum f + Py hy Ave orem Hail, tranquil hour of closing da Re | i., Bacon Hail triumphant King of lory, 243, Vole Wok Hail, true Body, born # gil Spotless Virgin (tr _Oxenham), 100, i., Ave rpus natum ; Hail, true “rT 4 born of Mary, Victim true (tr. E. B. Pusey), 100, i., Ave verum Corpus natum 

glish 

Hail, true Body! God o hea 7 
Corpus natum of heaven, 100, i,, Ave verum 

Hail, true Kody Incarnated, 1 : 
natum 00, i., Ave verum Corpus 

Hail, Virgin most wise, 989, i., Saive mundi Do 
Hail, Virgin, o'er all virey 4 mina 

mundi Domina "9ims bright, 989, i., Salve 
Hail, virginal mother, 989, i., Salve mundi Do. Hail wounds! which throu Ah ete; maine Salvete Christi vulnera itera were, O0h, ivy Hail! ye days of solemn mectin, i Hail, ye rstling martyr-fowers’ (Salvete font or vd ram ), 947, i., Quicumque Christum quaeritig ™ Hail, ye flowers of martyrdom (Salvete flores marty rum), 947, i., Quicunqne Christam quaeritis s 

INDEX. 

Sweetest, dearest tie that binds, 113, i., Baptist 

ing (Salve caput 

the great Mediator, 182, ii., 

chtldren's festal day, 602, ii,, Hearn, Marianne 
¥ that sees Him go, 478, ii.,, Hail the day 

day that sees Him rise (C. Wesley), 670, i., 

the day when in the sky, 942, ii,, Quae stella sole 
stal morn begun, 706, i., Lux illuxit trium- 

venly scenes of peace, 104, rs Away with 

120, ii., Beata nobis 

bright and sacred morn, $29, i, Elliott (née 
weary were 

Hail, Thou eternal Logos, hail, 616, i., Kempenfelt, R. 
i , di,, Live, our eternal 

Fail, Pte glorious, thou victorious (tr. Kennedy), 364, 

“aot of grace and glory, 100, i., Aveling, 

(Salve caput 

(Salve caput 

saints, ascending (Salve Jesu, Rex 

long expected Jesus, 253, i., Come, Thou 

(Salve Jesu, Rex 

Yr art (Salutis humanae Sator), 593, i., Jesu nostra redemptio, Amor et 

mery), 764, 

Doddridge, P. 
, 1, Salve regina 
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Hail, ye the flowers of martyrs bright (Salvete flores 

martyrum), 947, i., Quicumque Curistum quaeritis 
Haile you that are the flowers (Salvete flores martyrum » 

947, i., Quicumque Christum quseritis 
Hail your dread Lord and ours, §92, i., Jesu, my God 

and Kir 
Hail Zion, ott of our God (Urbs Syon inclyta), 534, ii., 

Hora wove ma, tempora pessima sunt, vigilemus 
Halleluja ! Jesus lebt, 1012, i., Schmolck, B. 
Hallelujah, See also Alleluia, Allelujah and Alleluya, 
Hallelujah, Amen, Amen, 418, i., German hymnod 
Hallelujah ! beauteous morning, 638, ii., Krause, J, 
Hallelujah, Christ is mine, 115, i., Barrows, E. P. 
Hallelujah, Christus lebt, 404, ii., Garve, C. B. 
Hallelujah ! day of see pry 633, ii., Krause, J. 
Hallelujah ! der Leiland lebt, 468, i., Gregor, «. 
Hallelujah ! Fairest morning, 633, ii., Krause, J. 
Hallelujah, hallelujah, Haise the hymn of thankful 

raise, 902, i., Powell, T. E. 
Hallelujah, He is risen, 160, ii., Bliss, P. 
Hallelujah! high and glorious, 48, i., Alleluia! dulce 

carmen 
Hallelujah! I believe, 'T73, ii,, Mowes, H. 
Hallelujah ! Jesus lebet, 1099, ii., Sturm, C. C. 
Hallelujah, Jesus lives! 404, ii., Garve, C. B. 
Hallelujah! Jesus lives! Life, immortal life, He gives 

(tr. Miss Warner), 1012, i., Scbmolck, B. 
Hallelujah, joyful raise, 481, ii., Hall, C. N. 
Hallelujah! Lo, He wakes, 1012, i., Schmolck, B. 
Hatlelu ! Lob, Preis und Khri( Anon. ), 268, ii., Cras- 

selius (Crasselt], B., 393, ii., French hymnod 
Hallelujah, Lord, our voices, 498, ii,, Havergal, W. H. Hallelujah, Love, Thanks, and Praise, 482, i., Halle- 

lujah! Lob, Preis und Ebr 
Hallelujah, Might, Honour, Praise, 482, i,, Hallelujah 

Lat, Preis und Ebr 
Hallelujah! note of gladness, 48, ii,, Alleluia, dulce! 

carmen 
Hallelujah, praise the Lord, 496, i., Hatfield, E. F. . 
Hallelujah ! Praise the Lord, 1185, ii., Trestrail (née 

Dent), Elizabeth R. 
Hallelujah! Praise tv God, 109, i,, Ball, W. 
Hallelujah, raise oh raise, 922, i., Psalters, English 
Hallelujah ! schdner argon, 633, ii., Krause, Hallelujah! song of gladness, Voice of joy that cannot 

die, 48, ii., Alleluia, dulce carmen 
es in we are hastening, 892, i., Peters (née Bowly), 

ary 
Hallelujah, who shall part ?, 293, ii., Dickinson, W. 
Hallow we with praise the day (Also heilig ist der Tag), 

1139, ii., Tempora florigero rutilant distincta sereno 
Halt im Geddchiniss Jesum Christ, 474, i., Gnther, C. 
Hanc concordi famulatu colamus sollemnitatem, 813, i., 

Notker 
Hanc pariter omnis, See Ibant pariter animis et duci- 

bus imparibus, 814, i,, Notker 5 Happiness’ delightful name, 483, ii., Happiness, thou 
gor name 

Ha are they whom God's protecting love, 374, i., 
elices nemorum pangimus incolas 

t conception he, 1264, ii., Wesley family, 

Happy child whom God doth aid, 484, i., Happy man 
whom God doth aid 

Happy city, holy Salem, 1200, i., Urbs beata, Hierusalem Happy day! thou day of holy rest, 477, ii., Hail, happy 
day! the day of holy rest 

Happy’ Denny Sandey, 514, ii., Hernaman (née Ibotson), 

Happy man, whom God doth aid, 447, ii., Graces 
Happy matron, though for years, 804, ii.,, Nicholson, 

.L. 
Happy race of witnesses (tr. Kinchen), 1303, ii., Zin- 

zendorf, %. pee a 408, 
saint that free from harms, ° 

aa free from harms ; 
Happy, Saviour, would I be, 799, i., Nevin, E. H. 
Happy soul that hears and follows, 493, i., Hart, J. 
Happy soul, thy ee ending, 484, i,, Happy soul, 

hy days are en 

Happy #0 , who sees the day, 1261, i., Wesley family, 
The 
vy souls, whose course is run, 372, i., Father, Son, 

met Spirit, hear 

Happy soul 

Happy the child whose youngest [tender] years, 1239, 
i, Watts, I. 

by the children who are gone (Cennick), 221, i, 
HOPPE ildren’s hymns; 537, i, How happy are those 

children who 
ppy the children who betimes, 523, ii., Hill, R. 

Happy the Church, thou sacred : 

Happy the company that's gone, 96, i., Aurora veils her 
face 

place, 1237, ii,, Watts, I. 

_" 48 
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Happy the heart where graces reign, 1178, ii., "Tis pure 
delight without alloy 

Happy the man that fears the Lord, 483, ii., Happy is 
he that fears the Lord 

Happy the man that finds the grace, 484, i,, Happy the 
man who finds the grace 

Happy the man to whom his God, 1240, i,, Watts, 1. 
Happy the man who feareth God, 1291, i., Wohl dem, 

der in Gottes Purcht steht 
Happy the man who knows, 1198, i., Upham, T. C. 
Happy the man who seeks the prize (tr. H. Mills), 985, 

ii., Sachse, ©. F. H. 
Happy the man whose cautious feet, 1240, i., Watts, I. 
Happy the man whose cautious ateps, 793, ii., Needham, 

Happy the man whose hopes rely, 662, ii., I'll praise my 
Maker with my bre sth 

Happy the man whose tender care (Ps, xli.), 800, i., 
New Version 

Happy the meck whose gentle breast, 1020, ii., Scott, T. 
Happy the men in ancient days, 420, ii., Gibbons, T. 
Happy the souls to Jesus joined, 1262, i., Wesley 

family, The 
Happy the unrepining poor, 379, i., Flint, J. 
Happy the well instructed youth, 1264, ii, Wesley 

family, The 
Happy they that find a rest, 897, i., Pleasant are Thy 

cuurts above 
Happy they who are not weary, 1195, ii., Unitarian 

ymnody 
Happy they who trust in Jesus, 615, i, Kelly, T. 
Happy those who iest have found, 471, i., Grinfield, T. 
Happy, thrice happy hour of grace (tr. Nyberg), 1304, 

, ( eerie! Zinzer do L von } 
Happy, thrice happy they whv hear (Ps. 1xxxix.), 800, ii., 

New Version I 
Happy were those mothers, 1097, ii., Stowell, T. A. E 
Happy who in God's fear doth stay, 1291, i, Wobl 

dem, der in Gottes Furcht steht A 
Happy who in Jesus live, 1262, i., Wesley family, The 
Happy who in the fear of God, 1291, i, Wohl dem, | # 

den in Gottes Furcht steht fi 
Happy would it be for me, 198, i., Burton, J., jun. 
Hark, a clear-toned voice, as thunder (tr. Hewett), | 27 

1228, ii., Vox clara ecce intonat Mh 
Hark! adistant voice is calling, 888, i., Parson (nee | Ai 

Rooker), Elizabeth 
Hark! a glad exulting throng, 230, ii., Christi caterva | a 

clamitet ; 870, ii., Onslow, P. 

—— a glad votes the lonely desert cheers, 901, i., | Ha 
pe, A. 

Hark, a gladsome voice is thrilling (En clara vox redar- | Ha 
gut, tr. Blew), 1229, i., Vox clara ecce intonat 

Hark, a joyful voice is thrilling (En clara vox redar- | Ha: 
it, tr. Newman), 1228, ii., Vox clara ecce iitonat | fa; 

Hark, a rushing mighty sound, 772, i., Moultrie, G, 
Hark! a still smal voice is heard, 198, i,, Burton, J., | Ha: 

ag Har 
Hark, a thrilling voice is sounding (En clara vox re- | Ha; 

darguit, tr. wall, alt.), 1239, i., Vox clara ecce 
intonat > 

Hark, a trumpet-voice of warn*ng (En clara vox re- | Har 
varia rh tr. Singleton), 1229, i., Vox clara ecce | Har. 
n 

Hark ! a voice divides the sky, 148, i., Blessing, honour, 
thanks, and praise . 

Hark, a voice! it comes from heaven, 615, i., Kelly, T., Har! 
Hark, a voice of warning, hark (En clara vox redar- 

guit, tr. Mant), 1229, i., Vox clara ecce intonat 
_ ny voice saith, all are mortal, 36, ii., Albinus, 

Hark, an awful voice is sounding (En clara vox redar- 
uit, ¢r, Caswall), 1229, i., Vox clara ecce intonat | Hark 

= — children, hear the angels, 109, i., Balfern, y 
oP. Hark 

Hark, dull soul, how everything, 488, i., Hark, my | Hark, 
soul, how everything Ix 

Hark for a voice to the children calling, 875, i, Jack- | Hark, 
son, E. H. : Hark, 

Hark! for loud notes of joy, 1079, i., Spitta, C. J. P. Hark! 
Hark, for the Son of God now calls, , ii., Hark, for C. 

‘tis God's own Son that calls Fark | 
Hark! from heaven a voice I hear, 2838, i., De Courcy, R. A 
Hark, from the tombs a warning sound, 496, ii,, Hark | Hari: 

from the tomhs a doleful sound Hark! 
Hark, hark, my soul, angelic songs are swelling, 361, hy 

Faber, F. W. Hark: 
Hark, ‘hark, my soul, thy Father's voice is calling, | Hark! 

487, i., Hark, hark, my soul; angelic songs are G. 
swelling Hark: 

Hark, hark, the merry Christmas bells, 1056, i., Sher- Jon 
win, W. F. Hark: | 

Hark, hark, the notes of joy, 954, i., Reed, A, 



HAR 

= ae through the dewy morning, 149, ii., Blew, W. J. J _ od gen por sound, 616, i., Kelly, T. 
. é e with solemn toll (Gisborne), 1084, ii., Staffordshire hymn-books ‘ ee 

br —— temple bell, 16, i,, Adams, J. Q. 
is t Saviour calls, 883, i., Parson (née 

Rooker), Elizabeth ; : 
. — — Shepherd's voice, 671, i., Irons, J. 
~, fs the song of heaven, 1280, ii., Wigner, J. T. Hark, "tis the trump of God, 616, i. Kempentelt, R. 

ark, "tis your heavenly Father's call, 506, ii., Hegin- 
bethom, O. 

Hark to the solemn bell, 461, ii., Gray (née Lewers), 
Jane 

i Ponce ci trump! behold it breaks, 288, i., Denny, 
Sir 

#fark to the voice that loudly cries (En clara vox redar- 
uit, tr. Johnston), 1229, i, Vox clara ecce intonat 

Hark to the voice whose thrilling tone, 1228, ii., Vox 
clara ecce intonat 

Hark to the words of Him like Whom, 1066, i., Soden, 
A. J. 

Hark! what a thrilling voice invades (tr. Chambers, 
1857), 1228, ii., Vox clara ecce intonat 

Hark! what mean those gladsome voices, 216, ii,, Cham- 
berlain, T. 

fark ! what mean those holy voices, 215, i., Cawood, J. 
Hark! what mean those lamentations, 215, ii,, Cawood, J. 
Hark, what music fills the sky (Anon.), 147, ii., Blessed 

night, when first that plain 
Hark! what sounds salute our ears, 1278, ii, Whose 

are these that come from far? 
Hark ! what voice the silence breaks, 261, i., Congreve, 

G.T 
4farp awake, tell out the story, 307, ii,, Downton, H. 
a —_ the notes of woe that rose, 1066, ii., Soden, 

Harum laudum pracconia, 28, i., Aeterni festi gaudia 
#fas temptation well nigh won me, 445, i,, Gotter, L.A. 
Hast du denn Liebster dein Angesicht gantzlich verbor- 

gen (Anon.), 683, i., Lobe den Herren den mach- 
ti a Koénig der Ehren 

Hast Thou, holy Lord, Redeemer, 142, i,, Bickersteth, J. 
ffast thou, ’midst life's empty noises, 1277, i., Whittier, 

G 
Hast Thou said, exalted Jesus ?, 421, i., Giles, J. E. 
Hfast thou sinned ? sin no more, 11738, ii., Thring, G. 
Hast thou wasted all the ?, 235, ii., Clarke, J. F. 
#faste, ali who'mid life's thorny ways, 946, i., Qui- 

cunque certum quaeritis 
ae ie my soul, from ruin flee, 507, i., Hein- 

Haste hither, heavenly Spirit, 23, ii,, Adsis, superne 
Spiritus 

Haste, Lord, within my worthless heart, 614, i., Keinen 
hat Gott verlassen 

Haste, my soul, thy God adore, 606, i,, Jones, S. F. 
Haste, O ers now be wise, 494, i,, Hasten, sinner, to 

w 
fasten Lord, that morn of glory, 708, ii,, Macduff, J. R. 
Hasten, Lord, the glorious time, 90, ii., Auber, Harriet 
#fasten, Lard, to my release, 764, i,, Montgomery, J. 
Hasten, O sinner, to be wise, 493, ii,, Hasten, sinner, 

to be wise 
Hasten on, hasten on, 1010, ii., Schmidt, J. E. 
—— yr ep hbe be wise, 1020, ii,, Scott, T. 

ath not thy rt within thee i, - ‘finch, aa burned ?, 191, ii., Bul 

Hat the invitation ended ?, 116, i,, Barton, B. 
Hatt’ Br unsdarod gefragt, 287, i., Deiner Kinder Sam- 

mel platz 
Fiatten wir Nichts als diese Ster i . sediort Le ee benszeit, 1303, i., Zin 

attest du Licht und Heil, 628, i, 
Haunting gloom and flitting 

tenebrae, et nubila 
Have I, Lord, from Thee 

munt-r, mein Gemitl 
berfiir 

Knapp, A. 
shades, 820, ii., Nox, et 

departed, 1254, ii., Werde 
1, Und itr Sinnen geht 

Have mer 5 Lord, on me, As Thou 

wierae ersion, $19, ii., Pealters, > 800, ii., 
ave mercy, ; 

family, The 7°" ™4n hath none, 1962, i, Wesley 
Have mercy, Lord, on me 

865, ii. Old Version / ?7%Y (Ps. Ivi., Hopkins), 
Have mercy, O Father, 408, ii,, Furness, W H 
Have mercy on me God [Lord eves Ee 

@65. ii. Old Version » “ter (Ps. U., Norton), 
Have mercy on me, 0 my God, 764, i, Mon 
Have me on us, Lord " mery, J, 

Old Version (Ps. Lxvii., Hopkins), 865, ii, 
Have mercy on us Lord, we 
Have thy armour on, my soul, SOT Ae HrepteieySleteon 
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Have we no zeal for Him Who died?, 1178, ii., Thring, 
G 

Have ye counted the cost ?, 670, i., Leeson, Jane E. 
Have you heard the sweet, sweet story ?, 1108, ii., Swift, 

J.F. 
Have you not a word for Jesus ?, 497, i., Havergal, 

Frances R. 
Have you not seen the lily ride, 648, ii., O Son of Man, 

Thyself once crost 
Have you on the Lord believed ?, 150, ii., Bliss, P. 
Have you read the wondrous story ?, 1175, ii., Thrupp, 

Dorothy A. 
Have you acen the mighty ocean, 1175, ii, Thrupp, 

Dorothy A. 
Have we no tears to shed for Him, 825, ii., O come and 

mourn with me awhile . 
Have wealth and honour spread their wing, 641, i., 

Huc ad montem Calvariae 
Hayle, Quene, mother of mercye, 992, i,, Salve regina 

misericordiae 
He always wins who sides with God, 560, i,, 1 worship 

thee, sweet will of God 
He, by Whose hand the light was made (Praesepe poni 

pertulit), 30, ii., Agnoscat omne saeculum ; 
He called them, and they left, 162, i., Bonar, H. ° 
He calls us to a day gladness, 1113, ii., Syriac 

hymnody 
He came not with His heavenly crown, 304, i., Doane, 

7. . 

He came, Whose embassy was peace, 1231, i,, Walker 
(née Deck), Mary J. 

He comes! He comes! the Bridegroom comes, 734, ii., 
Midiane, A. 

He comes, He comes, the Holy One, Q44, ii, O mighty 
Mother! why that light? 

He comes! He comes! the Judge severe, 1263, ii,, Wesley 
family, The 

He comes in bloodstained garments, 108, ii, Bancroft 
(née Smith), Charitie L. 

He comes, no royal vesture wearing, 981, i., Rickert, F. 
He cometh as the Bridegroom comes, 600, i., He cometh, 

on yon hallowed Board ; 
He cometh, on yon hallowed board, 838, ii., O Jesus 

bruised and wounded sore 
He dies! He dies! The Son of God most holy, 644, ii., 

Hurditch, C. R. 
He dies, the Priend of sinners dies, 350, i., English 

hymnody ; 500, i., He dies! the Heavenly Lover 
dies . 

He dies! the Man of Sorrows dies, 500, ii., He dies, 
the Heavenly Lover dies 

He dwells on earth, along His path, 233, i., Christus 
tenebris obsitam 

He fell asleep in Christ the Lord, 952, i., Rawson, G. 
He, for man who suffered woe, 790, i., Neale, J. M. 
He giveth His beloved sleep, 138, ii., Bell, C. D. 
He has gone to his God, he has gone to his home, 810, ii., 

orton, A. 
He hath gone into His —. 307, ii., Doudney, Sarah 
He hath spoken in the darkness, 497, i., Havergal, 

Frances R. 
He is a God of sovereign love, 285, i., Death! "tis a 

melancholy day 
He is gone—A cloud of light, 600, ii., He is gone— 

Beyond the skies 
He is ~and we remain, 600, ii., He is gone— 

Beyond the skies 
is gone—Beyond the skies, 718, i,, Master it is good 
to be; 1087, ii., Stanley, A. P. 
is rds their goal, 600, ii., He is gone— 
Beyond the skies 
is gone—we heard Him say, 500, ii., He is gone— 
Beyond the skies 
is , thom seers in old time, 276, ii., Da puer 
plectrum, choreis ut canam fidelibus 

He is mine and I am His, 1012, ii., Schmolck, B. 
He kenelt, the Saviour knelt and prayed, 509, ii., 

Hemans (née Browne), Felicia D. 
He knoweth all His people, 354, ii, Es kennt der Herr 

die seinen 
He leadeth me, © blessed thought, 424, i., Gilmore, J. H, 
He led them unto Bethany, 514, ii., Hernaman (nee 

Ibotson), Claudia F. . = 

He lived, as none but He has lived, 170, ii., Brettell, J. 
He lives! He lives, and sits above, 1239, i., Watts, I. 

He lives! Helives! letjoy again (Sir J. Bowring), 485, ii., 

Hardenberg, G. F. P. von 

Te lives | He's risen from the dead, 485, ii., Hardenberg, 
. F. P. yon Z 

He be ied my kind, wise, heavenly Friend, 556, ii., I 
know that my Redeemer lives, What comfort this 

He lives, the ever lasting God, 1240, i., Watts, I. 
He liveth long who liveth well, 161, ii., Bonar, H. 

482 
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He lost his — colleague's aid, 1265, ii., Wesley 
fainily, The 

He loved on gave Himself for me, 375, ii., Fer- 
guson, F. 

He never yet has made mistakes, 660, ii., Ich singe dir 
mit Herz und Mund 

He reigns, the Lord our Saviour reigns (Watts), 575, ii. 
Jacobi, J. C.; 1227, ii., Vom Himmel hoch da 
Komm ich her 

He reigns, the Lord, the Saviour reigns, 1240, i, 
Watts, I. 

He reigns! of saints, exalt your strains, 11$3, i, The 
Lord is King! lift up thy voice 

He rises from the wave, and now, 329, ii., Emergit 
umiis et Deo 

He saves because He will, 734, i., Midlane, A. 
He scarcely felt the cruel stones, 1098, i., Streatfeild 

(nee Saint), Charlotte 
He sencleth sun, He sendeth shower, 16, ii., Adams (née 

Flower), Sarah 
He sends to the Virgin no lowlier angel, 760, ii., Mittit 

ad Virginem 
He sleeps; and from His open side, 1262, i, Wesley 

family, The 
Ite spake! and gathering into one, 607, ii., Jubes: et 

in praeceps aquis 
He speaks the word; the floods obey, 607, ii., Jubes: et 

in praeceps aquis 
He that c in his Creator, 796, ii., Neumark, G. 
He that age Sorth with weeping, 495, ii., Hastings, T, 
He that has God his guardian made (Vs. xci.), 800, ii., 

New Version 
He that hath made His Refuge God, 1240, i., Watts, L. 
He that is down needs fear no fall, 193, ii,, Bunyan, J. 
He that is the great profounde Sapience, 886, i., Patris 

Saplentia, veritas divina 
He that within the secret place (Ps. xci., Hopkins), 865, 

ii,, Old Version 
He, the Confessor of the Lord, with triumph, 573, ii., 

Iste Confessor |bomini sacratus 
He the Word of God, the fated, 1217, i., Verbum Dei, 

Deo natum 
He who commits his way to God, 797, i., Neumark, G. 
He who doth glad submission render, 796, ii., Neumark, 

G 
He who for Christ hath left behind, 266, ii,, Coxe, A. C. 
He, Who for men their Surety stood, 1273, i., Where 

Ls the heavenly temple stands 
He, Who on earth as man was known, i., Newton, J. 
He Who once in righteous vengeance, 670, i., Ira justa 

Conditoris 
He wo surveys the heart of man, 1031, i, Scottish 

ai He who the sed God trusts ever, 796, ii., Neumark, G. 
He who the earth's foundations laid, 408, ii., Gelobet 

seist du Jesu Christ 
He, who the living God hath chosen, 796, ii., Neumark, G. 
He who the rule to God hath yielded, 797, i., Neumark, 

G. 
He who to death maintaineth, 525, ii., Hiller, P. F. 
He who walks in God's true way, 501, ii, He who walks 

in virtue’s way 
He who with generous pity glows, 726, ii., Merrick, J. 
He, whom in all lands celebrate the faithful, 578, ii., 

Iste Confessor Domini sacrarus 
He whom the Father sent to die, 944, i, Quem misit in 

terrus Deus 
He whom the Father sent to earth, 944, i., Quem misit 

in terras Deus 
He whom the land, the sea, the sky (Quem terra, pontus, 

sidera), 944, i1,, Quem terra, pontus, aethera 
He whome the earth, the sea, and skic, 944, ii., Quem 

terra, pontus, aethera 
Head, ali hail, with gore-drops scattered (Salve caput 

cruentatum), 991, i., Salve mundi salutare 
Head nf the Church and Lord of all, 1186, i,, Tritton, J. 
Head of the Church, our risen Lord, 256, ii., Conder, J. 
Head of the Church triumphant, 601, ii., Head of Thy 

Church triumphant 
Head of the hosts in glory, 181, ii., Bridges, M. 
Head of Thy Church triumphant, 833, i, O God, Who 

hear’st the prayer 
Head of Thy Church, Whose Spirit fills, 1268, ii, 

Wesley family, The 
Heal me, ( my Saviour, heal, 1173, ii., Thring, G. 
Hea! us, Emmanuel! hear our prayer, 602, i., Heal us, 

Kmmanuel, here we are 
Heal us, Emmanuel, here we stand, 602, i., Heal us, 

Emmanuel, here we are 
Heal us, Immanuel, we are here, 502, i., Heal us, 

Emmanuel, here we are 
Heater Divine, O hear our prayer, 602, i., Heal us, 

ikmmanuel, here we are 

INDEX. 

Hear, gracious Gl! a 
Hear, gracious (rel, 

Robinson (of Lon 
Hear, gracious God, » 

Anne 
Hear, gracious Lori 

1090, i., Steele, ! 
Hear, gracious Sove: 

Hear, holy Father, ( 
Hear Jesus say to Th 
Hear me, my frice 

Mowes, H. 
Hear me, 0 God, noi 
Hear me, 0 Lori, in 
Hear my prayer, 01 

Tiet 
Hear, 0 Lord, our s 
Hear, 0 my God, w 
Hear, O my people 

New Version 
Hear, sinner, we 
Hear, our all-gre 

benigne Condit 
Hear our prayer, 

Harriet 
Hear, Saviour So 

Doddridge, P. 
Hear the Father's 

Frances R, 
Hear the 83 
Hear the 6 

Hear Thou my pi 
622, i., Kenne 

Hear Thou my pn 
Old Version 

Hear us, holy Jes 
Hear us, Saviour 

son, T. B. 
Hear us, Son of | 
Hear us, Trou wi 
Hear what the 1 

haha 
Hear t i 

Biles, Ee , 
Heard ye holy w 
Hearst thou, 1 

Dies irae, di 

family, Th 
Hearken to thi 

The 
Heart and he 

Herz verei 
Heart be still! 
Heart in heart 

8. B. 
Heart of Chr: 

cor aveto) 
Heart of Jesu 

sanctifica 
Heart, thou | 

(née Schy 
Heart to hear 
Heart to hea 

Was 
Heart to hea 

vereint z 
Heart-broker 

632, ii.. 
Heart-brokes 

the God 
Hearts of st: 

, Wesl 
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tea ven with : : Heavenly chores morn, 95, i., Aurora lucis rutilat 

coelituen. pill gs anthems sweet, 20, i, Adeste 

bless me now, 235, i., Clark, A. fleavenly Father, by Whose care, 526, i., Hincks, T. Ween ty Father, from Thy throne, 678, i., Litanles caventy Mather, God alone, TT, i., Moultrie, G. 
Heavenly Father, gracious Name, 569, ii, Inierval of mam shade 

wi Father, grant Thy blessing, 448, i., Graces 
se ly Father, Jesus taught us, 269, i., Cronenwett, B. cavenly Father, King of kings, 908, i., Powell, T. E. Seeavent ¥ Fitther, let Thy light, 678, i., Litanies 
feavenly rather, Lord of all, 964, ii., Rise, my scul, with ardour rise 
Heavenly Father, may e love, 473, ii., Guest, B. senile aon send Thy blessing, 1294, ii., Words- 

forth, . 

Heqventy Fiather, Sovereign Lord, Be Thy glorious 
Name adored, 450, ii., Grateful notes and numbers 

Pedy se he y ther, Sovereign Lord, Ever faithful to T 
word, 450, ii., Gratetul notes and aes bring iid 

Heavenly Father, to whose eye, 256, ii., Conder, J.; 
698, i., Lord’s (The) Prayer 

Bist #uther, we draw near Thee, 198, i., Burton, J., 
un. 

Heaventy garland, rosy red, 847, i., O rubentes coell 
-ae 

Tea apt, 7. Prophet, my Heart is desiring, 792, i., Neax- 
er, J. 

easiest Shepherd, guide us, feed us, 142, i., Bicker- 
Steth, J.; 573, i., lsrael's Shepherd, guide me, feed 
me 

ene y Shepherd, Thee we pray, 1292, ii., Woodhouse, 

Heavenly Teacher, from Thy ways, 440, ii., God the 
heavens aloud proclaim : 

Heaventy Teacher, Light divine, 284, ii,, Clapham, J. P. 
Bag de — 1 may here already have, 792, i, 

er, J. 
Heavenward doth our journey tend, 626, i., Himmelan 

geht unsre Bahn 
Hleavenward may our course begin, 626, i., Himmelan 

geht unsre n 
Ffeavenward our path still goes, §26, i., Himmelan 

gebt unsre Bahn 
Heavenward our pathway lies, 526, i, Himmelan gebt 

unsre Bahn 
Heavenward our pathway lies, In this world, 526, i., 

Himmoelan geht unsre Bahn 
Heavenward our road doth lie, 526, i., Himmelan geht 

unsre Kabn 
Heavenward, still heavenward, 1016, i., Schiiner, J. G. 
Heavenward sill our pathway goes, §26, i,, Himmelan 

gehe unsre Babn 
Heavenward still our pathway tends, §26, i., Himmelan 

geeht unsre Bahn 
FTea a the cross, the nearer heaven, 1012, ii., Schmolck, 

Heavy and dark the clouds o'erhung, 281, ii., Davis, T. 
vermeyder 

Heeft yemand lust “yn oogen te yden, 202, ii., 

ii., God save the King 

Cam phuysen, D 
Heil Dir, dem liebenden, 439, 
Heil dir tn Siegerkrantz, 439, ii., God save the King en phar Christus ist erstanden, 418, i., German 1ymneady 
Hetland, deine Menschenliebe, 417, i., 
ee Einfalt, Gnadenwunder, 

ymnody 
ee an _ also Heiliger 
Heil’ ger Misch: Den Jesus decket, 388, i., Franck, S. Heit “ge anit, Gnadenwunder, 1070, ii., Spangenberg, 

Heiliger Geist, du Trister mein, ; 
1214, i., Veni Sancte Spiritus, tune Heitige r, — heiliger, Herr Zebaoth, 467, i., Gregor, 

Heilé, s iliger, heili, oi ( Zebao 
"eh le pa, iy liger err th, 1303, ii,, 

Heiliger Herr und Gott! Heiliger starker Gott 

German bymnody 
417, ii, German 

. 
*? 

Media vita in morte sumus ; = ~~ Heiligster Jesu, Heiligungsquelle (tr. Crasselius ? if lius (Crasselt), B.; 684. i. Ledenote P 
Heirs of an immortal crown, 495, ij, } Heirs of immortal life, 870, i., Ondeticen ar tye Heirs of Thy salcation, 491, ii., Harland vo Heirs of unending life, 870, i,, Onderda 11465, ii., That we might walk with God Helf, Herr, mein Gott, 762, i. Belfi oller, M. 

Help 

nk, H, U.; 

mir Golles Gule reisen, 819, ii : 

God, mi mach plingen 776, i. Manet f 

INDEX. 

| Help, God, the formar of all thing, 776, i., Mller, H. 
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Help Godt, wo geyt dat yamer to, 629, i., Knopken, A. 
Help, Jesus, help! in woe, in need, 1040, ii., Selnecker, N. 
Help, Lord, for good and godly men (Ps. xii, Stern- 

hold), 865, i., Old Version 
Help, Lord Jesus, let Thy blessing, 623, ii., Hilf, Herr 

Jesu, lass gelingen 
Hep, Lord, st that they, 1170, i, Thou 

knowest, Lord, that they 
Help, Lord, to Whom for help I fly, 1262, ii., Wesley 

Hel oor God to speak, 162, i., Bonar, H ip me, my (0) God to . y iey » A. 
Help me to ee Lord! and make supplication (tr. 

J. D. Burns), 1249, i., Weissensee, P. H. 
Help, Saviour, help, I sink, I die, 1013, ii., Schmolck, B. 
Help, Saviour! help, in fear and need, 1040, ii., Sel- 

necker, N. 
Help us, O Christ, to watch and pray, 606, i., Heer- 

mann, J. 
Help us, O Lord, behold we enter, 523, ii., Hilf, Herr 

Jesu, lass gelingen 
= us, O Lord; the decay, 622, i., Kennedy, B, H, 
Help us, O Lord, Thy yoke to wear, 268, ii., Cotterill, ‘I. 
Help us, O Lord, to pi aise !, 889, i., Peonefather, W. 
Helpe now, ( Lorde, and loke on us, 10, i., Ach Gott 

vom Himmel, sieh darein ; 442, ii., Goustly i salmes 
and Spiritualle Songes : 

Helped by the Alinighty's arm at last, 383, i., Forts 
tegente brachio 

Hemelsch Ooge! Wilt gy dogen, 684, i., Lodenstein, J. 
van 

Hemmed in, armed hosts behind, on either side, 1108, ii., 
Symington, A. J. 
i my soul sad thoughts begone, 1287, ii., 

atts, I, 
Hence God this generous love to me, 1299, ii., You who 

the Name of Jesus bear 
~~ my heart, with such a thought, 412, i, Gerhardt, 

Hence, night and clouds that night-time brings, 820, ii., 
Nox, et tenebrae, et nubila 

Hence with sorrow and with sighing, 216, ii., Cedant 
justi signa luctus 

of Christ, through whom go forth, 231, i., 
Christi perennes nunt 

Heralds of Christ, to every age, 281, i., Christi perennes 
nuntii 

Heralds of creation cry, 764, ii., Montgomery, J. 
Heralds of Jesus through all time, 231, i., Christi 

perennes nuntii 
Heralds of the Lord of glory, 498, ii., Havergal, W. H. 
Heralds of your God! Haste, wheie every nation, 947, 

ii., Quo vos Magistri gloria quo salus 
Here all is strife and war, 606, i., Jones, S. F. 
Here all our gifts imperfect are, 1171, i., Though all 

men’s eloquence adorned 
Here am I, for Thou didst call me, 578, ii., Jersey, 

Margaret E. Villiers (nee Leigh), Countess of 
Heream I, Lond, Thou callest me, Thou d:awest and, 

951, i., Rambach, J. J. 
Hee am 1, Lord, Thou callest me, Thou diawest me, 

951, i., Rambach, J. J. 
Here at Thy Cross, incarnate God, 612, ii., Here at Thy 

Cross, my dying God 
Here at Thy Cross, my dying Lord, §12, ii., Here at 

Thy Cross, my dying God 
Here at Thy Cross, my Saviour God, $18, i., Here at 

Thy Cross, my dying God 
Here at Thy Table, Lord, we meet, 1092, i., Stennett, 8. 
Hee behold me, as J cast me, 1057, ii., Sieh hier bin ich 

Ehren Kinig 
Here from the world we turn, 1204,i., Van Alstyne 

(nee Crosby), Frances J. 
Here gracious God, do Thou (Hoc in templo, Summe 

Deus, tr. Chandler, st. ili.), 1200, ii., Urbs beata, 
Hierusalem 

Here I can firmly rest, 678, i, Ist Gott fr mich, so 
trete 

Here I sink before Theelowly, 1014, ii., Schmticke dich, 
o liebe Seele aoe 

Here, in a world of doubt, 402, ii., Furness, W. H. 
Here in the broken bread, 402, ii., Furness, W. H. 
Here, in Thy Name, eternal God, 11665, ii., This stone to 

Thee in fait: we lay 
Here in Thy presence we @, , 238, i,, Clausnitzer, T. 
Here in Thy temple, Lord, we bow, 403, i,, Furness, 

w 
‘¢ Immanuel! 1018, ii., Schmolck, B. 

ieee is my heart, 1 give it Thee, 676, i,, Liebich, E. 
Here is my heart! my God I give it Thee, 675, i., 

E. 

py the spring whence waters flow, 68%, i., Jeru- 
salem my happy home 
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Here life is a shadow, and soon will be o'er, 491, ii | Herr Jer 
Harland, E. Genc 

Here, Lard, by faith [ see Thee face to face, 618, i, | Herr Jes 
Here, O my Lord, I see Thee face to face meis 

Here, Lord of life and light, to Thee, 106, i., Bacon, L. | Herr Je: 
Here, Lord, we offer Thee all that is fairest, 161, ii., mets 

Blunt, A. G. W. Herr Jes 
Here Lord, when at Thy Table met, 1117, ii., Taylor, Eber 

Emily ° Herr Jes 
Here many wise and prudent grow, 798, i., Neu- Selu 

meister, E. Herr Jes 
= Here, O my God, I cast me at Thy feet, 1036, i., Scriver, man 

C. | Herr Jes 
: Here, O my God, low at Thy feet I bend me, 1035, i., | Herr Jes 

Seriver, C. | N.L 
Here, O my Lord, I humbly seek Thy face, §18, i., Here, | Herr Jes: 

- O my Lord, | see Thee face to Herr Je: 
Here, O my Lord, I see Thee face to face, 161, ii, Mese 

Bonar, H. 445, 
Here, O ye faithful, see, 1081, ii., Spurgeon, C. H. | Herr Jes: 
Here on this our festal day, 161, ii., Blunt, A.G. W. N. 
Here our hearts inebriated (Horum rivo debriatis), 250, | Herr Jes 

ee ii, Come, pure hearts, in sweetest measures Herr Jes 
Here, Saviour, we do come, 284, i,, Dear Sgviour, tell us P.; 

m where Herr, me 
Here shall death's triumph end; the rock-barred door, | Herr! m 

16], ii., Bonar, H. Herr, me 
Here the King hath spread His table, 663, ii., Lauda Sion | Herr, me 

Salvatorem Herr, me 
Here to the cab peng Holy One, 379, i., Flint, J. Herr nui 
Here we be the grave, 43, i., All hail, ye blessed | Herr, ne 

band (st. v., vi.) 985, 
Here we have many fears, this is the vale of tears, the | Herr, 3, 

land of sorrow, $34, ii., Hora novissima, tempora Job 
pessima sunt, vigilemus 

Here we have seen Thy Face, O Lord, 1238, ii., Watts, I. 
Here we suffer grief and pain, 143, i,, Bilby, T. 
Here, World, see Thy Redeemer, 858, ii, O Welt, sieh 

hier dein Leben 
Here, World} thy great Salvation see, 658, ii, O Welt, 

oha 
Herr sic 

Gell 

Herr iibe 
Herr une 

haus 
Herr un. 

‘ sieh hier dein Leben ii., I 
Here would I, Lord, behold Thee face to face, 618, 1., | Herr, w 

Here, O my Lord, I see Thee to face | Maj 
Here's a message of love, 1054, i,, Shepherd (nee Houl- | Herr ve 

ditch), Anne h 
Heri mundus exultavit, 16, i., Adam of St. Victor; | Herr wi 

647, ii., Latin hymnody man 
Herod, grim foe, whence this dismay (Hostis Herodes | Herra G 

impie), 5, i., A solis ortis cardine Ad usque ier 
Herod, why dreadest thou a foe (Was firchst du Feind), aud 

6, i., A solis ortis cardine Ad usque Herz de 
Herr! auf Erden muss ich leiden, 796, i., Neumann, C. L. v 
Herr Christ, der einigs Gottes Sohn, 271, i, Cruciger | Herz, du 

née von Meseritz), Elisabethe; 442, ii., Goostly 519, 
*salmes and Spiritualle Songes Herz ur 

Herr, dein Wort muss bleiben, 695, ii., Lord, Thy word hym 
“ abideth Herzens? 

Herr, der du mir das Leben, 407, ii., Gellert, C. F. Nat 
as - seat, Gott der Gnade, 940, i., Puchta, | Herzlich 

«RH, ‘al 
Herr, des langen Tags beschwerden, 615, i., Herr, des | Herzlich 

Tages Milben und Beschwerden hym 
Herr, dir ist niemand zu vergleichen, 268, i., Cramer, | Herzlich 

} J. A. Herslich 
P Herr, du hast nach dem Fall, 961, i,, Rambach, J. J. OH 

Herr, du hast uns reich gesegnet, 627, i., Knak, G. F. L. | Herslieb 
Herr, du wollst sie vollbereiten, 626, i,, Klopstock, F.G. Gert 
Herr, du wollst uns vorbereiten, 626,i., Klopstock, F.G. | Herzog u 
Herr ein ganeer Leidenstag, 940, i., Puchta, C. R. H. He's bles 
Herr Gott, dich loben alle wir (Eber), 293, ii., Diclmus 800, 

grates tibi, summe rerum - He's gon. 
Herr Gott, dich loben wir! Herr Gott wir danken dir | Heu, hev 

ye Luther), 414, i, German bymnody; 704, i., | Heu! he 
ther, M.; 1127, ii, 1182, ii., 1134,i, Te Deum mun 
landamus Heulend 

Herr Gott dich loben wir (tr, von Meyer), 1127, ii., Te Kna 
leum laudamus Heut hii 

Herr Gott dich loben wir, Regier, 386, ii., Franck, J. C.J 
Herr Gott, din tritw mit gnaden leist, 443, i., Goostly | Heut has 

Psalmes and Spiritualle Songes Heut ist 
Herr Gott, erhalt uns fiir und fiir, 608, ii, Helm- | Heut ist 

bold, L. vou 

Hare hs nun schleuss den Himmel au/, 624, ii., Kiel, | Heut leb 
von 

Herr Gott Vater, wir preisen dich, 1014, ii., Scheegass, C. | Heut off 
Herr grosser Gott, dich loben wir, 1134, i., ‘Te Deum | Heute m 

’ laudamus Heylge « 
, Herr ich habe missgehandelt, 386, ii., Franck, J. r v 

Herr Jesu Christ, dein theures Blut, 867, i., Olearius, | Hic brev 
Johannes $33, 

Terr Jesu Christ, dich ru uns wend, 1281, i., Wilhelm sunt 
of Sachse-Welmar Hidden 

Hery Jesu Christ, du hast vereit, 625, i,, Kinner, 8. R. E 

—_— 
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ide 
5 Bs © Lord, Thy cheering face, 622, ii., Kennedy, Hinunter in der Erde Schoos, 486, ii.,, Hardenberg, G. 

Hi -_ a mee thy talent in the earth, 274, ii., Cutter, W. y mT ich Herr, du rufest mir, 951, i, Rambach, 
Hier ist | Hea, ea ‘manual ‘1013, ii., Schmolck, B. 

Liebich, .. Herz! Mein Gott, ich geb’ es dir, 675, i, 
Ti. ° : ier 2 € mein Sinn sich vor dir nieder, 960, i., Richter, 
Fier lieg ich, § A ; A - ch, Herr! im Staube, 311, ii., Dreves, J. F. L. 
Hier lieg ich’ nun mein Gott zu deinen Filssen, 1085, i, 
Hie Secriver, c, 

ter stand ein Mensch! Hi ] tie Sob Ubart, orn Hier fiel er nieder, 1018, i., 

vecd dort im wilden Meere, 639, ii., Lange, J. P. 
Fic usalem, See also Hirusalem and Jerusalem 

rusatem, des louen stadt, 443, i., Goostly Psalmes 
ae and Spiritualtle Songes Hin, sttem et Sion filiae, 649, i., Latin hymnody 
wor eater, my happic home, 347, i., English bymnody; 

i SO. ii., Jerusalem, my happy home 
terusatem whose heavenly mien cee urbs, Jerusa- 

= lem), 1200, ii., Urbs beata, Hierusalem 
igh above all the angels doth Jesus now reign, 468, i., 

i Gregory, J. G. 
‘gh above every Name, 78, ii, Arise, 

mi Thy Saviour's 
tgh be our service—our hearts with joy bounding, 

— 986, i., Sacris solemnits juncta sini gaudia 
sags oom man f ay home and fatherland, 10865, ii., Stally- 

uss, J. 5 
aigh tm heaven the sun, 876, ii., Palgrave, ¥. T. 
ze, tm the heavens. e/ernal God, , i., Watts, I, 
nee tm yonder realms of light, 949, i., Rates, T. 
tgh Let ws all our voices raise, 382, ii., Fortem virili 
_ pectore 

4figh let ws swell our tuneful notes (Doddridge), 63, ii., 
And are we now brought near to God; 802, i, New 

_ Version 
Tigh o’er the glittering temple, 1098, i., Streatfeild (née 

. Saint), Charlotte 
4Tigh on a hill of dazzling light, 1237, ii., Watts, I. 
igh on a throne o iant light, 600, ii., Jesus, my 

Lord, how rich Thy grace 
tr toh on FTis everlasting throne, 1070, ii., Spangenberg, 

Tigh on the bending willows hung, 607, ii., Joyce, J. 
——— pra ise to Thee, all-gracious God, 445, ii., Gotter, 

4tigh praises meet and dwell within, 717, ii., Mason, J. 
stig ate at firat, and visions high, 1186, ii., 

. neh, R.C. 
4tigh token of the fast of Lent, 236, i., Clarum decus 

jejunti 
gh Tower and Stronghold is our God, 325, i., Ein 

_ feste Burg ist unser Gott 
4Tigher, higher, to the Cross, 473, ii., Gunn, H. M. 
4figher soars his eagle higher (Volat avis sine metu), 

_ 1217, i., Verbum Dei, natum 
tlighest King and Priest, 373, i., Father, Who on 

my soul, arise, 

high 
NLS Gott, dass mir gelinge, 4 .G - 

2s gt i i 3. 7 
t e. er, hi ! ich 

ahemalchs tad ich muss verzagen, 1013, ii, 

Hilf, Helffer, hilf in Angst und Noth, 1040, ii., Sel- 
wag. Hees N. 

Herr Jesu, lass geli . : gga gelingen (Rist), 316, i,, Dunn, 

Hf, Herr, mein Gott, in dieser Noth, 1040, ii., Sel- 
. necker, N. 

UL mir, mein Gott, hilf dass nach dir, 505, ti., Heer- 

Hilf Gott. soda ok é ott, wie geht das immer zu, 629, i., Knopken, A. 
dtim, of the Father's very Essence (Te mpd 7 abdows 

_ B32, i., Notoris yevvdrar: dofacare 
yang on peerage ee T love, 980, i., Rube, J.C. 

im wesing, r¢é wondrous story (Quem terr: nt 
; sidera ), 944. ii., Quem terra, dS nog pln mr 

Him Who ruleth creation, 964, ii., Regnantem sem pi- 
terna per saecula susceptura 

— the blessed God trusts ever, 796, ii., Neumark, 

Him Whom the skies, the earth, the sea (Quem te 
_ pontus, sidera), 944, ii., Quem terra, oS aay ssthees imme! an, nur Himmel an, 1016, i., Schiiner, J. G 

Himmel, Erde, Luft, und Meer, 791, ii, Neander, J. 
Himmelan geht unsre Bahn, 417, i,, German hymnody 
Himself hath done it all, 382, i., Forsyth, Christina 
Himself He could not save, 734, ii,, Midlane A Hinab geht Christi weg, 868. i., Ingolstiitter, A. 
Hinitiber wali’ ich, » ii., Hardenberg, G. F. P. von 

F, P. von 
Hinunter ist der Sonnen Schein, 614, i., Herman, N. 
Hinweg thr zweifelnden Gedanken, 417, i., German 

hymnody 
Hines, 0 Christ, zur offnen Quelle, 1076, i., Spitta, C. 

, 

Hirt und Hater deiner Schaafe, 158, i., Bogateky, C. H. 
von 

Hirusalem, See also Hierusalem and Jerusalem 
His ave the cattle on the hills, 1299, i, Yonge (nee 

Bargus), Frances M. 
His loving kindnes« those shall richly share, 1304, ii., 

Zinzendorf, N. L. son 
His mercy and His truth( Ps. xxv.), 800, i, New Version 
His Name is Jesus Christ the Just, 1265, i., Wesley 

family, The 
His only Som the Father gave, 944, i., Quem misit in 

terras Deus 
His trial o'er, and now beneath, 872, i., Opprubriis, Jesu, 

salur 
Hither, and with one accord, 292, ii., Acire dwraytes 

migrou 
_— = come, our dearest Lord, 389, ii., Freeman, 

Hither, ye faithful, haste with songs of triumph, 21, 
ii., Adeste fideles 

Ho, every one that thirsteth, 445, ii., Gough, B. 
Ho, every one that thirsteth, come, 527, ii., Ho, ye that 

thirst, approach the spring 
Ho! ever ¥ one that thirsts, draw nigh (near), 1261, i, 

Wesley family, The 
Ho! my comrades ! see the signal, 160, i., Bliss, P. 
Ho! watchman, is the night away, 116, i., Barth, C. G. 
Ho, ye that rest beneath the rock, 1036, i., Sears, E. H. 
Ho! ye that thirst, approach the spring, 103A, i., Scottish 

translations and paraplirases 
Ho, ye thirsty, parched and fainting, 161, ii., Bonar, H. 

, i, Urbs beata, Hoc in templo, summe Deus, 
Hierusalem 

Hochgesegnet seid ihr Boten, 1077, i., Spitts, C. J. P. 
Hochheilige Dreieinigkeit, 627, ii., Hochheilige Dret- 

faltigkeit 
Hichste Vollkommenheit, alles in Einem (Anon,), 951, i, 

Rambach, J. J. 
Hochste oman reineste Sonne, 951, i,, Ram- 

bach, J. J. 
Hoichstes Weren, veinste Sonne, 951, i., Rambach, J. J. 
Hodie nae lux diei Celebris in matris Dei, 1043, ii., 

Sequences 
Hold not Thy peace, O Lord our God (Ps. Ixxxiii.), 800, 

ii., New Version 
Hold on, my heart, in thy believing, 482, ii,, Halt an, 

mein Herz, in deinem Glauben 
Hold on, my heart, with faith relying, 482, ii., Halt an, 

mein Herz, in deinem Glauben 
Hold the fort, 739, i., Missions 
Hold thy course, 1010, ii., Schmidt, J. E. 
Holdseligs Gottes-Lamm, 81, ii., Arvold, G. 
Holiest, breathe an evening blessing, 995, ii,, Saviour, 

breathe an evening blensings 
Holiest Father, pitiful and loving (tender), 645, ii., 

O Pater sancte, mitis atque ple 
Holiest God, who reign'st on high (Rom, Brev. text), 

241, i., Coeli Deus sanctissime 
Holiest, holiest, hearken in love, 261, ii., Davis, T. 
Holiest Whose present might, 868, ii., Omnipresent God, 

W hose aid 
Holy and Infinite! Viewless, Eternal, 497, i., Haver- 

gal, Frances R. 
Holy and reverend is the name, 530, i., Holy and reve- 

rend is His name; 793, ii., Needham, J. 
Holy, and true, and righteous Lord, 434, i., God of all 

power, and truth, and love 
Holy Anna, Juda's glory, 235, i., Clara diei gaudia 
Holy as Thee (Thou), O Lord, ts none, 1264,i., Wesley 

family, The . 
Holy be this as was the place, 1115, i., tg. OK W. B. 
Holy Being, One and Three, 1187, ti., Tu Trinitatis 

Unitas 
Holy Bible, book divine, 197, ii., Burton, J.; 1177, ii., 

Time is winging us awa 
Hol ¥, brethren, called and 

‘rances R. 
Holy children read and pray, 191, ii., Buckworth, J. 

Holy Comforter divine (Heilger Geist du Troster mein), 

1214. ii., Veni Sancte Spiritus, Etemitte 
Holy Creator of mankind (Hominis superne Conditor), 

896, ii., Plasmator bora eT, ‘s 

Holy, delightful day, 422, i., Gill, T. H. 
Holy ps ge our way, eee, = at yore R. H. 

Holy Father, from Thy throne, dey 7 

Holy Father, hier tin art Thou, 402, ii., Furness, W. H. 

Zhosen, 497, i, Havergal, 
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Holy Father, great Creator, 471, i,, Griswold, A. V 
Holy Father, rmy cry, 161, ii., Bonar, H. 
Holy Father, hear our cry, 678, i., a 
Holy Father, heavenly King, 1183, ii, Tonna (nce 

Browne), Charlotte E. 
= Father, let Thy love, 571, i., Irons, J. 
Holy Father, mighty God. 162, i., Bonar, H. 
Holy Father, Thou hast given, 189,i., besa ‘ 
Holy Father, Thou hast taught me, 148, i +» Blessed Sa- 

viour, who hast taught me 
Holy Father, we address Thee, 892, i., Peters (née Bowly), 

Holy Father, Whom we praise, 148,i., Binney, T. 
Holy Ghost, come down upon us, 630, ii., Holy Ghost, 

come down upon Thy children 
TTY ENS dispel our sadness, 827, i., O du allerstisste 

ade 
Holy Ghost, Divine Creator, 1272, i., When the Lord of 

Hosts ascended 
Holy Ghost, Illuminator, 1038, i., See the Conqueror 

mounts in triumph 
Holy Ghost, inspire our praises, 493, i., Hart, J. 
Holy Ghost, inspire our praises, 1292, i., Woodd, B, 
Holy Ghost! my Comforter Noni ag Geist, du Trister 

mein), 1214, ii, Veni Sancte Spiritus, Et emitte 
coelitus 

Holy Ghost, my soul inspire, 246, i., Come, Holy Ghost, 
my soul Inspire: Spirit of 

Holy Ghost, that promised came, 878, i., Palmer, R. 
Ghost! the. aa bated (Hellger Geist du Trister 

mein), _ ii., Veni Sancte Spiritus, Et +mitte 
Holy Ghost, the Infinite, 263, i., Come to our poor 

nature’s night 
Holy Ghost, Thou light divine, 954, i,, Reed, A. 
Holy Ghost, Who us instructest, ag a Russell, A. T. 
Holy Ghost, with light divine, 954, i “s Reed, A. 
Holy gift, surpassing comprehension ! CO trav Swpewr), 

68, i., "Averys tprjnepos 
Holy God, we praise Thy Name, Lord of all (tr. Wal- 

worth), 1133, ii., Te Deum laudamus 
Holy Godhead, One in Three, 1171, ii, Three in One, 

and One in Three 
a heart, divinely sweet (O divinum Cor, aveto), 991, 

we ple, 1204, i y, holy ist Sing O ye pey " 
mn — (née oe Vy Frances i 
Holy, holy, hol y Lord! Re us Name adored, 

450, ii., Grateful notes and giana bring 
Holy, holy, holy Lord, Be Thy rious name adored, 

1192, ii., 1197, i,, Unitarian hymnody 
“Holy, Holy, Holy, Lord God Almighty, 508, ii,, Heber, 

R. ¢ 761, ii., 755, ii., Missions 
Holy, holy, holy, Lord God of Hosts, Eternal King, 

1294, i., Wordsworth, C 
re holy Lord, rial the Father, 1265, i., Wesley 

Holy, hots ‘holy Lord, in the highest heaven, 257, i., 
Conder, J. 

Holy, holy, holy, Lord, Live by heaven and earth adored, 
86, i., Lord and (fo of h-avenl ne powers 

Holy, holy, holy Lord, Maker of this worldly frame, 
1294, ii., W ordsworth, bs 

aly, Ba | holy Lord, sel f-eristent Deity, 983, ii., Ry- 

Holy, holy, holy Thee, 631, i., Holy, holy, holy Lord, 
God of hosts! When heaven and earth 

Holy, holy, holy, to Thee our vows we pay, 303, i, Dix, 

Holy is the seed-time, when the buried grain, 601, ii., 
Headlam, Margaret A. 

Holy Jesu, All in all, 678, i,, Litanies 
Holy Jesus, blessed Light, 894, ii, gas iAapdy ayias 

Sofns 
spss 28 in Thy Name, 631, i., Holy Jesus, in Whose 

Name 

Holy Jesus, Saviour blessed, 531, i., Holy Jesus, Sa- 
viour blest 

Holy Jesus, Saviour mild, 409, i,, Gentle Jesus, meck 
and mild 

Holy Jesus, we adore Thee, 614, ii., Hernaman (nee 
Ibotson), Claudia F. 

Holy Jesus, Who didst die, 579, ii., Jersey, Margaret E. 
Villiers (nvre Leigh), ¢ Yountess of 

Holy Lamb and Prince of Peace, 960, i., Richter, C. F. 
Holy Lamb, who Thee confess, 1265, i., Ww esley family, 

The 
Holy Lamb, who Thee receive, 905, i., Dober (née Schin- 

dler), Anna 
Holy Lord, Holy Lord, Holy and Almighty Lord, 467, i., 

Gregor, C. 

Holy Lord nae ‘heaven, we bless Thee, 894, ii., Dos iAapdr 
ayiag 

Holy Lard, our hearts prepare, 117, ii., Bathurst, W.H. 

| Foly Lord, who Thee receive, § 

ol a ee Uf displa: Holy Love herself displays, 
modis 

Holy love in wondrous waye 
modis 

Holy love towards her foes 
modis 

mee origi praising, 

ay | ay, implore 
chra tota, sine Tx 

208 ii., Ut jncund 
desid: tat 

Holy men, in olden time, 4 
Holy Mother, me 

agas), 1083, i., Stabet 
Holy night! calmt brigh 
Holy night! peaceful nigh 
Holy nrght! ul wm 

761, i., Mobr, J. 
Holy of Holies! awful n 
Holy offerings, Lord, we 

rich and rare 
Holy offerings, rich and 
Holy Queen! we bend 

Yaivine Pulchra to 
culae), 1202, ii., Us 
desiderat 

Holy Saviour, Friend 
Friend unseen 

, Saviour, Thou 
G 

Holy Saviour, we ador 
Holy Sion’s feast is 

adsunt encoenia 
Holy Son of God most 
Holy Spirit, come and 
Holy Spirit, come an 

divine (tr. Aylw 
tus, Et emitte 

Holy Spirit, come : 
mine, 1215, 1., 

Holy Spirit, pir 
8 ritus, Et emi 

Holy Spirit, come, v 
Sancte Spiritus, 

Holy Sagi come, 
shed the ray, 
emitte 

Holy 5 nada ever O 

Holy | Spirit, Fire 
i., Veni Sancts 

Holy Spirit, Foun 
Holy Spirit Sram 

Sanct= Spirit 
Holy Spirit from 
Holy Spirit, fron 

sky (tr. Cop 
Et emitte 

Holy Spirit, fr 
1215, i., Ve 

Holy Spirit, ge 
tus, Mentes 

rome s Ss eis ee 

Holy = ror G 
sight, 1215 

Holy Spirit, ¢ 
Geist, Her 

Holy Spirit! c 
wir den he 

Hfoly Spirit, he 
Holy Spirit, h 
Holy Spirit, 

Ghost, m 
Holy Spirit, 
Holy Spirit, 
Holy Spirit, 

Holy Spirit, 
Holy Spirit. 

kt ernitt 
Ffoly Spirit. 

910, ii. 
Holy Spi rit 

Veni Sa 
Holy Spirit, 
Holy Spirit, 

divine 
ffoly Spirit 

Et emitt 
Holy Spirtt, 
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y per et. pity me, 1 Hol Y,Spirie, Omg Bows ae, &.. Bunting, W. M. How beautiful the sight, 764, i., Montgomery, J. ness, 827, i., O duallerstisste | How bitter ts the grief For the death of childhood, 1110, Holy Spir< t ; i., Syriac bymnody ; Source OP tree W Light, 680, ii., Holy Ghost, Thou | How bles'd are they whose hearts are pure, 147, ii., 

Holy Spird of light 2 Blessed are they whose hearts are pure 4foly Speree Truth divine, 685, ii,, Longfellow, 8. How bless'd the saints, who, dying here, 277, ii., Dach, S. Holy Ste + Wondrous Love, 678, i., Litanies How blessed are the eyes that see, 430, ii, Go not far Pp phen ! Protomartyr, 993, i., Sancte Dei pretiose, from me, 0 my Strength Holy Prenton ye Stephane How blessed from the bonds of sin, 168, i, Borth wick, 4oly 7 wetly, before Thee, 608, i,, Jubilemus pia mente Jane; rereity, 372, ii., Father, Who on high How blessed 
i, gh ey” | fickte oe sok, ‘Weeds. i : ts the force of prayer, » Wo neg eee, eternal Father, 1063, c, suit Sir J. E. worth, C. 7 Sitman oe Pay to God above, 1195, ii., Unitarian hymnedy | How blest am I, most gracious Saviour, 290, ii,, Dessler, Home, Ie fast, thy labours done, 994, ii., Sankey, L. D. Ww. forme ted. Sriends, and’ country, these, 764, ii., | How biest are hearts which Christ the Lord, 1294, i, Homewn omey, J. Wordsworth, C. Homss, 2’ & We pass in ¢, 1095, ii., Stone, S. J. How blest are they to whom the Lord, 804, i., Newton, J. vers Superne Conditor, 896, ii., Plasmator hominis | How blest are they who always keep (Ps. cxix.), 801, i., Hon Deus <= New Version Jubii! glory, thanksgiving and praise, 608, i., | How blest are they who feel the weight, 117, ii., Bathurst, Hor. BPilemus ouines una W. H. Ho O, hopes, and joy of joys, 640, ii., How, W. W. How blest are they who flee from ill, 682, i., Kennedy, Hee Of Or hearts, 0 Lo . appear, 288,i., Denny, Sir E. B. H. wT. who have none other, 876, ii, Palgrave, | How blest are they who still abide, 658, i., 1 thirst, Hé 7 7 Thou wounded Lamb of God, st. fii.-vi.; 608, i., 7 @n!l mein Herz, die sieben Wort, 412, i., Gerhardt, Nitschmann, J. Hé ,P- How blest are they u hose hearts sincere, 442, i., Goode, Or tch euch wieder, ihr Tine des Friihlings erklingen, Ww. H. 519, ii., Heusser (née Schweizer), Meta How blest are they whose transient years, 810, ii., oe ae quae canimus, 227, i, Christe hac hora Norton, A. 

Hi ae How blest are those, how truly wise, 1090, i., Steele, ord movissima, tempora pessima sunt, vigilemus, 646, Anne 
i ti, Latin = drweres f How blest are we! that God of us, 1079, ii., Spitta, C. FEmee que ductus tertii, 1187, i., Tu qui velatus facie J.P. 
ore @wusf mit Prauern und Alagen, 291, ii., Leus ignee | How blest in Jesus’ name to meet, 218, ii., Charlesworth, fons animarum 

V.J. Horum rivo debriatis (Adam of St. Victor), 250, ii., | How blest in Jesus’ steps to tread, §76, i., Jackson, E. m Come, pure hearts, in sweetest measures How blest indeed, are hey, 1292, ii., Wolfe, A. R. Osamna! Beni soit, 712, ii., Malan, H. A. C. How blest is he, and only he (Ps. cxii.), 801, ii, New ma! bless the Saviour's name, 982, i., a Version 
sk ° . How blest is he who ne'er consents (Ps. i.), 800, i., New fosanna ! let us j in to sing, 198, ii., Butcher, E. Version 
Hosanna, Lord, the angels cry, 585, ii., Hosanna to the | How blest is man, O God, 636, ii., How blest Thy crea- living Lord ture is, O God aes Hosanna ! loud hosanna, The little children sang, 1172, | How blest the feet which bring the news, 362, ii,, Fair ii., Threlfall, Jeannette are the feet which bring the news Flosanna, raise the pealing hymn, 498, ii., Havergal, How blest the hour when first we gave, 1063, ii., Smith, ‘ . 

. F, FIesanna to Jesus on high, 1262, i, Wesley re i How blest the man that bends the ear (Brace, alt.), 834, 
., Watts, 

Hosanna to our co ‘ ng King, 1237, iu ii., O happy is the man who bears flosanna to the Prince of grace, 1237, ii., Watts, I. How blest the man who fears the Lord, 706, ii., Lyte, Hosanna to the Prince of Light, 1237, ii., Watts, I. H. F. Flosanna to the Son of David. ' Raise, 635, ii., Hosianna | How blest the man who fears to stray, 682, i., Kennedy, David's Sobn B. H. Tosanna 2 with a cheerful sound, 1237, ii., Watts, I. How blest the man whose cautious feet, 1240, i,, Watts, I. tiosannah they were erying, 514, ii, Hernaman (née How blest the man whose errors find, 682, i., Kennedy, Ibotson), Claudia F. a Flosannah B. H. 
to the Prince of Life (Watts), 575, ii., Jacobi, | How blest the man with mercy crowned, 442, ii., Goode, - v. WwW Hosannah to the Prince of Light (Watts), 1246, i, | How blest the matron who endued, 382, ii., Fortem Wegelin, J. virili pectore Hostis Herodes impie, 4, i., ii., A solis ortis cardine | How blest the name of Jesus sounds, 539, ii., How sweet Ad usque; 644, i., Latin hymnody the name of Jesus sounds Hours and days and months and years, 763, i., Monsell, | How blest the righteous are, 804, i., Newton, J. J. 8. B. How blest the ri when he dies, 1107, ii., Sweet is House of our God, with hymns of gladness ring, 636, i., the scene when virtue dies House of our God, with cheerful anthems ring How blest the sacred tie that binds, 114, i., Barbauld How amiable Thy habitations are, 93, i., Augusta, J. (nee Aikin), Anna L. How are my troublers multiplied, 162, i,, Bonar, H. How blest the union, gracious Lord, 1060, i., Singleton, How are the Gentiles all on fire, 994, i., Sandys, G. RG 

4h-w are Thy servants blest, O Lord, 17, ii., Addison, J. | How blest the unity, good Lord, 1060, i., Singleton, R. C. How hig ny rr their feet, 742, i,, Missions ; 1237, | How blest Thy creature is, oh! God, 867, ii., Olney 4i., atts, I. 
hymns How tas ncaa are their peaceful Jeet, 1176,i., Thrupp, | How Alest to all Thy followers, Lord, the road, 82, i., - #. 
Arnold, G. How beauteous on the mountains, 446, i,, Gough, B. How blest to vest in lively hope, 1271, i., When languor How beauteaus shines the Horning Star, 807, |, Nicolai, and disease invade ~ = P. How blest were the accents of early creation, 824, ii., ow beauteous were the marks divine, 267, i., Coxe, O blest were the accents of eurly creation . A.C. : Hoe blest weie they who walked in love (cento), 1228, i., How beautif ub, said he of old, 1096, ii., Stowe (nee Vos ante Christi tempora Beecher), Harriet How bounteous our Creator's blessing ', 1280, i., Wie How beautiful the feet of those, 1237, ii., Watts, I. cross ist des Alimichtgen Glite How beautiful the feet that bring, 349, i., English | How bright appears our Morning Star, 807, i., Nicolai, P, hymnody; 362, ii., Fair are the feet which bring | How bright appears the Morning Star, 807, i,, Nicolai, P, the news : How bright the morning broke, 472, ii., Groser, W. H. How i sighs ents Of God, 1098, ii., Streatfeild (nce | How bright these glorious spirits shine, 1034, i., Scottish 

; . translations and paraphrases ; 1163, i., These glorious How beautiful the Morning Star Shines from the firma- ainda, “sth priest ra shine ment afar (ir. P. Pusey), 807, i, Nicolai, P.; | How bright these saints in glory shine, 1163, i, These e iee8. i. at hee J; : : glorious minds, how belgns anny h rang 63, i. T ‘ow a 4 OT star, Shines i. . R A ; ; ine, , i, These Massie), 1091, i, Stegmann, J” '™ (tr. RB. | How bright those saints in glory glorious minds, how brigbt they shine 
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How bd atid beams the Morning Star, 1010, i., Schlegel, | How Gaver) 4 4 Lady! is thy 

brightly dawns the Morning Star, 807, i., Nicolai, P. 
How brightly glows the Morning Star, 807, i., Nicolai, P. 

brightly” shines the Morning Star, In truth and 
+ afar (tr. Miss Borthwick), 807, i. 

Nico 
How Drightly ‘shines the Morning Star! What eye de- 

scries it from afar (tr. a Sey, t.. Nicolal, P.; ; 
1010, i., Schlegel, J. A. ; . M. 

How calm and beautiful the an “si, ii., Hastin afi 
How pane hand more the night is descending, 

yne 
sive calmly = ae once more is descending, 706, ii., 

a wakes the hallowed morn, 1068, ii., Smith, 

Hine can a mortal tongue express, 979, ii., Row, T. 
How can a sinner (sinners) know?, 1268, ii,” Wesley 

family, The 
How can I, Lord, abide with Thee ?, 422, i., a T. H. 
How can I sink with such a prop, 1287, ii., bag I. 
How can it be, Thou heavenly King, 556, ii,, I thirst, 

Thou wounded Lamb of God 
How can there be one holy thought, 892, i., Peters (née 

Bowly), Mary 
How can we adore, Or worthily praise ?, 1188, ii., Te 

Deum laudamus 
How can we pi aise Thee, Father ?, 1096, ii., Stone, S. J. 
How can we serve Thee, Lord, 514, ii., Hernaman (née 

Tbotson), Claudia F, 
How charming is the 1092, i., Stennett, S. 
How cheering the aha that the spirits in bliss, 273, 

ii., Cunnin 
How clearly His torturing wounds, 998, i., Salvete 

Christi vulnera 
How ee and how kind, 1297, ii., Watts, I. 
ae soe t a greater treasure, 486, i., Harden- 

How ry how desolate, 167, i., Bowring, Sir J. 
How dark the seasons lour, 486, i., Hardenberg, G. F 

How dear is the t t that the angels in bliss, 278 
Ys i Cunningham, W , 

po dere vip bho dpogni iow t s in bliss, 
973, f Cunningham, J. W. 

How vite my heart 1 ¢joice to hear, 1240, i., Watts, I. 
How did my soul rejoice (Ps. exxil. ), 801, ii, New Ver- 

sion 
How do Thy mercies close me round, 1261, i., Weasley 

family, The 
How doth my needy soul rejoice, 82, i., Arnold, G. 
How doth the little busy bee, 1239, ii,, Watts, I. 
How dread are Thine eternal years, T79, ii., My God, 

how wonderful Thou art 
How —_ eadful to be turned away, 1117, i., Taylor, Ann 

and Jane 
How excellent, O Lord, Thy Name, 1152, i., The God of 

nature and of 
ee for — + = the Fiat? 378, i., Fleet, J. G. 
How fair are ilies, w, ragrance t yield, 

of ty herrenpen. ee as 1 = The How fair is rose a iful flower ! 
Watts), 221, i., Children’s bymns ¢ 

How fair = a Sorth the Morning-star, 1091, i., Steg- 
mann, J. 

How fairly shines the Morning Star, 807, i., Nicolai, P. 
How far beyond our mortal view, 1090, i., pag Anne 
How few receive with cordial faith, 968, ii,, Robertson 

ba Sol sine 1 L, Scottish translations 

How fine hs hae the day been, how bright was the sun, 
ii, Watts, L 

How foolish to oppose to God, 1231, i., Walker, G. (of 
ewcastle) 

How free and boundless is the grace, 128, i., Beddome, B. 
ew fruitless is the ploughman’s toil, 1097, i., Stowell, 

How full of anguish the thought, 1237, ii., Watts, I. 
so our cup of joy onal t be, 1304, ii, Zinzendorf, 

von 
How gentle God's commands, 306, i., Doddridge, P. 
How gently in night's silent’ hours, 1097, i., Stowell, H. 
How — the tone when summer's sun, 959, ii., Richard- 

How glorious are those orbs of light, 1063, i., Smith, 
Sir J. E. ins ; 

How glorious is our heavenly King, 1239, ii., Watts, L 
How = is the hour, 192, i., ulfineh, 8. G. 
How A crater ts the sacred place, 38, i., How honour- 

le is the place 
How glorious is tly name, 1031, i., Scottish hymnody 

ii., Que 
sar Sap 
is the place; 1094 

role how ot pe 

How 

How pele 
fos 

sg ol ca 

How good, how faithful, 
; 40, 1, 0 L 

How is the God we | 
of dreams 

How good it is to praise 

PR ct eyes tere 
great the bliss 3 

Le great the < 
great the Christ 
mond, W 

How great the 
os glories bhp hog a 

we i ate 
How A ido os joy, ho 

How y doth m 
How are the _ 

New Version 
How happy are the | 

The 
How happy are the 

de la Mothe), J« 
How ha are the 

Wesley family, 
How ha are Th 

family, The 
How happy are we 

family, The 
act 

they 
Sophia of He 

How Mepey they 
Ann and Jas 

How heavy is th 
How “dless, he 
How helpless qu 
How high Tho 

Browning ( 
How holy the B. 

greve, G. 'T 
How honourabl 

translation 
How honoured, 
How is my sui 
Flow is our na; 
How joyously « 
Ffow just and 
How kind and 
Flow kind our 
How large the 
How Be of ari 

ee ieee Jo 

ITow long, O 
How long, O 

Ww 
How tong, O 3 

Green woe 
Ffow long, © 
How long, O . 
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ITorww lon 
How Fg. oO Lord, shall I complain, 1240, i, Watts, lL How shail I come to meet Thee (tr. Miss Manin ) 

Gout ep” God, Thy word of life, 886, i., O Herre 1280, i., Wie soll ich dich empfangen ? : 

= mar oe maiiok Wert How shall J follow him I serve, . ii., Conder, J. 
oe W atia, 1. death, the tyrant reign?, 1237, i., | How shall J get there ? who will aid ?, 792,i., Neander, J. 

How shall I know thee in the sphere which keeps, 190, 
one shall dreams of earthly bliss, 688, i., How i. Bryant, W.C. 

ae me shall dreams of creature bliss How shall [ meet my Saviour (tr. Jacobl), 1280, i., Wie 
St shall earth's alluring toys? 1089, ii., 1090, i, soil ich dich empfangen ? 

ea, eele, Anne How shall I meet Thee? How my heart, 1280, i., Wie 
A sometimes a day appears, 1116, ii., Taylor, soll ich dich empfangen ? 
—— and Jane How shall I praise the eternal God, 1287, ii., Watts, I. 
ee the time since Christ began, 1158, i, The | How shall I praise Thee, O my God ?, 1056, ii., Shipton, 

Bow 2 inds were howling o'er the deep Anna 
Ong wilt Thou conceal Thy face, 622, i., Kennedy, eas ke I pray, O Lord, to Thee, 609, i., Judkin, 

J 

How 

Naoee Om soe Thou forget me, Lord ?, 1268, i, Wesley | How shail I — to my God (Ps. 116, Churton), 233, 
° e , Churton, E. 

tow tong wilt Thou {ee me, Lord? Shall I for ever | How shall I walk my God to please, 1265, i., Wealey 
mm mourn CPs. xili.), 800, i., New Version family, The 
ow tong wilt Thou forge me, Lord? Shall it for ever How shall it be with us, when we, frail mortals, 1079, 

How tp, CBS xili., Sternbold), 865, i., Old Version ii., Spitta, C. J. P. 
ae shali vows of ours be sweet ?, 422, i., Gill, | How shall the joy be told, 468, i., Gregor, C 

i? : How shall the mighty God, 958, i., Rawson, G. 
E owe lost was my (our) condition, 804, i., Newton, I. How shall the sons of men oppear ? 1092, i., Stennett, 8. 
ow lovely are the mansions fair, 1007, ii., Scheffler, J. | How shall the young preserve their ways? (Ps. cxix.), 
Tow tay are Thy dwellings fair, 737, i., Milton, J.; 

“* 

801, i., New Version 
I 918, Pwalters, English How shall the young secure their hearts ?, 1240, i., 
for lovely are thy tents, 476, i., Guthrie, J. Watts, 1. 
Hime lovely are Thy tents, 0 Lord, 1265, ii, Wesley | How shall we praise Thee, Lord of Light ?, 167, i., 

family, The Bowring, Sir J. 
— —— » how divinely sweet, 1089, ii., Steele, Anne | How shall we praise Thy name, 889, i., Pennefather, W. 

wa “- y is the eastern sky, 942, ii., Quae stella sole | How shall we shew our love to Thee, 1288, ii., With 
pulchrior praixe to Thee my strain began 

How Lovely now the Morning Star, 807, i., Nicolai, P.; | How shall we worship Thee, O Lord ?, 719, ii,, Matheson, 
1091, i., Stegmann, J. Annie 

tow lovel 
tfow many doubts and fears prevail, 123, i,, Beddome, B _W. 

How many kindred souls are fled, 436, ii., God of my | How short and hasty is our life, 1287, ii., Watts, I. 
life, Thy constant care How short the race our friend has run, 774, ii, Mubl- 

4low many, Lord, of late are grown (Ps. iil.), 800, i., enberg, W. A. 
New Version How should If, slaughtered Lamb, 960, ii., Rambach, 

How many pass this guilty night, 638, ii., How many J.J. 
Pass the guilty night How should the sons of Adam's race?, 870, i., Onder- 

iow many pass this solemn night, 638, ii., How many donk, H. U.; 1034, i., Scottish translations and 
pass the guilty night paraphrases 

Siow many spend the guilty night, 638, ii., How many | How soft the words my [the] Saviour speaks, 1092, i., 
Pass the guilty night Stennett, S. 

iow many stars are shining, 521, i., Hey, J. W. How softly on the western hills, 887, i., Peabody, W. 
How matchless is our Saviour’s grace, 700, i., Loy, M. B. O Loy B 
How matchless, Lord, Thy glories are, 793, ii, Need- | How solemn are the words, 784, i., Midlane, A. 

ham, J. How solemn, silent, and how still, 1284, ii., Williams, 
#ime may earth and heaven unite, 114, i., Barbauld Is. 

(nee Aikin), Anna L. How soon, exalted Jesus, 1302, ii., Zinzendorf, N. L. von 
a. moan ye thus by weeping, 1079, ii., Spitta, C. | How sorrowful the Mother stood, 1083, ii., Stabat mater 

- x. dolorosa 
4fow much owest thou, 150, ii., Bliss, P. How still amidst commotion, 471, i., Grinfield, T. 
How much ow’ st thou ?, 1108, ii., Symington, A. J. How still and peaceful is the — (HH. Blair ?), 168, i., 
4flow oft, alas, this wretched heart, 1089, ii., Steele, Boyd, Z. ; 144, ii., Blair, H; 1 i., Scottish trans- 

Anne lations and parapbrases 
4fow of t.have sin and Satan strove, 1237, ii., Watts, 1. | How strange is heavenly love, 636, ii., La Trobe, J. A. 
How oft, 9 Lord, Thy face hath shone, 182, ii., Bright. W. | How strange that souls whom Jesus feeds, 117, ii., 

y shines the Morning Star, 807,i., Nicolai, P. | How shalt thou bear the Cross, that now, 868, i., Faber, 
F.W 

4ffow oft, O Lord, young English hearts, 200, ii., Calla- Bathurst, W. H. 
way, W. F. . How strong Thine arm is, mighty God, 1237, ii., 

How perfect is Thy law, 496, i., Hatfield, E. F. Watts, J. 
aoe, prensa are thy ‘paths, O death, 962, i., Faber, | How strongly and how sweetly still, 943, i, Quam nos 

mter allicis 
#iow pleasant, how divinely fair, 1240, i., Watts, I. Bou’ pant and sacred is the place, 639, i., How sweet 
4fow pleasant is the opening year, 761, ii., Moir, D. M. and awful is the place 
tow pleasant is the sound of praise, 615, i., Kelly, T. | How sweet, how heavenly is the sight, 1106, i., Swain, J. 
How plea’ ant is Thy dwelling place (Ps. |xxxiv., Hop- | How sweet is the Bible, how pure is the light, 261, i., 

kins), 865, ii., Old Version Congreve, G. T. : 
How pleasant, Lord of hosts, how dear, 613, ii., Keble, J. | How sweet it is in early youth, 117, ii., Bathurst, W. H. 
How pew Lord, Thy dwellings are, 725, ii., Mer- | How sweet it is to see, Brethren in Unity, 646, i, O 

rick, J. quam juvat fratres, Deus 
How pleasant 'tis to see, 1240, i., Watts, I. How sweet it is when weaned from all, 1144, i., Ters- 
How pleased and blest was I, 1940, i., Watts, I. teegen, G. 
4iow pleasing is Thy voice, 317, i., Dwight, T. How sweet the cheering words, T34, i., Midlane, A. 
How precious are Thy thoughts of peace, 764, i., Mont- | How sweet the child rests (Cennick), 221, ii., Children’s 

gomery, J. 
How precious is the Book divine, 373, ii., Fawcett, J. 
Ffour proud we are, how fond of show, 1239, ii., Watts. L Juvat fratres, Deus 
How rich are Thy provisions, Lord, 1287, ii., Watts, I. | How sweet the dream of her that sleeps, 322, ii., Ei wie 
How rich the blessings, O my God, 877, ii., Hornblower 80 selig schiiifest du 

(nee Roscoe), Jane , How sweet the hour of closing day, 117, ii., Bathurst, 
How rich Thy favours, God of grace, 306, i., Doddridge, P. W.H. 
How rich Thy gifts, Almighty King, 625, ii., Kippis, A. | How sweet the light of Sabbath eve, $22, i., Edmeston, J. 
How safe are ali the chosen race, §71, i., Irons, J. How sweet the melting lay, 185, ii., Brown (née Hins- 
How shall a contrite sinner pray’, $38, ii., How shall dale), Phoebe ; 

a contrite spirit pray How sweet the Name of Jesus sounds, 123, i., Beadome, 
How shall a lost sinner in pain?, 1262, ii., Wesley B.: 739, i., ii., Missions; 803, ii., Newton, J. 

family, The How sweet the notes of yonder choir, 628, i., Kent J. 
How shall a@ young man cleanse his way ?, 546, i., | How sweet, thro’ long remembered years, 106, i., 

Hutton, J. oe Bacon, L. 

hymns 
How sweet the days, O Lord, are sped, 846, i., O quam 
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How sweet to be allowed to pray, 380, i., Follen (nee j 
Cabot), Eliza L. 

How sweet to leave the world awhile, 615, i., Kelly, T. 
How sweet to the believer's soul, 376, ii., Ferguson, F. 
How sweet wu this sacred day, 380, i, Follen (nee 

Cabot), Eliza L. 
How sweetly awful is the place, 639, i., How sweet and 

awful is the place 
— y breaks the Sabbath dawn, 496, i., Hatfield, 

How sweetly doth He show His face, 162,i., Bonar, H. 
~~ oe flowed the gospel's sound, 166, ii., Bowring, 

ir J. 
How sweetly this our brother sleeps, 322, ii., Ei wie so 

selig schlifest du ? 
How swift, alas, the moments fly, 16, i., Adams, J. Q. 
How swift, O Lord, most kind, most bountiful, 637, i., 

Lamp, F. A. 
How swift the torrent flows (rolls), 306, i., Doddridge, P. 
How tedious and tasteless the hours, 804, 1., Newton, J. 
How tender is Thy hand, 495, i., Hastings, T. 
Hiow tenderly, how patiently, 943, i., Quam nos potenter 

allicis 
How tenderly Thy hand is laid, 269, i., Crewdson (nee 

Fox), Jane 
How the new-born saints, assembling, 613, ii., Keble, J. 
How truly glorious ts the love, 196, 11., Burnham, 
How trying to the heart, 1010, ii., Schlegel, J. A. 
How vain are all things here below, 1237, ii., Watts, I. 
How vain are sighs! how vain regret, 796, ii., Neu- 

mark, G. 
How vain the cruel Herod's fear (Hostis Herodes impie), 

5,i., A solis ortas cardine Ad usque 
Hew vain was impious Herod's dread (Hostis Herodes 

impie), 5, i., A solia ortis cardine Ad usque 
How various and how new, 1092, i., Stennett, S. 
How vast, how full, how free, 784, i., Midlane, A. 
How vast must their advantage be (Ps. cxxxiii.), 801, i., 

New Versiva 
How vast the benefits divine, 1183, i., Toplady, A. M. 
How vast the debt we owe, 474, ii., Gurney, J. H. 
How vast the field of souls, 498, ii., Havergal, W. H. 
How weak the thoughts and vain, 1263, ii., Wesley 

family, The 
How weary and how worthless this life at times ap- 

pears, 1078, ii., Spitta, C. J.P. 
How welcome is their voice, 1237, ii., Watts, I. 
How welcome thy returning beams, 1196, ii., Unitarian 

hymnody 
How welcome to the saints [soul] when pressed, 804, i., 

Newton, J. 
How hii am I, Thou my soul's lover, 290, ii., Dessler, 

How well, O Lord! art thou Thy people leading, 81, ii., 
82, a Arnold, G. 

How will it be? when past the conflict heary, 1079, ii., 
Spitta, C. J. P. és 

How wondrous and , 870, i., Onderdonk, H. U. 
How wondrous and mysterious are, 1294, i., Words- 

worth, C. 
How wondrous are the works of God, 493, i., Hart, J. 
es great, how glorious bright, 1287, ii, 

atts, 1. 

How wondrous was the burning zeal, 1156, ii., The 
Saviour, what a noble flame 

How wretched was our former state, 695, ii., Lord, we 
confess our numerous faults; 1034, i., Scottish trans- 
lations and paraphrases 

However it be, yet God is good (Ps, Ixxiil., Sternhold), 
866, ii., Old Version 

Howling sturms are sporting with the vessel (tr. in 
Rehfuess’s Cuurch at Sea), 628, ii., Knapp, A. 

Hujus oratus Devs alme nobis, 12265, ii., Virginis Proles, 
Opifexque matris 

Human soul, to whom are given, 449, i., Gracious soul, 
to whom are given 

Humanity! thou sent of God, 311, ii., Drennan, W. ; 
1196, i., Unitarian hymnody 

Humble and teachable, and mild, 245, ii., Come, Holy 
Ghost, all quickening re ; Come, and 

Humble, Lord, my haughty spirit, 706, ii, Lyte, H. F. 
Humbie souls that seek salvation, $73, ii., Fawcett, J. 
Humble souls who seck salvation, 375, i., Fellows, J. 
Humbly [ adore Thee, hidden Deity (tr. Neale), 22, ii, 

Adoro Te devote, latens Deitas 
Humbly now with deep contritivn, 269, ii., Cross (née 

Cambridge), Ada 
Hlune diem celebret omnis mundur, 614, i,. Notker 
Hungering, thirsting as we go (tr. Miss Fry), 11, i 

Ach, uns wird das Herz so leer 
Hungry, and faint, and poor, 804, i., Newton, J. 
Hush, mother, too loud is thy weeping, 291, ii, Deus 

ignee fons animarum 

INDEX. FC. 

Hush, my dear, lie still an 
221, i., Children’s bymuy 

Hush the loud cannon's roa: 
aa) is the raging wir 

G 
Hushed was the evening hy: 
Hiiter ist die Nacht versche 

418, i., German hymn 
Hitter! wird die Nacht da 

Aymnum canamus Gloriae 
num canamus Domino 

Hymnum canentes martyr 
HTymnum dicatturba frat 

622, ii., Hilary; 642, 
Hymnum Mariae virgins 

hymnedy 
Aymnus yjunantium, 64 

I adore the truth concee. 
latens Deitas 

I adore Thee devoutly, ¢ 
Aduro Te devote, lat. 

Ladore Thee truly, hu 
devote, latens Deitas 

JZ always love those frien 
Tam a little child you 

zendorf, N. L. von 
T am ja little soldier, 

Villiers (née Leigh 
Iam ized into Th 

auf m Namen 
Iam free, [am free, | 

kell, 
I am Jesus’ little frie 

Crosby), Frances J 
Tam Jesus’ little lamb, 
Tam not told to labour 
Tam redecm'd! the y 

Bogatzky, C. H. vs 
Jam resting so sweet! 

Ww.0 
Tam so glad that our 
Tam the First and I 

The 
Iam Thine, 0 Lord: 

Van Alstyne (ne 
Tam thy Lord and ¢ 
fam Thy workmans! 
Iam tired, and so I 
lam we Thee 

Frances R. 
fam weak and wear 
Tand my house are 
fand my house wi 

family, The 
I ask not honour, 

bothom, Q. 
Task not now for ge 
flask not wealth, mn 

bothom, ©. 
Task the gift of ri. 

The 
Task thee for the ds 

that all my li! 
Thelieve, and so he 
I believe in God th 
Ibid adieu for er 
Ibind as armour 
I bind to my:el; 

Patrick, St. 
ITbind unto mye 

Patrick, St. 
I blesa the Christ 

have done 
I bless Thee, Lor« 
I bless Thee, Lo» 

408, , Gelle 

I bore with thee 
Rossetti, Ch 

I bow befure Th. 
aweet will o 

I bow me to Th 
sweet will « 

I se: my sts 
I build on one 

bygere ), 10¢ 
Il build on thi. 

Ieall the wor 
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1 CANNOT 

can trace the way 
.  ceevertot bear Thine absence, Lord, 1238, i., Watts, L 
FF ecarenot find Thee! Still on restless pinion, 1036, i., 

Scudder, Eliza 
FF cetrvenot ill suppress, or quell, 710, i., Mag ich Ungltick 

wraicht wiederstehn 
KZ carvenot make him dead, 895, i., Piapeek, Js 
ZF caerverot, no, I will not let shag 316, i., Dunlop, T. 
£ cavrnot plainty see the way, 214, i., Cary, Alice 
Zt camnot shun the stroke of death, 186, ii., Browne, S. 
f close my heavy eye, 161, ii., Bonar, H. 
t come from heaven, to declare, 1227, ii., Yom Himmel 

hoch da komm ich her 
I come from hevin to tell, 127, ii, Vom Himmel hoch 

da komm ich her 
Z come, I come! from yon celestial clime (tr, Miss Fry), 

L > ii., Vom Himmel hoch da komm ich her 
J corme, O Father kind, 1188, ii., Tuttiett, L. 
J come, O Lord, and seck for Thee, 408, i,, Gellert, C, F, 
£L come to Thee once more, 0 God, 362, i., Faber, F. W. 
f cowtd not do without Thee, 497, i., Havergal, Frances 

t. 
I crted unto the Lord most just, 764, i., Montgomery, J. 
Leary to Thee, my dearest Lord, 32,i., Agricola, J. 
FTery to Thee, 0 Christ our Lord, 32, i,, Agricola, J. 
L @ia in heart rejoice (Ps. cxxii., Kethe), 866, i, Old 

WY ersion 
I dite me From those to go, 1018, i., Schubart, 

Cc. F. D. 
XZ @id Thee wrong, my God, 569, ii., I weep, but do not 

iela 
XI de At ask, O Lord, that life may be, 918, i., Procter, 

Adelaide A. 
ZI do not love Thee, Lord, To win Thy, 827, i., O Deus 

e axno Te, Nec amo Te ut salves me 
I fatnt, my soul doth faint, 1116, ii., Taylor, Ann and 

oF ax etwap in Jens’ arms, 819, ii., Eber, P att asteep in Jesus’ arms, 319, ii., r, &. 
aT Feat awithin a want, 402, ii., Furness, W. H. 
I first invented in Thy praise, 914, i., Mparos vopov 

Ait tea 

p gare my life for thee, 496, Ui., Havergal, Frances R. 
> wey heart to Thee, 262, ii., Cor meum Tibi dedo, 

ileal "Fenes dalciaime: 878, i., Palmer, R. 
" wreyself to prayer, 705, ii., Lynch, T. T. 

= Wao Thee back Thine own again, 1077, ii., Spitta, 
. Cc P =. Js BP. 

pe Thee thanks unfeigned (tr.Gambold, st. vili., alt. 
4 9**335, i., O Mauptecctt Blut und Wunden » 
I glory tn nothing, but in the wounds bloody, 560, ii., 

Icb rbme mich einzig der blutigen Wanden 
I go from grief and sighing, 640, i., Lasset Klag und 

‘Trauern fahren s 
I got me flowers to straw Thy way, 964, ii., Rise, heart; 

thy Lord is risen. Sing His praise Without delayes 
I greet Thee, my Redeemer sure, 579, i., Je Te salue, 

nren certain Kedempteur 

I greet Thee, who my sure Redeemer art, §79,i., Je Te 

salue, mon certain Redempteur; 1062, i., Smith 

(née Allen), Elizabeth L. ; 

x a lesson to teach them, 1058, fi., Simpson (née 

Bell), Jane C. 
Thad a message to rend her (Sent to heaven, Mise 

Procter), 975, ii., Roman Catholic hymnody 
had drunk, with lips unsated, 314, ii., Cary, Phoebe 

J had once four lovely children, T78, ii., Mawes, H. 
Thad one onty thing to do, 621, ii., Ken, T. 
Thavea t High Priest above, 1276, ii., Whitfield, F. 
frhaveae ritage of joy, 781, i., My heart is resting, O 

ome above, 135,i., Bennett, H. 
Eh yrsnclig lettle trembling light, which still, 1108, i., 
. Ser , H.s. 

Suttorork, O Lord 87%, i., Jackson, E. H. 
ve at last attained the Rock, 670, ii., Lehr, L. F. F. 

Tha onl ought the good fight: Ihave jonished my race, 
ie 5, ii-, Waterbury, J. B. 

¥ days of blessing, 408, i., Geliert, C. F. 
ofa ate wef away, 274, i., Cushing, W. 0. 

no comfort but hy love. 763, i., Monsell, J.S. B, 
no help but Thine, nor do I need, 613, i., Here, O 

[have © ede I see Thee face to face 
¥ fd within my breast (Ps. xl.), 865, ii., Old 

beautiful city, 89, ii, Atchinson, J.B. 
world of beauty, 799, i., Nevin, E. H 

pore Saviour’s love, 1054, i., Shepherd (née 
[ha Anne 

Houldite” vat comes from far, 615, i., Kelly, T. 
[hear 4 sweet voice ringing clear, §32, ii., Hood, E. P. 
[hear @ ice that comes from far, 556, i., I hear a 
I earl that comes from far; 615, i., Kelly, T. 

INDEX. 

& carrenot always trace the way, 1178, ii, Tis seldom we 
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I hear my Shepherd calling, 1077, i., Spitta, C. J. P. 
I hear the eriphered song, 488, i,, Gregor, C. 
Ihear thee speak of the better land, 509, ii., Hemans 

(née Browne), Felicia D. 
Ihear Thy word with love, 1239, ii., Watts, I. 
I heard a vice from heaven, 73, i., Antiphon 
Iheard a voice from heaven, The , 400, i., From 

Jesus’ eyes, beside the grave 
I heard the Voice uf Jesus say, 161, ii,, Bonar, H. 
I hold the sacred book of God, 873, ii., Usler, E. 
I hope ere long to leave behind, 1195, ii., Unitarian 

ymiutod y 
Thoped that with the brave and strong, 183, ii., Bronté, 

Anne 
Ihunger and thirst, 763, i., Monsell, J. S. B. 
I into tfod's own heart and mind, 412, i., Gerhardt, P. 
I journey forth rejoicing, 1100, ii., Sturm, L. 
I journey through a desert drear and wild, 1231, i, 
: igh org3 Lane tema J 1K GC 

joy, but tremblingly, , U., Klopstock, F. G. 
I Tenew m in the ie of drought, 763, i., Monsell, 

. S. B. 
I know a jlower so sweet and fair, 560, ii,, Ich weiss 

mir ein Bitimlein, ist hibsch und fein 
I know a sweet and silent spot, 639, ii., 75 J.P. 
Iknow full well death must befall me, 388, i., Franck, 8. 
I know in Whom J have believed, 1266, ii,, Wesley 

family, The 
I know in Whom I put my trust, 80, i., Arndt, E. M. 
I know my end must surely come, 388, i., Franck, 8. 
I know, my God, and I rejoice, 411, i., Gerhardt, P. 
I know no life divided, 838, ii., O Jesu, meine Sonne 
I know not one hope left to draw me, 486, i,, Harden- 

berg, G. F. P. von 
I ag 6 the hour when my Lord will come, 160, ii., 

lisa, P. 
I know not what I could desire (tr. Miss Lowe), 486, i., 

Hardenberg, G. F. P. von 
Iknow not what I more should long for, 486, i., Har- 

denberg, G. F. P. von 
I know that my Redeemer lives; He is my life already, 

307, i., Doring, C. A. 
I know that my Kedeemer lives, In this my faith is fast, 

410, ii., Gerhardt, P. 
I know that my Redeemer lives, This hope, 410, ii, 

Gerbardt, P. 
I know that my Redeemer liveth, And as He lives, 798, i., 

Neumeister, E. 
I know that my Redeemer liveth, T72, i,, Moultrie, G. 
Iknow the doom that must befall me, 388, i., Franck, 5. 
P — the power was Thine, 1265, ii., Wesley family, 

© 
I know Thy Ais are peace towards me, 312, i. 

a. FL. Dreves, 
Iknow Thy voice, my S. 1077, i., Spitta, C. J. P. 
Iknow bringeth gladness, 519, ik., Heusser (née 

Schweizer), Meta 
I know who makes the daisies, 481, ii., Hall, C. N. 
I know Whom I believe in, 80, i., Arndt, E, M. 
I lay me down with Thee to sleep, 1036, i., Scriver, C. 
Ileave Him not, Who came to sace, 962, i,, Faber, J. L. 
I leave Thee not, Thou art my Jesus ever, 290, i., 

Dessler, W. 
I leave to His good pleasure, 378, ii,, Flemming, P. 
I lift, See also J lyft. 
Ilift mine eyes to Sion hill, From whence I do attend 

(Ps. cxxi., Whittingham), 866, i., Old Version 
Ilift mine eyes unto the hills, 622, i,, Kennedy, B. H. 
I lift mine heart to Thee, oe God and Guide most just 

Ps. xxv., Sternbold), 865, i., Old Version 
Ilift mine heart to Thee, My God, my Hope, and Stay, 

233, ii., Churton, E. 
lift my eyes to Sion hill, From whence I do attend 

(Ps, cxxi., Whittingham), 866, i., Old Version 
lift my eyes to Zion's hill, For there enthroned I see, 

720, i., Maurice, P. 
Ilift my heart to Thee, My God and Guide most just 

(Ps, xxv., Sternbold), 865, i., Old Version 
Ilift my heart to Thee, Saviour divine, 774, i., Mudie, 

C. E. 
I linger round the fold of God, 1098, ii., Streatfelld (nce 

Saint), Charlotte 
I long for rest, 1108, ii., Symington, A. J. 
I sa behold Him arrayed, 1264, i., Wesley family, 

e 

I look to Thee in every need, 685, ii., Longfellow, 5. 
I looked, and to my raptured eyes, 1015, ii., Scholefield, 

J 
Tlove a royal only Son, 510, ii., Hensel, Luise 
I love her dearly, precious maid, 1067, ii., Sie ist mir 

lieb, die werthe Magd 
Ilove, I love Thee, Lord most high, 826, i,,O Deus ego 

amo Te, Nam prior Tu amasti me 
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T love my God, but with love of mine (tr. Anon.), | J say to cach man that 
476, i., Guyon (nee de la Mothe), Jeanne M. B. F. P, von 

J love that holy Scripture, 1118, i., Taylor, Helen 
I love the courts of Jesus, 1285, ii., Wileon, Jane 
I love the Lord, because my [the] voice (Ps. cxvi., Norton), 

866, i., Old Version 
love the Lord, for He hath heard, 268, ii., Cotterill, T. 
love the Lord, for He is nigh, 622, i,, Kennedy, B. H. 

the Lord, He bent an ear, 764, i., Mon ery, J. 
love the Lord, He heard my cries, 1240, i., Watts, . 
lowe the Lord, Whose gracious ear, 495, i., Hastings, 

the love the volumes of Thy word, 1240, i., Watts, I, 
love the windows of Thy grace, 1238, i., Watts, L. 

I wort Thee, Lord, with love sincere, 1004, ii., Schalling, 

I love Thee, O my God and (my) Lord, 826, ii., O Deus 
amo Te, Nec amo Te ut silves me 

I love Thee, O my God, and still, 826, ii., O Deus ego 
amo Te, Nec amo Te ut salves me 

J love Thee, O my God, but not, 826, ii., O Deus ego amo 
Te, Nec amo Te ut salvea me 

J love Thee, O Thou Lord most high, 826, i., O Deus ego 
amo Te, Nam prior Tu amasti me 

J love Thy Church, O God, 317, i., Dwight, T. 
I love a es my Lord, my King, 970, i., Robinson 

of ), R. 
L love Thy ki Lord, 317, i., Dwight, T. 
I love to kiss each print where Thou, 560, i., I worship 

thee, sweet will of God 
J love to steal awhile away, 106, i., Bacon, L.; 186, i, 

Brown (née Hinadale), Phoebe 
J love to tell the story Of unseen things above, 488, i., 

Hankey, Katherine 
J love to think, ¢ hk Jam young, $32, ii,, Hood, E. P. 
Tiyft my soule, L , up to the, My God, 443, i,, Goostly 

Psalmes and Spiritualle Songes ; 629, i., Knopken, A. 
I mercy will and judgment sing (8. cl., Norton), 866, i., 

Old Version 
I mol Good Shepherd, 976, i., Roman Catholic hym- 

y 
I ee Thine ancient praise, 622, i., Kennedy, 

J must have Jesus only, 6465, ii., Husband, E. 
Imy Ebenezer raise, 378, ii., Fawcett, J. 
I need no other plea, 328, ii., Elliott, Charlotte 
J need no prayers to saints, 328, ii., Elliott, Charlotte 
i bsg = every hour, 499, ii., Hawks (nce } 

nnie 5. 
I need Thee, precious Jesu, for I am very poor, 657, i., 

I need Thee, ous Jesus; 1276, i, Whittield, F. 
I riow can leave this world and die In peace and quiet 

rest, 823, i., Nunc dimittis 
inow zenegra = separate py eae i., Sear, C Cc 
I now have fou or ven (tr. H. Mills 

979, i., F boron y" hia ‘ 4 
I now have found the Rock of Ages, 670, ii., Lehr, L. F. F. 
J often say my prayers, 198, i., Burton, J., jun. 
J once was a stran, to grace and to God, 707, ii., 

McCheyne, R. M. 
I once was bound in Satan's chains, T3A, ii., Midlane, A. 
J own my guilt, my sins confess, 272, ii., Cruttenden, R. 
I place myself in Jesus’ hands, 1079, i., Spitta, C. J. P. 
i praise and bless Thee, O my God, 853, i., O trever 

Heiland Jesu Christ 
I praise the God of grace, 811, ii., Not what these hands 

have done 
I —_ Thee, Lord, who o'er my foes, 622, i., Kennedy, 

Ipraise Thee, O my God and Puther, 725, i., Mentzer, J. 
I rest my soul on Jesus, 556, ii., I lay my sins on Jesus 
—— Thy word, $92, ii., Jesu, my Strength, my 

ope 
I rest with Thee, Lord! whither should I go, 765, i., 

I 4 Toit took to (Ps. xxxix., Hopkins sa my ways (Ps. . 
865, ii,, Old Version behaatiecs 

I “ in my distress and fear (Ps. cxvi.), 866, i, Old 

I wont. oe God, at length, 559, ii., 1 weep, but do not 
yie 

I -— _ lo! a countless throng, 1183, 1., Toplady 

I saw beyond the tomb, 317, i., Dwight, T. 
J saw Him leave His Father's throne, 483, i,, Hankey, 

Katherine 
J saw on a throne uplifted in light, 321, i, Eddy, Z. 
J saw on earth another light, 1219, i., Very, J. 
sla ~~ tga ahahaha 564, ii., In evil long I took 

t 
J saw the Cross of Jesus, 1276, ii., Whitfield, F. 
i ~ - = men, Jar and near, 485, ii,, Hardenberg, 

. F. P. von 

>. 

gs em die He 
» P. von 

I say fo thee, do thou rep 
I see the cred in Pilate 
I see the golden light uf 
I serk the Kingdom first, 
I seem deairous to repen 
I send the joys of earth 
I shall not in the gra 

Stindlein Mrhande: 
T shall, when time is o' 
T should like to dir, 150 
J sing my Saviour's wo 
J sing of death and dy 
Iv God the mi 

lsh 
I sing the birth was 

i., Jonson, 1, 
Ising the gracious, fi: 
J sing the mighty pr 

almighty power of 
J sing the Savwur's w 
Ising to Thee with he 

dir mit Herz und 
I = to Thee with m 

r mit Hers und 
I soon shall hear Thy 

family, The 
J stand beside Thy m 
I stand on Zion's me 
I — believe 

ersion 
I suffer fruitless av 

(nee de la Mothe 
I thank the n 

1116, ii., Taylor 
I thank the goodne 

Children’s bya 
I thank Thee grac 

Thee, Lord. for 
I thank Thee, Lord, 
I thank Thee, Lord, 
I thank Thee, 0 1 

Adelaide A. 
I thank Thee, Savi 
I thank Thee, uncr 

meine Starke 
"y a Sight h 

I think of Thee, 
J. 8. B. 

I think of Thee, 
nette 

I think when Ir 

Itrust in God, 
865, i., Old 

I trust my bless 
I trust the Lord, 
I vexed me wit) 

w.c. 
I waited for a ¢ 
I waited ‘ 

865, ii., Ob 
I waited meek 

Version 
I waited patier 
Iwake, I wake 
Iwant a heart 

Zz + pri want a 
The 

adorning : 
I want to be wv 
Iwasa foe to 
J was ive w 
Iwas often t 
i was weary 

and wear 
Iweep, but d 



I WEEP 

Bet not rebellious tea 
wiles), Caroline A. 

Ft woke 80 aft in deep distress, 410, ii,, Gerhardt, P. 
EF werelé exalt Thee, Lord oe hosts, 1081, ii., Spurgeon, 

Z wert LE extol Thee, Lord on high, 1240, i., Watts, 1. 
Et eerilé give laud and honor both (Ps. xxxiv., Sternhold), 

is ‘Zz gi co luna ree O Lord (Ps. wae give to fii. ° 
© 1d Version kisim acme 

ya ee geo in the strength of the Lord, 1188, ii., Turney, 

7 wide hearken what the Lord, 1261, i., Wesley family, 
e 

J wotlé leave my Jesus never, 614, i., Keimann, C. 
£ wereld tove Thee, all my treasure! 661, i., leb will dich 

lieben, melne Starke 
EF wedi mot be afraid at night, 1204, ii, Van Alstyne 

€ reee Crosby), Frances J. 
FT eeotdd not leave Tive, Jesus Lord, 806,i., Nicholson, H. L. 
 eertli not let Jesus go, 614, i,, Keimann, C. 
L ee ild not let Thee go, Thou Help in time of need, 290, 

a., Dessler, W. 
FS eeotli not mourn my weakness, Lord, 281, ii., Davis, T. 
XZ wetil return unto the Lord, 702, ii,., Luise-Henriette of 

Wrandenburg 
ZX wilt sing my Maker's praises, 1067, i,, Solit ich meinem 

Gott nicht singen 
FT *wetll siny of my Redeemer, 150, ii,, Bliss, P. 
St eetlil si to my Creator (tr. Jacobi, alt.); 1067, L, 

Sellt ich meivem Gott nicht singen 
ZT wtth Jesus choose my part, 703, i,, Luise-Henriette of 

Brandenturg ded do (di (Ps. laxvii 
eoith my cvice to ud) ery xxvil., Hop- 

a kins), 8665, ii., Old Version 
TF worship Thee, Lord Jesu, 68, i., Littledale, K. F. 
LT worship Thee, O blessed God, $60, i., 1 worship thee, 

awecet will of God 
T worship Thee, O Holy Ghost, 123A, i., Warren, W. F. 
T wor:h-p Thee, sweet Will of God (The Will of God, 

Faber), 975, i., Roman Catholic hymnody 
T would be like an angel, $89, ii., | want to be an 1 
Fa be Thine, 0 take my heart, 954, i., Reed (nde 

Holmes). Eliza ; 
aooutld be Thy little lamb, 1204, i, Van Alstyne (nee 

Crosby), Frances J, 
believe ; but my weak heart, 329, i., Elliott (née 

Marsball), Julia A. 
soould commune with Thee, my God, 190, ii., Bubier, 

3. B. 
have gone, God bade me stay, 978, i., Rossetti, 

Christina G. 
ecould Js wer, at last at home, 507, i, Heinrich of 

Laufenburg 
T would love Thee, God and Futher, 476, ii., Guyon 

ges de la Mothe), Jeanne M. B.; 1198, i., Upham, 
Cc. : 

T would not live alway, 774, ii., Muhlenberg, W. A. 

7 would not wake nor rise again, 621, i., Ken, T. 

J would take me to the cross, 468, i., Gregory, J. G. 

IT weep, 

z 

ys 

zt 

i 

i 

7 the precious time redeem, B49, i., O that I was 
as beretofore : 

J yield Thee thanks unfeigned 8 Gambold, st. vill, 
ait.), O Haupt voll Hiut und Wunden 

Joant pariter animis et ducibus imparibus, 818, i., 

Ich er *wensch, mein Herr und (ott (Leon), 830, i., 
O frommer und getreuer Gott 

Ich bete an die Macht der Liebe, 417, ii., German hym- 
1144, ii., Tersteegen, G. 

ch mag A allem Kummer atille, 798, i,, Neumeister, E. 
ti bin das arme Wiirmlein dein, 807, ii., Nitechmann, 

Ich a ote Gast auf Erden, 564, i,, In exile here we 

pant Pesegger = Kindtein, orm und Kein, 1908, t, Zinseo- 
dk dorf, Nin icleines Kindelein, 1808, i., Zinzendorf, 

Jen bin cin, Pilger Gottes hier auf Brden, 687, i, Knak, 
¥ GY leat durch meiner Mittler’s Blut, 18% Bo- 
ads Ein eriont z * floss des Mittler's Blut, 188, in, Bo- 

ak ag * pir, und Du in mir, 418, i, German bym- 

« wee sich, her stiches Gottes-Lamm |, 1304, i., Zinzen- 

Joh con’ ed tier | wo kinnt ichs besser haben, 765, i., | 

Ich blick #m Moralt, ie Hohe, 1016, i., Schiiner, J. G. 
pn dank der Lieber Herre, 631, i., Kolross, J. 

Ie 

INDEX. 

r#, 1069, i., Southey (nee Bh danke dir watt Herz und Mund, 628, i., Hodenberg, 
v 
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. von 
Ich, der ich oft in tiefes Leid, 410, ii., Gerhardt, P. 
Ich eil in Jesu Armen, 1304, i,, Zinzendorf, N. L. yon 
Ich fahr dahin mit Freuden, 1100, ii, Sturm, L. 
Ich gedenk an deine Wunden, 135, i., Bengel. J. A. 
Ich glaube, darum rede ich, 1077, i., Spitta, C. J. P. 
Ich glaube! Hallelujah, 773, ii., Mowes, H. 
Ich griisse dich, du Jrommster Mann (Salve Jesu, 

sumpme bowus), 990, ii., Salve mund: salutare 
Ich hab in Gottes Herz und Sinn, 412, i., Gerhardt, P. 
ich hab in guten Stunden, 408, i., Gellert, C. F. 
Ich hab mein Sach Gott heimgestellt, 671, i., Leon, J. ; 

985, ii., Sachse, C. F. H 
Ich a on Sach zu Gott gestellt (Anon.), 671, i., 

m, J. ’ 
Ich habe Lust zu scheiden, 1013, ii., Schmvlck, BH. 
ich hate nun den Grund gefunden, 978, 1i., Rothe, 

A. 
Ich habs gewagt mit Sinnen, 545, ii., Hutten, U. von 
Ich hatte der Kinder viere, 773, ii,, Mawes, H. 
Ich hire deine Stimme, 1077, i., Spitsa, C, J. 1. 
Ich komm aus fremden Landen her, 1227, i, Vom 

Himmel hoch da komm ich her 
Ich komme, Herr, und suche dich, 406, i., Gellert, C. F. 
Ich komme vor dein Angesicht, 408, i,, Gellert, C. F. 
Ich lass dich nicht, du Hiilf in allen Nothen, 290, i., 

Dessler, W. 
Ich lass dich nicht, du musst, mein Jesus bleiben, 290, 

i, Deasler, W.; 417, i., German hymnody 
Ich lass thn nicht, der sich gelassen (Faber), 362, i, 

Faber, J. L. 
Ich liebe einen Komigs Sohn, 510, ii., Hensel, Luise 
ich liebe Gott, und zwar umsonst, 826, ii., O Deus ego 

amo Te, Nec amo Te ut salves me 
Ich muss die Creaturen flichen, 418, ii., German bym- 

nody ; 1116, i., Tauler, J. 
Ich nehine, was du mir bestimmst, 1079, i., Spitta, C. 

J.P. 
Ich oy Ag dir, Herr Jesu Christ, 31, ii, Agricola, J.; 

ii., Goostly Psalmes and Spiritualle Songes 
Ich ruhe nun in Gottes Armen (Anon.), 60, ii., Allen- 
dorf, J. L. C. 

Ich gig? jedem, dass er lebt, 485, ii., Hardenberg, 
. F. P. von 

Ich —_ in tausend Bildern, 486, i., Hardenberg, 
. F. P. von 

Ich stch an deiner Krippen hier, 410, ii., Gerhardt, P. 
Ich steh in Angst und Pein, 277, i., Dach, 5. 
Ich steh' in meines Herren Hand, 1079, i, Spitta, C. J. 

P, 
Ich stehe noch auf heimatlichem Strande, T73, ii., 

Mowes, H. 
Ich — tdglich, und mein Leben, 1013, ii., Schmolck, 

Ich trete frisch eu Gottes Tisch, 761, ii., Molanus, G. W. 
Ich a =e Haus, wir sind bereit, 1077, i., Spitta, 

Ich weiss, an wen ich glaube, 80, i., Arndt, E. M.; 
416, i., German by: 

Ich weiss, dass mein Erliser lebet, Und dass er ewig, 
418, ii, German hymnody ; 519, ii,, Heuser (nee 
Schweizer), Meta 

Ich weiss dass mein Erliser lebet, Er lebt, so ist, 798, i., 
Neumeister, F. 

Ich weiss dass mein Erliser lebt, 410, ii,, Gerhardt, P, 
Ich weiss, dass mein Hrldser lebt, Er ward ja schon 

mein Leben !, 307, i, yr C. A. 
Ich weiss ein stilles, liebes 1 - 639, ii,, Lange, J. P. 
Ich weiss, es kann mir nichts geschehen, 388, i., Franck, 

5 
Ich weiss es wird mein Ende kommen, 387, ii., Franck, S. 
Ich wetss, — Gott, dass all mein Thun, 410, ii., Ger- 

hardt, P. 
Ich aweiss nicht was ich suchen kinnte, 486, i., Harden. 

berg, G. F. P. von 
Ich weiss von keinem andern Grunde, 417, i, German 

hymnody 
Ich weiss was mich erfreuet, 519, ii., Heusser (née 

Schweizer), Meta 
Ich weiss, woran ich glaube, 80, i., Arndt, E. M. 
ich will den Herren . the, » J. 
Ich will dich lieben meine Stérke, 416, ii., German hym- 

nody 
Ich will cinsam und gemeinsam (tr. Bernstein ?), 684, i., 

Lodenstein, J. van 
Ich will von meiner Missethat, 702, i. ii,, Luise-Henriette 

of Brandenburg 
Ich wollt dass ich daheime wir, 607, i,, Heinrich of 

Laufenburg 
"Incov yAvevrare, 465, i., Greek bymnody; 1159, i., 

Theoctistus of the Studium 
| "Incovs & Cwodorns, 68, i., "Avtoras Tpujmepor 
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fesu, Jesu, '‘rwyt ti'n ddigon (W. Williams), 1253, L, 
Welsh hymnody 

If anything seems too hard to do, 117, i., Bateman, H. 
Lf tut one faithless soul be here, 1266, i., Wesley family, 

The 
If Christ is mine, then all is mine, 661, ii., If God fs 

mine, then present things 
Lf death my friend and me divide, 1264, i, Wesley 

family, 
Uf death: oir foieid and us divide, 1264, i, Wesley 

family, The 
If duty calls and suffering too, 1278, ii, While carnal 

men, with all their might 
If ever it could come to pass, 498, i., Hart, J. 
Af every little sunbeam, 161, ii., Brigg, J 
df friendiess in the vale of tears J stray, 114, i., Bar- 

bauld (nee Aikin), Anna L. 
if God be on my side, 678, i., [st Gott fiir mich, so trete 
if Gol hath _— this world so fair, 764, i., Mont- 

omery, J. 
if Gad Himself be for me, $73, i., Ist Gott fir mich, so 

trete 
Lf God succced not, all the cost, 1240, i, Watts, I. 
Lf God were not u eg our side (tr. Miss Fry), 1232, ii., 

War Gott nicht mit ans diese Zeit 
Lf God were not upon our side (tr. Miss Winkworth), 

605, li., Jonas, J. 
If heavens and earths there were innumerable, 961, L, 

Rambach, J. J. 
If high or low our station be, 1020, ii., Scott, T. 
if human kindness meets return, 909, ii., Noel, G. T. 
Lf Icome to Jesus, 1204, ii., Van Alstyne (nee Crosby), 

Frances J. 
If Icome to Jesus, He will make me glad, 1204, i., Van 

Alstyne (née Crosby), Frances J, 
fl cet if He alone is mine, 486, i,, Harden- 

a, von 
if Pi wld Christ, and Christ be mine, 486, i, Harden- 

berg, G. F. P, von 
If I Him but have, 486, i., Hardenberg, G. F. P. von 
if I must die—O let me die, Trusting im Jesus’ blood, 

561, ii., If I must die, O let me die 
If Tonly have Thee, 486, i, Hardenberg, G. F. P. von 
if I trust in God alone, $96, i., Hardenberg, G. F. P, 

von 

if . a temple made with hands, 1196, ii., Unitarian 
ymnody 

4f into the tomb Thou didst descend, Immortal One, 
322, 1., Bi nai dv rade xarnAses abavare 

Jesus be my friend, 578, i., Int Gott far mich, so trete 
if Jesus palin to mind imparts, 688, ii., Jesu dulcis 

memoria 
y Jesus came to seek and save, ar: i., Midlane, A. 
if —_— Christ was sent, 1117, i, Taylor, Ann and 

if Jone uate yours, 488, i., Hammond, W 
if life in sorrow must be t (tr. Co er alt.), 476, ii., 

Guyon (nee de la Mothe), eanne 
If life's cones charm [cheer] thee, oo. i,, K Fi Oe 
If, Lord, I have acceptance found, 1261, ii. ealey 

family, The 
If bwe, the noblest, purest, best, 1117, iL, Sars Emily 
If my Lord Himself reveal, 1183, i, Topl d A. M, 
If on our daily course our mind, 641, i., 1 Ses of the 

tich unfolding morn 
Lf only He is mine, 486, i., Hardenberg, G. F. P. von 
Jf our all on Him we venture, 363, ii., Falckner, J. 
If our God had not befriended, 233, ii., Churton, E. 
Lf our warfare be laborious, 615, i., Kelly, T. 
If secret frand should dwell, 123, i‘, me, B. 
If the dark and awful tomb, 322, i., Ei rai ev rad 

catnAbes afavare 
If the Lord = not heard, may Israel now say, 442, i., 

Goode, W 
if ad tard my Leader be, 562, i., If the Lord our Leader 

were be one whose thoughts delight to wander, 208, ii., 
Camphuysen, }). R. 

If there be that skills to reckon, 788, i., Neale, J. M.; 
947, ii., Quisquis valet numerare 

If thou a holy life wouldst see, 724, ii, Mensch, willt 
du leben selighch 

If thou but suffer God to guide thee, 796, ii., Neu- 
mark, G. 

if Thou hast drawn a thousand times, 601, i., Jesus, 
my Saviour, bind me fast 

If thon wouldest life attain, 1171, i., Thought on 
thought in solemn train 

if enre unruffled seas, 13900, i., Your harps, ye 
trembling saints 

If ‘tis sweet to mingle where, 239, ii., Cobbin, I. 
If you ask me what is my hope, I shall say, It is Jesus, 

757. i., Missions 

Aas ae bo 
If we were longing for 

ty, 
igennen Nat og Traenc 

r, dig ihr von (A 
thr Engel, die das hicha 
Ihr Himmel tripfelt The 

Campanus, J. 
Thr Jiinger Jesu, frewet 
Ihr Kinder des Hichate 

ii., Bernstein, C. A 
thr Kinder lernt con A 
Thr Knecht des Herren 
~ ee; el 

Seraphim, irs 

ihr Sions-Téchter die + 
i Ke il vient, c'est 

ru Us idora gh 

ru bag my Saviour, 
I'll bless the Lord fro 
I'll celebrate Thy pra. 

Version 
IU glory in nothing 

ritime mich eine 
Plt not leave Jesus — 
Fu praise my Make 

praise my Muke 
PU praise Thee with 

singe dir mit I 
Iu sing to Thee w 

singe dir mit H 
rit — unto my 

wiildem Herre 

Ft think upon thes thin. ther 
FU wash my han 

New Version 
Fu with Jesus new 
Me Edenaeas qui 

breathed o'er 
Niakka, 
IUuminans Altiss 
Muzxit alma sacc: 
I'm a little pilgre 
I'm pba te a» 

Imer) 
Im proaft blinkt 
im anfang war” 

+; 337,i., 
I'm but a little c 
I'm but a strane 
I'm but a weary 
Im Ersten wort 

an des Kren 

Immer mts 
Immer-red ¢ 
Immortal 

Carols 
Immorta!l, 

ww. Cc. 
Immortal | 
Immortat 

Brook, 
Immortai ; 
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mn rag alt 1065, ii., So new-born babes 

PEN at Dy ret yey remains, 1183, i, be ry 2 
fmpart, O Lord, Thy t, 191, i., Buchfeider, E. 
Imperial Monarch! J divine (tr. rately 1104, 

i., Supreme quales, Arbiter 
Impious Herod, wherefore tremble (Hostls Herodes im- 

pie, tr. Mucgill), 5, i., A solla ortas cardine Ad 
usque 

Impleta gaudent viscera, $76, ii,, Jam Christus astra 
ascenderat 

Imposture shrinks from light, 1020, ii., Scott, T. 
in accents bland the angel blest (Sermone blando an- 

gelus), 96, i., Aurora lucis rutilat 
in accents soft the angel said (Sermone blando angelus), 

96, i., Aurora lucis rutilat 
in all Sommer 7 To Thee let there be praise, 1109, ii, 

y 
In in aera appointed ways, 984, gg 
In all my vast concerns with Thee, 1240, i., Warts, T  & 
fn all the velo tog pursue, grr ii., Shrubsole, W. 
in a ‘eebleness extreme, 558, ii,, | too, forewarned 

Teun love 
Inall my plans, Thou Highest, $78, ii., ge a 
in are troubles, sharp and long, 624, ii. mc fiting: 

In = it troulles, sharp and strong, 624, ii,, Killing- 
all, 

In all my ways, 0 God, 123, i,, Beddome, B. 
in all the ways and works of ‘God, 263, - Cotterill, T. 
mall at like Thy brethren, Thou, 72, ii., Anstice, J. ; 

. Lord, Thou in all things like wert made 
tn alt Tho didst while here on earth, 236, i,, Clarke, 

in allen meinen Thaten, 378, ii., Flemming, P.; 415, 
i,, German hymnody 

in answer to ten thousand prayers, 1866, i, Wesley 
family, The 

In barren wilds shall living waters spring, 317, i., 
Dwight, T. 

In Bethlehem He first a 981, i., Riickert, F. 
In Bethlehem the Lord of , 981, i, Rickert, F. 
In Bethlehem the Lord was born, 981, i., ; 
in Saniden’s Mt, to time of old, 888, ii, 

in cave af the lone wilderness thy youth (Antra desertl 
ab annis), 1203, i., Ut queant laxis resonare 

In Cariet my life abideth (tr. Russell), 233, i,, Christus 
der ist mein Leben 

In Christ my life is hidden (tr. Frothingham), 233, i., 
Christus der iat mein Leben 

In Christi Wunden schlaf ich ein | sg Age ee 230, i. 
Christi Blut und Gerechtigkeit ; 319, ii., Eber, P.; 
867, i., Vlearius, Johannes 

In Christ's dear Name with cowrage bear, 24, i., Ad- 
versa mundi tolera 

In ee pictures [ behold thee, 486,i,, Hardenberg, 
. von 

in darter days ond wight storm, 882, i., cores T. 
im dart howre 1 haar eon, 186, i Waterston, 

in Garimare an dn light, 361, i, For ever with the 

In ateton Sinai, 224, i., Xopds "Iopaya ; 263, i, 

Jn Death's dark prison Jesus lay (tr. H. Mills), 225, ii., 
Christ lag in Todesbanden 

In death's strong bands Christ Jesus lay, 226, ii., Christ 
lag in Todeshanden 

In Death's | grasp the Saviour lay, For our 
offences, 22) hy + aw lag in Todesbanden 

In Death's Pron rasp the Saviour lay, For our of- 
‘ences, 225, ., Curls Christ lag in Todesbanden 

In distress J ory to Thee, Lord, 97, i., Aus tiefer 
Noth schref ich au dir 

deep distress I cry to Thee, © Lord, my God (tr. 
F.C. ©.), 97, i., Aus tiefer Noth schrel ich au dir 

In owe Toft have cried (Ps. CRX:), 801, i., New 

In deep distress to God I cried, And He avenged my 
ia 3 1180, i., To God with mournful voice 

In deep distress to God I poured my care and grief, 
1179, ii., To God with mournful voice 

In deep humiliation, 785, ii., Millard, J. E, 
In den Aten nce $1, i., Allendorf, J. L. C. 
In “Tore t etkce. der = will ich nicht klagen, 1076, i., 

i., Spitta, J. P. 
In des jares Mretibets, 1216, ii., Verbum caro factum 

est, Ex brian Maria 
In dich ha iv h gehoffet, Herr, 955, i., Reisaner, A 
in die pogo sanft und linde, 385, i., Fouqué, Fa ‘i. CG. 
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In dieser Abendstunde, erheb ich, 214, Ia Casar, H. 
in dir ist Freude, 677, i., Lindemann, J 
In diser schweren betribten -_ 1040, i, Selnecker, N. 
In domo Patris, §79, ii., Jer iuminosa ; 650, ii., 

Latin bymnody 
In gf and dread dismay, 498, ii, Havergal, 

In dulei jubilo, 413, ii,, German hymnody 
in 7m abil sing Let us our hemagen shew, 564, i., In dulel 

foget und sit vro 
dulei j , now let us sing with mirth and jo, 

” 564, me Ia dulci jubilo singet und sit vro 
In dulei , sing and shout, all below, $64, i,, In 

dulce fapalo singet und sit vro 
In dulei jubilo—to the house of God we'll go, 564, i., 

et singet und sit vro 
In duties and in fe omen. 123, i., Beddome, B. 
In wt breeze that wanders free, igas, ii, Waterston, 

In Eden's garden, fair and ht, 117, i, Bateman, H, 
dn every het ond pian wet vie min 5 Bs 
In every time peer! poe 1265, isn Weel The 
In ros F psctas sharp and strong, ii., ii, Mihting: 

In every trying hour, 624, ii., Killinghall, J. 
In exile here we wander, 560, i., bin ein Gast auf 

Erden 
In ton sweet, 1105, i., Swain, J. 
In faith and hope we bring this child, 468, i., Gregory, 

J. 
In faith, O teach us, 679, i., prarrented : 
In _— a this song of thankfulness, 512, ii, 

rt, P. 
In fellowship alone, 1066, i., Soldiers of Christ, arise, 

And put your armour on 
In flowing measures worthily to sing, 1208, i, Ut 

queant laxis resonare fibris 
In form I long had bowed the knee, 615, i., Kelly, T. 
In full and glad surrender, 497, i., Havergal, Frances R. 
in Gabriel's hand a mighty stone, 1238, , Watts, L 
In — pa ented —_ (tr. Rorison), 14, i, 

In rtp dight fain white (tr. Copeland), 18, ii. 

bright, O Gat, Thou dwellest (tr, H. ace 
1013, ii., Schmolck, B 

In God I trust, for sol must, 442, ii., Goostly Psalmes 
and Spiritualle Songes ; 1074, ii., a Pp, 

In God most holy, just, and true, 652, ii., O Thou, Whose 

Pav pak hud i Mee, i., Weingartn In my fa a f er, &, 
In God the ‘Lord be glad and ndl Ps. c., Anon, i, 

Old Version ight yon, 
Fa Gk He Lev t get my trust (Ps. xi.), 865, i., Old 

ers 
In God the Lord most just, 1247, i., Weingartner, 5. 
In God's holy dwelling, 1097, ii.,, Stowell, T. A. 
In God's name let us on our way, 564, ii., In Gottes 

Namen fahren wir 
In God's name we our way do go, 564, ii., In Gottes 

Namen fahren wir 
ee an SORE Prenennene SAY preien 10, te 

atts, 1 

m a right nan in countless numbers, 763, ii., 
on’ ry, 1. 

In Gott gelaub ich dass er hat aus nicht, 442, ii., 
Goostly Psalmes and Spiritualle songes ; 1074, ii., 
Speratus, P. 

In heaven is mine inheritance, 5738, ii., Ist Gott fur 

h {op 722, ii., Medley, 5 In heaven rouse on im, , 5 
In heavenly love abiding, 1288, , Waring, Anna 
In His mother's pure embrace, "90, ii., Ave, plena 

gratia, cujus 
In His temple now behold - 942, i., 
In hoc anni circulo, 1216, ii. 

factum est, Ex virgine Maria 

H. J. 
. 1217, rhs roa caro 

ee, 
In holy contemplation, Give me, 281, ii., Davia, T. 
In holy contemplation, we sweetly now pursue, 1067, i. 

Sometimes a light surprises 
In against all human hope, 369, ii., Father of Jesus 

ist my Lord, My Saviour 
in humble a ion, . i, Clarke, 8. C. 
In hunger, watch, and prayer, 693, ii,, Jesu quadra- 

genariac 
In hymns of joy your voices raise, 161, i., Blomfield, 

Co. J 
In Israel’ 's fane, by silent night, 215, i., Cawood, J. 
In Jesus’ arms her soul doth rest (tr. Mrs. Bevan), 

61, i., Allendorf, J. L. C. 
In Jewry. See also in Jury. 

4T 
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In Jordan Thou didst sanctify, 1204, i., Wordsworth, C. | In robes of judgment, lo 
In joy and peace | onward fare, 760, i,, Mit Fried und | Jn robes of ap 

Freud ich fahr dahin laureatas 
In Judah, God of old was known, 1240, i,, Watts, L | In shadowy might, whil 
In Judah the Almighty’s known (Ps. xxvi.), 800, ii, umbrit desides 

New Version In Shilok, where thine: 
In Judah's tand let Zion's sons, 538, i., How honour T.Y. 

able is the place In aleep's serene oblivis 
In Jury land God is wel knowne (Ps. Lexvi., Pont), | Jn a cae as | 

1022, ii,, Scottish hymnody 
in latter —_ the mount of God (Anon.), 188, ii, | In Pree died thani 

Bruce, M. ; 1033, i., Scottish translations and para- | Jn songs of sullime a 
phrases firm a foundation 

In life's fair Spring, 473, i., Gryphius, A Tn sorrow amd distees 
In life's gay dawn, when > sels ar Ai youth, 1034, i, | In sorrow steeped, » 

Scuttish translations and parap apostoll), 95, i., 
in i Abol y morn, when tprighty youth, 144, ii, | In 4 3 wileno 

ock, T.; 565, ii, ife’s gay dawn, when i, Old Ver 
sprightly youth In , Lord, we 

In loud ted strains, 385, ii., Francis, B. 
In love, the Father's sinless Child, 1167, i., The Son of | In stature grows ¢ 

God in mighty love crescebas Puer 
In lowly guise thy King appeareth, 981, i., Rickert, P. | In streets and oper 
in es a form I see thee oft, 486, i., Hardenberg, G. Bruce, M.; 10: 

von 
nm matutinis surgimus, 622, ii., Hilary; 642, i., Latin | In sweet consent 

hymnody 204, i., Canter 
In me resume Thy dwellt oe Jacobi, 1732), 1300, ii., | Jn sweet exalted « 

Zeuch ein xu deinen T In tears and trial 
In me ye may have peace, 150, Blas In tenderest yea 
In meiner ersten Blith, 478, i., a ua, A. (Antra dese 
In meiner Noth ruf ich zu dir, i., Helder, B. queant laxis 
In memory of the Saviour’s love, 147, i., Bless'd with | In tenebris nosti 

the presence of their God rins), 319, i. 
In memory of Thy love, 468, i., Gregory, J. G. In thankful sony 
In mercy, Jesus, Thou hast brought, 1216, ii., Verborgne | In that book so « 

Gottes liebe da In that dim and 
Jn mercy, Lard, remember me, 516, ii., Hertzog, J. F. In that sad m 
Jn mercy, not in wrath, rebuke, 804, i., Newton, J. The 
In music, lo orb appears to rise (tr. Doubleday), | in the bands « 

1228, ii., Vox clara ecce intonat Christ lag | 
In ocr distress I sought my God (Ps. xvili.), 865, i,, Old | In the bands , 

lag in Tod 
In my Pather's house on high, 564, i., In domo Patris | Im the beaming 

summae Majestatis In the beautes 
In my soft bed, when quite alone, 117, i., Bateman, H. J.P. 
In Nazareth in olden time, 38, ii., Alexander (nee Hum- | In the beginni 

y8), Cecil F. In the bonds 
ight’s dim shadows lying, 566, i., In noctis umbraé lag in ‘To 
desides In the brigh 

In numbers, and but these tye t 210, ii,, Carols life's gay 
In odorem unguentorum, 73, i., Anti In the Chri 
In one fraternal bond of love, 1149, L The glorious 8. Y. 

universe around In the Cross 
In One God we all believe (tr. Miss Fry), 1287, ii., Wir | In the Cross 
—_— all an einen Gott, Schipfer Himmels und Christ 1 

Erden In the dark 
In One true God we all believe (tr. Macdonald), 1267, ii., | in the dark 

In the day | Wir | yar all an einen Gott, Schiipfer Himmels 
und Erden In the dust 

In our ve celebration, 868, ii, Omnes una cele- | In the endi 
est, Ea 

In our Lara's atoming grief, 86, In passione Domini, | Im the eve 
qua datur salus homini Franc 

In our sails all soft and sweetly, 385, i., Fouqué, F. H. | Im the fad 
C. de la Motte Lydia 

In our work and in our 9 ow 303, i., Dix, W. C. In the fo 
In Paradise reposing, Littledale, RK. F, © qu: 
In passione Domini, “qui datur salus homini, 163, i., | Im the a 

Bonaventura F. 
In patient faith till Christ shall come, 772, i., Moul- | In the p> 

trie, J. In the Fe 
In peace and away I go, 760, i, Mit Fried und font 
F mace and oy 1 r dahin " In the g 
gh tag ly , According to, 760, i., Mit 

’ - won vl dahin 700,1., Mit F In ‘ha y 
n peace a 1 now depart, As, . Mit Fried | Jm the 

ft fa iS co is, 760, i., Mit Fri xt ioenee now t, It is, . i, Mit ed In the | 
und Prev et fabr dahin In the . 

In peace PU now lie down to 1036, i., Scriver, C. In the 
Jn peace will I lie down to sleep, 1085, i., Seriver, C. dis 
<n pleasant lands gry yd the lines, 379, i., Flint. J. | mm the 
In praise ta God, let all the people join (Ps. cxvii.), H. 

801, ii., New Version In the 
In prayer all prostrate let us fall (Omnes ad aram cer- | Jn the / 

nu»), 948, i., Quod lex adumbravit vetus 87: 
In prayer together let us fall, 359, ii., Ex more docti In the 

mystico In the 
in prayer your voices raise ye (tr. J. Kelly), 411, i., des 

Gerhardt, P. res 
In realms of everlasting light, 1196, i, Unitarian | Jm the 

hymnody qu 
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In the midst do Thou appear, 244, i,, Come and let us 
sweetly join 

In the midst of ames, sorrow, 772, i., Moultrie, G. 
in the midzt fe. behold (Mitten wir im Leben sind), 

721, ii., Media vita In morte sumus 
in the midst of life, by death, 721, ii., Media vita In 

morte sumus 
In the midst of life is death (Mitten wir im Leben 

sind), 721. ii., Media vita in morte sumus 
in the midst of life we are, 721, ii., Media vita in morte 

sumus 
In the midst of life we are in death (prose trans.), 720, 

ii., Media vita in morte sumus 
In the midst of this our life, 720, ii., Media vita in 

Morte sumus 
in a merry I will raise { pray), 402, ii., Furness, 

In the mount it chall be reen, 962, i, Russell, A. T. 
In the myddest » Rea! lyeynge (Mitten wir im Leben 

sind), 442, if, Goostly Psalmes and Spiritualle 
Sones ; 721, ii., Media vita in morte sumus 

In the name of God advancing, 1079, i., Spitta, C. J. P. 
In the Name of God go forward, 1079, i., Spitta, C. J. P. 
In the Name of God the Father,—2ud st. And as on the 

morning stillness, 772, i., Moultrie, G. 
In the Name of God the Father—2nd st, Lo in wondrous 

condescension, 520, ii., Hewett, J. W. 
in the Name of God the Father, In Whose image we are 

made, 165, ii., Bourne, W. St. H. 
In the Name of God the Father—2nd st., Washed be- 

neath the mystic waters, 1178, ii., Thring, G. 
In the name of Jesus, 966, li., Roberts, F. H. 
in the Name which earth and heaven, $27, i.. Ellerton, J.; 

676, i., Lift the strain of high thanksgiving 
In the night of death He lies, 982, i., Russell, A. T. 
In the Paradise of Jesus, 1098, iL, Streatfeild (nee 

Saint), Charlotte 
Jn the plan divine, 385, ii., Fox, W. J. 
In the Saviour’s hour of death, 192, i., Bulfinch, 5. G. 
In the silent midnight watches, 266, ii., Coxe, A.C. 
In the swret time of carly morn, 329, i., Elliott, H. V. 
In the time of evening let Thy praise ascend, 1113, ii., 

Syriac hymnedy 
In the time of my distress, 666, ii., In the hour of my 

distress = 
In the time of trial, 491, i., Harland, EF. 
In the tomb, behold He lies, 982, i., Russell, A. T. 
In the oe of our Pather, 709, i., Mackellar, T. 
In the wii hea At prude home, 117, i., Bateman, H. 
In Thee alone, | Jesus Christ, 1015, ii., Schneesing, J. 
in Thee alone, O Christ, my Lord, 1016, i., Schneesing, J. 
in — ia God, with songs of praise, 114, ii,., Bar- 

low, 
Im Thee 1 put my steadfast trust (Ps. Ixxi.), 800, ii, 

In Thee is gladness, 677, i., Lindemann, J. 
In Thee, Lord, have J put my trust, 956, i., Reissner, A. 
In Thee, Lord Christ, is fized my hope (tr. Jacobi), 

1015, ii., Schneesing, J. 
In Thee, my God, J live and move, 408, i., Gellert, C. F. 
In Thee, my God, will we rejoice, 768, ii., Monsell. J. 5. B. 
In — my powers and treasures live, 1035, i., Scudder, 

tA 

In Thee, O Christ, is all my Hope, 1015, ii., sceceting, J. 
In Thee, 0 God, will we rejoice, 762, iin Monsell, J.8. B. 

In nd : Lord, I ~_ Defend my truth from shame, 
’ 

In Thee, © Lord, I trust, My hope is in Thy Name, 
1292, i., Woodd, B. ‘ hs 

Jn Thee,’ O' Lord, my hope hath stood, 408, i., Gellert, 

In themselves, as weak as worms, 804, i., Newton, J. 
In these our days 0 ious (Verleih uns Frieden 

lich), i., Da pacem, Domine 
In thine anger smite me not, 37, i., Albinus, J. G. 
In Thine image, Lord, Thou mad'st me, 674, i, Liebe 

die du mich zum Bike 
In Thine image Thou didst make us, 674, i,, Liebe die 

du mich zum Bilde 
In Thine own appointed way, 483, i., Hammond, W. 
Jn this calm, im ve hour, 494, ii., Hastings, T. 
in - taal c's bitter anguish, 1079, f Spitta, 

In this fair , with ocean bound, 311, ii., Drennan, 
W.; 1196, i, Unitarian hymnody 

In - lad hour when children meet, 1233, ii., Ware, 
jan. 

In = ome act redemption shines! 1031, i., Scottish 
yin! 

In this our bright and paschal day Paschale mun- 
do gaudiam ), 96, i., Aurora lucis rutilat 

In this our bright and paschal day (Claro Paschali 
gaudio), 95, i., Aurora lucis rutilat 
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In this the evening hour, 214, ii., Ciisar, H. 
In this wide, weary world of care, 706, ii., Lyte, H. F. 
In this world of sin and sorrow, 709, ii., Madan (nee 

Cowper), Judith 
In Thy assembly here we stand, 375, i., Fellows, J. 
In Thy cleft, O Hock of Ages, 1204, ii., Van Alstyne 
A Crosby), Frances J. 

in Thy courts, O Lord, assembling, $67, ii., In Thy 
Name, O Lord, assembling 

in ss a we adore Thee, gentle, pure and holy Child, 
. i, Gongh, B. 

In Thy dear name and by Thy favour (fr, Schuette), 
1287, ii., Wir legen, Herr! in delnem Namen 

In Thy glorious Kesurrection, 1294, i., Wordsworth, C. 
In Thy great Name, 0 Lord, we come, 536, i., Hoskin=, J. 
In Thy heart and hands, my God (tr. Miss Winkworth), 

1286, ii., Winckler, J. J. 
In Thy holy garden ground, 307, ii,, Doudney, Sarah 
in Thy Name, O Lord, assembling, 615, ii., Kelly, T. 
In Thy presence we appear, 1180, ii., To Thy tetople I 

repair 
In a will J ever, 182, ii., Bei dir Jesu, will ich 

ben 
In Thy temple we adore Thee, gentle, pure, and holy 

Child, , i, Gough, B, 
In time “f Sear, when trouble's near, 496, li., Hast- 

es, f. 
In time of tribulation, 764, i., Montgomery, J. 
In token that thou shalt not fear, 39, i., Alford, H. 
In token that we should not fear, 567, ii., In token that 

thou shalt not fear 
In triumph, joy, and holy fear, 22, i., Adeste fideles 
In trouble and adversity (Ps. xx., Sternhold), 665, i., 

Old Version 
In trouble and distress, To God (Ps. cxx.), 601, ii., New 

Version 
In — a in grief, O God [lvrd), 901, L, Pope, 

In trouble and in thrall (Ps. cxx., Sternhold), 866, i,, 
Old Version 

In trouble to the Lord I prayed, 622, i., Kennedy, B. H. 
In =e c days of anguish and rebuke, 613, i, 

eble, J. 
in true and patient hope, 1266, ii., Wesley family, The 
In types and shadows we are told, 623, i., Kent, J. 
In urbe mea Jerusalem summa, 650, ii., Latin hymnody 
in us the hope «f glory, 321, i,, Eddis, E. W. 
In vain does /aul's persuasive tongue, 668, i., In vain 

Apollo's silver tongue 
Jn vain doth Herod rage and fear (Crodelis Herodes), 

6, ii., A solis ortis cardine Ad usque 
In vain, great God, in vain J ery, 810, ii., Norris, J. 
In vain J trace creation o'er, 1090, i., Steele, Anne 
in vain must sleepy sinners think, 979, ii., Row, T. 
in _ my roving thoughts would find, 1089, ii., Steele, 

nne 
In _ O man of lawless might (ls. lii.), 800, ii., New 

ersion 
In - the powers of darkness, 126, i,, Befiehl du deine 

In vain the powers of darkness try, 706, ii., Lyte, H. F. 
In vain the world's alluring smile, 1090, i,, Steele, Anne 
In vain we build with vast expense (Ps. cxxvik), 801, ii., 

New Version 
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In vain we lavish out our lives, 1238, i, Watts, T. 
in vain we thus recall to mind, 406, ii., Gaskell, W. 
In — while dark affliction spreads, 1090, i., Steele, 

nne 
In vitae dulbio tramite transeo (tr. Bingham), 138, ii, 

Beset with snares on every hand 
In watch and prayer by Thee, 698, ii., Jesu quadra- 

ge’ e 
In weakness great, and strong in hidden might, 1060, ii., 

Singleton, R. C. 
in whom shall I find comfort ?, 719, ii., Matson, W. T. 
In wisdom, stature, heavenly grace, 302, ii., Divine 

crescebas Puer 
Jn yonder realms where Jesus reigns, 71, i., Lrons, J. 
In Zionis alto colle, 869, i., On the bill of Zion standing 
In Zion's rock abiding, 150, ii.. Bliss, P. 
In Zion's sacred 317, i.. Dwight, T. 
Incarnate God, the soul that knows, 604, i., Newton, J. 
Incarnate Word! by every grief, 847, ii., O Saviour, 

Whom this holy morn 
_ Thine ear, O Lord, and let (Ps. v.), 865, i., Old 

‘ersion 
Incline thine ears unto my words (Ps. ¥, Sternhold), 

865, i., Old Version 
Increase our faith, beloved Lord, 497, i., Havergal, 

Frances R. 
Indeficiens mundi vita, 987, ii, Salus aeterna, inde- 

ficiens mundi vita 
Indulgent God, how kind, 623, i., Kent, J. 

412 
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Infant born in Bethlehem, Born to save Jerusalem, | Ii there ambitic 
940, ii,, Puer natus in Bethlebem Js thare man co 

Infant, born the world to free, T77, i., Mundi salus qual 
nasceris 

pumerare 
Ih there no bai 

Infant sorrow, infant weakness, 448, ii, Gracious) J.C 
Saviour, gentle Shepherd Li there ho hop. 

Infinite excellence is Thine, $78, ii., You . bre 
Infinite God, Thou great unrivalled . Cowper nee 
ss 476, i., Guyon (née de la Mothe), Jeanne M. B. Is there ome wo 
Infinite God, Thy greatness spanned, 698, i., Lord of | [1 this the kin 

the wide-extended main Te this the Som 
Infinite God, to Thee we raise, 1183, i., Te Deum | Js this the sta 

laudamus; 1262, ii., Wesley family, The 
Infinite grief, amazing woe, i,, Watts, I. Ta thy cruse » 
Infinite leagues beyond the sky, 696, ii, Lord, we are of comfor 
Vidal. we mortar bad iar | Le thy heart 

Infinite oe precious stores, 1236, ii., Water- i thy 
bury, J. B, r 

Infinite pity touched the heart, i, Watts, I. dem Pro 
Infinite Power, eternal Lord, 1237, 1., Watts, 1. Teaiah once 
IA Spare who art round us ever, 285, ii., Clarke, pager 

Infinite, unexhausted love, 1963, i., Wesley family, The | Isles of the 
Innsbruck, Sar orn grape Lege ae ai PB 
Inquire, ilgrims, for the way ’ qy ye 
wf lava. for tha wey : : Jaradl of @ 
Inscribed upon the Cross we see, 1244, ii,, We sing the | Jrrael of G 

praise of Him Who died B. 
inscrutable to me although, 268, i., Cramer, J. A. Istael’s Sh 
inspirer and Hearer of prayer, 1267, ii., What though 

my frail von refuse Tat genug , 
papier of ancient seers, 1264, i., Wesley family, | iste confe 

Instruct me in Thy statutes, Lord (Ps. cxix.), 601, 4, | iste omfer 
New Version Iste dies ¢ 

Intende qui regis Israel, 1211, ii., Veni Redemptor | Jet's ? ja. 
gentiom Iat's mig 

Interni festi gaudia, 27, ii., Aeternt fest! 378, 
In of grateful shade, 360, ii., English bymnody It came» 
Into a world of ruffians sent, $92, i., Jesu, my Master | Jt fell w; 

and my Lord It is a de 
Into Christ's co we are received, 1299, i., Yonge, Clay 

Chariotte M. Itizap 
Into His summer parson, 20, i,, Clephane, Elizabeth C. | Jt is a 
Into the dim earth's rls descending (Ka- 865, 

1HAGes dv rors watwratos), 62, ii, "Avacracews | Itisatl 
Hucpa Itisat 

Into the garden-shade to pray, 725, i., Mentzer, J. It isan 
Into the silent land, 685, i., Longfellow, H. W. Itisan 
Into Thy gracious handa J fall, 290, i., Dessler, W. It ig bu 
Inventor rutili dux bone luminis, 643, ii., Latin | Zt is by 

hymnody it isc 
Invicte wert unicum (Rom. Brev. text), 25, i,, Gr 

Aeterna Christi munera, Et martyrum; 716, ii., | It ta ex 
Martyr Dei qui unicum Itias fi 

Inweavit me, 73, ii., Antipbon It is 
Ipse veni, generis Judex sanctissime nostri, 847, i., O 

quickly come, dread Judge of all 
Ir Haiden, was tobt jr umb sust, 443, i., Goostly Paalmes | It is f 

and Spiritualle Songes mi 
fra justs Cunditoris, 992, i., Salvete Christi vulnera 
Is tis Nad Jair, ta youth too bright?, 422, i., Gill, 

. Hu. i: 
Is God for me? J fear not, 673, ii., Ist God flr mich, eo | It is, 

trete it is 
Is God for me? to oppose me, 573, ii., Ist Gott fr mich, | Jt ts 

80 [rete 
Is God for me! what is tt, $73, i., Ist Gott fir mich, | Zt ts 

so trete 
Is God my strong salvation, §73, ii,, Ist Gott flr mich, | Jt ta 

So trete It % 
Is God withdrawing? all the cost (Watts), 575, ii., 

Jacobl, J, 0. Tt i. 
ls heaven a clime where diamond dews, 572, ii., Is 

heaven a place where pearly streams 
Js heaven a place where diamond dews, 578, ii., Is 

heaven a place where pearly streams it 
fs as on a place where pearly streams, 107, i, Bailey, 

nN It 

fs it for me, dear Saviour ?, 497, i., Havergal, 
Frances K. « Ze 

fs not my spirit filled with Thine, 422, i., Gill, T. HL. it 
fs nol this our king and prophet?, $72, i., Irons, W. J. it 
fs qui prius habitum mortalem induit, 814,i., Notker 
is there a friend in earth or heaven, 672, ii., Is there it 

in heaven and earth who can it 
Is there a lone and dreary hour ?, 423, ii,, Gilman (mee | Jt 

Howard ‘, Caroline 

fs there a manener true ?, 1166, ii., The year begin with it 
Chee 

wonld'st the heavens rend 
is ticren Cae when moments tow, 332, i, Edmeston, J. 
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t a ane attempt! adventurous he, 1287, i., was 
Ww . 

! was an awful hour that gave, 708, i., Macdonald, G. 
| was no path of flowers, 735, ii., Miles (née Appleton), 

Elizabeth 
was the winter wild, 211, i., Carols; 1165, i., This is 

the month, and this the happy morn 
to supe per dolorem, i i is an re oft in ye 
ve been in chare of pleasure, , i, Robinson 

London), R. ; ¢ 
‘ve found the precious Christ of God, 674, L, I've 

found the Pearl of greatest price 
‘ve wothing to bring Thee, Jesus, 216, ii., Charlesworth, 

"ve seen the lovely garden flowers, 1031, i., Scottish 
phere | 

‘ve ventured it of purpose free, 645, ii., Hutten 
"we entered, knowing what J risked, 645, ii., 

. vou 

t 

U. von 
Hutten, 

Ta, er hat dich stets geliedet, 1076, i., Spitta, C. J. P. 
fa, hochat selig sind wir, lieben Bruder, 277, li, Dach, 3 
fa Sarwenr' uns fiihrt mit sanfter Hand, 634, 1, 

»F. A. 
Tam bone pace retre (Elpis?), 70, ii, Annue Christe 

saeculorum Domine; 93, i., Aurea luce et decore 
Troeeo 

Jam cantilenam gratulantes tollite (tr. Bingham), 101, 
ii., Awake, and sing the song 

Jam Christe Sot justitiae, @46, ii,, Latin bymnody 
Jam Christus astra ascenderat, , ii, Beata nobis 120. 

Anni reduxit orbita; 1207, i., Veni Creawr 
Titus, Mentes 

Jam lucis orto sidere, $44, ii., oom hymnody ; 662, 
ii., Latin hymnody ; 910, i., I mere ; $98, ii.. Public 
School hymn-books 

Jam meta noctis transtit, 622, ii, Hilary; 642, i., 
Latin hymnody 

Jam moesta quiesce Creteatiet). 291, ii., Deus 
ii fons animarum ; , i, Lasset Klag und 
Tresern fabren ; 708, ii., Macgill, H. M. 

Jam nocte laudo Te Deus, 262, li, eee. Ww. J. 
Jam — Paterna claritas, 912, ii., dieram om- 

um 
Jam Pascha nostrum Christum est, 383, i., Forti tegente 

brachlo 
Jam quod quaesivi video, 687, i., Jesu dulcis memoria 
Jam t a oe. a re ¢ ins —_ 

rinttas, princi tas ; 9 Bey hree in 
One, and One in Tieee 

Jam surgit hora tertia ( Ambrosius 1)» 56, ii., Ambrosius; 
823, i., Nunc Sancte nobis Spiritus 

toga = pent trahitur, 1056, ii., Sic ter quaternis 
ir 

Jam toto subitur, 1101, ii., Summae, Deus, clementiae, 
Septem dulores Virginis 

Jamais Dieu ne delaisee, 393, ii., French hymnody 
Jamais je ne ferai, 1174, ii., Through all the changing 

scenes of life 
Jawa N ea ist eine Ruh vorhanden, 1010, i., Schlegel, 

Jauchzet ihr Himmel! frohlocket thr englische Chéren, 
1144, ii., Tersteegen, G. 

Je grosser Kreuz, je nadher Himmel, 417, i., German 
bymnody ; 1012, i., Schmolck, B. 

Je kleiner ich, je grésser du, 765, ii., Moraht, A, 
= meAr on a atihlen, 473, i., Gryphius, A, 
e n’aime plus d'un amour mien, 476, i., Gu 
tintin ee 

Je suis a Thi, 392, ii., French hymnody 
Je te salue, mon certain Redempteur (Anon.), 110, i, 

Bannerman, D. D.; 988, ii., Paslters, French ; 1062, 
i., Smith (nee Alle), Elizabeth L. 

Je veuz taimer toi, mon Dieu, 392, i., French 
hymnody ; 

Je veusz te suivre ici-bas, 392, ii., French hymnody 
Jedes Herz will etwas lieben, 139, ii,, Bevan (nee Shuttle 

worth), Emma F,; 1143, ii., Tersteegen, G. 
Jehovah ! at Thine awful throne, 452, i., Gray, T., Jun. 
= ! Creator great, 382, i., Forsyth, 

na 
Jehovah, God of boundless strength and might (tr. Miss Winkworth), 188, i. Bogatsky, C,H son 
Fehosah, God the Father, bless, 1265, i., Wesley family, 

ie 

Jewrah, God! Th U 1197, i, hymned ¥ gracious power, 1197, i,, Unitarian 
y 

Jehovah, grant us re th 
den gnlidichlich), 276, i., Da pacem, ine 

Jehovah! great and sacred name, 1197, i., Unitarian Liye — . spoken, the nations shall hear, 873, il., 
er, E. 
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Jehovah, hoher Gott con Macht und Stdrke, 153, 1, Bo- 
gatzky, C. H. von 

Jehovah! holy Lamb, 81, ii,, Arnold, G. 
Jehovah is great, and great is His praise, 764, i., Mont- 

gomery, J. 
Jehouah is my light, salvation showing (tr. H. Mills), 

, i, Neander, J. 
Jehowah ist mein Licht und Gnadensonne, 792, i., Nean- 

der, J. 
Jehovah, judge my cause, 1113, ii,, § hymnod 
Jehovah, let me finn adore Thee, hee i Crosating 

(Crasselt), B. 
Jehovah, Lord, now come, I pray, 582, ii., Jerusalem, 

my happy bume 
= reipae, arrayed in light, 622, i., Kennedy, B. 

Jehuwah , exalted high, 1240, ii., Watts, I. 
Jehovah rei, He dwells in light, 1240, i., Watts, I. 
Jehovah re . His throne is high, 1238, i,, Watts, L. 
Jehowah reigns, let all the earth (Ps. xevil.), 800, ii., 

New Version 
Jehovah reigns, let nation hear, 114, i., Barbauld 

(née ‘Aikin}, Anna L : , 
Jehovah reigne, let therefore all (Ps. xcix.), 800, ii., 

New Version 
Jehovah reigns, O — — 90, li., Auber, Harriet 
Jehovah reigns on high, , di, Wesley family, Th 
Jehovah speaks, let man be awed, 706, ii., Lyte, H. F. 
Jehovah's covenant shall endure, 497, i., Havergal, 

Frances RK, 
Jehovah's Fellow and His Son, 1266, ii., Wesley family, 

The 
Jehovah's love first chose His saints, $71, i., Lrons, 
Jehovah's praise sublime, 257, i., Conder, J. 
Jehovah's will is found, 979, ii., Row, T. 
Jememuij i lon (Our Father, which art in heaven), 

741, i., Missions 
Jerusalem, See also Hierusalem and Hirusalem 
Jerusalem, celestial ag oe urbs, Jerusalem), 

911, i., Primers; , Urbs beata, Hierusalem 
Jerusalem divine, 969, 1., les, B. 
sabe sar du hochgebaute Stadt, 688, i., Kosegarten, 

G 
Jerusalem, du baute Stadt, 415, 1., German 

bymnody ; 733, i., ng ag J. M. 
exulting, 634, ii., Hora novissima, tempora 

pessima sunt, vigilemus 
Jerusalem, for ever t, 699, ii., Lowry, R. 
Jerusalem gloriosa, i,, Nec quisquam oculis vidit 
Jerusalem gloriosi, 1168, i., ‘Thomas of Kempen 
Jerusalem! high tower thy glorious walls (tr. Whit- 

tingham),  i., Meyfart. J. M. 
Jerusalem | high tower thy glorious walls (tr. Hopkins), 

733, ii., Meyfart, J. M. 
Jerusalem, Jerusalem, would God, 582, ii., Jerusalem, 

my buppy bome 
Jerusalem luminosa, 650, ii., Latin hymnody ; 793, i., 

Nec quisquam oculis vidit 
Jerusalem! my happy home, Name ever dear to me, 259, 

i, Congregational hymnody; 683, i., Jerusalem, 
my happy bome, When shall I come to thee 

Jerusalem, my fonee, See, when shall J come to thee 
(F. BP, & , 293, ii, Dickson, D.; 973, 

» Roman Catholle hymnody; 1261, ii, Welsh 
hymnody 

See also Hieruialem, my happy home 
Jerusalem, 0 cittie blest, That of peace, 1200, i., Uria 

beata, Hicrusalem 
Jerusalem on high, 269, ii., Crossman, 8.; 348, ii., 

English bhymnody 
Jerusalem, that place divine, The vision, 1200, i., Urbs 

beata, Hiernsulem 
Jerusalem, the city, 240, ii., Coelestis O Jerusalem 
Jerusalem the glorious, $34, ii., Hora novissima, tem- 

pora pessima sunt, ¥ mis 
Jerusalem the golden, The home of saints shall be, 

496, ii., Havergal, W. H. 
the golden, With milk and blest (Neale), 

187, ii., Bernard of Morlaix ; 634, i, ii., Hora novis- 
sima, tempora pessima suut, vigilemus; 788, i, ii., 
Neale, J. M. 

Jerusalem, the happy seat, 682, ii., Jerusalem, my 
happy home 

Jerusalem the heavenly, 240, ii., Coelestis O Jerusalem 
Jerusalem the holy, 240, ii,, Coelestis O Jerusalem 
Jerusalem the onely, 534, ii., Hora novissima, tempora 

pessima sunt, vigilemus 
Jerusalem, thou city blest (Coclestis urbs, Jerusalem), 

1200, i., Urbs beata, Hierusalem 
Jerusalem ! thou city builded high (tr. Miss Burlingbam), 

733, ii., Meyfart, J. M. 
Jerusalem, thou city built on high (tr. in the Daletn 

Hosp. H. #.), i., Meyfart J, M. 
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Jormeaion, ei - built on high (tr, Russell), 783, i., | Je 

pas... thou ete built on _ Would God I were | J 
in thee, 633, i. ew L. G 
— thou city fair and high, 733, i, Meyfart, | 

a _ a grand See ra arbs, Jerusalem), | J 
ata, Hierusalem 

Jerusalem ye city of the skies, 733, ii., Meyturt, | Ji 
di 

Jerusalem, reared on high (tr. Miss Maning- 
ton). ween Yas. 3, Meare Jy 3 J.M om ( 

Jerusalem! thou mig towering high (tr. Miss Cox), 
733, ii., Meyfart, J 

malar thou phd city-height, 733, ii., Meyfart, 

ee thou high-built, fair abode, 733, ii., Meyfart, 

Jerusalem, thy song be new, 224, ii., Chorus novae 
Hierusalem 

Jerusalem, whose name contains (Coeleatis urba, Jerusa- 
lem), 1200, ii., Urbs beata, Hierusalem 

Jesaia dem Pr pheten das geschah, 704, ii., Luther, M. 
Jesse proles, pelle moles (Hernard of Cluny ?), 1203, i., 

t Jucundas cervus undas aestuans desiderat a 
Jesu, See also Gest, lesu, Jesus, = Shes é 
Jesu, all hail, Who for my sin (Jesu gabe Prt reatus), 

1101, ii., ‘1102, i,, Summe Pater, 0 e 
Jesu, all power is given to Thee, Thee. iT Try us, O 

God, and search the ground . 
Jesu als du wiederkehriest, 1 106, ii., Bahnmaier, J. F. 
Jes! animae Amator, 691, ii., Jesu, Lover of my |. 

soul 
Jesu! as a Saviour, aid, §05, ii,, Heermann, J. 
Jesu, as the waters crown Thee (Jesu, fonte baptizaris, 

tr. Anon.), 1101, i., Summe r, O Creator 
Jesu, as though Thyself wert here, 85, i., Jesu, dulcis 

amor meus 
Jesu, at the Vesper hour, 1061, li., Skinner, J. 
Jesu, at Thy invitation, 982, 1., Rassell, A. T. 
Jesu, auctor clementiae, 586, ii., 587, ‘ii, Jesu dulcis 

memoria 
Jesu, baptized, the Father's voice vam fonte bapti- 
° zaris), 1101, ii., Summe Pater, O Creator 
Jesu be ne'er ‘forgot, 420, i., Gib uns, o Jesu, Gnad 
Jesu! be our Guide, 689, ii., Jesu, geh’ voran 
Jesu! be Thy su uffering love, 143, ii., Birken, S. von 
Jesu be with in all thy ways, Jesu crown (tr. J. 

Kelly), 627, i., Knak, G, F. L. 
Jesu, because ail our quilt (Jesu nostros ob reatus), 

1101, ii., Summe Pater, O Creator 
Jesu, behold the wise from far, 1102, i., Summe Pater, 

O Creator 
Jesu Blut komm iiber mich, 701, ii., Ludamilia-Elisabeth 

of Schwarzburg-Rudolstadt 
Jesu, born the world to free Ag Redemptor omnium, 

Sammi Parentis), 229, i., Christe Redemptor om- 
nium Ex Patre 

Jesu, thie dda Saviour, Friend, $88, ii., Jesu dulcis 
men 

Jesu, by cruel tants distresved (tr. Chambers), 872, i., 
Opprobriis, Jesu, satur 

Jesu, by that leath of pain (Jesu nostros ob reatus, tr. 
Anon.), 1101, ii., Summe Pater, O Creator 

Jesu, by Thy supreme command, 584, i,, Jesu, at Whose 
supreme command 

Jesu! Whose eye ay | Ens 1181, ii., Toke, Emma 
Jesu, cast a pitying eye, ae Ww PPh emily, The 
siaae ( ‘Mes Sh of the 1066, i., Soden, 

Jesu, Child of mortal throes, 1060, ii., Singleton, R. C. 
Jesu Christe, per quem iste, 1208, i., Ut jucundas cervus 

undas aestuans desiderat 
Jesu, Creator of the world, ot, i. ere beati saeculi 
Jesu, David's Root and ‘Stem, 678 . Litanies 
Jesu, day ghee day, 589, ii., Jesu, ae! voran 
Jesu, dear Redeemer, 598, ii., Jesus, gentlest Saviour, 

God of might 
Jesu, decus angelicum, 586, ii., 687, i., 588, i., Jesu 

dulcis memoria 
Jesu defensor omnium, 721, ii., Mediae noctis tempore 
Jesu dein betribtes Leiden, 287, ii., Clausnitzer, 
Jesu deine heilge Wunden, 585, i., Jesu deine tlefe 

Wunden 
Jesu, deine Passion, 143, ii., Birken, S. von 
Jesu, deiner zu gedenken, 589, i., Jesu dulcis memoria 
Jesu, Delight of. every heart, 588, ii., Jesu dulcis me- 

meoria 
Jesu, den ich meine, 1144, ii,, Terateegen, G. 
Jesu, der du bist alleine, 417, ii,, German hymnody ; 

‘tein, do? de naine Stale’ 908, 1 Rist, J ‘esu, der du meine S 966, i., : 
Jesu, der du tausend aobmercen, 505, ii, Heermann, J. 

cc. tt 
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Jesu, Jesu, komm zu mir, 690,i., Jesu, komm’ doch 
selbst zu mir 

Jesu, Ainy o'er all adored, $88, i., Jesu dulcis memoria 
Jesu, King of boundless might, 678, ii,, Litantes 
Jesu, King of Saints, Whose Name (salve Jesu Rex 

sanctornm), 990, ii., Salve mundi salutare 
Jesu, let Thy pitying eye, 1262, ii., Wesley family, The 
eee erings ease me, 199,i,, By the picture 

° 
Jesu, Life those who dic, 678, ii., Litanles 
Jesu! life! the life of heaven, 631, ii., Homburg, E. C. 
Jesu, L of souls indwelling, 706, i., Lux alma Jesu 

mentium 
Jesu, Lord and Master great (Jesu Deus et magister, 

tr. Anon.), 1101, ii., Summe Pater, O Creator 
Jesu, Lord and Saviour, 698, ii., Jesus, gentlest Saviour, 

God of might 
Jesu, Lord, at dead of night, 1061, ii., Skinner, J. 
Jesu, Lord, at hour of Prime, 1061, ii., Skinner, J. 
Jesu, Lord, enthroned on high, 678, ii., Litanies 
Jesu, Lord, for sins of mine, 1061, ii, Skinner, J. 
Jesu, Lord most mighty, Humbly we adore (Russell), 

678, ii., Litanies ; 982, i,, Russell, A. T. 
Jesu, Lord of life and glory, 600, i., Jesus, Lord of life 

and glory, Bend from 
Jesu i. —_ so great and glorious, 1303, i., Zinzendorf, 

von 
Jesu, Lord, Thy praise we sing, 1092, ii., Stephano 

primo mart 
Jesu, ont to me impart, 301, ii., Dignare me, O Jesu, 

rogo Te 
Jesu, Lord, we kneel before Thee, 600, i., Jesus, Lord of 

life and ag A 
Jesu, fare. we to Thee, 1262, ii., Wesley family, 

Jesu, Lord, Who three hours, 1061, ii,, Skinner, J. 
Jesu, Lord, with —— row, 1061, iL, Skinner, J. 
Jesu, Lover af my soul (C. Wesley), 479, i., Hail the 

day that sees Him rise ; 691, ii., Jesu meine Freude ; 
726, ii, Methodist hymnody; 739, ii., 741, i, 
Misalons 

Jesu Mahazaroo (Jesus forgive us), 995, ii., Saviour 
breathe an evening blessi 

Jesu, meek and gentle, 915, ii., , G. BR. 
Jesu, meck and lowly, 243, ii., Collins, H. 
Jesu, mein Erbarmer ! hére, 1143, ii., Tersteegen, G. 
Jesu, meine Fread und Worne, 416, i., German 

hymnody 
Jesu, meine Preude, Meines Herzens Weide, 386, ii., 

Franck, J. ; 416, i., German hymnody 
Jesu meine Siissigkeit, 1007, i., Scheffler, J. 
Jesu, meine Zuversicht, 599, ii., Jesus lebt, mit ihm 

auch ich 
Jesu, meiner Seele Leben, 416, ii,, German — 
Jesu, meiner Seelen Wonne, 578, i., Janus, M, ; 
Jesu meines Lebens Leben, 445, i,, Gotter, L. A. ; 681, ii., 

Homburg, E. C. 
Jesu! memorial name so sweet, $87, ii., Jesa dulcis 

memoria 
Jesu mi dulcissime, Domine coelorum, 289, ii., Desere 

jam, anima, lectulum soporis 
Jesu, most loving God, 885, ii., Patris aeterni Soboles 

coveva 
Jesu, most loving One, Who from Thy glory’s throne, 

589, ii., Jesu dulcissime, ¢ throno gloriae 
Jesu, most pitiful, Who from heaven's throne, 589, ii., 

Jesu dulcissime, ¢ throno gloriae 
Jesu, my boast, my a my joy, 10, ii., Ach Gott, wie 

Herze 
Jesu! my Great ifigh Priest above, 367, ii, Father, I 

want a thankful heart 
Jesu! my heart s most joyful Rest, 688, ii., Longe, J. C. 
Jesu, my joy-giving, 302, i., Jesu meine Freude 
J King, to Thee I bow, 1261, i., Wesley family, 

° 
Jesu, my light and sure defence, 127, i., Behm, M. 
Jesu, my Lord and God, art (tr. Russell), 10, i., 

Ach Gott, wie manches Herzele 
Jesu, my Lord, my God, my all, 243, ii., Collins, H. 
desn, my Lord, my Shepherd, 1077, i., Spitta, C.J. P. 
Jesu, my Truth, my Way, 1263, i., Wesley family, The 
Jem, Name all names above, 1159, L, Theoctistus of 

the Studium 
Jesu, name of sweetest thought, 687, ii, Jesu dulcis 

memoria 
Jem, now the hard cross bearing (Jesu, crucem dum 

yoreabas, tr, Anon,), 1101, ii., Summe Pater, O 
tor 

Jesu, now Thy new-made soldier, §20, ii., Hewett, J, W. 
Jesu, : mercy Source alone, 587, ii., Jesu dulcis me- 

mo 
Jesu! on Thee to be thinking (Jesu deiner zu gedenken) 

589, i., Jesu dulcts memoria oe : 
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Jesu, our bright and Morning Star, 133, ii., Bell, C. D. 
Jesu, our Captain and our Xing, 722, i., Mediae noctis 

tempore 
Jesu, our hope, our heart's desire, $92, ii., Jesu nostra 

redemptiv, Amor et rium 
Jesu, our Joy and loving Friend, 622, ii., Nun rohen 

alle Walder 
Jesu, our Lenten fast of Thee, 698, ii., Jesu quadra- 

genuriae 
Jesu, our Lenten fast to Thee, 620, ii., Hewett, J. W. 
Jesu, our Ransom from above, 693, i., Jesu nostra re- 

deniptio, Amor et desiderium 
Jesu, our Redeemer, now, $98, i., Jesu nostra redemptio, 

Amor e: desiderium 
Jesu, our Redemption blest, 692, ii., Jesu nostra re- 

demptio, Amor et desiderium 
Jesu our risen King, Glory to Thee we sing, 429, i., 

Glory to God on high, Let praises fill 
Jesu, our souls’ redeeming Lord (Jesu Redemptor om- 

olum m lucis), 229, i., Christe Redemptor om- 
nium, Patre 

Jesu, priceless treasure, 691, ii., Jesu, meine Freude 
Jem, Prince of Life and Power (Jesu summae Rex 

virtutis, tr, Anon.), 991, i., Salve mundi salutare 
Jesu quadragenariae, 522, ii., Hilary ; 642, i, La 

bymnody ; 840, ii,, O Lord our God, with earn 
care 

Jesu, Redeemer of the earth (Jesu Redemptor omnium 
Quem luis (fr. J. Williams), 229, i., Christe Ke- 
—— omnium Ex Patre 

Jesu, rof theearth (tr. Littledale), 594, ii., Jesu 
Redlemptor seeculi, Verbum Patris alsisaimi 

Jesu, Redeemer of us all — Redemptor omoium 
: lucts), 229, i., Christe Redemptor omnium 

2x Patre 
Jesu, Kedeemer of the world (Jesu Redemptor omnium, 
eo lucis), 228, ii,, Christe Redemptor omnlum 

Patre 
Jesu, Redeemer, the renown, 693, ii,, Jesu Redemptor 

omnium, P. corona praesulum 
Jesu, Redeemer, we praise, 694, i., Jesu Redemptor 

saeccull, Qui tertio post funera 
Jesu, Redeemer, Thou of all, 698, ii., Jesu Ri demptor 

omnium, P corona prarsulom 
Jesu, Redeemer, Thou Who art, 698, 1, Jesu nostra re- 

demptio, Amor ct desiderium 
Jesu, Redemption, all divine, §92, ii., Jesu postra re- 

demptio, Amor et desiderium 
Jesu, Redemption dear, $93, i., Jesu nostra redemptio, 
— desiderium ; 

Jesu, Ki ptor omnium, F corona praesulum 
Nore 136, i., Benson, Rk. M.; 645, ii, Latin 
ymnody 

Jesu Redemplor omnium Quem lucis ante originem, 
i Christe Redemptur omnium Ex Patre Patria 
un 

Jesu, Redemptor omnium, Summi Parentis, 229, i, 
Christe ptor omnium Ex Patre Patris unice 

Jesu, Refuge of my soul, 590, ii., Jesu, Lover of my 
soul 

Jesu, remembrance passing sweet, 687, ii., Jesu dulcis 
memoria 

Jesu Rex admiratrilis, 686, ii., 587, i., 588, i., Jesu 
dulcis memoria 

Jesu, Salvator saeculi Redemptis ope subveni, 375, ii., 
Festiva saeclis colitur 

Jesu, Salvator sacculi, Verbum Patris altissimi, 11, ii,, 
Ad coenam Agni providi; 594, i,, Jesu Kedemptor 
saeculi, Verbum Patris altissimi 

Jesu, Saviour, ever mild, 678, ii,, Litanies 
Jesu, Saviour, She, bringing, 145, i,, Blair, W. 
wm, the sheep, 1 i, Wesley family, 

e 
Jesu, slain for earth's release, 593, i., Jesa nostra re- 

demptio, Amor et desid+rium 
Jesu, solace of the soul, 269, ii., Desere Jam, anima, 

lectulum soporis is 
Jesu, Son of God mort high, 678, ii., Litanies 
Jesu, Som of the living God, 678, ii,, Litanies 
Jesu! Source of gladness, 692, i., Jesu meine Freude 
Jesu, Source of my salvation, 632, i., Homburg, E. C. 
Jesu summae Kez virtutis, 990, i, 991, i., Salve mundi 

salutare 
Jesu, Sun af our salvation, 576, i, Jam Christe, sol 

justiriae 
Jesu, siisses Licht, 638, ii., Lange, Joachim 
Jesu, sweet memories of Thy Name, 587, ii., Jesu dulcis 

memoria 
Jesu, take my sins away, 1261, i, Wesley family, The 
Jesu, than crown of kings art Thou, 684, iL, Jesu 

corona celsior 
Jesu, the angels’ Light and Song, 688, ii., Jesu dulcis 

memoria 
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Jesu, the Author of our life, 366, i., Father and Lord 
of our whole life 

Jesu the Crown, and sweet Reward, 686, i., Jesu, Corona 
virgioum 

Jesu, the Crown of virgins, Whom, 6865, i,, Jesu, Corona 
um 

Jesu, the earth's Redeemer Thou, 694, i, Jesu, Re- 
demptor saeculi, Qui tertio post funera 

Jesu, the Father's Only Son, 228, ii., Christe Redemptor 
omnium De Patre Patris unice 

Jesu, the heart's own Sweetness and true Light, 588, i., 
Jesu dulcis memoria 

Jesu, the irrevocable word, 1264, i., Wesley family, The 
Jesu, the King all wonderful, 588, i., Jesu dulcis me- 

Jesu, the Law and Pattern, whence, 593, i., Jesu quad- 
ragenariae 

wae Life, the Truth, the Way, 1261, i, Wesley 
y, she 

Jesu, the only thought of Thee, 314, i., Dryden, J.; 911, 
i., Primers 

Jesu, the Ransomer of man (Jesu Redemptor omnium, 
em lucia, tr. in the Primer, 1685), 229, i., Christe 

~ ptor omniam Ex Patre 
Jesu, the Ransomer of man (Jesu Redemptor omnium, 

Quem lucis, fr. cento from the Primers, 1695 & 
1706), 229, i., Christe Redemptor omnium Ex Patre 

Jesu! the soul hath in Thy love (Jesu, Tua dilectio), 
588, ii., Jesu dulcis memoria 

Jesu, the thought is sweet (tr. Neale, 1852), 87, ii, 
(tr. Neale, 1858), 686, i., Jesu dulcis memoria 

Jesu, the very thought of Thee (tr. Caswall, 1858), 587, i, 
tr. Caswall, 1849), 588, 1., Jesu dulcis memoria; 

ii., 975, i., Roman Catholic hymnody 
Jesu, the very thought of Thee—st. li, No sound, no 

so gay (tr. in Hys. for the year), 588, ii., 
Jesu dulcis memoria 

Jesu, the very thought 5 See (tr. in the Primer, 1684 
mers and 1685), 911, i., 

ae virgins’ coronal, 685, i., Jesu, Corona vir- 
num 

Jesu, the virgins’ crown, do Thou, 584, ii., Jesu, Corona 
virginum 
= virgins’ Crown, In love, 686, i., Jesu, Corona 

num . 
Jesu, world's Redeemer, hear, 593, ii., Jesu Re- 

demptor omnium, Perpes corona ulum 
Jesu, the world’s gesveniig Fore. Eternal Son, —— 

Word, 594, ii., Jesu ptor saeculi, Ver 
Patris altissimi 

Jeau, the world’s redeeming Lord, Of Sire most high, 
pdm ae Redemptor saeculi, Verbum Patris 

tissim 
Jesu, the world’s redeeming Lord, The Father's co-eternal 

Word, 594, i., Jesu Redemptor saeculi, Verbum 
Patris altissimi 

Jesu, Thou Fount of mercy, hail, 587, ii., Jesu dulcis 
memoria 

Jesu! Thou from earth hast vanished, 808, ii,, Nobis 

oy great redeem Lord, 1264, i, Wesley Jesu, 7 i , Wes 
family, The isd 

sac, a hast to hoary hairs, 1265, i., Wesley family, 

Jesu, Thou knowest my simpleness, 1261, ii, Wesley 
family, The 

—, ae my heart’s pleasing Feast, 688, ii,, Lange, 

Jesu, Thou our pure (chief) delight, 982, i., Russell, 

Jesu, Thou Redeemer dear, 593, i., Jesu nostra re- 
demptio, Amor et desiderium 

Jesu, Thou sovereign Lord of all, 1263, i., Wesley 
family, The 

Jesu, Thou sweetness pure and blest, 588, i,, Jesu dulcis 
menioria 

Jesu, Thou wounded Lamb of God, $68, ii., I thirst, 
Thou wounded Lamb of God 

Jesu, Thy blood and righteousness (tr. J. Wesley), 230, 
i., Christi Blut und Gerechtigkeit 

Jesu, Thy boundless love to me (J. Wesley), 888, i, 
Peace, doubting heart, my God's I am 

Jesu, Thy light again J view, 638, ii.,Lange, Joachim 
Jesu, Thy mercies are untold, §87,i., Jesu dulcis me- 

moria; 704, ii., Lux alma Jesu mentium 
Jesu, Thy priests’ eternal prize, §94, ii., Jesu, sacerdo- 

tum decus 
Jems, Thy soul renew my own (Die Seele Christi), 70, 
P —— Christi sanctifica me . 
‘es, Thy throne af glory Thow (Jesu thronum majes- 

tatis), 1101, Pid Favs db Pater, O Creator 
Jesu, Thy wandering sheep behold, 1261, i, Wesley 

family, The 
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Jesu, tibi sit gloria, Quit victor in coelum redi, i 
xologies 
7 metner Sinden, 505, ti., Heermann, J. 

Jesu! to earth the Saviour given, 5%, a. Je bk 
demptor saeculi, Verbum Patris altiseimi 

Jesu, to my heart most precious (De duloedine Jen, 
1096, ii., Stone, S. J. 

Jesu, to Thee my heart I bow (tr, J. Wesley) Ii 
Zinzendorf, N. L. von 

com, Thee our hearts we lift, 1263, i, Wesley tml, 
The 

Jesu, to Thy table led, 119, 1, Baynes, R. H. 
Jesu, true Sun of human souls, 576,i., Jam Com, 

sol justitiac 
Jesu, Tua dilectio, 588, ii., Jesu dulcis memoria 
Jesu tui memoria, 159, note, Bohemian bymnody 
Jesu, united by Thy grace, 1186, ii, Try os, 0 bod ol 

search the ground 
Jesu Verbum, qui superbum, 1202, i, Ut focunde «- 

vus undas aestuans desiderat 
Jesu, Victor over sin, 505, ii., Heermann, J. 
Jesu, was hat dich getricben, 665, ii., Laurenti, L. 
Jesu, we adore Thee, $14, ii., Hernaman (me [btsn), 

Claudia F, 
Jesu, we are far away, 678, ii., Litanies 
Jesu, we look to Thee, L, Wesley family, The 
Jesu, we praise Thee for his work, 1158, i, The tte 

of Thy saints, 0 Lord 
Jesu, we the promise claim, 244, i,, Come, and lx & 

sweetly join 
Jesu, we thus obey, 1262, i., Wesley family, The 
Jesu, we Thy ise 447, ii., (races 
Jesu, Well-spring of all mercy, 587, ii., Jee dulcis m- 

moria 
Jesu, when I think on Thee, 982, i, Russell, A.T. 
Jesu, when Thou once returnest (tr. Miss Winkwot 

106, ii., Bahnmater, J. F. ; oh 
Jesu, Who broughtest redemption nigh, 5H. i, Js 

Retemptor saeculi, Verbum Patris altissia! 
Jesu, who cam'st the world to save, 376, i, fees 

saeclis colitur 
Jesu, Who didst stoop to prove, 506, ii., Hermann, |. 
Jesu, who didst Thy pastor crown, 59, ii., Jesu, 

dotum decus 
who dost true joys impart (tr. Anon.) $87.) 

Jesu dulcis memoria ; 
Jesu, Who for my transgression, 962, i, Rum. 

Jesu, Who for us didst bear Hunger, Thirs! (Ines, 
yrs i., Irons, W. J.; 1181, i, To Whom bat 

God of grace - 
Jesu, Who for us didst bear scorn and sorroe (Lite 

dale), * ii., Litanies 

Jesu, Who from Thy Father's throne (Jesu, teow 
majestatis), 10d, i., Samme Pater, 

Jesu! Who in sorrow dying, 966, 1., Ris J. | 
Jesu, Who our Redemption art, God, Maker tie 

things, 598, i., Jesu nostra redempue, Ase 
des um . 

Jesu, Who our Redemption art, Who in the deg im 
593, i., Jesu nostra redemptio, Amor et desiier® 

Jesu, Who this our Lenten tide, 598, ii. Jeso 4 

genariac - 
Jesu, Who when Adam fell, 678, ii. Liaiee ans 
Jesu, whom nations all adore, 229, i., Christe 

omnium Ex Patre + Teale. 
Jesu, Whose glory's streaming rays, 290, |. 

Ww 
Jesu, Whose grace inspires Thy priests, 1108, i., S22" 

Pater, O Creator 
hen quite 

Jesu, Whose holy life displays, $98, i. 
ariae 

Jesus Whose re limbs for me, 1061, ii., — J. 

Jesu, with 7 y Church abide, 678 fT : 

Jesu wollst uns weisen, G77, 1. ndemann. J. 

Jesu, Word of God Incarnate, B18, ti, Heri moi 

Je ag pee and ‘Incovs esus, See esu, _ ', 

aa accept the praise, ii, Wesley =! 

iia; eet with grace divine, 1196, i. Cainer 

od : ¥ 
Suu onal , ing Lamb, 409, i., Gentle Jers bee 

Lamb 
wit 

Jesus ! "all praise is due to Thee, 408, fi., Gelodes 

du Jesu Christ Sarah G. 

Jesus! All-suficiency, 1094, i., Stock, ° = 
peas al aa Caleary road (Jesu, erycem dunt pole 

has), 1102, i., Summe Pater, 0 race o08 
Jesus, along Thy proper road (Jem. 1s 

i, 5 Pater. 
portabas), 1201, ii., Samme Teer 

Jesus, along Thy tearful ( 

portabas), 1101, ii,, Summ
e Pater, 0) Creaiee 
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Jesus, and can it ever be, 127, ii., Behold, a stranger 
at the door; 470, ii., Grigg, J.; 595, ii., Jesus, 
and shall it ever be 

— and didst Thou leave the sky? 1090, i, Steele, 
nne 

~ my dissolution, 395, li., Freudich sehr, o meine 
le 

to Thee, 280, ii., Christi Blut 

thee in thy ways, Jesus favour, 627, i., 
Koak, G. F, L. 

Jesus, behind Thy Temple's Veil (tr, Anon.), 262, ii., Cor 
arca legem continens 

Jesus, blesred Mediator, 048, ii., 0 the hour when this 
material 

Jesus, blessed Saviour, 497, i,, Havergal, Frances R. 
Jesus, blest harmonious Name, 595, i,,Jesu, soft har- 

monious Name 
Jesus’ Blod come over me, 701, ii,, Ludamilia-Elisa- 
‘ Sage ae Rudolstacdt a Si a 
esus, by Thy almight , 1264, ii., Wenn in 

Stiindlein furhasdes ft 
Jesus calls to us to-day, 491, ii,, Harland, E. 
Jesus calls us, mid the tumult, 696, ii,, Jesus calls us ; 

o’er the tumult 
Jesus calls us o'er the tumult, 38, ii., Alexander (née 

Humphreys), Cecil F, ; 223, i., Children's hymns 
Jesus, cast a on me, 138, i., Berridge, J.; 694, i., 

Lord, that I may learn of ‘I bee 
Jesus Christ, blest Light of Light, 894, ii., das iAapoy 

ayiag b6fns 
Jesus Christ enthroned on high, 119, i, Bayly. c. 
— —_ exalted high, , ti., Saviour, Who exalted 

Jesus Christ is risen to-day, Our temnest (Surrexit 
Christus hodie, tr. Anon. ), 761, ii., $ 
New Version; 1104, ii,, Surrexit Christus bodie 

Jesus Christ, my Lordand King, 670, i., Leeson, Jane E. 
Jesus Christ, my Saviour, lives | 708, i., Luise-Henriette 

of Brandenburg 
Jesus Christ, my Strength, my Stay, 703, i., Luise- 

Henriette of Brandenburg 
Jesus Christ, my sure defence, 703, i., Luise-Henriette 

of Brandenburg 
Jesus Christ, our great Redeemer, 698, ii., Jesus Chris- 

tua, unser Helland, Der den Tod tiberwand 
Jesus Christ, our Saviour, 1277, i., Whiting, W. 
Jesus Christ, our Saviour true, 698, ii., Jesus Christus, 

unser Helland, Der den Tod fberwand 
Jesus Christ, our Saviour Who, 698, i,, Jesus Christus, 

nostra salus 
Jesus Christ our true salvation, 598, i., Jesus Christus, 

noetra salus 
Jesus Christ, the Lamb of God, 170, i., Breithaupt, J. J. 
Jesus Christ, to-day is risen, 698, ii., Jesus Christus, 

unser Heiland, Der den Tod Oberwand 
Jesus Christ, we humbly pray, T72, i., Moultrie, G. 
Jesus Christ, Who came to save, 698, ii, Jesus Christus, 

unser Heiland, Der den Tod fliterwand 
Jesus Christ, Who stands between, 372, i., Father, Son, 

and Spirit, bear 
Jesus Christ, with God the Father Consubstantial, Only 

Son, 227, i., Christe, fili Jesu summi 
Jesus Christus, Gottes Lamm, 170, i., Breithaupt, J. J. 
Jesus Christus herrecht als Xéwig, 417, i, German 

hymnody 
Jesus Christus nostra salus (Hus), 704, i., Luther, M. 

Der den, 704, ii., Luther, ae tala unser Heilan 

Jesus Christus unser Heiland, Der von una den Gottes 
Zorn wandt (tr. Luther), 584, i., Jesai dem Pro- 
pheten, das geschah; 598, i., Jesus Christus, nostra 
salus ; 704,3., Luther, M. 

Jesus, come Thyself to me, 590, i., Jesu, komm’ doch 
selbst zu mir 

Jesus comes, His conflict o'er, 488, ii,, Hark, ten thousand 
voices cry 

Jesus comes te souls rejoicing, 596, ii,, Jesus came; the 
heavens — 

Jesus — with all His grace, 1263, i, Wesley family, 

Jesus cometh to fulfil, 216, i, Cerne lapsum servulum 
Jesus, day by day, 689, ii., Jesu geh’ voran 
Jesus, day by day, Guide us on our way, 589, ii., Jesu 

geh" voran 
Jesus, delightful, charming Name, 123, i,, Beddome, B. 
mage noe mein Leben, 519, ii., Heuxser (née Schwel- 

_— cended from the sky, 1264, i,, Weslry family, 

Jesus died upon the tree, 734, i, Midlane, A. 
Jesus, do Thou my vision fill, 644, ii., Hurditch, C, R. 
Jesus draws the chosen race, 196, ii., Burnham, R, 

* i, 
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Jesus drinks the bitter cup, 436, il., God of unexampled 
grace 

Jesus dulcis memoria, 1082, i., Stabat mater dolorosa. 
See alsu Jesu dulcis memoria 

Jesus, end of my desires (Jesu meine Stissigkeit), 1007, 
i., Scheffler, J. 

Jesus, engrave it on my heart, 722, fi., Medley, 5. 
Jesus, enthroned and sorties, $21, i., Eddy, Z. 
Jesus, — Truth sublime, 684, ii., Jesu corona 

celsior 
Jesus, everlasting Son, 628, ii., Knapp, A. 
Jesus, ew'ge Sonne, 628, ii., rode A. 
Jesus exalted far on high, 264, i,, Cotterill, T.; 1064, 

ii., Staffordshire hymnbooks 
Jesus, faithful to His word, 672, ii., Let the world 

lament their dead 
sea Friend of little children, 718, ii., Mathams, W. 

Jesus, from the skies descending, 183, i., Bring the glossy 
branch unfading 

Jesus, from Thy heavenly dwelling, 902, 1, Powell, LE 
Jens, f rom Thy heavenly place, 1264, i,, Wesley family, 

e 
Jesus, from Whom all blessings flow, 484, ii, Happy 

the souls that first believed 
a our one desire, 1265, i., Wesley family, 

e 
Jesus, full of all compassion, 1188, i., Turner, D. 
Jesus, full of love divine, 446, i, Gough, B. 
Jesus! Gentle Sufferer! say, 288, ii., Day of loss and 

day of gain 
Jesus, God of love, attend, 1183, i., Topiady, A. M. 
Jesus, gracious One, calleth now to thee, 243, ii,, Collins 

nee ) 5S. A. 
pans grant me to inherit, 287, li., Denicke, D. 
Jesus! great and wondrous Star, Neumeister, G. 
Jesus, Great Redeemer, 269, ii,, Cross (nce Cambridge), 

Ada 
Jesus, great Shepherd of the sheep, 1263, i, Wesley 

, The 
Jesus, han, enthroned in glory, 108, i,, Bakewell, J. ; 

480, i., Hail, Thou once d Jesus 
Jesus, hail, the world’s salvation, 990, ii., Salve mundb 

salotare 
Jesus, hail. Thou Lord of glory, 138, i, Bertram, R. A. 
Jesus, hail! Who, as Thou bleedest (tr. Anon.), 96, ii., 

Ave Jesu, Qui mactaris 
Jesus, harmonious Name, 672, i,, Let earth and heaven 

agree, Angels and men 
Jesus hastening for the world to suffer, 464, i,, Greek 

hymnody ; 561, ii,, "Incots trip ro’ céopov 
Jesus hath died that I might live, 1261, ti. Wesley 

family, The 
Jesus hath left His house below, 1265, ii, Wesley 

family, The 
Jesus, hear us for the ng, 575, i., Jackson, E. H. 
Jesus, hear us, Lord of all, 678, ii., Litanies 
Jesus, heed me, lost and avin, 9 = seg * 
Jesus, help er! m rit is ing (tr. Miss 

Warn ), 1017, i., Schriuler, J.H. 
Jesus, help conquer! Thou Prince ever-living (tr. H. 

Mill~), 1017, i, Schrikier, J. H- 
Jesus, — er, Thou Prince of ~*~ being (tr. Miss 

Manington), 1017, i., Sebrider, J. H. 
Jesus’ holy Cross and dying, 963, i., Recordare sanctae 

erucis 
Jesus, holy Saviour, God of might, 598, fi, Jesus, 

gentlest Saviour, God of might 
Jesus, an al Shepherd of the sheep, 235, i, 

Clark, C. 
Jesus’ hour iz not yet come, 1077, ii., Spitta, C. J. P. 
Jesus, how much Thy name unfolds, 892, i., 

(née Bowly), Mary 
Jesus, how precious is Thy name, 281, i., Davies, 8. 
Jesus, how sweet the thought of Thee (tr, Beste), 589, i., 

Jesu dulei« memnerte eee ae 
Jesus, how sweet y memory is! inking e 

(tr. J. W. Alexander), 39, ii, Pca A | W.; 
§88, ii., Jesu dulcis memoria 

Jems! how toiled Thy blessed feet (tr. Faber), 1102, i, 
Summe Pater, 0 Creator 

Jesus, I believe Thee near, 1263, i, Wesley family 
The 

Jesus, Icannot, will not let Thee go, 316, i., Dunlop, T. 
Jesus, I come to Thee, 134, i,, Beman, N.S. 8. 
Jesus, I fain would find, 1264, i., Wesley family, The 
Jesus, humbly seek, 1266, ii., Wesley — 
Jesus, I knw, hath died for me, 979, i., Rothe, J. A. 

Jesus, I ue my soul to Thee, 121, i., Beck, T. 

Jesus, I live to Thee, 484, ii., Harbaugh, H. 
Jesus I love Thee, 1204, i, Van Alstyne (née Crosby), 

Frances 
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sus, I love Thee evermore, 134, ii., Benedict, E. C.; | Jesus, Jesus, naught but Ji Can my, 701, ii, Loi. 

7 826, i., O Deus ego amo Te, Nam prior Tu amasti me ] milia-Elisabeth of Schwarzbu "Bedolotath 

Jesus, I love Thee ; not because, 826, it., O Deus ego amo | Jesus, Jesus, nichts als Jesus (Ludamilis-Bliaded) 

‘Te, Nec amo Te ut salves me 142, ii.,’Bienemann, C.; 701, i, Lodsmils Be 
Jesus, I love Thy sacred Name, 598, ii., Jesus, I love beth of Schwarzburg-Rudolstadt 

Thy charming Name Jesus, Jesus, nought but Jesus, Shall my with ont 

Jesus, I love Thy saving Name, 598, ii., Jesus, [ love 701, ii., Ludamilia - Elisabeth of ; 

Thy charming Name Rudolstadt 
Jesus, [ never can forget, $25, ii., Ein Liimmlein geht | Jesus, Jesus, nought but Jesus, Shall my wih & 

und triigt die Schu 701, ii., Ludamilia-Elisabeth of Schwarsbare-lc. 

Jesus, [own Thy matchless grace, §99, i., Jesus, I sing dolstadt : 

Thy matchless grace Jesus, Jesus, visit me, 316, ii., Dunn, R. P.; $9 i 

Jesus! I place my trust in Thee (Mein Herzenstrost), 
10, ii., Ach Gott, wie manches Herzeleid 

Jesus, [rest on Thee, 286, i., Deck, J. G. 

Jesus, I will trust Thee, trust Thee with my soul, 1231, 
i, Walker (nee Deck), Mary J. 

Jesus, if still the same Thou art, 1261, i, Wesley 

fumily, The . 

Jesus, if still Thou art to-day, 849, ii,,O that Thou 
would’st the heavens rend 

Jesus, if Thou art still to-day, §90, i., Jesu, if still 
‘Thou art to-day 

Jesus, if Thou hast brought me to Thy foot, 1089, i., 

Since the dear hour that brought me to Thy fuot 

Jesus, are. King, arise, 1053, ii, ymour, 

A.C 
Jesus, immortal King, display, 599, i., Jesus, immortal 

King, go on; 615, i., Kelly, T. 
Jesus, immortal King, go on, 615, i., Kelly, T. 
Jesus, immutably the same, 1183, i., Tooley. A. M. 
Jesus in bonds of Death had lain, 225, ii., Christ lag 

in Todesbanden 
Jesus, in earth and heaven the same, 1265, ii., Wesley 

family, The 

dhiles teas eau cements Vaadiieed resus, me near the cross (Mrs. Van A \, 30, 
Doane, .. H.; 1204, i, Van Alstyne (nee Craky. 

Jesus, kind, inviting Lord, 1264, i., Wesley family, Te 
Jesus, King of , 491, ii., Harland, E. 
Jesus, Lamb of God, for me, 878, i,, Palmer, B. 
Jesus, lead me by Thy power, 599, ii., Jesus, lad w 

with Thy power 
Jesus, lead way, 589, ii., Jesu geh’ voran 
Jesus, lead us with Thy power, 1253, i, Wea 

hymnody ; 1285, i., Williama, W. 
Jesus lebt, mit ihm auch ich, 407, i, Gellert, C. FP. 

418, i., German a 
= cleave to Thee, 409, i., Gentle Jesus, lovely 

Jesus, let Thy pi vg Rg (C. Wesley), 251, ii, Com, 
Thou A ng 

Jesus, life-inspiring Saviour, 447, ii., Graces 
Jesus, like the magnet raises (Christi Liebe riebt nach 

oben, tr. R. Masste, st. til.), 1078, i., Spitta, C.J F 
Jesus little children blesses, 191, ii., Buckworth, J. 
Jesus lived. He lived for sinners, TH, ii., Midlane, A 

Jesus, in helpless infancy, 945, ii., Qui sacris hodie | Jesus lives, and so J, $98, ii., Jesus lebt, mit ihe 

sistitur aris auch ich 

Jesus, in loving worship, 614, ii,, Hernaman (nee | Jesus lives, and we in Him, 600, i,, Jesus lebt, mit ihe 

Ibotson), Claudia F. auch ich 
Jesus, in sickness and in pain, 404, i., Gallaudet, T, H. | Jesus lives! henceforth is death, 600, 1,, Jesus lets, mit 
Jesus, in Thee our eyes behold, 1238, i., Watts, I. ihm auch ich 
Jesus, in Thy blest name, 889, i., Pennefather, W. Jesus lives; I live with Him, 600, i., Jesus, lebt, mt 
Jesus, in Thy transporting name, 1090, i., Steele, Anne ibm auch ich 
Jesus in Whom te Godtsead'’s rays, 1261, i., Wesley 

family, The 
Jesus, in Whom the weary find, 1261, i, Wesley family, 

Jesus lives! no longer now, 266, i, Cox, France £; 
699, ii., Jesus lebt, mit ihm auch ich 

Jesus lives! Thy terrors now Can no longer, Dead 
q, us, , i., Jesus lebt, mit ihm auch ich 

Jesus lives! thy terrors now Can, 0 Death, so more 
appal us, 266, i., Cox, Frances E.; 600, i., Jesor 
lebt, mit ihm auch ich 

Jesus lives! to Him the throne, 600, i,, Jesus lebs, mit 

The 
Jesus, in Whom Thy saints rejoice, 602, i., Jesus, Thou 

Soul of all our joys 
Jesus invites His saints, 1238, i., Watts, I. 
Jesus is all my hope (W. Williams), 1253, i, Welsh 

hymnody ibm auch ich ; 
Jesus is come, O joy heaven-lighted, 51, i, Allendorf, | Jesus lives! With Him shall I, 600, i., Jesus lebt, mit 

J.L.C. thm auch ich 
Jesus is (od! alas to think, 599, ii., Jesus is God, the 

solid earth 
Jesus is God! The glorious band Of golden angels sing, 

599, ii., Jesus is (rod, the solid earth 
‘esus is gone above the skies, 1238, i, Watts, I. 
tus is gone upon high, 615, i, Kelly, T. 
mus is lifted up on high, 40, ii, All glory to our 
gracious Gal 

rus is my confidence, 703, i., Luise-Henriette of Bran- 

Jesus, Lord, I come to Thee, 1204, ii., Van Alstyne (we 
Crosby), Frances J. _ : 

Jesus, most great dnd glorious, 1908, i, Zinse- 
dorf, N. L. vou 

Jesus, Lord of heaven above, 1233, ii., Waring, Anna | 
Jesus, Lord of life and glory, 273, ii., Cummins, J. J.; 

677, ii., Litanies j ; 
Jesus, Lord of life and glory, 892, ii,, Petersen, J. \. 
Jesus, Lord of life eternal (‘Iyoois & {wotory:), 88%. 

denburg "Ave TPL eps 7 
esus is my faithful trust, 703, i, Luise-Henriette of | Jesus, our childhood’s Pattern, 1276, ii, Wh 

Brandenburg ting, W. : 
Jesus is my light most fair, 960, ii, Richter, C, F. 
sei hon our common Lord, 1261, ii, Wesley family, 

e 

Jesus is our (fod and Saviour, 493, i., Hart, J. 
Jesus is our great salvation (J, Adams), 1068, ii., Sons 

we are through (id's election 
Jesus is our Shepherd, Wiping, 1097, i, Stowell, H. 
Jesus is risen (All hail! dear Conqueror! all hail, 

Faber), 976, i., Roman Catholic hymno ty 
Jesus is the highest Name, 1006, ii., Scheftler, J. 
— - the Name*we treasure, 427, i., Gloriosi Salva- 

Oris 

Jesus is the sinner’s Priend, 797, ii., Neumeister, E. 
Jesus is the sure foundation, 491, ii,, Harland, E. 
Jesus is the sweetest Name, Unto mortals, 1006, ii., 

ScheMler, J. 
Jesus wet das schonste Licht, 960, ii., Richter, C. F. 
Jesus ist der schinste Nam, 1006, i., Scheffler, J. 
Jesus ist kommen, Grund ewiger Freude, $1, i., Allen- 

dorf, J. L. Cc, 

Jesus, Jehovah, God, 1265, i, Wesley family, The 
Jesus, Jesus, come to me! How I long, 690, i., Jesu, 

komm’ doch selbst zu mir 
Jesus, Jesus, come to me! Oh how, 590, 1, Jesu, komm’ 

doch selbst zu mir 
Jesus, Jesus, Jesus only, 701, ii., Ludamilia-Elisabeth 

of Sechwarzburg-Rudolstadt 

Jesus! Lord! our steps be guiding, 35, ii., Alter, E 
Jesus, Lord, Thy servants see, 675, ii., Liebster Jeo © 

sind hier Deinem Worte nachzuleber: 
Jesus, Lord, to Thee we sing, 90, ii., Auber, Harriet , 
Jesus, Lord, we kneel before Thee, 600, i., Jesus, Lett: 

life and glory, from 
Jesus, Lord, we wait on Thee, 1097, i., Stowell, H , 
Jesus, Lord, Who hast ascended, 1097, i.. Swell ’ 

Jesus, Lover of our souls, 590, ii., Jesu, Lover # © 

soul 
Jesus loves me, this I know, 1834, i, Warner, 9) 
Jesus, make my froward heart, 947, ii, Qu 

my froward beart -_ Hearkor 
Jesus makes my heart rejoice, 500, i., Hays, 

‘aunt densi fas 1065, ii, Shipton, 2 ‘esus, Master, rmy cry, " 
Jesus, Master of the Feast, 226, i., Christ our Pas" 

for us ; 
Jane, Master, Whom I serve, 600, i Jesus 

hose I am 
Jesus, Master, Whose Iam, 496, li., Havers Poors 
Jesus, meine Zuversicht, 416, i., German byt! We 

i., ii,, Luise-Henriette of Brandeaburg: 
e Lepespemerr erp o ‘ad. 08, 3 I 

efus, mercis a m . i» Us 7 ae 

Jesus, mighty King of (in) Zion, 375. |. — 
Jesus, most loving Lord, 1 ii., Williams. 

Maer: 
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Jesus, my Advocate in heaven, 606, i., Jones, S. F. 
Jesus, my all, my highest good, 10, i., Ach Gott, wie 

manches Herzeleid 
Jesus, my all, to heaven is gone, 216, i., Cennick, J. 
Jesus, my chief pleasure, 691, ii., Jesu, meine Freunde 
Jesus, my 

Freunde 
feos, my eternal trust, 703, i., Luise-Henriette of Bran- 

enburg 
Jesus, he everlasting Light, 828, i., O everlasting 

t 
Jesus, my God, I know His Name, 1238, i., Watta, 1. 
Jesus, my great High Priest, 605, i., Juin all the glori- 

ous Names 
Jesus, my heart within me burns, 878, i., Palmer, BR. 
eae 4 —— treasure, 677, ii., Liscovius (Lisch- 

ow], 
Jesus, my Holy One, 135, i., Bennett, H. 
Jesus, my King, Thy kind and gracious sceptre, 960, ii., 

Richter, C. F. 
Jesus, my a: Thy mild and kind control (tr. Bom- 

berger), 960, ii., Richter, C. F. 
seaoe my Life! Thyself apply, 1261, i., Wesley family, 

je 

Jesus, my Lord, attend, 1268, ii., Wesley family, The 
Jesus, my Lord, how rich Thy grace, i, Great God, 

o’er heaven and earth -upreme 
Jesus, my Lord, I know His Name, 1236, i., Watts, I. 
Jesus, my Lord, Thy nearness does impart, 468, i., 

Gregor, C. 
Jesus, my Lord, was ving ere 165, ii., Bourne, H. 
Jesus, my love, my chief delight, 123, i., Beddome, B, 
Jesus, my loving Lord, I know, 763, i., Monsell, J.S. B. 
Jesus, my os and Lord, 10, i, Ach Gott, wie 

manches leid 
Jesus, my Redeemer, lives, 708, i., Luise-Henriette of 

Brand lenburg 
Jesus, my Kock, which cannot move, 1094, ii., Stocker, J. 
Jesus, my Saviour, bind me fast, 123, i., Beddome, B 
Jesus, my Saviour, full of grace, $68, ii., Ingham, B. 
Jesus, my Saviour, [ avow, 1004, ii., Stocker, J. 
Jesus, my Saviour, ts A, 1264, ii., Williams, W. 
Jesus, my Saviour, let me i 123, i., Beddome, B. 
re Saviour, look on me, 328, ii., Elliott, 

te 
Jesus, my Shepherd, Husband, Friend, 539, ii., How 

sweet the name of Jesus sounds 
Jesus, my sorrow lies too 161, ii., Bonar, H. 
Jesus, my Strength and Ri; 4, 1262, ii., Wesley 

family, The 
Jesus, my Sun, before Whore beams, 838, ii., O Jesu, 

meine Sonne 
Jerus, my sun! before Whose eye (tr. Miss Fry), 838, ii, 

0 Jesu, meine Sonne 
Jesus-Nam, du hichster Name, 1144, ii., Te G, 
Jesus, Name of priceless worth, 640, ii., How, W. W. 
Jesus, Name of wondrous love, 640, ii., How, W. W. 
vee eee be our watchword, 1012, ii., Schmolck, 

Jers aens aes Soha re La Ternieagen lg ‘eru's name, t name, . + 
Jesus, near me still abide, 788, i., Neumeister, E. 
Jesus never answered “* Nay,” 734, ii,, Midlane, A. 
Jesus nimmt die Siinder an, Drum so will ich nicht ver- 

sagen (Schlosser), 797, ii,, Neumeister, E. 
Jetus nimmt die Siinder an! Saget doch dies Trostwort 

Allen (Neumeister), 670, ii., Lebr, L. F. F. ; 797, ii, 
N-umeister, E. 

exalted high, 997, ii., Saviour, Who exalted now 
high 

Jesus, 0 my Lord and God (Jesu, du mein Herr und 
tiott), 1007, ii., Scheffler, J. 

Jesus’ GO quam dulce nomen, §39, ii., How sweet the 
name of Jesus sounds 

Jesus, O word ag iey | sweet, 1091, ii,, Stennett, J. 
Jesus, of my life the living, 632, i., Homburg, E. C. 
Jerus of Solyma! God's Sm, 914, i., Tpwros vonow 

évpomar 
Jesus, of Thee we ne'er would tire, 892, i., Peters (née 

Bowly), Mary 
Jesus, of what we should ve, 302, i., Diterich, J. S. 
Jesus, Omnipotent to save, ii., Hupton, J. 
= the Mount of Olives, 1195, i,, Unitarian hym- 

y 
Jesus, on this blessed morn, 236, i., Clarke, S. C. 
Jesus, om Thy dying love, 143, ii., Birken, 3. von 
Jetus,on Whose name I rest, 703, i., Luise-Henriette of 

Brandenburg : 
Jesus once for sinners slain, 493, i,, Hart, J. 
Jesus, one word from Thee, 404, i., Ganse, H. 1). 
Jesus only! in the shadow, 497, ii., Havergal. Frances R. 
Jesus only, when the morning, 784, ii., Nason, E. 
Jesus, our best beloved Priend, 764, i., Montgomery, J. 
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1 Jesus, our fainting spirits cry, 316, ii., Dunn, R. P. 
| Jesus, our Guardian, Guide, and Friend, 822, ii., Nun 

ruben alle Walder 
sa our Hope, our hearts’ Desire, 217, ii., Chandler, 

chief pleasure, Comfort, 698, i., Jesa meine Jesus, our Kinsman and our God, 1241, i, Watta, I. 
Jesus, our Lord and Master, Thou (Jeau Deus et magis- 

ter), 1101, ii., Summe Pater, 0 Creator 
Jesus, our Lord, ascend Thy throne, 1240, i., Watts, I. 
Jesus, our Lord, how rich Thy grace, 600, ii., Jesus, my 

Lord, bow rich Thy grace 
Jesus, our Lord, to Jordan came (tr. H, Mills), 226, ii,, 

Christ unser Herr zum Jordan kam 
Jesus, our Lord, we look to Thee, 468, i., Gregoey. J. G. 
Jesus, our Lord, when Thou art near (tr. H. Mills), 

» Glory ean oe sing, 429, i., 
468, i., Gregor, C. 

Jesus, our risen At 
Glory to God on high, Let praises fil 

Jesus, our Saviour and our Lord, 1097, L, Stowell, H. 
ii., Jesu, my Jesus, our yg our Hope, 692, 

Strength, my Hupe 
Jésus, par un supréme effort, 391, i., French myunety 
Jesus, pitying Saviour, hear me, 1144, i., —— . 
Zen and root in me, 504, ii., Jesu, shall 1 never 

Jesus, poorest of the poor, 1081, ii., io, C. H. 
—~ pro rh mr 972, a 3 of ages, cleft 

me 
Jesus, Prophet of Thy Church, 1097, i., Stowell, H. 
chien aan our suppliant ery, 685, i., Jesu, Corona 

virginam 
wome! Redeemer ! can it be, 595, ii., Jesus, and shull it 

ever 

Jesus, Redeemer ere the light ag Redemptor omnium 
ee! lucis), 229, i., Cli Redemptor omnium 

x Patre 
Jesus, Redeemer, from on high (Jesu Redemptor omnium, 
= lucis), 229, i,, Christe Redemptor omnium Ex 
atre 

Jesus, Kedeemer of mankind, 693, ii,, Jesu Redemptor 
omnium, Perpes corona praesulum 

Jesus, Kedeemer, Saviour, Lord (C. Wesley), 849, ii., O 
that Thou would’st the heavens rend 

Jesus, Redeemer, Saviour, Lord (Taylor), 1117, i, 
Taylor, D. 

Jesus, Refuge of the soul, To Thy sheltering, 690, ii., 
Jesu, Lover of my soul 

Jesus, Heft of the soul, We to Thee, 590, ii., Jesu, 
Lover of my soul 

Jesus refulsit omnium, 682, ii., Hilary; 642, ii., Latin 
ymnnody 4 : 

sie root and fiz in me, 694, ii., Jesu, shall I never 
? 

Jesus, royal Jesus, 14, ii., Hernaman (née Ibotson), 
Claudia F. 

Jesus, save my dying soul, 494, ii., Hastings, T. 
Jesus! Saviour! come to me, Let me, , i., Jesu, 

komm’ doch selbst zu mir 
Jesus, Saviour, hear me call, 678, ii., Litanies 
Jesus, Saviour, come to me, Lo, I thirst, 690, i., Jesu, 

komm’ doch selbst zu mir 
Jesus, Saviour mankind (Jesu Redemptor omnium 

Quem lucis, tr. Wallace), 229, i., Christe Redemptor 
omnium Ex Patre 

Jesus, sour of my soul, 590, ii,, Jesu, Lover of my 
sou 

Jesus, Saviour, once again, 675, ii,, Liebster Jesu! du 
wirst kommen 

Jesus, Saviour, pilot me (us), $83, i., Hooper, X 
Jesus, Saviour! Thou dost know, 288, ii., t, Caroline 
Jesus saw His Church elected, $71, i., lrons, J. 
Jesus, seek Thy wandering sheep, 484, i, Happy sou! 

that free from harms; 1263, i., Wesley family, The 
Jesus sei mit dir auf allen Wegen, 627 i, Kuak, G. 

F, L. 
Jesus shall our watchword be, 1012, ii,, Schmolck, B. 
Jesus shall reign where'er the sum, 456, i., Great God, 

Whose wetrereal sway ; 920, ii,, Psalters, English 
Jesus shall the esehenerd be, 1012, ii., Schmolck, B. 
Jesus, Si the sheep, Gracious is, §94, ii., Jesu, ihepherd of 

Shepherd of the sheep, Thou Thy flock 
Jesus, Shepherd of the sheep, Powerful in, 604, ii., Jeau, 

Shepherd of the sheep, Thou Thy flock 
Jesus sinners doth receive! Spread the word of consola- 

tion (tr. Russell), 797, ii., Neumeister, E. 
Jesus sinners doth receive! Tell to all (tr. , Massie), 

797, ii., Neumeister, E. 
Jesus sinners will receive, 758, ii,, Missions 
Jesus sinners will receive ; Say this word of toall 

(tr, Mrs. Bevan), 797, ii., Neumeister, 
Jesus sinners will receive, When they fail (tr, Cronen- 

wett), 797, ii., Neumeister, E. 
Jesus goll die Losung sein, 1912, ii., Schmolck, B. 
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, Son of Mory, hail, 99, ii., Ave, plena gratia, cujus | Jesus, the spring of joys divine, 1089, ii., Steele, Anse 
yon } pat fe of life eternal, 532, Hid aay E. Cc. Jesus, the virgins’ Crown, their Spouse, $85, i, jou 
Jesus, to me in love, 158, i., i a. Corona virginum 
Jesus, qpotless Land of God, 285, ii., Deck, J. G. Jesus, the viswn of Thy Face, 686, i, Lord, a thy 
Jesus spreads His banner o'er us, 881, ii., Park, R. temple we 
Jemus, stand among us, 889, i., Pennefather, W. 
Yeeus, still ad on, 163, ii., Borthwick, Jane ; 589, ii., 

Jesu geh’ voran 
Jesus, love and r, 771, ii., Moule, H. C. G. 
Jesus, Sun and § art Thou, 168, i., Bonar, H. 
Jems, Sun of Righteousness, 629, ii., Knorr von Rosen- 

roth, C. 
Jesus, gurpassing happiness, 684, ii., Jesu, corona 

celsior 
Jesus, sweetest love of mine, 685, ii., Jesu, dulcis amor 

meus 
Jetus, take all the glory, 1262, ii., Wesley family, The 
Jesus, tender ok ab Caring for Thine own, 772, i., 

Moultrie, G. 
Jesus, tender Shepherd, hear me, 316, i., Duncan (née 

Lundie), Mar: 
Jesus, tender § . Seeking for Thine own, 1098, ii., 

Streatfelld (née Saint), Charlotte 
Jerus, nee condescending Aing, 1116, ii,, Taylor, Ann 

and Jane 
Jesus! that Name is love, 602, ii.,, Jesus, Thy name I 

love 
Jewus, the all-restoring word, 1261, i., Wesley family, 

The 
Jesus the ancient faith confirms, 1237, ii., Watts, L 
Jeaus the blessed centre is, ii., Midlane, A. 
Jeaus, the children are calling, 719, ii., Matheson, Annie 
Jeaus, the Christ of God, 162, 1, Bonar, H. 
Jesus the Christ—the Lamb of God, 598, i., Jesus 

Christus, nostra salus 
Jesus co Conqueror reigns, 1263, i., Wesley family, 

Jeaus, the Father's os might (Te splendor et virtus 
Patris), td i,, Tibi Uhriste, oe — 

Jesus, the Father's words approve (Jesu, fonte bapti- 
aris), 1101, ii., 1102, i., summe , O Creator 

Jesus, the First and Last, 1264, i., Wesley family, The 
Jeans, the Priend of friendless men, 1241, ii., Wangh, B. 
Jesus, the Priend human kind, 29, i., Again the 

Lord of life and light 
Jems, the gift divine I know, 1264, i,, Wesley family, 

The 
Jesus, the glorious martyrs’ King (tr, Wallace), 958, ii., 

Rex gloriose oath gr 900, il., Peal Engiish 
Jesus the Good Shepherd is, . ters, t 

1266, ii., Wesley family, The 
Jesus, the heavenly Bridegroom, gave, 373, ii., Fawcett, 

J 
Jeans, the heavenly Lover, gave, 373, ii., Fawcett, J. 
Jeaus, the Holy One, 136, i., Bennett. H. 
Jeaus, the infinite I Am, 1266, ii., W family, The 
deans, the Ladder of my faith, 624, ii,, Kimball, Harriet 

McE. 
Jesus, the Lamb of God (Bonar), 602, i,, Jesus, the Christ 

of God 
Jesus, the Lamb af God, hath bled (C, Wesley), 1278, ii, 

Wherewith, b doa sball I draw near? he : 
Jesus, the Lord, my righteousness, 230, ii,, Christi Blut 

und Gerechtigkeit 
Jesus, the ord of glory died, 809, ii., Noel, B. W. 
Jesus, the Lord, our Righteousness, 952, ii., Rawson, G. 
Jesus the | ord, our adore, 306, i., Doddridge, P. 
Jesus, the Lord, Who once on earth, 1288, ii., With joy 

we meditate the grace 
Jesus, the Name, high over all, 584, i,, Jesu, accept the 

grateful sengs 
Jeaus, the Name I love so well, 1276, ii., Whitfield, F. 
Jesus, the Name to sinners dear, 584, i., Jesu, accept 

the grateful songs 
Jesus the only thought of Thee Fills with delight, 588, ii., 

Jeu dulcis met ry 
Jesus, the vays dicine, $26, ii,, Hinsdale (nee Haddock), 

Grace W. 
Jesus, the risen Saviour, 734, ii., Midlane, A. 
Jeaus, the Rock on which we build, §39, ii,, How sweet 

the name of Jesus sounds 
Jerus, the saints’ 7 ual theme, 283, i., De Courcy, R. 
Jesus, the Shey herd of the sheep, 616, i., Kelly, T. 
Jesus, the winner's Priend, to Thee, 1260, ti, Weasley 

family, The 
Jesus. the tinner’s rest Thou art, 1168, i., Toplady, 

A. M. 
Jerus, the Son of God, Who once, 1034, i., Scottish trans- 

lotions and peraphrases; 1268, ii, With joy we 
* meditate the wrare 

Jesus, the soul that trusts in Thee, 734, ii., Midlane, A. 
Jesus’ the spacious world was Thine, 1102, i., Summe 

Pater, O Creator 

Jesus Water of Life has given, 1208, i. \u 
Alstyne (nee Crosby), Frances J. 

Jesus, the word bestow, 1061, i., Sinners, the call eter, 
The latest call of grace 

on word of mercy give, 1264, i., Wesley fam. 
e 

Jesus, Thee Thy works im, 12965, ii, Weley B.. | proclai 
y, 

Jeans, these eyes have never seen, 877, ii., Palmer, f. 
Jesus, these lips can ne'er proclaim, 491, ii., Harland} 
Jesus, Thine all-victwrious love, 779, ti., My (oo, | 

know, I teel Thee mine 
Jesus, this heart within me burns, 878, i., Palmer, 
J. this mid-day hour, 185, ii., Brown (nee Hinsdar’, 

habe 
Jesus, Thou art all-sufficient (W. Williams), 1253 i, 

Welsh bymnody 
Jesus, Thou art meek and lowly, 139, ii., Betis, HJ 
Jesus, Thou art mine for ever, 700, i. Loy, M- 
Jesus, Thou art my heart's delight, 638, ii., “Pd 
Jesus, Thou art my Lord, my God, 626, ii., Hinsile 

(née Haddock), Grace W. 
Jesus, Thou art nearest, 691, ii., Jesu meine Freoe 
Jesus! Thou art the sinner’s Friend, 196, ii., Barshai, 

R.; 600, ii., Jesus, my kind and gracious Freed 
Jesus, Thou dear redeeming Lord, 1264, iL, Weby 

family, The 
Jesus! didst a mother choose, 1102, L, Somme 

Pater, O Creator 
Jesus, Thou everlasting King, 280, ii., Daughters of Ses, 

come, behold 
a soe hast bid us pray, 1261, i, Wesley famiy. 

e 

Jesus, Thou hast freely saved us, 1063, ii., Smith, 5 F 
Jesus, Thou holy Lamb of God, 558, ii., | thirst, Ths 

A jesus, y Son of God (Jesu an, 
Summi Psrentis), 229, i., Christe Redemptor .«- 

‘Sein, Thon ea Se ii, J lexus, “a joy “oO ing hearts, 588, ii., Jeu dum 

Jesus, The aT i paid ules), 838 esus, Thow t my sim, sinfulmess), 838, 1. 
O Jesus, still, still shall J ncn - 

Jesus, Thou man of sorrows born, SAT, ii., Seven, 
Whom this boly morn 

sane a Name of magic power, 1276, ii, Whi- 

Jesus, Thou name of power divine, 1876, ii, Wbt- 
field, F. 

Jesus, Thou source of calm se (tr. J. Wesley, all. 
396, ii., Freylinghansen, J. A. 

Jesus, thou source «, 962, i., B 
Jesus, Thou wast once a hi 403, i., Gabb, J. 
Jesus, Thy blessings are not few, 1238, i, Watts, L 
Jesus, Thy boundless love to me, 687, ii., 0 Jesa Cire 

mein schiinstes Licht 
feos, Thy Church with longing eyes, 117, ii., Bathurt, 

doen, Thy Sar-extended fame, 1263, i., Wesley fawily 

Jesus, Thy grace and righteousness (tr. J. Wesley, 4, 
230, i., Christi Blut und Gerechtigkeit 

Jesus, Thy name indeed is moect, 286, i., Deck, J. 6. 
Jesus! Thy perfect righteousness, 230, i., Christi he 

und Gerechtigkeit 
Jesus, Thy power I fain would feel, 1188, i., Toplaty, 

A.M 
Jesus, Thy presence we adore, $20, ii., Hewett, J. W 
Jesus, Thy robe of righteousness, 230, i., Christi Bo 

und Gerechtigkeit 
Jesus, Thy servants bless, 1265, ii., Wesley family, Io 
Jesus, ‘tis my aim dirine, 701, ii., Ludamilia-Elisebe 

of Schwarzburg-Rudolstadt 
one ae heart most precious, 1168, i., Thoms « 

mper 
oema. Thee I nae can fly, 684, ii., Long tare | 

laboured in the fire 
Jesus, to Thee | trembling fly, 119, i., 1g.” »C. 
—_ Thee { would look a 1265, ii., loniag fandly. 

Jesus, to Thee, to Thee I fly, 684, ii., Long have | labour! 
in the fire 

Jesus, to Thee we fly, 1262, ii., W: family, The 
Jesus, to Thee we now can “ay. ook i., Lopg bare 

laboured in the fire 
Jesus, to think of Thee, 589, i., Jesu dulcis memoria 
Jesus, to Thy dear wounds we jlee, 1263, ii, Wey 

family, The 



agree, ls and men 
Jesus, truest Friend, unite, 517, ii., Herz und Herz 

vereint zusammen 
Jesus, was ever love like Thine? (In sickness), 1263, i., 

W: sley Jamily, The 
Jesus, was ever love like Thine (Good Friday), 1264, iL, 

Wesley family, The 
_— was Eee nners slain, 226, ii., Christ lag in 

Jesus — once pay and low, 1116, ii., Taylor, Ann 
an ane 

a the children playing, 200, ii., Callaway, 

Jesus, we bless Thy Father's love (name), 1288, i, 

Jesus, we bow before Thy throne, 134, i., Beman, N. 5.5. 
Jesus, we lift our souls to Thee, 121, i., Beck, T. ; 1170, 

i,, Thou, Lord, oles Thy saints to own 
Jesus, we love to meet, i., Parson (nee Rooker), Eli- 

zal 
Jesus we now must laud and sing, 4, ii., A solis ortis 

cardine Ad usque 
aie we on the word depend, 1268, ii.. Wesley family, 

Jesus, we our cross have taken, 699,i,, Jesus, I my cross 

J a Th hand, 306, i., Doddridge, P. esus, weown Tay s ry . 
, i, Deck, J. G Jesus, we rest in Thee, 

oe steadfastly believe, 1264, ii., Wesley family, 

Jesus, we thank Thee for Thy day, 164, ii., Bourdillon 
(née Cotterill), Mary 

Jesus, we ale FE promise claim, 244, i,, Come, and let us 
sw 

Jesus wept! Those tears are over, ‘708, ii., Macduff, J. R, 
Jesus! erway oan eee drew Thee, 665, ii,, Lau- 

rent, | 
Jesus, when 1 faith with fixed eyes, 123, i., Beddome, B. 
Jesus, when in prayer to Thee, 997, i, Saviour, when in 

dust to Thee 
Jesus! when my soul is part i, eoehetien, T. 

‘140, ii, O 
Jesus, when Thy cross I see, tee, 404, Co 
ae where'er Thy people m aig 

Lord, our languid souls inspire ; , ii, Olney 
hymns 

Jesus, while He dwelt below, 493, i., Hart, J. 
Jesus, while our hearts are , 405, i., Hastings, T. 
Jesus, whilst He dwelt below, 603, i., Jesus, while He 

dwelt below 
Jesus, whilst this rough desert soil, 603, i., Jesus, while 

this rough desert soll 
Jesus, Who — us with His blood, 804, i., Newton, J. 
Jesus, Who callest little ones to Thee, 133, i., Bell, C. C. 
Jesus, who can be, 396, ii., Freylinghausen, J. A. 
Jesus, Who deemedst it not unmeet (Jesu Deus et magis- 

ter), 1101, i., Summe Pater, O Creator 
Jesus, Who didst redeem mankind, 694, i., Jesu, Re- 

demptor saeculi, Qui tertio post funera 
Jesus, Who died the [a) world to save, 483, i., Ham- 

mond, W. 
Jesus, Who from the dead arose tir. Faber), 1102, i., 

Summe Pater, O Creator 
Jesus, Who from Th. os didst come (Jesu thronum 

tnajestsci) 1101, ii,, Summe Pater, O Creator 
—! Pidars in the garden felt, 1102, i., Somme Pater, 

ator 

Jesus, Who knows full well, 804, i, Newton, J. 
Jesus, Who (nnd hone he 681, i., Lo, at noon ’tis 

ndden night; 1116, ii, 117, i, Taylor, Aon and 

Jesus, Who man's Redeemer art, 693, i., Jesu nostra re- 
demptio, Amor et desiderium 

Jesus, on His glorious throne, 400, i., From pole to 
pole let others roam 

Jerus, Who our /edemption art, Who in the me 
$93, i., Jesu, nostra Redemptio, Amor et 

Jesus, Who passed the angels by, 818, i,, Now let ts jotta 
with hearts and — 

Jesus! Who sawest on sad night, 1102, i., Samme 
Pater, O Creator 

Jesus, Who 7 His precious blood, 166, ii.. Bourne, H. 
— haha hy flock art feeding, T75, i., Muhlenberg, 

dean Who to the Father prayed, 1102, i., Summe 
Pater, O Creator 

wer yo upon the tree, 628, i., Hiichster Priester, der 

Jesus, who with Thee, an ii., Freylinghausen, J. A. 
Jesus, Whom * adore, are Bonar, H, 

1157, i., The Son of God in mighty love : 
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Jesus, Whom hesven hoets atewes 8 902, i, Powell, T. E. 
Jesus, long for, Tersteegen, G. 
Jesus, Whom Thy Church doth own, 1148, ii., Ters- 

teegen, G. 
Jesus, howe Almighty sceptre, 1285, r — w. 
Jesus, Whose love so full, so free, 488, 1. Gregory, J.G. 
Jesus will | ne'er forsake, 614, i., Keilmann, u. 
Jesus will I never leave (tr. Jacob, alt.) 614, i, 

Keimann, C.; 1012, ii., Sheaale 
Jesus, with all Thy saints above, 1238, i., Watts, I. 
—— kindest pity see, 1263, i, Wesley family, 

e 

Jesus, with Thee I would abide, 132, ii., Bel dir Jesu, 
will ich bleiben 

Jesus, with Thy salvation blest, 442, i., G 
Jetat Daas ob ich Morgen lebe, 627, ote Hippel, T. G. 

delat achlafen weder Walder, 822, ii., Nun ruhen alle 
alder 

Jews were wrought to cruel madness, 385, ii., Fox, 

Shesu fili vi ints miserere nobis, 209, ii., Carols 
Johannes Jane Christo multum dilecte virgo, 649, L, 

Latin hymnody ; 813, i., Notker 
John, by a tyrant's stern command, 609, i., Jussu ty- 

ranni pro fide 
John was the of the Lord, 1238, ii., Watts, I. 
“a ol gs 9 us names, 346, ii., 360, ii., English 

Join all the Names of love and power, me Watts, I. 
Join, all ye ransomed sons of grace, 126 a Wesley 

¥, 
Join, all ye servants of the Lord, 90, ii., Auber, Harriet 
Join to bless the bounteous Giver, 448, i,, Graces 
Join va —— spirit join, 372, i, Father, Son, and 

t, bear 
Join we, brethren, faithful hearted, 492, i,, Harp, 

awake ! tell out the rae’ 4 
Joined to Christ by (in) m union, 497, ii., Havergal, 

Jonah, abiding in the ocean depths Me (Nala "lewvas ‘ev 
), 365, ii., Eowor Andy, Gaypa- puxers @adarrious 

—— nid vcortain hope below, 241, i,, Coelitam Joseph 

on an old man, 213, ii., Carols derphs — ’ 
this may be, 209, ii, 

Joy and sss be do Boe and penene. Yon i; eal 

Joy and gladness, joy and gladness, 139, i,, Bethune, 

Joy! because the circling year, 120, ii., Beata nobis 
udia Anni reduxit orbita 

Joy ra again on Haster-day, 96, i., Aurora Incis 
at 

fills our inmost heart to-day, 303, i., Dix, W. C. 
soy fils s ery ee cxvili.), 601, i, 

Joy isa hel frat hat wll not grove, 804, i., Newton, J. 
Joy, joy, the Mother comes, 362, i., Faber, F. W. 
Joy, my soul! oh, joy attend thee, 395, ii., Freu dich 

sebr, o meine 
bist 7] Ojos, ye broken hearted, 215, ii., Cedant justi signa 

eek ar tone He lives, He lives, 672, ii., Irons, W. J. 
Joy of my life while me here, i., Va H. 
Joy + the ts that deep, 607, i., Joy to the followers 

of the Lord 
Joy to the followers of the Lord, 114, i., Barbauld (née 

Aikin), Anna L. 
Joy to the ransomed earth, 288, i., Denn ser Sir E. 
Joy to the world, the Lord is nigh, ii., Joy to the 

world, the Lord is come 
ie Senne ee day of our victory, 790, i., Neale, 

aad O queen of heaven, 964, i,, Regina coeli 

Joy mj ‘those that love the Lord, 607, i., Joy to the fol- 
lowers of the Lord 

Joy ye o'er this earth so lovely, 1079, i., Spitta, C. J. P. 
Joyful be my spirit singing, 398, i., Frablich soll mein 

Herze agent 
Joyful be ne he hours to-day, 615, ii., gr hs 
Pas Sige of eee eae O, ws idapdy dyiag 

Joyful t Tight of Aoly glory, 894, ii., Dus irapdw dytas 

Joyful Ligh, of Light enkindled, 694, ii., @is iAapdy 
yn iT tay heart, upepringing, 890, 1, Friblich 

li mein H nge 

naam ie chore 7 {woe mows, O00, 1., Hunter, 
Ww. 
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Jubilemus omnes una, 1043, ii., Sequences King elernal, Power unbounded, £1, i, keveme Un 
Jucundare plebs fidelis, 16, i,, Adam of St. Victor; 9, |) — dhisime 

ii., Come, pure hearts, in sweetest measures; G49, | King Metiah, long expected, 397, 1., Ellerton, 1. 
ii., Latin hymnody King o'er all yorkds the Saviour shone, 815, 4, Carvel 

Judaea et Hierusalem, 968, i., Robert 11. of France 4. 
Judaea tunc incredula, 676, ii., Jam Christus astra King of gory et before Thee, LOGT, t., Blea tae t 

a cenderat ih Kling, 
Judea's desert heard a sound, 234, i., Clamaniis ece Eng dary st sal, 1, Chapman, B.° 

vox sunans ing of Kings, and wilt Thou deign, Ti, Ye 
Judge amd ee (defend) my caure, 0 Lord (fs, xllit, "ten We A 

Sternhuld), 865, i2,, Old Version King of mercy, King of tore, 1206, 4., Vanghan, ’ 
Judge me, 0 (rod, maintain my cause, 622, i., Kennedy, | King of saints, all saints outshinang (tr, Was 

B. H. tater dolotoss bef 
eal me, 0 Lord, and prove my ways, 196, i, ing of sits and King of glory, 70, 1, 

Watis, 1 
Judge me, U Lord, and try my heart, 706, ii., Ly, H. kif ak 0 Lord a WAS 

F. ierae festivitanis 
Judge me, O Lord, for I the paths (Ps. xxvi.), 000, 1, a, to Whom the somhel: 31, 

New Version 
Judge me, O Lord, in righteousness, 764, i,, Mont- ies ‘Solomon of old, VAN, 1. Testor, Ann 

gomery, J, King tupreme, of power wnboundad, %7, i. 
Judge me, 0 Lord, to Thee I fly, 706, ii., Lyte, H. F. altissimne 
Judges who rule the world by laws, 1240, i., Watts, 1. | King, toJews and Gentiles given, 1013, 0 
Judicem nos inspicientem, crypta cordis, 813, i,, Notker Kingdoms and thrones to God belong. \% 
Jure ergo se Judae ducem, 947, i., Qaicumque Ciristam | Kings shail fall down before Him, 480 

quaeritis Lord's Anointed 
Just and devout old Simeon lived (cento by Logan in | Knocking, knocking, who is there, 109 

Scot. Tr. & Para. 1781), 188, ii,, Bruce, M.; 618, Beecher), Harriet 
i., Now let Thy servant die in peace ; 1034, i., Scot- | Know, my soul, thy full salvation, | 
tish translations and paraphrases cross have taker 

Just as God leads me I would go, 406, i., Gedicke, L. Know ye the Lord hath borne away 
Just as = without one plea (Miss C. Elliott), 268, i, H, 

Cook, R. S.; 328, i, Elliott, Charlotte; 739, ii, | Komm dich tief, mein Her; 
749, un "758, ii., Missions; 779, i, My God and Arnold, G. 
Father, while I stray Komm du werthes Linegeld, 868, ' 

Just as Thou art—how wondrous fair, 1063, i,, Smith, | Komm, Gott Schipfer, heiliger 
J.D. hymnody ; i., Lathe 

Just as thou art, without one trace (Cook), 268, i,, Cook, Creator Spirlins, Mentes 
R.8.; 609, fi., Just as I am, without one plea Komm , Heiden-Heiland, Liseg 

Just Judge of heaven, against my foes (Ps. xlili,), 800, i., J., 1212.1, Veni Redemy 
New Version Komm heiliger Geist, Herre 

Just o'er the grave I hung, 317, i., Dwight, T. Psalmes and Spiritualic & 
Just when Thou wilt, O Master, call, 497, ii,, Havergal, | Komm, heiliger Geist, wahres 

Frances R. Komm, Himmelsfiirst, low 
Juste Judez, 276, ii., Da puer plectrum, choreis ut Veni Redemptor gentin 

canam fidelibus Komm, mein Herz, in Je: 
Justly Thou mightest in helpless age, 1266, ii., Wesley bymnod 

family, The 
'¥ 

Komm, o heil’ger Geist, un 
Spiritus, Ex emitte 

Komm, 0 komm, du Geist 
Kann tch beten, Ist in Néthen, 60, i., Arndt, E. Komm Segen aua der §F 
Karalit hema? (From Greenland’s icy mountains, Re 

Heber’, 739, i., Missions 
Karnases ¢ ty ToS reste 62, ii., "Avagrdcews Hacpa 
Kaé éxacrny judpay evAcyjow of, 1229, ii, Wach auf, 

mein Herz! und singe | 
Katerva, See Caterva 
Keep silence, all created things, 1237, i, Watts, I. 
Keep silence, all ye sons of men ( Watts, alt,), 1034, i., 

Kommt, Christen, Got 
bich, E- 

sess her, thr Liebst 

Kommt her su mir, 
Scottish translations and parapbrases; 1053, ii., wald, G. 
Shall heavenly wisdom cry aloud Kommt herein, thr 

Keep Thou my heart that it may me’er, 282. i., pave, T. N.L. von 
Keep us, Lord, and keep us ever, 615, ii., Kell Kommt heut an eu 
Keep us, O Lord, by Thy pure word, 353, i, BAN uns, | Aommt ihr Christ 

Herr, bei deinem Wort Db. 
Keep us, Lord, 0 keep us ever, 615, ii.. Kelly, T. Kommt, Kinder 
Kehre wieder, kehre wieder, 418, ii., German hymnody ; bh 

1077, i., Spitta, C. J. P- 
= Sede soll ihm die Rechnung machen, 277, i., 

Jac 
Keine Schimheit hat die Welt, 1006, ii., Scheffler, J. 
Keinen hat Gott verlassen (Geist. Lieder, 1611), 393, ii., 

French hymnod, 
Kept by the power of (od, 734, ii., Midlane, A. 
Key of the House of David, come, 74, i., Antiphon 
sa —_ gracious Saviour, lead us, 468, 1., Gregory, 

Kind are the words that Jesus speaks, 798, ii., Needham, 

Kind Framer of the firmament (tr. Blew), 258, i., 
Conditor alme Siderum 

Kind Shepherd of Thy people, hear, 41,i.,O Lord, our | Aron’ und Lo? 
languid souls inapire N. L. von 

Kindly mother of the Redeemer, 52, i1,, Alma Redemp- 
toris mater quae 

Kindred in Christ, to us 'tis given, 624, ii,, Kindred in 
Christ, for His dear sake 

King and Redeemer! to Thee be the glory, 426, ii., 
Gloria lans et honor 

am, Eternal and Immortal, 497, ii.. Havergal, Frances 
Huntley ). 

Labouring an 
need, 678. 

hing Eternal, Area Immortal, 864, ii, Cousin (née 
‘ radelh e Anne KH 
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Labouring and heavy laden, With my sins, O Lord, I 
roam, 961, ii., Rankin, J. E. 

Laden with guilt and full of fears, 1238, ii., Watts, 1. 
Lacta mente canamus Deo nostro, 813, i,, Notker 
Lacta vox coeli resonant auras (tr. Bingham), 489, ii., 

Hark! the glad sound, the Saviour comes 
Laeta wor! venit Salvator (tr, Macgill), 489, ti., Hark! 

the glad sound, the Saviour comes 
Lactabundus Bernhardo decantet chorus (Bernard of 

Clairvaux), 1049, ii., Sequences 
Lactatbundus, exultet fidelig chorus: Alleluia, 137, i., 

Bernard of Clairvaux; 648, i., 653, i., Latin hym- 
nody 

lactare coclum plausitus, 360, ii., Exultet coelum 
laudibus 

eae gaudiis quos redemit Verbum Patris, 814, i., 
utker 

Laetitia in mundo ! Dominus nam venit [sus ! 607, ii, 
Joy to the world, the Lord is come 

Laid in this garden full of bloom, 772, i., Moultrie, G. 
Lamb, for Thy boundless love I praises offer, 397, i., 

Freylinghausen, J. A. 
Lamb of tod, all praise to Thee, 216, i., Cerne lapsum 

servalum 
—_ ¥ tod, for sinners slain, 1292, ii., Woodford, 

Lamb of God, I look to Thee, 409, i., Gentle Jesus, meek 
and mild 

Lamb of God, 0 Jesus! Thou who (tr, in the Ohio Luth. 
Hyl.), 31, i., Agnus Dei, qui vollis: 

Lamb of God, our Saviour, 31, i., Agnus Dei, qui tollis 
Lamb of God, our souls adore Thee, 286, i., Deck, J. G. 
Lamb of God, Thou now art seated, 286, i., Deck, J. G. 
Lamb of God, Thy Father's bosom, 286, i., Deck, J. G. 
Lamb of God, we fall before Thee, 493, i., Hart, J. 
Lamb of God, Who bearest away, 1268, i, Wesley 

family, The 
Lamb of God, who came from heaven, 164, ii., Bour- 

dillon (nee Cotterill), 
Lamb of God, who Thee receive (tr. J. Wesley, alt.), 

305, i., Dober (nee Schindler), Anna 
Lamb of God, who Thee receive (tr. in Bickersteth’s Ch. 

Ps.), 306, i., Dober (nee Schindler), Anna 
Lamb - Bore Whose dying love, 636, li,, Lamb of God, 

Ww bleeding love 
Lamb of God, without blemish (tr. in the Ohio Luth. 

Hyl.), 31, i, Agnus Dei, qui tollis 
Lamb, that hast suffered, and Lion of Judah victorious, 

$19, ii., Heusser (nce Schwelzer), Meta 
Lamb, the once crucified! Lion, by triumph surrounded 

tr, Porter), 619, ii., Heusser (née Schweizer), Meta 
Lamb, Whose Blood for all men streamed (Jesu “we 

tor omnium, Quem lucia, tr. R. Campbell), 229, 
Christe Redemptor omnium Ex Patre 

Lament, ye saints, behold your God, 701, ii., Lugete, 
pacis angell 

Lamm, das gelitten, und Liwe, der reich gerungen, 
519, ii., Heusser (née Schweizer), Meta 

Lamm und Haupt, das selbst geglaubt (N. L. von Zin- 
zendorf), 506, ii., Hehl, M. G. 

Lamm und — ! es rey geglaubt (N.L. von Zinzen- 
dorf), 606, ii., Hebl, M. G. 

L'amour me tient asservic, 476, i, Guyon (née de la 
Mothe), Jeanne M. B. 

Lamp of our feet, whereby we trace, 116, i., Barton, B. 
_ within me! brightly burn and glow (tr. Miss 

inkworth), 36, i., Albertini, J. B. 
Land of ace, and love, and brightness, 307, ii., Doud- 

ney, § 
vant where ar saad of our fathers are sleeping, 105, 

Lands ! the morning is nearing, 969, i, Robinson, C8 eee 
Léngst suchtest du, mein Geist! cin nahes Wesen, 36, i., 

Albertini, J. B. 
Lass dich durch nichts erschrecken, 973, i., Roh, J. 
Lass dich Gott, 75, i., Anton-Ulrich of Brunswick 
Lass dich nur Nichts nicht tauren, 379, i., Flemming, P. 
Lass mich dein sein und bleiben, 1 ii., Selnecker, N. 
Lass mich diese Welt verstehen, 639, i1., Lange, J. P. 
Tass mich nicht in Irrthum fallen, 985, i,, Sacer,G. W. 
Lasset ab, thr meine Lieben, 640, i., Lasnet Klag und 

Travern fahren 
Jasset uns den Herren , 631, i., Koitsch, C. J. 
Lasset uns mit Jesu 143, ii., Birken, 8. von 
a gek'n, lasst mich geh'n, 627, i,, Knak, G. F. 

Lasst wns alle frohlich sein, 639, ii,, Langhans, U. 
Lasst uns mit Lust und Preud aus Glauben singen, 

$12, ii., Herbert, P. 
Iaast uns mil siissen Weisen, 301, ii., Dilherr, J. M. Last night I lay a-sleeping, 735, ii., Millard, J. E. 
Last of creation's days, 1279, ii., Whytehead, T. 

Last Sundog of the work-day year, 763, i., Monsell, J. 

Laud, love, and praise, and honour, 447, ii,, Graces 
Laud, O Sion, thy Salvation, 663, ii., Lauda Sion Salva- 

torem 
Laud, 0 Syon, thy Salvation (tr. Chambers), 663, ii., 

Lauda Sion “alvatorer 
Laud thy Saviour, Sion praise Him, 663, ii., Lauda Sion 

Salvatorem 
Laud we the saints most sweet, 382, ii., Fortem virili 

pectore 
Laud your King and Saviour, 525, ii., Hiller, P. F. 
Lauda mater ecclesia (Odo of Cluny), 28, i, Aeternt 

Patris Unice; 646, i., 646, i., Latin byw.nody 
Lauda Sion Salcatorem (Thomas of Aquino), 22, ii., 

Adore Te devote, latens Deitas ; 344, i., English 
hymnody; 413, ii, German hymnody; 649, ii,, 

. i, Latin bymnody ; 973, ., 974. iL, Roman 
Catholic hymnody; 1042, i., 1049, ii, 1167, ii, 
Sequences 

Lauda Syon Salcatorem, 902, ii,, Praise Jehovah, bow 
before Him 

Laudantes trinmphantem Christum, 814, i., Notker 
Laudate pucri dominum, laudate nomen domini, te 

deum laudamus, te dominum confitemur, 1120, 
1125, i., Te }‘eum laudamus 

Laude celebri dignum mater ecclesia, 814, i., Nutker 
Laude condignissima dies annua reddit, 814, i., Notker 
Laude dignum sanctum canat Otmarum, 813, i., Notker 
Lauded be Thy name for ever, 628, ii., Hoge, J. 
Laudes canamus mortui (tr. Biggs), 1244, ii, We sing 

the praise of Him Who died 
Laudes Christo redempti voce modulemur, 814, i., Notker 
Laudes Crucis attallamus, 15, i,, Adam of 5t. Victor; 

649, i., 662, ii., Latin bymnody 
Laudes Deo concinat orbis ubique totus, G48, i., Latin 

hymnody; 812, ii., 813, i, Notker 
Laudes Deo perenni Auctori relemptionis, 814, i., Notker 
a -P Domino nostra concinat harmonia, $14, i., 

Notker 
Laudes Salvatori voce modulemur supplici, 649, i., 

Latin hymnody; 813, i., Notker 
ee: quis carmine ungquam praevalet, 814, i, 

otker 
Launch out into the deep, 700, 1, Loy, M. : 
Launch thy bark, mariner, 1069, i., Southey (nee 

Bowles), Caroline A. 
Laurelled with the stole victorious (tr. Neale), 1096, i, 

Stola regni laureatus 
Laurenti, David t martyr, 813, i,, Notker 
Laus devota mente Choro rE 1043, ii., Sequences 
_ gt lux insignis, 705, i., Lux jucunda, lux 

osignis 

Laus sit Domino sine fine (tr. Bingham), 904, ii, 
Praise to God, Posed 

Laus tibi Christe, cui sapit, quod videtur, 648, i., Latin 
hymnody ; 813, i., Notker 

Laus tibi, Christe, Patris optimi Nate... . Quem 
coelitus, 814, i,, Notker 

Laus tibi, Christe, Patris optimi Nate. . . . Qui hodie, 
614, i., Notker 
— Christe, Qui es Creator et Redemptor, 814, i, 

otker 
Laus tibi, Christe, Qui Aumiliz homo mundo apparens, 

814, i., Notker 
Laus tibi sit, o fidelis Deus, 818, i., Notker 
agar puri gurgitus, 809, ii., Non abluunt lymphae 

m 
Lay the precious body In the quiet grave, 763, i., Mon- 

sell, JS. B. 
Iay to Thy hand, O God of grace, 839, i, O Jesus, 

SL Ee a ecring gam (X Lead, kin ight, am encircling gloom (New- 
man), 183, 4. Brooke, S. A.; 631, i., five W235 
803, i., Newman, J. H.; 1253, i., Welsh hymnody 

Lead me not into temptation, 1266, ii,, Wesley family, 
The 

lead me to Jesus, lead me to Jesus, 1204, i, Van 
Alstyne (nee Crosby), Frances J. 

Lead me to Thy peaceful manger, $76, i., Roman Catho- 
lic hymnody a‘ 

Lead, Saviour, lead, amid the encircling gloom, 669, i-, 
Leat, kindly Light, amid the encircling gloom 

Lead Thou, Lord, and bid us follow, 468, i., Gregory, 

J.G. 
Lead us, great teacher Paul, in wisdom's ways (Egregie 

doctor Paule), 93, ii,, Aurea luce et decore roseo 
Lead us, Heavenly Father, lead us, 321, ii., Edmeston, J. 

Lead us, O Father, in the paths of peace, 195, ii., 

Burleigh, W. H. 
Lead us with Thy gentle sway, 167, i, Bowring, Sir J. 

Leaning on Thee, my Guide, my Friend, $28, ii., Elliott, 

Charlotte 

ed 
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Leave all to God, 75, ii., Anton-Ulrich of Brunswick 
Leave God to order all thy ways, 796, ii,, Neumark, G. 
Leave me, dear ones, to my slumber, 214, L, + Alice 
leave, my soul, the shades of darkness, 1014, ii, 

Schmilicke dich, o liebe Seele 
Leave to his sovereign sway (tr, J. Wesley), 126, L, 

Befiehl du deine hele 
Leave us not com/ortless, 257, i., Conder, J. 
Ieaves have their times to fall, 609, ii., Hemans (nee 

Browne), Felicia D. 
Lehwohl! die Erde wartet dein, 985, i., Sachse, C. F. H. 
Lebwohl will ich dir geben, 611, ii,, Herberger, V. 
Led by a Father's gentle hand, 117, ii., Bathurst, W. H. 
Led by a mighty arm, 383, i,, Forti tegente brachio 
Led by the God of truth and grace, 165, ii., Bourne, H. 
Legis figuris pingitur, 360, ii., Exite fillae Sion, Regis 

pace virgines 
agening atom darkly falling, 218, ii., Charies- 

worth, V. J. 
les cieux instruivent, 936, ii., Paalters, French 
Less than the least of all, 764, ii,, Montgomery, J. 
Lessons sweet of spring returning, 613, i., Keble, J. 
lest — Comer tarry long, 69, ii., Instantls adventum 

i 
Let all below in concert sing, 248, ii., Come let us join 

our friends above 
Let all creation praise our God, 614, i., Herman, N, 
Let all folke with ioye clap hdds dd reioyce (Pa. xvii, 

Kethe), 1022, ii., Scottish bymu 
te ee ae that all men move, 1186, ii., Trench, 

Let all men praise the Lord, 280, i., Darling, T. 
Lat all men praise the Lord, In nealge= 3 lowly bending 

tr, A. Novello), 963, i., Rinkart, M. 
Tat all men ag By Jesus restored, 1263, i., Wesley 

family, The 
Let all mortal flesh keep silence, 1067, i., Zeyqrdre 

twaga capt Bpotea 
Let all om earth their voices raise, 360, ii., Exultet 

coelum laudibus 
Let all on earth with songs rejoice, 360, ii., Exultet 

peor laudibus Miss Fry), 1187, ide, V 
Let all our pearts rejoice (tr. ¥)s A om 
‘ ita am = _— a = : 
Let all our tongues be one, i., Watts, 1. 

Let all that are to mirth inclined, 211, ii., Carols 
Let all that breathe, Jehovah praise, 1264, ii, Wesley 

family, The 
Let all earth her King adore, 760, i., Missum Re- 

demptorem polo 
Let all the earth their voices raise, 1240, i,, Watts, I. 
Let all the heathen writers join, 1940, 1. Watts, I. 
Let all the just to God with joy, , i. (Ps. xxxill.), 

New Version 
Tet all the lands with shouts of joy (Pa. lxvi.), 800, ii., 

New Version 
Tat all the listening world attend (Ps. xlix.), 800, ii, 

New Version 
Let all the world confess from heaven (tr. Blew), 30, ii., 
—_— omne saeculum 

let the world in every corner sing, 847, 1, English 
hymunody ; 512, i,, Herbert, G. 

Let all the world with prayer and praise (tr, Pearson), 
255, ii., Concinat orbis cunctus, Alleluya 

Let all pe capa praise our God, 514, i., Herman, N. 
Let all ach, benagel 1262, i., Wesley family, The 
lat Alverna's holy mountain (tr, wall), 271, ii, 

Crucis Christi mons Alvernae 
Let avarice, from shore to shore, 1092, i., Stennett, 8. 
Let bitter wards no more be known, 1838, ii, Watts, I. 
Let bolder hearts the strife require, 422, i., Gill, T. 
Iet children hear the mighty deeds, 1940, L, Watts, I. 
Let children proclaim their Saviour and King, 1264, 

ii., Wesley family, The 
Lat Aildren to their God draw near, 3786, i., Fleet, 

»G. 

Let Christian faith and hope dispel (Anon. alt.), 188, 
ii., Bruce, Ha 817, ii, Now let our souls ead 
above; 1034, ii., Scottish translations and para- 

Tet ar ul h ize, 1 i let Christians grat ns . “7 
Victimae Pacbaly aeateEin = 

Let darkness vanish from the heavens now, §78, ti., 
Jam toto subitus vesper eat polo 

Let David, Lord, a constant place (Ps. cxxxti.), 801, i, 
New Version 

Let dogs delight to bark and bite, 1239, ii., Watts, I. 
let — and heaven combine, 1262, i., Wesley family, 

e 

Let carth and skies joicing si tr. Chambers), 
1137, ii., Tellus pls sa jubilant ¢ ) 

Let carth be glad and joyful sing, 360, ii., Exultet 
coelum lauditus 

ss Se titles gain, 1294, iL, Vict a 
cognormina 

Let cartaly tyrants title claim, 1224, i, Vics a 
cognomina 

Let everlasting glories crown, 1238, i, Watts, L 
Let every age and nation own (tr. Neale), 90, ii, As 

noscat omne saeculom 
Let every creature join, 1240, i., Watts, L. 
Let every heart exulting beat, 361, i, Extlia oc 

praecordiis 
Tat every heart rejoice and sing, 1236, i., Washburn, 14 
Let every mortal ear attend, i, Watts, 1. 
Let every tongue Thy goodness speak, 1840, L, Wats | 
Let every voice for praise awake, 281, ii., Davia, T. 
Let followers of the Apostles’ faith, 817, iL, Now Moc 

souls ascend above 
Let Gentiles raise the thankful lay (tr, Neale), 87... 

Paule, doctor 
ret be to God on hi = O08, B, Cherie Be cols 

go whore . '. » English bymnody; 

#43, i. Goostly Pealmes and itualle Songes 
Lat God arise, and then His foes (Ps, lxviii., Sernded , 

865, ii., Old Version 
God arise in all His might, 1240, i, Watts, L 
God be blest, be ised, and be thanked, 44 i, 
Gott sei gelobet und gebenedelet 
God ised, blessed and uplifted, 44, iL, Gm . 5* 3 ze benedeiet 

of battle, rise (Ps. Ixvili), 008 &, 

Father live, 1238, i., Watta, L 
mighty God, 1263, ii, Mel Arg Ss 

God, Who comforts the distrest, iL, Weoley 
family, The 

Lat hearts and tongues unite, 804, i., Newton, J. 
let heaven arise, let earth appear (Watts, reas, 

$16, ii., Now let a spacious world -rise; 1031 2, 
Scottish translations and paraphrases 

Let heaven rejoice and earth be glad, 387, ii., Eppa 

“ 
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Lat Him embrace my soul and L, Watts | 

; belong, i, Wesley 
y, The 

Let Israel to the Prince of Peace, 726, i., Messiab’ 
Thy glad approach 

Let Judit t blow, and hearts in rapture fov, 
564, i., In dulci jubilo singet and sit vro Z 

Let love through all your actions run, 1238, i, 
Watts, L. 

Let love weep,—It cometh (tr. Miss Warner), 6%, b. 
Kruommacher, F. A. ; 

Let me alone another year, 672, i., Let me alone 2 
only year 

Let me be Thine for ever, tr. Loy), 100, 
ii,, Selneck es ee’ 

Let me but hear my Saviour say, 1800, 1, Wats, | 
Let me close, let me close, 627, i., Knak, G. F. L. 

me go, 687, i., Knak, G. F. 
cade ie aL enue face to face te bnew (tr. 

8 .. Knak, @. F. 
Let me tet me go, Lord to me (tr. Mrs. Spaeth), 61, 

i., ,G.F.L. 
Let me go, the day is breaking, 764, ii., Montgowry, !. 
Let me learn Jesus, ii., Van Alstyne 

Crosby), Frances J. ‘ 
en er, let me drain, 541, i., Howitt (née Botham, 

Let me with Light and truth be blest (Pa. xl.) 000 { 
New Version F 

Tat mortal tongues attempt to sing, 1238, i., Watts | 
Lat my soul beneath her 960, i,, Richter, C.F 
Lat my tongue the mystery ring (tr. Walon) 79, i. 

ange lingua gloriosi 
Let names of strife no more, 672, ti, Let party SD 

no more 
Let no trars to-day be shed, 402, i., Puneri nt “lt 

planctum : 
lat _ such haem eer pain thee (fr. J. Kelly, 

412, i,, Gerhardt, P. 
Lat not the wise his [their] wisdom boast, 1964 | 

Weasley famiiy, The 
Let not rn fe hearts be troubled now, 672, ii.. La ot 

hearts with anxious thoughts 7 
Let glace hearts—'tis Jesus speaks, 672, ii:, La 4 

yonr hearts with anxious thoughts 
Tat not your hearts with anzious 964, i. Reena Cot tainbarsty We 108%, So 

translations and paraphrases 

— — Pot] 



LET 

Let nothing make thee sad or fretful (tr. Miss Wink- 
worth), 379, i., Flemming, P. : 

Let now all honour due be done (tr, Hunt), 4, ii, A 
solis ortis cardine Ad usque 

Let ocean's waves tumultuous rise, 888, li, Pearce, S. 
Let old things pass away (tr, Caswall), 986, L, Sacris 

solemniis juncta sint gaudia 
Let other cities strive, ich most (O sula magnarum 

urbium, tr. in the Primer, 1706), 946, i, Qui- 
cumaue Christum quzeritis 

Let others boast how strong they be, 1838, i., Watts, 1. 
Let others boust their ancient line, 272, ii, Cruttenden, 

Kt. 
Let others in their wealth delight, 763, i., Monsell, J. 

Ss. B 
Let our choir ~~ anthems raise, 465, ii., Greek bym- 

nody ; 1182, i., Taw iepary abrAodopur 
Let our shai with voice sonorous (tr, Littledale), 1229, 

ii., Vox sonora nostri chori : 
Let our chorus’ voice sonorous (tr, Wrangham), 1229, ii., 

Vox sonvura nostri chori : ; 
Let lees of prayer ascending, 902, i., Powell, 

T.E 

Let our loud song of praise arise, 977, ii, Roscoe, W. 
Let party names no more The Christian world, 121, ii, 

me, B. 
Let party names no more be known, 571, i., Irons, J. - 
Let plenteous grace descend on those, 803, i., Newton, 

James 
Let reason vainly boast her power, 615, i., Kelly, T. 
Let saints below join saints above, 248, ii., Come, let us 

join our friends above 
Let saints on earth in concert sing, 248, ii., Come, let 

us join our friends abuve t 
Let saints on carth their anthem raise, 41, ii,, All bail 

the power of Jesus’ Name 
iat saints on earth their voices raise, 672, ii., Let saints 

on earth their anthems raise : 
Let sighing cease and woe (tr. Blew), 577, i., Jam 

desinant suspiria - 
Let anes saved give thanks and sing, 615, ii., Kelly, 

Let sinners take their course, 1240, i., Watts, I, 
Let songs of praises fill the sky, 264, i,, Cotterill, T. 
Lat such as feel oppression's load, 90, i,, Attend and 

mark the solemn fast 
Let such as would with Wisdom dwell, 1034, i., Scottish 

translations and paraphrases 
Let th wl worlds confess from heaven (tr. Chambers), 

30, iu., Agnoscat omne saeculum —— 
Let the beasts their breath resign, 1061, i, Sinners, 

turn; why will,ye die? 
dat the children come, Christ said, 602, ii., Hearn, 

Marianne 
Let the choir devoutly bring (tr, Pearson), 954, ii., Reg- 

nantem sempiterna ries a 
Tat the Church new anthems raise, 1182, i, Tov iepaw 

aPAodoper State at Ot 
tat the Church new anthems sing, 1188, i, Tow iepaw 

abAodopuy 
Let the Church sing Alleluia (tr. Littledale), 49, i., 

Alleluia nunc decantet 
Let the rting law's weak sanctions cease, 285, L, 

Debilis ceasent elementa legis 
Let theearth now praise the Lord, $07, ii., Held, H. 
tat the elders praise the Lord, 1145, ii., Thank and 

Jehovah's Name 
Let the land mourn through all its coasts, 674, i., It ia 

the Lord, behold His hand 
Let the old leaven be purged out (tr. C. B. Pearson), 

1306, ii, Zyma vetus expurgetur 
Let the redeemed give thanks and praise, 1266, i., 

Weasley family, The 
Let the round world with songs rejoice, 360, ii., Exultet 

Let the ontate all rnoice ! 1081 saints joice and exult in their King, ’ 
i., Scottish hymnody 

Let the seventh angel sound on high, 1238, i., Watts, I. 
fat the solemn organ blow, 450, ii., Grateful notes and 

Let the oplendous f Thy word, 987, iL, Denicke, D rh the r . 287, ii., Denicke, D. 
Lat the sill air rejvice, 896. ii, P t, J. 
lat the voice of glad thanksgiving, 897, ii., Froblich 

soll mein Herze springen 
Tat the waves of blessing roll, 734, li., Midlane, A. 
Lat the whole creation ery, 183, ii, Brooke, S. A 
Lat the whole race of creatures lie, 1238, i., Watts, 1. 
lat the whole world chant and sing (tr. Plumptre), 

256, ii., Concinat orbis cunctus, Alleluya 
Let the world their virtue boast, 1961, ii, Wesley 

Lat them 
roe 

‘ect Thy glory, Lord, 1238, i., W I. 
Lat there be light, Jehovah said, 161, ii., Bonar, H. 
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Let this our solemn Feast (tr, Chambers), 986, i,, Sacris 
solemniis juncta sint gaudia 

Lat Thy Light on me be shining (fr. R. Massie), 132, ii., 
Bei dir Jesu, will ich blel 

lat Thy own voice, U Father, say, 708, i., Macdonald, G. 
Let yd Spirit, Lord, descending, 483, ii,, Hankinson, 

Let truth and spotless faith be thine (tr. in the German 
Songster, 1794), 630, i., Holty, L. H.C 

tet tyrants take their haughty names, 1224, i,, Victis 
sibi cognomina 

Let us adore the eternal Word, 1238, i., Watts, I. 
Let us adore the grace that seeks, 804, i,, Newton, J. 
Letusall in chorus sing (tr. Singleton), 204, i., Cante- 

mus cuncti melodum nunc, Allelula 
Let us all in concert sing (tr, Alford), 204, i, Can- 
a — cuncti melodum nee, — 

us all in God rejoice (tr, Loy), 640, i, Langhans, U. 
Let us all rejoice together, 608, i., Jubilemus omnes una 
Let us all with gladsome voice, 640, i, Langhans, U 
Let us all with grateful praises, 493, i., Hart, J. 
Let us arise and watch by night, 809, i., Nocte surgentes 

vigilemus omnes 
Tat us arise and watch ere dawn of light, 809, i, Nocte 

surgentes vigilemus ores 
Let us arise from night and slumber waking, 809, i., 

Nocte surgentes vigilemus onines 
Tet us awake our joys, 625, i,, Kingsbury, W-. 
Let us be glad, and no more sad, 821, ii., Nun freut euch 

lieben Christengemein 
Let us by faith draw nigh, 544, ii., Hurditch, C. RK. 
let us celebrate this day, Christ the Lord's nativity, 

230. ii., Christi hodierna celebremus natalitia 
Let 1 devoutly pay, 322, ii,, Eiu recolamus laudibus piis 

gta 
Jet us duly magnify, 351, ii, Epiphaniam Domino 

canamus gloriosam 
Let us fam'd acta and triumphs sing, 993, ii., Sanctorum 
- meritis inclita gaudia . 

t us a on high ascending (fr. Russell), 148, ii. 
Birken, von maa ' : 

Let us His praise unfold, +) Forti nte brachio 
Let us join, 'tis God commands, 244, i., came, and let us 

aweelly join 
Lat us a steadfast guard, 956, i., Rerum Creator 

optime 
Let us kerp the feast, 328, ii., Elliott, Emily E. 8. 
Let us now with Christ be dying,143, ii., Birken, 8S. vou 
Let us pray, the Lord is willing, 117, ii., Bateman, H. 
let us proclaim the martyrs’ bliss, 994, i., Sanctorum 

meritis inclita gandia ; 
Let us raise our gratefu iadsome) voices, 186, i., 

Brown-Borthwick, 4 7 D 
Let us rejoice in Christ the Lord, 804, i., Newton, J. 
let us rise in carly morning (‘Op@picwpmer dp8pov 

Baddos, tr. Neale), 62, ii., 'Avagracews nudpa 
Let us sing how martyrs bled (Christo rotten 5alh- 
—, tr, Wallace), 25,i., Aeterna 

it martyrom victo 
lat ~ sing with one accord, 1175, ii., Thrapp, Dorothy 

Tat us that fellowes be the glorious joyes sound out, 
993, ii., Sanctorum meritis inclita gaudia 

Let us, the scholars of Christ's school, 359, ii., Ex more 
docti mystico 

Let us the sheep in Jesus named, 811, ii., Not unto us, 
but to Thy Name aa 

Let us this rosea corpse inter, i, Nun last una 
den Leib begraben _ ore 

Let us unite to bless the Lord, 234, ii., Clapham, J. P. 
Let us with a gladsome mind (Ps, 136, Milton), 787, i., 

Milton, J.; 752, ii., Missions ; ii, Praise, O 
praise our God «nd King ; 918, ii., Psalters, English 

Tat ote ag a gladsome mind (Stanley), 1087, ii., Stanley, 

Let us with a joyful mind, 737, i., Milton, J. 
Let ua with hearts renewed (tr. Caswall), 986, i., Sacris 

solemniis Juncta sint gaudia 
Tet us with lowly voice, 664, ii,, Laudes Salyatori voce 

modulemur supplict 
Let who will in thee rejoice, 387, i., Franck, J. 
Let whosoever will enquire, 1035, i., Scudder, Eliza 
Lat Zion and her sons rejoice, 1240, i., Watts, 1. 
Let Zion in her King rejoice, 1240, i., Watts, L. 
Let Zion in her songs record, 623, is, Kent, J. 
Let Zion's sons and daughters say (tr. Porter), 629, i., 

O filll et filine, Hex coelestis, Rex gloriae 
1 Eternel est ma part, 392, i., French bymnody 
Levona-nous, freres, 392, ii., French gay 4 
Licht vom Licht, erleuchte mich, 1012, ii., Schmolck, B. 

risti munera 

| Lie down, frail body, here, 161, ii., Bonar, H. 

4U 
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Lie open, soul! around thee press, 1196, ii., Unitarian 
Lymnuly 

Liebe, die du mich zum Bilde (Scheffler), 416, ii., Ger- 
man bymnody ; 827, ii., O du Liebe meiner Liebe 

Liebe und ein Kreuz dazu, 375, i., Feneberg. J. M. 
Liebet Gott, o lieben Leut, §12, ii., Herbert, [’. 
Liebster Jesu in den Tagen, 316, i, Dunn, Catherine H. 
Liebater Jesu, liebstes Leben, 892, ii,, Petersen, J. W. 
Liebster Jesu wir sind hier, Dich und Dein Wort 

anzuhdren, 237, ii., Clausnitzer, T. 
Jichwerther, stisser Gottes-Wille, 1144, ii, Tersteegen, 

G. 
Life and strength all Thy servants (Te splendor et 

Virtus Patris}, tin, ae Tibi Christe, splendor Patris 
Life from the dead, eternal life, 734, ti., Midlane, A. 
Life is @ shade, my days, 269, ii., Crosaman, 5. 
Life ts a span, a fleeting hour, 1090, i., Steele, Anne 
Life is real! Life is earnest, 685, i., Longfellow, H. W. 
4 is the hour that God hath given, 1 i., Watts, I. 
Life is the time to serve the Lord (Watts), 1034, i., 

Scottish translations and paraphrases; 1238, i., 

be os  richt 604, fi., Joh Life of Ages, richly red,  i5., nson, 8. 
pe of our life, and light of all our seeing ', 1086, L, 

Scudder, Eliza 
Life of the world, come down, 447, ii., Graces 
life 4 the world, I hail Thee, 990, ii., Salve mundj 

salutare 
Life of the world unfailing (tr. A. M. Morgan), 987, ii., 

Salus acterna, indeficiens mundi vita 
Life often seems so dreary, 1078, ii., Spitta, C, J. P, 

Life's course must recommence to-day (tr. Mirs Cox), 
1100, i., Sturm, ©. C, 

ti., Rinkart, M. 
Lift heart and voice above, 771, ii., Moule, H. C. G. 

Lift my souk, thy voice harmonious (tr. Mercer ?), 918, 
i vocem, Mens, sunoram 

LAft the gospel banner, 446, i., Gough, B. 
Lift the strain of high thanksgiving, 327, i., Ellerton, J. 

Lift thy longing eyes to heaven, 962, i., Russell, A. T. 
Laft thy wut among the nations, 482, i., Gill, T. H. 

ay Welsael, a. 
ii,, Edeling, C. L. 

Lift — Advent strain, 569, ii., Instantis adventum 
i 

Lift up thyself, my soul, 29, ii., “Aye u 

ardlaw, R. 
Lift up ye saints your ‘ul heads, 1230, i., Wach auf, 

Lift up your heads, eternal gates (Ps, xxiv., alt.), 800, 
i. New Version : 

Lift up your heads, eternal gates, 901, ii., Pott, F. 

Lift up your heads, ye gates, and wide, 764, i, Mont 
gomery, J. 

Lift w r heads, ye gates, r hinges move, 
iWin to 

Lift up your heads, ye mighty gates, 1248, ii, 

Zift up your hearts to thingt above, 1 i, Weal 
family, The igi nes 

Laft up your voice and thankful sing, 726, ii., Merrick, J. 
i ec iacinalae ye joyous strains, 1016, i., Schéner, 

in e 
Li r glad woices in triumph on high, 1233, ii. 

Ware, fisun ~ ; 

¥, 
Light after darkness, Gain after loss, 497, ii., Havergal, 

Frances R. 

(nee Croaby), Frances J. 
Light hath arisen, we walk in its brightness, 162, i., 

Light in the darkness, sailor, day is at hand, 150, 1. 
Bliss, P. ‘ ‘ 

tbe iAapdy ¢ 566: 
Light of Ment eee day! (tr. Russell), 629, ii., 

tao waneth to an end, 238, i., Clepnane, Elizabeth 

Lift heart, and hands, and woice (tr. Miss Cox), 963, 

Lift high a festal canticle, 280, i., Darling, T. 

Lift not thou the wailing voice, 304, i., Doane, G. W. 

inf as eyes from hence to heaven, 962, i., Russell, 

wa : up your heads, ye gates (tr. G. Moultrie), 

Lift up my soul to Thee, O Lord, 381 

ot a 
Laft oe to God voice of praise, i282, hi. 1233, i, 

wach auf, «iu sichre Welt 

Laft up your heads, rejoice, 706, i., Lynch, T. T. 

Lift up your heads, ye gates of light, 269, i., Croly, G. 

Weissel, (. 

Lift up your songs, ye thankful, 303, i., Dix, W. C. 

Lift your eyes of faith, and see, 1262, i., Wesley family, 
h 

Laft r heads, riends of Jesus, 1 ii., Wes 
fmt The wh 4 - gis 

Light and Comfort of be Pia 1203, ii,, Van Alstyne 

Bonar, H 

Light of gladness, Keam divine (tr, Bright), 804, ii, 

Knorr von Rosenroth, C. 

INDEX. LIV 

Light of life, celestial Pire,674,i, Ligh b.wcss 

Light of life so softly shining, 168. i, Bon, 
Light of Light, enlighten me, 1012, ii., Seu. okt 8 
Light of yy ! tumine mr, 1012, i, Seb itt & 
Light of anxious heart, Jesu Thow oe ener 

(tr, Newman), 705, i., Lax alma Jeeu atic 
Light of the anzious heart, Jesus, Thy sep santo 

(fr. Campbell), 705, i., Lux alma Jesu yma 
Light of the Gentile nations, 387, i, Frat J. 
Light of the Gentile rare, 165. ii.. Bourne, . 
Light of the Gentile world, 387, i., Franck, '. 
Light of the Immortal Father's glory, 139 j.. bet 

G. W.; B94, ii. Gig (Aapor ayias Bofy 
a Naas lonely pilgrim's heart, 268 i. leer 

r s 
Light of the soul, O Sariour blest, 705,., Laicm 

Jesu mentium 
Light of the troubled heart, Jerus, Thy tug tions cor 

(tr, Campbell), 705, i., Lax alma Jeo pencm 
ash the world, for ever, ever shining, ) 8.1, few, 

Light of the world, O shine on 4, 268, i..(ne o 
Cambridge), Ada iS 

Light of the world, shine on our souls, 14, i., Revs 
steth, bh. 

—— the world, we hail Thee, 763, i, Meee! ! 

Light of the world! Whose kind and gentle are, I". 
Bateman, H. 
of them that sit in darkness, 056, |, (tr te 

gloomy hills of darkness 
Light that from the dark abyss, 148, ii, tir, EE. 

678, ii., Litanies 
Light the Gentile world to lighten, and thy glory Lat. 

1294, i., Wordsworth, C. 
Light up this house with glory, Lord, 492, \.. Hans! 
Light watts for us in heaven, 214, i., Cary, Alice 
Lightly bound my hosom, ringing, 398, i., Probe « 

mein Herze spri 
Celeatial Salem, 87%, i, Jerssie Light's abode, 

luminosa 
Light's glittering dawn bedecks the aly (tr, Nea. ©! 

96, i., Aurora lucis rutilat : 
Light's glittering morn bedecks the sky (tr, Neale), 40 

96, i., Aurora lucis ruuilat 
Light's very morn its beams displays (tr. Chanter. 

95, i., Aurora lucis rutilat 
Like a river glorious In God's perfect pean, 1 ¢ 

Havergal, Frances R. 
Like as a Pather his own children loves, 0961.10" 

(The) Prayer ss 
Like as the hart doth breathe © pant]and bray (Ps. 1. 

pe aary, 865, ii., Old Version 
Like Christ, have ye to blood or death, 131, &., Reb 

what witnesses unseen : 
aS tr Abraham’s holy child (tr, R. Camp’ 

, i., Opprobriis, Jesu, sstur Foe 
Like Israel’s hosts to exile driven, 1283, i. War § 

up, 
Like mist on the mountains, 707, ii. McCheyne, h 
Like morning when her carly breeze, 765, i.. Mow: 
Like Noah's weary dove, T75, i., Muhlenberg. W : 
Se gliding o'er the plain, 1118,i, Tr 

ohn 
Like sheep we went astray, 1288, L, Watts, L ' 
Like to the damask rose you see, 94, 1. Quarie, ”- 
Like wind the Spirit gently bows, 979, i.. alt 
Lingua mea, dic trophaca virgins puerperar, UE © 

Ut jucundas cervus undas sestuanes ( 
Linquunt tecta Magi, 662, i., Latin hymnody 
Listen, sinner, mercy hails you, 954, i.. ‘1 
Listen! the Master beseecheth, 941, iL, Puna," 
Listen to those happy voices, 700. i., Ley. M. eS 
Little beams of rosy light, 1204, i., Van Als 

Crosby), Francis J, 
Little children, all draw near, 

boeh da komm ich her P 
Little children, God above, 1148, ii.. Tere haath} ‘ 
Little flock, be not gp tieny Sh ay T. Morgan 

Sammi pusillus grex 
Little ta of martyrdom (Salvete flores TANTS T 

7, i., Quicumque Christum quseritis ee 
Little raindrops feed the rill, 1058, i.. Sigoe™) 

Huntley), Lydia _ J 
Little travellers Zionwards, $22, i., Edmest™, EE 
Little vessels on life's watert, 875, i. Jackson, 
Live on the field of battle, 799. i., Nevin, E. H- 
Living Bread from heaven, 966, i.. Rist, J. te vt 
Living, but in midst of death (Mitten wir : 

sind), 721, ii.. Media vita in morte gral sane 
Living or dying, Lord, 1 would be Thine, 16, 4 

(née Flower), Sarah 

1297, ii.. Vom Hine? 



LO 

Io, a loving Friend is waiting, 1280, ii., Wigner, 

lo! a multitude appearing, 1008, ii., Schenk, H. T. 
Lo, a voice from heaven hath iT te ii., Rawson, G. 
Loa, at noon ‘tis sudden night, 1116, ii., 1117, i., Taylor, 

Ann and Ag ak ad » 
Lo, ore our ing panis angelorum 

i., Lauda mireuben ig 
Lo! Christ is risen this day, and brings (tr. Hewett), 

1104, ii., Surrexit Christus hodie 
Lo, Creation springs to birth, 358, li., Everett, J. 
la! Day ts ! Heart, mind, and head, 289, i., Der 

Tag ist bin, Mein Geist und Sinn 
Lo! death's bonds are riven, 1072, i., Spener, P. J. 
Lo! ag om be shades to sleep invite (tr. Buckoll), 512, 

ii., Herbert, P. 
la, = now lie spread the shades of night, 320, i., 

jam noctis tenuatur umbra 
Lo! far from under Persic skies (En Persici ex orbis 

sinu), 947, i., Quicumqoe Christum quaeritis 
Lo! for the joy before Him get, 131, ii., Behold what 

witnesses unseen 
Jo! from highest heaven (tr. Russell), 978, i., Rob, J. 
la, the desert homes, 623, ii., Nunc suis tandem 

novus ¢ latebris 
Lo, from the Rastern hills the Lord, 613, ii., Keble, J. 
Lo! God iz —~ Him day and night, 444, i., Gott ist 

wart 
La, God is here ® Let us adore, 443, ii,, Gott ist gegen- 

warti 
Lo, God, one God, has come, 162, i., Bonar, H. 
Lo! God to heaven ascendeth, 984, ii., Sacer, G. W. 
Lo, He comes, let all adore Him, 615, i., Kelly, T. 
lo —— Whom every nation, 1294, li., Words- 

w » C. 
to! He comes with clouds descending—at. Il., See the 

teniverse in motion (Br ), 181, ii., Bridges, M.; 
682, i., Lo! He comes with clouds descending, Once 
for favoured sinners slain 

Lo: He comes with clouds descending! Hark! the 
trump, 247, ii., Come, immortal King of Glory 

Lo! Hecomes with clouds descending, Once for favoured 
sinners slain toy Wesley), i., rill, T.; 
727, ii., Methodist b iy 

Lo! He comes with pomp victorious (Anon ), 682, i., 
Lo! He comes with clouds descending, Once for 
favoured sinners slain 

Lo! He cometh, countless trumpets (Cennick), 216, i., 
Cennick, J.; 681, i,, Lo! He comes with clouds de- 
scending, Once for favoured sinners slain 

Lo, He Whom earth, and sea, and sky (tr. Chambers, 
1852), S44, ii., Quem terra, pontus, aethera 

Lo, heaven and earth, and sea and air (tr, Miss Wink- 
worth), 525, ii., Himmel, Erde, Luft und Meer 

Lo! her heart with anguish rending (tr. Blew), 1083, i., 
Stabat mater dolorosa 

Lo hills and mountains shall bring forth (Ps. lxxti.), 
800, ii,, New Version 

Lo! hune sweet it is to see (tr. ares, 776, ii., Mfiller, M. 
Lo, I behold the scattering shades, i, Watts, I. 
La, I come to do Thy will, 924, i., Paalters, English 
Lo in Gethsemane’s dark shade, 442, i,, Goode, W. 
1a, in mid heaven the angel flies, 982, i., Russell, A, T. 
4a, in the East a star a rs, 263, ii. Cotterill, T. 
da! inthe Kast the morn appearing, 1077, i., 

La, i the last of a behold, 866, ii., Ogilvie, J. ; 1034, o, in is ’ ip Bey © ey 
i, Scottish translations and Paraphrases 

la as lest of days foretold, 82, 1i., Lo in the last of 
behold 

Lo in the lntter days behold, 682, ii., Lo in the last of 
days bebold 

Lo, in Thy hand, $2, ii., Ah, whither should I 
Lo! Israel's is rd stands, 1 i., See 

_Istael’s gentile per stands 
Zo it comes with stealthy feet, 300, ii., Dies Irae, dies tlle 
La, Jesus stands with open arms, 1298, 1, Ye wretched, 

_ hungry, Starving poor 
Lo, like a bride in pure array, 1188, ii., Tuttlett, L. 
Lo, lowly hath the voice proclaimed (En clara vox 
Sei yore nee 1s98, i,, Vox clara ecce intonss 

alle Walder are sleeping, 822, ii,, Nun ruben 

0! my choice is now decided, 1144, i., Terateegen, G. 
ta, my Shepherd's hand divine, 725, ii., Merrick, J. 
io, near the throne at God's right hand, 360, i,, Exalted 
ia Be ot at — hand 

night a and darkness wrapped, 820, ii. 
Nox, et tenebrae, et nubila : Lo! Night's shades are scattered wide (tr. Buckoll), 

, ii, Mockhel, J FE. Lo, now doth rise the golden light (Lux ecce surgit aurea), 621, i., Nox, et tombrie, ot pane 

INDEX. LO 1395 

Lo, now is come the fit, accepted time, 821, i, Ecce 
tempus idoneum 

to, now is our accepted day, 320, ti,, Ecce tempus 

In, oun it hades af nigh now meiting & sof night are ending, . 
Ecce jam noctis tenuatur umbra; 819, 6 Ne 

re tote thee? dusky — or night, retreating 
now shadowy clouds of night are fying, is 
Eoce jam noctls tenuatur umbra Frying, WA, i, 

Lo! now the victory’s gained me, 985, i,, Sacer, G. W. 
_——_ Sf rare ott arene stand, 116, Barth, C. G. 
‘4H. on the inglorious tree (tr. Blew), 87, ii,, Aspice, 

infami Deus ipse ligne : shits 
La, passed throug heaven's portals, 356, ii,, Es zlebt ein 

stiller Eoge 
Lo! round the throne a glorious band, 360, i, Exalted 

high at God's right hand. 
lo! round the throne at God's right hand, 360, i., 

Exalted high at God's right hand 
Ia, = ae land their gifts outpour, 1060, ii., Singleton, 

Io! steals apace the welcome tide, 331, i,, Ea tempus 
acceptabile 

Lo! steep and thorny is the road, 194, i,, Birde, S. G. 
Ia, summer comes — 897, ii., Plumptre, E. H, 
Lo sweetly sounds the deep-toned Alleluia, 320, ii,, Ecce 

ulchra canorum resonet voce Alleluia 
lo bn mai Sood descending, 664, i,, Lauda Sion Sal- 

m 
Lo, the angels’ Food is given (Ecce 8 angelorom 

664, i., Lauda Sion eth ee » 
Lo, the Baptist's herald-cry, 606, ii., Jordanis oras 

praevia 
eedeth (cento in the 

Salv: 
Ia, the bread which angels 

Hymnary), 663, ii., Lauda ! 
Lo, the Bread which angels feedeth, Made the food the 

igrim (Ecce panis angelorum), 664, i., Lauda 
on Salvatorem 

Lo, the Bread which angels feedeth (Ecce panis an- 
i., Landa Siun Salva- gelorum, tr. Chambers), 

In! ‘the b ight and Pra i a morni ii, ise to 
Thee, Then great Creator sta he: 

Io the day of Christ's appearing, 519, i., Heu! Heu! 
mala mundi vita 

IA, the day of God is breaking, 1055, i., Sherwin, W. F. 
Ia, the day of rest declineth, 967, 1 bhina, C, Lo, the day of wrath awaketh, 300, i., Dies irae, dies ills 
la = day of wrath, that day, 300, i., Dies irae, dies 

4 
Lo the day of wrath, the day, 300. i,, Dies irae, dies ila Ia the day, that day of ire, 300, ii, Dies irae, dies ilin 
z) th day, the day of dooming, 300, i., Dies irae, dies 

Lo the : the Day of Life, 619, i,, Heu! Heu! mala 
mundi vita 

Lo, the day the Lord hath made, 713, ii., Mant, R. 
Lo! the desert-depths are stirred, 606, ii,, Jordanis 

L Pipe) mie of the Lo, the dim shadows night are waning, i, 
Ecc? Jam noctis tenuatar anhre eelomnaed 

le! the ocean, 1291, i, the faith which crossed 
byl ae - 

Lo, Father hears our r (tr. Calverl \e 
Andimur: almo Spirites ‘ ules i 

Lo! the firmament doth bear, $79, ii., Floods of waters 
high in air; 563, i., Immense coeli Conditor 

Lo! the Fount of earth's salvation, T77, i., Mundi salus 
affutura 

Ia, the Gentiles bend the knee, 1068, ii,, Sons of men, 
ta — from far 

I ti den light arises (Lux ecce surgit aurea), 
; tae peibon ti ey tenebrae, et a 
la, the ight is peering (Lux ecce surgit aurea 

820, ii., Nox, et tenebrae, et nubila ai » 
La, the sun is shining (Lux ecce surgit aurea), 

820, li., Nox, et tenebrie et nubila ; 
Lo! the great Herald's voice, 606, ii., Jordanis oras 

praevia 
La, thé lilies of the field, 604, i., Heber, R. 
Lo! the mid-day beam of life (Mitten wir im Leben 

sind), 721, ii,, Media vita in morte sumus 
Lo, the mighty God appearing, 442, i., Goode, W. 
Lo the Mother standeth fearful (tr, Chambers), 1083, ii., 

Stabat mater dolorosa 
Lo! the pilgrim i Leave their royal halls, 677, i., 

Linquunt tecta Magi principis urbis 
Io! the reap sent before, 606, ii., Jordants oras 

raevia 
Ia, the Sacrifice atoning, T72, i., Moultrie, G. 
Lo! the voice of Jesus, $57, ii., Evans, A. E. 
Ia, the voice of one that crieth (tr, Blew), 234, i, Cla 

Tuantis ecce vox sonans 

4U 2 
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Lo the Word from God proceedeth (Verbum Supernum 
prodiens, E Patris), 1218, i, Verbum Superoum 
prodicns, A Patre olim exiens 

Lo! the world from slumber risen, TT7, i., Mundi reno- 
vatio 

Lo! they were, and they are, and shall be, 1095, ii, 
Stone, S&. J. 

La, ‘tig the heavenly army, 288, i., Denny, Sir E. 
Lo, 6 us a child is born, 1172, ii, Turelfail, Jeannette 
Lo! unte ws a child is Lorn, 1156, i., The race that long 

in darkness pined 
Lo, upon the Altar lies (Ecce panis angelorum), 664, i., 

Lauda Sion Salvatorem 
la! what @ cloud of witnesses, 181, i., Behold what 

witnesses unseen 
La, what a glorious Corner Stone, 1240, i,, Watts, L. 
Lo, what a glorious sight appears (Watts), 1034, i, 

Scottish translations and paraphrases 
Lo, what a thrilling voice sounds forth (tr. Chambers), 

1228, ii., Vox clara ecce intonat 
Lo, what an entertaining sight, 1240, i., Watts, I. 
Lo, what the reverend prophet seers of old (tr, Cham- 

bers), 948, i., Quod chorus vatum venerandus olim 
Lo, when the Spirit of our God, 1269, i., When God of 

olf came down from heaven 
Lo, where a crowd of poerees toil, 114, i., Barbauld 

(née Alkin), Anna L. ‘ 
La, where that spotless Lamb for sin provided, 1099, i, 

Stryker, M. W. 
Lo! with Uds morning's dawning ray, 401, i., Frtth- 

morgens da die Sonn aufgeht 
Lo ye, the fitting time is this, 321, i., Ecce tempus 

idoneum 
Lo Zion droops; in vain, in vain, 1138, i., Temperance 

hymnody 
Lob, Bhr, und Preis dem hichsten Gott, 324, ii., Ein 

feate Burg ist unser Grott 
iam, Wa, Preis und Dank sei dir, $25, ii., Hiller, 

>, F. 
Lob Gott getrost mit singen, 973, i., Rob, J. 
Lob sei dem allmdchtigen Gott, 1247, ii., Weisse, M. 
Lob sei dir, treuer Gott und Vater, 725, i., Mentzer, J. 
Lob sey Gott, der den Friihling schafft, 403, i., Funk, 

G. B, 
Lob sey Gott, der den Morgen, 402, i., Funk, G. B. 
Lo uml Ehr mit stettem Dankopfer, 1248, i, 

Weisse, M. 
Lobe den Herren, den méachtigen Kinig der Ehren, 417, 

ii., German hymnody ; 791, i., Neander, J 
Lobe den Herren, o meine Seele, dis, ii,, German hym- 

nody 
Lobet den Herren, alle die .thn fiirchten (Gerhardt), 

411, i, Gerhardt, P.; 683, ii., Lobet den Herren, 
denn er ist sehr freundlich 

Lobet den Herren, denn er ist sehr freundlich ( Anon,), 
411, i., Gerbardt, P. 

keene und mehret Gottes Ruhm, 1098, i., Strauss, 
tr. vou 

Lobt ton Herrn! die Morgensonne, 886, ii., Patzke, 
8 

Lobt Gott, the Christen alle gleich, 514, i,, Herman, N. 
Lovt Gott, yr Christen allen, 443, i., Goostly Psalmes 

and Spiritualle Songes 
Lone amidst the dead and dying, 706, ii,, Lyte, H. F. 
Lonely in her yy home, 893, ii., Phillimore, G. 
lang aa 1 Live, PU bless Thy Name, 1 i, Watts, I. 
Long as I live P’'U sing the Lam), 1098, ii., Stevens, J. 
long as the darkening cloud a 959, ii., Richards, G. 
Long eve the lofty skies were s 1238, ii., Watts, L 
Long had the nations sat, 130, i., Behold the Prince of 

peace 

Long hast (hou wept and sorrowed (tr. Miss Borthwick), 
519, ii., Heusser (nee Schwelzer), Meta 

Long hath the night of sorrow reigned, 249, i,, Come, 
let us to the Lord our God 

Long have 1 heard eee sound, 1238, i., Watts, I. 
Long have [ sat beneath the sound, 1238, i., Watta, 1. 
Long have J viewed, long have I thought, $10, ii,, Norris, 

J 
Lang have | walked this dreary rent, ees N. 
Long have weheard the joyful sound, 68A, ii., Long bave 

[ sat beneath the sound 
Long have we sat beneath the sound, 684, ii,, Long have 

| sat beneath the ro u 
Long in the spirit-wo my soul had sought (tr. Miss 

Winkworth), 36,i., Albertini, J. B. 
Long of restful peace forsaken, 708, i., Mackellar, T. 
tong plunged in sorrow I resign (tr. Cowper), 476, i, 

Guyon (ne de la Mothe), Jeanne M. B, 
Long time the fallen human race (tr, Chandler), 941, i, 

Pulsum supernis sedibus 
Long unafilicted, undismayed, 837, i., O how I love 

Thy boly word 

LO INDEX. 

KL 

LOR 

Look back! be time I marked the road, 261, 1, de 
greve, is Be 

Look dinon, my + ml, on hell's domain, 983, ii. Ryunt ! 
Look down, O L wd, from heaven behold (tr. Vites Un, 

10, i., Ach ott vom Himmel, sieh darein 
down, © lord, in love un these, 138, i, Bern, 

R. A. 
we he Thy rphere of endless day, 190,i. Beye. 

Look on me Thi servant fall’n, 216, i, Cerne apes 
servulum 

Look, sinne*, look to Calvary, TH, ii, Midian. 4 
Look lo Jesus! 42s, I may, 261, i., Congreve, @. T 
Look unto Chrut, ye nations ; own, 426, i, tilery & 

God, and pri ise, and love 
cae look uj, my soul, still higher, 387, i, Brow rs 

Look up, my soil, to Christ thy joy, 1003, i, Schat, 
a ok 

Look up, my scul, with cheerful eye, 1090, i., Sel, 
Aune 

Look oP ts — 1, the industrious sun, 12H, i, Wed- 
worth, W. 

Look u me, Lord, IJ pray thee, 1057, iL, Sieh her 
ich Euren K inig 

+Look with an ese of pity down (Beddome), 832, 2. \) 
God of Zion, from Thy throuve 

Look, ye saints, the sight is glorious, 270, i, Gwe 
Him with many crowns ; 614, ii, Kelly, T 

Looking from tits vale of sadness (tr. Miss Burling: 
ham), 150, i, Blick aus diesem Erdenthale 

Looking unto Je us, 269, i., Crewdson (nee Fox\ Jane 
Loquentem ezawiivi (tr, Macgill), 556, ii, | beant wor 

voice of Jesus sa. 
Lord, a better heurt bestow, 118, i., Bathurst, W. 4 
mie Aappy child of Thine, 1233, i, Warng. 

na L. 
Lord, a Little bind and lowly, 1054, i, Shelly wt 

Jackson), Martha E. 
Lord, a Saviour’: love displaying, 499, ii., Hawkins, E 
Lord, a whole long day vy ania (Or, Miss Winkworth |, 

940, i., Puchta, C. R. H. 7 
fae oe my heart is fixed on Thee, 1004, ii., Scualling, 

Lord Almighty, God of nations, 310, ii., Dread Jeborah' 
God of nations et. 1. Ol, 7.2 

Lord, am [ Y in Thy sight, Tn 
Lord, am I Phine, entirel wi rhine ?, 281, i., Davies, 5. 
cot am I yet alive’, 1261, ii, Wesley family 

Lord and Father, great and holy, 431, ii, God and 
Father, great and holy 

Lord and Father of creation, 213, ii., SE 
Lord and God of heavenly powers, 530, 2., Holy, boiy. 

holy Lord, Ever be Thy Name adored ; 1068, o., 
Sons of God, triumphant rise . : 

it, & Thine anger gone?, 1261, ii, Wesley 
ily, The 

Lord! int me not a place with the wicked, 1110, i, 
inks beset 2 

Lord, as a family we meet, 379, i., Fletcher, 5. 
Lard, a8 Thou wilt, deal Thou with me (tr. Cronenwett), 

142, ii., Bienemann, C. 
Lord, as Thou wilt, so do with me (tr. G. Walker), 142 

ii., Bienemann, C. ; 
Lord, as Thou wilt, whilst Thou my heart (tr. Russell, 

142, ii., Bienemann, C. ca 
ioe, as to Thy dear Cross we flee, 474, ii., Gurney. 

Lord, as we put our trust in Thee, 686, i, Lord, 
Thy dear Cross we flee 

Lord, at this closing hour, 377, ii., Fitch, E T. ; 
Lord, at Thy feet we sinners lie, 196, ii, Browne, >; 

686, i., Lord, at Thy fret a sinner lies 
Lord, at Thy mercy-seat, Humbly I fall, 1904, i, Vao 

Alstyne (née Crosby), Frances J. 
Lord, at Thy mercy-seat we bow, 133, ii., Bell. ©. D. 
Lord, at Thy table I behold, 1091, ii., Stennett, J. 
im <! Thy word the constant sun, 474, ii., Gurney 

Lord ! at Whose word all life came forth (Hominis su- 

pe Conditor), 896, ii., Plasmator hominis Deas 
lord, attend us with Thy blessing, 688, ii., Lord, dir 

miss us with Thy blessing 
Lord, be my Judge ' and Thou shalt sec (Ps. axvi., Hop- 

kins), 865, i., Old Version 
Lord, be my Judge, for I have trod, 613, ii., Keble, J. 
Lord, he Fhe our Strength in weakness, 982, i, Rue 

sell, A. T. A 
Lord, be Thy Cross ‘ore our sight (tr. Miss Wink- 

worth, alt,), 853, il, O Welt, sieh bier dein Lebex 
Lord, before Thy presence come, 1119, i., Taylor, Jobo 
Lord, before Thy throne we bend, 166, i., Bowler, J. 



LOR 

Lord, behold us few and weak, 616, ii,, Kelly, T. 
Lord, behold us with Thy blessing (Buckoll), 688, i., 

Lord, dismiss us with Thy blessing ; 937, 1, ('ublic 
School bymn-beoks 

Lord, bid the ight arise, 118, i., Bathurst, W. H. 
Lord, bow Thine ear to my request (Ps. Ixxxvi., Hop- 

kins), 865, ii., Old Version 
! bring me to ign (tr. Kinchen), 472, ii, 
Griinbeck (nee Naverofeky), Esther 

Lord, by Thy word deliverance work, 363, i., Erhalt uns, 
Herr, bei deinem Wort 

Lord, cause Thy face on us to shine, 263, ii., Cotterill, T. 
Lord, cease the of wicked men (Ps, vii), 866, i., Old 

Version 
Lord Christ! I give Thee praises, 631, ii., Kolross, J. 
Lord Christ, into Thy hand, 957, 1, Rest from thy 

labour, rest ; 

Lord Christ, my Master dear, 1096, ii., Stone, 5. J. 

Lord Christ, our living Joy art Thou (tr. Blew), 1187, i., 
Tu Christe nostrum gaudium 

Lord Christ, reveal Thy holy Face (tr, Jacobi), 1281, i, 
Wilhelm of Suchse-Weimar 

Lord Christ the eternal Father's Only begotten Son, 

271, i., Cruciger (nee von Meseritz), Elisabethe 

Lord, come away, Why dost Thou stay ?, $48, i., English 

hymnody ; 1118, ii., Taylor, Jeremy 

Lord, comes this bidding strange to us?, 422, i., Gill, 

H T. HL : 
Lord, deliver, Thou canst save, 380, i,, Follen (née Cabot) 

Eliza L. 
Lord, dependent on Thy promise, 762, ii., Monsell, 

5s. 
Lord, didst Thou die, but not for me?, 272, ii., Crutten- 

den, R. ; , 

Lord, dismiss us with Thy blessing, Bid us all rt 

a re 499, i., thewker, R.; 687, ii, rd 

dismiss us with Thy blessing — . 

Lord, dismiss us with Thy blessing; Fill our hearts 

Fawcett), 263, i., Come, Thou soul-transforming 

irit; 373, i, ie ga J.; 686, ii., Lord, dismiss 
ith Thy blessing ; 

Lord, diamies aA with Thy blessing, Guide us in, 688, i., 

Lord, dismiss us with Thy blessing 
Lord, dismiss us with Thy blessing, Thanks for jer 

(Buckoll), 688, i., Lord, dismiss us with y 

blessing ; 937, L., Public School hymn-books 

sant, Se Thou Thy grace impart, 690, ii., Lord if Thou 
hy grace Impart 

Lord, dott Thow mer Thy servant bless ?, 422, i., Gill, 

T. H. . 
Lord, dost Thou say, ask what thou will, 562, i., If 

Solomon for wisdom prayed 
La the heavenly seed is sown, 793, ii., Needham, J. 

pe cpr. Thy blessing, 687, li., Lord, dis- 
miss us with Thy blessing, Fill our hearts 

Lord, ever show Thy blessed face, 1060, ii., Singleton, 
R. C. 

Lord, fill me with an humble fear, 592, i., Jesu, my 
Saviour, Brother, Friend 

Lord, for ever at Thy side (Ps. 131, Montgomery), 921, 
i,, Paalters, English : ; 

Lord, for the mercies of the night, 717, ii., Mason, J. 
Lord, for Thee I daily cry, 994, i., Sandys, G. 
Lord, for Thee my soul is thirsting (tr. R. Massie), 

667, i., Lavater, J. C. 
Lord, for Thy Name’s sake! such the plea, 257, i.. 

Conder, J. 
Lord, for Thy sercant David's sake, 482, i., God in His 

temple let us meet 
Lord, forbid that eer such error, 985, i., Sacer, GW. 
Lord, forgive me day by day, 372, ii., Father, Son, and 

Spirit, hear 3 
Lord, from out Thy glorious skies (tr. Is. Williams), 

. ii., Quae gloriceum tanta coelis evocat 
orth i Thee, what grace and glory, 421, i., Gill, 

Jaord, from these trembling souls of ours, 422, ii,, Gill, 

Lord, from this time we ery to Thee, 381, ii., Ford, C, L. 
Lord, from Thy unexhausted store (Ps. Ixv.), 800, ii., 

New Version 
Lard, from Whom all blessings flow, 372, i., Father, Son, 

and Spirit, hear 
Lard, give me light to do Thy work, 162, i., Bonar, H. 
Lord, give Thy judgments to the King (Ps. Ixxii., Hop- 

kins), 865, ii,, Od Version 
Lord, give us of that fervent love, 1060, ii., Singleton, 

Lord, go with us, and we go, 270, i., Crosswell, W. 
Lord, go with us, orunt tle blessing, 688, ii,, Lord, 
ss oe = oe Thy blessing 1277, i 

r Almighty, Everlasting Futher, + % Whiting, Wn 
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pre see Almighty, Who hearest all, 1173, ii,, Thring, 

make a, d Whom all change is wrought, 442, ii., 

Lord God, in Thee confiding, 771, i., Moule, H. 
Lord God my Saviour, day and night (Ps. 88, J. C. 

Hare), 924, i., Psal English 
Lord tod, now open wide Thy heaven, 624, ii,, Kiel, T. 
Lord God of ss love, 468, ii., Gregory, J. G. 
Lard God of health, the Hope and Stay (Va, Ixxxvili., 

Hopkins), 865, ii., Old Version 
lard (od c=. to Thee we raise (tr. Anderson, 1847), 

1134, i., Te Deum landamus 
Lord God of might, in reverence lawly (tr. Mrs. Find- 

later, alt,), $44, 1., O Majestat! wir fallen wieder 
Lave (ant of morning and of night, 876, ii, Palgrave, 

Lord God of my salvation, 706, ii., Lyte, H. F. 
Lord God of old, Whe wentest, 422, ii., Gill, T. H. 
Lard God of our salvation, 1186, i., Tritton, J. 
lord, God, (mnipotent, 1064, fi., Smith, W. C. 
Lord God, the Holy Spirit, come, 682, i., Komm heiliger 

Geist, Herre Gott 
lard — the Strength and Stay of all, 1181, ii,, Toke, 

ma 
lord God, Thee praise do we, 1184, i, Te Deum 

laudamus 
Lard ted, Thy face and word of grace, 886, i,, O Herre 

Gott, dein guttlich Wort 
Lord God, Thy praise we sing, Lord God (tr, R. Massie), 

1134, i., i Deum laudamus 
lord God, Thy praise we sing, To Thee (tr. in the 

Moray, H. B., 1789), 1132, ii., Te Dewm laudamus 
Lord God, to Thee we pray, 439, ii,, God save the King, 

642, i., Hull, W. W. 
Lord God, to Thee we raise, 1134, 1, Te Deum laudamos 
Lord tod, we all give praise to Thee, 293, ii., Dichuus 

ates tibi, suimme rerum 
God, we epinny 4 Thee, 386, ii,, Franck, J. 

lard God, what do I see and hear, 456, i,, Great God, 
what do I see and hear 

sei —< what records uf Thy love, 768, i., Monsell, 

i aga a@ new-born heart to me, 799, i., Neuse, 
mA 

Lord, grant Thy servants grace (tr, in the Moray. H. B., 
1801), 883, ii,, O Gott, du frommer Gott 

1 ~~ Spirit's mighty power, 645, i., Hur- 
teh, C. R, 

lord, hast Thou made me know Thy ways ?, 373, ii, 
‘aweelt, J.; 490, ii., Hark the voice of love and 

mercy | 
Lord have mercy, Pity take, 678, ii., Litanies 
lord, have mercy! Christ hare mercy! 635, i., Kyrie 

eleison 
Lord, have mercy when we pray, 689, i, Lord, bave 

mercy when we strive . 
va eral me, grant my sorrows boon, 233, ii., Churton, 

Lord, hear my cry, regard my prayer (Ps. Ixi.), 800, ii., 
New Version 

sea gd my prayer, and let my cry, 688, i., Kennedy, 

Lord, hear my prayer and my complaint (Ps, exliv.), 
866, i., Old Version ” c ) 

Lord, hear my prayer, and tomy cry (Ps. exliii,), 801, i., 
New Version 

Lord, hear my prayer, bow down Thine ear, 572, i, 
Irons, J. W. 

Jord, hear my prayer, hark the plaint (Ps. exlili., Nor- 
ton), 866, i., Old Version 

Lord, hear my suppliant prayer, 233, ii., Churton, EB. 
Lovd, hear the voice af my complaint, Accept my secret— 

st. ii, Thou in morn (Ps. v.), 800, i., New Ver- 
sion 

lard, hear the voice of my complaint, Accept my secret 
—st. li, Thou in the dawn, 233, ii., Cherton’ Ie 

Lord, hear the voice of my complaint, To my request 
(Ps. Ixiv.), 800, ii,, New Version 

lard, hear the voice of my complaint, To Thee J now (tr. 
Miss Winkworth), $1, ii., Agricola, J. 

Lord, hear the voice of my request (I's, xxvii), 865, i., 
Old Version ont... 3 

Lord, hear Thy people uv , i, Gregory, J. G. 
lord, help us as we Gar, 1116, ii., Taylor, Ann and 

Jane 
Lord, help us as we sing, 106A, i., Shelly (mre Jackson), 

Martha EK. 
Lord, help us on Thy word to feed, 493, i., Hart, 7. 
Lord, how delightful 'tis to see (Watts), 221, i, Chil- 

dren's hymns ; 1239, ii., Watts, I. 

Lord, how divine Thy comforts are, 1238, i., Watts, 1. 
| Lord, hw fast the minutes fly. 876, ii., Palgrave, b dee 
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Lard, how long, how long shall I, 827, i., 0 disclose Thy 
lovely face 

Lord, how oft I have offended, 386, ii., Franck, J. 
Lord, how secure my conscience was, 1238, i., Watts, I. 
kord, how shall I be meeting, 1280, iL, Wie soll ich dich 

enphage! 
Lard, how lI receive Thee (tr. R. Massie), 1280, i, 

Wie soll ich dich empfangen ? 
Lord, how the troudlers of my peace, 1176, ii., Thy 

romise, Lord, 18 perfect peace 
I address Thy heavenly throne, 1065, ii., So new- 

born babes desire the breast 
oar: ladore Thy gracious will, 1264, i., Wesley family, | 

he 
Lord, [ am come, Thy promise is my plea (J. Newton), 

76, ii., Approach, my soul, the mercy seat 
Lord, Iam not lofty-minded, 622, i., Kennedy, B. H. 
Lord, jam Thine; but Thou wilt prove, 368, ii., Father 

soul defend 
hine, entirely Thine, 281, i., Davies, 5. 

of all, m 
Lord, Iam 
Lord, Iam vile, conceived in sin, 1055, i., Shew pity, | 

Lord; O Lord, forgive 
Lord, J ascribe it to Thy grace, 1239, ii., Watts, I. 
Lord, I believe Thou wilt forgive, 1265, ii, Wesley 

family, The 
atic believe Thy every word, 1261, ii., Wesley family, 

Lord, I believe Thy mercy’s power, 1264, i., Wesley 
family, The 

site Sansome Thy power I own, 1295, i, Wreford, 

Lord, I beliewe Thy tous blood (tr. J, Wesley), 130, 
ii., Christi Blut und Gerechtigkeit 

Lord, I believe Thy work of grace, 1261, ii., Wesley 
family, The 
I believe were sinners more (tr. J. Wesley), 130, 

ii., Christi Blut und Gerechtigkelt 
Lord, I cannot let Thee go, i, Newton, J. 
Lord, I cannot seek Thee, 2428, li,, Coles, V.S, S. 
Lard, { come, Thy grace adoring, 1006, i., Scheffler, J. 
Lord, I daily call on Thee, 922, ii., Pealters, English 
Lord, I delight in Thee, 983, ii., 7 Sara J 
Lord, I delight to find reg ome , i, Goode, W. 
fore? despair myse'f to heal, 1261, i., Wesley family, 

he 
Lord, I feel a carnal mind, 1183, i., i ages A. M. 
Lord, I have called on Thee ; for Thou (V's. 17, Churton), 

283, ii., Churton, E. 
Lord, I have found it good for me, 1240, i., Watts, L. 
Lord, I have sinned, but 0 forgive, 706, ii., Lyte, H. F. 
Lord, I have sinned, but pardon me, §14, ii., Hernaman 

(nee Ibotson), Clandia F. 
l, I have — in Thy name (tr. H. Mills), 965, 
1, 

Lord, I know Thy grace is nigh me, 404, i., Ganse, H. D. 
Lord, I lift my soul to Thee, 622, i., Kennedy, B, H. 
Lord, I look to Thee for all, 706, ii., Lyte. H. F. 
Lard, | never will deny Thee, 491, ii., Harland, E. 
Lord, I read of tenler mercy, 1190, i., Tymins, T. V. 
Lord, I thank Thee for Thy yrace, 283, i., De Courcy, R. 
lard, I to Thee commit my way, 563, i., Immortal 

spirit! wake, arise 
Lord, I was blind, / could not see, 719, ii., Matson, W. T. 
Lard, I will bless Thee all my days, 1240, i., Watts, L. 
Lord, I would come to Thee, 495, i,, Hastings, T. 
Lord, I would dwell with Thee, 1081, ii., Spurgeon, C. H. 
Lord, I would count cach moment Thine, 89, i, At 

length this restless heart is still : 
sags F I — stand with thoughtful eye, 706, ii., 

Lord, 1 would still and patient be, 628, ii., Knapp, A. 
lard, I would own Thy tender care, 1117, i, Fay tor, 

Ann and Jane 
i. if at Thy command, 1265, ii., Wesley family, 

he 
a, gg sleepeth, he shall sure do well, 789, ii., Neale, 

Lord, if on earth the thought of Thee, 483, i., Hammond, | 
W.; 685, i., Long have I sought for happiness 

Lord, tf our dwelling-place Thou art, 422, ii., Gill, T. H. 
Lord, if our land be great and free, 1097, i., Stowell, H. 
Lard, f Thou Thy grace impart (Ps. 131, C. Wesley), 

921, i., Psalters, English 
Lord, in ceaseless contemplation, 1275, i., While my 

Jesus I'm possessing 
— ” heaven, Thy dwelling-place, 167, i., Bowring, 

air J. 

Lard, in humble, sweet sulrmission, 279, i., Daniel, R. T. 
Lord es and mercy save us, 1108, ii., Symington, 

Lord, ‘in. mercy grant us peace (Verleih uns Frieden 
gnlidiglich), 276, i., Da pacem, Domine 

Lord, in mine agony of pain, 529, ii., Holme, T. 
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Lord! in the fulness of my might, 1288, ii, With & 
| I would not make abode 
Lard, in the holy a 526, i., Hincks, T 
lard, in the morning u shalt hear, 1240,i,Wenl 
Lard, in the morning when we rise, 289, ii., Des Meer 

wenn ich frtth aufsteb 
— the strength of grace, 1964, i., Wesley famty, 

Lord, in the temple of Thy grace, 1090, i., Steele, Ane 
have, So ie meee a of the night, 186, i, Brown-Ber). 

wick, R. 
| Lord, in Thee I place my trust, 585, i., Jesu, deine tet 

Wunden 
| Lord, in these dark and dismal days, 317.1, T 
| Lord, in these days of humblest prayer, 816, i, Now x 
| the days of humblest prayer 
| Lord in this awful fight with sin, 422, ii,, Gill, TB 
Lord, in this blest and hallowed hour, HA, iL, Far re 

my thoughts, vain world, rt 
Lord, in this dark and stormy day, 1097, i. Sowdl, # 
Lord, in this sacred hour, 191, ii., Bulfinch, 4. 
Lord, in this, Thy mercy's day, 1283, ii, Willams, b. 

| Lord, in Thy mercy and Thy thee har uns Friewes 
npigitch), 276, i., Da pacem, 

_ Lord, in Thy mercy hear our cry, 1097, i., Stowell, H. 
Lord, in Thy Name we spread the sail, 195, 1., Barges. 
Lord, in Thy Thou dost dwell, 422, ii., (ill, T. H 
lard, in Thy sacred hour, 191, ii., Bulfinch, 5. 6 
Lord, in Thy truth Thy church delights, 1274, i, Wee 

for Thy saints who poured abroad ; 
in Thy wrath reprove me not (Ps, vi., Sembol, 

» i, Old Version 
| as Thy wrath Thou thinkeat yet, §72, i, low, 

Lord in Whom I live and move, 623, i., K BH 
Lord, in Whose eternal counsels, 248, ii., Coles, V5» 
Lord, incline my wandering heart, 183, i., Beddome, ! 
Lord, is it finished? God of grace, 1161, i, To ¥tem 

but Thee, O God of grace 
lord, it belongs not to my care, 1168, ii, Baxter, 

783, ii., My whole, though broken beart, 0 Lont 
Lord, it is not for us to care, 783, ii., My whole, thougs 

broken heart, 0 Lord 
Lord, it is not life to live, 483, ii., Happiness, thee 

* lovely name 
Lord, it is sweet to rest, 468, ii., @ 4G. 
Lord Jesu, blessed Prince of Peace, $19, ii., Ebert, 
Lord Jesu, by Thy passion, 680, i., Littledale, RF. 
Lord Jesu Christ, I cry to Thee (tr. Russell), 3, 0, 

Agricola, J. , 
| Lord Jesu Christ, our Lord most dear (tr, Miss Wint- 

worth, alt.), 607, i., Heinrich of Laufeaburg 
Lord Jesu Christ, the living bread, 965, ii., Rist, J. 
Lord Jesu Christ, the Prince of Peace, 319, ii., Ebert J. 
lard Jesu Christ! Th ious Mood Brings toy 

soul (tr. Russell), tet, 3. Olesrius, Jobanpes 
Lord Jesu Christ, with us alride, Por round us fall (t. 

Miss Winkworth), 1040, i., Selnecker, N. 
Lord Jesu Christ, with us abide, ‘Tis now (tr, Backoll\ 

1040, ii., Selnecker, N. 
Lord Jesu, fountain of my life, 127, i., Hehm, M. 
Lord Jesu, God and Man, 691, i., Lord Jesus, God snd 

} an 
Lard Jesu! may Thy grief and pain (tr. Russell), 83, 
| ii., Clsusuiions. = ‘ = s 
| Lord Jesu, think on me, 919, i., Chatfield, A. W.: 47, 

ii., Greek hymnody ; 760, ii., Mreo Xpicré 
Lord Jesu! Thou my life's true Health (tr. Buckel.\, 

798, i., Neumeister, E. 
Lord Jesu, to our prayer attend (tr. Russell), 1281,i, 

Wilbelm of Sachse-Weimar 
Lord Jesu, Who with holy rest (Der du Hert Jesu, Rub 

und Rast), 1187, i., Tu qui velatus facie : 
Lord Jesus, are we one with Thee ?, 285, ii, Deck, J. 
Lord soon, as Thou wilt, 723, ii., Mein Jesu, wle da 

willt 

as by Thy precious blood, 468, ii. Gregery. 
« 

Lard Jesus! can it ever be, 695, ii, Jesus, and shall |t 
ever be = 

Lord Jesus Christ, be present none! 1981, i, Wilhelm of 
Sachse-Weimar : 

Lord Jesus Christ, in mercy bend, 1281, i., Wilbelm of 
“achse-W eimar 

fot me Christ, most holy, 1903, ii., Zinsendor!, 
*. lL. Von 

Lord Jesus Christ, in Thee alone, 1015, i., , J. 
Lord Jesus Christ, my faith ful Shepherd, hear (tr. Miss 

Winkworth), 505, ii, Heermanu, J. 
Lord Jesus. Christ, my life and light, 289, i, Des Mer 

gens wenn ich frilh aufsteh rik 
lard Jesus Christ, my Life, my Light (tr, Miss Wiak- 

Behm, M. | worth), 127, i, 
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dovd Jesus Christ, my soul's desive (tr. Ker), 127, i, 
Bebm, M. 

(tr, in the Supp. Lord Je-ws Chriect, my sovereign 
to Ger, Pel, 1765, recast), i., Ringwaldt, B, 

tlls), 798, i., Lovd Jesus Christ, my spirit’s Health (tr, 
Nrumeisier, BE. 

ford Jesus Christ, now towards us bend, 1281, iL, Wil 
Bae of erg P obey ore y » 

Lord Jesus Christ, Gum highest tr, F, WY 
962, i; Ringwald, B. vm alibe 

Lord Jesus Christ, Thy blessed blood (tr, Miss Maning- 
ton), 867, i., Olearius, Johannes 

Lard Jesus Chi iat ! hy precious blood Is to my soul (tr, 
Schuette), 867 L., Ulearius, Johannes 

Lord Jesus Christ! to Thee we pray, From us, 598, i,, 
Jesus Christus, nustra salos 

Lord Jesus Christ, true Man and God, Thou Who (tr. 
Cronenwett), 319, i., Eber, P. 

Lord Jesus Christ, true Man and God, Who borest (tr. 
Miss Winkworth), 319, i., Eber, P. 

Lard Jesus Christ, true Man and God, Who hast (tr. 
E. Massie), 319, i., Eber, 1’, 

Lord Jesus Christ, we come to Thee, 1248, i, Wel-se, M. 
ford Jesus Christ! we thank Thee now, 1041, i, Sel- 

necker, N. 
dard Jesus! come; for here, 716, ii., Martineau, Harriet 
Lord Jesus, God of grace and love, §29, ii., Holme, J. 
Lord Jesus, hide Thy people, 135, i., Bennett, H. 
agi bh aid ea ta 1304, ii., Zinzendorf, N. 

s Vou 

Lord Jesus, in Thy name alone, 802, i., Peters (née 
_ Bowly), M 

Lord Jesus, +s Thy table spread ?, 778, i., My God, and 
bs Thy table spread? 

Lard Jesus let Thy — ones pe, & Swaine, E. ~ 
Lord Jesus, may | constantly, , di, Morgens wenn 

ich frth aufsteh 
Lard Jesus, sanctify Thou me (Die Seele Christi), 70, ii., 

Anima Christi sanctifica me 
Lord Jesus, save! 734, i., Midlane, A. 
om eee, Shepherd of mankind, 256, i., Conder, G. 

Lord Jesus, since the faith of Thee (tr. Darling), 587, ii., 
Jesu dulcis memoria 

Lord Jesus! Sun of graces, 446, i., Gotter, L. A. 
Lord Jesus, taken from Thy servant's sight (Darting. 

260, ii., Darling, T.; 691, i, Lord Jesus, 
what sweetness and delights 

lord Jesus, think on me (tr. Chatfield), 1109, i, 
Synesius. see also Lord Jesu, think 

Lord Jesus, Thou art truly good, 625, i., Kinner, 8. 
Lord Jesus, Thy atonement, 1301, ii., Zinzendorf, C, BR. 

vou 
Jord Jesus, turn to us, and down, 1281, i., Wilhelm of 

Sachse- Weimar : 
Lord Jesus, we are one with Thee, 285, ii., Deck, J. G. 
Lord Jesus, we believing, 1184, i., Tregelles, S. P. 
Lord Jesus, we pray, 545, i., Hurditch, C. K. 
a when Thou wouldst appear, 491, ii., Har- 

Lord Jesus, when we stand afar, $40, ii., How, W. W. 
Lord Jesus, Who before Thy (tr. in the Morav, 

H. &., Suppl. 1#08), 951, i., Rambach, J. J. 
Lord Jesus, Who our souls to save (Der du Herr Jesu, 

Rub und Rast), 1187, i, Tu qui velatus facie 
a Who s come with power, 789, ii., Neale, 

Lord Jesus, who that very night, 1304, ii., Zinzendorf, 
von 

Lord Jesus with Thy children stay, 1040, i, Selnecker, N. 
Lord keep me, for I trust in Thee And do confess in- 

deed (P's. xvi,, Sterntwid), 865, i., Old Version 
Lord, keep me, for I trust in Thee, Be Thou my Guard 

ie eh, 2 ' ep us y in + Erhalt uns, 
Herr, bei deinem Wort 

Lard, re us in Thy word and work, Kestrain, 353, ii., 
Erhbalt uns, Herr, bei deinem Wort 

Lord, us steadfast in Thy word, 353, i., Erhalt 
ons, Herr, bei deinem Wort 
a the way the Saviour went, 270, i., Crosswell, 

Lord, let me calmly wait, $96, i., Jesus, bestow the 
iw eT 

tard, let me knee mine (my) end (Ps, 39, Mon \ eA, i. Mo wo; Gal. i Paalters, Snglil. 
Jord, let me know my term of days (Ps. xxxix.), 800, i., 

Sal et ree be con foundit, 955, i., Relsaxner, me never be con foundit, . A. 
aren not be put to shame (Ps. xxxi.), 865, iL, 

ersion 
tone, tt me prey, I know not how, 962, ii,, Rawson, 
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Lord, let my prayer like incense rise, 764, i., Mout 

Lael SES seth sige ena ift- uncits 
i), (ae, ii., riste | mihi labra summo, tr, 

Sanctorum caput atque custos 
Lard, let the love in ws abownd, 683, i,, Kennedy, B. H. 
Lord, let Thy bitter passion, 419, li., Gesenius, J. 
Lord, let Thy blest angelic bands (tr. Jacobi, st. ili.), 

1004, ii., Schalling, M. 
i let Thy flames of holy charity, 1118, ii., Taylor, 

eremy 
Lord, lel Thy just decrees the King (Ps. 1xxii.), 800, ii., 

Lord, ‘let ‘_ people be Miss Fry), 96, ii. y (tr. » Aus 
tiefer Noth schreé ich zu dir 

Lord, let Thy saving mercy heal, 1075, i., Spirit of 
holiness, look down 

Lord, let Thy servant now depart, 760, i., Mit Fried 
und Freud ich fahr dahin 

Lord, let Thy servant now depart Into Thu promised 
rest, 801, i., New Version; 823, i., Nunc dumistis 

Lord! let Thy Spirit holy (Nuncius mitt labra 
sumo, tr. Macgill), 229, ii., ! Sanctorum 
caput atque custos 

i99, ti, tolhi labra summo, tr. Macgill), » ii, 
Sanctorum t atque custos 

Lord, let Thy work be done, 642, i., Hull, W. W. 
ie, let us learn Thy yoke to wear, 268, ii., Cotterill, 

Lard, lift my heart to Thee at morn, 613, ii., Keble, J. 
Lord, like a publican J stand, 949, i., Raffles, T. 
Lard, look on all assembled here, 492, ii,, 493, i., Hart, J. 
Lard, look upon a little child, 191, ii., Buckworth, J, 
aad — my conversation chaste, 1061, ii., Spurgeon, 

lord, make my t still (tr. Miss Warner), 798, i., 
Neumeister, 

Lard, make us know how frail, 696, i., Lord, what a 
feeble piece 

Lord may f live to Thee by faith, 1908, ii., Zinzendorf, 
N. L. von 
may our souls Thy grace adore, 689, i., Lord, how 

shall wretched sinners dare 
Lord, may the inward grace abound, 873, ii., Osler, KE. 
Lord, may the spirit of this feast, 1058, i, Sigourney 

(nee Huntie Ly a 
Lord, may we pig anzious care, 788, ii., My whole, 

thong broken heart, O Lord 
Lord, may we love Thee, not tecause, 826, ii., O Deus, 

ego amo Te, Nec amo Je ut salves me 
ae we never, sare to One, 1894, i., Wordsworth, 

Lord most holy, God most mighty, 236, i., Clarke, S. C. 
Lord, must I die? O let me die, 661, ii,, Lf I must die, 

O let me die 
Lord my God, I long to know, 1177, ii., "Tis a point I 

long to know 
Lord, my God, in Thee I trust, 706, ii,, Lyte, H. P. 
Lord, my heart is with the lowly (Ps. 131, Churton), 

233, ii., Churton, E.; 921, ii., Psalters, English 
Lord, my house of clay, 525, ii., Hiller, P. F. 
Lord, my hope in Thee abideth, 982, i,, Russell, A. T. 
Lord, my Rock, J cry to Thee, 682, i., Kennedy, B. H. 
lard, my Rock, to Thee I ory, 233, ii., Churton, E. 
Lord, my —_ to igs Ed pray, 7, a Merrick, J. 
Lord, my times are in y hands, A sanguine, 

282, i., Day by day the — fell ed 
Lord, my trust Irepose om Thee, 1204, ii, Van Alstyne 

(nee Crosby), Frances J, 
Lord, my weak thought in vain would climb, 877, ii., 

Palme’ . 

briste ! 

r, HK. 
Lord, none to Thee may be compared (tr. Miss Bur- 

lingham), 268, i., Cramer, J. A. 
Lard, not to us, we claim no share (Ps. cxv.), 801, ; 

New Version 
Lord, not with (by) poor and paltry gifts, 1294, i., 

Wordsworth, ©, 
lard, now let Thy servant, 127, ii,, Bebme, D, 
Lard, now my journey’s just begun, 819, i., Now that 

my Journey's just begun 
Lord, now my sleep does me forsake, 620, i., Ken, T. 
Lord, now the time returns, 348, ii,, English hymnody 
lard, now we part in Thy blest Name, 818, ii,, Now, 

L rd, we in Thy great Name 
ford of all being, throned afar, 530, i,, Holmes, 0. W. 
Lord of atl power and might, 1181, ii, Toke, Emma 
Lord of = mer and might, Father of love, 1097, i., 

Stowell, H. 
Lord of all power and might, Mankind redeemed (tr. 
Kh 2 969, is sex onal die —— 

Lord of aul rand might, Uf every good Giver, 
i, Kennedy, B. rid - 
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Lord.of all power! at whose command, 711, i,, Magnae 
Deus potentiae 

Lord of all, Thy creatures see, 447, ii., Graces 
Lord of all, Thy glory veiling, T77, i., Mundi salus qui 

nasceris 
Lord of all, Thy word divine, 701, i., Lucis Creator 

optime 
Lord of all worlds, incline Thy gracious [bounteous) ear, 

gh i., rh rT: iii tes 
lord of angels, pure and holy, + di, Brigg. : 
Lord of earth, and air, and sea, 1265,1,, Wesley family, 

The 
Lord of eternal purity (Rom. Brev. text, tr. Caswall), 

241, i., Coeli Deus sanctissime 
Lord of eternal sanctity (tr. Caswall), 54, i., Almum 

flamen, vita mundi 
Lord of eternal truth and might (tr, Caswall), 968, ii,, 

Rector potens, verax Deus 
Lord of every time and place, 167, i., Bowring, Sir J. 
Lord of glory and salvation, 1292, iL, Woodd, B. 
twrd of glory, God's dear Son, Let this thing (tr. R. 

Massie), 628, ii., Knapp, A. 
Lard of glory, throned on high, 138, i., Bertram, R. A. 
Lard of glory, Who hast bought us, 38, i., Alderson 

(nee fiykes), Eliza 8, 
Lord of heaven ani earth, defend us, 1138, i., Temper- 

ance bymnody 
Lord of heaven, Whose faithful love, 772, i., Moultrie, G. 
Lord of hosts, how bright, how fair, 691, ii., Lord of 

hosts, how lovely fair: 1188, i., Turner, D. 
Lord of hosts, hino lovely fair, 1188, i., Turner, D. 
Lord of Hosts! how s Trender, 445, i., Gotter, L. A. 
Lord of hosts, our God and Lord, 1265, i, Wesley 

family, The 
Lord of immensity sublime, 563, i., Immense coeli 

Conditor 
Lord, of life the Guard and Giver, 528, ii., Hogg, J. 
Lord of light, and Fount of love, 1094, ii., Stock, Sarah 

ur. 

Lord of light and life, 1181, ii, Toke, Emma 
Lord of Hight, this day our (Guardian be, 606, i., Jones, 

S. F. 
Lord of love! as deep and free, 1171, ii., Three in One, 

and One in Three 
Lord of love, Whose words have taught us, 1037, i., 

Sedgwick, J. 
Lord of majesty and might, 1176, i., Thrupp, J. F. 
Lord of mercy and of might, 677, ii., Litanies 
Lord of mercy, just and kind, 442, i., Goode, W. 
Lord of my Lif , Length of my days, 717, ii,, Mason, J. 
Lord hve hearts, beloved of Thee, 288, i., Denny, 

Sir 
ford of our life, and God of our salvation (tr, P. 

Pusey), 699, i.. Lowenstern, M. A. von 
Lord of our life, Whose tender care, 692, i., Lord of my 

life, Whose tender care 
Lord of our soul's salvation, 1096, i, Stone, 8. J. 
Lord of Power, Lord of Might, 1178, ii., Thring, G. 
Lord of the Church, we humbly pray, 861, ii., O Thou 

Who at Thy creature’s bar 
Lord of the frost-bound winter, 716, ii, Martin, H. A, 
Lord of the golden day, 149, ii,, Blew, W. J. 
Lord of the Gospel harvest, send, 1265, ii, Wesley 

family, The 
Lord of the harvest, bend thine ear, 495, i,, Hastings, T. 
Lord of the harvest, hear, 1261, i., Wesley family, The 
Lard of the harvest, hear us now, 141, ii., Bickersteth, E. 
Lord of the harvest, once again, 72, ii., Anstice, J.; 

448, i., Graces 
lard of the harvest, it is right and meet, 1096, ii., 

1 ii., Stone, S. J. 
lord of the harvest, Thee we hail, 474, ii., Gurney, 

J, H.; 686, ii., Lord at Thy word the constant sun 
lord of the hearts of men, 1403, ii., Supreme Motor 

cordium 
Lord of the living harvest, 762, ii., Monsell, J. S. B, 
Lord of the lofty and the low, 100, i., Aveling, T. W. B. 
Lord of the new creation, 236, i., Clarke, 5, C. 
eh realms above, Our Prophet, 706, ii., Lyte, 

Lord of the Sabbath, hear our vows, 350, ii., English 
hymmnody 

Lord of the Sabbath, hear us pray, 693, i,, Lord of the 
Sabbath, bear our vows 

Jord of the Sabbath, Thee we praise, 1153, ii., The Lord 
of Sabbath let us praise 

Jord of the Sabbath, "tis Thy day, 268, ii., Cotterill, T. 
Lord of the sea! afar from land, 263, i., Coster, G. T. 
lard of the souland its Light, 318, i., East, J, 
Lord, of the souls above, ii., Saviour of sinful men 
Lord of the star-encircled globe, 291, i., Deus Creator 

ompiam Polique rector 
Lord of the vast creation, 192, ii,, Bulmer, J. 
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Lord of the wide, extensive main, 683, i., Len! of 
wide-extended main 

Lord of the world, our Strength and Say, Wi a 
sal vator mundi Domine 

Lord of the world, Who hast preserved, 988. 3. Selmer 
mund: Domine 

Lord of the worlds above, 424, i., Give land wn & 
ork Pag ii,, Old Version; 920, ii, Paten 

Lord of the worlds below, 389, ii., Freeman, J 
Lord of the world's majestic frame, $83, ii, Jers | 
Lard, of Thy mercy, hear our cry, 1181, ii, Toke, bem 
Lord, of Thy wondrous love, 960. ii,, Rambect, |. | 
lord of unbounded space (tr. Blew), 563, i. Lom 

coeli Conditor 
Lord of unbounded space (tr. Newman), 563, i. le 

mense coeli Conditor 
Lord, on earth I dwell in pain, 798, iL, Neuman, ¢. 
Lord, on earth I dwell sad-hearted, 795, i, Neuman. 
Lord, on the soul’s enduring worth (tr, H. Mills\ 

i,, Diterich, J. S. 
Lord, on Thy day, within Thy holy dwellings, WF ot 

Stowell, T. A. 
Lord, on Thy returning day, 705, ii., Lynch, T 1 
Lord, once more we sing Thy praises, $75, i, Sector 
Lord, once our faith in man wo fear could move, 4.1. 

Johnson, 5. 
Lard, open Thou my heart to hear, And by Thy Worl » 

me draw near (tr. Loy), Olearius, Johanne: 
Lard our Gad, in reverence lowly (tr. Mrs. Pinder, 

644, i., O Majestit! wir fallen nieder 
Lae sad od, Thy wondrous grace, 468, i. Gree. 

Lord our God, to whom is given (tr. W. F. Sevens, 
844, i., O Majestit, wir fallen nieder 

Lord, our High Priest and Saviour, 1302, i, 2me- 
dorf, N. L. von 

Lord, our times are in Thy hands, All my merges, 
282, i.. Day by day the manna fell 

Lord, our waiting spirits bow, TA, t., Midlane, 4 
Lord over all, if Thou hast made, 12963, ii, Woy 

family, The 
Lord over all, sent to fulfil (tr. J. Wesley), 388. 3. 

Freylinghausen, J. A. 
aa ce my cause aqua my foes (Ps, 1x19, Bee 

kins), 866, ii., Old Version 
Lord, pour Thy spirit from on high, 902, i, Pour ont 

Thy spirit from on high 
Lord, prepare the hearts of sinners, TA, i, Midiane. A. 
Lord, prevent, us with Thy blessing, 688, b., Low 

dism ea us with Thy blessing, Fill our bears 
Lord, raise in me a constant flame (tr. Jacobl), 505. 0. 

Heermann, J. ; 
Lord, vefresh us with Thy blessing, 687, i. lov, 

dismiss us with Tay blessing, Fill our bearts 
Lord, regard my earnest cry, 1261, ii, Wesley family, 

The 
Lord, remove the veil away, 626, i., Klopstock. F. 4. 
Lord save! and keep us ri 635, i. Kyrie eleton 
Lord, save me for Thy glorious Name (!'s liv. \, 800, a, 

New Version ae 
Lord, save me from the evil man (Ps. cxl., Nome, 

866, i., Old Version 2% 
Lord, save ae Sue the foeman's wrath, 622, i, hro- 

nedy, B. H. ; 
Lord Saviour Christ, my sovereign good (tr. in the 

Suppl, to Ger, Psal., 1765), Ringwaldt, B. 
Lord, see how swelling crowds arise, 1060, ii, Single 

R. ¢, 
Lord, see what of sorrow rise, 1082, i., Stenneti. *- 
Lord, send forth Thy mighty word, 353, i, Hrbalt ot. 

Herr, ber deinem Wort a1. t., Davis. T 
Lord, send Thy Spirit from abore, 281, 0. : 
Lord, send Thy word, and let it ply, 458, ii, Gres! Gee, 

the nations of the earth Bands 8 
Lord, shall Thy children come to Thee, 526. ii.. B ry 
Lord, shed a beam of heavenly day, 493, ii, ood # 
Lord, shed Thy glory as of old, 118, i., Bathurst, a 
Lord, paad Fay grace on every heart, 141, i, Be 

th, F. ; 
Lord, should rising whirlwinds tear, 904. i, Praise 

God, immortal praise "i 
Lord, should we leave Thy hallowed feet, 308, ii. Darr 

G. W. ads. 198, ¢ 
Lord, solemnize our trifling minds, » Bardes, 
Lord, speak to me, that I may speak, 496, ii., Havre. 

Frances R.; 749, i., Missions Beare 
Lord, subdue our selfish will, 595, i., Jes. 

monious Name : Chriae 
Lord, Sun of our salvation, pour, 676, i.. Jam 

80] justitiae é 
Lord: take my heart and let it be, $56, fin | tic 

Thou wounded Lamb of God 
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mie ig sinful, worthless heart, 1908, ii,, Zinven- 
ort, » lL. von 

Lord, teach a little child lo pray, And then accept my 
— (Jane Taylor, alt.), 694, ii., Lord, teach a 
ittle child to pray, Thy grace betimes; 842, i., O 
Lord, wilt Thou teac me to pray 

Lord, teach « little child to pray, Thy grace betimes 
(Rylend), 983, ii., ong J. 

Lord, teach a vinful child to pray (Jane Taylor), 641, 
ii., O Lord, wilt Thou teach me to pray 

Lord, teach me to adore Thy Name, 1269, ii., When 1 
survey life's varied scene 

tard, teach us how to pray aright (Montgomery), 907, 
i., Prayer is the soul's sincere desire; 1267, i., What 
shall we ask of God in prayer? 

Lord, Thee J love with all my heart (tr. R. Massie), 1004, 
it., Schalling, M. 

Lord! there is a throne of grace, 239, ii,, Cobbin, 1. 
Lord, Thine ancient people see, 491, ii., Harland, E. 
Lord, Thine apostle asked of old, 1066, i., Soden, A. J. 
Lord, Thine image Thou hast lent me, 674, i., Liebe die 

du wich zum Bilde 
Lord, Thine omniscience I adore, 269, i., Cronenwett, E. 
Lord, this day Thy children meet, 540, ii., How, W. W. 
Lord, Thou art good ; all nature shows, 186, ii,, Browne, 

Ss. 
Lord, Thou art my Rock of strength (tr. Miss Wink 

worth, alt.), 389, ii., Francke, A. H. 
Lord, Thou didst love Jerusalem, 1231, i, Walker (née 

. Peck), Mary J. 
Lird, Thou dost abhor the proud, 1264, ti., Williams, Is. 
Lord, Thou hast been our dwelling place, 422, ii., Gill, 

T. HL 
Lord, Thou hast been Thy children’s God, 1089, ii, 

Steele, Anne 
Lord, Thou hast bid Thy pray, 1068, ii., Sovereign 

tnx; 1 i, Wesley family, ——_ Whose will 

Lord, Thow hast bid us labour, bid us toil (tr. Mise 
Warner), 961, i., Rambach, J. J. 

pie > ag called Thy grace to mind, 1240, i, 
atts, I. 

lard, Thou hast formed my every part (Ps. 139, R. A. 
Scott), 925, ii., Psalters, English 

L Thou hast given Thy faithful word (tr, Miss 
96, ii., Aus tiefer Noth schrei ich zu dir 

Lord, Thou hast granted to Thy land (Ps, Ixxxv.), 
600, ii., New Version 

lord, Thou hast planted with Thine hands, 456, i., Great 

lord, T eget Raines ep tize, 809, ii., Noel, H. W at promised to , li., Noel, . 
lord, _ _ scourged = guilty land, 114, ii, 

wed. 

— hast searched and seen me through, 1240, ii, 
atts, I, 

grate tage searched me out and known, 618, ii, 
eble, J. 

Lord, Thon hast taught our hearts to glow, 678, i, 
Palmer, R, 

lard, Thou in all things like wast made, 696, i., Lord, 
Thou in all things like wert made 

Lord, vag on earth didst love Thine own, 876, i., Pal- 
mer, R, 

lard, Thow that ever wast and art (tr. in the Brit. 
Mag. ). 407, ii., Gellert, C.F. 

Lord, Tivm wilt bring the joyful day, 877, ii., Palmer, R. 
lord, Thou wilt guard with faithful lowe, 682, i, 

Kennedy, B. H, 
Lord, Thou wilt hear me when I pray, 1240, 1, Watts, 1. 
ee i wouldst have us like to Thee, 422, ii., Gill, 

Lord, though bitter is the cup, 123, i., Beddome, B. 
Lord, thrice denied yet thrice beloved, 1170, ii., Thou, 

thrice denied, vet thrice beloved 
Lord, — Mg and supreme, 1148, i,, Ter sancte, ter 

lord, roth ei God of might, 1142, i., Ter sancte, ter 
Dire deus 

Lord, thrice holy! Lord of might !, 1142, i., Ter sancte, 
ter potens Deus 

Lord, through the devert drear and wide, 892, i., Peters 
(née Bowly)}, Mary 

lord, Tey best blessing shet (Lyte), 996, i., Saviour, 
like a Shepherd, lead us : 

lord, Thy chastening hand we fear, 1190, i., Ultricibus 
nos unique 

dard, Thy children guide and keep, $40, ii., How, W. 

ak Thy children lowly bending, 1097, i., Stowell, 

lord, Thy Church hath seen Thee rise, 448, i., Goode, W. lard, Thy Church her watch is keeping, 689, i,, Lord, 
her watch Thy Church is keeping ” 
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Lord, Thy Church without a pastor, 1081, ii., Spurgeon, 
Cc. H,. 

Lord! Thy death and passion give, 585, i., Jesu deine 
tiefe Wunden 

Lord, Thy glorious Resurrection, 1294, i., Wordsworth, 
Cc 

noice hath spoken, 422, ii., Gill, T. H. Lord, Thy 
Lord, Thy rt in love hath yearned, 613, li., Keble, J. 
Lord, Thy —— ighteousness (tr. J. Wesley, alt. 

230, i., Christi Bit und Gerechtigkeit » 
con® ~ love and truth J praise, 622, i., Kennedy, 

Lord, Thy ransomed Church is waking, 1194, ii. Stock, 
a. 

Lard, Thy solemn Passion past, 606, i., Jones, 8. F. 
Lord, Thy voice hath spoken, 672, i., Irons, W. J. 
Lord, "tis a pleasant thing to stand, 1240, i., Watts, 1. 
Lord, ‘tis an infinite delight, 1287, i, Watts, L. 
Lord, ‘tis not that I did choose Thee, 257, i., Conder, J. 
Lord, to my sad voice attending (Ps. 61, Churton), 233, 

ii., Churton, E.; 921, ii., Isalters, English 
Aumble sute give eare (Ps. cil., Craig), 

1022, ii,, Scottish hymnody 
Lord, to Thee alone we turn, 357, ii., Evans, A. E. 
Lard, to Thee I make confession, 386, ii., Franck, J. 
Lord to Thee I make my moan ('8.cxxx., Whittingham), 

866, i., Old Version 
Lord, to Thee I make my vows, 713, ii., Mant, R. 

Thee 

to 

~ lord, to my heart ascending (Mrs. Codner), 690, 
i., Lord, I hear of showers of blessing 

ford! to Thy bounteous care we owe, 239, ii., Cobbin, I. 
Lord, to Thy chosen ones a: r, 1248, i., Weisse, M. 
Lord to us be merciful, 355, i., Ea wollt’ uns Gott 

idle sein 
Lord, to whom to Thee ?, 768, i., Monsell, J. 8. B. 
Lord, to-day we bring to Thee, 772, i., Moultrie, G. 
Lord, touch my heart with that t Consummation 
i. Herr und Heiland lass mirs gebn zu Herzen), 

. i, Sacer, G. W. 
Lord, unto Thee 1 make my moan (Ps. cxxx.), 866, i., 

Old Version 
Lord, —— me day by day, 503, i., Heavenly Father, 

to Whose eve 
Tard, our knees we fall, 806, i., Nicholson, H. L. 
Lard, Clots Phy foranhen race (vine), 607, ii., Joyce, J. 
Lard, watch cach hour, 377, i., Finx, E. 
Lord, we adore Thy boundless grace, 1089, ii,, Steele, 

Anne 
Lord, we adore Thy bouwnteous hand, 1238, 1, Watts, 1. 
Lord, ve adore Thy vast designs, 1238, i,, Watts, I. 
Lord, we all look up to Thee, §90,i., Jesu, Lord, we 

look to Thee 
Lord, we are blind, we mortals blind, 1238, i., Watts, I. 
Lord, we are Thine, in Thee we live, 286, i., Deck, J. G. 
dort, we are Thine, our God Thou art, 285, ii,, Deck, 

J. 
Lord, we believe to us and ours, 955, i., Rejoice, rejoice, 

fallen race 
we bend 
ker), Eliza 

Lord, we bend before Thy throne, 491, ii,, Harland, kK. 
Lard, we bless » Who hast given, 962, i,, Rawson, G. 
Lord, we come before Thee now, 483, i.. Hammond, W. 
Lord, we come to~lay to Thee, 772, i., Moultrie, G. 
Lord, we confess our numerous faulls (Watts), 996, i., 

Saviour divine, we know Thy name; 1084, i., Scot 
tikh translations and paraplirases 

Lord, we do not ask to know, 481, ii., Hall, C. N, 
Lord, we know that Thou art near us, 269, i., Crewdaon 

(nee Fox), Jane 
Lord, we lie before Thy feet, 493, i., Hart, J. 
Lord, we lift our eyes above, 474, ii,, Gurney, J. H. 
Lord, we meet to pray and praise, 234, t Clapham, 

ma 
, we obey Thy kind command, 9, i., Accepting, 
Lord, Thy gracious call ee 

Lord, we raise our cry to Thee, 696, i., Lord, we sit and 

ore Thee now, 683, i,, Parson (nee 

cry to Thee 
Lord, we raise our feeble voices, 523, ii,, Hill, BR. 
Lard, we ree the day approaching, 892, i., Peters (née 

Rowly), Mary 
cle we stand lefore Thy throne, 683, i., Parson (we 

ooker), Mliza 
Lord, we thank Thee for the re that our happy 
— finer ii, Tee tieke T. W.; 937.4. 

, ii., Public School hymn-books 
Lord, weary of spain way, 1186, ii., Trench, R. C. 
Lord, 5g tasted Thy rich ing, 627, i., Knak, G 

F. 
Lord, what a feeble frame is ours, 186, ii., Browne, 5. 
Lord, what a feeble piece, 1240, i,, Wat 
Lord, what a fleeting breath, 686, i, 

I, 
, what a teebie 

piece 
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Lord, what a heaven of pong dab grace, 364, li,, Far from Tat, epee commer ae are, - Unis, | 

my thoughts, vain wor! . F. } 
Lord, what a thoughtless wretch was J, 1280, iL, | Lord! Whose love and power eaceiling Wi, ler 

Watts, I. Whose love in power excelling ' 
'- Lord, what a oe is this, 997, i., Saviour, we tore, nner temple once did glisten, 120 i, Vang, 

seek Thy hig 
Lord, what amazing love and grace, 444, ii., Gott sei Lord, why are thus our British youd, 6 Hi., Booilant 

elobet und gebenedetet 
re x ‘what blessed consolation, 118, i., Bathurst, W. te Lori ‘witha grieved and aching heart, i, Bebe 
Lord, what is life * ‘tis like a flower (the bow), 1116, ii. B. 

Taylor, Ann and Jane Lord, with fervour I would praiseTie @4 i. ier 
Lord, what offering shall we bring? 1119, L, Taylor, F. Ss. 

Joba lord, with glad and grateful spirit, 2%, Mn 
lord, what Thy providence denies, 780, i., My God, my trie, J. 

Father, blissful Name Lord, with glowing heart FU praise The GAL ie. 
Lord, when before Thy righteous throne, 696, il., Lord, F. S. 

when we bend before Tuy throne Lord, with grief and sin oppressed, 9 , i. Pree 
fort whee before Thy throne we meet, 804, ii., Nicholas, T. E. 

- Lord, with open heart and ear, 1265, iL,’ esley Limi, | 
Lert. ll beside the yrave we mourn, 903, i,, Powell, The 

Po esti * vanesiims -dosmashy. ufone i, Veugun, 
Lard, when earthly comforts flee, 491, ii., Harland, E. 
Lord, when I all things would possess, 422, ii., Gill, Lordy ‘with wet tome did Thy first w irtyr treads 

T. H. , Carols 
Lord, when I count Thy mercies o'er, 1240, i., Watts, I. lord: foc? oie raw the dreadful storm (tr. wobl), T.. 
Lord. when I quit this earthly stage, 1237, i, Watts, I. Albinus. J. G. 
Lord, when I think upon the idlane 5 , A. mnaies es” sexica le teacpemaiis ta Ec 
Lard, when in silent hours I muse, , ii,, Lynch, T. T. ND 
Lord, when iniquities abound, 509, i., Help, Lord, for Sanbtiags listen to our lay, 210, ii., Caro | 

men of virtue fail Lost in darkness, girt with dangers, 1 4, i, I> 
when my raptured thought surveys, 1089, ii., teegen, G. 

Steele, Anne Last one! wandering on in sadness, 128 | 1, Wipe, 
Lord, when my soul her secrets doth reveal, 878, i, J.M. - 

Faliner, R. Loud and true our full-voiced chorus, 228, i.) 
Lord, when my thoughts delighted rove, 1089, ii., Steele, sonora nostri churi 

Aune Loud hallel ujahs to the Lord, 1240, i., Ws tts, L 
Lord, when my thoughts with wonder roll, 1238, i, | Loud in ion, 1285, ii., Wilson, Jan: 

Watts, [. Loud let the tuneful trumpet sound, 906, i, [hxbiridge 
Lord, when our breath shall fail in death, 982, i, | Loudly sing, my tongue: proclaiming (¢ . Beste), 57, 

Ruseeil, A. I’. i,, Pange lingua gloriosi corporis wyst rum 
a our offerings we present, 118, i., Bathurst, ton ae tha crist, 408, ii., Gelobet seist da Jew 

et 
Lord, when our raptured thought surveys, 1089, ii., | Love and a cross together blest, 376, i., Fereberg, J. ¥ 

Steele, Anne Love and death have wrestled fiercely, 188i, iv, Wile 
Lod, when Thine avenging dart (tr. Rorison), 1190, L, Jane 

Ultricibus nos undique Love and kindness we may measure, 1117, i, Taye” 
Lord, when Thou didst ascend on high, 1240, i, Ann and Jane 

Watts, I. Love caused Thine Incarnation, 1280, i, Wie #l 
Lord, when Thou didst come from heaven, 266, ii., Coxe, dich empfangen ? 

A.C. Love divine, all love excelling (C. hak grag Bm 
lord’ when Thou mak'st Thy presence felt oh = Lamb of God, that in the 

Winkworth), 485, ii., Hanlesbern. ¢ G. F. the Lord, Whese mighty wonders ; 905, i, ee * 
Lord, when Thou saidst, No let it be, 1303, iL, Zisvens Thee, Thou great Creator 

dorf, N. L. von Love divine and tender, 763, i., Monsell, J. 8. BR 
Lord, when Thy Kingdom comes, remember me, 709, ii, | Love divine! [ would ‘adore Thee, 674, i., Liebe die & 

Maclagan, W. 1D. mich zum Bilde 
Lord, _— to Thee this Gentile came, 1066, 1., Soden, | Love sen ba love commanding (tr. Miss Burllns- 

. A.J 827, ii., O du Liebe meiner Liebe 
Lord, when we bend before Thy throne, 205, i., Carlyle, inet aie arene "neath human Seature, 674, ii. Liebe d+ 

J.D, du nich zum Bilde 
Lord, when we come at Thy dear call, se er Gill, T. H. | Love doth ee ee tare eee le: Miss Warver . 
Lord, when we creation scan, 205, i., Car lyle, J. D. 1144, ii., Tersteegen, G 
Lord, when we have not any light, 719, ti., Matheson, | Love each other, little children, 575, L, Jackson, B ti 

Annie Love faltering not nor failing, 698, ii,, Love, strong & 
Lard, when with ae lips my prayer is said, 709, ii., » hay stronger 

Maclagan, W Love for all, and can it be ?, 685, ii., Longfellow. 5. 
~ Lord, where 4 hal pitty souls retire, 1940, i, Watts, L | Love, honour, thanks to Thee we raise (tr. H. Mids, 

Lord, ur Baiaed mankind we pray, 1295, i, Wreford 525, ii., Hiller, P. F. i 
A Love, how mysterious are Thy ways, 1069, iL, Set, 

Lord, wohite Thy chastening arrows fall, 1190, i., Anne 
Ultricibus nos undique Love is the fountain whence, 123, ii, Beddome, B 

Lord, Whe didst bid Thine angel sheathe, 772, i., Moul- | Love is the sweetest bud that blows, 1105, i, Swain, J 
trie, G. Lowe is the Lord whom I obey (tr. Cowper), 476. |. 

Lord, Who didst bless Thy chosen band (Aeterna Christi Guyon (nee de la Mothe), Jeanne M. B. 
munera, Apostolurum gloriam), + i, Aeterna | Love Jesus, Who hath sought thee so (tr, Litthestab 
Christi munera, Et Martyram victorios 141, 1., Bianco da Siena 

Lord, Who didst the prophets teach, 1294, i, Words- | Love me, O Lord, forgivi » 705. ii., Lynch, T.T 
worth, ©. lave of Jesus, all divine, 64, ii. ii. Bottome, F. 

lard, W ho hast formed me, 982, i,, Russell, A. T. Love over the departed, 525, i., Hiller, P. F. 
Lord, Who hast kept us all, 988, ii, Salvator mundi | Love still shall hold an endless reign, 1171, 1, Theags 

° Homine all men's eloqurnce adorned 
Lord, who hast sought us out unsought, 269, i., “posal St Love suffers long, love envies not, 1171, i., Thongh « 
Lord, re in pain and weariness, 680, i., ttledale, men's eloquence adurned 

love us freely, blessed Jexus, TA, ii., Midlane, A. 
tenae who ordainest for mankind, 190, i,, Bryant, W.C. | Love was the great self-moving cause, 623, i., Kent, J- 
Lord. who the stars of night (tr, Hewett), 258, 1, | Love, which in Thine image made me, 674, ii, Liebe di 

Conditor alme siderum du mich zum Bilde 
Jord, who throuphenst these Sorty « days, 514, ii., Her- | Love, Who in the first beginning, 674, ii., Liebe ie os 

naman (nee lbotson), Claudia F. | mich zum Bilde 
Lord, Whom winds and waves obey, 1265, ii, Wesley | Love will J ever sing, 196, ii., Burnham, K. 

family, The Loved by God the Father, 763, i., Monsell, J.S. Be 
Lord, who's the happy man that may (Ps. xv.), 800, i, | Loved Ome! who by grace hast wrought me, 674, 0. 

New Version Liebe di: du mich zum Bilde 
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aver of souls, Thou well canst prize, 602, i., Jesus, 
_ Thou all-redeeming Lord, Thy blessing 
wvers of re more than God, 608, i., Jesus, Thou 

all- ming Lord 
Lavest thou not? alas! in Thee, 329, i., Elliott, H. V. 
Loving Jesus, gentle Lamb, 409, i., Gentle Jesus, meek 

and mild 
Loving Saviour, hear my cry, 1204, i., Van Alstyne (nde 

Crosby), Frances J. 
Loving Shepherd! Guardian true, 474, li.,, Guter Hirte, 

willst du nicht 
Laving Shepherd, kind and true, 474, ii., Guter Hirte, 

willat du nicht 
Laving Shepherd of iy oe a 448, ii., Gracious Saviour, 

gentle Shepherd ; 670, 1., Leeson, Jane E. 
low at Thy feet my spirit lies (tr, Miss Borthwick), 

eusser (nee Schwelzer), Meta 520, i., 
699, li., Lowry, R. 

Lane in Thine agony, 
aay and solemn be Thy children's cry to Thee, 609, i, 

emans (nee Browne), Felicia D, . 

Luce quanta s¢ sub una, 1190, i, Uncta Crux Del 

$ Crea optime, 470, i., G the Great; 620, i. ’ , 1., Gregory ; 
Now wheu the dusky shades of ting 

Lucis mf deed splendide, $22, ii 
ymnody 

Lustra sex qui jam peracta pafprer pion at i, ii, 
Pange lingua gloriosi proelium certa i 

co 
Fortunatus), 383, ii,, Fortunatua, V. H.C. ; % 
1, i,, Pange Nngua gloriosl proelium certaminis 

-, Pange lingua gloriosi proelium certaminis 
Lux alma, Jesu, mentium, 586, ii,, Jesu dulcis memoria 

Nox, et tenebrae, et nubila 
Lux jucunda, luz insignis, Qua de throno, 649, i., Latin 

Luz canctorum, spes lapsorum, 1202, i., Ut jucundas 
cervus undas aestuans deaderat 

Lane in the grave He lay, 
$i. ii., Allon, H. 

lowly, my soul, be lowly, 569, i, Ingolstatter, A. 

Lucts Creator . 
night retre 
a Sihery 64s, i, 

Latin 

Lustra sez, qui jam peregit, lempus im 

Lustris sez qui jam peractis (Fortanatua, alt.), 880, i., 

Luz ecce surgit aurea, 643, ii., Latin bymnody; 820, ii., 

bymmnody ; 1043, ii., Sequences 

Lyra pulchra regem angelica, 1041, ii., Sequences 

Mache dich, mein Geist, bereit, 397, i., Freystein, J. B. 
setts = mir, Gott, nach deiner Git, 1008, i., Schein, 

Macht hock die Thur, das Thor macht weit, 1948, ik, 
see], G. 

ary persecution strong, 1265, ii., Wesley family, 

Mae —— ‘i gael (T. Williams), 1254, i, Welsh 
yrunody 

Macrentes oculi spargite lachrymas, 986, ii., Saevo do- 
lorum turhine 

Mag auch die Liche weinen, 418, i., German hymnody ; 
6%, i., Krammacher, F. A. 

_ 

Magna (reatoris cunctis altum acthera subter, 396, i., 
Prem oil vast Gell below — skies 45,1. 

» quae videnda (tr. Bingham iF Treat 
Ged, whe ii weaeon o ’ 

Magne tu, Jehooa (tr. Bingham), 78,1, Arglw ar- 
maker ohio » puacbiiiae 

Magnificat, 756, ii,, Missions; 868, ii., Old Version 
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Make pak me, my God, 162, i., Bonar, H. 
Maker a Lord, 1940, i, Watts, I. 
Maker of all, enthroned above (tr. Mant), 26, ii., Ae- 

terne rerum Conditor 
Maker of all, Eternal King, Who day and night about 

dost ovine (tr. Copeland), 26, ii., Aeterne rerum 
Conditor 

Maker of all, Eternal King, Who night and day in 
course dost bring (tr, Hewett), 26, ii., Aeterne 
terum Conditor 

Maker of all, 0 Lord and God most High, 291, i,, Deus 
Creator omnium — rector 

Maker of all, the Lord, 291, i., Deus Creator omnium 
Polique rector 

Maker «f all things, aid our hands (tr. 1, Williams), 
955, ii., Rerum Crestor ompinm 

Maker of all things, God most high, 291, i,, Deus Creator 
Seka, eae : 

Maker of all thingr, God of love (tr, in the Hymner 
966, i., Rerum Crestor rend wepain 

Maker of all things, mighty , 455, ii., Great Ruler of 
all nature's frame 

Maker of all’ Thou God of love, 291, i., Deus Creator 
ar at oe yoy ites 

Maker « , vouchsafe to a (tr. DT. M n 
956, i., Rerum Cre.tor omnium ee) 

Maker of all, we Thee intreate, 1135, i., Te lucis ante 
terminum 

Maker of earth, to Thee alone (tr. Neale), 1134, ii., Te 
laeta mundi Condiv r 

Maker of Heaven! Who spread'st yon (tr. Double- 
day), 663, i,, Immense cvell Conditor . 

Maker A ight, most holy King, 701, i., Lucis Creator 
" me 

make. of man! from herren — (tr. Chambers), 
ii., Plasmator hominis Deus 

Maker of men, Who by Thy:elf (Hominis superne Con- 
ditor, tr. Caswall), 897, i., Plusmator hominis Deus 

Maker ”,f the st sphere (Creator alme siderum, fr, 
R, Campbell), 
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8, i., Conditor alme siderum 
a, Saviour of mankind, 1264, ii., Wesley family, 

e 

Man —_ and wasteth = 770, ii., Morris, et 
Man fe rom carnal appetite, i. 

Werterorth, & sa : 
Man has a soul of vast desires, 1238, i., Watts, L. 
a s: flower at morn appears, 1031, i., Scottish 

mune 
Man lobt dich in der Stille, 966, ii., Rist, J. 
Man of sorrows! what a name, 150, ii., Bliss, P. 

| Man, seekest thou to live in bliss (tr, Macdonald), 724, 
ii., Mensco, willt du leben selighich 

Man talks and dreams that Time will unroll, 354, it., 
Es reden und triumen die Menschen viel 

Man to happiness aspires, 483, ii., Happiness, thou 
lovely name 

Man were better named a spirit (tr. H. Mills), 268, i, 
Cramer, J. A 

sibi stella, 361, ii., Epiphaniam Domino canamus | Man, wouldst thou live all blissfully, 724, ii., Mensch, 
willt du leben seligiich 

Man, wylt thou lyve vertuously (tr, Coverdale), 442, ii., 
Goostly Psalmes and Spiritualle Songes; 724, ii. 
Mensch, wilit du leben seliglich 

Mane nobiscum, Domine, 587, i,, Jesu dulcis memoria 
Mankind in Adam fell, 1294, i, Wordsworth, C, 
Manot unsih thisu fart, 874, i, Otfrid of Welssenburg 
Man's life's a book of history, 349, 1., English bymnody 

Magnify Jehovah's Name, 1146, ii., Thank and praise | Man's sovereign Framer, Who alone (Hominis superne 
Jehovah's Name 

Magnify the Lord 
a ees F. 

gro salutis gaudio, 470, i., Gregory the Great 
— te a Aabentem pignus, 813, i,, Notker 

infain in me a life, the yearning, 1 i. 
ae cde ee re, TE 

to day, 515, i., Hernaman (nde Ibot- | Moa 
Conditor), 896, ii., Plasmater hominis Deus 

n's sov'reign God, to Whom we owe egg superne 
Conditor), 896, ii,, Plasmator hominis Deus 

1 rt, 638, i., Lange, E. Many a gift did Christ im 
a4 , ii,, Eighteen centuries Many centuries have fled, 

have fled 
Many mansions, O what rapture, 357, ii, Evans, A. E. 

Majestic sweetness sits enthroned, 1092, i., Stennett, S. | Many, O Lord my God, to-day, 1171, ii., Thousands, 0 
mone chanetls for the stream of love, 1186, ii,, Trench, 

Make haste © Lord, my soul to bless, 1081, ii, Spur- | 
gron, C, H, 

Make haste, 0 God, to vet me 
ii., Scottish hytmnody 

Make haste, O man, to five, 161, ii., Bonar, H 
Hake me holy, O my Saviour, 1173, ii., Thring, G. 
Make me Thine wn ani keep me Thine (tr. Miss 

Winkworth}, 1040, ii., Selnecker, N. 
duke my heart a garden fair, 1006, i., Scheffler, J. 
Make Monae for Jesus! room, heart! 235, i., 

Make sure of truth, 496, i., Have faith iu truth 
Make the Cross _ meditation (tr, Harbaugh), 484, ii., 

Harbaugh, H.; 963, i., Recordare sanctse crucis 
Make the extended skies your tomb, 616, ii., Hervey, J. 

Sree( Va. ixx , Kethe), 1022, 

word of hosts, this day 
as 4 to glory bring, 892, i., Peters (nre Bowly), 

a 

Man times since days of youth (Ps. 129, Beaumont), 
. ii, Paalters, English : 

Many woes had He (Christ) endured, 493, i,, Hart, J. 
sar, — onward, soldiers true, 897, ii., 'lumptre, 

March to the battle-field, 150, ii., Bliss, P. 
Marching on, marching on, 699, ii., Lowry, R. 
Maria ventre concipit, 30, i., Agnoscat omne saeculum 
Maria virgo assumpta ext, 73, i, Antiphon s 
Murk, shining light of Hgypt (tr. Littlelale), 33, i., 

*Avyurroy éworip 
Mark the lilies. frail and fair, 261, i., Co: ve, G. T, 
Mark, when tempestuous winds arise, 1020, ti., Scott, T. 
Marked as the purpose of the skies, 809, ii., Noel, G. T. 
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Marter Gottes [Christi] wer kann Dein cergessen, 417, 
i., German hymnody . 

Martyr Dei qui unicum, 645, ii., Latin or, 
Martyr of God! The Only Son (tr. Anon.), 716, ii, 

Martyr Dei qui unicum 
eat aie A God, ‘twas thine to track (tr. Blew), 716, 

i., Dei qui unicum 
Martyr of God! Who in the road (tr, Chambers), 716, 

ii., Martyr Dei an ory sie 3a ! 
Martyr of unconquered might (Invicte Martyr, unicum, 

a ov 716, ii., Martyr Dei qui unicum 
Martyris ecce dies Agathae, 642, ii., Latin hymnody 
Martyris Vietoris laudes resonent Christian’ Mortem 

et, 1223, ii., Victimae Paschali 
Martyrs, of their lUife-blood thriftless (Prodigi vitae, 

cruore), 1081, i., Sponsa Christi quae per orbem 
Mary at the Master's feet, 327, i., Ellerton, J, 
Mary, hail to thee, we sing (tr. in the Month, Packet), 

99, ii., Ave plena cujus 
Mary, maiden undefiled, 772, i., Moultrie, G. 
Mary, mother of thy (the) Lord (tr, Chambers), 714, i., 

Maria mater Dom -ni* 
Mary, mourner, sad, forlorn (tr. R. Campbell), 1114, 

», Tandem audite me 
Mary to her [the] Saviour’s tomb, 804, i., Newton, J. 
Master, I own Thy lawful claim, 1263, i, Wesley 

family, The 
Master, it ts good to be, 467, i., Greg, S.; 1087, ii, 

Stanley, A. P. 
Master, Lord, to Thee we cry, 479, i., Hafl the day that 

sees Him rise 
Master, may we ever say, 479, i., Hail the day that sees 

Him rise 
Master, speak! Thy servant heareth, 497, ii., Havergal, 

Frances R. 
ee Se I look to Thee, 1265, i., Wesley family, 

Master, the Son of God art Thou, 1176, i., Thrupp, J. F. 
Master, the tempest is raging, 107, ii., Baker, Mary A. 
Master, Thy grace wo ed to me, 1265, ii., Wesley 

family, The 
Mater Sequentiarum (see Pangamus Creatori), 1041, 

ii., Sequences 
— speed onward, wherever the blood, 1277, 

ii., Whittier, J. G, 
May God be gracious to us here, 355, i., Es wollt’ uns 

Gott genidig sein 
May God be praised and adored, 444, ii., Gott sei gelobet 

und gebenedeiet 
May God be praised henceforth, and blest for ever, 444, 

ii., Gom sei gelobet und gebenedelet 
May God bestow on us His grace, 355, i,, Es wollt’ uns 

Gott genlidig sein 
May God His grace to us dispense, 355, i., Es wollt’ uns 

Gott genidig sein 
May God reveal to us His grace, 355, i., Es wollt’ uns 

Gott gentidig sein 
May God unto us gracious be, 355, i, Es wollt’ uns 

Gott geniidig sein 
May He by Whose kind care we meet, 624, ii., Kindred 

in Christ, for His dear sake 
May J throughout this day of Thine, 1264, i., Wesley 

family, Tbe 
May I touch His garment’s hem, 117, i., Bateman, H, 
May I when time is o'er, 410, ii., Gerbardt, P. 
May Jesus’ grace and blessing (tr. Foster), 719, i, 

Mathesits, J. 
May the dread Three in One Who sways (tr. Newman), 

1187, ii., Tu Trinitatis Unitas 
May the grace of Christ our Saviour (Newton), 887, i., 

Peace be to this habitation 
May the grace of Christ the Saviour ; And the Father's, 

720, li., May the grace of Christ our Saviour; And 
the Father's 

May the Holy Spirit's grace, 993, i., Sancti Spiritus adsit 
nobis gratia 

May this bright day, O Christ the King, 641, ii., Hujus 
diet gloria 

May this our solemn Feast, 986, i., Sacris solemniis 
jJunceta sint gaudia 

May we, Lord, rejoicing say, 322, i., Edmesion, J. 
May we not, Futher, meetly mourn 7, 422, ii., Gill, T. H. 
May we Thy precepts, Lord, fulfil, 873, ii., Usler, E. 
Me, me, Thou justly may'st upbraid, 1264, i., Wesley 

family, The 
Meae animae Amator, 591, ii,, Jesu, Lover of my soul 
Media vita in morte sumus, 414, i,, German hymnody ; 

‘704, i., Luther, M.; 816, i., Notker 
_ Mediae noctis tempus est, 721, ii., Mediae noctis tempore 
Meek Lamb of Ged, on Thee, 1097, i,, Stowell, H. 
er af Ged, Who dost impart, 1097, i., Stowell, 

M ck, patient Lambof Ged, impart, 81, ii,, Arnold, G, 
a 

a 

INDEX. 

Meek, patient Lamb ¢ 
81, ii., Arnold, |. 

Meek: to suffer, strong 
Meekly in Jordan's hol 
Meet and right it is to 

Wesley family, T! 
Meet Thy people, Sark 
Meya «ai wapadofor 6 

lofagare 
Meye ro pvoripior, 87 

Mein erst GefGihl vei 
C. F.; 418, i. Ge 

Mein Fels hat fiterwous 
Mein ganzer Sinn, 11 
Mein G'muth ist mir 

Blut und Wunder 
| Gott, das Herz 

mn 
Mein ety ds hast mi 

Mein Gott, du woh; 
Schmolck, I. 

Mein Gott) dui woh 
Schmolck, B. 

—on ich klopf a 

Mein Gott, ich weisi 
Schmoick, B. 

Mein Gott in deine Hi 
Mein Gott mein Alles 
Mein (Gott, mein EF 

Sehmolck, B. 
Mein Gott, mein Go 

Tersteegen, G. 
asa de nun ist cs 

Mein Gott und Herr, 

Mein ‘ott, weil ich ir 

Mein Gott, wie bist d 
Mein Heiland! dass 

Nitechmann, An 
Mein Heiland, du he 

_ bymnody 
mate Heiland lebt 

s. 

Mein Heiland nimm 
hymnody ; 670. 

Mein Heiland, wenn 
6c. 

Mein Heiland! wirf 
Ss. F. 

Mein Herr und Heila 
a i, Sacer, G. W. 

cin Herr, vergiss 
W.E. 1. — 

Mein Hers, du mussi 
aor Herz, ein Kise; 

en 

Mein Herz, gieh dich 
J. A. - 

Mein Herze, wie war 
Koitsch, C. J. 

Mein Herzens-Jexu, | 
Mein Herzenstrost 4 

wie manches He 
Mein Hirt ist Gott, « 
Mein Jesu dem die S 
Mein Jesu, der du 

i. German hym 
Mein Jesu, fiir dein 
Mein Jesn, hier sind 

id. 
Mein Jesu, wie du w 
Mein Jesu, wie gr 

tbaler, M. 
ae lebt ! wa. 

Mein Jesus sif2t eur 
Mein Kinig deine 1. 

Lamb of God ; 
Mein Konig, schreih 
Mein Leben ist com F 

nody; 637. i., I 
Mein Lich ist mir u) 
Mein Salomo dein 

Rithter, C. F. 
Mein Seel erhebt a 

Psalmes and Sp 
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—_ Vater ist der grosse Herr der Welt, 639, ii., Lange, 

Mein Vater ! mich, dein Kind, nach deinem Bilde, 
135, ii., Bernstein, C. A. 

—— anon macht mich schreien, 960, i., Richter, 

Meine Hoffnung stehet feste, 791, ii., Neander, J. 
Meine Seel ermuntre dich, 1003, ii., Schade, J. C. 
Heine Seele senket sich, 1286, i, Winckler, J. J. 
dicine Seele willt du rukn, 1003, ii., Schade, J. C., 1007, 

ii., Scheffler, J. 
Meine Stund ist noch nicht kommen i a 132, ii, 

Bei - Jesu, will leh bleiben ; , iL, Spitta, 
Cc. J. P. * 

Ncinen ersten Augenblick, 1145, i., Terateegen.G. 
Meinen Jesum lass ich nicht, Weil er sich fiir mich 

gegeben, 614, i., Keimann, C, 
Meinen Jesum lass ich nicht, Ach was wolll ich bessres 

haben, 1012, ii., Schinwlck, B. 
Members of Christ are we, 1284, ii, Williams, Is. 
Wonters A Christ, Children of God, 762, ii., Monsell, 

Memento rerum Conditor (Jesu Redemptor omnium 
lucis), 229, i., ste Redemptor omnium 

Patre ; 825, ii, O come, Creator Spirit, Inspire 
the souls 

Memento ee mrpread 4 iw: rv —e 
Memory of the blest r +, Gurney, A. T. 
Men « much and dream of a better p Ag 354, ii,, 

reden und triumen die Menschen viel 
dfen talk with their lips and dream with their soul, 

354, ii., Es reden und trilumen die Menschen viel 
Men, whose boast it is that ye, 699, i., Lowell, J. BR. 
Mensch, der du Christus schindhst, was ist in ihrer 

Lehre, 408, i., Gellert, C. F, 
Mensch willt du leben seliglich, 442, ii., Goostly Psalmes 

and Spiritualle Songes ; 704, ii,, Luther, M. 
Merciful and mighty Lord, Author of redeeming love 

(tr. R, Campbell), 830, 1., O fortis, O clemens Deus 
Merciful and mi; Lord, Author of the saving word 

(tr. Is, Willtenes), 830, i., O forthe, O clemens Deus 
Merciful Maker, hear our call (tr. ls, Williams), 91, 

+» Audi benigne Conditor 
Mercy and judgment { wat ong 856, i,, Of justice and 

of grace | sing ; 1240, ii., Watts, 1. 
Mercy and judgment will I ae 7 i, Of Justice and 

of grace I sing; 1240, ii., Watts, I. 
Mercy ts welcome news indeed, 493, i., Hart, J. 
Mercy, mercy, God the Father, 763, i., Monsell, J. 8, B, 
Mercy, O Thou Son of David, 804, i., Newton, J. 
Mercy triumphs, Christ is born, 642, i,, Hull, W. W. 
Mere human poder shall fast decay, 1272, i., Whence 

do our mourn!ul thoughts arise ? 
Merkt Ihre, Preunde ?—AMein Auge wird mide, T73, ii., 

Mowesa, H. 
Merry sang the monks of Ely, 208, i,, Carols 
———) at Thy glad approach (Bruce), 188, ii., Bruce, 

Messiah, full of grace, 1264, i., Wesley fami'y, The 
Messiah’ every heart (tr.'C. Wesley). 1138, ii, Te 

Messioh’ P tord | rejoi till (tr. J. Wesley, alt.), : joick: a r, J. Weasley, . 
£06, i, Freylinghaussn, J. A. 

Messiah, Lord, Who wont to dwell, 668, i., Incarnate 

Mes hee i ge eat by Chandler, alt.), 825, i. rink now is ‘ore (tr. , alt.), . 
O Christe qui noster poli ; 

Messiah, Prince of Peace, 1264, i, Wesley family, The 
Met at this most solemn time, 575, i,, Jackson, E. 
maar tea to ask Thy presence, 1235, ii., Waterbury, 

sees mateo cord 1901. Besse, BA. grea is come, . . 
eit t my soul had Larned to love, 422, ii., GIN, 

Mijrpay aprderws icovigoves Képns (Ode vill.), 355, 
ii.,"Eowoe Andy, Gavpa av Leororns 

‘Mid evening shadinws let us ‘alt be i 809, i, 
ae surgentes vigilemus omnes; 878, i., Palmer, 

"Mid scenes of a and creature complaints, 287, i., 
m, D. 

‘Mid the ocean deep and wide, 639, ii., Lange, J. P. 
‘Mid thundrings loud, from Sinai’s rock (¢r. Johnston), 

1059, i., Sinae sub alto vertice 
‘Midst the bitter — gaat 1285, ii., Wilson, Jane 
Mightiest of our militant Paule doctor egregie 

1188, L, Tuba Domini, Pauls. maxima » 
Mighty, See also Mightye 
Mighty Father, blessed Son, 762, ii,, Monsell, J. S. B. 
_— on, may we address Thee, 483, ii., kinson, 

Mighty God, the first, the last, 408, ii., Gaskell, W. 
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Mighty God, Thy Church recover, 1099, i., Stryker,M. W. 
Mighty God, while angels bless Thee, 969, i., Robinson 

(of Cambridge), R. 
Mighty King of Righteousness, 147, ii., Blessed night, 

when tirst that plain 
Mighty Onc, before Whose face, 190, i, Bryant, W, C. 
Mighty One, Whose name is Holy, 895, ii., Pi t, J. 
Mighty Quickener, Spirit blest, » i, Gill, T. H. 
Mighty Redeemer, set me free, 90, i., Attend, while God's 

exalted Son 
Mighty tiuler, God most true, Guiding all (tr. J, Wil- 

liams), 953, ii., Rector potens, vers Dose 
Mighty Saviour, gracious Aing, 873, ii., Osler, EK. ° 
Mighty Sovereign, God supreme (tr. Mant), 953, li, 

potens, verax Deus 
Mighty Spirit! by Whose aid (tr, R, Maasie), 189, ii., 

Brunnquetl aller Gtlter 
aigty Spirit, gracious Guide, 449, ii., Gracious Spirit, 

oly Ghost 
Mighty Victim, earth's salvation (O salutaris Hostia), 

1219, i, Verbum Supernum prodiens Nec Patris 
linquens 

Mightye Ruler, God most true (tr. in the Sarum Primer, 
1545), 953, i., Rector potens, verax Deus 

Mihi fissa, Kupes diva (tr, Black), 972, i., Rock of 
ages, cleft for me 

Miles inclite fortissimi regis Christi, 814, i,, Notker, B. 
Min eens wart nie sorgelos, 493, ii,, Hartmann von 

ler Aue 
Min Vreude ist gar segangen, 507, ii., Heinrich of 

Meissen 
Mine art thou still, and mine shalt be (tr. J. Kelly), 

412, i., Gerhardt, P. 
Mine eyes and my desire 1240, i., Watts, I. 
Mine are thither turning, 1016, i., Schiner, J. G. 
Mine hour appointed is at hand, 1254, i., Wenn mein 

Sitindlein fdrhanden ist 
Mingling with the shouts of earth, $13, ii., Heri mundus 

exultavit 
Afir ist Erbarmung widerfahren, 417, i, German hym- 

Mirabilem videns Crucem (tr. Macgill), 1270, i., When 
I survey the wondrous Cross 

Missus est de summis coelis Ra 7 lees §. uences 
Missus Gabriel de coelis Verbi bajulus fidelis, 1 ii., 

Sequeuces 
Mit Deiner Gluth entziinde mich, 418, i., German hym- 

Mit der Sehnsucht heissen Blicken, 627,i,, Knak, G. F. L. Mit Ernst, o Menschenkinder, 1164, i., Thilo, V. 
Mit Pried und Freud ich fahr in, 442, ii., Goost! Psalmes and Spiritualle Songes ; 704, ii., Luther, M. Mitten wir im Le sind, 414, i., German hymnody ; 442, ii., Goostly Psalmes and Spiritualle Songes ; 704, i., Luther, M.; 781, i, Media vita in morte 

sumus 
Mittit ad Virginem Non quemvis arigelum, 7, i, 

Abelard, P.; 1049, ii., Sequences 
Minis: Rear 457, i., Greek bymnody ; 1109, i,, Sy- 

us n 
Moerentes ocult spargite lachrymas, 710, i,, Maerentes 

oculi spargite lachrymas 
Mon dme, O Dieu, se prosterne a tes pieds, 393, i,, French 
PR ame 

coeur depuis long tems plonge, 476, i., G ‘ 
de la Mothe), Jeanne MB. <i , pnb 

Mon eg Joyeux, plein Wesperance, 718, i., Malan, H. 

Mon carur rempli des biens que Dieu m'envoye, 391, ii. 
French a lb a acetals 

dfon Dieu, quelle guerre cruelle, 390, i., French 
hymnody. 

Monarch of all, with lowly fear (tr.J. Wesley), 396, i., 
ala bp bausen, J. A. 

Monar ate Ding, 396, =e hausen, J. A. 
Moons ro cir nets (tr. Sheppard), ii. 

Klopatock, F, oe . saiie ibaa 
Mor lo’ th kimnay him bishé (Ephraem the Syrian), 1110, 

i,, Syriac hymnody 
More anxious than the Persian sage, 359, i., Everett, J. 
More fair than all the vernal flowers, 1225, ii., Virgo 

vernans Velut rosa, Agni sponse speciosa 
More hard than marble is my heart (tr. J. Wesley), 

838, i., O Jeau Christ, mein schiinstes Licht 
More holiness give me, 150, ii., Bliss, P. 
More light, mare life, more love, 282, i., Davis, T. 
More like Jesus would I be, 1204, ii., Van Alstyne (nee 

Crosby), Frances J. 
More love to Thee, O Christ, 304, ii,, Doane, W. H.; ® 

908, i., Prentiss (nee hog Elizabeth E 
More marr'd than any man's, , Hi., Russell, W. 
More than all, one thing my heart is craving (tr. 

Porter), 628, i., Knapp, A: 
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More than all the world beside, 980, i., Rube, J.C. 
Morgen soll es besser werden, 607, i., Heinrich-Ernst 
remeron der Ewigkeit, 629, li., Knorr von Rosen- 

rth, C. 

Morgenstern der finstern Nacht, 1006, ii., Scheffler, J. 
Morn awakes and woodlands sing, 431, li., Gioadby, T. 
Morn lights up earth's aneer (tr. Jobn Williams), 94, 

i,, Aurora jam s t polum 
Morn of morn, and day of days, 294, 1., Die dierum 

princ:pe 
Morn of morna, the best and first, 294, i., Die dierum 

principe 
Mourning breaketh on thee, 1195. ii, Unitarian hymnody 
Morning glance of verity (tr, Miss Maniugton), 638, i., 

Knorr von Rosenroth, C. 
Morning lifts her dewy veil (tr. Is. Willlams), 14, i., 

Ad templa nos rursus vocat 
Morning spreads her crimson rays (Aurota eoelum par- 

purat, tr. Mant), 95, ii., Aurora lucis rutilat 
Morning Star in darksome night, 1006, ii, scheffler, J. 
Morning star, O cheering sight! 1006, ii., Scheffler, J. 
Morn's glittering light bedecks the sky (Ausra coelum 

purpuorat), 95, i., Aurcra lucis rutilat 
Morn's roseate hues have decked the sky (tr. Cooke), 

4, i., Aurora lucis dum novae 
Mortal, who art God's creation, 532, i, Homo, Dei 

creatura 
Mortals, awake, with angels join, T22, ii., Medley, S. 
Mortals, who have God offended, 412, i., Gerhardt, P. 
Mortis portis fractis fortis, 891, ii., Peter of St. Mau- 

rice 
Mortuos inter resides, et absens, 1168, ii., Thou art gone 

to the grave, but we will not deplore thee 
Most ancient of all mysteries, 496, ii., Have mercy on 

os, God Most High 
Most blest, most excellent in holiness (O nimis felix 

meritique celsi, tr. Chambers), 1203, ii., Ut queant 
laxis resonare fibris 

me! y a Creator of the land, 1137, i., Telluris ingens 
aonditoer 

Most glorious of the virgin choirs (O gloriosa virginum), 
945, i., Quem terra, pontus, aethera 

Most ious Lord, in all distress, 280, i., Darling, T. 
Most high and everlasting King (tr. Littledale), 27, ii., 

Aeterne Rex altissime 
Most high and everlasting Lord (tr. Trappes), 27, ii, 

Aeterne Rex altissime 
Moat 

heilige Dreifaltigkeit 
Most Ma and. huly Trinity! Who of, 527, ii., Hoch- 

° 
Most High! with reverence to fear Thee (tr. H. Mills), 

1014, i., Schmulck, B. 

Most Holy God, enthroned on high (R. B. text, tr, 
Caswall, alt,), 241, i., Coeli Deus sanctissime 

Chambers), 241, i., Coeli Deus sanctissime 
Most holy God ! to Thee I cry, 287, ii., pee 

rist in 
Song), 684, i., Ludenstein, J. van 

pasty on Fount unfailing (tr. H. Mills), 684, i, 

Mosi holy Lord and God! Holy, 
i., Media vita in merte sumus 

Most holy Lord and God, Lo, in Thy courts, 875, 4., 
Jackson, E. 

fhe ist gewisslich 
an der Zeit, tr. Russell) 300, i., Dies 
961, ii., Kingwaldt, B. 

tas), 1095, ii., Stone, 5. 1165, i., Thomas of 
Kempen 

Stabat mater speciosa 
Mother, from whose bosom's veil, 772, i., Moultrie, G. 

wall), 52, i,, Alma Redemptoris mater quae 
Mother of mercy, hail, O gracious (gentle] Queen, 992, 

Mother of our Lord amd Saviour (tr, Caswall), 1186, iL, 
Te Redemptoris Dominique nostri 

demptoris Dominique nostri 
Mount, my soul, to things above, 283, i,. De Courcy, R. 

Mountains by the darkness hidden, 705, ii., Lynch, 7.7: 
- Mountains of Israel, 318, ii., Eastburn, J. W. 

(née Crosby), Frances J. 
Moyres upon the Mont Sinay, 901, i., Dies sind die beil- 

igh and holy Trinity, Thou God, $27, ii., Hoch- 

hel Dretfaltigkeit 

Most Holy Father, sending low, 242, ii,, Coles, V. 8. 8. 

Most Holy God, the Lord of heaven (Tex. recep. tr. 

Afost holy Jesus, Fount of light (tr. in Schaff's 

nstein, J. van 
Almighty God ! 721, 

Most surely at the appointed time 
irae, dies {lla ; 

Most true, most High; 0 sh wer J @ vera summa Trini- 

Mother, fount of love still flowing (tr. Neale), 1084, ii., 

Mother of Christ, hear thou thy people's cry (tr, Cas- 

i, Salve regina misvricordiae 

Mother of our Redeemer and our Lord, 1136, i., Te Re- 

oe: “P on high! as if on eagle's wings, 799,i., Nevin, 

Mfourner, wheresoe’.r thou art, 1204, i, Van Alstyne 

gen zehn Gebot 

INDEX. 

Much in sorrow, oft i 
Much we talk of Jesu 
Miide bin ich, gch' ru: 
Mundo redemptor qu 

309, ii., Doxologi 
Music, bring thy swe 

J 
Musing in a smlem 

thought in solem 
Must ff and & 

Watts, he ose 
Muortypior féver, 
My ail I sped God ec 

in all, my fa 
7 N.L. von ns 
My all things more 

Zinvendorf, N. L 
My best-beloved keeps 
My et Jesus, The 

My blest Redeemer ar 
My blessed Saviour, + 
My body, soul, and a 
My brethren belocec 

Wesiey family, 1 
My brethren, frienc 

Weary of this w 
My brethren in the L. 
My burdened heart, 

1246, ii., Weglei 
My cause is God's, a: 
My country, ‘tia of t 
AMty course is run; iF 
My crafty foe, with 

nee eae 
My day without a nx 
My days are gliding 
My dear Almighty 

Names 
My dear Redeemer a 
My dear Redeemer | 

zWar umsonst), 
amo Te ut salve 

Aty — Sactour 
My drowsy powers, 
My dyt aeaiour ¢ 

my Righteousn 
My faith looks up te 
My Faith securely 

so trete 
My faith Thy lowt. 

Gerhardt, I’ 
My faith to Ther } 

Hardenberg, (i. 
My Father ! farm ° 

(tr. Jacobi), 13. 
My Father, God, be) 

312, i., Dreves, 
My Father God! he. 

reign of all the 
My Father God, wi. 
My Father, I thank 

and Jan- 
My Father is the 

Findlater), 639 
My Father, it iz go 
My Pather kept me 
My Father, my ( 

Wesley family 
My Father, when 

blower (mee He 
My Father's at the 
My Father's home « 

fe Raaet Sto ¥ s use 
Lord 

My fow revolving . 
My fleshly Mauaers 

Hiller, FP. EF. 
aty ee iend’s to me 

My God, a God of 

'y God, accept my 
My Gad, accept ; 

acce my hea 

My oa, ’ 

My Ged, tn th. 
My God” 7: > ae 

» a : Helen —o 

'y Gad, and e« . Marshall), Jus 
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Aty God, and is Thy otk read aide) 3 =. & 
Child idren’s hymns, 905 yA tory » 
English hymnody ; 62, rm High let us Pane = 
tuneful notes; 602, i,, New Version 

2 foe 1206, LL, 
Vai 
God. behets me lying, 312, i., Dreves, J. FP. L. 

rd God, forget me not (tr, Miss Borthwick), 141, ii, 
Biarowsky, W. EB. 1. von 

My God, how boundless is Thy love, 1280, i,, Wie gross 
ist des Allmichtgen Gite 

My God, how endless is Thy love, 346, ii, 350, ii., 
English hymnody 

My how vast a has, 1006, i., Scheffler, J. 
My God, how wonder Thou art Melee? 361, 

Faber, F. W. ; . i, Roman Catholic hymnod 
My God! I call uw Thy name, 287, ii., i 
My God, I do not flee from Thee, 422, ii, ‘GH, T 
My God, I humbly call Thee mine, 779, ii., My 

know, | feel yt 
My God! I know papain 

bbe gr te 1012, yi Schmolck, 
God, I that J must ey I know (tr. G. 
Moultrie), 10 1012, ii., Schmolck, B. 

My God! T know that I must die, y Smpieas (tr. Mrs. 
Findlater), 1012, ii,, Schmolck, 

My — i leave to taboo ad ways (tr. Miss Winkworth), 

My God, I Ply Thee for Thyself, ry il,, Bubler, G. B. 
sty Ged, I love Thee, not because (tr. Caswall), 826, ii,, 

O Deus ego amo Te, Nec amo Te ut salves me 
By Coes 5 toe Tien, at becausd I covet tA pg 

Anon.), 826, ii., O Dens ego amo Te, Nec amo 
re ‘ut salves me 

my love (tr, Singleton), 826, ii., God, Thee, 
ie gga 'e, Nec amo Te ut salves me 
My God, I now appear tefore Thee (tr. Miss Cox), 

12946, ii,, Weg! iter, C. 
My ree Thee for the light returning, 1064, ii,, 

My I thank Thee for the guide, 1291, ii., Wolfe, 

My Ged, I thank Thee! may no thought, 810, ii., Norton, 

Mfy God, I thank Thee that the night, 895, ii., Pierpont, 

My God, 1 thank Thee, Who hast made, 918, i., Procter, 

Ee 

Adelaide A 
= ber i yesess but Ti 1018, ii., Schmolck, B. 

c's most ul hour, 645, i., Hurlburt, 

My God, in Thee all fulness lies, 723, i., Mein Gott bel 
dir ist alle Faille 

328, ii., Elliott, 

My God is true! His heart, a Father's heart (tr. R 
Massie), 675, i., Liebich, E. 

My God is with me every 1300, ii., Zeller, C. H. 
My God, lo, here ede hy qT Ly Cees (tr, Miss Winkworth), 

Mi ee gow i y siepe, 1868, 1, Watta, 
ry God, m lasting Hope, Name, 780, i., My God, 

my Fat bltectal Name 
My oF my Puther, dost Thou call, 142, i., Bickersteth, 

My cnt my Father, may I dare, 624, i., Key, F. 8. 
Mfy God, my Futher, while 7 stray, 928, 1., Elliott, 

harieties 778, ii., My God a Father! while I 
stray 

My God, my God, and can it be, 368, i., Pag ed w. 
My God, my God, my Life divine! 1145, i., Tersteegen, 

My Get, my Got my Light, my Love, 1055, i., Shepherd, 

i td on Thee I call, 1, i, Wesl 

ss God, A a oe nf my Tecry, Ah! why hast Thou, 
622, ii., Kennedy, B. H. hd i 

My God, my God, to Thee I cry, Thee only, 1261, i., 
Wesley family, The 

My God, my God, Who art my all, 1284, ii., Williams, 

ay Bo my God, why hast Thou me?, 618, ti., Keble, 

My A a. My God, why leav'st Thow me (Ps. xxii. ), 600, i. 

x gon as King, Thy praise I sing, 706, il., sa 9g F. 
Weta? King? Thy various praise, 1240, i, 
Wa 
is ea raise, 1090, i., Steele, 

ne 

My God, my life is in Thy love, 780, i, God, m my Love” , » My iy 

My God, is any hour so sweet ?, 
Charlotte 
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My God, pa Age J wy La, my AU, 1279, i, Why should I 

y Gad, my Life, my Love, 298 i, Wat L 
My God » ie Ave, Wo Phee call, 685, ii.” Ged of my 

life, to Thee I call 
My God, my 'y divine, 422, a, Gill, T. H. 
My God, my Bree and - ii.. Mason, J. 
My God, my ate ab God, ae +» 1 that am “drawn 

out ~— the depth ; 717, ii., Mason, J, 
My God, my Stre ith, m Hi » 692%, ii,, Jesu, n. Strength, my H He, y Hope . Uy, my 

My Gua: = ge and all I do (tr. J. Kelly), 411, i., 

ip God. eae tees dian dials 620, i., Ken, T. 
oe O could I make make the claim, 1091, i., Steele, 

My god O let me call Thee mine, 183, ii., Bronté, Anne 
My God, permit me nét to be, 1 a hme 
My _ permit my tongue, Watts, I. 

pals *; my fears begone, 1261, i, Wesley 

My — all I for ever mourn, 1020, i,, Scott, Eliza- 

My ~ the power was Thine, 1265, ii,, Weasley family, 

My tok the Kock in whom J trust, 640, i., How truly 
do | love Thee, Lord 

My God! the Source of all my blessing, 1014, i,, 
Schmolck, B. 

My God, the Source of all my joys, 780, ii., My God, 
the Spring of = my joys 

My God, the st men, 1240, i., Watts, I. 
My Ged, Thou invite given, 1013, ii., Schmolck, 
My peed mal boundless love I praise, 1196, ii, Unitarian 

mn 

My God, ‘Thy fant hear, cit 1606, 
rid God. "tis Phy ta ii., bal Anne 
My God, to Thee I call, 1 ii., Steel yt “Anne 
My God, to Thee I fly, 982, “qi Russell, A. T. 
My God, to Thee now commend, 525, i,, Hiller, P, F. 
My God was with me all this night, 717, ii., Mason, J. 
My God, what cords of love are Thine, 781, i., My God, 

what silken cords are Thine 
My God, what monuments I see, '706, ii., . H. F. 
My rg en love was Thine, ii., Mon- 

se 
My God, whate'er of earthly bliss, 1269, ii,, When 1 

survey life's — ure 
God, whate'er ordains, i., My God, 

saad Father, blissful Name ™ J =y 
My God, when dangers press me round, 841, ii,, 0 Lord, 

when dangers press me round 
My God, a City bcs frente , 621, i., eg het . 
My God! y heavenly peace (tr. Lady E. 

Fortescue), 698, i., Lowe, af. . " 
My God, Whe makes fhe sun to know, 1908, ii., 

Watts, 
My God will I remember, 1013, ii., Schmolck, B. 
My God with me in every , 1300, ii., Zeller, C. H. 
My God, within Th iy ‘hand, $28, i, Hiller, aA 
My gracious Lord, I own Thy right, 306, i., Doddridge, P. 
My  pyaee 7 loving lord, 32, ii., Ab, my dear loving 

x gracious Redeemer, I love, $86, i., Francis, B. 
My grateful soul shall bless the Lord, 800, i., New Ver- 

on 

rd mailers and naioal ase ae #04 iN 
head ts ay 

Watts, L 
Newton, J. 

low, my | sari iz sad, 763, i., Monsell, J. 

Mt health was firm, my day was At, 877, i., Firm 
. was my health, my*day was right 

My heart and voice I raise, 989, i., B, 
My heart as hart for water thirsts (tr. Sylvester), 13, ii., 

Ad perennis vitee fontem 
My en with holy glee, 1076, ti., Spitta, 

My heart pea ‘or want of breath (Ps. lv.), 866, 
. ii., Old Version - v ‘ 

Ay heart doth take in hand (Ps, xlv., Hopkins), 865, 
ii,, Old Version 

My heart expands with good enditing, 671, ii., Irons, J. 
By heard Ror teconos burning (tr. H- Mills’ alt.), 719, i. 

saare te bright , 1076, ii., Spitta, C.J. P. My heart is with - 
My Apacs rit 4 0 my heart, ii,, Kennedy 

heart is with longing, 629, i., Knoll, C. 
ity heart i zed, 0 God, my her, 119, lt, Be merciful, 

O God, to 
My —_ ‘is full, and I must sing, 622, ii,, Kennedy, 
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My heart is full of Christ, and longs, 1262, i., Wesley 
family, The 

My heart . resting, @ my God, 1233, ii., Waring, 
Anna L. 

My heart its incense burning, 719, i,, Mathesius, J. 
My heart ils noblest theme has found, 725, ii., Merrick, J. 
My heart lies dead, and no increase, 783, ii., My stock 

lies dead, and no increase 
My pas O God, be wholly Thine, 718, ii,, Mathams, 

My heart, O Lord, its love on Thee (tr. Russell), 1004, ii., 
Sehalling, M. 

My heart rejoices in Thy name, 1240, i., Watts, I. 
My heart! the seven words hear now (tr. J, Kelly), 412, i., 

Gerbardt, P. 
My heart to Thee I give for aye (tr. Littledale), 262, ii., 

Cor meum Tibi dedo, Jesu dulcissime 
My heart wakes with o Joyful lay (tr. Mrs. Findlater), 

1076, ii., Spitta, C. J.'P. 
My heart with deep emotion, 719, i., Mathesius, J. 
My Wvart’s warm gush breaks forth in mirth, 560, ii., 

ich singe dir mit Herz und Mund 
My heavenly home is bright and fair, 643, i., Hanter, 

WwW 
My Helper, aid; Thy mercy show (tr. Russell), 1040, 

ii, Selnecker, N. 
My home is in heaven, my rest is not here, 699, ii., 

Lowry, R. 
My hope is built on nothing less, T71, i., Mote, E. 
My ad my steudfast trust (Ps. xxxi.), 800, i., New 

ersion 
My inmost heart now raises, 719, i., Mathesius, J. 
My Jesus, as Thou wilt, 723, i., Mein Jesu, wie du willt 
My Jesus, if cigar bier 7 i., orgy 
My Jesus, on Thy heart o ect (tr, Lady 
: Ivurand), 10679, i., Spitta, cr P. 

Wy Sesus the sinner receives (tr. Miss Warner), 797, iL, 
Neumeister, E, 

My Jesus, Thow hast taught, 1236, ii., Waterbury, J. B. 
My Jesus, Whom the seraph host (tr. R. Massie), 290, i, 

Dessler, W. - 
My joy is wholly banished (tr. Miss Winkworth), 507, ii,, 

Heinrich of Meissen 
My joy was ne'er unmized with care (tr. Miss Wink- 

worth), 493, ii,, Hartmann von der Aue 
My King, 527, ii,, Hobson, J.P. 
My languid spirit, upward rth , li., Rist, J. 
My life flows on in endless song, , di., Lowry, K, 
My life I now to Ged resign (tr. Jacobi), 671, i., Leon, J. 
My fe is but a pilgrim-stand, 637, i,, Lampe, F. A. 
My life is hid in Jesus (tr, Miss Winkworth), 233, i., 

Christus der ist mein Leben 
269, ii., Cross- My life's a shade, my days (Crossman 

man, S.; 348, ii., English bymnu y 
My Lord and God, go not away, 1008, 1., Schein, J. H. 
My Lord and my (God, blessed word that declared, 491, 

ii,, Harland, E. 
My Lord, how full of sweet content al Cowper, alt.), 
6 476, i., hie boy (née core pee chs — uf ie 

Lord, my (rod, in istress . Ixxi., 
. 865, i./0 d Version = 

My iord, my Life, was crucified, 781, ii,, My Lord, my 
Love was crucified 

My Lord, my Love was crucified, 842, i., O Love divine, 
what hast Thou done? 

My Maker and my King! What thanks to Thee I owe, 
— i,, My Maker and my King; to Thee my whole 
owe 

My Maker, at Thy holy throne, 1099, i., Stryker, M. W, 
My never ceasing songs shall show, 1240, i., Watts, I. 
My only Saviour, when I feel, 328, i., Elliott, Charlotte 
My parents gave me, Lord, 524, i., Hill, R. 
My parting spirit biddeth, $11, ii., Herberger, V. 
My portion is the living Lord, 622, ii., Kennedy, B. H. 
My portion, Thou! my cup, 1176, ii., Thy way, not 

mine, O Lod 
My praise again J offer Thee, 1035, i., Scriver, C. 
My race is now completed, 985, i., Sacer, G. W. 
My race is run, my warfare’s o'er (Watts, Moor? ag 

ii, Death may dissolve my body now; 1 i, 
Scottish translations and hrases 

My Redeemer knoweth me, . i, Mein Erliser kennet 
mich 

‘My Nedeemer overwhelmed with anguish (tr. Swertner), 
1301, ii., Zinzendorf, C. R. von 

My Redeemer quit [ not, 614, i., Keimann, C. 
Hy Refuge is the God of love, 1940, L., Watts, I. 
aty rest 1s in heaven, my rest is not here, 706, ii., Lyte, 

H, F. 
My restless heart with anguish moaning (tr. Mise Cox 
¥ G98, ii., Lowe, J. a WA » 

God, 1240, i,, Watts, I. My righteous J , my gracious 
Mfy rising soul with strong desires, 123, ii,, Beidome, B, 

INDEX. 

My saule doth magnit 
My Saviour and my } 
Aty Saviour, as Thou 

willt 
My Saviour, be Thor 

316, i., Duncan ; 
Afy Saviour, be Thou 

ii,, Stowell, T. A 
My Saviour, can it er 
My Saviour dear, Ta 

dorf, N. 1, von 
My Saviour, how sha! 

ii., O Well, sieh | 
My Saviour, Lam Th. 
My Saviour! 1 behold 
My Saviour, I would 

Morley), Rebeka 
My Saviour ts gone w. 

vale of tears 
My Saviour ia the lit 
Aly Saviour lives, a» 

ton), 302, i.. Dit 
My Saviour lives. I 

i, Schmolck, B. 
My Saviour lives! 11 

ihm auch ich 
My Saviour, make + 

$21, ii., Edeling, 
My Saviour, my alm. 

Saviour, on fhe 
Waring, Anna 1. 

My Saviour sinners 
(tr. Ker), 670, 

My Saviour sinners » 
in the Moray, H 

My Saviour, that I 
Nitschmarin, Av 

My Saviour, Thu TF 
O Jesu Christ, o 

My Saviour, what 3 
worth), 385, i., 

My Saviour whom 1 
290, ii., Dessler, 

My Sh rd is the 
feed (Rous), 118 
not want 

My Shepherd is the | 
My opie ia the 

xxiil., Sternheld 
My Shepherd is the 

(Rawson, Is75), 
herd is 

My Shepherd is the . 
My Shepherd is the 

My She isthe S 
My Shepherd will su 
My Shepherd's nam: 
My sin, my sin, 0 6 
My sins have taken 

763, i., Monse!} 
My sins, my sins, m 
My sky was once n 

not yield 
My Solomon ! thy k 

Moray. H. B., } 
My song is love unk 
My song shall be o 

Crosby), Franc 
My sorrows like a 1 
My soul, See also 
My soul adores the 

114, ii., Terst, 
My a amid this 

My soul and spirit. 
ise (Tate), 

ersion ; 1034, 
rases 

My soul, arise in jr 
My soul awake an 

Herz! und sine 
My soul, awake anc 

auf, mein Her; 
My soul, come meuir 
My soul before Th 

mein Sinn sich 
My soul complete 

(nee Haddock ), 
My soul doth magr. 

sing (W. J. ir 
doth mag 

(Old Version), 
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soul doth ify the Lord, my times, O Lord, are in Thy hand (tr. Maguire), 1077, 
“= spirits dora Bend 711, i., M +h fad = ii., Spitta, UJ. P. . 
My soul doth magnyfie the Larde, ii., Goostly times of sorrow and of joy, 121, ii., Beddome, B. 

Pealmes and Spiritualle Songes ; 900, i., Polllo, 8. tongue, the mystic doctrine sing (tr. Hewett) 879, 
My = doth pant towards T) 1118, ii., Taylor, 

eremy 
My soul! exalt the Lord thy God (tr. Jacobi), 451, ii, 

Graumann, J. 
My tout for help on God relies (Ps. Ixii.), 800, ii,, New 

My mal Sorsakes her pos delight, 1238, i., —_ 1. 
My soul, give laud [ tse) unto the Lord (Ps. cliL, 

Sternbold), 866, hasty Uld Version 
My soul Sound the steadfast ground (tr. Mre 

Bevan), 979, i., — JLA 
My soul hath now the ground ‘attained (tr. Russell), 

Large tng we ty the place, 1240, ii, Watts, I. M yt «. Watts, 
My soul’ in death was ing, 466, ii., Greg, S.; 1196, 

i., Unitarian hym 
My soul, inspired with sacred love (Ps. ciii.), 800, ti, 

New Version 
My soul is now united, 165, ii., Bourne, H 
My soul is thirsting, Lord, for Thee (tr. K 

Fortescue), 75, ii., Anton-Ulrich of Brunsw 
My soul, it is thy God, 1106, ii., Swain, L. 
My soul, let this your thoughts employ (tr. Miss Cox), 

277, ii., Dach, S. 
My soul lies clea to the dust, 1240, ii., —- 
My soul lies grovell y Meg! . 871, ii., Irons, J. 
My soul, now praise ~ Maker ! (tr. Miss Winkworth), 

ped glean ae tad ke good of Hi 0 Mty a is name, 
t - Le ¢ civ., Kethe), Kethe, W.; 

as = 868 Old ined, aaa good of His Name, His My praise ‘ame, 
mercies record, 881, ii., Park, T. 

My eal, pr praise thou the Lord always (Vs, cxlvi,, Hop- 
kins), 866, i., Old Version 

My soul, prepare to meet, 950, ii., Rambach, J. J. 
My soul ‘ His 1940, ii,, Warts, I. 
My soul praise Thee, O my God, 606, ii., Hegin- 

bothum, O 
My soul, survey thy happiness, 540, i., How vast the 
treasure we possess 

My soul, there is a countrie, 1206, i., Mr rand H. 
My soul, through my Redeemer's care, i, Wesley 

faaity Lg Redeemer see, 275, ii., Da J set, " esus, 
ied an des ucees Stamm : 
ee es ee ee OREN, Fe Fp Sees 

iy tout os ed al kes aiid Ps, Ixii., kins), 

‘aso wlan thy thy life, U ae Swat ae not thy life, +» Swain, L. 
Ay soul, what hast for God ?, 362, i., Faber, 

My soul, why art thou troubled? why (tr. G. Walker), 

sy Sa aa aan ETS 'y ning, 7 Wo. G 
My soul, with all thy waking powers, 306, i., Dod- 

dridge, P 
ts —— grateful thoughts of love (Ps. cxvi.), 801,i., 

d= with patience wait (Ps. cxxx.), 601, i, New 
ersiun 

Afy spirit longeth for Thee, 199, ii,, Byrom, J. 
My _* longs for Thee, 783, i., My spirit longeth for 

Afy spirit looks to God alone, 1240, ii., Watts, I. 
ty spirit on Thy care, 706, ii,, Lyte, H. F. 
My spirit sinks within me, Lord, ae ii., Watts, I. 
My spirit to Th care, 7 706, ii., Lyte, H. F. 
ay aos lies and no rd onda 512, i, Herbert, 

My Sabiertig 6h te Si are known, 656, ii., I am the 
man who long have known 

Aty sweet little Habie, what meanest thou for to cry, wy hii 'y res her d tr. Anon.), 18, 
Ad perennis vitae Foot tga ad! a, 

My nda spirit faints, 381, i., For ever with the 

My thoughts on awful yal 1238, i., Watts, I. 
My war, surmount these lower skies, 1238, ii., 

My times are in Thy hand and Thou (Sir J. Bowri 
oe, De ee Seas are in Thy band, und Thou mm | 

our footsteps 
oe in ~ font, My God, | wish them there, 

My times are in Th TT . mW iL y Aand, Their best, 498, ii., Haver- 

i, Pange lingua gloriosi corporis m 
My trust is in the highest Name, hf a Mant, R. 
My trust is in the Lord, 706, ii., Ly, H. F. 
My trust isin Thy holy Name, “tt, Kennedy, B. H. 
My trust, o in thee (Ps. Ixxi., Whittingham), 

1028, ii., Scottish hymnod. 
My voice to God ascends on high, 622, ii., Kennedy, B. H. 
My whole desire Doth deeply — away (tr. Miss 
iy —— 1145, os : light, 

work was pleasant, Lord, my urden 516 
i., Herr, des Tages Milhen und Beschw can , 

My wounded Prince enthroned on high “tr, Kinchen), 
1302, ii., Zinzendorf, N. L. von 

are heart dissolves as waz, 1183, i., Toplady, 

My yoke, saith Christ, upon pon you take, T37, ii., Mir nach, 
spricht Christus, unser 

Myf 3 yw'r Javifodiad mawr (E, Wyn), 1260, i, Welsh 

mucious *Signifer, 68 650, ii., Latin hymnody 
Mysterious i ne, 1291, ii., A he A. R. 
Mysterious a ar porto 1921, , Vexilla regis 

prodeunt 
Mysterious Spirit, unto bags rate 183, ii., Brooke, 8. A. 
Mysterious’ ‘w the Christian heart, 772, ii., Moultrie, 

Nach dir, O Gott! verlanget mich, 75, U., Anton- 
Ulrich of Brunswick e 

408, bn Gellert, C. F. Nack tauscndfachen Plagen, 
ae ere thr lieben Glieder, 308, 1 yy N. 

racer Ren omren cen m5 
Naked as from the carth we came (Watts), 1034, i., 

- translations and paraphrases; 1838, ii. 
atts, I. 

— of Jesus, Name of pleasure, 427, i., Gloriosi 
e vatoris 

Name oo our triumphant Saviour, 427, i,, Glorioai 

ete n pris omnia Domino pie agmina, 648, i, Latin 
bhymnody ; 814, i., Notker 

Nature will raise up all her strife, 354, i., Es ist nicht 
schwer ein Christ zu sein 

* 

Nature, with eternal youth, 1236, ii., Wiiemen, . O 
Nature with open volume stands, 1238, ii., Watts, 1. 
Nature's God, all-ruli Poser (tr. Mant), 966, ii., 

Rerum Deus tenax 
Natus ante saccula Dei fi nt 613, i., Notker 
Nay, I cannot let Thee go, = i., Newton, J. 
Ne te desole point, Sion, 308, i ., French hyinnody 
dher Jordan's, # ford, 1106, ii., Symington, A. J. 
Near the Cross, See Jesus, keep me near the Cross 
Near the cross was Mary weeping, 39, i,, Alexander, 

J. W.; 1084, i., Stabat mater dolorosa 
Near the Lord in lory seated, 182, i., Bright the vision 

that deligh' 
Near the tomb where Christ hath been, 89, i., At the 

tomb where Christ hath been 
Nearer and nearer still, ay ii., Wesley family, The 
Nearer, ever nearer, 996, ii. Savi our, Saviour 
Nearer, Wid God, to Thee, Hear Thou my prayer (How), 

oy ee iS ee we to Thee, Nearer to 
Nearer to Thee Gitrs, Adams), 

16. i prwleg agg Flower), Sarah ; 214, L, <“7 
Alice; 1194, i, Unitarian hymnody ; 1263, i., 
Welsh bymmnody 

Nearer, O God, to Thee! Hear Thou my prayer, 792, i., 
Nearer, my God, to Thee, Hear Thou my pra 

Nearer to Thee, my God, Still would I ri oryee, i, 
Nearer my God, to Thee, Hear Thou my prayer 

Nec nam oculis vidit, 788, i., Neale, ate ; 1168, 
-, Thomas of Kempen 

Nectareum rorem terris distillat Olympus, 523, i., 
Hildebert 

Need hath the golden city none, res” ii., Stone, S. J. 
Need it is we raise our eyes, 790, i., Neale, J. M. 
Ne'er be my ‘cod forsaken, 509, i. qr Imbold, L. 
Beige 4: dich zu meinen Kitten, 203, i., Canitz, F. R. L. 

Neighbour, accept our parti: tr. J. Hamilton), 
aitcmcrn 

Nein, raged aps ao meet entch went Gregor), 703, L, 
Luise Henriette of Brandenburg ¢ ) 
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Nein, nein, das ist kein Sterben, 810, i., Non ce n'est | No roo; 
pas mourir No sea: 

Nexpwaas rov Gavaroy, 68, i., 'Avéorys rprjpepos No sepx 
Nevaov mpos tmvovs, obxe-wy évepyera (Ode lil.), 355, | No sigr 

ii.,” Eowore Andy, Savuarovpywy Saxon No sorr 
Never be faint or weary, 1204, ii, Van A styne (nee | Vo sir 

Crosby) Frances J. Sto 
Never couldst thou bear to co us (tr. Miss Burth- | Wo fea» 

wick), 773, ii., Mowes, H. 
ma: 

Never lose the golden rule, 1204, ii,, Van Alstyne (nce | No voic 
Crosby), Frances J. swe 

Never perish! words of mercy, 734, ii,, Midlane, A. No war 
Never will I part with Christ (tr. Jacobi), 614, i, this 

Keimann, C, No! wh. 
New born, J bless the waking hour, 499, ii., Hawkes- | Nobis n. 

worth, J. 72, . 
Vew every morning is the love, 641, i., Hues of the | Nobis ve 

rich unfolding morn Th: 
New mercies, new blessings, new light on thy way, | Noch ein 

497, ii., Havergal, Frances R (nee 
New wonders of Thy mighty hand, 737, ii., Miramur, O | Noch leb 

Deus, Tune von 
Nicht mehr als meine Kriifte tragen, 194, i, Barde, = qite 
eae ey 

Nicht menschlicher Rath, noch Brdenverstand, 418, i., | Nocte su: 
German hymn Grea 

Nicht nur streiten, tiberwinden, 626, i,, Klopstock, F. G retre, 
Nicht so igre | nicht so sehr, 411, i., Gerhardt, P. Noctis ter 
Nicht uns, nicht uns, o ewiger Herr, 470, i., Greitter, | Voctivage 

M. ley), 
Nigh unto death with famine pined, 131, i., Behold the by ni 

wretch whose lust and wine Non abluy 
Nigher still, and still more nigh, 299, i., Dies irae, dies sonan 

ila Non avis 

Night and clouds in darkness sailing, 820, ii., Nox, et ham ), 
tenebrae, et nubila Non, ce + 

Night and darkness, and thick cloud (tr. Doubleday), W.; % 
820, ii., Nox, et tenebrae, et nubila None else i 

Night and darkness cover all, 820, ii,, Nox, et tenebrae, | None is li. 
et nubila jun. 

Night clouds around ws silently are stealing, 146, i, | None is sc 
Pr igronnaayh A. es (6: Masa: Nes , N. 

Night from the earth is wending (tr. anington Nor earth, 
ii., Harsdirffer, G. P. Nor eye h 

Night shrouds beneath her sable vest, 820, i,, Nox atra Watts, 
rerum contegit Nos Gordic 

Night's shadows falling, men to rest are calling, 982, Notker 
i., Russell, A. T. Nosco meu 

Nimm dich, o meine Seel’ in Acht, 277, ii., Dach, 8. 702, ii 
Nimm hin, was dein ist, Gott, nimms hin, 1077, ii., | Nostra tub 

Spitta, C. J. P. Notker 
Vimm von uns, Herr, du treuer Gott, 92, ii,, Anfer | Nostras, Ui 

immensam, Deus, aufer iram ; 762, i., Moller, M. ditus 
No act of sin our Saviour wrought, 772, ii., Moultrie, | Not a single 

J. Not all the « 
No blood of beasts on altars shed, 1240, ii., Watts, I. ‘The 
No blood of bird or beast, 611, i., Not all the blood of | Not all the ¢ 

beens those ye bear, 676, i., Lift Not all the No carnal weapons ye bear, 676, i., up your | Not all the c 
heads, ye gates of brass Not always 

No change of time shall ever shock (Ps. xviii.), 800, i., hos 
New Version Not bound b. 

No cloud obscures the summer sky, 509, ii., Hemans worth, ( 
(nce Browne), Felicia D. Not by the m 

No condemnation—0oO ioe 218, i., eg ET! R. Cc. ul 
No dawn of holy light, 498, ii., Hav: ey & Not by Thy x, 
No eye seen, nor ear hath heard, Watts, I, | Not for «. i 
No human eyes Thy face may see, 621, ii., ly,“ 

T..W. Not for our » 
No, lord, tt cannot shortened be, 1264, i, Wesley | Not for the ci. 

family, The (Xavier ?), #98, O where 
No me mueve, mi Dios, para quererte v Not for the 

ii,, O Deus ego amo Te, Nec/amo Te St satro ne ange 
No more, ah, no more sad complaining, 291, ii., Deus Not for the e1. 

ignee fons animarum Huntley) 
No more, my (od, I boast no more, 1288, ii,, Watts, I. Not for the , 
No more of strife, no more of pain, 877, i., Finita jam ly, A 

sunt praelia Not from a » 
Vo more, on carth no more, 406, ii,, Gaskell, W. family, T 
No more sadness now, nor fasting, 789, ii., Neale, J. M. | Not from the 
No more thy limbs are rent, §78, i., Jam non te lacerant Scottish ty 

carnificum manus Not gifts of pr 
No — ar tn heaven! No gathering gloom, 949, | Not in ange 

lo . Albinus, . 
No, no, it is not dying, 316, ii,, Dunn, R. P.; 610, i., | Not in anger, 

Non ce n'est pas mourir Albinus, .; 
No, not despairingly, 162, i,, Bowar, H. Yot in anger » 
Vo, not for these alone I pray, 1117, ii, Taylor, Emily | Not in enry, n 
No - ower in grade To the Virgin, 760, ii,, Mittit ad | Yot in fire fre 

tginem 
No other Name, 105, i., Avres, H.C. Not in Jerusal, 
Ni purple with his li fe-blied stained, 610, i., Nun parta | Not in the naw 

« Palate Not in the soli 
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Not in this simple rite alone, 406, ii., Gaskell, W. 
Not ig Thy fury, Lord, reprove, 622, ii., Kennedy, B. 

Not in vain a ean my supplication, 195, ii., Bur- 
leigh, W. H. 

aut Se , Thine ancient works alone, 422, ii., Gill, 

Not made, nor yet created, came, 1217, i., Verburn Dei, 
Deo natum : 

Not more than Ihave strength to bear (tr. Miss Warner), 
94, i., Blirde, 5S. Gi. 

Not now, my child; a little more rough tosving, 888, ii., 
Pennefather (nve King), Catherine 

Not on this day, 0 God, , £05, li., Gaskell, W. 
Not only as a sacrifice, 1299, i, Yonge (mee Bargus), 

Frances M. 
Not a. doth the voiceful day, 196, ii., Burleigh, 

Not — clad in radiant vest, 1294, ii,, Wordsworth, 

Not so darkly, not so 411, i., Gerbardt, P. 
Not the malicious or profane, 1238, ii., Watta, L. 
Not on Jrom us, O Lord, but we, 1186, ii., Trench, 

Not Thy garment's hem alone, 256, i., Conder (nee 
Thomas), Joan E. 

Not to condemn the sons of men (Watts) 1064, ii., So did 
the Hebrew prophet raise 

Not to myself I owe, 1183, i., Toplady, A. M. 
Not to ourselves again, 162, i., , ae 
Not to ourselves we owe, 1183, i,, Toplady, A. M. 
Not to ourselves who are but dust, 1 -, Watts, 1. 
Not to the mount that burned with fire (flame), 764, il., 

Montgomery, J. 
Not to this earth's contracted span, 900, ii., Pope, A. 
Not unto ua, Almighty Lord (Ged), 706, ii., Lyte, H. F. 
Not unto us but Thee alone, Bless’'d Lamb (Cennick), 

216, i., Cennick, J. ; 434, i., God of all consolation, 
take ; 673, ii., Let us the sheep in Jesus named 

Not unto us, but Thee, O Lord! Be praise and, 433, ii., 
God of all consolation, take 

Not unto us but to Thy name, Great God, be gh 
(Comeriit), 673, ii, Let us the sheep in Jesus 
named ; 1084, ii., Staffordshire hymn-books 

Not unto us, Lord, not to us (Ps, cxv., Norton), 866, i., 
Old Version 

Not unto us, not unto us, O Lord, 470, i., Greitter, M. 
Not onto vs,o Lord (Ps. cxv., Whittingham), 1022, ii., 

Scettish hymnody. 
Not unto us, to Thee, O Lord, Be praise and (C, Wes- 

ley), 434, i., God of all consolation, take 
Not sam, O Lord, Thy loving word, 622, ii., Kennedy, 

Not what 1 am, O Lord, but what Thou art, 162, i., 
fr, * 

Not what’ J feel or do, 811, ii., Not what these hands 
have done ve 

Not what these hands have done, 162, i., Bonar, H. 
Not willingly dost Thou afflict, 328, i., Elliott, Charlotte 
Not with our mortal 1238, ii,, Watta, I. 
Not yet I love m 422, i., Gill, T. H. 
Not yet, ye people of His grace, 422, ii., Gill, T. H. 
Not see but His ye are, 497, ii., Havergal, 

Nothing but leaves, the Spirit grieves, 38, ii., Akerman, 
ucy 

Nothing but Thy Hood, O Jesus, 493, i., Hart, J. 
Nothing fair on earth I see, 1006, ii,, Scheffler, J. 
Nothing know we of the season, 615, i., Kelly, T. 
stiges —— gentibus, 576, i., Jam Christus astra 

tia & but the voice of God can epenk, 796, ti., Mid- 
jane, A. 

Nous célebrons tex louanges, 6 Dieu, et nous reconnats- 
— tu es le Seigneur, 1128, i., Te Deum 
a ns 

Nous portons un doux i, @ : 
Ciwhionk eo 

Nous toy looms dien nous roms seignor (tr. in 
the Anglo-Norman Bibles 1197 ii., Te been 
landamus 

siete work, O Lord, 578, ii,, Jam sanctius moves 
op 

Now a new year opens, 236, i,, Clarke, S. C. 
Now ot chaheg cares shall cease, 488, i., Hamilton, 

Now all give thanks to God, Heart, 963, ii., Rinkart, M, 
Now all give thanks to God, With heart, and hand, and 

voices (tr, Singleton), 963, ii., Hinkart, M. 
Now all men thank ye God, 963, ii., Rinkart, M. 
Hon ot tha wonde are sleeping, $22, ii., Nun ruben alle 

Now all to God give thanke, 963, ii,, Rinkart, M, 

Now ancient shadows flee, 286, ii., Debilis cessent 
elementa legis 

Now are our limbs reshed with quiet sleep (tr. Is, 
Wihewe), 1067, ii,, Somne od CL artubus 

Now are thrice ten years completed (Lustra sex qui 
peracta, tr, Chambers), 881, i, Pange ‘ono 
ricsi proeliam certaminis 

Now as long as here I roam, 410, i., Gerhardt, P. 
Now at last J end the strife, 1144, i, Tersteegen, G. 
Now at length our bells are mounted, 676, i., Lift it 

gently to the steeple 
Now at the banquet of the Lamb (tr. Johnston, 1552), 

14, i., Ad regias Agni — 
Now at the Lamb's high royal feast, In robes of saintly 
— we sing (tr. Caswall), 13, ii., Ad regias Agni 

8 pe 
Now at the Lamb's high royal feast, In robes of festal 
— we sing (tr. Copeland alt,), 13, ii., Ad regias 

Now at the Lamb's imperial feast (tr. Mant), 14, i, Ad 

Me oe eae cle I Ci J. Kelly), 410, ii Now manger stand (tr. J. Ke 0, ii., 
Gerhardt, P. abe 

Now autumn strews on every plain, 609, ii., Hemans 
(née Browne), Felicia D. 

Now awake, my soul, my senses, 1264, ii. Werde 
munter, mein Gemfithe, Und ihr Sinnen geht bherftir 

Now be my heart inspired to sing, 1240, ii,, Watts, L. 
Now i. one and praive.ascending, 982, i., Russell, 

Now be the God of Israel blessed, 1238, ii,, Watts, I. r Now be the banner, 494, li., Hastings, I’. 
Now begin the heavenly theme, 689, ii., Langford, J. 
Now behold me, aing of glory, 1087, ii., hier bin 

ich Ehren Keinig. 
Now blessed be Thou, Christ Jesu, 408, li., Gelobet seist 

du Jesu Christ; 442, ii, Goostly Psalmes and 
iritualle Sor, 

Now t he Israel's Lord and God (Benedictus), 801, i, 
New Version 

Now bring in good cheer (Neale), 212, i., Carols 
Now by the bowels of my (od, ii., Watts, I. 
Now by the love of Christ my God, 1238, ii., Watts, I. 
Now (by Thy) let the faithful choirs, 636, ii,, Lacta- 

bundus exultet fidelis chorus; Allelula, Regem 
regum 

Now Christ above the starry skies, $76, li., Jam Christus 
astra ascenderat 

Now Christ ascending whence He came, 576, ii., Jam 
Christos astra ascenderat 

Now Christ be praised and glorified, 444, ii,, Gott sel 
gelobet gebenedelet 

Now Christ beyond the stars had gone (tr, Copeland), 
576, ii., Jam Christus astra ascenderat 

Now Christ beyond the stars ts gone (tr. Wallace), 
576, ii., Jam Christus astra ascenderat 

Now Christ, gone up to whence He came, $76, ii,, Jam 
Christus astra ascenderat 

Now Christ had climbed the starry skies, 576, li., Jam 
Christus astra ascenderat 

Now Christ had (hath) pierced the skies to claim, 576, ii., 
Jam Christus astra ascenderat 

Now es our Passover is slain, 383, i., Forti tegente 
brachio 

Now Christ, the very Son of God, 1040, ii., Selnecker, N. 
Now Christ unto the stars above, 676, ii., Jam Christus 

astra asvene: at 
Now come ye Christians all and bring, 821, ii,, Nun 

freut euch lieben Christengemein 
Now comes salvation from above, 1074, ii., Speratus, P. 
Now comes the world's Redeemer, 1212, 1, Veni he- 

demptor gentium 
Now condeacend, Almighty King, 1117, i., Taylor, Ann 

and Jane 
Now crave we of the Holy Ghost, 681, ii, Nun bitten 

wir den heil Geist 
Now daily shines the sum more fair (Paschale mundo 

gaudium, tr. Caswall), 96, i., Aurora lucis rutilat 
Now darkness over all is ad (tr. Miss Winkworth), 

607, i., Josephson, L. C. L. 
Now ee the day of days (tr, Hort), 95, i., 

Aurora lucis rutilat 
Now day's bright star is risen afar, $78, i., Jam luis 

orto sidere 
Now doth the tery sun decline (Jam #o] recedit igneus), 

843. ii., O Lux bests Trinites, Et principalis Unitas 
Now doth the flery sun retire (Jam sol recedit igneus), 

843, ii., O Lux besta Trinitas, Et principalis Unitas 
Now doth the sun ascend the sky, 877, ii, Jam lucis 

orto sidere 
Now, eternal Father, bless, 1188, ii., Tuttiett, L. 
Now, even now, I yield, [ yield, 1264, i., Wesley family, 
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Now every greenwood sleepeth, 822, ii., Nan ruhen alle | Vow : 

shen heart sing (tr, Miss Wink Won : Now fain my j 8 would sing (tr. - | Now 
Bhar idaa, i, Walther, J. J 

Now faintly smile day's hasty hours, 1090, i., Steele, Now 1 
Aune ’ 

Now far above the starry plain, 576, ii.,, Jam Christus | Now 4: 
astra ascenderat ' ; 

Now for a (hymn) tune of lofty praise, 1238, ii., br 
Watts, 1. Now J 

Now for the Lord our God, 1294, i,, Wordsworth, C. un 
Now fur Thy ag Pomc (Ps. xxv.), 866, 1, Old Version | Now, 9 
Now fourth the kingly banners goe, 1221, ii, Vexilla (me 

is prodeunt Now ta. 
Now from exrth retire, my heart, 961, i, Richter, G. der 
Now Jrom labour and from care, 494, ii., Hastings, T. 
Now from the altar of my heart, 311,i.,, Dread Sove- | Now let 

reign, let my evening song tish 
Now from the garden to the cross, 493, i, Hart, J. Now le 
Now from the rising of the sun (tr, Wallace), 4, ii., bern 

A solis ortds cardine Ad usque Now let 
Now from the slumbers of the night arising, 809, i., | Now let 

Nocte surgentes vigilemus omnes Now let 
Now full thirty years are past (Lustra sex, qui Jam sus]: 

regit, tepus implens corporis, tr. Wallace), 881, | Vow let 
Pe Pange lingua glorios! proelium certaminis 0. 

Now gird your patient loins again, 270, i., Crosswell, W. | Now let » 
Now give thanks, ye old and young (tr. Jacobi), 1060, | Wow let « 

i, Si wen wir aus disenereat Char 
Now go forth and dig my grave, 80, i., Arndt, E. M. Now let 
Niw God be praised, and God alone, 966, i., Rist, J. berry 
Now God be with us, for the night is closing (tr. Miss | Now let o 

Winkworth), 612, ii., Herbert, P. Now let o 
Now hath arisen the star of day, 677, ii., Jam lucis | Nove let o1 

orto sidere Now tet ov 
Now have J found the ground wherein (tr. J. Wesley, | Now let oc 

ait,), 979, i., Kothe, J. A. ay => 
Now have our hearts embraced our God, 1238, ii., | Now let o 

Waits, I. . cheert 
Now have we met that we may ask, 705, ii., Lynch, T. T. | Now let ou 
Now, heavy heart, away with sorrow (tr. Miss Maning- | Vow let on 

ton), 1246, ii., Wegleiter, C. Now let the 
Now ies ascended sh = 1240, L., Watta, L. Now let t} 
Now, Holy Ghost, to Thee we wee tr, John Williams), coe lun 

823, ii., Nunc Sancte nobis S us Now let the 
Now host with host assrmbling, 218, i., Chapin, E. H. a 
Now hush your cries, and ts no tear, 298, i., Deus | Now let th 

ignee fons animarum coelum 
Now hushed are woods and waters, 628, H., Nun ruhep | Now let 7; 

alle Walder world . 
Now I can read and learn, 1239, ii., Watts, I. ; i, Nur 
Now I close my tired eyes (tr. Mrs. Bevan), 510, ii., and par 

Hensel, Luise Now let us c 
Now I find a lasting joy, 280, ii., Das ist meine Freude | Now let wes 

hier Winkwe 
cat | have found a friend, 162, ii., Bonar (née Lundie}, munis us p 

ane C, i 
Now [ have found the blessed ground (tr, J. Wesley, | Now let us p 

alt,), 979, i., Rothe, J, A. Now let us p. 
Now [have found the firm foundation (tr. Krotel), 821, i, » 

979. i,, Rothe, J. A. Now let us pr 
Now I have goeee the ground to hold (tr. Sheppard), wir den | 

. i, Rothe, J. A. Now let us se. 
Now Ihave found the ground wherein (tr. J. Wesley), | Now let us : 

978, ii,, Rethe, J. A. Frances | 
Now I know the great Redeemer, 196, ii., Burnham, R. | Now let us nm 
Now I lay me down to sleep, 1099, i, Stryker, M. W. rentes oct 
Now { live; but if to-night (tr, Misa Warner), 687, 1, | Now let yous 

Hippel, T. G. von (nde Rowe 
Now Pil lie doen and sleep in Thee or in the Moray. | Now lef your 
* H. B., rilgrit o radia ge gi sais Si: nf 
on, in a song a, ise, * ey, 5. test 

Now in Christian ane htt 234, ii., bam, J.P. 818 i,, Ne 
Now in iis manger He so humbly Wes, 398, 1., Froblich | Now Lord fw. 

soll mein Herze —— R. A. 
Aow in numbers soft and (softly) flowing, 303, i, Dix, | Now, Lord, J o 

W.c Now, Lord, the 
Now in parting, Father, bless us, 162, i., Bonar, H, the heaven 
Now in peace go on your ways, 627, i., Knak, G. F.L. | Now, Lord, Th 
Now in the heat of youthful blood, 1238, ii., Watts, I. H. 
Now in the name of God we go, 564, ii, In Gottes | Yow, Lord, to 

Namen fahren wir land, K. 
Now, in the peace of God (tr. Miss Borthwick), 520, L, | Now, Lord, we 

Heusser (nee Schweizer), Meta The 
Now in Thy presence { appear (tr. H. Mills), 406,i, | Now, Lord, we 

Gellert, C. F. Lard, we pa 
Now is horn our great Salvation, 785, i, Nato nobis | Now may Chris 

Salvatore \, 118" 
Now is Christ risen (tr. Russell), 285, i., Christ ist | Now may He Wh 

erstanden, Von der Marter alle Yow may ovr (Vo 
Nor is oure health come from above (tr. Coverdale) grnbdig sein 

442. ti., fioostly Pealuies avid Spirituslle Songes; | Now may the « 

1O7S, ue, Speertus. 1’ Watts, I 
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-Now baad the Gospel's conquer.ng power, 615, i., Kelly, 

ie 3 met the Holy Spirit's pat (tr. C. B, Pearson), 
Sancti Spiritus ad-it nobi 

Now may the Lord our —— ead 1181, i., To-day 
the Lord our Shepherd leads 

Now may the y arm awake, 616, ii,, Keliy, T’. 
Now may the Spirit from above, 616, im Kell ys 
Vow may the Spirit's holy fire, i., Seagrave, R 
Now morn is o'er the zenith spread (tr, Chambers), 

94, i., Aurcra jam —or polum 
Now morning lifts her veil (tr, Chandler), 14, i., 

Ad templa nos rursus cing 
Now morning i. Maced _ all the skies (Aurora coelam pur- 

purat, tr. 96, ii., Aurora lucis rutilat 
Now morning spr nat alt on aky (tr. Macgill), 93, 

Now poe star > hank Srom sleep, 578, i., Jam 
lucis orto _— 

Now, my soul, loud (tr. 
Chandler), "ay ac Thana Chandler, mag ; 91 , Prome 
vocem, mens, 

Now, my m— hy one 6 voice upra Sing in sweet (tr, 
cento in the me Byer ari ii, Prome vocem, 
mens, cand 

Now, my soul, thy. voice upraising, Sing the Cross (tr. 
a alt.), 9138, ‘2. Proms Prome vocem, mens, cano- 

Now, sy thy voice upraising, Tell in sweet (tr. Sir 
Babe), SBE. apr sagt mens, co). 878, 

tongue, the mystery singing (tr, Brooke 
mag 255 fae. lingu » gloricsi corporis mysterium 

Now, my tongue, the m — 878, il, Pange 
lingua loriosi mysterium 

Now, 0 Thine own I am, 371, ii., Father, Son, and 
Holy Ghost, One in Three 

~~ Holy § wea apttiane One (tr. Bonar), 883, ii,, Nunc 

Now, O my sins are pardoned, TSA, ii., ee ae ‘ 
Nie 0 Ga God, Thou hast my soul (tr.J. Wesley), 638 

Now on la = sea descend: ee bce 
Now on the Holy Ghost we For ect (tr, Miss 

Fry), 821, i.. Nun bitten wir den 
Mow 05 the Holy Ghost we call 1 piva, 1, ii, Nun 

bitten wir den beiligen Gvist 
Now one in health Dea i taente crushes (tr. 1. Mills), 

1018, i., Schubart, C 
ere per ty eh Death has been 

here, and borne away 
low onward move the Wandards of our King, 1221, i., 

Vexilla regis prodeun 
Now, our Father, eae reid, 303, i., Dix, W. C. 
Now our prayers are heard on high (tr. Is. Williams), 

92, i., Audimur almo Spiritus 
Now our t to the Holy Ghost, 821, i., Nun bitten 

wir den heiligen Geist 
Now praize the Lord on high, 963, i. M. » Rinkart, 
Now praise we Christ, Hot One (tr. R. Masate), 

4, ii., A solis ortis cardine Ad usque 
Now pray we all God the ere its Russell), 621,1., 

Nun bitten wir den heiligen G 
Now I at we for our country an 266, ii., Coxe, 

sige ay we to the Holy Ghost, $21, ii., Nan bitten wir 
iligen Geist 

Now raire a shout af sacred > +» Watts, 1. 
Now rest beneath night's « iets. i. Nun ruhen 

Js rast; ap tomb atsiail: hebek: WE. AO Sear row rest, my Leng rt, “s iy day 
that fixed my choice - 

Now rest the woods again, 822, ii, Nun ruben alle 
Walder 

Now rests her soul in Jesus’ arms (tr. Miss Winkworth), 
50, ii., Allendorf, J. L. C. 

Now yovteth all creation, $22, ii, Nun ruhen alle 

Now ara the aanful morning, 280, i, Darkly rose 
an gts morning 

Now my ni ¢ arise (Watts), 1034, i., Scot- 
tish translations and pa 

Yow shall my solemn vows be paid, 7) i., Watts, I. 
Now shines the sun with acd erste. (Paschale mundo 

geudiam), 96, i, Aurora lucts rele 
Now signs of mourning disappear, $77, i., Jam desi- 

hant -uspiria 

Now fa ge we, now rejoice, $64, i,, In dulci jubilo singet 

Now sinks in might ming sun (Jam - recedit 
= herent), O06, i, U cog eo beata Trinitas, Et princi- 

rr 
wool Sante the a, King, 1189, i., Templi 

sactatas Pande, Sion, ries Bi << . 

Now ae te, Henly rr 466, ii., Greg, S. ; 1196, i,, 

pe or a fauilens conquered, 1014, i., Schmolck, B. 
on ree ae evening's shadows, 822, ii., Nun ruhen 

the wistful sigh, 877, i., Jam desinant 

Now: ‘tole oe heart and ali that is in me (tr. Miss 
Winkworth), 1006, ii., ay al . 

Niww thank we all our God, 963, ii., a 2 M. 
Now that day its wings has furled, 183, ii., Brooke, 

S.A 
Now that death by death hath found (Nexpwoas rd 

@avarov, tr. Neale), 68, i., pice piven re 
Now that o'er each weary head (tr. in Batemans Chil. 

Hyl.), 610, i, Hensel, Luise 
by sleep (tr. Wallace), Now that our limbs, refreshed 

1067, it, Somnu fig artubus 
Now that the from earth — crept (tr. Miss 
Edd 6, li., Hertzog, J. F 

Now that the daylight dies away, B all Thy grace and 
love (tr. Newman), 11365, i., Te lucis ante terminum 

Now that the daylight dies away, Ere we lie down and 
sleep (tr. Blew), 1136, ii., Te lucis ante terminum 

oo thal the daylight Alls the sky, 677, ii., Jam lucis 

Py that the day-star doth arise, rs eae Be ig lish 
hymnody ; 877, 4i., Jam lucis orto sidere 
that the day-star glimmers bright, $78, i., Jam 

lucis orto sidere 
Now that the day-star mounts the sky (on high), 577, ii., 

Jam lucis orto sidere 
Now that the star of light hath risen, 577, ii., Jam 

lucis orto sidere 
Now that the sun © doth shine no zmere (tr. Mise Wink- 

worth). 516, ii., Hertzog, J. F. 
Now that the sun is beaming bright, 678, i., Jam lucis 

orto sidere 
Now that the sun is gleaming bright, 678, i., Jam lucia 

orto sidere 
Now that the time is come wherein our Saviour Christ 

was born, 211, i., Carols 
ue billows, strong and dark, 1277, i., Whiting, 

Now the day is hasting on, 619, i., Heu! Heu! mala 
mundi vite 

Now the day is over (Baring-ould), 757, i,, Missions 
Now da daylight goes away, 497, ii., Havergal, Frances 

~_ the pe oars declining wheel, 636, ii., Labente jam 

ow the dayestar bright is born, 578, i., Jam lucis orto 

ow the glorious Mother's feast-lay, 376, i., Featum 

Now the hecoest toil is over, 1277, Whiting, W. 
Now the heavenly joy proclaim, aia, ii., Now begin the 

heavenly theme 
Now the hour ts drawing near (tr..1. Williams), 902, 

ii., Preedicta Christi mors adest 
Now the labourer’s task is o'er (Ellerton), 184, i, 
wn far ae oo aoe qi, t., Hs 1 

Vow née away, “9 ¥ j Frances'R. go ¥ , erga 

mes the morn new light is pouring (tr. Buckoll), 35, ii., 

Now ‘the old Adam's sinful stain (Adam vetus qiiod pol- 
luit, tr. Neale), 30, ii., oscat OmLe — 

Now the pearly gates unfold, 291, i., Dessler, W. 
Now —— comes indeed, 1212, i., Veni ceisuee 

gentium 
Now the Saviour of the heathen, 1212, i, Veni Re- 

demptor gentium 
Now the : hades of night are gone, 856, ii., Occom, § 
Now the sighs and the sorrows, 642, ii., Humaui generis 

cessent suspiria 
Now the siz days’ work is done, 514, ii,, Hernaman 

(née Tbotson), Claudia F. 
Now the sowing and the weeping, 497, ii., Havergal, 

Frances R. 
Now the sun is in the skies, 680, i., Littledale, R. F. 
Now the thirty years accomplished oh Neale, alt.), 

$80, ii., Pange Nngua gloricsd proellum certaminis 
Now the ey ees accomplished (tr, cento in the 

Hymnary), 1, ii, Pange Ungua glorios’ proelium 
certamin 

Now the saorid's Sresh dawn of birth, TT, i, Mandi 
renovatio 

Now thinly falls the shade of night, $20, i., Ecce jam 
noctls teuuatur umbra 

Now, Thou faithful, gentle Spirit, 979, ii,, Row, T. 
Now Thou speakest, hear we trembling, 691, ii.. Lord of 

life, prophetic Spirit 

Tn 
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Now thrice four hours have passed away, 1056, ii., Sic | Nun. 
ter quaternis trahitur v 

Now th another year, 804, i., Newton, J. Nun 
Now to Christ, our Life and Light, 962, i, Russell, E 

A. T. Nun _ 
Auw to Him Who loved us, gave us, 1234, i., Waring, A 

S. M. Ir 
Now to the cruel scourge, the twined thorn, 872, i., Op- ri 

probriis, Jesu, satar Nun go 
¥ Now to the Hands of Christ our King, 1239, L, ee 

Watts, I. Nun h 
Now to the haven of Thy breast, 1261, ii, Wesley oP 

family, The Nun h 
Now to the Lord a noble song, 1238, ii., Watts, I. Be: 
Now te the Lord sing praises, 451, ii., Graumann, J. Nun hi 
Now to the Lord that makes us know (Watts), 1034, i., | Wun is 

Scottish translations and paraphrases; 1180, i., To | Nun ke 
Him that loved us for Himself Ge 

Now to the new-born King (tr. Hewett), 1068, i,, Sonent Ve 
nato nova cantica Nun kk 

Now to the power of God supreme, 1238, ii., Watts, I. Jol 
Now to the tomb Thyself art come (tr. H. Mills), 388, i., | Mun Ja. 

Franck, 3. Nun la 
: ‘ Now to Thy sacred house, 317, i., Dwight, T. fon: 

Now twice four hours have passed away (tr. Chambers), | Nun las 
1056, ti., Sic ter quaternis trahitur Nun las 

Now twice three hours the sun hath told (tr. Cupe- | Nun lob 
land), 144, i., Bis trnas horas explicans Nun lols 

Now unite to render praises, 681, i., Koitsch, C. J. Nun nin 
° Now us with winds and waves at war, $76, i., Jactamur Sche 

: heu, quot fluctibus Nun pre 
Now wurneth us the Wise Mens fare (tr. Miss Wink- |) Nun ru? 

worth), 874, i., Otfrid of Weissen Nun scht 
Now we must leave our fatherland, 326, ii., Einst fahren | Nun sene 

wir vor Vaterlande nue!" 
Now weary heart! thy cares dismiss (tr. Lady E. | Nun sich 

Fortescue), 1246, ii, Wegleiter, C. schei 
A Now weeping at the grave we stand (tr. Miss Wink- $16, : 
= - worth) 55, ii., Am Grabe stehn wir stille Nun Sick 

Now we'll render to the Saviour, 734, i., Midlane, A. theilt 
+ Now what I sought do If behold (Jam quod quaesivi | Nun sieh, 

¥ideo, tr, Anon.), 687, i., Jesu dulcis memoria Psalr 
Now when full thirty annual suns (Lustra sex, + jam | Nun singe 

alt, tempus implens corporis, tr. Aylward), und si 
1, i., Pange lingua glorivs! proelium certaminis Nun s0 « 

Now when prayer and toil had failed, and no small hymn 
tempest, 849, ii., O the vastness, O the terror Nun tret te 

Now when the dusky shades of night retreating, 320, i., of Bru 
Ecce jam noctis tenuatur umbra Nune And? 

Now while my heart rejoices, 970, i., Robinson (of Lon- | Nune cleric 
don), R. Nune cruci 

Now, while the herald bird of day (tr. Caswall), 38, | Nunc Sonc 
ii, Ales diei nuntius man, J 

Now whilst the sun is beaming bright, 678, i., Jam lucis | Nunc solis » 
orto sidere jubar 

Now will J nevermore despair of heaven (tr. Miss | Nuntium vc 
- Winkworth), 607, ii., Heinrich of Meissen hoch da 

: Now with angels round the throne, 256, ti., Conder, J. Nunciws pr 
Now with joint consent we sing, 483,i,, Hammond, W. Sanctor 

, Now with joy my heart is bounding, $98, i., Froblich 
° soll mein Herze springen 

Now with rapid wheel inclining, 636, i., Labente jam | 0, See also 
solis rota 0 abide, abi. 

Now with the fast departing light (tr. Caswall), 1136, bei dem, 
' i, Te lucia ante termipnom O abide in J? 

° Now with the rising golden dawn (Lux eoce surgit Rleibt be 
aurea), 820, ii., Nox, et tenebrae, et nubila O Adonay et, 

Now with the slow-revolving year, 359, ii., Ex more Neale, J. 
docti mystico 0 Sy Ul. 

Now with weariness opprest (tr. Dulcken), 510, ii, nody 
Hensel, Luise O all that pas 

Now woods and fields are quiet, 822, ii., Nun ruben family, T 
alle Walder O, ali too bles 

Now woods their rest are keeping, $22, ii., Nun ruben felix mer: 
F alle Wilder ‘ene 1197.4, U eant lay 

e Now your pleasant urs, 1197,i., Unitarian h Oall, who see 
Now your sorrowful plaints should be Aueh'd. OL 1706), 946 

Deus ignee fons animarum 0 all ye tands, 
Nowell! Nowell! Nowell! Nowell! Who ys there that | 0 all ye nation 

- syngeth so Nowell, 209, ii., Carols L, Uld Ven 
Nez et tenebrae et nubila, 643, ii., Latin hymnody O all ye nation 
Nu wil ich nimmer mer vergswiveln, 607, ii., Helorich bymo-book 

of Meissen 6 all ye nation. 
Nube vectus en descendit, 682, i., Lo! He comes with | 0 all ye penpdle, 

clouds descending, (nce for favoured sinners slain (Ps. xivii.), 
Nun bitten wir den heiligen Geist, 442, ii., Goostly | 0 all ye people 

Psalmes and Spiritualle Songes ; 704, i,, Luther, M. R.C. 
a die finstre Nacht herein, 796, i., Neumann, | @ all ye re 

irc. worth, alt. }, 
t ; Nun bringen wir den Leib zur Ruh, 675, i, Liebich, | 0 all ye works. 

_ ‘ kb Renedicite 

Mee dartet ale Gott (Rinkart), 271, fi, Craver, Ji, | @ all ye srk 
7a $15... teernian byintionly ; 963, i., Rinkart, M. Benedicite ; 



0 ALL 

O all ye works of the Lord, 134, i., Benedicite 
© all-creating God, 126A, ii,, Wesley family, The 
0 alles héchster Menschenhiiter, 792, i., Neander, J. 
O Almighty God of love, 1261, i., Wesley family, The 
O amor quam exstaticus, 76, 1., Apparutt benignitas 
O Ancient of eternal days, 470, i., wh DE ab 
Oe Augenblicke (Gregor), 89, i, At 's 

Tght hand in countless numbers ; 467, ii., Gregor, C. 
© anzious care that weighs me down (tr, Miss Bur- 

lingham), $10, ii., Hensel, Luise 
O arm me with the mind, 824, i., O all-atuning Lamb 
O art thou an heir of glory f, TA, ii., Midlane, A. 
O! at last I did discover, 579, i., Janus, M. 
O! at last I've found my Saviour, $79, i., Janus, M. 
O auferstandner Siegesfurst, 160, i., Bohmer, J. H. 
O autumn, fair pensive evening, 1080, i., Spitta, C.J. P, 
o on looking son of time, 1277, u., Whittier, 

. 
O be jo yful, faithful nation, 608, ii., Jucundare, plebs 

O be jouful in the Lord, 256, ii., 257, i,, Conder, J. 
O be not angry, Lord, with those (Placare, 

servulis, tr. Wallace), 228, ii., Christe Kedemptor 
omnium Conserva tuos famulos 

O be not thou dismayed, Heliecing little band (Lasse dich 
durch nichts erschrecken), 978, i., Rob, J. 

0 beata beatorum, 650, i., 651, L., Latin bymnody. 
0 beata Jerusalem, 645, ii., Latin hy y 
O beautiful abode of earth, 387, i., Franck, J. 
O beauty, old yet ever new, 1277, ii., Whittier, J. G. 
0 ! O Bethlehem! To envied honours growing 

(tr. H. Mills), 724, i., Meinhold, J. M. 
Bethichem! o Bethichem! Was ist in dir geschehen, 
723, ii., Meinbold, J. W. 

0 Bethlehem, of cities blest (0 sola magnarum urblum), 
946, ii., Quicumaque Ch: m quaeritis 

O Bethlehem! thin dost surpass sola magnarum ur- 
bium), 946, ii., Quicumque Christum quseritis 

O Blasi, dilecte Regi reguin summo, 814, i., Notker 
O bless the Lord, and prai-e, 966, li., Robarts, F. H. 
© bless the Lord, my soul! His grace to thee proclaim, 

764, i., Montgomery, J. 
blest the Lord, my soul, Let all, 1240, ii., Watts, I. 
bless the Saviour, ye that eat, 1165, i, This is the 

feast of heavenly wine 

blexsed @F¢ ye ‘messengers, sent forth (tr. Lady 
Durand), 1077, i., spitta, C. J. P. 

O blessed Babe divine, 196, ii,, Burmeister, F. J. z 

O blessed, blessed sounds of grace, 193, ii., Bunting, W .M. 

O blessed Christ, once wounded (tr. J, W. Alexander, 
alt.), 835, ii., O Haupt voll Blut and Wunden 

O blessed day when first was poured (tr. Chandler, alt.), 

$74, ii., Felix dies quam proprio 
O blessed house, whose favoured inmates knw, 848, i., 

O selig Haus, wo man dich eufgenommen 
O blessed houre, where Thou, dear Lord (tr, Maguire), 

848, i., O selig Haus, wo man dich a jommen 

O blessed Jesus, Lamb of God, 286, i., Deck, J. G. 
O blessed Jesus! This, 412, i., Gerhardt, P. ; 
0 blessed Life, the heart at reat, 719, ii., Matson, W. T. 

o 

6 $s 

© blesved light, O Trinity, O Unity most principal (tr. 
in the Primer, 1615), 843, i,0 Lux boas ‘Crinttas, 
Et principalis Unitas : 

0 blessed lighte, O Trinitie, O Unitie, that is the chief 
(e. in the Primer, 1599), 843, ii., O Lux beata, 

nitas, Et principalis Unitas 
O blessed Lord, Thy feeble sheep, 288, i,, Denny, Sir E. 
O dlesred night! O rich delight (tr. Macgill), 849, L, 

O ter Jucundas, o ter foecundas 
© blessed saint of high renaen and honour (O nimis 

felix meritique celsi, fr. Littledale), 1203, i, Ut 
queant laxis resonare fibris 

0 Wessed saint, of mow-white purity (0 nimis felix 
meritique celsi. tr, Caswall), 1203, i, Ut queant 
laxix resonare fibrie 

© blessed Saviour! here we meet, 675, ii,, Liebster Jesu 
wir sind hier Deinem Worte nachzuleben 

© blessed Saviour, is Thy love, 778, i. My blessed 
Saviour, is Thy love 

0 Wessel Saviour, Lord of all (tr. Cosin, alt.), 988, i., 
Salvator mundi Domine 

O blesaed souls are they, 1240, ii,, Watts, I. 
© blessed Sun, whore splendour (tr, R, Massie), 838, ii, 

0 Jesu, meine Sonne 
© blessed Trinity, We sinners cry to Thee (tr. Neale, 

alt), 92, i., Audi nos, rex Christe 
0 blessed Voice—that Voice from Home (tr. Maguire), 

520, i., Heusser (née Schweizer), Meta 
© blessing rich, for sons of men, &40, ii,, Mew, W. W. 
o eee happy living, 1286, ii., Winckler, 

0 blest Creator, God most High (tr. Chambers, alt.), 
291, i., Deus Creator omnium Polique rector 
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O blest Creator of the earth (tr. Wallace), 1137, i, 
Telluris ingens Conditor 

O blest Creator of the light, Who dost (didst) the dawn, 
700, ii., Lucis Creator —— 

O blest Creator of the light, Who mak'st the day, 700, ii, 
Lucis Creatur optime 

O blest Creator the stars (Creator alme siderum, 
tr. Eddis), 258, i., Conditor alme siderum 

O blest Creator of the world (tr. C.swall), 966, i, Re- 
rum Creiter optime 

O blest is he tw whom is given, 837, i, O it is hard to 

© biase relied a kas ly fair, 1090, i t religion, venly fair, , i., Steele, Anne 
O blest society, 123, ii., Siateme, B. 
O blest the souls, for ever blest, 1248, ii,, Welssel, G. 
O blest was he whove earlier skill, 640, ii., How, W. W. 
0 iad the purified, bliss of the free, 164, ii., Bottome, 

0 Body, broken for my sake, 709, ii., Maclagan, W. D. 
O bona Patria, lumina sobria te speculantur, 534, i., 

Hora povissima, tempora pessima sunt, vigilemus 
bottomless depths of God's infinite love (tr. Gambold), 

315, i, Du ewiger Abgrund der seligen Liebe 
O boundless grief tr. Jucubl), 853, i, O Traurigkelt, 

o Herzelei 
O bounteons Framer of the globe (Telluris alme Con- 

itor ditor), 1187, i., Telluris ingens U 
O enw Thine ear, eternal ‘One, 895, ii., J. 
O Bread of Life from heaven (tr, Schatt), 828, i., O 

esca vlatorum 
UO Bread to pilgrims given (tr. R. Palmer), 628, i., O 

esca viaturum ; , ii, Palmer, R. 
O, break my heart; but break it as a field, 705, ii., 

Lynch, T. T. 
0 breathe upon this languid frame, 267, i., Conder, J. 
0 brethren, let us sing, 468, ii., Gregory, J. G. 
Oo —_ t scca thy \ hangs, 1007, i., Schef- 

O bride of Christ on high (tr. Chatfield),-883, i, Tlap- 
Bdve. evade orov 

O bright Creator of the skies (Creator alme siderum, 
tr. Beste), 258, i., Conditer alme siderum 

0 gh — of eternal light, 976, i., Roman Catholic 
iy 

4) Phe kere the Father's light (Te splendor et virtus 
Patris), 1177, i., Tibi Christe, splendor Patris 

O brightness of the Immortal (Aternal) Futher’s face 
(tr, Eddis), 321, i, Eddis, E. W.; 894, ii, oo 
‘Aapor ayias bbs 

O Brightness of Thy / ather's face (tr. Chambers, 1857), 
1080, ii., splendor pateriae gloriae 

0 tness uf Thy Father's Ray (tr. Chambers), 
, 1, 0 splendor aeterni Patria 

i) ga Fog — your tribute of praise, 635, ii., La 

0 tring so the jor your tribute of praise, 636, ii., La 
Tobs, J. A. 

O Britain, praise thy mighty God, 1240, ii, Watts, I. 
\ brothers, lift 

’ 

O brothers, tune your voices, 624, ii., O 
your voices 

o So cast off thy sorrow, 1246, ii., Weg- 
eiter, C. 

tf] —— I, Lord, return ?, 1261, ii., Wesley family, 

O Captain of the martyr-host (tr, Caswall), 846, ii., 
U qui tuo, dux martyrum 

O cast away thy fears (tr. J. Wesley, alt.), 126, i., Be- 
fleh! du deine Wege 

O cease, my wandering soul, 776, i, Mubln W.A. 
0 cheer thee, thou Christian, 468, ii., Gregory, J. G. 
O Child Jesu, closest, dearest (tr. Stone), 1167, ii., 

Thomas of Kempen 
0 children of your God, rejoice, 35, i., Alber, E. 
O choir of new Jerusalem (tr. Littledale), 224, ii., 

Chorus novae Hierusalem 
O Christ, blest injluence divine (tr. Is. Williams), 849, 

i., O splendor aeterni Patria 
O Christ! how good and fair, 410, i., Gerhardt, P. 
O Christ, how potent & Thy grace (tr. Calverley), 943, i., 

Quam hes potenter allicis 
OChrist, in gladsome faith arise, 1016, i,, Schimer, J. G. 
O Christ, in Thine all-blissful state (tr, Chambers), 

952, ii,, Rebus crestis nil egens 
O Christ Jesu, closest, dearest (tr. Stone), 1167, ii., 

Thomas of Kem: en 
O Christ, most willing Victim slain (O salutaris ag ee 

1219, i., Verbum Supernum prodiens Nec Pat 
linquens 

O Christ, my God, earth's beacon-fire (0 Lux mundi, 
Christe Deus), 991, ii., Salve mundi salutare 

O Christ, my joy, my soul's delight, 966, i., Rist, J. 
O Christ, my Life, my Saviour (tr. Miss Borthwick), 

520, i., Heusser (nee Schweizer), Meta 
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O Christ, my Light, my gracious Saviour, 838, i., O 
Jesu Corist, mein sc Licht 

O Christ, my only Life and Light, 838,i., 0 Jesu Christ, 
mein schiinstes |icht 

O Christ, my sweetest Life and Light, 838, i., O Jesu 
Christ, mein schiinstes Licht 

O Christ, our Corner-stone ( Angularis Fundamentum), 
1200, ii., Urbs beata. Hieru-alem 

O Christ, our hope, our heart's desire (tr. Chandler), 
692, ii., Jesu nostra redemptio Amor et desiderium 

O Christ, our joy, gone up on high (tr. D. T. Morgan), 
1187, i., Ta Christe, nostrum gaudium 

O Christ our King, by Whom were framed (tr. Cham- | + 
bers), 958, ii., Rex Christe, factor omnium 

O Christ our King, Creator Lord (tr. R. Palmer), 877, | ¢ 
ii., Palmer, R. ; 958, ii., Rex Christe, factor omnium | ¢ 

O Christ, our King, give ear (tr, Neale), 92, i., Audi 
nos, Rex Christe 

O Christ our King, Who all hast made (tr. Copeland), 
068, ii., Rex Christe, factor omnium 

O Christ, our Lord, in this third hour (tr, Chambers), | © 
227, i,, Christe, hac hora tertia 

O Christ, our true and only /.ight (tr. Miss Winkworth), 
838, i., O Jesu Christe, wares Licht 

O Christ, Redeemer of mankind, 228, ii., Christe, Re- | © 
dem omnium Conserva tuos famulos 

O Christ, Redeemer of mankind (tr. Littledale), 228, | 0 
‘i ii,, Christe, Redemptor omnium Ex Watre 

z O Christ, Redeemer of our ras lad Baker), 228, ii., | 0 
Christe, Redemptor omnium Ex Patre 

O Christ, Redeemer of the world (tr. Chambers), 228, | 0 
ii., Christe, Redemptor omnium Ex Patre 

O Christ, Redeemer of us all (tr. in the Primer, 1599), | @ 
, di., Christe, emptor omnium Ex Patre 7] 

O Christ, Redeemer, Saciour, Lord, 849, ii., O that Thon 
would’st the heavens rend o 

O Christ, that art the Light and Day (tr. Copeland), 
227, ii., Christe, qui lux es et dies 0. 

O Christ that art the lught and daye (tr, Coverdale), 
227, ii., Christe, qui lux es et dies ; 443, i,, Goostly | 0 
Psalmes and Spiritualle Songes 

O Christ, the angels’ Joy and Crown (Christe sancto- | 0 
rum dycus angelorum, (entis, tr, Wallace), 230, i, 
Christe, sanctorum decus angelorum O« 

O Christ, the Beauty of the angel-worlds, 230, i., Christe, 
sanctorum decus angelorum, Gentis, tr, Caswall), | 0 ¢ 
230, i., Christe, sanctorum decus angeloram 

O Christ, the Eternal Light, 815, ii., Duffield, 8. A. W.; | 0 
351, i., Ennodius, M. F, 

0 se 5 the Father's mirrored Light, 608, ii., Jewitt, | 06 

O Christ, the glory of the angel-choirs a Caswall), | 0 ¢ 
230, i., Christe, sanctorum decus angelorum 

O Christ, the Glory of the holy angels Curate, sancto- | 0 ¢ 
rum decns angelorum Rector, tr. Blew), 239, ii, 
Christe, sancturum decus angelorum oc 

O Christ, the heaven's eternal King BB seg sempiterne 
= coelitum), 968, i., Rex seterne Domine or 

; O Christ the king of human life, 165, i, Bourne, G. H. 
7) omen a a, 4 since breath pent up (tr. Chat- | 0 ¢ 

. di, Xpuoré avat, o@ tpwrov 
0 Chetst the leader of that war-worn host (tr. Mercer), | 9 € 

699, i., Lowenstern, M. A. von 
O Christ, the Light of heavenly day! (tr, Russell), | 0 © 

838. i., O Jesu Ch wabres t 
0 os. the Lord of heaven, to Thee, 878, i., Palmer, | 0A 

O Christ, the martyrs’ glorious King (tr. in the Primer, | @ C/ 
1706), 958, ii., Rex gloriuse martyrum ‘ 

O Christ, the Saviour of mankind (Salutis humanae | 0 (') 
Sator), 693, i, Jesu nostra redemptio, Amor et | 
desiderium oc 

O Christ, the Source of our delight (tr. Earle), 1187, i, 
Tu Christe nostrum gaudium O (th 

O Christ, the true and endless Day (tr. R, Campbell) t 
849, i., O splendour aeterni Patris OCh 

O Christ! the world's Redeemer dear, 228, i., Christe, n 
Redemptor omnpinmn Cons:rva tuos famulos Ocie 

O Christ, the world's redemption (Jesu Redemptor om- 
nium Quem lucis, fr, in the Piimer, 1706), 289, i, | @ Cit 
Christe, Redemptor omniom Ex Patre , 

O Christ, Thou art our joy alone (tr. Chambers, 1857), | 0 city 
1187, i., Tu Christe nostrum gaudium sé 

O Christ, Thou art our joy and light (tr. Chambers, | @ cla, 
1852), 1186, ii., Tu Christe nostrum gaudium d 

O Christ, Thou art our Light, our Day (tr. Chambers), | 0 cla 
ned « care, ul rey “oe ! ki 

O Christ, Thou art the Light and Day (tr. land, | Oc 
. alt), 227, ii., Christe, qui lux es et hice es % 

0 Christ, Thou bright andl Morning Star (tr, Miss | 0 Cla 
Winkworth), 825, i,, O Christe Morgensterne 

© Christ, thouchiefest good, thau spring (tr.G. Walker), | 0 come 
962, i., Ringwaldt, B. 



O COME 

o come, all a i Ades a anand (tr. Re 

o Pe iS iv nee, who didst deign come, a 
to be rg + ee 21, i., Adeste fideles 

Oo come, all ye fai arg il., He God of God (tr. 
Johnston, 1452), i, Adeste fideles 

O come, all at adie § i., Who God of God (tr. 
Johnston, 1456), Adeste fideles 

O come, all ye faithful—st. lil., Raise, raise choir of 
angels (tr, Mercer), 21, i., Adeste fideles 

CO come, all gpa he (¢r, Rorison), 22, i, Adeste fideles 
U come, ail Pd tag be Sah —_ in the Westm, Ab, 

H. B.), a, +, Adeste fide 
o comes OS ME ye Jaithf ul, nore see the place, 491, ii., 

ar 
O come, all ye faithful, joyful — Mh aiaaess caps (tr. 
Prose atte a 21, Js tie — mak « 

ye Jatthfi riumph raising (tr. 
“WW ovdd), a ii., denis eles 

O come, all ye fi y tri nt (tr. Oakeley, 
alt.), 21, i., Adee fees 74, ; 742, ., Missions 

O come, all ye ful, raise the hymn of glory (tr. 
Husenbeth),; 21, es Adeste fideles 

© come, all ye ul, ue | triumphant (tr, aithy 
Oukeley, ah. 21, i., Adeste 

O come, all ye faithful, aanaantes sing (tr, Cas- 
wall), 21, i., Adeste fideles 

O come sons of Adam and raise, 1020, i., Scott, T. 
0 come let us tell with praise (tr. Plumptre), 322, 

ii., Ela recolamus laudibus —— bg 
O come, and look awhile on ii., O come, and 

mourn with me awhile 
0 come, and mourn beside the Cross, 826, ii., O come, 

and mourn with me awhile 
O come and mourn with me awhile, 361, ii., Faber, 

F. W.; 781, ii., MyLord, my Love was crucified 
0 come and praise with chant and song (tr. Plumptre), 

351, ii., Epipbaniany Domino canamus gloriosam 
O come, and with the edyly morn (tr. Weodfurd), 94, L, 

Aurora lucis dum novae ; ii., V Weadford, J.R. 
O come! come Thou, Emmanuel, 74, ii., Anti 
O come, Creator Spirit, come (tr, Faber), 1210, ‘i, Veni 

Creator Spiritus, Méntes 
0 come, Creator Spirit, come (tr. W. J. Irons), 1211, i., 

Veni Creator Spiritus, Mentes 
O come, delightful hour of death, eet ii., —— J.J. 
0 come, Emmanuel, O come, 74, iL, 
O come, Aternal Spirit Of truth, yor eng Thou light, 

1077, ii., Spitta, C. J. 
0 come, Immanuel Acar our call, 74, ii., Antiphon 
0 let ws lift up our eoice (Pe. xcv., Hopkins), 

i., Old Version 
us sing to the Ged of Salvation, 403, ii., 

let us sing to the Lord, ie Et BORD ee . 
; Come 

i. Pampre)y 290, i Cra reagan 

anthems let us sing, Loud thanks (Ps. xcv.), 
“900, ii., New Version 

O come, my soul, with singing, 412, i., Gerhardt, P 
O come, new anthems let us sing ea Plumptre), 1068, 

i., Sonent Mi gi nato nova cant 
0 -— O come, Emmanuel (tr, Neale), 78, i., 74, ir, 

O come, come, Thou glorious King, 1216, i., Veni, 
veni, Rex gloriae 

O come, Redeemer of mankind, appear, 1212, i., Veni 
er pe tinm 

O come, the Aimigty' praise declare (tr. Russell), 
1247, ii., W 
: wnat The radiant Morning Star, 1264, i, Wesley 
— 

how atricken Lamb of God, 658, ii,, I thirst, 
“Thou wounded Lamb of af 

O come, Thou Sun of pokaenuai, 1080, ii., Splendor 
paternae gloriac 

@ come, Thou wounded Lamb of God, 658, ii., I thirst, 
Thou wounded Lamb of God 

O come to the house of prayer, 1117, ii., Taylor, eeny, 
seg = Se merciful Saviour that salle , 362, i, 

O come to the Saviour, believe in His name, 1204, i., Van 
Alstyne (nee © rroeby)., Frances J, 

O come with prayer and singing, 411, i., Gerhardt, P. 
O come with your canticles, come with r lays (Aeterna 

Christi munera, Apostolorum rloriam, tr ‘allace), 
~ i, Aeterna Christi munera, ee ‘martyrum 

0 Pn ye faithful, and r bring (tr. 
Chandler), 21, ii., py we 

0 come, af sinners, with burdens opprest, 1094, ii., 
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ss ae 2 Lord, 1061, i., Sinners, obey 

O come, ye that labour, 491, ii., Harland, E. 
O comfort of the weary, 828, ii, O comfurt to the 

weary ; 922, i., Psulters, E: 
O comfort to the dreary, 257, i., Couder, J. 
O Comforter, All-bles:ed one (tr, Morgan), 9465, i., Qui 

procedis ab utroque 
O Comforter, God Holy Ghost, 612, ii., Herbert, P. 
i] OS ae Thou uncreated Fire (tr. Crippen), 837, 

ii., O ignis Spiritus Paracliti 
0 or this rebellious will, 1263, i, Wesley family, 

O Conqueror by suffering, 1294, ii., ba ap tg > C. 
0 constantia martyrum laudabilis, 968, i., Robert 1. 

0 dig op without (i G. Walk ing’s now r. er 
“OR5. i, achat, CF. H. “s 

0 could I find from day today, 239, i., Cleveland, BR, 
0 ne I lose myself in Thee! 1261, i., Wesley family, 

O could I speak the matchless worth, 722, ii., Mediry, 8. 
Oovuld « our thoughts and wishes fly, 1090, i., Steele, 

O could pile pe those that die, 1238, i., Watts, 1. 
“—— we pilgrims raise our eyes, 471,i., Grinfield, 

O could we touch the sacred lyre, 824, i., Nunn, W. 
O Creatour, most benigne (tr. in the Sarum Primer, 

1545), 956, i., Rerum Creator optime 
O-Cross, by whom the earth is blest (tr, Neale), 273, i, 

Crux, mundi benedictio 
O Cross, O Cross of shame, 895, i., dint, F. S 
O Cross, we hail thy bitter ee oli Winkworth), 

988, ii., Salve crux beata, 
O Cross, whereby the earth ¢ uw blest (tr, Neale), 273, i., 

Crux, mundi benedictio 
O Cross which only canst allay, 303, i, Dix, W. C, 
O crown of rejoicing that’s waiting for me, 89, ii., 

Atchinson, J. B. 
0 crucified, triumphant Lord, 198, ii., kg W.M. 
Ocruel Herod! why thus fear? (Crudelis Herodes, tr. 

Caswall), 5, ii, a solis ortis cardine Ad usque 
O Cruz, Fritex salvificus, 163, i, Bonaventura 
0 dark and dreary 236, i., Clarke, 5. C. 
O darkest woe! (tr. Miss Winkworth), 853, i., O Trau- 

rigkeit, o Herzeleid 
O dass doch bei der reichen Ernte, 674, ii., Liebich, E. 
O dass ich kinnte Thrdnen gnug vergiessen, 985, os 

Sacer, G. W. 
O dass ich tausend Zungen héitte, 724, ii., Mentzer, J. 
Odass mein Leben deine Kechte, 1076. i., ‘spitta, C. J.P. 
O daughters blest of Galilee, 540, ii,, How, W. W. 
er bf» anger, awful day (tr, O0.), 299, in Dies irae, 

O day of ma anger, 301, i, Dies ari dies illa 
oe y days the chief, 204, i., Die dierum 

Pp 
O day of Mad solemnity (tr, Chandler, alt.), 477, i., 

Haec {lla solemnis dies 
0 pe A od when first the light, 294, i., Die dierum 

neipe 
O day of rest and gladness, 1293, ii., Wordsworth, C. 
O day of wrath and dread surprise (tr, D, French), 

299, ii., Dies irae, dies illa 
0 a sf 4 wrath in that dread day (tr. Anon.), 300, 

0 da of wrath, “pay of fate (tr. Coles), 300, ii. Oo day ‘ate (tr. es), ) Ley 
Dies irae, dies illa 

0 day of wrath, 0 » aad the day (tr. Sweet), 300, ii., 
Dies irae, dies 

O Day ry, Basten that —e day ! (tr. Singleton), 299, 

- oe mi gee dreadful da P 0 wrath, that y (tr. Parkinson), 

“ah _ h, had po dreadful da F ; Oo wrat, ¢elast great y (tr. F. G. 
4S, 300. i., Dies irae, dies ills ¢ 

0 day s dear to man once lost, 374, i., Felix dies 
goo 

Spring and Eternal Light (tr. Earl Nelson), 
mt. i, Antipbon 

0 alt that hast unto our souls set forth (tr. Mise 
ty), . = ), 1010, ii., Schlegel, J. A 

0 day with holy gladness fraught, 374, i., Felix dies 

sag ll hypiay, 47 7] 8 ness, 467, ii., 
o ys hd rho i'm ang ae (E. Evans) is isle, ‘ii, Welsh 

hymnody 
0 dear Christians, as ‘tis needful, would ye (tr. Mora- 

vian H. B., 1754), 606, i.. Heermann, J. 
0 dearer to my thankful heart, 1090, i., Steele, Anne 
O dearest Saviour! what law hadst Thou broken, 617, 

ii., Herzliebster Jesu, was hast du verbrocher 
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O death, thou art no more, 1173, ii., Thring, G. 
O Death! where isthy cruel sting? 1248, u,, Weissel, G. 
@ deem not that earth's crowning bliss, 196, i., Burleigh, 

WH. 
O deem not they are blest alone, 189, ii., Bryant, W. C. 
© deepest grief, 853, i., O Traurigkelt, o Herzeleid 
O Dei Sa ia, 650, ii., Latin bymn:<ly 
O der alles hatt cerloren, 82, i,, Arnold, (i. 
O Deus, anne patet nobis Tua mensa referta ?, 779, i., 

My God, and is Thy table spread ? 
O Deus, ego amo Te, Nam prior Tu amasti me pea 

134, ii., Benedict, E. C.; 1296, i., Xavier, F'. 
O Deus, ego amo Te, Nec amo Te ut salves me, 1296, i, 

Xavier, F. 
O Deus optime, 437, ii., God save the King 
O Dieu de verité, 390, i., French hymmoudy 
O dilecte Domino Galle perenni, See Dilecte Deo, Galle, 

perenni, 814, i,, Notker 
O disclose Thy lovely face, 226, ii,, Christ, Whose glory 

fills the skies 
O divinum Cor aveto, 990, i., 991, ii., Salve mundi 

salutare 
O do not against me, Lord, 87, i., Albinus, J. G. 
O do not, blessed Lord, depart, 708, ii., Mucduff, J. R.- 
© do not forsake me, my Father, my Friend, 471, i., 

Grinfield, T. 
© do not let the word rt, 954, i., Reed (nee Holmes), 

Eliza; 1280, ii., Wigner, J. T. 
Odraw me, Father, after Thee (tr. J. Wesley, st. ix., 

alt.), 838, i., O Jesu Christ, mein schtinstes Licht 
O draw me, Saviour, after Thee (tr. J. Weasley, st. ix., 

alt.), 838, i., O Jesu Christ, mein schiinstes Licht 
od ul unapproached Jeity (tr, Is, Williams), 23, 

ii., Adoro Te devote, latens Deitas 
© du allerliebster Gott, 1007, ii., Scheffler, J. 
O du armer Judas (Anon.), 163, i., Bonn, H. 
O du, den meine Seele liebt, 1079, i., pen OS. F. 
O du, der cinst in (Frabe lag, 666, ii., Lavater, J. C. 
O du, der uns . 1077, ii., Spitta, C. J. P. 
O du frohliche, $64, i., Faik, J. D. 
O du Hiiter Ephraim, 1303, ii., Zinzendorf, N. L. von 
O du Hiiter Ephraim, 1304, ii, Zinzendorf, N. L. von 
O du Schipfer aller Dinge, Dem bei dieser Morgen-Zett | O 

(Calisius), 1179, i, Titius, C. 
O du Schipfer aller Dinge! Hore, hire mein Gebet, | O 

1179, i., Titins, C. oO 
O du siisse Lust (Anon.), 82, i, Arnold, G. 
O dulcissime Jesu, 1167, ii., Thomas of Kempen 
O Durchbrecher aller Bande, 81, ii., Arnold, G. 
O Emmanuel, rex et legifer, 78, i, 74, i., Antiphon; 

790, i., Neale, J. M. 
© enter, Lord, Thy temple (tr, Miss Winkworth), 1300, | 0 

ii, Zeuch ein zu deinen Thoren 
O esca viatorum 877, ii., Palmer, R.; 1167, ii, Thomas | 0O- 

of Aquine 
O eternal praise of heaven (tr, Mant), 25, ii., Aeterna | 0. 

coeli gloria 
0 eternal Word, 372, ii., 373, i., Father, Who on high 
O, ever on our earthly path, 1148, i., The eternal gates | 0. 

lift up their beads Os 
O everlasting source of life and light (tr. Miss Borth- 

i | 

ea lw 

wick ), 631, i., Kolitach, C. J. Of 
© Ewigkeit du Ponnerwort, 416, i,, German hymnody; | 0/ 

$19, i., Heunisch, C. Of 
O Ewigkeit ! du Freudenwort, 619, i., Heunlsch, C, of 
O Ewigkeit, O Ewigkeit, 357, ii., Eternity! eternity! 

dow vast Os 
0 ezalt and praise the Lord, 612, ii., Herbert, P. 
O faint and feeble-hearted, ii., Eiliott, Charlotte Ofe 
oO sig 0 fair Jerusalem, 583, i., Jerusalem, my happy , 

me O fe 
Omfairest of all men (Ps, xlv,), 865, ii., Old Version Of 
o Jairest-born of love and light, 1277, ii, “hitter, : 

. G, Oi fe 

O faithful God! O pitying heart (tr, Miss Winkworth), | fa 
10, ii., Ach! treuer Gott, barmherzigs Herz‘ 0 fe 

O faithful God, thanks be to Thee, 1041, i., Seinecker. N, | 0fo 
O faithful Shepherd! now behold (tr. Lady EK, For- 

tescuc), 474, ii., Guter Hirte, willst du nicht 0 fa 
© Father, all-creating, 327, i., Ellerton, J. 0 fo 
© Father, bless us ere go, 1107, ii., Sweet Saviour, bless | 0 fo 

us ere We go 0 fo 
© Futher, compass me atout, 312, i., Dreves, J. F. L. } 
o si [gladly] humbly we repose, 406, i., Gaskell, | 0 ie 

z 0 for 

O Father, glorify Thy name ((Gisborne), 1084, ii, Staf-| 
fordshire hymn-books d 

o — f have sinned: J have done, 1105, i,, Sutton, | 0 for 
.5, tt 

© Father, 'mid the cherubim, 608, ii., Jewitt, W. H, O for 
Father of ateunding grace, 1277, i, Whiting, W. 6 for 

« Father of u'l, Who fillest with good (C. Wesley), | @ for 
447, ii., Graces .: 
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ith divine, Steele, A , 201, ii,, Cam 
ox: the fuk at knows ms dou, ‘ima Thring,@. | 9 God arent 0 eer Cte dey TTR Ls ty Crd, eccept 
o Sor the happy hour, 139, i,, Bethune, G. W. 
O for the peace which floweth as a river, 268, ii., Crewd- 

son (née Fox), Jane 
O! for the pearly gates of heaven, 1156, i., The roseate 

hues of early cawn 
O for the robes of whiteness, 109, i., Bancroft (née 

Smith), Charitie L. 
Ose ~ time when on the world, 762, ii., Monsell, J. 

O for spirit, holy John, once more (tr. Cupeland), 
A rail i, Ut quesnt laxis resonare fibris 

O for thy spirit, holy John, to chasten (tr. Blew), 
1203, i., Ut queant laxis resonare fbris 

© for thy ‘spirit, holy John, to chasten, Lips sin- 
polluted, 1203, i., Ut queant laxis resonare tibris 

O Fount of love! blest’ Spirit (tr, Blew), 829, ii., O funs 
Spiritus 

O Fount of love! Thou — blest (tr, Chambers), 829, 
ii., O fons amoris, Spiritus 

0 Fount of mercy, God of love, 364, ii., Fountain of 
mercy, God of love 

O Fountain eternal of life and of light (tr. in the 
map H. 7 er Teer i, than Koitech, GS 

O fra rit, vital spar, lo . 
pl i souls! rae blest the time (tr, "Matheson, 

alt.), , i., Dessler, W. C. 
O Priend of souls, how well is me, 290, ii., Dessler, W. C. 
O! from the world’s vile slavery, 268, i., Cotterill (née 

Boak), Jane 
ade — visions, dark and drear, 116, ii, Bartrum, 

0 ae und getreuer Gott ensthnyache'y, Bronccing 
f (Ringwaldt), $30, ii., O trommer und olen 
f ce bee — dein Gebot D. Charles), 1961, if 

o uu Caersa ceir gweled ’ 
"Welsh hymnody ‘ 

O Gabriel, refove flebiles, 255, i., Communio 
o gariad, ° » gored, —- ei fraint (M. Rhys), 

elsh hymuody 
0 —_ des Herrn! pi deine Kraft, 666, ii., Lavater, 

O Geist des Lichtes, komm hernieder, 876, i., Pabst, J. 
o geatic Savion, | Guide unseen, 887, i.,0 Holy Saviour, 

unseen 
0 gen re oe by Thy staff directed, 1166, i., Tho- 

uc 
oO le s vd, guided by Thy hand, My soul hath 

oinile Buphort, guide ty 7 i, Thotteie F.A.G. 
O gentle oe mrt ever near, 100, L, Balbien, W . tf , 0 
Oo Gift o ts! O a a 

Faith ! thou marie eeaeecies ‘ 
O give thanks to Him Who ae 257, i., Conder, J. 
O give thanks unto the Lord (Bathurst), 118, i 

Bathurst, W. H. 
O give Ghent unto the Lord (Irons), §71, ii,, Irons, J. 
O give ye thanks u tn Loo en) & God) the Lord (Ps. cxviil., 
© gledume Lohe 866, i. 

is the Pother 7 a ae Be H, W. 
ag peer ii., Sug iAapor @& 

0 gloom 44 — and clouds and shade Ctr. at Neale, alt.), 
et tenebrae, et nubila 

oaoue erioos Domina, De cxfus virgo genere, 945, i, Quem 

@derucifomtnn, Biogas sepir ridera, 944, ii., Quem 
terra, pontns, sidera 

© gloriosa virginum, 944, i., Quem terra, pontus, sethera 
Oo orem God and King, 497, ii., averbel, Frances R. 

glorious God of 196, ii., Burnham, R. 
Sau Head, livest now, 1145, i., seeeietees, S 
0 glorious hope of perfect love, 1261, ii, Wesley family, 

48, ii., Alleluia dulce carmen 0, ourues ts the son. 
0 glorious King, O 0 hs state (tr, Duffield), 846, ii,, 

O quanta qualia sunt illa Sabbata 
0 glorious a a of martyr-hosts (tr. Littledale), 958, 
6 ii., Rex gloriose martyrum 

Aing of martyrs (tr, Blew), 958, ii,, Rex 
gloriose martyrum = sedis 

0 oleae Lady, Queene of might (0 gloriosa femina), 
ii., Quem terra, pontus, aethera 

0 ser "Tady, throned on wen CO (O gloriosa femina), 
» Quem terra, pontus, aethera 

Sarene 0 triumphal day, 982, i., Russell, A. T. 
0 glorious Saviour, Mais id King (tr. Frothingbam), 

$31, ii., Hom 
—— oo (tr. Chambers), 2.40, iL yoo on 

» Coelestis ‘imam gloriae 
glorions Virgin, ever blest (O gloricsa a tr, 
Litdedale), 944, ii,, Quem terra, pontus, aeth Cplerinse Virgin, throned on high igh O grea virginum), 

i, Quem terra, pontus, 

0 

= heart Trot to aay 
O God, accept our ie , 169, ii., Breay, J. G. 
0 God, the hour, "423, ii., Gilman, 5. 
O Ged, all and all-just (L. Carpenter), 1196, ii., 

Unitarian bymnody 
O God, all-terrible, King, Who ordainest, 440, i., God, 

the all-terrible, King, Who ordainest 
0 God Almighty, Father, Son (tr. Buckoll), 127, i, 

Behm, 
O God, and is Thy table spread ?, T79, i., My Gud, and 

is Thy table spread ? 
O God, at Thy command we rise, 1264, i, Wesley 

family, The 
O God, be kind; let no distress (tr. G. Walker), 409, 
i Genad mir, Herr, e r Gott 

ii., Kennedy, B. H. 
7) I, be to me, 442, ii., Goostly Psalmes 
a Spiritualle Songes ; 606, i., Hegenwalt, E. 

0 God, be mercyfull to us (tr. in the G, = mien 
355, i, Es wollt’ uns ASH fats 

O God, be Thou no longer still, : oe ee 
0 God pote agi and inspire, 1067, 

0 God, nt, fore the close of day, 1135, ii., Te lucis ante 
terminum 

Oot, before the sun's bright beams, 894, i,, Phillimore 

O God, before oo radiant throne (Rippon), 1081, ii., 

0 Gad, bholes tow, my heart and tongue (Ps. cvili., Craig), 
1022, ii., Scottish hymn 

hand, 106, i,, Bacon, L. 0 God, beneath Thy guidi 
that s sea, 139, ii., Beyond, be- 0 God, beyond 

yond the boundless sea 
O God, by Whom the seed is given, 504, i., Heber, R. 
O God, Whose almighty hand, 833, i., 0 God of 

Bethel, by Whose hand 
O God, by Whose command is swayed, 1100, ii., Summae 

Deus clementiae,—st, il., Da dexteram surgentibus 
O God, by Whove command is swayed (Summae Parens 

clementiae, Mundi), 1101, i., Summae Deus cle- 
mentiae Mundique factor machinae 

O God, creation's secret Force (tr. Neale), 966, ii,, Re- 
rum Deus tenax vigor 

0 God, do Thou Thy oo prepare (tr. G. Walker), 
626, i., Klopstock, 

O God, enshrined in dazeling light, 540, ii., How, W.W. 
God, enshrined in preven: Bs might (tr, Chambers), 
$42, ii., O Luce qui mortallbus 

eternal orem Light, a oes, L — T. E. 
or ever near, 1 Brown, A . 

‘or this Thy servants’ sake, ae Y ivembt i 
“on oratus Deus alme nobis), 1925, if. 

cand Oplfexque matris 
‘orsake me ot Thine hand, 387, ii., Franck, 8. 

oa. and (() Light from hight (tr. New- 
Paterni luminis 

eae ~ 

God, 
God for 
ayy: 
implore 
Vi 

from 

py hg heed our troubles view (tr. Young), 10, 
Ac veh Gott vom Himmel, sieh darein 
JSrom Thee alone, 470, ii., Greville, R. K. 
from Whom alone proceeds, 961, i., Rickards, S. 
ve End and do apply (Ps. lv., Hopkins), 865, 

ii,, Old Version 
O God, give ear and ily (Ps, lv), 865, ii., Old “ 9 speedily ( Ds 

O God, how boundless is Thy love, T79, i., My God, how 
endless is Thy love 

O God, how constant is Thy love, 779, i., My God, how 
endless is Thy love 

O God, how endless is Thy love, 778, i, My God, bow 
endless is Thy love 

O God, how many an anzious hour, 10, ii,, Ach Gott, 
wie manches Herzeleid 

O God! how many thankful songs (tr. Miss Winkworth, 
alt. +) a, ii., *Gerbardt, P, 

0 Ged, often hath Thine ear, 198, ii., Bunting, W- 

7] ood. I long Thy light to see (tr. Miss Winkworth), 
75, ii., Anton-Ulrich of Brunswick 

O God, I love Thee; not with hope (tr. Hewett), 827, i, 
O Deus ego amo Te, Nec amo Te ut salves me 

0 ood, I lowe Thee well er: Hewett), 826, i., O Deus ego 
amo Te, Nam prior Tu amasti me 

0 God, I thank The that the night, 895, i., Pierpoot, J. 
O God, if Thou art love indeed, 852, ii., O 'tis enough, 

my God, my God 
0 God, in da and distress, 789, li., Neale, J. M. 

dead, 833, i., O God, to 

God, 
God 

God 
i, 

od, 
God, 
God, 
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O God, in Whose i ceniy eye, 368, 1., Father of all, | O 
in Whom we live ! 

0 God, —_ and “gas (Ps. Ixxv,, Craig), 1022, ii., | 
ym 

0 Ged, ks let not my love to Thee (tr. Macgill), 827, i., O 
amo Te, Nec amo Te ut salves me 
down from heaven and see (tr. RR. Massie, | O 

° eat 8 ls ik, i Gott Paes Himmel, sieh eneca o 
0 from heaven, vig ta (tr. Reyno 

8, ii., Ach Gott vom Himmel, sieh darein a oO. 
O God, made manifest in slesh, 307, ii., Down from the | 0 : 

mountain Jesus came 
O God, may I look up to Thee, $28, i., Elliott, Charlotte oO. 
O God, may we eer pure retain (tr. Loy), 608, ii., 

Helmbeld, 1. Ot 
O God, mine inmost soul convert, 1169, ii., Thou God of 

glorious y at 
O God most high, the soul that knows, 668, i., Incarnate | O «¢ 

God! the soul that knows 
O God, most merciful and just, 1166, ii., The poorest of | 0 «4 

the poor are we 
0 et merciful and true, 1264, i., Wesley family, | O G 

a] i most mighty, listen now, 763, i, Monsell, J.S. | O@ 

O God most true, most merciful (tr. Russell), 10, ii., | O G 
Ach! treuer Gott, baneabeaion Herz » : 

ey ar Scag Lelia Sha etapa is Tia soe OK 

0 Gay Ct I watch betime (Ps, Ixili., Sternhold), | 0 @ 
Old Version 

O God, my God, wherefore dost Thou? (Ps, xxil,, Stern- | O 
hold), 865, ‘i. Old Veraton O Ge 

O God, my gracious God, to Thee (Ps. Lxill.), 800, ii,, lib: 
New Version 

0 God, my heart is fixed, is bent (Ps. cvili.), 800, i., | Oo Ga 
New. ersion 

O Ged, ae bog is fixed om Thee (tr. Mrs. Charles), 4 
© Deus ego amo Te, Nec amo Te ut salves | 0 Ga 

0 Ged, my heart er ‘tis bent, Its thankful tribute 
Br. (vii), 800, ii., New Version 

0 PS i my heart is full of praise (tr.G. Walker), 719, i, 
Matheslus, J. 

0 -— my heart is fully bent (Ps. lvil.), 800, ii., New 
ersion 

O God, Monk Ne is fully bent To magnify (Ps. cvill.), | O God 
+. New Version 

7] Oe Ay eee heart prepared is (Ps, cvill,, Norton), 866, i., 

O God, my heart within me faints, 166, i., Bowdler, J. 
° God, ne ied ay wk ever near, $78, ii., Fawcett, J. K 

God, my Hope, my heavenly Rest, 1263, 1, Wesley | 0 God 
family, The Ti 

O God my Lord! How eerae the hoard (tr. Jacobi), | 0 God 
983, i., Rutilius duel), M 4 fo 

0 er my love goes bon to Thee (tr. Macgill), $26, i, | O God 
O Dens, ego amo Te, Nam prior Tu amasti me 

O God, my Rock! my heart on Thee, 1232, i., Walther, J. 
2 aery my sins are manifold, 604, i., Heber, K. 
ser Ny de Ag and fortitude (Ps. xvill,, Sternbold), | @ God 

“ersion Ne 
O Ged, my Strength, my Hope, 698, ii,, Jeau, my | 0 Gol 

Strength, my Hope Re 
O God, O Father kind and best (tr, Chambers), 298, | 0 (od « 

i, Deus, Pater pilssime O God + 
O God, O Spirit, Light ~f all that live, 833, iL, O Gott! ii. 

o Geist! o Licht des Lebens O fod « 
0 Gud, O Spirit, Light of life (tr, Mrs. Bevan), 8633, Rec 

6 Gy Sane a aren tree | eee A m, by Whore he he a O God, 
631, ii., 0 God of Bethel, by W oe hand sali 0 God 

O Gud of Abraham, ever sure, 106, i., Bacon, L. 865 
O God of Abraham, hear, 494, ii., Hastings, T. O God, « 
0 God of ages, by Whose hand, 832, i, 0 God of Bethel, in a) 
pret Whose hand O Gad 01 

0 of all grave, Thy bounty we praise (C. Wesley), 865, 
447, ii., Graces O God « 

O God of all grace, Thy goodness we praise, 1263, i., Gott 
Wesley family, The 0 Gad, 0 

O God of all love! Thy presence here prove, 545, i., gun) 
Hurditeh, €. R. | O Gad, « 

O God, of all the Strength and Power (tr. in H. A. & Savic 
oh 956, ii.. Rerum Deus tenax vigor O God, o 

O God, of all the Strength and Stay, Who dost Thy- (nee 
“self unmoved abide (tr. Chambers), 956, ii., Rerum | 0 Gad, o 
Deus tenax vigur 1022, 

O God, of all Thy saintly host (tr, W. J. Irons) 298, | 0 God, 0 
ii,, Deus tuorum militum Harii 

O God of pene, by Whose hand (Deddridge), 188. ii, 6 God, Pi 
Bruce, M.; 280, ii., Darracott, R.; 305, ii, Dod- 0 God, tu 
dridge, P. ; 1034, i., Scottish translations and pam H. 
phrases @) God, #uj 
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his =~ ig ii., Miramur, 0 | 0 Th 
oO Deus, Tuae n rapt amaze, 737, , ramur, i y 

Nis, Eat art God of my health (Ps, U.), 865, ii, Old 
O God, SAE Art my rightenusmess (Ps. iv., Sternbold), 

= . * e D4] 

o cos that madest earth and sky, the darkness and the 
o @yY¥, B32. ii., O God Who madest earth and sky 
ay oe Sar ction soldier's Might, His a Glory 

- Camp 292, ii., Deus tuorum militum 
O God, the Christion soldier's Might, His Crown 
o gegen). 292, ii., Deus tuorum militum 
2S rod, the darleness roll away, 406, ii., Gaskell, W. 

God, the enduring Might of things (tr. Keble), 966, 
ii., Rerum Deus, tenax vigor 

O God, the Energy of things (tr. in the Primer, 1706), 
rum 956, ii., Re us, tenax vigor © God the’ Father ! draw Thou nigh (tr. Loy), 448, in 

wobn uns bel Gott der Vater 
O God the Father! hear our prayer (tr. Russell), 

163, ii.. Bornschfrrer, J. 
O God the Father, with us dwell, 443, ii., Gott der Vater 

wohn uns bei 
O God, the feeble sinners friend, 169, ii., Breay, J. G. 
O God, the Gentiles do invade (Ps. Ixxix., Hopkins), 

865, ii., Old Version 
O God, the hateful of man (tr. Chandler), 535, 

i., Horres su nec tuam 
© God, the help of all Thy saints, 873, ii,, Osler, E. 
O God, the Holy Ghost, from Father and from Son, 

977, i., Rooke, 1. a 
O God, the joy of heaven above (tr. by the Compilers of 

H. A. & M., 1889), 952, ii,, Rebus creatis nil egens 
oO ~ the Judge of nations, hear, 470,i,, Greville, R. 

O God, the Ki of glory, Who, 1173, ii., Thring, G. 
O God, the Light of all that live (tr. cento in Jobnston’s 

Eng. Hy!.), 956, 1,, Rerum Deus, tenax vigor 
O God, the Liquid sign of grace, 1097, i., Stowell, H. 
O God, the Lord of place and time (tr. Newman), 963, 

ii., Rector potens, verax Deus ’ 
O God the Lord, to Thee we raise (tr, Littledale), 616, 

i., Herr, grosser Gott, dich loben wir 
O God the Son S&ternal, ~~ a 625, i., 8 

Captain of God's host, w dreadful might 
O God the Son, in Whom combine (tr. J. Weasley, alt.), 

517, i., Herz der gittlichen Natur . 
O God, the Strength and Stay of ali, 1181, ii., Toke, 

Em ma 
O God, the weary pith af life, 894, i., Phillimore, G. 
O God, Thou art my Go ¢, 764, i., Montgomery, J. 
© God, Thou art my righteousness (Ps. iv., Sternhold), 

866, i., Old Version 
O God, Thou art our King and Lord (Ps, Ixxiv.), 865, 

a hou voeae God alone, T64, i., Montgomery, J ar » Mo ode 
3 oon. vos bottomless Abyss! How shall I competently 

know Thee, 638, i., Lange, E. 
O God, Thou bottomless abyss, .Thee to perfection (tr. J. 

hag — tu oni Ayal Gad. rho Fountain (tr, Miss oO God, at . u ’ + 

Winkw ii., O Gott, du frommer Gott 
oO Thou fa God ! Thou yore ar, Bg Fro- 

thingham), , ti., O Gott, du frommer 
Oo God, Frou A Kany eee A aed 

jan H. B., 1754, alt. 1886 . s 

Oo God. Thou Giver of all good, 685, i. Longfellow, 8S. 
O God, Thou hast cast off Thy saints, 1081, i., Spurgeon, 

Oo aon  ehou knowest all the snares, 841, i, O Lord, 
‘fhou knowest all the snares 

O God, Thou righteous, faithful Lord (tr, Crull), 830, 
ii., O frommer und getrener Gott 

0 God, though countess worlds of light, 630, i. 
Knowles, J. D. 

Thy children hered here (5. Longfellow), 
ii., Johnson, 8. ; » li, T fellow, 

God, oye I plead, 1263, i, Wesley 
fami . 

_v ness doth extend, Far as (tr. Lang), 
O Gear it, Gellert, C. F. : 
oO God, Thy owe give the King, Thy Son, 1099, i., 

si er. M. W. 

Oo God. Thy mercy, vast and free, 722, ii., Medley, 5. 
oO God. Thy power is ul, $62, i, Faber, F. W. 

oO God, 
604, 

God, Thy righteousness we own, Judgment is at Thy 
a haure un, 1263, i,, Wesley TH¥ A The 
o God, Thy re grace impart, 1169, ii., Thou God of 

us majesty 
oon Th soldiers’ Crown (tr. Beadon), 120, i., Bea- 
don, H. W.; 292, ii., Deus tuorum militum 

oO God, Thy soldiers’ Crown, Their portion and reward 
(tr. Blew), 292, ii,, Deus tuorum militum 
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soldiers’ Crown and Guard (tr. in Chope's 
)» 292, ii., Dens tuorum militum 

O God, Thy soldiers’ Crown and Guard, And their (tr. 
Neale), 292, ii., Deus tuorum militum 

O God, Thy soldiers’ great Reward (tr. Neale, alt.), 
292, ii., Deus tuorum militum 

0 God, Thy wonder-working hand, 738, i., Miramur, 0 
Deus, Tuae 

0 God, to me take heed (Ps. Ixx., Hopkins), 866, ii., 

outs bry ah Ps c oO to me thy mercie shewe . ivi, lI ii. 
Scottish bymnody | ‘ matin 

O God, to Thee my sinking soul, 1197, i, Unitarian 
hymnody 

o Gd, to Thee our hearts would pay, 405, ii., Gaskell, 

O God, to Thee, Who first hast 977, ii., Horn- 
blower (ne Roscoe), Jane orem WY, 

O God, to Whom my life I owe, 1269, ii., When I re- 
solved to watch my thoughts 

# (Ps. xciv.), 800, ii., O God to Whom revenge 

veto thom the fatthful i., O God, O God, to W! ‘ail dead, 833, i., to 
Whom the happy dead 

O Ged, to Whom the dead, 257, i., Conder, J. 
O God, unchangeable and true (tr. Newman), 956, ii., 

Rerum Deus tenax vigor 
O God, unseen, yet ever near, 873, i., Oaler, E. 
O God unreen, yet truly near, 633, iL, 0 God unseen, 

yet ever near 
upon this solemn day, 1181, ii., Toke, Emma 

O God, we behold how Thy wondrous might (tr, Ia. Wil- 
liams), 737, ii., Miramur,O Deus, Tuae 

© God, we come before Thee, 470, i,, Greville, R. K. 
.O God, we love Thee; not because (tr. Caswall, alt.), 

626, ii., O Deus ego amo Te, Nec amo Te ut salves 
me 

God, we praise Thee, and confess (Te Deum), 801, i., 
gan terion —s hry Te aera oy oT 

we ise and we own the Almighty 
Lord (tr. J. Patrick, alt.), 1182, iL, Te Deum 
laudamus 

O God, we praise Thee, and we own Thee to be Lord (tr. 
J. Patrick), 1132, ii,, Te Deum laudamus 

O God, we praise Thy Holy Name (tr. W. Barton), 
1133, ii., Te Deum laodamus 

O God we raise our hearts to Thee, 789, ii., Neale, J. M. 
O God, we would raise, 468, i., Gregory, J; G. 
O God, what do J see and hear, 455, i., Great God, what 

do I see and hear 
0 God, what joys around are shed (tr, Chambers), 846, 

i., O quam juvat fratres, Deus 
O God, what manifold distress (tr, Russell), 10, i., 

Ach Gott, wie manches Herzeleid 
O God, what offering shall I give (tr. J. Wealey, alt.), 

638, ii., Lange, Joachim 
idest man create (tr. in the Primer, 

0 

0 

O God,’ which 

0 Gade ne ott providest, 1018, i., Schmolck, B im: 5 

O God. Who art our Friend, 808, ii,, Noel, B. W. 
o _ Who art through all the years, 431, ii., Goadby, 

O God, Who bad’st Thine angel sheathe, TT2, i., Moul- 
trie, G. 

O God, Who by allernate sway od in the Primer, 1706), 
26, ii., Aeterne rerum Conditor 

O Ged, Who canst not change nor fail (tr. Newman), 
953, ii,, Rector potens, verax Dens 

0 God, Who clothed, Creator wise (tr, Kynaston), 291, i., 
Deus Creator omnium Polique rector 

O God, Who didst an equal mate, 257, i., Conder, J. 
0 - Who didst Thy will unfold, 267, i., Conder, 

o God, Who dost Thy sovercign might, 257, i., Conder, 

O God, Who hast given (tr. Newman), 711, i, Magnae 
Deus potentiae 

O God, Wh hast our troops dispers’d (Ps. 1x.), 800, ii., 
New Version 

0 , who knowest how frail we are, 406, i,, Gaskell, 

O God, Who lovest to abide, 790, L, Neale, J. M. 
0 God, madst those orbs of light (Creator alme 

alderum), 258, i., Conditor alme siderum 
oO oe ke metest in Thine hand, 680, i., Littledale, 

0 God, Who when at nature's birth (tr. in the Primer, 
1706), 1187, i., Telluris ingens Conditor 

0 ore when the night was deep, 876, ii,, Palgrave, 

O God, Who when Thy cross was nigh, 876, ii., Palgrave 

O Ged, Whose angel stayed his hand, 72, i., Moultrie, @ 
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O God, Whore attributes shine forth in turn (tr, Miss [ O ¢ 
Cox), 960, i,, Richter, C. F. 

© God, Whose daylight leadeth down, 708, i., Macdonald, Oh 
G 

0 God, whore dread and dazzling brow, 189, ii., Bryant, | O A 
W.c. 

0 God, Whose former mercies make (Ps. cix.), 800, ii., | O Av 
New Version Oh 

O God, Whose ylorious majesty, 682, ii., Jerusalem, my 
happy home 

O God, Whose hand hath [doth] spread the sky (Tex. On 
recep., fr, Neale), 241, i, Coell Deus sanctissime 

U God, Whose Holy Child this morn, 847, ii., O Saviour, | O Aa 
Whom this holy morn Oo hk 

O God! whose love immense in height, 1216, ii., Ver- 
borgne Gottesliebe du 

O God, Whose love is near, 183, ii., Brooke, 8S. A- 
0 God, Whose mercy, truth, and lore, 434,i,, God of all | 0 ha; 

power, and truth, and lave Oo ha, 
O God, Whose power did all create (tr. in the Primer, ba 

1706), 956, i., Rerum Creator optime oO st | 
0 God, Whose presence glows in all, 400, ii., Frothing- « 

ham, N. L. Oo ane 
0 nate: whose presence went before, 1277, ii., Whittier, is rh 

. a. y 
0 os, Whose Sole-Begotten left, 680, i, Littledale, R. Pi 

2 Oo i 
O God, Whose thoughts are brightest light, 362, L., m 

Faber, F. W. O hap 
O God, Whose watery stores supply (tr, In the Primer, 37 

1706), 711, i., Magnae |eus poteutine O hap 
O God, Whose wondrous Name is Love, 218, i,, Chap- | O Aap; 

man, R. C. 37 
O God with us, the Saviour, §72, i., [rons, W. J. O happ 
O God, with Whom the happy dead, 833, i, O God, to ff 

Wher the happy dead O happ 
O Godhead hid, devoutly I adore Thee (tr, Caswall), 22, | O herp 

ii., Adoro Te devote, latens Deitas § 
0 Good beyond compare (tr. Miss Winkworth), 315, i., | O Aapp 

Du unvergleichlich’s Gut 
0 Goodly light of the Holy Glory (tr, Benson), 894, ii, | O happy: 

Pus iAapdw ayias bo 
O Gott, du trefe sonder Grund, 637, ii. Lange. E. O happ 
O Gott, o Geist, o Licht des Lebens, 139, ii. van (née mor 

Shuttleworth), Emma F.; 417, ii., German bym- | 0 Aappy 
nody O happy 

O Gott, wir danken deiner Git, 168, i,, Boye, N. O happy 
O grace divine! the Saviour shed, 288, i., Denny, Sir E. | O happy 
0 gracious Father, bend Thine ear (tr. Anon, in Chope’s 

Hyl.), 91, ii., Audi benigne Conditor 
O gracious Father, merciful and holy (tr, Littledale), 

845, ii,, O Pater sancte, mitis atque ple O happy 
O gracious God, Who bidst me nove, 790, i., Neale, J. M. | O Aappy 
O gracious Lord, to Thee, 1294, ii,, Wordsworth, C. O ha 
O gracious Redeemer! O Jesus our Lord, 1291, i, 476, : 

Wolcott, 8. O happy | 
© gracious Word, that issuing forth from Heaven | @ happy t 

Bit sency Supernum prodiens, E Patris), 1218, i, todw 
erbum Supernum prodiens, A Patre olim exiens OA i 

O grande cunctis gaudium, 872, i., Optatus votis om- and J 
nium O, hark: 

O grant, me, Lord, that sweet content, 890, ii, Perro- bers), 
net, EF. 0 haste Th 

O grant us, God of love, 622, ii., Kennedy, B. H. © hasten, 
O grant us light that we may know, 1188, ii., Tuttlett, L. carise{) 
O great and gracious God (tr. Miss Borthwick), 838, ii, | O Aasten, » 

O Gott, du frommer Gott 0 Haupt | 
O great Creator of the light (tr. Wallace), 701, i, tatum 

Lucis Creator optime hari, 
O great Creator of the orb (tr. Wallace), 956, i., Re- Salve r 

Tum Creator optime 0, he who 
O great Creator of the sky (Creator alme siderum, fr. Whitt 

Wallace), 258, i., Conditor alme siderum O Head anc 
O great Creator of the sky, Who wouldest not (tr. Neale}, | O Head, blo 

663, i., Immense coeli Conditor 6365, ii., 
O great High Priest, forget not me, 700, i., Loy, M. O Head so 
O great is Jehovah, and great is His Name, 16, i., Haupt + 

Montgomery, J. O Head, #0 
© great mountain, who art thou ?, 1261, ii., Wesley 635. i., ' 

family, The O healing #. 
O Great Physician of the soul, 790,i., Neale, J. M. O health ful, 
O grief, O woe, 853, 1, O Traurigkeit, o Herzeleid 1219, i, 
O grief of heart, 853, i., O Traurigkeit, o Herzeleld Ohear myc 
© grosser Geist, dess Wesen Alles fiillet, 951, i., Ram- Alstyne 

bach, J. J. O hear my 5 
O grosser Geist! O Cri aller Di 951, ii., 868, i, © 

Hambech,J.J....° ‘Ks O Heart of it 
O guard our shores from every foe, 1295, i., Wreford, aller Wel 

Jats O heaven, swe 
© Guardian of the Church divine, 216, ii., Chamber- | 0 hearenly, 

lain, T. O heavenly | 
O Gud, hvem skall jag klaga (Erik xrv. of Sweden), L., 

999, ii., Scandinavian hymnody 



O HEAVENLY 

O heavenly Je 
Of (tr. Is. Williams), 240, ii, 0 reget hentia © Jerusalem; (gai Williams, Ie” 

igo ¥ Jerusalem, city (tr. Is. Willlams, alt.), 240, 
On} roe Jerusalem 

o wolrUsslem, my oa diy waka of see! -_ 668, in 
‘Harlewa ee, Thou city of the Lord, 491, ii, 

O heavenly "Ke is Wesley f, if, sok down from above, 1261, ii., 

heavenly Love, Thou hast made me Thy dwelling, 836, 
On 2., © hfmimlische Liebe! du hast mich besessen 

cavently Queen, high Salem (Urbs Jerusalem beata, 
o Pil Blew ), 1200, ii., Urbs beata, Hierusalem 

cavenly Queen, High Salem (tr. 1s. Williams, alt.), 
i. 240, ii., Coelestis O Jerusalem 
Heavenly Wisdom, hear our cry, 790, i., Neale, J. M. 

O Heaventy Word, Eternal Light (Verbum Supernum 
Pprodiens, E Patris), 1218, i, Verbum Superoum 
prodiens, A Patre vlim exiens 

O heavenly Zion, rise and shine, 165, ii, Bourne, H. 
oO height that doth all height excel, 422, ii, Gill, T. H. 
O hew'ger Geist kehr bei uns cin, 416, i, German 

bymnody ; 1009, i., Schirmer, M. 
O Heilige Lrreifaltigkeit, 126, ii., Behm, M. 
O heiliger Vater, gitiger Herr, 972, ii, Roh, J. 
O help us, Lord! in all our need, 836, i., O help us, 

Lord ; each hour of need 
O help us, when our spirits bleed, 636, i, O help us, 

Lord ; each hour of need 
O Herbst. dua Abendstunde, 1080, i., Spitta, C. J. P. 
O here, if ever, God of love, 1117, ii., Taylor, Emily 
O Herr gieb Acht, 371. i, Finx, E. 
O Herr, ich mochte stilic sein, 628, ii., Knapp, A. 
O Herr lass unser Schifflein heute, 515, ii,, Herr, lasse 

unser Schifflein heute 
O Herr, mein Gott! durch den ich bin und lede, 408, i, 

Gellert, C. F. 
O Herr, vor dem sich Erd' und Himmel beuget, 227, i, 

Christe, cunctorum dominator alme “ 
O Herr, wer wiirt sein Wohnung han, 277, ii., Dach- 

stein, W. 
O Herre Gott, nade mich, 442, ii., Goostly Psalmes 

and Spiritualle Songes; 470, i., Greitter, 
O Herre Gott, dein gittlich Wort, 443, i,, Goostly 

Paalmes and Spiritualle bomaee 
O Herre Gott, ich ruf zu dir, 1041, i., Selnecker, N. 
O Herre Gott, in meiner Noth, 1040, ii., Selnecker, N. 
O Herre Jesu Christ, der du erschienen bist, 1247, ii, 

Weisse, M. ‘ 
O Hervey, honoured name, forgive the tear, 381, ii, 

Forgive, blest shade, the tributary tear 
O Herz dex Aénigs aller Welt (Summi Kegis cor aveto), 

. Lic, Salve mundi Words ( ss nn 

O hevenly Lorde, Thy godly tr, Coverdale), 443, 
#.;, Goceth Psalmes and Spiritualle Songes ; iy 
O Herre Gott, dein gittlich Wort 

O hie, ye believers, raise the song of triumph (tr 
‘Trappes), 22, i., Adeste fideles 

O High and Holy Trinity (tr. Littledale), 628, i,, Hoch- 

heliig: Dreifaltigkeit 
O highest comfort, Holy Ghost, 612, ii,, Herbert, P. 
oO highly blessed ——— (tr, Lady Durand), 836, ii., O 

2 lfickte e 

O himmlisc Liebe! du hast mich ergriffen, 836, i., O 

himm lische Liebe! du hast mich besessen 

O héchster Trost, heiliger Geist, $12, ii., Herbert, P. 
O holy Babe, our prayer receive (tr, Chandler), 777, i, 

Mundi salus qui nasceris 

O holy, blessed Trinity, Divine, 127, i,, Behm, M. 

O Holy Comforter, I hear, $78, i., Palmer, 
O Holy Fat Friend unseen, 837, 1., 0 Holy Saviour, 

Friend unseen : 
oO oly Father, gracious and benign (tr. Chambers), 

ii., O Pater sancte, mitis pees ple 

O holy Futher, just and true, 1277, hittier, J. G. 
O Holy Father, let my song, 311, i., Dread Sovereign, let 

my evening song : 
O Holy Father, merciful and loving (tr, Blew), 845, ii,, 

O Pater sancte, mitis atque ple 
O Holy Father, 'mid the calm, 195, ii, Burleigh, W. 

H. 
unt of light on h O werthes Licht der 

oO holy Jeenbelt, tr. F.C. C. i, O Lux beata 
Trinitas, Et principalis Unitas a 

Oo Holy Ghost, Creator, come, 1211, i, Veni Creator 
Spiritus, Mentes 

Oo Holy Ghost, descend, we pray, 1 ii., Schirmer, M. 
O Holy Ghost, into our minds [souls] Send down Thy 

peaventy light, 1210, i., Veni Creator Spirirus, 
Mentes . 

o Holy the Comforter, 997, ii., Saxby (née 
Browne), Jane E. 

INDEX. oO HOW 1423 

O Holy Ghost! Thou fire divine (Heilger Gelst du 
Troster mein), 1214, ii., Veni Sancte Spiritus, ,Et 

O Holy Ghost! Thy heavenly dew (tr. Miss Lavater, J.C. ibe nauaseaies 
O Holy Ghost, Who down dost come, 423, i., Gill, T. H. 
O Holy Ghost, Who ever One (tr. Caswall, alt,), 946, i, 

Qui procedis ab utroque 
O Holy Ghost, Who with the Son (tr, Caswall, alt.), 

945, i., Qui procedis ab utroque 
O holy, holy Father, 889, i,, Pennefither, W. 
O holy, holy Feast of life divine (tr. Eddis), 847, i,, O 

© holy, holy, holy Lovd, Bright in Thy deeds " ; in . 
Kanban, J. W. ' . piara: 

O holy, holy, holy Three (tr. Buckoll), 127, i., Behm, M. 
o ¥ fs Prince of Peace, 186, i., Brown-Borth- 

wick, RK. 

O Holy Light, of Light engendered, 872, i., Opitz, M. 
(7) y Lord, content to dwell, 836, ii, O Holy Lord, 

content to live 
O Holy Lord, content to fill, 836, ii., O Holy Lord, con- 

tent to live 

O holy Sabbath day, 763, i., Monsell, J. 8. B. 
O Holy Spirit! deign to come, 1215, ii,, Veni Sancte 

rivua, Et emitte ' 
O Holy Spirit, dost Thou mourn ?, 422, i,, Gill, T. H. 
O Holy Spirit, enter in, 1009, ii,, Schirmer, M. 
O Holy Spirit, ever blest (tr. Wallace), 823, ii,, Nunc 

Sancte nobis Sp ritus 
O Holy Spirit, Fount of love; Alest Source (tr. Mise 

Leeson), 829, i., 0 fons amoris, Spiritus 
O Holy Spirit, Fount love, Unlock Thy temple door 

(tr. 1. Williams, alt.), 829, i., O fons amoris, Spiritus 
O Holy Spirit, God most high (tr, Cooke), 23, ii, Adsis 

superne Spiritus 
O Hol ~~ grant us grace, To make our hearts, 

993, A cig le yop adsit nobis gratia 
O Holy Spirit, Lord of grace (tr. Chandler), 629, i., O 

Holy. pitts Se with all oO Spirit now Wi Thy (tr. Mias Fry, alt. 
o (2th geo Creator Spiritus, Mentee = » 

ly Spirit, now descend on me, , i, Forsyth, 
Christina F 

O Holy Spirite our comfortoure, 442, ii,, Goostly Psalmes 
and Spiritualle Songes 

O Holy nity! be present (tr. Pott), 22, i,, Adesto 
sancta Trinitas 

O Host, salvation bringing (O salutaris Hostia), 1219, 
i, Verbum Supernom prodiens Nec Patris linquens 

O how blessed, a are ye (tr. Miss Wink- 
worth), 277, ii., , 8. 

O how blessed, @ how quickening (tr. Neale), 580, i., 

i 4ike taut ane oo tapenade M st are our ing (tr. Miss Wink- 
worth), 277, it, Dach, 5. ¢ 

O, honw blest are ye whose toils are ended (tr. H. W. Long- 
fellow), 277, ii., Dach, 8 

O how blest the congregation, 706, ii., L H. F. 
Ohow oa Teed who now adoring ( Russell), 277, ii., 

O how blest who, all resigning, 82, i., Arnold, G. 
0, how can a criminal feast 7, 447, ii, Graces 
how cheating, O how fleeting, Is (tr. Sir J. Bowring), 

387, ii., Franck, M. 
delightful is the road, 1119, i., Taylor, John 
divine, how sweet the joy, 793, ii., Needham, J. 
Jair and how great (tr. Chambers), 846, 1, G 

qualls sunt ila Sabbata 
how fair the morning broke, 327, i., Eilerton, J. 

nawg tis (Pe , rail.” Whittinga y a thing it i (Ps. cx ep 
866, rey) Version 
ou happy are the moments, 1274, ii, While my 

m Jesus possessing 
ha is the soul, 1291, ii., Wolff, J, G. 

how J fear Thee, living God, T79, i., My God, bow 
wonderful Thou art 

O how I love Thy holy law, 1240, ii,, Watts, I, 
O how joyous is the music of the missionary , 496, 

a. ave you ever brought a penny to the missionary 
x 

0 = kindly hast Thou led me (us), 470, ii,, Grinfield 

O how long, how long, 672, i., Lrons, W. J. 
O how many an hour of gladness (tr. Lady Durand), 

1078, i., Spitta, C. J.P. 
O how many hours of beauty, 1078, i., Spitta, C. J. P. 
O how many hours of ness, Has Master dealt 
0 nara 1078, i. Spitta, C. J. Pe : 

~~ man ré 0 ness, Ifath the Lord r. 

R. Massie), 1078, i. ee c. J.P. . 
O how narrow is the way, 377, i., Finx, E 

eo 8 899 989389 8 
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O how safe and (how) at wik oH. F. Oa 
oe ie sane vee orm 7, 1263, esley family, 

The 
Rca Oe tle th and Hao, 86, Conde, J. oJ 
oe should those be clean who bear, 257,i1,, Conder, | O / 

Og 
0o kaos wiemebing ake a Chambers, alt.), $46, i1.,,O | OV 

quanta qualia sunt il 
O how sweet it is to pray, 407, ii., Gellert, C. F. Od. 
O how sweet the wondrous story (tr, Mrs, Bevan), 610, ii. 

Hensel, Luise OX 
© how sweet when we mingle, 1104, i., Van Alstyne (nee 

Crosby), Frances J. Ose 
O how the hearts of those revive, 636, i., Hoskins, J. 
O how the thought of God attracts, 362, i., Faber, F. W. | O Je 
O how the thought I shall know, 1106, L, Swain, J. 
O how the thought that we shall know, 1105, ii., Swaine, | O Je 

E, O Je 
_O human orig cals 16, ii., Adams (née 

Flower), Sarah O Je. 
© hush, great God, the sounds of war, 405, ii., 406, i., | O Je 

Gaskell, Ww. O Je 
0 I would sing a song of praise, 16, ii., Adams (nee ‘ 

Flower), Sarah O Se 
O Iachwdwr pechaduriaid (W. Williams), 1253, ii, t 

Welsh bymnod OTe 
Of my soul were thera detigee Sgr oes Watts, I. c 
0 if we know the joyful sound, 141, ii., Bic E. | Odes 
O ignis Spiritus paracliti, 523, ii., Hildegurde ; 1212, ( 

ii., Veni Sancte Spiritus, Et emitte coelitus oO Jes 
0, te De ere ie See ee 565, ii., In life’s | O Je 

7 ee. when ay, she't d 
o injured. Ma sty of L, Doddridge, P. O Jes 
oe ee t to you who tread, 1060, ii., Singleton, | O Jes 

1 
o mrad $ Sosntts David's Key (tr, Earl Nelson), 74, i, | 0 ‘ 

Ant 
o area taaghiond: Joseph's Guide (Pa. Ixxx.), 800, ii., | O Jer 

New Version O Jes 
O, it is joy for those to meet, 837, ii., O it Is joy in one P. 

to meet O Jest 
O it is sweet to think Of those that are departed, 362, i., | O Jess 

Faber, F. W. oO 
0 Jacob and O Israel, 1272, ii., Whence do our mourn- | 0 Jesu 

ful thoughts arise ? O Ses 
O Jerusalem beloved, joyful morn has dawned on Thee, 

1294, iL, Wordew Cc. O Jes 
O Jerusalem du schone, 524, ii., Hiller, F.C. (o 
O Jerusalem! fair dwelling, $24, ii., Hiller, F.C. O Jesu 
O Jerusalem, the bless'd, 1 i., Urbs beata, Hierusalem Je 
O Jerusalem, the golden city bright, 150, i., Bliss, P. O Jesu, 
O Jerusalem the n, City of, 624, ii., Hiller, F.C. Ch 
o _ at Thy feet we wait, 1263, i,, Wesley family, _ 

he gle 

A. T. 
O Jesu! Bridegroom of my soul (tr. Jacobi), 606, i,, 

Heermann, J. 

on yon hallowed Board 
O Jesu Christ ! all praise to Thee (tr, Russell), 408, ii., Odesu, 

Gelobet seist du Jesu Christ O Jesu, 
O Jesu Christ | dein Kripplein ist, 412, i,, Gerhardt, P. | 0 Jesu 
O Jesu Christ, der du mir bist, 1007, ii., Scheffler, J. Swe 
O Jesu Christ, der Heiden Licht, 1248, i, Welsse, ™. O Jesu, 
O Jesu Christ, ein lieblichs Gut, 1116, i., Tauler, J. C.J 
0 Jesu Christ, if aught there be, 562, i., ‘If there be any | 0 Jeru 

special thing C.J 
O Jesu Christ, if sin there be, 662, i., If there be any | 0 Jesu, 

special thing O Jesu x 
O Jesu Christ, Incarnate Word (tr, Caswall, alt,), 046, 

ii., O qui perpetuas nes monitor doces 
O JesuChrist, mein schonstes Licht, 524, ii., ag P.F, Sai t 
oO — 60 meins Lebens Licht, 126, ii., 187, i., 

m, M. 

O Jesu Christ, the loving. 141, i., “hemogl Siena 
O Jesu Christ, the world’s true Li Ag E. Massie), O Jesu. 

838, ii.. O “Jesu Christe, wabres Licht reden 
O Jesu Christ, Thou Shepherd (Christe Jesu, Pastor | 0 Jer, 0 

bone), 991, i., Salve mundi salutare 592, 
© Jesu Christe, wahres Licht, 416, i., German hymn O Jesu, 
O Jesu, Fos ge of virgins, Thou (tr. Neale, alt.), Hum! 

Jesu, Corona virginum | O Jesu, ot 
oO Jesu, Crown of virgins, Whom (tr, Littledale), 584, | O Jem, p 

ii., Jesu, Corona virginum Aus! 
0 Jesu, crowned with all renown, 852, ii., O throned, | 0 Jesu, 8 

O crowned with all renown Festis 
0 Jesu, crucified for man, 540, ii., How, W. W. O Jesu, Sa 
O Jesu dear, how sweet Thou art, 588, i,, Jesu, duleis 839, i. 

memoria O Jesu, S 
O Jesu der du dich, 1011, i., Schmidt, J. E. Summ 
0 Jesu, du mein Brautigam, 505, i., Heermann, J. dempt 



O JESU 
0 Jesu, Son 
o try Garerene: 

Jesu, Source 
Freylin 

© Jesu, # 
family, “Ih 

Jesu, pa oF 

alt.), 28, i., Aeterni Patris Unice 

@usen, J. A. 

Jam Christe sol justitiae 
O Jesu sss, wer dein gedenkt (Anon.), 589, i., Jesu dulcis 
Od ‘wemoria ; 762, i., Moller, M. 
‘ su, s#isses Licht, 417, i., German hymnody 
/ Jesu, Thou art standing, $40, ii,, How, W. W. 
desu, Thou the 

(tr, Caswall, 
O Jesu, Thou the 

Jesu dulcis memoria 
" Jeu, wahrer Friimmigkeit, 302, i., Diterich, J. 8. 
a vesu! we adore Thee, 982, i., Russell, A. T. 
O Jesu! welcome, gracious Name! 965, ii., Rist, J. 
O Jesu, welcome Light, 636, ii, Lange, Joachim 

1849), 588, i,, Jesu duleis memoria 

v vee where Thy people meet, 603, i., Jesus, where'er 
y 

Chandler), 825, i., O 
ple meet 

0 Jesu, who mow free, 1011, i., Schmidt, J. E. 
0 Jesu, Whe our souls doth save (tr. in the Primer, 

1615), S76, ii., Jam Christus astra ascenderat ; 693, 
1., Jesu, mostra redemptio, Amor et desiderium 

O Jesus, ax Thou will, 723, ii., Mein Jesu, wie du willt 
O Jesus, at Thy shining, 838, ii,, 0 Jesu, meine Sonne 
O Jesus, behold the 

B 
O Jesus Christ, grow Thow in me (tr. Mrs. Smith 3 
- 666, ti., Lawater, J.C.; 1062, i., Smith (nee Allen 

Elizabeth L. 
U Jesus Christ, 

Schweizer), Mets 
O Jesus Christ, most holy (tr. Clemens), 1303, ii., 

Zinzendorf, N. L. von 
O Jesus Christ ! my fairest Light (tr, J, Kelly), 838, i. 

achiinstes Licht ‘ 0 Jesu Christ, mein 
O Jesus Christ, my Sunshine (tr. Miss Manington), 

meine Sonne 638, ii., O Jesu, 
© Jesus Chriat, our Saviour, 286, i., Deck, J. G. 
O Jesus Christ, the Gentiles’ Light, 1248, i., Weiase, M. 
O Jesus Christ, the holy One, 997, ii, Saxby (ne 

Browne), Ja e E. 
O Jesus Christ the righteous! live in me, 1245, i., 

Weary of earth, and laden with my sin 
( Jesus Christ, the Saviour, 286, i., Deck, J. G. 
O Jdesus Christ ! Thy cradle is (tr. Miss Manington), 

412, i., Gerhardt, P. 
O Jesus Christus, wachs in mir, 418, i., German 

hymnody ; 666, ii., Lavater, J. C.; 1062, i, Smith 
(née Allen), Elizabeth L. 

O Jesus, Friend unfailing , 636, i., Kilster, 5. C. G. 
O Jesus, gracious Saviour, 286, i., Deck, J. G. 
O Jesus, Jesus, Son of God (tr. Miss Burlingham), 

. ii., Heermann, J. 
O Jesus, Lamb of God, Who art, 608, i., Helder, B. 
O Jesus, Life ruined man (Jesu, Redempter om- 

pium Summi Parentis, tr. Singleton), 229, i., Christe 
Redemptor omnium Ex Patre 

O Jesus, Lord of all below (tr, Caswall, alt.), 588, ii., 
Jesu dulcis memoria 

Od Lord o jeaty, 1146, i., Te: G. 
oO ty manifest grace, 1183, i., T: iy, A. M. 
© Jesus, my Hope, For me offered up, i, Wesley 

family, The 
O Jesus, our exalted Head, 1090, i., Steele, Anne 
oO Jesus, Saviour, we are young, $32, ii., Hood, E. P. 
O Jesus, show a way, = a - eh’ — 
o Jesus, source of grace, $06, i., Heermann, J. 
O Jesus, Source of sanctity, 376, i., Festiva saectis colitur 
Oo Jesus, Sun Justice, shine (tr, Wallace), 578, i, 

cy sweet she fees Tokad, 876, i. R. O Jesus, rel . i, Palmer, R. 
Oo Jesus! , the wonder, and love (W. Leigbton), 

1031, i., Scottish hymnody 
O Jesus, Thow our brighter day (tr. Buckoll), 227, ii., 

Christe, qui lux es et dies 
o Jesus, Toy sweet memory (tr. Mrs. Charles), 587, ii, 

Jesu du : 
Oo Jesus, we have promised Henceforth to be Thine own, 

1097, ii., Stowell, T. A. 

O Jesus, we have To serve Thee to the end, 
839, i., O Jesus, I have ised 

o Jesus, when I think of Thee, 139, i,, Bethune, G. W. 
Thy sweetest light (tr. Wallace), 706, 

sip ho te favoured feet, O61, fi, Hall, 0. us, r " 9 Aes . 

O Nroceph, glory Of the heavenly choir (tr. Wallace), 
, i, Coclitum Joseph decus 

INDEX. 

Ged, look down (Summi Purentis Unice, 

Of calm repose (tr. J, Wesley), 396, ii, 

> Still shall { groan?, 1261, ii., Wesley 

of health divine (tr. Copeland), 576, i, 

beauty art (tr, Caswall, 1358), 687, 1, 

glory art (tr, Caswall, alt.), 588, ii., 

lambs of Thy fold, 446, i., Gough, 

. 

muin Leben, 619, li., Heusser (nee 

O LAMB 1425 

O joy, the purest, noblest (0 qualis quantaque lactitia), 
1095, ui., Stune, S. J.; 1168, i., Thomas: f Kempen 

O joyful Light of God most high (tr. Dix), 894, ii., 
Pus iAapdr ayias dof 

O joyful rose this sacred morn (tr, R, Campbell, re- 
cast), 477, i., Haec illa solemals dies 

sound ! & glorious hour, 518, i., He's gone! 
see where His body lay 

omg sound ¥ gospel — 689, ii., Lord, I belleve 
y word of grace; 1261, ii, Wesley family, The 

0 a a us sing, 1231, ii, Walker (née 
), Mary J. 

O joyful was the morn, 477, i., Haec ila solemnis dies 
O joyous is the music of the missionary song, 496, ii., 
— you ever brought a penny to the missionary 

x 
Set fea ‘ieruralem, 968, i., Robert tr. ——— 
jus , fo whom belongs (tr. Stanley, pt. fii. 

299, i., Dies irae, dies ila. ¢ . “ 
O keep before thy thankful eyes, 474, i., Ginther, C. 
O Key «f David, hailed by those, 790, i., Neale, J. M. 
O King, by angel-hosts obeyed (tr, Chambers), 958, i., 

Rex angelurum praepotens 
O King! Desire of nations: come (tr. Earl Nelson), 

dine eek aed h Blew), 27, ii fing et. . most hi, tr, > fi, 
Aecterne Rex altissime * ¢ » 

O King eternal, King most high (tr. ‘Yolet), 27, ii., 
Aeterne Rex altissime 

O King eternal, Lord most high (tr. Johnston), 27, i., 
Aeterni Rex altissime 

O King eternal, Lord of grace (tr, Chambers), 958, i., 
Rex seterne, Domine 

O King, most oy earth and sky (tr. Blew), 1104, 
i, Supreme Rector coclitum 

O King of angels, Lord of grace (tr. Chambers, ait,), 
958, i., Rex angelorum praepotens 

O King of angels! Lord of power (tr, Chambers), 
958, i., Rex angelorum praepotens 

O King of earth, and air, and sea, 604, i., Heber, R. 
O King of , David's Son, 127, i, Behm, M. 
O King of Glory, Thy rich grace (tr. J. Wesley), 314, 

ii., Du ewiger Abgrund der seligen Liebe 
0 ar nd of kings, before Whose Throne, 944, i., Quaries, 

O King of love, Thy blessed fire (tr. in the Hys. for the 
Year), 588, ii,, Jesu dulcis memoria 

O King of Martirs glorious (tr. in the Primer, 1599), 
958, o" Rex eo oe . mat 

O King Mercy, from y throne on 5 ne 
Birks, T. R. ; 922, i., Psalters, KE de 

O King of Salem, Prince of Peace, 686, ii., Lord, cause 
Png face on us be — oh 

O King Supreme, ndless might (tr. Chambers 
1103, i, Summi Regis potentia » 

O know ye not that ye, 604, ii., Johns, J. 
0 ne. du Geist der Wahrheit, 1077, ti., Spitta, C. 

J.P. 
O Konig aller Ehren, 127, i, Behm, M. 
‘O wipios épxerar (Ode fii), 1148, i, Ti judpav rye 

v 
‘O xvpwog épyerar (Ode ix.), 1148, i, The qudpar ry 

O Lady, high in glory, Whose daughter ever blest (0 
= domins, De cujus virgo genere, tr. Caswall), 

hey Quem terra, puntos, aethera 
O Lady ret ee ody - CO gloricsa femina, ¢r, in the 

Primer, » ii., Quem terra, us, aethera 
0 Lomb of Gt allay (tr. Russell), 31, i, Agnus 

» qui ty’ 
O Lamb of God, for sinners slain, 902, i,, Powell, 

T. E. 
O Lamb of God, most holy, en ee 

(tr. Misa Borthwick), 31, i., Agnus Dei, qui toilis 
O Lamb God, most holy, Upon the cross (tr, in the 

Brit, Herald), 31, i., Agnus Dei, qui tollis 
O Lamb of God most holy, Who on (tr, Russell), $1, i., 

Agnus Dei, qui tollis 
0 am God, most lowly (holy), 108, i., Balfern, 

O Lamb of God, most stainless (tr. Miss Winkworth), 
31, i., Agnus Dei, qui tollis 

O Lamb of God, once wownded (tr. J. W. Alexander, 
alt,), 835, ii., O Haupt voll Blat und Wunden 

O Lamb of God, our Saviour (tr. Jacobl), 31, i., Agnus, 
Dei, qui tollis 

O Lamb uf God, sore wounded (tr, J. W. Alexander, 
alt.), ii., O Haupt voll Blut und Wunden 

O Lamb of God, still keep me (us}, 286, i., Deck, J. .G- 
O Lamb of God, that t away (G. Moultrie), 81, i, 
—- Del, qui tollis 

0 af God, tak’st away, 373, i., Faussett (neo 
Bond), Alessie 
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1426 O LAMB INDI 

O Lamb of God! the Victim stain (0 salutaris Hostia), 
1219, i., Verbum Supernum prodiens Nec Patris 
linquens 

O Lamb of God, unspotted, 31,i., Agnus Dei, qui tollis ; 
739, 1., Mixsions 

O Lamb of Ged, Who bleeding (tr. Porter), 31,i., Agnus 
Del, qui tollis c 

O Lamb of tod, Who died our souls to win, 133, ii., 
Bell, C. D. G 

O Lamb of God, Who dost abide, 515, i., Hernaman | © 
(née Ibotson), Claudia F. oO 

O Lamb of (od, Whose love divine, 242, ii., Coles, VS. S. 
O Lamb, Whom never spot of sin defiled (tr. inthe Brit. | 

Mag. ). 897, i., Freylinghansen, J, A 
O Lamm, das keine Siinde je beflecket, $07, i., Freyling- | O 

hausen, J. A. 
Olamm, dag meine Siindenlast getragen, 397, i., Frey- oO 

linghausen, J. A. 
O Lamm (ottes unschuldig (tr, Decius), 31, i, Agnus | O 

Dei, qui tollis ; 414, ii., German hymnody o 
O Lammlein Gottes, Jesu Christ, 508, 1., Helder, B. 
O land, relieved from sorrow, 315, ii., Duffield, S. A.W, | O 
© laud the Lord benign (Ps. cxxxvi., Craig), 866, i, 

Old Versivn ; 1022, ii., Seottish hymnody O,; 
0 La monte Emmanuel’ King! (tr. > Karl Nelson), 74, | 04 

i,, Antipbon 
0 lead me not, O lead me not, 117, i.. Bateman, H. oO! 
O lead me to the Rock, va yd oe Watts, L. of 
O Lebens-Briinnlein tie ae greet. 775, ii, MOhl- |] OF 

mann, J.; 1091, i., : nn, 
0 or a dem kein Andrer wih ‘951, i, Rambach, | @ / 

J 
O! Let him whose sorrow, 874, i., Oswald, H. 5. OL 
O let me always think Thou’rt near (tr. Swertner), | O L 

638, ii., Lange, Joachim 
O let me, s Lord, extend, 725, li., Merrick, J o}r 
© let me, Sconly Lord, extend, 725, ii., Merrick, J. 
© let me praise my God and King, 579, ii., Jersey, Obs 

Margaret E. Villiers (nee Leigh), Countess of O ls 
O let me see Thy beauty, Lord, 1241, i, Waugh, B. Jt 
0 let my name engraven stand, 1239, i,, Watts, 1. Ola 
@ let my trembling soul be still, ik i,, Bowring, Sir J. 
O let our heart and, mind, 65, ii., And let our bodies | 0 Lo 

part 
O let some swift-winged angel (Nuncius prepes mihi | 0 Lo: 

labra summo, tr, M ‘acgill), , ii., Christe! Sanc- 
torum caput atque custos 

O-let the heart exulting beat, 861, i., Exultet oor 
praecordiis 

O let the prisoners’ mournful cries, $44, ii., 0 most com- 
sxlonate High Priest 

O let Thy angels always dwell, 719, i., ae J. 
0 oe grace “oo its part, 1%, i. . White, Ole 

0 lal SA pon (hope) dispel, 817, ii., Now let 
our souls ascend above 

O let us always think Thee near (tr, Sweriner, alt.) | 0 Lor 
638, ii., Lange, Joachim 10 

God hath said Ur 
O let us praise the Lord, CL 0 Lori 

, 963, ii., Rinkart, M. 
© let us tell the matchless love, 722, . Medley, 8. 
O let us, with a joyful mind, 678, ii, Let us with a | 0 Lord 

gladsome mind; 787, i., Milton, J. 0 Lord 
O let your mingling voices rise, 977, ii., Jevons (née | 0 Lord 

Roscoe), Mary Ann 
O Licht, geboren aus dem Lichte, 671, ii., Onits, M. 0 Lord, 
0 mace ie den Himmel hat zerissen, 960, ii., Richter, Qus 

0 Lord, 
0 Lie, die in fremde Noth, 1304, ii,, Zinzendorf, N.L. Bal! 

0 Lord, 
oO Liebe Seele ! konntst du werden, 1144, i., T n,G, | 0 Lord, 
O Liebesglut, die Erd und Himmel paaret, 417, ii., Ger- | 0 Lord! 

man hymnody Gott 
O Liebesgluth, wie soll ich dich, 637, i., re 0 Lard, 
0 Light eternal, God most high (tr. Caswal sit 95, O Lord 

ii., Aeterna Lux, Divinitas 
O Li in darkness, Joy in grief, 839, i., O Jesus, 0 Lord, 

Jesus, dearest Lord 

rinitas, Et principalis Unitas 
O Light of Life, 0 Saviour dear, 876, ii., Palgrave, F. T, 
O Light of light, Lord Jesu (tr, Blew), 844, ii., O uate | 0 Lord, 

Lord, x de lumine 0 
O Light of Light, Flirt ng bright (tr. Chambers, M. 

fe }, 261. ii.. terni luminis 0 Lord, I 
0 ! Thou writes most blest (tr. Chambers), 0 Lord, 1 

.. O Lux beata Trinitas, Et principalis Unitas 665.1 
O Light thrice blessed, Moly Trine (tr. Mew), 843, 1, / O Lord’ 

() Lux bests ‘Trinitas, Et prin ipatis Unitas | singe 



O LORD 

0 lord, 1 would delig ° At in Thee (Ryland), 316, ii., Dut- 
5 ) a» Anne ; 983, ii, Ryland rm > 

+ tmpart Thyself to me, 690, i, Jesu, if still 
o Thou art to-day 
0 lord. im all our trials here, 1181, ii., Toke, Emma 

lord, in mercy cast an eye (tr. Jacobi), 10, i, Ach 
6 it vom Himmel, sieb darein 
o Td, im nothing would I boast, 286, i., Deck, J. G. 

Lord, in perfect bliss above (tr. Chambers, alt.), 952, 
6 ii., bus creatis nil 

lord, ire sorrow I resign (tr. Cowper, alt.), 476, i, 
_ Guyon (nee de la Mothe), Jeanne M. B. 

lord, im Thine monepied day, 622, ii., Kennedy, B. H. O Lord, it ts a ble thing, 640, ii., How, W. W. 
0 lord, it is a joyful thing, 2%, i., Clarke, 8. C. 
O Lord, Lift wp Thy countenance (tr. Foster), 677, i, 

Lintrup, S. F. 
Lord, merciful God, who hast prepared for us this 
‘pirtteal table, 1112, ii., Syriac hy iy 

Lord, mighty God, Thou art the true Love, 1112, ii., 

Oteken if og Neale, alt,), 27, i mos gh, ete x tr, e, alt, + dy 
Aeterme Rex altissime isis Me 

O Lord moat aay ot most high (Rom. Brey. text), 
241, i.. Coeli Deus sanctissime 

0 Lord my God, because my heart Hath longed earnestly, 
622, ii., Nunc dimittis 

0 Lord my God, do Thou Thy holy will, 613, i,, Keble, J. 
O Lordmy God, I cry to Thee, 1041, i,, Selnecker, N. 
O Lord, my God, I put my trust (Ps. vil., Sternbold), 

865, i., Old Version 
0 Lord, my God, in mercy turn, 1276, i, White, H. K. 
O Lard, my God, since I have placed (Ps, vii.), 800, i, 

New Version 
O lard, my God, to me reveal, 260, i., Come, 0 Thou 

Traveller unknown 
Lard, my #tock, to Thee I cry (Ps. xxvili,), 800, i, 

Pp tg —— ee . my Saviour and my King, ,i., Jesus, my 
Saviour and my King 

O Lard of all, with us abide (Quaesumus auctor om- 

Oiwaa’, ted ge 11190, 1. "Tym T.V. » be my ’ + ms, T. V. 
O Lord pa al § King of saints, 894, i., Phillimore, G. 
O Lord of harvest, once again, 692, i., Lond of the bar- 

vest, once ee 
0 Lord of health and life, what tongue can tell, 894, i., 

Phillimore, G. 
O Lord of holy rest, we pray, 693, i., Lord of the Sab- 

batb, hear our vows ; 
oO = 4 hosts, all heaven possessing, 897, ii., Plumptre, 

O Lord of hosts, Almighty Xing, 630, i., Holmes, 0. W. 
O Lord of hosts, Almighty King (J. Breckell), 1195, ii, 

Unitarian hymonody 
O Lord of hosts, my King, my God (Ps, Ixxxiv.), 800, ii, 

New Version 
O Lord of hosts, my soul cries out, 623, i., Kennedy. B. H. 
O Lord of Hosts, the earth is Thine, 640, ii., How, W.-W. 
© Lord of Hosts, Thou God of might, TT2,i., Moultrie, G. 
O Lord of hosts, Thy holy word (tr, Russell), 515, ii, 

Herr Zebaocth dein heiligs Wort 
0 Lord of hosts, whose beams impart (Te splendor et 

virtus Patris), 1177, i., Tibi Christe, splendor Patris 
O Lord of Ge and death, we come, 327, i,, Ellerton, J. 
O Lord of life, and light, and love, 608, ii., Jewitt, 

Ww. #H. 
O Lord of life and truth and grace, 400, ii., Frothing- 

ham, N 
0 Lord of Life, for all Thy care, 145, i., Blatchford, 

A. ™. 

o Lord of life, Thy quickening voice, 708, i., Mac- 
donald, 9. glance of Thi Caawall, att, 

Lord of 1 » one glance ne (tr. wa ° 
© eee: areca Tominis ¢ 
0 Lord of ect purity (Rom, Brev. text, tr. Caswall, 

py ee Lord, our tips, G23, 1., , BM 
$ Lerd, pa Father, God and King, 468, ii., Gregory, 

J . Ga. 
0 Lord, our Father, thanks to Thee (tr. Crull), 1014, ii., 

eer fuhers oft have told (Px. xliv.), 800, i. our " . . 
oO New Version hier aatte ‘ 

1 our God and our Master, Lover of mankind, 
: 1112, ay hymnody v 
O Lord our arise, 1233, i., Wardlaw, R. 
u Lord our God, how wondrous great, 1240, iL, 

1. 
Lord our God, in reverence lowly (tr. Mrs. Findlater, 

. alt.), 944, i., OC Majestat! wir hice nieder 
o Lord, ow God, Thy wondrous might, 378, i., Fleet, 

INDEX O LORD 1427 

O Lord our God ! to Thee we raise, One universal (tr. Mise 
) 293, ii., Dicimus grates tibi summe rerum 

O Lord, our Guide, our Light, our Way, 1153, ii,, The 
Lord, my Saviour, is mw light 

O Lord, our hearts would give Thee praise, 1242, i, We 
come, Lord, to Thy feet 

: Lord, our we ai SOee | Watts, I. 
Lord our King, t y fame, ii., 
Kennedy, B. ie * a a 

O Lard, our King, how excellent, 764A, i., Ee a 7 
O Lord, our languid frames inspire, 602, ii., 608, i., 

Jesus, where'er Thy people meet; 1165, ii., This 
stone to Thee ix faith we lay 

O Lard, our languid souls inspire (Newton), 28, ii., 
Again our earthly cares we leave 

oO oe of Lord, how wondrous great, 1240, ii,, 
a . 

O Lord our Maker! ever near (tr. Buckoll), 189, i., 
Brunn alles Heils, dich ehren wir 

0 —_ Ng Strength and Kefuge, 968, ii,, Robarta, 

O Lord, quha sall in hevin dwell with the (tr. G. & G. 
Ballates), 277, ii., Dachsteln, W. 

O Lord, Redeemer of the world (tr. Beresford-Hope), 
593, i., Jesu nostra redemptio, Amor et pra a 

O Lord, revive Thy work, 1280, ii., bs. aac J.T. 
O Lard, since vengeance doeth to thee (I's. xciv., Kethe), 

0 ay oat un bl eet es (Ps. exly., Craig art my a ring . exlv., . 
1022, ii., Seuttish hymnody 

O Lord, that art my righteous Judge (Ps, iv.), 800, i., 

7) ioe thet hes dost [doth] (Ps iif , tha ven possess . exxiil., 
Sternbold), 866, i, Old Version 

0 ont that J Jerusalem, 682, ii., Jerusalem, my happy 
e 

O Lard, the bithop of our souls, 527, ii., Hobson, J. P. 
dasa, children come to Thee, 481, ii., Goadby, 

O Lord, the Gentiles do invade (Ps. ixxix., Hopkins), 
865, li., Old Version 

O Lard, the tod of my saleation, 622, ii., Kennedy, B. H. 
O Lord the heaven Thy power displays, 1276, ii, 

Whiting, W. 
O Lord, the Holy Innocents, 1241, ii., We are but little 

children 
0 ine. the Lord benign, 424, i., Give laud unto the 

rd 
O Lord, ~ pelew years fulfil, 1088, ii,, Statuta de- 

creto 
oO — - Saviour and Defence (Pa. xc.), 800, ii., New 

ersion 
O Lard, the Saviour of the world, Who hast preserved, 

988, ii., Salvator mundi Domine 
O Lord, Thou art my Lord, 123, ii., Beddome. B. 
O lard! Thou art my Kock, my Guide, 1308, ii,, Zin- 

zendorf, N. L. von 
oO — — art my sure Defence (Ps. ili.), 800,i, New 

ers 
O Lord, Thou art not fickle, 705, ii., L , T. TB. 
O lard, Thou didst ua clean forsake (Ps. 1x., Hopkins), 

od, Fhon dont resonge lt Ps O Lord, revenge trong . xely., Hop- 
kins), 866, i., Old Version ¢ 7 

O Lord, thou hast bene our refuge (Ps, xe., Kethe), 
1022, ii., Scottish hynmody 

O Lord, Thou hast me tried and known (Ps. cxxxix., 
Norton), 866, 1., Old Version 

o ins Thou knowest all the snares, 1181, ii., Toke, 
ma 

O Lord, thou louet hast thy land (Ps. Ixxxv., Kethe), 
10232, ii., Scottish bymnody 

O Lord, through instruments how weak (tr. Calverley), 
1104, i., Supreme quales, Arbiter 

O Lord, Thy children come to Thee, 626, ii., Hinds, 8. 
O Lord! Thy everlasting grace, 978, i., Rothe, J, A 
O Lord, Thy faithful sercant save, 1265, ii., Wesley 

family, The 
O Lord, Thy ness we adore, 675, i., Liebich, KE. 
O Lord, Thy love's unbounded! So full, so vast, so free! 

279, ii., Darby, J. N. 
7) lark, Fe love's unbounded, So sweet, 279, ii., Darby, 

O Lord, Thy mercy, my sure Ps, xxxvi.), 800, i., 

Ree ita hikers O Lord, Thy perfec . e, B, 
O Lord, Thy pitying eye surveys, 1064, ii., Shepherd of 

Israel, bend Thine ear 
O Lord, Thy voice the mountain shakes (tr. 1. Williams, 

alt.), 883, ii., Pastore percusso, minss 
O Lord, Thy wing outspread, 149, ii., Blew, W. J. 
O Lord, Thy work revive, 185, ii., Brown (née Hinsdale), 
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1428 O LORD INDE. 

O Lord, ‘tis yoy to look above, 286, i,, Deck, J. (. l ti 
7) — to my relief draw near (Ps. Ixx.), 800, iL, New | ¢ 

ersion | 
© Lord, to Whom the spirits live, 680, i, Litthedale, BF, | ¢ 
O Lord, turn not Thy face away From him that lies 

prostrate (Marckant, alt,), ai, L, O Lord, warn not | ¢ 
away Thy face 

0 Lord, turn nt Thy face away Prom them that lovely 
lie (Marckant, alt.), See Uh Lord, turn not Thy | ¢ 
face away 

O Lord, turn mot Thy face from me Who lie in ul 4 
state (The Lamentation of a Sinner, Marckant, alt,), 
801, 1i,, New Version ; 841, ii,, U Lord, tum not 
away Thy face From him 

0 Lard, turn wht Thy face from us (Marckant, ait,), 
S41, ii., O Lord, turn net Thy 4 — " 

O Lord, inte my wvice give ear ¥., Hopkins 

aes, Oud by Th is nd break (tr. Rey O lord, u, us by Thy A tr. - 
nolds), 353, i., Erhalt uns, Herr, bei pm Wort 

O Lord, upon Thee do I call (Ps. cxll., Norton), 866, L., 
Old Version 

O Lord, we come before Thee now, 789, ii,, Neale, J. M. 
O Lord, we know it matters not, 892, i, Peters (née 

Bowly), Mary 
oO a lowe the place, 1244, i,, We love the place, 

rd 
O Lord, we would delight in Thee, 983, ii., R land, J. 
0 ts what racine af Thy love, 763, i., Monsell, J. 

5. B. 

O Lord what sorrows past expression (tr. R. Massie), 
1078, ii., Spitta, C. J. P. 

O Lord, when condemmation And guilt afflict my soul 
rl plage 419, ii., — zr J. pe 

0 when nation And guilt oppress my 
(tr. Mercer ?), 419, ii., Gesenius, J. 

O Lord, when my sins grieve me (tr. Kussell), 419, ii., 
Gesenius, J. 

O Lord, when near the appointed hour, 622, i,, Ken, T. 
O Lord, 65 storms Ground us howl, 1294, i, Words- 

worth, C. 

O Lord, when tempted to despair, 1030, ii, Scottish 
hymnody 

O Lord, when we the path retrace, 286, i., Deck, J. G. 
oO aes creda Thy people meet, 603, i., Jesus, where’er 

y meet 
O Lord, whi we confess the worth, 892, i,, Peters (nce 

pg fa Mary 
O Lord, art enthroned on high (tr. Chandler, alt.), 

952, ii,, Rebus creatis nil egens 
0 Lord, Who by Thy Pet asangan hast made light, 515, i., 

Herr, des — fiben und Beschwerden 
0 Lord, who didst a willing Victim die (O salutaris 

Hostia), 1219, i., Verbum Supernum prodiens Nec 

ion Whee place assigned, 700, i., Loy, M 0 e my 5 y Aas * . 

@ Lord, Who in Thy wondrous love, 540, i, How, W.W. 

O Lord, Who thron'd in the holy height (Rom. Brev. 
text), 241, i., Coeli Deus sanctissime 

0 Lord, a came Thy cross was nigh, 876, ii., Pal- 
grave, F, T. 

© Lord, with one accord, 889, i., Pennefather, W. 
O Lord, with vengeance clad, 149, i., Blest is the man 

O Lord, within Thy sacred gates, 830, ii., O God, my 
God, my all Vhou art 

. O Lord, within Thy tabernacle (Us. xv., Sternhold) 
865, i,, Old Version 

O Lorde God, have mercy on me, 442, ii., Goostly Paalme: 
and Spiritualle Songes ; 470, i., Greitter, M. 

O Lorde, the Saviour Whiche hast preserved 
988, ii., Salvator mundi Domine 

0 love, divine and golden, 763, i., Monsell, J. S. B. 

0 love divine, 0 matchless grace, 1188, ii., Turney, E. 
7] oe that stoop'st to share, 630, i., Holmes 

© Love divine, what hast Thou done? (C. Wesley* 
781, ii., My Lord, my Love, was crucified 

O love God, ye people dear, 612, ii., Herbert, P. 
() Love, how cheering is thy ray (tr. J. Wesley, st. iii. 

838, i., O Jean Christ, mein schiinstes Licht 
O twee Coe, bee trend, how high (0 amor quar 

exstaticus), 76, i., Apparnit benignitas 
O Love, I languish at Thy stay, 1261, ii., Wesle 

family, The 
O Love! © Life! our faith and sight, 1277, ii 

Whittier, J. G, 
( love of God, how strong and true, 162,i., Bomar, H. 



O MORE 

O mor, ‘ 
Nga merciful, Whose bounty gare, 504, i., 

© Morn 0 ing Star, arise (tr, Cooke), 7, i., Antiphon 
Morning Star! how fair and bright (tr. Misa Wink- 
oe. 1863), 807, 1., Nicolai, P. 

Gg Star, how fair and bright (tr. Miss Wink- 
worth, 1869), 807, { Nicolai, P. ¢ 
wT? star, whose distant ray, 109, i., Balfern, 

O mast mereiful ! © most bountiful, 604, i., Heber, K. 
O Mother Church, to-day th ss (tr. Littledale), 406, 

i, Gaude, Mater Tcleos 
Omother dear, Jerusalem, 293, ii., Dickson, D. ; 582, i., 
0 Jerusalem, my bappy home 

Mother) deare Hierusalem, 681, i., Jerusalem, my 
happy home 

O Mother”? J could weep for mirth (To our Blessed Lady, 
Faber), 975, i., Roman Catholic hymnody 

O mourn, ¢hou rigid stone, 701, ii., Lugete dura marmora 
i) oe paar gt deign to be, 718, i, Masters 

» 
Omy Advocate above, 1263, i, Weoley tally, The 
O my chilel, my best beloved one (tr. Hewett), 1113, ii, 

Synac byrmnody 
0 “y Jates, deceitful heart, 1261, ii, Wesley family, 

e 
O my God, avert the storm, 37, i., Albinus, J. G. 
O my God, by Thee forsaken, 442, i., Goode, W. 
o se what must I do’, 1261, ii., Wesley family, 

e 
0 my heart, be calm and patient (tr. Miss Borthwick), 
s ae, i., —— V.F. vou seiaid Giiiitasionas 
my heart, calm, confiding (tr. Miss Burling! ye 

1098, i., Strauss, V. amd 
O my heart, be thou content, 1098, i., Strauss, V. F. von 
Omy Lord, how great Thy wonders, $71, i., Irons, J. 
O my offered God, 1261, i, W esley family, The 
O my old, my bosom Joe, 1263, i., Wesley fumily, The 
O my people, O mine own (tr. Moultrie, recast), 901, ii., 

oO ae ae Ve G. Moultrie), 901, ii my people, to me (tr. G. Moultrie), 901, ii, 
Popule meus quid feci «hh 

Omy Kedeemer, come, 616, i., Kempenfelt, R. 
O my Saviour, hear me, 1204, i., Van Alstyne (née 

vy Frances J, 
O my soul, orted, Give not (tr. J. Kelly), 627, i. 

nak, G. F. L. 
and cheerful, 395, ii., Fren dich sebr, O my soul, be glad 

o meine Seele 
O my soul, dexir’st thou rest, 1007, ii., Scheffler, J. 
O my soul! thy lamentation (tr. Chambers), 913, ii., 

vocem, mena, caporam 
o my soul, what means this sadness ?, $73, li., Fawcett, 

Oo ee why dost thou grieve (tr. J. Kelly), 411, i., 
rhardt, P. 

O my soul, with all thy powers, 764, i., Montgomery, J. 
O my soul, with prayers and cries (tr. in Lyra Day.), 

, i., Freystein, J. B. 
oO “7? — wake, prepare (Russell), 397, i., Freystein, 

O my tongue! rehearse the glory (tr. Chambers, 1857), 
‘B80. ii., Pange lingua ao proelium certaminis 

O my tongue, the praise and honours (Lingua mea, dic 
trophaea virginis puerperae), 1202, i., Ut Jucundas 
cervus undas aestuans desiderat 

O Name, than every name more dear (tr. Russell), 
666, ii., Lavater, J.C. 

O nata lux de lumine, 650, i., Latin hymnody 
O Nazarene lux Hethleem, 643, ii., Latin hymnody 
O never, never can we know, 278, i, Dale, T. 
O night af nights, supreme a (tr. Earle), 649, i., 

ter Jucundas, « ter foecundas 
O nimis feliz, meritique celsi, 1202, ii., Ut queant laxis 

resonare fibris 
O no! it i not death to fly Above earth's, 575, i., 

Jackson, E. 
O noble martyr, thee we sing, 669, ii,, Leaton-Blenkin- 

mop. 2; C. O not alone in saddest plight, 423, i., Gul, T. H. 
O not alone with outward sign, 1277, ii,, Whittier, J. G. 

these alone I pray, 1117, Hi. Taylor, Emil 
O not my own these verdant hills, 1063, ii., Smith, S. F. 
O not to crush with abject fear, 406, i,, Gaskell, W. 
© not to fill the mouth of fame, 423, i,, Gill, T. H. 
O not — o“~ od eyes, 423, i., GIL, = 

en wer the trembli ; , i, Elliott (nee 
4 wet earshot) wae me . 
0 omnes yenies undique, 987, i., Public School bymn- 

books 
G One with Ood the ts 640, ii., How, W. W. ce 

Oriens, sp v lucis aeternae, 73, i., Anti 3 
© 790, i., Neale, J. M. a i ac nas 

INDEX. O QUAM 

O our Father, hear us now, 790, i, Neale, J. M. 
O our Lord Jesus Christ, who hast said to Thine 

Apostles Peace I leave with you, 1112, ii., Syriac 
hymnody 

O our redemption, Jesu Christ (tr, in the Primer, 1599), 
576, ii., Jam Christus astra ascenderat ; 
Jesu nostra redemptio, Anor et desiderium 

O owre Father celestiall, 442, ii., Goostly Psalmes and 
aineene Songes; 1206, i,, Vater unser, der du 

O waiéas tx canivov (Ode vil.), 63, i, ‘Avarracews 
Hudpa 

O Painter of the fruits and flowers, 1277, ii., Whittier, 
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dey 

J.G, 
O pallid, le, grief-worn face, 952, ii., Rawson, G. 
O Panis dulcissime, 650, 1, Latin hymnody 
'D waprww éréxeiva, 457, i., Greek = ‘and 
© Paradise eternal, 281, ii., Davis, T. 
O Paradise, O Paradise, 361, ii., Faber, F. W. 
O Partner of the Father's Light (tr. Thornton), 261, 

ii., Consors Paterni Juminis 
O passing happy were my state, 582, ii., Jerusalem, my 

happy home 
O past are the fast-days,—the Feast-day, the Feast-day 

us come (tr. Mrs. Bevan), 139, ii., Bevan (nee Shuttle- 
worth), Emma F. 

© Pastor of Israel, like shepe that dort leade (Pa, ixxx., 
Pont), 1022, ii., S bymnody 

‘O rAdorys pot Kupios, 466, i., Greek bymnody 
O plead my cause, my Saviour plead, 706, ii., Lyte, H. F. 
O pracsul verae civitatis, 523, ii., Hildegard 
u — our great and gracious Lord, 90, ii., Auber, 

O praise the Lard, and thou, my soul (Ps. cxivi.), 801, i., 
New Version 

0 cna the Lord benign (Ps. cxxxvi.), 866, L, Old 
ersion 

O praise the Lord, for He is good, His mercies ne'er 
decay (Ps. cxviii ), 801, i., New Version 

O praise the Lord, for He is good (Ps. cxxxvi.), 801, 
ii., New Version 

O praise the Lard, for He is love, 233, ii., Churton, E. 
O praise the Lord! His name extol (tr. in the Ohio 

Luth. Hyl.), 867, i., Olearius, Johannes 
O praise the Lord in that blest place (Ps. cl.), 801, i., 

New Version 
O praise the Lord, Jerusalem (Ps. cxivii.), 866, i., Old 

Version 
O praise the Lord our God, 897, ii., Piumptre, EK, H. 
O praize the Lord, pratse Him, praise Him (Ps, CXXXv., 

ceria og 3 $65, i,, Old Verston 
o ive lord, praise ye His Name (Ps. Ixxxv.) P1986. i., Old Version ‘ 
O praise the Lord, the King of kings (tr. in the 

Hymnary), 562, i., lisdem creati fluctibus 
Oo roan Se lord this day, 673, i, Let us praise God 

this day 
= the Lord, ‘tis sweet to raise, 706, ii., Lyte, H. 

O praise the Lord with hymns of joy (V's. exlvii,),, 801, i., 
New Version 

O praise the Lord with one consent (Vs. cxxxv.), 801, i., 
New Version 

O praise the Lord, nations all (I's. cxvii., Craig), 
1022, ii., Scottish hymnudy 

O praise the Lord ; ye nations, sour, 706, ii., Lyte, H. F. 
O praise ye the Lord, and on His Name (Ps. ev., 

Craig, 1082, ii., Seottish hymnody 
O praise we the Lord; Praise Him in His shrine, 622, 

ii, sopra be H, asi 
O praise yet |, Prepare your voice (Ps. cxlix, 

801, 1, New Version ‘ 
O praise ye the Lord With heart, 706, ii., Lyte, H. F. 
O praise ye the Lord, ye nations rejoice, 942, i., Pye, 

0 precious blood, O glorious death, 1183, i., Tuplady, 

O precious Jesus, what hast Thou been doing, §17, ii., 
Heraliebster Jesu, was hast du verbrochen 

O precious Saviour, from Thy throne (tr. Singleton), 
589, ii., Jesu, duleissime, e throno gloriae 

0 ft still, though nme unseen, 270, ii, When 
Israel, of the Lord heluved 

O prince of martyrs! thou whose name (tr. Chambers) 
847, i., O qui tue, dux martyrum 

O pure Keformers, not in vain, 1277, ii., Whittier, J. G. 
© purest of creatures! sweet mother ! sweet maid (The 

Imimsculate Conception, Faber), 975, i., Roman 
Catholic hbymnedy 

O purify my soul from stain, 621, ii. Ken, T. 
O qualis quantaque Laetitia, 1168, i., ‘Thomas of Kem 
O quam et beatum (tr. Bingham), 1275, i., W 

my Jesus I'm pos-essing 
ile 



1430 O QUAM INDE 

0 hr feliz, quam festiva, 705, ii., Lux jucunda, lux | ¢ 
8 gens bs 

O quam glorifica luce, 650, ii., Latin hymnody 
O quam mira sunt, Deus, tua portenta, 814, i,, Notker c 
oO nta ia, 315, ii., Duffield, S. A. W. 
oO Paaan of all the virzin choir (O gloria virginum, tr. 

Caswall), 945, i,, Quem terra, tus, sethera 
O Queene of heaven, yee (tr, in the Primer, 1615), 

964, ii., Regina coeli lsetare 
O qui perenne resisdens potestatis solio, 814, i,, Notker oO 
O quickly come, dread Judgeof all, 1189, i., Tuttiett, L. 
O quict, silent sweetness, 628, ii., Knapp, A. oO 

Oo 

oO 

ia) 

O quot undis lachrymarum, 1101, 2 Deus, 
clementiae, Septem dolores Virginis 

O Radiz Jesse qui stas in signum, 73, i,, Antipbon ; 
790, i., Neale, J. M. 

0 aN Wesen, lautre Quelle, 396, ii,, Freylinghausen, 
ae oO 

O rejoice, Christ's happy sheep, 1248, i., Weisse, M. 
0 shoei in Nature's beauties, 1079, i., Spitta, C. J. P. oO 
O rejoice, ye Christians, loudly, 614, i., Keimann, C. 
7] rarice ye righteous, in the Lord, 622, ii., Kennedy, | 0. 

O render thanks, and bless the Lord (Ps. cv.), 800, ii., | © « 
New Version oO: 

oO — oe to God above (Ps, cvi,), 800, ii., New | O. 
e nm 

O render thanks unto the Lord, 357, ii., Evans, A. E. oO; 
O Rex aeterne Domine, 958, i., Rex aeterne Domine 
O Rex gentium et desideratus, 73, i,, Antiphon; 790, i., | OS 

Neale, J. M. os 
O richly, Father, have I been, 402, ii., Furness, W. H, Os 
O Righteous Father, Lord of all, 165, i., Bourne, H. 
O risen Lord! O ing aie (tr. Miss Wink- | ON 

worth), 160, ii, Bohmer, J. H. OS 
O Kock of Ages, One Foundation, 716, ii., Martin, H. 

A. O So 
O Rod uf Jesse's stem, arise (tr. Cooke), 74,1, Antiphon | 0 Xo 
oO 1 Peang ! Ensign Thou! (tr. Earl Nelson), 74, i, | 0 

ntipbon 
O Root of Jesse, Thou on Whom, 790, i., Neale, J. M. 0 Na 
O Rose! of the flowers, I ween, thou art fairest, 302, ii, | Sa 

Diu rose ist diu schoenste under alle biflete Osa 
O rupes aeterna, mihi percussa, recondar (tr, Bingham), ( 

i, Rock of ages, cleft for me O Sa 
O sacra jrtio, 534, i., Hora novissima, tempora pessima I 

sunt, vigilemus Osa 
O sacred day when first was poured (tr. Chandler, alt.), § 

374, ii.. Felix dies quam io O Sa: 
O Sacred Head! now wounded, 39,i,, Alexander, J. W.3 | O Sac 

835, i., ii., O Heupt voll Blut ond Wanden R 
O Sacred Head! once wounded (tr. J. W. Alexander, | 0 Sar 

alt,), 835, ii,, O Choo voll Blot und Wunden v 
O Sacred Head, so wounded (tr, J, W. Alexander, alt.), | 0 Sav 

$35, ii., O Haupt vel! Blut und Wonden w 
O Sacred Head, sove woundel (tr, J. W. Alexander, | 0 Sar 

alt,), $35, ii,, O Haupt voll Blut umd Wunden li 
© sacred Head, surrounded (Salve caput cruentatum, lin 

tr. Sir H. W. Baker), 991, i., Salve mundi salutare | 0 Sarr 
7) mre Name! @ Name of power, 645, i., Hurditch, | 0 Sar 

Cc. Sa 
O safe to the Rock that ts higher than I, 274, i.. Cush- | 0 Savi 

ng, W. 0. O Sart 
O Saint most blessed, merit high attaining (O nimis | 6 Savi 

felix meritique celsi, tr. Anon, ait.), 1203, ii, H 
Ut queant laxis resonare fibris O Sav 

O saint of snow-white purity (O uimia felix meritique nia 
colsi), 1203, i., Ut queant laxis rsonare fibris O Savi 

© saint, permitted here lo see (tr, Littledale), 850, i, | @ saci 
‘O Heaths THY appnter to- 

O sainis of old, not yours alone, 423, i,, Gill, T. H. 0 Sarin 
O Salem, fy anwyl gartrede (D. Charles, jun.), 1251, Wh 

ii,, Welah bymnody O say > 
O salutaris hostia, 1218, i., Verbum Supernum pro Keb 

diens, Nec Patris linquens O say 
O salutary Victim slain (O salutaria Hostia), 1219, i, | O scorn 

Verbum Superanm prod ens Nec Patria linquens alt.” 
O Salrator summe bonus, 990, i., 991, ii, Salve mundi | @ Serpe 

aalutare O selges 
O sancta mundi Domina, 650, ii., Latin hymnody Bum 
O Sancte Sebastiane, 449, ii., Gradual orks 
O Sapientia, quae ex ore altissimi, 73, i., Antipbon; | vig ‘ 

790, i., Neale, J. M. Gem 
O sator rerum, reparator aevi, 650, i., Latin hymnody | 6 send m 
O saving Host, that heaven's high gate (OU salutaris case, 

Hostia), 1218, ii., Verbum Supernum prodiens, Nec 0 send the 
Patris linquens O send Th 

O saving Host which heaven's gate (O salutaris Hostia}, | 0 shame + 
1218, ii., Verbum Supernum prodiens Nee Patris (shed aln 

' 
linquens O Shepher 

O saving Victim! opening wide The gate of heaven (0 | 0 Sirepher 
salutaris Hostis), 1219, i, Verbum Supernum | @ stew me 
prorliens Nec Pat: is linquens O shining 



O SILENT 
O silent Lamb ! for me Thou hast endured (tr. Mra. F _Findlater), 1 3, i., Bogatzky, C. H. von 
o sing pat elujah, praise ye the Lord, 496, i,, Hatfield, 

9 sing, my tongue, God's glory sing (P: Hngua glo- 
oni ae am certaminis, tr. fest) Sa, i., Pange. ,, ingua glori si preeliam certaminis 

o sing tha great apostle, 892, ii., Petri laudes exequa- iar 
9! sting the song of bowndless love, 403, ii., Gall, J. 
4 a 4 to me heaven, 1056, ii., Shindler (née Palmer), 

ary S. bs. 
2 sing to the Lord a new song, 1119, i, Taylor, John 
4 sing to the Lord, Whose bountiful hand, 680, L, 
, _Littledale, R. F. 
Jsing to the Lord with s psalm of thanksgiving, 1178, 
: h., Thring, G. 
Do si ye reurw unto the Lord (Ps. xcvili., Hopkins), 

+ i., Olal Version 
9 sinner, brimg not tears alone, 1066, ii., Solemne nos 

Jjejunii 
9 sinner, Lift the eye of faith (tr, Neale, alt.), 90, ii, 

Attolle paullum lumina 
2 weer wilt thou further go? 646, i., Hurditch, C. 

9 sinners, Lift your eyes and see (tr. Pott), 90, ii, 
Attolle paullum lumina 

0 Sun, ope thy hallowed dome (tr. Anvon,, alt.), 1138, 
in., Templi sacratas punde, Sion, fores 

9 Sion, ope thy temple gates; The victim-priest (tr. 
Singletom), 1139, i., Templi sacratas pande, Sion, 
fores 

9 emitter pout that cares and conflicts wring, 423, i., 
Gill, T. ° 

2 sot salutia, tretimis, 576, i., Jam Christe sol justitiac 
9 sola magnarum urbium, 643, ii, Latin hymnody ; 

946, i., ii.. Quicumaue Christum quseritis 
D9 sometimes gleams upon our sight, , ii, Whittier, 

J . G. 
9 Son eternal, uncreate, 603, ii., Jewitt, W. H, 
Oo Som af aS i our taptain of Salvation, 387, i, 

Ellerton, J. 
2 Son of God, the Bternal Word, 129, i,, Wordsworth, 

Cc. : 
9 Son of Man, Thy name by choice, 706, i., Macdonald, 

G 
o Son of Man, Thyself once crossed, 48, ii., 0 Son of 

a. Feyest once crest; 1176, i., Thru eB F. 
% Sonne, wenn von deinem Licht, 610, ii., Hensel, 

Lui 
, sone and daughters, let us sing (tr. Neale, alt.), 629, 

i.. O filli et filise, Rex coelestis, Rex glorive 
> soms of men, your spirits (tr, Russell), 1164, i, 

Thilo, V. se 
, seas vouenmels this day we sing (tr. Neale, alt.), 829, 

i., O filli et filiae, Rex coelestis, Rex glorise 

\ Sorge, die mich niederdrickt, 610, ii., Hensel, Luise 
| Soul, Aono blest (blest truly) (tr. Maxwell), 836, ii., 

O hoch begllickte Seele : ; 

oe of Jesus, sick to death, 362, i., Faber, F. W. 
sout of mine, repining, 1176, ii, Ti oo OfAdccs 

sotl why dost thou weary (tr, Miss Warner), 1298, 
i J. G. 

wettey Of cod * around me spread, 1117, ii., Taylor, 
PY Of sencreated light, 1210, i., Vent Creator 
s t Mentes Pa aid pag Lord of earth and heaven, 545, i,, Hur- 

> KR. 
a Lao et to Thee I'cry, 592, i., Jesu, my 

High Priest above 
nae Biatag Mover of the hart (tr. D. T. Morgan), 
: 1103, ii., Supreme Motor cordium 

wank ‘Seve, diffuse Thy light (O sol salutis, inti- 

"pis fr. im the Primer, 1706), §76, i., Jam Christe, 
sol justitiae : . * : -acious word again, 804, i,, Newton, J. 

a rr Covel again, 848, ii., O speak that gracious 
word agin 
Phe t of holy love (tr. in the App. te H. 

ew fr nGst > 20, i., O fons amoris Spiritus 
N «tec Fount of tore, Unlock Thy temple door (tr. L. 

‘ yaetianaat >), 849. i, O fons amoris, Spiritus 
ba fle: t. fread from earth, S41, i, Howitt (née 
Fe ry 

bens ani; come, 1211, i, Veni Creator 
sy? , . nites 
= iritue. ie early martyrs, wake (tr. in the Brit. | 
parte 153. i.. b + C. HL. von 

ep pencel and pure, ie, Gill, T. H. 

bode yia Tho m4 Love and might (tr. J. Kelly), 79, i, 
we 7 t. E. < 

Se rr 
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O Splendour of Paternal Light, 1080, ii., Splendor 
paternae gloriae 

0 saiey ede A the Father's beam (tr. Singleton), 1080, 
1i., Splendor nae gloriae 

O Splendour of the Father's might (tr, Dayman), 1080, 
ii., Splendor paternae gloriae 

O spotiess Lamb of God, in Thee, 1231, ii, Walker (née 
Deck), Mary J. 

O Spring of life, so deep, so great (tr. Russell), 775, ti., 
MOblmann, J. 

O stand in awe, and fear tosin (Ps. 4, Churton), 233, 
ii., Churton, E. 

oO stay thy tears: for they are blest, 810, ii,, Norton, A. 
0 - in accents sweet and strong, 685, ii., Longfellow, 

O stilles Gottes-Lamm, 81, ii., Arnold, G. 
O stilles Lamm, du hast fiir mich gelitten, 153, i., 

Bogatzky, C. H. von 
O stilles Lamm, ich such dein sanftes Wesen, 81, ii., 

anit ding all Ell O Strength and Stay, ing creation (tr. Elier- 
ton & Hort), 966, ii., Rerum leus tenax vigor 

0 strong to save and bless, 162, i., Bonar, H. 
O suffering friend of human kind, 192, i., Bulfinch, 

8. G 
O Sun, if from thy light a ray (tr. J. D. Burns), 510, ii., 

Hensel. Luise 
O Sun of gees! Christ our King (tr. Chambers), 825, 

ii., O Christe splendor glorise 
0 Sun of my salvation (tr. Russell), 966, i., Rist, J. 
O Sun righteousness arise, with healing, 1961, i., 

a “_ Nebiciareass, th Light (tr. G. Walker) O Sun of Righteousness, thy Li. r. G. Walker), 
872, i., Opitz, M. 

O Sun of truth and glory, 1276, ii, Whiting, Mary B. 
© silsse Seelenweide (st. i., ii., Gregor, til., iv., xi., 

Pratorius, v.-x., Zingendorf), 467, ii., Gregor, C. ; 
906, i, Priterius, J.; 1301, ii., Zinzendort, C. R, 
on v 

— Hirte, unter deinem Stabe, 1166, i,, Tholuck, 
A. G. 

O siisser Stand, o selig Leben, 1286, ii, Winckler, J. J. 
O siisees Wort das veaagph: gg 528, i, Hofel, J. 
O siissester der Namen all, 666, ii., Lavater, J.C. 
O sweet as vernal dews that fall, 630, i., ii., Knox, W. 
O sweet condition, ha: teing (tr. in the Moray. H. 

B., 1754), 1286, ii., Winckler, J. J. 
O sweet home echo on the pilgrim’s way (tr. Miss Borth- 

wick), 620, i., Heusser (nee Schweizer), Meta 
O sweet it is to frel and know, 167, i., Bowring, Sir J. 
O sweeter than the fragrant flower, 311, ii., Drennan, W.; 

1196, i., Unitarian bymnody 
O sweetly breathe the lyres above, 877, ii., Palmer, R. 
O sylvan £ whove eternal fame, 313, ii., Dryden, 

J.; 911, ii., Primers ; 1203, i., Ut queant laxis re- 
sonare fibris 

O Tag. der uns des Vaters Rath, 1010, ii., Schlegel, 
J AL 

0 Tage wahrer Seligkeit, 467, ii., Gregor, C. 
O take my heart, and whatsoe'er iy mine (tr, Foster), 

1006, ii., Scheffler, J. 
O taste and sce that He is good, 144, i., Birks, ‘TP. R. 
O teach us more of Thy blest ways, 646, i,, Hutton, J. 
O tell me not of glittering treasure (tr. H. Mills), 

1007, i., Scheffler, J. 
O tell me not of gold and treasure (tr. Miss Burlingham), 

1007, i., Schefiler, J. 
O tell me, Thou Life and delight of my sonl, 494, ii., 

Hastings, T. ; 
O tender Heart, strong ark which doth enshrine (tr. 

Rosa Malbolland), 262, ii., Cor arca lezem continens 
O ter fuecundas, 0 ter jucundas, 849, i,, O ter Jucundas, 

o ter foecundas 
O than the fairest day, thrice fairer night (W. Drum- 

mond), 210, ii., Carols 
O that a thousand tongues were granted (tr. Frothing- 

ham), 725, i., Mentzer, J. 
O that a thousand tongues were mine, And each (tr. 

Mair), 725, i., Mentzer, J. 
O that day of wrath and woe (tr, Rogers), 300, ii., Dies 

irae, dies ia . 7” 
O that day of wrath dismaying (tr. Chandler), 299, ii., 

Dies irae, dies illa 
O that day, that day of ire (tr. Trench), 299, ii., Dies 

irae, dies illa 
© that day, that day of ire (tr. Mrs. Preston), 300, il., 

Dies trae, dies illa 
O that day, the day of vengeance (tr, Rawes), 300, i., 

Dies irae, dies illa 
O that dreadful day, my soul (tr, Coles), 300, ii., Dies 

irae, dies illa 
7] — could for ever dwell, 954, i., Reed (nee Holmes), 

ta 
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Othat I could for ever sit, 442, iL, O Love divine, how | 0 
sweet Tawu art 

0 ac I could in every place, 1265, ii., Wesley family, | 0 
e 

o = I could my Lord receive, 1266, i., Wesley family, | 0 The = 

O that I could repent, 0 that I could believe, 1263,i., | 0 
Wesley family, The 

0 that I could at, With all my idols part, 1263, i., 
Wesley family, The 

O that J could revere, 1263, i., Wesley family, The 
0 aS I, first of love possessed, 1265, i., Wesley family, 

e 

O that I knew the secret place, 1241, i,, Watts, 1, ¢ 
O that J, like Timothy, 1264, ii, Wesley family, The 
© that I were a little child (tr. Mrs. Bevan), 10, ii, 

Ach! lebre mich ein Ki in sein 
O that in me the sacred fire, 779, ., My God, I know, 1 ¢ 

feel Thee mine 
© that ss heart was right with Thee, 1183, i., Toplady, 

A 
O that my load of sin were gone, 1261, ii., Wesley | ¢ 

faintly, The 
O that once more to sinful men descending, 1203, L, Ut 

queant laxis resonare fibria 
7] serv life-infusing grace, 1261, iL, Wesley family, 

e 
0 “ age Lord would guide my ways, 1240, ii, 

yatts, I. 
O that the Lord's salvation, 706, ii., Lyte, H. F, ' 
O that Thou would'st the heaven rend And comfort. 

183, ii., Brooke, S. A. ' 
O that Thy statutes every hour, 1240, ii., Watts, I. 
© that to sinners once again descending (tr. T. L. 

Ball), 1208, i., Ut queant lasia resonare fibris 
O the Cross, above all other Sis cento in Johnston's 

Engl. tHyl.), 681, ii., Pange lingua gloriosi proelium 
certaminis 

O the cruel power of sin, 1261, ii, Wesley family, The 
0 the day, that day of anguish (tr, Wallace), 800, i., 

Ties irae, dies illa 
O the deep mystery of that love, 1236, 1, Watson, G. 
O the delights, the heavenly joys, i, Watts, I. 
O the dire effects of sin, 1981. i ii,, Wesley family, The 
O the happiness arising, 571, i.. Irons, J. 
O the immense, the amazing height, 1237, i, Watts, 1. 
O the joy, the exultation (O quam felix, quam festiva, | 

tr. Calverley), 705, ii., Lux jucunda, lux iusignis 
O the love wherewith I'm loved (tr. in the Morav, H. B., | 

1754), 827, u., O du Liebe meiner Liebe 
© the mystery passing wonder, 464, i., Greek hymnody ; 

1180, i., To weya purrppior 
© the sweet wonders of that Cross, 1238, ii., Watts, 1. 
O the transcendent love, 167, ii., Boyce (S. ? 
( then let heaven and earth rejoice, 78, i, Arise and 

hail the happy day 
0 me = omng this is rest, 1233, ii, Waring, 

ona L. 
0 on soul, how dark and blind, 162, i., a bien 
O Thema Lidyme, per Chriatum 73, i., An 
O those souls are highty blest, 1294, i,, Wolff, J. G. 
7] — ve - all prawse, 1086, ii., Stand up and bless 

tbe Lay 

G Thou, at Whose rebuke the grave, 1277, ii., Whittier, 
JG. 

O Thou before the world began, 850, i., O Thou eternal 
Victim slain 

O Thou before whose Father's face (Cennick), 221, ii., 
Children’s hymns 

O thou blessed Light of Light, 1012, ii., Schmolck. B. 
o sir vet lamb of God, 770, ii., Morris (nce Goffe), 

TA 

~ al 

-_- 

O thou, by long experience tried (tr. Cowper), 476, i., 
Guyon (nee de la Mothe), Jeanne M. B. 

0 ib he by Whom the balm is borne, 381, ii., Ford, C. 

O Thou by whom the healing art, 491, ii., Harland, E. 
O Thou by Whom the saints abide, 1095, ii., Stone, S. J. 
O Thou, by Whom the worlds were framed (¢r. based on 

Caswall), 91, i., Auctor beate saeculi 
O Thou, by Whom the worlds were made (tr. Chambers), 

956, i., Rerum Creator omnium 
O Thou Whom the worlds were made (tr. Morgan), 

958, u., Kex Christe, factor omnium ; 
O Thou, by Whore all-bounteous hand (Doddridge, alt.), 

831, il,, O God of Bethel, by Whose hand 
O thou chosen Church of Jesus, 497, ii, Havergal, 

Frances K. 
O Thou dear suffering Son of God, 1297, ii., Ye that 

pase by, behold the man 
7] Tae divine High Priest, 257, i., Conder, J. 
v essential Word, Who Jrom (tr. Miss Wink- 

worth), 665, i., Laurenti, 2 ‘ 



O THOU 

u, our only Teacher and true Friend (tr. ls. Wil- 
ams), 846, i1., O qui us nes moniter doces 
a Pleasure blest ({r. in the Moray. H. B., 1754), 
2, i., Arnold, G. 
mt Prophet of the Lord, 1262, ii., Wesley family, 
he 
u pure light of souls that love (tr, Caswall), 698, 
, Jesu nostra redemptio, Amor et desiderium 
ou, Redeemer of our race, 1212, ii, Veni Re 
™ r gentium 
me Dhaphord af Shine Zeredt, hear ws, 2000, t. 
tryker, M. W. 
m, sole Fountain of all good, 1197, ii, Unus 
onorum fons, Deus onium 
om Sun ious splendour, 1267, i., What is 
irth with — pape ? Jacob), 887, i 
mt sweelest Source ness (tr, dey 
du allerstixste Freude ¢ 
mu that didst ordain the word, 217, ii., Chapin, 
» H. 
- a dwellest in the heavens high, 628, ii., 
Of, J. 
on nat hearest, let our prayer, $27, i., Hinton, 

ow that hearest prayer, 197, ii., Burton, J., Jun. 
Pr that — the prayer of faith, 1183, O Top. 

ly, A. M. 
ou that hear’st when sinners cry, 1065, iL, Shew 
yity, Lord ; O Lord, forgive 
ow that in the heavens doth dwell (Ps. cxxiti.), 866, 
ay Old Version 
ou that nailed upon the bleeding tree (tr, I, Wil- 
jams), 315, ii,, Dum, Christe, confixus cruci 
ae once on Horeb stood, 644, ii., Huntington, 

ou the Brightness of the Father's glory, 1080, ii., 
Splendor paternae gloriae 
wou the eternal Father's Word (tr, Caswall), 846, ii., 
O qui perpetaus nos monitor doces 
hou the Eternal Son of God, 303, i, Dix, W. C.; 
808, ii., No songs shall break our gloom to-day 
wu the Father's image blest (tr, Caswa'l), 1080, i., 
Splendor paternae gloriae 
wou the firat, the est Friend, 197, ii, Burns, R. 
iu, the heaven's eternal King (Kex sempiterne cue- 
litam, tr. Caswall), 958, i., Rex aeterne D.amine 
hou, the helpless orphan's hope, 243, ii., Collyer, 
W.B. 
hou, the King of saints, all-conquering Word (tr. 
Chattield), ii., Clemens, T. F. . : 
wu, the Lord and Life of those, 873, ii.. Osler, E. 
how the Maker of each star (tr. Lord Braye), 258, 
i,, Conditor alme siderum 
wu, the martyrs’ glorious King Cf confessors (tr. 
Caswall), 968, ii., Rex gloricse martyrum 
tou the martyrs’ glorious King, The Crown (tr. in 
the Primer, 1615), 958, ii., Rex glorkee martyrum 
hou, the One Supreme o'er all (tr. Chatfield), 845, i., 
OQ wdvruwy érecciva; 1035, u., Ze ror, apOcrov 
novapdne 
hou, the Splendor _ Father’s glory, 1080, ii., 
Splendor paternae gloriae 
lou, the true and only Light, Direct (tr. W. Ball), 
838, i., O Jesn Christe, wahres Licht 
Vou, the true and only Light! Rnlighten (tr. J. F. 
Thrupp), 838, i., O Jesu Christe, wahres Licht 
i the woman's promised Seed, 642,i., Hull, W. 

wou, the Word of tryth divine, 351, ii., "Evevoduny 
oe Thy aAniecar, Aoye 
vn, the Word, and blest (Verbum Super- 
hum prodiens, E Patris), 1218, i, Verbum Super- 
fonay! — A Petre olim exiens Copeland, 

, the werld’s ing Lord (tr. alt, 
prot alae Redemptor ated Verbum Pat 

im 
7 through all Thy works adored, 331, ii., Enfield, 

hou, Thy mother’s Maker, hail, 1226, i., Virginis 
Proles, Opifex ue tuatris bg 
wu to whom all creatures bow (Ps, vill.), 800, i,, 
= Version | 

, fo Whom in ancient time, 895, ii., ae J. wou fo Whose all-searching sight (tr. J. Wesley), 
601, i, Jesus, my Saviour and my King ; 1038, i 
SeelenteSutigam O du Gotteslamm 
tou fo Whove all-seeing eye, 1181, ii., Toke, Emma 
‘oe Sivough suffering perfect made, 540, ii., How, 

ion true Ged alone, 791, ii,, Neander, J. 
tou, true Life of all that live (tr. Caswall), 956, ii., 
Rerum Deus tenax 7 
ou unknown, Almighty Cause, 197, Hi., Burns, R. | 

SSS 
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O Thou, who all things canst control (tr. J. Wesley), 
430, i., Gmelin, 5. C. 

O Thou Who art above all re ay 895, ii., Pierpont, J. 
O Thou, Who art enrobed in light, 366, ii,, Eternal 

Light, eternal Light 
o _— _ art enthroned on high, 109, i., Balfern, 

O Thou Who art in every place, 169, i., Brawn, Mary 

0 = whe art the Gift unpriced (Stone), 678, ii., 
tanies 

O Thou, Who calledst forth the light (tr. John Williams), 
701, i., Lucis Creator optime 

0 yx, ag camest down of old (to call), 780, i., Neale, 

O Thou, Who deignest from above, 852, i., O Thou, Who 
camest trom above 

O Thou, Who didst at Pentecost, 841, ii,, O Lord, Who 
in Thy love divine 

O Thou Who didst my burden share (tr, Maguire), 515, 
i., Herr, des Tages Milben und Besehwerden 

O Thou Who didst on that last night (tr. R. Massie), 
1304, ii., Zinzendorf, N. 1... vou 

oO = Tag didst ordain the word, 217, ii., Chapin, 

OThou Who didst prepare, 1183, ii., Tonna (née Browne), 
Charlotte E 

O Thou, who didst this rite reveal, 329, i., Elliott (née 
Marshall), Juila A. 

7] — Who didst through heavens, 1181, ii., Toke, 
ma 

0 Thow rhe didst Thy glory leave, 1183, i., Toplady, 

o i Who didst with love untold, 1181, ii., Toke, 
oa 

O Thou, who diatst to give us life (tr, Miss Wink~- 
worth), 10, ii, Ach treuer Gott, barmberzige Herz 

O Thou, Who dost all nature sway (tr. Caswall), 1187, 
ii., 1186, i., Tu Trinitatis Unitas a 

O Thou Who dost to man accord, 520, ii., Hewett, J. W.; 
1102, ii., Summi largitor praenitt 

O Thou Who driest the mourner’s tear (T. Moore), 765, 
i, Moore, T.; 975, i., Roman C.tholie byenmay 

o — Who dry’st the mourners tear. See O Thou Who 
riest 

O Thou Who dwellest bright on high (tr. Chandler), 642, 
i,, O luce quae tu lites _ 

O Thou Who dwetlest in realms of light, 1173, ii, 
Thring, U. 

O Thou who dwellest in eternity, 236, i., Clarke, S.C. 
O Thou, Who every change of human life, 1173, ii, 

Toring, G. 
O Thou, Who every hour (tr. Chambers), 646, ii., O qui 

porpeteee nes moniter doces 
0 Thou, Who for our fallen race, 494, i., Hastings, 

Lady Flora ; 
O Thou, Who from one blood didst make, 1173, ii, 

Thring, 6. 
7) ye ace the infant's tongue, 161, i, Blom- 

eld, C. J. 
© Thou! Who gav'st Thy servant grace, 833, i, O God, 

Who gav'st Thy servant grace 
O Thou Who givest all their food, 257, i., Conder, J. 
O Thon, Who ha t on tree, 861, i, O Tht that 

hangedst on the tree 
O Thou, Who hest at Thy command, 263, i., Cotterill 

(nee Boak), Jane ; 
shen ag ange died to redeem us from hell, 106, i., 

lacon, 
O Thou Who hast in mercy sought, 1268, i, Wesley 

* family, The 
O Thou Who hast our sorrows borne, 1266, i,, Wesley 

family, Tbe 
O Thou Who hast Thy children taught, 852, i,, 0 Thou 

Whe hast Thy servants tiuebt 
O Thou Who hidden art in Thine own light (tr. ls, Wil- 

liame), 842, i., O luce quie tua lites 
0 Thou, holdest in my heart (tr. R. Massie), 1079, 

i, Spitta, C.J. PL 
O Thou Who in Jordan didst bow Thy meck head, 139, 

i., Bethune, G. W. 
O Thou, Who in the form of God, 598, ii., Jesur, exalted 

far on high 
O Thou who in the grave once lay (tr. R. Massie), 666, 

ii., Lavater, J.C. 
O Thou Who in the Light dost dwell (tr. Is, Williams), 

842, ii., O Luce qui morralibus 
O Thou Who in the light dost dwell (tr. Is, Williams, 

rewritten), 642, ii., O Luce qui mortalibus 
O Thou, Who in the olive shade, 609, ii., Hemans (ne 

Browne), Felicia D. 
O Thou, Who in the pains of death (tr. Cooke), 315, 

ii., Dum, Christe, confixus cruci 
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O Thon, Who layert dead, the King (Qui jacuisti mor- | 0 
tuus), 1187, 1, Tu qui velatus facie | 

O Thou, Who lov'st to send relief, 790, i., Neale, J. M. oO 
O Thou Who madest land and sea, 1174, i., Thring, G. | 
O Thou! Who makest the sun to shine, 793, ii,, Neele. | 6 

H. 
O Thou Who on that last sad eve (tr. E. Massie), 1304, 

ii., Zinzendorf, N. L. von 
O Thou Seg on the whirlwind rides, 896, ii, Pier- 

mt, J. 
oO Thow Who on Thy chosen Son, 1233, ii., Ware, H., 

un. 
0 wien Who on Thy sainted quire, 149, ii., Blew, W.J. 
o garage Who once dutst bless the ground, 790, i,, Neale, 

O Thou, Who over all dost reign, 982, i., Russell, A. T. 
6 Taee, he rising long before the day, 789, ii., Neale, 

O Thou | Who sittest enthroned on high, 793, ii., Neele, H. 
OThou, Who sitt'st enthroned above all worlds both 

great and small, 1174, i., Thring, G. 
O Thou Who sitt'st in heaven and seest, 944, i, Quarles, 

J 

~) 

a ree 

Ce AS 

OQ Thon, Who Thine own father's breast (Verbam | 
Supernum prodiens, E Patria), 1218, i, Verbum 
Superoum prodiets, A Patre ollm exiens | 

© Thou Who, though High Priest, art Victim made (tr. 
Karle), 943, i., Quue te Leak uli criminibus nova 

O Thou, Who though with vei ace (tr. Mrs. Charles), 
1187, i., Tu qui velatus facie 

OThou, Who through this holy week, 789, ii., Neale, J. M. 
O Thon Who wast for sinners slain, 594, i., Jew, 
olga saecull, Qui tertio post fun+ra 

O Thou Who when | did complain (S, Wesley, sen.) | | 
1259, ii., Wesley family, 

O Tivm, Who when thou hadst begun, 790, i, Neale, 
J. M. 

© Thou, Who with the Father's glory crowned, 1080, ii., | + 
Spleudor paternaé glorise 

O Thou Who with Thy latest breath (tr. Lady E. 
Fortescue), 1304, ii,, Zinzendorf, N. L. von 

O Thou Whom fain my soul would lore, 1261, ii, 
Weeley family, The 

O Thon Whom heavenly hosts obey (Ps. 1xxx.), 800, iL, 
New Version 

O Thou Whom neither time nor ¢ , 604, i., Heber, R. 
O Thou, Whom once they to hear, 1263, i, 

Wesley family, The 
O Thou, Whom sinners love, Whose care(tr. J. Wesley), 

1304, i., Zinzendorf, N, L. von 
o os — thoughtless men condemn, 706, ii., Lyte, 

7] ee upwards to the sky, 1176, i., Thrupp, 

OThou whose assbaar igi f might (tr, R, M. Benson), 
136, i., Benson, R ; 583, L., Jesu Redemptor | 
omnium, Perpes corona praecsulum 

O Thou, whose bounty fills my cup, 269, i, Crewdson | 
nee Fox), Jane 

O Thou Whose bounty fills the earth, 327, ii., Etlerton, J. 
O Thou, whose bowels yearned to sec, 447, li, Graces 
© Thou, Whose covenant is sure, 257, i,, Conder, J, 
Oo Thou Whose gh gp Sound us, Whose love (tr. 

K. Massie), iorz +) Spitta, CO. J. P. 
0 Fee, bes hand has brought us, 431, ii., Goadby, 

© Thou, Whose holy love, 431, ii., Goadby, T. 
O Thou, Whose liberal sun and rain, 685, ii., Long- 

fellow, 8. 
O Thou whose lore can ne'er forget, 190,i,, Bryant, WC. 
O Thou whose Love paternal, 1095, ii., Stone, 8, J. 
0 Thou Whose love throughout this day, 1838, i., Bell, 

~A FA 

-~ ~ 

O Thou Whose mercy found me, 1180, ii,, To Thee, O 
dear, dear Saviour 

O Thou, Whose mercy, truth, and love, 434, 1., God of 
all power, and truth, and grace 

© Thou, Whose Name is God with us, 790, i., Neale, J. M. 
© Thou Whore offering on the tree, 1262, i, Wesley 

family, The i 
0 Thee Whose own vast temple stands, 189, ii,, Bryant, | 

ce: | 
oO st Whose presence went before, 1277, ii., Whittier, | 

J. tb. 

O Thou Whose weptre rarth and seas obey, 317, i., | 
Dwight, T. 

O Thou Whose tender mercy hears, 1089, ii., Steele, Anne 
O Thon, Whose throne is hid from men (tr, Chandler), 

842, ii., O Luce qui mortalibis 
O Thou Whose way is on the waves, 1146, i, The ark of 

tind in safety rode 
© Thou Whose wise, Paternal love, 1265, i, Wesley 

family, The 

— -— <2) oe 
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O WERTHES 
thex Licht der ch , F ristenheit (tr. Liwenstern 
Ce ee a Pesta “Trinitas, Et principilis Unitas’ 
sild of on +s ours, 587, ii,, How happy every 
t€ a bright and blessed wor bei id, 288, i., Denny, Sir E. tha Trt the Father gave, 734, i., Midlane. A. rious truth is this, 734, ii, Midlane, A, ‘eae ryt fot ix mine, 382, i., on Christina 
Seal ies PP thing it is (Ps, cxxxili.), 866, i, Old 
tta weighty cha ; « 7 nge, 996, ii., Saviour of sinful as 8 Savtour ts Jesus the Lord, 734, i., Midlane, A. 
Le “FMMAZInG words of grace, 722, ii, Medley, 8. ncaa evil heart have J, 1263, i., Wesley family, 

ae care ose pe, ant, Mee ky Faber, EW. n ‘F Fd i, Vi tlstyne (nee frosty, Frances J." arsed = concerns ita him whose way, 810, ii., Norton, A. tetignt ts this 7, 1262, i., Wesley family, The at everlasti blessings God out-poureth on His ten, 497, ii., Havergal, Frances H. =e has Jesus done for me?, 274, i., Curwen, J. “a on baa (piondenr that beams on me now ?, 362, i., 

a v4 Jor them is stored (tr. le tices, a = (tr. Mrs. Bevan), 960, ii., 
MEE JOY, ( what joy awaiteth me (tr. in the Moray. 

att oat cmoid dory (ir TL be a tr. T. L, Bal i, 
loritica luce faced imedsaten tat must be the sabbaths (tr. M \ i, 0 he ed : En sunt ills Sabbeta ecu at mus eir joy (tr, Hewett ii,, O quanta 1Galia sune illa Sabha Ae 
att » be, O when shall be (tr. Duffield), 315, ii., Duffield, S. A. W.; 846, ii., 0 quanta qualia sunt illa Sabbata . 

do my Saviour to praise? 1261, ii, 

‘ta 

hat shall I 
Ww pea poms. The 
1a we be, when, the conflict o'er (tr. Maguire 
tg jin, plete, CIP. ¢ 

at we poor children give, 448, i., Graces; 468, i., Gregory, J.G. St , 
at shame a desolation (Quam despect uam 
dejectus), 953, i., rye lp amreth crucis ity 
tat sp'endour, O what beauty (tr, Neale), 947, i1., 
(QQuisquis valet numerare 
hat terror in thy forcthought, 451, ii, Gravi me 
terrore pulsas vitae dies ultima . 
hat their joy and their glory must be (tr. Neale), 
846, i., O quanta qualia sunt illa Sabbata 
hat though our feet may not tread where Christ 
trod, 1278, i., Whittier, J. G. 
that will be the day, when won at last (tr, Mra. 
Bevan), 1079, ii., Spitta, C. J.P, 
hen from all the cadet earth, 144, i,, Birks, T. R. 
then my righteous J shall come, 644, i., Hunt- 
ingdon, Selina Hastings (ne Shirley), Countess of 
hen shall Afric’s sable sons, 453, ii., Great God, the 
nations of ro — fi 
hen shall I ve that gréat favour (tr. Molther, alt, 
467. ii., Gregor, U. : ” » 
then shall / see Jesus ?, 671, i., Leland, J. 
chen shall we sweetly remove’, 1262, i,, Wesley 
family, The 

are past, 887, i., Peabody, vhen the howrs of life 
Ww. B. oO. 
— Thou my Saviour be, 1183, i., Toplady, 
A. a 

thence does this union rise ?, 108, ii., Baldwin, T. 
ohere ave keéings and empires now?, 267, i,, Coxe, 
A.C. 

there can the soul find relief from its foes, 316, ii., 
Dutton, D. 

here is He thaat trod the set, 706, ii., Lynch, T. T. 
here is now shat sewing love, 615, i., Kell ,T. 
where ts the land of the blest’, 483, i,, Hamilton, 
R. W. 

where sh Ul we deliverance seek, 1176, i,, Thrupp, 
J. i 

vherefore hath my spirit leave ?, 423, i., Gill, T. H. 
chercfore, Lord, doth Thy dear praise, 421, ii., Gill, T. H. 
wherefore the dream of the earthly abode, 1278, i., 
Whittier, J. G. 

whither shall 1 fly, 506, 1. Sy J. 
who are they so pure an rig . a de, Irons, W. J. who can comprehend the rest, 283, ii., Deacon, S. 
who is lilee the Mighty One, 761, ii., Moir, D. M. Who is this that on a tree, 183, -» Brooke, S. A. who like Thee, so calm, so bright, 267, i., Coxe, A. C. 
who shall dare in this frail scene ?, 613, i., Keble, J. 
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7] gr sorrowful, servant of God ?, 362, i., 
r, F. W. 

Owhy is man so thoughtless grown (Watts), 1060, ii., 
inner, O why so thoughtless grown 

O why should Israel's sons, once bleas'd (Joyce, alt.), 
301, ii., Disown'd of Heaven, by man opprest; 
607, ii., Joyer, J. 

0 bar: should Israel's sons, once blest (in Elliott's Pa. & 
¥8.), 301, ii., Lisown'd of Heaven, by man opprest 

O why so heavy, O my soul *, 1273, ii., Wherefore so 
heavy, 0 my soul ? 

O wie freun wir uns der Stunde, 418, ii, German 
hymnody ; 1078, i., Spitta, C. J. P, 

O wie frihlich, o wie selig, 1013, i,, Schmoick, B. 
O wie ist der Weg so schmal, 377, i., Finx, E. 
O wie manche schine Stunde, 1078, i., Spitta, C. J. P. 
O wie sehr lieblich sind all dein Wohnung (tr. Geletzky), 

93, i., Augusta, J. 
O wie selig ist die Seel, 1291, ii., Wolff, J. G. 
O wie selig seid thy doch, thr Frommen, 277, i., Dach, S. 
O wie selig sind die Seelen, 960, ii., Richter, C. F. 
oO “se so gliicklich wiren wir, 1304, ii., Zinzendorf, N. 

. von 
O wie unaussprechlich selig, 1018, 1, Schmolck, B. 
O wie wallt mein Herz, 467, ii, Gregor, C. 
O Will of God, all aweet and perfect (tr. Lady Durand), 

1146, i., Tersteege:, G. 
O wilt Thou pardon, Lord ?, 1181, ii., Tar duaprumy 

pov THe wWAndur 
O wir armen Siinder, 163, i., Bonn, H. 
O wir frys Tr guilafan hon (Prys), 1250, i, Welah 

hymnody 
O wisdom of the God of grace (tr, Chambers), 826, i., 

O Dei sspientia 
oO gir spreading mightily (tr, Earl Nelson), 74, i, 

Antiphon 
O Wisdom, who on earth below, 74, i., Antiphon 
O Wisdom, whose unfading power, 6, ii., Abashed be 

all the boast of age 
O with due reverence let us ali (Ps, cxxxti.), 801, i, 

New Version 
O with what glorious lustre resplendent (tr. Chambers), 

846, i.. O quam glorifica luce coruscas 
O with what glorious lustre thou shinest, 846, i, O 

quam glorifica luce coruscas 
0 wonder far exceeding (tr. Jacobl), 419, ii,, Gesenius, 

J 
O wondrous Conqueror and great (tr. Miss Burlingham), 

531, ii., Homburg, bk. C. 
O wondrous joy to mankind (tr. Skinner), 872, i, 

Optatus votis omnium 
O wondrous love of Christ! how bright (tr.G. Walker), 

637, i., Lampe, F. A. 
O wondrous love, that rends in twain (tr. Kynaston), 

943, i., (Que te pro uli criminibus nova 
O wondrous mystery, full of passing grace (Mvary- 

prov fervor), 232, ii., Xpioros yervarar’ bofacare 
O wondrous _ of faithful prayer, 1262, il., Wesley 

family, he 

O wondrous type, 0 vision fair (tr, Neale, alt.), 240, 
ii,, Coelestis formam gloriae 

O Word celestial, Who my rest (Verbum Supernum 
prodiens, E Patris), 1218, i., Verbum Supernum 
prodiens, A Patre olim exiens 

0 Word of God above (tr. Is. Williams), 885, ii,, Patris 
aeterni Soboles coseva ; 1283, ii., Williams, Ls. 

0 Word of God Incarnate, $40, ii., How, W. W, 
O Word of od, reign everywhere (tr. G. Walker), 

107, i., Babnmater, J. F. . 
0 word of love! O word of life, 1176, ii., Whiting, 

Mary B. 
O Word, abet i hte Thy home ater Supernum 

prodiens, E Patris}, 1218, i, Verbum Supernum 
prodiens, A Patre olim exiens 

O Word Supreme, created not, 1217, ii, Verbum Super- 
num prodiens, A Patre olim exiens 

O World: attentim lend it (tr. Gambold), 853, ii, O 
Welt, sieh bier dein Leben 

O World! behold upon the tree (tr, Miss Winkworth), 
$53, ii., O Welt, sieh hier dein Leben 

O world of bliss, could mortal eyes, 1090, i., Steele, 
Anne 

O World! see here suspended (tr. in Reid's Praise Bk.), 
$53, ii., O Welt, sieh hier dein Leben 

O World, see thy Creator (tr, Gambold, alt.), O Welt, 
aleh hier dein Leben 

O World; see thy Life languish (tr. J. D, Burns), 853, 
ii., O Welt, sieh hier dein Leben 

O world J leave thee ; far / go, 618, i., Hesse, J. 
O world, Imust jorsake thee, 518, ii., Hesse, J. 
0 world, Tnow must leave thee, 518, iL, Hease, J. 
O World so vain, I leave thee, $11, ii.. Herberger, V. 
O worship the King, 450, i, Grant, Sir R. 
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would, my God, that I could praise Thee (tr. Min | U 
Winkworth), 724, it., Meutzer, J. 

O would'st Thou, iord, Tay servant guard, 1262, ii, | ¢ 
Wesley family, The 

O would'’st Thou now Thy Spirit breathe, 1264, i, Wes- | ¢ 
ley family, The 

Ovwrile upm my memory, Lord, 1239, ii., Watts, L. ‘ 
© ye, ere Christ had sojourned here (tr. Chambers), 

1228, i., Vos ante Christi tempora ' 
O ye Halls of Heaven, 277, ii., Dach, 8. 
© ye the truly wise (tr. R, Campbell), 946, i, Qui- 

cumque Coristum quieritis 
O ye whe tear your Saviour's name (tr. Lady E, For- 

tescue), 966, ii., Kitter, J. 
O ye who bear your Saciour's name, 966, ii., Ritter, J. 
O ye who Chriot are :eeking, ra‘se (tr. Johnston), 946, 

i,, Quicumque Christum quveriths 
O ye who fear, yet fearing long (tr, * Sister Miriam"), 13, 

i., Ad laudes Salvatoris 
O ye who followed Christ in love (tr. Chandler, alt.), 

1226, i., Vos ante Christ tempora 
O ye who followed Christ in love (tr. Chandler), 1228, 

i, Vos ante Christi tempora 
O ye, who from r earliest youth (tr. Misa Wink- 

worth), 267, ii., Cramer, J. A. 
O ye who on His service wait, 623, i., Ken , BR. H. 
© ye, who rearch for Jesus, raise (tr, Dix), 946, ii,, 

Quicumaque Christom quaeritis 
O ye who seek the Christ (tr. Kynaston), 946, i., Qui- 

cumque Christum quaeritis 
O ye who seek the Lord (tr, Newman), 946, L, Qui- 

cumque Cliristam quaeritis 
O ye who with the silent tear, 641, ii,, Huie, R. 
O ye winds of time! still hieing, 628, ii,, Knapp, A 
O ye your Saciour's name who bear, 966, ii., Ritter, J. 
O you who truly seek your Lord (tr. Husenbeth), 946, 

i., Quicumane Coristum quaeritis 
O Zion, afflicted with wave upon wave, 449, ii,, Grant, J. 
© Zion, from th: stranger's land (Miss Leeson), 819, i., 

Now shall my inward joy arise 
O Zion, open wide the gates, The Lord before (tr. Anon., 

alt.), 1188, ii., Templi sacratas pande, Sion, fores 
O Zion! open wide thy gates, Let fiqures disappear (tr. 

Caswall), 1139, i., Templi sacratas pande, Sion, 
fores 

O Zion, tune thy voice, 306, i., Doddridge, P. 
O Zion, when / think on thee, 616, i., Keliy, T. 
O Zion, when thy Saviour came, 288, i., Denny, Sir E. 
O'ar'd phardayso (Ephraem the Syrian), 1110, i., Syriac 

hymnoedy 
Ob Menschen kiug und weise sein, 798, i,, Neumeister, E. 
Object of my first desire, 483, ii., Happiness, thou lovely 

name ; 1182, ii., Tuplady, A. M. 
Och wy armen siinders! unse missedadt, 163, i., Boon, H. 
Oeffne mir die Perlenpforten, 291, i., Dessler, W. C-. 
O’er all the Church thy praise be told (tr. R. Campbell), 

382, ii., Fortem virili pectore 
O'er ali the world the Falthful sing, 673, ii., Iste Con- 

fessor Domini sacratus 
O'er dark Judaca's gloomy shores (tr, Chambers), 233, i., 

Christus tenebris obsitam 
O'er death trinmphant Christ arose (tr. Trend), 331, i., 

En ches e-t Dominica 
er gomnet of grace, blest Britain rejoice, 423, i, 

Gill, T. H. 
O'er Keiren's stream, and Salem's height, 895, ii, 

Pierpont, J. 
O'er life's tempestuous sea, 168, i., Brawn, Mary Ann 
Cer mountain tops the mount ef God, 565, ii., In latter 

days the mount of (iod 
Oer silent field and lonely lawn (tr. in Fox's H. & 

Anth.). 441, ii., Goethe, J, W. von 
O’er the are wave of Galilee, 982, ii,, Russell (Ame 

rica), W, 
O'er the stant mountains breaking, 763, i., Monsell 

J. 8. BR. 
O'er the Font’s baptismal waters may the Holy Spiri 

move, 1272, i., When the Architect Almight) 
fashioned bad the heaven and earth 

O'er the gloomy Aills of darkness (W. Williams), 856 
i., er these gloomy hills of ness; 1253, ii. 
Welsh bymnody 

O'er the morning stars Who reignest (tr. Cope’ and* 
26. i., Acterne Rector siderum 

(er the :ealms of pagan darkness, 264, ii., Cotteril 
T.; 856, i., O'er those gloomy bills of darkness 

to a waters, dark and drear, 472, ii., Groser, W 

O’er the wide and restless ocean, 145,i,, Blatchford, A. 
a'r Dave gloomy hills of darkness, 1285. i., William: 

O'erburden'd heart, thy labour banish (tr. Buckoll 
1246, ii., Wegleiter, C- 



OF THY 

iy true s0'diers, mighty Lord (tr. Copeland), 292, 
+ Deus tuorum militum 
fold natures, Christ the Giver (Tov év duai rais 
votes, tr. Neale), 68, i., "Averrys rpiyuepos 
on's honour angels sing , i., Cronenwett, E. 
- Majesty, haw lenge ‘(Ps 13), 264, ii., Cotton, 

of the Kternal Father (tr. Chambers), 276, 
a puer plectrum, choreis ut canam fidelibus 
= , yet Maker, of Thy mother lowly, 1225, i., 

nis Proles, Opifexque matris 
: in God's own house we sit, 713, ii., Mant, R. 
s Thee, my infant Saviour (tr. sean ‘ass, ii., 
arvum quand» cerno Deum 
ts to scatter kings, 622, ii., Kennedy, B 
* we run the weary way, 183, ii., ~ besa 3. A, 
- _ Christian's heart inquire, 763, i., Monsell, 

iP . cursed my natal day, 1261, ii., Wesley 
unily, The 
ave J sat in secret sighs, 1237, i., Watts, L. 
ave they, now may Israel say (Ps. cxxix.), 801, iL, 
‘ew Version 
. my heart have said, 1261, ii., Wesley family, 

e 

walk beneath the cloud, 1272, 1., When this passing 
corld is done 
a danger, oft in woe, T74, i., Much in sorrow, oft 

woe 

n sorrow, oft in woe, T7174, i, Much in sorrow, oft 
a woe 

noo Israel may say (Ps. cxxix., Norton), 
Cam Old Version acre 

orget the love, 286, i., Deck, J. G. 
when of we ask, 706, ii., Lynch, T. T. 

waves rise, 63, ii., And are our 
og uickly 
‘ of ee woe, 1285, ii,, Wilson (nee 
ry) Caroline 
| unceasing praise ascending, 724, ii., Mentzer, J. 
seeding and (tr, J, Kelly), 8365, ii., 
) Haupt voll Blut und Wunden 
lest house, whate'er befall (tr. Miss Wink- 
vorth), 893, ii., Pfeil, C. C. L., Baron von 
right are the mansions, 255, li., Conder, E. R. 
aptain of God's host, whose dreadful might, 824, 
i, OCs in of God's ‘host, by ae tag oy 
yme, Spirit, come, 251, ii., Come 
elestial Spirit, come 
could J but be still, 1144, ii., Tersteegen, G 
could my soul possess His love (tr. Miss Fry), 486,i., 
tardenberg, G. F. P. von 
- ul God! nk Seep aad Sel ete: er Mrs. 

later), 1306, i, Zinzendorf, N 
wstafad Saviour, Jesus Christ (tr. Mine adhere); 
153, i., O treuer Hetland, Jesu Christ 

a 

ii., 2 Je 
831, i, O “God of 

tethel, by Whee i 
it feng ar a (Ps. 84, New Version), 

od, Thou art alone (Ps. 63, M 
ral, i. Peakters rs, glia ¢ pa 

+ “a Thy word, And let 
ra Daat ana Herr, bel deinen 

us by Thy word, And scatter vty Miss 
*ry), $58, i,, Erhalt uns, Herr, bei deinem Wort 
tracious (od ! sp anncnanmiediiianeks 
Arndt, E. M, 

protfnees ot lca a 55, ad I,m 

Lyte). 
hallowed £2 the land and blest, 1248, ii., Weiseel, G. 
ippy house! where Thou art loved the best, 848, i., 
) selig Hans, wo man dich men 
‘are my prayer, Lord (Ps. Gini. Craig), 1022, ii., 
— hymnody 
a Ame Lord! each hour of need, 737, i., Milman, 

bis Ghost! to Thee we pray (tr. Hunt), 821, ii., 
Yun bitten wir den ~ = Gelat 
tow blessed are Sorgiven (tr, Miss Borth- 
rick), 277, ii., Dach, “S. 
tow blest our telli’ wie unaussprech- 
ich selig), 1 <p Schmote 
how blest — Jesus (tr. R. Massie), 
on, i,, i Slt, CF J. 
eo iia? 623, ii., Kern, C. G. 

how blessed, 1018, i., Schmotck, B. 
vows acer I receive Thee, How Thee,’ Lord, 
right, 1280, i., Wie soll ich dich empfangen ? 
wn shall I receive Thee : How meet Thee on Thy way 
tr. Russell), 1280, i., Wie soll ich dich empfangen ? | 
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Oh, is a aught on earth to share, 403, i., Furness, 

Oh, yA Christ! how bright and fair, (tr. J. Kelly), 
411, ii., Gerhardt, P. 

Oh, Jesus’ hadst Thou not brought near (tr. Astley), 
628, i., Knapp, A. 

Oh, let Thy praise, Redeemer, God! (tr. Mias Fry), 
408, ii., Gelebot seist du Jesu Christ 

Oh! let us all be ss to-day, 1227, i., Vom Himmel 
boch da komm 
ya God, from heaven look down (tr. Miss 

Fry). 9, i, Ach Gott vom Himmel, sieh darein 
Oh, our God! Thy name we praise (tr. Miss Fry), 

11M, i., Te Deum landamus 
Oh Lord’ Th presence through the day's distractions, 

515, i., Heir, des Tages Mihen und Beschwerden 
Oh Lard, turn not Thy face hg From them that lowly 

lie (Marckant, a/t.), 841, ii., O Lord turn not Thy 
face away 

On! | pod that did the heavens rend asunder (tr. Misa 
on neyo ge yey on Levarniney F. “ , 

my soul, wit t re 103, Mon 
921, ty Psalters, English . — 

Oh, Paradise must fairer be, 981, i., Rickert, F. 
Oh, Sehr ed must show more Jair, 981, i. Rickert, 

Oh! pourquoi Vamitié gémirait (Vinet), 398, ii., French 

Oh Argel nd Lord (Ps. Miss prate veat and gracious 7a, 
ai Auber) eal, Psalters, ——. ‘ids abies 

pratse the King supreme in migi O Te, in 
(tr. Russell), 683, i., Lobe den Herren den 

machtigen Konig der Ehren 
Oh, Saviour, is bas J promise pled, 503, ii., Heber, R, 
Oh, sweetest words that Jesus could have sought (tr. 

Mrs. Findtater), 528, ii., Hofel, J. 
Oh, that I had a thousand voices! A mouth (tr. H. 

Mills), 724, ii., Mentzer, J. 
Ok that Thou wouldst hide me in the grave, 948, ii., 

Quarles, F. 
Oh! that Thy cross may ever (tr. R. Massie), 885, ii, 

O Haupt voll Blut und Wunden 
Oh, that will joyful be, 1019, ti., Schweinitz, e Cc. von 
Oh Thou, my loving thoughts employ (tr. H, Thomp- 
ait ee oe i., Spitta, C.J. P. Keble), 98, 

ue oe ar thize (Keble ii, 
intthtoake ' 

OM Sand et. v are Onrere, 43, i., AD hall, yo bensed 
st. vii.); 107, ii., Baker, Sir H. W 

Oh! what is human life below, 388, i., Franc k, 8. 
Oh, what balm and healing (tr. R. Mannie), 

585, i., Jesu deine tiefe Wunden 
Oh! when my righteous Judge shall come, 854, i., O 

when my "rightecns Ju J tee chal come 
Oh where doth mercy drwell ry erty tta, C. J. P. 
Oh! why art thou 20 sad, m ii., Warum 
ae te Mane (he. ee oes, 

Oh wor: i 104, rant i, 
Peale, kn ind > 

Oh would I had a thousand tongues (tr. Mise Wink- 
worth), 724, ii,, Mentzer, J. 

Oh wouldst Thou in Thy glory come si Miss Wink- 
worth), 369, i., a A. i. 

Oi raises evorefeia, 232, i., Xprorris g tote) «eg 
Olim cum Dominus descendit ab arce rs Cc. 

Wordsworth), , L, When God of old camo 
down from heaven 

Omnes ad aram cernuo, 948, i., Quod lex adumbravit 
vetus 

Omnes sancti seraphim, cherubim, 814, i., Notkar ; 1041, 
ii., Sequences 

Omni ‘die, dic i mea, lawdes, anima, 1200, ii., 
1201, ii., 1202, i, Ut Jjucundas cervus undas 
aestuans desiderat 

Omni oriente die lecto quum us, horas (tr, Bing- 
ham), 541, i., Hues of the rich waatiding morn 

Omnibus in terria Dominus regnabit Ifsus (tr, Bing- 
ham), 601, ii., Jesus shall reign where'er the sun 

Omnipotent, infinite Lord (tr. Caswall), 964, ii, Reg- 
nator orbis summius et arbiter 

= ent Lord, my Saviour and King, 1261, ii, 
Wesley family, The 

——— Redeemer, Our ransomed souls, 1265, ii, 
esley fumily, The 

Omnis mundi creatura, 34, i., Alanus de Insulis 
Omnis sanguis bestiarum, 811, i., Not all the blood of 

beasts 
Omnis sexus et actas festa Thebacorum, B14, i., er 
Omniscient God, Thine eye divine, 706, ii., Lyte, H 
Omniscient, Omnipotent King, 689, ii., Lord, 1 

my sins to Thee 
ig — a beautiful tree (tr. L. W.), 115, ib, 

rth, C. G. 
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On all the earth ig Be ary shower, 770, i., More, H.; | 6 
1268, i., When Christ His body up had borne 

On Britain, long a favoured isle, tes" ii,, Beddome, B. | 6 
Om earth I'm but a pilgrim (tr. Wade), 560, i, Ich | 6 

bin ein Gast auf Tt 
On earth the song begins, In heaven more nweet and 

loud, 1105, i., Swain, J. 
On every new-born babe of earth, 1294, ii, Words- 

worth, C. 
On Ged and on no earthly trust (tr, J. D. Barns), 

407, ii., Gellert, C. F. 
On God in all my woes (tr. Russell), 1247, i., Wein- 

OT neva of man depends, 1240, i., Watts, | On tod the race of man . Watts, 1. 
Om Jordan's bank the ist’s cry (tr. Chandler), 217, 

ii., Chandler, J.; , i., Jordanis oras 
tm Jordan's banks a herald cry (tr. Chandler, alt.), 

606, ii., Jordanis oras praevia 
On Jordan's stormy banks I stand, 1092, i., Stennett, 8. 
On Judah's } plains as rds kept, 1276, ii., While 

shepherds watched r eo rng 
On man in His own image made, i, Newton, J. 
On mightier wing, in loftier flight, 1198, i, Upon the 

Gospel's -acred page 
On Olivet a little band, 1095, ii., Stone, 8. J. 
On our way rejoicing as we onward move, 668, ti., On 

our way rejoicing as we homeward move 
On silent wings an angel (tr. in liulcken's Golden 

Harp), 355, ii., Es ziebt ein stiller 
On that dread day, that wrathful day, 297, ii., Dies 

that aoa eae wful da Lord Macaulay On great, fa y (tr, 
298, i., Dies irae, dies illa » 

On the birth-day of the Lord (tr. Littledale), 212, ii, 
Carols; 565, ii., In natali Domini 

On the blest day when first the light (tr. Neale, alt.), 
913, i., Prime di omnium 

On the dewy breath of even, 329, i, Elliott (née 
Marshall), Julia A. 

Om the dust I'm doomed to sleep, 167, i., Bowring, Sir J. 
On the far East now flames the golden morning (tr. S. A. 

Storrs), 1077, i., Spitta, C. J. P. 
On the first Christian sabbath eve, 764, ii., Montgomery, 

J 
Om the Sount of life eternal (tr. Caswall), 13, i, Ad 

nis vitae fontem 
in = green grass five thousand men, 117, i., Bateman, 

On the morn of Baster day (tr. Neale), 713, i., Mane 
prima Sabbati 

On the mountain's top appearing, 614, ii., Kelly, T. 
On the Resurrection Morning, 114, ii., Baring-Gould, S. 
On the Rock of Ages founded, 1805, i., Zion stands by 

bills surrounded 
On the rock of Thy commandments (Xrepewcody je, 

Xpeore, tr. Neale), 87, i.,°A v wavres Aaot 
On the sad night He was betrayed, 133, ii., Bell, C. D. 
on = waters on i drear, 303, me: w. i 3 
On the wings of faith upspringing, , i., Swain, J. 
On the wings of the wind fell a hymn from the sky, 

772, i., Moultrie, G. 
On the works of His creation, 1291, i, Wolcott, S. 
On Thee I build, O heavenly Father (tr. R. Massie) 

oe7, i., Laren, J.C, & 
On I call, o Lord, therefore (Ps. exli., aig 

1022, ii., Scottish hymnod ) 
On Thee, O God of purity, i, O Lord, incline Th; 

gracious ear 
On Thee, O Lord, my hopes I lean, 955, L., Relssner, A. 
On Thee, 0 Lord our God, we call, 281, i., Davies, 8. 
On Thee, our Guardian God, we cali, 281, i., Davies, £ 
On Thee, Thou God of purity, 40, i, O Lord, inclin 

Thy gracious ear 
On Thee, Who dwell'st above the skies (Ps. cxxtib. 

On Thee with 1 depend, Father (tr. R. Massie), 667, i id my tr. e . 
Lavater, J.C. 

On Thibet’s snow-capt mountain, 316, ii., Dutton, D. 
On this day, the first of days, 294, ii., Die parente ter 

um 
On this first day, when earth stands forth (tr. Heweti 

913, i., Primo dierum omnium 
On this first day when heaven and earth (Primo die q 

lrinitas, ¢r, Mant), 913, i., Primo dierum omniur 
On this most solemn festival your joyful anthems rat 

986, i., Sacris solemniis Juncta sint gaudia 
On this Pentecostal morning, 805, i, Nicholson, H. I 
On this now laid with prayer, 895, ii., Pi 

pont, J, 
On this the day that saw the earth (tr. Neale), 913, 

Primo dierum omnium 
On this the day when days began (tr. Ellerton), 913, 

Primo dierum omnium 
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— _— the Church must learn, 763, i., Mon- 
ell, J. 8. B. 
Lord there is all lords above, 961, ii,, Rands, W. B. 
more boundary passed o'er, 1119, 1, Taylor (née 
Wlorley), Rebekah H. 
nore day's work for Jesus, 699, ii., Lowry, R. 
nore day's work for Jesus, 1234, i, Warner, Anna 
wore flying moment, 1146, i., Tersteegen, G. 
wore year is passed away, 578, i., Jackson, E. 
Vame above all glorious names, 1160, i,, There is a 
jook, Who runs may read 
iffer of salvation, 150, ii., Blias, P. 
only one, shall be the fold (tr. Miss Duna), 634, i., 
{rummacher, F. A. 
prayer if hawes all prayers in one, 764, ii., Mont- 
jomery, J. 
ars still, all else may be failing (tr, 
fies Burlingham), 153,i., Bogatzky, C. H. von 
— to om I heard say, ** How long?" 1219, 
« Very, J. 
Shepherd and one fold to be (tr. in Cantica Sanct.), 
\34, i., Krummacher, F. A. 
‘ong of songs—the sweetest, 1079, i., Spitta, C.J. P. 
sweet flower has drooped and faded, 1235, ii., 
NVaterston, R. C. 
iweetly solemn thought, 214, i., Cary, Phabe 
here is above all others, 0 how He loves (Miss Nunn), 
‘55, ii., Missions; 823, ii,, Nunn, Marianne 
there is above all others, Well deserves the name of 
‘riend (Newton), 803, ii, Newton, J.; 823, ii., 
Yann, Marianne 
‘here is Who loves thee, 105, i., Ayres, H. C. 
‘hing alone, dear Lord, I dread, 830, i., O for the 

Aiicard ana Soe keiat 114, i Tosn.S + ing, - f° 
thin, is need, wid lat me dete (tr. Miss Wink- 
worth), 1017, i., Schriider, J. H. 
thing with all my soul's desire, 764, i., Mont- 
romery, J. 
thing's needful, then, Lord Jesus (tr. Miss Cox), 
1016, ii., Schrider, J. H. 
thing's needful :—this rich treasure (tr. H. Mills), 
1017, i., Schroder, J. H. 
true God we all confess, 238, i,, Clausnitzer, T. 
with Christ, O blissful thought, $71, ii., Irons, J. 
with the Bternal Light (tr. R. Campbell), 261, ii, 

Consors Paterni luminis 
sess in Jesus, 164, ii., Bottome, F. 
¢ to God on heich be gloir, 426, i., Gloria in excelsis 
+a step te snus, 1204, 1., Van Alstyne (née Crosby), 
Frances J. 
‘an armour-bearer, 150, ii., Blisa, P. 
' begotten Word of God ee 227, 
i, Christe, cunctorum dominator 
+ Jesus feels and knows, 1204, i, Van Alstyne (née 
Crosby), Frances J. 
Jesus would I see, $45, i., Harditch, C. R. 
let nothing grieve thee, 379, i., Flemming, P. 
‘one prayer to-day, 303, i., Dix, W. C. 
ard, children, onward, leave the paths of sin, 168, 
i., Brammall, J. H. 
ard, Christian soldiers, 114, ii., Baring-Gould, 8. 
ard, Christians, though the region, 604, ii., 
fohnaon, 8. ‘ 
ard go, onward go, 1010, ii., Schmidt, J. E. 
ird in God's name we wend (tr. Littledale), 564, 
i., In Gottes Namen fahren wir 
ard Het My cAfidren 90, 384, i, Forward let the 

e 

: : o'er Time's great ocean, 1098, i,, Stephenson, 

ird, onward, men of heaven, 1058, i., Sigourney 
nee pen dy Lydia 
no though the region, 604, ii., John- 
on, 8. 
ot? speed thy conquering flight, 1063, ii., Smith, 

trd th life Thy children stray, 1876, ii., 
Vhiting, ¥. vee 
trd, upward, Christian soldier, 1204, ii, Van 
ilstyne (née Crosby), Frances J. 
wd, upward, heavenward, 735, i., Midlane, A. 
trds the animating sound, 1138, i., Temperance 
| pre d 
den Ting som Gud har gjort (Brorson), 1001, i., 

candinavian hymnody 
»pe, my soul, around thee press, 1197, i., Unitarian 

nody 
th gates, 1176, i., Thrupp, J. F. 

is the Herey, (tr. Is, Williams), 240, 1, Coe- 
sstis aula panditur 
Lord, mine inward ear, 225, i., Christ, my 

life, appear 
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Open, Lord, my inward ear, 225, ii., Chri.t, my hidden 
life, a r 

Open now thy gates of beauty, 1013, i., Schmolck, B. 
Open stood the gates of heaven, 1094, ii., Stock, Sarah G. 
Open wide the gates of beauty, 1013, i., Schmolck, B. 
—— with y's scorching heat, 161, ii,, Bonar 

Oppressed pea ee ~~ woe, 183, as a — - 
Oppression not always reign, ., Ware, H. 
Or sus, — de Bolgnear (Beza), 683, ii., Lob- 

waseer, A. 
Orabo mente Dominum, 56, ii., Ambrosius; 144, i., Bis 

ternas horas explicans 
Ornarunt terram germina, 7, i,, Abelard, P. 
*Opépiouper dppov Babéos (Ode v.), 68, ii., "Avarrarems 

HA pa 
Other ground can no man lay, 872, i., Father, Son, and 

Spirit, hear 
Se I disdain, 1961, ii., Wesley family, 

~~ than our dear Lord's, 763, i., Monsell, J. 

Oui, Je Clotta), ii., on oe ‘sus pric ( u), 392, 

oak bdlewad hee eparted, 630. i., Lange, J. P Our ve yp Be, » J. P. 
Our blessings come, 0 God (tr, H. Mills), 883, i, O 

Gott, du frommer Gott 
a Redeemer, ere He breathed, 90, ii, Auber, 

Our bodies are with earthly food, 1146, i,, The ark of 
God in safety rode 

Our brother let us put in grave (tr, in the G. & G. 
Ballates), 822, i., Nun lasst uns den Leib begraben 

Our Captain leads us on, 488, i., Hark, bow the watch- 
men cry 

Qur country ts Immanuel's vtrad (Land), 114, i., Bar- 
ws —* Aikin), Anas L. . a. 
oa on , 67, Anderson (nee 

), Maria F. = ¢ 
Our ——, Agate (Give us our daily bread, Miss Procter), 

975, ii., Roman Catholic > eat 
Our day of praise is done, 1147, ii., day is past and 

our Sag ae tit SN, Wt r days, , Our mor A atts, I. 
Our days are but a shadow, 1666, i., Soden, A.J. 
Our dear Lord of grace hath given, 1197, ii., Unsar 

trohtin hat farsalt 
Our ears have heard, and now our eyes, 456, i., Great is 

the Lord, of high renown 
bag have heard, O glorious God, 1081, ii., Spurgeon, 

Our ears have heard our fathers tell (Ps. xliv., Stern- 
hold), 865, ii., Old Version 

Our earth we now lament to see, 1263, i., Wesley 
family, The 

Our enraptured hearts shall ne'er be weary (tr. Swert- 
ner), 1301, ii, Zinzendorf, C. R. von 

Our we lift up to the hills, 952, i,, Rawson, G. 
Our faithful Aath sent us, 498, ii., Havergal, W. 

Our Father and moste gracious Lord (tr. Whitting- 
ham), 697, i., Lord's (The) Prayer ¢ ™ 

orn , and our heavenly King, 234, ii., Clapham, 

Our Father, bless the bounteous store, 448, i., Graces 
Our Father dear, which art in heaven, 1205, iL, Vater 

unser im Himmelreich 
Our Father, freed from error’s chain (1s. Williams), 

698, i., Lord’s (The) Prayer 
Our Father, God! not face to face, 216, i., Chapin, E. H. 
Our Father God omnipotent, 1205, 1, Vater unser im 
—— ss 

Our Pather God! to tee tr, Mine , 443, 
ii,, Gott der Vater wohn Sag wy) 

Our Father God, Who artin heaven (Betts), 189, ii., 
Betts, H. J. 

Our Father God, Who art in heaven (Judson), 609, i, 
Judson, A.; 697, ii,, Lord's (The) Pra: 

Our Father God, Who art in heaven, To Thee (Anon.), 
698. i., Lord's (The) Prayer 

Our Futher God, Who lovest all, 1263, i, Wesley 
family, The 

Our err hear our longing prayer, 708, i., Macdonald, 

Oar Father, here again we raise, 452, i., Gray, T., Jun. 
Our Father, high enthroned above, 420, ii., Gibbons, 7; 
- a, if indeed Thou art, 483, ii., Hankinson, 

Our Father in heaven, we hallow Thy name, 481, i., 
Hale (née Buell), Sarah J. 

Our Father i» the heaven Who art, 1905, ii, Vater 
unser im Himmelreich 
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Our Father in the heavenly realm, 1205, i., Vater | 
unser iin Himmelreich 

Gur Father in the heavens above, 1906, iL, Vater unser | 
im Himmeltreich 

ur Father, «nit in Thy dear Son (Is. Williams), 698, 
i., Lord's (The) Prayer 

Our Father Lord, Who art in heaven Judson), 609, i., 
Judson, A. ; 697, ii., Lord's (The) ver 

Our Father, our Father, Who dwellest in light, 497, ii., 
Havergal, Frauces K, 

(ur Pather sits on yonder throne, 616, i., Kelly, T. 
Gur Father, Thou in heaven above, 1205, i, Vater unser 

im Himmetreich 
Our Cc ad through the coming year, 406, i., Gaskell, 

Our Father, which in heauen art, And mak’st vs al 
‘. Kk. Cox), 697, i,, Lord's (The) Prayer; 1208, i., 
‘ater unser im Himmelreich 

(rar Father, which in heauen art, Lord hallowed be thy 
co (tr, in the O, V., 1561), 697, ii., Lord’s (The) 

yer 
Our Father, which in heauen art, Lorde! hallowed be 

(tr. H, Lok), 697, ii,, Lord's (The) Prayer 
Our Father, Who dost dwell above (1. Williams), 698, i, 

Lord’s (The) Prayer 
Our Father! Who from heaven above (tr, Jacobi), 

1205, i., Vater unser im Himmelreich 
Our Father, Who from heaven above (tr. Anderson }, 

1205, i., Vater unser im Himmelreich 
Our Father, Who in heaven art, All hallowed be (tr. in 

the N. V.), 697, ii., Lord’s (The) Prayer; 801, i, 
New Version 

Our Father, Who in heaven art, Thy name be hallowed 
(tr. in the N, V.), 697, ii., Lord’s (The) Prayer; 

Raa. whee ania (st 697, ii Our Father, W. ele sway (Straphan), , i. 
Lord's (The) Prayer 

(rar fathers were high-minded men, 473, ii,, Gunn, H. M. 
Our festal morn is come, 496, ii., Havergal, W. H. 
(ur festal strains to-day reveal (Interui fest! gaudia, 

tr. Neale), 27, ii., 28, i, Aeterni festi gaudia 
Our few ving years, 128, ii,, Beddome, B. 
Our few short ae trial o'er (tr. Guthrie), 408, i, 

Gelert, C. F. 

Gur Forerunner, why forzake us? (tr. Blew), 825, i., 
O Christe qui noster poli 

Our Friend, our Brother, and our Lord, 1277, ii., 
Whittier, J. G. és aces. 

Our riendship sanctify and guide, , Author of 
iromaoniy 8 ear tle - ef, 

Our God, a tower of strength is He, A good ence 
ere in Dulcken’s Bk. of Ger, Songs), 325, i,, Ein 
este Burg ist unser Gott 

Gur God a tower of strength is He, A goodly wall 
(tr, H. W. Longfellow), 325, i., Ein fexte Burg ist 
unser Gott 

Our God and our Redeemer, 1099, i., Stryker, M. W. 
Gur God ap, rhes from the skies (tr. Is, Williams), 

$69, i., Instantis adventum Dei 
Our God bless us all with mercy and love (Ps. Ixvii.), 

801, ii., New Version 
Our tod He is a castle (tr. Macdonald), 325, i., 

yo feste oe wi unser 
Our God, He @ fortress tower (tr, Frothingham), 

325, i,, Ein feste Borg ist unser Gott 
Bsr o- Jirm His promise stands, 1938, ii, 

‘atta, I. 

Our God in ylory sits on high, 618, ii., Keble, J. 
Cnr God, in His celestial seat (tr. Chandler), 952, ii., 

Rebus creatis nil egens 
Gur God is a stronghold indeed (tr, Fisher), 325, ii., 

Ein fe-te Burg ist unser Gott = 
Our God is ; in every place (in ymne of the 

Spirit), et Zibn, J. F. 
Our (od is light, we do not go, 892, i., Peters (nee 

Howly), Mary 
Our Gud is love, O sweetly sing, 281, ii, Davia, T. 
Gur God is true! Them He will ne'er forsake (tr. H. 

Mills), 675, i., Liebich, K. 
at our God, Thou shinest here, 421, ii., Gill, T. 

Our God, our Father, with us stay (tr. Miss Warner), 
443, ii.. rage der Vater wohn — bel 

Our God, our in ages t 90, Watts), 920 
ii., Paalters, English oa ) : 

Gur God stands firm, a rock and tower (tr. Singleton), 
324, ii., Ein feste Burg ist unver Gott 

Our God that is lord ( Ps, Ix vii., Whittingham), 1022, ii., 
Scottish hymnody 

ur Col, wa thank Thee, Who hast made, 918, i., Proc- 
tu Sieg fon A. 

‘ur Cols @ fastness sure indeed, A trusty (tr. McLin- 
uch), $25, L, Ein feste Burg ist unser Gott 
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tyers 
@ Audimur: almo Spiritus 
tious Lord, on duty bent, 688, ii., Pearce, 5. 
sdemption, our Saleation (tr. Blew), 692, ii, 
u nostra redemptio, Amor et desiderium 
es in heaven, our rest is not here, 706, ii., Lyte, 

viour alonc, the Lord let us bless, 248, i., Come, 
ws adore the Lord's gracious band 
viour and our King, 497, ii., Havergal, Frances 

viowr bowed beneath the wave, 609, i., Judson, A. 
iviour Christ by His own death + Jesus 
ristus, — sains of Ctr. tm the 
aviour Christ, _— tr. G.& 
Ballates), 698, i., J if tod nostra salus 
coer Christ will ouhle come, 141, ii., Bicker- 

aeiour'’s voice iz soft and sweet, 883, i., Parson 
“¢ Rooker), Elizabeth 
lepherd af "His ransomed flock, 700, i., 
tp upon the surging sea (tr, in the Brit. 
04, 1., Zinzendorf, N. L. bn 

erald), 

ns, alas, how strong they be, 1236, ii., Watts, I, 
mal shall mooutly 'y the 875, i., Our souls 
= magnify , In Him our spirit shall re- 

ole; blest Saviour, gather (Downton), 237, i, 
audius, M. 
virits join to adore the Lamb, 1238, ii,, Watts, I. 
vanks for this on day (tr, Chambers), 461, 
_ Grates peracto jam die 
imes are in Thine hand; My God, I wish them 
ere, 681, i., Lloyd, W. F. 
tongues were made to bless the Lond, 1890, iL, 
ratta, i, 

uneful strains let us wpraise (tr, W 
8, i.. Aeterni festi one ¢ —_— 

are heard; the ee blest (tr. Chambers), | 
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Over the fields in Relgarewe 117, i., Bateman, H. 
Oves dum custodientes ae) 2 alg ii., While 

shepherds watched t ts flocks b: 
Oor Father, which in heauen art, im hallowed be, 

697, ii, See Our Father 

ah! the shadows night hath spread around (tr. 
7 $20, i., ogee d aes pee Sp raig umbra 
have n . Newman 

ey oy ‘ini s noctis real Dros end od um f » 
Pam y cat, Suipeatbod rheibus (W. Williams), 1253, 

The We oo 
— toris gloriam, 814, i, 

Gockers 1081, 4 1041, ii., aon sain 
Pangat Aymnuem Boer + tule, 815, i., Notker 
Pange lingua gi mysterium (Thomas of 

Aquino), ii,, Adoro Te devote, latens Deitas; 
. G H.; 660, i, Latin hymnody; 

785, i, Nato noble Salvatore ; 966, i., Saeris 
solemniis Juncta sint pom: 1167, ii., Thomas of 
Aquino; 1218, i, See Verbum Sapernum prodiens 
Nec Patris linquens 

Pange lingua lauream certaminis (Fortunatus, 
alt.), — i,, 881, i, Pange lingua glorioal proelium 
certamin 

Pange, aoe, gloriosi Praclium certaminis (Fortu- 
natus), 383, ii., Fortunatus, V. H. C. ; 413, ii., Ger- 
man hymnody ; 644, i, Latin hymnody ; 1220, ii, 
1221, i., Vexilla regis prodeunt 

Pange lingua Magdalenae, 242, ii., Collaudemus Mag- 
lenae 
lingua necem Petri qui turbarit Angliam, 1221, 

1, Vexilla regis prodeunt 
Pange nomen omne mirum (tr. Bingham), 605, ii., Join 

all the glorious Names 
Panic Jezu ty s crwwiek i $19, i., Eber, P, 
Papa tumus mu in kovao ( Father, which art in 

casting Lives shorter still, 1159, i., Thee we heaven), 741, i, Missions 
dore, eternal Some Faradisus _ rigatur (Adam of St. bined 250, ii., 
scarica limbs with restored Ags Chambers, re hearts, in sweetest measu’ 

1067, ii., Somno we ad Parent of Ln Ww hose love displa 1100, i ii., Summae 
salvation doth depend, ii., 5 ass E ~st. et dexteram surgenti- 

God is a de nated See’ ir. “if 
fin feste Burg tet unser et, 442, ea Parent of good! Thy bounteous hand, 638, i., Lange, 
*salmes and Spiritualle 
ts a rich and royal Feast, 615, i., Kelly, T. Parent of good! Thy genial ray, 638, i., Pe ak 

elves, dear Lord, we now resign, .G. | Parent of good, Whose bounteous Graces 
Parent of highest clemency, 11 , ii, ph Deus from the East tnd aren eeern # S riding (tr. Miss 

spat mie Spitta, Manington 
~~ = nature rolled, 329, ii., Emerson, 

nd wrong (Is. Williams 
ran i. meer ‘: v ¢ az » 
4 = and devheoy ante, . 

i., From fisher’s the busiest haunts of life, 
Ay from fig-tree’s shade 

clementiae,— Da dexteram surgentibus 
Parent, who with speechless feeling, 1138, i, Temper- 

ance ng 
Parsee. F Seigneur, ton serviteur écoute (Corneille), 

a9 reg doy bate 
day before us? 16, ii, Adams (nee 

Partin — with deep thanksgiving, 883, i., Part in 

of the dark, the cireli sphere, 685, ii., Long- peace | is day before us fellow, 8, ~ sie Parted for some anzious days, 316, i., Duel, G. 
of the ‘deep Icry, 1262, ii., Wesley family, The Parted from God, and far removed, 1261, i., Wesley 
of the deep I cry to Thee, "My God (tr. B. Latrobe), jamily, 
36, ii., Aus tiefer Noth echrei ich zu Partners of a glorious hope, 244, i., Come, and let us 

‘the deep I to Thee, «+ Lord God (tr. Russell), 
. li., Aus tefer Noth schrei ich zu dir 
on O Lord, we call (Ps. 130), 263, ii., Cot- 

the of dark distress nk a, 17332), 
i, Aus tlefer ie schrei ich z 

of the deepa distress (tr. *Fcobl, 1722), 
va Me Aus nd Noth schrei ich zu dir 

the deeps of long distress, 1240, ii,, Wa 
othe erye I to the (tr. Coverdale), 97, 
Wefer »Noth schret ich gu dir; 442, 

of the depth of 
and Spiritualle Songes i, Ww 

family, The = despair, tins = 
of the depths I cry to Thee, Lord God, ( hear my 
wailing, 97, i,, Aus tiefer Noth schrei ich zu dir 
p le the lery to Thee, Lord God! oh hear m 

9 Fp tiefer Noth echrei ich zu dir 
Of the depths to Thee, Lord hear me, 97, 1,, 
my Uefer Noth rel ich zu dir 
of the depthe I ery to Thee, Lord, look (tr, B, La- 
trobe, alt.), 96, ii., Aus tiefer Noth schrel ich zu dir 
of the depths Tery to Thee, Lord, mark my 
tion, 97, i., Aus tiefer Noth schrei ich xu dir 
of the depths, O Lord (tr. Miss Fry), 96, ii., Aus 
tlefer Noth sebref ich 2u dir 
of the depths of doubt and fear, 983, ti., med cag J. 
of the depths of woe, 764, i., Montgomery, J. 
g the depths, the guifs, the night, 962, ii., Raw- 

© the dapia to Thee Fery, 622, ii,, Kennedy, B. H. 

a 

, $98, i 

loriost Corporis 

1 i,, Bourne, G 

L 
glortosi 

h 

dal 
Pange lingu 

ge 

fame . 

sleep Come, p 

Deus clemengjae, 
bus 

Goostly 
Songes E. 

of 
81, ii., Arnold, 

= Oe 

i., Sass, 

UJ , by 

iy, The 
dir 

sr” Gcveuy 

Jane C. 

y 

Passijeksa 

lamenta- 

sweetly join 
Parvulus nobis nascitur, 1227, i., Vom Himmel hoch 

da komm ich her 
Pasce nor, livine Panis (tr. C. B. Pearson), 169, ii 

Bread of — on I feed 
Bdege sb ove reprvor, 1146, i., The Church of God lifts up 

Paschal Lamb, by God nay vena pn tes i., Bakewell, J. ; 
480, i,, Hail, Thou once 
— ety ium, 94, ii., Aurora lucts rutilat 
—s tly-fleeting years, 1264, i, Wesley 

mily, The 
Pass away, earthly joy, 162, i., Bonar (née Lundie), 

ane 
Saviour, 304, li., Doane, W. H. ; 

pom fs Frances J, 
Passed the Hed and an, ry sea (tr n Williams), 14, 

i, Ad regias Agni 
ungitotit (O Lamb of God, unspotted, Mo- 

ravian H. B.), 739, i., Missions 
Passing onward, quickly passing, 734. i., Midlane, A. 
Past is the old year, now begins ‘another (tr. Hewett), 

640, i., Lapeus est annus: red t annus alter 
Pastor, thou art from us taken, 1058, i., Sigourney (nce 

Huntley), Lydia 
Pastorum in noctu vigilante catervd (tr 

Lyttelton), 1276, ii., While shepherds watched their 

Pass not, O gentle 
1204... Van Alstyne (nec 

Py by night 
Paternal Source of love divine (tr. mag Be 1101, ii., 

Summae Deus clementine, factor ma- 
chinae 

4Z 
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Patience and Humility (tr. Miss Winkworth), 76, ii, 
Anton-Ulrich of Brunswick 

Patris acterne Unice, 28, i,, Aeterni Patris Unice 
Patria nefando criminc, 1088, ii,, Statutu decreto Dei 
Patris Sapientia, bonitas divina, 886, i,, Patris Sa- 

pientia, veritas cera ese. 1. Lexi 
Patris Sapientia, veritas dicina, ee bp hymnody 
Vaule, doctor egregie, 279, i., Damiani, P. ; 1188, i., 

Tubs Domini, Paule, maxima 
Peace be in the house of death, 894, i., Phillimore, G. 
ie be to this house bestowed, 1261, ii., Wesley family, 

The 
Peace, be still! In this night (tr, in the Christ. Exam.), 

619, ii,, Heusser (nee Schweizer), Meta 
Peace, be still, Through the night (tr. Miss Borthwick), 

519, ii,, Heusser (nee Schweizer), Meta 
Peace be to this congregation, 887, ii., Peace be to this 

habitation 
Peace be to this sacred dwelling, 887, li., Peace be to 

this habitation 

Peace be within this sacred place, 1240, i, Watts, I. 
Peace, doubling heart, my God's I am (C. Wesley), 

638, i,, O Jesu Christ, mein schiinstes Licht 
Peace, fluttering soul! the storm is o'er, 1260, ii., 

Wesley family, The 
Peace in uur time, Lord God, bestow (tr. Macdonald), 276, 

i,, Da pacem, Domine 
Peace—it was our Saviour’s blessing (Miss Leeson), 

1299, ii., You now must bear my voice no muie 
Peace; legacy af mystic power, 1095, ii., Stone, S. J 
Peace, peace, / leave with you, 496, ii., Hastings, T. 
Peace, peace, my soul, 321, i,, Ecking, S. 
Peace, peace on cai th! the heart of man for ever, 685, ii., 

Longfellow, 8. 
Peace, perfect peace, 142, i., Bickersteth, E. H. 
— tis the Lord Jehovah's hand, 306, i., Doddridge, 

Peace to the world, our Lord is come, 161, ii., Bonar, H. 
Peace to this house! O Thou Whose way, 1294, ii., 

Wordsworth, C. 
Peace to us in Thy mercy grant (tr, Macdonald), 276, i., 

Da pacem, Domine 
Peace, troubled soul, whose plaintive moan, 1056, i., 

Shirley, Hon. W.; 1107, i., Sweet as the shepherd's 
tuneful reed 

is es Gud | How great a treasure, 7H, ii., Midlane, 

ul night, all things sleep, 761, i., Mohr, J. 
Per hune diem trepidum (tr. Bingham), 1175, i., 

Through the day Thy love has s us 
Per lignum servi facti sumus, 265, i., Communio 
Tlepavas thy uepar (rewritten Anon.), 1141, ii., 

Thr hudpar dceABiow 
Perennial spring of pure delight, 735, i,, Midlane, A. 
Pee See suffering may if bc, 304, i., Doane, 

Perishing for hunger, I(C. Wesley), 447, 4i., Graces 
Permit, great God, this saint with prayers may free 
— oratus Deus alme nobis), 1285, ii. Viriinis 
‘roles, Opifexque matris 

Permit me, Lord, to seek Thy face, 1089, ii,, Steele, Anne 
Perpes laus et honor tibi, summe pastor, 616, i., Notker 
Peter, blest shepherd, hearken to our cry (Beate, pastor 

Petre), 93, 1i., Aurea luce et decore ruseo 
Petre summe Christi pastor, e¢ Paule, 814, i,, Notker 
Peuple Chretien lon Sauveur charitable (Pictet), 391, 

li., French bymnody 
urs iAapov ey dofms (Anon.), 196, 2., Benson, E. W.; 

189, i,, Bethune, G. W. ; 458, ii., Greek hymnody 
Purcvy oe, ows, 68, i., "Avéorns rpujpepos 
Swrigov, dwrigov; n réa lepovgadyps (Ode ix.), 63, i., 

"Avacracews Wucpa 
Physician of my sin-sick soul, 804, i., Newton, J. 
Pierce, fill me with an humble fear, 692, i., Jesu, my 

Saviour, Brother, Friend 
Pilgrim, bend thy footsteps on, 606, i,, Jones, S. F. 
Pilgrim, burdened with thy sin, 267, j., Crabbe, G. 
ees here on earth and strangers, 706, ii., Lyte, 

Pilgrims in the narrow way, 1097, i., Stowell, H. 
Pilgrims in this vale of sorrow, 495, ii., Hasti 
Pilgrims we are and strangers, 198, i., Burton, J., jun. 
Pilgrims we are to Canaan bound, 1106, i., Swain, J. 
Pity me, Father, for Thy mercies sake (tr, Crippen), 

1113, ii., Syriac hymnody 
Pity on us, heavenly Father (Monsell), 678, ii, Lita- 

_ nies; 763, i., Monsell, J. 5. B, 
ss ad Saviour, look with. blessing, 1291, ii, Wolcott, 

Macare, Christe jservulis, 228, i., U.. Christe, Redemptor 
oronium Conserva 

/ ‘acebo, 78, ii,, Antipbon 
/ ‘ange Sten filia, 660, i,, Latin hymnody 
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ise, O my soul, the Lord; how great, 622, ii., 
Kennedy, B. H. 
ise, U praise our God and King (Baker), 673, ii., 
Let us with a gladsome mind 
ix, O praise our heavenly King (Trend), 678, ii., 
Let us with a glad~ome mind 
ise, O praise the Lord of harvest, 482, ii,, Hamilton, 
J. (of Doulton) 
ize, «7 praise the Name divine, 725, ii., Merrick, J. 

ise, O Sion, praize thy Pastor (cento in the Hym- 
nal N.), 663, ii., Lauda Sion Salvatorem 
ise, @ Sion, thy Salvation (tr, cento in the Hym- 
nary), 663, ii., Lauda Sion Salvaturem 
ise, O Syon, ise thy Saviour oa Southwell), 
663, ii., Landa Sion Salvatorem ; . ii., Roman 
Catholic hymnedy 
ise, oh Sion, praise thy Pastor (tr, Beste), 663, ii, 
Lauda Sion Salvatorem 
ize on Thee, in Zion-gates, 357, i,, Conder, J. 
ise our God gracious, 93,i., Augusta, J, 
ize our God, it is but just (tr, Jacobi, v, 2, alt.), 
1060, i,, Singen wir aus Herzens grund 
ise the Almighty, the King of a glory unbounded 
(tr, Frothingham), 683, ii., Lobe den Herrén den 
michtigen Konig der Ebren 
ise the God of all creation (J. Conder), 287, i., 
Conder, J. ; 887, ii., Peace be to this habitation 
ise the high and holy One, 764, ii., Montgomery, J. 
ise the Lord enthroned on high (Ps, 150, Sandys), 
918, i., Psalters, English ; 994. i., Sandys, G. 
ise the Lard, for good is He, 622, ii., Kennedy, B. H. 
se the Lord, for He is Love (Ps. 136, Keble), 613, 
ii., Keble, J.; 921, ii., Psalters, English 
ise the Lord, for it is wise, 622, ii,, Kennedy, B. H. 
ise the Lord, for still He reigneth, 133, i., Bell, C.C, 
ise the Lord from heaven on high, 622, ii,, Kennedy, 
B. H. 
os ihe Lord, His people; raise, 622, ii., Kennedy, 

vise the Lord of boundless might, 336, i., Doddridge, P. 
ise the rp Acaven, praise Him in the height, 
187, i., Browne, T. B. 
se the Lord: praise our King, 982, i., Russell, 

» the Lord, rejoice, ye Gentiles, 763, i., Monsell, 

-_ -” sun of morning (tr. Seise), 886, 
ke, J. 5. 
Lord, when blushing morning (tr. Anon.), 

, Patzke, J. 5. 
¢ Lord Who died t& save us, 616, ii., Kelly, T. 

se the Lord whose mighty memes Ce 904, 
i., Prai-e the Lord, ye heavens adore Him 
ise the Lord; with exultation My whole heart (Ps, 
111), 1081, ii., , CH. 
ise the Lord; with exullation, Shall my heart, 
623, i., Kennedy, B. H. 
ise the Lord, ye heavens adore Him ( Anon. in Found. 
Hosp. Ps. & IH.), 616, i, Kempthorne, J. ; 1274, i., 
While health and youth and strengtu remain 
o the Redeemer, almighty to save, 472, i., Groser, 

ive the Rock of our salvation, 1245, ii., Webb, B. 
ise the Saviour, all ye nations, 386, i., Francis, B. 
ise the Saviour, ye who know Him, 615, i.. 5g SE 
ise the true heart's offer (tr. Neale), 666, i., Laus 
pagel mente - 
ize thou, my soul, the most mighty and great King 
of Glory (tr. in the Suppl. ther Psal., 1765), 683, 
il., Lobe den Herren den machtigen Konig der Ehren 
ise thew the Lord, the omnipotent Monarch of glory 
(tr. J. H. Good), 683, ii., Lobe den Herren den 
michtigen Konig der Ehren 
ise thy Saviour, Sion, praise Him (tr. Anon.), 
663, i, Lauda Sion Salvatorem ; 
tse to Christ with suppliant voices, 664, i,, Landes 
Christo redempti voce modulemur supplict 
ise lo God, exceeding praise, 904, L, to God, 
rag ge t agire 
ise to God, immortal praise, 114, i., Barbauld (née 
Aikin), Anna L. 
ise to God on high be given, 706, ii,, Lyte, H. F. 
use to God, the great Creator, 1119, i., Taylor, John 
ise to God, unceasing praise, 904, i., Praise to God, 
immortal praise 
itse lo God Who reigns above, 136, i., Benson, R. M. 
ase to Jehovah! the Almighty King of creation 
(tr. Miss Borthwick), 683, i., Lobe den Herren den 
machtigen a. der Ebren 
vise to Jesus, and God, 109, i, Ball, W. 
use to Jesus! Praise to (rod, 109, i, Ball, W-. 
ise to our God, Whose bounteous hand, 327, ii., 
Ellerton, J. 
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Praise to our heavenly Father, God, 315, ii,, Duffield, G. 
Praise to our Lord and Saviour dear (tr, pees 25 

664, ii., Laudes Salvatori voce modulemur suppli 
Praise to the Father, the glorious King of creation, 

683, ii., Lobe den Herren den michtigen Konig der 
Ehren 

Pras am the Holiest in the height, 803, i., Newman. 

Praise to the Lord! He is King over all the creation 
(tr. Porter), 683, ii., Lobe den Herren den mich-. 
tigen Konig der Ehren 

Praise to the Lord! the ae ta the King of creation 
(tr, Winkworth), 683, ii., Lobe den Herren den 
michtigen Konig der Ehren 

Praise to the Lord, the Omnipotent King of creation’ 
(tr. Stryker), 683, ii., Lobe den Herren den mich- 
tigen Kinig der Ehren 

Praise to the Paschal Victim bring, 1224, i., Victimae 
Paschali 

Praise to the Saviour, the glory of the saints (tr. Rod- 
well), 8, i., Abyssinian hymnody 

Pratse to Thee, O Lord, most holy (tr. Mra. Chester), 
737, ii., Mirabilis Deus in sanctis 

Pres to Thee, thou great Creator, 373, ii, Fawcett, 

Praise to Thee, Whose hosts have watched us, 882, i., 
Parr, Harriet 

Praise to Thy Name, eternal God, 306, i., Dodd y es 
— ve in Zion, Lord, for Thee, 1063, i., Smith, 

Sir J. E, 
Praise waits in Zion, Lord, for Thee, There shall our 

rows be paid, 1240, ii., Watts, I. 
Praise we Him to Whose kind favour, 615, i., Kelly, T. 
ss the Lord this day, 673, i., Let us praise God 

t ay 
Praise we those ministers celestial (tr, Caswall), 274, ii., 

Custodes hominutn psallimus angeloa 
Praise ye Jehovah, all ye men who fear Him (tr. J. 

Kelly), 411, i., Gerhardt, P. 
Praise ye Ji praise the Lord most holy, 202, i., 

Campbell (nee Malcolm), Margaret, Lady Cockburn- 
Praise ye Jehovah, shout and sing (Ps, 148, Beaumont), 

922, ii.. Pealters, English 
Praise ye Jehovah! with anthems of pratse conte before 

Him, 683, i., Lobe den Herren den machtigen Konig 
der Ebren 

Praise ye the Lord, again, again, 892, i., Peters (née 
Bowly), Mary 

Praise ye the Lord, all nations, 628, ii., K .B. H. 
Praise ye the Lord, exalt His Name, 1240, ii., Watts, L. 
ree sg the Lord, for good is He, 622, ii., Kennedy, 

Praise ye the Lord, for He is His mercies last 
alway (Ps. cvi., Norton), 866, i., Old Version 

Praise ye the Lord, for He is good, For His mercy en- 
dureth for ever (Ps. cxxxvi., Norton), 866, i., Old 
Version 

Praise ye the Lard, for it is good Unto our God to sing 
Ps. exivii., Norton), 866, i., Old Version 

Praise ye the Lord, for very good, 622, ii., Kennedy, B. H, 
Pravse ye the Lord from heaven (Ps. 14%, Keble), 613, 

ii., Keble, J.; 921, ii,, Paalters, English 
— ye the Lord, His servants raise, 706, ii., Lyte, 

Praise ye the Lord in joyful choir, 1237, i., Watts, I. 
— ye the Lord, praise employ, 1090, i, Steele, 

nne 
io: ye ag Lord, my heart shall join, 1240, ii., 

atts, 1. 
Praise ye the Lord on every height, 610,i., Hemans (née 

Browne), Felicia D. 
Praise ye the Lord ; our God to praise (Ps, cxi.), 800, ii., 

New Version 
Praise ye the Lord, the eternal King, 1105, i., Swain, J, 
Praise ye the Lord, ‘tis good to raise, ii., Watts, I. 
Praise ye the Lord with joyful tongue (Watts), 906, i, 
— id the Lord! immortal choir; 1237, i., 

atta, |. 
Praise ye the lord, ye Christians! yea (tr. Cronen- 

wett), 514, i., Herman, N, 
_— — Redeemer, praise His Name, 1105, i., 

wain, J, 
oe ee Lord, my Rock of might, 682, ii., Ken- 

nedy, B. H. 
Praised be Thou, O Jesus Christ (tr. Macdonald), 

409, i., Gelobet seist du Jesu Christ 
Praises to Him Whose love has given, 905, ii., Praises to 

Him Who built the hills 
Praises we're bringing to Jesus, Almighty and Royat 

(tr. Stryker), 683, ii., Lobe den Herren den miich- 
tigen Konig der Ehren 

Pray, always pray, the Holy Spirit pleads, 888, i, 
Peace, perfect peace, in this dark world of sin 

4Z2 
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Pray Christian, pray, thy Father God will heed thee, 
468, u,, Gregory, J. & 

Pray thus, when ye de pray, therefore :—Our Father, 
which in heauen art, 697, ii,, Lord's (The) Prayer 

Pray without ceasing, pray, 1066, i,, Soldiers of Christ, 
arise, And put your urmour on 

Bias ie he mercy’s door unlock, 1183, i., Toplady, 
A 

Prayer ts appointed to convey, 493, ii,, Hart, J, 
Prayer is Christian's vital breath, 907, ii., Prayer 

is the soul's sincere desire 
frayer is the contrite sinner's voice, 907, ii., Prayer is 

the soul's sincere desire 
irayer is the soul's sincere desire (Montgomery), 86, ii., 

Ask, and ye surely shall receive ; 422,.i., Gill, T. 
H. ; 694, 1i., Lord, teach us how to pray aright; 
764, ii., Montgomery, J, ; 1169, ii., Thou God art a 
consuming fire; 1267, i.,, What shall we ask of God 
in prayer ¢ 

Prayer ts the spirit of our God, 907, i., Prayer is the 
breath of God in man 

Prayer is to tiod the soul's sure way, 493, ii., Hart, J. 
Prayer was appointed to convey, 498, ii,, Hart, J. 
Praying by the river side, 706, ii., Lynch, T. T. 
Praying soul, dismiss thy fear, 571, ii., Irons, J. 
Prayse thou the Lorde, Hierusalem (Coverdale), 443, i. 

Goostly Psalmes and Spiritualle songes 
Precamur Patrem, 642, i, Latin hymnody 
Precious Bible, what a store, §71, i,, lrons, J. 
HMrecious is the Name of Jesus, 623, i., Kent, J. 
Precious Jesus, here are we (tr, in the Brit. Herald), 

238, i., Clausnitzer, T. 
Precious Jesus ! Thy returning (tr. in the Brit. Herald), 

675, ii., Liebster Jesu! du wires kommen 
Precious, precious blood of Jesus, 497, ii., Havergal, 

Frances K. 
Precious volume, what thou doest, 615, ii., Kelly, T. 
Ai ges of God most high, 1088, ii., Statuta decreto 

Prepare a new song Jehovah to praise, 442, i., Goode, 

Prepare a thankful song, 804, i,, Newton, J. 
Prepare me now my narrow bed, 80, i., Amdt, E. M. 
Prepare your lamps, stand ready, 665, ii., Laurenti, L. 
Preserve me, JSrom crafty joes (Ps. cxl.), 801, i., 

New Version 
Preserve me, Lord, in time of need, 1240, ii., Watts, I. 
Preserve us, Lord, and grant that we (tr, Hunt), 353, ii. 

Erhait uns, Herr, bel deinem Wort 
Preserve us Lorde by Thy deare worde ange 346, i.. 

English hymnody; 353, i., Erhalt uns, Herr, be: 
deinem Wort ; 869, pee J Oe at Re 

i reason! press on! a us throng, , Var 
Alstyne (nee Crosby, Frances J. 

Press on, press on, ye sons of ‘a 406, i., Gaskell, W. 
Primo Deus coeli globum, 126, i., Bede 
Primo die quo Trinitas, 912, ti,, Primo dlerum omniun 
Primo dierum omninm, 470, i., Gregory the Great 

644, ii., Latin ebence a 
Prince 3 all power, high and true (tr. Blew), 953 

ii., r potens, verax Deus 
Prince of life, enthroned in glory, 481, ii., Goadby, T. 
Prince of martyrs! thou whose name, 846, ii., O qu 

tuo, dux martyrum 

Prince of martyrs! w-ose own name (tr, Anon., alt.) 
846, ii., O qui tuo, dux martyrum 

Prince of Peace! how rich our treasure (tr, Miss Bur 
lingh +m), 150, i.. Blick aus diesem nthale 

Prince of ' Thy Name confessing (tr. Mis 
Burlingham), 1016, i., Schéner, J. G. 

=— of universal peace, 1264, i, Wesley family 
be 

Princes of the court on high (tr. Chambers, alt.) 
240, 1i,, Coelestis aulae principes 

Prisoners uf Hope, arise, 1 i., Wesley family, The 
Vrisoners uf hope, be strong, be bold, 1261, ii, Wesle: 

family, The 
Prisoners of hope, ift up your heads, 1261, ii., Wesle: 

family. The 
Prisoners af sin and Satan too, 636, i., Hoskins, J. 
Priusquam Deus altos montes, 352, i, Ere God ha 

lnilt the mountains 
Pro fidei meritis, 968, i., Robert 11. of France 
Pro grege Pastures vigilabant nocte silenti (tr. € 

Wordsworth), 1275, ii., While shepherds watche 
their flocks by night 

Proceeding forth, the Word supernal, 1218, ii,, Verbur 
Supernum prodiens Nec Patris linqnens 

Proctaim inimitable lore, 1241, i, Watts, L. 
Proclaim, saith Christ, my wondrous grace, 803, i 

Newton, James 
feneiain the lofty praise, 609, i,, Judson (nee Hall’ 

Sata! 
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do natus es, ‘78, i., Antiphon 
fum hamum caritas tibi pracsentarit, 168, i, 
‘onaventura 
Aantes-vous, petits oiseaur ? (Pellegrin), 398, i., 
ae oie 
— , Omon Dieu, Diew de ma delivrance ? 

nod), $92, ii., French bymnod 
% of heaven, now rejoice (tr, Wallace), 964, ii., 
‘egina coeli Laetare 

mare, 816, i., “sere . Gethera et terra 
stella natum fi 646, i., Latin rod hergeee 

ua, Sane, go ee cist du 
; 660, ii,, Latin b 

terra, 
esau Chi re 
fron pe Ans sidera, S44, 1., Quem terra, pontua, 

et 
ch the flames of owr debate, 910, i., Primers 
mare ~ doubts be heard no more, 1241, i, ratte, 

4 is the caus, O God omnipotent (tr. G. & G. 
jallates), 629, i., Knopken, A. 
a fra hgypt departit Israel, 470, i., Greitter, M. 
venedict cupitis, huc featini currite, 815, i., Notker 
Ecclesiam instawravit (tr. G. Faussett), 1147, i, 
“he es one Foundation 
—— 4, ingemisce, 953, i., Recordare sanctae 
racis 
acuisti mortuus, 232, ii., Christum ducem, Qui per 
rucem ; 1187, i, Tu qui velatus facie 
liberator advenis, Pils, tibi laus mazima (in the 
aris Brev., 1736), 309, i. Doxologies 
natus es de Virgine, Jesu, tibi sit gloria (in the 
*aris Brev., 1736), 309, i., o58 i fez 
song aclernus gregem, acterne Do- 

acl 232, ii,, Christum ducem, Qui per crucem 
sretium nostrae vitam dedit; ante palace 674, 
i., Our blest Redeemer, ere He breathed 
orocedis ab ut 649, i., Latin hymnody; 1212, 
i., Veni Sancte us, Et emitte coelitus 
serles Domine super Cherubim, excita fam 
‘uam et veni, 946, ii., Qui regis sceptra forti dextra 
lus cuncta 
le o gustant, esuriunt, 687, i., Jesu dulcis memoria 
te revelas gentibus, Jesu, tibi sit gloria (in the 
Paris Brev., 1736), 309, i., Doxologies 
me eaniee nos excitas, 943, i, Quam nos potenter 
1 

ken, Lord, Thy Church and me, 446, i., 
kened with our immortal Head, 1264, i. aaa 
fainily, The 
umque certum quaeritis, 1102, i., Sammi Parentis 
son 

itis (Prudentios), 5, ii., A 
ole Ae cetdo coettn cardine te usque terrae limitem 
obstupendum cernimus, 1041, ii., Sensus quis 

"eh coaerea dae (tr. Bingham), 1968, i, eur cr r. 

What are these in brig : » 

se z weer , a 5 Nother Bingham), que um tr. 4 

269, ii., When seed ni. ail ae 
' from God! how blessed ‘tis to keep, 1197, i. 
Jnitarian by 
ly rest the woods and dales (tr. Mra. gaat 
(22, ii., Nun ruben alle Waider 
4 sont beaux sur les montagnes, 394, i., French 
‘yinnody 

t. See aleo Chotr 
tof the New Jerusalem (tr. Blew), 224, i., Chorus 
vovee Hierusalem 
ore digno te canat, 847, ii., Quis te canat morta- 

ry iy Neale re 679, ii., Jerusalem luminosa ; 
ie, J. M. 

alone and yet ‘not lonely gfe in the Morav. H. B., 
754), 684, i., Lodenstein, 
( Christus inrictus Leo, 924, i, Chorus novae Hie- 

‘in ara cernitur, 650, ii., —_ bymnody 
=~ wae Christus gessit, 662, ii., Lauda Sion Sal- 

ar adumbravit vetus, 369, ii., Ex more docti 
nystico 
a. See also Cum 
n circumcireca glomerantia nubila cernam (tr. 
a), 1269, 1., When gathering clouds around 

a ig ad thronum Tuum, Deus, 696, il, 
rd, when we bend befure Thy throne 

ia irate Seri eciet 
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Rain down, ye heavens, eternal bliss (Pavarecay 
Tair a an ion &. ae 68, i., ‘Avéorns roujmepos 

= se high in joys ion (tr. Miss Cox, alt.), 
1016, i., Scheer, J.G, 

Raise high the notes of exultation (tr, Misa Cox), 1016, 
i, Schouer, JG. 

Raise, raise thine eye a littleway (tr. Neale), 90, i 
Attolle paullum lumina 

ge the a ; let earth adoring (Ps. 96, Churton), 
Iters, English 

els detain oa all glorious (Ps. 98, Churton), 
233, ii., Churton, E. 

Raise thee, my soul, fly up and run, 1238, ii., Watts, L. 
espns warning voice, O Lord, 542, ii., Huil, 

Raise we our voices to the Lord of glory (tr. in the 
Ashbourne Coll.), 21, ii., Adeste fideles 

Raise your devotion, —— tongues (Watts), 575, ii., 
Jacob, J. C.; 1246, i, Wegelin, J.; 1306, ii, 

‘nee 
r voice and joyful sing, 1119, i., Taylor, John 

haisel bet between the phn and Keauen,' 1006, », Smith, 

aoc’ Weir GrwGev, 68, i., "Avéorns tpujmepos 
Hapid flows the stream of por 949, i., Raffles, T. 
Rath, Kraft, und Held, und Wunderbar, 1303, ii., 

Zinzendorf, N. L. von 
Ray of the Blernal Sire Divine (tr. Blew), 227, ii, 

Reaper, behold the fields are ri, 
Christe, qui lux es et dies 

952, i., Rawson, G. 
Reaper, behold the fields are white, 988, 1., Rawson, G 
Rear the column, high and stately, 790, i., Neale, J. M. 
Receive Messiah gladly, 480, ii., Hail to the Lord’s 

Anointed 
Reception giving to the King eternal, 964, li., Reg- 

nanten: sempiterna per saecula ura 
Recolamus Sacram Coenam, 649, ii,, Latin hymnody 
Reconciliation's devising ¢’ Ex vunros opOpivovres, 

tr. Neale), 87, ii., "A v wdvres Aaoi 
Recordare Sanctae Crucis, 168, i., Bonaventura ; 484, ii., 

Harbaugh, H. ; 649, ii, Latin hymnody 
Red o'er the forest peers the setting sun, 613, i., Keble, J. 
“ Redeem the time,” God only knows, 183, ii., Bell, C. D. 
“a ye guilt, redeemed from fears, 706, ik., 

Redeemer blest of all who live (tr. Caswall), 593, ii,, 
Jesu Redemptor omnium, Pe corona pracsulum 

Redeemer, ever 902, i., Powell, T. E. 
Redeemer, Jesus, Life of man (Jesu ‘Redemptor omnium 

Quem ines, tr. Mant), 229, i., Christe, Redemptor 
omnium Ex Patre 

Redeemer, now Th — is done (tr. Chandler), 872, ii, 
Opus 

Redeemer of mankind, i, 1904 iL, Wesley family, The 
Redeemer of the nat come, Appear from out (tr, 

Littledale), gia, 1. 4 eto Vent Ie Redemptor gentium 
Redeemer of the n come, Appear Thou Son (tr. 

Chambers), 1212, i., 12, 1 Vent f Redemptor gentium 
4 the nations, come, Display Thy (fr. 

Macgill), 1212, ii., Ven! Redemptor gentium 
Redeemer of the nations, come, Pure offering (tr. Mrs, 

Charles), 1212, i., Veni Redemptor gentium 
Redeemer the nations, come, Hansom af earth (tr. 

Miss Winkworth), 201, ii,, Campanus, J. 
ag ete the nations, come, Show them a Virgin (tr. 

ion) 121, ii., Veni Redemptor gentium 
idinon ear race of man (tr. Blew), 228, ii., Christe, 

Redemptor omnium Ex Patre 
Redeemer of the world, do Thou draw near, 1212, ii., 

Veni Redemptor ‘ntium 
Redeemer of the mori we pray (tr. Littledale), 988, i., 

Sulvator mundi Domine 
Redeemer, when Thy work is _ mag W. L. Alexander), 

872, ii., Opus peregisti tu 
— ‘whither should I “dee ?, 1183, i., Toplady, 

Refreshed by sacred bread and wine, BOA, i.. Newton, J. 
Refreshed by the bread and wine, 804, 1, Newton, J. 
Regard, 0 Lord, for I complain (Ps. ixi., Hopkins), 

866, ii., Old Version 
Regardless now of things below (tr, J. Wesley), 160, ii, 

Bohmer, Maria M. 
Regina coeli, $1, ii, Alma Redemptoris mater; 73, i., 

Antiphon 
Rehearse, my tongue, the glorious war, 880, ii., Pange 

lingua gloriosi procliam certaminis 
Reign in my heart, great God, 718, ii., Mathams, W. J. 
Reign, Jehovah, King supreme, 713, ii,, Mant, R. 
Heiner Ze meiner Seelen, 1304, ii., Finzendort, 

N. L, von 
Rejected and Lo of men, 636, ii., How few receive 

with cordial fait 
Rejoice. See also Rajoyee 
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believers (tr. Mre. Findl ” aves oraty nmap 
Rejetes believer, in the Lord, 804, i,, Newton, J, 
Rejoice, dear Christendom, to-day (tr, Miss Wink- 

_ worth), $95, i, Freu dich du wenhe Christenheit 
¢ evermore, With angels above, 1262, ii., Wesley 

family, The 
see Jforva brother deceased, 1262, i, Wesley family, 

Rejoice in Karth's fair beauty, 1079, i., Spitta, C. J. P. 
Aajoice in the beautiful earth! For well may (tr, Mins 

Fry), 1079, i, Spitta, C. J, P. 
in the beautiful earth For well she (tr. R. 

Massie), jadity 3 pea, * C. J.P: 
Rejoice. m or thee (tr. Multher), 

sal, Wes Warum ieertiet on ran), 964 
Rejoice, O Queen ¢eaven (tr. Newman ii., 
cre Guar ef 

Rejoice, our nature Christ assumes, 1212, i, Veni 

sigan Tete er helien (tr, Mrs. Findlater, ai ice, evera (tr, Mrs. r, ailt.), 
665, ify Latrent, L. Pe ae} te , 
ice! rejoice! ye C' ristian tr. B3 

aati eg ii., Nun freut euch, lieben Chris mein w 
Rejoice, rejoice, ye Christians (tr. Miss Winkworth), 

396, u., Freut euch thr Christen 
messi ® iano ye saints, rejoice, 645, i, Hurditch, 

Rejoice, that rest is not far distant (tr. Miss Maning- 
ton), 1010, ii., Schlegel, J. A. 

Rejoice, the Lord doth guide us, 1188, i., Walther, J. 
Reoice the Lord is King (C. Wesley and John Taylor), 

1119, i,, Taylor, John 
Rejoice, the Saviour reigns, er iL, Ryland, J. 
Rejoice, ye pure in heart, 897, i., ii., Plumptre, E. H. 
Rejuice, ye seesgeoterapy, Ase the Lord (tr. Reynolds), 821, ii,, 

_ Nun freut euch, lieben Christengemein 
ye righteous, 464, i., Greek hymnody 

Rejoice, = righteous, in the Lord, 1240, ii., Watts, I, 
ate e, Ldceagr ia in glad accord (tr. Littledale), 302, i., 

Jiteric 
Rejoice, ye saints, your fears be gone (tr. H. Mills), 

in sc cdnbag arias oni ti h, 1940, ii., Watts, I Rejoice, ye shin worlds on hig atts, I. 
Rejoice, ye sons of men, 640, ii,, How, W. WwW. 
mat +74 yg bso ~ ae and apply (tr. Austin), 

eo 

Rejo ag Queen of heaven (tr. in the Primer, 1604), 
ii., Regina coeli laetare 

Religion ts the chief concern, 373, ii., Fawcett, J. 
Reli, 's halliaved ray (tr. Miss Fry, alt,), 1197, ii, 

ns strahit das Licnt der Ewigkeit 
Remark, “E soul, the narrow bounds, 306, i, Dod- 

Aenavh eieh awe the narrow bounds, 855, ii, Re- 
mark, my soul, the narrow bounds 

Remember David's troubles [¢ trouble), Lord (Ps. cxxxil., 
Marckant), 886, i,, Old Version 

Remember Him, for He is great, 794, i., Neele, H. 
Kemember Jesus, God's dear Son, 474, i,, Ganther, C. 
Remember, Lord, our mortal state, 1240, ii., Watts, I. 
en ford, that Jesus bled, 1188, i, Toplady, 

‘ M 
Remember, Lord, the pious seal, 1268, i.. Wesley 

family, The 
Remember, * Lord, Thy servants, 805, i., Nicholson, H. L. 
Remember me, my God ! tae tal me (tr. Miss Borth- 

wick), 1013, 1i., Schmolck, B 
eee me, show forth My death, 1096, i,, Stone, 

Remember, O Christ, 457, i,, Greek hymnody 
Kemember, O Creator, Lord (Memento, rerum Conditor), 

229, i., Christe, Redem omnium Ex Patre 
Remember, 0 thou man, 437, i,, God save the hag 
Remember Thee! remember Christ !, 1232, ii,, 1233, i, 

Wardlaw, R. 
Remember, thou who 'lov'st the Lord (Cultor Del memen- 

to), 19, ii., Ades Pater = reme Ae fi 
Hemember thy Creator, While youth's fair is 

bright, 1083, ii., Smith, S. F. pce 
Remember thy Creator, 1097, ii., Stowell, T. A. 
Hemember thy Creator now, 198, i., Burton, J., Jun, 
Heminiscere, 73, ii., Antiphon 
Remove from us, @ faithful God (tr. Jacobi), 98, ii., 

Aufer immensam, Deus, aufer insm 
Hepeat the story o'er and o'er, 150, ii., Bliss, P. 
Repent, the Voice celestial cries, 306, i, Doddridge, P. 
Aerum Creator uptime, 910, i., Primers 
Rescue the perishing, care for the dyi ae: Van 

Alstyne), 304, ii,, Doane. W. H wl e04, i,, Van 
Alstyne (nee Crosby), Frances J. 

need to wateh o'er all my ways (Ps. xxxix,), 800, i., 
New Version 
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‘se —— with light, imperial Salem rise, 901, i., 
pe, A. 

se, ezalt our Head and King (tr. Molther, alt.), 
506, ii., Held, M. G. 

‘se, exalt the Majesty (tr. Molther er) | 606, ii., Held, M. G. 
se, folle Me ! our Master saith (tr. Miss Winkworth), 
“S31, ii, Mir nach, spricht Christus, unser Held 
ah the day is passing, 913, ii., Procter, Adelaide 

‘a glorious eC rise , 181, ii, 
M.; 978, i. T Roman ctholls ey, 

se, go forth to meet the Lamb, 1303, Ginsenstort, 
“8 L. von 
se, gracious God, and shine, 645, ii., Hurn, 
se, great Kedeemer, from Sey seat inky Wat 1. 
ve, He calleth thee, arise, ii., Lynch, T 
se heart! thy Lord arose With the ory ial 
(Rawson), 952, i., Rawson, G. ; i., Rise, beart ; 
thy Lord is risen,” Sing His praise without delayes 

se high, ye notes, a glad ovation, 1016, i,, Schdner, 

* my soul, and stretch thy wings sire aha 1036, 
i, Seagrave, R.; 1087, ii., Stanley, A. 

se, so, ot stretch thy wings (Stanley), 1087, ii., 
Sta! .P. 

tt, —- soul, from slumber, leave the bed of death, 
289, ii,, Desere jam, anima. lectulum soporis 

se, my soul, shake off all sadness (tr. Molther), 
398, i., Frohlich soll mein Herze gy st 

ee, my = thy God directs thee, 279, i by, J. 
se, my soul, es Set: Miss Dunn), 822, ii, 
Nun ruben al 

se, my soul, to watch and ad (tr. Miss Wink- 
worth), 397, i., Freystein, 

se, my soul, with ardour rise, 367, i., Father, God, 
Who seest in me 

ae, a, tain with joy and gladness, 1003, li., Schade, 

se 0 British Nation, ns oar to pay, 968, ii, 
“Roberta (née pursue Boe path, 79 
re, O my soul, path, 793, ti., Needham, J. 
se, O Salem, rise and shine, 966, i., Rist, J. 
“watt ny soul, and leave the ground, 1238, ii., 

atta, 
royal Sion, rive and sing (tr. Crashaw), 663, ii, 

a Sion Salvatorem 
sigs of glory, shine revealed, 272, ii,, Cruttenden, 

se thou shalt, yes rise (tr, ee 92, ii., Aufer- 
stebn, Ja auferstehn wirst da 

ve up, all ye believers, 665, ii., Laurentl, L. 
se, ye children of salvation, 363, ii., Faickner, J, 
se, ve Christians, join in met A (tr. Frothingham, 

alt.), 82, ii,, Arnschwanger, J. 
son Jesn, Thee we greet (V. Hutton), - i, Litantes 

‘oei,, i Spurgeon, 
sen Lord, enthroned on high, 678 
— Lord, Thou hast received, 

teth now the star of day, §78,i., Jam lucis orto sidere 
an Aw midnight, onc and all awaking (tr, Copeland), 

Neto a vigilemus omnes 
ring er let us all be watchful (tr. 

ewett “Mot i., Nocte surgentes vigilemus omnes 
sing on the one Foundation, 671, ii., lrons, J. 
—_ cowtont, and dying, once J lay, 1099, i,, Stryker, 

ck of Ages, cleft Sor. me (Toplady), 264, i,, Cotterill, 
T.; 488, i,, Hark be beraid angele sing: 742, ii., 
749, ii, 752, ii., M mee 764, ii,, Montgomery, J. ; 
1182, ii., Toplady, A. M.; 1270, i, When I survey 
the wondrous Cross 

ched in the cradle of the deep, 1281, i., Willard (née 
ark Emma C. 

of the Root Jesse (‘Papdos ta igys, or. 
Littledale), 232, Z, eeavts yevra rau: Bot gate 

d of the Root be te (‘Papéos é« ris ks tr. Neale), 
232, ii., Xpiords yervarac: Sofaca 

a see ke anges, nos louanges (Vinet),. 392, ii., French 

we on, thon, gy gr We AE ovdan "thes, ii, 
om, ye stars, tin ul 
sry rd hymnody aT a 

mand Quirinus stirpe procreatus, 815, i., Notker 
om for the proud! ye sons of clay, 604, i Heber, R. 
om for the wanderer, room, 3077, udney, Sarah 
rando coeli defluant, 201, i., Cam nbn us, J. 
se, The (How fair is the rose! what « beautiful flower, 
ott ssi, » iL, Children ‘s hymns pee 

weeks our ris to greet (tr, Blew 
120, ii., Beata nobis gaudia Anni reduxit orbita » 

und the Lord in 182, i., Bright the 
vision that delighted ; 713, ii., Mant, R. 

und the Sacred City gather, 1096, i., Stone, S. J. 
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Round the Temperance standard rally, 1138, i., Tem- 
‘tn 

Round their 4 nets roll the moons (tr. Miss Wink- 
worth), , ii., Klopstock, F. G. 

Rouse thyself, Soul, and dwell, 1003, ii., Schade, ; my 

Rouse thyself my soul and gather (tr. Jacobi), 1254, ii,, 
nnen geht seat munter, melo GemOthe, Und tbr 

r 

sae Sent sgh ar Soul, endeavour (tr. in Lyra David.), 
dich sebr, © meine Secle 

mee up, my heart ! the ‘night is o'er (&r. Buckoll), 
665, ii., Laurenti, L. 

Royal day that chasest gloom (tr, Neale), 295, iL, Dies 
est laetitiae In ortu regali 

Hubum quem viderat Moyses, 73, i., Antiphon 
Ruhe ist das beste Gut, 417, i., German hymnody 
—_ _ von curer Mihe, 1303, ii., Zinzendorf, N. L. 

Rule Thou ™m cay Lord, my skill (tr. H. Mills), 
407, ii., Gellert, C. F. 

Ruler and Lord, draw nigh, draw nigh (tr. Cooke), 
pie , Antiphon 

of ages Christ, vouchsafe to bow Thine ear, 
ae i., Annue Christe saeculorum Domine 
ev an oe » 74, 1., Antiphon v1.4 
Ruler we now implore Thee, 71, i., 

Annue Christe sasculorum Domine 
ay the day and night, 988, ay Salvator mundi 

ine 
Ruler of the dread immense (tr. Caswall), 26, i,, Aeterne 

Rector side ¢ D. rum 
Ruler of the dread immense (Te splendor et virtua 

Patiis, tr. J. F. Thrupp), 1177, i, Tibi Christe, 
splendor Patris 

Ruler of the hosts of light (tr. Chandler), 1104, i., 
Supreme Rector coelitum 

Ruler of Worlds, display Th Bel 1296, ii,, Ye 
Christian berves, go, proc 

Ruler omnipotent, Whose might (tr. Doubleday), 953, ii., 
T potens, verax Deus 

Rulers of Sodom! hear the voice, 1034, i., Scottish 
Sgr ears and — 

Run, Shepherds, run wi Hethichem blest appears 
anes rummond), 210, ii., Carols 

um mich her ist nichts als FPreude, 1010, ii, 
Schiegel, J. Poot 

Rupes cevum fissa quondam (tr. Macgill), 972, i, 
Rock of ages, cleft for me 

ape een ar Rand), 972, i., Rock of ages, 

Riistet euch, thr Christenleute, 76, li., Arends, W. E. 

Sabbath of the saints of old, 1279, ii,, Whytehead, T. 
Sacerdotem Christi Martinum, 649, i, Latin hymnody ; 

814, i., Notker 
Sacratum Domini domum (tr. Bingham), 1181, i., To 

Thy temple | repair 
Sacred sty the river, 979, i,, Round the sacred city 

gather 
Sacred Heart of Jesus, pour (Monsell), 678, ii, Litanies 
Sacrifice ye ises meet, 1 ii, Victimae Paschali 
Sacrifices thanksgiving, 1298, ii,, Victimae Paschal! 
Sacris solemniisjuncta sint ga eg omas of Aquino), 

22, ii., Adoro Te devote, laten» Deitas ; 650, i., Latin 
hymnody ; 1167, ii., Thomas of Aquino 

Sad Autumn's moan veturneth 35, i., Alberti, H. 
Sad the eleven apostles sate (Tristes erant apostoll, tr. 

Hort), 95, i., Aurora lucis rntilat 
Sad with longing, sick with ange 798, ii., Neunhertz, J. 
eoioren, pre Os me fissa (tr. Hodges), 972, i., Rock of 

ages, cleft for m 
Safe across the po el 162, i., Bonar, H. 
Safe home, safe home in port (Neale), 465, i, 466, i., 

Greek hymnody; 632, ii., ad Te Kal Kamaror j; 
834, i., O bappy band of Ae ig 

Safe in the arms oe dems, ron it W. EL; 1204, 
ii, Alstyne (nee rag, ie a 

Safe in “ Jory furnace, i, W cies aay. 20 
Safe on thy paternal breast, 1079, i., Spitta, C. J. P. 
Sagt was hat die weite Welt, 406, i., Garve, C, B. 
Saf us, Lord, and suecour send, 10, i,, Ach Gott 

vom Himmel, sieh darein 
Sailing o'er life's changeful ocean, 1097, i., Stowell, H. 
Sailing on the ocean, 718, ii, Mathams, W. J. 
Saint Mark goes forth to Afric’s strand, 216, ii., Cham 

berlain, T. 
Saint tA God, beloved a ssw (tr. Blew), 992, ii, 

Stephane 
ager Se of ‘God. a let and precious, ii., Sancte Dei pre- 

rotomartyr Richens’ 
Saint of the s ducred Heart, $62, i., Faber, F, W, 
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Saints, at dtd heavenly Father's word, 1238, ii., 
Watts, I. 

Saints dic, and we should gently weep, 722, ii,, Medley, S, 
Saints exalted high in glory, 403, i,, Gabb, J. 
Saints in glory, we together, 16, i., Adams, N. 
—— Guna of glory, 987, i., Saints, ex- 

Saints of God, whom faith united, 790, i., Neale, J. M. 
Saints the glorious Mother greeting (tr. Chambers), 

$76, i., Festum matris gloriosae 
faints whom in heaven one glory doth await (tr. Pott), 

241, ii., Coelo quos eadem gloria consecrat 
Saints with pious zeal attending, 1119, i., Taylor, John 
Sathb' uns mit deiner Liche (Anon. ), 82, i., Arnold, G. 
Salem is shouting with her children (tr. Mrs. Charles), 

1113, ii., Syriac hymnody 
Salt of the earth, ye virtuous fe, 114, i,, Barbauld (nee 

kin), Anna L. 
Salus, Salus, O voz laeta (tr. Bingham), 988, i., Salva- 

thon, O the joyful soun 
Salutis aeternae , 376, i., Festiva saeclis colitur 
Salutis humanae Sator, 692, ii., 693, i,, Jesu nostra 

redemptio, Amor et desiderium ; 911, i,, Primers 
Salva nos, Lomine, vigilantes, 440, i., God that madest 

earth and heaven 
a yy grace, how charming the song, 623, ii., 

ent, J. 
Salvation hath come down to us, 1074, ii., Speratus, P. 
Salvation is a boon, 1076, ii., Spitta, C. J. P. 
Salvation is for ever nigh, , ti., Watte, I. 
Salvation is of God alone, 615, ii., Kelly, T. 
Salvation, Lord, is Thine, 734, i., Midlane, A. 
Salvation, 0 melodious sound, 306, i., Doddridge, P. 
Salvation to our God, 892, i., Peters (nce Bowly), Mary 
Salvation, what a glorious plan, 804, i., Newton, J. 
Salvation! What a precious word, 734, ii., Midlane, A. 
Salvation's healing Spring ! to Thee (tr. Buckoll), 189, 

i, Brann alles Heils, ehren wir 
Salvation’s song be given, 645, i., Hurditch, C. R. 
Salvation’s Sun, the inward gloom, 676, i., Jam Christe 

sol justitiae 
Salvator mundi Domine, 208, ii., Carols; 621, ii, | 

Ken, T.; 910, i, Primers; 936, ii., Public School 
-books hymn 

Salve arca foederis, 989, i., Salve mundi Domina 
Salve Caput cruentatum (St. Bernard), 39, i, Alex- 

ander, J. W.; 393, ii., French hymnody ; 413, ii., 
German pay 835, i., O Haupt voll Blut und 
Wanden ; 989, ii., 990, i., Salve mundi salutare 

Salve, cruz ayer rrigg Sa 445, i., Gotter, L. A.; 
892, ii., Petersen, J. W. 

Salve Crux sancta, Salve mundi gloria, 660, i., Latin 
my berag / 

Salve festa dies toto venerabilis aevo Qua Deus de coelo 
gratia fulsit humo, 989, i., Salve festa dies 

Salve festa dies toto venerabilis aevo Qua Deus eccle- | 
dicat honore suam, 989, i., Salve festa dies 

Salve festa dies toto venerabilis aevo Qua Leus in coe- 
lum ecandit et astra tenet, 988, ii., Salve festa dies 

Salve festa dies toto venerabilis aevo, Qua Deus infer- 
num vicit ef astra tenet (Fortunatus), 644, i., Latin 
hympody ; 988, ii., Salve festa dies; 1139, i., Tem- 
pora florigero rutilant di-tincta sereno 

Salve festa dies tito venerabilis aevo Qua sponso sponsa 
jungitur Keclesia, 989, i., Salve festa dies 

Salve Jesu Chrisie, misericordia, 992, i., Salve regina 
tmisericordiae 

Salve Jesu, pastor bone, 989, ii., Salve mundi salutare 
Salve Jesu reverende, 989, ii,, Salve mundi salutare 
Salve Jesu, Rez sanctorum, 989, ii., Salve mundi salu- 

tare 
Salve Jesu, summe bonus, 989, ii., Salve mundi salutare 
Salve, mater Saloatoris, Vas electum, 18, i, Adam 

of St. Victor; 1048, ii,, Sequences 
Salve mea 0 patrona Cruz, 650, ii,, Latin bymnody 
Salve meum salutare, 990, i., Salve mundi salutave 
Salve mi Angelice, 650, ii., Latin bymnody 
Salve mundi Salutare (St. Bernard}, 187, i,, Bernard of | 

Clairvaux; 410, i, Gerhardt, P.; 585, i., Jeso 
dulcis amor meus; 645, i,, Latin hymnody ; 8865, i,, 
O Haupt voll Blut und Wunden 

Salve, nomen potestatis (tr. Bingham), 42, ii,, All hail! 
the power of Jesus’ Name 

Salve porta perpetuae lucis fulgida, 815, i., Notker 
Salve regina, mater miseri ide, 991, ii., Salve, regina 

misericordiae 

i 

Salve regina misericordiae, 1, ii., Alma Redemptoris — 
mater; 73, i., Antiphon; 650, ii., Latin hymnody ; 
1213, ii., Veni Sancte Spiritus, Et emitte coelitus 

Salve Rex aeternae misericordiae, 992, i,, Salve regina | 
misericordiae 

Salve saluberrima, 650, ii., Latin hymnody 
Salve salus mea, /eus, 989, ii., Salve mundi salutare 
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iour, I love Thee, not because, 626, ii., O Deus ego 
amo Te, Nec amo Te ut salves me 
tour, J my cross have taken, 590, i., Jesus, I my 
cross bave taken 
tour, J now with shame confess, 1264, i, Wesley 
family, The 

tour, 7 see Thy mansions fair, 329,i., Elliott, H, 
v. 
tour, I still to Thee apply, 1265, ii,, Wesley family, 

jour, I think upon that hour, 996, i., Saviour, I lift 
my trembling eyes 
yz Uf Thy precious love, 1108, i., Sweetest Saviour, 
if m 
iour,  & Thy house of prayer, 237, ii., Clausnitzer, T. 
iour, in Thy mysterious presence kneeling, 604, ii,, 
Johnson, 5. 
iour, let Thy sanction rest, 949, i., Raffles, T. 
iour, look on Thy beloved, 1285, i, Williams, W. 
iour, meet it is indeed (tr. Miss Winkworth), 380, 
i., Folget mir, ruft uns das Leben 
four, more than life to me, 1204, i, Van Alstyne 
(nee Crosby), Frances J. 
iour, needs the world no longer, 423, i., Gill. T. H. 
iowr, none like Thee can teach (tr. Miss Fry, alt.), 
961, i., Rambach, J. J. 
iour, now in me perform, 1261, ii., Wesley family, 
The 
pong receive him, 510, i., Hemans (née Browne), 

e , 
iour, now the day is ending, 307, i., ii., Doudney, 

iowr of all, to Thee we bow, 57, i., Amen to all that 
God hath said 
tour —— hast Thou done ?, 1263, i., Wesley 

y; 
iour of all, Whose will ordains, 1069, ii., Sovereign 
of all, Whose will ordains 
four of man, Whose kindly care (tr. Chambers), 

Ea man dete bord, 1176, is, Thrupp, J. F iour of men, . . Thrupp, J. F. 
tour of men, and Lord of love, 306, i., Doddridge, P. 
iour of men, our Hope and Rest, 713, ii., Mant, R. 
tour of men, our supreme (Salutis Lumanae 
Sator, tr. Mant , i., Jesu nostra redemptio, 
Amor et dy siderium 

‘our of men, our Life and Rest, 713, ii.,, Mant, R. 
iour of men, Thy searching eye (tr. J. Wesley), 
1287, i, Winekler, J. J. 

dour of men, Who dost impart, 693, i,, Jesu nostra 
redem Amor et desiderium 
iour of men, Whose tender care, 988, i, Salvator 
m™m Domine 
iour of our ruined race, 496, ii., Hastings, T. 
iour of sinful men, 65, ii., And let our bodies part 
iour of siwners, deign to shine, 636, i., Hoskins, J. 
tour of sinners, now revive us, 445, i, Gotter, L. A. 
iour of the heathen, known, 121, i, Veni Redemptor 
gentium 
—-< the nations, come, 1218, i., Veni Redemptor 
gentium 
a of the sin-sick soul, 1262, ii., Wesley family, 

iour of the world, to Thee, Blessed One (Jesu, low] I 
bow the knee, 991, i,, Salve mundi salutare 
ben om me the grace bestow, 1264, i., Wesley family, 

yy on me the want bestow, 1264, i,, Wesley farnily, 

‘tour, Prince, enthroned above, 1262, ii., Wesley 
family, The 
— Prince of Israel's race, 1263,i., Wesley family, 

Nour, round Thy footstool bending, 882, ii., Parson 
(née Rooker), Elizabeth 
Nour, senda blessing to us, 615, ii., Kelly, T. 
‘our, shine and cheer my soul, 804, i., Newton, J. 
Hour, sprinkle many nations, 267, i., Coxe, A.C. 
tour, still the same Thou art, 138, i., Bertram, R. A. 
tour, supremely excellent (O Salvator summe bonus), 
991, ii,, Salve mundi salutare 
tour, teach me day by day, 670, i., Leeson, Jane E. 
“The the world's and mine, 1260, ii., Wesley family, 

we 
tour, through the desert lead us, 615, i. ely, T. 

vesley 

: 

+ 

dour, Thy bal: n ii., 
fawily, ¥ my grace impart, 1265, i 

iour, Thy dying love, 893, ii., Phelps, S. D. 
iour, Thy gentle voice, 495, ii,, Hastings, T. 
tour, Thy law we love, 43, i., All hail, ye blessed 
Tae lii., iv.) ; 1058, i., Sigourney (nee Huntley), 

our, Thy sacred day, 1266, ii., Wesley family, The 
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fovtour, to me Thyself reveal, 1261, i., Wesley family, 

eit Sk to Thy house of prayer, 287, ii., Clausnitzer, 

Saviour, to Thy sweet compassion, 269, ii., Cross (nee 
Cambridge), Ada 

Saviour, visit Thy plantation, foe ty Newton, J. 
Sovieur, ws are young and , 1097, ii, Stowell, 

Saviour, ‘we know Thow art, 1266, i., Wesley family, 

Saviour, we now rejoice in hope (tr. C. Wesley), 1133, 
ii., Te Deum laudamus 

Saviour, what gracious words, 969, ti., Richards, G. - 
Saviour, what wealth was Thine, 474, ii.. Gurney, J. H. 
Saviour, when in dust to Thee, 460,i., Grant, Sir R.; 

677, ii., Litanies 
Saviour ! when night involves the skies (Gisborne), 1048, 

ii., Staffordshire hymnbooks 
Sovieey. when Thy bread we break, 967, i., Robbins, 

Saviour, where dorellest Thou ?, 234, i., Clapham, Emma 
Saviour, while my heart is tender, 198, i., Burton, J., jun. 
Saviour, Who didat from heaven come (tr. 

Tomalin), 1303, i., Zinzendorf, N. L. von 
Saviour, Who from death didst take, 423, i., Gill, T. H. 
Saviour, Who ready art to hear, 1261, i., Wesley family, 

The 
Saviour, hd flock art feeding, 775, i., Mublen- 

Saviour,” Whom our hearts adore, 1265, ii, Wesley 
aay. The 

Saviour, Whose all-pitying care (O Salvator summe 
bonus, tr. Anon. 1, ii., Salve mundi salutare 

Saviour Whose love could stoop to death, 878, ii., Osler, 
E. 

Saw Figs the cloud arise’, 1263, i,, Wesley family, 

“a who bleeds on yonder tree, 1081, i., Scottish 
iy 

Say, grows the rush without the mire (Anon.), 1034, i., 
Scottish translations and paraphrases 

vy _ what preparation, 1078, ii., Spitta, 

Say not, Jam of God forsaken, 796, ii., Neumark, G. 
Say not, my soul, from whence, 705, ii., Lynch, T. T. 
Say not, O wounded heart, 109, i., Balfern, W. P. 
Say not the law divine, 116, ii., Barton, B. 
Say, should we search the around, 636, ii., Kippis, 

A. 
Say, sinner, hath a voice within ?, Hyde (née Bradley), 

A 
Say, what strange love works Thee this rad unrest, 

943, i., Quae te pro populi criminibus nova. 
Say, where is thy refuge, my brother ?, 1204, i, Van 

Alstyne (née Crosby), Frances J. 
Say, which of you would see the Lord ?, 1261, ii., Wesley 

family, The 
with what salutations (tr. J. Kelly), 1280, i., Wie 
soll ich dich empfangen ? 

Says Christ, our Champion, follow me, 737, ii., Mir 
nach, spricht Christus, unser Held 

Scalam ad coclos subrectam tormentis, 815, i., Notker 
1041, ii., Sequences 

Scarce discerning aught before us, 165, i., Bourne, G. H. 
Scarce siz lusters are completed (Lustra sex, qui jam 

regit, tempus implens corporis, tr. Beste), 681, i., 
Pange lingua gloriosi proelium certaminis 

Scarce t can speak, ne'er human ken (tr. J. Kelly), 
411, ii., Gerhardt, P. 

—. schaffet, Menschenkinder, 417, i, German 
ymnoly 7 

Schatz iiber alle Schdtze (Liscovius), 635, ii., Koster, 
& C. G.; 677, ii, Liscovius [Lischkow] 

Schau’, Braut, wie hangt dein Bréutigam, 1007, ii., 
Scheffler, J. 

Schau von deinen Thron, 1304, ii., Zinzendorf, N. L. 
von 

Schau, wie Wietlich und gut ist's allen Briidern (tr, P. 

Herbert), 216, i.. Cervenka, M. 
Schaut! schaut! was ist fir Wunder dar?, 411, i., 

Gerhardt, P. 
Scheuet thr, thy matten Glieder, 1018, i., Schfits, J. J. 

Schlaf sanft und wohl! schlof liehes kind, 980, ii., 
ube, J.C. 

Schmal ist der Pfad, auf welchem Christen gehen, 1100, 
i., Starm, C. C. 

Schmal ist magi. , auf welchem Christen gehen, 1100, 

i,, Starm, C. C. 
Schmiicky dich, 0 liebe Seele, 386, ii., Franck, J.; 416, 

i,, German hymnody 

Schmiickt das Fest mit Maien, 1013, i., Schmolck, B. 
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Schon ist der Tag von Gott bestimmt, 302, i., Diterich, | See, 
J.S.; 455, i., Great God, what do | see and hear 

Schine Sonne, kommest du endlich wieder, 639, ti, | See: 

Lange, J. P. 
Schimer Himmelssaal, 277, ii., Dach, 8. 
Schdnster aller Schonen, 135, ii,, Bernstein, C. A. 
Schénster Immanuel, Herzog der Frommen, 6765, ii, 

Liebster Lmmanuel, Herzog der Frommen 
Schipfer meines Lebens, 418, i., German hymnody 
Schuf mich Gott fiir A icke, 268, i,, Cramer, J. A. 
Schweige still, 619, ii., Heusser (nee Schweizer), Meta 
seme * Stirme! brauset nicht thr Meere, 1010, ii, 

Schlegel, J. A. 
Schwellet sanft, ihr weissen Segel, 628, ii., Knapp, A. 
Scis te lassum? scis languentem ?, 682, ii,, Korow re 

nai Kauaror 
Scripture says Where sin abounded, 734, ii,, Midlane, A. 
Zé Orov acvodmer* oe xvptov efoucdvyoumer * 1120, 1126, 

i., Te Deum laudamus 
Ze roy abtiroy wovapy nr, 457, i., Greek hymnody 
Search ye the wor' rch all around (tr, Hunt), 

402, ii., FOr allen Freuden auf Erden 
Searcher of hearts, before Thy face, 306, i., DodJridge, P. 
Searcher of hearts! from mine erase, 771, i, Morris, 

G. P. 
Searcher of hearts, to Thee are known, 764, i., Mont- 

gomery, J. 
Seat of light! celestial Salem (tr. Neale, alt.), 680, i., 

Jerusalem luminosa 
Secretis miranda viis opera numen (tr. Bingham), 433, 

ii., God moves in a mysterious way 
Secure the saint's foundation stands, 1065, i, So firm 

the saint's foundations stand 
Sed verticem pueri supra, 947, i., Quicumque Christum 

quaeritis ‘i 
See a poor sinner, dearest Lord, 722, ii., Medley, 8. 
nem Peal og is gone, $04, ii., Newton, J. 
See bowed beneath a fearful weight (tr. Misa Dunn), 

326, i., Ein Limmiein geht - triigt bag oo 
See for food to pilgrims given (Ecce panis angeloram, 
oh Fenty . i, Lauda Shon Salvatorem 

See, forward the King’s banners go, 1221, ii., Vexilla 
regis prodeunt 

See from on high a light divine, 1195, ii,, Unitarian 
bymnody 

See from on ag arra in truth and grace, 88, i., 
Aspice ut Verbum Patris a supernis 

See from on high, the Source of saving grace, 88, i., 
Aspice ut Verbum Patris a supernis 

See from the East the golden morn (tr. Maguire), 1077, 
i,, pitta, C. J. P. 

See from Zion's fountain rises, $71, i., [rons J. 
See from Zion's sacred mountain, 616, i., poe i T. 
See, gracious God, before Thy throne (Miss Steele), 1086, 

., Stand the omnipotent decree 
See, her hastening steps are bent, 806, i., Nicholson, H. L. 
See = great a flame aspires, 1263, i,, Wesley family, 

he 
** See how he loved,"" exclaimed the Jews, 1195, ii., Uni- 

tarian hymnody 
See how the fruitiess figtree stands, 484, ii, Harbottle, 

J.; 1038, i., See iu the vineyard of the Lord 
See hin the little toiling ant, 793, ii., Needham, J. 
Nee how the morning sun, 1037, ii., See how the rising 

sun 
See how the mounting sun, 1037, i, See how the rising 

sun 
See how the patient Jesus stands, 493, i., Hart, J. 
See how the willing converts trace, 1091, ii., Stennett, J. 
See, in the mountain of the Lord, 165, ii., Bourne, H. 
See in yonder manger low, 1037, ii., See amid the 

foracl's gentle Shepherd stand (Doddidge), 181, 1 See Israel's tle She sta ; » dey 
Behold ae condescending love; 305, ii., Dod- 
dridge, P.; 726. i., Methodist hymnody ; 870, i., 
Onderdonk, H. U. 

See, Jesus stands with open arms, 1298, i, Ye wretched, 
hungry, starving, poor 

See, Fas Thy disciples see, 1263, i, Wesley family, 

See, Lord, before Thy mercy-seat, 873, ii., Osler, E. 
See, Lord, Thy willing subjects bow, 1090, i.. Steele, Anne 
See Mercy, Mercy, from on high, 1081, i., Scottish hym- 
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buy 
Nee, mighty God, before Thy throne, 506, li., Hegin- 

bothom, O, 
See, my child, the mighty ocean, 1178, ii, Thrupp, 

Dorothy A. 
Nee now the golden a a y (Lux ecce surgit aurea, 

tr. Wal ), 821,i., Roe, et tenebrae, et nubila 
Sea, : gare my foes increase, 1962, i, Wesley family, 

See, (/ see, what love the Father, 1078, i., Spitta, C. J. P. 
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Sthet, rehet, welche Liebe, 1078, i., Spitta, C. J. P Seht welch ein Mensch ist das, wien Schmolck, B. 
Seht welch’ ein Mensch! Wie lag so schwer, 777, i, 

_, Minter, B. 
Sti. See also Sey 
Sti getrene bis an das Ende, 906, i., Priitorius, B. 
Sei getreue bis in den Tod, 1014, i., Schmolck, B. 
Sei getreve im deinem Leiden, 906, i,, Pratorias, B. 
me rost, o Seele, 627, i., Knak, G. F. L. 

~ ft, barmhers’ Gott, 445, ii., Gotter, L. A. 
Sei lob une Khr dem Kichaten Gut, 417, i,, German 

_ bymnody ; 1018, i. Schfitz, J. J. 
Sei mir tarvesendmal gegrilsset (tr. Gerhardt), 990, ii., 

Salve mundi salutare 
willicommen, Tag des Herrn, 418, ii,, German 
hymnody 

Sei wohl gegriisset, guter Hirt (Salve Jesu, pastor bone, 
_ tr. Gerhardt), 960, ii, naive mundi salutare 

Signeur mon ieu, ma conscience (Pictet), 391, ii, 
_ French bymnody 

r, mon Dieu, mon dime angoissée (Chavannes), 
_ $92, ii., French hymnody 

Seigneur, sous ta sire conduite (Térond), 391, i, 
French hymnody 

Seignors, ore entendez 4 nus, 210, ii,, Carols 
Sein Leiden hat dich frei gemacht, 322, ii., Ei wie so 
Seif-sone schlafest du tr O oni 

~love mo grace in sorrow sees (tr Cowper iy Any 

Selig rink « eels Erbe, die, Germs nies ig si mm , i., German Fy 
626, i., Klopstock, FP. G. 

Selig sind, die nicht sehen wnd doch lieben, 418, i,, Ger- 
man hymnody — 

Selig Volke der Zeugenwolk, 1303, ii., Zinzendorf, N. L. 
von 

Selig, wer ins Reich der Gnade, 1076, i., Spitta, C. J. P. 
‘Selige Volk der Zeugenwolk, 1303, ii, Zinzendorf, N. L. 

von 
jmepor orwwexer Tados (Anon.), 75, ii, “Adpacror Gatua 

pret acock 2nee me from my foes (Ps. lix., Hopkins), 
865, ii., Old Version 

Send kindly light amid the —— gloom, 669, i., 
Lead, kindly t, amid the encircling gloom 

Send, Lord, Thy light amid the enciedling gion, 669,i, 
Lead, kindly light, amid the encircling gloom 

Send now Thy Son unto us, Lord (Nun seode Herr, uns 
deinermm Sobn, tr. Miss Huppns), 74, ii, Antiphon 

Send then Thy servants forth, 1264, i, Wesley family, 
The 

Senex fidelis prima credendi via, 647, i., Latin hymnody 
Sent down by God to this world's frame (tr. Neale), 

3, ii., A Patre Unigenitus 
Sent to heaven (I a mes to send her, Miss 

Procter), 975, ., Roman Catholic os 
Senti, senti, anima man (or. Gladstone), 468, i., Hark, 

my soul, it is the Lo 
Seraphim His praises sing, 904, li,, Praise to God, who 

re F tap ws den 1037, ii., See how the rising sun Serene I me . + ih, - w 
iemone biando angelus (Ambrosius ?), 94, ii., Aurora 

lucis rutilat 
Serrant of all, to toil for man, 1068, i,, Son of the 

carpenter, receive 
eveaat af God, go forth, 1169, i., Thou child of man, 

fall down 
Servant of God, remember (Cultor Dei memento, tr. 

Blew), 19, ii,, Ades Pater supreme 
Servant of God, the summons hear (C. Wesley), 698, ii., 

L.ord of the wide-extended main 

Servants of Christ, His truth who know, 851, ii., 0 
“{hou Who at Thy creature's bar 

Servants of God, awake, 103, i, Awake our drowsy 
souls 

Servants God! in joyful lays, 1063, ii., Servants of 
God, is praise ih i 

Servants of God! lift up your heads, 1053, i., Servants 
of God, awake, arise 

set forth, O Church, exultingly (tr, Anon.), 1108, ii, 

Se Pio end fa navel plact, 09%, 9, Osler, 7 a h a Javou ° Ln] T, St upon Stan's wall, 680, i., Littiedale, i. F. 
‘Set wide the temple gate (tr. D. T. Morgan), 1139, i., 

Temp li sacratas pande, Sion, fores 
Seven times our blessed Saviour spoke (tr. Miss Cox), 

275. i.. Jeans, an des a q 
times the Saviour spake—my heart (tr. R. Masste 

seal, See akan lips did fall (tr. Guthrie), Severn wo rom pe a rT. Gu 
275, ii.. Da Jesus, an des Kreutzes Stamm 

seven words mur blest Redeemer spoke (tr. Miss Cox, alt.), 
275. ii., Da Jesus, an des Kreutzes Stamm 

wid Spirit, Lord of life, 772, i., Moultrie, G. 
— (et aetate virgine, 227, i., Christe bac hora tertia 
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Sey du mein Fremel, und schau in meine Brust, 639, ii., 

Shade, and cloud, and lowering night (tr. John Wil- 
liams), 820, ii., Nox, et tenebrae, et nubils 

— evening gather round us, 805, i., Nicholson, 

Shades of night are falling round us, 772, i., Moultrie, 

Shadow of a mighty Rock, 763, i., Monsell, J. 8. B. 
Shadows 4 good the law doth show (tr. Plumptre), 

take Brie a les on tase tne 470, ix., Grigg, J in, (lace an . + Ehey ee 
Shall earthborn man with God contend, 1030, ii., Scottish 

hymnody 
Shall c'er the shadow of a change ?, 1020, i,, Scott, Eli- 

tabeth 
Shall ish, weak, short-sighted man’, 1964, i, 

esley family, The 
Shall heavenly wisdom cry aloud ? (Watts, alt.), 1034, 

i,, Scottish translations and paraphrases 
Shall hymns of grateful love, 
Shall I fear, O earth, thy bosom ?, 28 
Shall gh aon of feeble man, 1286, ii,, Winckler, J.J. 
saa al that heavenly Friend ?, 683, ii, 

» Te 
Shall I not His praise be si , 1067, i, Sollt ich 

meinem Gott nicht aa" 
Shall I not my God be praising bi J. Kelly), 1067, i, 

Sollt ich meinem Gott nicht singen 
Shall I not sing praise to Thee, 1067, i, Sollt ich 

meinem Gott nicht singen 
Shall J not trust my God, 867, i,, Olearius, Johannes 
Shall f o'er the future fret, 1078,i., Spener, P. J. 
Shall [to gain the world's applause, 64,i,, And art Thou, 

ous Master, gone? 
£, ng in despair, 1290, i., Wither, G. 

—— bid the children come?, 875, i,, Jackson, 

Shall Jesus’ love be ?, T34, ii., Midlane, A. 
Shall man, 0 God of life and light, 317, i., Dwight, T. 
Shall scirnce distant lands explore f, 1086, ii., Shrub- 

le, W. 
Shall sin, that cruel foe?, 161, ii., Boden, J. 
—™ _ (weak) race of flesh and blood ?, 1238, ii., 

atts, I. 
Shall this life of mine be wasted, 161, ii., Bonar, H, 
Shall we gather at the river ?, 699, ii., Lowry, K. 
Shall we goon to sin (Watts), 1033, ii., Scottish trans- 

lations and paraphrases 
Shall we grieve the Holy Spirit ?, 234, ii., Ch J.P. 
sass er aides weary in our watch 7, 1278, i,, Whittier, 

Shall we meet beyond the river, 494, i., Hastings, H. L. 
Shall wisdom cry aloud, 1053, ii., Shall heavenly wis- 

dom cry aloud?; 1238, ii,, Watts, 1. 
Shan't J sing to my Creator (tr. Jacobi), 1067, i., Sollt 

ich meinem Gott nicht singen 
She loved her Saviour, and to Him, 274, ii., Cutter, W. 
She saw, she took, she ate, 1264, i., Wesley family, The 
Shed, 0 promised Comforter, 1214, ii., Veni Sancte 

Spiritus, Et emitte 
Shelter our some eat graciously (tr, Nyberg), 511, ii., 

ry ve 

Sheltered by the (Thy) sprinkled blood, 735, i., Midlane, A. 
Shepherd divine, our wants relieve, 1261, iL, Wesley 

Muphend ceed Lee ll 4 and gracious, 
Shepherd, in Thy bosom fi 

Saviour, gentle Shepherd 
Shepherd of Israel, from above, 118, i., Bathurst, W. H. 
Shepherd of Israel, hear, 1263, i., Wesley family, The 
8 of Israel, Hear Thou our hymn (Intende qui 

regis Israel), 1212, ii., Veni way tum 
Shepherd of Israel, Jesus our Saviour, 431, ii,, Goadby, 

T. 
Shepherd of Israel, Thou dost keep, 306, i., Doddridge, P. 
Shepherd of life, Who dost Thy flock (Qui pastor aevernus 

m, tr. Blew), 958, iL, Rex aeterne, Domine 
Shepherd v souls, refresh and bless, 119, ii., Be known 

to us in pose gr Ape 
Shepherd of souls, Great, the Good, 1262, i., Wesley 

+ family, The 
of souls, Thy voice I hear, As stage (tr. 

Maguire), 1077, i.. Spitta, C. J. P. 
Shepherd Cf ipa with pitying eye, 1262, ii., Wesley 

family, The 
ca tender youth (tr. Dexter), 238, ii., Clemens, 

T. F.; 293, i., Dexter, H. M. 
Shepherd of the chosen number, 615, i., ne T. 
agape tA the little flock, 1084, ii., Shepherd of the 

Ta 

ii., Tuttiett, L. 
448, ii., Gracious 

Shepherd as canaiel flock, 280, ii., Darling. T é x 4 
nerdy the ransomed sheep, 1087, |, Stowell, H. 
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ae of those sunlit mountains, 109, i., Balfern, 

Shepherd " pweet, and fair, and holy, 261, i., Congreve, 

who Thy life didst give, 515, i., Hernaman 

Misa veiovex parry wa re {Watta), 616, fis ur 8 Beem Ne ote it Jacek Gee i’ te wertg mate ‘1987, U., Sie ist mir lieb, die werthe Magd Shew me ae Ow, 0 Lord, 997, ii,, Saxby (née Browne), Jane E. Shew . nt Lord, forgive (tr. Jacobi), 506, i., walt, E. Mire) orth, eternal Source of light, 306, i., Doddridge, 

Shine, heavenly Dove, descend, and dwell, 1215, i., Veni Sancte Spiritus, on be emitte Shine, mighty God, on this our land, 1056, ii., Shine, mighty God, on Britain shine Shine, mighty God, on Zion shine, 1056, ii., Shine, mighty God, on Britain shine Shine on our land, Jehovah shine, 1055, ii., Shine, mighty God, on Britain shine Shine on our souls, eternal God, 306, i., a =. Should bownteous nature kindly pour, 1092, 1., Sten- nett, S. Should ‘amine o'er the mourning field, 1089, ii., 1090, .. Steele, Anne seth I not be meek and still, 1145, i., Tersteegen, G. Should I not in meck adoring, 1067, i., Sollt ich meinem Gott nicht — Showld nature's charms to please the eye, 1090, i., Steele, Anne Shout, for the blessed Jesus reigns, 123, ii., Beddome, B. Shou t oe ! from silence waking, 498, ii., Havergal, 

Shout the glad tidings, exultingly sing, 75, i., Mublen- ft berg, 3 Shout, ye le, clap your hands, 707, i., Lyte, H. F. Show, See Shew Show forth Thy mercy, gracious Lord, 282, i., Day after day 1 sought the Lord Show me not only Jesus dying, 848, ii., O show me not my Saviour dying showers of blessing, gracious promise, 736, i., Midlane, 

Shut out from heaven's glory, 1094, ii., Stock, Sarah G, Shway koung-gin (Golden country of heaven), 745, ii., Missions Si Pa solium Genitoris adire velimus, 1267, ii. (tr. Bingham), What various hindrances we meet St quis valet numerare, 947, ii., Quisquis valet numerare Sic in mundo practer morem, TT7, i., Mundi salus affu- tura Sie stulla Pharaonis mali, 947, i., Quicumque Christum quaeritis Sie ist mir Lieb die werthe Magd, 704, ii., Luther, M. id Ease 417, ‘ii,, German hymnody; 114, i,, Tersteegen, G. Sich, hier bin tch, Bhrenkénig, 417, ii, German hymnody 791, ii., Neander, J. Sich wie lieblich und wie fein, 776, ii., MOller, M. Siehe! ich gefaliner Knecht (tr, Gotter), 216, i., Cerne lapsum servulum Sign of a glorious life afar (tr. Miss Winkworth), 988, ii., Salve crux beata, salve Silence reigns at eventide, T72, i., Moultrie, G. Silent, like men in solemn haste, 162, i., Bonar, H. nos ane: hallowed night. Land and deep, 761, i, ohr, J. Silent night, holiest night, All asleep, 761, i., Mohr, J. Sifent night, holiest night! Moonbeams (tr. Brooks), 761, i., Mohr, J. ae night! holy might’ AU is calm, 761, i., Mohr, 

Silent night! holy night’ Slumber reigns (tr. Matson), 761, i., Mobr, J. Silently the shades of evening, 266, i,, Cox, C. C. Sin has a thousand treacherous arts, 1238, ii., Watts, I. Sin, like a cenomous disease, 12388, ii., Watts, |. Since a Saviour is born for us (tr. Wrangham), 785, i,, Nato nobis Salvatore Since all the downward tracks of time, 617, i., Hervey, J Since all the downward tracts of time, 517, i., Hervey, J Since Christ His precious life-blood gave (tr. Cham- bers), 360, i., Ex quo, salus mortalium Since Christ ts gone to heaven, His home (tr, Miss Winkworth), 1246, i., Wege lin, J. Sinee Christ, our Passover, is slain (Easter bymn), | 801, ii, New Version 
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~~ Thy u wd (grace) awaked my Acart, 785, i, oore, T. ay aes ny, O Lord (Ps, xil), 800, i, See ersion Since Ihave hears my Saviour say, 1238, i, Waits, | Since I have placsd my trust in God (Ps. x1.) Me, New Version Since I one : ome gender epee Oe Mis Vee 

Miia Ox Seat 90 terre is ety ae aarpy’ Since I've knows a Saviour’s Name, 682, i, le come with joy to do Since Jesus died, my guilty soul to save, 792, i, Sue der, J. Since Jesus freely did » 138, i. Berridge, J Since Jesus is mi fri (tr. Miss Wink worth, elt) 573, i., Ist Gctt Or mich, so tree Since Jesus truly did appear, 188, i, Berridge, J Since life in sorrnw must be — (tr. Cowper), 478, i, Guyon (nee d la Mothe), Jeanne M. B. now the diy hath noe ita close (tr. in the Ohio Luth. Hal. ), 516, ii., H 3.F. ae er Thy foo stool here below, i, Mubleaberg, 

Since the ne Lamb hath Lae Blew), 628, a, Non abluunt ymphae De Since the Son hath made in frac, 060; th Rie, my ool with ardour r se Since the time tha. first we came, 790, i., Neale, J ¥ Since Thou, the living God, art Three (Der du hs oe in Einigkeit, tr. Miss Fry), 643, i, 0 Lex bom Trinitas, Et principalis Unitas Since thy Futhers arm sustains thee (tr. 1 AP. 477, i., Hagenbach, C. R. —_— Lord's command, 130, ii., Bebold the tire: of grace Sinful, hing te ee, 763, i., Monsell, J. 5 8 anes TP. Jesus when the heart is faint, $32 i, 

as new song unto the Lord, 622, ii., Kennedy, 

Sing, all nations, to the Lord, 1940, ii., Watts, L Sing Alleluia, SR yo Sends, 188, bs Sete. e Sing Alleluia forth in duteous praise, 9, ti, Aleiny piis edite laudibus ; 327, ii., Ellerton, J. Sing aloud '—His praise rehearse, T70, i., More, H Sing, and the mystery declare (tr. R. Palmer), 879. Pange lin gloriosi cor mysterium Sing, be oy Ae Or: Clemens), 1 44 4 Weisse, ing, every boy and maiden, 1099, i., Stryker, M. sing, or the dark Red Sca is passed (tr. Qxenun i., Ad regms Agni dapes Sing forth, O Sion, sweetly nng (tr. Aylwant), 63 2 Cauda Sion Salvatorem Sing Hallelujah, ay oh doth Live, 468, i., Gregor, C. Sing Hallelujah, aise (tr. in the Morse H. B., 1789), 482, i, Osi Haltetujah 1 Lob, Preis unt be Sing Hallelujah, sing, 574, i., 7 is the Lord, bed) His Sing et for the Lord your strength, 1099, i, Syke 

ny ae Sor jou, ye saints of tod, 138, iL, Berne 

Sing loud the conflict, O my tongue (Pange Sor Joriosi lauream certaminis, fr. Aylward), 881 + aa lingua gloricsi proeliam certaminis Sing, my tongue, of glorious warfare (tr. Neale, © 880, ii., Bones lingua gloriosi tum certamit Sing, my tongue, the Body glorious (ir, (xeckam 879, i. Pange lingua glorios! corporis ae Sing, my tongue, the contest glorious (Pang | pe: Joriosi lauream certaminis, tr. Oxenbam), 881. fa ange lingua — proelium certaminis Sing, my tongue the glorious battle (tr. Neale), 080.5 Siig ee lingua gloriosi proelium certaminis Sing, be y oe, the glorious combat | Pange Lor sinh lauream certaminis, tr. Beste), M1, « ge lingua gloriosi proelium certaminis Sing, my tongue, the glorious laurel loriosi lauream certaminis, tr. ry hoot on Sil; | sales lingua gloriosi proelium certaminis Sing, my teng-e, the glorious strife (fr. Am” 880, ii., Pange lingua gloricsi proelium certamee Sing, my tongue, the joyful myrtery (tr, Ayiee ape i., Pange lingua gloriosi corporis mysterii Sing, m y tongue, the mystery telling (tr. Near, ?' 878, ‘a. Pange linvua gloriosi corporis mrstens® 
Sing, my tongue, the Saviour's battle (Pange toriosi Jauream certaminis, tr, Caswall, ¢! isi, i, Pange lingua gloriosi proelium certam 
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Sing, my tongue, the Saviwur's glory, Of His flesh the 
mystery sing (tr. Caswall), 878, 1 panes lingua 

Sng ee cart mysteriom, ps 
* y ae, the Saviour's Pange lingua 
loriosi lauream certaminis, tr. Gea aire 881, i, 

Si lingua gloriosi proellum certaminis 
ng, wey ft ue, the Saviour's glory (tr. Caswall, 
cento a8 in Pott's Hys.), 881i, Fungo Ungua gleriedl 

. Proe lium certaminis 
1 "y forigue the Saviour’s triumph (tr. cento in 
th Sarum Hy!|.), 881, ii., Pange lingua gloriosi 
Proeliurm certaminia 

Sing, my teungue, the war of glory (tr. Hewett), 880, ii, 
Pange Lingua gloriosi lium certaminis 

Sing, my tong-e, with glowi 
loriosi lauream certami 

. e lingua gloriosi lium certaminis 
Sing, New Jerusalem (tr. Hewett), 224, ii,, Chorus novae 
a Hierusalem of Dying, 2078, 5 p 
ingnme the Song of Dying, peg tta, C.J. P. 

Sing, Oearth, for thy fodanption, (tr. wall), 777, i, 
Mundus effusis redemptus 

Sing, Oheaven ; 0 earth rejoice, 763, i., Monsell, J. 3. B. 
Sing, O Reavens, the Lord hath done it, 497, ii., 

_ Havergal, Frances R. 
Sing, O my tongue, adore and praise, 879, i, Pange 

lingua gloriosi corporis mysterium 
Sing, O my tongue, utly sing, 879, i, Pange lin- 
a gua gloriosi —— apes m series! 

ing, Omy tongue, devoutly sing e 8 
lauream certaminis, tr. in tee Davis uilice, 1763), 
881, i., Pange lingua gloriosi proelium certaminis 

Sing, Omy tongue, devoutly sing, 881, i, Pange lingua 
gloriosi proelium certaminis 

Sing, O my tongue, the glorious crown (Pange lingua 
loriosi Lauream certaminis, tr. in the Primer, 1706), 
si. i., e lingua gloriosi proelium certaminis 

Sing, O sing this blessed morn, 1294, i., Wordsworth, C. 
Sing, O tongue, the Body glorious (tr. Oxenham), 

879, i., Pange lingua gloriosi corporis a poo 
Sing, O heavens! Be joyful, earth (Miss Leeson), 

$19, i., Now shall my inward Joy arise 
Sing of Jesus, sing for ever, 615, ii., Kelly, T. 
Sing praise to Who reigns above (tr. Miss Cox), 

t 

tr. Power) BBL. ha 

1018, ii., Schiltz, J. J. 
Sing Psalms, ‘ore, unto the Lord (Ps. ix.) 865, i., 

~~ oon day, A tuneful lay (Omni die, dic ing, » each day, 
aie mea, laudes, anima), 1208, in., Ut Jucundas 

cervus uidas aestuans erat 
ing His loft ise, 615, ii., Kelly, T. 

Sing! ye : Dan gebrtenwe mortals, a (tr. Sir J. 
Bowring), 1227, ii, Vom Himmel kam der Engel 
Schaar 

Sing the con flict great and glorious (tr, Blew), 880, ii., 
age Lingua gloriosi proellum certaminis 

Bing the Cross ! the conflict telling (tr. Macgill), 880, ii., 
Pange Snes gloriosi proelium certaminia 

Sing the dear Saviour’s glorious fame, 722, ii,, Medley, S. 
Sing the glorious Body broken, Ransom the world 

to be (tr. eter aper on 878, ii., lingua 
Joriosi corporis m. jum ; 

singe the glorious Body broken, ae! the precious 
Blood (tr. Blew), Pange lingua gloriosi corporis 
mysterium : 

Sing the great Jehovah's praise, 484, i., Happy sons of 
Israel; 994, i., Sandys, G. 

Sing the Lord, ye sons of heaven, 622, ii., Kennedy, 
BR. H. 
the ig unheard before (Ps. 96, Keble), 613, ii, 

Sing cee ie, F; Rl, ii, Pualters, English 
Sing them, my children, sing them still, 161, ii., Bonar, 

{ 
them over again to me, 150, ii,, Bliss, P. 
thou my tongue with accent clear, 879, i, Pange 

lingua gloriosi corporis mysterium 
Sing to God, 608, ii., Jucaundare plebs fidelis 
Sing to the Lord a joyful song, 762, ii, Monsell, J. 

s. B 
Sing to the Lard a new-made song, Let earth (Ps. xevi.), 

~~ “g00, ii-, New Version 
Sing to the Lord a new-made song, Who wondrous 
oe things (Ps. xcvill.), 800, ii,, New Versi n 
Sing to the lard! for His mercies are sure, 16, ii, 

Adams (nce Flower), Sarah : 
Sing to the Lord, in jouful strains, 128, ii,, Bebold 

es tard to haus eivalan ies te itveciaa'e inq to the Lord in j rains (as in Kemble's Ps. 
tad H.), 128, ii., Revol my Servant! see him rise 
Sing to the Lard Jehovah's Name, 1240, ii., Watts, J. 
Sing to the Lord most high, 317, i., Dwight, T, 
‘Sing to the lard of bounty, 1059, ii., Sing to the Lord 

of harvest 

Sing 
Sing 
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ing to the Lord our might, 707, i, Lyte, H. F. 
Sing to > Lord, Whee matchless reg 535, i., Horne, 

Sing to the Lord with cheerful voice, 166, i., Bowdler, J. 
Sing to the Lord with heart and poice, 1186, i., Trit- 

ton, J. 
Sing to the Lord with joy and praise, 24, ii., Aeterna 

Christi munera, Et martyrum victorias 
Sing to the Lord, ye distant lands, 1240, ii,, Watts, I. 
Sing a. the Lord with mirth, 622, ii, Kennedy, 

Sing, victory, O ye seas and lands, 1186, i., Triumphe ! 
plaudant maria 

Sing onto the Lord With heartie accord (Ps. cxlix., Pul- 
lain), 1022, ii., Scottish bymaedy 

Sing we, brethren, faithful-hearted, 492, i, Harp, 
awake! tell out the story 

Sing we in triumphal gladness (tr. Littledale), 351, ii,, 
Epiphaniam Domino canamas gloriosam 

Sing we merrily to God, 446, i., Gough, B. 

#4 O Maria voll ite, tr. G. Moultrie), 943, 4, Collaus noll flere, tr, G. Mor 5 7" ° 
demus Magdalenae ieier 

Sing we now, our twice upraising (tr. Chandler, alt. 
913, ii., Prome Woven mens, eaoram t ‘ 

Sing we now redeemi tr. D. 'T. Morgan 

Sing we now the praise of Mary (tr. G. Moultrie, alt. 
243, i, perigee et : : aa » 

Sing we now with praiseful voices ria, nvli flere, 
tr. M n), 243, i., Colleedenes Magdalenae 

Sing we of those, whom in the forest wild, 374, i., 
Felices nemorum pi us incolas 

Sing we that blest Body (or. L. Williams, alt.), 
878, ii., Pange li gloriosi corporis mysterium 

Sing we the glory our God (tr, Chandler, alt.), 
286, i., Dei canamus gloriam 
= et day, 322, ii., Kia recolamus laudibus 

TY 
we the martyrs blest (Christo profusum - 

a 25, i., Aeterna Christi pace soy Et tr 
victorias 

Sing we the peerless deeds uf martyred saints, ii, 
Sanctorum meritis inclita gaudia - 

Sing we the praise of Peter (tr. Oakeley, alt.), 892, ii., 

Si er or en tke tand, 1295, i, Worth ng we song s¢ s vk, 
the Lamb for f Boron slain id 

Sing we those who dwelt [dwell] concealed, $74, L, 
Felices nemorum pangimus incolas 

Sing Le to a conquering Lord, 1265, ii., Wesley 
ys 

Sing we triumphant hymns of praise (tr. Chambers 
655, i,, Hymnum canamus fouine ( D 

Sing we trinmphant hymns of praise(tr. Webb), 56, i., 
Hymoum canamus Dom 

Sing with all the sons of men, 672, i., lrons, W. J. 
Sing, ye redeemed of the Lord, 306, i., . 
Sing, ye seraphs, in the sky, 281, ii., Davis, T. 
Sing, ye sons of men, O sing, 725, ii., Merrick, J. 
Sing, ye sons of might, O sing, 725, ii., Merrick, J. 
Sing ye unto the Lord our God (Ps. exlix., Norton), 

866, i., og Version -_s 
Sing ye wi ise un Lord (Ps. xevi., Ho 

kins), 866, Pr old Version ¢ ii 
Singet Gott, denn Gott ist Liebe, 625, ii,, Hiller, P. F. 
Singet lieben a. eye be M. P y 

inging for Jesus, O singing for Jesus, ii, Van 
ayes (nee Crosby), Frances J. x59 
— doch unserm Aénig, 625, ii., Hiller, P, F. 
Sink not yet, x | soul, to slumber (tr. Miss Wink worth), 

1264, ii., Werde munter, wein Gemilthe, Und tbr 
Sinnen geht herfllr 

Sin-laden, weary, lost, I flee, 623, i., Kennedy, B. H. 
Sinner art thou still secure’, 804, li., Newton, J. 
ceaw. behold, I've heard thy groans, 1098, ii., Strong, 

Sinner, hear thy Saviour's call, 804, ii., Newton, J. 
Sinner, how thy heart is troubled, 1204, ii., Van 

Alstyne (nce Cro-by), Frances J. 
— is thy heart at rest?, 1235, li, Waterbury, 

— thee from thy sleep, 870, 1, Onderdonk, 

Sinner, what hast thou to show ?, 1183, ii., Tonna (nee 
Browne), Charlotte E. 

Sinner, where is room for doubting ?, 734, i,, Midlane, A. 
Sinners, believe the gospel word, 1038, 1, See, sinners, in 

the gospel glass - 
Sinners! come, the Saviour see (tr. Kinchen), 1303, i., 

Zinzendorf, N. L. von 
Sinners, for trans ion, see, 1145, ii., Thank and 

praise Jehovah's Name 

Sinner, 
H. 
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Sinners, hear the Saviour’s call, 604, ii., Newton, J. 
Sinners Jesus oe receive (tr. Mrs. Bevan), 797, ii., 

ere aa uur heels, iets, B. Weaed ilk Sinners, your . esley 
Sinners be “the heavenly call, 1288, 1, Wesley family, 

Sinners pray: ad mercy pleading (tr. H. Mills), 525, i., 
er, P. 

Sinners’ i cae ious Lamb of God (tr. Kinchen, 
alt.), 1304, i., Zinzendorf, N. L. von 

Sinners’ Redeemer Whom we inly love (tr. Kinchen), 
1304, i., Zinzendorf, N. L. von 

Sinners, reyoice, your peace is made, 1262, i., Wesley 
family, The 

Sinners, the voice of God regard, 373, ii., Fawcett, J. 
Sinners, turn, while God is near, 1061, ii., Sinners 

turn; why will ye die? 
Sinners, will you scorn the message, 50, i., Allen, Jona- 

than 
Sinners, you are now oe eee ii., Fountain, J 
—* your hearts lift up, 1261, ii., Wesley Baas. 

e 
Sinners, your Maker is your Friend, 10665, ii., So wabr 

ich lebe, spricht dein Gott 
Sinners, your Saviour see, 1261, i, Wesley family, The 
Sion. See also Syon, and Zion 
Sion bowed with anguish weepeth (tr. Russell), 605, ii, 
Pog 7 J. 

lift thy voice and sing (tr. Caswall), 663, ii, 
meas Sion Salvatorem 
Sion, ope thy hallowed dome We Anon.), 1138, ii, 

Templi sacratas pande, Sion, fores 
ame Sling Thy sacred temale ge gates, 1139, i., Tem- 

Ii sacratas pande, Sion, fores 
one open wide a tn gates, Christ before His temple 
«nm 1139, i., Templi sacratas rag Sion, fores 

praise thy Prince and Pastor (tr, Blew), 663, ii., 
ar Sion Salvatorem 
Sion, praise thy Saviour King (tr. Wallace), 663, ii., 

Lauda sion Salvatorem 
Sion stands with hills surrounded, 1306, i,, Zion stands 

by bills surrounded 
Sion, Say ——— story be telling, T75, i., Mublen- 

Sion, thine hallowed ee unfold, 1139, i, Templi sa- 

Sivaedprsicr (tr. A, R. Thompson Sion, to t Saviour si tr, A. om 
663, ii. Laas Sion Miivetooon: » 

Sion’s daughter, weep no more, 1216, i,, Venit ¢ coelo 
Mediator alto 

Sire tei Dew loiims, tei s- ih a. regehisums (tr. in the 
Psalter of Eadwin), 1 ii., Te Deum laudainns 

Sister, EE toad wast mild and lovely, 1063, ii., Smith, 

Sit add beneath His shadow, 497, ii, Havergal, 
Frances R. 

Sit laus Patri ; laus Filio; Par sit tibi laus, Spiritus, 
Affiante, 309, ii., Doxologies 

Sit laus Patri, laus Filio; ¢ a sit tibi laus, Spiritus, 

Sit thon 360, i, Doxologies Sm, saith the Lord, on m t ha my & sai 
BOA, i., Heber, R. 

Sitting at receipt of custom, 308, i., Dix, W. C. 
Sitting round our Father's board, 1238, ii., Watts, I. 
Siz days of labour now are past, 1114, ii,, Tandem 

peractis O Deus 
Sie Lustras past, the Sabbath came (Lustra sex, qui 
wt pd — as implens corporis), 881, i, 

aagie josi proe =% certaminis 
Siz lustres past; His life in Lustra sex qui jam 

peracta, fr. Chambers), 1, . ‘ange lingua glorioai 
proclium certaminis 

Sleep has refreshed our limbs ; we ng From off our 
bed, and rise (tr. Newman), ber, ti. , Somno re- 
fectis artubus 

Sleep has refreshed our limbs; we spri 
beds as men in fear (tr. Keble), P08, ike 
refectia artabus 

Sleep, my Babe! © sleep, the Mother, 213, i,, Carols 
Sleep not, O Soul by God ———— (tr. Lady Durand), 

114, ii.. Tersteegen, G 
Sleep not, soldier of the cross, 406, i., Gaskell, W. 
Sleep, sleep to-day, tormenting cares, 114, i., Barbauld 

(née e Atkin), Anna L. 
Te wok oe dein, haa oh aed Fed pare 
Sleep my dear, si safe a ree (tr. Jaco! 

213, i., Carols ; $80, is. Rute, J. ¢ & ¢ d 
Sleeper, awake, arise, 149, ii,, Blew, W. J. 
Sleepers wake, a voice is calling, 806, i., Nicolai, P. 
Slow and mournful be our tone she R, Campbell), 913, 

ii., Prome vocem, mens, ca: 
Slowly by God's hand un wrled, 403, 403, i,, Furness, W. H. 
Slowly by Thy hand unfurled, 403, i., Furness, W. H. 
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Slowly in sadness and in tears, 315, ii., Duffel |. 
Soni , tlowly darkening, 466, ii., Greg, 5; 1% {. 

Unitarian g koma y 
Slowly, slowly from the caves of might (tr, Kecory, 

634, i,, = aed FLA 
Slowly the gleaming stars retire, 613, ii... Keble, 
Slumberer:, wake, the Bridegroom cometh (tr. vam, 

806, ii., Nicolai, I. 
Small amongst cities, Bethlehem (O sola mace 

urbium), 946, ii., Quicumque Christum qua i “a 
Smitten is the Shepherd good (tr, R. Campbeli; 

ii., usso, mings 
Smote by the law, I'm justly slain, 1096, ti., Src, 5 
Snart Déden skall det Cja sluta (Fra Lenngres |, 1008, 

i., Scandinavian hymuody 
So bringen wir den Leib zur Kuh, 675, i, Liedich L 
So did the Hebrew prophet raise (Watts), 168, i 

Scottish translations and 
So dost Thou rest, 388, i., Franck, 8. 
So fades the lovely, blooming flower, 1089, i, See, 

So fahr ich hin mit Freuden, 963, ii,, Rinkart, M. 
So fair a face bedewed with tears, 123, ii., Beddome, B. 
So firm the saints’ foundation stands (Doddridge\, Ue 

ii., Bruce, M.; 1034, i, Scottish translativa: wi 
paraphrases 

So fiihrst du doch recht alia. Herr, die leinen, 01% 
Arnold, G. ; 417, i., German bymnedy 

oo du ‘dann, mein Jesu, Ain, L, Nachtenbake, 

So souaten Schritt cu Schritt, 1145, i., Tersteegen, 0. 
5, go, my child (tr. E, Massie), 528, ii,, Hoffmans, \. 
So - Sang pees nicht scin Gunat, 631, i. 

0 

wren, and herb, and fruitful tree. 1174, i, Tora, 

So grots at Gotts Wel, 699, 3. Lang TAA 
. b’ ich nun den i968, fy Sa het vi Lab LPF 

So hab’ ich obgesieget, Sacer, G. 
So happy all the day, 498, ii,, Ha W. i. 
ae Ting one by one, ii., Huntiagwe, 

aah ind mit featem Muth, 406, i,, Gellert. (. F. 
is this day of days (Also heilig fst der Tre), 

1139, ii., Tempora florigero rutilant distincta sre» 
So ist dann auch mein grosses Siuffenjakr, 114, 1, 

Tersteegen, 
So ist denn doch nun abermal ein Jakr, 1145, i. Te 

steegen, G. : 
So ist die Woche nun geschlossen, 798, i., Neumeister, B 
So — meiner kurzen Pilgrimechaft, 637, i., Lamps, 

So my dem dass ich mit Prenden, 1072, i., Speoe, 

So kom, geliedte Todes-Stund, 1018, i, ii, Sb%, 

So let our lips and lives 1238, ii, Watts, I. 
So, Lord, Thou goest forth to die (tr, Russell), TH. ©, 
‘< Aecoapect van ht F. oni Men A 

many years of living, » G oa, A, 
So Moses, pt 8 destined guide (Sic stalta Pherscs 

mali), 947, i., pes umque oe Christum quaeritis 
So new-born babes esire the breawt, 1236, ii,, Wats, L 
So nme is come our joyfullest part, 1290, i., Wither, &. 
So rest, my Rest! Fo R. Massie), 388, i., Franck, 5 
So ruhest du, o cing Ruh, 388, i., Franck, S. 
So schlummerst du in stiller Ruh, 388, i., Franck, $ 
gs gti is our God (tr. E. Walter), 35% 

Ein feste Burg ist unser Gott 
So teach me, Lord, to number, 768, ii., Monsell, Jab 
So thou art resting, O my Rest, 388. i., Franck. 5 
a see spricht Gott der Herr, $14. ii. Herm, 

So wahr ich lebe dein Gott (J. Heerman), Sih 

our] toate, rae tored, 689, ii., Lange, J 80 * 
= | SewG T abide Tor ever (ir J.D. ane tos, i, 

dir Jesu, will ich bl ake 
So — t He all His Father's will (tr. Plompr. 

.), 664, ii,, Landes Salvatori voce module 
a? 

So zich in Gottes Frieden denn, 590, i., Heuser 
Schweizer), Meta 

Soft and holy is the place, 494, ii, Hastings, T. 
Soft are the fruitful showers that bring, LM, & 

Unitarian hymnody 
Soft the voice of mercy sounded, TH, i., Midlane, A. 
Softly fades the teoilight ray, 1068, ii, Smith, 5 F. 
Softly noe the light of day, 303, ii., Doane, G. W 

on the breath of evening, 1903, ii., Van Alto 
née Crosby), Frances J. 

Softly slumber, softly slumber, 628, : 
Softly the silent night, 145, i., Blatchford, A. 5. 
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_ ae Herr der Ehren, =, ii., Knapp, “4 
s y plumage, gentle dove, 161, H., Bridges, M. 
sah Nace fidele (Pictet), 301, ii, French 

y 
Sol animac vi ¢, praedulcis Jesu (Sun of my 

soul, Thou oor dear, tr. an 1178, i., 
"1 is gone, that bright and orbed blaze 

Sol — hip ly mi omer ye a he! my soul, Thou 
Saviour tr. . Tis that 
bright and orbed b = 4 si! 

sul rapitur, pein nox adest (fr. C. B. 
Fonrvan ), 1066, i. 

oe Ry el der Kénig kiissen, 1304, ii., Zinzen- 

Soldier go, but not to claim, 1183, ii,, Tonna (née 
Browne), Charlotte E. 

Soldier of Christ, well done, 1053, i., Servant of God, 
well done! Rest from thy loved employ 

Soldier’ of Chrit, okt manfuly (Or , Coxe, A. C. 
Soldiers of Christ, fight manfully (tr. Beresford-Hope), 

1, 1., Pugnate, Christi milites 
gurte Christ, lay hold, 1066, i., Soldiers of Christ, 

arise, And put your armour on 
Soldiers of the Uross, arise! Lo! your Leader from the 

skies, 1235, ti., Waterbury, J. B, 
Soldiers of the Cross, Servants of the Lord, 1295, ii., 

« Wright, P. J. 
Soldiers, who are Christ's r. Clark y hey 

Clark, J. H.; 941, i, Pua, “triet! wat ites 
Soldiers who to Christ belong (tr. L. Williams), 941, i, 

Pugnate, Christi milites 
Sole self-exitent God and Lord, 1264, i, Wesley 

family, The 
8 ee Fee ae 1020, i., Scott, 

th 
Solem Justitiae regem paritura supremum, 1043, ii, 

Sequences 
Solemn rites arice to view, 986, i., Sacris solemniis 

juncta sint gaudia 
Solemnis haec festivitas, 662, i., Latin hymnody 
saglik ce mich tdglich krdnken, 1072, i., Spener, 

Sollemni carmine tuos Oswalde rez, 816, i., Notker 
—— JSratres carissimi, colimus, 815, i, 

otker 
— hujus devoti filii ecelesiae, 815, i., 

er 
Solit es gleich bisweilen scheinen, 289, 1., Der Glaube 

bricht durch Stahl und Stein ; _— i., Titins, C. 
Sollt ich aus Purcht vor Menschen K indern, 1286, ii., 

Winckler, J. J. 
Sult ich meinem Gott nicht trauen, 867, i., Olearius, 

Soltt ich meht gelasson sein, 1146, in , Terstegen, 3 nicht sein, A 
— when their sky is clear, 11 Trench, 

c 
Some say that ever ‘gainst that season comes, 210, ii., ‘ga 

are, lend your heavenly tongue, 1237, i, 

Somehing oe is loving (tr. Mrs. Bevan), 1143, 
Tersteegen, G 

peat Ido not like to feel, 117, i., Bateman, H. 
Sometimes o'r our pathway, 1188, ii, Tutriett, L. 
Somno Deus nunc excitum, 262, ii,, Copeland, W. J. 
Somno refectis artubus, 66, ii., Ambrosius 
Son Eternal of the Puther, 

Son from the Father's brightness bade ard (tr. Double- 
day), 261, a toe terni lumini 

Son of Eternal God most high (tr. Littledale), 28, i, 
Aeterni Patris Unice 

Son of God, for man decreed ( (ollock), 678, ii,, Litanies 
Som of Ged Uf Thy free grace, 1261, i., Wesley family, 

wag ay o fry rok reigning, 1181, i, To whom but 

Son of Gad, our glorious Head, 661 i., Ide, G. B. 
Som of God, Thy blessing grant, 1262, i., Wesley family, 

fon of God, to Thee I cry, 997, ii., Saviour, Who exalted 

Son of God, we kneel before Thee, 542, ii., Hull, W. W. 
sg and Man of sorrows (Quam despectus, 

Nam dejectus), 983, i., Recordare sanctae crucis 
Sof Man, to Thee I cry, 997, ii., Saviour, Who exalted 

or Man, to Thee we cry, 997, ii., Saviour, Who 
exalted bigh 

Son of the Eternal Sire on high (tr. Chambers), 28, i. 
Aeterni Patris Unice 

Son of the Puther ! t i fee i Saari acid dae 

| Son yt. Ca Se. to cast (Summi Parentis 
wei tr. all ), 36, t Fv Patris Unice 

Son of the Sire, the One (tr. Blew), 28, i, 
Acterni Patris — 

Son Thy Sire’s eternal love, 368, ii., Father of all, 
hose powerful voice 

Songs anew oy paneur framing, 442, i., Goode, W. 
Songs of glo the sky, , i, Leeson, Jane E.; 

1170, ii., that art the et aw . 
Songs immortal praise belong, atta, 
Songs y pata taangan sang, 764, a Montgomery, J. 
oe of _— the angels sing, 1068, i,, Songs of praise 

js sae 
mange agh Gerechtigheit (C. David), 776, ii., Milller, M. 
omy Adam | jon to raise, 1196, i., Unitarian bym- 

nody 
Sons of day, arise from slumber, 893, ii., a 5. D. 
Sons of Got ‘by bless'd adoption, 493, ii, Hart, 
Sons of God by blest adoption, 498, ii., ard J. 
Sons of God, in tribulation, 628, ii., Kent, J. 
Sons —o triumphant rise, 1260, ii., Wesley family, 

Sons of Hood, 623, ii., Kent, J. 
~ yorrows emis I lay (tr. Menzies), 108, i., 

fd zie ich mit dem Sterbekleid 
Soon and for ever, 762, ii., Monsell, J. S. B. 
Soon as u breath the times are past, 696, i,, Lord, Thou 

hast been Thy people's rest 
Soon as I heard my Father say, 1240, ii,, Watts, I 
Soon — our any ag eyes awhile (en Buckoll), 

“* 
PIR my Poh my flesh shall rest a H. Mills 

108, i., Bald cieh ich mit dem Sterbe g » 
Soon must this orl in 1237, i, i Watts . 
Soon night the world in gloom will steep (tr. Mites Man- 
Pll. =) 795, i., Neumann, C. 

our Master come, 286, i., Deck, 
Soon shall our voices praise (tr. Miss io 4 ii, A 

Solis ortis cardine Ad usque 
Soon shall that voice resound (tr. Miss Fry), 1282, i, 

Walther, J. 
Soon shall the evening star with silver (ollentl repr 

=, 5, Agee tee returns of holy rest; 71 
Mason, 

one sae these eyes, my Saviour, see, 545, i., Hurditch, 

Soon shall this earthly frame, dissolved (Ancn.), 1084, i. 
Scottish translations and paraphrases 
— we find our journcy o'er, 645, i., Hurditch, 

Soon the fiery sun ascending (tr. Caswall), 809, i., 
Nocte mox diem fugata 

Soon the sweetest — —— (Lustra anne Gal ewe 
it, tempus implens corporis, fr, ' 

1, i., Pange lingua gloriosi proclium cortamaints ) 
Soon the trumpet of salvation, ii., as W. HH. 
Soon os we ee ates ii, Gooey t 
Soon, too 329, Elliott (née 

Marshall), Sulla A.; wa: 900. tie, Sad Sad and weary were 
our 

Soon soil the evening star with silent ca (Mason), 29, 
i, Again the day returns of holy rest 

Soon will the evening star with silver ray ga 
903, ii,, Praise the ee ye heavens adore 

Soon will the ata 
nedy)}, 1232, i., Walther, J. 

Sorge, Vater! sorge du, 701, ii,, Ludamilia-Elisabeth of 
Schwarzburg-Rudo istadt 

in the Mother stood, 1083, ii., Stabat mater dolo- 

Souffrons, il le font souffrons toute la vie, 476 
frm "isigon (ne de la Mothe), Jeanne M. B, : 

Soul, Thy sadness (tr. Miss Borthwick), 
ora a. * Schmiicke dich, o liebe Sele 

Soul, at 2 most awful season, 1014, ii,, Schmticke 
itich, ° 

Soul! couldst thou, while on — remaining (tr. Miss 
Cox), 114, i., Tosma, ¢ 

Soul, draw forth th eoice, deep-sounding (tr, Blew), 
913, ii., Prome eee 

| Soul, o'er life's sad ovean faring, 086, L, Sass, G. H. 
| ‘Soul of Christ, be my — (tr. Anon.), 70, i, 

Anima Christi, sanctifica m 
Soul of Christ, sanctify me ‘ir. in Shipley's Divine 

Liturgy), 70, i., Anima Christi, sanctifica me 
Soul of Christ, sanctify me (tr. in the oe of Devo- 

tion), 70, i., Anima Christi, sanctifica me 
Soul of Jesus, make me holy (tr. Anon.), 70, i., Anima 

isti, sanctifica me 
Soul of Jesus, = me pure nb ag Chadwick), 70, i., 

Auima Christ 
Soul of Jesus, ameter egg (tr. . Bridges), 70,i., Anima 

Christi, sanctifica m: 

come (tr. Ken- 

| 
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Soul of my Saviour, sanctify my breast, 70, i., Anima 
Christi, sanctifica me 

Soul, thy soak of toi is ended, 952, i., Rawson, G, 
Soul, whtie on corte ~— remainest (tr. Miss Cox), 

Souls Se why will ye scatter ?, 362, i., Faber, 

Sound aloud Jehovah's praises, 716, ii., Martin, H. A. 
Sound high Toglish Name, 613, ii., Keble, J; oat i ii., 

Psalters, En 
Sound, sound thes Taal higher still, 601, i, Jesus, 

my Lord, my Go, my all! How can I love Thee 
Sound, sound the truth abroad, 615, ii., Kel 
Sound the alarm! let the watchman ery, 1 1. Van 

Alstyne (nee Cros! ), Frances J 
Sound the loud ti o'er Epvpt' dark sea ones 

765, i., Moore, T.; 775, Muhlenberg 
. ii., Roman Catholic h 

Sounds the bell in ph eed ong ne 
Sounds the trumpet from afar, - i, h i Bonar, H 
Source de tous lea biens, 390, ii, F rite 4 
— of all good to which I pee ind rench 

ymnody 
Source of good, whore controls (tr. R. Massie), 

189, ii., Brunnguell aller Giter 
Source of life, and light, and love, 378, i,, Fleet, J. G. 
Source - ight and — divine (tr. Chandler), "700, 700, ii., 

Lucis Creator iy gomven 
on ro0 light and power divine (tr. Chandler, alt.), 

, Lucis Creator o 
aonres light an and power divine (Shirley), 1056, i., 

Source of Love, ey ighter Sun (tr. “agen 476, i., 
Guyon (nee de la Mothe), Jeanne M 

— La - life's refreshing springs, 1a33, ii., Waring, 

Teiadlisdieds sibie tak Kynaston ii., ved duets memorta agi eae 
Source of wisdom, t and present, 772, ae. 2 Sout ton soile a’ inte (Viney. & soa ii, F 

ymnody 
Sovereign and transforming 504, ii., Hedge, F. H. 
Seen grace has per lnc, 60, ii, Newton, J. 
Sree grace Fer sin ahound 2: 
Sovereign, Lord Grésteas Maden ahs ii., Havergal, 

Frances 
Sovereign of all, Whose will siiacieas ea i, Sinners, joann cal obey, The latest call of 

v heaven, Who didst pues (tr, Calverley), 
metas TH Suprene Rector coe 
sori of life, before Thine eye, 306, i., Doddridge, 

ys Ruler of the skies, 984, i, Ryland, J. 
yoterd our seed in the morning fair, i. i., Bliss, P. 
cai hg the _ in the daylight (dawnlight) fair, 151, i., 

Spare us, ego Sag af aL Oe Sa, Watts, 
red a a ttaihe es Yr, 618, Ke ap elly, rad by Thy ee * 575, i., Jackson, 

Spare to another spring, deen ii., Taylor, Ann and 

Speak tt lips of mine, 162, i,, Bonar, H. 
Speak, my tongue, a mystery glorious (tr. Jobnston, 

1861), Pange og, ogy gloriosi corporis a um 
Body glorious ( ohnston, 

1866), 5) Ponta th lingua gloriosi corporis mysterium 
—, my tongue, the mystic glory (tr. Chambers), 

879, i., Pange lingua gietlec! 8 mysterium 
Speak, O tongue, the Body broken (tr. 1, beers 878, 

fi., Pange lingua glorivsi corpetio myetert taysteri 
fab om. O ye judges of the earth (Ps. lviil.), $00. “ti., New 

k, on ye es of the earth, 278, i., Dale, T. 
my the Pe for that is right, ‘579, ii., Jersey, 

Margaret E, V vite (née Leigh), Countess of 
Speak with me, Lord, Thyself reveal, 1261, i,, Wesley 

bak ng Lord, Th 1, 997, Saviou tk with wa, 1 T revea ii, viour, 
sro et up : 

. 5 Thy oe Saviour, speed them, 615, ia., 
elly, T. 

Spints caput coronatum (tr, Mocgiit), 13 1152, ii., The 
head that once us crowned Here . 

Spirit benignant, Who art One (tr. ieday ii., ” Nune Sancte nobis Spiritus = 
Spirit blest, ho art adored (Pollock), 678, ii., Litanies Spirit creative, power divine, 1211, i,, Veni Creator Spiritus, Mentes 
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are "Siri, Met of mankind, 1211, i, Veoi, Gene 

Divine, attend our prayer, O64, i, 
spar x Spirieas, Mec life bestowing, 1211, res Crew 

Apirih leaee thy hows of cle, LOT, Gh, Spiety, jee Mill of se a 
charity, dispense (tr. Cowper), 476, i, Gora 

ance Ppt ate ed otha 
ar of Christ and God, $75, i., Jackson, E. ait ty om =e earnest given, 11881, "Tews sn 

hy temple, Lo 
at Christ, my nou make 

70, Anima Christi, Sanctifica we 
Spirit of Christ, Thine carnest 
Spirits pe pod Tous lence in noes: 

grace, §75, i. Jackson, B. 
161, ii., Bonar, H. 

my of faith, creraatng prac, 1) ), 946, i, Crow, 
Holy come, Let Thy bright ; eb. 

Spirit of glory and of grace, 1M, Tem 0, . : 
irit of God, Thy Fohes wait, 1004, Lou. S.} 

Teg and union, 945, i., Qui proceiis & 

Light of life (tr. Mr. Bers. 
aa gue, Thou O Gott! o 1 St des Leben 
Spirit holiness, desend, 1083, i Smita SF 
8 life, power, light, 138, i, Berrun, 

oY light and truth, to Thee, 613, i., Keble, | 
a vg BD paca oe Rag Caniple, Land 

tt of might pe sweetness too, 613, i, Keble J; 
1157, i., The shadow of the Almighty’s cload 

pate of and holiness, 1064, i., Smith, & F. 
t of — and might, behold, 704, ii, Mom 

Mt ae truth, be Thou my Guide, 183, ii, Bem, 

Spirit of Truth, come down, 1262, ii,, Wesley family, 

Spirit of truth essential God, 1965, i., Wesley {anily, 

rit of truth, indwelling Light, 151, ii., Boke, J. 2 
sty of frath a ay den 50k i at 

a 
Spirit A, Enso, our apirite’ home, 1087, ii, Ranley, 

irit Wisdom ! Thi 196, ii, Botwr- Se = ne come i, 
superne Spiritus : Cristi conguine 

EwAdyyrer 'lovar, 232, i., + bafaren 
et immortalis Divinitas’, ii., Latin bp 

Se pa Gorton, 8 ii., Ambroslus; 74. 2, 
Lux alma Jesu menti “ta 

Splendor Patris, factor sae 1208, i, Ut jaceote 
cervus undas aestuans desiderat 

of dhory al ait-divian, coma Walleee| 

tate ptrnae all-divine, Theta + a aud 
reast Ler. Wallace), 11 paper 

me o the the Pather’ glory, 1080, ii., Splemter re s 
ternae gloriae 

Sportoy the chongeful multitude, 1278, i., Whittier, ! 6 
Spotlese Anna! Juda's tr. Caswall), 283, 1 

diel gaudia iiss 
spouse (a printer's error) Christi quae per orbem, 108. 

i., Sponsa Christi qnae per pa 
Christ in arms contending (tr. W. Palme) 

1081, i., Sponsa Christi quae per orbem 
Spouse of Christ, in arms ee (tr. W. hme 

& Anon.), 1081, i., Sponsa Christi eal See Spouse a in warfare glorious, 1061, i, Spm 
r orbem 

es to whom "tis given Aad 
i., Sponsa Christi quae r or 

r Christ, who through the vide world Warr; 
+ 1081, i., Christi quae per ortem 

fread, wee wondrous story (tr, Mrs. Chat) 
880,  e. Pange tingus gio tr ra (iW 

(tr Miss Weak 
worth), 106, ii., pen my 

Spread thy triumph far and wih (or Buckoll), 108 & 
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ring’s renewal of earth's in (tr, \Wrangham 
~ 777, i., Mundi — dies » 
Sprinkled with reconciling blood, 123, ii., Beddome, B. 
Spurning the bed where luzury lies, 1067, ii., Somno 

refectis artubus 
Squalent arva sole pulvere multo, 647, i,, Latin hym- 

Stabat ad lignum cructs (Bola:.dus), 164, i., Boschen- 
stein, J 

Stabat juzta Christi crucem, 108%, i, Stabat mater 
dolorosa 

Stabat Mater dolorosa, Juxta crucem (Innocent tt. ?), 
39, i., Alexander, J. W.; 314, L, Dryden, J2; 
345, i, English hymnody; $78, i., Jacobus de 

879, i gg td eid pot = aruen > fis 0 mysteriuim ; 
911, ii., Primers; 104k, i, Sequences 

Stabat mater speciosa, 1082, i,, Stabat mater dolorosa 
meee as the purpose of the skies, 809, ii., Noel, G. T. 
Stand on thy watch-tower, Habakkuk the seer (‘Emi 

THs Ocias GvAaerys), 62, ii., 'Avagragews iptpe 
Stand, soldier of the Cross, 142, i., Bickersteth, E. H. 
— up, my soul, shake off thy fears, 1238, ii, 

atts, L. 
Stand up, my soul, thy fears dismiss, 1238, ii., Watts, L 
Stand up, stand up for Jesus, 315, ii., Duffield, G.; 

758, ii., Missions 
anes rapes to see and hear, 670, i., Leeson, Jane 

Standing at the tal of the ing year, 497, ii. ewe por' R open » Uy 

Standing by a pu true, 160, ii., Bliss, P. 
Sanding forth in life's rough way, 190, i., Bryant, W. C. 
Stands that Mother more than beauteous, 1084, ii, 

Stubat mater »peciosa 
Stans a longe, qui plurima perpetrarat facinora, 815, 

pt geen 
Star mornt 

(nee Bell), Jane . 
Star of peace to wanderers weary, 1068, ii, Simpson 

(nee Bell), Jane C, 
Star of the Sea, 606, i., Jones, 5. F. 
Starke, die zu dieser Zeit, 626, ii., Ki 
Starlight of Bethlehem, 806, i., Nicholson, H. L. 
sg AA, morning, #0 gloriously bright, 465, ii, 

Stat ecce | in altis contiiut jam nuncius (tr, Bingham), 
869, i,, On the mountain's top a 

State of divinest splendour, 1098, . Stone, S. J, 
Stay by One Who for your comfort (tr. Miss Maning- 

ton), 145, ii., Bleibt bel dem, der euretwillen 
Stay, Master, stay upon this heavenly hill, 466, ii, 

Greg, S.; 1196, i., Unitarian gong 
Stay, Thou long-suffering Spirit, stay, 1088, ii., Stay, 

Thou insulted Spirit, stay 
Stay, injured, grieved Spirit, stay, 1088, ii., Stay, Thou 

Sta ge mys lift Th light (Mane y us, Lord,a ift Thy gracious Li 
nobiscum Domine), 587, i., Jesu dulcis memoria 

Stealing from the world away, 877, ii., Palmer, R. 
Steel me to sha reproach, disgrace, 1260, ii., 

Wesley family, The 
Steep and thorny is the way Leading on (tr. E. Jackson), 

IM, i, Borde, 8. G. 
Steep and thorny is the way On to life (tr. H. Mills), 

194, i., Borde, 8. G. 
Steep and thorny is the way To our home (tr, Miss Cox), 

194, i, BUrde, 5. G. 
A , Sele, steh doch stille, 960, ii., Richter, G, 

Nteil und dornicht ist der Pfad, 194, i., Burde, 8, G. 
micans cnelo nitido magis omnibus una, 188, ii, 

Brightest and best of the sons of the ong 
N = nos pius audi, colimus festa tua, 815, 1, 
otker 

Sv phani corona martyris, 1092, ii, Stephano primo 
marty 
~ coronas marty: um, 1082, ii,, Stephano primo 

rty: 
Stephen, first of martyrs, we, 491, ii., Harland, EK. 
Berbent fas das Heil der Sinder, 268, i., Cramer, J. A. 

(wor ue, Xperre, 87, i, “Acwomer wavres Aaoi 
— Mer was ws axaduvor H68ws, 355, ii., "Eowoe 

v, Gayvnatoupywr Leororys 
Stern justice cries for blood, 784, Ui., Midlane, A. 
Stern winter throwa his icy chain, 1090, i, Steele, 

nne 

sult De fein lichevollen Herzen, 1079, i,, Spitta, 

Sul as our dav our strength shall be, 267, i., Coxe, A.C. 
Still downward go-s Christ's way (tr. J. D, Burns), 

, i. Ingolstitter, A. 
= Thy loving-kindness, Lord, 684, ii., Long have 

seemed to serve Thee, Lord 

tly shining, 1058, ii., Simpson 

k, F. G. 
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Still I read, and weary never, 510, ii., Hensel, Luise 
Sal, Lord, I languish for Thy grace, 1263, i., Wesley 

iamily, The 
n me, O my Saviour, stand tn doubting 

heart, my God's Iam, st. iv., C. Wesley), 838, i, 
O Jesu Christ, mein schiin-tes Licht ; 888, i,” Peace, 

hosts, we share, 790, i., Neale, J. M. 
doubting heart, my God's I am 

Still, O Lord ‘ 
the cannons roar, 499, i., Haweis, T. ee over the that 

Still on my native my feet are standing (tr. Miss 
Burlingham), 773, ii., fon a me 

Still on the shores of home my feet are standing (tr. Miss 

ii om Thy loving hes? ict me repose (tr, R. Massie Still on Thy ing rt let me tr, R. 
1079, i., Spitta, C. J. P. ‘ » 

—— of the deepest abyss, 1262, ii., Wesley family, 
Me 

SUll, stilt with Thee, when re le morning breaketh, 
1096, ii., Stowe (née Beec at, Harriet 

Still the night, holy the night, Sl. the world (tr. 
Brooke), 183, ii., Brooke, S. A.; 761, i., Mohr, J, 

SUM will we trust though earth seem dark and dreary, 
196, i,, Burleigh, W. H. 

Still with Thee, O my God, 197, i, Burns, J. D. 
Stille halten deinem Walten, 418, ii., German bymnody ; 

ithe tacin Wille alein Tenis Ift siegen, 1009, ii Stille, mein Wille, dein Jesus hi u , A 
Schlegel, Catharina A, D. vou i 

Stille Nacht! heilige Nacht !, 761, i., Mohr, J. 
Stilles Lamm und Friedefiirst, 960, i, Richter, C. F. 
ae holy night, Silent stars (tr, Miss E. E. 8. 

jott), 761, i., Mohr, J. 
Stimm an das Lied wom Sterben, 418, i., German 

hymnody ; 1079, i., Spitta, C. J. P. 
Stirpe Maria regia proc: cata, 814, i., Notker 
Bip virgam produxit virgaque florem, 1048, ii., 

Sequences 
Stola jucunditatis alleluia Induit hodie, 1043, ii,, Se- 

quences 
Stola regni laureatus, 15, i., Adam of St. Victor 
Zrouior swAwy adawy (Clemens), 238, ii., Clemena, T. 

F. ; 293, i., Dexter, H. M. ; 456, ii., Greek hymnody 
Stood the afflicted Mother w eping, 1083, ii, Stabat 

Stood the fel deelad aeerp (tr. Monsell), 1083. the mou ing (tr. Monsell), . 
i., stabat mater doloroga 

Stood the woe-worn Mother keeping (weeping), 1083, ii,, 
Stabat mater dolorosa : 
voroeag tied thoughts, that used to rise, 1238, ii, se en 

Stop, poor sinner, stop and think, 804, li., Newton, J, 
Stop, stad foeo ee stranger, 645, i., Hurditch, ©. R. 
Storms and winds may blow and batter (tr. in the 

Morav. H. 6, 1789), 616, i., Herrnschmidt, J. D, 
Storms of troubles may assail us (tr. in the Moravian 

H. B., 1789, alt. 1801), 616, i,, Herrnschmidt, J, D. 
Straf mich nicht in deinem Zorn, 37,1, Albinus, J. G. 
Strait is the way, the door is strait, 1238, i., Watts, 1. 
Strait the gate, the way is narrow, 123, iL, Beddome, B. 
Strangers and pilgrima here below, f turn for refu, 

Lord, to Thee, 707, i., Lyte, H. F. 
Strangers and pilgrims here below, In want, in weak- 

SN Ey he rs and pilgrims here below, our prayers 
i send, 790, i. M ches , Neale, J. M.. 
— no more we wildly rove, 318, ii., Eastburn 

Streichet hin, thr leisen Fligel, 628, ii., Knapp, A. 
——_ of the everlasting hills (tr. R. pbell), 

ii., Reram Deus tenax vigor 
ape a lard, the weary soul (tr, G. Moultrie), 

, di., Klopstock, F. G. 
arg a! Thy stakes, extend Thy cords, 234, ii., Clap- 

am, J.P. 
Stretched on the Cross the Saviour dies, 1089, ii., Steele, 

Anne 
Stricken, smitten, and afflicted, 615, i., Kelly, T. 
Strive aright when God doth call thee (tr. Miss 

Winkworth), 1286, ii.. Winckler, J. J. 
Strive, when thou art called of Ged (tr, Miss Wink- 

worth), 1286, ii., Winckler, J. J. 
_ ; yet J do not promire, 913, ii., Procter, Adelaide 

St Ruler, God Whose word is truth (tr, Keble), 
3, ii., Rector potens, verax Deus 

Strong tower and refuge is our God, Right goodly (tr. 
L. W. Bacon), 325, i., Ein feste Burg ist unser Gott 

——— Reformer, Whose far-secing saith, 604, ii., 
naon, 5. ; 

Stupendous height of heavenly love, 1266, ii., Wesley 
family, The : 

love of God most high, 1265, ii., Wesley 
family, The 
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Suave tempus et serenum (tr, Thornton), 1275, i, | Sure the Lord th | God hath spoken, 638, iL, Lang | ? While my Jesus | m ng Submissive to Thy will, my God, 499, i., Haweia, T. Such as in God the Lord do trust (Ps. cxxv., Kethe), 866, i., Old Version Such the King will stoop to and embrace (tr. Mise Winkworth), 1804, ii., Zinzendorf, N. L. von Suddenly to all appearing the great day of God shall come (tr. Mrs. Charles), 76, i., Apparebit repentina dies magna Domint Sudore sat tuo fidés (G. de la Brunetiere), 1298, i,, Yea, thou hast drained thy Master's cup Suffering Christ, we pray to Thee (Beata Christi passio), 1187, i., Tu qui velatus facile Suffering Saviour, Lamb of God, 493, ii., Hart, J. Suffering Son of Man, be near me, 1265, i., Wesley family, The Swamac I’arens clementice, 1100, ii., Summae Deus clementiae, st. ii., Da dexteram surgentibus Summar Parens clementiae, Mundi regis qui machi- nam, 1101, i., Summae Deus clementiae Mundique factor machinae Summe lurgitor praemii, 1102, ii., Summi largitor prae- mii Summe Pater, Creator, $45, i., English bymnody Summe Pater, sancte Deus, 650, i., Latin hymnody Summer suns are glowing, 540, ii., How, W. W. Summi largitor praemii, 470, i,, Gregory the Great Summi Parentis Unice, 28, i,, Aeterni Patris Unice Summi Regis archangele Michael (Alcuin or Notker), 645, i., Latin hymno'y ; 815, i., Notker Summi Regis cor avety, 969° ii,, Salve mundi salutare Summi triumphum regis prosequamur laude, 614, iL, Notker Semmis conatibus nune Deo nostro, 816, i,, Notker Summo Leo agmina 6650, ii., Latin hymnody Summoned my labour to renew, 1260, ii., Wesley family, The Summum praeconem Christi collaudemus, 815, 1, Notker Swmunt boni, sumunt mali, 662, ii., Lauda Sion Salva- torem Sun of comfort, art thou fled for ever (tr, Miss Borth- wick), 639, ii., Lange, J. P. Sun of heaven's eternal day (tr. Ker), 630, i, Knorr von Rosenroth, C. Sun of my soul, Thou Saviour dear (Keble), 7, ib, Abide with me, fast falls the eventide; 611, i. Keble, J.; 1178, 4, "Tis gone, that bright and orbed 

Righteousness, blest face (tr, Oakeley), 1187, i., qui velatus facie Sun of unclouded righteousness, 1263, ii., Wesley family, The Sun, shine forth in all thy splendour (tr. R. Massie), 1078, i., Spitta, C. J. P. Sunbeams all golden, 294, ii., Die gtildne Sonne Sunk ia the sun! the daylight gone (tr. Miss Cox, alt.), 614, i., Herman, N. Sunk is the sun's last beam of light (tr. Miss Cox), $14, i., Herman, N. 

Sun 

Sunli aren the heaven departed, 805, i., Nicholson, 

Sunlignt « the heavenly day, 1233, ii, Waring, nna la Sunn: — om pastand gone, 1287, ii, Winter reigneth +r the land Sunny days of childhood, 472, ii., Groser, W. H. Supernal Word, es orth (Verbum Supernum prodiens, E Patris), 1218, i, Verbum Supernum prodiens, A Patre olim exiens Supernal Word! Thou ome bright, 1217, ii, Verbum Supernum prodiens, A Patre olim exiens Supernal Word, Who didst proceed (Verbum Supernum prodiens, E Patris), 1218, i, Verbum Supernum prodiens, A Patre olim exiens Supernus ales nuntiat, 240, i., Coelestis ales nuntiat Suppliant I adore Thee, latent Deity (tr. Palmer), 23, ii., Adoro Te devote, latens Deitas Suppliant, lo! Thy children bend, 452, i., Gray, T., Jun. Suppose the little cowslip, 1204, ii., Van Alstyne (nee Crosby), Frances J. — and universal light, 1196, ii., Unitarian hym- 
nody Supreme Disposer of the heart (tr. Chandler), 1108, ii., Supreme Motor cordium Supreme in wisdom as in power, 1272, ii., Whence do our mournful thoughts arise ? Supreme o'er all Jehovah reigns, 1119, i., Taylor, John Supremely sweet is sovereign love, 979, ii., Row, T. Sure as I live, thy Maker saith, 1065, ii., So wahr ich lebe, spricht dein Gott Sure, the blest Comforter is nigh, 1090, i., Steele, Anne 

Sure there's a ri thteous God, 1240, ti, Wetw, | Sure to the man. ions of the bleat, 16,1, Adam, 3( | Sure wicked foo | must needs suppose (Ps. xiv.) 0. New Versio Surely at the ap winted time, 962, i, Ringwald!, Surely Corse thy grigfs hath borne, 1163, i, Toplaty, A. Surely none like Thee can teach, 951, i, Rambach J.) Surge anima sol 's acmula, 262, ii., Copeland, W ! Surge, surge, wns mea (tr. Bingham), 78, i, Ane. my soul, ar se, Shake off Surrexit Christ is hodie, 225, i, Corist lag to Tole banden; 51, i, Herman, N.; 5%. a. 87. Jesus Christ is risen to-day ; 650,i., Latin bpnmer, 1247, ii., W sisse, M. — by 1 host of foes, 1263, i, Wesley inly, 

Sursum, mens 1 ica! Strenwe (tr. Bingham), 10, 2, Awake, my soul, stretch every nerve Siisser Heiland | einer Grade, 9065, i,, Dober, Ann Suatine dolores, 167, ii., Thomas of Kempen Sweet and holy + the place, 494, ii., Hastings T Sweet and with enjoyment fraught (tr. Mant), 981. Jesu dulcis nemoria Sweet angel of mercy (tr. Caswall), 68, i, Angier patrone, beste spiritus —- the shy pherd's tuncful reed, 1056, i,, Shires, on. W. Sweet Habe, that wrapt in twilight, 149, iL, Blew, ¥ Sweet baby, sleey, what ails my dear 7, 213, i, Cams Sweet Blood, deir ransom of our souls, 545, i. Bo band, E. Sweet day vest which God has given, 1071, a, Stowell, T. A. Sweet day, so cocl, 20 calm, 512, i,, Herbert, G. Sweet Father o," supernal light (tr. in the Prime, 1635), 884, 1, Pater superni luminis Sweet feast of love divine, 288, i., Deany, Sr E Sweet slowerets of the martyr-band (Salvete flores marty- rum), 947, i., Quicumque Christum quaerite Sweet hallelujahs ! The birds and the blossoms, 53, 2. 
Hood, E. P. Sweet hour of prayer, 1204, ii, Van Alstyne ot 
Crosby ), nees J. Sweet incense breathes around (tr. Anon), #1, 3, Fumant Sabueis templa vaporibus oe is eae riendly voice which (that) speaks, $83, 4. ery ‘ Sroeet ti gentle voice of spring, 763, i., Mons J. 

Sweet is the light of Sabbath eve, 71, ii, Anctber ayy has passed along ; 322, i., Edmeston, J. Sweet is the memory ff Thy grace, 1240, ii., Watts, | Sweet is the morning light to me, 780, i, My God, is 

any hour so sweet a2 Sweet ts the pleasure a cannot spoil (J. 5. Dwight 441, ii., Goethe, J. W. von a Sweet is the scene when Christians die, 1107, i, See is the scene when virtue dies Sweet is the scene when virtue dies, 114, i, Barbeoll 
(nee Aikin), Anna L. a sc Pi solace of Thy love, 1933, i, Wares, Anna L. Sweet is the solemn voice chat calls, 71, i, Lyw Bt Sweet 25 sunlight after rain, 941, i, Pens, 
Ww Sweet is the time of ing, 681, i., W.F. Sweet is the work, ap eh — , ti, Sweet # 
the work, my God, my K P Sweet is the a 0 our King, 1107, i, See * the work, my God, my King Sweet is the work, O Lord, Thy 90, ii., Auber, Heme Sweet iz the work, O Lord, to raise, 294, ii., Caper J.P. Sweet is Thy mercy, Lord, 763, i,, Monsell, J. SB. 

Shoeet it is to in union, 916, ii., Chamberisis, T Sweet Jesus! when I think on Thee, 589, i., Jess coe memoria 

Shee Jers cho my, wish lhe (tr-f9 Lam De Sweet lily af the fl, declare, OTB iin Spits, C1 Sweet Martyr-flowers, fresh from your early one . vete flores martyrum, tr, S. T. Morgan), i, 
Quicumque Christum quaeritis Sweet meditation on the Lord, 589, ix, Jem tis memoria : Sweet mother of our Saviour blest (tr. Wallace), 8 > 
Alma Redemptoris mater quae Sweet music, sweeter far (Bolton), 210, ii., Carols I Sweet nurslings of the vernal skies, 613, i., Keble, +. Sweet peace of Conscience, heavenly guest, 506, & Heginbothom, 0. 
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Sweet place, sweet 
Crossman, S. ; 

Sweet rest in Jeaus, 164, 

otek ceeeena 269, ii, 
. ii., English bh 

ii,, Bottome, 
Sweet “ea bless us ere we go( Evening hymn, Faber) 

361, Faber, F. W.; 975, i, ng hymn Catholic 
frtaeks 

Saviour, in Thy pitying grace (tr. Moorsom), 
1159, ii., Theoctistus of the Stadium 

Sweet Shepherd, Thou hast sought me, 1098, ii,, Streat- 
feild (mee ~aint), Charlotte 

— slumbers, come and chase away, 378, i., Flatman, 

Sweet slumbers now thine eyelids close (tr. Lady E. 
Fortescue), 795, ii., Neumann, G, 

Sweet oe would Thy breath divine, 423, i., Gill, 

pam Star of the morning, go i,, Congreve, G. T. 
Sweet the lesson Jesus taught, 670 , i, Leeson, Jane E. 
Sweet the moments, rich in blessing, 543, i,, Hunt- 

ingdon’s hymn-books; 1056, i., ae Hon. W.; 
1274, ii., While my Jesus I'm possessi 

Sweet the theme of Jesus’ love, 734, i., Midlane, A. 
Sweet the time, exceeding at, 194, ii., gd a. 
Sweet to reflect how divine, 1871, i, When 

languor and — invade w ‘ 
Sweet to ice in lively hope, 1271, i., When languor 

and Pn den invade 
Sweet was the hour, O Lord, to Thee, 288, i,, Denny, 

Sir E. 
Sweet was the sky, 1237, i., Watta, 1. 
Sweet was the ins ten Bop tye i felt, 804, ii, Newton, J. 
a oe sounds that reached our ears, 615, ii, 

elly, T. 
Sweeter sounds than music knows, 804, ii., Newton, J 
Sweetest fellowship we know, 218, ii., Charlesworth, V. J. 
Sweetest flowers of early spri st vete flores marty- 

rum), 947, i. L, Qalcumaus Ge um quaeritis 
Sweetest Fount of holy gladness (tr. Ming Winkworth), 

Suecetené soy the soul oan know (tr. Mise Winkworth a ‘ can know (tr. ‘ink wort 
827,40 du allerstisste adh » 

Sweetest Lord Jesu, Lord, 1016, ii., Schénster Herr Jesa 
Sweetly <oume the Sabbath morning, 1093, i., Stepben- 

son, T. 
Sweetly let's join our evening hymn, 471, i., Grtetetd, T. 
Sweetly the ‘ey Aymn, 108 081, it urgeon, C. H. 

ay Grinfeld T. re ye blow, celesti af pig 4 in 
Swell anthem, raise ., Borwee. ° 
Swift asan Prod s oR 472 i Ore Groser, W 
Swift as the night cm R. Campbell), 

i egy Nox, et } Am et nubi 
Swiftly’ y, our changeful days, 138, a Bertram, R. A. 
Swing censer, wave the banner, TT2, i., Moultrie, G. 

He. ca’ Erleuchtung uns gebracht, 1010, ii., Schlegel, 

Take com Christians, when ends (Logan 
hy noord M.; 1034, Par fs ad bn, ml 

and paraphrase: 
Take neuer abuse the same (in the Primer of 

Queen Elizabeth), 447, i.. Graces 
Take, Lord, all self from me, that J, 1216, ii., Ver- 

borgne Gottesliebe du 
Take me, O my Father, take me, 878, i., Palmer, R. 
Take my heart, O Father, mould it, 1114, i,, Take my 

heart, O Fathor, take it 
Take es ous let it be, 496, ii., Havergal, Frances 

myeran ee fal + 762, ii., ee 
Tobe lg ‘poor rt, a tt be, ii., I thirst, 

Thou wounded Lamb of God seas 
Take, my soul, thy full salvation, 599, i., Jesus, I my 

cross have taken 
a ae O Lord, of all my fears, 622, ii, Kennedy, 

Take pity J for mt Thy pron promise sake (Ps. lvii., Hopkins), 

Take the last Mes=the last for ever! (tr. Neale), 
293, iy Acre reAevraioy dowagpov Super ; 464, ii., 
Greek hy 

see: — Name ") ame with you, 118, ii., Baxter 

Take the wings o ra morning; speed quickly thy 
Fig pepo ry wry, R. 

Take thy take ‘thy shield (tr. Stone), 1 Ki a cre Enaees y (tr. Stone), 1167, ii 

—_ up the Cross, and bear it, 806, i,, Nicholson, H. L. 
Tale oe Sy cross, the Saviour said, 358, ii., Everest, 

Talk with me, Th weal, 1261, i, W 
family. The ecdete wahiican.d 

Talk with us, Lord, Thysel veal, 997, ii., Sa “iuswhidbiee’ 5 A viour, 
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Tamara are i karawa (Our Father, which art in 
heaven), 741, i., Missions 

Tuntum ergo sacramentum (Thomas of Aquino), 878, 
ii., Pange lingua vloriosi corporis mysterium 

Tarry with me O my Saviour, 1068, i., Smith 
rage), Caroline L. 

Tas dépas ras aiwrias, 464, ii., Greek hymnody 
Taufe mich mit deiner Taufe, 307, i., Doring, C. A. 
Taught by our Lord, we will not pray To be, 1265, ii. 

Wesley family, The 
Taught by St. Mark, the Morians land, 1158, i., The 

virtues of Thy saints, 0 Lord 
Te de profundis, a Rez (Ps. 130), 936, ii,, Public 

School hymn-| 
Te decet laus, 1198, 1 ra 1126, i, ii., 1127, 1, Te Deum 

laudamus 
Te Deum lawdamus, 66, ii, Ambrosius; 313, ii., D 

den, J.; 413, ii., 414, i., German hymnody ; 615.1. 
Her grossen Gott dich —— wir ; 704, i., Luther, M. ; 
750, ii., 754, ii., 756, i., ii, . Missions ; 911, i, ii., 
Primers; 968, ii., Robertson (of Monaievaird), W.s 
1249, ii., Welsh bymnody 

Te Deum ‘patrem colimus, §35, i., Horne, G 
Te — — terminum, 136, i., Benson, r Wes 621, ii., 

en 
Te matrem Lei lavdamus, te omnis terra veneratur, 

aeterni Patris sponsam (Bonaventura), 163, i,, 
Buenaventura; 651, i., Latin hymnody; 1130, ii, 
Te Deum laudamus 

Te matrem laudamus, te virginem confitemur (Bona- 
ventura), 1135, ii., Te matrem Dei laudamus, te 
omnis terra veneratur 

Te — Deus piissime, 1207, ii., Veni Creator Spiritus, 
entes 

= senes, et Te Juventus, 219, i, gy ‘6 hym 
Te splendor et virtus Patris, 1177, i, To Christe, 

splendor Patris 
Teach me, my God and King, 612, i., Herbert, G, 
Teach me, O Lord, Thy holy weay, 719, ii., Matson, W. T. 
Teach me, O Lord, where’er I move, 632, ii., Hood, KE. P. 
ago! me, O teach me, Lord, Thy way, 725, ii., Merrick, 

Trach me the measure of my days, 1240, ii., Watts, I. 
Teach me to do the thing that t pleaseth T. Thee, 763, i., 

Monsell, J. S, B. 
Teach me to feel another's woe, 900, ii., Pope, . A. 
Teach me yet more of Thy eS ae , 646, Fs Hutton J. 
Teach po ph in Lord (Wither), —e , Carols 
Teach us, O Lord, aright to Ret 604. i,, N Sewtou, J 
Teach us, 0 Lord, this day, i. Crety Ga. 
Teach ws to number so our days, 671, i., “Leon, J. 
Tearful stood the Mother lowly (tr. Beste), 1083, ii, 

Stabat mater dolorosa 
Tei deus loums tei seignur regehisswums, 1187, ii., Te 

Deum laudamus 
Tell it owt among the heathen gt aver) 496, ii., 

Havergal, Frances R. ; 748, i., 
Tell me, can the world display, 405, re: Carre, Cc. B. 
Teli me, my soul, O tell me why, 264, ii., Cotton, N, 
Tell me no more of treasures, 1007, i., Sel Mer, J. 
Tell me not in mournful numbers, 686, i., Longfellow, 

H.W. 
Tell me not of earthly love (tr. Miss Borthwick), 987, i., 

mir von ketnem Lieben 
Tell me the old, old story (Miss Hankey), 304, ii., Doane, 

W.H.; 483, ii,, Hankey, Katherine 
Tell me Whom my soul doth love, 1291, ii., Wolcott, S. 
Tell, m , the wondrous story (tr. A. C. Coxe), 

879, i., ane lingua gloriosi corporis mysterium 
Tell us thow clear and heavenly tongue, 210, ii., Carols 
Tellurizs alme Conditor, 1136, ii,, Telluris ingens Con- 

ditor 
Tellus et acthra , 645, i., Latin hymnody 

ro rutilant distincta sereno, 988, ii., 
Salve festa dies toto venerabills aevo 

= ue em: ye sons of pleasure, 234, ii,, Clapham, 

s, trials, doubts, and fears, 665, ii., I 
never ceasing songs of 

Tye ‘Eeiy ByOaceu jwocte, deire idwper, 976, ii,, Roma 

Seder, 63, i, Anatolius 
~ ee oe docerne (St. Theodore of the Studtum, 

i,, Greek hymnody 
Ten thousand talents once I owed, 804, ii., Newton, J- 
Ten thousand thousand are Thy hosts, 138, ii., Bertram, 

R.A 
Ten ts times ten thousand, 602, ii,, Jesus, when 

1 fainting lie 
Ten virgins, clothed in salits, 70 707, iit. McCheyne, R. M. 
Tender —- om way, 1858, ii,, Waring, Anna L. 
Tender She, Thou ast stilled (tr, Miss Wink- 

worth, ae de 723, ii.,, Meinhold, J. W 
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Tender saftness! infant mild (Miss Wesley), 1858, ii., ; 
Wesley family, The 

Tenderly He leads us, 1204, ii, Van Alstyne (mee 
Crosby), Frances J. 

Tenderly the Shepherd, 150, ii., Bliss, P. 

Ter beatae dulces horae (tr. Hodges), 1275, L, While my 
Jesus Um possessing 

Terrible God and true (C. Wesley), 1061, i., Sinners, 
the call ubey, The latest call of grace 

Terrible thought! shall J alone?, 1264, ii., Wesley 
family, The 

Tes biens U Dieu sont infinis (Pictet), 391, ii,, French 
bymnedy 

Than greatest cities greater fur (O sola 

Chri turn quaeritis 
Than mightiest cities mightier far (O sola magnarum 

urbium, tr. Copeland), 946, ii., Quicumque Chris- 
tum qua ritis 

Thank and p:vise Jehovah's name, 76, i,, Montgomery, 
J 

Thank God! another stage of time (tr. H. Mills), 389, i., 
Francke, A. H. 

Thank (iad, ut hath resounded, 410, ii., Gerhardt, P. 
Thank God, that towards eternity (tr. Miss Winkworth), 

$89, i., Francke, A. H. 
Thank (od! towards Eternity (tr. Gambold), 389, i, 

Francke, A. H. 
Thank the Lord Who made the earth, 485, i., Harcourt, 

W. Vernon- 
Thankful for our every blessing, 447, ii, Graces 
sere: be fo God for meet and right, 672, i,, lrons, W, 

Thanks be to God, Whose truth we prove (C. Wesley), 
447, ii., Graces 

Thanks be to Thee, Thou slaughtered Lamb (tr. in the 
Moray. H, B., !746), 979, L, Rothe, J. A. 

Thanks, dearest Jesus, for Thy love ie in the Mora- 
vian H. B,, 1801), 760, ii., Mackhe oJ. Fe 

Thanks, thanks be to Thee for Thy pity, 279, ii., Dank, 
ng sey dir far rg a, hash ipaias 

Thanks, thanks unto God! Who in mercy . 
406, i,, Gaskell, W. 

Thanks to God for these who came, 604, ii., Johns, J. 
7 to Thy Name for every pile, 138, li., Bertram, 

A 
Thanks tu Thy name, 0 Lord, that we, 310, i., Dracup, J. 
Thanksgiving and the voice of melody, 1233, ii. 

phe Anna L. se 
Thanksgiving, honour, praise, and might (tr. in the 

Moray. fi K., 1754), 907, ii., Preis, spe Ebr, 
Rutm, Dank, Kraft und Macht 

That awful day will surely come, 1239, i., Watta, I. 
That blessed law of Thine, 1264, i., Wesley family, The 
That blest Cross is displayed where the Lord in the flesh 

was suspended, (tr, Neale), 278, i., Crux benedicta 
nitet, Dominus qua carne pe it 

That city shall full well endure (Pa. xxxvil., Hopkins), 

te acs gs That day a day wra tr. Warren 
300, i., Dies irae, dies illa ¢ » 

That day of wrath and ab gag shame (tr. Aylward), 
300, i., [es irae, dies il 

That day of wrath, of God's dread ire (tr. J. M. 
Brown), 301, i., Dies irae, dies illa 

That day of wrath, that day of doom (tr. J. Ross), 
$00, ii,, Dies irae, dies fla 

That day of wrath, thatdireful day (tr, Anon.), 300, i, 
Dies trae, dies ila 

That day of wrath, that dreadful day (tr. Sir W. Scott), 
297, ii., Dies irae, dies ttle 

That day of wrath, that dreadful day (tr. Sir W. 
Seott and Pulice), 300, ii., Dies irae, dies illa 

That day of wrath, that dreadful day (tr. Crowther and 
Sadler), 299, ii, Dies trae, dies ills ° 

That day of wrath, that dreadful day (tr, Wingfield), 
299. ii,, Dies irae, dies ie 

That day of wrath, upon that day (tr, W. G. Dix), 
300, ii., Dies irae, dies illa 

That day, that awful day the last (tr. Coles), 300, ii., 
Dies irae, dies illa 

That Peath is at my door (tr. Miss Winkworth), 606, ii., 
Heermann, J, 

That doleful night before His death, 493, li,, Hart, J, 
That dread day of wrath and shame (tr. Aylward), 

299, ii, Thies irae, dies ia 
That drea ‘ful day, 466, i., Greek hymnody 
That Hastertide with joy was bright (Ciaro Paschali 

giudio), 94, ii. 95. i.. Aurora locis rutilat 
That fasting serves a holy end (tr, Hewett), 236, i, 

Claram decus Jejuntl 
Tha’ fearful day, that day of speechless dread (tr. 

Neste), 1141, ii, Thy quepar rye dpeetiy | 
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magndrum | 
urbium, f(r. Beresford-Hope), 946, ii., Quicumque 
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That God, Whose awful cain take (tr. Dobie 
day), 711, i., Magnae |eus potentiar 

That great day of wrath and erst tg i 
Apparebit repentina dies magni si 

eae 4 soul I gasp to know, 1965, 2, Weer 
wily, The 

That [ shall die full well I know (tr, H. Milly) lett 
li., Sehmvoick, B-. 

ee eye which cannot sicep, 198i, Berm. | 
un, 

That love is mighty love indeed, 790. i., Neale, J. 
That man in life wherever placed, 197, iL, Berm 
That man is bless'd, who stands in aw (Pe mo. 

800, ii., New Version 
That men a godly life might live (tr, R. Mamie) 31. 

Dies sind die heilgen zebn Gelxt 
That men Co truth ae BF not be strangers (tr, H. Mis, 

302, i., Diterich, J. 5. 
That mystic word of Thine, O Sovereign Lord, 1006 2 

Stowe (mec Beecher), Harriet 
That rage whereof the Psalm doth my, 211. i. Care 
That so thy blessed tirth, O Christ, Tl, i, Carols 
That Thou, U Lord, art ever nigh, 90, ii., Auber, Lame 
That thy rare doings, O Saint John, we pray te, 

1 i,, Ut queant laxis resonare fibris 
That voice which speaks Jehovah near, 1204, 1. Wester 

family, The 
That warning voice, O sinner, hear, 495, i., Hastings T 
That we may worthy be in tuneful drain, 19001 [ 

queant laxis resunare fibris 
That we might walk with God (Beddome), 70, 1, 

Onderdonk, H. U. 
That we never should forget (tr. C.J. Latrobe, #4 

598, i., Jesus Christus, nostra salus 
That we Thy sercants may with pry declare, 1908.1, 

Ut queant laxis resunare fibris 
That we with deep-tuned strings may sound, 19031 

Ut queant laxis resonare fibris 
That we with tuneful notes may sownd Thy life, 1908... 
ty Ut queant Laxis resonare fibris om 

t which of old the reverend choir of prophets, 44, 1. 
Quod chorus vatum venerandus pas 

That which the prophets’ reverend assembly, HE + 
chorus vatum venerandus olim 

That with glad voices we Thy matchless virtues, 1908 1, 
Ut queant laxis resonare fibris 

Thatest sonst uns nichts zu Leide, TTS, ii., Miwes, H. 
Camaros bwrepdvovs | Spovoficros (Ode vili.), 2821 

x ‘ vvatat - dufagare r 
The abyas of many a former sin (tr, Neale), a. 

wG0¢ a ter : 
The Rawat seen shines cold and clear, 976, i. Boe 

setti, Christina G. 
The advent A our God and King (ir. G, Moukne), 

569, ii., Instantis adventam Dei . 
The Advent of our God at hand (tr. Earle), #8 2. 

Instantis adventum Dei : 
The Advent of our God! Behold, the Lord u ser 

(tr. Is, Hiams), 569, i., Instantis adventom tet 
The Advent of our God, Behold the Lord (cent & 

Church Hymns), 669, ii., Instantis adventem be 
The Advent our God. Let ug with prayers \'. 

Johnston), 569, ii., Instantisadventum Dev 
The Advent of our God, Our prayers (tr. Chandler, 

569, i, Instantis adventum Dei 
The Advent of our King! For this prepare the ea), 

596, ii., Instantis advyentum Dei 
The Advent of our King. Our prayers (tr, Chanil, 

alt.), 569, ii., Instantis adventom Dei 
The air of Paradise Ie a fountain of neeeincs |” 

Burgess), 1110, i.. Syriac hymmnody P 
The almighty King, victorious on this day (tr. Pearsc\ 

959, i.. Rex omnipotens die hodierna 1 
The Almighty reigns, exalted high, 1240, ii. rom 
The Almighty Srrit to a poor, 139, i., Bethune, © é 
The ancient drys were dep of might, 1148, i.. The “47? 

of old were days of might L 
The ancient law departs (tr. in H. A. & M.), 288 

Pebilis ceasent elementa legis 
The ancient sages (led from far) from afar, 283d, 

Cotterill, T. 146, 
The angel spake (spoke) the word (tr, Caswall), 2b 

Coelestis ales nuntiat via bs 
The angels came down in their cohorts w brig © 

Garratt), 1227, ii, Yom Himmel kam de Eno! 
Schaar $ * nas 

The Apostles’ hearts were full of pain (rae e 
apostoli, tr, Neale), 94, ii., Aurora cere 

The Apostles’ hearts with ores a (Tristes 
apostoli), 96, i,, Aurora lac 

The Apostles wept with hearts forlorn (Trine = 
oli, fr. cento In Rorison's H. & A.) 

Aurora lucie rutilat 
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wept with hearts forlorn (Tristes erant 
Phe apostoli, Pra <3 Copeland), 95, i., Aurora lucis rutilat 

figsurian came down like the wolf on the fold, 
rhe 199, ii., Byron, G.G.N., Lord 

Assyrian king in splendour came, 1299, i., Yonge 
The (mee Bargus), Frances M 
Hs atoning blood is slowing, , 645, i., Harditeh, C. R. 
he atoning work is done, 615, i., Kel ly, T. 

The Autumn is returning, 35, i., Alberti, H. 
The Babe in Hethichem's manger laid, 212, ii., Carols 
The the Christian wears on earth (tr. R. Massie), 

1 ii., Spitta, C. J. P. 
The banner of the Cross, 1294, i., Wordsworth, C, 
The banner “of the King a, " forth, The Cross, the 

radiant mystery, 1222, i, Vexilla regis prodeunt 
The banners uf our King advance, 1222, i., Vexilla 

regis prodeunt 
he bamners of the King appear, The mystery of the 
The Niche shénes clear, 1222, 1, V oe Tegix prodeunt 

nners the ki come foorth, The mistari¢, 
rhe s26i, i, Cex it unt 

nrners the Ki ‘orth Outshines the m: 
the Rood, 1222 teas. Ve — «, Vexilla regis penis proteent 

The Banquet ‘— the pend is laid (tr. Singleton), 14, i. 
Ad regias Agni 

The peter: se with P thrilling sounds (tr. as io the 
Hymopoary), i, Clamantis ecce vox sonans 

The battle now is done, (tr. Bonar), 377, i., Finita jam 

The betes Viney vs The birds they (tr. in Hys, & * ring, sing (tr. in Hys, 
Poems), 521, i., Hey, J. W. 

The ible is justly a et i,, How firm a foun- 
dation, ye saints of the Lord 

The bird let Loose in eastern skies, 765, i,, Moore, T. 
The bird ef day, messenger (tr. in the Primer, 1545), 

38, ii., Ales diel nuntius 
The bird that hails the early morn (tr. Macgill), 38, ii., 

Ales diei nuntius 
The bird that heralds in the light (tr. Macgill), 38, ii, 

Ales diei nuntius 
The —- the Lamhe ped. a al nad in the Hymnary), 

, Lic, Ales diei nuntius 
The bide the harbinger of light (tr. Mant), 38, ii., Ales 

diei nuntius 
The blasts of chill Becwmher sand, O80, Sis Spas, N. 
The blessed Christ is coming, 79, ii., Arndt, E 
—_— Cross hai aut ds carson eons ta ete 

bled (tr. Mrs. Charles), 278, i, Orux benedicta 
nitet, Dominus qua carne pependit 

The blessed ee (tr. in Hys. & Poems), 
521, i. ey, : 

The blessed virgin travailed without pain (Jeremy 
Taylor), 211, i., Carols 

The Bread af angels, lo, is — Ecce panis angelorum, 
tr. Oakeley), 664, 1, La Salvatoren 

The breaking waves dashed re $10, i., Hemans (nee 
rewrunt Felicia a t a 

The Bridegroom comes, » Bonar, 
The Bridegroom cometh, goerhead (tr. Chatfield), 71, i, 

“Arwen, par nkpaci ven Bons éyepoivenpos jxos ; 458, ii, 
459. i., Greek bymnody 

The Hridegroom soon will call us (tr. Loy), 1282, 1, 
Walther, J. 

The bright ant morning star arose (tr. R. Campbell), 
ia eae Ae Christus tenebris obsitam 

Rieeing damm and voiceful day, 196, ii., Bur- 

The ea contrite heart : oppress’d, 762, ii., Monsell, 
J.8 

The bud “suit soon become a flower, ym i, Very, J. 
The burden of my sins, U Lord, 266, i. 1, Ca C. c 
The busy es its eyes doth close (tr. J. Kelly), 79, ii, 

Arndt, E. 
ha Dypens days in Time's dark ocean sleep (tr. Day- 
eo. 294, ii., Dies absoluti practereunt 

The Cedar nF Lebanon, Plant of renown, 680, i,, Little- 
dale, 

The i chime of Sabbath bells, 970, i, Robinson | 
ef London), R. | 

ne Sherabins oe God (tr. in the Moray, H. B,, 1748), 
467, i.,G6 CG 
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The chorus raise of highest praise, 491, ii., Harland, E. 
The Christian warrior, see him stand, 764, ti., Mont- 

gomery, J. 
The Christian's on hei ey here (tr. Mrs. Find- 

later), 1078, li,, Spitta, C. J. 
The Christian's grave with j ia (tr. G. Walker), 

The Caristian's life’ foun dimiage ths a eC ‘a life inwa us splen- 
dour, 960, ii., Richter, C. F ew om 

The Christian's path shines more and more, 630, i., 
Hoime, T. 

The Christian's ar of honour here (tr, Miss Maning- 
ton), 1078, ii., Spitra, C. J. P 

The Church and Sor once, 1285, ii., Wilson, Jane 
The Church has waited long, 161, ii,., Bonar, H. 
The Church in ancient days, 1266, i., Wesley family, 

The 
The Church in her militant state, 1264, i, Wesley 

family, The 
The she = one throughout the globe, 216, ii., Cham- 

The Church Christ that = hath hallowed here, 
1 iberg, A G. 

The — CAG amazing precious thought, 736, i., 
idlane, 

The Church of God below, 707, i., Lyte, H. F. 
The Church of God lifts up her voice, 1180, ii., To Thee, 

O Lard, our bearts we raise 
The Church of God, with equal care, 763, i., Monsell, 

The Zarek of our fathers so dear to our souls, 610, iL, 
Hemans (nee Browne), Felicia D. 

The Church on earth estcth Thee, The Father, 1183, 
i., Te Deum lautamns 

The Church on earth, with peice pe love (tr. Neale), 
1108, i., Supernae matris ga 

The Church's one Foundations { (se), ‘742, i., 751, ii., 
Missions; 1096, i., Stone, 5 

The circling year feain Ath 3s back the day (tr. 
—! 120, ii., Beata nobis gaudia Anni reduxit 

ita 
The clouds we sorrow rest upon mine eyes, 680, i,, Little- 

The cook's hesil horn proclaims the morn (tr. Copeland), 

The oorniny rE a ma tor R aad coming af our God, our prayers (tr. R. 
based on Chandler), 569, i., Lustantis adver tam Det 

The m wall), 67 of Christ, from shore to shore (tr, Cas- 
all), 578, id., Iste Confessor Domin! sacrutus 

corpse we now inter, and give, 828, i., Nun lasst 
oe den Leib begraben 
The countless multitude on high, 1031, i., Scottisb 

hyninody ; 1148, ii., The glorious myriads round the 
th rone 

The covenant of free grace, 1187, i., The secret of the 
Lord, From sinners 

The Cradle which the world has drest (tr. X. X.), 
1080, i., Spitta,C. JP. 

The crimson Bas sunset sky, 1156, i., The roseate hues 
of early 

The Cross fy os see Jesus bear (Crucem pro nobis 
sublit), 1187, 1, Tu qui vela us facie 

The Cross for ws the Saviour bore (Crucem pro nobis 
sublit), 1187, i., Tu qui velatus facie 

The Cross is ever 1144, ii,, Tersteegen, G. 
The Cross & on Calearys Acight, 1060, ii., 

Singleton, R. C. 
The Cross is on our (thy) brow, 303, i., Dix, W. C, 
The crown ts on the victor's —— (tr. Neale, alt.), 

877, i., Finita Jam sunt praelia 
The Crucified ts gone before (tr. Chandler, alt.), 808, ii., 

Nobis, Olympo rediitus 
The cup which my Father hath given, 949, i., Raffles, T. 
The — sky, how thick it lours, 306, i., Doa- 

e 
The ym el fats. and joyful earth, 676, i., Jam 

Christe sol Justitiae 
| The dawn is aging o'er the sky (tr, Copeland), 94, i., 

Aurora jam spargit polum 
The dawn is purpling o'er the sky (Aurora coelum pur- 

purat, tr, Copeland), 95, ii., Aurora tucis rutilat regor, 
the Child is born in Bethlehem (tr. Mrs, Charles), | The — ae ee ae in the east (tr. Caswall), 94, i., 

940, ii., Puer natus in Bethlehem 

Williams, Is. 
The Children, Epes eghie with the love, 355, ii.,° 

Aady, Gayparovpywr Se 
The children "reared in ee | (Oi maibes ——— tr. | 

Littledale ), 232, i., X 

The child leans om its parent's breast, 1264, ode hak 

The choir of New Jerusalem fm (tre Kebich 298 ik 224, ii., Chorus | The day 
novae Hierusalem 

he choirs of ransomed Israel (tr. Neale), 224, i. | The day comes 
* Cosmas, St. : XMopos ‘lopaya; 263, i, 

ya dear Sabbath, 269, ii., Cross (née 
amin dge), Ada 
dawn of light breaks o'er the sky (tr. Neale, alt.) 
95, i.. Aurora lucis rutilat 

| The dawn was Purpling o'er the sky (Aurora coelum 
d 95, ii, a4 lucis rutilat 

eth, O my soul, 306, ii., Doddridge, 

of indignation (tr, Cayley), 300, i., 
Dies irae, dies tila ¢ 

purpurat, tr. Caswal 
approach 

= » 
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The day departs, My soul and heart, 289, i., 
bin, Mein Geist und Sinn 

The day expires; My soul desires (tr. Miss Winkworth), 
288, i,, Der Tag ist hin, Mein Geist und Sinn 

The day has dawned, Jehovah comes, 964, i., Ri a Je 
The day hath dawned—the day of days (tr. Russell), 

514, i., Herman, N. 
The day is done, And, left alone (tr. Miss Winkworth), 

289, i., Der Tag ist hin, Mein Geist und Sinn 
The day is done’ I'thank Thee, Lord alone (tr. Bonar), 

1141, i, The nucpar dceAGww 
The day ia done; its hours have run, 1108, i., Sweet 

Saviour, bless us ere we go 
The day is done; O (fod the Son, 916, ii.; Lae , G. BR. 
The day ts done, the sun is set (tr. F. C. C.), 516, ii., 

Hertzog, J. F. 
The day is done; the weary day of thought and toil is 

past, 1035, ii., Scudder, Eliza 
The day is drawing nearly done, 239, i, Clephane, 

it 2 Elizabeth C 
The any ix gently sinking to a close, 1067, ii., Son of 

God, eterual Word; 1294, ii., Wordaworth, C. 
The day is geme, abide with me, Jesus (tr, R. Massie), 

i, Neander, J. 
The 4 iz gone, a with me to-night (tr, E. Massie), 

. , , . 

The day is gone, And left alone (tr. R. Massie), 289, L, 
Der Tag ist bin, Mein Geist und Sinn 

The day is and now no more (tr. G. Walker), 
516, ii., Rating: J.F. 

The day 4 gone, come Jesu my Protector, 792, i., Nean- 
der, J. 

The day is gone; my soul looks on (tr. Mrs. Bevan), 
289, i., Der lag ist hin, Mein Geist und Sinn 

The day is gone, the weary sun declining (tr. H. Mills, 
289, i,, Der Teg vergeht, die mfde Sonne sinket 

The day is ogg - J on _ is at hand ('Edéoryxer 
nucpa, tr, Neale), . i, Thy qucpar rye dpieryy 

The day ts o'er, My soul longs sore (tr. Misa Cox), 
289, i., Der Tag ist hin, Mein Geist und Sinn 

The day ts ing on, I thank Thee, O Lord, 1141, i, 
The hudpal beAOuw 

The day ts past and gone, Great God, we bow to Thee 
tr, Blew), 451, i., Grates peracto jam die 

The day is past and The evening, 670, ii., Leland, J. 
The day is past and over (tr. Neale), 63, i., Anatolius ; 

li., Neale, J, M.; 1188, ii., 1141, 1, Thw qudpar 
bieAGav 

The day is past, and still we live (tr, R, Campbell), 
451, i., Grates peracto jam die 

The day is past, Thou Saviour dear, still dwell my 
breast within (tr. Buckoll), 782, i., Neander, J. 

The day is surely drawing near (tr, Peter), 962, i., 
Ringwaldt, B. 

The Say meee come, the judgment’ day, 648, ii., Hull, 

The day, O Lord, is spent, 789, ii., Neale, J. M-. 
The day of anger, ah that day (tr. H. J. Macdonald), 

300, ii., Dies irne, dies illa 
The wad 44 birth, my soul, improve, 141, ii., Bicker- 

steth, KE. 

The day «of Christ, the day of God, 1285, i, Wesley 
family, The ie 

“s day is past and Thee y is pas The day of praise is done, 1147, 
gone, Great God, we bow to 

The day of rest again comes round, 616, i., Kelly, T. 
The day of rest is passed away, 1097, i., Stowell, H. 
The a of rest once more comes round, 615, i., Kelly, 

The day of Resurrection, 62, ii., 'Avacravews nucpa 
The day of the Lord is at hand, 218, ii,, Charlerwortli, 

The day v wrath, ah me, the day (tr, McCorkle), 
300, ii., Dies irae, dies illa 

The day of wrath, that awful day (tr, Avon.), 300, i., 
Dies irae, dies illa 

The day of wrath, that certain day (tr, MacKellar), 
$01, i., Dies irae, dies illa 

The da | wrath, that doom-deciding day (tr. Anon.), 
299, ii,, Dies irae, dies illa 

The day of wrath, that dreadful day, Shall the whole 
world (tr. Lord Roscommon), 297, i., Dies irae, 
dies lla; 314, i., Dryden, J.; 911, ii., Primers 

The day of wrath, that dreadful day (tr, Anon.), 
299, ii., Dies irae, dies illa 

The da wrath, that dreadful day (tr. W. You 
he Dies irae, dies me sin me), 

The day of wrath, that dreadful day (tr. D. T. Mor- 
gan), 300, i., Dies irae, dies illa 

The day of wrath, that and awful day (tr. 
T. T.S.), 299, ii, Dies irae, dies illa 

The day of wrath, that haunting day (tr. R. C. Mutton), 
300, i., Dies irae, dies illa 

INDEX. 

Der Tag ist gat ~ € & 
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wrath, that last dread day (tr. ine 
Dies irae, dies ills 

= Thou gavest, Lord, is ended, 387, i. Bene 

The day to night is calling (tr. Blew), 636, i, Loe 
jam solis rota 

The day with light its gemial self engirds, \)ti - 
Sutton, H. S 

The day-beam dies Behind yon cloud, 1082 i, oo 
LG. 

The daylight fades, The evening shades, Ut . 
Summers, T. 0. 

The days ons years of lime are fled, TH ii, Ve 

The p per of hope and prayer are past, 611, j., Ke: 
The day-spring fair of light beams forth (tr. Berebet 

Hope), 96, i., Aurora Incis rutilat 
The day-star shows his radiant face, §78, i... Jan es 

orto sidere 
ts done—ended the strife, 1066, iL, Suva, / 

The deep fold offspring a two- v7) ing bore (tr. Ohmi 
562, i., Tides eeel bent ¢ 

aS ens ‘ormer sin (tr. Neale, alt... lo 
Oo 

The dewy freshness that the furnace flings |4s..» 
Tos vreppuous 7 oBdAos, tr. Neale) SLi 
Xpioros yervarac- agarTe 

The dolorous chast Mother stood (tr. tn the Prar 
1685), 1083, ii., Stabat mater doloroma 

The dove let loose in eastern skies, 765, iL, Moore, T 
The he dee day, the day of fre (tr. Husmbes , 

299. Dies irae, dies ills * . . ie 

sie is a“ of night hath Laid (tr. in the Hrme, 
$20, 1., Nox atra rerum contegit ‘ 

The acto of the free resound, 1018, i, Schment 

a fond her charge awakes, 1904, i, Wee 
‘amily, 

The ert ol light and loveliness, 735, i.. Miles + 
oi meget tabeth 

The earth and all her fulness mons, 1262 i, Wm 
family, The aS 

The Mg and all that it contains, 683, i,. keno! 

The earth for ever is the Lord's, 1240, ii., Watts, | 
The carth from East to West, 1294, i., Workrwort, « 
The carth in robes of light arrayed, 1174, i.. Three. » 
The earth is all the Lord's, with all (Ps 0, hebw, 

6153, ii., Keble, J. Z 
The earth is all the ford’s with all Her tere) 

xxiv,, Hopkins), 865, i, Old Version — 
The earth is the Lord's, And all it contains, 126), 

Wesley family. The i — 
The earth proclaims its Lord, 1931, i,, Walker. © 

Newcastle) 
The earth, the sky, the mighty ocean (Quew terta, pate 

sidera), 944, ii,, Quem terra, pontus, aethers 
The earth, where’er I turn mine eye (tr. H. Mills ol. 

407, ii., Gellert, C. F. ; 
The earth with all her fulness owns, 1962, i, Wer 

family, The S 
The enormous load of human guilt, 1284, iL, Witham 

w 
The eternal gifts of Christ our King (Acterns (in 

munera, Apostolorum gloriam, tr. Chambers), + 
Aeterna Christi munera, Et martyrum victor 

The eternal gifts of Christ our King (Actes On 
munera, Apostolorum gloriam, tr. Neale, # 
24, ii., Aeterna Christ: munera, Es mite 
victorias : , 

The eternal gifts of Christ our King, Te wart” 
victories let us sing (tr. Chambers), 24, ii.. Aee™ 
Christi munera, Et martyrum victories * 

The eternal gifts of Christ the King, The Ape 
glorious deeds (Aeterna Christi muner rayne 
rum gloriam, tr. Neale), 94, il, Aeterts >" 
munera, Et mart victorias YE 

The eternal gifts of Christ the King (tr. Blew * * 
Aeterna Christi munera, Et martyrum viens 

The eternal gifts of Christ - King agg roar 
munera, Apostolorum gloriam, {T- aes. 
24, ii, pee Christi munera, Ex marty 
victorias 

The eternal gifts Christ the King, The mary’ 
glorious pbs oe (tr. Neale), 94, i, Aee™ 
Christi munera, Et martyrum victoriss Cum: 

The eternal gifts of Christ the King, 916, ii. 
berlain, T. 

l Arist the Lord (Aeterna Com FM smunera./Apoatolorai orl, (7 [ithedsle postoloram 
Aeterna Christi munera, Et martyram vyxtor# 



THE ETER 

The eternal God, Auman birth, 1218, ii., Verbum 
Superoum prodiens Nec Patris linquens 

The sternal Spirit's gifts (Aeterna Christi munera, 
Apostolorum gloriam, tr. Caswall, alt.), 24, ii, 
Aeterna Christi munera, Et martyrum vict rias 

The Kternal Spirit's gifts, The gifts of Christ the 
King (Aeterna Ch munera, Apustolorum glo- 
riam, fr. Phillimore), 24, ii, Aeterna Christi 
munera, Et martyrum victerias 

The eternal Word God descends, 1218, ii, Verbum 
Supernum prodiens Neo Patris Linquens 

The evening pales; the dying day grows wan (tr. 
Dou ), 1136, ii., Te lucis me terminum ¢ 

The — dimness, 165, ii., Bourne, W. 

The everlasting gifts of Christ (Acterna Christi mu- 
neta, Apostolorum gloriam, ¢r. Hope), 25, i, 
Aeterna Cbristi munera, Et martyrum victorias 

The everlasting hills declare, 280, i., \arting, T. 
The exalted heavenly choir, 360, ii., Excelsvrum civium 

inclita gaudia 
The eye sees water, nothing more (tr. Gambold ), 236, ii., 

Christ unser Herr zum Jordam kam : 
The fair moon hath ascended, 236, ii,, Claudius, M. 
The faith of God which we receive (tr, Chambers), 

ii,, Dei fide qua vivimus 
The fast as taught by holy lore (tr, Neale), 359, ii., Ex 

more docti m. 
The fast that in the ancient law (tr. R. Campbell), 

i., Quod lex adumbravit vetus 
The Father exalted, ancient of days, unbegotten (tr. 

Macliwaine), 55, i., Altus Prosator, Vetustus — 
The Futher from eternity, 807, i., Nicolai, P. 
The Zuder, Ged, we glorify, 424, i., Give glory unto 

on hig 
The Father knows thee! Learn of Him (tr. Mra. Find- 

later), 395, ii,, Freudentheil, W. N, 
The ed - shew us, gracious Lord, 1060, ii., Singleton, 

The Father's bosom Thou didst leave (Verbum Supernum 
prodiens, E Patris), 1218, i, Verbum Supernum 

The prodiens, A Patre olim — an 
Futher’s grace and love, 1183, i., Toplady, A. M. 

The Pather’s wisdom, Truth divine (tr. in the Primer, 
1634), 886, i., Patris Sapientia, veritas divina 

The Father's wisdome deepe (tr. in the Primer, 1615), 
The fon i., Patris Sapientia, veritas — eat ae 

eeble ie, the gasping breath, «, Heber, R. 
The festal _— my (od, is come, 725, ii, Merrick, J. 
The festal morn, O God, is come, 1146, i,, The festal 

morn, my God, is come 
The fields and woods all silence keep, 90,1., Arndt, E. M. 
anager wind howls about the hills, 688, ii., Pearse, 

G 
The fiery sun is gone (Jam sol recedit igneus), 843, ii., 

O Lux beata Trinitas, Et principalis Unitas 
The flery sun now fades from sight (Jam sol recedit 

neus, tr. Copeland), 843, i., 0 Lux beata Tri- 
nitas, Et principalis Unitas 

The fiery sun now rolls away, And hastens (Jam sol 
recedit igneus, tr. in the Primer, 1706), 843, ii., 
© Lux beata Trinitas, Et principalis Unitas 

The fiery sun now rolls away, Hlest Three in One (Jam 
sol recedit igneus, tr. in the Evening Office, 1760), 
843, ii., 0 Lux beata Trinitas, Et principalis Unitas 

The fiery sun recedes from sight (Jam sol recedit igneus, 
tr. Wallace), 43, ii., O Lux beata Trinivas, Et prin- 
cipalis Unitas 

The Piftieth day was come at last, 327, ii., Ellerton, J. 
The ons is o'er, the crown is won, 680, i., Littledale, 

The first of all Apostles, 1181, ii., Tov ¢v xpodyrace 
The Rret of depo tha light beheld (tr. Chandler, 1837), 

294, i, Die dierum principe 
The fish in wave, and bird on wing (tr. Is. Williams), 

562, ii., lisderm creati fluctibus 
The fish in ware, the bird on wing (tr. in H. A, & M., 

bared on Chandler), 562, i., lisdem creati fluctibus 
The flaming sun has sunk in night (Jam sol recedit ig- 

neus, tr, Mant, alt.), $43, ii., O Lux beata Trinitas, 
Et principalis Unitas 

The floods lit up their waves, O God, 281, ii., Davis, T. 
The floods, O Lord, lift up their voice, 195, i,, Burgess, G, 
The flowxts of grief have spread around, 715, ii., Mar- 

tineau, Harriet 

The lmoers that bloom in sun and shade, 978, i, Ros- 
setti, Christina G. 

The foes of Zion quake for fright (Ps. 63), 1081, ii., 
Spurgeon, C, H. 

The followers of the Son af God, 269, i., Crewdson (née 
Fox), Jane 

The foolish man in that which he (Ps. lil, Norton), 
865, ii., Old Version 
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The foolish man within his heart (Ps. lill.), 666, ii., 
Old Version 

The foolish wicked men can saye (tr. Coverdale), 355, i, 
Es spricbt der Unweisen Mund wohl; 443, i., 
Goostly Psalmes and Spiritualle Songes 

The forty days are past (tr. Mires Leeson), 1188, i, 
‘empli sucrata pande, Sion, fures 

The Fountain plows /—its waters—all are needing (tr. 
H. Mills, 1456), 50, ii., Allendorf, J. L. C. 

The Fountain flows; waters of life bestowing (tr. H. 
Mills, 1545), 60, ii., Allendorf, J. L. C. 

The fountarn in its source (tr. Cowper), 476, i, Guyon 
(nee de la Mothe), Jeanue M. B. 

The tng ge of Christ Assist me to sing, 493, i, 
art, J. * 

The — of the time sone (tr. Jubnston), 1068, 
The f. Statuta decreto i sel 

urnace, shedding 5 ra @avpdros ire 
‘ ttledale), 232, i., Xpor 

Pratas* em 

uots 7» Spowopdaos, tr. 
ire 

The future hides in it, 441, li,, Goethe, J, W. von 
The Galilean Pishers toil, 1291, i.. Wordsworth, C. 
The gentle Saviour calls, 870, i., Onderdonk, H. U.; 

038, i., See Israel's gentle Shepherd stund 
The le sire, the best of fi (tr. M. Browne), 
The . i., Es ist nicht schwer ein Christ zu sein 

ittering morn bedecks the sky (tr. Neale, alt.), 

whe plitictng ie a ae key, 1020, i., Scott iY é 7, sky, 1 hy . 
fienbean! me 

The — night o'ershadows now (tr. Wallace), 

The gloomy night will {ahall] som be past, 1104, 4. night wii fi soon past, ’ Fregettee, £'P. 
The gloomy winter now is o'er, 1071, ii., Spee, F. vou 
The glories of my Maker God, 1239, i., Watts, L. 

lories the Saviour’s Name (tr, D. T. Morgan), 
ior, i,, Glorlosi Salvatoris 

rious myriads round the throne, 1031, i., Seottish 
nody 

The sloriene universe around, 764, ii., Montgomery, J. 
The glory of the spring, hovw sweet, 421, ii., Gill, T. H. 
The mad of their builder, God, 1196, ii., Unitarian 

yrnnedy 
The God Jehovah reigns, 1240, ii., Watts, I. 
The God tery ees (Olivers), 280, ii., Darling, 

T.; , i, Lo! He comes with clouds descending, 
Once for favoured sinners slain ; 867, ii., Olivers, T. 

The God of glory looks around, 1161, i., The God of 
glory walks His round 

The God of glory walks His round, 604, i., Heber, R. 
The God of gods, the Lord (Ps. 1., Hopkins), 866, ii,, 

Old Version 
The God of heaven is pleased to see, 1116, ii,, Taylor, 

Ann and Jane 
The ge of Israel never sleeps, 273, ii,, Cunningham, 

The God of love my Shepherd is, And He that doth me 
feed (G.. Herbert), 1161, ii, The God of love my 

The Gad of love my Shepherd is, M 
Guide (Rawson, 1876), 1162, i,, 
Shepherd is 

lowe my Shepherd is, To watch me and to 
feed (Rawson, 1453), 1161, ii., The God of love my 
Shepherd ts 

The God of mercy be adored, 1239, i., Watts, I. 
The ‘od of mercy warns us all, 1161, i., The God of 

glory walks His round 
The God of my salvation lives, 1090, i., Sterle, Anne 
The God of our salvation hears, 1240, ii., Watts, 1. 
The God of Peace, to qguilty man, 468, i., Gregor, C. 
The ane of peace, Who from the dead, 377, ii., Fiteh, 

The God ‘of truth His Church has blest, 645, ii., Hurn, 

The God to Whom we homage pay, 1302, ii,, Zinzendor!, 
. L, von 

Pe god we heriad. pe drihten we andettap (tr. in the 
mbeth psalter), 1128, i, Te Deum laudamus 

The God Who created the skies, 808, ii,, No prophet, nor 
dreamer of dreams 

The God who reigns on high, 1150, li., The God of Abra- 
ham praise 

The God, Whom earth, and sea, and sky Adore and 
laud, 944, ii,, Quem terra, pontus, aethera 

The God Whom earth and sea and aky, Revere, adore, 
944, ii., Quem terra, pontus, aethera 

corn now wares strong (tr. R. Massie), 
ii., Geh aus, mein Herz, und suche Freud 

The Golden gates are lifted up, 1148, i., The eternal 
gates lift up their heads 

The 

The 

gracious constant 
he God of love my 
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The land is shining, 5765, i., Jackson, E. H. 
The golien morn flames up the Eastern sky (tr. Miss 

Vinkworth,, 1077, i., Spitta, C. J.P. 
The — — is im the arisen, 1077, i., Spitta, 

CJ. 
The golden morning, 294, ii., |.ie gUldne Sonne 
The golden Sun has now fulfilled, 1036, i., Scriver, C. 
The mre sunbeams with their joyous gleams (tr, Miss 

inkworth), 294, i., Die gilldne Sonne 
The good old book! with histories, 117, ii., Bateman, H. 
The good old times, how glorious, 763, i., Monsell, J. 5. B. 
The goodly land J see, 1150, ii., The God of Abruham 

raise 
The cto of our glorious God, 196, ii., Burnbam, R. 
The (Gospel comes, ordained of God, 824, ii, Nunn, W. 
The Gospel is the light, 1117, ii., Taylor, Emily 
The Gospel, U what endless charms, 1090, i,, Steele, 

Anne 
The Gospel of Thy grace, 695, ii., Pierson, A. T. 
The gospel shows the Father's grace, 700, i., Loy, M. 
The vernoure of the tryple engyn (tr. in the Sarum 

Feymer, 1538), 944, ii,, Quem terra, pontus, aethera 
The grace of the Holy Ghost be present with us (prose 

tr. Neale), 993, i,, Sancti Spiritus adsit nobis 
Quae corda 

The 48 er sina which clothe the field, 804, ii., 
ewton, J. 

The grass so green, the trees so tall, 789, ii., Neale, J. M. 
The grave is empty now, its prey (tr. H, Mills), 236, ii., 

Claudius, M. 
The great archangel’s trump shall sound, 427, ii., Glory 

and thanks to God we give 
The great eternal Spirit comes, 979, ii., Row, T. 
The great forerunner of the morn (tr, Neale), 902, ii., 

Paceree altus luminis 
The great God of heaven is come down to earth (Bram- 

ey), 212, it., 213, i., Carols : 
The great Jehovah reigns, 1240, ii,, Watts, 1. 
The great ten banner shines above, 1221, ii., Vexilla 

regis eunt 
The Great Physician now is near, $43, i., Hunter, W. 
The great inalconer we adore, 1091, ii., Stennett, J. 
The great Redeemer’s gone, 1239, i., Watts, I. 
The ta ne Angel, Thee, 1264, ii, Wesley 

, The 
The green earth senda its incense up, 1878, i., Whittier, 

G 
The happy day will soon disclose (Primo die quo Tri- 

nitas), 913, i., Primo dierum omnium 
The happy fields, the heavenly host, 423, i., Gill, T. H. 
The happy morn is come, , i, Hawels, T. 
The happy sunshine all is gone, 614, i., Herman, N. 
The ve at Nature's adrent strung, 1278, i., Whittier, 

Pe Cr 
The harvest dawn is near, 196, i., Burgess, G. 
The eT of my joys is past, 1264, ii., Wesley family, 

e LA 

The one os once was crowned with thorns, 614, ii., 
elly, T. 

The aeare of man must something love (tr. 5. Jackson), 
1143, it., Tersteegen, G. 

The heaven of heavens cannot contain, 311, ii., Dren- 
van, W. ; 1196, i,, Unitarian bymnody 

The heavenly Child in stature grows (tr. Chandler, alt.), 
302, ii,, Divine cre-cebas Puer 

The ae home is bright and fair, 648, i., Hunter, 

The heavenly King must come, 716, ii., Martin, H. A. 
The nl pe spheres to Thee, O God, 167, i., Bowring, 

Sir J. 
The Heavenly Word proceeding forth, 1218, ii,, Verbum 

Supernum prodiens Nec Fatris linquens 
The heavens and firmament on high (Ps. xix.), 865, i., 

Old Version 
The heavens and the firmament (Ps. xix., Sternbold), 

665, i., Old Version 
The heavens are clothed in sable shrouds (tr.G. Walker), 

773, ii., Mowes, H. 
The heavens are foul with wind and clouds (tr. R. 

Massie), 773, ii., Mowes, H. 
The heavens declare His glory, 257, i,, Conder, J. 
The heavens declare Thy glory, In every star ry wis. 

dom shines (Ps. 19, Birks), 144, i, Birks, T. R.; 
922, i,, Psalters, English 

The heavens declare Thy glory, Lord, 1240, ii., Watts, I. 
The heavens declare hig 4 glory, Lord, Which that alone 

(Ps. xix.), 800, 1,, New Version 
The heavens declare Thy wondrous fame, 622, ii., Ken- 

nedy, B. H. 
The heavens invite mine eyes, 1237. i., Watts, I. 
The ee O God, Thy glory tell, 622, ii,, Kennedy, 

The heavens, O Lord, Ay rule obey, 1240, ii., Watts, I. 
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The heavier the cross, the nearer heaven (tr. |. [) 
Burns), 1012, ii., Schmoick, B. 

The herald bird of day proclaims (tr. Camber. 
cast), 38, ii., Ales diei nuntius 

The herald bird, the bird of morn (tr. Banks), 3 i. 

The herald lights (Kaght] from heaven on ights (by rom grkden exsg 
(tr. Is. Williams), 240, i., Coelestis ales uentia: 

The Herald's cry with thriliing sownds (tr. Chamten . 
234, i., Clamantis ecce vox sonans 

The herds of All and valley, 1196, i, Coure 

hymnody 
The High and Holy One hath spoke (Logan, al. 
1064, i., Scottish translations and ’ 

The iligh Priest once a r, 1284, u., Wil le 
The highest hopes we ish here, 1156, i, The rows 
hues of early dawn 

7 eer now we enter, 892, i., Peters (ne Bows) 
Mary 

The holiest we enter, 892, i, Peters (nce Beir, 

The Holy Children boldly stand (Oi tasdes iverses, 
tr, Neale), 232, i., Xpeoros yervaras dofacan 

The holy Eunuch, when bapti. 122, i, Beddome, 5 
The Holy Ghost is here, 1081, ii... Spurgeon, C. 1 
The holy Jerusalem (Urbs Jeromlem bests tr i 

Williams), 1200, u., Urbs beata, Hierusalen 
The holy law and gospel, both (tr. H. Mills), $81.1. 

Rambach, J. J. 
The holy, meek, pre. rem Lawmh (tr. J, Wesley), D2. 

Christi Blut Gerechtigkeit 
The holy Paschal work is wrought, 1223, iL, Vicize 

li Pascha’ 
The holy Son, the new-born Child (tr, Russell\, 104 

ii, Schnergass, C, 
The Holy Spirit did 979, ii., Row, T- 
The holy unconcerne i, i., Wesley family, The 
The hosts of God encamp around (Ps. xxxit, re (4. 

800, i., New Version; 1174, ii, Through of) ie 
changing scenes of life 

The hour us come; the feast is spread, $00, ii., He filled 
the cup with wine, and said 

The hour must come, the closest ties, 1196, ii, Usitarun 
hymnal 

The hour f my departure’: come (Logan), 1% oc. 
Bruce, M.; 1034, i., Soottisn translations ard per 

The hours of day are over, 1162, ii., The bours of scheol 
are over 

oO NY CONG eet, SEN: Ce ee 
oan E. 

The humble shepherds, tending (tr. Anderson), 1227, b.. 
Von Himmel kam der Eel Schaar 

The husbandman goes forth afield, 311, ii., Drennan, W.. 
1196, i., Unitarian hymn. dy 

The hymn for conquering martyrs raise (tr. Neale\. 
585, i.. Hymnum caventes martyrom 

The hymn of sing we (tr. Blew), 555, i. Hrmom 
canamus Domino 

The illustrious Lay when from the throne (tr. 0. fh 
Pearson), 706, i, Lux jocunda, lux msiguis 

The Immaculate Conception (O purest of creature’! 
sweet Mother! sweet Maid, Faber), 975, i. 

The infant Saviour, very soon, 135, ii., Benpett = 
Dampier), M. E. 

The jealous tyrant saw with fear (Audit tyranne 
anxius), 946, ii., ue Christum quaeritic 

The sera aenes The rest begun, 763, i., Monsel, J. 

The joyful day at last és come, 1181. i, Toke, Emm 
The Judgment day, that day of dread (tr. Memo. 
is De ele on 

ing, O Lord, with Aymns o ise, Be 
RE Kennedy, B. H. si wes he 

The King, O Lord, with songs of praise, +t. 1. 
Thou (Ps. xxi.), 800, i., New Version 

The King. 0 Lord, with songs , Saiuilin a, ii, Thy ore 
ae ‘Nee ne ii., Ladesogg ‘ 3 1c tare 

ing of glory, Christ most High (tr. Here. 
241, ii., Coelos ascendit hodie 

The King of glory, Christ the Lord (tr. B. Mase. 
241, ii., Coelos ascendit hodie 

The King of glory standeth, 109, ii., Bancroft \~* 
Smith), Charitie L. Es 

The ieee * Heaven His table spreads, 908, ii. x 
dige, P. ‘ 

The King uf kings His banner rears, 1221, i, Vex'4 

he ‘Mag a toe (Raker), 107. &- King ™ ie a it er .oe 
Baker, Sir H. We a ii,, Missions; 980. 2. 
Paaiters, English 

The King Ff saints, how fair His Face, 19, o. 
Watts, I, 



THE KING 
ae See Oe en te throne, 199, ii., Byron, G. G. N., 

The kingly banners onward stream, 1221, ii., Vexilla 

The Eingly boners proudly fly, 1222, i., Vexilla regis 
P 

The At bright banners forward tr. Johnston, 
— ait ia Vexilla Veal ex —— Lal | 

t banners forwa tr. 
1221, ii., Vexilla regis prodeunt * 

The King's mp ale ale onward bear, 1222, i., Vex- 
regis t 

The kings of ak ig] are in the hands (Ps. #2), 1081, ii., 

The jal gory of old have shrine and tomb, 510, i,, Hemans 
(nee Browne), Felicia LD. 

The Lamb is slain, let us adore (tr. Delamotte), 444, i., 

The Lamb of Oat voliek peli 218. i., Chapman, R-.C, God cxa + 

The Lamb was slain, let us adore (tr. Delamotte, alt,), 
444, i., Gutt ist gegenwirtig 

The Lamb was slain, the blood was brought, TH, ii, 
Midiane, A. 

The Lamb's high banquet called to share (tr. Neale and 
H. A, & M.), 12, i., Ad coenam Agni providi 

The a the Hymna t called t share (tr. cento tn 
ti, Ad coenam mig 

The Las i Lamb's high yi hal stands reer. r. Neale), 
12, i, Ad coenam geen provid: 

The Lamb's high aS we rch (tr. Neale), 12, i, 
coenam Agni providi 

yond the sea, 362, i., Faber, F. W. 
The land of Immanuel, our Saviour, is yonder, 468, i., 

Gregory, J. G. 
The land our fathers left to us, B21, ily Higginson, 

The lands that long yk darkness Sales 1156, i., 

The language ~ vt A, 191, ; nehfeld E. W. true be “ er, be. 
The last full wain is on the road, 170, ii., Brettell, J 
The last day of work had come, 1174, i., Thring, G. 
The last loud trumpet's wondrous sound (tr. Lord Ros- 

berger g 297, ii., Dies irae, dies illa 
The last ys will come indeed (tr. Cox), 1230, i, 

Wach Be Oech’ auf, du sich’'re Welt 
The last of the hours iniquity towers (tr. Coles), 534, ii., 

Hora novissima, tem pessima -—_ vigilemus 
The Law by Moses came, Toso , i, Watts 
eda pathy ereardhy nye posit ediehesgr ton 1239, i, 

Watts, |, 
The law He came not to destroy (tr. Blew), 948, i., Quod 

lex adumbravit vetus 
TAL late of God is good ond wise, 700, i., Loy, M 
The Law on Sinai’s fiery height (tr. Chandler), 1089, i, 

Sirae -ub alto vertice 
The lase’s weak elements (tr. dento in the Hymnary), 

285, i., Debilis ceasent elementa 
The leaders of the — 65 Christ (tr, Phillimore), 

240, ii., principe, 
The leaves Ground me Fatuny, ii., eg be es 
seek Jam, the more Thow art (tr. J iy), 766, fie, 

oraht, A. 
The i wv man is like the grass, 622, ii., Kennedy, 

Teli ife ads God's Incarnate Word (tr, Caswall), 942, 
light af dixit, egit, pertulit 

of day again we see (tr. Buckoll), 1247, ii, 
M. . Weieae 

The light of Sabbath eve, 322, i., Ed 
The little fit of Sabbath rise, 719, ii., va Annie * 
The live-long night we've toiled in vain, 613, i., Keble, J. 
The ne Principle of grace, 1264, ii., Wesley family, 

The lord and King of all things But yesterday (tr. 
Neale, 1462), 1h . i, Ta BaorAet wai novnéry 

The lord and [he of all things Upon (tr. 
Neale, 1853), 1179, i., Tw at os wai Aerrérn 

he Lord as King aloft {alone} doth reign (Ps. xciil., 
Hopkins), 865, ii., Old Version 

The lord at first did Adam make, 211, i,, Carols 
The ro attends when children pray, 196, i,, Burton, 

The tar be with us as [when] we bend, 327, ii., Eller- 
om, J. 

The Lord can clear the darkest skies, 1240, ii., Watts, I. 
The lord comes forth from Jordgn’s stream, 329, ii., 

Emergit undis et Deo 
The Lord declares His will, 1239, i., Watts, I. 
The Lord descending from above, 1239, i., Watts, I. 
The Lord did say unto my Lord (Ps! cx., Norton), 866, i Uae las sigue as coi, Se in Hfis Ki come (tr. ly 

1098, i, Strauss, V. F. von 
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The Lord doth know the heart of man (Ps. xciv.), 866, i., 
Old Version 

The raga doth iw although at it (Ps. xcix., Hopkins), 

The Lord doth reign and clothed ‘0 (Ps. xelil.), 985, i., 

The Sond dath net whe. Sor which) the earth reign reat ( for earth (Ps. 
xevil., Hopkins), 866, i., &fa Version ( 

The Lord ‘draws nigh, the teous throne's Assessor 
CO mipeos épxerar, tr. Neale), 1142, i., Tye qucpar 
Thy dperyiy 

The Lord JSrom His celestial throne, 1239, ii,, Watts, I. 
The Lord God is my Pastor gude, 732, ii,, as 
The Lord hath tnilded for Himself, 706, ii., L. H. F. 
The Lord hath burst the bonds death (tr. idler), 

316, 1., Dum morte victor obruté 
The Lord hath burst the bonds of death (tr. in the 

Hymnary), 316, i., Dum morte victor obrutd 
The a “—— 7 iven, the Lord hath taken away, 789, ii., 

eale, J. } 
The Lard hath quelled the rebel posers, 1060, ii,, Single- 

n, KR. C, 
The ‘Tard Aath spoke, the mighty God (Ps. 1.), 800, ii., 

New Version 
The Lord, » fie gave the word, 1060, ii,, Singleton, R. C. 
The Lord He is my : kind (tr. Miss Manington), 

732, ii., Meusel, ; 962,i., aldt, B, 
The Lord Himself from rom Sinai’s hill wd “Hunt), 301, i, 

Dies sind die heilgen zehn Gebut 
The Lord pies f my Portion ts, 144, i., Birks, T. R. 
The Lord Hi , the mighty Lord (Ps. xxiii ), 800, 1, 

New Version 
The lord Himself will light my lamp, 540, i., How 

truly do I love hee, Lord 
The Lord His le all (tr. R. Massie), 354, ii., Es 

kennt der Herr die seinen 
The lord! Leste bee Seager Name, 1287, i., Watts, 1. 
m tym is Hts love, 1195, ti, Unitarian 

ymnwy 

The Lord, how wondrous are His wa me 146, i., Bless, O 
my soul, the living God ; 1240, atta, 1. 

The Lord in love deayeth ton (tr. thes Winkworth), 
1230, i,, Wach’ auf, wach’ auf, du sich’'re Welt 

The Lord in thy distresaful day, 622, ii., Kennedy, I'". H. 
The Lord is both ir — and light (Ps, xxvil, Hop- 

kins), 865, i, 0} Version 

The Lord is come, set heaven rejoice, 607, ii., Joy to the 
world, the Lord is come 

The — is come! On Syrian roil, 1088, i,, Stanley, 

The Lord is come, the heavens proclaim, 1240, ii., 
Watts, I. 

The Lord is here! Let us adore (tr. J. Wesley, alt.), 
444, i., Gott ist gegenwartig 

The Lord is here; then let us bow before Hien (tr. Miss 
Dunn), 444, le Gott ist rig 

The Lord is King! Child Ang p bay 1153, i., The Lord 
is King! lift up 

The iat is King; rte Potaeg earth, and ye, 622, ii., Kennedy, 

The Lord is King, He reigns on high, 623, i., Kennedy, 

The Lord is King, let earth be glad, 707, i., Lyte, H. PF. 
The Lord is King! let earth obey, 1179, » To God 

belongs the eternal sway 
The Lord is King, lift u thy voice, 256, = Tg d. 
The Lord is King! lift up your voice, 1163, iL, The 

Lord is King ! lift up thy voice 
The Lord is King, the earth submits, 1290, ii,, Witness, 

divine, the it and True 
The Lord is King; upon His throne, 764, i, Mont- 

gomery, J. 
The Lord is King, ye saints rejoice, 833, i., O God, Who 

hear'st the prayer 
wag ten igy |, wo want shall I know, 764, i., 

on 

The tard ia only muy suppece (eas sat, Waits id ¥y my xxill., Whittingham 
Vounn 1 Ss Old 54, ii, The Lonis my 

pt I'll not want 
The sare tt os our Sefence and aid (Ps, xlvi., Hopkins), 

The Lond tour ef the Lord is our Guide, 707, i, Lyte, HF. Refuge 7, ri 

The Lord is our Shepherd, 472, i., Groser, W. H. 
The Lord is rich and merciful, 706, i., Lynch, T. T. 
The Lord is risen, and gone bef ‘ore (tr. Miss Fry), 

226, i.. Christ ist erstanden, Von der Marter alle 
The Lord Jehovah lives, 495, ii. Hastings, T. 
The Lovd Jehovah rei — And royal state maintains, 

The Lord moste hi unto my Lord thus spake (Ps. cX., 
Craig), 1022, ii., Scottish hymnody 
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The Lord my faithful 732, ii., Meusel, W. 
The Lord my light and helth wil be (Ps, xxvii., Kethe), 

1 ii., Scottish hymnody 
The my Maker, forming me of clay (tr. Neale), 

845, ii., ‘O rAdorns mov Kiros 
The Lord my pasture shall oe Addison), 

17, i., Addison, Joseph ; i. ters, English 
The Lord my shepheard is, { shall Not want; He makes 

me ly (Rous, revised), 1164, ii, The Lord's my 
Shep! V'll not want 

The lord, my Shepherd and my Guide (Ps. 23), 1089, ii., 
Steele, Anne 

The Lord aes is (Conder), 601, i., Jesus my 

7 tre my Shepherd is and Guide, 78, ii, Meusel, 

The Lord my Shepherd is, I shall be well supplied, 1240, 
ii, Watts, 1 

oe cae ee ety, 1263, i., Wesley family, 

The Lord is L 1 Watts, I. 
The pp glory left the ne Tee ii., Wright, 

P. J. 
The son ¢ glory reigns, He reigns on high, 1940, i, 

‘atta, 

The Lord of life hath burst His chains, 1196, ii., 
Unitarian hymnody 

The 78 Talia is risen (tr. Harbaugh), 639, i,, Lange, 

The Lord of Life this Table spread, 1238, i, Watts, 1. 
The Lord of Sabbath let us praise (S. Wesley, jun.). 

1257, i., 1259, ii., Wesley family, The 
The Lord on high taims, 1239, i., Watts, I. 
The Lord our God alone is strong, 1286, i., Winchester, 

Cc. T. 
The Lord our God is a@ strong tower (tr. Sugden 

325, i., Ein feste Burg ist unser Gott » 
The Lord our God is full of (clothed in} might, 1276, i, 

White, H. K. 
The Lord our God is King, 282, i., Davis, T. 
The Lord our God is of all, 1 i., White, H. K. 
The lord, our God, we praise, 11 i, Te Deum 

taudamus 
The Lord, our Sovereign King, 1240, ii., Watts, I. 
The Lord shall come in dead of night (tr. Mrs, Find- 

later), 980, i., Rube, J.C. 
The Loid, the God af glory reigns, 1089, ii., Steele, Anne 
The Ech ~— Judge, before His throne, 1240, iL, 

yatta, I. 
The Lord, the Lord hath triumphed (tr, Neale), 218, ii., 

Xaptoripsor wdar 
The Lord, the enty God, bo great (Ps. xlvili.), 800, ii, 

New Version 
The Lord, the Sovereign King, 1240, ii., Watts, I. 
The Lord to my request attend (Ps. xx.), 800, i., New 

Version 
The lord unto my Lord hath said, 1261, ii., Wesley 

family, The 
The rat unto my Lord thus said, 982, i,, Russell, 

A 
The Lovd unto my Lord thus spake (Ps. cx.), 800, ii, 

New Version 
The Lord Who died on earth for men, 707, i., Lyte, H. F. 
The ha | Who hath redeemed our souls, 90, ii., Auber, 

arriet 
The Lord, who once on Calvary, 268, ii., Cotterill, T. 
The Lord, Who truly knows, 804, i,, Newton, J. 
The lord, Whom earth, and sea, and sky (Quem terta, 

pontus, sidera, tr. Caswall), 944, ii., Quem terra, 
ontus, aethera 

The lord Whose Name is love, 278, i., Dale, T. 
The Lord will come and not be slow (cento Pss. 82, 85, 

oe es 737, i., Milton, J.; 918, ii., Psalters, 
Cngelis 

The Lord will come, the earth shall quake, 1164, i., The 
Lord shall come! the earth shall quake 

The Lord's eternal gifts ( Aeterna Ch munera, Apos- 
tolorum gloriam, fr. Caswall), 24, ii, Acterna 
Christ! muvera, Et martyrum victorias 

The — my Shepherd, [U not want, 1023, ii., Scottish 
ymnody 

The love of Christ makes ever glad (tr. Miss Klinge- 
mann), 621, i., Hey, J. W. 

The ure which thought on helpless man, 1080, ii., Scottish 
yrmnody 

The lovely ~_ has now fulfilled (tr. Stryker), 1035, i,, 
Scriver, C. 

The loving Friend to al! who bowed, 685, ii., Longfellow, 

The majesty of Solomon, 1239, i., Watts, IL. 
The man in life wherever placed, 197, ii., Burns, R. 
The man is blest that careful is (Ps. xli., Sternhold), 

8665, ii., Old Version 

INDEX. THE MORN 

The man is blest that doth provide ‘ 

The mar Seta thet eR aa man is God doth , whe 808i Old Verio Far (Pec, Kate, 
man is that not bent (Ps. 1, Stembois 

ing oe eye the ee man is ea Lord i 

A, bow Versa aa sei man we 

ON cy man ts Ai, tr, b 
bochbeginckae Gore - chadags 

The man who was crowned with thorns, 10M i 
Scottish 

The manna to the fainting Jews, 185, i, Brown, J. }, 
sen, 

The many are not always right, 181, iL, 4. 
The Marri Joa ts eady TAL Mees 
The -— # crown is won to-day, 1066, i, Soden. 

A 
The mason's ways are A of existence (tr. T. 
Sa) ii., Goethe, J, W. voa 

‘he Master come, and He calls us to follow, M1, i. 
ii., Doudney, Sarah 

The — is coming, 118, ii,, Baxter (nee b 
ydia 

The mellow eve is gliding, 775, i., Mubleaberg, W.. 
The memory of Christ's death is sweet (Dokiriéy) 

221, ii., Children's hymns 
The mem sweet of Jesus’ name (Jesu daics m- 

moria, . use), 588, i., Jesu dulcis memors 
The men who slight Thy faithful word, LM, i 

Wesley family, The 
The mercies of my God and King, 707, i., Ly, fF. 
The mercies of the Lord my God, 613, ii., Keble, J. 
The merits of the saints, Blessed for evermore (7. 

Neale), 993, ii., Sanctorum meritis inclita gsolia 
The midday sun with G13, i., Kebie, J, 
The mi; Jlood that rolls, iL., Few are thy dap: 

The mighty frame of glorious grace, Mt, i, Wits | mi rame 
The monty 3 of earth wnbar (tr, Mercer), LMA a. 

Yeissel, G. 
The mighty God, the Eternal Aath thas spoke (1. |, 

Whittingham), 865, ii., Old Version 
The mighty God, the Lord hath 144i. Birls, 7.8 
The mighty God who rolls (rules) the spheres, 118, 1, 

Taylor, John . 
he mighty God will not despise, 128, ii., Bediowe, & 

The mighty host on high (tr. Neale), 360, i., Exelors 
civium inclita gawdia 

The mighty Saviour comes heaven (tr. Miss Cot), 
1228, 1., vom Himmel kotamt der starke Hell 

The mind athirst pants for the fount (tr, Bare. 
13, ii., Ad perennis vitae fontem 

The mind was formed to mount sublime, 10%, 1, 
Steele, Anne 

The moment a sinner believes, 493, i., Hart, J. 
The moment comes, when strength shall foil, 83.1 

O God unseen, but net unknown 
The moon and stars shall lose their light, 414 

Hart, J. 
The moon hath risen clear, 287, i., Claudius, M. 
The moon hath risen on high, 237, i., Claudias, M 
The moon is “p and beaming (tr, Mrs. Jobas), 237.4 

Claudius, M. = 
The moon is up: how calm and slow, 887, iL, Pee’, 

W. B. 0. 
The moon is up in splendour, 237, i., Claudias, 
The moon is w, climbing, 237, i., Claudius, ¥. 
The moon on high is beaming (tr. Backoll), $7» 

Claudius, M. . 
The moon up heaven is going, 237, i., Clandias, M. 
The more the cross, the nearer heaven (tr. Mis Wert. 

1012, ii., Schmoick, B. s 
he owe and eve Thy praise resound, 725, iL, Meo’ 

The morn had spread tts erimeon cage ((r. B Cae 
bell), 93, ii., Aurora spargit plum 

The morn of life, how jae and gay, 1195, i, be 
tarian hymnod 

The morn of aur lefe-time is fast gliding by, 10. - 
Stowell, H. 

¥ The morning beam revives our eyes, 514, i.. Herm.» 
The morning bright, With rosy light, 110% 1.5 

0 mers, T. ee 
The morai flowers ciepley their sweets (S. We! 

jun, ), 1869, ii, Wesley family, The 
he morning light hath shed its beams, 100, > 

Singleton, R. ¢. : 

The morning light is breaking, 1064, i., Smith, SF 
The morning purples all the sky (Aurots coele™ re 

purat, tr. *Thampeon), 95, ii., Aurora lucis 
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The Morning Star appeareth, 982, i., Russell, A. T. 
The morning star hus risen, and we (tr. Hull), 577, ii., 

Jam lucis orto sidere 
The Mother prays her mighty prayer, 808, ii,, No track 

is on the sunny sky 
The Mother sits all worshipful, 608, ii,, No track is on 

the suony say 
Mother stout in woful wyse, 1083, ii., Stabat mater 
dolotosa 

The Mother stood with gricfe confounded, 1083, ii, 
Stabat mater duiorosa 

The mountain of Jehovah's house, 666, ii., In latter 
days the mount of God 

The mourners came at break of day, 16, ii, Adams (née 
Flower), Sarah 

The aeuraha mother stood tearful beside the Cross (tr. 
prose, Mrs. Charles), 1084, i,, Stabat mater dolorosa 

The mouth of fools doth God confess (tr. R. Massie), 
ii., _ der Unweisen Mund wohl 

The murmurs of the wilderness, 892, i., Peters (nee 
ly), Mary 

The mystery an iron the eyes (tr. R. Massie), 411, ii, 

The — we still acknowledge, 1264, ii., Wesley family, 

The py he ag! again is come (tr. Cronenwett), 
Olearius, Johanaes 

ia nas hare ok risen (tr. Is. Williams), 94, i, 
Avrora lucis dum novae 

The EE 2, SO BA: 0G 1014, ii, 
Schneegass, C 

The gana ters nila this carly morn, 1014, ii., 
eoguss, 

The night becomes as day (tr. Caswall), 133, i, Beim 
frlben Morgenlicht 

The sit’ comes apace (tr. in the Morav. H. B., 1764) 
ii., Herbert, 1’, 

The night is closing o'er us (tr. Blew), 28, ii., Adsunt 
tenebrae primae 

The night is come; like to the Sey, (event) 186, ii., 
Browne, Sir T.; 621, i., Ken, 

The night t is come, wherein at last we rest (tr. Miss 
fakworth), 6! 612, ii,, Herbert, P. 

The might Jar spent, the day is at hand, 615, ii., 
elly, 2. 

The nights is now departed (tr. Buckoll), 492, ii., Hare- 
dorffer, G. P. | ‘The 

The night of darkness fast declineth, 98%, i,, Russell, | 

The noblest nt) od earth (O a aie orga 
ee ue Christam quaeri| 
ao tne Eas 1237, ii., Watts, 1. 

The ocean hath no poyah de tr i., Thring, G. 
The old year now hath arr away (tr. Miss Wink- 

Worth ), 1093, i., Steuerlein, J 
he old year now is past and gone (tr. Sloan), 1093, 

i., Sieuerlein, J. 
The Pet year’s long campaign is o'er, 1096, i., Stone, 

The once OE Oe Eee Ree oe we 
Steele, 

7 Satie need ful, that good part, 568, ii., Ingham, 

Theonly Son from heaven (tr, Russell), 271, i, Cruciger 
(nee von Meseritz), Elisabethe 

The orient —— Easter morn (tr. Chambers), 94, i, 
Aurora lucie dum novae 

Me outer sunlight now & there (tr. Lady Durand), 
1144, ii,, Tersteegen, G 

Th pain's of death are past, 1083, i., Servant of God, 
well done! Rest from thy loved employ 

The palace gates of Heaven ane (tr. Chambers), 
» i., Coelestis aula panditur 

The gait of night o'ershades the earth (tr. Caswall), 
i., Nox atra rerum contegit ; 820, ii., Nox, et 

tenebrae, et nubila 
The ffs, of death are near (tr. in the Andover Sab. 

1, ii,, Media vita in morte sumus 
The Paschal Feast, not girt (yet) with night (tr. Ky- 

Pasoey 12, ii., Ad coenam Agni providi 
Thi momlight almost past, 790, i., Neale, J. M. 
The eared Victim calls for praise, 1224, i., Victimae 

asch 
The Paschal work is wrought, 1223, ii., Victimae Pas- 

The past is dark with sin and shame, $21, ii., Higgin- 
Li 

The re Teer oe my power, 1264, ii., Wesley 
y, The 

The path of life we wall: to-day, 1278, i., Whittier, J. G. 
The peace which God alone reveals, 804, ii, Newton, J. 
The people of the Lord were chosen, 196, ii, \Burnham, 

INDEX. 

Be sales Ao veel 1266, i, Wesley 

‘that in darkness lay, The confines, 1264, ii., 
esley family, The 

The SS Se ey ee Teen 
long in darkness _— 

The that in darkness walked (Miss Leeson), 
156, i,, The race that jong in darters Eiiaes 

The perfect righteousness of God, 734, i., Midlane, A. 
The perfect world by Adam trod, 1285, wh Willis, N. P. 
The pertod’s come; and lo, to-day (Verbum Supernum 

prodiens, E Patris), 1218, 1, Verbum Supernum 
prodiens, A Patre otim exiens 

The Mie might beneath her pall (tr. Doubleday), 
i., Nox atra rerum contegit 

pity of the Lord, 1240, ii., Watts, I. 
The poreet that rules the 675, i, Jackson, E. 
The ad to bless my house, 1265, i, Wesley family, 

The ive our God, all people repeat (Ps. cxvii.), 
§o1, tt. Gon Version ‘ 

Whe arr Zion waits for Thee, 1240, ii., Watts, I. 
The praises of him who te grace’ Dispenser, 1010, ii., 

uJ 
The praises of my 1239, ii., Watts, I. 
The praises the know (Haram laudum prae- 

conta, tr. Neale), 26, i., Aeterni Festi 
The prayers of the needy, 301, ii., Dilherr, 
The gorey spirit breathe, 609, i., Help, Teed! the 

The precept of the word are pure, 269, i., Cronenwett, 

The tr, Miss Winkworth), 
» ii, pty Hee Bors ae ine ) 

The — of Life, once slain for us, i an8, i., Chapman,” 

The Prince of Peace to sinners —_— (tr, Chandler), 
760, i., Missum Redemptorem po 

The Prince of 4 amen in pantry is riding, 1064, 
iL, Smith, 8. F 

The neely city pening tr. Earle), 677, i. 
Gessun tecta Magi neat urbis » ’ 

The prize is set before us, 44, i., Blackall, C. R. 
The prodigal’s returning steps, 181, i, Behold the 

wretch whose lost and wine 
Fok aber my (the) Father's love, 1239, ee I. 

part in Christ to claim (tr. M. 
at, 354, i, Es ist nicht schwer ein Christ sa Parad 

The arenes Star a reth, 982, i., Kussell, A. T. 
— eae “bree th, ii, Doddridge, P. 

th k in ancient song (Cérovs Bporeiov 
ee arahacur odie 355, i., "Eawoe Aaov, Gavpa- 

The pure and peaesful mind, 70h ae 
rple “or. Sa, ri ny gatas Took. 
je ta, 

The race in darkness a 1165, ii, The 
PO a grt tng i in darkness 

in dar pined (Morison), 
ee Par Scottiat translations ‘ond paraphrases 
The race that long in darkness sat, 1156, ii., The 

race that long in darkness pined 
The race that long in a — 1155, li., The 

race that | in darkness p' 
The race which in darkness pine 11655, ii., The 

race that long in darkness pin 
The ransom of our souls to pay (tr. Anderson), 226, ii., 

Christ lag in Todesbanden 
The iaeaemee apirit to her home, 1116, i., Tappan, 

The Isaiah saw the One, 694, i,, Jesali, ~~ “anne glorious ‘ 

+ now is waiting, 986, i., Sachse, C. F. H. 
The fe Sea now is passed (tr. Beste), 14, 1, Ad regias 

The = py ay (Jam sol recedit | ), 843, ii., O 
Lux beata repre E Et — nites 

The renewal of the . i, Mundi renovatio 
The Kesurrection snd the the I. fe, 1294, ii., Wordsworth, C. 
The rolling year hath now brought back, 120, ii., Beata 

nobis gaudia Anni reduxit orbita 
The rolling year pursues its way, 120, ii., Beata nobis 

Satin Anni reduxit orbita Chandlee, 
The i # at length tr. er 

088, 1, Statute decreto Del a 
The Rees “meg the fair is the ruse! what a beautiful flower !, 

Watts), 221, i., Children’s hymns 
The roseate hues of early dawn (Mrs. Alexander), 

88, ii, Alexander (née Humphreys), Cecil F.; 
223, » bs Children’s bymns Shiai 

Lede ight is dawning, . i, Hast! 
vopal Souner floats on high, 1222, i., iV exilla regis 

aon 
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The royal banner forward 
shines to view, 1221, ii, la regis prodeunt 

The royal banner forward , The mystic Cross reful- 
, 1221, i, V exilla regis prodeunt 

The banner is unfurled (tr. Chandler), 1821, iL, 
Vexilla regis prodeunt 

The phone banner is unfurled (tr. cento), 1221, iL, 
Vexill« regis prodeunt 

The royal banner is unfurled, And lo! the Cross ts 
reared on high, 1221, ii., Vexilla regis prodeunt 

The royal banners {eres 
cheers the sky, 1222, i., 

a ae 

y; The cross upon them 
exilla regis prodeunt 

The Royal banners forward go (tr. Neale), 383, ii. 
Fortunatus, V. H.C. ; 1281, i., Vexilla regis ‘pro- 
deunt 

The ruddy dawn is breaking (tr. Blew), 96, i., Aurora 
lucis rutilat 

The Kulers of this Christian land, 1178, i, ‘Tis gone, 
that bright and orbed blaze 

The rush may rise where walters flow (Anon., recast), 
998, i., Say, grows the rush without the mire; 
1034, i, Scottish translations aud rases 

i., Elliott, The Sabbath-day has reached its close, 
Charlotte 

sag ey eat is as bright and calm, 106, i, 

The Sabbath now is over, 1018, ii., Schmolck, B. 
The sacred bond porfeciness, 1186, ii., Try us, O 

God, and the groun 
The sacred day ath beamed (r Singleton), 872, i., Opta- 

tus votis omnium 
The sacred honours of this festival, 986, i, Sacrosancta 

hodiernae festivitatis prarconia 
The sacred season now doth call, 1066, ii., Solemne 

. nos jejunil 
The Sac Row, T. rit comes to take, 979, ii. ; 
The sage be sup af nantoc anaaek 986, ii., Fox, W. 

ert mee dispersed abroad, 892, i., Peters (née 
why), 

The saints of Go, their comficts past, 08, i, Mac 

jas otonton ceakend al the dead, But one communion 
(Watts), 248, ii., Come, let us join our friends above 

The saints on earth and those above, Hut one commu- 
nion eres Watts, alt., and C. Wesley), 248, ii., 
Come, let us join our friends above 

The saints on earth and those above, 611, ii,, Not to the 
terrors uf the Lord 

The saints who die of Christ possest, 1264, ii., Wesley 
family, Ihe 

The sands of time are sinking, 264, ii., Cousin (née 
Cundell), Anne R. 

The Saviour bide us [thee] watch and pray, 496, i., 
Hastings, T 

The Saviour calls ; let every car, 1089, ii., Steele, Anne 
The Saviour came, no outward pomp, 636, ii., How few 

receive with cordial faith 
The Saviour comes! by ancient seers foretold, 901, i, 

The Suviour comes, no outward pomp, 586, ii., How few 
receive with cordial faith 

The Saviour died, but rose again, $17, i., Now let our 
souls ascend above 

The Saviour Jesus, Friend of man (Der selge Heiland, 
Jesus Christ), 973, i,, Roh, J 

The Saviour kindly calls, 870, ‘a ‘Onderdonk, H. U. 
The Saviour lives, no more to die, 656, ii., 1 know that 

my Redeemer lives. What comfor: this 
The —— what endless charms, 245, ii., Come, 

heavenly love, inspire my song 
The Saviour said, yet one thing more, 685, i., Long- 

fellow, H. W. 
The Saviour, when to heaven He rose, 370, ii., Father of 

mercies, in Thine house 
The Saviour’s Blood and Ri, # (tr, C, Kinchen), 

230, ii., Christi Blut und Gerechtig eit 
The Saviour’s gentle voice, 1038, i., See Israel's gentle 

Shepherd stand 
The seasons, Lord! are Thine —hw soon (tr. J. A. 

Latrobe), 1302, ii.. Zinzendorf, N. L. von 
he seed in scanty handfuls sown, 453, ii., Great God, 

the nations o! the earth 
The seed may perish in the earth, 1197, i., Unitarian 

bymnody 
The seed of Jacob, one and all, 613, ii., Keble, J. 
The seed we bury in the earth, 189, i., Bruce, W. 
The Sepulchre is holding (Zumepor ouvexe tapos, tr. 

Littledalr), 75, ii.. "A Gata 
The Seraphim of God rr Miller & Foster), 467, i, 

Gregor, C. 
The shade and gloom of life are fled, 108, i, Awake, 

glad soul, awake, awake 

INDEX. THE SPOIL 

The shades 9 SEAS Rane pantied dey fr. Miss Dena, 
516, ii., Hertzog, J. F. 

The shadow of the Almighty’s clowd, 613, i, Krbie, J. 
The shadow of the glory which one day (tr. Calveticr 

ii., Coelestis formam 
tengthen, night will soon be Mere, 183. i, preted 

Bell, C. D. 
shadows rd the evening hours, 918, ii, Prete, 
Adelaide A 

The Jor Whose bright vision (tr, Blew), M4 i. 
Coelestis formam gloriae 

The Shepherd by His passion, 625, i., Hiller, P. F. 
The Shepherd now was smitten (tr. Pott), 063, a, Pu 

tore percussa, minas 
The iaenierd slain, the wolf returns (tr. Chandi), 

883, ii., Pasture percusso, minas 
The Shepherd smitten is, and lo (tr. 1s. Wiliume), 8), 

ii., Pasture per. asso, minss 
The ——— smitten and laid low (tr. Is. Willkum, 

alt.), 883, ii,, Pastore percusso, minas 
The shining _ the yast (tr, Littledale), 296 i, 

unii 
The Sityl's aan the Pealmist’s lay (tr. ' Sommiate ) 

300, ii., Dies irae, dies illa 
The sick man lieth weary, 1157, i., The sick man ip 

hia chamber 
The sighs and the sorrows (tr. Neale), 542, ii, He 

mani cessent ria 
The sign 7 saith, and pew true token (tr. Maguire\, 

1078, ii., Spitta, C. J. P. 
The silent joy that sinks so deep, 613, i. Kebie, J; 

1158, it., The beart of childhood is ali mirth 
The silent moon is risen, 236, ii., oe M. 
The silver trumpets sounding, TA, ti., Midlane, A. 
The woe trust that can confide, 763, i,, Monsil, !. 

The sinful carth was sunk in woe, $42, ii., Hall, W.W. 
The sinner that truly believes, 493, i., Hart, J. 
The Sumber, from my soul { shake, 1962, ii, Webs 

famiiy, 
—— keeps his wakeful watch, 115, i., Barnaby, 

The eee oie is here (tr. Chambers), 1066 
Solemne nos 

ind adn tae oe Fathers saw, 359, ii., Ex more decti 
mystico 

The solemn Feasts our joyful songs inspire, 986, i, 
Searle elena Sona tn 

The solemn season calls us now (tr. Chandler), 1066, a, 
Solempe nos jJejunii  . 

The solemn season calls us now, A holy fast to keep 
tr. in the Hymnary, based on Chandler), 1066, i. 
femne nos i 

The solemn service now is done, 1063, ii., Smith, & F 
The solemn time of holy fast (tr. Singleton), 1066, i, 

nus Jejunii 
The Son, before BS, Ly Xovevor yertararffcoem 

Littledale), B32, i., Xoweros yerva 
The Son forsook the Pither's home, 10861. Sw 
The Son of God goes forth to war, 503, ii.. joe 
The Son of God, in mighty love, 161, ii., Bonar, H. 
The Son of God, in worlds on high, 215, ii., Cave, J. 
7 God, who framed the skics (tr. Kincher’. 

-» Gelobet seist du Jesu Christ 
(ime Man shall come, 120, i., Beadon, H.W. 
The of Christ me sanctify (Die Seele Christ 

70, ii., Anima Christi, sanctifica me 
The sound of war in earth and air, 504, i., Heber, B 
The Sov'raign God Whose hands sustain (Que ¥™, 

ridera, tr. in the Primer, 1706), 44 i. 
terra, pontus, aethera 

The sovercign Father, and kind (tr, M. Brow. 
354, ii., Es ist nicht schwer ein Christ 2 #i0 

The Sower went forth sowing, 165, ii.. Boum, WS. tL 
shall wag? irmament on high (Ps. 19, Addixo\ 

17, ii., Addison, Joseph ; 920, i., Psalter, Engi): 
10%, i., Scottish transl itions and pars , 
1157, ii., The starry firmament on bigh;, 
Welsh hymnody 

The Spirit in our hearts, 870, i, Onderdonk, H.C 
= Spirit —_ word, B70, i., ( a) U. L 

Spirit, a peaceful dove, 1238, ii, Watts, 
The Spirit, & sinner, in mercy doth move, 150, 2 

The Spirit of the Lord, my [owr} God, 1963, i., Week? 
“into 
The Spry fruite ar pa i., Onderdonk, H. U. 

rit's fruits are peace and love, 269, i., Coutr 
oo 

af she glory, Lord (tr. Benson), 4 
wo i © Luce ql mts ‘ ls. it) 

r fierce is mommy wa tr. Is. Williams, + 
Kaif Pastore percusso, 
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The apeies Saviour lived for me, 1183, i., Toplady, 
. M. 

The ingtide hour brings leaf and flower, 762, ii., 
las Monsell, CAG Spies sik ee 

sprinkled blood 1 speaking, Whitfiel . 
The star of day hath risen, and we (tr. Keble), 577, iy 

Jam lucis orto sidere 
The star of light ascends the sky (tr. G, Moultrie), 

577, ii., Jam lucis orto sidere 
The star p Ane has risen, O Lord, §78, i., Jam lucis 

orto sidere 
The star of light hath risen, and now, st. iii, As wane 

the hours, 578, i., Jam lucis orto sidere 
The star of light hath risen, and now, st. iii., O may our 

inmost (¢r. Chambers), 578, i., Jam lucia orto sidere 
The star of light is rising bright (tr. Blew), 577, ii, 

Jam lucis orto sidere 
The star of morn is in the skies (Orig. text, tr, Macgill), 

678, i., Jam lucis orto sidere 
The star of morn is in the skies (Par. Brev. text, 

tr. Macgill), 578, i., Jam lucis orto sidere 
The star of morn now wakes from (tr, Chandler, 

rewritten), 578, i,, Jam lucis orto sidere 
The star of morn to night aucceeds (tr, Newman), 

577. ii., Jam lucis orto sidere 
The star proclaims the King is here (Hostls Herodes 
imple), 5, i, A solis ortas cardine Ad usque 

The star which o'er the sea (tr. Hewett), 99, ii, Ave 

T any Thy rule obey, 1240, ii., W: I he starry heavens Thy A 5 atts, I. 
The eae hosts in order move, 1196, ii, Unitarian 

hymnody 
The stars above our head, 303, i., Dix, W. C. 
The stars will fall, the sun be dark, 1146, i,, The ark 

of God in safety rode 
The storm of sorrow howls around (tr. Blew), 986, ii, 

us mrota corohas Of tok teak wriien, Albdota Ch strain upra jou pra u Tr. 
Neale), 204, i, Breall cuncti melodum nunc, 
Alleluia 

The strains of joy that ceaseless flow (tr, Mrs. Chester), 
1108, i., apemas matris gaudia 

The strife is o'er, the battle done (tr. Pott), 377, i. 
Finita jam sunt praclia 
summer harvest spreads thé fields, 1098, ii, 

‘<. 
The tun Eat ot, the infant slept, 718, t., Martiness, 

et 
The sun hath downward turned his way (tr. Cham- 

bers), 636, i., Labente jam solis rota 
The sun hath run his daily race, $14, i., Herman, N. 
The sun is gone: like to the day, 1155, 1, The night 

is come ; like to the day 
The sun is sinking fast (tr. Caswall), 1068, i., Sol 

pracceps rapitur, xima nox adest 
The sun is Scie hi Ur. Is. Williams), 578, ., Jam 

The sila xceleum Jubar nding (tr. Hedge), 441, ii un is gt ever sou r. 
Goethe, J We von, 608. Hi, ig, Fe , 

The Sun ef Righteousness on me, , Come, O Thou 
Traveller unknown 

The tun wilt soon appear, 1007, i., Scheffler, J. 
The tun's fair oheon is past and gone (tr. Buckoll), 

+7 erman, -. 
The Sunday morn in is here (tr, Neale), 330, ii., 

Eo dies est Dominica 
The Sundays of man's life, 347, L., English arnnny 

t depart 80, i., Arndt, E. M. 
he sun's Golden beams, 294, ii., Die glldne Sonne 

of the Lamb to share (tr. Mrs. Charles), 
providi 

The wwift—declining day, 306, ii., Doddridge, P. 
t-winged herald from on high (tr. Chambers), 

) i., Coelestis ales nuntiat 
to my soul has said, 764, i., Montgomery, J. 

—— Commandments once for all, 216, ii., Chamber- 
n, T. 

The set of home behind, 1094, ii,, Stock, 
Pe) 

The Aetty are called to their Lord, 1264, ii., Wesley 
y. The 

The thirsty hart pants with desire, 1202, ii, Ut Jucun- 
Cervus undas aestuans erat 

The thirty years have all been passed (Lustra sex qui 
am peregit, tempus implens corporis, tr. John Wil- 
on ). 881, i., ge lingua gloriosi proelium cer- 

nm 

oe of God, the thought of thee, 362, i., Faber, 

The thoughts that filled the mind of Luke, 216, ii., Cham- 
berlain, T. 

The throne of his glory—as snow it is white, T75, i., 
Hehleotore . A. 
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The tide a 7 ge" [time] is rolling on, 1068, ii., 

The time draws near with quickening pace (tr. Miss 
Fry), 962, i., Ringwaldt, B. kas : 

The time draws nigh, swift fly the years, 12812, i, 
Veni Redewptor gentium 

The time is short, ere all that live, 636, i., Hoskins, J. 
The time is very near (tr. J. Kelly) 410, ii., Gerhardt, P. 
The time will come (tr. in the Moray, H. B., 1801), 

135, i., Ben -Maria of Reuse Ebersdorf 
The times are all so wretched (tr. Macdonald), 486, i., 

Harden , G. F. P, von 
The times of by God decreed (tr. Chambers), 1088, 

ii., Statuta decreto Dei 
The toil has ceased by which we're fed, 1196, ii, 

Unitarian bymnody 
The toil of brain, or heart, or hand, 1196, i., Unitarian 

Ager ge 
The toil 5 Ag over (Fluxit labor diel, tr. Johnston), 

19, il., A one 
The tomb is empty ; t thou have it full, 161, ii., 

The treasures of the King’s abode (Aeterna Christi mu- 
nera Apostolorum gloriam, tr. R. Campbell), 46, i, 
Aeterna Christi munera, Et martyrum victorias 

The Tree of Life in Eden stood, 669, ii,, Leaton-Blen- 
kinsopp, E. C. 

The tribes Pl from all the earth, 1099, i., 
Stryker, M. W. 

The triumph of the martyred saints (tr. Mant ii, 
Sanctorum meritis inclita media dats 

The triumphs of the saints, Blessed for evermore (tr. 
Neale), 993, ii., Sanctorum meritis inclita gaudia 

i of the saints, Their joys be: compare 
ao bers), 993, ii., Sanctorum meritis inclita 
wa 

The rue gore | rd, God's own Son (tr. Molther 
, Scheffler, J. : > 1006, 

The true Messiah now appears, 1239, i., Watts, I. 
The true One God, in Persons Three (Der du bist drei in 

Einigkeit, tr. Anderson), 843, i.,O Lux beata Tri- 
nitas, Et principalis Unitas 

The aw ag: sounds’ the day is come! (tr. H. Mills), 

wyatt The turf s m rant shrine (T. Moore), 765, i., 
Moore, T.; 976, . Seo Catholic enc : 

The twilight hour is sweet at home, 613, ii., Keble, J. 
The tyrant hears, and not in vain (Audit tyrannus 

anxius), 946, ii., bop ea Christum quaceitis 
The unfading crowns by Christ bestowed, 24, ii., Aeterna 

Christi munera, Et martyrum victorias 
The uplifted eye and bended knee, 1020, ii., Scott, T. 
The tant martyr-host to praise (tr, Chambers), 

382, ii., Fortes cadendo martyres 
The veil is rent! lo, Jesus stands, 286, i., Deck, J. G. 
The be is rent! our souls draw near, 286, i., Deck, 

The Virgin oe conceived (Maria ventre concipit, 
tr. Neale), 30, ii. t omine saeculum 

The Virgin stills the ng, 212, ii., Carols 
The woice at midnight came, 1053, i,, Servant of God, 

well done! Rest from thy loved employ 
The voice of God's Creation found me, 1189, ii, 

Twells, H. 
The voice of him who cries aloud (tr. Chandler), 234, i., 

Clamantis @cce vox sonang 
The voice of one that cries aloud (tr. based on Chand- 

ler), 234, i,, Clamantis ecce vox sonans 
The voice that speaks Jehovah near, 1264, i., Wesley 

the ‘walle a all fing trumpets shall hear (tr. Jacobi 
961, ii., Ringwaldt, B. . 7 

The wanderer no more will roam, 1231, ii., Walker 
(nee Deck), Mary J. 

aw, star, the fleeting wind, 128, ii., Bed- 
e, B. 

The waning day hath reached its close (tr. Buckoll), 
§16, ii., Hertzog, J. . 

The waters cleanse not Thee, O Lord (tr. Chan.bers), 
810, i., Non abluunt lymphae Deum 

The waters of Bethesda's pool, 116, ii., Barton, B. 
The waves of trouble, how they rise, 1238, ii, Watts, I. 
The — . long and dreary, 913, ii., Procter, Ade- 

tL) . 

The way of Christians leads through deserts dreary 
(tr, H. Mills), 1100, i., Sturm, C. C. 

The war. to heaven Thou art, O Lord, 982, i,, Russell, 

The week at length is over, 1012, i., Schmolck, B. 
Fa gery Tap ot ee me ispers ivine, 735, i, Mi . 
The wwhale creation groans and cries,’ 1096, i., Stone, 
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The — — was lost in the darkness of sin, 160, ii., 
iss, P. 

The wicked by his works unjust (Ps. xxxvi., Hopkins), 
865, ii., Old Version 

The wicked dedes of the il man (Pa, xxxvi., Kethe), 
1022, ii., Scottish hymnody 

The wicked fools must sure suppose (Ps. Hil.), 800, ii, 
New Version 

The wicked, senseless fool, hath said (Ps. liil.), 801, ii, 
New Version 

The wicked with his works unjust (Ps, xxxvi., Hopkins), 
865, ii., Old Version 

The widow desolate, 372, ii,, Father, we humbly pray 
The wild gazelle o'er Judah's hills, 199, ii., Byron, 

G. G. N., Lord 
The Will Divine that woke a waiting time, 605, L, 

Johnson, S. 
The Will of God (1 sie thee, sweet will of God, 

Faber), 975, i., Roman Catholic hymnody 
The will of God is always best (tr. B. Latrobe), 37, ii, 

Albrecht of Brandenberg 
The will of God is only good, 972, ii., Rodigast, S, 
The winds are ing o'er the deep, 1158, L, The 

winds were howling o’er the 
The — + has have changed ir note, 280, ii., 

The winged herald of the day (tr. Neale), 38, i, Ales 
diei nuntius 

The winter past, reviving flowers, 376, ii., Few are thy 
days and [ull of woe 

The wintry time hath ended, 680, i., Littledale, R. F. 
The wisdom 7M heavenly Father, Truth divine (tr. 

French), , i, Patris Sapientia, veritas divina 
The wisdom owned by all Thy sons, 1265, i., Wesley 

Stadia of the fathe nd truth d besyde, The wisdome of the father, and t jivyne 
886, i., Patris Sapientia, veritas divina 

The woes that weigh my body down (tr. Mise Maning- 
ton), 1018, ii., Schiitz, J. J. 

The wondering nations have beheld, 1090, 4, Steele, 
Anne 

The wondering sages trace from far (tr. Miss Cox), 
637, ii., 1 » EB. 

The wonder of the Almighty hand (tr. Chandler), 
737, ii., Miramur, O Deus, Tuae 

The wonder-working Master saved His race, 355, ii., 
*Eowoe Andy, Savparovpywy Aeomorys 

The wendrous joys which crown the saints, 994, L, 
Sanctorum meritis inclita gaudia 

The woods are hushed ; o'er town and plain (tr, Guth- 
rie), 822, ii., Nun ruhen alle Walder ; 

The Word, descending from above, 1218, ii., Verbum 
Supernnm prodiens Nec l’atris linquens 

The Word Eternal going forth, 1218, ii., Verbum Sn- 
pernum jens Nec Patris linquens 

The Word from His eternal home, 1218, ii., Verbum 
Sapernum prodiens Nec Patris linquens 

The word is given, the waters flow (tr. Ls. Williams), 
607, ii., Jubes: et in prac aquis 

The Word Most Highest from above, 1218, ii., Verbum 
Sapernum prodiens Nec Patris linquens 

The Word of God from heaven proceeds, 1218, ii,, 
Verbum Supernum prodiens Nec Patris linquens 

The Word of God eeding forth, 1218, ii., Verbum 
Supernum jens, Nec Patris linquens 

The Word of God, the Eternal Son, 1217, i, Verbum 
Dei, Deo natum 

The Word proceeding from above, 1218, ii., Verbum 
Supernum prodiens Nec Patris linquens 

The Word Supernal forth proceeds, Nor leaves, 1218, ii., 
Verbum Supernam prodiens Nec Patris linquens 

The Word Supernal forth proceeds, Yet, 1218, ii., Ver- 
bum Supernum prodiens Nec Patris linquens 

The Word Supernal, from the heavens descending, 1218, 
ii,, Verbum Supernum prodiens Nec Patris Ifaquens 

The Word, Who dwelt above the skies, 1217, ii., Verbum 
quod ante saecula 

The Word, Who ever sits at God's right hand, 1218, ii., 
Verbum Supernum prodiens Nec Patris linquens 

The Word, with God the Father One, 1217, ii., Verbum 
quod ante saecula 

The world and all its boasted good (Haec rite mundi 
ne tr. in - 4 Not, 1854), 694, i., Jesu 
edemptor omnium, Perpes corona praesulum 

The world can neither give nor take, 658, i., I that am 
drawn ont of the de 

The wor!d enslaved to sin, 1010, i., Schlegel, J. A. 
The ~— in condemnation lay, 764, i., Montgomery, 

The world is grown old, her pleasure is past, 604, i., 
Heber, R 

The world ig sad with hopes that die, 1096, i,, Stone, 
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more do very call (Er. Neale), 896, 1. Bone weve 
ma, tempora pessina sunt, vigilemus 

The world itself, keeps Easter Day, 790, i, Neale] ¥, 
The world looks very beautiful, 1234, iL, Warner, doa 
The world may change from old to new, 34, i, ie 

reden und triumen die Menschen viel 
The world nog ha beneath my feet (tr Mrs. Stusler 

Carr), 573, ii., Ist Gott fr mich, so trete : 
The re tea in its wealth delight, 763, i., Mons!) 

+8. 
The Ss may look serene and bright, Ti, ii, Voc 

trie, J. 
The world may rise against me rownd (tr. Mrs. Sankey 

Carr), 573, ii., Ist Gott ffir mich, so trete 
The world shall yet be cited (tr. J. D. Burns), $85. i, 

Hiller, P. F. 
The world with broadcast beauties sown (tr, E. Maisie, 

1006, ii,, Scheffler, J. 
The world’s bright sun is risen om high (tr. Bockoll, 

114, ii., Tersteegen, G. 
The world’s Restorer, Christ, of kings the King (tr. 

Blew), 847, i., O sator rerum, reparator aevi 
The worthy maid 1s dear to me (tr. Anderson), 10%, 
= ii., athfut mir lieb, die werthe Magd 

wr winter proaching on apace (Sackville), 

The ane iad pe phi cw wrete i atts, recast), 181, i, 
Behold the wretch whose lust and wine; 10% i, 

The year began with Thee, {158 ik. Toe year m with Thee, 1158, u., ear be 
with Thee = 

The year is gone, another dawns (tr. W. Cooke, 
640, i., Lapsus est annus: redit annus alter 

The year is gone beyond recall (tr. Pott), 640, i., Lapaus 
est annus: redit annus alter 

The year is swiftly waning, 540, ii., How, W. W. 
The youths with fire circled, wreonsumed (Mypar 

aprdcrws), 355, ii., “Eowre Aade, Garparouper 
Acororns 

Thee at the break of sacred day, 1035, ii, %é piv 
youeras 

Thee before the close of day (tr, Copeland), 1185, i, Te 
lucis ante terminum 

Thee, before the daylight dies (tr. John Williams), 118, 
U,, Te lucis ante terminum 

Thee, desire of ali the nations (tr, Stevenson), 900, i, 
HoAujpare, cvdine 

Thee, Father, Son, and Spirit, we, 447, ii., Graces 
Thee first, O Christ the Aing, 457, i., Greek brmnedy 
Thee, Fount of blessing, we adore! (tr, Miss Wiak- 

tol 189, i., Kune alles Hedls, dich ehrea 
w 

Thee, God Almighty, Lord thrice holy (tr. Mr. Fint- 
later, alt.), i,, O Majestat ! wir fallen nieder 

Thee God we praise, and Thee our Lord confess (tr. D. 
French), 1134, i., Te Deum landamus 

Thee God we praise, Thee Lord confess, 968, ii., Roten 
son (of Monzievaird), W.; 1133, ii, Te Deum 
laudamus 

Thee God we preisen;: thee, Lord, we knowlechin (tr. ia 
Douce ms.), 1128, ii,, Te Deum livdamus 

Thee I adore the Truth concealed, 23, ii., Adoro * 
devote, latens Deitas 3 

Thee I will bless Ph ez my God and King (Pi 
cxlv.), 801, i., New Ve 

Thee in the loving bloom of morn, 168, i., Bonar, 1. 
Thee, Jehovah, will I bless, 713, ii., Mant, R. 
Thee, Jesu, suffering, crucified, 1164, i, This day wl 

at this very hour , 
Thee, Jesu, Thee the sinners Priend, 1261, ii, Weley 

when ue wait nd 1263, i, Wekey Jesus, truth and grace, 

Thee, Kiny" The . hymnody , King Immortal, 457, i., Greek 
Thee, 9 : glory, Christ we own, The Father's, 

1133, 1., Te Deum laudamus 
whee, Siig of aninte, we praise, 1262, i., Wesley family, 

Thee let us taste in all our food, 447, ii., Graces 
Thee, Lord, I love with sacred awe (tr. Jacobi), 100, 

ii., Schalling, M. 
Thee, Maker of the world, doth rest (tr. Blew), 114, &, 

Te laeta mundi! Conditor 
Thee, mighty Father, we adore (tr, G. Horne), $35.1, 

Horne, G.; 1134, ii., Te Deum Patrem colimes 
Thee, my God, in ceaseless lays, 697, ii,, Lord's (The) 

‘ayer 
Thee, O Christ, the Father's r (tr, Neale) 

1177, i., Tibi Christe, splendor Patris 
Thee, O Christ, we, early rising ("Ea voerm 

iSorres, tr. Neale), 87, fi., “Acwuer wares hate 
Thee, O God, alone I love (tr. Dartnell), 626, i, 0 Dens 

ego amo Te, Nec amo Te ut salves me 
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Thee, O Immanuel,' we 
1288, i., Wir singen dir pe ee 

Thee, O my God and King, 1261, i., Weal See 
Thee, sr in triumph from the’ grave, i a 

wort 

Thee, Saviour of the world, we pray, 988, i,, Salvator 
PP ge Domine ualih 

brgden), 3 God, ow ul accents praise (tr. 
nm), 313, i. Dryden, J.; O11, ii, Primers; 
ti., Te Deum laudamus 

Tees rr Father's power and light (Te splendor et 
virtus Patris, tr, Mant), 1177, i., Tibf Christe, 
#plendor Patris 

Thee, Thee we praise, 0 God, and own, 496, i., Hatfield, 
E. .; 1133, ii., Te Deum laudamus 

Thee then Ful seck, retired apart, 688, ii,, Jesu dulcis 
memoria 

Thee we adore, eternal Lord, 1138, i., Te Deum laudamus 
Thee we adore, eternal Lord! We Thy name with 

one accord (tr, T. Cotterill 7), 1183, dl Te Deum 

Thee we ailore, © hidden Saviour, Thee, Who in this 
mystery (tr, Woodford, alt.), 23, i, Adoro Te de- 
vote, latens Deitas 

Thee we adore, 0 hidden Saviour! T Who in Thy 
Feast, 23, i., Adoro Te devote, latens Deitas 

Thee we adore, © hidden Saviour, Thee, Who in Thy 
Sacrament art pleased Sat Woodford, alt.), 23, i., 
Adoro Te devote, latens |heitas 

Thee we adore, © hidden Saviour, Thee, Who in Thy 
Sacrament dost deign (tr. Woodford, alt.), 23, L, 
Adoro Te devote, litens Deitas 

Thee we adore, © hidden Saviour, Thee who in Thy 
Supper (tr. Woodford), 22, ii, 23, i, Adoro Te 
devote, latens Deitas ; 1292, ii., Woodford, J. R. 

Thee we adore, O unseen Saviour! Thee, Who in fr 
Feast art pleased (tr. Woodford, alt.), 23, i. 
Adoro Te devote, latens Deitas 

Thee we adore, U unseen Savimr, Thee, in Thy 
feast with us (tr. Woodford, alt.), 23, 1, Adoro 
Te devote, latens Deltas 

Thee we pracse, O God ; we own Thee our Lord Almighty 
(ér. Beste), 1134, i., Te Deum laudamus 

Thee, Who the Father's brightness art Te lendor et 
virtus Patria, fr, Copeland), 1177, 1. Christe, 
splendor Patris 

Thee will J laud, my God and King (Ps. cxlv., Norton), 
866, i,, Old Version 

Thee will I love, my Crown, my Treasure, 561, i, Ich 
will dich lieben, meine Starke 

Thee will I love, my sohen, my glory, 661, i, Ich 
will dich lieben, meine Sta 

Thee will J love, my nrength, = Tower, Thee will I 
ae my Hope, my Joy, 661, reg Ich will dich lieben, 
meine Stiirke 

Thee Pry T love, bg Strength, my Tower, Thee will I 
wi dhe y Crown (tr. he Wesley), 561, i., Ich 

Thee will dt eben, meine ge Thee will I 
will J my Strength, my Tower, 

love, my Joy, my Peace (tr. R. Massie), 661, i., Ich 
will’ dicb lieben, meine Starke 
will J praise, O Lord in light, 764, i, Montgomery, 

Thee will J aise with all my heart, 1266, i., Wesley 
family, Fhe 

fl ise with my whole heart (Ps. exxxvili., 
Norton), 866, i., Old Version 

Their i task who fail to do, 1264, ii, Wesley 
he 

Their names are names of kings, 1096, i, Stone, 8. J. 
Then because they oe him (tr. Mra. Charles), 

1113, ii., Sy an hymnody 
ey hen fainting soul, arise and sing. 613, i., Keble, J. 

at reef Gece, G _ at (tr. Miss Wink- 

Then it rpedry the presi et ‘471, i., Grinfield, T. 
Then bord at last the hour ue come (tr. Miss Wink- 

Worth), 1072, i., Spener, P. 
Beis oy siviens (Ode v.), 232, <3 Xpuords yerwarar* 

There are dark hours of sadness (tr. Mme. de Pontés), 
486, i., Hardenberg, G. F. Pv. von 

here are many lovely things below, 579, ii., Jersey, 
Margaret E. Villiers (nee Leigh), Countess of 

ba are who mount with eagle wings, 280, i,, Darling, 

There be such dreary 3 geesens (tr. Bramston), 486, i,, 

There comes a bark full fiaden 1116, i., Tanler, J 
There comes a day, a dread readful ul day (tr. G . Walker), 

300, i., Dies irae, dies illa 
There comes a galley laden, 1116, i., Tauler, J. 
There comes a galley sailing, 1116, i., Tauler, J. 

praise (tr. Miss Winkworth), | Trove coumth ver tha per inne Von O08, L Reed, A. 
co o'er the spirit, 1219, 

a noiseless angel (tr. Miss YP, oe 355, ti, Es 
tein stiller Engel 

There io 0 better worid they cay, 707, i,, Lyth, J. 
Shere <7 6 te yf rent tijore thes Whitteld, F. 

is a day res ore r, Mrs. Bevan 
6%, ii., Kunth, J. 5. » 

There is a dwelling "place above, 713, ii., Mant, R. 
There is a fold whence none can stray, 318, i., East, J. 
There is a ae apd ajar, 118, ii., Baxter (née 

There is a glorious world on high, 1069, ii, 1090, i, 
Steele, Anne 

There is a God, all nature speaks (Miss Steele), 1161, i, ° 
There is a God, all nature cries 

There is a God Who rei we abeve, 1239, ii., Watts, I. 
There is a green hill far away (Mra. Alexander), 

38, ii, Alexander (mee Humphreys), Cecil FL; 
—e i,, —_* a w ak: 

is a py le r, jar oung), ii., 
750, ii., Missions; 1300, i, Young, A. 

There is a happy land on high, "ua, i, Taylor, Helen 
There is a holy sacrifice, ii., Elliott, Charlotte 
There is a house not made with hands, 1068, ii., Soon 

shall this earthly frame a hg iL, Watts, L 
There is a lamp whose steady fight, 139, ii., Betts, H. J. 
sina a a land €0 yet unknown, 218, wh Charlesworth, 

Pheoe i a land immortal, 709, i., Mackellar, T. 
There is a land like Eden fair, 287, i, Coxe, A. C. 
There is a land of pure Py 1236, 1., Watts, 1. 
There is a land of rest, 446, Gough, i. 
There is a life more dear, 18" ii., B. 
gisag? Poy -_ lonely fold, 987, i., Suffery (née Horsey), 

aria 
There is a Morning Star, my soul, 161, ii., Bonar, H. 
There is a Name divinely sweet, 1204, ii., Van Alstyne 

(nee Crosby), Frances J. 
There is a Name ! love to hear, 1276, ii., Whitfield, F. 
There is a path that leads to God, 1117, i., Taylor, Ann 

and Jane 
There is a place ffi endless joy, 286, by: Deck, J. G. 
There is a power which soothes the soul, 1197, i, Unk 

tarian hymnody 
There is a pure and tranquil wave, 109, i., Bail, W. 
There iz a rest for weary souls, T3A, ii., Midlane, A. 
There is a road that all may tread, 367, ii., Evans, 

A. E. 
There is a safe and secret (Ps, 91, Lyte). 706, ii., 

Lyte, H. F.; 981, ii, ters, Engl 
There is @ song now sin ping, 1079, i., 5 oe, Cc. J. P. 
ee brs ol ing, 1079, aly mpvedyet 

isa sound « ing arow yreat throne, 
772, i, Moultrie, £ 
= as ¢% universal Source (tr. Astley), 79, ii., 

There is 23 a of consecrated ground, $28, ii., Elliott, 

There is a stream which issues forth, 782, ii,, My soul 
doth magnify the Lord 

There is a stream, whose gentle flow, 433, 1, God is the 
Refuge of His saints 

There is a stream whose waters flow, 280, i., — » Te 
Theres a stream, whose waters rise, 789, ii., N iJ. 

There is a strife we all must 192, 1. B — 8.G. 
There is a throne of grace, 4 i, M 
There is a throne of matchless grace, el A Congreve, 

G. T. 
beck 3 a a time, we know not when, 39, i, Alexander, 

There is a word I fain would 532, ii,, Hood, E. P. 
There is a world eye hath not seen, 1219, i, Very, J. 
There is a world of perfect bliss, 124, i., Beddome, B. 
There is an ancient river, 1 i., Stone, 5, J. 
There is an eye that never sleeps, 1197, i., Unitarian 

bymmoty ¢ 1288, ii., Wallace, J.C. 
There on r of hallowed peace, 1115, i, Tappan, 

w. 
a isan hour of peaceful rest, 1115, L, Tappan, 

There is an hour when J must part, 964, i, Reed, A. 
There is beyond this world tg i ey, Ga. 
There is joy amongst the a 1098, ii., Streatfeild 

(nee Saint), Charlotte 
There is joy in heaven, and joy on earth, 964, i, Rip- 

pon, J. 
There ih ti ¢ for a look at the Crucified One, 642, i., 

Hull, walla M, 
There is no condemnation , h), 446, i,, Gough, x 
There is no condemnation (tr. Mrs, LS 573, ii., Ie 

Gott fir mich, so trete 

s 

— os 
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ms gs fold so fair as Thine, 486, ii, Greenwood, 

Thereis no (od, as (do) foolish men (Pa, xiv., Stern- 
hold), 865, i., Old Version 

There is no God, so saith the fool, 622, ii., Kennedy, B. H. 
There is no grief, however light, 116%, i, There is no 

sorrow, Lord, two light 
There fe no Name so sweet on earth, 139, i,, Bethune, 

G 
There is no night in heaven, 629, i., Knollis, F.M. 
There is no path to heavenly bliss, 476, ii., Had I ten 

thousand gifts beside 
There is no sorrow, Lord, too light, 268, ii., Crewdson 

Z (nee Fox), Jane 
There is no sorrow, Lord, (oo slight, 1168, i., There Is 

no 8 trow, Lord, too light 
base Se ee wrath w be appease!, 1064, ii., Smith, 

There is one thing quite sure to make, 117, i., Bateman, 

There is purpose in this waste, 706, i., Lynch, T. T. 
There is sin in the camp, 160, ii., Bliss, P. 
There my God bore all my guilt, 493,i,, Hart, J. ; 603, i., 

Jesus while he dwelt a low 1238, ii., W : 
There, on a high majestic throne, » Watts, I. 
There seems a ruice in every gale, 871, i., Ople (née 

Alderson), Amelia 
There should to Christ be praises sung (tr. Misa 

Minington), 4, ii., A solis ortis cardine A ne 
There stood three Marys by the tomb, 790, i., Neale, J. M. 
There was a lovely Garden once, 164, ii,, Bourdillon (née 

Cotterill), Mary 
Th was a noble ark, 1058, i,, Sigourney (nee Huntley), 

ydia 
There _ a time when children sang, 1119, ii., Taylor, 

T 
There was teauty on the sea, 1276, ii., Whiting, 

Mary B. 
There was joy in sary Nat Po rarely a a. 
There was no angel "mii the throng, , i., Hins- 

dale (nee Haddock}, Grace W. 
There went three damsels ere break of day, 354, i, Es 

giengen trew frewlach also ff 
There were ninety and nine that safely lay, 239, i., 

Clephane, Elizabeth C. 
There were three Persons and one Lord, 210, i., Carols 
There's a beautiful land by the spoiler untrod, 196, i., 

Barleigh, W. H. $ 
There's a beautiful land where the rains never beat, 

638, ii., Hood, E. P. 
There's a cry from Macedonia, 1204, i., Van Alstyne 

(née Crosby), Frances J. 
There's a fight to be fought, there's a work to be done, 

1094, li., Stock, Sarah G. 
There's a Friend above all others, O how He loves, 

824, i,, Nunn, Marianne 
There's a Friend above all others Well deserves (New- 

ton, alt.), 870, ii., One there is above all others, 
Weill deserves 

There's a Priend for little children, 73, i., Midlane, A, ; 
750, ii., Missions 

There's a rest for little children, 1162, ii., There's a 
friend for litt e children 

Theres a wideness in God's mercy, 1069, i., Souls of 
men, why will ve scatter? 

— Ay t on earth to rest upon, 1276, ii., Whit- 

There's no name among men, nor angels, so bright, 
1030, ii., Scottish hymoody 

There's not a grief however light, 1162, i., There is no 
sorrow, Lord, too light 

There's not a place in carth's vast round, 1168, ii, 
There's not a star whose twinkling light; 1831, ii, 
Wallace, J. C. 

There's not a star whose trembling light, 1197, i., 
Unitarian hymnody 

There's not a tint that paints the rose, 1162, ii,, There's 
not 4 star whose twinkling light 

There's nothing bright above, helme, 766, i., Moore, T. 
re) nothing round this spacious earth, 1238, i., 

fatts, I. 
There's rest in the grave, 126, ii., Beecher, C. 
ikem are the crowns (hat we shall wear, 161, ii., Bonar, 

These ave the holy commandments (tr, Anderson), 
301,i., Dies sind die heilgen zehn Gebot 

These are the holy commaundements ten (tr. Cover- 
dale), 301, i., Dies sind die heilgen zehn Gebot; 
442, ii., Goostly Psalmes and Spiritualle $ 

These are the holy ten Commands (tr. Macdonald), 301, i., 
Dies sind die heilgen zehn Gebot 

These are the holy ten Commands (tr, in the Morav. H. 
Ki., 1764), 301, i., Dies sind die heilgen zehn Gebot 

INDEX, THI 

These are the latter times, these are not better tims: 
let us stand waiting (tr. Duffield), 64, 2, 84 
novissima, ten)pora pe sima sunt, vigilemes 

These glurious minds, huw bright they chine (Watn’ 
1034, i., Scottish tran-lations and 

hota ic aceaaaamatic <a ., Dodkiindn, 

These praises and prayers, 989, i., Salve mundi [iomiy 
These supplications hear, $45, i, Huntixh, ¢ & 
These things the seer Isaiah did befall (tr. IL Mas 

564, i., Jesaia, dem Propheten, das geschab 
Thewuer ist der Tod der Demen, 418, i, Gere 

hymnody ; 520, i., Hensser (mee Schweizer\, Yeu 
Theures Wort aus posta woe, mg hy ae 
They are coming! are coming! 689, ii., J 
They are gathering homeward from land, 114 i, 

Baptist hymnody ; 671, ii., Leslie, Mary E 
They are slaves who will not choose, 699, i, Lowell, J. 
They pass refreshed the thirsty vale, T37, i, Miles, | 
They the best who pray and watch, 33, i. Hop 

r, E. 
thes aasakee not nor sleep, 789, ii., Neale, J. M. 
They smite the S fired with wrath (tr, Cun. 

bers), 883, ii., percusso, minss 
They tal of Jesus as they went, 471, i, Grinfeld, 1 
They that mourn in gloom | Mowtgumer 

1146, ii., Thank and Jebovah’s Name 
They that toil upon the deep (Montgomery), 145, 2 

Thank and praise Jehovah's Name 
They who rer ge! their spirit’s virgin whiteness, 161 

Bur .H. 
They who Jesus alone can be gay (tr. in Hip t 

Poems), 521, i., Hey, J. W. 
They who of Thee have tasted he iG 

gustant esuriunt, ¢r. Anon.), 587, i. Jesu dacs 

rhe oak tha the of 689, i., Holden, () They w rone of grace, . 
ST aer uheis cmuves on onrik var Tail Sad 9. 
Thih cot [lobo] mes. thth (truAti] nan gehemes, 117, i. 

Te Deum laudamus 
Thine angels, Christ! we laud in solemn lays, 825.1, 

O Captain of God's host, whose dreadful might 
Thine are all the gifts, O God, 1978, i,, Whittier, J.5 
Thine arm, O Lord, in days of old, 897. 1., i, Promptr, 

E. H. 
Thine earthly sabbaths, Lord, we love, 693, i, Lon! «f 

the Sabbath, bear our vows 
Thine eee One oem 720, 1, Maude (nee Hooper . 

a s 
Thine ERASE Saviour, can it be?, 776, i, Mubler- 

W.A 
Thine holy day’s returning, OTT, ii, Palmer, B 
Thine honour rescue, righions Lord (tr. Loy), 44, i. 

Heermann, J. 
Thine, Lord, Seed vee Thine alone (tr. J, Wesley) 

Be, Fe. ; 
Thine, most gracious Lord, 499, ii., Hawks (ne 

Annie 8. 
Thine own love doth me constrain, 1007, L, Scbéffier, J 
Thine, Thine for ever, 142, i., Bickersieth, E. H. 

Fmd mig ot aman, en + might on man, 
Think, 0 ae cook, that whilst thow art (tr. Lats L 

Fortescue), 277, ii., Dach, S. 
Think on Thy Son's so bitter death (Gedenk a2 O& 

Sohn’s bittern Tod), 98, ii., Aufer immensam, |e 
aufer tram 

Thirty winters has He numbered (Lustra et qu 
parece, tr. Ma tl), 881, i, Pange lingua glenn 
proelium certam 

Thirty years among us dwelling set qe je 
peracta, tr. Neale), 880, ii, 681, i., Pange io 
gloricsi proelium 

Thirty years c'en now fulfilling (Lustra sex qui k® 
peracta, tr, Hewett), 881. i,, Pange linges pe 
proelium certaminis 

This body, weary and distressed, 16, i., Liebich, oe 
This day at Thy creating word, 640, i., How, W.". 

1166, i., This day the Light of heavenly brit 
This day be grateful homage paid, 29, li, Again &* 

Lord of life and light 
This day behold the waters bear (tr. Chambers), 643, |. 

lisdem creati finctibas 
This day by Thy creating word, 1164, ii, This day 

Light of heavenly birth re 
This day by Thy creative word, 1165, i, This oy 

Light of heavenly birth 
This day celestial melody (tr. Pearson), 240, i., “or 

organum hodie sonuit in terra 
This day in this Thy holy place, 491, ii,, Harland & a 
This day ts God's, let all the land, 801, i., New Verse 
05 let grateful praise ascend, 481, i. Hale, Ms") 
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This day pent Sort His heralds bold (tr. Miss Cox), 

This day shall God's command (tr, in the Fam. 
Treas. ), 407, i,, Gellert, C. F. 

This day the blessed Trinity (Primo die quo Trinitas, 
tr. Caswall, alt.), 918, i, Primo dieram omoium 

This day the dawn « bright above the aun (tr. C. B, 
Pearson), 401, ii., Falgens prueciara rutilat 

This day the Father, Source of all (tr. W. Cooke), 
ii., Die parente temporum 

This day the glorious. Trinity (Primo die quo Trinitas, 
tr, Caswall), 913, i., Primo dierum omnium 

This day—the king af days, heaven-born (tr, Macgill), 
294, i., Die dierum principe 

i pa Lord hath catled His own, 118, i., Bathurst, 

This day the Lord is risen, 762, li., Monsell, J, S. B. 
This day the Lord's disciples met, 337, ii., Ellertun, J. 
This day the wondrous mystery (tr. Caswall), 784, Ly, 

Mysterium mirabile, Hac lace nobis tur 
This day when the eternal Three (Primo die quo Trinitas, 

tr. Wallace), 918, i., Primo dierum omniam 
This day which Jesus calls his own (tr. Trend), 381, i, 

En dies est Dominica 
This varthly globe, the creature of a day, 114, i, Bar- 

bauld (mee Aikin), Anna L. 
This endris nyght I saw a syght, 209, i, Carols 
This glerious morn, time's eldest born, When God 

‘ die quo Trinitas, tr. Copeland), 913, i, 
mo dierum omnium 

This glorious moin, time's eldest born, Wherein was 
(tr. Keble), 913, i., Primo dieram omniam 

This (od is the God we adore, 492, ii,, Hart, J. ; 808, i., 
il., No prophet, nor dreamer of dreams 

This healthful Mystery, 618, i,, Hernaman (née Ibot- 
son), Claudia F. 

This holy feast, by Jesus 388, i., Franck, S, 
This holy morn, so fair and bright (Aurora coelum 

purpurat, fr. Chandler), 95, ii,, Aurora lucis rutilat 
This huuse, most holy Lord, is Thine, 1291, ii., Wol- 

cott, 
This impulse at ag a this movement so sweet (fr. in 

the Moray. H, b., 1754), 960, ii., Richter, C. F. 
This is a precious book indeed, 1117, i, Taylor, Ann 

and Jane 
This is enough; although 'twere sweet, 328, i., Elliott, 

Charlotte 
This is God's most holy day, 883, i., Par-on (nee Rooker), 

Elizabeth 
The tag Body which is given for you, $81, ii., Ford, 

This is not my of resting, 161, i., Bonar, H. 
This is the where God doth dwetl (tr, Is, Williams), 

320, ii., Ecce sedes bic Sonantis 
This is the day of holy rest (tr, Russell), $20, i., Heut 

ist des Herren Rubetag 
This is the day of light, When first the silvery dawn, 

_ 606, i., Jones, S. F. 
on is ae the first ripe sheaf, 1080, ii., Scottish 

yer 
This is the day the light was made (tr. Chandler, 

_ 1841), 294, i., Die dierum neige 
This is the day the Lord hath blest (E. Cooper), 1084, ii., 

_ 1085, i,, Staffordshire hymnbooks 
This is the day the Lord hath made, Let young and old, 

_ 764, ii., Montgomery, J. 
This is the day the hath made, O’er all the earth 

_ (tr. Miss Borthwick), 407, i., Gellert, C. F. 
This is the day the Lord of Life, 264, ii,, Cotton, N. 
This is the day, the solemn day (tr, Chandler), 477, i., 

_ Haec ila solemnis dies 
Thit is the day to tune with care, 328, ii., Elliott, 

_ Charlotte 
This ie the day when Christ arose (Watts), 221, i., 

. Children's hymns ; 1239, ii, Watts, 1, 
This is the day when first of all (tr, Doubleday), 

913, i., Primo dierum omnium 
This is the day when Jesus Christ, 1181, ii., Toke, 

This is the day when Jesus’ true Confessor (tr. Little- 

_ die), 673, ii, iste Confessor Domini sacratus 
This is the day which God ordains (tr. G. Walker), 
_,, 407, i,, Gellert, C. F. : 
This is the feast of heavenly wine, 147, i., Bless'd with 

the God of their 
This is the ‘festal day of jubilation, 772, ii., Moultrie, G. 
This is the festal light (tr. Is. Williaras), 477, i., Haec 

_ lla solemnis dies 
This is the glorious day, 1240, li., Watts, I. 
aio ihe glorious gospel word, 1093, i., Stephenson, 

This is the hour of peace and blest communion, 772, ii., 
Moultrie, G. 

This is the house of God, 1066, i., Soden, A. J. 
This is the house where God doth dwell (tr. Ia Wil- 

liams, aff.), 320, ii., Eece sedes hic Tonantis 
This is the month, and this the happy morn, 737, i., 

Milton, J. 
This is the mount where Christ's disciples see, 328, ii., 

Elliott, Charlotte 
This is the pon, wherein appeared (tr. Russell), 784, i, 

Nachtenbifer, C. F. 
This is the word of truth and love, 1239, i,, Watts. I. 

| This is Thy day so glorious (tr. Backoll), 153, i,, Bogat- 
zky, C. H. von 

This ix Thy will, 1 know, 1263, i., Wesley family, The 
This life ts like a flying dream (tr. Mrs. Findlater), 

792, i., Neander, J. 
This life t# ofttimes gloomy, 1078, ii,, Spitta, C. J. P. 
This loving Saviour stands patiently, 160, ii., Bliss, P. 
This man sinners doth receive (tr, H, Mills), 797, ii, 

Neumeister, G. 
This meeting with Thy presence crown, 165, i,, Bourne, H. 
This new year to Thee, 368, i., Father, let me dedicate 
This night, O God, we lift our cry to Thee, 1066, i., 

Soden, A. J 
This, O Holy Jesu, grant me (tr. Blew), 1083, i., Stabat 

mater dolorosa 
This primal day, the Spring of Time (tr. Singleton), 

294, ii., Die parente temporum 
This + ms our t Redeemer gave, $93, ii., Phelps, 

s. D. 

This sacred day, great tod, we close, 534, ii., Hordle, W. 
This shall be the children's cry, 397, ii., Friend after 

friend departs 
This spacious earth is all the Lord's, And men, and 

worme, 1240, ii, Watts, I. 
This rpacious earth is all the Lord's, The Lord's her 

Julmese is (Ps. xxiv.) 800, i, New Version 
This stone to Thee in faith we lay (Montgomery), 6, i, 

A sure anil tried foundation stone 
This, the old world's day of rest, 982, ii., Rawson, G. 
This, this is He that came, 1262, i., Wesley family, The 
This, this is the God we adore, 808, i, No prophet, nor 

Th ' nee ord! af fe bt is Thy Confessor, L Ms ame sublime (tr. 
Chambers), 573, ii., late Confessor Domini sacratus 

This woman more than woman strong ((r. Beste), 
382, ii., Fortem virili pectore 

This world is a wilderness wide, 279, ii., Darby, J. N. 
This world would be a wilderness, 124, i., Beddome, B. 
This vorld's a dreary wilderness, 124, i., Beddome, B. 
7 per is just going away, 1116, ii., Taylor, Ann and 

ane 
This _< bad joy, 135, i., Benigna-Maria of Reuss- 

Tho’. See Though 
Those endless joys the Church on earth pourtrays, 

1103, ii., Superoae matris pees 
Those eternal bowers (tr. Neale), 464, ii, Greek 

hymn 3 1116, i., Tas dSpag rag aiewiag 
Those that do put (place) their confidence (Pa. cxxv., 

Wisdome), 862, 1., 863, Hi., 866, i., Old Version 
Those who live in love shall know, 116, i., Barton, B. 
Those whom many a land divides, 790, i, Neale, J. M. 
Thou All-sufficient One! Who art (tr. Miss Warner), 

114, ii., Tersteegen, G. 
Thow art blessed, 0 Lord, Who nowrishest (tr, Chatheld), 

446, ii., Graces 
Thou art coming, at Thy table, 1168, ii., Thou art 

coming, O my Saviour 
dager Foo First and est (tr. Miss Winkworth), 896, ii., 

A rey J. A, 
Thou art gone to the grave, 503, ii., Heber, R. 
Thow art gone mp before us, Lord, 1162, i,, The golden 

gates are iifted up 
Thou art gone up, O Lord, on high, 789, ii., Neale, J. M. 
Thou art gone up on high, O Christ, 144, i., Birks, T. R. 
Thou art in on high, Our Saviour in the sky, 

1266, i., Wesley family, The 
Thou art gone up on high, To mansions, 1181, ii., Toke, 

Thou art gone up om high, To realms, 1168, ii., Thou 
art gone up on yo ‘o mansions 

von ~ up on high, Why gare they, 894, i., Phil- 
more, G. 

Thou art good! Each perfumed flower, 1298, ii., Yes, 
God is good ' in earth and sky 

Thow art mine own, art still mine own (tr. Guthrie), 
412, i, Gerhardt, P. 

Thou art my hiding place, In Thee, 149, i., Blest is the 
man, supremely blest 

Thou art my Hiding-place, 0 Lord, 949, i, Raffles, T. 
Thou art my morning, God of Light, 967,1., Robbins, 

8. D. 
Thou art my Portion, O my God, 1240, ii., Watts, I. 
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Then art near, yes, Lord, I feel it, 762, ii., Monsell, J. 
s. b. 

Thou art, O Christ, the Way, 1062, ii., Smith, G. 
Thou art, O God, a Spirit pure, 733, ii,, Needham, J. 
Thou art, O God! my Hast. In Thee I dawned, 967, i, 

Robbing, 8. D. 
Thou art, O od, the Life and Light (T, Moore), 765, iL, 

Moore, T.; 975, ii., Roman Catholic hymnody 
Thou art, O Lord, my Strength and Stay (Ps. xxviil., 

Sternbold), 865, ii,, Old Version 
Thou art our Father and our God, $13, ii., Herman, N. 
Thon art our Master, Thou of God the Son, 967, i., 

Robbins, 8. D. 
Thou art the Christ, O Lord, §40, ii., low, W. W 
Thou art the everlasting Sun (tr. Anon.), 1188, ii., Te 

Deum laudamus 
Thou art the Everlasting Word, 267, i., Conder, J. 
Thou art the Pirst, and Thou the Last, 1196, i., Uni- 

tarian hymnody 
Thou art the King of mercy and of grace (tr. Mrs. 

Smith), 679, i., Je Te salue, mon certain ur 
Thou art the mind's delight (Tu mentis delectatio, fr. 

Anon, ), 587, i,, Jesu dulcis memoria 
Thou art t Hk Heaven's gate, 0 Lord, 962, i., Rus- 

sell, A. T- 
Thou art the Way, O Lord, 1119, i., Taylor (nee Morley), 

Rebekah H. 
Thou art the Way, to Thee alone, 303, ii., Doane, G. W. 
Thou art with me, U my Father, 997, ii., Saxby (nee 

Browne), Jane E. 
Thou, Barnabas, hast won repose (tr. Lituledale), 

241, ii., Coelo datur quiescere 
Thou beauteous lag of the field, Thou child to Nature 

dear (tr. Mixa Fry), 1078, ii., Spitta, C, J. P. 
Thou beauteous lily of the field’? Who hath (tr. Hon. 

8. R. Maxwell), 1078, ii.. Spitta, C. J. P. 
Thou beauteous lily of the field, Who robed (tr. S. A. 

Storrs), 1078, ii,, Spitta, C. J. P. 
Thou Bethlehem, with thy crowning star (O sola 

naram uorbium, tr. Copeland, alt.), 946, ii, Qui- 
cumque Christum quaeritis 

Thou biddest, Lord, Thy sons be bold, 421, ii,, Gill, T. H. 
Thou bidd'st me ask, and with the word, 1266, i., 

Wesley family, The 
Thou bidd'st us seek Thee early, 1172, ii,, Threlfall, 

Jeannette 
Vien ene us visit in distress, 1294, i., Wordsworth, 

Thou blessed Jesus, pity me, 117, i., Bateman, H. 
Thow blest Hedeemer of the world (tr, based on Caswall, 

alt.), 91, i., Auctor beate saeculi 
Thou a saree of the Father's face (tr. Chandler), 

649, i., O splendor aeterni 
Thou brightness the Puther's ray (tr, In the H 

N ), 1080, ii., Splendor paternae gloriae 
Thou Brightness of Thy Father's worth (tr, Chambers, 

1852), 1080, ii., Splendor paternae gloriae 
Thou Builder of the starry skies (tr. Aylward), 258, i., 

Oonditor alme siderum 
Thou burniny Love, thou holy Flame (tr, Miss Wink- 

worth), 170, i., Brennende Lieb du sfixse Flamm 
Thou cam'st in love to my relief, 638, i., O Jesa Christ, 

mein schiinstes Licht 
Thou Cause unknown! Whose secret word, 1196, i, 

Unitarian hymnody 
Thou, Christ, art our Light; and our Day may'st 

Thow be, 227, ii., Christe qui lux es et dies 
Thou city of Jerusalem, 579, ii., Jerusalem, Jerasalem, 

enthroned once on high 
Thou Comforter divine, 1058, i., Sigourney (nee 

Huntley), Lydia 
Thou Consort of Thy Father's throne (tr. Chambers), 

261, ii., Consors Patern! luminis 
Thou, Creator, art possessed (RK. Campbell), 1194, ii., Te 

laeta mundi Conditor 
Thou Crown of all the virgin choir (tr, Caawall), 

584, ii., Jesn, Corona virginum 
Thou dear and great mysterious Three, 979, ii,, Row, T. 
Thou dear Kedeemer, dying Lamb (Cennick), 216, i., 

Cennick, J.; 1036, ii., | ick, D. 
Thou deep abyss of blessed Love (tr. Mrs. Charles), 

314, ii., Du ewlger Abgrund der seligen Liehe 
Thou didst grow, a (0) Rabe divine (tr. Blew), 302, ii, 

Divine crescebas Puer 
Thou didst toil my soul to gain (tr. Alford, pt. it), 

296, i., Dies irae, dies illa 
Thou doest all things well, 198, ii., Bunting, W. M. 
Thou dost, Lord, abhor the proud (tr. Chambers), 

535, i., Horres superbos, nec tuam 
Thou dost not need creation’s aid (tr, R. Campbell), 

952, ii., Rebus creatis nil egens 
Thou dost, O God, the proud o'erthrow (tr. Chambers), 

5365, ii., Horres superbos, nec tuam 

INDEX. THO 

Thou eternal life bestowest (tr. Miss Borthwick), $91.2, 
Homburg, EC. 

Thou ever blessed Trinity (tr, Chandler, alt.) 42, . 
luce quie tna lates 

Thou ever-iessed Trinne 2g (tr, Donoledsr), 43, &. 
O Las beata Trinitas, Et principalis Unites 

Thou ever weicom- day, 1013, 11., Schinolck, B. 
Thou fairest Child dicine (tr, Miss Winkworth) MS... 

Da schinstes (jotteskind 
Thou Fushioner of man, © Lord (tr. Blew), 6, (. 

Plasmator hominis Dens 
Thou Futher-God, oar souls sustain (fr. H, Wis, 

353, ii., Erbale uns, Herr, bei deinem Won 
Thou fathomless Abyss of Love, 525, i., Hiller, P. F 
Thou for ever our saleation (tr, C. B, Pearson’, 987, 

ii., Salus aeterna, indeficiens mandi vita 
Thou fountain for the panting heart (tr. J. Keir. 

477, i., Hagenbach, C.K. 
Thou Framer of carth’s fabric’ hear ({r, Chamber 

1852), 1101. !., summae Deus clementiae, Mondiqo- 
factor machinae 

Thou Framer of the light and dark, 1178, i, Te om, 
that bright and orbed biaze 

Thou Framer of the starry heaven (tr. Chamber. 
258, i., Conditor alme siderum 

Thou Framer of this carthly sphere (tr, Chamber . 
1187, i., Telloris ingens Conditer 

Thou Friend of sinners’ Who hast bought, 638, i.” 
Jesu Christ, mein schonstes Licht 

Thou from Futher, Son proceeding (tr, Worsley), 945.1. 
Qui procedis ab utroque 

Thou from Whom all being q Ai yoos 363, 1. 
Father of eternal grace! | loved ; 697, &. 
Lord's (The) Prayer 

Thou gavest, Lord, the life we live, 772, iL, Moaltre, J. 
Thou Giver of august reward (tr, Blew) 1102 &., 

Summi largitor praemii 
Thou glorious Sovereign of the skies, 568, i., Indalgest 

Sovereign of the skies : 
Thou glory of the eternal sky (tr, Doubleday) 25, u 

Aeterna coeli gloria 
Thou God, all Glory, Honour, Power (Holy Comm? 

nion), 801, ii., New Version 
Thou, Ged, art a consuming fire (Montgomery). 64.0. 

Lord, teach us how to pray aright ; 907, 1, Prayer 
is the soul's -incere re; 1267, i, What sball re 
ask of God in prayer? 

Thou God, ’mid Cherubim on high (tr. Dayman), M5.L., 
Qui regis sceptra forti dextra solus cuncta 

Thou God of power (tr. Newman, alt.) TIL i 
Magnae Deus potentiac 

Thou trod of all, unmoved and strong (tr, Ber), 
966, ii., Rerum Dens tenax vigor 

Thou God of grace, our Father, 1184, i, Tregelles, 5) 
Thou God of love, beneath Thy sheltering wings, 997.1. 

Saxby (nee Browne), Jane E. ; i 
sha of mercy and of might, 474, il., Gurvey, /. 

Thou God of power and God of love, 1931, i., Walker, 
Thou God of sovereign grace, 495, i.. Hastings, T 
Th Se of truth and love, 1263, i,, Wesley fami), 

he 
Thou God of truth, Thou Lord of might (tr. Neale, a! 

953, ii., Rector potens, verax Deus ro 
Thou \God, that answerest by fire, L264, ii, Worr 
se The ee 

Thou unsearchable, unknown, 1964, i, Weer 
family, The 

Thou One in Persons Three, st. ti., The lle 
of (tr. Wallace), 1187, ii., Tu Trinitatts Unites — 
st. ii., Jam lectulo consargimus 

Thou Godhead One in Persona Three, st. ii, The mermoy 
star (tr. Wallace), 1188, i,, Ta Trinitatis Unites, — 
st. ii,, Ortus refulget lucifer 

Thou, God's beloved Lamb, 81, ii., Arnold, 6. 
Thou, God's most holy Lamb, 81, ii, Armd, G. | 
Thou good ant gracious God (tr. Miss Cox), 833, 2." 
Gott, du frommer Gott me pitabe 

Thou grace divine, encircling all, 1035, ii., Snider. 
Eliza 

Thou gracious Author of our days (tr. Chandler), 91.4 
Audi benigne Conditor 

Thou gracious Father of the , £34, ii., Claph J.P 
Thou gracious ong ee ype ve (Pe i 
Thou, ‘pg Ged [La art my Defence (Ps. li. 

, L, New Version 
Thou, vs Saviour, for my good (tr. Kinch! 

1903, 1.. Zinzendorf, Ps L. von mm 
Thou, great Creator, art posecssed (tr. Chandler), 1 

ii., Te laeta ae tL Wesley family, Tbe 
Thou { eternal God, 1265, i., W te 
Thou treat Pirat Cause, least understood, 9, 2 

y As - 
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Thou Great First Cause! when of thy skill (tr. H. 
Mills), 407, ii., Gellert, C. F. 

Thou great mysterious God unknown, 1262, ii,, Wesley 
family, The 

Thou great, mysterious Lord, 979, ii., Row, T. 
Thou great mysterious Three and One (tr. in the Primer, 

1706), 1187, ii., Tu Trinitatis Unitas,—at. ii., Jam 
lectulo consurgimus 

Thou great mysterious Three and One (tr. in the 
Primer, 1706), 1188, i., ‘lu Trinitatis Unitas,—st. fi., 
Ortus refulget lucifer 

Thou great Kedeemer, dying Lamb, 1169, i, Thon dear 
Redeemer, dying Lamb 

Thou great Teacher, Who instructest (tr. in the Moray, 
H. B., 1801), 1248, i, Weisse, M. 

Thou Guardian of my earliest days, 1176, ii,, Thrapp, 
Dorothy A. 

Thou Guardian of our earliest days, 1175, ii., Thrupp, 
Dorothy A. 

Thou hallowed chosen morn “rem (Abra «Anta wai 
dyie nuepa, tr. Neale i., 'Avactdceut qudpa 

Thou hast a Temple fou i, Wordsworth, C, 
Thou hast been merciful indest (Ps, ixxxv., Hopkins), 

8665, ii., Old Version 
Thou hast borne our sins and sorrows (tr, Miss Borth- 

wick), 519, ii., Heusser (n-e Schweizer), Meta 
Thou hast cance'led my transgression, 966, i,, Rint, J. 
saa hast fallen in thine armour, 1278, i., Whittler, 

ui, 
Thou hast gone up again, 1035, ii,, Scudder, Eliza 
Thou gia up on high, To mansions (Mra. Toke), 

1168, oe ene) To mansions 
Thou hast stool here, Lord Jesus, i, Deck, J. G. 
Thou heavenly Lord of Light (tr. Miss Winkworth), 

316, i., Du bimilisco trohtin 
Thou heavenly, new Jerusalem (Coelestis urba, Jeru- 

salem, tr. W. J. Iroma), , ii, Urbs beata, 
Hierusalem 

Thou Herd that Israel dost keep (Ps. 1xxx., Hopkins), 
865, ti,, Old Version 

Thou hidden God, for Whom I groan, 1268, ii, Wesley 
family, The 

Thou hidden love of God, whose height, 1216, i., Ver- 
borgne (ottesliebe du 

Thou hidden Source of calm repore, 1263, i., Wesley 
family, The 

Thou holiest Love, whom most I love (tr. Mins Wink- 
worth), 827, ii., O du Liebe meiner 

Thou holiest Love, whom most I prize (tr. Miss Wink- 
worth, alt.), 827, ii., O du Liebe meiner Liebe 

Thou holiest Saviour, sacred spring (tr. Mixes Dunn), 
684, i., Lodenstein, J. van 

Thou holy Spirite, we pray to the (tr. Coverdale), 
442, ii., Goostly Psalmes and Spiritualle Songes; 
621, i., Nun bitten wir den heiligen Geist 

Thow Image of the Father bright (tr, Macgill), 1080, ii,, 
endor loriae Spl paternae « 

Thou in the desert caves thy tender youth ( Antra desert! 
orig ab annis), 1 i., Ut queant laxis resonare 

Thou, in the wilds, thy tender years art hiding (Antra 
desert) teneris ab annis), 1203, i., Ut queant laxis 
resonare fibris 

Thou im thy childhood to the desert caverns (Antra 
desert] teneris ab annis, tr, Anon.), 1203, i., Ut 
queant laxis resonare fibris 
— Whose Name the two or three, $27, ii., Ellerton, 

Thou inevitable day, 1186, ii., Trench, R. C. 
Thou, infmite im love, 735, li., Miles (née Appleton), 
Thou, Jesu, art my Consolation (tr. Miss Burlingham), 

631, i, Koitach, CJ. 
Thou, Jem, art our King (tr. J. Wesley), 293, 1., Dich, 

Thon Jon bg tol breast inspire(C. Wesley), 692, ii, eau, m i re(C, y . ii, 
lard of the Church, we Family pray; 861, ii., O 
Thon Who at Thy creatures bar 

Thou, Jesus. art the admired King, 688, ii., Jesu dulcis 
memoria 

Thon tuige of quick and dead, 1263, ii,, Wesley family, 

Thou King anointed, at Whose word (tr. Inglis), 958, ii, 
Rex Christe, factor omnium 

Thou Lamb of God, that on the tree, 499, i., Haweis, T. 
Thou Law of Gos, Thou Prince of Peace (tr. J. Wes- 

ley), 980, i., Richter, C. F. ; 
Thow mane from Light eternal springing (tr. Buckoll), 

Thou, light’s Creator, first and best (tr. Keble), 
701, i., Lucis Creator optime — ‘ 

Thou lightzome day, the joyful shine (tr. in the Moray, | 
H. B., 174), , Li, Pies iAapow ayias dof | 

— ee rem be not afraid (tr. Loy), 65, i., Alten- 
arg, J. 

Thow little flock, whose Shepherd is above, 1103, i, 
Summi pusilius grex Patris 

rae ng disowned, reviled, opprest, 1085, ii., Scudder, 
ta 

sleek el art @ shield to me, 1262, i., Wesley family, 
e 

Thon, Lord, art Light; Thy native ray (tr. J, W lb 
ii., Freylinghausen, J. A. wi ated 

Thou, Lord, art plensed Thy saints to own, 1170, i., 
Thon Lord de — Thy saints to own 

Thou, Lord, art Three in Unity (Der du bist drei in 
Kinigketr, tr, Garratt), 643, i, O Lux beata Trinitas, 
Et principalis Unitas 

Thou, Lord, by strictest search hast known (Ps. cxxxix.), 
801, i., New Version ; 919, if., Paalters, English 

Thou, Lord, dost promise ; firm and sure (tr, Chambers), 
914, i,, Promittis, et serva+ datam 

Thou, Lord, hast been our sure Defence (Ps, xc., Hop- 
’ kins), 865, ii., Old Verston 
Thou, Lord, hast blest my going out (C. Wesley), ii., 

Afflicted by a qractous Got ‘ av) 8, 
Thou, Lord, in endless reat (tr, Is. Williams), 1135, i,, 

Te laeta mundi! Conditor 
Thou, Lord, in mercy wilt regard, 688, i., Jervis, 'T. 
i my Witness art (Ps, cxxxi,), 801, ii,, New 

on 
Thou, Lord, my witness art (Ps. 131), 984, i., Sandys, 

G. 
Thou, Lord of all, on earth has dwelt, 1164, ii., Tre- 

gelles, 8S. PL * 
Thou, lord, of all the parent art (tr. J. Wesley), 

396, ii., Freylinghausen, J. A. 
Thou Lord of Hosts, Whose guiding hand, 400, ii., 

Frothingham, O. B. 
Thou, Lord of mercy and of might, 269, i., Croly, G. 
Thou, lard of my life, by the words Thou hast said, 

1099, i., Stryker, M. W. 
Thou, Lord, on Whom J still depend, 1264, ii., Wesley 

family, The 
Thou Lord, our Gride, our Light, our Way, 1153, ii, 

The Lord, my Saviour, is my Light 
Thou, Lord, Thy love art still bestowing (tr. Buckoll), 

Neumeister, E. 
Thon, Lord, Who know'st the hearts of men, 198, ii., 

Butterworth, J. H. 
Thou lovely lily of the field, 1078, ii., Spitta, C. J. P. 
Thou lovely Source of true delight, 1089, ii, Steele, 

Anne 
Thou loving Maker of mankind (tr. Caswall), 91, ii,, 

Audi benigne Conditor 
Thow Maker of cach creature, 271, i., Cruciger (nee von 

Meseritz), Elisabethe 
Thou Maker of our mortal frame, 1291, ii., Wolfe, A. R. 
Thou man of griefs, remember me, 1264, ii, Wesley 

family, The 
Thou Man of Sorrows, hail! 1159, i., Thebesiua, A. 
Thou mighty Maker of earth's frame (tr. Duffield), 

1137, i., Telluris ingens Conditor 
Thou mighty Ruler, God of truth (tr. Chambers), 

953, ti., Rector potens, verax Dens 
Thou Morning Star appear, 82, i., Arnold, G. 
Thou must be born again, 604, ii., Johns, J. 
Thor must ‘orth alone, my ‘soul, 977, ii., Jevons (nee 

Roscoe), Mary Ann 
Thou, i  awaking from brief rest (tr. Russell), 

92, ii., Auferstehn, ja anferstelhin wirat do 
Thou, my God, art ae and wise (C. Wesley), 447, ii, 

Graces; 1264, li., Wesley family, The 
Thou, my everlasting Portion, 1204, i, Van Alstyne 

(née Crosby}, Frances J. 
Thou, my soul, thy th ts be raising, 1264, ii., Werde 

munter, mein Gemflthe, Und thr Sinnen geht herftir 
Thou must wrestle, when (od’s mercy, 1286, ii., Winck- 

ler, J. J. 
Thow necdest not our feeble praise (tr. Macgill), 807, ii., 

Nil landibus nostris eges 
Thou New Jerusalem on high (tr. Neale), 224, ii., 

Chorns novae Hierusalem 
Thou, new Jerusalem, arise and shine (®wrifov, dw- 

rigov, wea ‘lepovoaAru, fr. Neale), 63, i., "Avac- 
Tagews ues 

Thou, O fair Creation-building, 387, i., Franck, J. 
Thou, 0 God, Thy love commend-st, 1164, ii., Tregelles, 

Ss. P. 
O my Jesus (Saviour), Thou didst me (tr. Cas- 

wall, alf.), 826, i., O Dens, ego umo Te, Nec amo 
Te ut salves me 

Thou of the things created nothing needing (tr. Is. Wil- 
Hams), 963, i., Retos creatix nil egens 

Thou of the universe the Stay (tr, Doubleday, Hymn. 
Ang!.), 956, ii., Keram Deus tenax vigor 

5 B2 
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Thow cn the Lord rely (tr. J. Wesley), 126, i., Befiehl du deine Wege Thou onty God, the Three in One (Der du bist drei in Einigkeit, tr. H. Mills), 843, i, 0 Lux beata Tri- nitas, Et principalis Unitas nou only hope of all below (tr, Anon.), 1102, ii, Sum- mi largiter praemii Thou only Living, only True, 403, i., Furness, W, H. Thou only Sm of God on high (tr. Chambers, alt.), 28, i., Acterni Patris Unice Thou only Source of true delight, 1089, ii., Steele, Anne Thou only Sovereagn of my heart, 1089, ii,, Steele, Anne Thou our exalted first-born Brother (tr, Moravian H. B., 1746), 808, i., Nitschmann, Anna Thou pi and wounded brow (tr. Miss Dunn), $35, ii., O Haupt voll Blut und Wanden Sts aca source of light and love, 474, ii., Gurney, H Thou Power and Peace! in Whom we find, 1075, i., Spirit of God, that moved of old Thou Power supreme, Whose mighty scheme, 197, ii., Burns, R. Thou pretty lily of the field (tr. Miss Manington), 1078, il., Spitta, C. J. P, Thou Prince of Life,our praises hear, 138, ii., Bertram, R.A Tau ransomed sinner, wouldst thou know ?, 1267, L, What liberty so glad and gay? Thou Kefuge of my weary soul, 284, i., lear Refuge of the weary soul Thou Refuge of the weary soul, 284, i., Dear Refuge of the weary soul Thou restest in the tomb beneath (tr. J. F. Thrupp), 388, i., Franck, 8. Thou Ruler of the human heart (tr. Chambers), 1108, ii., Supreme Motor cordium Thou, Saviour, art the Living Bread, 877, ii., Palmer, R. Thou, Saviour, from Thy throne on high, 878, i, Palmer, R Thou Saviour Who Thyself didst give (Alford), 991, i, Salve m indi salutare — —— * Take up thy cross,” 876, ii., Palgrave, 

Thou tearchest all my secret ways, 622, ii., Kennedy, B Thou seest my feebleness, 32, ii., Ab, what a wretch am I Thou seest our weakness, Lord (tr. J. Wesley), 196, i, Befiehl du deine Wege Thou shalt not steal thy neighbour's right, 959, i., Rhodes, B, Thou shalt rise! my dust, thou shalt arise, 98, ii, Auferstehn, ja aufersteiin wirst du Thou Sh uf Israel and mine (divine), 1964, ii., Wesley family, The Thou Shepherd that dost Israel keep (Ps. \xxx.), 865, ii., Old Version Thou sinless King, Who stark and dead (Qui jacuisti mortuus), 1187, i., Tu qui velatus facie Thou, solemn Ocean, rollest to the strand (tr. Miss Winkworth), 385, i., Fouqué, F. H. C. de la Motte Thou Son of God and Son of man, 984, i., Ryland, J. Thou Son of God Whose flaming eye, 12423, 1, We bow before Thy gracious Throne Thou Son . trod, Whose flaming eyes, $3, i., Almighty God, eterns! Lord; 1265, i., Wesley family, The Thou sore-oppress'd, The Sabbath rest (tr, Miss Wink- worth), 1098, i,, Strauss, V. F. von Thou source of health and all our weal (tr, G. Walker), 189, i., Brunn alles Heils, dich ehren wir Thou spakest, Lord, and into one, 608, i,, Jubes: et in pracceps aquis Thou ~ gees ~ worst the waters flow (tr. Is, Williams, alt.), i, Jubes: et in praeceps aquis Thou Spirit, perfect and allwise (tr. Ht Mills), 951, i., Rambach, J. J. Thou Spirit, Who dost life impart, 628, i., Knapp, A. Thou Splendour of the Father's light (tr. ee Wi liam), 1060, Ui., Splendor paternae gloriae Thou standest at the altar, $21, i., Eddis, KE. W. Thou stand’st between the earth and heaven, 626, ii., Hinsdale (nee Haridock), Grace W. Thou strong and ae | God in man (tr. Miss Wink- worth, alt,), 485, ii., Hardenberg. G. F. P. von Thou strong and locing Son of Man (tr, Miss Wink- worth), 485, ii., Hardenberg, G. F. P. von Thou sweet beloved Will of God (tr, Mrs. Bevan), 1144, ii., Tersteegen, G. Thou that art celestial Light (tr. Copeland, alt,), 684, L., Pater superni luminis Thou that didst hang upon the tree, $51, i., O Thou that hange lst on the tree 

INDEX. 

1 

THO 

Thou that hearest, with His groaning (Qui bee wis ingemisce), 95 |, i., Recordare sanctae crocs Thow that lack’ st »\ created thing (tr, Bereshed-Hoy 953, i., Rebus reatis nil egens a once, 01 mother's knee, 876, iL, Paleo, 

Thou that sendest 1 im and rain, 1174 i., Toring, 6 Thou, the eternal 1. rd, 1965, i, Wesley family, Te = great et ‘nal Lard, 1265, i, Welry Lani, th Thou, the Saviour everlasting (tr. Twyman\, #1, o Salus aeterna, odeticiens mundi vita Thou the spirit'’s oleasure (Tu mentis delectatin, tr T. 1. Ball), 58 , ii., Jesu dulcis memoria Thou Three in One and One in Three (Dot du tet dr in Einigkeit, i, Hunt), 643.1, 0 Lox bets Tr nitas, Et prince palis Unitas Thou Three in One Who mightily (tr, Blew) 11M i. Tu Trinitati« t nitas Thou to Whom the. ick and dying, 1174. i., Thring, & Thou treasure of Ul treasures (tr, Miss Miningtoo), 677, ii., Liscov us (Lischkow), 3. Thou Trinity im () ity (tr, Jotn Williams), 1188.1, To Trinitatis Unit Thou Trinity of Unity (tr, Chambers), 1167, i, Ts Trinitatis Unitus Thou, true and onl, God, lead'st forth (tr. J. Wesley. 638, i., Lange, E. Thou true God alon (tr, Miss Winkworth, alé.), 791, a Neander, J. Thou Unity of Trinity, 1187, ii., Tu Trinitaris Unites Thou unrelenting ) ast, 190, i., Bryant, W.C. Thou oain deceitfil world, farewell, 288, i, Denoy. Sir E. Thou very Vaschal Lamb, 1268, i., Wesley family, To Thou very present aid, 1263, ii., Wesley family, Thou virgin soul! O thou (tr. Miss Winkworth) 196, ii., Burmeister, F. J. Thou wast, O Gol; and Thou wast bat, TIT, 2, Mason, J. Thou weepest o'er Jerusalem (tr. Miss Winkworth) 
505, ii., Heermann, J. Thou, Who art All in All above (tr, Chambers, alt.), 952, ii., Rebus creatis nil egens . Thou Who art enthroned above, 994, i., Sandys, G. Thou Who art One, and yet ag Three (Der da best dre in Einigkeit, tr. Miss Manington), 043, i, 0 Lax beata Trinitas, Et principalis Unites Thou Who art Three in (nity, A (Der du bist drei in Einigkeit, tr. Macdonald), #43, iL, 0 Lax beata Tr 
nitas, Et principalis Unitas hou Who art Three in Unity, True God (Der du die drei in Einigkeit, tr. R. Massie), 443, i, 0 Lus beata Trinitas, Et priocipalis Unitas Thou Who at the third hour of dread (Hora qui ductu tertia, tr. Chambers), 1187, i., Ta qui vel stus facie Thou, Who at the third hour wast led ( qui ducts sertle, tr. Mrs. Charles), 1187, i, Ta qui Velatu cde Thou who breakest every chain (tr. Miss Winkworth 

whe an” — Sear une ame — ni ain th t eve etter, \ Mrs. Bevan), 827. iO Durchbrecher aller Bande Thou who breakest every fetter, Who art ever (tr. Fr thingham), 828, i., 0 Durchbrecher aller Bande 

Thou, Who came to save Thy 1, 790, i., Neale, J. Thou Who camest from above, 789, ii., Neale, J. M. Thou, who didst build the starry sky (tr. Macgil 258, i,, Conditor alme siderum Thou, Who didst die for sinners’ sake (tr. Wallac 593, i., Jesu nostra redemptio, Amor et desideris Thou who didst die for all and each (tr. Miss Co 1304, ii., Zinzendorf, N. L. von 2 Thou Who didst leave Thy Father's breast (Verb Supernum prodiens, E Patris), 1218, i, Verb Supernum prodiens, A Patre olim exiens Thou Who didst love us when our soe began, 1096 Stone, S. J. Thou, who didst plant in time gone by (tr. Doubled: 258, i., Conditor alme siderum Thou Who didst stoop below, 735, ii., Miles (née Ap ton), Elizabeth Thou, who didst Thine Israel lead (tr. Miss Fry 
written), 444. ii., Gott sei gelobet und gebenede sia st" didst Thy brethren twain, 1176, i., Thr 

Thou Who dost build for us on high (tr. Is, Willis 806, ii., Nobis, Olympo redditus Thou Who dost each earthly throne (tr. Pearson, 1! 945, ii., Qui regia sceptra fort! dextra solus cunc Thou Who dwellest enthroned above, 994, i., Sandys. a Daa Forty days and nights, 270, i., Cross 



THO 

Thou Who for me didst feet such pain (tr. Lord 
mon), 297. fi., Dues irae, dies illa 

Thou Who for Peter's — oe pray, 538, ii., How 
shall I follow Him 

Thou who hast blest my yoy with rest (tr. Russell), 
388, i., Franck, 3. 

Thou hl hast clutr ged Thine elder sons, 1096, i., Stone, 

Thou » ne hast in Zion laid, 192, i., Bulmer (ne Collin- 

Thou ' Whe 3% known the careworn breast, 952, ii,, 
Rawson, &. 

Thou whe ae _—— the heaven's blue sky, 985, i., 
Sacer, G 

Thou nee hast to heaven ascended, 982, i., Russell, 

whee Who hrarest human prayer, 1164, i., Thine, O 
Lord, our quiet trust 

Thou who in death's night if terror (tr. Miss Maning- 
ton), 1078, ii,, Spitta, C. J, P. 

Thou Who in i ioe dwell (tr, Blew ), 642, i., O Luce 
qui mortal 

Thou Who in that bitter night (tr. Miss Warner), 1804, 
ii.. Zinzendorf, N. L. von 

Thou Who in that last sad dng cag (tr. Miss Fry), 1304, 
ii., Zinzendorf, N. L. v 

Thou Who in the ight > “death (tr. Miss Fry}, 1078, 
ii., Spitta, C. J 

Thou Who leaving crown and throne, 678, ii., Litanies 
Thou Who like the wind dost come, 404, i., Ganse, H. D, 
a look’ st with pitying eye, 106, i, Burleigh, 

Thou Who of old didst raise, 474, ii., Gurney, J. H. 
Thou who on the whirlwind rides, 895, ii., Pierpont, J. 
Thou Who our faithless hearts canst read, 184, ii., 

Brown, J. B., jun. 
Thou who roll'st the year around, 877, ii., Palmer, R. 
Thou Who rulest earthly scep res (tr. Pearson, 1465), 

945, ii,, Qui regis sceptra forti dextra solus cur cta 
Thow Who sentest gee oo arg 327, ii., Ellerton, J 
Thou, Who Thy glorious face (tr. 

Chambers), 1 7, i,, Tu qui ami facie 
ay. who through shades of night, 236, i., Clarke, 5, 

fea "who Thyself didst ory 1 962, ii,, Rawson, G. 
Thou, Who to save the world didst dir, 594, i, Jesu, 

Kedemptor saeculi, Qui tertio post fanera 
Thou Who a that last sad night, 1304, ii., Zinzen- 

dort, N. L. von 
Thou, Who with sinners smitten art, 1304, ii., Zinzen- 

dorf, N. L. von 
Thou, Whom my so«l admires above, 1239, i., Watts, I. 
Thou, whom their Maker heaven and earth (Rex sem- 

piterne cvelitum), 968, i., Rex arterne Domine 
Thou Whose Almighty Word, Chaos (Macriott), 370, i, 

Father of love and power, 440, i,, God save the 
King; 715, i., Marriott, J.; 74, i., Missions 

Thou Whose almighty Word, "The firmament (tr. R. 
Campbell ), 563, i., Immense coell Conditer 

Thou, Fly's '¢ filmed and fading eye, 1168, i., Thompson, 

Tew Whove glad summer yields, 605, i. Johnson, S. 
Thou, Whose glory fills the skies, 226, i., Christ, Whose 

glory fills the skies 
Thou, Whose love unshaken, 1144, ii., 0 TS 
Ta nes unmeasured temple stands, 189 Bryaut, 

wae Whose voice upon the border, 1176, i, Thrupp, 

Thou wis raise our bodies from brief rest, 92, ii., 
Auferstebn, ja auferstebn wirst du 

Thou with the Futher and the Son (tr. Mant), 623, ii., 
Nane Sancte nobis Spiritus 

Thou wondrous love af God, whore height, 1216, ii., 
Verborgne Gottesliebe du 

Thou word of life, unaullied spring (tr. Misa Fry), 
1079, ii., Spitta, C.J. P. 

Thou, young in years, in desert caverns — (tr. To. 
fail), 203, i,, Ut queant laxis resonare fibris 
hall men faith had banished (tr, Misa Lowe), 

ii. Hardenberg, G. F. P. von 
a all men's el-xpuence adorned, 951, ii., Randall, ‘T. ; 

034, i.. Scottish translations and puraphrases 
T all the world forsake Thee (tr, Stallybrass), 

vii, Hardenberg, G. F. P. von 
Though all the world my choice deride (tr. 8 Jackson, 

st. i), 1143, ii., Tersteegen, (3. 
Though all to Thee were faithless (tr. Miss Winkworth), 

, ii., Hardenberg, G. F. P. von 
r ail were faithless to Thee (tr. 

, ii, Hardenberg, G. F. P. von 

Toa Ses 

Bramston)}, 

round me roll, 735, i., Midlane 
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# oe. — Thy chastening rod, 902, i., 
we se 

Though by sorrows overtaken (tr. A, Herbert?), 1017, ii, 
scbupart, C.F. D. 

Tho 1263, i., eighteen hundred years are prist, 
esley family, The 

grace my speech adorned, 1171, i., Though 
all men’s eloquence adorned 

Though faded now earth's colours bright (tr. R, Camp- 
bell), 820, i., Nox atra rerum contegit 

mag =e ¥ pursuing, we go on our way, 279, ii., 

shea <7? fo JSrom thy (your) country, unfriended, wn- 
» Yoo 471, po thoar ofield, oe 7 
mee sin wo may boldly say (tr. molds 

5, Prod Es spricht der Unwetsen Mund woh » 
Though gloom may veil our troubled skies, 269, i., Crewd~ 

son (nee Fox), Jane 
Tho i God to Christ reveal, 1266, i,, Wesley family, 

Though | Anshenng onward to the grave (tr, E. Massie), 
“i i., Neander, J , 

ar oe I am young my sins ave great, 198, i., Burton, 

Though ; have griaced Thy Spirit, Lord, 851, i, O Thou 
tnat hear’st when sinners cry 

Thou a rood seek to wash me clean, 870, i., Onder- 

Though ¢ speak with angel tongues (tr. Mise Wink- 
worth), 638, i,, Lange, E. 

te, Me body fall of pain (Cennick), 127, i, 

Though I'm in pain, and though a lead, 1031, i., 
Scottish bymnody 

Though in a world of sickness, 165, ii., Bourne, H. 
Though a midst af life we be (tr. R. Massie), 721, ii., 

edia vita in morte sumus 
Though bona ag ble may ever (tr. Maxwell), 268, i., 

A 
Though Love may weep with breaking — (tr. Miss 

Winkworth), 634, ii., Krummacher, #, A. 
Though many faults do me reprove, 1231, i, Walker, G 

(of Newcastle) 
Though mortal strength be weak, 1180, ii., The God of 

Abraham praise 
— nature’s strength decay, 1160, ii., The God of 

braham praise 
Thoug now no creature's —— (Jetzt en weder 

alder), 822, ii., Nun ruben alle Wilder 
Though now the nations sit beneath, 76, i., Arise in all 

hy splendour, Lord; 106, i., Baown, L. ' 
Though now the week is ending, 1012, i., schmolck, B. 
—_ Ah new, ye just, the time appears, 682, ii. 

e last of days bebold 
Thougs our lot be r and lowly, ye i., Stowell, H. 
Thow rfect uence adorned (T. Randall, alt.), 

i., Scottish translations und paraphrases ; ‘ 
1171, i., Though all men s eloquence adortied 

Though poor in lot and scorned in name, 483, i., 
Tavaiiton, R. W. 

Tho thee, sweet day, 961, i, rude winds usher 
ckards, S 

Though sinners ‘boldly join, 442, i., Goude, W, 
—— some good oe of lower worth, 1233, ii., 

Varing, Auna L. 
Though sorrows rise and dangers roll, 604, i,, Heber, I. 
Thow a still J live, I know not when (tr. G, Walker), 

, i, Hippel, T. G. von 
tears wail Jall and hearts are stirred, 1297, i., 

e principalities and powers 
Though the night be very Long, 962, i., Rawson, G. 
Though the way be sometimes dreary, 150, ii., Bliss, P 
Though the Octave-rainixne sanetines, 790, i, Neale, 

in 

.M. 
Though Thou slay me, J will (rust, 763, i, Monsell, 

8. B. 
Phough ‘throned our highest praise above (tr. 

bers), 807, ii., Nil landibus nostris eges 
Though trouble springs not from the dust (Watta, re- 

east), 811, ii., Not from the dust affliction grows; 
1084, i,, Scottish translations and paraphrases 

Though wares amd storms te oer my head (tr. J. 
Vesley), 979, i., Rothe, 

nr ke are young our sing are great, 198, i,, Burton, 
un. 

Thaw 2 long, in sin-wrought blindness, 876, ti., 
‘aigrave, I’. T. 

Though wicked men grow rich or great (Ps. xxxvii.), 
. i, New Version 

Thou'rt mine, yes, still thow art mine own (tr. Miss 
Winkworth), 412, i., Gerbardt, P. 

Thousand times by me be greeted (Si mir tansendmal 
gegriisset), 990, li, Salve muri salutare 

Cham- 
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Ww. 
Ticusands, O Lord, of souls this day, 1171, ii., Toou- 

sands, O Lord of hosts, this day 
Thousands of thousands stand around, 717, ii., Mason, J. 
Thousands within Thy courts have met, 736, i., Millions 

within Thy courta have met 
Three days in Death's atrong grasp He lay iti. in 

Pott’s Coll.), 225. ii., Christ lag in Todesbanden 
Three Aoly Gorpels fell in turn (tr, Caswall, alt), 

942, ii., Quae dixit, egit, pertulit 
Three in One, and One in Taree, Kuler of the earth and 

sea, 9T7, i., Rorison, (7. 
Three in One, and One in Three, Sovercign of the 

ontverse (tr. Doane), 1188, i.. Tu Trinitatis Unitas 
Three tings were led by God's own hand (tr, Little- 

dale), 311, i., Drei Konig Mbrt dic gottlich Hand 
Threcfold holiness and might (tr, W. Palmer), 1142, iL, 

‘Ter sancte, ter potens Deus 
Thrice blessed soul, who still hath made, 423, ii., Gill, TH 

Tr. H. 
Thrice-blest, thrice mighty Deity (tr. Chambers), 

1142, i., Ter suncte, ter potens Deus 
Thrice Mappy he who serveth (tr. Miss Barlingham), 

836, Fh O hochbegliickte Seele 
Thrice happy he who shuns the way, 764, 1, Mont- 

gomery, J. 

Thrice-happy he whose tranquil mind, 1174, i, 
Thring, G. 

Thrice hoppy man who fears the Lord, 1240, iL, 
Watts, L 

Thrice-Nappy, thou exalted saint (O nimis felix meri- 
tique celsi), 1203, i, Ut queant laxis resonare 
fibris 

Thrice-soly and thrice potent God, 1142, i,, Ter sancte, 
ter ns Deus 

Thrice-holy God, of sovereign might (tr. Singleton), 
1142, 1., Ter sancte, ter potens Deus 

Thrice-holy God, of wondrous might (tr, J, Chandler), 
1142, 1, Cer sancte, ter potens Deus 

Thrice-oly Name, that sweeter sounds, 876, ii., Pal- 
grave, F. T. 

Thrice holy One, All-glorious Trine (tr, Copeland), 
~ 1188, 1, Tu Trinitatis Unitas 

Thrice Holy Sovereign of the sky (Rom. Brey. text, 
tr. Mant.), 241, 1, Coeli Deus sanctissime 

Thrice holy, thrice- Almighty Three (tr. ls. Williams), 
1142, i., Ter sancte, ter potens Deus 

Thevce joyful night (tr, Leaton-Blenkinsupp), 849, i, 
0 ter juctndas, o ter foecundas 

Throned upon the awful tree, 387, ii., Ellerton, J. 
TArough all the changing scenes of Life (Ps, xxxiv.), 

800, i., New Version; 919, ii., Psalters, English 
Through all the hard experience led, 181, ii., Behold 

what witnesses unseen 
Througa all the way, the Little way, 117, i., Bateman, H. 
Through all this life's eveniful road, 406, i., Gaskeil, 

Ww, 

soar centuries Of sin and woe, 474, ii., Gurney, 
ai B 

Through every age, dernal God, 1240, ii., Watts, L. 
Through every eclime tod’s care extends, 1231, ii., 

Wallace, J.C, 
Through God { will His word proclaim, 1262,i., Wesley 

famtly, The 
Throvagh good report and evil, Lord, 162, i., Bonar, H. 
Throwg) Him Who all our sickness felt, 1186, ii, Try 

us, O God, and search the ground 
Taree ere land the lord of all, 288, i, Denny, 

~ir - 

Through Jewry's darkness Jesus walks (tr, Chandler, 
alt), 233, 1, Christus tenebris obsitam 

Through Judah's land the Saviour walks (tr, Chandler), 
293. 1., Christus tenebris ol#itam 

Through many change ful morrows (fr. izotch), 984, ii, 
Sacer, 4. W 

Throw midnight glann from Macedon, 1096, i., Stone, 
Se IR 

Through Nature's temple, large and wide, 1061, ii, 
slatter, Bie 

Throwgh Kemg's fufuriate city, 1198, i, Urbem Romu- 
team guis furor hicitat 

ee mes 
romh mrrews night and danger’s path, 1276, i, 

hr i \ the changes of the day, 196, i., Burleigh, W. 

rAvimgh the day Thy love has spared us, 614, ii., 

rh dugh the Foiati twilight, 166, i.. Bourne, W. St. H. 

665, i., Laudibus clye« resunent canoris 

INDEX. 

Thousands and thousands stani, 889, i,, Ponnefather, | Through the love 

| 
‘ 

' 

THY 
af God our Saviour, 092, i, Pe 

(nee Bowly), fhe = 
Through the wight of dowbt and sorrow (tr. Range. 

Gould), 114, ii., Baring-Gould, 5.5 568. ii, Ieee 
mann, B.5.; 1003, i, Scandinavian hyensly 

Through the starry midnight dim, 183, ii, Brooke, s ( 
ha Dg valley of the shadow I must go, LM, i, 

Th waves and clouds and slorms (tr_J. Wesley - 
rorke. i, Beflehl du deine Wege ¢ “ 

Throughout the hours of darkness dim, 008.1, Suu 
surgetites vigilemus omnes 

Throughout this earth in stillness (tr, Miss May 
» ii, Es aiett ein stiller Engel 

Throughout this sacred day of Thine, 1904, i, Wary 
PEP gerd The = 

Tr away Thy rod (Herbert), 347, 1, English b 
nedy, £08, 1, Herbert, G. oa 

Throw, soul, / say, thy Sears away (tr. Miss Maningtoo, 
951, ii,, Rambach, J. J. 

Throw tre glorious gates wide open (tr, Mie Min- 
ington), 1013, i., Schinvlck, B. 

Thus Abram, full of sacred awe, 1090, i, xv, 
Elizabeth 

Thus did Christ to perfect manhood (Lustra ex, ge 
jam peregit, tempus implens corporis, tr. Caswall! 
$81, i.. Pane lingua glorio-i proelium certaminss 

Thus did the sons of Abraham pase, 1238, i, Watu, | 
Thus far my God hath led me on, 280, i, Vark was ar 

soul and dead in sin; 373, ii, Fawcett, J, 
Thus far on life's perplexing path, 1176, 1, Thus & 

on life’s bewild: ring path 
Thus far the Lord has (hath) let me on, 1239, 1, 

Watts, |. : 
Thus (fod declares His sovercign will, 800, i, New Ve- 

sion 
soar” 3s holy con vocation, 970, i., Robinson (of Lamina’, 

Thus :aid Jesus, Go and do, 9TT, iL, Roscoe, W. 
Thus saith the Churcs's «ead, 108, i, Sox 

hymno ly 
Thus saith the high and lofty One (Logan), 1176, 6. 

Thus speaks the high and loRy One : 
Thus saith the Holy One, to Whom, 1272, ii, Wheace 

our mourntul thoughts arise ? - 
Thus saith the Lord, ** Incline your ear,” $87, ii. te 

ye that thirst, approach the spring 
Thus saith the Lord of earth and heaven, 1263, 2. 

Wesley family, The 
Thus saith the Lord—Thy days of health are wer 

(tr. Miss Borthwick ), 773, ii, Mowes, H. 
Thus saith the Lord, ** Who seek the lamb,” 1282 L 

Wesley family, The : 
Thus saith the Lard, ‘tis God's command, Wl. i, Fo 

Sion's sake I will not cease . 
Thus saith the Lord, who built the heavens, 186, ii, B- 

hold my Servant! see him rise 
Thus saith the Lord, your work i rain, 120, & 

Watts, I. 
Thus saith the mercy of the Lord, 1239, i., Watts, | 
Taus saith the witdom of the Lord (Watts), 1083, 2, 

Sball heavenly wisdom cry aloud? 
Thus shalt thou love the Almighty trod [Lord), 1117.2, 

Taylor, Emil 
Thus speak the foolish with their mouth (tr. Air 

son), 355, i., Ks spricht der Unweisen Mand wob! 
Thus speaks the heathen: How shall man (Loge 

188, ii., Bruce, M.; 1034, i., Scottish transite 
and paraphrases 

Thus speaks the high and lofty One (Logan), 188 0. 
1034, i., Scottish translation w! Bruce, M.; 

paraphrases 
Thus spoke the Saviour of the world (Blair?, alt), 4 

li,, Blair, H.; 1034, i., Scottish translations 0! 
Loy pen paasy 1288, ii., With solemn thanksc!: = 
our Lond 

Thus, step by step, my journey to the Infinite, UML 
Terteegen, (. 

Thus, then another year of pilgrim-life, UM, + 
Tersteegen, G. 

Thus with their lips the foolish say (tr. Hunt), 385.+. 
Es spricht der Unweisen Mund wotl 

Thus with their mouth the foolish say (tr, Anemos 
$55. i., Es spricht der Unweisen Mund wot! 

Thut mir auf dee shone Pforte, 1013, i, Shwold. 5 
Thy blessing, gracious Gad, afford, 373, ii, Fawcett 
Thy bounteous hand with food can bleu, 839, a! 

King of earth, and air, and sea 
| Thy bounties, gracious Lord, 1020, i., Scutt, bilsabe 
Thy ceaseless, unerhausted love, 453, il., Great Gol." 

me this sight afford 
‘gh the long nave and full resounding aisles, | Thy chastening wrath, O Lord, restrain (Ps, xx1Mi 

800, i... New Version 



THY 

Thy childhoods home the desert was (Antra deserti 
— ab annis), 1203, i., Ut queant laxis resonare 

Thy children, Lord, lack nothing, 1067, i.,, Sometimes a 
light surpri-es 

Thy counsels of redeeming grace, 1092, i,, Stennett, S. 
Thy Demmi U Lord, are open, 602, i., Headlam, Mar- 

waret A, 
Thy Cross @ trophy is, 1294, i., Wordsworth, C. 
Thy cross, O Lad, the holy sign, 1097, i., Stowell, H. 
Thy dear disciple on the sea, ii., Singleton, K. C, 

(Ps. vi.), 800, i, Thy phen Se anger, Lord, restrain 
New eon 

Thy everlasting truth (tr. J. Wesley), 126, i., Befiehl 
du deine Wege 

Thy suffering servant, Lord, 1263, i., Wesley 
Spmally, he a! 

Thy fatthfuiness, Lord, Bach moment we find, 691, i., 
rd, hot unto me (The whole I disclaim) 

Thy #uthers brightnes, Christe to thee, 1177, i, Tibi 
Christe, splendor Patris 

Thy Futher’s house! thine own bright home, 877, ii., 
Palmer, Kk. 

Thy favours, Lord, surprise our souls, 1239, i., Watts, I. 
Thy glorious work, U Christ, is done (tr, Singleton), 

872, ii., Opus peregisti tuum 
Thy glory fills the heavens, 915, ii., Prynne, G. RB. 
Thy glory, Lord, the heavens declare, 764, i,, Mont- 

gomery, J. 
Thy goodness, Lord, our souls confess, 420, ii., Gibbons, 

Thy grace is all of 1099, i., Suryker, M. W. 
Thy grace, 0 Lord, to us hath shown, 892, i., Peters, 

(née Bowly), Mary 
racious God, thy best of friends (tr, M. Browne), 

Sea. ii., Ea ist nicht schwer ein Christ gu sein 
Thy gracivus O my God, 1090, i,, Steele, Anne 
Thy hand, Lord, cannot shortened be, 1264, i,, Wesley 

family, The 
Thy hand, O God, has guided, 897, ii., Plumptre, E. H. 
Thy hands have made and fashioned me, 257, i,, Conder, 

Thy 

J. 
Tay happy ones a strain begin, 423, i., Gill, T. H. 
Thy He the crown of thorns that wears, 499, i, 

Hawels, T. 
Thy holy day's returning, 877, ii, Palmer, R. 
Thy home iz with the humble, Lord, 1278, ii, Why dost 

thon beat so quick, my heart? 
Thy home is with the humble soul, 1278, ii, Why dost 

thou beat so quick, my heart ? ; 
Thy house each day of ha/lowed rest, 714, i.. Mant, R. 
Thy Aumblest work, with full accord (Gisborne), 

1084, ii., Staffordshire hymnbooks 
Thy in » mighty God, impart ¢- Needham), 

Py paeten i ee Ge WJ nts » ii, A 
Thy justice, Like the Aills, remains (Ps, xxxvi.), 800, i, 

New Version 
Thy kingdom come, for here, 715, ii., Martineau, Harriet 
Thy Kington — O blessed Son of God, 1099, i, 

Stryker, M. W. 
Thy Kingdom come, O everlasting Lord, 1089, i., 

Stryker, M. W, 
Thy kingdom come, O God, 611, i., Hensley, L. 
Thy Kingdom come! The heathen lands, 1117, id, 

Vaylor, Emily 
Thy kngdom, Lord, for ever stands, 1090, i., Steele, 

nne 
Thy law is perfect Lord, 764, i., Montgomery, J. 
Thy law, Ome. be my delight, 81, ii, Arnold, G. | 
Thy life dread, my dearest Lord, 1092, i., Stennett, S. 
Thy — was given fer me, 556, i., | gave my life for 

u 
Thy listening ear, O Lord, incline, 713, ii., Mant, R. 
Thy love for all Thy creatures, 1174, i., Vhring, G. 
Thy loving-kindness, Lord, I —_~ 219, i., Cheever, G. B, 
Thy Majesty, how vast it is, 1006, i., Scheffler, J. 
Thy manger is my paradise, #12, i,, Gerhardt, P. 
Thy mercies fill the earth, O Lord, 1241, i,, Wates, 1. 
Thy mercies, Lord, shall be my song (Ps. 1xxxtx. ), 800, ii,, 

New Version 
Thy mercy heard my infant prayer, 1289, i, With 

years oppressed, with sorrow worn 
Thy mercy, Lord, is still the same (tr. Lady E. For- 

tescue), 385, i., Fouqué, F. H. C. de la Motte 
Thy werey, lard, to me extend (Ps. lvii.), 800, ii, New 

ersion 
Thy merey, Lord, to us dispense, 365, i., Es wollt’ 

une Gott geniidig sein 
Thy mercy, my God, is the theme of my song (J. 8.) 

1094, ii., Stocker, J. 
Thy mercy, O God, is the theme of my song (J. 8.) 

10M, ii,, Stocker, J 
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Thy messengers mate known, 1266, i, Wesley family, 
“he 

Thy mi working. mighty God (tr, Miss Winkworth " 
woe, Geh =m mein Score. tad suche Fread- ; 

Thy Name, almighty Lord, 1241, i., Watts, I. 
ely alone, O Lord, we own, 1184, ii., Tregelles, 

Thy ame we bless, Lord Jesus, 1184, ii, Tregelles, 

Thy names, how infinite they be, 1237, i,, Watts, I. 
Thy segebenr F it is he whom thou, 274, ii., Cutter, 

Thy parent-hand, Thy forming skill (tr. J. Wesle ) 
dss, i., Lange, E. ie) ¢ es 

Thy parents’ arms now yield thee, 628, i., Knapp, A. 
Thy and saving truth to show, 851, ii,, O Thou 

bo at Thy creature's bar 
Thy hag alone, © Lord, doth reign (Ps, Lxv., 

ins), 865, ii, Old Version 
Thy pracse the holy Infants shewed, 790, i,, Neale, J. M, 
Thy presence, everlasting tod, 306, ii., Pe 
Thy presence, gracious (od, afford, 373, ii,, Fawcett, J. 
Thy presence, Lord, hath me supplied (Ps. Lexiii.), 

800, ii., New Version 
Thy , Lord, is heaven to those, 1181, i, To 

Whom but Thee, 0 tiod of grace 
Thy ear ma lard, the place shall fill, 1261, i, Wesley 

ily, The 
Thy why withdraw'st Thou, Lord (Ps. x.), 

800. i,, New Version ¢ , 
Thy promise, Lord, and Thy command, 604, ii., Newton, 

Thy promise, Lord, is our sure stay (tr, Is. Williams), 
om 14, i., Promittis, et more a - “iy 

W promise, Lord, is ‘ect peace, » Lyte, H. F. 
The preetiones ouggltes our food (Cowper), 448, i., 

races 
Thy servants militant below, 789, ii., Neale, J. M. 
Thy servants’ sandals, Lovd,are wet, 604, ii., Johnson. 5, 
Thy Soul, my Jesu! hallow mine (Die Seele Christi), 

70, ii,, Anima Christi, sanctifiva me 
Thy Soul, O Jesus! hallow me (Die Secle Christi, tr. 
a Loy), 70, ii., Anima eon sanctitica me - 

y sovereign grace and boundless luce (tr. Anon., alt.), 
97, i, Aus tiefer Noth schrei ich zu dir . 

T iri ft us, & Lord (A Prayer), a “ate Atom us, ¢ yer) 

Thy strength, O Lord, makes glad gur King, 1081, ii., 
Spurgeon, C. H, 

Thy sweet remembrance, Lord, imparts ‘(Jesu dulcis 
memoria, Rom. use), 588, i., Jesu dulcis memoria 

Thy Table la ch, 761, ii., Molanus, G, W. 
Thy temple visit, Lord, 253, ii., Come to Thy temple, 

Thy thanks, my soul, be raising (tr. Buckoll), 1229, ii., 
Wach auf, mein Hera! und singe 

Thy throne eternal ages stood, 1237, ii,, Watts, I, 
Thy truth, O God, stands firm in heaven (tr. D. T. 

M: rgan), 914, i., Promittis, et servas datam 
Thy unemtroled dominion shall (Ps, [xxii.), 800, ii, 

New Version 
Thy way and all thy sorrows (tr. Russell), 126, i,, 

Befiehl du deine Wege 
Thy wry ta in [on] the deep, O Lord, 716, ii., Martineau, 

Thy way, not mine, O Lord, 161, ii., Bonar, H. 
Thy way, not ours, O Lord, 1176, ii, Thy way, not 

mine, O Lord 
Thy way, O God, is in the sea, 373, ii., Fawcett, J. 
Thy way, O Lord, is in the sea, 373, ii., Fawcett, J. 
Thy will be done, f will not fear, 977, ii,, Hornblower 

(nee ), Jane 
Thy will be done, Thy Name be blest, 1261, ii., Wesley 

family, The 
With joyful hegrt (tr, Anderson), 

Hop- 

Thy will be dene. 
760, i.. Mit Fried und Freud ich fabr dahin 

Thy will { cheerfully obey, 1079, i., Spitea, C. J. P. 
Thy wondrous possion-life, © Lord (tr. Chambers), 

666, i., In passione lwmini, qua datur salus bowini 
Thy word, Almighty Lord, 764, ii., Montgomery, J. 
Thy word is to my feet a lamp (Vs, exix., v.105), 601, i, 

New Versiun 
Thy Word, © Lord, is gentle dew, 404, ii., (iarve, C. B. 
Thy Word, © Lord, like gentle dews (tr. Miss Wink- 

worth), 404, ii., Garve, C. B. 
Thy works, not mine, O Christ (Lord), 161, ii., Bonar, H. 
Thy worthiness is all our song, 1030, ii., Scottish 

hymnody ; . 
Thy wounded weit fests its pain (tr, Maguire), 407, ii., 

Gellert, C. F. 
Thy Wounds, Lord, be my Safeguard (tr. in the Mora- 

vian H. B., 1754), 631, ii., Kolross, J, 
Thynk man qweraf thou art wrout, 208, ii., Carols 
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Ti wor Oédces yeveo@ar, 457, i., Greek bymnody Tikt Christe splendor Patris, 645, i., Latin hymnody Titi, qualia sum, O Christe! (tr, Macyill), 609, ii, Just as Lam, without one plea Tief in Nothen Lass mich beten, 1067, ii., Sieh hier bin ich Kbren Kinig TUL He come, O let the words, 142, i., Bickersteth, E. H. TUL Hie warfare be accomplished, 807, ii., Night is on the unransomed nations Tul ite holy hours are past, 790, i., Neale, J. M. TUL permitted hence to go, 467, i., Gregor, C. TUl the thirty yetrs were finished (Lustra sex, qui jam peracta, tr, Mra. Charles), 881, i., Pange lingua glo- riosi lium certaminis Til we meet Thee in glory, 646, i., Hurditch, C. R. Time, by moments, steals away, 804, ii., Newton, J. apse Pes nwifely passing o'er us, 1276, ii., Whiting, a Mary B. Time, thow 4 ston but slowly (tr. Miss Winkworth), 37, i, Albinus, J, G, Time, what an empty vapour ‘tis, 1239, i., Watts, I. Time's sun is fast setting, 161, ii., 's: Bas Times without number have I prayed, 1264, ii., Wesley family, The Tinctam ergo Christi sanguine, 992, ii., Salvete clavi et lancea ‘Tis a blessed a while we live to sing, 218, ii., Charlesworth, V. J. ‘Tie @ goodly, pleasant Land, 1204, ii, Van Alstyne (ner Crosby), Frances J. Tis a joy that seated deep, 607, i., Joy to the followers af the Lord ‘Tis @ marcel in our eyes, 269, i., Cronenwett, E. ‘Tis @ pleasant thing to see, 707, i., Lyte, H. F. ‘Tis by the faith of joys to come, 1239, i., Watts, I. ‘Tis by =" strength the mountains stand, 1241, L, Watts, Tis come, the time so oft foretold, 471, i., Grinfleld, T. ‘Tis darkness all, and dreariness, ii., Hull, W. W, ‘Tis dawn: to God I lift my hand (tr. Chattield), 878, 1. “Op@pos: Sidwus ree Oe wov defras ‘Tis 4% the important act ts done, 1064, i., Smith, Ss. F. ‘Tis done, the solemn act is done, 1064, i,, Smith, 8. F. "Tie enough, the hour is come, 726, i., Merrick, J. ‘Tis coening : over Salem's towers, 475, i., Guthrie, J. "Tis falee, thou vile accuser, go, 272, ii., Cruttenden, R. ‘Tis Anished all—our souls to win, 288, i., Denny, Sir E. ‘Tis finished, cried the dying Lamb, 735, i., Midlane, A. ‘Tie Anished  O glorious word, 1010, ii., Schmidt, J. E. Tis fnished! so the Saviour cried, 1092, i., Stennett, S. ‘Tis fintshed—the Messiah cried, 130, ii.,, Behold the Saviour on the cross Tis fimished, the Messias dies (C, Wesley), 130, i., Be- hold the Saviour on the cross ‘Tie finished, the Redeemer cries (J. Stennett), 130, i., Behold the Saviour on the croas Tis finished! was his latest voice, 130, ii., Behold the Saviour on the cross ‘Tis folly all—let me no more be told (tr. Cowper), 476, i., Gayon (nee de la Mothe), Jeanne M B. ‘Tis for conquering kings to gain, 1224, i,, Victis sibi cognomina "Tis from the mercy of our God, 695, ii,, Lord, we con- fess our numerous faults ‘Tis from the treasures of His word, 1239, i., Watts, L. ‘Tix God that lifts our comforts high, 1238, ii., Watts, I. "Tis God the Puther we re, 987, i., Saffery (nee Hor- sey), Maria G. ‘Tie God the Spirit leads, 1145, ii., That we might walk with God ‘Wa God's decree that all shall die (tr. G. Walker), 36, ii., Albinus, J. G. ‘Te good, O Jesu, that alone with Thee, 1285, ii., Wilson, Jane ‘Tit He, the Mighty Saviour comes, 268, i,, Denny, Sir E. "Tis heaven begun below, 1105, i., Swain, J ‘Tit heaven where Jeans ie, 736, i., Midlane, A. "Tis Jerus speaks, I fold, says He, 1092, i., Stennett, 8. ‘Tis Jesus that's my sole desire (tr. G. Walker), 701, ii., Ludamilla-Elisabeth of Schwarzburg-Rudolstadt ‘Tis known on earth and heaven too, 160, ii, Bliss, P. ‘Tus Lowe shall hold an endless reign, 1171, i., Though all men's eloquence adorned ‘Tis midnight and on Olives’ brow, 1116, i., Tappan, Y. B, "Tia ~ ne, the covenant of His grace, 306, ii., Doddridge, 

"Tis morn ! behold the golden ray ( Lux ecce surgit aurea), 821, i., Nox, et tenebrae, et nubila "Tis night, but © the joyful morn, 288, i,, Denny, Sir E. ‘Tis not ahard, too high an aim (tr. M. Browne), 364, i., Es ist nicht schwer ein Christ zu sein 

INDEX. TO CON 

"Tis not sk tl human art, 476, ii, Guyce io de la Moth +), Jeanne M. &,; 1198, i., Uptem T/ ‘Tis not by works of righteourness, 695, &. Lon confess ou! numerous faults "Tia not in cire emstances, 471, i., rrinfeld, T. "Tis not that I lid choose Thee, 257, i., Cooder, J. "Tis not the ¢ ood-stained vest alone (fr. Chander) 810, i., Noi parta solo ine Tis not loo art uous an exsay Ctr. M. Browse), ML Es ist nic it schwer ein Christ m sein "Tis not too ki rd, too high an aim (tr. M. Bevee’, 186, ii., Br »wne, M.; 354, i., Es ist nicht sebwer om Christ zu + in ‘Tis not wet the time appointed (tr. R. Mase) 107. 2, Spitta, ©... P. 'Tis pure delig t without alloy, 464, i., Happy the bart where grac os reign "Tis anes t at can give, 718, i., Masters( we 

‘Tis ering. thu time of ringing, 194, i., Bind, 5. *Tig sure that «¢ wful time will come, 454, 1., (rest ‘iol, what do I #e and hear; 961, i., Kingwaddt, §. "Tis sweet, O tod, Thy praise w sing, 1M, a, I> gelles, S. 1. "Tis a U God, to sing Thy praise, 1119, o, Taper, 

‘Tis sweet on earth at early morn, 1176, i, ‘Te ert to wake at early morn ‘Tis sweet on ca rth to wake at morn, 281, iL, fara |. 
1178, ii., *|"is sweet to wake at early morn "Tis sweet to ret in lively hope, 1871, i, When Logue 
and disease invade ; *Tis sweet to think of those at rest, 1164, iL, Tregelie, 8. P. Tis the blessed hour of prayer, 1204, ii, Van Altre (nee Crosby), Frances J. } ‘Tis the Church triumphant singing, 683, ii. Kent, | Tis the day all days excelling, 233, ii., Churton, ‘Tis the day of Resurrection (tr. Neale), 68, i, Aver Tacews Huda; 788, ii, Neale, J. M.; 114i u, The foe behind, the deep before ‘Tis the Great Father we adore, 987, i, Sallery wt Horsey), Maria G- ‘Tis the promise of Gol, 150, ii, Bliss, P. ‘Tis the solemn midnight hour (tr. Caswall), TH. 1, Mediae soctis tempore ‘Tis the voice of mercy calls thee, TH, ii., Midian, A "Tia the voice of the sluggard (Watts), 21, i. (b> dren’s hymns ; ‘Tis Thine alone, Almighty Name, 496, i., Hatheld £ ! ‘Tis thus in solitude I roam, 1198, i, U a ‘Tis very wonderful, Dm eure, 117. i, K. ‘Tis well with me, O Friend unfailing (tr. Mims Bur 
lingham ), 290, ii., Dessler, W. 'Tis winter none, the fallen snow, 685, ii., Longiellys. > To all that now in Jewry (Juda) dwell (Ps. lxavi. He a Rs yo ie Version nae y faithful people, Lord, , i, Conder, J To all Thy paren who this day, 28%, i.. Davis, T To avert from men God's wrath &: C. J. Latte), 596, i., Jesu< Christus, nostra salus ” T Barnabas, Thy servant best (tr. Mrs. Chet 241, i,, Coelo datur quiescere : To be a Chrtetitin te het hard aathiake (tr. R. Meese’, 354 ii., Ex ist nicht schwer ein Christ ma sein Tp bless Thy chosen race (Ps. ixvii,), 800, ii. Nee Ve sion To Calvary ascending (tr. Kynaston), S41, i. le = montem Calvariar aa T Caloary, Lord, in spirit now, 288, i., Denny, \* > To Canaan's sacred bound, 399, i., From Egypt ‘ly come Tv celebrate Thy praise, O King of heaven, 11, b. celebres, Rex coelice, laudes cuncta To celebrate Thy praise, O Lord (Ps, ix.), 800.1, 5" Version To Christ be now our homage paid (fr, in the Men. H. B., 1748), 4, ii., A solis ortis cardine Ai on T Christ the Lamb of God (tr. Kinchen, alt.) 472 4 Grtinbeck (née Naverofsky), Esther To Christ, the Lord, let every tongue, 1092, i, Sea". s. Se Obrist the Lord! The Incarnate Word, 763, i. Se wll, JS. B. T Christ, the Prince of Peace (tr. Caswall), UG & Summi Parentis Filic es To Christ, whose Cross (tr. Oakeley), 932, d, O™ tum ducem, Qui per crucer To Christ whose Cross repairea our loss (cénto), St ii., Christum ducem, Qui per crvcem T Christ your voices raise (tr. C. B. Pearson), 68 > Laus devota mente To conquer and to save, the Son of God, S04, i, Heber. & 
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To David's Son hosannas sing, 1176, i., Thrupp, J. F. 
To die ts gain, 150, i., Bliss, P. 
To earth descending, Word sublime, 1217, ii., Verbum 

Supernom prodiens, A Patre olim exiens 
To earthly kings fresh names accrue, 1224, i, Victis 

sibi cognomina 
To =o T say, 485, ii., Hardenberg, G. F. P. von 
To F r, Son, and Spirit pracse (tr, Russell), 407, i, 

Gellert, C. F. 
To feed on Christ, the living bread, 255, i., Communion 

of my Saviour’s blood 
To former acenes of glorious light (tr, Trend), 676, ii., 

Jam Christus astra ascenderat 
To give Thee glory, Heavenly King (tr. C. B. Pearson), 

11, ii., Ad celebres, Rex coelice, Jaudes cuncta 
Te give Thee glory, heavenly Aing, 11, ii., Ad cele- 

bres, Rex coelice, laudes cuncta 
To God a joyful anthem raise, 1018, ii,, Schtts, J. J. 
To God all glory be, 5765, i., Jackson, E. 
To God Almighty be praises and thanks from all living 

oe in the Dalston Hosp. H. B.), . i, Lobe den 
erren den machtigen Konig der Ehren 

To God alone in the highest heaven (tr. Miss Fry), 
426, i., Gloria in excelsis 

To God alone on high be praise (tr. J. D. Burns), 
426, i., (ioria in excelsis 

To God alone the song we raise (tr. T. E. Brown), 
426, i., Gloria in excelsis 

To God be glory, Peace on earth, 425, ii., Gloria in ex- 
celsis ; sol, ii., New Version 

To God be the glory, great things He hath done, 1204, i., 
Van Alstyne (ace Crosby), Frances J. 

To God commit thy griefs (tr. J. Wesley, alt.), 126, i., 
Befiehl du deine Wege 

To God J cried when troubles rere, 1841, L., Watts, L. 
To God I cried, Who to my help (Ps. Ixxvii.), 800, ii,, 

New Version 
To God Icriet with mournful voice, 1941, L, Watts, L 
To God I made my sorrows known, 1941, i, Watta, L. 
Te God in whom J trust (Ps. xxv.), 800, i, New Version 
Te God let all the human race (tr. Jacobi), 298, ii, 

Thicimos grates tibi summe rerum 
Te God my earnest voice J raise, 713, ii., Mant, R. 
To God my grateful soul ascend, 1196, i., Unitarian 

hymneady 
Yo God, sey mania and my Aing, 1092, i., Stennett, 

8. 

To God, my soul, thank-offerings pay (tr. Buckoll), 
1034, u., Seriver, C. 

To God on high all glory be (tr. in the Moray. H. B., 
App. 1743), 425, ii., Gloria in excelsis 

To God bn high be thanks and praise, For (tr. Single- 
ton), 426, i., Gloria in excelsis 

T Ged on high be thanks and praise, Who deigns (tr. 
W. Ball), 425, fi., Gloria in excelsis 

To God on high be thanks and praise, 482, 1i,, Hamilton, 
J. (of Doulting) 

Ty God on high we'll praises aing (tr. P. J.), 426, in 
Gloria in excelsis 

To God, our never failing Strength (Ps, 1xxxi.), 800, i., 
New Version 

To God the earth doeth appertayne (Ps. xxiv., Craig), 
» di., Scotrisn hymnody 

To tiod the Father, Son, 496, i., Hatfield, E. P. 
To God the Father yield, 556. i., I give immortal 
To Hod the glory, white we tell, 280, i, Darling, T. 
To od the great, the ever blest, 1241, i., Watts, I. 
Ty God, the Holy Ghost, 979. ii, Row, T. 
To God the hyghest be glory alwaye (tr. Coverdale), 
= i., Gloria in excelsis; 442, ii., Goostly Psalmes 

Spiritualle Songes 
Th God ee Lord be praises, $08, li,, Helmbold, L 
To God the Lord be rendered, $08, ii., Helmbold, L. 
Ty God the Lord I lift mine eyes, 133, ii., Bell, C. D. 
» os the mighty Lord (Ps. cxxxvi.), 601, i, New 

Version 
To God, the universal King, 1092, i., Stennett, S. 
1% God, the universal King (J. Thomson), 1197, is, 

Unitarian hymnody 
T God thy way commending (tr, Miss Cox), 126, L, 

Refiehl du deine Wege . 
To God we lift our heart, 1262, ii, Wesley family, The 
To God we render thanks and praise(tr. Gambold, ait), 

1247, ii., Weisse, M. 
T God, Who gives our daily bread, 448, i., Graces 

ise 

T Ged, with mournful ovice (Ps. xlii.), 801, i, New | 
Version ; 

T Ged worur grateful voices raise (Ps. evii.), 800, ii, 
New Version 

T God, your mightiest Father, dear, 1103, i., Summi 
us grex Patris 

To do's eiavecions heart and mind (tr. Miss Wink- 
worth), 412, i., Gerhardt, P. 
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T guilty mortals why so kind, 1081, i., Scottish hym- 
body 

TM hail Thine Advent, Lord, we lift (tr. Chandler, re- 
wriften), 569, ii., Instantis adventum [ei 

To hail thy rising, Sun of life, 1155, ii., The race that 
long in darkness pined 

Tb haste Thine Advent from the skies (tr. Chambers), 
569, ii., lustantia adventum Dei 

To heaven J lift mine eyes, 166, i., Bowdler, J. 
To heaven lift my waiting eyes, 1241, i., Watts, I. 
To Him God's only Son (tr, Dayman), 784, ii, Nato 

canunt omnia 
To Him that chose us first, 1939, i., Watts, I. 
To Him that loved the souls of men (Watts, recast), 

819, ii., Now to the that makes us know; 
i., Scottish translations and paraphrases 

To Him who children blessed, 235, ii., Clarke, J. F. 
T Him who death endured hath (tr, Edersbelm), 

232, ii.. Christum ducem, Qui per crucem 
—_ for our sins was slain, 962, i., Russell, 

Th Him, Who on the fatal tree, 122, i., Beddome, B. 
To His own world He came, 267, i., Conder, J. 
To human weakness not revere, 1288, ii., With Joy we 

meditate the grace 
To Isaiak the ancient seer (tr. Anderso), 584, i., Jesaid, - 

beten, das geschah dem 
To Isaiah, prophet, this was given (tr, Macdonald), 

564, i,, Jesuti, dem Proph: ten, das geschah 
Tm as well the woman went, 200, ii., Callaway, W. 

To Jehovah, God of might, 162, i., Bonar, H. 
Th Jehovah hymn the lay, 713, ii., Mant, R. 
To Jesus, our Captain, to Jesus, our King, 114, ii, 

Barnaby, Sir N, 
To Jesus, our exalted Lord, 1089, ii., 1090, i,, Steele, 

Anne 
Th Jesus, Son of God most high (tr. Wallace), 1102, ii,, 

Summi Parentis Fillo 
T Jordan came our Lord the Christ, His (tr. Ander- 

son), 226, ii., Christ unser Herr sum J kam 
To Jordan came our Lord the Christ To do, 226, ii., 

Christ unser Herr zom Jordan kam 
To Jordan when our Lord had gone (tr. Macdonald), 

226, ii., Christ unser Herr zum Jordan kam 
To keep Thy Feast, Lord, we are met, 498, ii, Hart, J, 
To let God rule who's but contented (tr. Dulcken), 

796, ii., Neumark, G. 
Te Sa that shines in stars and souls, 605, i., Johnson, 

Tome, Almighty Saviour, give, 1964, ii., Wesley family, 
the 

To me she's dear, the worthy maid, 1057, ii,, Sie ist mir 
lieb, die werthe Magd 

To me to live is Jesus (tr. F. C..C.), 283, i, Christus 
der ist mein Leben 

To men from every nation called (Notique cunctis gen- 
tibus), 576, ii., Jam Christus astra ascenderat 

To my complaint, O lard my God (Ps, lxxxvi.), 800, ii., 
New Version 

T my just plea and sad complaint (Ps, xvii.), 800, i, 
New Version 

To my request amd earnest cry (Ps. cxix., ¥. 169), 801, i, 
New Version 

T our almighty, gracious God (tr. Jacobi, 1732), 
426, i., Gloria in excelsis 

To our Almighty Maker, God, 1241, i., Watts, I. 
To our almighty Maker, God, st. ii., We magnify (tr. 

Jacobi, 1722), 426. i., Gloria in excelsis 
To our Blessed Lady (O Mother! I could weep for mirth, 

Fuler), 975, i, Remon C.tholic hym ody 
To our God loud praises give( Ps, 136), 257, iL, Conder, J. 
To our Kedeemer's glorious \ame, 1089, ii., Steele, 

Anne 
Te warravaxtos éfepavAccay roby (Ode vii.), 355, ii, 

“Eowor Andy, Gavparovpywv Se 
To praise our : 

Havergal, W. H. 
To tse the ever-bounteous Lord (J. Needham), 

11, ii., Baptist hymnody; 884, ii., Fountain of 
mercy, God of love; 793, ii., Needham, J. 

To prayer, for the glorious sun is gone, 1233, ii., Ware, 
+» dnp. 

To prayer, to prayer ; for the morning breaks, 1283, ii., 
Ware, H., jun. 

‘* (Savtour's) care, 498, ii., 

Ty tp0 tw aiwywe (Ode iii.), 232, i, Xprrrig yervaras 
bofacare 

T a beyond the sounding sea, 473, ii., Gunn, 
.M,. 

To save me, Lord, Thy truth and power display (Ps. liv.), 
801, ii., New Version wt : 

To share the Lamb's high marriage rites, 382, ii., 
Fortem virili pectore 
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To shepherds as watched by night (tr. R. Massie 
1227, it., Vom tel oy ~- Engel ay » 

To sing the mercies Lord (ls, lxxxix., Hopkius 
365, ii., Old Version : » 

To Sion's Aill T Lift my eyes (Ps. cxxi.), 801, iL, New 
Version 

-To Stephen, first of marty: 4 raise (tr, Chambers), 1092, 
ii., Stephano primo martyri 

To such the King will give a kiss of love, 1804, ii., Zin- 
zendorf, N. L. von 

To the apostolic cohort, 1095, i., Stola regni laureatus 
To the Cross its due laudation (tr. Wrangham), 664, ii., 

Laudes crucis attollamus 
To the Cross, O Lard, we bear, 526, i., Hincks, T. 
To the Father through the Son, 1196, ii, Unitarian 

hymnody : L 
To the (ord of all creation, 642, ii, Hull, W. W. 
To the harmonious Dorian sound, 1198, iL, “Yao duper 

appoyar 
To - haven of Thy breast, 1261, ii., Wesley family, 

ve 
To the High and Holy One, 403, i., Furness, W. H. 
To the Aull { Lift mine eyes (Ps, 121, C. Wesley), 

921, i., Psalters, Engliah 
To the hills I Lift my eyes, 1180, ii,, To the hills I lift 

mine eyes 
To the Lamb stained with Blood ©: Kinchen), 472, ii., 

Esther Grilnbeck (nee Naverofaky), 
To the Lamb's high feast we press (tr. R. Campbell, 

alt.), 14, i., Ad regias Agni dapes 
To the name af God on high, 168, i., Bonar, H. 
To the Name of our Salvation (tr, iu H. A. & ML 

based on Neale), 427, i., Gloriosi Salvatoris 
To the Name that brings saleation (tr, Neale), 427, i, 

Gloriost Salvatoris 
To the Name that speaks salvation (tr. Ellerton), 427, i., 

* Gloriost Salvatoris 
To the Paschal Victim, Christians, bring the sacrifice 

of praise, 1223, ii., Victimae Pasc’ 
To the Paschal Victim raise Gift and sacrifice of 

praise, 1223, ii., Victimae Paschali 
To the sky, to the aly (tr. Sloan), 627,i., Knak, G. F. L. 
To the temple's heights (tr, Chambers), 401, ii., Fumant 

Sabaels templa vaporibus 
Tv the throne He left, victorious (tr. Plamptre), 969, iL, 

Rex omuipotens die hodierna 
Tb the truth makes us free, 403, i., Furness, W. H. 
Tu the Virgin He sends no inferior angel (tr. Neale), 

760, ii,, Mittit ad Virginem 
To the work, to the work, we are servants of God, 1204, 

i., Van Alstyne (nee Crosby), Frances J, 
To Thee all praise ascendeth, 966, ii., Rist, J. 
To Thee, and to Thy Christ, O God, 264, ii., Cousin (nee 

Cundell), Anne R. 
To Thee at evening grey, 1035, ii., Xé wer apyoucras 
To Thee be glory, honour, praise (tr. C.), ii., Gloria 

laus et honor 
To Thee, bejore the close af day, Creator x all things 

(tr. in the Evg. Office, 1748), 1135, ii., Te lucts ante 
terminum 

To Thee before the close of day, Creator of the world (tr. 
Chambers), 1135, ii, Te lucis ante terminum 

To Thee, Creator in Whose love, 1276, ii, Whiting, 
Mary B, 

To Thee, Creator Spirit, now we flee, 1209, i, Veni 
Creator Spiritus, Mentes 

To Thee, great trod of love, I bow, 1263, ii,, Wesley 
family, The 

To Thee, great Source of light, 165, ii., Bourne, H. 
T% ae call, O Lord, be swift, 682, ii, Kennedy, 

T) Thee f send my fervent cries (tr. Jacobi, alt.), 32, i., 
Agricola, J. 

To Thee I wholly give (tr. Kinchen), 472, ii., Grfinbeck 
(née Naverofaky), Esther 

To Thee, Immanuel, we sing, The Prince (tr. Miss 
Manington), 1288, i1., Wir singen dir Immanuel 

Tb Thee in ages past, 192, ii., Bulmer, J. 
Tu Thee, Jehovah, FU be singing (tr. in Sel. H. from 

fier. Poal., 1754), 268, ii,, Crasselius (Crasselt}, B. 
Tv Thee, Jehovah, will f sing (fr. in the Morav. H. B., 

iss6), 268, ii., Crasselius (Crasselt), B. 
To Thee, Lord Christ, all praise be given, 1041, i, Sel- 

nm coker, N. 
T Thee, much loved, lw honour pau (tr, Chatfield), 

900, i., [loAwypare, cvdiue 
To Thee, my God and Saviour, 499, i., Haweis, ‘T. 
T) Thee, my God and Saviour, J (Ps. ixxxvill,), 800, iL, 

New Version 
To peer: my God, my days are known, 306, ii., Dod- 

dridge, P. 

To Thee, my God, to Thee, 1195, ii., Unitarian hym 
Th Thee, my God, whose presence fills, 420, ii,, Gibbons, T. 

INDEX. TO US 

sadist my heart, eternal King, 506, ii., Heginiethen 
0. 

To Thee my hvart, eternal King (J. Thomson), 1197. 
Unitarian hytonody 

To Thee, my Lord, I give (tr. Kincben, alt.) 472 a. 
Granbeck = Naverofsky), Esther 

To Thee, my Shepherd, and my Lord, $06, ii, Heys 
bothom, 0. 

To Thee, UV Barnabas, is given (tr. Chambers), M1 i. 
Coelo datur quiescere 

To Thee, 0 blessed Saviour, 1180, ii, To Thee, Ode, 
dear Saviour 

To Thee, O Christ, our hymn we raise (Ded com 
martyru: ), 1092, ii., Stephano primo mart 

To Thee, O Christ, our thoughts aepire (tr. Darling . 
587, ii,, Jesu dulcis wemoria 

To Thee, O Christ, Thy Father's light (tr. in the Prine, 
1615), 1177, i., Tibi Christe, splendor Patris 

To Thee, O Christ, we ever y (Duffield, 325, a. 
Ss. A. W.; 351, i., Ennodias, MF. 

To — 0 Comforter divine, 497, ii., Havergal, Pmacs 

To Thee, O Father, here we raise (tr. W. Palmer, ob. , 
118, ii., Te Deum Patrem us 

To Thee, O God, be praises, 1113, ii, Syriac bymnndy 
To Thee, O (od, in 235, ii., Clarke, J. F 
To Thee, O God of power divine, 165, ii., Bourne, H. 
T 7 — the Shepherd Aings, 168, ii, Besinas’, 

-G.C. 
To Thee, 0 (Fod, we Gentiles pay (tr. Neale, ait, 

$87, i., Paule doctor egregie 
To Thee, O God, we raise, 896, ii., Pierson, A. T. 
To Thee, O Giod, we raise, 1097, i., Stowell, H. 
Tu Thee, 0 God, we render praise (Ps. lxxy.), 04. i. 

New Version 
To Thee, O God, we render thanks, 1174, i, Thring. 5 
To Thee, & God, will we give thanks (Ps. Laxv.), 85.2, 

Old Version 
To Thee, O holy King of saints, 908, i, Powell, Tb 
Io Thee, O Lord, I come with singing (tr. Mise Barling 

ham), 268, ii., Crasselius (Crasselt), B. 
To Thee, U ee I send my cries (tr. Jacobi), 12, 1, 

To Thee, 0 Lord, I yield my spirit, Thine (tr. Singkws , 
527, i., Hippel, T.G. von 

T Thee, O Lord, I yield my spirit, Who (W. Ba! 
$01, ii., Dir, Herr, dir will ich mich ergeben ; 7%, 2 
Neumark, G.; 1254, i., Wenn mein Stindicin Mr- 
banden ist 

To Thee, O lard, my cries ascend (Ps. cali.\, M1, i. 
New Version 

To Thee, 0 Lord, we raise, 895, ii., Pierson, A. T. 
To Thee, 0 Lord, will I sing pravses (tr. Loy), 88. 2, 

Crasselius [Crasselt), B. 
T — Lord, with dawning light, 304, i., Dow 

G. W. 
T Thee, O Lord, with humble fear (tr.J, Wesley, al! . 

396, i., Freylinghausen, J. A. 
polled Father's God, we bo~, 269, i., Cronenwet, 

tT —— God, these babes we bring, 1098, i, Stryke 
M.W. 

To Thee our God we fly, 540, ii.. How, W. W. 
To Thee our guilty deeds, 233, ii., Churton, b 
To Thee, our Lord, all praise be given, 1041, i, »- 

necker, N. og ae 
To Thee our wants are known (Newton), 804, i, Nee- 

ton, J.; 869, i., On what has now been sewn 
To Thee, the Lord Almighty, 406, i., Gaskell, W. 
To Thee, the Lord of ail, PU humbly sing, $61, i. le 

will dem Herren, meinem Gott, bobsingen : 
To Thee this — we devote, 1020, i., Scott, J. fh 
Tv Thee, Thou Holy Spirit, now (tr. Miss Fry), 81.2, 

Nun bitten wir den heiligen Geist 
T Thee to laud in songs of praise, 1133, ii, Te Dee 

laudamus 
T Thee, to Thee, away from self (tr. J. Kelly, Le 

Hensel, Luise : 
To Thine eternal arms, © God, $21, ii., Higginson, T.% 
Tb Thine mon peaceful skies, 282, i, Davis, T. 
To those who tread with duteous pace, 575, i., Jackson, © 
To thy father and thy mother, 264, ii., Cousin (at Our 

dell), Anne R. 
Tb Thy pastures, fair and large, 725, ii, Merrick, J 
To Thy presence I repair, 1180, ii, To Thy temple | 

repair | 
To is presence we repair, 1180, ii, To Thy wmple 

repair 
T us a Child of hope is born, 1156, i, The race Hat 

long in darkness pined . 
To us Child of royal birth, 1266, i., Wesley {amtly, 

To wa have distant ages, 1291, ii., Wolcott, 5. 



TO Us 
To ws £8 borne a barne of blis (tr. “ the G. & G 
= Dallates ; *). 325, ii., Kin M imdelete so libelieh. 

> rod, impart Thy grace (tr. H. Mills), 355, i. 
Es wolit’ uns Gott genidig a 5 , ae, 

To us Salvation now is come, 1074, i, i ratua, P. 
To ws the promised child is born — indelein so 

l6belich, ¢x, H. Mills), 295, i., Dies est laetitiae In 
ortu regali 

Tous this day ts born a Child, 623, i., Kennedy, B. H. 
To weary hearts, to mourning homes (tr, Whittier), 

355. i., Es zieht ein stiller Engel 
To welcome Him Who shall for ever reign (tr, Hewett), 
— Zi., Regnantem sempiteroa per saecula sus- 
ceptura 

To whom Gut Thee, 0 God of grace, $72, i,, lronsW. J. 
To your Creator, Goi, 1089, ii,, Steele, Anne 
To Ziam’s Mill &f Lift my eyes, From whence my help 

(Ps. cxxi.), 801, ii., New Version 
To-day, above the sky He soared (tr, Neale), 241, ii, 

Coelos ascendit hodie 
aR nat beneath Thy chatlening eye, 1278, i., Whittier, 

J. a. 
To-day tm Bethlehem hear I (tr. Dix), 308, i, ofa dv 

iWwiderors ew, év Bybaccu 
To-day tin Hethichem | hear (tr. Littledale), 308, i, 

Acka €v Uyioras Gey, dv Byircen : 
To-day ire Thine Apostle shine, 1294, i., Wordsworth, 

c. 
To-tay let Christian maidens, 1225, 1, Virginis caste 

vicertxales summae decus paeclurites 
To-day mine, to-morruw thine, 1012, i,, Schinolek, B. 
To-day, O God, Thy mind resolves (tr. Chandler, alt,), 

871 . di., Fam sanctius moves opus 
Today, OG Lord, @ holier work (tr. Chandler, alt,), 

578, ii., Jam sanctits moves opus 

To-day, O Lord, the Holy James, 1294, i., Wordsworth, C. 

To-day, O Lord, Thy will resolves (tr. Coandier, alt.), 

$78, ii., Jam sanctius moves opus 
weary nations, 826, i, O day of rest and 

gladness 

To-da Lord went up on high, 1305, ii., Zwick, J. 

fodag the blessed med (me (Primo die quo Trivitas, 

To-day the Saviour calls, 495, i., Hastings, T.; 1064, i., 

Smith, S. F-. 

, i... Heut iat gefahren Gottes 

FE ng Pr Vector o'er his foes (tr, Neale), 1104, id, 

To-day Thy mercy calls us, 1181, i, To-day Thy 

mercy call« me 

kKomam ich ber 

BE ag time began its course (tr. Littledale), 

while it is call'd to-day, 

ly, The ; : 

widen aattk bright effulgence shine, 1294, ii., Words- 

° - Cc. 
; 

ogg Herrn erlaubt, 1304, ii, Zinszendorf, 

N. L. ees | 
A 

Toge - t , Zz 

or as : symbols, Lord, 1179, ii, To-day 

‘re bidden to a feast 

Tot a dame ta 392, ii., French 

ay-marrew. Lord, is Thine, 306, ii., Doddridge, P. 

7 lerns TALqmepos 

Ter fase » aBAodopwy (St. Joseph the hymnographer), 

465. ii. 

tr. Newma,:), 913, i, Prime dierum omnlum 

To-day the Son of God hath gone Al Littledale), 
n 

Surrexit Christus bodie 

To-day we celebrate the birth, 1227, ii, Vom Himinel 

>i arente tem m 294, ii., Die p poru i, Wesley 

Tédten ixt dem 

work for good, 735, i., Midlane, A. 

Together with 

ui dans La nuit de la vie (Vinet), 

Tov ev duced tais ovoias (John of Damascus), 68, i, 

, Greek hymnody 

qo dearly, Lord, hast Thou redeemed, 423, i., Gill, 

Too ie faire IT was to conquer sin, 1264, ii, Wesley 

tamily, The e's raging billow, 138, ii., Bethune, G. W. esas Li 
bce or eae dit the starless night, 1108, ii., Syming- 

J. on the ocean drift (tr. Blew), 576, i, Jactamur 

heu, quot fluctibus 
f 

t » ave, by tempests driven (tr. Chambers), 

576. i., Jactamur heu, quot fluctibus 

- , 73, i, Antrypaon 

Tote Buljone sanctitatis, 1190, ii, Uncta Crux Det 

ipee ence is our God (tr. J. W. Bright), 385, ii, 

af feste Burg ist, unser Gott 

Ein p up their unknown way, 117, i, Bate- 

wall uv lead _— possessing (tr, ene 

Lowly, solemnly, lowly, 1099, i,, Stryker, 

Tost 

INDEX. TUB 1483 
Transcendent megetery melee, 496, ii, Have mercy 

wn us, God Most High 
Trauernd und mit bangem Sehnen (recast Miller), 

776, i, Mfiller, L. E. 5. ; 7968, ii., Neunhertz, J. 
Trautser Jesu, Khrenkoniy (T uilla S. Sebréder, 

nee Wolf), 1017, i., Schrider, J, H. 
Treasure above all treasure (tr, in the Moravian H, B., 

1754), 677, ii., Liscovius [Lischkow], S. 
Treasure beyond all treasure (tr. Miss Dunn), 677, ii., 

Liscovius (Lischkow}, S. 
Trembling before Thine awful throne, 525, ii., Hill- 

house, A. L. 
Tremble not, though darkly gather (tr. Miss Borthwick), 

1300, i., Zage nicht wenn sich der Himmel 
Trembling carth gave awful sign, 69, i., Angels roll the 

rock away 
Trembling I rejoice, 626, ti., Klopstock, F. G. 
Trembling with tenderest alarms, 215, i,, Cawood, J. 
Tremendous Gad, with humble fear, 1265, L, Wesley 

family, The 
Tiemendous Lord of earth and sky (C. Wesley), 1061, 

i,, Sluners, the call obey, ‘The latest call of grace 
Treuer Golt ich muss dir klagen, 506, ii., Heermann, J. 
Trever Heiland, wir sind hier, 1300, ii., Zeller, C. H. 
Treuer Vater, deine Liebe, 446, i., Gotter, L. A. 
Treuer Wachter Israel, §05, i., Heermann, J. 
Tried, trusted, crowned, 107, i. Batley, E. 
Trim thy Lamp, O Soul betrothed, 1014, ii,, Schmficke 

dich, 0 lie’w Seele 
Trinitatis altissimae, 650, i., Latin hymnody 
Trinity, Unity, Deity, Eternal (.Wayety) (tr. Neale), 

11885, ii., ‘Trinitas, a “9 ——. 
Toten s Moras Seapyinn, . ii, Greek hymnody , 

732, i., Metruphanes of Smyrna 
Tristes erant Apostoli (Ambrosius), 94, ii., Auroralucia 

rutilat; 136, i,, Benson, E. W. 
Tristes, orbos lacrymantes (tr. Pearson), 1871, ii., 

When our heads are bowed with woe : 
Tritt hin, o See’, und dank’ dem Herrn, 1007, ii., 

Scheffler, J. 
Triumph, O Queen of heaven, to see (tr. in the Primer, 

1706), 954, ii., ina coell, lnetare 
Trivmph, ye heavens! rejoice ye with high adoration, 

1144, u., Tersteegen, (. 
Triumphant, Christ ascenda on high, 1090, i., Steele, 

Anne 
Triumphant Lord, Thy goodness reigns, 306, ii., Dod- 

ge, P 
ies a lard, Thy work is done, $72, i., Irons, 

<P 
Triumphant sing ye favoured (ransom'd) saints, 151, ii, 

Bexien, J 
Tri nt Zion, lift thy head, 306, ii., Doddridge, P. 
Trois fois Jehovah, 712, ii., Malan, H. A.C. 
Tréstet, tristet meine Lieben, 867, i., Olearius, Johannes 
True and faithful Witness Thee, 1264, ii., Wesley 

family, The 
True ma Faithful Witness Thou, 483, ii., Happy day 

of union sweet 
True Bread of Life, in tender mercy given, 1168, ii., 

True Bread of Life, in pitying mercy given 
True faith in holy life will shine (tr. Miss Winkworth, 

ailt.), 407, ii., Gellert, C. F. 
True mirror of the Godhead: Perfect Light, 311, i, 

Dreieinigkelt, der Gottheit wabrer Spiegel 
True Shepherd, who in love most deep Ctr. Sis Wink- 

worth), 618, ii., Hessenthaler, M. 
Truest Piiend, Whe canst not — (tr. Miss Wink- 

worth), 798, ii., Neunbertz, J. 
True-hearted, whole-hearted, faithful and loyal, 498,i,, 

Havergal, Frances Kt. 
Truly the light of morn is sweet, 1117, ii, Taylor, 

emily 
Truly the Lord is very good (Ps. Ixxill.), 865, ii, Old 

Version 
Trust in God, and do the right, 709, ii., Macleod, N. 
Trust in God and tod alone, 357, i, Evans, A. E. 
Trust in the Lord, for ever trust, 1237, ii., Watts, 1. 
Trusting in our Lord alone, 1864, ii., Wesley family, 

The 
Tu Christe, nostrum gaudium, 27, i., Aeterne Rex 

altissime 
Tu cicinm Deus conditor, 814, i,, Notker 
Tu, cujus Orbis principio novi, 715, i, Marriott, J. 
Tu Ajyus amore carnalem, 648, ii., Latin hymnuly 
Tu es certe quem habeo, 650, ii., Latin hymnudy 
Tu mentis delectatio, 587, i., 588, ii., Jesu dulcis 

memoria 
qui hac hora tertia, 1187, i., Tu qui velatus facie 
Trinitatis Unitas, 1171, ii., Three in One and One 
in Three 

Tua, Jesu, dilectio, $88, ii., Jean dulcis memoria 
Tuba Domini, Paule, maxima, 7, i, Abelard, P. 

Tu 
Tu 
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1484 TUB INDEX. UP 

Yuba nostrac vecis clevetur, 815, i., Notker Tubam bell icosam, qui Dei non cerentes, 815, i, Notker oe every heart, wake every tongue, 1097, i., Stowell, 

Turn wot from him who ashes of Thee, 1219, i., Very, J. Turn not, O Lord, Thy face from me, BA1, ii, 0 Lord, turn not Thy face away Turn not Thy face away, O Lord, 641, ii., O Lord, turn not Thy face away Turn, © turn, no more delaying (tr. the Hon. 8. R. Maxwell), 1077, ii., Spitta, C. J. P. Turn on me, then, your intet dart (Tinctam ergo Christi sanguine, tr. Wallace), 992, i,, Salvete clavi et lancea Turn, poor wanderer, ere the sentence (tr. R. Massie), 1077, ii., Spitta, C. J. I’. Tush, God forgetteth this, saith he (Ps. x.), 865, i., Old Version "Twas at the »olemn Matins'-hour (tr. Aylward), 886, i., Patris Saplentia, veritas divina ‘Ywas dream-like, when the Lord's decree, 622, ii., Kennedy, B. H. "Twas for my sins, my dearest Lord, 1238, ii., Watta, I. ss . the East, the mystic Fast, 504, ii., Hedge, 

"Twas in the watches of the night, 1241, i., Watts, I. "Twas my purpose on a day (tr. Cowper), 476, i., Gayon (née de la Mothe), Jeanne M. B, ‘Twas not to make Jehovah's love, 623, ii., Kent, J. "Troas on thot dark and doleful night (Watts), 1189, i, "Twas on thet night when doomed to know Twas on that dark, that doleful might (Watts), 589, i., Jesu dulcis memoria; 1189, i., "Twas on that night when doomed to know ; 1239, i., Watts, I. "Twas on that night when doomed to know (Morison), 1034, i,, Scottish translations and paraphrases "Twas our great transgression, 163, i., Bonn, H. "Twas the commission of the Lord, 1239, i., Watts, I. "Twas the day when Got's Anointed, 504, ii., Hedge, 

"Twas the Holy Ghost who taught us, 1164, ii, Tre- gelles, 5. I. ‘Twas Thou, 0 Lord, Who gav'st the word, 216, ii., Chamberlain, T. ‘Twas Thy love, O God, that knew us, 286, i., Deck, J. G. "Twoas with an everlasting love, 623, ii,, Kent, J. "Twill not te lo r journcy here, 1204, i., Van — (we Crosby), Frances J. ute - two, Thy servants, Lord, 1176, i., Thrupp, 

Two are better Sar than one, 1263, ii., Wesley family, 

rn fares in Jesus’ Name, 1266, i., Wesley family, 

Types of eternal rest, fair buds cf bliss, 1206, i., Vaughan, H Tyrants their empty titles take, 1224, i., Victis sibi cognomina Tyr'd Yebryd Glin i'n c'lonau ni (tr. R. Vaughan), 1206, i., Vaughen, R. ; 1250, ii,, Welsh hymnody 

ae, Ser Tree und Redlichkeit, 530, i., Hilty, H : A os “Ueber cin Kleines,” 20 sprach er in ndchtlicher Stunde, 620, i., Heusser (nee Schweizer), Meta Uf disen tay #0 dencken wir, 1305, ii, Zwick, J. Uff disen tag so denckend wir, 1805, ii, Zwick, J. Ule-Tizo mkulu ngoseaulwini, 757, ii., Missions Um Brien wandeln Monde, 626, ii., Klopstock, F. G. Um Mitternacht hab ich gewacht, 981, i., ROckert, F. Une Trina Deites (ty. GS. Hodges), 1171, ii., Three in One, and One in Three Beyreitich Gut, wahrer Gott alleine, 791, ii., Nean- der, J. Unchangeable, all-perfect Lord, 638, i,, Lange, E. Unehangeable Almighty Lord, 1290, ii., Witness divine, the Just and True Unchanged, O Lord, through changing years, 1197, i., Unitarian hymnody Unchanging (od, all-powerful Lord (tr, Chandler, alt.), 953, ii., Rector potens, verax Deus Unchanging i, hear from elernal heacen, 1096, i., Stone, 3. J. Unelean, of life and heart unclean, 1266, i., Wesley family, The Uncomplaining, though with care grown hoary (tr. R. Mimic ), 1079, ns vitta, C.J, rs ve Unereated Fount of iight, 678, ii., Litanies Uneta Dei Crux crore, 1190, ii,, Uncta Crux Dei cruore Unetion the Christian name implies, 622, i., Ken, T. Ond klingst du immer Liebe wieder, 80,i., Arndt, E, M. Und willst du gar verzagen, 80, i., Arndt, E. M. 

Under the ' orld-redeeming rool (tr. in the Pio 1647), 9.1, i, Primers; 1083, i, Statet ox dolorosa One voiz dais mon coeur seveille (Tétond), 1. . French bh pmnody Onerforschli h sei mir immer, 268, i, Cramer. J. 4 Unfold to us, O Lord, unfold, 615, ii., Kelly, T. Unfold your gates and open, 386, ii, Franck, J Ungrateful ‘inners! this seorw ( Doddrige 1 i., Scottish translations and peraphraews Unarappy cit 'hadst thou known, $06, ti., Heginbth: 0. Onite my row ~~ thoughts, write, 306, ii.. Doddester. | Onless the ts the city keep, 532, ii., Hood, EP Unless the La vd with uz wrought, 622, i, Keanety Bb. H. Unloose, ir at ne our sin-fettered lipe © Caswall) 1208, 1., Ut queant ‘axis resmare Pin. Ons kommt ¢ mn Schiff gefahkren, 1116, i., Tanier, | Uns kommt in Schiff geladen, 413, ii., German tyo- nody Unsar trokti: hat farealt, 418, ii., (ierman bymeet: Onser Herruher, unser Konig, 417, ii., German yo nody ; 7€2, i., Neander, J. Onser Wandd ist im Himmel, Wie cin Meath nk ne 418, ii., German bymnedy ; 1078...) 

Unshaken as the sacred hill, 1241, i., Watts, 1. Onere Lieben sind geachieden, 639, i., Lange. J.P Cnusre miden Augentieder, 387, i., Franck, J. Onter denen yrrossen Giitern, 417, i., German bymmedy, 638, i., Lange, E. Onter Lilien [ener Preuden( Al 61, i., Allendort, J.L. C.; 417, i, German hymnody Unter tausend Jrohen Stunden, 486, i, Hantenters. G. FL PL von Untheilbare iPreifaltigheit, $25, ii., Hiller, P. F Until Thou vcomest, Saviour, in Thy might, 92. i, Powell, T. E. Unto Caesar iet us render, 269, i., Cronenwett, b Unto Him my spirit crieth (tr. Russell) 90s, Richter, ©, PF. Unto my fert a lantern shines Thy word, @2. & Kennedy, B, H. Unto my Lord Jehovah said, 623, i., Kennedy, B. H Onto the King new-born, new face ring, 1088, i. Sonent Regi nato nova pect ty Onto the Lamb of God (tr. Kincben, alt. 47, a. Grinbeck (nee Naverofsky), Esther Unto the Lord God with my ovice (Ps. cali, 61, Old Versten Unto the lord I crye did and call (Ps. cali, he, 1022, ii., Scottish hymnody Unto the Lord I make my moan, 622, ii.. Kennedy, f & Unto the new-born Deity (tr. Chambers), TH, 1, )x* canunt omnia Unto the Paschal Victim bring—i. 3, The Lew) deemed, 1224, i., Victimae Paschali ; Onto the Paschal Victim bring—l. 3, The Lom), 

sheep, 1223, ii., Victimae Paschali Onto the seer Isaiah it was given (tr. Russell) 5). Jesaiii, dem Propheten, geschah Unto the seer Isaiah it was given (tr. Macdonald), 4... Jeraid, dem Propheten, das geschab Onto the spring of purest life (tr. Anon. ib Oe Meditations, &c,), 13, ii., Ad perennis vitae ferrm Onto Thee, God, we will give thanks (Ps laxv., Nore 865, ii., Old Version Onto Thee [1ift mine eyes, 707, i, Lyte, H. FP. Unto Thee, O Father, merciful and mighty, 890... \ fortis, O clemens Deus Unto Thine holy Confeasor our voices (tr. Blew), $73.2 Iste Confe-sor Domini saci atus Onto thy rest return, 423, i., Gill, T. H. Unto Thy temple, Get of Love, 406, i., Gaskell, W. ——- ts thanksgiving, 892, iL, Peters (me few) 

ary Cnworthy though I be, 262, i.. Davis, T. . CUnworthy to be called Thy son, 403, i., Furness, ¥ fi Up! awake! his summons hurried (tr. J. D, bee 806, ii., Nicolai, P. Up, brethren the Cross, and haste (tr. Mie WX worth}, 988, ii., Salve crn, beata, salve Cp, Christian! gird thee to the strife (auf (ine Mensch, auf, auf, um Streit), 1007, i., Scie Cp! Christian man, and join the a (Auf Chee Mensch, auf. auf, um Streit), 1007, i., Scbet% Up, maidens, the sound of the cry that raiselh Ge &» 458, ii., Greek hymnody Op, my heart, rejoice with singing (tr. on & broaiste 1770), 398. i., Frohlich soll mein Herz springs? Op, my soul, gird thee with power (tr. Crone 397, i., Freystein .1. 1 



UP 
tp that dark hill funereal, faint with it 7 CEprebets. payday — doses ! ? = pre ia eee lie, 1239, i., Watts, I. 

* cu tr, N + dey 
: ‘montem pay Mera (tr. Neale), 541, i., Hue ad 

Pp e hills I lift mine (my) eyes, 1241, i, Watts, 1 ip =e — —- that rad bh om high, 1239, iL, 
atth, I. 

Up to the throne of God is borne, 1294, ii, Wordsworth, 
w 

'p to these bright and gladsome hills, 1 
. Vaughan, ig kien Ais 

tp to those bright and gladsome hills, 1206, i,, 
- Vaughan, H. 
Pup, my heart, with gladness, Receive (tr. Frothing- 
a bam), 412, i,, Gerharit, P. ¢ 
plup! my heart with gladness, See (tr. J. Kell 

: ai2. i., Gerhardt, P. ¢ $i 
Pp u new Light u thee breaks (tr. Kenned 

. ii., MOller, mM : ha 
Up! with gladness heavenward springing (tr. E. 

Massie), 398, i., Froblich soll mein Herze springen 
ip, ye Christians, join in singing (tr. Frothingham), 

Up: 
82, ii., Arnachwanger, J.C. 

te rd to thy gladness hise, my heart (tr. Miss 
r ‘Winkworth), _ ii., evn oS soul (tr. W 
yp! yes wyrwa to thy gladness, Rise, my tr. W. 

id}, 1003, ii., Schade, J. C. 
Uphold im me a living wish and longing (tr. Miss 

Manington), 1079, i., Spitta, J. P. 
Uplift the ~red banner, 446, i., Gough, B. 
“Yro dapior ap iv, 457, i., Greek bhymnody 
Upon a hilt t stands a tree (tr. H. Mills), 116, ii., 

Fay = Sear ilt and night, 287, i., Conder, J pon a apor and night, 257, i., Conder, J. 
ts the ho'y y Mer they stood, 640, ii., How, W. W. 
Upon the holy mountains high, 962, i., Rawson, G. 
Upon the mowntain dark and drear (tr, Maguire), 

639,i., Lange, J.P. . 

rag the sixth yof the week, 1294, ii., Wordsworth, C. 

Upon the solitary mountain's height, 282, i., Dayman, 
E. A. 

a this sad and soiemn day, 1181, ii., Toke, Emma 
Uprég he both in heart and. will, 1264, ii, Wesley 

amily, he , ; 
Uprising ‘eith the morning light (tr, Blew), 809, i, 

Nocte surgentes vigilemus omnes 

Upward 1 list mine eves, 1241, i, Watts, I. 
Upward, w e the stars are burning, 162, i., Bonar, H. 
Upwards, u rds to thy gladness (tr. Miss Dunn), 

ig i or oe on i, English hymnody F ieru J , * ; 

Uri ss i. Kosegarten, L. G.; 646, ii., 650, i., Latin 
b nody . 

ta Jerusalem. See also Urbs beata Hierusalem 

ores beata Jerusalem, pracdicanda, 824, ii., O beata 
jicanda civitas Hierusalem,  gperers Visio, Jerusalem, 1199, id, rs ata, vera 

: 76, 300. ii., ‘Urbs ata, Hierusalem — 

Urbs Je beata Incta pacis visio, 1199, ii., Urbs 

bea Hierusalem 

Urbs jer nentan beata (Paris Brev. text), 1200, ii, 

Urbs beata, Hiernsalem ; 

Urbs Syon aurea, Patria lactea, cire decora, 3A, i. ii., 

"Hora novissima, tempora pessima sunt, vigilemus 

Irbs Syon inclyta, gloria deta glorificandis, 534, ii, 

Hora novissima, tempora pe sunt, vigilemus 

Urbs Syonm tnelyta, turris et edita littore tuto, 63, ii., 

Hora novissima, tempora pessima sunt, vigilemus 

Urbs Syon wnica, mansio mystica, condita coelo, 

534, ii.. Hora novissima, tempora pessima sunt, 

mus : 

cre Yor in heaven-rich, 697, i., Lord’s (The) Prayer 

Urge on your rapid course, 1263, i, Wesley family, 

ged, Lord, by sinful terror, TTT, ii.. Minter, B. 
Drouell aller ity 1017, ii., Schubart, C. F. D. 
ino climb Thy holy hill, 1264, ii., Wesley family, 

‘ie caren sumdis clauserit, 291, i., Deus Creator om- 
ue rector 

Bitte. agp alia ratione utens (tr. Bingham), 
vt sum. - 

ust as I am, without one plea 
609, ii-. Je ous undas, 187, 1, Bernard of Clairvaux ; 

ot 767 i., Thomas of Aquino 
Jo fessus longa regione viator (tr. Bingham), 

vt qua ii., As when the wea: traveller gains 
85. 71 resomare , 313, il., Dryden, J.; 

ot quean 5. 4., Latin hymnody ; 887, i., Paul the Deacon ; 

911, ii-, Prime's 
hopes the sons of men (Watts), 1034, i. 

Vain are, thé ranslations and paraphrases . 
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— delusive world, adieu, 1261, ii,, Wesley family, 
be 

Vain foolish men ‘anely boast (tr, Jacobi), 355, i., 
Es spricht der Unweisen Mund wohl 

Vain were all our toil and labour, 706, ii., Lyte, H. F. 
Vain world, forbear thy pleading (tr. H. Miils), 511, ii., 

Herberger, V. 
Vainly o'er the weary oar, 200, ii., Callaway, W. F. 
—— ee the wight the ranger, 91, i, Auber, 

arr 
Valet will ich dir geben (Herberger), 415, i., German 

hymnody ; 511, i., Herberger, V.; 835, i., O Haupt 
voll Blat und Wunden 

Van allen Mynschen afgewandt, 629, i., Kmipken, A. 
Vast are Thy works, Almighty Lord, 783, i,, My suul, 

thy great Creator praise ; iad. i, Watts, L 
Vater, Sohv, und heil’ger Geist, 307, i,, Diring, C. A. 
Vater unser, der du bist, 442, ii., Goostly Psalmes and 

Spiritualle Songes; 761, ii., Moibanus, A. 
Vater unser im Himmelreich (Luther), 704, ii, Luther, 

M.; 858, ii., Old Version 
Venez Chretiens et contemplons (Pictet), 391, ii., French 

hymnody 
Venez Jésus, mon salutaire, 164, ii., Bourignon, An- 

toinette 
Veni Creator Spiritus, mentes tuorum visita (Anon.), 

263, i., — F hae reerell Ws ; 818, id., 
in dey » il, » iy 4 hymnody ; 

391. ii., French hymnody ; 413, ii., 414, i., German 
hymnody ; 646, i., 646, i., Latin hymnody ; 704, i., 
Luther, M. ; 756, i., Missions ; 910, i, 911, i., ii., 
Primers ; 917, ii., Psalters, English; 974, i, ii, 
Roman Cathoilec hymnody; 1206, i., Vaughan, R. ; 
1212, ii., Veni Sancte Spiritus, Et emitte coelitus ; 
1250, i., ii., Welsh hymnody 

Veni Kedemptor gentium Ostende, 56, ii,, Ambrosius ; 
414, i,, German bymnody; 704, ii., Luther, M.; 
1208, i., Veni Creator Spiritus, Mentes 

Veni Redemptor gentium, Pulchrum, 201, ii, Cam- 
us, J. 

Vent Redemptor omnium, 1211, ii., Veni Redemptor 
gentium 

Vent Sancte Spiritus Et emitte coelifus (Innocent 1t.), 
315, ii., Duffield, S. A. W.; 345, i., lish hym- 
noty ; 504, ii., Hedge, F. H.; 648, i., hym- 
nody ; 762, i., Moller, M.; 815, i, Notker ; 877, it, 
Palmer, R.; 910, ii., 911, i, Primers; 945, i., Qui 
— ab utroque ; 967, ii., 968, i., Robert 11. of 

nee; 1042, i,, Sequences ; 1082, i., Stabat mater 
dolorosa 

Vent Sancte Spiritus: reple tuorwm corda fidelium, 
631, li., Komm heiliger Geist, Herre Gott; 1812, ii., 
1213, ii., Veni Sancte Spiritus, Et emitte; 1248, i, 
Weisse, M. 

Veni, veni, Ammanuel, 74, i., Antiphon 
Veni, veni, Kez gloriae | 650, i., Latin hymnody 
Venite populi, 78, i., Antiphon 
Venite, Sancti, nostra laeta carmina (We Bingham), 

248, i., Come, let us join our cheerfu 
Vera fides Geniti purgavit crimina mundi, 256, i., 

Communio 
Verbi vere substantiri, 16, i., Adam of St. Victor ; 

1293, i., Word supreme, before creation 
air -a x mich, mein Heil, mit dir, 381, ii., Edeling, 

Verbum caro factum est, 1088, i., Stabat mater dolorosa 
Verbum Dei, Deo natum, 1293, i., Word supreme, before 

creation 
Verbum Dei, Increvtum (tr. Biggs), 1293, i, Word 

supreme, before creation 
Verbum lumen de lumine, 662, i., Latin hymn 
Verbum Se wm prodiens, A Patre olim exiens, 1218, 

i,, Verbum Supernum prodiens, Nec Patris linquens 
Verbum Supernum prodiens,  Patris aeterno sinu, 

1217, ii, Verbum Supernum prodiens, A Patre 
olim exiens 

Verbum supernum prodiens Nec Patris (Thomas of 
Aquino), 22, ii., Adoro Te devote, latens Deitas ; 
650. i, Latin bymnody ; 1167, ii, Thomas of 
A oO 

Vereinigt zum Gebele war, 666, ii., Lavater, J.C. 
Vergebens ist all Mih und Aost, 1072, ii., Spengler, L. 
— santa, *posa dell’ Agnello, 141, i, da 

lena 
Verklarte Majestit, anbetungs-oGrdigst Wesen, 951, ii., 

Rambach, J. J. 
Verklartes Haupt, nun lebest du, 1145, i,, Te . G. 
Verlass mich nicht! 0 du, zu dem ich flehe, 528, ii., 

Hohlfeldt, C, C, : 
Verlassen hab ich Feld und Aven, 441, ii., Goethe, J. W- 

von 

Verleih uns Frieden gnadiglich (tr. Luther), 275, ii., Ds 
pacem, Domine ; 704. 1., ptt M. 
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Verliebter in die sel'ge Schaar, WA, ii, Zinaeaderl, ) Hruchaafe to wn fad ; No.1. von i Waly anit. Te dass es ZA al die Stinderschaft, WA, ii, Liraendort, Tor benera, nostrt cians, Wi, dd of & J, N. L. vo 
Very light that vg above (tr, Neale) $94, ii, bas 

iAapow ayias dof ns Wark anf du Geist der ersten Versage nicht, du Hauflein klein, 4, ii, Altenburg, | ¢ Cok ieee sain J. M.; 416, i., German bymnoiy Wock auf in Gottes Nowe, 44, i, oa Vespera jam venit, nobiscum Christe waneto (Melano- Spirivaalie s : thou), 1040, i., Selnecker, N. Wach auf, mein Hers, die Nacht ist be Vespere, Salvator, spires benedicta, prius quam, 996, ii, | rem, 1, 
Saviour, breathe an evening blessing | Wackel auf! Brkete die Hicks, §) Vex not thy soul for men of’ pride (Pe 32, Courton}, hymaody 
921, ii., Psalters, English Wachet auf, the faulen Christen, 4, Vertlla Kegis prodeunt et Sulget, 1290, i, Venlila | Wackel auf! rust una die Stemme regis prodeunt h 5 OO. H., O08, Sie. Verilla Kegis prodeunt, Fulget Cracts mysterium (Fore | Wachet auf! a0 reft die Stim, M tunatus), 344, ii., “oe Lymocdy; 383, li, For. Wafting Him up om high (Gurewrs tunatus, V. H.C. ; i., Latio bymnody ; 878, i., | 88, 1.,Aveorns rpequezos Pange lingua glorios{ Corporis inysteriam ; 860, i,, | Wail ye not, but TeqUVCMLE King ihr Pange lingua gloriosi ; roelium cortaminis Funeri ne date phanctum Vertlla regni prodeunt, Fulget cometa comitum, 1820, | Wait, my toul, wpon the Lord, 6 ii., Vexilla oa prodeunt Wait, O my soul, thy Maker's 6 Mage oie ¥ grace we claim, 1962, i, Westey — for Jesus, and lorin family, ~ Raa A 

Victimae paschali laudes immolent Christioni, 285, i,, | Waiting fur the Comforter Va Christ lag in Todesbanden ; 697, ii., Jesus Christ is Wake, and Lift wp yeh Tisen to-day; 649, i., ii,, 651, i., Latin hymnody; | Wake, arise’ the call bey 
670, i., » Jane E.; 967, ii, Robert n. ot Nicolai, P. 
France if gt é; 106. (Viera we —— the voice is ca Virgin virgins best (Virgo num praeclara, | Wake, « ‘or might is tr. t Marth ng or § i., Stabat mater dolorosa salem , pal Paty nat Virgin peerless of condition (tr, Neale), 1084, i., Stabat | Wake, awake, for wight mater speciosa 

sdlem, at last (tr, Mi; Virgin-born, the King of heaven, 772, i,, Moultrie, G. RB; 
Virgin-born, we bow before Thee, 504, i., Heber, R. Wake, choir of our Jer Virgini Mariae laudes intonent Christiani! Kva triatis, Chorus nowae tier 1223, ii., Victimae Paschali Wake, for the time oJ Virginis proles, 645, ii., Latin hymmnody hywnody Virginis venerandae de numero fapientum, 814, i, | Wake from the dead, Notker 

Wake, harp and psal Virgo virginum praeclara, 1083, i, Stabat mater Cramer, J. A. dolorosa 
Wake, harp of Zion Vision's peaceful consummation (tr. Kynaston), 1200, | Wake hearts devout i, Urbs beata, Hierusalem 

ter), 666, 1., 1. Visit, Lord, this habitation, 887, ii, Peace be to this Wake, tales of th habitation ) a Ryn ag Be apy Vital Spark heavenly flame (A, Pope), 378, i,, ake, my rt, Paton, Sc oen &., Pope, A.; 974,i., Roman 1229, 1. Ws Catholic hymnody ; 1087, ii., Stanle 1 A. P. Wake, my soul Vitam Jesu Christi, 1167, ii., Thomas o Kempen 397, i., Fre Voice of mercy, voice of terror (En clara vox redarguit, | Wake, i tr. Caswall, recast), 1229, i., Vox clara ecce intonat 879.1... Pa Voices are round me; smiles are near, 376,i,, Feverand | Wake, my wis os of ortag, ots hal plied ; 7. : Voices of Spring, wit ness I hear you again, eber, 519, ii., Heusser (née Schweizer), Meta = Wake, oh wo Votces of the deep blue et 952, ii., Rawson, G. Nico’ Yolat avis sine meta, 1217, i, Verburn Dei, Deo natum | Wake, oh ¢ — Ehrfurcht, Dank und Freuden, T7T7, ii., MUnter, = mete a 

Voller Wunder, voller Kunst, 412, i., Gerhardt, P. 
Vom Himmel hoch da komm ich her, 414, i., German | Wake the 

nody ; 704, ii., Luther, M.; 1227, ii., Vom 
Himmel kam der Engel Schaar 

Yom Himmel kam der Engelschaar, 414, i., German WwW. h > 704, ii,, Luther, M.; 1228 i., Vom | Wake t 
Hhamet’ kommt der starke Held — 

Vom Oclberg wogt es nieder, 1079, i., Spitta, C. J. Pp. 
Von allen lringen ab, 1146, i., Arte : n, G. : bisgas- Yon allen Menschen abgewandt, +» Goostly Psalmes and Spiritualle Songes: » Kno ken, A. Wake Von des Himmels Thron, 716, i,, Marot, &. y. Von & 0 Vater, nimmt mein Herz, 667, i., Lavater, J. dessa ; 

ake Yon Purcht dahingerissen, 77, ii., Minter, B. a) Yon Gott will ich nicht lassen, $08, ii., Helmbold, L. Wake Von meines Herzens Grunde, 719, i., Mathesius, J. NX Vor bpossoag Thron tret ich hiemtt, 528, i., Hodenberg, “—_ . von 
vor dir, © Gott, sich kindlich scheuen, 1014, i., Schmolck, ver 
Vor Jesu Augen schweben, 1805, i., Zinzendorf, N. Li Wake von 

Wake Vor seinen Augen schweben, 1305, i., Zinzendorf, N. L. bieae von 
Vor wahrer Herzensanderung, 979 i., Rothe, J. A. Wake. Fors Rrdutgams Augen schwweben, 1908, i., Zinzendortf, N N. L. von 

Wake, Vos dolores tolerantes (tr. Macgill), 774, i., Much in Js 2 sorrow, oft in woe nm Wakes ouchsafe, O Christ, High Lord (tr. Blew Wakes Annue Christe sseculoram Traeiees a . : BC 



WAL 
Watke im the light, so shalt thou know, 116, i., Barton, B. Wath with thy God—a sinner walk, 141, ii,, Bicker. 
Walkene” the nged 574, i., It is the Lo om wi i * t behold His hand?" 8% i Pore teaeen Y, with Thee, my God, 952, ii., Rawson, G. Walle, Siirder, nah und fern, 106, ii., Bahnmaier, J. F. Walte, walte, nah und fern, 106, ii., Babnmaier, J, F. Wanderer from God, return, return, 967, li., Return, O wanderer, return 
pleas + +5- “i 2 asar from the dwellings of men, 150, ii., 

ss, 7 
es : leuchtender und schiner, 1078, i, Spitta, C. 

Wann der Arde Griinde beben, 1100, i., Sturm, C. C, War Gott nicht mit uns diese Zeit (Ps. 124, Luther), 
704, i., Luther, M. 

Warm with love my heart's inditing, $71, ii., Irons, J. Warned of my dissolution near, 1265, i., Wesley family Warrior kings fresh glory gain, 1294, i, Victis sibi 
copgnomina 

Warrtor kings their titles gain, 1224, i, Victis sib 
copnomina 

Warrior, on thy station stand, 1303, ii., Zinzendorf, N. 
- Von 

Warrior! to thy duty stand, 1303, ii., Zinzendorf, N. 
L. von 

Warum machet solche Schmerzen, 412, i., Gerhardt, P. 
Warum sollit ich mich denn graimen, 397, ii., Froblich 

soll mein Herze springen, 1197, ii,, Unto Him 
Whose Name is holy 

Warum witlit du drausien stehen, 411, ii., Gerbardt, I’, 
Was alle Weitsheit in der Welt, 411, ii., Gerbardt, I’. 
Was darfst du, bidder Herz, 419, i., Geradorf (née von 

Friesen), Henriette C. von . 
Was du vor tausend Jahren, 385, i., Fouqué, F. H.C. 

otte 
was Fras on nach der Welt, Und allen ihren Schitzen, 

i., Pfefferkorn, G. M. 
reut mich noch wenn du's nicht bist, 525, ii, 

iller, P. F. P 
t du Feind Herodes sehr (Hostis Herodes wis Jeter tv. Lauber) 6,1... solisctie crite At 

usque ; 704, i., Luther, M. E 
Was Gott “lit, mein frommes Kind, 411, ii., Ger- 

hardt, PP. . ' . 5 th das ist wohlgethan! Er und 
es auch wieder, see, » Schmolck, : 
Was Gott thut das ist n, Es bleibt gerecht sein 

Wille ( Rodigast), 972, i., Rodigast, 6. 
Was Gott thut ist wohl gethan, 393, i,, French aR od 
Was hidtten gg al Preade oder Ehre, 1803, ii, Zin- 

zendorf, N. L. von 
inkcet » betrogne Seelen, 670, ii., Lehr, L. F. F. 

bh et ety ‘Dewtachen rig me Fe ee 79, i, 
. M.; 1088, i., Stanley, A. P. 

BE ae geo was ist die Kraft, 80, i., Arndt, 

E. M. P af . 
an oe dass ich mich quile, 408, i., Gellert, U. F. 

——. Pye ‘or man, apostate man, 1020, i., Scott, Eliza- 

"as t dear Lord, for me?, 117, ii., Bateman, H. 
Was ixincs sch dock far p tad 887, ii., Denicke, D. 
Was kein Auge hat geschen, 418, ii., German bymnody ; 

i. 639, i., Lange, J. P. 
vas klag mein Gemiithe, 16, i., Adami, J.C. 

Was kage: Oeqr, dass ihr weine, 1076, 1, 1070, ii. 
Spitta, C. J.P. f ; ' 

“as mein Gott will, das g’tcheh allecit, 37, ii, Al 
Wwe" secht of Brandenburg ; 414, ii., German hymnody 
Was mich auf dieser Welt betriibt, 1018, i., ii, Schtlta, 

sah tet und was ferne, 237, i., Claudius, M. — ne erie our Saviour (Tusser), 210, ti., Carols oe ride, alas, ¢’er made for man ?, 1020, i, T. teas Pry’ ich dir, die on viel tausend Schmerzen, 1305, 
c . vou i,, Zix ‘ebstes Kind, 196, ii., Burmeister, F. J. Was soll ich, liebites et Shepherd?, 1000, 1. Goals of 

Was why will ye scatter at. ? 
Was verlangst du, warum bangst du, §10, ii,, Hensel, 

Lae sone und von innen, rhe Prencke, 7 H. 
ohne dich gewesen, ., German bym- 

Was wir” ria ii., Hardenberg, G. F. P. von 

Wat ta de Meester wifs en goedt, 202, ii., Camphuysen, 

Wateh nae, Christians, watch and pray, 1174; i,, 
Thring.“-_ . with one accord tong (tr. 

Lad Sante). “goo. i. Nocte surgentes vigilemus po A 

Watched by the world's malignant eye, 1264, ti., Wesley 

family, The 

Was 
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Watchman ! is the night retiring (tr. Buckoll), 960, ii., 
Riebter, C, F. 

Watchmen! Hath the ~v departed (tr. in Rehfuess's 
Church at sea), 116, i., Barth, C. G, 

Watchman, tell us of the night, 166, ii, Bowring, Sir J. Water washes not our (tr. Blew, st. if.), 810, i, 
Non abluunt lymphae Deum 

Wayfarers in the wit ess, 1168, i., Thom A.R. We, a little simple throng, 1097, i., Stowell, H. 
We all believe in God most High (tr. J. Hunt), 1287, ii., Wir glauben all an etnen Gott, Schipfer Him- 

mels und der Erden 
Weali believe in One true God, Puther, Son and Holy 

Ghost (tr. Miss Winkworth), 238, i., Clausnitzer, T. 
We all believe in One true God, Maker of the earth and 

heaven; The Fathe? (tr. Miss Winkworth), 1287, ii., Wir glauben all an einen Gott, Sebopfer Him- 
mels und der Erden 

We all belicve in One true God, Maker of the earth and 
heaven, Who hath (tr. R. Massie), 1887, ii, Wir 
glauben all an einen Gott, Schipfer Himmels und 
der Erden 

We all inderd were ished (Nun singet und seid 
froh), 664, i., In dulei Subilo singet und sit vro 

We all like have gone astray, $86, ii., How few 
receive with cordial faith 

We all, 0 God, unrighteous are, 1294, ii., Wordsworth, 
c. 

We ” O Lord, unrighteous are, 1294, ii,, Wordsworth, 

We all one only God believe (tr. Russell), 1287, ii,, Wir 
— 1 an einen Gott, Schipfer Himmels und 

r 

We are a garden walled around, 1239, i, Watt, I. 
We ws young and happy crew, 483, ii., Hankinson, 

We are Sut little children weak (Mrs. Alexander}, 
223, i., Children’s hymns; 1241, ii., We are but 
little children poor 

We are but pilgrims here below, 194, i., Blrde, 8. G. 
We gag strangers here, 562, ii., I'm but a stranger 

We are citizens of heaven, 1078, i., Spitta, C. J. P, 
We are going, we are going, 1203, fi., Van Alstyne (née 

Crosby), Frances 
We are heard: op nee Spirit (tr, Blew), 92, i., Audi- 

mur: almo Spiritus 
We are journeying to a place, 609, i,, Judkin, T. J. 
We ore Heing, we are ae 267, i., Coxe, A.C. 
Weare marching on with shield and banner bright, 

1204, i., Van Alstyne (nee Crosby), Frances J. 
We “ = through the desert, 680, i., Littledale, 

We ove oon r walk alone, 1281, ii., Walker (née 

We are on our journey home, 126, ii., Beecher, C. 
We are soldiers of Chriat, Who is mighty to save, 900, i., 

Pollock, T. B. 
We are the Lord's; His all-sufficient merit (tr, Astley), 

1078, ii., Spitta, C. J. P. 
Weare the Lord's !—in ie, in death remaining (tr. Mrs. Findlater), 1078, ii., Spitta, C. J. P, 
We are the Lord’s in —* in dying (tr, Miss Fry), 

1078, ii., Spitta, C. J. P. 
We are the Lord's, whether we live or die(tr. R, Massie), 

1078, ii., Spitta, C. J. P. 
We are Thy tba, indeed (tr. in the Moray. H. B., 

1754), 228, i., Christe, qui lux es et dies 
We oe ation, we are waiting, 274, i,, Cushing, 

We ask for peace, O Lord, 918, ii. Procter, Adelaide A. 
We ask not of Thee worldly good, 623, i,, Kennedy, B. H. 
We oa not tas cur path be always bright, 196, i., 

ur leign, . * 

We beleve all upon one God (tr. Coverdale), 448, ii., 
Goostly lsalmes and Spiritualle Songes ; 1287, ii, 
Wir glauben all an cinen Gott, Schopfer Himmels 
und der Erden 

We telicve in God the Father (tr. Anderson), 1287, ii., 
Wir glauben all an einen Gott, Schopfer Himmels 
und Erden 

We bless our Saviour’s name, 286, i., Deck, J. G. 
We bless the Lord, the just, the 1241, i, Watts, 1. 
We bless the the , 1239, i., Watts, I. 
We bless Thee for this sacred day, 428, ii., Gilman (nee 

Howard), Caroline 
We Wess Thee for Thy Church, O Lord, 714, i., Mant, R. 
We bless Thee, Jesus Christ our Lord; For ever be Thy 

name adored, 1226, i., Vischer, C. 
We — Thee, Lord, for that clear light, 1181, ii., Toke, 

a 
We bless Thee, Lord, for this our food, 447, i., Graces 
We bless Thee, 0 Thee great pots !, 499, i,, Hawker, R. 
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We build with fruitless cost, unless (Ps. cxxvii.), 801, i, 
New Version 

We cannot always trace the way, 1178, ii, "Tis seldom 
we can trace the way 

We cannot plead as others may, i., Neale, J. M. 
We cannot read the mystery, 1094, u., Stock, Sarah G. 
We children of men, we speak and dream, 354, ii., Es 

reden und triumen die Menschen viel 
We Christians may rejoice to-day, 401, i., Fuger, C. 
We close our heavy eyes, 161, ii., Bonar, H. 
We close Thy blessed Word, 1099, i., Stryker, M. W. 
We come, dear Jesus, to Thy throne, 152, i., Boden, J. 
We come in childhood's innocence, 452, 1, Gray, eS a 
We come not with a costly store, 270, i,, Crosswell, W. 
We come, O Lord, before Thy throne, 186, ii, Brown 

(nee Hinsdale), Phoebe 
We come, our hearts with gladness glowing (tr. Miss 

Cox), 675, i., Liebich, E. 
We come to Thee, sweet Saviour, 362, i., Faber, F. W. 
We come unto our fathers’ God, 423, i., Gill, T. H. 
We ae with loud acclaim, 139, i., Bethune, 

We counted as condemned of heaven, 36, ii., How few 
receive with cordial fait 

We cry to Thee, ( Jesu, 1286, ii., Wilson, Jane 
We a) not God's own holy day, 234, ii,, Clapham, 

J.P. . 
We deem and own it, Lord, a proof, 714, i., Mant, R. 
We did not see Thee lifted high, 1243,i1., We have not 

seen Thy footsteps tread 
We do not love Thee as we ought, 198, i., Burton, J., Jun. 
We faintly hear, we dimly see, 1277, ii., Whittier, J. G, 
We fell by Adam's sin, 1294, i., Wordsworth, C. 
We find access at every hour, , ii, Watta, L. 
We gave ourselves to Thee, 809, ii., Noel, BL W. 
We yive his body to the surge, 1279, 1, Why march ye 

forth with bymn and chant ? 
We give immortal praise, 656, i., I give immortal 

praise 
We give ourselves to Thee, 809, ii, Noel, B. W. 
We give Thee but Thine own, 640, ii., How, W. W. 
We give Thee ise, O God, with one accord (tr. W. 

Barton), 1183, ii., Te Deum landamu< 
We give 7 ise, O Lard, 429, ii., Glory to Thee! 

O Lord, Who from 
We Se ane qrackenst Lord, 0, 1,,'0 

ferre Gott, dein gottlich Wort 
We give Thee thanks, O Lord, Who hast, 853, i., O treuer 

Heiland, Jesu Christ 
We give this body to the dust (tr. H. Mills), 822, iL, Nun 

poy trea aik prod ning (tv. Me. Be alt.) 
We go from grief and sighing (tr. Mrs. Bevan, alt. 

640, i,, Laaset Kiag und Trauern fahren 
We go to meet Thee, Saviour (tr, Jacobi, alt.), 1280, i,, 

Wie soll ich dich hoger og 
We hail renowned Alban, , iL, Wilson, Jane 
We hail Thee, Lord, Thy Church's Rock, 1285, i, Will- 

kommen unter deiner Schaar 
We hare a High Priest, 165, i., Bourne, H. 
Wehave a ¢ above, 1268, i, Wealey family, The 
We have a name to live, 642, ii., Hull, W. W. 
We have a sure, prophetic word, 269, i., Cronenwett, E. 
We have heard, O Son of David, 807, ii., Night is on 

the unransomed nations 
We have heard the solemn story, $42, ii., Hull, W. W. 
We have met in peace together, 235, i., Clark, W. G, 
We have no outward righteousness, 851, i., O Thou that 

hangedst on the tree 
We have no tears Thou wilt not dry, 684, ii., Kimball, 

Harrict M. 
We — not known Thee as we ought, 900, i., Pollock, 

We have not seen Thy footsteps tread, 959, ii., Richter 
(nee Rigby), Anne 

We have not seen, we cannot see, 790, i., Neale, J. M. 
We hear the tolling bell, 1294, ii., Wordsworth, C. 
We herien thee God, we knowlechyn thee lord (tr. in 

Maskell ms.), 1128, ii., Te Deum laudamus 
We in one Covenant are joined (tr. Swertner), 135, ii, 

Bernstein, C, A. 
We oe . crave) pray with wishes kind, 406, i, 

askell, W. 
We the feast in gladness (tr. Littledale), 320, ii,, 

roe sollemni hac die eon festa 
We keep the Festival (tr. Thompson), 14, i., Ad regias 

Agni dapes 
We — by faith we know, 1262, i, Wesley family, 

ee we surely know, 1266, i., Wesley 
family, 

We know mot how the rays that stream, 1004, li., Stock, 

We bless ‘with Fruit Name, 545, i., Hurditch, C. R. We know mat, 0 we knw 10M, i, Theng. Ot OFT, We koe that Thou shal come, i, 
We know the Spirit's wil, $9, i. hl, Wv We kane Thee, Lord the ermal Wa, 
We know Thee, Who Thow art, WR GL. Uriews, 0 
We lay this body in the grow (w. tent 

Nun last uns den Leib begraben 
We lift our eyes oppressed with Wa (tr. Seale), 

actamur beu, quos fluetibves 
We lift our hearts to Ther, @ fraytar from 

+i, Wesley family, The 
We, little pilgrims of a day, LOR), L. Monel, 
We love the old Bibhe, 83%, ,, Hui, £1 
We love the holy waar fy ie 1097, i., se 

‘a od (Bablock |, 18.4 
W..; 742, ii,, Missions; W243, i, 1 
the place, O Lond 

We love the venerable house, 329, ii., Emers 

We meditate the day, 4, ii., Frothiny 
We mourn for thore who toil, 1058, | 

Huntley), Lydia 
We name Thy Name, 6 God, 816, i.,' 
We now are journeying (going) to 

Bourne, i 
We now with one accord, 280, i., Dar 
We owe to Thee, 0 Lord, 488, 1, Gre 
We _ Sale care, we love Thy wor 

We plough the fertile meadows (tr. 
Claudius, M. 

We plough the fields and scatter, | 
M.; 237, i., Claudius, M. 

We plough the ground, we ww 
237, ii., Claudius, M. 

We praise, See also We prayse 
We praise and bless Thee, grv 

treuer Helland, Jesu Curiat 
We praise our Lord to-day, 30” 
We praise Thee as our God (tr. 

tudamus 
We praise Thee, Chriat, amon 

et virtus Patris, tr. in ti 
Tibi Christe, splendor Pa! 

We praise Thee, everlasting ( 
We praise Thee God, before T 

laudamns 
We praise Thee, God—Thy 1 

1134, i., Te Deum \ands 
We _ Thee, God. we 

tom), 1183, ii., Te I 
We praise thee, God, we i 

e Deum laudamua 
a Thee one res 

Aymanody; 1058,i. 5S 
We praise Thee in the 

eannette 
We praise Thee, lord, f 
We praise Thee, Lord, | 

Miss Winkworth, « 
Gotthe\t ~ abtrer Sp 

We praise Thee ‘mid 
virtus Patris), 117° 

We pvetcs Thee, ©) 
rayer, 1549), 11: 

We prartse thee, O Goa 
1133, ii., Te Deur 

We praise thee, © WN 
Virgin, 113: 

Omni this terra wene 
we prates Thee. O or 

tse = aes hee oft 

€ ce Thee, wz 
O97. i... Straffe, 

We praise Thy grac 
We praise, we bless 
ae Russell, A. Tr. 
¢preheise, we wor «i 
Te Deum lauda: 

Wepray sor truth ‘ 
We pray Thee, hear, 
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We pray Thee, wounded Lamb of God (tr. J. Wesley, 
alt., as in the Moravian H. B,, 1789), 668, ii., I 

, thirst, Thou wounded Lamb of God 
We pray Thee, wounded Lamb of God (tr. J, Wesley, 

alt., a8 in Songs for Lamb of God 658, ii., I thirst, 

thee (tr. Old 
Thou wounded 

“ti, Te Deum laudamus 
We ayse thee 

den. 1560), i 
risa, i, Te Deum we Knowledge the to be the lorde, 

Ripernsen i,, Te Deum laudamus 
yse the (oh God), we knowledge the (tr. in the 
mer, 1504), 1129, i., Te Deum laudanius 

We read in Thy most holy word, 165, ii., Bourne, H. 
We read that to Isaiah ut befel (tr. Mise Fry), 584, i, 

Jesaiii, dem Propbeten, gescha 
We rear a temple, like Judah Mr old, 1233, ii, 

Ware, H., jun. 
We sat Fags wept by Babel's stream, 622, ii,, Kennedy, 

B. 
We saw Thee not when Thou didst come To this 

world (Mra, Richter, alt.), 474, ii., Gurney, J. H. ; 
959, ti., Richter (nee Rigby), ‘Anne; 1943, i, We 
have not seen Thy footsteps tread ; ii, Yes, 
God ts good! in earth and sky 

We saw Thee not when Thou didst tread, In mortal” 
ise, this sinful earth, 1242, ii, We bave not seen 

Thy i footsteps tread 
We saw Thee not when Thou didst tread, O Saviour, 

thie our sinful earth, 987, i, Public School hymn- 
books ; 1242, ii., We have not seen Thy footsteps 
tread 

We saw Thee, Virgin-born, 805, i,, Nicholaon, H. L. 
We see not, know not; all our way, 1278, i., Whittler, 

We see the open grave, eg ii, Wordsworth, C. 
We seck a rest beyond the skies, 804, ii., Newton, J. 
We shall meet beyond the river, 69, ii., Atk inson, J. 
We sing a loving Jesus, 307, ii., Doudney, Sarah 
We sing His love Who once was slain, 524, i., Hill, R. 
We sing of the land of the blest, 736, i., Milla (née 

we eh at ¥ ao, ee. 8, Woes ¢ sing t mighty 4 a! 
We ning the Vind con pere'(ir, Chambers), 58 Le 

ices nemorum pangimus econ 
We sing the Father's love, §71, ii., Lrons, J. 
We sing the glorious t, 327, ii., Ellerton, J. 
We ans the praise of Him Who died, 614, i ii., Kelly, 

We sing Thy mercy, God of love, 424, i., Gilman, 5, 
We sing to Thee, yt The Prince (tr, Miss Cox), 

i, Wir singen dir ‘lmmanuel 
We sing to Thee, Immanuel! Thou Prince of Life (tr. 

F.C. C.), 1288, i, Wir singen dir Immanuel 
We sing to pheee Immanuel, Thou Prince of Life i 

in the Moray. H. B., 1748), 1288, i., Wir singen dir 
Immanuel 

ask to Thee, Thou Son of God, 216, i., Cennick, J.; 
i, Te Deum laudamus 

We tig to Thee Whose wisdom Sormed, 801, ii., New 

we 9 ae Lord, with carnest heart, 316, ii., Dunn, 

We soon shall hear the ——_ ery, 854, i, O when my 
righteous Judge 

We speak of the mer of God, vod, 734, i. idlane, A 
We s mer ef of the blest, "738, i., Mills (née 

ing), Mesbetls 
ke’ with the lips and we dream in the soul, 
ii,, Es reden und trfiumen die Menschen viel 

We stand in deep repentance, 8 877, ii., Palmer, R. 
We stand unto our God, how near, 1168, ii., Thou 

biddest, Lord, ‘Dy sons be bold 
We talk of the land of the blest, 736, i, Mills (née 

King), Elizabeth 
4 (tr. in the G. & G. We than the, God, @ 

Ballates), ‘tes, i., Boye, 
We thank the Lord of heaven and earth, 1, ii, A 

children’s temple here we build 
We thank Thee, Father, for Thy love, 448, i,, Graces 
We thank Thee, Jesus! dearest Priend, That Thou didst 

Loy), 1041, i., Selnecker, N. 
We thank Thee, Lord, j for all, 127. i,, Whiting, W 
We thank Thee, Lord. “ er ‘air earth (Cotton 
264, i, Cotton, G. , ii, 938, ii., Public 
School hymn-books 

We thank Phe, Lord, for ih this — food (Cennick), 
7. i, 216, i. Cennick, .J.. 

We thank Thee, Lord, for usi yey ia, 162, i, Bonar, H.; 
$57, ii., I thank Thee, Lord, for using me 

We thank Thee, Lord, our Life and Light, 436, i., God 
of our bealth, our Life and Light 

We mg Thee that the glorious sound, §27, ii., Hob- 
fon, 
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ae ee eee slumber sweet, 405, ii., Gas- 
gene, 

We the weak ones, we the sinners, 359, i., Everlasting ! 
changing never 

We Thee beseech, with one accord (Verleth uns Frie- 
den gnildiglich), 276, i., Da pacem liomine 

We tri in the glorious grace » 423, ii., Gill, T. H. 
We trow in God allanerlie Gr. in in the G. & G. Ballates), 

1287, ii., Wir glauben all an einen Gott, Scudpfer 
Himmels und der Erden 

We — Thy Cross, 901, ii., Popule meus quid fect 

We oo fl! Thee, all-glorious One (tr. J. D. Burns), 
625, i., Hiller, PF 

We wait for Thee, 0 Son of God (tr. inthe Brit. Herald), 
525, i., Hiller, P. F. 

We want no priest but Jesus, 473, ii., Gunn, H. M. 
We welcome thee, dear Easter day (tr. H. Mills), 20,1, 

Heuasser ~- nee Schweizer), Meta 
We were lost, but we are found, 428, i., Glory be to God 

on high! Peace on earth 
We were not with the faithful few, 1243, ii., We have 

hot seen Thy footsteps tread 
We who need mercy every hour, 1030, ii., Scottish 

hymnody 
We will not weep as others do, 1097, i., Stowell, H. 
We will rh gs a God is standing by us, 645, i., 

Hurlburt, 
We ny with anthems sweet, 941, ii., Punshon, 

We won't give up the Sabbath, 707, i., Lyth, J 
We would cast, 0 God, on Thee, -. Gaskeil, W. 
We would, O God, to Thee, 406, i., Gaskell, W, 
We wratcheit sinnaris pure, 163, i., Bonn, H. 
Wearied now J seek repose, 510, ii., Hensel, Luise 
Wearied with earthly toil and care, 1116, ii., Taylor, 

we a fornia keth (tr. Mra. Bevan), 1286, ii., earily my spirit sin rv. Mra. 

We Winer 3.9. ith my load : aguire cary a with my I come (tr. M . 
408, i., Gellert, C. F. c , 

was al and sad, a wanderer from Thee, 763, 1, Monsell, 

Weary ple ner, whence comest thou f, a ii., Blisa, P. 
Weary heart, be not desponding, 1144, ii,, Tersteegen, G. 
Weary, Lem Lord, of struggling ei ii,, Randolph, 

Weary now i go to bed, 610, ii., Hensel, Luise 
Weary now J wed ose, 610, ii., Hensel, Luise: 
Weary now here, 80, i, Arndt, E. M. 
ge + A carth and ore with my sin, 1096, i., ii,, 

ie, 

Weary ake te struggling with my pain, 1261, i., Wesley 

ge fanerng from my God, 1263, ii., Wesley 

Weary sinner, keep thine eyes, 1183, i,, Toplady, A. M. 
wide, 1362, Weary souls who wander ii,, Wealey 

family, The 
eed aren 4 pasty ob wee i Schmolck, B, 
Weary with my load i, Robinson, Ga. W. 
wep se tern! ns Saviour wept, 944, 1, Colver, N. 
Weep I must—my rt runs - (tr. Macdonald), 

486, i., Harden G.F. BP. wi 
Weep, mine eyes, with tears o'erflowi tr. Miss Ma- 
yy are 666, i., Laurenti, L. nde 
ag ome at our — tir. T. L. Ball), 402, i., 

uneri ne date 
mee pair a senenei, 1262, i., Wesley family, 

Weep» a er God, our ne doth live (tr. Maguire), 
1013, . Schmoick, B. 

Weep not for the saint that ascends, 106, ii., Bacon, L. 
Weep not,—Jesus lives on high, 1013, i,, Schmolck, B. 
Weep not, Mary, weep no (O Maria noli flere, 

tr, Moultrie, alt.), 243, i. udemus Magdalense 
_ not over Jesus’ sorrow, ‘1079, ii., Spitta, C, J. P. 

pigs weep, yet "tis not for the sorrow, 161, ii., 

Weep we sore for i departed (tr. Mrs, Findlater), 

Weeping as iar go their way, 952, ii., Raymond, W. 5. 
Weeping on God we wait, 1066, ii., Solemne nos jejuni 
Weeping sore the Mother stood (tr. Aylward), 1083, ii., 

we cetyl os te a lady, A. M. ceping soul, no longer mourn, 0 . 
Weeping will not save me, 700, i., wry, 
Weg, mein Herz, mit den eins nts i, pom rm 
Weh' mich vom sanften Mittag an, 28, ii,, Knapp, A 
Weiche du Schlaf von jedem a . ii., Patzke, J, 8. 
Weil dieser Tag ist vergangen, ii., Klantendorfer, P. 
Weil ich Jesu Schiiflein bin, 499, ii, Hayn, Henriette 

\ L. von 

5 C 
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Weil ich schon ach’ die gold'nen Wangen, 1007, ii,, 
Scheffler, J. 

Weine nicht, (ott lebet noch, 1013, i, Schmolek, B. 
oe ich, immer weinen, 486, i, Hardenberg, 

G. F. P. von 

Weint nicht tiber Jesu Schmerzen, 1079, ii, Spitta, C, 
J.P 

Weisst du wie viel Sternlein stehen, 521, i,, Hey, J. W, 
Welcome among Thy chosen Jlock, 1285, ii, Willkom- 

men unter deiner Schaar 
Welcome among thy flock of grace (tr. in the Moray, 

H. B., 1789), 1285, i, Willkommen unter deiner 
sctiuar 

Welcome Cross and Tribulation, 988, ii, Salve Crox 
beata, salve 

Welcome, days of solemn meeting, 1064, i., Smith, S. F. 
Welcome, friend, in that great Name, 1261, ii,, Wesley 

family, The 
Welcome, happy morning, age to age shall sa doy 

festa dies, totu venerabilis aevo), $27, il., Ellerton, 
J.; 1139, ii., Tempora florigero rutilant distincta 
sereno 

Welcome, O Saviour, to my heart, 165, if., Bourne, H, 
Welcome, sacred day of rest, 185, ii., Brown, W. 
Welcome sight! the Lord tlescending, 615, i,, Kelly, T, 
Welcome, sweet day of rest, 1289, i., Watts, I. 
Welcome, that star in Judah's sky, 499, i, Hawker, 

R, 8. 
Welcome, the hope of Israel's race! 1195, i, Unitariar 

hymnod y 
Welcome! thou chiefest of all days (tr, D. T. Morgan), 

913, i., Primo dierum omnium 
Welcome Thou victor in the strife, 1013, i,, Schmolck, B 
Welcome to me the darkest night, 329, i., Elliott (mex 

Marshall), Julia A. 
Welcome, welcome, sinner hear, 257, i., Conder, J. 
Welcome, welcome these who came, 604, ii., Johns, J. 
Welcome with jubilee This glad solemnity (tr. Aylward) 

986, i., Sucris we ypeinelp anton Sint gaudia 
Welcome, ye ig tae heirs of heaven, 185, i, Brown (ne 

Hinsdale), Phoebe 
Welcomed with IE 4 be our hallowed solemnity (tr 

Trappes), 986, i., Sacris solemniis Junecta sint gaudi, 
Wele gadarn sylfaen Sion, 386, i,, Francis, B. 
Well art Thou leading, Guide supreme (tr. in the Mora 

Vian H, B., 1754, alt, 1826), 82, i., Arnold, G. 
Wall for him who all things losing, 62, i., Arnold, G. 
Well had those wise men from fal ergo se Juda 

ducem), 947, i, Quic ue Christum quaeritis 
We'll praise our risen Lord, 091, ii., Stennett, J. 
We'll sing of the Shepherd that died, 615, ii., Kelly, T. 
Well, the Redeemer's gone, 1239, i., Watts, I. 
Welt, Ade! ich bin dein mude, 87, i., Albinus, J. G. 
Wem in Leidenstagen, 878, ii., Oswald. H. 8. 
Wen Jesus licht Der kann allein, §21, i., Hey, J. W. 
Wen wissen das Geheimnise der Liebe, 486, i 

ardenberg, G. F. P. von 
Wenn alle untreu werden (Hardenberg), 418, i., Ge 

man fy & 485, ii. Hardenberg, G. F. P. von 
Wine 6a0 vor deiner Thiir einmal, 520, ii,, Hey, . 

Wenn aus dem Dunkeln ich mich schne, 80, ii., Arnd 
Wenn der Erde Griinde leben, 1100, i., Sturm, C. C, 
Wenn der Herr cinst die Gefangnen, 194, i,, Barde, S. Wenn dich Ungliick hat betret » 867, i., Olearin Jobannes 
Wenn ich die heilgen echn Gebot, 287, ii., Denicke, D. 

I 5 bon jenem Schlummer, 626, ii., Klo 
stock, F. a, 

Wear wh JAn nur habe (Hardenberg), 418, i. Gernmu 
livinnody ; 486, i, Hardenberg, G. F. P. von 

Wowk in Angst und Noth, 699, ii., Lowenstern, } A. von 
Ween ch in stiller Frike, 628, ii., Knapp, A. Senin) hin Todesndthen bin, 610, i., Kam |. oP Wenn teh, @ Schopfer, deine Macht, 407, ii., Bolter, Cc. Henn on aes trilben Stunden, 486, i., Hardenber a . Von 
Noun je due wieder zagst, 20, ii., Hey, J. W. Wi ne Jomand seinen Lebenslauf, 616, ii., Hessenthal 
Henn by tne Himmelserben, 

979, } BS Rothe, J. A. fin rin Stindlein vorhanden txt, 618, ii., Herma 
Wenn onerne letzte Stunde schldgt, 418, ii., Germ: hytunody 
Tenn meine Sund’ mich 419, li., Gesenius, J Nev wich die Siinden krdnken, 419, ii.,, Gesenius, J, Hruu sc\higt die angenchme Stunde (Gregor), 89, \t God's right hand In countless numbers (st. ii. 467. ii,, Gregor, €. 
Went Saclen atch susammenfinden, 627, i., Knak, G. F. 
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What comforts, Lord, to those are given 290, ii., 
Dessler, W. 6. 

What contradictions meet, 869, i., On what has now been 
sown 

What could your Redeemer do, 1061, i,, Sinners, turn; 
why will ced a 

What day: of happiness, 467, ii., Gregor, C. 
What didst Thou, Jesus, dearest One (tr, Guthrie), 

617, ii., Herzlicbster Jesu, was hast du verbrochen 
What dost thou fear, oh enemy? (Was frchst du 

Feind), 5, i., A solis ortés cardine Ad usque 
What a joy can fill my heart (tr. R. Massie), 

iller, 625, ii., I. F. 
What equal honours shall we bring %, 1239, i., Watts, I. 

(tr. Chandler), 1103, What seeble instruments, 0 
ii,, Supreme quales, Arbiter 

What finite power with ceaseless toil, 1019, ii., Scott, 
Elizabeth 

What i doth the city move (tr, Blew), 1198, i, 
Urbem Romuleam quis furor incitat 

What glory gilds the sacred page, 1167, ii,, The Spirit 
breathes upon the word 

What God decrees, child of His love (tr, Mrs. Findlater), 
411, ii,, Gerbardt, P. 

What God decrees, take patiently (tr. Mrs. Findlater, 
alt,), 411, ii., Gerhardt, P. 

What God does, ever well t done (tr. Cronenwett), 
972, ii., Rodigast, 8, 

What God does is done aright (tr. Mrs. Chester), 1235, 
i., Was Gott thut das ist wohlgethan, So denken 
Gottes Kinder 

What God does is well done, Who takes what He gave 
(tr, W. Graham), 1014, i., Schmoick, B. 

What God does, that is rightly done, Allwise (tr, Miss 
Borthwick), 972, ii., Rodigast, 8, 

What God doth is divinely done, 97%, ii,, Rodigast, 8. 
whet God, doth, it is au well done (tr. Frothingham), 

», Rodigast, 8. 
What God hath done is done aright (tr, Miss Cox), 

1235, i, Was Gott thut das ist wohlgethan, So 
denken Gottes Kinder 

What God hath done ia wisely done (tr. Stallybrass), 
Ss. 972, ii., Rodigast, 

What had I been if Thou wert not (tr. Miss Winkworth), 
485, ii., Hardenberg, G. F, P. von 

What happy men or angels, these, 1239, i., Watts, I. 
What heavenly joy and consolation, 467, ii., Gregor, C. 
What honour hath the fast of Lent (tr. Chambers), 

236, i., Clarum decus jejunii 
What was thine, O Christ! when grace, 716, ii., 

Martineau, Harriet 
What if death my sleep invade, 569, ii., Interval of 

grateful shade 
What if the little rain should say, 274, ii., Cutter, W. 
What ts faith ? It is to see, 641, ii., Huie, R. 
What is human life below, 388, i., Franck, 8. 
ie ts impure, rectify, 1216, i., Veni Sancte Spiritus, 

t emitte 
What is it for a saint to die?, 1106, i,, Swain, J. 
What is life? a rapid stream, 949, i., Raffles, T. 
What is life? ‘tis but a vapour, 616, ii., Kelly, T. 
What is our calling's glorvous hope, 693, ii., Jesu, 

mer of mankin 
What is our God, or what His name, 1237, i., Watts, L. 
What is our life? a fleeting breath (Mitten wir, im 

Leben sind), 721, ii., Media vita in morte sumus 
What is our life in this vain world ’, 1030, ii., Scottish 

hymnod 
What is dan sisstal race (tr. E. Massie), 294, ii., Die 

gilldne Sonne 
7 mena, ? the lark, my child, 304, i., Doane, 

What is that which shines afar (tr, Is. Williams), 
942, ii., Quae stella sole r 

What ae cause that Thou, O Lord (Ps, x,), 865, i, 
ersion 

What is the Christian soldier's might, What is (tr. R. 
Massie), 80, i., Arndt, E. M. 

What is the Christian's power and might (tr. R, Massie), 
80, i,, Arndt, E. M. 
= the first and great command ? 977, ii., Roscoe, 

What is the thing of greatest price ?, 1267, i., What is 
the thing uf bighest price ? 

hat is the world that it should share?, 403, i., 
Furness, W. H. 

What is there, Lord, a child can do?, 1117, i., Taylor, 
Ann and Jane 

What is this horror? The sky is rended (tr, Is. Williams), 
1041, ii. Sensus quis horror percutit 

What is this host that round the throne (tr. Miss 
Warner), 1008, ii., Schenk, H. 1. 

What is this life ? a constant scene, 671, i,, Leon, J. | 
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What is this passing scene ?, 1276, i,, White, H. K. 
What is this that stirs within ?, 403, i., Furnesay W. H. 
What ts your life? Jt glances by, 1097, i., Stowell, H. 
What cir | natures dwell within, 272, ii,, Crut- 

What joy or honour could we have, 1303, ii,, Zinzendorf, 
N. L. von 

What joy to love the Saviour (tr. in the Brit. Herald), 
70, ii., Anna-Sophia of Hesse-Darmstadt 

What kindness e’en to mortal foes (tr. Chambers), 
738, i., Miris probat sese mois 

What know we, holy God, of Thee?, 498, i., Havergal, 
Frances R. 

What, know ye not that 604, ii., Johns, J. ?, 
What law, beloved Jeru, Xaat Thou broken (tr, Russell), 

517, ii., Herzliebster Jesu, was hast du verbrochen 
What law, most blessed Jesus, hast Thou broken, 617, ii., 

Herzlie! ster Jesu, was hast du verbrochen 
What laws, my blessed Saviour, hast Thou broken 

Gre Miss Cox), 517, ii, Herzliebster Jesu, was hast 
u verbrochen 

What led the son of God ?, 1175, ii,, Thrupp, Dorothy A. 
What nent ts this whose silvery gleam, 280, ii., . 

ling, T. 
What love, what wisdom God displays (tr. Sir J. Bow- 

Ting), 202, ii,, Camphuysen, D. R. 
What majesty and grace, 1092, ii., Stennett, S. 
What mean these slow returns of lowe; these days, 

1106, i., Sutton, H. 8, 
What mean ye by this wailing, 1079, ii,, Spitta,C. J.P. 
What mean ye, dearly loved ones (tr. 3. A. Storrs), 

1079, ii., Spitta, C. J. P, 
What mean ye, that ye weep, 1079, ii., Spitta, C. J. P. 
What mean ye thus those tears to weep (tr. Miss Fry), 

1079, ii., Spitta, C. J. P. 
What meanest thou, my soul (tr, H. Mills), 419, i., 

Geradort (nce von Friesen), Henriette C. von 
bale: noes this bitter weeping, 1079, ii,, Spitta, 

What means this r, anxious throng, 201, ii., Camp- 
bell, Etta see 4 r 

7 we, Lord, Thou hast in store, 878, i,, Fleet, 

What might I not have teen without Thee (tr. Miss 
Lowe), 485, ii., Hardenberg, G. F. P. von 

What mortal tongue can sing thy praise (tr. Caswall), 
947, ii., Quis te canat mortaliam 

What must it be to dwell above ?, 1105, i,, Swain, J. 
What my God wills, be done alway (tr. Anon. in the 

Fam. Treas.), 37, ii., Albrecht of Brandenburg 
shee 9 spirit, should oppress thee, 982, i., Kussell, 

What sn Lord, in Thee combine, 306, ii., Dod- 
dridge, P. 

What name so full of melody ? (tr. Darling), 587, ii., 

hae aul a cnneutenms nie anid Arighd's. 3 Wi @ conscience ra ight *, \. 
Voughan, H. eis ot 

What no human eye hath seen, 639, i., Lange, J. P. 
What now is my object and aim, 1264, ii, Wesley 

family, The 
What, & my le, hare I done fo thee (tr. Oakeley), 

901, ii., ule meus, quid feci tibt 
What our Father does is well (tr. Sir H. W. Baker), 

1235, i, Was Gott thut das ist wohlgethan, So 
SF eer can —_ fect he 

ce divine, t ect happiness (tr. Molther 
468. | i, Gregor, C. sek . » 

What pleases God, 0 pious soul, 411, ii., Gerbardt, P, 
What th God, my Jaithful child (tr. J. Kelly), 

hot plates mens thet stent (tr. M God, t me (tr, Misa Wink- 
worth), 146, ii., Blaurer, A. 

What th God with joy receive (tr. Miss Dunn), 
411, ii., Gerhardt, P. 

What power unseen by mortal eye, 192, i,, Bulfinch, 8. G. 
What secret hand at morning light?, 764, ii., Mont- 

gomery, J, 
What seekest thou! Why fearest thou (tr, Astley), 

611, i, Hensel, Luise 
What shall f a sinner do?, 879, ii., Flimer, J. 
What shall [be? my Lord, when I behold thee (tr. Mra, 

Findlater), 637, i., Langbecker, E. C. G, 
What shall I do, my God, my Lord ?, 1261, ii,, Wesley 

family, The 
What shall I do my God to love?, 1261, ii., Wesley 

family, The 
What shall I do my God to love, My God Who loved, 

1262, ti., Wesley family, The 
What shall J feel, when J, 467, ii., Gregor, C, 
What shall I render to my God (C. Wesley), 858, ii., 0 

Thou, Who when I did complain 
What shall J render to my God, 1241, i,, Watts, L 

§C2 
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What shall the dying sinner do?, 1241, i,, Watts, L 
What mall we ask of God in prayer? (Montgomery), 

494, ii., Lord, teach us how to pray ; 907, i., 
Prayer is the soul's sincere desire; 1169, ii, Thou 
God art a consuming fire 

What shall we be, and whither shall we go? (tr, 
X. Massie), 1079, iL, Spitta, C. J. P. 

What shall we offer our good Lord (tr. J. Wesley), 
1070, ii., Spangenberg, A. G-. 

What shall we pay the Eternal Son, 1237, ii., Watts, 1. 
What shall we render, 882, ii., Parson (nee Rooker), 

Elizabeth 
What shall we render, Lord, to Thee ?, 466, iL, Green- 

woud, J, 1, 
What sinners value, J resign, 689, i., Lord, I am Thine, 

but Thou wilt prove 
What sound doth Jordan's streams appal (tr. W. 

M.A.), 606, ii., Jordanis oras praevia 
What sounds of war are heard around, 1195, i, Uni- 

tarian hymnody 
What :tar is this—more glorious far (tr, E. Thring), 

942, ii., Quae stella sole pulchrior 
What star is this so strangely bright? (tr. Chandler, 

1437, alt.). ii,, Quae stella sole p r 
What star is this beams abroad (tr, Blew), 943, L, 

Quae stella sole pulchrior : 
What star is this that beams so bright, And dims the 

sun (tr, Singleton, 1871), 042, ii, Quae stella sole 
pulchrior 

What star is this that beams 50 bright, The sun eclipsing 
(tr. Singleton, 1#65), 942, ., Quae stella sole 
pulehrior 

What star ts this, whose orb of pene? (tr. Chambers), 
943, i., (Quae stelia sole pulchrior 

What star is this with beams so bright, Which shames 
the sun, 942, ii., Quae stella sole pulchrior 

What strange perplexities arise, 281, 1., Davies, 5. 
What sweeter music can we bring, 210, ii., Carols 
What sweetness on Thine earth doth dwell, 423, ii., Gil, 

T. a. 
What terror every bosom shakes (tr, Chambers), 1041, ii., 

Sensus quis horror percutit 
What terrors shake my trembling soul ! (tr. J. Chandler), 

1041, ii,, Sensus quis borror percutit 
What thanks and praise to Thee we owe, 709, ii., Mac- 

lagan, W. LD. 
What thanks can I repay, 287, ii,, Denicke, D. 
What the just by faith’ beleved (tr. Blew), TTT, i. 

Mundi salus affutura 
What the old Adam stained and soiled (Adam vetus 

quod polluit), 30, ii., Agnoscat omne saeculum 
What then, dear Jesus, hadst Thou done or said, §17, 

ii,, Herzliebster Jesu, wax hast du verbrochen 
What they of old, the reverend choir of prophets (tr. 
en 948, i,, Quod chorus vatum vene us 
olim 

What Thou appointest I receive, 1079, i., Spitta, C. J.P. 
What Thou my (rod dost, all's well done (tr. in the 

supp. to Ger. Psal., 1765), 972, ii., Rodigast, 8. 
What though downy slumbers flee, 669, ii., Interval of 

grateful shade 
What ieee fields of earth have yielded, 282, i,, 

Davis, ‘T. 
What though no flowers the ree clothe (Doddridge & 

Blair revised by Logan), 188, ii. Bruce, M.; 1034, 
i, Scottish translations and parapbrases ; 1065, i., 
So firia the saints foundations stand 

What though our earthly lot be low, 1097, L., Stowell, H, 
What though peaceful slumbers flee, 669, ii., Interval 

of grateful shade 
What though the arm of conquering death, 817, i., Now 

let our mourning hearts revive 
What thongh the ra Reins strength decay, 1065, i., & 

firm the saint's foundations stand 
What, though the ground all good at first, 1176, i. 

Vhrupp, J. F. 
ses though these bodies shall decay, 1031, i,, Scottist 

EY ranted) 
What though through desert paths Thou leadest, 982, i. 

Russell, A. T- 
What thrilling voice through midnight peals (En clart 

vox redurgult, tr, Copeland), 1229, i., Vox clari 
eove iInfonat 

wae ora the evening shadows fall, 520, ii., Hewett 

What to do in my condition, 379, ii., Flitner, J. 
What vain desires and passions rain, 1239, t: Watts, I 
What varims hindrances we mert (Cowper), 422, i. 

Gill, T. AH, ; 868, i., Olney hymns 
bib a holy joy, O Lord, 1276, ii., Whiting 

Mary B. 
What will it be to d vell abore?, 1105, i., Swain, J. 
What wisdom, majesty, and grace, 1092, i., Stennett, 8 
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f hung on the cursed tree (tr. Jacobi), 
275, i., Da Jesus, an des Kreutees Stamm 

When Christ is throned on Zion's Aill, 453, ii., Great 
God, the nations of the earth 

When ~~ our human form did bear, 715, i., Mar- 
riott, J. 

When Christ the Lord shall come on earth, 1268, ii., 
When Christ the Lord would come on earth 

When Christ to village comes, or town, 613, ii., Keble, J. 
When _— victorious from the grave, 263, ii., Cot- 

te . e 

When clouds of darkness veil the sky (tr. R. Campbell), 
666, i., In noctis umbrii desides 

heave | mee Rewete and far from Thee, 762, ii., Mon- 

When di daily 1 kneel down to pray, 1117, i., Taylor, Ann 
ane 

When dangers press and fears invade [invite], 90, ii., 
Auber, Harriet 

When darkness erst (once) at God's command, 304, i., 
Doane, G. W 

When darkness fleets, and joyful earth (O Sol salutis, 
intimis), 676, i,, Jam Christe sol justitiae 

When — in sin and far from God, 1976, ii, Whit- 
field, F. 

When, dearest Lord, when shall it be ?, 1261, ii., Wesley 
family, The . 

When death appears before my sight, 10990, i,, Steele, 
Anne 

When death arrives, and I must (tr. G. Walker 
1254. ii., Weun mein StOndlein Firhanden ist » 

When death before — 1090, i., Steele, Anne 
When death shall our fleeting day (tr. Russell, 

alt.), 1264, i., Wenn mein St{ndlein firhanden ist 
When, as to death the Apostle lay, 190, i., Bryant, 

When downward to the darksome tomb, 877, ii., Palmer, 
R. 

When driven ion’s rod, 703, ii., Lunt, W. P. 
When earthly glide swift away, 706, ii., Lyte, H. F. 
When earth's fierce tempest o'er us rolls (tr, Chandler, 

alt.), $76, i., Jactamur beu quot fluctibas 
When erst the sons of men began, 682, ii,, Lo in the last 

of days behold 
When evening shadows gather, 1108, i., Swift, J. F. 
When faint and weary toiling, 317, ii,, Dyer, 8. 
When fairest Eve in Eden rose, 1060, ii,, Singleton, 

cG R. 
haar pl spreads her boldest wings, 1090, i., Steele, 

noe 

ene bm ae a and heirs of woe, 218, ii., Charles- 
worth, V. J. 

_— Jirm I [we] stand on Zion's Aill, 1106, ii., Swain, 

When first at God’s command, 499, i., Hawker, R. 
eae ie ereant with sin and shame, 

eck, J. G. 
When first the world sprang forth (tr. Caswall, alt.), 

14, ii., Ad templa nos rursus vocat 
— tome little insult given, 1117, i., Taylor, Ann 

ane 
When forth from Egypt's trembling strand, 195, i., 

Burgess, G. 
When from Death's chambers Christ triumphant rose 

(tr. Is. Williams), 316, i., um morte victor obruté 
When from Kgypt's house of bondage, 1172, ii., Threlfall, 

Jeannette 
Wits from Jordan's gleaming ware, 604, ii., Johnson, 

When from my sight all fades away, 319, i., Eber, P. 
When from my sleep awaking, 628, ii., Knapp. A. 
— the City of our God, 1294, ii., Wordsworth, 

When from the depths of woe, 764, i, Montgomery, J. 
When from pop sea the Law was po (ir. Is. 

W Ulams), 1058, ii., Sinae sub alto vertice 
When gathering clouds around / view, 460, i, Grant, 

Sir R.; 1088, i., Sigourney (nee Huntley), Lydia 
When gladness gilds our prosperous day, 196, i., 

Burleigh, W. H. 
When gloomy thoughts and boding fears, 1090, i, 

Steele, Anne 
When God at first created man, 211, i., Carola 
When Gai bade Abraham sacrifice, 117, i,, Bateman, H. 
When God begins His gracious work, 734, ii., Midlane, A. 
When God descends with men to dwell, 109, ii., Ballou, H. 
When God from dust created man, 166, i, Bowdler, J. 
When God inclines the heart to pray, 907, i., Prayer is 

the breath of God in man 
When God is nigh my faith 1s strong, 1941, i., Watts, 1. 
When God restored our captive state, 1241, i., Watts, I. 
a = revealed His gracious (precious) Name, 1241, 

» Watts, 1 

> dey 
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When Gos upheaved the pillared earth, 906, i., Pray, 

When lord, when shall it be?, 1261, ii., », gracious hd 

Whee na ap silence groves keep (Gisborne), 1 

a guilt a we Gre raising (ty. Jacobi), 419, ii., 

When he a the ne : rom scourge of , 189, ii, 
Bryant, W.C. ther Beater dere: Licx, 

When heavenwards my best affections move (tr, Misa 
Borthwick), 1804, 1,, Zinvendorf, N. L. von 

When heaves with sighs my anzious breaat (H. Price), 
1085, i., ire hymnbooks 

When here, O Lord, we seek Thy face, 1165, ii,, This 
stone to Thee in faith we lay 

When His salvation bringing (King), 758, ii., Missions 
When human hopes and joys depart, 977, ii, Jevons 

(nee Roscoe), Mary Ann 
— phe ight Thy Hered oy 900, Hi., Pope, A. 

can y, Wi tr. Ast 80, i. 
Arndt, EM. se ma : 

oe | —_—e m raphe bar Eten Watts, 1. 
. Creator, y mij tr. Miss Manington 

407, ii., Gellert, C. F. sites ‘ 
om fay wandered from His fold, 763, i., Monsell, 

=< 1 listen to Thy word, 1116, ii,, Taylor, Ann and 
ane 

When I look back, 668, i., Lead, kindly Light amid the 
encircling gloom 

sa J my wicked heart survey, 1130, ii., Scottish 
ymnody : 

When J pour out my soul in prayer (Ps. cti.), 800, ii., 
New Version <i ( > ; 

When I shall sa ha icctont 686, 1. 0 Macy soll BI on nm ission, 836, i., O Haupt v ut 
und Waunden : " 

When / stand before the throne, 1272, i, When this 
passing world is done 

When J survey life's varied scene, 1089, ii., Steele, Anne 
When I survey the wondrous Cross (Watts), 349, ii., 

350, Hi., English hymnody; 741, i., Missions 
When J the holy grave ope 1231, ii,, Wallin, B. 
When I view the mother holding (tr, Bramley), 883, ii., 

Parvum quando cerno Deum 
When I wake from out that slumber (tr. in Basker- 

ville’s P. of Germany), 626, ii., Klopstock, F. G. 
When I with pleasing wonder stand, 1241, i., Watts, L 
When in distress and woe J lft (tr. Buckoll), 699, ii., 

Liwenstern, M. A. vou 
When in dreary, mournful hours (tr. Lady John 

Manners), i,, Hardenberg, G. F. P. von 
When in hours of fear and fauling (tr. Macdonald), 

486, i., Hardenberg, G. F. P. von 
When tn hours ¥ nant anges (tr, Mme. de 

Pontés), 486, i., berg, G. F. P. von 
When in silence and in shade (tr, Neale), 943, i., 

noctis medium 
When in silence o'er the deep, 481, i., Hale, Mary W. 
When in that tremendous day (tr. Stanley, pt. t1), 

299, i., Dies trac, dirs illa . 
When in the cool still morning, 628, ii., are A, 
When in the dark and cloudy day, 609, i., Judkin, T. J. 
When in the As of night I'm sighing (tr. in the Brit 

Herald), 80, ii., Arndt, E. M. 
When in the hour of utmost need, $19, ii,, Eber, P. 
When in the hours of lonely woe, 256, ii., Conder, J. 
When in the light of faith divine, 1239, i., Watts, I. 
When in the pains - death my heart (tr. Russell), 

610, i.. Kampf, J. 
When in pe vale of lengthened years, 1197, i., Uni- 

ymn 
When in these courts we seek Thy face, 1165, ii,, This 

stone to I'hee in faith we la: 
When in thine hours of grief, i., Oswald, H. 8. 
Where in this waste unlovely (and desert) world ?, 288, 

ii., Denny, Sir E. 
When inward turns my searching gaze, 878, i., Palmer, 

R 
When Isracl, by divine command, 804, ii., Newton, J. 
When Israel by God's address (1, exiv.), Whitting- 

ham), 866, i., Old Version 
When Israel by God's command (Ps. cxtv.), 866, i,, Old 

Version 
When Jsvacl, by the Almighty led (Ts, cxiv.), 801, i, 

New Version 
When Israel came from Egypt's land, 669, ii., Leaton- 

Blenkinsopp, E. C. 
When Israel came from Egypt's strand, 622, ii., 

Kennedy, B. H. 
When Israel freed from Pharaoh's hand (Watts), 

17, i., Addison, J. 
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When Israel, of God beloved, Out of the land, 1270, ii., 

When Israel, of the Lord beloved 
Wie prae of the Lord beloved, 1020, ii., Scott, Si 

Ww. 
RR ee ot he 1262, i, Wesley family 

pias, ian through the desert passed, 124, i,, Beddome 

When Israel, who had suffered cruel bondage long (Ps 
exiv,), 801, ii., New Version 

When it eae ua tyrant’s ear (Andit tyrannu 
anxius), ii., Quicumque Christum quaeritis 

When datos’ daughter was o stl, 117, i Bateman, H 
When Jesus at a wondrous feast, 234, ii., Cl J.P 
When Jesus, both of God and man, 2, i., A F ther 

is; your voices join 
When Jesus by the Virgin brought (Bruce), 188, ii. 

Bruce, M.; 8186, i, Now let Thy servant die f: 
ace 

When Jase Christ was crucified, 1277, i., Whiting, W 
When Jesus comes again, 1081, i., Scottish ewes 
When Jesus comes to reward His servants, 1 i, Va 

Alstyne (née Crosby), Frances J. 
When Jesus dwelt in mortal clay, 420, ii., Gibbons, T. 
When Jesus first at heaven's command, 524, i, Hill, B 
When Jesus’ friend had ceased to be, 187, i, Brownin 

(nee Barrett), Elizabeth 
When Jesus hung tupon the Cross (tr. in the Moras 

H. B., 1746, rewrit. 1789), 164, i., Biechenstein, J 
When Jesus left His heavenly home, 1270, ii., Whe 

Jesus left His Father's throne 
When Jesus left the glorious sky, 1097, i., Stowell, H. 
When Jesus ¢ the throne of God, 1270, ii,, Whe 

Jesus left Fathor's throne 
When Jesus on this earth, 1066, i, Soden, A. J. 
When Jesus on the Cross was found (tr. in the Mora 

H. B., 1746), 164, i., Bischenstein, J. 
When Jesus raised His prayer on high (tr. Chandle 

alt.), 329, ii., Emergit undis et Deo 
When Jesus shall ascend His throne, 463, ii., Great Go 

the nations of the earth 
When ae hushed his waters still, 202, ti., Cam 

bell, T. 
When gree ie or throbbing pulse, 763, i., Mor 

se . 8. B. 
When life as opening buds is sweet, 114, i., Barbau 

(née Aikin), Anna L, 
When life ts gay with sunshine, 1106, ii,, Swift, J. F 
When little hearts believe and lore, 187, i,, Bruce, C. 
When little Samuel woke, 1116, ii., Taylor, Ann at 

Jane 
was —_ the soul has slept in chains, 218, i., Chapi 

When, Lord, to this our western land, 870, i., Onde 
donk, H. U. 

When man s bold in sin, 1241, i., Watts, 1. 
baa axe 'd on the nightly plain, 1276, i., Whit 

When Mary to the heavenly Guest, 256, i., Conder (n 
Thomas), Joan E. 

When memory brings my Jesus to my sense (O Je 
allss wer dein gedenkt, fr. to Boehm's version 
Arndt's True Ch.), 589, i,, Jesu dulcis memoria 

When mrnisters make known, 1266, a Wesley famil 

The 

NW ee mers ing, ireth and bright and new, 117, i 
tatemiati, | 

When morons gelds the skies (tr, Caswall), 183, 
Hele frien Morgenticht 

eee ni using Ws rome weeps [mourns] the past, 809, i 

When my appointed hour ts come To pass from ear 
1254, &., enn mein Stiindlein firbanden ist 

When my feel Acer wandered, 678, ii., Litanies 

hen my heart b veiling, 471, 15 Grinfield, Ke 

Whew my leet howe és close at hand, And J must ( 
Miss Winkworth), 1254, ii, Wenn mein Stfindl 
firhkanden ist 

When my lat howe a close at hand, My last sad ( 
bh. A. Bowrie), 1264 iL, Wenn mein Stdndle 
fighasuber fst 

Wie . wy love ty Christ grows weak, 1295, i, Wrefo: 
hi 

When ney lve f Gad grows cold, 1271, ii., When t 
oto uelet rows cold 

When wy love bs od grows weak, 1271, ii, When t 
) Obrist crows cold ; 1295, i, Wreford, J. 1 

When, my Savrovu r, shall I be?, 1261, ii., Wes! 

{ v, lhe 
Whew ory qarit pants for rest, 472, i, Groser, H, G. 
lev wusteiows whispers are floating about, §02, 

Hearn, Marianne 

Who near Jevusateun of old, 1066, i,, Soden, A. J. 
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When gorse enais its shades around us, 1115, L, Tap- 

den sorrows path and danger’s road, 1276, i., White, 

When souls draw near the holy wave, 700, i., Loy, M. 
When storm and tempest o'er us roll (tr, Chandler), 

576, i., Jactamur heu quot thuctibus 
When storms hang o'er my head, 124, i., Beddome, B. 
When storms anne o'er the children's heads, 124, i., 

Beddome, B. 
When storms Wd o'er the Christian's head, 124, i., 

e, B. 
When strangers stand and hear me tell, 1239, L, 

Watts, I 
When eraser Jrom the eastern skies, 1066, u., 

Shrubsoie, W, 
When summer suns their radiance fling, 1117, ii., 

lor, Emily 
When summons hence by Death is given (tr. E. Massie), 

979, i., Kothe, J. A. 
When tempests round us gather, 623, i., oem B. H. 
When that so troublous day was now conel (tr, in 

the Moray. H, B., 1754), 473, i., Gryphins, A. 
When that the Lord in his Sion had forth brought 

(Ps. cxxvi., Kethe), 866, i,, Old Version 
When the archangel's trump shall sound (Cotterill), 

1084, ii., Staffordshire hyranbooks 
When the blind suppliant in the way, 190, i., Bryant, 

W.c. 
When the children joyful are (tr. in the Morav. H, B., 

1754), 1303, ii., Zinzendorf, N. L. von : 
When the dark waves round us roll, 1272, i., When the 

wild waves round us roll 
"— the day hath come at Last, 680, i., Littledale, R. 

When the day of life is dawning, 431, ii., Goadby, T. 
When the day of toil is done, sei, ii., Ellerton, 
When the dewy light was fading, 1204, ii., Van Alstyne 

(nee Crosby), Frances J. 
When the due time had taken 1247, ii., Weisse, M. 
When theearth was full of darkness, 790, i., Neale, J. M. 
When the Eternal bows the skies, 1239, i,, Watts, L. 
When the everlasting Lord, 1099, i,, Stryker, M. W. 
When the first parents of our race, 1239, i,, Watts, L. 
When the great Judge, supreme and just, 1241, i, 

Watts, I. 
When the harvest is past and the summer is gone, 1064, 

i., Smith, 8, F, 
When the heart is sad within, 1271, ii, When our beads 

are bowed with woe 
When the last agony draws nigh (tr. Miss Winkworth), 

1249, i., Weissensee, P. H. 
When the last trumpet's awful voice (Watts, recast), 

829, ii., O for an overcoming faith; 1084, i., Scot- 
tish translations and paraphrases 

When the Lord of glory died (Christus der uns selig 
Macht, st. vi., tv. in the Morav, H. B., 1746), 886,i., 
Patris Sapientia, veritas divina = 

When the Lord of Love was here, 183, ii., Brooke, 8. A. 
When the Lord recalls the banished (tr. Miss Wink- 

worth), 194, i., Birde, S. G. 
When the messengers of wrath, 282, ii., Dayman, E. A. 
When the new-born saints, assembling, 618, ii., Keble, J, 
When the Paschal evening fell, 1088, i., Stanley, A. P. 
When the Patriarch was returning (tr. Caswall), 

536, i,, Hoste dum victo triumphans 
When the Saviour dwelt below, 984, i., Ryland, J. 
When the Saviour said “'Tis finished,” 784, ii., Mid- 

lane, A. 
wie shades of night are falling, 303, i., Dix, 

CG 

Tay- 

When the soft dews of kindly sleep, 1178, i., ’Tis gone, 
that bright and orbed blaze 

When the id earth is quaking, 1100, i., Sturm, C, C. 
When the spark of life ts waning, 278, i, Dale, T. 
When the thirty years were finished (Lustra sex qui 

Jam peracta, tr, Mrs. Charles, alt.), Pange lingua 
Bloriosi proelium certaminis 

When the vale of death appears, 1170, ii., Thou Who _, ldst for Peter’s faith 
rhen the weary, seeking rest, 162, i., Bonar, H. 

When the world is brightest, 1188, ii., Tuttiett, L. 
Whey the seorid my heart is rending, 118, i., Bathurst, 

— the worn spirit wants repose, $22, ii, Edmeston, 

When these brief trialtays are past (tr. Sheppard), 
408, i., Gellert, C, F. When these brief trial-days are spent (tr. Miss Wink- | 
worth), 406, i., Gellert, C. F. 

When they brought little children, 980, i., Rowe, G. S. 
When they 

627, i., Knak, G, F. L. 
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oe passing world is done, 707, ii., McCheyne, 

haa _ song of praise shall cease, 190, i., Bryant, 

When those we love are snatched away, 1268, i., When 
blooming youth is snatched away 

—_ Lm oan disposed a heart, 1266, i., Wesley 
‘amily, 

When Thou hast rendered up Thy breath, 1262, ii, 
MB af family, The ; i 

Ww ‘hou, my righteous Judge, shal come, 864, i, O 
when my righteous Judge shall come 

When Thou, 0 God, Thine own elect (tr. Chambers), 
1190, i., Ultricibus nos undique 

When Thou, O Lord, didst « the Twelve, 1294, ii., 
Wordsworth, C. 

When Thou shalt close my a day (tr. Russell), 
1254, i., Wenn mein Stiindie:n furhanden ist 

When thought brings Jesus to my sence (O Sesu atlas, 
wer dein gedenkt), $89, i., Jesu dulcis memoria 

When through life's dewy fields we go, 719, ii., Mathe- 
son, Annie 

When through the dismal waste, 622, ii., Keunedy, B. H, 
When through the torn sail the wild fempest is stream- 

ing, i,, Heber, R. 
When thy mortal life is fled, 1064, i., Smith, S. F. 

death is near, 189, i, Be- 
thune, G. W. 

When time seems short and 

When to “~ sight, thou God, appears, 1030, ii., Scottish 
tinnody 

When to the house of God we go, 1117, i, Taylor, Ann 

Dearad best 304, When twa eaven m affections move, 1 i, 
Zinzendorf, N. L. vai a 

deg troubles, wave on ware, assailed, 624, i., Key, 
‘5. 

When waves of sorrow round me svell, 1272, ii, When 
waves of trouble round me swell 

When we are under great distress, $19, ii., Eber, P. 
When we cannot see our way, 616, ii., Kelly, T, 
When we devote our youth to God, 1239, ii., Watts, I. 
When we did sit in Babylon (Ps. cxxavii.), 866, i., Old 

Version 
When we, our wearied limbs to rest (Ps. cxxxvil.), 

801, i., New Version 
When we seck with loving heart (tr. Miss Borthwick), 

1303, ii., Zinzendorf, N. L. von 
When we walk the paths of life (Mitten wir im Leben 

sind), 721, ii., Media vita in morte sumus 
ahaasr) weary souls, with, sin distrest, 1090, i., Steele, 

nne 
When wild confusion wrecks the air, 199, ii,, Byles, M. 
When wilt Thou come unto me, 1066, i., Shepherd, T. 
When winds are ing o'er the upper ocean, 1096, ii,, 

Stowe (nee ), Harriet 
When with a mind devoutly pressed, 186,i., Browne, M. 
— with wasting sickness co ee ge of 

all my hopes the mud 5 |, i, Wardlaw, R, 
When within His Mother's arma (tr, Washburn), 883, ii,, 

Parvum quando cerno Deum 
When youth or age is snatched away, 1268, i., When 

blooming youth is snatched away 
Whence do our mournful thoughts arise (Watts), 1034, i, 

Scottish translations and paraphrases 
Whence shall my tears begin? (tr. Neale), 152, i., 

Bonfos cai oxezagrips éydverd ror eis Gurrnpiay 
Whence shall our tears begin * (tr. Neale, alt.), 162, i., 
BonOds cai oxeracri age dor cig gwrypiaw 

a Slaming yoy that maketh ?, 423, H,, Gill, 
T. H. 

Whene'er again thou sinkest, $20, ii., Hey, J. W. 
Whene'er I look into Thy word, 888, ii., Pearce, 5. 
Whene'er J take my walks abroad, 1239, ii,, Watts, I. 
Whene'er one sinner turns to God, 1091, ii., Stennett, 

J 
Whene'er the angry passions rise, 1090, i., Steele, Anne 
Whene’er lo Thee I make my prayer (Ps. 56, Churton), 

233, ii,, Churton, E. 
Whene’er we contemplate the grace, 467, ii., Seeget. Cc. 
Where ancient forests round us spread, 811, i, Norton, 

A 
Where are the dead? In heaven or hell ?, 764, i,, Mont- 

gomery, J. 
Where dwells the glorious King, , i., Darling, T. ; 

1150, ii., The God of Abraham praise : 
Where high the heavenly temple stands (Bruce), 188, ii., 

Bruce, M.; 263, ii., Cotterill, T.; 1034, i., Scottish 
translations and paraphrases 

Where is divine compassion, that (tr. Lady Durand), 
1079, ii., Spitta, C. J. P. 

| Where is mercy and compassion (tr, K. Massie), 1079, 
may chance to meet together (tr. H. Mills), | ii., Spitta, C, J. P. 

Where is my faith of I survey ?, 3168, i., East, J. 
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Where is my God? does He retire, 1089, ii., 1000, i., | 
Steele, Anne 

Where is my wandering ng nan ¥, 700, i., Lowry, R. 
Where is Christian's Fatherland ?, 1088, i,, Staniey, 

Where is the Hebrew’s God, 1204, ii., Wesley family, | 
e 

bsp  Haay land of cloudless day f, 255, ii., Conder, | 

Where is the tree the threw ?, 610, i., Hemans 
(nee Browne), Felicia D. 

Where is this blessed Babe, 1118, ii., Taylor, Jeremy 
Where ts thy Bethel? where the gate of heaven (tr. J. 

Kelly), 765, ii., Morabt, A. 
Where ts thy Bethel, where the world’s control (tr. 

Astley), 766, ii., Moraht, A. 
Where is thy God, my soul ?, 706, ii., Lynch, T. T. 
Where is thy sting, 4 death ?, 167, i., Bowring, SirJ, | 
“* Where ts your (od ?" they say, 716, ii., Martineau, J. 
Where Jordan's stream was rolling on (tr, Hunt), 

226, ii,, Christ unser Herr zum Jordan kam : 
Where shall I lay my weary head’, 1261, i., Wesley 

family, The 
Where shall I look for holy calm, 708, ii., Macduff, J. R. 
Where shall my fanaerten soul begin (C, Wesley), 

64, i., And can it be that I should gain 
hes shall the guilty who hath lost, 1031, i., Scottish 

ymnody 
Where shall the man be found, 1241, i., Watts, 1. 
ee ong the tribes of Abraham find, 1241, i., 

atts, 1. 
bles a true believers go?, 1266, i., Wesley family, 

Where shall we find the Lord 7, 1088, i., Stanley, A. P. 
Where shall we oto seck and find, 1241, i., Watts, I. 
Where shall we learn to dic ?, 1088, i., Stanley, A. P. 
Where Sinai towers, while thunder pealed (tr, Blew), 

1059, i., Sinae sub alto vertice 
Where the ancient dragon lay, 508, i., Heavenly 

Father, Sovereign Lord, Ever faithful 
Where the sts adore Thee (tr, Is. Williams, alt,), 

964, ii., or orbis summus et arbiter 
Where the angelic hos's adore Thee (tr, Is, Williams), , 

964, ii., Regnator orbis summus et arbiter 
Where the faded flower shall j reshen, 161, ii., Bonar, H. 
Where the lambs sleep, there rdsswatch around 

(tr. Mrs. Findlater), 639, ii,, NWR of 
Where the reeds quiver, 610, i., Hemans (nce 

Browne), Felicia D. 
Where the mourner weeping, 874, i., Oswald, H. 8. 
Where the prison bars surround him (tr. Is. Williams), | 

692, ii., Petrum, t ne, quid catenis obruis 
Where the - acca of plaintive wailing, 1238, ii., Ward- 

law, 
Where thy Master's Calls thee forth abroad, 947, 

ii,, Quo vos Magistri gloria quo salus 
Where two or three with sweet accord, 1092, i., Stennett, 

8. 
Where wilt Thou go? since night draws near (tr, 

Crall), 1007, i, Scheffler, J. 
Where wilt Thou go? the eve draws nigh (tr. Miss | 

Manington}, 1007, i., Scheffler, J. 
Where wilt thou put thy trust 7, 1068, i., Sigourney (nee 

Huntiey), Lydia 
Where r mount with olives clad (tr. R. Massie), 

1079, i., Spitta, C. J. P. 
Where'er I go, whate'er my task (tr. Miss Winkworth), 

378, ii,, Flemming, P. 
Where er I Thee this day did ve(tr. in the Moravian 

H. B,, 1789, alt. 1801), $14, i., Herman, N, 
Where'er the blustering north-wind blows, 124, i., Bed- 

dome, B- 
Where'er the Lord shall build my house, 1020, i., Scott, 

Elizabeth 
Where'er the man is found, 1241, iL, Watts, L 
Wherever two or three may meet, 495, i., Hastings, T. 
Wherefore, See also Werfore 
Wherefore dost Thou, blest of God (tr. R. Massie), 411, 

ii,, (rerhardt, P, 
Wherefore dost Thou longer Corry, 411, ii., Gerhardt, P. 
Wherefore, O earth, while years flow by, 1187, ii., 

Tellus tot annos quid tegis 
Wherefore should I grieve and pine & Miss Wink- 

worth), 1234, U., Warum sollt ich mich denn 
gramen 

Wherefore should I make my moan, 1263, ii., Wesley 
family, The 

Wherefore should man, frail child of clay, 331, ii., 
Enfield, W. 

Wherefore, then, should I be proces (tr. Frothingham ), 
1234, ti., Warum sollt ich mich denn gramen 

Wherefore weep we over Jesus, 1079, ii., Spitta, C. J.P. 
Wheresvever two or three, 267, i, Conder, J. 
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While to Thy table J repair, 281, i., Davies, 8. 
While up to Heaven Uo goeth, 984, ii., Sacer, G. W. 
While we lowly bend before Thee, 248, ii.. Colesworthy, 

While we on earth are raising, 970, i., Robinson (of 

h - pe 566, i., While weour weary ida close (tr. Chandler), 
In noctis Sean aan ¢ ) 

While worldly minds impatient grow (Ps. iv.), 800, i, 
New Version 

While “ the morn is breaking (tr. Miss Winkworth), 
776, ii., MObimann, J. 

Whilst in the agonics of death (tr. Chandler), 316, tl., 
Dum, Christe, confixus cruci 

none fg careless world is sleeping, 623, i., Kennedy, 

White and ruddy ts my Beloved, 1285, i., Williams, W. 
Whither, midst falling dew, 190, i., ant, W.C. 
Whither, oh, whither 7— With Mindfe eyes (tr, Mise 
as 773, i., Mowes, Hu Ven Alstyne), 

Whither, pilgrims, are you going (Mra, Van 
756, & Tistses 

Whither, Saul, this raging sense (tr. Is, Williams), 
948, i., Quos in hostes, tendis 
— shall a creature run?, 1865, i., Wesley family, 

Whither shall we flee, 396, ii., Freylinghausen, J. A. 
Whither thus tn hls rapture? (tr. Caswall), 947, iL, 

Quo sanctus ardor te rapit 
Who all his will to God resigneth (tr. Russell), 796, ii, 

Neumark, G. 
Who are these arrayed in white’, 1262, i, Wesley 

family, The 
Who are these in bright array’, 1266, ii., What are 

these in bright _ ? : 
Who are tvese in dazzling brightness, Bearing the vic- 

torious palm, 1008, ii., Schenk, H. T. ; 
Who are these in dazzling brightness, These in God's 

own truth arrayed, 1 ii., Schenk, H. T. 
Who are these in light adoring (tr. Russell), 1008, ii, 

Schenk, H. T. 
Who are these like stars cnpess tr. Miss Cox), 

266, i., Cox, Frances E.; 1008, k, H. T 
Who are these ‘salvation singing, 1008, ii, Schenk, 

Who are they in heaven who stand ?, 1175, ii., Thrupp, 
Dorothy A. 

Who are these before God's throne, What the countless 
(tr. J. D. Burns), 1008, ii., Schenk, H. T. 

Who are those before God's throne, What the crowned 
neet_ 2 see (tr. Miss Winkworth), 1008, ii., Schenk, 

Who are those round God's throne standing (tr. Miss 
Manington), 1008, ii., Schenk, H. T. 

Who are those that, far i me (tr. Miss Winkworth), 
1808, ii., Schenk, H. T. 

Who are they whose little feet ?, $22, i., Edmeston, J. 
Who, as Thou, makes blest (tr. Gotch), 396, ii., Frey- 

linghausen, J. A. 
Who can by searching find out God ?, 780, i., My God, 

T love and | adore 
Who can describe the joys that rise?, 1239, i,, Watts, L. 
ae aoe eer fathom God's rich love, 196, ii., Burnbam, 

Who carn forbear to sing ?, 1105, ii., Swain, J. 
Whocan my soul from Jesus sever, 1014, i,, Schmolck, B. 
Whocan on the seu-shore, 80, ii,, Arndt, E. M. 
Who can paint that lovely city (tr, Caswall), 18, i., Ad 

perennis vitae fontem 
Who can praise the blessed God ?, T34, ii., Midlane, A. 
Who can resist the Almighty arm (Logan), 188, ii, 

Bruce, M.; 1034, i., Scottish translations and para- 
phrases 

Who can worthily commend 7, 1264, ii., Wesley family, 
The 

hay up too high, 238, ii, Clephane, Eliza- 
C, 

Who a Edom, with His robes, 1060, ii., Single- 
ton, R. C. 

ig tag aitempt the Eternal Name?, 1227, i, 
atta, [, 

Who follaes Christ, whate'er betide (tr. Misa Wink- 
worth), 1292, i., Wolff, J. G. 

Who for the like of me will care 7, 613, ii., Keble, J. 
Who from the fiery. furnace saved the Three (‘O 

taidas tx eauivow), 63, L., 'Avagragews hudoa 
Who from the love of Christ our Head, 817, i, Now let 

our souls ascend above 
Who, gracious Father, can complain ?, 1020, ii., Scott, T. 
Who has counted the leaves that fall? (tr, in Hys. for 

Children, 1855), 80, ii., Arndt, E. M. 
Who has worth like Thine (tr. in the U. P. Juv, Mise. 

Mag. ), 396, ii., Freylinghansen, J. AL 
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Who hath believed the Witness-Word?, 536, ii,, How 
few receive with cordial faith 

Who hath believed ? Who hath believed ?, 403, ii., Gali, J. 
Who hath slighted or contemned ?, 1261, ii., Wealey 
sv. The 

Who sorrow? who hath woe ?, 1138, i., Temper- 
ance hymnody » 

Who in his chamber sitteth lonely (tr. Macdonald), 
486, ii., Hardenberg, G. F. P. von 

Who in the grave (Qui jacuisti mortuus, tr. Oak 
1187, i.. Tu qui velatus facie ” ley), 

Who in the Lord confide. 1262, i., W family, The 
Who in the Lord securely lay, 622, ii,, Kennedy, B. H. 
Who, in Thy very light, self-shrouded art, 842, 1, O luce 

quae tuf lates 
wee is _ ‘s ig - : symm i, Keble, J. 

is, Jesus blest, 396, i., Freylingbau JLA. 
Who is like Thee, who? ir. ha the enw. H. B., 
wie aa | 4h mara A. 

is on word's side ?, 498, i., Havergal, Frances R. 

sob Lak fee toy he hea is r, » 396, ii., F 
linghausen, J. A. 53 , de 

Who is this fair one in distress ?, 1239, i., Watts, I. 
Who a ate JSrom Bethlehem coming ?, §72, i., Lrons, 

Who is this gigantic foe, 1261, ii,, Wesley family, The 
Who is this so weak and helpless, 640, i How, W. W. 
Who is this that calms the ocean 7, 615, ii., Kelly, 'T’. Who is this that comes from #dom ?, 615, li., Kelly, T. 
Who ts this that comes in glory ?, 1038, See the 

yay aye mounts in triumph 
Who is this that shines so bright ?, 772, i., Moultrie, G. 
Who is this ? the long expected, 1188, ii,, Tuttiett, L. 
Who A with garments dyed’, 262, ii, Dayman, 

Who is this with garments gory, 267, i., Coxe, A.C. 
Who ta this with gleaming, 777, ii., Minter, B. 
Who, is thy nei, ur? he whom thou, 274, ii., Cutter, W. 
Who — our Example know, 1266, i., Wesley family, 

e 
Who keepeth not God's Word, saith (tr. Miss Wink- 

worth), 407, ii., Gellert, er. ‘ 
Who nae his birthday feast to-night ?, T72, i., Moul- 

trie, (i. 
Who knew no sin and no deceiving (tr. Cronenwett), 

560, i., Ich armer SOnder bin auch heilig 
Who knows how near my end may be? Time (tr. E. 

Massie), 330, ii., EmilieJuliane 
Who knows how near my end may be? Time speeds 
ae ag eng Mabey ty So , di, rr ig Pe 

knows near my life's expended (tr. H, Mills 
330, ii., Emilie-Juliane - ' » 

Who knows how son my end may be (tr. G. Walker), 
330, ii., Ermilie-~Juliane 

Who leaves the Almighty God to reign (tr. Sir J, Bow- 
ring), 796, ii,, Neumark, G. 

Who lives in God has safe abode (tr. H. Mills), 711, i., 
Magdeburg, J. 

Who, Lord, has any whatever, 1014, i., Schmolck, B. 
w carts 7 can measure (tr, H. Mills), 585, ii, 

er, 
Who madest all, and dost control (tr. Newman), 956, i., 

Rerum Creator optime 
Who madest man to live (Hominis superne Conditor, tr. 

Copeland), 896, ii, Plasmator hominis Deus 
Who make the Lord of hosts their tower, 764, i., 

Montgomery, J. 
Who now His Flesh and Hlood partake, 1264, ii., Wesley 

Who now in leas infa fr, Anon.), 945, ii, Qui 
cunt belie Siiver aie * memes 

Who, 0 Lord, when life ts o'er, 90, ii., Auber, Harriet 
Who of men hath skill to reckon (tr. Neale, alt.), 

947, ii., Quisquis valet numerare 
once hath scen thee, mother fair (tr. Macdonald), 

486, i., Hardenberg, G. F. P. von 
Who place on Sion's God their trust (Ps. cxxv.), 801, i., 

New Version 
Who puts his trust in God most just (tr, Miss Wink- 

worth), 711, i., Magdeburg, J. 
wap ral his life by God's behest, 622, ii, Kennedy, 

Who says the widow's heart must break ?, 12978, ii, 
Who says the wan autumnal sun 

Who seek the Christ must look above (tr. Blew), 946, i., 
Quicumaque Christum quaeritis 

Who secks in weakness an excuse (tr. Miss Winkworth), 
492, ii., Harscdirffer, G. P. 

= a temple build for Him, 1063, i., Smith, Sir 

Who shall ascend the holy place ?, 483, ii., Hankinson, 
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Who shall ascend Thy heavenly place?, 1241, i, 

atta, 1. 
Who ~— be the last great Seer?, 1088, i, Stanley, 

A. P. 
Who Pare behold the King of kings ?, 1117, ii., Taylor, 

Who hal rego our grateful (chastened) woe’, 643, i., 

Whe thatt the Lovd's ict estdenin #; 1239, i., Watts, I. 
wee o'er many a barren part, 1117, ey Taylor, 

Who the Muultitudes can number (tr. Pollock), 947, ii. 
Quisquis valet namerare 

Who the sacred page pursuing, 1138, i,, Temperance 
hymnod 

Who through heaven is guiding, 1086, i, Stallybrass, 

Who Th ae Supper share, 1262, i, Wesley 
he fami 

Who to diz, the road (Hora qui ductus tertla, 
tr. Oakeley), 187, i., Tu qui velatus facie 

Who Mase in = a strong abode (tr. Kennedy), 711, i, 

Who Spee in oe his work abides (tr. Russell), 711, i, 
agdeburg 

Who trusts in se oad's all-wise direction (tr, R. Masste), 
797, i., Neumark, G. 

Who walks the waves in wondrous guise, 698, i., Loud 
was the wind and wild the tide 

Who, when beneath affliction's rod, 280, ii., om, | T. 
Who will tll of strength and freedom f, 1138, i., Tem- 

perance hymnody 
Who would make the prize his own, 726, i., Mentzer, J, 
Who yields his will os God's good pleasure (tr. in the 

Brit. Herald), 797, i., Neumark, G. 
Who yonder on desert heath, 504, i, Heler, R. 
si tac his secret home has made, 622, ii., Kennedy, 

B, 
Whom. See also eg see 
Whom all obey, Maker of man (Hominis superne Con- 

ditor), 897 i., Plasmator tomate Deus 
Whom Christ holds dear, 621, i., Hey, J. W. 
Whom earth, and sea, and air (tr. Blew), 944, ii, Quem 

terra, tus, aethera 
Whom carth, and sea, and stars, and light (Quem terra, 

pontus, ‘sidera, tr. Copeland), 944, ii., Quem terra, 
pontus, acthera 

Whom earth, and seas, and ag s high frame (Quem 
terra, pontus, sidera, tr. R. Campbell), 944, ii., 
Quem terra, poutu «, aethera 

Whom cave Tin hearen but Thee ?, 1188, i., Toplady, 
ye 

it i) hans I, Lord in heaven, but Thee, 144, i., Birks, 

“Whom have we, Lord, but Thee, 892, i., Peters (nee 
Bowly), Mary 

Whom hace we, Lord, in heaven but Thee, 90, ii.,, Auber, 
Harriet ; 921, i., Psalters, English 

whi have - Lord, in heaven, but Thee, 144, i., 
rks, T. KR. 

Whom Jesus’ blood doth sanctify, 1266, i., Wesley 
family, The 

Whom dns loves (tr, Mra, Spaeth), 621, i., Hey, J. W. 
Whom man forsakes Thou wilt not leave, 261, ii, 

Wesley family, The 
Whom shall J, my refuge maki “area pra ya a 
Whom shall we love like Thee ¥ Wor, i., Lyte, H 
Whom a we, our Refuge making, 982, i, ‘Ruseelt, 

A. 
ae should fear, since God to me? (Ps. xxvii.), 

i, New Version 
Whom pga tank we love like Thee ?, 707, i., Lyte, H. F. 
Whome earth und sea, and eke the skyes (tr. in the 

Primer, 1599), 944, ii., Quem terra, pontus, aethera 
Whose you be that Christe do seek (tr. in the Primer, 

1599), 946, i., Quicumque Christum quaeritis 
Whoso with ful intent and minde (Ps. xci., Kethe), 

1022, ii., Seuttish bymnody 
Whosoe’er in Me believeth, 982, i., Russell, A. T. 
ee heareth, shout, shout the sound, 150, i., 

Slins, P. 
Why are we grieving, 471, i., Grinfield, T. 
Why art thou cast down, Oh, my soul? (tr, Downton), 

393, i., French hymnody 
Why art thou eer yes A e 471, i,, Grinfield, T. 
Why art Then, so long from us? (Ps. Ixxiv. 

Hopkins), $06, ii,, Old Version 
Why art thow thus east down, my heart ? (tr. Miss Wink 

blogs 1234, ii, Warum betritet du dich, meir 
ere 

Why art thou weary, O my soul ?, $72, i., Irons, W. J. 
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eo a living man complain, 1092, i., Stennett, 

Why should cruel beasts be suffered (W. Williams 
1253, ii., Welsh hym ss » 

Why should I continue grieving, 1234, ii., Warum sollt 
ich mich denn gramen 

shag amy: I deprive my neighbour?, 1238, ii., 
Fatts, I. 

Why should f in vain remo? Om, i., Edmeston, J. 
wie ae I join with in play, 1239, ii, 

atts, I. 
Why should I love my sport ao well ?, 1239, ii., Watts, 1.” 
Why should I murmur or repine, 708, ii., Macduff, J. R. 
Why should I say,’ Tis yet too soon ?, 1239, ii., Watts, L. 
Why should I tilt to-morrow stay?, 1866, i, Wesley 

family, The 
peg Emery) our garments, miade to hide?, 1239, ii,, 

atta, 1, 
Why should sorrow ever grieve me (tr. J. Kelly), 1234, 

ii,, Warum sollt ich mich denn gramen 
Why should the children of a King (Watts), 350, ii., 

English ——, 
Why should children of the King, 1278, i., Why 

should the children of a King 
Why should the cruel Herod fear? (Cradelis Herodes, 

tr. Singleton), 5, i,, A solis ortis cardine Ad usque 
Why out they such F oss eer give Thee (tr. J. Kelly), 

412, i,, Gerhardt, P, 
ba Bmax this earth delight us so?, 1239, ii., 

yatt<, 1, 
big es ag Saint and fear to live alone ?, 613, i., 

eble, J, 
sha we spend our youthful days, 198, i., Burton, 

. jun. 
Why should we start and fear to die, 1839, ii,, Watts, I. 
Why shoud we weep for those who dic, 1116, ii., Taylor, 

Ann and Jane 
Why sinks my weak desponding mind’, 1089, ii., 

Steele, Anne 
Why sleep we, my brethren, 633, i., Hopkins, J. 
Why storm the heathen? Wherefore do ring (Ps. 2), 

1060, ii., Singleton, R. C. 
Why that look of sadness, 495, i., Hastings, T. 
Why that soul's commotion ?, 495, ii., aE 4 T. 
Why this sad and mournfal guise (tr. Miss Dunn), 

411, i., Gerhardt, P. 
Why those fears? Behold, *tis Jesus, 616, ii, Kelly, T. 
Why those fears, poor trembling sinner, 794, ii., Mid- 

lane, A. 
Why thus so sadly weeping, 1100, ii., Sturm, L. 
Why thus with grief cnprent my Aeart (tr. Jacobi), 

234, ii., Warum betrilbst du dich, mein Hers 
Why vex thyself with anzious fears (tr. H. Mills), 

1284, ii,, Warut betrilbst du dich, mein Herz 
Why walk in darkness? Has the dear light vanished ?, 

162, i, Bonar, H. 
Why, weary mourner, shed the ceaseless tear ?, 1060, ii., 

., Singleton, R. C. 
Why weep ye, living brotherhood (tr. Blew), 291, ii, 

Deus ignee fons animarum 
Why weepest thou? Whom seekest thou?, 499, ii, 

: Hawke (nee Annie 8. 
Why weep'st thou by thy children's tomb, 863, ii., O 

, Weep not o'er thy children's tomb 
Why wilt ye waste in trifling carer ?, 1279, i, Why 

Will ye lavish out your years 
Why, werithout, then, art Thou staying (tr. J. Kelly), 

411, ii,, Gerhardt, P. 
Wide, we heavenly gates, unfold, 90, ii,, Auber, Harriet 
Widely ‘midst the slumbering nations, 498, ii., Haver- 

_ gal, W. H. 
Wie bist du mir so _ (Fersteegen), 417, ii., 

. German bymnody ; 1146, i., Tersteegen, G. 
t¢ das Gestirn, Ohne Hast, 441, ii., Goethe, J. W. von 

Wie fleucht dahin der Menschenzcit, 782, i., Neander, J, 
Wie frenuet sich mein ganzer Sinn, 82, i., Arnold, G. 
Wie Gott mich fiidrt, so will ich gehn, 406, i., Gedicke, 

Wie Gott will, also will ich sagen, 798, i., Neumeister, 

Wie gross ist des Allmachtgen Giite (Gellert), 407 
, Gellert, C. F.; 418, i., el hymnody rt, 

Whe gus ists, wenn man abgespeAnt, 1144, i., Tersteegen, 
_§ 

Wit herrlich ists ein Schdflein Christi werden, 951, iL, 

wi herman: rahit der Morgenstern, 1010, 1 Schlegel, VU herr st lorgenstern, , b, 
_ 4. A.; 1062, i,, Sloan, J. M. 

Wie hold ist diese Stille, 628, ii., _— A. 
Wie ist mein Hers so fern von dir, 402, i., Funk, G. B, 
Wie kinnt ich sein vergessen, 623, ii., Kern, C. G. 
Wie pai sind die Wohnungen, 1007, ii., Scheffler, 
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Wie schdumt so feierlich zu unsern Fiissen, 386, i., 
Fouqué, F. H. U. de la Motte 
schnell verstrich, O Herr voll Mild’ wnd Huld, 
637, i., Lampe, F. A. 

Wie schim ists doch, Herr Jesu Christ, 411, ti., Ger- 
hardt, P. 

Wie schiin ist unsers Konigs Brawt, 82, i., Arnold, G. 
Wie shin leuchtet der Morgenstern, Vom 

des Himmels fern, 1091, 1., Suegmann, J. 
Wie schdn leuchtet der Morgenstern, Voll Gnad und 

Wahrheit von dem Herrn talage sr a 127, i, 
Bebold! how glorious ts yon sky; 415, i., German 
hymnody ; ii., Nicolai, P. 

Wie schin und lieblich ist ex anzusehen, 320, i., Ebrard, 
~HA 

Wie selig ist das Volk des Herrn (Woltersdorf), 417, i., 
German 

Wie selig ist ein Herz das Jesum funden, 1076, i., 
Spitta, C. J. P. 
sicher lebt der Mensch, der Staub, 408, i., Gellert, 

Cc. F. 
Wie soll ich dich empfangen (Gerhardt), 416, i., German 

hymnody 
Wie siiss ist diese Stille, 628, ii., Knapp, A. 
Wie viel wir Jahre zdhlen, 473, i, hius, A. 
Wie wird mir cinst doch sein, , ii, Gregor, C.; 

1302, ii., Zinzendorf, N. L. von 
Wie wird mir sein, wann ich dich, Jesus, sche, 637, ii., 

Langbecker, E. C, G. 
Wie wird uns sein, wenn endlich nach dem schweren, 

1079, ii., Spitta, C. J. P. 
Wie wohl hast du gelabet, 966, i, Rist, J. 
ta . ist mir, O Freund der Seelen, 290, ii., Desaler, 

Wiederum ein Augenblick, 1145, i., Tersteegen, G. 
Wie's Gott gefallt, so gfdllts mirs auch, 145, ii., Blaurer, 

A. 
Wild was the day, the wintry sea, 190, i., Bryant, W. C. 
Will God for ever cast me off ?, 1241, i, Watts, L. 
Will God for ever cast us off ? (Ps. Ixxvii.), 800, ii., 

New Version 
Will God, Who made the earth and sea, 380, i., Follen 

(née Cabot), Eliza L 
Will it not pleasure be, 1019, ii, Schweinitz, H.C, von 
Will not my m treasure, 623, ii,, Kern, C. G. 
Will that not joyful be, 1019, u., Schweinitz, H. C. von 
Will ye not come to Him for life?, 498, i,, Havergal, 

Frances R. 
Will you meet me at the fountain, 150, ii., Bliss, P. 
Willkommen, Held im Streite, 1018, i, Schmulck, B. 
Willkommen, lieber, Lieber Tag, 520, i., Heusser (nee 

Schweizer), Meta 
Willkommen, lieber Ostertag (Mme. Heusser-Schweizer), 

418, ii., German hymnody 
Willkomm'n verklarter Gottes Sohn, 1145, iL, Ter- 

steegen, G. 
Wilt Thou serves that sin, 306, ii., Donne, J.; 347, i, 

hymnody 
Wilt Thou not, my Shepherd true (tr. Miss Cox), 

474, ii., Guter Hirte, willst du nicht 
Wilt Thou not visit me?, 1219, L, Very, J. 
Wilt Thou not yet to me reveal, 250, 1., Come, O Thou 

Traveller unknown 
Wilt thou, O man, live happily (tr, R. Massie), 724, ii., 

Mensch, willt du leben neti ich 
Wilt Thou return to me, O Lord, 706, ii,, Lyte, H. F. 
Wine is a mocker; it beguiles, 1138, 1, Temperance 

hymmnody 
Winter in his heart of gloom, 1096, i., Stone, S. J. 
Winter is here, and none may dare intrude (tr. Miss 

Fry), 1079, ii., Spitta, C. J. P. 
Winter is here. In Nature's wide domain (tr. Lady 

Durand), 1079, ii, Spitta, C. J. P. 
Winter — In dem weiten Reiche, 1079, ii., Spitta, 

C.J5. FP. 
Winter it is! o'er the mighty ki (tr. Miss 

Manington), 1079, ii., Spitta, C. J. P. 
Wir Christenleut haben jetzund Freud, 401, i., Fuger, 

Cc. 
Wir danken dir, Herr Jesu Christ, Dass du fir uns 

gestorben bist, 1225, ii., Vischer, C. 
Wir danken dir, Herr Jesu Christ, Dass du gen Himmel 

‘akren bist, 1041, i., Selmecker, N. 
Wir danken dir, Herr Jesu Christ, Dass du unser 

Konig worden bist, 1040, i., Seln cker, N. 
Wir danken dir, o treuer Gott, 1041, i., Seluecker, N- 
Wir jlehn um deine Gnade, 307, i., INiring, C. A. 

Wir glauben all an cinen Gott, Schipfer (tr, Luther), 
, ii,, Goostly Psalmes and Spiritualle Songes > 

704, ii., Luther, M. ; 
Wir glauben all an einen Gott, Vater, Sokn und heilgen 

Greist, 238, i., Clausnitzer, T. . 

Wir kommen, deine Huld au feiern, 674, ii., Liebich, E. 

a 
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Wir irrten wie zerstreut wnd ohne Leiter, 1076, i, | 

Spitta, C.J. P. 
wir leiden Angst wer leiden Noth, 1076, i,, Spitta, 

Wir loben dich Got: wir bekennen dich Her, 1127, ii, 
Te Deum laudamus 

Wir Menschen sein zu dem, o Gott, 287, ii., Denicke, D, Wir pft und wir streuen, 237, i., Claudius, M, 
Wir si - ~ wir leben, oder sterben, 1078, ii, 

Spitta, C. J. P. 
Wir sind nur dazu, 1308, ii., Zinzendorf, N. L. von ¥ Wir wallen Pilger allzumal, 194, i., Barde, 8. G, 
Wir warten dein, o Gottes Sohn, 525, i., Hiller, P. P. J 
Wir werden bei dem Herrn sein allezeit, 520, i., Heusser (nee Schweizer), Meta 1 Wir wissen nicht, Herr Zebaoth (J. Heermann), 1009, i, 

Schirmer, M. 
Wird das nicht Freude sein ?, 1019, i,, Schweinitz, H. 

Cc. von 
wee — Sinn, den Kummer hin, 951, ii,, Rambach, | | 

Wisdom ascribe, and might, and praise, 1263, ii., 
Weasley family, The 

Wisdom has treasures greater far (Bruce, alt.), O 
happy is the man who bears 

Wisdom's highest, holiest treasure (tr. Miss Cox, alt,), 
1016, ii., Schroder, J. H. ] Wisdom's highest, noblest treasure (tr. Miss Cox, alt.), 
1016, ii., Schrixier, J. H, 

Wisdom's unexhausted treasure, 1017, i, Schrider, J, H. hos coy iar Jriends, my pain away, 613, ii, 
ieble, J. 

With all His sufferings full in view, 1156, ii., The Saviour, what a noble flame 
With all my heart I love Thee, Lord (tr. H. G. de Bunsen), 1004, ii., Schalling, M. 
wn - powers of heart and tongne, 1241, i, 

atts, I. 
With all Thy saints, Thee, Lord, we sing, 1268, i., Wir 

ale | Pele oid (tr. K ), 1186, i. 
With at r ing (tr. Kynaston yp ey Tip ! plaudant marta 
With awe Thy praise we sinners sing, 982, i., Russell, 

With azure girdle circled round, 1174, i, Thring, G. With voding fears, the tyrant hears (Audit tyrannus 
auxius), ii., Quicumque Christum quacritis With boundless range our eagle flew (Volat avis sine meta), 1217, i, Verbum Dei, natum With brighter glory, Kaster Sun (tr. Lady Durand), 
1078, ii., Spitta, C. J, P. 

With broken heart and contrite sigh, 829, i., Elven, C. With calm repose, Oh let me lie, 1079, i,, Spitta, C.'J.P, With cheerful heart I close my eyes (Watts), 516, i,, Hertzog, J. F. 
nih a ed hope, my soul, arise, 982, ii., Russell, 

With cheerful notes let all the earth (Ps. exvii.\, 801, i., 
New Version 

Wah cherie voice J sing, 606, i., Join all the glorious Names 
With choicest dainties nourished (tr. Littledale), 996, i,, ge sarap — 790, i., Neale, J. M With Christ we share a mystic , i., Nea -M. ies runseious guilt, aaa fieeding heart, 529, i., vlden, O, 
With darkest clouds while daylight’s dearth (Ut cum profunda clauserit, tr. Kynaston), 291, ii., Deus Creator omnium Polique rector 
With fravid's Lord, and ours, 628, ii,, Kent, J, With dawn's faint streaks the heaven is sown (tr. Mant), 94, i., Aurora jam spargit polam 
With ele epost reverence at Thy throne, 198, ii., Butcher, E. With earnest longings of the mind, 1241, i., Watts, I. With exteey uf Joy, 306, ii., Doddridge, P, With fast und prayer for sinful man (tr. Chandler I-41), 359, a1., Ex more docti mystico; 948, i., Quox lex wduimbrayit vetus 
With fevce desire the hunted hart (Ps. 42), 28, ii. AMliction is a stormy deep; 264, il,, Cotton, N. WA fitting joy and voice [voice and joy) proclain (:leterne Christi munera, Apostolorum gloriam) 25, i., Acterna Christi munera, Et martyrum With genial rains and dews, 372, ii., Father, w humbly pray 
With geutle speech the angel (Sermone blando angelus fr. Blew), 95, i, Aurora lucis rutilat With gentle voice the angel gave (Sermone bland wugelus, Gr Keble ?), 95, i, Aurora lucis rutilat Woh gewtl voice the angel gare (Nermone bianc angels, fr, Neale), 94, ii., Aurora lucia rutilat WPA ciletel nese wee worship, 952, ii., Rawson, G. With yludsome feet we press, 1060, ii., Singleton, R. C 
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With and joy from earth I go (tr. Misa F 
760, i. Mit Fried und Freud ich fens dahin wh 

With and with mart gladnesse (tr. Coverdale), 
ii., Goostly mest and Spiritualle Songes ; 

760, i., Mit Fried und Freud ich fabr dahin 
With pious minds let us rqvice (tr. C. B. Pearson), 

i., Jubtiemus pia mente 
With praise and prayer our gifts we bring, 1233, ii, 

ne An Lg OE eer t uiverin, rt a will, i 
Sarena, Feonces R. - sage 

OFC reetints and ungoverned rage (Ps. il.), 800, i., New 
ersion 

With reverence let the just appear (Ps. lxxxix.), 800, ii, 
New Version 

With reverence let the saints appear, i, Watts, L 
With sucred joy we lift our eyes, 583, ii., Jervis, T. 
chose aad only as their benediction, 1278, i., Whittier, 

. G. 
With solemn thankagiving our Lord (Blair ?), 1034, i., 

hrases Scottish nen con nee 
With songs and honours sounding loud, 1241, i, 

Watt, I. 
With songs of teful praise, 442, i,, Goode, W. 
With songs ef praise salute the happy morn, 231, ii., 

Christians, awake, salute the happy morn 
With sorrow now for t pa firms » ad Miss Cox), 

ii., Luise-Henriette of Brandenburg 
With sparkling rays morn decks the sky ( Aurora coelum 

urpurat), 95, ii,, Aurora lucis rutilat 
With tearful eyes I look around, 388, i., Elliott, 

Charlotte 
ite — hearts bowed down with sorrow, 1174, i., 

ng, G. 
With tears o'er lost Jerusalem (tr. Miss Cox), 506, ii., 

Heermann, J. 
With tears of anguish I lament, 1092, i., Stennett, S. 
With terror thou dost strike me now (tr. Benedict), 

134, ii., Benedict, E. C.; 461, i., Gravi me terrore 
| grees vitae dies ultima 

With thankful hearts we meet, O Lord, 892, i., Peters 
(née Bowly), Mary 

With thanks we glory in Thy Cross, 1226, i., Vischer, 
c. 

With the glow of ardent longing (tr, Miss Burlingham 
627, ag ty G. FL L. 

With the E pono blood anointed, 1190, ii., Uncta 
Crux Dei cruore 

With the sweet word of peace, 1236, i., Watson, G. 
With Thee, creating Lord, one day, 682, ii,, Lo in the 

_ last of days behold 
With Thee I lay me down to ig? 1035, i., Scriver, C. 
With Thee, my Lord, my God, 1094, i, Still with Thee, 
Omy 

With Thee, O Lord, begins the year, 789, ii,, Neale, J. M. 
With this New Year we raise new songs (tr. Jacubi), 

Wie tees r ering songs (tr. Jacobi, alt is New r we raise our . Jaco! . 
"1008, i, steuerieia. J. » 

With Thy pure dews and rain, 896, ii., £, J. 
ies a + ing awe the three, , ii, How, 

With trembling awe Thy praise we sing, 982, i., Russell, 

With trembling Swe we come, 873, li., Oster, E. 
With trembling I rejoice (tr. Nind), 626, ii., Klopstock, 

With unctaunted resolution, 1984, ii, Warum sollt ich 
mich denn gramen 

gr yt of heart and voice, 396, ii., Freven wir uns 
nm efn 

With us, Lord Jesus Christ, abide, 1040, ii, Selnecker, N. 
ee vision purged by Thine own grace, 188, li., Ber- 

Tam, R.A. 
With weréce of joy and singing, 1004, ii, Stock, Sarah G. 
With warm affection let us view, 1196, ii, Unitarian 

hymunody 
With warm delight and grateful love, 1195, i., Uni- 

tarian hymnody 
With « eary care brought low, 628, ii., Kennedy, B. H, 
With what fervour of devotion (tr. Jacobi), 445, i., 

Gotter, L. A. 
With willing karts we tread, 1064, i., Smith, 8. FP. 
With wonder and with awful fear, 1241, i., Watts, I. 
weirawe JSrom every human eye, 520, ., Hewett, 

phir ie chamber calm and still, 1060, U., Singleton, 

Within a Garden's bownd, 1071, ii., , F. von 
Within Betheada's porches five, 1066, i,, Soden, A. J. 
Within the Father's houre, 1292, ii., Woudford, J. R. 
Within the womb of An: a, 945, 1, "O veos Oipards 
Within these doors assembled now, 529, i., Holden, 0. 
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Wihin these peaceful walls, O Lord, 495, i., Hastings, 

Within these quiet walls, O Lord, 495, i., Hastings, T. 
Within these walls be peace, 764, ii., ewe A 
Within these walls let heavenly peace, 1165, ii., This 

stone to Thee in faith we lay 
Within Thy courts have millions met, 736, i., Millions 

within Thy courts have met 
Within Thy tabernacle, Lord, Who comes a welcome 

west? (Ps, 15), 682, ii., Kennedy, B. H. 
Within Thy tabernacle, Lord, Who shali inhabit atill ? 

(Bs. X¥.), 665, 1, Old Version 
Without a cloud between, 736, i., Midlane, A. 
Without blood is no remission, 615, ii., Kelly, T. 
Without haste and without rest (tv. in Hys. of the Ages, 

alt,), 441, li,, Goethe, J. W. von 
Without haste! without reat (tr. in Hys. of the Ages), 

441, ii., Goethe, J. W. von 
Without Thee, Lord, what had we been (tr. W. L. 

Alexander), 485, ii., Hardenberg, G. F. 2. von 
Without Thee what were all my being (tr. Macdonald), 

485, ii., Hardenberg, G. F. I’. von 
Without Thee what were J worth being (tr, Macdonald), 

485, ii., Hardenberg, G. F. P. von 
Witness, ye men and angels now, 121, ii., 124, i., Bed- 

dome, B. 
Wo bleibst du, Trost der ganzen Welt, 486, ii., Harden- 

berg, G. F. P. von 
Wo der Herre nicht bei uns wir’, 442, ii., Goostly 

Psalmes and Spiritualle Songes 
Wo Gott der Herr nicht bei ung halt (Ps, 124, Jonas), 

414, ii., German hymnody ; 6065, ii., Jonas, J. 
Wo Gott zum Haus nicht giebt sein Gunst, 631, ii., 

Koiroas, J. 
Wo ist dein Bethel, wo die Himmelspforte, 765, ii., 

Moraht, A. od 
Wo ist dein Stachel nun, o Tod ?, 1248, ii., Weissel, G. 
Wo ist ein solcher Gott wie Du (Allendorf), 417, i., 

German hymnody 
Wo ist gottliches Krbarmen, 1079, ii., Spitta, C.J. P. 
Wo Liam — Aa wacht die Hirtentreue, 639, ii., 

Wo soll ich flichen hin, 606, i., Heermann, J. 
Wo soll ich hin? wer helfet mir %, 792, 1, Neander, J. 
Wo willt du hin, weils Abend ist, 1007, i., Scheffler, J. 
Woe is me! what tongue can tell ?, 1861, ii, Wesley 

family, The ‘ 
Woe is the day of ire, 300, i., Dies trae, dies illa 
Woe to the men on earth who dwell (C. Wesley), 727, ii, 

Methodist hymnody ; 1963, ii., Wesley family, The 
Woe's me that [ in Mesech am (Ps, 120, Scottish Version 

1081, ii., Spurgeon, C. H. 
Woker denn kommt es ru dieser Zeit, 1291, i., Wober 

kommt mir doch diese Zeit 
Wohin? Wohin’, 773, ii., Mowes, H. 
Wohl dem, der den Herren férchtet, 1291, iL., Wobl dem, 

der in Gottes Furcht steht 
Wohl dem, der in Gottes Purcht steht (Ps. 128, Luther), 

442, ii., Goostly Psalmes and Spiritualle Songes 
aia ig Ly i., Luther, M. 

Wohl dem, in Gotles Purcht steht, 442, ii,, Goostly 
Psalmes and Spiritualle Songes (He. 30) 

Wohl dem der Jesum liedet, 70, li, Anna-Sophia of 
Hesse-Darmstadt 

Wohl dem der sich mit Ernst bemihet, 1292, ii,, Wolff, 
G J.G. 

ies" dem der sich mit Fleiss bemihet, 1292, L, Wolff, 
lie 

Wohl cinem Haus, da Jesus Christ, 893, ii,, Pfeil, C. C. 
. Baron vou 

Wohl ung, der Vater hat uns lieb, 1076, i., 1079, ii, 
Spitta, C. J. P. 

Wohlan! die Erde wartet dein, 985, i., Sachse, C. F. H. 
Wohlauf, wohlan sum letzten Gang, 482, ii., Hamilton, 

J. (of-London) ; 985, ii., Sachse, C. H. F, 
a! ee zum leteten Gang, 985, ii,, Sachse, 

co. F. H. 
Wollt ihr den Herren finden, 1006, ii., Scheffler, J. 
Wollt ihr cuch nicht, o thr frommen Christen, 506, ii., 

Heermann, J. 
Wollt ihr wissen was mein Preis 7, 1019, i., Schwedler 

J.C. 
Womit soll ich dich wohl loben, 417, i., German hym- 

nody ; 4465, i., Gotter, L.A. 
Wonderful and blessed, 792, i., Neander, J. 
Wonderful Creator (tr. Jacobi), 792, i., Neander, J. 
Wondrous King Almighty (tr. N. L. Frothingham) 

792, i., Neander, J. 

Wondrous was Thy path on earth, 772, ii., Moultrie, J- 
Word iy God the Father sent (tr. Miss Cox), 106, ii. 

Bahnmailer, J. F. 
Word by God the Fath , 1014, i, Schmolck, B, 

Word eternal, uncreate (Ff, G. Lee), 678, ii. Litanies 
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Word from the Father's bosom born, 1217, i. Veroum tod ante saecula 
Word from the Sire, supernal, 1217, ii,, Verbum Super- ’ num prodiens, A Patre olim exiens 
Word made Flesh, Emmanuel (in the Enuch. HyL.), 678, ii., Litanies 
Word of God, Eternal Son, Ere the march, 1217, ii, Verbum quod ante saecttla 
Werd of God, Kternal Son, From Th y throne, 1217, ii, Verbum quod anie saecula 
Word of Got, so long awaited, 1217, i., Verbum Del, Deo natumn 
rord of God to earth descending, 1218, ii, Verbum Supernum prodiens Nec Patris linquens 

Word of God, with glory crowned (tr. in Rebfuess’s Church at Sea), 107, i, Bahnmaier, J. F. 
Word - Him whose sovereign will (tr, Buckoll, alt,), 106, ii., Bulnmaler, J, F. 
Word of Life, eternal Fountain (tr. R. Massie), 1079, 

ii, S we C. J.P. ; ie We trick 
Word ife, most pure, most s rong (tr, - worth), 106, ii., Bahnmaler, J.P. Word fe, 80 eae and free (tr, Buckoll), 108, ii, Bahnmaier, J. F. 
Word of Life, the Eternal Son, 1217, ii., Verbum quod ante kaccula 
ore if fife, thou fountain bright, 1079, ii, Spitta, 
rs of life, unsullied fountain, 1079, ii,, Spitta, C, 
Word of the eternal Father's might acho Supernum prodiens, E Patris), 1218, i, Verbum Superoum prodiens, A Patre olim exieng 
Word of the Father, Comi Jrom on high, 1218, i, 

Verbum Supernum prodiens, A Patre olim exiens Word that ere creation’s morn, 1217, ii., Verbum quod ante saecula 
Word uncreate, beloved One (Verbum Supernum pro- diens, E Patris), 1218, i, Verbum Supernum pro- diens, A Patre olim exiens 
Words are things of little cost, $78, 1., Fleet, J, G. 
bass sf the night is coming (Miss A. L. Walker), 317, ii., Dyer, 8. 
Work, for the night is coming (cento), 317, ii,, Dyer, S. 
Work is over, God must pane fi 790, i., Neale, J. M. 
Work ts sweet for God has blest, 1174,i., Thring, G. 
Workman of God, 0 lose not Acart, 837, ii., O it is bara to work for God 
World, beste vied my soul is weary (tr, Miss Dunn), 37, i,, Albinus, J. G, 
World, farewell! Of thee I'm tired (tr, Miss Wink- 

worth), 37, i, Albinus, J. G. (Osler), 816, 4. Dox 
Wor; , honour, . blessing CP, iy dey O- roa. als 8738, ii., Osler, E. 
Worship the Lord in the beauty of holiness, 855, i,, O worship the Lord in the beauty of holiness Worship to Thee alone belongs, 356, i,, Eternal God, Almighty Cause . 
Wort a ames lautre Quelle, 1076, i., 1079, ii., Spitta, C. J.P. 
Worthy of all adoration, 498, i., Havergal, Frances R. Worthy of ise, the Master-hand (tr. Miss Wink- worth), boa, ii, Camphuysen, D, R. 
aie2,7 the Lamb is now the song, 1184, ii., Tregelles, 5, 
Wusy ie end of boundless sway, 1056, i., Shirley, on. W. 
Would Jesus have the sinner die ?, 1038, i., See, sinners, in the gospel glass 
Would that Lord would grant us grace (tr, Mac- 

donald), 355, i, Es wollt’ uns Gott Genlidig sein Would the Spirit more completely *, 428, ii,, Gill, T. H. ise: a world our passport #e¢, 1303, ii., Zinzendortf, a. LL. Von 
Would we go when life is o'er, 790, i,, Neale, J. M. Would you behold the works %, God *, 1241, 1., Watts, I. Would you find the Saviour, 1007, i., schefler, J. Would you view the glorious face, 1006, ii, Scheffler, J. | Would you win a soul to God ’, 483, i., Hammond, Ww. Wouldst be happy? little child (Hickes?), 220, ii., Children's hymns 
Wouldst thou eternal life obtain, 878, i., Palmer. R. Wouldst thou inherit life with Christ on high? (tr. Miss Winkworth), i, Dach, 8. 
vee ae leers the depths of sin?, 762, ii., Mon- sell, JS. B. 
Wouldst thou, my soul, the secret find (tr. Lady E. Fortescue), 1144, i., Ters at A 
Would'st thou share this benediction ?,116,1., Barton, B. | Wrath and righteous retribution (tr. C.F. RL), 299, ii., Dies irae, dies ila 

and struggling in mid-ocean, 533, i., Hopper, — 

Ye 

Ye 

Ye 
re 

r% 

re 

rn 
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Ye holy souls, in God rqoice, 1241, 1., W. L 
Ye nate that His commands attend, p88, tin Russell, 

A. T. 
Ye — souls, approach your God, 1089, ii., Steele, 

nne 
Ye oe souls in sorrow bending, 470, i., Greville, 

Ye eee aoe that seek the Lord, 306, ii., Dod- 
r ,. 

Ye indolent and slothful rise, 1034, i,, Scottish trans- 
lations and paraphrases 

Ye islands of the northern sea, 1241, i, Watts, I. 
Ye judges of the earth, be still, 622, ii., Kennedy, B. H 
Ye lands and isles of every sea, 1241, |., Watts, I. 
Ye legal elements (tr, Is. Williams), 285, i, Debilis 
= cessent en ae. — Pe B : 

‘e men on earth, in bv price . Ixvi., Hopkins 
865, ii., Old Version os » 

Ye messengers of Christ, By Him commissioned forth 
(tr. Miss ), 1077, i., Spitta, C. J. P. 

Ye re Christ, 1227, i., Vokes (née ) 
rs 

Ye mountains, bend ye low (tr. Is. Williams), 763, ii., 
Montes, superbum verticem 

Ye nations hear, "tia God doth call, 1081, iL, Scottish 
bymnody 

Ye nations rejoice, Salvation is nigh, 1296, ii, Ye 
nations exult, Salvation is nigh 

Ye nations round the earth, rejoice, 1241, L, Watts, L 
Ye now, My chosen servants, hear, 1263, ii., Wesley 

family, The 
Ye —- of Solyma! begin the song, 900, ii., Pope, 

Ye objects sense and ¢ of time, 386, i. 5 sean gM njoyments of ip dey 

Ye of the Futher loved, 423, ii., Gill, T. H. 
Ye of the heavenly country, sing (tr. Neale), 234, iL, 

Cives celestis patriae 
Ye patriarchal saints and sires (tr. Is, Willlams), 

1228, i., Vos ante Christi tempora 
Ye patriarchs all, and ancient sires (cente), 1228, i., 

Vos ante Christi tempor a 
Ye patriarchs and ancient sires (tr. Johnston), 1228, 

i, Vos ante Christ! tempora 
Ye people all in (with) one accord (Ps. xlvii., Hopkins), 

865, ii., Vid Version 
Ye people, cease from tears (tr. R. Campbell), 577, i, 

Jam desinant suspiria fe 
Ye people of the Lord, arise, 115, ii., Barth, C. G. 
Ye of the Lord, draw near, 423, ii,, Gill, T. H. 
Ye priestly hands, which on the cruel cross, 109, ii, 

BKamptield, G. F. L. 
Ye princes of the courts on high (tr. Chambers), 240, ii., 

Coel aulae principes 
Ye princes that in might excel (Ps. xxix.), 800, iL, New 

Version 
Ye ransomed of Jesus, 475, i,, Guthrie, J. 
Ye ransomed sinners, hear, 1261, ii., Wesley family, 

i 

Ye "Gitoous in the Lord rejoice (Ps. xxxiil., Hopkins), , , 

ii,, Old Version pigeate 
Ye 3s of marble, melt and weep (tr. Macgill), 

701, ii., Lugete, dura marmora 
Yerulers that [which] are put in trust (Ps, lvili., Hop- 

kins), 865, ii., Old Version 
Yesaints ana servants of the Lord (Pe cxiil.), 800, ii, 

ew Version 
Ye taints! in blest communion, 398, ii., From all Thy 

saints in warfare, for all Thy saints at rest 
Ye mints of the Lord, 280, i., Darling, T. 
Ye taints, who here in patience (tr. Mrs. Findlater), 

665, ii., Laurenti, L. 
Ye taints, with one accord, 642, ii., Humble souls who 

hs etna ares esefud bring, 1056, ii., Shrub- nts r raises bring, , oe ee grateful p ng. 

Ye taints, your music bring, 964, i., Reed, A. 
Ye Seraphim, who prostrate fall (Ihr Seraphiim, die thr 

den kennt), 1007, i., Scheffler, J. 
Ye servants of a martyred God ae profasum san- 

Uinem, tr. H. Campbell), 25, i., Aeterna Christi 
bel Et martyrum victorias; 202, i,, Camp- 

Ye servants of a martyred Lord (Christo profusum 
‘anguinem, tr. cento in Murray’s Hyl. 
Aeterna Christi munera, Et martyrum victorias 

Ye rane of Jesus, go forth, 218, ii., Charlesworth, 

Ye servants of our glorious ing | (Christo profusum 
sanguinem, tr. cento in H, A. & M.),25,i,, Aeterna 
Christi munera, Et martyrom victorias 

Ye seroants of the Almighty Aing, 1241, i, Watts, I. 
Ye servants of the living God, 118, i., Bathurst, W. H. 
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errr df the Lord, Each in his office, 306, i., Dod- 
dridge, 

Ye servants of the Lord, who stand (tr. Miss Wink- 
worth), 683, ii., Lobwasser, A. 

Ye shall dwell in the land, 1180, ii., To Thee, O Lord, 
our hearts we raise 

Ye shores and isles of every sea, 1241, i, Watts, I. 
Ye simple souls that stray (C. pee fe 69, ii., Angels 
aad we go attend; 1262, i., Wesley family, 

ie 

Ye sinners, foar the Lori, 317, i., Dwight, T. 
Ye sinners, hear the gospel word, 1061, i,, Sinners, obey 

the gospel word 
Fe sleeping souls, arise, 165, ii., Bourne, H. 
Ye sleeping souls, awake From dreams of carnal ease 

(tr. 5. Jackson), 1144, ii., Tersteegen, G. , 
Ye sons and daughters, Christ we sing (tr. Blew), 

$29, i., O filli et filiae, Rex coelestis, Rex gloriae 
Ye sons and daughters of the hag Lge Neale), 629, i., 

O Mii et fillae, Res corlestis, Rex gloriae 
Ye sons and daughters of the Lord (tr, Caswall), 829, i., 

© filil et filiae, Rex coelestia, Rex gloriae 
Ye sons and daughters of the Lord, , i, O fill et 

filiae, Rex coelestis, etm 
Ye sons of men, a feeble race, 1241, i., Watts, L 
Ye sons of men, in earnest, 1164, L, Thilo, V. 
Ye sons of men, with joy record, 306, ii., Doddridge, P. 
Ye souls of the faithful, 853, L, O vos fideles animae 
Ye souls, the Father's very own, 423, ii., Gill, T. H. 
Ye that are now in heavenly glory one (tr. Is, Williams), 

241, ii., Coelo quos eadem gloria consecrat 
Ye that delight to serve the Lord, 800, ii., New Version 
Ye that delight to serve the Lord, 1241, i., Watts, I. 
Ye that have t the silent night, 4065, ii., Gascoigne, G 
Ye that in His courts are found, $24, i., Hill, R. 
Ye that in these courts are found, 524, i., Hill, R. 
Ye that obey the Immortal King, 1241, i., Watts, L. 
Ye that pass by, behold the Man, 1108, i., Sweetest 

Saviour, if my soul 
Ye that round our altars throng, 1260, ii., Wesley 

family, The 
Ye that would worship the Lord, 642, ii.,, Hull, W, W. 
Ye avee Sor God, to Jesus give ear, 126A, ii., Wesley 

family, The 
Ye thirsty souls, approach the ng, 527, ii., Ho, ye 

that thirst, a h the Hi 
Ye trembling captives, hear, 167, ii,, Boyce (S. ?) 
Ye aw souls, dismiss your fears, 1 i., Bed- 

me, B. 
Ye tribes of Adam, join, 1241, i., Watts, I. 
Ye virgin choirs ice (tr. Chambers), 1228, ii., Vos O 

wirginei cum citharis chori 
Ye virgin choirs, with harps of gold (tr. Littledale), 

1 i,, Vos O virginei cum citharis chori 
Ye Virgin company (tr. ls, Williams), 1228, ii., Vos O 

souls, arise, 1263, il., Wesley family, The Ye virgin arise, esle . 
Yowsting arise, ,ii,, Wealey fami , The 
Ye weeping cyes, shed briny tears (tr. Wallace), 710, i, 

Maerentes oculi te lachrymas 
Ye who dwell above an alien 1209, ii., You who dwelt 

abo +: the skies 
Ye who for Christ are seeking, raise (tr. Caswall, alt.), 

946, i., Qulcumque Christum quarritis 
Ye sneha the blessed call, 498, i., Havergal, Frances 

Ye who Messiah seck (tr. Mant), 946, 1, Quicumque 
Christam quaeritis 

Ye who the name of Jesus bear His sacred steps pursue 
(Anon., alt.), 1034, i,, Scottish translations and 
parsphrases ; 1299, ii, You who the Name of 
Jesus bear 

Ye who the name of Jesus bear, Field not yourselves, 
1219, ii., Verzage nicht, o frommer Christ 

Fe who with years are sinking (tr. H. Mills), 1018, i., 
Schubart, C, F. D. 

Ye, whoe'er for Christ are seeking (tr. Copeland), 
946, i., Quicumque Christum quaeritis 

Ye works of God, on Him alone, 134, i., Benedicite 
Ye worldly cares and themes, be gone, 641, ii., Huie, R. 
Ye worlds of light that roll so near, 124, i., Beddome, B. 
Ye worms of earth, arise, 1263, ii., Wesley family, The 
Ye wretched starving poor, 1298, i, Le wretched, 

bungry, #tarving ; 

Yea, as I live, pak yh Ido not wish the sinner's 
death (So wabr ich leb apricht Gott der Hert, fr. 
Ley), 514, ii., Herman, N. . 

Fea, az I live, Jehovah saith (tr. E. Massie), 1065, ii., 
So wahr ich lebe, spricht dein Gott 

Yea! from the Almighty mind He sprung (Corde natué 
ex Parentis, tr. Doubleday), 276. ii , Da puer plec- 

trum, choreia ut canam fideiibus 

Yea, [ will extol Thee, 764, i., Montgomery, J. 
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. Lo when death prevails (tr. G. Wale | 7 
= her}, 894. Weuarmecton, J. A; . y 
Yea, my spirit fain would sink (tr. Miss Winkworth), 

1266, ii., Winckler, J, J. ‘ Gk es 
Yea! our Shepherd lends, with gent mi, Along (tr, | ¥ 

Stryker) 634, i., Krummacher, F. A, 
Yea should it even to man appear, 1179, i., Titius, C. } 
Yea, watch and wait a little while (tr. Miss Leeson), 

1148, i., The days of uld were days of might 13 
Year after year commenceth, 411, i., Gerhardt, P. } 
Year after year, with patient love, 117, ii., Bateman, H. | } 
Yearningly my fond heart thirsteth (tr. Banks), 18, ii, 

Ad perennis vitae fontem } 
Year's are rolling, life is wasting, 970, i,, Robinson (of 

London), R. 
Years thrice ten had He, completing (Lustra sex qui 

Jam peracta, tr. Blew), 881, i., Pange lingua glorios! 
proelium c+rtaminis 

Yes, at last, our God shall make, 1018, ii,, Schmolck, B. | 
Yes, for me, for me He careth, 161, ii., Bonar, H. 
Yes, from this instant now, I will, 1264, ii, Wesley 

Ged ts good, each fumed flrcer, 880, i., Follen | Yes, God is good, cach perfu , 380, i., en 
nee Cabot), Eliza L, ; 474, ii., Gurney, J. H. ; 1943 
+, We have not seen Thy footsteps tread; 1298, ii, 
Yes, God is good in earth and sky 

Yes, He knows the way is dreary, 498, i,, Havergal, 
Frances R. | 

Yes, Kos i God, that I am Thine, 762, ii., Mon- 
sell, J. 8 

Yes, d will bless Thee, O my God, 606, ii., Heginbothom, 

Yes, in the a of our years, 1097, i., Stowell, H. 
Yes, it ts a faithful sayiny, 304, i., Doane, G. W. 
Yes, it is to worship Thee, 1119, ii., Taylor, T. R. 
Yes! it shall be well at age (tr. Mrs, Findlater), 

507, i., Heinrich-Ernat of Sto 
Yes, my native land, J love thee, 1084, i., Smith, 4. F. 
Yes, my Redeemer lives to save us (tr. H. Mills), 19, ii, 

Heusser ret Schweizer), — ta ha, ‘ 
Yes! our : oe bas wt n Throug 

(tr, Miss Borthwick), 634, 1. "Rreavmeenee, F. A. 
Yes, since God caurrae§ # said it, 804, ii., Newton, J. 
Yes! soon away shall death's deep slumbers roll {tr. 
= aaa 92, ii., Auferstehn, ja auferstehn 

ret du 
Yes, still for us a rest remaineth, 634, ii,, Kunth, J. 5. 
Yes, the Redeemer rose, 306, ii. soos P. 
Yes, —— are little ones in heaven, 1119, ii., Taylor, 

fn 

Yes, there remaineth yet a rest, 634, ii., Kunth, J. 8, 
Yes, thou art mine, still mine, my son (tr. J. D. Burns), 

412, i., Gerhardt, P. 
Yes! thou wilt rise, wilt rise as Jesus rose (tr. Nind), 

92, ii., Auferstebn, ja auferstehn wirst du 
Yes, to the (that) last command, 494, i., Gilman, 3. 
Yes, we part. but not for ever, 1063, i., Smith, J. D. 
Yes, we trust the day is breaking, 616, ii., Kelly, T. 
Yesterday the happy earth (tr. Mrs. Charles), §13, ii., 

Heri mundus exultavit 
Yesterday the world elated (tr, Wrangham), 518, ii., Heri 

mundus exultavit 
Yesterday with exultation (tr, Neale), 513, ii., Heri 

mundus exultavit 
Yesterday, with worship blest, 640, ii., How, W. W. 
Fesuno nawo toutomi (All hail the power of Jesus’ 

name), 743, i., Missions 
Yet awhile; how sweet the thought, 785, i., Midlane, A. 
Yet hear “a Sor Thy people hear, 1263, ii., Wesley 

family, The 

Yet, mtyhty God, our ing days, 1239, i., Watts, I. 
ret, wall the Lard, if David's race, 1241, i., Watts, I. 
Yet th s vs = he Lamb's bright hall of song, 162, 

i., Thoma, H. 

hie’! vol to temptation, 877, i., Palmer, H. R 
hell to me now, for Lam weak, 250, i, Come, O Thou traveller unknown 
Yell uty God, the mighty Lord (Ps. cl., Norton), 

866, i.. Old Version 
You glorvows orbs that gild the sky, 1196, ii., Unitarian 

Whithexly 

lon herall’ star hath brought the morn (tr. Double- 
ay), S77, ii, Jam lucis orto sidere 

lou shintug shore is nearer, 889, i., Pennefather, W. jonder amazing sight I see, 1092, i., Stennett, S. 

For the Supplemental Index of F 
Parts I. and 
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alphabetical order in the body of the Dictionary, are not repeated in this Indez. 
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A. B. BAL 

A. B. See Taylor, Ann. 203, 359, 340, 382 (),| Anderson, John, *67. oe. 
A. B. H., 408, 1280, 400, §00(%), 501, $06,| Anderson, Maria F.,*st. A H., “1105. 
A. C., 1030. 676, 838, 548, 860, 876,| Anderton, H., *1138 (7). Atkins, Lucy. See Wil- 
A. G., 41, 426, 1012. B85, LO69, Lu74, Liua (*),| Andrea, J. V., *67, 289. son, L. 
Abdallah, Asaad, 755. 1153, Lis6, i167, 1188, Andrew, St., of Crete, *67,| Atkinson, John. *a9. 
Abe, F. W., 742. aoc ng, eoeeay | 162, 46), 463, 464, 561, Atwood, George, *922, 229, 
Abelard, Peter, *7, 160, | Alexander, James W., *33. AT4, 914, 1180, Lint. Atwood, Henry A. §.. *90, 

S46, Lisk. 290, 406, 413, 688,’ 835. | Andrew, St.,of Jerusalem, 910. 
Abhd-isho bar Berikha,| 843,953, wai, lau 87, Auber, Harriet, i, 90, 

Linh. der, Wale ee Andrews, C, W., 57. 182, 352, 440, 477, 874 
Absamya, *!110, Alexander, W Earl| Andrews, Lancelot, 67. , 921. 940, I5S!, Lisi, 
Abundius, ES Ladi, of Stirling, *29, 1022, Andrianaivoravelona, J.,; Lisi. 
Adam of St. Victor, *14, Lo23, 15k. Augusta, Johann, *93. 
15, 27, 412, 464, 513, 60s, Alexander, Bp. . Si. «| Angelus Bilesius. See , Bt, $6, 27, 
64x, 652, 664, 705, 713, | Alexander, s dn, 2B, $8, aoe Renee : sie, atte 613,122, 
Tid. 735, 945, 1095, 1103,) 238, S24, 398, 455, 562, Anketell, J., 20 LiL. . 
1 ee 1305. 626, S64, 872, 1027, 1142,' Anna Sop tess of Austin’ John, °9?, 151, 249, 

A , Johann C., *15. Alford, Henry, 39, 45,78, Hesse Darmstadt, *70,, 222, 262. 448, 596, gal, 
Adams & Chapin, ix. BS. 147, 166, 162, 204.) 416, 70, 954, 974, Loz, 12 4. 
Adams, E,, 263, 254. 204, JIS, Sa4,| Annand, J Austin, William, “27, 212. 
Adama, E. 8.. 752. 395, 336, 340, 385, 38a.) Anselm, St., of Aosta, Abp. | Aveling. T. W. B., "100, 
Adams, John, *15, 112,59.) 430, 432, 491 566, 567, of Canterbury, 230,/ | 479, iba. 

LO6e S77, GO', 602, 679, £82 (7), #1200, 1201, 12.1. Aylward, J, A, (sometimes 
Adams, John G., "15, Si. #52. @01 (7), 1003, Lia) Anselm, St of Lucea, 289| given as J.D. Aylward), 
Adams, Jolin Q., *16. 1144, 1162(?), L154, 1169,’ Anstice, Joseph, *72, 253, 105, 258, 300 (?), S76, 
Adams, Nehemiah, *16, Lito, 1244, 1265, 280, 322, 366, 443, 686, G88 (3), 663, 843, 
Adams, Sarah, "16, 354, 127, Laie. LKB. | 690, 692, 695, 440, 4. BBL 886, 975, D6, 
S04, 792, a8 (2) Ali, ant, 144, | . 1157, 1170, 1266, 1268. 1OK3. 1211, L218, 121s, 

A m, J., Wwe Allen, L. See) Antananarivo, Joseph, 156. 1210. 

ae : ‘a. "mais See Alline Anu, ate . heaped . Joseph, *16, 33 Allen, » wick, | 
mo ae ee H. Antoniano, Card. Silvio, B. J. W., L156, 1299, 

Addison, Lancelot, *19, 20,| Allen, J., 49, 33%, 428, 480, - B—, Sister, Lil4. 
peror, See 170, 1274, L278, Lid) A von Lowenstern. Babby, T., 1252. 

i Toi » 250, 231 See Léwenstern, A. von, Bache, Sarah, *!125. 
Acgidius, Abp. of Bourges, Allen, Oswald, *50, 237.) A m, Sarah, See Becon, Francis, Lord, “105, 

Acmilie Juliane. | See} Allen, T., 145. A St. Thomas. Sec, Bacon, L. W., 225, 325, 
" Allen, W., #50, @21, 157. of Aquino, St. , _ 443, 1209, Liat. 

Agnew, D. 0, A., 1029. Allendorf, Johann L. C.,| Arbousset, Thomas, 156. | Bacon. Leonard. 08, Sins. 
J. 13860. 50, 417. W., “iak , G. P., 1112, 

Sow, 745 Alline, Henry, 49, "il. Arclas, John, See Arklas, | See Bede, Vener- 
Ah Syoo, 745. Allon, Henry, *51, 221,| Arends, W' E., 76. | _ able. 

bauld, A. L. , Solomon &., *1. , C., Bagot, D. 993, ine. 
Aikin, J., *1195. Altenburg, Johann M.,| *79 aier, J. P., “08. 
Aikman, J., 1027. #54. : _R., 140. Baif, 25. ‘ 
Ainger, A... *33, L5ad. Altbiesser, See 8. | Arnds, W. E. See Arends, Bailey, Edward, *107. 

a ry, *33,| Ambrose, St., 6, 'L. 24, 25, . E. Bailey, P. J., "107, 200, 
me 26, *55. 93, O4, 144, 241, Arndt, E. M., 36, °79,' S72, 1652. 

Aird, Marion P,, 33, 1650.} 261, 291, 412, $63, 576.) 418. » Mrs. B. A., 145. 
Aitken, Ww, , 34 S77, 684, 642, 711, 623,! Arnold, G., 930, 416, 827, » Joanna, 29, 21552, 
Akerman, ‘Lucy E., 33,| 95%. 956, L067, 1080,| Arnold, T.. ai7. Baker, Francis, 653. 
Bleue An se aie | Amethwanger,3.C., °#2, | Baker, Tg us, “3, 1208, 1211, 1228, +7, C., i . 
Alanus de . 233, Ammann, 151. Archenius. §., #1000. | Baker, Sir Henry W., 43, 
Alard, Wilhelm, *4, Amrito Lal Nath, 147. Arthur, William. 760. | Sak, S107, 228, 236, 240. 
Alber, Erasmus, 34, 36,| Anark, Herr 2u Wilden-| Aschenfeldt, ©. C.J,, Sai. 204, JO), 459, 400, 540 

Alberti, Heinrich, #5. | Anatoli #63, 723, 1140, fee sce tes, 112, | Gos, TTR 492, fd, tf \ us, ls 
Albertini, Johann B., *35, 179, Lao. | Ashley, Mrs. E.. 627, 1144. (7), 354, 902, 913, 220, 

418, Andersen, L., *200. | Aspland, R., 1193, *1195. | B47, 955, 991, Ladd, Liss, 
Alberus. See Alber, E Andersen, P., *290. | Assig, Hans von, *702- 1160, F216, 12 
Albinus, Johann G., 936, —— psy * | Assissi, St. Francis - ae So - haiaaaae 

i" 6,10, *°67,| LOa2 . T. B., 
Albrecht of Brandenburg-| 97, 225, 226, 276, Jol, | . Charles T., 19(%),| Bakewell, John, *108, 472. 
Culmbach, "37, 414. 325, 326, 353, 355(7),408,! a0 *). #28, 320, 511, Balaeus, 1110. 

Alderson, Eliza §., *14. 443, ote i, as Sih Balai, Liio. 
Aldhelm, Bp., 343, *o14. 635, 60 843. Astley, F. D., *1195. Balbulus. See Notker 
Aldridge, William, #33. 1057, 1134, 1133, 1205.) Aston, Lord, 226, Baldo, Jacob, "10s. 
Alexander, Cecil F., *35,/ 1209. 1212, 1227 (?), 1932, Astrim, J., #1000. |; Baldwin, &. L., 744. 
46. 140, 222, 231, 284,' Lag | ‘Atchinson, J. B., *89 Baldwin, Thomas, "104. 

on 9 
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Baldwin, of Leyland, *335. 
Bale, John, 92+. 
Balfern, W. P., *10x, 113, 

223, 1552. 
Balfour, A., 430, *1552. 
Balfour, Clara L., *113%. 
Ball, T. 1., 70, 7109, 339, | 

374, 402, SHH, 705, $46, 

944, 948, O58, LODO, 1202, 
1202 (%), 13225, 1228, 
LOSE. Loses (7), 1590, 

Ball, William, *109. WwW 
Ball, William, 301, 425, 

Baring-Gould, 8., 45, *114, 
213, 278, 479, S63, 596, 

LUG, Li, LAEL 

Barker, G., 144. 
Barlow, Joel, 57, *114, 929. 
Barnaby, Sir N., *114. 
harden’: Bhwact W..*1LL 

261, 918, 927, 1023, 
ee 

, Joseph P., “116, | 
PEN 

Basil, St., 458, 460, G4. 
Baskerville, A.. 2. 
Bateman, C. H., 94, "116, 

244, 029, 1302, 1652, 

' Batty, William, */1s. I 
' Baumann » Mrw., bn. 
| Baume, 744. 

Jacob, 211, j 
| Baxter, Lydia, "11s, 
| Baxter, E., *11s, 254, 742, 

743, 919, 824 LE | 
| Bayley, J., Wei 
' Baylis, F., t51. 

Charles, 

Becon, T., 121, *462, 916, 
921, 

Beddome, Benjamin, 63, 
6, 89, 112, 119, #121, 195, 
ai. 284, 352, 363, 43: 
F F E 4 

555, 645, 92, B12, 

Behm, 
| Behme, David, *127. 
Belcher, Joseph, *11. 
Belknap, Jeremy, 1% 
Bell, Acton. See Bronte, 
Anne 

Bell, Charles C,, $112. 
Bell. 0. D., #133, 337, 340, 

Benedict, Erastus C., *13: 
300 (4), 451, 826, 1211 (7 

, eee 
Benedict XII., Pope, *==! 
Benedictis, Jacobus d 

See Jacobus. 
} 1, Johann A., *134. 

a a Maria of Reus 
Bass, Ebersdorf, *125, 1553. 

Barton, W., 110, *116, 258, | 
, ooo. 
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APPENDIX. 

“F'SE ten years which have elapsed since the first pages of this Dictionary were seut to press 
hhave seem many changes and developments in hymnological history and research, Old 
statements and conclusions have been retested, and in some instances overthrown, and new 
da yrmu books and hymnological works have been published. Many hymn writers have passed 
awuy, and mew authors have come tothe front. These causes, together with the late arrival 

et a few leading articles have necessitated this Appendiz, which we now give in two parts: 
Part I. containing these articles, and Part IJ. those of less importance, together with notes 
on, corrections of, and additions to the annotations already in the Dictionary. Each Part 
is arranged in alphabetical order. 

APPENDIX.—PART IL. 

Axmerican Hymnody. Additional. Jesu dulcis memoria. 
Butler, Henry Montagu. Een, Thomas. Additional. 
Dutch H ° O Lord, Thy heavenly grace impart. 

lamd Hymnody, Church of, Additions. Old Version Hymns. 
Htere is the where waters flow. Psalters. English. Additional, 
Werxmannus Contractus. Paalters. German. 

William Garrett. ' Te Deum. Additional Border, 
Hraban 

The | doctrinal character, we know few to equal it as a 
popular manual for divine worship. 

5. Hymns of the Faith, with Psalms, for the Use o 
Congregations, Edited by G. Harris, pw. W. J. 
Tucker, D.p., and E. K. Glezew, w.a., Boston and N. Y.. 
1887, ‘The editors inform us that “the order of topical 

American Hymnody, pp. 57-61. The) 

interest displayed in bymnological studies, | 

and in hymnbook compiling in America since | 

this article was in type, has been great, and 

has resulted in works of exceptional quality anaes Se m ns thet ©the order of topical 

mnological importance. The best and | which bas suggested the title of the book, and bas also 
and Dy impiets bymnbooks which have been | determined t proportion of fee various parts.” They 
brought under our notice are -— 

elical Lutheran Hymnal. Pub. 
1. Kerang , hervan Joint Synod of Ohio and 

the Be. Leto. 1880. 
Colurm bus, which are ¢rs, from the German. 
Proportion nook of the Evangelical Association, Cleve- 

4 Bi. 
rch Book. Hymns and Tunss for the Use 

of Ch ristian 
rorship. spares Leonard Woolsey 

som. wow York, 1483. It has 522 hymns, two special 

_ ogi es, a tune set to each hymn, and good indices, 

aoxot uthors and translators are fairly re tative 

Spristian Church; the selection of bymns is, 

Order of 
States, 

_ CC 
> gt literary 

Bva 
deci ealy ifer,? 

s- and 

A Selection of apiritod Songs, 
0. 

Ancient " crm. The Century N.Y., 1884 
This new canon

 contains 1168 Symes, 

pra in prose, the “Te Deum” an or 

f bthe Prayer Book, doxologies, tunes, and 

bymns re pcluding authors and translators, with short 

otes. The known authors and translators 

322. These represent a geod proportion of 

rs, both Ancient and Modern. The tone 

is bright and joyous, and its literary 

on the whole, excellent, Amongst the 

. ican bymn-books of the same ecclesiastical and 

Americ 

This has 468 bymns, a large © 

point of view, good; and the theology is | 

| also say that * it is not a revision of some existing book 
| with better tunes of the modern school introduced here 
| and there, but is a freah work from beginning to end.” 
To accomplish the desired end upwards of 280 authors 
and translators are requisitioned re; nti most 
branches of the Christian Church. ‘I'be selection and 

| arrangement of the bymns, from a non.episcopal stand- 
| point, are excellent. e ‘Selection of ms” from 
the Authorized Version, and the indices are of the 
usual character. This is a valuable collection. 

6. Semgs of Pilgrimage. A Hymnal for the Churches 
of Christ, “By H. L. Eastings. Boston, 1888. This 
complete edition contains 1633 hymns by over 400 
authors and translators, and gathered from about 20 
nationalities, it is furnished with a long introduction 
and several (Indices, Tunes also accompany the hymus. 
Of the hymns some 450 are original or re-written 
bymns by the Compiler, a proportion by one hand, and 
that by no means the best, sufficient in itself to render 
the book a failure. The collection is huge, cumbersome, 
and uninviting. “ 

7. Church Song for the Uses of The House of Gol. 
Prepared by Melancthon Woolsey Stryker. N. Y., 1589 
This contains 684 hymns by nearly 3t0 authors aud 

translators, The hymns are arranged mainly in the 

order of subjects, and are taken to a great extent from 
well known writers. It is a sound, solid book, with 
strong dash of the editor's personality. 
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The historical and critical works published 
since we went to press, include :— 

1. Hymn Studies. An IUustrated and Annotated 
edition of the Hymnal of the Methodist i 
Church, - By Rev. Charles 8. Nutter. N. Y., i884. In 
this the hymns are printed as in the Hymnal, and the 
Notes, although very short, are carefully written, and 
generally very accurate. As an annotated hymnal it is 
very valuable, 

2. The Poets of the Church. A series of Biographical 
Sketches of Hymn- Writers, with Notes on their Hymns. 
By Rdwin F. Hatfield, DD. N, Y., 1884. There are 
about 300 biographical sketches, with short notes, all 
well-written, and, on the whole, accurate in detail. 

3. English Hymns. Their Authors ond History. By 
Samuel Willoughby Duffield. 2nd ed. revised and cor- 
rected, N. Y., 1886. is is mainly a biographical and 
critical hand-book to Dr. Robinson's Laudes Domini 
(noted above). It is a very readable and reliable work, 

4, Raptist Hymn-Writers and their Hymns, By 
Henry 8. Burrage, D.D. Portland, Maine, 1488. This 
is a most exhaustive work on the Baptist hymn-writers 
from the ——— of the Baptist movement to the 

it time. All nations where Baptists have been 
cated are included. The work is very complete in its 
range, and is well done. It is strictly denominational, 
and, as such, is unique of its kind. 

6, The Latin Hymn-Writers and their Hymns, Ay 
the late Samuel Willoughby Duffield ... Hdited and 
Completed by Prof. R. EB. Thompson, D.D. N. Y., 1889, 
This is the most —— and ular account of Latin 
hymn-writers and their bymns which has been pub- 
lished to date (1688) In the English language. Pease 
of ite most important statements and conclusions ar, 
however, certainly most erroneous and misleading. 
This arose mainly from the fact that Mr. Duffield was 
unable to consult the mss. in the English, French, and 
German libraries, He was also too dogmatic and self- 
opinionated to be an accurate and discriminating critic. 

The position thus taken by America in 
hymnological work during the ten years 
is exceedingly creditable to her hymnological 
students, and surpasses every other Englisb- 
speaking country. {J. J.] 

Butler, Henry Mon DD., was 
educated at Trinity College, mbridge, and 
graduated b.a. as Senior Classic in 1855, and 
became a Fellow of his colloge in 1855. Tak- 
ing Holy Orders in 1859, he became Head 
Master of Harrow School in 1859. This 
atc he held until 1885, when he was pre- 
erred to fhe Deanery of Gloucester. He 
held the deanery for a short time only, and 
became Maater of Srey College. Cambridge, 
on the death of Dr. W. H. Thompson in 1886. 
Dr. Butler has also held the important ap- 
acer 0 of Hon, Chaplain to the Queen ; 
xamining Chaplain to Archbishops Tait and 

Benson; Select Preacher at Oxford, 1882; 
and Preb. of Holborn in St. Paul’s Cathedral. 
Dr. Butler edited the 3rd ed. of Hys. for 
the Chapel of Harrow School, 1865, and she 
4th ed., 1881. (Public School H. Bks., pp. 837- 
939, where add 4th ed., 1881.) To the Harrow 
H. Bk. Dr. Butler contributed :— 

1. Art thou the Healer that should come. St. John 
Baptist, 

2, Ask and ye surely sball receive. Prayer. Last 
st. by J. Montgomery, 
— died for us and rose again. Death and 

Pra Sacaal thou Me? the risen Saviour cried. &. 

5. O merciful and holy. Founder's Day. 

pears Gace ete 
®, Where shall we + Apc ree saint ay 

Of these Nos. 2 and 3 were given in the 
3rd ed. of the Harrow H. Bk., 1865, and the 
rest were added in 1881. Nos. 8,5, 6 and 8 
ure alsoin Hys. for the Use of Sherborne School, 
1888, Nos. 5 and 6 being much altered. Dr. 

ne 

(Aprenprx I.) DUTCH HYMNODy 
Butler’s hymns are lyrical and spiri 
and are admirably vulted to their sig 

ary 
Dutch Hymnody. The Doich RB 

formed Church, as the national form of pi. 
on in Holland is called, is a Calvinise 
¥, maintaining « Presbyterian form 

government, and Jiag grown up side by nc 
with the rise of the Dutch Republic. (a 
vinism was a plant of early growth ip th: 
Netherlands, where the soil had loog bees 

pared for it by the worldlines of te 
hurch, and the consequent premience of 

Waldensian and Hussite doctrines Wade's 
French tr. of the Scriptures was tumed ino 
Dutch rhyme and eagerly caught up by ue 
pg ere were also a number of balf- 

tin, balf-Dutch b of the kind intr. 
duced by Peter of about the year 
1440, for the spread of Hussite opinions 4 
collection of these was printed at Camp 
(Kempen) in 1550 with the title Sancoere. 
traholdende vele suicerlicke lovesangen esd 
leyden, in ijn en ket 
Campen, Thashihe hing a ren 
to those in the vernacular was very gredaal 
in Holland, as in Germany. 

i. Pealters.—1. The spread of Calvinistic 
rather than of Lutheran doctrines in _ 
ruised a opposition to original hymn: 
= led ome poriag ss of metrical pels. 

e feeling inst grew s strour 
that it sls, por by Chaos epnede thet only 
those should be sung which were found 
Holy Seri There was no lack of versions 
to meet the taste for metrical palms As 
early.as 1539 « collection was pub. at Antwerp, 
by Willem van Zaylen van Nyeveldt, and # 
to music by oe _ Mes, ge - 
Souterliedekens ( Songs). This was « 
eagerly received that a 2nd ed. was issued le 
next year ; and five other eda appeared betwees 
1558 and 1566. These paalms were sung @ 
most of the Reformed congregations in Hcl 
land, and by the Dutch protestant refugees = 
England. P 
2 In 1565 Lucas d’Heere, the —e of 

Ghent and friend of William the Silest 
translated 36 s from the French of 
Marot and Beza; and iu 1566 appeared tve 
versions of the whole by Uiten- 
hove, the other by 

3. Johannes 

tion in cE 
! ich 

1557, and republished the next yest with - 

addition of part of Pa 119. egg tert 
pealme with the Magnificat and 

ap without name of place or prin’: 
and in 1561] a gg 100 of his 
versions was pub. 
lish printer, John Daye. Finall 

versified the remaining 50 gent cosh 
whole collection was then pub * ae 
under the title De a " 

Christi, Louden bi} Jobe Daye. 
12 Sept = 

This version, which like that of agus 

set to the tunes of Marct’s SS - 

was adopted by the Dutch congres® 



DUTCH HYMNopy 
but 
ds, 

Bonelana, 
©therla 
thee 

Aa preface to which is 

~w ho er Datheen was a Flandrian monk : mounced Lis vows and became an ardent 

[Aprenpix I.) 

Was never much used in the | ble 
where it was anticipated by | that 

DUTCH HYMNODY 1527 

poetical ability, and the preface states 
Datheen’s psalms had been abandoned 

by all the religious communities in Holland, 
except the Stute Church. Besides those 
already mentioned, Van Abkoude’s Naam 
Register van Nederduytsche Boeken (1745) 

Toate eum Calvinism. His version of the contains a list (by no means exhaustive) of = ™mmade from that of tm the most ry F ‘ = ~, YUgged verse, displays but little Poctical abilit and bears lank marks of 
production. It was eagerly 

congregations & Netherlands. 
When it appeared, was preaching 

aMuecence in West Flanders and Zeeland, where SRMBOSRSeS Crowds gathered to hear sermons and to sing psalms in the open air. first great 
rebellion 
collection, 
by @ synod at Wezel in 1568. This authorisa- ticn was renewed by later synods, especial! by that of Wort, in 1578, under the aan piapr yas ef Datheen himself, at which a reso- 
ution was passed that only these Ims should be 7 alu 

of hymns. 

Marot. It is | 32 metrical psditers pub. up to that time, and 
many of them had passed through more than 
one edition. 

7. In 1696 the attention of the synod of 
een’s own congregation | Friesland was drawn to a revised version 

» and then by other rapidly | of Datheen’s Psalter, made by A. Trommius, 
in the] minister at Groningen (Zedige verbetering van 

Datheen | den rijm van Dathenus over de 150 psalmen 
with a violent, stormy elo- Davide , Amsterdam, 1695). The necessity of 

improving the psalmody being almost univer- 
tally admitted, the Synod drew up in 1701 a 

This was the | scheme, with the co-operation of the theolo- 
Popular phase of the Netherland | gical faculty at the university, for a new Selec- > md it helped to popularise Datheen’s | tion of Psalms from existing versions. This which was exclusively authorised | scheme however fell to the ground until 1754, 

when the presbytery of the Hague presented 
to the Synod of South Holland a proposal 
to amend certain expressions in Dathcen’s 

Ims. Considerable discussion ensued, and 
ted throughout Holland for some years, 

sung in churches, to the exclusion | but finally it was agreed by all the Synods 
Another resolution of the same | that a new selection should be made from synod against the uee of orgnns is a further! three existinz versions, and a commission was 

proof of the stern Calvinism of that assembly, 
About the same time the Dutch congregations 
in London and at Sandwich urged their super- 
intendents to substitute Datheen’s version for 
that of Uitenhove. 
result that 

appointed in 1772 for this purpose. The 
states of each province nominated a minister 
from each provincial synod (nine in all) 
and the States-General sent two political 

This was done with the | commissioners. The commissioners met at 
Datheen’s version became the| the Hague, in January, 1773, and finished 

authorised  psalmody of the whole Dutch | their labours in July. “The versions to which 
Reformed Church. their selection was limited were those of 

5. A forsznidable rival appeared, however, in | Hendrik Ghijsen, 1686; Johannes Eusebius 
1530. ‘This was 4 metrical psalter by the | Voet, 1762,and that of a literary society, called 
renowned FPhilip van Mamix van St. Alde-| LZaus Deo Salus Populo, 1761.  Ghijsen’s 
gonde, whom Mr. Motley styles “ poet, orator, | version was not original, but a compilation 
bymn-book maker, burgo-master, lawyer, po-| from 17 preceding psalters, and was entitled 
lemmical divine, soldier.” 8t. Aldegonde, | Den Hoonigraat der pralmdichten (Amsterdam, 
while deprecuting the use of hymus other} 12”, 1686). Voet's version had been pub. at 
than those of Holy Scripture, added to his| the Hague, in 1764, and that of the society 
walter rmectri versions of the Songs of | Laus Deo, at Amsterdam, in 1761. The 
loses, Deborah, and Jonah, the Magnificat, | compilers had practically therefore a range of 

‘Nene Déiméttia aud Gloria in Ercelsis, the | 19 psalters, extending over a period of more 
Commandments, Creed, and the Lord’s Prayer. | than 100 years, from which to select, and they 
He was eatly assisted in this work by | succeeded in compiling a ong! representa- 
Bonaventura Vulc «ius, tutor to his son, and | tive and satisfactory Metrical Psalter, which 
fterwards professor of Greek, at Leyden. | is to Datheen’s version what Tate and Brady 

" te were made by the synods of Middel- | is to Sternhold and Hopkins. They appended 
Ee Ee 1). and the Hague (1586), to substi- | the usual metrical versions of the command- 
burg uablic worship this new and improved | ments, Magnificat, Benedictus, Nune Dimittis, 
tute ip aor that of Datheen, but were defeated | two rhymes of the Creed, prayer before sermon, 
sage ultra-Calvinistic party, supported by | « grace, and morning and evening hymns, the 
de ‘fuence of the Earl of Leicester. The | last named being a free rendering of the 
the sm ially were op to any change, | hymn Christe, Qui lux es et diex. 

chetey gral attempt was defeated at the great| 8. The new version was gradually intro- 
is f Dort in 1619. Another century and | duced throughout the provinces, and was on 

t was to elapse before good taste tri- | the whole well received, though in sume places 

= aad over Datheen’s halting verse. it had to encounter much prejudice and oppo- 
umph img: the 17th cent, many poets and | sition, and its enforced use after 1775 even 

sé. Dur attemp to improve upon Da- | led to open riots in the province of Zeeland, 
See ersion with varying success. A | The commissioners had also ventured to sug- 

theen 8 ub. in 1713 for the use of an Ana- | gest that the psalms might be sung faster, but 
Psalter Pmamunity at Haarlem has, in addition | one old-fashioned precentor staunchly pro- 
baptist co salmes and a few hymns, a free | tested that he could not conscientiously sing 

ba — 1 version of the added psalm in the | one verse in less than twelve minutes! The 
metre. by David when he fonght against | new version was adopted by the Dutch von- 
1 ” 7 rhis collection displays considera- | gregation in Loudon, und introduced into the 
Golia ° 

poetas 
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ions. It is now in general use 
a the Dutch Reformed Church, 
though the Separatist (Dopper) rations 
in South Africa peter gf recently still clung 
to the time honoured doggere) of Datheen. 
We may note that there is a reprint of Da- 
theen’s psalms published in 12mo. at Goning- 
hem, 1865, with the spelling modernised and 
archaisms explained in the footnotes. 

ii. Hymn Books.—Although original hymns 
were excluded from the public worship of the 
Dutch Reformed Church, certain paraphrases 
or versified portions of the Scripture were re- 
tained from the first in addition to the psalms, 
These were originally the songs of Moses, 
Tsaiah, Hezekiah, and of the Three Children, 
and the evangelical canticles; but later the 
O. T canticles were omitted, and metrical 
versions of the Creed, Lord’s Prayer, Com- 
mandments, and Morning and Evening hymns 
were inserted. The oldest Souterliedekens 
had 12 such hymns; St. Aldegonde’s Psalter 
had more; even Datheen’s had 7, only 5 of 
which were from the Scriptures, while one 
was a direct fr. in Old Low Dutch of the 
hymn “ Christe, Qui lux es et dies.” But these 
were evidently intended more for private than 
for public use, since hymns were regarded 
with suspicion as savouring of Roman or 
Arminian doctrines. ; 

2. The want of suitable hymns was 
dually however making itself felt, and this 
feeling was strengthened, by the adoption, 
among Dutch Lutherans, of frs. from the 
rich store of German hymnody. A resolu- 
tion of a Synod at Utrecht, in 1612, had _per- 
mitted hymns upon the life of our Lord 
to be sung in public worship, and a collection 
of 58 such hymns was issued (Lofzangen der 
Christelijke feestdagen. Utrecht, 1615, 8vo.). 
But this attempt of common sense to assert 
itself over prejudice was promptly suppressed 
by the resolution of the Synod of Dort (1619 
which prohibited the use of any but Dathcen’s 

Ims. Hymne were however sung at festi- 
vals by several con tions in different parts 
of Holland, and the Synods of Drenthe and 
Friesland (cirea 1688) recommended their use. 
To meet the want of suitable hymns, e 
cially in private or family devotions, Wi 
Sluiter, minister of Ebergen in Gelderland, 
ub. in 1650, his Paalmen, Gezangen, en Geeate- 
ijke Liederen, and composed, in 1661, 10 books 
of Gezangen which were pub. after his death. 
‘His ods spread rapidly, and soon formed 
together with the Bible and psalm-book the 
whole religious library of the country people, 
and were generally used in family worshi 

3. The first religious bodies in Holland to 
authorise the use of hymns in public wor- 
ship were dissenters from the Dutch Reformed 
establishment. The Anabaptist Psalter of 
1713 contained an Appendix of 12 hymns for 
Christmas, Easter, Ascension, Whitsunday, as 
also Holy Baptism and the Holy Communion. 
A hymnal for the use of a separatist con- 
gregation at Werkendam was compiled about 
1750 by Jacob Groenowezen, and ran througii 
8 eds. before 1799; and a bulky collection 
of Mennonite hymns dates from about the 
same period. 

4. The Psalter revision committee of 1773 
had discussed the desirability of compiling a 

(Arrenpix [.} DUTCH HYMNODY 

hymnal, but took no further steps in tha! 
direction. Meanwhile the feeling in favour of 
hymns was spreading among the educated 
classes, and even among the clergy, whos: 
tastes were being elevated by the use of th. 
improved version of the psalms The poet 
Van Alphen in the notes to his Cantatas poh 
in 1783 strongly urged “the need in public 
worship, as well as in private religious assem 
blies, of hymns in which poetry and music 
might be combined to meet the wants, the 
rig and the taste of the day.” This 
eeling found expression at the provincia! 
synod of North Holland in 1796, which in- 
vited the ion of the other province 
In the meantime Engelbert, Minister « 
Hoorn, and A. Rutgers, Minister of Haarlem. 
were asked to give the subject their attention 
During the next seven years the matter wis 
discussed with much warmth by the various 
- nage hl Van Alphen contributing towards 

e discussion a specimen hymn-book of # 
original compositions (roeve ran Liederen en 
Gezangen voor de openbare Godsdiens. °s 
Gravenhage 1801, 8vo.), and finally in 1803 » 
cummittee of eighteen ministers and elder: 
was appointed by the nine provincial synod: 
to compile a hymn-book for use in publie wor- 
ship in addition to the metrical psalms. The 
commission held ita first meeting at the Hague, 
on the 27th Sept., 1803, and its last, there 
ulso, on the 12th June, 1805, During the 
interval two other contributions is the 
collection appeared, one by Ahasuerus van 
den Berg, minister of Arnhem and president 
of the commission, who had also been on the 
psalm commission of 1773 (Proeve van Gees- 
telijke Oden en Liederen. Utrecht: 1804, 8vo.); 
the other by Rhijnvis Feith, ex-elder of Swolle, 
and a member of the commiasion (Proeve ran 

Amsterdam, 1804, 2 vols. Svo.). The hymn- 
book appeared in Sept., 1805 (192 hymns 
with tunes), as :— 

“ Buangelische Gerangen, om nevens het beck de 
Psalmen tij den baren Godsdienst in de Neie- 
landsche | Gemeenten gebruikt te worder : 
op witdrukkelijken last van alle de der woor- 
noemde Gemeenten bijeen verzameld en in orde gebragh! 
in de Jaren 1803, 1804, em 1805. Te Amsterdam, by 
ee — MDCCOOCVI. (ove,) 

¢ compilers in a very intere prefatory deti- 
cation to the Dutch reformed couprageciens im the 
Fatherland, regret that the national 
little for sacred po-try, but express their obligations \ 
the poetical works of Van Lodensteyn,+ Vollenhoveo. 
Sluiter, and Schutte, as well as to those of Van Alpbes 
and other pres poets. Many of the hymns were or- 
ginal compositions or trs. from the German by members 
of the commission. Van den Berg contributed § ori- 
ginal hymns, including a metrical version of the 7+ 
Deum, and 20 trs., much altered and abbreviated. Feit) 
was the author of 2s hymns and 4 ¢rs. Ten hymns are 
derived from Van Alphen'’s reer, and three from 
Stichtelijke Poezij, the Joint work of Van Alpben a>! 
Van de Kasteele, ex-elder of the Hague, ami a membr 
of both commissions. Abraham Rutgers adapted oo 

had done # 

* A circumstance occurred during this time whict 
served to leasen the Iutch _——— against hymns 
Their co-religionists, the Walloons, who had hitherte 
used only Conrart’s French metrical /salter, o* 
adopted a hymnal, the title of which was Oratique: 
pour la culte ique recueillis et imprimes par orirt 
du Synod Wallon. The compilers were Rau, Gerad, 
and P, D. Huet. 

+ Jodocus van Lodenste Mini-ter at Utrecht ¢ 
1677), published Uitspanningen in 1676, see p. 64. L 
Vollenboven was a contempurary of Sluiter. 

ver 
— a 
— Mh 
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hymns fr 
contribu," 

or two 
besides 

resol ; a8 formally adopted b 
ist jen all the provincial dyusdo on the 
the metri i 1807, and is now, together with 
of the eH lms, the authorized hymnal 

Reformed Church.* Like the 

: tit g ly made its 
in ahs use has entirely 

1ymnals, Willem Sluiter’s 
though sometimes 
and devout, and 

hymns, especially 
been tr. from the 

L language. Ps . @mtiguated, is ecber it contains Tmany beautiful 
amone those w Germas.. hich have 

5. Im 1847 the . ' Seneral synod of the Dutch 
— ormed Church in Holland resolved that an 
Pppendixz should be issued, and the work of 

compilation was entrusted to the standing 
committee for Superintending the publication 
of the hymn-book. Several successive com- 
mittees were engaged upon it. the principal 
share of the work being undertaken by Dr. N. 
Beets, minister of Utrecht, and Professor Ter 
Haar of that University. and a considerable 
nurnber of hymns, translated and original, was 
collected. Im 13865 a synodical commitiee was 
appointed to revise the collection and arrange 
appropriate tunes to the hymns, and in July, 
1866, "tine A ppenmiiz was issued as :—Verroly- 
bundet op de FEvangelishe Gezangen. 

As the authorised hymnal of the largest 
Dutch speaking religious body, the Krange- 
lische Gezangen has Pastore exercised a 
very comsiderable influence over all later 
Duteh hymnals, most of which have borrowed 
largely irom it. This is especially the case 
with “regard to the Dutch speaking popu- 
lation of South ong —_— there are no less 

mn eight Dutc ymnals in use among 
4 ferent missionary bodies, all of them largely 
indebted to what may be called the mother 
hymonal, that of the Dutch Reformed Church. 
Of sixty-seven hymns he ure ae in = 

: : an five out of these eight hymnals, 
lec thus be said to have received the 
hall-mark of almost general approval, twenty- 

i are from this source. Hence such hymns six 2 bergen en in dalen; Jesus neemt al 
sxe i v re aan; Juich aarde, juicht alom den 

Fteer ¢ Ps. 100, — may almost be yer 
’ - i 1 hymn), God enkel licht, the Cape nationa - ’ ‘ , 

re familiar as household words in 
—— agen yer South Africa and in every Dutch 

> - z : regation of Christians, white or 
speaking cone. xe > L’Agulhas to the Zambezi. 
<oloured = Se at Lelenu Hymus.—There is 

ili. se Dutch hymnal which demands a 
eee notion It is that a the Duteh os 
price - are commonly called Evangelical) 
(or as —- er he Reformed or Culvinistic 
BUraathers Of Holland was Most intolerant of any 
<chhurcl nd_ those congregations which had 
dissent. 7 the Lutheran confession of faith 
erm brace mly on sufferance, and were not 
<xisted : to build themselves Churches, until 
permittelronce the Lutherans adapted Ped 1632. bip as far as possible to that 
form of worst —— 

introduced into the Dutch Reformed 
Africa until 1814, 

ot m= It was 7 

<hurch io South 
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Calvinists, abandoning the use of the crucifix. 
altar lights, &., and even singing metrical 

8, though in a version of their own. In 
time however hymnals were adopted by the 
Lutheran con tions of Amsterdam, of 
Rotterdam, and of the Hague. But besides the 
inconvenience of having three distinct hym- 
nals, these collections were very meagre in 
general hymns. Thus of 165 hymns in the 
Amsterdam collection, 80 were appropriate 
to festivals only, while many of the Hague 
hymns were antiquated in form and expression, 
and needed recasting. The first regularly 
organized Lutheran Synod in Holland met in 
1819, und here it was resolved that a new 
hymnal should be compiled for general use, 
which was to include the best hymns in the 
three existing collections, hymns from the 
collections of other protestant bodies, and new 
hymns to be specially composed by the first 
Dutch poets of the day. The carrying out of 
this scheme was entrusted to a committee of 
seven, who met at Amsterdam in 1820, though 
the result of their labours did not appear 
until six years afterwards as: — Christelijke 
(ezangen voor de Evangelische Lutherache 
Gemeenten in het koningrijk der Nederlanden, 
Amsterdam, 1826, $vo. 

It contained 376 bymnus, comprising 125 bymns and 
25 m-~from the three old hi mnals, 44 from the Dutch 
Reformed Book, 20 from other collections, and 162 new 
compositions. The tunes were for the most part the 
familiar old German choralrs with a few new tunes by 
the musical editor, Mr. J. W. Wilms. Strange to say 
the collection did not include “the Marseillaise of the 
reformation, Ein’ feste Burg ;" and many other classical 
German bymns were unrepresented, To supply these 
and other deficiencies, an Appendix was by a 
synodical commission, in 1450, containing 64 hymns. 

Though this book contains some un- 
doubtedly fine hymna, the intricacy of its 
metres, the lengih and number of verses 
(instances occurring of 15, 18, and even 28 verse 
hymns) combined with the, rigid und some- 
what antiquated character of the collection as 
a whole, will prevent its taking a place in the 
first rank of Dutch hymnody, but it is useful 
to refer to for the purpose of comparison with 
other tra. of the same German originals. 

iv. Various.—It must suffice only to mention 
bere Uitgezochte Liederen, the modern Dutch 
Baptist hymn«l, containing several good 
hymna, and the Opwekkingsliederen van San- 
key, trs. of Moody and Sankey’s Sacred Songs 
& Solos, pub. at Amsterdam by M. 8. Bromet. 
Of a higher order of merit are Dr. R. Ben- 
ninck Jansonius’s tre. of some of the best 
Latin hymns and sequences (Gezangen der 
Kath. Kerk, Hague, 1860), though for metrical 
Teasons not well udapted for congregationwl use. 

v. Conclusion.—In conclusion, it is worthy 
of remurk how very few Dutch hymns are 
originn) compositions, This may be attributed 
partly to the fact of there being so lurge @ 
store of noble hymns at band in the coguate 
German language, which readily lend them- 
selves to translation into Dutch; portly perhaps 
to the lack of religious enthusiasm and fervour 
among the Dutch in modern times. There do 
not seem to be more than about 3000 Dutch 
hymns extant, and of this number, at least 
two-thirds, and these the best known and 
most popular, will be found to be translations. 
Nor. if we except the ebsolete Willem Sluiter, 
is there any one writer whose name stands out 
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pre-eminently as the hymmodist uf Holland. | of the lines pretixed to some edition 4% x 
At the same time it must be admitted that in 
the majority of cases the tre. are so admirably 
rendered that few persons would suspect them 
of not being original hymns. (J. A. H.J 

England Hymnody, Church of, pp. 
331-343, Since these pages went to press 
the following collections and hymnological 
works have been published :-— 

1. Supp’emental Hymns to Iymns Ancient and Mo- 
dern, 1409. Thols isan addition of 165 hymns made to 
s then some of the weak points in the former edition. 
The k with the Supp'ement!, is as a whole much as 
it was b-fore, except that it is greater in bulk and more 
modern in character. 

2. The Office Hymn Book, 1839. ‘This is designed as 
au independent —- to the 1875 ed. of H. & A. M., 
and seems to have compiled by some one who was 
not satisfied with the offic! | Supplement of the Com- 
pilers. It is in two Parts. Tart [. is set forth as 

Consisting chiefly of Modern Hymns, and of Ancient 
Hymns not translated into their origi Metres.” 
Part LL. contains The Hymns to be used at Mattins and 
Evensong Da'ly ut the Year, and consists 
entirely of hymne ¢r, from the Latin, the total additions 
being 175 bymnes. 

3. The Hymnal (vmpanion to the Book of Common 
Prayer, 1890. This is the 1876 ed. of the My. Comp, 
Tecast and ner Several of the clder hymns not 
commonly used in Public Worship have been omitted, 
and others of a more modern and popular type have 
been substituted. Of these addit those by Bp. 
Bickersteth, the editor, are very beautiful and of much 
value. The Introduction has been rewritten, and the 
notes to the hymns corrected. Of its kind, and from its 

standpoint, as an Evangelical hymm-book it 
is In poetic , literary excellence, and lyric beauty, 
the finest collection in the Anglican Church. 

4. Songs of the Church, 1°90 (Musical ed. 1891). By 
J. B, Lither, w.a., Vicar of Hayton, near York. 

The hymnological and critical works on 
hymn-writers and hymns published during 
this period include :— 

1. Christian Hymns and Hymn-Writers. A Course 
of Lectures by J. E. Prescott, D.D., Archdeacon and 
Canon of Carlisle, &c., 1683, This is a weak book; 
there is no original research, and the result is, from o 
bymnological point of view, most disappointing. 

2. Anglican Hymnody. Being an Account of the 
326 Standard Hymns of the Highest Merit according to 
the Verdict af the whole Anglican Church. Hy nev. 
James King, M.A., 1885. In this work Mr. King has 
begun by locvow the whole idea and design of the 
work from the A and May numbers of the Church- 
man’s Shilling Magazine, 1874; has filled in the of 
the book > th ar ae Chae Tos from ert 
Singers and Songs t ; ‘s Annota 
Hones Ancient and Modern, and his English Hymno- 
logy, and a few additional well known works; and con- 
cludes without any acknowledgment of bis indebtedness 
to any one. 

3. A Historical Companion to Hymns Ancient and 
Modern ; containing the Greek and Latin; the German, 
/talian, French, Danish, and Welsh Hymns; the first 
lines of the English Hymns ; the Names of all Authors 
and Translators: Notes and ates, Kilited by the Kev. 
Robert Maude Moorsom, M.A., 1889. This work is on 
the same lines as the annotated edition of H. A. & M. by 
L. ©. Biggs, and includes the Supplement of 1889, It 
by no means an accurate work, and some of its surmises 
are very curtous, as for instance, the quotation of a 
Greek Canon from the Office for Christmas Day as 
possibly the basis of C. Wesley's ** Hark, the berald 
angels sing.” Notwithstanding these weak points the 
book is very readable. 

This does not indicate a notable era in the 
hymnuological history of this Church of Eng- 
land, although it is the fullest resume we can 
present. (J. J.] 

Here is the spring where waters 
flow. [Holy Scripture] On p, 588, i. six 
stanzas are given irom a poem on The New 
Jerusalem dated circa 1660, beginning “ Jeru- 
salem, my happy home”; and the last three 
stanzas of the six are set forth as the original 

English Bivle which were pub. “in the eis ‘ 
par of the 17th cent. and beginsing: «Hix 1 

the spring whence waters floe.” Sixes tw, 
article was stereotyped we have found 
same lives in a hymn pub. 85 years before the 
nigh at p. $82, i. 

e lines are printed on the 
the Titlepage of dn Edition of the Bible 
by ©. Barker, in London, in 1575, and wai, 
together with the various references to Holy 
Scripture, as follows :— , 

* Of the incomparable trea- 
sure of the holy Scriptures with a prayer 

Jor the true use of the same— 

Esai, 12, 3, & ‘* Here is the spring where waters dows, | 
49. 10 to quenche our heate of sinne 

revel, 21, 16 Here is the tree where trueth doth grow, 
& 22, 17. to leade our lives therein ; 

Jeremi. 33, 15, . 
revel, 2, 7, 22, 

2. 
peal. 119, 142, 

144, 
* Here is the J udge that stintes the strife, 

when men’s deuices faile : 
John 6, 25. Here is the bread tat fredes the life, 

that death cannot assuile. 

Luke 2,10. “ The tidings of saluation deare, 
comes to our ears .rom bener : 

Ephes. 6, 16. The fortresse of our fait is bere, 
and shield of our defence. 

Matth.7,6.  ‘* Then be not like the hogge that bath 
a pearl at bis desire, 

2 Pet. 2, 22. And takes more of the trongh 
and wallowing in the myre. 

Matth. 6, 22. ‘* Reade not this buoke in any cise, 
bat with a single eye: 

Peal. 119, 27, “ Reade not but first desire God's grace 
73, to understand thereby. 

Jude 20, “ Praye still in faith with this respect, 
to fructifie therein, 

Peal. 119, 11. That knowledge may bring this elles 
To mortifie thy sinne 

Job. 1, 8, “ Then happie thou in all thy life, 
psal. 1, 1, 2. What so to thee befalles: 

Peal. 94, 12,13. Yea double happie shalt thou be, 
When God by death thee calles.” 

**O Gracious God and moft mercifall Father, *tuch 
haft vouchfafed us the rich and precious Jewell of thy 
buly word, affift us with pe fe se it may & 
written i our hearts to our te 
form us, to renew ts 
build us up, and edifie us into the perfect bailing 
thy Christ, Sanctifying and encreafing in us all heaven's 
vertues. Graunt this, O heavenly Father, for Jefe 
Chrift'’s sake. Amen.” 

We have seen these lines, including th 
prayer, attributed to Beza. If he had kes 
the author, we should expect to find them 
an edition of the English Bible printed »! 
Geneva at or about the same date as the 
above. In the Brit. Mus. there is a copy 
rinted at Geneva by Joho Crispin in 156: 
it the lines are not therein. Not having aty 

reliable evidence either for Beza or for ss; 
other writer, we must therefore give thee 
lines and the prayer as Anon. 

The peculiarity to be noticed in the fact 
that st. i -iii., as above, are also in the broat- 
shect named on p. 582, i. in a slightly differs! 
form, = cannot explain, ha can only sag- 
gest that there is a possible original not st 
discovered from which both pieoss may ba 
been taken. (J. 4} 

Hermannus Contractus, so called be 
cause of his ry wer condition, is also knows 
as Hermann of Véhringen, Hermann of Reich 
nau, and Hermann der Gebrechliche. He we 
the s. of the Count of Véhringen in Swati 



HORDER, WILLIAM G. 
‘mad was 

ae ee 18, 1013. He entered the 
relopeda, alth fell, circa 1020, and soon de- 
“2FEst im jai ough 50 young, an intense in- 
LG FApIdLyY poe ies. ‘It is said of him that 
Elistory, te tered Latin, Greck, and Arubic. 
heology enzo mathemuties, philosophy, and 
‘tudy a Sagced his attention, wnd in each eee: Mima a tained marked suevess. Some go Aristotle's ? ny, With confidence that he tr. 
Arubic, but thot and Rhetoric from the it thice © statement is disputed by others. 
Gall to th years of age he removed from St. 
neato © monastery of Reichenau, where he 
a a — to his death, Sept. 24, 1054. His ‘oki :. ae with several hymns of his- 
whieh portance, and notably tlie following, 

are annotated in this Dictionary :— sat fA Redemptoris Mater quae pervia coell, p, hy . 6 | ornnipotens ‘die hodierns, p. 968, ii., 967, i., 
pas, Sancts Spiritus adsit nobis gratia, p. 967, iL, 

4. Saliwe Regin . , 5. Veni Sanote opirites’ kt emitte, 6. Vemi Sancte spiritus: heple, p. 
7. Victimae Paschali, p. Ll i., ii. 

_ The conclusions arrived at in the annota- 
tions of these bymns concerning their respec- 
tive authorship will be found somewhat ad- 
verse to Hermannu’s claims with regurd to 
Nos. 2 amd 4, and positively aguinst him with 
respect to Nos. 3,5 and7. Some of these oon- 
clusions witl be found to be utterly opposed to 
those of Duffield on the same hymns in his 
Latin Fiymn- Writers, &., 1889, pp. 149-168. 
‘This daifferei:ice of opinion arises mainly out of 
the fact that tlhe mas. at St. Gall and at the 
Brit. Mus. were not examined by Duffield, and 
are rmuch older and more important than any of 
those with which he wasacquainted. [J. J.J 

Horder, William Garrett, was b. at 

Salisbury, and educated at the City of London 
School. In 1862 he entered Cheshunt College 

as a student for the Congregational Ministry. 

On leaving College in 1866 he undertook the 

pastorate of «a Congregational Church at St. 

Helen’s, Lancashire. In 1869 he removed to 

Torquay, and in 1873 to Wood Green, London, 
where he still resides. Mr. Horder has com- 

piled— ; 

1) The Book of Send tn 1878 s (2) 

1213, i., ii. 
18, ii. 

The 
#89; 

er Pe of these was "incorporated 

» Book @. ise for Children, pub. by 
+ ae te lie en Union under the editorship. of the 

eal "SS" Garrett. ithe lniter book Mr. Horder 

 6association beyond the handing over of 

oie for ay use of the Union. From Mr. Horder‘s 

form this collection (the first) a Sef. was pub. in 1883 

“=. isae of Jewish Children.” rae Poet’s Bible ts 

ae wie collection of poetry for the use of students 

a ee amare: The ¢ ongregational Hymns is referred 

and Puwhere (P . 4. 10). In addition Mr. Horder 
nee cal ed the following original works :—(1) Jnti- 

‘Jmmortatity, 183; (2) the Hymn Lover: 
mtasf the rise and grouth of English Hymnody, 

Fr ay 3) The Sttent Voice and Other Discourses, 1890, 
1IsBsSD 5 - 

n Lover is practically a handbook 

Mr Vivrder’s Cong. Hymne, As in that 

tion lhymns are gathered from all 
collec rations, aaridd churches, opportunity ig 

oem aed for the discussion of each epoch of 

—— writing and for the grouping together 

ya Le eterestiDis particulars concerning bymn- 

“ store and their work. This opportunity 
wr 

to 
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Mr. Horder has availed himself of with grent 
skill and judgment; and ulthough the out- 
come is not severely teclinical, the result i 
all the more attractive for the general reader. 
Although hymuologically it is not « scientific 
production, practically and within its range, it 
is the most useful and attractive work we 
have on its special subject. The reproduction 
therein of specimen hymns of each epoch, is a 
new and valuable addition to this special 
kind of work. (J. J.) 

Hrabanus (Rabanus) Maurus, « of 
one Ruthard, was b. probably at Mainz, 
about 776. At an early age he was sent to 
the Monastery of Fulda to receive a religious 
education. In 801 he was ordained Deacon, 
and the following year he went-to the monas- 
tic school of St. Martin at Tours to study 
under Alcuin, » celebrated teacher of that 
time, who save to Hrabanus the name of 
Maurus to which Hrabunus added Magnentius. 
On his return to Fulda in 804 he became the 
head of the scliool connected with the Monas- 
tery. Towards him Ratgar the abbot showed 
great unkindnes-, which arose mainly from 
the fact thet Ratgar demanded the students 
to build additious to the monastery, whilst 
Hralanus required them at the same time for 
study. Hrabanus bad to retire for a season, 
but Ratgar’s deposition by Ludwig the Pious, 
in $17, opened up the way for his return, and 
the reopening of the school. In the mean- 
time, in 814, he had been raised to the Priest- 
hood. Evil, who succeeded Ratgar us abbot, 
died in 822, and Hrabauus was uppointed in 
his stead, This post he held for some time, 
until driven forth by some of the community. 
In 847, on the death of Archbishop Otgur, 
Ludwig the younger, with whom Hrabanus 
had sided in his demund for German inde- 
pendence as against the imperixlism of his 
elder brother Lothar, rewarded Irim with the 
Archbishopric of Mainz, then the metro- 
politan see of Germany. He held this ap- 
pointment to his death on Feb. 4. 856. He 
was buried first in St. Alban’s, Mainz, 
and then, during the early days of the Re- 
formation, in St. Maurice, Halle, possibly 
because of the opposition he is known to have 
made to the doctrine of Transubstantiation. 
With German historians Hrabaits is regarded 
as the father of the modern system of educa- 
tion in that country. His prose works were 
somewhat numerous, but the hymns with 
which his name is associat'd are few. We 
have the “Cliriste sanetorum decus Angelo- 
rum,” p. 2298, ii.; “Tibi Christe, splendor 
Patria,” p. 1176, ii; and the “ Veni Creator 
Spiritus,” p, 1208, i.; but recent research con- 
vinces us that the ascription in cach case 16 
very doubtful; and none are received as by 
Hrabanus in Profesor Diimmler’s ed, of the 
Carmina of Hrabanus in the Poetae Latini 
aevi Carolini. yo). ii. 1884. Diimmler omits 
them even from the “hymns of uncertein 
origin.” {J. J.) 
Innocent III., Pope, was a member of 

the celebrated Conti family, which gave nine 
Popes to the chair of St. Peter. He was b. at 

Anagni, circa 1160, and was educated at 
Rome, Paris, and Bologna. On his return to 

Rome, through his powerful family influence 
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he became a Canon of St. Peter's, a sub- 
deacon before he was thirty, and Cardinal 
Deacon in 1190, and as such was known as 
Cardinal Lothario. During the Pontificate of 
Celestine LII., having little to do, he wrote 
his De u Mundi. On the death of 
Celestine IIT. on Jun. 8, 1198, he was ordained 
Priest, consecrated Bishop, and enthroned as 
Pope within the few days between that date 

Feb. 22, of the same year when he began 
his Pontifical reign, being at the time about 
thirty-eight years of age. His reign is well 
marked in ecclesiastical history, although it 
was comparatively short. He d. at Perugia, 
July 16,1216, In hymnody his name is asso- 
ciated with the grand Sequence the “ Stabat 
mater dolorosa ” (p. 1081, i.); and the glorious 
“ Veni Sancte Spiritus, Et emitte’’ (p. 1212, ii.) 
Tn each case, however, there are many reasons 
to doubt his authorship, or, at least, to accept 
the ascription with caution. See details as 
indicated above. {J. J.J 

Italian Hymnody.—aAlthough Italy has 
been renowned for centuries past as a land of 
music and song, it’ has been chiefly in the 
celebration of secular themes that her lyre 
has beenemployed. Sacred hymnody, at least 
since the times of the Renaissance, has been 
comparatively little cultivated. Itis proposed 
in the present article to give: L. A brief aketch 
fi Hymnody in the Italian language from 
the 13th century to the 19th ; and LL. An account 
of its condition (i.) in the Roman 

tholic Church, (ii.) in Protestant communities. 

I. Hymnody in the Italian la rom the 
oe sth century to the ha? 

1. “It is now,” says Prof. Bartoli, in the 
lo. Britannica, 9th ed., vol. xiii., p. 498, 

“an established historical fact that there ex- 
isted no writing in the Italian | before 
the 13th century.” But in the eurly part of 
that century lived St. Francis of Assisi. (b. 
1182, d. 1225), founder of the Franciscan 
order, and to him have been attributed several 
short religious poems in the Italian of that 
period. e, in particular, is famous, known 
as the “ Canticum Solis,” or more fully, “ Can- 
tico de le creature comunemente de lo frate 
Sole.” True, its authenticity has been the | “ 
subject of considerable controversy, but it is 
now admitted that the general sense and many 
of the expressions ure those of St. Francia, 
though in the lapse of ages the original struc- 
ture may have been changed into a style more 
modern «nd ornate. The following is the text 
as now given :— 
** Altissimo omnipotente bon’ Signore, tue son le laude 

la gloria, lo honore, ¢ ogni benedictione. A te solo 
confanno ¢ nullo homo e degno de nominarti. 

Landato sia Dio mio Signore, con tutte le creature, 
jalmente messer lo Fratre Sole, il quale giorna e 

ilumina noi per lui. E ello é beilo e radiente con 
grande splendore ; de te, Signore, porta significazione, 

* Lauduto mio Signore, per Suora Luna e per le 
stelle; il quale in cielo le hai formate chiare ¢ belle. 

“ Laudato sia mio Signore, per Fratre Vento, e per 
|’ Aire e Nuvole ¢ sereno e ogni tempo, per le quale 
dai a tutté creature sustentamento. 

sia mio Signore per Suora Acqua, la quale é 
molto utile, ¢ humile, e pretiosa, ¢ casta. 

“** Laudato sia mio Signore, per Fratre Fuocho, per lo 
quale ta allumini la notte; ¢ ello é bello ¢ jocondo, 
e imo, ¢ forte. 

“* Laudato sia mio Signore, per nostra Madre Terra, la 
quale ne sostenta, g-verna e produce diversi frutti, 
« coloriti fori, ¢ herbe. 

“ 
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* to sia mio 
“perl = shore, meteteos Wares He 

one, ue li che sostegper t 
de te, Altissimo, seranno <= 

It is said that this hymn used to be chante! 
by the saint and his companions, and that in 
his last illness another stanza was added 
giving thanks for “our Sister, the Death of 
the body.” [v. Stephen’s Essays in Ende 
Biography, Art. St. Francis; Les Poetes Frav- 
ciscains en Italie, par O. F. Ozanam, Paris 
1852.] 

2. From a.p. 1250 onward, the f 
of literature in the vernacular was rapid. In 
the cities of northern Italy the people bad 
been accustomed to listen in the piazza to the 
songs of the jongleura, About this time Gi- 
comino of — and Bonvecino of Biva, 
composed religious poems in the Verones dis- 
lect, which were sung or chanted to simile 
groups of hearers. heir themes were the 
terrors of the Babilonia Infernale, and the 
blessedness of the Gerusalemme Celeste. In 
form, their poems consisted of verses of 1! 
syllables, arranged in stanzas of four lines, al! 
lines in the same stanza ending in the sume 
rhyme. 

3. In the latter half of the 13th century 
appeared in Italy that extraordinary manifes- 
tation of the ascetic spirit. the processious of 
the Flagellants. Vast bodies of men, womens. 
and even children, girded with ropes sod 

ing themselves with whips till the blood 
aowed freely, passed from city to city, with 
hymns and prayers, and calling on the peop! 
everywhere to repent. Their iymna or lavé- 
were in the Umbrian dialect, in verses of * 
syllables, and were sung in dialogue. 

Towards the end of the century arose in 
Tuscany a school of lyric Ty reptesente! 
by Dante (b. 1265, d. 1321) in his Canzoni, 
and in the next generation by Petrarch () 
1304, d. 1374) in his sonnets. But the sub- 
ject of these compositions was fur the mom 
part earthly love, and nothing which the» 

ts wrote resembled what we now mean by 
ymns. 
4. The chief religious of the peri 

leaving out of bi yell ant — coger 
‘acopo dei Benedetti, commonly called Jac 

pone (b. before 1250, d. 1306, p. 575, ii). He 
is usually regarded 98 the author of the well- 
known Latin poem, the “Stabat Mater dob- 
Tosa,” as well as of its companion picce, pot » 
familiarly known, the *Stabat Mater specioss” 
He wrote in Italian 211 poetical pieces, which 
have been arran in seven books. Some are 
mere theological dissertations in verse; others 
are satires, but others approach more near!) 
the nature of hymns, being short composition: 
written to popularise a sacred thought or cele- 
brate a festival, “J e,” says Prof. Ba- 
toli, ‘was a mystic, who from his hermit’: 
cell looked forth upon the world, denouncing 
the immoralities of the age and especially thr 
mal practices of popes Celestine V. and Boni- 
face VIII.” Cast into prison for his faithful 
testimony, his spirit was still unconquered. |s 
his dungeon he com songs extolling the 
Divine Love in a striking and original manner 
These were sung throughout the 14th and 15th 
centuries by the pious members of the reli- 
gious orders, such asthe Minimi, the Jesustes 
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© edie! praia eo! oF the Lando singe =>. &§£ assing 
Wrage. = to the 15th century we come to 
PRawremer oars (b. 1410, d. 1464), a native of 
ha author bot bearted Christian man and 

numerous Laude and of 
= a ra 

wired th mas. ‘The latter were more ad- 
Laude. Nevertheless, these 

been Ss — in ea br Fg foe 
~ mat . lar melodt 

~ OC extensively known ral were wideky aod leari had scarcely passed away when Ppeared in Florence the famous Domi- monk, Girola 
He "Ot Only from the pulpit denounced 

SPhetic carmestness the sins and vices 
time, but also sought to avail himself imterests of morality and religion of the Power of sacred song. Lorenzo de Medici had written certain vile productions, called Camté Carnascialeschi (“ Carnival Songs”), which were sun by the young nobles and populace during >, Carnival, and Savonarola, to counteract their influence, composed songs ef a different order but similar in form and metre, and capable of being sung to the same 

tunes. Eiis|§ biographer Villari, however, ac- 
knowledges that but little true poetry is to be 
found im them, only “a temperate tone of 
<lecorum and good sense.” At an earlier pe- 
riod Sawvonarola had writtén certain Canzoni 
om the Ruin of the World, the Ruin of the 
Church, and other subjects; but they are 
poems rather than hymns. Also, he appended 
to his treatise on the Love of Jesus Christ 
some Laude ¢ Contemplazioni infiammative 
C** Exciting Heymns of Praise and Contempla- 
tion ’*>, im which he extols the mercy and 
wooduess of the Suviour, and expresses an 
ardent desire to become one with Christ, being 
uplifted om the same cross, fixed to it by the 
same nails, aod wearing the same crown of 
tiaaweeen. Mhese hymns, however, are said by 
Italian scholars to be roughly executed, and 
could never have been in public worship. 

7. Better than Savonarola’s are the lyrics 
of Girolamo Benevieni (about A.D. 1500). A 
ms imen cited by Villarishows that occasion- 
ally. he was. extremely fanciful, almost passing 
the bounds vf common sense, but a competent 
judge says of his productions, that they are 
J pometimes » sweet and always warm with re- 

igi feeling-.’” Another says that he para- 
ligious gs in a simp) joa vigorous 
phrased the ems Of Sr geen bela style, and that 50 cadeet rs Italy i eh 
the finest lyrical productions of Italy in the 

7 peepee Ame mame may be mentioned be- 
8. 3 : d 

this period, that of the highly 

longing shed Vittoria Colonna, the Marchesa | 

1490, d. 1547), a great friend a 

i lo. Among other poems she 

se Te (about 1540) some of ao religious 

Le me ter, called Rime Spirituali. These are 

eae il ad as ** the productions of a delicate and 

desor™ st imitativeness rather than of vigorous 

ee ital genius,” and there is no evidence 

rer’ Ghey were ever used as hymns in worship. 

" 9. The latter 
part of the 16th century was 

the commencemeD t of a long season of decline 

in Italian literature, and for nearly 200 years 

there appeared no religious poet of sadam 

e 
Nevertheless, 

- 

Peseara Cb. 

in the years 1688 and 1708 

(Aprxnpix [.] 

mo Savonarola (b. 1454, d. | 
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there were published. two collections of hymns 
which claim a brief notice. The first was 
entitled: Corona di sacre Canzoni, o Laude 
Spirituali di piu divoti Autori (A Chaplet of 

ed Songs, or Spiritual Hymns of Praise, 
by several devout authors). The names of 
the authors are not stated, but the editor was 
Matteo Coferati, a priest of Florence  Per- 
mission to ag the Ist ed. was given by the 
Grand Duke of Tuscany, Nov. 30, 1687. A 
2nd ed., revised and enlarged, was printed at 
Florence in 1689, by Jacopo Carlieri, It con- 
tains about 330 hymns. There is no attempt 
at orderly arrangement, so that from a hymn 
on the Resurrection of Christ we pass to one 
on the Nativity, and a composition, whose 
subject is the Vanity of the World, is followed 
by one on the Annunciation of the Blessed 
Virgin, Melodies accompany the hymna, 

The other book, priuted at Florence in 
1703, comprises 212 hymns, all composed by 
Bernardo Adimari, a priest of the Oratory of 
8. ag = Neri. This work consists of three 
parts. The Ist contains hymns suitable for 
use at any time; the 2nd, hymns for the fixed 

rescribed Festivals and for those of the Blessed 
irgin; and the 3rd, for the Sundays in Lent 

and the movable Festivals. To all these 
hymns melodies are attached, and the follow- 
ing sentence from the preface both shows that 
they were intended for public use, and throws 
an interesting light on the usage of those 
days in regard to sacred song :—“ Signor G. 
M, Casini has not only given the airs to these 
Little Songs, as may here be seen, but has 
besides affixed music arranged for four voices, 
it being the custom in many places for one 
stanza to be sung by the choir and the other 
by the people.” It may be added thatanother 
Florentine pvet with the surname of Adimari 
lived about this time, the Marquis Ludovico 
Adimari (b. 1644, d. 1708), author of Satires 
and Sonnets, and prose works of a religious 
character. Not improbably he was an elder 
brother of Bernardo Adimari. 

10. The middle of the 18th century saw an 
improvement in Italian literature. Not only 
did secular poetry revive, as represented by 
Alfieri, Monti, and others, but the celebrated 
Doctor and Saint Alfonso Maria de Liguori, 
distinguished especially for hia writings on 
casuistry and theology, also com hymns 
and spiritual songs known to this day through- 
out Italy. He was b. near Naples in 1696, 
d. in 1787, Of the special character of his 
hymns we shall say more when we come to 
— of the present condition of hymnody in 

¢ Roman Catholic Church of Italy. 
11, Another poet of this period composed 

one fine hymn used in the worship of both R. 
Catholics and Protestants. This was Meta- 
stasio (i.e. Pietro Truparsi, b. at Rome in 1698, 
d. 1782), creator of the modern Italian opera. 
The subject of his hymn is “the omnipresence 
and omniscience of God,” and the first stanza 
is as follows :— 

“ Dovunque fl guardo giro, 
Immenso Dio Ti vedo; 
Nell'opre Tue T' ammiro, 
Ti riconosco in me. 
La terra, il mar, le efere 
Parlan del Tuo potere; 
Tu sei per tutto, e noi 
Tutti viviamo in Te. 
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12. In the first quarter of the 19th century 
we meet with « hymn-writer in Alessandro 
Manzoni, author of tragedies and other poems, 
and of a work of fiction, I Promessi Spost 
(* The Betrothed"), which has been trans- 
lated into most European languages, He was b. 
at Milan in 1785, his mother bring a daughter 
cf the celebrated Beecaria. In 1815 he pub- 
lished a small yohime of JInni Sacri (“ Sacre: 
Hymns”), their subjects being “The Nati- 
vity.” “The Passion,” “The Resurrection,” 
and “The Name of Mary.” A few rs 
later he pub. one on * Pentecost.” Prof 
Bartoli suys of these hymns that they have 
“ gleama = hear especially when the author 
deseribes the human affections.” Comprising 
Tor 18 stanzas each, they are too long for use 
in ordinary public worship; but a selection of 
5 stanzas from the hymn on the “ Nativity ” is 
found in two of the Protestant lymnu-books 
sap below. Thu first stanza is as fol- 
ows -— 

“ Ecco cl ¢ nato un Parvolo, 

Al muover del suo ciglio ; 
A l' wom la mano El porge, 
Che si ravviva, e serge 
Oltre |’ antico unor." 

Also, eight stanzas from the hymn on “ Pen- 
tecost" are in tie collection edited by Rev. T. 
W. 8. Jones, of Naples (v. infra), One stanza 
in particular seems to us beautifully descrip- 
tive of the effects of the Holy Spirit's pre- 
sence in the Church :— 

“ Come la luce rapida 
Piove di cosa in coma, 
BE i color varii suscita, 

Tal risond moltiplicl 
La voce dello Spiro : 
L'Arabo, il Parto, 1! Siro, 
In suo sermon I'udi."" 

13. Luigi Carrer, of Venice (b. 1800, d. 
1850), and Francesco Dall Ongaro (b. 1808, 
d, about 1876), two Italian poets who in their 
writings chiefly gave expression to intense 

triotic aspirations, also wrote hymna, which 
owever we lave not met with in any collec- 

tion intended for use in worship. 
14. With a mention of another poet of the 

patriotic school, Gi Giusti, we may close 
this part of our article. Giusti (b. 1809, d. 
1850) was the greatest Italian satirist of this 
century, but in a Roman Catholic Hymnal 
described below, La Lira Cattolica, we find a 
bautiful little song of hia, entitled “A 
Mother's Love.” He died of consumption at 
au comparatively early age. The following 
touvhing lines, in the translation of W. D. 
Howell's Modern Italian Poets, ure said to be 
the last which he wrote :— 
“For the spirit confused With misgiving and with 

SUTTON, 

i Hogs ny Saviour, borrow The light of faith from 
ey 

O1if from ft the burden Which bows it down before 

With sighs and with weeping I commend myself to 

My faded life, Thou knowest, Little by little is waxted 
Like wax before the fire, Like snow-wreaths in the 

sun. 
And for the soul that panteth For its refuge in Thy 
bosom, 
co Thou, the ties, my Saviour, That hinder it from 

oe. 

(Arprenprx [.} 

i. In the Roman Catholic Church. 

1. A very competent authority, an eds 
siastic in high position in Rome end s write 
for the press, informs us that the Roms 
Catholic Church hus never considered singng 
by the people in the vulgar tongue as hie: 
gical, the language of the Church beng 
Latin. In Germany and the Slavonic com 
tries popular sinzing has a certain histor 
value as regards either the words or mu» 
and on this account its use there is pot mnee- 
ton, and has been commenied by bishops anc 
councila. These, however, have requyed ths: 
the — ef new — _ always 
approver per au ity, ot ever in 
these countries ts singing i the langroace of 
the ple permit in t bration of the 
pile Necan If such singing has sometion 
occurred in country cliurche=, it has been oe- 
demned by provincial councils, 

2. But in Italy, our informant tells 
popular singing has no historic importance » 
regards per words or melodies, The peopl: 
take part in the worship by singing in Latin 
the Zaitany, the J'antum ergo, and uther similar 
esha of rt Papen and in many pleces 
especi in country, the people sing in 
Latin, aly with the Gregorian melody (al- 
thongh smewhat barbarously) the (redo, the 
Sanctus, &c., of the solemn : 

3. But in extra-liturgical servicrs, e.g. m the 
daily devotion of the month of May. = 
popular missions, or in the exercises before and 
after preaching in congrexations of younr 
people and especially of bova, they are sccu> 
tomed to sing some strophes in [talian, Thee. 
however, have no sanction from public authe- 
rity. The Church does not oppose such sinz- 
ing, but she does not consider it an offes! 
matter in which she ought to intervene with 
her authority. 

4. Among hymns and verses of this kind. 
those most sently used in the Devotion: 

arm the compositions of “ 

English reader may refer to a volume peb- 
lished in 1863, with the title Hymne aw 
Verses on Spiritual & : being the Sacred 
Poetry of 8. A i 
lated from the Italian and edited In Robert 4 
Cofin (Lond., Burns and Lambert). Th 
hymns there given are 49 in number; but the 
last four, though commonly inserted amour 
the poetry of St. Alfonso, were not compos 
by him. The translator has divided Liguori: 
hymna into 8 cla-ses; (1) Devotional, relstin: 
to the Lord Jesus Christ or to the Bless! 
Virgin Mary; (2) Ascetical: (3) Mystial 
Their character may be inferred from some 
the titles :— 
“To the Infant Jesus,” “On tle Sacred Heart of 

Jesus,” **To the Instruments of the Passion of Jew” 
other Mary,” * The Mother 
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God,” “ Dialogue between Jewus and the loving Soul” 
“ The loving Soul in Desolation,” 

These hymns abound in utterances of in 
tense devotion; much of the i ry ts takes 
from the Song of Solomon, and although ber 
and there are striking thoughts and beaatifel 
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tarps of language, the expregsion of emotion is oftem so warm and iopate as to seem unreal to our colder Bow ial) temperament. It is said that, like som the Canti of Savonarola, these compositions of St. Alfonso were written for the most part for the use of the people, and intended to replace the pro- fane and pernicious love songs of which the Nea politams were so fond. 

5. Tm morthern Italy a collection of hymna 
und somges is popular, entitled La Lira Catto- 
lica > raccolta @ Sacre Lodi scelte ¢ poste in 
musica per cura del Cav. Ab. Francesco Faa 
di Bruno. The Ist ed. appeared in 1854. The 
4th is before ua, pub. at Turin in 1886. These 
com positions mare used in extra-liturzical ser- 
vices, amd are also often sung by peasante at 
their work in the fields. The Roman eccle- 
Slustic, Who is our authority for the statements 
previously made as to Roman Catholic wor- 
ship, speaks rather a goed of this collee- 
tion, am«cdl we can well imagine that, by the 
more cultivated of the Italians, it is regarded 
very much as L[. Sankey’s Sacred Songs and | 
Solos are by many persons in Great Britain. 
It includes a few hymns by poets of the first 
rank, but the majority are of « lighter and 
more popular character, often interspersed 
with choruses. The nameso 

some of these latter are E. Bixio, 5. Zambaldi, 

Spaccapietra,. and C. C. Berta; but, as the 

editor of the collection is now deceased, we 

have beem wiable to obtain further particulars. 

The collection © Sree’ Gea. the Haty 

‘rhe first 24 relate to the worship fe y 

T Jesus Christ from His birth to ascension 

ieee G d to the Eucharist. Then follow 32 in bonour 

of saan “ander ber various attributes. Twent 

ore im boooar of certain other Saints, Virgins and 

mee, fourths soctiownimate the nul of the Christian; and 
ec . aia t 
the book closes with a ouomber of hymns of an tnstroc- 

tive and moral c 
with translations *< "fe Deum.” 

oe ts hha years 1817 and 1818 there were 

ub. at Florence title : i Beort « Be. 
: win itle :—Inni Sacri e Se- 

bats pore ed ee ran. e Messale Romano tradotti 

tn versi lirict Toecani dal sacerdote Arcangelo 

Lastré : ie 

sie oma Breviary and Missal are often 
from the and shveatie, but the accom- 
vary nixed oo and dissertations are interesting 
panyine vuctive- The work is adapted for 
and ra rather than public use. 
priv™ last remark holds good in regard to 

ee The ook Il Salterio del Pellegrino, per 

another - Toati Cassinese (Palermo, 6th ed., 
EAT 0 contents of this little vol. are not 

mns im metre and rhyme, but devout 

s in the style of the Psalms of the 

for this rea-on are called “ Psalms. 
suffice simply to name Lande 

- by Francesco Martello, and Il Sal- 

Martane. jano, by Troiani Saverio. These 

yo special merit, and like the pre- 
o Church authority. 

dei -medesimi. 

Oe ad 
Bibles may 

nm 
eaing have... this section, we may aid that 

= 9g. In oo Roman Catholic Church in 
althouw , pot appear to favour the singing of 
Italy 2°°* “the vernacular in public worship, 
hymns oo her Pontiffeand Bishops during the 
several Of ontury have distinctly encouraged 
presen 

[Arpenprx LJ] 

others | with 
leetoen 20 authors, whose names are mentioned below. We 

tains 22 bymos on different eub- | recognize 16 or 17 as tre. from the English or German, 

two vols. (now bound in one), mane wha ied team 

or enté varie dissertazioni intendent of the mission in South 
For a These bese et te re-edited by him and considerably 
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such singing in private. In the preface to La 
Lira Cuttolica (§ 5), are quotations from 
otticial announcements by Popes Pius VIL. 
aud Pius IX., and by six Italian Ar hbishops, 
granting indulgences of 40, 80, or 100 days, 
and even of a year, to those who shall practise 
this pious exercise with a contrite heart. ‘The 
object is stated to be “to excite the taithful 
to the singing of spiritual hymns of praise, 
and to hinder as much as possible the singing 
of dangerous profane songs.” 

ii. Among the Protestants of Italy. 
1. ‘The principal Protestant communities in 

Italy at the present time are the following :— 
(1) The Waldensians, descendants, ecclesins- 
| Heal , of the Waldenses of Piedmont; (2) 
The Pree Italian Church (“ Chiesa Libera"); 
(8) The Mission Congregations of the Metho- 
dist Episcopal Church of America; (4) The 

| Mission Congregations of the Wesleyan Methe- 
| dists, in North and South Italy; (5) The 
| Baptists, who have stations in Rome, Turin, 
Leghorn, Venice and other places; some sup- 
ported by the Baptists of England, others by 
the Baptists (Southern Convention) of the 

| U. 8. of America; 16) The Brethren (“1 
| Fratelli), represented in Great Britain by 

f the authors of | @- Miiller, of Bristol (sce Plymouth Brethren 
Hymnody]. having in Italy about 50 smail con- 
gregations; (7) Missions unconnected with 
any Denominational Society, as those of Rev. 
E. Clarke at Spezzia, and Count Pappengouth 
at a ene For the use of these coramunities 
the following books have been prepared :— 

(1) Salmi e Cantici’ (“Palma and Canticles } pub. 
by the Florence Tract Soriety, comprising 150 hymus 

ropriate mastc. The hymns are by more than 

incipally the former, ¢.g., Ken's evening hymn; Wes- 
"s par» Ah of Christ, arises Lexdds ore 7 Benet 

acter suited to the young, together | with snares on ev hand“; T. R. Taylor's “I'm but 
oom Italian of the * Dies Irae,” “ Sta- | a stranger bere.” the greater t are originals 

This book ts used by the Weldensiay Church. the Free 
Italian Church, the Methodist Episcopalians, and some 

Indeed, at the present time it is 
any other Protestant hymnal. 

(2) fant Sacri teso delle chiese, delle sewele, ¢ delle 
—— Beangeliche italiane. Nepoli. Thin book 
was fires in 1870 for the use of the Wesleyan 
congregations, by the Rev. T. W. 8S. Jones, super. 

Italy. In 1941 it was 
and now 

conteins 354 hymns, together with the Te Deum, and 
other anthems. Mr. Jones informe us that a new edition, 
to be still farther enlarged, Is now (1848) in preparation. 
The hymns are by about 25 different authurs, but the 
far greater number are by Mr. Jones and Sig, Pretoro 
(Cv. infra). 

(3) Salmi, Innd ¢ Canzont Spiritwali, by T. P. Ros. 
eetti, Firenze, 1878. Thin is a collection of 245 h . 
including 18 fre, by Rossetti from I. Sankey’s Rocred 
Songr and Solos, 26 by Rossetti htmerlf. and 61 by 
Mapei. Reta, Ferretti and others. Of T. P. Rossetti’. 
own bymne 6% were pob. in 1467. ‘The complete colbec- 
tion of his hymns was issued in 1867, and a 2nd ed. with 
additions from other auvthora, in 1874. The book de. 
scribed pbove is called the 3rded. ‘The collection is used 
by the * Krethren,”’ and at Rey. E. Clarke's Misston at 
freuis. and many of the hymns are found in other col- 

fons. 
(4) Janie Canzoni Spirituali cantati dal Sig, Sankey, 

¢ volgarigeati da 1, 2, Rossetti, Con supplemente da 
altri scrifteri. Firenze, i483, A translation of 22 of the 
English and American bymos which have been popu- 
Jarised by I. Sankey, such as “The Prodigal Child," 
“ The Ninety and Nine,” “| hear Thy Welcome Voice,"* 
and " Jesus of Nazareth passeth by." All tratelatect 
into Italian by T, P. Rossetti, and in the bok belure us 
accompanied with music. . 

(5) L'Arpa Keangelica, ossia Raccolta d'fnnie Car: 
tied per FPoneialli (+ 'The Gospel Harp. or Coltection or 
Hymne and Songs for Children '"), Sth ed., Firenze, 1982 _ 
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In this book are 75 hymns with mu-ie. 

ITALIAN HYMNODY 

Tt is pub. by 

[Arrenpix L] JESU DULOIS MEMORIA 
Florence, and translated English books into [re 

the Tract Society at Florence, and is largely weed In | one of which was the "2 Progress, Hin be 
sunday schools, Two or three are translations, the rest pub. in 1849, are from the French. fir 
a to be original. 1864. 

(6) dnni Sacri ad uso dei Cristiani d Italia (“Sacred | 10, 
Hymns for the use of the Christians of Italy’ 
1885. A collection of 160 hymns or parts 
edited by Nev. J. Wall, Baptist Missionary in Rome, 
used principally by the oum is under his care. 
Nearly ail are found In the collections named above. 

(1) inni ¢ Cantici, Roma, 1480, A collection of 58 
hymns similar to the last nafned, made by Kev. N, H, 
baw, General Baptist Missionary in Rome, bat aow 
disused, Here it may be stated the Baptist Union 
of Italy has decided to compile a pew hymnal, and has 
entrusted the work to a committee consisting of Mesers. 
Wall, Shaw, Landels, Bellondi, and others. 

(8) Cento Cantici Spirituall per U uffizio divine nella 
chiesa evangelica di confeasione Rlvetica a Trieste (“ A 
hundred spiritual —- for Divine worship in the evan- 
gelical church of the Helvetic confession at Trieste ai 
Of this book weonly know the ttle, Trieste, as is we 
known, is regarded by many Italians as belunging to 
Italy. 
(s) Scintille Celesti: Inni Sacri di Vincenzo Tum- 

molo ("Celestial Sparks: Sacred Hymns by V. Tum- 
molo”). Casella, 1846. A neatly printed vol, of 29 
hymns am! religious poems, several being adaptations 
of the Psalms. These hymns have been favourably re- 
ceived by the Christian public of Italy, and some of them 
will probably be included in future collections. Sig. 
Tommolo is an evangelist labouring under the direction 
of the Rev. N. H, Shaw, of Home, 

(10) Ammonia Hiblica ("' Biblical Harmony "'), by 
Vincenzo Bellondi (Rome, 1462), consists of 105 hymus 
and religious poems, considered by some to be of superior 
character, The author is a minister at Venice, labouring 
under the auspices of the American t Missionary 
Society (Southern Convention). The book is used In 
Sig. Bellondi's own congregation, and oocasionally in the 
Haptist Church in Via Teatro Valle, Rome, 

2. The authors of the hymns in the Pro- 
testant Italian Hymn-books include the fol- 
lowing :— 

1, Rossetti, Gabriele, author of 7 hymnsin Hymnal 
No, 1, and of ib in No, 2, came to England in 1824 asa 

litical reiugee; became in 1431 profeasor of Itallan 
Aterature in King's College, Lomdon, and d. in 1464, 

2. Rossetti, T. Pietrocola, « relative of the preceding, 
was b, in 1=25, at Vasto, in the Abruzzi, As a young 
man be was connected with the Liberals of Italy, and in 
Dec, 1851, fled to England. Here, through the influence 
uf Coont Guicelardini be was converted. In 1457 he re- 
turned to Italy, and for 26 years laboured as an evangelist 
in Alessandria, Purin, and Florence, where hed. in L#a3. 
Most of T. P. Kossetti’s bymns are original, but, besides 
hin avowed translations from I, Sankey’s &. and Solos, 
several others are based on well-known lish hymna. 

3. Niocelini, G., who d. recently, was professor of the 
italian language and literature in the Coilege of Torre- 
Pellica, In the books above named 11 bymne are ascribed 
to him, 4 of which are in No, 1, and 6 in No. 5. 

4. Mapei, C., Doctor of Philosophy, was a friend of 
(2, Roseett!'s, and like him a political exile. He d. in 
Lendon about i456, To him are ascribed 29 hymns, of 
which 22 are in No, 1, 27 in No, 2, and 5 in No. 5, 

5. Tasea, Il Conte Ottavio, of Bergamo, stil! living, 
pub. in 1866 a small vol. entitled Jnnt Cristiani, from 
which 10 hymns in Nos, 1] and 2 are taken. Mone of 
these are translations of English bymos, 

6. Ferretti, Salvatore (b. 1417, d. 1874), lived for a 
time in England, where be etited a journal entitled, 
i Beo di Savunarola, and in 1460 pub, Jnnd ¢ Salmi ad 
vto det Cristiani d’ Italia ( Lonid., Partridge and Oakey), 
He afterwards returned to Florence, where he established 
a l'cotestant orphanage. Six of his hymns are in C, U, 

7, Jones, Rev, Thomas W. 8., bas been «a Wesleyan 
Wisshonary ty aly for 26 years, and now resides in 
Naples as superintendent of the southerm district of the 
Mission He was not only ¢ compiler and editor of Hym- 

nal No, 2, but 147 of the hymns are of his composition. 
A large nomber, however, are free translations of the 
best English hymns 

8. Di Pretoro, Michele, Licentiate in Helles Lettres, 
ix & native of ie Abruzzi, aod was a student of medicine, 
but is now a teacher inthe Wesleyan schools. He is the 
euthor of 117 hymns in No. 2, many of which are very 
popular amd useful, 

9. Bianciardi, Stanislas, author of 5 hymna in No, 1, 
acd of 3in No. 5, wamb. in 1411, became a professor in 

wathbor of ote fer | 
Parleme; 

Mazzarella, 
pen | lee ts a member of the National 

'y 
ll. author of 1 tn ( 

was is ne ferkaseas at tree and d. at Aer . 

is the sutbor of a new translation of the N. Tess 
a Hebrew , and otber learned works | 
celved the degree of v.p. from Edinburgh Univers 

13, Sciarelli, Francesco, once a Franciecas ¢ 
and one of the band of priests attached to thr ar 
Garibaldi, 

14. Salvatore, also at ome times 
cixcan monk; De Sanctis, form 
teacher of and of music, Fil 
Moreno ; | of whom hav cout 
bymmns to No. 2, are now (1888) ministers of the 
leyan church in Italy. Greece pers: lal 
was also a Wesleyan teacher abd ‘ 

glialatela; Berrizi, 

3. With regard to the form and met 
these Protestant Italian hymns, it m 
remarked that the stanzas in most fre 
use ure of Gor8). The English c an 
soucely ever occur. The arrangement 
the rhymes is often rather intricate, a1 
minds one of the Petrarchian soquet 
regards Subjects, the favourite themes 
native hymn-writers appear to be eden 
through Ohrist; our Lord's Sufferings, 1 
Resurrection, Ascension and Sevond Ac 
and the blessedness of those who beli 
Him. There are also a few good hyr 
the Holy Spirit; but such subjects as | 
Providence, Christian Work, Death 
Heaven, are scarcely touched. Hence, 
hyninals above-named, compositions on 
topics are mostly translations Hym 
pressive of the communing of « devo 
with itself in the things of God are 
present rare. Most are in the form of 
address to God as ise, prayer ve 
confession. And the expression 
affection to God the Father or the Lar 
Christ is not stronger or more tt 
English hymns. fine, our is 
these poetical compositions of the two Re 
and other distinguished sufferers in th 
of national freedom, as well as of evat 
connected with the various Missions, w 
only a meritorious beginning of Pre 
Hymuody in the Italian langoage. 
may be its future is beyond our prov 
predict. 

4. In conclusion, we would express ou 
obligutions to the Rev. N. H. Shaw, ¢ 
Baptist Missionary in Rome, without 
aid in procuring books aud communica! 
formativn this article could not hay 
written. Thanks are also due to the | 
W. 8. Jones, of Naples; to the Rev. 
Santi, 8.J., of Rome, and to Sig. G. B 
of Florence, for information ai 

Jesu dulcis memoria, p. 586, i. 
the sentence, “ These stanzas are qt 

ized by Google 
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necessary to the hymn, &.,” read thus before Passings to the printed forms of the text :— Simce the notices here given were electro typedl four other mss. in the Brit. Mus. have em examined. Three of these (Add. 16,975, f 2496., of circa 1300; the Reg. 7, A. vi., f. 108, of the 14th cent.: and the Teg. 2, A. 'z., tf. 86, of the 14th cent.) present nearly the same text as that in Laud Mis 668, and con- 
trim the belief that the 42 stanza form of the 
text is the original. 7 poe Ms. ia also 
of the 14th cent. (dteg. 7, D. xvii. f£. 179 b), 
but it presents an interpolated and corrupt 
text, im SS stanzas, viz..—1-42, 45, 45-48, 
(12, 48, 50 being greatly altered); and also 
5 stanzas mot found in any other ma yet 
examined. These additional stanzas are : 

52. + aay «liu cliffers doleo. 
53. unc affectum cum sentlo. 
54. 
SS 

im hiis pleruraque gaudeo, 
. Pea rmeoestorum solatium. 

56. Ostemde Patri vulnera. 

It will thus be seen that sts. 43, 45, 48, 50, 
52-56 are all at least as early as the 14th 
ecent., though there does not appear to be any 
reason to regard them as really by St. 
Bernard ; “white ats. 44, 49,51, have not yet 
been found in Mss. earlier than the 15th 

(J. M.) 
eee must note also the following additional 
fra. :— 

i. From the Full Form. 

From E. Caswall'’s tr. there are also the following in 

aos ht of all below. 
= S ghee at bear thou the sighs. 

3. Jesu, im mercy, hear Lt 

4. Jesu, ™y soul hath in Thy love. 

ii. From the Sarum Use. 
is memoria. 

Cee ee fret appeared in his Order of House- 
‘ 54, pr. 370. 

Ahold Devotion, 1554, neice. 
s Jes auctor cteme “ 

ti> phoned ‘of mercy source alone. In the Antiphoner 

wee OTe nbers's er. first appeared in bis Order of 
Houschola Devotion, 1554, p- a7. 

iii. From t 

ra ee er, 5 Fees p. 533; Evening Office, 1748, p. 505 
1 . 1, p. 73; # Trappes, 1965, p. 30. F.C. Musenbeth, acter Mis. , 

he Roman Breviary Use. 
yremoria. 

2. Jest, stex King of wondrous might, Office H. Bk., 
Jesu! from Neale. 

asio> OPiis is partly ff icum, 
3. aT sad ae nDt 76 sngel-boste Office H. Bk., 1889, 

Sake Paris Breviary Use. 
i the 

Th fn Pras of the text appeared in the Paris 

i 1630. 
rev. edo rdium. 

2 Seeu, Eby mw eetness to the heart. D. T: Morgan, 
qi 5 

2880, p- 21}: . 1 Centos. 
onn ? 

We ee ae amy soul most dear. In J. A. Jobnston’s 
. Oo Je: ri 

Kngtish £iyt-- one iad, most wonderful. A. T. Russell 
.» 185). 

27S sou of beaven the joy, A. T. Russell, 
alae P. Donn | inting spirits cry. By R. P. Dann In 
our fa pai H. Bk, 188. In some collec- 

Americes the Meth, Episco. Ayl., 1874, it begins 
imclUdi MP He sinners, Lord, with earnest Heart, 

eat. ii-. = «= #fyrmn Studies, 1884, p. 162, we find 
mutter <aldwell's Aemorial of Dr. Dunn, this 

Sanaa. Whose name the angel-host,” and 
tren 7% 

the 
tioms-. 
with 
From 
that i 

s 

er. sal 
that the - nesa . This hymn 
fort. Thow owes yf ns ont oe 1875, ia « 6. JSenu- t Grint St. rgaret’s 2 i tha 
in the, ee Jesu,” dulcis memoria, p. 585, ii, begi 
cento re 

#4. Bk. text begins with st. il. of the full | Roche, 
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Hing with st. xxi, Jesu, somma benignitas.”” The 
first stanza of the tr. ia st. iv. of ‘Jesu! the very 
thought is sweet,” by Dr. Neale (p. 87, li.), and the 
rest, also by Neale, are new. This is a distinct cento 
from Kennedy, 1863, No. i474, which begins with the 
Seine stanza 566, i.). 

6. Thou! Hope of all the lowly, By H. M, Macgill in 
his Songs of the Christian Creed and Life, +76, 

7. More glorious than the sun to see. This is in the St, 
Margaret's Hyl. (East Grinstead), 1875. Of this, at. ii., 
i Neale’s tr., 1452, aud the rest are new, also 

th. 

8. O Jesu, King of wondrous might. In the St. Mar. 
oer Hyl., 1875. This ls by Neale, st. t., being from 

gf tay ad eg Sone to grest By G. 8, Hodges 9. ls, on alone . . 5. 
in his The Cownty Palatine, 1876. 

10, Jesus, to think of Thee. By J. Wallace, in his 
fiy2. of the Church, 1874. 
- > sree name w mem'ry dear, D. French, 

12, J.D. Chambers, in his Encheiridion, 1960, pp. 
163-174, gives a set of versions from the centos In ihe 
“ Horae de aeterna saplentia,” noted at p. 596, ii, These 
are part of his version of the Sarum Bucheiridion, 1524 f. ocxiill., * Hours of the Most Sweet Name of Jesus," 
These centos number eigAt in all. (J. J.J 

Ken. T., p. 492,i. Since this article was 
electrotyped the following details concern- 
ing Bp. Ken's three hymns have come to 
light :—In a Catalogue of the 8. P. C. K., pub. 
in 1707, there appears an entry of a tract 
entitled, Three Hymns for Morning, Evening, 
and Midnight, by the Author of the Manual o 
Prayers for Winchester Scholars. A copy of this 
hitherto unknown tract has Jately come into 
the hands of Mr. W. T. Brooke, and by him 
has been passed on to the Brit. Mus. Lib. It 
is bound up in a yolume with two other pam- 
phlets, of which the respective titles are : 

(1) An Axposition om the Crurch Catechiom, or the 
Practice af invine Love, Revised, Compos'd for the Diocese of Bath and Wells, Printed for Charles e, 
at the Gate of the West end of St. Paul's Churchyard. 

ip. 82; (2) trirections for Prayer for the Dioceses of 
th and Wells. Price 2d, pp. 16; (3) A Morning, 

suning. and Midnight Hymn by the Author ¥ e 
Man of Prayers co Winchester Scholars. Nos, 2 
and 3 have no title, on the last page of No. 3 is 
* London, Printed at the Gun, at the West End of St. 
Paul's Church,” 

The text of this tract of the * Three Hymns” 
agrees absolutely with that of 1709, except 
that in the 10th stanza of the Morni Hymn 
it reads * not rise again,” asin 1705. e ma 
therefore conclude that Ken's revisions, wit 
this exception, were made between 1705 and 
1707, the date of the 8. P. C. K. Catalogue. 
We may add that another cento from Ken's 

Midnight Hymn ia “ Blest Jesu! Thou, on 
heaven intent.” in Rice's Hys., 1870, 

The Life of Bp. Ken by the late Dean 
Plumptre was pub. in 1888, in2 vols. It is by 
far the best and most exhaustive life of the 
Bishop, and is worthy of the author's eo 
reputation, (G. A. C.J 

O Lord, Thy heavenly grace impart. 
Self Consecration.) This hymn is found in 
rs. Lucy Wilson's Memoirs of John Frederic 

Oberlin, London, 1829, p, 254. It is there 
rinted as part of the account of u service in 
faldbach church on June 11, 1820, the de- 

scription being given from the journal of Mrs. 
Steinkopff, who, with her hushand, Dr. Stein- 
kopff, secretary of the British and Foreign 
Bible Society, was then visiting the Ban de la 

After describing the service, and the 
sermon on Isaiah lili. 11, she adds :-— 
“When he had finished, he read some verses of a 

hymn expressive of entire derotedpess or ‘My 
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dear friends,’ said be, ‘may these be the feelings of our 
hearts, and as euch let us sing them.’ They t sang 
them de bon coeur, The following is a translation >— 

“0 Lord, Thy heaven.y grace impart, 
And fix my frail inconstant heart ; 
Henceforth my chief desire shall be, 
To delicate myself to Thee! 
To Thee, my God, to Thee |" 

Then follow three other stanzas. 
Fifty years later the Rev. Daniel Wilson, 

Vicar of Islington, in a letter of Sept. 15, 
1870, to the Rev. James Bonar, of Greenock, | 
regarding this lyymn of his wife’s, remarked :— 

“It was written originally by Oberlin in German. 
Mrs. Wilson wrote Oberlin’s Life. Mr, Steinkopff I 
think first translated it into English, and then Mrs. 
Wilson put ft into verse.” 

In the Life however there is nothing to 
show that the Lymn was of Oberlin’s own 
composition. Moreover at p. 257 it is anid 
that the Sunday rervices at Waldbach were in 
French, and that the German service was on 
Friday. As it happens June 11, 1820, was a 
Sunday, and there is no reason to suppose 
that the custom was broken, or that either the 
service as a whole, or this hymn in particular, 
was in German. No German hymn at all re- 
sembling it has yet been discovered. It is 
indeed true that in Oberlin’s Schriften, vol. i., 
Stuttgart, 1843, p. 242, there is a German 
hymn, the first stanza of which is :— 

** Zeuch Herr, mein unbestindig Hers 
Durch deine Gnade bimmelwarts. 
Mein einzig Sehnen lass es sein, 
7a werden ganz, O Jesu, dein, 
Nur dein, mein Gott, nur dein.” 

The hymn, however, Jike the rest of the 
Leben, is simply a tr, from the English Life by 
ais Wilson, and is not an original German 

Dn. 
We have also failed to find a French origi- 

nal, either in Oberlin’s hymn-book men- 
tioned at p. 393, i, or elsewhere, Still Mrs. 
Steinkopff’s account, given above, makes it 
beyond doubt that Mrs. Wilson’s English 
hymn does in some way reproduce (probabl 
very freely) a hymn used at Waldbach, 
bie it ulmost certain that the hymn was in 
French, but gives no clue to its authorship. 

Mrs. Wilson's hymn has enjoyed consider- 
able popularity, and has generally been given 
in full and unaltered, as in Thring’s Coll., 
1880-82, and the Free Church H. Bk., 1882. 
In HV. Elliott’s Ps, & Hys., 1835, it was 
reduced to &. M, and so in the American 
Sabbath H, Bk., 1858, an-‘| others in America. 
Farther altered versions are :— 

1. J wide Re are ow 
Jor Holy in, , 1854, No. 78. mee 

(J. M.j 
Hymns of the 

In the article on the Old Version 
Old Version, 

857-866 
the main object was to trace out the origin 
and development of Sternhold & Hopkins, and 
the authors of the Im-versions given in 
that Psalter, The Hymns therein, the Li- 
cence to Print, and the Authority to Use both 
the Palms and the Hymns formed but a 
small part of the scope of the article. 

In citing the various editions of Sternhold & 
Hopkins, on pp. 857-866, several hymns are 
referred to as forming un integral part of 
those editions. These include translations 
of a few ancient hymns; metrical versions 

Westm 
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of the Creeds, the Lord’s Prayer, the Te 
Commandments, and the Song of the Thr 
Children; and original liymns op vars 
subjects as “The Lamentation of a Sinne” 
the “Complaint of a Sinner," a “Thank- 
wiving after the receiving of the Lordy 
Supper,” and others. In tracing out te 
history of these hymns we shall begin with 
the Partial Psalter of 1561 und the Comple- 
Pealter of 1562. Sternhold & Hopkins, kuow 
to many as the Old Version, had an event. 
ful history, as the following Schedule wil] 
snow. In this Schedule we uote (1) the 
Library in which each Pealter refernd w 
is found; (2) the Date of ench Pate: 
(3) ita Tithe; (4) the Use to be made of it 
Ly the People; (5) the Licence and Anth- 
rity for this Use ; (6) the Imprint and Prin- 
lege; and (7) Sundry remarks arising cat 
of the foregoing facts. 

Before giving the Schedule in detail, » 
subjoin the titlepages of the four edition o 
the Psalter which mark the successive dags 
of its history. 

(1) The Msalter of 1561 :— 
Pealmes.||af Dacid in Qlishe Metre, by Thomas 

on keen arma as phy pete 
require!d))jand the te ternal with all, § © teri 
mete to be vsel of all sortes of people priwatly | for Ber 
godly || solace and pre arty lacying all fw 

ceutt.fcttng @ tien ond eorvep-tiig & pot nour Seay theca den acetate ao 
app im the 
1560, || James 4. || 

wenes Ma- || iesties Invonctons. | 
If any be afflicted, let him pres, 

and if any || be mery let Aim singe 'salmes, | Colle ill 
GJ Let the worde of God dwell plentwouslye in al 
tiredome, || eachinge & exhorting ont another « 
Pralmes, || ilymnes  spirituall ngs, & ring | mde he 
Lord in your herts, || 

Imprinted at London, by Jhon Day. || dwelling ear 
rt ee ned gratia & prinilegio Ree | Bae 

(2) The Pealter of 1562 :— 
Seip © toahl gf ag erg ge Beer her S 

metre . Sta: 1, Hopkins & others: 
with the Ebrene, with apt motes t synge thé witha, 
Faithfully p rused and alowed according te their 
enpernted in the Quenes maiesties Ininnctions, © Very 
Mete to be csed of all sortes of people prinately for thee 
solace & comfort: laying apart ali engaily Songe ant 
Ballasdes which tend only to the norishing of rye ost 
corrupting of youth, 

(Texts from James V. and Coloes, IIT. as before” 
imprinted at Lidon by Iohn Day, dwelling wr 

Aldersgate, cum gratia & prinilegio hegin, maiestobs, 
perseptennivm. An. 1562. 

(3) The Psalter of 1566 :— 
The whole take of Pralmes, collected inte Bagi! 

metre by Thomas SternAold, — Hopkins, and others: 
Conferred || with the Ebrue, with apt Notes) te fy 
them . O Newlye fet foorth and allowed iv te 
bly pb en Canon 1 
af \\ ter Morning and Kuening prayer: as aljo befor! 
and the at tome 
Sor their guilye folace and comfort, | woe 

ipa Fe yerhngg oe oc mig Rous || rif aa 

(Texts Jeues ¥. and Colows. Til. as ed ee 
@ Imprinted at London by John Day, dwellyng | or 

Alderfyate beneath Saint Martins, | 1566.) 
gratia & priuilegio Regis || Maiestatis. 

(4) The Pealter of 1567 :— 
Mualy fet forth ond aliemet tote fing in ot Gets 

.. [ap above.) J/mprinted ... Cum priuilagic Ret 
Maietatis per Decennium, 

The Srhedule in detail, with the omisxe 
of the editions in the Brit. Mus, Lib. wd 
elsewhere, from 1567 to 1577, which are al 
under the ten years’ Licence, is as follows — 
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LIST OF EDITIONS OF THE OLD VERSION, 1561-1578. 

2. 2. 3. 4 5. 6. | 1. 
Libr - Date. Licence and =| Imprint and 

Tithe. Use. Authority. Privilege, Remarks. Ee es ee | 
Soc. Antiaq 1561 | Psalmer. of | veri mete to te! Newt c “ ef. i J y fet) Imprintet ¢ This i Lond. David in Eng- | ceed of all sortes fourth ant’ al- jenden, by jun Version. ta lishe fetre, by of people prinatly lowed accord-| Day, &e.” Cum! cont sined the Thomas Sterne | for their gully, | yng... Iniune-| gratia & priei- | Hymns noted be- holds, &c. &e, tions, 1660, gio Regio Maies- | low, 

tatis, 

———— SS 
- ——_—_—_—_—_—— 

Unknown 1562 The whole Faithfully| Imprinte? ..,.| First year of the at presemt.* Booke perusel and) Cum gratia &| Seven Years’ Li- 
#*salmes, collect- alowed accord. | privileséo Aegive | cence for Private = — Englysh ing = --+ dn | maiestatic, per | Use. ‘etre tanections. . j Sta We &e me saa 

Novello 1563 The same, The same. The same, 
& Co. 

Brit. Mus. 1564 The same. The same. The same, 

Brit. Mus. 1565 The same, The same. The same. 

—S= _ 

The same. Newiyefetfoorth| Newlye fet! Imprinted ....| The First i Bodleian 2666 and to bee | foorth and ‘al-| Cum. gratia ‘& | for Public Vem Library. Soong of the per-| towed to bee | préwtlegio Regie | Churches, 
ple together, in’ ii of the | Mates tatis. 
Churches, before people at 
and after Morn- | in Churches, be 
ing and Ewening | fore and after 

yer: as al’o| Morning, &c.,, 
‘ore and after | &e, 

the Sermon, and 
morenuer in pri- 
unte houjer, &c. 

The same. Newly fet forth Newly fet) Imprinted ....| First of the Ten Brit. Mus. 1567 and allowed tobe forth and al-| Cum privilegio. .| Yearw’ Licence for Jong tn all lowed, &e. [an | per Lecennium, Public Use, 
Churches, &o. [as above), 
above). | 

Brit. Mus. 1577 The same. The same. The same. 

} 

578 The same. The same. The same, imted .... First Issue with 
. Mus- 2 Cum = priwil, Licence unre- Brit Maiestatis. stricted a8 to - 

time. 

in the fon of F. Fry, of Bristol, by Dr, H. Allon in 1460, and by 
— ses Collated vi deg ta — oe ivinesto? 5F2 pr. N. & 
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“Cum privilegiv" only, 
from John Day to his Executors an 

and finally to the Universities. 
isaue Was from Cambridge in 1828. 

aome 600 iff-rent editions of this Paalter. 
The foregoing Schedule brings the follow- 

ing facts clearly to the front :— 
1. That in 1561 a Partial Pealter with ao- | with something 

a8 P apron under | & printer to print or publish. This somthiay aay SPA hymns w 
an Interim Licence for 

2. That in 1562 the 
rivate Use. 

(Apreyprx L.] 

From the last date given in the above | Churches.” 
Schedule (1578) the publication was con- | titlepage of the Pealter as it jased thrmh 
tinued “Cum gratia & privilegio Regie | what we may term, its period of tral ire 
Maicstatis,” for several years. It finally read | 1561 to 1578, is of some importance in th, 

The printing passed | inquiry. Although the legal and techniat 
Suc- | meaning of the words “Newlse se foo 

cessors, then to the “ Company of Stationers,” | and allowed” is Licenced only, yet, whvn i 
‘Lhe last | reads as it does in the first issue for Pub 

In the | Use in 1566, “ Newlye fet foorth and allows 
Brit. Mus. Lib. alone there are copies of | to bee foon 

OLD VERSION 

This gradual expansion of th- 

of the people tozether, r 
Churches and after Morning and Enen. 
ing prayer: as also before and after the S:- 
mon, &¢.,”’ we are evidently bronglit face ae 

Tore than a simple Licewr t. 

must have been either a Positice Anthorily 
plete Psalter was | from a definite source, or such Sania » 

issued, together with the Hymns, under a | satistied both the Clergy ond the Peoph 
Seven Years’ Privilege to priut. 

to print was cut short b 
rfl ates for the Public ‘ial 
of both Psalter and Hymna. 

. That in 1567 this 
_ was regranted for Ten Years. 

5. That in 1577 this Privilege to print ex- 
este 

That in 1578 the new Privilege to 
was unrestricted as to time, an 

Positive Authority, either by Convocation « 
. That in 1566 the Seven Years’ Privilege | by Parliament, is unknown ; but s Sasctice 

an Interim | which was a sufficient security to both Clergy 
Private Use | and Laity, was known and accepted Tha 

lay first in the clause in the [njunctiow 1 
rivilege to print | 1559, that any intelligible hymn “or sng» 

the praise of Almighty God” might be sag 
before and after terug and Evang 
Prayer; and, second, this was strengthened ty 

int | the fact that the use in Public Worship of tee 
re- | Psalms and the Hymna, liad the willi ant 

mained so until the Psalter ceased to be | cordial Ls gett of the Queen's Cem! whe 
rinted in 1828. 

7. That the Us (col. 4) was, from 1561 to| astical authorities in the R 
1566, for Private Uae only, 

num amongst them the highest pwr 
é aetis 

speaking the Injunctions of 1559 rendered ny 
8, That trom 1566 to 1828 it was for both | action by Parliament or Convocation unser 

Public and Private Use. 

In this Schedule we have used the words | solutely from the 
Licence and Authority and Imprint and Pri- 
vilege (cols. 4 and 5) to distinguish between 
what seem to us to be two distinct features | this Psalter] of its Practical A 

sary, in that they proceeded directly and sb 
ueen’s Majesty. 

It must be noted also that “ whatever b 
the Legal and Technical ype : 

in the successive titlepages of the Psalter, | State, the State Services in 1576 [that is, we 
Taking first the column which is headed | Year before the ten years Licence and Priviley 
Licence and Authority we find the titlepage | expired], 

was begins with these few words ;— 
1561. Tae i ee ee ee 

privatly for their godly solace and comfort... Newly 
set fourth and allowed accordyng, de. 

These words were used with respect to the 
Partial Version of 1561, On the issue of the 
Complete Version vf 1562, it was expanded 
thus :— 

1662. Faithfully perused and alowed! according... 
Vary mete to be veed of all series of peuple privately .. . 

This rearranged and expanded wordin 
continued from 1562 to 1566, when it was stil 
further rearranged and expanded to:— 

1566. Newlye fet foorth and allowed to bee foong of 
the ¢ together in Churches, heforeand after Morning 
ant Auening prayer: as alfo before and after the 
Sermon, and moreover in prinate houwfes .. . 

In the issue for 1567 (the first of the ten 
years Licence atl Privilege) it reads -— 

Newly jet forth and allowed to be fong in all 
Churcher, af all the people together, before and after 
Sorning and Awening prayer ., , 

In these various vditions of the Psalter we 
begin in 161 with the simple expression of 
the authors’ opinion that the book is “ Veri 
mete to be vsed of all sertes of people 
prinatly ;" and to this end it is “ Newly set 
fourth aud allowed”: in 1562 it is * Faith- 
fully perused ond alowed” for the same 
purpose: in 1M it is * Newlye fet foorth 
and allowed to hee foong of the people to- 
gether, in Churches"; and later it is “in all 

aud 1580 [two years after the sm 
granted, without limitation as to tim, 

which quote it as if it were the caly pale 
book, are an evidence” of some importance 

OTe Pr John Day to print ne Privé to John Day to prot aoe 
— eran with the issue of the 15) 
artial Version, *‘Cum gratia & priuilere 

Regiw Maiestatis,” and continued the sim» 
1578, and after, with the two limitations 00!) 
“ per septennium” and “ per decenpium.” # 
given above. 

It is evident to our mind from these feu 
that at the first the putting forth of 'h 
Pealter and the Hymns was a tentative me 
sure only. This tentative measure evideo!.’ 
satisfied the Queen’s Censors that the whek 
book was in accordance with the Refirmed 
Teaching and Ritual, that it was calculate! 
to do good to the people. and that it "ass 
ceptable to them and to the clergy at lary 
These authorities therefore deemed it right 
raise the bonk from the position of a prima 
manual into a public and authorized bet 
for use in public worship. This they did & 
Licencing it to be printed and published ¥i!2 
the full knowledge that it was to “ bee foo 

* The Censors were ‘ The Archbishops, the 
of London, the Chancellors Br ie bluse 
Rishop bein Ordinary, and rebdeacon 
place” of ting. 

io 

t¥ 
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of the gaa 
o and after rm 

[Avrenpix L) 

together, in Churches, before adopted by, the English Reformers for use at 
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lng d Eueni : : ion of ; i ! alfa tists” aon 'g and Euening prayer: as | the Celebration of Holy Communion. It was 
after the Sermon.” Its ac- 

ceptance was universal, and continuous. 
The opening lines of the paalm-versions of 

this Pseatter are given on pp. 66-66, We now 
ive the /iymns. 

OW Version Hymne in the Pealter of 1561. 
i. #4yrmrns before the Psalms, 

Ql) Verat Creator. 
Come beoly Ghost eternal! God proceding from 

wa boc tae. 
(2) Verite exrultemus. 

core, amc let ve powe reloyoe And sing rnto 
the Lorde. 

(3) Be sreum. 
Wee praise thee God, we knowledge thee. 

(4) Fenedictus. 
The only Leord of Israel be praised euermore. 

(5) Magritsicat. 
My soule doth magnifie the Lord, My sprite eke 

euermore. 
C6) Nerve Limtttis. 

O Tlorte because my bhert's desire, bath wished long 

ronal «eo eh sins cr « ana - 
cr W hat ~ 4 soeuer he be that. 

(8) The Lamentation of a Sinner. (Marked N. at top.) 
O Lorde turne not away ty i 

oh’ #*r ayer. e a 

<*> oon “focher when in beauen art, Lord balowde be 

Ib name. 
Commandments. (Signed N.) 

Ge) i pl | mares, & what | say glue bede to vnderstand 

ii. Symmes after the Pralms, 

(11) The Fers Com mandments, (Signed W. Whit.) 

Attend my prople and gene eare 

Here follows ** An Addition thereto of 4st, of 41.) 

Whe spirit of grace graunt ve (O Lord) 

To kepe these lawes, our hearts restore. 

(12) The Lords #rayer- (Signed D. Cox.) 

Our father which in heauen art 

And rmakst vs all one brotherhode. 

atte at Cre 
altes. and confidence. 

+8? bane + Sty sprite, the Ged of myght, Comforter of 

we all. . 
Dea Lerrret ree. 

18) syed f im these our daics (O Lorde). 

(16) Goanes geuing 
after the receuing of the Lordes 

apie Pera’ be thanked for his giftes. 
No Acading- (Signed Robert isdom.] 

qit> o> Lorde by thy deare worde. 

paren t these hymns as they . bove represent these , 

The 2 athe isl Pealter, the headings only 

stood nedernized, except in the case of No. 
being, gp is as in the original. 
16. wh 1561 to 1566 additional « were 

tint the above. and in 1566 (the jirst for 
ee ee) the Pealter ineluded the above 

’ © + —— 

citi those Car spalecpey pa raaaaks 

cis) The Remible stl ©, . arty 
pend, 

O Lore Mort ing Prayer. (Signed T. Be.) 
19) . .~ Lord Oye Gentiles all. 

c irayts arveing Prayer. (Signed T. Be.] 
(20) Fteaf< » geue beede fuche as be. 

Bebold 2om a Sinner. 
(21> cComptla ete . 1 houfnefte doth fay. 

The F- i~ all my traf. 

I Pg AE errr 23) ba works of G . 

. oa 7° ridge ed. of the Pralter of 1662 me b 

In 2 ey mps are retained. Later the 

the ##" is y grew less until they num- dauelly grew 
umber Ff urtecn gS bog 

pered about P'tmns that which is historically 
or thee. jm portance is the “ Thanksgiving 

of the mo* ceiving of the Lord’s Supper” :— 
after the Pg thanked for His gifts. This was 

The oe ynetrical liymn written for, and | 
rs the fi 

first printed, so far as yet kuown, in the 
incomplete 1561 Pealter of Sternhold and 
Hopkins (as set forth gbove), p. 228, in 81 st. 
of 4 1., and in this manner :— 

= A thankes ——<—— the receuing of the 
La Supper. 

Sing this as the c.zzzeii (salm. 

The Lord be thanked for his giftes, 
And mercy everaore : 

That be doth thew unto his ‘aints 
To bim be laude therfure. 

The same form of this hymn was always 
retained. It passed the ordeal with the Psalter, 
and thereby attained, in common with the 
other Hymns numed above, av authority co- 
equal and co-extenpive with the Psalter it-elf. 
It must «leo be noted that it is an original 
hymu, and not a Metrical rendering of the 
Prose tr. of the “Gloria in Excelsis” in the 
Office for Holy Communion in the Buok of 
Common Prayer. 

The length of this hymn is somewhat fur- 
midable, and in these latter duys its 124 lines 
would be regarded as @ tax upon the patience 
of the congregation. When it is known how- 
ever that it was sung by those who had com- 
municated, and those who were waiting to 
communicate, whilst another portion of the 
people were communicating, that the congre- 

tion eat during the time it was being sung, 
at itcould be curtailed if the communicants 

were few in number, and that its object was, 
as George Wither says in defence of his hymn 
of 200 lines for the same purpese (fy. and 
Songs of the Church, 1623) to meet the * custom 
amoung us that during the time of administrat- 
ing the Holy Sacrament of the Lord's Supper 
there is some Psalm or pe sung, the better 
to keep the thoughts of the communicants 
from wandering.” its length is understood and 
accounted for. The practice of sitting during 
the singing of hymns in the Church of Eng- 
dand prevailed in various counties tu 1840. 
In several collectiona of Ps. & Hys. dating 
from 1830 to 1840 the duty of standing during 
the singing of the hymns, as against the 
practice of sitting, was strongly set forth in 
the Prefaces thereto. [England, Hymnody, 
Church of, p. $36, ii.] From this it is evident 
that sitting to sing at the Holy Communion 
had extended to other parts of divine worship. 

The history of the hymne for Holy Com- 
munion in the New Version of Tate and Brady, 
which superseded this hymn in Public Use in 
the Church, is given at pp. 901-2, {J. J.) 

Psalters, Versions in English, pp. 
926-932, Since this article was stereotyped 
we have received the following additions to 
the list of Psalters and Partial Versions of 

| the Psalms from Mr. W. L. Taylor, of Peter- 
head, N.B., whose collection of Psalters is 
very complete, 

1, 1670. Edward Roger. Joke of very godly 
Pralmes and Prayers... tredicated to the Lady Latice, 
Vicowntese of Hereforde. Black Letter. London. W. 
Griffiths, 1570, 

2. 1681. Anthonie Gilbie, the Peale of fond 

Truly opened and explained by Varaphras according 

to the right sense of curie Isalm set Joorth mm Latin by 

Theodore feza, and Englished by Anthonie Gillie. Lon- 

don. Henri Denham, 15*), 
3. 1664, Mhe Pealme of King Lavid, parophrased 

and turned into English Verse according te ie Common 

metre, Londen. ‘Thomas Gartheaite, 1664. 

if 
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4. 1764. W. Hooper, of Boston, Prealmz and Spiri- 
tual Songs. Printed for James Kivington, London, 
1764. A few original versions eed 

6. 1772. A New Version of the Pralms of David 
az weed in the Anglish Church in Ameterdam, To 
which in added the Heidleberg Catechism. Amsterdam. 
Gartman, 1772. 

6 1778. Andrew Waddell. G@. Buchanan's Pa- 
raphrase of the Psalms translated into English Verse 
with the Latin Text and order of construction. By 
Andrew Waddell, m.a., Edinburgh. J. Robertson, 
1772. 

7. 1786. William Barrett. The Hook of Psalms 
illustrated by an improesd translation with Notes, 
london. J. and J. Robertson, 1746. 

4. 1794 ER. Walker. The /ealmesof Darid Metho- 
dized, Hy R. Walker. Edinburgh. W. Creech, 1794. 

®. 1619. John Fry. Lyra agentes M7 Dies 
Translated and Expounded om the principles u 
Horsley. London. Ogle Duncan & Co,, 1519. fr 4 
verse version. 

10. 1824, William Hurn. See p, 545, i. 
11. 1829, The Psalms of David, Specimens of a 

New Version adapted for the use of Churches. L 
1429. Anonymous. No publisher's name. 1 vol. évo, 
162 pp. and Preface. 

12. 1830. The Book of Psalms, arranged metri- 
cally after the Vriginal Hebrew, and disposed in Chro- 
nological order. London, S. Hagster, 130, 

13. 1637. William Walford. The Book of Psalms, 
A New Translation with Notes, By William Walford, 
Tutor. The Academy at Homerton. London, Jackson, 
Walford & Hodder, 1537. 

14. 1844, J.P, Meik. Metrical Musings and Spe- 
cimens of a Proposed New Version of the Psalms of 
David, Calcutta, Printed at the Baptist Mission Hress, 
isa4. 

15, 1845. Fred Naughten. A Metrical Version of 
the Song uf Solomon, and a Number of the Palma. 9! 
a late Graduate of Oxford. London, Smith, Kider 
Co, 1845, 

16. 1846, John Jebb. A Literal Translation of 
the Hook af Uralma intended to Uustrate their Poetical 
and Moral Structure. By the Rey. Joln Jebb, a.m, 
Kector of Peterstow., Londen. Longmans & Co., 1446, 

17. 1847. John Imrie. The Book of Pealma in 
Metre conformed with the Hebrew Original, and from 
former Versions for Public and Private Devotion. 
Printed for the Author by Roberton & Co,, Glasgow. 

18. 1948. E. B. Burrow. Select Psalms in Angtish 
Verse, being a Verrion of 22 Pratm:. By the Rev. 
E, B. Burrow, #,a., Curate of Chelwood, Somerset, 
London. Longman & Co,, 154%, 

19, 1850, W. Rae. Specimens of an Improved Me 
trical Version of the Pealme; Suivmilted to the comzi-~ 
deration af the General Assembly of the Church of 
Scotland’. By Win. Rae. Edinburgh. T. Constable, 
14590, 

20. 1858, W, Shepherd. The Sweet /'salmist of 
fevrael im the Life of tatvid, King of Irrael, IMlus- 
trated by Aix own Pratms, newly Versified in Varions 
Metres. By the Rev. W. Shepherd, p.b.. Rector of 

Margaret Hixling, Essex. Laondovu. Bell & Daldy, 

21, 1858. Benjamin Weiss. A New Translation 
and Chronlogreal Arrangement of the Book of Mralma, 
with eritwal Notes on the Hebrew tert. By Benjamin 
Welss, Missionary to the Jews in Algiers. Edin st 
Oliphant & Co, t455. In blank verse, 

2:. 1860. Lord Congleton, The Pealms. A New 
Version by Lard Congleton. London. W. Yapp, 1860, 
A blank verse version, 

21, 1860. A New Metrical Version of the Pralms 
of avd, The first fifty, By KaAngixos. London, 
Aylot & Sun, l=d0. 

24. 1861, 0.0. Ministreley in Solitude A Poetical 
Version of the frst Fifty af the Pealms of Uavid 
adaptal for he Chamber rather than the Church. By 
U0, London, Arthur Hall & Co, 1861, 

25. 1863. John N. Coleman, A Hevision of the 
titherdsat Anglish Version of the Book of Psalms. Ry 

loln Noble Oveman, w.a., late Incumbent of Ventnor. 
Lawton, J. Nisbet & Ce. 1883. In bank verse, 

2, 1870. Four Friends, The Psalms Chremologi- 
cilla arrangel, An Amendet Version with Histo- 
rieal Introduction and srplanatory Notes. By Four 
Friends, laindon, Mactoiilan & Co. lato, In blank 
tere, 

27. E873. Spare Moments. Jems toocther with 
rome Selertel Jvalme. Buimbay. Thacker & Co, 1875, 
this is by a descendant of Coristopher Smart, p. 925, 
atel contains metrical versions of 44 psalms, 

us. 1873. Richard Phayre. Ar Pealter of the 

& Co., 1490. 

Psalters, Versions in German 
German versions of the Psalter have he 
paratively little influence on the devel 
of English Hymnody. The present 

ly has not been on tt 
scale as that on the tah Pealtera 
but is merely intended asa brief list of 
less complete versions in German rhyme 
No versions in bluuk verse or in rhy 
prose have been included, and as a 
versions are mentioned unless 
renderings of at least 50 Psalms. No 
has been made to include versions wri 
fore 1520, or later versions which he 
been printed; and only those wo 
enumerated rding which it has b 
sible to obtain definite information. T 
are given as shortly as possible. TI 

where copies of the various works in| 
at present (1890) to be found. TI 
principally the British Museum (refer 
B. M.); the Royal Libraries at Be 
Munich ; the University Library at Ge 
the Town Libraries at Hambury, Leiy 
Augsburg; and the library of Cc 
Stolbery at Wernigerode. 

The versions may be classed as fol 

I. Versions in Germany, not ineludin 
Catholic Versions. 

i. 1517-1560, 
1. During this od many ve 

single Psalms pnd gens in tl 
beoks of the Lutheran Ohurch, & 
Klug’s G. B., 1529, and 19 in Babe 
1545, while a still greater oo 
found in the Zwickan G. B., 
Rostock G. B., 1531. Bat no com 
sion was adopted for church us a 

made by M. Late 3 dae ¢ by M. Luther, J. Jonas, J. 
ree Hegenwalt, L. Spengler, 
P. Speratus, J. Graumann, J. Spa 
J. Freder, A. Knépken, J. Bosche 
Triller, and many others. The con 
sions were :— 

1. Der gants Psalter. isa [A 
Jobann Claus, of Ansbach tn 
beer oe but not intended for 

stelt. NOrnberg, 1642 (8. 2° and wera 
Hans Gamersfelder, of near 
Havaria. A sameerine recasts of versions 

Onslow, 4. 
Version of the Paalms, &c, ee 

U ~Mal 
| and Berka Burkard 
be tas pastor at AbRerode In ‘en 

vour, though never adopted for © 

Digitized by 



the léth cent vl cae ~» &t some Kept their 
the 17th. None have been tr. tes Engivh. 

; the FR main ¢formed Church a more pro- 
than rrr t ase Was given to Psalm versions 
Will shove { 2eUtherun, as the following details 

Ba els iso" tees ORStanz Viiw gsanghichle of 1826-40, out of Kir ame were Psalm-versions; in the Strassburg 
et Ff 1524-25 out of 30 there were 22; while the St ase 

in the burg #’salmen of 1530 contained Psalms only, 
chk : Ure /’salmen of 1537 hymns were o < ed, while in PE- H. Strassburg, 153, entitled ter, 
ne men vt Manickh. The copy is Pann Pilete, with only Ps. pach versions of all the ‘ms were imei Ti ©lacied, many being taken from J. Aber- 4 " 2. conteachser (see lens: Hoth parts, as united in ‘tie imed 156 Psalm-versions and 90 bymas. In Succeedimge eds, versions was of 1545-60 the number of I! saim- 

t reathly reduced. During this period de- Meuse: ms were versified by T. A Biaurer, W. : Same aie - wf *achstein, M. Greitter, L. Ocler, and others. a an ae #salter of 1538 another complete 

A 4. _ ae" Peentsz Psalter Dawids ... zur Airchéibung, 
I —— MPE. 2G38 (Afunich). This is mainly by Jacob Jachser, SO@metinae pastor in Augsburg. The versions pti Ppoor.and few of them passed into the hymn-books ve of Strassburg and Augsburg, 

$. Among the minor sects the only Psalm- 
f Utalars wihioss productions passed into the 
yinn-bomks of the Evangelical church were 

J. Aberlin (see below) and A. Reissner. The 
complete versions were — 

5. Der ga vete F*salter ... durch vil beriimpter fir 
—Dbitndiger Dichter unm Poeten. 1637 (Zurich?) (8. af) 
Edited ‘b Jeachim Aberiin, of Garmenschwiler in 

who supplied rende of Psalms not 
Previously versitied by others, A numberof his versions 
are in No. 6 below, but few are found elsewhere, save 
in the Strassburg bymn-books. 

Among the Fathusiasts a complete version 
ap as :— 

6. Der mew gesang peralter. 163% (Ulm?) 'Serlin}. 
This is basedi on the stant G. #., 1536, takes 42 
versions fromm Dachser, and 6+ from Aberlin, and in- 
cludes 13 by Sigmund Salminger, of Augsburg. Edited 
by Salminger or jointly with Aberlin. 

ii. 1561-1617. 
During this ried a considerable number 

of detached Psalm-versions apprared ; with at 
least 20 complete versions, one of which, that 
by Lobwasser, long dominated in the Re- 
formed Church. In the Lutheran Church 
wersions of all the Psalms, collected from 
Various sources, principally from Johann 

avcdebure Csee below), were included as part 

3 the ivché. Gesing, pub, at Frankfurt-am- 

Main in 1569. Versions of individual Psalms 
were made by N. Herman, C. Fuger, b. Ring- 
waladat, N. Selnecker, L. Helmbold, C. Schnee- 

ase, J. Fischart, D. Wolder, W. Ammonius, 
_ Miatimann, and others. In the Bohemian 

. n’s Kirehengeseng of 1566 a number cf 

Dontms-vorsions by J. Jelecky, P. Herbert, C 

Sirutschko and M. Polyearp were included 

- 156, ii.)-. 
oer a ne more important complete versions of 

im period were :— 
= = Lata pPaatter Lavids pesangeweie, in Dewdeche 

Reimen verfasset.  Frankfurt-am-Main, 1565 [/Mam- 
Preao-7)- By Johann Magdeburg, diaconus of the St. 
He atherine’s ehurch at Hamburg, Of these verwionus #4 

Sere tmclhuded in the Frankfurt AirchsGesing of 1569, 
peer Fe Frankfurt fralmen und Gesinge, 1683. o the 4 - A 

oP ay Peratter dess Kiniglichen Propheten bavide, 
- reymen ; werstendiglicA wad deutlich 

bee tate oipela. 1573. (Hamburg), "Ry ‘Ambrosas 
Sow nasser (p- 683, ii.),  Lobwasser was of the Lutheran 

1a not of the Reformed Church. He not only wrote to 

xe eaunes of the French Paalter, fneluding them in four- 

i” 
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harmony, but literally tr, the Marot-Beza versions. 
e had written his version fn 1565 and shown it to Duke 

Albrecht of Prussia, but from various reasons it was not 
then printed, and the Duke's death in 156% still further 
delayed Its appearance, Employed ut first only for 
private qilfication this version gradually came into 
universal use in the Heformed Churel, e.g. in Basel, 
1606; Hesse Cussel, 1606 ; St. Gall, 16:9; Dern, 1620; 
ZOrich, 1641, &c. This dominant position it retained 
LiL the mee of Jorissen’s version in 1798, and it 
was in recent times still nsed in some parts of Switzer- 
land. It was as wartnly tas it was warmly 
welcomed, and was stimatised by the Lutherans us 
(alvinistic, as mere rhymer’s work, as obscuring the 
Evangelical spirit of the Psalms, &c., and thus Becker's 
version of 1602 was published in oppasition. To the ed. 
of Lobw asser pub. at Herborn in 1593, and in meet later 
eds. there was added an —— of Kiliche Pralmen 
tnd geistliche Lieder, Of the melodies many passed 
into use among the Lutherans, and alo a few of the 
Paalin-versions, The only one tr. into Engtish is that 
of Ps. cxxxiv. (see p, 683, ii.) 

9. Der Pralter Darids Cesangweir, auf die in 
Lutherischen Kirchen thnliche Me'oleyen zuger- 
tehtet. ie, ° 1fo2 (evlin), By Cornelius Becker 
(p. 121, 1). is was written as in a genuine Lutheran 
spirit and to Lutheran tunes, tn order to counteract the 
faflwence of Lobwasser's version. It soon obtatned popu. 
larity, aod was set to four-part music by Seth Calvislus 
(Leipzig. 1606, 4&e.), and by Heinrich Schfitz (Freiberg 
in Saxony, 162%), complete /valler was adopted as 
part of the Welssenfels (. #., 1714, and a large propor- 
tion in the Dresden ¢. #., 1676. A few versions, euch 
as those of Ps. xsdik, cxvil., cxxl., are still in use in 
some = the first of these has passed into English 
(p. a5 

10. Himlische Cantorey, Das ist, ler Pealter — 
Gesangeweise, aul gemeine hekandte Me'odeyen, mac 
dem Teutechen Text wid Version D. Luther's dibergesetzt. 
Hamburg, 1604 (Hamburg), By Franciscus Alger- 
mann, 4 lawyer, and in 160% Landfiscal in the Duchy of 
Brunswick, Completed in 1594, and thereafter #t to 
music in four parts by the Harnburg organists Jacob 
and Jerome Pratorius, David Scheidemann and Joachim 
Decker, Only a few of these versions came inte Ger- 
man use, The 2nd ed., Heinrichetadt, 1610 (Herlin), 
was entitled Cithara Davidiea. 

Other versions of this period were :— 
Ll. Jie Pralmen Davids in Teutieche gesangreymen. 

Heidelberg, 1572 (8. Moand Kerlin}. By Paul Sehede or 
Metissus, afterwards chief librarian at Heidelberg, 
where he d. in lée2. It ts version of Ps. i-L in t 
Marot-Beza metres, 

12, ber Pealler des heiligen Kiiniges und Propheten 
Dauids: in kurtze cinfellige lewirche Reimen verfasset. 
Magdeburg, 1574 (Celle), By Georgius Henninges, 
preacher at St. George's church in Hannover, who d. 1550, 

13, Pralterium. Dos ie, frie ainhundert wm fiinf- 
zig Pealmen des hailigen Propheten Davide. Alyesburg, 
1574 (Berlin), By Gregorius SOnoderrelter, preacher at 
St. George's church In Augshure, 

14. fedichte. Dus fanglt wd letet Buck. . . be 
greiffend: Den gartzen I'salter dese Acniglichen 
Propheten Iqgouis, Niirnberg, 1679 ( Wolfenbwttel). By 
Hans Sach>, Apparently written after 1561. 

ts. Davide Himlische Harpffen von newwem awff- 
ae NOrnberg. 1581 [Wer nigerode, This copy 

fas fost its title), It is a reviston by Silnderreier of bis 
work of 1574, and is in gens oe a new Version. 

16. Der gantze Pratter Dawids , , . gesangeweise ge- 
Frank furt-am-3fain and Strantourg: 1582 [Her- 

By Cyriacus Spangenberg, sometime town and 
court preacher at Mansfeld, d, ifwt at Strassburg. 
There is a version of each Peale by himaelf (except Ps. 
xe,, Where he gives a version by his father), and a few 
by other hands, : 

it. Der Pecller Dawids...in dewtscke Vers oder 
Rythmos vertiert. Leipeig, 1683. By Nicolaus Hess of 
Naumburg. 

1s. Praimen des Kimiglichen Propheten Dawids auff 
die Frantzivicche Heimen und Art gestell. Speier, 
1hks (Munich), By Philipp the Younger, Baron of 
Winnenberg and Belelstein. Written about 1684. 

18. Der Pralter Geangeweise, inn verstendliche 
Deutsche eim Breshau, 1591, By Joachim Sartorius, 
Cantor at Schwetdnitz in Silesta, 

20. Der Psalter Gebetoweite, Liegnitz, 1601, By 
Marcos Buntzel, Burgess at Liegnits in Silesia. : 

21. Ler falter Davids. Magteburg, 1663 [Getha), 
By Elias Noricus, or Nrnberg, of Quedlinburg. 

22. Dess Kinighichen Propheten Traveds Pralter von 
reinen Llaren uvnd gantzen Jambis, Tihingen, 1604 

tin}. 
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'Géttingen). By Sebastian Hornmold, of Heilbronn tn 
Warttemberg, a Doctor of Lawa, and crowned as a poet. 

23. Der Paalter des Kinigs und Propheten Davids “Oy 
Reimsweise dibersetect, elmstidt, 1607 (2. <> 
Wolfgang Striccius, who describes himself aa tospertel 

and also town clerk of Puttensen, near Harinover 
24. Der Pealter Davide, Salomon und Syrach , 

Teuteche Reymen gebracht, Laugingen, 1604 (aie 
tingen}. By Zacharias Elring or Eyring, described as 
“Secretary of the Deputies of the Archduchy of Austria 
over the Enns.” 

25. Pharmaceutica Davidica; das ist Bine heil- 
wirtige und bewrhrie Araneykunst aus dem geist- 
reichen heili, Pealter det Kiniglichen P 
Davids. Schleswig, 1609 [Géttingen), Ry J nes von 
Elverfeld, who describes himself as clerk of the pro- 
vinclal court at Tondern In Schleswig (Griifl. Holstein- 
twcher Land- und Gerichtachrelber 2n Karhard bel 
Fondern), 

26. Der deutsche Pealter. Hamburg, 1669 [ Hamburg), 
By David Lange, German schoolmaster at Hamburg. 

27. Der gantze Pealter Parids, Nirnberg, 1614 
Berlin}, By Balthasar Heroldt, gunmaker in Nfrn- 

Hj Der Lutherisch Lolwasser. Das ist der gants 
Pealter Davide, Rothenburg on the Tauber, 1617 
Berlin}. By Johann Wuestboltz, #.., pastor at Ohren- 
ee on the Kocher, Wirttemberg. 

iii, 1618-1647. 
During this period the Lobwasser Psalter 

obtained its ascendency in the Reformed 
Church, and no considerable additions of merit 
were made to the Psalm-versions of the Lu- 
theran Church. Versions of detached Psalms 
were made by M. A. yon Léwenastern, M. 
Behm, A. Buchner, P. Flemming, J. H. 
Schein, M. Rinkart. B. Helder, Dietrics yon 
der Werder, G. Weissel, H. Albert, J. P. 
Titius, J. Rist, D, Denicke, G, Weber, and 
others. The more important complete ver- 
siona were :— 

29. ine Pealmen Pactds. 
Weisen gesetst. Danzig, 1637 [Wernigerode], hy 
Martin Opitz (p. 871, i.) A number had previously 
appeared, ¢.g. in his Zehen Pealmen Davids, 1634, An 
inoproved ed. wad pub. it 1639 (Herlin), but few came 
into C.U, in Germany, and none have passed into 
English 

30. Teutscher Poetischer Pralter Davids. Rinteln, 
1640 [Wernigerode). By Andreas Heinrich Bucbolts, 
sometime Professor at Rinteln, and finally Lutheran 
Superintendent at Brunswick, where bed. {op 1671. By 
his cers yraries this version was ranked higher than 
that .f Opitz, but it is diffuse and wanting tn force. 
Included tn his Geistliche Teutsche Potmata, Brunswick, 
1651 [Hoyal Library, Hannover), 

Other versions of this period were :— 
31. Der Paalter Davids Gesangweise abgesetset. Wit- 

tenberg, 1621. Hy Johann Thinnixer, w.a., pastor at 
Kirchberg near Zwickan 

Nach der Frantsdeiachen 

32, Musica PDaridica, oder SJavids Harfenspiel, 
GOstrow, 1625 [Hambwrg), Ry Sebastian Leopold. 

33. Der Paalter Davids in die gebrauchlichste Kirchen- 
wmd mil kunder! neuen Melodion 

Gerterel. Niirnberg, 1690 [ Wernigerade). By Ambrosins 

Metzger, who in 1607 became one of the mastem in 
the St. Aegidion school at Nilroberg, and d. at Nilrnberg 
ahont 14622, 

MM. Ite Pralmen frrcids, eempt andern heiligen 
Ceningen im vedic teuteche Verte gesetzt, NOrnberg, 
16s4 (#7. Mand Merlin.) By Johannes Vogel, who In 
1617 became Hector of the St. Sehald school at Narn- 

thonen gebyr ackt, 

berg, and d, at NOrpberg in 1663, He had previonsly 
poh, Zit? Palen Dacids at Nitroherg in 1628 
Trottingen 

1S. #enifeig Peatmen Tmvids, Wonigsberg, 1638 
(4, b-b; Ander Theil. Koolgsberg, 1643 (Ps, ij,-c.) 
[Both parts in Berfin), By Georg Wemer (Appx. II.). 

The versions are above the average {n merit, and 
few from pt came into German C. U 

Mh. Vermehrtes Faalailorch Hinteln, 1646 (Otin- 
cen). By lara Anna, wife of Heinrich Jollua son 
Zeresen, of Rinteln and Oldenderf, 

iv, 648-1687, 
The two createst hymn writers of this period 

produced a considernble number of Psalm- 
versions, viz. Puulus Gerhurdt, whose 

(Arrenprx I,] PSALTERS 

Church hymns include 27 Pealm-versio 
but‘ of cin English ©. an Rape 

t none are in ), and 
Franck, whose 110 hymns inelole 301 
versions. But in neither case were 
Pealm-versions 80 successful or fo gv 
used as their original reread Versi 
detached Psalms were made by J 
Pauli, Sebastian Franck, David yon ( 
Ludwig Vollbracht, and others. None 
= lete May ba this period are of 

t. They ine) 
a, kings phases: oe aes 
Hamburg, 1640 [osetingens Jvbannes Ne 
who in 1629 became werder, 0 
burg, and 4. 1654. io bao 30 selaensd Paco 

38. Musica St Cantorey. 3 
1656. [Géttingen.) By Daniel Zimmermam 
pastor at Neumark, near Zwickau. 

a. 2 nen pags ‘= Schlewe 
[Cette . By Coristian von court 
at Rendobuig ond superintendent of S 
Holstein (0. 1684). Principally based unm 0 
No 1 

fasset. Gi men, 1657 (5. M. und Rerlin). 
wig Vt, Landgrave of Hease-Darmetait (4. 165 

41. l. Psalmen Davids in Gobet und Lieder 
Stuttgart, 1657. y Phasing yi Greif, b. at * 
1601; apothecary d. there ‘63%. He 
viously rab. versions of Ps. 1-7 in hie Gestich 

3 
m 

(rermigeredaye By Georg Christoph Renscly 
time pastor at reuth. 

43. Wolgestititer wad mit Pale: 
Davidischer Jeans. Augste sogener 

{&. M. and Augsburg), By Nartias Rauner, ™.. 
of the St. Ann's Gymnasium at A’ (a. 

44. Daridischer Harfen-Schall, 
1670 [Géttingen). By Constantin Christian I 
cashier of taxes for the Electorate of Saxony, p 
Dreaden, where be d. in 1897, 

46, Lust- und Art des Kimighi. 
— Davids, Pema Se (8B. of, anc 

iy Wolfgang Helmhard, Baron von Hohberg 
genfeld in Lower Austria, who d. in exile at bq 
1688. The ed. of 1640 is entitled ne mit 
int titersogene heilige Kinigtiche Harffe, 4 

rg). 

nal 9 Christy Spreele. Jena, 1679 i}. 
sumetime pastor at Erfurt (d. 1706). ' 

4. Davidische Herts-Lust, Leipsig, 1680 [¢ 
By C. C. Dedekind (see No, 44). 

48. A. K. 0. Dawids des Sohne hai di. 
Brunswick, 1680 [#. Mf. and Géttingen.) Th 
Stechow, at Nordsteinbeck. 

49. Davidico-Evangedica, oder 
mpangilisehal, Harpffen. Giessen, 1685 tat 
Johann Braune, cantor at Hanau in Hr: 
Contains 68 portions of Pxalma, arranged ty 
— for Sundays and festivals, 

Davids, des Isvraclitechen Kimigt n 
pregheienl Harffen-Pralme. Pirna, 1685 [Be 
Justus Sieber, who in 1659 became pastor at 
on the Elbe, near Pirna, and d. 1695. He 
viously pub. a version of the Penitential 
1655 as ffavids... Bussfertiges Hertz, ox 
Rustgesange [Rerlin}. 

51. Der verfolgete, erretiete und 
das istalle Pealmen Davids in Reimen 
1686 (Gotha). By Gustay von M 
Altenwoga Qn Livonia, 1675 General- 

v. 1688-1754. 

During this period the tendency 
found hymns on portions of the Paaln 
pre Ae vet the bee Liowegth 
of select . or portions 
were made by J. C. Schade, F. R. 
Canitz, J, A. Freylinghausen, J. D. 
echmidt, H. G. Neuss, E. Neumeiste 
Laecher, 8. Franck. J. Neander, anc 

120 | The more important versions are ;— 

zed byG 
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52. Die Psatmen Davids, nach den mehrentheils be- » not originally intended fur church use. A considerable qaettore PE ng, Melodion Keim-weiss dersetzet. Stutt- | number passed into the hymn-books of the period, er. Ba. pee (ertin). By Michael Miller (p. 76,1). | the Act-Dessan G. #. 1260 Laneburg, 1767, Schleswig Danes trie cl. #salmen in deutsche a cee Holstein, 1780, &c. A fe» are found in recent collections, the Marot. pg ertin). By Ernst Lange (p, 687, ti.) in | eg. in the ScbaMmusen GB. ot wee se arot-Beza metres, 10. Davids ealter cor das Israel nach dem Geiste, Rberec a — butherrache Melodeyen in deuteche Lieder | Rothenburg ou the Tauber, 1162 (Wernigerode}), By tern - #aealmen Davids. Danaig. 1720 (Wermd- | Johann A Lebmus, after 1762 Lutheran superip- sg ren Ale. by Ernat Lange. Only a few of these | tendent at Kothenbarg, where he d. 1748, There are mto German C. U. 192 versions on the principle of New Testament inter- Other versions of this period were :— bee eae which are included in the Wart- SS. Die alte Zions-Harpfe dea hichstseetigen Konig: | 7). tersuch Veiner | reyeren : . Cebersetznng der Pralmen, FS ae — tet Pocten Davids Ehre, NOrnterg, 1693 | wm sie fir christh; Gemeine brauchbater su machen’ wuaetione mnercineee ee Adam Negelein, | Danzig, 1783 i. #) by Samuel Ludwig Majewski, in Vienna (4. 1702 ee tm Nimberg, and then court-poet at | 1791 pastor of the iteformed Church of £5, Peter, Paul G6. Dis” oo a . ; at Danzig, where he d.14u1. He included many of hetischs ‘marron Davids, ou Meet my inom versions in the Peaimen wna Lieder wom Getrauch > sec jeder, Casse } va a . . Caspar Brn. who Tim conrector of the which ry te in trea" — at Se opt A Cassel (4. 72. Newe Bercimung Pralmen, bestimmt fiir die ST. Geistliche geriihrte Harfe Davide. reformirt ‘hen , im @ 17Se. at Meatotne notdemkaetgcr si ghanl a | Sean “Wet st Wee General Superintendent of Warttemberg. i 

By Johants Paul Sevoavee  ¥ PHii8 (abitingen) 59. Ueberretzung dere heiligen Pealmen Davids. 

Be. ae GlGricatactt, ieee, Sealy Reeay oi Daten, Denmark, d. 1712 at Hamburg. 
60. Psatmen Davids... in Teutsche Verse . Zelle (Celle), 1719 (Gottingen), By J. Gerup, te. Joachtta Grupe, who in 1692 was Amtmann at Harburg, 

and a. 1729. 
61. Melodiae sacratissimac; dat ist pie heilige Psatmen des hocherleuchteen Konige und Propheten Davids, Zelle, 1722 [@attingen). My David Christian 

Danielis, im 1737, pastor at Ahiden, near Celle. 

eingerichtece r-ealmen Davita, Ntraban anne 
tingen). By Anna Elisabeth von Sebi married 
i704 to G. FF’. Behaim, Baron von Schw. d. 1716 
at Hirschfelde. mear Zittau. 

63. Der a David, Strassburg, 1726 
Bertin). By Georg Heinrich Lang, sometime pastor at 

fea aeten near pg | 
64. Psalmen Davids. Bremen, 1727 (Gottingen). By 

Johann Schiine, t1i.p. 
66, Oden Davids, coder feche Uelersetrung der 

Psaimen. Halle, 1746 (Wermigerode). By uel 
Gotthold Lan +. who r pal became or at Laub- 

. mnewr lle, and d, 1781. 
Meee lolteches Veryniigen in Gott. Hamburg, vols, |., 
fi., 17465 iti.—w., 1752 [B. M, and Wernigerode), By 
Conrad Friedrich Stresow, who in 1762 became chief 

rand probst at Burg on the Island of Fehmarn, and 
da. 1788. 

7. Bvangelischer Lieder-Pralter, Stuttgart, 1747 
om Mf. and Sertin). By ©. C. L. von Pfeil (p. 893, i.) 
on the principle ot New Testament interpretation, By 
double versions the numbers 212 ip all. 

68. Psalmen Davids, Haiberstadt, 1751 [Werni- 
gerode). By ee ree. court preacher at Halber- 
stadt, where he d. . 

vi. a ppt og P 
urin this period the tendency was to 

nee moral hymns rather than to attempt 
Pesalim-versions. Among the Lutherans the 
only Psalm-version that need be noted, besides 
those by Cramer and Lehmus (see below), is 
Ss. G. tirde’s Ps. exxvi. (see p. 194, i). In 
the Fteformed Church there now appeared a 
tendency to set as de the version of Lobwasser, 
The version substituted for Lobwasser in the 
Alt-Dessau G. B., 1766, is tnainly from J. A. 
Cramer, but parey sepeled by the editor, 
Simeon Ludwig Eberiiad de Marées (since 
1760 court preacher and superint ndent of the 
Reformed Church at Dessau, d. 1820), 11 of 
whose renderings are repeated in the Anholt- 
Dessau G. B., 1830. Later on the version by 
Jorissen (see below) came into favour, The 
principal ver sions of this period are :— 

ee. FPeoetische Uebersetzung der Paatmen. Leipal 
Tol. 4-, LTG5 5 Uh, 27595 Hi, 1763; iv. Tae Cera é. 

ed. 1763-64 in the #, af). By J. A. Cramer 
her, ii,). These versions are very free, and were 

‘enhaag wrt 
Amsterdam. Wesel, 1798 [ Wernigerode), By Matthias 
Jorinsen,in 174° preacher to the Geeman congregation at Tue Hague, d. 1823, This was written to Lob- 
wasser’s version, did so in the Rhine 1 as early 
as 1806, forms pens of the Elberfeld Reformed G. #, 
1853, and ts the basis of the versions In the Schaffhausen 
@. B., 184t, A number are included in Knapp's £e, 
L. 8., in Dr. Schaff's Deuteches G, #., 1860 and 1874, 
and others. 

Other versions of this period were :— 
73. Die Pealmen Davids im deutscher Moeaie, Hild 
a, 1761 [(#erlin). By Johann Matthaus 
Stoll, sometime pastor at Al » near Sahl (d. 1793), 

14. Die Mealmen in newen Liedern. Breslau, 1762 
#.M.) By Johann Georg Ruths, -ometine pastor at 
ichelan, near Brieg in Silesia, 
15. Boangelische Vachahmu der Pralmen Davids, 

Copenhagen, 1769 [B, M, and amb }} By J. A. 
Cramer (noe No, 69). Free versions of Py, 1.-xxx., om 
the principle of New Testament interpretation, 

76, (eiatliche Lieder und ——e in Nachah- 
mungen der tealmen Davids. Maunheim, 1770 (Her- 
fin). By Georg Friedrich Ludwig MOller, in 1764 pastor 
of the Keformed Church at Odenbach, near Meisenhetm, 
Rhenish Prussia. The last 31 Palms, 

TT. Moetische Versuche fiber die Hralmen. BOteow and Wismar, 1771 [B. a By &. F. von Engel, with 
preface dated at Loage in Mecklenburg. Of Ps. 1-41 
Pt Die Jeary wg oe gy ser eed eee Frank 
rt and » 5 pts, 3-14. By stan Friedrich 

Fischer, sometime cashier of the lotteries in the prinet. 
pality of Anspach. d, 1783, 

73. Ine Pealmen Davids in Liedern, Weissenburg, 
« 1, 1776; M.. 17TH yg Mi, 1TTo (pe. i. in Hertin), by 
obann Friedrich S.hitzinger, in 1742 diaconus at 

Weiss-nburg, near Ndrnberg (d. 1783), 
40. Versuch ciner poetischen UVebersetzung elniger 

Psalmen. Laipeig, 1779. By Karl Benedict Suattinger, 
who in 174 became rector of the school at Libben in 
Saxony, and d. there 1430. 

81. Postieche Uebersetsung der Psalmen Davide, Kinigeberg, 1782 pit ager By Withelm Lan, 
fornetime assistant pastor at Deutech-Thierau pear Komigaberg (d. 1782). 

82. Versuch einer poetischen Umschreitung smmt- 
licher Psaimen. Frankfurt-am-Main, 1783, By Sleg- 
turd Heinrich Gllidenfalk, elsewhere described as 
First], Hessen-Darmstidtisches Ober-Landkutmmis— 
sair,” d. 1747. 

83, Poetische Uebersetaung der Pealmen, nach ihrer 
Inhalt geordnet, Hannover, 1744 (4. M4. and Werni- 
en! By Johann Georg Brandes, described as Judge 
(Gerichts-Schuleze), 

84, Mealmen. Herborn, 1787 (Herlin), By Withelm 
Heinrich See), for 22 years chief pastor at Dillenburg in 
Nassau (d, 1793), 

46. ihe Psalmen dem Ainig David und andere 
heilige Singer  wachgesungen. Winterthur, i793 
(Werns }, By E,W. von Wobeser (p. 769, ii.). 

46. Christliche Umechreibungen der Psalmen, Niirn- 
berg. 1796 (Wernigerode). By Christian Friedrich 
Buchruker, in 1793 pastor at Klcin-Weissach, near 
Neustadt on thé Aisch, Bavaria, 

vil. 1817-1890. 
During this period versions of individual 

Psalms were made by FP. H. C. de Ia Motte 
Fouqué, J. F. von Meyer, E. R. Stier, C. J. P. 
Spitta, J. P. Lange. J. C. R. Sturm, and 
others. Versions, more or less complete, ap- 
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peared as follows, but few of their render- 
nga, save one or two by Ebrard, had passed 
into C, U. in Germany up to 1876. 

A complete Psalter, compiled from various 
authors, principally modern, appeared at 
Emden in 1876, for use in’ the Reformed 
Churches in East Friesland. An interesting 
collection ef Psalm versions was pub, as Die 
Paulmen inalten und neuen Liedern at Leipzig 
1882, ed. by A. Treblin, senior pastor of the 
Bervhardin church ut Breslau. 

87. Die /ealmen in Reliyionelieder. Quedlinburg, 
1st? (Berlin). By Helnrich Mdller. Selected Psalms: 

SH. Wethestunden einer edlen Seele, Hine Sammlung 
neu bearbeiter Davidischer /ealmen. Dresden, 1826. 
Ky Friederike Voigt, with a preface by C. A. te 

si, Harfenkidnge, Barwen, 1638. (Herlin). By J. 
. F. Winkler. St selected Psalms, 

90. agg hag ie dus dem allen Hunde. Hansel, 1838 
(#8. M.) By Eduard Eyth, finally, 1564-77, director of 
the Theological Seminary at Blaubeuren, thereafter re- 
fhe into private life at Ulm, d. i484, 50 selected 
"walrus, 
Ol, Die Pealmen, In einer Auswahl metrisch bear- 

deitet. Hannover, 1438. by Minna Witte. 
92. fhe Mealmen. Lieder der Andacht, des ‘Trostes, 
= der Erhebung, leipzig, 1544 [Merlin]. By M. A. 

ite. 
93, Pavids Harfe. Die Psalmen dichferisch gereimt 

und dem bilischen Grundterte getreu. Leipaig, s. Dp. 
tH44 (4. ML). By Ernst Maller, desc tbed as senior 
master of Che girls’ department of the Town School 
(ObermBdehenlehrer an der WOrgerschule) at Saalfeld, 
near Elbing- 

94. Die Paalmen in Kirchenmelodien iibertragen. 
Leipzig, 1445 [(Wernigerode). By Friedrich Augu.t 
Kithe, in 1819 chief pastor and superintendent at 
Allstadt in Sachse-Welmar (1. 1450). 

95. Deutsche Akkorde auf der Jiacidischen Harfe. 
Lauban, 1845. By Th Hofferichter, sometime 
teacher in Sileda in connection with the so-called 
ristian-Catholic churches. 
96. Peolmlieder, oder Ine Pealmen in singhare Lieder 

umgesetet. Heutlingen, Is44 [Merlin]. By Johann 
Christoph Blumhanit, alter 1442 director of an asylam 
at Rad Holl, near Giippingen, Wilrttemberg, d, 150. 
105 versions, embracing the complete Psalter, 

9°. Ansgeunihite Pealmen Davids, Erlangen, 1852 
[ Wernigermie), By Dr, J. H. A. bbrard (p. 320, §.), 
Good and faithfal renderings of 32 Paalms. One or two 
are found tn recent byton-books of the Heformed Church. 

96. Die Pealmen /avids in Nirchenlieder fir die 
Adiualiche Antacht,  Pirestau, 1554. By Sigikmund 
Friedrich Gottlieb Schneider, p.»,, pastor at Lossen, and 
anperintendent of the distriet of [rebnitz in Silesia, d, 
1H66 

0. Der Pealter im Kirchenlied. Berlin, 1460. Dy 
Christian Gottfried Moritz Janj, Lutheran pastor, whe, 
io 1845, was iving in Leipaig. 

10). Daeid-Lieter, In evangelischen Kirchenme- 
lodigen nachgesungen, Rostock, 1860. By BR. Giebner, 
pastor at Strelitz in Mecklenburg. 

101, Finfeig Psalmen. Aus dem Grundtezte, Leip- 
vig, 186) (#. ML). By E. W. Lassner, sometime 
daconns at Gebnitz, 60 selected Psalms, 

12. Jie Psalmen der heiligen Sch ift, Im Dich~ 
fungen. Leiprig, 661 (8. WM.) By Jalius Hammer, b. 
at Dresden in Isto, do ot Pillnita, 1662. 

103, er Paalter in modernem Gewande. Stuttgart, 
1862. [Wernigerode. RB. Mf. has and ed., 1466), Hy 
Friedrich Hermann EKytel, in 1961 pastor at Matcbingen 
in Wirttemberg = 1569), 

104. Awagewuhlte Pealmen metrisch nachgelildet. 
Neuwied, 1863 (Angsberg), By Karl Hetnrich Sack, 
sometiwe professor at Bonn, d. 1976, 

105, ie Psalmen der alten Hebracr in newer Gestalt 
wed Anschauung. Neawied, 1864. (#, WM.) By tr. 
Georg Heinrich Jahr, who was from 1423 to 1830 master 
in the Moravian schools at Neuwied, b. 1801. 
. Hs (Me 150 Pealmen, Situmern, 1864 [Merlin]. By 
*, Keller, 
luv. Jer biblische Pealter in kirchlichen Cesang- 

weiter. Kilenburg, 1868 [Wernigercde). By Johann 
Daniel Viirekel, in 1820 archidlaconus at Eilenturg in 
Saxony, and still living there in 1486. 

108, J'salmen Afange. Stuttgart, 1980. By Karl 
Seldenmlel, professor at Nastatt in Haden, 

109. Die Peatmen der Ribel sm Lied. Basel, 1881, 
By Helvrich Erost Gebhardt, sometime Catholic Apos- 
tolke mbnissver ot harlerube (hb, bet, 

110. Psalmenkldnge. 1882 [ Wernigerad’ 
Heinrich Theodor — sch wartzkepi, pastor 3 

tank cog Jobn’s Church in the Neustadt t Werngenie 
686). 

11k. Die Pealmen. Liederbuch de alien wei wae 
Gollesvolkes, Im Nachdichtumgen. Leipeig, |e 
8, M,). E. Sartorius (Emil Schneider), dedscanad » 

fessur Delitzsch. This is in rhyming sane 
furm, each Psalm being ass rule summed op in ae 
sonnet; Ps. cxix, having cight sonnets deroted w a. 

Lid. Die Psalmen Davids in Freier poctuher Carr. 
fragueg, Halle, 1839 (8. JO} By Guster Bebe 
pastor at Bubla near Nordhau-en. 

IL, Versions in the Geravin Reformed Churi 
in Siitzerland. 

As a rule 4 considerable propertion of 
Psalm versions are foumd in the Hymn bok 
used in carly times in tue German Svie 
Reformed Church, ¢4., nm the Constan G 8 
of 1536-40, the St. Gall of circa 1553, and the 
Pealmen und geistliche Gesdinge, Zorieb, 1b, 
while in the collection of Conmd Wolian 
(pastor of St. Leonhard’s church at Bese, 
rinted at Zurich in 1559, versions of all the 
salms are included, Lary ¥ taken fre 

Burkard Waldia (see No.3 above) The aly 
complete version which attained anything 
like general use was that of Lobwaser (i 
No. 8 above), which continued in almost up:- 
versal use up to 1775, and was etill nosed to 
the country parishes of the Cunton of Basel, 
and in the Canton of A LL, even ater 
1830. In the Ziirich 6. B. of 1787, a number 
of Psalm versions were include, principals by 
Salomon Wolff, pastor at Wangen, near Zines 
(d. 1810), while the Bern (. 8. of 1773 om 
sisted principally of P-alm versons by Stayer 
(see below), Among the recent hymn bows 
that of Ziirich, 1853, contains hardly any 
Psalm versions, and that of Basel, 1854, neat 
whatever; while the Berm of 1853 has it 
(principally from Stapfer and Spreng) the 
Schaffiausen of 1841 bas 74 (prinvigalls 
from Stapfer, Spreng and Joriswn), ant the 
Aargau of 1844 has 42 (partly by Ababas 
Emmanuel Fidhlch, sometime pastor # 
Ménthal near Brugg, d. 1865). The versium 
produced in the Swiss Reformed Churrh «r: 
Inostly attempts to supersede Lobw ser. hut 
the only two which did so to wny extent Ber 
those of Stapfer and Spreng. They © 
clude— ss 

7 Cottsaligen Komi Ri 
(Pree peo yg de Prather anh, 17M (dene 
Town Library). By Johann Caspar Hardmeyer, © 
time pastor at stetien near Zilrich. 

1h4, Ferbesserter Lobwaseer : [eas ist, die ol Pyelnes 
Davids .. . in heutige Hocktewtecke Sprack wnd Kem! 
Art. ZOrich, 17v4 [Zirich Town Libniry.) By lant 
Holzhalb, described as Zunftmeister at Zirich. 

115 Newe Ucbersetzung der f'salmen Davids bee 
1741 Epes peal le dong moo orp ' om 

oi ™ ‘ , a. Ties, 
Led hag oll editions, and was for some time & PF 

Slee fie esbroaii Lobwasser's Al-Testec ter: 
sung der Psalmen fraveds , . , vérbessert. Bel it 
By Johann Conrad Gottirted Wildermett, wmrcet 
pastor at Biel, d. 1758, pore 

LT. Ine Pealmen Davids... aust rene 
Verse withersetst, Zirich, 1763 [Zierich Tew Lilesty. 
Ry Johann Rodolf Ziegler, canon of the vatberal © 

wie. aummtosene Peainen_ Devil Ih. 1, Tink 
1765; iL, ZOrich, 1768 [Both parts in Zerich 
Library). By Jobaun Caspar Lavater (p- 666.1); so 

119. /nie Pralmen wnel Festlieder fur den 0 Ter 
Gottesdienst der Stadt wad Landechaft Bern. | ' 
1776. (zerich 1 ran Library.s Ry solsaee Supls, 

)) at le & J 

TS este Evatean in grossentheds #0" 
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PSALTERS 
Veber ng. Setzru Basel 
Riggen + 1868. By Dr. Christ. Jobann 
|. Toe°ee- Somaetime professur of Theology at Basel, 

a ELL. Roman Catholic Versions. 
a n account of German Psalters would be 
complete without some mettion of the 
oman Catholic versions. Very little infor- FRI pes as however availible regarding these, 

and, excepting those by Ulenberg, they do not on to Possess much intriusie value or to pe exercised any great intluence on the 
ri clupment of German Roman Catholic 
Oo ymnody. In the ordinary services of the hurch the Psalter continued to be used in the Latin WVulgate version. The German 
Homan Catholic ymn-books, from the earliest 
CMichael Veise’s New Gesangbiichlein, Leipzig, 
1537) onwards, as u rule contained a certam 
proportion of Psalm-versions, but vo complete 
rhymed German version of the Psalms ap- 
pears to have been authorised for use in any 
diocese im Germany. The only complete, or 
upproximately complete, rhyming versions 
made by private individuals, that it has been 
possible to trace, are tie following — 

L121. ter gantz #salter Davids, nach der gemeinen 
alten Kirchtschen Latinischen Edition auf vers und 
sieimweiss gar trewlich verstendlich und geschicklich 
gestellet. Cologne, 1574 [Augsburg], By Rutger Edin- 
am “A few of these passed tuto the early KR. C. hymn- 

= 
122. DMte f’*saimen Dauids in allerlei Tewtache gerang- 

veimen Grachkt. Cologne, 1542 (8. M, and Herlin). + 
Caspar Ulenberg, then RK. C. fat Kalserswerth (4, 
at logme 1617). This is one of the best léth cent, 
Versions, and rmaany passed into the R.C, hymo-books, 

123. Der Fsatter Dacids. Dresden, 1599 [Herlin), By 
Vitus Abel Exnmdter, elsewhere described as “of Carls 
bad, im the serwice of the Elector of Saxony.” 

124. Seelen J-ustgart: das ist der gantee Psalter. 
St. Gall, 1610 [Augsburg]. By Melchior Ullldin. 

125. Die Faatimen des _—— ichen Propheten Davids: 
In Teutsche Heymen und m eerfasset. Mainz, 
1658. This work has als a second tit, innit g 
Kayserlicher Fsalter, das ist Die Pealmen dawides, &e., 
dated ee ae 1654. [Gottingen.} No 

: f author is given, 
melas. *Harpiren freaavids mit teutechen Saiten beapannet 
«2. « Geaa wrwoeise angerichtet. Augsburg, 1689 (4. M, 
and Wernigerode). In the preface it is said to be for the 
use of the Aastrian, Iavarian, and Swabian ladies, The 
<olophon describes it as“ by one of the Society of Jesus, 

127. Mer schine Pelmen- Brann des Adniglichen 
Propheten Davids in hochteutsche Reymen gerangsweise 
eflossen. Frankfurt-am- Main, 167%. By Johann 

Tihiipp. Baron von Schinborn, who d, 1673, a8 Bishop 
r f b . P 
. te Nag ey der Psalmen in gebundener Schreibart. 
Kempten, age [ Augeury. By /*. Camillus a Praesent. 

men ze. Lote 2’ se biblische Gealinge in deutsche 
“ 2 Augsburg, 1747 (Augsburg). ly F. K. Ktenie. 
sie O78 bie op oalmen lyrisch @bervetst. Hilteshelm, ¥ 

&c. Ky Joseph Atiton Cramer, b, 1737, sometime 
Jeeuit professor at Hildesieim, where be d. 1704. 

1. sete #salmen...in gereimien Verven. Augs- 
burg. 1419 (Augsburg). By Franz Joseph Weinziert, in 
1806 aa 9 @t Regensburg cathedral (d. 1629). See 

. 6. i. a - 

aleot- dimen und Gesinge der heiligen Schrift. 

Freiburg, 1417 Seaapiig wrap By Marx Fidel Jick, 

in 1208 R, Cc. pastor at Triberg in the Black Forest, 
133. F*salterium : oder Huss - Het- Preis-Gebete det 

Psatmen Davids in gereimten Versen, Landshut, 1652 

{[ Afunich). By Simon Buchfelner b. 1786, sometime 

Prarr-V fear at Alt-Octting in Bavaria. — 

434. Das Buch der Psalmen in gereimten Versmasse 

wbersetzt. Munich, 1963 (# M.) By Heinrich Hayd, 
described as p.p. and Kaplan, : 

135. Die Palmer metrisch dbersetzt, Vienna, 1464 

(eB. M. and oh Ry Dr. Adolf Brecher, with 

preface dated Oliniitz, Oct. 1463, 

"Lhe above article, though doubtless imper- 
fect, contains en approximately complete list 
et versions of the Psalter in German rhymed 
werse, and is much fuller than anything which | 

(Aprenprx LJ TE DEUM 1547 

has yet appeared in Germany. For kind help 
in its compilation thanks are especially due to 

Professor Lr, Oscar von Giebhantt, Berlin ; Dr. Eduant 
Jacobs, Wernigerode; Dr. Laubmann, director of the 
Royal a at Lary wal = dy ae ees Dr. 

own 1 ig burg ; kK 
Elberfeld; Pastor Carl then, DD, unease 
minariehrer Wilhelm Bode, Litneburg; and M. Felix 
Bovet, Grandchamps, Neuchatel, 
Among the now-rhyming versions tay be mentioned 

sora A Moses Mende t (Berlin, 1783); F. T. von 
Schiin (Vienna and Leipalg, 1748); J, V. F. Zobel 
Augsburg, 1790); J. R. Schifrer (Berm, 1412); M. 
ndemann (Ramberg, ixi12); G. F, Hillmer (Breslau, 

1817), F. W. Goldwitver (Sulzbach, 1827); J. B. Konlg 
re ae » IKS0—31); Ferdinand Stermeder (Ling, 1459); 
‘ilbeln Piath (Hamburg, 1466); Gustav Hickell (Inns- 

bruck, 1883. ‘This is vol. fil, of bis Dichtungen der 
Herder); while most of the recent German com- 
mentaries on the Paalms contain a version according 
to the paralielisme of the Hetrew. 
We may add that some collections of hymns have 

appeared under titles which conveyed the erroneous 
impression that they consisted of Mxalm versions, Ge 
the Pealmodia Evangelica (Wolfeblittel, 1627) o' 
Albert Liders (Gottingen); the Hertzens Peatter (Bres- 
lau, 1662) of David von Schweinitz (RB. Mj; the 
Greiffenbergische Pealter wad Harfentust ( Altenstettin, 
1673-75) of Johann Miller (Hist. amt Antiq, Society at 
Stettin); and the Davidischer Horfenspiel (NOrmnberg, 
1762) of N. E. Zobel [Royal Library, Ha: mover). 

After this article had been finally arranged 
the cstezesting work of Dr. O. Wetzstein en- 
titled Die religitive Lyrik der Deutechen im 
19 Jahrhundert (Neustrelitz, 1891) came to 
hand. There at pp. 310,311 is a long note 
on recent German versions of the Psalms, 
Those not noted above are the versions by 
Hermann Briissow, photographer in Danzig 
(Pealmen Davids in Liedern, 1884); by Wil- 
helm Preger (2’salmbiich'ein, Rothenburg on 
the Tauber, 1886; 2nd ed. Giiterstol, 1883, as 
Stimmen aus dem Heiligthum); and Professor 
Dr. Watterich (Die Paalmen metrisch ithersetst, 
Baden Baden, 1890). (J. Mj 

Te Deum laudamus, pp. 1119 - 1234, 
The following additions to this article must 
be noted :— 

1. At the end of §i. Authorities, 1119, ii. 
read :— 

There is an interesting article (by Dom G. Morin) in 
the Heoue Benedictine for April 1490, pub. at Mared- 
sous, Belgium, “L'Auteur du Te Deum.” Morin ateri- 
butes the introduction of the hymn (verses 1-21) into 
NX, aly to Abundius Bp. of Como (422-464) and Nicetas 
ee of Aquileia (454-485), and bence explains the titles 
which attribute the bymn wo them as authors. 

2. At the end of § vi. Versions, i. Old Ger- 
man, p- 1127, ii. read ;— 
The Icelandic Post-reformation Graduate (in use up 

to the end of the last century) contains a version in a 
sort of rough rhyme, beginning 

Herra Gud fig beldram vier 
Herra God vier Pockum pier 
Dig Fadir Ellijfe 
Vegeamar allt Jardrijke. 

The literal transla'ion of verse 16 is “The Virgin's 
womb hast thou not despised: thus mankind is loosed 
through the Grace.” The copy quoted is Editio xix, 
anno 1779, ip. 251-256, 

3. At the end of § vii. Liturgical Use 7. (4) 
(Rubrics of the Roman Brev.) p. 1130, i. 

— + 

Dom G. Morin sums up the case of present tsage 
thus: “ Aujourdbul... comme chacun le sait dana la 
liturgie romaine on ne chante réguli¢rement le Te Dewm 
aux Matines que «i l'on doit chanter le gloria in excelsis 
a la Messe,” fc. p. 155 note. 

4. Read on from p, 1130. ii. immediately 
before § viii. Musical Settings, as follows :— 

In Appendiz B to Mr. Walter de Gray 



1548 TE DEUM [Avpenpix 1) VIVA! VIVA! 

Birch’s volume edited for the Hampshire Re- | a very primitive text of the Te Dex. 
cord Society in 1889, An Ancient MS. of the 3th 
or 9th Century formerly belonging to St. kb 
Abbey or Nunnaminster, Winchester, a remark- 
able text of the T+ Dewm was printed for the 
firat time, though apparently without the edi- 
tor’s fully pereviving its importance, It is 
contained in u small ws. of 7 leaves, now 
nombered Harl. 7653 in the British Museum, 
but also bearing the press-mark Add. 5004, 
and once bound with Add. 5002. It is ina 
bold Irish hand, apparently of the 8th cen- 
tury (see Brit. Mus, Catalogue of Latin MSS, 
with facsimiles, p. 61), These leaves contain 
a certain number of prayers and Litanies and 
a hymn on fol. 7, headed Oratio, beginning 
“In pace Christi dormiam | Ut nullum malum 
uvideam—in which Enos, Helias, and Saint 
Patrick are invoked, The Te Dewm runs a8 
follows (fol, 5 4):— 

In pomine del sommi.| Pater immensae maiestatia 
per uenerandum fillam tuum uerum unigenitum te 
deprecamur ut amoris ardor sugeatur in nobis. Sanctum 
ny parecietum spiritum oramus ediuuare nos. (1) 
Te dominum con-{fol. 6)-fitemur. Te deum lasdamus. 
(2) Te aeternom patrem omnis terra ueneratur. (3) 
Tibi omnes angeli tibi caeli et terrae et previcani ed canest 
tates. (4) Tibi cherubin et seraphin incessabill noce 
proclamant. (5) sanctus sanctus sanctus dominus deus 
sabacth. (6) pleni sunt caeli et terra gloria tua osanna 
in excelsis. (7) Te gloriosus apostolorum chorus (#) 
t prophetarum laudabilis numerus. (9) Te martyrum 
candidatus exercitas (10) Te per orbem terrarum 
sancta confitetur ecclesia (11) patrem lomensae maics- 
tatis (12) uenerandam tuum oerum unigenttam fillum, 
(13) Sanctum quoque paracletum apiritum, (14) Tu 
rex glorise christe (15) Tu patri sempiternus és fllos 
Fol, 6m) (16) Tu ad liberandum mundam suscipisti 
1ominem non aborrulsti ulrginis uterum. (17) Tu de- 
ulcta morte aculeo aperuist] regna caelorum. (14, 19 
To ad dextram sedis in gloria | wiedor ager was (20 
Te ergo quesumus nobis tule famulis subvent quos pre- 
thse sanguine redembsti (21) aeternam fac cum sanctis 
fo gloriam intrare :—lheus altissime deus misericordiae 
qui solus sine peccato es. Tribae mibi peccatori fidu- 
ciam in Ula bora propter multas miserationes tuaa etc.” 

It may be noticed that the writer once at 
least elsewhere seems to write as a woman, 

us on fol, 7, “ Suseipe orationem famule tue,” 
though here * peecatori” is used. 

This text of the Te Deum stands alone 
in ending at verse 21, which we have seen 
was concluded to be the original close of the 
hymn, ut any rate in Latin. It agrees with the 
other [rish texts in the most Sprains and 
probably correct reading “Tu ad liberandum 
mundum suscepisti hominem.” But it has 
also the following extremely peculiar reud- 
ings :—in verse (1) the inversion; (3) “caeli 
et terrae;” (6) the addition “osanna in ex- 
eelsis”; (9) the omission of “laudat”; (16) 
“ aborruisti” for “ horruisti"; (17) the whole 

verse showing « conflation of two readings, 
“«devieta morte and “devicto mortis aruleo,” 
vod esp. “apernisti” without “ credenti- 

bus”; poesihly the correct reading, 

It is at any inte more intelligible than “ine 
eredors o-se venturus™; (21) “ in gloriam in- 
trae” may be either the original reading or 
itimay be an attempt to soften “ munerari,” 
tuken in a Pelagian sense, 

[i any case this text confirms the Irish text | af, 1961, and since then 
in an important partionluer. 

If the legend which connected St. Patrick 
with Lerins hut any foundation (see J. H 
Talis St. Datrich, Apostle of Ireland, p. 336, | Prayers. 
Dahlin, IS64), it might reasonably account for | 1880, 

t 

preserved in Ireland. {Jomy 8. 

Thomas of Celano. It is « 
remarkable that neither the date of t 
nor of the death of this writer, whos 
80 intimately associated with the Die 
on record. He was a native of ( 
emall town near the lake Fucino, 
farther Abruzzo, and hence hie » 
Thomas of Celano. Several of the 
tants of this town were driven there 
Frederick 1. in 1223, and Thomus » 
rest. He found his way to Assisi,ant b 
monk there during the lifetime of St. 
The Franciscan Order wie establi 
1208, ‘Vhomas was therefore one of th 
studcnts at Assisi, He was subsequent 
tus of the convents of Worms Ma 
Cologne, and afterwards sole custs 
Rhine districts.” The lust named appo 
he held till 1230, when he returned & 
As intimated above the date of lis « 
not on record. It is sometimes given, 
His cluim to the authorship of the D 
is discussed at p. 296, i. Thomas alo 
Life of St. Francis. [ 

Viva ! viva ! Gesu, Che per mic 
omigeorr The author of this 
ymn is unknown. In the Index 

People’s Hyl. 1867, it is attributed 
Alfonse” ( ri), but we know of nc 
rity for the ascription, The hymn i 
in the Raceolta di Grazioni ¢ Pie Op 
Indulgenze, and is one of the “ Asp 
Divote” therein. It is usually rege 
being of the 18th cent, but we have f 
trace it beyond this work. The orig 
the stanzas in ©. U., as in H. A, &. 
others, read ;— 

“* Viva! viva! Gesu, Che per mio bem 
Tutto tl Sangue vered Sue Veoe. 

‘* 11 Sangue di Gesu fu be mis Vite; 
Benedetsa la Sua Bontd infieita 

” Ques aes Se ee 
dail’ Inferno {] Mondo ha riscattan 

“ Dy Abele fl Sangue va venedetta, 
Qual at Geos pir na penduae epee 

“ Se di tal 1} nostro coe 
Fugge il minora dl ltvin ferore. 

* Se di Geru »! exalta il Divin Sangur, 
Tripudia i] Ciel, trema I’ abieso ¢ lange 

“ Tclamo dunque insiem oun energla 
Al Sangue di Geen gloria «i dia. 

Faber in his note appended to bis 
this hymn saysi— 

* To all the faithfal who aay ur sing the abore 
Pins vrr. (1800-1423) grants an indulgence of 11 
applicable alec to the souls in . 

This bymn has been tr, as:— 
1 Jesus! Hail! Who for my make, & » Hail 

bus ; (18, 19) | Faber, in his ys. for St. Wilfrid's, 1M%, p 
This reading may poasibly be the more ancient, | Jews and Mary, &., 

jex | i# siven in several col 
1849; and hie Ayes, 18 
ections, incloding the 

Hyl, 1867, and others, 
2. Glory be to Jesus. 4 

Hye. for the Use of the Birmingham Grater 
in 9 wt, of 4 1, and again in hie 
1473, as a “ Hymn to the 
omission of #t, ty. apd 3 

collections either in its full or in an 

A tr, of the Raceotta di Orasioni, ¥8 
as The Raccolta: Collection 

Tranalated by Ambrose 
In it Caswall’s tr. as above 

By E, Caswall, 

gitized by Ge 



YOUNG, E. M, 

bodied in full at p. 119, and therein it is said 
that the compiler of the was @ 
Roman priest of the name of Telesephoems 
Galli, who d. in 1845. There is uo evidence 
to show that Le composed the “ Viva! viva! 
Gesu.” (J. J.) 
Young, Edward Mallet, m.a.. «. of Sir 

G. Young, Bart., was b. Jan, 24, 1839, and 
educated at Eton end Trinity College, Cam- 
bridge; B.A. first class Cluasical Honours, 
1863, und Fellow of Trinity College, 1865-78. 
He becume Assistant Master at Harrow School 
in 1865, and Head Master of Sherborne Schouol 
iu 1878. He entered Holy Orders in 1869, and 

(Aprenpix I.) AETERNI CHRISTI 1549 

was Select Preacher at Cambridge iu 1876-79, 
and Hon. Canon in Salisbury Cathedral 1891. 
In 1888 he edited Hys. for the Use of Sherborne 
School, au excellent collection for its special 
purpose, and to it he contributed :— 

1, Abide in Me and Iin you. Gaion with Christ. 
2. Beneath the fig-tree’s allent shade, St. Bartholo- 

mew. 
3. Captain of our salvation take, wher days. This 

ia C. Wesley's on rewritten and adapted for Public 
Schools (see ii.). 

4. O me 1 and boly, This ia the altered form of 
Dr. Butler's hymn noted on p, 1308, i., 5. 

&. We praise Thy grace, U Saviour. This is an 
altered form of Bp. How's hb noted at p. 540, Hi., 28, 

6. When to dark Moriah’s aide. Easter Bee. (J. J.J 

APPENDIX—PART II. 

A 
blessing on our pastor's head. J. Mont, ry. 

cpr Ministers.) Written Dec. 26, 1840, for the Jubilee 
of the Rev. W. Jay of Bath, in 6 ot, of 4 1. (at, mas.) 
In 1853 it was included in Montgumery’s Orig. Hys. 
It is sometimes given as “A blessing on Thy servant's 
bead,"’ as in the Prim. Meth. Hyl., 1887. 

Patre U 3,4. Another tr, ts, * 
gare sole-begotten ta by T. B, Pollock 
1889 ed. of H. A. & M, 
Aberdeen Breviary. [See p, 171, ii.) 

Abide with me, fast falls the eventide, p. 7,1 A 
from this hymn, beginning * Swift to ttaclose ebbs 

Set life's little day,” is to — Domint, ay leery 

! treuer Gott, p. 10 This bymn in 

Png A ed. of Criiger'’s Prazis, &e. 1653, No, 373. 

Ach, uns wird das Herz ao leer, p. 10, ii. This 
bymn was written in the spring of 1428, 

Ad laudes Salvatoris, p. 12, ii, We have found this 

in a Ms. of circa 1199 In the Bodloian( Liturgy. Mfisc., 341, 

f. 56). 
A Pater, 

a cls Women.) Al 

4 1680, Aest. Bg Ixx. and in in the 1736 ed. of 

the same as by “G. _ 5." LS Ta in other French 

Breve, oe Lamb's festival. By I, Williams in the 
Rritish Mag. Oct. 1834, and again in bis Tr. from 

the Parisian Bree, 1839, p. 327. Als» ia Skinner's 

Daily Ser. Hyt. 1464, and St. Aargaret’s Hyl. (East 

Cn ue Lamb's high marriage rites. J.D. 
2, To share ha 

ambers, 15! . 41, The opening stanza of 

Chambers: 5. 288, ii. 5, 0s part’ of o cento in the Hym- 

TE guid Wine tale, 5 th 5h te ee 
i - is from a ms, of the Text cent in the Bibl, Nat. 

Paris (Lat. 10867) The poem is also in the Se. Gall 

vs. 573, of the 9th or loth cent, Note also that Neale’s 

"Ee (No. 2 at p. 18, i.) in his Joys and Glories of Para- 
dise, 1866, which was based on Wackerbarth’s ¢r., 1843, 

“At the Fount of life eternal,” bas ylelded a second 

cento to the People's Hyl. 1867, and the St, Margaret's 

‘Hyl. (East Grinstead): as, * Where the sacred Body 

ich” This cento bas alterations by De. Littledale. 
From Dr. Neal's text direct the cento, “There no 

waxing moon, nor waning” in the Sé. Margaret's Hyl., 

G. de la Brunetiere. 
in the Paris 

ei vegiaa, Aga dapes, p. 14, i. ‘Once the angel 

oa Ad reg.” This in the ‘American Episco. Hyl. 1871, 
begins with ‘at. tH, of Bp. J. Willlams’s ¢r, = ve 

nos rursus vocat, p.14,i, “ n 
it iP ocone forth,” in Rexnaly, 1863, is based 

upon E. Caswall’s tr, begioning with st. 1, 
of St. Victor, p. 15, i, A 2nd and greatly im- 

proved ed. of his uvres Podtiques by L. Gautier was 
pub, at Paris ip 1861. 

Ades Pater supreme, p. 19,1, This is in « 5. of the 

Sth vent. in the Bibl, Bot. Paris (Lat. 8084, f, 18) 

_ Hy R, Crashaw in 

Another (tr. of the cente Ades Pater is ** Father, Moet 
High, be with us.” In the 1889 ed. of H. A. & M., by 
the Compilers. 

Coalitum ii. This b 
given in the Cluntes anet,teets pn 422, as“ Fromiooes hobo 
en testat dies.” 

Adeste fideles, p. 20, i. In the Svening 0. the 
Church in Latin and ish, Land, 1789, —— 
consists of sts. 1, il., vil., vill. of the text as on p, 20. 
Concerning the tra. it must be noted :— 

1. That to Canon Oakeley’s tr, asin the Altar Hyl., 
ge No. Pap T. Brooke adued a tr. of sts, 
vi. as on p. thus producing a tr. of the full text. 

atiribated, in the Pranayivania Lath, Chora” oh ivi uth, Church 2, 
a to "C, * ee, . oes 

. “Come, faithful,” in the R. C. ys. for the 
Year, 1467, na slightly altered furm of Neale’s é (No. 
9), which dates 1554, 

Adeste sancti Claude de Santewil. [Oc- 
tave of All Saints.) In the Paris Bree., 1640, Hiem- 
alis, p.278, Also in the Paris Srev,, 1736, and other 
French Srees., and in bis brother, J, Lb. de Santetiil's 
Hymni Sacri et Novi, 1689, p. 174, with the note ** Non 
mihi vindicu hos hymnos."” 7'r, as “ Now, while before 
your relics,” by £. Caswall, 
Pp. 230; the R.C. Parochial H. Bk., 1480, and 
Another tr. ia by 1. Williams in Aritish Mag., Jan. 
and in bis Hys. Tr. from the Par, Brev., 

Adesto Daeg Hv a0 ae = tr, as “* Be 
hear us, y ein A. ad, -» 188 AM, ty %, by the 

Adoro te devote, p. 23, ii, Adilitional tre. are: — 
1. With all the raya (powers) my poor heart hath, 

Steps to the Temple, 2ud ed. 1645, 
p. 74, —— in J. Austin’s Devotions, 1668, and in 
the Pennsylvanta Luth. Church Bk, 1488, No, 338, 

2. Devoutly we adore Thee, Deity unseen. This in 
the — rag a we n em tr. slightly altered, 

3. O loving Pelican, O Jesu, my sweet Lord. Anon. 
in the RK. C. Pareckial H, Bk, seo. 

4. Hoole's tr. noted on p. 2a, 
“Thee I adure, the Truth concealed. 
5. O blest memorial uf our dying Lord. This in 

Lauder Domini, N. Y., 1884, begins with st. ti. of Bp, 
Woodford’s tr. 

6. Lord, in thankful love ado 
from the “ Adoro te," with an ari 
Savoy Hymrary, ¥. p. 

Adais superne Spiritus, p, 23, ii. This hymn we find 
is based upon the Veni sancte Spiritus Et,” (p. 1212, 
ii.), and is found In the Paris Aree, ed. 1422, but not 
in that of 1736. Concerning the ¢rs, it must be noted 
that No. 3, attributed to #, Bonar, is really a tr. by 
him of the Veni superne Spiritus, Pater benigne. 

Adsunt tenebrae primae, p. 23, ii, We have found 
this hymn in a Mozarabic Hymnarivm of the 11th cent. 
in the Brit, Mus, (Add. 30851, f, 165), 

Acterna Christi munera, Et, p. 24,1, The original 
of the transcript by Junius bas been found in the Bod- 
lelan. It dates circa 490. (Junius, 25 f. 116.) It is 

1 
1438, p, - 

ii 7, should read 

» One stanza only 
doxology in the 
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also in a 9th cent, ws. at St 
uss. elsewhere. 

Aeterna coeli gloria, p. 25, ii. From E, Caswall'’s 
tr. (No, 2) the cento in the Hys. Jor the Fear, i467, 
begins with et. iii, '* (he star that heralds in the morn,” 
and Guat in ffys. & Songe of Praise, N.Y., 1874, with st, 
i. ** Jesus, be near us when we wake.” 

Acterne Rex altissime, p. 26. ii. We have found 
this bymn in several mes. in addition to thuse named at 
R. 27, i. The nwet important of these are the Bern stax,, 

wa, cirea 900; and No. 465 of the loth cent, The 
Mosarabic text, in 12 #ts,, is in a loth cent, ws. jo the 
Brit, Mus. ( Ade. 30446, f, 736), 

Acterni Festi gaudis, p. 27, ii. Since this article was 
in type L. Gautier bas pub. a 2nd ed, of his work on 

Adam of St. Victor (18*1) in which he corrects his 
first impression that this hymn was by Adam, He 
omits the text, says it bes been falsely attributed to 
Adam; and is unworthy of him. The earliest ms. 
which he cites is a Gradual of St. Victor wriuen before 
1239, in which it begins, “* Jnterni feati gaudia.” (Bib), 
Nat., Paris, Lat. 14448.) 

Agnoscat omne saeculum, p. 30, i. We have 
found this in a 9th cent. ms. in the Brit. Mus. (Add. 

24193 f. 125). tts also in a 10th cent ms. at St. Gall, 
No. 196; aml in others of a later dute. Io F. Law's 
ed. of Fortunaius’s Opera Foelica, 1481, p. 384, it is 
given among the pleces falsely ascribed to Fortunatus. 

AETERNA COELI 

. Gall, No. 454; and later 

Agnus Dei, p. 30,1. This is found in a ws. of the 
ith cent, in the Bibl, Nat, Paris. (Lat. 0433); and in 
anvother circa 1200, in the Bodleian (Laud Mise, 
4f. 122). From the German tr. **0 Lamm Gottes an- 
schuldig,”' p. $1, 1. additional fra. into Englixh include ;— 

1, O Lamb o, God anspotted, Whose life, By M. W. 
Stryker (frum Anapp), in bis CAristian Chorals, 1885, 

2. O Lamb of God, Who bleeding. By T. C. Porter, 
noted on p. 31, i., is in the Cantate Domino, 1859. 

Agricola, Johannes, p. 31, i. He matriculated at 
Wittenberg in 1516 as, “ Jeannes Sneder of Eisleben, 
RAY of Laipzig,”” Another ér. of bis hymn, “Ich raf 
zu dir,” i# * To Thee I send my cry, Lord Jesus,” in the 
Moravian H, BR,, 1886 

Ab! why should bitter tears be shed. [/icath and 
Rurial.) This hymn in the American Unitarian ys. 
of the Spirit, 1864, le attributed to “G. S, Burleigh. 

Ah, wretched souls who strive in vain, p. 33,1, The 
folluwing are from this bymn, (1) “ My soul no more 
aball strive in vain’; and (2) *} May [Now] I resolve 
with all my heart.” 

Ainslie, Ann Maria, was the suthor of Letters from 
the fread to the Living, and Moral Letters, the 2nd ed. 
of which was pub, at Edinburgh, 1912. 

Aird, Marion Paul, p. 33, ii. She d, Jan. 30, 1888, 

Alcott, Louisa May, b. Nov, 28, 1533, d. at Concord, 

March G, 1s6#. She pub. Little Men, Little Women, dc., 
and also wrote a few byrons for children, 

Ales diei nuntius, p.38.i. This bymn is in a ws. of 
the Sth cent, In the Bibl. Nat Puris ( Lal. #084, f. 1); fn 
an 4th cent. wa, at Trier ( Mowe |. p, 372); and several of 

the bith cent, and later dates, 

Alexander, Cecil F., nee Humphreys, 
ditional hymns to those already noted in 
are in ¢ 

L. Christ has ascended up again 
2. His are the thousand +parkling rills. 

Seven Words on the Cross (Fifth Word) 
1, How good ts the Almighty God. 

the Puther 

4. Jo (a) the rich man's garden 

$6, ii. Ad- 

Cen Ascension. 
(1875.) 

(1848.) God, 

(1653,) Baster Kve, 
faster 5. It wasearly in the morning. (1553.) 

fray 

6. So be it, Lord; the prayers are prayed. (1848.) 
Trust in trod, 

7, Saw you ever in the twilight? (1863,) Ap 
prhany 

8. Still bright and blue doth Jordan flow. (1853.) 
Baptiom of ur Lord. 

9. The angels siand aronnd Thy throne. (1648.) 
Submission fo the Will of God 

10, The saints of God are holy men, (1848.) (Com- 
munion of Sacnle, 

it, There is ope Way and only ope, (1475.) AS, 
Philip and James 

12 Up in heaven, up in heaven. (1848.) Ascension, 
13. We are litile Christian children. (1848.) Holy 

Trinity. 

14. We were washed tn boly water, (1448) Holy 
Baptirm 

15, When of old the Jewish mothers. (1453.) CArist's 
invitation to Children. 

(Arpenorx II.} 

rey Fo Lictionary | 

AMI A SOLDIER 

Peart! bdo the Churchyard aide by : 

Of the above bymns tho+e dated [845 « 
Alexander's Hys. for Little Children ; the 
from Narrative Hys.; amd those dated Ir 
1475 edition of H. A. é Mf. 

Several new hytons by Mre. Alexander ar 
the 1891 1 raft Appendiz to the Trish Chera 

Alexander, W. L., p. 38. ii, As Ih. 
bytns are all signed in his Augustine H. . 
not enumerated here. 

Alford, Henry, 39. ii. The followin 
hymns by Dean Al are in C, U. — 

1. Herald in the wilderness. St. Jokm Duy 
2. Let the Church of God rejuice. Ss 

Jude. (1844, but not to bie Pz. & Mys, of & 
3. Not in anything we do, Sexagerima, 
4. O Thou at Whose divine command. 

(1444.) 
6. O why on death so bent? Lent, [18 
6. Of all the honours man may wear, < 

Day. (1867.) 
7. Our year of grace is wearing to a che 

the Year. (167.) 
6. Saviour, Thy Father's promise 

sunday. (1844.) 
%. since we kept the Saviour’s birth. 

Trinity. (1#67.) 
10, Thou that art the Fathe:’s Worl 

(1644.) 
11. Thou who on that wondrous }.arney. 

perima. ae 
12. Througu Israel's coaste in times af 
= Epiphany. (1867,) 

Thy biood, O Christ, bath made our | 
cumelahans (1844.) 

14. When in the Lord Jehovah's name 
Schools, (1#44.) 

All these bymns are in Dean Alford's Fee 
1867, and the dates are there of their earliest 
80 far as we have been able to trace the sen 
of bis works at p. 39, di., also for additions 
Index of Authors and Translators. 

All creation groans and travails, p. 40, 
Latin as “ Tota creatura gemit: Deus sudie 
Hodges, in his The County Palatine, ke, 1+; 

All hail, Incarnate God, p. 40, ii. This 
Scott's ws. ‘No, SO). 

.. peli cnig- "s Elder dear. /. 3 
is a is Orig. Hymns, 1853, 

three parta, with the heading ** Fir the Cer 
oiversaries of the Hrethren’s Eldership, «nd 
ning of the Society for the furtherance of tt 
the Moravian Church, November 13 and 19 
is in 10.0. of 6 1, of which st. Lili. are g 
ares H, Bk, 1886, as No, 835. 

praise to the Lord, Who rules with s 
weine /" (Thankegiving Jor deliverance } 
wreck } Hye. & Sac. Poems, 
Works, 1aese33, On ee Vv. p. 378.) 

Alleluia nune decantet. p.49.i. We har, 
in the following mee. :—Brit. Mus., Add. 12 
circa 1276; lan, Barlow &, p. ‘416, cire 
Rawlinson, A. 387, A., f. 150, Lath cent. 

Allen, Lorenzo B., v,>,, suthor of * How s 
Sabbath! bow hallowed its hours" (Suaday 
Jefferson, Maine, Jone 4, 1812; entered 1 
Ministry in 1840; and d. Aug. 20, 1672. 

Alma Redemptoris Mater, p. 51. ii. We 
this on in the fol additional » 
Nat. , fat. 1139 f. 127 b., efrea 1199; 
Add, 13108 t 72, circa 1275 (reference in « R 
Arundel, 187 f. 1666, 13th oenmt.; and th 
us., Bodl., 637 £. 116 as circa 1356, 

Angie 2S God of grace, p. 52, 
hymn was pub. In the Ueteneter Cull, 1 
Almig Spirit, n ow behold. Ap altered 
Monge ‘* * Spirit it of power and might 

ii., 

this in the Tochter Sion, Cotogne, 1741, p. 
also tr, as: “ Bounteows it, ever abode 
Jackson Mason in the 1889 ed. of 1. A. a 

Altus Prosator, Bfeprogs tren 65, i, 
De. Toth oties ener a Tet 
Dublin. Another us at Milan (M, 32, 4) * 
the 10th cent. (Chevaliers paar aadens ism 

Am I a soldier of the Cross? p. 56, i 
ard taiions of tate kguen en 

/ Google 
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it is a portion of "Do I believe what Jesus saith?" Arminian Bible Christians. [Methodist Hymnody 
that the hymn in its full form ap in Watts's | ¢ wi.) 
Hys. & S. Songs, 1209; amd that t begin- | Armstrong, John, b.v., ehlest s. of Dr, Armstrong, @ 
ning ** Am I a@ soldier of the Cross?” subsequetitly | physician, was b. at Wearmouth, Aug. 22, Is2i, and 
appeared in bis Sermons, 1721-24. The facts are (1) educated at Charterhouse, and Lincoln College, Oxford, 
both —— appeared in the Sermons, de, 1721-24, | wa. iss6, Taking Holy Orders in 1937, be was Curate 
“Del lieve, &c.," for oer, 30, and * Am I a seldier, | of Alford, 1437; Priest-vieur of Exeter Cathedral, 1841; 
&c.”" tor Ser. 31; and (2) the Wo were united as one Rector of St. Pant's, Exeter, 1444; Vicar of Tidentam, 
bymn, and included in the Hys. and 8. Songs, Bk. L, | 1645; and Bishep of Grahamstown, 1n53, He d. May 
No. 37, Pt. tt. sometime in the present century. We | 16, 1856, His Memoirs, by T. T, Carter, were pab. in 

find it in T. Nelson's ed. of Watts, le44, and others, but) 1557, He pab. The Pastor in Ais Clovet, in tsa7, In 

in no edition before 1400, | it wi bis bymu “0 Thou Who makest souls to 

Ambrose, William (Amry:), was b. at Bangor, Aug. | shine,” goed Days) in 3st. ofa), itis given in the 

10, 1813, and d. at Portumadoc, where he held a pastoral | 5. P. C.K. Church Hys, 1871, Thring's Coll, les2, &e. 

charge, Oct, 31, 187. Arndt, E. M.. p. 80, Mo. 10. “Und klingst du” 

Ambrosian Breviary, p. 171, i. was written in 1436, and lst pub, In bis Gedichte, 1840, 

‘And are there countries far away, Ann Gilbert, nee | Pp. ST. 

Tuylor. (Afissions.] In Hys. ‘es Infant Minds, 35th Art thou fain in the tempest? J. HM. Neale, (St. 

ed., in44, See Taylor, Ann Jane, p. 1116, i. Peter or St. John.) This appeared in bis posthumous 

Andersen, Hans Christian. s. of poor parents, was b. 
at Odense, Denmark, April 2, 1405, and died Aug. 4, 
1475. He ix well known as a poet, and a writer for 
chitdren, His Christmas Carol, *  bild Jesus comes from 

beavenly bergbt,” tr. from the Danish, is in The Evang. 

Hyt., N. Y.. 1489. 
Anderson, Maria Frances, nee Hill, p. 67, i., is the 

daughter of Thomas F. Hill, of Exeter, England, and 
Raptist. She pub. in 1853 Jessie Carey, atl in 1561, The 

, Baptists in Sweden, stoghie: »p. 08,8._‘Tish 

Angel-voices ever . P- yin was 

written for the opening of an organ in Wingates Church, 

Lancashire, 1861. 

Angelice Patrons, p. 68, This bymn is in the 

Hymno dia Sacra, Mainz, 1671, p. 143, and several other 

works before 1506, 

Hymns. [See p. 343, ii. § ii.) - 
Christi sanctifica me, p. 70, i. This is fom 

gE the Bodleian, fed!, 113, (at f. 12 6.), circa 

1399, in a band of the first half of the 15th cent, E. A. 

Daytnan’s tr. (No, 6) should read “Spirit of Christ, 
&e.”; and No, 6 ts 1862 and reads “Soul... my 

sanctification.” ee oe 

Anketell, John, ™.4., was b. at New Haven, = 

necticut, U.S.A., March #, 1435, and educated at Yale 

College, aad the University of Halle- Wittenberg, 

Prussian Saxony. He was ordained deacon of toe 

American iscopalian Church in 1869, and priest in 

1860. He founded -St. Jobn’s (American) piscopal 

Church in Dresden im 1869. Su wently he became 

Professor of Hebrew and Greek Exegesis in the Seabury 

Divinity School. Mr. Anketell pub. in 188) Gos, areal 

fe Hymns for the Christian Year, N.Y. He has 

tr. about 120 ns from the German, Greek, 

Latin, Hebrew, French, Spanish, Danish, Italian, and 

8 riac which were pub, in the Church Keview, N.Y. 

S3ye and later, and in other periouicals. A few of those 
from the Latin are noted in Duffield'’s Latin Hymn- 

Writers, &c.. 1959. Mr. Anketell’s original hymns 

number about 150. Both these and bis ¢rs. are worthy 

of notice. 

» Hys., and other Beelesiastical Verses, 1#66, 
. 20, in 11 et. of 61, with the beading, * Follow thou 

Nie. A Sequence for the Festival of 8. Peter or 5, John,” 
and the following note; ‘* It need hardly be said that the 
main thought of the following sequence is taken from 
the sublime conclusion of 8. A ne's Commentary 
on S. Jobn's Gospel, The English reader may need to 
be informed that the Vulgate translation of our Lord's 
saying omits the {/,and simply runs thus; ‘1 will that 
be tarry till Loome..., follow thou Me." From thie 
original Sequence two centos have come into C. U.: 
(1) “ Art thou fainting inthe tempest 7" and (2) “ These 
the two Lives: one, the fiveting.” 
As through ao glass woe dimly see. A cento from J. 

Fawcett’s ** hy way, 0 God, is in the sea,” p. 373, ii., 
in the Leeds H. Bk, 1853. 

Ashworth, Thomas Alfred, is the author of the f-llow- 
ing hymns in Martineau's Hymns, dc., 1940 and 1673 — 

1. Christian warrior, faint mot, fear not. Courage 
joined, 

2. Oterrible in Judgment, bear, Death anticipated 
with Fear. 

3. Pour, blemed Gospel, glorious newa for man. 
Blessings of the Gosfel. In the American Hys. of the 
— 1864, it reads, "*O blessed Guspel, glorious news 
lor man,” 
Concerning Mr. Ashworth we bave no definite in- 

formution, 

At even ere the sun was set, p, 88, ii, An ab- 
breviated form of this is in M. W. Stryker’s Church Song, 
is8?, as “CO Saviour Christ, our woes dispel.” 

At Thy feet, our God and Father, p. 89, ii. This 
hymn was pub, in the Fumily Treasury, 161. 

Auber, Harriet, p. 90, ii. The following versions of 
tos from her rit of the Ps,, 1829, are also in 

a ‘Great God, wert Thou extreme to mark. Ps, crzx, 
«Thy servanis in the temple watched,” ins with st, 
i, oft this. . 7 

2. How blest are they who daily prove. Ps. xli, 
3. How blest the children of the Lord. Altered from 

Ps, cri. 
p 4, Jebovab, great and awful mme. Part of Ps. 
Tri. 

; Le O Thou Whom heaven's bright host revere. Js. 
zrriv. 

6. Praise the Lord, our mighty King. Ps. czzze. 
aca of peace, Who as a (celestial) Dove. Ps. 

cxeziii, 
- + tue ty Whee strength the mountains stand. 

*. lw, 
9. To heaven our longing eyes we raise, Ps, cxei. 

10, Vainly through night's weary hours, fs, exevtl, 
Sometimes ** Vainly through the night the ranger." 

phon, p- 73, i. (1.2). The seven Anti- 

gicerae heed in an tith cent. ws, in Beit, Mus. 

Hart. 2961, f. 10); and ina Ms, of the 11th cent, in the 

Soateian ( Liturg. dMfise. 366, f. 530). The metrical form 

+ Veni, venl Emmanuel” (p. 74, i. 4) has pot yet been 

traced earlier than the Psalteriolum Cant. Cathalica- 

rum, Cologne, 1722, p. 239. From Dr. Neale's tr. (5) 

Ocome, come Thou, Emmanuel,” in Chope’s Hyl., 182, 

jstaken. J.D. Chambers’s tr. of the same text Ist ap- 

in his 6 of Houschold Devotion, &c., 1854, 

240. HH. N. Grenkam has alsoa tr. of “0 saplentia, 

fo his Sentence of Aaires, 1854, p, 141. 
Benchorense, p. 570, i. 11. While all the golden harps above. aster. 

rt repentina dies, p, 76,4. This is found in| Audi, benigne Oonditor, p. 91, i. This is found in 
the mas. 455 of the 10th cent, a Rbeinau Ms. of the both cent, (see Haniel, iv, 121), 

the Bern ws., No, 455, of the loth cent. and in several of 
the Lith cent, in addition to these named oo p. 91, i. ii, 
We may add that this is one of the eight hymns which 
the Benedictine editors assign to St. Gregory. 

Augustinian Breviary, p. 179, i. 
Aurea luce et decore roseo, p. 93,1. H. This is also 

in the Bern Ms. 465 of the 10th cent.; and other mss. of 
the Lith cent. net noted om p, 93, 

Aurera jam polum, p. ii. This is found 
in the St. an ms., So, 20, of ihe -, cent, and also in 
several Mes. of the Lith not cited on p, 98, ii. It must 
be noted (1) that the ¢r.in Ayman, Anglic., 1844, begins, 
“From forth tne glorious eye of morn,” (2) and that, 
tolsied by the Campbell wss., we have given bis fr. 

A P. 76,1. The tr. bere attributed 

to ‘Neale was really by the late Rev. B. Webb, 

1945, i.), 28 we learnt from him, and not by Dr. 

cale. No. 64, in J. A. Jobnaton'’s Bngtish w+ 1886 

and 1861, **O height, O breadth, O depth of love,” is 

based upon Webb's tr., a3 is also O love divine, to 

guilty men,” in Philadelphia Presb. Sel., 1861. 

A ¥. P. In the American Unitarian Hys. of 

the Spirit, 1864, two hymos are attributed to this author: 

(1) ** The past yet lives in all ite truth, O God.” (Past 

and Present); (2) “*Thirsting for a living spring, 

(Seeleing vent} }. “The latter is also in the Unitarian Mk. 
of Hys., 1846, but anonymous. 

Arbuthnott Missal, p. 1042, i. 
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««The morn bad spread its crimson rays” to this hymo 
in error, It ts really a ¢r. of “ Aurora coelum pur- 
purat,” p. 96, ii. 

Aurora lucis dum novae, 4, i, This appeared 
in the Cluniac Bree., 1636, p. 429. 

Ave Christi Corpus verum, p, 98, ii. Aucther tr. is 
“Hail! Trae Flesh of Christ our Saviour,” by Mrs. E. 
H, Mitchell in the Altar //yl., 1444, 

This appeared Ave, plena us, , ii, 
in the Paris Missal, ret p- Bs, 
Ave qui descendisti. (Holy Communion.) This 

ia printed Mone, No. 206, a8 a Sequence for ee 
Christi from two Reichenan Mss. now at Karlsruhe, No, 
36, of the 14th cent,, and No. 156 of the Ifth cent. Each 
half stanta begins with the word, *‘Ave.” Tr. as 
“Hall! O King, Who hither wendest,” by Dr. Little- 
dale in Lyra Hucharistica, 1863, p, 118, and in the 
Altar Hyl., 188% 
Ave verum —— epee Hi. Also in a ma, of 

cirea 1340 in the leian (Liturgy, Misc., 104, f, 2.). 
Awake, arise, and hail the morn. [Chrisimae] This 

was given anonymously in J, Dobell'’s New Sel, 1406, 
No. 29, in Sat. of 4 |. In the Songs for the Sanctuary, 
N, Y., 1865,.t is altered to * Wake, O my soul, and bail 
the morn." 
Awake, (my) our drowsy souls, p, 108, i, This is in 

Miss Scott's wa, [No. 39.] » 

‘ B 

Bailey, P. J.,p. 107, i, Other extracts from his 

tenia (etry of Ou8 ad Bes Tove een r) ed 2 H “ wondrous 
One in Three” (Holy Trinity). 

Bailey, Thomas L., an American Baptist minister, 
was b. at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, March 2, 1424, 
and entered the ministry in 1871. He is the author of 
several hymns in various American 8, School hymn- 
books, as Welcome Tidings, The Garmer, &c., tncludt 
(1) “Come, talk to me of Jesus” (Jesus the ai ’ 
Friend); and (2) “*No night in heaven, eternal day” 
(Heaven). 

Baillie, Joanna, daughter of Dr. James Baillic, was b. 
at the Manse of Bothwell, Lanarkshire, Sep, 11, 1762, 
removed to Hamilton in 1764, and then to London ip 
1784. She d. at Hampetead, Feb, 23, 1851. 

Pca W. P., p. 108, ii, Hed. at Brighton, July 3, 
aT. 
Balfour, , Was b. of poor parents at Non! 

Forfarshire, 1767. For some time be was . 
business pursuits, but through lack of success t be 
entered publishing bouse of Messrs. Blackwood, of 
Edinborgh, as aclerk, in 1414, Hed.in 1828, He pub, 
severa) works in prose and verse. Hia hymn, “Go, 
messenger of peace and love,” is noted on p, 430, ii. 

Barbauld, Anna L., p. 113, ii. No. 18 on p. 114,i, 
should be dated circa 1820. Another bymn in C. U. 
from Mrs. Barbauld’s Works, dc., 1426, is, **O Father | 
though the anxious fear” (Sunday), 

Baring-Gould, &., p, 114, i, Other hymuea in C. U. 
are 

1, Forward! sali the Prophet. Procesrional. Ap- 
ary ee — Hyl., 1874. 

2. 3 wd, in ry teigning. Christ in Glory. 
Mrs. Brock Childeen's Hi, ie i881. » 

3. Now severed is Jordan. Processional, Appeared 
<a Mary, Aberdeen, Hyl., 1866, the People's Hyl., 

7, &c, z 

Barr, Matthias, the author of The Children's Gariand, 
Hours of Sunshine, and other works, was at one time a 
dealer in musical instruments, in Queen Victoria Street, 

jon. Ths Arening Hymn, “Saviour, now the day 
is ended,” is in the Ak, of Praise for Children, 1841. 

aval Alfred, p. 116, i. . Barry returned from 
Australia in 1609," and Besved Asslabens Bishop to the 
Bissop of Rochester the same year, and Canon of 
Wind-or in L891. 

Barton, Bernard, p. 116, i. Other hymns inv. U, :— 
1. God made the country, yet in scenes. Country 

Life. This begins with st. tii, of a poem " Addressed 
to a Friend in London” ia The Reliquary, 1836, p. 83. 

+, Lamp of our fert! whereby we trace. Holy 
Seraptures, pub. in peta oy pret 1836, p. LI6, in 11 wt, 
of 41 KB is in. U, in its full form, and also abbre- 
viated as (1) ** Word af the ever-living God”; and (2) 
“Word of the everlasting God.” In extensive use. 

[Apeerprx IT.] BEATTIE, W 

3. There is a Friend more tender, true Ju » 
Priend. This begins with at. tii. of “ Bot ye tor 
cheerless seem," in his #vems & /etters, 153, p va 

4. Walk ip the light ! So shalt thou know. | Wilby 
in the Light.) Pub. in bis /ieeotion sl Fer, (<x ) 
242, in 6 st. of 41. It is found in many modern > « 
tions, and is one of the most popular of bis byma 

5. We journey through a vale of team, bow 
py 7! oom In his Poeme & Letters, 1853, p in 
Of hymns, Nos. 3, 5, are of an earlier dae te 

the Poems & Letters of 1453; but we have failed » & 
them in Barton's earlier works, 

Bateman. C. H.. p. 116, i. He finally reside o 
Carlisle without a charge, and d. there in July, 

Bathurst, William Addington, x.4., 5. of the ir 
W. A. Bathurst 117, i2.), was b. at Burwick » 
Elmet in 1839, educated at Trinity College, an 
bridge, B.a., 1863. Taking boly onlers, be trou 
in 1864 Curate of Brockworth. Affer hobiing om 
other appointments, be became Vicar of Holy Tram 
ee — vata > pf Amro Sno wht 

i's tenbam, 1484, 4 iz to Oey & 
following hymns :— ” 

t. Lord, we come, our sins confessing Lent. 
2. The earth was void and formless. Whiterst: 

Bathurst, William H., p. 117, ii Auditions! bree 
from his Pe. & Hys., 1831, are in C. U. as follows :— 

1. Great God, when | approach Thy thro & 
eng. 

. How bright a day was that which aw, Tie Are 
Sabbath, 

3. How frail and fallible lam. Jerms Crckonpeote 
4. In Jesus’ name with one accoed. Dinine Wieths, 
6. Lord, | claim Thee for my own. Pr. [zit 
6. Lord shew Thy glory as of of, This is not “ Lert 

sa di og » &c.,” a8 slated at p. 116i, 1B 
7. . when Tlf my voice to Thee Ai 
8. O Lord, defend us as of old. Pr. lizzie. 
9. O Lord, bow long shal) beathems bold. Py, leet 

10. O Lord, look down with pitying epe Jie 
sion for the Jews, Begins with st. iv. of “0 bot 

; 

Zion's glory gone.” 
11. Praise God, O my sonl. Ps, calei. 
12, Saviour, at Thy feet we bow, Cnited Prayer 
13. “Tis greek, arm pen ep Ascension, 

_ 14. The Lord look’d all around. Ciiversal Cormp 
tion, 

16. To the Source of every blessing. Praie u oe 

16. What can relieve the troubled soul? Chris! th 
‘orter. 

B.H., p. 118, i. Other bymos iC Cae ~ 
i. In bis Can ry Hymnal, 1863, 

Bend knee at Jesus’ name. \ 
Brock's (hildren's H. Bk., 1881. 

y, in Thy temple. foly Prisity 

1. 
if, In Mrs, ; 

188T, “ied This howl & Other io 
Almighty, Heaventy Father.” 

3 aod Jean! prs forehead. 0 
4. "Neath the stars which shone so 

5. No room within the dwelli 
6. O Man of Sorrows, Who di 

and Burial. 
fii, In A. J, Soden’s Universal H, Bk. 1835. 
7. Great Shepherd of Tby ransomed flock. By 

Communion, 
8. Jesu, Thon true and living Bread. Aly (= 

munion, 
9. The day Is done ; beside the sultry shore. ie 

ing, Bternity. 
Or. Ghose Nos, 2, 4, & 7, 8.9, are In (oe 
Baynes's Hys. and (ther Verses, 1381, There ar ae 
others In the same work which are worthy of at. 

ly one for a Flower Service, written in |*, 
Lord Jesu! we adore Thee.” ie ait 
Be merciful to me, 0 God. &t. Ii...“ d 

Refuge, and I know,” in the Songs for the Sanctatry, * 
Y., 14665, is an anuymous version of Pe ivi, baed opt 
Rt. Pont’s rendering of the same a noted un p, 108% + 
Beadon, H, W., p. 190, i, He d. st Latton, May 12 

test. 

ons, 

firmaten. 
Antes 

Christmas. 
die to save. Desh 

Beata nobis gandia, p. 120, i. ‘This ts also in 6S 
in the Brit, Mus, of the oth cen. (Add. sotet, f 8 
and others of the Lith cent. 

Beatitudes, The. (See pp. 146, 287, 57%, 708! 
w.p., b. in 1783, snd 4 Met is 

borering o'er & 
Beattie, William, 

1875, author of “* When clouds are Awl 

(Safety in God) in Martineau's Hymns, de, (27 
| ft ts dated 1866. 

___ a! 



BEDDOME, B. 

4 Reddome, Benjamin, pp. 121-194. Other hymns in 

~ “12 “Great God, before Thy mercy-seat. (1817). Lent. 2. Great God, oppressed with grief and fear, (1787.) 
Reading HH. Scripture 

3. How glorious t Thy word, O God. H, Scripture. 
From ** When Ls &c.," p. 14, i. 

4. Im God I ever will rejoice. Morning, From bis 

(1817.) Jesus the 
ilymmns, e., isi. 

Regins with st. ti, of * Listen, ye 
5. Jesus, my Lord, divinely fair. 
g af Saints 

Tist the Saviour re ice, Or © ns. Miavions, 
Altered form of ** Shout, for the blessed, &c,," p. 123, ii, 

7. Satan, te world, and sin. (1817.) In Tem pta- 
tion. 
we. Thou, Ford of all above. (1817.) Lent, 

9. Unto ‘Taine altar, Lord. LA aphad Lent. 
1o. Ye Sainte of every rank, with joy, (1800.) Public 

Worship. 
The “Bat 4 given above are, 1787 and 1800, Rippon’s 

Set. ; and 417 Beddume's Hymns, 

Befichl du deine Wege, p. 125, ii, Appeared in 
Criger’s /*ramis, Berlin, 1653, No, 322. 
Beho me, unprotected stand, This in ryeon’s 

oO. Oa oom 1566, a with st. ii_of Bp. Mawt's “To 
God my earnest voice | raise,” p. 713, ii. 

Behold! Seen rede aaa : FE mage 
i w ven, anon, aaly, tn Pp. 

Fed [33e. No. 63 in 7 at, of ZL, and ‘ten boon repeated 
. Hymnal, isT9, No, 171, with slight altera- 

on cre ihe omilaaion of at. v. lane? 

shold Thy temple, God of Grace. [Opening of a 
Pidce af Worsh -) This hymn appears in the Prim, 
Mah. Hyl.. 1887, and in Dorricott and Collins's Lyric 
Studies, 1859, it ts attrilmted to Dr, Ray Palmer. We 
hgve failed to Mnd it in any work by Dr. Palmer; it is 
vot in any of the American hymn-books, and 
&. is unworthy of that hymn-writer, ' 

Bei dir Jesu, p. 132, li. Written in 1826, ite 
Bell, Charles D., p. 133, i. Another hymn ; 

Bell, in his 1884 Appr. to'the Hy. Comp, is * Lord, at 
Thy throne we * (Divine a ; 

tity.) tr mg Ares 4, 173}, and included in 
St posthumous /Tymns, 1755, No. ae ae 
Benedicite, 194, i. The tr. “0 you crea 

of the Lord,” + by @. Wither, 1024, p.118. (See also 

papa Breviary, p. 178, i. 
Benedictus, , ge ii. (5). 

Patrick. also 463, 
Dew. J. Trons’s Ps. & me, 1876, No. 20; C. #, Pearson, 

. 2. 
ged tt Maria, p. 135,i, Shed. Aug. 1, 1751. 

nnett bert Arnold, b. at Philadelphis, Pennsyl- 
—— reeds, 1949, entered the Faptist ministry 
in 1875, en in work at home gntil 1879, and then 

’ fonary to Japan, The J 
cmeneed BY Dr, N. Brown (see ; 2, 

743, i., 2), was finished by Mr, Bennett in 1586. He 
ni ub. A Coll, of Hys, 1886 for the use of the 

Firat’ Baptist church in Yokohama, to which he con- 
tributed 12 hymns. 

Bernstein, Christian Andreas, p, 135, ii. In Spur- 
geon’s O. O. H,. Bk., ani others, Ko patient, spotless 

” tered form of a part of the Morarian H. 
One” oan cipemn Vater,” wited on p. 188 iL (i). 
Am ther cento beginning with the same first Hine is 
the Lady Huntingdon 4. Ak, 1764, and later editions. 

. John, p. 138, i. The tuen “ ooh 
Song ‘an elaborate preface . : 
editor “Prom “this collection the "foliowing itional A he eae 

bymas are In c bi Saviour dear. Sealed by Christ, 
a. i= ny oy Who didst once appear, Holy Matri- 

sete An sleered form of “Since Jesus freely did 

a 1" rad gy ess the Lard can see, one but Jesus. 

Bertram, Robert Aitken, p, 138, i, Hed. Nov. 14, 

1886, = 
bbé Sebastian, p. 138, ii. Hed. A 

29, 1724. sont of his hymns appeared in the 
Bree, of 1726. 

Bethune, George Washington, 138, 
hymna from bis Lays of Love ‘and’ Faith. 1 
<. U.1— ai 

. “tis He, I know Him now. Faster. 

z Ur be the well by Sychar’e gate, Aesignation. 

847, are in 

[Arpeyprx IL] 

nese H. BK, 
F 

ii. Other 

BOADEN, E. 

3. Yes, bear them to their rest. Atrening, “Hymn 
to Night, suggested by the Has-relief of Thorwaldsen.” 

Bible Christians, (See Methodist Hymnody, p. 731.) 
Bickersteth, Edward Henry, p. 141, ii, Bp. Bicker- 

steth's 1490 ed. of bis Ay. Comp, is noted on p, 1812, i., 
and several of his own hymns and trs., which « ir 
therein for the first time, are annotated fn this 4 diz. One of these, “ Ail-mercitul, Almighty Lon” 

the Cone. of St. Paul, was written for the 1s90 
edition of H. Comp. [See also Index of Authors, &o.) 

1553 

Bird, Charles 8., p, 922, li, Seren of bis hymns are 
fn Mrs. Fuller Malitland’s Hye, Jor Private Devotion, 
1927, and two additional in the ed. of 1863. (See Cel- 
quhoun, Frances 8., p. 1657, i.) 
Black, Mary Anne, ne Manning, elder daughter of 

Jobn Manning, J.P. of a, Was b, at sott ham, Oct. 10th, 1465, married to Mr. Arthur Blac Sept. 1878, and d, Feb. 21, 1882. Before her mantles 
Mrs, Black wrote a number of bymons under the rum plume of “ May Manning" for the anniversaries of « 
village school in which she was interested. One of these, ** There's a fold, both safe and happy ” (Heaven), was written, shortly after the death of a sister, in 1878, and included in W. R. Stevenson's School Hymnal, 1880, 
Blacker, Maxwell Julius, Ma, 8. of V. Blacker of Maryletione, b. May 27, 1822, educated at Merton Coll., Oxford, ordained in 184%, beld several curacies, in cluding that of St. Barnabas, Pimlico, and d. Jone li, 

1888, 

Blake, William, and painter, b. 1757, and d, 1827. Pub. Somgs if Inmocte an w é i yng = fcr appeared & poem in $ st. of 4 1. beginning “Can I see another's woe" (Sympathy), and beaded ‘(im Another's Sorrow.” (See alwo The # of William Blake, &e., Lend., W. Pickering, ist4, p. 105.) This poem is Tepeated in Martineau's Hymns, tc, 1873, and others, Bleibt bei dem, p. 145, ii. Written in the Spring uf 
1828, 

Blessed angels, high in heaven. [¢ x Anon. in Dr. Hastings’s American Church Melodies 1864, No. 399, in 6 st. of 41. Full text in the fap. 
Praise Bk, N. Y., 1871. 

* Blest be the God of Providence, potter | One of 12 hymns included in the enlarged edition o Lady Huntingdon's Coll, 1808. It te in a few collec- tlons for gulldron, including the last ed. of the x. & 0. H, Bk. Its authorship is unknown. 
Biest hour, when souls 

in the American Sabbath #. bk, 
form of P, Houghton’s hymn noted 

Tile byme soteates St enn is peared in an anon Supp. to the 1T9 ed. of Yoty Meostagiowe Coll., No. 34. In 1808 it aa incorporated in the authorized Supp, to the same book. Itisin Sst.ofSi, Its authorship is unknown, 
Bliss, Philip. 161, i. “Sowing the seed daylight = iin bor are A Trewsury, Eats 1s61, pt. i, p. 44. It ts said w Miss Emil 2 here b. at Albany, N. York hag 

shall meet. This 
1858, is an altered 
on p. 1186, il. 

descend, [Kefore Sermon.] 

van . 8, 1829, d, May 11, 1583. Note also that Elisa's hymn, No. 43, on p- 150, ii., should read, “ Sing them over again to me,’* 
Blomfield, Dorothy F., was b. at 3 Finsbu Cirens, Oct. 4, 1658. Mins Blomfield is the eldest datighear of the late Rev. F. G. Blomfield, sometime Rector of St. Andrew's Undershan, and gra bter of the late Dr. Blomfield, Bishop of London, er very beautiful hymn for Holy Matrimony,“ O perfect Love, all human thought transcending,” wax written for ber sister's marriage in 1883, and was intended tu be sung to Strength and Stay, in H, A. & at, No, 12, Subsequently it was setasan anthem by J. Rarnby for the of the Duke of Fife with the Princess Louise of Wales, on July 27, 1849, In 1889 ft was included in the | Suppl. Hys. to Hf, A. & M, and in 1890 in the ity, Companion. 

Boaden, Edward, waa b. at Helston 
1827. It was originally intended that be sbeuld follow the legal profession, Ealy religious Impressions and 
convictions however led him to devote himeelf to the ) min in connection with what is now known as the Methodist Free Church, Beginning bis duties at Gosport 

; in 1849, be bas successively filled seine of the most Im- rtant positions of the denominatiun, including that of President (1871). Since 146s be has been Chapel Secre- 
tary to the Connexion. His hymns in C, Uf. are :— 1, ebobt, O Lord our God. (1487.)  Teaperance. 2. God of Light, in mercy bending, ((1460.) Missions, 

3. Here, Lord, assembled tn Thy name. (1439.) 
Temperance, 5G 

, 

. in Cornwall, in 
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1554 BODE, JOHN E. 

4. Thou God of glory, truth, and love. (1889.) Open- 
ing of a Bazaar, 

Of these Nos. 1, 3, 4 were contributed to the Methodist 
Pree Church Hys., 189, and No. 2 to the United Meth. 
FP. Cha. 8. S. HW Bh, 1860, 

Bode, John E,, p. 151, ii. Additional pieces from his 
Hys, from the Gospel of the Day, dee., 1860, are in C. U, — 
(1) “Sweetly the Sabbath bell (Sunday); (2) * Thou 
Who hast called as by Thy word” (auth 8. aster 
Trinity). 

. Carl H. von, p. 152, ii, An iiteresting 
aah writer was pab. by the R. T. S. in 1ssp 
as: The Life and Work of Charles Henry con Bogateky 
- >>» By the Ree, Johm Ketly, His hymn * Ehre ey 
Gott in der Hohe" (Christmas), from bis Die Uebung 
~-.. 1750, is tr, in Abp, Whateley’s Lectures on 
Prayer, 156, p. 87. 

Bonar, Horatius, p. 161, i, He d. at Edinburgh, 
July 31, 1489. In i490 bis son pub, o posthumous 
Volume of his poetical pleoes as Until the Hay Break and 
other Hymns and Poems left tehind. The following 
additional hymns are in C, U, + 

1. Almighty Comforter and Friend, (166.) Whit- 
runtide, 

42. Father, make use ef me. An altered form of No. 
+4, p. 162, ii. . 

3, Task a perfect creed. (1861,) Creed not Opinions, 
From this is also taken "0 True One, give me tratn.”* 

4. Long, long deferred, now come at last, Marriage 
of the Lamb, Part of “ Ascend, Beloved, to the joy.” 
1861.) 

‘ 5. Nay ‘tis not what we fancied it. (1857.) Vanity 
of the World, 

6. No blood, no altar now. (1861.) The Pinished 
Sacrifice 

7. No shadows yonder, (1857,) Heaven Antici- 
pated 

8. Not with the light and vain. (1857.) Godly 
Compan ionahip, 

9. O Love invisible, yet infinite. (1866.) Divine 
Love, 

10. On the great love of God I lean, (1866.) Love of 
God our ey” ar 

1l. On Thee, O Jewus, strongly leaning. (1866.) Fel. 
lowship with Christ, 

12. Peace upon peace, like wave on wave. (1866.) 
Divine Peace 

13, Sower divine, sow the good seed In me, (1857.) 
Heavenly Sowing. 

14. Speaketh the siuner’s sin within my heart, (1866,) 
Ps. zezvi. 

15, Still one in life and one in death. 1857.) Com- 
munion uf Stints, Part of *'Tis thus press the 
band and part.” 

16. Surely, yon heaven, where angels see God's face. 
(1857.) Heaven Anticipated, 

17. That city with the jowelled crest. (1857,) Heaven, 
Part of Th se are the crowns that we shall wear,” 
Another cento from the same is * Yon city, with the 
Jewelled crest.” 

14. That clime is not like this dull elime of ours, 
(1543.) Hfraven 

19. Th? Free One makes you free: He breaks the 
rod. (1857.) Freedom in Christ. From “ Of old they 
sang the song of liberty.” 

20. There is a Morning-star, my soul. (1857.) CArist 
the Morning Star 

21. This is the day of toll, (1866.) Pressing On- 
wards, 

22. Thy thoughts are here, my God. (1866,) Holy 
Scripture 

23, Tillthe day dawn. (1457.) Life's Jow le 
24, To Him Who spread the skies, (1866.) Creation's 

Song. 

25. Trustingly, trustingly, ( 1°66.) Treat, 
26. Unto th’ eternal bith (1866.) Ps, cari. 
The above dates are: 1843, Songs in the Wilderness ; 

L457, Hye. of Path and Hope, lst Series ; 1461, same, 
2nd Ser. (mot lett); 1866, same, 3rd Ser, (mot 1867), 
The dates 1857, 1464, 1867, were given by Dr, Bonar, but 
the Brit. Mus. copies are 1#G7, 1861, 1866 respectively. 

Bonaventura, St., p. 162, ii, In Conon Onkeley’s 
Devotions Commemorative of The Most Adorable Passion 
of Our Lord Jesus Christ, &e, 1942, thers are several 
tra. of hymna from St, Bonaventura’s published works, 

Borthwick, Jane, p. 163, ii, Other hymns from Miss 
Rorthwick's Thought(ful Hours, 1559, are in C. U. 

1. And l¢ the time approaching Missions. 
2. L do not doubt Thy wise and holy will, Fasth. 
3. Lord, Then kKnowest all the weakness, Confidence. 
4. Rejoice, my fellow pilgrim. The New Fear, 

(Arrenpix I1.} BRIGHT, W. 

5. Times are days are fiying. New feo 

tm ti gia 
Béschenstein, Johann, 164, i. The xs om» 

Kehrein is in the Unaportal Li at Taam wc 
dates 1494. [See F. M, Hohme's ba 
buch, L877, p. 650.) 

su tet g 
the consecration of St, Andrew's Church, y 
first church cousecrated by Dr. How in the Dhoom d 
Wakefield. 

Bourdillon, Mary, ne Cotterill, p. 164% ion. 
bymn by Mrs. Bourdillon in C, Une “My Gat 

ven we work to do.” ( Hlettings of Prayer.) 

Bourne, Hugh, p. 166. ii., Nox. 14, My mou! is ae 
united,” and 19, Tho" in a world of sicknes” » 

ared in the Small H. Bk, 18st. Another bya ir 
ure and Sanders in the Prim, Meth. fyl., Leet, he 

hold a sinner at Thy feet” ( Penitence), is Com pON be 
hymns 493 and 118 in the P.M Large H. Bk, i 

Sowzing, Me: John, P. 166, i. in the artkk = 
Bowring hymns numbered therein as 4 and Se 
Stated to have appeared in his Hymns, 1425, but is om 
‘The earliest date to which we can trace tees 
is Beard’s Coll., 1837. From the mea, L825, we foe 
however, that the following are in modern bymnais:~ 

1, Our God ts Divine Presence. 
2. "Tis not the gift; but "tis the spirit. Outward oxi 

Inward Virtue, 
. wee the storms of sorrow gather, (ed wr 

Gu 
From the various editions of bis Mating and Vesper: 

additional bymns are also in modern tse -— 
4. Ifall our hopes and all our fears, Hesten Antic. 

pated, (1823. 
( 6. Ta Thy ecmite let pencs be Seond, Public Worskup 
1841, 

6. offerings to Thy throne which rise. Mert 
ad (1824,) 
7. Who shall roll away the stone? Maser. is 

Beard's Coll., 1837, and Mating & Vespers, 1441, 

Brace, Seth Collins, ». of the Rev. Joab Brace, vw h 
at Newington, Connecticut, Aug. 3. 1811, and exter 
aaa im 160%, bat sebesemaly 

His Tem 7 oe 
** Mourn for the thousands lain,” is widelr used ™ 
written in 1843, and included in the Philedelphia Pont 

ms, 1843, with others which he wrote on the axe 
su under the signature of *C." 

reeag Edward Henry, p.p., was educated at Pall! 
College, Oxford, where be graduated in first class boooes 

times Teor of The Goh rene ot eke ee mea Tuvor of + ni ham, and : 
of HatBeld Hall.” He was Aastener mason tae 
School, 1858, and Head Master of Heileybury Coleg. 
1868-83, we Syem * Mark ge A ny Ss 
pentance’” (Advent), a in te 
Chapel of Harrow School ieee 

’ Brainerd, Mary G, The hymn “I know not whe 
awaits me" (Confidence and Joy) in the Meth & & 
HA. Bk, 1879; given sometimes as “1 know pet ws 
shall befall me.” is attributed to Mary G. Braixert 

Brethren, arise, Let us go hence, #7. Sonar. ‘See 
ing Heaven.) This in Dale's Brglish H. Bk, 1874, Degae 
with st. Iv. of Bonar's “Arise and Depart 
his Hys. of Faith and Hope, 1451. 

Breviaries, 
fn 1505. Of this the Summer part ts in the Bodies, 
and the Winter part in the Worcester Cathedral Libney 

Bright from the mysteries of God, [Election.) Fra 
Philip Gell’s Collection, Tete nto Soop S62 
G. 1872, No. 14, in 4 at. of 6 L hse 
original hymn by Gell, or not, has not been determine. 

Bright, William, p. 182, i, Other hymns is (.[. 
are 

1, God the Father, God the Litany of 
Pesurrection. Second stanza, * Bben Lord, victories 

“ From Jona, 1aa6. 
<= teen weak wi. customs paid, St, Mattier. 

Tn the 1889 Suppl. a to H. A. & M. 
3. Holy Name Jesus, Name of Jerus, Fre 

Tona, de., 1886. 



BROOKS, C. T. [Aprenpix II.) CHALDEANS 1555 
a... gre! AW af gy 24 jam perth taise, Hvening. } (The ape Bg mee and “Look away to Jesus” 

&. Tuou the Christ for ever one. 
In the 1=89 Suppl. Hyt. w H. A. & af, 

Brooks, ©, T. (p. 184, i.), He d. at 
Island, June 14, 1883, 

aml Jolneon’s American Uni 

message 7" (see p, 60, i.) altered and abbreviated, 
Brown, James 

1790; d. Nov. 23, 1443, 
Brown, Nathan, p.p., b. in New | 

shire, June 22, 1407, entered the 
1832, and began bis work asa wissionary in Burma in 

wich, New Har 

1833, where he translated the New Testament, finishing ft im 1444. He returned w Awerica in 1465, He pro- ceeded to Japan iy tst2, completed bis fr. of the New ‘Pestament, the first fr. in Japanese, in 1879, and d, at Yokvuhama, Jan. 1, 1446. He fr. several English are for use im Burtoa (sce Missions, F; . 7, 745, ib, and also, Later, for use in Japan, p. 743, 1,) 
Brown, Thomas Edward, ¥..., was etucated at Christ 

Church, Oxford, where be graduated in first-class honours 
in 1853, and became a Fellow of Oriel College in 1854. He entered’ Holy Orders tn 1555, and became 2nd Master 
at Clifton Coilege in 1464, Por his hymns fr. from the 
German see Index of &o. 

iére, Guillaume de la, was the s. of Anton de la Brunetiere, Lord du Messis de Gesté, and is the 
referred to by Miller (Singers and Songs, 1869, p. 143), 
and also sometimes in this Dictionary, as Guillaume du Plessis de Geste. He was edncated at the University of Paris, and recetved from it the degree of pp. For 16 years he was Vicar General at Paris prior to bis conse- 
eration as Bishop of Saintes, on Nov, 30, 1617. He d, 
May 2, 1702. hymns are inthe Paris Brev., 1680; the Cluniac rev., 1686; the Paris Bree, 1736; and other French Brevs. Inthe Porie Bree, of 1726 bis hymns are signed, “G. Ep. §,," Le. William, of 
Saintes. (J. M.} 

aller Giiter, p. 189, i. Appeared in 
Criger’s ta, Sth ed., Berlin, 1653, 

Bulfinch, Stephen Greenleaf, p. 191, ii. Several of 
this author « hymns, not poted in this , were 
given in Longtellow and Johnson's Book o Hiya, 1846-8, 
Additional hymns by him in English C. 0. are-— 

1. Benignant Saviour! "twas pot Thine. The Com- 
Christ, From bis Contemplations of the 

Saviour, &c., 1832, In Horder’s Cong. Hye., ss4, it 
reads ** Most ious Savioar! ‘twas not Thine. ‘ 

2. We gather to the sacred board. Holy Communion. 
This in Horder ts from Bulfinch's Communion 
Thoughts, Ind ed., 1852, 

Bullock, William, p. 192,i. He was b. in 1798. 
Bunting, William Maclardie, p. 193, ii, Of his hymns 

named here, Nos. l-4, and 6, wore in Lelfchild's Orig. 
Hys., 1842; a8 also, * We love to call creation Thine, 
(Missions.) The hymn, “ Rights cannot ¢ the 
heart.” in the American Meth, — Hymnal, 874, 
begins with st. ii, of No, 4, “Father, our child we 
lace.” His bymn, No. 9, °O God, how ofien bath 
bine ear,” was written at the age of 15, and was Ist 

pub. in the Methodist Magazine for Jan., 1824. 

Burdsall. Richard, for many years a Wesleyan minis- 
ter, was b. in 1735, and d. in Ina Tu his Memoirs, pub. 
t York, x.p., is appended « hymn, begmnaing, | ow 

Christ He is risen, the serpent’s heal is ised. 
The hymn ‘* The voice of free grace cries—* Eacape to 
the mountain,’ ” begins with st. ij, of this hymn, but 
with alterations, In setoe American hymnals, includ- 
ing Hatfield's Cherch #H. Bk,, 1872, Burdsall’s two 
stansas are expanded into five, but by whom we cannot 
Bay. 

Burkitt, William, >. Joly 25, 1660; was for some 
time Vicar of Dedham, Essex, and d. Oct. 24, he 
Author of A Help and Guide to Christian Families, 
1693; an annotated edition of the Bible, &e, See 
« Jerusalem, my bappy home,” p, §82, ii, (iii.). 
Burns, James Drummond, p, 197, i. Aviitional 

Oo. U0. ares - 
bynes Lord, ie] nn mount gr Safety in 
thrist. ‘From’ ¥. of Prophecy, 2nd ed., 185%, p. 4 
arte) Thou whee tender [sacred] feet have trod. 
Resignation, From ¥. of P . ist ed, D4, p. 27. 

3. Thou, Lord, art love, and everywhere, ivine 
Love. From ¥. of Prophecy, and ed., 1854, p. 275. z 
Burton . In I. D. Sanker's Suered Songs and 

Solos, ae ie bymns, * Come, for the feast is spread, 

Mission to the Jews, 

Newport, Rhode 

Brother, will alight the message | Th Longfell 
Rie tartan iS Henne 1846, is Jonethan Allen's “Sinners, will You seorn the 

LLP, py 184, ii, ; b. June 6, 

ptist ministry in 

jin 2799, and jo! 

eg, | Jemus) are attributed to the “Rev. H. fn. 
Bushell, William Done, mw... was b. in 1838, and educated at Cheltenham, and St. Jobn's College, Cam- bridge; 1.4. in honours 1461, He was for some time « Fellow of his College, and became an Ausistant Master at Harrow in 1466, oving taken Holy Orders in 1464, His bymn for Trinity, +* Where art Thou, Lord ? with 

Was contributed to 
of Sherborne School. 

Butler, Mary. The following hymns in Mrs, Brock’s 
Children’s H. Bk., yey: « Locking Upwards every " (Onwards), and “0 help me, Lord, this day to be” (Morning), are signed with this name. Beyond this we 
have no information, 

Butler, N D.D., author of “ How sweet when 
worn with cares of life” (Hurcen anticipated), in the Chrestian Melodist, 1849, was b. at Waterville, Maine, Oct. 19, 1821; entered the Baptist ministry in Laas, and has since held several pastorates in various parts of the States. 

anxious eye," — the 1888 ed. of Hys, ‘ur the wee 

Butterworth, Hezekiah, was b. at Warren, Rhode Island, Dec, 22, 1839. He wrote The si of the 
Hymoes, American Tract Society, 1875. He is the author of ** O Charch of Christ, our blest abode “ (The Church) In Root’s cantata, Gnder the Palms, and of “Jesus, I Thee believe" (Jesus Al in All) in the cantata Faith Triumphant. 
Butterworth, J, H. 198, ii, He b, in 1815; returned from ‘Cannes i “y bys € 1874; and d. at South Hamp- stead, April &, 1890, 
By faith I see (view) my Saviour dying, (Pree 

Mercy.) This ts No. 199 in J. Stamp's Christian's Spiral Song Book, 1845, in § st. of 8 1. As given in e dye. a Sungs of Praise, N. Y., 1474, No. 620, st. 1., H., and iv, are from Stamp altered, and et. iil. is by another band. Daniel 
bymn a- by * A. T. W,," but gives no authority for the sscription. In stamp it is given anonymously. 

Cc 
Caddell, Cecilia Mary, p. 200, 1. tucluding ** Behold the itfies of the 

H. Form W's Catholic Hys., 1853, 
“C.MLo" 
Cantemus cuncti, P: 203, ii, This is found in several Mes. additional to those cited on p. 203, ii, inclucdin lodein Ms. 121, p. 563, of the end of the 1t cent,, aml the ms. Lat. 9448, circa low, in the Ait, 

Nat., Paria. 

, William, p.p., the first Baptist Missionary in 
ire, im 

Nine of her hymna, 
field,”* in 
with ae genus 

India, was b. at Paulerspury, Northamptonsh! 1762, educated for the Baptist ministry, and left England for India in 1793, He was for sowe time at M pity: Bengal. Because of the hostile attitude 
Indian Company towards 

companion John Fountain 
Serampore, and 

arrived in India, He was sometime ee = tae a tn Calcutta. Beat atempore nis, He was t ret to com n mein Hengali, seve of as . U. in India.” See Missions, Poreigs “ p. 746, ii. 
Carols, p. 208, i. Du Merit quoted a 12th cent. xs in the Bint Nat., Paris, Lat,, 1159, f. 34, 
Carthusian Breviary, p. 179, i. 
Catholic and Apostolic Church Hymnody, p. 572, i, 
Ceaseleas praise be to the Father. Lang Trinity.) This bymn in the Songs for the Sanctuary, N.Y,, 1865, is signed “ R. W. P." 
Cedant justi signa luctus, p. 215, ii, The ¢r.: “Far 

be sortow, tears and sighing,” as in Kennedy, 1863, and the Hymnary, 1872, is repeated in an altered form in the 1449 ed. of #4. & Af, and is given as tr, by the 
Comp:lets. The facts are these sat, i. is w for 

from Kennedy ; st. ii. Kennedy rewritten; and ot. fil, new, The actual ascription is, Neale, 1851; 
Kennedy, 1463; Compilers Of H, A. & M., 1489. 
Chadwick, J William, w.4,, b. in 1841, and educated a1 Queen's College, Oxford, wa. 1863. After holding several Curacies he became in t471 Vicar of 

Westgate Common, Wakefleld, Hed. Feb, 13, 1482. 
Chaldeans. [See Syrine Hymnody, PP. ip 



Charles, David, youngest brother of Thomas Charles 
(w+ below) was b. in 176%, and was a Minister of 
the Calvinisthe Methodists, He wrote several hymns, 
some ofl which are in C. U, in Wales. 

Charles, Elizabeth, n-e Rundle. Mrs. Charles has 
assumed t ¢ name of * Rundle-Chartes,” as given in the 
isvo ed, of the (fy, Comp, Other hymns in C. U. are :— 

1. Around a Table, not a tomb. Holy Communion, 
Fated Oct, 1962. In ber Pueme, 1968, in 6 st. of 41. 

4. Come, and rejoice with me. Joy in Christ. Some- 
times dated 1446, From her Three Wakings, 1659, p, 
147, in 7 at. of 41, and headed * Eureka.” 

3. Jesus, what once Thou wast, Jesus the Unchange- 
able One, In Mra, Brook's Children’s H. Bk, Last. 

4. Never further than Thy Cross. /assionfide, In 
the Fumily Treasury, Feb, tx6u 

5S. What marks the dawning of the Yiar? Yew 
Year, From her Three Wakings, 1859. p. th4. 

Charles, Thomas, wA., 5. of a farmer, was b. at Pant- 
dwyn, Carmarthen, Oct. 14, 1755, and educated at 
Oxford, He was curate at Halifax for three years, and 
then returned to Wales as curate of Llanymowddwy, 
Through a disagreement with bis Rector, mainly over 
the educition of the children in the parish in which 
Charles took great Interest, he left bis curacy, and 
shortly after joined the Calvinistie Methodists. His 
work in assisting to found the British and Foreign Bible 
Society, and the organization of Sunday Schools as now 
conducted in Wales, is well known. Hed. in l4t4, He 
wrote but one bymen, (Dyfais fawr trag’wyddol ga- 
rind,” Pull Saloation, in 10 sts), which is given in the 
Calvinistic Methodiss' MM. Bk. in two parts. This 
is held in some repute in the prinelpality. 

Chatterton, Thomas, was b. at Bristol, Nov, 20, 1752. 
He received bis sarly education at Colston's charity 
school In that city, and then was articled to an attorney, 
In April, 1770, he to London, where be 
earned but litele through bis literary labours. Overcome 
at last by poverty and distress, he polsoned himself in 
August the same year. He was buried at St, Andrew's, 
Holborn, His Miscrlfanies in Prose and Verse were pub, 

thumousty in 177s. From this work two bymns 
have come Into C. U,:— 

1. Almighty Framer of the skies, (1768.) Christmas, 
2. U God, Whose thunder shakes the sky, (1768.) 

Resignation. 
Cheever, G, B., p. 218, 1. Hed. Oct, 1, 1490, 
Children. in your earliest Karly Piety. 

Thi« hymn is in the 23rd of ad Silver Posi 
S. Seholar’s Companion, 18279, in 4 ato 41 The 

ncipal compiler of thated. was John Latta, Although 
tmay possibly be bis, yet, lacking direct evidence to 
that effect, we must give it as “* Anon,” 

Children, listen to the Lord. [Public Worship.) 
This is an vpening hymn for a children’s service, Lt is 
given in Dr. T. Hastings’s (American) Mother's H. Bk., 
Ins4, in 3 st, of 4 |, and is there to be from the 
“Union Minstrel,” 

Children. you have gone . J, Burton, (inet. 
tation.) Contributed to the CAdd’s Companion, April 
1434, in Bast. of 6 1. In 1840 it was repeated in the 
8.8. U0. 1 Bk, and again in the author's One Hundred 
Hys., 1450, Tt is given im several modern collections 
for children. 

Chorley, Henry Fothergill, was b. at Blackleyhurat, 
Lanvashire, reg 16, 1s0s, and educated at the Royal 
Institution, Liverpool. In t#34 he was cngaged as a 
tember of the staff of the Landon Atheneum. This 
connection be retained for 35 years, Hed, Pen. 15, 1872. 
He pub. some novels aml a large number of songs. 

Christe cunctorum dominator alme, 226, i. 
Daniel, (867, p. 7, cltes this as in the Vatican ws, 82 
ofthe sth cent. It is also in several was, of the 10th 
and Lith cents. additional to those named on p, 827, i, 

Christe, qui lux os et dies, p. 227, i, This hymn 
vccupies in Trtch bymnody a position which is pro- 
tably unique, being the only instance of a hymn paxs- 
ing without interruption from the ancient office books 
of the church into geperal use among the | eformed, 
At the reformation in Holland, when hymns were for- 
bhileu and only metrical paalton allowed to be sung, 
@ translation of the hytan in very archaiy Motch, 
“Christe ver du bist dagh en lieght was appende | to 
the authorized metrical psalter of Peter Datheen (1466), 
When a new atel revised pealter was adopted in 1773, 6 
revast in a freer Pulibsec a ie by HH. Gbtjsen, 0 groota 
Christus, eenvig licht,” occup ed the same place at the 
ead of The poalter, Frora this source ot has been adopted 
inte all tie hymmals compiled for the use of Dutch 
speaking mission congregations in South Africa, where 
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| 

| 
| Coelestes duloe sonantibus. J. #. de Snir 

ofa 

it is so universally that 9 Wesleyan miténar 
Mr. Shaw, in bis ‘* Memorials of South Africa” lh: 
the “| eautifal evening bytnn of the natives.” J. 4 4 

Christe sanctorum decus, p. 229. ii. The sergos 
to Hrabanus is very doubtful, and ft & at ab 
Domumiler’s ed. of his Gurming, Iss4 (Sep ibe 

Christian! see! the orient morning, “Mums 
This bymn is given in the American Pipmeen a 
1855, an from ‘* teland’s Hymns," It is abe in the Le 
Duteb Ays, of the Church, N. Y., lee. 

Christians and brethren, ere we part. This (0 ie. 
ham and Hossall Schools 7. Aks,, 1*90, is allerd be 
H, Kirke White's * Christians! brethren’ ete we per.” 

Christians of St. Thomas. (See Syriac Hymosy 
pp. 1111-13.) 

Churton, Edward, p. 233, ii, From bit (ein 
Pealter the following are also ln C, U.-— 

1. High ratsed upon the boly bills, Px torr |) 
begins in sowe collections with st. iL, “0 Zica, fem 
things to come."” 

2. Lord, keep me for [ trast in Thee, Re Thoo. Aim 
Cistercian Breviary, p. 179, i. 
Clare, Mary F. Sister Mary F. Clare, of Kenmare. x 

written several bymus of merit, iocloding -— 
1, Before the throne of (inal atove. Ampels, 
2. Hark, the angels bright are singing. Laster. 
3. Jesus was once a litth child. Jesws the Holy 

imple. 
these Nos. 1, 3 are in Mrs. Brock’s (dilém) 

A Bk, (831, and No. 2 in W. G. Horder’s Hymn Low 
1889. 

Clark, Benjamin, pub. Sacred Emtlems with oa 
Picces, Lond,, tht4. Four pieces as in this work 
given in Jobn Rees’s Coll,, 1423, and ome la bis Ape 
1426. 

Clarke, J, F., p, 235, i. Hed. June s, 163, 
Clarke, 8. 0., p. 235, ii, Other bymns are — 
1, From the priceless barvest. Aarvest. In te 

Suppl. Hys. to Harland’s Ch. Ps, and Hyl., it. 
2. O God, Thou didst inspire in ancient dars, Cees 

ing a Memorial Window, Written for the Unveiling ¢ 
a Memorial Window in Thotverten Charch, Dev, « 
Aug. 25, 1859, and printed with the prayers used on tla 

on. 
3. To Zion's stately pile. /'rocessional. Writtes fr 
London (Gregorian Choral Aswelation, amd em: # 

the Festival in St, laul'’s Cathedral, Londen, Jom § 
1889. 

Clayton, b. in London, Apefl 9, 17; &Jae 
14, 1962, was a Congregational Minister af Walworth 
His hymn on Consecration of lf to Chri, bee 
PE ta you delusive scenes.” Sedgwick dates his hyo 

Clemens, Titus Flavius, p, 238, i. A ty, of bis by 
Zropior waAwy, by Mra, E. Charles, m ber fer o 
Chr. Life in Sung, 1455, p. 44, is * Mouth of babes * > 
cannot speak.” Int 
Tune Book, 1869, No. 426, ‘‘ Ever be prar our hk,” * 
big agg of two stanzas from Dr. Dexter's fr, note & 
Pp ii, Dean Plumstre has abs: tr, it as, “Curt br 
the stubborn steed," in his Lazarus and other Poem 
1864, p. 171, He tr, it in March, 1864. Dr, Maceill be 
a tr. in bis re dte., 1876. and a second in the Bootust 
Presb. Hymnal, 1876. The latter begins “Lead, bo! 
Shepherd, lead us.* 

dangiae f Clephane, Anna Jane 
General W, D, M.Clephane, was b. in 1793, and ¢* 
1860, Her bymn “ Toiling in the path of dey”? 
teverance”') is in Thring’s Colf., 1482, and several other 

Cleveland, Benjamin. p. 239, i. For mite ob “* 
writer (b. Aug, 30, 1733; d. March 9, 1¢)) ad = 
hymn, **0 could I find from day to day," ree Decne 
Sap. Hy, Writers, ls, p. 223. 

Clyne, Norval, p, 239. i. His Ballads from Sa 
. were Int pub, in 1844, His (bristmas (=~ 

“The blasts of chill December sound,” wes wit 
in 463, He d. at Aberdeen, Dec, 1, 185%. 

‘Cobbin, I . P- 239, ii, The bymn © A throne ¢ 
? then let us go "(The Throne of (race), whk: # 

found in several American bymntwoks, i osually &'- 
buted to this author, but we have failed to trace it ET 
of bis works. 

Coeleste organum hodie, p, 239, ii. This is ales * 
M5. of circa 1100 In the Frit. Mus, (4dd. 4,902./ "> 
The Calig. A. xiv., noted on p. 240, i, is circa 117 

(Common Firgin Martyr.) In the Clunsar Fre. 
1646, p. Ixxi. and Santefiil’s a Sacri et Sor, 16 
P» 216 (ed, 1695, p. 255). In the Varbunme Brer, |" 

, ___ __{ ie —eiteieimeangee a 



COELESTIS ALES 

Hiem. p. xxviii., and in the Paris Brev,, 1736, Hiem. 
. xbitt., tt begins “ Festis laeta sonent aetbera canti- 

vas.”” In Newman, 1838-65 it rerds “© vos cum cithuris 
dulce sonantibus,” Tr. by J. 0. Chambers, lt6, ye a 
from the Paria Kree., as * Let now the joyous air,” In 
the Altar Hyl., led. * 

Cocelestis ales p- 240, i, We find that this 
hymn was included in the Cluniac Brev,, 1686, p, 943, 
where it begins, “ Supernas ales nuntiat.” 

Coelestis formam . pP 240, i. The Sarum 
Office for the Transfguration was printed separately 
im 1483. 

Coelestis © Jerusalem, p. i, This is in the 
Paris Brev., 1422, Aut, p. 474. The altered form of 1. 
Williams's tr. in the Hymnary, 1472, “Jerasalem the 
heavenly,’ is from Chope's Myl., 1862, with alterutions, 
In Chope it begins, “ Jerusalem ! blest city.” 

Coelitum Joseph decus, p. 241, i. In Chevalivr’s Re- 
i =i PY pt. b, p 212, this is 

cited as being in rec. Monastionm, 1550, and the 

Carmelite Mrev., 1672, It is also in the Hom. Breve. 
printed at Antwerp in 1697. E. Caswall’s tr, (p. 241, i), 
appeared in bis Lyra Catholica, 1849, p. 136, 

Coelo quos cadem aE This 

is found in the Faris Bree, 1650, It is also tr. in 
Chope’s Hyt. 1862, a8 “Those whom oue glory crowns 
above.” 

Coleridge, John Duke, Lord, eldest ». of the Right 
Hon, Sir John Taylor Coleridge, was b. in 1821, and 

educated at Eton, and Ballivl College, Oxford. He sab- 

sequently became a Feliow of Exeter College, Called to 

the Bar im 1447, be become Recorder of Portsmouth, 

1855-66; M.P. for Exeter, 1865; Solicitor4ieneral, 186s 5 

Attorney-General, 1571; and Lord Culef Justice, His 
hymns ** Bending before Thee, let our hymn go 1 
wards” (Divine Protection desired); and  Unce D 

to meet the day “ (Morning) in Thring’s Coll, make us 

wish we had more of bis lyrics, These hymns were 

written for private use in the author's family, and were 

Ist pob. in Thring’s Coll, ts40. In the latter m, il, 
1. 4, read originally “ Strike us back, O Lord, we pray.” 

Coles, Thomas, a.™., was b. at Rowell, near Winch- 

combe, in Gloucestershire, in 1779; and died at Bourton- 

orethe-Water, in the same county, iy 23, 1840, hav- 
the Baptist church there for 39 years. ing been pastor of 

rote several hymns, but ouly one was b., Viz, 

Se ialeent God ! to Thee I raise,” p, $68, i. [W. RB. 5.) 

llects in Verse, p. 906, ii. The Collects of the 
Bok of Common ares have been rendered into Latin 

Verne by Bp. Chartes Wordsworth, and pub. in his Series 

Collectarum .... Selects Hymni Pesimique ~. Lond, 

J. Maurras, 1490. For versions in Engl ish see also the 

Lady Huntingdon Beangelical Register, 1837, p. 136— 4 

and in thix Dictionary, p. 335. 

Ann, author of “The sun that lights 

you broad blue sky” (Welcoming a Pastor), in The 

7 i. &c., by Stow and Smith, 1443, hter of 

eae. William Collier, an American Baptist Minister, 

was b, at Charlestown, Massachusetts, Dec. 23, 1510, 

and d. at Alexandria, Virginia, Dec, 25, 1866. 

Vins, S. A., p- 243, ii. Mrs. Collins was b. at Mid- 

Fh anno ig Maseachunetts, May 22, 1830; and married 

in 1850 to the Rev. 5. A. Collins, a Baptist minister, | 

who d. in i877, Burrage notices three of her hymns: 

ay" Jesu‘, acious One, calleth now to thee (in- 

witation), which has passed inte I, D, Sankey’s Sacred | 

4 Sulos ; (2) ‘*O God, the prayer of Thy Beloved 

wnt (Prevailing Preven)’ and (4) “* Resting, my | 

Saviour, and waiting for Thee” (eaves Anticipated). 

( Haptist Hy- Writers, 1838, Pp. 445.) 

Coll illiam Bengo. p. 243, ii. 
0 De. Collyer are aleo in C. U. 2 

The following 

bymne 
wr fleeting day is gone, + Keening, (1812.) 

2. a. in this solemn hour, Aeerption of Charch 

H42. 
ORG ruse. red helpless orphan's hope. On Behalf of 

Orphans. In the rang. Mag,, 1805, p. 45. 
4. See the clouds upen the mountains. Sanday Worn- 

ing. (1842. 
a Soft be 
Redeemer. 

6, Softly t 

e 7. ‘Thou Prince of glory slain fur me. 

(1812.) * , 
date 1412 is that of bis Coll., and 1842 of Leif. 

ules original Hys. (See also Index of Authors and 

Translators 
Colquhoun, Frances Sara, nrc Puller - Maitland, 

Moin gently breathing notes. Praise to the 

1412.) 
oe shade of evening fallax, Kvening. (1812.) 

Soon shall a darker night descend "is taken, 
Geol Priday. 

(Aprenprx 11.) CONDER, JOSIAH 1557 

fourth daughter of Ebenezer Fuller-Maitland of Stan- 
stead Hall, and Park Place, Henley-1n-Thames, was b. 
at Shinfield Park, near Keading, June 20, 1509; mar- 
ried on Jan. 29, 1831, to John Volquboun, son of Sir 
Janes Colquboun, Bart., and 4. May 27, 1877. To ber 
mother’s collection, entitled Mys, for Irivate Devotion, 
&c,, 1827, she contributed anonymorsly a piece begin 

Launched upon the stormy ocean,” and her well- 
known additions to Kirke White's fragment “ Moch in 
sorrow, oft in woe (p, T74, i), In the 164 ed. of her 
mother's work there is another piece by her :-—* There is 
a vale in Israel's road,” and signed “ F. S.C."(G. A.C.) 
Come, Ghost, descend from high, p. 245, ii. In 

some American collections this reads “Come Holy 
Ghost, come from on high.” 

Come, Holy Spirit, calm my (our) mind. [(Whitsun- 
tide). We have traced this ie to A Coll, Pa. 
and Hys. for the use of the Lock Chapel, 1803, where it 
is the first hymn to be sung before Divine Service, in 
Set. of 41. In Bickersteth’s Christian Jsaimody, 133, 
it bas an additions! stanza, and in’ this form it ix 

ted in the Eng. Presbyterian Church Praise, lems. 
It is sometimes attributed to “John Stewart,” but we 
bave failed to find authority for the statement. The 3st. 
form of the text is given in Common raise, 1*79, as by 
“Browne,” This wer gardasanerror, [W. T. B.) 
Come, let us all unite to . (Praise to Christ } 

This byron, marred by M. appeared in his Ps, & 
Hys., 1760, No. 121, in Get. of 4] Lt was repeated by 
R. Conyers's f's. & dys. 1172; Bickersteth, 1843, and 
others to modern bymn-books. 

Come, let us to the Lord our God, p. 249, i. This has 
been rendered into Latin by HW, M. Macgill, 1876, No. 67, 
as * Veniamus poenitentes.” 

Come, 0 come with sacred (pious) lays. (7, Wither. 
(fs. caludii.) From his version of Ps. 148.in his Psalmes 
of Pavid, &e., 1632. It is in the S&S. P. C.K. Hymne, 
1852, and other collections. 

Come, 0 my soul, in sacred |» [Omnipetence.) Ln 
Miller's Singers and Songs, Pag p22, in buy 
Aeld, 1486, p. 109, and in others this hymn is attributed 
te Thomas Blacklock ” (PR. 144, ii.), but in no instance 
is the statement supported by satisfactory evidence, We 
have failed to trace it in any of Blacklock's works, 

» Ht. L. Hastings, oat Come, 0 soul, to 
Friday.) This bytan, tm the ap, Praise Bk,, Pt 
1871, is attributed to * Hastings.” In H. L. Hastings's 
Songs af Pilgri » Boston, U.S, A, lose, it is 
signed © H. 1567." From this we understand that it is 
by that writer, 

Come, 0 Thou Traveller unknown, p. 250, i. In the 
Prim, Meth, Hyl., 1487, Nos. 616-14, are three centos 
from this poem :—(1) **Come O Thoa Traveller un- 
known “; (2) “What though mj shrinking flesh com- 
plain”; (3) “1 know Thee, Saviour, Who art." 

Come, Thou Fount of every blessing, 252, i, 
Sometimes given as “ Father, Source of every asies hed 
and as ** Jesus, Source of every blesedig.” 

——— Jesus, p. 252, ii, This is 
into Latin by AL Mf. Macgill, 1476, No. 17, as 

“Veni Jesu ter Optate.” 

Come to the ark, come to the ark. [/nvitation.} 
This anonymous hymn has been traced to Perey Francis 
Hall's Christian H. Bk. 184). It was repeated in J. 
Colman’s Coll,, 1446; H.W, Beecher's /fymouth Coll, 
1456; and in several later hymn-books in G, Hritain and 
America. 

Come ye whe bow to sov'reign grace. Maria ie 
Flewry, (Holy Baptiom.) Appeared in J. Mbidlewn's 
Hymns, 1793, No. 30%, in 6 st, of 41. In Spurgeon's 
0. 0. HH. Bk, 166, No. 923, is a cento, st. 1, ii, iv. 
being from this bymn, aud st. ili. by Mr. Spargeon. In 
Miller's Singers & Songs, &e., 1869, p. cas, the original 
hymn is attributed to James Upton in error. 

Conder, E. B., p. 255, ii. Dr. Comter's Heart Chords 
were republished with an additional piece or twolu Is=7. 
His bymo, “ Ye fair green bills of Gulilee™ (vr a 
Children’s Service) appeared in the cong. Church Myl., 
1ssT. 

Conder, G. W., p. 255, ii, Other him in 
his Appendix, 1474, are, “* Now to the glorious Trinity” 

| (tatyeng @ Foundation Stone) and “ Lord, may a sinful 
Ui tle child?” (A Child's Prayer). 

Conder, Josiah, p. 256, i, Other hymns are — 
1. O love beyond the reach of thought. Theloveaf God. 
2. O Then, our Head, enthroned on high. Missions. 
a. Son of David, throted in light. Divine Aalighton- 

ment desired, 
| 4. Thou Lamb of God fur sinners slain, Chrést the 

. 
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1558 COOK, ELIZA 

Head of the Church, From “Substantial Truth, O 
Christ, Thou art.” 

These hymns are all from his Hys, of Pratae, de., 1866. 

Cook, Eliza, daughter of « merchant in Southwark, 
was b. Heo. 24, 1817, and d. at Wimbledon, Sept. 23, 1489, 
Her works in poetry and prose are well and widely 
known. Her hymn pub. in 1560, * Father above, | pray 
to Thee” (Child"s Beening Hymn), is in several hymn- 
books, including Martineau’s Hymna, dc., 1473, 

Cook, Henry, v.»., Lt.p., was b. at Grillagh, near 
Maghera, County Londonderry, Ireland, May 11, 1784, 
ond was educated at the University of G - He 
became pastor of Duncane Presbyterian Ch in 1308. 
After hold-ng other pastorates he was a to that | 
of the Presbyterian congregation in May Street, Belfast, 
He d. in Belfest, Deo, 14, 1968. His Life was pub, by 
Dr. J. L. Porter, in 1871. The hymo, “Jesus, Shep- 
herd of the Sheep, Who Thy Father's flock,” &c. (The Good 
Shepherd), in the Canadian fresh, H. Bk., 1880, ks by hit, 
Cooper, age b. in Mew York city, May 14, 1840, 

is the author of * There are lonely hearts to cherish.” 
(Work for Others), in LD, Sankey's Sac, Songs & Solos, 

Coote, Maud, nee Oswell, Mr. Ellerton’s notes in 
Church Hya., annotated ed., 1881, on this writer are =~ 

1. The strain of joy and gladness, (St. Andrew.) 
“ By Miss Maude Oswell (now Mra, Coote). Written 
for use in St. Andrew's Church, Frankton, Salop. Con- 
tributed to Church Hymna, 13971,” 

2, The Son of Consolation. St. Barnabas, “Con- 
tributed to Church Hymng, 1671." 

Cor meum Tibi dedo Jesu, — fi. This ts found 
in the Sirenes Symphoniacae, Cologne, 1674, p. 257. 

Cosin, John, p. 268, ii. Bp. Cosin was b, Nov. 30, 
1594, and Hot 1564, as slated on p, 262, ii, 

Cottle, J . p. 264, i, Two of bis liytmnes still sare 
vive: (1) “Mighty Lord, extend Thy empire” (Mis- 
stom); (2) "" While marching on to Canaan's land” 
CArietion Warfare). These are from his Hymns, &., 
182s. 

o. , brother! do not stumble, This is the first 
line of Dr. Macleod’s hymn noted on p. 709, ii., under 
its refrata of “ Trost in God, and do the right.” 

Cousin, Anne R.. p, 264, ii, Other hymns are >— 
!. None but Ctrist; His merit hides me. None but 

Christ. From ber /mmanuel’s Land, dc., 1676, Into 
Laudes Domini, 1884, ke. 

2. O° Christ, He is the Fountain. This wy with 
t. fli. of * The sands of time are parece ii. 

+ Saviour, shed Thy sweetest (richest) blessing. On 
behalf of Missionaries, Pub. in Wilson's Service of 
Praise, 1865, 

+. When we reach our peaceful dwelling. Heaven 
Antcipated, In ber Immanuel's Land, dc. 

Cowherd, William. This hymn-writer, referred to on 
p. 1106, i., was b. at Carnforth, Lancashire, in 1763. He 
wae for setne time Classical Teacher in Beverley Col- 
lege, and then curate of St. John’s Church, Manchester, 
Subsequently he joined toe Swedenborgians, and then, 
ih tH, cateblished a sect of bis own ander the name of 
The Nible Christian Church. Of several places of 
worship two only now remain, the original in Salford, 
Lancashire, and one io Philadelphia, U.S, A. 
ub. his Select Hys, in 1800 (see p, 1106, i.). He d. 
March 21, 1916, 

Cowper, Frances Maria, née Madan, wife of Major 
be ed sister of Martin Madan, and cousin of Cowper 
the Poet, was b. in 1727, and d. in 1797, Her poetical 
pieces were pub. as Original Poems on Various Occa- | 
von ya Lely Nevtsed by William . Key. 
of the Inner Temple, 1793. From this work bymn, 
“ My span of life will soon be done" (feath Anticipated) 
in taken The cento “ Bear on, my soul; the bitter 
crees,” is a part of this hymn, 

Cowper, W., p. 265, i, Other hymns are :-— 
1. Holy Lord God, I love Thy truth. Hatred of Sin. 
2, [was o grovelling creature once, Hope and Con- 

Sidence 

4 No strength of nature can suffice. Obedience 
throngs love 

4. The Lord revives His highest pruine, Pith, 
6. The saints should never be dismayed. Providence. 
All these hymns appeared in the Olney Hymns, 1779. 

Crashaw, Richard. p, 268,i, In 1847-8, Dr, Grosart 
pul. a Supplement to Complete Works of Richard Cra- 
hare, coltailing an “Introductory Note,” and 5 addi- 

tonal poetical pieces, 

Crowdson, Jane, nee Fox, p, 269,i, From her A Tittle 
While, and Other Jooms, 1864, are >— 

Pee found a joy in sorrow, Power of Puith, 

(Aprenprx IL] DARLING, THOMAS 

2. One touch from Thee, the Healer of tives 
Christ the Healer, 

3. ‘Tis not the Cross I have to bear, Paith denvat 
Crippen, Thomas G., a descendant of an olé Hare: 

family long resident in Canterbury, was b. in Lonbe » 
1441, and educated for the Congregations) Mirae « 
Airedale College, Bradford, Yorkshire. His frst put» 
was at Boston Spa, Yorkshire, 1666, ant bis pres 
1891) in at Milverton, Somerset. Mr. Crippen pod. 
868 (rs. of Ancient Hymns and Poems, (Se Leder 
uthors. 4c.) Two of bis original bymes ay 2 © 

Cong. Church Hyl,, 1887>—* Lord Jew Ohya. b 
Whom slone " ( Election of Deacons), and “(inal Ws. 
boldest in Thy hand” (cfore a Parliamentery f- 
tion). The first of these was written spe billy fic car 
Hymnal, His metrical rendering of one of We ke 
well’s prose trs. of Jared's A nian hymos spf 
i.) was printed in the Gldbury Weebly ora |, 
and aubnrquentt as a broadsheet. It begins «1 
Christ, uprisi the dead be ung.” His Ayeier 
Introduction to the History of Christian bectrise ox 
pub. in 1843, 

Crozier, Maria P. , Of Hodson Ville, Mame 
chusetis, is given in I. DL, Sankey's Sac. Sings d ole 
isTs-51, as the author of “ Home at Tey! 
mountains" ( Heaven Anticipated), and “ 4 me 
while" ( Heaven Anticipated). 

Crucis Christi mons Alvernae, p. 271, ii Thu» 
cited by J. Valentinelli in bis Bibl. Manuscripts of 
8. Marct Venetiarum, vol. |, 1964, Pp. 231, os ina mad 
the 12th cent. The Stigmarteation is dated 124. 

Criiger, Johann, p. 271, ii, Dr. J, Zahn, now ¢ 
Neuendettelsau, in Bavaria, bas recently acquired 
copy of the Sth ed., Berlin, 1653, of the Prazis, 

Crux benedicta nitet, p. 272, ii. This is four! ins 
Sth cent. ws. inthe Brit, Mus. (Add. 24193, 6 166) & 
9sts. The 10th st. isin a ms, of circa 1070 in te 
Bodleian ( Douce, 222, f. 158 6.) 

Crux sola Dei, J. B. de Saniezil. (ie 
vention of the H. Cross.) In the (lemiac Brer., (64, 
Pp. 967, this b is given as “© sole langoorum Le,’ 
and again Hey ond Brees. In the avthor's Kym Sen, 
dc., 1659, p. 27 (ed. 1698, p. 92) it is given as “(rer 
sola,” and this is repeated in the Sex Bret, [72 so! 
the Paris rev, 1736. Tr, by Sister Min Lyre Be 
charistica, 1463, p. 214, wader the heading of “0 (ret, 
<4 sola languentes,” as “© Cross, that only kre 
the woes,” This is also in the 1463 ed. of the i, eet 
Cujus laus secundum nomen. [(vmmon of Apie 

This fine sequence is probably of the 14th cent. Mee 
No. 665, prints from a 14th cept. ws. st Donaorschingrs, 
and Neale in his Seywentine, 1952, P. 213, frow the 

| Poictiers Missal of 1524. Also in Danie ¥., ). D4, 
and Kehrein, No. 375. Tr, as:—* Let our praise b 
according,” by T. 1. Bail in the Appendiz to Me U. 
Noted, 1873, Also in the Alter MMyl., tess. 

Cummins, John James, p. 273, i. This aather's 
hymn, " Jesus, Lord of life ‘and glory,” ts given ins 
few hymnals as, “Jesus, Lord, we kneel before Thee 

Cur aut amictus aut cibi. [Wetnesday Brewing” 
In the Chalons-sur-Marne Brer., 1736, Hiew., p 
and the Amiens Hrev., 1746, Hiew. p. a; Neale’ ity 
Feclesiae, 1451, p. 35, and Muorsom's Hist, Comp. » 
H. A, & M,, 1889, p. 113, Tr. by the ers of, A 
Mf., 1549, as, ** Take not thought for food or raiment 

ing, W. 0., p. 274 i. Other are 
1, OF love to think of Jesus. Thinking of fons 
2. There is joy in heaven! there is joy w-day. septs 
over returning Sinners, 

3. When He cometh, when He cometh. drew. ‘ 
Custodes hominum peallimus Angelos, p. 274. & 

W. E. Roth, in his Lat. Hymmen, 1887, No. 137, cries this 
as in the M8. *52 of the Darmstadt Litmary, and informs 
me that it is there in » band of the of the 16 
cent. It therefore cannot be by whe wat 
b. 1542, and d. 1621, (J. M.) 

D 

Dach, Siman, p, 277, ii., line 14 Longfelbre’s 
is in his Poets and Poetry of Bwrope, 1845, p. 40 

Darby, John N., p. 279, i. ing the Dyan 
“Though faint, yet pursuing, &e." (No, 6) Miler sy* 
in his Singers & Sungs of the Church, 149, p. 347, he 
Mr. Darby told him that be was not {ts author, : 

Darling, Thomas, p. 280, i, In 1x87, Mr. [hurling 
pub. 4 small tract as Ine from the Mountains, Written 
during @ month's Tour in the South of Mrance, is MH 
Summer of the Year MDCCCL VIL, Lond., Spots 



DARTNELL, G. E. 

mm p. 280, i., and “On mountain side, in sheltered 
lell."* (For Private Use.) All these hymns must be 
lated ** 1857." 

ward, was b, in 1852, and has Dartnell, George Ed 
een nasociated with the Wilts and Dorset Bu 
Salisbury for some years, (See p. 826, ii, 4) 

Daughter of Zion, awake from 
of the Church.) This is given | 
Church Pealmody, Boston, U.S.A., 1831, p. 576, In 3 st. 
of 4 L, as the words of an Anthem, and ts stated in the 
index to have been taken from “ Fitegeraki'’s Coll,” 
which was pob. in Ise. It is found in oomerous 
Auierican collection<, including Laudes Domini, 1444, 

Davis, Eliel, was b. at Folkestone, June 5, 1803. In 
1422 he entered a bosiness estar lishment in London, and 
eines the Baptist church in Eagle Street, Entering the 

ptise Ministry he was successively pastor at Newport, 
Isle of Wight + Regent Street, Lambeth, Londos: Eye, in 
Suffelk ; and St, lves, in Huntingdooshire. He d. in 
March, 1849. His bymn * From every earthly pleasure’ 
(Onward) was contribated toa ats, monthly magazine, in 
Is2l, edited by Dr. Belcher, author of Misturical Sketches 
of Hymns, and throug Dr, Bolcher’s Influcnce was pub, 

in The New Hapttat ae meen March, 1225, in 6 +t, of 

41. It is found, usually abridged, in several modern 

collections. Another of bis hymns There is a beaven 
of perfect peace” (/feaven Anticipated), appeared tn the 
Suppl. to the Heangelical Magazine, 1830, and is also 

in C. U. (WwW. BR. 8.) 

Davis, Thomas, ™.s., p. 281, ii, Died at Roundhay, 

Nov. 11, 1887. Anvther of his from his fre 

wate Verse, &c., 1855, ‘* Two temples doth Jehovah 
prize (The Temple of the Rody), is also in. U. There 
ure 23 of bis bynes in Soden’s Criversal 1. Hk, 1985, 
(See Preface to the same.) 

Davis, William T. 5. at I’iymouth (U.S. A.), in 1822, 

educated at Harvard Coll aud is a lawyer by pro- 

fession. His quasi .imerican National Hywn was 

written for the 26uth Anniversary of the Landing of 

the Pilgrim Fathers at P th, Massachusetts, . 
a1, 1870. It begins, *To Thee, O God, Whose guiding 
hand.” 

nk at 

wison, W. Hope, was b. at Sunderland, Nov. 27, 

Ps and entered the Congregational Ministry in 1462 

as Pastor at Bolton, Lancashire, He pub. P's, & IMys., 

Bolton, ¥Yarious eds., the last in 1861; The Sabbath 

Hyt. for use in Schools; and The New Sabb. Hyl,, 1877. 

7 au uently two Services of Song for Passiontide. 

‘rom the latter his bymn “Jesus, King of glory, 

‘Throned above the sky (4. & Festival), in the Cong, ch. 

Hyl., }4s7, is taken. 

Dayman, E. A., Pp 282, ii. He d. at Shillingstone, 

ect. 30, 1490, 
ake 

and moments quickly fying , p. 262, ii, 2 

«ento (5) as in Church Hyt., L871, ie ado in the Hy. 

Comp., L876 apd 1890, with the a? y Bp. Bickers 

steth of st. V., 1. 3, from “For the Old Year now re- 

treating,” to “* For the by-gone years retreating,” to 

adapt the hymn for all senso 6 of the year. 

Fleury, Maria (i. circa 1794), was an intimate 

eines of Dr. John Ryland (1754-1515), and resided at 

one time at SL Jewin Street, Cripplegate, Lomdon. She 

entered very earnestly into the religious controversios 

of her day, and wrote several works thereon, including 

Unrighteous Alnases Detected and Chastised, &c., 1751. 
; fant hed, &e., 1791, and others. arena . ” . se her hymns were pub, in the Protestant 

Magazine, UTS-3: G in Joseph Middleton's Afymna, 
Collyer’s Coll,, 1812. Her Divine 

mm Various Subjects, to dated _ 

rom this is taken, 1) *Thou sweet flowing Kedron, 

os thy silver stream yoy and Glory of Christ), 

from which hymn the cento“@ garden of Olivet, dear 

honour’d snot” is derived; and (2) * Ye angels who 

that) stand round the throne,” (Heaven ixsivet 

‘hess hymns have passed Into madern use throng! 

Collyer’= Coll,, 1812, The cento + Come, saints, and 

adore Him, come bow at His feet” (Praise fo Christ), 

in Bickersteth’s Christ. Psalmody, 1633: Spurgeon’s 

0. OH. Bk., &C- 1s composed of (st. 1.) the chorus of 

her hymn, “Thon foft-flowing Kedron, by thy -ilver 
stream,” as above in her Divine Poems, 1791, and (st. 

ii.) a stanza from an unknown source. 

p. 283, i. This is also 

1793; and 2 in Dr. 
Poems, and Besays ¢ 

elt sly ‘ C lius at Com- 
found it of St. ‘orne! 

é the 13th cent. (Bibi, Nat,, Paris, Lat. 16923), 

pligne, oot the l4th cent. of the Abney of St. Denis 

Bibl. Nat. Paris, Lat, 1107}. (See the Misset-Weale 

‘nalecta Liturgiea, 1490, pp. 357, 461.) 

fundis exclamantes, 
» a Miseal of the cman 

(Arrenprx IL) 

: Co. The bymons therein are Nos, 3, 5, 7, 10, 12, as | 

bag (omer ew 

DOANE, W. H. 1559 

Dear is the spot where A conte from 
“Say, why should friendship grieve for those? fn the 
American Sabbath H, #k., L45s, in ast. of AL (p. 998,41.) 

Dear Lord, before we part. (After Holy Communion.) 
This hymn is usually ascribed to *G. Rawson,” but on 
Mr, Rawson's authority this is an error, It was given 
anonymously in the Bap, /s, & Hys, 1458, No, Ta4, 

Dear partner of our hopes and fears. [S. S. Anniver- 
sary.) Appeared in the American S. 5. Union Hys., 
1836, in 6st. of 41. In later collections it is in 4 st. of 
41, asin the Meth. F. Ch. & S. H. Bk., 169. 

Deathless soul, arise, arise. An altered form in the 
Prim. Mety. Hyl., 1897, of “ Deathless principle, arise,” 

) p. 286, i. 
ceasent elementa legis, p. 285, i. This is 

| found inthe Sens Aree. 1726, a8 ** Jain satis mentes timor 
| occupavit.” The #aris Brev, text also tr in Chope's 
a 1862, by J. H. Butterworth, as “Shadows are 
a wbter ray.” 
Deck, James p. 285, ii, He d. e’rea 1884. His 

hymn, noted on P 86, No. 28, ** Jesus (1) we rest in 
be et should be dated 2442. Additional bymns in 

| nee Gos 7 a ee when —_ A nt 
i ts, and tm Alf); (2) * ry, 
bearing,” 1535 ( #*assiontide), *) ba died oe 

bag 7 deer, are come in, 0 Lord. A cento from F. 
W. Faber’s "0 soul of Jesus, sick to death" (p. $62, i, 
7) in the Srd ed. of the Wellington — iH. Bk, 
1880, in 5 st. of 41. It is a peactical prayerful 
application of the Agony of Gur Bleased Lard. 
Denny, Sir Edward, Bart., p. 287, ii., d. in London, 

June 13, 1839. Additional pleces from his Sel. of 
Hymns, 1839, are in modern collections, inchading :— 

1. O wi hour! when, Jess, Thou, 

ie ee 3. Whi 
munton. 

Deaton, William, w.a., b. Mar, 1, 1815, and educated 
at Worcester College, Oxford, ma. 1444. Entering 
Holy Orders, he was successively curate of Uradfleld, 
Berks; Barking, Exsex; and Shoreditch. In 1850 be 
became vicar of St. Bartholomew's, Cripplegate, london. 
Hed, Jan, 2,1888. Mr. Denton was the author of well- 
known (ommenfarics on various parts of Holy Scripture. 
He was proprietor of The Church Hymnal, 1853, of which 
be was also joint etitor with Canon W, Cooke, 

Dickinson, William, p. 293, i. Another hymn from 
bis Hys, for Passion Week, &c,, 1846, in. U. is, “ When 
the gospel race is run." ( Advent.) 

Dickson, William, p, 293, ii. Hed. at Edinburgh, 
April 5, 1s89. 

Pp. 294, ii, The St. Gall Dies absoluti 
Ms. cited are Now. 415, 414. 

Dies est lnctitiac, In ortu regali, ii, G.) 
| Dreves, in his Cantiones pt peg Bag 42, Paes 

this as in four was. now at Prag, the fullest form bein 
in a MS., cirea 1410, of the Abbey of Hohenfurt, whi 
omits Mome's st. will, 

Dies irae, dies illa, pp. 296-301. 
Beit. Mus. in et beginning of the 1 
Shes, f. 1706), there ws a ry, which might 

sibly have suggested at least some of tl 
the ** Dies Irae.” The first part reads » Paieees 
* Libera me Domine, de morte aeterna, in die ile 

tremenda ; 
— cueli movendi sunt et terra, 

int Veneris judicare sseculum per ignem, 
Dies illa, diex irae, calamitatis et miseriae, dies 
magna et — valde, 

Quid erg: miserrimus, quid dicam vel quid facta 
dam nil boni perferam ante tanrum Jadicem.” x 

This Hespowsory is also in a Frit. Mas. os. of the 
beginning of the Isth cent, (Lansdowne, 431, f. 122 6), 
and is evidently reverred to in a 12th cent, Life of 
Gundulf, Bp, of Rochester, who d. 1108, See Henry 
Wharton's Anglia Suera, vol. ij,, 1691, p. 286. He 
prints the Life from a MS. now inthe [rit, Mus, (Nero, 
a) be various texts of the ** Dies irae,” with a 

‘all commentary, are in Dr. J, Kayser’s Beitr 
655, ii.), ii., 1s46, pp, 193-235, prin 

Dix, William Chatterton, p, 302, ii. 
bymins by Mr. Dix now in C. U. are -— 

4, Lift up your ye angel choirs. Ascension. 
2, Now, my soul rebearse the story. Christ Feeding 

the Multitude. 

— hallowed courts. #. V. 4. 3. Within the 
These hymns are his Altar Songs, 1467. 

Doane, William Howard, p, 904, i., was b. Feb. 3, 

the dark and dreary night. Auster. 
sweet communion feeding. Holy Com- 

| 

In a wa. in the 
4th cent. (Harl, 

| 

Additional 
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1832. His first 8. School hymn-book was Srbbath ems 
pub. in 161, He has composed about 1000 tunes, songs, 
anthems, &c. He has written butfewhymns. (1 these 
“No one knows bot Jesus," ** Precious Saviour, dearest 
Friend,” and “Saviour, like a bird to Thee,” are noted 
in Burrage’s Haptist H. Writers, 1488, p. 657. 

Doddridge, Philip, p.p, At 305 an account Is 
kiven of a us. vol of Doddridge’s Hymns, which is the 
property of the Rooker family. 
written another Ms. vol, bas been found. It was the 
property of Lady Frances Gardiner, mee Erskine, an 
intimate friend of Doddridge, and wife of Col. Gardiner. 
Ic is a copy uf the Kooker ms., with the revised text, as 
in tue margin of that ws., and is in Doddridge’s hand- 
writing. It was from this ws that the Dod bymns 
were taken for the Scottish Trans. and Paraphs., 1745. 
—— hymns by Dr, Poddridge still in C. U. 
inc t— 
at My God, how cheerful is the sound. AU in 

hrs. 
2. My Saviour, let me bear Thy volee. Pardon 
ered. 
3. My soul, triumphant in the word. Divine 

tfuidance assured, 
4. No more, Bag your wisdom boast. Glorying 

in God alone. im Hymns, No. 124. 
6. Now be that Sacrifice survey'd. Christ our 

Sacrifice. ¥ 
6. © Israel, blest beyond compare. Happiness of 

God's Tarael. 
7. Our fathers, where are they? Considering the 

Fast. From Hymns, No, 164. 
8. Praise to the Lord on high. Missions. 
9, Praise to the radiant Source of biiss. Praise for 

Divine Guidance. 
10. Return, my soul, amd seek thy reat, Hest in 

ers. 
Ll. Salvation doth to God belong. National Thanks- 
ving. 
12. Sovereign of Life, L own Thy hand. On Recovery 

Jrom Sickness, 
14, The sepulchres, how thick rc stand, Burial, 
14. There is a Shepherd kind and strong. The (ood 

Shepherd. From Homans, No, 216, 
on Walt on the Lord, ye heirs of bope. Waiting on 

16. We bleas the eternal Source of light. (Arist’s 
care of the Church, 

17. With transport, Lord, our souls proclaim, /m- 
mutability of Crrist, 

18. Ye mourning salnts, whose streaming tears, 
Death awl Burial, 
These all appeared in Dr, Doddridge's Hymns, 1755. 
Dominican Breviary, p. 179, i. 

, Thomas, was the 6. of a Quaker of the 
firm of Doubleday & Easterley, Soap Boilers, Newcastle 
on Tyne. When over 30 years of age he joined the 
Church of England, and died in her communion. He 
was the author of two dramas, Diocletian, and Caius 
Marina; and of a novel, The Eve of St. Mark. His tre. 
from the Latin were pub, as Hymnarium Anglicanum 
in Is44. 

Doudney, Sarah, p. 307, i. Other hymns in CU, — 
1. For all Thy care we bless Thee,  sforning. 
2. Lord of the colden harvest. Harvest. 
3, Now the solemn shadows darken Hvening. 
Nos. 1, 2, are from Miss Doudney’s Prats of tafe, 

1s71, aml No, 3 is in Mra, Brock’s CAdldren’s H, Bk, 
1841. 

Frances Jane, nee How, sister of Bp. W. W, 
How, was b. in Isu9. Her April Verses were printed 
in 1848, but were never published, 

Down from the willow bough, [‘iuxd Friday.) We 
find thw hymn in three form=:—(1) * Down from the 
willow bough,” in Dr. Alexander's Augustine HM. Rk, 
1#19 and 1-65, in 6 st., (2) “* Love, love divine, I sing,” 
in Whiting’s ffys. for the Ch. Catholic, 18*2, omposed «f 
et. lievi; and (3) “ Love, love on earth « rs.” in 
H, W. Bercher’s Plymouth Coll, 1855, composed of 

*t. Iliev,, two additional st., ari then at. vl from No. 1. 
fn each of these collections the hymn ts atcriluted to 
Mrs. Southey, nee Bowles, tint we bave failed to identify 
it as bers. 

Doxologies, pp, 308-310. See also pp. 161, 162, 256, 
257, 405, 406, 442, 496, 667, 711, 949, 1178. 

Drawn to the Cross which Thou hast blessed, [ (raul 
Friday.) A tender anonymous bymn in the Cong, 
Church IHyt., 1-97, No, 26%, 

Droosten, Percy Howard. w.a., was b. in 1850, edue 
vated at Exeter College, Oxford (#.a. 1875), and Rector 
of Bingvam, Notts l=8¢. His lyinn ‘ Behold our Lord 

(Aprenpix IL] 

| ascendeth up to His bright throme uf light" (decane: 

Since that article was — 

E. 8, A. 

| Was written fur the Savoy Nymmary, circa (tu. 

Drummond, William, p. 312, fi. In the tone 
Muscum there is a of Drummond's Poems a {. 
ela Soar by hs tom [hr wemmand of Harethery,. 
dene. second Ja, s 1 Pra 
by Andro Hart, 1616, Nelther Phan Mag 

| the tra. from tbe Latin are therein. 

Duffield, George, p. $15, i. He d. July 4, json 
Duffield, 8. A, RLF cb aynh- He 4. May 12, | 

His Anglish Hymns, ir Authors and Mistery. cy 
pub. in 1886, and bis Latin Hyma- Writes pad aor 
diymns posthamoasiy, edited by Dr. RE. Thempes, 5 
1839, (See p. 1308, i.) 
Dulcis Jesus Nazarenus, [The Vame of deur [is 

fine Sequence is probably of the Mth cet liso 
three Missals of Ube lath ceat,, now in the Reine 
Viz. a Sarum (Marlow 5, p. 499); a York, ud. 
Hereford, in each case being an addition w the Zi! 
bat in a hand of aligest the same date os the boty 
the ws. Is is also in the printed eds, of thee ue 
Missals; in Aekrein, No, 33; and others Dowel | 

| p. 202, prints it as, “Sesus dulcis Nasareons,” tres 
Premonstratensian Missal of 1500; aod ib © p ok 
refers to it as “* Juminus Jesus Natareoos." Py» - 
“Jesus, gentle Nazarene,” by Mra Hernamas, bo 

Also by €. B. . 
| and 1871, p. 105. (J. ¥ 

Dunsterville, Patty Caroline n- Selle. davis 
| Captain Sellon, of the Royal Navy, and wife of (oe 
Lionel I)’ Arcy Dunstervilie, d, at Teignmouth, leo, 
Jan. 7, 14e7. Her hymn " The day ts door <4) va 
the Sun ” ( Beening) is in Thring’s (él, (#2, 

Dwight, John a a Dwight ¢p. ai. 
ii.), was b. at Boston, U.S.A., May 15, 1812, and ie 
cated at Harvard, and at the Cambridge Thebes. 
College. He laboured in the mulnbstry for att pears, on: 
then devoted himself to literary work. for neatly» 
years be was editor of a Jourms| of Mui Hs 
connection with hymnody is very slight, (Se “lel 
bless our native land,” p. 1566, L) 

4 

E.C. W. These are the initials of a ledy ¥de 
through Mr. John Hodges, of Froene. Hye. for ty 
Minds [\. ».], and who desires to remain 
From this work the following hymns are in C.0.:-— 

1. | love to think of beaven, 0 Lot fee 
Desired. 

2. Lord, Who hast made me Thy dear child, lent. 
3. My Father, hear my prayer Befite [ pm, & 

Evening, , 
Nes, | and 2 are in W. R. Stevens's Shee yl. 

1480, and others; and No 3 in Hoeder’s Kk. of eur 
Jor Children, ist5- 

E.0,D. Under this signatare the following yas 
a red in Mrs. Brock’s Chddren’s H, Bk, i). @* 
of which have passed into otber collections: 

1. Again the morning shines so bright, Mertiny. 
2, Lord, we come to ask Thy biew-ing. Trmpersmt 
3. O my God, I fear Thee. The Fear of Ged 
4. Our solemn Lent has come again, Let, 
5. Safely, safely gatheret in, (cath and Bere 
The signature of E. 0. D, is that of Mrv. Hreres 

Octavia De Linke Dotree, b. 1831, Originally ¢ menlr 
of the Church of England, she joined the Roman & > 
tmunion some time ago. : 

E. 8. A, The initials of Ella Sophia Armitage. 
Bulley, daughter of S. M. Balley, of Liverpe. 
granddaughter of T. Raffles, n.v. (p- 9468 tL). % ** 
b. at Liverpool, March 3, 1841, aed married in iss! 
the Rev. E. Armitage, x.a., pow (1891). Thebes 
Profesaut in the Congregativaal United Caller. ti 
ford. Mrx. Armitage has pob.: (1) Te (hildbes © 
the English Nation; (2) The Commection of bey 
and Stotland; (3) The Kducation of @ Hyena 
Home; and (4) 4 Service of Sang entitled The ele 
of the Lord, Lond., Novello, 4st In the lat» : 
t are 16 of ber original hymns. Mew Amnie 
bymne in C. U_ inclade ; — pre 

1. Eternal Love, Whose law doth say. Hels BE 
mony. Written in 1879 for the marriage of (rome © 
Armitage. : 

2. Ex the Lord the temple bald, Laying Pounde- 
Pena S. School. Writes at Waterhead, oe 
in 1475 oo laying of the foundation-stome ot 
Sunday sc . ‘ ( 
3 fn unr dear Lord's ganien, Christe toe 

font ; 

, at 



EARLE, JABEZ 

at Waterbead in 1881, and pub, in 
ford, 

Lord Himself who tends. Christ the 
2 veer. Written for The Garden of the Lord, 

S. March om, march ot ye soldiers true. Missions, 
Ie . 

Written at WV aterh idham, circa 1486, for a miguionary meeting. 
- Not omni for the goodly fruit-trees tall. Christ's Care Of Children. Written at Waterhead, Oldham, for The Carden af the lord, 1s, . ‘ ¥ 7. © Father, in ‘Thy Father's heart. Hoty Baptism, Vrittem for the Cong. Church. Hyl , 1887, 

8 Lord of all, we bring to Thee our sacrifice of 
raise. SS. Sehoot Festival. Written at Water 
Idina, c¢recee 1479, for a Woitsuntide Sumtay sch 

festival. 
3; O Lerd of life, ami love, and power. 

God, Writtem at Waterbes, Oldham, in 1875, for the 
° in or « mew Sunday school, and pub. in The 
Garden af the Lord, 1441, 

All these hymns are in the Cong. Church Hyl., 1887; 
Nos. 2, 8, im the Meth. Free Church Hys., 1489; Nos, 3, 
4.in the S. S. Union Service Sook for Ch. & School, 
1891, mrm< Nos. 1, 5, and 9 in Hunter's Hye. Faith & 
Life, Glasgow, 1889. Taken asa whole, Mra Armitage’s 
bymns are exceptionally goo. 

Earle, Jabez. ‘This name is sometimes met with in 
connection with old English hymnody. He was b. in 
1676, ama d.-im 17658, 

Ebrard, J. HB. A., p. 320,i. 
23, Irae. 

Ecce jam moctis tenuatur umbra, p. 320, i This 
hymn ie fourd in «a Bern ms,, No. 465, of the 10th cent. 
Additional fre. include >— 

1. Behold the shade (shades) of night is (are) now 
receding... By Bay Patmer, written in 1569, and in- 
cluded im Afy«. af the Church, N. Y., 1869. 

2. Night doth its place in turn to daylight render, 
In the office 7. Bk., 1s, No. 704. 

Ecc wlohra, p. 320,i. From Mrs, Chester's fr. st. 
ve. vi. aie viven sh some American collections as ‘* Unto 
Thee be glory given. 

Ecce sedes hic 
Sens Brev., 1726. 

Ecce tempus idoneum, p. 320, ii, The Bodleian ms, 
Laud, Lat. 95 is circa 1300. * 

Eday,. C., v.v., b. in Salem, Massachusetts, 
May 21, 123, and entered the Baptist ministry in 1846, 
He is the author of several bymnos, one of which for the 

ing of a Place of Worship, ** Maker of land and 
relling sea,”” is in the Sap. Iraise Bk., 1871. 

Edersheim, Alsves, ig dag — per 
ienn. arch 7, 1425. ¢ Was rat Jew to 

tak et © ver ehe University of Vienna, Duriugthe time 
he was a student he en Christianity, and subse- 

uentiy studied theology at the universities of bdin- 

Bar. bh and Berlin. He was for some time a minister of 

the Free Church of Scotland. In 1875 be was orlained 

t the Bp. of Winchester. He was Curate of Christ- 

Rurch ‘antes; Vicar of Loders, Dorset; Warburtonian 

Lecturer wt Lincoln's Lon; and Grinfield Lecturer on 

the Septuagint at the University of Oxford. He a. 

ddenly at Mentone, March 16, 1s#9. Dr. Edersheim's 

>u blications were ve'y bumerous, the most important of 

‘hi ch are ven in Crockford’s Clerical Directory for 

wee. cTubitee Rhythm, from which his tra. ‘are 
caleers wan pub, in 1566, and not 1847, a4 in a misprint 

on the titlepac- 
xa. James, p. $21, ii, (Other hymn are >— 

O Thou Whose mercy guides my way. hesigna- | 

Im his Sacred Lyrics, lst set, 1420, p. 24, in 3 at, 
gain tn his HMys. sor the Chamber uf Sick- 

Living to 

He d. at Erlangen, July 

sr , i, This is in the 
Hiem. p. Ixxv. 

helmet 
v 

Ears,” but e e ide™ 

Be 
for. 
ot 41.,anda “ 
mess, tony soul, the flow awaits thee, Death an- 
ae — » = his Sucred Lyrics, ist set, 1820, p. Ls, in 

tictpa Pa  1., ard based upon the passage in the I ilerion’s 
3 rt © ._"** Now | further saw that betwixt them and 

roe te was # river, but there was no bridge te go oer, 
the , was very deep.” 
and the ri weet upon our pilgrimage, Praise, In bis 
aes Fiymrs and Poems, 1446, in 3 at. of 4 1, and 

closet 1: AD Eobenezer Rave.” 
headect | leorme, brethren, enter in. Reception af Church 

4. We “Miller says, in lis Singers and Songs, 1869, 
OM COVE | iin is No. lof tive hymns supplied by Mr. 

420 -—— at the request of a friend, for insertion ina 
etry fy yrein-book, on the subject of admitting mem- 

ee he cloes not give the name of the hook, neither 
tified it. The bymn, as given in the Veow 

[Aprerprx II.) ELLIOTT, ROBERT 1561 

Cimg , 1059, No. #40, is in & st. of 4 lL. of wh i | says st. 1. is by another hand. ; acme 
Edwards, Matilda Barbara Betham (Betham- 

Biwerts) daughter of Edwarnt Edwanis, cat sister of 
Amelis B. Edwards, the Egyptologiat, was b. at Wester- 
field, near Ipswich, March 4, 1436. Mise Edwande ix 
well known as the author of Aitty, The Sylvesters, and 
other stories. Her Poems were pub. in 1485. Her 

| hymn for Children’s Servicers, “God make my life a 
| Uitte light." in the Cong. Church Hyl,, 1887, firse ap- 
peared in Good Words, 1873, p. 393, together with 
another bymn for children, * little birds now seek 
their rest (Avening). Several of her religious pleces 
have posed into devotional and otber works. 

Edwards, Roger. a celebrated Welsh Calvinistic 
minister, was b. at Bala, Jan. 22, 1411, He was closel 
associated with the Uterary productions of the Cul- 
vinistic Methodists, and was editer for my | yours of 
their magazine and their revirws. Hed. at Mold, July 
19, lssé. He edited a denominational bymn-book in 
1840, for which he wrote several bymns, He also pub. 
« volume of moral.apd sacred sungs th 1865, 
Eia mea anima. Bethlehem eamus, J. Mawhurn. 
a In his Hosetum exercitiorum spiritwa- 
ium ¢f sacraram medifationwm, N. P. 1404 (Brit. 
Mus), this is found at follo lo4b, a8 a Rosary on the 
Birth of Carist, in 13 st, of 10 1, The full text is also 
in Wackernagel, i. No. 402. Three st., with 
at. iv., “* Hew quid jaces stabulo,” passed into many of 
the older German bymn-books, and are found as a 
separate _ in Hamback, i, p. 371; Daniel, i, No. 
451; and +, 1864, p. lid. These stanzas have alee 
been tr. from the Latin into F nglish, as * Dost Thou in 
a manger lie,” by Mrs. Charles, 1868, p. 174. Also in 
the Hymnary, 1872. 
Ein feste , P 325, i, M. W. Stryker’s tr. begins 

in bis Church , 1849, * A Tower of refuge is our 
God.” Another tr. is by E. V. Kenealy, in bis Poems 
& Trs,, 1864, p. 439. We find that No, 7 on p, 324, i, 
did not rin W. H. Purness's Gems of German 
Verve, 1862, and that the date of Sugden’s tr. on p. 325, 
i, 14, in 1469, not 1858, 

Ela, David Hough, r-b., was b. in Muine in 1831, - In 
1860 he entered the ministry of the American Methodist 
Episcopal Church. His hymn; “The chosen three, on 
mountain height" (Transfiguration), was written in 
1877 and pub, in the Meth. Epise. Hymnal, L875. 

Ellerton, John, i. Other hymns are -— 
1. O Father, bless the children. Holy Haptiem, 

Written in ixeé, and pub. in bis tyme, dic., lass, in 
4ot.of 1, Also in the 1889 Suppl, Hye. to H. A. & M. 
2.0 Thou Who givest food to all, Temperance. 

Written Aug. 30, 1842, and printed’in the CA. of Eng- 
land Temperance Chronicle, 5 pt. Isnt Also in bis 
Hymna, de,, 1888. 

3. Praise our God for all the wonders, St, Nicholas's 
Day. Dated in bis Hymne, 1484, December 142." hy 
Was written for the Dedication Fertival of St. Nicholas's 
Church, Brighton, and first preted as a leaflet in 1842. 

4. Praise our God, Whose open hand, Fad Har- 
teat. Written as a bymn for the bad barves: of J6s1, 
and printed in the Guardian in August of that year, 
Also in bis Hymns, &o,, 1684, 

5. Praise to the Heavenly Wisdom, St. Mfatthias's 
Day. Dated in his Hymns, &., 1848, January, 1484,"" 
Also in the 1889 Suppl. Hye. to H. A. be Mf. 

6. Shine Thou upon as, Lord. For a Teachers” 
are y Contributed to the i869 Suppl, Mys. to 

|. A, a M, 
7. Thou Who wearled by the well. Temperance. 

Written for the Opening of a Workmen's Coffee Tavern, 
aid dated in bix Hymn, &e., 1848, "September 23, 
taez.” It was printed in the Ch. ef Bugland Temper- 
ance Chronicle the same vear, 

4. Throned upon the awful Tree, Good Friday. 
Written in 1875, and pub. in the 1875 ed. of A. A. & at, 
It has into many collections, and is one of the 
finest of Mr. Ellerton’s productions, 

Mr. Ellerton's original and translated hymns to the 
number of 76 were collected, and pub. by Skeflington & 
Son in 1848, as Hymns, Original and Translated, By 
John Ellerton, Rector of White Koding. 

Elliott, Pp: 328, i, Other bymns are -— 
1, O how I long to reach my home. " Heawen desired. 

From the /nealid’s H. Bk, 1*34. 
2. The dawn approaches, golden streaks, Second Ad- 

vent. From Thoughts in Verse, &ec., 1469. 
Of her hymns noted on p. S88, Noe. 6, 7, &, 9, 10, Tt, 

and 13, all appeared in Ist ed. of Elliott's Pe. & 
dTys., 18%. 

Ellictt, Robert, v.4., of Cambridge, pub. in 1763, Ps. 
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Hye, & Spiritual Songs, being for the most part from 
various authors, &c. lt was reprinted in 1769 and 1776. 
A few of bis bymnus from this work are in U.U, in 
America. 

Elwin, John Fountain, v.u.c.s., & of Col. Fountain 
Elwin, was b. in Sicily, June 5, 1809; was Medical 
Superintendent of the British Medical Mission from 1872 
to 14853 and d. Nouv, 17, 1600. A few of bis bymns are 
in the Enlarged London H. Bk., 1474, including “ Peace, 
what a precious sound ” (/eace with God), 
Emi undis et Deo, p. 329, i. Another tr, is * The 

Sen of Man from Jordan rose," in 1889 Suppl, Hys. tu 
Hi. A, & M., by Jackson Mason and the Comp! rm. At 
p, 329, ii,, read ** Castis fit, expers sordium.” 
Emilie J 330, i, The title of ber 1643 

book begins Getstli Weiber-Aqua- Vit (Wolfenbittel 
Library). 
En tempus acceptabile, p. 331, i, This is in the 

Cahors Hrev,, 746, and the Ie Mans Hrev,, 1748. 
Another tr.,*' Lo! now the time pe tc og ee is in the 
1as9 ee. Hys. to H. A, & M. It isby R. M. Moorson: 
andthe Compilers. Mr. Moorsom’s fr. is given in fall 
in (Church Work and Mission Life for Dec. 190, 

land, Samuel aa oar; b. In London, Nor. 29, 
istreond educated for the Con 1 ministry at 
dlomerton College. He has beld several charges, and 
was one of the compilers of The New Cong. H. Ak., 
1459, to which he contributed his version of Ps. vi., 
* In anger, Lord, rebuke me not.” Hed. Feb, 11, 1886, 

Ennodius, Magnus Felix, p. 350, ii. Since this 
article was sent to we have reason to conclude that 
the two hymns annotated on p. 361, 1 are not by 
Ennedius, They are not in the two critical editions of 
his Opera, viz: (1) the Monumenta Germaniae, by F. 
Vogel, Berlin, vol. vii,, 1845, (2) and the (orpus Serip- 
torum, E. Hartel, Vienna, vol. vi., [#82 We have 
not found thei earlier than the Mozarabic Hrev., pub, 
at Toledo in 1502. 

Enough of earth! Its H, Bonar. [Heaven 
antieipated.) Written in 1s*5 expressly for the tune 
“Axmoeuth,” by James Turle, composed in 1436, and 
republished (together with Dr. Bonar’s words) in Ps, & 

[Aprenprx IT.] FAITH IS THE 

| Written Aug. 6, 1561, and first in the Ant 
Messenger, Lec. 1461. It was included in the ears 
Leaves from Olivet, 1864, in 5 st. of 4 |. und cote 
“ Ever and Never.” In Spurgeon’s 0. (, #. Bk. isa 
at. Hi., ili., v. are given as “* Ever to the Saviear cing” 

"EkeyepOerres tov trvov.  [Morniny.” The 
morning bytun, from the Groek Office book the dey 

\ is of uncertain date. bat pomlbly om er 
than the 3rd or 4th cent. The test ls in Jen o 
p. 126, and Moorson’s Hist. Comp. to A. 4.4 M1 
» 44. Mr. Moorsom tr. it for the mua ed of Bag 
MV. as, * Awaked from sleep we fall” Mn, Carer 
tr. in ber Voice ef Christian Life in song, 1, p & 
begins: ** ig raised up from sleep.” In the Sys 
nary, 1872, No, 55, **U from sleep, to Thee a 
kneel,’ is attributed in the index to RC. Singles, | 
is not, however, in bis Anglican A. Bk, lis em 

Expositions of Latin hymns. See p. 652. 1. 
iis, p. 961, i We find aes 

of Jeeus was printed spaniels » 
14a. 
ae hath not seen Thy : Thou alone 45 

Faddis, (Holy Communion.) Written in tet4, ant pt 
in the Irvingite Mys. for the Ute of the Churches, |"), 
No. 39, Also in Allon's Cong, Pealwist flyl,, (94 

Exultet cor 
Office for the Name 

F 

+ ape oe thls sigeatare eee in rack “tees are 9 with , ane of “Id 
of those far streams to drink ” (Heaven Denral), & ® 
Dale's Faglish H. Bk, 1814. We have faied wo ites 
the author, 
Paber, Frederick William, p, 961.i To thw am 

the following additions have to be mad -— 
1. Blood is the price of heaven, Goad Pridiy 

(1862. 
3. haxceeding sorrowful to death. Gethsemane. Tu 

in the Scottish Ree es 18Tl, i 4 conto from “0 
soul of Jesus, sick to death,” p. 362. i. 7. 

pain to jain, frou woe 6 woe, God 
Ay. Tunes com, by James Turle, formerly Organist | Priday, (1862.) 
and Master of the Choristers Westminster A : 4. | wish to have no wishes left. Wists sls! 
Collected and edited by his daughter, S. A. Turle, | death, (1862.) 
Taond. (1885). No. 41. (G, A.C.) 5. Why is thy face so lit with smiles? Amen 

Enthroned in Light, eternal Lord. Ree of a | (t849.) i 
Church.) This hymn appeared in Pa Hys., Phila,, The ates here given are those of Paber's sors © 
U.S. A., 1843, No. 492, and ai "C. M.A.” It is | which the bymns a red. In addition to thes tram 
repeated in a few American collections, including H. A. 
Boardman’s Presby., Set. of Ays,, Phila., 1461, No. 263, 

Ere eve shadows round me close, [Avening.) 
Given in H. Formby's Lary tymne & Sacred Songs 
(i546), No. 2, and signed “ Sister M, J." It is repeated 
in Mra. Brock’s Children's H, Bk., 1841, 

Ere on a | bed my limbs I lay. S. 7. (Coleridge, 
p- 242, i ‘This hymn appeared in the i525 ed. of 
Coleridge's Sibylline Leaves as “A Child’s Evening 
Prayer,” in 16 lines. 

Ere to the world we (Close of Worship.) 
This popular bymn with the American Usktarlane has 
been traced to George E, Ellis'’s Ps. & Hys., Boston, 
)_S., 145, where it is given anonymously in 3 st. of 
4t. It ts found in most later Unitarian collections. 

Es zieht ein stiller , p 355, i, This bymn 
was written in Feb,, 1426, Another fr, ts A silent 
angel wanders here,” in J. P. Hopps's Mys., Chants, | 
aul Anthems, 1577. 

Esling, Catherine H., n-e Watterman, was b. In 
1812, abd married in 1440 to George J, Esling, of Mhila- 
delphia. Her poems were collected and pub. in 1450 as | 
The Kroken Kracelet, and other Poems. She is widely 
known as the author of “Come unto Me, when shadows 
darkiy gather" (Invitation), which appeared in the 
Christian Keepeake annual, 1439, in 9 et, of 41. It ts 
usually given in an abbreviated form, Mrs. Esling ts a 
member of the American Protestant Episcopal Church, | 
(Nuller, 1884, p, 253.) | 

Eternal Source of life and power. 7. Haweis. | 
[iloly Baptiem.) Pub. in the 2nd ed. of bis Curmina | 
Christo, 1304, No. 147, in 5 et. of 41, and headed * Bap. 
itsmal Hytan,.” In t8i7 J. Nuon pub. a portion of it 
fn his Ms. & Hys, bew'nning with st, ii, (altered), 
“Our children, Lord, in faith and prayer.” This was re- 
peated in b. Bickersteth's Christian Psalmody, 1833, and 
again i later collectwons. In some Lytnnals it begins 
~ these children, Lord, in faith and prayer,” bot the 
former text is the more popular of the two, 

Ever let thy soul repose. 4. Midlane. [Jesus Only.) | 

et ee — 

~ 

there are also the following in C. U..— 
6, Dear God of orphans, hear oar 0 Om behalf 

of Orphans. This appeared in a miscellunteas colle 
tlon ontitled A May Garland, John Itilp, 5. ‘\*2, 
No. I, in 7 st. of 4 In the Roman Catholic Parwtis 
H. Bk., 1880, ft begins, *O God of urpuans, baw = 
prayer,” 

7, Sleep, sleep my beautifnl babe. Christmas Com 
This carol we have failed to trace. 

4. By the Archangel’s word of love. Bul. Lie? 
our Lord. This, and Pt. ii., “ By the boot thet then 
from Thee"; Pt, iié., * By the first bright baester das”; 
also, “By the word to Mary given"; “By the sane 
which Thou didst take"; in The Cron #1, Bk. © 
other Roman Catholic collections, we have sen ast: 
to Dr. Faber, but in the Rev, I. Formbs’s Cathal: 
HMys., 1853, they are all signed © C. M,C." i. ¢. Gere 

| Af. Caddell (p, 200, i.). 
Fabricius, Jacob, vp., p. 84, ii., was b, 1999; d. 168 
Fain would I, Lord of grace, Jenf. This \o & 

Suppl, Hye, to H. Ava M., Lse9, is a tr by Jekse 
Mason, of a ‘*Miserere" from a Greek Canon in & 
Parakletike for a Sunday Evening. Mr, Moorsan ove 
the Greek text in his /Mstorical fumpawion to H. 14 
Mf, 1989, p, ®7, from a copy of the Tricdion, Ai. I< 
ph. 433-440, Tt ts by an unknown author of the ab « 
rth cent., and begins Hé@eAor Sdcavere (ahee. sa 
Fain would I my Lord pursue. This in Snir’ 

Church Song, lane le a cento from A, M. Toplair’ 
** Lord, I feel a carnal mind,” noted at p. 1188, L 
Fair viaion, how thy distant gleam. This ln \~ 

ford’s Year of Praise 1967, and others, begius wih 
vii, of Dr. Bonar's * ‘These are the crowns that we sbl 
wear” (p. 161, ii. 29). 

Faith is the Christian's [Faith Li pig 
appeared in the Avangelical Mogorine Suppl. | 
with the signature “PF.” It was repeated is 
American Kap. Peatmist, 1843, No, 512, and lagrrbae 
lections, including some in G, Britain, In the Sia'* 
H. Bk., 185s, and later collections, * Faith is the pe 
star” begins with st. il. of this hymn, 
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Dec.), faa jpamnes D., p, 368, ii, He d. Feb. 14 (not 

Fando quis audivit! Ded. ¢ Cafin., (Pastiontide, 
Appesred im the #aris frev, 1735; in Clena's ym 
i tert, AT36, p. 495 in J. Chandler, is3i, No, 63; and 
nm Netomarn, 1838-65. Tr. as:— 
r 1. Whe hath believed our report? w whom. by 
i Williams, im the 4rit, Mag. April 184; and 
ae tr. Srom the Par. Hree., 1639, p. 119. In Sacred 
erses wrtth s#ictures, Loni. Burns, 1546, No. 9, tt 

begins with st. 11., +0 boly Lamb, slain ere the workd 
Was mace. At p. i, “Optatus votls.” a. “ Now 
to the cruel scourge, the twined thorn,” the Ist st. is 
said to be a tr. from ** Et jam flagellis.” This stanza is 
et. wil. of ** Famdo quis,” and the tr, in Slew is by 
i. Witliarns as above, mach altered. 

2. Additional ¢rs. are by KC d, 1850, p. 68; 
Ww. Patmer, 1845, p. 43; J. Chandler, 1837, No. 63; 
v7. DB. Chambers, 1457, p. dt 

Far away beyond the shadows, (. H. Bateman. 
(fees were. From the Sacred Melodies for Children, 
1843—72, imte a few collections. 

Far, far o’er hill and dais, on the winks stealing. 
Flea wer anticipated.) Agree poorer a a 
Vimehelli"s 4 endiz to his Arrangement of Watts, 
1832, im S st. of 41 it sw in later collections, 
including Fi. W.. Beecher’s Plymouth Coti., 1555; the 
Bapt. raise Bke., 1#71, and other American collections. 

Fare thee well, our last and fairest. 2. M. Moir. 
Death ef a Child.) This poem was written by Moir in 

arch 1438, on death of his »on, William Black- 

wood Moir, who died in the previous February, aged 15 

meonthe. It was included in his Domestic Verses, 1843, 

in 12 st. of & L., and again in bis Poetical Works, 1592 

2nd ed., 1860, vol. |, p. 114), and beaded ** Wee Willie.” 

nm the American Unitarian Hys, for the Church of 
Christ, Boston, 1453, 4 cento from this poem wie Given 

in 6 at_of 4 1. as ** Fare thee well, thou fondly ch ad 

It is also found in later collections, 

Farmer, Sarah. Daniel Sedgwick’s repeated state- 

ment that this writer was a daughter of a well known 

Wesleyan layman is repudiated by the family. Two 

hymns appeared with this name in the Irvingite ffys. 

‘or the Use of the Churches, 1864, as (1) “Lond, to 
Thine altar we draw near” mp Be sep el and 

<2) ** What thou hh thy sons be sleeping" (Heats and 

Buriat). The first of these is dated 1842, and the 

secomd L449. ies beta came 

adored in worlds above. e Lard’s yer. 

Peg rg Pope's Coll,, 1760; Kippis's Goll. 1195 and 

feveral modern Unitarian bymnbooks. 

Father. y . [Close af D, Service. 

Given anonymously in 1 st, of 41, in Longfellow any 

Fohnson’s fys. of the Spirit, Boston, U.S.A, 1864, No. 

127, and in the Boston H. and Tune Bk,, 1465. 

ther. hail, all adored, p. 244, i. This fs entered 

as — — in the wee. Ht. Bk, i}00 an! 1875, in error, 

The know that all my life, p. 367, ii. 

moe hoon. my Father, oA my life," in Stryker's 

Church Song, 1839, is an altered form of this hymn. 

f all. n we meet, Hester P. Hawkins, 

Pi br meg < Wor ae 
ritien for and Ist pub. in her 

lime Hf. Bike. 1885 and signed “ H. P. H 

now the day is over. #. 8. (Evening. 

realy pub. for peivate circulation, and then weneked 

or ther pieces b os aoe writer, in Rev. i. Crom
 

=" tartan om uty and Faith, , 

papi vors a “— 1484 it was incl in Horder’s Cong. 

5 nee “in & at. The writer, E. B. (a lady), desires to re- 

Jnain unknown, 

Father of all. to Thee Let endless praise, 
&c. [Holy 

tism.) ‘This cento, No. 933, In Spurgeon's 0. 0, 

Bap de 166, ts thus composed ;—St. i., new 5 st. ih, i. 

az. Sa" Wesley's Redemption Hymns, 1747, No. 34, st. 

fron ” wt. iv. from ©. vous Hymns on the Trinity, 
Gi., 4i1-_s . oil; st. v. 
azet. p 968, if. 

th all, Whose powerful voice, 
rat nn from this hymn beginning * All ye who 

Anothe our birth,” is in C, U., as in Hatfield's 
awe to aos, ny Ne Yoy INTR. 

chur ‘Whose ious hand. J. 1). 

rather Of conation and Contentment.) Pub. In J. 

carte, eee hays, by Various Authors, &c., Carlisle, 
Fawcett 6 ct. of 4 1. (see p. 696, 1), and again in Car- 
1802. = 6 a: &e,, 1405 fens p. 206, i.). 
lyle’s of Jesus Christ our Lord. J. Jfont, gomery. 

i eatie Worship) This was printed for use of the 
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Sheffield Church National Schools Festival, Whitmonday, 
1840; again for the Sheffield Wesleyan 5S, 8. Union 
Whitsuntide Festival, 1851; and in Montgomery's 
Original Hys., 1853. 
Father of mercies, condescend. This is given at p, 

667, i., a8 by John Lawson, on the authority of the Hep. 
New Sel., e248; and at p. 770, i., to Thomas Morrell, on 
the authority of the Beangelical Magazine, Deo,, 1414, 
Further enquiries lead us to belfeve the hymn was 

Father of my bonds I feel. ©. Wesley. [Self- 
Renunciation,) This in Longfellow and Jolnson's 
Book af Hys, 1446, No, 627; and their Hys. of the 
aes. Laé4, No. 329, is a cento from hymns Cc. 

eoley, in the Wes, H. Hk, modern eds, Nos. 275, 36:3, 
334, &c, 
ethos, Thy tsly_aetes we bless. FH. W. Kildis. 

Gs Saints im oS his, in Dale's Kuglish 1. Hk, 1874, 
— Eddis's Irvingite Hys. for the Use af the Churches, 

1H64. It bs dated 1451. 
Father, will, not mine, be done, p. 372, i. Con- 

cerning this hymn, the late Mra. Rawson of Winco- 
bank Hall, Sheffield, communicated to us on Sep, 16, 
1476, the following details :—** Of one other hymn | can 
give you the history, * Father! Thy will, not mine, be 
oe soya husband, — Bb aren went 

to Paradise on July 19, 1#29, aged 24. When Montgomery 
was here [Wincobank Hall) some time afterwards, be 
asked my dear mother about bis last hours, and seemed 
touch affected by hearing of his wonderfal peace and re- 
signation, for he had everything to make life desirable. 
My mother put into our friend's band a short s:atement 
ot the closing scene, which he took up with bim when he 
retired for the night, and the next day we found these 
lines written In pencil on a fly-leaf of the manuscript.” 
The reference at p, 378, i, is to the death of Ignatius, 
Montgomery's brother, at Ockbrook, April 27, 1841, 
when the hymn was revived by fresh and painful 
circumstances. 

Father, Whose hand. 7. #, Pollock, (For 
Use at Sea.) A very appropriate and simple litany 
¥ tse at Sea, It appeared in the 1549 Suppl, Hys, to 
Ald M. 

Feith, 

| composed by Lawson, 

Rhijnvis, a Minister of the Dutch Reformed 
Chureh at Zwolle, in Hotland, His hymn * Looft den 
Koning, alle Volken" appeared in the Srangelische 
Gezangen bij Godsdienst in de Nederlan Her- 
rormide Gemeenten, 1806 (p, 1528, ii.). This hymn was 
tr. on January 10, 1924, by J. Montgomery (™. Mas), as 
“ Praise the Lord pth every nation,” and so far as 
we can trace, was first pub, in bis Original Mys,, 1853, 
p. 136, as a hymn for Ascension Day, amt headed, 
“ Parapbrased, in the ital metre, from a Datel 
Hymn." In 1865 it was included in Mercer's Ch, Psalter 
¢ H. Bk, No. 122, and later in many collections. 

Felices nemorum, p. 374, 1. Read 1686, p. 1. Ball's 
tr, as appearing in.the Sth ed. of the H. Noted, 147% ; 
and Caswall's tr. in his Masque of Mary, 1458, p. 324. 

Felix dies quam Proprie, p. 374, i, ‘This appeared in 
the Sens free., 172 

Festum matris gloriosae, p. 376, i. The Office of 
the Visitation of the B, V. M. was printed in Las0. 

Fields, James Thomas, b. in Portsmouth, New Ham 
shire, Dec, 31, 1820; was for some years & rin 
the Boston poblishing firm of ‘Ticknor and Fields, and 
also the editur of the Atlantic Monthly from 1462 to lsTo, 
From the 1854 ed. of his Poems, Putnam has given 13 
pPleves in his age and Somgs, &c., L474, p. 437, one of 
which, '' Thou Who hast called our being bere " (Child"s 
Hymn), bas come into C. U, He d. April 24, 1481. 

Finita jam sunt praclia, p. 376, ii. The fr. in the 
Berwick Hyl., 1486, “ Accomplished is the battle now,’* 
is Neale’s fr. altered, and * Hallelujah, ballelajah: 
Now is the battle done," in the American Sadi it, 
Bk,, 1838 and others, is an altered form of Dr, Bonar's 

Fitz, Asa. This signature, as tn Thring's (oll. 1842, 
to “Great Giver of all goed” (Flower Services), in 
found in a few American collections, Of this hymn 
et. i. is by Mr. Thring. 

Plagrans amore, perditoa, p, 377, ii. We have found 
this in the Paris Brev, of 1680, Aest., p. 257. 

Flavius, Flavius was Bishop of Chalons tn 550. 

Fletcher, Giles, n.p., *. of Dr. Giles Fletcher, cousin 
of Jobn Fletcher, the dramatic poet, and brother ot 
Phineas Fletcher (p. 379, i.}, was b. probably in London, 
circa 1585, and educated at Trinity College, Cambridge, 
&.4. 1606, and mv. 1619. He was for some time Rector 
of Alderton, Suffolk, and d, in 1623, His poem, (Artst's 
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Victoryand Triumph, in Four Parts, was pub. in 1610. 
The cento * Lift up your heads, ve ee ee 
in Dr. Nesie’s Hys....on the Joys and trlories of 
Maradise, 1565, is compiled, with alterations, from Pt. 
iv. of this poem, 

Pletcher, Phineas, p. 379, i. Another of his hymns 
in C. U. from his J’vefical Miscellanics, 1633, p. 93, ia 
** From the deeps of grief and fear” (Repentance) This 
is in the Cong. Ch, Hyl., issT. 

For ever ours, The good and great, &€c. . E. 
Hickersteth. [st. James the Apostle.) Written in 
ised, and pub. in bis From Year fo Year, tad, in 6 ot. 
of 41. it ts also in the 1490 ed. of the A. Comp. Inthe 
neies thereto Feckersteth says:—' This bymn is 
assigned to St. James's Lay from the allusion in the 
fourth verse of the (iospel of the day, and to the Ines in 
Keble's undying 1 

* But for the crown that angels weave 
For those next Me in glory placed, 
I wive tt not by partial love; 

Hut in My Father's book are writ 
What names on earth shall lowliest prove, 

That they in beaven may highest sit.’ 
Christian Year, 1*27, St, James's Day. Written Oct, 7, 
1423. 

For mercies we Thee, Lord. [domestic 
Worship] Given as “* Anonymous” in Longfellow and 
Jobtnson'’s Unitarian Bk, af Mys., 446, in ast. of dl It 
was repeated in their Hys, of the Spirit, 1564, and the 
Huston Hy & Tune Bk,, 1868, 

Ford, Charles Lawrence, p. 381, ii., a of Mr. C. Ford. 
His bymn “ Father, for thy kinitest word" was con- 
tributed to Lyra Anglicana in 1s6t. Caswell's Just, 
Bk. of Sac, Poems was pub, in 1466, Another of his 
hymna, “Ibis is My ot which is given for you” 
(4. Communion), appraced in Lyra Lucharistica, tod 
a,, 1664 (Ms. note by Mr. Ford). 

Ford, David Everard, s. of a Congregational Minister 
at Long Melford, was b. there on Sept. 13, 1707. He 
became pastor of the Con Church at Lyming- 
ton, in dee. isa); Travelling Secretary to the Congrega- 
tional Union in 1841; and pastor of Greengate Chapei, 
Salford, Manches'er, in 1843, Hed, at Bedford, Oct. 23, 
1875. Mr, Ford pub, several works incl . Hys. chiefly 
om the Parables of Chriet, 18 8. From thie is taken, 
«)) “Earthly joys no longer please us" (Jfearen An- 
ticipated). (2) “How vain is all beneath the skies “ 
(Heaven Anticipated) These are in American C. U, 
See Hys, af the Churck, 1469, and Lande Dominé, 184. 
Another of bis bymns in C. U. from the same work, p. 
107, is:—** Almighty Father, heavenly Friend” (0 
and New Year). Tiis is in Dhale’s Rnglish H. Bk, 1874. 

Ford, James, ».a,, was 6. in 1797, and educated at 
Oriel Coliewe, Oxford; na. in bonours 1414, Ordained 
in 1822. In 1849 he became a Prebendary of Exeter 
Cathedral, and breld the same till his death, Feb. 18, 
1876, His works included (1) Prayer-Hook Khymes, 
or The Urder qf Morning Prayer in Versace, 1853; (2) 
Hys, for Midnight and Mid-Day. Privately Printed, 
I=; (3) Steps fo the Sanctuary, or the Order of 
Morning Prayer set forth and Explained in Verse, 
Isis; (4) Thoughts in Veree on Private Prayer and 
Pullic Worship, 1467; (5) Dante’s inferno, 1865; (6) 
Dante's Divina Commedia, into; (7) Ut Pictura Poesis, 
amd others, His Midnight bymn, 186, begins 
“ Awake, my soul, awake to prayer,” and is in 19 st, of 
41. (Loni Selborne’s Ak. of Praise, 1662, p, 243), and 
his Midday ioymn, * When at mid-dsy my task I ply,” 
in 22 st. of 41. (Hk. of Praise, p. 266). In Thring’s 
Coll, THs2, No, 16 bs composed of st. L, pation by 
of the latter Lymn, slightly altered. Another cento 
therefrom is in T. Darling's Hys. fur the Ch. of Kngland, 
ise. It begins: Thou, Lord, dist consecrate this 
bour."’ 

Fordyce, James, p.p., was minister of Carter Lane 
Chapel, Louden, fu 1780, and then of Monkwell Street, 
London, in 8775, He pub, (1) #foeme, 1786; (2) A 
Coll. of Hye, & Sre. Pveus, 2 parts, 1789; and (3) Sere 
mons to Young Women, 3rd ed. 1766; Léth, lata, 

Fortescue, Lady Eleanor, Sth daughter of Hugh 
Fortescue, first Earl Fortescue, pub, in 1543 /fys, mostly 
taken from the German, Exeter and Harnstaple. Later 
adds, E447, Isat, 

Forti tegente brachio, p. 383, i. This bymn by 
Coffin is based upon the * Ad coenam Agni provid.” 
Fortunatus, V. H. C.. p $84.1. The best ef. of his 

poems ix F, Lew'sed of his Gpera Moetren, Berlin, 1881 
(.Menumenta Gerimaniar, vol. wv). 

Foster. Frederick William, second «, of William 
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at Fulneck, near Leeds, and at Barby in Pree: 
Saxony. Entering the Moravian Min be key 
several appointments until Isis, when he wa on 
secrated a Hishop of the Moravian Cherh Hed 
Ockbrook, near Derby, April 12, 1835. He om 
the Moravian H, Bk, of 1901, the Supplement of i 
and the revised edition of 1-26. i Cre. Orem the 
(ierman, and bis original hymns appeared ip th 
lection. Two of his original bymne ap in u& [ro 
Church mal, 1873; (1) ** Lord, Who didst saneuty 
1808 ( Modimess desired); and (2) ** With thats } be 
the Lord w »” 1926 (Praise of the Sarwer Se 
Index of A and Translators. [i Ae 

Fouqué, F. H. 0, de la Motte, p. $85,i. Bet fe 
23 (not 21), 1843, 

Francia, Samuel Trevor, 4. of at artist, set u 
Cheshunt, Herts, in 1435, and is a merchant in Looke 
He tas written numerous bymns, which tow bes 

inted in various religious newspapers and perisdas 
uring the past 30 years. Of these bymos the fie 

ing are in the Awlarped London H. Bk., istl-~ 
1. Blessed, blessed Jesus, Pressing Onward. 
2. Gracious Saviour, grant Thy word Lent 
3. Hom-~, bome of light and giory. Heacen [yolk 
4. 1 am waiting for the dawning. Heaven dntcy 

5. Jesus, we remember Thee. /"arnionsfide. 
6. © child of sorrow, weary, distressed. Nolrctue 

in Jesus only. 
; 7. O Jesus, bow great ie Thy mercy. Salvation a 
esus. 

&. Safe to land, no shadows darken, Death on 
Burial. Printed in Word and Work, 

9. The pearly gates are open, Heawn, In it 
Carter's Gospel H, Hk., 1963. 
Ph lal a aca hai our fatherignd Bates 

Of these bymns Nos. 1, 2, 4-7 first appeared in ibe 
Enlarged London H. Kk., 1873 Mr. Frapcis abe pod 
in L891 Gems from the Revised Version with Prem: 

Franciscan Breviary, p. 179, i. 
Pranzén, Franz Michael, was b. at Ulesborg, }n- 

land, in i772, and educated at the University of Al», 
where be became Librarian and Professor of Liverwy 
History, He was subscquently Minister a: Kam, 
Orebro, Sweden, and then of Santa Clara, in Steck bbe. 
He was consecrated Bisbup of Herntsand, im 1541, and 
d. there in 1847. (See Sey, pogo tgs ray ag iy 
and Moetry of Kurope.) Of bis pleces one ts tn Enghed 
C.U, It begins “ Jesum haf j stiindigt minne,” tr by 

| Mrs, Charivrs in ber ¢hristian Jafe in Song, |, 

' 
’ 
' 

p. 250, as “Jesus in Thy memory keep” | Looking oe 
Jesus). Usually it begins with st. il,“ Look be Jeeas 
ull, reviving.” 

Freeman, Enoch Weston, p. 389, i Freeman se 
Db, at Minot, Maine, Dec. 16, 179*, In Ls2s be became 
Pastor of the First Baptist Church, Lowell, Mees 
chusetts, where be d. suddenly, Sep. 22, 133. 

Philip, ».a., was b, Feb. 3, L418, educated # 
Trinity College » WA, 1839; was Principal 
of Chichester Theological College from 1:46 to [**, 
when he became Vicar of Thorverton, Devon; ut 
Archdeacon of Exeter, 1865. He was also a Caner of 
Exeter, He d. at Thorverton, Feb. 24, 1475. He po 
several works. His poem on The Sablath is given ™ 
Kennedy, 1863, in two parts, (1) as * The Satbath's 
sweet renewal brings,” and (2) ‘* Whether, in Sanday’s 
quiet walk,” i 

Fréhlich soll mein Herze p. 397.8 This 
appeared in Criger’s Prazis, Berlin, 1653, No. 14 

From His high throne above the sky. [/rurblew | 
Anon, in Dr, Rule's Wes, Meth. S. 5, H. Bk, 1827, Se 
151, and in the Meth, SS H. #k., 1879, No. & ee 

From the first dawn of infant life. [Charly Si" 
Sermon.) Anon. in Pratt’s (oll, 1829, ln 4 st. of 4+. 
and in .™, Ina few bymnals, a+ in the Americas 

Presb. Sel, of Hymns, Philadelptia, 1561, it is sited 
to s. w. and begins, From carléest davon of life em 
From year to in love we moet. p. 400, i 5 

ten for the Shetiield S$. Schoul Union Festival, Wba- 

Monday, May 19, 1823, 
F NW. L., p 400, 8. Other bymns are — 
1. O Saviour, Whose immortsl wont (periaye 2 

Place of Worship. Written “ For the Dedication f 8 
Chureb of the Saviour, B atop, November 16, 1s. 

2. Remember Me, tbe Saviour said. Holy Comawnets 
2. They passed away from sight. Jdeuth anal Ferd 
4. When | am weak, ['m strong. spiritual Stroy 
Nos, 1,2, and 4 are from bis Metrical Pree, Prev 

Foster, sas boat Bradford, Aug. 1, 1760, and educated | lated and Original, 1855, 

—_—__—_——— 

eel 

A 
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so More vate Peppa eaelanaa thon | Patio, wl Wan Sa etn, Aas cat 
Manin the Altar Hyl 
oan Baitiansd, Esther. Seo Herschel, E. 

er- Maitland, Frances. Sec Colquhoun, F. 8. 
wmant Sabaecis tem , 401, i, This ts found t 

the farts firev. of neces bie patie : . 
Funmeri ne date \. i, This is In the 

Paris Missal of 1706, p. cil, and in that of 1739, 
p- cxwvi. 

G 

as ntagher. pe aj this a the “The san 
hse shal Trust Songs 

Sanctuary, N. Y.. KL om for Ge 

Gandy. Samuel Whitelock, This writer (Vicar of 
Kings~tom-on-Fbhames with Richmond from Jan. 1417 to 
his death, Dec. 24, 1861) was the author of * What tho’ 
the Accuser rear” ie! | through Jesus), and “ Hie 
be the Wictor’s name " (Victory through Jesus), in the 
Piymeouth Brethren Hye for the Poor of the Flock, 1434, 

Nos. 43, 44. Some o Sermons were pub, hu- 

page 4 im 21859. Sedgwick sys be pub. a lof Ps. & 

Hys., bat we bave not seen this work (#, s688,). 

Gates, Ellen, me Hun nm, of Elizabeth, New 

Jersey, is the author of several popular pleces in the 

American Mission and §. School bymo- Of these 

the following have from the books 
Sacred Songs and Sdloss— 

come home, you are weary at heart, 

Invitation. 

2. I arm now a child of God, Saved through Jesus. 

3. Lo wihl sing you 4& “ng of that béautiful land. 

Concerning Heaven. 
4. the clanging bells of time. Yearning for 

ae tes your lamp burning, my brother. Watching 
5. Say. is 

ve - 

O"Gopertines 
which fs used as « hymn in 

America, “* on the ocean (Juty), Duf- 

field says its origin is as follows -—“ The 

dines were written upon my slate one snowy afternoon 

in the winter of 1560. I knew, a4 | know now, that the 

poern was only * simple little thing, but somehow | had 

a pre seTitiment that it hed wings, and would fly into. 

sorrow ful . upl and strengthening them. 

( Pngtish Hys., 1586, P- 267.) 

into Saumkey’s 
1. Corme hore, 

Gaudete vos fideles, gentium pars electa. (api 
_, circa 1199, in the Brit, Mas, (Calig. 

phany-) IN 8 and in he phoney eying 
» im the ess “TE _— mot ee 

nie v. p. 1805 & rein, No. 

2 Tv. aun aT ose faithful! Ki bow down ” by 

fire. E. Hi. Mitchell, in the Altar Hyt., 1854. 

Geh aus mein Herz, p- 

Berlin ed. of 8 5 

Gellert, Christian F.. one 8 

quucted on Pp. 408, i. ae 

Trs. from the German in 

Gelobet du Jesu Christ, p. 408, i.
 For other 

Sse. containing i ++ Grates nunc omnes " see references 

at pp. 814 and 1045. 

of 1502. 

ii. Miss Knight's book, 
ay + appeared as 
and Verse, 1912. 

Gently Saviour, let me down, p. 409, i, This 

hymn aT fivat printed In BE. Sidney's Life of Rowland 

iilt, 1834. P- 404, and to it he adds the wing note — 

written by Mr. Hill for the comfort of 
«This bhypen wees oe ereutten, whe 

per of his Surrey Chapel 

* te Spey ito few hours before death, 1 found it amongst 

rece ae in hin own handwriting, and [ believe it 
his papers. cen printed. It iscatied * The Prayer of the 
eae Christian.’ ‘The bymn is tn 8 st. of 41. 

7 Jyardt, Paulus, p- 409. ii, Of his hymns soted on 

Geio 412. the following appeared in Crilger’s Praxis, 

~ ed., 1653:--l., No, 236; ili., No, 4015 ¥- No. 

“¢ eis . fro. 321; xiv., No. 206; xxi, No. 137; xxiv., 
‘Os ° 

es Te nody, pp. 412-418, ‘The month . Pp. . \y Ger- 

an Pizgical Jeaen ne ( Blatter fir Hymmnologie), 

F. W. Fischer and Dr. J, Linke (see p. 

began in 1883, unfortum.tely © 

t number for Dec., 1839, Otherwise 

exist io ot many important works have apy peared 

P al directly with German Hymnelowy. In the 

ot Karl Goedeke's Grundriss sur Geschichte der 

new oth. prick tung, vol ii., 1854, und Hil, E487, there La | 

deutsche™ able amount of bibli 
a 

hile ds tion re- 
conside & | in nS seer 

aing German hymo-writers from the Reform to 

gar 

man ia’ r. . 
i>, and which 

ji-> arith the 

— vol. 1, Benn, — fl. 1884, Lil, 1885, con- 
* many references to bymn-writers See ritual cthenk ¥ and bymns of 

The only two purely bymnolugical works whieh need 
be note! are (1) Wilhelm Bode's Quellennachweis aber 
die Lieder des hannoverschen und des Liineburgischen 
Gesangbuches, samt den dazu gehérigen Si: isen, ~ 
Hannover, 1841. This ls a most 1 and Gabon 

om the Hannover (¢. B., 1740; and the 
Lineburg G. &, 1767; and has been of great va~ to the 
peccent writer, (2) De, O Wetx-tetn's Aeligtive Lyrik 

feutschen im 19 Jahrhundert, Neustrelitz, 1991. 
This is very well done, embraces both Roman Catholle 
and Protestant authors, and the information is brought 
up to date, We may add that in 1886 Dr, Fischer pub. 
the first part of a Swpplement to hia Airchentieder- 
Lezwon, bat the final part hes not yet app aro. 
The references throughout this Dictionary to German 

Ubraries where certain works are to be foand are not 
meant to be exhaustive, but to supplement ori given 

(J. M.} 
Gerck, Karl von, p. 419, He was b, at Vaihingen on 
— (mot at Stuttgart), and d. at Stuttgart, Jan. 14, 

Gibbons, 420, i. From his Hymns, ke., 
of 1784, are alsoin ©. U.z— 
ettcatt? e8, omnipotent to bless, Divine Help de- 

2. Now may the God of and love. Close 
Servi y peace of 

3. O what stupendous mercy shines. Benevolence. 

Giles, Charles, at) American Methodist minister, was 
b, near Fort Griswold, Connecticut, Feb, 22, 1743, entered 
the ministry in 1405, and d. at Syracuse, N. Y., Aug. 39, 
1867. His hymn, “The fading world promiscuous 
flows" (Heaven Anticipated), is found, tn 6 st. of § L., 
in James Gallagher's New Selection, Cincinnati, Ohlo, 
1835; and in § st. of 5 |, From it the hymn, "This 
world ts from shore to shore,” in Beecher’s Ply- 
mouth Coll, 1855; Dr. Hatfleld’s Church H. Bk., 1872, 
and others, is taken, 

Gill, s. of William Gil, was b. at Tiverton, 
Devonshire, Jan. 23, 1820, and was for some time a 
missionary in the South Sea Islands. His hymn, 
* Beautiful Zion, built above (Heaven), was ** written, 
the author says, ‘* on the island of Mangala, South Seas, 
April, iste." It was in the Juvenile Mise. 

a. in 1852. Hin rewritteu form of Phoebe Cary’s 

“One sweetly solemn thought " (pe 214, i.), beginn! 

“This sweetly solemn thought,” je dated 1461, 4 

also 4 in the Jie. Afitas, Mag. Gill left the 

South Sea in 1860, end in 1861 became or of Wi 
Chapel, Burnley. He d, Aug. 19, 1880. 

Gillette, Abram Dunn, p.p., editor of Hys. for Social 

Meetings, 1443, to which be contriluted 12 pieces, in- 

cluding one on Missions, ‘Far olf beyond the sea, [ 

love,” wan b. in Cambridge, Washington County, New 

York, . B, 1KOT; entered the Baptist. ministry in 
1833; and elsewhere; and d, Aug. 24, 1842. 

Gill, T. H., pp. 421-8. Additional bymns to those 
annotated are In ©. Te) “O dreadful glory that 

doth make,” acento from No. 48, p. 423, ii.; (2) “O 

mystery of Love Divine " (The Love of Christ); (3)'"* Yo 
souls whom the Saviour died” (Mecting Lave), 

These are all from bis Golden Chain of Pratee, 1869. 

Giver of each gift, This is an altered form 

of * God of all ing grace,” p, 494, i. 
, Was b. at Pittagrove, Pennayi~ 
was educated at Williams Col- 

lege; and entered the Co tional Ministry. THe 

was for some time editor of the New York Inde 

dent, and of the Sunday Afternoon. In the Swn- 

Sey a iste: neon, bis hymn, “* aster, let me walk with 

Gladden, W. 
vania, Feb. 11, 1836; 

(Walking with Ged), red in Sat. of 4 1, in 
March 1#19, f these «ts, i. and fil, are in Landes 

Domini, 1884, and others. 

Gloria in Exoclsis, , i. Another tr, is, * Glory 

to Uod in the highest,” by Mrs. Charles, in ber Christian 

Life in England, ke,, 1866, p. 17. 

Gloria, laus et honor, 426, i. Additional tre, 

include (1) ** All glory, a se, afl honour,” ats altered 

form of Neale's tr. in the Pennsylysman Lath. Church 

Bk,, 186%; (2) “To Thee, O Christ, be glory, praises 

loud,” in the Divine Office, 1763, and the Et. C. Parochial 

H. Bk, 14s0; (2) Wele, herizyng, and worshype bee, 

by W. Herebert, circa 1390, in Wright ani alliweli’s 
Reliquiae Antiquae, il. 1543, p. 226; (4) " Praise, 

glory, and honour, rf, to Thee,” by J. Wallace, 

lata. 
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Gloriosi Salvatoris, p. 427, i, F. W.E. Roth gives, “ God bless our native land! 
mm hia fateinische Hymnen, 1487, p. 37, the readings Firm may she ever stand 
of a 15th cent, ¥s. Breviary, now at Darmstadt, and Through storm and night! 
apparently of the use of Cologne. This text adds a When the wi.d tempests rave, 
doxology, os wind and weve, 

. “. . De T: our country save . . Glory to the Father give. p. 429, ii, This bymn ‘oe Shp greet alana 
~ was printed on a broadsheet for us at the . 

Whitsuntide National and 8, School Festival, June 11, ** For her our prayers shall rise 
1821, ond again for the Shefield 5. S. Union, as stated Ty Gad above the skies: 
at p, 489, ti. Fane pina are orig oh, 

' ° ee “a art ever mig! 
Glory to the King of glory: Rp. E. H. Bicker steth. Guarding with watchful eye, 

{Ascension,] Written at Penmaenmawr, N. Wales, To Thee aloud we cry 
1483, and pub, in bis From Year to Year, 1883, p. 93, in iceck wine the tata iP 

. phy Sah vue lines. It was included in the 1890 ed. The italics in the above indicate the al wi 

' ¥ ; in C. T. Brooks's teat by J. S. Dwight. Pum en 
Glyde, Elizabeth. It the . wes. (7. Vo. 7) there is | (Songs of the Liberal Puith, int4, p, 370) that th» wx 

the following note on this writer and ber bymn, “Be | “ was first introduced, it is suppored. into one of Loed 
with mein the valley "(hath Anticipated): .“* Written | Mason's singing books.” The American mit ms 

° by Miss Glyde some ten years before it was published, | date it 1s44. 
Miss Glyde was the daughter of Mr. Glyde. of Exeter, | iti, The third form appecred in Helge and Hess 
deacon of an Independent chapel these,” Snepp.in the | ton's Unitarian Mys. for the Church of Chris, tee, 
1480 ed. of his Songs of G. & G., No. 974, gives 1540 a8 | 1853, No. 463. In this st. i. and st. ii Il Ltan oe 
the date of the hymn. the second form above, The remaining lines trad ~ 

, Go, hery thy sorrow. [Merignation.) We fin! this “ Thou Who |a-t beard each sigh, 
hymn in F. Bliss's Gospel Songs, Cincinnati, 1874, p. 94, Watching each weeping eye, 
in 2st, of 4double lines, ‘The words are given anony- Be Thou for ever nigh ;— 

God ave the State," 

iv, The fourth form appeared in the Unitarisn Sp ¢ 
the Spirit, Boston, 1864, No. 251. In this i i fm 
No. th. as above, at. ii. is altered therefrom, and at bs 
new :— 

St. i. “ For ber our prayers shail be, 
Our fath rs” God, to Thee, 
On Thee we wait! 

Be ber walls Holiness; 
Her rulers Righteousness ; 
Her afficers be Peace; 
God save the State!” 

St. fi. Lord of all truth and right, 
In Whom alone is might, 
On Thee we call! 

mously, whilst the music ts signed *P. P. Th,” ie. 
: P, Bliss, In I, D. Sankey’s Sacred Songs Solos this 

js also the case. There ts no authority «nown to us 
for attribating the words to Bliss. 

Go forth, in spirit f°. J. Gambeld. (Good Priday.] 
This appeared in the English Moravian HW. Ak, 1742, in 
6 at. of 41, the sixth stanza beginning “ That heart our 
Saviour loves.” In the 1401 ed, this stanza was omitted, 
and the stanza * Hix blood thy cause will plead,” by 
John Hartley, was substitat'd. This form of the text 
ia retained in the 1456 ed. of the same book. In Soden's 
Universal H. Bk, 1885, No. 255, at, Levi. are from 
the 1742 ed, as above, and +t. vil. is the first stanza of 
the hymn repeated, with slight alterations, 

Go thou in life's fair mecning: [ Youth far Christ.) 
Anon. In W. B, Bradbury's Oriola, 1460 ; I, D, Sankey's 
Sac, 8. gre ee ae and a otnageing arta 
suggested by Mrs. Simpson's “Go when mormng 
shineth,”’ p, 1058, ii. 

@o to dark Gethsemane, p. 430, ii. Nearly all the 
alterations in the revised version of this hymn as printed | tions to be found in some A 
on p. 430 were given in the Leeds Sel, 1822, No, 804, | cally, however, the abuve ie a resumé of the histery of 
which shows that the revision was sipesiy made for | the American bymn. 

mist. 

Give us prosperity; 
Give us Troe becty ; 
May all the oppressed go free ; 

(rod save us all!" 

v. In addition to the foregoing there are a few mire 

that Sel. and not for the CAristian P. Ll. The English History and Tezts. 

_ Goadby, F. W., p. 431, ii. A companion hymn, for | 4, Under the date of Oct. 17, 1869, Willlam Efwet 
Church Kestoration, to his hymn, No. 3, on p. 431, ii, | Hickson (d. 1870) then of Fairseat, Wrotham, Kent, erate 
te given in Allon’s (ung: Mealmist Hyl., 1886, a0“ Our | to Daniel Sedgwick. claiming, that he was the anther: 
fa Friend and D “God bless our native land," which be hed sen str 

buted to J. S. Dwight. Sedgwick potnted out that tere 
were two distinct bymns with the same firet line, oe of 
which was certainly American in origin, and the ott 
might possitly be by Mr. Hickson. Eventually the 

lo be the case, Hickson's account of his brea & 
“jt was written by me in 1836 as a hew lsteoe 
anthem,” and “a in the * Second Class Tue 
Book,’ No. 3, of Singing Master.” The Sinn 

Goadby, Thomas, p. 431, ii. He d. at Nottingham, 
March 16, 1489. 

God bless our native land. (National Hymn. 
Several hymnus opening with this first ‘line are in C. U. 
The basis of each is the English National Anthem, 
"God save the Queen.” The most popalar form is that 
which bad its origin in America, about 1634, the English 
form, dating 1436, not bring in very general use. The | master was pub. in 1436 (2nd ed. 1427). This bymo» 

a pasate {ls and texts are of some Interest to in mt. of BL The opening stanza reads :— 
ym sts, 

“God bless our native land! 
oS heaven's protecting hand 

Hi guard our shore * 
May peace ber pow'r extend, 
Foe be transformed to friend, 
And Britain’s rights depend 
On war no more.” 

L. The American History and Texts. 

1. The Rev. C. T. Brooks, an Unitarian minister, 
during the time that he was stndying at the Divinity 
School, Cambridve, U.S. A,, 1532 to 1835, wrote the 
followiig, said to be a fr, from the German :— 

“ God bless our native land! The fall text is in the 1480 Steppt. to the Baptist Fr. + 
Fitm may she ever stand Ays. ; the Meth. Free Ch. Hye., 1589; the Cong. Chara 
Through storm and night 1 Hiyl., 1887, and other col ; 

When the wild tempests rave, i. In the Meth. S. S. H. Rk., 1819, No. 56% b © 
Ruler of «ind amd wave, anonymous hymn which begins :— 

F Father Eternal, save ** God Dieas our native land: 
Us by Thy might! Her strength and glory stand 

** Lo! our hearts’ prayers arise Ever in Thee.” 
Into the upper skies, | St. Hi. is “God smile upon our land,” and # 4 

Regions of light! | “Through every changing ws ene.” A 
He Who hath beard each sigh, | til, In the Cong. Church Hyt, 1887, No. G4 opts 
Watches each » ceping eye: with the same stanza ax No, {i., bat st, i. is “Ue! 
He is forever nigh, guard our sea-girt land,” and st, ifi, “ God smile 

Venger of Right." our land." 

ih: We seek: Sore of Cabs Deva: A0 Dy ha ee '3 | tse ee te ee war ae s of thin hy ie Rev. J. mon wal of four of more stanza: this ” 
Dwight (p. 1560, ii.}, and reads :— ifit Poop we Pht aren. are re Pete 

al 



GOD FORBID (Arrenpix IL)" GREENE, THOMAS 1567 
God_ forbid that I should glory. [@torying in the | Ipswich, 1819, in which were several of his own com- ieta. aa Im bis Notes to the oat A Presb Hyl. of posivions, 

to oer e Him says of this hymn, Anon. Appended | @race Inereate! From Whose vivite fre. White 0 Cottage Sermons, circa 1864," suntide.) &. Caswall, Pab. in bis we of Mary, God made me for Himself, to serve Him here. Sir | dtc., 1855, p. 254, in 6 st, of 4 1, and again in his Hymus a. W. Baker. (4fome Missions.) Appeared in the Hys, | & Poems, 1873, p. 273, as a ** Hymn to the Holy Ghost,” Jor Mission Churches, &c¢..¥.D., No. 47, pub. by the | In the Hymnary, 1n72, it is given as **O Holy Ghost, Compilers of 47. 4. & Af., aud in the 1889 Suppl. Hys, to | From Whose life-giving fre.” WT. A. & Mf. 
Graces, Motrical, p. 44, i. See pp. 463, 1081. Before God mowes in a m way, p. 433, i. In the | Meat, 24, S15, lubl. After Meat, 133,’ 188, 568, 6ea, a tenia #7. ke, 14857, this hymn is altered to “God | 1060, 1081, ens te move im mystery,” 

God of almighty + [Omaipresence.) This 
bymn appeared in tine English Bap. Ms. & renee 1458, 
and im (te Awmerican ss Ht. Be. in the same year, 
This potmts to an earlier source from which the hymn 
was taken by the editors of both collections, but this 
source we have failed to find. 

God of our Fatherland, Ap. #. H. Hickersteth, 
[VYationaltl IMynmen.] Written in 1443, and pul in bis 
From Year to Year, 1853, p. 23l,indstiofdl It was 
included im the fy. Comp, 1490. Ip the Jubilee year of 
the Queem CiLss7) it) was extensively sung to the tune 
composed for it by Sir George Elvey. 

God, Who is just andkind. /. Patrick. (Ps. 2x0.) 
Cento from Psa. — im his Ps. of Dawid, 1716. 

God, Who madest earth and heaven, p. 440,i. The 
Ho A. & M. form of this hymn is re into Latin by 
* PP. im the Guardian, Oct, 1, 1#79, as Qui coelum ct 
terras, lecem: tene brasque creasti.” 

Godwin. Elizabeth Ayton, w+ meariige, dangh. of 
William Ellis Etheridge, was b. at Thorpe mlet, Nor- 
folk, July 4, 1817 5 married in 1449 to Mr, C, Godwin, 
and d. at Stoke Bishop in ita, She pub. s mgs Sor the 
Weary, 1365; and Songs amidst Daily Life, Her hymn 
in C. Ul. is “** My Saviour, ‘mid life's varied scene” 
(Lent), written winilat yet a girl, and first printed in the 
Frangelicalt Mag., and then in Songs for the Weary, 

"Ge J. WW. von, pM4lei. The Exeter Unitarian 
nthemes, of ls63 and lse4, containg 

eckorat scidtetonal hymn fem ie ete, being by Rev. T. W. . Some o 
the versions _ very free, and the distinctively Chris- 
tian character of the (rs. is only very — t 

= ap ag ve night, (Aorning.) This 

jo & se. 
aot Aili additional 

Gone the hollow, murky 
in Saatcman Ffymns, &c., 1873, No. 178, is composed 

f st. ivw.—wiii. of T. Doubleday's tr. of * Avterna coeli 

gloria” Cp. 25. ii., Mo. 2), in bis Hymnarium Angli- 
ahmed 3844, p. 25. This form of the text was given 

in the Unitarian &k. of Hys., Boston, U. 8. A, 148, 
No. 600, and from thence passed into Martinean’s Hys., 

1473. 
Gotc ck William, 4.4, LUD, was hb. at 

scceseviona: im 1807, and graduated at Trinity College, 

Dublin Im 1845 he became one of the tutor of the 

=a 7 Bristol, ard in 1464 its President. He 
Baptist Collece, Se ee Coa Tesmant. le te 

ee we ey eneay th h a few tra. from the 

German which are noted in this Dictionary. See 

of Authors Translators for the same. Dr. Goteh 
a. at Clifton, Briste), May 17, 1890. 

Gott ist wiirtlg, 444, i. Another cento in 

nn. mM. from + Wesley's r. in the Sneoy Hymnary 

Cx. P.>. «* Our God is bere! us adore.” It is com- 

ed irom st. 1., ii. and iv. 

ie Zanneh . was b. at Lancaster, Vermont, 

Im ber youth her father removed to Newbury- 
She d. in 1466, Her Poems were 

835, and is4l. From these Poems the 
are taken :— 

1792. im Aa 
port, Massac 
pur. in So t 
‘ollow tne ked the ocean strand. 

de a oe ta thou blessed day. (1841.) Sunday. Alo 

BH APhou Who hast spread oat the skies, (1452.) 

Tee ae per. ‘to the fields that are ripe, Harvest 
5. Whe, w hen darkness gathered o'er ws, American 

— wren. 

National Hf Simon, s. of Anthony Gourdan, Secretary 
Go aR was b. inthe parish of St. Jean en Grese, 

to the Kini rch 2, 1646. He entered the Abbey of 
at Paris. Jari. 25, 1661, was ordained Priest in 1670, 
St. Victor: | non of the Abbey, and d. March 10, 1729. 
became ae Gurd. Viet. of the Paris Brev,, 1726. 
This i* Eamund N., who d. at Stoke-by-Nayland, 

E+ pril the 9th, 1965, aged 79," kept a school 
olk, * for several years, He pub, A Coll, o 

age ry Ped to the Festivals of the Church af Riot f 
Ey#- 

Also Church Hells, Aug. 20, 1459, by Miles 
Atkingon and W.J. Webb, 

Grant, Sir R., p. 450, i. Other hymns are :— 
1, From Otivet's sequesterd seats. Palm Sunday, 
2. How deep the joy, Almighty Lord, /s. irzzin. 
3, Wherefore do the nations tage. J's, i, 
These are all from his posthumous sacred Poems, 1839. 
Grates, peracto jam die, p. 450, ii, This hymn is 

based upon the ** Deus Creator omnium,” p, 291. 
Graves, Henry C., p.v., b. at Deerfield, Massachusetts, 

Sep, 22, 1840, and entered the Bapti-t ministry in 1454, 
since which he bas belu several pastorates, the last 
being New Bediord, Massachusetts, 1446, He has written 
several hymns for 5S, Schovls and other urposs. One 
Of these, “ Alleseeing, gracious Lord’ (Hivine Help 
desired), appeared in Welcome Songs, 1879. Another 
of hishymns, “Soul. soul, thou art passing " (ld and 
New Year), ts in the Bep. raise Hk, 1871, 

Gray, Jano, wee Lewers, d.Nov. 1x, 1471. A selection 
of ber poems was printed iu N. York for private clreu- 
lation, in 1872, as Selections from the Poetical Writings 
of Jane Lewers Gray. 

Great God of our Salvation. Ap. £. H. Bickersteth, 
(Consecration of a Church.) Written for the Consecra- 
tion of Truro Cathedral, which wok place on Nov, . 
1687. It was printed by Sampron & Co, with 
muse by Dr, Charles Vincent. Included in the 1x90 ed. 
of the Hy, Comp. 

Great God, the Giver of all grace. (Cecil F. Alez- 
ander. [Consecration of a Church.) Written by Mm. 
Alexander for the reopening of Derry Cutbedral, in 
1887, and printed in the erry Cathedral Magazine for 
March 1887; the Church Hells, March 11, 187, &e. 

Great God, Thy glories blaze, p, 275, i., 2. This 
sometimes reads “ Creator God! Thy glories blaze.’ 

Great God, when weak, trembling steps. A.W. 
Tuplady. [Death antwcipated ') Lean Sige teny inted 
anon, a in the Gospel Magazine, Oct. 1776, in 5 st. 
of 41, and again in Walter Row's ed. of Toplady's Con- 
femplations on the Life, Death, and Resurrection of 
Christ, 1622, 

Great God, while we surround Thy throne. [S. S. 
Teachers’ Prayer.) Appeared anonymously in the 8, 8. 
Union Teachers’ H. Bk., 1446, No, 65, tn 4 at. of 41, In 
the Leeds 8, 8. U. A. &k., 1879, No. 928, it is enlarged to 
5 at. ofa L 

rules the earth, Great God, Whose sceptre J. 
Guartes. (Glory and Power af the Divine Father.) 

bis appeared in bis Divine Meditations . . . with 
several Divine *jaculations, 1655, p. 125 (#rit, Mus.) 
as the Ist ulation. The cento “Fountain of light 
and living th,” in Martinean’s Hymns, 1840 and 
1473, is from this bymn, 

rest Ged, with beet ant Gages. This is an 
altered furm of J, Fawcett’s “ With humble beart and 
tongue,” p. 373, ii. 77. 

Great One in Three, great Three in One. [Holy 
Trinity.) Anon. in the American Sabbath H, Hk., 1465, 
No. 473, and in later collections, including Hatfield's 
Church H. Bk., 1972, aiat others, 

Great 5 ofour souls! O guide. W. Croswell. 
(The Good » vd.) From his Poems, 1#60, p, 221, 
Somewhat altered, into Dale's Anglish H. Hk. 1874, 
Croswell's tithe is** Hymn for the First Sunday after 

Great of the Who all flock dost 
~~ 4 oe Shepherd.) This re fn the 

ith Hymnal, 1884, as from an ** A “an source, 
Greek Hymnody, p, 457, il, In 1. 12 from the top, 

ae “whether be believed im the Resurrection of ry.” 

Groene, Thomas, of Ware, was for some time a mem- 
ber of the Congregational body in that town, In 1774 
4 minority of the members, of Arian principles, having 
obtained the lease of the chapel, the majority neceded 
and built themselves the ‘Old Independent Chapel, 
Mr, (Greene was one of these seceders (Miller's Singers 
#& Songs, 1469, p. 314). His Hys. and Poems on Variows 
Subjects, chiefly Sacred, were pub. in 1780 (2nd ed., 
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1797), From this work the bymn * It ts the Lord, en- 
throned in light’ ( Hesgnation), is taken. In Bicker- 
steth’s Christian Msalmody, 1633, lt begins,“ [t is the 
lord, my covenant God.” In modern collections It is 
fount in both forms, Another hymn from the same 
work is “The more my conduct I survey” (Trusting in 
Jesus), as in Spargeon’s 0. 0, H. Bk, 1866. 

Griffiths, Ann, p. 470, i. A long account of this 
writer, and several trs, into English of her hymns, are 

ven in H. Elvet Lewis's Sweet Singers of Wales, 
T.S., lesa. 

Grosart, A. B., p. 471.3. In 1490 Dr. Grosart pub. a 
vol. of original verse as Songs of the Day and Night, or 
Three Centuries Original Hymns, &c. Several of 
these pieces are of striking merit, and are worthy of the 
attention of hymn-book compilers. 

Guiet, Charles, p. 473, ii. His Heortologia was pub, 
in Paria, 1657, and reprinted In 1724. It contains the 
Latin hymns proper to the various dloceses in France. 

Guinness, Henry Grattan. ».0,, 4. of Capt. John Gain- 
ness of Ioblin, was b. at Mountpellier, near Dublin, in 
1535. His work as an andenominational Preacher began 
in 1456, stuce which time he has visited most parts of the 
world in prosecuting his evangelistle labours. He has 
written nomerous hymns and printed them pritately to 
enclose in letters and parcels, and for general distribu- 
thon, Of these the following were incinded In The Bn- 
larged Landon H, Bk, 1473:—{1) * How beautiful the 
Saviour's feet (CAriat in Glory); (2) “Thou art my 
joy. Lord Jesus” (The Glory of Jesus); (3) “* Yes, 
Thou art mine, my blessed Lord" (Jesus our All). 
oo. Madame, p. 475, i, Other trs. in C, U. are :— 
1. From No. 3 on p. 476, i, the centu in Martinean’s 

Hymns, 1540, No. léu, * Almizhty Former of creation's 
plan "is taken, 

2. Source of luve, and Light of day, This in Mar- 
tineau's Hymns, 1540, No, 426, is from W, Cowper's tr, 
of Cantique 125, ln Le0l, p. 40. 

% To me remains por nor time. This cento 
in Dale's English I. 8k, 1874; “ My country, Lord, 
art Thea alone,” in Spurgeon’s 0. 0. H. Bk., 1366; 
ani * All scene; alike engaging prove,” are from No. 2 
on p. 476, i. 

4. See also Upham, T. C., p, 1198, L 

H. B. Under these initiala the hymn, “‘ Mark, the 
swelling breezes " (Missions), was given in the 1576 ed. 
of the Hy. Comp. and Jater in other collectlons. The 
authoress desires to remain unknown. 

Hao die festa concinat, (Circumcision. New Year.) 
M. Leon Gautier, in bis 1364 ed, of Adam of St. Fector, 
prints this at |. p. 48 as undoubtedly by Adam (from 
the ms. Lat, 14872 of the Bibl. Nat. Paris, of about the 
end of the 14th cent.)}; bat in his 2nd ed., tds, p. 221, 
be says that the ascription to Adam is a inistake, and 
that it is earlier than bis time. The text is in G, M. 
Dreves's Seyuentiag Inecitae, 1490, p. 16, from a 13th 

cent, os, at Paris (Jat, 10911). Tr. as" Let us doly 
keep the fea-t,"" by Mrs, Hernaman in the Altar ifyt., 
1884. Also by Wrangham, Lest, b. p. 47. 

Hadley, 0. This name ts given as the author of Nos 
3A9, 395, 397, and 401, in The Pealmist, edited by E. 
Prout, Lond , J. Haddon, 1478. 
Hague, John B., b. in New Rochelle, New York, to 

1413, entered the Baptist ministry in 1435, but retired in 
1845 to undertake educational work, For sume years he 
has been « lay member of the Protestant Episcopal 
Church. In 1442 he age iys. for Social and Private 
Worship, to which contributed 7 bymna-. From 
this collection hia byron, "Hark, sinner, while God 
from on high doth entreat thee” ( Warning) is taken, 

Hague, William, p.p., author of “Hark! sinner 
hark! God speaks to thee" (God pleading with Man), in 
Cutting's Hye. for the Vestrg a irestde, 1841, waa b. 
at Pelham, Westchester County, New York, Jan, 4, 
Ist, evtered the Baptl-t ministry in 1420, was sucees- 
Siveiy pastor at several places; and d. Aug, 1, 1947, 

Hail peaceful day of hallowed rest. (Swnday.) Ap- 
pearel anontinonsly in the Leeds 7. Bk., 1822, No, 461, 
in dstoof4l. 5 again in the Leeds H. Dk., 1453, NooTbS; 
and again in other collectlons. 

Hail, sacred truth! whose pierci . [Afissions. 
This hymn in the Anmeians Tart igh. ors “et 
1479, and others, is given in Mason and (ireene’« Church 
Verimody, 1831, as from the Erang, Mag, It is es 
eotially different from the hymn “ Hail, sacred truth, 

(Appenpix IT.) 

————— eS ee 

HAPPY CHRISTIAN 

thou source of + in the Gospel Mag, 1774, po. 
and there sf **Jobn Bottress.” ~ . 

Hail the day Veet ove Kin ries, » OL ie 
into Latin, of the A. A. dt M. text, of this tran br 
Charles Wordsworth f given in bix Srme (iegns 
... Selecti Hymni Psalmique, 0, w “Sd as 
dies, qua sursdm surgere Christum.” 

Hail the love and amazing, fF. Thervin 
St. Thomas [a Becket) the Martyr. Appewed c ! 
Chamberlain's Hys. weed in the Church of st Thee 
the Martyr, Oxford, 1861, No. 50; and in the hep 
Hyl., (#67, No. 234. 
Hail the night, all hail the morn, ‘(hritee fu 

a redin an anonymous volume of (Arima (im. 
pub. in London, in 1437. [1 passed into the Ametce 
Sabbath H. Bk., 1458, No, 278, and again inte ate 
lectlons. I[¢ is usually given as “ From the German” 
but the German original (if amy) has pot bees kent 

Hail, thou happy morn so glorious. [Sate |- 
ane ¥ in the Plgmowth (bl, S.). ite 

©. 29%, in 4 st. of 61. and again tn Later collecum 

Hail to Thee our risen . [Barter] Ape 
in the Irvingite ys. for the ee of the Churcher \% 
in 6 st, of 41., and signed “S.A. 146" |t ee» 

in the 2nd ed. of the same, 1471, amd isabe be 
several American collections, 
Hail to this our weekly rest. (Swaday.] Te © 

day hymn for Children, a yaw 
1869 New App, to the 5.12.C.R. Hymna, No, 35 

Hall, Ann W. Under this signater, te bm 
“Father, OU bear me now ™ ( Herignation) appeacel © 
the Unitarian Hys. for the Church of Civrist, Ss 
649, and has been repeated in a few later collecthoes. 

Hall, Elvina Mable, was b. at Alexandria Vim 
in 1818; and was married, first to Mr. Hall, ani ten a 
1845, to the Rev. T. Myers, Her bymu, “I bear o 
Saviour say (Christ AU amd in Ail), in LD, Santery 
Sac. Songt and Solos, 1478, is somewhat popalar in 6 
Britain and America. It was ‘* written on the fy int 
of the Vew Lute of Zion, in the choir of the Methots 
Episcopal Church, Baltimore, in the spring of 146 

Hall, Jane E., of Vermont, ber is 
L D. Sankey’s Suc. and Solos, 14), wade the 
initials J. E. H.," (1) * The Jove thet Jesus bel Sr 
me" (Love of Jesus); (2) We shall bares new name 
that land” (The New Name), The music im Sowtry & 
these hymns is also by the same person. 

Hamerton, Samuel oe OG b. im 1834, edecund 
at University College, 0: (2-4. 1856) Incumbent «f 
Se. Panl’s, Warwick, from 1866, amd d. there Jan.6, (#72 
His hymn “ Waken, Christian children” ((inuime 
Carol), is in Snepp's Songs af & & G., 1473; the 4 

.. 1890, and otbers, It appeared as a (are pt 
oe Mears sen 1855. 

Hammond, Edward was b. at Ellingsen, Ue- 
necticut, Sep. 1, 1831. He edited Hys. of Prayer ent 
Praise, and is the author uf a fow pisces in that me 
other evangelistic bytnals, including “ Chri-the “allt 
ren} go and tell Jesus,” and “1 feel Like singe 

yg No. 1, * Brig ger gong Mire 483,i, His No. 1,“ 
ness of the ather's Face.” 1s 4 tr. of * Splener 
Paternae gloriae,” p. 1060, i. ; 
Hanaford, J. H., ».p, b. in New Hampteo, 

Hampshire, Jan. 27, 1819, and educated for the med 
fession. He the first edition of Piles 

Stowe's Ocean Melodies, 1848, and for Mt be campos 
19 hymns. Some of these are signed "J. Hi. FI. 108 
others * J. H. Hanaford.” One on Sril, “Gites 
God, at Thy conimand,” ts specially good for Ite per 

Hanaford. Phonbe A., név Colin, daughter of tinsr 
F. Coffin, was b, at Nantacket [sland, May 6, 1f23. nv 
Hanaford is un Universalist, and ane of thelr recugu 
ministers, Her hymn ‘Cast thy bread _— 
waters" (Werk and Wait), is to the fonder 0 
N.Y., 1884, and other American wee. a 
Harfinen. thon lovely name, p. 483, : 

“Saviour, Whom I fain would tore te ko the Ange 
H, Bk, 1868; and the S.P.C.K. CA. Hymne, itl 4 
second cento is Source and Giver of repose, if = 
American Sabbath H. Bk, 18's. In H. M. Mee 
Songs v the Christian Creed and Lif, ols be c 
Sts, ti-iv. (* Object of &e.”) are tr. a8 ie 
desiderate.”’ se Ladpticn sed 

Happy Christian, God's own ebild. [sdqen® 
Sonship.) This bymn f& found ia R, ii, Care rs 
123; in J. H. Renna’s Sei, 1838, and others ot 20 
Without anthor’s name. it is kn several medech 
tions, soar Snepp’s f G. 8G. 181i © Songs 
mon Praise, 1879, kc. It is waually gfven ins a. of (| 

es 
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Ha the hom nas S iod @, when God is there. [4 Christian Farrel Appeared th Mrs. Mayo's Sel of Hiya. Poet View. pe USE OF Infant and Juvenile and Pum 

The ba, 8+ No. 56, in 4 st. of 41, and entitled 
included "bene and signed “Mrs, W." It was 
later in several hy a. Sabbath H, Bk, 1853, and 

Harbaugh, H.. P- 484, ii. From No, 2, “God moat Mighty. &c..°* the cent, “Thou, by beavenly hosts adored "* im the A» ‘sti ‘ No, 650, is taken.) V “*rtin Prats, B. T., Lone, rn. 
os = Georg F. P. von, p. 485, i. No. iv. ts tr. by ww. Taceall in T. W. ignetl’s Unitarian Hymns, c., lss4, as, ** [fonly God I have.” 
Hark! creation’s= Alleluia. fp, E, H. Rickersteth, (Misstores. 3 WV ritten in 1479 for the Chureb Missionary Society amd imcluded in the 1190 ed. of the Hy. Comp, 
Mark. hark my soul, p. 486,ii. fr. into Latin GS. Hodges tm bis The Count Palatine, &c., (876, as 

“Cor meur, fertur cantus angeloram.” 
Marx, hark the notes ot joy. p- 954,15. This hymn 

appeared im the Leangeli »» Jan, tala, po 44, 
Sigmea ** F.." amd beaded ** A Missionary Nyee*” 
Hark! hark! the voice of ceaseless praise, [Praise 

tn Heaven. j ‘Khis appeared anonymously in Oliphant 
& Sons Sacred Poetry, mi series, epg x.D. 
(circa 1824), p. 361, in © st. of 41. in c.m, Hat- 
Held’s CAmrch HH. #k., 1872, No, 145%, ats. Lil, v. 
and vi... are rearranged in 4. as, “Hark! hark! the 
voice of prainse.”" 
Bark how all the welkin rings, p. 487,i. The text 

as in Af. A. <& Af, has been reni into Latin by Bp. 
Charlies Wordsworth in his Series (Collectarum.. , 
wWelecti Afymrneé Fealmique... Lond, J. Murray, lego, 
me: ** Awedite ! camtant Angeli preconium.” 

Hark! w the trum sounds, C. Cole, 
{ Free Tod }_ Fr al ble. Threesetd Al of New 
dymnes, &c., 1792, into Denham's Saints Melody, 1437 ; 
the Aniarged London H. Bk., 1873, and others. (See 
Pp. 242. i.» 

Ha soul, it is the Lord, p. 488,i. Rendered 
into pt ** Audi, .Anima! loquentem,” by H. M, 

Maceceill, im his Songs of the Christian Creed & Life, 1876. 

! the song of Jubilee, p. 490, i. The origin of 

ain eee i4 thes set forth on « broadsheet which was 

used in Sheffield in 1519: “West Riding Missionary 

Anniversary, Sheffield, July 27,2,and 29, 1*19. Hymna, 

composed at the express desire of the Mis-ionary 
Society, with a + cial reference to the renunciation of 

Idolatry and acknowledgment of the Gospel, in the 

(joorgian Isles of the South Seas,” and sung at 8 : 

Fields Chapel. London, Har ag rg Bey aod a = x! 
i ec.” Ls oe : 

Shae apne Wont.” Ln this broadsheet, Hark! the 
Pe te in 6 et. of 31., and Ime 2 of +. ill. reads, 

: oun the depths unto the skies,” This hymn is No. 4 

im the Orig. Theme. 1864, and not 95 as at p. 490, 1, 

Har the Eternal. J. Julian. (Processional 
: py! ora Wratten for we in the Parish Church, 

Witsobank. and first printed as a broadsheet, It was 

shortly after in Thring’s Colf,, 1482, and su 
included ral bymnals in Great Britain and 
sequent” im he the most widely used of the author's 

hymns. voices, » (Praise to Jesus.) 
as in modern col “— > 
‘Spiritual Songs, 1841 (1836, Nos, 275 a 

Te acta a ao * In the Plymouth Coll,, 4 wo 
of life for io one hymn (No. 391), and in this form it 

in modern hymnals, 

tis watchman's cry. [Adrent.) Anon. 

Hark | .vsvat (a periodical) in Tose. Tt was included 
ave _— iy. Comp. in 1876, and Later, in other important 
™" aoe 

collections. 

This bytn, 

notes (sounds), [CAristmas. 
i?! gs been traced vol the Unitatan Coll 

This jor: zeblic Worship, &e., edited by B. Williams 
Hys- Sor Fa pub. at Salisbury, 177% (p. 1192, ii). 

ad others, rican form ie in Dabney’s Sel. of tes weil eo ambriige, U.S.A., 1825, No. 309; the 
pa. & we BK. 1858, No 271, and others. 
Sabbat ad award, p. 491, i, He d. at Bisbton Hall, 

#, 1890. P 
colwich, Jane kk William, m.a., was b. in 1414, 

ahd ity College, Cam (mA. 1837, Moa. 
educated At (Tet WEiy Orders la 1438, be (became 18 1666 
1840)-  iedmen divcese of Oxford, and d. April 17, 
Vicat of Ms excellent hymna, “It is ‘finished! It ts 
1872. 

(Aprenprx II.] HAVERGAL, F. R. 

finished! all the untold agony“ 
| Thring’s Colt 1oen , 

Harris, Thomas Lake, b. May 15, 1423. Under his name tree hymns are given in the American Unitarian Hys. af the Spirit, 1364:—(1) “ In every human mind 
we see” (The Suwl God's pimple) (2) “Look up, 0 
man, behold the same” (tod All in All); (3) "O earth, 
thy past is crowned consecrated "' (Past, Present, 
and Future), 

Hart, Joseph, p. 492, ii. Other bymns in C. U. are :— 1. The blest memorials of Thy grief (1762), Holy 
Communion. . 

2, To comprehend the great Three-One (1759). Holy 
Trinity 

3. Vain man, thy fond pursuits forbear (1758). 
Death, 
wn When the blest day of Pentecost (1759), Whitewn. 

Hart, Oliver, was b. at Warminster, Bucks County, 
Pennsylvania, July 5, 1723; entered the Baprist ministry 
in 1749; and d. at Hopewell, Hunterdon County, New 
Jersey, Dec, 31, 1795. He was the author of “+ My 
Father, when I come to Thee” ( Prayer), which ls found 
in several Sanday school bymmn-books. It was in the 
8.5, U. #. Bk. (1535), the Silver Street Sunday Scholar's 
Companion, Sist ed,, 1840; and later collections, 

Marteough Lewis, was b. at Ithaca, New York, Aug. 
31, 1424. Of his hymns the following are in C, U. -— : 

1. Lhear Thy welcome voice, The Divine Invitation, 
2. In the rifted Rock I'm resting. Safety in Jers, 
3. Leat me to the Rock that’s bicher. Safety in 

Jerus. 
4. 0 who'll stand up for Jesus? All for Jesus, 
Nos, 1-3 are in I. D, Sankey's Sac. Songs & Shlor, 

187s (1 and 3 with music by Harteough). 

Haskell, Jefferson, b. in Thompson, Connecticut, 
Nov, 6, 1807, is the author of “ My latest sun is sinking 
fast" (Old Age), in J. W. Dadmun’s Melodeon, 1460, 
No. 11, amd the New Golden Shower, N-Y., 1562, 

Haslock, Mary. Author of ‘Christian, work for 
Jesus" (SS, Pestival), in the Cong. CA. Hyl., 1887, dec. 

Hast Thou bidden, gracious Lord. 1. Downton, 
ey Anniversary.) From hi» Hys. and Verses, 

873, p. 39, 

1569 

(Goat Friday), is in 

Hast thou within a care so 1 [Strength im time 
of Need.) This hymn, in Hatfield's Church A. Bk., 
N.Y., 1872, and other hymnals, is attributed in the Sedg- 
wick bexs, to “ Mrs. A, Julius, 1859." 

Haste, m rit, flee away. [/eath Anticipated.) 
Anon, in Bitooke Ps. & Hys., 1635, No. 396, 

auinn, T., p. 494. i. Additional tymnes are >— 
1. Children bear the wondrous story ; and “* Sinners, 

bear the melting story," are altered forms of No, 36, 
on p, 496, i. 

2. Father, we for our children plead. On behalf of 
Children. 

3. Forgive my folly, O Lord most hely. Lent. 
a Hosanna to the King, That for, kc. Pratee to 
jeaus, 
5. I look to Thee, O Lord. alone. Pardon desired. 
6. Jesus, full of every grace, Jardon desired. 
7.0 why should gloomy thoughts arise? The 

Mourner Kreme 
&. Peace to thee, 0 favoured one. Peace im Jesus. 
9. Saviour, hear us through Thy merit. Forgiveness. 
Of these hyrons, No. 3 is in Hastings Spiritual 

Songs, 1431; No. 9 in bis Mother's H. #ik., isd, and 
his Derofional Hys., 160; and Nos, 4,5 & 8 in his 
Devotional Hys,, 1850. 7 

Hatch, Edwin, p.p., was b. at Derby, Sep. 4, 1835, and 
educated at Pembroke College, Oxford, n.a., In honours, 
in 1857. After holding importent appointments in 
Canada, he retarned to England and became Vive-Prin- 
cipal of St. Mary Hall, Oxford, 1467; and Rector of 
Purleigh, 1883. (See also Crockford), He d. Nov. 10, 
i849. His hymn-writing was limited, One, and that « 
very spirited lyric, is in Allon’s Cong, Psahnist Hyl, 
1886 - ** Preathe on me, Breath of (iad. (WAitewntide.) 
Dr. Hatch’s bymns were pub. in his posthumous Th 
wards Fields of IAght. Lond. 1 + a 

Havergal, Frances Ridley, p. 496, i. Miss Havergal’s 
Poetical Works were pab. in'2 vols, In I#ae (Lond., 
J, Nisbet); and the hymns therein are accompanied by 
nutes. From these vols. and the Hav. mas., we gather 
the following facts concerning additional hymns in ©. U.: 

1, In God's great field of labour ee td Christ. 
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Written Feb. 27, 1867, and pub. In her Ministry of Song, Heavenly Father, all creation. 4.1. fas!) a, 
1469, and later works, In Snepp's Saf Grace ai Trinity.) Contributed to P, Maurice's Choral? 9 
1872, tt begins with st. li., **Sing to the little children,” | 1861, No. 713, in 3 st. of 10 1. 
“The poem expreases her own life-mini of son Heavenly Father A 
and relates true incidents” in that life. (Hav. a ing, &e. Py retire. grat hy Ulesing, Gs Ga ts 

Ame 
, Imeae 

2. Unly a mortal'’s power. (Consecration of Self to Sunday S * as 
Christ. Pub, in her Loyal Respmses, 1818, in 7 at. of en RE ODOR ee ies 
41, and headed '* Only.” In Common Praise, 1879, #t. Hedge. Frederick H., p. 504. i. He 4, at (aninee 
ii.-vi., are given for Confirmation as, Only one beart | U.S.A., Aug. 21, 1690. 
to give.” Help us, O Lord. with humble minds “tin 

3. Through the yesterday of ages. Jesus always the | Thankagiving for Peace.) Appeared 's Cote!) « 
same, Written at Leamington, Nov. 1476, and pub. | 1410, No. 82, in 6st, of 4 1, Also In Shepp'y Sen 
in ber Loyal Day they” 1s78, G. & G., 1872, It is sometimes attribuiad » 
= Baar Poe a —_ for me, rei poone my mighty terill, but upon tusuffictent authority. 

. Friday. fritten at Leamington, Jan. . oy 
Hensel. Luise, p. 510, i. Nu. v, "OSem 6 1877, and pub. In Loyal Nesponses, ta74, ny . 

5. Yes, ite knows the way is dreary, p. 498, i. 55. appeared in Firster’s Sdage fakrt, 1814, p.m. 

This bymn was written at Shareshill ee. Nov. Herbert, Algernon, « of Henry Herbers, ber sie | 
17, 1465, and first printed as one of Parlane's leaflets; | narvon, was b. July 12, 1192; educated at Ore. 
then in Lyra Britannica, 1867; and later, in several of | lege, Oxford, ma, 1413; and was a Fellow of Mex 
her books. It was “suggested by a letter from her | 1414-1631. He practised af the Har for xm ow 
niece, A. M.S., at school, and written te console her | aud d. June 11, 1855. He was the author d ems 
when weary, lonely, and the only absentee at the | prose works on History, Holy Scripture, ant «i 
Tejoicings for ber brother J, H, S,'s coming of age.” | subjects, but bis hymna-writing was limited 

(Hav, sus,] Hereford Breviary, pp. 178, ii., 1940, i 
W.4&#., p. 498, i. Other hymns are: — Hereford Missal. p. 1042, ii 

1. Lo if jud ta now are waking. Second | dese ce thie 
Advent. Pab. in W. Caras Wilson's Bk. of General weve on — 7 bd Pi hyrere Sgr 
Pealmody, 1440; in Kennedy, 1963, kc, tide.} By “B. J. W. British Magareee + 

2, Remember, Lord, Thy word of old displayed. | '432. te Kennedy, 1463. 
Missions, ** Composed for a special prayer-meeting for | Heri mundus, p, 613.1 In the Paris ms Lat \\s 
missionary labourers, held in the author's schostroom, | cirea 1200 (f. 17), this hyms begins “ Munda © 
jn the parish of St. Nicholas’s, Worcester.” (W. F, | laetabatur. 
Stevenson's Hys. for Ch. and Home, 1473, where the Herr, des Tages Miihen. p. 515,i. This wut ere 
original text} is ala oe) am one: in April, 1627, 

irmvions Bh cag) ono » “Soon | Herrnschmidt, ro the trumpet of salvation,” was first pub. in 4 Coll. of by thia weiter rnelnend phgrete meee 

PR Ae Re Ae Bey Tee i, Er wird es thun. der fromme treve tictt om 
Hawkins, Hester P., nee Lewis, wife of Joshua | and Consolation. In 1104, No. 39, i 9 st. ml Sr 

Hawkins, of Bedford, In 1845, Mrs. Hawkins pub. The | Berlin @. 1. &, ed. 1863, No, S08. Troe) “iNT ee» 
Home Ht, Bk.. A Manual of Sacred ~~ for the Family | truth, uoqt faithful is His word,” es No. 587 mie» 
Circle. Lond, Novello & Co. To this collection she | rarian H. Bk., 1436. 
contributed 7 hymns under the signature of * H. P. HL.” ti. Kom¢mt, danket dem Helden mit freadigen Zanen 
For home use we know of no book of equal compre- | Auster. In 1714, No. 105, in 1¢st., and Uke Brecker 
bensiveness and merit. The music also is well adapted | A, 1778, No. 200, Tr. as: ** With bears ant © 
to the family circle. voices, O praise ye the Lord,” as No, £39 in the Bei 

vian H. 1836. ia Hawks, Annie Sherwood, p. 499, ii. Mra. Hawks, . 
who was an American Baptist, d, in 1872. Herschell, Esther, n-¢ Fuller-Maitland ehies ax 

Frances 5. ubeun, 1, Was born in |! 
Hawley, H. H., author of There is « hope, a blessed polkine the tee Ridley Henchal aed d Apr 4 

hope" (Hope in Christ), which appeared In A. C. | eae She contributed anonymously two byea- 
Thomas's at 0 of Zion, 1439, was b, in Lewis County, * Whence these sorrows, Saviour, say!” ( Panon'r 
New York, April 10, 1417, Im 188! he pub. The /ris; and “Shrouded once in bleckest get” (Longing 
Songs of Jesus for 8, Schools and Devotional Meetings, the Beatific Vision); to the Appendix to brr mr! 
to which he contributed seven hymns. The music of Coll. en Flys, for Private Decotion, kee. e2 ©* 
this collection ts mainty by Mr. Hawley. Pp TIA, i.) BAL 

Hayward. Under this name the hymn “ Welcome, He's come, let every knot be dent, All hearts rv 
delightful morn” (Sunday Morning), was given in | joys, &c. [The Comforter.) This hymen int st i! 
Dobell'’s New sel., 1806, No. 548, fa 3 st. of 6 J,, and | in a «mall collection of hymns appended Ws Sow * 
has been repeatet in a few American hymnals, in- | Arthur Bedford, 1733. In its modern formal +¢ ** 
cluding Hys. of the Faith, N.¥., 1487, and others. in the American Prayer Bk. Coll,, 1826, Na. 76, the 60 

He bids us come, His voice we know. This is taken | /Tatse 2. L871, and others, oe 
from ** And are our joys so quickly fled?” p. 63, ii. Hewett. This name, ond the See ere 
He came, the King of Kings. Part of H. F, Lyte’s Spurgeon ef eomitotton.. ye anthertts of ! 

Whom shall we love ike Thee?" p 707, 81.2 He olan ea lament 
Hear Thy children's hymn of praise, [/raise.} Hewett, J. W., p. 620, i. Mr. Hewett 4 #1 Mr 

Klizabeth pan Salt, dosenens of E. R. Ball of rd brooke, near Laaarveth. Apeil 20, 1956. 
town, near Dublin, b. Oct. 29, 1440, married in Feb, ucated at King’s» 1863 to the Rev. G. H. Curteis, w.4., Canon of Lich | , Hewlett, Ebeneser, x.4., was eivauel ot Sot 
field Cathedral, »nd Principal ofthe Lichfield Theological | Hee, London, and became Restor i! StU 
College, Mra. Carteis comp med the music to 12 songe ees which on been issued as leaflets, (ne of th. 
and 2 hemns for chikiren. These were pub. in 1866 as mene in 1866,‘ Faithful pilgrim, bomeward orpir 

the Chdiren's Bour, (Joy in Pulness), was included in Snepp's ss 
paHaar, us hely Saviour. (4 Child's Prayer.) This | 0. 6., 1472. 
ymo is usually t ’. Spark, Mus, of . , from tbe Gere 

Leds, bat in efror; De. Spark says be found it in’ an ee ra ersiacran Rymost, Oxtumbes 
o ystal Palace Juvenile Festiv: cert Programme, } officer Ledelphia. 
and belng struck with its beauty, at ince set it to music, | 1489 1s a Custom Honse a 
Hence the error of associa thorshi reparandarum generator fons animarum. in 
nals. po tae pista: hoy addition :—The text of this hymn & feo! , 

Hear we (ye) not a voice from heaven, Frances N. | one of the Eplstlesof Pootlus Meruplas gre \ 
Caulkins. (Karly Piety.) Taken from the amily | given tn his et Pormata, Paris, prion 
Choir, 1840, for the Hap. Ps. and Ays., 1958, Aleo in Migne's PP, Lat. Ixi col. 333, #8 om ¢ 

of a Presbyterian Hplesios to doverus Ep. 32). is 
Heath. George. twcame pastor ie tral 

Church at Honiton, Devon, in 2770, and d.in 1422, He | Hilary, 8t., p. 589, ii. ss the aad ot ale 
pub. a History of Rristol, 1797. ‘Also Hys, and Poetic | 0D: A fragment of St Hilary's Liber a “ 
Exsays Sac. to the Public and Private Worship of the | recently been discovered in a ms. st Arena S}00 
eity, &e., Bristol, 1761, from which “My soul, be on | Written at Monte Cassino about 1062, sm pads 
thy guard” (Steadfastness), is taken, Gamurrini, at Rome, 1887, a* 5. Hilarié 



HILL, 8. P. 

mysteriis et hymn, 
nearly complete bymns, “ Ante 
and ** Adae cernis gloriam,” and 
aiphabetical hymn, 
soevan, verbum factum et caro ">. 

the second 

Hil, Stephon P., p. 624, i. B. at Salem, Mansachu- setts, April 17, 1606; en the Baptist ministry in i832 3 amd d. at Washingwo, District uf Columbia, Sep, iS, 1Me4, 

624, li, His hymn “Gottes 
from bis 
the Ohio Lutheran Ayl., ledu, as * God in Luman flesh appear- 

Hiller, F., 
Sebn, in Pie gubteider me (pareatmeasy, 
Liederkilstlein, 1762, is fr. a by Dr. Loy, 

ing.” 
Hinchaliffe, Joseph, a Shettleld manufacturer, and a member of the Wesleyan body, was b, at Sheffleld in 1760, and d. at iumfries in psot. Concerning his 

Hyl., 1887, “ This is the field, 
and the Nesurrection), Dorri- eutt and Collins say in thelr Lyric Studies, ISH9, p, Jae, been traced to a Tract, entitled prereete| 

hymn in the Prim. Meth, 
the world below" (death 

“It has 
Hymns, Odes, and Anthems, as Sung at the Methodix Chapels in 
ham 
under the tt 
Hincheliffe." “ 

Hirmos, The. See Greek Hymnody, § x., 11; xvi. 10, 
» Edwin, pub. in 1863 The Vew Sunday School 

& New and Enlarged ed, of the 
contributed 27 hymna, each of which is beaded with his name, Of these nearly 
hymnals for children, including Major ; the Kap. 8.3%. H. Bk. 14880; the 8.3. 

Hodder, 
4. Bk, and in 1 
same. To this collection he 

vpe half have passed into other 

U. Voice of Praise, 1886, and others, 

Hodges, George Samuel, t..., 
educated at Jesus College, Cam 

other Poems Sacred and Srewlar, i876. In f appeared several trs. ftom the Latin, from English into in, and 
Oo for Palm 

fidren dear,” 

ofiginal pieces including his children's b Sunday, “ Hosanna we sing like the 
which ix also in the 1875 ed, fA aM. A 

Mission H. Bk, 1485, and others, 
hymn “ Eternal! assembled with 
eiving,” written to Dr, Dykes's tane “St. 1 
was first sung at a G 
Cathedral, and su juently at Coventry, &c. printed in the Lichfleld Festival Ftk., but is pot included inany hymnal. He pub, ys. and Sonnets, 1590. 
Hoffmann, Elisha Albright, author of * Have you been to Jess for the cleansing power?" ( Holiness desired), in I. D. Sankey's Sac, Songe and Solos, lel, was b. in Pennaylvania, May 7, 1439, 
Hole, » Samuel Reynolds, p.v,, b. at Ardwick, near 

Manchester, Dee, 5, 1819, and educated at Brasencse 
College, Oxford; n.a, 1844; pp. by, Abp. of Canter- bary, 1887. He was Curate of Caunton, Notts, 1444- Is5i, and Vicar 1850-47, In i487 he became Dean of Rochester, Previous to this he bad beld several 
important intments. He has pub. some prose works including Hints to Preachers, 4c., 1880; 4 Book 
abowt Roses, 1469, ke. His hymn, ** Sons of labour, dear nent Lgingr g jen": Service), appeared in the 1869 Suppl, Hfys. to H. A. M. 
meh Leewie H. C., p. 630, i. Concerning the tre, bis hymn * Veb! imaler Treu,” we note tht No.1 fund in the German Songeter, Berlin, 1788, p. 13; No. 2 is by Joseph Gostick, in his Spirit of German Poetry, 1846, p, 139, 

of 
\e 

Father, hear me, Ap, KX. H. Hickersteth, Pn Re Written fo 1881, am ab. in bis Prom Tear to Year, 1883, p. 145; and the Hy. Comp., 18v0, 
qe Saviour blest, p. $31.1. This hymn was ape. in Bp. Mant's Hol Of the Church, vol 182%, and then in hie Ancient +, Me., 1837. 
Saviour, Thou hast told us. [Divine Worship.) From the 5.8, Union Hymna, 1441, 

Holy fource of consolation, [(WaAitswnti Anon, from rf W. Noel's Sei. 1432. c _ 
Home at labour done. J.D. Sankey. [Death and terial bes ritten, on the dying wore of a Jug convert ), who lost her life in the railroad pith rn on ened, Jan. 27, 1874." In. cloded with a note in his Sac. 2. and Solos, 1878, 
Homo Dei creatura, p. 682, i, From Caswall's tr, “Creature of God, &c.’’ three centos are given In the 

[Avpennix IL) 
In this ms. there are only two R. C. Parochial 7. seecula qui manens,” 

part of an beginning with “} * (** Pefeltit 

Sheffield, Notherham, Doncaster and Notting. Céreutts, Fitth edition, 1797, and immediate, je of this hymn are the wonts “By J 

b. at Walmer in 1427, 
In 1482 he bridge. was to the Vicarage of Stubbings, pear Maiden- head His principal work is The County /alatine and 

* All mny sins uprising now,” is in the Durham 
His fine offertory 

songs of thanks. 
Port 

nm Festival in Lichtield 
lt ia 

HOSKINS, J. 1571 

Bk, 1480, an 1) “When to the silence of the tomb ;"' (2) * The angels, while with tear ful eyes ;" (2) “ Alas! what tongue of man can speak." Hone, William, 1750-1442, is given in The Church Praise #k., N.Y., 1682, a8 the author of « The proudest heart that ever bewt "’ (Salvation), therein, 
Hope, James Beresford, 12... b, Jan. 25, 1420, educated at Trinity College, Cambrhige, was M.P. for bis University for several years, and d. Oct, 20, 1887. He ts connected with hymnology through his dys. of the Church, literalt translated, Sor the wee of English Con tions. i, J. & F. Rivington, i844, None of these fra, have come inte C, UL See ef Authors and + In the Cambridge Cniverrity Calendar he j« entered as “ Alexander James Beresford Beresfurd- Hope.” 
Hope, Henry Joy McCracken, a bookbinder. s. of James Hope, war + heer Beifust, Ireland, in 1809; was in the employ of Messrs. Chambers, Dublin, tor many 

Shanemagowston, Dunadry, Count Antrim, Ireland, Jan. 19,1812. His hymn, ** Now have found a Frnend” (Jesus the Friend) was privately nted in 1452, It seems te have been Suggested by ts. Bonar's * Pass away, earthly joy" (Pr 162, i.}, st. iv. of which is sometimes associated with it, 
Hopkins, John Henry, v.p,, jun, s. of JH. H sometime Kabop of Vermont, was b. at Pittsburg, Pa, Oct, 25, 1420, educated at the University of Vermont, ordained in 1439, Rector of Christ's Chureh» Williams- Pa., 1876, and d. at Troy, New York, Aug. 13, *91. He pub. Poems by the Wayside written during more than Forty Years, N.Y, James Pott, 1883; and Carols, Hymns, and Songs, 1662; rd ed. 1s82, OF his hytons the following are in C, U.': 
1. Blow on, thou St ey Wind, Missions. 2, Come with us, O blessed Jeeus, Holy Communion, 3. Glory to God the Father be, (Dated 1867.) ffoty imity. 
4. God bath made the moon whose beam, (Dated | 1840.) Lruty, 
5. Lord, now round Thy Cuureh bebokd. (Dated 1867.) For the Re-union of Christendom. These bytnns are in his Poems by the Wayside, 1853, In the same volume there are fre. of the & Attipbons, See pp. 73-74, 
Hora novissima, 

also in the Brit. p magpos Cleepatra, A, circa 1100), and Harl, 4092 f. 40 6 (12th cent.) ; the bt. Nat. Ms. Lat, 14866 of the 12th cent., and others of later date, The compleve text ts also in T. Wright's 4 Latin Satirical Poets, Lond. 187, fi. pp. s-102, Centos from Lr. Newle’s fr, of the poen, additional to those given on p. 6%, include -— 1. To thee, O better country, | In the Salisbury H, Bk., 1857. 
country, In Hys, & Songe of 

2, O sweet and blessed 
Praise, N, Y., 1874. 
% Jerusalem the boly. In T. Darling's Hys., 1889. 4. ‘The world is old and sinful, In the flap, Hyi., 1879. 

Horne, Thomas Hartwell, u,v. (p. 334, ii, 18), b. Oct. 20, 1790, was for some years a member of the Wes. leyan Society; took Holy ‘Orders tn 1819; Keetor of St. Edmund the King with S, Nicholas Acons, London, 1833; and d. Jan. 27, 1862. A catnl of his prose works is long and interesting. (See ods. of Crock. Jord.) He was a friend and pupil of Dr. Adam Clarke, the Commentator. 
Horologion, The, See Greek Hymnody, § xiv. (7). 
Hort, Fenton John Anthony, p.0,, was b. Ap. 24, 128, and educated at Trinity College, Cambridge, aa, in Ist class Classical Tripos, 1850, and also in the Moral Selence Tri; and the Natural Science Tripos, IsSi. He has beld several distinguished a: intmenis at bis University, bas pub. several lea! works, was joint editor with Dr. Westeutt of The New Testament in the Original om ont fat as sg yy" Rev ma Cam- mittee of the New Testament. He tr. a few hymns, for which see Index of Authors and Translators, 
Hosanna be the children's song. 

{Sunday S. Jubilee.) | Written for the Londen Sunday Jubilee. It is No, 325 of Montgoinery’s Grig 
» 1853, in T wt. of 44. In the American Sabbath . Bie, 18S, ft begins “Hosanna be our cheerful 

song,” ats. 1, Hv, 

Hoskins, J., U. Additional pieces from bis 
ma, de., then) C. U., in America include :— 

(2) * Let the: thousands cheese o mead” (Ae 
in Chriat 3125; (2) “* Toetiay the Saviour rose 
(Baser) tas tas 2 Beboid bebold the Lamb of 

” (Inettation), p. 242. ite 

$83, i, It in 
Ly viti., f. 5 

J. Montgomery. 



1572 HOW BLEss'D 

How bless'd (blest) is he whose tranquil mind, 
Peace in Old Age.) From Dr. E-tlin’s Unitarian cotl., 
risto!, 1406, No. 412 (p. 1196, 1.) into the Plymouth 

coll, U.S AL, 1855; Martipcan’s Hymns, 1473. 
How blest is life if lived for Thee. [Life in Christ.) 

Anon. in E. T. Proust's Suppl, #. 8k&., 1569, Allon’s 
tong, J'ealmist Hyl., 1986, and others. 

How blest is our brother bereft. This is taken from 
“Ab! lovely appearance of death,” p. 32. +. 
How c the face of nature shows, Anne Steele. 

[Spring.) Pub. in the 1740 ed. of ber Poems, &c., vol, iil. 
( Miscellaneous Pirces in Verse and Prose), p. 6, in 9 et, 
of 4.1L, and headed, “* Written in May, after a seasonable 
Shower of Kain.” From this poem there are tbree centos 
in C.U.: (1) While beauty clothes the fertile vale"; 
(2) “ When verdare clothes the fertile vale”; and (3) 
“While verdant bill and blooming vale.” 
How dare we Thee dwell within! J. Anstice. 

[Holiness Desired.) Partof No. 26, in bis Hymns, 1836. 

How is the Christian's state. ([: ti 
Grace.) In Ash & Evans's Coll,, 1769, No, 274, a 
- “HA” In modern hymoals this ts expanded into 

** Hudson.” 

How heavily the path of life. [Lonelineas.) Ap 
peared in the Saturday Magazine, Sep. 1*%2, ins st. 
these 5 at. are given in Aennedy, 1965, No. 538. i 

How helpless nature lies, Misa Steele's “ How help- 
leas guilty nature lies” (p. 1090, i, 47) altered from 
CM, to se, 
How is our nature spoil'd by ain, p. 1241, i., No. 

447. In a few American collections it begins with 
st. ti. “In valn we seek for peace with God.” 

How kind is the Saviour! how great is His love, 
(The Love af Jesus.) In Majors Hook of Praise, x.p., 
this is given as by “ Kward Francis Hugtes, 1846." 

How dong, O gracious Master. A cento frum “ How 
long, O our Saviour ™ (p, 285, ii., 2). 

How lovely are Thy dwellings, Lord. Frotn Milton’s 
“How lovely are Thy dwellings fair" (p. 737, iL, 4 
ata. i, xil., vi, vill. considerably altered, 

How oft this wretched heart. Miss Steele's “How 
oft, alas, this wretched heart,” p, 1069, i., 13, sts. f., Hi., 
v. altered from ¢.M. to 8M, 

How shall I follow Him I serve, p. $36, ii. Stanzaa 
4., H., HL, v. of the 1s24 text in the Leeds Sef., 
1822, No. 553, The cento * , Should my path 
through suffering tie?" is from the 1424 text. 

How shall our feeble tongues express, oyce. 
[ Youta for God.) This ix the last of the 2] hymns with 
the signature ** Boyce” (see p, 167, i.) in Williams 
and Boden's Coll,, 1801, No, 665, in 6 st.of 41. In the 
leeds H, Bk, 1822, No, 282, sts. iil.-vl. were given aa, 
~ Does God Invite as to His throne?" and in Leeds 
H. Bk., 1853, No. 419, sta. -vi., as“ Does God, the 
Sovereign Lord of all?" 
How should our songs, like those above. This begins 

pela ag of “Come, Thou desire of all Thy saints” 
(p. 252, i). 
How sweet the name of Jesus sounds, p. 539, ii 

Another tr. into Latin was given in the Guardian, 
Nov. 26, 1879, beginning, “Dulce Taum, Nomen— 
ditciasina vocum.”” It is by J. Hoskyts-Abrahall, of 
Combe, Woodsteck. 

How sweet to reflect on the joys that await me. 
Heaven Anticipated.) In the Plymouth Coll., 1855, 
No. 1267. In the S. ss. this bymn bs altributed to 
“W.C, Tillon,” 

Howitt, Mary, p. 541,i. Her hymn “ Let me suffer; 
let me drain,” ts the opening bymn of the Lays of the 
Sanctwary, 1459. She d. Jan, 30, 1848, | 
Howson, Edmund Whytchead, ».a., 4, of the late | 

Dean Howson, of Chester, was educated at King’s Col- 
lege, Cambridge (La. 1475), and 60 wently a Fellow 
of King's College. He was Assistant rat Hailey- 
bu: ‘ollege till 1891, when be was appointed to a | 
sim tar position at Harrow. His hymu for Lent, * Jesus, 
when temptations try os," appeared In the 1881 ed. of 
Hys. for the Use of Harrow School, He is also the 
author of several school songs, 

How will heart endure } 
Judge descend 7” p. 66, ii, 

B= Geoffrey, b. July 21, 1847, educated at 
Exeter College, Oxtord (n.a, #70), and became vicar of 
Woolston, near Southampton, in 1445, His hymns in 
Mrs, Brock’s (Aildren's H. Rk., 1981, are-—{1)} ‘* Jesus, 
our thankful voloes” (Temperance); and (2) “ Loving 
Saviour, we Thy children” ¢ Temperance). 1 

Part of ** And will the 

—- ose 
— 

ae ... 

(Arrenprx LL.) 

Huie, Richard, p. 541, ii fie ale» Coetribetad we 
hymns to the teal Magazine, beter 1 » 
1840. T'bese be cullected apd pub. a Soret py 
Edinburgh, 1845. 

Hull, Amelia M., p. 42,1. A few aititicns py 
from ber works are in The Bularged fosde © 
1873, where they are all signed A. M Hew” 

Hull, William W., p. 542i. His bran “(ee 5 
came, how meek and lowly,” is in the Welling | 
& Ays., 20d e1., 817 (p. 333, i. 33), 
Humani generis ceasent suspiria p Sb T 

appear: d in the Paris Missal, 168), p. 494, api ibe 
tof 17:39, p. 494. 
Hunt, John, ».0., was b, at Bridzend, Penk Jc 

21, 1927, and educated at the University af & jobr 
ae 1874). In 1s55 he was oedained to the coney | 

ptford, Sunderland. He held several cms 
1874, when be became vicar of Ovford, sear Sresat- 
He was for owe time on the staff of te Coalagri, 
Review, He has pub, Select Poems, 1452, Seing bc 
Goethe, Schiller, and vtber German poets. Ax Ts 
Spiritual Songs of Martin Luther, 1453. Ther yp 
are noted in this Dictionary under their fievt Loe ic oe 
man. Very few of them have come into Cl « 
Index of Authors and Translators.) This rolecy 
contains bymns founded vn the German of Zea” 
and others. The versions, however, are very fre, 
at Dr. Hunt's suggestion, are pot meted ia detail b & 
Dictionary. ae | 

Huntingdon’s Hymn-Books, Countess of p M4. 
Since this article was in type we hare tha « 
authorized bymn-book of the Counexkn sas pab 
Knight & Son. of Londen, in 1854, It was prepare 
authority of the Conference, and the preface & mgaet 
behalf of the same by B.S. Hollis, and deed Sepenie 
1854, Jt has 730 hymns, and an index of Sra be 
with authors’ names, 

Husenbeth, F.C., pp, His family originally vce 
to the Grand Duchy of Heese, His father Svedat Mase 
heim until the out of the French Besolutho, » 
be removed to Bristol, and established bimelf © ita 
as a wine merchant. He married Miss Jemes, a Care 
aw & _ F.C. Husenbeth was b. at frist, May 2 1° 

Was educated at Sedgley Park School and (hea! 
College. Ordained in Feb., 1820,  ife became fries 
the Cossey Roman Catholic Mission, asd reaine! 
position for 62 years. He d Oct. 3), 1872 He pe! 
several works, including Mimal for the Laily, Lol. = 
edition of the Roman Areviary, Norwkh, 8, © 
Ve Book for the Us of the Laity, Leal. (+) 
‘We and Queries, Ser. lv, rol. £., Pp. 384, ph 
(See Index of Authors and Translatert.) 
Hush! blessed are the dead. fp, E. H. Mehr 

[Death and Burial.) Written io 1873, end pod & 
Shadowed House and the Light Beyond in 1#0t. lie» 
included in the Hy, Comp. 1476 and 196, 

Huss, John, was b. of bumble pareats # Ife’ 
Bohemia, July 6, 1373, and educated at the Coisensy 
of Prague, where be became in (394 ¥.4.. ; 
of the Faculty of Philosophy, and in [vat tee ose 
of the University. He became a Reforniet, pee 
through the conduct of bis fellow clergy, aml pe 
through the stedy of Wickilffe's writings, wake » 
translated and circulated, In M4, at Me 
Rome, be appeared before the Council of Onastan, * 
refusing to recant he was burnt wo dealh on ius 
birthday) 1415. A hymn generally ascribed © Bese 
noted at p. 598, i. 

H William Modlea, 5, of William Hetchie 
was b. ut Devonport, Aug. Cpr ca fyi 
Mr. Hutchings was engaged for somt 
and salir in Loodun, His well-known tage 
“When mothers of Salem thelr children wing he 
Jesus" (Children brought to Christ), wan wrhiee 6 
anniversary service of St. Paul's Chapel Sunday 5 ae 
Wigan, in 1850, and was pub. ina revised Sr © 
Juvenile Missionary ine of June 650. A . 
account of the original and the revised texts i Erie 
a note in W, F. Stevenson's dys. for Church on “etn 

by Mr, Hutchings, © ¢ ®: 
heard the wondrous story" (The Life of dau 8 
peared in the 8. 8. Union Voter of Praise, 1586. 

Hutton, James, p. 545, ii. Concerning bis lam” 
have to note: (1) beat ~ . Ip o06, ki} ants ba 
Moravian H. Bk., 1743, i., No , 
come, sweetly bind me”; and that ie aor o 

collections it begins “0 gracious Saver [Str 
Mind us; (2) and that No. 4 also append & Ie 
No. 234, as, “How shall the young ten cies O= 
ways.” 

HUTTON, J. | 

eT 

> (a ee i 



HUTTON, W. P. 

Hutton, William Pepperrell, 
Chester, b. Aug. |, 1604, d. Aug. I} 1855, Bridget's, 

His bymn, “ Child of sorrow, born, forsaken " ((omfert 
in ction) appeared in Drummond & Greville's Ch. of 
z& nd H. Bk, 1838. . 

ymnarium. In regard to the wa. (f.) at p, S47 we 
would add:—The two Mss. at Dublin are (a) that tn 
Trinity College, and (0) that in the Franciscan Convent 
(St. Isidore’s). Ou « recent visit wo Ireland the Rev. 
G, M. Dreves, 8.3. (see p 662, i., — kindly collated 
both Mas, Besides the hymns Indexed ut pp. §47-661, 
they contain alo; — 

1. * Abbas probatus omnine.” 2, Adonai Domine,” 
3. * Alvo et ineffabill.” 4. ** Christe qui lux es et dies,” 
5. “Christ! Patris in dextera.” 6. Ecce fulget claris- 
sima.” 7. * Hymnum dicat turba fratrum.” =. * Phoebl 
diem fert orbita.” 

Of these No, 7 is contained in beth maa; Nos, 1, 2, 3, 
6, 8 only ina; Nos. 4,6 only in 6. No. 2 te marked as 
the “Lamentatio 8. Ambrosii Episcopi,” and it an 
alpbabetical byron in rhythmical prose. 

Another ms. of interest has been collated since thi< 
article was electrotyped, viz., the Arunde! 155 in the 
Hrit. Mus, This contains, at ff. 147-162, a Hymnarium 
written in England in the 12th cent, The hymns therein 
contained are all indexed at pp, 647-651, except the 
following :— 

t. “ Lunstanus en coelestia,” 2. “ Festa praesenti« 
celebret diel." 3. “* Panditur mundus simul omnis iL"* 
4. “ Per te nitescat Rex Deus.” All of these are noted 
at pp. 551-554, but from later was. 

ote also that at p. $48 the hymn contained in the 
Ms. h* js the Christe Redemptor omnuium, Conserea 
(not Christe... Ex Patre). At p. 651, under (mu) read 
“a Hymnarium of circa 1350,” 
Hymrun p. 555, i. Read tr, No, 3 thus:— 

"A volee oon ieee there was sent.” 

I 
T am Lord, by those, W. Allen, [Ps, liz.] 

From his Ps, & Hys., 1835. 
Tam own, O Christ. [Self Consecration to 

Christ.) 1 is given in Snepp's Songs of G. & 
@., 1872, a8 by Mrs. Helen Bradley, 1873." 

I do not come because my soul, [fuith.) This is 
veo in M. W. Stryker's Church Song, N. Y,, 1889, a 

ey “Frank B. St. Jobn, 1878." 

I feed by faith on Christ, my Bread. Part of “Com- 
tounion of my Saviour's blood,” p. 255, i. 

Igo: the poor, My poor are with you still. Ap. &. 
Hi. rae ofertory Jor the Poor.) Written at 
Peumseomawr, N. Wales, in 1443, aml pob. in his 
‘rom Year to Year, 1483, p. 91. Also in the Hy, Comp., 
1599, 

I have a home above, p. 556,i. We find that this 
hymn was written as early as 1452, and that it was 
tocladed in the Plymouth hren’s A Few Hys, and 
some Spiritual Songs selected 1854 for the Little Flock, 

T have a Saviour, He's pleading in glory. [Praying 
for Otherz.) This is given in I, D, Sankey's sac. S. & 
Soleg, 1878, as by 8S. OCM. Clough.” 

I heard the voice of love divine. Charlotte Riott, 
(Resignation. ) Added as No. 34 ip 5 st. of 41. to the 
Jncalid’s H, Bk, 1834, 
I love the Lord Who died for me. J. fennick, [love 

fe Christ.) From the English Moravian J/, 4k, 1789, 
No. 615 (ed. 1846, No, 462), 

T love to sing of heaven. [Jleaven Anticipated.) 
Anon, in tbe American Bap. Devotional Hys., cbe., 1864, 

I love to think of the heavenly land. [(Jfeuren.) Anon. 
in the American New Golden Censer, 1964, tn LD. San 
key’s Sucred S. & S., 1474, Re. 
T lowed , daughter of my heart. J, y- 

{A food a pln Pub. im bie Pelican Island, 1424, 
in 9st. of 61, as * A Mother's Lament on the death of 
her Infant Daughter.” In Martinesu’s Hymns, 1840, 
Tete a Man at God's 

in Glory.} Appeared new. Reid's Praite Bk., 1872, 
No, 601, in 6 st. of #1. 

I see Thee come. soul-piercing King. ‘ieath Anti- 
cipated.) ‘This is given at p. 113 of the 1s4 (6th) ed. 
th ‘houghts of Peace for the Christian Sufferer, Lond., 
Hamilton, Adams & Co., and signed = = Index, “1. 
O.P” These initials are supposed to belong to a mem- 
Yer of the Parr family of whom Misa Harriet Parr 
(Hitme Lee) wan one. 

‘ 

[Aprenpix II.) 

sometime Vicar of St. | 

| mans 

thand. J. Sonar. [Christ | 

INGELOW, JEAN 1573 

on in One I never ow. [Paith.) In G. W. 
le # A - tt . = a ow je deeds H. Hk, 1853, this is 

I walk as one who that he i s 
ward.) Pub. i y? 

knows treading. [ 
in bis Sys. th bert Pik yt. of Muth and Hope, 1867, in 

I want to be an angel, p. 559, i. Hezekiah Butter- worth gives in his work, The Story of the Hymne, N. Y., 
1876, p, 151, the date April 19, 1645, as the day of the of the child, and the child” ie peal: assy day e child's name as Aon 

Ide, George Barton, p.v., p. 561, i, Dr. Burrage 
gives in his Baptist #1. Writers, last, p. S04, a lit of 

+ Ide's bytons, and states that he was b, Sep IT, 1804, 
This date must be substituted for 1406 on p. 661, i, 
If I in Thy likeness, O Lord, may awake, [The 

Kesurrection.) Anon, in Pions Songs, &c,, Baltiwore, 
1836, No. 462, 

| Immanuel! sunk with 
Anon, in the 1800 ed. 

dreadful woe. [(ethremane.} 
of Rippon’s Bap. Sel, No. 135, 

fame. This is the con- endless 
en's fr. of the ** Vent Creator 
10, i., 3, 

Immortal honour, 
cluding stanza of 
Spiritus,” noted at p. 

In der sagt on Welt, p. 1079, i. This hymn was 
first pob. in the Chriathi Momateschrift, May, 1826, 

In His own raiment clad, A. Munro. [Story of the 
Cross.) This Story of the Cross, by Monro, witli music 

A. Redbead, was pub, by Masters & Co,, of Londou, 
aud fs still on sale (1897) in sheet form, Edward 
Monro was the eldest s of Kdward Mouro, a... of Lon- 
don, and was b. In 1815. He was educated at Oriel 
College, Oxford (fa. 1836), Ordained in 1437, he be- 
came Jucumbent of Harrow: Weald in 1842, and Vicar of 
St. John’s, Leeds, 1460, He d. Dec, 13, 1806. He pab, 
several Allegorics, Sermons, and other works which lave 
mainly gone out of wee. 

In seasons of to my God I'll repair. [Christ 
the Kock.) This is No, 200 i Jobo Stamp's Christian's 
Spiritual Song Hk., 1445, in 6 st. of 41. Dantel Sedg- 
wick ascribes it to the ** Rev. Jobin Price, 1805." 

In some = or another the Lord will provide, 
Providence.) This hymn, by KE. 0. Martha Cook, nee 
Walker, b. July 24, 1406, d. Sep. 15, 1874, was pub, cirea 
1464, and is found in 1, D. Sankey's Sacred X 4 Sulos, 1878. 

Te the Solr meraing of our youth. (Farly Piety. 
Anon. in Allon’s Children's Worship, 187s. ¥) 

In the mid silence of the voiceless night. [Midnight.} 
This beautiful lyric is known in the following forme :— 

1. In Fosbery’s Myr, and foems for the Sick and Suf- 
Sering, #44, it begins 

“ In the mid silence of the voiceless night, 
When chased by airy dreams the «luunbers flee.” 

This ton Thring’s Coll., 1482, No, 19, for Private Use. 
2. This second form ie No. 1274 in HL. W. Beecher’s 

Plymouth Coll,, 1465, in é st. of 4 L, beginning -— 

~ In allence of the voiceless night, 
When chased by dreams, tbe slambers flee.” 

3 The third form isin the American Unitarian Hys. 
Of the Spirit, 1464, No, by6, in 4 at. of 4.1, asp — 

* In the still silence of the voiceless night, 
When from my wakeful eyes the stunbers flee.” 

4. The fourth form is in Martineau’s //ymns, c., 
1873, No. $96>—~ 

“ In the dead silence of the volceless night," 
Tt is composed of the Mys. of the Spirit text, and 

at. il, of No, 1 as above as at, iii, 

In the name of God the Father. J, W. Iieiett, 
520, i. This bymn is mot in bis Vertes, &e., 1869, 
tinthe People's #., 1807, 

In the time appointed. J Julian [Processional for 
Advent.) Mritten in Sep. 1473, and pub, in the Church. 

illing Wag., Nov., 1873. 

' In vain we build unless the Lord. 
| This cento appeared in W. Barnes's Sel, f & Hys 
intended for Public Worship, Richmond, Yorkshire, 
teat, in Zet. of 4,1, and bs thus composed: #t. 1, I 
1, 2, Barnes; 1. 3-8, New Version; et. ii., Barnes. 
This was repeated with slight alterations in Acnnedy, 
1863; and again in the Wea. #7. Hk, 1876. 

Ingelow, Jean, daughter of W. Ingelow, Boston, 
Lincolnshire, was b. A ase. Her writings are well 
and favourably known, Her poetical pieces have been 
pub. at Poems, 1463, and A Story af fcom and other 

, Poeme, 1867, From ter Poems, tet, the cento ~ And 

(2s. corvii.) 



1574 INGLIS, C. H. 

didst Thou love the race that loved not Thee" 
Christ) in the Cong, Ch. Hyl. 1897, ts taken. 

, Catherine H., nee Mahon, daughter uf the Rev. 
A. on, was b. at mon, June 24, lst5, and 
was married in i844 to Captain Inglis. Mra, Inglis‘'s 
hymos were mostly printed as leaflets for enclosing in 
letters, Ac. Several of these were collected and pub, 
4s Songs in Surrow and Songs in Joy. By (. M. ty 
Edinburgh, J. Taylor (dud e1. 164); and again, One 
Hundred Songs in Sorrow and in Joy. Ay t. H. 1, 
Edinburgh, J. Taylor, 1980, In which several new 
hymns are incorporated with selections from the 
former volume, A few of these hymns have 
into C. U,, including “ Abide in Me. Most ss 
counsel this” (1960) ( Abiding in (Arist); and “ Heir 
glory, art thou weeping ?"' (1858) ( Heirs of (fod). 

Trons, Genevieve , daughter of fer, W. J, Irons, 
and granddaughter of J. Irons, was b. at Hrompton, 
Tee 28, 1855. A few of ber earliest pleces were con- 
tributed to the Sunday Magazine, 1476, and later. Her 
Manual for Holy Communion Is entitled (orpus Christi, 
las4. Her hymn, “Drawn to the Cross which Thou 
hast blessed '' (Consecration of Self to Christ) was writ- 
ten in 1880, and printed the same year In the Sunday 

tine. It was afterwards included in ber Corpus 
Christi, 1884. Alloding to this hymn (which was 
incladed in the Prim, Meth, Hymnal, 1487) Miss Irons 
has written “| always feel that hymn Is part of me... 
It contains expresstons and allustons which to my mind 
ere only capable of a Catholic meaning: but I am in- 
terested and gratified in knowing that the hymo speaks 
to the bearts of many who would provably differ from 
we on most points of doctrine,” For these details we 
are inde to Dorricott & Collins’s Lyric Studies, 
1889, 

Irons, W. J., p. S71, ii. Of the hymns noted under 
his name, Now. 15, 21, aud 26, appeared in Chope's Ayl., 
1862. 

Is it not strange the darkest hour? J. Keble. [Good 
Friday.) Pub. in his Christian Year, 1827, in 10 st. of 
61. Inthe American Unitarian Hys. for the Church of 
Christ, 1853, several lines of this poem are ada 10 
form a1... hymn of 461. of 41, beginning with Keble's 
first line, This cento was repeated in the Boston Hymna 
and Tune Bk., 1464, 

It is finished! Shall we raise? (dood Friday.) The 
earliest work to which we bave traced this hymn is 4 
Col, of P's. & Hys. for St. Mary's, St. Giles, and Trinity 
Churches, Reading. Heading: E. Havill, 1-30. [tis found 
in several midern collections, including Spurgeon's 0. 
O. H. Bk., 1806, &e. 

J 
Jackson, Edward yy, Lares was b. in 1803, and 

educated at Trinity Hall, Cambridge, 11.8,, 1827. He 
became rector of Heaton Norris, Stoc! in 1843, and 
4. Dec. 27, 1879. He was the author of The ('rucifizion, 
and Other Poems, 1833; The Devotwmal Year, ke., 1835; 
Lays of Palestine, 1850; Nugae Lyricae, 1470, and other 
works, He also pu. a collection of Ps, Hys. and 
Spiritual Songs, &c., Manchester, 1833. 
Jam Christus astra ascenderat, p. 76,1. Nos. 1, 2, 

of those Not in ¢. ©. are given were in error, Thry 
are (rs, of ** Jesu nostra redemptio,” p, 693, i. 

Jam toto subitus veaper eat polo, p. 578, ii. The 
Opfice of the Seven Dolours is in the Preprine Officiorwm 
40 e Ordinis Sereorum BM. Vo in Germania, Prag, 
1720. The ‘Jam toto” is at p. 98, 

James, Richard §., p.»,, author of “ Hastening pn to 
death’s dark river” (Heaven Anticipated), in the Bap, 
Devotional Hy. and Tune Bk, 1464, was bo at Phila- 
delphia, Pennsylvania, June I*, 1934, and entered the 
Baptist ministry in 1959. 

Jenkins, Ebenezer E., ».4., wan b. at Exeter, May 
10, i420, and educated at the Grammar School of that 
city, He entered the Wesleyan minisiry in 1845, apd 
went as a missionary to India, where he resided at 
Madras seventeen and at Negapatam one year. (n his 
return to England he became employed to cirenit work 
until his election as one of the Secretertes of the Wes- 
leyan Miss. Soe His hymn “ While lone o the 
furious waves” (For (re at Sea) was included in the 

[Apvenpix [1.} 

(love of | vicar of Preston-next-W ingbam, Diocese of 
tlowb 

er 

i8T6 ed. of the Wes, H. Bk, and has since passed into | 
other collections, 

Jenner, Lascelles, p.v., was educated at Trini 
Hall, Cambridge (14.5. 1841, in honours; pp, 1467 
Taking Holy (rders in 1843, he held several »ppoint- 
mente until 1866, when he was consecrated Bishop of 
Dun-din. He retired in 871. He is at present (1591) 

JESUS, JESUs 

Cantertecy 
ich be was rated in 1854. His bytan in the |) 

Suppl. Hys. two A. @ M,, ‘Christians, sing ect »- 
exultation”’ (Christmas), is a tr. of “ Fusem wae 
notre joie,” a modern Freoch hymn. 

Jerusalem. ag Ary $00. Atry 
eee or AP. G. 8. bdges b doee 5 L 

County Palatine, &c., 1676, a4, “0 demos Be 
aalem ! beara.” Note also -— 

1, The F. B. P. text ts divided in the Pople’ 
1867, the ys. of Faith, N. ¥., 167, and other © 

It. iL begins “Ab, my rest be 

are given in The Canadian Bap, Hyl., 184), a * lew 
lem, my glorious bume.” 

3. See also two betters in the Literary (horctan 
July 20 and Aug. 4, 1583. 

Jerusalem. my home, I see thy wallsarise Sam 
This bymo is given in Dale's Anglish #. Be, 
under tame of “J. S. Hopkinsem, jun” 
Jesu meine Freude, p. 591, ki. This & in (rap 

Praxis, Berlin, 1653, 

Jesu quadragenarias, p. 593, i., 2 Read tr Sa 
“ Jesu, with fast for sinful man." 

Jesu, of the » [Deeper Love ty Je 
desired.) Anon. in Murray's Hywnal, )453-0. © 
Kennedy, 1863. 

Jesu, sacerdotum decus. p. S04 ii, This appran 
the Paris Bree. of 1640; Hiem., p. axa, 

Jesu, salutis Hostia, salutis Sacrifciam. ST dw 
ventura, [Seven Lazt Words.) This is aerited + 
St. Bonaventura, and is Inclaled ip the vanoos editen 
of his Opera, Including that pub. at Mainz, itd As» 
in Canon Oakeley’s //evotions Onmmemoratio of Tv 
Most Adorable Passion of owr Lord and Senesr dow 
Chriat, ke, 1442, where it is divid d, mito 1s pers, 
accompanied by (rs. 

Jesu, blessed brow is torn, Mun! (vm 
Friday.) Conceruing this bymo Miller sys, “Tb 
Bishop of Salisbury hos recently informed Hart Nese 
that be received this hymn about the year 164) fro ee 
Rev. R. W. (Walter) Blont, at that time s coral lo » 
East of London" (Singers aad Songs, 1568, pot 
The byron appeared in the Salishery Z. BR, 1x81, 5) 
95, In two parts, Pt ii. beginning ‘Jeu, the bine 
Glory Thou,” and was repeated in tht Sar Jp 
1868, No. t26. It was evidently by & 
“Salve mundi salutare,” p. 969, i, Mr. Bivst +a 
curate of St. ag einige nig > th 1s8l, 
became rector of Bicknor, diocese uf Canterbury, '** 
He was educated at Caius College, Camiridge, Be 142 
He d, in July 1882. 

Jesu’s tremendous ‘Name. A cento from “fart 
how the watchmen cry," p. $88, 1. - 

Jesus, assembled in name, [Pwblic Westip 
Anon. in Ryle’s pert t A. Bk, 05; Tee Bar 
Hyl., 1879; The Canadian Rap. Ryl., 1489, and bdo? 

Jesus Christ in risen to-day, p. 506i A im & 
Latin of the text of this bymn asin H, Ad ¥ by Fp 
Charles Wordsworth, is given in his Sere jopor 
oa Selecti Hymni Pral 1am, at “Poss 
Tesurgentem € tamale quae sidit Jesume a 

Jesus, hail! Theu Tam! [The Word ef 
Anon. in Elliott's Ps. d& Hys., 1505; i tbe Ament 
Sabbath Hf. Bk., 185s, and others. : : 

Jesus, high in [Children's Preise, Tos 
popular bymn for Children bas bees ae ee 
American Meth. Epise. Church 5, &. a. pre 

Jesus, I my cross have takeo. 
form of this hymn is * Soul, then foo thy fall se 
tion.” in Landes Domini, N.Y, 18s. cca 
Jesus, in Thy blest Name we meet. A* ® 

form of * yo, Peon Thy people mret, Seat 
Jesus, in Whom but Thee above. | Part of J. 7 

“When in the hours of lonely woe” (p. £56, i ss 
Jeaua is our Pilot. rs. daria 8, W. Barn... 

the Pilot.] In Bradbury's New Geiden Censer, 8.4 hee! 
agree with others with the signature “hate Came 
We also find the same name appeoded te by weg ere 
bury’s New Golden Chain, 1841; and bis 3 
Shower, 1862, = 

Jesus, Jesus, come 
Jesus Ever.) From bis Heart 
atfleld's Church #. Bk, N. Y.. 1872 

le 
Jesus, Jesus, King of saiats. J. Allen. 

Thin iv found In the Kendal #, Me AIST. #88 0°) 
eurlier editions of the Lady Huntingtos ¢ 



JESUS, LORD 

at 
No. 136, * Hear, O Jesus, my complaint,” is 
this bymn. 

Jesus, Lord, to Thee we bow. 

Rugby School, and ntatned in the 1876 ed. of the same. 
Jesus, Master, hear me now. 

1001, hus been traced 
(U. 5.) Levotional Hys., Philadelphia, 1442. 

Jesus! ha heart. 

af the Ages, Boston, 1434, p, 3, 
Songs for the Sanctuary, N. Y., 1865, 

Jesus, my Love, my chief - B. Beddome, 
Jesus, the Gift of Gat.) Pob, in n'a Sel,, 1787, 
No. 171, in 5 st. of 41, In Beddome’s fymns, 1817, 
So. 96, it is given as“ Jesus, my » my chief 
alelight.” 
N. Y., 1874. 

Jesus, our faith increase. [More Faith desired, 
Given anonymously in the Plymouth Hretbren‘s ity. 
Spiritual Songs compiled in Bristol, 
ds also in Laudes Domini, N. Y¥., 1884, 

Jesus, our Lord, our chief delight. 
peng B 
1822, 3 
Leeds H. Bh, (85a, No, 344, 

Love, my chief delight.” 
Jesus, Saviour, Bon of God. 

‘The earliest form of this b 

4st. of 41. 
Jewus sotzt 

4. Vogler’s Xatechismus, 1625. 

Jesus, take me for Thine own. 

No. 335; L. W. Bacon's Cawrch-Book, 1483, and others. 

Jesus, these 

eyes, O Jesus, ne'er have seen.” 

J H blessings are not few, p. 1238, i. 91. 
Given a6 Rigg Bese Hymna, 1707, in error, It es 
in his Sermons, vol, ii. 1724, a8 the hymn for Sermon 
xix, 

Jesus, oes grace we bless. [oly Haptirm.) 
This is Pag An Bp. Ps, o& I/ys., 1858, and several later 
collections, It is usually given as by © W. H. Bathurst, 
1822," but we have failed to find it in bis work. 

Jesus, too late I Thee have Part of “Jesa 
my Lord, my God, my all,” p. 243, 
Fama we own Thy sa . s yn 

‘ower of Jerus. peared posth , 
on Agung ra ans 1, and headed ** The recovered 
Demontack, an Emblem of a converted Sinner, Luke 
vill. a8." in J. D. Humpbreys’s ed. of Dod- 
ridges Hymne, 1839, No. 227. 

Jesus! Who on Cal ‘a mountain, [Leut.) From 
H. W. Beeeher's Pl Coll, 1856; inte the Amoeri- 
can Sabbath H. Sk. 1854, and several others. 

Jesus! Whe saw'st on (one) that sad night, p. 
1102. i. 6. The cento from Faber’s tr. of * Summe Pater, 
© Creator,” in the Purochial H, Bk., 1886, is composed 
of >t. lv.-vil, and x. of Pt. 3; at. Lof Pt. 45 and at, ii. 
of PU Gin theordernamed. Another cento from Faber 
isin the HW. Bk. for the use of Wellington College 
Chapel, 1863, It ns “Jesn! Who saw’st on one 
sad night,” and is formed of st, tv.-vi, and ix, of Pt. 3; 
and #. iL of Pt. 4, slightly altered. 

Jex-Blake, T. W., p. 603, ii, Dr. Jex-Blake succeeded 
the late Dr, Piemaptie an Dean of Wells in Feb., 1891. 

Johnson, Catherine, wife of the Rew. Herrick Jobnson, 
0. 4 Presbyterian minister in Chicago, is the author of 
** An earthly temple here we bnild “(Laying Founda- 
tion Stone of a lace of Worship), which in Hatfield's 
Church Ays,, N. Y., 1872, is dated 1866. 
hyma by this suther is given in an abridged 
Stryket's Church Song, N. Y., 1889, a4 “The whole wide 
world for Jeans.” Sometimes dated May 9, 1472, 

Johnson, Nathaniel Emerion, b. 1804, d. 1847. A 
hymn Uy this writer is given in The Church Praise Bk,, 
1°82, under the dete of 1432, as ** Christ had His sorrows 
when He shed (Christ, our Brother). The same 
hymn is given in Beard’s Unitarian Coll. of Hys., Lond., 
3831, No, 162, as from the Christian Register. 

(Arvespix LI.) 

In the Presh, Sel. of Hys., Philadelphia, 1861, 
taken from 

[Prairve fo Jerus.) 
Anon. in the ea:lier editions of the Hys, for the use of 

[Holy Communion.) 
This bymn tn the Laudes Domini, N. Y., 1884, No, 

by =. W. Duffield to the Presb, 

[In affliction.) Thishymn 
in the American CAurch Pastorals, 1864, is from Hymns 

It is rep ated in the 

Thia form ts in the Hys. & Songs of Praise, 

Bristol, 1870, It 

(The Glories of 
This cento was given in the Leeds i. Bk., 

o 672, in 3 st, of 4 1, and repeated tn the 
St. L, fl. we have not 

traced, but st. fil. is st. iii, of Beddome's “ Jesus, my 

'A Child's Prayer.) 
ymn which we have seen is 

No. 740 in Bickersteth's Christian Pralmody, 1833, in 

ein vor seinem End, p. 601,i. Hommel, 
in his Geistliche Volkslieder, 1864, p. 295, cites this as in 

(Self Consecration to 
Jesus.) Anon. in the American Sabbath H. Bk., 1858, 

have never seen, p, 877, il., 17. 
This reads fn Scryker's Church dong,” 1889, These 

KELLY, T. 1575 

tvenad James Aitken, p. 605, i, He d, Aug. 29, 

Join all the human race. Part of “Glory to Ged on high,” p, 428, ii, 
Jonas, Justus, Z. ots. ii. At lines 8-12 it in stated 

name of Jonas in 1519. In the 
tryin atriculation Album his name appears in 1511 as * Jodceus Jonas of Nordhausen.” He was thus known as Jonas as early ax 1511. 

Jones, Edmund, di, In The Church Bk., by L. w, Bacxns, N, ¥., foas, No, 279 begins with at, fi, of Jones's hymn, “Come, humble sinner, &c.," and be- gices—"I'll go to Jesus, though my sin,” Also note that in that article the words “author of No. 333,” shuuld read * author of No, 355." ’ 
Jones, Samuel F,, p. 606,i. We find that bis hymn, **Futher of life, confessing,” was pub. with Turle’s 

music in Feb., 1866. 
Jonson, Ben, p. 606, i, His “Hymn to God the 

Father," beginning ** Hear me, O God, A broken beart,”’ is in Thring’s Coll., 1882, fn an abridged form. 
Joscelyne, M, Under thia name,“ As the rosy tint of dawning ” (Morning) was given in the &. 8. U. Songs af 

Gladness, 1871. 
Jubilemus omnes una, p.606,i. This is also found 

fn several early sss. in the Bibl. Nat., Paris, including Lat.1118, circa 990; Lat, 1240, in a hand of the end of 
the 11th cent., and others, See G. M. Dreven's Pro- 
sarium Lemovicense, 1800, p. 33, Note also that Day- 
man’s ¢r, should read,  Hovoar .. . and ad 
Judge me, O Lord, I've walked In mine integrity. 

4. Bonar. (#s, revi.) Appeared in his Hys, of Faith 
and Hope, 1806. 

Judkin, T. J., p. 608, 1, The following of his hymna 
are also in C, U.:—(1) * Throned high is Jesus now ™ 
Ascension); and (2) “When darkness reigned o'er 

pt round” ( Light in Darkness). 
cp ny Bee fo - whe wrtte under the 

nom ume of ** F ‘orester,” was ve if 
ts at Eaton, Central New York, Avg. 22, 1st. 

was self-educated, and displayed literary power at 
an early age, [In 1446 she became the third wife of Dr. 
A. Judson (p, 609, i.), and sailed with bim from America 
for Burma same year, She d. at Hamilton, New 
York, June 1, 1854. 

Kelly, John, p. 614, i. He d. while on a visit to 
Besoune, Ja ik tae = 

Kelly, Thomas, p. 615, i, Other hymns in C. U. are: 
1, Bebold the Man! How glorious He. (1809.) Good 

a. jesus the (Thou) Shepherd of the Sheep. (18304.) 

3. Saved ourselves by Jesu’s blood. (1802.) Fora 
Revival. 

4. Saviour, ‘tis to [unto] Thee, (1853*.) Lent, 
4. See the vineyard lately planted, duce Mis- 

atone. Sometimes given as **See, O Lord, yard 

" 6, Sing aloud to God our strength, (1812.) Praise 
to the A 

7, Sing, sing His lofty praise. (1820.) Praise to 
age Sometimes as “ Hail our eternal King 616, 

a. . 

a. ding of Him Who bore our guilt. (1853*.) Praise 
to Jesus, 

9. Sing we praise to Giod above, God our Saviour, &c. 
ag Praise for Livine Mercy. 

10, Sing we praise to God above, Sing we praine, &c. 
(1853*.) Praise, 

ik. of Zion, raise your songs. (1820-26) The 
Bealted Saviour. 

12, The Lord Himeelf will keep. (1809.) From 
“ We're bound for yonder land" (see p. 615, No, 52.) 

13. The God (Lord) of glory dwells on high. (1809.) 
Bumility and Christ. 

14. The le of the Lord Are on thelr way, &c. 
Life 4 i 

rag ae saith od ef Tits Anointed, (1809,) ais- 
sions. 

16. "Tis to us no cause of sorrow, (1816.) Resigna- 
tion. 

17. To the Ark away, or perish. (1815.) Safety in 
Jeaus onl 

14, To our Lord a throne is given. (1838.) Christ 
the Aing. 
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19. Trost ye in the Lord forever. (1853*.) Trust in 
God, 

20, We'll sing*in spite of scorn. (1808.) (Christmas, 
From this ‘* The Jong-expected morn “ is taken. 

21. What tongue can tell, what fancy paint. (1806.) 
Saints in Glory. 

24, What were Sinai’s awful wonderk. (1809.) 
Advent. 

23. Whence those sounds symphonious? (1815,) 
Christmas, 

24. While in the (this) world we still (yet) remain. 
(1806.) Communion of Saints. 

25. Yes, “tis a rough ard thorny road. (1812) Re- 
rignation. Swmetimes given as ‘‘ Though rongh and 
thorny be the way.” 

The dates given above are those of the various editions 
of Kelly's Hymns, The date in53* indicates that the 
lymon ts in the 1463 ed. of the Mymns, but had also 
appeared in a previous edition which we have nut seen. 

'. amin Hall, p.»., p. 682, i. Died at 
ree ome 4st. Other bnyiae in C. U, are: 

1, O God, Whose gifts alone can bless, (1860.) Ps, 
ferii. 

2. O hear me Lord, Instruct and save. (1860,) Ps. 
eziz. Pt. »xil. 

3. O highest love in lowest guine. (1563.) Christ- 
mas. 

4, Save me, O Lord, for Thou alone. (1860.) Ps, 
ze. 

5. Thine, O God, our quiet trust. (1860.) Pe, tev, 
From this are taken =a) “God of goodness, from Thy 
store.” (2) “ Hearer Thou of human prayer.” 

These dates are Pealter, 1460; and Hymno. Christ., 
1463. Another of his hymns; 

6. Hope, Christian sonl, in every stage (Hope), was 
contributed to Baynes's Arglish Lyrics, 1465, 

Ir. Kennedy's Gecasional Sermons, 1377, bas an Ap- 
pendiz of Hymns. 

Kenyon, Archibald, was b, at Athol, Warren County, 
New York, July 31, 1815, and entered the Baptist 
ministry in 1634. He has written o large number of 
hymns, several of which are found in the Koyal /iadem, 
Sure Gold, Gar Glad Hotanna, Glad Refrain, and other 
American 8. Schools and Mission h . “Jew 
hear me when | pray” (/éieine Help desired) in Our 
vlad Hosanna, 1642, 16 a good example of his work. 

Ker, John, p.p., was b. in 14ty, at Bield, Tweeds- 
toulr, Peeblesshire, and educated at the University of 
Edinburgh, and the Theological Hall of the United 
Secession Church. In 1846 be was ordained ax minister 
of the U, 8 Church, Almwick. In [451 he removed to 
\ilasgow as minister of the U_ Presb, con jon, thet 
at Campbell Street, and after #57 at Sidney Place, 
Finally, in 1876, he was appointed Profes-or of Practical 
‘Tratniog tn the Theological Hali of the U.P. Church. 
He d. at the Hermitage, Morraytield, Edinburgh, Oct. 4, 
ivsé. His hyom-writing was almost confined to tra. 
from the German, in the Juvenile Missionary Magazine 
of the U. P. Chureh, the Jbrex #Hyl,, 1871, &e. (J, M.) 

Kethe, William, P 624, 1. line 20. The version 
which Warton describes as of Ps, 95 is really of /*s, 94, 
and ls that noted under Scottish Hymnody, p, 1022, ii., 
as the version of Ps, 94 by W, Kethe, 

Kidder, Mary Ann. vice Pepper, who was b, in Boston, 
Massachusetts, March 16, 1820, is the author of “ Lord, 
i care not for riches" (Name in the Book of Life 
desired), and “ We shall sleep, but pot for ever” Hope 
of the Resurrection), both of which are in {. D. Sankey's 
Sac. Songs & Solos, 187s, 

Kind words can never die. [Goodtness Undying in its 
Fruits.) This popular plece for children is usually 
ascribed to '* Miss Abby Hutchinson,” 

King, Harriet Rebecea, pub. Poems, Salisbury, 1423; 
Metrical Erercises, &c., 1834; Thoughts in Verse upon 
Scripture Terts, 154246; Nursery Hyt., 1443, One of 
her bymns, "Delight thyself in Jesus" (Safety in 
Jesus) is in Snepp’s Songs of G. & G., Musical Ed., 1876. 

i . Howard, This name in associated with 
the popular hymn in days gone hy, “Come, let us all 
unite and sing, God ta love!” (fod is Lave), bet con. 
cerning the same we have falled to gain any informa- 
ton, We know personally that the hymn was in (. U. 
nearly forty years ago (circa 1850), 

Kinney, Elizabeth Clementine. nee Dodge, b. at New 
York, Dec. 18, 1810, and married first to E, C, Stedman, 
and xecond to W. ft. Kinney, Her _hyme ** Jesus, 
Saviour, pass not by " (Salvation desired), appeared in 
the Songe of Christian Praise, N, ¥., 1880, 

Kirby, W. H, This name is given in the Church 
Praise Bk, N. Y_, 1842, a8 the author of * Forth to the 
Ogbt, ye ransom'd " (Self Congecration to Christ). 

(Appenvix IL) LAUREATA PLEBS 

Kneeland, Shee, © VA oes aie Se lone 
a ee w may be traced thor: » 

Fyrmne. le contributed 147 pieces tw the tor 
niversalist's /ys. com by different Anthor 

and also edited The PAL jpAia Homa BE: o 
Hys. for the Use of those who are Saw tone - 
18M. In 1836 he underwent a trial at Betie b¢ 

He d, im leas. phemy- 
Knecland, Levi, author of *Christlen comb) - 

inviting " (Dicine Worship), which appeared ic 
and Davis's Select Hymns, 1436, was bot Yao 
New York, Nov. 7, 1503, entered the Bagi gon<- 
aha pastor at Packerville, Connecticut, in iD. ux 
there Aug. 21, isue. 

ht, J. A. (Abraham), p. 626, ii. b. Apni on . 
d. April 22, 1sUs. See the Srang. Mag, Aur ii 

Enollis, Francis M., p. 629. i. io the SP i 
Church Hys., 1871, No. $20, st. ¥. ts by the Ber | 
Ellerton. 

Enorr, Christian. Baron von Resenrvth ». a 
E. Thring’s ¢r. of ** Morgenglanz der bige 
(Cp. 630, i. 10), is altered in the Sherborne Shed Lik 
1488, to * Dayspring of Eternity, Light from dpe» 
light unending.” 

Knowlton, H. 0. [fruffield notes under ber br 
“IT cannot tell ff abort or long” | Frust), in lon 
Domini, 184, that * Miss Knowlton was a «bool: 
Hingis at the time of its composition, Prods * 
F, Sherwio received it from ber, through the ov 
offices of one of her teachers, a mutoal friend ~ | fou 
Ays., 1886, p. 238). 

Kynaston, H., p. 635, i, He d. Oct. 26, 1878. 

L 
La Trobe, J. A., p, 685, ii., was b in 179%, ot oe 
Labente jam solis rota, p. 636, i. The tr. "Ac 

the dawn gives warning meet” is not of this bynn. « 
of “ Ad templa nos,” p, 14, 11. 6. Another fr. Wy 4! 
Thompson is in the Reformed Datch Myst. of the! Ayr 
N. Y., 1569, as ** Now with the declining smn.” 

Laetabundi jubilemus: Laeta mente cekbrems 
(Common af Martyrs.) This is printed ty U. M. leem 
in his Sequentiae Ineditae, 1=90, p. 92, aml cited & 
two troparies of St. Martial at Limoges, nuw in lie 5) 
Nat. at Paris (Lat. 0139 of the [2th and [ath cet 
Lat, 1086, of the tath cent.) Pr. by M. J. Black. 
“ Joyous be our jubilation,” in the Hymner, is 
Laetabundus exultet fidelis chorus, Coeli con 

[Dedication of a Church.) This is fomd in sow 
Missal, circa 1370, in the Bodleian ( Barlow, 4, p © 
and others. Tr, as (1) * Raise your voices, fu’ 
choir,” &c., in the Hummer, 1982; (2) Or bit. 
Joyful strains be borne,” by Mrs C. F. Hernaman 1° 
Altar Iyl., 1654. 
Laetabundus exultet fidelis chorus ; Allebuia. p £05 

Al-o in a ws. in the Brit, Mus. (ddd, ier! |e 
written in Germany, cerca 1100; and in a xe 2 
12th cent. in the Bibl. Nat. Paris ( Lat, 1139 £ #4 

Lagniel, John. (iven in the Hap. Pa. 4 tye. ' 
as the author of ‘Doth be Who came tbe list t 
(/nvitation). It is from Beard's Unitarian (e 
Severai hymns by Lagniel are in the Frery. # 
1797-99. 

Lamb of God, Thy lowly Name. Part of Dr. ow 
“ Blessed pight, when first that plain,” p. 147. 0. 

Land ahead! its fruita are waving, [firs » 
ticipated.) In Hright Jewels, N. Y., 180; ane! 
the * Rev, E. Adams” in (Coronation Hys,, N.Y. \-" 
Larcom. Lucy, was b. at Beverley Farm, Mew 

chusetts, in ls26. Her Poems were pub ip set fh 
hymn, “ When for me the silent oar" (Death is 
pated), Was pub, in [458. 

Latham, John, pci, b. in Oxford, Mar: 
17875 nt, of Oxford, 1415, and sometime a fels> 
All Souls. He resided at Brodwall Hall, Send’ 
Cheshire, and d. Jan. 30, 1863, He was mt = lis 
Orders, 

Lathbury, Mary A., p. 640, i, Amuther hyean ly 
writer in, * Lift up, re Up thy vobce with sane 
(Praise to Christ), in Sankey’s Sacred & &% |*%r 

Lattimore, W. 0. Author of © Long in darkacw " 
have waited (Christ the Light of the World), iol! 
Sankey’s Sac. S, & Solos, 1881. 

Laudibus cives, p. 665, i In Migue's Pf. * 
an 1019, thin E given as by Peter the Vesesle 
Pp. 

plebs fidelis. [Holy Commanioe.| T° 
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printed by G. M. Dreves in his Sequentiae Ineditac, 1890, 
Pp. 37, a8 a Sequence for Corpus Christi, from a lath 
cent. MS. atSt. Peter's, Salebarg, a iith cent. ms, at 
Munich, &c. Tr. by A. M. Morgen to Lyra Bucharis- 
fica, 1863, p. 109, as “Now let the faithful come with 
joy revering.” Also in the Alfar IMy!., 1884. 

Laus tibi Christe, Patris optimi nate. St, Yotker, 
(Holy Innocents.) Bight mex in which this is found, 
all being at least as early as the 11th cent, are cited at 

814; aod four otber ancient Mss. are cited at p. L046, 
The text is printed by Mone, No. G46; Jamiel, ti. 
pp. 8, 383, tli, p. 286, v. p. 44; and Nehrein, No. 341. 
Tr. by Mrs. C. F. Hernaman in the Altar Hyl., 1884, as 
** Thee Chri-t, we laud and magnify.” 
Lead, Light, p. 669, i. Andther rendering into 

Latin te “Alma Luce semper duce,” in Slackwood"’s 
Magazine, Jan, 1487, p, #0, and signed, “J. P.M." 

Lead on, Almighty Lord. Purt of T. Kelly's “ Arise, 
ye saints, arise,”” p. 78, ii. 

Lee, Frederick p.m, b. im 1892, educated at 
St. Edmand Malt Ockra (sc, L. 1854), and Viear of 
All Saints, Lambeth, since 1867. Author of a large 
number of works (see Creekford, Intl), His hymns 
“ Laud the of —e bass (St, Alban), an6 
“ When day's shadows en” Age), a i 
the People's Hyl., 1867, papel ae Tistiee & -) 
Lee, |. Said to bave been ‘'a laborious me. 

ehanic,” and “a politica! and religious fanatic,” con- 
tributed several hymns to the Leang. Mag., 1793, 1794, 
which were signed ** Ebenezer,” and dated fromm ‘+ Lei- 
cester Fielda, London.” In 1794 he published Mowers 
Jrom Sharon. From this work the hymns, **When I 
view my Saviour bleeding” (Good Friday), and “See 
the Captain of Salvation " (Ascension), are taken. 

Let God arise, and let his foes Be seattered, &e, [Mis- 
sions.) From the London Miss, Soc, Mise. Hys., 1814, 
Also in A. T. Rueseli's f’s, & Hys, 1861, Pe. leviii. 
Let my life be hid with Thee. [Consecration to 

Christ.) In the Church of # ng. Mag., April, 1839, and 
signed “J. B. Clipston,' ie. John Ball, Carate of 
Clipston, b. 1777 5 m.a. Oxford, t4ol; cL 1852, 
Let not your heart be faint. /. A. La Trobe. (Peace,) 

From his Sel., 1441, No. 129. 
Let there be light. Jehovah said, p. 161, ii., 15. In 

Songs for the Wilderness, 1543, p. 36. 

Let vain pursuits and vain desires, (4. Communion.) 
From the Amer. Bap. Msalmist, 1643. 
Liebich, E., p. 674, i. B. om July (not June) 15, 1713, 
Life eternal, Life eternal. A. Cuswull.” [Eternal 

Life.) Pub, in his Masque of Mary, &., 1854, in 3 st, 
of 4 L, and again in his Mys, & Poems, i473. . 

Lift it to the steeple, p. 676.1. In the 1890 
ed. of the Ay. Comp., Nose, “Hark on bigh the joy- 
ful music” ts suggested by, and partly based on, this 
b It in thus composed: st. hi, iv., v. by Bp, 
Rickersteth based on Neale; st. ti, vi, by Bp. Bicker- 
steth ; and st. i, vil, by « clerical friend. 

Lift up the ing gates, Ye chiefs, &c. An 
altered version in T. Darling's ys. for the Ch. of Bng- 
land, 1889, of Dr. Neale’s tr. of "Eedpare midag, p. 6B, i, 

Lift up your heads, eternal gates. F. Pott. [Ascen- 
sion.) "Written tn 1861 to the tune “ Ein feste burg.” 
and pub, in tis Hys. fitted to the Bk. of C. Prayer, 1861. 

Light of the world, Whose kind and gentle . -H, 
Bateman, (Jesus the Guide.) In 4st.of 6). It isin 
Tuale's English H. Bk. 1874; Horder's Cong. Hys., 1884, 
and ethers. 

Tageeri, Alphonso Maria de, b. ut Marianella, near 
Naples, Sept, 27, 1696, became Bishop of St. Agatha of 
the Gethe im 1762, and d. Aug. 1, 1787. His bymns 
were gathered ont of his works, translated by K. A. 
Coffin, and pub. as Hys. and Verses on Spiritual Sub- 
jects, she., im 1865. (See Italian Hymnody, p. 1316, 
pve From this, “My Jesus! suy what wreteh has 
dared" (Good Friday) is taken. 
Like the eagle, upward, onward. 't. of “Shall this 

life of mine [ours] be wasted,” p. 161, ii. 
» James, suthor of No. 772. in Bap, Ps. & 

Hye, 1858, * Once more we leave the busy road” (Joy 
in Worship), First printed in the Hap. May., 1629, 
Lingley was a member of the Haptist church In Cotton 
Street, Poplar, He d. circa 1664. j 
Lite children, the Saviour. [Praise to Jesus.) | 

From Ur. Rule's Wee. Meth. SS Hf, Bk., 1867, No. 71. 
Little drops of water, p. 679,i. The author of the 

eartlest form of this by ds the Rev. Ebenezer Cobham 
wer, t41.0., 6. of J. 5. Brewer, was b. in London, 

May 3 leie, 
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Littledale, Richard F., p. 678, ii. He d. at Red Lion 
Square, Loudon, Jan. 11, Lage. 

Littlewood, William Edensor, x... b. in Londun, 
Aug. 2, 1831, educated at Pembroke College, Cambridge 
B.A. 1854), and Vicar of St. Janae, Cath, 1872-41. 
ub, A Garland from the Parables, 1467, from which 

“There is no love like the love of Jesus” (Love of 
Jesus) it taken, He d. Sept, 3, 1886. 

Livingstone. Under this name several hymns are 
fn Collyer’s Coll, 1812. OF these “M oan, with 
burnble fervour raise” (Praise) is still in CU. 

Livock, Jane Elizabeth, was b. at Norwich in 1s4v, 
Her hymn “ My soul awake! 'T'hy reat forsake" (Aforn- 
ing) was written for a prize competition in 1&0, first 
pub. in the Sunday Schoo! Chronicle, and thea given in 
the Cong Church Hyl., 1887, 

Le, now, O Father, mindful of the love. An altered 
form of “And now, O Father, mindful of the love,” 
p. 182, ii. ; and p, 1273, ii, 

Lo! the Lord Jehovah liveth. W. Goode. [J's. 
zeidé.) From his Sk, of fs., &e., 1811, 

Lo, the prisoner is released. A cento from * Bless- 
ing, Lonwur, thanks, and praise,” p, 148, i. 

Lo! the atone is rolled away, A cento from 
roll the rock away,” p. 69, i. 
Long years I wander'd far astray. fp. £. if. 

Bickerateth. (Peace with God.) Written in Tees, and 
pe. in his Prom Year to Year, 1483, p. 146. Also in 
is Hy. Comp., 1690. 

Longfellow, H. W., p. 685, i. 1), March 24, 1882. 
Longfellow, Marian, b. at Portland, Maine, Apel 1, 

1849, and married w W. F. Morris, of Hoston, May 9, 
1876. Her hymn “He knows the bitter, weary way" 
(Times of Trial) was written Sep. 15, 1874. 
C Look ore mine we nth vp and — gel 
Morning. ppeared in his Halleeiah, or, Hritain's 
Jeet Iananit nares, &c., 1641, No, 3, in 5 st. of 8h. 

“Angels, 

Look saints, and while ye gaze, T. Kelly. Jesus, the iing of Kings.) This Beets with Mt. iv. of 
elly’s * Whence those unusual bursts of joy ?™ which 

was pub, In bis Mymns, &c., Srd ed., 1809, p. 614, ii, 
Look, ye saints, the is breaking. Au altered form 

of * Yes, we trust the agit breaking " (p. 616, ii,, 58), 
Lord, bless the children here. J. Dove, [Sunday s. 

Anniversary.) Written to be sung t the National 
Anthem, and dated March 13, 1879. First printed jor 
use at tue Anniversary Services of the St. Jumea's Street 
and Parkhurst S. Schools, Newport, Isle uf Wight, July 
13, 1479, aval then included in Choice Jeoweds, L843, ‘The 
author is Mr. Juin Dore, of Newport, Lale of Wight. 

Lord, for the just Thou dost provide (prepare). far 
of “How are Thy servants blest, O Lory,” Pp TP i. 5. 

Lord God of Hosta, by all adored. [Te Deum.) This, 
in the Songs for the Sanctuary, N.Y, 1865, is @ cento 
from various trs, of tie Te sein :—st. i. Anon. i sts. ii, iti. from PB. Gell's #s, & Ays., 1815 (see p. 1133, ti.); st. iv. from the Moracian #7. Kk., 1754, altered trom 
Ir, J. Patrick, 1679 (wee p. 1188, ii,); 8. v. from the 
American Ref. Dutch #. Ak. 17 

Lord, how shall sinners dare! [Christ the Intercessor.} 
A cento from two of Mixs A, Swele’s hymns, See her 
Poems, 1., 1760, p. 260, and tii., 1780, Pp. tae. 

I the merey-seat. An alteced form 
of“ Ap » My soul, the mercy seat,” p, 76, i, 

Lord, in love Thou didst remind us. [Advent.] From 
James Kelly's Coll, 1849. 

Lord, in the desert bleak and bare. J. Anstice, {Onr 
Lord's Temptation.) In his Hymns, 1836, p. 23. 

Lord, in this dust Thy sovereign voice, Cardinal 
Newman. [Thankegicing.) It appeared in Lyra Apo- 
stolien, 1836 (ed. 1879, Pp. 25), in @ st. of 41., and dated 
“Oxford, 20, 429." Also in Card. Newman's 
Verses on Various Occasions, 146%, 
Lord, in Thy hand I lie, Part of “Ab! whither 

should I go?“ p, $3, i. 

Lord, it is good for us to be. Altered form of Lean 
Stanley's * Master, it is good tu be," p. 7°8, i. 

Lord, it in hol . (Sunday.) Anon. in Aen- 
nedy, 1863, ag fragt og 
Lord Jesus, we are [are we] one with Thee. J. (@. Deck. 

[Oneness with Christ.) In Hys. for the Poor of the Flock, 
183%, the Bap. Ps, & Hye, 1858, doc. 

face. [Jesns" let me see beautecus 
a, & 1800 ed, of Rippon's Sel., 

Lord, 
Presence desired.) 
No. 209, 

Lord, let my heart still turn to Thee. [Ptilowship 
with God.) Anon, in the Plymouth Brethren’s Ps. & 
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Ays., 1842, Pt. ii., No, 28. Said to be by Lady Powers- 
court. This, on the authority of ber family, ks an error. 

Lord, let goodness lead our land. P, Voddrii 
[National Fide, Part of No, 369 in bis Hymns, 17 

Lord of the Sabbath's peaceful hours. (Sunday.) 
Anon, in the Prim. Afeth. H. Hk, 1853, and their new 
Hymnal, 1887, 

Lord supreme, in glo oe (God's praise in 
all things. In the Gaureh af England Magazine, Feb, 
1838, the S$. P. Cc. K. Hymns, 1852, and others. Miller, 
in bis Singers Songs of the Church, 1569, attributes 
it to “Colonel Blacker, 1634," 

Lord, Thou art mine. //. Bonar. [Christ All in All.) 
From his Hys. of Faith and Hope, tnd Ser., 1861. 

Lord, Thou art not alone. Part of * Hail to the 
Sabbath day,” p. 191, ii. 

Lord, Thou hast known 
ezzziz.) Anon. from Elliott's 435, 

Lerd, mercy now entreating. [/ent.) Signed 
ide x the Scottish Hyl,, 1884. 

Lord, what avails our strife! Part of C. Wesley's 
* And wilt Thou yet be found?” p. 67, i. 

Part of Lerd, when our hearts 
“+0 God, Who dak Foy will unfold," p, 257, i, 22. 

Lord, Who at Cana's wedding feast. {//. Matrimony.] 
Given in Thrupp’s Ps, , fys,, 1853, No. 149, aa “* Thou 
Who at Cana's wedding feast.” in 4 st. of 41., and signed 
“A. T.", Le. Adelaide Thrupp. In Aennedy, 1863, No. 
1420, it is * Lord, whe at," &e. Also in Thring’s Coll,, 
lss2. In the latter a new stanza (ii.) is added by Preb. 
Thring- 

. William J., a merchant of Boston, was the 
author of “ Why weep for those, frail child of woe?” 
(Comfort in Rereavement), in the West Bostun Coll,, 
1421, and others, 

Lowell, J. B., p. 696, ii. Hed. Aug. 12, L491, 
cor Matthias, v.p., p. 700, i, Dr. Loy waa b. in 

Cumberland County, Pennsylvania, March 17, 1828. He 
studied af the Evangelical Lutheran Theologicat 
Seminary at Columbus, Ohio, of which he became Pro- 
fessor of Theo! in 1365. “He was appointed Presi- 
dent of the Capital University in 1840. 

Lux alma Jesu montium, p. 704, ii. bag Sige ar 
ts the same, save in orthography, a8 in the Hymni 
Kreviarié Romani Soi. 0. N., Urbant viii, Jussu et 
Sucrae Rituum Congregationis approbatione emendati, 
et editi, Homae, typis Vaticanis, 1629, p. 65. The 
Imprimatur is da March 17, 1629. 

Lux illuxit triumphalis, p. 705, 1, An older we. than 
those quoted is one circa, 1200, in the Bibl. Nat. Paris 
(Lat. 1086), This is reprinted in Dreves’s Sequentiae 
Ineditae, 1490, p. 137. 

Lyons, John Gilborne, 1-1.p., wis b. in Ireland, circa 
1300, and educated at Trinity College, Dublin, He emi- 
grated to America, and had for some time a schoul at Rad- 
ner, Pennsylvania, He d. Jan. 2, 1868. In 1948 he pub. 
Christian * (Philadelphia), He is known throu 
his hymn “If thou dost truly seek to live” ( Youthful 
Piety), in the American Aap, Praise Bk., 1871. 

Pe” — 706,i. Additional versions 
PO hip oc. U., 2 Piss 

1. Lord, a thousand foes surroum! as. Ps. liz, 
2. Praise, Lord, for Thee in Zion waits, Ps, Izv. 
3. The Christian like bis Lord of old. Ps, czl. 
4. The Lord of all my Shepherd is, Ps, redid. 
5. The Lord of heaven toearth is come. Ps_xcriid, 
6. Thy mercy, Lord, the sinner’s hope. P's, zzzvi. 
t. To Thee, O Lord, In deep distress, Ps, cxlié. 

Sometimes given as ‘* To God [ turned in wild distress.” 
*, Upholl me, Lord, too prone to stray. Ps. 1. 
a. en Jesus tour (my) rescue came, £8, crazed. 
These ‘versions appeared in the Ist ed. of Lyte’s 
ae Palms, 1834, 1t must be noted that the 
texts of the 1434, the 1436, and the 3rd ad.. 1864, vary 
considerably, but Lyte was not responsible forthe altera- 
tions and omissions in the last, which was edited by 
another hand for use at St. Mark's, Torquay. 

Lyte’s version of Fs. rriz.. “Glory and praise to 
Jebovah on high” (p. 706, ii,, 22) first appeared in his 
Poems, lst ed., 1823, p. 24, Read also No. 39 as “ Lord, 
[ look for all to Thee,” 

Lyttel, Edward Zechariah. v.e.«.1.. b. in London, 
Sept 23, 1833, educated at University College, and King's 
College, London. Vicar of Wooitville in 1817. He has 
pub. several hymns in sheet form, together with music 
of bis own Sem ag. including, “He came, the lowly 
Jesus” (Advent); ‘High in our Fatherland" (Heaven 
antici) }; and '* Beautitul flowers, Earth are adorn- 
dug” (Flower Services), pub. by Novello & Co. 

mind, I's my inmost 
Ps, & Hys., t 
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b, William, autbor of “ Chief of simmers tne 
Lbe" (CArist AU and All), was b. in Coleraine, fe 

. Lreland, in 1793, and was for several yan 
a bookseller in Belfast. .He pub. The firge of ik» 
1816; The school of the Sabbath, 1822; aad Tie her 
@ Fear, 1848. These together with smaller pines 0 
collected and pub. as The foetical Works of Flee 
MM Onnd, 1864. 

McKenzie, William Scott, v.v., 4. peng con 

fe Nees New age: 

was b. at reeked or Nova Scotia, Feb. 29, 12. 

Misstonary Union Eb bre 

the Baptist mi » be beld several 
1873, when he became district secretary 
of the American 
“Ye mortals come adore the Loed” ( Pumesne 
in The Canadian Bap. iHyl., 1885. 

Maccall, William, «. of William Maceall ew | « 
» Ayrshire, Scotland, Feb, 25, 1412 In lee 

b. several trs, from the Danteh as dymas of Deen 
Gilbert Tait, He has also pab. Hyt. of owes 

into Byglish. He d. Nov. 19, ines. 
Mace, Frances P., nec Laughton, was b. in (re 

Maine, Jan. 15, 1836, and married in 1455 to Benjeme | 
Mace, a Lawyer of Bargor. Her hymn “(ely «xm 
till the shadows “ ( Heaven Anticipate! |, was en » 
1464, aud printed in a local newspaper, be Tourn 
Mail ( Maine), Sep. 7, 1854, in det. of 61. Ut bas atten 
a wide circulation in G, Britain and America Pulte 
in I. D. Sankey’s Sac, S. & Solos, 1874. See Wong » 
Sacret Song, 1385, p). 139, for counterclaim on bebal / 
Mra. F, A. £. Wood-While. 

William, an American writer, b. in Lo 
the author of “fam coming to the Crom” | rut» 
Jesus), in the American fap, Praise Bk. 151). 

Macduff, J, R.. p. 706.i. Anxber irme fue » 
Gates of Praise, 1876, is“ Blessed feast! tet pre 
token " (H. Communion), 

Mackellar, T., P 708, ii. Adktithonal bymas wr - 
Q) *T have po pear EF) #9 fave! ; 
*T will extol Thee every day" ( Pritise fo Ged Th 
are dated 1880 and 1471 respectively in Servers (le 
Song, N. Y¥., 1889. 

W.. D.. p. 709,i, Dr, Meclages ¥u sone intae Minealedee toi 
Magnificat, p. 711, i. See pp. 463, Ts, ml, 

859, 599, 925. Also The (Christian's Magazine ti 
p. 230. 

jor, Johann. 5, of Johann Gross (| ative © 
majony farmer at Reinstedt, near Orietllnk, © 
Thuringia, was b, at Reinstedt, Dec. 26, [56t, [a 
he was ordained as fiaconus at Weimar, and is |e 
became pastor and «0 at Jers. ln sll» 
Was appointed professor at Jena (0.0. July 1612) & 
4. there Jan. 4, 1654, (J.C. Zeummer's Filer Profane 

. in Academia Jenensi, 1711, i. p. 12%, ke! He 
name fs sseociated with the hymn * Ach (ott and Ben, 
which fs noted under Rutilius, M., p96 
Make transforming fre 

“And is the gospe ¥ 

Manly, Basil, jun. p.0., b. in Edgefield County, Sent 
Carctian’ Dente 1425, Was at the Sta Te 
versity of Alabama, and entered the Faptist mice 
in 1848. He has held sreral important 
amongst the Haptists. He is et oo bei 
hymns, several of which are in C. eek wie 
lowing 9 in The Baptict Poalwedy, 
¢ edited with bbe father -— a) 

Before @ pool the sufferer lay. The fw 
Bethesda, sha i 

2, God of the seas, Whose ruling voice. Arr thaw * 
Sa 
3. Got with vs, 0 glorious (wendrem) wane, Mantes 

in flesh He came. Christmas. 
4. Holy, holy, boly Lord, God of boss & beat: 

adored, weg isi 
5. In doula's dim twilight ray. 
6. Jesus, my Lord, | own Thee Gol. 

ssa I deserve Thy deepest wrath » Lord, ¥ . ' 
8. Our God invites the wanderers bore. dnmlanes 
9. There is a light which shines from beares 

DD. ae An - Ser! 
hymn * Hark, the sor" go,” be, (Mareen 
Myl.. 1874, 285 

The Divine 

Divinity 

minteter, b. July 21, 1916, 
Bible, and other works. H is by 
Jesus crying {[calling), Who will 
given in the Amer. Meth. Epis. 
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Sankey’s Sac. 
FS S. & Solos, 1878, in 6 st; and in the 

a fiyl., 1884, in Sat-; ineach case of 61. it was 
p. 236.) m 1865. (See Nuuer’s Hymn Studies, 1464, 

ptarey, Elizabeth Eunice, wife of Oliver Marcy, 61-d., 
Univeren of Natural Hi-tory in the North-western 
heen oe + Evanston, illinois, was b. in 1422. Her 

tof the depths to Thee I cry” (Lent), was 
contribu.ed to the Meth. Episco. Jymnal in LsT7, and 
pub. therein im 1878. 
Maronites, The, pp. 1111-12. 
Marriott, J., p. 715.i.,N Pulber- iiys. for -Prie. Pr rely ca is in the Fuller-Maitland 

‘ Mursden, Joshua, » Wesleyan Methodist Missionsry 
- Nova Scotia, and afterwards in the Bermuda Islands, 
Nin iTTT, amd d. in 1837. He pub, Amusements of a 
Mission, N.Y... 1812, in which a poem on Mitnons ap- 
Peared as +* Go, ye messengers of God.” In his Yerra- 
prc a @ Mission (2p ed.), 1927, he claims this as his 

Marshman, Joshua, p.v., was b. at Westbury Le 
Wiltshire, April 20, 1765, and educated for the Baptist 
tminitry at the College at Bristol. In Oct. 1799 he 
Jutned - Carey at Srampore, Indio. In 1826 he 
‘ite! England, and returned to India in 1839. Hed, 
at Serampore, Dec. 5, 1437. His tr. of Krishnu Pal's 
hymn is noted at p, 633, li, In his Baptist Hymn 
Writers, Portiand, 17.5.4., Dr. Burrage attributes the 
original a egg “* Hail, precious book divine” (Moly Serip- 
reat )to bes ™!, but leaves its date and place of publication 

Martin, Garmuel Wesley, author of ** The 
Bells are ringing ” (The Gospel Message), was b. at Plain- 
flelu, Dlinois, Jan. 20, 1439. 
x Dei qui ——— / 716, ii. This is in the 

Bern us.. No. 455, of the 10th cent. 
Arthur James, ».4., was educated at Trinit 

oanne as 3 m.a., inbonours,14T2, He heenane 
Fellow of his cotlege tn 1875, and Assistant Tutor in 1874. 
Ontained in 1874, be bas since beld sume important ap- 

intments, and is now (1491), Hon. Canon and Canen 
issioner of Truro, and Vicar ef All Hallows, Barking, 

City of London, 1454, &e, To the 1489 Suppl. Hfys. to H. 
“4. & M.. he contributed a fr. of the Danish hymn: 

“O Jeau! sede Jesu, dig” ("*O Jesu, Messed Lord, to 

Thee), #. Communion, and the following original 
bynes ;— 
™ Church of the ilving God. The Holy Catholic 

Church, 
92. Hail, Body true, of Mary born, and in the manger 

laid. H, Communion. 

5. Look down upon us, God of grace. A. Com- 

munion. 
4. O God, to know that Thou ort Just, Home Mfizsions, 

Mason, Jackson. ».A.. *. of William Mason, Vicar of 

Normanton, was b. at Normanton Vicarage, in 1833; 

and educated at Trinity College, Cambridge; Bs. 1866. 

Ordained in 1458, he was Curate of Cantley, Yorkshire, 

1858-59; Vicar of Pickhill, 1459-43; «nd Vicar of Seitle 

from 1883 to his death, 1489. His Rhythm of Bernard 

de Morlaiz, in English, was pub. In 1880. This work 

also contains ¢rs, of a few Latin hymns. To the 1849 

Suppl. Hymns to H. 4. & M., be contributed four tre. 

from the Latin, nen mene, cae the en 

original hymns :—{1) “ Fort vs seer of old. 

epaster.) ta) 70 Volce «ff the % Beloved,” (Saater.) 

Mason, Marie J. Miss Mason, who desires to remain 

unknowrn, contributed the popular hymn, “Saviour, 

who died for me" (Self Consecration), to the Christian 
Songs for the S. Schools, N, Y., 1872, p. 156, in 4 st. of 

It was written in 1871. 

Mason, William, was Toplady's successor as editor 
of the Gospel Magazine. He was b. at Rotherhithe, in 
1719, and d. Sep. 29, 1. His hymn, ** Welcome, 

wejcome, dear Redeemer” (Consecration to Christ), 
was pub. in the Supp. to the Eoang. Mag., in 1704. 

Matheson, George, b.1., wee b. at G1 . March 27, 

1842, and although deprived of bis eyesight in youth he 

s brilliant course at the University of Edinburgh, 
where be ary wa. in 1862, In 1868 he became the 

rish minister at Tonellan; and subsequently of St. 
rnard’s, Edinburg! He was the Baird Lecturer in 

}ae1, and St, Giles Lecturer tn ihs2. He has pub, several 
important prose works, His poetical pieces were col- 

jected and pub, in 1590 as Sacred Songs, Ktinburgh: W, 
Black wood. In addition to bis hymn “O Love that wilt 
pot jet me go” (q. ¥.), four others from bis Sac, Songs 
are in Dr. A, C. Murphey’s #k, of Common Song, Bel- 

fast, 1890. 
Mataon, W. T., p. 719, ii. His “ Glory to God in the 

{Arrenpix IL] MILLER, EMILY 1579 

| highest, Shall be our song to-day " (CAristmas) is in th 
Scottish Hymnal, 1984. re ) : 

Matutinus altiora. [Morning.) These are the 
opening words of a hymn in Latin with an Engiish tr. 
as As the sun to brighter skies," pub. by J. Masters 
x.y.) as “Ming Alfred's Hyma, Words by O. B.C. 
usic by Dr. Smith,’" There ts no proof that any part 

of the Latin text is by King Alfred, neither have we 
found the Latin text elsewhere, Earl Nelson recast 
Lew nga want in me ts the sun doth daily 

i” jaded it in Hymn for Saint's Days, and 
other Hymns, 1804. Also in the Sarum Hyl,, re &e, 
— Mary F., p. 719, ii., was b. at London, Oct. 25, 

Maurice, Jane, p. 720, i. The following hymns from 
Dr. Maurice's Chora! H. Bk., 1461, are in Aennedy; (1) 
“ No evil shall befall" (Snfet im Jesus); (2) * is 
a rest from sin and sorrow ™ (Heaven Anticipated). 

Maurus (Hrabanus, p. 1631, ii.) 

Maxwell, Mary Hamlin, b. in 1814, and d. in 1853, 
pub. in 1849 a volume of Original Hys., N. Y., (a which 
i pleces were included. Her hymn in the Meth, 

vieeo, , Dats, “God hath said, ‘For ever 
blessed '" (Zarly Piety), is from this work. 

Media vita in morte sumus, p. 720, 1. The Antipbon 
is in a Ms. writien fn Swatta, circa 1100 (Brit, Mus,, 
Adit, 18302, f, 261), and the text of 1531 is in an early 
15th cent. Aree, in the Brit. Mus, (art. 5037, f. 100), 

Men of thought, be and stirring. C. Mackay. 
agente and Activity.) “Irnis spirited song appeared th 
is Voices from the Crowd, 1846 (4th ed., 1651, p. 7). 

Its author, Charles Mackay, the well known writer, was 
b. at Perth, 1814, and d. 24, 1880. 

Merrylees, Rachel, nee Bates, daughter of Stewart 
Rates, b.v,, sometime tninister of the Reformed Presby- 
terian Church, Kelso, wax b. there in 1838, In lee 
she was married to Mr. James Merrylees, a Scottie 
musician whose compesitions have attained to some 
popularity. Mrs. Merryleen’s poetical compositions 
— in various periodicals, including Words, 
he Christian Monthly Magazine, The British Afes- 

senger, &e. Several of ber pieces are in The Dayspring: 
4, Old & New, 1875; Wreath of #raise; and Gospel 

Choir, 1487 (Palaley, J. & R. Parlane). 

Hymnody, pp. 726-782. Recent publica- Methodist 
tions Include :— 

1, Lyric Studies, be. By I, Dorricott and T, Collins, 

Lond., 1889, This is a hand-book to the Prim, Meth. 

Hyl., 1487, The biographical and illustrative Notes are 
well done, bat ite hymtological criticism is weak, 

2. Methodist Pree Church Hymns, Lond,, 1589. From 

the denominational standpoint this is a guod collection, 

Hymnary for Missions and. Special 

Services, Lond, 1889. “* Camplied by a Sub-Committee 

of the Geweral Book Committee " of the Wes! Con- 

ference. Of the usual missionary character, wii t any 

features of special merit «ft excellence, 

God, while angels bless Theo. X. Robinson 

_— God. Christmas.) Miller, in his Singers and 

gs oy 
bis ms, 

the Church, Lrg P 267, wee ae Robinson im 
Catalogue thus refers to nes ' 

Christmas Hymn, st to music by Er. Randa'l, and, with 

the notes, en graven On ® late half-ebeet.” ‘The 

date added by Miller in 1774. ‘The hymn fs in J. Mid- 

dieton's Hf ns, 1593, No. 137, in 9 st, of 4.1L, with the 

refrain * Hallelujah, H. H. Amen,” and the re 

“ Robinson.” ‘This text differs slightly from that giver 

by Bui in his Bap. Hymn Writers, ke., 188%, pp. 

13, 74, which be regards as the original. (See also the 

Universaliet Ho Bk, Tketim, U.S A, 1792.) 

Belcher (p. 183, 1.) says the bymn was written by 

Robinson for Benjamin Williams, sometime dracon of 

the Hapti-t Church, Reading, and, when the latter 

was a boy, and asserts that he had the information trom 

Williams himself. The hymn is widely aed, as fs also 

the cento therefrom from * Lord of every land arrl 

nation.” (See Spurgeon’s 0, 0. H, Bk,, 1966, for full 

text.) 

Miller, , née daughter of the Rev. 

Thomas Huntington, D.v., was b. at Brooklyn, Con- 

necticut, Oct. 22, 1433: and was subsequently married 

to Miller. Mrs. Mitler is editor of The 

ade oon , pub. at Chicago, in which several of ber 

| remap appeared, Of ber hytns the most widely 

arei-— 
1. Enter Thy temple, glorious King. Opening Be 

Place Worship, This was written for the openin® 

of the Mecbodiat Episcopal Church, 
at Akron, Obio, 1861 5 
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and is im several collections, including the Meth. Epise. 
Hymnal, 1878, 

2. Llove to hear the story. arly Piely, Written 
for and pub, in The Little Corporal, 1467, This is in 
extensive use in Great Britain and America. It was 
includ+d in 4, 4, & M., in 1475, 

3. Beyond the dark river of death. Heaven. 
Blessed are the children. arly Piety. 

, Father, while the shadows fall. oening, 
Hark, the chorus swelling, Christmas, 

. Liove the name of Jesus, Holy Name Jesus. 

. Jesus bids us shine, arly oy 

. Stay, trembling soul, and do nut . Holy Com- 
munition, 

10, Work aud never weary, though thy strength be 
small, s/erseverance, 

Of these bymons, No. 7 is in the 187% Additional Hys, 

eaonavrh 

to the Leeda SS. Ht. Bk; No. 8, is in Barrett's Bk, of 
Praise for Children, 1881; No. 9, in Common Praise, 
1879; and Nos. 4, 5, 6, and 10, in BE. Hodder’s Yew & S. 
H. Bk., Ind ed., 1368. 

Milner, b. in Manchester, 1929. From an 
early age he devoted his leisure to educational work in 
connection with Evening (Jassex, Mechanicn’ Institutes, 
in Manchester, He has pub. A Glossary of the Lanca- 
shire Dialect (in conjunction with Mr, A, H. Nodal); 
— Pleasures, 1481; and edited Aennett Street — 

. A Record of Sunday School Work. Man- 
chester, 1480. His Su entary Book of Hys. and 
Songs for Home and School, Ke., 1468, contains thren 
of bis hymns:—(1) * Christ ix risen! Christian, rise” 
( Raster); (2) "" Say not that we from heaven are far’? 
( Hesignation and Cheerfulness), (3) “ When Jesus left 
the flattering crowd" (Stilling the Tempest). 

Miracle Plays, p. 207, ii. 

Missals, p. 738,i, See also p. 1042, i. 

Missions, bg p. 764. i. At the end of line 20 
in col. §. read: After this article was in ¢ we re- 
ceived from the Kev. J. M. Oldfather, of Tabriz, in 
Western Persia, additional information in regard to the 
hymns used in connection with the A. P.M, Three 
languoges are spoken in this region, and to meet the 
want thus occasioned three nals have been pre- 
ae (1) One in Moderna Syriac, mentioned In $5, on 

reia, p. 753, and now containing 3u2 lymns, nearly 
all being tr, of English hymns. Last. ed. pub. in 
1884. This book is used by the Nestorian or Chaldaean 
Coristlans. [See § +) English metres 
and tunes are used, bat the Nestorians have a chant 
peculiar to the Oriental scale, which they use in singing 
the Pealmea, and which, in the opinion of Mr. Didfathber, 
“helps to make their devotion more real to them.” 
(2) A hymnal in Azirbaizan Turkish, chiefly used at 
‘Tabriz, but also at Oroomiah and Salmias, It contains 
79 hymos, mostly tre. of English hymns, but a few 
being renderings by nutives of Psalms and other pas- 
anges of Holy Scripture. (3) A bymnal in Armenian, 
containing 432 hymns, described in 9 vi. p. 764, on 
Asia Minor and Armenia, (Ww, B.S] 

Mitchell, Elizabeth Harcourt, n-¢ Rolls, daughter of 
Jobn E. W. Rolls, of the Hendre, Monmouth, was b. 
Jee. 14, InS3, and married to F. J. Mitchell, of Liaw 
frechfa Grange, Caerleon, Monmouthshire, ia 1sd0. Mra, 
Mitchell's prose works, pub, by Masters, Hayes, and the 
Ss. P.C K,, number about 20, Her poetical works are 
iret Fruits, Wild Thyme, The Hallad of the Battle of 
Yrafalgar. To Mra. Brock's Children’s H. Bk., 1881, 
she contributed the fullowing 2— 

1. As Hebrew children strewed their pals, Church 
Decoratars, 

2. In the desert all alone, St, Jolin Baptist. 
3. King of glory, Saviour dear, Martyrs. 
oa to the Manger in Bethlehem. 

Care. 
tt a news from the hills of Judea. Christmas 

(urot. 

To the Altar Hymnal, t#84, in addition to tra, from 
the Latin (see Index of Authors and Translators), Mrs. 
Mitchell contribured the following original hymna :— 

6. As Abel brought the lamb to Thee. Harvest. 
7. Jesus, glorious Prince of angels. Processional for 

At. Michael and Alt spas. 
8. Lamb moat holy, King most lowly. All Saints, 

Christmas 

Mitchell, James Alexander. n.4., b. in Edinburgh, 
Nov. 19th, 1849, and since a Congregational Minister in 
Nottingham, He bas written a number of hymns for use 
at Anniversaries, One of these, written In 1580, 
in W, R. Stevenson's School /Tymmal, 1840, *' All things | 
bless Thee, ‘rod most huly” (Praise to the Father). 

Myuweo Xpurré, p, 760, ii, Another tr. is “Christ, 

(Arrenprx IL.) 
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Thou Son of God, that reignest,” by A. erm: 
bis Ten Ays. of Synesius, &c., 1365. 

Moberly, Charles Edward, ¥.1., 6. of WY. 
and nephew of the late Hp. Mobetiy of Saheton 
1820, and educated at Halliol Collegr, Oxfort jn. 
He was sometime assistant master at Bug 5 
and then Rector of Coln-Kogers. (loucetrres 
retired frotn the latter in 1883. His bpm © |! 1. 
God, wert all unrest’, Pucth) was cootribund | . 
Jor the Use of Rugby school, 1516, 

Moffat. Robert, ».u, b at (Ormiston, Ivey > 
and d. Aug. 9 [#82 Dr. Moffat «a mop 
many years as 4 tois-jonary in fecluander , 
assisted in preparing a bymn-teok for Ue ue 
Lowion Miksionary Society's oungregatye: 
country. He contributed thereto upwane ¢ _ 
original and translawd bymns (se p THe 
English bymn for Children, “Can I, s litte 
(Aftssions) is very popular. 

Mogridge, George, commonly known as "Ue ba 
eS. = ax “Peter Parley,” was b. at Aine » 

ingham, Feb. 17, 1787. He was engaged ns be 
for some time, and then removed to Lead, mt + 
himself to literature, His womerows eriting ory. 
by the R. T. 8S. He d. Nov, 2, 1954, and Lis Se 
were pub, by the Rev. C, Williams @ I: s& 
his sacred pleces appeared in his work, My Jvcbe 
1851, One of these, + The Son uf God, the Lord < s- 
(Praise of Jerus), in in Spurgeon's 0.0.8 Sis 

Mohr, J p. 760, ii. The fr. Silly agin 
and bright,"” In Farmer's (lees & Songs for High si 
1881, p. 36, is by Archdeacon Fartar. 
Monod, Adolphe, s. of Tean Mouod, «asf (0 

hagen, Jan. 21, 102. For sometione parter fs 
testant Church in Naples, in [427 be removed tol) 2 
where be suffered persecution. In 1406 be hecane [> 
logical Lecturer at Montauban, and subsequent!’ jen 
in Paris, where be d. April 6, 1856, His byma *y: 
ne puis-je, 6 mon Dieu” ( Praise fo (rd, was by 
Downton as “God of my health (life) | sxe 
praise proclaim,” and pab, io his fiys. & Verses, i 

Monod, , 8. 0f F. Monod, Pastor iu the fre 
Reformei Church, was b. in Paris, Nor. t, Ish & 
educated for the ministry at Western Theolngia! ve 
nary, Allegheny, Pennsylvania. He entered the anses 
In 1860, ancl has been many years » Pastor m Pare 

Monaell, J. 8. B., p. 762, ii, Additions bres: 
C. U. toclude — ; 

1. Blessed Lord, Who, till the morning fey oe 
tures. From his Spiritwal Somge, 1557. 

2. Christ incarnate in His poor. Chrut in By fr 
From bis ys, of Love and Pravar, \2 

3. We ask for life, and mean thereby. Lifeced Fe 
From jis Aya. of Love and Prasse, 1962. 

Moore, Clement Clarke, uLp., s, of Bp, BR Mom. 
wan b. in New York, July (5, [17% and eduaie: § 
Colambia College, In 1821 be became Profewet 
Biblical Learning in the General Theelogial Sot 
N. York; subsequently of Hebrew sot tine 
then of Orlental aud Creek Literature Hed * \ 

rt, Rhode Istand, Joly 10, i263. His Poems ers 
in ikéd. One of his hymns, ‘* Lord of life, all pee 
celling " (Harvest), is witely known, both ib 
form, and abbreviated as * When the harvest yes 
pleasure.” It first appeared as une of the thirty bre 
added to the American Prayer HE. (oll. ID 1 

Moorsom, Robert Maude, w.4.. * of Adgiral X 
som, was b, at Cosgrove Priery, Feb, 2, 18! 
educated at King Edward's School, Birmingiat. = 
Trinity College, Cambeidge, 4, 1854: v pele 
Taking Holy Orders in 1857, he was Carale of 8” 
le-Fylde, Lancashire, 1853-54, Burnham-Toor, 
folk, 18614 and Rector of Sedberge, Durham, Is 
Mr. Moorsom pub. in 1889 4 Histrrscal Comper” 
Hymns Ancient and Modern. He hae Od 
pamp'rlet on The Writers of H. A. # M yey 
their Churches, avd contributed to the 189 S75 
toe ML A. dM. 

Morehouse, Henry Ly : ia 
Dutchess County, New York, (ct, 3, 'sH4 sn} 0% 
the Baptist ministry in 1s64, Hie hymn © her | 
sinners, bear my ples” (/ardoe denired). wx °° 
in the Kraminer, amt then incloded in sere 
LHR, Dr, Morebouse ts also the author 
byons. 

no, b at Sele 

+ json, d, Se 4 
Morgan, David Thomas, b. Sep. 17, 1°03, ie 

1886. In 1880 Mr. Morgan's tre. from nee aes 

pub, as Hymns and Poems of th Latin Chereh, Fo 

Calendat Fas tae ferotend. aed, Ft the Chure 89 

tous, ad ‘Aboat ome-balf of these fre. hed | 
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previously Pritted for priv ’ ate cireulation in lis Myr. Preface to the Of 
por ae Church, Translated by David 7. pont 

Criginals appended, 1871, 
David, v.a., waa bin 1849; educated 

becans Oxford; ordained in 1873; and 
1836 od a t master at Rugby in ists. To the 
beni » OF Hys. for the Ure of Rugby Schoo be con- 
ty ited CL) ** Give ear unto my cy” (Ps. t2i.); and 
1) *O Lord, my God! if fear or shame” (St. Peter). 

Morris, David, of Lledrod, pub. in 1773, a collection of 
iv0ns under the title of can y Pererinion, or The Pil- 
gom's Semg. He d. in 1791. 

be nereis. Robert, 1... b. Aug. 31, 1818, is a mem- 
tof the Presbyterian Charch, and an extensive writer 

Mer ree ape” In 1564 he visited the Holy Land on 
ebalf of the Freemasons of America, the outcome of 
wilth wae bis work, Mreemasonry in the Holy Land. 
He isthe author of some 300 poetical pieces.” One of 
these, ** Hach gentle dove and sighing bough ” ( Fren- 
ing. ik im EE. R. Palmer's Songs of Love jor the Bible 
School, L874, Sankey’s Ste. Songs and Solos, 1841, ko. 

_Mortal, if e’er thy spirits faint. Curdinal Newman, 
The Shadow as Guilt.) Written “Off Pantellaria, 
Inoember 1832," aud pub. in the Lyra Apostotica, 1836, 
b 2 (ed. 1879, p. 23), in 3 st. of 4 1. Also in Card. 
Newman's Verses on Various Occasions, 1868, p. $1. 

Mozarabic Breviary, p. 170, ii. 

at New College, 
ssistan 

_ Motley, 
oo and wife 

History. It reached a tth ed. in 1456, It contained 
2#bymns. From that volume—(1) ‘Think upon Eve 
and Adarm’s sin,” Seragesima; (2 
dry land once more.” Qui 
with alterations in the Chi 
and are sometimes found in other works, See also 
Litanies, No. 8. 
Much in sorrow, oft in woe, p. 73, ii. 

“ Christian, let your heart be glad,” ts taken. 

Mudie, Charles E., Oo i. Hed. at 31, Maresfield 
Gardens, Haro ty 28, 1890. His byma, “Tn 
my heart to &c.,"’ was written in Oct,, 1871. 

wagesima, were included 

From this 

{Arrenpix II.) 

nee Newman, sister of Cardinal | of Ser. xvi. 
of the Rev. Thomas Modley, d.in | Young Persons, &c., 1814, No, 64, it is m with others 

In 14365 she pob. Hymns for Children on the | a8 by “Brackenbury.” As this was four years before 
Lord's Prayer, Gur Duty towards God, and Scripture | R. C. Brackenbury’ 

‘s Christian Year, 141, — 

NEWTON, J. 1581 

Hymns Newton saya: * My grief 
aml —— at the downfall of Cowper's health 
and mi were great; | hung my barp upon the wil- 
lows, and for some time thought myself determined to 
— (with bywo-writing) no farther without him. 

et my mind was afterwards te resume the service.”* 
On comparing this extract with this hymn it seems very 
probable that this wus his first effort after resuming his 
sometime abandoned work. 

Hiding-place, my Refuge Tower, Part of ** Begin, 
my tongue, some beavenly theme,” p. 126, i. 
My Lord, my God, Love. (Christ All in All.) 

From the Catholie Choralist, 1842. 
er with rapture see. [Sunday Morn- 

ing.) Usuaily attributed to J. Hutton (p. 646, ii). 
Duffield (Ang. Mys., 1886) says it is in the Appendiz to 
D. Benham's Memoirs of Hutton, 1556, but we have 
failed to find it in any English edition of that work. It 
is in J, Codman's Boston Coll, 1813, in 6 st, Its 
todern form of 4 at. ts from the American Prayer Bk. 
Coll., 1626. 
My son, give me thine heart, and let. J. Non ‘ 

Sunday 8, Anniversary.) Written for the 
Ve-leyan Red Hill Sunday 5. Anniversary, beld on 
March 9, 1834. 

My son, know thou the Lord. [Farly Piety En- 
forced.) Anon. in Rebecca Wilkinson's SkortSermons 
to Children, ke., ciroa 1795 (seo p, 1088, ii.) at the end 

In J. Benson's ys. for Children and 

‘6 death (see p. 168, 1), and both he 
and Watson were Wesleyan ministers, and well known 
to euch other, we hold this to be good proof of Bracken- 

“When safely on | bury's authorship. 
soul and all ite 

my life, to Thee.” p. ii. 
My soul doth long for Thee, An altered form of 

“ My spirit longeth for Thee,” p. 783, i. 
My soul, the Lord, speak good of his Name. 
Paci. is in Kennedy, 1863, No, 1623, is an altered 
form of W. Kethe’s paraphrase of Ps. 104, in the 0. V. 

spirit to Thy chastening stroke. J. J). Burns. 
Pa ik i his Fision of Prophecy, &c., en- 

ers, A cento from ‘* God of 

Must I be carried to the skies? A cento from * Am | larged ed., 1458. 
La soldier of the Cross,” p. 85, ii. 

Must Jesus bear the cross alone} [Vo Cross no 
Crown.) This bymn is found in the following forms -— 

1. Ins st. of 41. in H. W. Beecher's Plymouth Coll, 
1855, No, TO, where it is signed “G. N. Allen.” 
American authorities inform us that this was taken 
from G. N. Allen's collection The Social and Sabbath H, 
Bk, 1849, In this form st. i. is altered from T, —_— 
herd'’s Penitential Cries, 1693, No 23, st. fii., and st. Li, 

is found in a mis#ionary collection pub. at Norwich 

(England), circa 1810. To these three stanzas three 
others were added in the Plymouth Coll., which are 

ascribed to the editor's brother, U. Beecher (p. 125, ii.). 
2. Inthe American Meth. Episc, Hgl., 1878, the 3 at. 

from Allen's collection as above are given us by‘ Thomas 
Shepherd, alt.” G. N. Allen was b. in 1812, and d. 
jaTt. 

3, In the Oberlin Manual of Praise, 1830, 
of 4 st.,of which st. il, is unknown to the | Was the author oom 

Plymouth Coll, 
My faith shall triumph o’er the grave, From *‘ Great 

Goat own Thy sentence just,” p. , Mo, 50, 
Father, when I hear Thy voloe. This hymn is 

Fog in 3st. of &I., IP iphoholes of Zion, A Sel. of 
ys. Jor Pub. Worship. Al ically arra . By 

the Fev. Isaac Ashe. 3rd ed, enlarged. Dublin Tract 

Repository, 6D. 

Hys., 1835, No. 264. sg | 
God, ‘ather, let F. A me reat, 

ant Cspirstual Service.) Written 
“‘hurch © 
pmo Year to Year, 1443, p. 180, and his My. Comp., 1890, 

My God, my grateful heart I'll raise. [Daily Prayer.) 

. BN. Ricker. 

From the Magdalene Coll., 1761, p. 116, 
God! though cleaving to the dust. [Lent.) This 

tr thom hholader®' Seigneur! de sein. de te Adrion 
poussiére,” is from H. Downton's Ays, and Verses, 1873, 

My harp untuned, and laid sside, J. Newton. (Hop- 
ing for @ Kevieal,| Appeared in the Olney na, 
1779, Bk. tt, No, 52, in 7 at. of 4 L., and headed, * Hoping 
for » Revival.” From it the hymn “ While I to tt 

gave way,” sometimes * While to its oe 
my 

—_ gave way,” beginning with st. v., is taken. the 

Nathan, 
in | D. W. Whittle, 

1 1881 for the | Thou dost still forgive” (Pardon), 18205 

England Sunday S. Institute. Pub. in bis | land above, 

Myriads of round the throne. #. Heddome, 
(The Church i apaant] Appeared in R. Hall's 
posthumous edition of Beddome’s Hymns, &c., 1817, No. 
675, in 6 st. of 4 1. Sometimes given as ‘* A host of 
spirits round the throne.” 

Mysteries, and Miracle Plays, p. 207, ii. 
Mysterious Presence, Source of all. [Hefore Sermon.] 

This hymn im the American Unitarian My. Lag Tune) 
Book, #64, is attributed therein to “8. C, Beach.” 

N 

El: or El Nathan, a nom de plume of 
q.¥. 

Naur, Elias Elkildsen, sometime Professor in the 

No. 416 ts | Gymnasium, Odense, Funen, Denmark, who a. in 1725, 
of “Naar min Tunge ikke mere” 

Death Anticipated), tr. by 5. Baring-Gould in the 

Seopte'e Hyl., 1867, as * When my tongue can no mre 

tte: 1 

N Cornelius, WA, %. of James Neale, of St. 

Panis Churchyard. wes b. Aug. 12,1789, and educated 

at St. John’s, Cambridge; 0a. 1811; Sen. Wenger’ 

Fellow of St. John’s, 1513; oa. 1518. He tovk Holy 

Orders in 1522, and became Curate of Mildenhall, bear 

Newmarket, Hed. Aug. #, 1823. His Lyrical /ramas, 
God, is any hour #0 sweet, p, 780, i. In Elliott's | aeith pomestic Hours, a Miscellany of Odes and Songs, 

were pub. in 1819, and bis Memoirs and Remains in 1534- 

In the latter the foliowing hymns are found :— (1) * And 
(2) "0 happy 

My soul would fain be there" (Hieaven 

desired); (3) “Tis but a Gilmof flesh divides ” Uteaven 
anticipaled). The second and third of these hymns are 

also in bis son's (Dr. J. M. Nenie’s) Hys. Chiefly Med. 

on the Joys & Glories of Paradise, 1565. 

Near the cross our station taking. From “* Near 

the Cross was Mary weeping,” p. 1084, i., 6. 

Newman, John Henry, d. at Fug- 
baston, Birmingham, Aug. 11, 1890, 

Newton, J., p. 903, i, Another hymn in C. U. from 

the Olney Hys., 1779, is “ Let me dwell on 
(Holy Communion). 



1582 NICHOLAS, T. G. 

Nicholas, T. G., p, 804, ., d. at West Molesey, 
Jan, 24, 189). 

Nicholson, James, an American Methodist minister, 
is the author pO wane Caed) Fone | long to be per- 
fectly whole" ( Holiness ired); and (2) “ There's a 
beautiful land on high " (Heaven), both of which are in 
1. D, Sankey's sac, &. and Solos, 1878, 

Nicoll, Robert, was b. Jan. 7, 1414, at Auchtergaven, 
Perthbsbire, At the age of 13 he began to write verse. 
in 1835 be opened a circulating library in Dundee, and in 
the following year he became the editor of the Leeds 
Times, This he retained for a short tune vnly. Broken 
in bealth through taxing his strength too much, be d. in 
1837. He was u successful writer, and is often referred 
to as “ta second Burns.” His Poems and Lyrics were 
pub, in 1435; 2nd ed., with numerous additions and 
Memoir, 1342; 3rd ed. 1462. From these Poems the 
following pleces are taken :-— 

1, An offering to the shrine of power, The Reformers, 
2. | may not scorn the meanest thing. tlity, 

This and No, 1 date +35, 
3. Lord, from Thy blessed throne. (/eople's An- 

them.) (1842.) 
Niles, Nathaniel, was b. Sept. 15, 1835, and educated 

fur the legal profession. He practised at Providence, 
Khode Island. His hyn, * Precious promise God hath 
aba "(Promise of Rest), was written whilst travel- 
ing in @ street car, circa 1471, and is given in L. 1, 
Sankey’s Sacred Songs and Solos, 1878. 
Wo need of the sun inthatday. Part of C. Wesley's 

“ Away with our sorrow and fear,” p. 104, ii. 

No room for mirth or trifling here. Part of ‘* And 
am | only born to die?" p, 68, il. 

Noel, Caroline Maria, dangtter of the Hon. Gerard T. 
Noel (p. 809, ii.), and niece of the Hon. Baptist W. Noel, 
was b lu April 10, 1817, and d. at 39 Great 
Cumberland Place, Hyde Park, Dec. 7, 1877. Her first 
bymn, “ Draw nigh unto my soul" (Jndwelling), was 
— —— was 17. the next three 
she wrote about a dozen : 20 years of age 
to 40 abe wrote nothing ; we durine the next 20 years 
the rest of her picoes were written. The first edition of 
her cocnpositiows was pub. as The Vame of Jerus and 
Other Verses for the and Lonely, in 1861, This 
was enlarged from time to time, and ite tithe sub- 
sequently changed by the publishers to The Name of 
Jesus and Other Poems, The 1878 ed. contains 78 pieces. 
Mise Noel, in common with Miss Charlotte Elliott, was 
a pe eee, — a verses were the out- 
come © days of pain. Y are specially adapted 
“for the Sick and Lonely” and were written sether for 
private meditation than for public use, although several 
are suited to the latter purpose. Her best known b. 
is the Processional for Ascension Day, “At the Name 
of Jesus,” It is in the enlarged edition of The Yame 
© — &c., 1870, p. 59, and is dated 1870 by her 
family. 
Norman, John, was a student at the 

fristol, and entered the Baptist ry 
D. Turner, in i777. He was afterwards, for a sbort 
uh Geer ee ee in 
w town be d. in spring of 1782. Rippon’s 
Bap. Sel, 1787, ap a hymn on Holy Baptiom, 
“Thus it became Prince of in 4st. of 6L, 
and signed “Norman.” It is still in use in its fall or 
in an abbreviated form. (Ww. BR. 8.) 
Not all the powers of hell can Part of ‘Are 

there not in the Labourer's day?” p. 76, ii. 
Not far from Jordan's ford. |. B. Ht. Bickersteth. 

(St. Andrew.) Written in 1883. his From Year to 
Year, 1883, and bis Hy. Comp., 1890, 

Not heaven’ wite range of hallowed opnes. Open- 
ing @ Place of Worth .] Sometimes pres to 
c. slay, but on tneufiiclest evidence. 

Not in the grag ts shall he sleep. [Burial at 
Sea.) Anon. in the Cheshire Arsooksainn Uni- 
tarian /Hyz., 1844, and later collections, 

Not till the blast is still, J, Keble. [The 
Church and Mission Work.) Writven Jan. 20, 1824, and 
pub. in his Christian Year, 1427, for the 2nd S. in 
Advent. The concluding 12 lines, “Ye who 
your Lord's com: are in the Leeds H. Bk., 
1853, and others, 

Not to mount Zion's (Sinal’s) flaming 
of wmtee “Children of who an my oe 
Pp ip Be 
Now let the Christian's home abound. 

and }) This in Hall's Mitre Ps Bk, No. 136, in 4 st, a 41., and again in several later 

[Appenpix II,] O DEUS EGO 

lections, It is usually ascribed to E (ele fy y 
Hat mas. it is given as but we car se 

corresponding thereto in bis Hymn 
Now let us raise our voires blue Goe 

Harvest.) Bem the Menag, Sig. 108 p00, 
p. Pa, d& Hys., 1s5s, and cols etka, is by bey 

Gayer, several of whose bytnns were pub. p the Bee 
Mag., 1796, &c., as by Bliza. She was mart; 
1796, to the Rev. William Cuoper. 

Now the busy week is done. S.J. Jones “Sti ay 
Beening.) Contributed to the 1°89 Sug Hp 
A. &M. The auther, 5) Jotn Jones, ww b | 
educated at Worcester College, Oxtord (eb 
became Keetor of Batsford, G in ian 

Now to the Lamb that once was slain. Pur d «5 
bold the glories of the Lamb,” p. 128, ii, 
Mow to the shining seats of bliss. A cow ©. 

“Come, Lord, and warm each languid beart,” p i) < 

Now winter holds his solemn reign. 
Anon. in Hys. and sac, Songs, ke, by 6 
others, Manchester, 1555, No. 124, in 6 # of 
marked as “ Original.” It has passed into stew a »- 
tions, but ite use is by no means equal to its necty. 

hymn. Both ¢rs. are noted on p. 
Hune Dimittis, p. 882, ii, See also 

801, 518, 854, 869, 926, 1177. 

Oo 
© beata Hierusalem, p. 82, ii Ln hap 

tad . to B.A, & MO Jerumaiem bilseful” te by J Btlerton 
© blest memorial of our dying Lord. Pari of } 

Woodford's tr, of “ Adoro te devute,” p. 22, i. 4 

© Christ, Thou hast ascended. Ap. &. Ht. Bucberse 
[Ascension.] Written in 1872, at ees * 
Record ne of the same year, to ee 
Ay. Comp. in 1876. 

© Christe qui noster p» 625, i. In Martioess 
Hymns, &c,, 1873, J. ler’s tr, of this byes © 
altered to ‘+The Crucified is before” (the wr 

006, Hi 1, fo an erro}; and ta ( thereon, } Chope's By. 
1862, I. Williams's fr. reads, ‘*( Thou, Who att oor 
up on high.” 

pt. Senay fantoursary ) Wtes fr . (See Anne ¥ " 
Sheffield Wealeyun S. Anniversary, beid Apr. 
1821, It is No, 336 of Montgomery's Orip. fiys., 
© comrade bold of toil and pain. (urd. News 

[St. Pant.) Lo the British Mag., XK, p, 266; the Lee 

Apostolica, 1836, p. 214; Martinean's —— 
could we al . This is part of C, Wesiers 

“Ab, when shall Lawake?” p. 38, i A 

o Angel, full of rR Be 
tat pab. in E. dteth's Christies 

valmody, 1433, No. 346, in 6 st. of 4 |, ip the amber’ 
ton Psalter, 1874, and in several other bymas 

In 1890 ed. of the Hy. Comp. it bs altered to. 
Word Incarnate, full of grace.” ; 

Qo of God, most calm, most bright. From “Bier 

O Deus 
826,i. We 

yer tm St. Ignatius Loyola's r ‘ 
— in the lat ed. Rome, 1548 (Brit. Mus) * 

trado gubernandam. : 
tua, mihi dones: et dives sum satis; nec allod 4 



O DU LIEBE 

th eam” together with the Latin text in the Notes to 
4. God, * pirit loves but Thee. H. W. Lingtettow in 14 Coutre-Mer, Lovd., 1835, up 106, o Pre. ove ‘Thee, O most gracious Lord. In the Songs coby toa A oe Poems of Devotion, Philatelpbia. 1866, 

6 My Goa, I ua ty. Rint ten Thee, not to gain. In the Church 

-O God, I save Thee not with love, Francis Pott, 
inthe Guardian, Nov. 13, 1889. 
Odu Kiebe meiner Liste, Lishe, 3.007, 827, i. Tu the note in 

final type V pe Conding “in Sil ") adel :—It ts found in the 
ag No. 2183 of the Breslau Town Li Professor 
Dr. Markgraf, the librarian, has kindly informed me 
that this Ms. is evidently of about the middle of the tTth 
ceit, and bears on ite first the inscription, “ Der 
Hochwoh lgebornen Freyle Previe co vy. Senitz 
Ucktliche Arien und Sonette Tale Tbrer eigenen Hand 
eeschrieben, durch besondere Glittigkeit der hochwoblg. 
Freyle, Freyle Sophia Elisab-ta v. Senits im Jahr 1738 
erhalten. ©. Casp. Ariet, von Breslau.” From this it 
Sond og evident that Arlet in 1735 regarded it as 
an! QP and as consisting of original pieces pe 
Hite ne von Senitz. (J. Mj 
0 Pather, in Whose great . J. Stone. 

(Temperance.J Contribated oul FF, Hy. to 
A 

O Father, let me be. 1. H. Bathurst (Ps. lerevi.)] 
From bis #°s, «& Hys., Sen iehiag 

niekerstetX.. “EIT, Communion petal atten ne oa 
be sung at the Holy Commun mye meeps 
furForeign Missions.” Written in 1889, and included 4 
the 1890 ed. of the My. Comp. It is based on “ The 
Comfortable Words " of the union Service. 

0 for a a pleasing sight, Part of ‘* Bescend 
from heaven, mamortal Dove,” p. 289, ii, 

0 Ged, bow down Thine ear to earth. F. Mall. [Lent, 
tor Children.] Written bd Frank Hall, at the age _~ 10 
years, whilst a pupil with the Rev, G. Moultrie, and 
pub. in _the People’s H., 167, wonder the signatite of 
“F. H 
0 God, my God, in mercy hear, [Ps. ezii.] A 

in Hall's Mitre AT. Bk,, 1836, and again in Kennedy, me 
O God of Israel, hear Pletcher. [Por 

Divine Protection.) sctod to Joseph Fletcher, By 
sometime minieter of the Congregational Ch v4 

ney, London, who was b, at Chester, Dec. 3 1364, and 
a. in London, June 4, 1843. 

0 God of Love and Power. J. .M. Neale. [(Morning.) 
From hie Mya. for Children, 1442, No, 15. 

© God of our salvation. We thank Thee, &c. 1. 7. 
Brooke. a Contribated to the Meth. 
S. School Bk., 1879. 

God, on Thee we all depend, << Arowne, [Con- 
Pt mae God the Father.) pe ey ed 
“Yea, Lord, 7 oe Tay depend,” in bis ys. & 
S&S, Songs, 1720, i,, No. 99. 

O God, our God, Shen chinest here, Part of “ Our 
God, our God,” &c., p. 875, i. 

God, our wee our Rock. Mp. £. 
yp pare. Sapte) Ww Written at Pen- 
maenmawr, in 103 5 ‘pub. tn bis From Year to Year, 
ie3, and the Hy. Comp., 1990. pee 

God the strength fag Fa 
OP nl This » tie are 18 

No, 173. RE args "ne etribe per 
Wenaley ;"" but we cannot find an; te the Pestionk 
Works of the Wesleys to Justify ¢ ee 

God, Thy children gathered here. p. En- 
toned an by & Jobnson in error. Ine iB Lenehlinn, 

p. 685, ii. 
God, Thy grace impart. An altered form of “My 

faith looks up to Thee,” p. 877, 1. 

God, to Whom in flesh reveal, ©, Weasley. (Jerus 
nnanat ng.) Pub. in Hys. & Sac. Poems, 1749. een 
Oe ealen ai Jeous, a word, a look from Thee” (P. 
Works, iv. p. 372). 

at Anon, we, thou hast the victory. 
ip Offa's s Ps. & Hys., 1835, the , 1883, de. 

© happy Church, auok © mahi of leoe as ea 
Rewritten from “0 by 9 Chureh, celestial Bride," in 
W, Barnes's Sel. of Ps. , 1833, and 1840, No, 254 
in 6 st. of 41. Asall the Ss in ab Aces ata 

, we bave no means of determining ite 
suthorebip. It is probably by Barnes, 

[Arpenprx IL} O LOVE THAT 1583 

cento in the Prim, Meth. Hyl., 1887, thus composed: at. 
f., Il. 1-4, W. ‘T, Brooke; st. iL, iii., ll. 5a, iv., from 
the Wesley P. Works, vi. mb, 2685 and ffi. ii. 1-4, 
from the same, ¥. a af 218. 
and 1749 reapectiv 

O heaven, abode of saints. Charlotte Siliott. [Heaven 
ant .) Ap in her brother's Ps. & Jfys., 
1835, In 4 at st. of 61. 

0 hoch! 836, i. This bymn was 
writien in the winter of Seraset, om 

© Holy Father, Who in tender love, Ap. &. H. 
Bickersteth. (Holy Communion.) Printed fur use in 
the dbocese of Exeter, and a, “ January 27th, 188." 
permed Townsend.) It printed as a leaflet, and is 

per bd iy eft mo —** The 
crue atte bymn was suggested by Canon Bright's 
verses, so well known in their shbrevinted form, begin- 
ning, ‘ And now, 0 Father, mindful of the love," and the 
ig was written with the echo of the mosi beautiful 
tune, ‘Unde et memores,” by W. H. Monk, to which 
these verses are set in Hymns Ancient and Modern, 
vibrating in my heart." It was'included in the Lede edt. 
of the Hy. Com ee ek dae ee 
and the add! that — 
might arise be sent a copy to Bright, whom 
he recelved an assurance that he should regard it as « 
—_ hymn "to hisown. (See p. 12738, i.) 
on Fie a prea Thou Ged of hosts, &c. 

vo iar “ een, Pp 

ealey's dates are 1759, 

Lord,” oo i. 
pt, Whom ou aster sent. J. Eilerton. 

{euinn pe Wiles tena tn eee 
ia Srotthe Hy. Comp, 

0 T. Kelly. (Advent. 
Givenin the Zod cl of he om P iymns, bc-~ 1806, fa 6 at. of 
4 n & 463, No. 52, it is io great re- 
written by Dr. = an 
O Jesu, consecrate 

Bickersteth, ciremeisiona wie See sk Yan: 
mawr in 1483; pub, in bis Tear to Year, 1#43, 
aod included in ity. rh ay = 1880, 
a p. 838, ii. We find that this 
was pub. in the Christliche Momateschrift, LOneburg, 
1826, p. 190, as, “O Jesu, meine Wonne, Die alle Noth 
verscheucht " (at, 1. 1. 3, 4, of the 1833 text). 

O Jesus, sweetest, holiest name. [Name of Jesus.) 
Given in the Bap. Ps. & Hys., 1858, as by “Jobo 
Graham, 1458." 

PA a =» ar of the free. Altered form 
of “0 bliss af the purifi ise of the free,” p. 164, ii. 

O King of , come, Altered from B. Francis’s 
“Ip sweet strains,” p. 385, ii,, in the 1456 ed. of 
the Cooke & Denton Hymnal, No, 222, in 4 st., with » 
doxology ; and in the 1650 Suppl. tothe Bap. #s. & Hys., 
without the doxology. 

0 of Light, Whose glory zg. 
H, Bickersteth. (St. John the Evangelist] Written at 
Penmaenmawr in 1483; pub. in his From Fear fo rear, 
1883 ; and included in the Hy. Comp., 1890. 
© Lert, how infinite Thy love, 706, ii., 7. Given 

to H. F. Lyte in error, Is by Mies H. Auber, 1429. 

wn el owe Sel, God, arise, . Missions. ged so 
the Tubermacle Coll., 1800 [p. 1 Bib we Sot. of 

ras In Dr. Wardlaw’s Sel, 1803, No. 53, is enlarged 
to 4 st. of 4 1., ‘a form still retained in modern collections, 
The hymn ts usually attributed to Dr. Wardlaw, but on 
insufficient evidence. 

sovereign aid impart. A cento from 
|. Whose changeless love,” p. 32, ii. 

0 now the path retrace, An altered form 
of * O Lend, when we the path retrace,” p. 286, i. 

© Lord, with awe the path we trace, An altered form 
ar argon mpeg meena Caine 

© Lord, with are filled, A. singer. 
[Divine Help Bais Ww Lem ciren 2500, annd 
seortiy aketwards tn | Sunday Mag. Alsoin pare 
Cong. Hys,, 1884. 

© Love that wilt not let me go. @, Matheson. [/efwe 
All and im AU.) Dr. Matheson says this bymn war 
“written in the Manse of my former parish (Innellab, 
Argyleshire) ope summer evening In 1682. It was coen- 
posed with extreme rapidity; it seemed to me that it 
construction ecoupled oom | a few minutes, and I felt my- 
self rather in the position of one who was being, Ll 
tated to than of an original artist, I was sufferin ot 
extreme mental Sees, ond te bynes wan 3 

” This h tnd Ho in the Chureb 
a So ee ine, Life and re From 

O Lord, 
“Ab, — 

© happy sul departed. [Death and Burial.) A | thence it passes into the Sottish Hyl. iad there 

= 



1584 O MAKE US 

get to apecial music by Dr, A, L. Peace, It ix a beau 
tirul and tender bymn and worthy of extensive use, 

O make us apt to seck and quick to find, T. iey- 
scood. [Holinest Desired.] From bis Hierarchieof 
Blessed Angels, 1635,ints Mar.iineau’s Hymne, 1440 and 
1873. Heywood d. in 1637. 

O Panis dulcissime. ‘Holy Communion.) This fine 
sequence is given by Mune, No. 205, from the St. Gall 
vs., No, 472, of cirea 1100, an! other seurces, It is 
aiso im an ancient Ms. in the Brit. Mas, (Add, 24680, 
( 143); bot is there added fn a hand of the 15th cent. 
the printed text is also given in Daniei fi., p, 160, 
+. p. 73, froma Munich m«., which be dates as perhaps of 
the 12th cent.; im Aehrein, No. 154, &c. Tr. as, “O 
Thou ever aweetest Bread,” by T, I, Ball, in the 1873 
ed. of the A. Noted. Also tr. by H. Trend in og 
Sucharistica, 1863, p, 179. (J. M.) 

‘aradise, 0 reat. (ilerven.) A tr. by R. F. 
Littledale of ** Paradiso bel riposo ” (autbor unknown), 
to the People's Hy!,, 1867, 

O praise the Lord, A new song prepare, An 
altered form of the \. Version rendering of Pa. cxlix., 
p. 801, i., given in Kennedy, 1963. 

O quanta sunt illa Sabbata, p. 846, i 
Another tr, is * What are those Sabbaths of Joy without 
end?" Bp. E. H. Bickersteth, inted by James 
‘Townsend, Exeter, 1889, and inclu in the 1490 ed, of 
the Hy. Companion. 

t) el pevpetene nee moniter doses, 646, li. Another 
tr, 5 “O Christ, our never-failing Fuide,” by T. L. 
Hall. in the Sth ed., 1473, of the App. to the HM. Noted. 

O quot ‘undis lacrymarum. [Seren Dolours of the B. 
¥. MW) This is the bymn at Vespers te the Office of the 
Seven Delours. Like the * Summae Deus clementiae, 
Septem," It was included in the Office as found in the 
Proprium Oficiorum, &c., of 1720; and the Kom. Bree. 
od. 1746, a8 set forth on p. 110], ii, It in also in 
Daniel iv., p. 306, and others, T'r, as:—** What a aca of 
tears and sorrow.” By E. Caswall, in his Lyra (ntholica, 
1449, p. 169; and his ys. & Poems, 1873, p. 92. This 
is in several collections, including the 1860 ed. of the 
H. Noted, No, 149, the BR. C. Parochial H. Bk, 1890, 
and others, 

O righteous Father, Lord of p- 165, 1, ia by H. 
Bourne in the Prim, Meth. Mag, Jan., 1423, ond the 

This is the Ame- 
Large H. Bk, 1834, 
0 Saviour, weleome to ag mend 

« Weloome, O Saveour, to my 
heart," given under Bourne, H., p. 165, ii,, 20. 
rican form of the b i 

© Saviour, where shall Large f man. [/’asriontide.) 
Contribated to Maurice's Choral H. Ak., 1861, by (Mra. 7 
“, B. May, of Laddington Vicarage, Wilts, of whic’ 
varish the Kev. George May, M.a. was then the Vicar, 
ed, Dec, 24, 1861, 

O solig p» 548, i. 
hymn dates in Nov. 1826, 

0 thee, Christian, on thy 
Race.) This is found in Sacred ‘ies, or ‘or 
Youth. By a Lady, N. Y., 1840-1. In the Eng! 
Aap. Hymnal, 1879, it is attributed to Bp. H. U. Onder- 
donk, but upon what authority, we are unable to de- 
termine, 

‘The earliest form of this 

- [The Christian 

© tell me no more Of this world's vain store, J. _ 
Gambold. (l’eace with God.) Appeared in the lish 
Moravian H. Bk., 1742, No. luv, io 14 st. of aL 
In the 1886 ed.. No. 448, It is reduced tu IL #ts., and 
also slightly altered, 

O that the Comforter would come, Stanza iv. of 
“Father, if Thou my Father art,” p. 367, ii, 
O the hour when thia material, p. 949, ii, This 

hymn appeared in The Associated Minstrels, tnd od., 
181k, or then in Collyer's Coll, 1812. Another cento 
18 * Through life’s vapours dimly seeing.” 

O the vastness, O the terror, p. 849, ii. i at me 
lines of centos tl, and ill, should read; ** And at eee 
the Master called us;" and, “ Now when prayer and 
totl baad failed." 

O Thou before Whose Presence, S. J. Stone, [Tem- 
prone) Contributed to the 1489 Suppl, Hys. to H. A. 
tM. 

O Thou, by long experience tried, p. 476, 1, 2% 
Another cento is * All scenes alike cogaging prove.” 

© Thou God of my salvation. 7. (livers. [Praise to 
the Saviour.) This hymn we attribute to T. Olivers on 
the following evidence. 

1. It appeared at the end of A Short Account of the 
beath of Mary Langson of Tazall, in Cheshire, who 

[Aprrenpix II,} ONE IS THE 

died January the 29th, 1769, 
MDCULIXTI. 

2 We find it next in the Wesley Pek TM 
1774 (5th ed, L786, No. IT1, in 5 of OL Pree 
this Pocket Hk. it passed inte Amencan Ue we 
abbreviated and re-arranged, it is ill worn 
popular, 
3 T. Olivers was the Superintendent of the Meets 

| Cireuit in which Taxal! was included in "6-7 o 
is usually regarded as the author of the Short seve 
d@e., a8 above, and the bymn appended theres, 

4. From the ms. evidence in our pumesse » 
8 Mas.), we feel that the ascrij tion of the an 
to Olivers ts correct. 

O thou not made with hands, p. 876 2h Jive 
Prim, Meth, Hyl,, 1887, as “ City pot made 9 itt uo 

0 Thou that wouldest not have, Part of ~ dst» 
I born w die?” p. 63, i. 
0 Thou Who bidd’st the ocean deep, Thiv in 
tcan H, Bk,, 146s, is the original text of * Bea 
‘ather, stroug to save,” p. 356, i. 
0 Who sitt'st in heaven enthroned is Leh 

Lord's Prayer.) By ‘M.A, C." in Almonds Jp. 
Occasional Use in the Parish Church of St. fer 
Notlingham, 1519, 

0 Thou, Whose wondrous love had Sp fi 
Bickersteth. (Providence? Written in 18%, wi - 
claded in the 1590 ed. of bis Hy, Comp, 

O what can little hands do! ( Value of Littl Migp 
} We find this popular hymn for chiktren ip > 
American Tract Society's Happy Voices, 1*65, So. | 
in Gat. of 5 L, and siened “ Farin.” 
| O'Kane, Tullius Clinton, an Amerikan ere 
March 10, 14:0, is the author of “0 sme of Jee. 

| 

Printed a Se To 

Lamb of Gol” ( Redemption), and “Who, «> © 
these beside the chilly wave?" | Trowmph in Deott 
1. 1), Samkey's Sacred Songs and Solos, is7$ and tre 

, Charles Edward. x.4., 6 io 15%, me 
ed at Oxford (#4. 1355). Eotering Holy (ries 
in 1455, be became Rector of Wickwar in 186, oe 
later Rector of St. Paul's, Covent Ganken. Hrd a 
16, 1465. His fine Missonary hymn, “Hills & %& 
north, rejuice,” appeared in Bp. fF. V. Fremch+ a 
adapled Ww the Christian Seasons, and the Hy, (oe 
in Isto. 

ect of m igh eee aap ton Thais bs rrodere 
into Latin by H, M. Macgill, in pes wd the (Rrusbes 
Creed and Life, 1876, as “ Jesu’ ter ‘y 

W. A., is the author of * The blewed fener 
died for me, On the Cross” (Goud Friday) ant o be 
music thereto in 1. D. Sankey's Sacred Songs aad 
Ogilvie, John, p. 856, ii, From his palm renee 

} in, my soul, the exalted lay,” the cente " Ye fem 
of light, celestial plains” is taken. 

On each return of holy rest. Sumday. Ablerrar: 
from James Holme's poem on the “Sabbath,” in 4 
& Sac. Poetry, 1861 (ree p. 529, ii). 

| On the ing. <. Raring-tioakl 
[Death and Burial.) Appeared hrrer tens 

| plementary +» 1866, No, 77, in § Li ‘ 
| Colle, Lien? | ‘o Suppl. Hys, to H. A. & M, |et, Oe 

| Hy. Comp. (with slignt alterations by the autber) # 
many others. It is we of the author's must pop 
bymne. : 

On Thee, O Lord our God, we call. Correct meh 
of the 1854 text on p, 281, i 7. 

On this, the holiest and the best. “Sweday.) A*% 
| in Wo HLM. Akon's 1872 Appa. to the Hy. Comp. © 
again in Thring’s (ull, 1982. 

=f Part of “ ies: Once —_ beside the Cress. 
Saviour, I love,” p. 316, ii. 

Once in the silence of the night. Altered dorm 
‘In Israel's fane, by silent night,” p £16, £ 6 

Once more to pay our annual vows. J. ; 
Sunday S. Aweiversary.) Written for te Ses 
unday School Anniversary, Whiteuntide 1645 4 # 

No. 251 of Montgomery's Orig. ys. 1853. sis 

Once heard of children. 
Sunday.) This in sisacate thatch A. Bk, #12, 04 
others, Is attributed in the & mss. to" llowand Moe 
bury, 1450," ai 

4.6. Once we all were —— +e oun ay. J" 
Praise for Salvation. ‘ , 
Pow af the Flock, 1837-38, No. 19. ba 

0. 0. H. Bk., 1866, st, iil, iv, are given 
‘twas Thy love that knew us.” . 

One is the family of love. An altered form of “(al 
bath two families of love " (p. $82, i.)- 



ONWARD, HOLY 

Onward, holy champion, Run the Christian race, F. 
i. Kennedy. Conireaey This is given in Soepp 
Songs of GC. & 
Also in Dr. Kennedy's Occasional Sermons, 1377. Opi 
in cy, enelia., Pp. 871, i. Another hymn by Mr. Cole 

is ** When thedisci les saw their Lord” ( Tira by Sea and Lani) in Cann: Freee Is79. 
Optatus votis omaium, » 872, i. Concerning the tra. 

of thi yrmn we note:—<1) 1) aghty fo Wal our 
i ‘. ¥., bat4, begins with st. v. of Mrs Chatles's tr; (2) " Phe Lord 

a h 
race’ in” the Fiys. & Songs o 

nhigh aseends, : 
begins with st. fi. of R. C. Singleton’s tr. 

Edwin John, « chemist at Salisbury, was b. 
In 1469 he pub. a col- 

mental 
“| havea Father up in beaven” 

(The Divine Futher), appeared in W, R. Stevenson's 
Hymnal, 1440, and again in other collections, 

**The Muster Roll,” has been widely 

Orchard, 
at Whitchurch, Hants, in 1614. 
lectlon of ori inal tunes as Orchard’s & 
Prolmody. His hymn, 

School 
Une of his somgm, 
circulated im the Army. 

Owoli, Sarah Margaret, ne 
Anwricam Unitarian writer of 
Hon, Timethy Fuller, was b, at Cambridgepo 
chusetts, May 23, 1810, and in after years 
red some time in educational work in 
eTOe. 

(W. BR. S.J 

Memoirs, By R. W. Emerson, W 
F. Clarke, ap 
Herhymn ** Jesus, a child His course 
the Pattern af Chi ), from Life Wir. 
Within, 1859, p. 404, Is In C. U. 
America. 

H. Chan: 

command, our dearest Lord,” p, 49, i. 

Our Father, those streams aright. [Divi 
Guidance pao gy a Irvingite Hys. om 
Use of the Churches, 1464, as by " E. 8. 1#49,"" 
Our God to heaven » WT. Brooke, [As- 

cension.) First — about 1876-73, in the Church 
po gg 8 st. of 81, and them the &. SH. 
Bk., 1879. 

» _ Our heaven is 
Pub. in the same collection, and with the same 
ture (Miss Fletcher) as “ Think gently of the erring one,” 
p. 1164, ii. 
Our life is hid with Christ. Part of ~ Not to our- 

selves again,” p. 162, i. 70, 
Our old companions in distress, 

det us join our friends above,” p. — i. 

Our souls love together knit. From W, E, 
Miller's Steines and Select Hya., 1802. 

Out of the Teall. Sir H.W. Baker. (Ps. cxzz. 
Contributed to ls68 Appendiz to H. A. & M., ai 
since included in several byma-beoks, It isa 
and tender paraphrase of the Psalm. 

P 

Packard, 0. a. __ roy of oa Oy the 
sultry land,” in the Unitarian Ays. of « irit, 1864, 
poy be Hy. (& Tane) Bk., &e., Boston, U. &., 1864. 

Page. , is set forth in I. D. Sankey’s Sacred 
Songs & Solos, 1874-61, as the author of (1) “I've reached 
the land of corn and wine” (Peace with God); (2) 
* Simply trusting every day” (Trust in Jesus). 

Paice, Henry, was a Baptist minister at Waddesdon 
Hill, Bucks, in 1795, and, sulequently, at other places, 
the last being London, During bis residence at Eves 

ley, he pub. a Neac Sel. of Hys., taken chiefly from 
the best Periodical Publications, with Additions and 
Tmprocements, — &e., by W. Stith, lron bridge, 
It is undated: t te probably earlier than 1416. One 
of these, ‘‘Great Source of uncreated Light” (Alect. 
ing Grace), in 6 st., bas come down through Denham's 
Colt, and others to modern hymn-books, in 3 st., as, 
« Ab! but for free and sovereign grace." (W. R. 8] 

Palin, Emily I. J.. daughter of ihe Rev. William 

Palin, some time Rector of Stifford, Essex, contributed 
« W here is our Master now ?"* (Ascension) to 0. Shipley’s 
Lyra Messianica, 1804, 

alin, William, who became Rector of Stifford, Essex, 
jn 1834, was educated at Trinity College, Cambridge, ma, 
1331, M.A. 1539, and d. Oct. 16, 1842, He pub. several 
works, and was for some time editor of The Churchman’s 
Magazine. He contributed “He is not here!’ What 

(Avpenorx IL] 

"s 
7.. 1872, a8 having been written in 1x67. 

Fuller, Marchesa, an 
note, daughter of the 

rt, Musag- 
was engaged 
and Provi- 

Im 1840 she edited the ial; and in 1847 was 
married at Rome, to the Marchese Oseoli. On July 16, 
1850, she was lost ina shipwreck near New York, Her 

. W. HL ming, and J, 
red in 1851; and her Works in let, 

an” (Christ 
t and Life 

in G. Britain and 

Our faith adores Thy bleeding love. Part of * At Thy 

overgutane. (Heaven within Oneself.) 

Acento from “Come 

PATRICK, 8T. 1585 

words of cheer” (Euster); and i] s 
she basela hath oonind” Closenateny to tin Sener ant 
sianica, 1464. 

Palmer, Phabe, an American Methodist, b. 1807, and 

(oly Seriptures), und "01 when shalt f sweep ¢ rough ly Seri } “O! when sweep th 
SC gates" (Heaven Anticipated ), The latter fs inl le 
Sankey's Sacred Songs Solos, 1878, 

Palmer, Ray, p.p., p 877, i. The following original 
by Dr. Palmer are also fo ec. U.s— 

1, O Rock of Ages, since on The. Faith. From his 
Poetical Works, 1876, p. 27, where it is dated 1469. Bp. 
Bickersteth says “1 hymn”... is ‘worthy of 
Luther." (Note > Comp. ed. L876.) 

2. Thy boly will, my God, be mine. Resignation. 
From his Hys. of my Holy Hours, &c., 1463, p. 41. Also 
in bis #. Works, 1876, dated 1867. 

3. We praise Thee, Saviour, for Thy grace. Hol; 
Communion. From his Hys. and Sac. Pieces, ke., 1868, 
Also in P. Works, 1876, dated 1864. 

Palmer, Roundell, see Selborne, Lord. 
Palmer, William, ™.A., cliest «. of W. J. Palmer, 

Rector of Mixbury, Oxford, was b, July 12, 1811, and 
matriculated at Magialen College, Oxford, July 21, 1826, 
aged 15. He graduated n.a, 1831, and 4.4. 1834. He 
subsequently was a Fellow, Bursar, Tutor, and Vice- 
President of his College; and also beld other = eel 
appaiesuents beth at Oxford and at the University 

Tham. He jorned the Church of Rome in 1855, 
and d. April 5, 1879. Mr. Palmer pub. some trs. of 
Latin hymns as Short Poems and ms, the latter 
mostly Translations, Uxford. Printed by L Shrimpton, 
MDCCOXLY, A few of these have come into C. U. 
Paris Breviary, p. 172, i.; p. 661, ti. 
Paris Missal, p. 1042, ii. 
Park, Edwards A., ».p., an Amorican Con) tional 

Minister, b, at Providence, Rhode Island, Dec. 29, 
Was one of the editors of the Sabbath #. Bk., pub. at 
Andover in 1858, in which the hymn, “ Unto the Lord, 
unto the Lord" (Public Worship), sometimes ascribed 
to him as in Spurgeon’s ©. 0, H, Hk., 1866, was pub, 
anonymously as No. 37. By all the American bymmo- 
logical authorities tt is »ti)] reganied a3 “ Anon.” Thus 
is strong evidence against Dr. Park's authorship. 

Parker, Ann, nce Nesbitt, daughter of W. Nesbitt, 
was b, at Horsley-on-Tyne in 1824; married in 1851 to 
the Rev, Dr, Parker ( juentiy Minister of the City 
Temple, sonten>s and d. 20, 1463. To the Caven- 
dish Hymnal, edited by her husband and the Kev. R. A. 
Bertram, in 164, she contributed 18 hymns, all of which 
are signed ax by ‘* Mrs. Parker.” 

Parker, William > was b, at New Basford, 
Nottingham, March 4th, 1845. Early in life he began 
to write verses, and having joined a General Baptist 
church and become i in Sunday schools was led 
to compose hymns for use at anniversaries. Three of 
these were introduced hie pastor, the Rev. W. R. 
Stevenson, M.a., into School Hymnal, 1880, and 
passed into The Children’s Book Praise, 1881, and 
other collections. In 1482 Mr. ker pub. a small 
Volume entitled, The Princess Alice and Other Poems, 
His hymns in C, U. are:—1. “Children know but little” 
{God's condescension to the Little Ones). 2. ** Holy 
pirit, bear us!" (dfymn to the Holy Ghost). 3.** Jesus, 

I 80 often need Thee " (4 Child's prayer to Ons ; 

William, b. in Frederick County, Mary- 
1774, entered the Baptist ministry in 1793, 

was for some time Chuplain, then pastor in 
New York City, &c. He d. March 9, 1844. He pub. 
A Sel. of Hys. and S, Songs, 1809 (known an Parkinson & 
Coll.), and to it contributed 9 Lymns (List in Burrage). 

viour" (Prayer 

Parkinson, 
land, Nov. 4, 

Of these * Come, dear brethren in the 
Mecting) is stil in C.U, 

Samuel William, publisher of the Aritizh 
em Kmar and kindred works, E the s. of Samuel Par- 

tridge, and was b. in London Nov 23, 1810. His 
hymns were pub. in his /mportant Truths in Simple 
> ey 1840; Haymes Worth Remembering, &c. From 
the former bis popular hymn, “How dearly God rust 
love us” (Flower Services) is taken. Another of bis 
hymns in C, U. is, ‘*Thon Who hast in mercy blest 
( ing), This is in The Church & S. Hk, 1864. 

Pastore perousso, p. 663, ii, In the Paris Brev., 165% 
Tliem, p. 320, 

Patrick, St.. p. 685, ii, (1) a the Oxford Unie. 
sity Meraid of April 6, 1&s9, is an anonyme 4 
Reet ee pyr portion of “nt. Patrick's 
yinn,” beginning— st 
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* Father, Son, and Holy Ghost! 
May Thine overshadowing might 
a4 armour to my soul, 
Be my weapon in the fight.” 

(2) Note ——- } 3% on p, #85, fi, that Dr. W. 
SOuer 6 tr. appea n its original forms in the Satur- 
day Heview, S 5, 1857. In his Gotdilica, Calcutta, 
1666, p. 66, im an altered form to that of 1857 and 1864, 

Patris acterni, p. 685, ii, In the Paris Brev., 1680, 
‘ Hiem, p. bxxti. 

Paulinus, Pontius Meropius. St. Paulinus of Nola, b. 
at Rordeaux in 353, became Bp. of Nola in 409, and d. 
cirea 431, 

Peace, troubled soul. thou need'st not fear. (Cent 
dence.) We have found this hymn in two forms. © 
first is in the Pocket H, Ak., York, 5 . Sth ed, 1TH 
(possibly earlier), No. lst, ing st.of 41. This 
inte the American collections. The second form 8 
“ Peace, e, my soul, thou need’st not fear,” and is 
appended to Serwon ii, on Matt, vi. 33, in 5. Ecking’s 
posthumous Assays on Grace. &e,, Liverpool, W. Jones, 
1806, in Tst.of 41, Neither isin “the Gospel Maz,, 1779, 

Peacock, John, was b. in 1731; became a Wesleyan 
Minister in 1767, retired therefrom through ill bealth in 
1796, anid. in 18a. In i776 he pub. Songs of Praise 
compiled from the Holy Scriptures. 

Pearce, Selina P..an American Baptist hymn-writer, 
and author of “Be our joyful song to-day (Jesus 
Only), and a Mission bymn, '* Hark, "tie the vulce of 
¢ "ts the daughter of a Bapti-e Minister at 

arietta, Ohio, was b. at Lowell, Ubio, Dec. 29, 1845. 

Pelly, John Kendrick, pub, the Ragged School 7. Bk., 
London, J, Snow, s. p., In which gr indicates that at 
the time of ublieation “he lived at Hammersmith, He 
also says at one thme he was a scholar at the 
Tabernacle, City Road, London, and that his teacher 
was the celebrated John Williams, rhe Sonth Sea 
martyr. Several of bis h with bis name appended 
thereto are in S, D. Major Hk. of Praise for Home ami 
School, 1869, Allon'’s Children’s Worship, 1878, and uthers. 

Peter, William, p. 925,i. We find that this writer 
was a resident at Chiverton, and was a Member of 
Parliament in 1430. Atp. 930, from Nos. 219, 299, ** And 
ig the day of mercy wt" (2's, tzrxr.), ln the Bap. Ps, & 
Hy., 1464, is taken. 

Aastin, p.p., b. at West Brookfield, Maass., 
Jan. 7, 1820, was Profeasur of Sacred Rhetoric at An- 
dover, 1444-1879, and one of the elitora of the Sab- 
bath H.Bk., 1854, d. at Rar Harbour, Maine, Oct. 4s, 
1890, aged To. He ie the author of * Father! if L mi 
call Thee so" (Sternal Punishment) in the 
#T.Bk., 1854, No. 1249. 

Arthur &., 8. of De. § D. Phelps, was b. in 
New Haven, Connecticut, Jan. 23, 1863, educated at 
Brown Wirtypad ane Yale Collrge, His hymn, * Help 
me, my Lord, "" (Likeness to Jesus desired) ap- 
ar of in the cn tian Secretary, April §, 1485, and 

g's Songs of Pilgrimage, 1886. 
Phelps, —. Dryden, p. 893, ii. Additional 

h sin C. U. by Dr. Phelps ‘include 1) * Father, from 
y throne above" (Femperance) ( ) ‘*When over 

our land rt oppression’s Temperance), 
both written in l*41. To bat Aldrich's Sacred Lyre, 
1854, be contributed (3) ‘*Sweet is the hour of prayer 
(Prayer), (4) “Sweet Sunday-school! I love the 
lace " (Sunday Schools); and (5) “Come friends, and 
et our hearts awake” (/ivine Worship). There are 
- (8) “Once I heard a sound at my heart's dark 

Voice ase God within in Pure Gold, with a 
AG y Dr. Lowry; (7) * While on life's stormy sea” 
(Trust in Gord), written in 8862; and PrN “Come, 
cape soul, be not afraid” ati pad “written 
after visiting a sick man, who, feeling bis macs of Christ, 
found it ult to believe.” Concerning bis popular 
bymn “Saviour! thy d love,” Barrage gate it was 
written in 1862, and pub. in the Watchman and Ke- 
flector, and then, with music by Dr. Ro ta in Pure 
Gold, It has been tr, into Swedish «nd other lanwuages. 
Burrage gives a revised version of the text, recently 
made by the author. (Burrage's Aaplist I. Writers, 
1888, p. 384.) 

Phillips, Harriet Cecilia, was b. in Sharon, Connec- 
ticut, ge 14D6, and was fr many years an active worker 
in Sunday Schools in New York city. She contributed 
five hymns to the Rev. W. C. Huoyt’s Fumily ancl Social 
Melodies, 1353, and has also written for various 
vines. “We bring +o glittering treasares“”* (Sunday 
S. Anniversary), was written circa 1448 for a §. 
Festival InN, York city, and pub. in the Meth. Episco. 
Hymns, 1649 (Nutter’s Hymn Noles, 1644,p. 341). 

Philip, commical 
| grt” a fe was b. in ee 

Although engagrd: 
age he devoted Limes 

petite bimeelf to the wor 
tn which capacity be lies 5 
countries, His popular 
Blossoms, 1860; (2) Mee 
Singing dy aire 1346, 
two bymns, including“! 
(The lowe af Christ), us ic 
and Solon 1875, 

as Dapdy, ¥, p. BOL 
way in bis Poems, 1:46 
Suppl. Hy, 1966, No. 31. 
tr., “0 joyfal Light of ( 
in 's Suppl Zyl. 

Edward Tre 
woritten chiefly om the J 
and Included as a Ss 
Hymne already Pulls 
182%. This work contal 
the children of the Wis 
Deaf and |umb; one f 
Penitentiary ; and one « 

Plausu chorus lacta 
[Common of Evangel: 
ascribed to Adam, and 
of Adam's Geueres po 
in bis new ed., 1841, p. 
tion aa dvubtfal, and 
citing itas in a Linh ¢ 
Nat., Paria (No. 15615 
in an early 14th cen 
Museum (Add. 16905, 
now in the Bodleian; 
others. The printed 
Daniel, ii. p. 85; Trer 
No, 376, the Pa 
corde mnunda,”’ and 
Day). fr. as, (t) “¢ 
Jackson Mason, in t! 
p. B08, H.)a(s) 2° Cho 
on the Hymmer, 1892 
Dofflelt's Latin Hy 
Wrongham, 1881, lil 
above the starry heig 
cott’s .V. 7, Comment 

Plead Thou my c¢ 
(Ps. ezz0.] From b 
Plumptre, E. H., 

Feb. 1, 1891. : 

Pollard, Josephin 

(3) « Joy-bells ring 2) “ Joy- ing 
ce Sacred Suv 

Pollock, T. B., 9 
1, God of mercy 

Carag In the Ge 
2. Great Creator 

ler, 1876 

3. Holy Saviour 
Litany of the fon 
ee “ Fat ful Shep 

4. Jean, in in Thy 
Thring’s Coll., 16: 

Maitre adorable |‘ 
4. @ M.. 1889, p 
. ate? Xoo 
zs, in Langue 

Church The t 2 es : 

part of a bymn i 

Praise the Lor 
Divine Mercies.} 

Praise to the | 



PRECIOUS SAVIOUR 
“B. J. Woe im the Kennedy, 1865. British Magazine, Nov. 1833. In 

Precious Saviour. I li i , may ive. [Only for Christ, 
This is given in Snepp’s Songs of d' it oA, as te 
Eliza Ann Walker, 1664.” 

” anzeeery oe Deen? Rowe divine. Part of * And are we yet 

© die quo Trinitas, p. 913, i. From E. Ca-wall’s 'r, the cento “+O Lori, oo hia Thy boly day,” in the 
Savoy Hymneary, is taken. 
Prior, Matthew, the well-known lish poet, con- 

‘ibated ** Heavy on me, 0 Lord, Te lodevnats lie” 
(Ps. lewxewiii.) to N. Tate's Mi nea Sacra, Pt. il, 
ld. Prior was b. in 1664, educated at Wesuminster 
School, and St. John's College, Combridge. He beld 
“Veral importa t ntiment+ under the Government, 
er OF mae to the & at the Hague 1690; Secre- 

of State, 1700, and others. He d. at Wimpole, 
Canbridgeshire, in 1721, am 
Provis, amin Wilmot, was b. at Chippenham, 

Wilts, im 2x22, but fur many years bas resided at Cale. 
ford, in Gloucestershire, where he isin business. He is 
* member of the Maptist church in that town. Mr. 
Novis has written a number of hymns, chiefly for we in 
his Sunday school or on annive ecasions, Two 
have passed into C.U. (1) No the so strong of sweet 
below," with the refrain, “No parting there; " and (2) 
“ Bright and joyous be our lay" (Swaday Gladness), in 
W. R. Stevenson's School Hymnal, 1880. [W. B.S) 
Pradentius, A. C., p. 915, ii. Two somewhat full 

versions of Prodentiug are: (1) The Cathemerinon and 
other Poems of Aurelius Prudentius Clemens in English 
Verse, Lomed., Kivington, 1845; and (2) Translations 
Jrom miiua. By Francis St. John Thackeray, 
Mea. F.8.4. Lond., Bell & Sons, 1890. 

Prune thou thy words, thy its control, Cur 
dinal Newman, (Flowers wi Fruit.) Written 
“OF Sardinia, June 20, 1433." It wes pab. in Lyra 
Apostolica, 1436, p. 80 (ed. 1#79, p. 85), In 3 st. of & 1. 
Purehas, John, ™.4., was educated at Christ's Col- 

Cambridge (m.a. 1644) and became in 1466 the 
ster of St. James's, ighton, The jon 

uriderwent in connection with bis ritual 
observances, is matter of history, His byron in the St. 
Margaret's Hyl. (East Grinstead), ** Evensong ia bushed 
in silence "* (Avening), wes written for St. James's, 
Brighton, circa 1866, and was pub, with music by J. KE. 
Ree. It is a hymn fall of hopefulness with a sad ander- 
current of weariness and pain. Mr, Purchas was b. in 
Cambridge in 1823, and d, Oct, 18, 1472. 

er, John, of Welsh descent, and formeriy it 
Pn was b. at Bristol. Dee. 4, 1790, bn 1000 Be jetood 
the Methodist Society. and subsequently became for a 
short time a local preacher in that connexion He was 
then en for some time in what was known as 
“The Tent Mission.” This evangelical work Jed him 
in 1830 to jotn hy London City Mission. © et 
became pastor of a C tional chapel at Sow - 
ton, Devon, and later he held similar Change at Cork, 
and at Devonport, where he d. April 7, l#i9. His hymns 
include * Met again in Jesus’ Name” (beginning of 
Service). His Memoirs, by bis daughter, Mrs, K. P. Rus- 
sell, were pub, in 1865, E 

, daughter of a soldier, was b. at Greenock Pyper, Mary. . 
May 25,1795. Although earning her living as a meedbe- 
wotnen, an! dwelling in comparative she wrote 
some yong pleoes of sacred verse, which were col- 
jected and pub. 

Min: 
which he 

as Select Pieces in 1847. She d. May 25, 
is70, One of her hymns, from her Select Pieces, 1847, 
p. 23, “ We shall see Him, in our nature" (Heaven 
Anticipated), is in C. U. 

Quae gloriosum, p. 942, ii, In the Parts Brev., 1680, mhematts, p. 324." '- ” 

Another cento procedis ab fer. Pp. 946, i. 
‘a Caswall's tr. is “O Holy Ghost, Thou Fount of 
Tight.” 

R 
Silas Tertius, ».b., Lt.p., 8. of n 

Bn a log cabin at Cornwallis, Nove Sootia. 3 May 
37, 1810, and entered the Baptist ministry in 1434. In 
1849 he u kk missionary work amongst the Micmac 
Indian«, and subsequently translated the whole of the 
Mow Tastemvet and a ings pars of the Old tuto the 
lan of that people, He also prepured a Mictnac 
wramtnat and dictionary, Almost entirely unaided be 

about a dozen languages. He has written more 
than #0 byrne, including ¢rs. of several English hymns 
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into Latin, &c., an account of whikh was given in the 
Hapt. Quarterly Review, April 1483. His bymn, 
= Par Cunsdinn “Baxtiot Hs) in Jesus) is given 
tn The Canadian Saptist Hyl., 1689, with 4 st. of the 
original omitted, (Hurrage's Baptist H. Writers, 1883.) 
Rands, W. B., p. 951, ii. He was b. in 1826, mot in 

1862, 
Ranyard, née White, b. 1811, d. 1879. Two 

bymus by this writer (sometimes signed “L, N. R."") 
are | ete in Snepp’s Songs of G. & Glory, i+72, with 
the following dates: (1)** Mark that long dark line +f 
shadows" (The Present Opportunity), 1461; (2) To 
Thee, O gracious Father" (Yew Year), 1866. 
Rawson, Pp. 962, i. Additional hymns by 

this author in C, 0, include .— 
1. Come, Spirit of the Lord, From bis “* How shall 

the mighty God," In his Hye, Verses, &c., 1476, No. 43. 
2. Each trial hath a gentle voles. Patience and 

. In the 1480 Suppl. to the Bap. Ps, and ys. this 
is dated 1857. It is pot in the author's Zymns, 1476, 

3. Stand up before your God, AU Seints. In the 
1820 Bap. Ps. and Hys. this in dated 1465, It is not in 
Rawson's Hymns, 1876. 

Reasoner, Katherine M. “I am waiting for the 
Master" (Heaven Anticipated) is given as bers in I, D 
Sankey’s Sac. Songs and Solos, 1881. 
Redeemed, ven. Sir HU. W. Baker. 

[Praise for Saleation.) In Ays. for Mission Churches 
+». Gd. by the Compilers of H. A. M., %.p., No, 136; 
and the 1689 Suppl, Hys. to H. A, & Mf. 

Rejoice in Christ ao +. Moultrie. [Advent.) 
nate his Dream of Life, &c., 1943, p, 162, tn & st. 

al 
Rejoice in the Lord, There is light, &o. Marianne 
-_" [Praise] From her Lays & Lyrics, dc., 1860, 
p. 96. 

joice ye saints, tg to J. H. Evans. 
nT nee From his Memoirs, 4e., 1852. 
Remember me, Re Baviour God. Lent. Anon, in 

the Amer. Bap. /’salmist, 1843, No, 666, 

Return, my soul, reat. A of ** Another 
six days’ work is dane » di). ™ 

Return, O wanderer, to thy home, p. 494, ii. 16. 
In the 1889 Suppl. Hys. to MH. A. & M, No. 628, the 
first stanza of this bymn by Dr. Hastings is given as 
st, 1. and the remaining st. ii.-vi. are by the Rev. A. G, 
Purehas of Auckland, New Zealand, and musical editor 
of the New Zealand yl. Mr. Porchas wrote those 
stanzas during the Mission beld by Mes-re, Bolington 
and Mason, in New Zealand in 1846. The bymn in this 
form was printed as @ leaflet for use in the M : 
Rex Salomon fecit tem, . Adam of st, Fictor. 

(Dedication of a Church.) This is found in a Mr. 
written at Limoges, circa 1199, in the Bibl, \at. Paris 
(Jat. 1199/, 165 >); in a Gradual written in Germany, 
circa 1199, in the Bodleian (Liturgy. Misc. 341 f.66); 
fp a service book written in France, circa 1275, in th 
Brit. Mus. (Add, 23,935, f. 437), and in the Paris, 
York, and other Missals. Printed text in M. Leon 
Gautiers ed. of Adam Cd St. Victor, 1868, 1, p. 168; 
1881, p, 68; Kehrein, No. #72; Daniel, v. p. 106, de. 
Ty. as * King Solomon a temple built,” by Mra. EK. H. 
Mitehell in Altar Hyl., 1884. Also by Wrangham, 
L, 1881, p. 145. (J. M.] 

Rexford, Eben Eugene, an American writer, b. Jul 
16, 1844, fs the author of Nos, 199, 246, 263, 354, ind. if 
Sankey's Sac. and Solos, 1878, No. 6, and 456 in 
the Meth. 5S, S. H, Bk., 1879. 
Rhodes, Sarah Betts, nee Bradshaw, wife of a Shef- 

fleld merchant, wrote *‘God Who made the earth " (5. 
S Festival) for the Sheffield 8.5. Gnion Whitsuntide 
Festival, 1870. The tune also was by Mra, Rhodes. 
The b is in several collections, uding the Meth. 
8.8, i. Bk., 1879, ke. pene 

Rhys, Morgan, p. 959, i. A short notice 
writer (a ene in connection with the Calvinistic 
Methodists), is given in H. Elvet Lewis's Sweet a 
of Wales, 1889, together with a few tra. into English of 
his hymns. 

Rice, Caroline Laura. Nutter, in his Hymn Studies, 
&c., 1484, says that “Wilt Thon heur the voice of 
| a (Por S School Tee), was “ contributed to this 

nal (Meth. E pal) in 18tT. It was written 

originally for @ Sunday-school celebration ; - - .Caro- 
line Laura Hice, b. in 1819, isthe wife of the Rev. William 

Nice, p.»., of Sprir gfield, Mass.” 

Rich are the joys which cannot die. Part of ** These 
mortal joys, how soon they fade,” (p. $06, ii,, 54). 

Richardson, Charlotte, nee Smith, an ~— was 
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b. of poor parents in 1775. In 1802 she was married to 
a Mr, Richardson, who d. two years after, In 1406 
real of ner poetical compositions were pub. as Poems 
Fehon on an et wubjects. From t is work the 
yma * O to Thee we ralse Depitetogd a | 
tan ts taken. It is altered from a poe 
of ber basband. (Nutter’s Jymn Studies, &e,, 1694.) 

Ripley, Thomas Baldwin. b. at Bostun, Massachusetts, 
Fo 20, 1795, entered the Baptist ministry in 14t6, and 

_ at Portland, May 4, 1476. Pn teat be pub. A oe. 
five for Conference and Prayer Meetings. In this S 
hls hymn for Holy a “O Thou, Who once in 
Jordan's wave,” appeared 

Rippon, Thomas, ¥.4., nephew of Dr. Ri ; 
1794, educated at ne entered sia ones 
ministry, and d, June 3, 1825, His bymn * Ald me, O 
Christ, Thy cross to sivg "(The Crosa of Christ) 
peared in the 27th ed, 1827, of Rippon's Sef. with 
cate * Edinburgh, Feb. 22, 1822." cw. RS). 

Rise, 0 Advocate almighty, [Ascension.) This 
cento in the R.C. Parochial H.Rk,, 1480, is thus com- 
posed, sts. Lil, are from E, Caswall's tr. of “ Nocte 
tiox diem fuguta,” p. 603, ii, ; and st. ly. from his ¢r, 
of ** Mandas effusts,” p. 777, 4. 

Roberts, James waa b. at Luton, Bedfordshire, 
Toc, 22, 1450, entered the aptist ministry in IsT4, and 
was successively pastor at Retford, Grimsby, and West- 
vale, near Halifax, and then retired and entered into 
Wusiness at Luton. He wrote afew hymns for §. School 
Anniversaries whilst at Westvale. One of thee “0 
Jesus, blessed Jesus,'' was included in W. RK, Steven- 
son's Sthool Hymnal, 1s4u, rw, R. 3) 

Roberts, Samuel, commonly known in Wales as 
eS. BR." was born at Llanbrynmair, Mar. 6, 1800, and 
da, at Conway in Of. 1886, He wan a well-known 
Congregational minister. In t44t he pub. a collection 
of over 2000 hymns, of which several of the originals 
and tre. were by bin; but as there is nolndex of authors, 
his  wagr-ausasie cannot be distinguished from the reat 
(Welsh Hymnody, $ til, 4). 

Robe-ts, Thomas. Concerning this writer and his 
hymn, “My Shepherd's mighty ald" (fe. zeidi.). 
Nutter asys in his Hyon Studies, berg . 297, that the 
hymn “came into one hymn-book (Meth. Episco, 
Hymns) in 1849, 1 bave not been able to learn any- 
thing more concerning It, or its author.” 

Robins, Gurdon. an American bookseller, was b. at 
Hartfor|!, Connecticut, Nov, 7, 1813, Two of his bymns 
apmeared anunymously in The Psalmist (Boston, 1443): 
(U}* There is a land mine eye bath seen’ { Heaven) ; (2) 
“ When thickly beat the ctorms of life” (God a Rock), 

Robinson, contributed fire hymns to J. 
Leifehild’s Original Hys., 1942, from which “One sole 
baptismal sign” (Unity), aod * When to the exiled seer 
were given” (New Jerusalem), are taken with altera- 
tions, 

Rock of ages, cleft for me, p, 970, ii, Another tr. of 
the full text (bat slightly altered) by Bp. Charles 
Wordsworth, is in his Series Collectarum . . . Selectié 
Hyinns Pealmique . Lond, J. Rupes? 1890, as 
~ Fissa mel cau , aeclorum conscla, R 

Roman Breviary. p 171, 4; p. 651, a 
Roman Missal, pp. 649, ii, ; 738, i. 
Eoman Catholic Hymnody, p. 975. ii. bd tee 

by Miss Procter referred to oe» 
* Fret pot, poor soul, while doubt wt Our be yor 
read, * Give us oar daily bread ; “ and ‘Sent fo Heaven, 
“T had a inessage to send her." “The first and second of 
these appeared in her A Chaplet of Verse, pub, in 1862, 
in aid of the Providence Row Night Refuge for Home- 
less Women and Children, 

Root, George F.. es. poo, b. in Sheffleld, Berkshire 
County, Mase AM. 30, 182). He fs much more widely 
known an a composer of popular music than as a bymn 
writer. Four of his hytuns are in I. D. Sankey’s Sac. S. 
i Sytos, 1878, Nos, 16, 100, 29%, and 297, A sympa- 
thetic biographical sketch, with portrait, is in The Tonic 
Sol-#a Neporter, Sep., 1886, 

Rowe. Elizabeth, p. 925, i, From Mrs. Rowe's 
Miscellaneous Works, &c., 1739, the following bymns 
“ taken 

- Negin the high celestial strain, Praise to Gad. 
: Lord, what is man that he should prove? The 

Lave of Cel, 

3. The glorious armies of the sky. Praise to God. 
:. To Thee, O God, my prayer ascends, God our 

Joy. 

Tur fall biegeaphical details, se the Ring, Pritann, 
vor, Stapp. of Che faspel Magazine, 1776, 

Rildel, Martin. [Rutilius, M.) 

ieee tht Meee meee See: eee 

.. _|_ ae 
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Seven Dolours of the B. V. M., p. 578, ii, 
Sewell, Elizsbeth Missing, writer of a number of 

hovels (Cleve Hall, &c.), is the author of “*O Saviour: 
when Thy loving hand” (fbr use af Sea), in the 1849 
Suppl. Myr. to H. A. & M. She was b. in 1415, 

» Was b. in 1¥27, and d. in Dublin, 
Sep, 28, 1883. She was for many years an invalid, 
during which time ahe wrote several hymns, which were 

nted in broadsheet fur. Several of these are given 
8 Chosen, Chastened, Crowned. Memorials of Mary 
Shekleton, late Secretary of the Invalid's Prayer Cnion, 
by Aer Sister, 1884, and are in C. U.: (1) “It passeth 
knowledge, that dear love of Thine (ove of Jesus), 
1863; and (2), “One fervent wish, my God! it speaks 
the whole" (iesiring to know Jesus), 1-67, 

Shepeote, Mrs., was one of three sisters who pub., in 
1840, Hymns fe Infant Children. fy A.C, and A, 
the initial “E“ being that of Mrs, Shepcote, From 
this litrle work the popular hymn for children, “ Jesus, 
boly, undefiled" (Child's Ltfany), No. 4, is taken. 
Mra. was the wife of the Kev, E. G. Shepcote, 
sometime in Hoty Orders fn the Church of land. 
Both husband and wife eventually joined the an 
communion. 

Hannover, G + ermany, June 17, 1843, and in 1473 became ie Tofessor im the Ge ital University, Columbus, Ohio, the Geman mal hymna several fra, Bome 
Evang. Lath. Hyl., Col > 1480, under the Signature of "C, rhe _o—— 

rx Elizabeth, p. 1019, ii, Anuther of ber bymne = U. from the ‘coll, of Ash & Evans, 1769, No. 393, 4 he Lord of love will sure indulge,” ts given in some Herican hyrmnals as “The God of mercy will indulge” (treaty ra “ - 
oe ay arents), with the name of * Fawcett" pre- 

Scota, Bfary Queen of (b. Dre, 4, 1542; d. Feb. 4, 187). A metrical ral Latin: « , “* © Domine Deus! speravi in Te; 
© care mi Jesu! nunc Libera me. 

In dura catena, in misera poens, desidero te; 
Languemio, gemendo, et genau flectenda, 
Adoro, imploro, ut liberes me,"" : 

is giver im several works including Julian Sharman’s Poems Xi. rival gp Queen of Scots, 1473, a8 the composition 
of the ill-fated Queen, It is Said that it was written by heron the fly-leaf of her prayer-book (Horae tn laudem 
#. M. Virginia) the night before her execution, This 
hook—or at anv rate what is as such—is in the 
pomeed A of Stonyhurst College, Lancashire. It bas been 
exanined for the purposes of this [nctionary, The 
Prayer is mot therein, nor is there any evidence of any 
Pertion of the book having been torn away. This fact 
Talees @& grave doubt as to iis authorship which we are 
unable to settle. The Prayer has been tr. by several 

including J. Fawestt, 1752, J. W. Hewett, 1859, Persons, 
p. 145, &ec, 

Scottish Hymnody, p. 1023, i.. $1. In tgeon’s 
0.0. HM. Ble., 1866, Si uaertotdan fanre Eaton 
from the Scottish Peulter of 1650, 

1. Like as the hart for water-brooks, Ps. zlii. 
20 tly bless'd the ple are. J's, lroxiz, 
3. O Thou that art the mighty One. #s. zlv. 
4. Pray that Jerusalem may have. Ps, cxrii. 
5. Thou shalt arise, and mercy have. Ps, citi, 
6. Woe’s me that [in Mesech am. Pr. ezz, Of this 

eg +4 sts. i, if, are from the Scottish Ps. and lil-v, are 
r. Spurgeon. 

gf sey a also in C. U. are :— 
7. Give thanks to God, for pood Is He. Ps. cenrni, 
&, Praise God: from heaven praise Him, /%. cxlviii. 
%. Set thou thy trust upon the Lord. #s. zezeti. 

Seudder, Eliza, p. 1085.1. From No. 7, “‘ Thou long 
disowned, &c.,"" the cento “Come, Thou, with purifying 
fire,” in Stryker’s Church Song, 1839, is taken. 

Shepherd of Israel! hear my prayer. Sarah Filis, 
nee Stickney. (The Good Shepherd) Dated 1433 in 
Mestinens 8 Hymns, 1873, Mrs. Ellis was b. 1512, and 

1872. 
Sherpent. John, pub, The Sacred Lyre: Me- 

trical Versions Religt yt an JSrom the German, 
French, and Jtalian, vy 1867; and, The Chrvstian 
Harp,» companion to the former, Lond., 18.9. “ Awful 
Power, Whose of wonder" (Divine Guidance Le. 
sired), is from the batter, 
Rota, Mar 5. B. p. 2005, 2 Other bymnea 

usually attr’ to this writer, are “ Prince of by 
control my will” (Perfect Peace), in the Church of 
Angland Magarine, March 3, 1464, in 32 lines 5 and “Once 
upon the heaving ocean “ (Jeens calming the Sea), 

Ghine on our souls, O King of grace. Altered form 
of his “ Shine on our souls, eternal God,” p. 306, i. 

Shine Thou w us, Lord, J. Allertom. (For 
Parents and Teachers.) In bis Hye. 1484, as“ Break 
Thou to as, O Lort,” and dated 1851. Revised by kim 
for the H. Comp., 1890. 

Shirley, James, b. 1596, d. 1066. His “Cunst Thou, 
good Lord, forgive so soon?” ( Marsiontide) ts inc. U, 
Bhould the rising whirlwinds tear, From ‘‘ Praise to 

God, immortal praise,” p. 904, i, 
Shrubsole, William, p. 1056.1. It must be noted that 

this hymo-writer ts Dat tbe William Shrubsole of Canter- 
bury, the orgenist, and compeser of the rune “ Miles 
Lane” to hk ronet’s * All bail! the power of Jesus’ 
Name " (p. 41, i.). 

ed with the Cross that Jesus bore, [(unfirma- 
tion.) Anon, in the Catholic Hy, 1460, and several 
later collections, Fram it ‘Here tn Thy presence, 

Sigeurney, Lydia. p. 1067, ii, Additional hymns are: 
1. We thank ‘Thee, Father, for the day. Sunday. 

This 4 ker’s Church Songs, 18=9, is dated 1850. 
2 When the parting bosom bleeds, For Use at Sea, 

From Adams Chaplin's Hys. for Christian Devotion, 
184s, 

3. F is the dew of faith. Prayer, 
4 Wepraise . Thee, Lord, if but one soul, An altered 

form of her hymn on Temperance (No. 13). ‘ 

the coming [ } scenes cf . 
‘aon ee of “Since all downward tracts of 
time,” p, 517, i. . 
Sing, soul, His wondrous love. [Priaise of the 

Puther.) ne 4 a Baltimore Coll., 1600, in 3 st.; the Amer. 
Prayer Bk. Coll , 1826, in 4 st., &e, a 

Lord the children’s ayaa. RS, Hawker. 
Bin §- anti In his Poetical Works, 1879, p. 77, in 
f st. of 41, and headed, “The Song of the School; St. 
Mark's, Morwenstow " (p. 499, i,). 

nm, R. OC., p. 1060, i. From Burke's Landet 
Gentry we find Singleton was the second s. of Francis 
Corbet, of Aclare, co. Meath, who in 1820 took the name 
of Singleton only, and gave to bis ron the name of cme 

as a Christian natne, The same authority says tha! 

Septimus, Three hymns with this signature 
are given in Snepp's Songe of @. & @., 1872, all dated 
1865:—(1) Lov’d with love from everlasting (Alection) ; 
2)0 le, selected by sovereign love (lection); (3) 

§ of Zion, lift your eyes (Heaven Anticipated). 
Sedulius, Coelius, p. 1037, i. Migne'’s text is from 

Areval, not from /nemer. 

Selborne, Roundel!l Palmer, Ear! of, 5. of W. J. 
Palmer, Rector of Mixbury, Oxford, was b. Nov. 27, 
1812, and educated at Trinity College, Oxford, Called 
to the Bar he rapidly advanced in the profession, and 
became Lord ig neem lor is os woe bee pyr dit 
reat service to hymn: 1 a blica thor jin Hook 

Hi Praise, (362 (camand whine }, in which the origthal 
texta of some of the finest of English hymns were re- 
stored; and by calling attention in his paper on Anglish 
Church Hymnody atthe York Charch Congress in 1366, 
to the mutilations which those hynins had undergone. 
Since 1866 editors of repute have r ized the justice 
of Lord Selberne’s strictures, and far better work than 
heretofore is the result. 

Sens Missal, 1042, ii. 
. Ambrose, 4 Yaga in ie Sevens 

aneport Office. was b. Aug. 30, 1742, and d. Aug. 1, 

care He pub. Horae Solitariac: or Egsays w; rome 
remarkable Names and Titles of Jesus Christ, c,, 1786. 
In this work short byrons are appended to some of the 
articles, and of these, Jesus commissioned from above" 
(Redemption), and “ Thy ways, 0 Lord, with wise de- 
sign ” (/rovdence), have passed into several collections. 
Serle was also the author. of other works. Tie Rev, 
E. Bickersteth pub, Selections from the Works of Am- 
brose Serle, in 1433. 

M.E. Hymne by this writer are in LD. : 
Gankeye jen Penge en pM genkey 2) | RAC. Singleton was b. Oct. 9, 1810. He d. Lg Nahe 7 
ie hen the storms of life are raging” (refuge in teal), Sinner, come. = won Lent. InT. 
Another, * "Tis Jesus when the burdened heart" (Jesus, | Spiritual Songs, 181, No. 278. J.B. de Sane 
the Sinner’s Friend), is ~ the 5. 8. U. Voice of Praise, oe qui vite cant et) om, 7. . 

bd vi - [St John 3 Sac. 1698 1367. Mise Servoss was b. at Schenectady, near New ~ ni = Seng Brev., 1102; the Mouen Hrev., 17275 
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the Paris Brer., 1736; and Newman, 1838-66, Tr, as:— 
"Some rightly celebrate,” by D. J, Chambers, 1357, 

Sit qui tonantem, Christe, canat manum. [Sacred 
Heart of Christ.) This is found in the Noyon Areviary 
of 1764, Pore aut., p. 603, and the Zymnaire de Noyon, 
1772, p. 496, as a hymn for the Festival of the Sacred 
Heart, the office being appointed for use on the Ist 5, in 
September, and ranked as a double of the second class, 
It is also found in the Roucn /aroiasien, 1843, p. 596. 
From this i: was tr. as -—** Some sing, O Christ, Thine 
awful power,” by T. 1. Ball, for the Sth ed,, 1873, of the 
Appz. vo the H, Noted, as No. 240. (J. M.] 

Bleep on, beloved, aleep and take rest, Sarah 
Dowdney. (Death antici } Pub. in her Ps. ef Life, 
ist], p. 76, in T st, of 4 1, with the refrain * Good 
night.” It bs entitled * The Christian's * Good night," 
and is headed with the following sentence, “ The earl 
Christians were accustomed to bid their dying frie 
‘Good night!" so aur were they of thelr awaking at 
the Resurrection morning.” 

Bleeper, W. T., is given in I. D, Sankey*s Sac. Songs 
and Solos, 1881, as the author of “ A ruler once came to 
Jesus by night (Veed for the New Birth). 

Bmall, James Grindly, #. of George Small, s.r. of 
Edinburgh, was b. in that city iu IM17. He was edu- 
cated at the bent arora and the University of Eilin- 
burgh. He st divinity ander Dr, Chalmers, and in 
1443 be joined the Free Church of Scotland. In 1847 be 
became the minister of the Free Church at Bervie, near 
Montrose. He d, at Renfrew, Feb. 11, 1888, His 
poetical work« were (1) The Highlands and other Poems, 
1843, 3rd ed. 1952; (2) Songs of the Vineyard in Days 

we te & 

= Ae ee Oe 

— em ee of Gloom and Sadness, 1446; (4) Hymns for Yi ul 
foives, (859; (4) Psalms and Necred : 1466, His 

well-known hymn “I've found a F . oh such a 
Friend” (Jeens, the wemaey a in hia #8. & Sac, 
Songs, 1466. It is found in I. D, sankey's Sacred S. and 
Solos, 1474, and others. 

Smith, Charles, an offer In the National Provinclal 
Bank, b, at Hackney, London, Jan. 2%, 1544, is the 
authorof “ Lord! when through sin [ wander” ( /foly 
Lateur), and ‘* When in the morning I awake" (Joy 
and Sorrow alike from Godt), which were written for 
Horder'a Bk. af Praise for Children, 1875, The former 
was revised for Horder's Cong. Hys., 1844. (WW. G. H.) 

Smith, J. Wheaton, b.p., author of ** ‘Tis sweet in 
the trials of conflict and sin "(Heaven Anticipated), in 
the Devotional Hy, & Tune Bk, 1964, was b. in Provi- 
denoe, Rhode Island, Jane 26, 1823, educated at Brown 
University and Newton Theological Insthution, and 
entered the Baptist ministry in 1851. 

Smith. Mary Louise, ne Riley, b. May 27, 1842, and 
married to Albert Smith, is the author of “* Let us gather 
up the sunbeams” (Care of little Things), which was 
written Feb. 23, 1867. 

Smythe, James Francis, was b. at Bristol, Oet., 1*30, 
exec ype Rapelst ed orp in 1458, Hts first 

- uction appeared in the Aap, ey Im TRS, 
©. 124 in the Hap, en a Hys. for | Tere ffome, 

1842," O Jesus’ meek and lowly" (Jesus, the Example 
of Humility), is by tim. 

Solemnitas sancti Pauli. [Concersion of St. Paul.) 
This sequence is apparently of English origin, It is 
found in a Sarum Miteal, circa 1370 (Harlow, 5, p.319); 
a Mereford Missal, cieca 1390, and a York Missal, circa 
1390 (all in the Hedician). Printed text In Daniel, v. 
Gi 24. Tr. as “ Royal suns of Jesus,” by Mra, E. H. 
Mitebell, im the Alar Myl., I844. Also tr, by ¢. A, 
Pearson, (864, p. 312. ae M.j 
Soon as my infant lips can speak, [Childhood for 

God.) Anon. in R. Hill's Coll. af Hys. for Children, 
THO, No. 203, Posalbly by bim. 
Sow ye beside all waters. Anna Shipton. (Missions, 

From Bi Whispers in the Palme, ow c *d 
5 ; it in better far. (Gentleness.) Usnall 

atrtoted to Gear Washington Hangford, and dated 

Spence, James, p.p., b. 1921, elucated at the Univer- 
sity of Aberdeen; and entered the Congregational 
Mint-try in 1845. Contribured © What means the 
ry in this font - (italy Raptism) to the New Cong. 

. #1359. (Se Miller's Singers & Songz, 1869, p. 555. 
He d. Feb. 28, 1876. . si me 
Spencer, James, was b. at Mire River, near Louis- 

turg, Island of Cape Breton, Nova Scotia, Oct. 13, 
tsi6. He followed mercantile porsults ior several 
years, and it was not until 1853 that he entered the 
Vapeist ministry at Chester, Nova Scotia. His hymn, 
‘Jesus, while tife’s seas we sail’ (fbr use af Sea), 



STOCKTON, M. M. (Aprenprx IL] TEBBS, H. VY. 1591 

°ppressed ** (invitation), in I. D. Sankey's Sacred Songa , 1871: (1) “ Awake! awake! put on Thy strength ”! 
and Solos, 1878, and of “‘ The Cross, the Cross, the bluod- tevesecsienal 3 (2) “My nrg ve me Thine beart ” 
“ained Cruss (Good Friday) in the same collection. (fant) + (3) “0 loving Saviour, who art touched “* (Jesus, 

| Stockton, Martha Matilda, née Brustar,wasb.June Lt, | the Sympathiser); (4) “The Lent ascends the sacred 
Ceo* mmarTied to the Rev. W. C. Stockton, of Ocean | hill” (Franefiguration) + (8) “ Throned above the 
ink GePe May County, New Jersey ; and d. Oct. in, | starry spheres” (st. Mark). 
~~ Her bymn, “(od loved the world of sinners lust " Tait, Gilbert. See Maccall, William. 

(The Lowe of trod), in Laudes Domini, 1844, 8 dated 1571. Tapp, Jakob, Little is known of this writer. He 
Stoddart, Mary Ann, author of Keery fay luties, became primarius and superintendent at Seli- 
veg Scriptural Poems for Children, 1540; and ningen, wick, in 1616, and d. there fn 1630 (sen, 
National #Hailads, 1841 and 1951; also contributed | from Superintendent Wichmann, Schoningen, &c.). The 
“Veral poetical pieces to Mrs, Herbert Mayo's Sel. of | hymn, “Das alte Jahr vergangen ist” has sometimes 
rea soot Suetre fer ia =~ oft 7 mnala, &e., been ascribed to him, See p. 1098, i. 

S38 and 1H46. ul leces, “* ren who have | Tatlock, Eleanor, of Sundwich. Two vols. of be: 
= ot (Christ the Kock), in 4 st. of 81, bes | poems were pub. in 1411, and ber hymn “Far from come Into C. U. as, “Christians who have seen the sea,” | ‘Ty fold, O od, mg feet” (Recoeidiation) 8 giv 

ennedy, 1x63. in Hattield'’s Church ys, N.Y. 1872, it appeared in 
Stone, Mary Kent Adams, daughter of J. S, Stone, | the Avang. May., 1794, p. 307. 

b.p., Dean of the Theological School of the Prot. Episc. Taylor, Clare. Miller, in his Singers and of 
Church, Bh gegen row] Ty ts sion). tn Hh = the Church, 1869, p. 250, says of this hymn-writer, 

dete Cong. dys, lees, Written Is 1898, WG.) | penn,’ Seid to have been a member of the Church of residing in Westminster ;" that she was pro- 
Strangers, here below. [Trust in Jesus.) | bably « friend of Zinzendorf’s, and much in association 

Anon. in the HI. Bk, 1322, No. 650. with the Moravians,” and that "she died in February, 
Straphan, Joseph. This author contributed 3 hymns | 177s." Her original hymns and fra. from the German 

to Hi ms Bap. Sel., 1747 (see p. 149, i.), viz. t)| appeared in the Moravian H, Bk. 1742-89. There are 
ap Bede te the man whose hours on *} Saucatlon in the 1486 ed, of the same H, Hk. the following original 
of the Young); (2) ‘On wings of faith mount up, my | bymns all signed with her name — 
soul, and rise (Heaven anticipated); and (3) “Our |, All glory be to God on high, Ye sons of Adam, &c. 
Father, Whose eternal sway ” (/Aeine Worehie). From | Ciristmas, (1742.} 
No, 1 two centos have been taken :—(1) '* Blest work 2. Bebold the loving Son of God. Goad Friday. 
the youthful mind to win,” In several collections tn | (1742.) : 
G. Britain ; and (2), Delightful work, young souls to 3. Lord, my times are in Thy hand. Death Antici- 
win,”’ in use in America. Straphan's birth is given ag | Pafed. (1789.) 
1157. From a hymn in the Gospel Magazine, we find 4, Lon, to Thy people ald dispense,  AMfiesions. 
that he resided at that time at Hanley, Further detaila | (17*9-) 
are wanting. (CW. K.3.} 5. O Jesus, Jeans, my good Lord. Lent. (1742.) 

Strype, E. H. In Martineau’s fys., 1873, “0 for the Pas 4 roy contrite winner's Friend. Jesus the 

TE ie suey pe. -— ¢ ah a ee ie 7. - ae Father is not known. God the j 
ie = Father. (1742. 

Summi Regis, p. 1103, 1. In a loth cent. ms. at a ibs Creed, the Cran, Ob that's my n. Good 
Brussels (No, 4550-51). ’ Friday. (1742.) From this * What © cause 
Surrey. Howard, Earl of, was b. circa 1520, | could move Thy heart?’ in Spurgeon’s 0. 0. H. Bk., 

and beheaded Jan. 19,1547. His religious poems aud | 1466, is taken. 
psalm-versions ‘were probably written whilst be lay « 9. What praise unto the Lamb is duc. #1. Communion. 
prisoner in the Tower, They consist of five chapters 16, Whe can condemn, since Christ hathdied ? Safety 
of the book of Ecclesiastes, and four Paalms in verse | in Christ, 1742. Part of No. 7. 
(see p. 926, ii., 4). = = Db. op eattonted ae of bey ngame, one 
Sweet hour of , Sweet hour of prayer. W. W. | pub. them as Mys. compo iefty om the A 

Walford. (Prayer.) Iv Nutter's Hymn Studies, M Y., | of Christ and hedemption through His Flood, 
1884, the note to this bymn ts “ Mr. Butterworth, in bis Taylor, William, the ». of a manufacturer, was b. at 
Story the mons, says,’ This hymn was written by | Norwict, Now. 7, 1-65, and educated at Mr. Barbauld's 
Rev. Mr. Watford, an English blind preacher, and was | school at Palgrave (seo p. 113, ii). After travelling 
given to the public in 1549.'" Beyond this we have | abroad, he setiled at Norwich in 1782. In 1791 be re- 
no information except that the bywn is in several | tired from business and devoted bimeelf to literature. 
American collections, focluding the Meth. Episcopal) He was a frequent contributor to the Monthly, the 
Hymnal, (878, and that the original consists of 4 #t. of | Criticul, and other Aeviews, and was one of the first to 
8 % This hymn Is given on p, 1204, ii. 52, as by Mrt. | introduce the study of German Literature Into Engle . 
Van Alstyne, in error. His trs. a Leung's Fc der Weiee appeared > . 

weet i the thing htof eve. An altered form of J, | 1591, and t's Iphigenie in Tauris in 1793. In 

eerie surest drat of Sabbath eve,” p.322,i, | 1813 be pub, Anglish yms Discriminated, and in 

Sweet is the it's strain, J. Anstice, [{nvita- | 1825-20 his Historical Survey of German Poetry, 3 vols. 
: He d. March 5, 1836. A Memwirof the Life and Writ- 

Tio ee in Rev sai 11. In dows’ collections | fnge of William Taylor, by JW. Robbers, tn 2 vole, 
it is considerably altered although the opening line is mae pus in —_— phy ae my thong s —— 

eee ae ee ee contributed the following hymns’ tot, Rnb 
Sweet Thy memory, Saviour blest. An altered form rep eee a wah 

of * Sweet, and with enjoyment fraught,” p, 688, i. 1. Father of peace, O tarn once more. For Merey. 
Swift as a wenaver's shuttle darts. Alizateth Scott, 2, God of the universe, Whose hand, God the Uni- 

New Year.) This ior is in ores. Land fi. noted under | versal Benefactor. 
ott, Elizabeth, p. 1019, ii. It is a somewliat striking 3. Moo s, planets, suns that swim the sky. ature 

bymn, but has gone out of general use, perithalte, God eternal, 
lvester, Joshua, waa 6, in 1563, and d.in Holland, 4. The Lord is just; He made the chain, The Just Man. 

Sep. 28, 1618. He was a poet, aml a merchant adven- 5. Well sleeps the quod who sinks to rest. 
turer, and was held in much esteem by Q. Elizabethand | These hynims were repeated without author's name 
King James. His works were collected and critically | in the Norwich bymn-book of 1414, ard again, sute- 
editet by Dr. Grosart in the Chertsey Worthies Library, | times with and at other times without name, in eer 
with a Memoir from original sources, Unitarian eg mare at yetoe pail 

ymons, Emily E., author of “ I give myself to Thee’ Teach me to live! easier to die, [fun - 
(colgirmation.) A beautiful hymn for Te purpose, in | tion of Self to Christ.) This is given in the vers — 

the 1#90 ed. of the My. Comp. Suepp’s S. af Grace and Glory, as from a ** Du ae 

Bynesius, p. 1109, i. Tre. of Odes 1, 2,4, 8 and 10, | Leafict, 1860.” In the Musical ed. of 1850 eee 
py 1. Willams, are in his Thoughts in Past Years, 1348, | WTiter's name as “Ellen Elizabeth Burman, I8t 

362-253. Tebbs, Henry Virtue, was b. in Chetsea tn 1797-06 
PP- was a Proctor in Doctors’ Commons, and Joined ln esta. 

7 blishing the first Sunday School In Chelvea. Most of bis 
later yeats were spent on the Continent, ~—— ¥ ve 

T. T. MN. An anonymous writer who contributed the | Pegli, near Genoa, and where, mainly through 4 hone 
following bymns to the 2nd ed. of the Anglican #. Bk., | tions, aChurch forthe English congregation was & 
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and where he d, Nov. 27, 1876, (Aecord, Dec. 23,1876.) | Ano 
His hymn ‘Come to me, Lord, when first I wake” Pei 
(Morning) was written for bis wife's birthday, Maren 16, 
1861, and circulated in ms. tor sume yeara. In [406 It | py»; 
was printed In the N. Y. frours at Home, and then in | 
the Hy, Comp. atmtother collections. It has been tr. Into 
17 languages, and has alse been embemeed for the blind. 
Tennyson, Alfrel, Lord, « of the Rev. G. C. Tenny- |.) 

son, Rector uf Somersby, Lincolnshire, was b. at /, 
Samersby, Aug. 6, 1879; educated at Trinity College, | “"' 
Cambridge ; appointed Poot Laureate tn 1850, and raised 1 
tothe Peerage in 1884. Although Lord Tennyson has not | We 
written any hymna, extracts from his are roume- | 1 
times used as such, wa ** 5! Son God, immortal | XX 
Love” ( Faith in the Son of God), from the Introduction ¥ 
to bis /n Memoriam, 1450, the well-known ‘ Too late, | Go 
too late, ye cannot enter now,” and others, ‘The former 
is sometimes given as “Spirit of immortal Love,” and 
ogain as “ Eternal Ged, immortal Love.” 

Ter Sanctus. (Greek Hymnody, $ 10, 3.) 

The call to arms Bf Claudia F. Herna- | (4 
man. [for Church Workers.) Contributed to the 
1889 Suppl. Hys. to H. A. & M. vi 
The Christ shall reign where’ertheaun. An altered 

form of “ Jesus shall reign where’er the sun,” p, 601, ii. 
The earth is all the Lord's, (fs. zxiv.) This, tn 

Kennedy, 1863, No. 928, is thus com ast. 1. bb 
from J. Keble's Psalter, 1839, p. 49, at. iif., iv. from 
the New Version, 1696. 

as 

ie 
i 
# 

The fields are all white. (Missions.} Anon. inthe) A 

F 
I 
1 
1 
1 
b 
t 

trib 

Rk. of Praise for Children, 1881, several later 
collections, 

The first who dared to die, Part of “‘o forward in 
your course” (p. 430, i.), 
The God of life Whose constant care. An altered 

form of *' God of my life, Thy constant care,” p. 435. i. 
The good old book! with histories. [H. Scriptures.) 

An altered form of H, Bateman’s (p. 117, i.) “ Wonder- 
fol book ! with histories,” in bis Sunday Sunshine, 1858. 

The hallowed morn is dear to me, An altered form | 
of “ Dear is the hallowed morn to me,” - ii. 2, 
The origins] appeared in Conningham’s Hance, a 
Poem, 1815, p. 94, and then In the Sac, Poetry. 

Head that once was crowned with thorns, p. 
1152, ii. Sometimes altered to '' Jesus, our Head, once 
crowned. with thorns.” 

The heavenly treasure now we have. A cento from 
** God of all consolation, take,” p, 433, ii, 

The hours of work are over, Altered from “The 
hours of school are over,” p. 1162, ii. 
The long descent is o'er. Kiizabeth Rundle-harles. 

[St. Thomas.) An adaptation of het poem, The Winter 
solstice,” In her me a New and (ld, 1487, p. 227, for 
St. Thomas's Day int ” Comp., 1890. "Its thenghts 
on the shortest day of the year interwoven with the 
— St. Thomas st ing ‘From downward stow 

doult” (st. il.) into caltn sunlight of faith, will 
not be forgotten when once sy rn 

te 

se 

helpful hymn" (Bp, Bickersteth’s Note, p. cv.). 
The Lord be with me everywhere. © Hammond. 

(Journeying.) From bis £%., Hys, & S, Songs, 1745, 
P. 218, st. iL 

The Lord Himself shall come. A certo from “* For ever 
with the Lord" (p, 381, i.), with a slightly altered text. 

The Lord Jehovah reigns, p. 1153. ii, This is not a 
version of Ps, 148, but an original hymn. 

The Lord's my Shepherd, I'll not want, p. 1154, i. 
‘The text quoted is from a copy of Rous's 1643 ed. in the 
library of Eltham Cuurch, Rent. 

The morning breaks, and slumber sweet. fp. FE. H. 
Hickersteth, [Morning.) Wotten at lenmaenmawr, 
N. Wales, 1457; pub. in the Church Pastoral Ald 
quarterly periodical Charch and People, No. 1, April, 
1asd, and his fy. Cumyr., 1890, 

The pall of night o'e the earth, p. 820, ii. 
This is a fr, of * Nox atra,” p. 620, i. 

The rising God forsakes the tomb. This I< part of 
“He dies! the Heavenly Lover dies," p. 500, i, 
The Saviour’s love to man we bless. J. Wf. Neale, 

[Lent.)] From his ys. for Children, 1442, No. 24, 

The shadows of the evening hours, p. 913, ii. 7. 
Bona this * Before Thy throne, © Lord of heaven,” ia 

en. 

The Shepherds keep their flocks it. [CArtat- 
mas.) This begins with st {i, of Dr. Neale’s ¢r. of 
Ode vil. of Xprorrog yernaras, p, 232, i. 

The twilight falls, the night is near. {[Bvening.) 



THOU GIVEST US 
ne Cabot. Even the Linnet, is iy . 
Thou us 

In the Irvingite Hys, 
864, under the signelere 

in 3 st. of 41. 

Th icone. 
Churches, ' 
_ Thou hast 
Hast Thou said, exalted Jesus?" p, 421, i. 
mee lenowest, Lord, the weariness and sorrow, ne Borthwick. [Resignation.) From her Thoughts for Thoughtful Hours, iss9, 

“ES, 1849."" 

‘@,. my hidden appear, A from “ my hidden life, appear? as: wax ~—— 
Thou, O Christ, art all I want. A cento from ** Jesu, Lover of my soul,” p, 690, i. 
Thou, O Lord, in tender love. A cento from “ Lo! I cme with joy to do,” p, 683, il, 
Thou Lord of earth and skies. (4. Matrimony.) trom his Lyric Poema, 1773, 

(Aprenpix IL} 

Pub. in ber work The Lark and 'Tis 

the Bread of Life, £5. [H.Com- | week, in his Christian Year, 
Sor the Use of the To our trem 

said. exalted Jesus, An altered form of | #t forth on p, 923, ii. 

T. Scott, | O dear, dear Saviour," 

TURTON, W. H. 1593 

© Lord, in heart and » WT. Keble. 
From bis poem for Tusdey in Whiteun 

1827, 

F. Davison, ['s. 
Psalms, as 

[WAtteuntide, 

su) . 
Lerrvi.) From bite omer 

in Kennedy, 1863. 

sacred . Part of « f hid ‘a Lord of thr spend one 
worlds above,” 

To the still of the lo heart. Part of 
"0 Lord my God, do Thou Thy omen A p- 613, i., 9, 

To Thee, all glory. Lord. An altered versio “Glory to Thee, O Lord,” p, 429, ii. ‘ gemete 
To Thee, O God, we offer our joyful songs, &c. pn &. Hymn.) This bymn in the Unitarian Hymn 

& Tune) Bk., 1864, is attributed to “ Wm. H. Baldwin.” 
To Thee, 0 Saviour. Altered from ‘To Thee, 

p. 1180, ii. 
educated at Trinity College, Tomkins, Henry George, 

Thou standest at the altar, p. 321, i. In the 1890 ed, | Cambridge, ordained in 1857, and Vicar of Branscombe, ofthe Ay. Comp. st. il. is by Bp. E. H. Bickersteth. oa Aaya nd — A 6 art that stron eousfoet . tCom os in aglicana on coll » one of fort Destred} Aden by 5, i fellow’ is the | Which, “Come Lon! Jesus, quickly come” (Advent) is American Unitarian Bk, of Hys.., 190 Kom & poem by | NC. U. His Poems, Chighy Sacred, were pub. in 1491. Mary Howitt, 1834. ar ag dg 2 . HH. Leigh Bennett. (0, Thou Who hast children to ‘ . Year. fritten cirea 188i, and pub. with Sarak Doudney, tiled en Re Written mse music by Dn. J. F. Bridge, Novello. 
in the Suvoy Chapel 
number of the Sunday Magazine, 1884, 
Though Angel's real, chongh Frephat’ fire. ai 

quagestma.} Anco. in the Child's Chr, Fer, A ma 
Th oft we hear the sound. 

form of “ Long have I sat ped ta the sound,” p, 684, 
rays of shine, This in Harland’s Three mystic 

Church Psalter and Hyl,, enlarged ed,, 1867, ix a third | 8%! acroes my form of ** In humble faith and holy love,” p, 564, ii, 
Thresher, Sarah B., an American Baptist hymn- 

writer, was b. at Zanesville, Ohio, Feb, 20, 1841, and 
married to J; B. Thresher, of Dayton, Obijo, in 1861. 

Thrice blessed are the pure in heart. A cento from 
Keble’s -* Bleses'd are the pure in heart,” p. 146, i. 
Through all the various 
A haan es 96 This hymn ap anonymously in 
empl iv 1 Coll., 1763, p: 57, Im 4st. of 4 L 
t was repeated in later collections, including Martinean’s 
on, of 1440 and 1573. 
“3S, Collett, 1763." 

for Body, broken take, Part of ** Accordi 
to Thy gracious word " (p, 9, i.). = 
Thy m come with pe and grace. A cento 

from ym ome of me, and all mankind,” p, 870, i, 
Name be hallowed evermore. L. Nh. West. 

(Grace Before Meat.) In the English Moravian H. Bk., 
1801 (1886, No. 1199), beginning, “ Lord, bless what 
Thou provided hast,’” is ty Lewis Renatus West, b, In London, May 3, 1753, and Moravian Minister at Tyther- 
ton, Wilts, from 1509 te his death, Aug. 4, 1426. 
Thy name to me, Thy Nature grant. A cento from 

“ Lord, I belleve a rest remains,” p, 689, ii, 
Thy way is in the sea. An altered 

way. O Goi, i# in the sea,” Pp 

Meth. Epis. Hymns, 1849; and their Hymnal, 1873. 
Nutter says the alterations were made by Dr. J 
Floy, one of the editors of the 1849 Aymns. 

Thy will be done! In devious ways, Sir J. fowring, 
[God's Will.) From his fys., 1425, No. 8, 

word alone, 0 Lord, a? 
A. Midlane, [H. Scripture.) Written April 6, 1834; 
pub. in the Friendly Visitor, July, 1885, and the 
Prim, Meth, Hyl., 1887, 
Timms, Gill, wes in 1838 a deacon in the Baptist 

Church tn Eagle Street, London. Several of his ey 
originally contrifuted to the Aap, Magazine, were pab. 
fn a volume in 1819 as Kemarks on God's Foreknow- 

. Hts hymns, (1)* Hoppy the men whose Dli«s 
supreme " (Happiness of the Godly), and (2) “ Our years 
in quick succession rise" (Seath Anticipated), were 
contributed to the Bap. New Sef, 1828, TW, R.8.] 

‘Tis done, that new and ri ate birth. Sir H.W. 
Baker. (H, Baptism.) Contributed to the Ist ed. of 
H. A. & M, 1861, 

‘Tis m all! the Immortal dies, Part of * 
can it be that [ should gain,” p. 64, i, 

‘Tis not a cause of small import. Part of * Let Zion's 
watchmen all awake,” p. 674, i. | 

‘Tis one vast, united army, Ada (rots, née Com- 
bridge. (CNicean Creed.) From her Hys. on the H. 
Communion, 1*66 (p. 269, ii.), i 

And 

al, and printed in the Dec, Too soon we rise, the 

An altered | to the 

In the latter it is given as by tri 

form of “ Thy | Maurice. 
373, ii,, in the American | ther’s Choral 17. Bk., 1861, see p, 720, i. 

ames | Jesus 

disappear. Part of 
tace to lace,” p, 613, i, 

Torrey, Mary, mee Ide, daugiter of Jacob Ide, D.v., of 
Medway, Massachusetts, was b. June 29, 1817, married 

v, Charles Turner Torrey, March 29, 1837, and 

“ Here, O my Lord, 1 see 

ii, | 4. tn 1869. She pub. CAristian Hule in Dress, 1438, and 
City and Country Life, 1856. Her hymn, “* When silent 

soul,” was contributed to Nasan's Cong. 
A, Bk, 1857, 

Tract, p. 1184, i, Inthe “Dulce nomen, Jesu Christi,’* 
ll. 16-18 should follow the line, “ Purgat cor a nubilo.” 

Tread softly; mothers weep the: 4 
Rickersteth. (H. Innocents’ Day.) Written for a 
Children's Service in Exeter Cathedral on Ho! 

. (Divine —_ Day, 1886, and included in the 1490 ed. of the Hy. 

Henry, b. at Devonport, Sep. 14, 1804, edu- 
cated at the University of Giessen, ordained in 1454, and 
for some time Minister of the Donative of Durleigh, con- 

buted several tra, from the Latin, and nal bymos 
to bis son's (the Kev, J. B, Trend) Hymnal, &c., 1662, 
and other collections. (See Index of Authors, &c.) 

Trinitas, Unitas, Deitas aeterna, p. 1185, ii. This 
has been ascribed to Pierre de Corbeil, who was con- 
secrated Bishop of Cambrai in 1199; became Archbishop 
of Sens, 1200; and d. June 3, 1222, 

Tropary of Ethelred, p. 1042, ii. 
Trower, W. J., p. 925, ii, and p. 990, ii. 228. 

Another extract from his New Metrical Pealter, 1831, te 
= , the heavens declare Thy glory" (/°s, ziz.), in 
Thring’s Coll, 1882, &c, 
Trust in the Lord, His grace abounding. June 

{Security in God.) Contributed to ber bro- 

, James, author of “ Dark was the hour when 
" (Passiontide—Getheemane), in the Baptist 

Pealmody, 1850, was an American barrister, member of 
the State legislature, and master in equity, He was b. 
at Charlestown, South Carolina, Dec. 9, 1419, and d. at 

word alone. | Sommervilic, South Carolina, Aug. 28, 1868. 

Turnbull, Robert, ».v., was b. at Whitbarn, Lin- 
lithguwshire, Scotland, Sept. 10, 1509, and educated at the 
University of Glasgow. After officiating for a time im 
England and Scotland as a Ba minister, in 1833 be 
Ternoved to America, where ministered in reveral 
laces until 1846, when be became pastor of the Firet 
ptist Chureb, Hartiord. He d. at furd, Nov. 20, 

1877. He pub, Olympia Morafa, 1442, and several 
other works. His bymo on Heaven, “ There is a place 
of waveless rest,” appeared in Cutsing's Mys. for the 
Vestry and Fireside, 1941, In tee Bap, Psalmist, 1943, 
it was altered to * There is a place of racred rest,” the 
form in which it is Known to modern collections. 

Turten, W. H., & Lieut, in the Royal Engineers, 
has pub. A few Hymns written by A Layman 
the Festivals of AU Saints, 1880 and 1ss1, ‘This con- 
tains 12 hymns. The Second Series, “written aa 
the Festivals of All Saints, 1481 and 1482, * also eon a 
12 hymns, and the Third Series, 1882-1883, anot 
12, These hymns are worthy of attention. Those 
which have passed into ©, U, inctade — 



1594 "TWAS BY AN (Arrexpm 
1, And now our Eucharist ts o'er (1881-1882). Holy) ¥ 

Communion. Seo 
2. O Thou het Tey Se ee Por) 

Unity. “Thia hymn was used at 5. Mary iene 2 
Munster Square, N.W., in the Anniv: ce off 
the English C.vurch Union, June 22, 1841. It ts intended | Ch 

4 

1 
' 

to be sung after the * Agnus Det,” at a choral celebra- 
tion.” In the 1889 Suppl, Hys. to H. A. & M. it reads 
“« Thou, Who at Thy first Eucharist didst pray.” 

These hymns are in the Altar Hymaul, 184, wo 
her wit + ys t Bebold! the star is shining.” 
iphany. ut. Turton’s signature on 4 Few | fy 

ee aR E."" and bis pu rx, The Churen | 2), 
Printing Co., London. f. 

‘Twas by an order fromthe Lord, J. Watts, [H. | ( 
Scriptures.) From bis Hys., 1709. LN 

o 

U A 

Unchanging God, hear from eternal heaven. 5, J. | © 
Stone. [Om behalf of the Jews.) Written for the East | 1 
London Mission 'o the Jews, 1885. Abbreviated in the | 
1889 Suppl, Hys. to HW. A. d& M. 2 
Uncta Crux Dei cruore, p. 1190, Hi. Read (2) as, 

** Publicl fontes salatis,” and (3) aa, * Totius fons sancti- 
tatia.” - 

Unto the Lamb that once was alain. Part of ** Be- 
hold the glories of the Lamb,” p, 128, ii, 

Unto Thine altar, Lord. 8, Beddome. [Lent.] Ap- 
peared in Rippon's . Sel., 1787, No. 356, in 3 st. of 
41, and later in other bymnals. in Beddome’s posthu- 
mous Hymns, 1417, No. 482, it begins “ Now to Thine 
altar, Lord,” 
Unveil, O Lord, and on us shine, Card, Newman, 

ag Two Worlds.) Appeared in Hymns for the Use of 
he Birmingham Oratory, 1862, No. 67, and his Verses 

on Various Gccasions, 166s, in é at. of 4 L. 

Uv the banner, let it float. An altered form of 
“Piling out the banner, let it float," p, 304, i., 9. 

Upon the Virgin Mother's breast. Jp. #. H. iicker- 
ake The Presentation.) Written in 1883, and pub, 
in his Year to Year, |4#3, in It st.of 41. In the 
1890 ed. of the Hy. Comp, it is abbreviated to 6 st, 
Upward, 0 Lord, to Thee. H, Bateman. [Christ 

Only.) In H. J. Gamble’s Special H. Bk. for Week lay 
Services, X, b. (circa 1862), and Bateman’s Pret Not, &c., 
1869. 

Vv 
Vain are all terrestrial pleasures, 2. E. Ford. 

(Watchful Servants.) From bis Hys., Chiefly on the 
Parables of Christ, 1828, No. 32. 
Vain world, cheating arts give o'er, S. Browne. 

Cicemmomtens at are World.) From his Hye. and Ss. 
Songs, 1720, Bk. i., No, 6, into a few modern collections. 

Vaux, Thomas, Lord. The forms of this nobleman 
appeared umously in The Paredise of Dainty 
Devices, 1676. According to a note at the back of the 
titlepage of the 1550 ed., the poems which therein 
ps ae under the name of Vaux were written by “the 
elder,’ Le. Thomas, second Lord Vaux, whe was b. in 
1510, and d. before May 31,1567. Other writers have 
suggested that William, the third Lord Vaux, was « 
oint contribyter with his father. William d. in 1595 

e Vaux poems, 15 in all, were republished by Dr 
Grosart in bis Fuller Worthies Library, Miscell., vol. iv 

Veneremur crucia lignum. (The Holy Cross. Pas 
siontide.) Dr. Neale, in bis Sequentiae, 1552, p. 265 
gives this from the ronthetm Missal of 1519, it is als 
in Daniel, v. p. 184, and XeArein, No. 68. Tr, as :— 
“(Greet the Cross with veneration,” by *C. R.,” in th 
Altar Hyl., 1344, Also by C. L. Black in Lyra Mei 
sianica, 1464, p. 177. (J. M.] 

Veni Creator Spiritus, Mentes, p. 1206, ii. Ty 
Bickerste-h has tr, this us ‘Creator Spirit, make Th 
threne " (fr. in 1880), and includes it with the Latin te: 
and at extensive pote in the 1890 ed. of his 27y, Com, 
Several additional (rs, and altered forms of old rende 
iugs of this bymn are known to us, but being of min 
importance are omitted here. 

Vent Sancte Spiritus, p. 1212, i, Dr. KR. Patmer’s 
Pp. 1215, i, 9, is given in the Savoy /Iymnary, x. D., 
“Come, Hoty One, in love." 

Vernon, John Richard, w.a., of Hertford Colley 
Oxford, Rector of St. Awdries, Bridgwater since 1872, 0 
auther of The Harvert af a Quiet Aye and other wor 
contributed tu the 1849 Supa’, Hys, to HA. & . 
ple ies peace and rest in Parmlise" (fourage a 

ope). 



WE CLOSE THE 

Miss Tough.” It appeared in Rutherford's 
Lays of the Sanctuary. 839, p. 1s 
ens. close the weary eye. An alterstion of Dr. H. 

mara ** F close my beavy eye,” Pp 161, id. 

tributed to *« 

We would see Jesus; for the shidows lengthen. 
ests. <inticipated.) Usually attributed w Ellen 
; 1 @ contributor to the Grain Series. It is 
f Hastings’s Church Melodies, 1868, the Hy. Comp., 
lsg0, &c. 
We Tene eee, Sere, zetecions pian. Redemption, 

Anon, in ie Leeds H, Bk,, 1821, No, see asians 
. We suffer with our Master here, A cento from 
Come on my partners in distress,” p. 250, ii, 
We tread the path our Master (that Jesus) trod. 

of ** Lo, where a crowd of pilgrims toll,” p, 114, i, 12. 
We wake, we wake, heavenly choirs. Part of 
ee my soul, and with the sun,” p. 618, i. 

elcome, aweet of days the best. S. Arowne, 
(gunday.) "pute in ble Bye Spiritual Sunge, 1720, 
o 203, in 6 st. of 6 L.in & mere. In C. U. it is 
quay Pgh in #,#,6.8,.4.6. metre, as in Hatfield's 
Chu . Hk... N. ¥., 1872. 

cambria Ashurst, w.4., of King’s College, 

. 

Edward 
(B.A, 1882), Domestic Chaplain to the late 

urbam, and Vicar of St. Bede's, Gateshead, is 
the author of ** Thou Who tidst call Thy saints of old.” 
(For Theological Colleges.) 

Werner, Gores, b. March 22, 1589, at Preussisch- 
Holland, near E! Vrus#ia, In 1614 he became o 
master im the Lobenicht schuol at Konigsberg, and in 
1616 rector of the school at Preussiech-Holland, He was 
then See oaitsbery Hi diaconus of the yt 
church at Koni ed at Konigeberg, July 15, 
l643 (Aoch, iil., 206, v. 659; Goedeke's Grundriss, vol. 
iii, LSS7, p. 134, &e.). He edited the Kinigeberg @. 2B. 
of 1643 age copy Dow extant has title dated 1650, 
and p dated 1643), to which he contributed a 
number of hymns. He also contributed to B. Derschau's 

1639 g: 12948, fi.). His Pealm versions are 
German. The only —= by 

him which has passed into English is a tr. the 
Latin, and is noted at p. 1187, i. {J. ML) 
Wesley, Charles, p. 12966, i. In addition to nearly 

one thousand of his hymns which are annotated in this 
Dictionary there are many more in C. U. which we have 
Hot space to notice, 
Westbury, Joseph, b. in 1838. (Ordained in 1861, 

Vicar of Hartahill, Staffordshire, 1966-86, and Chaplain 
of the Newcastle (Staffordshire) Union Workhouse from 
mgt ad = oe = got nage 1890, waa the author of 
** Brightly, ‘father, wi morning is breaking" 
(Morning), in Thring’s Coll., 1482. 
aa. a Part of “Come, let us 

ascend,” p. ) i. 
What are these [those] soul-reviving strains! 

{Palm Sunday.) Traced to Pratt's Coll., 1829, but 
probably earlier, Sometimes attributed to J, Mont- 
gomery, but inerror, It is in several modern collec- 
tions, Including Snepp's Songs of G, & G., 1872. 
What have I in this barren land! A cento from 

+ L sojourn in a vale of tears,” p. 657, ii, e 
What is this! and whither? whence! Part of 

«« What is this that stirs within?” p, 403, i, 15. 
What scenes of horror and of dread. J. Puwcett, 

( Death.) From bis Hymns, &c., 1742, No, 34, 
What seoret place, what distant star? Part of "0 

height that doth all height excel,” p. 422, ii., 48. 

What shall I render to my God For all his gifts to 
met J. Mason. [Praise to the Father.) From his 
Songs of Praise, 1683. 

What though the —_ rage. Charlotte Elliott, 
(Ps. ti.) Pub. in Ell re Ps. & Hys,, 1835, p. 1. 
What vain desires and passions vain, p. 1239, i., No, 

196. This appeared in Warts's frmten wal. i, 1720, 
Whately, Richard, p.p., b. in London, Feb. 1, 1787; 

educated at Oriel College, Oxfort; Bampton Lecturer, 
1822; Princtpal of St. Alban's Hall, Oxford, 1925; and 
Archbishop of Dublin, 1431, He d. in Dablin, (ct, s, 
1863. His association with hymnody ix very slight. In 
1460 he pub. his Lectures om Prayer, in which were 
several tre. of German hymns by his eldest daughter, 
Miss Emma Jane Whately, I Dickinson, fom 
whom we have received this information, also says that 
the Archbishop's bymn “ Thou ts Whom all power ts 

wen” (Lent), was writen circa 1830, It was Jat pub, 
gt the Ist ed. of the Irish Church Hyl., 1865, 
Archbishop's youngest daughter, Blanche, was also a 
writer of hymns. 

(Arpenprx IL] 

ee eee 

WHEN UP TO 1595 

thn nang. age oe ee NE 
- [Advent.] Contributed to the 5. P. C. kK. 

Hys., 1852, No. 2, in 4 st. of 41. This is altered in 
Aennedy, 1963, t “ From teaven when Christ came 
down of old,” and in the Westminster Abbey H. Rk., 
1883, to * When Christ from heaven came down of old."’ 
In the Anglicana, 1862, Mr, Alexander expanded 
the hymn to #6 at. of 41, as ** When Jesus 
came to earth of old." This i. in Thring’s (ol?., 1482, 
From it “0 Som of God, in glory crowned,” In the 
fbrox Iyl., 1871, ts taken. 

When first before His morcy-seat. Part of ** Be still, 
my beart, these anxious cares,” p. 604, i, 
‘When God is mine and Iam His. Part of “1 know 
ee lives, And ever prays for me,” 

right arm is bared for war. Part of 
harp of Judah, wake,” p. 103, ii. 

bringing. (Pulm Sunday.) In 
Gwyther's Pialmist, A alt of Ps. & Hys., de., 

is 1 psalm version signed “J, 
version and 4 hymns signed “1 

the latter is “When His salvation 
" No, 417, in 3st, of #1, withachorus, This 

thor Simealty bas’ bern naar yoy B and au’ great ty bas been ex’ 
his identity, Under lute of Aug. 15, 1865, the Rev. 
Jobo Gwyther informed D. Sedgwick that the ures 
above stood for “Joslus King, late Vicar of Hull.” 
In a secomd communication, dated A 19, 1865, he 
writes farther, “ Mr. Joshua King wae te to Mr. J. 
Eyton, of Well Stropsbire, when Mr, KE. made 
his collection of Hys, and wrote them for his Bk., bat 
whether be publisixd them in any other form I don't 
know, Mr. E. gave his H. Bk. to my brother,” From 

» HA, BBL4; 
ull, in 1822. and d. Sep. 12, 1854, aged 69. 
look up te yonder . [God the leer 

My ates ae OC ee me oe, 

Church, 

When I sink down in or fear, Card, New- 
man, [Fuith.) Dated “At Sea, June 23, 1833," in 
oe Mag., Now, 1833, the Lyra Apostolica, 1836, 
p. 29, &c, 
When lenguid Sram, cv tanking » WS B. 

Monsell, [St. —_ Pub. in hse etal ay 
1857, in 14 et. of 4 A cento t inc. Ui 
“ How good to think that He, Who stands,” 
When, Lord, we kneel before 

form of “Lord, when we bend before Thy throne,” 
p. 696, i. 
When morning's first, and hallowed ray. (Morning. 

Anon. from Cheevers Amer. Commonplace 5 
ot al i 1831, inte the Bap. Praise ~» 18Tl, and 
ot . 

Re aay ry re ared in tl te ne, Sept. 19: . Bh, 
eee aad "My. fe te teat haber aes 
and signed B. J, W.  1t was included in Kennedy, 1463, 

When shall I hear the inward voice, Part of C. Wes- 
ley’s * Father, if Thou my Father art,” p. 367, il. 
When shall I see the welcome hour? Part of C. Wes- 

ley’s ** My God, I know, I feel Thee mine,” p, 779, ii. 

When shall that sound of gladness, J. Aiimeston. 
(Afiseions.] From his Fifty Missionary Hys., 1822, into 
& few collections. 

When the m paints the sky. . EH. Bicker- 
ateth. (Christ, the Child's Example. | Kvn in 1880 ; 

pub, in his from Year fo Fear, 1883; and included tn 
the Hy. Comp., 1890, In the latter the author says, 
** This hymn was suggested by seeing the words * What 
would Jesus de?’ in illuminated feiters on a card sis- 
pended in a children’s orphanage.” 

When thou, 0 Lord, in Geah wert drest. J. Anefice. 
[CAristmas.] From his posthumous Hymns, 1836. 

When Thy soldiers take their swords, Frances WM. 
Owen, [Conmfirmation,] Written circa 1872, snd pub, 

threne. An altered 

in her Kesays and Poems, 1887, It is in Hye. Vad the 
Useof the Chapel of Cheltenham Coll,, 1490, Ke. Frators 

Mary Owen, mee Synge, wife of the Rev, J. A. (wet, 

‘Assistant Master at Cheltenham College, was b. April 16, 
1842, and d. June 19, 1983, vim sorting 

When to nightly skies we John 

(Treat. ‘D Martineau’s Hys., 1873, this hymn fs — 
1810, It is also in Horder’s Cong. Hys,, 1od4, and others. 



1596 WHEN WE ARE (APPENDIX . 

Steril b, at Kames Castle, Bute, July 20, 1806, | taker 
and a uk Voitane, Isle of Wigut, Sep. 18, 1844. o : 
When we are raised from deep distress. J. Watts. |p, 

[ Hezekiah's Song.) From his Hys. and 3, Songs, 1108. 
When wilt Thou save the people? £ Jiott | j, 

‘National Hyman.) From his Mure Verse and Pros, 3, 
is, f., p. Sv, into the Cong. Ch, Hyl., 1887. 3. 

Where Babylon's broad rivers roll. J. Wonigomery,| 4. 
[ Ps. cezevi4,) From his Songs of Zion, 1822. $. 
Where, 0 my soul, 0 where? T. Stott. [lent)) & 

From his Lyric Poems, 1773, p. 72, into a few modern : 
bymnals, > 

While all the angel throng. A cento from“ Father, \ 
in whom we live,” p. 368, I. ) thn 

While angels thus, 0 Lord, rejoice. An altered frm | bl! 
of “ High let us swell our ¢ 1 notes" qp, $81, iL), v 
While the stars unnumbered roll. A cento from | Jar 

* Interval of grateful shade,” p, 569, i. | war 

While we walk with God in light. Part of “Partners pi 
of a glorious hope,” noticed on p. 244, i. 5. 

Whitfield, Emma, nee . is the author of . 
“Gentle, Holy Jesus” (Child's Prayer to the Saviour), fat 
which has passed into numerous collections for children, 
Whither, 0 whither, should I fy. Part of C. Wes- |), 

ley's "God of my Ife, whose gracious power,” p.435, il. | ¢/, 
Whittemore, Hannah M., sister of W. M, Whitte- | ay 

more, ia the author of * How sweet to think that all who | 14 
love” (Unity), which appeared in her brother's The | th 
Short Liturgy, and again with others in her uncle | in 
Jonathan Whittemore's Suppl. to AU H. Rks., 1860. 
This hymn is dated by D. ick ** 1836," and is in- pe 
cluded Po several modern collections as the Hap, Ayt., | or 
L#T9, ke. in 
Whittemore, William M Editor of Sunshine, | re 

Rector of St. Katherine Cree, is the author of “I | G 
want to be like Jesus” (arly Piety), in bis Infant | ti 
Altar, 1842; and "We won't give up the Bible” (4. | 
Scriptures), 1839, The form of the latter in Snepp's | tt 
Songs of (. & (7., 1872, ts a revision by Bp. John Gregg. | + 
Whittle, D. W. Six of his bymns (Nos. 295, 308, v 

385, 386, 417) are given in LD. Sankey's Sac. 5, ¥ 
Solos, under the signature of ** El Nathan.” t 
‘Who feels not within him rise? Ap. £. #. \ * 

Bickersteth, (St. Luke.) Written at Penmaenmawr 
im 1883; pub, lo bis From Fear fo Year, 1463, in 9 wt. of | % 
41,, and the Myl. Comp, 1890, abbreviated to 6 st, of 4 1, 
Who is He in yonder stall. [(hristmas,) By | | 

Benjamin Russell Hanby, an American divine, b. 1833, | | 
a. 1867. It appeared in Dove: a Collection of Music | ' 
for Day and Sunday Schools, Chicago, 1866. 

Who, O Lord, when life is o'er, p. 90, ii., 20. An || 
altered form of a part of J. Merrick’s version of Ps. xv- 
Who, who can part our ransomed souls, This in the 

Amer. Sabtath H, Bk,, 1868, bs composed of st. vi.-ix. 
of * Let Christian faith and hope dispel,” on p. 617, ii, 
be on the willows hung, An altered form 

of “ High on the bending willows hung,” p. 607, ii., 2. 
Why should gloom arise, T. Hastings. 

(Faita.) In his Hievattonal fys.? 1850, p. x7, in st. of 
* 1, Another form of the text ‘+0 why should gloomy 
thoughts arise?" is in the Meth, Epise, Ays., 1549, in 
Sst.of41. This indicates that the original publication 
has yet to be found. 
Why should we vex our foolish minds! #. Caswall. 

(Laving in the Fear of God.) Pub, in bis Hus, & Poems, 
1473, in 6 st. of 4b, and headed © In God's Sight.” 
He Sear enya behold the pillow. Ao altered form — 

of * Why those fears? b-hold ‘tis Jesus '’{p, 615, ii,, 56). 
Wiesenmeyer. Burchard, was a native of Helmsthdt, 

and d, at Petershagen (probably Pete: m near Alt. 
Landsberg), apgavently befire 169.. He was from 
1637 to 1644, and probably somewhat longer, one of the 

in the Greyfriars Givmnasium at Herlin. ( A’ock, 
fil, SAL; A Micngel Schomer, By De. J. F. Bach- 
mann, Berlin, 1959, p. 220, Xe.) He assisted in prepar- 
ing the two hymn-beoks which his colleague at Berlin, 
Jobann Crijger (p. 271, Nos. 1, 4), ixmued in 1640 and 
16543, To these he contributed « few recasts of earlier 
hymns, The only one fr, into English is noted at 
p 1091, i. LJ. M.} 

Wigglesworth, Esther, daugh're of Thomas Wigles- 
worth, Was b, at 6 Bruce Terrace, Tottenham, 
Middlesex, in 1527, and is now (.891) Matron of the 
Magdalen Asyinm, Streatham, She has composed a 
large burober of small poetical works, and has contributed 
nimerds hynns aud poems to the periodical press. 
Th works from which mest of her hymns in C. roe are 



WRESTLING IN [Aprenvix IL] ZINZENDORF, N. L. 1597 
America:—(1) “ Eternal God, celestial " Pe.teii.; | York Breviary, p. 171, ii, 

Praise Lord, His confess,’ el. } Missal 
PES Thee, a Tighteous ond Lord,” Pent: ()) York B 2008, 2 

‘Wrestling in . wrestling alone. . &. H. 
Bickersteth. Goot Friday } Concerning me “ Story 

Cross ” Bp. Bickersteth says tn his pote thereon in 
the 1490 ed, of his Hy. Comp ; “These verses on the 
Passion of Jesus were written by the Editor esa on 

tate 
Rev. Edward Mooro (p, 1673, i.). For the dramatic con- 
<eption the Editor is indebted to Mr. Monro; and the 
measure and structure are the same as his. But the 
facts dwelt upon are different, and they reflect a dif- 

They have been sung for 
number of 

iy on Good 
therefore ventured to include 

“ f the 

the same lines as‘ fhe Story ot the Cross,” by 

ferent aspect of the Passion, 
the last ten years in a constantly 
«<hurebes during Holy Week, and 
Friday., The Editor 
them inthis Hymnal.” 

= 

aridge, (christ Glorified). r . 

Hymns, &c,, 1766, 

Ye holy angels bright. M. Barter. 
to God} The in Chope's //yl., 1858; t 
Church Hys., 871; the 1889, Suppl, 
and others, is altered from Baxter's “ 

Chope. 
Ye hosts of heaven, ye 

This, in the Leeds H. Bk., 1853, No. 

Colt. by G. Rawson. See Old Version, p. 866, ii, 
Ye men and angels, witness now. 

of “ Witness, ye mon and angels now,” p. 124, pw 

Yeo saints, assist me in . WLR. 
(Fedeeming Love.) From his Toit, 12, No, 933, 

Yo seed of Jacob, one and all. 

Ye weak of 
ness of God.) From his 
No. 97, in 6 at. of 41, 

clay. f. 

Ye who have traced our Saviour’s 

1871-85, mnade by the Rev, J. Ellerton. 
Yerbury, W. His -/fys. and Poeme for 

were pub. posthumously (so the 
date. One or two hymns 

Name we love, Lord Jeaus.” (The Name of Jesus.) 

e Yes, faith can 
. Doddridge's ** 

at. fi., Hi, v., altered in the Leeds H, 

Yet one more day is well-nigh flown. 
[Beening.) From his ys. Old and New, 1464, into 
Oni iT, Bk., 1836. 

triumph » P. Dod- 
From Ly tuikieeas 

ones, [Ps xziz.) 
35, is a recast of the 

Old Version reudering of Ps. 29, and was made for that 

An altered form 

From J. Keble’s 
“* My God, my God, why hast Thou me?” p, 618, ii., 35, 

. [Great- 
bumous Hymns, ray 1755, 

It is in the p. »85., but undated. 

orm ot P Deuarige's Ye barat Pale that sock the t of P. ‘s “ Ye bam! 
306, iL, Brown-Borthwick'’s Select Hys., 

Preface) but withous 
refrom are in the bymnals 

of the Plymouth Brethren, including the first, “Thy 

the awful gloom, A cento from 
Becrnal and immortal King,” p. 356, i., 

York, Charlies Edward, w.a., b. in 1842, Chaplain 
Royal Marine Light Infantry ; educated at Pembroke 
College, Oxford (n.a, 1864), and for sometime 

the Royal Savy, is the author of “As near the wish’d- 
port we draw " (For Use at Sea), in the 1489 Suppl. 
@. to HW. A, & MM, 

York, Sarah Emily, née Waldo, an American writer, 
was bin 1819, andd. in 1851. Her Memoir was pub. by 
Mrs. Needberry in 1853, Her hymn,” I’m weary of 
straying, 0 fain would 1 rest” (Mest desired), appeared 
in the Reformed Dutch Ps. & Hys., 1847. 

Young, J.. Under this signature two hymns are given 
in the Amer. Bap. Psalmist, 1543; (1) “0 for a shout 
of joy" (God's Fternal Love), No, 157, in 5 st. of 615 

(2)“ 0 Holy Lord, our God" (On behalf of Minis. 
fers), No, 952, in 4st.of 71. Hoth are atill in C, U. 

Zorn haa”, yo twambling ouiate, Pp 1300.4. Another 
cente is “ If, on a quiet sea.” The text is considerably 

. 

gre 

Zeal for Christ which will not tire. 4. Midlane. 
[at Jor Christ.) Written Aug, 14, 1862, and printed 

the London Messenger, Sept. 1864, 
Zehner, Samuel, v.v., p. 54, ii. 2, 

Thuringla, May 4, 1594; became pastor and superinten- 
dent at Schleusingen, 1632, and d, there April 21, 1635. 

Zinzendorf, Nicolaus Ludwig, Count 1301, ii. 
The Rev, J. T, Miller ae has Kindly a 
— following additional notes to certain of 
ymns :— 
i, Ach Bein von meinen Beinen, p. 1303, i, This is 

at. ¥., vi. of the hymn “ Gedanken und [deen, Ach dle 
vorzeltigen,” Ist pub, in bis Aindertichlein, vol. vi., 
No, 3, Aug. 14, 1765, 

1303, i,, Ist ap- 
Milch der 

United Praise 

ig 4s. to HA. ep 
Paaltn of Praise,” 

in bis Poetical Fragments, 1631. The recast is by Mr. B. at Sabi in 

x. Ich bin ein kleines Kindelein, 
| = ea . to the catechism, Lautere 

‘ahrheit von Jesu Christo, pub. in June 1723. 
xvi. Rubt aus von eurer Miihe, p, 1803, ii. Written 

Feb, 6, 1737, at London, on receir' the news of the 
death of some of the ren on the island of St. 
Thomas, 
xix. Wenn sich die Kinder freuen, p, 1803, li. 

Ist pub. In Gemeintagslectionen, dated Jan. 12, 1752. 
xxv. Du innig bter Erliser der Slinder, p. 1304, 

i, Written for the birthday of bis daughter Bonigne 
(p. 768, ii., Mo, 40), Dec, 28, 1735, 
xxxiii. Schau von deinem Thron, p. 1304, ii. 

Written in Ovcember 1720 for his cousin Theodora 
see No, xxxvi. at p. 1906, i.). The initial letters of 
1. 1-30 form the acrostic Theodora OGraefin zu 
Castell; and the initial letters of I, 31-36 were in- 
tended to represent “ Friede sel mit dir verliebte 
Schwester.”” 

The following notices were omitted in error :— 

Sachs, Hans, the famous German poet and shoemaker, 
was b. at Nirnberg, Nov. 5, 1494 ; settled there in 1516 
after his journeyman wanderings, and d. there on the 
evening of Jan. 19,1576 (see full notices in K. Goedeke's 
Orundriss, vol, iL, 1886, r; . 408-437; Allg. Meuteche 
Biog., xxx., 115, &e.), His poetical works were ool- 
lected at NOrnberg in 3 vols, folio, 1654-61 (vol. 4, 
15785 vol. 5, 1579); and a complete ed. of bis works Is 
now be’ pab. by the Literary Union of Stuttgart, of 
which vol. xvil. ay in 1884. His Reformation 
hymns are given Wackernagel, ii., Nos. 1403-1410 ; 
avd his post-Reformation hymns by Wackernagel, ili., 
Nos. 83-106, Two of his bymns (Wackernagel, iii,, 
Nes, #3, 97) have been fr. by Ap. Coverdale, 1539 (see 
p. 442, li., Nos, 16, 27); and two others ( 1% f 
lil, Nos, 86, 82) by Mies Winkworth, 1869, pp. 131, 104. 
See also p, 1234, i., and p. 1543, ii, (J. MJ 

Salis-Seewis, Johann Gaudenz, Baron von, was b. 
Dee, 76, 1762, at the castle of Bodmer (Potmener?, hear 
Malans, Grisons, Switverland. From 1779 to 1792 he 
at an officer in the French army; and alter 1798 he 
held various offices connected with the Swiss Militia, 
and with his native canton. He d. at Bodmer, Jun. 29, 

1834, and was buried at Seewis, near Malans (Alg.. 
Deuteche Biog., XXX., 245, &c.). His Poems appeared 
as bis Ged at Zirich, 1793; 2nd ed., 174; 3rd, 
1797; 4th, 1800, 4th enlarged ed., 1803; mew ed., 1808 
oa in Berlin Library}. and many later eds, The most 
famous of his poome is “ Das Grab ist tlef und stille " (in 
his Gedichte, 1795, p. 35, entitled “* The Grave, 1783 . 
of which there are at least 7 tra. into English. The only 
one in English C. U. as a hymn iss ° 

Ina stille Land! Wer leitet uns hiniiber, For the 
Dying. 1st pub. in his Gedichte, Newe Anflage, ZOrich, 
1808, p. 146, in 3 Bt. of 7 1., each ending “Ina stille 
Land.” In his Gedichte, Cologne, 1815, p. 134. The tr. 
in C. U. is — 
Inte the Silent Land! Ah! who shall lead us 

| thither. In full by H. W. Longfellow in his Voices of 
| the Night, Cambridge, U. S., 1840, p. 141, fn 
| the later eds. of his Poetical Works, Included in 
Hedge and Huntington's Hys, for the Church of Chrirt, 
1853, and many later American collections, It has — 

Tetranslated Into Greek verse by Dr, B. H. Kennedy, 
his Retween Wiles, 1877. There are at least three 

other versions in English. ° (J. M.] 



SUPPLEMENTAL CROSS REFERE? 

IN ENGLISH, FRENCH, GER} 

CLUDING THE APPENDIX, P? 

A BLESSING 
A blessing on Thy otha head, 1649, i., A blessing | 4 

on our pastor's bi 
A host of spirits rownd the throne, 1581, H., Myriads of | 4 

frites round the throne 
a once came to Jesus by night, 1690, i., Sleeper, 

W.T. 
A silent angel wanders here, 1568, i, Es rieht ein 

stiller Engel 
A throne of grace! begaothanted) ap gch Cobbitt, 1. 
A Tower of refuge te our God, 1661, ii., Ein feste Burg 
A voice from Ramah there was sent, 1673, i., Hymoum 

canentes 
Abide in Me and J in you, 1649, i., Young, E. M. 
ee a Me, — loving counsel this, 1574, i., Inglis, 

sctanphiehal is the battle now, 1563, ii., Finita Jam 
sunt praclia i 

According to Thy gracious word, 1693, i., Thy Body, 
broken for my sake 

Ach Bein con meinen Beinen, 1597, ., Zintzendorf, N. 
L, Count von 

Ach (ott und Herr, 1678, ii., Major, J. 
Ad coenatm Agnd é, 1564, i., Forti tegente brachio 
Ad fempla nos, 1676, ii., Labente jam solis rota 
Adae cernis gloriam, 1571, i., Hilary, St. 
‘Adoro te devote, 1582, ii,, O blest memorial of obr dying 

wae ic gloria, 1567, i., Gone is the bollow murky 
t 

sguneian dawn gives warning meet, 1576, ii., Labente 
jam solis rota 

agai i mera ing shines so bright, a Eo 
but for free and sovereign grace, ing i. Paice, H 

Ah Prous 4 come, sweetly bind me, ie ii., Hutton, J. 
AA! lovely appearance death, 1872, i., How blest fs | 

ious Weer be bereft v 
Ah, my dear Lord, Whose changeless love, 1583, ii., O 

Lord, Thy sovereign ald im qn ' 
ah, my vices home, Jerusalem, 1674, ii., Jerusalem, my 

| Ah, when shall I awake, 1582, ii., 0 could we always 
pray \ 

ah} contthan: seul 5 get 2088, ig Lewd, fm Thy band! | 

Aid me, O Christ, Thy (ross to sing, _ i, ee ries yf 
Alas! what tongue of man can speak, 1 

Del creatura 
Au Eo oe on high, Ye sons, &c,, 1691, ii., 

malay rca and honour, 1565, ii,, Gloria, laus et 

Au on ng power of Jesus’ Name, 1689, ii,, Shrub- 
sole, W. 

AU my belies and con fidence, 1641, i., Old Version 
Au my sins u ing mow, gots i, H 6.53. 
ae ont , my God, this night, 536, ii., Italian 

AN scenes <p engaging frome. 1584. 1., O Thon, by 
lorig experience tried; 1568, i., Guyon, Madame 

ill things there Thee, God most holy, 1660, i., Mitchell, 
T. A. 

ii? ye woke owe (o God your birth, 1863, 1., Father of aJl, 
Whese powerful voice 

(l-merr ful, timdghty Lerd, 1558, ii,, Bickersteth, 
EB. H 

All-seeing. graciows Lord, 1567, ii.. Graves, H, C, 

Alm duce semper duce, 1877, i., Lead, kindly light 
Alma Hedemploris Mater quae pervia coeli, 1631, i., 

Hermanus Contractus 
Almighty Cumforter and #riend, 1554, i., Bonar, H. 
Almighty father, Gut of love, 1698, ii,, Wighesworth, 

Esther 
Almighty Further, heavenly Prien, 1564, i,, Ford, D. E 
Almighty Purmer of creations jean, 1568, i,, Guyon, 

Madarne 
Almighty Framer of the shies, 1656, i., Chatterton, T-. 

aione J walked the occun strand, 1867, 1., Gould, H, F. 



AWAKE 

ut on Thy stremOXte, 2 10g) i. T. T.N, 
sacred omg, o shone 

yt oy awake! 

i. hie our drowsy 
souls 

Awake, my soul, and with the see, 1595, i, We wake, 
we wake, ye heavenly choirs 

Awake, my soul, awake to prayer. AS gs PT i,, Ford, J. 
Awake, ‘aoe harp of af Judah, 595, ii., When 

God's right arm is bared for WaT 
Awaked Uae from clenp we fall, LNB, il., "Efeyeptévres rod 

Away ry with our sorrow and fear, 1888, i., No need of 
the sun in that day 

anpd rome , Whoee a of wonder, 1589, ii., Shep- 

paru, J. 

Fe glad in the Lord, and rejoice, ar hagy Servoes, M. KE. 
Be Ee ua, Holy Trinity, 1649, ii., A sancta 

= — to-day, 15686, i., Pearce, Selina P. 
“4 oo these anziows cares, 1596, ii., When 

“ton before His meroy-seat 
Be with me in the valley, 1566, 1., Glyde, Elizabeth 
Bear, “t, soul, the bitter cross, 1558, 1, Cowper, 

rances M 
ae flowers, Barth are adorning, 1578, i., Lyttel, 

Fteautiful Zion, built above, 1665, ii., Gill, G. 
Before a pool the sufferer lay, 1678, ii, Manly, B., Jun. 
Before the throne of God above, Led ii., Clare, Mary F. | Cuptai 
Before Thy throne, O Lord - ote ven, 1692, i., 

shadows of the — 
Begin, my soul, the exalted lay, 1584, ii., .— le, J. 
Htegin, my tongue, some heavenly theme, 1681, ii., My 

Lyra? place, me A Refuge Tower 
Begin the high celestial strain, 1586, 2 Rowe, E. 

a sinner at Thy feet, 1654, ii,, Bourne, H. 
Behold, behold the Lamb of God, 1871, ii., Hoskina, J. 
Hichald now gewe heete swche as be, 1841, i Old Version 
Behold, 0 Lord our God, 1583, ii., Braden’ E. 
Behold our Lord ascendeth eo His bright throne of 
sant: 1560, i., Droceten, P. 

fories of the Lamb, 1588, ii., Now to the 
Lamb thas once was slain ; 1604, 1, Unto the Lamb 
it casei ae 

a ee ee believe, and live, 

Bedoh te lilins af the field, 1665, Ui, Caddell, C. M. 
eee ee ey See ee 1591, ia ag Clare 
Behold the Man How glorious Kell Lf 
Heh the shade (shades} 4 might i (are now receding, 

1661. i., Eece jam noctis tenuatur umbra 
the star is sitning, int 1594, hb Turton, W. H. 

Behold, what wondrous and grace, 1588, iL, 
Sanders, W. 

Being of beings, Gok of love, 1608, ti, Thou Fount of 
lewsing. God of love 

Being raised wp from slew, 1562, il., "Efeyep@erres 

Best oy ral on every hand (Doddridge), 1535, ii., 
Italian hymnody 

the dark river of death, 1580, i., Miller, ee 
Bless the Lord and fe fe life for ever, 1669, i,, Hark! 

ward tre ten ae at an ka: 1593, i., Thrice blessed 
are the pure in heart 

Blessed are the children, 1580, i., arty Emily 
Blessed 1585, —y' a lglgnane 

; eased Lord, Who, till the morning, 1580, ii., Monsell, 

soa fret that plain, 1676, ii, Lamb of 

Bate samo, wo tend of all, 988, i, Salvator mundi 

Blasted savior, Thee { lowe, 1664, ii., Once again beside 

Blessing, honour, i., Lo, the - wy hente, , and praise, 1577. 

Blest day 
day of 

God. my mont calm, mast bright, 1588, ii., O 
Bast ts the man hens heact anpumde 1591, i., Straphan, 

INDEX. COME 1599 

Blest Jesu! Thou, on heaven intent, 1687, ii., Ken, T. 
a work the youthful mind to win, 1591, i,, eee: 

Blood is the price of heaven, 1562, ii,, Faber, F. W. 
amas tho [ye] mighty wind, 1571, ii, Hopkins, J. 

Bountzous Spirit, ever shedding, 1560, li, Almum 
flamen, vita m 

wee Thou to ua, O Lord, 1589, ii,, Shine Thou upon 

Breathe on me, Breath of God, 1669, ii., Hatch, E. 
and joyous be our lay, 1687, i., Provis, B. W. 

yng bliss, unclouded skies, 1690, li,, Steele, 

brah erry when morning is breaking, 1695, i., 

Brightness of the Puther’s Face, 1668, il., H 
me sakanach mentation 1562, on a ms 

's word ne, 1 ii., Faber, 
BY the ieod changet's word ef love, 166% ii. Faber : Fans, 

Ry ihe fant bright Master day, 1662, ii., Faber, ees w. 
By the name which Thou didst take, 1562, ii., F 
pill w. 
By the word to Mary given, 1662, ii., Faber, F. W. 

Can I, a little child ? 1680, ii., Moffat, R. 
Can J see another's woe, 1553, ii,, Blake, W. 
Canst chan prt Lord, Sorgive 7) pot 1589, ., 

Shirle: 
Captain of our salvation take, 1548, il., Young, E. M. 
Calt thy tread pon the seater, 1668, ii fanaford, 

Custis fit, expers sordiam, 1562, i, Bmergit undis 
Cease, ye mourners, cease to languish, 1692, ii,, Think, 

O ye who fondly 
pe A sinners ges J be, 1578, ii,, M'Comb, W. 
Ch Jesus ioe 3 Jrom ‘heavenly height, issi, i, 

Chad of sores of sorrow, lorn, forsaken, 1873, i., Hutton, W. P. 
Children, go ane tell , 1868, ii, , Hammond, E. P. 
Children, vr the wondrous story, 1569, ii., Hastings, 

T. 
Children anew truct Little, 1685, li., Parker, W. H. 
Children, loud hosannas singing, 1690, ii., Steele, 

Harriet 
Children God who pacing slow, 1 . 

Children a joo rie Me ae have seen the sea, 1591, i Stoddart, M. A. 
Choirs, rejoice, heralds praisi: ising, 1686, i., Plauso 

chorus 
i His sorrows when He shed, 1876, i., Johnson, 

Charice Des axendel wp agnin, 2000, 1, Alexander, 
n 

Christ incarnate in Hit poor, 1 Monsell 
Christ is risen ! Christian, von 100" Mince @ “ag 
ore. ao Sinem life, appear, 1693, i., Thou, | my 

Christ, Thou Q of God that reignest, 1880, i., 
Miseo Xproré 

Christe der du bist dagh en lieght, 1656, i,, Christe, qui 
Inx es et dies 

Christe, Qui lux es et dies, 1627, ii. ; 1628, i., Dutch 
hym 
a sanctorum decusangelorum, 1631, ii., Hrabanus 

Christian, go and tli Jesus, 1668, ii., Hammond, E. P. 
Christian, t your heart te glad, 1581, i, Much in sor- 

row, oft In woe 
seaplane 4 “rer Saint not, fear not, 1651, ii,, Ash- 

w 

Christian, work for Jesus, 1669, fi,, Haslock, M. 
Christian wera he tng Ai 1576, ii., Koeladi, L 

hebrew Christians, wake, &c. Sarre more, ahi 
! brethren | ere 1556, ii., Chriat 

and 1 ol nc ere we we part por “ _ 
Christians, sing out with erultation, 1874, iL, Jenner, 

Chetations who have seen the tea, 1691, i., Stoddart, 
Mar: 

Church ft ving Go, 1579, i., Mason, A. J. 
City not hands, 1664, ii., O Thou pot made 

with hands 
Come, all ye faithful (tr. Neale, alt.), 1649, i., Adeste 

Come, and let ws nevetly join, 1590, ii., Still, O Lord, 
Come, and rejoice with me, 1666, i., Charles, Elizabeth a ice with me, , ls 

Ce, dear" brethren ren, im the Saviour, 1686, ii. ii., Parkin- 
on, . 

“+ 



1600 COME INDEX 

biscay cay soul by sin oppressed, 1590, ii., Stockton, 

the feast is spread, 1555, i,, Burton, H 
Come frends foes ft our hearts awake, 1586, i., Phelps, 

5. D. 
dome a heavenly Spirtt come (fr. Bonar), 1549, ii., Adsis 

ome seers ye faithful (tr. Krauth), 15649, iL, Adeste 

Come Hoty Ghost, come from om high, 1557, ii., Come 
ge 5 cae descend frowi bigh 

eternall God proceding from aboue, 
teat i., “Old oe, bce pecan tae 

(ome, One, in love, + te us 
Cogs kale te, the tio myght, Comforter of ve 

aul, isi, L, Old Version 
Come home, come home, you are weary at heart, 1565, i, 

Gates, Ellen 
sae Aumble sinner, in whose breast, 1576, ii. Jones, 

Come, let us gh unite and sing, God is love, 1576, 1, 
Kingsbury, H. 

Come, let us ascend, 1595, i,, What « rapturous song 
Cume, let us join our friends above, 1685, i,, Our old 

compatiuns in distress 
Come, Lord, and warm each pm aa heart, 1682, id, 

Now to the shining seats of bi 
cme a Jesus, quickly come, 1693, ii., Totnkina, 

Cume on, my partners in distress, 1696, i., We suffer 
with our Master here 

Come, poor sinner, come and ser, 1670, ii., Hewett 
Come saints, and adore Him, come bow at His feet, 

1559, i,, De Fleury, Maria 
Come, re doe choirs exuliant, 1586, i., Plausu chorus 

Come, Spirit of the Lord, 1687, i, Rasen, ist 
Come, talk to me of Jesus, 16832, i., Bailey, T. 
Come, Thou desire all Thy saints, wise ie How 

should our = oe ving A those — SemAtor, Bs 
Come, Thou, with Are, ize 
_ - cme, ke A ase Eo T wake, 692, i., Tebbs, 

Pa, i the manger tn Bethlehem, 1680, i., Mitchell, 

Come, a, peabiing eet. be not afraid, 1686, i., Phelps, 

ons unto Me, when thadows darkly gather, 1563, i., 
Esling, Catherine H. 

Come with us, O blessed Jesus, 1671, ii., Hopkins, J. 
H., jan. 

Communion my Sactour’s blood, 1673, 1,1 feed 
falth on Cocad, my Bread ; y ¥ 

for Berea yon cantus angelorum, 1669, i, Hark, 

ont bed nt! Thy glories Wace, 1867, ii,, Great God, 

a pee make Thy throne, 1604,i., Veni Creator 
Spiritus, Mentes 

Creature of God, immortal man, 1$71, 4i,, Homo Del 
creatura 

Cruz de te cot congueriy 1590. i. Stabat mater dolorosa 
Curb for the stubborn , 1566, ii., Clemens, T. F. 

Dark was the hour when Jesus bore, 159%, ii., Tapper, J. 
Das alte Jahr vergangen ist, ty ii, » Tapp, J : 
— af God, thou blessed day, 1567, i., Gould, H. F. 
oy ee ~~ of wrath (tr. Anon.), 299, ii., 

Dayspring of eternity, Light from depths, &e., 1576, 
ik Pak ©, Baron von Rosenroth 

si 3 uf orphans, hear our prayer, 1562, ii,, Faber, 

Dear is the hallowed morn to me, 1598, i., The hallowed 

ign eee Tt tame be rfectly whole, 158%, i., r Jesus long to 'y 
Nicholson, J. a 

ne | Asia arise, 1559, ii, Deathless roul, 

helight t ayes in Jesus, 1576, L, King, Harriet R. 
pai en work, young souls to win, 1691, i, Straphan, 

~~ a der Kisen wacheen liesa, 79, ti., Arndt, EB. M. 
tcend from heaven, immortal Dove, 1683, i, O for a 

sight, a pleasing sight 
Deus Creator omnivm, 1667, ii., Grates, jam die 
a9 we adore Thee, Deity unseen, 1549, ii., Adoro 

te devote 
Do I helieve what Jesus saith f 1§$1, 1, Am I a soldier 

of the croas 
Doet God invite ua to Hit throne? 1672, i, How shall 

wur feeble tongues express 
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FATHER 

Sather of pees, O turn once wecore, 1591, ii., Taylor, 

vate. child place, 1668 i-, Bunting, W. M 
Father, * Son, and Holy May Thine orrehniosing 

weight, 1586, i., ack, St. 
Father, Source of every blessing. 1587, ii,, Come, Thou 

Fount of every blessing 
—_- “twas Thy love that knew 44, 1584, ii, Once we 

were wretched strangers 
waa we for our children plead, 1569, ii,, Hastings, 

Father, while the shadows fall, 1680, i.” Miller, Exatly 
Pefellit saccam, verbum factam ef caro, 1571, i, 

ry, St. 
Festa pont Se fem ¢tumalo quae widit Jesum, 1674, il., 

Jesus Christ is ren to-day 
Festis lacta soment acthera cantilus, 1557, 1, Coelestes 

pueri duloe sonantibus 
Pisea mei cousd, seclorum conscia, Hupes, 1688, i, 

Roek of ages, cleft for me 
Fling out the banner, let it float, 1694, i., Uplift the 

ner, let it float 
For all Thy care we bless Thee, 1560, L., Doudney, 
Por eser with the Lord, 1692, i., The Lond Hinesit shall 

comme 
For the spirit confused With miagiving and with 

sorrow, 1634, i., Italian by 
owes my folly, & Lord most holy, 1669, ii., Hastings, 

Forth to Ae ie, of a, WD 1576, i., Farag, Al W. HL 
Fort acer 

fo ae 1562, Bart ald, $. Forward! said the pie gos 
Fountain of light living breath, 1667, ii., Great 

ied, Whose sceptre rules the earth 
Pret not, poor soul, while dowbt and fear, 1588, L, 

Roman Cathobe bymnedy 
Priead er, hear my plea, 1680, ii., Morehouse, 

H. L 
Prom earliest dawn of life, 1544, ii,, From the first 

dawn of — life 1650, |., Davie, E. 

eS See eee 1551, ii., Aurora 

= ee = 1596, ii., Prom heaven 
When Christ came down on earth 

Prom Olivet's sequester’d seats, 1667, ii,, Grant, Sir R. 
SU REGO RAs LOS Re een SE Soe Pee 

From the af grief and fear. a 100, 3, Finke, F 
From the harvest, a 8. C. 
From yon delusive scence, 1666, ie Clayton, G 

Gehenhon emk Alem, 108t, W, Seentert, M. L. Ooms 

Gentle, | Jesus, 1596, i.. Whitfield, Emma 
jst fri these our daiet (0 Lorde), 1641, i., Old 

érelon 
Give car unto my age i.. Morice, F. D. 
Give thanke to God. for is He, 1689, i., Scottish 

pi Hep bread, 1588, i., Roman Catholic 

Cag ont praite to Jehovah on high, 1678, L, Lyte, 

Glory be to Jesus, 1646, ii,, Viva! viva! Gesu, Che per 

ope ee as the highest (tr. Mrs. Charles), 1865, ii., 

to Ga inthe highest, Shall be, &e., 1879, i., 

ratio Wr , 1875, ii., Join all the human race 
Glory to God the Father be, 1871, ii., Hopkins, J. H., 

an. 

ary te Thee, O Lord, 1693, ii, To Thee all glory, 

o ie Pin your course, 1698, i., The first who 

Fo, mes peace and lowe, 1652, 1., Balfour, A. 
Go when se rf pre shineth, 1566, i, Go thou In 

life’s fair morning 
(70, ye messenger 
Gent alimtosty, cats pathen, Ansa, 1552, i Baynes, 

Ged ya in Th 1553, Baynes, R. Ht, 
Ged tdese out’ nasine Lone tebe Ek 4.8. 
God chooteth out the 1596, ew: jeaworth, Esther 
God deigus to move nm mystery, 1567, i., God moves in 

& Inysterions wi 
God enkel Licht, 1898. i., Dutch bymnedy 
Go hath made the mom hove beim, 1871, , Hopkins, 

H,, Jun 
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eit ae ‘ Por ever blessed,” 1579, ii., Maxwell, 

God hath two families of love, 1604, li, One in tha 
family of love 

God in human flesh ing, 1871, i pape. P. F. 
sinners lost, 1, i., Stockton, God —* ~ pasa 

God rey ry country, in scenes, 1552, i., Barton, B. 
God ee whe b life a little light, 1561, H., Eawards, 

Goa mit sniphey, sovereign Lord, 1569, i., Harbaugh, 

God of all consolation, Pines lotion, sabe, 1592, i., The heavenly 

God of all rerteeming grace, 1585, ii., Giver of each 

God nf ness, from Thy store, 1876, i., Kennedy, 

Goa of Light # marey bending 1553, ii., Boaden, K, 
God of mere: rey Bary 1586 ii., Pollock, T. B. 
God of my Keath th tite 1 would Thy praise proclaim, 

nie a Hh life, Thy cant care, 1592, i., The God of 
constant ca 

ye my rie fo Thee, 1581, ii, My soul and all its 

oa lf my life, Whore gracious power, 1606, i., Whither, 
whither, shoult I fly 

ah Ooms seas, Whose ruling voice, 1678, il., Manly, 

God of the universe, Whose hand, 1591, i., T , W. 
God save the Queen, 1666, i., God bleas ur we land 
God acts ‘ still small voice, 1596, ii, Wigleaworih, 

Got the Pather, God the Son, 1554, ii,, Bright, W. 
God, Who made the ea th, 1587, ii., Rhodes, Sarah B. 

WEL tee, glorious [wondrous i 
leah, &e., on. Mant a spinceodei By Si 
news hills es , ee £ oie me Judea, 1580, i., Mitebell 

1571, i Gottes Sohn, in Fleisch gekleidet, Hiller, P. F. Gracious Saviour, grant Thy word, 1564, ii., Francis, 
Grates nunc omnes reddamus, 1665, i., y ray Gelobet seist du 

@reat Creator, Lord of all, 1686, ii., Pollock, T. B. 
Great Creator, Who this day, ii., Saviour, Who 

Good, 1663, ii., Fitz, A 
reat Wn at Thy command, 1668, i., Hanaford, J. H. 
@reat God, efore Thy mercy-teat, i., Beddume, 8. 
Great God, I own Thy sentence just, 1661, i., My faith 

Great Ge oprah wk weiet amb = paca grief Sear, 1568, i, 

Great God, wert Thon catreme to mark, 1561 is, Auber, 

Great God, when S approach Thy throne, 1568, ii,, 

Sroat Aine of aft, cur nation's Got, 1008, 3, Ware, H, 
of Thy ransomed flock, 1568, ii., 

ag RH. 
Great Source of wncreated Light, 1686, i., Pa H. 
Greet the veneration, 1 te 

Ae ele Oe of Berg iare, and in the manger la 

mea a add Wie 5 - wus! ia ho for m , Vie nary lag Che pe int te y sake, 1648, ii., Viva! 

Hail! my ever ble Jeaus, 1506, ii, pin og A 
Hail, 0 Blood of Jesus, glorious and di 1668, ii., 

My pga Z l 
qui descendist! ee ee 

Hail our eternal King 1575, i ‘ie Kee 
Hail, precious book divine, 1879, 4 J 
Hail, sacred truth, thou source of ae 1568, i, Hail! 

sacred truth ! whose piercing 
Hail to the Sabbath day. 1878 i. ‘Lond, Thou art not 

alone 
Hail! True Flesh of Christ our Saviour, 1662, i., Ave 

Hallelujah, heleah! ts the battle done, 1863, ii., Now t 
Fiehe jon sunt prectia 

Happy the men whose blise supreme, 1698, i., Timma, 

Hark! hark! the voice of praise, 1569, i., Hark! bark: 
the voice of ceaseless 

Hark! how: the watchmen cry, 1574, ii., Jesu's tremen- 
dows Name 
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Fark on high the joyful music, 1677, iL, Lift it gently | Bow 
to the steeple j 

mark sinner | God speaks to thee, 1668, i., Hague, | How 

Hark, tinner, while God from on high doth entreat | Hovw 
thee, 1568, i.. Hague, J, B, 

ie, the angels bright ave singing, 1566, i., Clare, Fr 
ary F. 

Hark, the chorus swelling, 1680, i., Miller, Emily 
Hark! the Gospel news is sounding, 1688. ii., Sander, W. 
Hark, the herald angels sing, 1630, i., bKogland bym- 

hody, Charch of 
Hark, the swelling breezes, 1668, i, H. B- 
Hark, the voice of Jesus Nh a {calling}, Who will 

&e., 1578, ii., March, D. 
Hark ! "tis the woire of yladness, 1686, |., Pearce, 5, P. 
Harke Israetl, and what J say gine hede to enderstand, 

1641, i., Old Version 
Hast Thou said, exalted Jesus, 1593, L, Thou bast said, 

exalted Jesus 
Hasten, 0 Lord, that happy time, 1694, ii., Vokes, Mrs. 
eines ert on to death's dark river, 1674, i., James, 

. 5. 
Have been to Jexus for thecleansing power ? 1570, i, 

‘Moffinann, E, A 
He came, the lowly Jesus, 1678, i., Lyttel, E. Z. 
He dias! the Heavenly Lower dies, 1592, i, The rising 

God forsakes the tomb 
He gave me back the bond, 1590, ii., Stanley, C. 
He us not here! What words of cheer, 1585, i., Palin, W. 
He — the bitter, weary way, 1577, ii., Longfellow, 

He sat to watch o'er customs paid, 1554, ii, Bright, W. 
Hear me, 0 God, A broken heart, 1575, il., Jonson, Ben 
Hear, O popes my complaint, 1576, i,, Jesus, Jesus, 

nts 

eT 

PRPS REEF FF FFF Hear ye not a coice from heaven ? 1570, i., Hear we not 
a voice from heaven ? 

Hearer Thou of human yer, 1576, i., Kennedy, B. H. 
Heavy on on ot Thy judgments lie, 1587, i, 

Prior, M- 
Heilig ist Gott der Vater (Sanctus), 285, ii., Decius, N. 
Heir of glory, art thou weeping? 1674, i., Inglis, 

Catherine H 
Help me, my Lord, to grow, 1586, i., Phelps, A. S. 
Herald im the wilderness, 1550; ii,, Alford, H. 
Here in Thy presence, dread and sweet, 1589, ii., Signed 

with the Croga that Jesus bore 
Here is the spring whence waters flow, 1530, ii., Here ts 

the spring where waters flow 
Here, Lord, assembled in Thy name, 1558, ii., Boaden, E. 
Here, my Lord, 1 see Thee face to face, 1598, ii,, Too 

soon we rise, the symbol eo 
Herva Gud pig Sonoran oler; 1647, ii, Te Deurn laud- 

amus 
Hew quid jaces stabulo, 1661, ii, Ela mea anima, Beth- 

lehem ecamus 
High in our Fatherlawt, 1578, i., Lyttel, E. Z. 
High let us swell our tuneful notes, 1596, i, While 

angels thus, O Lord, rejoloe 
High om the bending willows hung, 1596, i., Why on the 

bending willows hang ? 
High raised upon the holy hills, 1656, ii., Churton, EB. 
Hills of the north, rejoice, 1504, ii., Oakley, C. E. 
His -" ie thousand sparkling rills, 1660, 4., Alexander, 

( ‘ 
His be the Victor's name, 1666, i., G , 8. W. 
Holy Father! in Thy mercy, 1590, ii., Stephenson, 

Isabcila S 
Holy, holy, holy Lord, God of hosts in heaven adored, 

1578, ii., Manly, B., fun. 
Holy Lord God, I love Thy truth, 1558, i., Cowper, W. 
Holy Name of Jesus, 1 ii., Bright, W. 
Holy Saviour, hear me; on Thy name J call, 1686, ii,, 

Pollock, T. B. 
Holy Spirit, hear us! 1585, il., Parker, W. H. 
asin Po 2 heavenly mountains, 1658, ii., Crozier, 

Mai . A. 
Home, home of light and , 1664, i, Francis, S. T. 
Honour and glory, tha ving and praise, 1675, ii., 

Jubilemus omnes una 
yt Raga soul, in every stage, 1876, iL, Kennedy, 

Hosanna be our cheerful song, 1571, ii., Hosanna be the 
children's 

Hosanna to the King, That for, &c.. 1669, ii., Hasti T. 
Hosanna we sing like the children dear, 1571, i, 

Hodges, G. 8. 
tow dy ob se blest, O Lord f 18T7, ii., Lord, for 

just Thow t provide 
How beautiful is earth, 15696, if " Swart, Eather 
a tiful the Saviour's feet, fies, i, Guinness, 

ano 
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1CH INDEX. JEZUS 16038 
rch vuf au dir, 1650, i., Agricola, J - Jesu nostra redemptio, 1874, i., Jam Christus astra atte our pai cet all our fears» 1554, ii, Bowring, 

r 
ascenderat E 

Jesu, of Source alone (Jesus, auctor clemeiitine), Cf, om a@ quiet sea, 1597, i, Your Darps, ye trembling 1537, i., Jeau duleis memorig ) sadiits f Jesu, themma benignitas, 1637, i., Jesu dulcis memoria Jesu’ ter desiderate, 1868, ii., Happiness, thou lovely hate 
Jesu, the Ki lary Thou, 1 ii., Jesu, Th wt Ye ies 1 Hy J, Ty Jem! the very thought te twert, 1537, ii., Jesu dutcin memoria 
Jesu, Thou sweetness. pure and blest (Jean summa benignitas), 1537, 4, Jesu dulcis memorm Jesu, Thon true and Living Bread, 1§$2, ii., Baynes, R. H. 
Jesu, Thy sweetness to the heart, 1537, i, (Jesu dulcede tordium), Jesu dulcis memoria 
Jesu! Who saw'st on one sad night, 1576, i,, Jesus! Who saw’st on that sad night 
Jesu, with fast for sinful man, 1874, ii., Jesu quadra- genari me 
Jesum haf i stindigt minne, 1564, i, Franzén, F.-M. Jesus, a child His course began, 1585, i, Ossoli, Sarah M, Josue, a word, a look from Thee, 1683, i., 0 God, to 

Whom ip flesh reveal 
Jesus, be near us when we wake, 1660, 1., Aeterna coctt 

LF only God I have, 1668, i., Hardemberg, Georg F. P. 
vou 

£7 thou dost truly sek to live, 1578, i., Lyons, J. G. 
% = o Godt wert all unrest, 1680, ii, Moberly, 

Cc 
Lf you cannot on the cran, 1565, i. Gates, Elien 
fu go to Jesus, A my sin, 1675, ti, Jones, E. 
im a little soldier, 1694, ii., Vincent. F, 
{"m but @ stranger here (T. RB. Taylor), 1536, i, 

Italian —— 
im we ay 2 oer ng, O fain would f rest, 1897, ii,, 

rk, + be 
In a rich man't garden, 1650, in, Alexander, Cecil F. 
in amplexu Jess, 1588, ii., Safe in the arms of Jesus 
in anger, Lord, rebuke me not, 1662, i., egg 
tn doubt's dim bwilight here { stray, 1578, ii.,, 

B., jun. 
in sent acaba we see, 1569, ii., Harris, T, L. 
tn God I ever will rejoice, . » B. 
Tn God's great field of labour, 1569, ii,, Havergal, 

Frances k 
In humble faith and holy love, 1693, i., Three mystic gloria rays of shine Jesus bids us shine, 1680, i., Miller, Emily in Israel's met by silent might, 1584, ii., Once in the | Jesus, commissioned from above, 1589, i., Serle, A, silence of the n a ee sage | demands this heart of mine, 1590, ii., Steele, Zi * one op ane 
a “wet aaa = Jesus died for us and rose again, 1696, i., Butler, H. M. in our dear Lord's 1560, i., ES. A. Jesus duleis Nazarenus, 1660, ii., Dulcis Jesus Naza- in sweet exalted strains, 15838, ii., 0 King of glory, 

come 
ee ad Ras of Ge eaten wi 4, 1573, ii,, In 

the mid silence of the voiceless t 
in the desert all alone, 1580, i., Mitchell, Elizabeth H. 
in the rich man's garden, 1550, i, Alexander, Cecil F, 
in the Rock I'm vesting, 1668, ii., » i. 
in the still silence of the voiceless wight, 1873, ti,, In 

the mid silence of the voiceless ni 
in Thy courts let peace be found, 1554, ii,, Bowring, 
- Sir J 
In vain we reek ‘or peace with God, 1572, 1., How is 

ph by sia . 
Ins stille Land, 1697, i. Salle-Seewis, J. G. ; 
Interni festi gawdia, , i., Avte a 
Interval of pretghl sete idk While the stars un- 

lt Bumbered ro: 
into the silent land, 1597, ii., Salis-Seewin, J. G. 
dt is Anished! It is finished! all the untold agony, 

1569, i., Harris, F. W. 
it is the Lord, enthroned im light, 1568, i., Greene, T. 
tt ts the Lord Himself who tends, 1661, i., E. S.A. 
4t is the lord, my covenant God, 1568, i., Greene, T. 
Jt passeth knowledge, that dear love of Thine, 1589, ii., 

it wasearty in the morning, 1550, i., Alexander, Cecil F. 
t'we at @ Friend, oh such a Priend, 1590, i., Small, 

Fve found a joy in sorrow, 1658, i., Crewdaun, Jane F've reached At ine eet 1685, i., l'age, EB. 

rents 
Jerus, full of every grace, 1669, ii., Hastings, T. Jesus, gentle Nazarene, 1560, ii,” iielola “leaus Naza- rents 
Jesus, glorious Prince af angels, 1580, i,, Mitchen, Elizabeth H. 
Jesus, Y One, calleth now to thee, 1857, i,, 

Cotling, S. A. 
Jesus, hear me when I 1576, i., Kenyon, A. Jesus, holy, undefiled, Toa, ii., Shepeote, Mra, 
Jerus, J vest on Thee, 1659, ti., Deck, J. G, 
Jeans, 1 0 often need Thee, 1686, ii., Parker, W. H. Jesus, I Thee believe, 1655, ii, Butterworth, H, Jesus, Immanuel, 1119, ii., Taylor, T. R, 
Jeens, in songet alone to greet, 1637, ti., Jesu dulcis Tmemor! 
Jesus, in Thy memory keep, 1564, ii., Franzén, F, M. Jesus, King ~ glory, Throned abowe the sky, 1569, i, Davison, W. H. 
Jesus, Lord of life and glory, 1668, ii, Cummins, J. J. — Tord tet before Thee, 1558, ii., Cummins, 

Jesus, my Lord, divinely fair, 1868, {., Reddome, B. wns my Lord, f own Thee God, 1878, ii,, Manly, B,, 
uD. 

Jesus, my Lord, my chief delight, 1575, L, Jesus, Love, my chief del bad Jems, my Lord, my God, 1587, il., Rand, 8. T, Jesus, my Love, my chief delight, 1678, 1., Jesus our 
Lord, our chief delight 

Jesus, our fainting spirits ery, 1687, i., Jesu dulcis 
memoria 

Jeaus, our Head, once crowned with thorns, 1592, i., a The ayo aya once ig —aag | with thorns 
caus, oer t woes, 1 L., Hughes, G. 
— Saviour, pass not by, 1676, i,, Kinney, Elteabeth 

Jesus shall reign where'er the sun, 1592, i, The Chriss 
sball reign where’er the aun 

J rd of the sheep, Who Thy Father's flock, ssa (Cook - 
Source tHezsing, 1667, ii., Come, Th 

Fount of = bi = 
— the (Thow) : rd of the aheep, 1675, ii., Kelly, 

Jerus, Thon Source divine, 1590, ii,, Steele, Anne 
vesus, Thy heavenly grace impart, 1688, i,, O Lord, 

Thy Bearenly ssane impart 
Jesus was once a little child, 1556, ii,, Clare, Mary F. 
Jeans, we remember Thee, 1664, li., Francis, ST. 
Jesus we reat in Thee, 1669, ii,, Deck, J. G. 
Jesus, what onte Thou wast, 1656, i., Charies, Mlizabeth 
Jerus, when temptations try us, ‘is72, i., Howson, 

Jam satit mentes timor occupavit, 1569, Hi., Debilis 
elementa Cement 

Jehovah, evermore the same, 1592, ii., Thomas, D. Vehowah, great and awful name,’ 1651, ii., Auber, 
Jerusalem! blest city, Name of celestial sownd, 1557, 

i, Corlestis O Jerusalem 
1™y glorious home, 1674, ii., Jerusalem, my 
fll Py 

ve my happy home, 1556, i, Barkitt, W, 
Jerusalem the hea , Of everlasting halls, 1867, 1, Coebestis O Ji jem 
Jerusaion, the holy, 1871, ii., Hora novissima 
Jesu Chritt, we Amal ray, 772, i., Moultrie, G, 
Jesu, delight of augel- heats (Jesu, decus angelicum), 

1557. i., Jesu dulcis memoria 
Jeru, in mercy, Aear the sighs, 1537, i., Jesu dulcis 

pm: po Aner f. ii., Pollock, T. B. Jetu, Lover ‘ my os, += 
st foul, 1563, i., ‘Thou, O Christ, art 

wan 

Jesu! mut high, most wonderf i., Jesu dulcis | Jesus, where'er Thy people meet, 1674, ii., Jesus, in Thy caee ie ae blest Name we meet Z ! Gort, 675, i. 5 Jesus, while life's seas we sail, 1590, i., ae a | ot Ao enbonds ae Jesus, wWheee Sacns the angel host, 1537, i, Jesu daicis Jer, soul ‘i ulcie memoria 
wmenscia Aeih' Gm Thy love, 2681, in, Joon 6 Jezus neemt al zondaars aan, 1629, i., Dutch bymnedy 
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Jey ts Pim Children singing, 1688, ii., Pollard, 
Ost ne 

ae i Lee 1676, ii., Laetabandi jubi- 

Jel nesih bouts hun den Heer (Ps. 100), 1429, i., 
Dutch hymnody 

King of p of glory. Saviour dear, 1680, i., Mitchell, Elim- 

King ve baal a temple built, 1587, ii, Rex Salomon 
Kommi, danket dem Helden mit Sreudigen Zungen, 

1870, ii., Herrnachmidt, J. D. | 

Lamb most holy, King most lowly, 1580, i, Mitcbell, 
Elizabeth H, 
F Sypobie Jeet, wherely we trace, 1552, i. —o B. 

rm | God victorious, 1577, i., Lee, F.G. 
Laud, ye faithful kings bow down, 1565, i., Gaudete 

vos fideles, gentium pars electa 
a the stormy ocean, 1557, ii., Colquhoun, 

Lead, holy Mata, Uiind 1556, ii., Clemens, T. F. 
Lead me tothe Rock that's asker, 1669, ii., Harteough, 

Leaw Rien me my dearest (gracious) Saviour, 1590, ii., 

Lat Chrislian faith and pa, 1596, i., Who, who 
can part our ransomed souls 

Let me dwell on Golgotha, 1581, ii., Newton, J. 
Let me suffer ; let me drain, 1578, L, Howitt, Mary 
Lat now the joyous air, 1667, 1, Coelestes pueri 

sonantibus 
Let our praises be according, 1558, ii, Cajus lans 

secundum nomen 
Let the Church of God rejoice, 1550, ii., Alford, H. 
Lat there be light, thus spake the Word, 1669, i., Hark | 

the song of Jubilee 
it ees: thousands choose the road, 1571, ii., 

Op ims, 
Let us duly keep the feast, 1568, i., Hac die feata 

concinat 
yg acgslin headings paseo po ara 
Lat Zion's watchmen all awake, 

cause of small im) 
Libera me Domine, i., Dies irae 
Last wp. ht ae up ie voice with daaine. 1576, ii., Lath- 

ry, 
L4ft Mp 'your hea, ye everlasting gates, 1564, i., 

up your songs, ye angel choirs, 1668, Ui., Dix, W.C. 
tie Bane Stee Sa ests Ss 

ymnody 
Jdsten, ye mortals, while J sing, 1663, i., Beddome, B. 
Little oF Fs Advent bids you, 1606, ii., Wigleaworth, 

Lo! I come with joy to do, 1698, 1., Thou, O Lord, in 

la the Tess accent peaks 1663, i, Eo tem: ! now é 4 us 
acceptabile si 

la, where a crowd of pilgrims toil, 16096,i., We tread 

klag beet I sak hanggthe tae tusinds: 1100; 1 Thee we 
we bear the joyful sound 

Se Sie canta ore tact dole he Aare cara 

Long, long deferred, now come at last, 1664, i., Bonar, H. 
Looft den Koning, alle 1663, i., Feith, R. 
Look ascay to Jesus, prep ii., Burton, H. 
Lack down upon us, God Se ge eee A J. 
Look to Jesus, till, reviving, L664, ii,, Franzén, F. M. 
Laok up, O man, behold the same, 1569, ii., Harris, T. L. 
Looking upwards every day, 1555, ii., Butler, og! 
Lord, a thousand foes surrownd us, 1678,i., Lyte, H. F. 
Jord and tod of heavenly powers, 1592, ii., hee to lauc 

in songs divine 
Lord, at T drving Sadao ned ol rs Dd. 
Lord, bless what Thow provided has t, 1693, i., Thy 

Name be hallowed evermore 
Lord, enthroned in heavenly splendour, 1564, ii. 

Bourne, G. H. 
lard, from Thy blessed throne, 1682, i., Nicoll, R, 
Lord (rod, omnipotent lo bless, 1565, ii,, Gibbons, 'T. 
Lard, te mysterious are Thy ways, 1590, ii., Steele 

nne 
ford, | am Thing, but Thow wilt prove, 1592, ii., Thi 

life's @ dream, an empty show 
Lord, I believe a rest remains, 1698,i,, Thy Name t 

me, Thy Nature grant 
Lord, J care gf 8 riches, 1576, i.. Kidder, Mary A. 
was — ‘Ace for my own, 1668, ii, Batburs 

eee mS Oh eb 
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glorious than the run to se (Or. Neale), 1587, ii., 
a u., 

smeguigians ter Bwigkeit, 1876. Knorr, C, Baron 

Most gracious Saviour! ‘teas not Thine, 1686, i., Bul- 

Me J ris Seewids hale 1554, ii., Brace, 8. C. ‘ourn for Py +. 

sot of bales who cannot epease, 1656, ii 

Much in sorrow, aft in woe, 1667, ii., Colquboun, 
Frances 8. 

Mundus efusis, 1608, 1, Ries, O Acteteate Alm! Almighty 
Mumudus heri lactabatur, 1870, ii., Heri m 
Se eee ot eek alam ates ke i., Guyon, 

ibe 

My faith looks up to Thee, 1663, i., O God, Thy grace 

ify Kater, hear my proper, Hefore I go, 1660, u., EB. 

Father, when to Thee, 1569, ii., Hart, 0 
74 God has ee ces be 1564, ., Bourdilion, 

tod, heer ful is the sound, 1660, i., Doddridge, P. 
Se ees fash Fite wins, 1008, i, Winn bell 
I nee the welcome bour? 

My Gol, 3 Thee, not to gain, 1683, i., O Deus ego 

as Gl, Gd, why haat Thou me, 1807, in, Ye seed 
one and 

ay Jesut say what wretch has dared 1677, i., Liguori, 
A. M. de 
latest sun is sinki ag ii, Haskell, J. 

EE ant 1552, i. . Baring-Gould, 8. 
ay Lord, wy Master, at che dupbewiad eae: 

My Saviour, let me hear Thy voice, 
Pollock, T. B. 

1860, i., Dodd 

¢ 

ae 

&s 

Saviour, "mid life's varied scene, 1667, i, ah 

ens = aid, 1688, i, Roberts, T. 
ange ne ine heart, 1591, 1., T.T.N. 
My _— cae Thy rest forsake, 1577, li., Livock, 

day tel, to on By me een 
is now united, 1554, ii, . H. 

77 Apo oul no more shall strive in vain, 1850, i, Ab, 
wretched souls who strive in vain 

Afy soul, (riwmphant in the word, 1560, i., Doddridge, P. 
My sul, with humble fervour raire, 1677, ii., Living- 

oe aia enna 

mids 4 re ie will soon be done, 1558, i., Cowprr, 

I longeth for Thee, 1681, il., My soul doth long 

Naar min Tunge ikke mere, 1581, ii., Naur, E. B. 
Nay ‘tis not what we fancied it, 1664, i.. » HL 
Near the Crost was eid weeping, 1561, ii., Near the 

Cross our station takin: 
a te stars which shone so bright, 1552, ii., Baynes, 

Never further than Thy Cross, 1556, i., Charles, E. 
Night doth its place ria Hs to daylight render, 1661, i., 

Koce Jam poctis tenuatur ombra 
No blood, no altar now, 1664, i., Bonar, H, 
No ewil shall befall, 1878, ii. Mauris, ion 
No more, ws wise, your ret 1560, i, Dod- 

-“ night in Acaven, eternal day. 1866.1 1552, i., Bailey, T. L. 
No one knows but Jesus, 1660, W.H. 
No room within the dwelling, lish te ii., Baynes, R. 1H. 
No shadows yonder, 1554, 1., Bonar, H. 
No strength of nature cam suffice, 1558, i., Cowper, W. 
No tie % strong or sweet below, 1687, i., Provis, BW. 
Nocte mor diem fugata, 1688, i., Hise, O Advocate 

Almighty 
: His merit hides me, 1588, i., Cousin, 

Not in anythin do, 1560, ii,, Alford, H. 
Net, Lard, unto that mount of dread, 1666, i,, Burns, 
Not only for the goodly fruit-trees tall, 1661.i., E. 5. A. 
Not to ourselves again, 1685, i., Our life is bid with 

Not with the light and cain, 1554, i., Bonar, H. 

Now ali the woods are sleeping, 1662, ii., Nun ruben 
alle Wilder 7 

Now at the night's return we raise, 1685, i., Bright, W. 
Now be that Sacrifice surveyed, 1860, i, Dasidridge, ¥. 
Now Christ He is risen, the serpent’s heaul is ized, 

1555, L., Burdsal), R. 
New J have found a Dread, 1671, ii., Hope, H. J. M. 
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Now I resolve with all my heart, 1550, i, Ab, wretched 
souls who strive in vain 

Now let mee yarn paged aa 1577, i, 
Laureata plebs tidelis 

a a God of peace and love, 1865, ii., Gibbons, 

Now, my soul, rehearve the story, 1659, ii., Dix, W.C. 
Now severed is Jordan, gy te hang Gould, 5 
Now at. solemp shadows . i, Doudney, 

Now to the cruel scourge, the tiwined thorn (Et 
flagelli-), 1563, i. Faro tle mucdivit ? Det 

Now to the glorious 1667, ii., Conder GW. 
Now to rhine one allar, Migros i 1594. i., Unto Thine altar, 

Now when prayer and (oil had failed, 1584, i,, 0 the 
Vastness, © the terror 

Now, er your relics, 1649, li., Adeste sancti 

Now with creation's morning song (Lax ecce surgit 
auwen), 621, 1,, Nox, et tenebrae, et nubila 

Now with the declining sun, 1676, ii, Labente jam 
solis rota 

Nox atra rerum, 1692, 1., The pall of night 

O all ye works of God the Lorde, 1641, L, Old Version 
O all you creatures of the Lord, 1668, i,, Benedicite 
O Dlessed oat Ore gloriows news for man, 1551, ii., Ash- 

wi : 
o an Ls af our dying Lord, 1649, ii,, Adoro te 

o Fey of the purified, Wits hy Somat ised 1583, ii., O joy 
of the Justified, joy of the 

0 — ie sorrow, weary, pr dae 1564, ii., Francis, 

O! Christ, He is the Fountain, 1668, i,, Cousin, Anne R, 
O Christ, our Gai, Who with Thine own hast been, 

1554, ii., Bourne, G. H. 
O Christ, owr never-failing Guide, 1684, i, O qui per- 

wus noe monitor doers 
O Church ah Apter our blest abode, 1655, ii., Butter: 

eine and neues reioyee And sing onto the Lorde, 

Pg Jacl — slg TY i, Antipbon 
O could I find from day to day, 1566, ii., Cleveland, B 
O Cross, that iy Reewias eae, 1658, ii, Crux sola 

languorum 
O Crus, ao languentes, 1558, ii., Crux sola lan- 

guorum 
O dearer to my thankful heart, 1690, li, Steele, Anne 
O Domine ~ ! speraci im Te, 1669, 1, Scots, Mary 

Queen 0! 
O domus, Hierusalem ! leata, 1674, ii., Jerusalem, my 

od ui plery Sat Seth make, 1565, ii., Gill, T. H. 
OG du Leutechland, moss marschieren, 79, 

Arndt, E. M. 
o bag a rd ts crowned and consecrated, 1569, ii., 

o mann bless the children, 1661, ii., Ellerton, J. 
O Father, in bd Puather's heart, 1861, i., BE. S. A, 
o _— ine of earth and heaven, 1596, ii., Will- 

Oo pethar’ “ihough the anzviows four, 1652, i., Barbauld, 
Anna 

O Father, the fields that are ripe, 1867, i, Gould, 
Hannah F. 

O Father, wncreated Lord, 982, i., ane, A- T. 
6 fora shout of joy, 1597, ii,, Young, J 
O for the coming of the end, 1691, i., Strype, E.H 
o amt af life and beanty, 1596, i, Wigiewerth, 

o paren af oo = dear honoured spot, 1559, i., De 
ury, M 

0 ~~ — am hath Thine car, 1686, i,, Bunting, 

0 at ioe Thee: not thal my poor love, 1682, ii, 0 
wane Te, Nec 

yy lowe Thee not with love, 1583, i., 0 Deus ego 
amo Te, Nec 

O Ged, my God, I do love Ther, 1868, ii.. 0 Deus ego 
amo Te, Nec 

eon, oe irit lowes but Thee, 1683, 1,, O Deus ego 
amo Te, Nec 

0 sh fee eed our prayer, 1668, ii., Faber, 

© Ged, Ha prager of Thy betewed Son, LEN, £. Collin, 

O Gok, Thou art the objet of my love, 1668, ii., 0 Deus 
amo Te, Nec 

© God, Thou didst inspire in ancient days, 1656, ii., 
Clarke, 8. C. 

ii, 
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0 God Thou wondrous One im Three, 1568, i., Bailey, | OL 
P. J. 

O God, ‘amc 1538, i, O Lord, | 01 
ay heey eee 
a Thow art just, 1679, 1, Mason, | 0 . 

0 God. to Thee we raise our eyes, 1688, i., Richardson, 6 / 
Charlotte 10. 

ome, Lafont ty aerate ST 2, Lak, Oe ot 
our bearts inspi 

ho holdest in Thy hand, 1558, ii., Crippen, 
ong 

O God, Who in the unapproached light, 648, ii. O Luce 
qui mortatibus 

O God, Some gts alone can bless, 1576, i,, Kennedy, 

oon, Whose thunder shakes the sky, 1656, i., Chatter- 

0 
0 
7) 

0 
0 

ton, T. } 
o aenkae ’ apxaad [Shepherd] bind was, 1672, iL, 4 

0 

7) 
0 

0 
7 

Hatton, 
Sean leant Wr gale as 1589, i,, Scottish | 

o Pil += Christus, eenvig licht, 1566, i, Christe, qui 
lux es et 

° rare 0 ei celestial Bride, 1583, 1, O happy | 
urch, O Bride of beaven 7] 

land a My soul would fain be there, 
, li, Neale, C. 

O hear me, Lord, instruct and save, 1876, i., Kennedy, 
B. H. t 

© height, O drendth, O depth of love, 1551, t. Appareh t 

0 height that doth all height excel, 1595, i, What 
, what distant star? i¢ 

0 help me, Lord, this day to be, 1566, ii., Butler, M. 

Pgh arog $ host om W 4 nl 
Grace Incarnate! From Whose vi Py 

O Holy Gast, Thou Fount of Light 1887, i, Qui 

One Lamb, slain ere the world was made, 1563, i., 
‘ando quis audivit? Dei 

O Holy our God, 1597, ii., ¥: wae 5 
O how I long to reach my home, $61, ii,, Elliott, 

0 how yea glory 1552, ii., Bath Ww. is Zion's gune, jurst, W. H. 
heer meyer pans 1666, ii. Cushing, w. 0. 
O Israel, thest be: re, 1560, i. Pk. 
O Jerusalem the ieaful,. 582, ii., O beata Hierusalem 
O Jesu, blessed Lard, to Thee, 1579, ., Mason, A. J. 
O Jesu! King of wondrous might (Jesu, Ker admira- 

bilis), 1 1837, i,, ii., Jesu dulcis memoria | 
i Light of all below (tr, Caswall), 1537, L, Jesu 

O Jeru Lord, of, honr thou the sighs (tr. Caswall), 1637, L, 
Jesu dulcis memoria 

0 Jesu! meek and lowly, 1590, i., Smythe, J. F. 
O Jesu, meine Wonne, die alle Noth 

ii., O Jesu, meine Sonne 
O Jesu! age Jesu, dig, hig i,, Mason, A. J 
O Jeru! Thon af heaven the joy (tr. Russell), 1537, i., 

Jean dulcis memorta 
O Jeeu! to my soul moet dear, 1537, i, Jesu dulcis 

memoria 
O Jesus, blessed Jesus, 1588, i., Roberta, J. T. 
_— how great is Thy mercy, 1564, ii., Francia, 

O Jesus, in thie solemn hour, 1557, 1, Collyer, W. B. 
O Jesus, Jems, my good Lord, 1891, ii., Taylor, Clare 
O Jesus! name to memory dear (tr. D- ieee 1587, ii., 

Jesu dulcis memoria 
0 wl I God most high, 1586, ii., @u¢ iAapor 
0 Ein of feat Ged Phose life tr Stryker), 

oO see per Who bleeding, 1550, i., Agnus Dei 
O Lamm (otter wnschuldig, 1850. i., A — Dei 
O Lord, i om ne as of eee oo 
0 phall pee. a, 

Bath urst, W. H. 
o —_ a doton with pitying eye, 1552, ii., Bathurst, 

O Lord, my God, do Thou Thy holy will, 1593, ii., T« 
the “still wrestlin of the lonely heart 

0 shy Ned God! if fear or shame, 1561, i., Morice 

0 Lord all, we bring to Thee our sacrifice praise 
1561, i., ESA.” a 

O Lord of life, and love, and power, 1661, i.. E. S. A. 
9 lord: te tate Thy hele 1641, i., Old Version 
O Lard, on this Th , 1887, 1., Primo die qu 

Trinttas ™ ra ce * 
O Lord, the contrite sinner’s Friend, 1501, i., Taylor 

» 1683, 



OBJECT 
Otgect of my frat desire, 1568, 4i., Happiness, thou 

ly tea 
0 weet, 1650, ti., Alford, H. 
OY ok they sg wag the sony of ide EY, 1564, i, Bonar, H. 
On high ‘Supa aston be tgs Mr 1676, ii., Laeta- 

bundus exultet fidelis chorus + 
on mesenain vie, in sheltereck clell, Tees.i., Darting, 

On the great love of God I lean, 1554, i., Bonar, H. 
On Thee, O Jesus, strongly leaning, 1554, i.. Bouar, H. 
On wings wf Som mownt up, wey soul, and rise, 1691, 

i., Straphan, J 
PMB aor to mect the day, 1557, i., Coleridge, J. D. 

cnet came, how meck and lowly, 1672, ii., Hull, 

Once heard a sound at my Aeart’s dark door, 1566, L, 
Phelpa, S. D. 

Once more we leave the busy road, levy, & Lingley, J. 
Once the angel started back, 1649, i., Ad regias Agni 

Once po the heaving ocean, 1689, ii., Shindler, Mary 

‘Siac tore wish, my (Goel! it speaks the whole, 1589, ii., 

sivas 1588, i.. Robinson, G. One sole lee reeOTk, 
One sweetly solem , 1665, ii,, Gill, G. 
One touch from Thee Healer’ of diseases, 1558, ti., 

Crewdson, Jane 
Only a littl while, 1568, ii, ag Maria P. A. 
Only a mortal’s power, 1670. i. » Havergal, Frances R. 
amy one bade = 1570, i., Hav 

ane ee ee 78, di 
Cp ben cm date, 1880 " vino 

es, for the battle hath ended, 585, ii., 
on 4 
Optatus cotis, 1563, 1, Fando quis audivit? Dei 
eur children, in faith and prayer, 1668, i, 

Eternal Source of life and power 
ather which in heaven art, And makst (Cox), 
641, i., Old Version 

Oer father which in heawen art, Lord halowd be thy 
name (Norton), 1641, i., Old Version 

Our Father, Whose eternal sway, 1691, i., Straphan, J. 
Our fathers’ Priend and God, i,, Goadby, F. W. 
Chur fathers, where are they ? "15680, i., Doddridge, P. 
Our God invites the wanderers home, 1878, ii., Theuty, 

B,, 
Our Sit te hana! let us adore, 1587, 1., Gott ist 

Our God barren f 1654, ii., Bowring, Sir J. 
Our God is truth, most faithful is His word, 1570, ii., 

Herrnsctmidt, J. D: 
Our God, our God, Thou shinest here, 1583, i, O God, 

our God, Thou ‘shinest here 
Our heavenly Father is not inet, 1591, i., Taylor, 

Clare 
Our solemn Lent has come again, 1860, ii., E. O. D. 
salt yaa is wearing to a close, 1650, ii, 

POE a Sr ion rise, 1593, i., Timms, G. 
Dut af the denthe to Thee Tory, 167°, 1. Marcy, E. E. 

Our 

Paradiso bel 1 i,, O Paradise, 0 iy rest 
— roul, rr poets thee, 1661, L, Recon, 

Partner: hope, 1596, i., While we walk 
with doa! light 

Pass omay, eartht , 1671, ii., Hi J. M. 
Peace be to thy 9 Sey OT Bp iden, 
Peace, peace, my soul, thow need'st wet eas 1586, i., 

Peace, troubled soul, thou nmeedst not fear 
Peace to thee, 0 Savoured one, 1568, ii., H T. 
Ponce upon poses, like wave on wave, 1654, i., Bonar, 

Peace, what @ precious sound, 1568, i,, Elwin, J. F. 
Pity, Lord, a wretched creature, 1890, ii., Stamp, J. 
Pour, Wesset St ad lorious news for man, 1661, ii., 

Ashworth, T. 
Praise, glory, and Riise. Redeemer, to Thee, 1565, ii., 

Gilerta, ve, ne et bonor en 
Praise rom nen praise Him, h fy 

Scottish eg 
Praise God, O my soul, 1552, ii., Bathurst, W. H, 
Prete, Leva, for Thee in Zion waits, 1878, i, Lyte, 

Preige our God Jor all the wonders, 1561, ii., Ellerton, 

Praise our God, Whose open hand, 1561, ii, Ellerton, J. 
Praise the Lord, Bie Hie povor confess, 1807.44, Wrangtasn, 
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Praise the Lord, © ye Gentiles all, 1541, i., Old Version 
Praise the Lord, our mighty King, 1661, ii., Auber, 

Harriet 
ahi 3 the Lord through every nation, 1563, ii., Feith, 

Praise to God, immortal praise, 1589, ii., Should the 
ising: whirlwinds tear 

Praise to the Heavenly W rag 1861, ii,, Ellerton, J. 
Praise to the Lord om high, 1560, ® 
sha % to the radiant Source of bliss, 1560, i., idige, 

Pray that Jerusalem moy have, 1589, i,, Scottish 
bymnody 

Prayer ie the dew ‘faith, 1689, ii,, Sigourne , Lydia 
Precious promise hath given, rage ities, ie ¥ 
Pretens Aawlenr, dearest Priend, 1660, >. Dena 

Preserve ve Lorde thy deare word. pd by thy deare 1641, i, Olu 

Prince if Peace, control my will, 1669, ii., Shindler, 
Mary 8. B. 

Promissus en instat dies, 1649, ii,, Adeste, coelitum 

Psallat chorus corde mundo, 1686, U., Plausy chorus 
lactabundo 

Putlici fontes salutis, 1594, 1., Unta crux Del cruore 

ov er soran tee e net A. ‘ 

i, God, Wha call aeibend ae rly me 00h 

Raise your wwices, +m aya choir, tad ii,, Laetabundus 

Rejotens fe rvchrist” th the Saviour reigns, 1663, i. ‘or , 
Reddome, B. , 

Rejoice, my fellow pilgrim, 1664, i., Borthwick, Jane 
Higeice to-day with one accord, 1626, i., Butler, H, M. 
—. ow. E Thy word of old displayed, 1570, i., 

verge! 
aes ge ig A the niciaas said, 1564, ti,, Frothing- 

bam, N. L. 
Resting, my Saviour, and waiti 1567, i., rs A « ng for Thee, 1567 

Return, my soul, and seek thy rest, 1560, i., Doddridge, 

Rez omnipotens die hodierna, 1631, i., Hermannus 
Contractus 

—_ cannot change the heart, 1555, i., Bunting, W. 

Risen Lord, victorious Ki , 1564, ii., Bright, W 
Royal sons of Jesus, 1690, i., Solemnitas sancti Paull 
Rudt aus von curer Miihe, 1597, ii., Zinzendorf, N 

Count von 

Sife to land, no shadows darken, 1564, ii., Francis, 

ty ‘ely gathered in, 1560, ii., E. 0. D. 
a ely, safely gathers 1580, i., Doddridge, P. 
Sale mand salutare, ti., Jeau, Thy blessed brow 

Salve Regina, 1631, i., Hermannous Contractus 
Salve, sacra dies, qua sursem surgere Christum, 1568, 
7. Hail the day bag her tees Him rise 

Sancti Spiritus adsit nobis gratia, 1681, i,, Hermannus 
Contractus 

Satan, the world, and yh 1683, i., Beddome, 8. 
Save me, Lord, for Thou alone, 1676, i., Kennedy, 

. H. 
Saved ourselves by Jesu's Wood, 1875, i., Kelly, T. 
Saviour, at Thy feet we bow, 1552, ii., Bathurst, W. H. 
Saviour, Acar ws through Thy merit, 1669, iL, 

ines, T, 
Savior, like a bird to Thee, 1560, i, hag wg H. 
Saviour, now the day is ended, 1562, i., Barr, M. 
Saviour, shed voy 6 sweetest [richest] thessing, 1566, i., 

Cousin, Anne R. 
Saviour, Thy dyi a age 1586, i., a 5. 2 
—— Thy 3 promize send ), di, Alford, 

Saviour, 'tis to unto) | —_ R ni ii., Kelly, T. 
Saviour, Who i., Mason, Marte J. 
i Who audy art to ised ‘see. ti., Saviour, to 

Thyself 
inoler, Whom i fom would love, 1868, ti., Happiness, 

thou lovely name 
on yen od in the twilight ?, 1660, i., Alexander, 

aon $s your lamp burning, my brother, 1565, 1., Gates, 
leo 
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ms not that we from heaven are far, 1580, i,, Milner, | Spir 

Say, on should friendship grieve for these, 996, i, 
atts ii., Dear in the s were Crista deep ei 

Schau con deinem Thron, 1697, i., Zinzendorf, N. L. | Spir 
Count von 

Nee, far above the starry height, L686, ii., Flausu chorus | sé 
laetabundo Sta 

See, O Lord, the vineyard ated, 1876, ii., Kelly, T. 
Nee the Captais of Site MeTT Le Les a 
See bog clouds upon the mountains, 1557, i, Collyer, | Sta 

W, B, Stu 
See the vineyard lately — 1575, ii., Kelly, T. 
Seigneur ! du sein de la poussiére, 1681, i., My God! | sti 

though cleaving to the dust 
Servants of the great Jehovah, iL, Sanders, W. Ste 
Set (how ‘ty trust upon the Lord, 1060, 1, Seottah stu 

shadeus are Pre a brighter ray, 1559, i, Dedilis | sh 
cessent clementa legis = 

Shall this life of mine [ours] be wasted ?, ISTT, L, Like ) st 
Prec dep ward, ome 

were pate, Les Sor we are frail and faint, 1592, iL, | st 

Shine on our as eaaelalt God, 1689, ii., Shine on our | s 
souls, O King of grace 

Shine Thou upon us, Seed, 1561, if., Ellerton, J. * 
Pe. blessed Jesus reigns, 1558, i., Beddome, 

Shrouded once in blackest might, 1670, i., Herschell, 
Esther 

Sy trusting every day, 18868, i., Page, E. s 
poi ag hr the gp fant Ae tracts of time, 1689, ii., Since 

all the coming scenes of time s 
Since Jesus freely (truly) did appear, 138,i., 1563, i, 

Since we kept the Saviour’s birth, 1558, ii,, Alford, H. 
Sing aloud to fod our Strength, on. 4a. Kelly, T. 
Sing of Him Who bore our guilt, 1675, ii., Kelly, T. : 
Sing, sing His lofty praise, 1676, rae Kelly, tT. | 
Sing them over again to me, 1653, 5-2. ' 
Sing ae the little children, 1570, i., ‘Havergal, Frances 

Sing we praise to God above, God our Saviour, &c., | 
1875, ii., Kelly, T- 

wing wee my T. God above, Sing we praise, kc., 1675, 
. . 

Sinners, hear the melting story, 1669, ii., Su ose, 
Sinners, will you scorn the eee es, 

will you slight the meseage ? 
Det ark my beautiful bade, 1668, i, Faber, F. W. 
So it, Lord; _ prayers are prayed, 1560, i, 

Os ig gently breathing notes, 1667, i., Collyer, 

Softly the shade of evening falls, 1667, i, Collyer, 

soldiers of Christ, arise (Wesley), 1635, ii., Italian 

eS celebrate, 1590, i., Si iri Some rightly rate, +» Sit qui rite canat te 
virginem 

Some sing, 0 Christ, Thine atgful power, 1690, i., Sit 
qui tonantem, Christe canat manum 

Son oY David, throned in light, 1667, ii., Conder, J. 
Sons of labour, dear paar ae i, a Hiole, 8. R. 
Sons of Zion, Lift your eyes, 1689 
Sons of Zion, raise your songs, 1878, ot i, kell T. 
Soon aa faith the Lord can see, 1653, i. “Berridge. 
won Senos ae oe the last glad song “arise, ii., 

nan balbaeritid descend, 1557, i., purer, 6B. 
Soon the trumpel o salvation, 1570, i., Havergal, 

Soul of Christ, be my sanctification, 1661, i., Anima 
Christi sanctitica me 

Soul, sowl, (how art passing, 1667, ii., Graven, Henry C. 
Soul, then know thy Lag salvation, 1574, ii., dues: ! 

my cross have 
wore and Giver of no 1668, ii., Happiness, thor 

jove 
aes le cour of. lane and Light of day, 1668, i., Guyon 

npnnien ae Life, Town Thy hand, 1660, i., Doddridge 

Sonwer divine, om the good seed in me, 1564, i., Bonar 

Sowing the seed the daylight rv, 1558, ii., Blisa, P 
Rpeabath bd haerl ay . the simner's sin my heart. 1664, i 

Bonar, H 
Spirit Christ, my soul make pure, 1661, i., Anim 

Christi sanctitica me 
aa oh f immortal Love, 1692, i., Tennyson, Alfre 
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., Kelly, T. a long-eapected morn, L578. 3:1 168i i. raat 

Se 1, i,, erion’ 
he bis a bs as Kelly. ves Lave be Cannes 

he tg of 178s ain, 1664, K, Tayler, 
won 

sad is just : ap 

Fas Lord of et ey Soper ee USE be papers} 
Lord tm ia, 5 

The Lord Pee on high, 1875, ‘ii., Kelly, e 
Phe Lord of kencen te earth is come, 1678, i,t tae. 
The Lord’ of lore will sure indulge, 1589, ‘ag ty 

izabeth 
rhe Lond en high ascends, (nce more, 1585, i., Optatus 

votis omniam 
The Lard receives His highest praise, 1668, i, Cowper, 

w 
eae iemy lyme he ie, SED) Bes OM, Sous & 
The Manger throne, iL, Dix, W. C. 
The more my conduct I survey, 1568, i., Greene, T. 
Theos be red 0 re 

it), ty ee eg iy polom 
The vn tof ageny Bath 1626, i., Butler, H. M. 
The res ae to Thy which rise, 1564, ii, 

Sir J, 
The only. Ink of Israel be praised ewermore, 1641, i, 

Version 
The pat ee Wee smal te tr O God, 1661, i., 

pearly gates 1564, ii., Francis, S, T. 
Peete he land Ase on tele way, &c., 1875, ii., 

proudest heart that ever beat, 1571, ii., Hone, W. 
ae weatie piweet renewal brings, 1564, ii., Freeman, 

P. 
The saints of God are holy men, 1650, i,, Alexander, 

Cecil F. 
The saints should never be dismayed, 1558, i., Cowper, 

The sands of time - sinking, 1568, i, Consin (nde 
Cundell), Anne 

The seas are quiet when the winds give o'er, 1504, iL., 

peice ter . how thick they stand, 1860, i., Dod- 
a 

The Som of Cinsolation i., Coote, Maude 
The Son the Sodaf thfe 1880, ii., Mogridge, G. 
The ‘Sm Mom from Jordan rose, 1562, i., Emergit 

undis e 
The spirit of grace graunt we 0 Lord, WAL, i,, Old 

ersion 
The pty that heralds in the morn, 1660, i., Aeterna coell 

gladness, 1668, i., Coote, Mande 

aky, iy, 1887, Collier, 

The er of joy ant, 
The sun himself thalt Lage Foie, 188, i, 
The sun =F lights yor broad 

M. 
The ba ot fo “free ace — Escape to the mountain,’ 

1555, i, Bu LR, 
The whole wide world for Jesus, 1875, i., Jobnson, 

Catherine 
The world tz old and sinful, 1571, H., Hora novissima 
Thee, Christ, we lavd and magnify, 1577, i., Laus tbl 

riste Chi 
shag agg the truth concealed, 1549, ii,, Adoro te 

Thee, soeercign Go our anthems praise, 1183, ii., Te 

Thee we gay ee steveet bore 1683, ii., O holy, boly, 
holy Lord! Thou God of hosts, Ae. 

There are lonely hearts to cherish, 1588, i., Gospet, G. 
There isa city fair to see, 1604, ii,, Vincent, F 
Thave ¢ isa ud move tender, true, 1652, ii., Barton, 

it fet mesgest pa ob i,, Davis, E. 
There it a hope, a i, Pr ewer H. H. 
There te 6 leied soteeens Roth oom 688, i., Robins, G, 
There is a Nat which shines from heaven, 1578, ii, 

Manly, B., jun, 
Theresa phetk star, my soul, 1564, i., Bonar, H. 
There isa [sacred] waveless rest, 1693, ii.,Tarn- 

bull, 
Thee tsa vest from sin and sorrow, 1879, ti., Maurice, 

ane 
There is @ Shepherd kind and strong, 1560, 1., Ind- 

There is a tule in Israel's road, 1687, ti,, Colquhoun, 

There ap ty There is to day, 1668, ii., Cushing, W.O. joy 

There is no love Hike the love of Jeaus, ITT, ii, Litte- 

eat Be Way and only one, 1560, i., Alexander, 
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There no waxing moon, nor waning, 1649, i., Ad 
perenne vites fonters 

There's a beautiful land on h eee’ i., Nicholson, J, 
gies Ay “eopalpcra aaha 1558, ii., Black, 

ary A 
There's and rest in Paradise, 1594, L, Vernon, + Y es 54, 

These are the crowns that we shall wear, 1554, i, Bonar, 
H. . 1662, ii., Fair vision bow Gy distant cen 

These children, Lord, in faith and prayer, 1862, i., 
Eternal Source of life and power 

These eyes, () Jexus, ne'er have seen, 1675, i., Jesus, these 
ER ade have aay o — 

Acne toon ‘ade, 1587, ii., Rich are 
sees 5 Ag nesters 5 otgeclince ly : 

Two Lives: one, Mike fleeting, 1561, ii, Art 
~~ fainting in the tempest 
a away from sight, 1664, ii., Frothingham, 

Thine, O God, et, (trust, 1576, i., Kennedy, B. H. 
ar ty Ag erring one, 1 a Our beaven is 

* 

Think upon Eve and Adam's sin, 1681, i, Mozley, 

Phir ts My toy Sora a spring, 1651, i., A bent: at Pr. 
whick is given for you, 

Thins the is Ine da: ay af toil, 1554, i., Bonar, 
eid the world below, 1871, a Hincheliffe, J. 

This pot 'y solemn thought, 1865, ii., Gi 
This world is poor rom thors to shore 186, i. Giles, ce 
Those one crowns above, 1567, i., io ques 
ns gloria cunsecrat 1 

art my joy, Lord Jerns, 1568, i,, Guinness, H. G. 
~—— ™ jee and I know, 1658, ii., Be mercifal 

me, 
Thou, by heavenly hosts adored, 1568, i., Harbau 
Thou by Whoee strength the mountains ttand, fei, 1 ii., 

Auber, Harries 
Thow God of glory, truth, and of love, 1564, i., Boaden, E. 
vien, re pt the of —— lowly (tr, Magill), 1537, ii., Jeew 

iu 
ae: Lamb rot God for sinners slain, 1557, ii., Cunder, 

The long disowned, reviled, oppressed, 1669, i., Scudder, 

Thou, ng didst consecrate this hour, 1864, i., Ford, J. 
Thou, Lord of all abyre, 1663, i., Beddome, B. 
Thow Prince of glory slain for me, 1557, i., Collyer, 

Thou mont and mercy have, 1589, iL, Scottish 
bynv 

Thou sweet Kedron, by thy silver stream, 1568, i., De cert fling Kat . 
Thow that art "the Puther’s Wor, _s ii., ae H. 
Thow the Christ anf ever 1555, i., Bright, W. 
Thou to Wane prerdioay fi given, 16k i., Whately, 

Abp 
Thou Who at Cana's wedding feast, 1678, i., Lord, Who 

at Cana s wedding feast cot’? : 
Who 3 Thy first Kucharist didet pray, 1504, i., 

sas 4 siaet call Thy saints of old, 1596, i,, Welch, 

Thow Who hast called our being here, 1663, ii., Fields, 

Thou. Who Aaat called us by Thy word, 1554, i,, Bode, 

Thow Who hast in mercy West, 1586, li., Partridge, 8. W. 
shar la on that wondrous journey, 1550, ii,, Alford, 

Thow who wearted by the well, 1661, ii., Ellerton, J. 
Thow 5 Who with dying lips, 1896, i., Wiglesworth, 

Thow, —T pursuing, we go on our way, 1558, ii.. ‘A 
Darby, 

Though in a Sarid tickness, 1664, ii,, Bourne, H. 
Though rough and ¢ ry te the way TE 1676, 1, Kelly, T. 

roned above the starry T. TN 
Throne high is Jesus now, 1875, ii., ai. T. i 
as the aweful Tree, 1561, i, Ellerton, J. 

srael's phen in times of old, 1660, ii., “Alford, 

life's vapours dimly seeing, 1564, i., 0 the hour 
en this material 

Through the yesterday of ages, 1570, 1., Havergal, 
Frances R. 

Ths pith God of He tnotnde, BRB, Kell 
Thuz saith God of His Anointed, 1875, ii., Kelly, - 
7 ie Ge hath made our peace, 

iy Rely wit, may God, be sas 1585, ibe teas 
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Thy a Lord, the sinner’s hope, 1578, i., Lyt 
HM. F. 

Thy name we love, Lord Jesus, 1697, i., Yerbury, W. 
Thy ——— in the temple watched, 1661, ti., Aube 

t 
Thy thoughts are here, my God, 1654, i., Bonar, H. 
Thy way, 0 God, is tn the sea, 1561, ii., As through 

glass we dimly see; 1593,1., Thy way is in the ses 
Thy ways, 0 Lord, with wite design, 1589, i., Serle, A 
TM Christe, splendor Patris, 1531, ii.,| Hrabam 

aurus 
TW the day dawn, 1554, i., Bonar, H. 
Times are changing, days are flying, 1664, ii., Hort! 

borgir flesh divides, 1581, il, Neale, C ‘Tis but a film ivides, re A 
‘Tis He, “he ef tmow Him now, 1$63, i., Bethum 

G.W. 
"Tis a when the burdened Acart, 1589, i,, Servos 

Ez 
"Tis not the Cross I have to bear, 1558, ii., Crewdsor 

Jane 
Tis not the gift tut ‘tis the spirit, 1684, U., Bowring 

bs) . 
'Tiz — that agonizing hour, 1552, ii., Bathurat 

H 
“Tis past. the dark and dreary night, 1669, ii., Denny 

ir E. 
"Ts sweel is ine trials of conflict and sin, 1590, t. 

Smith, J. W, 
"Tis aweet our pilgrimage, 1661, i,, Edmeston, J. 
"Tis thus they pres the hand and part , 1554, i., Bonar 

"Tis to us no cause of sorrow, 1875, ii., Kelly, T. 
To (hrist, ing Jrom the dead be sung, 1558, ii. 

Crippen, T. G, 
To com) the great Three-One, 1569, ii,, Hart, J. 
To { turned in wild distress, 1678, i,, Lyte, H. PF, 
To God my earnest voice J raise, 1558, i., Bebold um 

unprotected stand 
7 — our longing eyes we raise, 1661, i, Auber 

To Him Who spread the skies, 1554, 1., Bonar, H. 
To me remains nor place, nor time, 1568, i., Guyon 

Madame 
To our Lord a throne is given, 1576, ., Kelly, T. 
7) prayer, lo prayer, ii., Ware, HB. 
To thare the Lamb's high marriage rites, 1649, i,, Ac 

noptias Agni Pater 
To the Ark away, or perish, 1§75, ii., Kelly, T. 
To the Lamb's festival, 1649, i,, Ad nuptias Agni Pater 
0 BOS Oe ee ii., Bathurst, 

To Thee I send my cry, Lord Jesus, 1550, 1., Agricola, J. 
To Kose my ed King and Lord, 1597, i. 

» =a o fg orgy 1571, ii., Hora novissima . 
J e . glory, raises loud, 1565, 1. 

Gloria, laus, et honor * 
To Thee, O dear, dear Saviour, 1693, ii., To Thee, 0 

loving Savtour 
To Thee, 0 God, my prayer ascends, 1588, i, Rowe, 

Elizabeth 
To ae God, Whose guiding hand, 1559, L, Davis, 

To Thee, ( gracious Father, 1587, i., Ranyard, Ellen 
To Thee, O Lord, in deep distress, 1578, i., Lyte, H. F. 
To Thee, O righteous Mather, 1694, ii,, Vincent, F. 
To Zion's stately pile, 1656, ii., Clarke, S. C. 
To-day the Saviour rose, 1671, ii., Hoskins, J. 
aeey Bea oes path of duty, 1556, ii,, Clephune, Anna 

Teo late, too late, ye cannot enter now, 1693, i., Tenny- 
son, Alfred, Lord 

Tota creatura gemit: Deus audier, 1$50, ii., All crea- 
tion groans and travails 

Totius fons sanctitatis, 1594, 1., Uncta Crox Del cruore 
Trust tn God, and do the rigAt, 1558, i,, Courage, bro- 

ther! do not stumble 
Trust ye in the Lord for ever, 1876, i., Kelly, T. 
Trustingly, trustingly, 1554, i., Bonar, H. 
Tu Via; In nobis monstras atque efficie unus, 1592, ii. 

Thou art the Way, to Thee alone 
‘Twas when the seas with hideous roar (My Father's at 

the ep 628, ii., Knight, J. A. 
Two temples Jehovah prize, 1659, i., Davis, T. 

Deh’ immer Trev, 1571. i., Hilty, L. H. 
Und klingst du, 1§51, ii,, Arndt, E. M. 
Onto th’ eternal hills, 1664, i,, Bonar, H. 
Unto the Lord, unto the Lord, 1686, ii., Park, B. A. 
Unto Thee be glory given, 1561, i,, Ecce pulchra canu- 

rum 

c. 



WELL 

We'll sing in spite of sworn, 876, 3-» Kel 
War stoge the med eho rinks 10 ree! to res et, ii., Taylor, 

Worn oth die Kinder freuen, 1597) ii., Zinzendorf, N. 
ee jaunt Vor 

Pe’ re bound for yonder land, 1878. ii., Kelly, T. 
What a rea ee and pote 1584, i., O quot undis 

lacrymarum 
What are those Sabbaths of joy without emi? 1604, i., 

© quanta qualia sunt ile —s | 
What can relieve the troubled soul ? 1552, ii, Bathuret, 

iH Ww. i. 
What hart Thow done forme, O Thou my mighty Friend, 

1570, i., Haw Tances 
What is this that stirs within? 1595, i., What is this? 

and whither? whence? 
What man soener he be that, 1541, i., Old Version 
Wind mevte the dawning of the year? 1656, i,, Charles, 

biza! 
What means the water in this font ? 1590, 1., Spence, J. 
What praise unto the Lamb ts dee, 1691, ii., Taylor, 

Clare 
What though my shrinking flesh complain, 1557, ii, 

Come, U Thou Traveller unknown 
What though the Accurer roar, 1565, i., Gandy, 5. W. 
What though thy sons be seeping, 1663, i, Farmer, 

Sarah 
slo tongue can tell, what fancy paint, 1576, i., Kelly, 

What were Sinai’s awful wonders? 1576, i., at ie 
What wondrous cavse could moce Thy heart? 1501, 

Taylor, Clare 
When at mid-day my tas i,, Ford, J. 
Wnen by bitter tod subdued, 480K th mt pe F. 
When Christ from heaven came down of old, 1596, il, 

When Christ came down on earth of old 
When clouds are hovering o'er us, 1558, i., Beattie, Hf 
When darkness rei oer Egypt round, 1676, ti, 

Judkio, T. J. 
When day's shadows lengthen, 19T7, i. Lee, F. G 
—— vat the world sprang forth (tr. noma alt,), 

, i. Ad temp!a pow rursus yocat 
When for me the silent oar, 1576, ii., Larcom, Lucr. 
When i cometh, tohen He cometh, 1858, ii., Cushing, 

When ie am weak, J'm strong, 1564, ii., Frothingbam, 

Wher J view my Saviour bleeding, ei i,, Lee, RB. 
When in the hours of lonely woe, 1574, ii., Jesus, in 

Whom but Thee above 
When in the Lord Jehovah's nome, 1660, ii., Alford, H. 
When in the morning J awake, 1696, i., Smith, C. 
When Israel thro the desert passed, 1568, i,, Bed- 

dome, H. 
When Jesus came to earth vot, 1596, ii., When Christ 

came down on earth of old 
When Jesus left the attering crowd, 1580, i., Mass, 3. 
— Jesus to (my) our rescue came, 1678, i., Lyte, H 

When mothers —— brought to Jesus, 
1572. ii., Hutchings, W 

When me tongue can no more utter, 1681, ii., Neur, 
bE 

When _ - the Jewish mothers, 1580, i., Alexander, | C 

When over our land Awng oppression's dark pall, 1586, 
an’ Phelps, 8. D. 
nen catty on dry land once more, 1681, i., Mozley, 

When shall the last bright song arise, 1504, ii., Vokes, | 

whew witent steal across my soul, 1583, ii., Torrey, 

when the age day of Pentecost, 1669, ii., Hart, J 
a ag isciples saw their Lord, 1585, i., 

me! 
When the race it run, 1659, ii., Dickinson, W. 
baer - harvest yields the pleasure, 1580, ii., Moore, 

Wher the parting bosom bleeds, 1889, ii., Sigourney, 

dar) storms of life are saging, 1589, i, Servoss, | 

whee Be storms of rorrow gather, 1554, ii., Bowring, | 

When thickly beat the storms of life, 1688, i., sets. G, 
When to dark Moriah's side, Keon” Young, KE. M. | 

oe 

ble 4 fo the exiled seer were given, 1588, 1588, i., Robinson, 

When to the silence of the tomb, 1871, ii., Homo Dei 
erratora 

When verdure clothes the fertile vale, 1678, i., How 
changed the face of natire shows 
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When we im holy worship, 1596, ii., Wiglesworth, 

When we reach our peaceful dwelling, 1558, i., Cousin, 
Anne R. 

Whyues eve sorrmes, Saviour, aay ? 1670, ii., Herachell, 

Whence oan sounds ious, 1576, i., Kelly, T 
vata of joy? 1577, id., Look 

up, ye saints, and while ye gaze 
Where are Thou, Lord? with anzious eye, 1655, ii., 

Bushell, W. 1. 
| Where is our Master now ? 1585, i., Palin, Emily 1. J. 
Where righteouswesse doth say, 154i, i., Old Version 
— shall my soul begin to sing? 1688, ii., Sanders, 

Where mg ig And our mightiest saint? 1636, i., 
tler, EH. 

whee the sacred body lieth, 1549, i., Ad perennis vitae 
intern 

Wherefore do the nations rage, 1567, a Seat, Sir RB, 
Whether, in Sw quiet ct walk, 1864, Freeman, P 
While heard the po be harps atove, 1551, ii., rrr 

while bone beauty clothes the fertile wale, 1572, i., How 

Waile Ite. my sont gewe ‘map, 18A1, L, My heey if my som we way, yi, 
untuned, and laid aches . . 

der 5 sweet communion feeding, 1559, ii., Denny, 
rE. 

Wate ™ ie (this) world we still [yet] remain, 1876, i., 
y. 4. 

wees = upon the furious waves, 1674, i., Jenkins, 

While marching on to Canaan's land, 1588, i., Cottle, J, 
While on life's stormy sea, 1586, i., Phelps, 5. D. 
While ves through this vale of woe, 1668, ii, 

mH, 
While to its grief my soul gave way, 1681, i., My harp 

un laid ae = . 
While verdant hill and teoming vale, 1678, i, How 

changed Ube face of nature shows 
Who can condemn since Christ hath died? 1691, ii, 

Taylor, Clare 
Who hath believed our report ? to whom, 1663, 1., Fando 

quis audivit ? 
Who nel roll tiway away the stone, 1864, ii., Bowring, 

Whe; wen darkest gathered o'er us, 1567, i., Gould, 
anti 

shee me are ew beride the chilly wave? 1564, ii., 
K 

— ‘al oa veel like Thee ? 1870, i., He came, the 

Why doe i pon ee my God? 1588, ii,, Sanders, 

wie thy face so lit with emilee? 1668, ii., Faber, F. 

Why those feara? behold 'tizs Jesus, 1696, L, Why those 
fears? bebold the pillow 

why om — im frail child of woe? 1878, i., 
Dg, 

Wilt Thou Acar the voice of praite? 1587, ii, Rice, 
Caroline L. 

With all the power (powers) my poor heart hath, 1549, 
ii,, Adoro te devote 

With glory clad, with strength arrayed, 1596, ii,, With 
clad, with might « 

Gad there ie o Bama. i006, tie, Toate io 2 blamed 
ig 
With Acarts and with voices, O praise ye the Lord, 

1570, ii., Herrnschmidt, J. D. 
With humble heart and tongue, 1567, ii., Great God, 

with heart and tongue 
With toudest voice of joyfulness and praise, 1594, Li., 

Voce jubtlantes magna 
_ — before the Lord appear, 1564, iL., Foster, 

With comer. Lord, our souls proclaim, 1560, i., 
Doddridee, P. 

Within the churchyard side by ride, 1550, ii., Alexander, 
Cecil F. 

—_— the temple's hallowed cowrts, 1669, ii,, Dix, 
a 

Witness ye men and angels now, 1597, 1., Ye men and 
angels, witness now 

Woe's me that { in Meech am, 1589, 1, Scottieh 

Wonder wt Bok wit Bei seith » Seearen, 1592, i., The good old 
i'w 

Word of the everlasti 9 God, 1562, i, Barton, B 
word of ik coor-tising God. 1552, i,, Barton, B. 
Work and never weary, though thy etrength be mmatl, 

1580, i., Miller, Emily 
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Suttinger, K. B.. *1545, 
Suarts, 3. See Bohwartz, 

Henna 
Symons, i ' , 1691. 
Synesius, Bp. of Ptole- 

mikis, 914, 1620, 

T.. Mra., 495. 
T.T. 0.. 894. 
Taborskf, J., 154, 155, 

Te s Fohk, #1591 
Tasea, TL f 

Trommius, A,, 1627. 

Uitenhove, J., 1826, 
Ulen . O., 1617 

Ulrike Queen of 
5 957, 

Under-E Theodore, 

Urban VIL. Pope, 111, 
655, 657, akon, 

Uris; . 8, 198, 
Urwiek W.. 5Te, 

Vernon, J. R., *1594, 
Vetter, Conrad, 549, 
Votter, Daniel, 156, 
Vetter, @.. 158. 
vi F,, *1694. 

Colonna. 
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